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AUTOMATE YOUR BUSINESS PROCESSES

Instead of relying on your users to perform each part of a business process, automate it! The benefits are two-fold: your users can spend
their time on other tasks, and you can trust that the process is always done just so. Salesforce offers tools to automate several kinds of
business processes: guided visual experiences, behind-the-scenes automation, and approval automation. You'll be happy to know that
these tools don't require you to write code—they're all point-and-click.

Choosing Which Salesforce Flow Feature to Use

Salesforce provides a robust set of automation features to help you save time and resources. Use Flow Builder to automate most of
your organization’s repetitive business processes. More features can provide further automation functionality, including approval
processes, Flow Orchestration, Einstein Next Best Action, and Apex.

Migration to Flow

You have used Workflow Rules or Process Builder to create a triggered process. Now, Flow Builder is the optimal tool. Why? It combines
the capabilities of Workflow Rules and Process Builder in a single point-and-click tool. Use Flow Builder to automate if/then business
processes and see a graphical representation of your automation as you build it.

Flow Builder

Whether they’re buying movie tickets, paying bills, or changing restaurant reservations, when a customer interacts with a company,
they expect a seamless and personalized experience. Flow Builder provides declarative process automation for every Salesforce app,
experience, and portal with point-and-click automation.

Flow Orchestration

As your company grows, so does the complexity of your workflows. Processes often require input from multiple users in multiple
departments across multiple time zones. This increased complexity results in an increased amount of time spent waiting for each
person to complete their task in the proper order.

Einstein Next Best Action

Display the right recommendations to the right people at the right time with Einstein Next Best Action. Create and display offers
and actions for your users that are tailored to meet your unique criteria. Develop a strategy that applies your business logic to refine
those recommendations. Your strategy distills your recommendations into a few key suggestions, like a repair, a discount, or an
add-on service. Display the final recommendations in your Lightning app or Experience Builder site.

OmniStudio

OmniStudio provides a suite of services, components, and data model objects that combine to create Industry Cloud applications.
Create guided interactions using data from your Salesforce org and external sources. OmniStudio is available to select Industry Cloud
customers.

OmniStudio for Vlocity

OmniStudio for Vlocity is a set of services, components, and data model objects used to create Vlocity Industry Cloud Apps.

Automated Actions

An automated action is a reusable component that performs some sort of action behind the scenes—like updating a field or sending
an email. After you create an automated action, add it to a process, milestone, or other automated process.

Approval Processes

It’s likely that you’re familiar with process automation in the form of workflow rules. Approval processes take automation one step
further, letting you specify a sequence of steps that are required to approve a record.
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Workflow Rules

Workflow rules let you automate standard internal procedures and processes to save time across your org. A workflow rule is the
main container for a set of workflow instructions. These instructions can always be summed up in an if/then statement.

Process Builder

Many of the tasks you assign, the emails you send, and other record updates are vital parts of your standard processes. Instead of
doing this repetitive work manually, you can configure flows or processes to do it automatically. We strongly recommend using
Flow Builder, but Process Builder can also help you automate your business processes and give you a graphical representation as
you build it.

Choosing Which Salesforce Flow Feature to Use

EDITIONS

Available in: Lightning
Experience and Salesforce
Classic

Flow Builder and Einstein
Next Best Action are
available in: Essentials,
Professional, Enterprise,
Performance, Unlimited,
and Developer Editions

Approval Processes and
Flow Orchestration are
available in Enterprise,
Performance, Unlimited,
and Developer Editions

Apex is available in
Enterprise, Performance,
Unlimited, Developer, and
Database.com Editions

Salesforce provides a robust set of automation features to help you save time and resources. Use
Flow Builder to automate most of your organization’s repetitive business processes. More features
can provide further automation functionality, including approval processes, Flow Orchestration,
Einstein Next Best Action, and Apex.

Note:  Use Flow Builder instead of Process Builder and workflow rules. Flows have all the
capabilities of Process Builder processes and workflow rules, and much more, providing a
single no-code automation home.

To determine your automation needs and which feature to use, ask these questions.

1. When do you want the automation to start running?

2. What do you want to happen after the automation starts?

For example, when you add a contact, you want the contact to receive a welcome email.

1. Start: When a contact is created

2. Automation: Send an email to the contact

What Can Start or Trigger a Flow?

FOR EXAMPLE, YOU WANT
SOMETHING TO HAPPEN…

FLOW TYPE TO USEFLOW STARTS OR TRIGGERS

When a new case is created.Record-TriggeredWhen a record is created

When a lead’s status field is
changed.

Record-TriggeredWhen a record is updated

When an account is created or the
account priority field is changed.

Record-TriggeredWhen a record is created or
updated

When a contact is deleted.Record-TriggeredWhen a record is deleted

A week after a quote is created. Add
a scheduled path to the
record-triggered flow.

Record-TriggeredAfter a certain amount of time

Every Saturday at midnight.Schedule-TriggeredAt a specified time and
frequency
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FOR EXAMPLE, YOU WANT SOMETHING
TO HAPPEN…

FLOW TYPE TO USEFLOW STARTS OR TRIGGERS

When a customer enters contact information into
a flow screen and clicks the Next button.

ScreenWhen a user clicks a button on a form

When an employee clicks Request PTO on their
employee record. Opens a form to complete.

ScreenWhen a user clicks a quick action button

When a user clicks a Complete Sale button after
closing an opportunity. Starts background

AutolaunchedWhen a user clicks a custom button or link

automations, such as updating records and emailing
stakeholders.

When a flow executes another flow within the
same running instance to reduce repetition within
the main flow.

Autolaunched or ScreenWhen called by another flow

When an Apex class is triggered by a change to an
opportunity’s stage, which triggers an
autolaunched flow.

AutolaunchedWhen called by Apex code

When an integrated printer is out of ink, it
publishes a platform event message.

Platform Event–TriggeredWhen a platform event message is received

What Can a Flow Automate?

ExampleAUTOMATION

Create an account.Create records

Change a contact’s address.Update records

Delete a user’s permission.Delete records

Send an introductory email to a lead.Send an email

Let new customers add themselves to your contacts using an online
form.

Collect input from external users with an online form

Create an account, a contact, and a case quickly with one simple
form placed directly on support reps’ Home pages.

Collect input from internal users with a form placed on a Lightning
page or launched by a button

Notify managers when significant opportunities are won.Send a custom notification

Send a customer satisfaction survey after an opportunity is closed.Send a survey

Require that managers approve discounts.Submit a record for approval

Run another flow that creates a contact within your
account-creation flow.

Run another flow in the context of the current flow

Call actions registered by External Services to insert details from
an external banking system into a Salesforce record.

Access external systems
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ExampleAUTOMATION

Execute a custom Apex method that uses the InvocableMethod
annotation. You decide what the action does.

Call a custom invocable action

Initiate the reimbursement process for an approved expense report
by sending a message to an external HR system.

Send outbound messages

When Do I Use Another Tool or Feature?

FOR EXAMPLE, YOU WANT…USE…WHEN YOU WANT TO…

Two levels of management to review and
approve employee PTO request records.

Approval ProcessesApprove records through multiple levels in your
organization.

To prompt agents to offer service contracts to
customers who don’t have them.

Einstein Next Best ActionSuggest offers and actions to users that are
tailored to meet your unique business criteria.

An automated hiring process that involves HR,
Finance, and the hiring team.

Flow OrchestrationCoordinate multiple flows, and assign them to
multiple teams or individuals.

To update all your 600,000 contacts at once.Batch ApexPerform an operation for more records than
scheduled-triggered flows allow.

To calculate a highly complex discount rate.ApexPerform CPU-intensive operations.

Equivalent Features in Flows and Workflow Rules

Features and fields in workflow rules correspond to certain things in flows. Use the equivalent features and fields to build flows that
can replace your workflow rules.

Browser Requirements

These are the web browsers supported by our automation tools.

SEE ALSO:

Per-Transaction Flow Limits

Salesforce Architects : Record-Triggered Automation

Equivalent Features in Flows and Workflow Rules

EDITIONS

Available in: both Salesforce
Classic and Lightning
Experience

Available in: Essentials,
Professional, Enterprise,
Performance, Unlimited,
and Developer Editions

Features and fields in workflow rules correspond to certain things in flows. Use the equivalent
features and fields to build flows that can replace your workflow rules.

General

FlowsWorkflow Rules

When creating a flow, select Record-Triggered
Flow.

Create New Rule
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FlowsWorkflow Rules

Use the Description field. The field is available when saving the
flow.

Description

Use the Action element.Email Alerts

Use the Action element.Outbound Messages

Use the Flow Label field. The field is available when saving the flow.Rule Name

Use the Object field. The field is available in the Start element, in
the Select Object section.

Select Object

Use the Create Records element. For How to Set the Record Fields,
select Use separate resources, and literal values and then select
the Task object.

Tasks

Use a scheduled path. To create a scheduled path, in the Start
element, optimize the flow for Actions and Related Records.

Time Triggers

Then, from the flow canvas, select Add Scheduled Path on the
Start node.

Evaluation Criteria
In flows, evaluation criteria are defined in the Start element, in the Set Entry Conditions section.

FlowsWorkflow Rules

Trigger the Flow When:created

• A record is created

Trigger the Flow When:created, and any time it's edited to subsequently meet criteria

• A record is created or updated

When to Run the Flow for Updated Records:

• Only when a record is updated and meets the condition
requirements

Trigger the Flow When:created, and every time it's edited

• A record is created or updated

When to Run the Flow for Updated Records:

• Every time a record is updated and meets the condition
requirements

To manually convert workflow rules with unsupported use cases in entry criteria, use the Decision element.

1. Create a Decision element inside the Flow as the first step.
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2. Recreate the workflow rule steps with the condition builder.

Note:  With this method, the flow will always run and check on the decision after entering. This method can impact performance
or prevent time-based workflow triggers from migrating.

Rule Criteria
In flows, rule criteria are defined in the Start element, in the Set Entry Conditions section.

FlowsWorkflow Rules

For Condition Requirements, select All Conditions Are Met (AND)Run this rule if the criteria are met

N/ARun this rule if the formula evaluates to true

Field Updates
In flows, field updates are done using the Update Records element. In the Update Records element, for How to Find Records to Update
and Set Their Values, select Use the {object name} record that triggered the flow. In flows, you can enter values directly, or use
formulas or references for field values. You can also update multiple fields in a single flow. To improve performance, place field updates
in a flow optimized for fast field updates (before-save).

Flows don’t support field update notifications for the Owner field.

A Get Records element can be required to reference certain elements, like users or groups.

Task Fields
To create a task in a flow, use the Create Records element.

FlowsWorkflow Rules

API Name
OwnerId

Assigned To

Field Name
Assigned To

API Name
Description

Comments

Field Name
Comments

API Name
ActivityDate

Due Date

Field Name
Due Date

API Name
WhatId

Object
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FlowsWorkflow Rules

Field Name
Related To

API Name
Priority

Priority

Field Name
Priority

N/AProtected Component

API Name
Status

Status

Field Name
Status

API Name
Subject

Subject

Field Name
Subject

N/AUnique Name

Operators
Flow Builder shows only the operators that are relevant to the field. Less Than, Greater Than, Less Than or Equal,
and Greater Than or Equal, appear only for number fields.

FlowsWorkflow Rules

N/Adoes not contain

Equalsequals

N/Aexcludes

Greater Than or Equal  (only number fields)greater or equal

Greater Than  (only number fields)greater than

N/Aincludes

Less Than or Equal  (only number fields)less or equal

Less Than  (only number fields)less than

Ends WithN/A

Is NullN/A
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FlowsWorkflow Rules

Is ChangedN/A

Does Not Equalnot equal to

Starts Withstarts with

N/Awithin

To manually convert workflow rules that use the does not contain  operator, use custom condition logic. For example, create a
condition that uses the Contains operator in the first condition, and in the condition logic, enter NOT 1.

SEE ALSO:

Considerations for Migrating a Workflow to a Flow

Considerations for Migrating a Workflow to a Flow

Best Practices for Migration to Flows

Browser Requirements
These are the web browsers supported by our automation tools.

Supported Browsers

• Google Chrome™ (latest stable version)

• Mozilla® Firefox® (latest stable version)

• Microsoft® Edge (latest stable version)

• Apple® Safari® (latest stable version)

Microsoft® Internet Explorer® isn’t supported.

Note:  The browser vendor defines latest for their own browser. Check with your browser vendor to determine the latest
version available.

Screen Resolution
The minimum screen resolution required is 1024 x 768. We recommend using a width of at least 1200.

Migration to Flow

EDITIONS

Available in: both Salesforce
Classic and Lightning
Experience

Available in: Essentials,
Professional, Enterprise,
Performance, Unlimited,
and Developer Editions

You have used Workflow Rules or Process Builder to create a triggered process. Now, Flow Builder
is the optimal tool. Why? It combines the capabilities of Workflow Rules and Process Builder in a
single point-and-click tool. Use Flow Builder to automate if/then business processes and see a
graphical representation of your automation as you build it.

Flow Builder provides debugging, testing, and integration with functions across the Salesforce
Platform. It combines the capabilities of Workflow Rules and Process Builder with the power of Flow
for a single no-code automation home.

To get started on your migration journey, follow the path and choose resources that match your
learning style.
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Get Started: Time to Plan

It’s time to migrate your processes. Where to begin? Here are some great resources for an overview.

Get Ready: Learn Flow

Before you migrate, check out these resources to get you fluent in flow.

Get Moving: Start Your Migration

Use the Migrate to Flow tool to convert your Workflow Rules into Flow Builder. You can also manually migrate many of these functions
that aren't supported in the tool.

Get Building: Dive into Triggers

Triggers are key to creating flows to replace what you built in Workflow Rules or Process Builder. Triggers help you to optimize your
processing time. And they’re faster. When you work with triggers in Flow, there are different options that you can use. Consider
redesigning your automation to take advantage of these options.

Get Visual: Manage Your Triggers

Manage your record-triggered flows with Flow Trigger Explorer. Select an object to see all of the associated flows that run when a
record is created, updated, or deleted. This allows for easy navigation between flows that run under the same circumstances. You
can also view individual flow details and manage its versions. The Flow Trigger Explorer is a powerful post-migration tool.

Sample Migration to a Flow: Workflow Rule with an Email Alert

The majority of workflow rules are used to send email alerts or perform same-record field updates. While these types of workflow
rules have a reputation for being fast, triggered flows are even faster. It’s time to migrate your workflow rules to Flow Builder.

Best Practices for Migration to Flows

Workflow Rules and Process Builder are no longer the preferred tools for automating your business processes. With their pending
retirement, now is the time to go with flow as the future of automated processes. Flow offers built-in extensibility, application lifecycle
management, faster performance, and a foundation for the future.

Migrate to Flow Tool Considerations

Review considerations and supported workflow rules and processes for the Migrate to Flow tool.

Get Started: Time to Plan

EDITIONS

Available in: both Salesforce
Classic and Lightning
Experience

Available in: Essentials,
Professional, Enterprise,
Performance, Unlimited,
and Developer Editions

It’s time to migrate your processes. Where to begin? Here are some great resources for an overview.

• Salesforce Admins Blog: Go with the Flow: What’s Happening with Workflow Rules and Process
Builder?

• Salesforce Help: What's the Difference Between Workflow Rules and Flows? on page 36
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Get Ready: Learn Flow

EDITIONS

Available in: both Salesforce
Classic and Lightning
Experience

Available in: Essentials,
Professional, Enterprise,
Performance, Unlimited,
and Developer Editions

Before you migrate, check out these resources to get you fluent in flow.

• Trailhead: Build Flows with Flow Builder

• Trailhead: Automate Your Business Processes with Salesforce Flow

• Salesforce Admins Blog: 5- New Videos to Help You Understand Tricky Flow Concepts

• Salesforce Admins Blog: The Ultimate Guide to Flow Best Practices and Standards

• Flow Playbook: 3 Ways to Innovate Fast with Enterprise-Scale Automation

• Trailblazer Community: Salesforce Automation

• Trailhead: Record-Triggered Flows

• How To: Transition to Salesforce Flow

Get Moving: Start Your Migration

EDITIONS

Available in: both Salesforce
Classic and Lightning
Experience

Available in: Essentials,
Professional, Enterprise,
Performance, Unlimited,
and Developer Editions

Use the Migrate to Flow tool to convert your Workflow Rules into Flow Builder. You can also manually
migrate many of these functions that aren't supported in the tool.

Other migration-related tasks to consider include:

• Exploring templates on AppExchange.

• Reviewing commonly used automations.

• Reviewing your org’s flow charts.

• Analyzing screen flow completion time.

• Salesforce Release Notes: Convert Workflow Rules to Flows with the Migrate to Flow Tool (Beta)

• Salesforce Help: Equivalent Features in Flows and Workflow Rules on page 4

• Salesforce Help: Migrate to Flow Tool Considerations on page 22

• Salesforce Architect Guide: Designing Your Record-Triggered Automation

Tip:  Migrate and test in a sandbox environment before moving your new flows to production.

Flow Feature: Scheduled Paths
There’s a replacement feature in Flow Builder for Time-Based Workflows and Scheduled Actions in Process Builder. It’s called Scheduled
Paths, and you add them to your record-triggered flows. Start your initial migration here.

Use scheduled paths to automate reminders about due dates, renewals, or other dates in the system. Be sure to set up some Entry
Conditions to make sure they only run when needed.

• Salesforce Release Notes: Run Part of a Record-Triggered Flow After the Triggering Event

Flow Feature: Debug
Testing your flow before activation lets you try different scenarios without impacting your data. It’s a key piece in your migration toolset.
Learn more using these resources:

• Salesforce Help: Debug a Flow in Flow Builder on page 154

• Video: Troubleshooting Flow Errors Using the Debug Button

• Trailhead: Record-Triggered Flows
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Get Building: Dive into Triggers

EDITIONS

Available in: both Salesforce
Classic and Lightning
Experience

Available in: Essentials,
Professional, Enterprise,
Performance, Unlimited,
and Developer Editions

Triggers are key to creating flows to replace what you built in Workflow Rules or Process Builder.
Triggers help you to optimize your processing time. And they’re faster. When you work with triggers
in Flow, there are different options that you can use. Consider redesigning your automation to take
advantage of these options.

Tip:  Migrate your Workflow Rules field updates to Fast Field Update (before-save update)
record-triggered flows.

• Salesforce Architects: Record-Triggered Automation Guide

• Salesforce Help: Record Triggers for Flows That Make Before-Save Update on page 34s

• Salesforce Help: Define the Run Order of Record-Triggered Flows for an Object on page 35

• Salesforce Dev Guide: Triggers and Order of Execution

• Salesforce Release Notes: Run Part of a Record-Triggered Flow After the Triggering Event

• Trailhead: Record-Triggered Flows

Get Visual: Manage Your Triggers

EDITIONS

Available in: both Salesforce
Classic and Lightning
Experience

Available in: Essentials,
Professional, Enterprise,
Performance, Unlimited,
and Developer Editions

Manage your record-triggered flows with Flow Trigger Explorer. Select an object to see all of the
associated flows that run when a record is created, updated, or deleted. This allows for easy
navigation between flows that run under the same circumstances. You can also view individual
flow details and manage its versions. The Flow Trigger Explorer is a powerful post-migration tool.

• Salesforce Admins Blog: Use Flow Trigger Explorer to Easily View All Your Triggered Automation
in One Place

• Salesforce Help: Manage Record-Triggered Flows on page 32

• Apex Blog: Flow Trigger Explorer

• Salesforce Help: Visualize All Your Record-Triggered Flows in One Place with Flow Trigger
Explorer

See also:

• Salesforce Release Notes: Convert Workflow Rules to Flows with the Migrate to Flow Tool (Beta)

• Salesforce Help: Equivalent Features in Flows and Workflow Rules on page 4

• Salesforce Help: Migrate to Flow Tool Considerations on page 22

• Salesforce Architect Guide: Designing Your Record-Triggered Automation
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Sample Migration to a Flow: Workflow Rule with an Email Alert

EDITIONS

Available in: Lightning
Experience and Salesforce
Classic

Processes and flows are
available in: Essentials,
Professional, Enterprise,
Performance, Unlimited,
and Developer Editions

Workflow is available in
Enterprise, Performance,
Unlimited, and Developer
Editions

The majority of workflow rules are used to send email alerts or perform same-record field updates.
While these types of workflow rules have a reputation for being fast, triggered flows are even faster.
It’s time to migrate your workflow rules to Flow Builder.

Let’s look at a common workflow rule. This rule sends an email alert when an Opportunity is
Closed-Won and the Amount is more than $500.

This workflow rule can be built easily in Flow Builder. Here are the elements in a workflow rules and their flow equivalent.

What to Use in FlowWorkflow Rule Element

Create a Record-Triggered Flow.Create New Rule

Use the Description field. This field is available when you save the flow.Description

Use Send Email in the Action element. Existing Email Alerts can be selected.Email Alerts

Use the Flow Label field. This field is available when you save the flow.Rule Name

Use the Object field. This field is available in the Select Object section of Configure Start.Select Object
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Evaluation Criteria
When you build a flow, the evaluation criteria are defined in the Start element, in the Set Entry Conditions section. Use as specific as
possible Entry Criteria. This way you don’t run a flow when you don’t need to.

Workflow Rule:

Flow:
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When to Run/Trigger (1)

Our example Workflow Rule uses created, and any time it's edited to subsequently meet criteria. For the flow, select A record is
created or updated under Configure Trigger. And select Only when a record is updated and meets the condition requirements
for When to Run the Flow for Updated Records. You choose this option in the Set Entry Conditions.

Rule Criteria/Set Entry Conditions (2)

The criteria/conditions are similar in both the WFR and the flow. The Condition Requirements field is set to conditions are met. The
Field, Operator, and Value are almost identical. The field names are slightly different, as the Object isn’t included in the Field Name in a
flow.
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Add an Action

When you build a workflow rule, the action is selected after the Rule Criteria is entered.

In Flow, there’s a Send Email Alert option from Add Element.
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Select the email alert by clicking in the New Action window. Choose the alert to use from the list. You can use existing Email Alerts that
you used previously in workflow rules. Configure Email Alerts to be used in flows just as you did for workflow rules. Email Alerts are
configured under Workflow Actions in Process Automation.
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In the flow, enter $Record  into the Record ID field. This global variable contains the values from the record that triggers it to run. So,
there’s no need to add a Get Records element to obtain the record data. And, no flow variables have to be created to store the record
data.

If you have a workflow rule similar to this example, use the migration tool. The migration tool does a great job and even adds the workflow
rule name and description in the details of the new flow.
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Best Practices for Migration to Flows

EDITIONS

Available in: both Salesforce
Classic and Lightning
Experience

Available in: Essentials,
Professional, Enterprise,
Performance, Unlimited,
and Developer Editions

Workflow Rules and Process Builder are no longer the preferred tools for automating your business
processes. With their pending retirement, now is the time to go with flow as the future of automated
processes. Flow offers built-in extensibility, application lifecycle management, faster performance,
and a foundation for the future.

The number one best practice is to not panic. But what are the other important considerations as
you begin to migrate your business processes to flows? Let's dive into some suggested best practices.

Analyze Your Automation
To start your migration journey, analyze your existing automation.

• Categorize your most commonly used automation types.

• Observe your org’s flow activity in reports and dashboards, such as total errors and total started automations.

• View your Flow Interview Logs and Flow Interview Log Entries.

• Run the Sample Flow Report: Screen Flows report. Use the reports to examine run-time details about your screen flows.

• Use the metrics to discover usage patterns and in turn to optimize your screen flows for users.

Migrate in a Sandbox First
It’s critical to keep your existing data safe before you make any changes. Working in a sandbox ensures that no data is harmed as you
make you move to Flow Builder.
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Catalog Your Current Automation
There are many ways to create a catalog. You can create a spreadsheet. Organize your automations by Object. Include the Category,
Entry Criteria, and Related Actions as you catalog. You can create a diagram to aid in your visualization.

Identify and Remove Redundant Processes
Evaluate whether processes are still needed or can be improved. Common culprits of redundancy can include:

ExampleRedundancy

There are multiple processes and Workflow Rules on an Account
update performing overlapping business cases.

Multiple entry points per Object

Recursive updates • Process Builder 1 update triggers Process Builder 2.

• Process Builder 2 triggers Process Builder 3.

• Process Builder 3 re-triggers Process Builder 1.

A Fast Field Update flow that updates a field while a Workflow Rule
overrides the same field value.

Conflicting Actions

Prioritize Which Processes to Migrate First
Migrate the processes that speed up the record updates and take less time and effort to migrate. Start with a Single Object. Pick the
object that has the least number of Workflow Rules and processes associated with it. Processes that send email alerts or perform
same-record field updates are good beginner options for migration.

Structure Your Automation
As you think about your business needs, here are some common considerations:

• Performance: Can you use Entry Conditions or other optimizations to reduce unnecessary operations?

• Maintenance and Change Management: Who is responsible for this business process? What is the likelihood of change or iteration?

• Migration from Workflow Rules and processes to flows isn’t one-to-one. You may not have to create a flow for each process you’re
migrating.

• Analyze your existing flows to see if there are corresponding elements that you can update, or incorporate new actions in an existing
flow.

• Consider whether the more complex automation processes can be reused and implemented as subflows.

• Review whether there’s a more optimized solution that doesn’t involve automation.

Example: A Workflow Rule or process only updates a field on the Case object after it’s created. Replace it with a formula field instead.

Think Beyond One Flow Per Object
You can design your automation to have multiple flows per object. For a more scalable future, order your flows with the Trigger Order
option. Use Flow Trigger Explorer to assign priority values to your flows. With this tool, multiple flows per object are manageable.
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Optimize Your Record-Triggered Automations
Building efficient record-triggered flows can help minimize some flow limits. Here are the options you can select to improve efficiency
as you build your flows.

BenefitWhen to Use ItWhen the Flow RunsOption

Optimal performance because
it’s limited to updating the
triggering record

To update the record that
triggered the transaction.

During the record update that
triggered the flow and before
that update is saved.

Fast Field Update

Automating common processes
triggered by record changes,

During the record update that
triggered the flow and after that
update is saved.

Related Records and Actions • When you create, update, or
delete other records.

• Calling subflows

• Calling actions, such as send
email alert or post to
Chatter.

Avoids slowing down or
blocking the record update that
triggered the flow.

When you execute more
advanced scenarios like sending
requests to external systems or
performing other longer running
processes.

Immediately after the record
update that triggered the flow
is complete.

Run Asynchronously

Optimize Your Entry Conditions
Set Entry Conditions to decrease the performance impact. Used effectively, Entry Conditions prevent automation from running unnecessarily
and improve performance. Set entry conditions to run a flow when a record is created or edited and a field has a specific value. Or set
entry conditions when a record is created or edited and a field IS CHANGED to a specified value. If you only check the field values when
the record is created or edited, there are no additional steps beyond creating the entry conditions. To create entry conditions that check
what the field values are changed to when the record is created or edited, enable the Run When Conditions Met setting. This prevents
repeat operations and maintains consistency.

Replace Time-Dependent Workflow Rules with Scheduled Paths
Add a Scheduled Path to a record-triggered flow. Scheduled Paths occur in the future, after the trigger has fired, based on dates and
times. You can schedule such actions as reminders or follow-ups based on dates in the record that triggered the automation, such as
Close Date. This feature also rechecks the entry conditions.

Example: Set your entry condition to Status = Escalated and then have automation that sends a reminder two days before close. The
reminder only sends if the status remains escalated.

Order Your Automation
You can use Flow Trigger Explorer to view the order in which your automation runs or to reorder flows. The flow executes in the order
described to minimize disruption from other automation, managed packages, or movement between orgs. With flow trigger ordering,
you can assign a priority value to your flows. Select an object to see all of the associated flows that run when a record is created, updated,
or deleted. This action allows for easy navigation between flows that run under the same circumstances.
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Add Descriptions to Your Flows
It’s important to remember that documentation is as important as automation. When building new flows, document your work. Enter
clear, unique names for objects. To describe your intent, use the Description field on every element across Flow. This documentation
helps to avoid any confusion as to the purpose of the automation.

Test in a Sandbox
Always! Protect the data in your org!

Deactivate Old Automations as You Rebuild
By default, active processes and flows are deployed as inactive. After deployment, manually reactivate the new versions and deactivate
the old.

Resources
The new Admin Automation page is a great resource to help you get started with automating business processes. You can explore flow
templates on AppExchange, or navigate to an automation tool directly.

Salesforce Admin: Automation Page

SEE ALSO:

Video: Automate This: Migrate Workflow Rules and Processes to Flow

What's the Difference Between Workflow Rules and Flows?

How To: Transition to Salesforce Flow

Release Notes: Convert Workflow Rules to Flows with the Migrate to Flow Tool (Beta) to Flow

Equivalent Features in Flows and Workflow Rules

Considerations for Migrating a Workflow to a Flow

Release Notes: Analyze Screen Flow Usage (Release Update)

Developer Guide: Triggers and Order of Execution

Migrate to Flow Tool Considerations

EDITIONS

Available in: both Salesforce
Classic and Lightning
Experience

Available in: Essentials,
Professional, Enterprise,
Performance, Unlimited,
and Developer Editions

Review considerations and supported workflow rules and processes for the Migrate to Flow tool.

Considerations for Migrating a Process to a Flow

Review considerations and supported Process Builder processes for the Migrate to Flow tool.

Considerations for Migrating a Workflow to a Flow

Review considerations and supported workflow rules for the Migrate to Flow tool. Learn manual
conversion methods for specific workflow rules.
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Considerations for Migrating a Process to a Flow

EDITIONS

Available in: both Salesforce
Classic and Lightning
Experience

Available in: Essentials,
Professional, Enterprise,
Performance, Unlimited,
and Developer Editions

Review considerations and supported Process Builder processes for the Migrate to Flow tool.

Considerations
Processes with recursion aren’t fully supported. When a process with recursion is migrated, the
record is evaluated only one time. Test and make sure any processes with recursion work as intended
after migration.

Processes are migrated as Actions and Related Record-optimized (after-save) flows. If necessary,
you can edit and optimize the flow for Fast Field Updates (before-save) after the flow is migrated.

The invoke flow action is migrated as a subflow element instead of an invocable flow action. Subflows
run in the same transaction as the parent flow. Any processes with invoke flow actions involving
external callouts, external actions, or pauses should be redesigned using an asynchronous path.

You can migrate scheduled actions only if you select the single criteria associated with the scheduled action. If multiple criteria are
selected, no scheduled actions are migrated. After migration, scheduled actions become scheduled paths in a flow. In the flow, the
migrated scheduled actions follow the naming convention ScheduledPath__#. At runtime, the new flow checks to see if there
are any pending actions from the original migrated process and then deletes them.

Supported Processes
The Migrate to Flow tool supports only record-triggered processes. Custom event and custom invocable type processes aren’t supported.
Processes containing custom metadata types, and field traversals aren’t supported. For supported processes, you can migrate these
action types.

• Record update

• Record create

• Invoke flow

• Invoke Apex

• Email alert

Considerations for Migrating a Workflow to a Flow

EDITIONS

Available in: both Salesforce
Classic and Lightning
Experience

Available in: Essentials,
Professional, Enterprise,
Performance, Unlimited,
and Developer Editions

Review considerations and supported workflow rules for the Migrate to Flow tool. Learn manual
conversion methods for specific workflow rules.

Considerations
If a workflow rule contains only field updates, the tool converts it into a fast field update (before-save)
flow.

Due to their position in the order of execution, record-triggered flows can behave differently from
similar workflow rules.

Supported Workflow Rules
The Migrate to Flow tool supports workflow rules that contain these items.

• Field-based criteria
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• Field updates

• Email alerts

• Outbound messages

• Time-dependent workflow actions

• Rule criteria formula that's set to true (unless evaluation criteria is also set to created, and anytime it's edited to subsequently meet
criteria)

• Equal to  null

• Not equal  to null

• Rule criteria formula

Workflow rules that contain the following can't migrate with the Migrate to Flow tool.

• Criteria with no defined workflow actions

• Global variable fields

• Fields on related records

• Record types

• The does not contain, includes, excludes, or within  operators

• The greater than, greater or equal, less than, less or equal  operators on picklist fields

• Formulas that use Hour, Minute, Second, TimeNow, TimeValue, IsClone, or $RecordType

• Tasks

• Relative date values in date fields

• Multiple currencies

Manual Conversion Methods
Certain features are unsupported by the Migrate to Flow tool, but you can manually convert them.

To manually convert workflow rules with unsupported use cases in entry criteria, use the Decision element.

1. Create a Decision element inside the Flow as the first step.

2. Recreate the workflow rule steps with the condition builder.

Note:  With this method, the flow will always run and check on the decision after entering. This method can impact performance
or prevent time-based workflow triggers from migrating.

To manually convert workflow rules that use the does not contain  operator, use custom condition logic. For example, create a
condition that uses the Contains operator in the first condition, and in the condition logic, enter NOT 1.

To manually convert workflow rules that use tasks, use the Create Records option and create a record of the Task object.

Flows support workflow actions for Email Alerts and Outbound Messages. To add these workflow actions to a flow, use the Action
element.

To replicate relative date values, such as TODAY  or NEXT WEEK, use the Decision element.

SEE ALSO:

Equivalent Features in Flows and Workflow Rules

Equivalent Features in Flows and Workflow Rules

Best Practices for Migration to Flows
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Flow Builder

Whether they’re buying movie tickets, paying bills, or changing restaurant reservations, when a customer interacts with a company,
they expect a seamless and personalized experience. Flow Builder provides declarative process automation for every Salesforce app,
experience, and portal with point-and-click automation.

Flow Builder Tour

Get to know the Flow Builder user interface.

Flow Concepts

If you’re new to flows, in need of a review, or just curious, dive in and learn about what a flow is made of and how it’s different from
workflow rules.

Flow Best Practices

Before you begin building and distributing flows, understand the best practices.

Build a Flow

After you model the process that you want to automate, design and build the flow in Flow Builder.

Test a Flow

In Flow Builder, you create, save, and run flow tests. Each time you modify the flow, you can run the test.

Distribute a Flow

Once you’ve designed and tested your flow, it’s time to put it to work! Flows can be executed in several ways, depending on who
the flow is designed for. Internal users, external users, or systems can run a flow, or a flow can be deployed for another organization.

Flow Interviews

A flow interview is a running instance of a flow. A flow is an application built by your administrator that asks you for inputs and does
something in Salesforce based on those inputs.

Monitor Flows and Processes

Monitor your org’s usage of flows and processes. See a list of paused interviews and scheduled actions from processes. Control who
can view and how they view monitoring information for flows and processes.

Troubleshoot Flows

To troubleshoot a failed flow interview, use the flow fault email. To debug the flow and observe what happens as it runs, use the
debug option in Flow Builder. To view the failed flow interview in an interactive environment, click Flow Error: Click here to debug
the error in Flow Builder in the flow fault email.

Flow Limits and Considerations

When designing, managing, and running flows, consider the permissions, use limits, and data issues.

Flow Reference

Bookmark this page for quick access to information about flow elements, resources, events, and more.

SEE ALSO:

Choosing Which Salesforce Flow Feature to Use

Building Blocks of Flows

Browser Requirements
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Flow Builder Tour

EDITIONS

Available in: both Salesforce
Classic and Lightning
Experience

Available in: Essentials,
Professional, Enterprise,
Performance, Unlimited,
and Developer Editions

USER PERMISSIONS

To open, edit, or create a
flow in Flow Builder:
• Manage Flow

Get to know the Flow Builder user interface.

Button Bar (1): Manage a flow as you build it.
• To copy multiple elements in auto-layout, click Select Elements, then click  on each element that you want to select. To copy

all selected elements to the clipboard, click . To paste the elements you copied, hover over  and click , and then select
Paste Elements. The Paste Elements option displays the number of elements you copied. For example, Paste 3 Elements.

• To duplicate an element in free-form, select the element and click .

• To undo a change to your flow, click . To redo a change, click .

• To show or hide the Toolbox in auto-layout, click .

• To access the flow version’s properties, such as context and API version, click .

• Choose between Auto-Layout or Free-Form. Auto-Layout is the default for all new flows.

• If the flow has warnings or errors, the Show Warnings icon ( ) or the Show Errors icon ( ) appears. To see details, click the icon.
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• To run the most recent save of the flow version that’s open, click Run. If the flow version contains Subflow elements, the active
version of its referenced flow is executed. If the referenced flow has no active version, then the Subflow element runs the latest
version of its referenced flow.

• Next to the Run button, you can see the version’s active or inactive status and when it was last saved.

• To test the flow that’s open, click View Tests, and then click Create. Set test parameters and assertions.

• To debug the most recent save of the flow version that’s open, click Debug. Define values for input variables, roll back changes so
debugging doesn’t impact data, view debug details about how the flow runs, and use those details to troubleshoot errors.

• To make the current flow version available to your users, click Activate. Only one version of each flow can be active at a time.

• To save your flow, click Save, or to save it as a new version or a new flow, click Save As.

Toolbox (2): View and add resources.
• To create resources, or to view a list of all elements and resources and their details, use the Manager tab.

• To view resource and element details, such as type, outputs, usage, and incoming go to connections, click  for the resource or
element.

• To add elements in free-form, use the Elements tab.

Canvas (3): Build a flow on the canvas.
As you add elements to the canvas, you can see a diagram of your flow.

Start Element (4): The Start element represents the start of a flow.
The flow executes the elements in order following the Start element. In Record-Triggered flows and Schedule-Triggered flows, configure
the Start element to indicate when you want the flow to start running.

Elements (5): Elements are the building blocks of a flow.
• To add elements in auto-layout, hover over  and click  where you want the element and select an element from the menu,

such as Create Records or Update Records.

• To see an element’s description in an element menu in auto-layout, hover over .

• To add elements in free-form, in the Elements tab in the Toolbox, drag an element onto the canvas and connect it to the rest of the
flow.

• To edit or see options for an element, click the element.

• To see an element’s user-provided description on the canvas in auto-layout, hover over  next to the element.

Zoom Button Bar (6): Use this button bar to zoom in and out of a flow.

Flow Builder Keyboard Shortcuts
Use these handy keyboard shortcuts for macOS and Windows to quickly navigate flows.

WindowsmacOSLayoutAction

Ctrl+Alt+=Cmd+Option++BothZoom in
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WindowsmacOSLayoutAction

Ctrl+Alt+-Cmd+Option+-BothZoom out

Ctrl+Alt+1Cmd+Option+1BothZoom to fit

Ctrl+Alt+0Cmd+Option+0BothZoom to view

Shift+ClickShift+ClickFree-FormSelect multiple elements on the
canvas

BackspaceDeleteFree-FormDelete elements on the canvas

Ctrl+iCmd+iAuto-LayoutView the description for an
element that’s in the menu or
on the canvas

F6F6BothSwitch panel focus

g and then dg and then dBothSwitch focus between tips and
toolbox

Ctrl+/Cmd+/Free-FormView available keyboard
shortcuts

SEE ALSO:

Flow Elements

Flow Resources

Browser Requirements

Flow Concepts
If you’re new to flows, in need of a review, or just curious, dive in and learn about what a flow is made of and how it’s different from
workflow rules.

Building Blocks of Flows

Use combinations of elements, connectors, and resources to build flows.

Flow Types

A flow or flow version’s type determines which elements and resources are supported and the ways that the flow can be distributed.

Triggers for Autolaunched Flows

In the Start element of an autolaunched flow, you can specify a trigger that launches the flow. The flow trigger can be a schedule
or the new and changed records of a specified object. Without a trigger, you must set up other things to launch the flow, such as
custom buttons, processes, Apex classes, or even Einstein Bots.

What's the Difference Between Workflow Rules and Flows?

Salesforce offers several features that automate standard internal procedures and business processes to save time across your org.
Despite their similar names, workflow rules and flows are separate Salesforce features for automating business processes.
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Advanced Flow Concepts

After you understand the basics, you’re ready for a closer look at what you can do after a flow finishes. Learn what happens when a
flow interacts with the Salesforce database, and how flows perform similar operations at the same time. Get to know how a flow
test saves you time and improves reliability.

SEE ALSO:

Trailhead: Flow Basics

Trailhead: Build a Simple Flow

Trailhead: Flow Builder

Building Blocks of Flows

EDITIONS

Available in: both Salesforce
Classic and Lightning
Experience

Available in: Essentials,
Professional, Enterprise,
Performance, Unlimited,
and Developer Editions

Use combinations of elements, connectors, and resources to build flows.

• Each element (1) represents an action that the flow can execute. Examples include reading or writing Salesforce data, displaying
information to and collecting data from flow users, executing logic, or manipulating data.

• Each connector (2) defines an available path that the flow can take at run time.
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• Each resource (3) represents a value that you can reference throughout the flow.

SEE ALSO:

Flow Elements

Flow Resources

Flow Connectors

Flow Types

EDITIONS

Available in: both Salesforce
Classic and Lightning
Experience

Available in: Essentials,
Professional, Enterprise,
Performance, Unlimited,
and Developer Editions

A flow or flow version’s type determines which elements and resources are supported and the ways
that the flow can be distributed.

Standard Flow Types
These flow types are supported in Flow Builder.

Supported
in
Translation
Workbench

Available Distribution
Methods

DescriptionType

Requires user interaction
because it includes screens, local

Screen Flow • Flow actions

• Lightning pagesactions, steps, choices, or
• Experience Builder pagesdynamic choices. Screen flows

don’t support Pause elements. • Custom Aura components

• Custom Lightning web
components

• Custom buttons or custom
links

• Flow Orchestration

• Web tabs

• Direct flow URLs

• Visualforce pages

• Lightning Out

• Embedded Service
deployments

Doesn’t require user interaction.
This flow type doesn’t support

Autolaunched
Flow with

• Processes

• Custom Apex classesscreens, local actions, choices, or
choice sets.

No Flow
Trigger • REST API

• Flow Orchestration

• Web tabs

• Custom buttons or custom
links
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Supported in
Translation
Workbench

Available Distribution MethodsDescriptionType

• Visualforce pages

A schedule-triggered flow runs only at the
scheduled time and frequency.

Runs only from a schedule. This flow type
doesn’t support user interaction, screens, local
actions, choices, or choice sets.

Autolaunched
Flow with a
Schedule Trigger

A record-triggered flow runs only when a
record is created or updated.

Makes before-save updates to the new or
changed record that launches the flow. Only
these elements are supported: Assignment,
Decision, Get Records, and Loop.

Autolaunched
Flow with a Record
Trigger

Builds a personalized list of recommendations
for users. When a user responds to a

Recommendation
Strategy

• Einstein Next Best Action component on
Lightning pages

recommendation, that recommendation
• Suggested Actions component on

Experience Cloud pages
launches its assigned flow. Used by Einstein
Next Best Action.

• Visualforce pages

A user provisioning flow can only be
implemented by associating it with a

Provisions users for third-party services.

For example, use this flow type to customize
the user provisioning configuration for a

User Provisioning
Flow

connected app when running the User
Provisioning Wizard.connected app to link Salesforce users with

their Google Apps accounts.

Field Service mobile appRequires user interaction because it has one
or more screens.

Field Service
Mobile Flow

Embedded Appointment BookingRequires user interaction because it has one
or more screens.

Field Service
Embedded Flow

Use one of these Experience Builder
components to add this flow.

Requires user interaction because it has one
or more screens.

Contact Request
Flow

• Contact Request Button & Flow—launch
the flow in a window

• Flow—embed the flow directly on the
page

Use the following Experience Builder
component to add this flow to your store.

Used in Lightning B2B Commerce to create a
checkout for your store. Requires user
interaction because it has one or more screens.

Checkout Flow

• Checkout

Used by Flow Orchestration to create an
orchestration. An orchestration is a series of

Orchestrator • Autolaunched orchestrations

– Custom Apex classesstages made up of steps. Interactive steps
– Custom buttons or custom linkscontain a screen flow and require user

interaction. Background steps contain an
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Supported in
Translation
Workbench

Available Distribution MethodsDescriptionType

autolaunched flow and don’t require user
interaction. See Orchestration Types for Flow
Orchestration availability.

• Record-triggered orchestrations run only
when a record is created or updated.

Evaluates custom entry and exit conditions in
an orchestration. Uses the

Evaluation Flow • Orchestration stage custom exit condition

• Orchestration interactive step custom
entry or exit condition

isOrchestrationConditionMetoutput
variable and discards values from any other
output variables. • Orchestration background step custom

entry condition

Loyalty Management appUsed to create flows that are triggered by
loyalty program processes. Doesn’t require

Loyalty
Management Flow

user interaction. This flow type doesn’t support
screens, local actions, choices, or choice sets.

Salesforce CMS in the Digital Experiences appUsed to create an orchestration for CMS.
Includes the mContentVariantId  and

Managed Content
Authoring
Workflow (Beta) mContentSpaceIdinput variables. For

more details, see CMS Workflows and
Approvals (Beta).

Other Flow Types
Not all flow types are supported in Flow Builder. Some flow types are used only in other parts of Salesforce, so they’re not listed in the
Flows page in Setup. However, the list of paused flow interviews can include these types.

DescriptionType

A process, created in Process Builder, that starts when it’s called from another process.Invocable Process

A process, created in Process Builder, that starts when a particular platform event message is received.Platform Event
Process

A process, created in Process Builder, that starts when a record is created or edited for a particular object.Record Change
Process

A flow used in the Transaction Security App.Transaction
Security Flow

SEE ALSO:

Flow Version Properties

User Provisioning for Connected Apps

Triggers for Autolaunched Flows
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Triggers for Autolaunched Flows

EDITIONS

Available in: both Salesforce
Classic and Lightning
Experience

Available in: Essentials,
Professional, Enterprise,
Performance, Unlimited,
and Developer Editions

In the Start element of an autolaunched flow, you can specify a trigger that launches the flow. The
flow trigger can be a schedule or the new and changed records of a specified object. Without a
trigger, you must set up other things to launch the flow, such as custom buttons, processes, Apex
classes, or even Einstein Bots.

Manage Record-Triggered Flows

See and manage your record-triggered flows with Flow Trigger Explorer. Flow Trigger Explorer
shows all of the flows that are associated with a specified object and that run when a record is
created, updated, or deleted.

Schedule Triggers for Flows That Run for Batches of Records

A schedule-triggered flow starts at the specified time and frequency for a batch of records.
Configure the schedule trigger in the Start element of your autolaunched flow.

Record Triggers for Flows That Make Before-Save Updates

Creating or updating a record can trigger an autolaunched flow to make additional updates to that record before it's saved to the
database. A record-triggered flow can update a Salesforce record 10 times faster than a record-change process. Configure the record
trigger in the Start element of your autolaunched flow.

Define the Run Order of Record-Triggered Flows for an Object

Specify a trigger order value to determine the run order of before-save or after-save flows for the same object.

SEE ALSO:

Apex Developer Guide: Triggers and Order of Execution

Manage Record-Triggered Flows

EDITIONS

Available in: both Salesforce
Classic and Lightning
Experience

Available in: Essentials,
Professional, Enterprise,
Performance, Unlimited,
and Developer Editions

See and manage your record-triggered flows with Flow Trigger Explorer. Flow Trigger Explorer
shows all of the flows that are associated with a specified object and that run when a record is
created, updated, or deleted.

In Flow Trigger Explorer, you can navigate between an individual flow in Flow Builder and other
flows that run under the same circumstances. You can also create flows, reorder flows, see details
about a flow, and manage flow versions.
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In Flow Trigger Explorer, select an object (1) and a trigger (2) to see flows that run when a record for that object is created, updated, or
deleted. See all of the before-save (3) and after-save flows (4) that run for the same object and trigger. Click a flow label (5) to open the
flow in Flow Builder in a new tab. See any asynchronous paths (6) that are associated with flows that run for the same object and trigger.
Click a menu dropdown and select Flow Details and Versions (7) to see details and activate or deactivate versions of the flow (8).
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Schedule Triggers for Flows That Run for Batches of Records

EDITIONS

Available in: both Salesforce
Classic and Lightning
Experience

Available in: Essentials,
Professional, Enterprise,
Performance, Unlimited,
and Developer Editions

A schedule-triggered flow starts at the specified time and frequency for a batch of records. Configure
the schedule trigger in the Start element of your autolaunched flow.

Schedule an autolaunched flow to start at a specific time and set it to run once, daily, or weekly. To
have the scheduled flow run for a batch of records, specify the object and the filter conditions that
each record must meet.

A flow interview runs for each record in the batch and stores all of the record’s field values in the
$Record  global variable. As you build the scheduled flow, reference the $Record global
variable to access the record’s field values.

If you configure an Update Records element to use the ID and all field values from the $Record
global variable, enable Filter inaccessible fields from flow requests  in
your org’s process automation settings. Otherwise, the flow fails because the Update Records
element tries to set the values for system fields and other read-only fields.

You can monitor scheduled flows from the Scheduled Jobs page in Setup.

SEE ALSO:

Schedule-Triggered Flow Considerations

Troubleshooting Considerations for Flows

Record Triggers for Flows That Make Before-Save Updates

EDITIONS

Available in: both Salesforce
Classic and Lightning
Experience

Available in: Essentials,
Professional, Enterprise,
Performance, Unlimited,
and Developer Editions

Creating or updating a record can trigger an autolaunched flow to make additional updates to that
record before it's saved to the database. A record-triggered flow can update a Salesforce record 10
times faster than a record-change process. Configure the record trigger in the Start element of your
autolaunched flow.

Perhaps you’re familiar with Process Builder and using a record-change process to make additional
updates to each record that triggers the process. Before-save updates in flows accomplish that
same goal, but much more quickly because each record doesn’t get saved to the database again.
Avoiding that extra save procedure means skipping another round of assignment rules, auto-response
rules, workflow rules, and other customizations that take time to execute.

Perhaps you’re familiar with Apex triggers. A flow that makes before-save updates is similar to a
before  trigger. The previously described record-change process is similar to an after  trigger.
In a save procedure, before-save updates in flows are executed immediately prior to Apex before  triggers.

Because of their speed, we recommend that you use before-save updates in flows to update fields on new or changed records. However,
sometimes you must use a record-change process or an Apex after  trigger to:

• Access field values that are set only after the record is saved, such as the Last Modified Date field or the ID of the new record.

• Create or update related records.

• Perform actions other than updating the record that launches the flow.

Flows that make before-save updates are typically simpler to build than other types of flows.

• The $Record  global variable contains the values from the record that triggers the flow to run. As a result, there’s no need to add
a Get Records element to obtain the record data nor create flow variables to store the record data.

• When the flow changes the values in the $Record  global variable, Salesforce automatically applies those new values to the record.
So there’s no need to add an Update Records element to save the new values to the database.
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• Only these elements are supported: Assignment, Decision, Get Records, and Loop. These elements let you obtain data from other
Salesforce records, and use them to decide whether to update the triggering record’s fields and to what values.

SEE ALSO:

Record-Triggered Flow Considerations

Apex Developer Guide : Triggers and Order of Execution

Define the Run Order of Record-Triggered Flows for an Object

EDITIONS

Available in: both Salesforce
Classic and Lightning
Experience

Available in: Essentials,
Professional, Enterprise,
Performance, Unlimited,
and Developer Editions

Specify a trigger order value to determine the run order of before-save or after-save flows for the
same object.

Declaratively configure a flow to run before or after another flow. Order your flows to help ensure
consistent results without creating overly complex flows, letting you divide automation by teams
or logical owners.

• When you save a before- or after-save record-triggered flow, specify a trigger order value from
1 to 2,000. If a flow is already saved, specify a trigger order value in the flow’s version properties.

Guidelines for Defining the Run Order of Record-Triggered Flows for an Object

Learn guidelines for configuring a record-triggered flow to run before or after another
record-triggered flow.

Guidelines for Defining the Run Order of Record-Triggered Flows for an Object

EDITIONS

Available in: both Salesforce
Classic and Lightning
Experience

Available in: Essentials,
Professional, Enterprise,
Performance, Unlimited,
and Developer Editions

Learn guidelines for configuring a record-triggered flow to run before or after another
record-triggered flow.

• You can define a trigger order values only for before-save or after-save flows on an object.
Trigger order affects only the specified object's flows with the same trigger type.

• Trigger order values always respect order of execution rules. For example, you can make an
after-save flow run before other after-save flows, but you can’t make an after-save flow run
before a before-save flow or an Apex trigger, even if the trigger order value is lower.

• Flows with the same trigger (before- or after-save) on the same object with trigger order values
from 1 to 1,000 run in ascending order (1, 2, 3, and so on). Multiple flows with the same trigger
order value run in alphabetical order based on the flows’ API names.

• Flows without trigger order values run next and in the order of their created dates. Flows created
in Winter ’22 and earlier run in this order, unless you define a trigger order value for them.

• Flows with trigger order values from 1,001 to 2,000 run next and in ascending order. Multiple flows with the same trigger order value
run in alphabetical order based on the flows’ API names.

• When you order a large number of flows, a best practice is to evenly distribute the trigger order values, for example, 10, 20, 30, or
100, 200, 300. Then later, you can easily slot another flow in between, for example, between 10 and 20. This practice can help you
avoid changing the trigger order values for preexisting flows.

• Activating, deactivating, or changing the order for one flow can cause the order for other flows to automatically update. Ordering
record-triggered flows has no direct effect on any associated scheduled or asynchronous paths.

SEE ALSO:

Apex Developer Guide: Triggers and Order of Execution
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What's the Difference Between Workflow Rules and Flows?
Salesforce offers several features that automate standard internal procedures and business processes to save time across your org. Despite
their similar names, workflow rules and flows are separate Salesforce features for automating business processes.

Workflow rule

A workflow rule is the main container for a set of workflow instructions, which can be broken into two main components.

1. Criteria: what must be true of the record for the workflow rule to execute the associated actions. A workflow rule’s criteria is
always tied to one object.

2. Actions: what to do when the record meets the criteria.

Flow
A flow is an application that automates a business process by collecting data and doing something in your Salesforce org or an
external system. Unlike workflow rules, which always execute behind the scenes, flows can provide screens to guide users through
your business process.

Flows aren’t tied to any one object. They can look up, create, update, and delete records for multiple objects. You build flows using
Flow Builder, which is a point-and-click tool.

SEE ALSO:

Best Practices for Migration to Flows

Choosing Which Salesforce Flow Feature to Use

Workflow Rules

Flow Builder

Advanced Flow Concepts
After you understand the basics, you’re ready for a closer look at what you can do after a flow finishes. Learn what happens when a flow
interacts with the Salesforce database, and how flows perform similar operations at the same time. Get to know how a flow test saves
you time and improves reliability.

Running User of a Flow

The running user of a flow is the user that launched the flow. The running user determines what a flow that runs in user context can
do with Salesforce data.

API Version for Running a Flow

Some run-time behavior improvements are delivered as versioned updates, so that you can control when each flow adopts those
updates. Test and upgrade your flows one by one and at your own pace. You can even opt to never adopt versioned updates for
one or all your flows.

Flow Environments

A flow environment specifies where a flow can run. For example, if a flow is associated with the Slack flow environment, you can
enable users to launch the flow from Slack.

What Happens When a Flow Finishes?

By default, when a flow interview that uses screens finishes, a new interview for that flow begins, and the user is redirected to the
first screen. To override the default behavior, you can add a local action to the flow. Some distribution methods also offer other ways
to override a flow’s finish behavior, such as by setting the retURL  parameter in a flow URL.
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Flows in Transactions

Each flow interview runs in the context of a transaction. A transaction represents a set of operations that are executed as a single
unit. For example, a transaction can execute Apex triggers and escalation rules in addition to a flow interview. If one interview in a
transaction fails, all the interviews in the transaction are rolled back, as well as anything else the transaction did. The transaction
doesn’t retry any of the operations—including the flow interview.

Flow Bulkification in Transactions

Programmers can design their code so that similar actions are performed together in one batch. For example, one operation to
create 50 records rather than 50 separate operations that each create one record. This process is called bulkification, and it helps
your transaction avoid governor limits. If you’re working with flows, you don’t even have to think about bulkification. Flow interviews
bulkify actions for you automatically.

Testing Your Flow

Before you activate a record-triggered flow, you can test it to quickly verify its expected results and identify flow run-time failures.

Apex-Defined Data Type

With the Apex-defined data type, flows can manipulate the kinds of complex data objects that are typically returned from calls to
web services. Create Apex-defined variables in flows and directly process JSON returned from web calls.

Running User of a Flow

EDITIONS

Available in: both Salesforce
Classic and Lightning
Experience

Available in: Essentials,
Professional, Enterprise,
Performance, Unlimited,
and Developer Editions

The running user of a flow is the user that launched the flow. The running user determines what a
flow that runs in user context can do with Salesforce data.

For a flow running in user context, the running user’s profile and permission sets determine the
object permissions and field-level access of the flow. When a flow attempts to create, read, edit, or
delete Salesforce data, it enforces the running user’s permissions and field-level access. For example,
if the running user doesn’t have the edit permission for the Account object, and the flow attempts
to update account records, an error occurs. If the running user doesn’t have permission to edit the
Rating field on the Account object, and the flow attempts to update that field, an error occurs.

Org-wide default settings, role hierarchies, sharing rules, manual sharing, teams, and territories also
impact what data is accessible to flows that run in user context. If the org-wide default of the
Opportunity object is private, and no opportunity records have been shared with the running user,
the flow can’t read or edit any opportunity records.

SEE ALSO:

Which Context Do Flows Run In?

Always Run in System Context

Customize What Happens When a Flow Fails
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API Version for Running a Flow

EDITIONS

Available in: both Salesforce
Classic and Lightning
Experience

Available in: Essentials,
Professional, Enterprise,
Performance, Unlimited,
and Developer Editions

Some run-time behavior improvements are delivered as versioned updates, so that you can control
when each flow adopts those updates. Test and upgrade your flows one by one and at your own
pace. You can even opt to never adopt versioned updates for one or all your flows.

By default, when you create a flow, it’s configured to run in the latest API version. That API version
doesn’t change as future Salesforce releases roll out. You decide when, if ever, to change the API
version for running each flow.

Before you select a new API version, review all run-time improvements that were delivered between
the currently selected API version and the new API version. You can find all flow and process run-time
improvements for an API version in the Salesforce Release Notes. The API version for running a flow
is specified in the flow version properties.

Sometimes, a release update is also available as a versioned update. Such a versioned update lets
you adopt the changes for individual flows or processes before the release update is enforced. After the release update is adopted or
enforced, all flows and processes in your org get the updated behavior regardless of their run-time API versions.

SEE ALSO:

Flow Version Properties

Flow Environments

EDITIONS

Available in: both Salesforce
Classic and Lightning
Experience

Available in: Essentials,
Professional, Enterprise,
Performance, Unlimited,
and Developer Editions

A flow environment specifies where a flow can run. For example, if a flow is associated with the
Slack flow environment, you can enable users to launch the flow from Slack.

Flows can have these environments.

Default
The flow can run offline or from a Visualforce component, Lightning page, flow action, or custom
Aura component.

Slack
The flow can run in Slack and the default environment. You specify the Slack flow environment
when you save the flow. Then, you use the Slack Send Message to Launch Flow action in a
different flow to enable users to run the flow from Slack.

You can determine the current environment of a flow from the Flows page of Setup and from the detailed view of a flow. For example:
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Flows in Slack

Running a flow in Slack requires two things. You must have an active screen flow with the Make available in Slack setting selected.
You also need a way to run the flow from Slack.

Flows in Slack

Running a flow in Slack requires two things. You must have an active screen flow with the Make available in Slack setting selected. You
also need a way to run the flow from Slack.

Screen Components in Flows in Slack

Screens in a screen flow with the Make available in Slack advanced setting selected can only contain components supported by Flows
in Slack.

Flows in Slack don’t support field-level validation for screen components.

Not Supported ComponentsSupported Components

• Address• Checkbox

• CheckboxGroup (up to 10 choices) • Dependent Picklist

• Display Image• Currency

• Date • Email

• File Upload• Date & Time

• Display Text • Lookup

• Multi-Select Picklist• Long Text Area

• Number • Name

• Password• Picklist (up to 100 choices)

• Radio Button (up to 10 choices) • Phone

• Section• Text

• Slider

• Toggle

• URL
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Input Variables in Flows in Slack

A screen flow with the Make available in Slack advanced setting selected can have text input parameters. Flows designed to run in Slack
support only text variables as input parameters, and they can be run from Slack using only the Send Message to Launch Flow action. To
get text input from flow users, define text variables that are available for input in your screen flow.

Use functions to convert text input into the format that you need within your screen flow.

Table 1: Common Text Conversion Functions

DescriptionCategoryFunction

Takes a string with a format of
“YYYY-MM-DD” and returns a date value.

Date and Time FunctionsDATEVALUE

Takes a string with a format of
“YYYY-MM-DD HH:MM:SS” and returns a
year, month, day, and GMT time value.

Date and Time FunctionsDATETIMEVALUE

Determines if a text value is a number and
returns TRUE if it is. Otherwise, it returns
FALSE.

Logical FunctionsISNUMBER

Converts a text string to a number.Text FunctionsVALUE

Send an Active Screen Flow with or Without Input Variables to Slack with an Action

This method of sending an active screen flow to Slack works only with official Salesforce Slack apps. This method is the only way to run
active screen flows with input variables and the Make available in Slack advanced setting selected

An active screen flow with the Make available in Slack advanced setting selected can run in the flow default environment. To send the
flow to run in the Slack environment, use another flow that calls a version of the Slack Send Message to Launch Flow action.

The Slack Send Message to Launch Flow action has a version for each active screen flow with the Make available in Slack advanced
setting selected. For example, your active screen flow is Get Pet Name. When you add the Action element to the new flow that sends
this active screen flow to Slack, select the action labeled Get Pet Name with the API name of slackSendMessageToLaunchFlow -
Get_Pet_Name.

When the flow containing the action runs, it sends a message to a Slack channel or direct message group. The message includes a button
that a channel or group member can click to launch the associated screen flow.

These flow types don’t support the Slack Send Message to Launch Flow action: CMS Orchestrator, EvaluationFlow, Journey, Orchestrator,
Survey, SurveyEnrich, and TransactionSecurityFlow.

Run an Active Screen Flow Without Input Variables from a Button in a Slack View

This method of invoking an active screen flow from Slack works for active screen flows with no input variables and the Make available
in Slack advanced setting selected. This method works with official and custom Slack apps.

Use the Apex SDK for Slack (Beta) to create a view that invokes an active screen flow from a button in Slack.

Run an Active Screen Flow Without Input Variables from a Slack Shortcut

This method of invoking an active screen flow from Slack works for active screen flows with no input variables. Create a custom Slack
app to use this method. Custom Slack apps don’t have access to Slack Flow Core Actions.
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Use the Apex SDK for Slack (Beta) to define a custom Slack app that invokes a flow from a global shortcut, a message shortcut, or a slash
command in Slack.

SEE ALSO:

Enable Salesforce for Slack Integrations

Salesforce Admins: How Admins Can Connect Salesforce and Slack

Use Flows with Slack

Run Active Screen Flows from Slack

Apex SDK for Slack (Beta): Define an App

Apex SDK for Slack (Beta): Define an View

What Happens When a Flow Finishes?

EDITIONS

Available in: both Salesforce
Classic and Lightning
Experience

Available in: Essentials,
Professional, Enterprise,
Performance, Unlimited,
and Developer Editions

By default, when a flow interview that uses screens finishes, a new interview for that flow begins,
and the user is redirected to the first screen. To override the default behavior, you can add a local
action to the flow. Some distribution methods also offer other ways to override a flow’s finish
behavior, such as by setting the retURL  parameter in a flow URL.

Note:  For smooth finish behavior, don't create records before the first screen in the flow.
You don’t want any CRUD operations running unintentionally.

Override OptionsDefault Finish
Behavior

Distribution Method

Starts new interviewURL (direct URL, web tab, custom button,
custom link)

• Add a local action
to the flow

• Set the retURL
parameter

Add a local action to
the flow

Starts new interviewLightning page

Add a local action to
the flow

Starts new interviewExperience Builder page

Add a local action to
the flow

Closes dialogFlow Quick Action (Does not apply to LWC quick
actions that have flows embedded.)

Add a local action to
the flow

Starts new interviewUtility bar

Starts new interviewlightning:flow Aura component • Add a local action
to the flow

• Set the
onstatuschange
action

Starts new interviewlightning-flow LWC component • Define whether
the flow restarts
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Override OptionsDefault Finish BehaviorDistribution Method

using
flowfinishbehavior

• Add a local action to the
flow

• Set the
onstatuschange
action

Starts new interviewflow:interview Visualforce component • Add a local action to the
flow

• Set the
finishLocation
attribute

Redirect Flow Users with a Local Action

By default, when a flow finishes, a new interview starts and the user sees the first screen of the flow. To instead redirect the user to
another page, build or install a local action that does so. Then add the action to your flow with a Core Action element. For example,
a local action can open a record, list view, or URL or to show a toast message. Or it can use the Lightning Console JavaScript API to
close a console tab.

SEE ALSO:

Redirect Flow Users with a Local Action

Customize a Flow URL to Control Finish Behavior

Customize a Visualforce Component to Control the Flow's Finish Behavior

Redirect Flow Users with a Local Action

EDITIONS

Available in: Lightning
Experience

Available in: Essentials,
Professional, Enterprise,
Performance, Unlimited,
and Developer Editions

By default, when a flow finishes, a new interview starts and the user sees the first screen of the flow.
To instead redirect the user to another page, build or install a local action that does so. Then add
the action to your flow with a Core Action element. For example, a local action can open a record,
list view, or URL or to show a toast message. Or it can use the Lightning Console JavaScript API to
close a console tab.

Note:  Local actions that fire force  or lightning  events might not work properly
when you run the flow from:

• Flow Builder

• Flow detail pages or list views

• Web tabs

• Custom buttons and links

Instead, test and distribute the flow with a Lightning page, Experience Builder page, flow
action, or utility bar. Your developer can also add the appropriate event handlers directly to
the component.
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Example: A flow creates a lead using information entered in the Lead Info screen. Then it executes the Open Lead local action,
which passes the lead ID into an Aura component by using the Record ID attribute. The component uses a Lightning event to
open the created lead.

Let’s look at the Aura component that the local action calls: c:navigateToRecord.

Component Markup

<aura:component implements="force:lightningQuickAction,
lightning:availableForFlowActions">

<aura:attribute name="recordId" type="String" />
</aura:component>

Design Resource

The recordId  attribute is declared in the design resource so that it’s configurable in the local action.

<design:component>
<design:attribute name="recordId" label="Record ID" />

</design:component>

Client-Side Controller

When the local action is executed, the flow calls the invoke  method, which uses the force:navigateToSObject  event
to navigate to the created record.

({ invoke : function(component, event, helper) {
// Get the record ID attribute
var record = component.get("v.recordId");

// Get the Lightning event that opens a record in a new tab
var redirect = $A.get("e.force:navigateToSObject");
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// Pass the record ID to the event
redirect.setParams({

"recordId": record
});

// Open the record
redirect.fire();

}})

SEE ALSO:

What Happens When a Flow Finishes?

Lightning Aura Components Developer Guide : Runtime Considerations for Flows That Include Aura Components

Flows in Transactions
Each flow interview runs in the context of a transaction. A transaction represents a set of operations that are executed as a single unit.
For example, a transaction can execute Apex triggers and escalation rules in addition to a flow interview. If one interview in a transaction
fails, all the interviews in the transaction are rolled back, as well as anything else the transaction did. The transaction doesn’t retry any
of the operations—including the flow interview.

In each transaction, Salesforce enforces governor limits to prevent shared resources from being depleted. Because multiple Salesforce
organizations share the same resources, Salesforce prevents one organization from depleting all the resources and leaving the other
organizations high and dry. It’s similar to an apartment building that uses one cache of water to service every tenant. If your neighbor
uses all the water, you can’t take a shower. (It’s trite, but hopefully you get the idea.) Per-transaction governor limits help prevent such
things from happening.

When Does a Flow’s Transaction Start?

Depending on how the flow was distributed, a transaction that runs an interview for that flow starts in different ways.

When Does a Flow’s Transaction End?

When a transaction ends depends on whether the flow contains certain elements and whether it originally started because a record
was changed.

SEE ALSO:

Flow Bulkification in Transactions

Per-Transaction Flow Limits

Process Limits

When Does a Flow’s Transaction Start?

Depending on how the flow was distributed, a transaction that runs an interview for that flow starts in different ways.

Transaction starts when...Distribution Method

A record is created or updated.Process Builder1

The URL is accessed.Flow URL

The button or link is clicked.Custom button or link
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Transaction starts when...Distribution Method

The page is accessed.Visualforce page

If the method starts via a before  or after  trigger, the
transaction starts when a record is created or updated.

Otherwise, the transaction starts when the method (or a parent
method) is invoked.

Interview.start()  method

The start()  method shares its limits with other operations in
the transaction and other methods in the class.

When the REST call is made. Depending on how the REST call is
implemented, the limits can be shared with other operations.

REST API (Custom Actions or Flows resource)

1The same also applies if the flow is distributed through a workflow rule. The pilot program for flow trigger workflow actions is closed.
If you've already enabled the pilot in your org, you can continue to create and edit flow trigger workflow actions. If you didn't enable
the pilot in your org, use Flow Builder to create a record-triggered flow, or use Process Builder to launch a flow from a process.

Note:  When a Screen element, local action, or Pause element is executed, the existing transaction ends and a new one begins.

When Does a Flow’s Transaction End?

When a transaction ends depends on whether the flow contains certain elements and whether it originally started because a record
was changed.

The transaction ends when:

• A Screen, Local Action, or Pause element is executed

• The order of execution has completed—if the flow was triggered when a record was created or updated

• All the interviews in the transaction have finished

Tip:  If you think that a flow’s interview is likely to hit governor limits within its transaction, consider adding a Screen, Local Action,
or Pause element.

If the interview is one of many things being done in a given transaction, that interview shares the transaction’s governor limits with the
other operations.

Example: You update 100 cases through Data Loader. Due to the order of execution in a transaction and the customizations in
your organization, here’s what happens.

SOQL Query
Used

DML Statement
Used

Transaction Operation

Cases are saved to the database, but aren’t committed yet.1

Case assignment rules are executed. Each case’s owner is updated.2

Case escalation rules are executed. If any case has been open for 10 days, an
email is sent to the owner.

3

Process is started.4

Process looks up the case’s account.5
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SOQL Query
Used

DML Statement
Used

Transaction Operation

If the account is hot, process uses Chatter to notify the account owner that there’s
a new case associated with the account.

6

Process launches a flow interview.7

Flow interview looks up the parent account and how many cases it has.8

Flow interview checks whether the account has more than five open cases.9

If it does, flow interview looks up the account’s division manager then posts on
the account’s Chatter feed to notify the division manager and account owner.

10

If it doesn’t, flow interview posts on the account’s Chatter feed to notify only the
account owner.

11

SEE ALSO:

Apex Developer Guide : Triggers and Order of Execution

Flow Bulkification in Transactions
Programmers can design their code so that similar actions are performed together in one batch. For example, one operation to create
50 records rather than 50 separate operations that each create one record. This process is called bulkification, and it helps your transaction
avoid governor limits. If you’re working with flows, you don’t even have to think about bulkification. Flow interviews bulkify actions for
you automatically.

How Does Flow Bulkification Work?

Interview operations are bulkified only when they execute the same element. That means that the interviews must all be associated
with the same flow.

Which Flow Elements Can Be Bulkified?

Flows can bulkify any element that performs a DML statement or SOQL query or does something else external to the flow, like
sending an email.

Example of Flow Bulkification

This example demonstrates how operations are bulkified for a flow when 100 cases are updated through Data Loader.

SEE ALSO:

Flows in Transactions
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How Does Flow Bulkification Work?

EDITIONS

Available in: both Salesforce
Classic and Lightning
Experience

Available in: Essentials,
Professional, Enterprise,
Performance, Unlimited,
and Developer Editions

Interview operations are bulkified only when they execute the same element. That means that the
interviews must all be associated with the same flow.

When multiple interviews for the same flow run in one transaction, each interview runs until it
reaches a bulkifiable element. Salesforce takes all the interviews that stopped at the same element
and intelligently executes those operations together. If other interviews are at a different element,
Salesforce then intelligently executes those operations together. Salesforce repeats this process
until all the interviews finish.

If, despite the bulkification, any interview hits a governor limit, all the interviews in the transaction
fail. Any operations that the interviews performed in the transaction are rolled back, and the
transaction doesn’t try to perform the operations again. Any operations that access external data
aren’t rolled back.

If an error that isn’t due to a governor limit occurs while executing one of these elements, Salesforce attempts to save all successful
record changes in the bulk operation up to three times.

• Subflow (Create Records and Update Records elements only)

• Create Records

• Update Records

Example:  When you upload 100 cases, the flow MyFlow_2 triggers one interview for each case.

• 50 interviews stop at Create Records element Create_Task_1.

• The other 50 interviews stop at Create Records element Create_Task_2.

The result? At least two groups of bulk operations to execute.

• One for the 50 interviews that execute Create_Task_1

• One for the 50 interviews that execute Create_Task_2

Which Flow Elements Can Be Bulkified?

EDITIONS

Available in: both Salesforce
Classic and Lightning
Experience

Available in: Essentials,
Professional, Enterprise,
Performance, Unlimited,
and Developer Editions

Flows can bulkify any element that performs a DML statement or SOQL query or does something
else external to the flow, like sending an email.

Elements that create, update, or delete records
When a record is created, updated, or deleted, the transaction performs a DML statement.

• Create Records elements

• Update Records elements

• Delete Records elements

• Quick Action, Post to Chatter, or Submit for Approval core actions

• Apex Action elements—depending on your org

Elements that look up records
When fields on a record are looked up, the transaction performs a SOQL query.

• Get Records elements

• Update Records elements

• Delete Records elements

• Apex Action elements—depending on your org
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Elements that send emails

• Send Email core actions

• Email Alert elements

• Apex Action elements—depending on your org

Note:

• Unlike Apex actions, legacy Apex actions aren’t bulkified.

• Although Apex actions are bulkified, the flow has no way of knowing what the invoked methods’ operations are. If you want
those operations to also be bulkified, make sure the code follows bulkification best practices.

SEE ALSO:

Apex Developer Guide : Running Apex with Governor Execution Limits

Example of Flow Bulkification

EDITIONS

Available in: both Salesforce
Classic and Lightning
Experience

Available in: Essentials,
Professional, Enterprise,
Performance, Unlimited,
and Developer Editions

This example demonstrates how operations are bulkified for a flow when 100 cases are updated
through Data Loader.

The Associated Flow

You’ll understand the concepts better if you understand the design of the associated flow.

The flow:

1. Looks up the case’s parent account and how many open cases that account has.

2. Checks whether the account has more than five cases open.

3. If the account has more than five open cases:
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Looks up the division manager for the account.a.

b. Posts on the account’s Chatter feed to notify the division manager and the account owner.

4. If the account has five or fewer open cases, posts on the account’s Chatter feed to notify only the account owner.

The Bulkified Interviews

When you update the records, one flow interview is created for each case simultaneously. All of the interviews are associated with the
same flow. Each interview runs until it gets to a bulkifiable element.

The first interview goes through the Get Records element (1). Because Get Records can be bulkified, the interview waits there until all
the other interviews have done the same. Then, Salesforce executes all the Get Records operations together (because they’re all for the
same element in the same flow). Instead of 100 SOQL queries, the transaction issues one SOQL query.

The first interview is evaluated by the Decision element (2). The account has six cases, so the interview is routed down the “More than
5” path. The interview proceeds to the second Get Records element (3a). Because it’s a bulkifiable element, the interview waits there.

The second interview is evaluated by the Decision element (2). This account has one case, so the interview is routed down the “5 or
fewer” path. The interview proceeds to the Post to Chatter core action (4). This element is also bulkifiable, so the interview waits there.

After all the interviews have been processed, 30 are waiting to execute the second Get Records element (3a) and the remaining 70 are
waiting to execute the Post to Chatter core action (4).

Salesforce executes all the Get Records (3a) operations for the first 30 interviews together. Instead of 30 separate SOQL queries, the
transaction issues one.

Next, the transaction returns to the Post to Chatter core action (4), where the 70 interviews are ready to execute their Post to Chatter
operations. Remember, these are the interviews whose accounts don’t have more than five cases. Salesforce executes the Post to Chatter
operations together. Instead of 100 separate DML statements to create each Chatter post, the transaction issues one DML statement to
create all 100 posts at one time. Because the Post to Chatter core action isn’t connected to a subsequent element, those 70 interviews
finish.

The 30 interviews—which looked up the relevant division manager—proceed to the final Post to Chatter core action (3b). When all 30
interviews are ready, Salesforce executes all 30 Post to Chatter operations together. Instead of issuing 30 separate DML statements for
the individual Chatter posts, it issues one. Because the Post to Chatter core action isn’t connected to another element, those 30 interviews
finish.

Testing Your Flow

EDITIONS

Available in: both Salesforce
Classic and Lightning
Experience

Available in: Essentials,
Professional, Enterprise,
Performance, Unlimited,
and Developer Editions

Before you activate a record-triggered flow, you can test it to quickly verify its expected results and
identify flow run-time failures.

Automated testing for flows saves you time and improves the flow’s reliability because the test
automates the process of determining whether the flow runs as expected. When you debug a flow,
you manually configure the debug parameters and inputs each time you start to debug. With a
flow test, you configure the test parameters and inputs one time. Each time you run the test, it uses
the same configuration to evaluate the flow. Also, you’re not stuck with the same test per flow. You
can edit the test or create more tests for different scenarios. We recommend that you create a test
for every path that the flow can take.

Example: This test verifies the flow when an account is updated and the flow takes the path
that runs immediately.
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The test includes fields to set the initial and updated values for the triggering record, which is the same record that triggers the
flow to run. The test creates a copy of the record to use only for the test. The record isn’t saved to the database.

The test evaluates each assertion to verify that the flow runs as expected. A test can only evaluate whether a flow element was
executed and whether flow resource values are set as expected. The test evaluates the flow based on the existing data in your
Salesforce database and customizations such as rules and restrictions.

When a flow includes tests, the Tests list view shows all tests for a flow and associated test results.

After a test is run, Test Run Details shows how each assertion was evaluated. If a condition evaluates to false, the assertion and test
fail. If all assertions pass, the test passes.
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All Details shows the results for the entire test run. Assertions are evaluated at the end of the test run.

SEE ALSO:

Test a Flow

Apex-Defined Data Type

EDITIONS

Available in: both Salesforce
Classic (not available in all
orgs) and Lightning
Experience

Available in: Enterprise,
Performance, Unlimited,
and Developer Editions

With the Apex-defined data type, flows can manipulate the kinds of complex data objects that are
typically returned from calls to web services. Create Apex-defined variables in flows and directly
process JSON returned from web calls.

A developer can define an Apex class to serve as a pattern for automatic conversion from web to
a flow, allowing full manipulation of the resulting objects to be carried out in flows using declarative
approaches and no additional code. Apex-defined resources are useful for connecting flows to rich
external web objects accessed via Mulesoft and REST calls. If a data type is not supported, flows can
pass the value to a Lightning component and you can use Apex to operate on it.

Example:  A car dealership has a screen flow that lets customers search the dealership’s
inventory data, which is stored in another database. The dealership creates an Apex class in
their org to define the Car data type. Then, the dealership creates a screen flow that includes
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two Apex-defined variables. The flow passes the variables between the flow, an Apex action, and a Lightning component.

SEE ALSO:

Considerations for the Apex-Defined Data Type

Flow Best Practices

EDITIONS

Available in: both Salesforce
Classic and Lightning
Experience

Available in: Essentials,
Professional, Enterprise,
Performance, Unlimited,
and Developer Editions

Before you begin building and distributing flows, understand the best practices.

Plan out your flow before you start building.
Write or draw out all the details of your business process. That way, you have a clear idea of
what information you need, where you’re getting that information from, and what logic and
actions to perform. Doing so makes building the corresponding flow much easier.

Build your flows in a test environment—like a sandbox or Developer Edition org.
The last thing you want to do is accidentally change records in your company’s production org.
Build your flows in a separate environment. That way, you can enter fake data and test various
permutations of your flow without worrying about changing or deleting data that your users
actually need.

Never hard-code Salesforce IDs.
IDs are org-specific, so don’t hard-code new or existing IDs. Instead, let Salesforce create the IDs, and pass them into variables when
the flow starts. You can do so, for example, by using merge fields in URL parameters or by using a Get Records element.

Wait until the end of the flow to make changes to the database.
Have you heard about flow limits? Because flows operate under Apex governor limits, the sky is not the limit. To avoid hitting those
limits, we recommend bunching all your database changes together at the end of the flow, whether those changes create, update,
or delete records. And avoid making the changes in a loop path. Also, for smooth finish behavior, don't create records before the
first screen in the flow. You don’t want any CRUD operations running unintentionally.

Avoid creating records before the first screen in the flow.
You’ll ensure a smooth finish behavior. Besides, you don’t want any CRUD operations from running unintentionally.

Control when running users can navigate backward.
If the flow commits changes to the database or performs actions between two screens, don't let users navigate from the later screen
to the previous screen. Otherwise, the flow can make duplicate changes to the database.

Provide an error handler.
Sad to say, but sometimes a flow doesn’t perform an operation that you configured it to do. Perhaps the flow is missing crucial
information, or the running user doesn’t have the required permissions. By default, the flow shows an error message to the user and
emails the admin who created the flow. However, you can control that behavior. See Customize What Happens When a Flow Fails
for more information and recommendations.

Save early and often.
Sometimes Flow Builder falls victim to unexpected problems, like losing Internet access. Salesforce doesn’t save your changes
automatically, so it’s up to you to save your work. Save as often as possible, so that you don’t accidentally lose a few hours’ worth of
work.

Restrict data access via profiles and permission sets.
Make sure that only the right flow users can access data at the right time. To restrict access to enabled profiles or permission sets,
edit the access for a flow from the Flows list view.

Control data access with the Subflow element.
When a flow must respect user permissions for some actions and ignore user permissions for other actions, you can use the Subflow
element. To respect user permissions for actions, you create a flow that runs in user context. To ignore user permissions such as
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object permissions and field-level access for other actions, you create a separate flow that runs in system context. To put it all together,
you can use the Subflow element in the flow that runs in user context to launch the flow that runs in system context.

Test as many permutations of your flow as you possibly can.
As with all customizations in Salesforce, it’s important to test your work. This is especially true if your flow uses branching or other
complex logic. Make sure that you test as many possibilities as you can think of before you distribute the flow to your users.

Avoid accessing external objects after DML operations in a transaction.
If Salesforce creates, updates, or deletes data in your org and then accesses external data in the same transaction, an error occurs.
In your flow, we recommend using a separate transaction to access data in an external system. To do so, end the prior transaction
by adding a screen or local action to a screen flow or a Pause element to an autolaunched flow. If you use a Pause element, don't
use a record-based resume time.

For example, a screen flow creates a contact and then displays a confirmation screen. Next, the flow updates the contact in the
external system. The flow doesn’t fail because it uses a separate transaction to access the external data.

Avoid mixing DML operations on setup objects, other Salesforce objects, and external objects in a transaction.
A single transaction can’t mix DML operations on objects (such as Account), setup objects (such as User Role), and external objects.
For example, if Salesforce updates an account and a user role in a single transaction, an error occurs.

We recommend using a separate transaction. To end a transaction, add a screen or local action to a screen flow or a Pause element
to an autolaunched flow. If you use a Pause element, don't use a record-based resume time.

Build a Flow

EDITIONS

Available in: both Salesforce
Classic and Lightning
Experience

Available in: Essentials,
Professional, Enterprise,
Performance, Unlimited,
and Developer Editions

USER PERMISSIONS

To open, edit, or create a
flow in Flow Builder:
• Manage Flow

After you model the process that you want to automate, design and build the flow in Flow Builder.

Tip:  Before you start creating your flow, plan it out. It’s much easier to use a flow to automate
a business process when you understand all the details.

If you’re new to Flow Builder or process automation, take a quick tour of the interface, and then
check out our trails! They’re a great way to learn about these powerful tools and discover how they
work.

• Tour the Flow Builder User Interface

• Automate Your Business Processes with Flow Builder

• Build Flows with Flow Builder

1. Open Flow Builder. From Setup, in the Quick Find box, enter Flows, select Flows, and then
click New Flow.

2. Select the flow type, then click Next.

3. Add the elements that you want to use to the canvas.

4. If building in free-form, connect the elements to determine their order of execution. If building
in auto-layout, connectors are automatically created on the canvas for you.

5. Save your flow.

After you build a flow, make sure that it’s working as you expect it to by testing it. Then activate the flow. You’re now ready to distribute
the flow to users.

Add and Edit Elements

Use elements to define actions that the flow can execute. When they’re on the canvas, connect them to create an order of execution.
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Define Conditions in a Flow

Control when a flow takes a specific decision outcome or waits for a specific resume event.

Flow Formula Builder

You can use Flow Formula Builder to build an expression in Formula-type resources or in the Collection Filter or Start elements of a
Record-triggered Flow. To build your expression, select from a list of functions and operators. To catch errors as you work, check the
formula syntax for each expression.

Route a Flow

Identify which elements the flow executes and in what order by connecting the elements on your canvas together.

Customize What Happens When a Flow Fails

If your flow contains an element that interacts with the Salesforce database—such as an Update Records element or a Submit for
Approval core action—it can fail. Modify the default behavior by adding fault paths to all elements that can fail.

Working with Data in a Flow

The real power of a flow is that it can automate updates to your data, whether the data lives inside your Salesforce org or in an
external database. In a flow, you can look up values from records, connect to external systems, create records, update records, delete
records—the whole shebang!

Options for Sending Emails from a Flow

To send an email from your flow, either use an existing email alert or create the email in the flow.

Show Users Progress Through a Flow with Stages

Keep users informed about which stage they’re in or how far they’ve progressed in a flow. For example, show where in a purchasing
flow the user is with breadcrumbs or a progress indicator.

Use Flows with Slack

Build a screen flow that’s designed to run in a Slack conversation or direct message group. Use another flow, a Slack shortcut, a slash
command, or a button in a Slack view to run a flow from Slack.

Use Flows with MuleSoft RPA

Register a MuleSoft RPA process as an external service. Then, build a flow that starts and checks the status of the MuleSoft RPA
process.

Extend Your Flow-Building Options

Sometimes your flow needs to do more than what Flow Builder provides out of the box. You can extend flows by calling Apex classes
or adding Lightning components.

SEE ALSO:

Flow Runtime Accessibility Considerations

Building Blocks of Flows
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Add and Edit Elements

EDITIONS

Available in: both Salesforce
Classic and Lightning
Experience

Available in: Essentials,
Professional, Enterprise,
Performance, Unlimited,
and Developer Editions

Use elements to define actions that the flow can execute. When they’re on the canvas, connect
them to create an order of execution.

Add and Edit Elements in Auto-Layout

Create a flow with a streamlined interface that keeps your canvas neat and tidy.

Add and Edit Elements in Free-Form

Create a flow with a drag-and-drop interface that allows you to place elements anywhere.

Add and Edit Elements in Auto-Layout

EDITIONS

Available in: both Salesforce
Classic and Lightning
Experience

Available in: Essentials,
Professional, Enterprise,
Performance, Unlimited,
and Developer Editions

Create a flow with a streamlined interface that keeps your canvas neat and tidy.

Add an Element
To add an element in auto-layout, where you want to place the element, hover over  and
click , and then select the element that you want to add. The new element is automatically
connected to the elements before and after it on the path.

Edit an Element
If you want to change an element’s configuration after you created it, click the element, then
click Edit Element. Make your changes, then click Done.

Copy and Paste Elements
To copy single element, click the element, and then from the options in the element panel,
select Copy Element. To paste the element that you copied, in the desired location for the element, hover over  and click ,
and then click Paste Elements.

To copy multiple elements, click Select Elements, then click  on each element that you want to copy. Then, to copy all selected
elements to the clipboard, click . To paste the elements that you copied, in the desired location for the elements, hover over 
and click , and then click Paste Elements.

Cut and Paste an Element
To cut an element, click the element, then from the options in the element panel, select Cut Element. To paste the element that
you cut, in the desired location, hover over  and click , and then click .

To cut a Decision or Pause element, click the element, then from the options in the element panel, select Cut Element. To keep the
elements from a Decision outcome or Pause configuration path on the canvas after cutting, from the cut element panel dropdown,
select the path that contains the elements that you want to keep. To cut the Decision or Pause element and all of its paths, in the
cut element panel dropdown, select None, cut all paths.

You must paste a cut element. You can cancel the cut and paste mode, which undoes the cut.

Delete an Element
To delete an element, click the element, then from the options in the element panel, select Delete Element.

To delete a Decision or Pause element, click the element, then from the options in the element panel, select Delete Element. To
keep the elements from a Decision outcome or Pause configuration path on the canvas after deletion, in the delete element panel
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dropdown, select the path that holds the elements to keep. To delete the Decision or Pause element and all of its paths, in the delete
element panel dropdown, select None, delete all paths.

SEE ALSO:

Flow Elements

Add and Edit Elements in Free-Form

EDITIONS

Available in: both Salesforce
Classic and Lightning
Experience

Available in: Essentials,
Professional, Enterprise,
Performance, Unlimited,
and Developer Editions

Create a flow with a drag-and-drop interface that allows you to place elements anywhere.

To add an element in free-form, drag the element that you want to use onto the canvas.

After creating an element, connect the element to another element to determine the order in which
they’re executed at run time. Don’t forget to connect the Start element to another element.

If you want to change an element’s configuration after you created it, double-click the element,
make your changes, then click Done.

SEE ALSO:

Flow Elements

Route a Flow

Define Conditions in a Flow

EDITIONS

Available in: both Salesforce
Classic and Lightning
Experience

Available in: Essentials,
Professional, Enterprise,
Performance, Unlimited,
and Developer Editions

USER PERMISSIONS

To open, edit, or create a
flow in Flow Builder:
• Manage Flow

Control when a flow takes a specific decision outcome or waits for a specific resume event.

Before you begin, create the Decision or Pause element to add conditions to.

1. Set up the conditions.

At run time, the conditions are evaluated in the order you specify.

DescriptionColumn Header

Flow resource whose value you want to evaluate.Resource

The available operators depend on the data type selected for
Resource.

Operator

Resource  and Value  in the same row must have compatible data
types.

Options:

Value

• Select an existing flow resource, such as a variable or screen
component.

• Create a resource.

• Manually enter a literal value or merge field.

Note:  When you add or subtract a number from a date value,
the date adjusts in days, not hours.

2. Identify the logic between the conditions.
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Behavior for Pause ConfigurationsBehavior for Decision OutcomesOption

If one of the conditions is false, the flow doesn’t wait
for the associated resume event.

If one of the conditions is false, the flow evaluates
the next outcome’s conditions.

All Conditions
Are Met

If one of the conditions is true, the flow waits for the
associated resume event.

If one of the conditions is true, the flow immediately
takes this outcome’s path.

Any Condition
Is Met

When you select this option, provide the condition logic by entering up to 1000 characters. Use:Custom
Condition Logic
Is Met

• Numbers to refer to each condition

• AND, OR, or NOT to identify which combination of conditions must true

• Parentheses to group parts of the string together

Tip:  If you enter AND, it’s the same as if you selected All Conditions Are Met. If you enter OR,
it’s the same as if you selected Any Condition Is Met. If you enter any other logic, make sure that
you include a number for each condition.

For example, for 1 AND NOT(2 OR 3), the flow evaluates whether the first condition is true and
neither the second nor third condition is true.

SEE ALSO:

Flow Pause Conditions

Flow Element: Decision

Flow Formula Builder
You can use Flow Formula Builder to build an expression in Formula-type resources or in the Collection Filter or Start elements of a
Record-triggered Flow. To build your expression, select from a list of functions and operators. To catch errors as you work, check the
formula syntax for each expression.

Example:

• Automate a process for records where the closed date changed for US-based accounts that have more than 100 employees.

• Automate a process for new case records for Premier support accounts in North America and Europe that have revenue of
over one million dollars.

Create Formulas in the Flow Start Element with Formula Builder

You can use Flow Formula Builder to build an expression in the Start element of a Record-triggered Flow. To build your expression,
select from a list of functions and operators. To catch errors as you work, check the formula syntax for each expression.

Create Formulas in the Flow Collection Filter with Formula Builder

You can use Flow Formula Builder to build an expression in the Collection Filter element of a flow. To build your expression, select
from a list of functions and operators. To catch errors as you work, check the formula syntax for each expression.
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Create Formulas in Flow Formula-type Resources with Formula Builder

You can use Flow Formula Builder to build an expression in Flow Formula-type resources. To build your expression, select from a list
of functions and operators. To catch errors as you work, check the formula syntax for each expression.

SEE ALSO:

Flow Element: Start

Flow Element: Collection Filter

Flow Resource: Formula

Flow Formula Considerations

Formula Operators and Functions by Context

Create Formulas in the Flow Start Element with Formula Builder

EDITIONS

Available in: Essentials,
Professional, Enterprise,
Performance, Unlimited,
and Developer Editions

USER PERMISSIONS

To open, edit, or create a
flow in Flow Builder:
• Manage Flow

You can use Flow Formula Builder to build an expression in the Start element of a Record-triggered
Flow. To build your expression, select from a list of functions and operators. To catch errors as you
work, check the formula syntax for each expression.

1. Edit the Start element in a Record-Triggered flow.

2. Select the object with records that trigger the flow.

3. Select when to trigger the flow.

4. In the Set Entry Conditions section, set Condition Requirements to Formula Evaluates to True.

5. Insert a resource from the list of Global Variables.

a. You can add more than one resource to an expression.

6. Insert a function.

a. To see a list of functions, click Insert a function.

b. To filter functions by category, select the All Functions dropdown and choose the category.

7. Select an operator from the dropdown.

8. Complete the expression.

9. After you build each expression, click Check Syntax. The formula builder shows one error at a time.

10. Complete the configuration for the Start element.

11. Click Done.

12. Save your work.
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Create Formulas in the Flow Collection Filter with Formula Builder

EDITIONS

Available in: Essentials,
Professional, Enterprise,
Performance, Unlimited,
and Developer Editions

USER PERMISSIONS

To open, edit, or create a
flow in Flow Builder:
• Manage Flow

You can use Flow Formula Builder to build an expression in the Collection Filter element of a flow.
To build your expression, select from a list of functions and operators. To catch errors as you work,
check the formula syntax for each expression.

1. Add an element to a flow.

2. Select Collection Filter.

3. Enter the Label and API Name.

4. Select a collection.

5. In the Apply Filter Conditions section, set Condition Requirements to Formula Evaluates to
True.

6. Insert a resource from the list.

a. You can add more than one resource to an expression.

7. Insert a function.

a. To see a list of functions, click Insert a function.

b. To filter functions by category, select the All Functions dropdown and choose the category.

8. Select an operator from the dropdown.

9. Complete the expression.

10. After you build each expression, click Check Syntax. The formula builder shows one error at a time.

11. Click Done.

12. Save your work.
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Create Formulas in Flow Formula-type Resources with Formula Builder

EDITIONS

Available in: Essentials,
Professional, Enterprise,
Performance, Unlimited,
and Developer Editions

USER PERMISSIONS

To open, edit, or create a
flow in Flow Builder:
• Manage Flow

You can use Flow Formula Builder to build an expression in Flow Formula-type resources. To build
your expression, select from a list of functions and operators. To catch errors as you work, check
the formula syntax for each expression.

1. In Flow, in the Toolbox, in Manager, click New Resource.

2. From the Resource Type dropdown, select Formula.

3. Enter an API Name.

4. Select the Data Type.

5. Insert a resource from the list.

a. You can add more than one resource to an expression.

6. Insert a function.

a. To see a list of functions, click Insert a function.

b. To filter functions by category, select the All Functions dropdown and choose the category.

7. Select an operator from the dropdown.

8. Complete the expression.

9. After you build each expression, click Check Syntax. The formula builder shows one error at a time.

10. Click Done.

11. Save your work.
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Route a Flow

EDITIONS

Available in: both Salesforce
Classic and Lightning
Experience

Available in: Essentials,
Professional, Enterprise,
Performance, Unlimited,
and Developer Editions

USER PERMISSIONS

To open, edit, or create a
flow in Flow Builder:
• Manage Flow

Identify which elements the flow executes and in what order by connecting the elements on your
canvas together.
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Route a Flow in Auto-Layout

EDITIONS

Available in: both Salesforce
Classic and Lightning
Experience

Available in: Essentials,
Professional, Enterprise,
Performance, Unlimited,
and Developer Editions

USER PERMISSIONS

To open, edit, or create a
flow in Flow Builder:
• Manage Flow

In auto-layout, Flow Builder automatically creates connectors when an element is added, and it
removes connectors when an element is deleted. Place elements in the desired order, and move
them to change the order of execution.

Move a Single Element in Auto-Layout

You can’t directly move elements in auto-layout. So, to change a single element’s location, cut the
element, and then paste it to its new location.

1. Click the element that you want to move.

2. Select Cut Element.

3. Where you want to place the element, hover over  and click , and then click  to paste.

When cutting a Decision or Pause element, you can leave the elements from an outcome or
configuration path on the canvas after cutting. To keep elements from a path on the canvas, select
the path in the cut element panel. To cut a Decision or Pause element and all of its paths, select
None, cut all paths. from the cut element panel.

Move Multiple Elements in Auto-Layout

To move multiple elements, select all the elements that you want to move, copy them, paste them to their new location, and then delete
the original elements.

1. Click Select Elements.

2. Click  on each element that you want to move.

3. To copy the selected elements, click .

4. Where you want to place the elements, hover over  and click .

5. Select Paste Elements.

6. For each copied element, click the element, and select Delete Element.

Connect Nonconsecutive Elements in Auto-Layout

In Auto-Layout, elements on the canvas are spaced and connected automatically. To connect elements that aren’t automatically
connected, use a Go To connector.

1. To change a connector to a Go To connector, directly after the element that you want to connect from, hover over  and click .

2. Click Connect to element.

3. Click  on the element that you want to connect to.

Route a Flow in Free-Form
In free-form, you create and remove connectors that determine the order of execution for the elements on the canvas.

1. On the canvas, find the node at the bottom of the source element.

2. Drag the node onto the target element.

3. If prompted, select which decision outcome or pause configuration to assign to the path.
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Remove Connectors from a Flow

You can’t modify a connector’s target or source elements, so to change a path, delete the connector and then add a new one.

1. In your flow, select the connector to delete.

When you select a connector, its color changes from gray to blue.

2. Press the DELETE key.

If you delete a connector for a specific outcome, the outcome isn’t deleted from the source element. However, if you delete an outcome
from a decision element, the outcome’s connector is also deleted. The same applies to pause configurations.

SEE ALSO:

Flow Connectors

Customize What Happens When a Flow Fails

Customize What Happens When a Flow Fails

EDITIONS

Available in: both Salesforce
Classic and Lightning
Experience

Available in: Essentials,
Professional, Enterprise,
Performance, Unlimited,
and Developer Editions

If your flow contains an element that interacts with the Salesforce database—such as an Update
Records element or a Submit for Approval core action—it can fail. Modify the default behavior by
adding fault paths to all elements that can fail.

What Happens When a Flow Fails?

When you’re deciding whether to customize the error handling in your flow, consider how a
failed flow behaves.

Configure Every Fault Path to Send You an Email (Best Practice)

As a best practice, we recommend configuring the fault connectors in your flow so that you
always receive an email when a flow fails. In the email, include the current values of all your
flow’s resources. The resource values can give you insight into why the flow failed.

Customize the Error Message for Running Flow Users (Best Practice)

As a best practice, we recommend displaying a better message to your user than “An unhandled fault has occurred in this flow”. Do
this only if the distribution method you’re using supports flows that contain screens. In other words, don’t do it if your flow is
distributed through a process.

Other Examples of Error Handling in Flows

Examples of using fault connectors to handle flow errors include requesting corrections from the user and bypassing the error.

SEE ALSO:

Flow Connectors

Flow Elements

Route a Flow
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What Happens When a Flow Fails?

EDITIONS

Available in: both Salesforce
Classic and Lightning
Experience

Available in: Essentials,
Professional, Enterprise,
Performance, Unlimited,
and Developer Editions

When you’re deciding whether to customize the error handling in your flow, consider how a failed
flow behaves.

When a flow fails, the user running the flow gets this error message.

An unhandled fault has occurred in this flow
An unhandled fault has occurred while processing
the flow. Please contact your system administrator
for more information.

The running user can’t proceed with the flow or return to a previous part of the flow. The admin who created the flow receives a fault
email. The email details the element that failed, the error message from that element, and which elements were executed during the
failed interview. Here’s an example error message.

An error occurred at element Delete_1.
DELETE --- There is nothing in Salesforce matching your
delete criteria.

To view the debug details directly in Flow Builder, click Flow Error: Click here to debug the error in Flow Builder in the fault email.
This link appears only for certain flow types.

For screen flows, Salesforce publishes a Flow Execution Error Event platform event message.

SEE ALSO:

Customize What Happens When a Flow Fails

Emails About Flow Errors

Send Alerts When a Screen Flow Fails
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Configure Every Fault Path to Send You an Email (Best Practice)

EDITIONS

Available in: both Salesforce
Classic and Lightning
Experience

Available in: Essentials,
Professional, Enterprise,
Performance, Unlimited,
and Developer Editions

USER PERMISSIONS

To open, edit, or create a
flow in Flow Builder:
• Manage Flow

As a best practice, we recommend configuring the fault connectors in your flow so that you always
receive an email when a flow fails. In the email, include the current values of all your flow’s resources.
The resource values can give you insight into why the flow failed.

1. Create a text template that includes the values of all the flow resources.

Doing so lets you see the exact values of flow variables when the interview failed. Also, if the
flow contains screens, you see exactly what the user entered and selected.

Here’s an example text template for the Survey Customers flow from the Create a Satisfaction
Survey project on Trailhead.

Error: {!$Flow.FaultMessage}

RESOURCE VALUES
Customer Response: {!Customer_Response}
Value of Decision's Yes outcome: {!Yes}
Company: {!Company_Name}
Satisfaction : {!Satisfaction}
Service: {!Service}
Other Comments:
{!OtherComments}

2. Configure a Send Email core action. Use the text template as the body and your email address as the recipient.
In this example, Body  is set to the text template we created: {!allVariableValues}.

3. From each element that can fail, draw a fault connecter to the Send Email core action.

In this example, Create Records is the only element that supports fault connectors.
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SEE ALSO:

Flow Resource: Text Template

Flow Core Action: Send Email

Customize What Happens When a Flow Fails

Customize the Error Message for Running Flow Users (Best Practice)

EDITIONS

Available in: both Salesforce
Classic and Lightning
Experience

Available in: Essentials,
Professional, Enterprise,
Performance, Unlimited,
and Developer Editions

USER PERMISSIONS

To open, edit, or create a
flow in Flow Builder:
• Manage Flow

As a best practice, we recommend displaying a better message to your user than “An unhandled
fault has occurred in this flow”. Do this only if the distribution method you’re using supports flows
that contain screens. In other words, don’t do it if your flow is distributed through a process.

1. Create a text template that contains a friendlier error message.

<p><b>Something went wrong with this flow.</b></p>
<p>Your admin has received an email about this error.</p>

2. Add a Screen element. In a Display Text screen component, reference the text template.
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3. For every element that can fail, draw a fault connector to the Screen element.

SEE ALSO:

Flow Screen Output Component: Display Text

Flow Resource: Text Template

Customize What Happens When a Flow Fails

Other Examples of Error Handling in Flows

EDITIONS

Available in: both Salesforce
Classic and Lightning
Experience

Available in: Essentials,
Professional, Enterprise,
Performance, Unlimited,
and Developer Editions

Examples of using fault connectors to handle flow errors include requesting corrections from the
user and bypassing the error.

Request Corrections from Users
Draw a fault connector to a Screen element, where users can verify the values that they entered,
make corrections, and proceed.

Display the Error Message
If the flow is used only internally, such as at a call center, use the fault path to display the error
message to the running user. In the same Screen element, ask the user to report the error to
the IT department. To do so, draw the fault connector to a Screen element with this Display
Text field.

Sorry, but you can’t read or update records at this time.
Please open a case with IT and include this error message:
{!$Flow.FaultMessage}

Create a Case
When an error occurs, automatically create a case that includes the error message and assign it to your IT department. Assign the
created case’s number to a Text variable ({!caseNumber}, for example). Then, in a Screen, display this message to the running
user.

Sorry, but you can’t read or update records at this time.
We filed case {!caseNumber} for you.

Ignore Errors
To bypass errors for a given element in your flow, draw the fault connector to the same element as the normal connector.

SEE ALSO:

Customize What Happens When a Flow Fails
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Working with Data in a Flow

EDITIONS

Available in: both Salesforce
Classic and Lightning
Experience

Available in: Essentials,
Professional, Enterprise,
Performance, Unlimited,
and Developer Editions

The real power of a flow is that it can automate updates to your data, whether the data lives inside
your Salesforce org or in an external database. In a flow, you can look up values from records, connect
to external systems, create records, update records, delete records—the whole shebang!

Create a Salesforce Record from a Flow

To create a Salesforce record, use either the Create Records or Quick Action element. The right
element depends on what the rest of your flow is doing.

Clone Records with a Create Records Element

A flow can clone records in your org. First, populate a record variable with an existing record’s
values. Identify fields that the running user can’t edit, and map all remaining fields to another
record variable. Then use the second record variable in a Create Records element to clone the
record.

Update Salesforce Records from a Flow

To update field values on existing Salesforce records, use either the Update Records element or a Quick Action core action. The right
element depends on what the rest of your flow is doing.

Integrate with External Systems from a Flow

With Get Records elements, you can easily look up your Salesforce data in a flow. But what if you need data that lives outside of
Salesforce? To connect your flow to an external database, use platform events, external objects, Lightning components, External
Services, or Apex.

Generate Flow Choice Options From External Data

If your business process interacts with external data, your users can select from it on flow screens.

Create a Salesforce Record from a Flow

EDITIONS

Available in: both Salesforce
Classic and Lightning
Experience

Available in: Essentials,
Professional, Enterprise,
Performance, Unlimited,
and Developer Editions

To create a Salesforce record, use either the Create Records or Quick Action element. The right
element depends on what the rest of your flow is doing.

If you want to use a combination of the values from a record variable and values from other resources
(like single-value variables or screen input fields), use either a Create Records or Quick Action
element. Those two elements differ in these ways.

• Which fields are available in the elements

• Whether the element provides any required fields for the object

• Whether the element lets you store the new record’s ID

Storing the ID is useful, for example, if you create an account and then want to create a contact
that's associated with that account (which you obviously need the ID for).

New Record IDRequired FieldsField Availability

Lets you store the ID of the created
record to use later in your flow.

Not indicatedEvery field on the object. You manually
select the object and every field you
want to have a value.

Create
Records
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New Record IDRequired FieldsField Availability

Doesn’t let you store the created
record's ID for use later.

Indicated

Requiredness is based on what's
marked required in the action
layout.

Only fields that are included in the Quick
Action layout.

If you supplied default values for certain
fields when you created the quick action,
those values are used when the record
is created.

Quick Action
(of type
Create)

Tip:  Use a Quick Action element when all these statements are true.

1. The action is of type Create.

2. The action’s layout includes all the fields that you want to update.

3. You don't need to reference the new record's ID later in the flow.

Otherwise, use the Create Records element.

Example: Here’s how you’d create a case when a customer’s satisfaction score is too low by using each of the create elements.

You can set any field on the record, but the Create Records element doesn’t know which fields are required
for this object.

Create Records

These fields are the only fields that you can set for this element, because they’re the only ones available
from the action layout.

Quick Action (of
type Create)
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Clone Records with a Create Records Element

EDITIONS

Available in: both Salesforce
Classic and Lightning
Experience

Available in: Essentials,
Professional, Enterprise,
Performance, Unlimited,
and Developer Editions

USER PERMISSIONS

To open, edit, or create a
flow in Flow Builder:
• Manage Flow

A flow can clone records in your org. First, populate a record variable with an existing record’s values.
Identify fields that the running user can’t edit, and map all remaining fields to another record variable.
Then use the second record variable in a Create Records element to clone the record.

Before you begin, review Which Fields Are Inaccessible When a Flow Creates or Updates Records?

1. Populate a record variable with the values from the existing record.
For example:

• Look up the record with a Get Records element.

• Obtain the record from a Flows action in a process.

2. In an Assignment element, copy the writable field values to a new record variable.

Important:  Make sure that Id  isn’t set in the new variable.

3. Add a Create Records element to your flow. Choose to create one record and set the record
fields by using all the values from a record variable. Select the second record variable to populate
the values of the cloned record.

SEE ALSO:

Flow Element: Create Records

Update Salesforce Records from a Flow

EDITIONS

Available in: both Salesforce
Classic and Lightning
Experience

Available in: Essentials,
Professional, Enterprise,
Performance, Unlimited,
and Developer Editions

To update field values on existing Salesforce records, use either the Update Records element or a
Quick Action core action. The right element depends on what the rest of your flow is doing.

Example: On an opportunity record, when a user clicks the “Won” button, a flow updates
the opportunity’s stage.

To update fields on one or more existing Salesforce records, your flow:

1. Identifies the records to update.

2. Identifies the new field values for those records.

3. Saves those changes to the Salesforce database. (In other words, until the changes are saved
to the database, the changes exist only within the flow.)

How do I choose between flow elements that update records?

The main difference between the elements is how it knows which records to update, how it knows the new field values to apply, and
how many records it can update.

Quick Action elements can update only one record at a time, while Update Records elements can update multiple records.
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Number of records
it updates

To identify new field values for the recordsTo identify records to update

At least one.In the same element, map each field that should be
updated with a variable or other resource.

All resources are supported, so long as the resource’s
data type matches the selected field’s data type.

In the same element, use filter
criteria.

Update
Records, where
you chose to
specify
conditions and
set fields
individually

If an record variable:
one.

If an record collection
variable: at least one.

In another element, such as an Assignment element,
update the values in the record variable or record
collection variable.

Populate a record variable or record
collection variable in another
element.

Update
Records, where
you chose to
use the IDs and
field values
from a record
variable or
record
collection
variable

Exactly one.In the same element, map each field that should be
updated with a variable or other resource.

All resources are supported, so long as the resource’s
data type matches the selected field’s data type.

Populate a single-value variable with
the ID in another element. Use this
ID for the Related Record ID
parameter.

Quick Action

If all the following statements are true, use a Quick Action element:

• You need to update exactly one record

• You’ve already populated a variable with the record’s ID

• The Quick Action’s layout includes all the fields you need to update

If any of those statements aren’t true, use an Update Records element.
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Example: Here’s how you’d update an opportunity’s stage by using each of the update elements.

Update Records,
where you chose to
specify conditions
and set fields
individually

Assumes {!svarOpportunity} is already populated with the right fields.

Update Records,
where you chose to
use the IDs and
field values from a
record variable or
record collection
variable

Two fields are required by the associated action layout, so they’re required in this element. Related Record
ID identifies which opportunity to update.

Quick Action (of
type Update)
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Integrate with External Systems from a Flow

EDITIONS

Available in: both Salesforce
Classic (not available in all
orgs) and Lightning
Experience

Platform events, External
Services, and Apex are
available in: Enterprise,
Performance, Unlimited,
and Developer Editions

Lightning components are
available in: Essentials,
Professional, Enterprise,
Performance, Unlimited,
and Developer Editions

With Get Records elements, you can easily look up your Salesforce data in a flow. But what if you
need data that lives outside of Salesforce? To connect your flow to an external database, use platform
events, external objects, Lightning components, External Services, or Apex.

Platform Events
Deliver secure and expandable custom notifications within Salesforce or from external sources
by using platform events. To publish event messages from your flow, add a Create Records
element, where the specified object is the platform event. To subscribe to messages, add a
Pause element.

External Objects
Reference data that’s stored outside your Salesforce org by using external objects. After you’ve
mapped the external system to an external object in your org, use flow data elements to get,
create, or update data in the external system.

Custom Lightning Components
Connect to a database that’s behind your firewall without going through the Salesforce server
by calling a local action. All local actions appear in Flow Builder as Core Action elements.

External Services
Connect to any external system without writing a line of code. You tell us which endpoint and
schema you want to use, and we generate Apex classes for you. The Apex classes appear in
Flow Builder as Apex actions. External Services supports OpenAPI 2.0 JSON schema format.

Apex
If you want more control, write your own Apex code to integrate with an external system. To make your Apex code available in the
Flow Builder, use either the @InvocableMethod  annotation or the Process.Plugin  interface.

AsynchronousSynchronousClient-SideServer-SideDeclarativeIntegration Option

Platform events

External objects

Custom Lightning components

External Services

Apex

HTTP Callout

HTTP Callout pulls or sends data (beta) between the Salesforce database and an external system via Flow Builder without using code.
You can set up direct integrations as needed without having to work with a developer or call a middleware tool, such as Mulesoft.
After you configure the HTTP callout action in a flow, Flow Builder auto-generates an external service registration, an invocable
action, and Apex class that you can use to create an Apex-defined resource for flows. You can then use the data output of the API
request as input within Flow Builder and across Salesforce.
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HTTP Callout

EDITIONS

Available in:

• Lightning Experience

• Enterprise, Unlimited,
and Developer Editions

HTTP Callout pulls or sends data (beta) between the Salesforce database and an external system
via Flow Builder without using code. You can set up direct integrations as needed without having
to work with a developer or call a middleware tool, such as Mulesoft. After you configure the HTTP
callout action in a flow, Flow Builder auto-generates an external service registration, an invocable
action, and Apex class that you can use to create an Apex-defined resource for flows. You can then
use the data output of the API request as input within Flow Builder and across Salesforce.

Note:  The POST method is a Beta Service. Customer may opt to try such Beta Service in its
sole discretion. Any use of the Beta Service is subject to the applicable Beta Services Terms
provided at Agreements and Terms.

Admins who have the Customize Applications user permission can use HTTP Callout. You must be familiar with how APIs work and have
the API document for the endpoint you’re calling.

The HTTP Callout configuration is powered by External Services, which makes the action reusable and invocable in Flow Builder and
across your Salesforce org. Before you configure an integration with HTTP Callout, you set up authentication in Setup > Named Credentials
so that the external service can connect to the API.

Example: You can use HTTP Callout to connect a flow to a variety of APIs.

• Get address information using a map API–When a user enters an address into a screen flow, a real-time call to the Maps API
provider is triggered. The provider sends back details on the address and displays business hours within the screen flow.

• Get weather conditions with a weather service API–Perform a daily callout to a weather service and check the weather for a
specific area. If the weather meets certain conditions, notify students that class is indoors or outdoors.

• Get payment authorization information with a payment processing API–Call a payment processor with an invoice number
and verify whether a payment has been made and has cleared.

• Add records to an inventory system when product records are added to Salesforce.

• Add leads and contacts to an external marketing automation tool.

• Process a payment transaction through an external payment gateway.

HTTP Callout Considerations

When using HTTP Callout, keep these considerations in mind.

Configuring an HTTP Callout Action

Connect Flow Builder to an HTTP-based API without using code. To establish a connection between the API and Salesforce, you
create an external credential and a named credential in Setup. Then, HTTP Callout guides you through describing the functionality
of your API and the endpoint that you’re connecting to. Based on the information that you enter, Flow Builder generates an external
service with a corresponding invocable action that you can use across Salesforce.

Manage HTTP Callout Actions

When you create an HTTP Callout action in a flow, Flow Builder creates an external service object and an invocable action object.
Anyone with permissions in your org can reuse the invocable action in Flow Builder and across Salesforce.

SEE ALSO:

Salesforce Help : Named Credentials

External Link: FDA API

External Link: NPPES NPI Registry API
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HTTP Callout Considerations

EDITIONS

Available in: Lightning
Experience

Available in: Enterprise,
Performance, Unlimited,
and Developer Editions

When using HTTP Callout, keep these considerations in mind.

• JSON response with fields in a list that have the same data type is supported. For example, [1,
2, 3, 4] is a list of numbers with the same data type. But [“one”, 2, “three”, “four”] doesn’t have
the same data type because 2 is a number, and the other values are strings.

• Enum data type isn’t supported. For example, if the API includes a Status field with finite values
of Accepted and Rejected, the values don’t appear in Flow Builder as a multi-picklist. The Status
field is instead inferred as a string data type and the callout response includes one value. See
Enums.

• Float and long data types aren’t supported. If the API response provided during configuration
includes a field with float or long data types, you can set the data type to integer or double.

• Include headers within the named credential when configuring the authentication, which supports global merged fields. Set headers
on the URL endpoint for the callout rather than the invocable action.

Limits

• HTTP Callout API requests count toward your org-wide API request limits.

• Every time you create an HTTP callout action within Flow Builder, it auto-generates an external service registration, which counts
toward your org-wide External Services registration limit. See Schema Definition Support.

• You can have up to 15 nested levels of fields and objects in a JSON hierarchy.

SEE ALSO:

Salesforce Help: Salesforce Features and Edition Allocations

Salesforce Help: Schema Definition Support

Configuring an HTTP Callout Action

Connect Flow Builder to an HTTP-based API without using code. To establish a connection between the API and Salesforce, you create
an external credential and a named credential in Setup. Then, HTTP Callout guides you through describing the functionality of your API
and the endpoint that you’re connecting to. Based on the information that you enter, Flow Builder generates an external service with a
corresponding invocable action that you can use across Salesforce.

Guidelines for Authenticating HTTP Callout Actions

Before you configure an HTTP Callout action within Flow Builder, set up a named credential to authenticate calls to the external
system. From Setup, follow these guidelines to create a permission set, auth provider, external credential, and named credential, in
that order. Then grant users access to the User Credentials object.

Configure an HTTP Callout Action

HTTP Callout guides you through entering the details about the HTTP web-based service or REST API endpoint that you’re connecting
to. After you complete the configuration, you invoke the action in a flow. HTTP Callout assumes that you’re familiar with the API that
you want to call.
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Guidelines for Authenticating HTTP Callout Actions

EDITIONS

Available in: Enterprise,
Unlimited, and Developer
Editions

Before you configure an HTTP Callout action within Flow Builder, set up a named credential to
authenticate calls to the external system. From Setup, follow these guidelines to create a permission
set, auth provider, external credential, and named credential, in that order. Then grant users access
to the User Credentials object.

Permission Set

Required. Grants users access to make the callout.

If an existing permission set doesn’t exist, create one. Then assign the permission set to each user who can make the callout. Alternatively,
consider creating a legacy-named credential to save time because it doesn’t require a permission set.

Auth. Provider

Required only for the OAuth protocol use cases. Interacts with the identity provider to obtain tokens.

External Credential

Required. Defines the authentication.

Create the external credential from the Named Credential Setup page, on the External Credential tab.

Select the appropriate protocol based on the API’s requirement:

• Custom. Select for:

– Basic authentication (username and password)

– Key or token

– No authentication

• OAuth 2.0

• AWS Signature Version 4

Add a Permission Set Mapping to the external credential and select the related permission set.

For APIs that require a key or token in the header:

• Add an Authentication Parameter to the Permission Set Mapping. Enter a unique Name and enter the key in the Value field.

• Add a Custom Header. Enter exact Name that API expects. For the Value, point to the name Authentication Parameter. Example:
$Credential.namedCredApiName.authParameterName

For APIs that require basic authentication (username and password):

• Add an Authentication Parameter to the Permission Set Mapping to name and store the value of the username.

• Add another Authentication Parameter to name and store the value of the password.

• Add a Custom Header. Enter the Name “Authorization.” For the value, point it to the username and password Authentication
Parameters. Example: {!'Basic ' & BASE64ENCODE(BLOB($Credential.BasicAuth.Username & ':' & $Credential.BasicAuth.Password))}

Named Credential

Required. Defines the name and URL of the endpoint. The named credential is associated with the HTTP callout action when you create
the action in Flow Builder.

The external credential and named credential are separate because APIs often have multiple endpoints that are addressed with the same
authentication, for example, calendar.google.com/api and drive.google.com/api.

Enter a Label name that describes the endpoint you’re connecting to, enter the base URL in the URL field, and select the External Credential
from previous step.

For the Generate Authorization Header field, leave checked for no authentication and OAuth use cases. Deselect for key or token and
basic authentication (username and password) use cases.
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For the Allow Formulas in HTTP Header field, check if the header that contains a formula, which includes basic auth use cases.

Access to User Credentials Object

Required for all use cases except for Open APIs that don’t require authentication. Named Credentials subsystem stores secret tokens or
values in the User Credentials object.

Using Permission Sets or Profiles, grant the needed access (Read, Create, Edit, Delete) to the User Credentials Object.

SEE ALSO:

Named Credentials and External Credentials

Legacy Named Credentials

Configure an HTTP Callout Action

EDITIONS

Available in: Lightning
Experience

Available in: Enterprise,
Performance, Unlimited,
and Developer Editions

USER PERMISSIONS

To open, edit, or create a
flow in Flow Builder:
• Manage Flow

To create an external
credential, a named
credential, and an HTTP
callout action:
• Customize Applications

HTTP Callout guides you through entering the details about the HTTP web-based service or REST
API endpoint that you’re connecting to. After you complete the configuration, you invoke the action
in a flow. HTTP Callout assumes that you’re familiar with the API that you want to call.

Before you configure an HTTP callout action:

• Create an external credential and a named credential so that the external service can connect
to the API. See Guidelines for Authenticating HTTP Callout Actions.

• Prepare a sample API response in JSON format. If a sample doesn’t exist in the API’s
documentation, you can use a third-party API platform to retrieve a response.

• Start with an API that’s well documented. If details such as field requirements or definitions are
inaccurate or outdated, it can take time to debug.

1. From Setup, in the Quick Find box, enter Flows, and select Flows.

2. Open an existing flow that you want to use the callout in or create one.

3. Click + and select Action.

4. Click +Create HTTP Callout.

5. Configure the external service that connects Salesforce to the HTTP-based API.

a. Enter a name for the external service, such as ConnectToMaps. The name must begin with
a letter and contain only alphanumeric characters without spaces.

b. For reference, enter a description of what the external service is connecting to.

c. Select the named credential that you created for this external service.

d. Click Next.

6. Configure the invocable action that you can use in Flow Builder or across Salesforce.

a. For Label, enter the action that the callout performs, for example, Connect to Maps.

b. Select the operation or method required by the API that you’re calling.

Generally, GET brings in external data. POST (beta) sends data to an external system. The functionality depends on the API.

c. Enter a description of the API performing the operation, and include a link to the API document so that you can reference it if
you change the callout.

7. Add the URL endpoint for the request.

The base URL is populated by the Named Credential URL for the external service. If you can’t see the entire URL, click the field.
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a. Enter the URL path for the endpoint that starts with a slash (/) and doesn’t contain a question mark (?).

b. If you have path variables, place them in curly brackets, and select the variable’s data type. Path variables can contain only
alphanumeric characters and underscores.

8. Add query parameter keys if the API you’re calling has them. When you use this action in a flow, you input values for the defined
keys.

a. Click +Add Key.

b. Enter the key value and select the data type.

c. To require a value when the action is invoked in a flow, select Required.

9. For POST (beta), provide a sample API request body. Salesforce generates a data structure from the sample request.

a. Click New.

b. Paste a sample JSON request.

c. Click Review and confirm that the Apex data structure is correct.

d. To make changes, edit the text in Sample JSON Request or select data types from the data structure.

e. Click Review.

f. Click Done.

10. Provide a sample API response body. Salesforce generates a data structure from the sample response.

a. Click New.

b. Paste a sample JSON response.

c. Click Review and confirm that the Apex data structure is correct.

d. To make changes, edit the text in Sample JSON Response or select data types from the data structure.

e. Click Review.

f. Click Done.

11. Click Save.

Flow Builder creates the action and external service. The action is available in the Actions window in the flow.

12. For POST (beta), set the body for the flow by creating a resource and selecting the Apex class for the external server’s body.

a. For body, select New Resource.

b. For Resource Type, select Variable.

c. Enter an API name.

d. Enter a description that describes the variable and how it’s used.

e. For Data Type, select Apex-Defined.

f. For Apex Class, select the Apex class that’s created automatically for the HTTP callout action.

The Apex class for the HTTP callout action uses this naming convention: ExternalServiceName__HTTP Callout Label_IN_body.
For example, if the external service name is MyCustomES and the label for the new HTTP Callout is Get Accounts, then the Apex
class is MyCustomES_Getx20Accounts_IN_body, where x20 represents a space in the label.

g. Select Available for input.

h. Click Done.

i. For body, select the Apex-defined variable that you created.
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j. Click Done.

Next, you add an Assignment element before the HTTP callout action. In the Assignment element, assign values for each of the fields
on the Apex-defined variable. The HTTP callout action references the Apex-defined variable as the input to create the data in the external
server.

Flow Builder creates Apex classes automatically from the inferred data structures to store data that’s transferred between Salesforce and
the external server. The Apex class naming convention for HTTP callout actions that use the GET method is ExternalServiceName__HTTP
Callout Label_OUT_2XX. For example, if the external service name is MyCustomES and the label for the new HTTP Callout is Get Accounts,
then the Apex class is MyCustomES_Getx20Accounts_OUT_2XX.

SEE ALSO:

HTTP Callout Considerations

Manage HTTP Callout Actions

EDITIONS

Available in: Lightning
Experience

Available in: Enterprise,
Performance, Unlimited,
and Developer Editions

USER PERMISSIONS

To open, edit, or create a
flow in Flow Builder:
• Manage Flow

To create an external
credential, a named
credential, and an HTTP
callout action:
• Customize Applications

When you create an HTTP Callout action in a flow, Flow Builder creates an external service object
and an invocable action object. Anyone with permissions in your org can reuse the invocable action
in Flow Builder and across Salesforce.

To update flow-specific input values of an HTTP Callout action, edit the respective Action element
from the Flow Builder canvas. For example, update a query parameter value from the respective
Action element.

Update an HTTP Callout Action Configuration

To update the configuration of an HTTP Callout action, edit it from the External Services page
in Setup. For example, update a path URL, keys, or a JSON sample. After you create an HTTP
Callout action from Flow Builder, you can reuse it in another flow or across Salesforce via Apex,
Einstein Bots, or quick actions.

Change the Named Credential for an HTTP Callout Action

To select a different named credential for an HTTP Callout action after the action is created,
update the action from the External Services page in Setup.

Delete an HTTP Callout Action

To delete an HTTP Callout action, you delete the external service registration record. If an external
service registration and HTTP Callout action are referenced in any flows, you can’t delete them.
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Update an HTTP Callout Action Configuration

EDITIONS

Available in: Lightning
Experience

Available in: Enterprise,
Performance, Unlimited,
and Developer Editions

USER PERMISSIONS

To open, edit, or create a
flow in Flow Builder:
• Manage Flow

To create an external
credential, a named
credential, and an HTTP
callout action:
• Customize Applications

To update the configuration of an HTTP Callout action, edit it from the External Services page in
Setup. For example, update a path URL, keys, or a JSON sample. After you create an HTTP Callout
action from Flow Builder, you can reuse it in another flow or across Salesforce via Apex, Einstein
Bots, or quick actions.

To update an HTTP Callout action that uses the POST method (beta),, you update the OpenAPI
Specification (OAS) document in JSON format on the external service registration record. If you’re
not familiar with OAS or JSON, ask a developer for help. You can edit actions that use the GET
method declaratively.

1. From Setup, in the Quick Find box, enter External Services, and select External
Services.

a. done

2. Locate the external service that you created with HTTP Callout in Flow Builder.

3. To edit an action that uses the GET method:

a. Click the external service name.

b. Click the dropdown menu for the operation, and select Edit HTTP Callout Action.

c. Update the action and the sample response.

d. Save your changes.

4. To edit an action that uses the POST method:

a. Click the arrow in the service’s Actions column, and select Edit.

b. From Modify Existing Service Settings, update the JSON field, which contains the auto-generated API specification that Salesforce
reads to perform the operation.

c. Click Save & Next.

d. From Select operations, confirm that the invocable action’s operation is selected, and click Next.

e. From External Service actions, click Done.

SEE ALSO:

Configure an HTTP Callout Action

Salesforce Help: Edit an External Service
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Change the Named Credential for an HTTP Callout Action

EDITIONS

Available in: Lightning
Experience

Available in: Enterprise,
Performance, Unlimited,
and Developer Editions

USER PERMISSIONS

To open, edit, or create a
flow in Flow Builder:
• Manage Flow

To create an external
credential, a named
credential, and an HTTP
callout action:
• Customize Applications

To select a different named credential for an HTTP Callout action after the action is created, update
the action from the External Services page in Setup.

1. From Setup, in the Quick Find box, enter External Services, and select External
Services.

2. Locate the external service that you created with HTTP Callout in Flow Builder.

3. Click the arrow in the service’s Actions column, and select Edit.

4. Select a Named Credential from the Select a Named Credential dropdown list.

5. Click Save & Next.

6. From Select operations, confirm that the invocable action’s operation is selected, and click Next.

7. From External Service actions, click Done.

SEE ALSO:

Salesforce Help: Edit an External Service

Delete an HTTP Callout Action

EDITIONS

Available in: Lightning
Experience

Available in: Enterprise,
Performance, Unlimited,
and Developer Editions

USER PERMISSIONS

To open, edit, or create a
flow in Flow Builder:
• Manage Flow

To create an external
credential, a named
credential, and an HTTP
callout action:
• Customize Applications

To delete an HTTP Callout action, you delete the external service registration record. If an external
service registration and HTTP Callout action are referenced in any flows, you can’t delete them.

1. From Setup, in the Quick Find box, enter External Services, and select External
Services.

2. Locate the external service that you created with HTTP Callout in Flow Builder.

3. Click the arrow in the service’s Actions column, and select Delete.

4. Click OK.

SEE ALSO:

Salesforce Help: Edit an External Service
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Generate Flow Choice Options From External Data

EDITIONS

Available in: Essentials,
Professional, Enterprise,
Performance, Unlimited,
and Developer Editions

USER PERMISSIONS

To open, edit, or create a
flow in Flow Builder:
• Manage Flow

•

If your business process interacts with external data, your users can select from it on flow screens.

You can allow users to select external data.

1. Create a collection choice set and reference an Apex-defined collection from an external service,
Apex action, or another screen component.

2. Add your collection choice set to the appropriate choice component, such as a picklist.

Example:  For example, a car dealership stores car inventory data outside of Salesforce. They
have an external service to access the inventory, and now their users can select which cars
to view.

At runtime, the picklist options are generated based on whatever data was populated in the
referenced Apex-defined collection.

Options for Sending Emails from a Flow
To send an email from your flow, either use an existing email alert or create the email in the flow.

Use an Email Alert with an Email Alert Action
Send an email by using an existing email alert that specifies the email content and recipients. The flow provides only the record ID
to use for the email alert.

Create an Email in a Flow with the Send Email Action
Send and optionally log an email by specifying the email content and recipients in a flow.

SEE ALSO:

Flow Elements

Show Users Progress Through a Flow with Stages

EDITIONS

Available in: both Salesforce
Classic and Lightning
Experience

Available in: Essentials,
Professional, Enterprise,
Performance, Unlimited,
and Developer Editions

Keep users informed about which stage they’re in or how far they’ve progressed in a flow. For
example, show where in a purchasing flow the user is with breadcrumbs or a progress indicator.

First, define all the possible stages in your flow with stage resources. When you configure a stage,
you set the stage’s label, order, and whether it’s active by default. Then, throughout the flow identify
which of the stages are relevant to the flow user by setting flow global variables.

• The $Flow.ActiveStages  global variable identifies all the stages that are relevant to
the flow’s current path.

• The $Flow.CurrentStage  global variable identifies which stage the flow is at. Make sure
that this stage is included in $Flow.ActiveStages.

Example: The Online Purchase flow includes stages for users to review their cart, enter
shipping details, enter payment details, and confirm their order. The stages display at run
time using a custom screen component.

At this point, $Flow.ActiveStages  contains the Review Cart, Shipping Details, Payment
Details, and Order Confirmation stages, and $Flow.CurrentStage is set to Review
Cart.
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Plan the Stages in Your Flow

Before you start adding stages to your flow, plan out all the possible stages for your flow. If your flow includes decisions, you might
want different stages for different branches of your flow.

Define the Stages in Your Flow

After you have identified the stages for each branch of your flow, configure the stages.

Identify the Relevant Stages in Your Flow

Throughout your flow, identify which stages are relevant to the user by assigning values to the stage global variables.

Represent Your Flow’s Stages Visually

The standard flow runtime doesn’t represent a flow’s stages. However, you can use a custom component to visually represent the
stages.

SEE ALSO:

Flow Stage Considerations

Plan the Stages in Your Flow

EDITIONS

Available in: both Salesforce
Classic and Lightning
Experience

Available in: Essentials,
Professional, Enterprise,
Performance, Unlimited,
and Developer Editions

Before you start adding stages to your flow, plan out all the possible stages for your flow. If your
flow includes decisions, you might want different stages for different branches of your flow.

1. List all the possible stages for your flow.

2. Determine in which order the stages occur.

3. Identify which stages are active by default.

This step is optional, but when you identify the default active stages, you don’t have to populate
$Flow.ActiveStages  and $Flow.CurrentStage  with an Assignment element
at the beginning of your flow.

Example: Your flow has five sections: Review Cart, Shipping Details, Billing Details, Payment
Details, and Order Confirmation. The corresponding stages are in the same order.

If the user’s billing details are the same as the shipping details, the flow skips the Billing Details
section. The other sections are required for every permutation of the flow. So configure Review
Cart, Shipping Details, Payment Details, and Order Confirmation to be active by default.

Active by DefaultOrderStage

Selected1Review Cart

Selected2Shipping Details

Not selected3Billing Details

Selected4Payment Details
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Active by DefaultOrderStage

Selected5Order Confirmation

SEE ALSO:

Flow Stage Considerations

Define the Stages in Your Flow

EDITIONS

Available in: both Salesforce
Classic and Lightning
Experience

Available in: Essentials,
Professional, Enterprise,
Performance, Unlimited,
and Developer Editions

USER PERMISSIONS

To open, edit, or create a
flow in Flow Builder:
• Manage Flow

After you have identified the stages for each branch of your flow, configure the stages.

1. On the Resources tab, double-click Stage.

2. Enter the stage’s label and order, and specify whether it’s active by default.

SEE ALSO:

Flow Resource: Stage

Flow Stage Considerations

Identify the Relevant Stages in Your Flow

EDITIONS

Available in: both Salesforce
Classic and Lightning
Experience

Available in: Essentials,
Professional, Enterprise,
Performance, Unlimited,
and Developer Editions

USER PERMISSIONS

To open, edit, or create a
flow in Flow Builder:
• Manage Flow

Throughout your flow, identify which stages are relevant to the user by assigning values to the
stage global variables.

The $Flow.ActiveStages  global variable identifies the stages that are relevant to the flow’s
current branch. $Flow.CurrentStage  identifies which stage the flow is in. To update which
stages are referenced in the global variables, use an Assignment or Subflow element.

• To add stages to $Flow.ActiveStages, use an Assignment element with one of these
operators.

DescriptionOperator

Adds stages to the end of $Flow.ActiveStages.add

Adds stages to the beginning of $Flow.ActiveStages.add at start

• To add a stage to $Flow.ActiveStages  in between two other stages, define it as a
default active stage in another flow. Then use a Subflow element to call the second flow.

• To remove stages from $Flow.ActiveStages, use an Assignment element with one of these operators.
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DescriptionOperator

Removes all stages after the first instance of a specified stage.remove after first

Removes all instances of the specified stages.remove all

Removes all stages before the first instance of a specified stage.remove before first

Removes the first instance of a specified stage.remove first

Removes the stage at a specified position.remove position

• To change what’s selected as $Flow.CurrentStage, use an Assignment element with the equals operator. Make sure that
the selected stage is included in $Flow.ActiveStages.

• To count the number of active stages and assign that number to a variable, use an Assignment element with the equals count
operator.

To reference a stage in another flow, enter the fully qualified stage name: flowName:stageName  or
namespace.flowName:stageName. At run time, the assignment works only if a Subflow element calls the stage’s flow.

SEE ALSO:

Flow Resource: $Flow Global Variables

Flow Element: Assignment

Flow Operators in Assignment Elements

Flow Stage Considerations

Represent Your Flow’s Stages Visually

EDITIONS

Available in: both Salesforce
Classic and Lightning
Experience

Available in: Essentials,
Professional, Enterprise,
Performance, Unlimited,
and Developer Editions

The standard flow runtime doesn’t represent a flow’s stages. However, you can use a custom
component to visually represent the stages.

To visually represent the stages, you can add a custom Aura component or custom Lightning web
component to your flow’s screens or add a lightning:flow component to your custom Aura
component.

• Screen component—When you map a stage to a screen component attribute, the flow passes
the stage’s label into the attribute.

• lightning:flow component—The onstatuschange  attribute in the standard
lightning:flow component returns the names and labels for the flow’s active stages and current
stage.

SEE ALSO:

Lightning Aura Components Developer Guide : Display Flow Stages with an Aura Component

Lightning Aura Components Developer Guide : Display Flow Stages By Adding a Progress Indicator to a Flow Screen

Use Flows with Slack
Build a screen flow that’s designed to run in a Slack conversation or direct message group. Use another flow, a Slack shortcut, a slash
command, or a button in a Slack view to run a flow from Slack.
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Create a Screen Flow to Run in Slack

Create a screen flow to run in Slack using supported flow screen components and text input variables.

Run Active Screen Flows from Slack

You can invoke an active screen flow using an action, a Slack shortcut in a custom Slack app, or a button in a Slack view.

SEE ALSO:

Enable Salesforce for Slack Integrations

Salesforce Admins: How Admins Can Connect Salesforce and Slack

Flows in Slack

Create a Screen Flow to Run in Slack

EDITIONS

Available in: both Salesforce
Classic and Lightning
Experience

Available in: Essentials,
Professional, Enterprise,
Performance, Unlimited,
and Developer Editions

USER PERMISSIONS

To open, edit, or create a
flow in Flow Builder:
• Manage Flow

Create a screen flow to run in Slack using supported flow screen components and text input variables.

We recommend that you create and test flows in a sandbox before deploying them in production.

1. Create a screen flow and add a Screen element to it.

2. Click Save.

3. In the Save the flow dialog box, fill in the fields, and then click Advanced.

4. Select Make Available in Slack and save the flow.
The Screen element window displays only the screen components that can run in Slack.

5. Build your flow.

Flows in Slack don’t support field-level validation for screen components.

6. If you want the flow to be passed input when it’s run, add text variables that are available for
input.

Flows in Slack support only text variables as input parameters.

7. Save and test your flow.

8. Activate the flow.

SEE ALSO:

Enable Salesforce for Slack Integrations

Salesforce Admins: How Admins Can Connect Salesforce and Slack

Flows in Slack

Run Active Screen Flows from Slack
You can invoke an active screen flow using an action, a Slack shortcut in a custom Slack app, or a button in a Slack view.

Send a Flow to Run in Slack

An active screen flow with the Make Available in Slack advanced setting can run in the flow default environment. To send a Slack
message that contains a button to run that flow to a Slack channel or group direct message, create another flow that contains an
action.

Run a Screen Flow from a Button in a Slack View (Beta)

Build a Slack view to invoke an active screen flow when a user clicks a button in Slack.
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Run a Screen Flow from a Slack Shortcut (Beta)

Create a custom Slack app to invoke an active screen flow from a global shortcut, a message shortcut, or a slash command in Slack.

Send a Flow to Run in Slack

EDITIONS

Available in: both Salesforce
Classic and Lightning
Experience

Available in: Essentials,
Professional, Enterprise,
Performance, Unlimited,
and Developer Editions

USER PERMISSIONS

To open, edit, or create a
flow in Flow Builder:
• Manage Flow

An active screen flow with the Make Available in Slack advanced setting can run in the flow default
environment. To send a Slack message that contains a button to run that flow to a Slack channel
or group direct message, create another flow that contains an action.

The Slack Send Message to Launch Flow action work with only official Salesforce Slack apps.

1. Edit or create a flow that supports Slack Send Message to Launch Flow, and add an Action
element.

These flow types don’t support the Slack Send Message to Launch Flow action: CMS Orchestrator,
EvaluationFlow, Journey, Orchestrator, Survey, SurveyEnrich, and TransactionSecurityFlow.

2. In the Action element dialog box, select Slack in the Categories panel.

3. In the Action field, select the version of the slackSendMessageToLaunchFlow action that has
the name of the active flow that you created.

The Slack Send Message to Launch Flow action shows versions for only active screen flows that
have the Make Available in Slack advanced option selected.

The version of slackSendMessageToLaunchFlow to select for the Get Pet Name flow is Get Pet
Name. The API name is slackSendMessageToLaunchFlow - Get_Pet_Name.

4. In the New Action dialog, fill in the fields, and then click Done.

You can select only an official Salesforce Slack app for the Slack app field.

The Get Pet Name version of the Slack Send Message to Launch Flow action has one input value specific to Get Pet Name: petOwner.
All other inputs are standard to the Slack Send Message to Launch Flow action.
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5. Save and activate the flow.

SEE ALSO:

Flow Core Actions for Slack: Send Message to Launch Flow

Enable Salesforce for Slack Integrations

Salesforce Admins: How Admins Can Connect Salesforce and Slack

Flows in Slack
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Run a Screen Flow from a Button in a Slack View (Beta)

EDITIONS

Available in: both Salesforce
Classic and Lightning
Experience

Available in: Essentials,
Professional, Enterprise,
Performance, Unlimited,
and Developer Editions

Build a Slack view to invoke an active screen flow when a user clicks a button in Slack.

Note:  This feature is a Beta Service. Customer may opt to try such Beta Service in its sole
discretion. Any use of the Beta Service is subject to the applicable Beta Services Terms provided
at Agreements and Terms.

Use the Apex SDK for Slack (Beta) to build and deploy views in Slack.

1. Create a view definition.

2. Add a button component to invoke an active screen flow with the Make available in Slack
advanced setting enabled.

3. Test the button in your view in Slack.

SEE ALSO:

Apex SDK for Slack (Beta): Define a View

Apex SDK for Slack (Beta): Interactive Components

Run a Screen Flow from a Slack Shortcut (Beta)

EDITIONS

Available in: both Salesforce
Classic and Lightning
Experience

Available in: Essentials,
Professional, Enterprise,
Performance, Unlimited,
and Developer Editions

Create a custom Slack app to invoke an active screen flow from a global shortcut, a message shortcut,
or a slash command in Slack.

Note:  This feature is a Beta Service. Customer may opt to try such Beta Service in its sole
discretion. Any use of the Beta Service is subject to the applicable Beta Services Terms provided
at Agreements and Terms.

Custom Slack apps don’t have access to Slack Flow Core Actions.

Use the Apex SDK for Slack (Beta) to create and deploy global shortcuts, message shortcuts, or slash
commands in Slack.

1. Create a custom Slack app.

2. Add the shortcuts and slash commands to your custom app configuration. using the Create an
app tool from the slack api website.

3. Deploy the custom Slack app’s metadata with Salesforce Developer Experience.

4. Connect the shortcut or slash command with your org.

5. Test the shortcuts and slash commands in Slack.

Example:  This example shows the metadata to add for the /getPetName slash command that runs the Get_Pet_Name flow from
Slack.

description: App configuration for running flows in slack
commands:
/getPetName:
action:
definition: flow__requestHandler
properties:
flowApiName: Get_Pet_Name
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title: Launch flow command
description: Launches a flow in a modal from slack

SEE ALSO:

Apex SDK for Slack (Beta): Define an App

Apex SDK for Slack (Beta): Shortcuts and Slash Commands

Apex SDK for Slack (Beta): Sample Apex SDK for Slack App

Use Flows with MuleSoft RPA

EDITIONS

Available in: Lightning
Experience

Available in: Enterprise,
Performance, Unlimited,
and Developer Editions

Register a MuleSoft RPA process as an external service. Then, build a flow that starts and checks the
status of the MuleSoft RPA process.

With MuleSoft Robotic Process Automation (RPA), you can automate business processes that
typically require human input and interact with systems that don’t have an API. Use MuleSoft RPA
Manager to publish REST APIs for your RPA processes to Anypoint Exchange, which you can then
register as external services in Salesforce and invoke from a flow.

Make a MuleSoft RPA Process Available to Flows

Configure the connection between MuleSoft Anypoint platform and your org to import MuleSoft
RPA APIs. Then, register the APIs as an external service to use them in flows.

Invoke a MuleSoft RPA Process in a Flow

After you make a MuleSoft RPA process available to flows, you can start and check the status of the process from a flow.

Make a MuleSoft RPA Process Available to Flows

EDITIONS

Available in: Lightning
Experience

Available in: Enterprise,
Performance, Unlimited,
and Developer Editions

Configure the connection between MuleSoft Anypoint platform and your org to import MuleSoft
RPA APIs. Then, register the APIs as an external service to use them in flows.

Before you can make a MuleSoft RPA process available to flows:

• In MuleSoft RPA Manager, publish the RPA process as a REST API to Anypoint Exchange.

• In MuleSoft RPA Manager, copy the API key from the User Management > User API Keys
page.

• In Salesforce, create and assign a permission set that enables users to invoke this MuleSoft RPA process in a flow.
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1. Connect Salesforce to MuleSoft AnyPoint Exchange from Setup

This step creates the initial connection between MuleSoft Anypoint platform and your org.

The named credential stores the URL for MuleSoft Anypoint Platform. External Services uses the named credential when listing the
MuleSoft APIs available for import. In a later step, you create a second named credential that stores the URL for MuleSoft RPA Manager.
External Services uses the second named credential when invoking the MuleSoft RPA process in a flow.

2. Create an external credential for authenticating to MuleSoft RPA Manager with these values.

The external credential details how Salesforce authenticates to MuleSoft RPA Manager. You link the external credential to a user’s
permission set and to the named credential that specifies the URL for MuleSoft RPA Manager.

ValueSection

A user-friendly name for the external credential that’s displayed in the Salesforce user interface,
such as in list views.

Label

A unique identifier that’s used to refer to this external credential from callout definitions and
through the API.

Name

The name can contain only underscores and alphanumeric characters. It must be unique, begin
with a letter, not include spaces, not end with an underscore, and not contain two consecutive
underscores.

CustomAuthentication Protocol

Create a permission set mapping with these values.

Permission Set
Name of the permission set that enables users to invoke this MuleSoft RPA process in a flow.

Permission Set Mappings

Sequence Number
1

Authentication Parameters
Add an authentication parameter whose value is the API key that you obtained from the
MuleSoft RPA Manager User API Keys page. You use the name of the authentication parameter
in the custom header for this external credential.

Create a custom header with these values.

Name
x-apikey

This value is case-sensitive.

Custom Headers

Value
{!$Credential.External_Credential_Name.RPA_API_Key}

External_Credential_Name is the name of the external credential.

RPA_API_Key is the name of the authentication parameter that you created to store the
API key that you obtained from the MuleSoft RPA Manager User API Keys page.
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ValueSection

Sequence Number

1

3. Create a named credential that stores the URL for MuleSoft RPA Manager.

You link the named credential to the external credential you created in the previous step.

ValueSection

A user-friendly name for the named credential that’s displayed in the Salesforce user interface,
such as in list views.

Label

A unique identifier that’s used to refer to this named credential from callout definitions and
through the API.

Name

The name can contain only underscores and alphanumeric characters. It must be unique, begin
with a letter, not include spaces, not end with an underscore, and not contain two consecutive
underscores.

Your MuleSoft RPA Manager URL, for example, https://myOrg.rpa.mulesoft.com.URL

Select the external credential that you created in the previous step.External Credential

Deselect this option.Generate Authorization
Header

Select this option.Allow Formulas in HTTP
Header
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4. Verify that the external credential and the named credential that stores the URL for MuleSoft RPA Manager are linked.

a. From the Named Credentials page, click External Credentials.

b. Click the name of the external credential in the list.

c. Confirm that the named credential that stores the URL for MuleSoft RPA Manager appears in the Related Named Credentials
area.

5. Register the MuleSoft RPA API as an external service.

When configuring the external service, recall that you created two named credentials.

• A named credential that stores the MuleSoft Anypoint Platform URL. Use this named credential in the Select a MuleSoft Anypoint
Platform Account window.
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• A named credential that stores the MuleSoft RPA Manager URL. Use this named credential in the Configure your MuleSoft
Anypoint Platform Service window.

Ensure that you select the startProcess  and getProcessExecutionStatus  operations for the MuleSoft RPA API.
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Use the MuleSoft RPA process in a flow.

SEE ALSO:

Salesforce Help : Permission Sets

MuleSoft RPA: Publishing Automation Assets to Anypoint Exchange

Invoke a MuleSoft RPA Process in a Flow

EDITIONS

Available in: Lightning
Experience

Available in: Enterprise,
Performance, Unlimited,
and Developer Editions

After you make a MuleSoft RPA process available to flows, you can start and check the status of the
process from a flow.

You add invocable actions for the startProcess  and getProcessExecutionStatus
operations that you selected when you registered the RPA process as an external service.

1. In Flow Builder, create a flow.

2. To store the input variables for the RPA process that you want to invoke, create a resource with
these values.

ValueField

VariableResource Type

Apex-DefinedData Type

ExternalService_External_Service_Name_ProcessExecutionWithExecutionId

External_Service_Name is the name that you provided when
you registered the MuleSoft RPA API as an external service.

Apex Class
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3. Assign values to the input variables.

a. On the Flow Builder canvas, add an assignment node.

b. Assign values to the variable that you created in the previous step.

• A variable’s input values differ for each RPA process. In this example, the process requires an order number and a tracking
number.

• Every input requires a value, even if the value is an empty string. If you don’t specify a value for each input, the RPA process
invocation generates an error.

• Each RPA process invocation requires a unique executionId. If your flow starts only one RPA process, you can use the
$Flow.InterviewGuid  global variable, which is the flow interview ID.

• Callbacks for MuleSoft RPA processes aren’t supported in flows. Specify the $GlobalConstant.EmptyString  global
variable as the value of the callbackUri  variable.

4. Add an action for the startProcess  operation to the flow.

a. On the Flow Builder canvas, add an action node.

b. In the Action field, type startProcess, and select the startProcess action.

c. Configure the action, setting the body to the resource that you created to store the input values.
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d. Click Done.

5. Add an action for the getProcessExecutionStatus operation to the flow.

a. On the Flow Builder canvas, add an action node.

b. In the Action field, type getProcessExecutionStatus operation, and select the getProcessExecutionStatus action.

c. Configure the action, setting the executionId to the value of the executionID  parameter that you specified for starting the
MuleSoft RPA process.

d. Click Done.

6. Save and run your flow.

The output of the startProcess  action indicates whether the process started successfully.

The output of the getProcessExecutionStatus  action indicates the status of the RPA process.

Example: This simple screen flow invokes a MuleSoft RPA process called Get Tracking Info. It includes an Assignment node for
input variables and actions that start and check the status of the process.
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SEE ALSO:

Build a Flow

Flow Element: Assignment

Flow Resource: Variable

Extend Your Flow-Building Options

EDITIONS

Available in: both Salesforce
Classic and Lightning
Experience

Available in: Essentials,
Professional, Enterprise,
Performance, Unlimited,
and Developer Editions

Sometimes your flow needs to do more than what Flow Builder provides out of the box. You can
extend flows by calling Apex classes or adding Lightning components.

Extend Flows with Apex

With Apex, create custom functionality in flows.

Extend Flows with Lightning Components

To build a richer flow screen, add Aura components or Lightning web components to your
flow. To perform an action without going through the server, add Aura components to your
flow.

Extend Flows with Apex

EDITIONS

Available in: both Salesforce
Classic (not available in all
orgs) and Lightning
Experience

Available in: Enterprise,
Performance, Unlimited,
and Developer Editions

With Apex, create custom functionality in flows.

Let Flows Execute Apex Actions

Flow Builder comes with a lot of functionality, but sometimes your flow needs to do more than
the default elements allow. In that case, call an Apex class from your flow by using an Apex
action.
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Extend Flows with the Apex-Defined Data Type

Using a combination of Apex, flow, and Lightning components, you can automate business processes that involve complex data
objects typically returned from calls to web services. For example, get external product data about a web product and then create
records in Salesforce.

Let Flows Execute Apex Actions

EDITIONS

Available in: both Salesforce
Classic (not available in all
orgs) and Lightning
Experience

Available in: Enterprise,
Performance, Unlimited,
and Developer Editions

Flow Builder comes with a lot of functionality, but sometimes your flow needs to do more than the
default elements allow. In that case, call an Apex class from your flow by using an Apex action.

Developers have two options when they’re trying to make an Apex class available as an Action
element for a flow.

Tip:  We recommend using the @InvocableMethod  annotation instead of the
Process.Plugin  interface.

While the Process.Plugin  interface supports customizing how the class appears in the
palette, the @InvocableMethod  annotation provides more functionality. The following table
describes the features supported by each option.

@InvocableMethod  AnnotationProcess.Plugin  Interface

Doesn’t support:Doesn’t support:Apex data
type support • Generic Object• Blob

• Collection • Sets

• Maps• sObject

• • EnumsTime

Flow Builder doesn’t support mapping
an Apex method’s input or output
parameters to a record collection
variable.

SupportedNot supportedBulk
operations

SupportedNot supportedCustom icons

ActionActionElement type
in Flow
Builder

Class nameClass name or the value of the name
property.

Element
name in Flow
Builder

Classes with this annotation
implemented are available in:

Classes with this interface implemented
are available in flows

Reusability

• Flows

• Processes

• Rest API
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@InvocableMethod  AnnotationProcess.Plugin  Interface

InvocableMethod  Annotation and
InvocableVariable  Annotation

Passing Data to a Flow Using the
Process.Plugin  Interface

More Details in
Apex Developer
Guide

Example:  To illustrate the difference between these two implementation methods, here are two classes that do the same thing:
get an account name from a flow and return that account’s ID.

This class implements the @InvocableMethod annotation.

Note:  If a flow invokes Apex, the running user must have the corresponding Apex class assignment in their profile or
permission set.

global class lookUpAccountAnnotation {
@InvocableMethod
public static List<String> getAccountIds(List<String> names) {

List<Id> accountIds = new List<Id>();
List<Account> accounts = [SELECT Id FROM Account WHERE Name in :names];
for (Account account : accounts) {

accountIds.add(account.Id);
}
return accountIds;

}
}

This class implements the Process.Plugin interface.

global class lookUpAccountPlugin implements Process.Plugin {

global Process.PluginResult invoke(Process.PluginRequest request) {
String name = (String) request.inputParameters.get('name');
Account account = [SELECT Id FROM Account WHERE Name = :name LIMIT 1][0];

Map<String,Object> result = new Map<String,Object>();
result.put('accountId', account.Id);
return new Process.PluginResult(result);

}

global Process.PluginDescribeResult describe() {
Process.PluginDescribeResult result = new Process.PluginDescribeResult();
result.Name = 'Look Up Account ID By Name';
result.Tag = 'Account Classes';
result.inputParameters = new

List<Process.PluginDescribeResult.InputParameter>{
new Process.PluginDescribeResult.InputParameter('name',
Process.PluginDescribeResult.ParameterType.STRING, true)

};
result.outputParameters = new

List<Process.PluginDescribeResult.OutputParameter>{
new Process.PluginDescribeResult.OutputParameter('accountId',
Process.PluginDescribeResult.ParameterType.STRING)

};
return result;
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}
}

Notice that lookupAccountAnnotation  is less than half the length (11 lines) of lookupAccountPlugin  (28 lines).
In addition, because the annotation supports bulk operations, lookupAccountAnnotation  performs one query per batch
of interviews. lookupAccountPlugin  performs one query per interview.

SEE ALSO:

Flow Elements

Extend Flows with the Apex-Defined Data Type

EDITIONS

Available in: both Salesforce
Classic (not available in all
orgs) and Lightning
Experience

Available in: Enterprise,
Performance, Unlimited,
and Developer Editions

Using a combination of Apex, flow, and Lightning components, you can automate business processes
that involve complex data objects typically returned from calls to web services. For example, get
external product data about a web product and then create records in Salesforce.

A call to a REST endpoint returns a JSON response with product data.

{
"model": "Vintage Cruiser Jacket",
"brand": "Acme",
"identifiers": [
{
"SKU": "A-J001"

},
{
"SKU": "A-J002"

},
{
"SKU": "A-J003"

}
],
"price": {
"amount": {
"currencyValue": "500.00",
"name": "Amount",
"currency": "USD"

},
"salesUnit": {
"code": "EA",
"name": "Each"

}
}

}
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Model JSON Objects with an Apex Class

Define a complex data object in an Apex class. For example, you could create a matching Apex class for a JSON object. The class acts
as a template and converts the JSON into objects that a flow can use.

Create an Apex Action

After you create a mechanism to translate JSON data into flow resources, you can create the Apex class that retrieves the JSON data.
Use the @InvocableMethod  annotation to define the class as an Apex action for flows.

Configure an Apex Action

Create a screen flow and add an Apex action to it.

Add a Custom Icon to an Apex-Defined Action

Add custom icons to your Apex-defined invocable actions to make them easier to find on the Flow Builder canvas.

SEE ALSO:

Considerations for the Apex-Defined Data Type

Flow Resource: Variable

Apex Developer Guide : AuraEnabled  Annotation

Apex Developer Guide : Invoking HTTP Callouts

Apex Developer Guide : JSON Parsing

Model JSON Objects with an Apex Class

EDITIONS

Available in: both Salesforce
Classic (not available in all
orgs) and Lightning
Experience

Available in: Enterprise,
Performance, Unlimited,
and Developer Editions

Define a complex data object in an Apex class. For example, you could create a matching Apex
class for a JSON object. The class acts as a template and converts the JSON into objects that a flow
can use.

After you define the Apex classes for a web product, you can create an Apex action to get the data
from a web service using a REST call. Store the returned data in flow variables that use the
Apex-defined data type. Then operate on the data in flows, Apex, and Lightning components.

Example: Here’s an example of a WebProduct Apex template. It contains the main
WebProduct  class and classes for Price  and Identifiers. WebProduct  has
three types of data.

• The model  and brand  fields use the primitive String data type.

• The price  field references the Price  class. Make sure that you save each class in
separate class files because inner classes aren’t supported in the Apex-defined data type
for flows.

• The identifiers  field is similar to price, but is represented as a List. The
Identifiers  class lets a flow access JSON arrays to represent a list of three specific
SKU numbers.

• The parse  method carries out the conversion of the JSON to the flow-accessible Apex
objects.

• Fields in an Apex class for flows require the @AuraEnabled  annotation.

public class WebProduct {

@AuraEnabled
public String model;
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@AuraEnabled
public String brand;

//Because the identifiers information is an array in the JSON schema, we create a
separate class called Identifiers and define a property that contains a List.
@AuraEnabled
public List<Identifiers> identifiers;

//This field has an Apex-defined data type in the Price Apex class.
@AuraEnabled
public Price price;

//This method is used as part of the Create Apex Action section.
public static WebProduct parse(String json) {
return (WebProduct) System.JSON.deserialize(json, WebProduct.class);
}

The Identifiers  Apex class defines the SKU  field.

public class Identifiers {

@AuraEnabled
public String SKU;

}

The Price  Apex class defines the amount  and salesUnit  fields.

public class Price {

//This field has an Apex-defined data type in the Amount Apex class.
@AuraEnabled
public Amount amount;

//This field has an Apex-defined data type in the SalesUnit Apex class.
@AuraEnabled
public SalesUnit salesUnit;

}

The Amount  Apex class defines the currencyValue, name, and currency  fields.

public class Amount {

@AuraEnabled
public String currencyValue;

@AuraEnabled
public String name;

@AuraEnabled
public String currency;

}
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The SalesUnit  Apex class defines the code  and name  fields.

public class SalesUnit {

@AuraEnabled
public String code;

@AuraEnabled
public String name;

}

Tip:  You can use third-party tools to convert JSON to Apex.

Create an Apex Action

EDITIONS

Available in: both Salesforce
Classic (not available in all
orgs) and Lightning
Experience

Available in: Enterprise,
Performance, Unlimited,
and Developer Editions

After you create a mechanism to translate JSON data into flow resources, you can create the Apex
class that retrieves the JSON data. Use the @InvocableMethod  annotation to define the class
as an Apex action for flows.

The GetWebProduct  Apex class defines an Apex action. It gets product data from a REST
endpoint and parses the JSON response into the WebProduct  Apex object.

Example:

global with sharing class GetWebProduct {

@InvocableMethod

public static List<Results> GetWebProduct(List<Requests>

requests)

{

Http http = new Http();

HttpRequest request = new HttpRequest();

String endpoint = requests[0].endpoint;

String submittedId = requests[0].submittedId;

request.setEndpoint(endpoint + submittedId );

request.setMethod('GET');

HttpResponse response = http.send(request);

Results curResult = new Results();

String responseJSON = response.getBody();

WebProduct curProduct =

WebProduct.parse(responseJSON);

curResult.WebProduct = curProduct;

List<Results> resultsList = new List<Results>();

resultsList.add(curResult);
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return resultsList;

}

global class Requests {

@InvocableVariable

global String submittedId;

@InvocableVariable

global String endpoint;

}

global class Results {

@InvocableVariable

global WebProduct WebProduct;

}

}

Configure an Apex Action

EDITIONS

Available in: both Salesforce
Classic (not available in all
orgs) and Lightning
Experience

Available in: Enterprise,
Performance, Unlimited,
and Developer Editions

Create a screen flow and add an Apex action to it.

Example: The Get Web Product Apex action stores the web product data in
{!Get_Web_Product} automatically.

Now you can operate on the data in flows, Apex, and Lightning components. For example,
build a flow to generate the product data by looping over the identifiers and assembling a
collection of products. Save the collection of records to Salesforce, and display the data on a
flow screen component.
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Add a Custom Icon to an Apex-Defined Action

EDITIONS

Available in: both Salesforce
Classic (not available in all
orgs) and Lightning
Experience

Available in: Enterprise,
Performance, Unlimited,
and Developer Editions

Add custom icons to your Apex-defined invocable actions to make them easier to find on the Flow
Builder canvas.

The custom icon can be an SVG file or an existing Salesforce Lightning Design System (SLDS) icon.

SVG files must meet these requirements.

• The <svg>  element in the file includes the id, xmlns, and viewBox  attributes.

• The <svg>  element in the file doesn’t include the style, height, and width  attributes.

• The file doesn’t include a <clipPath> element.

• Each <path>  element in the file includes a fill  attribute.

For example, this SVG file is supported as a custom icon.

<svg id="top" xmlns="http://www.w3.org/2000/svg" viewBox="0 0 48 48"><path fill="#673ab7"

d="M12,44c-1.657,0-3-1.343-3-3V7c0-1.657,1.343-3,3-3h16l11,11v26c0,1.657-1.343,3-3,3H12z"/><path
fill="#5e35b1" d="M39 15L28.883 14.125 39 24.124z"/><path fill="#b39ddb"
d="M39,15h-8c-1.657,0-3-1.343-3-3V4L39,15z"/><path fill="#f5f5f5" d="M22 23H32V25H22zM22
28H32V30H22zM22 33H32V35H22zM17.5 22.5A1.5 1.5 0 1 0 17.5 25.5 1.5 1.5 0 1 0 17.5 22.5zM17.5
27.5A1.5 1.5 0 1 0 17.5 30.5 1.5 1.5 0 1 0 17.5 27.5zM17.5 32.5A1.5 1.5 0 1 0 17.5 35.5
1.5 1.5 0 1 0 17.5 32.5z"/></svg>

Only Standard Object and Custom Object SLDS icons are supported as custom icons for Apex-defined invocable actions.

1. If you’re using an SVG file, upload the file as a static resource in your org.

2. Set the iconName  attribute of the InvocableMethod  annotation for the invocable action to the name of the icon.

• For SVG icons, specify the name as resource:namespace__iconName:svgID. For example:

public class CustomSvgIcon {

@InvocableMethod(iconName='resource:google:top')
public static void run() {}

}

public class CustomSvgIcon {

@InvocableMethod(label='myIcon' iconName='resource:myPackageNamespace__google:top')
global static List<Integer> myMethod(List<Integer> request) {
List<Integer> results = new List<Integer>();
results.add(1);
return results;

}

– iconName  is the name that you specified when you uploaded the icon.

– svgID  is the value of the id  attribute of the <svg> element in the SVG file.

– namespace  is the namespace of the package that includes the invocable action to customize. If the invocable action is
in a managed package, namespace__ is a required prefix . Otherwise, it’s optional. To use a custom icon for an invocable
action in a managed package, declare the method that defines the invocable action as global.
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• For SLDS icons, specify the name as slds:category:name. For example:

public class CustomSldsIcon {

@InvocableMethod(iconName='slds:standard:choice')
public static void run() {}

}

category  is the name of the category of the icon. name  is the name of the file in SLDS.

When a user adds the invocable action in Flow Builder, the custom icon appears on the Flow Builder canvas to represent it.

SEE ALSO:

Defining Static Resources

Extend Flows with Lightning Components

EDITIONS

Available in: both Salesforce
Classic and Lightning
Experience

Available in: Essentials,
Professional, Enterprise,
Performance, Unlimited,
and Developer Editions

To build a richer flow screen, add Aura components or Lightning web components to your flow.
To perform an action without going through the server, add Aura components to your flow.

Build Rich Screens with Custom Screen Components

Use screen components to unlock the look, feel, and functionality of your flow screens.

Let Flows Execute Local Browser Actions

With local actions, you can perform actions in the browser rather than going through the
Salesforce server.

Build Rich Screens with Custom Screen Components

EDITIONS

Available in: both Salesforce
Classic and Lightning
Experience

Available in: Essentials,
Professional, Enterprise,
Performance, Unlimited,
and Developer Editions

Use screen components to unlock the look, feel, and functionality of your flow screens.

You can install screen components from AppExchange or have a developer build Lightning
components for you. With custom screen components, you can do the following and more:

• Customize the navigation in your flow

• Display data in a table

• Use a branded header instead of the default flow header

Note:  Before you add custom screen components to a flow screen, make sure that:

• The flow’s type is Screen Flow.

• Users can run the flow only in Lightning runtime. For example, don’t distribute the flow
using a Visualforce component.

• Your org has My Domain enabled and deployed.

When you have the appropriate screen component in your org, add it to your flow screen.

1. In Flow Builder, open an existing screen, or add a Screen element to the canvas.

2. From the list of screen components, drag the appropriate component onto the screen canvas.

If a screen component is built from a Lightning component, it has a lightning bolt icon next to its name.
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3. Use values from the flow to set the screen component’s attributes.

4. To use values from the screen component as resources later in the flow, start typing the API name of the screen component.

We automatically store all the attribute values in a variable with the same name as the screen component’s API name.

To store the action’s output values manually, select Manually assign variables (advanced).

Tip: By default, screen components that require Lightning runtime have no memory. If a user enters a value and takes one of
these actions, then the value is lost.

• Navigates to another screen and returns to the component’s screen.

• Pauses the flow then resumes it.

• Navigates to the next screen and triggers an input validation error.

Setting the attribute enables a flow to remember the value. The flow stores the value automatically. If you store values manually,
store the attribute’s output value in a variable.

SEE ALSO:

Available Screen Components

Lightning Web Components Dev Guide: Configure a Component for Flow Screens

Lightning Aura Components Developer Guide: Customize Flow Screens Using Aura Components

Extend Flows with Lightning Components

Let Flows Execute Local Browser Actions

EDITIONS

Available in: both Salesforce
Classic and Lightning
Experience

Available in: Essentials,
Professional, Enterprise,
Performance, Unlimited,
and Developer Editions

With local actions, you can perform actions in the browser rather than going through the Salesforce
server.

Either install a local action from an external library, such as Unofficial SF, or have a developer build
one for you. For example, with local actions, a flow can:

• Open a related article in another window or tab.

• When the flow creates a record, open the record in another browser tab.

• When the flow finishes, close the browser or console tab.

• Get data from a database behind your firewall.

Note:  To add local actions to a flow, make sure that:

• The flow’s type is Screen Flow.

• Users can run the flow only in Lightning runtime. For example, don’t distribute the flow
using a Visualforce component.

• Your org has My Domain enabled and deployed.

To add a local action to a flow:

1. Add an Action element to the canvas.

2. In the Action  field, search for and select the local action.
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3. To pass data between the flow and the local action, set the action’s inputs and store its outputs.

SEE ALSO:

Lightning Aura Components Developer Guide: Create Flow Local Actions Using Aura Components

Extend Flows with Lightning Components

Add and Edit Elements

Test a Flow

EDITIONS

Available in: both Salesforce
Classic and Lightning
Experience

Available in: Essentials,
Professional, Enterprise,
Performance, Unlimited,
and Developer Editions

USER PERMISSIONS

To run a flow in Flow Builder:

To run a flow from the flow
detail page:

To open, edit, or create a
flow test in Flow Builder:

• Manage Flow

To view test run details in
Flow Builder:
• View All Data

In Flow Builder, you create, save, and run flow tests. Each time you modify the flow, you can run
the test.

We recommend that you test all possible paths through the flow, so that you can find errors before
they affect your users. For example, if users or inputs don’t provide all the data that your flow requires,
the flow can fail. Add fault connectors to provide paths for users or the flow logic to correct the
data so that the flow can successfully finish.

1. From Setup, in the Quick Find box, enter Flows, and then select Flows.

2. Open the relevant version of the flow.

3. Save your changes.

Unsaved changes aren't executed when you test the flow.

4. Click View Tests, and then click Create.

When you’re confident that your flow is working as expected, activate the version that you tested
and distribute the flow.

SEE ALSO:

Considerations for Testing Flows

Troubleshoot Flows

Distribute a Flow
Once you’ve designed and tested your flow, it’s time to put it to work! Flows can be executed in several ways, depending on who the
flow is designed for. Internal users, external users, or systems can run a flow, or a flow can be deployed for another organization.

Activate or Deactivate a Flow

You can have multiple versions of a flow in Salesforce, but only one version of each flow can be active at a time. You can activate or
deactivate a flow right in Flow Builder or from the flow’s detail page in Setup.

Flow Distribution Concepts

Understand which users can run your flow, what data your flow can access, and how your flow looks in Classic and Lightning
Experience.

Distribute Flows to Users in Your Org

Enable your internal users to run your flow through a custom action, the flow URL, a Lightning page, a Visualforce page, or a custom
Aura component.
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Distribute Flows to Users Outside Your Org

Let external users run your flow by adding the flow to an Experience Builder site, an external app or page, or an Embedded Service
deployment. For finer control over how your flow behaves in external contexts, use a custom Aura component or Visualforce page.
Flows in custom Aura components use Lightning runtime, and flows in Visualforce pages use Classic runtime.

Distribute Flows to Automated Systems

Some flows don’t require any user interaction to start. To enable a system to automatically launch a flow, use the start  Apex
method, a process, or a workflow action.

Distribute Flows to Other Orgs

Flows can be included in Lightning Bolt Solutions, change sets, and packages. The recipient org of the solution, change set, or
package must have flows enabled.

Always Run in System Context

You can set a flow version to always run in system context, overriding the context it normally runs in. If you choose to run the flow
in system context with sharing, the flow respects org-wide default settings, role hierarchies, sharing rules, manual sharing, teams,
and territories. But it doesn’t respect object permissions, field-level access, or other permissions of the running user. If you choose
to run the flow in system context without sharing, the flow respects the permissions of the running user only for a limited set of
actions and operations. The flow can access all other data.

Activate or Deactivate a Flow

EDITIONS

Available in: both Salesforce
Classic and Lightning
Experience

Available in: Essentials,
Professional, Enterprise,
Performance, Unlimited,
and Developer Editions

USER PERMISSIONS

To activate or deactivate a
flow:
• Manage Flow

To activate an autolaunched
flow that has a trigger:
• View All Data

You can have multiple versions of a flow in Salesforce, but only one version of each flow can be
active at a time. You can activate or deactivate a flow right in Flow Builder or from the flow’s detail
page in Setup.

When you activate a flow version, the previously activated version (if one exists) is deactivated. Any
running flow interview continues to run using the version that it started with.

1. Open the flow version in Flow Builder.

2. Click Activate or Deactivate in the button bar.

SEE ALSO:

Distribute a Flow

Triggers for Autolaunched Flows
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Flow Distribution Concepts

EDITIONS

Available in: both Salesforce
Classic and Lightning
Experience

Available in: Essentials,
Professional, Enterprise,
Performance, Unlimited,
and Developer Editions

Understand which users can run your flow, what data your flow can access, and how your flow
looks in Classic and Lightning Experience.

How Does Flow Security Work?

Limit which users can execute flows based on their user record, profile, or permission set. To
apply more granular security to an individual flow, override the default behavior, then grant
access to that specific flow based on user profile or permission set.

Which Context Do Flows Run In?

Flows run in user context or system context. For a flow running in user context, the running
user’s profile and permission sets determine the object permissions and field-level access of
the flow. For a flow that runs in system context, the flow access is determined by whether the
flow runs in system context with sharing or without sharing.

Lightning Runtime vs. Classic Runtime for Flows

Depending on how a flow is distributed, users see either the Classic runtime or Lightning runtime UI when they run the flow. Like
its name suggests, Lightning runtime looks and feels like Lightning Experience.

How Does Flow Security Work?

EDITIONS

Available in: both Salesforce
Classic and Lightning
Experience

Available in: Essentials,
Professional, Enterprise,
Performance, Unlimited,
and Developer Editions

Limit which users can execute flows based on their user record, profile, or permission set. To apply
more granular security to an individual flow, override the default behavior, then grant access to
that specific flow based on user profile or permission set.

Note:  To use Flow Builder, you must have the Manage Flow user permission.

You can control user permission to run flows via:

• The Manage Flow permission

• The Run Flows permission

• The Flow User  field on a user’s detail page

If Override default behavior and restrict access to enabled profiles or permission sets is
selected for an individual flow, access to that flow is given to users by profile or permission set.

To override the default behavior and restrict access, follow these guidelines.

1. From the permission set’s Setup page, configure the flow access to specify a flow.

Note:  Required only for restricting access to a permission set

2. From the Flows Setup page, click  (Show actions) to edit the access to the specific flow.

3. Select Override default behavior and restrict access to enabled profiles or permission sets.

4. Add the available profile to the enabled profiles.

Note:  Required only for restricting access to a profile
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You can control access to specific flows for the Guest User profile only through the profile page.

1. From Experience Builder for the site associated with the Guest User profile, go to Settings > General.

2. Under Guest User Profile, click the profile name.

3. Click Enabled Flow Access > Edit.

4. Select the flows to add to or remove from the Guest User Profile, and save your changes.

Permission to access a flow is checked only at the entry points, when a flow starts or resumes.

Permission for a flow is checked only at the top level. For example, flow A calls flow B. User X has a profile that can access flow A but not
flow B. User X can execute flow B, but only through flow A. User X can’t execute flow B directly.

By default, the ability to resume a flow interview is restricted to the user who started the flow. To grant access to a flow interview beyond
the user who started it, use flow interview sharing rules. The resuming user must also have the appropriate permission. If Override
default behavior and restrict access to enabled profiles or permission sets is selected, the resuming user must have access to the
individual flow via their profile or a permission set.

SEE ALSO:

Sharing Rules
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Which Context Do Flows Run In?

EDITIONS

Available in: both Salesforce
Classic and Lightning
Experience

Available in: Essentials,
Professional, Enterprise,
Performance, Unlimited,
and Developer Editions

Flows run in user context or system context. For a flow running in user context, the running user’s
profile and permission sets determine the object permissions and field-level access of the flow. For
a flow that runs in system context, the flow access is determined by whether the flow runs in system
context with sharing or without sharing.

The context that the flow runs in impacts what the following flow elements can do with Salesforce
data:

• Action

• Create Records

• Delete Records

• Get Records

• Subflow

• Update Records

• Any other flow element that accesses fields from a record

By default, a flow runs in user context or system context, depending on how the flow is launched. When a flow runs in system context,
it runs in that context for all users, including users with the Guest User profile.

Default ContextFlow Launch Method

Depends on codeApex

UserExperience Cloud site

UserEmbedded as a visual component inside a custom Aura component

UserEmbedded as a visual component inside a Visualforce page

UserCustom button

UserCustom link

UserDirect link

UserFlow action

UserLightning page

System context without sharingProcess built in Process Builder

System context without sharingRecord-triggered

UserRest API

Depends on codeRun from an Apex method of a custom Aura component controller

Depends on codeRun from an Apex method of a Visualforce controller

System context without sharingSchedule-triggered

UserWeb tab
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Limitations

• Lightning components such as screen components and local actions always run in user context.

• If the context depends on code, Apex uses the with sharing  and without sharing  keywords to specify whether to
enforce org-wide default settings, role hierarchies, sharing rules, manual sharing, teams, and territories. A flow called by Apex always
ignores object and field-level access permissions.

• When a record-triggered flow, schedule-triggered flow, or process invokes an Apex invocable method from an Apex class with the
inherited sharing declaration, the invocable method runs in system context with sharing. The flows and process run in system context
without sharing.

• If a process triggers the flow to launch, the user that triggered the process sometimes requires other permissions. For example, if a
process launches a flow that attempts to save permission set license assignments, and the running user doesn’t have the Assign
Permission Sets permission, an error occurs.

• A flow always runs in user context when it executes the Post to Chatter action.

SEE ALSO:

Running User of a Flow

Always Run in System Context

Lightning Runtime vs. Classic Runtime for Flows

EDITIONS

Available in: both Salesforce
Classic and Lightning
Experience

Available in: Essentials,
Professional, Enterprise,
Performance, Unlimited,
and Developer Editions

Depending on how a flow is distributed, users see either the Classic runtime or Lightning runtime
UI when they run the flow. Like its name suggests, Lightning runtime looks and feels like Lightning
Experience.

Here’s the same flow rendered in Classic runtime (left) and Lightning runtime (right).
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Which Runtime Experience Do My Users See?

Flows that run from a Visualforce component always use Classic runtime. Flows that run from a Lightning page, flow action, or custom
Aura component always use Lightning runtime. All other methods depend on whether Lightning runtime has been enabled in your
org’s Process Automation settings.

This table summarizes which runtime experience your users see based on how you distribute the flow.

When Lightning Runtime for Flows isFlow Distribution Method

SelectedNot selected

Classic runtimeClassic runtimeVisualforce component

Lightning runtimeClassic runtimeCustom button

Lightning runtimeClassic runtimeCustom link

Lightning runtimeClassic runtimeWeb tab

Lightning runtimeClassic runtimeDirect link

Lightning runtimeLightning runtimeFlow action

Lightning runtimeLightning runtimeLightning page

Lightning runtimeLightning runtimeCustom Aura component

SEE ALSO:

Set the Runtime Experience for URL-Based Flows
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Distribute Flows to Users in Your Org

EDITIONS

Available in: both Salesforce
Classic and Lightning
Experience

Available in: Essentials,
Professional, Enterprise,
Performance, Unlimited,
and Developer Editions

Enable your internal users to run your flow through a custom action, the flow URL, a Lightning page,
a Visualforce page, or a custom Aura component.

Add a Flow to a Lightning Page

To easily distribute a flow to Lightning Experience or Salesforce app users, embed it in a Lightning
page.

Create an Object-Specific Quick Action That Launches a Flow

To easily distribute a flow to Lightning Experience or Salesforce app users, create a flow action
and add it to the appropriate page layout. Flows aren’t supported for global actions.

Add a Flow to the Actions & Recommendations Component

Want to use your flow to guide users through complex business processes in Lightning console or standard navigation apps?
Associate the flow with records by using a process to create a RecordAction object, or by creating an Actions & Recommendations
deployment. Then add the Actions & Recommendations component to your Lightning pages using the Lightning App Builder.

Add a Flow to a Utility Bar

Want your flow to be accessible from any page in your app? Add it to the utility bar in your Lightning app. The utility bar gives your
users quick access to commonly used tools.

Share the Flow URL or Create a Custom Button, Link, or Web Tab

Users in your org who don’t need a customized look and feel can run the flow via its URL. Distribute a flow URL directly or through
a custom button, link, or Web tab.

Embed a Flow in a Custom Aura Component

To customize how your flow gets and receives data, add it to a custom Aura component. Then distribute that component through
a custom action, Lightning tab, or Lightning page.

Embed a Flow in a Visualforce Page

To customize your flow’s look and feel for internal users, add the flow to a Visualforce page. Then distribute that page through a
Visualforce tab, custom button, or custom link.

Prepare Your Org for Paused Flow Interviews

A flow interview is a running instance of a flow. Not every flow interview can be completed in one go. Add the Pause button to your
flows, so that users can pause flow interviews for later. Update the sharing model for flow interviews, so that other users can resume
a paused interviews. And make it easy for users to resume interviews by adding a component to their Home page.

Add a Flow to a Lightning Page

USER PERMISSIONS

To create and save Lightning
pages in the Lightning App
Builder:
• Customize Application

To view Lightning pages in
the Lightning App Builder:
• View Setup and

Configuration

To easily distribute a flow to Lightning Experience or Salesforce app users, embed it in a Lightning
page.

Available in: Lightning Experience

Available in: Essentials, Professional, Enterprise, Performance, Unlimited, and Developer
Editions

If you’re not yet familiar with the types of Lightning pages you can customize, check out the Lightning
App Builder module in Trailhead. If your org uses the Outlook or Gmail integrations you can also
create custom email application panes.
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1. Open a Lightning page in the Lightning App Builder.

2. From the Lightning Components pane on the left, drag the Flow component onto the Lightning page canvas.

3. Configure the component.

Flow
Only active screen flows are available. Flows that were built in the Desktop Flow Designer aren’t supported.

Layout
By default, flows display in one column.

Note:  If a screen contains a Section screen component, that screen ignores the Layout property.

Input variables
If you see other properties, they are the flow’s input variables. Variables appear only if they allow input access.

Pass record ID into this variable
This option is available only for Text input variables in Record pages. For simplicity, we recommend passing the ID to only one
variable.

For example, when this component is embedded in an Opportunity Record page, at run time the component passes the
opportunity’s ID into the selected input variable.

4. Save the page.

5. Hang on, you’re not done yet! To make your page available to your users, activate it. You can activate the page from the Save dialog
when you save it for the first time, or later using the Activation button.

6. Test that the flow is working correctly, and then roll the Lightning page out to your users.

SEE ALSO:

Two-Column Flow Considerations

Flow Screen Output Component: Section

Create an Object-Specific Quick Action That Launches a Flow

USER PERMISSIONS

To create actions:
• Customize Application

To easily distribute a flow to Lightning Experience or Salesforce app users, create a flow action and
add it to the appropriate page layout. Flows aren’t supported for global actions.

Available in: Lightning Experience

Available in: Essentials, Professional, Enterprise, Performance, Unlimited, and Developer
Editions

1. From the management settings for the object for which you want to create an action, go to Buttons, Links, and Actions.

2. Click New Action.

3. For Action Type, select Flow.

4. Select the flow to use in your action.

The flow must be active and of type “Screen Flow” or “Field Service Mobile Flow”.

5. Enter a label for the action.
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Users see this label, rather than the flow name, as the name of the action. We recommend entering the name of the flow as the
action label.

6. If necessary, change the name of the action.
This name is used in the API and managed packages. It must begin with a letter and use only alphanumeric characters and underscores,
and it can’t end with an underscore or have two consecutive underscores. Unless you’re familiar with working with the API, we
suggest not editing this field.

7. Type a description for the action.
The description appears on the detail page for the action and in the list on the Buttons, Links, and Actions page. The description isn’t
visible to your users. If you’re creating several actions on the same object, we recommend using a detailed description.

8. Optionally, change the action icon to a static resource in your org.

Custom images used for action icons must be less than 1 MB in size.

9. Save the action.

10. Hang on, you’re not done yet! To make your action available to your users, add it to a page layout.

Want the action to send the record’s ID to your flow? Make sure that the flow has a variable with these settings.

ValueVariable Setting

recordId  (case sensitive)API Name

TextData Type

SelectedAvailable for input

Note:  If you delete an action, the action is removed from all layouts that it’s assigned to. If you deactivate a flow referenced in an
action, the action doesn’t appear at run time.

Add a Flow to the Actions & Recommendations Component
Want to use your flow to guide users through complex business processes in Lightning console or standard navigation apps? Associate
the flow with records by using a process to create a RecordAction object, or by creating an Actions & Recommendations deployment.
Then add the Actions & Recommendations component to your Lightning pages using the Lightning App Builder.

When users open a record with this component, they can launch flows and other actions from the list. The flows start in a subtab in a
console app, or in a popup window in a standard navigation app. The Actions & Recommendations component is great for call scripts
or chat interactions.

SEE ALSO:

Lightning Flow for Service Developer Guide (English only)

Add a Flow to a Utility Bar
Want your flow to be accessible from any page in your app? Add it to the utility bar in your Lightning app. The utility bar gives your users
quick access to commonly used tools.

Available in: Lightning Experience

Available in: Essentials, Professional, Enterprise, Performance, Unlimited, and Developer Editions
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1. From Setup, in the Quick Find box, enter App, then select App Manager.

2. Edit an existing Lightning App or click New Lightning App. You can also upgrade a custom Classic App to a Lightning app.

3. Under App Settings, click Utility Items.

4. Click Add Utility Item, then select Flow.

5. Configure the utility item properties and the component properties.

Flow
Only active screen flows are available. Flows built in the Desktop Flow Designer aren’t supported.

Layout
By default, flows display in one column.

Note:

• Starting in Winter ’23, two-column flow layouts are ignored. For a better layout option, add Section components to
your flow screens. Each Section component lets you organize record fields and screen components in up to four
adjustable-width columns.

• If a flow screen contains a Section component, that screen ignores the Layout property.

Tip:  If a Section component has three or more columns, give the flow’s utility item enough space to display the flow’s columns.
To do so, increase the value of the Panel Width property on the flow’s utility item.

6. Save your changes.

To verify your changes, from the App Launcher, find and open the app that you added the flow to.

SEE ALSO:

Two-Column Flow Considerations

Flow Screen Output Component: Section

Share the Flow URL or Create a Custom Button, Link, or Web Tab

EDITIONS

Available in: both Salesforce
Classic and Lightning
Experience

Available in: Essentials,
Professional, Enterprise,
Performance, Unlimited,
and Developer Editions

USER PERMISSIONS

To view flow detail pages:
• Manage Flow

Users in your org who don’t need a customized look and feel can run the flow via its URL. Distribute
a flow URL directly or through a custom button, link, or Web tab.

1. From Setup, enter Flows  in the Quick Find box, then select Flows.

2. For the flow that you want to distribute, click  and select View Details and Versions.

If  isn’t available for each flow, click the name of the flow that you want to distribute.

3. Verify that the flow has an active version.

Only users with the Manage Flow permission can run inactive flows. If the flow contains subflow
elements, the referenced flows must also have an active version.

4. Copy the flow URL, and append it to your instance.
For example:

https://yourDomain.my.salesforce.com/flow/MyFlowName
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If the flow was installed from a managed package, include the namespace prefix in the flow URL. For example:

https://yourDomain.my.salesforce.com/flow/namespace/MyFlowName

5. To set the initial values of your flow’s variables, append ?variable1=value1&variable2=value2 to the URL.

6. Distribute the flow URL.
Here are some examples:

• Create a custom button or link, and add it to a page layout.

• Create a Web tab, and add it to the appropriate profiles.

Set the Runtime Experience for URL-Based Flows

Are you distributing a flow via a URL? That includes things like direct URLs, custom buttons, and links in Setup. You can flip one
switch to upgrade all those flows to Lightning runtime.

Customize a Flow URL to Control Finish Behavior

By default, when a flow interview that uses screens finishes, a new interview for that flow begins, and the user is redirected to the
first screen. If you want to redirect users to another page within Salesforce when they click Finish, use the retURL  parameter in
the flow URL.

Customize a Flow URL to Set Variable Values

When you distribute a flow using a URL, you can set variables within that flow using parameters in the URL.

Customize a Flow URL to Render Two-Column Screens

When you distribute a flow using a URL, you can control whether to display the screens with one column or two. Two-column
screens are supported only for orgs that have enabled Lightning runtime.

Set the Runtime Experience for URL-Based Flows

EDITIONS

Available in: both Salesforce
Classic and Lightning
Experience

Available in: Essentials,
Professional, Enterprise,
Performance, Unlimited,
and Developer Editions

Are you distributing a flow via a URL? That includes things like direct URLs, custom buttons, and
links in Setup. You can flip one switch to upgrade all those flows to Lightning runtime.

User Permissions Needed

Customize ApplicationTo edit process automation settings:

Manage FlowTo create, update, and delete flow list views:

We have two flavors of runtime experience for your flow users. Classic runtime looks more like a
standard Visualforce page. Lightning runtime fits right in with Lightning Experience. To compare
the two runtime experiences, check out Lightning Runtime vs. Classic Runtime for Flows.

To render all URL-based flows in Lightning runtime:

1. From Setup, enter Process Automation Settings  in the Quick Find box, then select Process Automation Settings.

2. Select Enable Lightning runtime for flows.

3. Save your changes.

This setting also controls whether a flow appears in one or two columns when you distribute the flow via a URL or via a Lightning page.

When enabled, flows use Lightning runtime when they’re run from:

• A direct link
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• A custom button or link

• Flow Builder

• Flow detail pages or list views

SEE ALSO:

Lightning Runtime vs. Classic Runtime for Flows

Customize a Flow URL to Render Two-Column Screens

Customize a Flow URL to Control Finish Behavior

EDITIONS

Available in: both Salesforce
Classic and Lightning
Experience

Available in: Essentials,
Professional, Enterprise,
Performance, Unlimited,
and Developer Editions

By default, when a flow interview that uses screens finishes, a new interview for that flow begins,
and the user is redirected to the first screen. If you want to redirect users to another page within
Salesforce when they click Finish, use the retURL  parameter in the flow URL.

Format

To redirect users to a specific page in Salesforce after they click Finish:

/flow/flowName?retURL=url

where url  is a relative URL (the part of the URL that comes after https://MyDomainName.my.salesforce.com/ or
https://MyDomainName.lightning.force.com/).

URL Options

You can't redirect flow users to a URL that’s external to your Salesforce org.

Tip:  Use Salesforce Classic URLs. Lightning Experience URLs always redirect to the home page in Lightning Experience.

• For Salesforce Classic URLs, Salesforce redirects your users to the right page in whichever Salesforce experience they’ve enabled —
Lightning Experience or Salesforce Classic. If the page doesn’t exist in Lightning Experience, Salesforce redirects the user to the page
in Salesforce Classic.

• For Lightning Experience URLs, Salesforce always redirects your users to the home page in Lightning Experience
(lightning/page/home), even if the user has Salesforce Classic enabled. Users who don’t have permission to access Lightning
Experience see an error message.

• If your URL redirects users to a web tab, Salesforce renders the web tab in Salesforce Classic.

• Web tabs in Lightning Experience can redirect only to Visualforce pages.

ExampleRelative URLRedirect Destination

_ui/core/chatter/ui/ChatterPage_ui/core/chatter/ui/ChatterPageChatter

home/home.jsphome/home.jspHome page

006?fcf=00BD0000005lwecobjectCode?fcf=listViewIdList view
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ExampleRelative URLRedirect Destination

001/oobjectCode/oObject home page, such as Accounts home

0D5B000000SKZ7VrecordIdSpecific record, such as a contact, report,
dashboard, user, profile, or Chatter post

apex/myVisualforcePageapex/pageNameVisualforce page

servlet/servlet.Integration?lid=01rD0000000A88hservlet/servlet.Integration?lid=webTabIdWeb tab

Limitations

• You can’t use a flow variable as the value for the retURL parameter. If you want to use a flow variable to redirect a user, such as
to a specific record, distribute the flow by using Visualforce.

• retURL  can cause nested top and side navigation bars to render on the destination page.

• retURL  is case-sensitive. If you use retUrl, the URL doesn’t redirect the user.

Examples

This flow URL redirects users to Accounts home, which exists in both Lightning Experience and Salesforce Classic.

/flow/myFlow?retURL=001/o

When Lightning Experience users finish the flow interview, Salesforce redirects them to
http://MyDomainName.lightning.force.com/lightning/o/Account/home. When Salesforce Classic users
finish the flow interview, Salesforce redirects them to http://MyDomainName.my.salesforce.com/001/o. Either way,
Salesforce redirects users to Accounts home in their respective experience.

This flow URL redirects users to a Visualforce page that exists only in Salesforce Classic.

/flow/myFlow?retURL=apex/myPage

When users finish the flow interview, Salesforce redirects them to
http://MyDomainName.my.salesforce.com/apex/myPage  in Salesforce Classic. When they navigate away from the
Visualforce page, Salesforce reverts to their original experience.

For instance, after viewing the Visualforce page, users navigate to the home page. For Lightning Experience users, Salesforce renders
the Lightning Experience home page (http://MyDomainName.lightning.force.com/lightning). For Salesforce
Classic users, Salesforce renders the Salesforce Classic home page
(http://MyDomainName.my.salesforce.com/home/home.jsp).

This flow URL sets the varUserFirst  and varUserLast variables (both of type Text) to the running user’s FirstName and
LastName  field values. When the flow interview finishes, the user is redirected to the home page for whichever Salesforce experience
is enabled.

/flow/User_Info?varUserFirst={!$User.FirstName}
&varUserLast={!$User.LastName}&retURL=home/home.jsp

SEE ALSO:

Distribute a Flow

Troubleshoot Flow URLs

Customize a Flow URL to Set Variable Values
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Customize a Flow URL to Set Variable Values

EDITIONS

Available in: both Salesforce
Classic and Lightning
Experience

Available in: Essentials,
Professional, Enterprise,
Performance, Unlimited,
and Developer Editions

USER PERMISSIONS

To view a flow’s detail page:
• View Setup and

Configuration

To create and edit custom
buttons, links, and Web tabs:
• Customize Application

When you distribute a flow using a URL, you can set variables within that flow using parameters in
the URL.

You can’t set the values for record variables and record collection variables using URL parameters.
The variable must allow input access.

These steps assume you’re using a relative URL in your org to direct users to the flow.

1. From Setup, enter Flows  in the Quick Find box, then select Flows.

2. Click  for the flow you want to customize and select View Details and Versions.

3. Copy the URL for the flow.

4. At the end of the flow URL, append ?name=value, where name  is the unique name of the
variable or collection variable in the flow that you want to set and value  is the value you
want to set it to. If you want to set multiple variable values, append
?name1=value1&name2=value2 to the end of the flow URL. If you want to set the
values for multiple items in the same collection variable, append
?name=value1&name=value2.
For example:

/flow/MyFlow?varNumber=100&varString=Hello

Here are the valid values for each flow variable and collection variable based on its data type.

Acceptable ValuesVariable
Type

Boolean • Merge field of type Checkbox

• True values: true  or 1

• False values: false  or 0

Merge field of type Number or a numeric valueCurrency

Merge field of type Date or YYYY-MM-DDDate

Merge field of type Date/Time or YYYY-MM-DDThh:mm:ssZDateTime

Merge field of any type or a string in this format: value1; value2Multi-Select
Picklist

Merge field of type Number or a numeric valueNumber

Merge field of any type or a stringPicklist

Merge field of any type or a stringText

Note: When you distribute a flow, don’t pass a currency field value from a Salesforce record into a flow currency variable with
a URL parameter. When a currency field is referenced through a merge field (such as {!Account.AnnualRevenue}),
the value includes the unit of currency’s symbol (for example, $). Flow currency variables can accept only numeric values, so
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the flow fails at run time. Instead, pass the record’s ID to a text variable with a URL parameter. Then in the flow, use the ID to
look up that record’s value for the currency field.

Example: The following example is a flow URL that is used in a custom button on a case page layout. When a user clicks that
button, the flow launches with the varID variable (of type Text) set to the case record’s CaseNumber  field value.

/flow/Case_Management?varID={!Case.CaseNumber}

The following example sets the varUserFirst and varUserLast variables (both of type Text) to the running user’s FirstName  and
LastName  field values.

/flow/User_Info?varUserFirst={!$User.FirstName}&varUserLast={!$User.LastName}

The following example is a flow URL that is used in a custom button on a contact page layout. When a user clicks that button, the
flow launches and adds text values from the contact as items in the {!collNames} text collection variable.

/flow/Contact_Info?collNames={!Contact.FirstName}&collNames={!Contact.LastName}

SEE ALSO:

Customize a Flow URL to Control Finish Behavior

Distribute a Flow

Troubleshoot Flow URLs

Customize a Flow URL to Render Two-Column Screens

EDITIONS

Available in: both Salesforce
Classic and Lightning
Experience

Available in: Essentials,
Professional, Enterprise,
Performance, Unlimited,
and Developer Editions

When you distribute a flow using a URL, you can control whether to display the screens with one
column or two. Two-column screens are supported only for orgs that have enabled Lightning
runtime.

Note:  Starting in Winter ’23, two-column flow layouts are ignored, including this URL
customization. For a better layout option, add Section components to your flow screens. Each
Section component lets you organize record fields and screen components in up to four
adjustable-width columns.

Prerequisites

Enable Lightning runtime so that your flows respect the specified layout.

1. From Setup, go to Process Automation Settings.

2. Select Enable Lightning runtime for flows.

Format

To display a flow’s screens in two columns:

/flow/flowName?flowLayout=twoColumn
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Examples

This example displays a “Case Management” flow in two columns.

/flow/Case_Management?flowLayout=twoColumn

This example displays a “User Info” flow in two columns and sets the varUserFirst and varUserLast variables (both of type Text) to the
running user’s FirstNameand LastName field values.

/flow/User_Info?varUserFirst={!$User.FirstName}&varUserLast={!$User.LastName}&flowLayout=twoColumn

SEE ALSO:

Set the Runtime Experience for URL-Based Flows

Two-Column Flow Considerations

Flow Screen Output Component: Section

Embed a Flow in a Custom Aura Component

EDITIONS

Available in: both Salesforce
Classic and Lightning
Experience

Available in: Essentials,
Professional, Enterprise,
Performance, Unlimited,
and Developer Editions

To customize how your flow gets and receives data, add it to a custom Aura component. Then
distribute that component through a custom action, Lightning tab, or Lightning page.

To embed a flow in your Aura component, add the lightning:flow  component to it. In the
JavaScript controller, identify which flow to start. <aura:component> <aura:handler name="init"
value="{!this}" action="{!c.init}" /> <lightning:flow aura:id="flowData" /> </aura:component>({
init : function (component) { // Find the component whose aura:id is "flowData" var flow =
component.find("flowData"); // In that component, start your flow. Reference the flow's API Name.
flow.startFlow("myFlow"); }, })

Embed a Flow in a Visualforce Page

EDITIONS

Available in: both Salesforce
Classic and Lightning
Experience

Available in: Essentials,
Professional, Enterprise,
Performance, Unlimited,
and Developer Editions

USER PERMISSIONS

To create, edit, and set
version settings for
Visualforce pages:
• Customize Application

To customize your flow’s look and feel for internal users, add the flow to a Visualforce page. Then
distribute that page through a Visualforce tab, custom button, or custom link.

1. Find the flow’s API name.

a. From Setup, enter Flows  in the Quick Find box, then select Flows.

b. Click the name of the flow.

c. Copy the API name of the flow.

2. From Setup, enter Visualforce Pages in the Quick Find  box, then select
Visualforce Pages.

3. Define a new Visualforce page, or open an existing one.

4. Add the <flow:interview>  component somewhere between the <apex:page>
tags.

5. Set the name attribute to the API name of the flow.
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For example:

<apex:page>
<flow:interview name="flowAPIName"/>
</apex:page>

If the flow is from a managed package, the name  attribute must be in this format: namespace.flowuniquename.

6. Click Save.

7. Restrict which users can access the Visualforce page.

a. Click Visualforce Pages.

b. Click Security next to your Visualforce page.

c. Move all the appropriate profiles from Available Profiles to Enabled Profiles by using the add and remove buttons.

d. Click Save.

8. Add the Visualforce page to your app by using a custom button, link, or Visualforce tab.

Customize a Visualforce Component to Control the Flow's Finish Behavior

By default, users who click Finish start a new interview and see the first screen of the flow. After you embed a flow in a Visualforce
page, configure the finishLocation  attribute to route users to another page in Salesforce.

Customize a Visualforce Component to Control the Flow's Finish Behavior

By default, users who click Finish start a new interview and see the first screen of the flow. After you embed a flow in a Visualforce page,
configure the finishLocation  attribute to route users to another page in Salesforce.

Set finishLocation  with the URLFOR Function

Note:

• You can’t redirect flow users to a URL that’s external to your Salesforce org.

• Don’t call the Auth.SessionManagement.finishLoginFlow  method and the finishLocation  attribute
in the same flow. Auth.SessionManagement.finishLoginFlow  indicates the end of a Visualforce page login
flow. If finishLocation  is in the same flow, finishLocation  executes when the flow starts, giving users full access
to the session.

To route users to a relative URL or a specific record or detail page, using its ID, use the URLFOR  function.

This example routes users to the Salesforce home page.

<apex:page>
<flow:interview name="MyUniqueFlow" finishLocation="{!URLFOR('/home/home.jsp')}"/>

</apex:page>

This example routes users to a detail page with an ID of 001D000000IpE9X.

<apex:page>
<flow:interview name="MyUniqueFlow" finishLocation="{!URLFOR('/001D000000IpE9X')}"/>

</apex:page>

For details about URLFOR, see Functions in the Visualforce Developer’s Guide.
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Set finishLocation  with the $Page Variable

To route users to another Visualforce page without using URLFOR, set finishLocation  to the name of the destination page with
the format {!$Page.pageName}.

<apex:page>
<flow:interview name="MyUniqueFlow" finishLocation="{!$Page.MyUniquePage}"/>

</apex:page>

For details about $Page, see Global Variables in the Visualforce Developer’s Guide.

Set finishLocation  with a Controller

You can set finishLocation  in a few ways with a custom controller.

This sample controller configures a flow’s finish behavior in three different ways.

• getPageA  instantiates a new page reference by passing a string to define the location.

• getPageB  returns a string that is treated like a PageReference.

• getPageC  returns a string that gets translated into a PageReference.

public class myFlowController {

public PageReference getPageA() {
return new PageReference('/300');

}

public String getPageB() {
return '/300';

}

public String getPageC() {
return '/apex/my_finish_page';

}
}

Here’s a sample Visualforce page references that controller and sets the flow finish behavior to the first option.

<apex:page controller="myFlowController">
<h1>Congratulations!</h1> This is your new page.
<flow:interview name="flowname" finishLocation="{!pageA}"/>

</apex:page>

If you use a standard controller to display a record on the same page as the flow, users who click Finish start a new flow interview. They
see the first screen of the flow, without the record, because the id  query string parameter isn’t preserved in the page URL. If needed,
configure the finishLocation  to route users back to the record.
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Prepare Your Org for Paused Flow Interviews

EDITIONS

Available in: both Salesforce
Classic and Lightning
Experience

Available in: Essentials,
Professional, Enterprise,
Performance, Unlimited,
and Developer Editions

A flow interview is a running instance of a flow. Not every flow interview can be completed in one
go. Add the Pause button to your flows, so that users can pause flow interviews for later. Update
the sharing model for flow interviews, so that other users can resume a paused interviews. And
make it easy for users to resume interviews by adding a component to their Home page.

Let Users Pause Flow Interviews

When users can’t finish a flow interview, give them the option to pause it for later by customizing
your org’s process automation settings. For example, a customer service representative can
pause an interview when the customer doesn’t have all the necessary information.

Add Record Context to Your Flows

All it takes to associate your org’s paused interviews with a record is setting the
$Flow.CurrentRecord global variable in your flow. That way, you can find all the paused flow interviews related to that record. For
example, in the Change Address flow, set $Flow.CurrentRecord  to {!recordId}  so that all Change Address interviews
are associated with the relevant contact.

Make It Easy for Users to Find Their Paused Flow Interviews

Give your users an instant view of their paused flow interviews by customizing the Home page or Salesforce mobile app navigation
menu.

Make It Easy for Users to Find Paused Flow Interviews for a Record

From a record page, display a list of all paused flow interviews that are associated with that record with this custom Aura component.

Customize Who Has Access to Paused Flow Interviews

By default, users can resume paused flow interviews as long as they have edit access. To control who has edit access, build a sharing
model for the Flow Interview object. Configure the org-wide default access level, and build sharing rules to override that default for
specific users or groups.

Restrict Who Can Resume Shared Flow Interviews

By default, users with the Run Flows permission or a Flow User feature license can resume any paused flow interview that they have
edit access to. You can set Salesforce to only allow each interview to be resumed by the interview owner, or by an admin with
Manage Flow permission and view access to the interview.

Delete a Paused Flow Interview

If you no longer need to wait for a long-running flow interview to finish or for a user to resume a paused interview, delete the
interview. For example, perhaps you’re updating or deleting the associated flow version.

Let Users Pause Flow Interviews

EDITIONS

Available in: both Salesforce
Classic and Lightning
Experience

Available in: Essentials,
Professional, Enterprise,
Performance, Unlimited,
and Developer Editions

When users can’t finish a flow interview, give them the option to pause it for later by customizing
your org’s process automation settings. For example, a customer service representative can pause
an interview when the customer doesn’t have all the necessary information.

User Permissions Needed

Customize ApplicationTo edit process automation settings:

Manage FlowTo create, update, and delete flow list views:
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1. From Setup, enter Automation  in the Quick Find box, then select Process Automation Settings.

2. Select Let users pause flows.

3. Click Save.

Screens don’t automatically display the Pause button once Let Users Pause Flows is enabled. If you want your users to be able to pause
at a given screen, select Allow Pause when you configure that screen.

SEE ALSO:

Flow Element: Screen

Add Record Context to Your Flows

EDITIONS

Available in: both Salesforce
Classic and Lightning
Experience

Available in: Essentials,
Professional, Enterprise,
Performance, Unlimited,
and Developer Editions

All it takes to associate your org’s paused interviews with a record is setting the $Flow.CurrentRecord
global variable in your flow. That way, you can find all the paused flow interviews related to that
record. For example, in the Change Address flow, set $Flow.CurrentRecord  to
{!recordId}  so that all Change Address interviews are associated with the relevant contact.

When a user pauses an interview or an interview executes a Pause element, the interview is
associated with the record through the FlowRecordRelation object.

1. At the beginning of your flow, add an Assignment element.

2. For Variable, select $Flow.CurrentRecord.

3. For Operator, leave equals selected.

4. For Value, select a variable that contains the appropriate ID.

Make sure that the variable contains only one ID.

Make It Easy for Users to Find Their Paused Flow Interviews

EDITIONS

Available in: both Salesforce
Classic and Lightning
Experience

Available in: Essentials,
Professional, Enterprise,
Performance, Unlimited,
and Developer Editions

Give your users an instant view of their paused flow interviews by customizing the Home page or
Salesforce mobile app navigation menu.

Lightning Experience
Add the Paused Flow Interviews component to the appropriate Home pages. This component
is available only for Home pages in the Lightning App Builder. It displays paused interviews
that the user has read access to.
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Experience Builder Site
Add the Paused Flows component to a site page. This component is available for most pages in Experience Builder, except ones like
login pages and error pages. The component displays paused interviews that the user has read access to.

Salesforce mobile app
Add the Paused Flows item to the navigation items of any Lightning app.

Salesforce Classic
Add the Paused Flow Interviews related list to the appropriate home page layouts. This component displays only interviews that
the user paused.

SEE ALSO:

Set Up the Lightning Experience Home Page

Salesforce Classic Home Tab Page Layouts

Make It Easy for Users to Find Paused Flow Interviews for a Record

From a record page, display a list of all paused flow interviews that are associated with that record with this custom Aura component.

Example:  This example uses the Apex controller to get a list of interviews that are associated with the record. The component
then displays the interviews in a table. For each interview, the component displays an action menu from which the user can resume
or delete the interview.

When the user clicks Resume, the helper fires the navigateFlow action to resume the interview. When the user clicks Delete, the
Apex controller deletes the interview.

c:interviewsByRecord Component

<aura:component controller="interviewsByRecordController"
implements="flexipage:availableForRecordHome,force:hasRecordId" access="global" >

<aura:attribute name="columns" type="List" default=""/>
<aura:attribute name="Interviews" type="Object" />
<aura:attribute name="recordId" type="Id" />
<aura:attribute name="ContextRecord" type="Object" />
<aura:attribute name="overlay" type="Aura.Component"/>
<aura:handler name="init" value="{!this}" action="{!c.init}" />
<aura:handler event="force:refreshView" action="{!c.init}" />

<force:recordData aura:id="contextRecord" recordId="{!v.recordId}"
targetFields="{!v.ContextRecord}" layoutType="FULL"/>

<lightning:overlayLibrary aura:id="overlayLib" />
<lightning:card iconName="standard:flow" class="slds-card_boundary">

<aura:set attribute="title">
<span class="slds-card__header-link">Paused Flow Interviews</span>

</aura:set>
<aura:set attribute="actions">

<lightning:buttonIcon iconName="utility:refresh" onclick="{!c.init}"
alternativeText="Refresh the list of interviews" />

</aura:set>
<table class="slds-table slds-table--bordered slds-table--cell-buffer

slds-table_fixed-layout">
<thead>
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<tr class="slds-text-heading--label">
<th scope="col"><div class="slds-truncate">Interview Label</div></th>
<th scope="col"><div class="slds-truncate">Pause Reason</div></th>
<th scope="col"><div class="slds-truncate">Paused Date</div></th>
<th scope="col"><div class="slds-truncate">Current Element</div></th>
<th scope="col"><div class="slds-truncate">Owner</div></th>
<th scope="col" style="width: 3.25rem;"><div class="slds-truncate"/>

<div class="slds-th__action">
<span class="slds-assistive-text">Actions</span>

</div>
</th>

</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>

<!-- Use the Apex controller to fetch interviews associated
with this record -->

<aura:iteration items="{!v.Interviews}" var="interview">
<tr>

<th scope="row">
<div class="slds-truncate" title="{!interview.InterviewLabel}">

{!interview.InterviewLabel}
</div>

</th>
<td role="gridcell">

<div class="slds-truncate" title="{!interview.PauseLabel}">
{!interview.PauseLabel}

</div>
</td>
<td role="gridcell">

<div class="slds-truncate" title="{!interview.PausedDate}">
<ui:outputDateTime value="{!interview.PausedDate}"

format="M/d/y h:m a"/>
</div>

</td>
<td role="gridcell">

<div class="slds-truncate" title="{!interview.CurrentElement}">
{!interview.CurrentElement}

</div>
</td>
<td role="gridcell">

<div class="slds-truncate" title="{!interview.PausedBy}">
{!interview.PausedBy}

</div>
</td>
<td role="gridcell">

<!-- Display Resume and Delete actions in a menu at the
end of each row -->

<div class="slds-shrink-none">
<lightning:buttonMenu iconSize="x-small"

class="paused-interview-card-row-menu"
alternativeText="Actions for this interview"
onselect="{! c.handleMenuSelect }">
<lightning:menuItem aura:id="{!interview.Id + 'resume'}"
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label="Resume" value="{!interview.Id + '.resume'}" />

<lightning:menuItem aura:id="{!interview.Id + 'delete'}"

label="Delete" value="{!interview.Id + '.delete'}"/>
</lightning:buttonMenu>

</div>
</td>

</tr>
</aura:iteration>

</tbody>
</table>
</lightning:card>

</aura:component>

Apex Controller

public class interviewsByRecordController {

@AuraEnabled
public static List<FlowRecordRelation> getInterviews(Id recordId) {

return [ SELECT
ParentId, Parent.InterviewLabel, Parent.PauseLabel,
Parent.CurrentElement, Parent.CreatedDate, Parent.Owner.Name

FROM FlowRecordRelation
WHERE RelatedRecordId = :recordId ];

}

@AuraEnabled
public static FlowInterview deleteInterview(Id interviewId) {

FlowInterview interview = [Select Id from FlowInterview Where Id = :interviewId];

delete interview;
return interview;

}
}

c:interviewsByRecord  JavaScript Controller

({
init : function(component, event, helper) {

helper.populateTable(component, event, helper);
},

handleMenuSelect: function(component, event, helper) {
// Figure out which action was selected
var interviewAction = event.getParam("value").split(".");
if(interviewAction.includes("resume")) {

helper.handleShowModal(component, interviewAction[0]);
} else if(interviewAction.includes("delete")) {

helper.handleDelete(component, event, helper, interviewAction[0]);
}

},

statusChange: function(component, event) {
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// When the interview finishes, close the overlay
if(event.getParam("status").includes("FINISHED")) {

component.get("v.overlay").close();
}

}
})

c:interviewsByRecord Helper

({
populateTable : function(component, event, helper) {

var action = component.get("c.getInterviews");
action.setParams({

recordId: component.get("v.recordId")
});
action.setCallback(this, $A.getCallback(function (response) {

var state = response.getState();
if (state === "SUCCESS") {

// Push interviews fetched by the Apex controller to the component
var recordRelations = response.getReturnValue();
var interviews = [];
for (var i = 0; i < recordRelations.length; i++) {

interviews.push(
{

Id: recordRelations[i].ParentId,
InterviewLabel: recordRelations[i].Parent.InterviewLabel,

PauseLabel: recordRelations[i].Parent.PauseLabel,
CurrentElement: recordRelations[i].Parent.CurrentElement,

PausedDate: recordRelations[i].Parent.CreatedDate,
PausedBy: recordRelations[i].Parent.Owner.Name

});
}
component.set('v.Interviews', interviews);

} else if (state === "ERROR") {
var errors = response.getError();
console.error(errors);

}
}));
$A.enqueueAction(action);

},

handleShowModal: function (component, id) {
// On resume, render the interview in a modal
$A.createComponent("lightning:flow", {"onstatuschange":

component.get("c.statusChange")},
function (content, status) {

if (status === "SUCCESS") {
component.find('overlayLib').showCustomModal({

body: content,
showCloseButton: true,
closeCallback: function () {

$A.get('e.force:refreshView').fire();
}
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}).then(function(overlay) {
// Use to close the modal later
component.set("v.overlay", overlay);

});
content.resumeFlow(id);

}
});

},

handleDelete: function (component, event, helper, id) {
// On delete, pass the interview ID to the Apex controller
var action = component.get("c.deleteInterview");
action.setParams({

interviewId: id
});
action.setCallback(this, $A.getCallback(function (response) {

var state = response.getState();
if (state === "SUCCESS") {

// Automatically refresh the table
helper.populateTable(component, event, helper);

} else if (state === "ERROR") {
var errors = response.getError();
console.error(errors);

}
}));
$A.enqueueAction(action);

}
})

Customize Who Has Access to Paused Flow Interviews

EDITIONS

Available in: both Salesforce
Classic (not available in all
orgs) and Lightning
Experience

Available in: Professional,
Enterprise, Performance,
Unlimited, and Developer
Editions

By default, users can resume paused flow interviews as long as they have edit access. To control
who has edit access, build a sharing model for the Flow Interview object. Configure the org-wide
default access level, and build sharing rules to override that default for specific users or groups.

Note:

• The default sharing model for interviews is Private, which means that users inherit edit
access from users lower in the role hierarchy. If your org uses a role hierarchy, users can
resume all interviews that users lower in the hierarchy own or have edit access to.

• Users with the CEO role have read/write access to all flow interviews in the org, even if
the interview owner isn’t part of the hierarchy.

Example:  To let all agents in your org resume any interview:

1. Add all agents to the Agents public group.

2. For Flow Interview, leave the organization-wide default set to Private.

3. In a flow interview sharing rule, give read/write access (1) for interviews owned by internal
users (2) to the Agents public group (3).
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SEE ALSO:

Restrict Who Can Resume Shared Flow Interviews

Sharing Considerations

Restrict Who Can Resume Shared Flow Interviews

EDITIONS

Available in: both Salesforce
Classic and Lightning
Experience

Available in: Essentials,
Professional, Enterprise,
Performance, Unlimited,
and Developer Editions

By default, users with the Run Flows permission or a Flow User feature license can resume any
paused flow interview that they have edit access to. You can set Salesforce to only allow each
interview to be resumed by the interview owner, or by an admin with Manage Flow permission
and view access to the interview.

User Permissions Needed

Customize ApplicationTo edit process automation settings:

Manage FlowTo create, update, and delete flow list views:

Note:  You can configure a flow to override default behavior and restrict access to enabled profiles or permission sets. For such a
flow, the resuming user must also have access to that flow by a permission set or their profile.

To require the resuming user to be the interview owner, or an admin with the Manage Flow permission and view access to the interview,
complete these steps.

1. From Setup, enter Automation  in the Quick Find box, then select Process Automation Settings.

2. Deselect Let users resume shared flow interviews.
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3. Click Save.

SEE ALSO:

Customize Who Has Access to Paused Flow Interviews

How Does Flow Security Work?

Delete a Paused Flow Interview

EDITIONS

Available in: both Salesforce
Classic and Lightning
Experience

Available in: Essentials,
Professional, Enterprise,
Performance, Unlimited,
and Developer Editions

USER PERMISSIONS

To open, edit, or create a
flow in Flow Builder:
• Manage Flow

If you no longer need to wait for a long-running flow interview to finish or for a user to resume a
paused interview, delete the interview. For example, perhaps you’re updating or deleting the
associated flow version.

1. From Setup, enter Flow  in the Quick Find box, then select Paused Flow Interviews.

If Paused Flow Interviews isn’t available as its own page, select Flows and scroll down to the
list of paused interviews.

2. For each interview that you want to delete, click Del, or click  and select Delete.

Distribute Flows to Users Outside Your Org
Let external users run your flow by adding the flow to an Experience Builder site, an external app
or page, or an Embedded Service deployment. For finer control over how your flow behaves in
external contexts, use a custom Aura component or Visualforce page. Flows in custom Aura
components use Lightning runtime, and flows in Visualforce pages use Classic runtime.

For example, set up a self-service tool for your site to help visitors generate custom sales quotes.

Add a Flow to an Experience Builder Site

The easiest way to distribute a flow externally is with the Flow component in Experience Builder. Add the Flow component to a page
in your Experience Builder site.

Embed a Flow in a Visualforce Page for External Users

Let external users run your flow by adding the flow to a Visualforce page and distributing that page externally. For example, through
a community.

Add a Flow to Your Website Using Embedded Service

Embedded flows help your users complete simple, automated tasks from within your website. They're even guest user-friendly—no
login required. Simply create your flow using Flow Builder and add it to an Embedded Service deployment.
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Add a Flow to an Experience Builder Site

EDITIONS

Available in: both Salesforce
Classic (not available in all
orgs) and Lightning
Experience

Available in: Enterprise,
Performance, Unlimited,
and Developer Editions

USER PERMISSIONS

To customize an Experience
Cloud site:

• Be a member of the site
AND Create and Set Up
Experiences

OR

• Be a member of the site
AND View Setup and
Configuration AND an
experience admin,
publisher, or builder in
that site

To publish an Experience
Cloud site:

• Be a member of the site
AND Create and Set Up
Experiences

OR

• Be a member of the site
AND an experience
admin or publisher in
that site

The easiest way to distribute a flow externally is with the Flow component in Experience Builder.
Add the Flow component to a page in your Experience Builder site.

Note:

• Flows in Experience Builder sites are supported through the Flow and Suggested Actions
components.

• Flow creators can overwrite error messages with their own content.

1. Open a site in the Experience Builder, then navigate to the page that you want to add the flow
to.

2. From the Components panel, drag the Flow component onto the page.

3. In the property editor, configure the component.

Flow
Only active screen flows are available. Flows built in the Desktop Flow Designer aren’t
supported.

Layout
By default, flows display in one column.

Note:

• Starting in Winter ’23, two-column flow layouts are ignored. For a better layout
option, add Section components to your flow screens. Each Section component
lets you organize record fields and screen components in up to four
adjustable-width columns.

• If a flow screen contains a Section component, that screen ignores the Layout
property.

Input variables
If you see other properties, they’re the flow’s input variables. Variables appear only if they
allow input access.

Pass record ID into this variable
This option is available only for Text input variables in Record pages. For simplicity, we
recommend passing the ID to only one variable.

For example, when this component is embedded in an Opportunity Record page, at run
time the component passes the opportunity’s ID into the selected input variable.

4. Save your page.

SEE ALSO:

Flow Screen Output Component: Section
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Embed a Flow in a Visualforce Page for External Users

USER PERMISSIONS

To create, edit, and set
version settings for
Visualforce pages:
• Customize Application

Let external users run your flow by adding the flow to a Visualforce page and distributing that page
externally. For example, through a community.

For example, you can set up a self-service tool for your public Salesforce site to help visitors generate
custom sales quotes. Because the flow is embedded in a Visualforce page, you can customize the
appearance of the flow so that it uses your company’s branding and style.

Note: When you make a flow available to site or portal users, point them to the Visualforce
page that contains the embedded flow, not the flow itself. Site and portal users aren’t allowed
to run flows directly.

To add a flow to a Visualforce page, embed it by using the <flow:interview>  component.

1. Find the flow’s API name.

a. From Setup, enter Flows  in the Quick Find box, then select Flows.

b. Click the name of the flow.

c. Copy the API name of the flow.

2. From Setup, enter Visualforce Pages in the Quick Find  box, then select Visualforce Pages.

3. Define a new Visualforce page, or open an existing one.

4. Add the <flow:interview>  component somewhere between the <apex:page>  tags.

5. Set the name attribute to the API name of the flow.

For example:

<apex:page>
<flow:interview name="flowAPIName"/>
</apex:page>

If the flow is from a managed package, the name  attribute must be in this format: namespace.flowuniquename.

6. Click Save.

7. Restrict which users can access the Visualforce page.

Any external users with access to the Visualforce page can run the embedded flow.

a. Click Visualforce Pages.

b. Click Security next to your Visualforce page.

c. Move all the appropriate profiles from Available Profiles to Enabled Profiles by using the add and remove buttons.

d. Click Save.

8. Distribute your Visualforce page by taking one of these actions.

• Add the Visualforce page to your Salesforce site.

• Define a custom Visualforce tab by using the Visualforce page, and then add that tab to your portal or community.

SEE ALSO:

Lightning Aura Components Developer Guide : Configure Components for Experience Builder

Lightning Aura Components Developer Guide : Add Aura Components to Any App with Lightning Out (Beta)
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Add a Flow to Your Website Using Embedded Service
Embedded flows help your users complete simple, automated tasks from within your website. They're even guest user-friendly—no
login required. Simply create your flow using Flow Builder and add it to an Embedded Service deployment.

Maybe you're an insurance company, and you want to let policyholders search for in-network medical providers without logging in. Or
you're an online retailer, and you want to streamline how new customers create accounts. No matter what type of business you run,
embedded flows are easily configured to support your customers' most important tasks.

SEE ALSO:

Flow Builder

Distribute Flows to Automated Systems
Some flows don’t require any user interaction to start. To enable a system to automatically launch a flow, use the start  Apex method,
a process, or a workflow action.

Most of these methods can be used only with an autolaunched flow. A flow can be launched without user interaction, such as from a
process or the Apex interview.start  method. Autolaunched flows run in bulk and without user interaction. They can’t contain
steps, screens, choices, or dynamic choices in the active or latest flow version. When a flow user invokes an autolaunched flow, the active
flow version runs. If there’s no active version, the latest version runs. When a flow admin invokes a flow, the latest version always runs.

Launch a Flow from a Process

Just like workflow rules, processes start when a certain object’s records are created or edited. Add a flow action to give a process
even more functionality. For example, create a process that checks if a new feed item is a question. If it is, wait a day and then use a
flow to check whether a Best Comment has been selected or not. If it hasn’t, use that question to create a case.

Launch a Flow from a Workflow Action—Pilot

Create a flow trigger workflow action to launch a flow from workflow rules. With flow triggers, you can automate complex business
processes—create flows to perform logic, and have events trigger the flows via workflow rules—without writing code. For example,
your flow looks up and assigns the relevant entitlement for a case. Create a flow trigger to launch the flow whenever a case is created,
so that all new cases are automatically set with a default entitlement.

Launch a Flow from Apex

Use the start  method in the Flow.Interview  class to launch an autolaunched flow or user provisioning flow from Apex.

Launch a Flow from the REST API

Use the Custom Invocable Actions endpoint to invoke an autolaunched flow from the REST API.

Launch a Flow from a Process

USER PERMISSIONS

To create, edit, or view
processes:
• Manage Flow

AND

View All Data

Just like workflow rules, processes start when a certain object’s records are created or edited. Add
a flow action to give a process even more functionality. For example, create a process that checks
if a new feed item is a question. If it is, wait a day and then use a flow to check whether a Best
Comment has been selected or not. If it hasn’t, use that question to create a case.

1. Create and activate the autolaunched flow for the process to launch.

2. Create the process that you plan to launch this flow from.

For details, see “Create a Process” in the Salesforce Help.

3. Add a “Flows” action to the process.

a. For Flow, search for and select the flow that you created.
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b. Optionally, click Add Row to set values for the flow’s variables.

4. Activate the process.

Launch a Flow from a Workflow Action—Pilot

EDITIONS

Available in: Salesforce
Classic

Available in: Enterprise,
Performance, Unlimited,
and Developer Editions

USER PERMISSIONS

To view workflow rules and
actions:
• View Setup and

Configuration

To create or change
workflow rules and actions:
• Customize Application

Create a flow trigger workflow action to launch a flow from workflow rules. With flow triggers, you
can automate complex business processes—create flows to perform logic, and have events trigger
the flows via workflow rules—without writing code. For example, your flow looks up and assigns
the relevant entitlement for a case. Create a flow trigger to launch the flow whenever a case is
created, so that all new cases are automatically set with a default entitlement.

Note: The pilot program for flow trigger workflow actions is closed. If you've already enabled
the pilot in your org, you can continue to create and edit flow trigger workflow actions. If you
didn't enable the pilot in your org, use Flow Builder to create a record-triggered flow, or use
Process Builder to launch a flow from a process.

Before you begin, review the special behavior and limitations of flow triggers. See Flow Trigger
Considerations (Pilot).

To set up a workflow rule to launch a flow:

1. Create and activate the autolaunched flow to launch from this workflow action.

2. Create the workflow rule that you plan to add this workflow action to.

3. Define the flow trigger.

4. Associate the flow trigger to the workflow rule.

Associate the Flow Trigger with a Workflow Rule

Add the flow trigger as an immediate action on your workflow rule.

Define a Flow Trigger—Pilot

After you create an autolaunched flow, create a flow trigger to launch that flow as part of a workflow rule.

Associate the Flow Trigger with a Workflow Rule

EDITIONS

Available in: Salesforce
Classic

Available in: Enterprise,
Performance, Unlimited,
and Developer Editions

USER PERMISSIONS

To select existing actions:
• Customize Application

Add the flow trigger as an immediate action on your workflow rule.

Note: The pilot program for flow trigger workflow actions is closed. If you've already enabled
the pilot in your org, you can continue to create and edit flow trigger workflow actions. If you
didn't enable the pilot in your org, use Flow Builder to create a record-triggered flow, or use
Process Builder to launch a flow from a process.

Before you begin, create:

• An autolaunched flow

• A workflow rule

• A flow trigger that launches the autolaunched flow

1. From Setup, enter Workflow Rules  in the Quick Find  box, then select Workflow
Rules.

2. Select the workflow rule.

3. Click Edit in the Workflow Actions section.
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4. In the Immediate Workflow Actions section, click Add Workflow Action > Select Existing Action.

Flow triggers aren’t available as time-dependent workflow actions. You can add flow triggers to workflow rules only as immediate
workflow actions.

5. In the Search drop-down list, select Flow Trigger.

The Available Actions box lists all existing flow triggers.

6. Select the flow trigger to associate with this workflow rule. Move the flow trigger to Selected Actions by using the right arrow.

7. Click Save.

Define a Flow Trigger—Pilot

EDITIONS

Available in: Salesforce
Classic

Available in: Enterprise,
Performance, Unlimited,
and Developer Editions

USER PERMISSIONS

To view workflow rules and
actions:
• View Setup and

Configuration

To create or change
workflow rules and actions:
• Customize Application

After you create an autolaunched flow, create a flow trigger to launch that flow as part of a workflow
rule.

Note: The pilot program for flow trigger workflow actions is closed. If you've already enabled
the pilot in your org, you can continue to create and edit flow trigger workflow actions. If you
didn't enable the pilot in your org, use Flow Builder to create a record-triggered flow, or use
Process Builder to launch a flow from a process.

1. From Setup, enter Flow Triggers  in the Quick Find  box, then select Flow Triggers.

2. Click New Flow Trigger.

3. Select the same object as the workflow rule, and then click Next.

4. Configure the flow trigger.

DescriptionField

Name of the flow trigger.Name

Enter a unique name to refer to this component in the API. The Unique
Name field can contain only underscores and alphanumeric characters.
It must be unique within the selected object type, begin with a letter,
not include spaces, not end with an underscore, and not contain two
consecutive underscores.

Unique Name

Reserved for future use.Protected
Component

Unique name of the autolaunched flow that this workflow action
launches.

Flow

Whether to pass values into the flow’s variables.Set Flow
Variables

5. If you select Set Flow Variables, specify their names and values.

Click Set Another Value to set up to 25 variables.

6. To put the flow trigger in test mode, select Administrators run the latest flow version.

When selected and an admin triggers the workflow rule, the flow trigger launches the latest version of the flow. For all other users,
the flow trigger always launches the active version of the flow.
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The same values are passed into the flow variables whether the flow trigger launches the active or latest flow version.

7. Click Save.

Don’t forget to associate the flow trigger to a workflow rule.

Launch a Flow from Apex
Use the start  method in the Flow.Interview  class to launch an autolaunched flow or user provisioning flow from Apex.

Example: The following includes a sample controller that starts a flow and the corresponding Visualforce page. The Visualforce
page contains an input box and a start button. When the user enters a number in the input box and clicks Start, the controller’s
start  method is called. The button saves the user-entered value to the flow’s input  variable and launches the flow using
the start  method. The flow doubles the value of input  and assigns it to the output  variable, and the output label displays
the value for output  by using the getVariableValue  method.

public class FlowController {

//Instance of the Flow
public Flow.Interview.doubler myFlow {get; set;}
public Double value {get; set;}

public Double getOutput() {
if (myFlow == null) return null;
return (Double)(myFlow.getVariableValue('v1'));

}

public void start() {
Map<String, Object> myMap = new Map<String, Object>();
myMap.put('v1', input);
myFlow = new Flow.Interview.doubler(myMap);
myFlow.start();

}
}

The following is the Visualforce page that uses the sample flow controller.

<apex:page controller="FlowController">
<apex:outputLabel id="text">v1 = {!output}</apex:outputLabel>

<apex:form >
value : <apex:inputText value="{!output}"/>
<apex:commandButton action="{!start}" value="Start" reRender="text"/>

</apex:form>
</apex:page>

Launch a Flow from the REST API
Use the Custom Invocable Actions endpoint to invoke an autolaunched flow from the REST API.

Example: This example invokes the active version of the flow “Escalate_to_Case”.

POST /v33.0/actions/custom/flow/Escalate_to_Case
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The request sets values for two of the flow’s input variables: CommentCount  and FeedItemId. Once invoked, the flow
checks whether:

• A given feed item has more than five comments and

• A best comment hasn’t been selected yet

{
"inputs" : [ {

"CommentCount" : 6,
"FeedItemId" : "0D5D0000000cfMY"
} ]

}

Distribute Flows to Other Orgs

EDITIONS

Available in: Lightning
Experience and Salesforce
Classic

Lightning Bolt Solutions are
available in: Enterprise,
Performance, Unlimited,
and Developer Editions

Change sets are available
in: Professional, Enterprise,
Performance, Unlimited,
and Developer Editions

Packages are available in:
Essentials, Professional,
Enterprise, Performance,
Unlimited, and Developer
Editions

Flows can be included in Lightning Bolt Solutions, change sets, and packages. The recipient org of
the solution, change set, or package must have flows enabled.

Distribute Flows via Lightning Bolt Solutions

To distribute automated business processes or bootstrap an Experience Builder site with a
complete solution or new look, create a Lightning Bolt Solution. A Lightning Bolt Solution can
include flows, custom Lightning apps, or Experience Builder templates or pages. Before you
create a solution, group flows that you want to include in a flow category.

Considerations for Deploying Flows with Change Sets

Before you use change sets to deploy a flow, understand the limits and unexpected behaviors
that are related to component dependencies, deployment, and flow triggers.

Considerations for Deploying Flows with Packages

Flows can be included in both managed and unmanaged packages. Before you deploy one,
understand the limitations and behaviors of packages that contain flows.

Deploy Processes and Flows as Active

By default, active processes and flows are deployed as inactive. After deployment, you manually
reactivate the new versions. In production orgs, you can enable the setting to deploy a new
active version of a process or flow via change sets or Metadata API. The setting doesn't appear
in non-production orgs (such as scratch, sandbox, and developer orgs), because you can always
deploy a new active version. If you use a continuous integration and continuous delivery model to deploy metadata changes, enable
the option to deploy processes and flows as active. This option applies to processes and autolaunched flows that are deployed via
change sets and Metadata API.
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Distribute Flows via Lightning Bolt Solutions

EDITIONS

Available in: both Salesforce
Classic (not available in all
orgs) and Lightning
Experience

Available in: Enterprise,
Performance, Unlimited,
and Developer Editions

USER PERMISSIONS

To create a flow category:
• Customize Application

To create a Lightning Bolt
Solution without an
Experience Builder template:
• Customize Application

AND View Setup and
Configuration

To create a Lightning Bolt
Solution with an Experience
Builder template:
• Customize Application

AND Create and Set Up
Experiences AND View
Setup and Configuration

To distribute automated business processes or bootstrap an Experience Builder site with a complete
solution or new look, create a Lightning Bolt Solution. A Lightning Bolt Solution can include flows,
custom Lightning apps, or Experience Builder templates or pages. Before you create a solution,
group flows that you want to include in a flow category.

1. Add your flows to a flow category. You can only add active flows.

2. Create your Lightning Bolt Solution. Add one or more flow categories, custom Lightning apps,
and Lightning Community templates or pages.

3. Package the solution to distribute it to your own orgs, or share or sell it on AppExchange.

SEE ALSO:

Add Flows to a Lightning Bolt Solution

Lightning Bolt for Salesforce: Build Once, Then Distribute and Reuse

Considerations for Deploying Flows with Change Sets

EDITIONS

Available in: both Salesforce
Classic and Lightning
Experience

Available in Enterprise,
Performance, Professional,
Unlimited, and
Database.com Editions

Before you use change sets to deploy a flow, understand the limits and unexpected behaviors that
are related to component dependencies, deployment, and flow triggers.

Component Dependencies

• If you plan to deploy a flow with change sets, consider limitations in migration support.
Make sure your flows reference only fields and components that are available in change
sets.

• When you view the dependent components for the change set, the Component
Dependencies page lists the dependencies for all versions of the flow. Add all interdependent
components for the relevant flow version to the outbound change set.

• If a component is referenced by the following flow elements, the Component Dependencies
page doesn’t display that component. To deploy the flow successfully, manually add those referenced components to the change
set.

– Post to Chatter

– Send Email

– Submit for Approval
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For example, if you deploy a flow that includes a Submit for Approval element, manually add the referenced approval process.

• If a flow references a Lightning component that depends on a CSP Trusted Site, the trusted site isn’t included in the package or
change set automatically.

Deployment

• You can include only one version of a flow in a change set.

• An active flow in a change set is deployed to its destination as inactive. Activate the flow manually after deployment.

• If the flow has no active version when you upload the outbound change set, the latest inactive version is used.

• Deploying or redeploying a flow with change sets creates a version of the flow in the destination org.

• In production orgs, you can enable the setting to deploy a new active version of a process or flow via change sets or Metadata
API. The setting doesn't appear in non-production orgs (such as scratch, sandbox, and developer orgs), because you can always
deploy a new active version.

Flow Triggers
Flow triggers aren’t available in change sets.

The pilot program for flow trigger workflow actions is closed. If you've already enabled the pilot in your org, you can continue to
create and edit flow trigger workflow actions. If you didn't enable the pilot in your org, use Flow Builder to create a record-triggered
flow, or use Process Builder to launch a flow from a process.

SEE ALSO:

Deploy Processes and Flows as Active

Change Sets

Considerations for Deploying Flows with Packages

EDITIONS

Available in: both Salesforce
Classic and Lightning
Experience

Available in: Essentials,
Professional, Enterprise,
Performance, Unlimited,
and Developer Editions

Flows can be included in both managed and unmanaged packages. Before you deploy one,
understand the limitations and behaviors of packages that contain flows.

Component Dependencies

• If you plan to deploy a flow with packages, consider limitations in migration support. Make
sure your flows reference only packageable components and fields.

• Referential integrity works the same for flows as it does for other packaged elements.

• If any of the following elements are used in a flow, packageable components that they
reference aren’t included in the package automatically. To deploy the package successfully,
manually add those referenced components to the package.

– Post to Chatter

– Send Email

– Submit for Approval

For example, if you deploy a flow that posts to a particular Chatter group, manually add the referenced Chatter group to the
package.

• If a flow references a Lightning component that depends on a CSP Trusted Site, the trusted site isn’t included in the package or
change set automatically.

Flow Status
When you upload a package or package version, the active flow version is included. If the flow has no active version, the latest version
is packaged.
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Updating Packages

• To update a managed package with a different flow version, activate that version and upload the package again. Or deactivate
all versions of the flow, make sure the latest flow version is the one to distribute, and then upload the package.

• You can’t include flows in package patches.

Other Limitations

• If you register your namespace after you referenced a flow in a Visualforce page or Apex code, don’t forget to add the namespace
to the flow name. Otherwise, the package fails to install.

• If someone installs a non-template flow from a managed package, error emails for that flow’s interviews don’t include any details
about the individual flow elements. The email is sent to either the user who installed the flow or the Apex exception email
recipients.

• Flow triggers aren’t packageable.

The pilot program for flow trigger workflow actions is closed. If you've already enabled the pilot in your org, you can continue
to create and edit flow trigger workflow actions. If you didn't enable the pilot in your org, use Flow Builder to create a
record-triggered flow, or use Process Builder to launch a flow from a process.

• In a packaging org, you can’t delete a flow after you upload it to a released or beta first generation managed package. You can
delete a flow version from a packaging org after you upload it to a released or beta first-generation managed package, if:

– Salesforce Customer Support activated the Managed Component Deletion permission.

– The flow version isn’t the most recently packaged version of the flow.

– The flow version isn’t active.

SEE ALSO:

Considerations for Installed Flows

Control Who Receives Flow and Process Error Emails

Packaging Considerations for Flows

Salesforce DX Developer Guide Components Available in Managed Packages

Deploy Processes and Flows as Active

EDITIONS

Available in: both Salesforce
Classic (not available in all
orgs) and Lightning
Experience

Available in: Enterprise,
Performance, Unlimited,
and Developer Editions

By default, active processes and flows are deployed as inactive. After deployment, you manually
reactivate the new versions. In production orgs, you can enable the setting to deploy a new active
version of a process or flow via change sets or Metadata API. The setting doesn't appear in
non-production orgs (such as scratch, sandbox, and developer orgs), because you can always deploy
a new active version. If you use a continuous integration and continuous delivery model to deploy
metadata changes, enable the option to deploy processes and flows as active. This option applies
to processes and autolaunched flows that are deployed via change sets and Metadata API.

User Permissions Needed

Customize ApplicationTo edit process automation settings:

Manage FlowTo create, update, and delete flow list views:

1. From Setup, in the Quick Find box, enter Automation, then select Process Automation Settings.
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2. Select Deploy processes and flows as active.

3. Enter the flow test coverage percentage.

4. Save your changes.

Before you can deploy a process or autolaunched flow as active, make sure to meet flow test coverage requirements. At least one Apex
test must cover the flow test coverage percentage of the active processes and autolaunched flows. Flow test coverage requirements
don’t apply to flows that have screens.

To calculate your flow test coverage, determine the number of all active versions with or without test coverage and all inactive versions
that are the latest versions and have test coverage. Here’s a sample query.

SELECT count_distinct(Id)
FROM Flow
WHERE Status = 'Active' AND Id NOT IN (
SELECT FlowVersionId
FROM FlowTestCoverage
)
+
SELECT count_distinct(FlowVersionId)
FROM FlowTestCoverage

Then run all tests, and use the FlowTestCoverage object in the Tooling API to determine the number of all latest flow versions that have
test coverage.. Here’s a sample query.

SELECT count_distinct(FlowVersionId)
FROM FlowTestCoverage

Divide the second number (number of all latest flow versions that have test coverage) by the first number (number of all active versions
with or without test coverage and all inactive versions that are the latest versions and have test coverage).

For example, you have a total of 10 flows. Flow A has two versions. The latest version is inactive with test coverage. The first version is
active without test coverage. Flows B-E each have only one version, and each version is inactive with test coverage. Flows F-J each have
only one version, and each version is active with test coverage. The flow test coverage is 90%.

Test CoverageStatusVersionFlow Label

YesInactive2Flow A

NoActive1Flow A

YesInactive1Flow B

YesInactive1Flow C

YesInactive1Flow D

YesInactive1Flow E

YesActive1Flow F

YesActive1Flow G

YesActive1Flow H

YesActive1Flow I
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Test CoverageStatusVersionFlow Label

YesActive1Flow J

SELECT FlowVersion.Definition.DeveloperName
FROM FlowTestCoverage
GROUP BY FlowVersion.Definition.DeveloperName

Tip:  To get the names of all active autolaunched flows and processes that don’t have test coverage, use this query.

SELECT Definition.DeveloperName
FROM Flow
WHERE Status = 'Active'

AND (ProcessType = 'AutolaunchedFlow'
OR ProcessType = 'Workflow'
OR ProcessType = 'CustomEvent'
OR ProcessType = 'InvocableProcess')

AND Id NOT IN (SELECT FlowVersionId FROM FlowTestCoverage)

SEE ALSO:

Tooling API : FlowTestCoverage

Always Run in System Context

EDITIONS

Available in: both Salesforce
Classic and Lightning
Experience

Available in: Essentials,
Professional, Enterprise,
Performance, Unlimited,
and Developer Editions

USER PERMISSIONS

To open, edit, or create a
flow in Flow Builder:
• Manage Flow

You can set a flow version to always run in system context, overriding the context it normally runs
in. If you choose to run the flow in system context with sharing, the flow respects org-wide default
settings, role hierarchies, sharing rules, manual sharing, teams, and territories. But it doesn’t respect
object permissions, field-level access, or other permissions of the running user. If you choose to run
the flow in system context without sharing, the flow respects the permissions of the running user
only for a limited set of actions and operations. The flow can access all other data.

1. Open the flow in Flow Builder.

2. Click .

3. Click Show Advanced.

4. For How to Run the Flow, select a system context.

SEE ALSO:

Which Context Do Flows Run In?

Running User of a Flow
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Flow Interviews

EDITIONS

Available in: both Salesforce
Classic and Lightning
Experience

Available in: Essentials,
Professional, Enterprise,
Performance, Unlimited,
and Developer Editions

A flow interview is a running instance of a flow. A flow is an application built by your administrator
that asks you for inputs and does something in Salesforce based on those inputs.

For example, a flow could provide a call script for customer support calls and use the information
you provide to create a case. What the flow does with the information you provide is entirely up
to your administrator.

When you run a flow interview, whether through a link, button, or tab, you're running a single
instance of a flow. If the terminology is confusing, consider the difference between a record and
an object. You create an account record, which is a single instance of the Account object that your
administrator customized.

Note:  Keep these tips in mind when you run a flow.

• Don't use your browser's Back or Forward buttons to navigate through a flow. Doing so
can result in inconsistent data between the flow and Salesforce.

• A single flow can have up to 50 different versions. When you run a flow, you see the active
version, but your admin could have a more recent version.

Delete a Flow Interview

If you paused a flow interview and don’t plan to resume it, delete it. By removing unnecessary interviews, you make sure that your
pending list includes only interviews that you still plan to act on.

Pause a Flow Interview

If your administrator has configured a given flow to do so, you can pause its interviews. Pausing is useful, for example, when a call
with a customer drops or the customer can't find their account number and plans to call you back.

Resume a Flow Interview

If you paused a flow interview, resume it after you have all the necessary information.

SEE ALSO:

Flow Builder
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Delete a Flow Interview

EDITIONS

Available in: both Salesforce
Classic and Lightning
Experience

Available in: Essentials,
Professional, Enterprise,
Performance, Unlimited,
and Developer Editions

USER PERMISSIONS

To delete a flow interview:
• Run Flows

OR

Flow User  field
enabled on the user
detail page

If you paused a flow interview and don’t plan to resume it, delete it. By removing unnecessary
interviews, you make sure that your pending list includes only interviews that you still plan to act
on.

1. Go to a place that lists all of your paused flow interviews.

Depending on your admin’s configurations, you can find all the flow interviews that you've
paused in one of these places.

• "Paused Flow Interviews" on the Home tab in Salesforce Classic

• “Paused Flows” in the Salesforce mobile app navigation menu

If you paused a flow interview and can't find the place where you're supposed to resume the
interviews from, contact your admin.

2. Delete the flow interview that’s unnecessary.

SEE ALSO:

Flow Interviews

Resume a Flow Interview

Pause a Flow Interview

EDITIONS

Available in: both Salesforce
Classic and Lightning
Experience

Available in: Essentials,
Professional, Enterprise,
Performance, Unlimited,
and Developer Editions

USER PERMISSIONS

To pause a flow interview:
• Run Flows

OR

Flow User  field
enabled on the user
detail page

If your administrator has configured a given flow to do so, you can pause its interviews. Pausing is
useful, for example, when a call with a customer drops or the customer can't find their account
number and plans to call you back.

1. In an open flow interview, click Pause.

2. Explain why you had to pause the flow.

This step is optional, but it helps differentiate between the different flow interviews that you've
paused, especially if you paused multiple interviews of the same flow. This explanation can be
up to 255 characters long.

3. Click OK.

The flow interview is saved until you resume or delete it later. Any valid values that you entered
before you paused are saved with the interview, so you don't have to reenter that information when
you resume.

SEE ALSO:

Flow Interviews

Resume a Flow Interview
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Resume a Flow Interview

EDITIONS

Available in: both Salesforce
Classic and Lightning
Experience

Available in: Essentials,
Professional, Enterprise,
Performance, Unlimited,
and Developer Editions

USER PERMISSIONS

To resume a flow interview:
• Run Flows

OR

Flow User  field
enabled on the user
detail page

If you paused a flow interview, resume it after you have all the necessary information.

Note:  If you pause an interview and the associated flow is updated before you resume, the
resumed interview doesn’t use the updated flow. Instead, it uses the version of the flow that
was active when you paused.

1. Go to a place that lists all of your paused flow interviews.

Depending on your administrator's configurations, you can find all the flow interviews that
you've paused in one of these places.

• "Paused Flows" on a page in an Experience Builder site

• "Paused Flow Interviews" on the Home tab in the full Salesforce site

• “Paused Flows” in the Salesforce mobile app navigation menu

If you paused a flow interview and can't find the place where you're supposed to resume the
interviews from, contact your administrator.

2. Resume the appropriate flow interview.

If you entered values before you paused, all valid values are restored to those fields when you
resume. If you don’t see something that you entered before you paused, that value was invalid
and the flow didn’t save it.

If you enter “Acme, Inc.” for a field that only accepts numbers and then pause, that field is blank
when you resume the flow interview.

Warning:  When you resume a flow interview, that interview is removed from your Paused Flow Interviews list. If you resume an
interview and then change your mind, click Pause. If you close the interview before pausing, you can’t resume the interview later.

Monitor Flows and Processes

EDITIONS

Available in: both Salesforce
Classic and Lightning
Experience

Available in: Essentials,
Professional, Enterprise,
Performance, Unlimited,
and Developer Editions

Monitor your org’s usage of flows and processes. See a list of paused interviews and scheduled
actions from processes. Control who can view and how they view monitoring information for flows
and processes.

Control Your Views of Flows, Paused Interviews, and Scheduled Actions

You have two options for viewing flows, paused flow interviews, and scheduled actions from
processes. We recommend using the enhanced option that you get by default. But you can
switch to the other option, for example, to use a custom list view that you haven’t recreated
with the enhanced option.

Analyze Flows and Processes (Beta)

Get a quick view of your most commonly used automation types. See your org’s flow activity
in charts, such as total errors and total started automations. Learn how much time it’s taking users to complete screen flows, so that
you can make changes as needed.

Require Access to Automation Home Charts (Beta)

By default, all users with the View Setup and Configuration permission can view all charts in Automation Home. To limit access, you
can require that users have the Manage Flow permission to view all charts in Automation Home. Then users with View Setup and
Configuration permission can view only the Total Started Automations by Process Type chart.
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Control Your Views of Flows, Paused Interviews, and Scheduled Actions

EDITIONS

Available in: both Salesforce
Classic and Lightning
Experience

Available in: Essentials,
Professional, Enterprise,
Performance, Unlimited,
and Developer Editions

You have two options for viewing flows, paused flow interviews, and scheduled actions from
processes. We recommend using the enhanced option that you get by default. But you can switch
to the other option, for example, to use a custom list view that you haven’t recreated with the
enhanced option.

User Permissions Needed

Customize ApplicationTo edit process automation settings:

Manage FlowTo create, update, and delete flow list views:

Note:  You can complete these steps in Salesforce Classic or Lightning Experience, but the changes affect only the pages and list
views in Lightning Experience.

1. From Setup, enter Automation Settings  in the Quick Find box, then select Process Automation Settings.

2. Select or deselect In Lightning Experience, use the enhanced Flows page and separate Paused and Scheduled Automations
page.

This setting affects where lists appear and what they contain.

DeselectedSelectedWhen the setting is...

Lists only custom flowsLists both standard and custom flowsThe Flows page in Setup...

Never includes the packages that flows are
installed from

Can include the packages that flows are
installed from

The list of flows...

Appears as a related list on the Flows page
in Setup

Appears on its own Paused Flow Interviews
page in Setup

The list of paused flow interviews and
scheduled actions from processes...

SEE ALSO:

Monitor Your Processes’ Pending Scheduled Actions
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Analyze Flows and Processes (Beta)

EDITIONS

Available in: both Salesforce
Classic and Lightning
Experience

Available in: Essentials,
Professional, Enterprise,
Performance, Unlimited,
and Developer Editions

USER PERMISSIONS

To view all charts in
Automation Home:
• View Setup and

Configuration

Get a quick view of your most commonly used automation types. See your org’s flow activity in
charts, such as total errors and total started automations. Learn how much time it’s taking users to
complete screen flows, so that you can make changes as needed.

Note:  As a beta feature, Automation Home is a preview and isn’t part of the “Services” under
your Main Services Agreement with Salesforce. Use this feature at your sole discretion, and
make your purchase decisions only on the basis of generally available products and features.
Salesforce doesn’t guarantee general availability of this feature within any particular time
frame or at all, and we can discontinue it at any time. This feature is for evaluation purposes
only, not for production use. It’s offered as is and isn’t supported, and Salesforce has no liability
for any harm or damage arising out of or in connection with it. All restrictions, Salesforce
reservation of rights, obligations concerning the Services, and terms for related Non-Salesforce
Applications and Content apply equally to your use of this feature. You can provide feedback
and suggestions for Automation Home in the Trailblazer Community.

To monitor and analyze your flows and processes in Automation Home, from Setup, enter
Automation  in the Quick Find box, and select Automation Home (Beta).

Require Access to Automation Home Charts (Beta)

EDITIONS

Available in: both Salesforce
Classic and Lightning
Experience

Available in: Essentials,
Professional, Enterprise,
Performance, Unlimited,
and Developer Editions

USER PERMISSIONS

To view all charts in
Automation Home:
• View Setup and

Configuration

By default, all users with the View Setup and Configuration permission can view all charts in
Automation Home. To limit access, you can require that users have the Manage Flow permission
to view all charts in Automation Home. Then users with View Setup and Configuration permission
can view only the Total Started Automations by Process Type chart.

Note:  As a beta feature, Automation Home is a preview and isn’t part of the “Services” under
your Main Services Agreement with Salesforce. Use this feature at your sole discretion, and
make your purchase decisions only on the basis of generally available products and features.
Salesforce doesn’t guarantee general availability of this feature within any particular time
frame or at all, and we can discontinue it at any time. This feature is for evaluation purposes
only, not for production use. It’s offered as is and isn’t supported, and Salesforce has no liability
for any harm or damage arising out of or in connection with it. All restrictions, Salesforce
reservation of rights, obligations concerning the Services, and terms for related Non-Salesforce
Applications and Content apply equally to your use of this feature. You can provide feedback
and suggestions for Automation Home in the Trailblazer Community.

To require that users have the Manage Flow permission to view all flow activity charts:

1. From Setup, enter Process Automation  in the Quick Find box, and select Process
Automation Settings.

2. Select Require the Manage Flow permission to view all Automation Home charts.
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Troubleshoot Flows

EDITIONS

Available in: both Salesforce
Classic and Lightning
Experience

Available in: Essentials,
Professional, Enterprise,
Performance, Unlimited,
and Developer Editions

To troubleshoot a failed flow interview, use the flow fault email. To debug the flow and observe
what happens as it runs, use the debug option in Flow Builder. To view the failed flow interview in
an interactive environment, click Flow Error: Click here to debug the error in Flow Builder in
the flow fault email.

Debug a Flow in Flow Builder

If you’re troubleshooting a flow that fails, the debug option in Flow Builder can be your best
friend. See real-time details of what your flow does, set input variables, and restart the flow
anytime to debug a different branch.

Emails About Flow Errors

Every time a flow interview fails, Salesforce sends an error email in the default language of the
user who ran the flow. The email is sent to either the admin who last modified the associated flow or the Apex exception email
recipients. The email includes the error message from the failure, details about each flow element that the interview executed, and
a link to show the failed flow interview in Flow Builder.

Control Who Receives Flow and Process Error Emails

When a process or flow interview fails, a detailed error email is sent to the admin who last modified the process or flow. But perhaps
that admin isn’t the best person to read and act on the details of what was executed and what went wrong. Instead, you can choose
to send error emails to the Apex exception email recipients, which you specify and control in Setup.

Troubleshoot Flow URLs

If you’re distributing a flow and the custom button, custom link, or a direct flow URL isn’t working as expected, verify the referenced
flow. In addition, verify its variables if you’re passing values into a flow from the URL.

SEE ALSO:

Send Alerts When a Screen Flow Fails

Debug a Flow in Flow Builder

EDITIONS

Available in: both Salesforce
Classic and Lightning
Experience

Available in: Essentials,
Professional, Enterprise,
Performance, Unlimited,
and Developer Editions

USER PERMISSIONS

To debug a flow in Flow
Builder:
• View All Data

If you’re troubleshooting a flow that fails, the debug option in Flow Builder can be your best friend.
See real-time details of what your flow does, set input variables, and restart the flow anytime to
debug a different branch.

Warning: If you debug a flow without choosing to run the flow in rollback mode, the flow
performs its actions, including any DML operations and Apex code execution. Remember,
closing or restarting a running flow doesn’t roll back its previously executed actions, callouts,
and changes committed to the database.

1. Open the flow in Flow Builder.

2. Click Debug.

3. Set the debug options and input variables.
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4. Click Run.
If you opt to show details, they appear in a panel on the right.
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5. (Optional) To restart the flow using the same values for input variables that you entered earlier, click Debug Again.

6. (Optional) To restart the flow with different values for input variables, finish the flow and click Change Inputs.

7. (Optional) To convert the debug run to a test, click Convert to Test.

SEE ALSO:

Customize What Happens When a Flow Fails

Troubleshooting Considerations for Flows

Lightning Runtime vs. Classic Runtime for Flows

Flows in Transactions

Testing Your Flow
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Emails About Flow Errors

EDITIONS

Available in: both Salesforce
Classic and Lightning
Experience

Available in: Essentials,
Professional, Enterprise,
Performance, Unlimited,
and Developer Editions

Every time a flow interview fails, Salesforce sends an error email in the default language of the user
who ran the flow. The email is sent to either the admin who last modified the associated flow or
the Apex exception email recipients. The email includes the error message from the failure, details
about each flow element that the interview executed, and a link to show the failed flow interview
in Flow Builder.

If the interview failed at multiple elements, or if failures occur in a batch of flow interviews, the
recipients receive multiple emails or an email with an error message for each failure. If a flow
interview encounters an error and takes a fault path, the flow executes the elements in the fault
path instead of sending a fault email.

Note: Process and flow error emails include the data that's involved in the process or flow,
including user-entered data.

Example:

An error occurred at element Apex_Plug_in_1.
List index out of bounds: 0.

An error occurred at element Delete_1.
DELETE --- There is nothing in Salesforce matching your delete criteria.

An error occurred at element Email_Alert_1.
Missing required input parameter: SObjectRowId.

SEE ALSO:

Limitations of Emails About Flow Errors

Customize What Happens When a Flow Fails

Troubleshoot Flows

What Happens When an Apex Exception Occurs?

Control Who Receives Flow and Process Error Emails

Limitations of Emails About Flow Errors

EDITIONS

Available in: both Salesforce
Classic and Lightning
Experience

Available in: Essentials,
Professional, Enterprise,
Performance, Unlimited,
and Developer Editions

The email about errors in flow interviews has some general limitations and has limitations for Screen
and Subflow elements.

General

• If the user who started the flow doesn’t have a first name, null  replaces the user's first
name in the How the Interview Started section.

• Variable assignments display in this pattern: {!variable} (prior value) =
field/variable (new value). If the variable had no prior value, the parentheses
display as empty. For example: {!varStatus} () = Status (Delivered)

• If you install a non-template flow from a managed package, error emails for that flow’s
interviews don’t include any details about the individual flow elements. The email is sent
to either the user who installed the flow or the Apex exception email recipients.

• Failed flow interviews for these flow types that are built with the free-form layout in Flow Builder are saved and available to open
in Flow Builder.
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Screen flows–

– Record-triggered flows

– Schedule-triggered flows

– Autolaunched flows that aren’t triggered

• Failed flow interviews aren’t saved if:

– The flow is installed as part of a managed package and isn’t a template.

– The failure occurs after the flow interview is paused then resumed at least once.

– The error is handled because the element that encounters the error is connected to a fault connector.

– The failure occurs during an Apex test method.

– The flow is a standard flow.

– The value of the flow’s metadata field status  is Draft  or InvalidDraft.

– The failed flow interview exceeds 1 MB.

– The failed flow interviews already saved in the database exceeds 1 GB.

• Failed flow interviews don’t count toward data, file, or paused flow interview storage limits. When failed flow interviews are
saved, they’re available for up to 14 days, then they’re automatically deleted from the database.

• These limits apply when failed flow interviews are saved.

– For any specific flow, no more than 100 failed flow interviews are saved in a 24-hour period.

– For a batch of up to 200 failed flow interviews in the same transaction, one interview is saved.

– Across all the flows in an organization, no more than 3,000 failed flow interviews are saved in a 24-hour period.

– Failed flow interviews exceeding 1 MB aren’t saved.

– Failed flow interviews aren’t saved if more than 1 GB of failed flow interviews are already saved in the database.

Screen elements
Password fields display in plain text, just like if you reference a password field in a Display Text field.

Subflow elements

• The merge field annotation ({!variable}  as opposed to just variable) is missing for variables in a referenced flow. For
example, when an interview enters a subflow and gives details about the inputs, the subflow's variable is subVariable
instead of {!subVariable}.

• If the error occurs in a referenced flow, the email gets sent to the author of the parent flow, but the subject references the name
of the referenced flow.

• If you see multiple Entered flow ReferencedFlowName  version ReferencedFlowVersion  messages with no Exited
ReferencedFlowName  version ReferencedFlowVersion  messages in between them, the flow user navigated
backwards. To prevent this scenario, adjust the navigation options in the first screen of the referenced flow so that the user can’t
click Previous.

SEE ALSO:

Emails About Flow Errors

Troubleshoot Flows

Control Who Receives Flow and Process Error Emails
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Control Who Receives Flow and Process Error Emails

EDITIONS

Available in: both Salesforce
Classic (not available in all
orgs) and Lightning
Experience

Available in: Enterprise,
Performance, Unlimited,
and Developer Editions

When a process or flow interview fails, a detailed error email is sent to the admin who last modified
the process or flow. But perhaps that admin isn’t the best person to read and act on the details of
what was executed and what went wrong. Instead, you can choose to send error emails to the
Apex exception email recipients, which you specify and control in Setup.

User Permissions Needed

Customize ApplicationTo edit process automation settings:

Manage FlowTo create, update, and delete flow list views:

Note: Process and flow error emails include the data that's involved in the process or flow, including user-entered data.

1. From Setup, enter Automation  in the Quick Find box, then select Process Automation Settings.

2. For Send Process or Flow Error Email to, select who gets the error emails.

• User Who Last Modified the Process or Flow (default)

• Apex Exception Email Recipients—Sends emails to the addresses set on the Apex Exception Email page in Setup. Choose this
option to control who receives process or flow error emails in your org.

3. Save your changes.

SEE ALSO:

Emails About Flow Errors

What Happens When an Apex Exception Occurs?

What Happens When a Process Fails?

Customize What Happens When a Flow Fails

Troubleshoot Flow URLs

EDITIONS

Available in: both Salesforce
Classic and Lightning
Experience

Available in: Essentials,
Professional, Enterprise,
Performance, Unlimited,
and Developer Editions

If you’re distributing a flow and the custom button, custom link, or a direct flow URL isn’t working
as expected, verify the referenced flow. In addition, verify its variables if you’re passing values into
a flow from the URL.

To make sure that the URL can find the right flow, verify that:

• The flow that the URL references hasn’t been deleted or deactivated.

• The flow name is spelled and capitalized correctly. It must be an exact, case-sensitive match to
the flow’s API Name.

If your flow URL references a specific flow version, verify that the version hasn’t been deleted or
deactivated.

If you’re using the URL to pass values into the flow and the URL can’t access the variable, the
parameter that references the variable is ignored.

To make sure that the URL can find the right flow variable, verify that each variable you’re trying to pass values into:

• Is spelled and capitalized correctly. It must be an exact, case-sensitive match to the variable.

• Allows input access.
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• Hasn’t been renamed in the flow.

• Hasn’t been removed from the flow.

• Doesn't have a data type of Record.

In addition, make sure the value that you’re trying to pass into the variable is compatible with the variable’s data type and is correctly
formatted.

SEE ALSO:

Customize a Flow URL to Control Finish Behavior

Customize a Flow URL to Set Variable Values

Troubleshoot Flows

Flow Limits and Considerations

EDITIONS

Available in: both Salesforce
Classic and Lightning
Experience

Available in: Essentials,
Professional, Enterprise,
Performance, Unlimited,
and Developer Editions

When designing, managing, and running flows, consider the permissions, use limits, and data issues.

Flow Usage-Based Entitlements

Like feature licenses, usage-based entitlements don’t limit what you can do in Salesforce; they
add to your functionality. If your usage exceeds the allowance, Salesforce will contact you to
discuss additions to your contract. In the meantime, your flow interviews continue to run as
usual.

General Flow Limits

When using flows, keep flow limits and Apex governor limits in mind.

Per-Transaction Flow Limits

Salesforce strictly enforces limits to ensure that any runaway flows don’t monopolize shared resources in the multitenant environment.
Per-transaction limits, which Apex enforces, govern flows. If an element causes the transaction to exceed governor limits, the system
rolls back the entire transaction. The transaction rolls back even if the element has a defined fault connector path.

Flow Builder Considerations

When you create a flow in Flow Builder, familiarize yourself with its limitations and behaviors. For example, Flow Builder supports
only a few locales. Because of intellectual property protection, you can’t open flows installed from managed packages, unless the
flows are templates.

Salesforce Feature Considerations for Flows

When designing flows, consider these Salesforce features.

Salesforce Data Considerations for Flows

When designing flows, keep these Salesforce data considerations in mind.

Flow Feature Considerations

When designing flows, keep these flow feature considerations in mind. Also, some resources, elements, and screen components
have more considerations that are described in their reference topics.

Flow Data Considerations

When designing flows, keep these data considerations in mind.

Flow Lightning Runtime Considerations

When running flows, keep these considerations in mind.

Flow Management Considerations

When managing flows, consider the administration and activation limits.
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Packaging Considerations for Flows

Keep these considerations in mind when you add a flow to a package.

Change Set Considerations for Flows

Keep these considerations in mind when you create or deploy a change set with flows.

Considerations for Installed Flows

Keep these considerations in mind when you distribute, upgrade, or remove a flow that you installed from a package.

Troubleshooting Considerations for Flows

Before you use the debug option in Flow Builder, understand its limitations and special behaviors.

SEE ALSO:

Flow Builder Tour

Considerations for Translating Flows

Flow Usage-Based Entitlements

EDITIONS

Available in: both Salesforce
Classic and Lightning
Experience

Available in: Essentials,
Professional, Enterprise,
Performance, Unlimited,
and Developer Editions

Like feature licenses, usage-based entitlements don’t limit what you can do in Salesforce; they add
to your functionality. If your usage exceeds the allowance, Salesforce will contact you to discuss
additions to your contract. In the meantime, your flow interviews continue to run as usual.

For per-month entitlements, your contract determines the start and end of the month. You can
view the start and end dates for your org’s usage-based entitlements on the Company Information
page in Setup.

Note:

• Flows that are launched by another flow via a Subflow element don’t count toward your
allocation of flow interviews.

• When a process built in Process Builder launches a flow, both the process and the flow
count toward your allocation of flow interviews.

• If you enable recursion for a process built in Process Builder, a separate flow interview
starts each time the process evaluates a record. Each flow interview counts toward your
allocation of flow interviews.

This table describes the free allocations that are granted based on your org’s edition.

Enterprise and
Unlimited Editions

Performance and
Developer Editions

Essentials and
Professional
Editions

What’s CountedPer-Org
Usage-Based
Entitlement

50,00050,00030,000Paused flow interviews and groups
of scheduled actions from
processes

Maximum paused and
waiting flow interviews

20,000,00020,000,0002,000Interviews of flow types that can
have screen elements, such as

Maximum flow
interviews with UI per
month screen flows, user provisioning

flows, Field Service Snap-in flows,
contact request flows, and surveys
built in Survey Builder
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Enterprise and
Unlimited Editions

Performance and
Developer Editions

Essentials and
Professional
Editions

What’s CountedPer-Org
Usage-Based
Entitlement

10,000,000,00010,000,000,00010,000,000Interviews of flow types that can’t
have screen elements, such as

Maximum flow
interviews without UI
per month autolaunched flows, transaction

security flows, and processes built
in Process Builder

This table describes additional allocations that are granted based on purchased user licenses. These allocations apply to the org. It doesn’t
matter which users run the flows.

Unlimited EditionEnterprise EditionWhat’s CountedPer-Org Usage-Based
Entitlement

+ 100 for each Service Cloud
User license

+ 100 for each Salesforce
CRM Content User license

+ 50 for each Service Cloud
User license

+ 50 for each Salesforce CRM
Content User license

Interviews of flow types that can have
screen elements, such as screen flows, user
provisioning flows, Field Service Snap-in
flows, contact request flows, and surveys
built in Survey Builder

Additional flow interviews
with UI per month

If you have questions about increasing your allocation, contact your Salesforce account executive.

SEE ALSO:

Usage-Based Entitlements

View Your Salesforce Org’s Usage-Based Entitlements

Flow Types

Reevaluate Records in the Process Builder

How Does Salesforce Process Scheduled Actions?

General Flow Limits

EDITIONS

Available in: both Salesforce
Classic and Lightning
Experience

Available in: Essentials,
Professional, Enterprise,
Performance, Unlimited,
and Developer Editions

When using flows, keep flow limits and Apex governor limits in mind.

Enterprise,
Unlimited,
Performance,
or
Developer
Editions

Essentials or
Professional
Editions

Per-Org Limit

5050Versions per flow

None1NoneExecuted elements at runtime per flow

2,0005Active flows per flow type
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Enterprise,
Unlimited,
Performance, or
Developer
Editions

Essentials or
Professional
Editions

Per-Org Limit

4,0005Total flows per flow type

1,0001,000Flow interviews that are resumed per hour or groups of scheduled actions from processes
that are executed per hour based on a specific time

20,00020,000Combined total of these automations that start or resume based on a record’s field value.

• Resume events that are defined in active flows

• Groups of scheduled actions that are defined in active processes

• Time triggers that are defined in active workflow rules

• Inactive flow interviews that are resumed

250,000, or the number of user licenses in
your org multiplied by 200, whichever is
greater.2

Schedule-triggered flow interviews per 24 hours

1In API version 57.0, the limit of 2000 flow elements was removed. In API version 56.0 and earlier, flows could have a maximum of 2000
flow elements.
2The license types that count toward this limit include full Salesforce and Salesforce Platform user licenses, App Subscription user licenses,
Chatter Only users, Identity users, and Company Communities users.

SEE ALSO:

Flow Builder

Flow Limits and Considerations

Per-Transaction Flow Limits

EDITIONS

Available in: both Salesforce
Classic and Lightning
Experience

Available in: Essentials,
Professional, Enterprise,
Performance, Unlimited,
and Developer Editions

Salesforce strictly enforces limits to ensure that any runaway flows don’t monopolize shared resources
in the multitenant environment. Per-transaction limits, which Apex enforces, govern flows. If an
element causes the transaction to exceed governor limits, the system rolls back the entire transaction.
The transaction rolls back even if the element has a defined fault connector path.

ValuePer-Transaction Limit
1

100Total number of SOQL queries issued

(All executions of Get Records elements, and
executions of Update Records or Delete Records
elements that use filter conditions)

50,000Total number of records retrieved by SOQL
queries
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ValuePer-Transaction Limit
1

(All executions of Get Records elements, and executions of Update
Records or Delete Records elements that use filter conditions)

150Total number of DML statements issued

(Create Records, Update Records, and Delete Records executions)

10,000Total number of records processed as a result of DML statements

10,000 millisecondsMaximum CPU time on the Salesforce servers

12Total number of duplicate updates allowed in one batch

1 Autolaunched flows are part of the larger transaction that they were launched through and share that transaction’s limits. For example,
flows launched from Apex or a process are executed with the Apex or process actions as part of the larger transaction. Flows with Screen
elements can span multiple transactions. A new transaction begins each time the user clicks Next in a screen. Flows with Pause elements
span multiple transactions. A transaction ends when a flow interview pauses for an event. When the flow interview resumes, a new
transaction begins. Everything after the Pause element is executed as part of a batch transaction that includes other resumed interviews.
The batch includes interviews executed by the same user ID, have the same execution time, and have the same flow version ID.

SEE ALSO:

Choosing Which Salesforce Flow Feature to Use

Apex Developer Guide : Execution Governors and Limits

General Flow Limits

Flow Builder Considerations

EDITIONS

Available in: both Salesforce
Classic and Lightning
Experience

Available in: Essentials,
Professional, Enterprise,
Performance, Unlimited,
and Developer Editions

When you create a flow in Flow Builder, familiarize yourself with its limitations and behaviors. For
example, Flow Builder supports only a few locales. Because of intellectual property protection, you
can’t open flows installed from managed packages, unless the flows are templates.

Access to Salesforce Data

• Flow Builder uses the permissions and locale assigned to the current user.

• Flow Builder has access to information that exists when you open it. If you modify data or
metadata in your org and must refer to it in a flow, close and reopen Flow Builder. For
example, if you add a custom field or modify an Apex class with Flow Builder open, close
and reopen Flow Builder.

Opening Flows That were Saved in Cloud Flow Designer
When you open a flow version created with Cloud Flow Designer in Flow Builder, the Save button is disabled. To edit that version
in Flow Builder, save it as a new version in Flow Builder.

Text Formatting
If you open the Display Text screen component, Choice resource labels, help text, Pause confirmation screens, or input validation,
Flow Builder converts existing HTML to rich text. Unsupported HTML is removed. The following HTML tags are converted to rich text:
<a>, <b>, <br>, <font>, <i>, <li>, <p>, <span>, <u>, and <div>. HTML that is pasted into the rich text editor isn't supported.

Rich Text

• Images uploaded with the rich text editor are stored in the Files tab, and are visible to everyone in your org.
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• Images uploaded with the rich text editor aren’t visible in Experience Cloud sites.

• Toggle back to plain text when using a text template in a Post to Chatter action, Send Email action, or in a custom action that

expects plain text. Click and select Plain Text.

Date/Time Values
At run time, time zones for date/time values can differ from what you see in Flow Builder. During run time, date/time values reflect
the time zone settings of the user who’s running the flow. In Flow Builder, date/time values reflect the time zone settings of the
admin who configures the flow.

Text Values

• Flow Builder doesn't support UTF-8 encoding for text in user input fields.

• Flow Builder contains embedded fonts for all locales it supports. The supported locales are:

– Chinese (Traditional)

– Chinese (Simplified)

– English (US)

– French (France)

– German (Germany)

– Japanese (Japan)

– Spanish (Spain)

If you enter unsupported characters for a supported locale, they’re displayed using system fonts instead of the embedded fonts.

In unsupported locales, your system font settings are used to display all characters in Flow Builder.

• Don’t enter the string null  as the value of a text field in Flow Builder.

Output Values
To store the same output value in multiple variables, assign the value to one variable. Then add an Assignment element after the
action, and set the other variables to the value of the first variable.

Managed Packages
Flow Builder can’t open a flow that is installed from a managed package, unless the flow is a template or overridable.

Step Elements
You can’t add or update steps to a flow in Flow Builder. You also can’t convert steps into screens. If you added a step in Cloud Flow
Designer, the step still appears on the canvas. We recommend that you remove all steps from your flows.

Action Elements
Legacy Apex actions aren’t organized by the tag in the plug-in code.

Flows Upgraded from Winter ’12 and Earlier
If you open a flow that was last opened in Winter ’12 or earlier, each Boolean decision is converted to a multi-outcome Decision
element that:

• Uses the same label as the old decision.

• Takes the API name of the old decision, appended with “_switch”.

• Has an outcome labeled “True”. This outcome’s API name matches that of the old decision, and its conditions are migrated from
the True outcome of the old decision.

• Has a default outcome labeled “False”.

Terminology
The terminology in some warnings, error messages, and debug details isn’t updated for Flow Builder or Cloud Flow Designer.
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Salesforce Feature Considerations for Flows

EDITIONS

Available in: both Salesforce
Classic and Lightning
Experience

Available in: Essentials,
Professional, Enterprise,
Performance, Unlimited,
and Developer Editions

When designing flows, consider these Salesforce features.

Security Considerations for Flows

When designing flows, keep these security considerations in mind.

Translation Considerations for Flows

When you use Translation Workbench to translate flows, note these considerations.

External Object Considerations for Flows

Keep these considerations in mind when building flows that include external objects.

Lightning Component Considerations for Flows

Keep these considerations in mind when building flows that include Lightning components.

Considerations for Reactivity in Screen Flows (Beta)

Make sure you review these recommendations and considerations when setting up your components. Locate your components or
formulas in the list and discover their level of reactivity. Reactivity is supported with API version 57.0 or later.

Security Considerations for Flows

EDITIONS

Available in: both Salesforce
Classic and Lightning
Experience

Available in: Essentials,
Professional, Enterprise,
Performance, Unlimited,
and Developer Editions

When designing flows, keep these security considerations in mind.

Flow Interviews

When a user session expires, in-progress flow interviews are interrupted and can’t be resumed. If
the flow executed actions, such as a Create Records or Post to Chatter element, those actions aren’t
rolled back. But other progress through the interview, such as what the user entered on the screen,
is lost.

Tip:

• Set your session timeout settings to log out users after an appropriate period of time.

• Encourage your users to pay attention during interviews for alerts about their sessions
expiring soon.

• Remind users to avoid running flows during release upgrades. A typical upgrade takes
about 5 minutes.

Note:  Paused or waiting flow interviews aren’t affected by expired user sessions.

Shield Platform Encryption

You can't filter or sort records by encrypted fields for the following elements and resources.

• Update Records element

• Delete Records element

• Get Records element
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• Record Choice Set resource

SEE ALSO:

Modify Session Security Settings

Translation Considerations for Flows

EDITIONS

Available in: both Salesforce
Classic and Lightning
Experience

Available in: Essentials,
Professional, Enterprise,
Performance, Unlimited,
and Developer Editions

When you use Translation Workbench to translate flows, note these considerations.

Translating Flows

• To check which flow types are translatable, see Flow Types in Salesforce Help.

• A translation can only reference a merge field (like {!myVar}) if the field is referenced in the first
1,000 characters of the primary label.

• Translations for flow definition name and version name each have a maximum limit of 255
characters. Other translations for flow labels have a maximum of 1,000 characters.

• Text templates and merge field values aren’t supported for translation.

• Right-to-left languages aren’t supported.

• When a flow label isn’t translated for a language, Salesforce uses the translation for the appropriate fallback language. If the fallback
language has no translated label, the primary label is used.

Updating Flow Translations

When you change a flow that you translated, Salesforce copies as much information as it can when you create a new version or save
changes to the translated version.

For example, version 1 of the Survey Customers flow has a translation for the WelcomeMessage field. When you save another version
of the flow, Salesforce copies all the latest translations from version 1 to version 2. The same happens if you save it as a new flow.

When you remove a label from a flow, translations aren’t copied. Salesforce uses the label’s Unique Name to copy translations to another
version. When you change the label’s unique name, Salesforce treats it as a new label.

When you delete a flow, its translations are also deleted.

When you translate a flow from a managed package, the flow’s Master Definition Name doesn’t appear on the Translate page or the
Override page. To update the translation for the Master Definition Name, edit the flow label and then update the translation from the
Translate page.

Exporting and Importing Flow Translations

• You can export and import translation files to send to translators or to help you translate lengthy text.

• When you export translations, the primary labels are truncated after 1,000 characters.

Best Practices

• Keep your labels as short as possible. The translated label can’t exceed 1,000 characters (or 255 characters for definition name and
version name). If you have a long label for a display text field, consider breaking it up into multiple fields.

• When updating a primary label, check whether it has translations, and update as needed.

• Avoid text templates when translating an email body or other formatted block text.

• Avoid using logic that references translated values.
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External Object Considerations for Flows

EDITIONS

Available in: both Salesforce
Classic and Lightning
Experience

Available in: Essentials,
Professional, Enterprise,
Performance, Unlimited,
and Developer Editions

Keep these considerations in mind when building flows that include external objects.

• When you create or update external object records, don’t set values for indirect lookup
relationships that map to a different data type on the external system. For example, don’t set
a value for a Text indirect lookup relationship that maps to a Date value on the external system.

• To find the Salesforce record linked to from an external object by an indirect lookup relationship,
match the parent object’s Id  field to the ID in the indirect lookup relationship field. Select the
indirect lookup relationship, and add .Id  before the closing curly bracket. For example, an
indirect lookup relationship connects Contact (parent standard object) to Social Media post
(child external object). In a flow, the record variable {!socialMediaPost} contains field
values for a social media post. To find the parent contact record, in a Get Records element, filter
by:

Id Equals {!socialMediaPost.indirectLookupRelationship_c__c.Id}

• To find the parent external object record linked to by an external lookup relationship, match the parent record’s external ID to the
external lookup relationship on the child record. For example, an external lookup relationship connects Product Catalog Item (parent
external object) to Case (child standard object). In a flow, the record variable {!case}  contains field values for a support case. To
find the parent product catalog item record, in a Get Records element, filter by:

ExternalId Equals {!case.externalLookupRelationship_c__c}

• If Salesforce creates, updates, or deletes data in your org and then accesses external data in the same transaction, an error occurs.
In your flow, we recommend using a separate transaction to access data in an external system. To do so, end the prior transaction
by adding a screen or local action to a screen flow or a Pause element to an autolaunched flow. If you use a Pause element, don't
use a record-based resume time.

For example, a screen flow creates a contact and then displays a confirmation screen. Next, the flow updates the contact in the
external system. The flow doesn’t fail because it uses a separate transaction to access the external data.

• Don’t update the External ID and Display URL fields in a process or flow.

• Record-change processes aren’t supported.

• A process or flow must save or commit changes to a standard or a custom object before changing an external object within the
same transaction. To commit changes to a standard or custom object, you have different options depending on the tool. After an
action that changes a standard or custom object record:

– In Flow Builder, add a screen, local action, or Pause element that pauses until a flow-based time occurs.

– In Process Builder, add a scheduled action.
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Lightning Component Considerations for Flows

EDITIONS

Available in: both Salesforce
Classic and Lightning
Experience

Available in: Essentials,
Professional, Enterprise,
Performance, Unlimited,
and Developer Editions

Keep these considerations in mind when building flows that include Lightning components.

Note:  These topics are designed for developers that build Lightning components.

• Lightning components in flows must comply with Lightning Locker restrictions.

• Flows that include Lightning components are supported only in Lightning runtime.

Which Custom Lightning Component Attribute Types Are Supported in Flows?

Not all Lightning component data types are supported in flows. You can map only these types
and their associated collection types between flows and Lightning components.

Design Attribute Considerations for Flow Screen and Action Components

To expose an attribute in Flow Builder, define a corresponding design:attribute  in the component bundle's design resource.
Keep these guidelines in mind when defining design attributes for flows.

Runtime Considerations for Flows That Include Aura Components

Depending on where you run your flow, Aura components can look or behave differently than expected. The flow runtime app that's
used for some distribution methods doesn't include all the necessary resources from the Lightning Component framework. When
a flow is run from Flow Builder or a direct flow URL (https://yourDomain.my.salesforce.com/flow/MyFlowName), force  and
lightning  events aren’t handled.

Which Custom Lightning Component Attribute Types Are Supported in Flows?

EDITIONS

Available in: both Salesforce
Classic and Lightning
Experience

Available in: Essentials,
Professional, Enterprise,
Performance, Unlimited,
and Developer Editions

Not all Lightning component data types are supported in flows. You can map only these types and
their associated collection types between flows and Lightning components.

Valid ValuesLightning
Component
Attribute
Type

Flow Data
Type

Apex classes that define @AuraEnabled fields. Supported
data types in an Apex class are Boolean, Integer, Long, Decimal,
Double, Date, DateTime, and String. Single values as well as Lists
are supported for each data type.

Custom Apex
Class

Apex

BooleanBoolean • True values: true, 1, or equivalent expression

• False values: false, 0, or equivalent expression

Numeric value or equivalent expressionNumberCurrency

"YYYY-MM-DD"  or equivalent expressionDateDate

"YYYY-MM-DDThh:mm:ssZ"  or equivalent expressionDateTimeDate/Time
(API name is
DateTime)

Numeric value or equivalent expressionNumberNumber

String value or equivalent expression using this format:

"Blue; Green; Yellow"

StringMulti-Select
Picklist
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Valid ValuesLightning
Component
Attribute Type

Flow Data Type

(API name is
Multi-Select Picklist.)

String value or equivalent expressionStringPicklist

Map of key-value pairs or equivalent expression.

Flow record values map only to attributes whose type is the specific object. For example,
an account record variable can be mapped only to an attribute whose type is Account.
Flow data types aren’t compatible with attributes whose type is Object.

The API name of the
specified object,
such as Account or
Case

Record, with a
specified object

(API name is
SObject.)

String value or equivalent expressionStringText

(API name is Text.)

Design Attribute Considerations for Flow Screen and Action Components

EDITIONS

Available in: both Salesforce
Classic and Lightning
Experience

Available in: Essentials,
Professional, Enterprise,
Performance, Unlimited,
and Developer Editions

To expose an attribute in Flow Builder, define a corresponding design:attribute  in the
component bundle's design resource. Keep these guidelines in mind when defining design attributes
for flows.

Supported Attributes on design:attribute Nodes
In a design:attribute  node, Flow Builder supports only the name, label,
description, and default  attributes. The other attributes, like min  and max, are
ignored.

For example, for this design attribute definition, Flow Builder ignores required and placeholder.

<design:attribute name="greeting" label="Greeting" placeholder="Hello" required="true"/>

Calculating Minimum and Maximum Values for an Attribute
To validate min and max lengths for a component attribute, use a flow formula or the component's client-side controller.

Modifying or Deleting design:attribute Nodes
If a component’s attribute is referenced in a flow, you can’t change the attribute’s type or remove it from the design resource. This
limitation applies to all flow versions, not just active ones. Remove references to the attribute in all flow versions, and then edit or
delete the attribute in the design resource.
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Runtime Considerations for Flows That Include Aura Components

EDITIONS

Available in: both Salesforce
Classic and Lightning
Experience

Available in: Essentials,
Professional, Enterprise,
Performance, Unlimited,
and Developer Editions

Depending on where you run your flow, Aura components can look or behave differently than
expected. The flow runtime app that's used for some distribution methods doesn't include all the
necessary resources from the Lightning Component framework. When a flow is run from Flow
Builder or a direct flow URL (https://yourDomain.my.salesforce.com/flow/MyFlowName), force
and lightning  events aren’t handled.

To verify the behavior of your Aura components, test your flow in a way that handles force  and
lightning  events, such as force:showToast. You can also add the appropriate event
handlers directly to your component.

Handles force  and
lightning  Events

Distribution Method

Direct flow URL

Run and Debug buttons in Flow Builder

Run links on flow detail pages and list views

Web tab

Custom button or link

Lightning page

Depends on the site. Aura sites
can handle all flows. LWR sites

Experience Builder site page

have limitations, including not
being able to run flows that use
Aura components.

Flow action

Utility bar

flow:interview  Visualforce component

Depends on where you embed
the component or whether

lightning:flow  Aura component

your component includes the
appropriate event handlers
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Considerations for Reactivity in Screen Flows (Beta)

EDITIONS

Available in: Lightning
Experience, Salesforce
Classic.

Available in: All versions of
the mobile app in
Professional, Performance,
and Unlimited editions.

Make sure you review these recommendations and considerations when setting up your
components. Locate your components or formulas in the list and discover their level of reactivity.
Reactivity is supported with API version 57.0 or later.

Note:  This feature is a Beta Service. Customer may opt to try such Beta Service in its sole
discretion. Any use of the Beta Service is subject to the applicable Beta Services Terms provided
at Agreements and Terms.

For information on how to set up components for reactivity, refer to Make Your Components and
Formulas Reactive (Beta)

Recommendations

• Map a component’s input directly to another component’s output. Don’t use merge field
references in your input such as 'Hello there, {!Screen_Input_1}!'. Use a formula resource instead.

• Don’t use components that actively poll or query data without connecting it to a change event on the screen. If you use reactivity
to query data, ensure that you consider user permissions and limit its results to meet performance expectations.

• Check and plan for null or empty values in your reactive formulas. Null or empty values that don't meet conditional visibility
requirements can't work with reactivity.

• Check for self-referencing items as these can cause infinite recursion issues such as in places where a field using a formula that
appends text to itself.

Plan for or address any flow scenarios where the formula input that you’re evaluating is blank.

Considerations

• Manual outputs of components don’t support reactivity. If you manually set a component output, that variable doesn’t change on
the same screen when referenced in other components.

• Help text and labels don't react to changes in other components.

• Data types must match when you’re mapping an output to another component’s input to support reactivity.

• If validation rules exist for custom components, reactive changes don't trigger validation.

• The global variable $Flow is reactive. All other global variables such as Custom Labels, Custom Settings, $Organization, $Profile, are
not reactive.

• When mapping a DateTime  field to Time, the value is converted to GMT and stays converted when navigating between screens.
If mapped to a DateTime  field, the locale is preserved. For example, if the time value is 8:00 AM in your locale, the converted GMT
time could be several hours off your time locale (such as 4:00 PM). Refer to A Note About Date/Time and Time Zones for information
about Converting Between Date/Time and Text and Date/Time in time zones: Using Date, Date/Time, and Time Values in Formulas

Flow-Related Items Not Supported

• Record fields (Dynamic Forms for Flow)

• Choices such as radio buttons, picklists, multi-select, Choice Lookup and so forth.

• Text templates and variable resources..

• A formula that spans two related objects and references merge fields on those objects, known as a cross-object formula.

For example, if you select a Record variable output from a component such as a Data Table:
myContactDataTable.FirstSelectedRow.Account.Name

The Account’s name does not appear in any components referenced on the same screen.

Custom Components
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• For an LWC to trigger reactivity, it must fire attribute change events per recommended best practices. To react to other components'
changes, its state must properly update when its @api  parameters change.

• If a component isn’t listed in this topic, it can`t be guaranteed to be reactive.

• Aura components are not supported.

Level of Component Reactivity

Not Supported ComponentsSupported Components

• Display Image• Address

• Checkbox • Display Text

• Long Text Area• Currency

• Data Table • File Upload

• Date

• Date & Time

• Dependent Picklist-Doesn’t react to other changes but
pushes changes to other components.

• Email

• Lookup

• Name-The Available Options and salutationOptions nput
parameter doesn’t support reactivity.

• Number

• Password

• Phone- Validation isn't triggered when the pattern or value
input is changed.

• Slider- Setting reactivity for sliders can set the values outside
the allowable range.

• Text-Booleans don’t show as true or false, but asa checkbox
is checked, or a toggle is toggled.

• Toggle

• URL- Validation isn't triggered when the pattern or value input
is changed.

Level of Formula Reactivity

These formula operators evaluate for reactivity when referencing supported components on the same screen. For more formula information
see Formula Operators and Functions

TypeSupported Formula Operators and Functions

Math Operator+

Math Operator-

Math Operator*

Math Operator/
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TypeSupported Formula Operators and Functions

logical Operator=

logical Operator<>

logical Operator<

logical Operator>

logical Operator<=

logical Operator>=

Text Operator& and + (Concatenate)

Date and Time FunctionDATE

Date and Time FunctionDATEVALUE

Date and Time FunctionDATETIMEVALUE

Date and Time FunctionDAY

Date and Time FunctionMONTH

Date and Time FunctionNOW

Date and Time FunctionTODAY

Date and Time FunctionWEEKDAY

Date and Time FunctionYEAR

Logical FunctionAND

Logical FunctionBLANKVALUE

Logical FunctionCASE

Logical FunctionIF

Logical FunctionISBLANK

Logical FunctionISNULL

Logical FunctionISNUMBER

Logical FunctionNOT

Logical FunctionNULLVALUE

Logical FunctionOR

Math FunctionABS

Math FunctionCEILING

Math FunctionEXP

Math FunctionFLOOR
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TypeSupported Formula Operators and Functions

Math FunctionLN

Math FunctionLOG

Math FunctionMAX

Math FunctionMCEILING

Math FunctionMFLOOR

Math FunctionMIN

Math FunctionMOD

Math FunctionROUND

Math FunctionSQRT

Text FunctionBEGINS

Text FunctionCONTAINS

Text FunctionFIND

Text FunctionLEFT

Text FunctionLEN

Text FunctionLOWER

Text FunctionMID

Text FunctionRIGHT

Text FunctionTEXT

Text FunctionTRIM

Text FunctionUPPER

Text FunctionVALUE

Advanced FunctionINCLUDES

Salesforce Data Considerations for Flows

EDITIONS

Available in: both Salesforce
Classic and Lightning
Experience

Available in: Essentials,
Professional, Enterprise,
Performance, Unlimited,
and Developer Editions

When designing flows, keep these Salesforce data considerations in mind.

Setting the Record Type
For example, use a Get Records element to find the Record Type record whose name is “Reduction
Order.” Then store that record type’s ID in a variable. You can then use the variable to set the Order
Record Type  field on an order record.

To set the record type for a record, use the record type’s ID. Look up the record type by its name
and then store its ID in the flow.
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Working with Person Accounts
If your org uses person accounts, reference Contact.Salutation  instead of Account.Salutation.

External Objects

• When you create or update external object records, don’t set values for indirect lookup relationships that map to a different data
type on the external system. For example, don’t set a value for a Text indirect lookup relationship that maps to a Date value on the
external system.

• To find the Salesforce record linked to from an external object by an indirect lookup relationship, match the parent object’s Id  field
to the ID in the indirect lookup relationship field. Select the indirect lookup relationship, and add .Id  before the closing curly
bracket. For example, an indirect lookup relationship connects Contact (parent standard object) to Social Media post (child external
object). In a flow, the record variable {!socialMediaPost}  contains field values for a social media post. To find the parent
contact record, in a Get Records element, filter by:

Id Equals {!socialMediaPost.indirectLookupRelationship_c__c.Id}

• To find the parent external object record linked to by an external lookup relationship, match the parent record’s external ID to the
external lookup relationship on the child record. For example, an external lookup relationship connects Product Catalog Item (parent
external object) to Case (child standard object). In a flow, the record variable {!case}  contains field values for a support case. To
find the parent product catalog item record, in a Get Records element, filter by:

ExternalId Equals {!case.externalLookupRelationship_c__c}

• If Salesforce creates, updates, or deletes data in your org and then accesses external data in the same transaction, an error occurs.
In your flow, we recommend using a separate transaction to access data in an external system. To do so, end the prior transaction
by adding a screen or local action to a screen flow or a Pause element to an autolaunched flow. If you use a Pause element, don't
use a record-based resume time.

For example, a screen flow creates a contact and then displays a confirmation screen. Next, the flow updates the contact in the
external system. The flow doesn’t fail because it uses a separate transaction to access the external data.

Null Values
A flow fails when a filter condition from a Get Records element or an Update Records element references a value that is null. Before you
reference a value in a filter condition, add a Decision element to check if the value is null.

Flow Operations and Read-Only Fields

Understand when flows have read-only access to field values. You can control the behavior when a flow tries to update a read-only
field and remove read-only field values from flow operations.

Considerations for the Apex-Defined Data Type

Understand these considerations when you’re building flows that include an Apex-defined data type.
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Flow Operations and Read-Only Fields

EDITIONS

Available in: both Salesforce
Classic and Lightning
Experience

Available in: Essentials,
Professional, Enterprise,
Performance, Unlimited,
and Developer Editions

Understand when flows have read-only access to field values. You can control the behavior when
a flow tries to update a read-only field and remove read-only field values from flow operations.

Which Fields Are Inaccessible When a Flow Creates or Updates Records?

A flow can perform an operation only if the running user has permission to do so. When a flow
tries to create or update records, fields that the running user can’t edit are considered inaccessible,
or read only. A field can be inaccessible because the user hasn’t been granted permission to
edit the field or because it’s a system field that’s always read only.

Control What Happens When a Flow Tries to Set Values for Read-Only Fields

When a flow tries to perform an action, such as create or update records, it uses a flow request
to set values for specific fields. But what happens if the running user doesn’t have edit access
to all those fields? When you use a record variable or record collection variable in Create Records and Update Records elements,
that’s up to you. To control the behavior, select or deselect the Filter inaccessible fields from flow requests
preference.

Remove Read-Only Fields from a Record Variable

If a flow tries to update fields that the running user can’t edit and Filter inaccessible fields from flow
requests  is not enabled for your org, the flow fails. If your record variable includes read-only fields and you can’t grant your
running users “Edit” permissions for those fields, remove the fields from the record variable. Set the field values individually in a
Create Records or Update Records element or copy the writable field values into a new record variable.

Which Fields Are Inaccessible When a Flow Creates or Updates Records?

EDITIONS

Available in: both Salesforce
Classic and Lightning
Experience

Available in: Essentials,
Professional, Enterprise,
Performance, Unlimited,
and Developer Editions

A flow can perform an operation only if the running user has permission to do so. When a flow tries
to create or update records, fields that the running user can’t edit are considered inaccessible, or
read only. A field can be inaccessible because the user hasn’t been granted permission to edit the
field or because it’s a system field that’s always read only.

To determine which fields are system fields, see the Object Reference for Salesforce and Lightning
Platform. To determine which other fields aren’t editable, review the running user’s permissions.

How Did Read-Only Fields Get in My Record Variable?

The Variable Includes ...If the Variable Is
Populated by ...

Id  and any other read-only fields that you choose to include.A Get Records element,
where the field values are
stored together

Any read-only fields that you choose to include.An Assignment or Get
Records element, where field
values are stored in separate
variables

All the object’s system fields and any fields that the running user
doesn’t have permission to edit. The variable includes every field
for the object by default.

A process, workflow rule, or
Start element
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What Do I Do When My Record Variable Includes Read-Only Fields?

For each read-only field that’s stored in your record variable:

1. Determine whether the flow uses that field anywhere. If it doesn’t, update the flow so that it doesn’t store a value for that field. This
suggestion applies only if the variable is populated by an element in the flow, like Get Records.

For example, a Get Records element stores CreatedByDate, but no other elements reference that field. You update the Get
Records element so that it’s no longer storing CreatedByDate.

2. If the read-only field is referenced in the flow, give the running users the permissions needed for the flow to execute its operations.

3. If you can’t give the running users the needed permissions for a field, update the flow so that it doesn’t try to update that field.

Example: Using an Update Records element, a flow updates several fields on an account. While your users can edit
Description  and Account Rating, they can’t edit Owner ID  or LastModifiedDate. To prevent the flow from
failing at run time:

• Give your users “Edit” permission for Owner ID.

• Copy only the writable field values (Description, Account Rating, and Owner ID) from the original record
variable into a new record variable. Reference the new record variable in the Update Records element.

Copying only the writable field values ensures that the flow doesn’t try to set a value for LastModifiedDate  at run time.

SEE ALSO:

Remove Read-Only Fields from a Record Variable

Control What Happens When a Flow Tries to Set Values for Read-Only Fields

Object Reference for Salesforce and Lightning Platform : System Fields

Control What Happens When a Flow Tries to Set Values for Read-Only Fields

EDITIONS

Available in: both Salesforce
Classic and Lightning
Experience

Available in: Essentials,
Professional, Enterprise,
Performance, Unlimited,
and Developer Editions

When a flow tries to perform an action, such as create or update records, it uses a flow request to
set values for specific fields. But what happens if the running user doesn’t have edit access to all
those fields? When you use a record variable or record collection variable in Create Records and
Update Records elements, that’s up to you. To control the behavior, select or deselect the Filter
inaccessible fields from flow requests preference.

User Permissions Needed

Customize ApplicationTo edit process automation settings:

Manage FlowTo create, update, and delete flow list views:

When Filter inaccessible fields from flow requests  is

Not Selected (Recommended)Selected

The operation fails.

No fields in the operation are updated. The
flow executes the fault path if there is one.

The operation partially succeeds.

The flow filters read-only fields out of the
operation. The fields that the user can edit
are updated. The fields that the user can’t

Result when the running user doesn’t
have edit access to all fields
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When Filter inaccessible fields from flow requests  is

Not Selected (Recommended)Selected

edit aren’t updated. The flow doesn’t
execute the fault path.

The admin receives a flow error email with
full details.

No notification is sent to the user or admin
to indicate that some fields weren’t
updated.

Notification when one or more fields
aren’t updated

ConsistentInconsistentCompared to a Create Records element
where you chose to use separate
variables, resources, and literal values

ConsistentInconsistentCompared to an Update Records
element, where you chose to set fields
individually

Tip:  We recommend disabling this preference so that you always know when a flow doesn’t set all expected field values.

1. From Setup, enter Automation  in the Quick Find  box, then select Process Automation Settings.

2. Select or deselect Filter inaccessible fields from flow requests.

If your org was created in Winter ’17 or earlier, the preference is enabled by default. Otherwise, the preference is disabled by default.

Example: A flow updates several fields on an opportunity by using a record variable in an Update Records element. At run time,
the flow tries to update the Acme account on behalf of your user. The user can edit Stage  and Close Date  but not Amount.
As a result, the flow doesn’t have permission to update Amount.

• If Filter inaccessible fields from flow requests  is selected, the flow successfully updates the account,
but it only updates Stage and Close Date. The flow doesn’t notify anybody that Amount  wasn’t updated.

• If Filter inaccessible fields from flow requests  is not selected, the flow fails to update the account.
The admin receives a flow error email. The email includes this error.

INVALID_FIELD_FOR_INSERT_UPDATE: Unable to create/update fields: Amount

That's API-speak for “The running user doesn’t have permission to edit the Amount field.”

Warning:  If you change your org’s selection for this preference, use a sandbox to test how the change impacts your flows.
Consider following the same process as you would for a critical update.

SEE ALSO:

Which Fields Are Inaccessible When a Flow Creates or Updates Records?
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Remove Read-Only Fields from a Record Variable

EDITIONS

Available in: both Salesforce
Classic and Lightning
Experience

Available in: Essentials,
Professional, Enterprise,
Performance, Unlimited,
and Developer Editions

If a flow tries to update fields that the running user can’t edit and Filter inaccessible
fields from flow requests  is not enabled for your org, the flow fails. If your record
variable includes read-only fields and you can’t grant your running users “Edit” permissions for those
fields, remove the fields from the record variable. Set the field values individually in a Create Records
or Update Records element or copy the writable field values into a new record variable.

Note:  If the read-only fields in the record variable are populated by a Get Records or
Assignment element, consider updating those elements so that they don’t populate that
field at all.

SEE ALSO:

Flow Element: Create Records

Flow Element: Update Records

Copy Field Values from One Record Variable to Another

EDITIONS

Available in: both Salesforce
Classic and Lightning
Experience

Available in: Essentials,
Professional, Enterprise,
Performance, Unlimited,
and Developer Editions

USER PERMISSIONS

To open, edit, or create a
flow in Flow Builder:
• Manage Flow

Record variables and record collection variables can have values set for fields that the running user
can’t edit. However, you can use the writable values to create or update records with Create Records
or Update Records elements. To do so, map the writable values from the original record variable
into a new record variable.

Note:  With record collection variables, use loops to map the field values to a new collection.

1. Add an Assignment element to your flow. Make sure that the flow executes this element after
the original record variable has been populated but before the Create or Update element.

2. For each writable field in the original record variable, add a row.

• Variable—Select {!recordVar2.field}, where recordVar2  is the name of the
new variable and field  is the field on that variable.

• Operator—Select equals.

• Value—Select {!recordVar1.field}, where recordVar1  is the name of the
original variable and field  is the field on that variable.

Note:  If you plan to reference the variable in a Update Records element, include the
record’s ID in the new record variable. Although Id  is read only, the flow uses the value
to determine which records to update.

Example: You have a case record variable called {!myCaseVar_all}. It stores values for some read-only fields, so you can’t
use it in a Update Records element. You copy the fields that you want to update to a new record variable: IsEscalated  and
Status. You also copy Id, because it’s required for an update operation. Here’s what those assignment rules look like.

ValueOperatorVariable

{!myCaseVar_original.Id}equals{!myCaseVar_final.Id}

{!myCaseVar_original.IsEscalated}equals{!myCaseVar_final.IsEscalated}

{!myCaseVar_original.Status}equals{!myCaseVar_final.Status}
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The same example works for an record collection variable. However, because you can’t directly change the values of a collection
variable, you use a loop.

1. Using a Loop element, the flow passes each item’s values into a loop variable ({!myCaseLoopVar_original}).

2. For each iteration, an Assignment element copies the Id, IsEscalated, and Status  fields from the loop variable to
another record variable ({!myCaseLoopVar_final}).

3. The flow then adds the {!myCaseLoopVar_final}  variable’s values to a new collection. The second Assignment
element includes this assignment rule.

ValueOperatorVariable

{!myCaseLoopVar_final}add{!myCaseColl_updated}

After the flow has iterated over every item in the original collection, it exits the loop.
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Considerations for the Apex-Defined Data Type

EDITIONS

Available in: both Salesforce
Classic (not available in all
orgs) and Lightning
Experience

Available in: Enterprise,
Performance, Unlimited,
and Developer Editions

Understand these considerations when you’re building flows that include an Apex-defined data
type.

Flows

• Only screen flows and autolaunched flows are supported.

• Flow templates, standard flows, and flows in Experience Cloud sites aren’t supported.

Flow Builder

• Cloud Flow Designer isn’t supported.

• A custom component that displays a value, like the Display Text screen component, can display all fields from an Apex-defined
variable. For example, the {!Car} variable stores all field values that are defined in the Car Apex class. If a Display Text screen component
has the {!Car} Apex-defined variable as the input attribute, the screen displays all the fields from the Car Apex class. If the Apex class
is from a managed package, only the Apex class ID is displayed.

• The first time you open an element or resource window in an org with over 200 Apex classes that have the @AuraEnabled annotation,
the window can take longer to load.

• Deprecated Apex classes in a managed package appear in Flow Builder.

• If a flow invokes Apex, the running user must have the corresponding Apex class assignment in their profile or permission set.

Apex

• Supported data types in an Apex class are Boolean, Integer, Long, Decimal, Double, Date, DateTime, and String. Single values and
lists are supported for each data type. Multiple Apex classes can be combined to represent complex web objects.

• The @AuraEnabled annotation for each field is required.

• A constructor with no arguments is required.

• Class methods aren’t supported.

• Getter methods for fields aren’t supported.

• Inner classes aren’t supported.

• An outer class that has the same name as an inner class isn’t supported.

• Referential integrity isn’t supported for Apex class fields. For example, a flow has an Apex-defined variable that represents the model
field in the Car Apex class. If the model field is modified or deleted in the class, the flow fails.

Input and Output Values

• An Apex-defined variable value can't be set or stored outside the flow. The value can't be passed to a Subflow element.

Local Actions

• An Aura component that’s used as a local action can’t set an Apex-defined attribute.
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Flow Feature Considerations

EDITIONS

Available in: both Salesforce
Classic and Lightning
Experience

Available in: Essentials,
Professional, Enterprise,
Performance, Unlimited,
and Developer Editions

When designing flows, keep these flow feature considerations in mind. Also, some resources,
elements, and screen components have more considerations that are described in their reference
topics.

Flow Conditional Visibility Considerations

Before you set visibility for a screen component, understand the behavior of conditional visibility
in flows.

Considerations for Flow Choice Components with Default Values

Understand how to set a default value using any flow resource for a screen flow’s choice
component, such as Radio Buttons or a Multi-Select Picklist component.

Flow Variable Considerations

Before you create a variable resource, understand the behavior of variables in flows.

Flow Formula Considerations

When you create a formula resource or add validation to a screen input component, understand the behavior of formulas in flows.

Multi-Select Resource and Screen Field Considerations for Flows

Checkbox Group and Multi-Select Picklist screen components let flow users select multiple choices. Before you start using these
screen components, understand how they work in flows—both when you design the flow and when your users run it.

Paused Flow Interview Considerations

Before you design flows that contain one or more Pause elements, understand the behavior and guidelines.

Flow Stage Considerations

Before you add stages to your flow, understand how stage references and default active stages work, as well as considerations for
troubleshooting stages.

Two-Column Flow Considerations

If your org has Lightning runtime enabled, you can control whether a flow displays in one column or two columns. Before you use
this feature, understand how the flow layout currently behaves.

Schedule-Triggered Flow Considerations

A schedule-triggered flow starts at the specified time and frequency for a batch of records. Understand the considerations and special
behaviors of schedule-triggered flows, also known as scheduled flows.

Record-Triggered Flow Considerations

A record-triggered autolaunched flow makes additional updates to the triggering record before or after it’s saved to the database.
Understand the considerations and special behaviors of flows that make before- and after-save updates.

Considerations for Testing Flows

Understand how many tests you can create per flow and which flow type supports flow tests. Know what happens to triggering
records when you edit a test or set specific values.

SEE ALSO:

Flow Resources

Flow Elements

Standard Flow Screen Components
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Flow Conditional Visibility Considerations

EDITIONS

Available in: both Salesforce
Classic and Lightning
Experience

Available in: Essentials,
Professional, Enterprise,
Performance, Unlimited,
and Developer Editions

Before you set visibility for a screen component, understand the behavior of conditional visibility
in flows.

Null and Empty Strings
A null  value is evaluated the same way as a {!$GlobalConstant.EmptyString}.

Unsupported Data Types and Operators

• These operators aren’t supported in conditional visibility.

– Was Visited

– Was Set

• These data types aren’t supported in conditional visibility, but you can reference attributes
and fields.

– Apex-defined data types

– Record variables

• Any screen input component with Manually assign variables (advanced) selected isn’t available as a resource for conditional
visibility on the same flow screen.

• Text that has merge fields included isn’t supported in values. Merge fields on their own are supported.

Text Templates and Formulas

• Initial values are evaluated in text templates and formulas.

• Changes based on user input aren’t evaluated.

Hidden Screen Input Components

• Screen input components hidden by conditional visibility aren’t required when a user runs the flow, even if Required  is set
to {!$GlobalConstant.True}. When the component appears to the user, it’s treated as required.

• If a screen input component is hidden because it doesn’t meet conditional visibility requirements, its value is set to null. But
hidden picklists in a Dependent Picklists component aren’t set to null unless the entire Dependent Picklists component is hidden.

Sections and Conditional Field Visibility

If a section’s visibility conditions reference a component contained within the section, the entire section is hidden. If a section’s
visibility conditions reference a component visibility condition and the visibility conditions evaluate as true, the section is visible.

Focus
When screen components or their parts are rendered after the screen is initially displayed, they’re never focusable. For example, if
a component asynchronously fetches a list of tasks to display, the focus can’t be set to any of the tasks. If a screen component uses
conditional visibility and appears only after user input, the focus can’t be set to any part of the screen component.

Circular Logic
Avoid circular logic in your conditions, which can result in poor performance, strange behavior, or an error when your flow is run.

Related Record Fields
Related record fields in your field visibility conditions work only for Lookup fields that have a value set when entering the screen.

SEE ALSO:

Make Flow Screens Dynamic with Conditional Visibility
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Considerations for Flow Choice Components with Default Values

EDITIONS

Available in: both Salesforce
Classic and Lightning
Experience

Available in: Essentials,
Professional, Enterprise,
Performance, Unlimited,
and Developer Editions

Understand how to set a default value using any flow resource for a screen flow’s choice component,
such as Radio Buttons or a Multi-Select Picklist component.

The Default Value field appears below the choice options list when you add at least one choice. For
the Default Value field, specify a picklist value or another flow resource (a variable, a field on a record
variable, a manually entered value, and so on). You can choose any compatible type reference for
the flow. You can use a value from a record as the default value, which applies to picklist choices
or record choices.

When you save and run a flow, the default value determines which options are preselected. None
of the choice options are duplicated, and the order of the choices is retained.

Flow run time behavior for a default choice option

At run time, Salesforce preselects a choice if its value matches the component's default value. When the default value references a
flow resource, Salesforce resolves that reference before matching. When you save and run the flow, the default value is preselected
in the resulting list of choices.

Then at run time Salesforce preselects choice options
based on...

If your default value is...

A match for the selected choice’s API name.A choice resource that’s included in the list of choice options for
the component

The resolved value of the choice resource. If a given choice's
value matches the resolved default value, then that choice is
selected.

A choice resource that's not included in the list of choice options
for the component

The resolved value of the flow resource. If a given choice's value
matches the resolved default value, then that choice is selected.

Another resource in the flow such as a reference to a record
variable from a Get Records element

The manually entered value. If a given choice's value matches
the manually entered value, then that choice is selected.

A manually entered value

For choice components that let the user select a single option, such as Picklists and Radio Buttons,, Salesforce preselects the first
choice that matches:

For choice components that let the user select multiple options, like Multi-Select Picklists and Checkbox Groups, Salesforce preselects
every choice that matches:

Multiple default values for a choice component

To specify multiple default values for choice components that let the user select multiple options, separate the values with semicolons.
If the resolved default value includes semicolons, like “Red;Blue”, Salesforce treats each value as a separate default. For example, to
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set the default value to both “Red” and “Blue”, enter Red;Blue. At run time, Salesforce preselects every choice option whose value
is Red or Blue. Using values that contain semicolons can cause issues with multi-select value matching behavior. If a choice's value
is an exact match, like Red;Blue, then Salesforce doesn’t select it.

If you configure a choice component with multiple records, use a variable whose value resolves to the record ID for each record, and
separate the IDs with a semicolon.

Flow Variable Considerations

EDITIONS

Available in: both Salesforce
Classic and Lightning
Experience

Available in: Essentials,
Professional, Enterprise,
Performance, Unlimited,
and Developer Editions

Before you create a variable resource, understand the behavior of variables in flows.

Referring to Blank Fields or Resources

• If you leave a field or resource value blank, the value is null  at run time. To treat a text value
as an empty string instead of null, set it to {!$GlobalConstant.EmptyString}.

Boolean Variables

• Boolean Types Treat null  Differently than false

• A flow treats null  as a different value than false. For example, if you try to find a record
whose checkbox field is set to null, no records are returned. Instead, look for records where
the checkbox field is set to false. If you’re using a variable (such as myCheckbox = {!varBoolean}), make sure that the
variable isn’t set to null  before you reference it in your record filter or condition.

Percentage Variables

• If a flow uses record variables to manipulate percentage values, test the flow carefully. When you insert a value into a record variable’s
percentage field and then reference that field in a formula, the value is divided by 100.

For example, an opportunity’s Probability field is set to 100. If you assign that value to the {!Opportunity.Probability}
record variable, the value is still 100. But if you create a formula whose expression is {!Opportunity.Probability}, the
value is 1.

Available for Input/Output

• Disabling input or output access for an existing variable can break the functionality of applications and pages that call the flow and
access the variable. For example, you can access variables from URL parameters, subflows, and processes.

Setting Input Variables

• Process Builder: When a process or flow launches another flow, that flow’s input variables can be assigned values during the launch.
However, for a text, picklist, or multi-select picklist variable that isn’t a collection, a value of null is converted to an empty string

• Actions: Flow actions let you pass the value of the record's ID field into the flow, but that's it. If your flow has a Text input variable
called recordId, the action passes the record's ID into that variable at runtime. If not, it doesn't and the flow tries to run anyway.

• Lightning App Builder: Collection variables, record variables, and record collection variables are not supported. The Flow component
supports only manually entered values for input variables. Text input variables accept a maximum length of 4,000 characters.

Distributing Flows

• When you distribute a flow, don’t pass a currency field value from a Salesforce record into a flow currency variable with a URL
parameter. When a currency field is referenced through a merge field (such as {!Account.AnnualRevenue}), the value
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includes the unit of currency’s symbol (for example, $). Flow currency variables can accept only numeric values, so the flow fails at
run time. Instead, pass the record’s ID to a text variable with a URL parameter. Then in the flow, use the ID to look up that record’s
value for the currency field.

Flow Formula Considerations

EDITIONS

Available in: both Salesforce
Classic and Lightning
Experience

Available in: Essentials,
Professional, Enterprise,
Performance, Unlimited,
and Developer Editions

When you create a formula resource or add validation to a screen input component, understand
the behavior of formulas in flows.

Formula Functions

• These functions aren’t supported in a flow formula.

– GETRECORDIDS

– IMAGE

– INCLUDE

– ISCHANGED

– ISNEW

– PARENTGROUPVAL

– PREVGROUPVAL

– PRIORVALUE

– REQUIRE SCRIPT

– TIMENOW

– TIMEVALUE

– VLOOKUP

For a complete list of operators and functions for building formulas in Salesforce, see Formula Operators and Functions by
Context.

• In a flow, the CONTAINS function checks all characters within its parentheses. For cross object field references, CONTAINS
works like it does in the rest of Salesforce. It checks only the first 250 characters in the reference.

Here’s an example. varContract refers to a record variable that contains the values of a contract record. This formula
expression checks only the first 250 characters.

CONTAINS({!varContract.Account.Description}, "description")

This formula expression checks all characters in the field.

CONTAINS({!varContract.Description}, "description")

Flow Data in Formulas

• References to global variables in formulas aren’t validated.

• To reference a platform event in a formula, pass the event data into a record variable in the Pause element. Then reference the
appropriate field in that record variable.

• To evaluate a null  field value as a zero value, use the BLANKVALUE function. For example, to evaluate a null  value for the
NumberOfEmployees  field as a zero value, use BLANKVALUE(NumberOfEmployees, 0).

Gotchas

• A flow formula can contain up to 3,900 characters.
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• When you paste a formula, make sure that the apostrophes and quotation marks are straight ('') and not curly (‘’). Otherwise,
you get a syntax error when you save the flow.

Errors
A formula returns null  if an error occurs when the expression is evaluated, such as:

• The value that the formula returns doesn’t match its data type.

• The formula contains an unsupported function.

For example, if your formula resource has a data type of Number, the output must be numeric.

If a flow contains an invalid formula resource, you can’t activate the flow. If a Display Text screen component contains an invalid
formula resource, the flow displays an empty string at run time.

SEE ALSO:

Flow Resource: Formula

Flow Resources

Flow Formula Builder

Multi-Select Resource and Screen Field Considerations for Flows

EDITIONS

Available in: both Salesforce
Classic and Lightning
Experience

Available in: Essentials,
Professional, Enterprise,
Performance, Unlimited,
and Developer Editions

Checkbox Group and Multi-Select Picklist screen components let flow users select multiple choices.
Before you start using these screen components, understand how they work in flows—both when
you design the flow and when your users run it.

Configuring a Checkbox Group or Multi-Select Picklist Screen Component

• These screen components support only one default value. You can’t individually select
multiple default values. However, you can manually add a value in the default value field
and separate each value with a semicolon.

• You can configure a record choice set resource to assign field values from a user-selected
record to variables in the flow. When a Checkbox Group or Multi-Select Picklist screen
component uses a record choice set, only values from the last record that the user selects
are stored in the flow variables. If multiple Checkbox Group or Multi-Select Picklist
components on one screen use the same record choice set, the variable assignments come from the last record selected from
all of those components.

Using Values from a Checkbox Group or Multi-Select Picklist Screen Component

• At run time, the value of a Checkbox Group or Multi-Select Picklist screen component is a concatenation of the user-selected
choice values, separated by semicolons. If a selected choice’s value includes semicolons, the semicolons are removed.

• If you reference a Checkbox Group or Multi-Select Picklist screen component in a flow condition:

– Make sure that each choice in the screen component has a choice value configured.

– Don’t use the same choice in multiple Checkbox Group or Multi-Select Picklist screen components on the same screen.

• If a Checkbox Group or Multi-Select Picklist has at least one default value, at run time the choices are preselected if the choice’s
value matches the default value.

SEE ALSO:

Choice Resources for Flow Screen Components
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Paused Flow Interview Considerations

EDITIONS

Available in: both Salesforce
Classic (not available in all
orgs) and Lightning
Experience

Time-based resume events
are available in: Essentials,
Professional, Enterprise,
Performance, Unlimited,
and Developer Editions

Platform event-based
resume events are available
in: Enterprise, Performance,
Unlimited, and Developer
Editions

Before you design flows that contain one or more Pause elements, understand the behavior and
guidelines.

General Considerations

• After you deactivate a flow version, its paused interviews continue to wait for the configured
resume events. You can’t delete a flow version if it has paused interviews.

• An interview can execute only one connector per Pause element. After one of its resume events
is processed, the remaining resume events are removed from the queue.

• An org can have up to 50,000 paused interviews.

• If the user who started the interview is deactivated when Salesforce tries to execute a pause
connector, the interview fails to resume.

• If a flow is paused and the flow interview exceeds 1 MB, the interview fails to save and can’t be
resumed.

Transactions and Paused Interviews

A transaction ends as soon as a flow interview pauses for one or more resume events. When the
flow interview resumes, a new transaction begins. Everything after the Pause element is executed as part of a batch transaction that
includes other resumed interviews.

Interviews aren’t resumed independently. They’re grouped into a single batch that starts resuming within one hour after the first interview
enters the batch. Actions that execute as a result of the grouped interviews are also executed in that transaction. The batch can have
other interviews that resume at the same time, have the same flow version ID, and are executed by the same user ID. This behavior can
cause you to exceed your Apex governor limits if the resumed interview executes DML operations or SOQL queries through:

• Flow elements, such as Create Records or Apex Action (Legacy)

• Apex triggers

• Immediate workflow actions

For details, see Per-Transaction Flow Limits on page 163.

If a Pause element precedes a flow element that executes DML operations or SOQL queries:

• Ensure that your flows don’t let a single user execute DML operations or SOQL queries that can exceed limits between Pause elements.

• Consider using multiple Pause elements so that the DML operations and SOQL queries are performed in multiple transactions.

• Add fault paths for those elements so that the flow returns to the Pause element if the fault message contains: Too many SOQL
queries or Too many DML operations.

If an interview fails after it’s resumed:

• Prior interviews in that batch’s transaction are successful.

• Operations that the interview executed before it paused are successful.

• If a fault path handles the failure, operations that the interview executed between when it resumed and when it failed are successful.
The operation that caused the interview to fail isn’t successful.

• If a fault path doesn’t handle the failure, operations that the interview executed between when it resumed and when it failed are
rolled back. The operation that caused the interview to fail isn’t successful.

• The remaining interviews in that batch are tried.
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Platform Events

Tip:  Make sure to also review the considerations and allocations for platform events.

Supported Platform Events
Flows can subscribe to custom platform events and these standard platform events.

• AIPredictionEvent

• BatchApexErrorEvent

• FlowExecutionErrorEvent

• FOStatusChangedEvent

• OrderSummaryCreatedEvent

• OrderSumStatusChangedEvent

• PlatformStatusAlertEvent

Formulas
To reference a platform event in a formula, pass the event data into a record variable in the Pause element. Then reference the
appropriate field in that record variable.

Value Truncation
When you filter platform event messages, values for conditions can’t be more than 765 characters.

Subscriptions Related List
On the platform event’s detail page, the Subscriptions related list shows which entities are waiting to receive that platform event’s
messages. The related list includes a link to each subscribed process. If flow interviews are waiting for that platform event's messages,
one “Process” subscriber appears in the Subscriptions related list.

Uninstalling Events
Before you uninstall a package that includes a platform event, delete the interviews that are waiting for that platform event’s messages.

Einstein Predictions
A prediction event is sent for each Einstein prediction result, so use event condition filters if you want your flow to be triggered only
by predictions on a specific object. For example, if your flow uses a pause element that acts only on predictions written to Lead
records, add a resume event to check that the AIPredictionEvent.TargetId field equals the current record.

If your flow updates a field that is used by an Einstein prediction, Einstein runs the prediction again and writes back the new results.
The new results generate a new prediction event that could trigger your flow again, resulting in a loop. To avoid creating a loop,
only update fields that aren’t used in Einstein predictions.

Platform Cache

When a flow contains a Pause element, make sure that later elements in the flow don't invoke Apex code that stores or retrieves values
from the session cache. The session-cache restriction applies to Apex actions and to changes that the flow makes to the database that
cause Apex triggers to fire.

Time-Based Resume Events

• Time-based resume events don’t support minutes or seconds.

• If an interview is waiting for a time in the past, Salesforce resumes the interview as soon as possible. Depending on how many actions
Salesforce is processing at the time, actions are executed within one hour.

For example, a flow is configured to email an opportunity owner seven days before the close date. An interview starts for an opportunity
with the close date set to today. Salesforce resumes the interview within an hour.
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• An org can process up to 1,000 time-based resume events per hour. When a resume event is processed, its associated interview
resumes and any other resume events for that interview are removed from the queue. If an org exceeds this limit, Salesforce defers
the remaining resume events to be processed in the next hour.

For example, an org has 1,200 resume events scheduled to be processed between 4:00 PM and 5:00 PM. Salesforce processes 1,000
resume events between 4:00 PM and 5:00 PM and the additional 200 resume events between 5:00 PM and 6:00 PM.

• You can’t archive a product or price book that’s referenced in a time-based resume event in a paused interview.

Flow-Based Time

For resume events based on a specific time, the resume time is evaluated using the time zone of the user who created the flow.

Record-Based Time

• For resume events based on a record field value, the resume time is evaluated using the org’s time zone.

• Resume events can’t reference:

– DATE  or DATETIME  fields that contain automatically derived functions, such as TODAY  or NOW.

– Formula fields that include related-object merge fields.

• If you change a date field that’s referenced by an unexecuted resume event in a paused interview, Salesforce recalculates the resume
events associated with the interview.

For example, a flow is configured to email an opportunity owner seven days before the opportunity close date and the close date
is 2/20/2014. The following things could happen.

– The close date isn’t updated before the interview resumes. Result: Salesforce resumes the interview on 2/13/2014 and sends
the email.

– The close date is updated to 2/10/2014 before the interview resumes. Result: Salesforce reschedules the resume event and the
interview resumes on 2/3/2014.

– The close date is updated to a date in the past. Result: Salesforce recalculates the resume event and resumes the interview shortly
after you save the record.

• If a resume event references a null date field when the interview executes the Pause element, Salesforce resumes the interview as
soon as possible. Depending on how many actions Salesforce is processing at the time, actions are executed within one hour.

• If a resume event references a date field that has a non-null value when the flow interview executes the Pause element and it’s
updated to null  before the resume event is processed, Salesforce resumes the interview within an hour after the date field is
updated.

• If a record or object that’s referenced by a resume event is deleted, the resume event is removed from the queue. If the interview
has no other resume events to wait for, the interview is deleted.

• Lead Convert Limitations

– You can’t convert a lead that’s referenced in a paused interview’s resume event.

– If Validation and Triggers from Lead Convert is enabled, existing operations on leads after a Pause element aren’t executed during
lead conversion.
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– If a campaign member based on a lead is converted before a paused interview that’s associated with that record finishes,
Salesforce still executes the interview.

SEE ALSO:

Platform Events Developer Guide : Considerations for Defining and Publishing Platform Events

Flow Limits and Considerations

Flow Operators in Decision and Pause Elements

Flow Element: Pause

Platform Events Developer Guide : Subscribe to Platform Even Messages with Flows

Flow Stage Considerations

EDITIONS

Available in: both Salesforce
Classic and Lightning
Experience

Available in: Essentials,
Professional, Enterprise,
Performance, Unlimited,
and Developer Editions

Before you add stages to your flow, understand how stage references and default active stages
work, as well as considerations for troubleshooting stages.

Stage References

When you reference a stage merge field in a display text field or other label, it resolves to the stage’s
label. Everywhere else, a stage merge field resolves to the stage’s fully qualified name:
namespace.flowName:stageName  or flowName:stageName.

Whenever possible, use the stage merge field to refer to stages, such as {!myStage}. When you
reference a stage in a subflow, use the fully qualified name.

Default Active Stages

When you mark a stage resource Active by Default, the flow automatically sets values for the global variables. Use this setting when a
stage applies to every branch of the flow.

At run time, the default active stages are sorted in ascending order. How the flow uses the default active stages to update
$Flow.ActiveStages  and $Flow.CurrentStage  depends on whether the flow is a master flow or a referenced flow.

Master flows
The default active stages are added to $Flow.ActiveStages  in ascending order. $Flow.CurrentStage  is set to the
default active stage with the lowest order.

Referenced flows
The default active stages are inserted in $Flow.ActiveStages  in ascending order. $Flow.CurrentStage  isn’t
automatically updated.

• When $Flow.CurrentStage  is included in $Flow.ActiveStages, the default active stages are inserted in
$Flow.ActiveStages  after $Flow.CurrentStage.

For example, Flow1 sets $Flow.ActiveStages  to “1, 2, 3, 4” and $Flow.CurrentStage  to “3.” It then uses a Subflow
element to call Flow2. Flow2’s default active stages are “A, B, C.” When Flow2 starts, $Flow.ActiveStages  becomes “1,
2, 3, A, B, C, 4.” $Flow.CurrentStage is still “3.”

• When $Flow.CurrentStage  isn’t included in $Flow.ActiveStages, the default active stages are added to the end
of $Flow.ActiveStages.

For example, Flow1 sets $Flow.ActiveStages  to “1, 2, 3, 4” and doesn’t set $Flow.CurrentStage. It then uses a
Subflow element to call Flow2. Flow2’s default active stages are “A, B, C.” When Flow2 starts, $Flow.ActiveStages
becomes “1, 2, 3, 4, A, B, C.” $Flow.CurrentStage remains unset.
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• When $Flow.CurrentStage  is duplicated in $Flow.ActiveStages, the default active stages are appended after
the first occurrence.

For example, Flow1 sets $Flow.ActiveStages  to “1, 2, 2, 3, 4” and $Flow.CurrentStage  to “2.” It then uses a
Subflow element to call Flow2. Flow2’s default active stages are “A, B, C.” When Flow2 starts, $Flow.ActiveStages
becomes “1, 2, A, B, C, 2, 3, 4.” $Flow.CurrentStage  remains “2.”

Troubleshooting Stages

The flow error email doesn’t specify the values of $Flow.ActiveStages  and $Flow.CurrentStage at the start of an
interview. To confirm what the initial values are, add temporary elements to display the initial values, such as in a screen display text
field.

SEE ALSO:

Show Users Progress Through a Flow with Stages

Flow Resource: Stage

Two-Column Flow Considerations

EDITIONS

Available in: both Salesforce
Classic and Lightning
Experience

Available in: Essentials,
Professional, Enterprise,
Performance, Unlimited,
and Developer Editions

If your org has Lightning runtime enabled, you can control whether a flow displays in one column
or two columns. Before you use this feature, understand how the flow layout currently behaves.

Note:  Starting in Winter ’23, two-column flow layouts are ignored. For a better layout option,
add Section components to your flow screens. Each Section component lets you organize
record fields and screen components in up to four adjustable-width columns.

These considerations don’t apply to the Section component in flow screens.

Granularity
The layout setting is applied at the flow level. So you can’t control the layout at the screen or
field level. If you set a flow to use two columns, every screen in that flow displays in two columns.

Order of Fields
You can’t manually control which fields go in which columns. If the flow is set to display two columns, the fields alternate in each
column. The odd fields (first, third, fifth, and so on) are placed in the left column. The even fields (second, fourth, sixth, and so on)
are placed in the right column.

If your users navigate screens with the Tab key, they tab through all the fields in the left column and then all the fields in the right
column. You can’t configure the fields to tab left-to-right.

Responsiveness
The flow layout isn’t responsive to the user’s screen dimensions. It uses the same layout whether the user’s screen is 1 inch wide or
20 inches wide.

Tip:  If users run a flow from a phone or small tablet, don’t apply a two-column layout to the flow.

Compatibility with Section component
For flows that are distributed via Experience Builder, the Lightning App Builder, or the utility bar, the Layout property is ignored by
each flow screen that contains a Section component.
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For flows that are distributed via URL, the flowLayout  URL parameter is ignored by each flow screen that contains a Section
component.

SEE ALSO:

Flow Limits and Considerations

Flow Screen Output Component: Section

Customize a Flow URL to Render Two-Column Screens

Schedule-Triggered Flow Considerations

EDITIONS

Available in: both Salesforce
Classic and Lightning
Experience

Available in: Essentials,
Professional, Enterprise,
Performance, Unlimited,
and Developer Editions

A schedule-triggered flow starts at the specified time and frequency for a batch of records.
Understand the considerations and special behaviors of schedule-triggered flows, also known as
scheduled flows.

These considerations apply to schedule-triggered flows.

• A schedule-triggered flow starts at the specified time and frequency. You can’t launch a
schedule-triggered flow by any other means.

• The Start Time field value is based on the Salesforce org’s default time zone.

• The View All Data permission is required to activate an autolaunched flow that has a trigger.

• The maximum number of schedule-triggered flow interviews per 24 hours is 250,000, or the
number of user licenses in your org multiplied by 200, whichever is greater. One interview is
created for each record retrieved by the schedule-triggered flow’s query.

If you specify an object so that the flow runs for a batch of records, then set the time, frequency, and record conditions to avoid
reaching this limit. You can use debug logs to check how many records a schedule-triggered flow runs on. Track the number of
records with the FLOW_START_SCHEDULED_RECORDS event. If your org reaches the limit, Salesforce sends a flow error email.

• If you delete a schedule-triggered flow from the Scheduled Jobs page in Setup, all future recurrences of that flow are canceled. To
enable future runs, deactivate and reactivate the flow.

• If a flow is scheduled to run once with a date and time that already passed, the flow doesn’t run.

• The Automated Process user runs schedule-triggered flows.

• If you need a schedule-triggered flow to invoke Apex code, don’t enable the Require User Access to Apex Classes Invoked by Flow
update. When that release update is activated, schedule-triggered flows fail when they invoke Apex.

• A schedule-triggered flow can make callouts only after executing a Pause element. For example, without a Pause element, the flow
can't access external objects, execute Apex actions that make callouts, or execute actions that are generated from External Services
registrations.

Tip:  You can insert a Pause element that pauses the flow for only a moment. Configure the resume event to pause until a
specified time, with a specific time as the time source. For the base time, specify the $Flow.CurrentDateTime  global
variable. Then set the offset to 0 hours. At run time, a Pause element that's set up this way typically pauses the flow for less
than a minute.

• If you configure an Update Records element to use the ID and all field values from the $Record global variable, enable Filter
inaccessible fields from flow requests  in your org’s process automation settings. Otherwise, the flow fails
because the Update Records element tries to set the values for system fields and other read-only fields.

• When you define multiple filters, the filter logic usually defaults to AND. However, if multiple filters have the same field selected and
use the equals operator, the filters are combined with OR.
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For example, your filters check whether a case’s Type equals Problem (1), Type equals Feature Request (2), and Escalated equals true
(3). At run time, the filters are combined to (1 OR 2) AND 3.

• You can't reference a screen flow from an autolaunched flow.

SEE ALSO:

Schedule Triggers for Flows That Run for Batches of Records

Emails About Flow Errors

Flow Operations and Read-Only Fields

Troubleshooting Considerations for Flows

Record-Triggered Flow Considerations

EDITIONS

Available in: both Salesforce
Classic and Lightning
Experience

Available in: Essentials,
Professional, Enterprise,
Performance, Unlimited,
and Developer Editions

A record-triggered autolaunched flow makes additional updates to the triggering record before or
after it’s saved to the database. Understand the considerations and special behaviors of flows that
make before- and after-save updates.

General Considerations

These considerations apply to any record-triggered flows.

• Record-triggered flows run custom validation rules.

• You can’t reference a screen flow from an autolaunched flow.

• The isChanged  operator isn’t supported on asynchronous paths.

• Due to their position in the order of execution, record-triggered flows can behave differently
from similar workflow rules.

• Flows that run only when a record is updated to meet the condition requirements are triggered only if all the condition requirements
change from false  to true. If all the condition requirements already evaluate to true  and still evaluate to true  after the
record is updated, the flow doesn’t run. Scheduled paths are scheduled only if the previous version of the record didn’t meet the
requirements, and the updated record does meet the requirements.

For example, a record-triggered flow that is set to trigger when a flow is created or updated has the condition Industry equals
Agriculture. The flow is set to run only when a record is updated to meet the condition requirements.

ResultScenario

The flow is triggered. Scheduled paths are scheduled.A new account where Industry = Agriculture

The flow isn’t triggered. Scheduled paths aren’t scheduled.A new account where Industry = Finance

The flow isn’t triggered. The condition was already met before
the record was updated. Scheduled paths aren’t scheduled, but
already-scheduled paths stay scheduled.

An existing account where Industry = Agriculture

Is updated to:

– Industry = Agriculture

– Billing State = CA

The flow is triggered. The condition wasn’t met before, but is
satisfied after the record update. Scheduled paths are scheduled.

An existing account where Industry = Finance is updated to
Industry = Agriculture
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ResultScenario

The flow isn’t triggered. The condition wasn’t met after the record
update. Because the record doesn’t meet the condition, any
scheduled paths are also canceled.

An existing account where Industry = Agriculture is updated to
Industry = Finance

In this example, a record-triggered flow that is set to trigger when a flow is created or updated has the conditions Industry equals
Agriculture OR Billing State equals CA. The flow is set to run only when a record is updated to meet the condition requirements.

resultScenario

The flow isn’t triggered. The conditions were already met before
the record was updated. Scheduled paths aren’t scheduled, but
already-scheduled paths stay scheduled.

An existing account where:

– Industry = Agriculture

– Billing State = NJ

Is updated to:

– Industry = Agriculture

– Billing State = CA

The flow is triggered. The conditions weren’t met before, but are
satisfied after the record update. Scheduled paths are scheduled.

An existing account where:

– Industry = Finance

– Billing State = NJ

Is updated to:

– Industry = Agriculture

– Billing State = NJ

The flow isn’t triggered. The conditions weren’t met after the
record update. Because the record doesn’t meet the conditions,
any scheduled paths are also canceled.

An existing account where:

– Industry = Finance

– Billing State = CA

Is updated to:

– Industry = Finance

– Billing State = NJ

Considerations for Fast Field Updates

These considerations apply to record-triggered flows that are optimized for fast field updates (before-save).

• The flow can’t perform actions other than updating the triggering record’s field values.

• The flow can’t update values in records that are related to the triggering record.

• Only these elements are supported: Assignment, Decision, Get Records, and Loop.

• The View All Data permission is required to activate an autolaunched flow that has a trigger.
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• If an object has multiple active record-triggered flows that are configured to run before the record is saved and you don’t specify a
trigger order for the flows, we can't guarantee the order in which those flows are executed.

SEE ALSO:

Record Triggers for Flows That Make Before-Save Updates

Apex Developer Guide : Triggers and Order of Execution

Considerations for Testing Flows

EDITIONS

Available in: both Salesforce
Classic and Lightning
Experience

Available in: Essentials,
Professional, Enterprise,
Performance, Unlimited,
and Developer Editions

Understand how many tests you can create per flow and which flow type supports flow tests. Know
what happens to triggering records when you edit a test or set specific values.

Limits

• The maximum number of tests per flow is 200.

Compatibility

• Flow tests are available only for record-triggered flows.

• Flow tests don’t support flows that run when a record is deleted.

• Flow tests don’t support flow paths that run asynchronously.

• Flow tests don't count towards flow test coverage requirements.

Triggering Records

• The owner of the flow changes to the last person who edits the test.

• A flow test that verifies a date field is set to the relative date Today must be updated manually before running the test. For example,
if you create and run the test on August 3, 2022, the date is set to the relative date: August 3, 2022. If you run the same test tomorrow,
the date is still set to August 3, 2022.

SEE ALSO:

Testing Your Flow

Flow Feature Considerations

Deploy Processes and Flows as Active

Flow Data Considerations

EDITIONS

Available in: both Salesforce
Classic and Lightning
Experience

Available in: Essentials,
Professional, Enterprise,
Performance, Unlimited,
and Developer Editions

When designing flows, keep these data considerations in mind.

Limits

• Each flow interview that executes the flow element Get Records or Update Records enforces
the SOQL query limit for the maximum number of characters because the element uses a SOQL
query. For each element per flow interview, the SOQL query limit is 100,000 characters. For
example, a flow interview executes the Get Records element that uses the In operator on a
collection of account IDs. If the element contains a collection of account IDs that exceeds 4,700
IDs and specifies other criteria to exceed the 100,000 character limit, the flow interview can fail.
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Permissions

• For flows that interact with the Salesforce database, make sure that your users have permission to create, read, edit, and delete the
relevant records and fields. Otherwise, users receive an insufficient privileges error when they try to launch a flow. For example, a
flow looks up and updates a case record’s status. The flow users must have Read and Edit permissions on the Status  field of the
Case object.

Variables

• If you delete a record variable or record collection variable, variable assignments that use the deleted variable are set to null.

• When a process or flow launches another flow, that flow’s input variables can be assigned values during the launch. However, for a
text, picklist, or multi-select picklist variable that isn’t a collection, a value of null is converted to an empty string.

• Storing field values automatically in the Get Record element is available only for screen flows and autolaunched flows.

Date and Date/Time

• At run time, time zones for date/time values can differ from what you see in Flow Builder. During run time, date/time values reflect
the time zone settings of the user who’s running the flow.

Flow Lightning Runtime Considerations

EDITIONS

Available in: both Salesforce
Classic and Lightning
Experience

Available in: Essentials,
Professional, Enterprise,
Performance, Unlimited,
and Developer Editions

When running flows, keep these considerations in mind.

Note: In Lightning runtime, flow users always run the active flow version. Flow admins with
the Manage Flow permission run the latest flow, so they can test the latest flow version
without activating it for flow users. A flow admin also runs the latest flow version that is
referenced via a Subflow element.

Flow Interviews
A flow interview is an instance of a flow, much like a record is an instance of an object. The flow
interview can do many things, including look up and manipulate Salesforce data. In an interview,
you can pass data into variables and other resources. The data can come from a variety of sources,
such as Salesforce records that the flow queries, information that a user enters in a screen input field, or something that you manually
enter.

Interviews don’t perform actions—such as sending emails or creating, editing, or deleting records—until the associated transaction is
complete. Transactions are complete when the interview either finishes or executes a Screen, Local Action, or Pause element. In addition
to data elements, the Post to Chatter, Submit for Approval, and Quick Actions core actions also create and update records.

When an interview is in flight, the data in the interview isn’t saved to the Salesforce database. If the flow executes an element that creates
or updates records, such as Update Records or Post to Chatter, only the information configured in that element is saved to the Salesforce
database.

When an interview executes a Pause element or a user pauses it, all the interview data is serialized and saved to the database as a Paused
Flow Interview record. When the interview resumes, the Paused Flow Interview record is deleted.

Limitations of Lightning Runtime for Flows
When Lightning runtime is enabled for your Salesforce org, flows in Lightning Experience don’t load in:

• Web tabs
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• List buttons that are set to display an existing window with or without a sidebar

When Lightning runtime is enabled for your org, flows in Salesforce Classic don’t load in custom buttons or links that are set to display
in an existing window with or without a sidebar.

In number input fields, users can enter up to 17 digits, including digits before and after a decimal point.

Flow Runtime Accessibility Considerations

We strive to make the run-time experience of screen flows follow the best practices in Section 508 of the Rehabilitation Act and the
Web Content Accessibility Guidelines (WCAG) 2.0 Level AA. But we have some exceptions.

SEE ALSO:

Lightning Runtime vs. Classic Runtime for Flows

Flow Element: Subflow

Flow Runtime Accessibility Considerations

EDITIONS

Available in: both Salesforce
Classic and Lightning
Experience

Available in: Essentials,
Professional, Enterprise,
Performance, Unlimited,
and Developer Editions

We strive to make the run-time experience of screen flows follow the best practices in Section 508
of the Rehabilitation Act and the Web Content Accessibility Guidelines (WCAG) 2.0 Level AA. But
we have some exceptions.

If you use screen readers or other assistive technology while running screen flows, consider these
known issues.

• The title of the screen doesn’t change when you click Next or Previous, so it’s not always obvious
that you’ve switched to a different page.

• Flow screen components that don’t have defined labels can’t be read properly by assistive
technology.

• Unless you use the ARIA alert role or another method of identifying errors for assistive technology,
these types of custom error messages can’t be detected by assistive technology.

– Error messages that are text components with conditional visibility

– Error messages that are displayed for components when the associated Validate Input formula expression evaluates to false

• Screen readers base pronunciation on their language setting. When that language setting differs from the flow’s language, screen
readers can’t correctly read the flow screens. This limitation affects flows run from:

– Run and Debug buttons in Flow Builder

– URLs

– Custom buttons and links

– Web tabs

• Error messages for some Salesforce-provided components aren’t associated with their corresponding input fields. This limitation
means that screen readers can’t read error messages associated with them. Affected Salesforce-provided components:

– Dependent Picklists

– Email

– Lookup

– Phone

– Toggle

– URL
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• When a user doesn’t complete a required field in a Dependent Picklists component, the resulting error messages can’t be read by
screen readers or other assistive technology. Sometimes, one of the error messages is announced one time, but later attempts to
focus on the field don’t cause the error message to be announced again.

• When a user clicks Finish in the Resume window from the Paused Flow Interviews Lightning component on a desktop (LEX), focus
isn’t set to the Refresh icon button.

• When a flow screen is initially displayed, the focus is set to the first visible screen field. Exceptions:

– If the flow screen contains an error, the focus is set to the first field with an error.

– If the flow screen contains only Display Text components, the focus is set to the first navigation button, such as Previous, Next,
or Finish.

• When screen components or their parts are rendered after the screen is initially displayed, they’re never focusable. For example, if
a component asynchronously fetches a list of tasks to display, the focus can’t be set to any of the tasks. If a screen component uses
conditional visibility and appears only after user input, the focus can’t be set to any part of the screen component.

SEE ALSO:

Flow Limits and Considerations

Flow Screen Input Component: Display Image

Flow Management Considerations

EDITIONS

Available in: both Salesforce
Classic and Lightning
Experience

Available in: Essentials,
Professional, Enterprise,
Performance, Unlimited,
and Developer Editions

When managing flows, consider the administration and activation limits.

Activating Flows
When you activate a new version of a flow, the previously activated version (if one exists) is
automatically deactivated. Any running flow interview continues to run using the version with
which it was initiated.

Deleting Flows
To delete an active flow version, first deactivate it. If a flow has paused interviews, it can’t be
deleted until those interviews are finished or deleted. You can delete flows that have never
been activated at any time.

Flow Type
If a flow has versions with different types, the active (or latest) version determines the flow type.

Deploying Flows
In production orgs, you can enable the setting to deploy a new active version of a process or flow via change sets or Metadata API.
The setting doesn't appear in non-production orgs (such as scratch, sandbox, and developer orgs), because you can always deploy
a new active version.

SEE ALSO:

Deploy Processes and Flows as Active

Flow Limits and Considerations
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Packaging Considerations for Flows

EDITIONS

Available in: both Salesforce
Classic and Lightning
Experience

Available in: Essentials,
Professional, Enterprise,
Performance, Unlimited,
and Developer Editions

Keep these considerations in mind when you add a flow to a package.

Creating Packages

• If you plan to deploy a flow with change sets, consider limitations in migration support. Make
sure your flows reference only fields and components that are available in packages.

• Referential integrity works the same for flows as it does for other packaged elements.

• If any of the following elements are used in a flow, packageable components that they reference
aren’t included in the package automatically. To deploy the package successfully, manually add
those referenced components to the package.

– Post to Chatter

– Send Email

– Submit for Approval

For example, if you deploy a flow that posts to a particular Chatter group, manually add the referenced Chatter group to the package.

• If a flow references a Lightning component that depends on a CSP Trusted Site, the trusted site isn’t included in the package
automatically.

• Salesforce determines the active version of the flow when you upload a package version. If none of the flow's versions are active,
Salesforce packages the latest version.

Updating Packages

• To update a managed package with a different flow version, activate that version and upload the package again. It isn’t necessary
to add the newly activated version to the package. However, if you activate a flow version by mistake and upload the package, that
flow version is distributed to everyone. Be sure to verify which version you really want to upload.

• Flow installed from an unlocked package with the same API name overrides the existing flow in the target org.

• You can’t include flows in package patches.

Other Limitations

• Flow Builder displays Apex actions from managed packages only if the associated method is marked global.

• Flow Builder displays email alerts from managed packages only if the email alert isn’t protected.

• If you register your namespace after you referenced a flow in a Visualforce page or Apex code, don’t forget to add the namespace
to the flow name. Otherwise, the package fails to install.

• If someone installs a flow from a managed package, error emails for that flow’s interviews don’t include any details about the individual
flow elements. The email is sent to either the user who installed the flow or the Apex exception email recipients.

• Flow triggers aren’t packageable.

The pilot program for flow trigger workflow actions is closed. If you've already enabled the pilot in your org, you can continue to
create and edit flow trigger workflow actions. If you didn't enable the pilot in your org, use the Flows action in Process Builder instead.

• In a packaging org, you can’t delete a flow after you upload it to a released or beta first generation managed package. You can delete
a flow version from a packaging org after you upload it to a released or beta first-generation managed package, if:

– Salesforce Customer Support activated the Managed Component Deletion permission.

– The flow version isn’t the most recently packaged version of the flow.

– The flow version isn’t active.
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• Images in rich text for screens are not supported in packages.

Change Set Considerations for Flows

EDITIONS

Available in: both Salesforce
Classic and Lightning
Experience

Available in: Essentials,
Professional, Enterprise,
Performance, Unlimited,
and Developer Editions

Keep these considerations in mind when you create or deploy a change set with flows.

Creating Change Sets

• If you plan to deploy a flow with change sets, consider limitations in migration support. Make
sure your flows reference only fields and components that are available in change sets.

• When you view the dependent components for the change set, the Component Dependencies
page lists the dependencies for all versions of the flow. Add all interdependent components
for the relevant flow version to the outbound change set.

• If a component is referenced by the following flow elements, the Component Dependencies
page doesn’t display that component. To deploy the flow successfully, manually add those
referenced components to the change set.

– Post to Chatter

– Send Email

– Submit for Approval

For example, if you deploy a flow that includes a Submit for Approval element, manually add the referenced approval process.

• If a flow references a Lightning component that depends on a CSP Trusted Site, the trusted site isn’t included in the change set
automatically.

Deploying Change Sets

• You can include only one version of a flow in a change set.

• An active flow in a change set is deployed to its destination as inactive. Activate the flow manually after deployment.

• If the flow has no active version when you upload the outbound change set, the latest inactive version is used.

• Deploying or redeploying a flow with change sets creates a version of the flow in the destination organization.

• In production orgs, you can enable the setting to deploy a new active version of a process or flow via change sets or Metadata API.
The setting doesn't appear in non-production orgs (such as scratch, sandbox, and developer orgs), because you can always deploy
a new active version.

Flow Triggers

• Flow triggers aren’t available in change sets.

• The pilot program for flow trigger workflow actions is closed. If you've already enabled the pilot in your org, you can continue to
create and edit flow trigger workflow actions. If you didn't enable the pilot in your org, use the Flows action in Process Builder instead.

SEE ALSO:

Deploy Processes and Flows as Active
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Considerations for Installed Flows

EDITIONS

Available in: both Salesforce
Classic and Lightning
Experience

Available in: Essentials,
Professional, Enterprise,
Performance, Unlimited,
and Developer Editions

Keep these considerations in mind when you distribute, upgrade, or remove a flow that you installed
from a package.

• Flow Builder can’t open a flow that is installed from a managed package, unless the flow is a
template or overridable.

• If you install a managed package that contains multiple flow versions in a fresh destination org,
only the latest flow version is deployed.

• If you install a non-template flow from a managed package, error emails for that flow’s interviews
don’t include any details about the individual flow elements. The email is sent to either the user
who installed the flow or the Apex exception email recipients.

• If you install a flow from an unmanaged package that has the same name but a different version
number as a flow in your org, the newly installed flow becomes the latest version of the existing
flow. However, if the packaged flow has the same name and version number as a flow already in your org, the package install fails.
You can’t overwrite a flow.

• If you install a flow from an unlocked package that has the same name as a flow in your org, the newly installed flow overrides the
existing flow.

Status
An active flow in a package is active after it’s installed. The previous active version of the flow in the destination org is deactivated
in favor of the newly installed version. Any in-progress flows based on the now-deactivated version continue to run without
interruption but reflect the previous version of the flow.

Distributing Installed Flows

• When you create a custom button, link, or web tab for a flow that’s installed from a managed package, include the namespace
in the URL. The URL format is /flow/namespace/flowuniquename.

• When you embed a flow that’s installed from a managed package in a Visualforce page, set the name attribute to this format:
namespace.flowuniquename.

Upgrading Installed Flows
Upgrading a managed package in your org installs a new flow version only if there’s a newer flow version from the developer. After
several upgrades, you can end up with multiple flow versions.

Removing Installed Flows

• You can’t delete a flow from an installed package. To remove a packaged flow from your org, deactivate it and then uninstall
the package.

• In a packaging org, you can’t delete a flow after you upload it to a released or beta first generation managed package. You can
delete a flow version from a packaging org after you upload it to a released or beta first-generation managed package, if:

– Salesforce Customer Support activated the Managed Component Deletion permission.

– The flow version isn’t the most recently packaged version of the flow.

– The flow version isn’t active.

• If you have multiple versions of a flow installed from multiple unmanaged packages, you can’t remove only one version by
uninstalling its package. Uninstalling a package—managed or unmanaged—that contains a single version of the flow removes
the entire flow, including all versions.

• Delete flows from an unlocked package manually—you can’t delete them by removing them from the unlocked package.
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Translating Installed Flows
You can translate flow definition names only on the Translate page.

SEE ALSO:

Considerations for Deploying Flows with Packages

ISVforce Guide: Installing a Package

Control Who Receives Flow and Process Error Emails

Troubleshooting Considerations for Flows

EDITIONS

Available in: both Salesforce
Classic and Lightning
Experience

Available in: Essentials,
Professional, Enterprise,
Performance, Unlimited,
and Developer Editions

Before you use the debug option in Flow Builder, understand its limitations and special behaviors.

Note:  Be careful when debugging flows that contain delete elements. Even if the flow is
inactive, it triggers the delete operation.

Debugging a Flow

• If you debug a flow without choosing to run the flow in rollback mode, the flow performs its
actions, including any DML operations and Apex code execution. Remember, closing or restarting
a running flow doesn’t roll back its previously executed actions, callouts, and changes committed
to the database.

• You can’t pass values into input variables of type collection, record, and record collection.

• Clicking Pause or executing a Pause element closes the flow and ends debugging.

• When you click Finish in a flow, the debug details incorrectly state “Selected Navigation Button: NEXT.”

• When you debug a schedule-triggered flow, the flow starts only for one record.

• When you debug a record-triggered flow, only what’s within the flow is tested. This smaller scope can lead to scenarios where the
flow executes as intended while debugging, but not at runtime. This behavior difference can be due to other triggered flows and
processes. To see how a record-triggered flow behaves in a real-world scenario, make sure to test it in a sandbox org.

Tracking More Information About a Flow Interview

• To store more information about an interview when it’s saved as a Salesforce record, build a custom object that references the
interview’s GUID. An interview is assigned an 18-character Salesforce ID only when it’s paused and saved as a Salesforce record. Each
interview, whether in-flight or paused, has a GUID.

Troubleshooting Stages
The flow error email doesn’t specify the values of $Flow.ActiveStages  and $Flow.CurrentStage  at the start of an
interview. To confirm what the initial values are, add temporary elements to display the initial values, such as in a screen display text
field.
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Flow Reference

EDITIONS

Available in: both Salesforce
Classic and Lightning
Experience

Available in: Essentials,
Professional, Enterprise,
Performance, Unlimited,
and Developer Editions

Bookmark this page for quick access to information about flow elements, resources, events, and
more.

Flow Resources

Each resource represents a value that you can reference throughout the flow.

Flow Elements

An element represents an action that the flow can execute. Examples include reading or writing
Salesforce data, displaying information and collecting data from flow users, executing business
logic, or manipulating data.

Standard Flow Screen Components

Salesforce provides several standard screen components that extend the types of input fields available in screens.

Flow Connectors

A connector determines the path that a flow takes at run time.

Flow Operators

Operators behave differently, depending on what you’re configuring. In Assignment elements, operators let you change resource
values. In conditions and filters, operators let you evaluate information and narrow the scope of a flow operation.

Flow Version Properties

A flow version’s properties consist of its label, description, interview label, and type. These properties drive the field values that appear
on the flow’s detail page.

Flow Resources

EDITIONS

Available in: both Salesforce
Classic and Lightning
Experience

Available in: Essentials,
Professional, Enterprise,
Performance, Unlimited,
and Developer Editions

Each resource represents a value that you can reference throughout the flow.

In Flow Builder, the Manager panel displays the resources that are available in the flow.

You can create some resources by clicking New Resource. Some resources, such as global constants
and global variables, are provided by the system. Other resources are automatically created when
you add an element to a flow. For example, when you add a Decision element, a resource for each
decision outcome is automatically created.

Creatable from
the Resources Tab

DescriptionFlow
Resource

Output values that are stored automatically from Action
elements.

Actions

Create a choice option to use in a screen component, such as
a Radio Buttons or Multi-Select Picklist component.

Choice

Generate a set of choices by using an existing collection of
records.

Collection
Choice
Set

Store a fixed value that you can use throughout a flow.Constant

When you add a Decision element to a flow, its outcomes are
available as Boolean resources. If an outcome path has already

Decision
Outcome
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Creatable from the
Resources Tab

DescriptionFlow
Resource

been executed in the flow interview, the resource’s value is True.

Any element that you add to a flow is available as a resource with the was visited
operator in decision outcome criteria. An element is considered visited when it’s
executed in the flow interview.

Any element that you add to a flow that supports a fault connector is available as a
Boolean resource. If the element is already successfully executed in the flow interview,

Element

the resource’s value is True. If the element wasn’t executed or was executed and
resulted in an error, the resource’s value is False.

Calculate a value when the formula is used in the flow.Formula

Fixed, system-provided values, such as EmptyString, True, and False.Global
Constant

System-provided variables that reference information about the Salesforce org or
running user, such as the user’s ID or the API session ID.

Global Variable

When you add a Pause element to a flow, its configurations are available as Boolean
resources. If a configuration’s pause conditions are met, the resource’s value is True.
If the configuration has no pause conditions set, the resource’s value is always True.

Pause
Configuration

Generate a set of choices by using the values of a picklist or multi-select picklist field.Picklist Choice
Set

System-provided values for picklist fields in record variables and record collection
variables. Available only for Assignment elements and conditions.

Picklist Values

Generate a set of choices by using a filtered list of records.Record Choice
Set

Any screen component that you add to a flow is available as a resource. The resource
value depends on the type of screen component. The value for a Text component is

Screen
Component

what the user enters. The value for a Picklist component is the stored value of the
choice that the user selects. The value for a Display Text component is the text that’s
displayed to the user.

Represent the user’s progress throughout the flow. To identify which stages are
relevant to the user throughout the flow, assign the stages to the stage system

Stage

variables. You can reference stages in flow logic or in the UI, such as with a progress
indicator. For example, in a payment flow, the stages are payment details, shipping
details, billing details, and order confirmation.

Store text that can be changed and used throughout the flow. To format the text, use
HTML tags.

Text Template

Store a value that can be changed throughout the flow.Variable

SEE ALSO:

Flow Builder Tour
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Flow Resource: Choice

EDITIONS

Available in: both Salesforce
Classic and Lightning
Experience

Available in: Essentials,
Professional, Enterprise,
Performance, Unlimited,
and Developer Editions

Create a choice option to use in a screen component, such as a Radio Buttons or Multi-Select Picklist
component.

DescriptionField

An API name can include underscores and alphanumeric characters without
spaces. It must begin with a letter and can’t end with an underscore. It also
can’t have two consecutive underscores.

API Name

Helps you differentiate this choice from other resources.Description

A user-friendly label for the choice.Choice Label

Controls which screen components this choice can be used in. For example,
you can’t use a Text choice in a Currency radio button. You can’t change the
data type of a previously saved choice.

Data Type

If the user selects this choice, the screen component is set to this value.

Exceptions:

Choice Value

• If no choice value is configured, the screen component is set to the
choice label.

• If the choice value references a formula resource, the screen component
is set to the choice label.

Displays a text input component below the choice. This option isn’t available
if the choice’s data type is Boolean.

Display text
input

Configure Text Input

These fields appear when you select Display text input.

DescriptionField

A user-friendly label for the text input component.Input
Label

Requires the user to enter a value in the text input component before progressing or finishing the flow.Require

Evaluates whether the user entered an acceptable value.Validate

If the user didn’t enter an acceptable value, this message displays under the text input component. Available only
when Validate  is selected.

Error
Message

Boolean formula expression that evaluates whether the user entered an acceptable value. Available only when
Validate  is selected.

Formula

Example:  To let users choose a particular service level, create choices for Gold, Silver, and Bronze. In a screen, display the choices
with a description of the features included. Then, in the same screen, let the user choose from a Radio Buttons screen component.
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Formatting Choices

• Add rich text formatting using the toolbar.

• If you open the Display Text screen component, Choice resource labels, help text, Pause confirmation screens, or input validation,
Flow Builder converts existing HTML to rich text. Unsupported HTML is removed. The following HTML tags are converted to rich text:
<a>, <b>, <br>, <font>, <i>, <li>, <p>, <span>, <u>, and <div>. HTML that is pasted into the rich text editor isn't supported.

SEE ALSO:

Flow Resources

Standard Flow Screen Components

Choice Resources for Flow Screen Components

Flow Resource: Collection Choice Set

EDITIONS

Available in: both Salesforce
Classic and Lightning
Experience

Available in: Essentials,
Professional, Enterprise,
Performance, Unlimited,
and Developer Editions

Use an existing collection of records or external data to generate a set of choices.

DescriptionField

The requirement for uniqueness applies only to elements within the
current flow. Two elements can have the same API name, provided they're
used in different flows. An API name can include underscores and
alphanumeric characters without spaces. It must begin with a letter and
can’t end with an underscore. It also can’t have two consecutive
underscores.

API Name

Helps you differentiate this resource from other resources.Description

The collection you want to use to generate the choices. You can reference
an Apex-defined collection from an external service, Apex action, or
another screen component.

Record
Collection

Configure Each Choice

For each record that meets the filter conditions, the flow creates a choice using values from the record. Identify which fields to use for
each choice’s label and value.

DescriptionField

Determines which field to use as the label for each generated choice. Select a field that enables users
to differentiate between the generated choices.

Choice Label

Tip:  Make sure to choose a field that contains data. If the selected field has no value for a given
record, the corresponding choice’s label is blank at run time.

Data type of the choice’s value. You can’t change the data type of a previously saved collection choice
set.

Data Type
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DescriptionField

Determines which field’s value to store when the user selects this choice at run time. The value is
determined by the most recent user selection of a choice within the generated set.

Data Type  determines the available options. If you don’t select a field as the choice value, the
choice label is used instead.

Choice Value

Tip:  In most cases, set the choice label to Name  and the choice value to ID.

Example: Collection choice sets are useful when a flow reuses the same dataset over multiple screens. For example, you’re
designing a support flow for a company’s IT department that handles support requests related to employee hardware. The flow
references the same employee hardware data over several screens. To get the employee hardware information, use a Get Records
action, which populates a record collection. To define the conditions relevant to the support request, use a collection filter on the
record collection. Next, to display the user choices, add a collection choice set that uses the filtered collection. Create a relevant
collection filter and collection choice set for each branch of the support flow.

With collection choice sets, the server is queried only when the Get Records element is first executed. In comparison, record choice
sets require a server query with each use.

SEE ALSO:

Standard Flow Screen Components

Choice Resources for Flow Screen Components

Flow Resources

Flow Resource: Constant

EDITIONS

Available in: both Salesforce
Classic and Lightning
Experience

Available in: Essentials,
Professional, Enterprise,
Performance, Unlimited,
and Developer Editions

Store a fixed value that can be used but not changed throughout a flow.

DescriptionField

The requirement for uniqueness applies only to elements within the
current flow. Two elements can have the same API name, provided they're
used in different flows. An API name can include underscores and
alphanumeric characters without spaces. It must begin with a letter and
can’t end with an underscore. It also can’t have two consecutive
underscores.

API Name

Helps you differentiate this constant from other resources.Description

Determines the type of value that the constant can store. You can’t change
the data type of a previously saved constant.

Data Type

The constant’s value. This value doesn’t change throughout the flow.Value

SEE ALSO:

Flow Resources
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Flow Resource: Formula

EDITIONS

Available in: both Salesforce
Classic and Lightning
Experience

Available in: Essentials,
Professional, Enterprise,
Performance, Unlimited,
and Developer Editions

Calculate a value when the formula is used in the flow.

DescriptionField

The requirement for uniqueness applies only to elements within
the current flow. Two elements can have the same API name,
provided they're used in different flows. An API name can include
underscores and alphanumeric characters without spaces. It must
begin with a letter and can’t end with an underscore. It also can’t
have two consecutive underscores.

API Name

Helps you differentiate this formula from other resources.Description

The data type for the value returned by the formula. You can’t
change the data type of a previously saved variable.

Data Type

Controls the number of digits to the right of the decimal point up
to 17 places. If you leave this field blank or set it to zero, only whole
numbers appear when your flow runs.

Available only when the data type is Number or Currency.

Decimal Places

The formula expression that the flow evaluates at run time. The
returned value must be compatible with Data Type.

Formula

Note:  Some formula functions aren’t supported in Flow
Builder.

SEE ALSO:

Formula Operators and Functions by Context

Which Functions Aren’t Supported in Flow Formulas?

Flow Resources

Flow Formula Builder

Flow Resource: Global Variables

EDITIONS

Available in: both Salesforce
Classic and Lightning
Experience

Available in: Essentials,
Professional, Enterprise,
Performance, Unlimited,
and Developer Editions

System-provided variables that reference information about the Salesforce org or running user,
such as the user’s ID or the API session ID.

Example: Use {!$User.Id}  to access the ID of the user who’s running the flow interview.

DescriptionGlobal
Variable

References an API URL or the session ID. The following merge fields are
available.

$Api

• Enterprise_Server_URL_xxx—The Enterprise WSDL SOAP
endpoint, where xxx  represents the API version.
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DescriptionGlobal Variable

• Partner_Server_URL_xxx—The Partner WSDL SOAP endpoint, where xxx  represents the API
version.

• Session_ID

Available only in Lightning Scheduler flows and supported only in Decision elements.
$Client.FormFactor  is automatically set to Large  (desktop), Medium  (tablet), or Small

$Client

(phone), depending on the device that’s running the flow. As you build a flow, use a Decision element to
create separate paths for large, medium, and small devices. In each path, use screens that are optimized for
that path’s device form factor.

References information about the running flow interview. For details, see Flow Resource: $Flow Global
Variables.

$Flow

References custom labels. This global variable appears only if your org has custom labels.

The returned value depends on the language setting of the contextual user. The value returned is one of
the following, in order of precedence:

$Label

1. The local translation’s text

2. The packaged translation’s text

3. The primary label’s text

References information about your company.$Organization

References information about the current user’s custom permission access.$Permission

References information from the current user’s profile, such as license type or name.$Profile

Tip:

• Use profile names to reference standard profiles in $Profile  merge fields.

• Users don’t need access to their profile information to run a flow that references these merge
fields.

Available only in autolaunched flows with triggers.

In a record-triggered flow, the $Record  global variable contains the triggering record’s values. You can
reference and change $Record  values throughout the flow.

$Record

• If the flow runs before the record is saved to the database, Salesforce automatically applies any changed
$Record values to the record in the database.

• If the flow runs after the record is saved to the database, use an Update Records element to apply changed
$Record values to the record in the database.

A schedule-triggered flow starts at the specified time and frequency for a batch of records. A flow interview
runs for each record in the batch and stores all of the record’s field values in the $Record global variable.
You can reference and change these values throughout the flow. If you configure an Update Records element
to use the ID and all field values from the $Record global variable, enable Filter inaccessible
fields from flow requests  in your org’s process automation settings. Otherwise, the flow fails
because the Update Records element tries to set the values for system fields and other read-only fields.
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DescriptionGlobal Variable

Available only in record-triggered flows that are configured to run when a record is updated or when a
record is created or updated.

The $Record__Prior  global variable contains the values that the triggering record had immediately
before the flow started. You can’t change these values in the flow.

$Record__Prior

When the flow is triggered by a newly created record, all $Record__Prior  values are null.

References custom settings of type hierarchy. This global variable appears only if your org has hierarchy
custom settings. You can access custom settings of type list  only in Apex.

Hierarchical custom settings allow values at these levels.

$Setup

• Organization—The default value for everyone

• Profile—Overrides the Organization value

• User—Overrides the Organization and Profile values

Salesforce determines the correct value for this custom setting field based on the running user’s current
context.

$System.OriginDateTime  represents the literal value of 1900-01-01 00:00:00. Use this
merge field to perform date/time offset calculations.

$System

References information about the user who’s running the flow interview. For example, reference the user’s
ID or title.

$User

Tip:

• The current user is the person who caused the flow to start.

• When a flow is started because a Web-to-Case or Web-to-Lead process changed a record, the
current user is the Default Lead Owner  or Default Case Owner.

$User.UITheme  and $User.UIThemeDisplayed  identify the look and feel that the running user
sees on a Salesforce page. The difference between the two variables is that $User.UITheme  returns the
look and feel the user is supposed to see, while $User.UIThemeDisplayed  returns the look and feel
the user actually sees. For example, a user can have the preference and permissions to see the Lightning
Experience look and feel, but if they’re using a browser that doesn’t support that look and feel, for example,
older versions of Internet Explorer, $User.UIThemeDisplayed  returns a different value. These merge
fields return one of these values.

• Theme1—Obsolete Salesforce theme

• Theme2—Salesforce Classic 2005 user interface theme

• Theme3—Salesforce Classic 2010 user interface theme

• Theme4d—Modern “Lightning Experience” Salesforce theme

• Theme4t—Salesforce mobile app theme

• Theme4u—Lightning Console theme

• PortalDefault—Salesforce Customer Portal theme

• Webstore—AppExchange theme
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DescriptionGlobal Variable

References information about the current user’s role, such as the role name or ID.$UserRole

Tip:

• The current user is the person who caused the flow to start.

• When a flow is started because a Web-to-Case or Web-to-Lead process changed a record, the
current user is the Default Lead Owner  or Default Case Owner.

Global Variable Considerations for Flows

• $Flow  is the only global variable available in screen component visibility conditions.

• In a record-triggered flow, the $Record  global variable doesn’t contain the triggering record’s values for fields whose values are
derived from other records. Examples of derived fields include Contact.Name  and User.MediumPhotoUrl.

• Multi-select picklist, time, and location global variables are available only in formulas.

• If a field in the database has no value, the corresponding merge field returns a blank value. For example, if no value is set for your
org’s Country field, {!$Organization.Country}  returns no value.

• $Label  global variables take longer to load in the flow resource selection list. When selecting a $Label global variable, if the
$Label  option isn’t visible in the flow resource selection list, close the window and try again in a few minutes.

SEE ALSO:

Flow Operations and Read-Only Fields

Salesforce Data Considerations for Flows

Flow Resource: $Flow  Global Variables

EDITIONS

Available in: both Salesforce
Classic and Lightning
Experience

Available in: Essentials,
Professional, Enterprise,
Performance, Unlimited,
and Developer Editions

A $Flow  global variable provides information about the running interview. Some variables contain
system-provided values. You can update the other variables throughout the flow by using
Assignments or by storing output values in the variables.

Value Set ByDescriptionSupported
Resource
Types

Global Variable

AssignmentA collection of stages that are
relevant to the current path of the
flow.

For example, each item in a
progress indicator corresponds to

Stage$Flow.ActiveStages

a stage in
$Flow.ActiveStages.

SystemDate when the flow interview
executes the element that
references the global variable.

Text, Date, and
Date/Time

$Flow.CurrentDate
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Value Set ByDescriptionSupported
Resource Types

Global Variable

AssignmentID of a related record. The value must be a single
ID for a valid object. All custom objects and most
standard objects are valid.

When a user pauses the flow interview or the
interview executes a Wait element, the interview

Text$Flow.CurrentRecord

is associated with this record by creating a
FlowRecordRelation record. If the ID isn’t valid,
the interview fails to pause.

AssignmentThe currently selected stage.

For example, the selected item in a progress
indicator corresponds to
$Flow.CurrentStage.

Stage$Flow.CurrentStage

SystemDate and time when the flow interview executes
the element that references the global variable.

Text, Date, and
Date/Time

$Flow.CurrentDateTime

SystemSystem fault message that can help flow
administrators troubleshoot runtime issues.

Text$Flow.FaultMessage

SystemUnique identifier for the interview.Text$Flow.InterviewGuid

SystemDate and time when the flow interview started.
For a flow launched by a Subflow element,

Text, Date, and
Date/Time

$Flow.InterviewStartTime

$Flow.InterviewStartTime  indicates
when the initial master flow started.

Example:  A flow is used internally by call center personnel. For each flow element that interacts with the Salesforce database, a
fault connector leads to a screen. A Display Text screen component displays the system fault message and instructs the flow user
to provide that message to the IT department.

Sorry, but you can’t
read or update records at this time.

Please open a case with IT, and include the following error message:
{!$Flow.FaultMessage}

Example:  If a customer asks to be forgotten, make sure to delete all references to information that could personally identify the
customer, including data in paused flow interviews. When an interview executes a Pause element or is paused by a user, all the
interview data is serialized and saved to the database as a Paused Flow Interview record. When the interview is resumed, the
Paused Flow Interview record is deleted.

To identify which paused interviews include personal data for a contact, lead, or user, build a custom object to track the interview’s
GUID and the affected contact, lead, or user. When an interview references personal data, such as a lead’s email or credit card
number, create a record of the custom object using the lead’s ID and {!$Flow.InterviewGuid}. Before the final screen,
delete all records of the custom object referencing the interview’s GUID. That way, the custom object tracks only interviews that
are saved to the database.
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When a customer asks to be forgotten, create a report that lists all the custom object records where LeadId matches the customer’s
record. Then for each custom object record, delete the flow interview that corresponds to the provided GUID.

SEE ALSO:

Customize What Happens When a Flow Fails

Flow Resources

Flow Resource: Global Constant

EDITIONS

Available in: both Salesforce
Classic and Lightning
Experience

Available in: Essentials,
Professional, Enterprise,
Performance, Unlimited,
and Developer Editions

Fixed, system-provided values, such as EmptyString, True, and False.

Supported Data TypesGlobal Constant

Boolean{!$GlobalConstant.True}

Boolean{!$GlobalConstant.False}

Text{!$GlobalConstant.EmptyString}

Example: When you create a Boolean variable, the supported values are
$GlobalConstant.True  and $GlobalConstant.False.

Null Versus Empty String

At run time, {!$GlobalConstant.EmptyString}  and null  are treated as separate, distinct values.

• null  indicates that there’s no value or data.

• A value of {!$GlobalConstant.EmptyString}  means a text value with zero characters.

• When you leave a text field or resource value blank, the value is null  at run time. If you want the value to be treated as an empty
string, set it to {!$GlobalConstant.EmptyString}.

• To check if a field or variable has been populated with data, in a condition, use the Is Null operator.

Note:  For a text field or component placed on a Screen element, the Is Null operator always evaluates to false. To determine
if the field or component has no value, use Equals for Operator and {!$GlobalConstant.EmptyString}  for Value.

• If a condition compares two text variables, make sure that their default values are either set to
{!$GlobalConstant.EmptyString}  or left blank (null).
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Example: A flow can be triggered when the Description field is left blank on a new account record. In the Start element, add a
condition with Description for Field, select Is Null for Operator, and select {!$GlobalConstant.True} for Value.

SEE ALSO:

Flow Resources

Flow Resource: Picklist Choice Set

EDITIONS

Available in: both Salesforce
Classic and Lightning
Experience

Available in: Essentials,
Professional, Enterprise,
Performance, Unlimited,
and Developer Editions

Generate a set of choices by using the values of a picklist or multi-select picklist field.

DescriptionField

The requirement for uniqueness applies only to elements within the
current flow. Two elements can have the same API name, provided they're
used in different flows. An API name can include underscores and
alphanumeric characters without spaces. It must begin with a letter and
can’t end with an underscore. It also can’t have two consecutive
underscores.

API Name

Helps you differentiate this resource from other resources.Description

The object whose fields you want to select from. You can’t change the
object for a previously saved picklist choice set.

Object

Determines whether you can choose from picklist fields or multi-select
picklist fields. You can’t change the data type of a previously saved picklist
choice set.

Data Type

The picklist or multi-select picklist field to use to generate the list of
choices.

Field

Controls the order that the choices appear in. The choices sort based on
the translated picklist value for the running user’s language.

Sort Order

Example: In a flow that simplifies the process of creating an account, users identify the company’s industry.

Rather than creating one choice for each industry, you add a picklist choice set to the flow and populate a Picklist screen component
with it. When a user runs the flow, the picklist choice set finds all the values in the database for the Industry field (1) on the Account
object (2).
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In addition to being easier than the standalone choice resource to configure, a picklist choice set reduces maintenance. When
someone adds options to the Account Industry field, the flow automatically reflects the changes. You don’t have to manually
update the flow.

Considerations

You can’t do the following when using a picklist choice set.

Filter out values that come back from the database.
The flow always displays every picklist value for the field, even if you’re using record types to narrow down the picklist choices in
page layouts.

Customize the label for each option.
The flow always displays the label for each picklist value.

Customize the stored value for each option.
The flow always stores the API value for each picklist value.

Picklists for Knowledge Articles aren’t supported.

Labels and Values for Translated Fields

When a picklist field has been translated:

• Each choice’s label uses the version of the picklist value in the running user’s language.

• Each choice’s stored value uses the version of the picklist value in the org’s default language.

SEE ALSO:

Standard Flow Screen Components

Choice Resources for Flow Screen Components

Flow Resources

Place Record Fields Directly on Flow Screens
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Flow Resource: Record Choice Set

EDITIONS

Available in: both Salesforce
Classic and Lightning
Experience

Available in: Essentials,
Professional, Enterprise,
Performance, Unlimited,
and Developer Editions

Generate a set of choices by using a filtered list of records.

DescriptionField

The requirement for uniqueness applies only to elements within the
current flow. Two elements can have the same API name, provided they're
used in different flows. An API name can include underscores and
alphanumeric characters without spaces. It must begin with a letter and
can’t end with an underscore. It also can’t have two consecutive
underscores.

API Name

Helps you differentiate this resource from other resources.Description

The object whose records you want to use to generate the choices. You
can’t change the object for a previously saved record choice set.

Object

Filter Object  Records

Determines which records are included in the choice set. For example, to generate a list of all accounts in San Francisco, use filters to
include only accounts whose Billing City is San Francisco.

Tip:  Without filter conditions, a choice is generated for every record of the selected object. If you don’t apply filter conditions,
make sure to sort the records in ascending or descending order.

Sort Object  Records

Determines how to sort the filtered list of records and how many records to include in the choice set.

DescriptionField

Controls the order that the choices appear in.Sort Order

When the sort order is ascending or descending, select the field to order the choices by.Sort By

The maximum number of choices to display for the screen component that uses this record choice
set. By default, the maximum is 200.

Maximum Number of
Choices

Configure Each Choice

For each record that meets the filter conditions, the flow creates a choice using values from the record. Identify which fields to use for
each choice’s label and value.

DescriptionField

Determines which field to use as the label for each generated choice. Select a field that enables users
to differentiate between the generated choices.

Choice Label

Tip:  Make sure to choose a field that contains data. If the selected field has no value for a given
record, the corresponding choice’s label is blank at run time.
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DescriptionField

Data type of the choice’s value. You can’t change the data type of a previously saved record choice
set.

Data Type

Determines which field’s value to store when the user selects this choice at run time. The value is
determined by the most recent user selection of a choice within the generated set.

Data Type  determines the available options. If you don’t select a field as the choice value, the
choice label is used instead.

Choice Value

Store More Object  Field Values

When a choice is selected, store field values from the associated record in flow variables that you can reference later.

Note:  When a Checkbox Group or Multi-Select Picklist screen component uses a record choice set, only values from the last record
that the user selects are stored in the flow variables. If multiple Checkbox Group or Multi-Select Picklist components on one screen
use the same record choice set, the variable assignments come from the last record selected from all of those components.

Example: In a support flow for a computer hardware manufacturer, users identify a product to find its latest updates. You create
a record choice set that displays all products whose product ID starts with a specific string of characters. However, the flow users
are more likely to know the product’s name than its ID. So for Choice Label, select the field that contains the product name,
and for Choice Value, select the ID field. Elsewhere in the flow, you want to display the associated description. To do so, you
store the Description field value from the user-selected record in a variable.

SEE ALSO:

Flow Operators in Data Elements and Record Choice Sets

Standard Flow Screen Components

Choice Resources for Flow Screen Components

Flow Resources

Flow Resource: Stage

EDITIONS

Available in: both Salesforce
Classic and Lightning
Experience

Available in: Essentials,
Professional, Enterprise,
Performance, Unlimited,
and Developer Editions

Represent the user’s progress throughout the flow. To identify which stages are relevant to the user
throughout the flow, assign the stages to the stage system variables. You can reference stages in
flow logic or in the UI, such as with a progress indicator. For example, in a payment flow, the stages
are payment details, shipping details, billing details, and order confirmation.

DescriptionField

A user-friendly label for the stage. Merge fields aren’t supported.Label

The requirement for uniqueness applies only to elements within the
current flow. Two elements can have the same API name, provided they're
used in different flows. An API name can include underscores and
alphanumeric characters without spaces. It must begin with a letter and

API Name

can’t end with an underscore. It also can’t have two consecutive
underscores.

Helps you differentiate this stage from other resources.Description
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DescriptionField

Required. Determines how to sort this stage among the other stages in the flow. The order must be
unique among all other stages in the flow.

Order

Adds this stage to {!$Flow.ActiveStages}  when an interview starts.Active by default

Usage

When ordering your stages, leave gaps between the numbers in case you later want to add a stage between two other stages. For
example, if you use 10, 20, and 30 as the order, you can insert a stage at order 15 without updating the original three stages.

Most of the time, stages resolve to the fully qualified name: namespace.flowName:stageName  or flowName:stageName.
Stages resolve to the label in:

• Display contexts, such as choice labels and Display Text screen components

• Attributes in screen components that require Lightning runtime

SEE ALSO:

Plan the Stages in Your Flow

Identify the Relevant Stages in Your Flow

Flow Stage Considerations

Flow Resources

Sample Flows That Display Stages

These Online Purchase flows display stages as sections on a progress indicator. Each sample flow displays stages differently based on
how the flow is configured.

Sample Flow That Displays Stages as Breadcrumbs

This Online Purchase flow shows visitors what parts of the flow they have completed by displaying all stages up to the current stage.
This flow displays only the stages that the user has visited.

Sample Flow That Displays All the Active Stages

This Online Purchase flow shows visitors all active stages and the current stage so that they know what to expect throughout this
flow.

Sample Flow That Displays Stages as Breadcrumbs

EDITIONS

Available in: both Salesforce
Classic and Lightning
Experience

Available in: Essentials,
Professional, Enterprise,
Performance, Unlimited,
and Developer Editions

This Online Purchase flow shows visitors what parts of the flow they have completed by displaying
all stages up to the current stage. This flow displays only the stages that the user has visited.

Example

This flow includes stages for users to review their cart, enter shipping details, enter billing details,
enter payment details, and confirm their order. Since we’re displaying the stages as breadcrumbs,
only the first stage is active by default.
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Active by DefaultOrderUnique NameStage Label

Yes0Review_CartReview Cart

No1Shipping_DetailsShipping Details

No2Billing_DetailsBilling Details

No3Payment_DetailsPayment Details

No4Order_ConfirmationOrder Confirmation

When the flow starts, Review Cart is automatically set to $Flow.CurrentStage  and is the only stage in $Flow.ActiveStages.

Each time the flow moves to a different stage, an Assignment element resets the current stage and adds the new stage to the active
stages.

Note:  This sample uses an Aura component to display the flow’s stages. For details, see Represent Your Flow’s Stages Visually.

The first screen displays only one active stage, which is also the user’s current stage: Review Cart.

Next, the flow moves to a new stage: Shipping Details. To make sure that the active stages and current stage respect the change, the
flow updates the global variables with an assignment.
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$Flow.ActiveStages  now contains the Review Cart and Shipping Details stages, and $Flow.CurrentStage  is set to the
Shipping Details stage.

Often, a user’s shipping details and billing details are the same. On the Shipping Details screen, the user can indicate that the billing
address is different.

The flow uses the value of the Different Billing Address checkbox to determine where to go next. If the shipping and billing details are
the same, the flow continues to the Payment Details assignment. If the billing and shipping details are different, the flow moves to the
Billing Details assignment.

To make sure that the active stages and current stage respect the change, the flow updates the global variables with an assignment.

Now $Flow.ActiveStages  contains the Review Cart, Shipping Details, and Billing Details stages, and $Flow.CurrentStage
is set to the Billing Details stage.
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After the shipping and billing details are complete, the flow moves to the Payment Details stage. To make sure that the active stages
and current stage respect that change, the flow updates the global variables with an assignment.

$Flow.ActiveStages  contains the Review Cart, Shipping Details, Billing Details (if the billing and shipping details are different),
and Payment Details stages. The $Flow.CurrentStage  global variable is set to the Payment Details stage.

Finally, the flow moves to the last stage: Order Confirmation. To make sure that the active stages and current stage respect the change,
the flow updates the global variables with an assignment.

$Flow.ActiveStages  now contains the Review Cart, Shipping Details, Billing Details (if the billing and shipping details are different),
Payment Details, and Order Confirmation stages. The $Flow.CurrentStage  global variable is set to the Order Confirmation stage.
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Sample Flow That Displays All the Active Stages

EDITIONS

Available in: both Salesforce
Classic and Lightning
Experience

Available in: Essentials,
Professional, Enterprise,
Performance, Unlimited,
and Developer Editions

This Online Purchase flow shows visitors all active stages and the current stage so that they know
what to expect throughout this flow.

Example

This flow includes stages for users to review their cart, enter shipping details, enter billing details,
enter payment details, and confirm their order. To give users an idea of the steps they’ll go through
in the flow, we’re displaying all the applicable stages when the flow starts. Every user goes through
the Review Cart, Shipping Details, Payment Details, and Order Confirmation stages, so those are all
active by default.

Not all users enter billing details, because a user's shipping and billing details might be the same.
To insert an optional stage in the flow's active stages, we'll create another flow and reference it by using a Subflow element

Active by DefaultOrderUnique NameStage Label

Yes0Review_CartReview Cart

Yes1Shipping_DetailsShipping Details

Yes2Payment_DetailsPayment Details

Yes3Order_ConfirmationOrder Confirmation

When the flow starts, Review Cart is automatically set to $Flow.CurrentStage, and $Flow.ActiveStages contains Review
Cart, Shipping Details, Payment Details, and Order Confirmation.

Each time the flow moves to a different stage, an Assignment element resets the current stage.
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Note:  This sample uses an Aura component to display the flow’s stages. For details, see Represent Your Flow’s Stages Visually.

The first screen displays all active stages and the user’s current stage: Review Cart.

Next, the flow moves to a new stage: Shipping Details. To make sure that the current stage respects the change, the flow updates the
global variable with an assignment. $Flow.CurrentStage  is set to the Shipping Details stage.

Often, a user’s shipping details and billing details are the same. On the Shipping Details screen, the user can indicate that the billing
address is different.
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The flow uses the value of the Different Billing Address checkbox to determine where to go next. If the shipping and billing details are
the same, the flow continues to the Payment Details assignment. If the billing and shipping details are different, the flow uses a Subflow
element to reference the Billing Details flow.

The Billing Details flow includes an optional stage for users to enter billing details between shipping and payment details.

Active by DefaultOrderUnique NameStage Label

Yes1Billing_DetailsBilling Details

When a referenced flow starts, its default active stages are automatically inserted in $Flow.ActiveStages  after the current stage.

When the Billing Details flow starts, $Flow.CurrentStage  is Shipping Details. The Billing Details stage is inserted into
$Flow.ActiveStages  immediately after the current stage. Now $Flow.ActiveStages  contains the Review Cart, Shipping
Details, Billing Details, Payment Details, and Order Confirmation stages.

The flow uses an assignment to set the current stage to Billing Details.

The $Flow.CurrentStage  global variable is set to the Billing Details stage.

After the shipping and billing details are complete, the flow moves to the Payment Details stage. To make sure that the current stage
respects that change, the flow updates the system variable with an assignment.
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The $Flow.CurrentStage  global variable is set to the Payment Details stage.

Finally, the flow moves to the last stage: Order Confirmation. To make sure that the current stage respects the change, the flow updates
the global variable with an assignment.

$Flow.ActiveStages  now contains the Review Cart, Shipping Details, Billing Details (if the billing and shipping details are different),
Payment Details, and Order Confirmation stages. The $Flow.CurrentStage  global variable is set to the Order Confirmation stage.

Flow Resource: Text Template

EDITIONS

Available in: both Salesforce
Classic and Lightning
Experience

Available in: Essentials,
Professional, Enterprise,
Performance, Unlimited,
and Developer Editions

Store text that can be changed and used throughout the flow.

DescriptionField

The requirement for uniqueness applies only to elements within the current
flow. Two elements can have the same API name, provided they're used
in different flows. An API name can include underscores and alphanumeric
characters without spaces. It must begin with a letter and can’t end with
an underscore. It also can’t have two consecutive underscores.

API Name

Helps you differentiate this text template from other resources.Description

The text for the template. To reference information from other resources,
use merge fields.

Text Template
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DescriptionField

Control the font, size, color, and alignment of text. Add merge fields, HTML links, bullet points, or

numbered lists. Rich text is on by default. Click  to change to Rich Text.

Rich Text

Send email core actions use plain text. Some custom actions from AppExchange or built by Salesforce

developers also expect plain text. Click  to change to Plain Text.

Plain Text

Example: You’re designing a flow that registers people for an event. You create a text template that includes a registrant's name,
address, and other information. Then you use the template in an email confirmation that the flow sends when it finishes.

SEE ALSO:

Flow Resources

Flow Resource: Variable

EDITIONS

Available in: both Salesforce
Classic and Lightning
Experience

Available in: Essentials,
Professional, Enterprise,
Performance, Unlimited,
and Developer Editions

Store a value that can be used or changed throughout the flow.

DescriptionField

The Apex class that defines fields for the Apex-defined data type. Only
fields with the @AuraEnabled annotation are available in a flow.

Apex Class

The requirement for uniqueness applies only to elements within the
current flow. Two elements can have the same API name, provided they're
used in different flows. An API name can include underscores and
alphanumeric characters without spaces. It must begin with a letter and
can’t end with an underscore. It also can’t have two consecutive
underscores.

API Name

Helps you differentiate this variable from other resources.Description

Determines the types of values that the variable can store. You can’t
change the data type of a previously saved variable.

The Record data type can store multiple field values for one record. The
Apex-defined data type can store multiple field values for one Apex class.

Data Type

Tip:  Looking for sObject? In Flow Builder, that data type changed
to Record.

When selected, the resource is a collection variable. You can store a list
of values in collection variables. Collection variables can store only values

Allow multiple
values
(collection) that are compatible with its data type. When the data type is Record, the

collection variable can only store values for the associated object’s records.

For example, store multiple email addresses in a collection variable, and
reference the collection variable to send an email.
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DescriptionField

The object whose field values you can store in the variable. You can’t change the object of a previously
saved variable.

Available only when the data type is Record.

Object

Controls the number of digits to the right of the decimal point up to 17 places. If you leave this field
blank or set it to zero, only whole numbers appear when your flow runs.

Available only when the data type is Number or Currency.

Decimal Places

When a variable is available for input, it can be set at the start of the flow, such as when a flow is started
from a Lightning page, a process, or another flow. When a variable is available for output, it can be
accessed throughout the flow, such as by a Lightning web component or another flow.

Availability Outside
the Flow

The default value of the field depends on the release or API version in which the variable is created.

• If the variable was created in Summer ’12 or later, or in API version 25.0 or later, by default the
variable isn’t available for input or output.

• If the variable was created in Spring ’12 or earlier, or in API version 24.0 or earlier, by default the
variable is available for both input and output.

Warning:  Disabling input or output access for an existing variable can break the functionality
of applications and pages that call the flow and access the variable. For example, you can access
variables from URL parameters, processes, and other flows.

This field doesn’t affect how variables are assigned or used within the same flow, for example, through
these types of elements: Assignment, Create Records, Get Records, and Apex Action.

Determines the variable value when the flow starts. If you leave this field blank, the value is null.

Not available for Picklist and Multi-Select Picklist variables.

Default Value

SEE ALSO:

Sample Flow That Loops Through a Collection

Flow Element: Loop

Flow Operators in Assignment Elements

Flow Resources

Add Values to a Collection Variable

EDITIONS

Available in: both Salesforce
Classic and Lightning
Experience

Available in: Essentials,
Professional, Enterprise,
Performance, Unlimited,
and Developer Editions

After you create a collection variable, populate it with values to reference throughout your flow.
You can’t use a Get Records element to populate a collection variable, but there are some
workarounds.

To use values from outside the flow, make sure that the collection variable is available for input.
When the values come from outside the flow, the values can be set only when the flow interview
starts.
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For more informationDo this...To add values that are stored in a...

Add the field’s entered or stored value to a
collection variable by using an Assignment
element.

Screen component • Screen components

• Assignments

Add the variable’s stored value to a
collection variable by using an Assignment
element.

Variable • Variables

• Assignments

Add one of the record variable’s stored field
values to a collection variable by using an
Assignment element.

Record variable • Variables

• Assignments

Loop through the record collection variable.
Within the loop, add one of the loop

Record collection variable • Variables

• Loopsvariable’s stored field values to a collection
variable by using an Assignment element. • Assignments

Sample Flow That Populates a Collection Variable

EDITIONS

Available in: both Salesforce
Classic and Lightning
Experience

Available in: Essentials,
Professional, Enterprise,
Performance, Unlimited,
and Developer Editions

Populate a collection variable by populating a record collection variable. Then individually assign
the record collection variable’s values to the collection variable.

Scenario

In this scenario, you’re designing a flow to send an email to every employee who lives in San
Francisco.

The Send Email core action lets you easily send emails from a flow. However, the Recipients parameter
only accepts text variables and text collection variables. Since multiple users live in San Francisco,
use a collection variable (rather than entering the email address for each individual user).

You can't use a Get Records element to populate collection variables. First populate a User-based
record collection variable with field values, including Email, from the employees who live in San Francisco. Then add those emails to
the collection variable.

Once the collection variable is populated, you simply use the collection variable as the value for the Send Email element’s Email
Addresses (collection) parameter.

Example: This flow already contains these resources.

• A User-based record collection variable called employeesInSF

• A User-based record variable called loopVariable

• A Text-based collection variable called emails_employeesInSF
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The example flow:

1. Finds all user records whose City  is "San Francisco" and populates employeesInSF  with those records’ Email.

2. Loops through the record collection variable so that it can look at each individual user record. The loop copies the values of
each item in employeesInSF  to loopVariable.

3. For each iteration, assigns the user's Email  to a collection variable that has a Data Type of Text.

4. When the loop ends, the flow sends an email to the users whose emails are now stored in emails_employeesInSF.

SEE ALSO:

Add Values to a Collection Variable
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Flow Elements

EDITIONS

Available in: both Salesforce
Classic and Lightning
Experience

Available in: Essentials,
Professional, Enterprise,
Performance, Unlimited,
and Developer Editions

An element represents an action that the flow can execute. Examples include reading or writing
Salesforce data, displaying information and collecting data from flow users, executing business
logic, or manipulating data.

Flow Builder gives you the option of building flows in free-form or in auto-layout. In free-form, the
Elements tab shows the types of elements that you can add to the flow by dragging them onto
the canvas. In auto-layout, hover over  and click  to display the types of elements that you
can add. For a list of all elements already added to the flow, see the Elements section of the Manager
tab.

Flow Element: Apex Action

Call an Apex class. Apex classes are available as Apex actions only if one of the methods is
annotated with @InvocableMethod.

Flow Element: Apex Action (Legacy)

Call an Apex class that uses a legacy Apex interface. Apex classes are available as legacy Apex actions only if the Process.Plugin
interface has been implemented.

Flow Element: Assignment

Set values in variables, collection variables, record variables, record collection variables, and global variables.

Flow Element: Collection Filter

Apply criteria to a collection, and then output a new collection that contains only the items that meet the criteria.

Flow Element: Collection Sort

Reorder the items within a collection and optionally limit the number of items that remain in the collection after the sort.

Flow Element: Core Action

Perform an action outside of the flow. Choose from standard actions, like Submit for Approval or Send Email, or your org’s quick
actions and local actions.

Flow Element: Create Records

Create multiple Salesforce records by using a record collection variable. Create exactly one Salesforce record by using a record variable
or other values from the flow.

Flow Element: Get Records

Find Salesforce records that meet filter conditions, and store values from the records in variables.

Flow Element: Decision

Evaluate a set of conditions, and route users through the flow based on the outcomes of those conditions. This element performs
the equivalent of an if-then statement.

Flow Element: Delete Records

Identify Salesforce records to delete by using the IDs stored in a record variable or record collection variable, or by specifying conditions.

Flow Element: Email Alert

Send an email by using a workflow email alert to specify the email template and recipients. The flow provides only the record ID.

Flow Element: Loop

Start a loop path for iterating over items in a collection variable. For each iteration, the flow temporarily stores the item in the loop
variable. To execute actions on each item’s field values, use other elements in the loop.
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Flow Element: Pause

If pause conditions are met, pause the flow interview. Resume when a specified time occurs or when the flow interview receives a
platform event message.

Flow Element: Recommendation Assignment

Generate Einstein Next Best Action recommendations by combining data from records in the recommendation object, records in
other objects, values in collections, and manually entered values.

Flow Element: Screen

Collect information from or display information to a user who runs the flow.

Flow Element: Start

Connect the Start element to the flow element that you want to execute first at run time. In an autolaunched flow, you can open
the Start element to add a trigger that launches the flow. Without a trigger, you must set up other things to invoke the autolaunched
flow, such as custom buttons, processes, Apex classes, or Einstein Bots.

Flow Element: Subflow

Launch another active flow that’s available in your org. A flow that is launched by another flow is called the referenced flow.

Flow Element: Update Records

Identify Salesforce records to update, and set the values to change in those records. To do so, use the IDs and field values stored in
a record variable or record collection variable, or use specify conditions to identify the records and set the field values individually.

SEE ALSO:

Flow Resources

Flow Builder Tour

Add and Edit Elements

Flow Element: Apex Action

EDITIONS

Available in: both Salesforce
Classic (not available in all
orgs) and Lightning
Experience

Available in: Enterprise,
Performance, Unlimited,
and Developer Editions

Call an Apex class. Apex classes are available as Apex actions only if one of the methods is annotated
with @InvocableMethod.

Add an Action element to the flow. In the Action field, select the Apex action that you want to
configure. For details about creating Apex actions, see “InvocableMethod  Annotation” in the
Apex Developer Guide.

Set Input Values

Use values from earlier in the flow to set the inputs for the Apex action.

Apex actions don’t support lookup fields in record variables as input values.

Store Output Values

To reference output values that are stored automatically, specify the API name of the Action element. To store the action’s output values
manually, select Manually assign variables (advanced). The values are assigned when the code is executed.

Usage

If a flow invokes Apex, the running user must have the corresponding Apex class assignment in their profile or permission set.
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If the invoked method creates, updates, or deletes a record, that action isn’t performed until the interview’s transaction completes.
Transactions are complete when the interview either finishes or executes a Screen, Local Action, or Pause element.

Flow Builder doesn’t display descriptions for input and output values. For details about each parameter, ask the Apex developer for more
information.

Flow Builder displays Apex actions from managed packages only if the associated method is marked global.

SEE ALSO:

Add and Edit Elements

Let Flows Execute Apex Actions

Customize What Happens When a Flow Fails

Route a Flow

Flow Element: Apex Action (Legacy)

EDITIONS

Available in: both Salesforce
Classic (not available in all
orgs) and Lightning
Experience

Available in: Enterprise,
Performance, Unlimited,
and Developer Editions

Call an Apex class that uses a legacy Apex interface. Apex classes are available as legacy Apex actions
only if the Process.Plugin  interface has been implemented.

Add an Action element to your flow. In the Action field, select the legacy Apex action that you want
to configure.

Tip:  If your developer hasn’t already implemented the Process.Plugin  interface on
the desired class, we recommend using the @InvocableMethod  annotation instead.
Unlike the Process.Plugin  interface, the @InvocableMethod  annotation supports
sObject, Collection, Blob, and Time data types and bulkification. It’s also easier to implement.
To compare the interface and the annotation, see Let Flows Execute Apex Actions on page
99.

Set Input Values

Use values from earlier in the flow to set the inputs for the legacy Apex action.

Store Output Values

To use the legacy Apex action’s outputs later in the flow, store them in variables. The values are assigned when the code is executed.

Usage & Limitations

If the Apex class creates, updates, or deletes a record, the action isn’t performed until the interview’s transaction is completed. Transactions
are complete when the interview either finishes or executes a Screen, Local Action, or Pause element.

Flow Builder doesn’t display descriptions for input and output values. For details about each parameter, ask the Apex developer for more
information.

Legacy Apex actions aren’t organized by the tag in the plug-in code.
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Cloud Flow Designer lets you save an Apex Plug-in element without setting values for its required input parameters. If you open the
corresponding legacy Apex action in Flow Builder, you can’t save changes to the element unless you set values for the required input
parameters.

SEE ALSO:

Add and Edit Elements

Let Flows Execute Apex Actions

Customize What Happens When a Flow Fails

Route a Flow

Apex Reference Guide : Process Namespace

Flow Element: Assignment

EDITIONS

Available in: both Salesforce
Classic and Lightning
Experience

Available in: Essentials,
Professional, Enterprise,
Performance, Unlimited,
and Developer Editions

Set values in variables, collection variables, record variables, record collection variables, and global
variables.

Each variable is modified by the operator and value combination. At run time, the variable
assignments occur in the order you specify.

DescriptionColumn Header

Variable whose value you want to change. Select an existing variable, or
create a new one.

Variable

The available operators depend on the data type selected for Variable.Operator

Variable  and Value  in the same row must have compatible data
types.

Options:

Value

• Select an existing flow resource, such as a variable or screen
component.

• Create a resource.

• Manually enter a literal value or merge field.

Example:  Change the value of a customer’s credit score based on how the customer answered questions earlier in the flow.

SEE ALSO:

Flow Elements

Flow Operators in Assignment Elements

Route a Flow

Flow Resources
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Flow Element: Collection Filter

EDITIONS

Available in: both Salesforce
Classic and Lightning
Experience

Available in: Essentials,
Professional, Enterprise,
Performance, Unlimited,
and Developer Editions

Apply criteria to a collection, and then output a new collection that contains only the items that
meet the criteria.

DescriptionField

The collection variable that is filtered. This field accepts any collection variable
within the same flow.

Collection

Determines the logic that evaluates conditions.Condition
Requirements • Choose All Conditions Are Met  to include values that meet all

the specified criteria.

• Choose Any Condition Is Met  to include values that meet any of
the specified criteria.

• Choose Custom Condition Logic Is Met  to include values
that meet the logic entered in Condition Logic.

• Choose Formula Evaluates to True  to include values where
Formula  is true for that value.

Only appears if Condition Requirements  is set to Custom
Condition Logic Is Met. Enter logic such as 1 AND (2 OR 3).

Condition
Logic

Only appears if Condition Requirements  is set to Formula
Evaluates to True. Enter a formula that can evaluate to TRUE or FALSE,

Formula

such as {!currentItemFromSourceCollection.Id} ==
{!varContactID}.

The field evaluated by this condition. Doesn’t appear if Condition
Requirements  is set to Formula Evaluates to True.

Field

The available operators depend on the data type of the selected Field.Operator

Field  and Value  in the same row must have compatible data types.

Options:

Value

• Select an existing flow resource, such as a variable or screen component.

• Create a resource.

• Manually enter a literal value or merge field.

Usage

You can filter any collection found in Flow Builder, including collection variables that contain single values, collection variables that
contain records, and Apex-defined collection variables.

Collection Filter outputs a collection with the filtered results and doesn’t change the contents of the source collection. The output
collection is null until its corresponding Collection Filter runs.

Note:  The output collection variable is named after the Collection Filter element's API name.
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Example:

• For example, if a Collection Filter element is named FilterLeads, its output collection is called Leads from
FilterLeads.

• The Collection Filter element also creates a single variable called CurrentItem_FilterLeads. It acts as a loop variable
for the Collection Filter element's input collection.

• You can reference the single variable in a formula resource. For example, you can create a Filter element formula condition
where you set condition requirements to Formula Evaluate to True: AND ({currentItem_FilterLeads.LastViewedDate}
< {!$Flow.CurrentDateTime,{!currentItem_FilterLeads.IsConverted})

If you filter your collection with a formula, the formula must evaluate to a boolean (true or false) value. For more formula considerations,
see Flow Formula Considerations in Salesforce Help.

If you delete a Collection Filter element, the CurrentItem_FilterLeads  variable remains in the flow. You can safely delete this
single record variable after you remove the collection filter element.

Considerations for Defining Filter Criteria

• When you define multiple filter criteria, the filter logic usually defaults to AND. But if multiple filters have the same field selected and
use the equals operator, the filters are combined with OR.

For example, your filters check whether a case Type equals Problem, Type equals Feature Request, and Escalated equals true. At run
time, the filters are combined to be Type = (Problem OR Feature Request) AND Escalated = true.

• The available filter operators depend on the data type of the selected fields. For details, see Flow Operators in Data Elements and
Record Choice Sets.

SEE ALSO:

Flow Formula Considerations

Flow Operators in Data Elements and Record Choice Sets

Flow Formula Builder

Flow Element: Collection Sort

EDITIONS

Available in: both Salesforce
Classic and Lightning
Experience

Available in: Essentials,
Professional, Enterprise,
Performance, Unlimited,
and Developer Editions

Reorder the items within a collection and optionally limit the number of items that remain in the
collection after the sort.

DescriptionField

The collection variable that is sorted. This field accepts any collection variable
within the same flow.

Collection
Variable

The field that the collection is sorted by. This field is only shown if the collection
variable contains more than one field.

Sort By

Sort the collection in ascending or descending order.Sort Order

When selected, this element sorts records with an empty or null value in the
Sort By field at the start of the collection. Otherwise, they’re placed at the end.

Put empty
string and
null
values
first
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DescriptionField

Select Set the maximum number of items  to determine the number of items that remain in the
collection after the sort.

How Many Items
to Keep After
Sorting

Usage

When the Collection Sort element removes values or changes their order, it makes those changes directly in the selected collection
variable.

If the collection variable contains more than one field, click Add Sort Option  to sort by additional fields in order of greater to
lesser priority. You can sort by up to 3 fields at a time.

Flow Element: Core Action

EDITIONS

Available in: both Salesforce
Classic and Lightning
Experience

Available in: Essentials,
Professional, Enterprise,
Performance, Unlimited,
and Developer Editions

Perform an action outside of the flow. Choose from standard actions, like Submit for Approval or
Send Email, or your org’s quick actions and local actions.

Provided Flow Core Actions

Salesforce provides several core actions in every org, such as Submit for Approval or Send Email.
To add one of these actions to your flow, add an Action element. Then, in the Action field, search
for the appropriate action.

Provided Flow Core Actions

Salesforce provides several core actions in every org, such as Submit for Approval or Send Email. To add one of these actions to your
flow, add an Action element. Then, in the Action field, search for the appropriate action.

Flow Core Action: Activate Session-Based Permission Set

Activate a session-based permission set for the running user.

Flow Core Action: Deactivate Session-Based Permission Set

Deactivate a session-based permission set for the running user.

Flow Core Action: Einstein Discovery

Get predictive and prescriptive intelligence directly in your flows with Einstein Discovery-powered models. Select the row or fields
to use for your predictions and let Einstein Discovery generate predictions, suggested ways to improve predicted outcomes, and
other details.

Flow Core Action: Post to Chatter

Post a message to a specified feed, such as a Chatter group or a case record. The message can contain mentions and topics, but only
text posts are supported.

Flow Core Action: Global or Object-Specific Action

Call an object-specific or global action that’s already been configured in your org. Only Create, Update, and Log a Call actions are
available.
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Quip Flow Core Actions

Quip provides several core actions for organizing, creating, and copying your Quip content in flows. To add one of these actions to
your flow, add an Action element. Then select the Quip category, and search for the appropriate action.

B2B Commerce Checkout Flow Core Actions

The B2B Commerce Checkout Flow provides several core actions for implementing a successful checkout process within your
Commerce org. To add one of these actions to your flow, add an Action element. Then select the B2B Commerce category, and
search for the appropriate action.

Commerce Checkout Flow Core Actions

The Commerce Checkout Flow provides several core actions for implementing a successful checkout process within your Commerce
org. To add one of these actions to your flow, add an Action element. Then select the Commerce category, and search for the
appropriate action.

Salesforce Order Management Flow Core Actions

Salesforce Order Management provides several core actions for implementing order management functionality in flows. To add one
of these actions to your flow, add an Action element. Then select the Order Management category, and search for the appropriate
action.

Salesforce Omnichannel Inventory Flow Core Actions

Salesforce Omnichannel Inventory provides several core actions for implementing inventory functionality in flows. To add one of
these actions to your flow, add an Action element. Then select the Omnichannel Inventory Service category, and search for the
appropriate action.

Flow Core Action: Send Custom Notification

Add the Send Custom Notification action to a flow, then add recipients and content.

Flow Core Action: Send Email

Send and optionally log an email by specifying the email content and recipients in a flow.

Flow Core Action: Send Notification Actions

Call a notification type to send. Each Send Notification action corresponds to a supported notification type. Send Notification actions
are available only for Slack-enabled custom notification types and certain Slack-enabled standard notification types.

Flow Core Action: Send Surveys

Create an action to send an active survey by specifying the name, subject, recipients, and invitation link options in the flow.

Flow Core Action: Perform Survey Sentiment Analysis

Get insights into the sentiments that underlie survey responses.

Flow Core Action: Get Assessment Response Summary

Create a printable summary view of assessments taken. This action enables you to extract responses saved in an assessment and
create a flow to generate a document.

Slack Flow Core Actions

Manage Slack channels, channel members, and messages from flows. As your Salesforce records change, a flow can trigger changes
in Slack.

Flow Core Action: Submit for Approval

Submit one Salesforce record for approval.
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Salesforce Anywhere Core Flow Actions (Beta)

Salesforce Anywhere provides several core actions for implementing Salesforce Anywhere functionality in flows. To add one of these
actions to your flow, add an Action element. Then select the Salesforce Anywhere category, and search for the appropriate action.

SEE ALSO:

Add and Edit Elements

Flow Core Action: Activate Session-Based Permission Set

EDITIONS

Available in: both Salesforce
Classic and Lightning
Experience

Available in: Essentials,
Professional, Enterprise,
Performance, Unlimited,
and Developer Editions

Activate a session-based permission set for the running user.

In Flow Builder, add an Action element to your flow. In the Action field, enter Permission Set,
and select Activate Session-Based Permission Set.

Set Input Values

Use values from earlier in the flow to identify the permission set to activate.

Important:  You can run queries, but don’t modify Salesforce data in flows that also activate
session-based permission sets.

DescriptionField

The developer name of the permission set.

This parameter accepts single-value resources of any type. That value is
treated as text.

Permission Set
Name

Optional. The permission set’s namespace.

This parameter accepts single-value resources of any type. That value is
treated as text.

Permission Set
Namespace

Example: A junior buyer in your org occasionally requires access to your Contracts object. Create a session-based permission set
with access to the object. Then create a flow that uses the Activate Session-Based Permission Set core action. Configure the action
to activate the permission set.

The junior buyer runs the flow to access contracts during the current user session. The action activates the permission set for the
junior buyer during the current session.

SEE ALSO:

Flow Core Action: Deactivate Session-Based Permission Set

Create a Flow That Can Activate or Deactivate a Session-Based Permission Set

Flow Best Practices

Add and Edit Elements
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Flow Core Action: Deactivate Session-Based Permission Set

EDITIONS

Available in: both Salesforce
Classic and Lightning
Experience

Available in: Essentials,
Professional, Enterprise,
Performance, Unlimited,
and Developer Editions

Deactivate a session-based permission set for the running user.

In Flow Builder, add an Action element to your flow. In the Action field, enter Permission Set,
and select Deactivate Session-Based Permission Set.

Set Input Values
Use values from earlier in the flow to identify the permission set to deactivate.

DescriptionField

The developer name of the permission set.

This parameter accepts single-value resources of any type. That value is
treated as text.

Permission Set
Name

The permission set’s namespace.

This parameter accepts single-value resources of any type. That value is
treated as text.

Permission Set
Namespace

SEE ALSO:

Flow Core Action: Activate Session-Based Permission Set

Create a Flow That Can Activate or Deactivate a Session-Based Permission Set

Flow Best Practices

Add and Edit Elements

Flow Core Action: Einstein Discovery

EDITIONS

Available in: Lightning
Experience

Available in: Enterprise,
Performance, Professional,
Developer, and Unlimited
Editions

Get predictive and prescriptive intelligence directly in your flows with Einstein Discovery-powered
models. Select the row or fields to use for your predictions and let Einstein Discovery generate
predictions, suggested ways to improve predicted outcomes, and other details.

Set Input Values

Note:  To view Einstein Discovery predictions, improvements, and other details, users must
have the View Einstein Discovery Recommendations system permission. To learn more,
see Assign Einstein Discovery Permission Sets to Users .

Use values from an Einstein Discovery model to set the inputs for the action.

DescriptionField

Search for the deployed models to which you have access.Action

Descriptive label for the action.Label

API name for the action.API Name

Description for the action.Description
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DescriptionField

What to Store

Enable output from a predictive model to be stored in a flow resource.Predictions

Enable top predictors to be stored in a flow resource.Top Predictors

Enable suggested actions to be stored in a flow resource. Applies only to numeric
and binary classification models.

Top Improvements

Generate predictions based on a Salesforce object record.Select Object Record ID Field

Generate predictions using flow resources.Map Fields

ID of the record to use for the prediction.Record ID Field

Map the prediction model variables to flow resources.Model Variable

Optionally, for predictions associated with multiclass classification models, expand
Advanced, select Manually assign variables, and selectively store output values
(class probabilities, the prediction, and top predictors).

Advanced

SEE ALSO:

About Models

Add and Edit Elements

Flow Core Action: Post to Chatter

EDITIONS

Available in: both Salesforce
Classic and Lightning
Experience

Available in: Essentials,
Professional, Enterprise,
Performance, Unlimited,
and Developer Editions

Post a message to a specified feed, such as a Chatter group or a case record. The message can
contain mentions and topics, but only text posts are supported.

In Flow Builder, add an Action element to your flow. In the Action field, enter Chatter, and select
Post to Chatter.

Set Input Values
Use values from earlier in the flow to set the inputs for the Chatter post.

DescriptionInput
Parameter

The text that you want to post.Message

• To mention a user or group, enter @[reference], where reference
is the ID for the user or group that you want to mention. The reference can
be a literal value, a merge field, or a flow resource. For example:
@[{!UserId}].

• To add a topic, enter #[string], where string  is the topic that you
want to add. For example: #[Action Required].

This parameter accepts single-value resources of any type. That value is treated
as text and is limited to 10,000 characters.
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DescriptionInput Parameter

Reference to the user, Chatter group, or record whose feed you want to post to.Target Name
or ID • To post to a user’s feed, enter the user’s ID or username. For example: jsmith@salesforce.com

• To post to a Chatter group, enter the group’s name or ID. For example: Entire Organization

• To post to a record, enter the record’s ID. For example: 001D000000JWBDx

This parameter accepts single-value resources of any type. That value is treated as text.

ID of an Experience Cloud site to post to.

Valid only if Digital Experiences is enabled. Required if posting to a user or Chatter group that belongs to an
Experience Cloud site.

Community ID

This parameter accepts single-value resources of any type. That value is treated as text.

Required only if Target Name or ID  is set to a username or a Chatter group name.

The type of feed that you want to post to. Valid values are:

Target Type

• User—If Target Name or ID is set to a user’s username, enter this value.

• Group—If Target Name or ID  is set to a Chatter group’s name, enter this value.

Specifies whether this feed item is available to Experience Cloud site users. To display this feed item only to
internal users, set it to internalUsers.

Valid only if Digital Experiences is enabled. Valid values are:

Visibility

• allUsers

• internalUsers

Store Output Values
To use the Chatter post’s ID later in the flow, store it in a variable. The values are assigned when the Chatter post is created.

DescriptionOutput Parameter

Assigns the created post’s ID to a resource in the flow.

This parameter accepts any single-value variables of type Text, Picklist, or Multi-Select Picklist.

Feed Item ID

Usage

At run time, the Chatter post isn’t created until the interview’s transaction completes. Transactions are complete when the interview
either finishes or executes a Screen, Local Action, or Pause element.

SEE ALSO:

Which Context Do Flows Run In?

Flow Elements
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Flow Core Action: Global or Object-Specific Action

EDITIONS

Available in: both Salesforce
Classic and Lightning
Experience

Available in: Essentials,
Professional, Enterprise,
Performance, Unlimited,
and Developer Editions

Call an object-specific or global action that’s already been configured in your org. Only Create,
Update, and Log a Call actions are available.

In Flow Builder, add an Action element to your flow. In the Action field, select the object-specific
or global action to configure.

The API name for each object-specific action is prefixed with the object it’s associated with, such
as quickAction-Task.UpdatePriority. The API name for each global action has no
prefix, such as quickAction-NewAccount.

Set Input Values

Use values from earlier in the flow to set the inputs for the action.

DescriptionField

Only for object-specific actions. The ID of the record from which the action executes.

For example, the action creates a case that’s associated with a given account. Assign the ID for that account
to Related Record ID.

Related Record
ID

This parameter accepts single-value resources of any type. That value is treated as text.

Varies for each action.

The action layout determines which parameters are required. Required parameters appear by default and can’t
be removed. If a required field has a default or predefined value, that field is optional in object-specific and

Input
Parameter

global actions in the flow. If you later remove the field’s default or predefined value and you didn’t set a value
in the flow, the interview fails at run time.

The value must be compatible with the parameter.

Example:  Your org has an object-specific action that creates a case record on an account. The flow calls that action at run time
and uses values from earlier in the flow to identify the account ID.

Note:  At run time, the record isn’t created or updated until the interview’s transaction completes. Transactions are complete
when the interview either finishes or executes a Screen, Local Action, or Pause element.

SEE ALSO:

Add and Edit Elements

Flow Elements

Customize What Happens When a Flow Fails

Route a Flow

Quip Flow Core Actions

EDITIONS

Available in: Lightning
Experience

Quip provides several core actions for organizing, creating, and copying your Quip content in flows.
To add one of these actions to your flow, add an Action element. Then select the Quip category,
and search for the appropriate action.
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Important:  Quip core actions don’t support system-run flows or automated process users. Quip core actions execute in the
context of the user, who is also referred to as the context user. The flow has access to whatever the context user has access to.

Flow Core Actions for Quip: Create Quip Document

Create a document, spreadsheet, or slide deck, and add content to it.

Flow Core Action for Quip: Create Quip Chat

Create a chat room, and send a message to its members.

Flow Core Action for Quip: Create Quip Folder

Create a private folder, or add it to existing folders.

Flow Core Action for Quip: Copy Quip Document

To use a document as a template, create a copy. By default, copied documents are added to the running user’s Private folder in Quip.

Flow Core Action for Quip: Copy Quip Content (Retired)

Copy content from a source slide deck, and paste it in a target slide.

Flow Core Action for Quip: Copy with Live Paste

Copy content from a source document, and paste it with Live Paste in a new document. When the source content is updated,
documents with the live pasted content stay up to date.

Flow Core Action for Quip: Attach Quip Document to Record

Attach a document to a Salesforce record. Linked documents show up in the Quip Associated Documents component.

Flow Core Action for Quip: Edit Quip Document

Edit content in a document, spreadsheet, or slide. Add or replace content based on a document section.

Flow Core Action for Quip: Lock Quip Document

To mark a document as complete, lock document edits.

Flow Core Action for Quip: Lock Quip Section

To mark sections of a document as complete or to keep them safe from accidental edits, lock them.

Flow Core Action for Quip: Export Quip Document to PDF

To mark a document as complete and to keep a copy for your records, export it as a PDF. You can attach the exported PDF to a
document or to a Salesforce record.

Flow Core Action for Quip: Send Message in Quip Chat

Send a message in a chat room.

Flow Core Action for Quip: Send a Message in a Document

Add a message to the conversations pane of a document.

Flow Core Action for Quip: Add Quip Document to Folder

Add a document to a folder to organize and share your documents.

Flow Core Action for Quip: Add Members to Document

Add members with different levels of access to a document.

Flow Core Action for Quip: Add Members to Quip Chat

Add users to a chat room.

Flow Core Action for Quip: Remove Quip Document from Folder

Remove a document from a folder. Make a shared document private again.

Flow Core Action for Quip: Remove Members from Quip Document

To rescind access to a document for certain users, remove them from the document.
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Flow Core Action for Quip: Remove Members from Quip Chat

Remove users from a chat room.

SEE ALSO:

Add and Edit Elements

Flow Core Actions for Quip: Create Quip Document

EDITIONS

Available in: Lightning
Experience

Create a document, spreadsheet, or slide deck, and add content to it.

Warning:  Quip is retiring slides on January 31, 2021. After this date, the Copy Content action
in Process Builder and Flow Builder no longer works, and Slides isn’t a valid document type
for the Edit Document and Create Document actions. Tell Me More

In Flow Builder, add an Action element to your flow. In the Action field, enter Quip, and select
Create Quip Document.

Set Input Values
Use values from earlier in the flow to set the inputs for the action.

DescriptionInput Parameter

The title of the new document. Only string values are supported.Document Title

Optional. A list of user emails separated by commas to add to the new document. Valid
values are:

Add Members by Email Address

• person1@quip.com, person2@quip.com, person3@quip.com

• person1@quip.com

Optional. Link sharing settings for the new document. By default, new documents are
set to edit-access. Valid values are:

Company Link Address

• view–To let users view the document, enter this value.

• edit–To let users view and edit the document, enter this value.

• none–To block user access to the document, enter this value.

Optional. Format of content added to the document. By default, content format is set to
html. Valid values are:

Content Type

• html–To format text added to Document Content  with html, enter this value.

• liveapp–To add a live app to your document, enter this value. Only valid if
Document Type  is set to document.

Optional. Content added to the new document. Valid only when Content Type  is
set to html. By default, the document title is used for the document’s content. Valid values
are:

Document Content

• String values

• @[Salesforce user ID]–To @mention a Salesforce user in the document,
enter the Salesforce ID. If the user’s Salesforce email is connected to Quip, the user
ID is replaced with a Quip user @mention. If not, the Salesforce ID is replaced with
the user’s Salesforce email.
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DescriptionInput Parameter

• @[person1@quip.com]–To @mention a user by email, enter this value.

• @Everyone–To send a notification to all users added to document, enter this value.

Optional. Type of document created including documents and spreadsheets. By default,
new documents are created as documents. Valid values are:

Document Type

• document–To create a document, enter this value.

• spreadsheet–To create a spreadsheet, enter this value.

Type of live app added to the document. Required if Content Type  is set to
liveapp. Only documents support live apps. Valid values are:

Live App Type

• salesforce_record–To add the Salesforce Record live app to the document,
enter this value.

• salesforce_list–To add the Salesforce List live app to the document, enter
this value.

Type of object used by the Salesforce List live app. Required if Live App Type  is set
to salesforce_list. Only string values are supported. For example: Account,
Opportunity, or CustomObject__c.

Object Type

Optional. A list of Quip folder URLs separated by commas to add the new document to.
By default, the document is added to the user’s Private folder in Quip. Valid values are:

Parent Folder URL

• https://[quip_site_url]/folder/[folder1_name],
https://[quip_site_url]/folder/[folder2_name]

• https://[quip_site_url]/folder/[folder_name]

For example: https://salesforce.quip.com/folder/account-plans

Optional. Name of the record added to the document through the Salesforce Record live
app. Valid only if the Live App Type  is set to salesforce_record. Only string
values are supported.

Record Name

Optional. Type of object used by the Salesforce Record live app. Valid only if Live App
Type  is set to salesforce_record. Only string values are supported. For example:
Account, Opportunity, or CustomObject__c.

Record Type

ID of the Salesforce list view added to the document. Required if Live App Type  is
set to salesforce_list.

Salesforce List View ID

Optional. Salesforce org name used in the live app. Valid only if Content Type  is set
to liveapp. Only string values are supported. For example: Acme.

Salesforce Org Name

ID of the Salesforce record added to the document. Required if Live App Type  is
set to salesforce_record.

Salesforce Record ID

Store Output Values
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DescriptionOutput Parameter

Title of the new documentDocument Title

ID of the new documentDocument ID

URL of the new documentDocument Link

Example:  A sales manager wants to create a document at the end of each quarter to identify which accounts are at risk of attrition.
You can create a flow that uses the Create Quip Document core action to create a document called Red Accounts. Add a Salesforce
list view through the Salesforce List live app that shows all accounts in the red. Then add the document a Red Accounts folder.

SEE ALSO:

Flow Elements

Flow Core Action for Quip: Create Quip Chat

EDITIONS

Available in: Lightning
Experience

Create a chat room, and send a message to its members.

In Flow Builder, add an Action element to your flow. In the Action field, enter Quip, and select
Create Quip Chat.

Set Input Values
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Use values from earlier in the flow to set the inputs for the action.

DescriptionInput Parameter

Chat message to get the chat room started. Valid values are:Message

• String values

• @[Salesforce user ID]–To @mention a Salesforce user in the chat room,
enter the Salesforce ID. If the user’s Salesforce email is connected to Quip, the user
ID is replaced with a Quip user @mention. If not, the Salesforce ID is replaced with
the user’s Salesforce email.

• @[person1@quip.com]–To @mention a user by email, enter this value.

• @Everyone–To send a notification to all chat room members, enter this value.

Optional. A list of user emails separated by commas to add to the new chat room. Valid
values are:

Add Members by Email Address

• person1@quip.com, person2@quip.com, person3@quip.com

• person1@quip.com

The title of the chat room. Only string values are supported.Chat Title

Store Output Values

DescriptionOutput Parameter

ID of the new chat roomChat ID

URL of the new chat roomChat Link

Title of the new chat roomChat Title

SEE ALSO:

Add and Edit Elements

Flow Core Action for Quip: Create Quip Folder

EDITIONS

Available in: Lightning
Experience

Create a private folder, or add it to existing folders.

In Flow Builder, add an Action element to your flow. In the Action field, enter Quip, and select
Create Quip Folder.

Set Input Values
Use values from earlier in the flow to set the inputs for the action.

DescriptionInput Parameter

Name of the new folder. Only string values are supported.Folder Name

Optional. Color of the new folder. Valid values are:Folder Color

• yellow
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DescriptionInput Parameter

• red

• orange

• green

• blue

• purple

• manila

• light red

• light orange

• light green

• light blue

• light purple

Optional. A list of folder URLs separated by commas to add the new folder to. By default,
the folder is added to the user’s Private folder in Quip. Valid values are:

Parent Folder URL

• https://[quip_site_url]/folder/[folder1_name],
https://[quip_site_url]/folder/[folder2_name]

• https://[quip_site_url]/folder/[folder_name]

For example: https://salesforce.quip.com/folder/account-plans

Store Output Values

DescriptionOutput Parameter

Title of the new folderCreated Folder Title

ID of the new folderFolder ID

SEE ALSO:

Add and Edit Elements

Flow Core Action for Quip: Copy Quip Document

EDITIONS

Available in: Lightning
Experience

To use a document as a template, create a copy. By default, copied documents are added to the
running user’s Private folder in Quip.

In Flow Builder, add an Action element to your flow. In the Action field, enter Quip, and select
Copy Quip Document.

Important:  Newly copied documents aren’t automatically attached to the record. To attach
the newly created document to the record and use Synced Sharing, use the Attach Document
to Record action after the Copy Quip Document action and set the Salesforce Record ID to
be the ID of the variable.

Set Input Values
Use values from earlier in the flow to set the inputs for the action.
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DescriptionInput Parameter

The URL of the document that you want to copy. For example:
https://salesforce.quip.com/GVnGbtEasAGa

Document URL

Optional. Link sharing settings for the copied document. By default, copied documents
are set to edit-access. Valid values are:

Company Link Access

• view–To let users view the copied document, enter this value.

• edit–To let users view and edit the copied document, enter this value.

• none–To block user access to the copied document, enter this value.

Optional. ID of the record that you want to update with the copied document’s URL.
Including the Context Record ID doesn’t attach the document to a record.

Valid only if the Quip Document component is set up on the record layout. The Target
Record URL Field  is required to use Context Record ID.

Context Record ID

Optional. This input determines whether to copy comments from the source document
to the copied document. Valid values are:

Copy comments to new
document

• true–To copy the source document’s comments and annotations, enter this value.

• false–To copy the source document’s content without comments, enter this value.

Optional. A list of user emails separated by commas to add to the copied document. Valid
values are:

Member Emails

• person1@quip.com, person2@quip.com, person3@quip.com

• person1@quip.com

Optional. A list of folder URLs separated by commas to add the copied document to. Valid
values are:

Member Folder URLs

• https://[quip_site_url]/folder/[folder1_name],
https://[quip_site_url]/folder/[folder2_name]

• https://[quip_site_url]/folder/[folder_name]

For example: https://salesforce.quip.com/folder/account-plans

Optional. ID of the record that you want to use in the place of mail merge syntax. For
example, to replace the copied document’s [[Account.Name] merge field with the record’s
account name, enter the record ID.

Source Record ID

Optional. Reference to the URL field on a record used by the Context Record ID.
This field is updated with the copied document URL and adds the copied document to
the record’s Quip Document component. Valid values are:

Target Record URL Field

• API name of the field–For example: QuipDocumentURL__c

The Context Record ID  is required to use the Target Record URL Field.
Including the Target Record URL Field doesn’t attach the newly created document to the
record.

Optional. The title of the copied document. Only string values are supported.Title
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Store Output Values

DescriptionOutput Parameter

The title of the copied document.Created Document Title

ID of the copied document.Document ID

The URL of the copied document.Document Link

Example: Watch an Account Plan Automation Demo (2 minutes)

A sales rep wants to create an Account Plan and share it with the regional sales managers to close a large opportunity. You can
create a flow that uses the Copy Quip Document core action to copy an Account Plan template when the Opportunity stage is
set to Proposal/Quote. Configure the action to replace merge fields with data from the account, add the Account Plan to a folder,
and share the folder with the regional sales managers.

SEE ALSO:

Add and Edit Elements

Flow Core Action for Quip: Copy Quip Content (Retired)

EDITIONS

Available in: Lightning
Experience

Copy content from a source slide deck, and paste it in a target slide.

Warning:  Quip is retiring slides on January 31, 2021. After this date, the Copy Content action
in Process Builder and Flow Builder no longer works, and Slides isn’t a valid document type
for the Edit Document and Create Document actions. Tell Me More

Drag a Core Action element onto the canvas. In the Core Action field, enter Quip, and select Copy
Quip Content.

Set Input Values
Use values from earlier in the flow to set the inputs for the action.
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DescriptionInput Parameter

Type of document you want to copy. Valid values are:Document Type

• slides–To copy slides to another slide deck, enter this value.

URL of the slide deck you want to copy content from.Source Document URL

URL of the slide deck where you want to add copied content.Target Document URL

Optional. Number of slides to copy from the source slide deck. By default, Slide Count
Range  is set to 1.

Slide Count Range

URL of a section in the source slide deck that you want to copy content from.Source Section Anchor Link

Optional. The slide index to copy content from. For example, to copy content from the
first slide of a deck, enter 1.

Source Slide Number

Optional. ID of the record you want to use in the place of mail merge syntax. For example,
to replace the copied document’s [[Account.Name] merge field with the record’s account
name, enter the record ID.

Target Record ID

URL of a section in the target slide deck where you want to paste copied content.Target Section Anchor Link

Optional. The slide index to copy content to. For example, to paste copied content to the
first slide of a deck, enter 1.

Target Slide Number

Store Output Values

DescriptionOutput Parameter

ID of the target slide deck content was copied to.Document ID

URL of the target slide deck content was copied to.Document Link

The title of the slide deck content was copied to. Only string values are supported.Created Document Title

Example:  A sales rep wants to update a slide deck with the latest sales numbers to prepare for a customer pitch. The sales rep
wants to use the slides from another deck that their manager keeps up to date with the latest numbers. You can create a flow that
uses the Copy Quip Content core action to copy content slides 1 and 2 from their manager’s slide deck and replace the content
in slides 3 and 4 of the customer-facing slide deck.
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Flow Core Action for Quip: Copy with Live Paste

EDITIONS

Available in: Lightning
Experience

Copy content from a source document, and paste it with Live Paste in a new document. When the
source content is updated, documents with the live pasted content stay up to date.

In Flow Builder, add an Action element to your flow. In the Action field, enter Quip, and select
Copy with Live Paste.

Set Input Values
Use values from earlier in the flow to set the inputs for the action.

DescriptionInput Parameter

URLs of the sections in the source document that you want to copy content from. Anchor
links must be from the same document and separated with commas. Valid only if
Content Type  is set to anchor link.

Source Section Anchor Links

Optional. Location in the document where you want to live paste your copied content.
Valid values are:

Content Location

• append–To live paste content to the end of the document, enter this value.

• prepend–To live paste content to the beginning of the document, enter this value.

• after_section–To live paste content after a designated section, enter this value.
Valid only if Target Section Anchor Link is specified.

• before_section–To live paste content before a designated section, enter this
value. Valid only if Target Section Anchor Link is specified.

• replace_section–To replace an existing section with live pasted content, enter
this value. Valid only if Target Section Anchor Link  is specified.
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DescriptionInput Parameter

• after_document_range–To live paste content after a named document range,
enter this value. Valid only if Target Document Range Heading Text
is specified.

• before_document_range–To live paste content before a named document
range, enter this value. Valid only if Target Document Range Heading
Text  is specified.

• replace_document_range–To replace a named document range with live
pasted content, enter this value. Valid only if Target Document Range
Heading Text  is specified.

By default, Content Location  is set to append.

Type of content that you want to copy. Valid values are:Content Type

• anchor_link–To copy content based on a section anchor link URL, enter this
value.

• document_range–To copy content from a template based on a document range
name, enter this value.

Heading text from the document range that you want to copy. Valid only if Content
Type  is set to document_range.

Source Document Range
Heading

URL of the document that you want to copy live pasted content to.Target Document URL

Optional. URL of the section in the target document where you want to copy live pasted
content to.

Target Section Anchor Link

Heading text from the document range where you want to live paste your copied content.Target Document Range
Heading Text

Optional. Automatically update the target document when the source content is updated
and Live Paste is on. Valid values are:

Update Automatically

• true

• false

By default, Update Automatically  is set to false.

Store Output Values

DescriptionOutput Parameter

ID of the document where live pasted content was added.Document ID

URL of the document where live pasted content was added.Document Link

Title of the document where live pasted content was added.Document Title
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Example:  A sales manager wants to add instructions to all Account Plans to teach their sales reps what to do next. But the sales
manager doesn’t want to update each one individually. You can create a flow that uses the Copy with Live Paste core action to
add the updated instructions to the end of the Account Plan.

SEE ALSO:

Add and Edit Elements

Flow Core Action for Quip: Attach Quip Document to Record

EDITIONS

Available in: Lightning
Experience

Attach a document to a Salesforce record. Linked documents show up in the Quip Associated
Documents component.

In Flow Builder, add an Action element to your flow. In the Action field, enter Quip, and select
Attach Quip Document to Record.

Set Input Values
Use values from earlier in the flow to set the inputs for the action.

DescriptionInput Parameter

The URL of the document that you want to attach to a Salesforce record. For example:
https://salesforce.quip.com/GVnGbtEasAGa

Document URL

ID of the Salesforce record that you want to attach your document to.Salesforce Record ID

Store Output Values

DescriptionOutput Parameter

The ID of the link between the document and the record where it’s attached. The Attach
Quip Document to Record flow action creates a Content Document object that references

Content Document Link ID
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DescriptionOutput Parameter

the document. It also creates a Content Document Link object that maps the record to
the Content Document object.

SEE ALSO:

Add and Edit Elements

Flow Core Action for Quip: Edit Quip Document

EDITIONS

Available in: Lightning
Experience

Edit content in a document, spreadsheet, or slide. Add or replace content based on a document
section.

In Flow Builder, add an Action element to your flow. In the Action field, enter Quip, and select
Edit Quip Document.

Warning:  Quip is retiring slides on January 31, 2021. After this date, the Copy Content action
in Process Builder and Flow Builder no longer works, and Slides isn’t a valid document type
for the Edit Document and Create Document actions. Tell Me More

Set Input Values
Use values from earlier in the flow to set the inputs for the action.

DescriptionInput Parameter

Location in the document where you want to add content. Valid values are:Content Location

• append–To add content to the end of the document, enter this value.

• prepend–To add content to the beginning of the document, enter this value.

• after_section–To add content after a designated section, enter this value. Valid
only if Section Anchor Link  is specified.

• before_section–To add content before a designated section, enter this value.
Valid only if Section Anchor Link  or Section Match Type  is specified.

• replace_section–To replace an existing section with new content, enter this
value. Valid only if Section Anchor Link  or Section Match Type  is
specified.

• after_document_range–To add content to a template after a document
range, enter this value. Valid only if Document Range Heading  is specified.

• before_document_range–To add content to a template before a document
range, enter this value. Valid only if Document Range Heading  is specified.

• replace_document_range–To replace existing content based on a document
range, enter this value. Valid only if Document Range Heading  is specified.

URL of the document that you want to edit. For example:
https://salesforce.quip.com/GVnGbtEasAGa

Document URL

Type of document that you want to edit. Valid values are:Edit Document Type

• document–To edit a document, enter this value.

• spreadsheet–To edit a spreadsheet, enter this value.
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DescriptionInput Parameter

Optional. Content added to the document that you want to edit. Valid only if Content
Format  is set to html. Valid values are:

Content

• String values

• @[Salesforce user ID]–To @mention a Salesforce user in the document,
enter the Salesforce ID. If the user’s Salesforce email is connected to Quip, the user
ID is replaced with a Quip user @mention. If not, the Salesforce ID is replaced with
the user’s Salesforce email.

• @[person1@quip.com]–To @mention a user by email, enter this value.

• @Everyone–To send a notification to everyone in the document, enter this value.

Optional. Format of content added to the document. By default, content format is set to
html. Valid values are:

Content Format

• html–To format text added to Document Content  with html, enter this value.

• liveapp–To add a live app to your document, enter this value. Only valid if
Document Type  is set to document.

Optional. Boolean parameter that prevents Quip from inserting an extra line between
paragraphs. The default is false, meaning that by default extra lines are inserted.

Disable Extra Lines in Quip

Optional. Heading text that marks the start of the document range.Document Range Heading

Optional. The type of spreadsheet element to edit. Only valid if Document Type  is
set to spreadsheet. Valid values are:

Element Type

• row–To edit a spreadsheet row, enter this value.

• column–To edit a spreadsheet column, enter this value.

Image Number
Warning:  Quip is retiring slides on January 31, 2021. After this date, the Copy
Content action in Process Builder and Flow Builder no longer works, and Slides
isn’t a valid document type for the Edit Document and Create Document actions.
Tell Me More

Optional. Image index of an image on a slide. Only valid if Document Type  is set to
slides. Valid values are:

• Image integers–Integers represent an image index on a slide. Images are
ordered from top to bottom. Images closer to the top of a slide have an image integer
of 1. Images closer to the bottom have the biggest integers. If there are multiple
images on a slide with the same vertical positions, the image numbers are ordered
from left to right. If there are multiple images on a slide with the same horizontal and
vertical positions, the image that is behind the other one has an image number of
1. The image in front has an image number of 2.

Image URL
Warning:  Quip is retiring slides on January 31, 2021. After this date, the Copy
Content action in Process Builder and Flow Builder no longer works, and Slides
isn’t a valid document type for the Edit Document and Create Document actions.
Tell Me More
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DescriptionInput Parameter

Optional. The URL of an image in a slide deck. Only valid if Document Type  is set to
slides.

Type of live app added to the document. Required if Content Format  is set to
liveapp. Only documents support live apps. Valid values are:

Live App Type

• salesforce_record–To add the Salesforce Record live app to the document,
enter this value.

• salesforce_list–To add the Salesforce List live app to the document, enter
this value.

Type of object used by the Salesforce List live app. Required if Live App Type  is set
to salesforce_list. Only string values are supported. For example: Account,
Opportunity, or CustomObject__c.

Object Type

Optional. Name of the record added to the document through the Salesforce Record live
app. Valid only if the Live App Type  is set to salesforce_record. Only string
values are supported.

Record Name

Optional. Type of object used by the Salesforce Record live app. Valid only if Live App
Type  is set to salesforce_record. Only string values are supported. For example:
Account, Opportunity, or CustomObject__c.

Record Type

Optional. ID of the Salesforce list view added to the document. Valid only if Live App
Type  is set to salesforce_list.

Salesforce List View ID

Optional. Salesforce org name used in the live app. Valid only if Content Format  is
set to liveapp. Only string values are supported. For example: Acme.

Salesforce Org Name

Optional. ID of the Salesforce record added to the document. Valid only if Live App
Type  is set to salesforce_record.

Salesforce Record ID

URL of a section in the document where you want to add or replace content. Valid only
if Content Location  is set to before_section, after_section, or

Section Anchor Link

replace_section. For example:
https://[quip_site_url]/GVnGAtEawAGh/Source-Slide#JUJACAuc0ps,
where Source-Slide#JUJACAuc0ps is a specific slide in the slide deck.

Placement of keywords used to identify the section where you want to add or replace
content. Valid only if Content Location  is set to before_section,

Section Match Type

after_section, or replace_section, and the Document Type is
document. Keywords aren’t case-sensitive and ignore HTML tags. Valid values are:

• prefix–To find a keyword in a document based on the first part of a word, enter
this value. For example, hello  is the prefix for helloworld.

• suffix–To find a keyword in a document based on the end of a word, enter this
value. For example, world is the suffix for helloworld.

Format of the document section where you want to add or replace content. Required if
Section Type  is set to textmatch. Valid values are:

Section Style

• paragraph–To find a keyword in a paragraph, enter this value.
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DescriptionInput Parameter

• heading–To find a keyword in a heading, enter this value.

• list–To find a keyword in a list, enter this value.

Keywords to identify the section where you want to add or replace content. Required if
Section Match Type  is specified. Only string values are supported.

Section Text

Optional. Determines how a section is edited. Valid values are:Section Type

• anchorlink–To edit a document section based on its anchorlink, enter this value.
Valid only if Section Anchor Link  is set up.

• textmatch–To edit a document section based on a keyword, enter this value.

Slide Layout
Warning:  Quip is retiring slides on January 31, 2021. After this date, the Copy
Content action in Process Builder and Flow Builder no longer works, and Slides
isn’t a valid document type for the Edit Document and Create Document actions.
Tell Me More

Optional. The slide element to edit. Only valid if Document Type  is set to slides.
Valid values are:

• single_column–To edit a slide column, enter this value.

• image–To edit a slide image, enter this value.

Slide Number
Warning:  Quip is retiring slides on January 31, 2021. After this date, the Copy
Content action in Process Builder and Flow Builder no longer works, and Slides
isn’t a valid document type for the Edit Document and Create Document actions.
Tell Me More

Optional. The slide index to edit. Only valid if Document Type  is set to slides. For
example, to edit the first slide of a deck, enter 1.

Store Output Values

DescriptionOutput Parameter

ID of the edited documentDocument ID

URL of the edited documentDocument Link

Title of the edited documentDocument Title

Example:  A sales rep wants to update their Account Plan and add a list view of open opportunities related to the account. You
can create a flow that uses the Edit Document core action to add the Salesforce List live app to the end of the Account Plan.
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Example:  A service manager wants to update an Account Plan with an account history. The account is up for renewal and the
service manager wants to make sure that the sales rep has the necessary background on past cases before contacting the customer.
You can create a flow that uses the Edit Document core action to add an account history to an Account Plan and place it before
the placeholder lorem.
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SEE ALSO:

Add and Edit Elements

Flow Core Action for Quip: Lock Quip Document

EDITIONS

Available in: Lightning
Experience

To mark a document as complete, lock document edits.

In Flow Builder, add an Action element to your flow. In the Action field, enter Quip, and select
Lock Quip Document.

Set Input Values
Use values from earlier in the flow to set the inputs for the action.

DescriptionInput Parameter

URL of the document that you want to lock.Document URL

Action of locking or unlocking the document. Only a user with full access to the document
can lock or unlock it. Valid values are:

Lock Operation

• lock—To lock edits to the document, enter this value.

• unlock—To let users edit a locked document, enter this value.

Store Output Values

DescriptionOutput Parameter

Success marker of whether the document was locked or unlocked. Possible results are
true  or false.

Document Lock Operation
Result

Example:  A sales manager wants to lock edits to their reps’ Account Plans after a deal is closed. You can create a flow that uses
the Lock Quip Document core action to lock edits to Account Plans when the Opportunity stage is set to Closed Won.

SEE ALSO:

Add and Edit Elements
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Flow Core Action for Quip: Lock Quip Section

EDITIONS

Available in: Lightning
Experience

To mark sections of a document as complete or to keep them safe from accidental edits, lock them.

In Flow Builder, add an Action element to your flow. In the Action field, enter Quip, and select
Lock Quip Section.

Set Input Values
Use values from earlier in the flow to set the inputs for the action.

DescriptionInput Parameter

Anchor link URL of the document section that you want to lock.Section Anchor Link

Action of locking or unlocking a document section. Only a user with full access to the
document can lock or unlock its sections. Valid values are:

Lock Operation

• lock—To lock edits to the document, enter this value.

• unlock—To let users edit a locked document, enter this value.

Store Output Values

DescriptionOutput Parameter

Success marker of whether the section was locked or unlocked. Possible results are true
or false.

Section Lock Operation
Result

SEE ALSO:

Add and Edit Elements

Flow Core Action for Quip: Export Quip Document to PDF

EDITIONS

Available in: Lightning
Experience

To mark a document as complete and to keep a copy for your records, export it as a PDF. You can
attach the exported PDF to a document or to a Salesforce record.

Set Input Values
Use values from earlier in the flow to set the inputs for the action.

DescriptionInput Parameter

URL of the document you want to export to PDF. Valid values
are:

Source Document URL

• String values

• Field references—To pull a document housed in a custom
URL field, enter the field API name.

Name of the sheet in a spreadsheet that you want to export to
a PDF. Valid only for spreadsheet files. If no sheet name is entered,
defaults to the first sheet.

Sheet Name

Optional. URL of the document where you want to attach the
created PDF. The PDF is added to the end of the document.

Target Document URL
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DescriptionInput Parameter

ID of the Salesforce org where you want to attach your new PDF. You can use the same
Salesforce org ID of the triggering record, or attach the PDF to a different org. Valid only
if Target Record ID  is specified.

Salesforce Organization ID

Optional. ID of the Salesforce record you want to attach your document to. PDFs attached
to a record are added to the record’s Files component and Notes and Attachments
component, and are visible to any user with access to the record. Valid values are:

Target Record ID

• Alphanumeric series of numbers and letters for a specific Salesforce record.

• {!$Record.Id}To attach the PDF to the same record that triggered the flow,
enter this value.

Store Output Values

DescriptionOutput Parameter

ID to check the status of the PDF export.Request ID

Error message that explains why the document wasn’t exported to a PDF.Status message

Success marker of whether the document was exported to a PDF. Can be success,
failure, or pending.

Status of the request

SEE ALSO:

Flow Elements

Flow Core Action for Quip: Send Message in Quip Chat

EDITIONS

Available in: Lightning
Experience

Send a message in a chat room.

In Flow Builder, add an Action element to your flow. In the Action field, enter Quip, and select
Send Message in Quip Chat.

Set Input Values
Use values from earlier in the flow to set the inputs for the action.

DescriptionInput Parameter

URL of the chat room where you want your message to appear.Chat URL

Chat message sent to the chat room. Valid values are:Message

• String values

• @[Salesforce user ID]–To @mention a Salesforce user in the chat room,
enter the Salesforce ID. If the user’s Salesforce email is connected to Quip, the user
ID is replaced with a Quip user @mention. If not, the Salesforce ID is replaced with
the user’s Salesforce email.

• @[person1@quip.com]–To @mention a user by email, enter this value.
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DescriptionInput Parameter

• @Everyone–To send a notification to all chat room members, enter this value.

SEE ALSO:

Add and Edit Elements

Flow Core Action for Quip: Send a Message in a Document

EDITIONS

Available in: Lightning
Experience

Add a message to the conversations pane of a document.

In Flow Builder, add an Action element to your flow. In the Action field, enter Quip, and select
Send Message in Document.

Set Input Values
Use values from earlier in the flow to set the inputs for the action.

DescriptionInput Parameter

URL of the document where you want to add a comment.Document URL

Message added to the document. Valid values are:Message

• String values

• @[Salesforce user ID]–To @mention a Salesforce user in the document,
enter the Salesforce ID. If the user’s Salesforce email is connected to Quip, the user
ID is replaced with a Quip user @mention. If not, the Salesforce ID is replaced with
the user’s Salesforce email.

• @[person1@quip.com]–To @mention a user by email, enter this value.

• @Everyone–To send a notification to everyone in the document, enter this value.

Optional. URL of a section in the document where you want the message to appear.Section Anchor Link

SEE ALSO:

Add and Edit Elements

Flow Core Action for Quip: Add Quip Document to Folder

EDITIONS

Available in: Lightning
Experience

Add a document to a folder to organize and share your documents.

In Flow Builder, add an Action element to your flow. In the Action field, enter Quip, and select
Add Quip Document to Folder.

Set Input Values
Use values from earlier in the flow to set the inputs for the action.

DescriptionInput Parameter

URL of the document that you want to add to a folder.Document URL

URL of the folder where you want to add the document.Folder URL
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Store Output Values

DescriptionOutput Parameter

ID of the added documentDocument ID

URL of the document added to the folderDocument Link

Title of the added documentDocument Title

Example: Watch an Account Plan Automation Demo (2 minutes)

SEE ALSO:

Add and Edit Elements

Flow Core Action for Quip: Add Members to Document

EDITIONS

Available in: Lightning
Experience

Add members with different levels of access to a document.

In Flow Builder, add an Action element to your flow. In the Action field, enter Quip, and select
Add Members to Document.

Set Input Values
Use values from earlier in the flow to set the inputs for the action.

DescriptionInput Parameter

URL of the document that you want to add members to.Document URL

Optional. A list of user emails separated by commas that can view and comment on the
document. Valid values are:

Add Comment-Access Members
by Email Address

• person1@quip.com, person2@quip.com, person3@quip.com

• person1@quip.com

Optional. A list of user emails separated by commas that can view, comment on, and edit
the document. Valid values are:

Add Edit-Access Member by
Email Address

• person1@quip.com, person2@quip.com, person3@quip.com

• person1@quip.com

Optional. A list of user emails separated by commas that can view, comment on, edit,
and share the document. Valid values are:

Add Full-Access Members by
Email Address

• person1@quip.com, person2@quip.com, person3@quip.com

• person1@quip.com

Optional. A list of user emails separated by commas that can view the document. Valid
values are:

Add View-Access Members by
Email Address

• person1@quip.com, person2@quip.com, person3@quip.com

• person1@quip.com
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Store Output Values

DescriptionOutput Parameter

ID of the documentDocument ID

URL of the documentDocument Link

Title of the documentDocument Title

Example:  A service manager wants to add Tier 3 service reps to a Case Swarm document to solve a customer case. The service
manager also wants to keep sales reps with open opportunities related to the account up to date. You can create a flow that uses
the Add Members to Document core action to add Tier 3 reps to the Case Swarm document and grant the service reps edit-access
to the document. Then you can add the sales reps with open opportunities to the document with comment-access so that they
can see what’s happening and ask questions.

SEE ALSO:

Add and Edit Elements

Flow Core Action for Quip: Add Members to Quip Chat

EDITIONS

Available in: Lightning
Experience

Add users to a chat room.

In Flow Builder, add an Action element to your flow. In the Action field, enter Quip, and select
Add Members to Quip Chat.

Set Input Values
Use values from earlier in the flow to set the inputs for the action.

DescriptionInput Parameter

A list of user emails separated by commas to add to the chat room. Valid values are:Add Members by Email Address

• person1@quip.com, person2@quip.com, person3@quip.com

• person1@quip.com

URL of the chat room that you want to add members to.Chat URL

Store Output Values

DescriptionOutput Parameter

ID of the chat roomChat ID

URL of the chat roomChat Link

Title of the chat roomChat Title

SEE ALSO:

Add and Edit Elements
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Flow Core Action for Quip: Remove Quip Document from Folder

EDITIONS

Available in: Lightning
Experience

Remove a document from a folder. Make a shared document private again.

In Flow Builder, add an Action element to your flow. In the Action field, enter Quip, and select
Remove Quip Document from Folder.

Set Input Values
Use values from earlier in the flow to set the inputs for the action.

DescriptionInput Parameter

URL of the document that you want to remove from a folder.Document URL

URL of the folder that you want to remove the document from.Folder URL

Store Output Values

DescriptionOutput Parameter

ID of the removed documentDocument ID

URL of the removed documentDocument Link

Title of the removed documentDocument Title

SEE ALSO:

Add and Edit Elements

Flow Core Action for Quip: Remove Members from Quip Document

EDITIONS

Available in: Lightning
Experience

To rescind access to a document for certain users, remove them from the document.

In Flow Builder, add an Action element to your flow. In the Action field, enter Quip, and select
Remove Members from Quip Document.

Set Input Values
Use values from earlier in the flow to set the inputs for the action.

DescriptionInput Parameter

URL of the document that you want to remove members from.Document URL

A list of user emails separated by commas to remove from the document. Valid values
are:

Remove Members by Email
Address

• person1@quip.com, person2@quip.com, person3@quip.com

• person1@quip.com

Store Output Values
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DescriptionOutput Parameter

ID of the documentDocument ID

URL of the documentDocument Link

Title of the documentDocument Title

Example:  A service manager previously added Tier 3 service reps and sales reps to a Case Swarm document to solve a customer
case. Now that the case is closed, the service manager wants to remove user access to the document to preserve its integrity. You
can create a flow that uses the Remove Members from Quip Document core action to remove Tier 3 reps and sales reps from the
document.

SEE ALSO:

Add and Edit Elements

Flow Core Action for Quip: Remove Members from Quip Chat

EDITIONS

Available in: Lightning
Experience

Remove users from a chat room.

In Flow Builder, add an Action element to your flow. In the Action field, enter Quip, and select
Remove Members from Quip Chat.

Set Input Values
Use values from earlier in the flow to set the inputs for the action.

DescriptionInput Parameter

A list of user emails separated by commas to remove from the chat room. Valid values
are:

Remove Members by Email
Address

• person1@quip.com, person2@quip.com, person3@quip.com

• person1@quip.com

URL of the chat room that you want to remove members from.Chat URL

Store Output Values

DescriptionOutput Parameter

ID of the chat roomChat ID

URL of the chat roomChat Link

Title of the chat roomChat Title

SEE ALSO:

Add and Edit Elements
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B2B Commerce Checkout Flow Core Actions

EDITIONS

Available in: Lightning
Experience

Available in: Performance,
Professional, and Unlimited
Editions with B2B Commerce

The B2B Commerce Checkout Flow provides several core actions for implementing a successful
checkout process within your Commerce org. To add one of these actions to your flow, add an
Action element. Then select the B2B Commerce category, and search for the appropriate action.

These actions use Apex-defined input and output variables that map to input and output classes
in the Apex ConnectApi  namespace. For more information on using Apex-defined variables in
flows, see Considerations for the Apex-Defined Data Type on page 182.

Flow Core Action for Checkout Flow: Activate Order

Activates a Salesforce standard draft order.

Flow Core Action for Checkout Flow: Calculate Cart Promotions

Request a full calculation of all line items in the cart that have a promotion.

Flow Core Action for Checkout Flow: Calculate Cart Shipment Costs

Request the shipping costs of all line items within the cart.

Flow Core Action for Checkout Flow: Calculate Cart Taxes

Request a tax cost calculation for all line items within the cart.

Flow Core Action for Checkout Flow: Cancel Cart Async Operation

Cancel the current checkout so the user can return to an unlocked cart. This operation automatically executes when cart changes
are invoked, such as add to cart.

Flow Core Action for Checkout Flow: Cart to Order

Create a Salesforce standard order in draft mode.

Flow Core Action for Checkout Flow: Check Cart Inventory

Request a full inventory availability check of all line items in the cart.

Flow Core Action for Checkout Flow: Checkout Session Action

Get or create a checkout session, and return the ID of the session to the caller.

Flow Core Action for Checkout Flow: Price Cart

Request a reprice of all line items in a cart.

Flow Core Action for Checkout Flow: Update Checkout Session Action

The Update Checkout Session action updates the checkout session state if the current state matches the expected state. This action
provides consistency during checkout handling and guarantees that if two browsers attempt to update the state, one succeeds and
the other fails validation.

SEE ALSO:

Add and Edit Elements
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Flow Core Action for Checkout Flow: Activate Order

EDITIONS

Available in: Lightning
Experience

Available in: Performance,
Professional, and Unlimited
Editions with B2B Commerce

Activates a Salesforce standard draft order.

In Flow Builder, add an Action element to your flow. Select the B2B Commerce category, and
search for Activate Order. To access this action from the API, use the name
activateOrderAction.

Set Input Values
Use values from earlier in the flow to set the inputs.

DescriptionInput
Parameter

The ID of the cart that transitions into a checkout.cartId

A DynamicEnum with the OrderTypeEnum value.orderStatus

Store Output Values

DescriptionOutput Parameter

The ID of the background operation that processes the total price of all items in the cart.backgroundOperationId

Error Conditions

DescriptionError Condition

The cart ID value isn’t accepted.Invalid CartId Input

Error Code: UNKNOWN_EXCEPTION

HTTP Status Code: 500

The caller doesn’t have the appropriate permissions to call the action, including the MAD or B2B Commerce
Integrator user perms.

User Can’t Invoke
Action

Error Code: BAD_REQUEST

HTTP Status Code: 400

The buyer doesn’t own the cart, doesn’t have read access to the cart, or the cart isn’t shared with the buyer.User Doesn’t Have
Access to the Cart

Error Code: BAD_REQUEST

HTTP Status Code: 400

The cart status isn’t in the Checkout state and can’t continue.The Cart Isn’t in the
Checkout State

Error Code: INVALID_OPERATION

HTTP Status Code: 403

Only one integration can be processed at a time. This error indicates when an integration is already running.Integration Is Already
in Progress

Error Code: ALREADY_IN_PROCESS
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DescriptionError Condition

HTTP Status Code: 400

The effective account listed isn’t valid.Account Associated
With the Cart Isn’t
Valid or Accessible Error Code: INSUFFICIENT_ACCESS_OR_READONLY

HTTP Status Code: 500

The user isn’t a member of the store.User Isn’t a Member of
the Store

Error Code: INSUFFICIENT_ACCESS_OR_READONLY

HTTP Status Code: 500

The CartValidationOutput object has errors that are related to the cart and must be cleared before order
activation.

CartValidationOutput
Object Has Errors

Error Code: INVALID_INPUT

HTTP Status Code: 403

Checkout Session state must be in the Activate state for the order activation to go forward.CheckoutSession Isn’t
in the Activate State

Error Code: INVALID_INPUT

HTTP Status Code: 403

CheckoutSession can’t be in the Processing state. Processing indicates a separate integration is already running.

Error Code: INVALID_INPUT

CheckoutSession Is in
the Processing State

HTTP Status Code: 403

The Order status input that is passed to the API must be the ACTIVATE  status code.Invalid Order Status
Input

Error Code: UNKNOWN_EXCEPTION

HTTP Status Code: 500

The OrderSummary wasn’t created due to an internal error.OrderSummary
Wasn’t Created

Error Code: UNKNOWN_EXCEPTION

HTTP Status Code: 403

Usage

To use the B2B Commerce Activate Order action, these requirements apply.

1. The user has the appropriate permissions to invoke the action.

2. The effective account is valid.

3. The buyer account is a member of the store.

4. The buyer has edit access to the cart.

5. An order in Draft  status is generated from the cartToOrder action, and the orderId  is in CartCheckoutSession.
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6. The cart status is CartStatusEnum.CHECKOUT.

7. Session.IsProcessing  isn’t set to False.

8. Session.NextState  is set to activateOrder.

9. Session.State  can’t be empty.

10. backgroundOperationId  can’t be New or Running.

When the Activate Order action runs, these API interactions occur.

1. The order item is activated, making it read-only.

2. The order summary is generated asynchronously.

3. The CheckoutSession is archived.

4. The cart is archived.

SEE ALSO:

Add and Edit Elements

Flow Core Action for Checkout Flow: Calculate Cart Promotions

EDITIONS

Available in: Lightning
Experience

Available in: Performance,
Professional, and Unlimited
Editions with B2B Commerce

Request a full calculation of all line items in the cart that have a promotion.

In Flow Builder, add an Action element to your flow. Select the B2B Commerce category, and
search for Calculate Cart Promotions. To access this action from the API, use the name
calcCartPromotionsAction.

Set Input Values
Use values from earlier in the flow to set the inputs.

DescriptionInput
Parameter

The ID of the cart that you want to reprice.cartId

Store Output Values

DescriptionOutput Parameter

The ID of the background operation that processes the total price of all items in the cart.backgroundOperationId

Error Conditions

DescriptionError Condition

The cart ID value isn’t accepted.Invalid CartId Input

Error Code: UNKNOWN_EXCEPTION

HTTP Status Code: 500
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DescriptionError Condition

The caller doesn’t have the appropriate permissions to call the action, including the MAD or B2B Commerce
Integrator user perms.

User Can’t Invoke
Action

Error Code: BAD_REQUEST

HTTP Status Code: 400

The buyer doesn’t own the cart, doesn’t have read access to the cart, or the cart isn’t shared with the buyer.User Doesn’t Have
Access to the Cart

Error Code: BAD_REQUEST

HTTP Status Code: 400

The cart status isn’t in the Checkout state and can’t continue.Cart Isn’t in the
Checkout State

Error Code: INVALID_OPERATION

HTTP Status Code: 403

Only one integration can be processed at a time. This error indicates when an integration is already running.Integration Is Already
in Progress

Error Code: ALREADY_IN_PROCESS

HTTP Status Code: 400

The effective account listed isn’t valid.Account Associated
With the Cart Isn’t
Valid or Accessible Error Code: INSUFFICIENT_ACCESS_OR_READONLY

HTTP Status Code: 500

The user isn’t a member of the store.User Isn’t a Member of
the Store

Error Code: INSUFFICIENT_ACCESS_OR_READONLY

HTTP Status Code: 500

Usage

This action is executed asynchronously using the pricing service configured in StoreIntegratedService.

SEE ALSO:

Add and Edit Elements
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Flow Core Action for Checkout Flow: Calculate Cart Shipment Costs

EDITIONS

Available in: Lightning
Experience

Available in: Performance,
Professional, and Unlimited
Editions with B2B Commerce

Request the shipping costs of all line items within the cart.

In Flow Builder, add an Action element to your flow. Select the B2B Commerce category, and
search for Calculate Cart Shipment Costs. To access this action from the API, use the name
calcCartShipmentAction.

Set Input Values
Use values from earlier in the flow to set the inputs.

DescriptionInput
Parameter

The ID of the cart that transitions into a checkout.cartId

Store Output Values

DescriptionOutput Parameter

The ID of the background operation that processes the total price of all items in the cart.backgroundOperationId

Error Conditions

DescriptionError Condition

The cart ID value isn’t accepted.Invalid CartId Input

Error Code: UNKNOWN_EXCEPTION

HTTP Status Code: 500

The caller doesn’t have the appropriate permissions to call the action, including the MAD or B2B Commerce
Integrator user perms.

User Can’t Invoke
Action

Error Code: BAD_REQUEST

HTTP Status Code: 400

The buyer doesn’t own the cart, doesn’t have read access to the cart, or the cart isn’t shared with the buyer.User Doesn’t Have
Access to the Cart

Error Code: BAD_REQUEST

HTTP Status Code: 400

The cart status isn’t in the Checkout state and can’t continue.Cart Isn’t in the
Checkout State

Error Code: INVALID_OPERATION

HTTP Status Code: 403

Only one integration can be processed at a time. This error indicates when an integration is already running.Integration Is Already
in Progress

Error Code: ALREADY_IN_PROCESS

HTTP Status Code: 400
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DescriptionError Condition

The effective account listed isn’t valid.Account Associated
With the Cart Isn’t
Valid or Accessible Error Code: INSUFFICIENT_ACCESS_OR_READONLY

HTTP Status Code: 500

The user isn’t a member of the store.User Isn’t a Member of
the Store

Error Code: INSUFFICIENT_ACCESS_OR_READONLY

HTTP Status Code: 500

Usage

This action is executed asynchronously using the pricing service configured in StoreIntegratedService.

To use the B2B Commerce Check Cart Shipment Cost action, these requirements apply.

1. The user has the appropriate permissions to invoke the action.

2. The effective account is valid.

3. The buyer account is a member of the store.

4. The buyer has edit access to the cart.

5. The cart status isn’t Closed.

6. Session.IsProcessing  isn’t set to False.

7. Session.NextState  is set to DeliveryMethod.

8. Session.State  can’t be empty.

9. backgroundOperationId  can’t be New or Running.

SEE ALSO:

Add and Edit Elements

Flow Core Action for Checkout Flow: Calculate Cart Taxes

EDITIONS

Available in: Lightning
Experience

Available in: Performance,
Professional, and Unlimited
Editions with B2B Commerce

Request a tax cost calculation for all line items within the cart.

In Flow Builder, add an Action element to your flow. Select the B2B Commerce category, and
search for Calculate Cart Taxes. To access this action from the API, use the name
calcCartTaxesAction.

Set Input Values
Use values from earlier in the flow to set the inputs.

DescriptionInput
Parameter

The ID of the cart that transitions into a checkout.cartId

Store Output Values
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DescriptionOutput Parameter

The ID of the background operation that processes the total price of all items in the cart.backgroundOperationId

Error Conditions

DescriptionError Condition

The cart ID value isn’t accepted.Invalid CartId Input

Error Code: UNKNOWN_EXCEPTION

HTTP Status Code: 500

The caller doesn’t have the appropriate permissions to call the action, including the MAD or B2B Commerce
Integrator user perms.

User Can’t Invoke
Action

Error Code: BAD_REQUEST

HTTP Status Code: 400

The buyer doesn’t own the cart, doesn’t have read access to the cart, or the cart isn’t shared with the buyer.User Doesn’t Have
Access to the Cart

Error Code: BAD_REQUEST

HTTP Status Code: 400

The cart status isn’t in the Checkout state and can’t continue.Cart Isn’t in the
Checkout State

Error Code: INVALID_OPERATION

HTTP Status Code: 403

Only one integration can be processed at a time. This error indicates when an integration is already running.Integration Is Already
in Progress

Error Code: ALREADY_IN_PROCESS

HTTP Status Code: 400

The effective account listed isn’t valid.Account Associated
With the Cart Isn’t
Valid or Accessible Error Code: INSUFFICIENT_ACCESS_OR_READONLY

HTTP Status Code: 500

The user isn’t a member of the store.User Isn’t a Member of
the Store

Error Code: INSUFFICIENT_ACCESS_OR_READONLY

HTTP Status Code: 500

Usage

This action is executed asynchronously using the pricing service configured in StoreIntegratedService.

To use the B2B Commerce Calculate Cart Taxes action, these requirements apply.
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1. The user has the appropriate permissions to invoke the action.

2. The effective account is valid.

3. The buyer account is a member of the store.

4. The buyer has edit access to the cart.

5. The cart status isn’t Closed.

6. Session.IsProcessing  isn’t set to False.

7. Session.NextState  is set to ComputeTaxes.

8. Session.State  can’t be empty.

9. backgroundOperationId  can’t be New or Running.

SEE ALSO:

Add and Edit Elements

Flow Core Action for Checkout Flow: Cancel Cart Async Operation

EDITIONS

Available in: Lightning
Experience

Available in: Performance,
Professional, and Unlimited
Editions with B2B Commerce

Cancel the current checkout so the user can return to an unlocked cart. This operation automatically
executes when cart changes are invoked, such as add to cart.

In Flow Builder, add an Action element to your flow. Select the B2B Commerce category, and
search for Cancel Cart Async Operation. To access this action from the API, use the name
cancelCartAsyncOperation.

Set Input Values
Use values from earlier in the flow to set the inputs.

DescriptionInput
Parameter

The ID of the cart that transitions into a checkout.cartId

Error Conditions

DescriptionError Condition

A cart can’t be canceled after it’s closed.Cancel a Closed Cart

Error Code: INVALID_OPERATION

HTTP Status Code: 403

Usage

To use the B2B Commerce Cancel Cart Async Operation, these requirements apply.

1. The user has the appropriate permissions to invoke the action.

2. The effective account is valid.

3. The buyer account is a member of the store.
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4. The cart status can’t be Closed.

5. There’s an active CartCheckoutSession associated with the cart.

6. There’s a valid BackgroundOperationId.

When the Cancel Cart Async Operation runs, these API interactions occur.

1. The background operation is marked as canceled.

2. The cart transitions to the Active state, unlocking the cart for more updates.

3. If it exists, the CartCheckoutSession object is archived.

SEE ALSO:

Add and Edit Elements

Flow Core Action for Checkout Flow: Cart to Order

EDITIONS

Available in: Lightning
Experience

Available in: Performance,
Professional, and Unlimited
Editions with B2B Commerce

Create a Salesforce standard order in draft mode.

In Flow Builder, add an Action element to your flow. Select the B2B Commerce category, and
search for Cart To Order . To access this action from the API, use the name
cartToOrderAction.

Set Input Values
Use values from earlier in the flow to set the inputs.

DescriptionInput
Parameter

The ID of the cart that transitions into a checkout.cartId

Execute the Cart to Order action asynchronously.runAsync

Store Output Values

DescriptionOutput Parameter

The ID of the background operation that processes the total price of all items in the cart.backgroundOperationId

Error Conditions

DescriptionError Condition

The cart ID value isn’t accepted.Invalid CartId Input

Error Code: UNKNOWN_EXCEPTION

HTTP Status Code: 500

The caller doesn’t have the appropriate permissions to call the action, including the MAD or
B2BCommerceIntegrator user perms.

User Can’t Invoke
Action

Error Code: BAD_REQUEST
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DescriptionError Condition

HTTP Status Code: 400

The buyer doesn’t own the cart, doesn’t have read access to the cart, or the cart isn’t shared with the buyer.User Doesn’t Have
Access to the Cart

Error Code: BAD_REQUEST

HTTP Status Code: 400

The cart status isn’t in the Checkout state and can’t continue.Cart Isn’t in the
Checkout State

Error Code: INVALID_OPERATION

HTTP Status Code: 403

Only one integration can be processed at a time. This error indicates when an integration is already running.Integration Is Already
in Progress

Error Code: ALREADY_IN_PROCESS

HTTP Status Code: 400

The effective account listed isn’t valid.Account Associated
With the Cart Isn’t
Valid or Accessible Error Code: INSUFFICIENT_ACCESS_OR_READONLY

HTTP Status Code: 500

The user isn’t a member of the store.User Isn’t a Member of
the Store

Error Code: INSUFFICIENT_ACCESS_OR_READONLY

HTTP Status Code: 500

Usage

To use the B2B Commerce Cart to Order action, these requirements apply.

1. The user has the appropriate permissions to invoke the action.

2. The effective account is valid.

3. The buyer account is a member of the store.

4. The buyer has edit access to the cart.

5. The cart status is CartStatusEnum.CHECKOUT.

6. Session.IsProcessing  isn’t set to False.

7. Session.NextState  is set to cartToOrder.

8. Session.State  can’t be empty.

9. backgroundOperationId  can’t be New or Running.

SEE ALSO:

Add and Edit Elements
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Flow Core Action for Checkout Flow: Check Cart Inventory

EDITIONS

Available in: Lightning
Experience

Available in: Performance,
Professional, and Unlimited
Editions with B2B Commerce

Request a full inventory availability check of all line items in the cart.

In Flow Builder, add an Action element to your flow. Select the B2B Commerce category, and
search for Check Cart Inventory. To access this action from the API, use the name
checkCartInventoryAction.

Set Input Values
Use values from earlier in the flow to set the inputs.

DescriptionInput
Parameter

The ID of the cart that transitions into a checkout.cartId

Store Output Values

DescriptionOutput Parameter

The ID of the background operation that processes the total price of all items in the cart.backgroundOperationId

Error Conditions

DescriptionError Condition

The cart ID value isn’t accepted.Invalid CartId Input

Error Code: UNKNOWN_EXCEPTION

HTTP Status Code: 500

The caller doesn’t have the appropriate permissions to call the action, including the MAD or B2B Commerce
Integrator user perms.

User Can’t Invoke
Action

Error Code: BAD_REQUEST

HTTP Status Code: 400

The buyer doesn’t own the cart, doesn’t have read access to the cart, or the cart isn’t shared with the buyer.User Doesn’t Have
Access to the Cart

Error Code: BAD_REQUEST

HTTP Status Code: 400

The cart status isn’t in the Checkout state and can’t continue.The Cart Isn’t in the
Checkout State

Error Code: INVALID_OPERATION

HTTP Status Code: 403

Only one integration can be processed at a time. This error indicates when an integration is already running.Integration Is Already
in Progress

Error Code: ALREADY_IN_PROCESS

HTTP Status Code: 400
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DescriptionError Condition

The effective account listed isn’t valid.Account Associated
With the Cart Isn’t
Valid or Accessible Error Code: INSUFFICIENT_ACCESS_OR_READONLY

HTTP Status Code: 500

The user isn’t a member of the store.User Isn’t a Member of
the Store

Error Code: INSUFFICIENT_ACCESS_OR_READONLY

HTTP Status Code: 500

Usage

This action is executed asynchronously using the pricing service configured in StoreIntegratedService.

To use the B2B Commerce Check Cart Inventory action, these requirements apply.

1. The user has the appropriate permissions to invoke the action.

2. The effective account is valid.

3. The buyer account is a member of the store.

4. The buyer has edit access to the cart.

5. The cart status isn’t Closed.

6. Session.IsProcessing  isn’t set to False.

7. Session.NextState  is set to CheckInventory.

8. Session.State  can’t be empty.

9. backgroundOperationId  can’t be New or Running.

SEE ALSO:

Add and Edit Elements

Flow Core Action for Checkout Flow: Checkout Session Action

EDITIONS

Available in: Lightning
Experience

Available in: Performance,
Professional, and Unlimited
Editions with B2B Commerce

Get or create a checkout session, and return the ID of the session to the caller.

In Flow Builder, add an Action element to your flow. Select the B2B Commerce category, and
search for Checkout Session Action. To access this action from the API, use the name
checkoutSessionAction.

Set Input Values
Use values from earlier in the flow to set the inputs.

DescriptionInput
Parameter

The ID of the cart that transitions into a checkout.cartId

Store Output Values
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DescriptionOutput Parameter

The ID of the request that processes and then either creates or returns the Checkout Session.requestId

Error Conditions

DescriptionError Condition

The cart ID value isn’t accepted.Invalid CartId Input

Error Code: UNKNOWN_EXCEPTION

HTTP Status Code: 500

The caller doesn’t have the appropriate permissions to call the action, including the MAD or B2B Commerce
Integrator user perms.

User Can’t Invoke
Action

Error Code: BAD_REQUEST

HTTP Status Code: 400

The user doesn’t have access to the effective account either because it isn’t a buyer account or they don’t have
permission to buy for the account.

User Doesn’t Have
Access to the Effective
Account

Error Code: BAD_REQUEST

HTTP Status Code: 400

The current logged-in buyer account isn’t associated with the store and therefore isn’t a store member.User Account Isn’t
Associated With the
Store Error Code: BAD_REQUEST

HTTP Status Code: 400

The requested cart is already being processed.Cart Is Already in
Progress

Error Code: BAD_REQUEST

HTTP Status Code: 400

The session wasn’t created due to an internal service error.The Session Wasn’t
Created

Error Code: UNKNOWN_EXCEPTION

HTTP Status Code: 500

Usage

To use the B2B Commerce Checkout Session Action, these requirements apply.

1. The user has the appropriate permissions to invoke the action.

2. The effective account is valid.

3. The buyer account is a member of the store.

4. The cart status is set to Active  or Checkout.
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5. The cart must not have any current, active session.

When the Checkout Session Action runs, these API interactions occur.

1. The cart transitions to the Checkout state, preventing more updates to the cart.

2. If it doesn’t exist already, the CartCheckoutSession object is created.

3. All errors that are mapped to the input cartId, on the CartValidationOutput object, are cleared.

SEE ALSO:

Add and Edit Elements

Flow Core Action for Checkout Flow: Price Cart

EDITIONS

Available in: Lightning
Experience

Available in: Performance,
Professional, and Unlimited
Editions with B2B Commerce

Request a reprice of all line items in a cart.

In Flow Builder, add an Action element to your flow. Select the B2B Commerce category, and
search for Price Cart. To access this action from the API, use the name priceCart.

Set Input Values
Use values from earlier in the flow to set the inputs.

DescriptionInput
Parameter

The ID of the cart containing the items that you want to reprice.cartId

Store Output Values

DescriptionOutput Parameter

The ID of the background operation that processes the total price of all items in the cart.backgroundOperationId

Error Conditions

DescriptionError Condition

The cart ID value isn’t accepted.Invalid CartId Input

Error Code: UNKNOWN_EXCEPTION

HTTP Status Code: 500

The caller doesn’t have the appropriate permissions to call the action, including the MAD or B2B Commerce
Integrator user perms.

User Can’t Invoke
Action

Error Code: BAD_REQUEST

HTTP Status Code: 400

The buyer doesn’t own the cart, doesn’t have read access to the cart, or the cart isn’t shared with the buyer.User Doesn’t Have
Access to the Cart

Error Code: BAD_REQUEST
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DescriptionError Condition

HTTP Status Code: 400

The cart status isn’t in the Checkout state and can’t continue.Cart Isn’t in the
Checkout State

Error Code: INVALID_OPERATION

HTTP Status Code: 403

Only one integration can be processed at a time. This error indicates when an integration is already running.Integration Is Already
in Progress

Error Code: ALREADY_IN_PROCESS

HTTP Status Code: 400

The effective account listed isn’t valid.Account Associated
With the Cart Isn’t
Valid or Accessible Error Code: INSUFFICIENT_ACCESS_OR_READONLY

HTTP Status Code: 500

The user isn’t a member of the store.User Isn’t a Member of
the Store

Error Code: INSUFFICIENT_ACCESS_OR_READONLY

HTTP Status Code: 500

Usage

This action is executed asynchronously using the pricing service configured in StoreIntegratedService.

SEE ALSO:

Add and Edit Elements

Flow Core Action for Checkout Flow: Update Checkout Session Action

EDITIONS

Available in: Lightning
Experience

Available in: Performance,
Professional, and Unlimited
Editions with B2B Commerce

The Update Checkout Session action updates the checkout session state if the current state matches
the expected state. This action provides consistency during checkout handling and guarantees that
if two browsers attempt to update the state, one succeeds and the other fails validation.

In Flow Builder, add an Action element to your flow. Select the B2B Commerce category, and
search for Update Checkout Session Action. To access this action from the API, use the name
updateCheckoutSessionAction.

Set Input Values
Use values from earlier in the flow to set the inputs.

DescriptionInput Parameter

The ID of the checkout session.checkoutSessionId

The state the session moves to after it completes the tasks included in the current state.

This input is an Apex-defined variable of enum CheckoutStateEnum.

nextState
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DescriptionInput Parameter

The current state of the session.

This input is an Apex-defined variable of enum CheckoutStateEnum.

expCurrentState

Store Output Values

DescriptionOutput Parameter

The ID of the request that processes and then either creates or returns the Checkout Session.requestId

Error Conditions

DescriptionError Condition

The current state of the checkout session, identified by checkoutSessionId  parameter, doesn’t match
the expectedState  parameter, so the validation fails.

Expected Validation
Error

HTTP Status Code: 4XX

Invalid input for the Checkout Session ID.Invalid Checkout
Session ID

Error Code: UNKNOWN_EXCEPTION

HTTP Status Code: 403

Either the session doesn’t exist or the user doesn’t have the required permissions.Invalid Session or
Inadequate User
Access Error Code: INSUFFICIENT_ACCESS_OR_READONLY

HTTP Status Code: 400

The caller doesn’t have the appropriate permissions to call the action, including the MAD or B2B Commerce
Integrator user perms.

User Can’t Invoke
Action

Error Code: BAD_REQUEST

HTTP Status Code: 400

The effective account associated with the cart isn’t a valid account.Account Associated
With Cart Is Invalid or
Inaccessible Error Code: INSUFFICIENT_ACCESS_OR_READONLY

HTTP Status Code: 400

The buyer user isn’t a member of the store.User Isn’t a Member of
the Store

Error Code: INSUFFICIENT_ACCESS_OR_READONLY

HTTP Status Code: 400

Usage
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To use the B2B Commerce Update Checkout Session Action, these requirements apply.

1. The user has the appropriate permissions to invoke the action.

2. The effective account is valid.

3. The buyer account is a member of the store.

4. The cart status isn’t set to Closed  or Processing.

5. The CartcheckoutSession.IsProcessing  field is False.

SEE ALSO:

Add and Edit Elements

Commerce Checkout Flow Core Actions

EDITIONS

Available in: Lightning
Experience

Available in: Performance,
Professional, and Unlimited
Editions

The Commerce Checkout Flow provides several core actions for implementing a successful checkout
process within your Commerce org. To add one of these actions to your flow, add an Action element.
Then select the Commerce category, and search for the appropriate action.

These actions use Apex-defined input and output variables that map to input and output classes
in the Apex ConnectApi  namespace. For more information on using Apex-defined variables in
flows, see Considerations for the Apex-Defined Data Type on page 182.

Flow Core Action for Commerce Checkout Flow: Add Cart Item

Add an item to a cart.

Flow Core Action for Commerce Checkout Flow: Create Cart

Create a cart.

Flow Core Action for Commerce Checkout Flow: Delete Cart

Delete a cart.

Flow Core Action for Commerce Checkout Flow: Add Cart Item

EDITIONS

Available in: Lightning
Experience

Available in: Enterprise,
Unlimited, and Developer
Editions

Add an item to a cart.

In Flow Builder, add an Action element to your flow. Select the Commerce category, and search
for Add Cart Item. To access this action from REST API, use the name addCartItem.

Set Input Values
Use values from earlier in the flow to set the inputs.

DescriptionInput
Parameter

ID of the cart or state of the cart to add an item to. Valid state values are: active
and current. A current cart is neither closed nor pending deletion.

Cart
State or
ID

(Optional) ID of the buyer account or guest buyer profile for which the request
is made. If unspecified, the default value is determined from context.

effectiveAccountId

The ID of the web store.Web Store
ID
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DescriptionInput Parameter

This input is an Apex-defined variable of class ConnectApi.CartItemInput, which includes these fields:Cart Item
Input • productId  — ID of the product.

• quantity  — Quantity of the cart item. Use a value that can be converted to BigDecimal.

• type  — Type of the cart item. The only valid value is Product.

Store Output Values
Use output values later in the flow. The values are assigned when the item is created.

DescriptionOutput Parameter

This output is an Apex-defined variable of class ConnectApi.CartItem, which includes these fields:Added Cart
Item • itemizedAdjustmentAmount  — Total itemized adjustment amount for the item, including

promotions and excluding taxes.

• listPrice  — List price for the item.

• salesPrice  — Sales price for the item.

• totalAdjustmentAmount  — Adjustments made to the unit price for the item. This value is
informational only and isn’t used in pricing calculations.

• totalAmount  — Total amount for the item.

• totalListPrice  — Total list price for the item.

• totalPrice  — Total price for the item including adjustments but excluding taxes.

• totalTax  — Total tax for the item.

• unitAdjustedPrice  — Unit price, including adjustments, for the item. This value is informational
only and isn’t used in pricing calculations.

• unitAdjustmentAmount  — Total amount including discounts, but excluding shipping and tax, for
product items in the cart.

Error Conditions

DescriptionError Condition

Error Message: You don't have access to this cart. If possible, contact the admin for this web store.The user doesn’t have
access to the cart. Error Code: INSUFFICIENT_ACCESS_OR_READONLY

HTTP Status Code: 400
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Flow Core Action for Commerce Checkout Flow: Create Cart

EDITIONS

Available in: Lightning
Experience

Available in: Enterprise,
Unlimited, and Developer
Editions

Create a cart.

In Flow Builder, add an Action element to your flow. Select the Commerce category, and search
for Create Cart. To access this action from REST API, use the name createCart.

Set Input Values
Use values from earlier in the flow to set the inputs.

DescriptionInput
Parameter

The ID of the web store.Web Store
ID

This input is an Apex-defined variable of class ConnectApi.CartInput, which
includes these fields:

Cart
Input

• effectiveAccountId  — (Optional) ID of the buyer account or guest
buyer profile for which the request is made. If unspecified, the default value
is determined from context.

• isSecondary  — (Optional) Specifies whether the cart is secondary
(true) or not (false). If unspecified, defaults to false.

• name  — (Optional) Name of the cart. The name can have up to 250 Unicode
characters. If unspecified, defaults to the generated name.

• type  — (Optional) Type of cart. The only valid value is Cart. If unspecified,
defaults to Cart.

Store Output Values
Use output values later in the flow. The values are assigned when the cart is created.

DescriptionOutput Parameter

This output is an Apex-defined variable of class ConnectApi.CartSummary, which includes these fields:Cart Summary

• accountId  — ID of the account for the cart.

• cartId  — ID of the cart.

• currencyIsoCode  — Three-letter ISO 4217 currency code associated with the cart.

• grandTotalAmount  — Grand total amount including shipping and tax for items in the cart, in the
currency of the cart.

• isSecondary  — Specifies whether the cart is secondary (true) or not (false).

• name  — Name of the cart.

• purchaseOrderNumber  — Purchase order for the cart.

• status  — Status of the cart. Possible values are:

– Active— Cart is active.

– Checkout— Cart is in checkout.

– Closed— Cart is closed.
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DescriptionOutput Parameter

– PendingDelete— Cart is pending deletion; for example, a user deleted the cart but the job hasn’t
completed yet.

– Processing— Cart is processing.

• totalChargeAmount  — Total amount for shipping and other charges in the currency of the cart.

• totalListPrice  — Total list price for the cart.

• totalProductAmount  — Total amount including discounts, but excluding shipping and tax, for
product items in the cart.

• totalProductAmountAfterAdjustments  — Total product amount, including promotions.

• totalProductCount  — Total count of items in the cart.

• totalPromotionalAdjustmentAmount  — Total promotional adjustment amount for items in
the cart.

• totalTaxAmount  — Total tax amount for the cart, including tax on shipping, if applicable.

• type  — Type of cart. Value is always Cart.

• uniqueProductCount  — Total count of unique items, or SKUs, in the cart.

• webstoreId  — ID of the web store of the cart.

Error Conditions

DescriptionError Condition

Error Message: You don't have access to this cart. If possible, contact the admin for this web store.The user doesn’t have
access to create a cart. Error Code: INSUFFICIENT_ACCESS_OR_READONLY

HTTP Status Code: 400

Flow Core Action for Commerce Checkout Flow: Delete Cart

EDITIONS

Available in: Lightning
Experience

Available in: Enterprise,
Unlimited, and Developer
Editions

Delete a cart.

In Flow Builder, add an Action element to your flow. Select the Commerce category, and search
for Delete Cart. To access this action from REST API, use the name deleteCart.

Set Input Values
Use values from earlier in the flow to set the inputs.

DescriptionInput
Parameter

ID of the cart or state of the cart to delete. Valid state values are: active  and
current. A current cart is neither closed nor pending deletion.

Cart
State or
ID

(Optional) ID of the buyer account or guest buyer profile for which the request
is made. If unspecified, the default value is determined from context.

effectiveAccountId
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DescriptionInput Parameter

ID of the web store associated with the cart.Web Store ID

Store Output Values
Output values aren’t available for this action.

Error Conditions

DescriptionError Condition

Error Message: You don't have access to this cart. If possible, contact the admin for this web store.The user doesn’t have
access to the cart. Error Code: INSUFFICIENT_ACCESS_OR_READONLY

HTTP Status Code: 400

Salesforce Order Management Flow Core Actions

EDITIONS

Available in: Lightning
Experience

Available in: Enterprise,
Unlimited, and Developer
Editions with Salesforce
Order Management

Salesforce Order Management provides several core actions for implementing order management
functionality in flows. To add one of these actions to your flow, add an Action element. Then select
the Order Management category, and search for the appropriate action.

These actions use Apex-defined input and output variables that map to input and output classes
in the Apex ConnectApi namespace. For more information on using Apex-defined variables in flows,
see Considerations for the Apex-Defined Data Type on page 182.

Flow Core Action for Order Management: Add Order Item Summary

Add one or more order product summaries to an order summary. This action creates a change
order record, an order product record, and an order product summary record. It also creates
any supporting adjustment, tax, and summary records.

Flow Core Action for Order Management: Adjust Order Item Summaries Preview

Preview the expected results of adjusting the price of one or more order product summaries on an order summary, without executing
the adjustment. You can only apply a discount, not an increase. The output of this action contains the values that would be set on
the change orders created by submitting the proposed adjustment.

Flow Core Action for Order Management: Adjust Order Item Summaries Submit

Adjust the price of one or more order product summaries on an order summary. You can only apply a discount, not an increase. This
action creates one or more change order records.

Flow Core Action for Order Management: Authorize Payment

Authorize a payment on a credit card. You can include details for a new credit card or reference an existing PaymentMethod.

Flow Core Action for Order Management: Cancel Fulfillment Order Item

Cancel fulfillment order products from a fulfillment order. You can cancel more than one product and specify a quantity to cancel
for each of them. This action doesn’t cancel the associated order product summaries, it only reduces their allocated quantities.
Usually, you reallocate the canceled quantities to a new fulfillment order.

Flow Core Action for Order Management: Cancel Order Item Summaries Preview

Preview the expected results of canceling one or more order product summaries from an order summary without executing the
cancel. The output of this action contains the values that would be set on the change order created by submitting the proposed
cancel.
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Flow Core Action for Order Management: Cancel Order Item Summaries Submit

Cancel one or more order product summaries from an order summary. This action creates a change order record.

Flow Core Action for Order Management: Confirm Held Fulfillment Order Capacity

Confirm held fulfillment order capacity at one or more locations. This action decreases a location’s held capacity and increases its
assigned fulfillment order count. Confirm held capacity when you assign a fulfillment order to a location.

Flow Core Action for Order Management: Create Credit Memo

Create a credit memo to represent the refund for one or more change orders associated with an order summary.

Flow Core Action for Order Management: Create Fulfillment Order

Create one or more fulfillment orders and fulfillment order products for an order delivery group summary, which defines a recipient
and delivery method. You specify the order product summaries to fulfill and the fulfillment locations to handle them. If you specify
multiple fulfillment locations, a fulfillment order is created for each one.

Flow Core Action for Order Management: Create Fulfillment Orders

Create fulfillment orders and fulfillment order products for multiple order delivery group summaries, each of which defines a recipient
and delivery method. You specify the order product summaries to fulfill and the fulfillment locations to handle them. If you specify
multiple fulfillment locations for one order delivery group summary, a fulfillment order is created for each one.

Flow Core Action for Order Management: Create an Invoice from Change Orders

Create an invoice to represent the charges for one or more change orders. Create invoices for change orders that increase order
amounts, such as return fees. When you ensure the refund for a return, include the invoices for the associated return fees in the
input.

Flow Core Action for Order Management: Create an Invoice from Fulfillment Order

Create an invoice for a fulfillment order that doesn’t have one.

Flow Core Action for Order Management: Create Order Payment Summary

Create an order payment summary for a payment authorization or payments that use the same payment method and are attached
to the same order summary.

Flow Core Action for Order Management: Create Order Summary

Create an order summary based on an order. That order is considered the original order for the order summary. Subsequent change
orders that apply to the order summary are also represented as order records.

Flow Core Action for Order Management: Create Return Order

Create a return order and return order items for order items belonging to an order summary. You can add return fees for any of the
order items.

Flow Core Action for Order Management: Ensure Funds Async

Ensure funds for an invoice, and apply them to it. If needed, capture authorized funds by sending a request to a payment provider.
This action inserts a background operation into an asynchronous job queue and returns the ID of that operation so you can track its
status. Payment gateway responses appear in the payment gateway log and don’t affect the background operation status.

Flow Core Action for Order Management: Ensure Refunds Async

Ensure refunds for a credit memo or excess funds by sending a request to a payment provider. This action inserts a background
operation into an asynchronous job queue and returns the ID of that operation so you can track its status. Payment gateway responses
appear in the payment gateway log and don’t affect the background operation status.

Flow Core Action for Order Management: Find Routes with Fewest Splits

Evaluate ordered product quantities against available inventory to determine the smallest combination of locations that can fulfill
the order. If multiple combinations of the minimum number of locations can fulfill the order, the action returns multiple options.
Optionally, you can specify a maximum allowable number of locations. By default, the action executes up to 1,000,000 times, stopping
once it hits 10,000 results.
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Flow Core Action for Order Management: Find Routes with Fewest Splits Using OCI

Evaluate ordered product quantities against available inventory to determine the smallest combination of locations that can fulfill
the order. If multiple combinations of the minimum number of locations can fulfill the order, the action returns multiple options.
Optionally, you can specify a maximum allowable number of locations and a list of locations to exclude from the calculation. This
action combines the Omnichannel Inventory Get Availability action and the Order Management Find Routes with Fewest Splits
actions. Instead of calling Get Availability and including the output in the Find Routes with Fewest Splits input, call this action and
specify a location or location group to fulfill each ordered product. By default, this action executes up to 1,000,000 times, stopping
once it hits 10,000 results. This action handles the inventory check.

Flow Core Action for Order Management: Get Fulfillment Order Capacity Values

Get information about the current fulfillment order capacity of one or more locations.

Flow Core Action for Order Management: Hold Fulfillment Order Capacity

Hold capacity to process fulfillment orders at one or more locations. This action increases a location’s held capacity. Hold capacity
when you plan to assign a fulfillment order to a location.

Flow Core Action for Order Management: Order Routing Rank by Average Distance

Calculate the average distance from sets of inventory locations to an order recipient, and return the sets sorted by that average
distance. Use this action to compare the average shipping distances for different sets of locations that can fulfill an order.

Flow Core Action for Order Management: Release Held Fulfillment Order Capacity

Release held fulfillment order capacity at one or more locations. This action decreases a location’s held capacity without increasing
its assigned fulfillment order count. Release held capacity when you cancel assigning a fulfillment order to a location.

Flow Core Action for Order Management: Return Order Item Summaries Preview

Preview the expected results of a simple return of one or more order product summaries from an order summary without executing
the return. The output of this action contains the values that would be set on the change order created by submitting the proposed
return.

Flow Core Action for Order Management: Return Order Item Summaries Submit

Return one or more order product summaries from an order summary. This action is a simple return that creates a change order but
not a return order.

Flow Core Action for Order Management: Return Return Order Items

Process one or more return order line items belonging to a return order. This action creates a change order record for the returned
items and makes the processed return order line items read-only. You can include return order fees associated with the return order
line items. If you do, a change order record is created for the return fees. If a processed return order line item has a remaining expected
quantity, the action creates a separate return order line item representing that quantity.

SEE ALSO:

Add and Edit Elements

Flow Core Action for Order Management: Add Order Item Summary

EDITIONS

Available in: Lightning
Experience

Available in: Enterprise,
Unlimited, and Developer
Editions with Salesforce
Order Management

Add one or more order product summaries to an order summary. This action creates a change order
record, an order product record, and an order product summary record. It also creates any supporting
adjustment, tax, and summary records.

In Flow Builder, add an Action element to your flow. Select the Order Management category, and
search for Add Order Item Summary.

Important:  Don’t call this action via REST API. Use it only in flows.

Set Input Values
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Create record variables to use in the input. Use values from earlier in the flow to set their values. The action generates records based on
those values. Remember to include all required values for each object type. For example, the order item summary record variable must
include an order delivery group summary ID.

Note:  For this action’s input values, use record variables, not existing records or record IDs.

DescriptionInput Parameter

This input is an Apex-defined variable of class runtime_commerce_oms.AddOrderItemSummaries.Order Item
Summary Input

Note:  For information on setting up the input data, see the Usage section of this topic.

The variable has one field, newItems. This field is a list of one or more Apex-defined variables of class
runtime_commerce_oms.AddItem. Each of the variables includes these fields:

• orderItemSummary  — An order product summary record variable representing the order product
to add.

• reasonCode  — Reason for the addition. The value must match one of the picklist values on the Reason
field of the Order Product Summary Change object.

• orderItemTaxLineItemSummaries  — A list of zero or more order product tax line item summary
record variables associated with the order product summary.

• orderItemAdjustmentLineSummaries  — A list of zero or more Apex-defined variables of class
runtime_commerce_oms.AddItemAdjustment. Each of the variables includes these fields:

– orderItemAdjustmentLineSummary  — An order product adjustment line summary record
variable associated with the order product being added.

– orderItemTaxLineItemSummaries  — A list of zero or more order product tax line item
summary record variables associated with the order product adjustment line summary.

Store Output Values

DescriptionOutput Parameter

This output is an Apex-defined variable of class ConnectApi.AddOrderItemSummaryOutputRepresentation. It
includes these fields:

Order Item
Summary Output

Note:  The sign of a value in the changeBalances  field is the opposite of the corresponding value
on a change order record. For example, a discount is a positive value in changeBalances  and a
negative value on a change order record.

• changeBalances  — An Apex-defined variable of class ConnectApi.ChangeItemOutputRepresentation,
which includes these fields:

– grandTotalAmount  — Change to the total with tax.

– totalAdjDeliveryAmtWithTax  — Change to the adjusted delivery subtotal, including tax.

– totalAdjDistAmountWithTax  — Change to the total order adjustments, including tax.

– totalAdjProductAmtWithTax  — Change to the adjusted product subtotal, including tax.

– totalAdjustedDeliveryAmount  — Change to the adjusted delivery subtotal.

– totalAdjustedDeliveryTaxAmount  — Change to the adjusted delivery subtotal tax.

– totalAdjustedProductAmount  — Change to the adjusted product subtotal.
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DescriptionOutput Parameter

– totalAdjustedProductTaxAmount  — Change to the adjusted product subtotal tax.

– totalAdjustmentDistributedAmount  — Change to the total order adjustments.

– totalAdjustmentDistributedTaxAmount  — Change to the total order adjustments tax.

– totalAmount  — Change to the pretax total.

– totalExcessFundsAmount  — The amount of excess funds available on the order payment
summaries related to the order summary. It’s equal to the captured amount that is owed as a refund
but isn’t associated with an invoice or credit memo. Excess funds normally occur when order products
are canceled before fulfillment but after payment has been captured. This situation isn’t common in
the US, where funds are normally authorized but not captured until the fulfillment process begins. This
value includes all excess funds related to the order summary, not only the funds related to the current
action.

– totalRefundableAmount  — The total amount available to be refunded. It’s the sum of the
excess funds and any outstanding change order grand total amounts that apply to post-fulfillment
changes. This value includes all refundable amounts related to the order summary, not only the amount
related to the current action.

– totalRequiredFundsAmount  — The total amount associated with the order products added
in the current action.

Note:  This amount isn’t necessarily the amount that must be captured. For example, in an
even exchange flow, the order amount reduction from canceling the exchanged products
offsets the required funds amount of the replacement products.

– totalTaxAmount  — Change to the total tax.

• changeOrderId  — ID of the change order generated by the action.

• newItems  — A list of one or more Apex-defined variables of class
ConnectApi.AddItemOutputRepresentation, each of which represents an added order product, and includes
these fields:

– id  — ID of the order product summary.

– name  — Name of the order product summary.

– orderItemAdjustmentLineSummaries  — A list of zero or more Apex-defined variables of
class ConnectApi.AddItemAdjustmentOutputRepresentation, each of which represents an order product
adjustment line summary associated with the added order product summary. Each of the variables
includes these fields:

• id  — ID of the order product adjustment line summary.

• name  — Name of the order product adjustment line summary.

• orderItemTaxLineItemSummaries  — A list of zero or more Apex-defined variables of
class ConnectApi.AddItemTaxOutputRepresentation, each of which represents an order product
tax line item summary associated with the order product adjustment line summary. Each of the
variables includes these fields:

– id  — ID of the order product tax line item summary.

– name  — Name of the order product tax line item summary.

– orderItemTaxLineItemSummaries  — A list of zero or more Apex-defined variables of class
ConnectApi.AddItemTaxOutputRepresentation, each of which represents an order product tax line
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DescriptionOutput Parameter

item summary associated with the added order product summary. Each of the variables includes these
fields:

• id  — ID of the order product tax line item summary.

• name  — Name of the order product tax line item summary.

• orderSummaryId  — ID of the order summary specified in the input.

Usage

To set up the Order Item Summary Input:

1. Use record variables to define the order product summaries, order product adjustment line summaries, and order product tax line
item summaries. Sending an Id isn’t required.

• Required fields for an order product summary:

– OrderDeliveryGroupSummaryId

– Product2Id

– Quantity

– TotalLineAmount

– Name

– UnitPrice

– ListPrice (Only if Order Summary Pricebook2Id is NULL or empty)

– PricebookEntryId (Only if Order Summary Pricebook2Id is set)

• Required fields for an order product adjustment line summary:

– Amount

– OrderSummaryId

– Name

• Required fields for an order product tax line item summary:

– Type

– Amount

– TaxEffectiveDate

– OrderSummaryId

– Name

2. Use an assignment element to set the orderItemSummary  field on a runtime_commerce_oms.AddItem variable to the order
product summary record variable.

3. For each adjustment to the product being added, use an assignment element to set the orderItemAdjustmentLineSummary
field on a runtime_commerce_oms.AddItemAdjustment variable to the corresponding order product adjustment line summary
record variable. Use assignment elements to add the order product tax line summary record variables associated with it to the
orderItemTaxLineItemSummaries  field on the same runtime_commerce_oms.AddItemAdjustment variable.
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4. Use an assignment element to add the runtime_commerce_oms.AddItemAdjustment variables to the
orderItemAdjustmentLineSummaries  field on the runtime_commerce_oms.AddItem variable.

5. For each tax on the product being added, use an assignment element to add the corresponding order product tax line summary
record variable to the orderItemTaxLineItemSummaries  field on the runtime_commerce_oms.AddItem variable.

6. Use an assignment element to set the reasonCode  field on the runtime_commerce_oms.AddItem variable to a valid reason.

7. Use an assignment element to add the runtime_commerce_oms.AddItem variable to the newItems  field on a
runtime_commerce_oms.AddOrderItemSummaries variable.

8. Repeat steps 1 through 6 for each order product that you want to include in the action, adding the inputs to the same
runtime_commerce_oms.AddOrderItemSummaries variable.

9. Use the runtime_commerce_oms.AddOrderItemSummaries variable in the action input.

Flow Core Action for Order Management: Adjust Order Item Summaries Preview

EDITIONS

Available in: Lightning
Experience

Available in: Enterprise,
Unlimited, and Developer
Editions with Salesforce
Order Management

Preview the expected results of adjusting the price of one or more order product summaries on an
order summary, without executing the adjustment. You can only apply a discount, not an increase.
The output of this action contains the values that would be set on the change orders created by
submitting the proposed adjustment.

In Flow Builder, add an Action element to your flow. Select the Order Management category, and
search for Adjust Order Item Summaries Preview.

Set Input Values
Use values from earlier in the flow to set the inputs.

DescriptionInput
Parameter

ID of the order summary associated with the order product summaries that you
want to preview adjusting the prices of.

Order
Summary
Id

This input is an Apex-defined variable of class
ConnectApi.AdjustOrderItemSummaryInputRepresentation, which includes these
fields:

Adjust
Order
Product
Summaries
Input

• adjustItems  —This field is a list of Apex-defined variables of class
ConnectApi.AdjustItemInputRepresentation. Each of the variables includes
these fields:

– orderItemSummaryId  —ID of an order product summary to
preview a price adjustment for.

– description  —Optional description of the adjustment.

– adjustmentType  —Specifies how to calculate the adjustment
amount from the discountValue  field. It can have one of these
values:

• AmountWithTax—The value of discountValue  is the
adjustment, including tax.

• AmountWithoutTax—The value of discountValue  is the
adjustment, not including tax. Tax is calculated on the value and
added.
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DescriptionInput Parameter

• Percentage—The value of discountValue  is a percentage discount. It’s divided by 100,
and then multiplied by the total price and total tax amount of the order product summary to
determine the adjustment amount.

– discountValue  —The value used to calculate the adjustment amount, as specified by the
adjustmentType. It must be a negative value.

– reason  —Adjustment reason. The value must match one of the picklist values on the Reason field
of the Order Product Summary Change object.

• allocatedItemsChangeOrderType  —Specifies how change orders would be created for order
product summary quantities that are currently being fulfilled, defined as QuantityAllocated - QuantityFulfilled.
It can have one of these values:

– Disallowed—When distributing the adjustment, ignore any quantities being fulfilled. If an order
product summary’s entire quantity is being fulfilled, return an error. This is the default value.

– InFulfillment—When distributing the adjustment, include quantities being fulfilled. Submitting
the adjustment would create a separate change order for the adjustments made to those quantities.

– PreFulfillment—When distributing the adjustment, include quantities being fulfilled. Submitting
the adjustment would include the adjustments made to those quantities in the change order for
pre-fulfillment quantity adjustments.

Store Output Values
Use output values later in the flow.

DescriptionOutput Parameter

This output is an Apex-defined variable of class ConnectApi.AdjustOrderSummaryOutputRepresentation, which
contains the financial changes that would result from the proposed adjustment. Most of the values represent
the deltas of the values on the associated order summary.

Adjust Order
Product
Summary Output

Note:  The sign of a value in the changeBalances  field is the opposite of the corresponding value
on a change order record. For example, a discount is a positive value in changeBalances  and a
negative value on a change order record.

The orderSummaryId  field is the ID of the order summary specified in the input.

The changeBalances  field is an Apex-defined variable of class
ConnectApi.ChangeItemOutputRepresentation, which includes these fields:

• grandTotalAmount  —Change to the total with tax.

• totalAdjDeliveryAmtWithTax  —Change to the adjusted delivery subtotal, including tax.

• totalAdjDistAmountWithTax  —Change to the total order adjustments, including tax.

• totalAdjProductAmtWithTax  —Change to the adjusted product subtotal, including tax.

• totalAdjustedDeliveryAmount  —Change to the adjusted delivery subtotal.

• totalAdjustedDeliveryTaxAmount  —Change to the adjusted delivery subtotal tax.

• totalAdjustedProductAmount  —Change to the adjusted product subtotal.

• totalAdjustedProductTaxAmount  —Change to the adjusted product subtotal tax.
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DescriptionOutput Parameter

• totalAdjustmentDistributedAmount  —Change to the total order adjustments.

• totalAdjustmentDistributedTaxAmount  —Change to the total order adjustments tax.

• totalAmount  —Change to the pretax total.

• totalExcessFundsAmount  —The amount of excess funds available on the order payment summaries
related to the order summary. It’s equal to the captured amount that is owed as a refund but isn’t associated
with an invoice or credit memo. Excess funds normally occur when order products are canceled before
fulfillment but after payment has been captured. This situation isn’t common in the US, where funds are
normally authorized but not captured until the fulfillment process begins. This value includes all excess
funds related to the order summary, not only the funds related to the current action.

• totalRefundableAmount  —The total amount available to be refunded. It’s the sum of the excess
funds and any outstanding change order grand total amounts that apply to post-fulfillment changes. This
value includes all refundable amounts related to the order summary, not only the amount related to the
current action.

• totalTaxAmount  —Change to the total tax.

The postFulfillmentChangeOrderId  field is always null for a preview action.

The preFulfillmentChangeOrderId  field is always null for a preview action.

The inFulfillmentChangeOrderId  field is always null for a preview action.

Usage

When a price adjustment is applied to an order product summary, its quantities are considered in three groups:

Pre-fulfillment
QuantityAvailableToFulfill, which is equal to QuantityOrdered - QuantityCanceled - QuantityAllocated

In-fulfillment
QuantityAllocated - QuantityFulfilled

Post-fulfillment
QuantityAvailableToReturn, which is equal to QuantityFulfilled - QuantityReturnInitiated

You can apply adjustments to these groups in three different ways, controlled by the allocatedItemsChangeOrderType
input property:

• Distribute the adjustment evenly between pre-fulfillment and post-fulfillment quantities. Ignore in-fulfillment quantities. Submitting
the adjustment would create one change order for the adjustments to pre-fulfillment quantities and one change order for the
adjustments to post-fulfillment quantities.

• Distribute the adjustment evenly between pre-fulfillment, in-fulfillment, and post-fulfillment quantities. Submitting the adjustment
would create one change order for the adjustments to both pre-fulfillment and in-fulfillment quantities, and one change order for
the adjustments to post-fulfillment quantities.

• Distribute the adjustment evenly between pre-fulfillment, in-fulfillment, and post-fulfillment quantities. Submitting the adjustment
would create one change order for the adjustments to pre-fulfillment quantities, one change order for the adjustments to in-fulfillment
quantities, and one change order for the adjustments to post-fulfillment quantities.

To set up the Adjust Order Product Summaries Input:

1. Use Assignment elements to set the orderItemSummaryId, description, adjustmentType, discountValue,
and reason  field values on one or more ConnectApi.AdjustItemInputRepresentation variables.
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2. Use an Assignment element to add the ConnectApi.AdjustItemInputRepresentation  variables to the
changeItems  field on a ConnectApi.AdjustOrderItemSummaryInputRepresentation variable.

3. Use an Assignment element to set the allocatedItemsChangeOrderType  field on the
ConnectApi.AdjustOrderItemSummaryInputRepresentation variable.

4. Use the ConnectApi.AdjustOrderItemSummaryInputRepresentation variable and the order summary ID in
the action input.

In a flow for adjusting the prices of order product summaries, display the output of this action for the user to review before executing
the adjustment. When the user verifies the expected results, pass the same input to an Adjust Order Item Summaries Submit action.

SEE ALSO:

Flow Core Action for Order Management: Adjust Order Item Summaries Submit

Add and Edit Elements

Flow Core Action for Order Management: Adjust Order Item Summaries Submit

EDITIONS

Available in: Lightning
Experience

Available in: Enterprise,
Unlimited, and Developer
Editions with Salesforce
Order Management

Adjust the price of one or more order product summaries on an order summary. You can only apply
a discount, not an increase. This action creates one or more change order records.

In Flow Builder, add an Action element to your flow. Select the Order Management category, and
search for Adjust Order Item Summaries Submit.

Set Input Values
Use values from earlier in the flow to set the inputs.

DescriptionInput
Parameter

ID of the order summary associated with the order product summaries that you
want to adjust the prices of.

Order
Summary
Id

This input is an Apex-defined variable of class
ConnectApi.AdjustOrderItemSummaryInputRepresentation, which includes these
fields:

Adjust
Order
Product
Summaries
Input

• adjustItems  —This field is a list of Apex-defined variables of class
ConnectApi.AdjustItemInputRepresentation. Each of the variables includes
these fields:

– orderItemSummaryId  —ID of an order product summary to adjust
the price of.

– description  —Optional description of the adjustment.

– adjustmentType  —Specifies how to calculate the adjustment
amount from the discountValue  field. It can have one of these
values:

• AmountWithTax—The value of discountValue  is the
adjustment, including tax.

• AmountWithoutTax—The value of discountValue  is the
adjustment, not including tax. Tax is calculated on the value and
added.
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DescriptionInput Parameter

• Percentage—The value of discountValue  is a percentage discount. It’s divided by 100,
and then multiplied by the total price and total tax amount of the order product summary to
determine the adjustment amount.

– discountValue  —The value used to calculate the adjustment amount, as specified by the
adjustmentType. It must be a negative value.

– reason  — Adjustment reason.The value must match one of the picklist values on the Reason field
of the Order Product Summary Change object.

• allocatedItemsChangeOrderType  —Specifies how to create change orders for order product
summary quantities that are currently being fulfilled, defined as QuantityAllocated - QuantityFulfilled. It can
have one of these values:

– Disallowed—When distributing the adjustment, ignore any quantities being fulfilled. If an order
product summary’s entire quantity is being fulfilled, return an error. This is the default value.

– InFulfillment—When distributing the adjustment, include quantities being fulfilled. Create a
separate change order for the adjustments made to those quantities.

– PreFulfillment—When distributing the adjustment, include quantities being fulfilled. Include
the adjustments made to those quantities in the change order for pre-fulfillment quantity adjustments.

Store Output Values
Use output values later in the flow. The values are assigned when the change orders are created.

DescriptionOutput Parameter

This output is an Apex-defined variable of class ConnectApi.AdjustOrderSummaryOutputRepresentation.
Depending on the order product summaries included in the adjustment, one or more change orders are

Adjust Order
Product
Summary Output generated. If multiple change orders are generated, then the changeBalances  values combine the values

from both of them.

Note:  The sign of a value in the changeBalances  field is the opposite of the corresponding value
on a change order record. For example, a discount is a positive value in changeBalances  and a
negative value on a change order record.

The orderSummaryId field is the ID of the order summary specified in the input.

The changeBalances  field is an Apex-defined variable of class
ConnectApi.ChangeItemOutputRepresentation, which includes these fields:

• grandTotalAmount  —Change to the total with tax.

• totalAdjDeliveryAmtWithTax  —Change to the adjusted delivery subtotal, including tax.

• totalAdjDistAmountWithTax  —Change to the total order adjustments, including tax.

• totalAdjProductAmtWithTax  —Change to the adjusted product subtotal, including tax.

• totalAdjustedDeliveryAmount  —Change to the adjusted delivery subtotal.

• totalAdjustedDeliveryTaxAmount  —Change to the adjusted delivery subtotal tax.

• totalAdjustedProductAmount  —Change to the adjusted product subtotal.

• totalAdjustedProductTaxAmount  —Change to the adjusted product subtotal tax.
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DescriptionOutput Parameter

• totalAdjustmentDistributedAmount  —Change to the total order adjustments.

• totalAdjustmentDistributedTaxAmount  —Change to the total order adjustments tax.

• totalAmount  —Change to the pretax total.

• totalExcessFundsAmount  —The amount of excess funds available on the order payment summaries
related to the order summary. It’s equal to the captured amount that is owed as a refund but isn’t associated
with an invoice or credit memo. Excess funds normally occur when order products are canceled before
fulfillment but after payment has been captured. This situation isn’t common in the US, where funds are
normally authorized but not captured until the fulfillment process begins. This value includes all excess
funds related to the order summary, not only the funds related to the current action.

• totalRefundableAmount  —The total amount available to be refunded. It’s the sum of the excess
funds and any outstanding change order grand total amounts that apply to post-fulfillment changes. This
value includes all refundable amounts related to the order summary, not only the amount related to the
current action.

• totalTaxAmount  —Change to the total tax.

The postFulfillmentChangeOrderId  is the ID of the change order representing the portion of the
adjustment that was applied to order product summary quantities that have been fulfilled.

The preFulfillmentChangeOrderId  is the ID of the change order representing the portion of the
adjustment that was applied to order product summary quantities that haven’t been fulfilled. If the input
specified an allocatedItemsChangeOrderType  of PreFulfillment, this change order also
includes the changes applicable to order product summary quantities that are in the process of being fulfilled.

The inFulfillmentChangeOrderId  is the ID of the change order representing the portion of the
adjustment that was applied to order product summary quantities that are in the process of being fulfilled.
This change order is only created for an input that specified an allocatedItemsChangeOrderType
of InFulfillment.

Usage

When a price adjustment is applied to an order product summary, its quantities are considered in three groups:

Pre-fulfillment
QuantityAvailableToFulfill, which is equal to QuantityOrdered - QuantityCanceled - QuantityAllocated

In-fulfillment
QuantityAllocated - QuantityFulfilled

Post-fulfillment
QuantityAvailableToReturn, which is equal to QuantityFulfilled - QuantityReturnInitiated

You can apply adjustments to these groups in three different ways, controlled by the allocatedItemsChangeOrderType
input property:

• Distribute the adjustment evenly between pre-fulfillment and post-fulfillment quantities. Ignore in-fulfillment quantities. Create one
change order for the adjustments to pre-fulfillment quantities and one change order for the adjustments to post-fulfillment quantities.

• Distribute the adjustment evenly between pre-fulfillment, in-fulfillment, and post-fulfillment quantities. Create one change order
for the adjustments to both pre-fulfillment and in-fulfillment quantities, and one change order for the adjustments to post-fulfillment
quantities.
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• Distribute the adjustment evenly between pre-fulfillment, in-fulfillment, and post-fulfillment quantities. Create one change order
for the adjustments to pre-fulfillment quantities, one change order for the adjustments to in-fulfillment quantities, and one change
order for the adjustments to post-fulfillment quantities.

To set up the Adjust Order Product Summaries Input:

1. Use Assignment elements to set the orderItemSummaryId, description, adjustmentType, discountValue,
and reason  field values on one or more ConnectApi.AdjustItemInputRepresentation variables.

2. Use an Assignment element to add the ConnectApi.AdjustItemInputRepresentation  variables to the
changeItems  field on a ConnectApi.AdjustOrderItemSummaryInputRepresentation variable.

3. Use an Assignment element to set the allocatedItemsChangeOrderType  field on the
ConnectApi.AdjustOrderItemSummaryInputRepresentation variable.

4. Use the ConnectApi.AdjustOrderItemSummaryInputRepresentation variable and the order summary ID in
the action input.

In a flow for adjusting the prices of order product summaries, run an Adjust Order Item Summaries Preview action before running this
action. Then display its output for the user to review. When the user verifies the expected results, pass the same input to this action.

After submitting a price adjustment, process refunds as appropriate:

• If the discount only applied to order product summaries for which payment hasn’t been captured, it doesn’t require a refund. This
situation normally applies to order products in the US that haven’t been fulfilled.

• If the discount applied to order product summaries that haven’t been fulfilled and for which payment has been captured, process
a refund. In this case, pass the totalExcessFundsAmount  from changeBalances  to the Ensure Refunds Async action.

• If the discount applied to order product summaries that have been fulfilled, process a refund. Pass the
postFulfillmentChangeOrderId  to the Create Credit Memo action, then pass the credit memo to the Ensure Refunds
Async action.

• If the discount applied to both fulfilled and unfulfilled order product summaries for which payment has been captured, process both
refunds. Pass the postFulfillmentChangeOrderId  to the Create Credit Memo action, then pass the credit memo and
the totalExcessFundsAmount  from changeBalances  to the Ensure Refunds Async action.

Important:  Excess funds aren’t reduced until the payment processor issues a refund. If you don’t process refunds promptly,
subsequent refunds can be inaccurate. Consider the following example.

1. An order with a total amount of $100 is placed, and the amount is captured immediately.

2. A product is canceled from the order, resulting in $20 of excess funds.

3. Before the excess funds are sent to the payment provider in an ensure refunds action, another product is canceled. This
cancellation adds another $20 of excess funds. However, because the original $20 hasn’t been refunded yet, the cancel action
returns a total excess funds amount of $40.

4. The first excess funds amount ($20) is sent to the payment provider in an ensure refunds request.

5. The second excess funds amount ($40) is sent to the payment provider in an ensure refunds request.

6. The payment provider receives requests for $60 of refunds, when the correct refund total is $40. Because the total refund
amount is less than the total captured amount of $100, the payment provider issues $60 in refunds.

SEE ALSO:

Flow Core Action for Order Management: Adjust Order Item Summaries Preview

Add and Edit Elements
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Flow Core Action for Order Management: Authorize Payment

EDITIONS

Available in: Lightning
Experience

Available in: Enterprise,
Unlimited, and Developer
Editions with Salesforce
Order Management

Authorize a payment on a credit card. You can include details for a new credit card or reference an
existing PaymentMethod.

In Flow Builder, add an Action element to your flow. Select the Order Management category, and
search for Authorize Payment. To access this action from REST API, use the name
authorizePayment.

Note:  This action is available with the PaymentsAPIUser user permission.

Set Input Values
Use values from earlier in the flow to set the inputs.

DescriptionInput Parameter

This input is an Apex-defined variable of class ConnectApi.AuthorizationRequest, which includes these fields:Payment
Authorization
Request

• accountId  —ID of the account that contains the payment transaction being authorized.

• amount  —Authorization amount.

• comments  —(Optional) Comments for the payment authorization.

• currencyIsoCode  —Three-letter ISO 4217 currency code associated with the payment group record.

• effectiveDate  —Date that the authorization is applied to the transaction.

• paymentGatewayId  —Payment gateway that processes the authorization.

• paymentGroup  —(Optional) Payment group for the authorization. The payload must reference either
a paymentGroup or a paymentGroupId, but not both. This field is an Apex-defined variable of class
ConnectApi.PaymentGroupRequest, which includes these fields:

– createPaymentGroup—(Optional) Specifies whether to create a payment group (true) or not
(false).

– currencyIsoCode  —(Optional) Three-letter ISO 4217 currency code associated with the payment
group record.

– id—(Optional) ID of the payment group record.

– sourceObjectId—(Optional) Source object ID of the payment group record. Supports only OrderId.

• paymentMethod  —Payment method for the authorization. The payload must either reference an
existing payment method or include details for a new payment method, but not both. This field is an
Apex-defined variable of class ConnectApi.AuthApiPaymentMethodRequest, which includes these fields:

Note:  This input includes the fields from the parent class,
ConnectApi.BaseApiPaymentMethodRequest.

– address—Address for the payment method. This field is an Apex-defined variable of class
ConnectApi.AddressRequest. It includes these fields, all of which are optional:

• city

• companyName

• country

• postalCode

• state

• street
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DescriptionInput Parameter

– cardPaymentMethod  —(Optional) When using a new payment method, the details of that method.
This field is an Apex-defined variable of class ConnectApi.CardPaymentMethodRequest, which includes
these fields:

• accountId—Salesforce account to which this payment method is linked.

• cardCategory  —Valid values are CreditCard  and DebitCard.

• cardHolderFirstName—First name of the card holder.

• cardHolderLastName—Last name of the card holder.

• cardHolderName—Full name of the card holder.

• cardNumber—Card number.

• cardType—Valid values are:

– AmericanExpress

– DinersClub

– JCB

– Maestro

– MasterCard

– Visa

• comments  —(Optional) Comments for the payment method.

• cvv—CVV.

• email—Email of the card holder.

• expiryMonth—Card expiration month.

• expiryYear—Card expiration year.

• nickName—(Optional) Nickname for the payment method.

• startMonth—(Optional) Start month of the card.

• startYear—(Optional) Start year of the card.

– id—(Optional) When using an existing payment method, the ID of that method.

– saveForFuture—Whether to save the payment method for future use.

Store Output Values
Use output values later in the flow. The values are assigned when a response is received from the payment gateway.

DescriptionOutput Parameter

This output is an Apex-defined variable of class ConnectApi.AuthorizationResponse, which includes these
fields:

Payment
Authorization
Response • error  —If an error is returned, details about that error. This field is an Apex-defined variable of class

ConnectApi.ErrorResponse, which includes these fields:

– errorCode—Error code.

– message—More detail, if available.
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DescriptionOutput Parameter

• gatewayResponse  —Response from the payment gateway. This field is an Apex-defined variable of
class ConnectApi.AuthorizationGatewayResponse, which includes this field:

– gatewayAuthorizationCode—Payment authorization code.

• paymentAuthorization  —Details about the payment authorization. This field is an Apex-defined
variable of class ConnectApi.PaymentAuthorizationResponse, which includes these fields:

– accountId  —ID of the account that contains the payment transaction being authorized.

– amount  —Amount that the gateway authorized for the payment transaction.

– currencyIsoCode  —Three-letter ISO 4217 currency code associated with the payment group
record.

– effectiveDate—Date that the authorization becomes effective.

– expirationDate—Date that the authorization expires.

– id—ID of the payment authorization record.

– paymentAuthorizationNumber—System-defined number for the payment authorization
record.

– requestDate—Date that the authorization occurred.

– status—Status of the payment authorization as returned by the gateway.

• paymentGatewayLogs  —Payment gateway log information about the authorization transaction.
This field is a list of Apex-defined variables of class ConnectApi.GatewayLogResponse, each of which
includes these fields:

– createdDate—Date when the gateway log was created.

– gatewayResultCode—Result codes that show the status of a transaction as it is passed to the
financial institution and then returned to the client.

– id—ID of the gateway log record.

– interactionStatus—Gateway interaction status. It can be SUCCESS, FAILED, or TIMEOUT.

• paymentGroup  —Details about the payment group. This field is an Apex-defined variable of class
ConnectApi.PaymentGroupResponse, which includes these fields:

– currencyIsoCode  —Three-letter ISO 4217 currency code associated with the payment group
record.

– id—ID of the payment group record.

– sourceObjectId—Source object ID of the payment group record.

• paymentMethod  —Details about the payment method. This field is an Apex-defined variable of class
ConnectApi.PaymentMethodResponse, which includes these fields:

– accountId  —ID of the account for the payment method.

– id—ID of the payment method.

– status—Status of the payment method.

Usage
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Use this action in custom flows that require payment authorization, such as adding an item to an order or an uneven exchange. Before
using it, verify with your payment provider that it supports payment authorization calls from Salesforce Order Management.

Flow Core Action for Order Management: Cancel Fulfillment Order Item

EDITIONS

Available in: Lightning
Experience

Available in: Enterprise,
Unlimited, and Developer
Editions with Salesforce
Order Management

Cancel fulfillment order products from a fulfillment order. You can cancel more than one product
and specify a quantity to cancel for each of them. This action doesn’t cancel the associated order
product summaries, it only reduces their allocated quantities. Usually, you reallocate the canceled
quantities to a new fulfillment order.

In Flow Builder, add an Action element to your flow. Select the Order Management category, and
search for Cancel Fulfillment Order Item.

Set Input Values
Use values from earlier in the flow to set the inputs.

DescriptionInput
Parameter

This input is an Apex-defined variable of class
ConnectApi.FulfillmentOrderLineItemsToCancelInputRepresentation.

The variable has one field, fulfillmentOrderLineItemsToCancel,
which is a list of Apex-defined variables of class

Cancel
Fulfillment
Order
Items
Input ConnectApi.FulfillmentOrderLineItemInputRepresentation. Each of those variables

includes these fields:

• fulfillmentOrderLineItemId  — Reference to the fulfillment
order product to cancel.

• quantity  — Quantity to cancel.

Reference to the fulfillment order that you want to cancel fulfillment order items
from.

Fulfillment
Order Id

Store Output Values

DescriptionOutput Parameter

This value is an Apex-defined variable of class
ConnectApi.FulfillmentOrderCancelLineItemsOutputRepresentation.

This action doesn’t return any data.

Cancel
Fulfillment
Order Items
Output

Usage

To set up the Cancel Fulfillment Order Items Input, first use Assignment elements to set the fulfillmentOrderLineItemId
and quantity  field values on one or more ConnectApi.FulfillmentOrderLineItemInputRepresentation
variables. Then use an Assignment element to add those variables to the FulfillmentOrderLineItemsToCancel  field on
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a ConnectApi.FulfillmentOrderLineItemsToCancelInputRepresentation variable. Use that variable in the
action input.

SEE ALSO:

Add and Edit Elements

Add and Edit Elements

Flow Core Action for Order Management: Cancel Order Item Summaries Preview

EDITIONS

Available in: Lightning
Experience

Available in: Enterprise,
Unlimited, and Developer
Editions with Salesforce
Order Management

Preview the expected results of canceling one or more order product summaries from an order
summary without executing the cancel. The output of this action contains the values that would
be set on the change order created by submitting the proposed cancel.

In Flow Builder, add an Action element to your flow. Select the Order Management category, and
search for Cancel Order Item Summaries Preview.

Set Input Values
Use values from earlier in the flow to set the inputs.

DescriptionInput
Parameter

This input is an Apex-defined variable of class
ConnectApi.ChangeInputRepresentation.

The variable has one field, changeItems. This field is a list of Apex-defined
variables of class ConnectApi.ChangeItemInputRepresentation. Each variable
includes these fields:

Cancel
Order
Product
Summary
Items
Input

• changeItemFees—A list of Apex-defined variables of class
ConnectApi.ChangeItemFeeInputRepresentation. Each variable has these
fields:

– amount—Required. Value used to calculate the fee amount, as
described by the amountType. It must be a positive value.

– amountType—Required. Describes how the fee amount is calculated.
It can have one of these values:

• AmountWithTax—amount is the fee amount, including tax.

• AmountWithoutTax—amount is the fee amount, not including
tax. Tax is calculated on the value and added.

• Percentage—amount is a percentage. The fee amount is
amount  divided by 100 and then multiplied by the TotalPrice
and TotalTaxAmount  of the associated order product summary,
prorated for the quantity being returned.

• PercentageGross—amount is a percentage. The fee amount
is amount  divided by 100 and then multiplied by the
TotalLineAmountWithTax  of the associated order product
summary, prorated for the quantity being returned.

– description—Description of the fee.
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DescriptionInput Parameter

– priceBookEntryId—Required unless price books are optional in the org. ID of the price book
entry associated with the fee product.

– product2Id—Required. ID of the product representing the fee.

– reason—Required. Reason for the fee. The value must match an entry in the Order Product Summary
Change object’s Reason  picklist.

• orderItemSummaryId—Required. ID of an order product summary to cancel. It can’t be a shipping
charge product.

• quantity—Required. Quantity to cancel.

• reason—Required. Cancel reason. The value must match one of the picklist values on the Reason field
of the Order Product Summary Change object.

• shippingReductionFlag—Required. Boolean flag that specifies whether to prorate any related
delivery charge based on the price change.

Reference to the order summary that you want to preview canceling order product summaries from.Order Summary
Id

Store Output Values

DescriptionOutput Parameter

This output is an Apex-defined variable of class ConnectApi.PreviewCancelOutputRepresentation, which
contains the values that would populate a change order record for the proposed cancel.

Cancel Order
Product
Summary Output

Note:  The sign of a value in the changeBalances  field is the opposite of the corresponding value
on a change order record. For example, a discount is a positive value in changeBalances  and a
negative value on a change order record.

The orderSummaryId  field is the ID of the order summary specified in the input.

The changeBalances  field is an Apex-defined variable of class
ConnectApi.ChangeItemOutputRepresentation, which includes these fields:

• grandTotalAmount—Change to the total with tax.

• totalAdjDeliveryAmtWithTax—Change to the adjusted delivery subtotal, including tax.

• totalAdjDistAmountWithTax—Change to the total order adjustments, including tax.

• totalAdjProductAmtWithTax—Change to the adjusted product subtotal, including tax.

• totalAdjustedDeliveryAmount—Change to the adjusted delivery subtotal.

• totalAdjustedDeliveryTaxAmount—Change to the adjusted delivery subtotal tax.

• totalAdjustedProductAmount—Change to the adjusted product subtotal.

• totalAdjustedProductTaxAmount—Change to the adjusted product subtotal tax.

• totalAdjustmentDistributedAmount—Change to the total order adjustments.

• totalAdjustmentDistributedTaxAmount—Change to the total order adjustments tax.

• totalAmount—Change to the pretax total.
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DescriptionOutput Parameter

• totalExcessFundsAmount—The amount of excess funds available on the order payment summaries
related to the order summary. It’s equal to the captured amount that is owed as a refund but isn’t associated
with an invoice or credit memo. Excess funds normally occur when order products are canceled before
fulfillment but after payment is captured. This situation isn’t common in the US, where funds are normally
authorized but not captured until the fulfillment process begins. This value includes all excess funds related
to the order summary, not only the funds related to the current action.

• totalFeeAmount—The total amount of the fees charged for the cancel.

• totalFeeTaxAmount—The total amount of tax on the fees charged for the cancel.

• totalRefundableAmount—The total amount available to be refunded. It’s the sum of the excess
funds and any outstanding change order grand total amounts that apply to post-fulfillment changes. This
value includes all refundable amounts related to the order summary, not only the amount related to the
current action.

• totalTaxAmount—Change to the total tax.

Usage

To set up the Cancel Order Product Summary Items Input:

1. If you want to charge fees, use Assignment elements to set the amount, amountType, description, priceBookEntryId,
product2Id, and reason  field values on one or more ConnectApi.ChangeItemFeeInputRepresentation
variables.

2. Use Assignment elements to set the orderItemSummaryId, quantity, reason, and shippingReductionFlag
field values on one or more ConnectApi.ChangeItemInputRepresentation  variables.

3. If you’re charging fees, use Assignment elements to add the ConnectApi.ChangeItemFeeInputRepresentation
variables to the changeItemFees  fields on the associated ConnectApi.ChangeItemInputRepresentation
variables.

4. Use an Assignment element to add the ConnectApi.ChangeItemInputRepresentation  variables to the
changeItems  field on a ConnectApi.ChangeInputRepresentation  variable.

5. Use the ConnectApi.ChangeInputRepresentation  variable and the order summary ID in the action input.

In a flow for canceling order product summaries, display the output of this action for the user to review before executing the cancel.
When the user verifies the expected results, pass the same input to a Cancel Order Item Summaries Submit action.

SEE ALSO:

Add and Edit Elements
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Flow Core Action for Order Management: Cancel Order Item Summaries Submit

EDITIONS

Available in: Lightning
Experience

Available in: Enterprise,
Unlimited, and Developer
Editions with Salesforce
Order Management

Cancel one or more order product summaries from an order summary. This action creates a change
order record.

In Flow Builder, add an Action element to your flow. Select the Order Management category, and
search for Cancel Order Item Summaries Submit.

Set Input Values
Use values from earlier in the flow to set the inputs.

DescriptionInput
Parameter

This input is an Apex-defined variable of class
ConnectApi.ChangeInputRepresentation.

The variable has one field, changeItems. This field is a list of Apex-defined
variables of class ConnectApi.ChangeItemInputRepresentation. Each variable
includes these fields:

Cancel
Order
Product
Summary
Items
Input

• changeItemFees—A list of Apex-defined variables of class
ConnectApi.ChangeItemFeeInputRepresentation. Each variable has these
fields:

– amount—Required. Value used to calculate the fee amount, as
described by the amountType. It must be a positive value.

– amountType—Required. Describes how the fee amount is calculated.
It can have one of these values:

• AmountWithTax—amount is the fee amount, including tax.

• AmountWithoutTax—amount is the fee amount, not including
tax. Tax is calculated on the value and added.

• Percentage—amount is a percentage. The fee amount is
amount  divided by 100 and then multiplied by the TotalPrice
and TotalTaxAmount  of the associated order product summary,
prorated for the quantity being returned.

• PercentageGross—amount is a percentage. The fee amount
is amount  divided by 100 and then multiplied by the
TotalLineAmountWithTax  of the associated order product
summary, prorated for the quantity being returned.

– description—Description of the fee.

– priceBookEntryId—Required unless price books are optional in
the org. ID of the price book entry associated with the fee product.

– product2Id—Required. ID of the product representing the fee.

– reason—Required. Reason for the fee. The value must match an entry
in the Order Product Summary Change object’s Reason  picklist.

• orderItemSummaryId—Required. ID of an order product summary
to cancel. It can’t be a shipping charge product.

• quantity—Required. Quantity to cancel.
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DescriptionInput Parameter

• reason—Required. Cancel reason. The value must match one of the picklist values on the Reason field
of the Order Product Summary Change object.

• shippingReductionFlag—Required. Boolean flag that specifies whether to prorate any related
delivery charge based on the price change.

Reference to the order summary that you want to cancel order product summaries from.Order Summary
Id

Store Output Values

DescriptionOutput Parameter

This output is an Apex-defined variable of class ConnectApi.SubmitCancelOutputRepresentation.Cancel Order
Product
Summary Output

Note:  The sign of a value in the changeBalances  field is the opposite of the corresponding value
on a change order record. For example, a discount is a positive value in changeBalances  and a
negative value on a change order record.

The changeBalances  field is an Apex-defined variable of class
ConnectApi.ChangeItemOutputRepresentation, which includes these fields:

• grandTotalAmount—Change to the total with tax.

• totalAdjDeliveryAmtWithTax—Change to the adjusted delivery subtotal, including tax.

• totalAdjDistAmountWithTax—Change to the total order adjustments, including tax.

• totalAdjProductAmtWithTax—Change to the adjusted product subtotal, including tax.

• totalAdjustedDeliveryAmount—Change to the adjusted delivery subtotal.

• totalAdjustedDeliveryTaxAmount—Change to the adjusted delivery subtotal tax.

• totalAdjustedProductAmount—Change to the adjusted product subtotal.

• totalAdjustedProductTaxAmount—Change to the adjusted product subtotal tax.

• totalAdjustmentDistributedAmount—Change to the total order adjustments.

• totalAdjustmentDistributedTaxAmount—Change to the total order adjustments tax.

• totalAmount—Change to the pretax total.

• totalExcessFundsAmount—The amount of excess funds available on the order payment summaries
related to the order summary. It’s equal to the captured amount that is owed as a refund but isn’t associated
with an invoice or credit memo. Excess funds normally occur when order products are canceled before
fulfillment but after payment is captured. This situation isn’t common in the US, where funds are normally
authorized but not captured until the fulfillment process begins. This value includes all excess funds related
to the order summary, not only the funds related to the current action.

• totalFeeAmount—The total amount of the fees charged for the cancel.

• totalFeeTaxAmount—The total amount of tax on the fees charged for the cancel.

• totalRefundableAmount—The total amount available to be refunded. It’s the sum of the excess
funds and any outstanding change order grand total amounts that apply to post-fulfillment changes. This
value includes all refundable amounts related to the order summary, not only the amount related to the
current action.
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DescriptionOutput Parameter

• totalTaxAmount—Change to the total tax.

The changeOrderId  field is the ID of the change order record created for the canceled items. Use this
change order to create a credit memo.

The feeChangeOrderId  field is the ID of the change order record created for any cancel fees. Use this
change order to create an invoice.

Usage

To set up the Cancel Order Product Summary Items Input:

1. If you want to charge fees, use Assignment elements to set the amount, amountType, description, priceBookEntryId,
product2Id, and reason  field values on one or more ConnectApi.ChangeItemFeeInputRepresentation
variables.

2. Use Assignment elements to set the orderItemSummaryId, quantity, reason, and shippingReductionFlag
field values on one or more ConnectApi.ChangeItemInputRepresentation  variables.

3. If you’re charging fees, use Assignment elements to add the ConnectApi.ChangeItemFeeInputRepresentation
variables to the changeItemFees  fields on the associated ConnectApi.ChangeItemInputRepresentation
variables.

4. Use an Assignment element to add the ConnectApi.ChangeItemInputRepresentation  variables to the
changeItems  field on a ConnectApi.ChangeInputRepresentation  variable.

5. Use the ConnectApi.ChangeInputRepresentation  variable and the order summary ID in the action input.

In a flow for canceling order product summaries, run a Cancel Order Item Summaries Preview action before running the action. Then
display its output for the user to review. When the user verifies the expected results, pass the same input to this action.

SEE ALSO:

Flow Core Action for Order Management: Cancel Order Item Summaries Preview

Add and Edit Elements

Flow Core Action for Order Management: Confirm Held Fulfillment Order Capacity

EDITIONS

Available in: Lightning
Experience

Available in: Enterprise,
Unlimited, and Developer
Editions with Salesforce
Order Management

Confirm held fulfillment order capacity at one or more locations. This action decreases a location’s
held capacity and increases its assigned fulfillment order count. Confirm held capacity when you
assign a fulfillment order to a location.

In Flow Builder, add an Action element to your flow. Select the Order Management category, and
search for Confirm Held Fulfillment Order Capacity.

Set Input Values
Use values from earlier in the flow to set the inputs.
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DescriptionInput Parameter

This input is an Apex-defined variable of class ConnectApi.ConfirmHeldFOCapacityRequestInputRepresentation,
which includes these fields:

Confirm Held
Fulfillment
Order • allOrNothing  —(Optional) Controls whether a single failed request cancels all other requests in the

list (true) or whether some requests can succeed if others fail (false). The default value is false.Capacity
Input

• capacityRequests  —This field is a list of Apex-defined variables of class
ConnectApi.CapacityRequestInputRepresentation. Each of the variables represents a request to confirm
one fulfillment order assigned to one location, and includes these fields:

– actionRequestId  —Unique string that identifies the request. Can be a UUID. Use the action
request IDs in response data to identify which requests succeeded or failed.

– locationId  —ID of the location associated with the request.

Store Output Values
Use output values later in the flow. The values are assigned when the capacity properties are updated.

DescriptionOutput Parameter

This output is an Apex-defined variable of class
ConnectApi.ConfirmHeldFOCapacityResponseOutputRepresentation, which includes this field:

Confirm Held
Fulfillment
Order Capacity
Output

• capacityResponses  —This field is a list of Apex-defined variables of class
ConnectApi.CapacityResponseOutputRepresentation, each of which includes these fields:

– actionRequestId  —Unique string that identifies the original capacity request.

– error  —This field is an Apex-defined variable of class ConnectApi.ErrorResponse, which includes
these fields:

• errorCode  —Error code, if the request returned an error.

• message  —More error detail, if available.

– success  —Indicates whether the request was successful (true) or not (false).

Flow Core Action for Order Management: Create Credit Memo

EDITIONS

Available in: Lightning
Experience

Available in: Enterprise,
Unlimited, and Developer
Editions with Salesforce
Order Management

Create a credit memo to represent the refund for one or more change orders associated with an
order summary.

In Flow Builder, add an Action element to your flow. Select the Order Management category, and
search for Create Credit Memo.

Set Input Values
Use values from earlier in the flow to set the inputs.
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DescriptionInput Parameter

This input is an Apex-defined variable of class ConnectApi.CreateCreditMemoInputRepresentation.

The variable has one field, changeOrderIds, which is a list of IDs of the change orders to create a credit
memo for.

Credit Memo
Input

Reference to the order summary associated with the change orders.Order Summary
Id

Store Output Values

DescriptionOutput Parameter

This value is an Apex-defined variable of class ConnectApi.CreateCreditMemoOutputRepresentation.

The creditMemoId  field contains the ID of the created credit memo.

Credit Memo
Output

Usage

To set up the Credit Memo Input, first use Assignment elements to add the change order IDs to a list of strings variable. Then use that
variable in the action input.

SEE ALSO:

Flow Core Action for Order Management: Ensure Refunds Async

Add and Edit Elements

Flow Core Action for Order Management: Create Fulfillment Order

EDITIONS

Available in: Lightning
Experience

Available in: Enterprise,
Unlimited, and Developer
Editions with Salesforce
Order Management

Create one or more fulfillment orders and fulfillment order products for an order delivery group
summary, which defines a recipient and delivery method. You specify the order product summaries
to fulfill and the fulfillment locations to handle them. If you specify multiple fulfillment locations, a
fulfillment order is created for each one.

In Flow Builder, add an Action element to your flow. Select the Order Management category, and
search for Create Fulfillment Order.

Set Input Values
Use values from earlier in the flow to set the inputs.

DescriptionInput
Parameter

This input is an Apex-defined variable of class
ConnectApi.FulfillmentOrderInputRepresentation.

The variable has three fields:

Fulfillment
Order
Input

• fulfillmentGroups  — A list of Apex-defined variables of class
ConnectApi.FulfillmentGroupInputRepresentation. A fulfillment order is
created for each fulfillment group. A group represents a set of order product
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DescriptionInput Parameter

summaries to fulfill from a single location, using the same fulfillment type. Each fulfillment group variable
has these fields:

– fulfilledFromLocationId  — Reference to the fulfillment location.

– fulfillmentType  — The fulfillment type. Specify one of the values that you defined for the
Type  field picklist on the Fulfillment Order object.

– orderItemSummaries  — A list of Apex-defined variables of class
ConnectApi.OrderItemSummaryInputRepresentation. Each variable has these fields:

• orderItemSummaryId  — Reference to an order product summary.

• quantity  — The quantity of the order product summary to allocate to the fulfillment order.

– referenceId  — Reference to the fulfillment group input. This action doesn’t use this value.

• orderDeliveryGroupSummaryId  — Reference to the order delivery group summary associated
with the order product summaries.

• orderSummaryId  — Reference to the order summary associated with the order product summaries.

Store Output Values

DescriptionOutput Parameter

This value is an Apex-defined variable of class ConnectApi.FulfillmentOrderOutputRepresentation.

The fulfillmentOrderIds  field is a list of IDs of the created fulfillment orders.

Fulfillment
Order Output

Usage

To set up the Fulfillment Order Input:

1. Use Assignment elements to set the orderItemSummaryId  and quantity  field values on one or more
ConnectApi.OrderItemSummaryInputRepresentation  variables for each fulfillment group.

2. Use Assignment elements to add the ConnectApi.OrderItemSummaryInputRepresentation  variables to the
orderItemSummaries  fields on one or more ConnectApi.FulfillmentGroupInputRepresentation  variables,
one for each fulfillment group.

3. Use Assignment elements to set the fulfilledFromLocationId  and fulfillmentType  field values on the fulfillment
group variables.

4. Use Assignment elements to add the fulfillment group variables to the fulfillmentGroups  field on a
ConnectApi.FulfillmentOrderInputRepresentation  variable.

5. Use Assignment elements to set the orderDeliveryGroupSummaryId  and orderSummaryId  field values on the
ConnectApi.FulfillmentOrderInputRepresentation  variable.

6. Use the ConnectApi.FulfillmentOrderInputRepresentation  variable in the action input.

SEE ALSO:

Add and Edit Elements
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Flow Core Action for Order Management: Create Fulfillment Orders

EDITIONS

Available in: Lightning
Experience

Available in: Enterprise,
Unlimited, and Developer
Editions with Salesforce
Order Management

Create fulfillment orders and fulfillment order products for multiple order delivery group summaries,
each of which defines a recipient and delivery method. You specify the order product summaries
to fulfill and the fulfillment locations to handle them. If you specify multiple fulfillment locations
for one order delivery group summary, a fulfillment order is created for each one.

In Flow Builder, add an Action element to your flow. Select the Order Management category, and
search for Create Fulfillment Orders.

Set Input Values
Use values from earlier in the flow to set the inputs.

DescriptionInput
Parameter

This input is an Apex-defined variable of class
ConnectApi.MultipleFulfillmentOrderInputRepresentation.

The variable has one field, fulfillmentOrders. This field is a list of
Apex-defined variables of class ConnectApi.FulfillmentOrderInputRepresentation.
Each variable has three fields:

Fulfillment
Orders
Input

• fulfillmentGroups  — A list of Apex-defined variables of class
ConnectApi.FulfillmentGroupInputRepresentation. A fulfillment order is
created for each fulfillment group. A group represents a set of order product
summaries to fulfill from a single location using the same fulfillment type.
Each fulfillment group variable has these fields:

– fulfilledFromLocationId  — Reference to the fulfillment
location.

– fulfillmentType  — The fulfillment type. Specify one of the values
that you defined for the Type  field picklist on the Fulfillment Order
object.

– orderItemSummaries  — A list of Apex-defined variables of class
ConnectApi.OrderItemSummaryInputRepresentation. Each variable has
these fields:

• orderItemSummaryId  — Reference to an order product
summary.

• quantity  — The quantity of the order product summary to
allocate to the fulfillment order.

– referenceId  — Reference to the fulfillment group input. Use this
value to troubleshoot a failure.

• orderDeliveryGroupSummaryId  — Reference to the order delivery
group summary associated with the order product summaries.

• orderSummaryId  — Reference to the order summary associated with
the order product summaries.

Store Output Values
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DescriptionOutput Parameter

This value is an Apex-defined variable of class ConnectApi.MultipleFulfillmentOrderOutputRepresentation.

The variable has one field, fulfillmentOrders. This field is a list of Apex-defined variables of class
ConnectApi.FulfillmentGroupOutputRepresentation. Each variable has these fields:

Fulfillment
Orders Output

• fulfilledFromLocationId  — Reference to the fulfillment location. This value is included so that
you can resubmit the creation if it fails.

• fulfillmentOrderId  — Reference to the created fulfillment order.

• fulfillmentType  — The fulfillment type. This value is included if the creation failed, so you can
resubmit it.

• orderDeliveryGroupSummaryId  — Reference to the order delivery group summary associated
with the order product summaries. This value is included if the creation failed, so you can resubmit it.

• orderItemSummaries  — A list of Apex-defined variables of class
ConnectApi.OrderItemSummaryInputRepresentation. This value is included if the creation failed, so you
can resubmit it. Each variable has these fields:

– orderItemSummaryId  — Reference to an order product summary.

– quantity  — The quantity of the order product summary to allocate to the fulfillment order.

• orderSummaryId  — Reference to the order summary associated with the order product summaries.
This value is included if the creation failed, so you can resubmit it.

• referenceId  — Reference to the fulfillment group input. Use this value to troubleshoot a failure.

Usage

To set up the Fulfillment Orders Input:

1. For each order delivery group:

a. Use Assignment elements to set the orderItemSummaryId  and quantity  field values on one or more
ConnectApi.OrderItemSummaryInputRepresentation  variables.

b. Use Assignment elements to add the ConnectApi.OrderItemSummaryInputRepresentation  variables to the
orderItemSummaries  fields on one or more ConnectApi.FulfillmentGroupInputRepresentation
variables, one for each fulfillment group.

c. Use Assignment elements to set the fulfilledFromLocationId, fulfillmentType, and referenceId  field
values on the ConnectApi.FulfillmentGroupInputRepresentation variables.

d. Use Assignment elements to add the ConnectApi.FulfillmentGroupInputRepresentation  variables to the
fulfillmentGroups  field on a ConnectApi.FulfillmentOrderInputRepresentation  variable.

e. Use Assignment elements to set the orderDeliveryGroupSummaryId and orderSummaryId  field values on the
ConnectApi.FulfillmentOrderInputRepresentation  variable.

2. Use Assignment elements to add the ConnectApi.FulfillmentOrderInputRepresentation  variables to the
fulfillmentOrders  field on a ConnectApi.MultipleFulfillmentOrderInputRepresentation variable.

3. Use the ConnectApi.MultipleFulfillmentOrderInputRepresentation variable in the action input.

SEE ALSO:

Add and Edit Elements
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Flow Core Action for Order Management: Create an Invoice from Change Orders

EDITIONS

Available in: Lightning
Experience

Available in: Enterprise,
Unlimited, and Developer
Editions with Salesforce
Order Management

Create an invoice to represent the charges for one or more change orders. Create invoices for change
orders that increase order amounts, such as return fees. When you ensure the refund for a return,
include the invoices for the associated return fees in the input.

In Flow Builder, add an Action element to your flow. Select the Order Management category, and
search for Create an Invoice from Change Orders.

Set Input Values
Use values from earlier in the flow to set the inputs.

DescriptionInput
Parameter

Required. This input is an Apex-defined variable of class
ConnectApi.CreateInvoiceFromChangeOrdersInputRepresentation. It has two
fields.

The changeOrderIds  field is a list of IDs of the change orders to create an
invoice for.

Create
Invoice
From
Change
Order
Input

The orderSummaryId  field is the ID of the order summary associated with
the change orders.

Store Output Values

DescriptionOutput Parameter

This value is an Apex-defined variable of class ConnectApi.ChangeOrdersInvoiceOutputRepresentation. It has
three fields.

The errors  field is a list of Apex-defined variables of class ConnectApi.ErrorResponse containing any errors
that were returned.

Invoice Output

The invoiceId  field contains the ID of the created invoice.

The success  field indicates whether the transaction was successful.

SEE ALSO:

Flow Core Action for Order Management: Create Return Order

Flow Core Action for Order Management: Return Return Order Items

Flow Core Action for Order Management: Ensure Refunds Async

Add and Edit Elements
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Flow Core Action for Order Management: Create an Invoice from Fulfillment Order

EDITIONS

Available in: Lightning
Experience

Available in: Enterprise,
Unlimited, and Developer
Editions with Salesforce
Order Management

Create an invoice for a fulfillment order that doesn’t have one.

In Flow Builder, add an Action element to your flow. Select the Order Management category, and
search for Create an Invoice from Fulfillment Order.

Set Input Values
Use values from earlier in the flow to set the inputs.

DescriptionInput
Parameter

Reference to the fulfillment order that needs an invoice.Fulfillment
Order Id

Store Output Values

DescriptionOutput Parameter

This value is an Apex-defined variable of class ConnectApi.FulfillmentOrderInvoiceOutputRepresentation.

The invoiceId  field contains the ID of the created invoice.

Invoice
creation
output

SEE ALSO:

Flow Core Action for Order Management: Ensure Funds Async

Add and Edit Elements

Flow Core Action for Order Management: Create Order Payment Summary

EDITIONS

Available in: Lightning
Experience

Available in: Enterprise,
Unlimited, and Developer
Editions with Salesforce
Order Management

Create an order payment summary for a payment authorization or payments that use the same
payment method and are attached to the same order summary.

In Flow Builder, add an Action element to your flow. Select the Order Management category, and
search for Create Order Payment Summary.

Set Input Values
Use values from earlier in the flow to set the inputs. Include at least one payment authorization or
list of payments. You don’t need both.

DescriptionInput
Parameter

This input is an Apex-defined variable of class
ConnectApi.CreateOrderPaymentSummaryInputRepresentation.

The variable includes these fields:

Order
Payment
Summary
Create
Input • orderSummaryId  — Reference to the order summary associated with

the payments. In orgs with the multicurrency feature enabled, the order
payment summary inherits the ISO Currency  value from the order
summary.
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DescriptionInput Parameter

• paymentAuthorizationId  — Reference to the payment authorization to associate with the
summary.

• paymentIds  — List of IDs of the payments to associate with the summary.

Store Output Values

DescriptionOutput Parameter

This value is an Apex-defined variable of class ConnectApi.CreateOrderPaymentSummaryOutputRepresentation.

The orderPaymentSummaryId  field contains the ID of the created order payment summary.

Order Payment
Summary Output

Usage

To set up the Order Payment Summary Create Input for payments, first use Assignment elements to add the payment IDs to a list of
strings variable. Then use that variable in the action input.

SEE ALSO:

Add and Edit Elements

Flow Core Action for Order Management: Create Order Summary

EDITIONS

Available in: Lightning
Experience

Available in: Enterprise,
Unlimited, and Developer
Editions with Salesforce
Order Management

Create an order summary based on an order. That order is considered the original order for the
order summary. Subsequent change orders that apply to the order summary are also represented
as order records.

In Flow Builder, add an Action element to your flow. Select the Order Management category, and
search for Create Order Summary.

Set Input Values
Use values from earlier in the flow to set the inputs.

DescriptionInput
Parameter

This input is an Apex-defined variable of class
ConnectApi.OrderSummaryInputRepresentation.

The variable has these fields:

Order
Summary
Create
Input

• businessModel—The order’s business model. It can have one of these
values:

– B2B

– B2C

• externalReferenceIdentifier—Used to prevent duplicate
records. This value is case-sensitive.

• name—Order summary number to assign to the order summary.
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DescriptionInput Parameter

• orderId—Required. The ID of the original order to create an order summary for.

• orderLifeCycleType—Specifies whether the order is managed in Salesforce Order Management
or by an external system. It can have one of these values:

– MANAGED—The order is managed in Salesforce Order Management. If no value is specified, the default
is MANAGED.

– UNMANAGED—The order is managed by an external system.

• sourceProcess—Describes the order process creating the order summary. It can have one of these
values:

– OrderOnBehalf—An Order on Behalf Of process.

– Standard—Any process other than Order on Behalf Of.

• status—Status to assign to the order summary. The value must match one of the picklist values on the
Status  field of the Order Summary object.

Store Output Values

DescriptionOutput Parameter

This value is an Apex-defined variable of class OrderSummaryOutputRepresentation.

The orderSummaryId  field contains the ID of the created order summary.

Order Summary
Output

SEE ALSO:

Add and Edit Elements

Flow Core Action for Order Management: Create Return Order

EDITIONS

Available in: Lightning
Experience

Available in: Enterprise,
Unlimited, and Developer
Editions with Salesforce
Order Management and
Returns

Create a return order and return order items for order items belonging to an order summary. You
can add return fees for any of the order items.

In Flow Builder, add an Action element to your flow. Select the Order Management category, and
search for Create Return Order.

Set Input Values
Use values from earlier in the flow to set the inputs.

DescriptionInput
Parameter

This input is an Apex-defined variable of class
ConnectApi.ReturnOrderInputRepresentation.

The variable has four fields:

Return
Order
Input

• orderSummaryId—ID of the order summary containing the items to
be returned. The order summary’s order lifecycle type must be Managed.
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DescriptionInput Parameter

• returnOrderLifeCycleType—The LifeCycleType of the return order. Possible values are:

– Managed—Process the return order using the actions and APIs. It can generate change orders and
effects financial fields and rollup calculations.

– Unmanaged—The return order is for tracking purposes only. It isn’t involved in any financial calculations
and doesn’t generate any change orders. The system doesn’t prevent the creation of duplicate return
order line items in an unmanaged return order for the same order item.

• returnOrderLineItems—A list of Apex-defined variables of class
ConnectApi.ReturnOrderLineItemInputRepresentation. Each variable has these fields:

– canReduceShipping—Whether the associated shipping charge can be refunded.

– orderItemSummaryId—ID of the associated OrderItemSummary. If the OrderItemSummary
already has an associated ReturnOrderLineItem, then you must specify a different reasonForReturn.
Duplicating the reason breaks the financial calculations.

– quantityExpected—Quantity expected to be returned.

– quantityReceived—(Optional) Quantity already physically returned. This value isn’t used by any
standard features, but it’s provided for use in customizations.

– reasonForReturn—(Optional) Reason for the return. The value must match an entry in the
ReturnOrderLineItem object’s ReasonForReturn picklist.

– returnOrderLineItemFees—(Optional) A list of Apex-defined variables of class
ConnectApi.ReturnOrderLineItemFeeInputRepresentation. Each variable has these fields:

• amount—Value used to calculate the fee amount, as described by the amountType. It must be a
positive value.

• amountType—Describes how the fee amount is calculated. It can have one of these values:

– AmountWithTax—amount is the fee amount, including tax.

– AmountWithoutTax—amount is the fee amount, not including tax. Tax is calculated on
the value and added.

– Percentage—amount is a percentage. The fee amount is amount divided by 100 and
then multiplied by the TotalPrice  and TotalTaxAmount  of the associated
OrderItemSummary, prorated for the quantity being returned.

– PercentageGross—amount is a percentage. The fee amount is amount divided by
100 and then multiplied by the TotalLineAmountWithTax  of the associated
OrderItemSummary, prorated for the quantity being returned.

• description—(Optional) Description of the fee.

• product2Id—ID of the product representing the fee.

• reason—Reason for the fee. The value must match an entry in the ReturnOrderLineItem object’s
ReasonForReturn  picklist.

• status—Status to assign to the return order. The value must match one of the picklist values on the
Status field of the Return Order object.

Store Output Values
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DescriptionOutput Parameter

This value is an Apex-defined variable of class ConnectApi.ReturnOrderOutputRepresentation.

The returnOrderId  field contains the ID of the created return order.

Return Order
Output

Usage

To set up the Create Return Order Input:

1. Use Assignment elements to set the canReduceShipping, orderItemSummaryId, quantityExpected,
quantityReceived, and reasonForReturn  field values on one or more
ConnectApi.ReturnOrderLineItemInputRepresentation  variables.

2. If you want to add any return fees, use Assignment elements to set the amount, amountType, description, product2Id,
and reason  field values on one or more ConnectApi.ReturnOrderLineItemFeeInputRepresentation
variables. The product2Id  points to a fee product that you created.

3. Use Assignment elements to add the ConnectApi.ReturnOrderLineItemFeeInputRepresentation  variables
to the returnOrderLineItemFees  fields on the ConnectApi.ReturnOrderLineItemInputRepresentation
variables representing the associated return order items.

4. Use an Assignment element to add the ConnectApi.ReturnOrderLineItemInputRepresentation  variables to
the returnOrderLineItems  field on a ConnectApi.ReturnOrderInputRepresentation  variable.

5. Use Assignment elements to set the orderSummaryId, returnOrderLifeCycleType, and status  field values on
the ConnectApi.ReturnOrderInputRepresentation variable.

6. Use the ConnectApi.ReturnOrderInputRepresentation  variable in the action input.

SEE ALSO:

Flow Core Action for Order Management: Return Return Order Items

Add and Edit Elements

Flow Core Action for Order Management: Ensure Funds Async

EDITIONS

Available in: Lightning
Experience

Available in: Enterprise,
Unlimited, and Developer
Editions with Salesforce
Order Management

Ensure funds for an invoice, and apply them to it. If needed, capture authorized funds by sending
a request to a payment provider. This action inserts a background operation into an asynchronous
job queue and returns the ID of that operation so you can track its status. Payment gateway responses
appear in the payment gateway log and don’t affect the background operation status.

In Flow Builder, add an Action element to your flow. Select the Order Management category, and
search for Ensure Funds Async.

Note:  If the action creates a payment, the payment record’s ClientContext value isn’t
predictable. Don't use it in custom logic.

Set Input Values
Use values from earlier in the flow to set the inputs.

DescriptionInput Parameter

This input is an Apex-defined variable of class ConnectApi.EnsureFundsAsyncInputRepresentation.

The variable has one field, invoiceId, which is the ID of the invoice to ensure funds for and apply them to.

Ensure Funds
Async Input
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DescriptionInput Parameter

Reference to the order summary associated with the invoice.Order Summary
Id

Store Output Values

DescriptionOutput Parameter

This value is an Apex-defined variable of class EnsureFundsAsyncOutputRepresentation. It only returns the ID
of the asynchronous background operation, regardless of whether a call is made to an external payment
gateway. It doesn’t include any errors from the operation.

The backgroundOperationId  field contains the ID of the background operation.

Ensure Funds
Async Output

Usage

This action applies funds to the invoice balance from order payment summaries associated with the specified order summary following
this logic:

Note:  If multiple order payment summaries have equal BalanceAmount values, their order of selection is random.

1. Verify that the invoice balance doesn’t exceed the total BalanceAmount  of all the order payment summaries associated with
the order summary.

2. If an order payment summary has a BalanceAmount  equal to the invoice balance, apply the funds from that order payment
summary.

3. If no exact match was found, apply funds from the order payment summary with the largest BalanceAmount.

4. If the invoice still has a balance to ensure, repeat steps 2 and 3 until the full balance is ensured or no captured funds remain.

5. If the invoice still has a balance, look for an order payment summary with an authorized amount equal to the remaining invoice
balance. If one exists, capture and apply the funds from that order payment summary.

6. If no exact match was found, capture and apply funds from the order payment summary with the largest authorized amount.

7. If the invoice still has a balance to ensure, repeat steps 5 and 6 until the full balance is ensured.

SEE ALSO:

Flow Core Action for Order Management: Create an Invoice from Fulfillment Order

Flow Core Action for Order Management: Ensure Refunds Async

Add and Edit Elements
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Flow Core Action for Order Management: Ensure Refunds Async

EDITIONS

Available in: Lightning
Experience

Available in: Enterprise,
Unlimited, and Developer
Editions with Salesforce
Order Management

Ensure refunds for a credit memo or excess funds by sending a request to a payment provider. This
action inserts a background operation into an asynchronous job queue and returns the ID of that
operation so you can track its status. Payment gateway responses appear in the payment gateway
log and don’t affect the background operation status.

In Flow Builder, add an Action element to your flow. Select the Order Management category, and
search for Ensure Refunds Async.

Note:  If the action creates a refund, the refund record’s ClientContext value isn’t predictable.
Don't use it in custom logic.

Set Input Values
Use values from earlier in the flow to set the inputs.

DescriptionInput Parameter

This input is an Apex-defined variable of class ConnectApi.EnsureReundsAsyncInputRepresentation.

The variable has these fields. You must specify creditMemoId  or excessFundsAmount. You can
specify both.

Ensure
Refunds Async
Input

• creditMemoId—The ID of the credit memo to ensure refunds for.

• excessFundsAmount—The amount of excess funds to apply the refunds against.

• invoicesToPay—List of invoices for fees that reduce the refund, such as return fees.

• isAllowPartial—This value controls the behavior when the amounts included in the sequences
list don’t cover the entire refund amount. If this value is false, the default refund logic is applied to ensure
the remaining refund amount. If this value is true, the unrefunded balance remains on the credit memo. If
you don’t specify a sequences  list, this value is ignored, and the default refund logic is applied. The
default is false.

• sequences—This input is an ordered list of refund amounts and the OrderPaymentSummaries to apply
them to. The process traverses this list in order and stops when it has refunded the full amount. It’s a list of
Apex-defined variables of class SequenceOrderPaymentSummaryInputRepresentation. It contains these
fields:

– amount—Amount of the refund to apply to the OrderPaymentSummary.

– orderPaymentSummaryId—ID of the OrderPaymentSummary to apply the Amount to.

Reference to the order summary associated with the credit memo.Order Summary
Id

Store Output Values

DescriptionOutput Parameter

This value is an Apex-defined variable of class EnsureRefundsAsyncOutputRepresentation. It only returns the
ID of the asynchronous background operation, regardless of whether a call is made to an external payment
gateway. It doesn’t include any errors from the operation.

The backgroundOperationId  field contains the ID of the background operation.

Ensure Refunds
Async Output
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Usage

This action applies the refund to order payment summaries associated with the specified order summary following this logic.

Note:  If multiple order payment summaries have equal AvailableToRefund amounts, their order of selection is random.

1. Verify that the credit memo balance and excess funds amount don't exceed the total AvailableToRefund  amount of all the
order payment summaries associated with the order summary.

2. If sequences  is specified, follow these steps.

a. Traverse the sequences  list in order and apply the specified refund amounts to the specified order payment summaries.

b. If the specified credit memo and excess funds are fully refunded, or if isAllowPartial  is true, then the action stops here.

3. If a credit memo is specified, follow these steps.

a. If an order payment summary has an AvailableToRefund  amount matching the credit memo’s remaining balance, apply
the refund to that payment.

b. If no exact match was found, apply the refund to the order payment summary with the largest AvailableToRefund
amount.

c. If the credit memo has any remaining balance, repeat steps a and b until that balance is fully refunded.

4. If an excess funds amount is specified, follow these steps.

a. Examine those order payment summaries. If one has an AvailableToRefund  amount matching the excess funds amount,
apply the refund to that payment.

b. If no exact match was found, apply the refund to the order payment summary with the largest AvailableToRefund
amount.

c. If any excess funds amount remains, repeat steps a and b until it’s fully refunded.

SEE ALSO:

Flow Core Action for Order Management: Create Credit Memo

Flow Core Action for Order Management: Create an Invoice from Change Orders

Flow Core Action for Order Management: Return Return Order Items

Flow Core Action for Order Management: Ensure Funds Async

Add and Edit Elements

Flow Core Action for Order Management: Find Routes with Fewest Splits

EDITIONS

Available in: Lightning
Experience

Available in: Enterprise,
Unlimited, and Developer
Editions with Salesforce
Order Management

Evaluate ordered product quantities against available inventory to determine the smallest
combination of locations that can fulfill the order. If multiple combinations of the minimum number
of locations can fulfill the order, the action returns multiple options. Optionally, you can specify a
maximum allowable number of locations. By default, the action executes up to 1,000,000 times,
stopping once it hits 10,000 results.

In Flow Builder, add an Action element to your flow. Select the Order Management category, and
search for Find Routes With Fewest Splits.

Set Input Values
Use values from earlier in the flow to set the inputs.
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DescriptionInput Parameter

This input is an Apex-defined variable of class ConnectApi.FindRoutesWithFewestSplitsInputRepresentation.

The locationAvailableInventory  field is a list of Apex-defined variables of class
ConnectApi.LocationAvailabilityInputRepresentation. Each of the variables represents a fulfillment location to
consider and includes these fields:

Order Routing
Minimize
Shipments
Input

• externalReferenceId  — External reference ID of the inventory location.

• quantity  — Available quantity of the product.

• stockKeepingUnit  — Stock Keeping Unit (SKU) of the product.

The maximumNumberOfSplits  field is the maximum allowable number of shipment splits. The action
doesn’t return routing options that involve more than this number of splits.

Note:  Each split represents an additional shipment. Specifying a maximum of 0 returns only locations
that can fulfill the entire order in a single shipment. A maximum of 1 returns combinations of locations
that can fulfill the order in one or two shipments, and so on.

The orderedQuantities  field is a list of Apex-defined variables of class
ConnectApi.QuantityWithSkuInputRepresentation. Each of the variables represents an ordered product quantity
to fulfill, and includes these fields:

• quantity  — Ordered quantity of the product.

• stockKeepingUnit  — SKU of the product.

Store Output Values

DescriptionOutput Parameter

This output is an Apex-defined variable of class ConnectApi.FindRoutesWithFewestSplitsOutputRepresentation,
which contains the sets of fulfillment locations that meet the requirements.

The variable has one field, targetLocations. This field is a list of Apex-defined variables of class
ConnectApi.AvailableLocationOutputRepresentation, each of which represents a set of fulfillment locations
that can combine to fulfill the ordered products.

Order Routing
Minimize
Shipments
Output

Each of the variables includes one field, locations. This field is a list of the locations in the set.

Usage

To set up the Order Routing Minimize Shipments Input:

1. Use Assignment elements to set the externalReferenceId, quantity, and stockKeepingUnit  field values on one
or more ConnectApi.LocationAvailabilityInputRepresentation variables.

2. Use Assignment elements to set the quantity  and stockKeepingUnit  field values on one or more
ConnectApi.QuantityWithSkuInputRepresentation  variables.

3. Use an Assignment element to add the ConnectApi.LocationAvailabilityInputRepresentation  variables to
the locationAvailableInventory  field on a
ConnectApi.FindRoutesWithFewestSplitsInputRepresentation variable.
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4. Optionally, use an Assignment element to set the maximumNumberOfSplits  field on the
ConnectApi.FindRoutesWithFewestSplitsInputRepresentation variable.

5. Use an Assignment element to add the ConnectApi.QuantityWithSkuInputRepresentation  variables to the
orderedQuantities  field on the ConnectApi.FindRoutesWithFewestSplitsInputRepresentation
variable.

6. Use the ConnectApi.FindRoutesWithFewestSplitsInputRepresentation variable in the action input.

SEE ALSO:

Add and Edit Elements

Flow Core Action for Order Management: Find Routes with Fewest Splits Using OCI

EDITIONS

Available in: Lightning
Experience

Available in: Enterprise,
Unlimited, and Developer
Editions with Salesforce
Order Management

Evaluate ordered product quantities against available inventory to determine the smallest
combination of locations that can fulfill the order. If multiple combinations of the minimum number
of locations can fulfill the order, the action returns multiple options. Optionally, you can specify a
maximum allowable number of locations and a list of locations to exclude from the calculation.
This action combines the Omnichannel Inventory Get Availability action and the Order Management
Find Routes with Fewest Splits actions. Instead of calling Get Availability and including the output
in the Find Routes with Fewest Splits input, call this action and specify a location or location group
to fulfill each ordered product. By default, this action executes up to 1,000,000 times, stopping once
it hits 10,000 results. This action handles the inventory check.

In Flow Builder, add an Action element to your flow. Select the Order Management category, and
search for Find Routes With Fewest Splits Using OCI.

Note:  Set the flow’s runtime API version to 54.0 or later.

Set Input Values
Use values from earlier in the flow to set the inputs.

DescriptionInput Parameter

This input is an Apex-defined variable of class
ConnectApi.FindRoutesWithFewestSplitsUsingOCIInputRepresentation.

The findRoutesWithFewestSplitsUsingOCIInputs  field is a list of Apex-defined variables of
class ConnectApi.FindRoutesWithFewestSplitsGroupUsingOCIInputRepresentation. Each of the variables
represents one order and includes these fields:

Find Routes
With Fewest
Splits Using
OCI Input

• excludeLocations  —List of locations to exclude from the routing calculations.

• maximumNumberOfSplits  —Maximum allowable number of shipment splits. The action doesn’t
return routing options that involve more than this number of splits.

Note:  Each split represents an additional shipment. Specifying a maximum of 0 returns only locations
that can fulfill the entire order in a single shipment. A maximum of 1 returns combinations of locations
that can fulfill the order in one or two shipments, and so on.

• orderedItems  —A list of Apex-defined variables of class
ConnectApi.FindRoutesWithFewestSplitsUsingOCIItemInputRepresentation. Each of the variables represents
an ordered product quantity to fulfill and a location or location group, and includes these fields:

– locationGroupIdentifier  —External reference ID of the inventory location or location group.
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DescriptionInput Parameter

– quantity  —Ordered quantity of the product.

– stockKeepingUnit  —Stock Keeping Unit (SKU) of the product.

Store Output Values
Use output values later in the flow.

DescriptionOutput Parameter

This output is an Apex-defined variable of class
ConnectApi.FindRoutesWithFewestSplitsUsingOCIOutputRepresentation, which contains inventory availability
data and the sets of fulfillment locations that meet the requirements.

The variable has one field, results. This field is a list of Apex-defined variables of class
ConnectApi.FindRoutesWithFewestSplitsWithInventoryOutputRepresentation, each of which represents the
output for one order, and includes these fields:

Find Routes
With Fewest
Splits Using
OCI Output

• inventory  —Inventory availability data for the location groups and locations specified in the input.

• targetLocations  —A list of Apex-defined variables of class
ConnectApi.AvailableLocationOutputRepresentation, each of which represents a set of fulfillment locations
that can combine to fulfill the ordered products. Each of the variables includes one field, locations.
This field is a list of the locations in the set.

Usage

To set up the Find Routes With Fewest Splits Using OCI Input:

1. Use assignment elements to set the values for the locationGroupIdentifier, quantity, and stockKeepingUnit
field values on one or more ConnectApi.FindRoutesWithFewestSplitsUsingOCIItemInputRepresentation variables.

2. Use assignment elements to add the ConnectApi.FindRoutesWithFewestSplitsUsingOCIItemInputRepresentation variables to the
orderedItems  field on a ConnectApi.FindRoutesWithFewestSplitsGroupUsingOCIInputRepresentation variable.

3. Optionally, use an assignment element to set the value for the maximumNumberOfSplits  field on the
ConnectApi.FindRoutesWithFewestSplitsGroupUsingOCIInputRepresentation variable.

4. Use an assignment element to add the ConnectApi.FindRoutesWithFewestSplitsGroupUsingOCIInputRepresentation variable to the
findRoutesWithFewestSplitsUsingOCIInputs  field on a
ConnectApi.FindRoutesWithFewestSplitsUsingOCIInputRepresentation variable.

5. Repeat steps 1-4 for each order that you want to include in the action, adding the inputs to the same
ConnectApi.FindRoutesWithFewestSplitsUsingOCIInputRepresentation variable.

6. Use the ConnectApi.FindRoutesWithFewestSplitsUsingOCIInputRepresentation variable in the action input.
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Flow Core Action for Order Management: Get Fulfillment Order Capacity Values

EDITIONS

Available in: Lightning
Experience

Available in: Enterprise,
Unlimited, and Developer
Editions with Salesforce
Order Management

Get information about the current fulfillment order capacity of one or more locations.

In Flow Builder, add an Action element to your flow. Select the Order Management category, and
search for Get Fulfillment Order Capacity Values.

Set Input Values
Use values from earlier in the flow to set the inputs.

DescriptionInput
Parameter

This input is an Apex-defined variable of class
ConnectApi.GetFOCapacityValuesRequestInputRepresentation, which includes
this field:

Get
Fulfillment
Order
Capacity • locationIds  —List of IDs of the locations to get fulfillment order

capacity information for.Values
Input

Store Output Values
Use output values later in the flow.

DescriptionOutput Parameter

This output is an Apex-defined variable of class ConnectApi.GetFOCapacityValuesOutputRepresentation, which
includes this field:

Get
Fulfillment
Order Capacity
Values Output

• locations  —This field is a list of Apex-defined variables of class
ConnectApi.LocationCapacityOutputRepresentation, each of which includes these fields:

– assigned  —Value of the location’s Assigned Fulfillment Order Count.

– capacity  —Value of the location’s Fulfillment Order Capacity. This property represents the location’s
maximum capacity.

– error  —This field is an Apex-defined variable of class ConnectApi.ErrorResponse, which includes
these fields:

• errorCode  —Error code, if the request returned an error.

• message  —More error detail, if available.

– heldCapacity  —Number of fulfillment orders that the location is holding capacity for.

– locationId  —ID of the location.
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Flow Core Action for Order Management: Hold Fulfillment Order Capacity

EDITIONS

Available in: Lightning
Experience

Available in: Enterprise,
Unlimited, and Developer
Editions with Salesforce
Order Management

Hold capacity to process fulfillment orders at one or more locations. This action increases a location’s
held capacity. Hold capacity when you plan to assign a fulfillment order to a location.

In Flow Builder, add an Action element to your flow. Select the Order Management category, and
search for Hold Fulfillment Order Capacity.

Set Input Values
Use values from earlier in the flow to set the inputs.

DescriptionInput
Parameter

This input is an Apex-defined variable of class
ConnectApi.HoldFOCapacityRequestInputRepresentation, which includes these
fields:

Hold
Fulfillment
Order
Capacity
Input

• allOrNothing  —(Optional) Controls whether a single failed request
cancels all other requests in the list (true) or whether some requests can
succeed if others fail (false). The default value is false.

• capacityRequests  —This field is a list of Apex-defined variables of
class ConnectApi.CapacityRequestInputRepresentation. Each of the variables
represents a request to hold capacity for one fulfillment order at one location,
and includes these fields:

– actionRequestId  —Unique string that identifies the request. Can
be a UUID. Use the action request IDs in response data to identify which
requests succeeded or failed.

– locationId  —ID of the location associated with the request.

Store Output Values
Use output values later in the flow. The values are assigned when the capacity properties are updated.

DescriptionOutput Parameter

This output is an Apex-defined variable of class ConnectApi.HoldFOCapacityResponseOutputRepresentation,
which includes this field:

Hold
Fulfillment
Order Capacity
Output

• capacityResponses  —This field is a list of Apex-defined variables of class
ConnectApi.CapacityResponseOutputRepresentation, each of which includes these fields:

– actionRequestId  —Unique string that identifies the original capacity request.

– error  —This field is an Apex-defined variable of class ConnectApi.ErrorResponse, which includes
these fields:

• errorCode  —Error code, if the request returned an error.

• message  —More error detail, if available.

– success  —Indicates whether the request was successful (true) or not (false).
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Flow Core Action for Order Management: Order Routing Rank by Average Distance

EDITIONS

Available in: Lightning
Experience

Available in: Enterprise,
Unlimited, and Developer
Editions with Salesforce
Order Management

Calculate the average distance from sets of inventory locations to an order recipient, and return
the sets sorted by that average distance. Use this action to compare the average shipping distances
for different sets of locations that can fulfill an order.

In Flow Builder, add an Action element to your flow. Select the Order Management category, and
search for Order Routing Rank By Average Distance.

Set Input Values
Use values from earlier in the flow to set the inputs.

DescriptionInput
Parameter

This input is an Apex-defined variable of class
ConnectApi.RankAverageDistanceInputRepresentation.

The deliveryCountryCode  field is the country code of the order recipient.

Order
Routing
Rank By
Average

The deliveryPostalCode  field is the postal code of the order recipient.Distance
Input The distanceUnit  field specifies whether to return average distances in

miles or kilometers, respectively. The value can be mi  or km.

The sortResult  field specifies whether to sort the location sets in ascending
or descending order by average distance. The value can be ASC  or DESC.

The targetLocations field is a list of Apex-defined variables of class
ConnectApi.TargetLocationInputRepresentation. Each of the variables represents
a set of fulfillment locations that can fulfill an order together, and includes one
field, locations. This field is a list of Apex-defined variables of class
ConnectApi.LocationInputRepresentation, each of which represents one location
in the list and contains these fields:

• countryCode  — Country code of the location.

• locationIdentifier  — ID of the location.

• postalCode  — Postal code of the location.

Store Output Values

DescriptionOutput Parameter

This output is an Apex-defined variable of class ConnectApi.RankAverageDistanceOutputRepresentation, which
contains the list of fulfillment location sets, sorted by average distance to the order recipient.

The distanceUnit  field is the specified unit of distance. It can be miles  or kilometers.

Order Routing
Rank By
Average
Distance
Output The results  field is a list of Apex-defined variables of class

ConnectApi.AverageDistanceResultOutputRepresentation, each of which includes one field,
distanceCalculation. It’s an Apex-defined variable of class
ConnectApi.DistanceCalculationOutputRepresentation, which includes these fields:

• averageDistance  — Average distance from the locations to the order recipient.

• locations  — A list of Apex-defined variables of class ConnectApi.LocationOutputRepresentation, each
of which represents a location in the set and includes two fields:
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DescriptionOutput Parameter

distance  — Distance from the location to the order recipient.–

– locationIdentifier  — ID of the location.

• rank  — This result’s rank among all results by average distance to the order recipient.

Usage

To set up the Order Routing Rank By Average Distance Input:

1. Use Assignment elements to set the countryCode, locationIdentifier, and postalCode  field values on one or
more ConnectApi.LocationInputRepresentation variables to represent the locations in a set.

2. Use an Assignment element to add the ConnectApi.LocationInputRepresentation  variables to the locations
field on a ConnectApi.TargetLocationInputRepresentation  variable.

3. Repeat the previous two steps for each set of fulfillment locations.

4. Use an Assignment element to add the ConnectApi.TargetLocationInputRepresentation  variables to the
targetLocations  field on a ConnectApi.RankAverageDistanceInputRepresentation  variable.

5. Use Assignment elements to set the deliveryCountryCode, deliveryPostalCode, distanceUnit, and
sortResult  field values on the ConnectApi.RankAverageDistanceInputRepresentation  variable.

6. Use the ConnectApi.RankAverageDistanceInputRepresentation variable in the action input.

SEE ALSO:

Add and Edit Elements

Flow Core Action for Order Management: Release Held Fulfillment Order Capacity

EDITIONS

Available in: Lightning
Experience

Available in: Enterprise,
Unlimited, and Developer
Editions with Salesforce
Order Management

Release held fulfillment order capacity at one or more locations. This action decreases a location’s
held capacity without increasing its assigned fulfillment order count. Release held capacity when
you cancel assigning a fulfillment order to a location.

In Flow Builder, add an Action element to your flow. Select the Order Management category, and
search for Release Held Fulfillment Order Capacity.

Set Input Values
Use values from earlier in the flow to set the inputs.

DescriptionInput
Parameter

This input is an Apex-defined variable of class
ConnectApi.ReleaseHeldFOCapacityRequestInputRepresentation, which includes
these fields:

Fulfillment
Order
Location
Release • allOrNothing  —(Optional) Controls whether a single failed request

cancels all other requests in the list (true) or whether some requests can
succeed if others fail (false). The default value is false.

Held
Capacity
Input

• capacityRequests  —This field is a list of Apex-defined variables of
class ConnectApi.CapacityRequestInputRepresentation. Each of the variables
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DescriptionInput Parameter

represents a request to release capacity for one fulfillment order at one location, and includes these fields:

– actionRequestId  —Unique string that identifies the request. Can be a UUID. Use the action
request IDs in response data to identify which requests succeeded or failed.

– locationId  —ID of the location associated with the request.

Store Output Values
Use output values later in the flow. The values are assigned when the capacity properties are updated.

DescriptionOutput Parameter

This output is an Apex-defined variable of class
ConnectApi.ReleaseHeldFOCapacityResponseOutputRepresentation, which includes this field:

Fulfillment
Order Location
Release Held • capacityResponses  —This field is a list of Apex-defined variables of class

ConnectApi.CapacityResponseOutputRepresentation, each of which includes these fields:Capacity
Output

– actionRequestId  —Unique string that identifies the original capacity request.

– error  —This field is an Apex-defined variable of class ConnectApi.ErrorResponse, which includes
these fields:

• errorCode  —Error code, if the request returned an error.

• message  —More error detail, if available.

– success  —Indicates whether the request was successful (true) or not (false).

Flow Core Action for Order Management: Return Order Item Summaries Preview

EDITIONS

Available in: Lightning
Experience

Available in: Enterprise,
Unlimited, and Developer
Editions with Salesforce
Order Management

Preview the expected results of a simple return of one or more order product summaries from an
order summary without executing the return. The output of this action contains the values that
would be set on the change order created by submitting the proposed return.

In Flow Builder, add an Action element to your flow. Select the Order Management category, and
search for Return Order Item Summaries Preview.

Set Input Values
Use values from earlier in the flow to set the inputs.

DescriptionInput
Parameter

Reference to the order summary that you want to preview returning order product
summaries from.

Order
Summary
Id
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DescriptionInput Parameter

This input is an Apex-defined variable of class ConnectApi.ChangeInputRepresentation.

The variable has one field, changeItems. This field is a list of Apex-defined variables of class
ConnectApi.ChangeItemInputRepresentation. Each variable includes these fields:

Return Order
Product
Summary Items
Input

• changeItemFees—A list of Apex-defined variables of class
ConnectApi.ChangeItemFeeInputRepresentation. Each variable has these fields:

– amount—Required. Value used to calculate the fee amount, as described by the amountType. It must
be a positive value.

– amountType—Required. Describes how the fee amount is calculated. It can have one of these values:

• AmountWithTax—amount is the fee amount, including tax.

• AmountWithoutTax—amount is the fee amount, not including tax. Tax is calculated on the
value and added.

• Percentage—amount is a percentage. The fee amount is amount  divided by 100 and then
multiplied by the TotalPrice  and TotalTaxAmount  of the associated order product
summary, prorated for the quantity being returned.

• PercentageGross—amount is a percentage. The fee amount is amount  divided by 100
and then multiplied by the TotalLineAmountWithTax  of the associated order product
summary, prorated for the quantity being returned.

– description—Description of the fee.

– priceBookEntryId—Required unless price books are optional in the org. ID of the price book
entry associated with the fee product.

– product2Id—Required. ID of the product representing the fee.

– reason—Required. Reason for the fee. The value must match an entry in the Order Product Summary
Change object’s Reason  picklist.

• orderItemSummaryId—Required. ID of an order product summary to return. It can’t be a shipping
charge product.

• quantity—Required. Quantity to return.

• reason—Required. Return reason. The value must match one of the picklist values on the Reason field
of the Order Product Summary Change object.

• shippingReductionFlag—Required. Boolean flag that specifies whether to prorate any related
delivery charge based on the price change.

Store Output Values

DescriptionOutput Parameter

This output is an Apex-defined variable of class ConnectApi.PreviewCancelOutputRepresentation, which
contains the values that would populate a change order record for the proposed return.

Return Order
Product
Summary Items
Output

Note:  The sign of a value in the changeBalances  field is the opposite of the corresponding value
on a change order record. For example, a discount is a positive value in changeBalances  and a
negative value on a change order record.
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DescriptionOutput Parameter

The orderSummaryId  field is the ID of the order summary specified in the input.

The changeBalances  field is an Apex-defined variable of class
ConnectApi.ChangeItemOutputRepresentation, which includes these fields:

• grandTotalAmount—Change to the total with tax.

• totalAdjDeliveryAmtWithTax—Change to the adjusted delivery subtotal, including tax.

• totalAdjDistAmountWithTax—Change to the total order adjustments, including tax.

• totalAdjProductAmtWithTax—Change to the adjusted product subtotal, including tax.

• totalAdjustedDeliveryAmount—Change to the adjusted delivery subtotal.

• totalAdjustedDeliveryTaxAmount—Change to the adjusted delivery subtotal tax.

• totalAdjustedProductAmount—Change to the adjusted product subtotal.

• totalAdjustedProductTaxAmount—Change to the adjusted product subtotal tax.

• totalAdjustmentDistributedAmount—Change to the total order adjustments.

• totalAdjustmentDistributedTaxAmount—Change to the total order adjustments tax.

• totalAmount—Change to the pretax total.

• totalExcessFundsAmount—The amount of excess funds available on the order payment summaries
related to the order summary. It’s equal to the captured amount that is owed as a refund, but it isn’t
associated with an invoice or credit memo. Excess funds normally occur when order products are canceled
before fulfillment but after payment is captured. This situation isn’t common in the US, where funds are
normally authorized but not captured until the fulfillment process begins. This value includes all excess
funds related to the order summary, not only the funds related to the current action.

• totalFeeAmount—The total amount of the fees charged for the return.

• totalFeeTaxAmount—The total amount of tax on the fees charged for the return.

• totalRefundableAmount—The total amount available to be refunded. It’s the sum of the excess
funds and any outstanding change order grand total amounts that apply to post-fulfillment changes. This
value includes all refundable amounts related to the order summary, not only the amount related to the
current action.

• totalTaxAmount—Change to the total tax.

Usage

To set up the Return Order Product Summary Items Input:

1. If you want to charge fees, use Assignment elements to set the amount, amountType, description, priceBookEntryId,
product2Id, and reason  field values on one or more ConnectApi.ChangeItemFeeInputRepresentation
variables.

2. Use Assignment elements to set the orderItemSummaryId, quantity, reason, and shippingReductionFlag
field values on one or more ConnectApi.ChangeItemInputRepresentation  variables.

3. If you’re charging fees, use Assignment elements to add the ConnectApi.ChangeItemFeeInputRepresentation
variables to the changeItemFees  fields on the associated ConnectApi.ChangeItemInputRepresentation
variables.

4. Use an Assignment element to add the ConnectApi.ChangeItemInputRepresentation  variables to the
changeItems  field on a ConnectApi.ChangeInputRepresentation  variable.
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5. Use the ConnectApi.ChangeInputRepresentation  variable and the order summary ID in the action input.

In a flow for returning order product summaries, display the output of this action for the user to review before executing the return.
When the user verifies the expected results, pass the same input to a Return Order Item Summaries Submit action.

SEE ALSO:

Flow Core Action for Order Management: Return Order Item Summaries Submit

Add and Edit Elements

Flow Core Action for Order Management: Return Order Item Summaries Submit

EDITIONS

Available in: Lightning
Experience

Available in: Enterprise,
Unlimited, and Developer
Editions with Salesforce
Order Management

Return one or more order product summaries from an order summary. This action is a simple return
that creates a change order but not a return order.

In Flow Builder, add an Action element to your flow. Select the Order Management category, and
search for Return Order Item Summaries Submit.

Set Input Values
Use values from earlier in the flow to set the inputs.

DescriptionInput
Parameter

Reference to the order summary that you want to return order product summaries
from.

Order
Summary
Id

This input is an Apex-defined variable of class
ConnectApi.ChangeInputRepresentation.

The variable has one field, changeItems. This field is a list of Apex-defined
variables of class ConnectApi.ChangeItemInputRepresentation. Each variable
includes these fields:

Return
Order
Product
Summary
Items
Input

• changeItemFees—A list of Apex-defined variables of class
ConnectApi.ChangeItemFeeInputRepresentation. Each variable has these
fields:

– amount—Required. Value used to calculate the fee amount, as
described by the amountType. It must be a positive value.

– amountType—Required. Describes how the fee amount is calculated.
It can have one of these values:

• AmountWithTax—amount is the fee amount, including tax.

• AmountWithoutTax—amount is the fee amount, not including
tax. Tax is calculated on the value and added.

• Percentage—amount is a percentage. The fee amount is
amount  divided by 100 and then multiplied by the TotalPrice
and TotalTaxAmount  of the associated order product summary,
prorated for the quantity being returned.

• PercentageGross—amount is a percentage. The fee amount
is amount  divided by 100 and then multiplied by the
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DescriptionInput Parameter

TotalLineAmountWithTax  of the associated order product summary, prorated for the
quantity being returned.

– description—Description of the fee.

– priceBookEntryId—Required unless price books are optional in the org. ID of the price book
entry associated with the fee product.

– product2Id—Required. ID of the product representing the fee.

– reason—Required. Reason for the fee. The value must match an entry in the Order Product Summary
Change object’s Reason  picklist.

• orderItemSummaryId—Required. ID of an order product summary to return. It can’t be a shipping
charge product.

• quantity—Required. Quantity to return.

• reason—Required. Return reason. The value must match one of the picklist values on the Reason field
of the Order Product Summary Change object.

• shippingReductionFlag—Required. Boolean flag that specifies whether to prorate any related
delivery charge based on the price change.

Store Output Values

DescriptionOutput Parameter

This output is an Apex-defined variable of class ConnectApi.SubmitReturnOutputRepresentation.Return Order
Product

Note:  The sign of a value in the changeBalances  field is the opposite of the corresponding value
on a change order record. For example, a discount is a positive value in changeBalances  and a
negative value on a change order record.

Summary Items
Output

The changeBalances  field is an Apex-defined variable of class
ConnectApi.ChangeItemOutputRepresentation, which includes these fields:

• grandTotalAmount—Change to the total with tax.

• totalAdjDeliveryAmtWithTax—Change to the adjusted delivery subtotal, including tax.

• totalAdjDistAmountWithTax—Change to the total order adjustments, including tax.

• totalAdjProductAmtWithTax—Change to the adjusted product subtotal, including tax.

• totalAdjustedDeliveryAmount—Change to the adjusted delivery subtotal.

• totalAdjustedDeliveryTaxAmount—Change to the adjusted delivery subtotal tax.

• totalAdjustedProductAmount—Change to the adjusted product subtotal.

• totalAdjustedProductTaxAmount—Change to the adjusted product subtotal tax.

• totalAdjustmentDistributedAmount—Change to the total order adjustments.

• totalAdjustmentDistributedTaxAmount—Change to the total order adjustments tax.

• totalAmount—Change to the pretax total.

• totalExcessFundsAmount—The amount of excess funds available on the order payment summaries
related to the order summary. It’s equal to the captured amount that’s owed as a refund, but it’s not
associated with an invoice or credit memo. Excess funds normally occur when order products are canceled
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DescriptionOutput Parameter

before fulfillment but after payment is captured. This situation isn’t common in the US, where funds are
normally authorized but not captured until the fulfillment process begins. This value includes all excess
funds related to the order summary, not only the funds related to the current action.

• totalFeeAmount—The total amount of the fees charged for the return.

• totalFeeTaxAmount—The total amount of tax on the fees charged for the return.

• totalRefundableAmount—The total amount available to be refunded. It’s the sum of the excess
funds and any outstanding change order grand total amounts that apply to post-fulfillment changes. This
value includes all refundable amounts related to the order summary, not only the amount related to the
current action.

• totalTaxAmount—Change to the total tax.

The changeOrderId  field is the ID of the change order record created for the returned items. Use this
change order to create a credit memo.

The feeChangeOrderId  field is the ID of the change order record created for any return fees. Use this
change order to create an invoice.

Usage

To set up the Return Order Product Summary Items Input:

1. If you want to charge fees, use Assignment elements to set the amount, amountType, description, priceBookEntryId,
product2Id, and reason  field values on one or more ConnectApi.ChangeItemFeeInputRepresentation
variables.

2. Use Assignment elements to set the orderItemSummaryId, quantity, reason, and shippingReductionFlag
field values on one or more ConnectApi.ChangeItemInputRepresentation  variables.

3. If you’re charging fees, use Assignment elements to add the ConnectApi.ChangeItemFeeInputRepresentation
variables to the changeItemFees  fields on the associated ConnectApi.ChangeItemInputRepresentation
variables.

4. Use an Assignment element to add the ConnectApi.ChangeItemInputRepresentation  variables to the
changeItems  field on a ConnectApi.ChangeInputRepresentation  variable.

5. Use the ConnectApi.ChangeInputRepresentation  variable and the order summary ID in the action input.

In a flow for returning order product summaries, run a Return Order Item Summaries Preview action before running this action. Then
display its output for the user to review. When the user verifies the expected results, pass the same input to this action.

SEE ALSO:

Flow Core Action for Order Management: Return Order Item Summaries Preview

Add and Edit Elements
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Flow Core Action for Order Management: Return Return Order Items

EDITIONS

Available in: Lightning
Experience

Available in: Enterprise,
Unlimited, and Developer
Editions with Salesforce
Order Management and
Returns

Process one or more return order line items belonging to a return order. This action creates a change
order record for the returned items and makes the processed return order line items read-only. You
can include return order fees associated with the return order line items. If you do, a change order
record is created for the return fees. If a processed return order line item has a remaining expected
quantity, the action creates a separate return order line item representing that quantity.

In Flow Builder, add an Action element to your flow. Select the Order Management category, and
search for Return Return Order Items.

Set Input Values
Use values from earlier in the flow to set the inputs.

DescriptionInput
Parameter

Reference to the return order that you want to process return order line items
from.

Return
Order Id

This input is an Apex-defined variable of class
ConnectApi.ReturnItemsInputRepresentation. It has three fields.

The returnOrderItemDeliveryCharges  field is an optional list of
Apex-defined variables of class

Return
Items
Input

ConnectApi.ReturnOrderItemDeliveryChargeInputRepresentation. Each variable
includes one field:

• returnOrderLineItemId—ID of a return order line item representing
a shipping charge to return.

The returnOrderItemFees  field is an optional list of Apex-defined
variables of class ConnectApi.ReturnOrderItemFeeInputRepresentation. Each
variable includes these fields:

• quantityReturned—The quantity of the ReturnOrderLineItem to
process. The amount of the fee to charge is determined by multiplying the
total fee amount by this value, divided by the quantityExpected. For example,
if the fee amount is $10 and the quantityExpected is 2, if the quantityReturned
is 1, $5 is charged. This value normally equals the quantity returned of the
ReturnOrderLineItem for the returned item that the fee applies to. The value
must be greater than 0. If this value plus quantityToCancel is less than the
expected return quantity, the remaining quantity to be returned is added to
a new ReturnOrderLineItem.

• quantityToCancel—The quantity of the ReturnOrderLineItem to
remove. This value normally equals the quantity canceled of the
ReturnOrderLineItem for the returned item that the fee applies to. This value
can also be used to cancel a portion of the fee. The value must be 0 or greater.
If this value plus quantityReturned is less than the expected return quantity,
the remaining quantity to be returned is added to a new
ReturnOrderLineItem.

• returnOrderLineItemId—ID of a return order line item representing
a return fee to charge.
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DescriptionInput Parameter

The returnOrderItems  field is a list of Apex-defined variables of class
ConnectApi.ReturnOrderItemInputRepresentation. Each of the variables includes these fields:

• quantityReceived—(Optional) The quantity of the return order line item that has been received.
The value must be zero or greater. This value isn’t used by any standard features, but is provided for use in
customizations.

• quantityRejected—(Optional) The quantity of the return order line item that has been rejected for
return. The value must be zero or greater. This value isn’t used by any standard features, but is provided for
use in customizations.

• quantityReturned—The quantity of the return order line item that has been returned. The value
must be greater than zero. If this value plus quantityToCancel is less than the expected return quantity,
then the remaining quantity to be returned is added to a new return order line item.

• quantityToCancel—(Optional) The quantity of the return order line item to remove because it’s not
being returned. The value must be zero or greater. If this value plus quantityReturned is less than the
expected return quantity, then the remaining quantity to be returned is added to a new return order line
item.

• reasonForRejection—(Optional) The reason why the rejected quantity, if any, was rejected. This
value isn’t used by any standard features, but is provided for use in customizations.

• returnOrderLineItemId—The return order line item ID.

Store Output Values

DescriptionOutput Parameter

This output is an Apex-defined variable of class ConnectApi.ReturnItemsOutputRepresentation. It has three
fields.

The changeOrderId  field is the ID of the change order record created for the returned item and delivery
charges. Use this change order to create a credit memo.

Return Items
Output

The feeChangeOrderId  field is the ID of the change order record created for the return fees. Use this
change order to create an invoice.

The returnLineItemSplits  field is a list of Apex-defined variables of class
ConnectApi.ReturnOrderItemSplitLineOutputRepresentation, which includes these fields:

• newReturnOrderItemId—ID of the new return order line item that holds the remaining return
quantity.

• originalReturnOrderItemId—ID of the original return order line item.

Note:  After a change order is created for a return order line item, the return order line item is read-only.
If this action is used to return a partial quantity, it creates a new “split” return order line item to hold the
remaining quantity to be returned. In that case, it returns the IDs of the original and split return order
line items in an element of the returnLineItemSplits  output list property.

Usage

To set up the Return Return Order Items Input:
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1. Use Assignment elements to set the quantityReceived, quantityRejected, quantityReturned,
quantityToCancel, reasonForRejection, and returnOrderLineItemId  field values on one or more
ConnectApi.ReturnOrderItemInputRepresentation  variables.

2. If you want to include a delivery charge, use Assignment elements to set the returnOrderLineItemId  field value on one
or more ConnectApi.ReturnOrderItemDeliveryChargeInputRepresentation variables.

3. If you want to include a return fee, use Assignment elements to set the quantityReturned, quantityToCancel, and
returnOrderLineItemId  field values on one or more
ConnectApi.ReturnOrderItemFeeInputRepresentation  variables.

4. Use an Assignment element to add the ConnectApi.ReturnOrderItemInputRepresentation  variables to the
returnOrderItems  field on a ConnectApi.ReturnItemsInputRepresentation  variable.

5. Use an Assignment element to add the ConnectApi.ReturnOrderItemDeliveryChargeInputRepresentation
variables to the returnOrderItemDeliveryCharges  field on a
ConnectApi.ReturnItemsInputRepresentation  variable.

6. Use an Assignment element to add the ConnectApi.ReturnOrderItemFeeInputRepresentation  variables to the
returnOrderItemFees  field on a ConnectApi.ReturnItemsInputRepresentation  variable.

7. Use the ConnectApi.ReturnItemsInputRepresentation  variable and the return order ID in the action input.

SEE ALSO:

Flow Core Action for Order Management: Create Return Order

Flow Core Action for Order Management: Create Credit Memo

Flow Core Action for Order Management: Create an Invoice from Change Orders

Flow Core Action for Order Management: Ensure Refunds Async

Add and Edit Elements

Salesforce Omnichannel Inventory Flow Core Actions

EDITIONS

Available in: Lightning
Experience

Available in: Enterprise,
Unlimited, and Developer
Editions with Salesforce
Omnichannel Inventory

Salesforce Omnichannel Inventory provides several core actions for implementing inventory
functionality in flows. To add one of these actions to your flow, add an Action element. Then select
the Omnichannel Inventory Service category, and search for the appropriate action.

These actions use Apex-defined input and output variables that map to input and output classes
in the Apex ConnectApi namespace. For more information on using Apex-defined variables in flows,
see Considerations for the Apex-Defined Data Type on page 182.

Important:  A flow that uses Omnichannel Inventory actions must have a runtime API version
of 52.0 or later. If possible, always use the latest API version in your flows.

Flow Core Action for Omnichannel Inventory: Create Reservation

Create one or more inventory reservations at a location or location group.

Flow Core Action for Omnichannel Inventory: Fulfill Reservation

Fulfill one or more inventory reservations at a location.

Flow Core Action for Omnichannel Inventory: Get Availability

Get inventory availability data for one or more products at one or more inventory locations or location groups.

Flow Core Action for Omnichannel Inventory: Release Reservation

Release one or more inventory reservations.
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Flow Core Action for Omnichannel Inventory: Transfer Reservation

Transfer one or more inventory reservations between locations or location groups. This action reduces the reserved quantity at the
source and increases it at the destination. It doesn’t change physical quantities.

SEE ALSO:

Add and Edit Elements

Flow Core Action for Omnichannel Inventory: Create Reservation

EDITIONS

Available in: Lightning
Experience

Available in: Enterprise,
Unlimited, and Developer
Editions with Salesforce
Omnichannel Inventory

Create one or more inventory reservations at a location or location group.

In Flow Builder, add an Action element to your flow. Select the Omnichannel Inventory Service
category, and search for Omnichannel Inventory Service Create Reservation.

Note:  Set the flow’s runtime API version to 52.0 or later.

Set Input Values
Use values from earlier in the flow to set the inputs.

DescriptionInput
Parameter

This input is an Apex-defined variable of class
ConnectApi.OCICreateReservationInputRepresentation.

The variable has these fields:

Omnichannel
Inventory
Create
Service

• actionRequestId—A UUID that identifies the request. To identify
which actions succeeded or failed, use the action request IDs in output
variables.

Reservation
Input

• allowPartialReservations—Optional. When true, if the system
can’t create the entire reservation, then it attempts to create a partial
reservation.

• createRecords—A list of up to 100 Apex-defined variables of class
ConnectApi.OCICreateReservationSingleInputRepresentation. Each variable
has these fields:

– locationGroupIdentifier—Identifier of the location group
at which to reserve inventory. Either locationGroupIdentifier
or locationIdentifier  is required, but not both.

– locationIdentifier—Identifier of the location at which to
reserve inventory. Either locationIdentifier  or
locationGroupIdentifier  is required, but not both.

– quantity—The quantity of the product to reserve.

– stockKeepingUnit—The Stock Keeping Unit (SKU) of the product
to reserve.

• expirationSeconds—Optional. A length of time in seconds. If the
reservation isn’t fulfilled within this amount of time after the reservationTime,
then it expires. The maximum value is 14400.

• externalRefId—Optional The external reference ID.
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DescriptionInput Parameter

• reservationTime—Optional The time at which to record the reservation. Example:
2020-07-24T21:13:00Z

Store Output Values

DescriptionOutput Parameter

This value is an Apex-defined variable of class ConnectApi.OCICreateReservationOutputRepresentation.

The variable has these fields:

Omnichannel
Inventory
Service Create

• details—A list of Apex-defined variables of class
ConnectApi.OCICreateReservationSingleOutputRepresentation. Each variable represents one product being
reserved and has these fields:

Reservation
Output

– errorCode—The error code, if any.

– locationGroupIdentifier—Identifier of the location group where the inventory is reserved.

– locationIdentifier—Identifier of the location where the inventory is reserved

– quantity—The reserved quantity of the product.

– stockKeepingUnit—The SKU of the reserved product.

• errors—A list of Apex-defined variables of class
ConnectApi.OCICreateReservationErrorOutputRepresentation. Each variable represents a returned error,
and has these fields:

– errorCode—The error code.

– message—Details of the error, if available.

• expirationTime—The time at which the reservation would expire.

• reservationTime—The time when the reservation was recorded.

• success—Indicates whether the reservation succeeded.

Usage

To set up the Omnichannel Inventory Create Service Reservation Input:

1. For each product to reserve, use Assignment elements to set the locationGroupIdentifier  or locationIdentifier
field, quantity  field, and stockKeepingUnit field values on a
ConnectApi.OCICreateReservationSingleInputRepresentation variable.

2. Use Assignment elements to add the ConnectApi.OCICreateReservationSingleInputRepresentation
variables to the createRecords  field on a ConnectApi.OCICreateReservationInputRepresentation
variable.

3. Use Assignment elements to set the actionRequestId, allowPartialReservations, expirationSeconds,
externalRefId, and reservationTime  field values on the
ConnectApi.OCICreateReservationInputRepresentation variable.
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4. Use the ConnectApi.OCICreateReservationInputRepresentation  variable in the action input.

SEE ALSO:

Add and Edit Elements

Flow Core Action for Omnichannel Inventory: Fulfill Reservation

EDITIONS

Available in: Lightning
Experience

Available in: Enterprise,
Unlimited, and Developer
Editions with Salesforce
Omnichannel Inventory

Fulfill one or more inventory reservations at a location.

In Flow Builder, add an Action element to your flow. Select the Omnichannel Inventory Service
category, and search for Omnichannel Inventory Service Fulfill Reservation.

Note:  Set the flow’s runtime API version to 52.0 or later.

Set Input Values
Use values from earlier in the flow to set the inputs.

DescriptionInput
Parameter

This input is an Apex-defined variable of class
ConnectApi.OCIFulfillReservationInputRepresentation.

The variable has one field, fulfillmentRecords. This field is a list of up
to 100 Apex-defined variables of class

Omnichannel
Inventory
Service
Fulfill
Reservation
Input

ConnectApi.OCIFulfillReservationSingleInputRepresentation. Each variable has
these fields:

• actionRequestId—A UUID that identifies the request. To identify
which actions succeeded or failed, use the action request IDs in output
variables.

• externalRefId—Optional. The external reference ID.

• locationIdentifier—Identifier of the location at which to fulfill
reserved inventory.

• quantity—The quantity of the product to fulfill.

• stockKeepingUnit—The Stock Keeping Unit of the product to fulfill.

Store Output Values

DescriptionOutput Parameter

This value is an Apex-defined variable of class ConnectApi.OCIFulfillReservationOutputRepresentation.

The variable has these fields:

Omnichannel
Inventory
Service

• errors—A list of Apex-defined variables of class
ConnectApi.OCIFulfillReservationErrorOutputRepresentation. Each variable represents a returned error and
has these fields:

Fulfill
Reservation
Output

– details—An Apex-defined variable of class
ConnectApi.OCIFulfillReservationSingleOutputRepresentation. Each variable represents a returned
error and includes the values from the input so you can resubmit them:
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DescriptionOutput Parameter

actionRequestId—A UUID that identifies the failed request.•

• externalRefId—The external reference ID.

• locationIdentifier—Identifier of the location at which to fulfill reserved inventory.

• quantity—The quantity of the product to fulfill.

• stockKeepingUnit—The Stock Keeping Unit of the product to fulfill.

– errorCode—The error code.

– message—Details of the error, if available.

• success—Indicates whether the fulfillment succeeded.

Usage

To set up the Omnichannel Inventory Service Fulfill Reservation Input:

1. For each reservation to fulfill, use Assignment elements to set the actionRequestId, externalRefId,
locationIdentifier, quantity, and stockKeepingUnit  field values on a
ConnectApi.OCIFulfillReservationSingleInputRepresentation variable.

2. Use Assignment elements to add the ConnectApi.OCIFulfillReservationSingleInputRepresentation
variables to the fulfillmentRecords  field on a ConnectApi.OCIFulfillReservationInputRepresentation
variable.

3. Use the ConnectApi.OCIFulfillReservationInputRepresentation variable in the action input.

SEE ALSO:

Add and Edit Elements

Flow Core Action for Omnichannel Inventory: Get Availability

EDITIONS

Available in: Lightning
Experience

Available in: Enterprise,
Unlimited, and Developer
Editions with Salesforce
Omnichannel Inventory

Get inventory availability data for one or more products at one or more inventory locations or
location groups.

In Flow Builder, add an Action element to your flow. Select the Omnichannel Inventory Service
category, and search for Omnichannel Inventory Service Get Availability.

Note:  Set the flow’s runtime API version to 52.0 or later.

Set Input Values
Use values from earlier in the flow to set the inputs.

DescriptionInput
Parameter

This input is an Apex-defined variable of class
ConnectApi.OCIGetInventoryAvailabilityInputRepresentation.

The variable has these fields:

Omnichannel
Inventory
Service
Get

• locationGroupIdentifier—Optional. Can’t combine with
locationGroupIdentifiers  or locationIdentifiers. The

Availability
Input
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DescriptionInput Parameter

identifier of a location group to retrieve inventory availability data for. Specifying this value retrieves inventory
data for all locations belonging to this group.

• locationGroupIdentifiers—Optional; can’t combine with locationGroupIdentifier
or locationIdentifiers. A list of up to 100 identifiers of location groups to retrieve inventory
availability data for.

• locationIdentifiers—Optional; can’t combine with locationGroupIdentifier  or
locationGroupIdentifiers. A list of up to 100 identifiers of locations to retrieve inventory
availability data for.

• stockKeepingUnit—Optional; can’t combine with stockKeepingUnits. The SKU of a product
to retrieve inventory availability data for. Specifying a SKU with no locations or location groups returns
availability data for that SKU at all inventory locations that aren’t assigned to location groups.

• stockKeepingUnits—Optional; can’t combine with stockKeepingUnit. A list of up to 100
SKUs of products to retrieve inventory availability data for.

• useCache—Optional. Fetch the inventory data from the cache. Default value is true.

Store Output Values

DescriptionOutput Parameter

This input is an Apex-defined variable of class ConnectApi.OCIGetInventoryAvailabilityOutputRepresentation.

The variable has these fields:

Omnichannel
Inventory
Service Get

• locationGroups—A list of Apex-defined variables of class
ConnectApi.OCILocationGroupAvailabilityOutputRepresentation. Each variable represents availability data
for one location group and has these fields:

Availability
Output

– inventoryRecords—A list of Apex-defined variables of class
ConnectApi.OCIInventoryRecordOutputRepresentation. Each variable represents availability of one
product and has these fields:

• availableToFulfill—The Available To Fulfill quantity.

• availableToOrder—The Available To Order quantity.

• effectiveDate—The effective date of the inventory.

• futures—A list of Apex-defined variables of class
ConnectApi.OCIFutureInventoryOutputRepresentation. Each variable represents one future restock
and has these fields:

– expectedDate—Date when the future inventory is expected.

– quantity—Quantity of the future inventory.

• onHand—The On Hand quantity.

• reserved—The Reserved quantity.

• safetyStockCount—The Safety Stock Count.

• stockKeepingUnit—The SKU of the product.

– locationGroupIdentifier—The identifier of the location group.
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DescriptionOutput Parameter

• locations—A list of Apex-defined variables of class
ConnectApi.OCILocationAvailabilityOutputRepresentation. Each variable represents availability data for
one location and has these fields:

– inventoryRecords—A list of Apex-defined variables of class
ConnectApi.OCIInventoryRecordOutputRepresentation. Each variable represents availability of one
product and has these fields:

• availableToFulfill—The Available To Fulfill quantity.

• availableToOrder—The Available To Order quantity.

• effectiveDate—The effective date of the inventory.

• futures—A list of Apex-defined variables of class
ConnectApi.OCIFutureInventoryOutputRepresentation. Each variable represents one future restock
and has these fields:

– expectedDate—Date when the future inventory is expected.

– quantity—Quantity of the future inventory.

• onHand—The On Hand quantity.

• reserved—The Reserved quantity.

• safetyStockCount—The Safety Stock Count.

• stockKeepingUnit—The SKU of the product.

– locationIdentifier—The identifier of the location.

Usage

To set up the Omnichannel Inventory Service Get Availability Input:

1. Use Assignment elements to set the locationGroupIdentifier, locationGroupIdentifiers, or
locationIdentifiers  field value, stockKeepingUnit  or stockKeepingUnits  field value, and useCache
field value on a ConnectApi.OCIGetInventoryAvailabilityInputRepresentation variable.

2. Use the ConnectApi.OCIGetInventoryAvailabilityInputRepresentation variable in the action input.

SEE ALSO:

Add and Edit Elements

Flow Core Action for Omnichannel Inventory: Release Reservation

EDITIONS

Available in: Lightning
Experience

Available in: Enterprise,
Unlimited, and Developer
Editions with Salesforce
Omnichannel Inventory

Release one or more inventory reservations.

In Flow Builder, add an Action element to your flow. Select the Omnichannel Inventory Service
category, and search for Omnichannel Inventory Service Release Reservation.

Note:  Set the flow’s runtime API version to 52.0 or later.

Set Input Values
Use values from earlier in the flow to set the inputs.
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DescriptionInput Parameter

This input is an Apex-defined variable of class ConnectApi.OCIReleaseReservationInputRepresentation.

The variable has one field, releaseRecords. This field is a list of up to 100 Apex-defined variables of class
ConnectApi.OCIReleaseReservationSingleInputRepresentation. Each variable has these fields:

Omnichannel
Inventory
Service
Release

• actionRequestId—A UUID that identifies the request. To identify which actions succeeded or failed,
use the action request IDs in output variables.

Reservation
Input

• externalRefId—Optional. The external reference ID.

• locationGroupIdentifier—Identifier of the location group at which to release reserved inventory.
Either locationGroupIdentifier  or locationIdentifier  is required, but not both.

• locationIdentifier—Identifier of the location at which to release reserved inventory. Either
locationIdentifier  or locationGroupIdentifier  is required, but not both.

• quantity—The quantity of the product to release.

• stockKeepingUnit—The Stock Keeping Unit of the product to release.

Store Output Values

DescriptionOutput Parameter

This value is an Apex-defined variable of class ConnectApi.OCIReleaseReservationOutputRepresentation.

The variable has these fields:

Omnichannel
Inventory
Service

• errors—A list of Apex-defined variables of class
ConnectApi.OCIReleaseReservationErrorOutputRepresentation. Each variable represents a returned error
and has these fields:

Release
Reservation
Output

– details—An Apex-defined variable of class
ConnectApi.OCIReleaseReservationSingleOutputRepresentation. Each variable represents a returned
error and includes the values from the input so you can resubmit them:

• actionRequestId—A UUID that identifies the failed request.

• externalRefId—The external reference ID.

• locationGroupIdentifier—Identifier of the location group at which to release reserved
inventory.

• locationIdentifier—Identifier of the location at which to release reserved inventory.

• quantity—The quantity of the product to release.

• stockKeepingUnit—The Stock Keeping Unit of the product to release.

– errorCode—The error code.

– message—Details of the error, if available.

• success—Indicates whether the release succeeded.

Usage

To set up the Omnichannel Inventory Service Release Reservation Input:
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1. For each reservation to release, use Assignment elements to set the actionRequestId, externalRefId,
locationGroupIdentifier  or locationIdentifier, quantity, and stockKeepingUnit  field values on a
ConnectApi.OCIReleaseReservationSingleInputRepresentation variable.

2. Use Assignment elements to add the ConnectApi.OCIReleaseReservationSingleInputRepresentation
variables to the releaseRecords  field on a ConnectApi.OCIReleaseReservationInputRepresentation
variable.

3. Use the ConnectApi.OCIReleaseReservationInputRepresentation variable in the action input.

SEE ALSO:

Add and Edit Elements

Flow Core Action for Omnichannel Inventory: Transfer Reservation

EDITIONS

Available in: Lightning
Experience

Available in: Enterprise,
Unlimited, and Developer
Editions with Salesforce
Omnichannel Inventory

Transfer one or more inventory reservations between locations or location groups. This action
reduces the reserved quantity at the source and increases it at the destination. It doesn’t change
physical quantities.

In Flow Builder, add an Action element to your flow. Select the Omnichannel Inventory Service
category, and search for Omnichannel Inventory Service Transfer Reservation.

Note:  Set the flow’s runtime API version to 52.0 or later.

Set Input Values
Use values from earlier in the flow to set the inputs.

DescriptionInput Parameter

This input is an Apex-defined variable of class ConnectApi.OCITransferReservationInputRepresentation.

The variable has these fields:

Omnichannel
Inventory
Service

• allOrNothingTransferId—Optional. Controls whether a single failed transfer cancels all other
transfers in the transferRecords list.

Transfer
Reservation
Input – To allow some transfers in the transferRecords list to succeed when others fail, don’t set this value.

– To cancel all the transfers in the transferRecords list when any of them fail, set this value to a UUID. The
ID must be unique, but isn’t otherwise used.

• transferRecords—A list of up to 100 Apex-defined variables of class
ConnectApi.OCITransferReservationSingleInputRepresentation. Each variable represents an inventory transfer
and has these fields:

– actionRequestId—A UUID that identifies the request. To identify which actions succeeded or
failed, use the action request IDs in output variables.

– externalRefId—Optional. The external reference ID.

– fromLocationGroupIdentifier—The identifier of the location group transferring the
reservation. Either fromLocationGroupIdentifier  or fromLocationIdentifier  is
required, but not both.

– fromLocationIdentifier—The identifier of the location transferring the reservation. Either
fromLocationIdentifier  or fromLocationGroupIdentifier  is required, but not
both.
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DescriptionInput Parameter

– ignoreAvailabilityCheck—If true, force the transfer even if the receiving location doesn’t
have sufficient available inventory. The default value is false.

– quantity—The quantity of the product reservation to transfer.

– stockKeepingUnit—The Stock Keeping Unit (SKU) of the product reservation to transfer.

– toLocationGroupIdentifier—The identifier of the location group receiving the reservation.
Either toLocationGroupIdentifier  or toLocationIdentifier  is required, but not
both.

– toLocationIdentifier—The identifier of the location receiving the reservation. Either
toLocationIdentifier  or toLocationGroupIdentifier  is required, but not both.

Store Output Values

DescriptionOutput Parameter

This value is an Apex-defined variable of class ConnectApi.OCITransferReservationOutputRepresentation.

The variable has these fields:

Omnichannel
Inventory
Service

• errors—A list of Apex-defined variables of class
ConnectApi.OCITransferReservationErrorOutputRepresentation. Each variable represents a returned error
and has these fields:

Transfer
Reservation
Output

– details—An Apex-defined variable of class
ConnectApi.OCITransferReservationSingleOutputRepresentation. Each variable represents a returned
error and includes the fields from the input:

• actionRequestId—A UUID that identifies the failed request.

• externalRefId—The external reference ID.

• fromLocationGroupIdentifier—The identifier of the location group transferring the
reservation.

• fromLocationIdentifier—The identifier of the location transferring the reservation.

• ignoreAvailabilityCheck—Whether this call ignored availability data at the location
that received the reservation.

• quantity—The quantity of the product reservation to transfer.

• stockKeepingUnit—The SKU of the product reservation to transfer.

• toLocationGroupIdentifier—The identifier of the location group intended to receive
the reservation.

• toLocationIdentifier—The identifier of the location intended to receive the reservation.

– errorCode—The error code.

– message—Details of the error, if available.

• success—Indicates whether the transfer succeeded.

Usage
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To set up the Omnichannel Inventory Service Transfer Reservation Input:

1. For each reservation to transfer, use Assignment elements to set the actionRequestId, externalRefId,
fromLocationGroupIdentifier  or fromLocationIdentifier, quantity, stockKeepingUnit, and
toLocationGroupIdentifier  or toLocationIdentifier  field values on a
ConnectApi.OCITransferReservationSingleInputRepresentation variable.

2. Use Assignment elements to add the ConnectApi.OCITransferReservationSingleInputRepresentation
variables to the transferRecords  field on a ConnectApi.OCITransferReservationInputRepresentation
variable.

3. Use an Assignment element to set the allOrNothingTransferId  field on the
ConnectApi.OCITransferReservationInputRepresentation variable.

4. Use the ConnectApi.OCITransferReservationInputRepresentation variable in the action input.

SEE ALSO:

Add and Edit Elements

Flow Core Action: Send Custom Notification

EDITIONS

Available in: both Salesforce
Classic and Lightning
Experience

Available in: Essentials,
Professional, Enterprise,
Performance, Unlimited,
and Developer Editions

USER PERMISSIONS

To trigger the Send Custom
Notification action in flows
that run in user context, REST
API calls, and Apex callouts:
• Send Custom

Notifications

Add the Send Custom Notification action to a flow, then add recipients and content.

Important: The Send Custom Notifications user permission is enforced in orgs created in
Winter ’21 or later.

The Send Custom Notifications user permission isn’t required to trigger the Send Custom
Notification action in processes or flows that run in system context.

Tip:

• Before you begin, make sure that the custom notification type you want to call from your
process exists. If not, create the notification type.

• To query for the Notification Type ID directly from a flow, add the Get Record element to
your flow and filter by API name. If you’ve installed a notification type via a managed
package, filter by the namespace prefix as well as the API name.

• To add recipients, define Recipient ID as a resource. Then add values to your Recipient ID
collection by adding the Assignment element to your flow.

In Flow Builder, add an Action element to your flow. In the Action field, enter Notifications,
and select Send Custom Notification.

Set Input Values

Use values from earlier in the flow to set the inputs for the email. Specify at least one recipient for the email.

DescriptionField

The ID of the Custom Notification Type being used for the notification.Custom Notification
Type ID

This parameter accepts single-value resources of any type. That value is treated as text.

The body of the notification that recipients see.Notification Body
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DescriptionField

Note:  The content of mobile push notifications depends on the Display full content push
notifications setting.

This parameter accepts single-value resources of any type. That value is treated as text and is limited
to 750 characters.

The title of the notification as seen by recipients.Notification Title

This parameter accepts single-value resources of any type. That value is treated as text and is limited
to 250 characters.

The ID of the recipient or recipient type of the notification.Recipient IDs

Valid values are:

• User ID—The notification is sent to this user, if this user is active.

• Account ID—The notification is sent to all active users who are members of this account’s
Account Team. Valid only if account teams are enabled for your org.

• Opportunity ID—The notification is sent to all active users who are members of this
opportunity’s Opportunity Team. Valid only if team selling is enabled for your org.

• Group ID—The notification is sent to all active users who are members of this group.

• Queue ID—The notification is sent to all active users who are members of this queue.

This parameter accepts collection variables of type Text and is limited to 500 values. The values that
you enter for an individual Send Custom Notification action can represent a total of up to 10,000 users
as recipients.

Optional. The Record ID for the target record of the notification.Target ID

Specify either a Target ID or a Target Page Reference.

This parameter accepts single-value resources of any type. That value is treated as text.

Optional. The Page Reference for the navigation target of the notification.Target Page
Reference

Specify either a Target ID or a Target Page Reference.

This parameter accepts single-value resources of any type. That value is treated as text.

Note:  To see how to specify the target using JSON, see pageReference.

Optional. The User ID of the sender of the notification.Sender ID

This parameter accepts single-value resources of any type. That value is treated as text.

Usage

• Each notification can have up to 10,000 users as recipients. However, you can add an action to the same process within Process
Builder or to the same flow in Flow Builder to have more recipients.
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• Your org saves your most recent 1 million custom notifications for view in notification trays. Your org can save up to 1.2 million
custom notifications, but it trims the amount to the most recent 1 million notifications when you reach the 1.2 million limit.

• An org can execute up to 10,000 notification actions per hour. When you exceed this limit, no more notifications are sent in that
hour, and all unsent notifications are lost. Notification actions resume in the next hour.

For example, your notification action processes are triggered 10,250 times between 4:00 and 4:59. Salesforce executes the first 10,000
of those actions. The remaining 250 notifications aren’t sent and are lost. Salesforce begins executing notification actions again at
5:00.

SEE ALSO:

Create and Send Custom Desktop or Mobile Notifications

Which Context Do Flows Run In?

Flow Elements

Add and Edit Elements

Customize What Happens When a Flow Fails

Route a Flow

Flow Core Action: Send Email

EDITIONS

Available in: both Salesforce
Classic and Lightning
Experience

Available in: Essentials,
Professional, Enterprise,
Performance, Unlimited,
and Developer Editions

Send and optionally log an email by specifying the email content and recipients in a flow.

Tip:  Use a Get Records element to get the email template to use, using the Email Template
object and filtering by the Name (Email Template Name) field. Then, in Email Template
ID, select the ID of the record found by the Get Records. For example, if you labeled your
Get Records element Get Email Template, select Email Template from
Get_Email_Template. Then, select Id (Email Template ID).

In Flow Builder, search for Send Email  in the element menu, and select Send Email.

Set Input Values

Use values from earlier in the flow to set the inputs for the email. Specify at least one recipient for
the email.

Example:  You want to send and log an email to a contact record, and also log to its related account record. For the email content,
you want to use an email template with Contact and Account merge fields. Set Email Template ID  to the ID of the email
template to use. Next, set Log Email on Send  to {!$GlobalConstant.True}. Then, set Recipient ID to the contact
record’s ID and Related Record ID  to the account record’s ID.

DescriptionInput Parameter

The body of the email.

Optional if you’re using an email template. The email template overrides the entry in this field.

Body

Required if you’re not using an email template.

Enter text or select a single-value resource of any type that contains your content, for example, a Text
Template resource.

If entering text, the value is treated as plain text. If you’re using a resource, the value can be treated
as plain text or rich text, depending on your selection in Rich-Text-Formatted Body.
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DescriptionInput Parameter

Optional. The ID of the Classic or Lightning email template to use for the email subject and body.

If the email template has merge fields from an object other than the one associated with Recipient
ID, specify the record used to supply those merge fields in Related Record ID.

Email Template ID

If you’re using this parameter, Recipient ID  is required.

This parameter can be used with Log Email on Send.

Using email templates in the Send Email action changes the API called by the action, which changes
the daily email send limit to the General Email Limit instead of the Daily Workflow Email Limit.

Optional. Indicates whether to log the email on the specified records’ activity timelines and activity
history. Valid values are:

Log Email on Send

• {!$GlobalConstant.True}—Log the email to the record associated with Recipient ID,
Related Record ID, or both.

• {!$GlobalConstant.False}—Don’t log the email to a record. This value is the default.

To log an email, you must specify a value for Recipient ID, Related Record ID, or both.

This parameter can be used with Email Template ID.

Logging emails with the Send Email action changes the API called by the action, which changes the
daily email send limit to the General Email Limit instead of the Daily Workflow Email Limit.

Optional. A collection of the recipients' email addresses.

This parameter accepts collection variables of type Text.

Recipient Address
Collection

If Log Email on Send  is set to {!$GlobalConstant.True}, the email is logged to the ID specified
for Recipient ID, not the records associated with the email addresses in Recipient
Address Collection.

You can enter a value for Recipient ID, Recipient Address List, and Recipient
Address Collection  as long as the combined number of email addresses is five or fewer.

Optional. A comma-delimited list of the recipients' email addresses.

This parameter accepts single-value resources of any type. The value is treated as text.

Recipient Address
List

If Log Email on Send  is set to {!$GlobalConstant.True}, the email is logged to the ID specified
for Recipient ID, not the records associated with the email addresses in Recipient
Address List

You can enter a value for Recipient ID, Recipient Address List, and Recipient
Address Collection  as long as the combined number of email addresses is five or fewer.

Optional. The ID of a lead, contact, or person account record.

Required if Email Template ID  is specified.

Recipient ID

If Log Email on Send  is included, this parameter is the ID of the person to send and log the
email to.

If Email Template ID  is included, this parameter is the ID of the person to send an email to
and populate recipient merge fields with.

If the ID entered in this parameter is a lead record, you can’t use Related Record ID.
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DescriptionInput Parameter

You can enter a value for Recipient ID, Recipient Address List, and Recipient
Address Collection  as long as the combined number of email addresses is five or fewer.

Optional. The ID of a non-recipient record. For example, the ID of a case record.

If Log Email on Send  is included, this parameter is the ID of a secondary record to log the
email to.

Related Record ID

If Email Template ID  is included, this parameter is the ID of the non-recipient record used
to populate email template merge fields.

You can’t use this parameter if the ID entered in Recipient ID  is a lead record.

Optional. Indicates whether you want the resource specified for the Body  parameter to use rich
text. Valid values are:

Rich-Text-Formatted
Body

• {!$GlobalConstant.True}—Use rich text for the email body.

• {!$GlobalConstant.False}—Use plain text for the email body. This value is the default.

Optional. The organization-wide email address that’s used to send the email.

Required when Sender Type  is set to OrgWideEmailAddress.

Sender Email Address

This parameter accepts a single-value resource of any type. The value is treated as text.

Optional. The type of sender that the email is sent from. Valid values are:Sender Type

• CurrentUser—The email address of the user running the flow. This value is the default.

• DefaultWorkflowUser—The email address of the default workflow user.

• OrgWideEmailAddress—The organization-wide email address that is specified in Sender
Email Address.

The subject of the email.

Optional if you’re using an email template. The email template overrides the entry in this field.

Subject

Required if you’re not using an email template.

Enter text or select a single-value resource of any type that contains your content, for example, a Text
Template resource. The value is treated as plain text.

Usage

At run time, the email isn’t sent until the interview’s transaction completes. Transactions are complete when the interview either finishes
or executes a Screen, Local Action, or Pause element.

Email Sending Limits

• If you’re using Log Email on Send  or Email Template ID, the daily email send limit is based on the single email limit.
For details, see General Email Limits.
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• If you’re not using Log Email on Send  or Email Template ID, the daily email send limit is based on the daily workflow
email limit. For details, see Proactive Alert Monitoring: Daily Workflow Email Limit.

SEE ALSO:

Add and Edit Elements

Options for Sending Emails from a Flow

Flow Resource: Text Template

Customize What Happens When a Flow Fails

Route a Flow

Flow Core Action: Send Notification Actions

EDITIONS

Available in: both Salesforce
Classic and Lightning
Experience

Available in: Essentials,
Professional, Enterprise,
Performance, Unlimited,
and Developer Editions

USER PERMISSIONS

To trigger a Send Notification
action in flows that run in
user context and REST API
calls:
• Send Custom

Notifications

Call a notification type to send. Each Send Notification action corresponds to a supported notification
type. Send Notification actions are available only for Slack-enabled custom notification types and
certain Slack-enabled standard notification types.

Note: To send notifications for Slack, enable Salesforce for Slack Integrations.

To create a custom Slack notification type supported by a Send Notification action, see Create
and Send Custom Slack Notifications.

Add an Action element to the flow. In the Action field, select the Send Notification-supported
notification type that you want to configure. Each Send Notification action corresponds to a
supported notification type. For example, if you created a custom notification type named My
Opportunity Notification, look for the My Opportunity Notification action in the Notifications category.

Set Input Values

Use values from earlier in the flow to set the inputs for the notification type.

DescriptionField

Required. The IDs of the notification recipients or recipient types.

The value must be a collection variable that represents one or more
Salesforce User IDs or Collaboration Room IDs.

Recipient IDs

Tip: Some Salesforce features link standard objects to
Collaboration Room through the Swarm object. For these features,
you can find an existing Collaboration Room ID from the Swarm
object.

The collection variable’s Data Type must be Text. The collection can have
up to 500 values.

Required. The ID of the record that the notifications are about. The record
ID must be an ID from the Salesforce object related to the notification

Record ID

type. For example, enter the record ID for an opportunity when
configuring a notification type associated with the Opportunity object.
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DescriptionField

For custom notification types, you can find the related object by viewing the notification type's
settings from Custom Notifications in Setup. For supported standard notification types, refer to the
Standard Notification Types and Related Objects table.

Enter a record ID or select a variable that identifies the record.

This parameter accepts single-value resources of any type. That value is treated as text.

Standard Notification Types and Related Objects

Use this table to identify which object applies to each standard notification type that’s supported by a Send Notification action. The
object determines the value that you enter for Record Id.

Related Salesforce ObjectStandard Notification Type

OpportunityAmount Updated

OpportunityClose Date Reminder

OpportunityClose Date Updated

OpportunityDeal Won

OpportunityDeals to Watch

CaseHigh Priority Case

Allergy IntoleranceNew Allergy
Intolerance

OpportunityNew Child
Opportunity

Care DeterminantNew Care Determinant

Health ConditionNew Health Condition

TaskNew or Updated Care
Plan Task

OpportunityNext Step Reminder

OpportunityStage Reminder

OpportunityStage Updated
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Related Salesforce ObjectStandard Notification Type

CaseUpdated Care Plan

Usage

• Each notification can have up to 10,000 users as recipients. However, you can add another action to the same flow in Flow Builder
to have more recipients.

• You can save up to 1.2 million custom notifications, but notification trays show only your most recent 1 million custom notifications.

• You can execute up to 10,000 notification actions per hour. When you exceed this limit, no more notifications are sent in that hour,
and all unsent notifications are lost. Notification actions resume in the next hour.

• The sending rates of Slack notifications are also subject to the limits of the Slack service.

SEE ALSO:

Object Reference for the Salesforce Platform: CollaborationRoom

Object Reference for the Salesforce Platform: Swarm

Flow Core Action: Send Surveys

EDITIONS

Available in: both Salesforce
Classic and Lightning
Experience

Available in: Essentials,
Professional, Enterprise,
Performance, Unlimited,
and Developer Editions

Create an action to send an active survey by specifying the name, subject, recipients, and invitation
link options in the flow.

In Flow Builder, add an Action element to your flow. In the Action field, enter the name of an active
survey. Or, in the left navigation, click Survey, and then in the Action field, select an active survey.
Define the name of the action and the survey recipients.

Note:  If you deactivate a survey after it’s added to a flow and then activate it, the Flow Builder
renders an incorrect Action layout for that survey.

Example:  You want to collect feedback from all the participants when a case is closed. First,
create a flow and get all records where the status of the case object is closed. Then, create
an action that selects the survey to send to the participants for feedback.

Set Input Values

Specify at least one recipient for the survey.

DescriptionField

Name for the action.Label

Associate an API name for the action.

This parameter auto-generates the API name based on the label, which you can edit, if necessary.

API Name

Optional. Description about the purpose of the action.Description

Optional. Select a survey subject that you want to perform the action on. For example, to get all case
records, select the survey subject as Case, or create a required resource for the subject.

This parameter accepts flow variables of type Text.

Survey Subject
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DescriptionField

Select the type of recipient of the survey. Choose the Lead or Contact recipient type only when there’s
a default Experience Cloud site selected for sending public surveys.

This parameter accepts flow variable of type Text.

Recipient Type

Optional. Each participant receives a unique survey invitation. The responses are mapped to the
participant name.

Unique link

Optional. The responses received aren’t mapped to any participant.Anonymize responses

Optional. By default, surveys sent to lead or contact require authentication. However, you can enable
this option to allow access to the survey without any authentication.

Don’t require
authentication

Optional. Define the number of days after which the access to the survey is restricted.Invitation expires
in days

SEE ALSO:

Add and Edit Elements

Flow Core Action: Perform Survey Sentiment Analysis

EDITIONS

Available in: both Salesforce
Classic (not available in all
org) and Lightning
Experience

Available in: Enterprise,
Unlimited, and Developer
Editions

Available with the Feedback
Management - Starter and
Feedback Management -
Growth licenses

Get insights into the sentiments that underlie survey responses.

In Flow Builder, add an Action element to your flow. In the Action field, enter Sentiment, and
select Perform Survey Sentiment Analysis. Or, in the left navigation, click Survey, enter
Sentiment  in the Action field, and select Perform Survey Sentiment Analysis. Define the
name of the action and the survey recipients.

To access this action from the API, use the name performSurveySentimentAnalysis.

Set Input Values

DescriptionField

Required. The date until when participant responses are processed to get
sentiment insights.

End Date

Required. The action performed on the AI Sentiment Result records.Operation

• Create: Use the create operation when sentiment analysis is yet to
be done on survey responses and there are no associated AI Sentiment
Result records, or to analyze the sentiment again. After the processing
is completed, AI Sentiment Result records are created with the
sentiment of the survey responses and with the Submitted status.

• Update: Use the update operation to bulk process survey responses
that have associated AI Sentiment Result records in Draft status. After
the processing is completed, the AI Sentiment Result records are
updated with the sentiment of the survey responses and their status
is changed to Submitted.
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DescriptionField

Required. The IDs of the questions for whose responses you want to get sentiment insights.Question IDs

Required. The date from when participant responses are processed to get sentiment insights.Start Date

Required. The ID of the survey containing the questions for whose responses you want to get sentiment
insights.

Survey ID

Usage

At run time, the AI Sentiment Result record isn’t created until the interview’s transaction is completed. After the transactions are completed,
AI Sentiment Result records are created with Completed status.

Flow Core Action: Get Assessment Response Summary

EDITIONS

Available in: both Salesforce
Classic and Lightning
Experience

Available in: Essentials,
Professional, Enterprise,
Performance, Unlimited,
and Developer Editions

Create a printable summary view of assessments taken. This action enables you to extract responses
saved in an assessment and create a flow to generate a document.

In Flow Builder, add an Action element to your flow. In the Action field, search for Get Assessment
Response Summary invocable action to configure.

Set Input Values

DescriptionField

Required. The ID of the assessment record for which to summarize responses.assessmentId

Set Output Values

DescriptionSet Field

A JSON string containing the summary assessment question texts and responses for the specified assessment
record.

assessmentResponseSummary

Usage

Get Assessment Response Summary makes it easy to use a flow to trigger server-side document generation using Docgen. You can use
this invocable action to pass assessment summary data to the downstream processes. This invocable action provides a summary JSON
that can be consumed in Docgen workflows to generate documents.

The Get Assessment Response Summary invocable action takes assessment ID as the input to get the OmniProcess ID, which is used to
retrieve the OmniProcess elements. The assessment ID also retrieves the assessment response and merges the response with the
OmniProcess elements to create an assessment summary response in JSON.

DocGen Limitations

OmniScript does not provide a modification history of the same OmniScript form, such as the addition or removal of questions. It is
recommended that you trigger the document generation when you submit an assessment. The summary API fetches the layout data
from the active version of the OmniScript.
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DocGen has the following limits:

• Token data is limited to 131,072 characters.

• Server-side document generation - Maximum supported document size is 1 MB.

• Client-side document generation - Maximum supported document size is 10 MB.

• There is no image-type support for server-side document generation. Image-type support is only available on the client-side.

Slack Flow Core Actions

EDITIONS

Available in: both Salesforce
Classic and Lightning
Experience

Available in: Essentials,
Professional, Enterprise,
Performance, Unlimited,
and Developer Editions

Manage Slack channels, channel members, and messages from flows. As your Salesforce records
change, a flow can trigger changes in Slack.

Important:  Slack core actions execute in user context. The flow has access to whatever the
running user of the flow has access to.

Before using a core action for Slack, enable Salesforce for Slack integrations.

In Flow Builder, add an Action element to your flow. Select the Slack category, and search for an
action.

Flow Core Actions for Slack: Archive Slack Channel

Archive a Slack channel in a Slack workspace.

Flow Core Actions for Slack: Check If Users Are Connected to Slack

Determine whether a collection of Salesforce users is connected to a given Slack workspace.

Flow Core Actions for Slack: Create Slack Channel

Create a Slack channel in a Slack workspace.

Flow Core Actions for Slack: Edit Slack Message

Edit a message that was previously sent to Slack.

Flow Core Actions for Slack: Get Information About Slack Conversation

Retrieve the name of a Slack channel and find out whether it’s archived. Archived channels are closed to new activity, but users can
still view and search an archived channel’s message history.

Flow Core Actions for Slack: Invite Users to Slack Channel

Add users who are connected to a given Slack app to a Slack channel or direct message.

Flow Core Actions for Slack: Pin or Unpin Slack Message

Pin or unpin a message in a Slack channel or direct message. Pin messages so that they’re readily available from the conversation
header.

Flow Core Actions for Slack: Send Slack Message

Send a message to a Slack channel, direct message, or the Messages tab of a Slack app.

Flow Core Actions for Slack: Send Message to Launch Flow

Send a message to a Slack channel, direct message, or the Messages tab of a Slack app that includes a button that a recipient can
use to launch a screen flow.
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Flow Core Actions for Slack: Archive Slack Channel

EDITIONS

Available in: both Salesforce
Classic and Lightning
Experience

Available in: Essentials,
Professional, Enterprise,
Performance, Unlimited,
and Developer Editions

Archive a Slack channel in a Slack workspace.

Before using a core action for Slack, enable Salesforce for Slack integrations.

In Flow Builder, add an Action element to your flow. In the New Action window, select Slack, and
then select Archive Slack Channel.

Set Connection Values for Slack

The flow sends the connection values that you provide to Slack to retrieve an access token.

DescriptionInput Parameter

Required. The Slack app that executes the action. Only Slack apps
that are installed for the org are available. The input value
evaluates to the Slack app ID.

Slack App

Required. The Slack workspace where the Slack app is installed.
Select a value or resource. The input value evaluates to the Slack
workspace ID.

Slack Workspace

The entity that executes the action. Valid values are:

Slack App
Execute the action as the Slack app that you selected in the
Slack App field. This is the default value.

The Slack app must be a member of the conversation to
execute the action on.

Execute Action As

User Who Runs the Flow
Execute the action as the user who runs the flow. The user
can execute the action only when the flow runs in the user
context. If the flow runs in the system context, it’s executed
by the Slack app.

The user must be a member of the conversation to execute
the action on.

Set Slack Channel

DescriptionInput Parameter

Required. The ID of the channel to archive.

Get the Slack channel ID by logging in to Slack.com and launching Slack in your browser.
The channel ID is the last parameter in the URL. For example, in this URL, the channel ID
is C56789FGHIJ:

Slack Channel ID

https://app.slack.com/client/T01234ABCDE/C56789FGHIJ

Usage
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This action is available only if you enable the connection to Slack in Setup and the user who runs the flow is connected to Slack. Otherwise,
the action fails.

SEE ALSO:

Enable Salesforce for Slack Integrations

Salesforce Admins: How Admins Can Connect Salesforce and Slack

Flow Core Actions for Slack: Check If Users Are Connected to Slack

EDITIONS

Available in: both Salesforce
Classic and Lightning
Experience

Available in: Essentials,
Professional, Enterprise,
Performance, Unlimited,
and Developer Editions

Determine whether a collection of Salesforce users is connected to a given Slack workspace.

Before using a core action for Slack, enable Salesforce for Slack integrations.

In Flow Builder, add an Action element to your flow. In the New Action window, select Slack, and
then select Check If Users Are Connected to Slack.

Set Connection Values for Slack

DescriptionInput Parameter

Required. The Slack app that executes the action. Only Slack apps
that are installed for the org are available. The input value
evaluates to the Slack app ID.

Slack App

Required. The Slack workspace where the Slack app is installed.
Select a value or resource. The input value evaluates to the Slack
workspace ID.

Slack Workspace

You can obtain the Slack workspace ID by logging in to Slack.com
and launching Slack in your browser. The workspace ID is the
penultimate parameter in the URL. For example, in this URL, the
workspace ID is T01234ABCDE:

https://app.slack.com/client/T01234ABCDE/C56789FGHIJ

Required. The collection resource that contains the Salesforce
user IDs to check. The maximum number of user IDs is 1,000.

Salesforce User ID
Collection Resource

Store Output Values

DescriptionOutput Parameter

A collection resource that contains the Salesforce user IDs connected to Slack.Collection of Salesforce
User IDs Connected to Slack

A collection resource that contains the Salesforce user IDs not connected to Slack.Collection of Salesforce
User IDs Not Connected to
Slack

Usage
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This action is available only if you enable the connection to Slack in Setup. Otherwise, the action fails. Additionally, the user that initiates
the flow and any users impacted by the action must have logged in to a Salesforce Slack app at least once.

SEE ALSO:

Enable Salesforce for Slack Integrations

Salesforce Admins: How Admins Can Connect Salesforce and Slack

Flow Core Actions for Slack: Create Slack Channel

EDITIONS

Available in: both Salesforce
Classic and Lightning
Experience

Available in: Essentials,
Professional, Enterprise,
Performance, Unlimited,
and Developer Editions

Create a Slack channel in a Slack workspace.

Before using a core action for Slack, enable Salesforce for Slack integrations.

In Flow Builder, add an Action element to your flow. In the New Action window, select Slack, and
then select Create Slack Channel.

Set Connection Values for Slack

The flow sends the connection values that you provide to Slack to retrieve an access token.

DescriptionInput Parameter

Required. The Slack app that executes the action. Only Slack apps
that are installed for the org are available. The input value
evaluates to the Slack app ID.

Slack App

Required. The Slack workspace where the Slack app is installed.
Select a value or resource. The input value evaluates to the Slack
workspace ID.

Slack Workspace

The entity that executes the action. Valid values are:

Slack App
Execute the action as the Slack app that you selected in the
Slack App field. This is the default value.

The Slack app must be a member of the conversation to
execute the action on.

Execute Action As

User Who Runs the Flow
Execute the action as the user who runs the flow. The user
can execute the action only when the flow runs in the user
context. If the flow runs in the system context, it’s executed
by the Slack app.

The user must be a member of the conversation to execute
the action on.

Set Slack Channel Details

DescriptionInput Parameter

Required. The name of the new channel. Specify a value or select a resource.Slack Channel Name
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DescriptionInput Parameter

Select a value or Boolean resource. Valid values are:Channel Type

• Public

• Private

• Resource

If you select a Boolean resource that evaluates to true, the channel type is private. If you
select a Boolean resource that evaluates to false, the channel type is public. The default
channel type is public.

Indicates whether to associate the new channel with a different workspace ID than the
workspace ID of the Slack app. If you turn this option on, select a value or resource.

Slack Workspace ID for
Channel

Store Output Values

DescriptionOUTPUT Parameter

The ID of the new channel.Slack Channel ID

Usage

This action is available only if you enable the connection to Slack in Setup and the user who runs the flow is connected to Slack. Otherwise,
the action fails.

SEE ALSO:

Enable Salesforce for Slack Integrations

Salesforce Admins: How Admins Can Connect Salesforce and Slack

Flow Core Actions for Slack: Edit Slack Message

EDITIONS

Available in: both Salesforce
Classic and Lightning
Experience

Available in: Essentials,
Professional, Enterprise,
Performance, Unlimited,
and Developer Editions

Edit a message that was previously sent to Slack.

Before using a core action for Slack, enable Salesforce for Slack integrations.

In Flow Builder, add an Action element to your flow. In the New Action window, select Slack, and
then select Edit Slack Message.

Set Input Values

The flow sends the connection values that you provide to Slack to retrieve an access token.

DescriptionInput Parameter

Required. The Slack app that executes the action. Only Slack apps
that are installed for the org are available. The input value
evaluates to the Slack app ID.

Slack App ID for
Token

The Slack app must be a member of the conversation that
contains the message to edit.
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DescriptionInput Parameter

Required. The ID of the channel or direct message to send the message to. Alternatively,
specify a Slack user ID if the message was sent to the user via the Messages tab of the
Slack app. Enter a value or select a resource.

You can obtain the Slack conversation ID by logging in to Slack.com and launching Slack
in your browser. The conversation ID is the last parameter in the URL. For example, in this
URL, the conversation ID is C56789FGHIJ:

Slack Conversation ID

https://app.slack.com/client/T01234ABCDE/C56789FGHIJ

Required. The message to send. For best results, include no more than 4,000 characters.
Slack truncates messages containing more than 40,000 characters. Enter a value or select
a resource.

Slack supports text formatting with Slack mrkdown. To disable formatting for a plain
text message that contains Slack mrkdown, use an escape sequence.

Slack Message

Slack does not support text formatting with HTML and renders rich text messages as plain
text.

Required. The timestamp of the sent message. Enter a value or select a resource. For
example, enter 1234567890.123456.

The numerals before the period character (.) specify a Unix timestamp. The numerals after
the period character specify microseconds.

Slack Message Timestamp

You can store the Slack Message Timestamp output parameter of the Send Slack Message,
Edit Slack Message, or Send Message To Launch Flow action as a resource to use later.

Required. The Slack workspace where the Slack app is installed. Select a value or resource.
The input value evaluates to the Slack workspace ID.

Slack Workspace ID for Token

You can obtain the Slack workspace ID by logging in to Slack.com and launching Slack
in your browser. The workspace ID is the penultimate parameter in the URL. For example,
in this URL, the workspace ID is T01234ABCDE:

https://app.slack.com/client/T01234ABCDE/C56789FGHIJ

Usage

This action is available only if you enable the connection to Slack in Setup and the user who runs the flow is connected to Slack. Otherwise,
the action fails.

SEE ALSO:

Enable Salesforce for Slack Integrations

Salesforce Admins: How Admins Can Connect Salesforce and Slack
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Flow Core Actions for Slack: Get Information About Slack Conversation

EDITIONS

Available in: both Salesforce
Classic and Lightning
Experience

Available in: Essentials,
Professional, Enterprise,
Performance, Unlimited,
and Developer Editions

Retrieve the name of a Slack channel and find out whether it’s archived. Archived channels are
closed to new activity, but users can still view and search an archived channel’s message history.

Before using a core action for Slack, enable Salesforce for Slack integrations.

In Flow Builder, add an Action element to your flow. In the New Action window, select Slack, and
then select Get Information About Slack Conversation.

Set Connection Values for Slack

The flow sends the connection values that you provide to Slack to retrieve an access token.

DescriptionInput Parameter

Required. The Slack app that executes the action. Only Slack apps
that are installed for the org are available. The input value
evaluates to the Slack app ID.

Slack App

Required. The Slack workspace where the Slack app is installed.
Select a value or resource. The input value evaluates to the Slack
workspace ID.

Slack Workspace

The entity that executes the action. Valid values are:

Slack App
Execute the action as the Slack app that you selected in the
Slack App field. This is the default value.

The Slack app must be a member of the conversation to
execute the action on.

Execute Action As

User Who Runs the Flow
Execute the action as the user who runs the flow. The user
can execute the action only when the flow runs in the user
context. If the flow runs in the system context, it’s executed
by the Slack app.

The user must be a member of the conversation to execute
the action on.

Set Slack Conversation

DescriptionInput Parameter

Required. The ID of the channel to retrieve information about.

You can obtain the Slack conversation ID by logging in to Slack.com and launching Slack
in your browser. The conversation ID is the last parameter in the URL. For example, in this
URL, the conversation ID is C56789FGHIJ:

Slack Conversation ID

https://app.slack.com/client/T01234ABCDE/C56789FGHIJ
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Store Output Values

DescriptionOutput Parameter

Indicates whether the conversation is archived.Conversation Is Archived

Indicates whether the conversation is shared with people outside of your org that aren't
part of your Enterprise Grid in Slack.

Conversation Is Shared
Externally

The ID of the Slack conversation that you retrieved information about.Slack Conversation ID

The name of the Slack conversation that you retrieved information about.Slack Conversation Name

Usage

This action is available only if you enable the connection to Slack in Setup and the user who runs the flow is connected to Slack. Otherwise,
the action fails.

SEE ALSO:

Enable Salesforce for Slack Integrations

Salesforce Admins: How Admins Can Connect Salesforce and Slack

Flow Core Actions for Slack: Invite Users to Slack Channel

EDITIONS

Available in: both Salesforce
Classic and Lightning
Experience

Available in: Essentials,
Professional, Enterprise,
Performance, Unlimited,
and Developer Editions

Add users who are connected to a given Slack app to a Slack channel or direct message.

Before using a core action for Slack, enable Salesforce for Slack integrations.

In Flow Builder, add an Action element to your flow. In the New Action window, select Slack, and
then select Invite Users to Slack Channel.

Set Connection Values for Slack

DescriptionInput Parameter

Required. The Slack app that executes the action. Only Slack apps
that are installed for the org are available. The input value
evaluates to the Slack app ID.

Slack App

Required. The Slack workspace where the Slack app is installed.
Select a value or resource. The input value evaluates to the Slack
workspace ID.

Slack Workspace

The entity that executes the action. Valid values are:

Slack App
Execute the action as the Slack app that you selected in the
Slack App field. This is the default value.

The Slack app must be a member of the conversation to
execute the action on.

Execute Action As
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DescriptionInput Parameter

User Who Runs the Flow
Execute the action as the user who runs the flow. The user can execute the action
only when the flow runs in the user context. If the flow runs in the system context,
it’s executed by the Slack app.

The user must be a member of the conversation to execute the action on.

Set Slack Channel Details
Use values from earlier in the flow to set the inputs for the action.

DescriptionInput Parameter

Required. The ID of the channel or direct message to invite users to.

You can obtain the Slack channel ID by logging in to Slack.com and launching Slack in
your browser. The channel ID is the last parameter in the URL. For example, in this URL,
the channel ID is C56789FGHIJ:

Slack Channel ID

https://app.slack.com/client/T01234ABCDE/C56789FGHIJ

Required. The Slack workspace that contains the channel. Select a value or resource. The
input value evaluates to the Slack workspace ID.

You can obtain the Slack workspace ID by logging in to Slack.com and launching Slack
in your browser. The workspace ID is the penultimate parameter in the URL. For example,
in this URL, the workspace ID is T01234ABCDE:

Slack Workspace ID for
Channel

https://app.slack.com/client/T01234ABCDE/C56789FGHIJ

The collection resource that contains the Salesforce user IDs to invite to the channel. The
maximum number of user IDs is 1,000.

Salesforce User ID
Collection Resource

Usage

This action is available only if you enable the connection to Slack in Setup and the user who runs the flow is connected to Slack. Otherwise,
the action fails. Additionally, the user that initiates the flow and any users impacted by the action must have logged in to a Salesforce
Slack app at least once.

SEE ALSO:

Enable Salesforce for Slack Integrations

Salesforce Admins: How Admins Can Connect Salesforce and Slack
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Flow Core Actions for Slack: Pin or Unpin Slack Message

EDITIONS

Available in: both Salesforce
Classic and Lightning
Experience

Available in: Essentials,
Professional, Enterprise,
Performance, Unlimited,
and Developer Editions

Pin or unpin a message in a Slack channel or direct message. Pin messages so that they’re readily
available from the conversation header.

Before using a core action for Slack, enable Salesforce for Slack integrations.

In Flow Builder, add an Action element to your flow. In the New Action window, select Slack, and
then select Pin or Unpin Slack Message.

Set Connection Values for Slack

DescriptionInput Parameter

Required. The Slack app that executes the action. Only Slack apps
that are installed for the org are available. The input value
evaluates to the Slack app ID.

Slack App

Required. The Slack workspace where the Slack app is installed.
Select a value or resource. The input value evaluates to the Slack
workspace ID.

Slack Workspace

The entity that executes the action. Valid values are:

Slack App
Execute the action as the Slack app that you selected in the
Slack App field. This is the default value.

The Slack app must be a member of the conversation to
execute the action on.

Execute Action As

User Who Runs the Flow
Execute the action as the user who runs the flow. The user
can execute the action only when the flow runs in the user
context. If the flow runs in the system context, it’s executed
by the Slack app.

The user must be a member of the conversation to execute
the action on.

Set Message Details

DescriptionInput Parameter

Required. The ID of the channel or group direct message to send the message to. Enter
a value or select a resource.

You can obtain the Slack conversation ID by logging in to Slack.com and launching Slack
in your browser. The conversation ID is the last parameter in the URL. For example, in this
URL, the conversation ID is C56789FGHIJ:

Slack Conversation ID

https://app.slack.com/client/T01234ABCDE/C56789FGHIJ
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DescriptionInput Parameter

Required. The timestamp of the sent message. Enter a value or select a resource. For
example, enter 1234567890.123456.

The numerals before the period character (.) specify a Unix timestamp. The numerals after
the period character specify microseconds.

Slack Message Timestamp

You can store the Slack Message Timestamp output parameter of the Send Slack Message,
Edit Slack Message, or Send Message To Launch Flow action as a resource to use later.

Select a value or Boolean resource. Valid values are:

Pin
Pins the message to the conversation header.

Pin or Unpin Message

Unpin
Unpins the message from the conversation header.

If you select a Boolean value that evaluates to true, the action pins the message. If you
select a Boolean value that evaluates to false, the action unpins the message. The default
is Pin.

Usage

This action is available only if you enable the connection to Slack in Setup and the user who runs the flow is connected to Slack. Otherwise,
the action fails.

SEE ALSO:

Enable Salesforce for Slack Integrations

Salesforce Admins: How Admins Can Connect Salesforce and Slack

Flow Core Actions for Slack: Send Slack Message

EDITIONS

Available in: both Salesforce
Classic and Lightning
Experience

Available in: Essentials,
Professional, Enterprise,
Performance, Unlimited,
and Developer Editions

Send a message to a Slack channel, direct message, or the Messages tab of a Slack app.

Before using a core action for Slack, enable Salesforce for Slack integrations.

In Flow Builder, add an Action element to your flow. In the New Action window, select Slack, and
then select Send Slack Message.

Set Connection Values for Slack

DescriptionInput Parameter

Required. The Slack app that executes the action. Only Slack apps
that are installed for the org are available. The input value
evaluates to the Slack app ID.

Slack App

Required. The Slack workspace where the Slack app is installed.
Select a value or resource. The input value evaluates to the Slack
workspace ID.

Slack Workspace
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DescriptionInput Parameter

The entity that executes the action. Valid values are:

Slack App
Execute the action as the Slack app that you selected in the Slack App field. This is
the default value.

The Slack app must be a member of the conversation to execute the action on.

Execute Action As

User Who Runs the Flow
Execute the action as the user who runs the flow. The user can execute the action
only when the flow runs in the user context. If the flow runs in the system context,
it’s executed by the Slack app.

The user must be a member of the conversation to execute the action on.

Set Slack Message Details

DescriptionInput Parameter

Required. The ID of the channel or direct message to send the message to. Alternatively,
specify a Slack user ID to send the message to the user via the Messages tab of the Slack
app. Enter a value or select a resource.

You can obtain the Slack conversation ID by logging in to Slack.com and launching Slack
in your browser. The conversation ID is the last parameter in the URL. For example, in this
URL, the conversation ID is C56789FGHIJ:

Slack Conversation ID

https://app.slack.com/client/T01234ABCDE/C56789FGHIJ

Required. The message to send. For best results, include no more than 4,000 characters.
Slack truncates messages containing more than 40,000 characters. Enter a value or select
a resource.

Slack supports text formatting with Slack mrkdown. To disable formatting for a plain
text message that contains Slack mrkdown, use an escape sequence.

Slack Message

Slack does not support text formatting with HTML and renders rich text messages as plain
text.

The record ID to send to the view. Defining a view is a pilot feature. For more information,
see Define a View in the Apex SDK for Slack (Pilot) Guide.

Salesforce Record ID

The timestamp of the Slack message. Specify a timestamp to start a Slack thread. Enter a
value or select a resource. For example, enter 1234567890.123456.

The numerals before the period character (.) specify a Unix timestamp. The numerals after
the period character specify microseconds.

Slack Message Timestamp

You can store the Slack Message Timestamp output parameter of the Send Slack Message,
Edit Slack Message, or Send Message To Launch Flow action as a resource to use later.

The API name of the view that the Slack message is sent with. Defining a view is a pilot
feature. For more information, see Define a View in the Apex SDK for Slack (Pilot) Guide.

View API Name
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Store Output Values

DescriptionOUTPUT Parameter

The timestamp of the sent message.Slack Message Timestamp

Usage

This action is available only if you enable the connection to Slack in Setup and the user who runs the flow is connected to Slack. Otherwise,
the action fails.

SEE ALSO:

Enable Salesforce for Slack Integrations

Salesforce Admins: How Admins Can Connect Salesforce and Slack

Flow Core Actions for Slack: Send Message to Launch Flow

EDITIONS

Available in: both Salesforce
Classic and Lightning
Experience

Available in: Essentials,
Professional, Enterprise,
Performance, Unlimited,
and Developer Editions

Send a message to a Slack channel, direct message, or the Messages tab of a Slack app that includes
a button that a recipient can use to launch a screen flow.

In Flow Builder, add an Action element to your flow. In the New Action window, select Slack, and
then select the name of the flow to send.

Set Connection Values for Slack

DescriptionInput Parameter

Required. The Slack app that executes the action. Only Slack apps
that are installed for the org are available. The input value
evaluates to the Slack app ID.

Slack App

Required. The Slack workspace where the Slack app is installed.
Select a value or resource. The input value evaluates to the Slack
workspace ID.

Slack Workspace

You can obtain the Slack workspace ID by logging in to Slack.com
and launching Slack in your browser. The workspace ID is the
penultimate parameter in the URL. For example, in this URL, the
workspace ID is T01234ABCDE:

https://app.slack.com/client/T01234ABCDE/C56789FGHIJ

The entity that executes the action. Valid values are:

Slack App
Execute the action as the Slack app that you selected in the
Slack App field. This is the default value.

The Slack app must be a member of the conversation to
execute the action on.

Execute Action As
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DescriptionInput Parameter

User Who Runs the Flow
Execute the action as the user who runs the flow. The user can execute the action
only when the flow runs in the user context. If the flow runs in the system context,
it’s executed by the Slack app.

The user must be a member of the conversation to execute the action on.

Set Slack Message Details

DescriptionInput Parameter

Required. The ID of the channel or direct message to send the message to. Alternatively,
specify a Slack user ID to send the message to the user via the Messages tab of the Slack
app. Enter a value or select a resource.

You can obtain the Slack conversation ID by logging in to Slack.com and launching Slack
in your browser. The conversation ID is the last parameter in the URL. For example, in this
URL, the conversation ID is C56789FGHIJ:

Slack Conversation ID

https://app.slack.com/client/T01234ABCDE/C56789FGHIJ

Required. The message to send. For best results, include no more than 4,000 characters.
Slack truncates messages containing more than 40,000 characters. Enter a value or select
a resource.

Slack supports text formatting with Slack mrkdown. To disable formatting for a plain
text message that contains Slack mrkdown, use an escape sequence.

Slack Message

Slack does not support text formatting with HTML and renders rich text messages as plain
text.

Required. The label for the button that appears below the message. The user clicks the
button to launch the flow from Slack.

Slack supports text formatting with Slack mrkdown. To disable formatting for a plain
text message that contains Slack mrkdown, use an escape sequence.

Button Label

Slack does not support text formatting with HTML and renders rich text messages as plain
text.

The name of the bot that sends the message in Slack. Enter a value or select a resource.Slack Bot Name

The timestamp of the Slack message. Specify a timestamp to start a Slack thread. Enter a
value or select a resource. For example, enter 1234567890.123456.

The numerals before the period character (.) specify a Unix timestamp. The numerals after
the period character specify microseconds.

Slack Message Timestamp

You can store the Slack Message Timestamp output parameter of the Send Slack Message,
Edit Slack Message, or Send Message To Launch Flow action as a resource to use later.
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Store Output Values

DescriptionInput Parameter

The timestamp of the sent message.Slack Message Timestamp

Usage

This action is available only if you enable the connection to Slack in Setup and the user who runs the flow is connected to Slack. Otherwise,
the action fails.

SEE ALSO:

Enable Salesforce for Slack Integrations

Salesforce Admins: How Admins Can Connect Salesforce and Slack

Flow Core Action: Submit for Approval

EDITIONS

Available in: both Salesforce
Classic and Lightning
Experience

Available in: Enterprise,
Performance, Unlimited,
and Developer Editions

Submit one Salesforce record for approval.

Tip:  Before you begin, store the ID for the record that you want to submit for approval in a
variable.

In Flow Builder, add an Action element to your flow. In the Action field, enter Submit, and select
Submit for Approval.

Set Input Values

Use values from earlier in the flow to set the inputs for the approval request.

DescriptionInput Parameter

The ID of the record that you want to submit for approval.

This parameter accepts single-value resources of any type. That value is treated as text.

Record ID

The unique name or ID of the approval process that you want to submit the record to. The process
must have the same object type as the record you specified in Record ID.

Required if Skip Entry Criteria  is set to true.

Approval Process
Name or ID

If this parameter and Submitter ID  aren’t set, the flow succeeds only when:

• The approver on submit is determined automatically, and

• The user who launched the flow is an allowed initial submitter

Make sure that:

• The approver on submit is determined automatically.

• The initial submitters for the approval processes related to this object include all users who could
launch this flow.

This parameter accepts single-value resources of any type. That value is treated as text.
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DescriptionInput Parameter

The ID of the user to be assigned the approval request when the approval process doesn’t assign the
approver.

This parameter accepts collection variables of type Text that include exactly one item.

Next Approver IDs

If set to true, the record isn’t evaluated against the entry criteria set on the process that is defined
in Approval Process Name or ID.

This parameter accepts any single-value resource of type Boolean.

Skip Entry Criteria

Text that you want to accompany the submission. Don’t reference merge fields or formula expressions.

Submission comments appear in the approval history for the specified record. This text also appears
in the initial approval request email if the template uses the {!ApprovalRequest.Comments}
merge field.

Submission Comments

This parameter accepts single-value resources of any type. That value is treated as text.

The ID for the user who submitted the record for approval. The user receives notifications about
responses to the approval request.

The user must be one of the allowed submitters for the process.

Submitter ID

If you don’t set this field, the user who launched the flow is the submitter. If a workflow rule triggers
a flow that includes this element, the submitter is the user who triggered the workflow rule. Workflow
rules can be triggered when a user creates or edits a record. When the record is approved or rejected,
the user who launched the flow or triggered the workflow rule is notified.

This parameter accepts single-value resources of any type. That value is treated as text.

Store Output Values

To use the approval request’s outputs later in the flow, store them in variables. The values are assigned when the approval request is
created.

DescriptionOptional Output
Parameter

The ID of the approval request that was submitted.

This parameter accepts single-value variables of type Text, Picklist, or Multi-Select Picklist.

Instance ID

The status of the current approval request. Valid values are Approved, Rejected, Removed, or Pending.

This parameter accepts single-value variables of type Text, Picklist, or Multi-Select Picklist.

Instance Status

The IDs of the new items submitted to the approval request. There can be 0 or 1 approval processes.

This parameter accepts collection variables of type Text.

New Work Item IDs

The IDs of the users who are assigned as the next approvers.

This parameter accepts collection variables of type Text.

Next Approver IDs
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DescriptionOptional Output
Parameter

The ID of the record that the flow submitted for approval.

This parameter accepts single-value variables of type Text, Picklist, or Multi-Select Picklist.

Record ID

Usage

At run time, the approval request isn’t created until the interview’s transaction is completed. Transactions are complete when the
interview either finishes or executes a Screen, Local Action, or Pause element.

SEE ALSO:

Flow Elements

Add and Edit Elements

Customize What Happens When a Flow Fails

Route a Flow

Salesforce Anywhere Core Flow Actions (Beta)

EDITIONS

Available in: Lightning
Experience

Available in: Enterprise,
Performance, Professional,
Developer, and Unlimited
Editions

Salesforce Anywhere provides several core actions for implementing Salesforce Anywhere
functionality in flows. To add one of these actions to your flow, add an Action element. Then select
the Salesforce Anywhere category, and search for the appropriate action.

Note:  Salesforce Anywhere Beta is a Non-GA Service and not a “Service” or part of the
“Services”, as defined in the Main Services Agreement ("MSA") with Salesforce. Such Non-GA
Service is subject to the terms and conditions of the Universal Pilot Research Agreement
("UPRA"), including the Data Processing Addendum to the UPRA. Use of this Non-GA Service
is at your sole discretion, and any purchase decisions should be made only on the basis of
Salesforce generally available products and features.

These actions are available when you enable Salesforce Anywhere.

Flow Core Action for Salesforce Anywhere: Create a Salesforce Anywhere Chat (Beta)

Create a Salesforce Anywhere chat by specifying participants, and optionally, an initial message and chat title.

Flow Core Action for Salesforce Anywhere: Add a Message to a Salesforce Anywhere Chat (Beta)

Add a message to an existing Salesforce Anywhere chat by specifying the chat URL and message content.

Flow Core Action for Salesforce Anywhere: Add Users to a Salesforce Anywhere Chat (Beta)

Add users to an existing Salesforce Anywhere chat by specifying the chat URL and the users to be added.

Flow Core Action for Salesforce Anywhere: Send Salesforce Anywhere Alerts to Users (Beta)

Notify users about Salesforce Anywhere chat by specifying the chat URL and the users to be added.

SEE ALSO:

Add and Edit Elements
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Flow Core Action for Salesforce Anywhere: Create a Salesforce Anywhere Chat (Beta)

EDITIONS

Available in: Lightning
Experience

Available in: Enterprise,
Performance, Professional,
Developer, and Unlimited
Editions

Create a Salesforce Anywhere chat by specifying participants, and optionally, an initial message
and chat title.

Note:  Salesforce Anywhere Beta is a Non-GA Service and not a “Service” or part of the
“Services”, as defined in the Main Services Agreement ("MSA") with Salesforce. Such Non-GA
Service is subject to the terms and conditions of the Universal Pilot Research Agreement
("UPRA"), including the Data Processing Addendum to the UPRA. Use of this Non-GA Service
is at your sole discretion, and any purchase decisions should be made only on the basis of
Salesforce generally available products and features.

In Flow Builder, add an Action element to your flow. Select the Salesforce Anywhere category, and
search for chat. Select Create Chat.

Set Input Values

Use values from earlier in the flow to set the inputs for the chat.

DescriptionInput Parameter

The first message sent to the chat.

This parameter accepts single-value resources of any type. That value is treated as text.

chatMessage

A comma-separated list of email addresses belonging to one or more users getting added to the chat. Must
list at least two email addresses and no more than 50 email addresses.

Email addresses must be part of your Salesforce Anywhere organization. If an email address isn’t included in
your Salesforce Anywhere organization, the user isn’t included in the chat.

userEmails

This parameter accepts single-value resources of any type. That value is treated as text.

Store Output Values

DescriptionOutput Parameter

The chat’s ID.

This parameter accepts single-value resources of any type. That value is treated as text.

chatId

The name users see at the top of the chat.

This parameter accepts single-value resources of any type. That value is treated as text.

chatTitle

The chat’s URL.

This parameter accepts single-value resources of any type. That value is treated as text.

chatUrl

Usage

In Flow Builder, this action does not check the number of email addresses or the validity of the email addresses. When either criteria is
invalid, the flow fails at run time.
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The API used for this action has a rate limit of 50 requests per minute and 750 requests per hour.

SEE ALSO:

Add and Edit Elements

Flow Core Action for Salesforce Anywhere: Add a Message to a Salesforce Anywhere Chat (Beta)

EDITIONS

Available in: Lightning
Experience

Available in: Enterprise,
Performance, Professional,
Developer, and Unlimited
Editions

Add a message to an existing Salesforce Anywhere chat by specifying the chat URL and message
content.

Note:  Salesforce Anywhere Beta is a Non-GA Service and not a “Service” or part of the
“Services”, as defined in the Main Services Agreement ("MSA") with Salesforce. Such Non-GA
Service is subject to the terms and conditions of the Universal Pilot Research Agreement
("UPRA"), including the Data Processing Addendum to the UPRA. Use of this Non-GA Service
is at your sole discretion, and any purchase decisions should be made only on the basis of
Salesforce generally available products and features.

In Flow Builder, add an Action element to your flow. Select the Salesforce Anywhere category, and
search for message. Select Add Message to Chat.

Set Input Values

Use values from earlier in the flow to set the inputs for the message.

DescriptionInput Parameter

The chat's URL.

This parameter accepts single-value resources of any type. That value is treated as text.

chatUrl

The message to send to the chat.

This parameter accepts single-value resources of any type. That value is treated as text.

chatMessage

The ID of the Salesforce record to send to the chat. The record's compact layout is displayed in the chat.

This parameter accepts single-value resources of any type. That value is treated as text.

recordId

Store Output Values

DescriptionOutput Parameter

The chat’s ID.

This parameter accepts single-value resources of any type. That value is treated as text.

chatId

The message sent to the chat.

This parameter accepts single-value resources of any type. That value is treated as text.

chatMessage

The chat’s URL.

This parameter accepts single-value resources of any type. That value is treated as text.

chatUrl
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DescriptionOutput Parameter

The ID of the record sent to the chat.

This parameter accepts single-value resources of any type. That value is treated as text.

recordId

Usage

Only existing chat members can trigger this action. For example, only an existing chat member can successfully run a flow that sends a
message to a chat about a service case when that case record is updated.

A flow can’t create a record and then reference that new record ID as an input for this action.

The API used for this action has a rate limit of 50 requests per minute and 750 requests per hour.

SEE ALSO:

Add and Edit Elements

Flow Core Action for Salesforce Anywhere: Add Users to a Salesforce Anywhere Chat (Beta)

EDITIONS

Available in: Lightning
Experience

Available in: Enterprise,
Performance, Professional,
Developer, and Unlimited
Editions

Add users to an existing Salesforce Anywhere chat by specifying the chat URL and the users to be
added.

Note:  Salesforce Anywhere Beta is a Non-GA Service and not a “Service” or part of the
“Services”, as defined in the Main Services Agreement ("MSA") with Salesforce. Such Non-GA
Service is subject to the terms and conditions of the Universal Pilot Research Agreement
("UPRA"), including the Data Processing Addendum to the UPRA. Use of this Non-GA Service
is at your sole discretion, and any purchase decisions should be made only on the basis of
Salesforce generally available products and features.

In Flow Builder, add an Action element to your flow. Select the Salesforce Anywhere category, and
search for users. Select Add Users to Chat.

Set Input Values

Use values from earlier in the flow to set the inputs for the new users.

DescriptionInput Parameter

The chat's URL.

This parameter accepts single-value resources of any type. That value is treated as text.

chatUrl

Required. A comma-separated list of email addresses belonging to up to 50 users getting added to the chat.

Email addresses must be part of your Salesforce Anywhere organization. If an email address isn’t included in
your Salesforce Anywhere organization, the user isn’t be included in the chat.

userEmails

This parameter accepts single-value resources of any type. That value is treated as text.

Store Output Values
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DescriptionOutput Parameter

The chat’s ID.

This parameter accepts single-value resources of any type. That value is treated as text.

chatId

The chat’s URL.

This parameter accepts single-value resources of any type. That value is treated as text.

chatUrl

The name users see at the top of the chat.

This parameter accepts single-value resources of any type. That value is treated as text.

chatTitle

Usage

In Flow Builder, this action doesn’t check the number of email addresses or the validity of the email addresses. When either criteria is
invalid, the flow fails at run time.

Only existing chat members can trigger this action. For example, only an existing chat member can successfully run a flow that adds
new users to a chat about a service case when that case record is updated.

The API used for this action has a rate limit of 50 requests per minute and 750 requests per hour.

SEE ALSO:

Add and Edit Elements

Flow Core Action for Salesforce Anywhere: Send Salesforce Anywhere Alerts to Users (Beta)

EDITIONS

Available in: Lightning
Experience

Available in: Enterprise,
Performance, Professional,
Developer, and Unlimited
Editions

Notify users about Salesforce Anywhere chat by specifying the chat URL and the users to be added.

Note:  Salesforce Anywhere Beta is a Non-GA Service and not a “Service” or part of the
“Services”, as defined in the Main Services Agreement ("MSA") with Salesforce. Such Non-GA
Service is subject to the terms and conditions of the Universal Pilot Research Agreement
("UPRA"), including the Data Processing Addendum to the UPRA. Use of this Non-GA Service
is at your sole discretion, and any purchase decisions should be made only on the basis of
Salesforce generally available products and features.

In Flow Builder, add an Action element to your flow. Select the Salesforce Anywhere category, and
search for alert. Select Send Alert.

Set Input Values

Use values from earlier in the flow to set the inputs for the alert.

DescriptionInput Parameter

The message sent in the alert.

This parameter accepts single-value resources of any type. That value is treated as text.

alertMessage

A comma-separated list of the users’ email addresses.

This parameter accepts single-value resources of any type. That value is treated as text.

userEmails
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DescriptionInput Parameter

The ID of the Salesforce record to send to the chat. The record's compact layout is displayed in the chat.

This parameter accepts single-value resources of any type. That value is treated as text.

recordId

Store Output Values

DescriptionOutput Parameter

The unique ID generated for the alert.

This parameter accepts single-value resources of any type. That value is treated as text.

eventOperationId

SEE ALSO:

Platform Events Developer Guide : Platform Events Considerations

Add and Edit Elements

Flow Element: Create Records

EDITIONS

Available in: both Salesforce
Classic and Lightning
Experience

Available in: Essentials,
Professional, Enterprise,
Performance, Unlimited,
and Developer Editions

Create multiple Salesforce records by using a record collection variable. Create exactly one Salesforce
record by using a record variable or other values from the flow.

Note:  Looking for the Fast Create and Record Create elements from Cloud Flow Designer?
The Create Records element combines the functionality of both elements. For the equivalent
of the Record Create element, create one record and set the record fields using separate
variables, resources, and literal values. Choosing the other options is the equivalent of the
Fast Create element.

How many records you choose to create and how to set the field values determines what to enter
in the rest of the Create Records element.

To create more than one record

To create multiple records, you must use the values from a record collection variable. Earlier in the flow, populate the record collection
variable with the new records’ field values.

When you use a record collection variable to create multiple records at once, you reduce the number of DML requests in your flow.
That means you’re more likely to stay within your org’s limits. For more information, see Flow Bulkification in Transactions.

To create exactly one record

If you’ve populated a record variable with the field values for the new record, choose to set the record fields by using all the values
from a record variable. Then select the record variable or record collection variable to use.

To manually map values from various resources in the flow, choose to set the record fields by using separate variables, resources,
and literal values. Choose the object that you want to create a record for, and set the field values for the record. Optionally, store the
ID of the created record in a Text variable. For example, you might need the record’s ID to create child records or to provide a link
to the created record.

Example:  A user enters a name and address into the flow. Verify that a matching user exists by using the Get Records element.
If a matching contact doesn’t exist, create a record for that user by using the Create Records element.
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Usage

To prevent the flow from failing, make sure that:

• All required fields are populated with values. If you don’t know which fields are required, check the object definition.

• For record variables and record collection variables, the ID field values are blank. The flow populates the ID fields after the record is
created.

Note:  The record isn’t created until the interview’s transaction is completed. Transactions are complete when the interview either
finishes or executes a Screen, Local Action, or Pause element.

SEE ALSO:

Flow Operators in Data Elements and Record Choice Sets

Customize What Happens When a Flow Fails

Route a Flow

Flow Elements

Flow Element: Get Records

EDITIONS

Available in: both Salesforce
Classic and Lightning
Experience

Available in: Essentials,
Professional, Enterprise,
Performance, Unlimited,
and Developer Editions

Find Salesforce records that meet filter conditions, and store values from the records in variables.

Note:  Looking for the Fast Lookup and Record Lookup elements from Cloud Flow Designer?
The Get Records element combines the functionality of both elements. For the equivalent of
the Record Lookup element, store only the first record in separate variables. Choosing the
other options is the equivalent of the Fast Lookup element.

Identify the object whose records you want to find, and specify conditions to narrow down the list
of returned records. How many records you choose to store and where to store the field values
determines what to enter in the rest of the Get Records element. When you add a Get Records
element to a screen flow or an autolaunched flow, we automatically store all the record values in
a flow variable. When the flow moves to the next element, the values are assigned to the variable.

To store record values manually in a screen flow or autolaunched flow, select Choose fields and assign variables (advanced).

To store field values manually for only the first record

Tip:  If you choose to store values from only the first record, filter by a unique field, such as ID. Otherwise, you can’t guarantee
which record’s field values are stored.

You can store field values from the first record together in a record variable or in separate variables.

To store the values together, select the record variable, and identify the fields whose values you want to store.

To store the values in separate variables, select each field you want to store, and select the variable to store each field value in.

To store field values manually for more than one record
To store field values for multiple records, you must store the values in a record collection variable.

When you use a record collection variable to create, update, or delete multiple records at once, you reduce the number of DML
requests in your flow. That means you’re more likely to stay within your org’s limits. For more information, see Flow Bulkification in
Transactions.

Example:

• Find the product name or description for a product with a specific bar code.

• Confirm stock availability for a particular item.
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• Verify a caller’s identity.

Considerations for Defining Filter Criteria

• When you define multiple filters, the filter logic usually defaults to AND. However, if multiple filters have the same field selected and
use the equals operator, the filters are combined with OR.

For example, your filters check whether a case’s Type equals Problem (1), Type equals Feature Request (2), and Escalated equals true
(3). At run time, the filters are combined to (1 OR 2) AND 3.

• The available filter operators depend on the data type of the selected fields. For details, see Flow Operators in Data Elements and
Record Choice Sets.

SEE ALSO:

Flow Operators in Data Elements and Record Choice Sets

Flow Elements

Customize What Happens When a Flow Fails

Route a Flow

Flow Element: Decision

EDITIONS

Available in: both Salesforce
Classic and Lightning
Experience

Available in: Essentials,
Professional, Enterprise,
Performance, Unlimited,
and Developer Editions

Evaluate a set of conditions, and route users through the flow based on the outcomes of those
conditions. This element performs the equivalent of an if-then statement.

Outcomes

For each path that the flow can take, create an outcome. For each outcome, specify the conditions
that must be met for the flow to take that path. To relabel the path that the flow takes if no outcome’s
conditions are met, click Default Outcome.

DescriptionField

Identifies the connector for this outcome on the canvas.Label

The requirement for uniqueness applies only to elements within the current
flow. Two elements can have the same API name, provided they're used in

Outcome
API Name

different flows. An API name can include underscores and alphanumeric
characters without spaces. It must begin with a letter and can’t end with an
underscore. It also can’t have two consecutive underscores.

Determines whether the flow takes this outcome’s path. Sets logic and conditions
for each outcome that determine if the flow follows its path.

Condition
Requirements
to Execute
Outcome

Available on record-triggered flows. Determines whether this outcome’s path
is taken, based on whether the triggering record is updated to meet the

When to
Execute
Outcome condition requirements. For example, the opportunity update that triggered

the flow to run changed its stage to Closed Won from any value that isn’t Closed
Won.
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DescriptionField

Note:  This option checks if the triggering record didn't previously meet the condition requirements
and if the $Record variable now meets the condition requirements. If your flow changes any of the
$Record variable’s fields before it runs the configured Decision element, the Decision checks if the
$Record’s new field values now meet the condition requirements.

Example: Using a Decision element, determine whether:

• To give customers a return shipping address or instructions on how to resolve the problem when an item is determined to be
faulty.

• To offer a customer a loan based on the results of a credit scoring formula.

• To inform sales leaders when an opportunity’s stage is changed to Closed Won.

Tip:  Configure your flow so that it does different things based on what a user selects for a Picklist screen component. To do
so, add a decision after the screen to create the branches of the flow based on the choices available in the picklist. Then you
can represent each choice in your decision and connect it to a branch of your flow.

Usage

When a flow executes a Decision element, it evaluates each decision outcome in order. For the first outcome whose conditions are met,
the flow takes the associated path. If no outcome’s conditions are met, the flow takes the path for the default outcome.

SEE ALSO:

Flow Elements

Define Conditions in a Flow

Flow Operators in Decision and Pause Elements

Route a Flow

Flow Element: Delete Records

EDITIONS

Available in: both Salesforce
Classic and Lightning
Experience

Available in: Essentials,
Professional, Enterprise,
Performance, Unlimited,
and Developer Editions

Identify Salesforce records to delete by using the IDs stored in a record variable or record collection
variable, or by specifying conditions.

Note:  Looking for the Fast Delete and Record Delete elements from Cloud Flow Designer?
The Delete Records element combines the functionality of both elements.

• For the equivalent of the Fast Delete element, use the IDs from a record variable or record
collection variable.

• For the equivalent of the Record Delete element, specify the conditions to identify the
records to delete.

How you choose to identify the records to delete determines what to enter in the rest of the Delete
Records element.

Use a record variable or record collection variable
If you store the IDs of the records to delete in a record variable or record collection variable, choose to use the IDs from a record
variable or record collection variable. Then select the variable to use.
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Important:  For the variable that you select, make sure that each record’s ID value is set. The flow identifies which records to
delete based on the ID value.

When you use a record collection variable to delete multiple records at once, you reduce the number of DML requests in your flow.
That means you’re more likely to stay within your org’s limits. For more information, see Flow Bulkification in Transactions.

Specify conditions
To use conditions to identify the records to delete, choose the object, and add at least one condition to filter down the list of records.

Example: When a customer accepts a quote, delete the remaining quotes from the opportunity.

Considerations for Defining Filter Criteria

• When you define multiple filters, the filter logic usually defaults to AND. However, if multiple filters have the same field selected and
use the equals operator, the filters are combined with OR.

For example, your filters check whether a case’s Type equals Problem (1), Type equals Feature Request (2), and Escalated equals true
(3). At run time, the filters are combined to (1 OR 2) AND 3.

• The available filter operators depend on the data type of the selected fields. For details, see Flow Operators in Data Elements and
Record Choice Sets.

Usage

Warning:

• Be careful when testing flows that contain delete elements. Even if the flow is inactive, it triggers the delete operation.

• To prevent deleting records by mistake, be as specific in your filter criteria as possible.

• Records are deleted from your org the moment the flow executes the delete element.

• Deleted records are sent to the Recycle Bin and remain there for 15 days before they are permanently deleted.

• Flows can delete records that are pending approval.

Note:  At run time, the record isn’t deleted until the interview’s transaction is completed. Transactions are complete when the
interview either finishes or executes a Screen, Local Action, or Pause element.

SEE ALSO:

Flow Operators in Data Elements and Record Choice Sets

Customize What Happens When a Flow Fails

Route a Flow

Flow Elements
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Flow Element: Email Alert

EDITIONS

Available in: both Salesforce
Classic and Lightning
Experience

Available in: Essentials,
Professional, Enterprise,
Performance, Unlimited,
and Developer Editions

Send an email by using a workflow email alert to specify the email template and recipients. The
flow provides only the record ID.

Before you begin:

• Make sure that the email alert you want to call from your flow exists. If not, create the email
alert on page 3360.

• Understand the daily limits for emails sent from email alerts.

• Store the ID for the record that you want to reference in this email, such as by using a Get
Records element. If the email alert has merge fields, the referenced record is the starting point
for those fields.

Drag an Email Alert element onto the canvas. In the Email Alert field, select the email alert to
configure. To filter the list of email alerts by a specific object, enter the API name of the object. The unique name for each email alert is
prefixed with its object. For example, email alert emailAlert-Account.Owner_Changed  is associated with the Account
object.

Set Input Values

DescriptionField

Select a variable that contains the ID for the record that you want the email to reference. If the email alert uses
merge fields, this record is the starting point for those merge fields.

This field accepts single-value variables of any type. The value is treated as text. The object type of the referenced
record must match the object type of the email alert.

Record ID

Usage

At run time, the email isn’t sent until the interview’s transaction is completed. Transactions are complete when the interview either
finishes or executes a Screen, Local Action, or Pause element.

Flow Builder displays email alerts from managed packages only if the email alert isn’t protected.

SEE ALSO:

Options for Sending Emails from a Flow

Customize What Happens When a Flow Fails

Route a Flow

Daily Allocations for Email Alerts
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Flow Element: Loop

EDITIONS

Available in: both Salesforce
Classic and Lightning
Experience

Available in: Essentials,
Professional, Enterprise,
Performance, Unlimited,
and Developer Editions

Start a loop path for iterating over items in a collection variable. For each iteration, the flow
temporarily stores the item in the loop variable. To execute actions on each item’s field values, use
other elements in the loop.

A collection is a list of items, such as field values or email addresses. A loop uses a loop variable to
store the values for the current item in the collection. When the loop finishes examining an item,
it copies the field values for the next item into the loop variable. To reference each collection item
in elements along the loop path, use the loop variable. To keep changes made along the loop path,
add the loop variable as an item in a new collection variable.

DescriptionField

The collection that you want to loop through. This field accepts any collection
variable.

Collection
Variable

Determines whether the flow starts with the first item or the last item in the
collection variable.

Direction

The variable that the flow uses to contain the current item’s values during a
loop iteration.

Loop
Variable

• If Collection Variable  is set to a non-record collection variable,
this field accepts a variable with the same data type.

• If Collection Variable  is set to a record collection variable, this
field accepts a record variable with the same object type.

Usage

After you add a Loop element and the elements that you want the loop to include, from the Loop element:

• Determine which element to execute first when a new item’s values are copied into the loop variable by using the “For each item”
connector.

• Determine which element to execute after the loop has processed all the items in the collection by using the “After last item”
connector.

Sample Flow That Loops Through a Collection

Transfer ownership of accounts from one user to another by using record collection variables and loops. The flow already has the
required user IDs.

SEE ALSO:

Route a Flow

Flow Elements

Flow Resource: Variable
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Sample Flow That Loops Through a Collection

EDITIONS

Available in: both Salesforce
Classic and Lightning
Experience

Available in: Essentials,
Professional, Enterprise,
Performance, Unlimited,
and Developer Editions

Transfer ownership of accounts from one user to another by using record collection variables and
loops. The flow already has the required user IDs.

First, create an Account-based record collection variable called collAcctJSmith  and populate
it with all account records that John Smith owns.

Then create a loop that iterates through the collection. For each item in the collection, the loop
does the following:

1. Assigns the collection item to the loop variable.

2. Evaluates whether the account has more than 10,000 employees.

3. If the account has more than 10,000 employees, assigns Madison’s user ID to the OwnerId
field in the loop variable.

4. If the account doesn’t have more than 10,000 employees, assigns Amber’s user ID to the OwnerId  field in the loop variable.

5. Adds the loop variable’s values as a new item in a second collection called collReassignedAccts.

Finally, add a Update Records element to update the accounts in collReassignedAccts  with the new OwnerId  after the loop
finishes iterating through the collection.

This section of the flow uses a single query to look up the list of accounts and a single DML statement to update those accounts. If you
updated the records by setting the fields individually, you would use:

• One Update Records element to find all accounts that John owns and have more than 10,000 employees (1 query). Then update
those records’ OwnerId  to Madison’s Id (1 DML statement).

• One Update Records element to find all accounts that John owns and don’t have more than 10,000 employees (1 query). Then
update those records’ OwnerId  to Amber’s Id (1 DML statement).
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Flow Element: Pause

EDITIONS

Available in: both Salesforce
Classic and Lightning
Experience

Available in: Essentials,
Professional, Enterprise,
Performance, Unlimited,
and Developer Editions

If pause conditions are met, pause the flow interview. Resume when a specified time occurs or
when the flow interview receives a platform event message.

Note:

• Flows that contain Pause elements must be autolaunched. If a flow includes Pause
elements and screens, choice, or choice sets, you can’t activate or run it.

• Before you add a Pause element to your flow, understand the special behavior and
limitations. See Paused Flow Interview Considerations on page 189 for details.

Each pause configuration corresponds to a pause connector on the canvas. When a flow pauses,
it waits for one or more resume events. For the first resume event that occurs, the flow resumes
and executes the connector for the associated pause configuration.

Flow Pause Conditions

Each pause configuration that you define in a flow has optional pause conditions. At run time, these conditions determine whether
the flow waits for the associated resume event.

Flow Resume Events

Define the event to wait for if the pause conditions are met. When an event occurs, the flow resumes and takes the path associated
with this pause configuration.

Sample Flows That Wait for Events

Configure a flow to wait for events in one of four ways.

SEE ALSO:

Customize What Happens When a Flow Fails

Route a Flow

Flow Elements

Configure the Process Trigger

Flow Pause Conditions

EDITIONS

Available in: both Salesforce
Classic and Lightning
Experience

Available in: Essentials,
Professional, Enterprise,
Performance, Unlimited,
and Developer Editions

Each pause configuration that you define in a flow has optional pause conditions. At run time, these
conditions determine whether the flow waits for the associated resume event.

If the pause conditions aren’t met for a resume event, the interview doesn’t wait for that event. If
all resume events have unmet pause conditions, the interview doesn’t pause. Instead, it executes
the default path.

Example: Use pause conditions when:

• The flow waits for different events based on a field value on a given record.

For example, send an email reminder to a contract’s owner before the contract’s end
date. However, the date on which you send the email depends on the rating of the
contract’s account. If the account is hot, send the email a month before the end date. If
the account isn’t hot, send the email two weeks before the end date.
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For this example, you create two events. The event for hot accounts occurs 30 days before the contract’s end date. Its pause
conditions check whether the rating for the contract’s account is equal to “Hot.”

The second event occurs 14 days before the contract’s end date. Its pause conditions check whether the rating for the contract’s
account is not equal to “Hot.” If the account is hot, the interview doesn’t wait for the second event.

• The flow waits for multiple events to occur, such as to send periodic email reminders. For an example of this scenario, see
Sample Flow That Pauses Until Multiple Resume Events Occur on page 408.

SEE ALSO:

Define Conditions in a Flow

Flow Element: Pause

Flow Resume Events

Define Conditions in a Flow

Flow Element: Pause

Flow Resume Events

Flow Resume Events

Define the event to wait for if the pause conditions are met. When an event occurs, the flow resumes and takes the path associated with
this pause configuration.

Flow Resume Event: Specific Time

Resume the paused flow when a specific time occurs.
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Flow Resume Event: Platform Event Message

Resume the flow interview when it receives a platform event message.

SEE ALSO:

Flow Element: Pause

Flow Pause Conditions

Flow Resume Event: Specific Time

Resume the paused flow when a specific time occurs.

Make sure to familiarize yourself with Paused Flow Interview Considerations.

Define Resume Time: Flow-Based Time

When the time source is a specific time, configure the resume time with these fields.

DescriptionParameter

A date/time value. You can manually enter a date/time value or reference a merge field or flow
resource.

Base Time

Optional. The number of days or hours to offset the selected field’s value. Required if you provide
an offset unit.

Manually enter the integer. You can’t use a merge field or flow resource for this value.

Offset Number

To resume the flow before the base time, use a negative number. To resume the flow after the base
time, use a positive number.

Optional. The unit to offset the selected field’s value. Required if you provide an offset number.

Manually enter Days  or Hours. You can’t use a merge field or flow resource for this value.

Offset Unit

Example:  To resume the flow 3 days after the flow paused, use the $Flow.CurrentDate  global variable as the base time,
set the offset number to 3, and set the offset unit to Days.

Define Resume Time: Record-Based Time

When the time source is a record field, configure the resume time with these fields. The base resume time is a date/time field value on
a record.

DescriptionParameter

The API name of the object to use for the base resume time.

Manually enter the string. You can’t use a merge field or flow resource for this value.

Object

The API name for a date/time field. The field must belong to the specified object.

Manually enter the string. You can’t use a merge field or flow resource for this value.

Field
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DescriptionParameter

The ID of the record to use for the base time. The record’s object must match what’s entered in
Object. The record’s value for the selected field is used as the base resume time.

You can enter a string or select a merge field or flow resource.

Record ID

Optional. The number of days or hours to offset the selected field’s value. Required if you provide
an offset unit.

Manually enter the integer. You can’t use a merge field or flow resource for this value.

Offset Number

To resume the flow before the base time, use a negative number. To resume the flow after the base
time, use a positive number.

Optional. The unit to offset the selected field’s value. Required if you provide an offset number.

Manually enter Days  or Hours. You can’t use a merge field or flow resource for this value.

Offset Unit

Example:  You want to resume the flow 3 days before a contract ends. To identify the base resume time, set Object  to
Contract, Field  to EndDate, and Record ID to {!varContractId}. To offset the base resume time, set the offset number
to -3, and set the offset unit to Days.

Store Output Values in Variables

Reference information from the resume event in your flow by storing its outputs in flow variables.

ExampleDescriptionParameter

11/26/2014 10:12 AMThe actual time at which the event occurred and the flow interview
resumed.

Resume Time

DeliveredThe status of the event when the flow interview resumed. After a
resume event occurs, Salesforce delivers data from the event to the

Event Delivery
Status

flow that’s waiting for it so that the flow knows to resume. Valid
values are:

• Delivered—The event was successfully delivered.

• Invalid—An error occurred during delivery, but the flow
successfully resumed.

Record-Based Time: Supported Objects

You can configure a flow to wait for a record-base time for any custom object or the following standard objects.

• Account

• AccountContactRelation

• AccountRelationship

• ActionPlan

• ActiveScratchOrg

• ActivityMetric
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• ActivityMetricRollup

• Address

• AgentWork

• AgentWorkSkill

• AiImageDetectedObject

• AiImageObject

• AiImageTrainingObject

• Asset

• AssetRelationship

• AssignedResource

• AssistantProgress

• BusinessAccount

• Campaign

• CampaignInfluence

• CampaignMember

• CareBarrier

• CareBarrierDeterminant

• CareBarrierType

• CareDeterminant

• CareDeterminantType

• CareDiagnosis

• CareInterventionType

• CarePreauth

• CarePreauthItem

• CareProgram

• CareProgramCampaign

• CareProgramEnrollee

• CareProgramTeamMember

• CareRequest

• CareRequestDrug

• CareRequestItem

• Case

• CaseComment

• Certification

• CertificationDef

• CertificationSectionDef

• CertificationStep

• CertificationStepDef

• ChannelProgram

• ChannelProgramLevel
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• ChannelProgramMember

• ChatterActivity

• Claim

• CollaborationGroup

• CollaborationGroupMember

• ConsumptionRate

• ConsumptionSchedule

• Contact

• ContactEmail

• ContactPhone

• ContactPointConsent

• ContactPointTypeConsent

• ContactRequest

• ContactWeb

• Contract

• ContractLineItem

• CoverageBenefit

• CoverageBenefitItem

• CoverageLimit

• CoverageType

• CustomerAssetAuto

• CustomerAssetHome

• DandBCompany

• DataSharingCustomerLocal

• DataUsePurpose

• DigitalSignature

• DuplicateRecordItem

• DuplicateRecordSet

• EmailMessage

• EngagementProgramNode

• EngagementProgramVersion

• Entitlement

• EntitlementContact

• EntityMilestone

• EnvironmentHubMember

• EnvironmentHubMemberRel

• Event

• ExchangeUserMapping

• ExpressionFilter

• ExpressionFilterCriteria
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• ExternalEventMapping

• FeedItem

• Goal

• GoalLink

• HealthCareDiagnosis

• HealthCareProcedure

• Idea

• IdentityDocument

• IdentityProvEventLog

• Image

• InStoreLocation

• Individual

• InsurancePolicy

• InsurancePolicyAsset

• InsurancePolicyBeneficiary

• InsurancePolicyCoverageLimit

• InsurancePolicyMember

• InsurancePolicyOwner

• InsuranceProfile

• KeyPerformanceIndicator

• Lead

• LinkedArticle

• LiveAgentSession

• LiveChatTranscript

• LiveChatTranscriptEvent

• LiveChatTranscriptSkill

• Location

• Macro

• MacroAction

• MacroInstruction

• MaintenanceAsset

• MaintenancePlan

• MemberPlan

• MessagingEndUser

• MessagingSession

• Metric

• MobileDeviceCommand

• NetworkMember

• OperatingHours

• Opportunity
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• OpportunityLineItem

• OpportunityScore

• OpportunitySplit

• OpportunityTeamMember

• Order

• OrderDeliveryGroup

• OrderDeliveryGroupLine

• OrderDeliveryMethod

• OrderItem

• OrderItemSummary

• OrderPriceAdjustDistrLine

• OrderPriceAdjustmentLine

• OrderSummary

• OrgDeleteRequest

• OrgSnapshot

• Organization

• PartnerFundAllocation

• PartnerFundClaim

• PartnerFundRequest

• PartnerMarketingBudget

• PaymentAuthorizationReversal

• PendingServiceRouting

• PersonAccount

• PersonEducation

• PersonEmployment

• PersonLifeEvent

• PlanBenefit

• PlanBenefitItem

• Producer

• Product2

• ProductCategoryProduct

• ProductConsumed

• ProductCoverage

• ProductCoverageLimit

• ProductItem

• ProductItemTransaction

• ProductRequest

• ProductRequestLineItem

• ProductRequired

• ProductTransfer
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• ProfileSkill

• ProfileSkillEndorsement

• ProfileSkillUser

• PurchaserPlan

• PurchaserPlanAssn

• Question

• QuickText

• Quote

• QuoteLineItem

• Reply

• RequestsForAccessSIQ

• ResourceAbsence

• ResourcePreference

• RetailLocationGroup

• RetailStore

• RetailStoreKpi

• RetailStoreVisitTemplate

• RetailVisitKpi

• RetailVisitTemplate

• RetailVisitTemplateWorkTask

• RetailVisitWorkTask

• RetailWorkTask

• RetailWorkTaskKpi

• ReturnOrder

• ReturnOrderLineItem

• SOSSession

• SOSSessionActivity

• SalesAgreement

• SalesAgreementProduct

• SalesAgreementProductSchedule

• ScoreIntelligence

• ScratchOrgInfo

• ServiceAppointment

• ServiceAppointmentCapacityUsage

• ServiceContract

• ServiceCrew

• ServiceCrewMember

• ServiceReport

• ServiceResource

• ServiceResourceCapacity
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• ServiceResourceSkill

• ServiceTerritory

• ServiceTerritoryLocation

• ServiceTerritoryMember

• ServiceTerritoryWorkType

• SettingUsageMap

• Shipment

• SignupRequest

• Site

• SkillRequirement

• SocialPersona

• SocialPost

• Solution

• SsoUserMapping

• StreamActivityAccess

• StreamingChannel

• Survey

• SurveyInvitation

• SurveyPage

• SurveyQuestion

• SurveyQuestionChoice

• SurveyQuestionResponse

• SurveyQuestionScore

• SurveyResponse

• SurveySubject

• SurveyVersion

• Task

• TimeSheet

• TimeSheetEntry

• TimeSlot

• Topic

• TopicAssignment

• UsageEntitlementPeriod

• User

• UserLicense

• UserProvisioningRequest

• UserServicePresence

• Visit

• WebStore

• WebStoreNetwork
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• WebStorePricebook

• WorkBadge

• WorkBadgeDefinition

• WorkCapacityLimit

• WorkCapacityUsage

• WorkCoaching

• WorkFeedback

• WorkFeedbackQuestion

• WorkFeedbackQuestionSet

• WorkFeedbackRequest

• WorkFeedbackTemplate

• WorkGoal

• WorkOrder

• WorkOrderLineItem

• WorkPerformanceCycle

• WorkReward

• WorkRewardFund

• WorkRewardFundType

• WorkThanks

• WorkType

• WorkTypeGroup

• WorkUpgradeAction

• WorkUpgradeCustomer

• WorkUpgradeUser

• article__kav

SEE ALSO:

Flow Resume Events

Flow Resume Event: Platform Event Message

Resume the flow interview when it receives a platform event message.

Make sure to familiarize yourself with Paused Flow Interview Considerations.

Filter Platform Event Messages

If you leave the condition requirements set to No Conditions, the flow interview resumes when it receives any platform event message,
regardless of field values. The fields are defined in the platform event definition.
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Store Output Values in Variables

When a platform event message resumes a flow, the message provides one output value. The output value includes the values for every
field on the platform event message that resumed the flow. To use values from the message, store Platform Event Message in a record
variable. Make sure that the record variable’s object matches the platform event.

For example, to reference Expected Delivery Date from a Vendor Response platform event, store Platform Event Message in the
{!vendorResponse} record variable. Then reference {!vendorResponse.Expected_Delivery_Date__c}  to get
the specific field value.

Note: To create a record variable to store values from the platform event message, you must have the Customize Application
permission.

SEE ALSO:

Define Platform Events

Flow Resume Events

Sample Flows That Wait for Events

Configure a flow to wait for events in one of four ways.

Sample Flow That Pauses Until a Single Event Occurs

This flow waits for a single event. The base time for the event in this example, which uses a flow-based resume time, is the
{!$Flow.CurrentDateTime}  global variable.

Sample Flow That Pauses Until Only the First Resume Event Occurs

This flow waits for the first of multiple events to occur before proceeding. The base times for these events are field values, so this
example's resume events use record-based time.

Sample Flow That Pauses Until Multiple Resume Events Occur

This flow waits for many resume events to occur, rather than just the first one. The base times for these events are field values, so
this example's resume events use record-based time.

Sample Flow That Pauses Until a Platform Event Message is Received

You’re designing a flow that places a supply order and waits for shipment confirmation from the vendor. Then it assigns an installation
task the day after the supplies are expected to be delivered.

SEE ALSO:

Flow Element: Pause
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Sample Flow That Pauses Until a Single Event Occurs

EDITIONS

Available in: both Salesforce
Classic and Lightning
Experience

Available in: Essentials,
Professional, Enterprise,
Performance, Unlimited,
and Developer Editions

This flow waits for a single event. The base time for the event in this example, which uses a
flow-based resume time, is the {!$Flow.CurrentDateTime}  global variable.

You’re designing a flow that requests feedback from customers after a contract is activated, but
you want to delay the email by a day.

Example

This flow already contains the following populated variables.

• {!customerEmail}  contains the email address for the customer

• {!creatorEmail}  contains the email address for the flow’s creator

The flow activates a contract (1) and then pauses (2).

Within the Pause element, a single resume event is defined (1 day after activated). The flow sends the feedback request one day after
the contract is activated, so configure a flow-based resume time. The base time is the {!$Flow.CurrentDateTime}  global
variable (3), and the offset is one day (4).
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Because there’s only one pause configuration and you only want the feedback request to be sent once, don’t set any pause conditions
for this pause configuration. However, just in case something goes wrong, don’t forget to set a fault path. In this example, the fault path
sends an email that contains the fault message to the user who created the flow.

SEE ALSO:

Flow Element: Pause

Flow Resume Event: Specific Time

Sample Flow That Pauses Until Only the First Resume Event Occurs

EDITIONS

Available in: both Salesforce
Classic and Lightning
Experience

Available in: Essentials,
Professional, Enterprise,
Performance, Unlimited,
and Developer Editions

This flow waits for the first of multiple events to occur before proceeding. The base times for these
events are field values, so this example's resume events use record-based time.

You’re designing a flow that reminds account owners to follow up with their customers a week
before either the account renews or the contract ends. The flow sends a reminder email for whichever
date occurs first.

Example

This flow already contains these populated variables.

• {!accountId}  contains the ID for the account
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• {!contractId}  contains the ID for the contract

• {!accountOwner}  contains the ID for the account’s owner

• {!ownerEmail}  contains the account owner’s email address

Before the flow executes the Pause element, it looks up and stores the contract’s ID, its parent account’s ID  and OwnerId, and the
account owner’s Email.

The Pause element defines two time-based resume events.

Tip: Every time-based resume event consists of a base time and an offset. For record-based time, the flow needs three pieces of
information to determine the base time: the object, the date/time field, and the specific record. The offset for record-based time
works the same as it does for flow-based time. The flow must know the unit (either Days  or Hours) and the number of those
units. For both of these events, the base time is offset by -7 days, because weeks isn’t an acceptable offset unit.

The base time for the first event (“Week before account renews”) is the value of Account.Renewal_Date__c (1) on the record
whose ID is stored in {!accountId} (2). The offset is -7 days (3).
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The base time for the second event (“Week before contract expires”) is the value of Contract.EndDate (4) on the record whose
ID is stored in {!contractId} (5). The offset is -7 days (6).

You only want to send one follow-up reminder and the flow always waits for both events, so neither of these events need pause
conditions. However, just in case something goes wrong, set a fault path. In this example, the fault path sends an email that contains
the fault message to the user who created the flow.

SEE ALSO:

Flow Element: Pause

Flow Resume Event: Specific Time

Flow Pause Conditions
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Sample Flow That Pauses Until Multiple Resume Events Occur

EDITIONS

Available in: both Salesforce
Classic and Lightning
Experience

Available in: Essentials,
Professional, Enterprise,
Performance, Unlimited,
and Developer Editions

This flow waits for many resume events to occur, rather than just the first one. The base times for
these events are field values, so this example's resume events use record-based time.

You’re designing a flow that reminds contract owners to follow up with their customers before the
contract ends. Rather than sending just one reminder, however, the flow sends them regularly. This
example shows how to use one Pause element to send a reminder two weeks before and then
again one week before the contract ends. You could easily extend this flow to send reminders at
more intervals, such as three days and one day before the contract ends.

Example

This flow already contains these populated variables.

• {!contract}  is a record variable that contains the contract’s EndDate  and OwnerId

• {!contractId}  is a text variable that contains the contract’s Id

• {!oneWeekVisited}  is a Boolean variable whose default value is {!$GlobalConstant.False}

• {!twoWeeksVisited}is a Boolean variable whose default value is {!$GlobalConstant.False}

Before the flow executes the Pause element, it looks up and stores the contract’s EndDate  and OwnerId.

Because the flow sends the reminder emails both two weeks and a week before the contract’s end date, the Pause element defines two
time-based resume events that use record-based time.

Tip: Every time-based resume event consists of a base time and an offset. For record-based time, the flow needs three pieces of
information to determine the base time: the object, the date/time field, and the specific record. The offset for record-based time
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works the same as it does for flow-based time. The flow must know the unit (either Days  or Hours) and the number of those
units. To wait for a number of days or hours before the record field, set Offset Number  to a negative integer.

For both of these events, the offset is declared in Days, because weeks isn’t an acceptable offset unit.

The base time for the first event (“2 Weeks”) is the value of Contract.EndDate (1) on the record whose ID is stored in
{!contractId} (2). The offset is -14 days (3) to represent two weeks.

You want to use the same Pause element for every reminder, so after a flow interview sends one email reminder, it returns to the Pause
element. But first, to ensure that the interview doesn’t send the same email again and again, use pause conditions. When an interview
executes a Pause element, it first checks the conditions for each pause configuration to determine whether to wait for those events. If
a pause configuration has conditions set and those conditions aren’t met, the interview doesn’t wait for the associated resume event.

For the first resume event, the interview checks whether the Boolean variable {!twoWeekVisited}  is set to false. The variable’s
default value is set to {!$GlobalConstant.False}, so the flow waits for the event until the variable’s value is changed.

Indicate what the flow does when the “2 Weeks” event occurs by connecting the Pause element to other elements. Then, before you
return the flow path to the Pause element, change the value of {!twoWeeksVisited}  to {!$GlobalConstant.True}.
You can do so with an Assignment element. If the value for {!twoWeeksVisited}  isn’t false when the Pause element is executed,
the flow doesn’t wait for the “2 Weeks” event to occur. Essentially, the interview checks whether the first resume event has occurred yet,
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since the variable is changed to true only in the associated pause configuration’s path. If that resume event has occurred (and the variable
isn’t set to false), the interview knows not to wait for that event.

The second event (“1 Week”) has the same base time as the first event; the offset is -7 days to represent a week.

For the second event, the flow checks whether the Boolean variable {!oneWeekVisited}  is set to false. If it isn’t, the flow doesn’t
wait for this event.

Like with the first pause configuration, use an Assignment element to change the value of {!oneWeekVisited}  to
{!$GlobalConstant.True} before the flow path returns to the Pause element. As long as {!oneWeekVisited}  isn’t false,
the flow doesn’t wait for the “1 Weeks” event to occur.

Tip:  When a flow executes a Pause element and all the pause configurations have conditions that aren’t met, the flow executes
the default path. Because this flow is finished after it sends the final reminder, don’t connect the default path to another element.

Just in case something goes wrong, set a fault path. In this example, the fault path sends an email that contains the fault message to
the user who created the flow.
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Sample Flow That Pauses Until a Platform Event Message is Received

EDITIONS

Available in both Salesforce
Classic and Lightning
Experience

Available in: Performance,
Unlimited, Enterprise, and
Developer Editions

You’re designing a flow that places a supply order and waits for shipment confirmation from the
vendor. Then it assigns an installation task the day after the supplies are expected to be delivered.

The vendor that you buy supplies from has set up a platform event for you to subscribe to. This
platform event, called Vendor Response, includes the order number, order status, and expected
delivery date.

Note:  This flow is part of a larger example. It gets launched by a process that starts when a
Printer Status platform event message is received. For details about the process, see Sample
Process: Printer Management.

The Order Printer Supplies flow starts when the Printer Management process launches it. The process
populates the following variables in the flow.

• {!assetId}—The asset’s ID

• {!assetOwner}—The asset’s owner

• {!inkManufacturer}—The manufacturer of the printer’s ink

• {!inkNeeded}—Whether the printer needs more ink

• {!inkType}—Specific type of ink that the printer uses

• {!paperNeeded}—Whether the printer needs more paper

• {!paperSize}—Paper size that the printer uses

• {!serialNumber}—The asset’s serial number

First, the flow determines whether to order ink or paper. Based on the decision, it submits an order of ink or paper with the vendor by
using an Apex action. Then it pauses until the vendor sends a platform event message that says the order has been shipped. When
Salesforce receives the specified event message, the flow resumes and creates a task for the asset’s owner to install the new supplies.

Decision Element

The decision includes two outcomes: Ink and Paper. The Ink outcome is true if the variable {!inkNeeded}  is true. The Paper outcome
is true if the variable {!paperNeeded}  is true.
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Apex Action Elements

The flow includes two Apex actions that submit a supply order with a vendor but provide different information to it based on whether
the flow executed the Ink outcome or Paper outcome. All the variables used for input values (like {!serialNumber} and
{!paperSize}) are set when a process launches the flow.

The first Apex action provides information about which ink to order.

The second Apex action provides information about which paper to order.
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In both Apex actions, the action returns an order number. The flow stores that value in the {!orderNumber}  variable to reference
in the Pause element.

Pause Element

After the Apex action submits the supply order, the flow waits for confirmation that the order has been shipped. That confirmation is
received through the Vendor Response platform event.

The flow pauses until Salesforce receives a Vendor Request event message with specific values. The order number must be the same as
the order number that the Apex action provided. And the order status must be Shipped.

When the correct event message is received and the flow resumes, the flow stores the event message’s data in a record variable. That
way, you can reference the expected delivery date to calculate when the supplies are scheduled to be installed.

Create Records Element

When the flow resumes, it creates a task for the asset owner to install the new supplies.
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For the task’s field values, the flow uses these resources.

• {!installDate}—A formula that calculates the day after the event’s expected delivery date.

• {!taskDescription}—A text template that gives more details about the installation.

• {!assetOwner}—Provided by the process that launches the flow

• {!assetId}—Provided by the process that launches the flow
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Flow Element: Recommendation Assignment

EDITIONS

Available in: both Salesforce
Classic and Lightning
Experience

Available in: Essentials,
Professional, Enterprise,
Performance, Unlimited,
and Developer Editions

Generate Einstein Next Best Action recommendations by combining data from records in the
recommendation object, records in other objects, values in collections, and manually entered values.

The Recommendation Assignment element is similar to the Assignment element: both set values
in variables. However, there are important differences:

• Use Recommendation Assignment to output a new recommendation collection variable. In
contrast, use Assignment to add or change values in an existing variable.

• Recommendation Assignment can’t update values in existing variables.

• Recommendation Assignment can set a field’s value across all recommendations in the output
collection. For example, if you set the AcceptanceLabel to Accept, the AcceptanceLabel for
all records in the output collection is set to Accept.

• Recommendation Assignment can create recommendations from another object’s records. For example, use leads in the source
collection to create recommendations that have the same names as those leads.

• Recommendation Assignment is available only in Recommendation Strategy flows.

Set Source Collection

Select a record collection variable with the data that you want to use to create recommendations. Recommendation Assignment creates
one recommendation for every record in the source collection.

If you select a record collection variable that contains recommendations, you can choose the fields that set values in the target collection.
If you select a record collection variable that contains any other object’s records, the element requires certain recommendation fields.

Set Target Collection Values

Assign values to recommendation fields in the output recommendation collection. Values defined in this section are set in every record
in the output collection. If there are values in the source collection variable that aren’t set here, those values are passed to the output
recommendation collection.

To use the source collection records’ values from a specific field, select currentItemFromSourceCollection  in the Value
column, then select the desired field.
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Each value is modified by the operator and value combination.

DescriptionColumn Header

The recommendation field whose value you want to change. Select
an existing field.

Recommendation Field

Select Equals  to set the value in a field. Select Add  to add the
text that you enter or select for Value  to the end of
Recommendation Field.

Operator

Recommendation Field  and Value  in the same row must
have compatible data types.

Options:

Value

• Select an existing flow resource, such as a variable or screen
component.

• Create a resource.

• Manually enter a literal value or merge field.

Einstein Next Best Action always requires certain recommendation fields to display a recommendation. However, the Recommendation
Assignment element only requires these fields if you select a source collection that contains non-recommendation records. If you select
a source collection with recommendations, Recommendation Assignment doesn’t require the fields because it’s possible that your
source collection already has values in those fields. However, the fields are still required to display the recommendation.

• AcceptanceLabel

• ActionReference
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• Description

• Name

• RejectionLabel

Usage

Recommendation Assignment outputs a collection with the assembled recommendation records and doesn’t change the contents of
the source collection. The output collection is null until its corresponding Recommendation Assignment element runs.

Note:  A Recommendation Assignment’s output collection is named after its API name. For example, if a Recommendation
Assignment element is named CreateRecs, its output collection is called Recommendations from CreateRecs.

However, recommendations display to users only if they’re in the outputRecommendations variable. To add recommendations to the
outputRecommendations collection, use an Assignment element.

SEE ALSO:

Get Started with Einstein Next Best Action

Create Recommendations

Recommendation Fields

Einstein Next Best Actions Considerations

Flow Element: Screen

EDITIONS

Available in: both Salesforce
Classic and Lightning
Experience

Available in: Essentials,
Professional, Enterprise,
Performance, Unlimited,
and Developer Editions

Collect information from or display information to a user who runs the flow.

Screen Properties

When you don’t have a screen component or record field selected, the properties pane shows the
entire screen.

Configure Frame
Control whether the header and footer are displayed for this screen. These options are supported
only in Lightning runtime. If you hide the footer, use a custom screen component to let the
user navigate between screens.

Control Navigation
Deselect the navigation options that you want to disable for this screen. By default, navigation options appear as buttons in the
screen footer. The Next action is available when an element is in the flow after the screen. The Finish action is available when the
screen is the last element in the flow. The Previous action is available when a screen is before this screen. The Pause action is available
when Let users pause flows is enabled in your org’s Process Automation settings.

For example, a flow prompts a user to enter information and uses that information to get a Contact record. If no matching contact
is found, the flow displays a screen to tell the user to go back and try again.

Tip:

• If you hide the footer but want to let the user navigate between screens, expose the actions with Lightning components.

• If the screen element is preceded by a data element, such as Update Records, or an action, such as Post to Chatter, deselect
Previous.

• To force the flow user to go back, such as to correct an earlier input, deselect Next or Finish.

If the Pause action is enabled:
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• Use Pause Confirmation Message to tell the user where to resume the flow. For the components that list a user’s paused
flows, see Make It Easy for Users to Find Their Paused Flow Interviews.

• Customize the flow’s interview label.

• In your org’s Process Automation settings, enable Let users pause flows.

Provide Help
Give your users more context for this screen. The text you enter is available in an info bubble in the screen’s header. If you hide the
header but want to expose the help text, use a custom screen component.

Screen Components

The Components tab contains all the standard input components, standard display components, and custom components that are
available for the screen. Click and drag a component to add it to the screen.

Tip:  If you have many custom components, enter text in the search field to find the one you need. You can access third-party
custom components on AppExchange using the button at the bottom of the pane.

Record Fields

Build screen flows faster by adding your existing Salesforce record fields directly from the Fields tab. When you add a record field to a
flow screen, the field’s name, data type, help text, requiredness, and existing values are automatically configured for you. To add a record
field, select or create a record variable, then click and drag a field to add it to the screen.

Make Flow Screens Dynamic with Conditional Visibility

You can control when screen components appear with conditional visibility.

Validate User Input on Flow Screens

You can validate what a user enters in a flow screen and provide an error message to guide the user.

Record Fields on Flow Screens Considerations

Before you add fields from your Salesforce objects directly to your flow screens (Dynamic Forms for Flow), understand these record
field considerations and behaviors.

Place Record Fields Directly on Flow Screens

Build flow screens faster by adding fields directly from your Salesforce objects. When you add a record field to a flow screen, its name,
data type, help text, requiredness, and, in certain cases, existing values are automatically configured. If the field contains a value in
the record variable, that value is set on the screen at runtime as a default value.

Make Your Components and Formulas Reactive (Beta)

Build screens that feel like single-page applications, reducing the number of screens for your users. Set up supported components
or your custom Lightning web components by configuring them to react to changes in other components on the same screen.
Working with supported formula functions, you can configure a screen component to perform real-time formula calculations and
logic. When the flow detects a change in any of the values in the formula, it recalculates and updates the value of the screen
component. Reactivity is supported with API version 57.0 and later.

SEE ALSO:

Flow Elements

Build Rich Screens with Custom Screen Components

Route a Flow

Standard Flow Screen Components
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Make Flow Screens Dynamic with Conditional Visibility

EDITIONS

Available in: both Salesforce
Classic and Lightning
Experience

Available in: Essentials,
Professional, Enterprise,
Performance, Unlimited,
and Developer Editions

USER PERMISSIONS

To open, edit, or create a
flow in Flow Builder:
• Manage Flow

You can control when screen components appear with conditional visibility.

1. For the screen component, expand the Set Component Visibility section.

2. Define the conditions for when the component is visible.

3. Define the filter logic if you entered multiple conditions.

SEE ALSO:

Flow Conditional Visibility Considerations

Validate User Input on Flow Screens

EDITIONS

Available in: both Salesforce
Classic and Lightning
Experience

Available in: Essentials,
Professional, Enterprise,
Performance, Unlimited,
and Developer Editions

USER PERMISSIONS

To open, edit, or create a
flow in Flow Builder:
• Manage Flow

You can validate what a user enters in a flow screen and provide an error message to guide the
user.

1. For the screen input component, expand the Validate Input section.

2. Customize the error message that appears if the user enters an invalid value.

To format the error message, use HTML tags.

3. Define the values allowed for the component by entering a Boolean formula.

Note:

• The formula expression must return a Boolean value (true  or false).

• If the formula expression evaluates to true, the input is valid.

• If the formula expression evaluates to false, the error message is displayed to the
user.

• If the user leaves the field blank and the field is not required, the flow doesn’t validate.

• If the user leaves the field blank and the field is required, the flow shows the default
error message and not the custom error message.

Example:

• Validate the format of an email address

REGEX({!Email_Address},"[a-zA-Z0-9._%+-]+@[a-zA-Z0-9.-]+\\.[a-zA-Z]{2,4}")

• Validate the format of a zip code

REGEX({!Zipcode},"\\d{5}(-\\d{4})?")
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Record Fields on Flow Screens Considerations

Before you add fields from your Salesforce objects directly to your flow screens (Dynamic Forms for Flow), understand these record field
considerations and behaviors.

Account Ticker Field
Placing the standard Ticker Symbol field on Account records in your screen prevents your flow from saving.

General
Record fields use the label returned by UI API, which can differ from the labels that appear on record pages and in Object Manager.
For record fields of the Name data type, the label appears as Full Name instead of Name for most objects.

Default Values
Record fields don’t support the default values of their source fields. If a record field’s source field has a default value, the record field
is blank.

If the field contains a value in the record variable, that value is set in the screen at runtime as a default value.

Lookup

• Creating a new record from Lookup isn’t supported in these environments: Flows launched from URLs (such as List Buttons),
Flow Debugger, Lightning Out, Digital Experiences (LWR), and Embedded Service Flows.

• To view or change the value of a Master-Detail relationship for existing records, the Allow reparenting setting must be enabled
for that field.

• Lookup fields with filters applied don’t immediately display errors from the flow runtime when a user running the flow attempts
to create a record. Errors display only when creating or updating the records that reference the newly created record.

• The object where the Lookup resides must be supported by the User Interface API.

Lookup Filters
Lookup filters work only if the static filters don’t rely on a running user or current record’s context. If you must limit the available
records in your Lookup based on the actions taken by a user in a flow, use the Choice Lookup (Beta) component.

Multi-Select Picklists
Using the Add Item operator in assignments allows for duplicate values in multi-select picklist fields.

Name Field
If the value of a Name subfield is changed at runtime, the new value is set, and the subfield shows the new value. But the full Name
record field still shows the original value.

Permissions
System context doesn’t apply to record fields. If a user doesn’t have access to a record field, they can’t see it in a flow.

If no ID is set for the record variable then the running user needs both Read  and Create  access to change any record field values.

If an ID is set, the running user needs both Read  and Edit  access to change any record field values.

In the record field details, the values in Update Compatible and Create Compatible reflect the properties of the field and your
permissions. The values don’t reflect the permissions of the users running the flow.

Person Accounts

If PersonAccount is enabled and Account record fields have been added to a screen:

• If the record type is a Person Account, only Person* fields display (and common fields).

• If the record type is a business Account, only Business account fields display (and common fields).

All account record fields are displayed and the record type is ignored.

The Account.Name  displays as a PersonName  field if the record type is a Person Account and as a Text field if the record
type is a business account. Account.Name  displays as a Text field.
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Picklist
Record fields support dependent picklists only if the dependent field is on the same screen as its controlling field.

If a record field has a record type ID set when entering the screen, its values are filtered by record type. If the record type ID isn’t set,
all values display.

Runtime Environments
Record fields aren’t supported in screen flows on Experience Cloud sites that use Lightning Web Runtime (LWR).

Place Record Fields Directly on Flow Screens

EDITIONS

Available in: Essentials,
Professional, Enterprise,
Performance, Unlimited,
and Developer Editions

USER PERMISSIONS

To open, edit, or create a
flow in Flow Builder:
• Manage Flow

Build flow screens faster by adding fields directly from your Salesforce objects. When you add a
record field to a flow screen, its name, data type, help text, requiredness, and, in certain cases,
existing values are automatically configured. If the field contains a value in the record variable, that
value is set on the screen at runtime as a default value.

Record fields support these field data types: Address, Checkbox, Date, Date and Time, Email, Name,
Number, Phone, Picklist, Text, Text Area, and Text Area (Long). Record fields use record variables to
determine which fields can be placed on a flow screen and their configuration.

1. Create or edit a screen element.

2. On the Fields tab, select a record variable or create a variable with the Record data type and
the object that contains the desired field.

Alternatively, select a record variable automatically created by a Get Records element or a Loop
element.

3. From the list of fields that appear, drag a field to the screen canvas.

4. To use a record field’s existing value, use a Get Records element for the record variable.

Considerations

• Just like other fields on a screen, Record fields don’t save data automatically. To save the record variable, use a Create Records or
Update Records element.

• You can’t reference record fields in other areas of your flow, such as formulas, decisions, and conditional visibility. Instead, reference
the record variable that you used to create the record field.

Make Your Components and Formulas Reactive (Beta)

Build screens that feel like single-page applications, reducing the number of screens for your users. Set up supported components or
your custom Lightning web components by configuring them to react to changes in other components on the same screen. Working
with supported formula functions, you can configure a screen component to perform real-time formula calculations and logic. When
the flow detects a change in any of the values in the formula, it recalculates and updates the value of the screen component. Reactivity
is supported with API version 57.0 and later.

Available in: both Salesforce Classic and Lightning Experience

Available in: Essentials, Professional, Enterprise, Performance, Unlimited, and Developer Editions

Reactivity involves:

• Identifying which screen component is the source and which component is reactive.

• Understanding the different interactions for each set of components.
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With standard Flow components, you add the components, provide API names for each and a label (if required), identify the source and
the reactive component, then save and run the flow.

Depending on your Custom component, you need to understand the interactions of each. For more information see, Set Up Your Screen
Flow Components for Reactivity (Beta).

Note:  This feature is a Beta Service. Customer may opt to try such Beta Service in its sole discretion. Any use of the Beta Service
is subject to the applicable Beta Services Terms provided at Agreements and Terms.

1. For example, from the screen editor, add a Data Table component and a Name component and enter labels for each.

To build a reactive screen, it’s easiest to use a standard component. For example, make a Name component’s First Name field react
to and display all text input from a Data Table component.

2. In the Name component’s First Name’s source field, select the Data Table’s  DataTableAPIName.firstSelectedRow.FirstName
output as the source for each.

The source is any component of the same type. For example, the DataTableAPIName.firstSelectedRow.FirstName component’s
output and the Name component’s First Name field are of type text.

3. Save and run the flow.

When selecting a row from the Data Table, the First Name field updates immediately. For more information, see Considerations for
Reactivity in Screen Flows (Beta)

Flow Element: Start

EDITIONS

Available in: both Salesforce
Classic and Lightning
Experience

Available in: Essentials,
Professional, Enterprise,
Performance, Unlimited,
and Developer Editions

Connect the Start element to the flow element that you want to execute first at run time. In an
autolaunched flow, you can open the Start element to add a trigger that launches the flow. Without
a trigger, you must set up other things to invoke the autolaunched flow, such as custom buttons,
processes, Apex classes, or Einstein Bots.

SEE ALSO:

Schedule Triggers for Flows That Run for Batches of Records

Record Triggers for Flows That Make Before-Save Updates

Flow Formula Builder

Flow Element: Subflow

EDITIONS

Available in: both Salesforce
Classic and Lightning
Experience

Available in: Essentials,
Professional, Enterprise,
Performance, Unlimited,
and Developer Editions

Launch another active flow that’s available in your org. A flow that is launched by another flow is
called the referenced flow.

Add a Subflow element to your flow. In the Referenced Flow field, search for an autolaunched or
screen flow to configure. For each flow, the list shows the label of the active version. If a flow doesn’t
have an active version, the list displays the label of the latest version. You can't reference a screen
flow from an autolaunched flow.

Tip:  Create smaller flows that perform common tasks. For example, build utility flows to
capture address and credit card information or to authorize a credit card purchase amount.
Then call those flows as needed from multiple product-ordering flows.
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Set Input Values

Use values from earlier in the flow to set the input variables for the referenced flow. In the Set Input Values tab, the Subflow elements
displays only input variables from the active version and the latest version of the referenced flow.

The values are assigned at run time when the flow calls the referenced flow. However, for a text, picklist, or multi-select picklist variable
that isn’t a collection, a value of null is converted to an empty string in the referenced flow.

Store Output Values

To use the referenced flow’s outputs later in the flow, store them in variables. The values are assigned when the referenced flow finishes
running. In the Store Output Values tab, the Subflow elements show only output variables from the active version and the latest version
of the referenced flow.

Usage

Flow Builder doesn’t display descriptions for input and output values. For details about each variable in the referenced flow, ask the
admin who built the flow for more information.

At run time, the flow calls the active version of each referenced flow by default. If a referenced flow has no active version, the flow calls
the latest version of the referenced flow. To run only the latest version of each referenced flow, you have two options:

• In Flow Builder, click Debug, select Run the latest version of each flow called by subflow elements, and then click Run.

• Append the URL for the parent flow with ?latestSub=true.

Note:  Only flow admins can run inactive flows. For other users, the flow fails at run time if a Subflow element calls a flow with no
active version.

SEE ALSO:

Flow Elements

Add and Edit Elements

Customize What Happens When a Flow Fails

Route a Flow

Flow Lightning Runtime Considerations

Flow Element: Update Records

EDITIONS

Available in: both Salesforce
Classic and Lightning
Experience

Available in: Essentials,
Professional, Enterprise,
Performance, Unlimited,
and Developer Editions

Identify Salesforce records to update, and set the values to change in those records. To do so, use
the IDs and field values stored in a record variable or record collection variable, or use specify
conditions to identify the records and set the field values individually.

Note:  Looking for the Fast Update and Record Update elements from Cloud Flow Designer?
The Update Records element combines the functionality from both elements. For the
equivalent of a Fast Update element, choose to use the IDs and field values from a record
variable or record collection variable. For the equivalent of a Record Update element, choose
to specify conditions to identify the records and set the field values individually.

In the Update Records element, your selection for how to identify the records or related records to
update and set their values determines what to enter in the rest of the element.
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Use a record variable or record collection variable
If you’ve populated a record variable or record collection variable with the field values to change, choose to use the IDs and field
values from a record variable or record collection variable, and then select the variable to use. To update the field values in a record
variable or record collection variable, configure an Assignment element earlier in the flow.

Important:  For the variable that you select, make sure that each record’s ID value is set. That ID value is how the flow identifies
which records to update.

When you use a record collection variable to update multiple records at once, you reduce the number of DML requests in your flow.
That means you’re more likely to stay within your org’s limits. For more information, see Flow Bulkification in Transactions.

Use conditions and set fields individually
Otherwise, choose to use conditions and set fields individually. Choose the object whose records or related records you want to
update, add conditions to filter down the list of records, and set the field values to change for those records. You can update any
field on the record, but the Update Records element doesn’t know which fields are required for this object.

Important:  Configure at least one filter condition, or the flow updates all the records for the object.

Example:  On an opportunity record, when a user clicks the “Won” button, a flow updates the opportunity’s stage.

Considerations for Defining Filter Criteria

• When you define multiple filters, the filter logic usually defaults to AND. However, if multiple filters have the same field selected and
use the equals operator, the filters are combined with OR.

For example, your filters check whether a case’s Type equals Problem (1), Type equals Feature Request (2), and Escalated equals true
(3). At run time, the filters are combined to (1 OR 2) AND 3.

• The available filter operators depend on the data type of the selected fields. For details, see Flow Operators in Data Elements and
Record Choice Sets.

Usage

Note:  At run time, the record isn’t updated until the interview’s transaction is completed. Transactions are complete when the
interview either finishes or executes a Screen, Local Action, or Pause element.

SEE ALSO:

Flow Operators in Data Elements and Record Choice Sets

Customize What Happens When a Flow Fails

Route a Flow

Flow Elements
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Standard Flow Screen Components

EDITIONS

Available in: both Salesforce
Classic and Lightning
Experience

Available in: Essentials,
Professional, Enterprise,
Performance, Unlimited,
and Developer Editions

Salesforce provides several standard screen components that extend the types of input fields
available in screens.

If you need more functionality, for example, to install a custom screen component from an external
library, have a developer build one for you.

Flow Screen Input Component: Address

Make gathering address information easier by adding the Address component to a flow screen.
The Address screen component displays a complete address form that’s customized to your
settings. It can also use State and Country/Territory Picklists.

Flow Screen Input Component: Checkbox

Offer flow users a yes-or-no choice with a checkbox.

Flow Screen Input Component: Checkbox Group

Let users choose multiple options in a checkbox format.

Flow Screen Input Component: Choice Lookup

Let users search for and select one option from a set of choices on a flow screen. The component supports external data values,
picklist values, static values, and records represented as Text.

Flow Screen Input Component: Currency

Let users enter currency values from a flow screen.

Flow Screen Input Component: Data Table

Let users select records from a table in a flow.

Flow Screen Input Component: Date

Let users enter date values from a flow screen.

Flow Screen Input Component: Date & Time

Let users enter date and time values from a flow screen, such as to request an appointment.

Flow Screen Input Component: Dependent Picklists

Display picklists in a flow screen in which the options for one picklist depend on the selected value of another picklist. The Dependent
Picklists screen component determines which options to display in each picklist by using an existing field dependency in your org.
A field dependency connects two picklist fields on the same object.

Flow Screen Input Component: Display Image

Easily insert images in flow screens. Upload images to Salesforce as static resources and then you can reference them while configuring
the component.

Flow Screen Input Component: Email

Let users enter email address values from a flow screen.

Flow Screen Input Component: Enhanced Message

Let users send a messaging component in an enhanced Messaging session.

Flow Screen Input Component: File Upload

Let users upload files from a flow screen.

Flow Screen Input Component: Long Text Area

Let users enter a paragraph or two of text from a flow screen.
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Flow Screen Input Component: Lookup

Let users search for and select one or more records in a flow.

Flow Screen Input Component: Multi-Select Picklist

Let users choose multiple options in a picklist format.

Flow Screen Input Component: Name

Let users enter multiple name values with one screen component. Instead of the Name screen component, you can use Text input
fields to capture name information, but it takes a lot more configuration.

Flow Screen Input Component: Number

Let users enter number values from a flow screen.

Flow Screen Input Component: Password

Let users enter sensitive information in a flow screen, such as a social security number. Text entered by the user is masked.

Flow Screen Input Component: Phone

Let users enter phone values from a flow screen.

Flow Screen Input Component: Picklist

Let users choose from a list of options in a picklist format.

Flow Screen Input Component: Radio Buttons

Let users choose from a list of options in a radio button format.

Flow Screen Input Component: Slider

Let users visually specify number values from a flow screen.

Flow Screen Input Component: Text

Let users enter text from a flow screen, such as the name of the user’s company.

Flow Screen Input Component: Toggle

Let users flip a toggle in a flow screen.

Flow Screen Input Component: URL

Let users enter URL values in a flow screen.

Flow Screen Output Component: Display Text

Display information in a flow screen.

Flow Screen Output Component: Section

Organize screen components and record fields to give your users a better experience.

Choice Resources for Flow Screen Components

A key part of configuring flow screen components that display choices is selecting the choices to display in that field. The choices
appear as radio buttons, checkboxes, or picklist options. Use at least one of these resources: choices, record choice sets, or picklist
choice sets.

Choosing a Lookup Option for a Flow Screen

Salesforce provides three ways for users to search for and select records on flow screens. Generally, use the Lookup component
when you want users to search an unfiltered list of records. Use the Choice Lookup component when you want users to search a
filtered list of records or static choices. Use a lookup record field when you want users to have the option to create a record from
the lookup field. This table describes the differences between the three options.
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Flow Screen Input Component: Address

EDITIONS

Available in: both Salesforce
Classic and Lightning
Experience

Available in: Essentials,
Professional, Enterprise,
Performance, Unlimited,
and Developer Editions

Make gathering address information easier by adding the Address component to a flow screen.
The Address screen component displays a complete address form that’s customized to your settings.
It can also use State and Country/Territory Picklists.

For information about adding screen components to your flow screen, see Flow Element: Screen.

Note:  This screen component requires Lightning runtime.

Configure the Address Component

You can select resources from the flow, such as variables or global constants, or you can manually enter a value.

DescriptionAttribute

An API name can include underscores and alphanumeric characters without spaces. It must begin
with a letter and can’t end with an underscore. It also can’t have two consecutive underscores.

API Name

To give City a default value, set this attribute's value.

This attribute accepts single-value resources. The value is treated as text.

City Value

The active countries and territories configured in state and country/territory picklists. To override the
options, set this attribute to a comma-delimited set of countries and territories. This field populates a
dropdown menu of options.

This attribute accepts single-value resources. The value is treated as text.

Country Options

To give Country a default value, set this attribute's value.

This attribute accepts single-value resources. The value is treated as text.

Country Value

The label for the heading that appears above the group of address fields.

This attribute accepts single-value resources. The value is treated as text.

Label
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DescriptionAttribute

To give Postal Code a default value, set this attribute's value.

This attribute accepts single-value resources. The value is treated as text.

Postal Code Value

The active states configured in state and country/territory picklists. To override the options, set this
attribute to a comma-delimited set of states. This field populates a dropdown menu of options.

This attribute accepts single-value resources. The value is treated as text.

State/Province
Options

The state or province field of the address. If State/Province Options  is configured, this
value is selected by default. To give State a default value, set this attribute's value.

This attribute accepts single-value resources. The value is treated as text.

State Value

To give Street a default value, set this attribute's value.

This attribute accepts single-value resources. The value is treated as text.

Street Value

Store the Address Component’s Values in the Flow

The flow stores values automatically. If you store values manually, store the attribute’s output value in a variable.

To store values manually, select Manually assign variables (advanced).

All attributes are available to store in flow variables. Most likely, you must store one of these attributes.

DescriptionAttribute

What the user entered in the City Value field.

This value can be stored in a single-value Text variable or a Text field on a record variable.

City Value

What the user entered in the Country Value field.

This value can be stored in a single-value Text variable or a Text field on a record variable.

Country Value

What the user entered in the Postal Code Value field.

This value can be stored in a single-value Text variable or a Text field on a record variable.

Postal Code Value

What the user entered in the State Value field.

This value can be stored in a single-value Text variable or a Text field on a record variable.

State Value

What the user entered in the Street Value field.

This value can be stored in a single-value Text variable or a Text field on a record variable.

Street Value

Tip: By default, screen components that require Lightning runtime have no memory. If a user enters a value and takes one of
these actions, then the value is lost.

• Navigates to another screen and returns to the component’s screen.

• Pauses the flow then resumes it.
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• Navigates to the next screen and triggers an input validation error.

Setting the attribute enables a flow to remember the value. The flow stores the value automatically. If you store values manually,
store the attribute’s output value in a variable.

SEE ALSO:

Standard Flow Screen Components

Flow Screen Input Component: Checkbox

EDITIONS

Available in: both Salesforce
Classic and Lightning
Experience

Available in: Essentials,
Professional, Enterprise,
Performance, Unlimited,
and Developer Editions

Offer flow users a yes-or-no choice with a checkbox.

Configure the Checkbox Component

DescriptionAttribute

An API name can include underscores and alphanumeric characters
without spaces. It must begin with a letter and can’t end with an
underscore. It also can’t have two consecutive underscores.

API Name

Pre-populated value for the component. If the associated screen isn’t
executed or the conditions for component visibility aren’t met, the stored
value of the component is null.

Default Value

User-friendly text that displays to the left of the component.Label

Give your users more context with this screen component. The text you
enter is available in an info bubble next to the component.

Provide Help

Provide a formula that evaluates whether what the user entered is valid
and the error message to display if invalid.

Validate Input

Example:  Let users opt into a marketing campaign, agree to a follow-up call after a purchase, or confirm that they understand
an important policy.

Usage

When the user selects the checkbox, the screen component evaluates to true. If the user doesn’t select the checkbox, the screen
component evaluates to false. If the associated screen isn’t executed, the screen component evaluates to null.

SEE ALSO:

Flow Resource: Global Constant

Standard Flow Screen Components
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Flow Screen Input Component: Checkbox Group

EDITIONS

Available in: both Salesforce
Classic and Lightning
Experience

Available in: Essentials,
Professional, Enterprise,
Performance, Unlimited,
and Developer Editions

Let users choose multiple options in a checkbox format.

Configure the Checkbox Group Component

DescriptionAttribute

An API name can include underscores and alphanumeric characters
without spaces. It must begin with a letter and can’t end with an
underscore. It also can’t have two consecutive underscores.

API Name

Add at least one choice, record choice set, or picklist choice set to this
component. Available only when you add a choice component to the
screen component.

Choice

Note:  You can’t reorder choices or select the same choice twice.
Choices must be compatible with the component’s Data Type
setting.

Modify a choice component type.Component Type

If the user can select only one option, these component types become
available:

• Picklist

• Radio Buttons

If the user can select multiple options, these component types become
available:

• Checkbox Group

• Multi-select Picklist

Only Text choices are supported for this component.Data Type

Pre-selected choice for the component. If the associated screen isn’t
executed or the conditions for component visibility aren’t met, the stored
value of the component is null.

Default Value

User-friendly text that displays to the left of the component.Label

Give your users more context with this screen component. The text you
enter is available in an info bubble next to the component.

Provide Help

Requires users to select a value before they can move to the next screen.Require

Configure when the component is displayed using conditional logic.

You can set the components to:

Set Component
Visibility

• Always be displayed

• When all conditions are met (AND)

• When any condition is met (OR)

• When custom conditional logic is met
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Considerations

When a user clicks the info bubble for a Checkbox Group component, the help text appears in a separate window. For other types of
Salesforce-provided components, the help text appears in a popover.

SEE ALSO:

Standard Flow Screen Components

Flow Screen Input Component: Choice Lookup

EDITIONS

Available in: both Salesforce
Classic and Lightning
Experience

Available in: Essentials,
Professional, Enterprise,
Performance, Unlimited,
and Developer Editions

Let users search for and select one option from a set of choices on a flow screen. The component
supports external data values, picklist values, static values, and records represented as Text.

Configure the Choice Lookup Component

DescriptionAttribute

User-friendly text that appears above the component.Label

An API name can include underscores and alphanumeric characters
without spaces. It must begin with a letter and can’t end with an
underscore. It also can’t have two consecutive underscores.

API Name

Requires users to select a value before they can move to the next screen.Require

Text that appears in the field when it’s empty. Use placeholder text to
give users a hint about what to enter in the field.

This attribute accepts single-value resources. The value is treated as text.

Placeholder
Text

Add at least one Choice resource such as a record choice set or picklist
choice set to this component. Available only when you add a choice
component to the screen component.

Choice

Note:  You can’t reorder choices or select the same choice twice.
Choices must be compatible with the component’s Data Type
setting.

Access the Choice Lookup Component’s Values in the Flow

The flow stores these attributes automatically. You can’t store output values for the Choice Lookup component manually.

DescriptionAttribute

The label of the choice option that the user running the flow selected.

Reference the value later in the flow as {!choiceLookup.selectedChoiceLabels}.

selectedChoiceLabels

The value of the choice option that the user running the flow selected.

Reference the value later in the flow as {!choiceLookup.selectedChoiceValues}.

selectedChoiceValues
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Considerations

• The Choice Lookup flow screen component isn’t supported for Lightning Out (beta).

• The component searches for matches only in the Choice Label field of the Choice resource that you specify.

• Like other Choice fields, the Choice Lookup component supports the Was Selected operator.

• The search is case-sensitive.

• Initially, 20 choice options display. As you scroll, more choice options load in groups of 100, up to the maximum of 1,020.

• If you apply a filter after loading your initial choices, the display resets, showing the new 20 choices.

SEE ALSO:

Choosing a Lookup Option for a Flow Screen

Flow Screen Input Component: Currency

EDITIONS

Available in: both Salesforce
Classic and Lightning
Experience

Available in: Essentials,
Professional, Enterprise,
Performance, Unlimited,
and Developer Editions

Let users enter currency values from a flow screen.

Configure the Currency Component

DescriptionAttribute

An API name can include underscores and alphanumeric characters
without spaces. It must begin with a letter and can’t end with an
underscore. It also can’t have two consecutive underscores.

API Name

Controls the number of digits to the right of the decimal point up to 17
places. If you leave this field blank or set it to zero, only whole numbers
appear when your flow runs.

Decimal Places

Pre-populated value for the component. If the associated screen isn’t
executed or the conditions for component visibility aren’t met, the stored
value of the component is null.

Default Value

User-friendly text that displays to the left of the component.Label

Give your users more context with this screen component. The text you
enter is available in an info bubble next to the component.

Provide Help

Requires users to enter a value before they can move to the next screen.Require

Provide a formula that evaluates whether what the user entered is valid
and the error message to display if invalid.

Validate Input

SEE ALSO:

Standard Flow Screen Components
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Flow Screen Input Component: Data Table

EDITIONS

Available in: both Salesforce
Classic and Lightning
Experience

Available in: Essentials,
Professional, Enterprise,
Performance, Unlimited,
and Developer Editions

Let users select records from a table in a flow.

Configure the Data Table Name

DescriptionAttribute

An API name can include underscores and alphanumeric characters
without spaces. It must begin with a letter and can’t end with an
underscore. It also can’t have two consecutive underscores.

API Name

If you select Use Label as the table title, user-friendly text that appears
above the component.

Label

Indicates whether to display the Label value above the table when you
run the flow.

Use Label as
the table
title

Configure the Data Table Source

DescriptionAttribute

Collection of records to use to populate the table.Source Collection

Enables users to search and filter their record results.Show search bar

Configure the Data Table Rows

DescriptionAttribute

Indicates how many rows the user can select in the table. You can set the value to:

Multiple
The user can select any number of rows between the Minimum Row Selection and Maximum
Row Selection values.

Row Selection Mode

Single
The user can select up to one row.

View only
The user can’t select any rows.

Specifies the minimum number of rows that the user must select.Minimum Row
Selection

Specifies the maximum number of rows that the user can select.Maximum Row
Selection

Collection that specifies which records to preselect in the table.Default Selection

Specifies whether the user must select a row before navigating to the next screen.Require user to make
a selection
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Configure the Data Table Columns

To add the first column to the table, configure these fields. To add subsequent columns, click Add column. Drag and drop the columns
to reorder them.

DescriptionAttribute

Field from the Source Collection object to display in the column.Source Field

Indicates whether to display the column Label value you specify as the column header.Custom column label

If Custom column label is selected, text to display as the column header. The text is also read by screen
readers.

Label

Specifies how text that is longer than the width of the column appears. You can set the value to:

Wrap Text
The screen displays the text on multiple lines.

Default Text
Overflow Mode

Clip Text
The screen truncates the text to fit.

Set the Component Visibility

DescriptionAttribute

Configure when the component is displayed using conditional logic.

You can set the components to:

Component Visibility

• Always be displayed

• When all conditions are met (AND)

• When any condition is met (OR)

• When custom conditional logic is met

Store the Data Table Component’s Values in the Flow

The flow stores values automatically. If you store values manually, store the attribute’s output value in a variable.

To store values manually, select Manually assign variables (advanced).

All attributes are available to store in flow variables, but most likely you must store these attributes.

DescriptionAttribute

First record in the table selected by the flow user. If a user selects two records, this record is the first
selected record from top to bottom.

First Selected Row

The list of records that the user selects. The records are ordered according to their position in the table
from top to bottom.

Selected Rows
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Tip: By default, screen components that require Lightning runtime have no memory. If a user enters a value and takes one of
these actions, then the value is lost.

• Navigates to another screen and returns to the component’s screen.

• Pauses the flow then resumes it.

• Navigates to the next screen and triggers an input validation error.

Setting the attribute enables a flow to remember the value. The flow stores the value automatically. If you store values manually,
store the attribute’s output value in a variable.

Considerations

• The Data Table flow screen component isn’t compatible with mobile devices.

• If you use the Get Records flow element to retrieve the records to display in the Data Table, select Choose fields and let Salesforce
do the rest for the best performance.

• A Data Table can display up to 200 rows. If you’ve set Maximum Row Selection in a previous release to greater than 200, you get a
validation error when you run the flow.

• The maximum height of a Data Table is 400 pixels.

• A Data Table can display up to 1,500 records. However, your search is performed on the entire dataset.

• If you apply a filter after loading your initial records, only the new results are shown. The initial records are no longer included in the
display.

• If a Data Table includes a formula field and records or updates to records that haven’t been committed to the database, the table
doesn’t evaluate the formula properly.

For records that don’t exist in the database, update the value of the formula field with an assignment using a static value or Formula
resource. Doing so doesn’t affect any subsequent Create or Update operations in the flow.

For existing records that have been updated, use an invocable action to reevaluate the formula, or use the IN operator to refresh the
records and formula field values.

• If you include a lookup or master-detail relationship field in a Data Table, the table doesn’t display the field value. For example, a
Data Table can’t display the Name field of a related record. To display field values from related records, use object formula fields. You
can also use object formula fields to link to related record fields, for example:

HYPERLINK( "/" & CASESAFEID(Id), Related_Record__r.Name, "_self" )

• The Data Table component displays Date, Time, and Date/Time fields in UTC or Universal Time Coordinated time. To format a Date,
Time, or Date/Time field in the user’s locale, add a custom formula field on the object that calls the TEXT() function on the Date,
Time, or Date/Time field.

• You can’t search the Time field.
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Flow Screen Input Component: Date

EDITIONS

Available in: both Salesforce
Classic and Lightning
Experience

Available in: Essentials,
Professional, Enterprise,
Performance, Unlimited,
and Developer Editions

Let users enter date values from a flow screen.

Configure the Data Component

DescriptionAttribute

An API name can include underscores and alphanumeric characters
without spaces. It must begin with a letter and can’t end with an
underscore. It also can’t have two consecutive underscores.

API Name

Pre-populated value for the component. If the associated screen isn’t
executed or the conditions for component visibility aren’t met, the stored
value of the component is null.

Default Value

User-friendly text that displays to the left of the component.Label

Give your users more context with this screen component. The text you
enter is available in an info bubble next to the component.

Provide Help

Requires users to enter a value before they can move to the next screen.Require

Provide a formula that evaluates whether what the user entered is valid
and the error message to display if invalid.

Validate Input

SEE ALSO:

Standard Flow Screen Components

Flow Screen Input Component: Date & Time

EDITIONS

Available in: both Salesforce
Classic and Lightning
Experience

Available in: Essentials,
Professional, Enterprise,
Performance, Unlimited,
and Developer Editions

Let users enter date and time values from a flow screen, such as to request an appointment.

Configure the Date & Time Component

DescriptionAttribute

An API name can include underscores and alphanumeric characters
without spaces. It must begin with a letter and can’t end with an
underscore. It also can’t have two consecutive underscores.

API Name

Pre-populated value for the component. If the associated screen isn’t
executed or the conditions for component visibility aren’t met, the stored
value of the component is null.

Default Value

User-friendly text that displays to the left of the component.Label

Give your users more context with this screen component. The text you
enter is available in an info bubble next to the component.

Provide Help

Requires users to enter a value before they can move to the next screen.Require
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DescriptionAttribute

Provide a formula that evaluates whether what the user entered is valid and the error message to
display if invalid.

Validate Input

SEE ALSO:

Standard Flow Screen Components

Flow Screen Input Component: Dependent Picklists

EDITIONS

Available in: both Salesforce
Classic and Lightning
Experience

Available in: Essentials,
Professional, Enterprise,
Performance, Unlimited,
and Developer Editions

Display picklists in a flow screen in which the options for one picklist depend on the selected value
of another picklist. The Dependent Picklists screen component determines which options to display
in each picklist by using an existing field dependency in your org. A field dependency connects two
picklist fields on the same object.

Note:  This screen component requires Lightning runtime.

Configure the Dependent Picklists Component

Tip:  Before you add a Dependent Picklists screen component to your flow, define field
dependencies for the appropriate picklist fields in your org.

You can select resources from the flow, such as variables or global constants, or you can manually enter a value.

DescriptionAttribute

An API name can include underscores and alphanumeric characters without spaces. It must begin
with a letter and can’t end with an underscore. It also can’t have two consecutive underscores.

API Name

The API name of the object. The picklist fields that you identify in Picklist 1 API Name, Picklist 2 API
Name, and Picklist 3 API Name must be associated with this object.

This attribute accepts single-value resources. The value is treated as text.

Object API Name

The API name of the first picklist field. For the specified object, this picklist field must be the controlling
field in a field dependency between Picklist 1 and Picklist 2.

This attribute accepts single-value resources. The value is treated as text.

Picklist 1 API Name

The label for the first picklist field.

This attribute accepts single-value resources. The value is treated as text.

Picklist 1 Label

To make Picklist 1 required, use {!$GlobalConstant.True}.Picklist 1 Required

The default selection for the first picklist field. Configuring this attribute pre-selects an option for the
field.

This attribute accepts single-value resources. The value is treated as text.

Picklist 1 Value
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DescriptionAttribute

The API name of the second picklist field. For the specified object, this picklist field must be the
dependent field in a field dependency between Picklist 1 and Picklist 2. If you display a third picklist
field, Picklist 2 must be the controlling field in a field dependency between Picklist 2 and Picklist 3.

This attribute accepts single-value resources. The value is treated as text.

Picklist 2 API Name

The label for the second picklist field.

This attribute accepts single-value resources. That value is treated as text.

Picklist 2 Label

To make Picklist 2 required, use {!$GlobalConstant.True}.Picklist 2 Required

The default selection for the second picklist field. Configuring this attribute pre-selects an option for
the field.

This attribute accepts single-value resources. The value is treated as text.

Picklist 2 Value

The API name of the third picklist field. For the specified object, this picklist field must be the dependent
field in a field dependency between Picklist 2 and Picklist 3.

This attribute accepts single-value resources. That value is treated as text.

Picklist 3 API Name

The label for the third picklist field.

This attribute accepts single-value resources. The value is treated as text.

Picklist 3 Label

To make Picklist 3 required, use {!$GlobalConstant.True}.Picklist 3 Required

The default selection for the third picklist field. Configuring this attribute pre-selects an option for the
field.

This attribute accepts single-value resources. The value is treated as text.

Picklist 3 Value

Store the Dependent Picklists Component’s Values in the Flow

The flow stores values automatically. If you store values manually, store the attribute’s output value in a variable.

To store values manually, select Manually assign variables (advanced).

All attributes are available to store in flow variables. Most likely, you must store one of these attributes.

DescriptionAttribute

What the user selected for the first picklist field.

You can store this value in a single-value Text variable or a Text field on a record variable.

Picklist 1 Value

What the user selected for the second picklist field.

You can store this value in a single-value Text variable or a Text field on a record variable.

Picklist 2 Value

What the user selected for the third picklist field.

You can store this value in a single-value Text variable or a Text field on a record variable.

Picklist 3 Value
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Tip: By default, screen components that require Lightning runtime have no memory. If a user enters a value and takes one of
these actions, then the value is lost.

• Navigates to another screen and returns to the component’s screen.

• Pauses the flow then resumes it.

• Navigates to the next screen and triggers an input validation error.

Setting the attribute enables a flow to remember the value. The flow stores the value automatically. If you store values manually,
store the attribute’s output value in a variable.

Example: In a Dinner Order flow, users select a specific dessert. Each dessert comes in different flavors, and the flavor options
change based on the dessert that the user selects.

1. On the Order custom object, define two picklist fields: Dessert and Flavor.

2. Define a field dependency between Dessert and Flavor, where Dessert is the controlling picklist. Identify which Flavor options
apply to each Dessert option.

3. In your flow screen, add a Dependent Picklists screen component. Configure the component with these values.

ValueAttribute

Order__cObject API Name

Dessert__cPicklist 1 API
Name

DessertPicklist 1 Label

Flavor__cPicklist 2 Value

FlavorPicklist 2 Label

When a user runs the flow, the options for Flavor change based on what’s selected for Dessert.
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Considerations

Screen input component values are set to null when they’re hidden by conditional visibility. But hidden picklists in a Dependent Picklists
component aren’t set to null unless the entire Dependent Picklists component is hidden.

SEE ALSO:

Standard Flow Screen Components

Define Field Dependencies

Flow Screen Input Component: Display Image

EDITIONS

Available in: both Salesforce
Classic and Lightning
Experience

Available in: Essentials,
Professional, Enterprise,
Performance, Unlimited,
and Developer Editions

Easily insert images in flow screens. Upload images to Salesforce as static resources and then you
can reference them while configuring the component.

For information about adding screen components to your flow screen, see Flow Element: Screen.

Note:  This screen component requires Lightning runtime.

Configure the Display Image Component

DescriptionAttribute

An API name can include underscores and alphanumeric characters
without spaces. It must begin with a letter and can’t end with an
underscore. It also can’t have two consecutive underscores.

API Name

If you don't want the browser to determine the image's horizontal
alignment, enter a specific alignment value. Valid values are: left, center,
or right.

This attribute accepts single-value resources. The value is treated as text.

Horizontal
Alignment

Alternative text for screen readers and other assistive technology and for
browsers that can’t load the image. Provide a meaningful description
unless the image is purely decorative or redundant.

To have assistive technology skip the image, set Image Alt Text
to {!$GlobalConstant.EmptyString}.

Image Alt Text
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DescriptionAttribute

If you don't set this attribute, assistive technology reads the file path from the image source (img
src), which can confuse your users and potentially create an accessibility compliance issue.

This attribute accepts single-value resources. The value is treated as text.

Override the CSS for your image by providing your own CSS string. Example: border-radius:
8px; box-shadow: 10px 5px 5px blue; opacity: 0.75;

This attribute accepts single-value resources. The value is treated as text.

Image CSS

If you don't want the browser to determine the image height, enter a specific height value. Valid values
are a number and unit, or a percentage of the container. Examples: 200px, 2cm, 50%. If you enter a
number value and don’t enter a unit value, the unit value defaults to pixels.

This attribute accepts single-value resources. The value is treated as text.

Image Height

Required. The name of a static resource that contains an image file. The image should be a .png  or
.jpg  file.

This attribute accepts single-value resources. The value is treated as text.

Image Name

If you don't want the browser to determine the image width, enter a specific width value. Valid values
are a number and unit, or a percentage of the container. Examples: 200px, 2cm, 50%. If you enter a
number value and don’t enter a unit value, the unit value defaults to pixels.

This attribute accepts single-value resources. The value is treated as text.

Image Width

Store the Display Image Component’s Values in the Flow

The flow stores values automatically. If you store values manually, store the attribute’s output value in a variable.

To store values manually, select Manually assign variables (advanced).

Tip: By default, screen components that require Lightning runtime have no memory. If a user enters a value and takes one of
these actions, then the value is lost.

• Navigates to another screen and returns to the component’s screen.

• Pauses the flow then resumes it.

• Navigates to the next screen and triggers an input validation error.

Setting the attribute enables a flow to remember the value. The flow stores the value automatically. If you store values manually,
store the attribute’s output value in a variable.

SEE ALSO:

Standard Flow Screen Components
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Flow Screen Input Component: Email

EDITIONS

Available in: both Salesforce
Classic and Lightning
Experience

Available in: Essentials,
Professional, Enterprise,
Performance, Unlimited,
and Developer Editions

Let users enter email address values from a flow screen.

Note:  This screen component requires Lightning runtime.

Configure the Email Component

You can select resources from the flow, such as variables or global constants, or you can manually enter a value.

DescriptionAttribute

An API name can include underscores and alphanumeric characters without spaces. It must begin
with a letter and can’t end with an underscore. It also can’t have two consecutive underscores.

API Name

If set to $GlobalConstant.True, the user can’t modify or copy the value.

This attribute accepts single-value Boolean resources.

Disabled

The label that appears above the email field.

This attribute accepts single-value resources. The value is treated as text.

Label

Text that appears in the field when it’s empty. Use placeholder text to give users a hint about what
to enter in the field.

This attribute accepts single-value resources. The value is treated as text.

Placeholder Text

If set to $GlobalConstant.True, the user can’t modify the value, but the user can copy it.

This attribute accepts single-value Boolean resources.

Read Only

If set to $GlobalConstant.True, the user must enter a value.

This attribute accepts single-value Boolean resources.

Required

The value of the email field. Setting this attribute prepopulates the field. To use the value that the user
enters, store this attribute’s output in a variable.

The Email component validates that the entered email address follows this pattern:
local-part@domain. For example, user@example, user@example.com, and
user.name@example.com  are all valid

Value

This attribute accepts single-value resources. The value is treated as text.

Store the Email Component’s Values in the Flow

The flow stores values automatically. If you store values manually, store the attribute’s output value in a variable.

To store values manually, select Manually assign variables (advanced).
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All attributes are available to store in flow variables, but Value is the most likely attribute you must store.

To store the email address that the user entered, store the Value attribute in a flow variable.

Tip: By default, screen components that require Lightning runtime have no memory. If a user enters a value and takes one of
these actions, then the value is lost.

• Navigates to another screen and returns to the component’s screen.

• Pauses the flow then resumes it.

• Navigates to the next screen and triggers an input validation error.

Setting the attribute enables a flow to remember the value. The flow stores the value automatically. If you store values manually,
store the attribute’s output value in a variable.

SEE ALSO:

Standard Flow Screen Components

Flow Screen Input Component: Enhanced Message

EDITIONS

Messaging is available in:
Lightning Experience with
the Digital Engagement
add-on SKU

Messaging is available in:
Enterprise, Unlimited, and
Developer Editions with
Service Cloud or Sales Cloud

Let users send a messaging component in an enhanced Messaging session.

Configure the Enhanced Message Component

DescriptionAttribute

An API name can include underscores and alphanumeric characters
without spaces. It must begin with a letter and can’t end with an
underscore. It also can’t have two consecutive underscores.

API Name

The variable containing the record ID of the messaging session.Messaging
Session ID

The messaging component to incorporate into the screen-based flow—for
example, a time selector component. Create messaging components on
the Messaging Components page in Setup.

Messaging
Component Name

The list of time slot options to show to the customer, generated by a
custom Apex action. This field is visible only if a time selector messaging
component is selected.

Time Slot
Options

The type of record to show to the customer—for example, Case. This field
is visible only if a question with dynamic options messaging component
is selected.

Object Type

The record variable that determines which records of the selected object
type to show to the customer. This field is visible only if a question with
dynamic options messaging component is selected.

Record
Variable

The name of a custom parameter on the selected messaging component.Parameter Name

The type of custom parameter. Valid values are Variable and Literal. The
value defaults to Variable.

Parameter
Value Type
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DescriptionAttribute

The value to pass into the parameter—for example, a question to precede a list of options.Value

The variable to pass into the parameter—for example, a variable containing the contact’s name.Variable

SEE ALSO:

Standard Flow Screen Components

Salesforce Help: Send Structured Content with Messaging Components

Flow Screen Input Component: File Upload

EDITIONS

Available in: both Salesforce
Classic and Lightning
Experience

Available in: Essentials,
Professional, Enterprise,
Performance, Unlimited,
and Developer Editions

Let users upload files from a flow screen.

Note:  This screen component requires Lightning runtime.

Configure the File Upload Component

You can select resources from the flow, such as variables or global constants, or you can manually enter a value.

DescriptionAttribute

Using the format .ext, enter a comma-separated list of the file extensions that the user can upload.

This attribute accepts single-value resources. The value is treated as text.

Accepted Formats
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DescriptionAttribute

If set to $GlobalConstant.True, the user can upload multiple files.

This attribute accepts single-value Boolean resources.

Allow Multiple Files

An API name can include underscores and alphanumeric characters without spaces. It must begin
with a letter and can’t end with an underscore. It also can’t have two consecutive underscores.

API Name

If set to $GlobalConstant.True, the component is disabled.

This attribute accepts single-value Boolean resources.

Disabled

Required. Label that appears above the upload button.

This attribute accepts single-value resources. The value is treated as text.

File Upload Label

Tooltip that appears when the user hovers over the component.

This attribute accepts single-value resources. The value is treated as text.

Hover Text

Required. ID of the record to associate the files with. If no value is passed, the component is disabled.

This attribute accepts single-value resources. The value is treated as text.

Related Record ID

Note:  Custom fields added to the ContentVersion object page are rendered in Experience Cloud sites through the
contentVersionEditWizard. The contentVersionEditWizard is supported on desktop, but not mobile. Since there’s no screen in
mobile to edit or add details to custom fields, file uploads fail when custom fields are marked as required.

Store the File Upload Component’s Values in the Flow

All attributes are available to store in flow variables, but usually you must store one of these attributes. The values are assigned to the
flow variables when the user navigates to the next screen.

DescriptionAttribute

The IDs of the uploaded files.

You can store this value in a Text collection variable.

Content Document IDs

The names of the uploaded files.

You can store this value in a Text collection variable.

Upload File Names

File Upload Limits

By default, you can upload up to 10 files simultaneously, unless Salesforce changed that limit. The org limit for the number of files
simultaneously uploaded is 25 files with a minimum of one file. The maximum file size you can upload is 2 GB. In Experience Cloud sites,
the file size limits and types allowed follow the settings determined by site file moderation. By default, guest user files are blocked from
being uploaded. Admins can change the settings to let guest users upload files. From Setup > , select > General Settings, and then
select Allow site guest users to upload files. This setting is only valid if the Secure guest user record access setting is enabled in the
org.
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Note:  The file upload component isn’t supported on mobile app or browser when used with flows that are accessed through
URLs. This restriction doesn’t apply when the file upload component is used in Lightning App Builder or Experience Builder.

Lightning Out doesn’t support the File Upload component.

SEE ALSO:

Standard Flow Screen Components

Flow Screen Input Component: Long Text Area

EDITIONS

Available in: both Salesforce
Classic and Lightning
Experience

Available in: Essentials,
Professional, Enterprise,
Performance, Unlimited,
and Developer Editions

Let users enter a paragraph or two of text from a flow screen.

Configure the Long Text Area Component

DescriptionAttribute

An API name can include underscores and alphanumeric characters
without spaces. It must begin with a letter and can’t end with an
underscore. It also can’t have two consecutive underscores.

API Name

Pre-populated value for the component. If the associated screen isn’t
executed or the conditions for component visibility aren’t met, the stored
value of the component is null.

Default Value

User-friendly text that displays to the left of the component.Label

Give your users more context with this screen component. The text you
enter is available in an info bubble next to the component.

Provide Help

Requires users to enter a value before they can move to the next screen.Require

Provide a formula that evaluates whether what the user entered is valid
and the error message to display if invalid.

Validate Input

SEE ALSO:

Standard Flow Screen Components

Flow Screen Input Component: Lookup

EDITIONS

Available in: both Salesforce
Classic and Lightning
Experience

Available in: Essentials,
Professional, Enterprise,
Performance, Unlimited,
and Developer Editions

Let users search for and select one or more records in a flow.

Configure the Lookup Component

DescriptionAttribute

An API name can include underscores and alphanumeric characters
without spaces. It must begin with a letter and can’t end with an
underscore. It also can’t have two consecutive underscores.

API Name

The API name of a lookup field on the source object.Field API Name
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DescriptionAttribute

User-friendly text that displays to the left of the component.Label

The API name of the source object.Object API Name

The maximum number of records that the user can select. The default value is 1.Maximum Selections

Initially, if Maximum Selections is 1  or Maximum Selections is greater than 1 and the Record ID
Collection field is null, the record ID selected by default for the lookup.

When a user runs the flow, the value changes to the flow user’s selection.

Record Id

Initially, if Maximum Selections is greater than 1, the default record IDs for the lookup.

If Maximum Selections is greater than 1 and the Record ID field is null, the first value is the record
IDs selected by default for the lookup.

Record Id Collection

You can specify any number of record IDs up to the Maximum Selections value.

When a user runs the flow, the value changes to the flow user’s selections.

Requires users to enter a value before they can move to the next screen.Require

Store the Lookup Component’s Values in the Flow

The flow stores values automatically. If you store values manually, store the attribute’s output value in a variable.

To store values manually, select Manually assign variables (advanced).

All attributes are available to store in flow variables, but most likely you must store these attributes.

DescriptionAttribute

If the Maximum Selections value is 1, the ID of the record that the user selects.

You can store this value in a Text variable.

Record ID

If the Maximum Selections value is greater than 1, the list of IDs of the records that the user selects.

If the Maximum Selections value is 1 and Record ID is null, the first value in the collection is the ID of
the record that the user selects.

Record ID Collection

You can store this value in a Text collection variable.

If the Maximum Selections value is 1, the value of the Name field of the record that the user selects.

If the Maximum Selections value is greater than 1, the value of the Name field of first record that the
user selects.

Record Name

You can store this value in a Text variable.

This value isn’t populated when the Name field of the record is an external object.

Tip: By default, screen components that require Lightning runtime have no memory. If a user enters a value and takes one of
these actions, then the value is lost.

• Navigates to another screen and returns to the component’s screen.
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• Pauses the flow then resumes it.

• Navigates to the next screen and triggers an input validation error.

Setting the attribute enables a flow to remember the value. The flow stores the value automatically. If you store values manually,
store the attribute’s output value in a variable.

Considerations

• Dependent lookup filters aren’t enforced for the Lookup component in a flow. Other lookup filters are enforced the same as they
are in Lightning Experience record pages. When the flow accesses the Salesforce database, lookup filters are enforced. For example,
when the flow executes the Create Records element, the flow fails if the value of the lookup field doesn’t meet the lookup filter
requirements.

• The running user of a flow must have the Create permission on the source object. For example, to search a contact’s account, the
running user must have the Create permission on the Contact object.

• A custom lookup field to a user record isn’t supported.

Tip:  To let a flow user choose from a list of user records, employ a standard User lookup field like CreatedById  or
LastModifiedById. OwnerId  isn’t supported.

• At run time, when the flow user types two characters in the field, it shows up to five recent records whose Name  field matches the
query.

• Dependent lookup filters aren’t supported.

• During run time, if the lookup field defined in Field API Name isn’t on an assigned page layout, the lookup component displays
Search undefined.... To display the correct text, add the defined lookup field to all of the source object’s page layouts that
are assigned to running users.

• Invalid Record IDs are ignored. A Record ID is invalid if it isn’t a valid Salesforce Record ID or its key prefix doesn’t match with the field
API name object.

• If the Maximum Selections value is 1 and the Record ID Collection and Record ID are both changed, the Record ID takes precedence.
The Record ID Collection is ignored.

• If the Maximum Selections value is greater than 1, the Record ID Collection takes precedence when Record ID is populated. But, if
Record ID Collection isn’t populated, the Record ID is used to populate Record ID Collection as a single it

• Relationship fields that are related to more than one object, also known as polymorphic fields, aren’t supported. For example, because
a task record’s WhoId field can be related to a contact or a lead, it isn’t supported for this component.

SEE ALSO:

Standard Flow Screen Components

Considerations for Lookup Filters

The Enhanced Page Layout Editor
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Flow Screen Input Component: Multi-Select Picklist

EDITIONS

Available in: both Salesforce
Classic and Lightning
Experience

Available in: Essentials,
Professional, Enterprise,
Performance, Unlimited,
and Developer Editions

Let users choose multiple options in a picklist format.

Configure the Multi-Select Picklist Component

DescriptionAttribute

An API name can include underscores and alphanumeric characters
without spaces. It must begin with a letter and can’t end with an
underscore. It also can’t have two consecutive underscores.

API Name

Add at least one choice, record choice set, or picklist choice set to this
component. Available only when you add a choice component to the
screen component.

Choice

Note:  You can’t reorder choices or select the same choice twice.
Choices must be compatible with the component’s Data Type
setting.

Modify a choice component type.Component Type

If the user can select only one option, these component types become
available:

• Picklist

• Radio Buttons

If the user can select multiple options, these component types become
available:

• Checkbox Group

• Multi-select Picklist

Only Text choices are supported for this component.Data Type

Pre-selected choice for the component. If the associated screen isn’t
executed or the conditions for component visibility aren’t met, the stored
value of the component is null.

Default Value

User-friendly text that displays to the left of the component.Label

Specifies whether the user can choose only one option or multiple options.
When you select Yes for Let Users Select Multiple Options, Data Type is

Let Users
Select

automatically set to Text, and non-text Choice resources are cleared from
the component configuration.

Multiple
Options

Give your users more context with this screen component. The text you
enter is available in an info bubble next to the component.

Provide Help

Requires users to select a value before they can move to the next screen.Require
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DescriptionAttribute

Configure when the component is displayed using conditional logic.

You can set the components to:

Set Component
Visibility

• Always be displayed

• When all conditions are met (AND)

• When any condition is met (OR)

• When custom conditional logic is met

SEE ALSO:

Standard Flow Screen Components

Flow Screen Input Component: Name

EDITIONS

Available in: both Salesforce
Classic and Lightning
Experience

Available in: Essentials,
Professional, Enterprise,
Performance, Unlimited,
and Developer Editions

Let users enter multiple name values with one screen component. Instead of the Name screen
component, you can use Text input fields to capture name information, but it takes a lot more
configuration.

Note:  This screen component requires Lightning runtime.

Configure the Name Component

You can select resources from the flow, such as variables or global constants, or you can manually enter a value.

DescriptionAttribute

An API name can include underscores and alphanumeric characters without spaces. It must begin
with a letter and can’t end with an underscore. It also can’t have two consecutive underscores.

API Name

If set to $GlobalConstant.True, the user can’t modify or copy the value.

This attribute accepts single-value Boolean resources.

Disabled
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DescriptionAttribute

By default, the component displays only the First Name and Last Name fields, but other fields are
available. To customize which fields to display at run time, set this attribute to a comma-separated
list of the field names.

Fields to Display

• For First Name, use firstName

• For Last Name, use lastName

• For Middle Name, use middleName

• For Informal Name, use informalName

• For Salutation, use salutation

• For Suffix, use suffix

Note:  This attribute doesn’t control the order that the fields display in.

For example, to display all the fields, set this attribute to firstName, lastName,
middleName, informalName, salutation, suffix.

This attribute accepts single-value resources. The value is treated as text.

The value of the First Name field. Setting this attribute prepopulates the field. To use the value that
the user enters, store this attribute’s output in a variable.

This attribute accepts single-value resources. The value is treated as text.

First Name

The value of the Informal Name field. Setting this attribute prepopulates the field. To use the value
that the user enters, store this attribute’s output in a variable.

This attribute accepts single-value resources. The value is treated as text.

Informal Name

The label that appears above the name fields.

This attribute accepts single-value resources. The value is treated as text.

Label

The value of the Last Name field. Setting this attribute prepopulates the field. To use the value that
the user enters, store this attribute’s output in a variable.

This attribute accepts single-value resources. The value is treated as text.

Last Name

The value of the Middle Name field. Setting this attribute prepopulates the field. To use the value that
the user enters, store this attribute’s output in a variable.

This attribute accepts single-value resources. The value is treated as text.

Middle Name

If set to $GlobalConstant.True, the user can’t modify the value, but the user can copy it.

This attribute accepts single-value Boolean resources.

Read Only

The value of the Salutation field. Setting this attribute prepopulates the field. To use the value that
the user enters, store this attribute’s output in a variable.

This attribute accepts single-value resources. The value is treated as text.

Salutation
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DescriptionAttribute

By default, the options for Salutation are Mr., Mrs., and Ms. To override these options, set this attribute
to a comma-separated list of values.

This attribute accepts single-value resources. The value is treated as text.

Salutation Options

The value of the Suffix field. Setting this attribute prepopulates the field. To use the value that the user
enters, store this attribute’s output in a variable.

This attribute accepts single-value resources. The value is treated as text.

Suffix

Store the Name Component’s Values in the Flow

The flow stores values automatically. If you store values manually, store the attribute’s output value in a variable.

To store values manually, select Manually assign variables (advanced).

All attributes are available to store in flow variables. Most likely, you must store one of these attributes.

DescriptionAttribute

What the user entered in the First Name field.

This value can be stored in a single-value Text variable or a Text field on a record variable.

First Name

What the user entered in the Informal Name field.

This value can be stored in a single-value Text variable or a Text field on a record variable.

Informal Name

What the user entered in the Last Name field.

This value can be stored in a single-value Text variable or a Text field on a record variable.

Last Name

What the user entered in the Middle Name field.

This value can be stored in a single-value Text variable or a Text field on a record variable.

Middle Name

What the user entered in the Salutation field.

This value can be stored in a single-value Text variable or a Text field on a record variable.

Salutation

What the user entered in the Suffix field.

This value can be stored in a single-value Text variable or a Text field on a record variable.

Suffix

Tip: By default, screen components that require Lightning runtime have no memory. If a user enters a value and takes one of
these actions, then the value is lost.

• Navigates to another screen and returns to the component’s screen.

• Pauses the flow then resumes it.

• Navigates to the next screen and triggers an input validation error.
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Setting the attribute enables a flow to remember the value. The flow stores the value automatically. If you store values manually,
store the attribute’s output value in a variable.

SEE ALSO:

Standard Flow Screen Components

Flow Screen Input Component: Number

EDITIONS

Available in: both Salesforce
Classic and Lightning
Experience

Available in: Essentials,
Professional, Enterprise,
Performance, Unlimited,
and Developer Editions

Let users enter number values from a flow screen.

Configure the Number Component

DescriptionAttribute

An API name can include underscores and alphanumeric characters
without spaces. It must begin with a letter and can’t end with an
underscore. It also can’t have two consecutive underscores.

API Name

Controls the number of digits to the right of the decimal point up to 17
places. If you leave this field blank or set it to zero, only whole numbers
appear when your flow runs.

Decimal Places

Pre-populated value for the component. If the associated screen isn’t
executed or the conditions for component visibility aren’t met, the stored
value of the component is null.

Default Value

User-friendly text that displays to the left of the component.Label

Give your users more context with this screen component. The text you
enter is available in an info bubble next to the component.

Provide Help

Requires users to enter a value before they can move to the next screen.Require

Provide a formula that evaluates whether what the user entered is valid
and the error message to display if invalid.

Validate Input

SEE ALSO:

Standard Flow Screen Components
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Flow Screen Input Component: Password

EDITIONS

Available in: both Salesforce
Classic and Lightning
Experience

Available in: Essentials,
Professional, Enterprise,
Performance, Unlimited,
and Developer Editions

Let users enter sensitive information in a flow screen, such as a social security number. Text entered
by the user is masked.

Note:  This screen component doesn’t encrypt the value entered by the user. When the flow
references a Password screen component, such as in an Assignment element or a Display
Text screen component, the value isn’t masked.

Configure the Password Component

DescriptionAttribute

An API name can include underscores and alphanumeric characters
without spaces. It must begin with a letter and can’t end with an
underscore. It also can’t have two consecutive underscores.

API Name

Pre-populated value for the component. If the associated screen isn’t
executed or the conditions for component visibility aren’t met, the stored
value of the component is null.

Default Value

User-friendly text that displays to the left of the component.Label

Give your users more context with this screen component. The text you
enter is available in an info bubble next to the component.

Provide Help

Requires users to enter a value before they can move to the next screen.Require

Provide a formula that evaluates whether what the user entered is valid
and the error message to display if invalid.

Validate Input

SEE ALSO:

Standard Flow Screen Components

Flow Screen Input Component: Phone

EDITIONS

Available in: both Salesforce
Classic and Lightning
Experience

Available in: Essentials,
Professional, Enterprise,
Performance, Unlimited,
and Developer Editions

Let users enter phone values from a flow screen.

Note:  This screen component requires Lightning runtime.

Configure the Phone Component

You can select resources from the flow, such as variables or global constants, or you can manually enter a value.
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DescriptionAttribute

An API name can include underscores and alphanumeric characters without spaces. It must begin
with a letter and can’t end with an underscore. It also can’t have two consecutive underscores.

API Name

The label that appears above the phone field.

This attribute accepts single-value resources. The value is treated as text.

Label

Determines whether the value is valid. By default, there is no pattern.

This attribute accepts single-value resources. The value is treated as text.

Pattern

Text that appears in the field when it’s empty. Use placeholder text to give users a hint about what
to enter in the field.

This attribute accepts single-value resources. The value is treated as text.

Placeholder Text

If set to $GlobalConstant.True, the user can’t modify the value, but the user can copy it.

This attribute accepts single-value Boolean resources.

Read Only

If set to $GlobalConstant.True, the user must enter a value.

This attribute accepts single-value Boolean resources.

Required

The value of the phone field. Setting this attribute prepopulates the field. To use the value that the
user enters, store this attribute’s output in a variable.

This attribute accepts single-value resources. The value is treated as text.

Value

Store the Phone Component’s Values in the Flow

The flow stores values automatically. If you store values manually, store the attribute’s output value in a variable.

To store values manually, select Manually assign variables (advanced).

All attributes are available to store in flow variables, but Value is the most likely attribute you must store.

To store the phone number that the user entered, map the Value attribute to a flow variable.

Tip: By default, screen components that require Lightning runtime have no memory. If a user enters a value and takes one of
these actions, then the value is lost.

• Navigates to another screen and returns to the component’s screen.

• Pauses the flow then resumes it.

• Navigates to the next screen and triggers an input validation error.

Setting the attribute enables a flow to remember the value. The flow stores the value automatically. If you store values manually,
store the attribute’s output value in a variable.

SEE ALSO:

Standard Flow Screen Components
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Flow Screen Input Component: Picklist

EDITIONS

Available in: both Salesforce
Classic and Lightning
Experience

Available in: Essentials,
Professional, Enterprise,
Performance, Unlimited,
and Developer Editions

Let users choose from a list of options in a picklist format.

Configure the Picklist Component

DescriptionAttribute

An API name can include underscores and alphanumeric characters
without spaces. It must begin with a letter and can’t end with an
underscore. It also can’t have two consecutive underscores.

API Name

Add at least one choice, record choice set, or picklist choice set to this
component. Available only when you add a choice component to the
screen component.

Choice

Note:  You can’t reorder choices or select the same choice twice.
Choices must be compatible with the component’s Data Type
setting.

Modify a choice component type.Component Type

If the user can select only one option, these component types become
available:

• Picklist

• Radio Buttons

If the user can select multiple options, these component types become
available:

• Checkbox Group

• Multi-select Picklist

Controls which choices are available for this component. For example, if
you choose Number, you can’t select a Text choice.

Data Type

Controls the number of digits to the right of the decimal point up to 17
places. If you leave this field blank or set it to zero, only whole numbers
appear when your flow runs.

Available only when the data type is Number or Currency.

Decimal Places

Pre-selected choice for the component. If the associated screen isn’t
executed or the conditions for component visibility aren’t met, the stored
value of the component is null.

Default Value

User-friendly text that displays to the left of the component.Label

Specifies whether the user can choose only one option or multiple options.
When you select Yes for Let Users Select Multiple Options, Data Type is

Let Users
Select

automatically set to Text, and non-text Choice resources are cleared from
the component configuration.

Multiple
Options
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DescriptionAttribute

Give your users more context with this screen component. The text you enter is available in an info
bubble next to the component.

Provide Help

Requires users to select a value before they can move to the next screen.Require

Configure when the component is displayed using conditional logic.

You can set the components to:

Set Component
Visibility

• Always be displayed

• When all conditions are met (AND)

• When any condition is met (OR)

• When custom conditional logic is met

Starting with Flow Run-time API version 52, the first option listed for all picklists is --None--. If you don’t set a default value for a picklist
in Flow Builder, the --None-- option is automatically selected at run time. --None-- is treated as a null value. If you set the picklist as
required and the user selects --None--, then the flow run time prevents the user from proceeding to the next screen.

SEE ALSO:

Standard Flow Screen Components

Flow Screen Input Component: Radio Buttons

EDITIONS

Available in: both Salesforce
Classic and Lightning
Experience

Available in: Essentials,
Professional, Enterprise,
Performance, Unlimited,
and Developer Editions

Let users choose from a list of options in a radio button format.

Configure the Radio Buttons Component

DescriptionAttribute

An API name can include underscores and alphanumeric characters
without spaces. It must begin with a letter and can’t end with an
underscore. It also can’t have two consecutive underscores.

API Name

Add at least one choice, record choice set, or picklist choice set to this
component. Available only when you add a choice component to the
screen component.

Choice

Note:  You can’t reorder choices or select the same choice twice.
Choices must be compatible with the component’s Data Type
setting.

All multi-select choice components use a text data type, but radio buttons
and picklists can also use numbers or Boolean choices.

Modify a choice component type.Component Type

If the user can select only one option, these component types become
available:
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DescriptionAttribute

• Picklist

• Radio Buttons

If the user can select multiple options, these component types become available:

• Checkbox Group

• Multi-select Picklist

Controls which choices are available for this component. For example, if you choose Number, you
can’t select a Text choice.

Data Type

Controls the number of digits to the right of the decimal point up to 17 places. If you leave this field
blank or set it to zero, only whole numbers appear when your flow runs.

Available only when the data type is Number or Currency.

Decimal Places

Pre-selected choice for the component. If the associated screen isn’t executed or the conditions for
component visibility aren’t met, the stored value of the component is null.

Default Value

User-friendly text that displays to the left of the component.Label

Specifies whether the user can choose only one option or multiple options. When you select Yes for
Let Users Select Multiple Options, Data Type is automatically set to Text, and non-text Choice resources
are cleared from the component configuration.

Let Users Select
Multiple Options

Give your users more context with this screen component. The text you enter is available in an info
bubble next to the component.

Provide Help

Requires users to select a value before they can move to the next screen.Require

Configure when the component is displayed using conditional logic.

You can set the components to:

Set Component
Visibility

• Always be displayed

• When all conditions are met (AND)

• When any condition is met (OR)

• When custom conditional logic is met

SEE ALSO:

Standard Flow Screen Components
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Flow Screen Input Component: Slider

EDITIONS

Available in: both Salesforce
Classic and Lightning
Experience

Available in: Essentials,
Professional, Enterprise,
Performance, Unlimited,
and Developer Editions

Let users visually specify number values from a flow screen.

Note:  This screen component requires Lightning runtime.

Configure the Slider Component

You can select resources from the flow, such as variables or global constants, or you can manually enter a value.

DescriptionAttribute

An API name can include underscores and alphanumeric characters without spaces. It must begin
with a letter and can’t end with an underscore. It also can’t have two consecutive underscores.

API Name

This label appears above the slider.

This attribute accepts single-value resources. The value is treated as text.

Label

The maximum value of the slider range. The default is 100.

This parameter accepts single-value Number resources.

Range Maximum

The minimum value of the slider range. The default is 0.

This parameter accepts Number resources.

Range Minimum

Controls the size of the slider. The accepted values are x-small, small, medium, or large.

This parameter accepts single-value resources of any type. That value is treated as text.

Slider Size

Divides the slider into a set of steps. The default is 1.

For example, for a range of 0–100, set the Step Size to 10 to let the user select every 10th value. Other
example step sizes are 0.1 and 5.

Step Size

This parameter accepts single-value Number resources.

The default value represented by the slider position. Setting this attribute from the Inputs tab pre-sets
the value.

This parameter accepts single-value Number resources.

Value

Store the Slider Component’s Values in the Flow

The flow stores values automatically. If you store values manually, store the attribute’s output value in a variable.

To store values manually, select Manually assign variables (advanced).
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All attributes are available to store in flow variables, but Value is the most likely attribute you must store.

To store the value that the user selected, map the Value attribute to a Number flow variable.

Tip: By default, screen components that require Lightning runtime have no memory. If a user enters a value and takes one of
these actions, then the value is lost.

• Navigates to another screen and returns to the component’s screen.

• Pauses the flow then resumes it.

• Navigates to the next screen and triggers an input validation error.

Setting the attribute enables a flow to remember the value. The flow stores the value automatically. If you store values manually,
store the attribute’s output value in a variable.

SEE ALSO:

Standard Flow Screen Components

Flow Screen Input Component: Text

EDITIONS

Available in: both Salesforce
Classic and Lightning
Experience

Available in: Essentials,
Professional, Enterprise,
Performance, Unlimited,
and Developer Editions

Let users enter text from a flow screen, such as the name of the user’s company.

Configure the Text Component

DescriptionAttribute

An API name can include underscores and alphanumeric characters
without spaces. It must begin with a letter and can’t end with an
underscore. It also can’t have two consecutive underscores.

API Name

Pre-populated value for the component. If the associated screen isn’t
executed or the conditions for component visibility aren’t met, the stored
value of the component is null.

Default Value

User-friendly text that displays to the left of the component.Label

Give your users more context with this screen component. The text you
enter is available in an info bubble next to the component.

Provide Help

Requires users to enter a value before they can move to the next screen.Require

Provide a formula that evaluates whether what the user entered is valid
and the error message to display if invalid.

Validate Input

SEE ALSO:

Standard Flow Screen Components
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Flow Screen Input Component: Toggle

EDITIONS

Available in: both Salesforce
Classic and Lightning
Experience

Available in: Essentials,
Professional, Enterprise,
Performance, Unlimited,
and Developer Editions

Let users flip a toggle in a flow screen.

Note:  This screen component requires Lightning runtime.

Configure the Toggle Component

You can select resources from the flow, such as variables or global constants, or you can manually
enter a value.

DescriptionAttribute

When the toggle is active, this label appears underneath the toggle. Use it to clarify what active means.
The default label is “Active.”

This attribute accepts single-value resources. The value is treated as text.

Active Label

An API name can include underscores and alphanumeric characters without spaces. It must begin
with a letter and can’t end with an underscore. It also can’t have two consecutive underscores.

API Name

If set to $GlobalConstant.True, the user can’t modify or copy the value.

This attribute accepts single-value Boolean resources.

Disabled

When the toggle is inactive, this label appears underneath the toggle. Use it to clarify what inactive
means. The default label is “Inactive.”

This attribute accepts single-value resources. The value is treated as text.

Inactive Label

This label appears next to the toggle and describes what the user is enabling.

This attribute accepts single-value resources. The value is treated as text.

Label

Whether the toggle is active ($GlobalConstant.True) or inactive
($GlobalConstant.False). Setting this attribute from the Inputs tab controls the default state
of the toggle. To store the user’s selection in a flow variable, set this attribute from the Outputs tab.

This parameter accepts single-value Boolean resources.

Value

Store the Toggle Component’s Values in the Flow

The flow stores values automatically. If you store values manually, store the attribute’s output value in a variable.

To store values manually, select Manually assign variables (advanced).

All attributes are available to store in flow variables, but Value is the most likely attribute you must store.

To store the user’s selection, map the Value attribute to a Boolean flow variable or a checkbox field on a record variable.
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Tip: By default, screen components that require Lightning runtime have no memory. If a user enters a value and takes one of
these actions, then the value is lost.

• Navigates to another screen and returns to the component’s screen.

• Pauses the flow then resumes it.

• Navigates to the next screen and triggers an input validation error.

Setting the attribute enables a flow to remember the value. The flow stores the value automatically. If you store values manually,
store the attribute’s output value in a variable.

SEE ALSO:

Standard Flow Screen Components

Flow Screen Input Component: URL

EDITIONS

Available in: both Salesforce
Classic and Lightning
Experience

Available in: Essentials,
Professional, Enterprise,
Performance, Unlimited,
and Developer Editions

Let users enter URL values in a flow screen.

Note:  This screen component requires Lightning runtime.

Configure the URL Component

You can select resources from the flow, such as variables or global constants, or you can manually enter a value.

DescriptionAttribute

An API name can include underscores and alphanumeric characters without spaces. It must begin
with a letter and can’t end with an underscore. It also can’t have two consecutive underscores.

API Name

If set to $GlobalConstant.True, the user can’t modify or copy the value.

This attribute accepts single-value Boolean resources.

Disabled

The label that appears above the URL field.

This attribute accepts single-value resources. The value is treated as text.

Label

Determines whether the value is valid. The default pattern verifies that the first character is a letter
and that the value includes a colon (:).

To force the user to enter a value in a specific format, use a regular expression. Make sure that your
regular expression checks for a valid protocol in the URL, such as https:// or file:///.

Pattern

This example expression checks for a secure HTTP protocol (https://) and a specific domain
(acmewireless.com).

^https?://(?:www\.)?acmewireless\.com/?.*

This attribute accepts single-value resources. The value is treated as text.
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DescriptionAttribute

If set to $GlobalConstant.True, the user can’t modify the value, but the user can copy it.

This attribute accepts single-value Boolean resources.

Read Only

If set to $GlobalConstant.True, the user must enter a value.

This attribute accepts single-value Boolean resources.

Required

The value of the URL field. Setting this attribute prepopulates the field. To use the value that the user
enters, store this attribute’s output in a variable.

This attribute accepts single-value resources. The value is treated as text.

Value

Store the URL Component’s Values in the Flow

The flow stores values automatically. If you store values manually, store the attribute’s output value in a variable.

To store values manually, select Manually assign variables (advanced).

All attributes are available to store in flow variables, but Value is the most likely attribute you must store.

To store the URL that the user entered, map the Value attribute to a flow variable.

Tip: By default, screen components that require Lightning runtime have no memory. If a user enters a value and takes one of
these actions, then the value is lost.

• Navigates to another screen and returns to the component’s screen.

• Pauses the flow then resumes it.

• Navigates to the next screen and triggers an input validation error.

Setting the attribute enables a flow to remember the value. The flow stores the value automatically. If you store values manually,
store the attribute’s output value in a variable.

SEE ALSO:

Standard Flow Screen Components

StackOverflow: Sample Regular Expressions for Valid URLs

MDN: What is a URL?

Flow Screen Output Component: Display Text

EDITIONS

Available in: both Salesforce
Classic and Lightning
Experience

Available in: Essentials,
Professional, Enterprise,
Performance, Unlimited,
and Developer Editions

Display information in a flow screen.

Configure the Display Text Component

DescriptionAttribute

An API name can include underscores and alphanumeric characters
without spaces. It must begin with a letter and can’t end with an
underscore. It also can’t have two consecutive underscores.

API Name

The text to display to the flow user.Text box
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Example:  Display a confirmation message that summarizes what the flow did on the user’s behalf.

SEE ALSO:

Standard Flow Screen Components

Flow Screen Output Component: Section

EDITIONS

Available in: both Salesforce
Classic and Lightning
Experience

Available in: Essentials,
Professional, Enterprise,
Performance, Unlimited,
and Developer Editions

Organize screen components and record fields to give your users a better experience.

Note:  This screen component requires Lightning runtime.

Usage

Use sections to organize screen components and fields to give users context and easier navigation.
The Section component contains an optional header and up to four side-by-side columns. Each
column can contain multiple components and fields. You can place multiple sections on a screen,
each with its own header and number of columns.

Tip:  Apply conditional visibility rules to a section to affect all components and fields in that
section. Use this method to set visibility rules once for a large number of components, even
if you want only one column.

Headers (1)
Use section headers to create a visual hierarchy to guide your users to the most important items on a screen. All sections with headers
are collapsible and open by default each time a user visits the screen. Also, section header labels can be translated.

Columns (2)
Use columns to organize your screen and save your users from unnecessary scrolling.

Column Width (3)
When you add or delete a new column, Flow Builder sets the width of all columns in that section to be equal. To change a column’s
width, select a width from the predefined options.

Column Deletion (4)
When you delete a column, all components and fields in that column are deleted.

Tip:  To center or indent your components and fields, or add padding, include empty columns on your screen.
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Considerations

• Sections are responsive to the size of the window that’s showing the flow. On small form factor devices, columns are stacked vertically
instead. However, it isn’t responsive to the width of Lightning page columns and utility bars. For example, if a Lightning page shows
a flow in a sidebar, the width of the entire window determines how the columns appear, even though the sidebar is narrower.

• If a screen contains a Section screen component, the screen ignores the Layout property when the flow is distributed in Experience
Builder, the Lightning App Builder, or the utility bar. Screens with a Section screen component also ignore the flowLayout  URL
parameter when the flow is distributed via URL.

SEE ALSO:

Customize a Flow URL to Render Two-Column Screens

Set the Runtime Experience for URL-Based Flows

Choice Resources for Flow Screen Components

EDITIONS

Available in: both Salesforce
Classic and Lightning
Experience

Available in: Essentials,
Professional, Enterprise,
Performance, Unlimited,
and Developer Editions

A key part of configuring flow screen components that display choices is selecting the choices to
display in that field. The choices appear as radio buttons, checkboxes, or picklist options. Use at
least one of these resources: choices, record choice sets, or picklist choice sets.

Record choice sets and picklist choice sets are easier to configure and don’t require as much
maintenance as choices. We recommend using a choice resource only when you can’t use the
other two.

Use this resourceIf you want the user to select...

ChoiceSomething that can’t be generated from a
record, picklist field, or multi-select picklist field

Collection Choice SetFrom a collection of existing records

Picklist Choice SetFrom a set of values that correspond to an
existing picklist or multi-select picklist field

Record Choice SetFrom a set of filtered records

SEE ALSO:

Flow Resource: Record Choice Set

Flow Resource: Picklist Choice Set

Flow Resource: Choice
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Choosing a Lookup Option for a Flow Screen

EDITIONS

Available in: both Salesforce
Classic and Lightning
Experience

Available in: Essentials,
Professional, Enterprise,
Performance, Unlimited,
and Developer Editions

Salesforce provides three ways for users to search for and select records on flow screens. Generally,
use the Lookup component when you want users to search an unfiltered list of records. Use the
Choice Lookup component when you want users to search a filtered list of records or static choices.
Use a lookup record field when you want users to have the option to create a record from the lookup
field. This table describes the differences between the three options.

Lookup Screen
Flow Component

Choice Lookup
Screen Flow
Component

Lookup Record
Field on Flow
Screen

SupportedNot supportedSupportedSearch an unfiltered list
of records

Not supportedSupportedNot supportedSearch a filtered list of
records

Not supportedSupportedNot supportedSearch a list of static
choices

SupportedNot supportedNot supportedSelect multiple records

SupportedNot supportedSupportedShow all
auto-complete results
during search

SupportedSupportedNot supportedUse in Lightning Web
Runtime (LWR) site

SupportedSupportedSupportedRequire users to select
an option

Note:  The field
must be
required on the
object.

Not supportedNot supportedSupportedCreate a record to
populate the lookup
field

SupportedSupportedSupportedAccess records in user
context

Not supportedSupportedNot supportedAccess records in
system context

Record ID or text
collection of record IDs

Choice value such as
Record ID

Record ID of the record
resource

Format of stored
output value

SEE ALSO:

Flow Screen Input Component: Choice Lookup
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Flow Connectors

EDITIONS

Available in: both Salesforce
Classic and Lightning
Experience

Available in: Essentials,
Professional, Enterprise,
Performance, Unlimited,
and Developer Editions

A connector determines the path that a flow takes at run time.

DescriptionExampleLabelType

Identifies which element to execute
next.

UnlabeledDefault

Identifies which element to execute
when the criteria of a Decision
element outcome are met.

Decision
outcome
label

Decision

Identifies which element to execute
when an event that’s defined in a
Pause element occurs.

Pause
configuration
label

Pause

Identifies which element to execute
when the previous element results
in an error.

FaultFault

Identifies the first element to
execute for each iteration of a Loop
element.

For each itemLoop

Identifies which element to execute
after a Loop element finishes
iterating through a collection.

After last itemLoop

Identifies which element to go to
and execute next.

Destination
element

Outgoing Go
To

Identifies how many incoming go to
connections an element has.

+x
connections

Incoming Go
To

SEE ALSO:

Flow Elements
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Flow Operators

EDITIONS

Available in: both Salesforce
Classic and Lightning
Experience

Available in: Essentials,
Professional, Enterprise,
Performance, Unlimited,
and Developer Editions

Operators behave differently, depending on what you’re configuring. In Assignment elements,
operators let you change resource values. In conditions and filters, operators let you evaluate
information and narrow the scope of a flow operation.

Flow Operators in Assignment Elements

Use Assignment element operators to change the value of a selected resource.

Flow Operators in Decision and Pause Elements

Use condition operators to verify the value of a selected resource. Conditions are used in Decision
elements and Pause elements.

Flow Operators in Data Elements and Record Choice Sets

Filter conditions narrow the scope of records that the flow operates on. For example, use filter conditions to update only the contacts
that are associated with the Acme Wireless account. When you add an Update Records element, use filter conditions to narrow the
scope to just the contacts whose parent account is Acme Wireless. The In and Not In operators are available only in Create Records,
Get Records, and Update Records elements.

Flow Operators in Assignment Elements

EDITIONS

Available in: both Salesforce
Classic and Lightning
Experience

Available in: Essentials,
Professional, Enterprise,
Performance, Unlimited,
and Developer Editions

Use Assignment element operators to change the value of a selected resource.

Use this reference to understand the supported operators. The list is organized according to the
data type that you select for Resource.

Note:  Looking for the sObject data type from Cloud Flow Designer? In Flow Builder, we
replaced sObject with the Record data type. So your sObject collection variables are now
record collection variables.

Apex-Defined

Match the @AuraEnabled  attribute’s Apex data type with a flow data type in this reference to
determine which operators are supported.

Flow Data TypeApex Data Type

BooleanBoolean

DateDate

Date/TimeDateTime

NumberDecimal

NumberDouble

NumberInteger

CollectionList

NumberLong

TextString
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Boolean

Replace a Boolean resource with a new value.

ExampleSupported
Data Types

DescriptionOperator

Before Assignment: {!varBoolean}  is false

Assignment: {!varBoolean} Equals
{!$GlobalConstant.True}

BooleanWhat you enter or select for Value
replaces the value of Variable.

Equals

After Assignment: {!varBoolean}  is true

Collection

Update or replace the value of a collection variable or record collection variable.

ExampleSupported Data TypesDescriptionOperator

Before the Assignment:Collection of the same data
type or object type

Text, Picklist, and
Multi-Select Picklist data

Value replaces the value
of Variable.

Equals

• {!collText}  is Yellow, Green, Blue

• {!collPicklist}  is Blue, Red, Orange

Assignment: {!collText}Equals {!collPicklist}types are compatible with
each other. After the Assignment: {!collText}  is Blue, Red,

Orange

Before the Assignment:Variable of the same data
type or record variable of
the same object type

Text, Picklist, and
Multi-Select Picklist data

Value is added as a new
item at the end of the
collection in Variable.

Add

• {!collText}  is Yellow, Green, Blue

• {!varPicklist}  is Red

Assignment: {!collText} Add {!varPicklist}

After the Assignment: {!collText}  is Yellow,
Green, Blue, Red

types are compatible with
each other.

Stages (including
$Flow.CurrentStage) can be
added to text collections.

Before the Assignment:Variable of the same data
type or record variable of
the same object type

For text collections only:

The first instance of Value
is found within the
collection in Variable. All
items after the first
instance are removed

Remove
After First • {!collText}  is Red, Orange, Yellow,

Green, Blue

• {!varText}  is Yellow

Assignment: {!collText} Remove After First
{!varText}

• Multi-Select Picklistfrom the collection in
Variable. • Picklist

• $Flow.CurrentRecord After the Assignment: {!collText}  is Red, Orange,
Yellow
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ExampleSupported Data TypesDescriptionOperator

Before the Assignment:Collection of the same data
type or object type

Variable of the same data
type or record variable of
the same object type

Value is added as a new
item at the beginning of
the collection in Variable.

Add At Start

• {!collText}  is Yellow, Green, Blue

• {!varPicklist}  is Red

Assignment: {!collText} Add At Start
{!varPicklist}

For text collections only:
After the Assignment: {!collText}  is Red, Yellow,
Green, Blue• Multi-Select Picklist

• Picklist

• $Flow.CurrentRecord

Before the Assignment:Collection of the same data
type or object type

Variable of the same data
type or record variable of
the same object type

All instances of Value are
removed from the
collection in Variable.

Remove All

• {!collText}  is Red, Orange, Red, Yellow

• {!varText}  is Red

Assignment: {!collText} Remove All {!varText}

After the Assignment: {!collText}  is Orange,
Yellow

For text collections only:

• Multi-Select Picklist

• Picklist

• $Flow.CurrentRecord

Before the Assignment:Collection of the same data
type or object type

For text collections only:

The first instance of Value
is removed from the
collection in Variable.

Remove
First • {!collText}  is Red, Orange, Red, Yellow

• {!varText}  is Red

• Multi-Select Picklist Assignment: {!collText} Remove First {!varText}
• Picklist After the Assignment: {!collText}  is Orange, Red,

Yellow• $Flow.CurrentRecord

Before the Assignment:Variable of the same data
type or record variable of
the same object type

For text collections only:

The first instance of Value
is found within the
collection in Variable. All
items before the first
instance are removed

Remove
Before First • {!collText}  is Red, Orange, Yellow,

Green, Blue

• {!varText}  is Yellow

Assignment: {!collText} Remove Before First
{!varText}

• Multi-Select Picklistfrom the collection in
Variable. • Picklist

• $Flow.CurrentRecord After the Assignment: {!collText}  is Yellow,
Green, Blue

Before the Assignment:NumberValue specifies a position
in the collection. The item

Remove
Position • {!collText}  is Red, Orange, Yellow

at the position is removed
• {!varNum}  is 2from the collection in

Variable.
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ExampleSupported Data TypesDescriptionOperator

Make sure that Value at
run time is a positive

Assignment: {!collText}Remove Position {!varNum}

After the Assignment: {!collText}  is Red, Yellow
integer that is within the
range of the number of
items in the collection in
Variable.

Before the Assignment:Collection of the same data
type or object type

The items in the Value
collection are found
within the Variable

Remove
Uncommon • {!collText1}  is Red, Orange, Yellow,

Green
collection. The found

• {!collText2}  is Orange, Green, Blueitems are kept, and all
Assignment: {!collText1} Remove Uncommon
{!collText2}

other items are removed
from the collection in
Variable. After the Assignment: {!collText1}  is Orange,

Green

Currency and Number

Replace (Equals), add to (Add), or subtract from (Subtract) the value of a currency or number resource. Count (Equals Count) the number
of active stages or the number of items in a collection.

ExampleSupported Data TypesDescriptionOperator

Before the Assignment: {!varCurrency}  is 10

Assignment: {!varCurrency} Equals 7

The number that you
enter or select for Value
replaces the value of
Variable.

Equals • Currency

• Number

After the Assignment: {!varCurrency}  is 7

Before the Assignment: {!varCurrency}  is 10

Assignment: {!varCurrency} Add 7

The number that you
enter or select for Value is
added to the value of
Variable.

Add • Currency

• Number

After the Assignment: {!varCurrency}  is 17

Before the Assignment: {!varCurrency}  is 10

Assignment: {!varCurrency} Subtract 7

The number that you
enter or select for Value is
subtracted from the value
of Variable.

Subtract • Currency

• Number

After the Assignment: {!varCurrency}  is 3

Before the Assignment:The number of stages or
collection items in what

Equals
Count

• Collection
• {!varNumber}  is 0• $Flow.ActiveStagesyou enter for Value

replaces the value of
Variable.

• {!collText}  is Yellow, Green, Blue

Assignment: {!varNumber} Equals Count
{!collText}

After the Assignment: {!varNumber}  is 3
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Date

Replace (Equals), add to (Add), or subtract from (Subtract) the value of a date/time resource.

ExampleSupported
Data Types

DescriptionOperator

Before the Assignment: {!varDate}  is 1/16/2016

Assignment: {!varDate} Equals 1/15/2016

The date that you enter or select for
Value replaces the value of Variable.

Equals • Date

• Date/Time

After the Assignment: {!varDate}  is 1/15/2016

Before the Assignment: {!varDate}  is 1/16/2016

Assignment: {!varDate} Add 7

Value is added, in days, to the
selected Variable’s value.

Add • Currency

• Number

After the Assignment: {!varDate}  is 1/23/2016

Before the Assignment: {!varDate}  is 1/16/2016

Assignment: {!varDate} Subtract 7

Value is subtracted, in days, from the
selected Variable’s value.

Subtract • Currency

• Number

After the Assignment: {!varDate}  is 1/9/2016

Date/Time

Replace a date/time resource with a new value (Equals).

ExampleSupported
Data Types

DescriptionOperator

Before the Assignment: {!varDateTime}  is 1/16/2016
01:00

Assignment: {!varDateTime} Equals 1/16/2016
08:00

The date that you enter or select for
Value replaces the value of Variable.

Equals • Date

• Date/Time

After the Assignment: {!varDateTime}  is 1/16/2016
08:00

Picklist

Replace a picklist resource with a new value (Equals) or concatenate a value onto the original value (Add).

Note:  Before values are assigned or added to a picklist resource, they’re converted into string values.

ExampleSupported
Data Types

DescriptionOperator

Before the Assignment: {!varPicklist}  is Blue

Assignment: {!varPicklist} Equals Yellow

What you enter or select for Value
replaces the value of the selected
picklist.

Equals • Boolean

• Currency

After the Assignment: {!varPicklist}  is Yellow• Date

• Date/Time
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ExampleSupported
Data Types

DescriptionOperator

• Multi-Select
Picklist

• Number

• Picklist

• Text

Before the Assignment: {!varPicklist}  is Blue

Assignment: {!varPicklist} Add -green

What you enter or select for Value
is added to the end of the selected
picklist.

Add • Boolean

• Currency

After the Assignment: {!varPicklist}  is Blue-green• Date

• Date/Time

• Multi-Select
Picklist

• Number

• Picklist

• Text

Multi-Select Picklist

Replace a multi-select picklist resource with a new value (Equals), concatenate a value onto the original value (Add), or add a selection
to the resource (Add Item).

Note:  Before values are assigned or added to a multi-select picklist resource, they’re converted into string values.

ExampleSupported
Data Types

DescriptionOperator

Before the Assignment: {!varMSP}  is Blue

Assignment: {!varMSP} Equals Yellow

What you enter or select for Value
replaces the value of the selected
multi-select picklist.

Equals • Boolean

• Collection

After the Assignment: {!varMSP}  is Yellow• Currency

• Date

• Date/Time

• Multi-Select
Picklist

• Number

• Picklist

• Text
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ExampleSupported
Data Types

DescriptionOperator

Before the Assignment: {!varMSP}  is Blue; Green.
This value includes two separate selections

Assignment: {!varMSP} Add Yellow

What you enter or select for Value
is added to the last item selected in
the multi-select picklist. It doesn’t
create a selection.

Easily add items to a multi-select
picklist resource by using the “add
item” operator.

Add • Boolean

• Currency

• Date
After the Assignment: {!varMSP}  is Blue;
GreenYellow. This value includes two separate selections

• Date/Time

• Multi-Select
Picklist

• NumberTo add semi-colon-delimited items
to a multi-select picklist variable • Picklist
with the “add” operator, always add • Text
a single space after the semi-colon
and don’t include a space before the
semi-colon. This way, you can
compare the variable’s values to the
values of a multi-select picklist field
from the Salesforce database. For
example: ; Yellow

Before the Assignment: {!varMSP}  is Blue; Green

Assignment: {!varMSP} Add item Yellow

What you enter or select for Value
is added as a new selection to the
end of the multi-select picklist. The

Add Item • Boolean

• Currency

After the Assignment: {!varMSP}  is Blue; Green;
Yellow. This value includes three separate selections

• DateAssignment automatically adds “;”
before the new item. That way,
Salesforce reads it as a separate item
selected by the multi-select picklist.

• Date/Time

• Multi-Select
Picklist

• Number

• Picklist

• Text

Record

Replace a record variable with a new value (Equals).

ExampleSupported
Data Types

DescriptionOperator

Before the Assignment:Record – with the
same object type

The record variable that you select
for Value replaces the value of
Variable.

Equals

• {!account1}  contains field values for the Acme
Wireless account

• {!account2}  contains field values for the Global Media
account

Assignment: {!account1} Equals {!account2}
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ExampleSupported
Data Types

DescriptionOperator

After the Assignment: both {!account1}  and
{!account2}  contain the field values for the Global Media
account

Stage

You can’t update the value of a stage, but you can update the values of the stage global variables: $Flow.CurrentStage  and
$Flow.ActiveStages.

Note:  Assignments use the stage’s fully qualified name: namespace.flowName:stageName or flowName:stageName.

$Flow.CurrentStage

Replace the stage selected in $Flow.CurrentStage.

ExampleSupported
Data Types

DescriptionOperator

Before the Assignment: $Flow.CurrentStage is stage1

Assignment: {!$Flow.CurrentStage} Equals
{!stage2}

Value replaces the value of
$Flow.CurrentStage.

Equals • Stage

• Fully qualified
stage name

After the Assignment: $Flow.CurrentStage  is stage2

$Flow.ActiveStages

Add or remove active stages in the $Flow.ActiveStages global variable.

ExampleSupported Data TypesDescriptionOperator

Before the Assignment: $Flow.ActiveStages is
stage1, stage2

Assignment: {!$Flow.ActiveStages} Add
{!stage3}

Value is added to the end of
$Flow.ActiveStages.

Add • Stage

• $Flow.ActiveStages

• $Flow.CurrentStage

• Fully qualified stage
name After the Assignment: $Flow.ActiveStages  is

stage1, stage2, stage3

Before the Assignment: $Flow.ActiveStages is
stage1, stage2, stage3, stage4

Assignment: {!$Flow.ActiveStages} Remove
After First {!stage2}

The first instance of the stage
in Value is found within
$Flow.ActiveStages.
All stages after the first
instance are removed from
$Flow.ActiveStages.

Remove
After First

• Stage

• $Flow.CurrentStage

• Fully qualified stage
name

After the Assignment: $Flow.ActiveStages  is
stage1, stage2
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ExampleSupported Data TypesDescriptionOperator

Before the Assignment: $Flow.ActiveStages is
stage1, stage2

Assignment: {!$Flow.ActiveStages} Add At
Start {!stage0}

Value is added to the
beginning of
$Flow.ActiveStages.

Add At Start • Stage

• $Flow.ActiveStages

• $Flow.CurrentStage

• Fully qualified stage
name After the Assignment: $Flow.ActiveStages  is

stage0, stage1, stage2

Before the Assignment: $Flow.ActiveStages is
stage1, stage2, stage3

Assignment: {!$Flow.ActiveStages} Remove
All {!$Flow.ActiveStages}

All instances of Value are
removed from
$Flow.ActiveStages.

Remove All • Stage

• $Flow.ActiveStages

• $Flow.CurrentStage

• Fully qualified stage
name After the Assignment: $Flow.ActiveStages  is

empty

Before the Assignment: $Flow.ActiveStages is
stage1, stage2, stage3, stage1

Assignment: {!$Flow.ActiveStages} Remove
First stage1

The first instance of the stage
in Value is removed from
$Flow.ActiveStages.

Remove First • Stage

• $Flow.CurrentStage

• Fully qualified stage
name

After the Assignment: $Flow.ActiveStages  is
stage2, stage3, stage1

Before the Assignment: $Flow.ActiveStages is
stage1, stage2, stage3, stage4

Assignment: {!$Flow.ActiveStages} Remove
Before First {!stage3}

The first instance of the stage
in Value is found within
$Flow.ActiveStages.
All stages before that first
instance are removed from
$Flow.ActiveStages.

Remove
Before First

• Stage

• $Flow.CurrentStage

• Fully qualified stage
name

After the Assignment: $Flow.ActiveStages  is
stage3, stage4

Before the Assignment:NumberValue specifies a position in
$Flow.ActiveStages.

Remove
Position • $Flow.ActiveStages  is stage1,

stage2, stage3The stage at that position is
removed from
$Flow.ActiveStages.

Make sure that Value at run
time is a positive integer that

• {!varNum}  is 2

Assignment: {!$Flow.ActiveStages} Remove
Position {!varNum}

After the Assignment: $Flow.ActiveStages  is
stage1, stage3

is within the range of the
number of stages in
$Flow.ActiveStages.

Text

Replace a text resource with a new value (Equals) or concatenate a value onto the end of the original value (Add).

Note:  Before values are assigned or added to a text resource, they’re converted into string values.
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ExampleSupported
Data Types

DescriptionOperator

Before the Assignment: {!varText}  is Blue

Assignment: {!varText} Equals Yellow

The text that you enter or select for
Value replaces the value of Variable.

Equals • Boolean

• Currency

After the Assignment: {!varText}  is Yellow• Date

• Date/Time

• Number

• Multi-Select
picklist

• Picklist

• Stage,
including
$Flow.CurrentStage
and
$Flow.ActiveStages

• Text

Before the Assignment: {!varText}  is Blue

Assignment: {!varText} Add Yellow

The text that you enter or select for
Value is added to the end of
Variable.

Add • Boolean

• Currency

After the Assignment: {!varText}  is BlueYellow• Date

• Date/Time

• Number

• Multi-Select
picklist

• Picklist

• Stage,
including
$Flow.CurrentStage
and
$Flow.ActiveStages

• Text
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Flow Operators in Decision and Pause Elements

EDITIONS

Available in: both Salesforce
Classic and Lightning
Experience

Available in: Essentials,
Professional, Enterprise,
Performance, Unlimited,
and Developer Editions

Use condition operators to verify the value of a selected resource. Conditions are used in Decision
elements and Pause elements.

Use this reference to understand the supported operators. The list is organized according to the
data type that you select for Resource,

Note:  Looking for the sObject data type from Cloud Flow Designer? In Flow Builder, we
replaced sObject with the Record. So your sObject collection variables are now record collection
variables.

Apex-Defined

Match the @AuraEnabled  attribute’s Apex data type with a flow data type in this reference to
determine which operators are supported.

Flow Data TypeApex Data Type

BooleanBoolean

DateDate

Date/TimeDateTime

NumberDecimal

NumberDouble

NumberInteger

CollectionList

NumberLong

TextString

Boolean

Check whether a Boolean resource’s value matches another value or resource.

Supported Data
Types

True if...Operator

BooleanThe value of the selected Resource doesn’t match what you enter or select for Value.Does Not
Equal

BooleanThe value of the selected Resource matches what you enter or select for Value.Equals

• A decision outcome resolves to true if the flow interview took that outcome.

• A pause configuration resolves to true if the flow waited for the associated resume event.

• A data element or action element resolves to true if it executed without error. If a fault
occurred, the element resolves to false. If the element wasn’t executed, it resolves to null.
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Supported Data
Types

True if...Operator

BooleanThe value for Resource is a field in a record variable, and that field has been populated with
a value in the flow at least once.

Was Set

BooleanThe selected Resource is an element in the flow, and it has been visited during the flow
interview.

Was Visited

Choice

Every choice resource has a data type and obeys the operator rules for that data type. However, choice resources support one extra
operator that other resources don’t, no matter what their data type is.

Supported Data
Types

True if...Operator

BooleanA user selected that choice, picklist choice set, or record choice set in a screen component.

If your flow references the same choice in multiple screens, Was Selected always respects the
most recent screen that the flow visited.

Was Selected

If your flow references the same choice with a text input in more than one place on the same
screen, this operator always respects the first usage in the screen.

Collection

Check whether a Collection resource’s value contains or matches another value or resource.

Supported Data TypesTrue if...Operator

Resource of the same data type.

For record collection variables, only record resources with
the same object type are supported.

An item in the collection that’s selected for Resource
contains the exact same value as Value

Contains

Collection of the same data type.

For record collection variables, only record collection
variables with the same object type are supported.

The collection that’s selected for Resource doesn’t match
the collection that’s selected for Value

Two record collection variables are unequal if they include
different fields or if the fields have different values.

Does Not Equal

Collection of the same data type.

For record collection variables, only record collection
variables with the same object type are supported.

The collection that’s selected for Resource matches the
collection that’s selected for Value

Two record collection variables are equal if they include
the same fields and those fields have the same values.

Equals

BooleanThe collection that’s selected for Resource isn’t populated
with any values

Is Null
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Currency and Number

Check whether a Currency or Number resource’s value matches, is larger than, or is smaller than another value or resource.

Supported Data
Types

True if...Operator

The value for Resource doesn’t match what’s entered or selected for ValueDoes Not
Equal

• Currency

• Number

The value for Resource matches what’s entered or selected for ValueEquals • Currency

• Number

The value for Resource is larger than what’s entered or selected for ValueGreater Than • Currency

• Number

The value for Resource is larger than what’s entered or selected for Value or is the sameGreater Than
or Equal

• Currency

• Number

The value for Resource is smaller than what’s entered or selected for ValueLess Than • Currency

• Number

The value for Resource is smaller than what’s entered or selected for Value or is the sameLess Than or
Equal

• Currency

• Number

BooleanResource isn’t populated with a valueIs Null

BooleanThe value for Resource is a field in a record variable, and that field has been populated with
a value in the flow at least once

Was Set

Date and Date/Time

Check whether a Date or Date/Time resource’s value matches, is before, or is after another value or resource.

Supported Data
Types

True if...Operator

The value for Resource doesn’t match what’s entered or selected for ValueDoes Not
Equal

• Date

• Date/Time

The value for Resource matches what’s entered or selected for ValueEquals • Date

• Date/Time

The value for Resource is a later date or time than what’s entered or selected for ValueGreater Than • Date

• Date/Time
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Supported Data
Types

True if...Operator

The value for Resource is a later date or time than what’s entered or selected for Value or is
the same date or time

Greater Than
or Equal

• Date

• Date/Time

The value for Resource is an earlier date or time than what’s entered or selected for ValueLess Than • Date

• Date/Time

The value for Resource is an earlier date or time than what’s entered or selected for Value or
is the same date or time

Less Than or
Equal

• Date

• Date/Time

BooleanResource isn’t populated with a valueIs Null

BooleanThe value for Resource is a field in a record variable, and that field has been populated with
a value in the flow at least once

Was Set

Picklist

Check whether a Picklist resource’s value matches or contains another value or resource.

Note:  These operators treat the resource’s value as a text value.

Supported Data
Types

True if...Operator

The value for Resource contains what’s entered or selected for Value

For example, if the value of {!varPicklist}  is yellow-green, the condition
{!varPicklist} Contains green  evaluates to true.

Contains • Boolean

• Currency

• Date

• Date/Time

• Multi-Select
Picklist

• Number

• Picklist

• Text

The value for Resource doesn’t match what’s entered or selected for ValueDoes Not
Equal

• Boolean

• Currency

• Date

• Date/Time

• Multi-Select
Picklist

• Number

• Picklist
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Supported Data
Types

True if...Operator

• Text

The value for Resource matches what’s entered or selected for ValueEquals • Boolean

• Currency

• Date

• Date/Time

• Multi-Select
Picklist

• Number

• Picklist

• Text

BooleanThe value for Resource is a field in a record variable, and that field has been populated with
a value in the flow at least once

Was Set

Multi-Select Picklist

Check whether a multi-select picklist resource’s value matches or contains another value or resource.

Note:  These operators treat the resource’s value as a text value. If the resource’s value includes multiple items, the operators treat
the value as one string that happens to include semi-colons. It doesn’t treat each selection as a different value. For example, the
operators treat red; blue; green  as a single value rather than three separate values.

Supported Data
Types

True if...Operator

The value for Resource contains what’s entered or selected for ValueContains • Boolean

Tip:  When you use this operator for a multi-select picklist resource, be aware of the
values that a user can enter. If you want to check that a specific value is included and

• Currency

• Date
that value is also included as part of another value, create a flow formula resource that
uses the INCLUDES() function.

For example, your org has a Color multi-select picklist value. Among the possible values
are “green” and “yellow-green”. If both “green” and “yellow-green” are acceptable

• Date/Time

• Multi-Select
Picklist

• Numbervalues, use the Contains operator in a flow condition. If only “green” is an acceptable
value, create a formula that uses the INCLUDES() function. • Picklist

• Text

The value for Resource doesn’t match what’s entered or selected for ValueDoes Not
Equal

• Boolean

Note:  Order matters. If you aren’t sure which order the values that you’re checking
for will appear in, use the INCLUDES() function in a flow formula. For example, if you

• Currency

• Date
compare “red; blue; green” to “blue; green; red” using the Does Not Equal operator,
that condition resolves to true.

• Date/Time

• Multi-Select
Picklist
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Supported Data
Types

True if...Operator

• Number

• Picklist

• Text

The value for Resource exactly matches what’s entered or selected for ValueEquals • Boolean

Note:  Order matters. If you aren’t sure which order the values that you’re checking
for will appear in, use the INCLUDES() function in a flow formula. For example, if you

• Currency

• Date
compare “red; blue; green” to “blue; green; red” using the Equals operator, that condition
will resolve to false.

• Date/Time

• Multi-Select
Picklist

• Number

• Picklist

• Text

BooleanThe value for Resource is a field in a record variable, and that field has been populated with
a value in the flow at least once

Was Set

Record

Check whether a record resource’s value matches another value or resource.

Supported Data
Types

True if...Operator

Record with the same
object type

The value for Resource doesn’t match what’s entered or selected for ValueDoes Not
Equal

Record with the same
object type

The value for Resource matches what’s entered or selected for ValueEquals

BooleanResource isn’t populated with a valueIs Null

Stage

Note: Stages resolve to the fully qualified stage name: namespace.flowName:stageName  or flowName:stageName.

Check whether a Stage resource or the $Flow.CurrentStage  global variable matches, ends with, or starts with another value or
resource.

Supported Data
Types

True if...Operator

The value for Resource doesn’t match what’s entered or selected for ValueDoes Not
Equal

• Stage

• Text
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Supported Data
Types

True if...Operator

The value for Resource matches what’s entered or selected for ValueEquals • Stage

• Text

The end of the value for Resource matches what’s entered or selected for ValueEnds With • Stage

• Text

BooleanResource isn’t populated with a valueIs Null

The beginning of the value for Resource matches what’s entered or selected for ValueStarts With • Stage

• Text

Check whether $Flow.ActiveStages  contains a particular stage, matches the value of a Text collection, or is null.

Supported Data
Types

True if...Operator

$Flow.ActiveStages  contains an item that matches the resource that’s selected for
Value.

Contains • Stage

• Text

Text collectionThe collection that’s selected for Resource doesn’t match $Flow.ActiveStages.Does Not
Equal

Text collectionThe collection that’s selected for Resource doesn’t match $Flow.ActiveStages.Equals

Boolean$Flow.ActiveStages  isn’t populated with any stages.Is Null

Text

Check whether a Text resource’s value matches, contains, ends with, or starts with another value or resource.

Note:

• Before values are compared to a text resource, they’re converted into string values.

• Stages resolve to the fully qualified stage name: namespace.flowName:stageName  or flowName:stageName.

Supported Data
Types

True if...Operator

The value for Resource contains what’s entered or selected for ValueContains • Boolean

• Currency

• Date

• Date/Time

• Multi-Select
Picklist
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Supported Data
Types

True if...Operator

• Number

• Picklist

• Stage

• Text

The value for Resource doesn’t match what’s entered or selected for ValueDoes Not
Equal

• Boolean

• Currency

• Date

• Date/Time

• Multi-Select
Picklist

• Number

• Picklist

• Stage

• Text

The value for Resource matches what’s entered or selected for ValueEquals • Boolean

• Currency

• Date

• Date/Time

• Multi-Select
Picklist

• Number

• Picklist

• Stage

• Text

The end of the value for Resource matches what’s entered or selected for ValueEnds With • Boolean

• Currency

• Date

• Date/Time

• Multi-Select
Picklist

• Number

• Picklist

• Stage

• Text

BooleanResource isn’t populated with a valueIs Null
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Supported Data
Types

True if...Operator

The beginning of the value for Resource matches what’s entered or selected for ValueStarts With • Boolean

• Currency

• Date

• Date/Time

• Multi-Select
Picklist

• Number

• Picklist

• Stage

• Text

BooleanThe value for Resource is a field in a record variable, and that field has been populated with
a value in the flow at least once

Was Set

Flow Operators in Data Elements and Record Choice Sets

EDITIONS

Available in: both Salesforce
Classic and Lightning
Experience

Available in: Essentials,
Professional, Enterprise,
Performance, Unlimited,
and Developer Editions

Filter conditions narrow the scope of records that the flow operates on. For example, use filter
conditions to update only the contacts that are associated with the Acme Wireless account. When
you add an Update Records element, use filter conditions to narrow the scope to just the contacts
whose parent account is Acme Wireless. The In and Not In operators are available only in Create
Records, Get Records, and Update Records elements.

Use this reference, organized by the data type of the field that you select, to understand the
supported operators.

Checkbox Fields

When you select a checkbox field under Field, these operators are available. A flow treats null
as a different value than false. If you filter for records whose checkbox field is null, no records are returned.

Supported Data TypesFilters to records where the selected
field’s value ...

Operator

BooleanDoesn’t match what you enter or select for
Value

Does Not Equal

BooleanMatches what you enter or select for ValueEquals

BooleanHasn’t been populated with a value yet (if
you select True for Value)

Is Null

BooleanMatches a value in the collection of data
that’s entered for Value. If the collection is

In

empty, the flow stores no records in the
output. See Limits in Flow Data
Considerations.
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Supported Data TypesFilters to records where the selected
field’s value ...

Operator

BooleanDoesn’t match a value in the collection of
data that’s entered for Value. If the collection

Not In

is empty, the flow stores all records in the
output. See Limits in Flow Data
Considerations.

Currency, Number, and Percent Fields

When you select a currency, number, or percent field under Field, these operators are available.

Supported Data TypesFilters to records where the selected
field’s value ...

Operator

Doesn’t match what’s entered or selected
for Value

Does Not Equal • Currency

• Number

Matches what’s entered or selected for
Value

Equals • Currency

• Number

Is larger than what’s entered or selected for
Value

Greater Than • Currency

• Number

Is larger than what’s entered or selected for
Value or is the same

Greater Than or Equal • Currency

• Number

BooleanHasn’t been populated with a value yet (if
you select True for Value)

Is Null

Is smaller than what’s entered or selected
for Value

Less Than • Currency

• Number

Is smaller than what’s entered or selected
for Value or is the same.

Less Than or Equal • Currency

• Number

Matches a value in the collection of data
that’s entered for Value. If the collection is

In • Currency

• Numberempty, the flow stores no records in the
output. See Limits in Flow Data
Considerations.

Doesn’t match a value in the collection of
data that’s entered for Value. If the collection

Not In • Currency

• Numberis empty, the flow stores all records in the
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Supported Data TypesFilters to records where the selected
field’s value ...

Operator

output. See Limits in Flow Data
Considerations.

Date and Date/Time

When you select a date or date/time field under Field, these operators are available.

Supported Data TypesFilters to records where the selected
field’s value ...

Operator

Doesn’t match what’s entered or selected
for Value

Does Not Equal • Date

• Date/Time

Matches what’s entered or selected for
Value

Equals • Date

• Date/Time

Is a later date or time than what’s entered
or selected for Value

Greater Than • Date

• Date/Time

Is a later date or time than what’s entered
or selected for Value or is the same date or
time

Greater Than or Equal • Date

• Date/Time

BooleanHasn’t been populated with a value yet (if
you select True for Value)

Is Null

Is an earlier date or time than what’s entered
or selected for Value

Less Than • Date

• Date/Time

Is an earlier date or time than what’s entered
or selected for Value or is the same date or
time

Less Than or Equal • Date

• Date/Time

Matches a value in the collection of data
that’s entered for Value. If the collection is

In • Date

• Date/Timeempty, the flow stores no records in the
output. See Limits in Flow Data
Considerations.

Doesn’t match a value in the collection of
data that’s entered for Value. If the collection

Not In • Date

• Date/Timeis empty, the flow stores all records in the
output. See Limits in Flow Data
Considerations.
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Picklist and Text Fields

When you select a picklist or text field under Field, these operators are available. The In and Not In operators don’t support picklist fields.

Supported Data TypesFilters to records where the selected
field’s value ...

Operator

Contains what’s entered or selected for
Value

Contains • Boolean

• Currency

• Date

• Date/Time

• Multi-Select Picklist

• Number

• Picklist

• Stage

• Text

Doesn’t match what’s entered or selected
for Value

Does Not Equal • Boolean

• Currency

• Date

• Date/Time

• Multi-Select Picklist

• Number

• Picklist

• Stage

• Text

Matches what’s entered or selected for
Value

Equals • Boolean

• Currency

• Date

• Date/Time

• Multi-Select Picklist

• Number

• Picklist

• Stage

• Text

Ends with what’s entered or selected for
Value

Ends With • Boolean

• Currency

• Date

• Date/Time

• Multi-Select Picklist
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Supported Data TypesFilters to records where the selected
field’s value ...

Operator

• Number

• Picklist

• Stage

• Text

BooleanHasn’t been populated with a value yet (if
you select True for Value)

Is Null

Begins with what’s entered or selected for
Value

Starts With • Boolean

• Currency

• Date

• Date/Time

• Multi-Select Picklist

• Number

• Picklist

• Stage

• Text

Matches a value in the collection of data
that’s entered for Value. If the collection is

In • Text

empty, the flow stores no records in the
output. See Limits in Flow Data
Considerations.

Doesn’t match a value in the collection of
data that’s entered for Value. If the collection

Not In • Text

is empty, the flow stores all records in the
output. See Limits in Flow Data
Considerations.

Multi-Select Picklist Fields

When you select a multi-select picklist field under Field, these operators are available.

Tip:  Be careful when using these operators to filter records based on a multi-select picklist field. Even if two resources have the
same items in a multi-select picklist, they can be mismatched if these cases differ.

• The spacing before or after the semi-colon. For example, one resource’s value is “red; green; blue” and the other’s value is
“red;green;blue”

• The order of the items. For example, one resource’s value is “red; green; blue” and the other’s value is “red; blue; green”

For best results, use the INCLUDES function in a flow formula.
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Supported Data TypesFilters to records where the selected
field’s value ...

Operator

Doesn’t match what’s entered or selected
for Value

Does Not Equal • Boolean

• Currency

• Date

• Date/Time

• Multi-Select Picklist

• Number

• Picklist

• Stage

• Text

Matches what’s entered or selected for
Value

Equals • Boolean

• Currency

• Date

• Date/Time

• Multi-Select Picklist

• Number

• Picklist

• Stage

• Text

Ends with what’s entered or selected for
Value

Ends With • Boolean

• Currency

• Date

• Date/Time

• Multi-Select Picklist

• Number

• Picklist

• Stage

• Text

BooleanHasn’t been populated with a value yet (if
you select True for Value)

Is Null

Begins with what’s entered or selected for
Value

Starts With • Boolean

• Currency

• Date

• Date/Time

• Multi-Select Picklist

• Number
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Supported Data TypesFilters to records where the selected
field’s value ...

Operator

• Picklist

• Stage

• Text

Flow Version Properties

EDITIONS

Available in: both Salesforce
Classic and Lightning
Experience

Available in: Essentials,
Professional, Enterprise,
Performance, Unlimited,
and Developer Editions

A flow version’s properties consist of its label, description, interview label, and type. These properties
drive the field values that appear on the flow’s detail page.

To change the properties of a flow version, open it in Flow Builder. Then click .

DescriptionProperty

The label for the flow version. The label appears in the flow detail page
and list views. When a user runs this flow, the header displays the flow
label.

You can edit the label for inactive flows and flow versions.

Flow Label

The API name for the flow. The API name is used to refer to this flow
from other parts of Salesforce, such as in a URL or Lightning web

Flow API Name

component. An API name can include underscores and alphanumeric
characters without spaces. It must begin with a letter and can’t end with
an underscore. It also can’t have two consecutive underscores. The API
name appears on the flow detail page.

You can’t edit the API name after saving the flow.

Differentiates the flow version from other versions. The description
appears in the flow detail page and list views.

You can edit the description for inactive flows and flow versions.

Description

Specifies whether the flow is a template. When a template is installed
from a managed package, the subscriber can view the flow and save it

Template

as a new, editable flow. Non-template flows that are installed from
managed packages can only be activated and deactivated.

Suppose that your company needs a flow that differs slightly for each
country where you do business. You can create or install a template for
the base flow and then clone it to create each country-specific flow.
Even if you don’t use managed packages, you can use this field to clearly
identify the base flow.

Determines the context that the flow runs in. You can choose to always
run flow in system context with sharing or system context without

How to Run the
Flow

sharing. By default, the context that the flow runs in depends on how
the flow is launched.
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DescriptionProperty

Determines which elements and resources are supported in the flow and the ways that the flow
can be implemented. The type appears in the flow detail page and list views. In flow version
properties, the type appears in the Advanced section. For details, see Flow Types on page 29.

Flow Builder doesn’t support saving a new version as a different flow type. To change a flow’s type,
save it as a new flow. Before you change the flow type, make sure that the flow contains only

Type

elements, resources, and functionality that the new flow type supports. You can fix some, but not
all, compatibility issues in the new flow.

Determines which versioned run-time behavior improvements the flow adopts.

Changing this field requires the Manage Flow permission. Before you select a new API version, review
all run-time improvements that were delivered between the currently selected API version and the

API Version for
Running the Flow

new API version. You can find all flow and process run-time improvements for an API version in the
Salesforce Release Notes.

By default, when you create a flow, it runs in the latest API version. If an existing flow is saved as a
new flow or flow version, the existing flow’s run-time API version is used in the new flow or flow
version.

The run-time API version doesn’t change as future Salesforce releases roll out. You decide when, if
ever, to change the API version for running each flow version. This field lets you test and upgrade
your flows one by one, and at your own pace. You can even opt to never adopt versioned updates
for one or all your flows.

The label for the flow’s interviews. An interview is a running instance of a flow. This label appears
in the following areas.

Interview Label

• List views of paused interviews in Setup

• Paused Interviews component on the Home page or in an Experience Builder site

• Paused Interviews item in the Salesforce mobile app

• Actions & Recommendations component in a Lightning page

You can edit the interview label for inactive flows and flow versions. By default, the interview label
contains the flow name and the {!$Flow.CurrentDateTime}  global variable.

Use a text template to reference multiple resources in the label. For example, Flow Name -
{!Account.Name} - {!$Flow.CurrentDateTime}.

SEE ALSO:

Always Run in System Context

API Version for Running a Flow

Flow Orchestration

As your company grows, so does the complexity of your workflows. Processes often require input from multiple users in multiple
departments across multiple time zones. This increased complexity results in an increased amount of time spent waiting for each person
to complete their task in the proper order.
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What Is Flow Orchestration?
Flow Orchestration lets you create orchestrations: multi-step processes that interact with multiple users. An orchestration is a sequence
of stages, each comprised of one or more steps. A stage can contain background, interactive, and MuleSoft steps. Interactive steps have
an assigned user and execute a designated screen flow. An admin places the Flow Orchestration Work Guide Lightning App Builder
component on the page layout for the type of record where a person can complete the interactive step assigned to them. When an
orchestration runs an interactive step, the designated user receives an email with a link to their assigned action. The assigned user clicks
the link to go to the record where they complete their action in the Work Guide. Background steps execute an autolaunched flow that’s
executed by the system and requires no user interaction.

When Should You Use Flow Orchestration?
Use Flow Orchestration to create advanced approval processes, task lists for groups, or any other processes that require multiple interrelated
steps. For example, consider employee onboarding that requires a new employee to go through a multi-level, multi-user approval
process to get equipment and access to digital company resources. Use Flow Orchestration to compose and orchestrate that complex
process, and enjoy a top-level experience to manage and monitor every onboarding.

Flow Builder for Flow Orchestration

Get to know the Flow Builder requirements and user interface for Flow Orchestration.

Flow Orchestration Concepts

Learn about what an orchestration is made of and how it relates to flows.

Build an Orchestration

Use Flow Orchestration to build sophisticated business processes by combining and coordinating flows.

Deploy an Orchestration

After you design and test your orchestration, it’s time to put it to work!

Orchestration Run

An orchestration run is created for each instance of a running orchestration.

Manage Orchestrations and Work Items

Manage orchestrations and work items with list views. Cancel running orchestrations and reassign work items that have been
assigned, but not completed.

Troubleshoot Orchestrations

To troubleshoot a failed orchestration run, use the orchestration fault email. To test an orchestration and observe what happens as
it runs, use the debug option.

Flow Orchestration Limits and Considerations

When designing, managing, and running orchestrations, consider these issues.

Flow Orchestration Entitlements

Flow Orchestration has usage-based entitlements. An orchestration run is a running instance of an orchestration. An orchestration
is an application built by your admin that uses stages, steps, and decisions to organize a complex business process.

Flow Orchestration Reference

Bookmark this page for quick access to information about orchestration elements, resources, events, and more.
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Flow Builder for Flow Orchestration

EDITIONS

Available in: Lightning
Experience

Available in: Enterprise,
Performance, Unlimited,
and Developer Editions

This feature is supported in
Government Cloud and
Government Cloud Plus.

Get to know the Flow Builder requirements and user interface for Flow Orchestration.

User Permissions Needed

Manage FlowTo open, edit, or create an orchestration in Flow
Builder:

Tour the Flow Builder User Interface for Flow Orchestration
Flow Orchestration uses the Auto-Layout canvas in Flow Builder.

Button Bar (1)
Manage your orchestration as you build it.

• To run the most recent saved version of the orchestration that’s open, click Run.

Note:  The Run button is only available for autolaunched orchestrations.

• To the left of the buttons, you can see the version’s active or inactive status and when it was last saved.

• If the orchestration has warnings or errors, the Show Warnings icon ( ) or the Show Errors ( ) icon appears. To see their
details, click the icon.

Toolbox (2)
Create variables, constants, formulas, or text templates to use in your orchestration. Or view a list of all resources and elements that
you added.

Canvas (3)
Build an orchestration on the canvas. As you add elements to the canvas and connect them, you can see a diagram of your
orchestration.

Note:  To insert an element, in the desired location, hover over ,and click . Flow Builder then shows the options and
possible elements for this location.

Details (4)
Set attributes for the element selected in the canvas. The Details panel closes when no element is selected.
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Keyboard Shortcuts
Use these handy keyboard shortcuts for macOS and Windows to quickly navigate orchestrations.

WindowsmacOSAction

Ctrl+Alt+=Cmd+Option+=Zoom in

Ctrl+Alt+-Cmd+Option+-Zoom out

Ctrl+Alt+1Cmd+Option+1Zoom to fit

Ctrl+Alt+0Cmd+Option+0Zoom to view

Ctrl+/Cmd+/View available keyboard shortcuts

Flow Orchestration Concepts
Learn about what an orchestration is made of and how it relates to flows.

Orchestrations

An orchestration uses stages, steps, and decisions to organize complex business processes.

Building Blocks of Orchestrations

Stages, steps, and flows are the building blocks of an orchestration.

Anatomy of an Orchestration

Combine elements, connectors, and resources to build orchestrations.

Orchestration Types

An orchestration’s type determines how the orchestration can be distributed.

Triggers for Orchestrations

Creating or updating a record can trigger an orchestration that requires additional input from users, approval from assigned users,
other updates to the record, or changes to related records. In the Start element of a record-triggered orchestration, you can specify
new and changed records of a specific object. Autolaunched orchestrations don’t use triggers. Use another mechanism to launch
an autolaunched orchestration, such as custom Apex classes or custom URLs. Use Flow Orchestration to automate complex processes,
and use Flow Trigger Explorer to order record-triggered flows.

What’s the Difference Between a Flow and an Orchestration?

Salesforce offers several features that automate internal procedures and business processes to save time across your org.

Advanced Orchestration Concepts

After you understand the basics, you’re ready for a closer look at the context in which orchestrations run and how they perform work
items at the same time.
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Orchestrations

EDITIONS

Available in: Lightning
Experience

Available in: Enterprise,
Performance, Unlimited,
and Developer Editions

This feature is supported in
Government Cloud and
Government Cloud Plus.

An orchestration uses stages, steps, and decisions to organize complex business processes.

Build orchestrations using the Flow Orchestration tiles in Flow Builder. Flow Orchestration tiles limit
the available elements and available resources in your orchestration and include Stage elements
and Step resources that aren’t available in flows. Flow Orchestration always uses Auto-Layout in
Flow Builder.

Flow Orchestration Types
The Flow Orchestration tiles are Autolaunched Orchestration (No Trigger) and Record-Triggered
Orchestration. Trigger an autolaunched orchestration using a custom Apex class or a custom URL.
The creation or update of a record can trigger a record-triggered orchestration, but only after the
record is saved.

Variables in Orchestrations
Autolaunched orchestrations can use input variables to require input from a process that calls it.

To reference output values from flows called by orchestration steps, use the step’s automatic output.

NotesDescriptionVariable

Orchestrations don’t have a way to assign a value to an internal-only variable.Internal-only

Orchestrations can’t change the value of
variables, but they can pass input variables

The user-defined variable is marked
Available for input. When the autolaunched

Input

to input parameters for evaluation flows or
flows called by steps in an orchestration.

orchestration is called by a process, its input
variables are inputs for the parent process.

Orchestrations don’t use output variables.Output

Record Refresh in Orchestrations
When you reference a record variable or a record collection in an orchestration configured to run on API version 58.0 and later, records
are refreshed with their latest values each time the orchestration run resumes. In an autolaunched orchestration run, all referenced
records are refreshed. In a record-triggered orchestration, all referenced records except $Record_Prior are refreshed.

Flow Orchestration Run Record Ownership
For flow orchestration run records created in Winter ’23 or later, the Owner ID field is set to the ID of the automated process user.

SEE ALSO:

Use Automatic Output in Orchestrations

Flow Orchestration Resource: Global Variables

Building Blocks of Orchestrations
Stages, steps, and flows are the building blocks of an orchestration.
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Orchestration Stages

A stage groups related steps, organizing them into a logical phase. Stages are executed sequentially, and only one stage in an
orchestration can be in progress at a time. You configure the conditions that must be met for the stage to be considered complete.

Orchestration Steps

Steps are grouped in stages and can be run sequentially or concurrently. Interactive steps assign the completion of an active screen
flow to a person, group, or queue and require user intervention. Background steps run an active autolaunched flow synchronously
or asynchronously and have no user interaction. MuleSoft steps run an action imported from a MuleSoft operation and have no user
interaction.

Flows in Orchestrations

Each background and interactive step in an orchestration runs an associated flow. Use an evaluation flow to set custom criteria for
determining when a step is ready to start or when to mark an interactive step or stage complete.

Flow Orchestration Work Items

When an interactive step in an orchestration runs, it creates a work item and assigns it to a user, group, or queue. The orchestration
run then sends an email with a link to the specified record page to all assigned users. They complete the work in the Orchestrator
Work Guide component on the specified record page.

Orchestration Stages

EDITIONS

Available in: Lightning
Experience

Available in: Enterprise,
Performance, Unlimited,
and Developer Editions

This feature is supported in
Government Cloud and
Government Cloud Plus.

A stage groups related steps, organizing them into a logical phase. Stages are executed sequentially,
and only one stage in an orchestration can be in progress at a time. You configure the conditions
that must be met for the stage to be considered complete.

General

An orchestration must contain at least one stage. You can’t control when a stage starts because
stages run sequentially. To control when a stage completes, select one of the exit conditions.

Note:  The Stage element in Flow Orchestration isn’t related to the Stage resource in Flow
Builder.

Exit Condition

To control when a stage completes, select an exit condition.

RequiresStage Condition

—When all steps have been marked Complete, the stage is marked
Complete.

The name of the evaluation flow that determines when a stage
completes.

When the specified evaluation flow returns True, the stage is
marked Complete.

Automatic Output

An orchestration has access to a stage’s status after it’s in progress. At design time, however, automatic output resources are available
throughout an orchestration, even before associated orchestration runs have access to the automatic output. This capability means that
when you create an orchestration you must reference automatic output resources only when associated orchestration runs have access
to it.
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Status

When an orchestration is running, it manages the status for each stage. Because stages run sequentially and have no entry conditions,
they only have a status after they’re in progress. The corresponding orchestration stage run record is created after the stage is in progress.

DescriptionStage Status

In Progress • The stage started.

• The stage was in progress when an interactive step within the
orchestration encountered an error.

• The stage was in progress when a screen flow associated with
an interactive step within the stage encountered an error.

Completed • The stage met its exit condition, and the orchestration was
completed.

• The stage met its exit condition, and the orchestration is in
progress.

• The stage was completed, and the orchestration was canceled.

The stage was in progress when the orchestration was canceled.Canceled

Discontinued • The stage was completed when the orchestration encountered
an error.

• The stage was in progress when the orchestration encountered
an error.

Error • The stage encountered an error.

• A background step within the stage encountered an error.

• An autolaunched flow called by a background step within the
stage encountered an error.

History

In history, an orchestration stage has several possible milestones.

DescriptionStage Milestone

The stage started.Start Stage

The stage completed.End Stage

Discontinue Stage • The orchestration encountered an error after the stage was
completed.

• The orchestration encountered an error while the stage was
in progress.

Fail Stage • The stage encountered an error.
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DescriptionStage Milestone

• A background step within the stage encountered an error.

• An autolaunched flow called by a background step within the
stage encountered an error.

Flow Orchestration Stage Run Record Ownership

For flow orchestration stage run records created in Winter ’23 or later, the Owner ID field is set to the ID of the automated process user.

Orchestration Steps

EDITIONS

Available in: Lightning
Experience

Available in: Enterprise,
Performance, Unlimited,
and Developer Editions

This feature is supported in
Government Cloud and
Government Cloud Plus.

Steps are grouped in stages and can be run sequentially or concurrently. Interactive steps assign
the completion of an active screen flow to a person, group, or queue and require user intervention.
Background steps run an active autolaunched flow synchronously or asynchronously and have no
user interaction. MuleSoft steps run an action imported from a MuleSoft operation and have no
user interaction.

Note:  The Step resource in Flow Orchestration isn’t related to the discontinued Step element
in Flow Builder.

Automatic Output

At design time, automatic output resources are available throughout an orchestration, even before
associated orchestration runs have access to the automatic output. This capability means that when
you create an orchestration you must reference automatic output resources only when associated
orchestration runs have access to it.

Note:  To allow an orchestration access to a user-defined output variable in a flow called by a step, mark it as Available for output
in the flow.

Note:  An orchestration uses the isOrchestrationConditionMet output variable in evaluation flows. All other user-defined output
variable values are discarded.

Table 2: Orchestration Run Access to Automatic Output

Run-Time AvailabilityAutomatic Output

After the stage is in progressStage Status

After the parent stage is in progressStep Status

After the parent step has been completedFlow Output Variable

DescriptionStep Milestone

The step started.Start Step

The step was completed.End Step

Discontinue Step • The step’s stage was completed while the step was in progress.
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DescriptionStep Milestone

• The orchestration encountered an error after the step was
completed.

• The orchestration encountered an error while the step was in
progress.

• The step’s stage encountered an error while the step was in
progress.

The step encountered an error.Fail Step

Status

When an orchestration is running, it manages the status for each step.

DescriptionStep Status

The step hasn’t met its entry condition.Not Started

In Progress • The step started.

• The step was in progress when its associated stage
encountered an error.

• The screen flow associated with the interactive step
encountered an error.

Completed • The interactive step met its exit condition.

• The background step’s flow was completed.

• The step was completed when its associated stage
encountered an error.

Discontinued • The step was in progress when its associated stage completed.

• The step was completed when the orchestration encountered
an error.

• The step was in progress when the orchestration encountered
an error.

• The step was in progress when its associated stage
encountered an error.

Error • The step encountered an error.

• The autolaunched flow associated with a background step
encountered an error.

History

In history, a step in an orchestration has several possible milestones.
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DescriptionStep Milestone

The step started.Start Step

The step was completed.End Step

Discontinue Step • The step’s stage was completed while the step was in progress.

• The orchestration encountered an error after the step was
completed.

• The orchestration encountered an error while the step was in
progress.

• The step’s stage encountered an error while the step was in
progress.

The step encountered an error.Fail Step

DescriptionStep Milestone

The step started.Start Step

The step was completed.End Step

Discontinue Step • The step’s stage was completed while the step was in progress.

• The orchestration encountered an error after the step was
completed.

• The orchestration encountered an error while the step was in
progress.

• The step’s stage encountered an error while the step was in
progress.

The step encountered an error.Fail Step

Flow Orchestration Step Run Record Ownership

For flow orchestration step run records created in Winter ’23 or later, the Owner ID field is set to the ID of the automated process user.

Flow Orchestration Background Steps

A background step launches an active autolaunched flow and has no user interaction. You can control when a background step is
ready to start.

Flow Orchestration Interactive Steps

An interactive step launches an active screen flow and requires user interaction. You can control when an interactive step is ready
to start or when its status is set to completed.

Flow Orchestration MuleSoft Steps

A MuleSoft step asynchronously runs an operation imported from a MuleSoft API and has no user interaction. You can control when
a MuleSoft step is ready to start.
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Flow Orchestration Background Steps

EDITIONS

Available in: Lightning
Experience

Available in: Enterprise,
Performance, Unlimited,
and Developer Editions

This feature is supported in
Government Cloud and
Government Cloud Plus.

A background step launches an active autolaunched flow and has no user interaction. You can
control when a background step is ready to start.

Note:  The Step resource in Flow Orchestration isn’t related to the discontinued Step element
in Flow Builder.

Background Step Work Cycle

Asynchronous Background Step

By default, background steps are processed synchronously. When you select Contains external callouts or pause elements, a
background step is processed asynchronously. Use an asynchronous background step when the background step calls an autolaunched
flow that contains a Pause element or an external callout.

When to Start the Step

To control when a background step starts, select a condition.

RequiresStep Condition

—When the stage starts, the step starts.

The name of the step that must be completed before the current
step can start.

When another step is marked Complete, the step starts.

The name of the evaluation flow that determines whether a step
can start.

When the specified evaluation flow returns True, the step starts.
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Running Context of a Flow Called by a Background Step

An active autolaunched flow called by a background step runs in system context. To control the system context’s record-level access,
use the How to Run the Orchestration advanced option.

Flow Orchestration Interactive Steps

EDITIONS

Available in: Lightning
Experience

Available in: Enterprise,
Performance, Unlimited,
and Developer Editions

This feature is supported in
Government Cloud and
Government Cloud Plus.

An interactive step launches an active screen flow and requires user interaction. You can control
when an interactive step is ready to start or when its status is set to completed.

Note:  The Step resource in Flow Orchestration isn’t related to the discontinued Step element
in Flow Builder.

Interactive Step Work Cycle

For flows running in version 57.0 and earlier, after an interactive step is marked as complete, an orchestration run resumes in the context
of the user who completed the associated work item. If the person who completed a work item has granular access to specific flows
without the Run Flows permission, the orchestration run can’t resume. To resume the orchestration, another work item can be completed
by someone with the Run Flows permission or an admin can trigger a Flow Orchestration Event with the ID of the paused orchestration
run.

When to Start the Step

To control when an interactive step starts, select a condition.

RequiresStep Condition

—When the stage starts, the step starts.

The name of the step that must be completed before the current
step can start.

When another step is marked Complete, the step starts.

The name of the evaluation flow that determines whether a step
can start.

When the specified evaluation flow returns True, the step starts.
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When to Complete the Step

To control when an interactive step completes, select a condition.

RequiresStep Condition

—When the assigned user has completed the screen flow, the step
is marked Complete.

The name of the evaluation flow that determines when an
interactive step completes.

When the specified evaluation flow returns True, the step is marked
Complete.

Who Completes the Step

When an orchestration is designed, an interactive step is assigned to a user, group, or queue.

Table 3: Interactive Step Assignees

DescriptionType

User • The username of an internal user

• The username of a credentialed Experience Cloud site visitor

Group • The API name of a group that includes only internal users

• The API name of a group that includes only credentialed Aura
site visitors

• The API name of a group that includes only credentialed LWR
site visitors

Queue • The API name of a queue that includes only internal users

• The API name of a queue that includes only credentialed Aura
site visitors

• The API name of a queue that includes only credentialed LWR
site visitors

At run time, assigned users, groups, and queues always receive a notification email with a link to their assigned work. You can’t stop
Flow Orchestration from sending these email notifications, and you can’t customize them yourself.

NotificationAssignee Type

Personalized email notification with a link to the internal related
record page

You can't customize the email notification.

Internal user

Personalized email notification with a link to the related record
page of the oldest live Experience Cloud site that they’re a member
of

You can't customize the email notification.

Credentialed Experience Cloud site visitor
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NotificationAssignee Type

General email notification with a link to the internal related record
page

Group or queue of internal users

General email notification with a link to the related record page of
the live Experience Cloud site that they’re all members of

Group or queue of credentialed Aura or LWR site visitors who are
all members of the same site

General email notification with a link to the record page of the
oldest live Experience Cloud site that they’re all members of

Group or queue of credentialed Aura or LWR site visitors who are
all members of one or more common sites

General email notification with a link to the internal related record
page

The link is invalid for Experience Cloud site visitors because they
don’t have access to internal pages. They can use the Orchestration

Group or queue of credentialed Aura or LWR site visitors who have
no site in common

Work Item Object List page to view and access their assigned work
items from an Experience Cloud site that they’re a member of.

General email notification with a link to the internal related record
page

The link is invalid for Experience Cloud site visitors because they
don’t have access to internal pages. They can use the Orchestration

Group or queue of internal users and credentialed Aura or LWR
site visitors

Work Item Object List page to view and access their assigned work
items from an Experience Cloud site that they’re a member of.

Where to Complete the Step

The assignee or a person from the assigned group or queue completes the associated screen flow on a related record page. A link to
this related record page is included in the email sent to the assigned person, group, or queue.

Running Context of a Flow Called by an Interactive Step

An active screen flow called by an interactive step runs in the context of the person who’s completing it.

SEE ALSO:

Running Context of an Orchestration
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Flow Orchestration MuleSoft Steps

EDITIONS

Available in: Lightning
Experience

Available in: Enterprise,
Performance, Unlimited,
and Developer Editions

This feature is supported in
Government Cloud and
Government Cloud Plus.

A MuleSoft step asynchronously runs an operation imported from a MuleSoft API and has no user
interaction. You can control when a MuleSoft step is ready to start.

Note:  The Step resource in Flow Orchestration isn’t related to the discontinued Step element
in Flow Builder.

When to Start the Step

To control when a MuleSoft step starts, under Select When to Start the Step, select a condition.

RequiresStep Condition

—When the stage starts, the step starts.

The name of the step that must be completed
before the current step can start.

When another step is marked Complete, the
step starts.

The name of the evaluation flow that determines
whether a step can start.

When the specified evaluation flow returns True,
the step starts.

Running Context of a MuleSoft Action Called by a MuleSoft Step

A MuleSoft action called by a MuleSoft step runs in system context. To control the system context’s record-level access, use the How to
Run the Orchestration advanced option.

Flows in Orchestrations

EDITIONS

Available in: Lightning
Experience

Available in: Enterprise,
Performance, Unlimited,
and Developer Editions

This feature is supported in
Government Cloud and
Government Cloud Plus.

Each background and interactive step in an orchestration runs an associated flow. Use an evaluation
flow to set custom criteria for determining when a step is ready to start or when to mark an interactive
step or stage complete.

Background Steps

Each background step calls an autolaunched flow.

Interactive Steps

Each interactive step assigns a screen flow to a user, group, or queue.

When to Start the Step

Each step can call an evaluation flow to determine whether the step can be started. An evaluation flow is a flow with a process type of
Evaluation Flow. It’s an autolaunched flow that contains a predefined Boolean output variable named
isOrchestrationConditionMet. To indicate that the custom entry conditions are met, the output variable must be set to
true.

Note:  The Boolean isOrchestrationConditionMet  variable defined in an evaluation flow must be initialized to false.

Note:  Previously, you could select any autolaunched flow that used the isOrchestrationConditionMet  variable to
evaluate custom entry or exit criteria. An orchestration that uses this type of autolaunched flows for evaluation criteria is unaffected
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by this change until you update it. New orchestrations and existing orchestrations that you update can use only flows with a
process type of Evaluation Flow.

When to Complete the Step

An interactive step or a stage can call an evaluation flow to determine whether the step can be considered complete. An evaluation
flow is a flow with a process type of Evaluation Flow. It’s an autolaunched flow that contains a predefined Boolean output variable named
isOrchestrationConditionMet. To indicate that the custom exit conditions are met, the output variable must be set to true.

Note:  The Boolean isOrchestrationConditionMet  variable defined in an evaluation flow must be initialized to false.

Note:  Previously, you could select any autolaunched flow that used the isOrchestrationConditionMet variable to
evaluate custom entry or exit conditions. An orchestration that uses this type of autolaunched flow for evaluation conditions is
unaffected by this change until you update it. New orchestrations and existing orchestrations that you update can use only flows
with a process type of Evaluation Flow.

Flow Variables

Flows can have internal-only, input, and output variables.

NotesDescriptionVariable

You can create your own internal variables,
or you can let flow create them for you.
Orchestrations can’t use these variables.

The variable is used inside the flow and isn’t
available for input or output in an
orchestration.

Internal-only

Flows that can have input values from an
orchestration for input variables are:

The user-defined variable is marked
Available for input. When the flow is called
by an orchestration step, its input variables
are inputs for the step.

Input

• Autolaunched flows

• Screen flows

• Evaluation flows

Orchestrations can access user-defined
output variables from:

The user-defined variable is marked
Available for output. Output variables are
accessible as automatic outputs for the

Output

• Autolaunched flows
associated step and are available
throughout the orchestration. • Screen flows

When you reference automatic output that
contains a record or a record collection in
an orchestration configured to run on API
version 58.0 and later, records are refreshed
with their latest values each time the
orchestration run resumes.

To add custom comments to the
Orchestration Run Log, create a text output
variable named Comments in a flow called
by an orchestration step and assign it a
value.
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Evaluation Flows in Orchestrations

Use evaluation flows to determine when steps are ready to start and when stages and interactive steps can be marked complete.
Select the Evaluation Flow tile in the New Flow window to create an evaluation flow.

SEE ALSO:

Flow Types

Flow Builder

Evaluation Flows in Orchestrations

EDITIONS

Available in: Lightning
Experience

Available in: Enterprise,
Performance, Unlimited,
and Developer Editions

This feature is supported in
Government Cloud and
Government Cloud Plus.

Use evaluation flows to determine when steps are ready to start and when stages and interactive
steps can be marked complete. Select the Evaluation Flow tile in the New Flow window to create
an evaluation flow.

Variables in Evaluation Flows

When you select the Evaluation Flow tile in the New Flow window, you create an autolaunched
flow that contains a predefined Boolean output variable named
isOrchestrationConditionMet.

Initialize isOrchestrationConditionMet  to false, and to indicate that the custom
conditions are met, set isOrchestrationConditionMet  to true.

Note:  Previously, you could select any autolaunched flow that used the
isOrchestrationConditionMet  variable to evaluate custom entry or exit conditions.
An orchestration that uses this type of autolaunched flow for evaluation conditions is
unaffected by this change until you update it. New orchestrations and existing orchestrations
that you update can use only flows with a process type of Evaluation Flow.

Evaluation flows only return a value for isOrchestrationConditionMet. Values for any other output variables are discarded.

Evaluation Flow Execution

Every time a step within the current stage completes, the orchestration evaluates the conditions for that stage and its steps. The status
of each stage or step determines what condition the orchestration checks. If the condition being checked relies on an evaluation flow,
the evaluation flow runs.

• When a stage is in progress, the orchestration determines whether it can be completed..

• For each not started step within the current stage, the orchestration determines whether the step is ready to start.

• For each in progress interactive step within the current stage, the orchestration determines whether the step can be marked complete.
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Flow Orchestration Work Items

EDITIONS

Available in: Lightning
Experience

Available in: Enterprise,
Performance, Unlimited,
and Developer Editions

This feature is supported in
Government Cloud and
Government Cloud Plus.

When an interactive step in an orchestration runs, it creates a work item and assigns it to a user,
group, or queue. The orchestration run then sends an email with a link to the specified record page
to all assigned users. They complete the work in the Orchestrator Work Guide component on the
specified record page.

Who To Noftify When Work Is Assigned

When an interactive step runs, the orchestration creates a work item, and assigns it to the specified
user, group, or queue. The type of notification emailed to the assignee, depends on the type of
assignee.

NotificationAssignee Type

Personalized email notification with a link to the
internal related record page

You can't customize the email notification.

Internal user

Personalized email notification with a link to the
related record page of the oldest live Experience
Cloud site that they’re a member of

You can't customize the email notification.

Credentialed Experience Cloud site visitor

General email notification with a link to the
internal related record page

Group or queue of internal users

General email notification with a link to the
related record page of the live Experience Cloud
site that they’re all members of

Group or queue of credentialed Aura or LWR
site visitors who are all members of the same
site

General email notification with a link to the
record page of the oldest live Experience Cloud
site that they’re all members of

Group or queue of credentialed Aura or LWR
site visitors who are all members of one or more
common sites

General email notification with a link to the
internal related record page

The link is invalid for Experience Cloud site
visitors because they don’t have access to

Group or queue of credentialed Aura or LWR
site visitors who have no site in common

internal pages. They can use the Orchestration
Work Item Object List page to view and access
their assigned work items from an Experience
Cloud site that they’re a member of.

General email notification with a link to the
internal related record page

The link is invalid for Experience Cloud site
visitors because they don’t have access to

Group or queue of internal users and
credentialed Aura or LWR site visitors

internal pages. They can use the Orchestration
Work Item Object List page to view and access
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NotificationAssignee Type

their assigned work items from an Experience Cloud site that they’re
a member of.

Internal User Access to Work Items

Internal users get a link in their email notification to the related record page where they can complete their assigned work item. They
can also view and access their assigned work in the Flow Orchestration Work Items list view. To allow internal users to complete assigned
work, before the orchestration runs, place the Flow Orchestration Work Guide component on the related record page layout in Lightning
App Builder.

Experience Cloud Site Visitor Access to Work Items

Credentialed Experience Cloud site visitors usually get a link in their email notification to the related record page of the oldest live
Experience Cloud site that they’re a member of. They can also view and access their assigned work in the Orchestration Work Item object
list view.

Before the orchestration runs, in Experience Builder, the admin sets up site visitor access to orchestration work items.

• In Experience Builder, the admin places the Flow Orchestration Work Guide component on the related record page in Aura and LWR
sites.

• In Experience Builder, the admin adds the Orchestration Work Item List object page to Aura and LWR sites.

Work Assigned to an Internal User

When an interactive step runs, the orchestration creates a work item and assigns it to the specified internal user. The assigned user
receives an email with a link to the internal related record page notifying them that they have an action item to complete. When the
user clicks the link in the email, they then can complete the screen flow associated with the interactive step in the Work Guide on the
internal related record page.

Work Assigned to a Credentialed Experience Cloud Site Visitor

When an interactive step runs, the orchestration creates a work item and assigns it to the specified credentialed Experience Cloud site
visitor. The assignee receives an email that notifies them that they have an action item to complete. The email contains a link to the
related record page on the oldest live site that they’re a member of. When the site visitor clicks the email link, they then complete the
associated screen flow in the Work Guide on the related record page that they’ve been directed to.

Work Assigned to an Internal Group or Queue

When the interactive step runs, the orchestration creates a work item and assigns it to the specified group or queue. All users in the
assigned internal group or internal queue receive an email with a link to the internal related record page notifying them that they have
an action to complete. When a user clicks the link in the email and the work item opens, the user can run the screen flow in the Work
Guide on the internal related record page.

An assigned work item is completed by the first user to complete the screen flow. If two users execute the screen flow simultaneously,
the user who completes the flow second receives an error. After the work item is completed, other users from the assigned group or
queue see no related work in the Work Guide component on the internal related record page.
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Work Assigned to a Group or Queue of Credentialed Experience Cloud Site Visitors

When the interactive step runs, the orchestration creates a work item and assigns it to the specified group or queue of credentialed
Experience Cloud site visitors. Site visitors in an assigned group or queue receive an email notifying them that they have an action to
complete. The email usually contains a link to the related record page of the oldest live Experience Cloud site that the visitors are all
members of. When a group or queue member clicks the link, the visitor is taken to the related record page of the oldest live Experience
Cloud site that all group or queue members are credentialed for. From that related record page, the site visitor can complete the associated
screen flow in the Work Guide. Experience Cloud site visitors can also view work items assigned to them in the Orchestration Work Item
List object page. From the Orchestration Work Item List, they can also access their assigned work. When the credentialed site visitor goes
to the related record page of the Aura or LWR site that they’re a member of, the visitor can run the screen flow in the Work Guide.

An assigned work item is completed by the first credentialed site visitor to complete the screen flow. If two credentialed site visitors
execute the screen flow simultaneously, the one who completes the flow second receives an error. After the work item is completed,
other site visitors from the assigned group or queue see no related work in the Work Guide component on the related record page.

Work Items Reassigned to a User, Group, or Queue

You can reassign open work items for a running orchestration to a different user, group, or queue. After reassignment, a work item is
processed like it was after the running orchestration created it.

Work Item Statuses

DescriptionWork Item Status

Assigned • The work item has been created, but the assigned user hasn’t
completed it, and the orchestration is in progress.

• The work item has been reassigned to a different user, and the
orchestration is in progress.

• The assigned user hasn’t completed the work item, and the
orchestration was canceled.

• The assigned user completed the work item, and the
orchestration was canceled.

• The assigned user hasn’t completed the work item, and the
orchestration encountered an error.

• The assigned user hasn’t completed the work item, and the
screen flow associated with the work item’s interactive step
encountered an error.

Completed • The assigned user completed the work item, and the
orchestration was completed.

• The assigned user hasn’t completed the work item, and the
stage that contains its associated step was completed.

• The assigned user has completed the work item, and the
orchestration was canceled.

• The assigned user has completed the work item, and the
orchestration encountered an error.

• The assigned user has completed the work item, and the stage
that contains its associated step encountered an error.
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DescriptionWork Item Status

• The assigned user hasn’t completed the work item, and the
stage that contains its associated step encountered an error.

History

In history, an orchestration work item has several possible milestones.

DescriptionWork Item Milestone

The work item was created and assigned.Start Work Item

The assigned user completed the work item.

When the work item reaches the End Work Item milestone, the
Completed By field is set to the username of the user or

End Work Item

credentialed Experience Cloud site visitor who completed the work.
When the work item reaches this milestone, the Duration field is
set to the duration of the step in seconds.

The work item was reassigned.Reassign Work Item

Flow Orchestration Work Item Record Ownership

For flow orchestration work item records created in Winter ’23 or later, the Owner ID field is set to either the ID of the assigned user or
the ID of the automated process user.

Owner IDScenario

ID of the assigned userAssignee is a single internal user.

ID of the credentialed Experience Cloud site visitorAssignee is a single credentialed Experience Cloud site visitor.

ID of the user reassigned the work itemWork item is reassigned to a single internal user.

ID of the credentialed Experience Cloud site visitor reassigned the
work item

Work item is reassigned to a single credentialed Experience Cloud
site visitor.

ID of the automated process userAssignee is a group or queue.

ID of the automated process userWork item is reassigned to a group or queue.
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Anatomy of an Orchestration

EDITIONS

Available in: Lightning
Experience

Available in: Enterprise,
Performance, Unlimited,
and Developer Editions

This feature is supported in
Government Cloud and
Government Cloud Plus.

Combine elements, connectors, and resources to build orchestrations.

• Each element (1) represents an action that the flow can execute. Orchestrations use Stage and Decision elements.

• Each connector (2) defines an available path that the orchestration can take at run time.

• Each stage consists of one or more steps (3).

• Each resource (4) represents a value that you can reference through a stage, step, or decision.
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Orchestration Types

EDITIONS

Available in: Lightning
Experience

Available in: Enterprise,
Performance, Unlimited,
and Developer Editions

This feature is supported in
Government Cloud and
Government Cloud Plus.

An orchestration’s type determines how the orchestration can be distributed.

All orchestrations are made up of steps grouped within a series of stages. Interactive steps contain
a screen flow and require user interaction. Background steps contain an autolaunched flow and
don’t require user interaction. An orchestration’s type affects how an orchestration is launched.

NotesAvailable Distribution
Methods

Orchestration Type

Autolaunched Orchestration
(No Trigger)

• Custom Apex classes

• Custom buttons or custom
links

A record-triggered flow
orchestration only runs when
a record is created or updated.

Record-triggered Orchestration

Used to create an orchestration
for CMS. Includes the

Salesforce CMS in the Digital
Experiences app

Managed Content Authoring
Workflow (Beta)

mContentVariantId and
mContentSpaceId input
variables. For more details, see
CMS Workflows and Approvals
(Beta).

Triggers for Orchestrations

EDITIONS

Available in: Lightning
Experience

Available in: Enterprise,
Performance, Unlimited,
and Developer Editions

This feature is supported in
Government Cloud and
Government Cloud Plus.

Creating or updating a record can trigger an orchestration that requires additional input from users,
approval from assigned users, other updates to the record, or changes to related records. In the
Start element of a record-triggered orchestration, you can specify new and changed records of a
specific object. Autolaunched orchestrations don’t use triggers. Use another mechanism to launch
an autolaunched orchestration, such as custom Apex classes or custom URLs. Use Flow Orchestration
to automate complex processes, and use Flow Trigger Explorer to order record-triggered flows.

In Flow Orchestration, the trigger occurs after a record is saved.

What’s the Difference Between a Flow and an Orchestration?
Salesforce offers several features that automate internal procedures and business processes to save
time across your org.

Flow
A flow is an application that automates a business process by collecting data and doing something in your Salesforce org or an
external system. Flows can provide screens to guide users through your business process.

Flows aren’t tied to any one object, but they’re record-centric. They can look up, create, update, and delete records for multiple
objects. You build flows using Flow Builder, which is a point-and-click tool.
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Orchestration
An orchestration is an application that builds sophisticated business processes by combining and coordinating a series of flows.
Orchestrations are user-centric. You can manage processes that involve different users and different parts of your organization
through one orchestration. Flow Orchestration allows you to monitor operations and improve efficiency.

SEE ALSO:

What's the Difference Between Workflow Rules and Flows?

Advanced Orchestration Concepts
After you understand the basics, you’re ready for a closer look at the context in which orchestrations run and how they perform work
items at the same time.

Running Context of an Orchestration

The running context determines the access that an orchestration has to Salesforce data and the context used by a paused orchestration
to resume. By default, the running context of an orchestration depends on how an orchestration is invoked.

Running Context of an Orchestration

EDITIONS

Available in: Lightning
Experience

Available in: Enterprise,
Performance, Unlimited,
and Developer Editions

This feature is supported in
Government Cloud and
Government Cloud Plus.

The running context determines the access that an orchestration has to Salesforce data and the
context used by a paused orchestration to resume. By default, the running context of an orchestration
depends on how an orchestration is invoked.

The default running user for an orchestration depends on the type of orchestration.

Autolaunched Orchestration

An autolaunched orchestration usually launches and resumes in the context of the user who
launched the orchestration. If the orchestration is launched from Apex, it sometimes runs in a system
context.

You can control the context that an autolaunched orchestration launches and resumes in with the
How to Run the Orchestration advanced option. When the autolaunched orchestration runs in a
system context, the context you select also determines the record-level access of the autolaunched
orchestration run’s background steps, MuleSoft steps, and evaluation flows.

For orchestrations running on API version 58 and later, the context used to resume an autolaunched orchestration is always the context
of how the orchestration was launched. For orchestrations running on prior API versions, the paused orchestration attempts to resume
in the context of the running user of the most recently completed interactive step.

Record-Triggered Orchestration

A record-triggered orchestration always launches and resumes in a system context. Interactive steps run in the context of the person
completing the associated flow. You can control the record-level access of the system context with the How to Run the Orchestration
advanced option. Your selection also determines the record-level access of the record-triggered orchestration run’s background steps,
MuleSoft steps, and evaluation flows.
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Build an Orchestration

EDITIONS

Available in: Lightning
Experience

Available in: Enterprise,
Performance, Unlimited,
and Developer Editions

This feature is supported in
Government Cloud and
Government Cloud Plus.

Use Flow Orchestration to build sophisticated business processes by combining and coordinating
flows.

User Permissions Needed

Manage FlowTo open, edit, or create an orchestration in Flow
Builder:

It’s easier to automate a business process when you understand how the pieces fit. Before you
create your orchestration, talk to your stakeholders to understand the requirements. You can save
draft orchestrations without knowing all required information, but you must specify all associated
flows and details before you can activate and run your orchestration.

Orchestrations are made up of Stage elements and Decision elements. Stages contain at least one step, each step calling an action to
run. Background and interactive steps call flows. MuleSoft steps call MuleSoft actions imported from MuleSoft APIs. Whenever possible,
create the flows and import the MuleSoft actions that you need before you build your orchestration.

1. From Setup, in the Quick Find box, enter Flows, select Flows, and then click New Flow.

2. Click All + Templates, select Orchestrator, select the orchestration type, and then click Next.

3. (Optional) To configure the Start element for a record-triggered orchestration, click Edit.

4. To add an element between the Start and End elements, hover over  and click , and select the element.

5. To add steps to a stage, click Add Step.

6. To create a loop or connect to a different element, after the stage, hover over , click , click Connect to element, and then click
 on the desired element.

7. Save your orchestration.

After you build an orchestration, activate it, and then test it to make sure that it’s working as you expect. You’re then ready to use it.

Define Conditions in an Orchestration

Control when an orchestration takes a specific decision outcome.

Assign an Interactive Step in an Orchestration

When you create an interactive step, you assign it to a user, group, or queue. A user can be an internal user or a credentialed Experience
Cloud site visitor. Groups or queues can include internal users, credentialed Aura site visitors, or credentialed LWR site visitors. You
can also assign an interactive step to a resource that contains a username, group API name, or queue API name when the orchestration
runs. When the active screen flow associated with the interactive step runs, an assigned user completes the flow on the related
context record.

Route an Orchestration

Flow Orchestration uses Auto-Layout in Flow Builder. In Auto-Layout, elements on the canvas are spaced and connected automatically.
Use Go To connectors when you have elements that don’t follow the usual consecutive auto-layout path.

Use Automatic Output in Orchestrations

An orchestration has access to output for its stages, steps, and decisions. Query the status of any stage or step in the orchestration.
Use output parameters from any step’s associated flow. In an orchestration configured to run on API version 58.0 and later, referenced
automatic outputs that contain a record or a record collection are refreshed with their latest values each time the orchestration run
resumes.
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Integrate an Orchestration with External Systems

Add a MuleSoft step to your orchestration to call an imported MuleSoft action. You can also use the $Orchestration.Instance system
variable to integrate external systems with your orchestration.

Create an Orchestration Template

You can save a new or existing orchestration as a template, and then use it as a starting point for creating other orchestrations in
Flow Builder. You can also distribute the template via a managed package so that subscribers can create orchestrations based on
the template.

Make Work Accessible to Assigned Users

When an orchestration runs an interactive step, it emails a notification to the assigned user, group, or queue. Credentialed Experience
Cloud site visitors can see and access their assigned Flow Orchestration work items on the Orchestration Work Item List object page.
Internal users and credentialed Experience Cloud site visitors complete their assigned work in the Work Guide.

Define Conditions in an Orchestration

EDITIONS

Available in: Lightning
Experience

Available in: Enterprise,
Performance, Unlimited,
and Developer Editions

This feature is supported in
Government Cloud and
Government Cloud Plus.

Control when an orchestration takes a specific decision outcome.

User Permissions Needed

Manage FlowTo open, edit, or create an orchestration in Flow
Builder:

Before you begin, add the Decision element to your orchestration.

1. Set up the conditions.

At run time, the conditions are evaluated in the order you specify.

Behavior for Decision
Outcomes

Option

If one of the conditions is
false, the orchestration

All Conditions Are
Met

evaluates the next outcome’s
conditions.

If one of the conditions is true,
the orchestration immediately
takes this outcome’s path.

Any Condition Is
Met

When you select this option, provide the condition logic by
entering up to 1000 characters. Use:

Custom Condition
Logic Is Met

• Numbers to refer to each condition

• AND, OR, or NOT to identify which combination of
conditions must be true

• Parentheses to group parts of the string together

Tip:  If you enter AND, it’s the same as if you selected
All Conditions Are Met. If you enter OR, it’s the same
as if you selected Any Condition Is Met. If you enter
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Behavior for Decision OutcomesOption

any other logic, make sure that you include a number for each condition.

For example, for 1 AND NOT(2 OR 3), the flow evaluates whether the first
condition is true and neither the second nor third condition is true.

2. Identify the logic between the conditions.

DescriptionColumn Header

Options:Resource

• Select an input variable or automatic output from a stage or step.

• Select a Decision element.

• Select a global variable.

The available operators depend on the data type selected for Resource. For details, see Flow
Orchestration Operators in Decision Elements.

Operator

Resource  and Value  in the same row must have compatible data types.

Options:

Value

• Select an orchestration resource, such as an input variable or automatic output from a stage
or step.

• Select a global variable.

• Manually enter a literal value.

Note:  When you add or subtract a number from a date value, the date adjusts in days, not
hours.
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Assign an Interactive Step in an Orchestration

EDITIONS

Available in: Lightning
Experience

Available in: Enterprise,
Performance, Unlimited,
and Developer Editions

This feature is supported in
Government Cloud and
Government Cloud Plus.

USER PERMISSIONS

To open, edit, or create an
orchestration in Flow Builder:
• Manage Flow

To complete assigned work
and resume a paused
orchestration
• Run Flows

When you create an interactive step, you assign it to a user, group, or queue. A user can be an
internal user or a credentialed Experience Cloud site visitor. Groups or queues can include internal
users, credentialed Aura site visitors, or credentialed LWR site visitors. You can also assign an
interactive step to a resource that contains a username, group API name, or queue API name when
the orchestration runs. When the active screen flow associated with the interactive step runs, an
assigned user completes the flow on the related context record.

You can assign an interactive step to a user, a public group, or a queue.

The User field for an interactive step’s assigned user includes internal users and credentialed
Experience Cloud site visitors. Whenever you assign an interactive step to a user or a credentialed
site visitor, ensure that they have the required access to the related record.

For an internal user to complete an interactive step, they must have access to the associated internal
Salesforce Lightning record page. For a credentialed Experience Cloud site visitor to complete an
interactive step, they must have access to the associated related record page in an Aura or LWR
site.

1. For an interactive step, under Select Someone to Complete the Action, select an assignment
type.

a. To specify a user, select User.

b. To specify a regular public group, select Group.

c. To specify a group that’s a queue, select Queue.

d. To specify a resource that contains a user’s username when the orchestration runs, select
User Resource.

e. To specify a resource that contains a group’s API name when the orchestration runs, select Group Resource.

f. To specify a resource that contains a queue’s API name when the orchestration runs, select Queue Resource.

2. Specify the assigned user, group, or queue.

a. If you selected User, search for the name of an internal user or a credentialed Experience Cloud site visitor, and select it from the
list.

b. If you selected Group, search for a group’s label, and select it from the list.

c. If you selected Queue, search for a queue’s label, and select it from the list.

d. If you selected User Resource, specify the API name of the variable that contains the assignee’s username when the orchestration
runs.

Note:  Don’t select $User for User Resource. The $User global variable evaluates to the system user when the orchestration
is running in system context and an interactive step can’t be assigned to the system user.

e. If you selected Group Resource, specify the API name of the variable that contains the group API name when the orchestration
runs.
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f. If you selected Queue Resource, specify the API name of the variable that contains the assigned queue’s API name when the
orchestration runs.

SEE ALSO:

Flow Orchestration Interactive Steps

Running Context of an Orchestration

Route an Orchestration

EDITIONS

Available in: Lightning
Experience

Available in: Enterprise,
Performance, Unlimited,
and Developer Editions

This feature is supported in
Government Cloud and
Government Cloud Plus.

Flow Orchestration uses Auto-Layout in Flow Builder. In Auto-Layout, elements on the canvas are
spaced and connected automatically. Use Go To connectors when you have elements that don’t
follow the usual consecutive auto-layout path.

User Permissions Needed

Manage FlowTo open, edit, or create an orchestration in Flow
Builder:

To add a Go To connector, you must have at least two elements in your orchestration.

1. Directly after the element that you want to change the connector for, hover over  and click
.

2. Click Connect to element.

3. Click  on the element that you want to connect to.

The original element now has a dotted line connection to the specified element.

Add an End Element to an Orchestration Path

All elements in an orchestration are connected automatically or connected by Go To connectors that you add manually. To finish a
path in your orchestration, add an End element.

Add an End Element to an Orchestration Path

EDITIONS

Available in: Lightning
Experience

Available in: Enterprise,
Performance, Unlimited,
and Developer Editions

This feature is supported in
Government Cloud and
Government Cloud Plus.

All elements in an orchestration are connected automatically or connected by Go To connectors
that you add manually. To finish a path in your orchestration, add an End element.

To add an End element, you must have at least one Decision element and two paths in your
orchestration.

1. After the last element in the path where you want to add the End element, hover over  and
click .

2. Select End.

The path now ends execution when this element is reached.
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Use Automatic Output in Orchestrations

EDITIONS

Available in: Lightning
Experience

Available in: Enterprise,
Performance, Unlimited,
and Developer Editions

This feature is supported in
Government Cloud and
Government Cloud Plus.

An orchestration has access to output for its stages, steps, and decisions. Query the status of any
stage or step in the orchestration. Use output parameters from any step’s associated flow. In an
orchestration configured to run on API version 58.0 and later, referenced automatic outputs that
contain a record or a record collection are refreshed with their latest values each time the
orchestration run resumes.

User Permissions Needed

Manage FlowTo open, edit, or create an orchestration in Flow
Builder:

Add an element or resource to your orchestration.

When you build an orchestration, automatic outputs for every stage and step in that orchestration are universally available. This universal
availability means that you can potentially use automatic output in your designed orchestration before it’s available in an orchestration
run. So, when using automatic output, consider the order in which an orchestration executes its elements and resources.

1. In a resource, value, or input parameter field, select a stage or step from the dropdown list.

2. Select the automatic output field from the dropdown list.

3. Save your work.

Integrate an Orchestration with External Systems
Add a MuleSoft step to your orchestration to call an imported MuleSoft action. You can also use the $Orchestration.Instance system
variable to integrate external systems with your orchestration.

Publish an Orchestration Event

To allow an external system to make a paused orchestration evaluate its stage and step conditions, publish an orchestration event
from a record-triggered orchestration.

SEE ALSO:

Flow Orchestration MuleSoft Steps

Publish an Orchestration Event

EDITIONS

Available in: Lightning
Experience

Available in: Enterprise,
Performance, Unlimited,
and Developer Editions

This feature is supported in
Government Cloud and
Government Cloud Plus.

To allow an external system to make a paused orchestration evaluate its stage and step conditions,
publish an orchestration event from a record-triggered orchestration.

User Permissions Needed

Manage FlowTo open, edit, or create an orchestration in Flow
Builder:

Add a custom field to the object to hold an orchestration run ID.
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Create an autolaunched flow with an input variable that accepts an orchestration run ID and passes it to the action that invokes an
external system.

Add logic at the end of the action invoking the external system. After the external system finishes its task, it must update the custom
orchestration run ID field on the affected record with the orchestration run ID it was passed.

Call the autolaunched flow from an asynchronous background step in an orchestration, and pass $Orchestration.Instance to the appropriate
input parameter.

1. Create a record-triggered flow that runs when the custom orchestrator run ID field is updated on a record. If you have records of
more than one object affected by an external system, create a record-triggered flow for each object.

2. Add a Create Records element to the record-triggered flow.

3. Enter a label, API name, and description for the element.

4. Select Use separate resources, and literal values.

5. For Object, enter Orchestration, and then select Orchestration Event.

6. For Object, enter Orchestration, and then select Orchestration Event.

7. For Field, enter Orchestration, and then select OrchestrationInstanceId.

8. For Value, enter $Record, and then select $Record. Then select the name of the custom orchestration run ID field on the triggering
record.

9. Click Done.

10. Save and activate the new record-triggered flow.

SEE ALSO:

Extend Salesforce with Clicks, Not Code : Create Custom Fields

Automate Your Business Processes : Flow Resource: Variable

Create an Orchestration Template

EDITIONS

Available in: Lightning
Experience

Available in: Enterprise,
Performance, Unlimited,
and Developer Editions

This feature is supported in
Government Cloud and
Government Cloud Plus.

You can save a new or existing orchestration as a template, and then use it as a starting point for
creating other orchestrations in Flow Builder. You can also distribute the template via a managed
package so that subscribers can create orchestrations based on the template.

User Permissions Needed

Manage FlowTo open, edit, or create an orchestration in Flow
Builder:

1. To create an orchestration template from an orchestration:

a. Open an orchestration and click Save As.
The Save as dialog opens
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.

b. Click A New Orchestration and enter a label, API name, and description for your orchestration template.

The description appears under the orchestration template’s name in the New Flow dialog and gives users information about
what your template does.

c. Click Show Advanced.

d. Select Template and click Done.

2. To make an orchestration into a template.

a. Open an orchestration and click .
The Edit version properties dialog opens.
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b. Ensure that the orchestration has a description.

The description appears under the orchestration template’s name in the New Flow dialog and gives users information about
what your template does.

c. Click Show Advanced.

d. Select Template and click Done.

3. To use the new template, select it in the New Flow dialog. .

a. In Setup, from the Flows listview, click New Flow.

b. In the New Flow dialog, click All + Templates, and then click Flow Orchestration.
The new orchestration template is shown in the Flow Orchestration category on the All + Templates tab of the New Flow dialog.

c. Select the new template and click Done.

Make Work Accessible to Assigned Users
When an orchestration runs an interactive step, it emails a notification to the assigned user, group, or queue. Credentialed Experience
Cloud site visitors can see and access their assigned Flow Orchestration work items on the Orchestration Work Item List object page.
Internal users and credentialed Experience Cloud site visitors complete their assigned work in the Work Guide.

Add an Orchestration Work Item List Object Page to an Experience Cloud Site

Internal users can see and access their assigned work in the Flow Orchestration Work Items list view. Add the Orchestration Work
Item List object page to your Aura or LWR site so that credentialed site visitors can see and access their assigned Flow Orchestration
work items.

Add the Work Guide to a Record Page Layout

Add the Flow Orchestration Work Guide Lightning App Builder component to the page layouts for record types referenced by
interactive steps.

Add the Work Guide to an Experience Cloud Site

Add the Flow Orchestration Work Guide component to the related record page in your Aura and LWR sites for record types referenced
by interactive steps.

SEE ALSO:

Flow Orchestration Work Items
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Add an Orchestration Work Item List Object Page to an Experience Cloud Site

EDITIONS

Available in: Lightning
Experience

Available in: Enterprise,
Performance, Unlimited,
and Developer Editions

This feature is supported in
Government Cloud and
Government Cloud Plus.

USER PERMISSIONS

To create an Experience
Cloud site:
• Create and Set Up

Experiences AND View
Setup and Configuration

To customize an Experience
Cloud site:

• Be a member of the site
AND Create and Set Up
Experiences

• OR

• Be a member of the site
AND an experience
admin, publisher, or
builder in that site

To publish an Experience
Cloud site:

• Be a member of the site
AND Create and Set Up
Experiences

• OR

• Be a member of the site
AND an experience
admin or publisher in
that site

To run a flow in an
Experience Builder site:
• Run Flows

Internal users can see and access their assigned work in the Flow Orchestration Work Items list view.
Add the Orchestration Work Item List object page to your Aura or LWR site so that credentialed site
visitors can see and access their assigned Flow Orchestration work items.

1. In Experience Builder, select Pages > New Page.

2. Select Object Pages.

3. In the New Object Pages dialog box, enter work item  in the Search box.

4. Select Orchestration Work Item, and click Create.

5. In the dialog box, click Create.

6. Select Pages > Orchestration Work Item List.

7. Preview and publish your site.
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Add the Work Guide to a Record Page Layout

EDITIONS

Available in: Lightning
Experience

Available in: Enterprise,
Performance, Unlimited,
and Developer Editions

This feature is supported in
Government Cloud and
Government Cloud Plus.

USER PERMISSIONS

To create and save Lightning
pages in the Lightning App
Builder:
• Customize Application

To view Lightning pages in
the Lightning App Builder:
• View Setup and

Configuration

Add the Flow Orchestration Work Guide Lightning App Builder component to the page layouts for
record types referenced by interactive steps.

1. To add the component to an existing page layout, on a page for a record type associated with

an interactive step, click , and then select Edit Page.

2. To create a page layout for a record type associated with an interactive step, from Setup, in the
Quick Find box, enter App Builder, and then select Lightning App Builder.

a. Click New

b. Select Record Page, and then click Next.

c. Give your record page a label, and then click Next.

The label can be up to 80 characters.

d. Select a page template, and click Finish.

3. Under Components, drag Flow Orchestration Work Guide onto the page layout.

If this page layout is new, add other components as needed.

4. Save your work.

5. If the page layout isn’t already activated, the Page Saved window appears and asks if you want
to activate the page.

Activate your orchestration.
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Add the Work Guide to an Experience Cloud Site

EDITIONS

Available in: Lightning
Experience

Available in: Enterprise,
Performance, Unlimited,
and Developer Editions

This feature is supported in
Government Cloud and
Government Cloud Plus.

USER PERMISSIONS

To create an Experience
Cloud site:
• Create and Set Up

Experiences AND View
Setup and Configuration

To customize an Experience
Cloud site:

• Be a member of the site
AND Create and Set Up
Experiences

OR

• Be a member of the site
AND View Setup and
Configuration AND an
experience admin,
publisher, or builder in
that site

To publish an Experience
Cloud site:

• Be a member of the site
AND Create and Set Up
Experiences

OR

• Be a member of the site
AND an experience
admin or publisher in
that site

Add the Flow Orchestration Work Guide component to the related record page in your Aura and
LWR sites for record types referenced by interactive steps.

Your org must have Flow Orchestration enabled.

1. In Experience Builder, navigate to the related record page.

2. From the Components panel, drag Flow Orchestration Work Guide onto the page.

3. Save your work.

Add the Orchestration Work Item Object List page to your Aura or LWR site and ensure that the site
is published. Then activate the orchestration.

Deploy an Orchestration
After you design and test your orchestration, it’s time to put it to work!
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Set Up an Org-Wide Email Address

To receive emails from Flow Orchestration, create an org-wide email address.

Activate or Deactivate an Orchestration

You can have multiple versions of an orchestration in Salesforce, but only one version of each orchestration can be active at a time.
You can activate or deactivate an orchestration in Flow Builder or from the orchestration’s detail page in Setup.

Deploy Orchestrations with Change Sets

Create, test, and debug your orchestrations in a sandbox. Use a change set to send the orchestration and its associated flows to
production when you’re ready to deploy.

Set Up an Org-Wide Email Address

EDITIONS

Available in: Lightning
Experience

Available in: Enterprise,
Performance, Unlimited,
and Developer Editions

This feature is supported in
Government Cloud and
Government Cloud Plus.

To receive emails from Flow Orchestration, create an org-wide email address.

The email address you set up in this step acts as the From address in your emails from Flow
Orchestration. If you don’t have a From address, your notification emails don’t send.

Note:  If you have an existing org-wide email address, you don’t have to set up a new one,
but make sure you’ve specified it as your Email Approval Sender in Process Automation
Settings in Setup.

1. From Setup, in the Quick Find box, enter Email, and select Organization-Wide Address.

2. Select Add.

3. Fill in the Organization-wide address form.

a. For Display Name, enter a name that labels your org-wide address.

b. For Email Address, enter a company email address that can be used as the From Address in your email alert.

c. Select Allow All Profiles to Use this From Address.

d. Save your work.

4. View your org-wide address and the status, which reads Verification Request Sent.

5. Navigate to the email address you specified in the Email Address field.

6. When Salesforce sends an email to the company address you entered previously, approve and verify the company email address.

7. Navigate back to Salesforce, and check to make sure that the status of your address is Verified.

8. From Setup, in the Quick Find box, enter automation settings, and then select Process Automation Settings..

9. For Email Approval Sender, specify your org-wide email address.

10. Save your changes.

Activate your orchestration.
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Activate or Deactivate an Orchestration

EDITIONS

Available in: Lightning
Experience

Available in: Enterprise,
Performance, Unlimited,
and Developer Editions

This feature is supported in
Government Cloud and
Government Cloud Plus.

USER PERMISSIONS

To activate or deactivate an
orchestration:
• Manage Flow

To activate a
record-triggered
orchestration:
• View All Data

You can have multiple versions of an orchestration in Salesforce, but only one version of each
orchestration can be active at a time. You can activate or deactivate an orchestration in Flow Builder
or from the orchestration’s detail page in Setup.

When you activate an orchestration version, the previously activated version, if one exists, is
deactivated. Any running orchestration continues to run using the version that it started with.

1. In Flow Builder, open the orchestration version.

2. On the button bar, click Activate or Deactivate.

Deploy Orchestrations with Change Sets

EDITIONS

Available in: Lightning
Experience

Available in: Enterprise,
Performance, Unlimited,
and Developer Editions

This feature is supported in
Government Cloud and
Government Cloud Plus.

Create, test, and debug your orchestrations in a sandbox. Use a change set to send the orchestration
and its associated flows to production when you’re ready to deploy.

User Permissions Needed

Manage Flow

AND

View All Data

To create, edit, or view processes:

Deploy Change Sets

AND

Modify Metadata Through Metadata API
Functions

To edit deployment connections:

Create and Upload Change SetsTo use outbound change sets:

Deploy Change Sets AND Modify Metadata
Through Metadata API Functions

To use inbound change sets:

Create and upload the outbound change set in your sandbox, and deploy the inbound change set in production.
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1. Ensure that all group names and queue names used in the source org to assign interactive steps to users duplicate the names used
in the target org.

2. Ensure that no interactive steps are directly assigned to a specific user.

a. Create constants for each assigned user who’s directly assigned to an interactive step in the orchestration.

b. Assign each interactive step to the appropriate assigned-user constant.

3. Activate your orchestration and all its referenced flows.

4. Create an outbound change set.

5. Add components to the new change set. These components include the orchestration, its associated flows, and any new custom
actions or new custom flow screen components that the associated flows depend on.

6. Upload your outbound change set.

7. Deploy your inbound change set in your target org.

8. Update any assigned-user constants in the orchestration, and save a new version of the orchestration.

9. Activate the new version of the orchestration.

Ensure that the page layouts for each context record referenced in the orchestration include the Orchestrator Work Guide Lightning
App Builder component.

SEE ALSO:

Sandboxes: Staging Environments for Customizing and Testing : Change Sets

Orchestration Run

EDITIONS

Available in: Lightning
Experience

Available in: Enterprise,
Performance, Unlimited,
and Developer Editions

This feature is supported in
Government Cloud and
Government Cloud Plus.

An orchestration run is created for each instance of a running orchestration.

An orchestration is an application built by your admin that uses stages, steps, and decisions to
organize a complex business process.An orchestration run is a running instance of an orchestration.
The context an orchestration run uses depends on the orchestration type. You can also specify a
context with the How to Run the Orchestration advanced option.

After it’s created, an orchestration run has an associated status.

DescriptionOrchestration Run Status

The orchestration hasn’t started.Not Started

The orchestration started.In Progress

The orchestration was completed.Completed

The orchestration was manually canceled.Canceled

Error • The orchestration encountered an error.

• A stage within the orchestration
encountered an error.

• A step within the orchestration encountered
an error.
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DescriptionOrchestration Run Status

• The screen flow or autolaunched flow associated with a step
within the orchestration encountered an error.

In logging, an orchestration run has several milestones.

DescriptionOrchestration Run Milestone

The orchestration started.Start Run

The orchestration was completed.End Run

The orchestration was manually canceled.Cancel Run

Fail Run • The orchestration encountered an error.

• A stage within the orchestration encountered an error.

• A step within the orchestration encountered an error.

SEE ALSO:

Running Context of an Orchestration

Manage Orchestrations and Work Items

EDITIONS

Available in: Lightning
Experience

Available in: Enterprise,
Performance, Unlimited,
and Developer Editions

This feature is supported in
Government Cloud and
Government Cloud Plus.

Manage orchestrations and work items with list views. Cancel running orchestrations and reassign
work items that have been assigned, but not completed.

View Orchestration Work Items

Use the All Work Items list view to see all work items. Use the All Open Orchestration Work
Items list view to see all assigned but not completed work items. Assigned users can see and
access only their pending work items in the All Open Orchestration Work Items list view.

View Orchestration Runs

Use the Orchestration Runs list view to see all in-progress, canceled, and completed orchestration
runs in your org. Access orchestration details and history through the orchestration runs list
view.

Reassign an Orchestration Work Item

Reassign an assigned work item to a different user, group, or queue.

Cancel a Running Orchestration

Cancel an in-progress orchestration from the orchestration runs list view.

Orchestration Statuses and Milestones

Each part of an orchestration has a status assigned when an orchestration runs.
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View Orchestration Work Items

EDITIONS

Available in: Lightning
Experience

Available in: Enterprise,
Performance, Unlimited,
and Developer Editions

This feature is supported in
Government Cloud and
Government Cloud Plus.

USER PERMISSIONS

To view all orchestration
work items:
• View access is based on

sharing settings

Use the All Work Items list view to see all work items. Use the All Open Orchestration Work Items
list view to see all assigned but not completed work items. Assigned users can see and access only
their pending work items in the All Open Orchestration Work Items list view.

1. In the App Launcher, find and select Orchestration Work Items.

2. To see assigned and completed orchestration work items, from the dropdown list, select All
Work Items.

3. To see assigned orchestration work items, from the dropdown list, select All Open Work Items.

4. To see an assigned work item on its associated record page, click the assigned work item record
in the list view.

Note:  Only the assigned user or a member of the assigned group or queue can see an
assigned work item on its associated record page.

View Orchestration Runs

EDITIONS

Available in: Lightning
Experience

Available in: Enterprise,
Performance, Unlimited,
and Developer Editions

This feature is supported in
Government Cloud and
Government Cloud Plus.

USER PERMISSIONS

To view orchestration runs:
• View access is based on

sharing settings

Use the Orchestration Runs list view to see all in-progress, canceled, and completed orchestration
runs in your org. Access orchestration details and history through the orchestration runs list view.

1. In the App Launcher, find and select  Orchestration Runs.

2. To see details for a specific orchestration run, on the All Orchestration Runs list view, click the
link for an orchestration, and then click the Related tab.
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3. To see the full orchestration run history, under Orchestration Run Log, click View All.

Add Comments to the Orchestration Run Log

Add custom comments to the Orchestration Run Log using variables in flows called by orchestration steps.

Add a Comments Column to the Orchestration Run Log

Add comments from flows called by orchestration steps to the Orchestration Run Log to customize log information.

Add Comments to the Orchestration Run Log

EDITIONS

Available in: Lightning
Experience

Available in: Enterprise,
Performance, Unlimited,
and Developer Editions

This feature is supported in
Government Cloud and
Government Cloud Plus.

Add custom comments to the Orchestration Run Log using variables in flows called by orchestration
steps.

1. In a flow called by an orchestration step, add a variable named Comments.

a. For Resource Type, select Variable.

b. For API name, enter Comments.

c. For Description, enter Stores custom text to be added to the
Comments field in the Flow Orchestration Log.

d. Select Available for output.

e. For Data Type, select Text.

2. In an Assignment element in your flow, set the Comments  variable to a string.
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Add a Comments Column to the Orchestration Run Log

EDITIONS

Available in: Lightning
Experience

Available in: Enterprise,
Performance, Unlimited,
and Developer Editions

This feature is supported in
Government Cloud and
Government Cloud Plus.

Add comments from flows called by orchestration steps to the Orchestration Run Log to customize
log information.

1. From the Orchestration Run List View, click  and select Edit Object.

2. In the Orchestration Run setup page, click Page Layouts, and select Orchestration Instance
Layout.

3. In the Related Lists section, click the  for Orchestration Run Log.

4. In the Related List Properties - Orchestration Run Log window, under Available Fields, select
Comments and click .
The Comments field is added to the Selected Fields list.

5. To change the Comments field’s location in the Orchestration Run Log, use the up and down
arrows.

6. Click OK, and then click Save.

Reassign an Orchestration Work Item

EDITIONS

Available in: Lightning
Experience

Available in: Enterprise,
Performance, Unlimited,
and Developer Editions

This feature is supported in
Government Cloud and
Government Cloud Plus.

USER PERMISSIONS

To reassign a work item :
• Manage Orchestration

Runs and Work Items

To complete assigned work
• Run Flows

Reassign an assigned work item to a different user, group, or queue.

You can reassign an assigned work item for an orchestration that’s still in progress.

1. In the App Launcher, find and select Orchestration Work Items.

2. On the All Open Work Items page, from the dropdown for the assigned work item, select
Reassign Orchestration Work Item.

3. In the Reassign Orchestration Work Item window, select the user, group, or queue to reassign
the work item to.

4. Click Reassign Orchestration Work Item.

SEE ALSO:

Salesforce Winter ’23 Release Notes : Enable Sharing for Flow Orchestration Objects (Release
Update)
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Cancel a Running Orchestration

EDITIONS

Available in: Lightning
Experience

Available in: Enterprise,
Performance, Unlimited,
and Developer Editions

This feature is supported in
Government Cloud and
Government Cloud Plus.

USER PERMISSIONS

To cancel a running
orchestration:
• Manage Orchestration

Runs and Work Items

Cancel an in-progress orchestration from the orchestration runs list view.

You can only cancel an in-progress orchestration.

1. In the App Launcher, find and select Orchestration Runs.

2. On the Orchestration Runs page, from the dropdown for the in-progress orchestration, select
Cancel Orchestration.

3. Click Cancel Orchestration.

SEE ALSO:

Salesforce Winter ’23 Release Notes : Enable Sharing for Flow Orchestration Objects (Release
Update)

Orchestration Statuses and Milestones

EDITIONS

Available in: Lightning
Experience

Available in: Enterprise,
Performance, Unlimited,
and Developer Editions

This feature is supported in
Government Cloud and
Government Cloud Plus.

Each part of an orchestration has a status assigned when an orchestration runs.

Orchestration Details
The orchestration details page gives the status of an orchestration that’s currently running.

Orchestration Status
When an orchestration runs, it can complete, it can be canceled, it can end due to an error with a
flow, or it can remain in progress. Orchestration stages, steps, and work items statuses are
situation-dependent.

Table 4: Orchestration Completed

StatusObject

CompletedOrchestration Run

CompletedCompleted Stages

CompletedCompleted Steps

DiscontinuedRunning Steps

Not StartedNot Started Steps

CompletedCompleted Work Items

CompletedNot Started Work Items
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Table 5: Orchestration Canceled

StatusObject

CanceledOrchestration Run

CompletedCompleted Stages

CanceledRunning Stage

CompletedCompleted Steps

CanceledRunning Steps in the Running Stage

Not StartedNot Started Steps

CompletedCompleted Work Items

CompletedNot Started Work Items

Table 6: Orchestration Stopped by Orchestration Error

StatusObject

ErrorOrchestration Run

DiscontinuedRunning Stage

DiscontinuedRunning Steps

Not StartedNot Started Steps

CompletedCompleted Work Items

AssignedNot Started Work Items

Table 7: Orchestration Stopped by Stage Error

StatusObject

ErrorOrchestration Run

ErrorFailed Stage

CompletedCompleted Stages

CompletedCompleted Steps

DiscontinuedRunning Steps

Not StartedNot Started Steps

CompletedCompleted Work Items

CompletedNot Started Work Items
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Table 8: Orchestration Stopped by Interactive Step Error

StatusObject

ErrorOrchestration Run

CompletedCompleted Stages

ErrorRunning Stage

ErrorFailed Step

CompletedCompleted Steps

DiscontinuedRunning Steps

Not StartedNot Started Steps

CompletedCompleted Work Items

AssignedNot Started Work Items

Note:  These statuses apply when the interactive step fails. When the screen flow associated with the interactive step fails, the
status for running stage and failed step is In Progress and the status for not started work items is Assigned.

Table 9: Orchestration Stopped by Background Step Error

StatusObject

ErrorOrchestration Run

CompletedCompleted Stages

ErrorRunning Stage

ErrorFailed Step

CompletedCompleted Steps

DiscontinuedRunning Steps

Not StartedNot Started Steps

CompletedCompleted Work Items

CompletedNot Started Work Items

Orchestration Run Milestones
When an orchestration runs, it logs milestones to the orchestration history.

DescriptionOrchestration Run Milestone

The orchestration started.Start Run

The orchestration was completed.End Run

The orchestration was manually canceled.Cancel Run
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DescriptionOrchestration Run Milestone

Fail Run • The orchestration encountered an error.

• A stage within the orchestration encountered an error.

• A step within the orchestration encountered an error.

Troubleshoot Orchestrations

EDITIONS

Available in: Lightning
Experience

Available in: Enterprise,
Performance, Unlimited,
and Developer Editions

This feature is supported in
Government Cloud and
Government Cloud Plus.

To troubleshoot a failed orchestration run, use the orchestration fault email. To test an orchestration
and observe what happens as it runs, use the debug option.

Emails about Orchestration Errors

When an orchestration run fails, Salesforce sends an error email. The email is sent to either the
admin who last modified the associated orchestration or the Apex exception email recipients.

Debug an Orchestration

You can view debug information for in-progress and failed orchestrations.

Emails about Orchestration Errors

EDITIONS

Available in: Lightning
Experience

Available in: Enterprise,
Performance, Unlimited,
and Developer Editions

This feature is supported in
Government Cloud and
Government Cloud Plus.

When an orchestration run fails, Salesforce sends an error email. The email is sent to either the
admin who last modified the associated orchestration or the Apex exception email recipients.

The email includes the error message with details about the:

• Orchestration

• Executed orchestration elements

• Flows called from orchestration steps

For activated orchestrations, the error email also has a link to show the failed orchestration run
details in Flow Builder.

If an orchestration fails because of a flow it calls, then the recipients receive an error email for the
orchestration failure and an error email for the flow failure.

Example:

Error element Stage_1 (FlowOrchestratedStage).
An error occurred when executing a flow interview.

Flow Details
Flow API Name: Create_Customer_Record
Type: Orchestrator
Version: 1
Status: Inactive
Org: signup.org.test.1640285093849 (00DRM000000G0SV)

Flow Interview Details
Interview Label: Create New Customer 2/11/2022, 1:57 PM
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Interview GUID: 1fb36a45416070aa772cba20517eea2a1236-7f18
Current User: Test User (005RM0000025zTa)
Start time: 2/11/2022, 1:57 PM
Duration: 3 seconds

How the Interview Started
Orchestration Run ID: 0jERM0000004CQT
Test User (005RM0000025zTa) started the flow interview.
API Version for Running the Flow: 54

ENTER STAGE: Stage 1
ID: 0jFRM0000004CQY
Status: Error

BACKGROUND STEP: Create Account for New Customer
ID: 0jLRM0000004Cfd
Status: Error
Entry Condition:
When the stage starts, the step starts = true
Flow (Create_Account_for_New_Customer)
Inputs:
None.
Outputs:
None.

Error Occurred: An error occurred when executing a flow interview.

Salesforce Error ID: 904995012-1848 (1749972898)

Debug an Orchestration

EDITIONS

Available in: Lightning
Experience

Available in: Enterprise,
Performance, Unlimited,
and Developer Editions

This feature is supported in
Government Cloud and
Government Cloud Plus.

You can view debug information for in-progress and failed orchestrations.

How Does Debugging Work for Orchestrations?
View debug details in Flow Builder for only in-progress and failed orchestrations runs. View debug
details in error emails for failed flows.

Note:  When an orchestration fails, it doesn’t necessarily roll back record additions, changes,
or deletions that were made before the orchestration failed. As a result, we recommend that
you design and debug your orchestration in a sandbox environment before deploying it to
production.

The debug information for in-progress and failed orchestrations is similar to the information displayed
for flow. In addition, orchestration debug details show milestones for orchestrations, stages, steps,
and work items.

Milestones
Orchestration milestones are a part of orchestration debugging details.
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DescriptionOrchestration Run Milestone

The orchestration started.Start Run

The orchestration was completed.End Run

The orchestration was manually canceled.Cancel Run

Fail Run • The orchestration encountered an error.

• A stage within the orchestration encountered an error.

• A step within the orchestration encountered an error.

Stage milestones are a part of orchestration debugging details.

DescriptionStage Milestone

The stage started.Start Stage

The stage completed.End Stage

Discontinue Stage • The orchestration encountered an error after the stage was
completed.

• The orchestration encountered an error while the stage was
in progress.

Fail Stage • The stage encountered an error.

• A background step within the stage encountered an error.

• An autolaunched flow called by a background step within the
stage encountered an error.

Step milestones are a part of orchestration debugging details.

DescriptionStep Milestone

The step started.Start Step

The step was completed.End Step

Discontinue Step • The step’s stage was completed while the step was in progress.

• The orchestration encountered an error after the step was
completed.

• The orchestration encountered an error while the step was in
progress.

• The step’s stage encountered an error while the step was in
progress.

The step encountered an error.Fail Step
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Work item milestones are a part of orchestration debugging details.

DescriptionWork Item Milestone

The work item was created and assigned.Start Work Item

The assigned user completed the work item.

When the work item reaches the End Work Item milestone, the
Completed By field is set to the username of the user or

End Work Item

credentialed Experience Cloud site visitor who completed the work.
When the work item reaches this milestone, the Duration field is
set to the duration of the step in seconds.

The work item was reassigned.Reassign Work Item

Debug an In-Progress Orchestration

Debug an in-progress orchestration to better understand the path an orchestration takes with different scenarios and the variable
values at points in the automation

Debug a Failed Orchestration

Troubleshoot a failed orchestration, and gain insights about why it failed.

Debug an In-Progress Orchestration

EDITIONS

Available in: Lightning
Experience

Available in: Enterprise,
Performance, Unlimited,
and Developer Editions

This feature is supported in
Government Cloud and
Government Cloud Plus.

USER PERMISSIONS

To debug a running
orchestration):
• Manage Orchestration

Runs and Work Items

Debug an in-progress orchestration to better understand the path an orchestration takes with
different scenarios and the variable values at points in the automation

1. In the App Launcher, find and select Orchestration Runs.

2. On the Orchestration Runs page, from the dropdown for the desired in-progress orchestration,
select Debug Orchestration.

Note: If you started running an orchestration before upgrading to Spring ’22, stage and
step instance IDs are shown as null in orchestration debug information. Evaluation flow
output is also shown as null.

SEE ALSO:

Salesforce Winter ’23 Release Notes : Enable Sharing for Flow Orchestration Objects (Release
Update)
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Debug a Failed Orchestration

EDITIONS

Available in: Lightning
Experience

Available in: Enterprise,
Performance, Unlimited,
and Developer Editions

This feature is supported in
Government Cloud and
Government Cloud Plus.

USER PERMISSIONS

To debug a failed
orchestration:
• Manage Flow

Troubleshoot a failed orchestration, and gain insights about why it failed.

1. From Setup, in the Quick Find box, enter flow, and then select Paused and Failed Flow
Interviews.

2. On the Flow Interviews page, from the list view dropdown, select All Failed Flow Interviews.

3. For the desired failed orchestration, select Open.

Note: If you started running an orchestration before upgrading to Spring ’22, stage and
step instance IDs are shown as null in orchestration debug information. Evaluation flow
output is also shown as null.

SEE ALSO:

Salesforce Winter ’23 Release Notes : Enable Sharing for Flow Orchestration Objects (Release
Update)

Flow Orchestration Limits and Considerations

EDITIONS

Available in: Lightning
Experience

Available in: Enterprise,
Performance, Unlimited,
and Developer Editions

This feature is supported in
Government Cloud and
Government Cloud Plus.

When designing, managing, and running orchestrations, consider these issues.

General Flow Orchestration Limits

When using orchestrations, keep orchestration limits, flow limits, and Apex governor limits in
mind.

Considerations for Orchestrations

Keep these considerations in mind when designing and using orchestrations.

Considerations for Evaluation Flows

Keep these considerations in mind when using evaluation flows as entry or exit conditions.

General Flow Orchestration Limits

EDITIONS

Available in: Lightning
Experience

Available in: Enterprise,
Performance, Unlimited,
and Developer Editions

This feature is supported in
Government Cloud and
Government Cloud Plus.

When using orchestrations, keep orchestration limits, flow limits, and Apex governor limits in mind.

Enterprise,
Unlimited,
Performance,
or Developer
Editions

Per-Org Limit

50Versions per orchestration

50,000Concurrent orchestration runs

2,000Active flows plus orchestrations
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Enterprise, Unlimited,
Performance, or
Developer Editions

Per-Org Limit

4,000Total flows plus orchestrations

SEE ALSO:

Automate Your Business Processes : Flow Usage-Based Entitlements

Sales Productivity : Email Allocations per Edition

Platform Events Developer Guide: Platform Event Allocations

Considerations for Orchestrations

EDITIONS

Available in: Lightning
Experience

Available in: Enterprise,
Performance, Unlimited,
and Developer Editions

This feature is supported in
Government Cloud and
Government Cloud Plus.

Keep these considerations in mind when designing and using orchestrations.

Email Notifications
When a flow called by a step fails and causes an orchestration to fail, two email notifications are
sent.

• A flow error notification

• An orchestration error notification

Considerations for Evaluation Flows

EDITIONS

Available in: Lightning
Experience

Available in: Enterprise,
Performance, Unlimited,
and Developer Editions

This feature is supported in
Government Cloud and
Government Cloud Plus.

Keep these considerations in mind when using evaluation flows as entry or exit conditions.

An evaluation flow is a flow with a process type of Evaluation Flow. It’s an autolaunched flow that
contains a predefined Boolean output variable named isOrchestrationConditionMet.

General Guidelines
Use an evaluation flow to pause an orchestration until a specific field update occurs.

Don’t loop through records or make external callouts in evaluation flows.

To pass variables from the orchestration into an evaluation flow, use evaluation flow input
variables.

Output Variable
An evaluation flow has one output variable named isOrchestrationConditionMet.

The isOrchestrationConditionMet  output variable must be Boolean and initialized
to false.

The values of all output variables other than isOrchestrationConditionMet  are discarded and not used by the orchestration.
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Flow Orchestration Entitlements

EDITIONS

Available in: Lightning
Experience

Available in: Enterprise,
Performance, Unlimited,
and Developer Editions

This feature is supported in
Government Cloud and
Government Cloud Plus.

Flow Orchestration has usage-based entitlements. An orchestration run is a running instance of an
orchestration. An orchestration is an application built by your admin that uses stages, steps, and
decisions to organize a complex business process.

Flow Orchestration is automatically enabled for the editions listed in the Required Editions table.

NotesWhat’s IncludedHow To Get It

These runs aren’t available if
the org has one or more of the
Workflow Orchestration Runs
SKU.

All orgs receive 600
orchestration runs per year at
no charge. These runs reset
every 12 months back to 600,
regardless of how many were
used in the previous year.

Free orchestration runs

Provides 12 orchestration runs
each year on an org-wide basis.

Workflow Orchestration Runs
SKU

Contractual restrictions apply.
Contact your Salesforce
account rep to learn more.

Provides one user license with
contractual restrictions for Flow
Orchestrations. This license is
for non-CRM users who are

Workflow Orchestration User
SKU

assigned steps in an
orchestration.

Flow Orchestration Reference

EDITIONS

Available in: Lightning
Experience

Available in: Enterprise,
Performance, Unlimited,
and Developer Editions

This feature is supported in
Government Cloud and
Government Cloud Plus.

Bookmark this page for quick access to information about orchestration elements, resources, events,
and more.

Flow Orchestration Resources

Each resource represents a value that you can reference throughout the orchestration.

Flow Orchestration Elements

Each element represents an action that the orchestration can execute. Orchestrations can contain
Decision and Stage elements.

Flow Orchestration Connectors

Connectors determine the available paths that an orchestration can take at run time. On the
canvas in Flow Builder, a connector looks like an arrow that points from one element to another.

Flow Orchestration Operators

In conditions and filters, operators let you evaluate information and narrow the scope of an orchestration operation.

Flow Orchestration Version Properties

An orchestration version’s properties consist of its label and description. These values drive the field values that appear on the
orchestration’s detail page.
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Flow Orchestration Resources

EDITIONS

Available in: Lightning
Experience

Available in: Enterprise,
Performance, Unlimited,
and Developer Editions

This feature is supported in
Government Cloud and
Government Cloud Plus.

Each resource represents a value that you can reference throughout the orchestration.

In Flow Builder, the Manager tab shows the resources that are available in the orchestration.

You can create some resources by clicking New Resource. The system providers certain resources,
such as global constants and global variables. Other resources are created when you add an element
to an orchestration. For example, when you add a Decision element, a resource for each decision
outcome is created.

Creatable from
the Resources
Tab

DescriptionResource

Store a fixed value that you can use throughout an
orchestration.

Constant

When you add a Decision element to an orchestration,
its outcomes are available as Boolean resources. If an

Decision
Outcome

outcome path has already been executed in the
running orchestration, the resource’s value is True.

Any element that you add to an orchestration is
available as a resource with the was visited

Element

operator in decision outcome criteria. An element is
considered visited when it’s executed in a running
orchestration.

Calculate a value when the formula is used in the
orchestration.

Formula

Use fixed, system-provided values such as
EmptyString, True, and False.

Flow
Orchestration
Resource:
Global
ConstantsGlobal
Constant

Use system-provided variables that reference
information about the Salesforce org or running user,
such as the user’s ID or the API session ID.

Global
Variable

Organize the work done in an orchestration stage.Flow
Orchestration
Resource:
Step

Store text that can be changed and used throughout
the orchestration. To format the text, use HTML tags.

Text
Template

Store a value that can be changed throughout the
orchestration.

Variable
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Flow Orchestration Resource: Constant

Store a fixed value that you can use throughout an orchestration.

Flow Orchestration Resource: Formula

Calculate a value when the formula is used in the orchestration.

Flow Orchestration Resource: Global Constants

Use fixed, system-provided values such as EmptyString, True, and False.

Flow Orchestration Resource: Global Variables

Use system-provided variables that reference information about the Salesforce org or running user, such as the user’s ID or the API
session ID.

Flow Orchestration Resource: Step

Organize the work done in an orchestration stage.

Flow Orchestration Resource: Text Template

Store text that can be changed and used throughout the orchestration. To format the text, use HTML tags.

Flow Orchestration Resource: Variable

Store a value that can be changed throughout the orchestration.

Flow Orchestration Resource: Constant

EDITIONS

Available in: Lightning
Experience

Available in: Enterprise,
Performance, Unlimited,
and Developer Editions

This feature is supported in
Government Cloud and
Government Cloud Plus.

Store a fixed value that you can use throughout an orchestration.

DescriptionField

The requirement for uniqueness applies only to elements within the
current orchestration. Two elements can have the same API name,
provided they’re used in different orchestrations. An API name can include
underscores and alphanumeric characters without spaces. It must begin
with a letter and can’t end with an underscore. It also can’t have two
consecutive underscores.

API Name

Helps you differentiate this constant from other resources.Description

Determines the type of value that the constant can store. You can’t change
the data type of a previously saved constant.

Data Type

The constant’s value. This value doesn’t change throughout the
orchestration.

Value
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Flow Orchestration Resource: Formula

EDITIONS

Available in: Lightning
Experience

Available in: Enterprise,
Performance, Unlimited,
and Developer Editions

This feature is supported in
Government Cloud and
Government Cloud Plus.

Calculate a value when the formula is used in the orchestration.

DescriptionField

The requirement for uniqueness applies only to elements within
the current orchestration. Two elements can have the same API
name, provided they’re used in different orchestrations. An API
name can include underscores and alphanumeric characters
without spaces. It must begin with a letter and can’t end with an
underscore. It also can’t have two consecutive underscores.

API Name

Helps you differentiate this formula from other resources.Description

The data type for the value returned by the formula. You can’t
change the data type of a previously saved variable.

Data Type

Controls the number of digits to the right of the decimal point up
to 17 places. If you leave this field blank or set it to zero, only whole
numbers appear when your orchestration runs.

Available only when the data type is Number or Currency.

Decimal Places

The formula expression that the orchestration evaluates at run
time. The returned value must be compatible with Data Type.

Formula

Note:  Some formula functions aren’t supported in Flow
Builder.

Flow Orchestration Resource: Global Constants

EDITIONS

Available in: Lightning
Experience

Available in: Enterprise,
Performance, Unlimited,
and Developer Editions

This feature is supported in
Government Cloud and
Government Cloud Plus.

Use fixed, system-provided values such as EmptyString, True, and False.

Supported Data TypesGlobal Constant

Boolean{!$GlobalConstant.True}

Boolean{!$GlobalConstant.False}

Text{!$GlobalConstant.EmptyString}

Example: When you create a Boolean variable, $GlobalConstant.True and
$GlobalConstant.False  are supported. When you create a Currency variable, no
global constants are supported.

Null Versus Empty String

At run time, {!$GlobalConstant.EmptyString}  and null  are treated as separate, distinct values. For example:

• When you leave a text field or resource value blank, the value is null  at run time. If you want the value to be treated as an empty
string, set it to {!$GlobalConstant.EmptyString}.
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• For an orchestration condition, use the is null operator to check whether a value is null. If the condition compares two text
variables, make sure that their default values are correctly set to {!$GlobalConstant.EmptyString}  or left blank (null).

Flow Orchestration Resource: Global Variables

EDITIONS

Available in: Lightning
Experience

Available in: Enterprise,
Performance, Unlimited,
and Developer Editions

This feature is supported in
Government Cloud and
Government Cloud Plus.

Use system-provided variables that reference information about the Salesforce org or running user,
such as the user’s ID or the API session ID.

DescriptionGlobal
Variable

References an API URL or the session ID. These merge fields are available.$Api

• Enterprise_Server_URL_xxx—The Enterprise WSDL SOAP
endpoint, where xxx  represents the API version.

• Partner_Server_URL_xxx—The Partner WSDL SOAP endpoint,
where xxx  represents the API version.

• Session_ID

References custom labels. This global variable appears only if your org has
custom labels.

The returned value depends on the language setting of the contextual user.
The value returned is one of the following, in order of precedence:

$Label

1. The local translation’s text

2. The packaged translation’s text

3. The primary label’s text

References information about your company.$Organization

References information about the current user’s custom permission access.$Permission

References information from the current user’s profile, such as license type or
name.

$Profile

Tip:

• Use profile names to reference standard profiles in $Profile
merge fields.

• Users don’t need access to their profile information to run a flow
that references these merge fields.

Available only in record-triggered orchestrations.

In a record-triggered orchestration, the orchestration makes a copy of the
triggering record when it starts. If a step within that orchestration makes a

$Record

field update on the triggering record, it’s not reflected in the $Record global
variable. To make field updates on the orchestration-triggering record called
by one of the orchestration’s steps, pass the record ID to the step’s flow and
use it in a Get Records element.
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DescriptionGlobal Variable

You can reference $Record  values throughout the orchestration by passing the variable as an input
parameter to a flow in a step.

Available only in record-triggered orchestrations that are configured to run when a record is updated or
when a record is created or updated.

The $Record__Prior  global variable contains the values that the triggering record had immediately
before the orchestration started. You can’t change these values in the orchestration or with any flows
associated with its steps.

$Record__Prior

When the orchestration is triggered by a newly created record, all $Record__Prior  values are null.

References custom settings of type hierarchy. This global variable appears only if your org has hierarchy
custom settings. You can access custom settings of type list  only in Apex.

Hierarchical custom settings allow values at these levels.

$Setup

• Organization—The default value for everyone

• Profile—Overrides the Organization value

• User—Overrides the Organization and Profile values

Salesforce determines the correct value for this custom setting field based on the running user’s current
context.

$System.OriginDateTime  represents the literal value of 1900-01-01 00:00:00. Use this
merge field to perform date/time offset calculations.

$System

References information about the user who’s running the orchestration.$User

Note:  Most of the time, an orchestration’s running user is the automated process user. When the
running user is the automated process user, $User doesn’t provide useful information.

$User.UITheme  and $User.UIThemeDisplayed  identify the look and feel that the running user
sees on a Salesforce page. The difference between the two variables is that $User.UITheme  returns the
look and feel the user is supposed to see, while $User.UIThemeDisplayed  returns the look and feel
the user actually sees. For example, a user can have the preference and permissions to see the Lightning
Experience look and feel, but if they’re using a browser that doesn’t support that look and feel, for example,
older versions of Internet Explorer, $User.UIThemeDisplayed  returns a different value. These merge
fields return one of these values.

• Theme1—Obsolete Salesforce theme

• Theme2—Salesforce Classic 2005 user interface theme

• Theme3—Salesforce Classic 2010 user interface theme

• Theme4d—Modern “Lightning Experience” Salesforce theme

• Theme4t—Salesforce mobile app theme

• Theme4u—Lightning Console theme

• PortalDefault—Salesforce Customer Portal theme

• Webstore—AppExchange theme

References information about the current user’s role, such as the role name or ID.$UserRole
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Global Variable Considerations for Flows

• In a record-triggered orchestration, the $Record global variable doesn’t contain the triggering record’s values for fields whose
values are derived from other records. Examples of derived fields include Contact.Name  and User.MediumPhotoUrl.

• Multi-select picklist, time, and location global variables are available only in formulas.

• If a field in the database has no value, the corresponding merge field returns a blank value. For example, if no value is set for your
org’s Country field, {!$Organization.Country}  returns no value.

Flow Orchestration Resource: $Flow Global Variables

A $Flow  global variable provides information about the running orchestration. Some variables contain system-provided values.
You can update the other variables throughout the orchestration by storing output values in the variables.

Flow Orchestration Resource: $Flow  Global Variables

EDITIONS

Available in: Lightning
Experience

Available in: Enterprise,
Performance, Unlimited,
and Developer Editions

This feature is supported in
Government Cloud and
Government Cloud Plus.

A $Flow  global variable provides information about the running orchestration. Some variables
contain system-provided values. You can update the other variables throughout the orchestration
by storing output values in the variables.

Value Set ByDescriptionSupported
Resource
Types

Global Variable

AssignmentA collection of stages that are
relevant to the current path of the
flow.

Stage$Flow.ActiveStages

Note:  This system variable
references the flow Stage
resource, not the
orchestration Stage
element. It can only be
used in flows, including
those flows called by an
orchestration step, but it
isn’t supported for
orchestrations.

SystemDate when the flow interview
executes the element that
references the global variable.

Text, Date, and
Date/Time

$Flow.CurrentDate

AssignmentID of a related record. The value
must be a single ID for a valid

Text$Flow.CurrentRecord

object. All custom objects and
most standard objects are valid.

When a user pauses the flow
interview or the interview
executes a Wait element, the
interview is associated with this
record by creating a
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Value Set ByDescriptionSupported
Resource Types

Global Variable

FlowRecordRelation record. If the ID isn’t valid,
the interview fails to pause.

AssignmentThe currently selected stage.Stage$Flow.CurrentStage

Note:  This system variable references
the flow Stage resource, not the
orchestration Stage element. It can only
be used in flows, including those flows
called by an orchestration step, but it isn’t
supported for orchestrations.

SystemDate and time when the flow interview executes
the element that references the global variable.

Text, Date, and
Date/Time

$Flow.CurrentDateTime

SystemSystem fault message that can help flow
administrators troubleshoot runtime issues.

Text$Flow.FaultMessage

SystemUnique identifier for the interview.Text$Flow.InterviewGuid

SystemDate and time when the flow interview started.
For a flow launched by a Subflow element,

Text, Date, and
Date/Time

$Flow.InterviewStartTime

$Flow.InterviewStartTime  indicates
when the initial parent flow started.

Flow Orchestration Resource: Step

EDITIONS

Available in: Lightning
Experience

Available in: Enterprise,
Performance, Unlimited,
and Developer Editions

This feature is supported in
Government Cloud and
Government Cloud Plus.

Organize the work done in an orchestration stage.

Orchestrations have background steps and interactive steps.

Note:  The Step resource in Flow Orchestration isn’t related to the discontinued Step element
in Flow Builder.

Background Steps

Background steps call autolaunched flows and run without user interaction.

DescriptionField

Helps you identify the element on the canvas.Label

Automatically populated if empty when you fill out the Label  field and
press TAB.The requirement for uniqueness applies only to elements within

API Name

the current orchestration. Two elements can have the same API name,
provided they’re used in different orchestrations. An API name can include
underscores and alphanumeric characters without spaces. It must begin
with a letter and can’t end with an underscore. It also can’t have two
consecutive underscores.
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DescriptionField

Helps you remember what this resource does. When editing an element, appears after you click .
Description

Identifies the method used to determine whether a step is ready to start.Condition

Specifies a step that must be marked complete before the current step can start. Available when the
entry condition is set to When another step is marked Complete, the step starts..

Step Name

Specifies the flow that determines if the step can start. Available when the entry condition is set to
When the specified evaluation flow returns True, the step starts..

Evaluation Flow

Specifies which autolaunched flow to run for a step.Flow

Interactive Steps

Interactive steps call screen flows and require user interaction.

DescriptionField

Helps you identify the element on the canvas.Label

Automatically populated if empty when you fill out the Label  field and press TAB.The requirement
for uniqueness applies only to elements within the current orchestration. Two elements can have the

API Name

same API name, provided they’re used in different orchestrations. An API name can include underscores
and alphanumeric characters without spaces. It must begin with a letter and can’t end with an
underscore. It also can’t have two consecutive underscores.

Helps you remember what this resource does. When editing an element, appears after you click .
Description

Identifies the method used to determine whether a step is ready to start or can be considered complete.Condition

Specifies a step that must be marked complete before the current step can start. Available when the
entry condition is set to When another step is marked Complete, the step starts..

Step Name

Specifies the flow that determines if the step can start or be marked complete. Available when the
entry condition is set to When the specified evaluation flow returns True, the step starts.. Also available

Evaluation Flow

when the exit condition is set toWhen the specified evaluation flow returns True, the step is marked
Complete..

Specifies which screen flow to run for a step.Flow

Specifies the ID of the record where the Work Guide displays the screen flow to the assigned user.Record ID

Specifies the user assigned to complete the screen flow.Username

Step Status

DescriptionStep Status

The step hasn’t met its entry condition.Not Started
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DescriptionStep Status

In Progress • The step started.

• The step was in progress when its associated stage
encountered an error.

• The screen flow associated with the interactive step
encountered an error.

Completed • The interactive step met its exit condition.

• The background step’s flow was completed.

• The step was completed when its associated stage
encountered an error.

Discontinued • The step was in progress when its associated stage completed.

• The step was completed when the orchestration encountered
an error.

• The step was in progress when the orchestration encountered
an error.

• The step was in progress when its associated stage
encountered an error.

Error • The step encountered an error.

• The autolaunched flow associated with a background step
encountered an error.

Flow Orchestration Resource: Text Template

EDITIONS

Available in: Lightning
Experience

Available in: Enterprise,
Performance, Unlimited,
and Developer Editions

This feature is supported in
Government Cloud and
Government Cloud Plus.

Store text that can be changed and used throughout the orchestration. To format the text, use
HTML tags.

DescriptionField

The requirement for uniqueness applies only to elements within the current
orchestration. Two elements can have the same API name, provided they’re
used in different orchestrations. An API name can include underscores and
alphanumeric characters without spaces. It must begin with a letter and
can’t end with an underscore. It also can’t have two consecutive
underscores.

API Name

Helps you differentiate this text template from other resources.Description

The text for the template. To reference information from other resources,
use merge fields.

Text Template
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DescriptionField

Control the text font, size, color, and alignment. Add HTML links, bullet points, or numbered lists. Rich

text is on by default. To change to rich text, click .

Rich Text

Send email core actions use plain text. Some custom actions from the AppExchange or built by Salesforce

developers also expect plain text. To change to plain text, click .

Plain Text

Flow Orchestration Resource: Variable

EDITIONS

Available in: Lightning
Experience

Available in: Enterprise,
Performance, Unlimited,
and Developer Editions

This feature is supported in
Government Cloud and
Government Cloud Plus.

Store a value that can be changed throughout the orchestration.

DescriptionField

Defines fields for the Apex-defined data type. Only fields with the
@AuraEnabled annotation are available in an orchestration.

Apex Class

The requirement for uniqueness applies only to elements within the
current orchestration. Two elements can have the same API name,
provided they’re used in different orchestrations. An API name can include
underscores and alphanumeric characters without spaces. It must begin
with a letter and can’t end with an underscore. It also can’t have two
consecutive underscores.

API Name

Helps you differentiate this variable from other resources.Description

Determines the types of values that the variable can store. You can’t
change the data type of a previously saved variable.

The Record data type can store multiple field values for one record. The
Apex-defined data type can store multiple field values for one Apex class.

Data Type

Note:  Looking for sObject? In Flow Builder, that data type changed
to Record.

When selected, the resource is a collection variable. You can store a list
of values in collection variables. Collection variables can store only values

Allow multiple
values
(collection) that are compatible with their data type. When the data type is Record,

the collection variable can only store values for the associated object’s
records.

For example, store multiple email addresses in a collection variable, and
reference the collection variable to send an email.

The object whose field values you can store in the variable. You can’t
change the object of a previously saved variable.

Available only when the data type is Record.

Object
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DescriptionField

Controls the number of digits to the right of the decimal point up to 17 places. If you leave this field
blank or set it to zero, only whole numbers appear when your orchestration runs.

Available only when the data type is Number or Currency.

Decimal Places

When a variable is available for input, it can be set at the start of the orchestration, such as when an
orchestration is started from a Lightning page.

Availability Outside
the Flow

Warning:  Disabling input or output access for an existing variable can break the functionality
of applications and pages that call the orchestration and access the variable. For example, you
can access variables from URL parameters, processes, and other flows.

This field doesn’t affect how variables are assigned or used within the same orchestration.

Determines the variable value when the orchestration starts. If you leave this field blank, the value is
null.

Not available for Picklist and Multi-Select Picklist variables.

Default Value

Flow Orchestration Elements

EDITIONS

Available in: Lightning
Experience

Available in: Enterprise,
Performance, Unlimited,
and Developer Editions

This feature is supported in
Government Cloud and
Government Cloud Plus.

Each element represents an action that the orchestration can execute. Orchestrations can contain
Decision and Stage elements.

In Flow Builder, the Add Element menu shows the types of elements that you can add to the flow
by selecting them. For a list of all elements already added to the orchestration, see the Elements
section of the Manager tab in the Toolbox.

Flow Orchestration Element: Decision

Evaluate a set of conditions, and then route users through the orchestration based on the
outcomes of those conditions. This element performs the equivalent of an if-then statement.

Flow Orchestration Element: Stage

Group a series of related steps in an orchestration.

Flow Orchestration Element: Decision

EDITIONS

Available in: Lightning
Experience

Available in: Enterprise,
Performance, Unlimited,
and Developer Editions

This feature is supported in
Government Cloud and
Government Cloud Plus.

Evaluate a set of conditions, and then route users through the orchestration based on the outcomes
of those conditions. This element performs the equivalent of an if-then statement.

Outcomes

For each path that the orchestration can take, create an outcome. For each outcome, specify the
conditions that must be met for the orchestration to take that path. To relabel the path that the
flow takes if no outcome’s conditions are met, click Default Outcome.

DescriptionField

Identifies the connector for this outcome on the canvas.Label
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DescriptionField

The requirement for uniqueness applies only to elements within the current orchestration. Two elements can
have the same API name, provided they’re used in different orchestrations. An API name can include underscores

Outcome API
Name

and alphanumeric characters without spaces. It must begin with a letter and can’t end with an underscore. It
also can’t have two consecutive underscores.

Determines whether the orchestration takes this outcome’s path. Sets logic and conditions for each outcome
that determine if the orchestration follows its path.

Condition
Requirements
to Execute
Outcome

Available on record-triggered orchestrations. Determines whether this outcome’s path is taken based on
whether the triggering record is updated to meet the condition requirements. For example, the opportunity

When to
Execute
Outcome update that triggered the orchestration to run changed its stage to Closed Won from any value that isn’t Closed

Won.

Flow Orchestration Element: Stage

EDITIONS

Available in: Lightning
Experience

Available in: Enterprise,
Performance, Unlimited,
and Developer Editions

This feature is supported in
Government Cloud and
Government Cloud Plus.

Group a series of related steps in an orchestration.

Stages run sequentially, one stage at a time, and contain steps.

Note:  The Stage element in Flow Orchestration isn’t related to the Stage resource in Flow
Builder.

DescriptionField

Identifies the name for this stage on the canvas.Label

The requirement for uniqueness applies only to elements within the current
orchestration. Two elements can have the same API name, provided they’re
used in different orchestrations. An API name can include underscores and
alphanumeric characters without spaces. It must begin with a letter and can’t
end with an underscore. It also can’t have two consecutive underscores.

API Name

Determines when a stage can be considered complete.

When all steps have been marked Complete, the stage is marked
Complete

The stage is marked complete and the orchestration moves to the next
element when every step in a stage is marked complete.

Set Exit
Condition

When the specified evaluation flow returns True, the stage is marked
Complete

The orchestration runs a specified evaluation flow to determine if the stage
can be marked complete. The orchestration doesn’t mark the stage complete
and move to the next element until the specified evaluation flow’s
isOrchestrationConditionMet  output variable returns true.
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Stage Status

DescriptionStage Status

In Progress • The stage started.

• The stage was in progress when an interactive step within the
orchestration encountered an error.

• The stage was in progress when a screen flow associated with
an interactive step within the stage encountered an error.

Completed • The stage met its exit condition, and the orchestration was
completed.

• The stage met its exit condition, and the orchestration is in
progress.

• The stage was completed, and the orchestration was canceled.

The stage was in progress when the orchestration was canceled.Canceled

Discontinued • The stage was completed when the orchestration encountered
an error.

• The stage was in progress when the orchestration encountered
an error.

Error • The stage encountered an error.

• A background step within the stage encountered an error.

• An autolaunched flow called by a background step within the
stage encountered an error.

Flow Orchestration Connectors

EDITIONS

Available in: Lightning
Experience

Available in: Enterprise,
Performance, Unlimited,
and Developer Editions

This feature is supported in
Government Cloud and
Government Cloud Plus.

Connectors determine the available paths that an orchestration can take at run time. On the canvas
in Flow Builder, a connector looks like an arrow that points from one element to another.

DescriptionExampleLabel

Identifies which element to execute next.Unlabeled

Identifies which element to execute when
the criteria of a Decision outcome are met.

Decision
outcome

Identifies which element to go to and
execute next. Use to create loops in an
orchestration.

Go To
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Flow Orchestration Operators

EDITIONS

Available in: Lightning
Experience

Available in: Enterprise,
Performance, Unlimited,
and Developer Editions

This feature is supported in
Government Cloud and
Government Cloud Plus.

In conditions and filters, operators let you evaluate information and narrow the scope of an
orchestration operation.

Flow Orchestration Operators in Decision Elements

Use condition operators to verify the value of a selected resource. Conditions are used in Decision
elements.

Flow Orchestration Operators in Decision Elements

EDITIONS

Available in: Lightning
Experience

Available in: Enterprise,
Performance, Unlimited,
and Developer Editions

This feature is supported in
Government Cloud and
Government Cloud Plus.

Use condition operators to verify the value of a selected resource. Conditions are used in Decision
elements.

Use this reference to understand the supported operators. The list is organized according to the
data type that you select for Resource.

• Apex-Defined

• Boolean

• Collection

• Currency

• Date

• Date/Time

• Multi-Select Picklist

• Number

• Picklist

• Record

• Text

Apex-Defined

To determine which operators are supported, match the @AuraEnabled attribute’s Apex data type with Flow Orchestration data
type in this reference.

Flow Orchestration Data TypeApex Data Type

BooleanBoolean

DateDate

Date/TimeDateTime

NumberDecimal

NumberDouble
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Flow Orchestration Data TypeApex Data Type

NumberInteger

CollectionList

NumberLong

TextString

Boolean

Check whether a Boolean resource’s value matches another value or resource.

Supported Data
Types

True if...Operator

BooleanThe value of the selected Resource doesn’t match what you enter or select for Value.Does Not
Equal

BooleanThe value of the selected Resource matches what you enter or select for Value.Equals

• If the running orchestration took that outcome, a decision outcome resolves to true.

• If it executed without error, a stage element resolves to true. If a fault occurred, the element
resolves to false. If the element wasn’t executed, it resolves to null.

BooleanThe value for Resource is a field in a record variable, and that field has been populated with
a value at least once in a flow called by a step in the orchestration.

Was Set

BooleanThe selected Resource is a Decision element in the orchestration, and it has been visited while
the orchestration is running.

Was Visited

Collection

Check whether a Collection resource’s value contains or matches another value or resource.

Supported Data TypesTrue if...Operator

Resource of the same data type.

For record collection variables, only record resources with
the same object type are supported.

An item in the collection that’s selected for Resource
contains the exact same value as Value.

Contains

Collection of the same data type.

For record collection variables, only record collection
variables with the same object type are supported.

The collection that’s selected for Resource doesn’t match
the collection that’s selected for Value.

If two record collection variables include different fields
or if the fields have different values, they’re unequal.

Does Not Equal

Collection of the same data type.

For record collection variables, only record collection
variables with the same object type are supported.

The collection that’s selected for Resource matches the
collection that’s selected for Value.

If two record collection variables include the same fields
and those fields have the same values, they’re equal.

Equals
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Supported Data TypesTrue if...Operator

BooleanThe collection that’s selected for Resource isn’t populated
with any values.

Is Null

Currency and Number

Check whether a Currency or Number resource’s value matches, is larger than, or is smaller than another value or resource.

Supported Data
Types

True if...Operator

The value for Resource doesn’t match what’s entered or selected for Value.Does Not
Equal

• Currency

• Number

The value for Resource matches what’s entered or selected for Value.Equals • Currency

• Number

The value for Resource is larger than what’s entered or selected for Value.Greater Than • Currency

• Number

The value for Resource is larger than what’s entered or selected for Value or is the same.Greater Than
or Equal

• Currency

• Number

The value for Resource is smaller than what’s entered or selected for Value.Less Than • Currency

• Number

The value for Resource is smaller than what’s entered or selected for Value or is the same.Less Than or
Equal

• Currency

• Number

BooleanResource isn’t populated with a value.Is Null

BooleanThe value for Resource is a field in a record variable, and that field has been populated with
a value at least once in a flow called by a step in the orchestration.

Was Set

Date and Date/Time

Check whether a Date or Date/Time resource’s value matches, is before, or is after another value or resource.

Supported Data
Types

True if...Operator

The value for Resource doesn’t match what’s entered or selected for Value.Does Not
Equal

• Date

• Date/Time

The value for Resource matches what’s entered or selected for Value.Equals • Date
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Supported Data
Types

True if...Operator

• Date/Time

The value for Resource is a later date or time than what’s entered or selected for Value.Greater Than • Date

• Date/Time

The value for Resource is a later date or time than what’s entered or selected for Value or is
the same date or time.

Greater Than
or Equal

• Date

• Date/Time

The value for Resource is an earlier date or time than what’s entered or selected for Value.Less Than • Date

• Date/Time

The value for Resource is an earlier date or time than what’s entered or selected for Value or
is the same date or time.

Less Than or
Equal

• Date

• Date/Time

BooleanResource isn’t populated with a value.Is Null

BooleanThe value for Resource is a field in a record variable, and that field has been populated with
a value at least once in a flow called by a step in the orchestration.

Was Set

Picklist

Check whether a Picklist resource’s value matches or contains another value or resource.

Note:  These operators treat the resource’s value as a text value.

Supported Data
Types

True if...Operator

The value for Resource contains what’s entered or selected for Value.

For example, if the value of {!varPicklist}  is yellow-green, the condition
{!varPicklist} Contains green  evaluates to TRUE.

Contains • Boolean

• Currency

• Date

• Date/Time

• Multi-Select
Picklist

• Number

• Picklist

• Text

The value for Resource doesn’t match what’s entered or selected for Value.Does Not
Equal

• Boolean

• Currency

• Date

• Date/Time
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Supported Data
Types

True if...Operator

• Multi-Select
Picklist

• Number

• Picklist

• Text

The value for Resource matches what’s entered or selected for Value.Equals • Boolean

• Currency

• Date

• Date/Time

• Multi-Select
Picklist

• Number

• Picklist

• Text

BooleanThe value for Resource is a field in a record variable, and that field has been populated with
a value at least once in a flow called by a step in the orchestration.

Was Set

Multi-Select Picklist

Check whether a multi-select picklist resource’s value matches or contains another value or resource.

Note:  These operators treat the resource’s value as a text value. If the resource’s value includes multiple items, the operators treat
the value as one string that happens to include semicolons. It doesn’t treat each selection as a different value. For example, the
operators treat red; blue; green  as a single value rather than three separate values.

Supported Data
Types

True if...Operator

The value for Resource contains what’s entered or selected for Value.Contains • Boolean

Tip:  When you use this operator for a multi-select picklist resource, be aware of the
values that a user can enter. If you want to check that a specific value is included and

• Currency

• Date
that value is also included as part of another value, create an orchestration formula
resource that uses the INCLUDES() function.

For example, your org has a Color multi-select picklist value. Among the possible values
are “green” and “yellow-green”. If both “green” and “yellow-green” are acceptable

• Date/Time

• Multi-Select
Picklist

• Numbervalues, use the Contains operator in an orchestration condition. If only “green” is an
acceptable value, create a formula that uses the INCLUDES() function. • Picklist

• Text
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Supported Data
Types

True if...Operator

The value for Resource doesn’t match what’s entered or selected for Value.Does Not
Equal

• Boolean

Note:  Order matters. If you aren’t sure which order the values that you’re checking
for appear in, use the INCLUDES() function in an orchestration formula. For example,

• Currency

• Date
if you compare “red; blue; green” to “blue; green; red” using the Does Not Equal operator,
that condition resolves to true.

• Date/Time

• Multi-Select
Picklist

• Number

• Picklist

• Text

The value for Resource exactly matches what’s entered or selected for Value.Equals • Boolean

Note:  Order matters. If you aren’t sure which order the values that you’re checking
for will appear in, use the INCLUDES() function in an orchestration formula. For example,

• Currency

• Date
if you compare “red; blue; green” to “blue; green; red” using the Equals operator, that
condition resolves to FALSE.

• Date/Time

• Multi-Select
Picklist

• Number

• Picklist

• Text

BooleanThe value for Resource is a field in a record variable, and that field has been populated with
a value at least once in a flow called by a step in the orchestration.

Was Set

Record

Check whether a record resource’s value matches another value or resource.

Supported Data
Types

True if...Operator

Record with the same
object type

The value for Resource doesn’t match what’s entered or selected for Value.Does Not
Equal

Record with the same
object type

The value for Resource matches what’s entered or selected for Value.Equals

BooleanResource isn’t populated with a value.Is Null

Text

Check whether a Text resource’s value matches, contains, ends with, or starts with another value or resource.
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Supported Data
Types

True if...Operator

The value for Resource contains what’s entered or selected for Value.Contains • Boolean

• Currency

• Date

• Date/Time

• Multi-Select
Picklist

• Number

• Picklist

• Text

The value for Resource doesn’t match what’s entered or selected for Value.Does Not
Equal

• Boolean

• Currency

• Date

• Date/Time

• Multi-Select
Picklist

• Number

• Picklist

• Text

The value for Resource matches what’s entered or selected for Value.Equals • Boolean

• Currency

• Date

• Date/Time

• Multi-Select
Picklist

• Number

• Picklist

• Text

The end of the value for Resource matches what’s entered or selected for Value.Ends With • Boolean

• Currency

• Date

• Date/Time

• Multi-Select
Picklist

• Number

• Picklist

• Text
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Supported Data
Types

True if...Operator

BooleanResource isn’t populated with a value.Is Null

The beginning of the value for Resource matches what’s entered or selected for Value.Starts With • Boolean

• Currency

• Date

• Date/Time

• Multi-Select
Picklist

• Number

• Picklist

• Text

BooleanThe value for Resource is a field in a record variable, and that field has been populated with
a value at least once in a flow called by a step in the orchestration.

Was Set

Flow Orchestration Version Properties

EDITIONS

Available in: Lightning
Experience

Available in: Enterprise,
Performance, Unlimited,
and Developer Editions

This feature is supported in
Government Cloud and
Government Cloud Plus.

An orchestration version’s properties consist of its label and description. These values drive the field
values that appear on the orchestration’s detail page.

DescriptionProperty

The label for the orchestration version. The label appears in the
orchestration detail page and list views.

You can edit the label for inactive orchestrations and orchestration
versions.

Orchestration
Label

The API name for the orchestration. The API name is used to differentiate
this orchestration from other parts of Salesforce, such as in a URL or
Lightning web component. An API name can include underscores and

Flow API Name

alphanumeric characters without spaces. It must begin with a letter and
can’t end with an underscore. It also can’t have two consecutive
underscores. The API name appears on the orchestration detail page.

You can’t edit the API name after saving the orchestration.

Differentiates the orchestration version from other versions. The
description appears in the orchestration detail page and list views.

You can edit the description for inactive orchestrations and orchestration
versions.

Description
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Einstein Next Best Action

EDITIONS

Available in: both Salesforce
Classic and Lightning
Experience

Available in: Essentials,
Professional, Enterprise,
Performance, Unlimited,
and Developer Editions

Display the right recommendations to the right people at the right time with Einstein Next Best
Action. Create and display offers and actions for your users that are tailored to meet your unique
criteria. Develop a strategy that applies your business logic to refine those recommendations. Your
strategy distills your recommendations into a few key suggestions, like a repair, a discount, or an
add-on service. Display the final recommendations in your Lightning app or Experience Builder site.

Note:  Where possible, we recommend building strategies in Flow Builder using the
Recommendation Strategy flow type, but you can also create them in Strategy Builder.

Get Started with Einstein Next Best Action

Just getting started with Einstein Next Best Action? Follow these steps to complete each phase
of the Next Best Action setup process, create personalized recommendations for your users,
and put decisions into action.

Einstein Next Best Actions Considerations

Keep these considerations in mind when working with strategies and recommendations.

Einstein Next Best Action Entitlements

Einstein Next Best Action has usage-based entitlements. All orgs receive a free monthly allowance of Next Best Action requests. If
your usage exceeds your allowance of free monthly requests or any entitlements that you purchase, Salesforce contacts you to
discuss additions to your contract. To track your usage, from Setup, navigate to Company Information.

Create Recommendations

Create offers or actions to recommend to users using Einstein Next Best Action. Recommendations are standard Salesforce records,
similar to accounts and contacts, that are processed by strategies and associated with flows. Strategies determine which
recommendation records are surfaced using business rules, predictive models, and other data sources. The result of this process is
context-specific recommendations that you present to your users.

Building a Strategy

A strategy determines when and how to present an Einstein Next Best Action recommendation on a Salesforce Lightning record
page. For example, if you want to offer a discount to a subset of customers, create a strategy that collects the appropriate customer
records and identifies the discount option to present. To create a strategy, you can use Flow Builder (recommended) or Strategy
Builder.

Display Recommendations

After creating a strategy, choose a page to run your strategy and display your recommendations. You can use a Lightning record
page, an app’s home page, an Experience Cloud site page, a Visualforce page, or an external site, depending on where you want
recommendations to appear.

Report On and Track a Recommendation

Create a custom report type to report on and track recommendation data and strategy metrics. You can see the monthly total
recommendations that a Salesforce org’s strategies served. And you can analyze which recommendations are accepted and rejected,
who responds to them, and more.

SEE ALSO:

Connect REST API Developer Guide: Next Best Action Resources
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Get Started with Einstein Next Best Action

EDITIONS

Available in: both Salesforce
Classic and Lightning
Experience

Available in: Essentials,
Professional, Enterprise,
Performance, Unlimited,
and Developer Editions

Just getting started with Einstein Next Best Action? Follow these steps to complete each phase of
the Next Best Action setup process, create personalized recommendations for your users, and put
decisions into action.

Einstein Next Best Action is a solution that uses flows, strategies, and the Recommendation object
to recommend actions to users. You can display these recommendations on many different types
of pages, including Lightning pages in your Salesforce org, Experience Cloud sites, or external sites.

Recommendations
Recommendations are displayed to users with the option to accept or reject the recommended action. Each recommendation contains
an image, important text values such as button text and a description, and an assigned flow that runs when a user responds. They can
be stored and referenced in the Recommendation standard object, or they can be manually assembled when building a strategy.

Strategies
Strategies determine which recommendations to display to users, based on your data and business processes. When you set up Einstein
Next Best Action on a page, you assign a strategy to that location, which then defines the recommendations that appear there.

You can control which recommendations are displayed in any situation, even if your org has a large number of recommendation records.
Strategies can filter recommendations based on any available value, including recommendation fields, fields related to the running user,
and fields related to the record that’s currently displayed.

Important:  In Flow Builder, you define which recommendations are displayed by making sure that they’re in the
outputRecommendations collection variable at the end of the flow. In Strategy Builder, you define which recommendations are
displayed by making sure that they’re not filtered out when they reach the Output element.

1. Plan Your Recommendations and Automation

Decide where the recommendation appears, who it appears to, and the conditions in which it appears. Create a plan for the automation
that you want to run when a user accepts the recommendation.

2. Build a Flow

In Flow Builder, design and build the flow that runs when a user accepts or rejects the recommendation. You can assign only screen
flows and autolaunched flows to a recommendation. If an inactive or invalid flow is assigned, the recommendation isn’t displayed
to users.
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3. Create Recommendations

Recommendations are standard Salesforce records, similar to accounts and contacts. To create recommendations, you can:

• Create recommendation records on the Recommendation object.

• Build recommendations from other data when creating your strategy. In Flow Builder, use the Recommendation Assignment
element or a custom Apex invocable action.

• Generate recommendations automatically through AI with Einstein Recommendation Builder.

4. Create a Strategy

After you create a flow and have a plan for your recommendation records, use Flow Builder or Strategy Builder to create your strategy.
Where possible, we recommend building strategies in Flow Builder using the Recommendation Strategy flow type, but you can also
create them in Strategy Builder.

Some features can be used only in strategies created in Strategy Builder.

• Limiting repeated showings of some recommendations

• Displaying recommendations on an Experience Cloud site or external site

• Displaying AI-generated recommendations from Einstein Recommendation Builder

To build a strategy in Flow Builder, follow these steps.

a. Go to the Flows page in Setup, and click New Flow.

b. Select the All + Templates  tab, and then select the Recommendation Strategy  category. Select the
Recommendation Strategy  flow type, and click Create.

c. Add Get Records elements to retrieve data from Salesforce records, such as the Recommendations object or an object related
to the currently displayed record. Use condition requirements in the Get Records element to filter which recommendations are
stored in the element’s collection. Or you can build recommendations from other data with the Recommendation Assignment
element or a custom Apex invocable action.

d. Add logic elements to limit the number of recommendations that users see. Use Collection Sort and Collection Filter elements
to arrange and reduce the recommendations from the Get Records collection. If needed, you can also add other Flow elements
such as Decision and Loop to create more complex, branching logic.

e. Add the Assignment element to set recommendations in the outputRecommendations collection. When running a strategy
built in Flow Builder, Einstein Next Best Action displays only recommendation records in the outputRecommendations collection.

5. Display Next Best Actions

After creating a strategy, choose a page to run your strategy and display your recommendations. You can use a Lightning record
page, an app’s home page, an Experience Cloud site page, a Visualforce page, or an external site, depending on where you want
recommendations to appear.

• Einstein Next Best Action Component

Use the Einstein Next Best Action component to display recommendations to users on most Lightning pages within your
Salesforce org, including record pages, home pages, and app pages.

• Suggested Actions Component
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Use the Suggested Actions component to display recommendations on Experience Cloud sites. This component can run only
strategies created in Strategy Builder.

SEE ALSO:

Build a Flow

Create Recommendations

Strategy Builder Strategies

Display Recommendations

Launch a Flow When a Recommendation Is Accepted or Rejected

Einstein Next Best Action Component

Suggested Actions

Einstein Next Best Action Examples

EDITIONS

Available in: Salesforce
Classic and Lightning
Experience

Available in: Essentials,
Professional, Enterprise,
Performance, Unlimited,
and Developer Editions

These examples walk you through the process of creating Einstein Next Best Action components.

Offer a Gift Basket to Each Account

EDITIONS

Available in: Salesforce
Classic and Lightning
Experience

Available in: Essentials,
Professional, Enterprise,
Performance, Unlimited,
and Developer Editions

USER PERMISSIONS

To open, edit, or create a
flow in Flow Builder:
• Manage Flow

Use a Next Best Action component on the Lightning Account record page to offer a free gift basket
to each of your accounts. When a customer accepts the offer, a form opens to collect the recipient’s
name and shipping address. After the form is submitted, a request email is sent to the shipping
department.
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To configure this Einstein Next Best Action recommendation, you:

1. Create an action flow on page 571 that executes when the gift basket recommendation is accepted.

2. Create a recommendation on page 573 that specifies how to present the gift basket offer.

3. Create a recommendation strategy flow on page 573 that determines when and how the recommendation is presented.

4. Add a Next Best Action component on page 575 that displays the recommendation on the Account record page and executes the
strategy.

Create an Action Flow
Create a flow that collects the recipient’s name and address and sends an email to the shipping department.

1. From Setup, in the Quick Find box, enter Flows, select Flows, and then click New Flow.

2. Select the Screen flow type, and click Create.

3. To collect the recipient’s name and address, add a Screen element to the flow.

a. Enter a label and API name.

b. Drag the Name and Address components to the canvas and assign an API name to each.

c. Click Done.

4. To create the text of the email message to send to the shipping department, click New Resource in the Flow Builder Toolbox. If the
toolbox isn’t visible, toggle the toolbox icon in the upper left corner of the Flow Builder canvas.

a. Add a Text Template resource type.

b. Enter EmailBody  as the API name.
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c. In the Body area, enter the email text, inserting the name and address resources.

d. Click Done.

5. To create a task for the shipping department, click + below the Screen element and add an Action element to the flow.

a. In the Action dropdown list, enter Send Email  and select the Send Email action.

b. Enter a label and API name.

c. For Body, select the EmailBody text element.

d. Enter a subject line.

e. For Recipient Email Addresses (comma-separated), select Include and add the email address of the shipping department.

f. To allow rich text formatting for the message, select Include and select the True global constant.

g. Set any other values as needed.

h. Click Done.

6. Save the flow and name it Gift Basket Offer.
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7. Activate the flow.

8. To return to the Flows page, click Back.

Create a Recommendation Record
Create a recommendation that specifies how to present the gift basket offer.

1. From the App Launcher ( ), in the Quick Find box, enter Recommendations, and select Recommendations.

2. Click New.

3. Enter a name and description for the recommendation.

The description appears in the Next Best Action component on the Lightning record page.

4. For Action, select the action flow that you created.

5. To add an image (optional), click Upload Image and follow the instructions.

For best results, use a 1000 px x 380 px image at 72 dpi or one with a similar ratio.

6. Enter text for the acceptance and rejection buttons.

7. Select the target audiences for the recommendation.

8. Click Save.

The Is Action Active checkbox is automatically selected, which makes the recommendation available to Einstein Next Best Action.

Create a Recommendation Strategy Flow
The recommendation strategy flow determines when and how the recommendation is presented.

1. From Setup, in the Quick Find box, enter Flows, select Flows, and then click New Flow.

2. On the Alt + Templates tab, select the Recommendation Strategy flow type, and click Create.

3. To specify which records to use for the recommendation, add a Get Records element to the flow.

a. Enter a label and API name.

b. Select the Account object.

c. In the Filter section, add the condition Id equals recordId.

d. Select the options to store all records and all fields.

e. Click Done.
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4. To load possible recommendations into the strategy, add a Get Records element.

a. Enter the label Get Gift Recommendation  and the API name. Get_Gift_Recommendation.

b. Select the Recommendation object.

c. In the Filter section, add the condition Name contains Gift Basket.

d. Select the options to store all records and all fields.

e. Click Done.

In Flow Builder, you define which recommendations are displayed by making sure that they’re in the outputRecommendations
collection variable at the end of the strategy flow. The next step uses the Assignment element to add the recommendations to
outputRecommendations. To learn how to use the Limit Repetition element to assign the outputRecommendation variable while
also limiting the number of times that the user sees the recommendation, see Create Recommendations Based on Customer
Satisfaction Scores on page 576.

5. To move the recommendation output out of this flow so it becomes available to Einstein Next Best Action, click + below the
Recommendation Assignment element and add an Assignment element.

a. Enter a label and API name.

b. For Variable, select outputRecommendations.

c. For Operator, select Equals.

d. For Value, select Recommendations from Get Gift Recommendation.

e. Click Done.

6. Save the flow and name it Gift Strategy.
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7. Activate the flow.

8. To return to the Flows page, click Back.

Display the Next Best Action Recommendation
Display the Next Best Action recommendation on the Account record page.

1. Open an Account record page.

2.
Click the Setup icon ( ), and select Edit Page.

3. Drag the Einstein Next Best Action component to the desired location on the page layout.

4. Add Gift Basket Offer  as the component title.

5. For Strategy Source, select Flow Builder and then select the name of the recommendation strategy.

6. Save your changes.
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7. Return to the Account record and refresh the page.

The recommendation is displayed. If the account rep clicks Yes, a form opens with entries for name and address. Completing the form
generates an email request for the shipping department to fulfill the order.

Create Recommendations Based on Customer Satisfaction Scores

EDITIONS

Available in: Salesforce
Classic and Lightning
Experience

Available in: Essentials,
Professional, Enterprise,
Performance, Unlimited,
and Developer Editions

USER PERMISSIONS

To open, edit, or create a
flow in Flow Builder:
• Manage Flow

This example lets a customer service or account rep base a Next Best Action recommendation on
whether a customer has a high or low customer satisfaction (CSAT) score. For customers with a low
CSAT, a rep can offer the customer a discount on their service contract renewal. For customers with
a high CSAT score, the rep can offer a new product preview.

Preparation

To record customer satisfaction scores and use them to determine which recommendation to
display, this example includes two custom fields. To follow along with the example, set up these
two fields before you begin.

Contact object custom field:

• Field Label: CSAT score

• API Label: CSAT_score

• Field type: Number (length 2, decimal places 0)

Recommendation object custom field:

• Field Label: Category

• API Label: category_c

• Field type: Text (length 18)

To set up these Next Best Action recommendations, you:

1. Create action flows on page 576 for the high and low CSAT recommendations.

2. Create recommendation records on page 577 for the high and low CSAT recommendations.

3. Create a strategy flow on page 578 that determines how the recommendations are presented to the customer service or account
rep.

4. On the Contact record page, add the Next Best Strategy component on page 580 that displays the recommendations and executes
the strategy.

Create Action Flows
Create two simple screen flows, one to execute an action for the low CSAT recommendation and one to execute an action for the high
CSAT recommendation.

This example keeps things simple by displaying a different text message for each recommendation but not incorporating other automation.
For a real-world application, you can add additional elements to implement the service contract discount and the new product preview.
For an example of using an action flow to send an email request, see  Offer a Gift Basket to Each of Your Accounts on page 570.

1. From Setup, in the Quick Find box, enter Flows, select Flows, and then click New Flow.

2. Select the Screen flow type, and click Create.

3. Add a Screen element to the flow.

4. Enter a label and API name.

5. Drag a Display Text component to the canvas.
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6. Enter an API name for the component.

7. Add text for the high or low CSAT recommendation.

8. Click Done

9. Save the flow and name it CSAT Action Flow - Discount  or CSAT Action Flow - Product Preview.

10. Activate the flow.

11. Repeat these steps to create the second action flow.

Create Recommendation Records
Create records for the low CSAT and high CSAT recommendations.

1. From the App Launcher ( ), in the Quick Find box, enter Recommendations, and select Recommendations.

2. Click New.

3. Enter a name and description for the recommendation.

The description appears in the Next Best Action component on the Lightning record page. Make the description specific to the
particular recommendation (low CSAT or high CSAT).

4. For Action, select the low CSAT or high CSAT action flow.

5. To add an image (optional), click Upload Image and follow the instructions.

For best results, use a 1000 px x 380 px image at 72 dpi or one with a similar ratio.

6. Enter text for the acceptance and rejection buttons.

7. Select the target audiences for the recommendation.

8. Click Save.

The Is Action Active checkbox is automatically selected, which makes the recommendation available to Einstein Next Best Action.
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9. Repeat these steps to create the second recommendation record.

Create a Recommendation Strategy Flow
The recommendation strategy flow specifies when and how the recommendations are presented on the Contact record page.

1. From Setup, in the Quick Find box, enter Flows, select Flows, and then click New Flow.

2. On the Alt + Templates tab, select the Recommendation Strategy flow type, and click Create.

3. Load the Contact records that you want to use for your recommendations by adding a Get Records element to the flow.

a. Enter a label and API name.

b. Select the Contact object.

c. In the Filter section, add the condition Id equals recordId.

d. Select the options to store all records and all fields.

e. Click Done.

4. To accommodate different recommendations based on the customer’s CSAT score, add a decision step after the Get Records step.

a. Enter the label CSAT Score?  and the API name CSAT_score.

b. Create a Low CSAT  outcome with the condition that the value of the CSAT Score field on the Contact record is 3 or lower.

c. Create a High CSAT  outcome with the condition that the value of the CSAT Score field on the Contact record is 4 or higher.

d. Keep the Default outcome as-is for customers who don’t have a CSAT score.

e. Click Done.
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5. Bring in the appropriate recommendation for the low and high CSAT conditions by adding a Get Records element for each.

a. Enter a label and API name.

b. Select the Recommendation object.

c. In the Filter section, add the appropriate condition by selecting the API name of the Category field in the Recommendation
object and specifying the low or high condition.

d. Select the options to store all records and all fields.

e. Click Done.

6. To show the recommendation only one time for each Account record and to assign the flow output, add a Limit Repetition element
for the low and high score paths.

a. Enter a label and API name.

b. For Recommendation Collection, select the low score or high score recommendation.

c. For Look for These Records, select Accepted or Rejected.

d. For Look for This Many Messages, keep the default setting of 1.
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e. To make the output from this path available to Next Best Action, click Advanced, select Manually assign variables, and then
select outputRecommendations.

f. Click Done.

7. Save the flow and name it CSAT Strategy Flow.

8. Activate the flow.

9. To return to the Flows page, click Back.

Display the Next Best Action Recommendations
To make the recommendations available to the customer service or account rep, display the Next Best Action component on the Contact
record page.

1. Open a Contact record page.
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2.
Click the Setup icon ( ), and select Edit Page.

3. Drag the Einstein Next Best Action component to the desired location on the page layout.

4. Add CSAT Recommendations  as the component title.

5. For Strategy Source, select Flow Builder and then select the name of the recommendation strategy.

6. Save your changes.

7. Return to the Contact record and refresh the page.

Based on the contact’s CSAT score, the correct recommendation is displayed. When the customer accepts the offer and the account rep
clicks Yes I Accept, a form opens with the appropriate confirmation message.

Einstein Next Best Actions Considerations

EDITIONS

Available in: both Salesforce
Classic and Lightning
Experience

Available in: Essentials,
Professional, Enterprise,
Performance, Unlimited,
and Developer Editions

Keep these considerations in mind when working with strategies and recommendations.

Einstein Next Best Action relies on flows, recommendations, strategies, and components, and has
standard objects for reporting.

Flows
• All Recommendation objects reference a flow. If you don’t have any flows, you can’t surface a

recommendation.

• Strategies only load recommendations with active flows.

Recommendations
• Consider adding a custom category field to the recommendation object and layout. A category field gives you more control when

loading, sorting, and filtering recommendations and more options when creating flows.

• Create names, descriptions, acceptance labels, and rejection labels that are appropriate for your intended audience.

• Reusing a recommendation name creates a recommendation. It doesn’t overwrite an existing recommendation. Duplicated names
can cause strategies to display duplicate recommendations to customers.

• All flows, both inactive and active, display in the Action dropdown list. After you save your recommendation, you can see if the flow
is active.
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• You can create a recommendation based on a flow that isn’t active, but no strategy loads it until the flow is activated.

Strategies
• All strategies require at least one recommendation.

• In Strategy Builder, you can load and filter the records of a Recommendation object. Or load and filter the records of any object, and
convert them into recommendations at the end of the strategy using the Map element.

• Load elements require at least one criteria.

• Strategies only load recommendations that are based on active flows.

• The Limit Reoffer element in Strategy Builder lets you hide a recommendation from all users based on its responses. A recommendation
is hidden if users respond more than a defined number of times within a defined number of days. For limit reoffers to work,
recommendations must have a unique record ID. If you want to continue to test a recommendation as a flow-entry point, delete
individual records from the Recommendations Reaction table with Rest API calls:

GET /connect/recommendation-strategies/reactions
{ onBehalfOf: “005B00000018jK4IAI” }
//Returns a list of reactions
//For each result, if the reaction matches the strategyId of the strategy you’re testing:
DELETE /connect/recommendation-strategies/reactions/${reactionId}

• Strategy Builder is available only in Lightning Experience.

Tracking and Reporting Reactions
• For strategies created in Flow Builder, create custom report types using the Recommendation Strategy Metrics and Recommendation

Responses primary objects. For strategies created in Strategy Builder, create custom report types using the Recommendation Strategy
Metrics and Recommendation Reactions primary objects.

• For reports created from the Recommendation Reactions primary object to correctly display the recommendation source name and
ID for limit reoffers, recommendations must have a unique record ID.

Rights of ALBERT EINSTEIN are used with permission of The Hebrew University of Jerusalem.
Represented exclusively by Greenlight.

SEE ALSO:

Einstein Next Best Action

Write a Strategy Builder Expression

Apex Reference Guide: NextBestAction Class
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Einstein Next Best Action Entitlements

EDITIONS

Available in: both Salesforce
Classic and Lightning
Experience

Available in: Essentials,
Professional, Enterprise,
Performance, Unlimited,
and Developer Editions

Einstein Next Best Action has usage-based entitlements. All orgs receive a free monthly allowance
of Next Best Action requests. If your usage exceeds your allowance of free monthly requests or any
entitlements that you purchase, Salesforce contacts you to discuss additions to your contract. To
track your usage, from Setup, navigate to Company Information.

Note:  Next Best Action entitlement usage is based on a rolling 30-day period, beginning
when the org is created. Entitlement usage listed on the Company Information page in Setup
is based on the calendar month's usage, not the rolling 30-day usage.

Einstein Next Best Action is automatically enabled for the editions listed in the Required Editions
table.

PermissionAvailabilityWhat’s
Counted

What’s
Included

How To Get It

NoneIncluded in
Essentials,

All Next Best
Action and

All orgs receive
5,000 Next Best

Free org-wide
requests

Professional,EinsteinAction strategy
Enterprise,Recommendationrequests per
Performance,Builder requests,month at no

charge. and Unlimited
Editions

including tests in
Strategy Builder,
display to
customers, and
repeat displays
triggered by
events.

NoneFor purchase in
Essentials,

All Next Best
Action requests,

Provides 10,000
additional Next

Einstein Next Best
Action Additional
Requests SKU Professional,

Enterprise,
including tests in
Strategy Builder,

Best Action
requests each

Performance,display tomonth on an
and Unlimited
Editions

customers, and
repeat displays
triggered by
events.

org-wide basis.
(Add-on)

Unlimited Next
Best Action

For purchase in
Enterprise,

Requests made
by users with this

Provides
unlimited Next

Service Cloud
Einstein SKU

Strategy
Executions

Performance,
and Unlimited
Editions

permission aren’t
counted against
the monthly
entitlement.

Best Action
requests for a
single user.

Unlimited Next
Best Action

For purchase in
Enterprise,

Requests made
by users with this

Provides
unlimited Next

Lightning
Platform Plus

Strategy
Executions

Performance,
and Unlimited
Editions

permission aren’t
counted against
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PermissionAvailabilityWhat’s CountedWhat’s IncludedHow To Get It

the monthly entitlement.Best Action requests for a
single user.

Next Best Action Request

A request is a call to the Next Best Action engine that causes a strategy to run and return recommendations.

Next Best Action Request

EDITIONS

Available in: both Salesforce
Classic and Lightning
Experience

Available in: Essentials,
Professional, Enterprise,
Performance, Unlimited,
and Developer Editions

A request is a call to the Next Best Action engine that causes a strategy to run and return
recommendations.

Each time a page with an Einstein Next Best Action component is loaded or refreshed in a browser,
Salesforce generates a new request. For example, when a case status changes from New to In
Progress, the data change on the page triggers a refresh. This also applies for the Actions &
Recommendations and Suggested Actions components.

Requests are also made when:

• A field is updated on a record detail page that includes the Next Best Action component.

• A user enters data in the Subject or Description field of a site contact support page that includes
the Next Best Action component.

Another way to make a request is to call a Next Best Action REST API resource from your own web app. You can also call Next Best Action
REST API resources from an iOS or an Android app. The app can make requests in response to a custom UI and return recommendations.

Paying customers can see the number of requests their org has made by navigating from Setup to Company Information, Usage-based
Entitlements, Maximum Next Best Action Requests available.

SEE ALSO:

Display Recommendations

Einstein Next Best Action Entitlements
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Create Recommendations

EDITIONS

Available in: both Salesforce
Classic and Lightning
Experience

Available in: Essentials,
Professional, Enterprise,
Performance, Unlimited,
and Developer Editions

USER PERMISSIONS

To create or manage
recommendations:
• Modify All Data

OR

Manage Next Best
Action
Recommendations

Create offers or actions to recommend to users using Einstein Next Best Action. Recommendations
are standard Salesforce records, similar to accounts and contacts, that are processed by strategies
and associated with flows. Strategies determine which recommendation records are surfaced using
business rules, predictive models, and other data sources. The result of this process is context-specific
recommendations that you present to your users.

Note:

• Salesforce has both a Recommendation object for Einstein Next Best Action (that’s this
page) and a Recommendation component for Experience Builder sites. The
Recommendation component is not related to Next Best Action.

• If you don't see Recommendations in the App Launcher, in Setup, select Default On in
the Recommendations tab settings for your user profile or permission set.

• You can load and filter the records of a Recommendation object. Or load and filter the
records of any object, and convert them into recommendations at the end of a strategy
using the Map element.

Before creating recommendations, create the action flow that runs when a customer accepts the
recommendation. For examples of action flows for Next Best Action, see Einstein Next Best Action
Examples on page 570.

1. In the Recommendations tab, click New Recommendation.

2. Enter a friendly name (1) and brief description (2) for your recommendation. The description appears on the recommendation that
is surfaced to users.

3. Optionally, click to upload an image (3) that you can display as a header for your recommendation. For best results, use a 1000 by
380 pixel image at 72 DPI, or an image with a similar ratio. You can choose whether the image displays using component properties.
Once uploaded, a thumbnail of your image displays on the Recommendations page. Customers see the full image as a header for
your recommendation in either the Lightning App Builder or Experience Builder component.

4. Enter an acceptance label (4) and a rejection label (5) for the buttons that customers click to, respectively, accept and reject the
recommendation.

5. Create a flow. When a user accepts your recommendation, they are taken to the flow specified in Action (6).
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6. Choose the flow that runs when a customer accepts the recommendation (6) and click Save. You can also choose a flow that runs
when a customer accepts or rejects the recommendation. The Action list displays both active and inactive flows. Choosing a flow
that isn't active hides the recommendation. Once you’ve saved your recommendation, you can see if the flow is active from Is Action
Active (7).

7. Create a recommendation strategy in Strategy Builder that determines how your recommendations surface.

8. Optionally add a custom Category field to the Recommendation object and the Recommendation Layout. Adding a custom Category
field can simplify loading, filtering, and sorting recommendations in Strategy Builder.

Recommendation Fields

Recommendations are suggested actions that users see and interact with through Einstein Next Best Action strategies. When creating
a recommendation, use these fields to define its look and feel.

Launch a Flow When a Recommendation Is Accepted

Each recommendation is associated with a single flow. By default, Next Best Action launches a flow when a user accepts a
recommendation. The flow then performs an action, such as updating a case or sending an email.

Launch a Flow When a Recommendation Is Accepted or Rejected

Each recommendation is associated with a single flow. By default, Next Best Action launches a flow when a user accepts a
recommendation. The flow then performs an action, such as updating a case or sending an email. But you can also launch a flow
when a user rejects a recommendation, which gives you more flexibility. For example, a flow could run an automated process, write
to another system, or create a reminder email when a recommendation is rejected.
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Add a Limit Repetitions Element to a Next Best Action Flow

You can add a Limit Repetitions element to your Recommendation Strategy flow to limit the number of times that the same
recommendation or offer appears on the same record or for the same user during a time period.

SEE ALSO:

Build a Flow

Strategy Builder Strategies

Display Recommendations

View and Edit Tab Settings in Permission Sets and Profiles

Get Started with Einstein Next Best Action

Connect REST API Developer Guide: Next Best Action Resources

Recommendation Fields

EDITIONS

Available in: both Salesforce
Classic and Lightning
Experience

Available in: Essentials,
Professional, Enterprise,
Performance, Unlimited,
and Developer Editions

Recommendations are suggested actions that users see and interact with through Einstein Next
Best Action strategies. When creating a recommendation, use these fields to define its look and
feel.

You can use these methods to create recommendations.

• Assemble recommendations as needed in Flow Builder or Strategy Builder.

• Create recommendations as standard Salesforce records, similar to accounts and contacts, in
the Recommendation object. You can create recommendation records on the Recommendations
tab in the App Launcher.

• Generate recommendations automatically through AI with Einstein Recommendation Builder.

Image (1)

The image that is shown in the recommendation. To display this image with the Einstein Next Best Action Lightning page component,
select Show Image  when configuring the Lightning page component.

Name (2)

The header text at the top of the recommendation. To display this text with the Einstein Next Best Action Lightning page component,
select Show Title  when configuring the Lightning page component.

Description (3)

Additional descriptive text displayed in the recommendation. To display this text with the Einstein Next Best Action Lightning page
component, select Show Description  when configuring the Lightning page component.
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Acceptance Label (4)

The text of the button that accepts the recommendation. This option is always displayed.

Rejection Label (5)

The text of the button that rejects the recommendation. To display this option with the Einstein Next Best Action Lightning page
component, select Show Reject Option  when configuring the Lightning page component.

Use these fields to define how the recommendation runs.

Action

The flow that runs when a user selects the Accept option. To run this flow when the user accepts or rejects the recommendation,
select Launch Flow on Rejection  when configuring the Einstein Next Best Action Lightning page component. If the
referenced flow is inactive, invalid, or has an unsupported Flow Type, the recommendation isn’t displayed to users. The supported
flow types are screen flows and autolaunched flows.

SEE ALSO:

Create Recommendations

Get Started with Einstein Next Best Action
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Launch a Flow When a Recommendation Is Accepted

EDITIONS

Available in: Salesforce
Classic

Essentials, Professional,
Enterprise, Performance,
Unlimited, and Developer
Editions

USER PERMISSIONS

To open, edit, or create a
flow in Flow Builder:
• Manage Flow

To create and save Lightning
pages in the Lightning App
Builder:
• Customize Application

To view Lightning pages in
the Lightning App Builder:
• View Setup and

Configuration

To run a recommendation
strategy on a Lightning
record page:
• Run Flows

OR

Flow User field enabled
on the user detail page

Each recommendation is associated with a single flow. By default, Next Best Action launches a flow
when a user accepts a recommendation. The flow then performs an action, such as updating a case
or sending an email.

For example, on a case, display a recommendation to the service agent to upsell a premium service
to the customer. When the agent accepts the recommendation, an autolaunched flow updates the
case and the customer’s order history and sends a receipt via email.

Or say that you have an autolaunched flow that sends a templated marketing campaign email to
a customer. Your service agents have to determine whether your customers are eligible for this
campaign. Doing so involves several clicks and complex calculations. Instead use Next Best Action
to check the customer’s eligibility and prompt the agent to accept the recommendation and launch
the flow.

1. In Flow Builder, configure a flow that’s associated with a recommendation. Be sure to activate
the flow because Next Best Action can’t call an inactive flow from a recommendation.

2. Add a flow action.

3. To add the flow, edit the recommendation.

SEE ALSO:

Launch a Flow When a Recommendation Is Accepted or Rejected
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Launch a Flow When a Recommendation Is Accepted or Rejected

EDITIONS

Available in: Salesforce
Classic

Essentials, Professional,
Enterprise, Performance,
Unlimited, and Developer
Editions

USER PERMISSIONS

To open, edit, or create a
flow in Flow Builder:
• Manage Flow

To create and save Lightning
pages in the Lightning App
Builder:
• Customize Application

To view Lightning pages in
the Lightning App Builder:
• View Setup and

Configuration

To run a recommendation
strategy on a Lightning
record page:
• Run Flows

OR

Flow User field enabled
on the user detail page

Each recommendation is associated with a single flow. By default, Next Best Action launches a flow
when a user accepts a recommendation. The flow then performs an action, such as updating a case
or sending an email. But you can also launch a flow when a user rejects a recommendation, which
gives you more flexibility. For example, a flow could run an automated process, write to another
system, or create a reminder email when a recommendation is rejected.

For example, at a telecommunications company, the admin configures the Next Best Action
component to display recommendations to its customer service representatives (CSRs). When a
CSR accepts a recommendation for a customer who wants to purchase a discounted service, a flow
is launched to calculate the discount. The admin analyzes the reactions to the recommendation,
and is confused about why the CSRs are rejecting it. To help get answers, the admin uses Next Best
Action to launch a questionnaire flow every time the recommendation is rejected.

This feature is available for:

• The Einstein Next Best Action component used with Lightning record pages

• The Suggested Actions component used in Experience Builder

• The Actions and Recommendations component used with Lightning console apps

To assign a flow that runs when a customer accepts or rejects the recommendation, create an input
variable in the flow to accept the isRecommendationAccepted  value. Then add a Decision
element to the flow that’s based on that value.

1. In Flow Builder, configure a flow that’s associated with a recommendation. Be sure to activate
the flow because Next Best Action can’t call an inactive flow from a recommendation.

2. Create the Boolean isRecommendationAccepted  input variable.

3. Create a Decision element and use the isRecommendationAccepted  variable in your
outcome conditions.

4. Create a decision outcome for what the flow does when the recommendation is accepted.

5. Create a decision outcome for what the flow does when the recommendation is rejected.
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6. Add any additional flow elements to handle each outcome path.

7. Add a flow action.

8. To add the flow, edit the recommendation.

9. When you add the Next Best Action component to a Lightning record page, select Launch Flow on Rejection.
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SEE ALSO:

Launch a Flow When a Recommendation Is Accepted

Flow Resource: Variable

Flow Element: Decision

Einstein Next Best Action Component
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Add a Limit Repetitions Element to a Next Best Action Flow

EDITIONS

Available in: both Salesforce
Classic and Lightning
Experience

Available in: Essentials,
Professional, Enterprise,
Performance, Unlimited,
and Developer Editions

USER PERMISSIONS

To create or manage
recommendations:
• Modify All Data

OR

Manage Next Best
Action
Recommendations

You can add a Limit Repetitions element to your Recommendation Strategy flow to limit the number
of times that the same recommendation or offer appears on the same record or for the same user
during a time period.

• You must have a collection of recommendations that has a valid value in the ID or
RecommendationKey fields. The RecommendationKey value must be a database ID or have
the syntax DYNAMIC_<custom id>.

• If you include an Assignment element, from Actions, choose Output from limit. Or you can
skip this step and add the output from the Limit Repetitions element.

1. From Setup, in the Quick Find box, enter Flows, and then select Flows.

2. Open or create a Recommendation Strategy.

3. After the collection of recommendations, add a Limit Repetitions element.

4. Enter a label and an API Name.

5. Add a description.

6. Search for and select the Recommendation Collection that you want to filter.

7. Select the responses that you want, and then enter the number of responses and days as whole
numbers.

Look Within This Many Days is based on days, not hours. If the number of days is set to 1 for an
accepted response, and the user accepts the recommendation at any time on Monday, the
recommendation doesn’t display again until the start of Wednesday. So a one-day time period
could be as few as 25 hours in duration or as many as 48 hours.

8. If you didn’t include an Assignment element, you can search for and select the collection that includes the limit repetition output.

a. In Advanced, select Manually assign variables.

b. From the Store Output Variables field, search for and select the output variable.

9. Click Done.

10. Save your work.
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Example:

• If you want one accepted response over 90 days, such as a password reset recommendation, and the user accepts one time
over 90 days, they don’t see the message again for 90 days. But if the user rejects the recommendation, they see the message
every time they reload the page until they accept it.

• If you want two accepted or rejected responses over 1 day, and a user accepts or rejects the recommendation only one time
every day, they still see the recommendation.

• If you want two accepted or rejected responses over 1 day, and a user accepts or rejects the recommendation twice on day
one, they don’t see the recommendation on day two. They see the recommendation again on day three.

If you add an Assignment element after the Limit Repetitions element and change the label for accept or reject, you must update the
limit repetitions output.

SEE ALSO:

Create Recommendations

Display Recommendations
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Building a Strategy

EDITIONS

Available in: Salesforce
Classic and Lightning
Experience

Available in: Essentials,
Professional, Enterprise,
Performance, Unlimited,
and Developer Editions

A strategy determines when and how to present an Einstein Next Best Action recommendation on
a Salesforce Lightning record page. For example, if you want to offer a discount to a subset of
customers, create a strategy that collects the appropriate customer records and identifies the
discount option to present. To create a strategy, you can use Flow Builder (recommended) or
Strategy Builder.

Note:  When possible, we recommend building a strategy in Flow Builder using the
Recommendation Strategy flow type.

Why Choose Flow Builder Instead of Strategy Builder?
Flow builder is a unified, feature-rich Salesforce tool for building business process automations and
is the home for all future flow automation features and enhancements. Strategy Builder is a legacy tool and no updates are planned for
it.

Strategy Builder Strategies

You can create strategies for Einstein Next Best Action using Strategy Builder or Flow Builder. Flow Builder is the recommended
method.

Flow Builder Strategies

EDITIONS

Available in: Salesforce
Classic and Lightning
Experience

Available in: Essentials,
Professional, Enterprise,
Performance, Unlimited,
and Developer Editions

A Flow Builder strategy specifies business logic and generates output for an Einstein Next Best
Action component on a Salesforce Lightning record page.

In a Flow Builder strategy, you generate recommendations in either of the following ways:

• Use predefined recommendations created in the Recommendations object on page 596. With
this method, you create recommendations individually in the Recommendation object and
then use them in one or more Next Best Action components. This method is best if you’re
creating a small number of recommendations.

• Create recommendations on the fly without using separate recommendation records on page
597. With this method, you create multiple recommendations dynamically in the strategy flow.
This method is best if you’re creating a large number of recommendations. For example, if you
have an extensive product list, you can create a different upsell recommendation for each
product in the list.

SEE ALSO:

Add and Edit Elements

Flow Element: Get Records

Flow Element: Assignment

Flow Element: Recommendation Assignment
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Build a Strategy Flow Using Predefined Recommendations

EDITIONS

Available in: both Salesforce
Classic and Lightning
Experience

Available in: Essentials,
Professional, Enterprise,
Performance, Unlimited,
and Developer Editions

USER PERMISSIONS

To open, edit, or create a
flow in Flow Builder:
• Manage Flow

Build a strategy flow based on predefined recommendations. This method works best if you have
a small number of recommendations and want to make them available to multiple Einstein Next
Best Action components. For example, you can create a recommendation that offers a discount to
a customer. You can then use the same recommendation when creating a strategy for birthday
discounts and for new customer discounts.

Before building your strategy flow, create recommendations in the Recommendations object on
page 585.

Note:  If you want to create a large number of recommendations dynamically at one time,
you can build a strategy flow with on-the-fly recommendations on page 597 without creating
separate records in the Recommendation object.

1. From Setup, in the Quick Find box, enter Flows, select Flows, and then click New Flow.

2. On the Alt + Templates tab, select the Recommendation Strategy flow type, and click
Create.

3. Load the records you want to use for your recommendation by adding a Get Records element
to the flow.

a. Enter a label and API name.

b. Select the object to use for the recommendations, such as the Accounts, Cases, or Contacts object.

c. In the Filter section, add conditions to limit which records from the object are used in your strategy.

4. Bring a predefined recommendation into the strategy by adding a Get Records element.

a. Enter a label and API name.

b. Select the Recommendations object.

c. In the Filter section, use conditions to specify the recommendation that you want to use.

5. Add other flow elements as needed to define the strategy.

6. Make your recommendation available for use in an Einstein Next Best Action component.

a. Add an Assignment element.

b. For Variable, select outputRecommendations.

c. For operator, select Equals.

d. For Value, select the predefined recommendation.

7. Save your flow.

8. Activate your flow.

You’re now ready to add a Next Best Action component to a Lightning record page. on page 626
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Build Strategy Using On-the-Fly Recommendations

EDITIONS

Available in: both Salesforce
Classic and Lightning
Experience

Available in: Essentials,
Professional, Enterprise,
Performance, Unlimited,
and Developer Editions

USER PERMISSIONS

To open, edit, or create a
flow in Flow Builder:
• Manage Flow

Build a strategy flow with multiple recommendations that you create dynamically in bulk. For
example, you can create a strategy that offers a different upsell recommendation for each product
in your product list. With this method, you create recommendations directly in the strategy flow
without using separate Recommendation records.

Note:  If you want to reuse recommendations in multiple Einstein Next Best Action
components, use pre-defined recommendations created in the Recommendations object
on page 596.

1. From Setup, in the Quick Find box, enter Flows, select Flows, and then click New Flow.

2. On the Alt + Templates tab, select the Recommendation Strategy flow type, and click
Create.

3. Load the records you want to use for your recommendations by adding a Get Records element
to the flow.

a. Enter a label and API name.

b. Select the object to use for the recommendations, such as the Product object.

c. In the Filter section, add conditions to limit which records from the object are used in your
strategy.

4. Add a Recommendation Assignment element.

a. Enter a label and API name.

b. For Record Collection Variable, select the variable that you generated with Get Records.

When you select the variable, the target fields are populated automatically.

c. Set values for the target fields:

• AcceptanceLabel—Button label to accept the offer.

• RejectionLabel—Button label to reject the offer.

• ActionFlow—API name of the flow that performs an action when the offer is accepted or rejected.

• Description—Text that appears above the buttons in the Next Best Action component.

5. Make your recommendation available for use in an Einstein Next Best Action component.

a. Add an Assignment element.

b. For Variable, select outputRecommendations.

c. For operator, select Equals.

d. For Value, select the recommendation from the Recommendation Assignment step.

6. Save your flow.

7. Activate your flow.

You’re now ready to add a Next Best Action component to a Lightning record page on page 626.
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Strategy Builder Strategies

EDITIONS

Available in: Salesforce
Classic

Available in: Essentials,
Professional, Enterprise,
Performance, Unlimited,
and Developer Editions

You can create strategies for Einstein Next Best Action using Strategy Builder or Flow Builder. Flow
Builder is the recommended method.

Tour the Strategy Builder Interface

Before you start building your strategy, learn about the primary pieces of Strategy Builder and
how they work together.

Create a Strategy with Strategy Builder

Once you’ve created flows and recommendation records, use Strategy Builder to funnel the
correct recommendations to your users at the right time.

Manage Strategy Builder Action Strategies

Test, troubleshoot, and create strategies using Strategy Builder management tools.

Strategy Builder Elements

Use this page to quickly access a list of Strategy Builder elements and learn how they work together to create unique strategies.

Tour the Strategy Builder Interface

EDITIONS

Available in: Salesforce
Classic

Available in: Essentials,
Professional, Enterprise,
Performance, Unlimited,
and Developer Editions

Before you start building your strategy, learn about the primary pieces of Strategy Builder and how
they work together.

Find Strategy Builder in Setup by typing Strategies  or Next Best Action  in the Quick
Find box. Select Next Best Action.
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Button Bar (1)

Manage your strategies with basic functions like Test and Save.

• Test runs the most recently saved version of your strategy and displays the recommendations that are surfaced for your users. Testing
your strategy allows you to determine if there are errors that must be fixed and confirms the recommendations that your users see.

• Save your strategies before you test them and before you leave Strategy Builder so you don’t lose your work.

• Save As allows you to duplicate a strategy and your currently saved work.

Elements, Manager, and Inspector Tabs (2)

Use the Toolbox to create the substance of your strategy. Add elements, connect external sources, and troubleshoot errors in your
strategy.

• From the Elements tab, drag new elements onto the canvas and create the building blocks of your strategy.

• From the Manager tab, add new connections from external sources or other Salesforce products.

• Use the Inspector tab to isolate specific elements and troubleshoot errors that appear during testing.
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Canvas (3)

The canvas is a visual representation of your strategy. From here, you can rearrange elements and see how your recommendations are
flowing from one branch to the next and finally into the output.

SEE ALSO:

Create a Strategy with Strategy Builder

Manage Strategy Builder Action Strategies

Inspect Strategy Builder Element Results

Create a Strategy with Strategy Builder

EDITIONS

Available in: Salesforce
Classic

Available in: Essentials,
Professional, Enterprise,
Performance, Unlimited,
and Developer Editions

USER PERMISSIONS

To create or manage action
strategies:
• Modify All Data

OR

Manage Next Best
Action Strategies

To run an action strategy:
• Run Flows

OR

Flow User field enabled
on the user detail page

Once you’ve created flows and recommendation records, use Strategy Builder to funnel the correct
recommendations to your users at the right time.

Before you start creating strategies, make sure that you create flows and recommendation records
that you can use in your strategy.

1. Open Strategy Builder. From Setup, enter Strategies  or Next Best Action  in the
Quick Find box, select Next Best Action, and click New Strategy.

2. Give your strategy a name and a description.

3. Select a context object from Object Where Recommendations Display.

Note:  The object that you choose here provides the context for your entire strategy.

For example, if you plan to use this strategy on Case pages, select Case. When the strategy
executes and resolves your expressions, the Next Best Action engine interprets the
incoming recordId as a case object. The engine has to know to what type of object the
pages belong to resolve expressions correctly. Linking your strategy to a specific object
also enables Strategy Builder to provide intelligent assistance in other areas, such as the
Test feature.

4. Drag the appropriate elements onto the canvas.

Note:  It’s best to start by adding a Load element, as loading recommendations is the
first step in any strategy.

5. Order your elements to make sure that recommendations are flowing through the correct
branches.

Note:  Elements are divided into two main categories: Recommendation Logic and
Branch Logic. Recommendation Logic elements act directly on the recommendations
flowing into the element by filtering, sorting and limiting. Branch Logic elements act as
gates, using context information, such as the recordId of the page the user is viewing, to
decide which sets of recommendations to allow.

6. Save any changes to your strategy.

7. To make sure it’s working as expected, test your strategy.

Note:  If your strategy isn’t running properly or you see an unexpected error, try using the Inspector tab to find the problem.
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8. Display your strategy using the Suggested Actions component in Experience Builder or the Einstein Next Best Action component in
Lightning App Builder.

Write a Strategy Builder Expression

Create unique expressions using logic from the Salesforce expression builder to filter recommendations, select or deselect branches,
and determine which recommendations are available for consideration in a strategy.

Create a Strategy Builder Action Strategy Connection

Use Apex actions to integrate external data sources and information from your Salesforce org into your strategies.

Create a Custom Notification Flow for Next Best Action

Create a trigger in Process Builder to receive direct notifications about errors occurring in your strategies. Launch a flow to send error
information to your desired targets.

Create, Package, and Distribute a Strategy Builder Template

Enterprise developers can create and package strategy templates from Developer Edition orgs for use in multiple Salesforce orgs.
Independent software vendors can also publish templates on AppExchange for distribution to their subscribers. Strategies not
marked as templates in managed packages have intellectual property (IP) protection and can’t be edited or cloned. IP protection
safeguards proprietary information in your strategies.

SEE ALSO:

Test Strategy Builder Action Strategies

Inspect Strategy Builder Element Results

Create a Strategy with Strategy Builder

Build a Flow

Write a Strategy Builder Expression

EDITIONS

Available in: Salesforce
Classic

Available in: Essentials,
Professional, Enterprise,
Performance, Unlimited,
and Developer Editions

Create unique expressions using logic from the Salesforce expression builder to filter
recommendations, select or deselect branches, and determine which recommendations are available
for consideration in a strategy.

Strategy Builder expressions, found on the Filter and Branch Selector elements, use standard
Salesforce formula functions. To learn more about creating formulas in Salesforce, see Formula
Operators and Functions by Context.

Strategies are designed to work with a particular object like Case or Contact. Strategy Builder
elements use $Record  as a placeholder for the actual record that gets passed in when a strategy
runs.

1. Select the element you need for your strategy: Filter or Branch Selector.

2. Enter your expression. You can build expressions in two different modes: standard and advanced. Standard is declarative: search
and select to build your formula. Use advanced mode for more complex expressions, when a given operator is unavailable in standard
mode, or when you use concatenation.

3. In standard mode, set up conditions. At run time, the conditions are evaluated in the order you specify.

DescriptionColumn Header

Recommendation resource whose value you want to evaluate, like acceptance or rejection label,
action, ID, name, and so on. Say a strategy is associated with a Case. Your resource might be
$Record.Account.Type  or $Record.Account.Contact.Name.

Resource
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DescriptionColumn Header

Select an appropriate operator for that resource, for example Equals, Does Not Equal,
Starts With, Contains, Less Than Or Equal To, and Is Blank. The available

Operator

operators depend on the data types associated with that resource. Data types include text, number,
Boolean, or picklist.

Options:Value

• Select a value that’s appropriate for the recommendation resource and the operator. For example,
if you enter $Record.Status  as the resource and Does Not Equal  as the operator,
available values are On Hold, Escalated, Closed, and New.

• Manually enter a literal value.

Resource  and Value  in the same row must have compatible data types.

Note:  When you add or subtract a number from a date value, the date adjusts in days, not
hours.

Behavior for Decision OutcomesOption

If one of the conditions is false, the recommendation evaluates the next outcome’s
conditions.

All Conditions Are Met

If one of the conditions is true, the recommendation immediately takes this outcome’s
path.

Any Condition Is Met
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Example: Say you create a custom field Has_Mobile_Service__c  on the contact record. If you use
$Record.Contact.Has_Mobile_Service__c = false  in a Strategy Builder expression, and you’re working with
a case record, the recordID provided with the request replaces $Record  when the expression resolves. This is because case
records have a lookup relationship with contacts.

• Reference the context object in your formula using the $Record function.

Example: ISPICKVAL($Record.Account.Tier__c, 'Premium')

Note: The Context object is the object where you plan to surface your recommendations. Choose the Context object, or change
it, by editing your strategy and choosing an object under Object Where Recommendations Display.

• Reference fields from the Recommendation object using the plain text label name. This option is available only in Filter and Load
elements, not Branch Selector elements.
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Example: AcceptanceLabel = =‘Yes, please’

• Access fields returned from external connections using
$nameOfExternalConnection.dataFromExternalConnection  syntax. Manage your external connections through
the Manage tab in the Toolbox.

Example: $GetCreditScoreContext.output >= 760

• Use $Request  to access information the user types into forms and use that information to request specific recommendations.
This option is available only on Search and Contact Support pages in Experience Builder sites.

Example: CONTAINS($Request.search, 'paperless billing') || CONTAINS($Request.search,
'order checks') || CONTAINS($Request.search, 'new address')

Example: For multi-select picklist fields, enter values like Includes ($Record.CarType__c, ‘Audi,’‘BMW’)

SEE ALSO:

Einstein Next Best Action

Formula Operators and Functions by Context

Create a Strategy Builder Action Strategy Connection

EDITIONS

Available in: Salesforce
Classic

Essentials, Professional,
Enterprise, Performance,
Unlimited, and Developer
Editions

USER PERMISSIONS

To create or manage action
strategies:
• Modify All Data

OR

Manage Next Best
Action Strategies

To run an action strategy:
• Run Flows

OR

Flow User field enabled
on the user detail page

Use Apex actions to integrate external data sources and information from your Salesforce org into
your strategies.

Use Apex invocable actions to pull sources of data into your strategy.

1. In Strategy Builder, click the Manager tab.

2. Click New Connection.

3. Enter a label to visually identify the connection (1).

4. Enter an API name. This name is used in Strategy Builder elements that require conditional
statements, such as Branch Selector and Filter (2).

5. Enter a brief description for the connection (3).
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6. Choose the action to use in logic elements’ conditions (4).

7. Enter any parameters for the selected action (5) and click Done.

8. Click the connection label to edit its associated information.

9. Click the > to the right of the connection label to edit or view its details or to delete it.

Label
Specifies the label displayed in the Manager pane for your connection.

API Name
Specifies the connection name to use in logic elements’ conditions. For example, $GetCreditScoreContext.output
>= 760.

Note: API Name is set to Label with underscores replacing spaces by default.

Description
Specifies the description shown in the connection details.

Apex Action
Assigns the invocable action that runs when the connection is referenced in elements’ conditions.

Argument
Specifies one or more parameters that the selected invocable action requires. This textbox appears only when the action has
one or more arguments.

SEE ALSO:

Connect REST API Developer Guide: Next Best Action Resources

Strategy Builder Strategies
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Create a Custom Notification Flow for Next Best Action

EDITIONS

Available in: Salesforce
Classic

Essentials, Professional,
Enterprise, Performance,
Unlimited, and Developer
Editions

USER PERMISSIONS

To create or manage action
strategies:
• Modify All Data

OR

Manage Next Best
Action Strategies

To run an action strategy:
• Run Flows

OR

Flow User field enabled
on the user detail page

To open, edit, or create a
flow in Flow Builder:
• Manage Flow

To create, edit, or view
processes in Process
Builder:
• Manage Flow

AND

View All Data

Create a trigger in Process Builder to receive direct notifications about errors occurring in your
strategies. Launch a flow to send error information to your desired targets.

A custom notification flow allows you to choose how you want to be informed when errors happen
during Next Best Action strategy executions. It consists of two parts. First, a process created in
Process Builder that subscribes to the Platform Status Alert Event, which is generated when the
error occurs. Second, a notification flow that passes the information to your intended destination.
Add input variables to your flow to receive the expected variables.

1. In Flow Builder, create a flow. You can direct your notifications to different places, including
Chatter posts, SMS text messages, and emails. Make sure to define input variables for payload
event fields that you want to use in your notifications. Input variables are flow variable resources,
type text, with Available for Inputs checked.

Note:  A simple way to create your notification is to create a flow with the Send Email
core action. From there, manually add the email address where you want the notification
sent.

2. In Process Builder, create a process and for The process starts when select A platform event
occurs.

3. Add a trigger. Under Platform Event select Platform Status Alert Event.

4. Select an object that allows you to define matching conditions that produce a single result.

Note:  For example, you could choose the User object and set User ID equal to the
Created By ID in the event payload.

5. Add other criteria.

6. Add an immediate action and select Flows.

7. Name your action and select the flow you created in step one.

8. Add mappings to connect data from the payload of your event to flow inputs.

9. Save and activate your process.

SEE ALSO:

Flow Builder

Configure the Process Trigger

Object Reference Developer Guide: PlatformStatusAlertEvent
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Create, Package, and Distribute a Strategy Builder Template

EDITIONS

Available in: Salesforce
Classic

Available in: Essentials,
Professional, Enterprise,
Performance, Unlimited,
and Developer Editions

USER PERMISSIONS

To create a strategy:
• Modify All Data

OR

Manage Next Best
Action Strategies

To create a managed
package:
• Create AppExchange

Packages

Enterprise developers can create and package strategy templates from Developer Edition orgs for
use in multiple Salesforce orgs. Independent software vendors can also publish templates on
AppExchange for distribution to their subscribers. Strategies not marked as templates in managed
packages have intellectual property (IP) protection and can’t be edited or cloned. IP protection
safeguards proprietary information in your strategies.

You distribute changes to strategy templates via a managed package. Subscribers who install a
strategy template can open it in Strategy Builder and clone it to customize it for their own use.
When you publish updates to strategy templates via a package upgrade, template updates don’t
affect subscribers’ copies.

1. In Strategy Builder, create the strategy that you want to make into a template.

2. Open the strategy’s properties and select Template.

3. If you need to, create your managed package.

4. Distribute the strategy template in the managed package and let your subscribers know it’s available.

Example: Suppose you build and package strategies for insurance companies. Because insurance laws and regulations can vary
by location, your subscribers want the ability to modify your strategies when needed. They can do this using strategy templates
you create.

SEE ALSO:

Create a Strategy with Strategy Builder

First-Generation Managed Packaging Developer Guide: Create and Upload a First-Generation Managed Package
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Manage Strategy Builder Action Strategies

EDITIONS

Available in: Salesforce
Classic

Available in: Essentials,
Professional, Enterprise,
Performance, Unlimited,
and Developer Editions

Test, troubleshoot, and create strategies using Strategy Builder management tools.

Save Strategy Builder Action Strategies

Save your strategies or use Save As to create new a new strategy based on an existing one.

Test Strategy Builder Action Strategies

Test your strategy within Strategy Builder to see what recommendations display, given different
inputs.

Troubleshoot Strategy Builder Action Strategies

Strategies can be complex, which means it’s sometimes difficult to know where you went
wrong when you encounter unexpected results. Use this page to determine the best tool for troubleshooting your strategy.

Inspect Strategy Builder Element Results

View the full details of each step of your strategy’s execution from Strategy Builder’s Inspector tab. Trace the path of recommendations
through your strategy and identify problems in individual elements. Debug errors and see how your strategy is working behind the
scenes.

Save Strategy Builder Action Strategies

EDITIONS

Available in: Salesforce
Classic

Essentials, Professional,
Enterprise, Performance,
Unlimited, and Developer
Editions

USER PERMISSIONS

To create or manage action
strategies:
• Modify All Data

OR

Manage Next Best
Action Strategies

To run an action strategy:
• Run Flows

OR

Flow User field enabled
on the user detail page

Save your strategies or use Save As to create new a new strategy based on an existing one.

Save your new or updated action strategy by clicking Save. Create a strategy based on an existing
one using Save As.

1. To save your action strategy click Save.

2. To create an action strategy based on an existing one, click Save As.

3. Replace the existing name in Name.

4. Replace the existing API name in API Strategy.

You can have duplicate strategy names but we don’t recommend it. The API name must be
unique.

To automatically generate a new API name, delete the existing API name after you rename the
strategy. Click the Name textbox, and either tab over to or click the API Name textbox.

5. Optionally, replace the existing description.

6. If you want to base your strategy on a different object, click the Object Where
Recommendations Display textbox and choose a new object.

7. Click Done.

SEE ALSO:

Strategy Builder Strategies

Einstein Next Best Action
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Test Strategy Builder Action Strategies

EDITIONS

Available in: Salesforce
Classic

Essentials, Professional,
Enterprise, Performance,
Unlimited, and Developer
Editions

USER PERMISSIONS

To create or manage action
strategies:
• Modify All Data

OR

Manage Next Best
Action Strategies

To run an action strategy:
• Run Flows

OR

Flow User field enabled
on the user detail page

Test your strategy within Strategy Builder to see what recommendations display, given different
inputs.

In Strategy Builder, you can test the strategies underlying your recommendations.

1. Create or edit a strategy.

2. To save your changes, click Save.

Note:  Always save before testing to test the most recent version of your strategy.

3. Click Test.

4. Select an object for the test.

If you don’t see the object that you want to test the strategy against, close the Test Strategy
window. Select the properties wheel above the left pane. Change the object that the strategy
is linked to by selecting an object from Object Where Recommendations Display. If you
don’t see an object listed, the strategy hasn’t been linked to a specific object.

5. To test the underlying flow, choose a recommendation.

Note:  Images associated with recommendations aren’t displayed when testing in Strategy Builder.

The Test Strategy window doesn’t show all possible error messages. Strategies are executed from right to left, starting at Output. If
a particular Branch Selector expression results in a closed branch, the child elements of that branch (the elements to the left) are
not executed. This process makes strategy evaluation faster, but it also means that any branches with false expressions could have
errors that aren’t exposed. The Test button shows what the user sees. To get a complete view of any errors occurring at run-time,
use the Inspector tab in the Toolbox. Inspector highlights errors from all elements.

SEE ALSO:

Inspect Strategy Builder Element Results

Strategy Builder Strategies
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Troubleshoot Strategy Builder Action Strategies

EDITIONS

Available in: Salesforce
Classic

Available in: Essentials,
Professional, Enterprise,
Performance, Unlimited,
and Developer Editions

Strategies can be complex, which means it’s sometimes difficult to know where you went wrong
when you encounter unexpected results. Use this page to determine the best tool for troubleshooting
your strategy.

If something goes wrong with your strategy, you have several troubleshooting options.

• Start by using the basic test function in Strategy Builder. After you create and save a strategy,
click Test in the menu bar.

• For a more detailed view of your strategy execution, see the Inspector tab in the Strategy
Builder Toolbox. The Inspector tab lists specific errors and gives you a detailed view of how your
strategy executes.

• If you can’t find the problem in the Inspector tab, or you want to troubleshoot for a specific
user, try using the Apex debug log. Next Best Action has a specific debug log category.

• To receive full error reports sent directly to your email, a Chatter post, a text message, or other outlet, try creating a custom notification
flow and a Process Builder trigger. Using a Platform Status Alert Event, you can subscribe to Next Best Action events and respond
when errors occur.

SEE ALSO:

Inspect Strategy Builder Element Results

Inspect Strategy Builder Element Results

EDITIONS

Available in: Salesforce
Classic

Essentials, Professional,
Enterprise, Performance,
Unlimited, and Developer
Editions

USER PERMISSIONS

To create or manage action
strategies:
• Modify All Data

OR

Manage Next Best
Action Strategies

To run an action strategy:
• Run Flows

OR

Flow User field enabled
on the user detail page

View the full details of each step of your strategy’s execution from Strategy Builder’s Inspector tab.
Trace the path of recommendations through your strategy and identify problems in individual
elements. Debug errors and see how your strategy is working behind the scenes.

When testing your strategy doesn’t return the recommendations you expect, investigate the
execution details of the strategy or a selected element using the Inspector tab.

1. Click the Inspector tab.

2. Click Test and select an object.

Note:  Provide a sample recordId  to test your strategy in the inspector. You can do
so in either of the following ways:

• While Inspector is open, click Test and select a record. The recordId  of the selected
record is pasted into the Record ID field of the inspector. Close the Test window and
click Run in the inspector.

• Copy a record ID from the URL of a record page and paste it into the RecordId field
manually.

3. Click Run.
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Note:  Inspector can show a single element’s results, or the results for all elements in the strategy. If you select an element,
you see recommendations surfaced by that element. If you have no elements selected, you see recommendations surfaced
by the strategy.

Note:  To see accurate results, you have to save your strategy before testing it. If you change the strategy or an element, Run
becomes Save and Run.

4. To scroll right, use the horizontal scroll bar at the bottom of the Inspector pane.

5. If you want to view recommendations for a different object, click Test, clear your current selection, and choose a new object from
the dropdown. To update the recommendations in the inspector, click Run.

SEE ALSO:

Test Strategy Builder Action Strategies

Strategy Builder Strategies
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Strategy Builder Elements

EDITIONS

Available in: Salesforce
Classic

Available in: Essentials,
Professional, Enterprise,
Performance, Unlimited,
and Developer Editions

Use this page to quickly access a list of Strategy Builder elements and learn how they work together
to create unique strategies.

Use elements to create your strategies by opening Strategy Builder and selecting Elements in the
Toolbox. Drag elements onto the canvas to get started.

Strategy Builder Enhance Element

Get AI-driven predictions from services such as Einstein Discovery and Einstein Prediction Builder
to enhance Next Best Action recommendations with additional information, such as propensity
scores. The Enhance element allows you to modify a set of recommendations on the fly, every
time a strategy is executed. These recommendations can be static and live as records in
Salesforce, or dynamic and sourced from external data sources or other Salesforce objects.

Strategy Builder Generate Element

With the Generate element, you can dynamically generate personalized recommendations where a large number of possibilities
makes it inconvenient to create recommendations manually. The Generate element allows you to create in-memory, on-the-fly
recommendations, either from an external data source or from other Salesforce objects.

Strategy Builder Load Element

Load is the first element in a strategy branch. Load and filter the records of a Recommendation object. Or load and filter the records
of any object, and convert them into recommendations at the end of the strategy using the Map element. Your load elements
determine which of your recommendations are evaluated when your strategy executes.

Strategy Builder Filter Element

Create an expression that allows you to block or filter out undesirable recommendations, depending on the context. The expression
is evaluated for every recommendation that passes through the branch.

Strategy Builder Limit Reoffers Element

Determine how often a user sees the same recommendation. You can decide how many times the user must react to a
recommendation and how many days to wait before displaying the recommendation again.

Strategy Builder Map Element

The Map element lets you use formulas to create Recommendation fields and modify existing fields without Apex code. Instead, it
relies on expressions and formulas. Use the Map element to pass data from a Recommendation field with one name to a Flow input
with a different name. Or use it to modify current values for Description, Name, and other fields and personalize them with
context-specific data.

Strategy Builder Sort Element

Choose how recommendations are ordered within a branch and reorder them using Recommendation fields.

Strategy Builder Branch Merge Element

Combine recommendations from multiple branches into a single branch.

Strategy Builder Branch Selector Element

Filter multiple branches through a branch selector and create unique expressions for each branch. If the expression is true,
recommendations in the branch are allowed through and combined into a single branch.
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Strategy Builder First Non-Empty Branch Element

The first non-empty branch element allows you to filter branches in the order they appear on the canvas. The first branch that
contains recommendations is allowed through, all other branches are blocked.

SEE ALSO:

Einstein Next Best Action

Strategy Builder Enhance Element

EDITIONS

Available in: Salesforce
Classic

Available in: Essentials,
Professional, Enterprise,
Performance, Unlimited,
and Developer Editions

Get AI-driven predictions from services such as Einstein Discovery and Einstein Prediction Builder
to enhance Next Best Action recommendations with additional information, such as propensity
scores. The Enhance element allows you to modify a set of recommendations on the fly, every time
a strategy is executed. These recommendations can be static and live as records in Salesforce, or
dynamic and sourced from external data sources or other Salesforce objects.

DescriptionField

The name of the element as it appears on the canvas.Label

The API name of the element. The API name must be unique.API Name

Optional description of the element and how it works within the strategy.Description

Search or select an Apex action, which calls an Apex class. An Apex class must
have a method marked as an invocable method to appear as an Apex action in
declarative tools like Strategy Builder.

Apex
Action

Specify one or more parameters for the selected Apex action.Argument

Example:  Assume that your company integrates separate data sources from the manufacturers of products your business sells.
Those data sources include information about the current availability of each item (in stock, back ordered, or unavailable). You can
connect an Enhance element to your strategy’s Load or Generate element to provide that information to users in the
recommendation.

Example:  You can use the Enhance element to calculate a discount percentage for your customers based on how long your
company has managed their account. Or you can use it to A/B test two branches of recommendations.
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Example:  Suppose you use Next Best Action to provide upsell recommendations. You want to add a 5% discount to your product
recommendations for those customers who’ve been with your company for more than one year. Customers of more than two
years get a 10% discount, customers of more than five years get a 20% discount, and so on. Use the Enhance element to call an
Apex action that performs a SOQL query. The query retrieves the Account age and appends it to the description of all incoming
recommendations.

The strategy used with an Enhance element can be as simple as Load -> Enhance -> Output. All recommendations the Load
element retrieves or loads are passed as a list of recommendations to the underlying invocable method.

When configuring the Enhance element, select Enhance with Discounts Based on Age as the Apex action and specify $Record.id
as the input parameter.
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The Enhance element in turn calls the getDiscounts  invocable method in the Enhance_GetAccountDiscount
class. Notice how the description of each recommendation has a discount value appended to it (r.Description + ‘
with a 5% discount’).

global class Enhance_GetAccountDiscount {
@InvocableMethod(label='Enhance with Discounts Based on Age' description='Returns

an enhanced set of recommendations with appropriate discounts')
global static List<List<Recommendation>> getDiscounts(List<DataContainer> inputData){

List<Recommendation> recommendations = inputData[0].recommendations;
List<List<Recommendation>> outputs = new List<List<Recommendation>>();

Account[] accounts = [SELECT Name, Description,CreatedDate, id FROM Account
WHERE id = :inputData[0].accountId];

Double ageAccountMonths =
accounts[0].CreatedDate.date().monthsBetween(date.today());

Double ageAccount = ageAccountMonths/12;
List<Recommendation> returnedRecommendations = new List<Recommendation>();
for (Recommendation r:recommendations){

if(ageAccount > 1){
r.Description = r.Description + ' with a 5% discount';

}
else if (ageAccount > 2){

r.Description = r.Description + ' with a 10% discount';
}
else if (ageAccount > 5){

r.Description = r.Description + ' with a 20% discount';
}
returnedRecommendations.add(r);

}
outputs.add(returnedRecommendations);
return outputs;
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}

}

Usage

The Enhance element requires an Apex action marked as an invocable method.

@InvocableMethod(
label='Enhance with Discounts Based on Age'
description='Returns an enhanced set of recommendations with appropriate discounts')

Use the Enhance element in combination with the Strategy Builder Load or Generate element.

The Enhance element can pass any number of inputs to the Apex action. The input parameter must be a list or a list of lists of a user-defined
Apex object (for example, a custom class called DataContainer). The user-defined Apex object must include a
List<Recommendation>  variable. The List<Recommendation>  variable is automatically defined with the recommendations
that pass into the Enhance element.

global class DataContainer {
@InvocableVariable
public string accountId;

@InvocableVariable
public List<Recommendation> recommendations;

}
________
global static List<List<Recommendation>> invocableMethod(List<DataContainer> inputData)

The Enhance element returns a list of recommendations, List<List<Recommendation>>. These recommendation enhancements
exist only in memory and do not persist after the strategy is executed.

global static List<List<Recommendation>> invocableMethod(List<DataContainer> inputData)

SEE ALSO:

Strategy Builder Generate Element

Strategy Builder Load Element

Flow Element: Apex Action

Strategy Builder Generate Element

EDITIONS

Available in: Salesforce
Classic

Available in: Essentials,
Professional, Enterprise,
Performance, Unlimited,
and Developer Editions

With the Generate element, you can dynamically generate personalized recommendations where
a large number of possibilities makes it inconvenient to create recommendations manually. The
Generate element allows you to create in-memory, on-the-fly recommendations, either from an
external data source or from other Salesforce objects.

DescriptionField

The name of the element as it appears on the canvas.Label

The API name of the element. The API name must be unique.API Name
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DescriptionField

Optional description of the element and how it works within the strategy.Description

Search or select an Apex action, which calls an Apex class. An Apex class must have a method marked as an
invocable method in order to appear as an Apex action in declarative tools like Strategy Builder.

Apex Action

Specify one or more parameters for the selected Apex action.Argument

Example:  Assume that your company has a large catalog of products and you use a screen flow to recommend accessories to
your customers based on their past product purchases. Instead of creating a single, static recommendation for each individual
accessory, you can maintain that information in the Account or Product object in Salesforce. Or you can store information in external
data sources like Commerce Cloud or a SQL database. Use a Generate element with an Apex invocable action to call the Apex class
and generate accessory recommendations dynamically for your strategy.

Example: Suppose you want to show a service agent a list of key accounts to follow up with after a set number of days has passed
since the previous contact. With the Generate element, you can call an Apex action that makes a SOQL query for Account where
the Owner is the logged-in user (the agent). This identifies the accounts who were last contacted more than, say, 90 days ago.
Next Best Action returns the relevant accounts in the form of recommendations. The strategy can be as simple as the Generate
element with an Output element.

When you configure the Generate element, select Accounts to Follow Up Today as the Apex action and specify $User.id as an
input parameter.
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The Generate element calls the getAccounts  invocable method in the Generate_GetAccountsToFollowUp  Apex
class. This retrieves the relevant accounts and creates a list of recommendations. The recommendation description includes the
name of the account (account.Name) and the number of days since the last contact (daysSinceLastContact).

global class Generate_GetAccountsToFollowUp {
@InvocableMethod(label='Accounts to Follow Up Today'

description='Recommend accounts the current user should follow
up on today')

global static List<List<Recommendation>> getAccounts(List<String> inputData){
List<List<Recommendation>> outputs = new List<List<Recommendation>>();
Integer daysSinceLastContact;
Account[] accounts = [SELECT Name, Description, LastContactDate__c, OwnerId

FROM Account WHERE OwnerId = :inputData[0]];
List<Recommendation> recs = new List<Recommendation>();
for (Account account:accounts) {

if (account.LastContactDate__c != null){
daysSinceLastContact =

account.LastContactDate__c.daysBetween(date.today());
if (daysSinceLastContact > 90){

Recommendation rec = new Recommendation(
Name = account.Name,
Description = 'Connect with the ' + account.Name + ' account,

the last interaction was '+ daysSinceLastContact + ' days ago.',
//Pre-req: Create a screen flow with the name simpleFlow

ActionReference = 'simpleFlow',
AcceptanceLabel = 'View'

);
recs.add(rec);

}
}

}
outputs.add(recs);
return outputs;

}
}

When you execute the strategy, the resulting recommendation includes the name of the account and the number of days since
the last contact with them.
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Usage

The Generate element requires an Apex action marked as an invocable method.

@InvocableMethod(
label='Related Wikipedia Pages'
description='Recommend wikipages that are related to the named input wikipage')

The Generate element can pass any number of inputs to the Apex action, either as lists or a list of lists of primitives, sObjects, and
user-defined Apex objects. To provide more than one input, the input parameter must be a list or a list of lists of a user-defined Apex
object (for example, a custom class called DataContainer).

List<String> relatedTo

OR

global class DataContainer {
@InvocableVariable
public string accountId;
}
____
global static List<List<Recommendation>> invocableMethod(List<DataContainer> inputData)

The Generate element returns a list of recommendations. Invocable methods support returning either a list of an sObject type or a list
of lists of an sObject type. Since the Enhance element operates not on a single recommendation but on a list of recommendations, the
method must return a List<List<Recommendation>>.

global static List<List<Recommendation>> invocableMethod(List<DataContainer> inputData)

SEE ALSO:

Strategy Builder Enhance Element

Flow Element: Apex Action

Strategy Builder Load Element

EDITIONS

Available in: Salesforce
Classic

Available in: Essentials,
Professional, Enterprise,
Performance, Unlimited,
and Developer Editions

Load is the first element in a strategy branch. Load and filter the records of a Recommendation
object. Or load and filter the records of any object, and convert them into recommendations at the
end of the strategy using the Map element. Your load elements determine which of your
recommendations are evaluated when your strategy executes.

Load recommendations from the records of any standard or custom object. You can use objects
such as Recommendation, Account, Product, and Opportunity when you build a strategy. Choose
criteria for when to load a recommendation. Filter out certain records from a strategy. Sort your
records by selecting an object value.

A strategy treats another object the same as it does a Recommendation object until the end, when
it converts it into a recommendation. If you choose an object other than Recommendation, add a
Map element after the Load element. Use the Map element to map fields from the object’s records to required fields on the
Recommendation object.

In Strategy Builder, you can load up to 1,000 records in a strategy. A Strategy Builder strategy has a limit of 100 Load elements on the
canvas. To load more than 1,000 records, create your recommendation strategy in Flow Builder, which has a load limit of 50,000 records.
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DescriptionField

The name of the element as it appears on the canvas.Label

The API name of the element. The API name must be unique.API Name

Optional description of the element and how it works within the strategy.Description

The object whose records are loaded, filtered, and converted into recommendations.Object

Determines the logic to evaluate conditions. To load the recommendation if it meets all the specified criteria,
select All Conditions are Met. To load the recommendation if it meets any listed criteria, select Any Condition
is Met.

Condition
Requirements

Choose a field from the Recommendation object to evaluate whether the recommendation is loaded into the
strategy.

Field

Choose an operator.Operator

Enter a value for your chosen field. Values can be simple numbers, string phrases, or formulas that use Salesforce
formula support. Don’t enclose string or number values with quotes. Picklists aren’t supported.

Value

Creates an extra set of conditions.Add Condition

SEE ALSO:

Einstein Next Best Action

Create Recommendations

Display Recommendations

Strategy Builder Enhance Element

Strategy Builder Filter Element

EDITIONS

Available in: Salesforce
Classic

Available in: Essentials,
Professional, Enterprise,
Performance, Unlimited,
and Developer Editions

Create an expression that allows you to block or filter out undesirable recommendations, depending
on the context. The expression is evaluated for every recommendation that passes through the
branch.

DescriptionField

The name of the element as it appears on the canvas.Label

The API name of the element. The API name must be unique.API Name

Optional description of the element and how it works within the strategy.Description

Create an expression that is evaluated for each recommendation that you load
into your strategy. If the expression is true, the recommendation is allowed

Filter
Expression

through. If false, the recommendation doesn’t progress further through the
strategy. Filter Expression accepts Standard Salesforce formulas. For more
information, see Formula Operators and Functions by Context.
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Note:  Use $Record  to reference fields from the context object. The context object is the object where you intend to surface
your recommendations and can be changed by editing your strategy and choosing an object under Object Where
Recommendations Display. Use plain text field labels to reference Recommendation object fields. Examples: $Record.status
!= 'New', RejectionLabel  == ‘No, thanks.’  For more information, see Write a Strategy Builder Expression.

Example:  Suppose that you want to surface recommendations on the Case object so your service agents can suggest offers to
your customers. If you want to suggest only credit card offers, create a Category  field for the Recommendation object. Add a
Credit Card Offer category to your field. Add a filter element and use the formula Category_c  = ‘CreditCardOffer’
in Filter Expression.

Usage

Filter is the best way to remove certain recommendations from a strategy branch. Add the element to a branch and create an expression
to evaluate every recommendation that passes through the branch.

SEE ALSO:

Einstein Next Best Action

Create Recommendations

Display Recommendations

Formula Operators and Functions by Context

Strategy Builder Limit Reoffers Element

EDITIONS

Available in: Salesforce
Classic

Available in: Essentials,
Professional, Enterprise,
Performance, Unlimited,
and Developer Editions

USER PERMISSIONS

To view a recommendation
strategy with a Limit Reoffers
element on a Lightning
record page:
• Run Flows

Determine how often a user sees the same recommendation. You can decide how many times the
user must react to a recommendation and how many days to wait before displaying the
recommendation again.

DescriptionField

The name of the element as it appears on the canvas.Label

The API name of the element. The API name must be unique.API Name

Optional description of the element and how it works within the strategy.Description

Choose a user reaction to base your limits on. For example, if you select User
Rejects the Recommendation, your element only limits repeat offers after
the recommendation is rejected.

User
Reaction

Choose how many times you want the user to react before the recommendation
is limited.

Number of
Reactions

Choose how many days the system waits after the user has reacted the specified
number of times before a repeat offer is shown to the same user.

Time Period in Days is based on days, not hours. If the time period is set to 1,
and the user accepts the recommendation at any time on Monday, the offer

Time
Period in
Days

doesn’t display again until the start of Wednesday. So a one-day time period
could be as few as 25 hours in duration or as many as 48 hours.
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Example:  Let’s say you have a renewal offer that you want to surface at most one time per year. If a user has already accepted
the offer and filled out the renewal, you don’t want to show the same offer again. For this example, for User Reaction, select User
Accepts the Recommendation. For Number of Reactions, select 1, and set the time period for 365 days for an annual renewal.

SEE ALSO:

Einstein Next Best Action

Create Recommendations

Display Recommendations

Strategy Builder Map Element

EDITIONS

Available in: Salesforce
Classic

Available in: Essentials,
Professional, Enterprise,
Performance, Unlimited,
and Developer Editions

The Map element lets you use formulas to create Recommendation fields and modify existing fields
without Apex code. Instead, it relies on expressions and formulas. Use the Map element to pass
data from a Recommendation field with one name to a Flow input with a different name. Or use it
to modify current values for Description, Name, and other fields and personalize them with
context-specific data.

If you load an object other than Recommendation, add a Map element after the Load element and
before the Output element in your strategy. Use the Map element to map fields from the records
to required fields on the Recommendation object. For example, map the product Title field to the
recommendation Name field. Mapping fields converts the filtered records into recommendations
that are surfaced via the Next Best Action component and your own apps.

Example:  You can include the name of a contact in a recommendation, and further personalize the recommendation with text.
Suppose that you have a recommendation with the description, “Thank you for being a loyal customer. We truly appreciate your
business!” Using the Map element, you can personalize the description. Add the name of the contact to the description, for example,
“Lauren Boyle, Thank you for being a loyal customer. We truly appreciate your business!”

1. Use a Load element to load all the recommendations you want to change. Or you can add a Generate element and pass in
dynamically generated recommendations.

2. Add a Map element. In the Name field, select Description and in the Value field, enter this expression:

$Record.Contact.Name+ “, ” + Description. Leave the Type field as Text.
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3. Place the “Personalized Thank You” Map element after the Load element. It modifies the descriptions of all recommendations
that pass through it.

4. When you execute the strategy, your recommendations include the contact name for the current case.

Strategy Builder Sort Element

EDITIONS

Available in: Salesforce
Classic

Available in: Essentials,
Professional, Enterprise,
Performance, Unlimited,
and Developer Editions

Choose how recommendations are ordered within a branch and reorder them using
Recommendation fields.

DescriptionField

The name of the element as it appears on the canvas.Label

The API name of the element. The API name must be unique.API Name

Optional description of the element and how it works within the strategy.Description

Choose a field from the Recommendation object to sort on.Recommendation
Field

Choose whether you want to sort your recommendations in an ascending or
descending order.

Sort
Direction

Recommendations that don’t contain information in the field you chose in
Recommendation Field are sorted to the top when selected.

Sort Empty
Values to
Top

Limits the number of recommendations allowed to pass through the element.Maximum
Recommendations

Usage

Sort the order of your recommendations in a branch by choosing a value from the Recommendation object to sort on. Choose whether
you want to sort in an ascending or descending order, and decide how many recommendations to allow through.

SEE ALSO:

Einstein Next Best Action

Create Recommendations

Display Recommendations
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Strategy Builder Branch Merge Element

EDITIONS

Available in: Salesforce
Classic

Available in: Essentials,
Professional, Enterprise,
Performance, Unlimited,
and Developer Editions

Combine recommendations from multiple branches into a single branch.

DescriptionField

The name of the element as it appears on the canvas.Label

The API name of the element. The API name must be unique.API Name

Optional description of the element and how it works within the strategy.Description

Determines the maximum number of recommendations allowed through the
branch where the sort element is placed.

Maximum
Recommendations

Usage

Merge multiple branches into a single branch and limit the number of recommendations allowed through the branch with the branch
merge element.

SEE ALSO:

Einstein Next Best Action

Create Recommendations

Display Recommendations

Strategy Builder Branch Selector Element

EDITIONS

Available in: Salesforce
Classic

Available in: Essentials,
Professional, Enterprise,
Performance, Unlimited,
and Developer Editions

Filter multiple branches through a branch selector and create unique expressions for each branch.
If the expression is true, recommendations in the branch are allowed through and combined into
a single branch.

DescriptionField

The name of the element as it appears on the canvas.Label

The API name of the element. The API name must be unique.API Name

Optional description of the element and how it works within the strategy.Description

Create an expression for each branch that flows through the element. If the
expression is true, the recommendations in the branch are allowed through. If

Condition

false, the recommendations in the branch don’t progress any further through
the strategy. Condition accepts standard Salesforce formula functions. For more
information, see Formula Operators and Functions by Context.

Note:  Use $Record  to reference fields from the context object. The context object is the object where you intend to surface
your recommendations and can be changed by editing your strategy and choosing an object under Object Where
Recommendations Display. Example: ISPICKVAL($Record.status, 'New'). For more information, see Write a
Strategy Builder Expression.
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Example:  Suppose that you want to surface recommendations on the Case object so your service agents can suggest offers to
your customers. If a case has been escalated, you want to offer a special discount. To do so you, create a load element that loads
the recommendations associated with your offer. Create a branch selector that only allows recommendations from the branch if
the case has an escalated status. Make your offer load element a child of the branch selector element. In Condition on the branch
selector element, use the following formula: ISPICKVAL($Record.status, 'Escalated').

Usage

Branch selector is an important element when you want to weed out entire branches at once. Unlike a filter element, it can’t filter based
on individual recommendations.

SEE ALSO:

Einstein Next Best Action

Create Recommendations

Display Recommendations

Formula Operators and Functions by Context

Strategy Builder First Non-Empty Branch Element

EDITIONS

Available in: Salesforce
Classic

Available in: Essentials,
Professional, Enterprise,
Performance, Unlimited,
and Developer Editions

The first non-empty branch element allows you to filter branches in the order they appear on the
canvas. The first branch that contains recommendations is allowed through, all other branches are
blocked.

DescriptionField

The name of the element as it appears on the canvas.Label

The API name of the element. The API name must be unique.API Name

Optional description of the element and how it works within the strategy.Description

Example:  Let’s say you have five different types of credit card offers that could be surfaced to a single user. Although each offer
type is unique and must have its own branch, you only want to surface one type. To do so, filter all of your branches that contain
credit card offers through a first non-empty branch, in priority order from top to bottom. Your element only allows the first branch
that contains recommendations.

Usage

Branches are filtered through the first non-empty branch element in the order that they appear on the canvas, moving from top to
bottom. The element evaluates each branch until it finds one that contains recommendations. When the element recognizes that a
branch contains recommendations, it allows those recommendations through and blocks recommendations from all other branches.

SEE ALSO:

Einstein Next Best Action

Create Recommendations

Display Recommendations
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Display Recommendations

EDITIONS

Available in: both Salesforce
Classic and Lightning
Experience

Available in: Essentials,
Professional, Enterprise,
Performance, Unlimited,
and Developer Editions

After creating a strategy, choose a page to run your strategy and display your recommendations.
You can use a Lightning record page, an app’s home page, an Experience Cloud site page, a
Visualforce page, or an external site, depending on where you want recommendations to appear.

Lightning Page (Lightning App Builder)

1. In Lightning App Builder, create, edit, or clone a record page.

2. Drag Einstein Next Best Action from the component list to the location on the page where
you want to display it.

3. Choose an action strategy and the number of recommendations that you want the
component to display.

Note:  If you want to show users flows and quick actions in addition to recommendations,
use the Actions & Recommendations component on your Lightning record page. You
can create an Actions & Recommendations deployment that specifies action strategies
and how you want your recommendations to appear.

An App’s Home Page

1. Create a strategy for the Next Best Action component. Use global variables such as $User.Id when you create the strategy. Use
global variables because the home page isn’t a record page and isn’t associated with objects, like Case, Account, or Product.

2. Navigate to your org’s Home page.

3. Click , and select Edit Page.

4. From the list of Lightning components on the left (1), drag the Einstein Next Best Action component to the home page (2).

Experience Builder Site Page (Experience Builder)

1. In Experience Builder, create or edit a site page.

2. Drag Suggested Actions from the component list to the location on the page where you want to display it.

Visualforce Page
Use Lightning Out to add the lightning:nextBestAction component.

Custom Apps
Add Einstein Next Best Action functionality into your app with the global lightning:nextBestAction component.
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Einstein Next Best Action Component

Einstein Next Best Action uses strategies that apply your org’s business rules to display context-sensitive suggested offers and actions
on your Lightning record pages.

SEE ALSO:

Suggested Actions

Flow Builder for Service and the Actions & Recommendations Component

https://developer.salesforce.com/docs/atlas.en-us.lightning.meta/lightning/lightning_out.htm

Lightning Aura Components Developer Guide: Add Aura Components to Any App with Lightning Out (Beta)
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Einstein Next Best Action Component

EDITIONS

Available in: both Salesforce
Classic and Lightning
Experience

Available in: Essentials,
Professional, Enterprise,
Performance, Unlimited,
and Developer Editions

USER PERMISSIONS

To create and save Lightning
pages in the Lightning App
Builder:
• Customize Application

To view Lightning pages in
the Lightning App Builder:
• View Setup and

Configuration

To run a recommendation
strategy on a Lightning
record page:
• Run Flows

OR

Flow User field enabled
on the user detail page

OR

For Experience Cloud,
the FlowSites perm
provides org-wide
access. To restrict access
to users by profile or
permission set, add a
component visibility filter
to the Suggested Actions
component.

Einstein Next Best Action uses strategies that apply your org’s business rules to display
context-sensitive suggested offers and actions on your Lightning record pages.

1. Create a recommendation strategy in Strategy Builder.

2. Drag the Einstein Next Best Action component onto your record page.

Note:  In Experience Builder, the component is called Suggested Actions.

3. In the property editor, select the strategy you want to display (1). Enter the maximum number
of recommendations to display (2) and choose where recommendations open when accepted
(3).

Title
Displays the title for the component on the Record page.

Hide Einstein Header
Hides the Einstein Recommendations graphical header.

Strategy
Displays all available strategies created in Strategy Builder.

Maximum Recommendations Displayed
Displays up to four recommendations.

Hide Empty Component
Displays the component only when there are recommendations available initially.

Launch Recommended Action In
Specifies whether recommendations open in a display window or a new browser window.
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Show Image
Shows images associated with each displayed recommendation. If there isn’t an image, a placeholder displays.

Show Description
Displays the recommendation descriptions.

Show Reject Option
Displays the reject option.

Set Component Visibility
Allows Dynamic Lightning Pages by adding filter conditions and logic to the component properties in the Lightning App Builder.

Example: Here’s how a strategy looks with the Einstein header and no images in the Service console:
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Report On and Track a Recommendation

EDITIONS

Available in: both Salesforce
Classic and Lightning
Experience

Available in: Essentials,
Professional, Enterprise,
Performance, Unlimited,
and Developer Editions

USER PERMISSIONS

To create, edit and delete
custom report types:
• Manage Custom Report

Types

To view recommendation
metrics data:
• Modify All Data or

Manage Next Best
Action Strategies

Create a custom report type to report on and track recommendation data and strategy metrics.
You can see the monthly total recommendations that a Salesforce org’s strategies served. And you
can analyze which recommendations are accepted and rejected, who responds to them, and more.

Salesforce updates recommendation strategy metrics each time a strategy is executed or a
recommendation is accepted or rejected. Analyze usage metrics to better understand how your
strategies are performing. Use this knowledge to improve your strategies’ logic and increase their
effectiveness.

For example, run A/B tests on two different strategies and compare their relative performance. If
your service agents accept more recommendations served from Strategy B, use metrics to discover
why.

1. For complete instructions on creating custom report types, search for Create a Custom Report
Type in Salesforce Help.

2. For strategy-level data that’s aggregated for each calendar month, use the Recommendation
Strategy Metrics primary object. For recommendation-level details, use the Recommendation
Reactions primary object instead.

3. Using the Recommendation Strategy Metrics primary object, combine fields from it (like
Recommendation Source ID) and the related strategy (like Context Record Type). Using the
Recommendation Reactions primary object, include fields to report on, such as Context Record
ID, Created Date, Last Modified Date, Recommendation Score, and Source ID.

4. To analyze a strategy’s performance, group your strategy executions by recommendation source
ID, and the number of times a recommendation was served, accepted, and rejected. To compare
performance between two different strategies, group your strategy executions by recommendation source ID. Add useful metadata
to your report, such as recommendation description and create date.

5. Deploy the report types you want to make available to users.

6. Let users know that they can create reports using these custom report types.

7. Users can also create dashboards from the custom report type.
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SEE ALSO:

Create a Custom Report Type

Connect REST API Developer Guide: Recommendation Reaction

OmniStudio

OmniStudio provides a suite of services, components, and data model objects that combine to create Industry Cloud applications. Create
guided interactions using data from your Salesforce org and external sources. OmniStudio is available to select Industry Cloud customers.

What Can You Do with OmniStudio?
Contain the user-interaction logic with OmniScripts on page 682.

Transfer and transform data between Salesforce and the OmniScripts, FlexCards, and Integration Procedures tools with DataRaptors.

Bundle server-side data integration operations for efficiency and reuse with Integration Procedures on page 1378.

Display data and launch actions with FlexCards on page 977.

Differences Between OmniStudio and OmniStudio for Vlocity

There are a few differences between OmniStudio for Vlocity (formerly Digital Interaction Platform) and OmniStudio. OmniStudio for
Vlocity and OmniStudio are two versions of an application suite. OmniStudio for Vlocity, uses the custom objects model. OmniStudio
uses the standard objects model. For this reason, some features available in one aren’t available in the other.

Standard OmniStudio Content and Runtime

With the OmniStudio permission set license, standard OmniStudio content runs in standard runtime. From the Lightning App and
Aura-based Experience Builders, add standard content to a Lightning or Aura-based Experience site with standard OmniScript and
FlexCard components. Standard OmniStudio content built by Salesforce Industries, such as Health Cloud and Financial Services
Cloud, are available. You can also use the standard component instead of the custom generated one to run custom content in
standard runtime.

OmniStudio Naming Conventions

When creating an OmniStudio component, such as a DataRaptor, FlexCard, Integration Procedure, or an OmniScript, follow the
naming conventions on this page.
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OmniStudio sObject Descriptions

The table on this page lists OmniStudio sObjects, their descriptions, and which objects you must grant read access in order for
customers to view OmniStudio components.

OmniStudio-First Side-by-Side Package Installation Results

If both OmniStudio and Salesforce Industries packages are installed in that order, OmniStudio features are accessible, with a few
exceptions.

OmniStudio Release Summary for Installation and Upgrade

Each OmniStudio release has a unique link for downloading its managed package, plus release notes, installation instructions, and
upgrade instructions.

OmniStudio Settings

Enable settings applicable to the entire OmniStudio product suite from the OmniStudio Settings page in your org's Setup. For
example, enable OmniStudio metadata API support from the OmniStudio Metadata setting.

OmniStudio Basics

Build Service Consoles and Industry Cloud Apps with the basic building blocks of OmniStudio.

OmniScripts

An OmniScript is an omnichannel customer engagement and a business tool built on the Salesforce platform. OmniScripts allow
you to craft dynamic customer interactions without code and deploy to multiple channels and devices. Administrators can define
a script once and then deploy the script within a Salesforce application or on a web page.

OmniStudio FlexCards

Build customer-centric, industry-specific UI components and applications on the Salesforce platform with OmniStudio FlexCards.
Display Salesforce object information along with distinct, clickable actions that change according to the context in which they appear
and based on the information that they contain.

OmniOut

Run OmniScripts and FlexCards off-platform on third-party websites with OmniOut for OmniScripts and OmniOut for FlexCards.
Display OmniScripts and FlexCards and connect to Salesforce from a content management system's (CMS) external website. Run an
OmniScript or FlexCard on your external site by adding the component to the OmniOut project, integrating OmniOut into your
application, and deploying your application to your CMS.

OmniStudio DataRaptors

A DataRaptor is a mapping tool that enables you to read, transform, and write Salesforce data. There are four types of DataRaptor:
Turbo Extract, Extract, Transform, and Load.

OmniStudio Integration Procedures

The following diagram shows the relationship between an OmniScript and an Integration Procedure that it calls.

Formulas and Functions

The Expression Engine is an APEX-based formula builder used across multiple areas in OmniStudio, including OmniScripts, DataRaptors,
and Integration Procedures.

OmniStudio Tracking Service

The OmniStudio Tracking Service is an event-tracking service that captures details of actions that users perform. You can use the
service to track any type of event. For example, you can track the time it takes to complete the steps in an OmniScript to identify
process improvements. OmniStudio Tracking Service is supported only with package-based runtime and not with standard runtime.

OmniStudio Lightning Web Components

Take advantage of OmniStudio's  declarative 'clicks not code' approach to building and modifying your applications with the
OmniStudio Lightning Web Components. With OmniStudio Lightning Web Components, use standard JavaScript and HTML to
modify and extend Vlocity products.
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Data Migration with OmniStudio DataPacks

A DataPack is a collection of components and related functionality that are packaged for migration from one org to another. DataPacks
can be used for deployment; that is, to migrate functionality from a sandbox environment to a production environment.

IDX Workbench Desktop Application

IDX Workbench is a desktop application that enables you to migrate OmniStudio DataPacks and Salesforce metadata.

Differences Between OmniStudio and OmniStudio for Vlocity
There are a few differences between OmniStudio for Vlocity (formerly Digital Interaction Platform) and OmniStudio. OmniStudio for
Vlocity and OmniStudio are two versions of an application suite. OmniStudio for Vlocity, uses the custom objects model. OmniStudio
uses the standard objects model. For this reason, some features available in one aren’t available in the other.

What distinguishes the OmniStudio application suite from the OmniStudio for Vlocity applications suite are their different data models,
the products available in each, and how you can access each suite depending on your org licenses.

OmniStudio for Vlocity (custom objects)
OmniStudio for Vlocity is the original version of a set of services, components, and data model objects used to create Vlocity Industry
Cloud apps. These services, components, and objects enable you to create guided interactions using data from your Salesforce org and
external sources. Some of the products in OmniStudio for Vlocity include the original Angular Vlocity Cards and OmniScripts (Angular
is supported until December 31, 2022), LWC OmniScripts and LWC FlexCards, Vlocity Interaction Launcher, DataRaptors, Integration
Procedures, and Calculation Procedures and Matrices.

OmniStudio for Vlocity products are available as part of a Vlocity Industry managed package (Health and Insurance; Communications,
Media, and Energy; and Public Sector) and are built with custom objects.

OmniStudio (standard objects)
Beginning Summer '21, some of the OmniStudio for Vlocity products were built using the standard data model. Instead of using custom
objects, the products use standard objects. Products in the OmniStudio application suite are FlexCards, OmniScripts, DataRaptors,
Integration Procedures, Business Rules Engine (which replaced Calculation Procedures and Matrices in Winter '22), and, with the right
license, Foundation Document Generation. However, some features available in some of the products in OmniStudio for Vlocity aren’t
available in the OmniStudio version of the same products. See OmniStudio and OmniStudio for Vlocity Products and Features Support.

The OmniStudio managed package includes these standard OmniStudio products. However, if you have an industry managed package,
but want to take advantage of features only available with the OmniStudio application suite, you must get the OmniStudio license. If
both OmniStudio and Salesforce Industries packages are installed in that order, OmniStudio features are accessible, with a few exceptions.
See OmniStudio-First Side-by-Side Package Installation Results.

OmniStudio and OmniStudio for Vlocity Differences Overview
The following table displays an overview of the differences between OmniStudio and OmniStudio for Vlocity.

OmniStudio for Vlocity (uses custom
objects)

OmniStudio (uses standard objects)

To view, create, and modify OmniStudio for
Vlocity content, you must have an Industry

Before Summer '22, to view, create, and
modify OmniStudio content, your org must

Packages

managed package installed. OmniStudio forhave the OmniStudio package or an Industry
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OmniStudio for Vlocity (uses custom
objects)

OmniStudio (uses standard objects)

managed package with an OmniStudio
Studio license installed.

Vlocity products ship with industry
managed packages.

Beginning Summer '22, customers on the
standard data model can add standard
OmniStudio content to a Lightning page or
Experience page without installing the
OmniStudio package. See Standard
OmniStudio Content and Runtime.

See OmniStudio and OmniStudio for Vlocity
Products and Features Support.

See OmniStudio and OmniStudio for Vlocity
Products and Features Support.

Available Products and Supported Features

OmniStudio for Vlocity products use custom
objects, which based on standard objects,

OmniStudio products use standard objects.
Standard objects are included with

Objects

extend standard functionality and storeSalesforce by default. See What’s the
information that is unique to an org. SeeDifference Between Standard and Custom

Objects?. What’s the Difference Between Standard
and Custom Objects?.

See OmniStudio sObject Descriptions on
page 641.

Object Names and Descriptions

Enable or disable OmniStudio for Vlocity
feature settings from Setup > Custom
Settings.

Enable or disable OmniStudio feature
settings from Setup > Omni Interaction
Config.

OmniStudio Configuration Settings

Not applicable.Enable OmniStudio Metadata API support
to retrieve and deploy OmniStudio content

OmniStudio Metadata API Support

with Salesforce DX CLI and
the Ant Migration Tool. Spaces and special
characters aren't allowed.

Before you migrate DataPacks to
OmniStudio orgs in which OmniStudio
Metadata is enabled, make sure the object
names, Types, and SubTypes are
alphanumeric.

See Enable OmniStudio Metadata API
Support.

To add OmniScripts or FlexCards to a
Lightning or Experience Cloud page, you

With the Spring ‘22 and earlier managed
packages, to add OmniScripts or FlexCards

Adding Custom Content

activate the OmniScript or FlexCard toto a Lightning or Experience Cloud page,
generate a custom Lightning Webyou activate the OmniScript or FlexCard to
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OmniStudio for Vlocity (uses custom
objects)

OmniStudio (uses standard objects)

generate a custom Lightning Web
Component (LWC). You then add the

Component (LWC). You then add the
FlexCard or OmniScript to a Lightning page

FlexCard or OmniScript to a Lightning page or Experience Cloud site as a custom
or Experience Cloud site as a custom component. These custom components live

in the managed package.component. These custom components live
in the managed package.

Not applicable.Beginning Summer '22, run standard
content in standard runtime with the

Adding and Viewing Standard Content

standard OmniScript and FlexCard
components available in the Lightning App
and Experience Builders.

See Standard OmniStudio Content and
Runtime.

You can clone and modify custom content
that ships with your industry license.

Beginning Winter '23, to modify standard
content that ships with your industry
license, create a version of the content.

Modifying Standard Content

See Standard OmniStudio Content and
Runtime.

Does Your Org Use Custom or Standard Objects?

To determine whether your org uses OmniStudio standard objects or OmniStudio for Vlocity custom objects, go to Setup and find
Omni Interaction Configuration.

OmniStudio and OmniStudio for Vlocity Products and Features Support

This page lists the differences in the products available, and features available and supported in OmniStudio and OmniStudio for
Vlocity. OmniStudio for Vlocity products are built using the original Vlocity custom objects and may not support features or products
in OmniStudio, which uses standard objects.

Which Version of OmniStudio Do You Have?

Determine which version of the OmniStudio application suite you’re using. The name of the managed package you’ve installed may
not correspond to OmniStudio or OmniStudio for Vlocity. For example, there’s no OmniStudio for Vlocity managed package, but
there’s an OmniStudio managed package. The following table summarizes which packages correspond to which version of OmniStudio:
OmniStudio (with standard objects) or OmniStudio for Vlocity (with custom objects).

Does Your Org Use Custom or Standard Objects?
To determine whether your org uses OmniStudio standard objects or OmniStudio for Vlocity custom objects, go to Setup and find Omni
Interaction Configuration.

• If an entry named TheFirstInstalledOmniPackage is present, your org uses OmniStudio standard objects.

• If you can't find Omni Interaction Configuration or the TheFirstInstalledOmniPackage entry is not present, your org uses
OmniStudio for Vlocity custom objects.
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OmniStudio and OmniStudio for Vlocity Products and Features Support
This page lists the differences in the products available, and features available and supported in OmniStudio and OmniStudio for Vlocity.
OmniStudio for Vlocity products are built using the original Vlocity custom objects and may not support features or products in OmniStudio,
which uses standard objects.

OmniScripts
Designer access, code support, and global styling settings are different in OmniStudio and OmniStudio for Vlocity.

• In OmniStudio, the lightning web component OmniScripts designer is available. In OmniStudio for Vlocity, access is available to both
the OmniScripts designer and the legacy Angular OmniScripts designer.

• In OmniStudio, Angular isn’t supported. In OmniStudio for Vlocity, Angular is supported up until December 31, 2022. Consider
migrating your Angular OmniScripts to the OmniScript Lightning web component framework to continue to receive support. We
also recommend building new OmniScripts in the OmniStudio OmniScripts Designer.

• In OmniStudio, custom global styles must be set in Omni Interaction Config. In OmniStudio for Vlocity, global styles are set in Custom
Settings.

Beginning Summer '22, in OmniStudio only, you can embed a custom generated OmniScript or a standard OmniScript on a Lightning
or Experience page:

• Custom generated OmniScript components run from an installed OmniStudio or industry managed package.

• Standard OmniScript components run in standard runtime. For limitations, see OmniScript Standard Component Features Not
Supported on page 901.

OmniStudio FlexCards
Designer access, code support, action options, and global styling settings are different in OmniStudio and OmniStudio for Vlocity.

• In OmniStudio, the FlexCard Designer is available. In OmniStudio for Vlocity, access is available to both the Classic Card Designer,
which supports Angular, and the FlexCard Designer.

• In OmniStudio, Angular isn’t supported. In OmniStudio for Vlocity, Angular is supported until December 31, 2022. Consider recreating
any Angular Cards in the FlexCard Designer to continue to receive support. We also recommend creating cards in the FlexCard
Designer.

• In OmniStudio, custom global styles must be set in Omni Interaction Config. In OmniStudio for Vlocity, global styles are set in Custom
Settings.

• In OmniStudio, Vlocity Actions aren’t supported. In OmniStudio for Vlocity, Vlocity Actions are supported.

Beginning Summer '22, in OmniStudio only, you can embed a custom-generated FlexCard or a standard FlexCard on a Lightning or
Experience page:

• Custom-generated FlexCard components run from an installed OmniStudio or industry managed package.

• Standard FlexCard components run in standard runtime.

OmniStudio DataRaptors and Integration Procedures
Security settings, caching, error logging, and DataRaptor Loads are different in OmniStudio and OmniStudio for Vlocity.
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• In OmniStudio, the Omni Interaction Config object contains settings for DataRaptor and Integration Procedure security. In OmniStudio
for Vlocity, these are Custom Settings.

• In OmniStudio, DataRaptors and Integration Procedures use the Scale Cache, which doesn't require any setup. OmniStudio for Vlocity
uses the Platform Cache.

• OmniStudio doesn't support Integration Procedure error logging, but OmniStudio for Vlocity does.

• OmniStudio doesn't support the VlocityErrorLog__c object. But Errors in Integration Procedures are still logged to the
VlocityTrackingEntry__c object with Name = Error if configured that way.

• For DataRaptor Loads, an Input Type of SObject isn’t supported. In addition, interface objects and preprocessor classes aren't supported.

Calculation Procedures and Matrices
OmniStudio Integration Procedures have actions that call Expression Sets and Decision Matrices, which are similar to the Calculation
Procedures and Matrices in OmniStudio for Vlocity. If your org has an Industries package with OmniStudio licenses, you can enable access
to Calculation Procedures and Matrices in addition to Expression Sets and Decision Matrices. See Access Legacy Calculation Procedures
and Matrices on page 1470.

Vlocity Scheduled Jobs
In OmniStudio, Vlocity Scheduled Jobs and Batch Actions in Integration Procedures aren’t supported.

• In OmniStudio, Vlocity Scheduled Jobs aren’t supported.

• In OmniStudio, Integration Procedure Batch Actions, which call Vlocity Scheduled Jobs, aren’t supported.

However, an Industry package with OmniStudio licenses does support Vlocity Scheduled Jobs and Batch Actions.

OmniStudio Tracking Service
Tracking Service triggers are configured differently in OmniStudio and OmniStudio for Vlocity.

• In OmniStudio, the Omni Interaction Config object contains triggers for the OmniStudio Tracking Service. In OmniStudio for Vlocity,
these triggers are in Custom Settings.

• In OmniStudio, trigger names contain underscores. In OmniStudio for Vlocity, trigger names contain periods.

OmniStudio Tracking Service is supported only with package-based runtime and not with standard runtime.

Apex Development
OmniStudio doesn't support VlocityOpenInterface. Use System.Callable  instead. See Callable Interface.

OmniStudio doesn't support Custom Functions registered through metadata. Use FUNCTION('class','method',input)
instead. See Function Reference on page 1525.

Which Version of OmniStudio Do You Have?
Determine which version of the OmniStudio application suite you’re using. The name of the managed package you’ve installed may not
correspond to OmniStudio or OmniStudio for Vlocity. For example, there’s no OmniStudio for Vlocity managed package, but there’s an
OmniStudio managed package. The following table summarizes which packages correspond to which version of OmniStudio: OmniStudio
(with standard objects) or OmniStudio for Vlocity (with custom objects).
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Note: If you installed an Industry package without OmniStudio licenses, installing the OmniStudio package afterward isn't allowed.
If you installed an Industry package with OmniStudio licenses, installing the OmniStudio package afterward isn't necessary.

...then you have this version of OmniStudio:If you have this managed package installed....

OmniStudioOmniStudio only

OmniStudioAny Industry package with OmniStudio licenses present.

For Vlocity Insurance, OmniStudio licenses are present by default.

OmniStudio for VlocityAny Industry package with OmniStudio licenses not present.

For Salesforce Industries Communications, Media, and Energy,
OmniStudio licenses aren’t present by default.

Mostly OmniStudioThe OmniStudio package installed first, any Industry package
installed second.

Standard OmniStudio Content and Runtime
With the OmniStudio permission set license, standard OmniStudio content runs in standard runtime. From the Lightning App and
Aura-based Experience Builders, add standard content to a Lightning or Aura-based Experience site with standard OmniScript and
FlexCard components. Standard OmniStudio content built by Salesforce Industries, such as Health Cloud and Financial Services Cloud,
are available. You can also use the standard component instead of the custom generated one to run custom content in standard runtime.

Accessing Standard Content
Standard OmniStudio content is visible in the OmniStudio product home screens along with your custom OmniStudio content.

Disabling Managed Package Runtime
If an OmniStudio component wasn't active before disabling Managed Package Runtime (formerly enabling Standard OmniStudio
Runtime), activating an OmniStudio component doesn't generate Lightning Web Components (LWC). After activation add the standard
OmniScript or FlexCard component to a Lightning page or Aura-based Experience site from the Lightning App and Experience Builders.

Important:  To embed a FlexCard in an LWR Experience site, keep Managed Package Runtime enabled (formerly Standard
OmniStudio Runtime disabled) and use the generated LWC.

To maintain backwards compatibility with existing pages referencing OmniScript and FlexCard LWCs, LWCs that existed before disabling
Managed Package Runtime (formerly enabling Standard OmniStudio Runtime) will run in standard runtime the next time they’re
reactivated.

For more on the benefits of disabling Managed Package Runtime (formerly enabling Standard OmniStudio Runtime), see View, Modify,
and Enable Fast Activation on OmniStudio Content.
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Viewing and Modifying Standard Content
• As an end user, to view a standard FlexCard or OmniScript in a Lightning page or Aura-based Experience site, disable Managed

Package Runtime (formerly enable Standard OmniStudio Runtime) and confirm you have the OmniStudio permission set license.

• As an admin, to view and modify standard content in the Designers, disable Managed Package Runtime (formerly enable Standard
OmniStudio Runtime) and install Winter ‘23 or later managed package.

To modify standard content that ships with your Salesforce Industries license, you must create a version. Release updates to a standard
content are pushed to Version 1 of the content and is never editable. Your created version doesn’t update with new releases.

View, Modify, and Enable Fast Activation on OmniStudio Content

When you disable package-based runtime in your org, you can view and modify standard OmniStudio content that ships with your
Salesforce Industries license from the designers. You also enable faster OmniScript and FlexCard activation.

View, Modify, and Enable Fast Activation on OmniStudio Content
When you disable package-based runtime in your org, you can view and modify standard OmniStudio content that ships with your
Salesforce Industries license from the designers. You also enable faster OmniScript and FlexCard activation.

Warning: After disabling the Managed Package Runtime (formerly enabling the Standard OmniStudio Runtime) setting, we
recommend that you don’t disable it for the following reasons:

• If you've modified a version of a standard OmniScript or FlexCard, you may not be able to edit it in a Designer after disabling
the setting.

• If you turn off this setting and try to reactivate an OmniScript or FlexCard that references a standard Lightning Web Component
(LWC), the activation fails.

For info on functions and features not supported in FlexCard and OmniScript standard components, see FlexCard Standard Component
Features Not Supported and OmniScript Standard Component Features Not Supported.

How Do I View and Modify Standard Content?

• As an admin, to view and modify OmniStudio content from the designers, disable Managed Package Runtime (formerly enable
Standard OmniStudio Runtime) and install the Winter ’23 or later package.

Until you upgrade to the Winter ’23 or later package, activating an OmniStudio component in a Designer generates an LWC. Therefore,
you don’t benefit from fast activation.

Without the Winter ‘23 or later package, you can’t modify the standard content that ships with your Salesforce Industries license. To
modify standard content, you must create a version of the component. Release updates to a standard component are pushed to
Version 1 of the component, which is never editable. Your created versions don’t update with new releases.

• As an end user, to view standard FlexCards or OmniScripts on a Lightning page or Experience site, disable Managed Package
Runtime (formerly enable Standard Omnistudio Runtime) and confirm you have the OmniStudio permission set license.

Which Runtime Am I Using?

• If my FlexCard or OmniScript LWCs are published to Lightning or Experience pages...

– and I disable package-based runtime: My content uses whichever runtime was enabled when the FlexCard or OmniScript
was activated. If I deactivate and then reactivate my content, my LWCs automatically use the standard runtime.

– and package-based runtime is enabled: My content uses the managed packaged runtime.
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• If I have inactive FlexCards or OmniScripts...

– and I disable package-based runtime: In Preview, my content uses the standard runtime. After activation, no LWCs are
generated and my content uses the standard runtime. I must add FlexCard and OmniScripts to Lightning pages and Experience
sites with the standard component in the Lightning App and Experience Site Builders.

– and package-based runtime is enabled: In Preview, my content uses the managed package runtime. After activation, LWCs
are generated and my content uses the managed package runtime. I must add FlexCard and OmniScripts to Lightning pages
and Experience sites with a custom component in the Lightning App and Experience Site Builders.

OmniStudio Naming Conventions
When creating an OmniStudio component, such as a DataRaptor, FlexCard, Integration Procedure, or an OmniScript, follow the naming
conventions on this page.

Unique NamesObjectProduct

Type_SubType: The Type and SubType are
joined by an underscore to create a unique

Omni ProcessIntegration Procedures

identifier used to call the Integration
Procedure. The Name Type and SubType
can contain letters, numbers, and special
characters, but no spaces.

For example, Type=Auto  and
SubType=CreateUpdateQuote
create a unique identifier
Auto_CreateUpdateQuote.

Interface Name: The DataRaptor Interface
Name must be unique. The Interface Name

Omni Data TransformationDataRaptors

can contain letters and numbers, dashes,
and underscores, but no spaces.

TypeSubtypeLanguage: Type, SubType, and
Language combine to create a unique

Omni ProcessOmniScripts

identifier that becomes the name of a
compiled OmniScript's Lightning web
component. The Type and SubType can
contain letters and numbers, but no spaces
or underscores and cannot exceed 104
characters.

For example, an OmniScript
where Type=account, SubType=Create,
and Language=English generates an
LWC named accountCreateEnglish.

Name + Author: The combination of the
card Name and Author must be unique in

Omni Ui CardFlexCards
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Unique NamesObjectProduct

your Org. Name and Author can only
contain letters, numbers, and underscores,
begin with a letter, not include spaces, not
end with an underscore, and not contain
two consecutive underscores.

See FlexCard Naming Conventions.

OmniStudio Metadata API Support
If you enable OmniStudio Metadata API support through Setup under OmniStudio Settings, OmniStudio component names can only
include letters and numbers and cannot contain spaces or special characters such as underscores.

After you enable Metadata API support, you won't be able to create a component whose unique name contains special characters.

See Enable OmniStudio Metadata API Support.

OmniStudio sObject Descriptions
The table on this page lists OmniStudio sObjects, their descriptions, and which objects you must grant read access in order for customers
to view OmniStudio components.

Read Access RequiredDescriptionsObject

YesFlexCardsOmni UI Card

YesOmniScripts and Integration ProceduresOmni Process

YesOmniScript elementsOmni Process Element

YesCompiled Integration Procedures and
OmniScripts

Omni Process Compilation

NoDocuSign signature templates used in
OmniScripts. See Integrate DocuSign with
OmniScripts.

Omni Electronic Signature Template

YesDataRaptorsOmni Data Transformation

YesDataRaptor metadataOmni Data Transformation Item

NoTemporarily stored data for OmniScripts'
and Integration Procedures' long running
processes.

Omni Process Transient Data
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Read Access RequiredDescriptionsObject

NoOmniScript saved sessionsOmniScript Saved Session

NoCollection of OmniStudio components and
related functionality packaged for migration

Omni DataPack

from one org to another. See Data Migration
with OmniStudio DataPacks.

OmniStudio-First Side-by-Side Package Installation Results
If both OmniStudio and Salesforce Industries packages are installed in that order, OmniStudio features are accessible, with a few exceptions.

Note: If you installed an Industry package without OmniStudio licenses, installing the OmniStudio package afterward isn't allowed.
If you installed an Industry package with OmniStudio licenses, installing the OmniStudio package afterward isn't necessary.

OmniScripts
OmniScripts are accessible in the OmniStudio application suite only.

FlexCards
FlexCards are accessible in the OmniStudio application suite only.

Integration Procedure Batch Actions and Vlocity Scheduled Jobs
Integration Procedures in the OmniStudio package are used. Normally OmniStudio Integration Procedures don't have Batch Actions,
but in this case Batch Actions and the Vlocity Scheduled Jobs they call are available.

Expression Sets and Decision Matrices
OmniScripts and Integration Procedures in the OmniStudio package are used, and they call Expression Sets and Decision Matrices instead
of Calculation Procedures and Calculation Matrices. In Spring '22 and later releases, you can enable access to Calculation Procedures and
Matrices in addition to Expression Sets and Decision Matrices. See Access Legacy Calculation Procedures and Matrices.

DataPacks
Users access the OmniStudio for Vlocity DataPack functionality, which handles both the OmniStudio standard objects and the Salesforce
Industries custom objects.

Tracking Service
If you install the OmniStudio package first, then uninstall the OmniStudio package, you lose all Tracking Service data.
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Foundation Document Generation and Contract Lifecycle Management
Selecting either the Vlocity Document Templates or Document Template Designer tab asks you which template type you want to create.
You’re redirected to the appropriate tab for your choice.

The Vlocity Document Templates tab lets you create Contract Lifecycle Management (CLM) templates, either Web, DOCX, or PPTX. The
Document Template Designer tab lets you create Foundation Document Generation templates, either DOCX or PPTX.

If you create a DOCX or PPTX template on the Vlocity Document Templates tab, the Usage Type can only be Contract.

If you want users to create only CLM templates, you can hide the Document Template Designer tab. Go to Omni Interaction Config in
Setup and create a setting with DeveloperName = ShowLegacyOmniStudioUi and Value = true.

Show the Legacy OmniStudio UI

If using OmniStudio's legacy Angular UI is necessary to your implementation, turn on the ShowLegacyOmniStudioUi setting. All new
implementations should be done using OmniStudio's LWC designers for future support. However, in rare cases, it may be necessary
to turn on the legacy designers.

Legacy OmniStudio UI Reference

This reference table shows the functionalities affected by the ShowLegacyOmniStudioUi setting.

Show the Legacy OmniStudio UI
If using OmniStudio's legacy Angular UI is necessary to your implementation, turn on the ShowLegacyOmniStudioUi setting. All new
implementations should be done using OmniStudio's LWC designers for future support. However, in rare cases, it may be necessary to
turn on the legacy designers.

Before You Begin

View the Legacy OmniStudio UI reference table. See Legacy OmniStudio UI Reference.

1. From Setup, enter Omni Interaction Configuration  in the Quick Find box, then select Omni Interaction Configuration.

2. Click ShowLegacyOmnistudioUi.

3. Click Edit.

4. For Value, enter true.

5. Click Save.

Legacy OmniStudio UI Reference
This reference table shows the functionalities affected by the ShowLegacyOmniStudioUi setting.

Save/Import DataAngularJS RuntimeDesigner AvailabilityShowLegacyOmniStudioUi
Setting

Feature

n/aOffHiddenOffCards (AngularJS)

Custom ObjectOnAvailableOnCards (AngularJS)

Base Platform Objectn/aAvailableOffFlexCards
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Save/Import DataAngularJS RuntimeDesigner AvailabilityShowLegacyOmniStudioUi
Setting

Feature

Base Platform Objectn/aAvailableOnFlexCards

n/aOffHiddenOffOmniScript (AngularJS)

Custom ObjectOnAvailableOnOmniScript (AngularJS)

Base Platform Objectn/aAvailableOffOmniScripts

Base Platform Objectn/aAvailableOnOmniScripts

OmniStudio Release Summary for Installation and Upgrade
Each OmniStudio release has a unique link for downloading its managed package, plus release notes, installation instructions, and
upgrade instructions.

Before you install OmniStudio for the first time, complete the steps in Prepare to Install the OmniStudio Package.

Before you upgrade OmniStudio, complete the steps in Install or Upgrade the OmniStudio Package.

When you’re ready to install or upgrade the OmniStudio package, find the release-specific package installation URL and post-installation
or post-upgrade tasks in OmniStudio Release Summary.

Note: To install in a sandbox rather than a production org, alter the download URL by changing "login" to "test". For example:

Production URL:
https://login.salesforce.com/packaging/installPackage.apexp?p0={package-id...}

Sandbox URL:
https://test.salesforce.com/packaging/installPackage.apexp?p0={package-id...}

Prepare to Install the OmniStudio Package

Before you can install an OmniStudio package into an org that doesn't already have an OmniStudio package, you must prepare your
browser and your Salesforce org. If you're upgrading OmniStudio, you can skip this task.

OmniStudio Permission Sets Licenses

Grant permissions to administrators to create and manage OmniStudio objects, such as FlexCards, OmniScripts, Integration Procedures,
and DataRaptors. Grant consumers permission to only view OmniScript objects.

Install or Upgrade the OmniStudio Package

OmniStudio is in a managed package that you install into a Salesforce org. Installing the OmniStudio package is part of both installation
and upgrade procedures.

OmniStudio Post Installation Tasks for Summer ‘23

After you’ve installed the managed package, you must configure Remote Site Settings and assign Permission Sets to users.

OmniStudio Post Installation Tasks for Spring ‘23

After you’ve installed the managed package, you must configure Remote Site Settings and assign Permission Sets to users.
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OmniStudio Post Installation Tasks for Winter ‘23

After you’ve installed the managed package, you must configure Remote Site Settings and assign Permission Sets to users.

OmniStudio Post-Installation Tasks for Summer '22

After you’ve installed the managed package, you must configure Remote Site Settings and assign Permission Sets to users.

OmniStudio Post-Installation Tasks for Spring '22

After you’ve installed the managed package, you must configure Remote Site Settings and assign Permission Sets to users.

OmniStudio Post-Installation Tasks for Winter '22

After you’ve installed the managed package, you must configure Remote Site Settings and assign Permission Sets to users.

OmniStudio Post-Upgrade Tasks for Winter '22

This release requires only two post-upgrade tasks: edit the profile and the permission set for Digital Experience users.

OmniStudio Post-Installation Tasks for Summer '21

After you’ve installed the managed package, you must configure Remote Site Settings and assign Permission Sets to users.

Prepare to Install the OmniStudio Package
Before you can install an OmniStudio package into an org that doesn't already have an OmniStudio package, you must prepare your
browser and your Salesforce org. If you're upgrading OmniStudio, you can skip this task.

1. Verify that your web browser and Salesforce version meet at least these minimum requirements.

a. Ensure that your browser works with OmniStudio.

OmniStudio uses the same browser requirements as Salesforce, for both Salesforce Classic and Lightning Experience. (More
information)

For best results, don't use Microsoft Internet Explorer.

b. Your system has a minimum of 4 GB of RAM.

c. Your browser has JavaScript enabled.

d. Your Salesforce Edition is Enterprise, Unlimited, or Performance.

e. You have OmniStudio Permission Sets Licenses and optionally licenses for Foundation Document Generation.

f. You have a valid subscription to Salesforce Customer Community, Salesforce Customer Community Plus, or Salesforce Partner
Community.

2. Make sure the admin user has your email.

a. From Setup, in the Quick Find box, enter Users, then click Users.

b. Click the name of the user with the System Administrator profile.

c. Look at the Email setting. If it's your email, skip to the Enable Orders step.

d. If the email isn't yours, click Users to go back to the list.

e. Click New User.

f. Enter your First Name, Last Name, and Email.

Changing the Alias or Nickname is optional.
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g. Set the User License to Salesforce.

h. Set the Profile to System Administrator.

i. Check the Salesforce CRM Content User box.

j. Click Save.

k. When you receive the Welcome to Salesforce email, click Verify Account and set your password.

l. Log out, then log back in as the admin user you created.

3. Enable Orders if they aren't enabled already. It's a good idea to verify this setting before proceeding.

a. From Setup, in the Quick Find box, enter Order.

b. Click Order Settings.

c. Select Enable Orders.

d. Click Save.

4. Enable Salesforce CRM content.

a. From Setup, in the Quick Find box, enter CRM.

b. Click Salesforce CRM Content.

c. Select Enable Salesforce CRM Content.

d. Click Save.

5. Enable the Enhanced Email setting. Enhanced Email is automatically enabled in most organizations. Enabling the Enhanced Email
setting makes the EmailMessage object available. OmniStudio tests a file that uses the EmailMessage object.

a. From Setup, in the Quick Find box, enter Enhanced.

b. Click Enhanced Email.

c. Click Enable.

If you see a Disable button, Enhanced Email is already enabled.

See Set Up Enhanced Email and Considerations for Using Enhanced Email in Salesforce Help for more information.

6. Ensure the email deliverability access level is set to All email.

a. From Setup, in the Quick Find box, enter Deliverability.

b. Click Deliverability.

c. In the Access to Send Email section, use the Access Level dropdown menu to select All email.

d. Click Save.

Install or Upgrade the OmniStudio Package
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OmniStudio Permission Sets Licenses
Grant permissions to administrators to create and manage OmniStudio objects, such as FlexCards, OmniScripts, Integration Procedures,
and DataRaptors. Grant consumers permission to only view OmniScript objects.

The OmniStudio Package includes Permission Sets, a collection of settings and permissions that give users access to tools and functions
in the package. These permission sets must be assigned to users to grant the necessary base-level access to create, read, edit, and delete
records for each OmniStudio object.

For information on permission sets, see Permission Sets.

Important:  The OmniStudio Admin permission set license has been renamed OmniStudio and there are now two permissions
sets available with it, OmniStudio Admin and OmniStudio User.

To assign the permissions sets, see Setup OmniStudio Standard User Permission Sets.

To grant consumers read access to OmniStudio objects through Digital Experience (Community) or off-platform, see Setup OmniStudio
Standard Permission Sets for Experience Site Users.

OmniStudio Permission Sets

Object PermissionsDescriptionPermission Set

Create, Read, Update, DeleteGrants admins and designers full Create, Read, Update, and
Delete (CRUD) access for OmniStudio objects.

OmniStudio Admin

FlexCards (Omni UI Card), OmniScripts (Omni
Process), DataRaptors (Omni Data
Transformation), and Integration Procedures
(Omni Process)

ReadGrants consumers Read access for OmniStudio objects, and
Create access for OmniScript Saved Sessions.

OmniStudio User

FlexCards (Omni UI Card), OmniScripts (Omni
Process), DataRaptors (Omni DataNote: In Spring '22 and Summer ‘22, this permission

set may not be present by default. See Create an Transformation), and Integration Procedures
(Omni Process)OmniStudio Permission Set Group for Standard

Read-Only Users. Create, Read, Update, Delete

OmniScript Saved Session

OmniStudio Content Access

License and permission set requiredOmnistudio Content access

OmniStudio PSL and OmniStudio Admin permission setCreate and manage OmniStudio content

OmniStudio PSL and OmniStudio User permission setView OmniStudio content in Lightning

OmniStudio Runtime for Communities PSL and custom permission
set for authenticated user

View OmniStudio content in Experience Builder sites (Communities)
as an authenticated user

OmniStudio PSL and custom permission set for guest userView OmniStudio content in Experience Builder sites (Communities)
as an unauthenticated/guest user
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Setup OmniStudio User Permission Sets

Configure users who must have access to OmniStudio business processes without the specific admin privileges associated with the
OmniStudio Admin license. Salesforce recommends using permission sets, together with Roles and Sharing Rules, to manage the
access levels of different users.

Setup OmniStudio Permission Sets for Experience Cloud Site Users

Grant Experience Cloud site (Community) users the license and permissions they need to access OmniStudio content. Salesforce
recommends using permission sets, together with Roles and Sharing Rules, to manage the access levels of different users.

Setup OmniStudio Standard User Permission Sets

Configure users who must have access to OmniStudio business processes without the specific admin privileges associated with the
OmniStudio Admin license. Salesforce recommends using permission sets, together with Roles and Sharing Rules, to manage the
access levels of different users.

Setup OmniStudio Standard Permission Sets for Experience Site Users

Grant Experience Cloud site (Community) users the license and permissions they need to access OmniStudio content. Salesforce
recommends using permission sets, together with Roles and Sharing Rules, to manage the access levels of different users.

Grant Digital Experience Guest Users OmniStudio Access

Enable guest users access to the OmniStudio standard objects when not logged in to an Experience site. Create a custom permission
set that restricts access to read-only, assign the permission set to the guest user, and create sharing rules that allow the information
to be available to anonymous users.

Setup OmniStudio User Permission Sets
Configure users who must have access to OmniStudio business processes without the specific admin privileges associated with the
OmniStudio Admin license. Salesforce recommends using permission sets, together with Roles and Sharing Rules, to manage the access
levels of different users.

The instructions on this page describe how to setup an OmniStudio User permission set using the OmniStudio Admin license by creating
and assigning permissions set groups for read-only users and create/edit users.

• Read-Only users run OmniStudio components but must not be able to create or edit them.

• Create/Edit users can create and edit OmniStudio components.

Note: To setup OmniStudio permissions sets for Experience Cloud site users, see Setup OmniStudio Standard Permission Sets for
Experience Site Users.

1. For Read-Only users:

a. Create an OmniStudio Permission Set Group for Standard Read-Only Users

b. Create an OmniStudio Standard Read-Only User Profile

c. Assign an OmniStudio Permission Set Group to Standard Read-Only Users

2. For Create/Edit users:

a. Create an OmniStudio Permission Set Group for Standard Create/Edit Users

b. Create an OmniStudio Standard User Profile for Create/Edit Users

c. Assign an OmniStudio Permission Set Group for Standard Create/Edit Users
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Setup OmniStudio Permission Sets for Experience Cloud Site Users
Grant Experience Cloud site (Community) users the license and permissions they need to access OmniStudio content. Salesforce
recommends using permission sets, together with Roles and Sharing Rules, to manage the access levels of different users.

1. Create an OmniStudio Permission Set for Standard Experience Users

2. (Optional) Create an OmniStudio Permission Set Group for Standard Experience Site Users

3. Create an OmniStudio Profile for Standard Experience Cloud Site Users

4. Assign the OmniStudio Permission Set or Group to Standard Experience Site Users

Setup OmniStudio Standard User Permission Sets
Configure users who must have access to OmniStudio business processes without the specific admin privileges associated with the
OmniStudio Admin license. Salesforce recommends using permission sets, together with Roles and Sharing Rules, to manage the access
levels of different users.

The instructions on this page describe how to setup an OmniStudio Standard User permission set using the OmniStudio Admin license
by creating and assigning permissions set groups for read-only users and create/edit users.

• Read-Only users run OmniStudio components but must not be able to create or edit them.

• Create/Edit users can create and edit OmniStudio components.

Note: To setup OmniStudio standard permissions sets for Experience Cloud site users, see Setup OmniStudio Standard Permission
Sets for Experience Site Users.

1. For Read-Only users:

a. Create an OmniStudio Permission Set Group for Standard Read-Only Users

b. Create an OmniStudio Standard Read-Only User Profile

c. Assign an OmniStudio Permission Set Group to Standard Read-Only Users

2. For Create/Edit users:

a. Create an OmniStudio Permission Set Group for Standard Create/Edit Users

b. Create an OmniStudio Standard User Profile for Create/Edit Users

c. Assign an OmniStudio Permission Set Group for Standard Create/Edit Users

Create an OmniStudio Permission Set Group for Standard Read-Only Users

Create a permission set group for users that run OmniStudio components but must not be able to create or edit them.

Create an OmniStudio Standard Read-Only User Profile

Depending on how Roles and Sharing Rules are configured in your org, your OmniStudio user may have access to specific parts of
the org that are restricted. In OmniStudio, only users with the OmniStudio Admin license should have access to the different designers
and perform actions like designing business processes. After creating an OmniStudio Standard Read-Only User that uses the
OmniStudio Admin license, create an OmniStudio Standard User Profile to enforce this limitation.

Assign an OmniStudio Permission Set Group to Standard Read-Only Users

Assign the OmniStudio standard user permission set or the permission set group you created to users that run OmniStudio components
but must not be able to create or edit them.
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Create an OmniStudio Permission Set Group for Standard Create/Edit Users

Create a permission set group for users who must have the OmniStudio Admin permission set and additional permissions. The
OmniStudio Admin permission set grants admins and users who create and edit OmniStudio components, full Create, Read, Update
and Delete (CRUD) access for OmniStudio standard objects.

Create an OmniStudio Standard User Profile for Create/Edit Users

Only users with the OmniStudio Admin license should have access to the different designers and perform actions like designing
business processes. After creating an OmniStudio Standard Create/Edit User that uses the OmniStudio Admin license, create an
OmniStudio Standard User Profile the enables access to the designers to perform business processes.

Assign an OmniStudio Permission Set Group for Standard Create/Edit Users

After you’ve created a permission set group for users who can create and edit OmniStudio components, you must assign the group
to the users.

Create an OmniStudio Permission Set Group for Standard Read-Only Users

Create a permission set group for users that run OmniStudio components but must not be able to create or edit them.

Before You Begin

• Confirm you have the OmniStudio Admin permission set license. Go to Setup > Permission Sets and look for OmniStudio Admin
in the list of permission sets.

1. From Setup, enter Perm in the Quick Find box, then select Permission Sets.

2. Next to the OmniStudio Admin permission set, click Clone.

3. For the Label, enter OmniStudio Standard User. By default the API Name is the same. Click Save.

4. Click OmniStudio Standard User, then click Object Settings.

5. Change the Object Permissions to Read only for the following objects:

• Omni Data Transformation Items

• Omni Data Transformations

• Omni Electronic Signature Templates

• Omni Process Compilations

• Omni Process Elements

• Omni Processes

• Omni UI Cards

Don't edit the OmniScript Saved Sessions object permissions, which must be Read, Create, Edit, and Delete.

6. From Setup, enter Perm in the Quick Find box, then select Permission Sets. Click New.

7. Enter any Label, such as OmniStudio Standard User Extras. By default the API Name is the same. Click Save.

8. Click Apex Class Access, then click Edit. Move these classes to the Enabled Apex Classes list:

• omnistudio.BusinessProcessDisplayController

• omnistudio.FlexRuntime

• omnistudio.NewportUtilities
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9. Click Save, then click Permission Set Overview.

10. Click Visualforce Page Access, then click Edit.

11. Move omnistudio.OmniScriptInstancePage to the Enabled Visualforce Pages list, then click Save.

12. From Setup, enter Perm in the Quick Find box, then select Permission Set Groups.

13. Click New Permission Set Group.

14. Enter any Label, such as OmniStudio Standard Users Group. By default the API Name is the same. Click Save.

15. Click Permission Sets in Group, then click Add Permission Set.

16. Check the boxes for both the permission set you just created and the OmniStudio Standard User permission set. Click Add, then
Done.

What’s Next

Create an OmniStudio Standard Read-Only User Profile

Create an OmniStudio Standard Read-Only User Profile

Depending on how Roles and Sharing Rules are configured in your org, your OmniStudio user may have access to specific parts of the
org that are restricted. In OmniStudio, only users with the OmniStudio Admin license should have access to the different designers and
perform actions like designing business processes. After creating an OmniStudio Standard Read-Only User that uses the OmniStudio
Admin license, create an OmniStudio Standard User Profile to enforce this limitation.

Before You Begin

• Create an OmniStudio Permission Set Group for Standard Read-Only Users

1. From Setup, enter Profile in the Quick Find box, then select Profiles.

2. Next to Standard User click Clone.

Cloning an existing profile is a best practice. You can clone any profile that grants access to the OmniStudio standard objects

3. Enter a Profile Name, such as OmniStudio Standard User Profile.

4. Click Save, then click Edit.

5. Under Custom App Settings, uncheck the Visible box for OmniStudio.

6. Under Tab Settings, set the following to Tab Hidden:

• Omni Data Packs

• Omni Data Transformations

• Omni Data Transformation Items

• Omni Electronic Signature Templates

• Omni Process Compilations

• Omni Process Elements

• Omni Processes

• Omni Process Transient Data

• Omni UI Cards
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For OmniStudio sObject descriptions, see OmniStudio sObject Descriptions.

7. Under Custom Tab Settings, set the following to Tab Hidden:

• OmniScripts

• OmniStudio DataPack

• OmniStudio DataRaptor

• OmniStudio FlexCards

• OmniStudio Integration Procedure

Note: To allow users access to the custom tabs, keep both OmniScript Workbench and OmniStudio DocuSign Templates
on Default On. Otherwise, set the to Tab Hidden.

What’s Next

Assign an OmniStudio Permission Set Group to Standard Read-Only Users

Assign an OmniStudio Permission Set Group to Standard Read-Only Users

Assign the OmniStudio standard user permission set or the permission set group you created to users that run OmniStudio components
but must not be able to create or edit them.

Before You Begin

• Create an OmniStudio Permission Set Group for Standard Read-Only Users
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• Create an OmniStudio Standard Read-Only User Profile

1. From Setup, enter Users in the Quick Find box, then select Users.

2. Click Edit next to the name of a user to whom you want to assign the Permission Set or Permission Set Group.

3. Make sure the User License is set to Salesforce  and the Profile is set to the cloned profile you created, and click Save.

4. Click the name of the user (not the Edit link).

5. In the Permission Set Assignments or Permission Set Group Assignments related list, click Edit Assignments.

6. In the Available Permission Set Groups list, select the Permission Set Group you created. Click Add, then Save.

7. If a review the following license assignment prompt appears, click Continue.

8. Repeat steps 1-7 for all read-only, non-Experience/Community users.

Create an OmniStudio Permission Set Group for Standard Create/Edit Users

Create a permission set group for users who must have the OmniStudio Admin permission set and additional permissions. The OmniStudio
Admin permission set grants admins and users who create and edit OmniStudio components, full Create, Read, Update and Delete
(CRUD) access for OmniStudio standard objects.

Before You Begin

• Confirm you have the OmniStudio Admin permission set license. Go to Setup > Permission Sets and look for OmniStudio Admin
in the list of permission sets.

1. From Setup, enter Perm in the Quick Find box, then select Permission Sets. Click New.

Don’t clone an existing Permission Set or assign any Permission Set Licenses.

2. Enter any Label, such as OmniStudio Standard Designer Users. By default the API Name is the same. Click Save.

3. Scroll to the end of the Permission Sets page and click System Permissions. Click Edit.

4. Check the Enabled box for Customize Application and Modify Metadata Through Metadata API Functions.

Important: There are implications for enabling these permissions for users other than the Salesforce admin. See User capabilities
with 'Customize Application' Profile permission and Modify Metadata Through Metadata API Functions Permission.

5. Click Save. When a prompt appears listing dependent permissions, click Save again.

6. Click Permission Set Overview, then click Object Settings.

7. Scroll to the end of the page and click Vlocity DataPack Objects. Click Edit.

8. Under Object Permissions, in the Enable column, check Read, Create, Edit, and Delete.

9. Under Field Permissions, check every box you can in the Edit Access column. Click Save.

10. From Setup, enter Perm in the Quick Find box, then select Permission Set Groups.

11. Click New Permission Set Group.

12. Enter any Label, such as OmniStudio Standard Designer Users Group. By default the API Name is the same. Click
Save.

13. Click Permission Sets in Group, then click Add Permission Set.

14. Check the boxes for both the permission set you created and the OmniStudio Admin Permission Set. Click Add, then Done.

What’s Next

Create an OmniStudio Standard User Profile for Create/Edit Users
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Create an OmniStudio Standard User Profile for Create/Edit Users

Only users with the OmniStudio Admin license should have access to the different designers and perform actions like designing business
processes. After creating an OmniStudio Standard Create/Edit User that uses the OmniStudio Admin license, create an OmniStudio
Standard User Profile the enables access to the designers to perform business processes.

Before You Begin

• Create an OmniStudio Permission Set Group for Standard Create/Edit Users

1. From Setup, enter Profile in the Quick Find box, then select Profiles.

2. Next to Standard User click Clone.

Cloning an existing profile is a best practice. You can clone any profile that grants access to the OmniStudio standard objects

3. Enter a Profile Name, such as OmniStudio Standard User Designer Profile.

4. Click Save, then click Edit.

5. Under Custom App Settings, leave Visible checked for OmniStudio.

6. Under Tab Settings, leave the follow as Default On:

• Omni Data Packs

• Omni Data Transformations

• Omni Data Transformation Items

• Omni Electronic Signature Templates

• Omni Process Compilations

• Omni Process Elements

• Omni Processes

• Omni Process Transient Data

• Omni UI Cards
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For OmniStudio sObject descriptions, see OmniStudio sObject Descriptions.

7. Under Custom Tab Settings, leave the following as Default On:

• OmniScripts

• OmniStudio DataPack

• OmniStudio DataRaptor

• OmniStudio FlexCards

• OmniStudio Integration Procedure

Note: To allow users access to OmniStudio Workbench and DocuSign templates, keep both OmniScript Workbench and
OmniStudio DocuSign Templates on Default On. Otherwise, set the to Tab Hidden.

What’s Next

Assign an OmniStudio Permission Set Group for Standard Create/Edit Users
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Assign an OmniStudio Permission Set Group for Standard Create/Edit Users

After you’ve created a permission set group for users who can create and edit OmniStudio components, you must assign the group to
the users.

Before You Begin

• Create an OmniStudio Permission Set Group for Standard Create/Edit Users

1. From Setup, enter Users in the Quick Find box, then select Users.

2. Click Edit next to the name of a user to whom you want to assign the permission set group.

3. Make sure the User License is set to Salesforce  and the Profile is set to the cloned profile you created, and click Save.

4. Click the name of the user (not the Edit link).

5. In the Permission Set Group Assignments related list, click Edit Assignments.

6. In the Available Permission Set Groups list, select the permission set group you created. Click Add, then Save.

7. If a review the following license assignment prompt appears, click Continue.

8. Repeat steps 1-7 for all create/edit users.

Setup OmniStudio Standard Permission Sets for Experience Site Users
Grant Experience Cloud site (Community) users the license and permissions they need to access OmniStudio content. Salesforce
recommends using permission sets, together with Roles and Sharing Rules, to manage the access levels of different users.

1. Create an OmniStudio Permission Set for Standard Experience Users

2. (Optional) Create an OmniStudio Permission Set Group for Standard Experience Site Users

3. Create an OmniStudio Profile for Standard Experience Cloud Site Users

4. Assign the OmniStudio Permission Set or Group to Standard Experience Site Users

Create an OmniStudio Permission Set for Standard Experience Users

Create a permission set for Experience (Community) users to grant the license and permissions they need to access OmniStudio
content.

Create an OmniStudio Permission Set Group for Standard Experience Site Users

You can create a permission set group for Experience Clous site (Community) users. This task is optional but recommended for
consistency with other user types.

Create an OmniStudio Profile for Standard Experience Cloud Site Users

After creating an OmniStudio permission set or permission set group, create an OmniStudio profile. Clone the profile for Experience
Cloud site (Community) users and add Standard Object Permissions and Enabled Apex Class access.

Assign the OmniStudio Permission Set or Group to Standard Experience Site Users

After creating an OmniStudio profile, and an OmniStudio permission set or permission set group for Experience Cloud site users,
assign the permission set or the permission set group to the users.

Create an OmniStudio Permission Set for Standard Experience Users

Create a permission set for Experience (Community) users to grant the license and permissions they need to access OmniStudio content.

Note: You can't assign the permission set for Digital Experience users to the Guest User Profile.

Before You Begin
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• Confirm you have the OmniStudio Runtime for Communities license. Go to Setup > Permission Sets and look for OmniStudio
Runtime for Communities in the list of permission sets.

1. From Setup, enter Perm in the Quick Find box, then select Permission Sets.

2. Click New.

3. Enter any Label, such as OmniStudio Standard Experience Users. By default the API Name is the same.

4. From the License list, select OmniStudio Runtime for Communities.

5. Click Save.

6. Click System Permissions, then click Edit.

7. Check the Enabled box for the permission named Enables consumers and partners to execute OmniScripts, DRs, Cards
through a Community or off platform.

8. Check the Enabled box for the permission named Grant users access to Industries Interaction Calculation features.

9. Click Save. When a prompt appears listing dependent permissions, click Save again.

• (Optional) Create an OmniStudio Permission Set Group for Standard Experience Site Users

• Create an OmniStudio Profile for Standard Experience Cloud Site Users

Create an OmniStudio Permission Set Group for Standard Experience Site Users

You can create a permission set group for Experience Clous site (Community) users. This task is optional but recommended for consistency
with other user types.

Before You Begin

• Create an OmniStudio Permission Set for Standard Experience Users

1. From Setup, enter Perm in the Quick Find box, then select Permission Set Groups.

2. Click New Permission Set Group.

3. Enter any Label, such as OmniStudio Standard Experience Users Group. By default the API Name is the same.
Click Save.

4. Click Permission Sets in Group, then click Add Permission Set.

5. Check the box for the permission set you created in the previous task. Click Add, then Done.

• Create an OmniStudio Profile for Standard Experience Cloud Site Users

Create an OmniStudio Profile for Standard Experience Cloud Site Users

After creating an OmniStudio permission set or permission set group, create an OmniStudio profile. Clone the profile for Experience
Cloud site (Community) users and add Standard Object Permissions and Enabled Apex Class access.

Before You Begin

1. Create an OmniStudio Permission Set for Standard Experience Users

2. (Optional) Create an OmniStudio Permission Set Group for Standard Experience Site Users

1. From Setup, enter Profile in the Quick Find box, then select Profiles.

2. Next to the Customer Community User or Customer Community Plus User profile, click Clone.

Cloning an existing profile is a best practice. You can clone any profile that grants access to the OmniStudio standard objects.
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3. Enter any Profile Name, such as OmniStudio Standard Experience Users Profile.

4. Click Save, then click Edit.

5. Scroll to the Standard Object Permissions section and check the boxes for Read access to these objects:

• Decision Matrices

• Decision Matrix Columns

• Decision Matrix Rows

• Decision Matrix Versions

• Expression Sets

• Expression Set Steps

• Expression Set Step Relationships

• Expression Set Variables

• Expression Set Versions

• Omni Data Transformation (DataRaptors)

• Omni Data Transformation Item (DataRaptor metadata)

• Omni Electronic Signature Template (DocuSign signature template for OmniScripts)

• Omni Process (OmniScripts and Integration Procedures)

• Omni Process Compilation (Compiled OmniScripts and Integration Procedures)

• Omni Process Element (OmniScript elements)

• Omni Process Transient Data (Temporarily stored data for OmniScripts and Integration Procedures)

• Omni UI Card (FlexCards)

6. Check the boxes for Read, Create, and Edit access to the OmniScript Saved Sessions object.

7. Scroll to the top of the page and click Save.

8. Click the name of the profile (not the Edit link).

9. Scroll to the Enabled Apex Class Access section and click Edit.

10. Move these classes from the Available Apex Classes list to the Enabled Apex Classes list if they aren't there already:

• omnistudio.BusinessProcessDisplayController

• omnistudio.NewportUtilities

11. Click Save.

• Assign the OmniStudio Permission Set or Group to Standard Experience Site Users

Assign the OmniStudio Permission Set or Group to Standard Experience Site Users

After creating an OmniStudio profile, and an OmniStudio permission set or permission set group for Experience Cloud site users, assign
the permission set or the permission set group to the users.
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To create these users, see Create Experience Cloud Site Users.

Before You Begin

1. Create an OmniStudio Permission Set for Standard Experience Users

2. (Optional) Create an OmniStudio Permission Set Group for Standard Experience Site Users

3. Create an OmniStudio Profile for Standard Experience Cloud Site Users

1. From Setup, enter Users in the Quick Find box, then select Users.

2. Click Edit next to the name of a user to whom you want to assign the Permission Set or Permission Set Group.

3. Make sure the User License is set to Salesforce  and the Profile is set to the profile you created for Experience Cloud site
(Community) users, and click Save.

4. Click the name of the user (not the Edit link).

5. In the Permission Set Assignments or Permission Set Group Assignments related list, click Edit Assignments.

6. In the Available Permission Sets or Available Permission Set Groups list, select the Permission Set or Permission Set Group you
created for Experience Cloud site (Community) users. Click Add, then Save.

7. If a review the following license assignment prompt appears, click Continue.

8. Repeat steps 1-7 for all Experience Cloud site (Community) users.

Grant Digital Experience Guest Users OmniStudio Access
Enable guest users access to the OmniStudio standard objects when not logged in to an Experience site. Create a custom permission
set that restricts access to read-only, assign the permission set to the guest user, and create sharing rules that allow the information to
be available to anonymous users.

1. Create an OmniStudio Permission Set for Digital Experience Guest Users

2. Assign an OmniStudio Permission Set to Digital Experience Guest Users

3. Create Sharing Rules for Digital Experience Guest Users

Create an OmniStudio Permission Set for Digital Experience Guest Users

Create an OmniStudio custom permission set that restricts access to read-only for guest users on Experience sites.

Assign an OmniStudio Permission Set to Digital Experience Guest Users

Assign the OmniStudio guest user permission set to anonymous users who can view OmniStudio components on an Experience
site.

Create Sharing Rules for Digital Experience Guest Users

Create sharing rules that allow anonymous users access to OmniStudio content on Experience sites.

Create an OmniStudio Permission Set for Digital Experience Guest Users

Create an OmniStudio custom permission set that restricts access to read-only for guest users on Experience sites.

1. From Setup, enter Perm in the Quick Find box, then select Permission Sets.

2. Click New to create a permission set.

3. Enter a Label, such as OmniStudio Guest User. By default, API Name is the same as the Label.
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4. Select OmniStudio Admin  from the License dropdown.

5. On the Permission Set Overview page, click System Permissions, then click Edit.

6. Select the checkbox for Enables admin/developer to create new OS/DR/VIP instances, then click Save.

7. Go back to the Permission Set Overview page and click Object Settings to view the list of objects.

8. For each of the OmniStudio objects you want to grant guest users access, perform the following tasks:

Note: OmniStudio requires Read access on these objects:

• Omni Data Transformation (DataRaptor)

• Omni Data Transformation Item (DataRaptor metadata)

• Omni Process (OmniScripts and Integration Procedures)

• Omni Process Element (OmniScript element)

• Omni Process Compilation (compiled Integration Procedure and OmniScript)

• Omni UI Cards (FlexCard)

OmniScript Saved Sessions does not support guest users.

a. Select the object name.

b. Click Edit.

c. In Object Permissions, select the checkbox for Read. Do not enable any other object permissions.
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d. In Field Permissions, select the Read Access checkboxes for all fields.

e. Click Save.

Assign an OmniStudio Permission Set to Digital Experience Guest Users
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Assign an OmniStudio Permission Set to Digital Experience Guest Users

Assign the OmniStudio guest user permission set to anonymous users who can view OmniStudio components on an Experience site.

• Create an OmniStudio Permission Set for Digital Experience Guest Users

If the OmniStudio guest user permission set is correctly assigned, an OmniStudio Admin  license is applied to the OmniStudio
guest user.

1. From Setup, enter Digital Experiences in the Quick Find box, then select All Sites.

2. Click Builder for the site you want to grant access to guest users.

3. Select the settings icon in the navigation panel, and click General.

4. In the Public Access section, select the checkbox Guest users can see and interact with the site without logging in.

5. In the Guest User Profile section, click the link to the guest user profile.
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6. On the user profile page, click View Users.

7. Select the name of the guest user.

8. Click Edit Assignments in the Permission Set Assignments section.

9. Select OmniStudio Guest User  in Available Permission Sets list, and select Add to move it to the Enabled Permission
Sets list.

10. Click Save and confirm assignment under Permission Set Assignments section of the user profile page.
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Create Sharing Rules for Digital Experience Guest Users

Create Sharing Rules for Digital Experience Guest Users

Create sharing rules that allow anonymous users access to OmniStudio content on Experience sites.

For more on sharing rules, see Sharing Rules.

• Create an OmniStudio Permission Set for Digital Experience Guest Users

• Assign an OmniStudio Permission Set to Digital Experience Guest Users

1. From Setup, enter Sharing  in the Quick Find box, and select Sharing Settings.

2. Scroll down to the OmniStudio object that you want to grant access to the guest user, and click New.
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Important: Please note that child objects inherit sharing rules automatically.

3. Configure the sharing rule as follows:

a. In Label, enter a label such as OmniProcess Guest User Rule. By default, the Rule Name is the same as the Label.

b. (Optional) Enter a Description.

c. Select Guest user access, based on criteria as the Rule Type.

d. In the Criteria section, configure the sharing criteria as needed. Make sure your criteria restricts access to the guest user to only
those records required to allow your anonymous workflow to work. Never grant access to all records on your objects.
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e. In Step 4: Select the users to share with, select your OmniStudio guest user profile.

f. Click Save, then click OK at the prompt.

Note: Please note that you can't edit or delete your sharing rule until after the sharing rule has been completely applied
to your org.

4. Repeat steps 2 and 3 for each OmniStudio object that you want to share with the guest user.

Install or Upgrade the OmniStudio Package
OmniStudio is in a managed package that you install into a Salesforce org. Installing the OmniStudio package is part of both installation
and upgrade procedures.
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1. If you're installing OmniStudio for the first time, make sure you’ve completed the Prepare to Install the OmniStudio Package task. If
you're upgrading OmniStudio, skip this step.

2. Log off from all Salesforce orgs.

3. Find the URL for the managed package you want to install. See OmniStudio Release Summary for Installation and Upgrade.

4. Click the URL for the current OmniStudio package, or copy and paste it into your browser.

Tip: To be extra cautious, do the upgrade in an incognito browser window.

5. Log in to the org you're installing OmniStudio into.

6. Select which users get OmniStudio access, then click Install.

If you see a warning and a checkbox, check the box and then click Install or Upgrade.

7. On the Approve Third-Party Access window, make sure that both options are selected.
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Both websites are safe and trusted sites. Access to these sites is required for the OmniStudio managed package to install.

Note: If this window doesn't appear, these options are already selected.

8. Select Yes, grant access to these third-party web sites, then click Continue.

The managed package can take longer to install than the standard Salesforce timeout allows.

9. Wait for the Install Successful email.

Important: It's safe to go to the Installed Packages page in Setup and refresh occasionally until the managed package appears.
However, don't start installing the other packages until the managed package installation is complete.

You can also go to the Deployment Status page in Setup to watch the installation progress. A gray circle turns green if the
installation is successful or red if it fails.

10. After you receive the email, click Done. This action takes you to the Installed Packages page in Setup, where you can verify that the
package is installed.
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See the OmniStudio Release Summary for Installation and Upgrade for the post-installation or post-upgrade steps for your release.

OmniStudio Post Installation Tasks for Summer ‘23
After you’ve installed the managed package, you must configure Remote Site Settings and assign Permission Sets to users.

For details about the licenses associated with the permission sets, see OmniStudio Permission Sets Licenses.

Many of the post-installation tasks configure different levels of access for three types of users: create/edit, read-only, and Experience.

• Create/Edit — Users that create and edit OmniStudio components.

• Read-Only — Users that run OmniStudio components but must not be able to create or edit them.

• Experience — Users with Experience sites access that run OmniStudio components but must not be able to create or edit them.
See Create Experience Cloud Site Users.

Post-installation tasks are as follows:

1. Assign the Org Default Lightning record page for the FlexCard Designer. See Update the FlexCard Object's Default Lightning Record
Page to Access the FlexCard Designer.

2. Add Remote Site Settings for FlexCards. See Manually Update Remote Site Settings for FlexCards.

3. Create permission sets for non-Experience users. See Setup OmniStudio Standard User Permission Sets.

4. Create permission sets for Digital Experience users. See Setup OmniStudio Standard Permission Sets for Experience Site Users.

OmniStudio Post Installation Tasks for Spring ‘23
After you’ve installed the managed package, you must configure Remote Site Settings and assign Permission Sets to users.

For details about the licenses associated with the permission sets, see OmniStudio Permission Sets Licenses.

Many of the post-installation tasks configure different levels of access for three types of users: create/edit, read-only, and Experience.

• Create/Edit — Users that create and edit OmniStudio components.

• Read-Only — Users that run OmniStudio components but must not be able to create or edit them.

• Experience — Users with Experience sites access that run OmniStudio components but must not be able to create or edit them.
See Create Experience Cloud Site Users.
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Post-installation tasks are as follows:

1. Assign the Org Default Lightning record page for the FlexCard Designer. See Update the FlexCard Object's Default Lightning Record
Page to Access the FlexCard Designer.

2. Add Remote Site Settings for FlexCards. See Manually Update Remote Site Settings for FlexCards.

3. Create permission sets for non-Experience users. See Setup OmniStudio Standard User Permission Sets.

4. Create permission sets for Digital Experience users. See Setup OmniStudio Standard Permission Sets for Experience Site Users.

OmniStudio Post Installation Tasks for Winter ‘23
After you’ve installed the managed package, you must configure Remote Site Settings and assign Permission Sets to users.

For details about the licenses associated with the permission sets, see OmniStudio Permission Sets Licenses.

Many of the post-installation tasks configure different levels of access for three types of users: create/edit, read-only, and Experience.

• Create/Edit — Users that create and edit OmniStudio components.

• Read-Only — Users that run OmniStudio components but must not be able to create or edit them.

• Experience — Users with Experience sites access that run OmniStudio components but must not be able to create or edit them.
See Create Experience Cloud Site Users.

Post-installation tasks are as follows:

1. Assign the Org Default Lightning record page for the FlexCard Designer. See Update the FlexCard Object's Default Lightning Record
Page to Access the FlexCard Designer.

2. Add Remote Site Settings for FlexCards. See Manually Update Remote Site Settings for FlexCards.

3. Create permission sets for non-Experience users. See Setup OmniStudio Standard User Permission Sets.

4. Create permission sets for Digital Experience users. See Setup OmniStudio Standard Permission Sets for Experience Site Users.

OmniStudio Post-Installation Tasks for Summer '22
After you’ve installed the managed package, you must configure Remote Site Settings and assign Permission Sets to users.

For details about the licenses associated with the permission sets, see OmniStudio Permission Sets Licenses.

Many of the post-installation tasks configure different levels of access for three types of users: create/edit, read-only, and Experience.

• Create/Edit — Users that create and edit OmniStudio components.

• Read-Only — Users that run OmniStudio components but must not be able to create or edit them.

• Experience — Users with Experience sites access that run OmniStudio components but must not be able to create or edit them.
See Create Experience Cloud Site Users.

Post-installation tasks are as follows:

1. Assign the Org Default Lightning record page for the FlexCard Designer. See Update the FlexCard Object's Default Lightning Record
Page to Access the FlexCard Designer.

2. Add Remote Site Settings for FlexCards. See Manually Update Remote Site Settings for FlexCards.

3. Create permission sets for non-Experience users. See Setup OmniStudio Standard User Permission Sets.

4. Create permission sets for Digital Experience users. See Setup OmniStudio Standard Permission Sets for Experience Site Users.
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OmniStudio Post-Installation Tasks for Spring '22
After you’ve installed the managed package, you must configure Remote Site Settings and assign Permission Sets to users.

For details about the licenses associated with the Permission Sets, see OmniStudio Permission Sets Licenses.

Many of the post-installation tasks configure different levels of access for three types of users: designer, non-designer, and Digital
Experience.

• Designers — Users that create and edit OmniStudio components.

• Non-designers — Users that run OmniStudio components but must not be able to create or edit them.

• Digital Experience — Users with Community access that run OmniStudio components but must not be able to create or edit them.
See Create Experience Cloud Site Users.

Post-installation tasks are as follows:

1. Assign the Org Default Lightning record page for the FlexCard Designer. See Update the FlexCard Object's Default Lightning Record
Page to Access the FlexCard Designer.

2. Add Remote Site Settings for FlexCards. See Manually Update Remote Site Settings for FlexCards.

3. Create permission sets for non-Experience users. See Setup OmniStudio User Permission Sets.

4. Create permission sets for Digital Experience users. See Setup OmniStudio Permission Sets for Experience Cloud Site Users.

OmniStudio Post-Installation Tasks for Winter '22
After you’ve installed the managed package, you must configure Remote Site Settings and assign Permission Sets to users.

For details about the licenses associated with the Permission Sets, see OmniStudio Permission Sets Licenses.

Many of the post-installation tasks configure different levels of access for three types of users: designer, non-designer, and Digital
Experience.

Post-installation tasks are as follows:

1. Assign the Org Default Lightning record page for the FlexCard Designer. See Update the FlexCard Object's Default Lightning Record
Page to Access the FlexCard Designer.

2. Add Remote Site Settings for FlexCards. See Manually Update Remote Site Settings for FlexCards.

3. Create permission sets for non-Experience users. See Setup OmniStudio User Permission Sets.

4. Create permission sets for Digital Experience users. See Setup OmniStudio Permission Sets for Experience Cloud Site Users.

OmniStudio Post-Upgrade Tasks for Winter '22
This release requires only two post-upgrade tasks: edit the profile and the permission set for Digital Experience users.

1. Edit the profile for Digital Experience users:

a. From Setup, enter Profile in the Quick Find box, then select Profiles.

b. Next to the profile for Digital Experience (Community) users, click Edit.

c. Scroll to the Standard Object Permissions section and check the boxes for Read access to these objects:

• Omni Electronic Signature Templates

• Omni Process Transient Data
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d. Scroll to the top of the page and click Save.

2. Edit the permission set for Digital Experience users:

a. From Setup, enter Perm in the Quick Find box, then select Permission Sets.

b. Click the name of the permission set for Digital Experience (Community) users.

c. Click System Permissions, then click Edit.

d. Check the Enabled box for the permission named Grant users access to Industries Interaction Calculation features.

e. Click Save. When a prompt appears listing dependent permissions, click Save again.

3. If you are using DocuSign integration in OmniStudio, you must update your DocuSign security configuration to continue using
DocuSign. See Configure OmniScript for DocuSign Integration.

OmniStudio Post-Installation Tasks for Summer '21
After you’ve installed the managed package, you must configure Remote Site Settings and assign Permission Sets to users.

For details about the licenses associated with the Permission Sets, see OmniStudio Permission Sets Licenses.

Many of the post-installation tasks configure different levels of access for three types of users: designer, non-designer, and Digital
Experience.

• Designers — Users that create and edit OmniStudio components.

• Non-designers — Users that run OmniStudio components but must not be able to create or edit them.

• Digital Experience — Users with Community access that run OmniStudio components but must not be able to create or edit them.
See Create Experience Cloud Site Users.

Post-installation tasks are as follows:

1. Assign the Org Default Lightning record page for the FlexCard Designer. See Update the FlexCard Object's Default Lightning Record
Page to Access the FlexCard Designer.

2. Add Remote Site Settings for FlexCards. See Manually Update Remote Site Settings for FlexCards.

3. Create permission sets for non-Experience users. See Setup OmniStudio User Permission Sets.

4. Create permission sets for Digital Experience users. See Setup OmniStudio Permission Sets for Experience Cloud Site Users.

OmniStudio Settings
Enable settings applicable to the entire OmniStudio product suite from the OmniStudio Settings page in your org's Setup. For example,
enable OmniStudio metadata API support from the OmniStudio Metadata setting.

Required Versions

Available beginning Spring '22 and later releases for customers on the standard objects model.
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Note: The Salesforce Industries Communications, Media, and Energy (CME) package doesn't support the OmniStudio Metadata
and Managed Package Runtime (formerly Standard OmniStudio Runtime) settings. Don’t modify these settings in orgs with the
CME package.

Enable OmniStudio Metadata API Support

Deploy and retrieve OmniStudio standard objects through the Metadata and Tooling API by enabling the OmniStudio Metadata
setting in your org. OmniStudio Metadata supports OmniProcess (OmniScript and Integration Procedure), OmniDataTransform
(DataRaptor), and OmniUiCard (FlexCard) standard objects.

Disable Managed Package Runtime

Disable Managed Package Runtime for faster FlexCard and OmniScript activation and to view and modify standard OmniStudio
content from the Designers. After disabling this setting, OmniScripts and FlexCards no longer deploy as Lightning Web Components
(LWC). To add custom and standard content to a Lightning page or an Aura-based Experience site, use the standard OmniScript and
FlexCard components.

Enable OmniStudio Metadata API Support
Deploy and retrieve OmniStudio standard objects through the Metadata and Tooling API by enabling the OmniStudio Metadata setting
in your org. OmniStudio Metadata supports OmniProcess (OmniScript and Integration Procedure), OmniDataTransform (DataRaptor),
and OmniUiCard (FlexCard) standard objects.

Before You Begin

• Ensure that your org is on the standard objects model. See Does Your Org Use Custom or Standard Objects?.

• Ensure that you’re components meet required naming conventions. Enabling the OmniStudio Metadata setting runs a process that
validates your component's naming convention. If one name is invalid, enabling fails. You’ll receive an email listing the names to
update. Your component name must include alphanumeric characters only, and can’t include spaces or special characters such as
underscores.

Note: The Salesforce Industries Communications, Media, and Energy (CME) package doesn't support the OmniStudio Metadata
setting. Don’t enable this setting in orgs with the CME package.

Warning:  After enabling this setting, it can’t be disabled.

Required Versions

Available beginning Spring '22 and later releases for customers on the standard objects model.

1. Go to Setup in your org, enter OmniStudio Settings  in Quick Find, and select OmniStudio Settings.

2. Click the OmniStudio Metadata toggle to enable.

3. Check your email for confirmation that you've successfully enabled OmniStudio Metadata. If it fails, check that none of your component
names have spaces or special characters.
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Disable Managed Package Runtime
Disable Managed Package Runtime for faster FlexCard and OmniScript activation and to view and modify standard OmniStudio content
from the Designers. After disabling this setting, OmniScripts and FlexCards no longer deploy as Lightning Web Components (LWC). To
add custom and standard content to a Lightning page or an Aura-based Experience site, use the standard OmniScript and FlexCard
components.

Before You Begin

Ensure a Winter ‘23 or later managed package is installed.

Ensure your existing OmniScripts and FlexCards work with standard components. See FlexCard Standard Component Features Not
Supported. See OmniScript Standard Component Features Not Supported.

Note: The Salesforce Industries Communications, Media, and Energy (CME) package doesn't support the Managed Package
Runtime setting. Don’t disable this setting in orgs with the CME package.

Warning: After disabling the Managed Package Runtime setting, we recommend that you don’t disable it for the following
reasons:

• If you've modified a version of a standard OmniScript or FlexCard, you may not be able to edit it in a Designer after disabling
the setting.

• If you turn off this setting and try to reactivate an OmniScript or FlexCard that references a standard LWC, the activation fails.

Important:  To embed a FlexCard in an LWR Experience site, keep Managed Package Runtime enabled (formerly Standard
OmniStudio Runtime disabled) and use the generated LWC.

1. Go to Setup and search for OmniStudio Settings.

2. If enabled, disable Managed Package Runtime (formerly enable Standard OmniStudio Runtime).

OmniStudio Basics
Build Service Consoles and Industry Cloud Apps with the basic building blocks of OmniStudio.

OmniScript Basics

A Vlocity OmniScript guides users through complex processes with fast, personalized, and consistent responses. For example, you
can create an OmniScript to guide:

FlexCards Basics

FlexCards provide tools for building customer-centric, industry-specific UI components and applications on the Salesforce platform.
FlexCards are rich in information and actions relevant to the customer's context. Create your FlexCards in a declarative design tool
and add them to your Lightning or Community pages.

DataRaptor or Integration Procedure?

OmniStudio DataRaptors read or write Salesforce SObject data or perform single-step data structure transformations. OmniStudio
Integration Procedures can interact with many types of data, including REST APIs and Apex classes, and process it in multiple steps.
For some use cases, a single DataRaptor is sufficient. Integration Procedures usually call one or more DataRaptors and are more
flexible and powerful. Use these guidelines to help you determine which to build.

Integration Procedure Features Not in OmniScripts

Integration Procedures and OmniScripts have differences and common features. Some important Integration Procedure features
aren't present in OmniScripts.
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Use the Applications Together

Use the OmniStudio applications together. Create guided interactions with OmniScripts; get and post data with DataRaptors and
Integration Procedures; and display data and launch actions with FlexCards.

Customizable Style Guide for Newport Design System

Vlocity's customers have their own set of brand guidelines and design specifications, particularly for customer-facing applications. The
Vlocity Omniscript and Cards Designers allow you to choose between two templates:

Callable Implementations

Vlocity Apex classes and the Remote Actions of OmniScripts and Integration Procedures support the Callable interface.

Viewing the Namespace and Version of the OmniStudio Vlocity Package

To check the namespace and version of your OmniStudio Vlocity package:

OmniScript Basics
A Vlocity OmniScript guides users through complex processes with fast, personalized, and consistent responses. For example, you can
create an OmniScript to guide:

• A customer service agent to add a new customer

• An insurance agent to update a policy

• An end user to complete a self-service interaction such as troubleshooting

You can create a guided interaction to match the flow of your process. OmniScript is a declarative scripting tool, meaning you create it
with clicks, not code. To create the structure of an OmniScript, you drag and drop different types of elements to:

• Add actions such as extract data or send an email

• Group items together by creating a step or displaying a list of items the customer can select from

• Create a function such as a formula

• Add input fields and lookups for the user to enter data

• Refine the display by using a headline or text block

• Create branches that dynamically adjust the controls and enable or disable steps depending on choices the user makes in the guided
process

• Configure calculations and messages that provide immediate feedback and error checking to the user

Templates control both the style and appearance of OmniScripts. You can customize whether your guided interaction has a horizontal
or vertical mode, branding, and any other aspects you wish to change.
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You can launch an OmniScript from anywhere, including:

• An action button such as the one shown here on the account page

• An action link on a card

FlexCards Basics
FlexCards provide tools for building customer-centric, industry-specific UI components and applications on the Salesforce platform.
FlexCards are rich in information and actions relevant to the customer's context. Create your FlexCards in a declarative design tool and
add them to your Lightning or Community pages.
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Customer Context
Each customer is linked to multiple aspects of your company's products and services. Customers have accounts, preferred methods to
receive bills, preferred means of contact, and a history of the products they have purchased as well as their interactions with the company.
When agents must use different systems to gather contextual information about the customer, it affects customer service. Use FlexCards
to streamline customer engagement.

Designer
The FlexCard Designer is a declarative tool to create UI components. Build dynamic customer-centric UIs without code from a drag
interface with WYSIWYG editing. See OmniStudio FlexCards.

FlexCards
A FlexCard is a block that contains a combination of pertinent information and links to processes within a specific context. For example,
an account card can include unique account information, such as:

• Status

• Priority or service level agreement

• Creation date

Actions on an account card might include:

• Closing a case

• Opening a new case

• Creating a new task

In the FlexCard Designer, you can create an action that launches or updates an OmniScript, navigates to a web page or application,
displays a flyout, fires an event, update field values, and more. See Add an Action to a FlexCard.

Design and Layout
Style individual elements or add custom CSS directly on an element within the FlexCard Designer. You can also make elements responsive.
See Style FlexCard Elements.

Data Sources
Select from multiple data source options to retrieve data to display on your FlexCards. For a list of data sources available in the FlexCard
Designer, see FlexCards Data Source Reference.

DataRaptor or Integration Procedure?
OmniStudio DataRaptors read or write Salesforce SObject data or perform single-step data structure transformations. OmniStudio
Integration Procedures can interact with many types of data, including REST APIs and Apex classes, and process it in multiple steps. For
some use cases, a single DataRaptor is sufficient. Integration Procedures usually call one or more DataRaptors and are more flexible and
powerful. Use these guidelines to help you determine which to build.

Use a single DataRaptor if:

• You read data from SObjects or write data to SObjects, but not both.
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• The SObjects you read from or write to have a defined relationship. For example, Accounts and Contacts have a relationship because
a Contact can have an AccountId value.

• You only have to work with JSON or XML data. No SObjects are involved.

• You can perform any needed filtering, calculation, or reformatting of data values using one or a series of formulas.

• You can make any needed changes to the data structure by mapping input JSON nodes to output JSON nodes.

• You don't read from or write to CSV files, Apex classes, REST APIs, or external objects.

• You don't send email, merge lists, or handle errors.

Use an Integration Procedure if:

• You must both read from and write to one or more SObjects, which means you must call at least two DataRaptors.

• The SObjects you read from or write to have no defined relationship.

• Transforming your data can't be done using formulas alone. For example, different conditions determine whether some filtering or
calculations are performed at all.

• JSON node mappings aren't straightforward or require a series of steps.

• You read from or write to multiple data source types, such as SObjects, CSV files, external objects, Apex classes, or REST APIs.

• You perform actions such as sending emails, merging lists, or handling errors.

Integration Procedure Features Not in OmniScripts
Integration Procedures and OmniScripts have differences and common features. Some important Integration Procedure features aren't
present in OmniScripts.

Unlike OmniScripts, Integration Procedures have no end-user UI, run on the server, and can run either synchronously or asynchronously.

Like OmniScripts, Integration Procedures can call DataRaptors, Integration Procedures, REST endpoints, and Apex methods. Also, like
OmniScripts, Integration Procedures can send emails and DocuSign envelopes and manipulate data using functions and variables.

However, Integration Procedures have some useful features that OmniScripts lack:

• Caching of part or all of the Integration Procedure for performance

• Unit testing of entities the Integration Procedure calls

• Chainable and queueable chainable settings for avoiding governor limits

• Complex list processing and merging

• Invocation of Integration Procedures from Apex, REST, Flow, and Scheduled Jobs

Blocks specific to Integration Procedures are:

• Cache Block — Actions within are cached for performance.

• If-Else Conditional Block — Actions within have mutually exclusive conditions.

• Loop Block — Actions within run one time for each item in a list.

• Try-Catch Block — If any action within causes an error, the error is handled, and the Integration Procedure keeps running.

Actions specific to Integration Procedures are:
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• Assert Action — Declares an expected result for unit testing.

• Batch Action — Runs a Scheduled Job.

• Chatter Action — Creates a Chatter post.

• List Action — Merges two lists based on matching key values.

• Response Action — Returns data to the entity that called the Integration Procedure.

Use the Applications Together
Use the OmniStudio applications together. Create guided interactions with OmniScripts; get and post data with DataRaptors and
Integration Procedures; and display data and launch actions with FlexCards.

Here's an example of FlexCards, OmniScripts, and DataRaptors used together to:

• Display and provide a context for information and actions

• Complete a guided process

• Retrieve the correct data for the process

The agent views order-related information and actions contained in the card. When the agent clicks the new order link on the card, an
OmniScript launches to begin a guided process for purchasing products. OmniScript uses a DataRaptor to get a list of products for display.
Then the agent can choose one or more products for purchase. When the purchasing process ends, the OmniScript returns the agent
to the view that includes the Orders card.

Customizable Style Guide for Newport Design System
Vlocity's customers have their own set of brand guidelines and design specifications, particularly for customer-facing applications. The
Vlocity Omniscript and Cards Designers allow you to choose between two templates:
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• Lightning: This references the Salesforce Lightning Design System.

• Newport: This references Vlocity's style guide.

About the Newport Design System
Newport is the CSS framework that allows customers to re-theme all the Vlocity components in one place. It is intended as a tool for
both designers and web developers to easily re-style all the Vlocity components in a single place and generate custom, optimized CSS
files that can be used consistently across all components and pages.

The Newport Design System supports two functions:

• Provides an out-of-the-box consumer-grade visual style guide.

• Provides a framework for re-branding and updating Vlocity components globally.

Designers
Use the new Design System [beta release] to review all the components and download a Sketch library to accelerate the design.

Developers
Go to the Vlocity Github repository to help you customize and rebrand all the Vlocity Newport based templates in one place.

Callable Implementations
Vlocity Apex classes and the Remote Actions of OmniScripts and Integration Procedures support the Callable interface.

Although the VlocityOpenInterface and VlocityOpenInterface2 interfaces enable flexible implementations with
a uniform signature, they reside in the Vlocity managed package and aren't truly Salesforce standards. However, classes that implement
VlocityOpenInterface or VlocityOpenInterface2 also implement the Callable Interface, which is a Salesforce
standard.

In addition, Remote Actions of OmniScripts and Integration Procedures can invoke any class that implements Callable, regardless
of whether it implements VlocityOpenInterface or VlocityOpenInterface2. You specify the Remote Class,
Remote Method, and Additional Input  properties in the same way for classes that implement any of these interfaces.

To change custom classes that implement VlocityOpenInterface or VlocityOpenInterface2 to Callable
implementations, convert the signature with a few lines of code:

global with sharing class ClassName implements Callable
{

public Object call(String action, Map<String, Object> args) {

Map<String, Object> input = (Map<String, Object>)args.get('input');
Map<String, Object> output = (Map<String, Object>)args.get('output');
Map<String, Object> options = (Map<String, Object>)args.get('options');

return invokeMethod(action, input, output, options);
}
private Object invokeMethod(String methodName, Map<String, Object> inputMap, Map<String,

Object> outMap, Map<String, Object> options) {
...

}
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...
}

For a full example, see Make a Long-Running Remote Call Using OmniStudio.OmniContinuation.

Viewing the Namespace and Version of the OmniStudio Vlocity Package
To check the namespace and version of your OmniStudio Vlocity package:

1. Go to Setup.

2. In the Quick Find box, enter Installed Packages  and click Installed Packages.

3. Verify that the latest version of the package is listed on the Installed Packages page.

4. On the Installed Packages page, click your current OmniStudio  Vlocity package.
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The resulting page displays the OmniStudio  Vlocity package details including namespace, version number, and license information.

OmniScripts
An OmniScript is an omnichannel customer engagement and a business tool built on the Salesforce platform. OmniScripts allow you
to craft dynamic customer interactions without code and deploy to multiple channels and devices. Administrators can define a script
once and then deploy the script within a Salesforce application or on a web page.

Create OmniScripts to guide users through sales and service processes with fast, personalized responses, and seamless integration to
enterprise applications and data.

Beginning Summer '22, when working with LWC OmniScripts, you can choose how you embed an OmniScript on a page: 

• Custom generated OmniScript components run from an installed OmniStudio or industry managed package.
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• Standard OmniScript components run in standard runtime. See Disable Managed Package Runtime. For limitations, see OmniScript
Standard Component Features Not Supported.

OmniScript Best Practices

Enhance the performance and usability of OmniScript by following the OmniScript best practices whenever possible.

OmniScript Designer Overview

The OmniScript Designer enables you to preview dynamic web forms as you build them using a drag-and-drop interface with
WYSIWYG editing.

OmniScript Setup Reference

OmniScript's setup section provides multiple configuration options that enable you to define the appearance and behavior of the
OmniScript.

OmniScript Element Reference

This guide contains explanations of the different elements that can be added to an OmniScript. Each element uses an extendable
Lightning web component.

Create a Custom Lightning Web Component for OmniScript

Add custom HTML, JavaScript, and CSS to an OmniScript by creating a custom Lightning web component.

Add Custom Lightning Web Components to an OmniScript

After you create a custom lightning web component for an OmniScript, apply the component's new behavior by adding it to an
OmniScript.

Style OmniScripts

Add custom styling to OmniScripts by using static resources, extending an Element's Lightning web component, overriding global
stylesheets, or using SLDS design tokens. View the behavior of each customization option in this page's table, and choose the solution
that meets your requirements.

Modify OmniScript UI Behavior

This section explains how to modify UI behaviors in an OmniScript.

Deploy, Launch, and Embed OmniScripts

Deploy your OmniScript and launch it from an Experience page, Lightning page, custom LWC, or off-platform application.

Create Multi-Language OmniScripts

Enable a single OmniScript to run in multiple languages using Salesforce custom labels.

Advanced Configuration for OmniScript Form Elements

This section tells you how to work with elements that enable users to input information, search for record information, select options,
create records, edit records, and delete records.

OmniScript Data and External Integrations

OmniScript handles data and external integrations through Action, Group, and Input elements. Elements use DataRaptors, Integration
Procedures, HTTP Actions, and Apex to load, transform, and post data.

Managing OmniScripts

The following topics tell you how to manage your OmniScripts.

Embed FlexCards in an OmniScript

Embed a FlexCard Lightning Web Component in an OmniScript by using the Custom LWC element. FlexCards can receive data from
the OmniScript and perform any action available in the FlexCard.
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OmniScript ReadMe Reference

This page lists the Lightning web components ReadMes available for OmniScripts. Extend Lightning web components to add custom
behavior and styling.

OmniScript Best Practices
Enhance the performance and usability of OmniScript by following the OmniScript best practices whenever possible.

Business Process and Logic
Business Process and Logic best practices include:

• Use one owner for each OmniScript.

• Identify reusable elements by building a skeleton of the entire OmniScript.

• Document the purpose of an element in the element's Internal Notes property.

• Maintain DataRaptors and Apex classes by avoiding element name changes. If the element name must be updated, apply the name
changes to the DataRaptor or Apex class.

• Avoid assigning a ContextId within the OmniScript. OmniScript's ContextId is a reserved key that assigns a Record Id from the URL.

• When processes are repeatable across multiple OmniScripts, create a reusable OmniScript, and add it to the appropriate parent
OmniScripts. See Embed an OmniScript in Another OmniScript.

User Interface
OmniScripts use Lightning Web Components to define the styling for both individual elements and the OmniScript itself.

Best practices include:

• Create custom Lightning web components that extend an OmniScript element's component to apply styling changes. For more
information, see Extend an OmniScript Element's Lightning Web Component

• Apply global branding by using the Newport Design System. For more information, see Apply Global Branding to OmniScripts.

User Experience Design Principles
UX design principles include:

• Reduce the number of fields the user must input information into by prefilling the fields using contextual data. For more information,
see Prefill OmniScript Elements using DataRaptor.

• Avoid confusing the user by breaking processes up into shorter steps that contain a minimal amount of elements.

• Guide the user by creating contextual help text and logically ordering input fields.

Performance Factors
A set of best practices exists for both Client-side performance and Server-side performance.

Client-side best practices include:

• Reduce Conditional Views, Merge Fields, Formulas where possible.
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• Speed up the application of responses by trimming the Response JSON. For more information, see Manipulate JSON with the
Send/Response Transformations Properties.

• Remove spaces from element names to improve the OmniScript's load time.

• Reduce the number of elements in the script. A single OmniScript should not exceed 750 elements.

• Run logic on the server where possible, including conditional logic in Integration Procedures and formulas in DataRaptors.

• Test performance by enabling time tracking. If time tracking is not used in production, disable the feature before deploying to
production. For more information, see OmniStudio Tracking Service.

Server-side best practices include:

• Cut down the payload size of a request by trimming the JSON request. For more information, see Manipulate JSON with the
Send/Response Transformations Properties.

• Reduce server roundtrips by using Integration Procedures whenever multiple actions run between steps. Run Integration Procedures
asynchronously by enabling the fire and forget property.

• Remove unnecessary data by trimming the DataRaptor extract output.

OmniScript Designer Overview
The OmniScript Designer enables you to preview dynamic web forms as you build them using a drag-and-drop interface with WYSIWYG
editing.

While building your script, preview elements inside steps, view property changes live, and access contextual guidance with in-product
help to discover and learn about functionality without leaving your script. To access the OmniScript Designer, see Access OmniScript
Designer.

Note: The OmniScript Designer is optimized for use in the Google Chrome browser.

OmniScript Designer Highlights
Notable features of the OmniScript Designer include:

• Building your scripts on a wide and adjustable Canvas and instantly view changes made to element properties.

• Repositioning, cloning, and adjusting the width of step elements along a 12-column horizontal grid.
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• Accessing inactive elements and navigating between elements in high-level and detailed views from the Navigation Panel.

• Configuring elements from the Properties panel.

• Searching for and dragging elements onto the Canvas from the Build panel.

• Configuring script-wide settings from the Setup panel.

• Viewing contextual In-Product Help to discover and learn about elements and properties without leaving your script.

• Previewing, testing, and debugging your script in Preview.

Header (1)
In the Header, view metadata and perform actions related to your script.

View high-level metadata about your OmniScript such as Type, SubType, Version, Language, and Activation status.

In the actions navigation, toggle between design and preview mode, create a new version, activate or deactivate the current version,
edit basic settings, download your OmniScript, and get launch instructions.

Navigation Panel (2)
Access and navigate between active and inactive actions, steps, and step elements from the Navigation Panel.

The Slide View tab provides a high-level view of the structure of
large and complex scripts. Click on a slide to open the Properties
panel for a step or action.

The Tree View tab provides a detailed view of the script's structure.
Click on a branch to open the Properties panel for a step, element,
or action.

Canvas (3)
(A) Build your scripts by dragging elements from the Build panel onto the Canvas.
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(B) Rearrange, clone, and delete elements as needed.

(C) Adjust the width of the Canvas from either side.

(D) Expand Steps to preview and configure elements. Adjust the width of elements on a 12-column grid, and drag elements next to
each other to automatically take up the remaining width of the grid.

(E) See how your scripts look with a Newport or Lightning theme without switching to Preview.

Build panel (4)
Drag action, display, function, group, and input elements, and entire OmniScripts from the Build panel onto the Canvas to build your
scripts.

Properties panel (5)
In the Properties panel, configure properties for action, display, function, group, input, and embeddable OmniScript elements in the UI,
or edit properties as JSON.

Setup panel (6)
Configure optional script-wide settings in the Setup panel.

Configure basic settings, Step Chart Options, Save Options, Knowledge Options, Error Messages, Messaging Framework, and
Lightning Design System Tokens in the UI, or edit properties as JSON.

In-Product Help
In the Build, Properties, and Setup panels, access In-Product Help to view contextual information and instruction about elements and
properties without leaving your script.
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(A) Access in-line information about properties with tooltips.

(B) View detailed documentation about element functionality with slide-out help panels.

Preview (7)
(A) Preview your script in real-time with real data.

(B) Enter a record Id into the Context Id field and click refresh to preview your form with test data.

(C) Preview how an OmniScript appears on different devices, such as mobile, desktop, and tablet, with the Preview Device feature.

(D) With the Theme dropdown, see how your OmniScript looks with a Lightning or Newport theme. If a custom Newport style sheet is
in the org, it overrides the out-of-the-box Newport style sheet.

(E) Reload the Canvas to reset data, and update the Data JSON and Action Debugger.

(F) The Data JSON provides an easy-to-read JSON format, which updates when you enter values in data fields on the Canvas. Also, copy
the entire JSON with just one click.

(G) The Action Debugger enables you to debug action requests and response data. Search for actions, copy specific nodes in one click,
and clear the console logs.

Access OmniScript Designer

Access OmniScript Designer through the Salesforce app launcher menu.

Create an OmniScript

Create a new OmniScript to build a form in the OmniScript Designer.
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Set Up an OmniScript

Configure optional settings for your OmniScript in the Setup panel of the OmniScript Designer, such as making your OmniScript
reusable or enabling tracking.

Create the Script Structure

Create the logic that executes when the script runs, by building a hierarchical structure of Action elements and Steps.

Build an OmniScript with Elements in the OmniScript Designer

Drag elements and entire OmniScripts from the Build panel onto the canvas to build your scripts in the OmniScript Designer.

Configure Elements in the OmniScript Designer

Configure elements for your OmniScript in the Properties panel of the designer when an element is selected, such as the name,
label, and instructions for a step element.

Activate Elements in the OmniScript Designer

Activate an inactive element by selecting the element in the Navigation Panel of the OmniScript Designer.

Preview an OmniScript

View the OmniScript's appearance and functionality by previewing the OmniScript in the OmniScript Designer.

Test Data in the OmniScript Designer

Test your OmniScript in the OmniScript Designer by adding test data, viewing the data JSON, and debugging action requests and
response data.

OmniScript Script Structure Definitions

Vlocity OmniScripts are defined by Administrators directly within the Vlocity application.

Upgrade an OmniScript's Property Set

When using an existing OmniScript in the OmniScript Designer, create a new version of the OmniScript to update the OmniScript's
property set.

Access OmniScript Designer
Access OmniScript Designer through the Salesforce app launcher menu.

1. Click App Launcher.

2. Select the OmniScripts app.

3. From the OmniScripts list page, click New to create an OmniScript, select an existing OmniScript, or import an OmniScript from
another org using a datapack.

Create an OmniScript
Create a new OmniScript to build a form in the OmniScript Designer.

Important: When using an existing OmniScript in the OmniScript Designer, create a new version of the OmniScript to update
the OmniScript's property set. Without a new version, errors may appear in the designer. See Upgrade an OmniScript's Property
Set.

1. From the OmniScripts home page, click New.

2. Enter a Name for your OmniScript.

3. Enter a Type, SubType, and Language. Type, SubType, and Language combine to create a unique identifier that becomes the
name of a compiled OmniScript's Lightning web component. For example, an OmniScript where Type=account,
SubType=Create, and Language=English  generates an LWC named accountCreateEnglish.

4. (Optional) Enter a Description for your OmniScript.
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5. Click Save.

Set Up an OmniScript
Configure optional settings for your OmniScript in the Setup panel of the OmniScript Designer, such as making your OmniScript reusable
or enabling tracking.

Before You Begin

Create an OmniScript. See Create an OmniScript.

1. From your OmniScript, click Setup to view the Setup panel.

2. Configure specific Setup properties. See OmniScript Setup Reference.

Next steps, build your script. See Build an OmniScript with Elements in the OmniScript Designer.

Create the Script Structure
Create the logic that executes when the script runs, by building a hierarchical structure of Action elements and Steps.

Actions outside steps perform actions for the entire script, such as getting, posting, evaluating, and transforming data. Steps typically
include Block, Input, and Display elements, but can also include Actions as buttons and Functions specific to the step. Learn more about
OmniScript Script Structure Definitions. Each page of an OmniScript is called a Step and can contain Group elements, such as Blocks,
Input elements, such as Checkboxes, Actions, such as Email Actions, and Functions, such as Formulas.

Build an OmniScript with Elements in the OmniScript Designer
Drag elements and entire OmniScripts from the Build panel onto the canvas to build your scripts in the OmniScript Designer.
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Follow the hierarchical structure of Actions and Steps to build your script. Actions outside steps perform actions for the entire script,
such as getting, posting, evaluating, and transforming data. Steps typically include Block, Input, and Display elements, but can also
include Actions as buttons and Functions specific to the step.

1. From OmniScript, click Build to open the Build panel.

2. (Optional) Populate data fields in your OmniScript. To populate the script's data fields, click Actions, and drag the DataRaptor
Extract Action onto the canvas.

3. Enter a name in the Name field.

4. From the DataRaptor Extract Action dropdown, select a DataRaptor that retrieves data from one or more related Salesforce objects.
To execute more than one server call to fetch data, use an Integration Procedure or an Action Block.

5. (Optional) Configure Cancel Options to navigate users that cancel out of an OmniScript to a different Salesforce experience.

6. To create a page for your form, click Groups, and drag Step on to the canvas. Actions placed inside a step render as buttons.

7. To populate your form with data fields and other elements, click the down arrow on the step, and drag elements from the Build
panel into the step.

8. To post changes made to data fields, enter a name in the Name field.

9. From the DataRaptor Post Action dropdown, select a DataRaptor that posts data back to Salesforce.

10. To end the OmniScript and return the user either to where the script was launched or a custom URL,click Actions, and drag a
Navigate Action onto the canvas.

Configure Elements in the OmniScript Designer
Configure elements for your OmniScript in the Properties panel of the designer when an element is selected, such as the name, label,
and instructions for a step element.

• Create an OmniScript. See Create an OmniScript.

• Set up your OmniScript with optional settings. See Set Up an OmniScript.

• Add elements to your OmniScript. See Build an OmniScript with Elements in the OmniScript Designer.

1. From your OmniScript, click an element on the canvas or the Navigation Panel to open the Properties panel.

2. Enter values for any required fields marked with an asterisk (*), such as the Name field of a Text input element.

3. (Optional) To view an inactive element, see Activate Elements in the OmniScript Designer.

4. (Optional) Enter values for optional fields, such as the Placeholder and Label fields of a Text input element.

5. (Optional) To learn more about a specific property, hover over the tooltip icon (i) next to the name of the property.

6. (Optional) For detailed documentation about your selected element, select the help icon (?) next to the name of the property. See
also OmniScript Element Reference.

7. To activate the element, click Active.

Next steps, preview the look and functionality of your OmniScript. See Preview an OmniScript.

Activate Elements in the OmniScript Designer
Activate an inactive element by selecting the element in the Navigation Panel of the OmniScript Designer.

When an element is deactivated, it disappars from the canvas. View inactive and active steps and actions placed outside of steps in the
Slide View of the Navigation Panel. View all inactive and active elements, including those inside steps, in the Tree View of the Navigation
Panel.
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1. From OmniScript, in the Navigation panel, click the Tree View icon.

2. (Optional) If you are activating an action outside of a step or a step, you may also click the Slide View icon to activate the element.

3. Click the action, step, or element inside of a step that you want to activate.

4. In the Properties panel, click Activate.

Preview an OmniScript
View the OmniScript's appearance and functionality by previewing the OmniScript in the OmniScript Designer.

• Create an OmniScript. See Create an OmniScript.

• Set up your OmniScript with optional settings. See Set Up an OmniScript.

• Add elements to your OmniScript. See Build an OmniScript with Elements in the OmniScript Designer.

• Configure your OmniScript elements. See Configure Elements in the OmniScript Designer.

1. In your OmniScript, click Preview.

2. For additional preview options, select these properties:

• Context ID: If your OmniScript does not have a Set Values Action that defines a ContextId, to preview the form with test data,
enter a record ID.

Using Set Values Action to set the context ID only works in preview.

Confirm that a Context Id is defined in your data source. For example, if you have a DataRaptor Extract Action that gets account
records, you must have an Input Parameter whose Data Source is ContextId, and whose Filter Value is the DataRaptor
Extract's output name, such as AccountId.

• Preview Device: To preview how your OmniScript appears on different devices, select Mobile, Tablet, or Desktop.

• Theme: Preview your OmniScript with a Lightning or Newport theme.

• To reset data fields in your OmniScript after making changes, click the reload icon.

3. (Optional) Hide the Data JSON and Action Debugger by clicking X. Display the Data JSON and Action again by clicking the debug
panel button that appears when the panel closes.

Next steps, test your OmniScript. See Test Data in the OmniScript Designer.

Test Data in the OmniScript Designer
Test your OmniScript in the OmniScript Designer by adding test data, viewing the data JSON, and debugging action requests and
response data.

Add Test Data to an OmniScript

Add test data in an OmniScript from the OmniScript Designer.

View an OmniScript’s Data JSON

View data JSON after adding test data in an OmniScript.

View and Debug Action Requests and Response Data

After viewing your OmniScript data JSON in the OmniScript Designer, view and debug action requests and response data.
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Add Test Data to an OmniScript

Add test data in an OmniScript from the OmniScript Designer.

1. From OmniScript, click Preview.

2. If your OmniScript does not have a SetValues action that defines a ContextId, to preview the form with data, enter a record ID in the
Context ID field.

Note: Confirm that a ContextId is defined in your data source. For example, if you have a DataRaptor Extract Action that gets
account records, you must have an Input Parameter whose Data Source is ContextId, and whose Filter Value is the
DataRaptor Extract's output name, such as AccountId.

View an OmniScript’s Data JSON

View data JSON after adding test data in an OmniScript.

1. View the JSON Data in the Data JSON.

2. (Optional) Click the clipboard icon to copy the full JSON.

View and Debug Action Requests and Response Data

After viewing your OmniScript data JSON in the OmniScript Designer, view and debug action requests and response data.

1. Click Action Debugger to open the debug console.

2. (Optional) Search for an action name in the Search field.

3. (Optional) To copy a specific node, click the clipboard icon next to the node. For example, copy Remote Options in a DataRaptor
Extract Action.
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4. (Optional) To clear the debug console, click Clear Logs.

5. (Optional) Click the reload icon to repopulate the debug console with new action request and response data.

OmniScript Script Structure Definitions
Vlocity OmniScripts are defined by Administrators directly within the Vlocity application.

A script is defined through the following declarative, hierarchical structure:
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• Script: The script is the master container for all the controls. Scripts can be versioned, ported to different languages, embedded into
parent scripts, exported to other orgs, and activated into production.

• Step: A script can contain one or more Steps. The user navigates through the Steps using Next and Previous buttons. Logic to enforce
field validation or required fields can be optionally enforced for each Step.

• Inputs: Inputs are HTML controls that form the input content of the script.

• Functions: Functions enable you to evaluate data, provide messaging, and obtain a User's location.

• Groups: Elements can be combined into Groups. For example, street, city, state and postal code input elements may be combined
into an address block. Groups are contained within Steps, and may be repeated to capture an array of data.

• Actions: Action Elements trigger a variety of user-defined actions including remote or REST to communicate with external sources
and Integration Procedure, DataRaptor Extract, or DataRaptor Post to move data between the script and Salesforce objects. Action
Elements can be launched as a button on the script or run remotely in between Steps.

• Display: Display elements present information to the user.

• OmniScripts: An entire OmniScript can be embedded into another script, allowing you to reuse smaller scripts across multiple larger
scripts.
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Upgrade an OmniScript's Property Set
When using an existing OmniScript in the OmniScript Designer, create a new version of the OmniScript to update the OmniScript's
property set.

Without a new version, errors could appear in the designer. Prevent or resolve this error by upgrading the OmniScript's property set.

1. From your OmniScript, click New Version to trigger a class that adds any missing JSON properties.

2. Repeat the process for any older or imported OmniScripts.

OmniScript Setup Reference
OmniScript's setup section provides multiple configuration options that enable you to define the appearance and behavior of the
OmniScript.

Default Setup Properties
The default Setup properties apply to your entire OmniScript and are not included in property sections. See Setup Property Sections.

ExampleDescriptionProperty

n/aApplies an icon to the console tab where
the OmniScript is embedded. The Console

Console Tab Icon

Tab Label and Console Tab Icon settings in
OmniScript will only apply if the OmniScript
owns the entire tab or subtab. The Console
Tab Label and Console Tab Icon settings will
not be used if the OmniScript is embedded
on a page with other components.

n/aApplies text to the console tab where the
OmniScript is embedded. The Console Tab

Console Tab Title

Label and Console Tab Icon settings in
OmniScript will only apply if the OmniScript
owns the entire tab or subtab. The Console
Tab Label and Console Tab Icon settings will
not be used if the OmniScript is embedded
on a page with other components.

Configure an OmniScript's Currency CodeBy default, OmniScript uses the org default
currency in single currency orgs and a user's

Currency Code

currency in multi-currency orgs. Override
the default currency by configuring the
currency code field.

Embed an OmniScript in Another
OmniScript

Enables the OmniScript to be embedded
into another OmniScript when checked.

Reusable
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ExampleDescriptionProperty

Add Custom Lightning Web Components
to an OmniScript

Enables a custom Lightning web
component to override all elements of a
specific Element Type.

Element Type To LWC Component
Mapping

Enable SEO for OmniScriptsA specific Element Type, such as Text or Edit
Block, that is overridden by your custom
Lightning Web Component.

Element Type

Enable SEO for OmniScriptsMake your OmniScript's URL available to
search engines.

Enable SEO

n/aEnables a Leave Site? warning to be
triggered by reloading, navigating away, or

Enable Unload Warning

closing the window. For modal
customization options, see Extend and
Override an OmniScript Modal Lightning
Web Component.

n/aEnables picklist values to be retrieved at
script load when checked. If unchecked,
picklists will be fetched at design time.

Fetch Picklist Values At Script Load

Enable SEO for OmniScriptsThe target custom Lightning Web
Component that you map to your Element
Type.

Lightning Web Component

Seed Data Into an OmniScriptSeed Data JSON enables the OmniScript to
be seeded with data on launch. It does not

Seed Data JSON

allow for referencing other data with the
%element%  syntax or use of expressions.
For more robust functionality, use the Set
Values action.

n/aLog custom data to the Vlocity Tracking
Entry table by adding Key/Value pairs.

Tracking Custom Data

Requires the Vlocity Tracking Service to be
enabled in Custom Settings.

Setup Property Sections
Setup property sections include sets of properties that apply to a specific configuration, such as displaying Knowledge Base articles in
your OmniScript.
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ConfigurationDescriptionSection

Step Chart OptionsHide the step chart or choose where to
display it relative to your OmniScript.

Step Chart Options

Configure OmniScript Cancel OptionsEnable cancel functionality and configure
how the cancel behavior executes.

Cancel Options

Configure Save OptionsEnable users to save an OmniScript for later
use.

Save Options

Integrate Salesforce Knowledge with
OmniScript

Enable Knowledge Articles to display in or
alongside your OmniScript.

Knowledge Options

Customize OmniScript Error MessagesSet a default error message or simplify error
messages for users.

Error Messages

Messaging FrameworkPass information using Pub/Sub,
windowPostMessage, and Session Storage.

Messaging Framework

Style OmniScriptsCustomize the design of your OmniScript
using custom stylesheets, design tokens,
and a scroll animation.

Styling Options

Configure an OmniScript's Currency Code

Override an org's default currency in an OmniScript by setting the OmniScript's Currency Code.

Step Chart Options

Hide or move an OmniScript's Step Chart using Step Chart Options.

Configure OmniScript Cancel Options

Navigate users to different Salesforce experiences after canceling an OmniScript by configuring cancel options.

Save and Resume an OmniScript

Enable users to save and resume OmniScripts by using OmniScript's Save Options property. Users can bookmark links, launch a saved
instance from an object page, or email the link. Configure custom URLs to resume saved OmniScript instances in different domains.
For example, a customer can initiate an OmniScript inside of a Community, and then a customer service representative can resume
the OmniScript inside of the Service Console.

Integrate Salesforce Knowledge with OmniScript

Enable users to search and view Salesforce Knowledge Articles when using an OmniScript. Configure OmniScript Knowledge Options
to search for articles based on static values and dynamic inputs from OmniScript fields, or a query from a simple search bar.

Seed Data Into an OmniScript

Prefill OmniScript fields with data or add hidden nodes to the OmniScript Data JSON using the Seed Data JSON property in the
OmniScript's Setup section.
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Messaging Framework

Communicate between an OmniScript, windows, Lightning web components, and OmniScript elements using window post messages,
session storage messages, and PubSub messaging.

Enable SEO for OmniScripts

Make OmniScripts in Communities appear in online searches by enabling SEO.

Create Stateful OmniScripts

Enable LWC OmniScripts to store the state of an OmniScript in the URL.

Customize OmniScript Error Messages

The error message handler enables you to replace default error messages from remote apex calls with more user-friendly error
messages when errors occur in OmniScript. The Error Messages handler property is available in File elements, Image elements, all
Action elements, and Setup.

Configure an OmniScript's Currency Code
Override an org's default currency in an OmniScript by setting the OmniScript's Currency Code.

By default, OmniScript uses an org's default currency in single currency orgs and a user's currency in multi-currency orgs. Use one of the
options in this table to override the default Currency Code.

ExampleOptionOrg Currency

Currency Code = JPYFrom OmniScript Setup, click Currency
Code and select a Currency from the
dropdown list.

Single Currency

&c__OmniScriptCurrencyCode=JPYDynamically pass in the Currency Code from
a URL using the OmniScriptCurrencyCode
parameter.

Multi-Currency

Step Chart Options
Hide or move an OmniScript's Step Chart using Step Chart Options.

DescriptionProperty

Display the Step Chart on either side of the OmniScript or above
the OmniScript by selecting Right, Left, or Top.

Step Chart Placement

Hides the Step Chart from users.Hide
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Configure OmniScript Cancel Options
Navigate users to different Salesforce experiences after canceling an OmniScript by configuring cancel options.

OmniScript's cancel functionality enables users to cancel out of an OmniScript from a Step by clicking a cancel link. The cancel option
directs the user to a Salesforce experience set in the cancel options. Cancel Options are built on top of the Navigate Action and use the
same PageReference types to navigate to different experiences.

Note: Restart OmniScript is not supported as a Cancel Option. See Restart an OmniScript.

1. From OmniScript's Setup panel, expand Cancel Options, and click Enable Cancel.

2. In Field Label, enter the Cancel option's display text. The text displays as a clickable link in every Step element.

3. (Optional) Check Show prompt before cancel? and enter text into Cancel Message to display a prompt message. The prompt
enables users to return to the OmniScript or confirm the cancellation.

4. (Optional) Replace the existing entry in the browser history by setting the Replace? property to Yes. If Replace? is set to Yes, users
cannot navigate back to the OmniScript.

5. Determine the Salesforce experience that the cancel link will direct to by clicking and selecting a PageReference type. This page
contains further instructions for each PageReference Type that Cancel Options supports. For information on PageReference Types,
see PageReference Types.

DescriptionPageReference Type

Launch a standard or custom app that is available from the app
launcher. Connected apps are not supported.

App

Direct users to a Named Page in a Community.Community Named Page

Navigate to Aura components and Lightning web components.Component

Trigger a page update on the current page once a user completes
the OmniScript.

Current Page

Display knowledge articles in the OmniScript.Knowledge Article

Open a Community login page.Login

Launch another LWC OmniScript.LWC OmniScript

Open a standard Named page.Named Page

A page displaying mapped content on a CustomTab.Navigation Item

Direct users to a standard or custom object page.Object

Open a page that interacts with a Salesforce record.Record
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DescriptionPageReference Type

Open a record relationship page.Record Relationship

Launch a separate OmniScript.Vlocity OmniScript

Open an external URL.Web Page

6. In Target Parameters, enter additional parameters to pass to the selected experience.

7. (Optional) Configure Messaging Framework options. See Messaging Framework.

Deploy the OmniScript and add it to a page to test the cancel functionality. See Activate and Deploy OmniScripts .

Save and Resume an OmniScript
Enable users to save and resume OmniScripts by using OmniScript's Save Options property. Users can bookmark links, launch a saved
instance from an object page, or email the link. Configure custom URLs to resume saved OmniScript instances in different domains. For
example, a customer can initiate an OmniScript inside of a Community, and then a customer service representative can resume the
OmniScript inside of the Service Console.

Next Steps

Configure Save Options

Configure Save Options

Enable users to Save and Resume OmniScripts by configuring the Save for Later functionality.

Map Saved Instance URLs to Custom Fields

Configure where a saved OmniScript instance launches in Salesforce by mapping URLs to custom fields on the Saved OmniScript
object.

Customize the Save for Later Error Message

Create custom error messages with OmniScript's error handling framework.

Conditionally Display Elements in Saved OmniScripts for Different User Profiles

Control which OmniScript elements display to different profile users in a saved OmniScript instance by using conditions.

View In-Progress and Completed OmniScripts

Enable users to view in-progress OmniScripts that have been saved for later by using Visualforce pages and the Vlocity OmniScript
Workbench.

Specify a Resume Link in a Visualforce Page

Users can create a VisualForce page that specifies the custom URL used for Save and Resume.

Configure Save Options

Enable users to Save and Resume OmniScripts by configuring the Save for Later functionality.
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Note:  The Save for Later feature is not supported for OmniScripts that contain other OmniScripts. For example, Save for Later is
not supported for Omniscripts that contain Flex Cards with embedded Omniscripts, including OmniScript flyout modals.

1. From the OmniScript's Setup panel, expand the Save Options section.

2. Click Allow Save For Later to enable the Save For Later feature.

3. (Optional) Enable steps to automatically save an instance when a user clicks the Next button on a Step by checking Auto Save on
Step Next.

4. In the Save Name Template field, enter a name for the OmniScript instance. This field supports merge fields—for example,
%LastName%, %FirstName% - Application. If this field is left blank, the default is Saved-OmniScript Name-[RowId]."

5. In the Save Expire In Days field, enter a number to enable the OmniScript instance to remain usable for a number of days. If a user
attempts to resume the script after it expires, the script will start over.

6. Set the Save Object ID field to attach the Saved OmniScript instance to a record. The default value is %ContextId%. This field
supports merge fields. For more information, see Access OmniScript Data JSON with Merge Fields.

7. (Optional) Enable users to merge data into an updated OmniScript by checking Merge Saved Data JSON into updated OmniScript.
If the option is not enabled, users opening a saved instance will start from the beginning of the updated version of the OmniScript.

User Message:

Note: When an OmniScript is Activated, it generates a unique LWC making saved OmniScript instances of the previous version
unusable. If Merge Saved Data JSON into updated OmniScript is enabled, when a saved instance launches, the OmniScript
merges the data from the saved instance into the updated OmniScript.

8. In the Save URL Patterns section, map the OmniScript instance URL to a custom field in an Object. See Map Saved Instance URLs
to Custom Fields.

9. (Optional) To enable Allow Save For Later on a per-step basis:

a. From a Step element, expand the Save Options section.

b. Check, or uncheck, Allow Save For Later to enable or disable Save For Later on the Step.

Map Saved Instance URLs to Custom Fields

Map Saved Instance URLs to Custom Fields

Configure where a saved OmniScript instance launches in Salesforce by mapping URLs to custom fields on the Saved OmniScript object.

Configure Save URL Patterns to control the URL format that maps to any custom fields. You must create a custom field in the Saved
OmniScript object for every additional URL that you save to an OmniScript instance.

Before You Begin

When using Community pages to launch saved OmniScript instances, add the Vlocity LWC OmniScript Wrapper component to the
Community page. See Launch an OmniScript with LWC OmniScript Wrapper.

1. From Salesforce Setup, open the Object Manager, and select the Saved OmniScript object.

2. Add a new custom field that accepts URLs.
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3. Copy the field's API name.

4. In the Save URL Patterns section, in the Field API Name field, paste the field API name.

5. In the URL Pattern field, enter a URL using these syntax patterns:

Note: OmniScripts must use the LWC OmniScript Wrapper URL patterns to launch saved OmniScript instance URLs.

• Community Pages:

Using the Community LWC OmniScript Wrapper URL pattern, add the parameter c__instanceId  , and set it to {0}. Set
the c__target parameter to {1}.

https://myDomain.force.com/CommunityName/s/CommunityPage/c__layout=lightning&c__instanceId={0}&c__target={1}

Note: The Community page that opens the saved instance must have the LWC OmniScript Wrapper component present.
See Launch an OmniScript with LWC OmniScript Wrapper.

• Lightning Pages:

Using the Lightning LWC OmniScript Wrapper URL pattern, add the parameter c__instanceId  and set it to {0}. Set the
c__target parameter to {1}.

https://myDomain.force.com/lightning/cmp/namespace__vlocityLWCOmniWrapper?c__layout=lightning&c__instanceId={0}&c__target={1}

6. (Optional) Test the OmniScript by taking these steps:

a. Save and Activate the OmniScript.

b. Preview the OmniScript and save the instance.

c. Copy the saved OmniScript link.

d. Paste the link into your browser to view the saved instance.

Note: If the link does not work, ensure your URL format and any Community page names are correct.

Customize the Save for Later Error Message

Customize the Save for Later Error Message

Create custom error messages with OmniScript's error handling framework.

When multiple users are updating the same saved OmniScript instance, the first user that saves the OmniScript becomes the owner of
that instance. The user that is unable to save the OmniScript receives an error that informs them that they need to refresh the OmniScript.
Customize the error message users receive by using the Error Messages property. For more information, see Customize OmniScript
Error Messages.

1. In the OmniScript's Setup panel, expand the Error Messages section.

2. Leave the Path value blank. The error message is in the OmniScript's root path.

3. In the Custom Error Messages section, leave the Path value blank. The error message is in the OmniScript's root path.
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4. In the Value field, enter this default error message text: This saved OmniScript has been updated since
resuming. To see the latest updates, please exit and resume the saved OmniScript
again.

5. In the Message field, enter a custom error message.

6. Save and Activate the OmniScript.

7. (Optional) Test the OmniScript by taking these steps:

a. Open the OmniScript and save an instance.

b. Resume the saved OmniScript instance in two separate tabs.

c. In one of the instances, add additional information and save the OmniScript.

d. In the other instance, try to add information and save the instance to view the custom error.

Conditionally Display Elements in Saved OmniScripts for Different User Profiles

Control which OmniScript elements display to different profile users in a saved OmniScript instance by using conditions.

When the OmniScript resumes, it uses the profile of the current user. Conditions on elements can determine whether the user has access
to the element. For example, an agent may see data that does not display to customers.

1. In an element's Conditional View property, click Add Condition.

2. In the first field, enter userProfile.

3. In the second field, enter the name of a User Profile. For example, System Administrator.

The following figure shows settings for an element that displays only to call center agents.

View In-Progress and Completed OmniScripts

Enable users to view in-progress OmniScripts that have been saved for later by using Visualforce pages and the Vlocity OmniScript
Workbench.

Use prebuilt Visualforce pages for Accounts and Contacts, create custom Visualforce pages for additional records, or view all records in
the Vlocity OmniScript Workbench.

Note: If an OmniScript launches from the context of a Contact or Account record, you can view all in progress or completed
OmniScripts for that specific Account or Contact under the Customer Story section.
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Display Saved OmniScript Instances for Accounts and Contacts

Add the provided OmniScriptInstanceAccountPage Visualforce page to the Account layout or the OmniScriptInstanceContactPage
to the Contact layout.

Display Saved OmniScript Instances on ObjectRecord Pages

Display saved OmniScript instances on an object record page by creating a Visualforce page and adding the component to the
object's layout.

View All Saved OmniScript Instances

View all Saved OmniScript instances by opening the Vlocity OmniScript Workbench.

Display Saved OmniScript Instances on ObjectRecord Pages

Display saved OmniScript instances on an object record page by creating a Visualforce page and adding the component to the object's
layout.

1. Create a new Visualforce page.

2. Copy and paste the following code into a new Visualforce page.

<apex:page standardStylesheets="false" showHeader="true" standardController="ObjectName"
extensions="NS.VFPageControllerBase" sidebar="true" docType="html-5.0" >

<NS:OmniScriptInstanceComponent standardController="{!stdController}"/>

</apex:page>

3. Replace these variables in the code with the appropriate values:

• ObjectName Enter the API name of the standard or custom object.

• NS : Enter the Namespace of the package. For more information, see Viewing the Namespace and Version of the OmniStudio
Vlocity Package.

View All Saved OmniScript Instances

View all Saved OmniScript instances by opening the Vlocity OmniScript Workbench.

To open the Vlocity OmniScript Workbench:

1. Open the Salesforce App Launcher.

2. Click Vlocity OmniScript Workbench.

Specify a Resume Link in a Visualforce Page

Users can create a VisualForce page that specifies the custom URL used for Save and Resume.

Create a new Visual ForcePage and enter the code below. Replace the FieldAPIName variable with the Field API Name specified under
the Save URL Patterns. For more information, see Configure Save Options.

<apex:page standardStylesheets="false" showHeader="true" standardController="Account"
extensions="VFPageControllerBase" sidebar="true" docType="html-5.0" >
<c:OmniScriptInstanceComponent standardController="{!stdController}"
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resumeFieldName="FieldAPIName"/>
</apex:page>

Integrate Salesforce Knowledge with OmniScript
Enable users to search and view Salesforce Knowledge Articles when using an OmniScript. Configure OmniScript Knowledge Options
to search for articles based on static values and dynamic inputs from OmniScript fields, or a query from a simple search bar.

Important: Your organization must have Salesforce Knowledge enabled to use this feature.

Simple Search Bar

From the OmniScript Designer Preview, you can open the article in a new console or browser tab. Or you can view the article inside the
OmniScript Step or in a modal window.
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Article Open in the OmniScript as a Collapsible Block
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Article Open in a Modal Window

Setup OmniScript to Work with Salesforce Knowledge

Integrate Salesforce Knowledge into your OmniScript to enable users to search and view Salesforce Knowledge articles in the
OmniScript. OmniScript also supports querying Lightning Knowledge.

Configure Knowledge for Individual Steps in the OmniScript

After the initial configuration to set up your OmniScript to work with Salesforce Knowledge, integrate Knowledge in your OmniScript
Steps. Configure options on each step to enable Knowledge and filter results.

Open Knowledge Base Articles Outside an OmniScript

Launch Knowledge base articles outside of an OmniScript using the Vlocity OmniScript Knowledge Base component in a Community
or Lightning page.

Knowledge Options Properties Reference

Knowledge Options properties are configurable from the Setup and Properties panels in the OmniScript Designer. Enable Knowledge
in your OmniScript to allow users to view and search for articles from your Salesforce Knowledge articles.
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Setup OmniScript to Work with Salesforce Knowledge

Integrate Salesforce Knowledge into your OmniScript to enable users to search and view Salesforce Knowledge articles in the OmniScript.
OmniScript also supports querying Lightning Knowledge.

Before You Begin

• Enable Salesforce Knowledge.

• (Optional) Enable Lightning Knowledge.

1. From the Setup panel, expand the Knowledge Options section and check Enable Knowledge.

2. (Optional) To integrate Lightning Knowledge with OmniScript check Use Lightning Knowledge. Lightning Knowledge must be
enabled in your org.

3. (Optional) Select Display Outside OmniScript to launch Knowledge base articles outside of an OmniScript using the Vlocity
OmniScript Knowledge Base component in a Community or Lightning page.

4. In the Knowledge Article Type Query Fields Map section:

a. In Article/Record Type API Name, enter the Article Type API name for Classic Knowledge or enter the Record Type API name
when Use Lightning Knowledge is enabled.

b. In Field API Name, enter the API name of the field to search in, such as Title. For multiple fields, enter a comma-separated
list with no spaces, such as Title, namespace__richText__c,Summary.
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5. To query additional Article or Record types, click + Add New Knowledge Type Field Map and repeat Step 4.

6. If Use Lightning Knowledge is enabled, enter the Lightning Knowledge object's API name into the Lightning Knowledge Object
API Name field, such as namespace__Knowledge__kav.

7. (Optional) In Label, enter the text displayed above the Knowledge component, such as Suggested Articles.

Configure Knowledge for Individual Steps in the OmniScript

After the initial configuration to set up your OmniScript to work with Salesforce Knowledge, integrate Knowledge in your OmniScript
Steps. Configure options on each step to enable Knowledge and filter results.

Before You Begin

Setup your OmniScript to work with Salesforce Knowledge, see Setup OmniScript to Work with Salesforce Knowledge.

1. From the OmniScripts Designer, click the Step you want to display the Knowledge component.

2. In the Properties panel, expand the Knowledge Options section, and click Enable Knowledge.

3. Update Language from the default English to your preferred language.

4. Update Public Status from the default is Online  to Archive or Draft.

5. In the Keyword field, enter the text to search for. This can be literal text, such as Service Disconnect. Or, you can use merge
fields for variable data. For example, enter %RouterType%  to enable your users to enter keywords to search for in a Text element
whose Name is RouterType. For information on merge fields see, Access OmniScript Data JSON with Merge Fields.

6. To filter articles by their Data Category, enter a SOQL query in the Data Category Criteria field. For example, enter
Troubleshooting__c AT (Router__c)  to show articles from the sub-category Router  under the parent category
Troubleshooting. For more information on building queries for Data Categories, see With Data Category filtering Expression

Note: You do not need to enter WITH DATA CATEGORY in your query.

7. (Optional) When Lightning Knowledge is enabled, to filter the record types queried by the Step, enter the Record Type's API name
into the Record Type Filter field. For multiple Record Types, enter a comma-separated list with no spaces, such as FAQ,INFO.

Open Knowledge Base Articles Outside an OmniScript

Launch Knowledge base articles outside of an OmniScript using the Vlocity OmniScript Knowledge Base component in a Community
or Lightning page.
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The Vlocity OmniScript Knowledge Base component renders Knowledge base articles side-by-side with an OmniScript or as a standalone
component. When opening Knowledge Base articles from an OmniScript, OmniScript passes specific information into the component
to search the Knowledge base and render articles.

Before You Begin

1. Configure the fields that query the Knowledge base. See Setup OmniScript to Work with Salesforce Knowledge.

2. (Optional) Define Knowledge base queries at the step level. See Configure Knowledge for Individual Steps in the OmniScript.

1. In your OmniScript's Setup panel, expand Knowledge options, and select Enable Knowledge.

2. Select Lightning Knowledge, and configure the remaining fields using the instructions in Setup OmniScript to Work with Salesforce
Knowledge.

3. Confirm Display Outside OmniScript is enabled.

4. (Optional) Configure Knowledge Options on the Step level. See Configure Knowledge for Individual Steps in the OmniScript.

5. Deploy the OmniScript by clicking the Activate Version.

6. Open the Lightning App Builder and create a new page with a layout containing at least two regions. See Lightning App Builder.

7. From the Lightning page, drag the deployed LWC OmniScript component into the page. See Add an OmniScript to a Lightning or
Experience Cloud Page.

8. From the Components section, drag the Vlocity OmniScript Knowledge Base component to where you want it displayed.

9. In the omniscriptKey field, enter the name of the LWC OmniScript component using the syntax type_SubType_Language.

10. (Optional) In the layout field, enter newport  to render the Knowledge base article with the Newport Design System styling.

11. Save the Lightning page and test the OmniScript on the Lightning page to preview the behavior.

Knowledge Options Properties Reference

Knowledge Options properties are configurable from the Setup and Properties panels in the OmniScript Designer. Enable Knowledge
in your OmniScript to allow users to view and search for articles from your Salesforce Knowledge articles.

DefinitionProperty

Integrate Salescorce Knowledge with OmniScript. You must enable
this property in the Properties panel for each Step that displays the
Knowledge component and in the Setup panel.

Enable Knowledge

Setup panel

These properties are unique to the Knowledge Options section in the Setup panel.

DescriptionProperty

Enables launching Knowledge base articles outside of an
OmniScript using the Vlocity OmniScript Knowledge Base
component in a Community or Lightning page.

Display Outside OmniScript
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DescriptionProperty

Integrates Lightning Knowledge with OmniScript. Lightning
Knowledge must be enabled in your org.

Use Lightning Knowledge

The Article Type API name for Classic Knowledge or the Record
Type API name when Use Lightning Knowledge is enabled.

Article/Record Type API Name

The API name of the field to search in, such as Title. For multiple
fields, enter a comma-separated list with no spaces, such as
Title, namespace__richText__c,Summary.

Field API Name

If Use Lightning Knowledge is enabled, enter the Lightning
Knowledge object's API name, such as
namespace__Knowledge__kav.

Lightning Knowledge Object API Name

The text displayed above the Knowledge component, such as
Suggested Articles.

Label

Properties panel

These properties are unique to the Knowledge Options section in the Properties panel when you select a Step.

DescriptionProperty

Select the language to display the articles.Language

The type of article to display. Enter Online, Archived  or
Draft.

Public Status

The text to search for. This can be literal text, such as Service
Disconnect. Or enter merge fields for variable data. For

Keyword

example, enter %RouterType%  to use the input value of a Text
element whose Name is RouterType.

Filter Knowledge articles by their data category in a SOQL query.
For example, enter Troubleshooting__c AT

Data Category Criteria

(Router__c) to show articles from the sub-category Router
under the parent category Troubleshooting. The WITH
DATA CATEGORY clause is not required in the query.

If Use Lightning Knowledge is enabled, enter the Record Type's
API name to filter the record types queried by the Step. For multiple

Record Type Filter

Record Types, enter a comma-separated list with no spaces, such
as FAQ,INFO.
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Seed Data Into an OmniScript
Prefill OmniScript fields with data or add hidden nodes to the OmniScript Data JSON using the Seed Data JSON property in the OmniScript's
Setup section.

The Seed Data JSON property should be used with static values that seed during the initial load of the OmniScript. In order to set values
using formulas or with information entered into the OmniScript after the initial load, see Set Values in an OmniScript.

1. In the OmniScript's Setup, find Seed Data JSON section and click +Add New Key/Value Pair.

2. Enter the name of the element to prefill in the left text field. Enter the desired value of the element in the right text field. If the element
has multiple responses, such as a multi-select, you can prefill more than one value by separating the entries with a semicolon.

3. When the user launches the script, the elements specified in the Seed Data JSON section contain the static values from the Script
Configurations.

4. You can also use the Seed Data JSON property to add hidden nodes to the Data JSON of the OmniScript. For example, an OmniScript
used for troubleshooting may create a case. You could use the default values from hidden nodes to prefill values. For example, you
may want the OmniScript to create a Case with Type, Status, and Origin defined in the Data JSON of the OmniScript. Using this
method, you can have multiple OmniScripts associated with one DataRaptor interface that creates the Case.

Messaging Framework
Communicate between an OmniScript, windows, Lightning web components, and OmniScript elements using window post messages,
session storage messages, and PubSub messaging.

Determine which object or component needs to handle and use data, and use the corresponding property from this table:

ExampleObject or ComponentDescriptionProperty

Message with Window Post
Messages and Session Storage
Messages

Window objectSend information from an
element to a window object in
key-value pairs.

Window postMessage

Communicate with OmniScript
from a Lightning Web
Component

Lightning Web ComponentsCommunicate with OmniScript
from a custom LWC by sending
key-value pairs. Use the events
passed in the key-value pairs to

Pub/Sub

trigger custom behavior in a
component.

Message with Window Post
Messages and Session Storage
Messages

Session Storage objectSend information to a Session
Storage object using key-value
pairs. A session storage object
clears when a page session ends.

Session Storage

For information on communicating with an LWC from an embedded LWC OmniScript, see Embed an OmniScript Lightning Web
Component in a Lightning Web Component.
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Enable SEO for OmniScripts
Make OmniScripts in Communities appear in online searches by enabling SEO.

SEO OmniScripts store the state of an OmniScript in the URL by setting the c__step parameter to the name of an active Step automatically.
Direct users to a specific step in the OmniScript by setting the c__step parameter in SEO URLs to a Step name in the OmniScript. Refreshing
the page does not cause the OmniScript to begin at the first Step because the Step is stored in the c__step parameter. Include additional
parameters to store the state of elements, insert data into the OmniScript's data JSON, prefill elements, or conditionally fire OmniScript
Actions. Storing the state enables a user to navigate to previous or next steps using their browser's back and forward buttons.

Note: SEO is automatically disabled when running Inline OmniScripts. See Display Inline OmniScripts on Lightning and Community
Pages.

Note: It is possible to create OmniScripts that store the state in the c__step parameter without using the OmniScript for SEO
purposes. See Create Stateful OmniScripts.

• Set Up SEO for Your Community (Salesforce Documentation).

• Review SEO Best Practices and Considerations for Guest Users (Salesforce Documentation).

1. In the OmniScript's Setup section, check Enable SEO. The OmniScript automatically adds the c__step parameter to store the state
of a Step.

2. (Optional) Store the state of elements in your OmniScript, prefill elements, or pass data into the OmniScript's data JSON using
Additional SEO URL Parameters.
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a. In the Additional SEO URL Parameters field, enter a parameter with the prefix c__. When storing an element's state or
prefilling an element, use the name of the element as your parameter. For example, the parameter for an element named Text1
is c__Text1.

b. Set the parameter equal to an element in the OmniScript using merge field syntax or a static value. If there is more than one
parameter present, separate the parameters with an &  symbol. See Access OmniScript Data JSON with Merge Fields. For example,
to store the state of the Text1 element, set the c__Text1  parameter equal to %Text1%.

3. Activate the OmniScript, and add it to a Community. See Add an OmniScript to a Lightning or Experience Cloud Page.

4. Grant guest user access in your Community. See Create Sharing Rules for Guest Users.

5. Add the OmniScript URL to the Community's sitemap.xml file. See Set Up SEO for Your Community.

6. Use a search engine, such as Google, to test the SEO functionality.

7. (Optional) Test the OmniScript's forward and backward navigation using a browser's forward and back buttons.

Create Stateful OmniScripts
Enable LWC OmniScripts to store the state of an OmniScript in the URL.

OmniScripts store the state of an OmniScript in the URL by setting the c__step parameter to the name of an active Step automatically.
Direct users to a specific step in the OmniScript by setting the c__Step parameter in the URL to a Step name in the OmniScript. Refreshing
the page does not cause the OmniScript to begin at the first step because the Step is stored in the c__step parameter. Include additional
parameters to store the state of elements, insert data into the OmniScript's data JSON, prefill elements, or conditionally fire OmniScript
Actions. Storing the state enables a user to navigate to previous or next steps using their browser's back and forward buttons.

Note: To make a stateful LWC appear in online searches, see Enable SEO for OmniScripts.

1. In the OmniScript's Setup section, check Enable SEO. The OmniScript automatically adds the c__step parameter to store the state
of a Step.
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2. (Optional) Store the state of elements in your OmniScript, prefill elements, or pass data into the OmniScript's data JSON using
Additional SEO URL Parameters.

a. In the Additional SEO URL Parameters field, enter a parameter with the prefix c__. When storing an element's state or
prefilling an element, use the name of the element as your parameter. For example, the parameter for an element named Text1
is c__Text1.

b. Set the parameter equal to an element in the OmniScript using merge field syntax or a static value. If there is more than one
parameter present, separate the parameters with an &  symbol. See Access OmniScript Data JSON with Merge Fields. For example,
to store the state of the Text1 element, set the c__Text1  parameter equal to %Text1%.
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3. Activate the OmniScript, and add it to a Lightning or Community Page. See Add an OmniScript to a Lightning or Experience Cloud
Page.

4. (Optional) Test the OmniScript's forward and backward navigation by using a browser's forward and back buttons.

Customize OmniScript Error Messages
The error message handler enables you to replace default error messages from remote apex calls with more user-friendly error messages
when errors occur in OmniScript. The Error Messages handler property is available in File elements, Image elements, all Action elements,
and Setup.

Note: Error Messages set in the Setup properties apply to any matching error returned by an element, while Error Messages set
in an Action’s properties only render for that Action.

DescriptionError Message Type

A default message that returns when no Custom Error Messages
are matched or defined. The Default Error Message property is not
available in Setup.

Default Error Message

Messages that are returned based on the defined path and value.
Custom Error Messages are configured using the following fields:

Custom Error Messages

• Path: A merge field path that locates the original default value
inside an error object.

• Value: The original error message, including spaces, that will
be replaced by the text defined in the Message field. This value
must match the original error exactly.

• Message: The custom message that will replace the error text
defined in the Value field.

Set the Default Error Message on an OmniScript Element

Replace a Default Error Message with a user-friendly error message when a remote apex call error occurs in your OmniScript. A default
message returns when no custom error messages are matched or defined. Update the default error messages for Image, Action,
and File elements.

Set a Custom Error Message That Returns as an Object

Set a Custom Error Message for an error that returns as an object. A Custom Error Message returns based on a defined path and
value. Set custom error messages for File elements, Image elements, all Action elements, and Setup.

Set a Custom Error Message That Returns as a String

Set a Custom Error Message for an error that returns as a string. A Custom Error Message returns based on a defined path and value.
Set custom error messages for File elements, Image elements, all Action elements, and Setup.
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Set the Default Error Message on an OmniScript Element

Replace a Default Error Message with a user-friendly error message when a remote apex call error occurs in your OmniScript. A default
message returns when no custom error messages are matched or defined. Update the default error messages for Image, Action, and
File elements.

Before You Begin

Before configuring Error Messages, preview the errors to determine their format.

1. Open the Error Messages property in the element that renders the error.

2. In the Default Error Message field, enter your custom message.

3. Preview the error to ensure the message renders.

Set a Custom Error Message That Returns as an Object

Set a Custom Error Message for an error that returns as an object. A Custom Error Message returns based on a defined path and value.
Set custom error messages for File elements, Image elements, all Action elements, and Setup.

Before You Begin

Before configuring Error Messages, preview the errors to determine their format.

1. Run the OmniScript to encounter the error.

2. Determine the path to the error. For example, the path for errorCode in the following error
[{"errorCode":"NOT_FOUND","message":"The requested resource does not exist"}]  is 0  >
:  >  errorCode  .

3. Copy the error message text that follows the path. For example, the error message text for errorCode in the following error:
[{"errorCode":"NOT_FOUND","message":"The requested resource does not exist"}]  is
NOT_FOUND  .

4. Open the  Error Messages  property in the  Action Element  that is rendering the error.

5. In the  Path  field, enter the path determined by Step 2.

6. In the  Value  field, paste the original error.

7. In the  Message  field, enter your custom message.

8. Test to ensure the message is being replaced.

Set a Custom Error Message That Returns as a String

Set a Custom Error Message for an error that returns as a string. A Custom Error Message returns based on a defined path and value. Set
custom error messages for File elements, Image elements, all Action elements, and Setup.

Before You Begin

Before configuring Error Messages, preview the errors to determine their format.

1. Run the OmniScript to encounter the error.

2. Copy the text following the colon after the word Error.

3. Open the  Error Messages  property in the Action Element that is rendering the error.

4. In the  Value  field, paste the original error.

5. In the  Message  field, enter your custom message.

6. Test to ensure the message is being replaced.
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OmniScript Element Reference
This guide contains explanations of the different elements that can be added to an OmniScript. Each element uses an extendable
Lightning web component.

• Action Block (see Action Block)

• Aggregates (see Creating a Formula or Aggregate in an OmniScript)

• Blocks

• Checkbox (see OmniScript Input Components)

• Currency (see OmniScript Input Components)

• Custom LWC (see Custom LWC Element)

• DataRaptor Extract Action

• DataRaptor Post Action

• DataRaptor Transform Action

• DataRaptor Turbo Action

• Date (see OmniScript Input Components)

• Date/Time (Local) (see OmniScript Input Components)

• Delete Action (see Delete Action )

• Disclosure (see OmniScript Input Components)

• DocuSign Envelope Action (see Preparing DocuSign Documents)

• DocuSign Signature Action (see Preparing DocuSign Documents)

• Edit Block (see Using OmniScript Edit Blocks)

• Email

• Email Action (see OmniScript Email Action)

• File (see Adding a File Component to the Structure of an OmniScript)

• Formulas (see Creating Formula Fields in an OmniScript)

• Headline (see OmniScript Display Components)

• HTTP Action

• Image (see OmniScript Display Components)

• Integration Procedure Action (see OmniScript Integration Procedure Action)

• Line Break (see OmniScript Display Components)

• Lookup (see Working with Lookup Query Configurations)

• Multi-select (see OmniScript Input Components)

• Navigate Action (see Navigate Action)
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• Number (see OmniScript Input Components)

• OmniScript (see OmniScript Action Components)

• Password (see OmniScript Input Components)

• PDF Action (seeAdding a PDF Action to the OmniScript)

• Radio (see OmniScript Input Components)

• Radio Group (see OmniScript Group Component)

• Range (see OmniScript Input Components)

• Remote Action (see OmniScript Remote Action)

• Rest Action (see HTTP Action)

• Select (see OmniScripts Select Element)

• Set Errors (see Setting Errors In an OmniScript)

• Set Values (see Setting Values in an OmniScript)

• Signature (see OmniScript Input Components)

• Step

• Telephone (see OmniScript Input Components)

• Text (see OmniScript Input Components)

• Text Area (see OmniScript Input Components)

• Text Block (see OmniScript Input Components)

• Time (see OmniScript Input Components)

• Type Ahead Block (see Adding a Type Ahead Block)

• URL (see OmniScripts URL Element)

Common OmniScript Element Properties Definitions

Each element also includes an extensible Property set that is specific to the type of element. Use the Properties pane on the Designer
to edit these properties. Some common element properties are not available in certain elements.

OmniScript Action Elements

This page contains a table explaining the available OmniScript elements listed under the Actions section.

OmniScript Display Elements

This page contains a table explaining the available OmniScript elements listed under the Display section.

OmniScript Function Elements

This page contains a table explaining the available OmniScript elements listed under the Function section.

OmniScript Group Elements

This page contains a table explaining the available OmniScript elements listed under the Groups section.

OmniScript Input Elements

This page contains a table explaining the available OmniScript elements listed under the Inputs section.
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Common OmniScript Element Properties Definitions
Each element also includes an extensible Property set that is specific to the type of element. Use the Properties pane on the Designer
to edit these properties. Some common element properties are not available in certain elements.

ExampleDescriptionProperty

Conditionally Display Elements Using the
Conditional View Property.

Add additional test conditions to an
element's Conditional View.

Add Condition

n/aGroup conditions to create complex
expressions. A group enables a set of

Add Group

conditionals to have a separate AND/OR
operator. For example, there can be two
groups ORed together, but inside of each
group there can be an AND to ensure the
group tests are true.

n/aData JSON can prefill the element when it
is hidden by a conditional.

Available For Prefill When Hidden

n/aEnable users to autocomplete values
according to the input's information type.

Autocomplete

For example, adding tel  to a Telephone
input element enables autocomplete for
telephone numbers. For a full list of
attributes, see
https://developer.mozilla.org/en-US/docs/Web/HTML/Attributes/autocomplete.

Conditionally Display Elements Using the
Conditional View Property.

If conditions in this field are met, the
element displays become editable or are
marked as required. The Value field supports
merge syntax.

Conditional View

Conditionally Display Elements Using the
Conditional View Property

Condition types determine whether an
element shows disables read-only or
becomes required when the conditions
evaluate to true.

Conditional Type

n/aDisplay width of the control on the page,
using a range of 1-12.

Control Width

Set a Default Value for an ElementSets a default value for the element. If the
element has been prefilled with a value, it

Default Value:

will not be overwritten by the default value.
Supports merge syntax.
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ExampleDescriptionProperty

n/aThe unique identifier for the element.
Element Names cannot contain spaces and
must be unique in an OmniScript.

Element Name

n/aDisplayed if the Label outside of field
checkbox is checked. Specifies the width of

Field Width

the input field separate from the Control
Width. Useful if the label is longer than the
expected input.

n/aThe text displayed when the user hovers
over the help icon.

Help Text

n/aDetermines if a help icon is displayed to the
user.

Help

n/aSpecifies the help text's position.Help Text Position

n/aFor input components, specifies whether
the label displays outside the field. Valid only
when using the Lightning Experience.

Label outside of field

n/aDisplay label for the control.Label

n/aSets the format for user input, for example,
(999)999-9999.

Mask

n/aMaximum number of characters the user
can enter.

Maximum Length

n/aMinimum number of characters the user
can enter.

Minimum Length

n/aAn array of input selections for drop-down,
multi-select, and radio button controls.

Options

n/aMessage displayed if the input does not
match the expression.

Pattern Error Text

Regular ExpressionsThe pattern flag is used to enforce data
validation before submitting. Currently,

Pattern

complex patterns are not supported, but
simple pattern matching works. The
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ExampleDescriptionProperty

patterns accept regular expressions (regex),
and custom error text.

n/aDisplays placeholder text in empty fields.
Placeholder text is not applicable if masking
is enabled.

Placeholder

n/aIf true, the user cannot modify the value in
the field.

Read Only

Prefill Repeatable BlocksIf true for an element or block, a user can
click + to copy the element or blocks of
elements on the form.

Repeat

n/aIf true, any values from the element or block
of elements are copied to repeated
instances of the element or block.

Repeat Clone

n/aSpecifies the number of times this element
can be repeated. For example, to set a

Repeat Limit

maximum of two repetitions, set Repeat
Limit to 1.

n/aSpecifies whether the user must enter a
value in order to submit the form.

Required

n/aDetermines whether multiple conditions
must be met to render an OS. When set to

Show/Hide Operator

All Conditions Are Met, an AND operator
checks if all conditions are valid. When set
to Any Condition Is Met, an OR operator
checks if any of the conditions are valid.

n/aDisplay the message inline or as a toast.Show Message As

n/aDetermines the persistence of the toast.
Sticky mode shows the toast until the user

Toast Mode

closes the message. Pester displays the toast
for three seconds. Dismissable displays the
toast for three seconds or until the user
closes it.
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OmniScript Action Elements
This page contains a table explaining the available OmniScript elements listed under the Actions section.

ReferenceElement DescriptionElement Name

DataRaptor Extract ActionThe DataRaptor Extract Action element
makes a DataRaptor outbound call to

DataRaptor Extract Action

populate an OmniScript with data from
SFDC objects. Inputs DataRaptor Interface
name and input parameters.

DataRaptor Post ActionThe DataRaptor Post Action commits data
from OmniScript to SFDC objects. Inputs

DataRaptor Post Action

DataRaptor Interface name, Data JSON of
OmniScript, and filesMap.

OmniScript DataRaptor Transform ActionThe Data Raptor Transform Action sends the
full OmniScript Data JSON to DataRaptor

DataRaptor Transform Action

and returns the mapping from the
DataRaptor.

If the data JSON contains a list of accounts
like this:

{
"Account": [

Deletes specified records from an sObject.
Objects are specified by Id, and best practice
is to use a merge field to refer to an Id or a
list of Ids in the data JSON.

Delete

{
"accId":

["001f400000EPQ8o",
"001f400000BAkbn"]

}
]

}

You can delete it by specifying the following
merge field in the Path to Id field:
%Account:accId%

To specify messages to be displayed to users
when the operation succeeds or fails, set
the corresponding fields in the Error
Messages section.

Using the DocuSign Envelope Action to
Email Documents for Signature

The DocuSign Envelope Action element
sends an email that contains the prefilled
documents for signing or reviewing. It can
be sent to one or more recipients.

DocuSign Envelope Action
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ReferenceElement DescriptionElement Name

Using the DocuSign Signature Action to Sign
Documents From Within an OmniScript

The DocuSign Signature Action element
displays a modal containing a DocuSign
document. The OmniScript user can sign

DocuSign Signature Action

the document directly from the modal and
download a PDF of the signed document.

OmniScript Email ActionThe Email Action uses the Salesforce Email
API to either send an email template to the

Email Action

email address of a User, Lead or Contact or
send an email body defined in the action
configuration to any email address.

Integration ProceduresThe Integration Procedure Action element
allows multiple actions to be run as a

Integration Procedure Action

headless service (lacking a UI) through
JavaScript or Apex Service.

Navigate ActionNavigate to another page or component
using the Navigate Action.

Navigate Action

Add a PDF Action to an OmniScriptThe PDF Action element inputs Data JSON
to DataRaptor Transform. It returns a filled
PDF based on OmniScript elements.

PDF Action

OmniScript Remote ActionThe Remote Action element calls an Apex
class that implements VlocityOpenInterface.
Inputs Data JSON of the OmniScript.

Remote Action

HTTP ActionThe HTTP Action calls an HTTP API that
allows Apex, Named Credentials, SOAP/XML,
or Web. Inputs Data JSON of the OmniScript.

HTTP Action

Set Errors In an OmniScriptThe Set Errors element handles failures from
users of the OmniScript.

Set Errors

Set Values in an OmniScriptSet Values handles values of elements on a
hidden node, current, or future step.

Set Values

Common Action Element Properties

Action elements can be either rendered as a button when placed in a Step or Block or run remotely if placed between steps. In either
case, you can specify a redirect page, where the user can proceed to the next Step or Action, or if a button, back to the source Step.
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DataRaptor Extract Action

Invoke a DataRaptor Extract to retrieve data from one or more related Salesforce objects. You can also use formulas and complex
field mappings.

DataRaptor Post Action

Invoke a DataRaptor Load action to write data to one or more Salesforce objects.

DataRaptor Transform Action

Invoke a DataRaptor Transform to restructure, rename, and convert data. Unlike DataRaptor Extracts and Loads, Transforms do not
read or write Salesforce data.

DataRaptor Turbo Action

Invoke a DataRaptor Turbo Extract to retrieve data from a single Salesforce object. Unlike a standard DataRaptor Extract, a DataRaptor
Turbo Extract doesn't support formulas or complex field mappings.

Delete Action

Enable users to delete one or more sObject records by using the Delete Action. Use an Object's Record Id to determine which record
to delete. Vlocity recommends using a merge field in the Path to Id field that refers to an Id or a list of Ids in the data JSON.

DocuSign Envelope Action Properties

This page contains information on DocuSign Envelope Action Properties.

DocuSign Signature Action Properties

This page contains information on DocuSign Signature Action Properties.

Email Action

The OmniScript Email Action uses the Salesforce Email API to either send an email template to the email address of a User, Lead, or
Contact or to send an email body defined in the action configuration to any email address.

HTTP Action

Call internal and external web services from OmniScript without coding or making Salesforce API calls using the HTTP Action.

Integration Procedure Action

Invoke an Integration Procedure to retrieve Salesforce data and external data.

Navigate Action

Navigate to various Salesforce experiences from OmniScript using the Navigate Action element.

Remote Action

Call Apex classes from OmniScript using the Remote Action element.

Set Errors Properties

This page contains information on Set Errors Action Properties.

Set Values Properties

This page contains information on Set Values Properties.

Common Action Element Properties

Action elements can be either rendered as a button when placed in a Step or Block or run remotely if placed between steps. In either
case, you can specify a redirect page, where the user can proceed to the next Step or Action, or if a button, back to the source Step.
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Common Action Properties

ExampleDescriptionProperty

n/aThe label on the button, or, if running
remotely, the heading of the Action block.

Label

n/aCustom redirect page name. Upon success,
the script navigates to this page. Leave blank
to bypass the redirect page.

Redirect Page Name

n/aHTML template of the redirect page. Vlocity
provides templates for redirect pages, or
you can create your own.

Redirect Template URL

n/aDetermines whether validation runs on the
script or Step before the Action is invoked.

Validation Required

Select Submit to validate the entire script
or Step to validate only the Step that the
button is on. When set to Step, the Action
will be clickable once all required fields
within the Step contain valid input. Select
None to bypass validation.

n/aConfigure the response behavior of the
action.

Invoke Mode

Default: The Action blocks the UI with a
loading spinner.

Non-Blocking: The Action runs
asynchronously, and the response is applied
to the UI. Pre and Post DataRaptor
transforms, and large attachments are not
supported.

Fire and Forget: The Action runs
asynchronously with no callback to the UI.
Pre and Post DataRaptor transforms, and
large attachments are not supported. A
response will still appear in the debug
console but will not be applied to the Data
JSON.

Conditionally Display Elements Using the
Conditional View Property

All Action elements support conditional
view.

Conditional View
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ExampleDescriptionProperty

Communicate with OmniScript from a
Lightning Web Component

Communicate with OmniScript from a
custom LWC by sending key-value pairs.
Use the events passed in the key-value pairs
to trigger custom behavior in a component.

Pub/Sub

Message with Window Post Messages and
Session Storage Messages

Send information to a Session Storage
object using key-value pairs. A session
storage object clears when a page session
ends.

Session Storage

Message with Window Post Messages and
Session Storage Messages

Send information from an element to a
window object in key-value pairs.

Window Post Message

Enable Tracking for OmniStudio
Components

Define a business category for a tracking
entry. For example, eCommerce.

Tracking Business Category

Enable Tracking for OmniStudio
Components

Define a business tracking event for a
tracking entry. For example, Payment Plan.

Tracking Business Event

User Message Properties

Actions that run remotely and between steps, or before the first Step is run, contain these User Message properties.

DescriptionProperty

Enables an input of custom action messages.Enable Action Message

Enables the Abort functionality to override the default Go Back
functionality. Users will then only be able to abort the OmniScript
if the Action fails.

Enable Default Abort

Label of the continue button if the Action fails, and the Enable
Default Abort checkbox is checked.

Failure NextLabel

Label of the abort button if the Action fails, and the Enable Default
Abort checkbox is checked.

Failure Abort Label

Confirmation message displayed after user clicks abort button.Failure Abort Message

Label of the Go Back button if the Action fails. The default behavior
enables users to return to the previous Step unless there are no

Failure Go Back Label
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DescriptionProperty

previous steps, or the Enable Default Abort checkbox has been
checked.

Message displayed while the Action is being executed. This
property is exclusive to Angular OmniScripts.

In Progress Message:

Message displayed upon success.Post Message

Label of the next button on the redirect page.Redirect Next Label

Width of the next button on the redirect page.Redirect Next Width

Whether to check the validation of the script before the Action is
invoked. Default is Submit. Leave blank to bypass validation.

Validation Required

Redirect Properties

Actions that are placed in Steps and render as buttons contain these common elements.

DescriptionProperty

Controls the width of the button.Control Width

The label of the previous button on the redirect page.Redirect Previous Label

The width of the previous button on the redirect page.Redirect Previous Width

Send and Response Transformations

Send and Response Transformations are properties available on a variety of OmniScript remote actions. They provide flexibility in trimming
and reparenting the request and response JSON. For more information on how to use Send and Response Transformations, see
Manipulating JSON with the Send and Response Transformations Property.

DescriptionProperty

This property enables one node of the OmniScript Data JSON to
be sent, rather than the entire JSON. Specify the node name in this
property.

Send JSON Path

This property allows you to specify the root node name in the
outgoing response. For example, if your OmniScript had a

Send JSON Node
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DescriptionProperty

Customer  node at the root, you could relabel the node to
CustomerAccount.

In situations where a more complete transformation of the JSON
is required, you can specify a DataRaptor transform interface. The

Pre-Transform DataRaptor

service will run on the server, and then return the request body to
the client for sending.

Works identically to the Pre-Transform, except the transformation
is applied to the response body before merging into the Data JSON.

Post-Transform DataRaptor

This property allows you to trim the incoming JSON. For example,
if the response has a three-level hierarchy, and you only want one

Response JSON Path

of the nodes, you can specific the path you like to extract. The
syntax is node:node:node (colon-separated).

This property allows you to reparent the incoming JSON to a node
within the OmniScript JSON. Specific the OmniScript element name
which will be the new root node for the response JSON.

Response JSON Node

Selecting an Invoke Mode

Enable actions to run asynchronously, block users from advancing to a future Step, and modify by selecting an invoke mode.

Invoke Mode enables you to configure the response behavior of an action.

Available in:

• Remote Action

• Integration Procedure Action

DescriptionProperty

The Action blocks the UI with a loading spinner.Default

The Action runs asynchronously, and the response is applied to
the UI. Pre and Post DataRaptor transforms, and large attachments
are not supported.

Non-Blocking

The Action runs asynchronously with no callback to the UI. Pre and
Post DataRaptor transforms, and large attachments are not

Fire and Forget

supported. A response will still appear in the debug console but
will not be applied to the Data JSON.
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Extra Payload

ExtraPayload is an additional property available for the actions listed below. The script configurator can set up extra payload to be sent
while making the call. This property supports merge fields.

• Remote Action

• Integration Procedure Action

• HTTP Action

Add an Action Message

Display an action message beneath the loading spinner while the action is running.

Messaging Framework

Communicate between an OmniScript, windows, Lightning web components, and OmniScript elements using window post messages,
session storage messages, and PubSub messaging.

Add an Action Message

Display an action message beneath the loading spinner while the action is running.

1. In an Action, expand the User Messages property.

2. Check Enable Action Message.

3. In Action Message, enter a custom message, or leave the default message.

Messaging Framework

Communicate between an OmniScript, windows, Lightning web components, and OmniScript elements using window post messages,
session storage messages, and PubSub messaging.

Determine which object or component needs to handle and use data, and use the corresponding property from this table:

ExampleObject or ComponentDescriptionProperty

Message with Window Post
Messages and Session Storage
Messages

Window objectSend information from an
element to a window object in
key-value pairs.

Window postMessage

Communicate with OmniScript
from a Lightning Web
Component

Lightning Web ComponentsCommunicate with OmniScript
from a custom LWC by sending
key-value pairs. Use the events
passed in the key-value pairs to

Pub/Sub

trigger custom behavior in a
component.

Message with Window Post
Messages and Session Storage
Messages

Session Storage objectSend information to a Session
Storage object using key-value
pairs. A session storage object
clears when a page session ends.

Session Storage
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For information on communicating with an LWC from an embedded LWC OmniScript, see Embed an OmniScript Lightning Web
Component in a Lightning Web Component.

Communicate with OmniScript from a Lightning Web Component

Send data from OmniScript Actions and Steps to other LWCs using the Pub/Sub property.

Message with Window Post Messages and Session Storage Messages

Communicate between OmniScript, windows, and components with window post messages and session storage messages.

Communicate with OmniScript from a Lightning Web Component
Send data from OmniScript Actions and Steps to other LWCs using the Pub/Sub property.

The Pub/Sub property enables Action elements and Step elements to send data in Key-Value pairs to other LWCs. LWCs must register
the OmniScript component's event name and add code to handle the data sent from the event.

Before You Begin

Review the Salesforce documentation on using PubSub. See Communicate Between Components.

1. In an OmniScript Action or Step, select the Messaging Framework and check Pub/Sub.

2. In the Key and Value fields, configure which data to pass to another LWC.

a. In the Key field, enter a name to store the value.

b. In the Value field, enter data to pass to the LWC. The field accepts merge syntax.

Step ExampleAction Example

Pass data from an element within the Step using merge syntax.
For example, to pass a Text element named Text1, enter
%Text1%  in the Value field.

Pass data from the Action's response in the value field using
merge syntax. For example, to pass the response node
"accountId", enter %accountId%  in the Value field.

3. Activate the OmniScript.
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4. In an LWC that receives data from the Action or Step, import the pubsub module. Using this example, replace ns  with the namespace
of your Vlocity package. See Viewing the Namespace and Version of the OmniStudio Vlocity Package.

import pubsub from 'ns/pubsub';

5. In the LWC, register the pubsub event. The even must register after the component renders.

Step pubsub EventAction pubsub Event

pubsub.register('omniscript_step', {
data:

pubsub.register('omniscript_action', {
data: this.handleOmniAction.bind(this),

}); this.handleOmniStepLoadData.bind(this),
});

6. In the LWC, create a pubsub event handler.

Step Event Handler ExampleAction Event Handler Example

handleOmniStepLoadData(data) {
// perform logic to handle the pubsub

handleOmniAction(data) {
// perform logic to handle the Action's

data from the Step
}

response data
}

7. (Optional) If different Actions or Steps require different logic in the code, use a switch statement to determine how to handle the
event. For information on switch statements, see switch.

Step ExampleAction Example

Access the Step's Element Name using data.name.

handleOmniStepLoadData(data) {
switch(data.name) {

Access the Action's Element Name using data.name.

handleOmniAction(data) {
switch(data.name) {

case 'FirstStep':case 'SomeNameForAction':
this.handleSomeNameForAction(data);

this.handleOmniFirstStepLoadData(data);break;
break;case 'SomeNameForAction2':

case 'SecondStep':this.handleSomeNameForAction2(data);

this.handleOmniSecondStepLoadData(data);break;
break;default:

default:// handle default case
// handle default case}

}}
}

handleSomeNameForAction(data) {
handleOmniFirstStepLoadData(data) {// perform some logic specific to
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Step ExampleAction Example

SomeNameForAction action
// that has element name =

// perform some logic specific when a
Step element which name is

"SomeNameForAction" // FirstStep is loaded
} }

handleSomeNameForAction2(data) { handleOmniSecondStepLoadData(data) {
// perform some logic specific to // perform some logic specific when a

SomeNameForAction2 action Step element which name is
// that has element name = // SecondStep is loaded

}"SomeNameForAction2"
}

n/aAccess the Action's Element Type using data.type.

handleOmniAction(data) {
switch(data.type) {
case 'Integration Procedure Action':

this.handleIPActionPubsubEvents(data);
break;

case 'Remote Action':

this.handleRemoteActionPubsubEvents(data);

break;
default:
// handle default case

}
}

handleIPActionPubsubEvents(data) {
// perform some logic specific to

Integration Procedure Actions
}

handleRemoteActionPubsubEvents(data) {
// perform some logic specific to

Remote Actions
}

Message with Window Post Messages and Session Storage Messages
Communicate between OmniScript, windows, and components with window post messages and session storage messages.

Pass element information and data JSON from OmniScript elements containing the window post message, session storage message,
and LWC Pub/Sub message. For information on using the pub/sub message in OmniScript, see Communicate with OmniScript from a
Lightning Web Component.
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Beginning with Vlocity CME Spring '20, Step elements support the use of window post messages, session storage messages, and messages.
However, the properties do not appear in the properties section of the element.

Note: Beginning with Vlocity Insurance and Health Spring '20, the wpm, ssm, and message properties appear in the Step element's
default properties.

1. To add window post messages or session storage messages:

a. In the element, check the Window Post Message checkbox or the Session Storage Message checkbox. Once enabled, the
default messaging sends the name of the element and the type of the element.

Default Messaging:

{
Type: <element_type>,
OmniEleName: <element_name>

}

a. (Optional) In the Messages property, add additional messaging to the node by entering a Key/Value pair. The Value field accepts
merge syntax. For information on merge fields, see Access OmniScript Data JSON with Merge Fields.

a. (Optional) Beginning with Vlocity Insurance and Health and Vlocity CME Summer '20, pass a value in the c__messagingKey URL
parameter to change the node that stores the messaging payload for window.postMessage and session storage message.

2. To add messages to a Step:

a. In the Step's properties, click Edit Properties as JSON.

a. Paste in the following JSON before the closing curly bracket:

"wpm": false,
"ssm": false,
"message": {}

b. Enable WPM or SSM by setting the value equal to true.

"wpm": true

c. Add additional key/value pairs inside the message object.

"message": {"Account":%AccountId%, "Status": %AccountStatus%}

Preview the OmniScript and test the messaging behavior by inspecting the browser.

DataRaptor Extract Action

Invoke a DataRaptor Extract to retrieve data from one or more related Salesforce objects. You can also use formulas and complex field
mappings.

If the DataRaptor Extract doesn't already exist, you can create it by clicking Create New DataRaptor immediately after dragging the
DataRaptor Extract Action into the OmniScript structure panel

1. Drag the DataRaptor Extract Action into the OmniScript's structure panel.

2. To select the DataRaptor Extract to be called, click in the DataRaptor Interface field and select from the list. You can type in the
field to filter the list.

3. Provide any input parameters the DataRaptor Extract requires. Each Data Source field must match a DataRaptor Extract input
parameter. Each Filter Value must match values in the sObject field to which the input parameter refers.
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4. Use the Response Transformations properties to trim or rename the output JSON. See Manipulate JSON with the Send/Response
Transformations Properties.

DataRaptor Extract Action Properties

This page contains information on Integration Procedure Action Properties.

DataRaptor Extract Action Properties

This page contains information on Integration Procedure Action Properties.

DescriptionProperty

Name of the DataRaptor Extract being called.DataRaptor Interface

Name of a JSON node that provides input for the DataRaptor
Extract.

Data Source

Value of the JSON node that provides input for the DataRaptor
Extract.

Filter Value

DataRaptor Post Action

Invoke a DataRaptor Load action to write data to one or more Salesforce objects.

If the DataRaptor Load doesn't already exist, you can create it by clicking Create New DataRaptor immediately after dragging the
DataRaptor Post Action into the OmniScript structure panel.

1. Drag the DataRaptor Post Action into the OmniScript's structure panel.

2. To select the DataRaptor Load to be called, click in the DataRaptor Interface field and select from the list. You can type in the field
to filter the list.

3. Use the Send Transformations properties to trim or rename the input JSON so it has the structure the DataRaptor Load expects. See
Manipulate JSON with the Send/Response Transformations Properties.

DataRaptor Post Action Properties

This page contains information on DataRaptor Post Action Properties.

DataRaptor Post Action Properties

This page contains information on DataRaptor Post Action Properties.

DescriptionProperty

Name of the DataRaptor Load being called.DataRaptor Interface
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DataRaptor Transform Action

Invoke a DataRaptor Transform to restructure, rename, and convert data. Unlike DataRaptor Extracts and Loads, Transforms do not read
or write Salesforce data.

If the DataRaptor Transform doesn't already exist, you can create it by clicking Create New DataRaptor immediately after dragging the
DataRaptor Transform into the OmniScript structure panel.

1. Drag the DataRaptor Transform Action into the OmniScript's structure panel.

2. To select the DataRaptor Transform to be called, click in the DataRaptor Interface field and select from the list. You can type in the
field to filter the list.

3. Use the Send/Response Transformations properties to trim or rename the input JSON so it has the structure the DataRaptor Transform
expects. Or you can trim or rename the output JSON for a subsequent OmniScript step. See Manipulate JSON with the Send/Response
Transformations Properties.

DataRaptor Transform Action Properties

This page contains information on DataRaptor Transform Action Properties.

DataRaptor Transform Action Properties

This page contains information on DataRaptor Transform Action Properties.

DescriptionProperty

Name of the DataRaptor Transform being called.DataRaptor Interface

DataRaptor Turbo Action

Invoke a DataRaptor Turbo Extract to retrieve data from a single Salesforce object. Unlike a standard DataRaptor Extract, a DataRaptor
Turbo Extract doesn't support formulas or complex field mappings.

If the DataRaptor Turbo Extract doesn't already exist, you can create it by clicking Create New DataRaptor immediately after dragging
the DataRaptor Turbo Action into the OmniScript structure panel.

1. Drag the DataRaptor Turbo Action into the OmniScript's structure panel.

2. To select the DataRaptor Turbo Extract to be called, click in the DataRaptor Interface field and select from the list. You can type in
the field to filter the list.

3. Provide any input parameters the DataRaptor Turbo Extract requires. Each Data Source field must match a DataRaptor Turbo Extract
input parameter. Each Filter Value must match values in the sObject field to which the input parameter refers.

Note: DataRaptor Turbo Extracts return objects in a nested array format.
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4. (Optional) In the Response JSON Path field, enter the name of the object returned in the Action's response. Append a |  delimiter
and a number  to access the correct instance in the nested array. This enables OmniScripts to prefill elements.

Response JSON Path ExampleDataRaptor Turbo Extract JSON Example

Account|1{
"Account": [
{
"RecordTypeId": "0125w000001NgyvAAC",

"Phone": "5105551223",
"Name": "Aileen Lee",
"Id": "0015w00002D8iCAAAZ"

}
]

}

5. (Optional) In the Response JSON Node field, enter VlocityNoRootNode. This ensures the object is not nested. See Manipulate
JSON with the Send/Response Transformations Properties.
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6. Preview the OmniScript to test the DataRaptor Turbo Action.

DataRaptor Turbo Action Properties

This page contains information on DataRaptor Turbo Action Properties.

DataRaptor Turbo Action Properties

This page contains information on DataRaptor Turbo Action Properties.

DescriptionProperty

Name of the DataRaptor Turbo Extract being called.DataRaptor Interface

Name of a JSON node that provides input for the DataRaptor Turbo
Extract.

Data Source
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DescriptionProperty

Value of the JSON node that provides input for the DataRaptor
Turbo Extract.

Filter Value

Delete Action

Enable users to delete one or more sObject records by using the Delete Action. Use an Object's Record Id to determine which record to
delete. Vlocity recommends using a merge field in the Path to Id field that refers to an Id or a list of Ids in the data JSON.

1. Preview the OmniScript and identify the JSON path for the record. For example, this data JSON contains a list of Accounts:

{ "Account": { "accId": ["001f400000EPQ8o", "001f400000BAkbn"] } }

2. In the Delete Action properties, click Add sObject to Delete.

3. In the Type column, select an Object.

4. In the Path to Id field, enter the JSON path  for the record id using merge field syntax. Using the Account example, the path to
delete the array of Account ids is: %Account:accId%.

5. Preview the OmniScript and use a test record's id to test the functionality.

Confirm Record Deletion

Enable users to confirm the deletion of a record using the Confirmation Modal.

Display Messages from a Delete Action

Display messages when the operation succeeds or fails by configuring these fields in the Error Messages section:

Delete Action Properties

This page contains information on Delete Action Properties.

Confirm Record Deletion

Enable users to confirm the deletion of a record using the Confirmation Modal.

To change the behavior of the confirmation modal, configure these properties:

• Confirm: Controls whether the modal displays.

• Confirmation Dialog Message: Message asking the user to confirm the deletion.

• Confirm Label: Button label for the confirm action.

• Cancel Label: Button label for the cancel action.

Display Messages from a Delete Action

Display messages when the operation succeeds or fails by configuring these fields in the Error Messages section:

• Entity Is Deleted Message: Enter a message that displays when a record is deleted.

• Delete Failed Message: Enter a message that displays when the action fails to delete a record.

• Invalid Id Message: Enter a message that displays when an invalid Id is sent to the Delete Action.
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• Configuration Error Message: Enter a message that displays when the Delete Action has a configuration error.

Delete Action Properties

This page contains information on Delete Action Properties.

DescriptionProperty

Type of sObject record to delete. For example, Account is a Type
of sObject.

Type

Path to the JSON node that contains the Id or list of Ids of the
records to delete. Supports merge syntax.

Path to Id

When checked, the operation fails if any of the records are not
deleted.

All Or None

Message that displays when a record is deleted.Entity Is Deleted Message

Message that displays when the action fails to delete a record.Delete Failed Message

Message that displays when an invalid Id is sent to the Delete
Action.

Invalid Id Message

Message that displays when the Delete Action has a configuration
error.

Configuration Error Message

Controls whether the modal displays.Confirm

The Confirmation Modal's message text. The default message text
is Are you sure? This action cannot be
undone.

Confirmation Dialog Message

Button label for the Confirmation Modal's confirm action.Confirm Label

Button label for the Confirmation Modal's cancel action.Cancel Label

DocuSign Envelope Action Properties

This page contains information on DocuSign Envelope Action Properties.

DescriptionProperty

Templates for the documents that you want signed.DocuSign Templates
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DescriptionProperty

Subject line for the email requesting signatures.Email Subject

Body text for the email requesting signatures.Email Body

Format for display of date values.Date Format

Format for display of datetime values.Date Time Format

Format for display of time values.Time Format

DocuSign Signature Action Properties

This page contains information on DocuSign Signature Action Properties.

DescriptionProperty

Templates for the documents that you want signed.DocuSign Templates

Subject line for the email requesting signatures.Email Subject

URL to which the user is redirected after signing completion. Leave
blank to display default redirect page.

DocuSign Return Url

Format for display of date values.Date Format

Format for display of datetime values.Date Time Format

The email of the signer. Supports merge syntax.Signer Email

The name of the signer. Supports merge syntax.Signer Name

Format for display of time values.Time Format

Email Action

The OmniScript Email Action uses the Salesforce Email API to either send an email template to the email address of a User, Lead, or
Contact or to send an email body defined in the action configuration to any email address.

The Use Template checkbox determines whether using an email template or a defined email body.

• If the Use Template checkbox is checked, the email will send a template to a user, lead, or contact.

– Select Email Template: The ID of the email template that should be used.
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– Email Target Object ID: The object ID of the Contact, Lead, or User the email should be sent to.

– What Id: If you specify a contact for the targetObjectId field, a What Id can be used to further ensure that merge fields in the
template contain the correct data. See the Salesforce Email API documentation for more information.

– Save as Activity: If this option is checked, the email is saved as an activity record on the recipient’s page in Salesforce.

– Org Wide Email Address: Allows the email to be sent by an Salesforce organization-wide email address. For more information
on organization-wide email addresses, see Organization-Wide Email Addresses,

– Content Versions: Accepts the ID of a ContentDocument that is sent as an attachment with the Email Action.

• If Use Template checkbox is unchecked, an email body defined in the action configuration can be sent to any email address.

– TO: — An array of email addresses or object IDs of the contacts, leads, or users you’re sending the email to. The maximum
number of toAddresses is 100.

– CC: — An array of carbon copy (CC) addresses or object IDs of the contacts, leads, and users you’re sending the email to. The
maximum number of ccAddresses is 25.

– BCC: — An array of blind carbon copy (BCC) addresses or object IDs of the contacts, leads, and users you’re sending the email
to. The maximum number of bccAddresses is 25.

– Email Subject — The subject of the email.

– Email Body — The body of the email.

– Set HTML Body — Determines if the Email Body should be read as plain text or HTML.

• Attachment List — Supports attachment IDs merged from Data JSON. For example, %DocGenId%. When the email is sent, the
attachment will be added to the email.

Email Action Properties

This page contains information on Email Action Properties.

Email Action Properties

This page contains information on Email Action Properties.

DescriptionProperty

If checked, uses a Salesforce email template. Also determines which
other properties are available.

Use Template

Specifies the recipients in the TO field of the email. Can accept an
array of up to 100 addresses.

To Email Address List

Supports merge fields. Available if Use Template is not checked.

Specifies the recipients in the CC field of the email. Can accept an
array of up to 25 addresses.

CC Email Address List

Supports merge fields. Available if Use Template is not checked.
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DescriptionProperty

Specifies the recipients in the BCC field of the email. Can accept
an array of up to 25 addresses.

BCC Email Address List

Supports merge fields. Available if Use Template is not checked.

Specifies the email subject line.Email Subject

Supports merge fields. Available if Use Template is not checked.

Specifies the body of the email.Email Body

Supports merge fields. Available if Use Template is not checked.

Processes HTML code in the email body.Set HTML Email Body

Specifies the Salesforce email template. Enter the sObject Id, then
select the template from the drop-down list.

Select Email Template

Available if Use Template is checked.

Specifies the Id of a Contact, User, or Lead with an email address.Email Target Object Id

Available if Use Template is checked.

If you specify a Contact in the Email Target Object Id field, this
property can further ensure that merge fields in the template

What Id

contain the correct data. See the Salesforce Email API
documentation for more information.

Available if Use Template is checked.

If checked, saves the email as an activity record on the recipient’s
page in Salesforce.

Save As Activity

Available if Use Template is checked.

Specifies the sender in the FROM field of the email. This is assumed
to be an email that represents the entire org. If not specified, the

Org Wide Email Address

default sender is the user that invoked the Integration Procedure.
See Organization-Wide Email Addresses in the Salesforce help.

Supports merge fields.

Specifies the OmniScript JSON node that contains a single or list
of Salesforce File sObject Ids.

File Attachments from OmniScript

Specifies the OmniScript JSON node that contains a single or list
of Salesforce Document sObject Ids.

Document Attachments from OmniScript
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DescriptionProperty

Specifies the Id of a ContentVersion sObject that is included as an
attachment.

Content Versions

Specifies the Attachment sObjects to add to the email.Select Document Attachments

Specifies a node in the data JSON that contains a list of attachment
Ids.

Attachment List

Supports merge fields. Available if Use Template is not checked.

HTTP Action

Call internal and external web services from OmniScript without coding or making Salesforce API calls using the HTTP Action.

Note: You must add the Salesforce org's domain into a Remote Site's Remote Site URL field. For more information, see Adding
Remote Site Settings.

To make an external call with an HTTP Action:

Use the HTTP Action to:

• Send GET, POST, PUT, or DELETE requests to standard REST Endpoints.

• Call Apex REST.

• Access Salesforce Named Credential (OAuth) identity services.

Settings:

• HTTP Path: The request URL of the API. For example, /NS/v1/application. NS  = namespace of the Apex REST API. The path
can contain merge fields. For example, to pass a UserId node from the data JSON, add the node name with percentage signs on
either side, i.e., %UserId%.

Note: Beginning with Vlocity Summer '19, you can pass percentage signs in the URL by replacing the percentage sign in the
URL with the variable $Vlocity.Percent.

• HTTP Method: The method name, which has two parameters. For example, doPost(String fullJSON, String filesMap).

• Option Source: The type of HTTP Action.

• Use Named Credentials (OAuth via Salesforce).

• SOAP/XML (Simple Object Access Protocol)

• Web (Unauthenticated or Credentials in Header)

• Remote Timeout: The timeout for the request, in milliseconds. Defaults to 30,000 (30 seconds. Maximum 12,0000 (120 seconds).

• Pre- and Post-Transform DataRaptor Interface: (Optional) DataRaptor Transform interface to run before or after the REST Action.

HTTP Action Properties

This page contains information on HTTP Action Properties.
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HTTP Action Properties

This page contains information on HTTP Action Properties.

DescriptionProperty

URL to call. For Apex REST actions, you can use merge fields to set
this property.

HTTP Path

Beginning with Vlocity Spring '19, you can pass percentage signs
in the URL by replacing the percentage sign in the Path with the
variable $Vlocity.Percent.

GET, POST, PUT, PATCH, or DELETE.HTTP Method

Specifies the endpoint type:Endpoint Type

• Apex — Invokes Apex REST. You must add the Salesforce org's
domain to a Remote Site's Remote Site URL field.

• Named Credential — Access Salesforce Named Credential
(OAuth) identity services.

• SOAP/XML — Send requests to standard REST endpoints using
XML format for the request and response bodies.

• Web — Send requests to standard REST endpoints
(unauthenticated or credentials in HTTP headers).

Salesforce named credential. For Named Credential and optionally
SOAP/XML endpoint types.

Named Credential

HTTP headers specified as Key/Value pairs. Supports merge field
syntax.

HTTP Headers

URL parameters specified as Key/Value pairs. Supports merge field
syntax.

Parameters

Uses HTML escape codes in the URI.Encode URI

Caches the response.Cache

Requires security credentials such as a username and password.With Credentials

Sends additional Key/Value pairs. Supports merge field syntax.Extra Payload

Sends the Extra Payload as the request body for a POST action.Send Body
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DescriptionProperty

Enables the action to send Extra Payload's Key/Value pairs without
including the OmniScript's data JSON.

Send Only Extra Payload

Integration Procedure Action

Invoke an Integration Procedure to retrieve Salesforce data and external data.

Before You Begin

Create an Integration Procedure to handle OmniScript data.

1. Drag the Integration Procedure Action into the OmniScript's structure panel.

2. To select the Integration Procedure to be called, click in the Integration Procedure field, and select from the list. You can type in
the field to filter the list.

3. Use the Response Transformations properties to specify the input and to trim or rename the output JSON.

• Send JSON Path — Specifies the JSON node that contains the input for the Integration Procedure. This is typically the name of
a previous element in the OmniScript.

• Send JSON Node — Renames the JSON node that contains the input for the Integration Procedure. This is typically the name
of one of the Integration Procedure's input parameters.

• Response JSON Path — Specifies the JSON node that contains the output to return to the OmniScript. By default, all Integration
Procedure data is returned.

• Response JSON Node — Renames the JSON node that contains the output to return to the OmniScript. This is typically the name
of a subsequent element in the OmniScript.

See Manipulate JSON with the Send/Response Transformations Properties.

4. (Optional) Use the Extra Payload property to send additional key/value pairs to the Integration Procedure as input data.

5. Specify any additional Integration Procedure Action properties you need.

6. (Optional) Enable the Integration Procedure's Queueable Chainable settings by taking these steps:

a. Click the Is Queueable Chainable? checkbox to enable the settings.

b. In Remote Options, add this Key-Value pair:

ValueKey

trueuseQueueableApexRemoting

7. (Optional) When Invoke Mode is set to non-blocking, elements using default values will not receive the response because the element
loads before the response returns. You must configure these properties to map the response to an element:
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ValueProperty

VlocityNoRootNodeResponse JSON Node

The name of the OmniScript Element receiving the value.Response JSON Path

See Manipulate JSON with the Send/Response Transformations Properties.

Integration Procedure Action Properties

This page contains information on Integration Procedure Action Properties.

Integration Procedure Action Properties

This page contains information on Integration Procedure Action Properties.

DescriptionProperty

Specifies the Integration Procedure to be run in the
format Type_Subtype.

Integration Procedure

Specifies additional properties for the Integration Procedure as
key/value pairs.

Remote Options

Enables the action to send Extra Payload's Key/Value pairs without
including the OmniScript's data JSON.

Send Only Extra Payload

Specifies that the Integration Procedure runs asynchronously, as
a Salesforce future method, which can return no data to the calling
OmniScript.

Use Future

Enables the Chainable settings of the subordinate Integration
Procedure.

Is Chainable

Enables a subordinate Integration Procedure that calls long-running
actions to use Apex continuations.

Use Continuation

Enables chainable steps in the subordinate Integration Procedure
to start queueable jobs.

Use Queueable

Enables the Queueable Chainable settings of the Integration
Procedure.

Is Queueable Chainable

Configures the response behavior of the action:Invoke Mode
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DescriptionProperty

• Default — Blocks the UI with a loading spinner.

• Non-Blocking — Runs asynchronously, and the response is
applied to the UI. Pre and Post DataRaptor transforms and large
attachments are not supported. When Invoke Mode is set to
non-blocking, elements using default values will not receive
the response because the element loads before the response
returns. To map the response to an element, you must set
Response JSON Node to VlocityNoRootNode and Response
JSON Path to the name of the element.

• Fire and Forget — Runs asynchronously with no callback to
the UI. Pre and Post DataRaptor transforms and large
attachments are not supported. A response will still appear in
the debug console but will not be applied to the Data JSON.

Sends additional Key/Value pairs. Supports merge field syntax.Extra Payload

Displays a message when the subordinate Integration Procedure
completes.

Show Toast On Completion

Navigate Action

Navigate to various Salesforce experiences from OmniScript using the Navigate Action element.

1. Drag the Navigate Action into the OmniScript's structure panel. If the Navigate Action renders in a Step, it becomes a clickable button.
If the Navigate Action is between steps, it will fire automatically.

2. (Optional) If the Navigate Action renders in a Step, determine the style of the button by clicking the Button Variant dropdown and
selecting an SLDS Button variant. In addition to the SLDS Button variants, you can select Link to render the Navigate Action as an
HTML anchor tag.

3. (Optional) If the Navigate Action renders in a Step, display an SLDS Icon in the button by entering the Icon name into the Icon Name
field. For example, to add the standard_account Icon, enter Standard:Account.

4. (Optional) Replace the existing entry in the browser history by setting the Replace? property to Yes. If Replace? is set to Yes, users
cannot navigate back to the OmniScript.

Note: By default, a Navigate Action in a Console App opens the PageReference type in a new subtab. Replace the current
tab in a Console App by setting Replace? to Yes.

5. (Optional) Enable the LWC OmniScript to send messages to separate Lightning web components by checking LWC PubSub
Message? and adding a Message key-value pair. For more information, see Communicate with OmniScript from a Lightning Web
Component.

6. (Optional) Fire events from the Navigate Action by passing an event to the OmniScript in the URL parameter c__vlocEvents.
The Navigate Action element must have the checkbox property LWC PubSub Message? enabled to fire the event. For more
information on passing parameters into an OmniScript, see Launch an OmniScript with LWC OmniScript Wrapper.
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7. Determine the Salesforce experience that the Navigate Action will direct to by clicking and selecting a PageReference type. This
page contains further instructions for each PageReference Type that Navigate Action supports. For information on PageReference
Types, see PageReference Types.

DescriptionPageReference Type

Launch a standard or custom app that is available from the app
launcher. Connected apps are not supported.

App

Direct users to a Named Page in a Community.Community Named Page

Navigate to Aura components and Lightning web components.Component

Trigger a page update on the current page once a user completes
the OmniScript.

Current Page

Display knowledge articles in the OmniScript.Knowledge Article

Open a Community login page.Login

Open a standard Named page.Named Page

A page displaying mapped content on a CustomTab.Navigation Item

Direct users to a standard, or custom, object page.Object

Open a page that interacts with a Salesforce record.Record

Open a record relationship page.Record Relationship

Return a user to the beginning of an OmniScript and clear the
OmniScript data.

Restart OmniScript

Launch a separate OmniScript.Vlocity OmniScript

Open an external URL.Web Page

Navigate to an App

Direct users from an OmniScript to a standard App, custom App, or a page within an App using Navigate Action's App PageReference
Type.

Navigate to a Community Login or Logout

Direct users from an OmniScript to a Community Login or Logout page for authentication.
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Navigate to a Component

Navigate to Aura components and Lightning web components from an OmniScript by using the Component PageReference Type.

Navigate to the Current Page

Update and navigate to the current page from an OmniScript by using the Current Page PageRefrence Type in a Navigate Action.

Navigate to a Knowledge Article

Display a Knowledge Article in an OmniScript by selecting the Navigate Action's Knowledge Article PageReference Type.

Navigate to an OmniScript

Navigate to an OmniScript by using the Vlocity OmniScript PageReference Type. OmniScripts on Community Pages must be accessed
using the Community Named Page PageReference Type.

Navigate to a Named Page or Community Named Page

Direct users to a standard or community page by using the Named Page or Community Named Page PageReference Type.

Navigate to a Navigation Item

Navigate from an OmniScript to a custom tab displaying mapped content by using the Navigate Action Navigation Item PageReference
Type.

Navigate to an Object Page

Navigate from an OmniScript to an Object page by using the Navigate Action's Object PageReference Type.

Navigate to a Record Page

Navigate from an OmniScript to a Record page by using Navigate Action's Record PageReference Type.

Navigate to a Record Relationship Page

Navigate from an OmniScript to pages interacting with a record relationship by using the Record Relationship PageReference Type.

Navigate to a Web Page

Navigate to a Web page from an OmniScript by using the Web Page PageReference Type.

Restart an OmniScript

Navigate a user to a new instance of the same OmniScript using the Navigate Action. Enable a user to start over or repeat a process
using the Restart OmniScript Page Reference Type. Place the Navigate Action in a Step to render it as a button or outside of a Step
to run it automatically or conditionally.

Navigate Action Properties

This page contains information on Navigate Action Properties.

Navigate to an App

Direct users from an OmniScript to a standard App, custom App, or a page within an App using Navigate Action's App PageReference
Type.

Before You Begin

1. Configure the Navigate Action's additional properties and view alternative page reference types. See Navigate Action.

2. Ensure the App you're using is available in the Salesforce App Launcher. For more information, see App Launcher.

1. Set the PageReference type property to App.

2. In the App Name field, enter the App's appId or appDeveloperName using the appropriate namespace.
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DescriptionProperty

The AppDefinition object's DurableId.appId

The concatenation of the app’s namespace and developer name.
The app's namespace is standard, custom, or a managed package

appDeveloperName

namespace. The Developer name is viewable in the App Manager.
For more information on appDeveloperName, see PageReference
Type

Syntax Examples:

• Standard: standard__Account

• Custom: c__CustomAccountApp

• Managed: vloc_ps_OmniScriptDesigner

3. (Optional) In the Target Page field, enter JSON to specify the app page and additional attributes. The Target Page field represents
the App's pageRef property.

{"type": "standard__navItemPage","attributes": {"apiName": "oui_dailylwc__LWCDesigner"}}

4. Activate and preview the OmniScript to test the behavior of the navigation.

Navigate to a Community Login or Logout

Direct users from an OmniScript to a Community Login or Logout page for authentication.

Before You Begin

Configure the Navigate Action's additional properties and view alternative page reference types. For more information, see Navigate
Action.

1. Set the PageReference type property to Login.

2. Set the Login Action property to login  to direct the user to a login page or logout  to direct the user to logout.

3. Preview the OmniScript by activating the OmniScript and placing it in a Community. For more information, see Add an OmniScript
to a Lightning or Experience Cloud Page.

Navigate to a Component

Navigate to Aura components and Lightning web components from an OmniScript by using the Component PageReference Type.

Configure the Navigate Action's additional properties and view alternative page reference types. For more information, see Navigate
Action.

1. Set the PageReference type property to Component.

2. Enter an Aura component name into the Component Name field using the format NS__componentName, where NS is the
namespace of your Vlocity package. The vlocityLWCWrapper enables Lightning web components to be URL Addressable. For more
information, see Launch Lightning Web Component URLs with vlocityLWCWrapper. This field supports Merge fields.
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Note: The Aura component must implement the lightning:isUrlAddressable interface. For more information, see Is Url
Addressable.

3. (Optional) Pass parameters by using a URL query string format in the Target Params property. Parameters must have a c__  prefix.
This field supports Merge fields.

4. (Optional) When navigating to a component in a console app, add a Console Tab Icon and a Console Tab Label by setting the
c__tabIcon and c__tabLabel parameters. The c__tabIcon accepts and SLDS Icon and c__tabLabel accepts plain text. For example,
&c__tabLabel=Custom Label&c__tabIcon=standard:account renders the console tab shown in this example image.
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Navigate to the Current Page

Update and navigate to the current page from an OmniScript by using the Current Page PageRefrence Type in a Navigate Action.

Before You Begin

Configure the Navigate Action's additional properties and view alternative page reference types. For more information, see Navigate
Action.

1. Set the PageReference type property to Current Page.

2. Apply updates to the current page by passing parameters that use a URL query string format in the Target Params property.
Parameters must have a c__  prefix. This field supports Merge fields.

Navigate to a Knowledge Article

Display a Knowledge Article in an OmniScript by selecting the Navigate Action's Knowledge Article PageReference Type.
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Before You Begin

Configure the Navigate Action's additional properties and view alternative page reference types. For more information, see Navigate
Action.

1. Set the PageReference type property to Knowledge Article.

2. Enter the Knowledge Article's urlName  into the Article URL field. This field supports Merge fields.

3. Enter the articleType API name  into the Article Type field. Find the articleType API Name by removing __kav from the
API Name of the Knowledge Object.

Note: Communities ignore articleType.

Navigate to an OmniScript

Navigate to an OmniScript by using the Vlocity OmniScript PageReference Type. OmniScripts on Community Pages must be accessed
using the Community Named Page PageReference Type.

Before You Begin

Configure the Navigate Action's additional properties and view alternative page reference types. For more information, see Navigate
Action.

1. Enter the name of the OmniScript with a prefix of c:  into the LWC OmniScript field. The name of the OmniScript is defined by
the OmniScript's Type, SubType, and Language, using the syntax typeSubTypeLanguage. For example, an OmniScript with
the properties Type=myType, SubType=Example, and Language=English appears as a component using the syntax
myTypeExampleEnglish.

2. Select the layout the OmniScript uses to render by clicking the OmniScript Layout property.

3. (Optional) Prefill the target OmniScript by passing parameters using a URL query string format in the OmniScript Prefill property.
Parameters must have a c__  prefix. This field supports Merge fields.

4. (Optional) When navigating to an OmniScript in a console app, add a Console Tab Icon and a Console Tab Label by setting the
c__tabIcon and c__tabLabel parameters. The c__tabIcon accepts an SLDS Icon , and c__tabLabel accepts plain text. For example,
&c__tabLabel=Custom Label&c__tabIcon=standard:account renders the console tab shown in this example image.
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Navigate to a Named Page or Community Named Page

Direct users to a standard or community page by using the Named Page or Community Named Page PageReference Type.

Before You Begin

Configure the Navigate Action's additional properties and view alternative page reference types. See Navigate Action.

1. Set the PageReference type property to Named Page  , or if the page exists in a Community, select Community Named
Page.

2. In the Page Name field, enter the API for the page name. API Names for custom pages must include __c in the API Name. This field
supports Merge fields.

3. Activate and preview the OmniScript to test the behavior of the navigation.

Navigate to a Navigation Item

Navigate from an OmniScript to a custom tab displaying mapped content by using the Navigate Action Navigation Item PageReference
Type.

Before You Begin

Configure the Navigate Action's additional properties and view alternative page reference types. For more information, see Navigate
Action.

1. Set the PageReference type property to Navigation Item. This field supports Merge fields.

2. Find the Custom Tab's Tab Name and Namespace prefix, and enter it into the Tab Name field using the format NS__TabName,
where NS is the namespace of the Tab. For more information on Tabs, see Create Lightning Page Tabs. This field supports Merge
fields.

Navigate to an Object Page

Navigate from an OmniScript to an Object page by using the Navigate Action's Object PageReference Type.

Before You Begin

Configure the Navigate Action's additional properties and view alternative page reference types. For more information, see Navigate
Action.

1. Set the PageReference type property to Object.
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2. Enter the API name  of the object into the Object API Name field. Custom objects from a managed package require a namespace
prefix using the syntax NS__APIName, where NS is the namespace prefix of the object. This field supports Merge fields.

3. Click the Action property and select an Action to invoke.

Note: The New action opens a modal dialogue.

4. (Optional) Enter the Id of the Object page  into the Filter Name field. Filter Name defaults to Recent. This field supports
Merge fields.

Navigate to a Record Page

Navigate from an OmniScript to a Record page by using Navigate Action's Record PageReference Type.

Before You Begin

Configure the Navigate Action's additional properties and view alternative page reference types. For more information, see Navigate
Action.

1. Set the PageReference type property to Record.

2. Enter a recordId  into the Record Id field. This field supports Merge fields.

3. Click the Action property and select an Action to invoke.

Note: Clone and Edit actions open a modal dialogue.

4. (Optional) Enter the API name  of the object into the Object API Name field. Custom objects from a managed package require
a namespace prefix using the syntax NS__APIName, where NS is the namespace prefix of the object. This field supports Merge
fields.

Navigate to a Record Relationship Page

Navigate from an OmniScript to pages interacting with a record relationship by using the Record Relationship PageReference Type.

Before You Begin

Configure the Navigate Action's additional properties and view alternative page reference types. For more information, see Navigate
Action.

1. Set the PageReference type property to Record Relationship.

2. Enter a recordId  into the Record Id field. This field supports Merge fields.

3. (Optional) Enter the API name  of the object defining the Relationship into the Object API Name field. Custom objects from a
managed package require a namespace prefix using the syntax NS__APIName, where NS is the namespace prefix of the object.
This field supports Merge fields.

4. (Optional) Enter the API name  of the Relationship into the Relationship API Name field.

Navigate to a Web Page

Navigate to a Web page from an OmniScript by using the Web Page PageReference Type.

Before You Begin

Configure the Navigate Action's additional properties and view alternative page reference types. For more information, see Navigate
Action.

1. Set the PageReference type property to Web Page.
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2. Enter the full URL for a web page into the Web URL field. For example, to navigate to google, enter https://google.com.

Restart an OmniScript

Navigate a user to a new instance of the same OmniScript using the Navigate Action. Enable a user to start over or repeat a process using
the Restart OmniScript Page Reference Type. Place the Navigate Action in a Step to render it as a button or outside of a Step to run it
automatically or conditionally.

Note: Time tracking and the Messaging Framework are not supported when Page Reference Type is set to Restart OmniScript.

1. From OmniScript, add a Navigate Action to the canvas.

2. Beginning with Summer '21 , in your Navigate Action's properties, click Page Reference Type and select Restart OmniScript.

3. Prior to Summer '21 , take these steps:

a. In your Navigate Action's properties, click Edit Properties As JSON.

b. Locate the node "targetType", and set "Restart OmniScript" as the value.

"targetType": "Restart OmniScript"

4. (Optional) Add a condition to run, or display, the action conditionally. See Conditionally Display Elements Using the Conditional
View Property.

5. Save your settings and test the functionality.

Navigate Action Properties

This page contains information on Navigate Action Properties.

DescriptionProperty

If the Navigate Action renders in a Step, determines the style of
the button:

Button Variant

• brand — Uses a brand-specific fill color to indicate a primary
action.

• outline-brand — Uses a brand-specific outline color to indicate
a primary action.

• neutral — Generic button.

• success — Uses a green fill to indicate success.

• destructive — Uses a red fill to indicate a destructive action to
the user, like permanently erasing data.

• text-destructive — Uses red text to indicate a destructive action
to the user, like permanently erasing data.

• inverse — Uses a white outline and text to be visible on a dark
background.
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DescriptionProperty

• link — Highlighted and underlined to indicate navigation to
a page.

Name of the icon for the button.Icon Name

Select the PageReference sObject type:Page Reference Type

• App — Navigates to an App page.

• Component — Navigates to a Lightning Web Component.

• Community Named Page — Navigates to a Community Named
Page.

• Current Page — Performs an action on the current page.

• Knowledge Article — Navigates to a knowledge article.

• Login — Navigates to a Login or Logout.

• Named Page — Navigates to the page with the specified name.

• Navigation Item — Navigates to a Custom Tab. Visualforce
tabs, web tabs, Lightning Pages, and Lightning Component
tabs are supported.

• Object — Navigates to an sObject page.

• Record — Navigates to an sObject record page.

• Record Relationship — Navigates to a list of records related to
the specified record.

• Web Page — Navigates to an external web page.

• Vlocity OmniScript — Navigates to a Vlocity OmniScript.

Specifies that the page to which this action navigates replaces the
current page in the browser history. If this is checked, users cannot
navigate back to the OmniScript.

Replace Existing Page in Browser History

Name of the Lightning Web Component.Component Name

Additional parameters for the page.Target Parameters

URL of the Knowledge Article.Article URL

Type of the Knowledge Article.Article Type

Name of the Named Page.Page Name
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DescriptionProperty

Name of the Custom Tab.Tab Name

Name of the sObject. For custom objects, include the namespace,
for example vlocity_ins__PartyRelationship__c.

Object API Name

Page for the action to perform on the sObject:Object Action

• Home — Displays sObject information.

• List — Lists sObject records.

• New — Opens the window for creating a new sObject.

Text to filter the List of sObject records.Filter Name

Page for the action to perform on the sObject record:Record Action

• Clone — Opens the window for cloning the record.

• Edit — Opens the window for editing the record.

• View — Displays sObject record information.

Name of the relationship. For standard objects, this is usually an Id
reference such as AccountId. For custom objects, this is usually the
name of the related object with the __c suffix changed to __r.

Relationship API Name

If checked, the pageReference replaces the existing entry in the
browser history, and disables the user from navigating back to the

Replace

OmniScript. In a console context, the target replaces the current
tab instead of opening a new tab.

Id of the sObject record.Record ID

URL of the external Web Page.Web URL

Name of the OmniScript using the syntax typeSubTypeLanguage.LWC OmniScript

Layout for OmniScript rendering, either Newport for non-LWC or
Lightning for LWC.

OmniScript Layout

Parameters to prefill the OmniScript in URL query string format.
Parameters must have a c__ prefix. This field supports Merge fields.
For example: c__firstName=%firstName%.

OmniScript Prefill
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DescriptionProperty

Enables the OmniScript to send messages to separate Lightning
web components. After checking this, specify a Message key-value
pair.

Pub/Sub

Remote Action

Call Apex classes from OmniScript using the Remote Action element.

Before You Begin

Create an Apex class in Salesforce to call from OmniScript.

1. Add a Remote Action before a Step, in a Step, or after a Step to load data or send data in the OmniScript. The OmniScript's data
JSON is sent as the input.

2. In the Remote Class field, enter the name of the Apex class that the action calls.

Note: The Apex Class must implement NS.VlocityOpenInterface. NS  = the namespace of the Apex class. For information on
namespace, see Viewing the Namespace and Version of the OmniStudio Vlocity Package.

3. In the Remote Method field, enter a method of the class that the Action calls. For example—validateAddress.

4. (Optional) In the Pre- and Post-Transform DataRaptor Interface—optionally select a DataRaptor Transform interface to run
before or after the Remote Action. See DataRaptor Transform Overview.

5. (Optional) Change the amount of time before the Action times out using the Remote Timeout property. In the element, click Edit
Properties as JSON, and in the remoteTimeout  property, set a time in milliseconds. The default timeout is 30,000, or 30
seconds. The maximum is 120,000, or 120 seconds.

6. (Optional) Configure additional properties in the Remote Action. See Remote Action Properties.

7. (Optional) When Invoke Mode is set to non-blocking, elements using default values will not receive the response because the element
loads before the response returns. You must configure these properties to map the response to an element:

• Response JSON Node: VlocityNoRootNode

• Response JSON Path: The name of the OmniScript Element receiving the value.

Example

In the Troubleshooting OmniScript, the callOut1 Remote Action element calls an external system to check if the asset is still under
warranty.

Remote Action Properties

This page contains information on Remote Action Properties.

Example

In the Troubleshooting OmniScript, the callOut1 Remote Action element calls an external system to check if the asset is still under
warranty.

Note: This example references the Troubleshooting OmniScript and the OmniCallout and DataObjectService Apex classes.

It implements the OmniCallout class and the checkWarrantyStatus method:
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Since this is a sample OmniScript, the method contains a hard-coded response:
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The callOut2 Remote Action calls the returnItemOrder  method, which in turn calls the DataObjectService  class that calls
out to a Heroku instance to return an order number:
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Sample Class Structure

The following class structure can be used to call out to an external system:

global with sharing class CustomClassName implements NS.VlocityOpenInterface
{

global CustomClassName() {}

global Boolean invokeMethod(String methodName, Map<String,Object> inputMap,
Map<String,Object> outMap, Map<String,Object> options) {

Boolean result = true;

try{

if(methodName.equals('customMethodName')){
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// your implementation, use outMap to send response back to OmniScript

}

}

else if(methodName.equals('customMethodName2')){

// your implementation, use outMap to send response back to OmniScript

}

} catch(Exception e){

result = false;

}

return result;

}

}

Remote Action Properties

This page contains information on Remote Action Properties.

DescriptionProperties

Vlocity Open Interface class.Remote Class

Vlocity Open Interface method.Remote Method

Additional class invocation options.Remote Options

Sends additional Key/Value pairs. Supports merge field syntax.Extra Payload

Configures the response behavior of the action:Invoke Mode

• Default — Blocks the UI with a loading spinner.

• Non-Blocking — Runs asynchronously, and the response is
applied to the UI. Pre and Post DataRaptor transforms and large
attachments are not supported. When Invoke Mode is set to
non-blocking, elements using default values will not receive
the response because the element loads before the response
returns. To map the response to an element, you must set
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DescriptionProperties

Response JSON Node to VlocityNoRootNode and Response
JSON Path to the name of the element.

• Fire and Forget — Runs asynchronously with no callback to
the UI. Pre and Post DataRaptor transforms and large
attachments are not supported. A response will still appear in
the debug console but will not be applied to the Data JSON.

Enables the action to send Extra Payload's Key/Value pairs without
including the OmniScript's data JSON.

Send Only Extra Payload

Displays a message when the subordinate remote action
completes.

Show Toast On Completion

Enables a subordinate Integration Procedure that calls long-running
actions to use Apex continuations.

Use Continuation

Set Errors Properties

This page contains information on Set Errors Action Properties.

DescriptionProperty

The OmniScript element for which an error is to be set.Element Name

The error message. Options:Value

• Merge fields from a previous step (%elementName%)

• Literal value

• Concatenated values

• Results of formulas and functions

• Expressions that combine the options: "Case Status:
%caseStatus%"

Set Values Properties

This page contains information on Set Values Properties.

DescriptionProperty

The JSON node for which a value is to be set.Element Name
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DescriptionProperty

The value to assign to the JSON node. Options:Value

• Merge fields from a previous step (%elementName%)

• Literal value

• Concatenated values

• Results of formulas and functions

• Expressions that combine the options: "Case Status:
%caseStatus%"

OmniScript Display Elements
This page contains a table explaining the available OmniScript elements listed under the Display section.

ExampleElement DescriptionElement Name

Use the Line Break Element to Add Line
Breaks in an OmniScript

The Line Break element displays a line break.Line Break

Use the Rich Text Editor in the Vlocity
OmniScript Designer

The Text Block element displays a block of
text to the user.

Text Block

Note:  The Write HTML of Text Block
to Data JSON checkbox is
deprecated. This feature is only
applicable to Angular OmniScripts.

OmniScript Function Elements
This page contains a table explaining the available OmniScript elements listed under the Function section.

Example ImageExampleElement DescriptionElement Name

Lightning Aggregate:Create a Formula or Aggregate
in an OmniScript

The Aggregate element provides
a variety of functions for
aggregation. Unlike the Formula

Aggregate

component, the Aggregate
component expects input in the
form of an array.
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Example ImageExampleElement DescriptionElement Name

Newport Aggregate:

Lightning Formula:Create Formula Fields in an
OmniScript

The Formula element performs
calculations that require
complex operations.

Formula

Newport Formula:

To view the different Message
types, see Displaying Messaging
in OmniScripts.

Display Messaging in
OmniScripts

The Messaging element displays
comments, requirements,
success, and warning messaging
depending on whether the

Messaging

validate expression is true or
false.

OmniScript Group Elements
This page contains a table explaining the available OmniScript elements listed under the Groups section.
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Example ImageExampleElement DescriptionElement Name

Lightning Block:BlocksThe Block element groups
elements inside of a Step

Block

component into a manageable
structure.

Newport Block:

See Configuring an Edit Block.Use OmniScript Edit BlockThe Edit Block element groups
together inputs to allow users to
add, edit, and delete records.

Edit Block

Lightning Radio Group:Setting up a questionnaire with
Radio Group

The Radio Group element allows
users to quickly answer a large
volume of multiple choice
questions in one step.

Radio Group
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Example ImageExampleElement DescriptionElement Name

Newport Radio Group:

Lightning Step:StepsThe Step element divides the
OmniScript into different
sections.

Step

Newport Step:
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Example ImageExampleElement DescriptionElement Name

Lightning Type Ahead:Configure Type Ahead BlocksThe Type Ahead Block displays
as a text input field; the field

Type Ahead Block

auto completes results based on
the user's input.

Newport Type Ahead:
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Example ImageExampleElement DescriptionElement Name

Action Block

Run multiple OmniScript Actions asynchronously by grouping them in an Action Block. Actions within the Action Block run in parallel
and inherit the Action Block's settings.

Block

Combine logical groups of elements in an OmniScript Step using a Block element.

Edit Block

Create, edit, and delete multiple Salesforce or external records on one page using Edit Block. For example, if you are collecting an
Account's Contact information, you can add an Edit Block to your OmniScript to enable users to add a record for each Contact.

Radio Group

OmniScript's Radio Group enables you to create and display questions in a questionnaire format.

Steps

When create the script structure for an OmniScript, Steps should be used to create each "page" of the form. Users can navigate
through Steps using Next and Previous buttons.

Type Ahead Block

Display a list of results when a user begins typing in an input field by using the Type Ahead Block. When a user selects a record, the
Type Ahead Block can retrieve additional information related to the record. For example, a Type Ahead Block can be used with a
DataRaptor to list Accounts in the results.

Action Block

Run multiple OmniScript Actions asynchronously by grouping them in an Action Block. Actions within the Action Block run in parallel
and inherit the Action Block's settings.

View the Action Block flow chart to understand how actions in the Action Block execute.

Action Block flow chart:
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1. Drag the Action Block from the element palette into the designer. Place the Action Block inside of a Step, before the first Step, or
between Steps.

2. Drag up to four Actions into the Action Block.

3. Select an Invoke Mode to control how actions inside the Action Block run.
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DescriptionProperty

The Action blocks the UI with a loading spinner.Default

The Action runs asynchronously, and the response applies to the
UI. Pre and Post DataRaptor transforms, and large attachments
are not supported.

Non-Blocking

The Action runs asynchronously with no callback to the UI. Pre
and Post DataRaptor transforms, and large attachments are not

Fire and Forget

supported. A response still appears in the debug console but
does not apply to the Data JSON.

4. (Optional) When Invoke Mode is set to non-blocking, elements using default values will not receive the response because the element
loads before the response returns. You must configure these properties to map the response to an element:

• Response JSON Node: VlocityNoRootNode

• Response JSON Path: The name of the OmniScript Element receiving the value.

5. (Optional) Check Apply if error to enable actions that run successfully to apply their responses to the OmniScript's data JSON even
when other actions in the Action Block fail. When Apply if error is unchecked, successful actions do not apply their responses to
the data JSON when another action in the block fails.

6. (Optional) When the Action Block is inside of a Step, set Validation Required to Step to prevent the Action Block from running
when errors exist in the Step.

7. Preview the OmniScript to test the Action Block behavior.

Action Block Properties

This page contains information on Action Block properties.

Action Block Properties

This page contains information on Action Block properties.

DescriptionProperty

Enables actions that run successfully to apply their responses to
the OmniScript's data JSON even when other actions in the Action
Block fail.

Apply If Error

An Invoke Mode option, Default blocks the UI with a loading
spinner until the Action finishes executing.

Default

An Invoke Mode option, Non-Blocking runs the action
asynchronously, and the response is applied to the UI. Pre and Post

Non-Blocking
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DescriptionProperty

DataRaptor transforms, and large attachments are not supported.
When Invoke Mode is set to non-blocking, elements using default
values will not receive the response because the element loads
before the response returns. To map the response to an element,
you must set Response JSON Node to VlocityNoRootNode and
Response JSON Path to the name of the element.

An Invoke Mode option, Fire and Forget runs the action
asynchronously with no callback to the UI. Pre and Post DataRaptor

Fire and Forget

transforms, and large attachments are not supported. A response
appears in the debug console but is not applied to the Data JSON.

When set to Step, Validation Required prevents the Action Block
from running when errors exist in the Step.

Validation Required

Block

Combine logical groups of elements in an OmniScript Step using a Block element.

Blocks help to group information to create nested JSON data. Blocks are contained within Steps and may repeat to capture an array of
data. For example, street, city, state, and postal code elements may be combined into an address block.

Note: Blocks do not support the Custom LWC Element. See Custom LWC Element.

To add and configure a Block:

1. Drag a Block element into the OmniScript canvas and name the element.

2. In Field Label, enter a label that displays to users.
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3. (Optional) Check Collapse to render a collapsed Block in the OmniScript.

4. (Optional) In Repeat Settings, check Enable Repeat to enable users to add multiple block entries. Repeatable blocks store data
in an array format, where each block entry is indexed in an array under the Block's element name. If you plan to access data from an
element in a repeatable Block, see Evaluating Elements in Repeatable Blocks. For information on prefilling blocks, see Prefill Repeatable
Blocks.
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5. (Optional) Check Clone When Repeating to clone values when a Block is repeated.

6. (Optional) In the Limit Repeat field, enter a number to set the number of times a Block can be repeated.

7. Preview the OmniScript and test the functionality.

8. Note the data JSON output format based on your configuration to map data JSON from Blocks.

Repeatable Block JSON ExampleBlock JSON ExampleNo Block JSON Example
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Repeatable Block JSON ExampleBlock JSON ExampleNo Block JSON Example

Edit Block

Create, edit, and delete multiple Salesforce or external records on one page using Edit Block. For example, if you are collecting an Account's
Contact information, you can add an Edit Block to your OmniScript to enable users to add a record for each Contact.

What's Next

Select an Edit Mode and configure the Edit Block to display elements. See Configure an Edit Block.

Configure an Edit Block

Edit Blocks enable a user to add and edit multiple entries in a single array. For example, you can use an Edit Block to list and edit an
Account's list of Contacts. Edit Blocks are repeatable blocks by default. Prefilling repeatable blocks with data is possible using an
array format.

Add, Edit, and Delete Records with Edit Block Actions

Enable users to add, edit, and delete records by using Edit Block's default remote actions. Add custom functionality by configuring
additional actions.

Display Sprites in Edit Block

Display Sprites to indicate information about an Edit Block record entry using the Default Svg Sprite  and  Default Svg Icon
properties. For example, a User icon may display if the entry is a Contact record. Vlocity supports the Lightning Design System icons.
Dynamically display different sprites by mapping the SVG Controlling Element's possible values to SLDS icons in the SVG Controlling
Element Map.

Set a Select Mode in Edit Block

Select modes enable users to change an Edit Block entry's boolean value in the data JSON by clicking on Edit Block entries.

Work with Formulas in Edit Block

Perform equations and combine strings by using Formula Elements. Place formulas within an Edit Block to access element values
within a specific Edit Block entry. Place Formula outside of the Edit Block in the same Step to access an element value for all of the
Edit Block entries.
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Overwrite Edit Block Values

Overwrite the number of children in an Edit Block in an OmniScript. You can also set the Edit Block's value to null  in between
steps.

Override an Edit Block LWC

Apply custom code to an Edit Block by extending and overriding the Edit Block's lightning web components. Edit Blocks contain up
to three LWC override fields based on the Edit Block's Edit mode.

Edit Block Properties

This section contains information on the Edit Block properties.

Configure an Edit Block

Edit Blocks enable a user to add and edit multiple entries in a single array. For example, you can use an Edit Block to list and edit an
Account's list of Contacts. Edit Blocks are repeatable blocks by default. Prefilling repeatable blocks with data is possible using an array
format.

Edit Blocks do not support the Custom LWC element.

Displaying Elements in an Edit Block

Edit Block displays three elements in the Edit Block's default view and can display additional elements in the edit view. It is possible to
hide elements, hide elements from the edit view.

• To display an element in the Edit Block's default view, check the checkbox next to the element in the structure panel. This element
also appears when editing an entry.

Example Default View:

• To only display elements when a user edits an entry, leave the checkbox next to the element in the structure panel unchecked.

Example Edit View:
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• To hide an element in the Edit Block, in the element, click Edit as JSON, and set Hide  equal to true. For more information, see
Hide OmniScript Elements.

• To only display an element in the Edit Block's default view, check the checkbox next to the element in the structure panel. In the
Element, click Edit as JSON, and set Hide equal to true. The element displays in the entry's default view and is hidden when editing
the entry.

Setting Display Modes and Templates

Enable LWC OmniScripts and Angular OmniScripts to display different Edit Block user interfaces by using LWC Modes and Angular
Templates.

LWC Modes

Select a Mode in the Edit Block's Edit Block Mode field to change the display and functionality of the Edit Block.

Newport ExampleLightning ExampleConfiguration NotesMode

n/aInline

n/aTable

Financial Statement (FS) • The total combined width
of the elements must be less
than or equal to 12.
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Newport ExampleLightning ExampleConfiguration NotesMode

• Vlocity recommends
displaying less than twelve
elements.

• Hidden elements do not
affect the total display width

The maximum number of
elements that you can display in

Cards

Note: Available
beginning in Vlocity
Insurance and Health
Spring '20

Cards mode varies by element
type. For example, you can
display up to three Text
Elements. Visually inspect the
Edit Block to ensure that
elements are rendered correctly.

To add more than the maximum
number of elements, set the
height  attribute of the Edit
Block to auto  in OmniScripts,
for example:

.omni-edit-block-card.omni-edit-block-short-cards[omnistudio-omniscriptEditBlock_omniscriptEditBlockCards]
{ height: auto
!important }

In the Winter '20 release, the
width of LongCards must be set
to 12.

LongCards

The maximum number of
elements that you can display in
LongCards mode varies by
element type. For example, you
can display up to four Text
Elements. Visually inspect the
Edit Block to ensure that
elements are rendered correctly.

To add more than the maximum
number of elements, set the
height attribute of the Edit
Block to auto in OmniScripts,
for example:

div.slds-grid.slds-grid_vertical.slds-grid_align-center.slds-p-left_small.slds-max-small-size_5-of-12.slds-small-size_8-of-12
{ height: auto
!important; }
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Angular Templates

Add a template to the EditBlock's HTML Template Id field to modify the display and functionality of the Edit Block.

Newport ExampleLightning ExampleTemplate Name

Responsive table - vlcEditBlock.html

Cards - vlcEditBlockCards.html

Financial Statement - vlcEditBlockFS.html

Inline - vlcEditBlockInline.html
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Newport ExampleLightning ExampleTemplate Name

Long cards - vlcEditBlockLongCards.html

Compatible Elements

The following elements are compatible with Edit Block:

• Aggregate

• Checkbox

• Currency

• Date

• Date/Time

• Disclosure

• Email

• File

• Formula

• Headline

• HTTP Action

• Image
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• Integration Procedure Action

• Line Break

• Lookup

• Matrix Action

• Multi-select

• Number

• Password

• Radio

• Radio Group

• Range

• Remote Action

• Select

• Signature

• Telephone

• Text

• Text Area

• Text Block

• Type Ahead Block

• Time

• URL

SEE ALSO:

Apply Custom Styling to OmniScripts with Static Resources

Add, Edit, and Delete Records with Edit Block Actions

Enable users to add, edit, and delete records by using Edit Block's default remote actions. Add custom functionality by configuring
additional actions.

Edit Block supports these Actions:

• HTTP Action

• Integration Procedure Action

• Remote Action

Note: Word wrap isn't supported in an Edit Block.
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Creating, Editing, and Deleting Records with Default Actions and sObject Mapping

Add sObject Mapping functionality by adding Remote Actions to the Edit Block for each option you want to make available to the
User. These Remote actions will access Apex classes built for the Edit Block and the sObject Mapping tool. The Default Actions use
the sObject mapping property to determine how the entries map to an sObject.

Adding Custom Actions to an OmniScript Edit Block

Add custom actions to include additional functionality in your Edit Block.

Adding Global Actions to an OmniScript Edit Block

Run Actions on the entire JSON for the Edit Block by adding global actions. Global actions display outside of the Edit Block entries.

Creating, Editing, and Deleting Records with Default Actions and sObject Mapping
Add sObject Mapping functionality by adding Remote Actions to the Edit Block for each option you want to make available to the User.
These Remote actions will access Apex classes built for the Edit Block and the sObject Mapping tool. The Default Actions use the sObject
mapping property to determine how the entries map to an sObject.

Note: In the LWC OmniScript Designer, the SObject Mapping section does not work. To edit the SObject mapping, use the classic
designer. Once the edits are complete, switch back to the LWC OmniScript Designer to test the mapping.

1. To allow a user to create new entries, edit entries, or delete entries:

a. Add a Remote Action to the Edit Block.

a. Configure the Edit Block using the Element naming convention, Class, and Method for each of these table entries:

MethodClassElement Name

newDefaultOmniScriptEditBlock(Edit Block Element Name)-New

editDefaultOmniScriptEditBlock(Edit Block Element Name)-Edit

deleteDefaultOmniScriptEditBlock(Edit Block Element Name)-Delete

2. Map the Edit Block entries to Salesforce objects by using the SOBJECT MAPPING property. Fields hidden from the user, such as an
Id, remain available for mapping. To add mapping entries to the Edit Block:

a. Click SOBJECT MAPPING to expand the section.

b. Click Select Objectand select a Salesforce object.

c. Click +Add Mapping.

d. In the Edit Block Element field, enter the name of an element that is in the Edit Block.

Note: By default, new entries are added, and existing entries are updated. To create a new record instead of updating an
existing one, check the Duplicate Key checkbox.

e. In the sObject field, select an sObject field. The element will map to this field.

Note: You must add a Text Element to store the Id of the record in the Edit Block. The element containing the record
Id must map to the sObject's Id field in the SOBJECT MAPPING section. To hide the element from displaying in the UI,
see Using the Hide Property on OmniScript Components.
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Adding Custom Actions to an OmniScript Edit Block
Add custom actions to include additional functionality in your Edit Block.

To add a custom action:

1. Add an Action into the Edit Block.

2. Name the element. Actions in the Edit Block will appear in the dropdown beneath the default actions by default.

3. (Optional)To have an Action replace the default New, Edit, or Delete Actions in the User Interface, name the Action element, and
append the action type.

Example Element NameReplace Action

AddUserNewNew

ChangeAddressEditEdit

RemoveAccountDeleteDelete

4. Add a Label to the Action.

5. Configure the Action.

Adding Global Actions to an OmniScript Edit Block
Run Actions on the entire JSON for the Edit Block by adding global actions. Global actions display outside of the Edit Block entries.

To add a Global Action:

1. Add an Action into the Edit Block.

2. Name the element and append Global  onto the Element Name. For example, to make an action with the element name
DeleteUsers  a global Action, the Element Name must be DeleteUsersGlobal.

3. Add a label to the Action.

4. Configure the Action.

Display Sprites in Edit Block

Display Sprites to indicate information about an Edit Block record entry using the Default Svg Sprite  and  Default Svg Icon properties.
For example, a User icon may display if the entry is a Contact record. Vlocity supports the Lightning Design System icons. Dynamically
display different sprites by mapping the SVG Controlling Element's possible values to SLDS icons in the SVG Controlling Element
Map.

Replacing the Default SVG Sprite and Icon

To replace the Default SVG Sprite and Icon:

Displaying SVG Icons Dynamically

To dynamically display different SVG Icons:
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Replacing the Default SVG Sprite and Icon
To replace the Default SVG Sprite and Icon:

1. Search for an SLDS icon, and note the category and the icon name.

2. In the Default SVG Sprite field, enter the icon's category.

3. In the Default SVG Icon field, enter the name of the icon.

4. Preview the OmniScript to view the new default SVG icon.

Displaying SVG Icons Dynamically
To dynamically display different SVG Icons:

1. In the Edit Block's SVG Controlling Element, enter the name of an Element in the Edit Block.

2. In the Svg Controlling Element Map, click Add SVG Icon.

3. In the SVG Icon's Value field, enter a possible value for the SVG Controlling Element.

4. Search for an SLDS icon, and note the category and the icon name.

5. In the Svg Sprite field, enter the icon's category.

6. In the Svg Icon field, enter the name of the icon.

7. Preview the OmniScript and enter the value for the SVG Controlling Element to test the functionality.

8. (Optional) Repeat the steps for additional element values.

Set a Select Mode in Edit Block

Select modes enable users to change an Edit Block entry's boolean value in the data JSON by clicking on Edit Block entries.

Select Mode is only available for Cards, LongCards, and Table.

1. Add a Checkbox element into the Edit Block and name the element. For example, Element Name = PaidInFull.

2. (Optional) Hide the element from the Edit Block by clicking Edit as JSON, and setting Hide  equal to true.

3. In the Edit Block, set Select Mode equal to Single or Multi.

4. Enter the Checkbox element name in the Checkbox Element Name field.

5. Preview the OmniScript, create Edit Block entries, and select the entries.
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6. Click { Data } to open the data panel and view the boolean values for the Edit Block entry.

Work with Formulas in Edit Block

Perform equations and combine strings by using Formula Elements. Place formulas within an Edit Block to access element values within
a specific Edit Block entry. Place Formula outside of the Edit Block in the same Step to access an element value for all of the Edit Block
entries.

To access data within a specific Edit Block entry:

1. Add a Formula element to the Edit Block.

2. Using the merge field syntax, add the Edit Block's Element Name and the Element Name for the element you want to access in the
Formula. For example, %EditBlock:FirstName%. For more information on merge fields, see Access OmniScript Data JSON
with Merge Fields.

3. Add a |n  after the Edit Block element name to set the formula to only access the merge field's value for its instance. Using the |n
syntax is necessary because the Edit Block stores entry values in an array format. The resulting syntax is
%EditBlock|n:FirstName%.

4. Concatenate values by combining them using the |n syntax. For example, %EditBlock|n:FirstName% + " " +
%EditBlock|n:LastName%.
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To access each index of an Edit Block array in a formula, see Access Index of an Edit Block Array in a Formula.

Access Index of an Edit Block Array in a Formula

Access each index of an Edit Block array in a formula.

Access Index of an Edit Block Array in a Formula
Access each index of an Edit Block array in a formula.

1. Place a Formula outside of the Edit Block.

2. In the Formula editor, add the Element Name using the merge field syntax. For example, to return the sum of all the entries for a
Number element in an Edit Block, you would use the following syntax in the formula editor: SUM(%EditBlock1:NetIncome%),
where NetIncome is the name of a Number element.

3. (Optional) When using the vlcEditBlockFS.html template, display the formula at the top of the Edit Block by adding the Formula
element's name to the Edit Block's Sum Element property.

Overwrite Edit Block Values

Overwrite the number of children in an Edit Block in an OmniScript. You can also set the Edit Block's value to null  in between steps.

Required Versions

allowOverwrite  flag available in Winter '22 Minor Release 234.4, and beginning Spring '22.

Allow Clear property available beginning Winter '22.
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1. In the Setup pane of an OmniScript, click Edit Properties As JSON, and enter JSON node "allowOverwrite": true.

2. Add an Edit Block inside a Step.

3. To populate the Edit Block from an action, add an action, such as Set Values inside or before a step and configure the action.

4. To enable an action to set the Edit Block's value to null  (empty) in between steps, select Allow Clear in the Properties pane of
the Edit Block. The action must be in between, before, or after a step.

For example, add a Set Values action in between two steps where the Element Value is {EditBlock1: null}. If EditBlock1
is on the first step, when the user reaches the second step and goes back to the first, the contents of EditBlock1 is emptied.

5. To enable the action to remove the Edit Block, select Allow Delete.

Override an Edit Block LWC

Apply custom code to an Edit Block by extending and overriding the Edit Block's lightning web components. Edit Blocks contain up to
three LWC override fields based on the Edit Block's Edit mode.

ExampleCompatible Edit ModesDescriptionProperty

Extend the Edit Block LWCAllCustomize the Edit Block
component by extending the
Edit Block component.

LWC Component Override

Extend the Edit Block Label LWCCards, Long CardsCustomize the Edit Block's label
by overriding the label
component.

Edit Block Label LWC
Component Override

Extend the Edit Block New LWCCardsCustomize the Edit Block Card
users click to create new entries

Edit Block New LWC
Component Override

by overriding the New LWC
component.

Extend the Edit Block LWC

Customize an LWC OmniScript's Edit Block by extending the Edit Block LWC.

Extend the Edit Block Label LWC

Customize an LWC Edit Block's Label for the Cards and Long Cards edit modes by extending the Edit Block Label LWC. Exclusive to
Cards and Long Cards edit mode, the Edit Block Label LWC overrides the original labels, including global actions.

Extend the Edit Block New LWC

Customize an LWC Edit Block's new entry card by extending the Edit Block New LWC. Exclusive to the Card edit mode, the Edit Block
New LWC overrides the new entry card.

Extend the Edit Block LWC
Customize an LWC OmniScript's Edit Block by extending the Edit Block LWC.

The Edit Block LWC overrides the entire Edit Block LWC unless the Edit Mode is Cards or Long Cards. Cards and Long Cards include
additional extendable LWCs. For information on Cards and Long Cards LWC options, see Override an Edit Block LWC.

Before You Begin
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Ensure you understand the requirements for extending an OmniScript element's Lightning web component. For more information, see
Extend an OmniScript Element's Lightning Web Component.

1. In VisualStudio, create a custom LWC or download a custom Edit Block LWC example by clicking here. The code in the custom LWC
example changes the background of the Edit Block card to green.

Custom Edit Block Card ExampleOriginal Edit Block Card

2. In the LWC's JavaScript file, extend the Edit Block LWC. Using this code example, replace the NS with the namespace of the package.
For information on finding the namespace, see Viewing the Namespace and Version of the OmniStudio Vlocity Package.

Example:

import omniscriptEditBlock from "VLOCITYNAMESPACE/omniscriptEditBlock";
import template from "./editblockCardCustomize.html"
export default class editblockCardCustomize extends omniscriptEditBlock{

// your properties and methods here

render()
{

if (this.jsonDef) {
this._hasChildren = this.jsonDef.children.length > 0;
this._isFirstIndex = this.jsonDef.index === 0;

if (this._isCards && this._isFirstIndex) {
// hides the first short card with no children
if (!this._hasChildren) {

this.classList.add(this._theme + '-hide');
} else {

this.classList.remove(this._theme + '-hide');
}

}
}
return template;

}
}

3. Add code to the custom LWC.
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4. Deploy the custom LWC to Salesforce. See Deploy Lightning Web Components.

5. Go to the OmniScript that contains the Edit Block LWC.

6. In the Edit Block's LWC Component Override field, enter the name of the custom LWC.

7. Activate the OmniScript, and preview your changes.

Extend the Edit Block Label LWC
Customize an LWC Edit Block's Label for the Cards and Long Cards edit modes by extending the Edit Block Label LWC. Exclusive to Cards
and Long Cards edit mode, the Edit Block Label LWC overrides the original labels, including global actions.

Before You Begin

Ensure you understand the requirements for extending an OmniScript element's Lightning web component. For more information, see
Extend an OmniScript Element's Lightning Web Component.

1. In VisualStudio, create a custom LWC or download a custom Edit Block LWC example by clicking here. The code in the custom LWC
example changes the label of a global action to green.

Custom Edit Block LabelOriginal Edit Block Label

2. In the LWC's JavaScript file, extend the Edit Block Label LWC. Using this code example, replace the NS with the namespace of the
package. For information on finding the namespace, see Viewing the Namespace and Version of the OmniStudio Vlocity Package.

Example:

import omniscriptEditBlockLabel from "NS/omniscriptEditBlockLabel";
import template from "./editblockLabelCustomize.html"
export default class editblockLabelCustomize extends omniscriptEditBlockLabel{

// your properties and methods here

render()
{
return template;

}
}

3. Add code to the custom LWC.

4. Deploy the custom LWC to Salesforce. See Deploy Lightning Web Components.

5. Go to the OmniScript that contains the Edit Block LWC.

6. In the Edit Block's properties, select Edit Block Mode, and click Cards or LongCards.

7. In the Edit Block's Edit Block Label LWC Component Override field, enter the name of the custom LWC.

8. Activate the OmniScript, and preview your changes.
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Extend the Edit Block New LWC
Customize an LWC Edit Block's new entry card by extending the Edit Block New LWC. Exclusive to the Card edit mode, the Edit Block
New LWC overrides the new entry card.

Before You Begin

Ensure you understand the requirements for extending an OmniScript element's Lightning web component. For more information, see
Extend an OmniScript Element's Lightning Web Component.

1. In VisualStudio, create a custom LWC or download a custom Edit Block New LWC example by clicking here. The code in the custom
LWC example changes the text color to green.

Custom Edit Block New ExampleOriginal Edit Block New Card

2. In the LWC's JavaScript file, extend the Edit Block New LWC. Using this code example, replace the NS with the namespace of the
package. For information on finding the namespace, see Viewing the Namespace and Version of the OmniStudio Vlocity Package.

Example:

import omniscriptEditBlockNew from "NS/omniscriptEditBlockNew";
import template from "./editblockNewCustomize.html"
export default class editblockNewCustomize extends omniscriptEditBlockNew{

// your properties and methods here
render()
{
return template;

}
}

3. Add code to the custom LWC.

4. Deploy the custom LWC to Salesforce. See Deploy Lightning Web Components.

5. Go to the OmniScript that contains the Edit Block LWC.

6. In the Edit Block's properties, click Edit Block Mode and select Cards.

7. In the Edit Block's Edit Block New LWC Component Override field, enter the name of the custom LWC.

8. Activate the OmniScript, and preview your changes.
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Edit Block Properties

This section contains information on the Edit Block properties.

DescriptionProperty

Allows values in Edit Block to be set to null using the Set Values
action.

Allow Clear

Enables users to access an Action that deletes an entry.Allow Delete

Enables users to access an Action that edits an entry.Allow Edit

Enables users to access an Action that creates a new entry in the
Edit Block.

Allow New

The text label that appears for the Delete Action.Delete Label

Exclusive to LWC OmniScripts; sets the styling for Edit Block entries.Edit Block Mode

The text label that appears for the Edit Action.Edit Label

The text label that appears for the New Action.New Label

The name of the Default SVG Sprite category. By default, this field
is set to the utility category.

Default SVG Sprite

The name of the Default SVG Icon that is within the Default SVG
Sprite's category. By default, this field is set to the user icon.

Default SVG Icon

The name of an element in the Edit Block that's value dynamically
controls whether an alternate SVG Icon displays.

SVG Controlling Element

The Sum Element displays the value for a Formula placed outside
of the Edit Block.

Sum Element

Exclusive to LWC OmniScript, Select Mode enables users to set a
Checkbox's boolean value to true  by selecting Edit Block entries.

Select Mode

Select Mode is only available for Cards, LongCards, and Table Edit
Blocks.

Enter the name of a Checkbox element in the Edit Block. This
element enables Select Mode to function.

Checkbox Element Name
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DescriptionProperty

Enables users to use Vlocity's default actions to map Edit Block
entries to Salesforce records.

sObject Mapping

For information on common properties, see Common OmniScript Element Properties Definitions .

Radio Group

OmniScript's Radio Group enables you to create and display questions in a questionnaire format.

Note: Radio Group provides the same selection options for each question. To provide different options for each question, see
Add Options for Selects, Multi-Selects, and Radio Buttons.

1. Drag a Radio Group into an existing Step in the structure panel.

2. In the Radio Group's Properties, under Options, add Values  and Labels. These represent the user's selectable options.

Note: Using a value from a Radio Group as a conditional in another element requires adding the Radio Group's element name
as the parent node.

Example Syntax: ParentNode:ChildNode

3. (Optional) Select the Set All button next to an option to check all of the fields at once when the option is selected.

4. Under Radio Group Questions, add questions into the Label field and enter Values to store the user's response. The Labels
represent the questions that display to the left of the selectable options.

5. (Optional) Set the Radio Labels Width. Changing the Width of Radio Group Labels changes the width of the Options Labels.

6. Preview the OmniScript to test the questionnaire.

Steps

When create the script structure for an OmniScript, Steps should be used to create each "page" of the form. Users can navigate through
Steps using Next and Previous buttons.

You can enable field validation for a Step, which means that all required fields on the Step must be completed in order to move forward.
Conditionally displaying elements can be done by applying conditional views to steps. This enables you to create one OmniScript that
offers different experiences based on the user's responses.

Step Example

In the example OmniScript pictured below, the first Step is called Agent Information:
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Here is the same Step rendered on the form:
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The Instruction field on the Step element configuration appears in Horizontal mode and is HTML-rich:
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The OmniScript's Step Chart can be hidden by checking Hide Step Chart in the Script Configuration:

The Step Chart Label property enables you to text that is separate from the Step's main display label:
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Type Ahead Block

Display a list of results when a user begins typing in an input field by using the Type Ahead Block. When a user selects a record, the Type
Ahead Block can retrieve additional information related to the record. For example, a Type Ahead Block can be used with a DataRaptor
to list Accounts in the results.

In the OmniScript Designer, the Type Ahead Block is located under the Groups section of Available Components.

Add and Configure a Type Ahead Block

Configure how users can create and edit records in Edit Block.

Make an HTTP Call from a Type Ahead Block

Retrieve data from a URL in your Type Ahead Block using an HTTP Action.

Use Type Ahead Block With Data JSON

The Type Ahead Block can use a Data JSON as its source instead of an API, HTTP, or Remote action. Using a Data JSON enables the
response from the Type Ahead Block to be made client-side instead of needing to make server calls.

Use Google Maps Autocomplete in OmniScripts

Retrieve Google Maps data and display a location in the Type Ahead Block using the Google Maps API.

Use Type Ahead Block with DataRaptor

Retrieve data in your Type Ahead Block using DataRaptor

Type Ahead Block Properties

This page contains information on Type Ahead Block properties.

Add and Configure a Type Ahead Block

Configure how users can create and edit records in Edit Block.

1. Add the Type Ahead Block element to the OmniScript canvas.
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Note: If a Type Ahead Block exists in a Block element, only one Block element is permitted. Adding multiple nested Blocks
will result in errors.

2. Add an Action element into the Type Ahead Block to retrieve data or seed the Type Ahead Block with data. Type Ahead Blocks only
support using a single action.

Type Ahead ExampleDescriptionSupported Data Sources

Use Type Ahead Block With Data JSONAccesses an array of data present in the
OmniScript's data JSON.

Data JSON

Use Type Ahead Block with DataRaptorRetrieves internal or external Salesforce
data.

DataRaptor Extract Action

Use Google Maps Autocomplete in
OmniScripts

Calls a Google Maps API to retrieve google
maps data.

Google Maps Auto Complete

Make an HTTP Call from a Type Ahead
Block

Retrieves external data.HTTP Action

n/aRetrieves data from an Apex class.Remote Action

3. Add Input elements into the Type Ahead Block to map response data.

To hide an element, such as an Id, from the user, prefill it with data from the TypeAhead using these steps:

a. From the element properties panel, click Edit as JSON. The JSON definition of the element is displayed.

b. Set the hide property's value to true.

c. Check the box labeled Available for Prefill When Hidden.

4. Configure additional properties in the Edit Block to set a user's data access. See Type Ahead Block Properties.

5. Add custom styling and behavior by overriding LWC Type Ahead Block components. The LWC Component Override field only
overrides the Type Ahead Component.

DescriptionType Ahead Block LWCs

Overrides the Type Ahead component that lists the data results.omniscriptTypeahead

Overrides the Type Ahead Block component that embeds the
Type Ahead component.

omniscriptTypeaheadBlock

LWC Type Ahead Blocks display a progress-bar when retrieving
data results. For information on customizing the progress-bar,
see Base OmniStudio LWC ReadMe Reference.

progressBar
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Make an HTTP Call from a Type Ahead Block

Retrieve data from a URL in your Type Ahead Block using an HTTP Action.

1. Add a Type Ahead Block to your OmniScript.

2. Drag the HTTP action into the Type Ahead Block. See OmniScript Script Structure Definitions for more information.

3. Configure your HTTP Action by entering your HTTP Path and your HTTP Method.

4. Add fields to your Type Ahead Block for the items that are being returned by the HTTP action.

5. (Optional) By default, user input will be filtered against a LIKE match. To return unfiltered results check the Disable Data Filter
checkbox in the Type Ahead Block's properties.

Use Type Ahead Block With Data JSON

The Type Ahead Block can use a Data JSON as its source instead of an API, HTTP, or Remote action. Using a Data JSON enables the
response from the Type Ahead Block to be made client-side instead of needing to make server calls.

For example, you might want to use a Data JSON with an array containing a list of your coverage plan names. As your agent begins
typing, a list of plan names is displayed, enabling the agent to choose one.

1. Check the Use Data JSON checkbox

2. In the Data JSON Path, enter the name of a root level JSON node returned by the response of the Action.

Note: The Data JSON Path only accepts data at the root level of the JSON.

3. (Optional) By default, user input is filtered using a LIKE  match. To return unfiltered results, check Disable Data Filter in the Type
Ahead Block's properties.

4. (Optional) To make the Type Ahead Block behave like the Lookup element, check the Lookup Mode checkbox. Instead of typing
to return a set of values, users select from a set of values.

Use Google Maps Autocomplete in OmniScripts

Retrieve Google Maps data and display a location in the Type Ahead Block using the Google Maps API.

Before You Begin

The Type Ahead Block's Google Maps functionality requires you to use a Google Maps API Key. See Google.

1. Add a Type Ahead Block to your OmniScript.

2. In Type Ahead Block's Field Label, enter the text to display in the google maps search field.
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3. Check the Enable Google Maps Autocomplete checkbox to display the Google Maps Autocomplete section.

4. In the Google Maps API Key field, enter your Google Maps JavaScript API key. If you don't have a Google Maps JavaScript API Key,
obtain one from Google.

5. (Optional) To hide the Google Map widget, check Hide Map.

6. Click the Country Filter field and select a Country.

7. Preview the OmniScript to run a search and return a Google response.

8. Open the Action Debugger to view the response.

These are the available response nodes:

• Responses return unique sets of data depending on the configuration.

In addition to the default response nodes, this table displays response nodes that may also be available in the Google response.
For detailed information on each response node, see Google Geocoding API (Google documentation).

DescriptionResponse Node

A street address.street_address

A named route, e.g., I-5.route

A major intersection.intersection

A political entity.political

A national political entity.country

An object containing longitude and latitude.geometry

A first-order civil entity below the country level, e.g., states.administrative_area_level_1

A second-order civil entity, e.g., counties.administrative_area_level_2

A third-order civil entity.administrative_area_level_3

A fourth-order civil entity.administrative_area_level_4
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DescriptionResponse Node

A fifth-order civil entity.administrative_area_level_5

A common alternative name for the entity.colloquial_area

An incorporated city.locality

A first-order civil entity below locality. The sublocality may
contain additional civil entities in nodes from
sublocality_level_1 to sublocality_level_5.

sublocality

A neighborhood.neighborhood

A location, e.g., a building.premise

A first-order entity below a location, e.g., a building.subpremise

A postal code.postal_code

An important natural feature.natural_feature

An airport.airport

A park name.park

A point of interest, usually an important local entity, e.g., the
Golden Gate Bridge.

point_of_interest

An array containing the response's type. For example, San
Francisco is a type of locality.

types

9. Add an element to the Type Ahead Block to map data from a Google response node. Elements in the Type Ahead Block appear as
a selectable Child Element in the Google Transformation section.
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10. In the Google Transformations section, click Add New Mapping.

11. Select a Child Element and map it to a Google Response Node.

Refer to the Action debugger's response, and map these additional nested data types by entering the correct notation in the Google
Response Node field:

Notation ExampleData TypeResponse Node

geometry:location:latObjectgeometry

types|1Arraytypes

12. Save the OmniScript and run it in preview to view your mappings.

Use Type Ahead Block with DataRaptor

Retrieve data in your Type Ahead Block using DataRaptor

1. Add a Type Ahead Block to your OmniScript.

2. Drag a DataRaptor Extract Action component into the structure of the Type Ahead Block. See OmniScript Script Structure Definitions
for more information.

3. To configure your DataRaptor Extract Action, select a DataRaptor Interface and set your input parameters. To pass the user's input
to the DataRaptor, set one input parameter to the Element Name of the Type Ahead Block.

4. Add fields to your Type Ahead Block.

5. To populate the fields, set the Element names to match the extracted data being returned by the DataRaptor Extract Action. For
more information on populating elements, see Prefill OmniScript Elements using DataRaptor.

Type Ahead Block Properties

This page contains information on Type Ahead Block properties.

DescriptionProperty

Where to apply the data returned by the action. To invoke
JavaScript for parsing, set Data Process Function.

Type Ahead Key

Check to display the fields in the Type Ahead Block automatically.
If Edit Mode is not checked, users can click the edit button to display

Edit Mode
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DescriptionProperty

fields. Displaying the field enables users to enter information into
the fields without using type-ahead.

Enter a Google Maps API Key.Google Map Api Key

Permits users to add a new entry when using the Type Ahead Block.
By default, users can only choose from the list of values.

New Item Label

Prevents the Edit button from displaying. If Edit Mode is checked,
the Type Ahead Block fields still display to the user.

Hide Edit Button

Hides the Google Maps widget in the OmniScript.Hide Map

The name of the google response node. Preview the OmniScript
to run the Google search and view all the available response nodes
in the action debugger.

Google Response Node

OmniScript Input Elements
This page contains a table explaining the available OmniScript elements listed under the Inputs section.

Example ImageElement DescriptionElement Name

Lightning Checkbox:Checkbox is a boolean input control. It
returns true or false to the Data JSON.

Checkbox

Newport Checkbox:
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Example ImageElement DescriptionElement Name

Lightning Currency:The Currency element records a currency
amount on a single line. To configure the

Currency

currency symbol displayed in the
OmniScript, you have the following options:

• In single currency Salesforce orgs, the
Currency Code is set to the org currency
by default. No configuration is
necessary.

• In multi-currency Salesforce orgs, the
Currency Code changes to a current Newport Currency:

user's currency code by default. No
configuration is necessary. For
information on configuring multiple
currencies, see Manage Multiple
Currencies.

• Override the currency code with a
default value. In the Script
Configuration, set the Currency Code
field to a  supported currency code.

• In the URL that launches the script, set
the OmniScriptCurrencyCode
parameter. For example:
&OmniScriptCurrencyCode=JPY

• (Exclusive to LWC OmniScripts) Display
the Currency Code by checking the
Display Currency Code checkbox on
the Currency element.

• In a VisualForce page that displays an
OmniScript, by setting the
strOmniScriptCurrencyCode to a
currency code.
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Example ImageElement DescriptionElement Name

n/aExclusive to LWC OmniScripts, add a custom
LWC to an OmniScript using the Custom
LWC element. See Custom LWC Element.

Custom LWC

Lightning Date:The Date element is used for input fields
that should contain a date. The Date Type

Date

can be set to either String or Date for a Date
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Example ImageElement DescriptionElement Name

element. Setting the Date Type to String
results in the use of the Absolute Date. The
model date format, can be set in the
element's configuration. The default is
yyyy-MM-dd.

Newport Date:
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Example ImageElement DescriptionElement Name

Lightning Date/Time:The Date element is used for input fields
that should contain a date and time.

Date/Time

Displays two fields. The timezone property
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Example ImageElement DescriptionElement Name

provides the option of setting the timezone
to either the User object's time or the
browser's local time.

Newport Date/Time:

Lightning Disclosure:Displays Disclosure text and has a checkbox
for user to select whether or not they agree
with the disclosure.

Disclosure
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Example ImageElement DescriptionElement Name

Newport Disclosure:

Lightning Email:The Email element is used for input fields
that should contain an e-mail address.

Email

Newport Email:
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Example ImageElement DescriptionElement Name

Lightning File:The File element allows the user to upload
a file from their computer so that it is
accessible by OmniScript.

File

Newport File:

Lightning Image:The Image element defines an image in
Omniscript.

Image

Newport Image:

Lightning Lookup:The Lookup element calls the DataRaptor
Output service to query SFDC tables and

Lookup
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Example ImageElement DescriptionElement Name

populate the element with the results of the
query. s

Newport Lookup:

Lightning Multi-select:When a value is selected, the
language-independent "Value" in the Data
JSON is populated.

Multi-select

Newport Multi-select:
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Example ImageElement DescriptionElement Name

Lightning Number:A numeric input field.Number

Newport Number:

Lightning Password:The Password element is a password field.Password

Newport Password:

Lightning Radio Display Mode Options:Radio buttons let a user select one of a
limited number of options. Options are
displayed in a vertical list.

Radio

Horizontal:
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Example ImageElement DescriptionElement Name

Image:

Vertical:
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Example ImageElement DescriptionElement Name

Newport Radio Display Mode Options:

Horizontal:

Image:

Segment:

Vertical:
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Example ImageElement DescriptionElement Name

Lightning Range:The Range element is used for input fields
that should contain a value within a range.

Range

Newport Range:

Lightning Select:Displays a dropdown menu of values. When
a value is selected, the

Select

language-independent "value" is populated
in the Data JSON.

Lightning Select Dropdown:
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Example ImageElement DescriptionElement Name

Newport Select:

Newport Select Dropdown:

Lightning Signature:The Signature element collects a signature
during an OmniScript. This field can be
made required.

Signature

Newport Signature:
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Example ImageElement DescriptionElement Name

Lightning Telephone:The Telephone element is used for input
fields that should contain a telephone
number.

Telephone

Newport Telephone:

Lightning Text:The Text element is a one-line text input
field.

Text

Newport Text:

Lightning TextArea:The Text Area element is a multiple-line text
input field.

Text Area
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Example ImageElement DescriptionElement Name

Newport TextArea:

Lightning Time:The Time element allows users to input a
time into the field.

Time
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Example ImageElement DescriptionElement Name

Newport Time:
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Example ImageElement DescriptionElement Name

Lightning URL:The URL element is used for input fields that
should contain a URL address.

URL

Newport URL:

OmniScripts Checkbox Element

Enable users to select a checkbox by adding the Checkbox element to your OmniScript. For example, map the user's yes/no answer
to a true/false field in a record.

OmniScripts Currency Element

Enable users to enter a currency amount by adding the Currency element to your OmniScript. Update default format options such
as the number of decimal places to display, minimum and maximum currency value, and more.
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Custom Lightning Web Component Properties

Custom Lightning Web Component element properties are configurable from the Properties panel when you select the element.
With the Custom Lightning Web Component element, embed a custom Lightning web component into your OmniScript.

OmniScripts Date Element

Enable users to select a date from a date picker by adding a Date element to your OmniScript. Set the minimum and maximum
dates, and the date format.

OmniScripts Date/Time Element

Enable users to select a date from a date picker and a time from a list by adding the Date/Time element to your OmniScript. Set the
minimum and maximum dates, and the date and time formats.

OmniScripts Disclosure Element

Enable users to agree to a disclosure statement by adding a Disclosure element to your OmniScript. Enter the copy in a rich text
editor.

OmniScripts Email Element

Enable users to enter an email address by adding the Email element to your OmniScript. Update the default allowable format with
Validation Options.

OmniScripts Multi-Select Element

Enable users to select from multiple items by adding the Multi-select element to your OmniScript. Display options vertically,
horizontally, or as an image.

OmniScripts Number Element

Enable users to enter a number by adding the Number element to your OmniScript. Limit what the user can enter by setting a mask.

OmniScripts Password Element

Enable users to enter a password by adding the Password element to your OmniScript. Set the minimum and maximum lengths of
the password.

OmniScripts Radio Element

Enable users to select one from multiple items by adding the Radio element to your OmniScript. Display options vertically, horizontally,
as an image, or styled based on the Newport Design System.

OmniScripts Range Element

Enables users to select a number from a specified range by adding the Range element to your OmniScript. Specify the increment
values and use both dynamic and static values to define the minimum and maximum values for the range.

OmniScripts Select Element

Enable users to select from a dropdown by adding a Select element to your OmniScript. Manually enter options or dynamically pull
options from an Apex class and method, or for a Salesforce object.

OmniScripts Telephone Element

Enable users to enter a telephone number by adding a Telephone element to your OmniScript. Limit the length and format of the
number the user can enter.

OmniScripts Text Area Element

Enable users to enter multiple lines of text by adding a Text Area element to your OmniScript. Limit the number of characters the
user can enter.

OmniScripts Text Element

Enable users to enter a line of text by adding the Text element to your OmniScript. Limit the length of the text using minimum and
maximum values and set allowable information using the mask property.
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OmniScripts Time Element

Enable users to select from a list of times by adding the Time element to your OmniScript. Format the display and set the time
intervals.

OmniScripts URL Element

Enable users to enter a website address by adding the URL element to your OmniScript. For example, a user can enter
salesforce.com, or www.salesforce.com, and so on.

OmniScripts Checkbox Element

Enable users to select a checkbox by adding the Checkbox element to your OmniScript. For example, map the user's yes/no answer to
a true/false field in a record.

1. Drag a Checkbox element from the Build panel onto the canvas.

2. In the Properties panel, give the element a name in the Name field.

3. In Field Label, enter a label visible to the user.

4. (Optional) Select Default Value to enable the checkbox by default. The value is true or false in the Data JSON.

5. (Optional) For additional properties, see Common OmniScript Element Properties Definitions .

OmniScripts Currency Element

Enable users to enter a currency amount by adding the Currency element to your OmniScript. Update default format options such as
the number of decimal places to display, minimum and maximum currency value, and more.

1. Drag a Currency element from the Build panel onto the canvas.

2. In the Properties panel, give the element a name in the Name field.

3. In Field Label, enter a label visible to the user.

4. (Optional) To override the default allowable format, select Custom Mask, and then enter a new mask in the Format Override:
Custom Mask field. For example, the mask ###,###  transforms an input of 123456 into 123,456. See Pattern Mask.

5. (Optional) In Format Override: Decimal Places, enter a number to change the default number of decimal places to display.

6. (Optional) In Minimum Currency Value, enter the minimum value that a user can enter, such as 1.

7. (Optional) In Maximum Currency Value, enter the maximum value that a user can enter, such as 10,000.

8. (Optional) Select Allow Negative Numbers to allow users to enter negative values, such as -15.

9. (Optional) Select Hide Comma Separators to hide commas for values greater than three digits. For example, display 1000 instead
of 1,000.

10. (Optional) Select Display Currency Code to display a currency code based on the logged-in user's locale. For example, if the user
locale is en-US, the currency code is USD.

11. (Optional) For additional properties, see Common OmniScript Element Properties Definitions .

Custom Lightning Web Component Properties

Custom Lightning Web Component element properties are configurable from the Properties panel when you select the element. With
the Custom Lightning Web Component element, embed a custom Lightning web component into your OmniScript.
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DescriptionProperty

Enter the name of the custom component to render it in an active
OmniScript.

LWC Name

Enter a property name using the HTML attribute format to pass it
into the custom component. For example, the property recordId
converts to the HTML attribute record-id.

Property Name

Enter a value to pass in the property. Values may use merge field
syntax to pass a JSON node. For example, to pass the JSON node
ContextId, enter %ContextId%.

Property Source

A checkbox that enables the use of a Standalone LWC.Standalone LWC

OmniScripts Date Element

Enable users to select a date from a date picker by adding a Date element to your OmniScript. Set the minimum and maximum dates,
and the date format.

1. Drag a Date element from the Build panel onto the canvas.

2. In the Properties panel, give the element a name in the Name field.

3. In Field Label, enter a label visible to the user.

4. In Minimum Date, enter the earliest date the user can select from the date picker, such as 01-01-1950.

Note: The format entered must be the same as in the Date Format field. For example, to set the minimum date to January
1, 1950, if the Date Format is MM-DD-YYYY, you must enter 01-01-1950.

5. In Maximum Date, enter the latest date the user can select from the date picker, such as 12-31-2019.

Note: The format entered must be the same as in the Date Format field. For example, to set the maximum date to December
31, 2019, if the Date Format is MM-DD-YYYY, you must enter 12-31-2019.

6. In Date Format, enter the format to display the date. For example, if the format is MM-DD-YYYY, and the user selects January
3, 2020  from the date picker, the date displays as 01-03-2020. For more format options, see Day.js.

7. (Optional) In the Advanced Options section, update values for the following properties:

• Data Type: Specifies how to display the date in the Data JSON.

– If set to String, the Model Date Format is applied. String is the default data type.

– If set to Date, the date is encoded as an ISO 8601 date/time, such as 2018-01-28T05:00:00.000Z.

• Model Date Format: Specifies how the date is formatted in the Data JSON when Data Type is set to String. For example,
YYYY-MM-DD. For more format options, see Day.js.

8. (Optional) For additional properties, see Common OmniScript Element Properties Definitions .
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OmniScripts Date/Time Element

Enable users to select a date from a date picker and a time from a list by adding the Date/Time element to your OmniScript. Set the
minimum and maximum dates, and the date and time formats.

1. Drag a Text element from the Build panel onto the canvas.

2. In the Properties panel, give the element a name in the Name field.

3. In Field Label, enter a label visible to the user.

4. In Minimum Date, enter the earliest date the user can select from the date picker, such as 01-01-1950.

Note: The format entered must be the same as in the Date Format field. For example, to set the minimum date to January
1, 1950, if the Date Format is MM-DD-YYYY, you must enter 01-01-1950.

5. In Maximum Date, enter the latest date the user can select from the date picker, such as 12-31-2019.

Note: The format entered must be the same as in the Date Format field. For example, to set the maximum date to December
31, 2019, if the Date Format is MM-DD-YYYY, you must enter 12-31-2019.

6. In Date Format, enter the format to display the date. For example, if the format is MM-DD-YYYY, and the user selects January
3, 2020  from the date picker, the date displays as 01-03-2020. For more format options, see Day.js.

7. In Time Format, enter the format to display the time, such as hh:mm a, which is the default.

Note: Enter h  or hh  for hour, m  or mm  for minute, s  or ss  for seconds, and a  for am/pm. A single letter, such as h  or
m, has no leading zero. Remove the a  to display 24 hour time. For example, hh:mm a  displays 03:30 pm, h:mm a
displays 3:30 pm, and hh:mm:ss. displays 15:30 01. For more format options, see Day.js.

8. In Time Interval, enter the intervals within an hour the user can select from the time dropdown. For example, enter 15  for 15
minute periods within the hour such as 12:00, 12:15, 12:30, 12:45, and so on. The default interval is 30.

9. In the Advanced Options section, select a Time Zone:

• Select Local Timezone to use the timezone of the browser.

• Select User Timezone to use the timezone set in the logged-in user's profile.

10. (Optional) For additional properties, see Common OmniScript Element Properties Definitions .

OmniScripts Disclosure Element

Enable users to agree to a disclosure statement by adding a Disclosure element to your OmniScript. Enter the copy in a rich text editor.

1. Drag a Disclosure element from the Build panel onto the canvas.

2. In the Properties panel, give the element a name in the Name field.

3. In Field Label, enter a label visible to the user.

4. (Optional) Select the Required field to make selecting the checkbox next to the statement required.

5. (Optional) Click the Text field to enter the text for your disclosure statement.

6. (Optional) For additional properties, see Common OmniScript Element Properties Definitions .

OmniScripts Email Element

Enable users to enter an email address by adding the Email element to your OmniScript. Update the default allowable format with
Validation Options.
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1. Drag an Email element from the Build panel onto the canvas.

2. In the Properties panel, give the element a name in the Name field.

3. In Field Label, enter a label visible to the user.

4. (Optional) In the Validation Options section, update data validation options:

• In Pattern, enter a pattern to override the default allowable email format. Use simple pattern matching. Regular expressions
(regex) accepted. See Regular Expressions.

• In Pattern Error Text, enter the message displayed if the input does not match the expression in Pattern.

5. (Optional) For additional properties, see Common OmniScript Element Properties Definitions .

OmniScripts Multi-Select Element

Enable users to select from multiple items by adding the Multi-select element to your OmniScript. Display options vertically, horizontally,
or as an image.

1. Drag a Multi-select element from the Build panel onto the canvas.

2. In the Properties panel, give the element a name in the Name field.

3. In Field Label, enter a label visible to the user.

4. (Optional) In Display Mode, select how to display the radio buttons. The following list options available:

• Horizontal: (Default) Display radio buttons next to each other.

• Vertical: Display radio buttons stacked.

• Image: Display each radio button as an image.

5. (Optional) If you select Image in Display Mode, the following are additional properties you can configure:

• Width: Sets the image width.

• Height: Sets the image height.

• Image Count In Row: Sets how many images per row to display.

• Enable Caption: Displays a caption below the image.

6. In Option Source, select where the list of options come from. Select from one of the following:

• Manual: (Default) Manually enter value/label pairs. Available when Display Mode is not Image.

• Custom: Enter the Apex class and method that returns the options. Use the format ClassName.method. See Populating
Picklist Values From Apex.

• SObject: Retrieves the picklist values from the Salesforce object and field. Use the format ObjectAPIName.FieldAPIName.

• Image: When Image is selected as Display Mode, manually enter value/label pairs and upload images to display. If no image is
uploaded, the label displays in the image box.

7. If you select Manual or Image as an Option Source, for each option follow these steps:

a. Click + Add New Option.

b. Enter the Value and visible Label.
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c. If your option is an image, select an image available from the Choose existing image dropdown. Or upload an image from
your computer from the Or upload new image section.

d. (Optional) Check Use as Default to make the option selected by default.

8. If you select Custom as an Option Source, in the Source, enter the name of a method to call on a class in the format
class.method.

9. If you select SObject as an Option Source, in the Source, enter the name of a field on an object in the format SObject.field.

10. (Optional) To display options based on the selection of another value, configure Controlling Field Type by following these steps:

a. To define the source of the controlling field:

• To retrieve picklist options from an Apex class, select Custom.

• To retrieve dependent picklist values from a Salesforce object, select SObject.

b. In Controlling Field Source, enter an Apex class.

c. In Controlling Field Element, enter an OmniScript element name.

11. (Optional) For additional properties, see Common OmniScript Element Properties Definitions .

OmniScripts Number Element

Enable users to enter a number by adding the Number element to your OmniScript. Limit what the user can enter by setting a mask.

1. Drag a Number element from the Build panel onto the canvas.

2. In the Properties panel, give the element a name in the Name field.

3. In Field Label, enter a label visible to the user.

4. In Mask, set the allowable format the user can enter. See Pattern Mask.

Note: The # symbol and the integers 1-9 represent a digit in the field. You can separate the integers by using commas and
a single decimal. The decimal is only applied if a user enters it into the field. For example, the mask ###,###.## transforms an
input of 123456.78 into 123,456.78. Enter a + or - symbol to return a positive or negative integer.

5. (Optional) For Validation Options and other additional properties, see Common OmniScript Element Properties Definitions .

OmniScripts Password Element

Enable users to enter a password by adding the Password element to your OmniScript. Set the minimum and maximum lengths of the
password.

1. Drag a Password element from the Build panel onto the canvas.

2. In the Properties panel, give the element a name in the Name field.

3. In Field Label, enter a label visible to the user.

4. In Minimum Password Length, enter the minimum number of characters the user must enter for a valid password.

5. In Maximum Password Length, set the maximum number of characters the user can enter for a valid password.

6. (Optional) For Validation Options and other additional properties, see Common OmniScript Element Properties Definitions .
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OmniScripts Radio Element

Enable users to select one from multiple items by adding the Radio element to your OmniScript. Display options vertically, horizontally,
as an image, or styled based on the Newport Design System.

1. Drag a Radio element from the Build panel onto the canvas.

2. In the Properties panel, give the element a name in the Name field.

3. In Field Label, enter a label visible to the user.

4. (Optional) In Display Mode, select how to display the radio buttons. The following list options available:

• Horizontal: (Default) Display radio buttons next to each other.

• Vertical: Display radio buttons stacked.

• Image: Display each radio button as an image.

• Segmented (Newport only): Display each radio button as a stylized link based on the Newport Design System. See Customize
OmniScripts and FlexCards with the Newport Design System.

5. (Optional) If you select Image in Display Mode, the following are additional properties you can configure:

• Width: Sets the image width.

• Height: Sets the image height.

• Image Count In Row: Sets how many images per row to display.

• Enable Caption: Displays a caption below the image.

6. In Option Source, select where the list of options come from. Select from one of the following:

• Manual: (Default) Manually enter value/label pairs. Available when Display Mode is not Image.

• Custom: Enter the Apex class and method that returns the options. Use the format ClassName.method. See Populating
Picklist Values From Apex.

• SObject: Retrieves the picklist values from the Salesforce object and field. Use the format ObjectAPIName.FieldAPIName.

• Image: When Image is selected as Display Mode, manually enter value/label pairs and upload images to display. If no image is
uploaded, the label displays in the image box.

7. If you select Manual or Image as an Option Source, for each option follow these steps:

a. Click + Add New Option.

b. Enter the Value and visible Label.

c. If your option is an image, select an image available from the Choose existing image dropdown. Or upload an image from
your computer from the Or upload new image section.

d. (Optional) Check Use as Default to make the option selected by default.

e. (Optional) Check Auto Advance to advance the user to the next step when they click this option.

8. If you select Custom as an Option Source, in the Source, enter the name of a method to call on a class in the format
class.method.

9. If you select SObject as an Option Source, in the Source, enter the name of a field on an object in the format SObject.field.
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10. (Optional) To display options based on the selection of another value, configure Controlling Field Type by following these steps:

a. To define the source of the controlling field:

• To retrieve picklist options from an Apex class, select Custom.

• To retrieve dependent picklist values from a Salesforce object, select SObject.

b. In Controlling Field Source, enter an Apex class.

c. In Controlling Field Element, enter an OmniScript element name.

11. (Optional) For additional properties, see Common OmniScript Element Properties Definitions .

OmniScripts Range Element

Enables users to select a number from a specified range by adding the Range element to your OmniScript. Specify the increment values
and use both dynamic and static values to define the minimum and maximum values for the range.

1. Drag a Range element from the Build panel onto the canvas.

2. In the Properties panel, give the element a name in the Name field.

3. In Field Label, enter a label visible to the user.

4. In Step, enter an increment value of the input range. For example, enter 2  so the user can select 2, 4, 6, 8, and 10 from a range of
2 to 10, or 4.5, 6.5, 8.5, and 10.5 from a range of 4.5 to 10.5. Default Step is 1.

5. To create a selectable range configure the following properties:

• Minimum Value: Sets the lowest selectable number in the range.

• Maximum Value: Sets the highest selectable number in the range.

Note: Both fields accept dynamic and static values. Dynamic values are set using merge fields. For example, to use a Number
element value, whose element name is Number1, to dynamically set your minimum or maximum value, enter %Number1%.
Acceptable static values include whole, negative, and decimal numbers, such as 1, -5, and .5.

6. (Optional) For additional properties, see Common OmniScript Element Properties Definitions .

OmniScripts Select Element

Enable users to select from a dropdown by adding a Select element to your OmniScript. Manually enter options or dynamically pull
options from an Apex class and method, or for a Salesforce object.

1. Drag a Select element from the Build panel onto the canvas.

2. In the Properties panel, give the element a name in the Name field.

3. In Field Label, enter a label visible to the user.

4. In Option Source, select where the list of options come from. Select from one of the following:

• Manual: (Default) Manually enter value/label pairs.

• Custom: Enter the Apex class and method that returns the options. Use the format ClassName.method. See Populating
Picklist Values From Apex.

• SObject: Retrieves the picklist values from the Salesforce object and field. Use the format ObjectAPIName.FieldAPIName.
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5. If you select Manual as an Option Source, for each option follow these steps:

a. Click + Add New Option.

b. Enter the Value and visible Label.

c. (Optional) Check Use as Default to make the option selected by default.

d. (Optional) Check Auto Advance to advance the user to the next step when they click this option.

6. If you select Custom as an Option Source, in the Source, enter the name of a method to call on a class in the format
class.method.

7. If you select SObject as an Option Source, in the Source, enter the name of a field on an object in the format SObject.field.

8. (Optional) To display options based on the selection of another value, configure Controlling Field Type by following these steps:

a. To define the source of the controlling field:

• To retrieve picklist options from an Apex class, select Custom.

• To retrieve dependent picklist values from a Salesforce object, select SObject.

b. In Controlling Field Source, enter an Apex class.

c. In Controlling Field Element, enter an OmniScript element name.

9. (Optional) For additional properties, see Common OmniScript Element Properties Definitions .

OmniScripts Telephone Element

Enable users to enter a telephone number by adding a Telephone element to your OmniScript. Limit the length and format of the
number the user can enter.

1. Drag a Telephone element from the Build panel onto the canvas.

2. In the Properties panel, give the element a name in the Name field.

3. In Field Label, enter a label visible to the user.

4. (Optional) In Mask, update the allowable format by entering a custom pattern. The default is (999) 999-9999. See Pattern
Mask.

5. (Optional) In Minimum Length, update the minimum number of characters the user must enter.

6. (Optional) In Maximum length, update the maximum number of characters the user can enter.

7. (Optional) For Validation Options and other additional properties, see Common OmniScript Element Properties Definitions .

OmniScripts Text Area Element

Enable users to enter multiple lines of text by adding a Text Area element to your OmniScript. Limit the number of characters the user
can enter.

1. Drag a Text Area element from the Build panel onto the canvas.

2. In the Properties panel, give the element a name in the Name field.

3. In Field Label, enter a label visible to the user.

4. (Optional) In Minimum Length, enter the minimum number of characters the user must enter.
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5. (Optional) In Maximum Length, enter the maximum number of characters the user can enter.

6. (Optional) For additional properties, see Common OmniScript Element Properties Definitions .

OmniScripts Text Element

Enable users to enter a line of text by adding the Text element to your OmniScript. Limit the length of the text using minimum and
maximum values and set allowable information using the mask property.

1. Drag a Text element from the Build panel onto the canvas.

2. In the Properties panel, give the element a name in the Name field.

3. In Field Label, enter a label visible to the user.

4. (Optional) To set the type of information and its format, enter a Mask such as (999) 999-9999[x9999], which accepts a
North American phone number with an optional extension. See Pattern Mask.

5. (Optional) In Minimum Length, set the minimum length of the text allowed, such as 1.

6. (Optional) In Maximum Length, set the maximum length of text allowed, such as 300.

7. (Optional) For Validation Options and other additional properties, see Common OmniScript Element Properties Definitions .

Text Properties

Text properties are configurable from the Properties panel when you select a Text element. With the Text element, enable users to
enter a line of text in your OmniScript.

Text Properties

Text properties are configurable from the Properties panel when you select a Text element. With the Text element, enable users to enter
a line of text in your OmniScript.

DescriptionProperty

Specifies the allowable input and sets the input's format. Use A for
any letter, 9 for any number, * for any character, and [ ] to enclose

Mask

optional characters. For additional pattern information, visit
https://imask.js.org/guide.html#masked-pattern,
and review Pattern Mask.

The minimum number of characters the user must enter.Minimum Length

The maximum number of characters the user can enter.Maximum Length

OmniScripts Time Element

Enable users to select from a list of times by adding the Time element to your OmniScript. Format the display and set the time intervals.

1. Drag a Time element from the Build panel onto the canvas.

2. In the Properties panel, give the element a name in the Name field.

3. In Field Label, enter a label visible to the user.
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4. In Minimum Time, enter the earliest time the user can select, such as 12:00 am.

Note: The format entered must be the same as in the Time Format field. For example, to set the minimum time to midnight,
if the Time Format is hh:mm a, you must enter 12:00 am.

5. In Maximum Time, enter the latest time the user can select, such as 08:00 pm.

Note: The format entered must be the same as in the Time Format field. For example, to set the maximum time to 8pm, if
the Time Format is hh:mm a, you must enter 08:00 pm.

6. In Time Format, enter the format to display the time, such as hh:mm a, which is the default.

Note: Enter h  or hh  for hour, m  or mm  for minute, s  or ss  for seconds, and a  for am/pm. A single letter, such as h  or
m, has no leading zero. Remove the a  to display 24 hour time. For example, hh:mm a  displays 03:30 pm, h:mm a
displays 3:30 pm, and hh:mm:ss. displays 15:30 01. For more format options, see Day.js.

7. In Time Interval, enter the intervals within an hour the user can select from the time dropdown. For example, enter 15  for 15
minute periods within the hour such as 12:00, 12:15, 12:30, 12:45, and so on. The default interval is 30.

8. (Optional) In the Advanced Options section, update values for the following properties:

• Data Type: Specifies how to display the time in the Data JSON.

– If set to String, the Model Time Format is applied. String is the default data type.

– If set to Date, the time is encoded as an ISO 8601 time.

• Model Time Format: Specifies how the time is formatted in the Data JSON when Data Type is set to String. The default format
is HH:mm:ss.sss'Z'. For more format options, see Day.js.

9. (Optional) For additional properties, see Common OmniScript Element Properties Definitions .

OmniScripts URL Element

Enable users to enter a website address by adding the URL element to your OmniScript. For example, a user can enter salesforce.com,
or www.salesforce.com, and so on.

1. Drag a URL element from the Build panel onto the canvas.

2. In the Properties panel, give the element a name in the Name field.

3. In Field Label, enter a label visible to the user.

4. (Optional) In the Error Text field of the Validation Options section, enter text to override the default message displayed when the
user does not enter the URL correctly.

5. (Optional) For additional properties, see Common OmniScript Element Properties Definitions .

Create a Custom Lightning Web Component for OmniScript
Add custom HTML, JavaScript, and CSS to an OmniScript by creating a custom Lightning web component.

For information on using the Lightning Web Component framework, see Set Up Lightning Web Components.

Note: Before previewing an OmniScript that uses custom Lightning web components, you must activate the OmniScript. If the
OmniScript is not active, custom Lightning web components won't render in the preview. If you deploy changes to a custom
Lightning web component that is present in an Active OmniScript, the OmniScript will display the changes.
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Requirements
To make the custom Lightning web component compatible with Vlocity Lightning web components, you must set two metadata tags
in your XML configuration file:

• runtimeNamespace: If Lightning Web Security (LWS) is disabled, add the namespace of your Vlocity package to the XML
metadata file in your component by using the runtimeNamespace metadata tag. Replace the NS variable in the code example
with the namespace of your Vlocity package. For more information on finding the namespace of your package, see Viewing the
Namespace and Version of the OmniStudio Vlocity Package.

Important: If LWS is enabled, setting runtimeNamespace in your components causes errors similar to "Cannot use runtime
namespace 'somename' in module c-someComponentName". To determine if LWS is enabled in your org, see Enable Lightning
Web Security in an Org.

<runtimeNamespace>NS</runtimenamespace>

• Custom Lightning web components built outside of the package cannot use any Salesforce Lightning web component that uses
resources or affects the component at runtime. For more information, see Salesforce Modules.

• isExposed  : Set the isExposed metadata tag to true.

<isExposed>True</isExposed>

For more information on extending Vlocity Lightning web components, see Extend OmniStudio Lightning Web Components.

Note: Custom Lightning Web Components will not throw errors unless Debug Mode is enabled. For more information, see
Debug Lightning Web Components.

Custom OmniScript Lightning Web Components
To create a custom Lightning web component, review these component types:

ReferenceDescriptionComponent Type

Extend an OmniScript Element's Lightning
Web Component

Customize an OmniScript element by
extending the element's Lightning web
component. LWC-compatible elements

OmniScript Element Lightning web
component

display a Lightning icon in the Available
Components panel of an OmniScript.

Extend the OmniScriptBaseMixin
Component

Enable a custom component to interact
with an OmniScript by extending the
OmniScriptBaseMixin component.

OmniScriptBaseMixin component

Create a Standalone Custom Lightning Web
Component

A custom standalone component. The
component cannot extend the
OmniScriptBaseMixin component or an

Standalone component

OmniScript element Lightning web
component.
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For information on adding a custom Lightning web component to an OmniScript, see Add Custom Lightning Web Components to an
OmniScript.

Custom LWC Element

Add a custom Lightning web component that does not extend an OmniScript element component to an OmniScript using the
Custom LWC element.

Extend an OmniScript Element's Lightning Web Component

Add custom behavior and styling to an OmniScript Element while maintaining its core functionality by extending an OmniScript
element's Lightning web component.

Extend the OmniScriptBaseMixin Component

Enable a custom Lightning web component to interact with an OmniScript by extending the OmniScriptBaseMixin component. The
OmniScriptBaseMixin includes methods to update an OmniScript's data JSON, pass parameters, and more.

Create a Standalone Custom Lightning Web Component

Enable custom Lightning web components to act independently from an OmniScript by adding it to the OmniScript as a standalone
component.

Communicate with OmniScript from a Lightning Web Component

Send data from OmniScript Actions and Steps to other LWCs using the Pub/Sub property.

Make Remote Calls from Lightning Web Components using the OmniScript Action Framework

OmniScripts make remote calls using a new action framework built with JavaScript classes. The Action framework is available to all
custom LWCs in your Salesforce org. Enable an LWC to make remote calls using specific functionalities by importing the Common
Action Utility class into the LWC.

Add Validation to a Custom Lightning Web Component in OmniScript

Add validation to custom Lightning web components that extend an OmniScript element's component by using Vlocity's built-in
validation methods.

Customize the Step Chart Component

Add customizations to your Step Chart by extending the Step Chart Lightning web components, the StepChart component, and
the Step Items component.

Extend and Override an OmniScript Modal Lightning Web Component

Customize modals in OmniScript by extending and overriding the Modal LWC.

Extend and Override the Save for Later Acknowledge Lightning Web Component

Customize the Save for Later messaging modal in OmniScript by extending and overriding the Save for later Acknowledge LWC.

Custom LWC Element
Add a custom Lightning web component that does not extend an OmniScript element component to an OmniScript using the Custom
LWC element.

To extend an OmniScript element's component, see Extend an OmniScript Element's Lightning Web Component.

Note: Use Custom LWC Elements in a Step and a non-repeatable Block element that is not nested.

Before You Begin

Create a custom LWC. The Custom LWC element supports these two types of custom Lightning web components:

• Components that extend the OmniScriptBaseMixin component. For more information, see Extend the OmniScriptBaseMixin
Component.
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• Standalone components that run independently from OmniScript. For more information, see Create a Standalone Custom Lightning
Web Component.

1. In an OmniScript, add the Custom LWC element.

2. In Name and Field Label, enter a name and display name for the Custom LWC element.

3. In the Lightning Web Component Name field, enter the name of your custom Lightning web component.

4. (Optional) Check Standalone LWC if your custom component does not extend the OmniScriptBaseMixin component.

5. (Optional) Pass property values into the OmniScript by entering values in these property fields:

DescriptionProperty

Enter a property name using the HTML attribute format to pass
it into the custom component. For example, the property recordId
converts to the HTML attribute record-id.

Property Name

Enter a value to pass in the property. Values may use merge field
syntax to pass a JSON node. For example, to pass the JSON node
ContextId, enter %ContextId%.

Property Source

6. (Optional) Activate and preview the OmniScript to view your custom Lightning web component.

Extend an OmniScript Element's Lightning Web Component
Add custom behavior and styling to an OmniScript Element while maintaining its core functionality by extending an OmniScript element's
Lightning web component.

Lightning web components in OmniScript provide the HTML, JavaScript, and CSS for an OmniScript element. For example, a Text element
has an extendable component named OmniScriptText. For information on creating custom Lightning web components that do not
extend an OmniScript element's Lightning web component, see Create a Custom Lightning Web Component for OmniScript.

Note: Custom Lightning web components built outside of the package cannot use any Salesforce Lightning web component
that uses Salesforce resources or affects the component at run time. For more information, see Salesforce Modules.

To extend an OmniScript element's Lightning web component:

1. Ensure you have set up IDX Workbench or Salesforce DX locally. For information on setting up IDX Workbench or Salesforce DX, see
Set Up Lightning Web Components.

2. Locate the name of the OmniScript element's Lightning web component. Information about OmniScript element Lightning web
components is available in the OmniScript ReadMe Reference.

LWC compatible elements display a Lightning icon in the Available Components panel of an OmniScript.

3. Create a custom component and extend the OmniScript element's Lightning web component.

4. Set The runtimeNamespace and isExposed tags in your XML configuration file, to make the custom Lightning web component
compatible with Vlocity Lightning web components.
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runtimeNamespace: If Lightning Web Security (LWS) is disabled, add the namespace of your Vlocity package to the XML
metadata file in your component by using the runtimeNamespace metadata tag. Replace the NS variable in the code example
with the namespace of your Vlocity package.

<runtimeNamespace>NS</runtimeNamespace>

If LWS is enabled, setting runtimeNamespace in your components causes errors similar to "Cannot use runtime namespace
'somename' in module c-someComponentName". To determine if LWS is enabled in your org, see Enable Lightning Web Security
in an Org.

isExposed  : Set the isExposed metadata tag to true.

<isExposed>True</isExposed>

5. Once customizations are complete, deploy the custom component to your Salesforce org. For more information on deploying
Lightning web components, see Deploy Lightning Web Components.

6. Add the custom component to an OmniScript by overriding an individual element or mapping all the elements of one type to the
custom component. For more information on adding custom lightning web components to an OmniScript, see Add Custom Lightning
Web Components to an OmniScript.

Example

In this code example, a custom Lightning web component is extending the OmniScriptText component. Replace the NS variable in
the code example with the namespace of the Vlocity package you are using.

Example

In this code example, a custom Lightning web component is extending the OmniScriptText component. Replace the NS variable in the
code example with the namespace of the Vlocity package you are using.

For more information on finding the namespace of your package, see Viewing the Namespace and Version of the OmniStudio Vlocity
Package.

import OmniScriptText from 'NS/omniscriptText';
import tmpl from './omniscriptTextCustom.html';

export default class OmniscriptTextCustom extends OmniscriptText {
handleBlur(evt) {

this.applyCallResp(evt.target.value);
}

render() {
return tmpl;

}
}

Extend the OmniScriptBaseMixin Component
Enable a custom Lightning web component to interact with an OmniScript by extending the OmniScriptBaseMixin component. The
OmniScriptBaseMixin includes methods to update an OmniScript's data JSON, pass parameters, and more.
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Requirements

• Custom Lightning web components extending the OmniScriptBaseMixin component cannot also extend or override an OmniScript
element Lightning web component. For more information on extending an OmniScript element's Lightning web component, see
Extend an OmniScript Element's Lightning Web Component.

• Custom Lightning web components extending the OmniScriptBaseMixin must use the Custom LWC element in OmniScript. For
more information on using the Custom LWC element, see Add Custom Lightning Web Components to an OmniScript.

• Custom Lightning web components built outside of the package cannot use any Salesforce Lightning web component that uses
resources or affects the component at runtime. For more information, see Salesforce Modules.

• To make the custom Lightning web component compatible with Vlocity Lightning web components, you must set two metadata
tags in your XML configuration file:

– runtimeNamespace: If Lightning Web Security (LWS) is disabled, add the namespace of your Vlocity package to the XML
metadata file in your component by using the runtimeNamespace metadata tag. Replace the NS variable in the code example
with the namespace of your Vlocity package. For more information on finding the namespace of your package, see Viewing the
Namespace and Version of the OmniStudio Vlocity Package.

Important: If LWS is enabled, setting runtimeNamespace in your components causes errors similar to "Cannot use
runtime namespace 'somename' in module c-someComponentName". To determine if LWS is enabled in your org,
see Enable Lightning Web Security in an Org.

<runtimeNamespace>NS</runtimenamespace>

– isExposed  : Set the isExposed metadata tag to true.

<isExposed>True</isExposed>

For more information on extending Vlocity Lightning web components, see Extend OmniStudio Lightning Web Components.

OmniScriptBaseMixin ReadMe

View all of the component's properties, attributes, and methods in the ReadMe. See OmniScript ReadMe Reference.

Extending the Component

In this code example, a custom Lightning web component is extending the OmniScriptBaseMixin component to wrap a Salesforce
Lightning Element. Replace the NS variable in the code example with the namespace of the Vlocity package you are using. For more
information on finding the namespace of your package, see Viewing the Namespace and Version of the OmniStudio Vlocity Package.

import tmpl from './customLightningElement.html';
import { LightningElement } from 'lwc';
import { OmniscriptBaseMixin } from 'NS/omniscriptBaseMixin';

export default class customLightningElementWithMixin extends
OmniscriptBaseMixin(LightningElement) {

handleBlur(evt) {
this.omniUpdateDataJson(evt.target.value);

}

render() {
return tmpl;
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}
}

Validating the Component

To add validation to a custom component, redefine the checkValidity()  function in your component.

This code example contains a checkValidity() function that returns false when the sum is less than zero. Replace the NS variable
in the code example with the namespace of the Vlocity package you are using.

import { api } from 'lwc';
import { OmniscriptBaseMixin } from 'NS/omniscriptBaseMixin';
export default class MyCustomLwc extends OmniscriptBaseMixin(LightningElement) {

sum = 0;

// defining custom validation conditions
@api checkValidity() {

return this.sum < 100;
}

}

Navigating to a Step

Enable users to navigate to different steps in the OmniScript using these three mixins:

• omniNextStep(): Advances users to the next Step in the OmniScript.

JS Example

nextButton(evt) {
if (evt) {

this.omniNextStep();
}

}

HTML Example

<button onclick={nextButton}>Custom Next Button </button>

• omniPrevStep(): Takes users to the previous step in the OmniScript.

JS Example

prevButton(evt) {
if (evt) {

this.omniPrevStep();
}

}

HTML Example

<button onclick={prevButton}>Custom Prev Button </button>

• omniNavigateTo(step): Takes users to a specific Step in the OmniScript by passing an argument. The argument passed into
the function can be a number that refers to the Step's index in the OmniScript or a Step's Element name passed as a hardcoded
string. The index for the current step is accessible using the property this.omniScriptHeaderDef.asIndex.
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Note: Auto advancing to a step more than one step ahead is not permitted.

JS Example

goToStep(evt) {
if (evt) {

this.omniNavigateTo(this.omniScriptHeaderDef.asIndex - 2);
}

}

HTML Example

<button onclick={goToStep}>Custom Step Button </button>

Saving Data inside of a Custom Component

When the custom component does not exist in the DOM, store the data in a state. To store data in a state, use the omniSaveState()
function. The omniSaveState function accepts three arguments: a data object, a key, and a boolean.

Method: omniSaveState(input,key,usePubSub=false):

Arguments:

• input: The data to be saved.

let mySaveState = {"my":"data"};
this.omniSaveState(mySaveState);

• (optional) key: A string value that the obj parameter maps to as a key-value pair. If a key is not sent as a parameter, the key defaults
to the name of the component.

let mySaveState = {"my":"data"};
let key = 'customLwcKey';
this.omniSaveState(mySaveState, key);

• (optional) usePubSub: Set the boolean to true to store data for use in a pubsub pattern. For more information on pubsub patterns,
see pubsub events. When left blank or set to false, the data is usable by events. For more information on events, see LWC Events.
When omniSaveState  is in a disconnectedCallback, usePubSub must be set to true  to pass the event in the
pubsub instead of event bubbling.

Optionally save the state within a disconnected callback. Saving the state within a disconnected callback enables the state of the element
to save when users leave the element automatically. In disconnected callbacks, the usePubSub  argument must be set to true.
Events in disconnected callbacks can only be passed using pubsub.

Example of an omniSaveState  being called in a disconnectedCallback:

disconnectedCallback() {
let mySaveState = {"my":"data", "here" : 8};
let key = 'customLwcKey';
let usePubSub = true;
this.omniSaveState(mySaveState, key, usePubSub);

}

Retrieving Custom Component Data from an OmniScript

Use the omniGetSaveState()  function to retrieve custom component data from an OmniScript.
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omniGetSaveState(key): The omniGetSaveState accepts a key as an optional argument. If a key is not sent, the key defaults to
the name of the custom component. The key stores the data from the omniSaveState()  function.

Example with a key argument:

let key = 'customLwcKey';
const state = this.omniGetSaveState(key);

Example with no key:

// assumes the data is inside of the same custom component
const state = this.omniGetSaveState()

Accessing the Layout of the OmniScript Base Mixin

Call the Layout for your Custom LWC by passing the data-omni-layout  parameter to the getAttribute  method.

this.getAttribute('data-omni-layout')

Making Remote Calls

Enable users to make remote calls from a Custom LWC by using the omniRemoteCall()  method.

Method: omniRemoteCall(params, boolean)

Arguments:

• The first argument must be an object with the properties input, sClassName, sMethodName, and options. The values of each of the
properties must be in String data type.

Note: Methods called within a package must have the namespace prepended with ${this._ns}. For example,
`${this._ns}IntegrationProcedureService`.

const params = {
input: JSON.stringify(this.omniJsonData),
sClassName: 'SomeApexClass',
sMethodName: 'someApexMethod',
options: '{}',
};

• The second argument for omniRemoteCall is an optional boolean value that links a tracked property called omniSpinnerEnabled.
The HTML must have some code to check the boolean's value.

HTML Example

<template if:true={omniSpinnerEnabled}>
<div class="slds-spinner-container__wrapper">
<c-spinner variant="brand"

alternative-text="Loading.."
size="medium">

</c-spinner>
</div>

</template>

After omniRemoteCall executes, the response callback returns an object containing the two properties result  and error.

• result: The result property contains a raw response from the server.
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• error: The error property stores an error value from the Vlocity's GenericInvoke2 class.

Vlocity provides properties that, when passed in the options, enable jobs to be queuable, future, chainable, and continuable.

Use Case Examples:

• Example remote call invoking an Apex class.

const params = {
input: this.omniJsonDataS,
sClassName: 'SomeApexClass',
sMethodName: 'someApexMethod',
options: '{}',
};

this.omniRemoteCall(params, true).then(response => {
window.console.log(response, 'response');
}).catch(error => {
window.console.log(error, 'error');
});

• Example Integration Procedure call.

const params = {
input: this.omniJsonDataStr,
sClassName: `${this._ns}IntegrationProcedureService`,
sMethodName: 'test_RemoteAction', this will need to match the VIP -> type_subtype
options: '{}',
};

this.omniRemoteCall(params, true).then(response => {
window.console.log(response, 'response');
}).catch(error => {
window.console.log(error, 'error');
});

• Example chainable Integration Procedure call passing the property chainable: true. Use chainable when an Integration
Procedure exceeds the Salesforce CPU Governor limit.

const options = {
chainable: true,
};
const params = {
input: this.omniJsonDataStr,
sClassName: `${this._ns}IntegrationProcedureService`,
sMethodName: 'test_RemoteAction', this will need to match the VIP -> type_subtype
options: JSON.stringify(options),
};

this.omniRemoteCall(params, true).then(response => {
window.console.log(response, 'response');
}).catch(error => {
window.console.log(error, 'error');
});
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• Example queueable remote call passing the property useQueueableApexRemoting: true  . For more information on
how queueable works, see Queueable Apex.

const options = {
input: this.omniJsonDataStr,
vlcClass: 'SomeApexClass',
vlcMethod: 'someApexMethod',
useQueueableApexRemoting: true,
};
const params = {
input: this.omniJsonDataStr,
sClassName: `${this._ns}VFActionFunctionController.VFActionFunctionControllerOpen`,
sMethodName: 'runActionFunction',
options: JSON.stringify(options),
};

this.omniRemoteCall(params, true).then(response => {
window.console.log(response, 'response');
}).catch(error => {
window.console.log(error, 'error');
});

• Example future remote call passing the property useFuture: true. For more information on how Future Methods work, see
Future Methods.

const options = {
useFuture: true,
};
const params = {
input: this.omniJsonDataStr,
sClassName: 'SomeApexClass',
sMethodName: 'someApexMethod',
options: JSON.stringify(options),
};

this.omniRemoteCall(params, true).then(response => {
window.console.log(response, 'response');
}).catch(error => {
window.console.log(error, 'error');
});

• Example continuation remote call passing the parameter useContinuation: true. For more information on how continuation
works, see Continuation Class.

const options = {
input: this.omniJsonDataStr,
vlcClass: 'SomeApexClass',
vlcMethod: 'someApexMethod',
useContinuation: true,
};
const params = {
input: this.omniJsonDataStr,
sClassName: 'SomeApexClass',
sMethodName: 'someApexMethod',
options: JSON.stringify(options),
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};

this.omniRemoteCall(params, true).then(response => {
window.console.log(response, 'response');
}).catch(error => {
window.console.log(error, 'error');
});

Update the Data JSON

Update the Custom LWC Element's Data

Apply the response of a Custom LWC callout to the Custom LWC element by using the omniUpdateDataJson  method.

Method: omniUpdateDataJson(input, aggregateOverride = false)

Arguments:

• input: The first argument, input, accepts data in an object or primitive data type. Undefined is not accepted. The input data either
replaces the current value or merges with the existing data depending on the setting of the second argument,
aggregateOverride.

• aggregateOverride: The second argument, aggregrateOverride, controls how the data saves to the data JSON. It is an optional
argument that is set to false by default. When set to false, the input data merges with the existing data. If the data is not an object
it does not merge into the data JSON. When set to true, the input data overrides any existing data in the Custom LWC element.

Examples:

• An example passing the input  argument with the default aggregrateOverride  behavior.

let myData = "myvalue" // any kind of data that is a string, object, number, etc

this.omniUpdateDataJson(this.myData);

• An example passing the input  argument with the aggregateOverride  argument set to false.

// 1. first call to omniUpdateDataJson
// input for omniUpdateDataJson when aggregateOverride = false
{
"prop1" : "data1"

}

// 2. output of data JSON after the first call
//
{
"Step1" : {

"CustomLWC1" : {
"prop1": "data1"

}
}

// 3. second call to omniUpdateDataJson
// input for omniUpdateDataJson when aggregateOverride = false
{
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"prop2" : "data2"
}

// 4. output of data JSON after the second call
// notice that the value of CustomLWC1 contains both prop1 and prop2
// because the data is merged instead of replaced when aggregateOverride is set to false
{
"Step1" : {

"CustomLWC1" : {
"prop1": "data1",
"prop2": "data2"

}
}

What's Next

Add a Custom Lightning Web Component to a Custom LWC Element

Clearing a Saved State from a Previous Step

When a Custom LWC's saved state relies on data from a previous step, you can conditionally clear the saved state of the Custom
LWC whenever a user navigates to a previous step. After configuration, the Step element passes a boolean flag to the custom LWC.
The code in your Custom LWC must use the boolean to determine whether to instantiate a new saved state or continue using the
existing saved state.

Map Responses to the OmniScript's Data JSON

Apply responses from custom actions using the omniApplyCallResp()  method.

Create and Map Data Inside the Custom LWC Element

Construct additional data JSON nodes in the Custom LWC element and pass values down from the element into the new JSON
nodes using the omniaggregate  event..

Clearing a Saved State from a Previous Step

When a Custom LWC's saved state relies on data from a previous step, you can conditionally clear the saved state of the Custom LWC
whenever a user navigates to a previous step. After configuration, the Step element passes a boolean flag to the custom LWC. The code
in your Custom LWC must use the boolean to determine whether to instantiate a new saved state or continue using the existing saved
state.

To configure the clear saved state functionality:

1. In OmniScript, determine the Step that clears the Custom LWCs saved state.

2. In the Step's properties, click Edit as JSON.

3. Enter the property "omniClearSaveState": [ ].

4. In the omniClearSaveState property, enter the name of one or more custom LWC elements "omniClearSaveState": [
"CustomLWC1"]. The Step sends data to the Custom LWC enabling the Custom LWC to determine if the Step rendered.

5. In your Custom LWC's code, retrieve the current state.

const state = this.omniGetSaveState()
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6. In your Custom LWC's code, set a variable equal to this.omniGetSaveState(this.omniJsonDef.name +
'-$Vlocity.cleared'. The function evaluates whether the previous Step containing the omniClearSaveState property
rendered and returns a boolean.

let stateCleared = this.omniGetSaveState(this.omniJsonDef.name + '-$Vlocity.cleared');

7. Modify your code by using the boolean value to determine whether to keep the current saved state or instantiate a new saved state.

Map Responses to the OmniScript's Data JSON

Apply responses from custom actions using the omniApplyCallResp()  method.

The method accepts an object that it passes into the OmniScript's data JSON. If the root data node name in the response matches an
element name in the OmniScript, that data prefills the element, and any nested elements, when it renders in the OmniScript. If the root
node name does not match an element in the data JSON, the node inserts into the data JSON immediately. Applying the response works
similar to the Send/Response property. For information, see Manipulate JSON with the Send/Response Transformations Properties.

Method: omniApplyCallResp(response, usePubsub = false)

Arguments:

• response: The first argument, response, is an object that merges into the data JSON.

• usePubSub: The second argument, usePubSub,  controls how the response passes up to the OmniScript header to merge into
the data JSON. This boolean is set to false by default. When set to false, response  is sent to the OmniScript header via javascript
events. When set to true, response  is sent to the OmniScript header by the pubsub module.

The usePubSub argument enables users to call omniApplyCallResp  asynchronously. When running asynchronously, the UI
is not blocked waiting for the response.

Optionally perform a remote call by using the omniNextStep() method and calling the omniApplyCallResp()  method
asynchronously.

This example demonstrates how the omniApplyCallResp() method updates Data JSON.

1. View the current data JSON before running omniApplyCallResp().

{
"Step1" : {

"Currency1" : 12345,
"Text1" : "data1"

},
"Step2" : {

"Text3": "data3"
}

}

2. Call omniApplyCallResp and pass data as an argument.

let myData = {
"Step1" : {

"CustomLWC1" : "newprop"
},
"Anotherprop" : {

"prop1" : "anothervalue"
}

}
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this.omniApplyCallResp(myData);

3. View the updated data JSON.

{
"Step1" : {

"Currency1" : 12345,
"Text1" : "data1",
"CustomLWC1" : "newprop"

},
"Step2" : {

"Text3": "data3"
},
"Anotherprop" : {
"prop1" : "anothervalue"

}
}

Create and Map Data Inside the Custom LWC Element

Construct additional data JSON nodes in the Custom LWC element and pass values down from the element into the new JSON nodes
using the omniaggregate  event..

For more information on events, see  Create and Dispatch Events.

Event: omniaggregate

1. Create a custom aggregate function and set the omniaggregate  event to a variable.

Example:

customAggregate() {
const eventName = 'omniaggregate'

}

2. Create a variable to store the LWC element's input data.

Example:

customAggregate() {
const eventName = 'omniaggregate'
const data = {

anyKeyName : 'myElementData'
};

}

3. Construct an object by mapping the data to the key data, and an element name to the key elementId.

customAggregate() {
const eventName = 'omniaggregate'
const data = {

anyKeyName : 'myElementData'
};
const detail = {

data: data,
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elementId: 'elementName2'
};

}

4. (Optional) In the detail object, include the key-value pair aggregateOverride: true  to override all existing data in the
Custom LWC element.

customAggregate() {
const eventName = 'omniaggregate'
const data = {

anyKeyName : 'myElementData'
};
const detail = {

data: data,
elementId: 'elementName2',
aggregateOverride: true

};
}

5. Create a new event object that passes the omniaggregate event and an object containing these four properties:

• bubbles: A boolean that determines if the event bubbles up to the DOM.

• cancelable: A boolean that determines if the event is cancelable.

• composed: A boolean that determines if the event can pass through the shadow boundary.

• detail: Data passed in the event.

Example:

omniAggregate() {
const eventName = 'omniaggregate'
const data = {

anyKeyName : 'myElementData'
};
const detail = {

data: data,
elementId: 'elementName2'

};
const myEvent = new CustomEvent(eventName, {

bubbles: true,
cancelable: true,
composed: true,
detail: detail,

});
}

6. Call this.dispatchEvent()  and pass in the event object as a parameter.

Data JSON Result ExampleCode Example

"CustomLWC12": {
"elementName1": {

// code to call
omniAggregate() {
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Data JSON Result ExampleCode Example

const eventName = 'omniaggregate'
const data = {

"prop": "prop1"
},

anyKeyName : 'myElementData' "elementName2": {
}; "anyKeyName": "myElementData"
const detail = { }

}data: data,
elementId: 'elementName2'

};
const myEvent = new

CustomEvent(eventName, {
bubbles: true,
cancelable: true,
composed: true,
detail: detail,

});
this.dispatchEvent(myEvent);

}

Create a Standalone Custom Lightning Web Component
Enable custom Lightning web components to act independently from an OmniScript by adding it to the OmniScript as a standalone
component.

For information on the different ways to create a custom Lightning web component for OmniScript, see Create a Custom Lightning Web
Component for OmniScript.

Requirements

• The component cannot extend an OmniScript element's Lightning web component.

• The component cannot extend the OmniScriptBaseMixin component.

• The component can only interact with OmniScript through the omniscriptaggregate event.

• Custom Lightning web components built outside of the package cannot use any Salesforce Lightning web component that uses
resources or affects the component at runtime. For more information, see Salesforce Modules.

• To make the custom Lightning web component compatible with Vlocity Lightning web components, you must set two metadata
tags in your XML configuration file:

– runtimeNamespace: If Lightning Web Security (LWS) is disabled, add the namespace of your Vlocity package to the XML
metadata file in your component by using the runtimeNamespace metadata tag. Replace the NS variable in the code example
with the namespace of your Vlocity package. For more information on finding the namespace of your package, see Viewing the
Namespace and Version of the OmniStudio Vlocity Package.
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Important: If LWS is enabled, setting runtimeNamespace in your components causes errors similar to "Cannot use
runtime namespace 'somename' in module c-someComponentName". To determine if LWS is enabled in your org,
see Enable Lightning Web Security in an Org.

<runtimeNamespace>NS</runtimeNamespace>

– isExposed  : Set the isExposed metadata tag to true.

<isExposed>True</isExposed>

For more information on extending Vlocity Lightning web components, see Extend OmniStudio Lightning Web Components.

What's Next

Add a Custom Lightning Web Component to a Custom LWC Element

Create and Map Data Inside the Custom LWC Element

Construct additional data JSON nodes in the Custom LWC element and pass values down from the element into the new JSON
nodes using the omniaggregate  event.

Create and Map Data Inside the Custom LWC Element

Construct additional data JSON nodes in the Custom LWC element and pass values down from the element into the new JSON nodes
using the omniaggregate  event.

For more information on events, see  Create and Dispatch Events.

Event: omniaggregate

1. Create a custom aggregate function and set the omniaggregate  event to a variable.

Example:

customAggregate() {
const eventName = 'omniaggregate'

}

2. Create a variable to store the LWC element's input data.

Example:

customAggregate() {
const eventName = 'omniaggregate'
const data = {

anyKeyName : 'myElementData'
};

}

3. Construct an object by mapping the data to the key data, and an element name to the key elementId.

customAggregate() {
const eventName = 'omniaggregate'
const data = {

anyKeyName : 'myElementData'
};
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const detail = {
data: data,
elementId: 'elementName2'

};
}

4. (Optional) In the detail object, include the key-value pair aggregateOverride: true  to override all existing data in the
Custom LWC element.

customAggregate() {
const eventName = 'omniaggregate'
const data = {

anyKeyName : 'myElementData'
};
const detail = {

data: data,
elementId: 'elementName2',
aggregateOverride: true

};
}

5. Create a new event object that passes the omniaggregate event and an object containing these four properties:

• bubbles: A boolean that determines if the event bubbles up to the DOM.

• cancelable: A boolean that determines if the event is cancelable.

• composed: A boolean that determines if the event can pass through the shadow boundary.

• detail: Data passed in the event.

Example:

omniAggregate() {
const eventName = 'omniaggregate'
const data = {

anyKeyName : 'myElementData'
};
const detail = {

data: data,
elementId: 'elementName2'

};
const myEvent = new CustomEvent(eventName, {

bubbles: true,
cancelable: true,
composed: true,
detail: detail,

});
}

6. Call this.dispatchEvent()  and pass in the event object as a parameter.
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Data JSON Result ExampleCode Example

"CustomLWC12": {
"elementName1": {

// code to call
omniAggregate() {

"prop": "prop1"const eventName = 'omniaggregate'
},const data = {
"elementName2": {anyKeyName : 'myElementData'

"anyKeyName": "myElementData"};
}

}
const detail = {

data: data,
elementId: 'elementName2'

};
const myEvent = new

CustomEvent(eventName, {
bubbles: true,
cancelable: true,
composed: true,
detail: detail,

});
this.dispatchEvent(myEvent);

}

Communicate with OmniScript from a Lightning Web Component
Send data from OmniScript Actions and Steps to other LWCs using the Pub/Sub property.

The Pub/Sub property enables Action elements and Step elements to send data in Key-Value pairs to other LWCs. LWCs must register
the OmniScript component's event name and add code to handle the data sent from the event.

Before You Begin

Review the Salesforce documentation on using PubSub. See Communicate Between Components.

1. In an OmniScript Action or Step, select the Messaging Framework and check Pub/Sub.

2. In the Key and Value fields, configure which data to pass to another LWC.

a. In the Key field, enter a name to store the value.

b. In the Value field, enter data to pass to the LWC. The field accepts merge syntax.

Step ExampleAction Example

Pass data from an element within the Step using merge syntax.
For example, to pass a Text element named Text1, enter
%Text1%  in the Value field.

Pass data from the Action's response in the value field using
merge syntax. For example, to pass the response node
"accountId", enter %accountId%  in the Value field.
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Step ExampleAction Example

3. Activate the OmniScript.

4. In an LWC that receives data from the Action or Step, import the pubsub module. Using this example, replace ns  with the namespace
of your Vlocity package. See Viewing the Namespace and Version of the OmniStudio Vlocity Package.

import pubsub from 'ns/pubsub';

5. In the LWC, register the pubsub event. The even must register after the component renders.

Step pubsub EventAction pubsub Event

pubsub.register('omniscript_step', {
data:

pubsub.register('omniscript_action', {
data: this.handleOmniAction.bind(this),

}); this.handleOmniStepLoadData.bind(this),
});

6. In the LWC, create a pubsub event handler.

Step Event Handler ExampleAction Event Handler Example

handleOmniStepLoadData(data) {
// perform logic to handle the pubsub

handleOmniAction(data) {
// perform logic to handle the Action's

data from the Step
}

response data
}

7. (Optional) If different Actions or Steps require different logic in the code, use a switch statement to determine how to handle the
event. For information on switch statements, see switch.
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Step ExampleAction Example

Access the Step's Element Name using data.name.

handleOmniStepLoadData(data) {
switch(data.name) {

Access the Action's Element Name using data.name.

handleOmniAction(data) {
switch(data.name) {

case 'FirstStep':case 'SomeNameForAction':
this.handleSomeNameForAction(data);

this.handleOmniFirstStepLoadData(data);break;
break;case 'SomeNameForAction2':

case 'SecondStep':this.handleSomeNameForAction2(data);

this.handleOmniSecondStepLoadData(data);break;
break;default:

default:// handle default case
// handle default case}

}}
}

handleSomeNameForAction(data) {
handleOmniFirstStepLoadData(data) {// perform some logic specific to

// perform some logic specific when aSomeNameForAction action
Step element which name is// that has element name =

// FirstStep is loaded"SomeNameForAction"
}}

handleOmniSecondStepLoadData(data) {handleSomeNameForAction2(data) {
// perform some logic specific when a// perform some logic specific to

Step element which name isSomeNameForAction2 action
// SecondStep is loaded

}
// that has element name =

"SomeNameForAction2"
}

n/aAccess the Action's Element Type using data.type.

handleOmniAction(data) {
switch(data.type) {
case 'Integration Procedure Action':

this.handleIPActionPubsubEvents(data);
break;

case 'Remote Action':

this.handleRemoteActionPubsubEvents(data);

break;
default:
// handle default case

}
}

handleIPActionPubsubEvents(data) {
// perform some logic specific to

Integration Procedure Actions
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Step ExampleAction Example

}

handleRemoteActionPubsubEvents(data) {
// perform some logic specific to

Remote Actions
}

Make Remote Calls from Lightning Web Components using the OmniScript Action Framework
OmniScripts make remote calls using a new action framework built with JavaScript classes. The Action framework is available to all
custom LWCs in your Salesforce org. Enable an LWC to make remote calls using specific functionalities by importing the Common
Action Utility class into the LWC.

Note: Custom LWCs extending the OmniScript Base Mixin must use the omniRemoteCall() function. For more information, see
Extend the OmniScriptBaseMixin Component.

Generic Framework Flow Diagram

The Generic Framework Flow diagram illustrates the order that the Common Action Utility methods execute.

Requirements

To make the custom Lightning web component compatible with Vlocity Lightning web components, you must set two metadata tags
in your XML configuration file:

• runtimeNamespace: If Lightning Web Security (LWS) is disabled, add the namespace of your Vlocity package to the XML
metadata file in your component by using the runtimeNamespace metadata tag. Replace the NS variable in the code example
with the namespace of your Vlocity package. For more information on finding the namespace of your package, see Viewing the
Namespace and Version of the OmniStudio Vlocity Package.
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Important: If LWS is enabled, setting runtimeNamespace in your components causes errors similar to "Cannot use runtime
namespace 'somename' in module c-someComponentName". To determine if LWS is enabled in your org, see Enable Lightning
Web Security in an Org.

<runtimeNamespace>NS</runtimenamespace>

• Custom Lightning web components built outside of the package cannot use any Salesforce Lightning web component that uses
resources or affects the component at runtime. For more information, see Salesforce Modules.

• isExposed  : Set the isExposed metadata tag to true.

<isExposed>True</isExposed>

For more information on extending Vlocity Lightning web components, see Extend OmniStudio Lightning Web Components.

Note: Custom Lightning Web Components will not throw errors unless Debug Mode is enabled. For more information, see Debug
Lightning Web Components.

Best Practice

When making remote calls, start the flow with the executeAction method. Do not start the flow with the invokeAction
method. To standardize the action flow and use the built-in logic of the action framework, Vlocity recommends that all action flows
begin with executeAction.

Note: The invokeAction  method's purpose is to make the remote call with request parameters processed by
the preProcess  method.  The preProcess  method, by default, supports queueable and chainable process flows. The
postProcess  method standardizes the response in a predictable format.

Common Action Utility

Make remote calls from any custom LWC using the Common Action Utility. The Common Action Utility relies on the Vlocity Action
Framework to make remote calls without the dependency of a strict OmniScript data structure.

Utility: omniscriptActionUtils

Utility Class Name: OmniscriptActionCommonUtil

Defined Methods

ReturnsArgument - Data TypeDescriptionMethod Name

promiseBegins the execution of an
action flow.

executeAction • params - object

• queueableId - string

• comp - component

• payload - object

• vlcParams - object

voidHandles action events once the
remote call obtains a response.

handleActionEvents • comp - component
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ReturnsArgument - Data TypeDescriptionMethod Name

It can be configured to send
events to the OmniScript

• resp - object

• params - objectDesigner Debug console.
Configured for sending pubsub
events.

• element - object

In LWC,
if sendDataToDebugConsole is
defined in the component, event
logs can be sent to the Debug
Console in the Omniscript
Designer. If the component is
not in OmniScript,
define _debugLabel in the
component populate the debug
log event name. If from
omniscript, the debug log event
name is populated from the
label property in the element's
property set.

promiseMethod that invokes an Apex
class or a Promise resolution

invokeAction • data - object

• comp - componentusing an action transformed
request. • (optional) payload - object

objectPost-processes remote call
response for both successful and

postProcess • resp - object

• element - objectfailed remote calls and returns a
post-processed response. The • comp - component
return contains an object with
the key nodes: • (optional) failure - boolean

• result: stores the remote
call's raw response

• error: boolean

objectPreprocesses remote call
parameters before invoking an
action.

preProcess • params - object

• queueableRespId - string

• comp - component

• payload - object

• vlcParams - object
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Available Variables

DescriptionVariable Name

Namespace in dot notation_ns

(Optional) Omniscript element JSON definition_element

Examples

To use the Common Action Utility, refer to these examples:

• Sample remote call using executeAction:

connectedCallback() {
this._actionUtilClass = new OmniscriptActionCommonUtil();

}

triggerRemote() {
const params = {

input: '{}',
sClassName: 'LwcTest',
sMethodName: 'lwctest',

options: '{}',
};

this._actionUtilClass
.executeAction(params, null, this, null, null)
.then(response => {

window.console.log(response);
})

.catch(error => {
window.console.log(error);

});
}

• Sample sendDataToDebugConsole method:

sendDataToDebugConsole(params, resp, label) {
let sendParams = JSON.parse(JSON.stringify(params));

if (sendParams && sendParams.options) {
let optionNode = JSON.parse(sendParams.options);

delete optionNode.options;
delete optionNode.input;
sendParams.options = optionNode;

}
let sendResp = JSON.parse(JSON.stringify(resp));

// for queueable support
if (sendResp && sendResp.responseResult) {

sendResp.responseResult = JSON.parse(sendResp.responseResult);
}
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// dispatches action data to debug console
const debugEvent = new CustomEvent('omniactiondebug', {

bubbles: true,
cancelable: true,
composed: true,
detail: {
params: sendParams,
response: sendResp,
element: { label: label },

},
});
this.dispatchEvent(debugEvent);

}

• Sample queueable remote call using executeAction:

connectedCallback() {
this._actionUtilClass = new OmniscriptActionCommonUtil();

}

triggerQueueable() {
const options = {

input: '{}',
vlcClass: 'LwcTest',
vlcMethod: 'lwctest',
useQueueableApexRemoting: true,

};
const params = {

input: '{}',
sClassName:

`${this._ns}VFActionFunctionController.VFActionFunctionControllerOpen`,
sMethodName: 'runActionFunction',
options: JSON.stringify(options),

};
this._actionUtilClass

.executeAction(params, null, this, null, null)

.then(response => {
window.console.log(response);

})
.catch(error => {

window.console.log(error, 'error');
});

}

• Sample continuation remote call using executeAction:

connectedCallback() {
this._actionUtilClass = new OmniscriptActionCommonUtil();

}

triggerContinuation() {
const options = {

input: '{}',
vlcClass: 'QeRemoteAction2',
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vlcMethod: 'populateElements',
useContinuation: true,

};
const params = {

input: JSON.stringify(this.omniJsonData),
sClassName: 'QeRemoteAction2',
sMethodName: 'populateElements',
options: JSON.stringify(options),

};
this._actionUtilClass

.executeAction(params, null, this, null, null)

.then(response => {
window.console.log(response);

})
.catch(error => {

window.console.log(error, 'error');
});

}

• Sample future remote call using executeAction:

connectedCallback() {
this._actionUtilClass = new OmniscriptActionCommonUtil();

}

triggerFuture() {
const options = {

useFuture: true,
};
const params = {

input: '{}',
sClassName: `${this._ns}IntegrationProcedureService`,
sMethodName: 'Test_Chainable',
options: JSON.stringify(options),

};
this._actionUtilClass

.executeAction(params, null, this, null, null)

.then(response => {
window.console.log(response);

})
.catch(error => {

window.console.log(error, 'error');
});

}

• Sample chainable remote call using executeAction:

connectedCallback() {
this._actionUtilClass = new OmniscriptActionCommonUtil();

}

triggerChainable() {
const options = {

chainable: true,
};
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const params = {
input: '{}',
sClassName: `${this._ns}IntegrationProcedureService`,
sMethodName: 'Test_Chainable',
options: JSON.stringify(options),

};
this._actionUtilClass

.executeAction(params, null, this, null, null)

.then(response => {
window.console.log(response);

})
.catch(error => {

window.console.log(error, 'error');
});

}

• Sample parameters for a remote call from inside a Vlocity package:

const params = {
input: '{}',
sClassName: `${this._ns}IntegrationProcedureService`,
sMethodName: 'Test_Chainable',
options: '{chainable: true}',

};

Implementing the Common Action Utility

To implement the Common Action Utility:

Implementing the Common Action Utility

To implement the Common Action Utility:

1. Obtain the dot notation format of the namespace in your LWC by importing getNamespaceDotNotation  from
omniscriptInternalUtils. Replace NS in the first line of code with the namespace of your package. For information on
finding the namespace of your package, see Viewing the Namespace and Version of the OmniStudio Vlocity Package.

Note: Remote calls made to Apex classes inside a vlocity managed package must include the namespace in the sClassName
parameter sent into the executeAction.

import { getNamespaceDotNotation } from 'NS/omniscriptInternalUtils';
_ns = getNamespaceDotNotation();

2. Import OmniscriptActionCommonUtil into your LWC from the utility class omniscriptActionUtils. Replace NS
in the first line of code with the namespace of your package. For information on finding the namespace of your package, see Viewing
the Namespace and Version of the OmniStudio Vlocity Package.

import { OmniscriptActionCommonUtil } from 'NS/omniscriptActionUtils';

3. Create an instance of the OmniscriptActionCommonUtil javascript class.

this._actionUtilClass = new OmniscriptActionCommonUtil();

4. Use the OmniscriptActionCommonUtil methods to execute remote calls to the server.
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• The most common flow is to use the executeAction  method. This method starts the remote call flow, and the response
callback from executeAction  returns an object that has these properties:

– result: Contains the response from the remote call.

– error: Contains a boolean indicating the invoke status of GenericInvoke2.

• Parameters sent into the executeAction  must be in an object format. The object must have the following keys:

– input

– sClassName

– sMethodName

– options

Note: Each key requires a stringified value.

• If the LWC displays in the Omniscript Designer, it is possible to send events to the Debug Console. Send events to the Debug
Console by including the sendDataToDebugConsole  method in your LWC. The method provides logic on sending events
to the Debug Console. sendDataToDebugConsole  accepts these arguments:

– params

– resp

– label

Add Validation to a Custom Lightning Web Component in OmniScript
Add validation to custom Lightning web components that extend an OmniScript element's component by using Vlocity's built-in
validation methods.

The omniscriptValidation component provides the OmniScript element's component with the functions to enable validation. For
information on using validation in custom components that do not extend an OmniScript element's component, see Extend the
OmniScriptBaseMixin Component.

OmniScript Validation ReadMe

View validation examples for custom Lightning web components in the OmniScript Validation ReadMe. See OmniScript ReadMe Reference.

Customize the Step Chart Component
Add customizations to your Step Chart by extending the Step Chart Lightning web components, the StepChart component, and the
Step Items component.

The stepChartItems Lightning web component contains logic that determines the different step statuses the step chart and its labels
display. For information on extending OmniScript Lightning web components, see Extend an OmniScript Element's Lightning Web
Component.

1. Create a custom Step Chart Lightning web component that extends the stepChart Lightning web component. For more information,
download the ReadMe OmniScript ReadMe Reference.

Important: Beginning Spring '22, to determine the current index for step chart items, pass the current-step-index
API attribute into the c-omniscript-step-chart-items component .
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2. Extend the stepChartItems Lightning web component in one of two ways:

• Customize the stepChartItems LWC by creating an additional custom component that extends the stepChartItems LWC. For
more information, download the ReadMe OmniScript ReadMe Reference.

• Extend the stepChartItems LWC directly in your custom Step Chart LWC. The default behavior and styling of the stepChartItems
LWC will display in your custom Step Chart LWC.

3. (Optional) If a custom Step Chart Items LWC exists, extend that component in your custom Step Chart component.

4. After deploying custom LWCs to Salesforce, open an OmniScript.

5. In the OmniScript's Script Configuration properties, go to Element Type To LWC Component Mapping, and click Add New
Mapping.

6. In the Element Type field, enter StepChart.

7. In the Lightning Web Component field, enter the name of your custom Lightning web component.

8. Activate the OmniScript, and Preview your changes.

Extend and Override an OmniScript Modal Lightning Web Component
Customize modals in OmniScript by extending and overriding the Modal LWC.

Default Error ModalDefault Modal

1. Create a custom LWC that extends the omniscriptModal  LWC and add it to your Salesforce org. See Extend an OmniScript
Element's Lightning Web Component.

2. The custom modal LWC must have these three slots for OmniScript to insert content into the modal:

<slot name="header></slot>
<slot name="content></slot>
<slot name="footer"></slot>

3. In OmniScript Setup , scroll to the Element Type to LWC Component Mapping property.

4. In the Element Type field, enter Modal.
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5. In the Lightning Web Component field, enter the name of the custom LWC.

6. Activate and preview the OmniScript to view your modal changes.

Extend and Override the Save for Later Acknowledge Lightning Web Component
Customize the Save for Later messaging modal in OmniScript by extending and overriding the Save for later Acknowledge LWC.

Default Save for Later Acknowledge message:

1. Create a custom LWC that extends the omniscriptSaveForLaterAcknowledge  LWC and add it to your Salesforce org.
See Extend an OmniScript Element's Lightning Web Component.

2. From OmniScript Setup, scroll to the Element Type to LWC Component Mapping property.

3. In the Element Type field, enter SaveForLaterAcknowledge.

4. In the Lightning Web Component field, enter the name of the custom LWC.

5. In Save Options, check Allow Save For Later.

6. Activate and preview the OmniScript to view the save for later override.

Add Custom Lightning Web Components to an OmniScript
After you create a custom lightning web component for an OmniScript, apply the component's new behavior by adding it to an
OmniScript.

Use the custom component to override an individual OmniScript element's component, override all OmniScript element components
of one element type, or to add an entirely custom component that does not extend an element's component.

DescriptionMapping Option

Override an individual element's LWC.Override an Element's Lightning Web Component
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DescriptionMapping Option

Override the LWC for every element of a specific element Type—for
example, override the element Types Text or Currency.

Map an Element Type to a Custom Lightning Web Component

Add custom LWCs that do not extend an existing OmniScript
element using the Custom LWC element.

Add a Custom Lightning Web Component to a Custom LWC
Element

Note: Before previewing an OmniScript that uses custom Lightning web components, you must activate the OmniScript. If the
OmniScript is not active, custom Lightning web components won't render in the preview. If you deploy changes to a custom
Lightning web component that is present in an Active OmniScript, the OmniScript will display the changes.

Override an Element's Lightning Web Component

Override an element's component using the element's LWC Component Override. The custom LWC must extend the element's
component because OmniScript passes in properties specific to the original component that the custom component is overriding.

Map an Element Type to a Custom Lightning Web Component

Override all elements of one type with a custom Lightning web component by mapping the element type to the Custom LWC. The
custom Lightning web component must extend the Element Type's Lightning web component. For example, to override all of the
Text elements in the OmniScript, the custom component must extend the OmniScriptText component.

Add a Custom Lightning Web Component to a Custom LWC Element

Add custom Lightning web components that do not extend an OmniScript element's component by using the Custom LWC
element.

Override an Element's Lightning Web Component
Override an element's component using the element's LWC Component Override. The custom LWC must extend the element's component
because OmniScript passes in properties specific to the original component that the custom component is overriding.

For more information on extending OmniScript element components, see Extend an OmniScript Element's Lightning Web Component.

1. From the element's properties pane, in the LWC Component Override field, enter the name of a custom Lightning web component.

2. Save and Activate the OmniScript.

3. Activate the OmniScript and click the Preview tab to preview the OmniScript.

Deploy your OmniScript to preview the Custom LWC's design and behavior. See Activate and Deploy OmniScripts .

Map an Element Type to a Custom Lightning Web Component
Override all elements of one type with a custom Lightning web component by mapping the element type to the Custom LWC. The
custom Lightning web component must extend the Element Type's Lightning web component. For example, to override all of the Text
elements in the OmniScript, the custom component must extend the OmniScriptText component.

1. From the OmniScript's Script Configuration, locate the property Element Type To LWC Component Mapping, and click New
Mapping.

2. In the Element Type field, enter the Element type that the custom component overrides.

3. In the Lightning Web Component field, enter the name of the custom component that overrides the element type.
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4. Save and Activate the OmniScript.

5. Click Preview to preview the OmniScript.

Deploy your OmniScript to preview the Custom LWC's design and behavior. See Activate and Deploy OmniScripts .

Add a Custom Lightning Web Component to a Custom LWC Element
Add custom Lightning web components that do not extend an OmniScript element's component by using the Custom LWC element.

The Custom LWC element enables custom components to either interact with the OmniScript or to act as a standalone component.
Standalone components do not interact with the OmniScript or the OmniScript's data JSON.

What's Next

Deploy your OmniScript to preview the Custom LWC's design and behavior. See Activate and Deploy OmniScripts .

Add a Custom LWC that Extends the OmniScript Base Mixin

To add a custom Lightning web component to a Custom LWC element:

Add a Standalone Custom LWC

To add a standalone custom Lightning web component to an OmniScript:

Add a Custom LWC that Extends the OmniScript Base Mixin

To add a custom Lightning web component to a Custom LWC element:

Note: Enable custom Lightning web components to interact with OmniScript by extending the OmniScriptBaseMixin component.
Custom Lightning web components extending the OmniScriptBaseMixin cannot extend an OmniScript element's component.
For more information on the OmniScriptBaseMixin, see Extend the OmniScriptBaseMixin Component

1. Drag a Custom LWC element from Inputs into the canvas.

2. In the Lightning Web Component Name field, enter the name of a component that extends the OmnIScriptBaseMixin.

3. (Optional) Expand the Custom Lightning Web Components Properties section and click Add New Option.

4. (Optional) In the Property Name field, enter the name of a property that is defined in the custom Lightning web component.

5. (Optional) In the Property Source field, enter a string or a merge field.

6. Save and Activate the OmniScript.

7. Click Preview to preview the OmniScript.

Add a Standalone Custom LWC

To add a standalone custom Lightning web component to an OmniScript:

Note: Standalone custom Lightning web components cannot extend any OmniScript element component or the
OmniScriptBaseMixin component. The standalone component supports custom functionalities but cannot interact with an
OmniScript. For more information on the standalone components, see Create a Standalone Custom Lightning Web Component.

1. Drag a Custom LWC element from Inputs into the canvas.

2. In the Lightning Web Component Name field, enter the name of a Lightning web component.

3. Check the Standalone checkbox.

4. Save and Activate the OmniScript.
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5. Click Preview to preview the OmniScript.

Style OmniScripts
Add custom styling to OmniScripts by using static resources, extending an Element's Lightning web component, overriding global
stylesheets, or using SLDS design tokens. View the behavior of each customization option in this page's table, and choose the solution
that meets your requirements.

Supported Design SystemsDescriptionStyling Option

SLDS, NDSAdd custom styles to OmniScript using a
custom style sheet.

Apply Custom Styling to OmniScripts with
Static Resources

SLDS, NDSCreate a custom LWC that extends an
OmniScript to add custom HTML, JS, and
CSS.

Extend an OmniScript Element's Lightning
Web Component

NDSOverride the Newport Design System with
custom styles for an entire Salesforce org.

Apply Global Branding to OmniScripts

SLDSAdd customizations to SLDS Design Tokens
that exist in the OmniScript.

Customize SLDS Design Tokens in
OmniScript

Apply Custom Styling to OmniScripts with Static Resources

Apply CSS changes to an OmniScript using SLDS or Newport styling by referencing a CSS file static resource in the Styling Options
section of the OmniScript Designer. For example, a CSS sheet can change the text color for every Number element in an OmniScript
without using a custom Lightning web component to override the Number element.

Reference Stylesheet Names in an OmniScript's JSON

Apply CSS changes to an OmniScript using SLDS or Newport styling by referencing a CSS file static resource in your OmniScript's
JSON properties. For example, a CSS sheet can change the text color for every Number element in an OmniScript without using
custom Lightning web components to override the Number element.

Customize SLDS Design Tokens in OmniScript

Modify the appearance of an OmniScript by overriding Salesforce's SLDS Design tokens. OmniScript elements use SLDS Design
Tokens for styling. Override tokens that have global access to modify the appearance of your OmniScript.

Use Images for Buttons in OmniScript

Use images as buttons for both radio and multi-select options in OmniScript.

Line Break

The Line Break element creates a line break in the OmniScript wherever it exists. Elements placed after a line break start on the next
line regardless of another element's width. Place the Line break element directly above the element that should begin on a new
line.

Apply Global Branding to OmniScripts

Apply global style changes to OmniScripts by using the Newport Design System. The Newport Design System enables you to
download, edit, and override the existing Newport CSS styling to apply your changes.
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Apply Custom Styling to OmniScripts with Static Resources
Apply CSS changes to an OmniScript using SLDS or Newport styling by referencing a CSS file static resource in the Styling Options section
of the OmniScript Designer. For example, a CSS sheet can change the text color for every Number element in an OmniScript without
using a custom Lightning web component to override the Number element.

Note: Multi-Language OmniScripts provide beta support for right-to-left languages. See Create Multi-Language OmniScripts.

Before You Begin

1. Choose SLDS or Newport as the OmniScript theme.

2. View the OmniScript's original CSS by inspecting the element's on the page in console tools or by downloading the CSS files for
LWCs in the OmniScript. Download.

3. Create a CSS style sheet with custom CSS.

4. In Salesforce, add the CSS file as a static resource. See Using Static Resources (Salesforce Documentation).

1. In the OmniScript Designer, click Setup, and click Styling Options.

2. In the Custom Lightning Stylesheet File Name or Custom Newport StyleSheet File Name field, enter the name of that Static
Resource that stores your custom Lightning or Newport styling.
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3. (Optional) Display custom styling for right-to-left languages by taking these steps:

a. In Setup, click Edit as JSON.

b. Add the name of the static resource as a value to newportRtl  or lightningRtl  to display the styling for right-to-left
languages. If you are updating an existing OmniScript, add newportRTL  and lightningRtl  manually.

"stylesheet": {
"newport": "",
"lightning": "",
"newportRtl": "myRtlNewportStyles",
"lightningRtl": ""

}

4. Activate and preview the OmniScript to view your custom styling.

SEE ALSO:

Configure an Edit Block

Reference Stylesheet Names in an OmniScript's JSON
Apply CSS changes to an OmniScript using SLDS or Newport styling by referencing a CSS file static resource in your OmniScript's JSON
properties. For example, a CSS sheet can change the text color for every Number element in an OmniScript without using custom
Lightning web components to override the Number element.

Before You Begin

1. Choose SLDS or Newport as the OmniScript theme.

2. View the OmniScript's original CSS by inspecting the element's on the page in console tools or by downloading the CSS files for
LWCs in the OmniScript. Download.

3. Create a CSS style sheet with custom CSS.

4. In Salesforce, add the CSS file as a static resource. See Using Static Resources (Salesforce Documentation).

Note: Multi-Language OmniScripts provide beta support for right-to-left languages.

1. In OmniScript, go to Setup or Script Configuration and click Edit as JSON.

2. In the JSON properties, find the node named style sheet:

"stylesheet": {
"newport": "",
"lightning": ""

}

3. Add the name of the static resource as a value to newport  or lightning.

"stylesheet": {
"newport": "",
"lightning": "myCustomOmniScriptStyles"

}
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4. (Optional) Add the name of the static resource as a value to newportRtl  or lightningRtl  to display the styling for right-to-left
languages. If you are updating an existing OmniScript, add newportRTL  and lightningRtl  manually.

"stylesheet": {
"newport": "",
"lightning": "",
"newportRtl": "myRtlNewportStyles",
"lightningRtl": ""

}

5. Activate and preview the OmniScript to view your custom styling.

Customize SLDS Design Tokens in OmniScript
Modify the appearance of an OmniScript by overriding Salesforce's SLDS Design tokens. OmniScript elements use SLDS Design Tokens
for styling. Override tokens that have global access to modify the appearance of your OmniScript.

Note: Design Tokens are not supported in Safari browsers and Community pages.

Before You Begin

1. View the Design Tokens that have global access. See Design Tokens.

2. Preview and inspect an OmniScript in a developer console to view the current tokens present in the OmniScript.

1. In your OmniScript's Setup panel, click the Styling Options section or Lightning Design System Design Tokens section.
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2. In the Lightning Design System Design Tokens field, enter tokens by applying these changes:

a. Remove the dashes and apply camelcase to the token. For example, the token $spacing-xx-small  must be
$spacingXxSmall.

b. Replace the token's $  symbol with --lwc-.

--lwc-spacingXxSmall

c. Set the token's value, and end the line for each token using a ;.

--lwc-spacingXxSmall: 10rem;
--lwc-spacingSmall: 5rem;
--lwc-spacingMedium: 2rem;
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Use Images for Buttons in OmniScript
Use images as buttons for both radio and multi-select options in OmniScript.

1. In an element, scroll down to the Options section for the element.

2. Select Image from the dropdown menus located under the Display Mode and Option Source.

3. Click the + Add button to choose which image to display. When the user selects the image while filling out the OmniScript, the
option's value is added to the Data JSON.

Line Break
The Line Break element creates a line break in the OmniScript wherever it exists. Elements placed after a line break start on the next line
regardless of another element's width. Place the Line break element directly above the element that should begin on a new line.

1. Drag the element into the OmniScript canvas.

2. When editing the Line Break's element properties, you can add additional padding below the line break by entering a value in
Additional Padding (px).

The Line Break ensures that a line separates the elements surrounding the Line Break element. For example, this image displays a Line
Break element that separates a person's First and Last Name from their phone and email in the UI.
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Apply Global Branding to OmniScripts
Apply global style changes to OmniScripts by using the Newport Design System. The Newport Design System enables you to download,
edit, and override the existing Newport CSS styling to apply your changes.

Before You Begin

If you are unfamiliar with using command-line interfaces, see Command Line 101 (git-tower documentation).

System Requirements:

• Git (git-scm documentation)

• nodeJS v12.0 or higher (Node documentation)

• Gulp CLI: npm install --global gulp-cli

1. Ensure that Node and NPM are installed on your local computer using the commands NPM outlines in their documentation
https://www.npmjs.com/get-npm. If you do not have Node or NPM, download them from https://nodejs.org/en/download/.

2. Clone vlocityinc/newport-design-system from https://github.com/vlocityinc/newport-design-system using a command-line
interface. To see which components are provided by Newport, look at the UI/components  directory.

Note: If you cannot use a file from github, download the Newport file here.

3. From the GitHub page, perform the latest steps to install the correct dependencies.

4. After installation is complete, launch the Storybook.js preview by issuing the command npm start.

5. Review the documentation in the Storybook preview.

6. Add customizations to your theme. See Customize OmniScripts and FlexCards with the Newport Design System.
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7. Apply the OmniScript to individual OmniScripts or override the Newport theme for the entire org. See Deploy and Apply Global
Styling Changes using the Newport Design System.

8. Preview the changes in your Salesforce org by using the Newport Player in the OmniScript Designer Preview.

Customize OmniScripts and FlexCards with the Newport Design System

To customize the appearance of your OmniScripts or FlexCards, edit the CSS and HTML files in the UI  subdirectory of the directory
where you cloned Newport.

Deploy and Apply Global Styling Changes using the Newport Design System

Apply modifications to the Newport design system by adding a Static Resource that overrides the Newport theme wherever it is
available. Once uploaded, the Newport changes will apply to any OmniScripts using Newport.

Customize OmniScripts and FlexCards with the Newport Design System

To customize the appearance of your OmniScripts or FlexCards, edit the CSS and HTML files in the UI  subdirectory of the directory
where you cloned Newport.

Themes are stored in the design-tokens  folder. To create a new theme for your OmniScripts or Cards, copy the vlocity-newport-skin
folder to a new folder and edit the files in it as required. To change the color scheme of a theme, edit the skin's *color.yml  files.
Some colors are specified using hex RGB codes, others are specified using tokens that resolve to hex RGB colors. These tokens are defined
in the aliases/color.yml  file. To change colors for a specific component, examine its definition to find the source of its color
properties, and trace it to the definition.

When you change colors, the Newport components are recompiled, so there is a slight delay before your changes are reflected in the
Previewer.

Simple Example: Using the Previewer, look at the definition for the input  element, noting the orange underline. To change the
color of the line, edit design-tokens/vlocity-newport-skin/background-color.yml  and change the setting
for COLOR_BORDER_INPUT_ACTIVE  to a different color token defined in /aliases/color.yml  . To verify your change,
view the input component using the Previewer.

For an optimal appearance on all viewing platforms, set control width to 6. Smaller widths might not render well on every platform.

Previewing Your Changes

To view the effect of Newport styles on an OmniScript, edit its Script Configuration and paste the path to the top-level CSS file (by default,
xxx.css) into the CUSTOM HTML TEMPLATES field.

The Newport Previewer enables you to view the definition, appearance, and behavior of Newport components and utilities. You can see
how the component will render on desktops, tablets, and smartphones.

To preview an element or utility, choose it from the lists in the left pane. To view the code behind it, click </>.

The restriction tree displays the hierarchy of element definitions, from the base implementation through all the derived ones. To view
a specific definition, click the corresponding node in the restriction tree.

Deploy and Apply Global Styling Changes using the Newport Design System

Apply modifications to the Newport design system by adding a Static Resource that overrides the Newport theme wherever it is available.
Once uploaded, the Newport changes will apply to any OmniScripts using Newport.

Before You Begin

1. Download the Newport Design System. See Apply Global Branding to OmniScripts.

2. Create a distribution folder containing your changes by issuing this command: npm run-script dist
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3. In Salesforce, upload the zip file as a static resource.

1. In your Salesforce org, go to Setup and, in the Quick Find box, enter Omni Interaction Configuration.

2. Click Manage, click New and configure the following settings:

• Label: You must name this newportZipUrl  for the changes to be applied.

• Name: Enter any name.

• Value: The relative URL for the static resource that contains your custom styles. To obtain the relative URL, go to the Static
Resource (see 4 in the Before You Begin section), hover over the View File link, right-click and copy the URL. Enter the relative
URL after the domain name, removing the question mark at the end. For example, the bold text would be copied in this URL:
https://salesforce-org-test.na75.visual.force.com/resource/16679825000/vloc_customNewport?

3. Preview your OmniScript and select the Newport page from the drop-down in the upper right-hand corner to preview your changes.

Modify OmniScript UI Behavior
This section explains how to modify UI behaviors in an OmniScript.

Behavior options include:

• Hide or show elements and errors conditionally

• Hide Next and Previous buttons

• Trigger events

Conditionally Display Elements Using the Conditional View Property

Every step, block, or element supports Conditional Viewing. Conditional Views allow you to hide the element or the group of elements
contained in a block or step based on certain conditions. Elements contain up to three conditional view options depending on the
Type of element. For example, an Action outside of a Step does not have a Read-Only option since the action is not visible.

Hide OmniScript Elements

Hide elements and child elements using the Hide property available on OmniScript Input Components, Blocks, Steps, Groups,
Formulas, and Aggregate elements.

Hide the Next and Previous Buttons

Hide a Step's Next and Previous buttons when using auto-advance options or when you do not want the user to navigate steps.

Display Messages in OmniScripts

Display comments, requirements, success, and warning messaging depending on whether the validate expression returns true or
false. Configure the Messaging element after creating a formula or aggregate in an OmniScript, or any other element, to display
validation messages in the OmniScript. Merge fields are supported in messages.

Fire Platform Events from OmniScripts

Fire Salesforce platform events from the context of an OmniScript.

Set Errors In an OmniScript

Put error or validation messaging on one or more elements in a previous step based on conditions from future steps using the Set
Errors action element. Using required fields and Formula/Messaging elements, you can only set requirements and conditions on
elements in the current step.
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Conditionally Display Elements Using the Conditional View Property
Every step, block, or element supports Conditional Viewing. Conditional Views allow you to hide the element or the group of elements
contained in a block or step based on certain conditions. Elements contain up to three conditional view options depending on the Type
of element. For example, an Action outside of a Step does not have a Read-Only option since the action is not visible.

When you hide an element in an OmniScript, OmniStudio sets the contents of the element to null in the data JSON. Consider this behavior
if your OmniScript references the hidden field. For example, if you use a Set Error element to assess whether a Text element is properly
filled out before proceeding to the next page, and the Text element is conditionally hidden, the contents of the Text element are null
even if they were not previously null.

1. From the Properties section on the element, go to the Conditional View section.

2. Select a Condition Type from the drop-down menu.

DescriptionLWC OmniScript Designer Conditions

The element renders only if the conditional is true. If the
conditional is false, the element is hidden from the UI.

Show Element if True

Disables Read Only on an element if the conditional is true. If the
value is false, the element becomes Read Only.

Disable Read Only if True

The element becomes required if the condition is true.Set Element to Required if True

3. Choose the logical operator for the group (AND or OR). The AND operator requires that both conditions are met; the OR operator
requires that one of the other condition is met.

4. Click Add Condition.

5. In the left operand, enter the name of the element in plain text.

Note: If the element is repeatable, enter the name of the element followed by |x, where x is the xth repeated element. For
example, if Age is repeated, Age|2 refers to the second instance of the repeated element.

6. In the right operand enter one of these syntax types::

• If the element type is Text, enter the string in plain text.

• If the element type is Checkbox or Disclosure, enter true or false.

• If the element type is Number, enter a number.
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• If the element type is Select or Radio, type in the name of the option in plain text—for example, Yes or No.

• If the element type is Multi-Select, enter a semicolon-separated string—for example Ind > ; > Small.

• If the element type is Date, Time, or Date/Time, the value should be in ISO format:

– Date—2014-10-01T07:00:00.000Z (Wed Oct 01 2014 00:00:00 GMT-0700 (PDT)

– Date/Time—1970-01-02T06:19:00.000Z (Tue Feb 17 2015 22:20:03 GMT-0800 (PST))

– Time—2015-02-21T00:09:40.270Z (Thu Jan 01 1970 22:19:00 GMT-0800 (PST))

• The right operand supports merge fields. For example Name = %contactLastName%

7. In the canvas, click the Hide Conditional Elements checkbox to hide all of the conditional elements in the OmniScript. The
conditional elements are marked with a yellow eye icon.
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Running Validation with onChange

OmniScripts run validation when a user clicks out of a field by using the onBlur function.

Running Validation with onChange

OmniScripts run validation when a user clicks out of a field by using the onBlur function.

1. In the Setup properties, click Edit as JSON.

2. Add the property "commitOnChange": true.

3. Preview the behavior.

Note: In LWC OmniScripts, the onChange behavior runs after a half-second delay.

Hide OmniScript Elements
Hide elements and child elements using the Hide property available on OmniScript Input Components, Blocks, Steps, Groups, Formulas,
and Aggregate elements.

When you hide an element in an OmniScript, OmniStudio sets the contents of the element to null in the data JSON. Consider this behavior
if your OmniScript references the hidden field.

1. From the element properties panel, click Edit as JSON.

2. Set the "hide"  property's value to "true".

Hide the Next and Previous Buttons
Hide a Step's Next and Previous buttons when using auto-advance options or when you do not want the user to navigate steps.
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1. In the Step's properties, expand the Button Properties section.

2. Drag the Previous or Next Width slider to 0.

3. Save your OmniScript and preview the new behavior.

Display Messages in OmniScripts
Display comments, requirements, success, and warning messaging depending on whether the validate expression returns true or false.
Configure the Messaging element after creating a formula or aggregate in an OmniScript, or any other element, to display validation
messages in the OmniScript. Merge fields are supported in messages.

1. From the OmniScript Designer, drag a Messaging element into the structure panel where the message must appear.

2. For Validate Expression enter the expression that should be validated. You can evaluate any element or elements, including Formula
and Aggregate. For more information about formulas, see  Create Formula Fields in an OmniScript. For more information about
setting up expressions, see  Dynamic Forms Using the Conditional View Property.

3. In the Messages section, select message types for when the expression evaluates as true or false and then enter messages. True and
False messaging can be deactivated and messaging is optional.

4. In OmniScripts, validation runs when a user clicks out of a field by using the onBlur function. To enable the OmniScript to run validation
when a user types:

a. In the Setup properties, click Edit as JSON.

b. Add the property "commitOnChange": true.

c. Preview the behavior.

Note: In LWC OmniScripts, the onChange behavior runs after a half-second delay.

Messaging Example

In this example, a Requirement message displays when a user is under the age of eighteen:

Message Types

OmniScript messages use pure SLDS styling. This table provides examples of OmniScript messages. Messages will remain until a
user enters a valid value.

Messaging Example

In this example, a Requirement message displays when a user is under the age of eighteen:

• The Messaging element's  Validation Expression  fails when the  Birthdate  field has a value, and the  AgeFormula  element is
less than eighteen:
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• The Formula element uses the  AGE  function to return the age of the user based on the date entered into the  Birthdate  element:

• The Requirement message displays when the validation fails:
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Message Types

OmniScript messages use pure SLDS styling. This table provides examples of OmniScript messages. Messages will remain until a user
enters a valid value.

OmniScript Newport ExampleOmniScript Lightning ExampleMessage Type

Success

Requirement
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OmniScript Newport ExampleOmniScript Lightning ExampleMessage Type

Warning

Comment
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Fire Platform Events from OmniScripts
Fire Salesforce platform events from the context of an OmniScript.

1. Go to Setup and, under Develop, click Platform Events.

2. On the Platform Events page, click New Platform Event.

3. On the New Platform Event page, define the platform event, specifying the fields for the data that you want to associate with the
event.

4. To fire the event, create a DataRaptor Load that populates the platform event fields with event-specific data.

5. In the OmniScript, compose the data JSON containing the data required by the DataRaptor Load.

6. Add a DataRaptor Load action to the OmniScript, specifying the DataRaptor that fires the platform event.

7. Verify that your platform event fired correctly, using one of the programmatic methods described in the Salesforce developer
documentation.

Set Errors In an OmniScript
Put error or validation messaging on one or more elements in a previous step based on conditions from future steps using the Set Errors
action element. Using required fields and Formula/Messaging elements, you can only set requirements and conditions on elements in
the current step.

For example, on an application, an email address may not be required during the initial intake step, and in a future step, the user states
that they wish to be contacted by email. The Set Errors element runs after the step and returns the user to the initial intake step with
custom error messages.

Note: The Set Errors action does not support these elements: File, Image, Messaging, and Formula.

1. In OmniScript, drag the Set Errors element into the canvas.

2. Add a conditional to control when the Set Errors message displays. Without a conditional the error will persist in the OmniScript.
See Conditionally Display Elements Using the Conditional View Property.

3. In the Element Name field, enter the name of your element.

4. In the Value field, enter the error message that displays to the user.

Deploy, Launch, and Embed OmniScripts
Deploy your OmniScript and launch it from an Experience page, Lightning page, custom LWC, or off-platform application.

Generate the OmniScript's Lightning web component by deploying your OmniScript. Add the generated LWC to Lightning pages,
Experience pages, third-party applications, and custom LWCs to launch your OmniScripts.

1. Deploy your OmniScript. See Activate and Deploy OmniScripts .

2. After deploying your OmniScript, launch your OmniScript from one of these experiences:

ReferenceDescriptionExperience

Add a Standard OmniScript Component
to a Lightning Page

Launch an OmniScript from a Lightning
page using the standard OmniScript

Lightning pages

component, the OmniScript's generated Add an OmniScript to a Lightning or
Experience Cloud Page.
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ReferenceDescriptionExperience

LWC, or the Vlocity LWC OmniScript
Wrapper component.

Add a Standard OmniScript Component
to an Experience Cloud Page

Launch an OmniScript from an Experience
page using the standard OmniScript

Experience pages

component, OmniScript's generated LWC, Add an OmniScript to a Lightning or
Experience Cloud Pageor the Vlocity LWC OmniScript Wrapper

component.

Embed an OmniScript Lightning Web
Component in a Lightning Web
Component

Launch an OmniScript from a custom
Lightning web component by embedding
the OmniScript's LWC.

Embedded inside of a custom component

OmniOutRun OmniScripts off-platform using
OmniOut.

Off-Platform

Activate and Deploy OmniScripts

Make OmniScripts available to Experience Sites, Lightning Pages, custom LWCs, and Lightning tabs by activating and deploying the
OmniScript. If an error occurs during deployment the OmniScript will deactivate.

How to Launch

Once activated, enable OmniScript access in one of three ways: standalone, embedded, or Vlocity Aura Wrapper.

Launch OmniScripts from Lightning and Experience Pages

Launch OmniScripts in Experience and Lightning pages using the generated OmniScript Component or the LWC OmniScript Wrapper
component.

Run OmniScripts Off-Platform with OmniOut

Deploy and host OmniScripts on third-party sites by adding OmniOut to your application.

Deploy an OmniScript to an External Salesforce Site

After creating a new Visualforce OmniScript page, you can deploy to an external Salesforce website. Once embedded within the
page, the script can be versioned, modified, and activated without the need to reconfigure the page.

Embed an OmniScript Lightning Web Component in a Lightning Web Component

Embed an OmniScript LWC in a Lightning web component by copying the OmniScript component tag and adding it directly into
a component.

Embed an OmniScript in Another OmniScript

An OmniScript can be reused in one or more existing OmniScripts. Reusing OmniScripts enables you to build a variety of smaller
scripts and then piece them together into one or more parent scripts. Embedded OmniScripts behave just like other OmniScript
elements.

Add an Apex Class Permissions Checker

Enable specific access to Remote Action APIs (Vlocity Open Interface Apex classes) per user or profile. Configure an Apex class
permissions checker to require the user to have explicit access to the Apex class that administers the remote action called from an
Omniscript, FlexCard, Classic Card, or REST API.
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Activate and Deploy OmniScripts
Make OmniScripts available to Experience Sites, Lightning Pages, custom LWCs, and Lightning tabs by activating and deploying the
OmniScript. If an error occurs during deployment the OmniScript will deactivate.

1. From OmniScript, click Activate to activate the OmniScript and deploy the OmniScript automatically.

2. (Optional) Click Deactivate, and then Activate to redeploy the OmniScript and apply updates.

3. After deploying your OmniScript, launch your OmniScript from one of these experiences:

ReferenceDescriptionExperience

Add a Standard OmniScript Component
to a Lightning Page

Launch an OmniScript from a Lightning
page using the standard OmniScript

Lightning pages

component, the OmniScript's generated Add an OmniScript to a Lightning or
Experience Cloud Page.LWC, or the Vlocity LWC OmniScript

Wrapper component.

Add a Standard OmniScript Component
to an Experience Cloud Page

Launch an OmniScript from an Experience
page using the standard OmniScript

Experience pages

component, OmniScript's generated LWC, Add an OmniScript to a Lightning or
Experience Cloud Page.or the Vlocity LWC OmniScript Wrapper

component.

Embed an OmniScript Lightning Web
Component in a Lightning Web
Component

Launch an OmniScript from a custom
Lightning web component by embedding
the OmniScript's LWC.

Embedded inside of a custom component

OmniOutRun OmniScripts off-platform using
OmniOut.

Off-Platform

4. (Optional) If an error occurs on the initial load of an OmniScript, in the OmniScript, click Deactivate, then click Activate. This redeploys
the OmniScript.

5. (Optional) Map deployment errors using the Error Handling Framework. . See Customize OmniScript Error Messages.

Error Mapping Example:

Original error
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Error Message Mapping a Path and Value to a new message

New error message
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6. (Optional) Click the dropdown arrow, and click Download LWC to view the metadata for the OmniScript.

Add an OmniScript to a Lightning or Experience Cloud Page

How to Launch
Once activated, enable OmniScript access in one of three ways: standalone, embedded, or Vlocity Aura Wrapper.

Standalone

Once Activated, the OmniScript is compiled and deployed as a standalone Lightning Web Component. Access the LWC in the Salesforce
Lightning App Builder in the Custom section and drag it onto the page.

Embedded

Once Activated, you can embed the component into any Aura or LWC component using the component tag. The component attribute
"prefill" accepts string or javascript object.

Examples

<c-type--sub-type-english prefill={prefill} layout="lightning"></c-type--sub-type-english>

<c-type--sub-type-english prefill='\{"ContextId":"abc","otherParam":"FAQ"}'
layout="newport"></c-type--sub-type-english>

Vlocity Aura Wrapper

Once Activated, the OmniScript can be accessed using Vlocity’s prebuilt Aura component.

Since Lightning Web Components are not yet URL addressable, you can use this method to pass additional parameters into the OmniScript.
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Example

this[NavigationMixin.Navigate]({
type: 'standard__component',
attributes: {

componentName: '__vlocityLWCOmniWrapper'
},
state: {

c__target: 'c:testSubTypeEnglish',
c__layout: 'lightning', // or 'newport'
c__tabIcon: 'custom:custom18'

}
})

Lightning URL Example

https://my_org.force.com/lightning/cmp/my_org__vlocityLWCOmniWrapper?c__target=my_org:typeSubTypeEnglish&c__layout=lightning&c__tabIcon=custom:custom18

Newport URL Example

https://my_org.force.com/lightning/cmp/my_org__vlocityLWCOmniWrapper?c__target=my_org:typeSubTypeEnglish&c__layout=newport&c__tabIcon=custom:custom18

Launch OmniScripts from Lightning and Experience Pages
Launch OmniScripts in Experience and Lightning pages using the generated OmniScript Component or the LWC OmniScript Wrapper
component.

Generated OmniScript Lightning Web Component or LWC OmniScript Wrapper?

Use this table to determine whether the LWC OmniScript Wrapper component or a generated OmniScript component meets your
requirements.

ReferenceCapabilitiesComponent Type

Add an OmniScript to a Lightning or
Experience Cloud Page

Generated OmniScript • Automatically passes the RecordId for
the page into the OmniScript's Data
JSON in the ContextId node

• Displays one layout, Lightning or
Newport

• Not directly URL addressable

• URL addressable through the
Experience or Lightning page URL

• Cannot accept parameters since it is not
directly URL addressable

Launch an OmniScript with LWC OmniScript
Wrapper

Vlocity LWC OmniScript Wrapper • Accepts additional URL parameters
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ReferenceCapabilitiesComponent Type

• Loads in different OmniScripts based on
parameters

• Accepts prefill information

• Compatible with LWC Save For Later
prefill functionality

Add an OmniScript to a Lightning or Experience Cloud Page

Add an OmniScript to a Lightning or Experience Cloud page by adding the OmniScript's generated Lightning web component. The
component is generated when you activate the OmniScript.

Launch an OmniScript with LWC OmniScript Wrapper

Launch Omniscripts on Community and Lightning pages using the Vlocity LWC OmniScript Wrapper component.

Display Inline OmniScripts on Lightning and Community Pages

Enable OmniScripts to run inline without leaving the context of a page. An inline OmniScript renders as a button that, when clicked,
launches the OmniScript inline. The record id of a page passes into an inline OmniScript as a Context Id automatically. You can render
more than one inline OmniScript on a page .

Add a Standard OmniScript Component to a Lightning Page

Run an OmniScript in standard runtime. From the Lightning Builder, add the standard OmniScript component to a Lightning page.
You can add either a custom OmniScript you've created or a standard OmniScript available as part of your Salesforce Industries
license. Use the standard component instead of the custom generated one to run custom content in standard runtime.

Add a Standard OmniScript Component to an Experience Cloud Page

Run an OmniScript in standard runtime on an Experience Cloud page. From the Aura-based Experience Builder, add the standard
OmniScript component to an Experience Cloud page. You can add either a custom OmniScript you've created or a standard OmniScript
available as part of your Salesforce Industries license. Use the standard component instead of the custom generated one to run
custom content in standard runtime.

OmniScript Standard Component Features Not Supported

The OmniScript standard component doesn’t support all functions and features available in custom OmniScript components.

Add an OmniScript to a Lightning or Experience Cloud Page

Add an OmniScript to a Lightning or Experience Cloud page by adding the OmniScript's generated Lightning web component. The
component is generated when you activate the OmniScript.

Add Your OmniScript to a Lightning Page

Add your OmniScript to a Salesforce Lightning page.

Add Your OmniScript to an Experience Cloud Page

Add your OmniScript to an Experience Cloud page.

Add Your OmniScript to a Lightning Page

Add your OmniScript to a Salesforce Lightning page.
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Note: Beginning Summer '22, add a standard OmniScript to a Lightning page. See Add a Standard OmniScript Component to a
Lightning Page.

1. In a Lightning Page's App Builder, search for the name of your OmniScript by entering the OmniScript's unique Type, SubType, and
Language. Use the syntax Type/SubType/Language to search as the search does not ignore forward slashes.

2. Drag the component into the Lightning Page.

3. (Optional) Apply Newport styling by entering newport into the layout field in the component's properties panel. Lightning styling
is the default styling when the layout property is blank.
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4. (Optional) Configure the inline options. See Display Inline OmniScripts on Lightning and Community Pages.

5. (Optional) Control how right-to-left languages display. OmniScript provides beta support for right-to-left languages. In the dir field,
select whether the OmniScript displays ltr  or rtl.

6. (Optional) Modify the component's visibility by adding filters. For more information, see Dynamic Pages.

7. (Optional) Change the device view of the App Builder to Phone to see how the OmniScript displays on a mobile device.
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Add Your OmniScript to an Experience Cloud Page

Add your OmniScript to an Experience Cloud page.

Note: Beginning Summer '22, add a standard OmniScript to an Experience Cloud page. See Add a Standard OmniScript Component
to an Experience Cloud Page.

1. In an Experience Builder, click the Components tab.

2. Search for the name of your OmniScript by entering the OmniScript's unique Type, SubType, and Language. Use the syntax
Type/SubType/Language to search as the search doesn’t ignore forward slashes.

3. Drag the component into the Experience Cloud page.

4. (Optional) Apply Newport styling by entering newport into the layout field in the component's properties panel. Lightning styling
is the default styling when the layout property is blank.
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5. (Optional) Configure the inline options. See Display Inline OmniScripts on Lightning and Community Pages.

6. (Optional) Control how right-to-left languages display. OmniScript provides beta support for right-to-left languages. In the dir field,
select whether the OmniScript displays ltr  or rtl.

7. (Optional) Change the device view in the Experience Builder to Phone or Tablet to see how the OmniScript displays on a mobile or
tablet device.

Launch an OmniScript with LWC OmniScript Wrapper

Launch Omniscripts on Community and Lightning pages using the Vlocity LWC OmniScript Wrapper component.
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The wrapper component makes the OmniScript URL addressable to enable the passing of additional parameters to the OmniScript. The
Vlocity LWC OmniScript Wrapper component and the vlocityLWCOmniWrapper are Aura components that wrap an OmniScript to make
the OmniScript URL addressable.

Note: If the LWC OmniScript Wrapper component exists on a record page, the record Id passes into the OmniScript as the Context
Id automatically.

Before You Begin

1. Deploy an OmniScript to make it available in Experience and Lightning App Builders. For more information, see Activate and Deploy
OmniScripts .

2. Review the options for launching an OmniScript from a Lightning or Experience Page. See Launch OmniScripts from Lightning and
Experience Pages.

Launch OmniScripts in Communities from URLs

Launch any OmniScript on a Community Page by sending a URL to the Vlocity LWC OmniScript Wrapper component on the page.

Launching an OmniScript in Lightning

To make an OmniScript URL addressable using the vlocityLWCOmniWrapper:

Launching an OmniScript from a Layout Action

To launch the OmniScript from a layout action:

Launch OmniScripts in Communities from URLs

Launch any OmniScript on a Community Page by sending a URL to the Vlocity LWC OmniScript Wrapper component on the page.

To add the Vlocity LWC OmniScript Wrapper component to a Community page:

1. On a Community Builder page, click on the Components tab.

2. Search for the Vlocity LWC OmniScript Wrapper component, and drag it onto the page.

3. Leave the fields in the component blank.
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4. (Optional) To test an OmniScript using the LWC OmniScript Wrapper in the Community Builder:

a. In the LWC OmniScript Wrapper, check the Stand Alone Mode checkbox.

b. In the OmniScript Name field, enter the component name of your OmniScript with the prefix c:. The OmniScript's component
name is a combination of the Type, SubType, and Language of your OmniScript without spaces.

c:customTestEnglish

5. To configure the URL to access the Vlocity LWC OmniScript Wrapper component:

a. Configure the URL for the Community page in a URL field, such as a URL in a Card Action or text editor.

Example URL for a Community named AccountCommunity that has a page named AccountPage:

https://exampleURL.force.com/AccountCommunity/s/AccountPage?

b. In your OmniScript, click the How to Launch Activated Script button.

c. In the How to Launch modal, click the LWC tab.
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d. In the Vlocity Aura Wrapper section of the LWC tab, copy the text appearing after the question mark.

https://exampleURL.na130.visual.force.com/lightning/cmp/namespace__vlocityLWCOmniWrapper?c__target=namespace:myLWCTestEnglish&c__layout=lightning

• The c__target parameter is set to a component indicated by c:. The component is the Name of your OmniScript combined
with the Type, SubType, and Language. This component passes into the LWC OmniScript Name field of the Vlocity LWC
OmniScript Wrapper.

• The c__layout parameter passes the layout to the Layout field of the Vlocity LWC OmniScript Wrapper.

e. In the c__target  parameter of the URL, replace the namespace with c.

c__target=c:myLWCTestEnglish&c__layout=lightning

f. Paste the copied text to the end of the Community Page URL.

https://exampleURL.force.com/AccountCommunity/s/AccountPage?c__target=c:myLWCTestEnglish&c__layout=lightning

g. (Optional) Pass additional parameters by separating them with an ampersand, &. Parameters must use the c__  prefix. For
example, to pass "AccountName": "Acme" into the OmniScript's data JSON,the syntax must be &c__AccountName=Acme.

h. (Optional) Fire events from the Navigate Action by passing an event to the OmniScript in the URL parameter c__vlocEvents.
The Navigate Action element must have the checkbox property LWC PubSub Message? enabled to fire the event.

Launching an OmniScript in Lightning

To make an OmniScript URL addressable using the vlocityLWCOmniWrapper:

1. In your LWC OmniScript, click the How to Launch Activated Script button.

2. In the How to Launch modal, click the LWC tab.

3. In the Vlocity Aura Wrapper section of the LWC tab, copy the relative path of the URL.

https://exampleURL.na130.visual.force.com/lightning/cmp/namespace__vlocityLWCOmniWrapper?c__target=namespace:myLWCTestEnglish&c__layout=lightning

4. (Optional) Launch the OmniScript using a Newport layout by clicking Newport and copying the relative path.

5. (Optional) When using the URL path in a production org, you must replace the namespace of your component. In the c__target
parameter of the URL, replace the namespace with c.

c__target=c:myLWCTestEnglish&c__layout=lightning

6. (Optional) Prefill an OmniScript by assigning prefill values with the prefix &c__  placed before the key. For example, to pass
"AccountName": "Acme"  into an OmniScript's data JSON, add the parameter using the syntax &c__AccountName=Acme.
For more information on prefilling data, see Load Data into OmniScript Elements.

lightning/cmp/NS__vlocityLWCOmniWrapper?c__target=c:myTypeExampleEnglish&c__AccountName=Acme
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7. (Optional) When using the wrapper in a console app, add a Console Tab Icon and a Console Tab Label by setting the c__tabIcon
and c__tabLabel parameters. The c__tabIcon accepts an SLDS Icon , and c__tabLabel accepts plain text. For example,
&c__tabLabel=Custom Label&c__tabIcon=standard:account renders the console tab shown in this example image.

8. (Optional) To view additional parameters for the vlocityLWCOmniWrapper, see Launch Lightning Web Component URLs with
vlocityLWCWrapper.

9. (Optional) Fire events from the Navigate Action by passing an event to the OmniScript in the URL parameter c__vlocEvents.
The Navigate Action element must have the checkbox property LWC PubSub Message? enabled to fire the event.

10. Paste the URL wherever you plan to invoke the OmniScript from and preview the functionality.

Launching an OmniScript from a Layout Action

To launch the OmniScript from a layout action:

1. From Setup, enter Object Manager  into the Quick Find search.

2. Select an Object, and click Buttons, Links, and Actions.

3. Click New Button or Link.

4. Set Display Type to Detail Page Button.

5. Set Content Source to URL.
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6. Configure the URL value to equal the relative path of the vlocityLWCOmniWrapper. For information on obtaining the relative path,
see Launching an OmniScript in Lightning.

namespace__vlocityLWCOmniWrapper?c__target=c:myLWCTestEnglish&c__layout=lightning

Display Inline OmniScripts on Lightning and Community Pages

Enable OmniScripts to run inline without leaving the context of a page. An inline OmniScript renders as a button that, when clicked,
launches the OmniScript inline. The record id of a page passes into an inline OmniScript as a Context Id automatically. You can render
more than one inline OmniScript on a page .

Before You Begin

Ensure your OmniScript is active. For more information, see Activate and Deploy OmniScripts .

Note: Running OmniScripts in inline mode disables SEO Enabled and Save For Later.

1. From the Community or App Builder, add an activated OmniScript to a page. For information on adding OmniScripts to a Lightning
page, see Add an OmniScript to a Lightning or Experience Cloud Page.

2. In the OmniScript component, check the inline checkbox.

3. In the inlineLabel field, enter the text to display on the button.

4. (Optional) Choose an inlineVariant to alter the button's appearance.

5. (Optional) Enable events to fire by enabling Cancel Options. See Configure OmniScript Cancel Options.

6. Click Save, and preview the OmniScript.
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Add a Standard OmniScript Component to a Lightning Page

Run an OmniScript in standard runtime. From the Lightning Builder, add the standard OmniScript component to a Lightning page. You
can add either a custom OmniScript you've created or a standard OmniScript available as part of your Salesforce Industries license. Use
the standard component instead of the custom generated one to run custom content in standard runtime.

Note: Any updates to the standard components follow the Salesforce patch schedule, therefore you don't have to install patch
packages to get the updates. Your custom versions don’t update with new releases.

Important: For a list of functions and features not supported in the OmniScript standard component, see OmniScript Standard
Component Features Not Supported.

Required Versions

Available beginning with the Salesforce Summer '22 release.

1. Confirm that your org uses OmniStudio standard objects.

2. Go to Setup > OmniStudio Settings and disable Managed Package Runtime (formerly enable Standard OmniStudio Runtime).

3. Activate the OmniScript you created. See Activate and Deploy OmniScripts . Standard OmniScripts that ship with your industry
license are active by default.

1. In your org, go to Setup > Lightning App Builder and click Edit for an existing Lightning app to open the Lightning App Builder. Or,
on a Lightning record page, from the Setup menu, click Edit Page.

2. Drag the OmniScript component from the Standard section of the Components pane onto the canvas.

When you add the OmniScript component, it pulls in the first active OmniScript. The component shows up on the canvas as a
placeholder, and the type and subtype are pre-filled in the drop-down from the first active OmniScript.
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3. If this is not the script you need to use, then select another type and subtype option from the drop-down menu.

4. Configure your script by using the choices from the drop-down menu.

5. Select a Theme. For example, the Salesforce Lightning Design System (SLDS) or Newport. You can switch themes at any time.

6. For Display, choose whether you want OmniScript to display on the page, or use a button to open the OmniScript.

If you select a button to open OmniScript, you can apply one of the SLDS styles for the button variant.

7. Select the Language to use for OmniScript. Depending on the language you select, you can select either Left to Right or Right to
Left for your Language Direction.

8. (Optional) To modify the component's visibility by adding filters, set Component Visibility. See Dynamic Lightning Pages.

9. To configure activation options, click Activation. See Activate Your Lightning App Page.

Add a Standard OmniScript Component to an Experience Cloud Page

Run an OmniScript in standard runtime on an Experience Cloud page. From the Aura-based Experience Builder, add the standard
OmniScript component to an Experience Cloud page. You can add either a custom OmniScript you've created or a standard OmniScript
available as part of your Salesforce Industries license. Use the standard component instead of the custom generated one to run custom
content in standard runtime.

Note: Any updates to the standard components follow the Salesforce patch schedule, therefore you don't have to install patch
packages to get the updates. Your custom versions don’t update with new releases.

Important: For a list of functions and features not supported in the OmniScript standard component, see OmniScript Standard
Component Features Not Supported.

Required Versions

Available beginning with the Salesforce Summer '22 release.

• Confirm that your org uses OmniStudio standard objects.

• Go to Setup > OmniStudio Settings and disable Managed Package Runtime (formerly enable Standard OmniStudio Runtime).

• Activate the OmniScript you created. See Activate and Deploy OmniScripts . Standard OmniScripts that ship with your industry
license are active by default.

1. To access the Experience Builder, see Navigate Experience Builder.

2. Click the lightning bolt icon to open the Components pane.

3. Drag the OmniScript component from the Process Automation section onto the canvas. When you add the OmniScript component,
it pulls in the first active OmniScript. The component shows up on the canvas as a placeholder, and the type and subtype are pre-filled
in the drop-down from the first active OmniScript.

4. If this is not the script you need to use, then select another type and subtype option from the drop-down menu.

5. Configure your script by using the choices from the drop-down menu.

6. Select a Theme. For example, the Salesforce Lightning Design System (SLDS) or Newport. You can switch themes at any time.

7. For Display, choose whether you want OmniScript to display on the page, or use a button to open the OmniScript.

If you select a button to open OmniScript, you can apply one of the SLDS styles for the button variant.
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8. Select the Language to use for OmniScript. Depending on the language you select, you can select either ltr (left to right), or right
to left for your Language Direction.

9. To preview, click Preview. See Preview Your Experience Builder Site.

OmniScript Standard Component Features Not Supported

The OmniScript standard component doesn’t support all functions and features available in custom OmniScript components.

The following functions and features aren’t supported:

• StepChart override

• SaveForLaterAcknowledge override

• Modal override

Run OmniScripts Off-Platform with OmniOut
Deploy and host OmniScripts on third-party sites by adding OmniOut to your application.

OmniOut enables OmniScripts to create, read, update, and delete Salesforce data from a third-party website.

What's Next

Configure OmniOut. See OmniOut.

Deploy an OmniScript to an External Salesforce Site
After creating a new Visualforce OmniScript page, you can deploy to an external Salesforce website. Once embedded within the page,
the script can be versioned, modified, and activated without the need to reconfigure the page.

1. From Setup, click Develop, and then click Sites, and then click New.

2. Enter values for Site Label, Site Name, and other fields.

3. In the Active Site Home Page field, lookup and select the Visualforce OmniScript page created above.

4. Record the site's URL for future reference.

5. Click Public Access Settings, and then click Edit, and set the following values:

• Custom Object Permissions

– Vlocity OmniScripts: Read

– Elements: Read

– Applications: Read, Create

• Field Level Security

– Vlocity OmniScript: Make All Fields Visible

– Element: Make All Fields Visible

– Application: Make All Fields Visible

• Enabled Apex Class Access

– [NameSpace] .ApplicationResource
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6. Embed the URL from Step 4 in the external site's iFrame.

Embed an OmniScript Lightning Web Component in a Lightning Web Component
Embed an OmniScript LWC in a Lightning web component by copying the OmniScript component tag and adding it directly into a
component.

Note: When passing data from an LWC into an embedded LWC OmniScript's prefill property, the string values "true"  and
"false"  will convert to boolean values. To avoid this issue, stringify your values by adding additional quotation marks escaped
by backslashes. For example, to convert this prefill object prefill = { "Multi-select1":"true"}  the new syntax
must be prefill = { "Multi-select1":"\"true\""}.

Embed the Component

Copy the OmniScript component tag and embed it in a component.

Detect Data JSON Updates in an Embedded OmniScript

Detect changes in an embedded OmniScript's data JSON by using the omniaggregate event.

Embed the Component

Copy the OmniScript component tag and embed it in a component.

1. In the OmniScript Designer, click the dropdown menu, click How To Launch, and copy the component tag.
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2. In your component's HTML file, enter the component tag to embed the OmniScript component.

<template>
<c-doc-example-english layout="lightning"></c-doc-example-english>

</template>

Detect Data JSON Updates in an Embedded OmniScript

Detect changes in an embedded OmniScript's data JSON by using the omniaggregate event.

1. Add an event listener that accepts the omniaggregate  event as an argument.

this.template.addEventListener( 'omniaggregate');

2. Create a separate function that handles the response of the event and assigns the value to a variable.

omniUpdateHandler(event) {
if(event.detail) {

this.omniDataJSON = event.detail;
// do something with the data JSON

}

3. Add the function that handles the response as an argument to the event listener so that it fires whenever the OmniScript data JSON
updates.

this.template.addEventListener( 'omniaggregate', this.omniUpdateHandler.bind(this));

Embed an OmniScript in Another OmniScript
An OmniScript can be reused in one or more existing OmniScripts. Reusing OmniScripts enables you to build a variety of smaller scripts
and then piece them together into one or more parent scripts. Embedded OmniScripts behave just like other OmniScript elements.

Note: A reusable OmniScript cannot contain another reusable OmniScript. Additionally, no element in a reusable OmniScript can
have the same name as an element in the parent script. Reusable OmniScripts adopt the script configuration of the parent script.

1. In the OmniScript you want to reuse, click Setup, and check the Reusable checkbox.

2. Activate the reusable OmniScript.

3. Navigate to the OmniScript that will host the reusable OmniScript.

4. In your OmniScript's Build panel, expand the OmniScripts section.

5. Locate the reusable OmniScript and drag it into the canvas.

6. Preview your OmniScript to test the behavior.

Activate and Deactivate Embedded OmniScripts

Activate and Deactivate Embedded OmniScripts

When you activate or deactivate an embedded script, Vlocity updates all activated parent scripts to reflect the change.

Activate and Deactivate Embedded OmniScripts

When you activate or deactivate an embedded script, Vlocity updates all activated parent scripts to reflect the change.

Before You Begin
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Learn how to embed an OmniScript in other OmniScripts. See Embed an OmniScript in Another OmniScript.

1. From the Setup section of the embedded script, click Activate Version or Deactivate Version.

2. Verify the Affected OmniScripts (any Active OmniScript that this form is embedded in), and click Proceed.

3. After the parent scripts update, click Done.

Add an Apex Class Permissions Checker
Enable specific access to Remote Action APIs (Vlocity Open Interface Apex classes) per user or profile. Configure an Apex class permissions
checker to require the user to have explicit access to the Apex class that administers the remote action called from an Omniscript,
FlexCard, Classic Card, or REST API.

For example, after creating a Force.com site, publicly available APIs are enabled for the Site User profile based on the profile's Apex class
access to RestResource Apex classes. Adding an Apex class permissions checker ensures that unauthorized users, such as a guest user,
can't access classes through the Vlocity/V1/GenericInvoke/ API.

1. In your org, go to Setup.

2. Type Custom Settings  in the Quick Find search box and click Custom Settings.

3. From the Custom Settings page, click on the custom setting named General Settings.

4. On the General Settings page, click Manage.
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5. Click New.
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6. Enter ApexClassCheck  into the Name field.

7. Enter true  into the Value box.

8. Click Save to complete the process.

Create Multi-Language OmniScripts
Enable a single OmniScript to run in multiple languages using Salesforce custom labels.

Multi-language OmniScripts provide beta support for right-to-left languages. When using RTL languages, some styling may result in
functional limitations.

Due to a known Salesforce issue, multi-language OmniScripts do not display correctly in Community Builder.

1. Enable multi-language support for OmniScripts.
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2. Define custom labels and translations.

3. Test your OmniScript translations.

4. Launch the multi-language OmniScript.

5. Deploy multi-language OmniScripts to other orgs using DataPacks. DataPacks do not include custom labels. You must deploy custom
labels manually from your org.

Enable Multi-Language OmniScript Support

Enable multi-language OmniScript support by modifying the Vlocity OmniScript object in Salesforce Setup.

Define Custom Label Translations in Multi-Language OmniScripts

Define translations for custom labels in multi-language OmniScripts using OmniScript's translation modal. OmniScript provides
default custom labels that require translations in addition to Salesforce custom labels.

Access Custom Labels in an OmniScript Custom Lightning Web Component

Provide custom Lightning web components access to Salesforce custom labels in your OmniScript.

Translate Tooltip Help Text in OmniScripts

Display tooltip help text with multiple translations in multi-language OmniScripts. You must use custom labels to add help text in
multi-language OmniScripts. If a custom label is not defined for a help text tooltip, an error renders.

Translate Custom Labels for Date and Time Components

Define custom label translations for date and time components using JSON strings and OmniScript custom labels.

Create Multi-Language Select Elements

Populate Select, Multi-select, and Radio elements for a multi-language OmniScript using custom configuration options.

Test a Multi-Language OmniScript

View custom translations using the OmniScript Designer preview.

Launch a Multi-Language OmniScript

Set the language a multi-language OmniScript renders in by using a language code parameter in a URL.

OmniScript Custom Label Reference

This page contains tables listing the OmniScript element properties for which you must define custom labels and translations for
multi-language OmniScripts. To use a default translation, clear the property.

Enable Multi-Language OmniScript Support
Enable multi-language OmniScript support by modifying the Vlocity OmniScript object in Salesforce Setup.

Before You Begin

View the steps necessary to create a multi-language OmniScript. See Create Multi-Language OmniScripts.

Note: Beginning with Vlocity Insurance and Health Summer '20, the LWC OmniScript Designer supports multi-language OmniScripts.

1. From Salesforce Setup, select Object Manager.

2. Locate and click the Omni Process object.

The custom object definition is displayed.

3. In the Fields and Relationships section, click to access Language.

4. If Multi-Language isn’t already in the Language Picklist Values related list, click New in the related list header.

5. Add Multi-Language  to the text box.
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6. Click Save.

7. In your OmniScript, click Edit, and set Language to Multi-Language.

Define Custom Label Translations in Multi-Language OmniScripts

Define Custom Label Translations in Multi-Language OmniScripts
Define translations for custom labels in multi-language OmniScripts using OmniScript's translation modal. OmniScript provides default
custom labels that require translations in addition to Salesforce custom labels.

• Enable multi-language OmniScripts. See Enable Multi-Language OmniScript Support.

• Learn how to create and edit custom labels using Salesforce. See Create and Edit Custom Labels.

1. In an OmniScript's Script Configuration section, set Language to Multi-Language.

2. Next to the Language field, click Edit.

3. In the Edit Your OmniScript Translations modal, click the Settings gear icon and select a language.

Note: If a custom label from the Custom label reference is not present in the modal, you may edit it using Salesforce Custom
Labels. See Create and Edit Custom Labels.

4. Choose a custom label or create a new custom label. For information on creating custom labels in Salesforce, see Create and Edit
Custom Labels.
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Note: Use naming conventions when creating custom labels in an org with multiple developers to avoid duplications and
improve querying. Example syntax: jSmithCustomTextLabel.

5. In the Custom Label Value field, enter a translation.

Note:

• Custom labels must have values. If the value for a custom label does not exist, the following error message displays when
previewing an OmniScript:

Error: Field $Label.<stepName> does not exist. Check spelling

• For elements that support rich text (text blocks, step instructions, and headline labels), you can include HTML markup in
the text and translations.

6. Click Save.

7. Repeat the translation process for each language that requires translations.

View required OmniScript custom label translations and apply translations for each label. See OmniScript Custom Label Reference.
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Access Custom Labels in an OmniScript Custom Lightning Web Component
Provide custom Lightning web components access to Salesforce custom labels in your OmniScript.

Custom Lightning web components that extend the OmniScript Base Mixin component or an OmniScript element's Lightning web
component can access both OmniScript custom labels and Salesforce custom labels. For information on custom LWCs in OmniScript,
see Create a Custom Lightning Web Component for OmniScript.

Before You Begin

View the OmniScript's default custom labels or create custom labels in Salesforce. See OmniScript Custom Label Reference and Create
and Edit Custom Labels.

1. In the OmniScript's Script Configuration, click Edit as JSON.

2. In the JSON, add the node "moreCustomLabels":  and set the node's value equal to an array of the custom labels that do
not exist in the OS.

"moreCustomLabels" : ["myCustomLabel1","orgCustomLabel2"]

3. In your custom LWC's code, add a line of code to access a map of all the custom labels using the allCustomLabels attribute. Each
component type requires a different attribute name to access the allCustomLabels attribute.

SyntaxComponent Type

this.omniScriptHeaderDef.allCustomLabelsComponent extending the OmniScript Base Mixin component

this.scriptHeaderDef.allCustomLabelsComponent extending an OmniScript element's LWC

4. Using dot notation, append the name of the attribute the custom LWC requires to access the label.

SyntaxComponent Type

this.omniScriptHeaderDef.allCustomLabels.myCustomLabelComponent extending the OmniScript Base Mixin component

this.scriptHeaderDef.allCustomLabels.myCustomLabelComponent extending an OmniScript element's LWC

5. Deploy the custom Lightning components to a Salesforce org.

6. Activate and preview the OmniScript to ensure the label displays correctly.

SEE ALSO:

Deploy Lightning Web Components

Define Custom Label Translations in Multi-Language OmniScripts

Custom LWC Element
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Translate Tooltip Help Text in OmniScripts
Display tooltip help text with multiple translations in multi-language OmniScripts. You must use custom labels to add help text in
multi-language OmniScripts. If a custom label is not defined for a help text tooltip, an error renders.

Before You Begin

Define custom labels for your help text. See Define Custom Label Translations in Multi-Language OmniScripts.

1. In your OmniScript, select an element that requires help text translation.

2. In the element's properties, click Help Options.

3. Check Activate Help Text.

4. In the Help Text field, enter the custom label.

5. Preview the OmniScript to render the custom labels.

Note: Custom labels do not render in design mode. You must preview the OmniScript to render the custom labels correctly.

Translate Custom Labels for Date and Time Components
Define custom label translations for date and time components using JSON strings and OmniScript custom labels.

Before You Begin

Learn how to translate custom labels in Salesforce. See Translating Custom Labels.

1. Go to Day.js, click List of supported locales, and choose a language file.

2. In the language's JavaScript file, copy the locale object.
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3. Open a window console or JavaScript editor and paste in the locale object.
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4. Execute the JavaScript, and run JSON.stringify(locale)  in the console.

Note: Custom labels accept valid JSON strings only.

5. Copy the resulting JSON string.
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6. Choose a custom label that meets your requirements and open it in Salesforce.

DescriptionCustom Label

Applies translations to Vlocity LWC date components and
OmniScript date elements. The cmpDayJsLocaleFormats label

cmpDayJsLocaleFormats

does not apply translations to OmniScript if the
OmniDayJSLocaleFormats label has translations defined.

Applies translations to OmniScript date and time elements only.
Overrides the cmpDayJsLocaleFormats label in OmniScript if
both custom labels have translations defined.

OmniDayJsLocaleFormats

7. In the custom label, click New to add a new translation.

8. In the Translation field, paste in the JSON and remove the quotations surrounding the object.
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9. (Optional) Use the JSON as an example and create custom translations in a JSON string format.

10. Save the custom label and preview your component.

Create Multi-Language Select Elements
Populate Select, Multi-select, and Radio elements for a multi-language OmniScript using custom configuration options.

DescriptionConfiguration Option

In Salesforce, define a set of custom labels and configure
translations for them. In OmniScript Designer, use the custom labels
to specify the options for the Select elements.

Configure Options Manually

In Salesforce, create a picklist and use Translation Workbench to
define translations for it. In OmniScript Designer, define a Select
element that is bound to the Salesforce picklist.

Use a Translate Salesforce Picklist

Create an Apex method that returns a set of options that are
translated according to the language code in effect when the
method is called.

Use Apex
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The following sections describe these approaches in detail, using the Select element. Use the same approach to create multi-language
Radio and Multi-select elements.

Populate the Options Programmatically

Populate options for a Select element using Apex.

1. Create a class and method that returns a map of options translated according to the language code in effect when the method is
called. See the sample code below.

2. Add a Select element to your OmniScript, configured as follows:

• Option Source: Custom

• Source: The class and method that return options

Note: For dependent Select elements that are populated programmatically (custom), configure a controlling field by specifying
the name of an OmniScript element that contains the value that determines the options in the dependent Select element. (For
example, a list of cities might depend on a state specified in another element.) For the dependent element, specify its CONTROLLING
FIELD settings as follows:

• Option Source: Custom

• Source: Omit

• Element: The OmniScript element containing the value that determines how this dependent element is populated.

The Apex method that returns the values that populate the Select element must contain logic that uses the value of the controlling
element and the language code to determine what values to return to populate the dependent element.

Example Method

global class PicklistPopulation implements VlocityOpenInterface { public Boolean
invokeMethod(String methodName, Map<String, Object> input, Map<String, Object> outMap,
Map<String, Object> options) { try { if (methodName.equals('PopulatePicklist')) {
PopulatePicklist(input, outMap, options); } else if
(methodName.equals('PopulateDependentPicklist')) { PopulateDependentPicklist(input, outMap,
options); } } catch (Exception e) { System.debug(LoggingLevel.ERROR, 'Exception: ' +
e.getMessage() + ' ' + e.getStackTraceString()); } return true; } // Get All Contacts
Associated with the ContextId Account where the Omniscript is Launched public void
PopulatePicklist(Map<String, Object> input, Map<String, Object> outMap, Map<String, Object>
options) { List<Map<String,String>> plOptions = new List<Map<String, String>>(); String
lang = (String)input.get('LanguageCode'); for(Integer i=0; i<2; i++) { Map<String, String>
tempMap = new Map<String, String>(); tempMap.put('name', 'test'+ String.valueOf(i)); //
Language Independent tempMap.put('value', 'testV'+ String.valueOf(i)); // Displayed in
Picklist UI if(lang == 'zh_CN') tempMap.put('value', 'testV' + String.valueOf(i) + ' ');
plOptions.add(tempMap); } outMap.put('options',plOptions); } // Populate a Dependent
Picklist based on the Contacts ReportsToId Field Selected in the Other Field this field
depends on public void PopulateDependentPicklist(Map<String, Object> input, Map<String,
Object> outMap, Map<String, Object> options) { // Map of List where the Key is the Potential
Values in the Other Picklist Map<String, List<Map<String, String>>> dependency = new
Map<String, List<Map<String, String>>>(); String lang = (String)input.get('LanguageCode');
String elementName = (String)input.get('controllingElement'); // itself Logger.debug('hello1
' + lang); Logger.debug('hello2 ' + elementName); List<String> controlValList = new
List<String>(); controlValList.add('Licensing & Permitting'); controlValList.add('Contract');
for(Integer i=0; i<2; i++) { List<Map<String, String>> optionList = new List<Map<String,
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String>>(); for(Integer j=0; j<2; j++) { Map<String, String> tempMap = new Map<String,
String>(); tempMap.put('name', controlValList[i] + 'Child' + String.valueOf(j)); // Language
Independent tempMap.put('value', controlValList[i] + 'ChildV' + String.valueOf(j)); //
Displayed in Picklist UI if(lang == 'zh_CN') tempMap.put('value', controlValList[i] +
'ChildV' + String.valueOf(j) + ' ' ); optionList.add(tempMap); }
dependency.put(controlValList[i], optionList); } outMap.put('dependency',dependency); } }

Configure Options Manually

Manually compose a multi-language Select element.

Use a Translated SalesForce Picklist

Populate Select elements using a translated Salesforce picklist.

Configure Options Manually

Manually compose a multi-language Select element.

1. In SalesForce, define a set of custom labels and specify the translations for each one.

2. In OmniScript designer, add a Select element configured as follows:

Use a Translated SalesForce Picklist

Populate Select elements using a translated Salesforce picklist.

1. In the OmniScript Designer, add a Select element and set these properties:

• Options Source: sObject

• Source: <sObjectName>.<fieldName>

For example, if you define a custom object named Multi_Language_Picklist and define a picklist field named
Animal_Type, the syntax is Multi_Language_Picklist__c.Animal_Type__c.

2. In Setup, under Administration Setup, choose Translation Workbench.

3. On the Translate screen, choose the target language.

4. From the Setup Component list, choose Picklist Value.

5. From the Object list, choose the object where the picklist field is defined. The picklist and its values are displayed as a tree.

6. For each option. specify the translated value, then save your changes.

Test a Multi-Language OmniScript
View custom translations using the OmniScript Designer preview.

Before You Begin

Enable multi-language OmniScripts and define custom labels translations. See Define Custom Label Translations in Multi-Language
OmniScripts.

1. Click Preview. If the OmniScript contains custom Lightning web components, activate the OmniScript before previewing.

2. From preview, select a language.
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3. View the custom label translations for every OmniScript element to ensure they display correctly.

4. Repeat the testing process for every translated language.

Launch a Multi-Language OmniScript

Launch a Multi-Language OmniScript
Set the language a multi-language OmniScript renders in by using a language code parameter in a URL.

Before You Begin

Define translations for custom labels and enable multi-language OmniScript. See Enable Multi-Language OmniScript Support.

1. From the OmniScript, click How to launch activated script. The HOW TO LAUNCH modal displays.

2. Copy the URL you want to use to launch your script. For information on OmniScript URLs, see Launch an OmniScript with LWC
OmniScript Wrapper.

3. Determine which language code to use in Salesforce. See Supported Languages

4. Edit the URL to add the c__LanguageCode  parameter and set the parameter equal to the Salesforce language code.

https://exampleURL.force.com/AccountCommunity/s/AccountPage?c__target=c:docLWCTestEnglish&c__layout=lightning&c__LanguageCode=es

Note: Resume saved OmniScripts in other languages by using a different language code parameter.

OmniScript Custom Label Reference
This page contains tables listing the OmniScript element properties for which you must define custom labels and translations for
multi-language OmniScripts. To use a default translation, clear the property.

Note: If you are converting an OmniScript from single- to multi-language, specify valid custom label names or clear all translatable
properties. If there is literal text in the property and no custom label exists, a Missing label error is displayed when you attempt
to preview the script.

Required Translations for OmniScripts

The following table lists the properties for which Vlocity provides custom labels with default translations.

PropertiesElement

labelAll elements

errorMessage.custom[n].message, errorMessage.default,
failureNextLabel, failureGoBackLabel, inProgressMessage

Calculation Action

checkLabelCheckbox
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PropertiesElement

errorMessage.custom[n].message, errorMessage.default,
failureNextLabel, failureGoBackLabel, inProgressMessage

DataRaptor Extract Action

errorMessage.custom[n].message, errorMessage.default,
failureNextLabel, failureGoBackLabel, inProgressMessage

DataRaptor Post Action

errorMessage.custom[n].message, errorMessage.default,
failureNextLabel, failureGoBackLabel, inProgressMessage

DataRaptor Transform Action

checkLabelDisclosure

errorMessage.custom[n].message, errorMessage.default,
failureNextLabel, failureGoBackLabel, inProgressMessage

DocuSign Envelope Action

errorMessage.custom[n].message, errorMessage.default,
failureNextLabel, failureGoBackLabel, inProgressMessage

DocuSign Signature Action

newLabel, editLabel, deleteLabelEdit Block

errorMessage.custom[n].message, errorMessage.default,
failureNextLabel, failureGoBackLabel, inProgressMessage

Email Action

errorMessage.custom[n].message, errorMessage.default,
failureNextLabel, failureGoBackLabel, inProgressMessage

Integration Procedure Action

errorMessage.custom[n].message, errorMessage.default,
failureNextLabel, failureGoBackLabel, inProgressMessage

Matrix Action

options[i].valueMulti-Select

errorMessage.custom[n].message, errorMessage.default,
failureNextLabel, failureGoBackLabel, inProgressMessage

PDF Action

options[i].valueRadio

errorMessage.custom[n].message, errorMessage.default,
failureNextLabel, failureGoBackLabel, inProgressMessage

Remote Action

errorMessage.custom[n].message, errorMessage.default,
failureNextLabel, failureGoBackLabel, inProgressMessage

Rest Action

consoleTabLabelScript Header
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PropertiesElement

options[i].valueSelect

cancelLabel, nextLabel, previousLabel, saveLabel, cancelMessage,
saveMessage

Step

newItemLabelType Ahead Block

messages[i].textValidation

Default Custom LabelProperty

OmnicancelLabelcancelLabel

OmnicancelMessagecancelMessage

OmniconsoleTabLabelconsoleTabLabel

OmnieditLabeleditLabel

OmnifailureGoBackLabelfailureGoBackLabel

OmnifailureNextLabelfailureNextLabel

OmniinProgressMessageinProgressMessage

OmninewItemLabelnewItemLabel

OmninewLabelnewLabel

OmninextLabelnextLabel

OmniRequiredomniRequired

OmnipostMessagepostMessage

OmnipreviousLabelpreviousLabel

OmniremoteConfirmMsgremoteConfirmMsg

OmnisaveLabelsaveLabel
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Default Custom LabelProperty

OmnisaveMessagesaveMessage

Advanced Configuration for OmniScript Form Elements
This section tells you how to work with elements that enable users to input information, search for record information, select options,
create records, edit records, and delete records.

For information on all OmniScript elements, see OmniScript Element Reference.

Add Options for Selects, Multi-Selects, and Radio Buttons

To add options for Select, Multi-Select, and Radio Buttons, go to the Option Source section of the element and click  +Add new
option. If no values are defined for a Select element, an Undefined Value is returned.

Set Date and Time Ranges

The Date, Date/Time, and Time elements enable users to input dates and times into an OmniScript form. Each element has different
properties that enable you to present a selectable range of dates or times to the User.

Tie a Picklist to Salesforce

Using Vlocity OmniScript, you can dynamically populate a Select, Multi-Select, or Radio element with values from a picklist in your
Salesforce org, or using a custom Apex class.

Populating Picklist Values From Apex

You can populate Select, Multi-select, and Radio elements from a Vlocity Open Interface Custom implementation. The values for the
element are obtained during the OmniScript's activation.

Populating Dependent Picklist Values with Apex

You can populate Select, Multi-select, and Radio elements from a Vlocity Open Interface Custom implementation. The values for the
element are obtained during the OmniScript's activation.

Lookup Element

Run a query using text input to retrieve Salesforce data using the Lookup element. The retrieved data is returned in Value/Label pairs
and becomes available for selection in a dropdown list.

Working with Lookup Query Configurations

When using the Lookup Element in OmniScript, the filtering of results is performed by the Lookup Query Configuration properties
section. There are three main types of queries that can be built using this the Lookup Query Configuration properties section: AND
join, OR join, and Deep query.

Controlling Field Property

The Controlling Field Property on a Select Element can display Select Field Values based on the selection of another value from a
Controlling Select field. Both the controlling and dependent fields must pull their field values from a field in Salesforce using the
sObject property and those fields must have a Field Dependency setup between one another via Salesforce Field Dependency
feature.

Evaluating Elements in Repeatable Blocks

If the Formula element is in a repeatable block and evaluates an element also in that block, use |n in the expression builder to denote
that the formula should only evaluate the element in the current block. For example, the childAge formula element converts the
childBirthday date element (in the same block) into a number using the formula AGE(%childBirthday|n%)  :
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Using the Rich Text Editor in the Vlocity OmniScript Designer

The Text Block and Disclosure element instructions use a Rich Text Editor to display HTML in an OmniScript. In addition to standard
Rich Text Editor features, you can:

Add Options for Selects, Multi-Selects, and Radio Buttons
To add options for Select, Multi-Select, and Radio Buttons, go to the Option Source section of the element and click  +Add new option.
If no values are defined for a Select element, an Undefined Value is returned.

Each option has a Value/Label pair. The Value is the language-independent data that gets passed in and out of the OmniScript remotely,
either through DataRaptor or Remote/Rest actions. It is also referenced when setting up Conditional View.

The Label is displayed on the form. The Value and Label can be identical or different.

For example, the ethernetLink element shown in the image below has four options:

The value of one of these options is "EN" and its label is "No Link To An Ethernet Device". If a user clicks  No Link To An Ethernet Device,
the data returned is "EN".

For Multi-Select elements, if the user selects multiple options, a semicolon-delimited list of data is returned. For example, selecting  No
Link To An Ethernet Device  and  Hardware Crashes  returns EN;HW.
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Note: If the values change frequently, enable the "Fetch Picklist Values at Script Load" to ensure that the OmniScript elements
contain the most up-to-date set of values. Salesforce sources include picklists and custom classes.

Set Date and Time Ranges
The Date, Date/Time, and Time elements enable users to input dates and times into an OmniScript form. Each element has different
properties that enable you to present a selectable range of dates or times to the User.

Date Range

To create a selectable Date range for the Date or Date/Time element, configure the following properties:

• minDate: Sets the earliest selectable date in the range.

• maxDate: Sets the latest selectable date in the range.

The minDate and maxDate fields accept both dynamic and static values.

Examples of acceptable dynamic value syntax:

• today + 1 day

• today - 5 days

• today + 2 months

• today - 1 month

Examples of acceptable static value syntax:

• 2018/10/21

• 10-21-2018

Time Range

To create a selectable Time range for the Time element, configure the following properties:

Note: OmniScripts do not allow the DateTime format to be included in the minTime or maxTime fields.

• minTime: Sets the earliest selectable time in the range.

• maxTime: Sets the latest selectable time in the range.

The minTime and maxTime fields accept static values that must include four digits formatted as HH:mm in the 12-hour clock or 24-hour
clock syntax.

Examples of acceptable 12-hour clock values include:

• 01:00 AM

• 01:00 PM

• T07:30:00.000Z

Examples of acceptable 24-hour clock values include:

• 01:00
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• 13:00

• T19:30:00.000Z

Tie a Picklist to Salesforce
Using Vlocity OmniScript, you can dynamically populate a Select, Multi-Select, or Radio element with values from a picklist in your
Salesforce org, or using a custom Apex class.

For example, an update Case OmniScript requires the Status element to dynamically populate based on these values from the Status
field on the Case object:

To do this, select SObject as the Option Source type and type Case.Status:

Now the form will retrieve and dynamically populate the list with values from Case.Status:
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Note: If the object or field name are custom, they must be preceded with the NameSpace of the package—for example,
vlocity_cmt__Party__c.vlocity_cmt__Location__c or Case.vlocity_cmt__Amount__c.

You can also use a custom class to populate lists in OmniScripts. See the sample code for instructions on implementation.

If the values of the list are dependent on another field, add the information for that field in the Controlling Field section. Follow the
instructions above to define the controlling field and also enter the element name for the field on the form.

Populating Picklist Values From Apex
You can populate Select, Multi-select, and Radio elements from a Vlocity Open Interface Custom implementation. The values for the
element are obtained during the OmniScript's activation.

For information on populating dependent picklists, see Populating Dependent Picklist Values with Apex.

To populate the options of an element, a List<Map<String, String>> is returned from the Custom Implementation. The Map Options
are 'Name' the Language Independent Option and 'Value' the UI Display value.
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Apex Code for Populating Picklist:

global class PicklistPopulation implements VlocityOpenInterface {
public Boolean invokeMethod(String methodName, Map < String, Object > input, Map <

String, Object > outMap, Map < String, Object > options) {
if (methodName.equals('PopulatePicklist')) {

PopulatePicklist(input, outMap, options);
}
return true;

}
// Get All Relationship Types for Account when the Omniscript is compiled.
public void PopulatePicklist(Map < String, Object > input, Map < String, Object >

outMap, Map < String, Object > options) {
List < Map < String, String >> UIoptions = new List < Map < String, String >> ();

for (vlocity_namespace__PartyRelationshipType__c rel: [Select
vlocity_namespace__TargetRole__c, Id FROM vlocity_namespace__PartyRelationshipType__c where
vlocity_namespace__SourcePartyType__c = 'Account']) {

Map < String, String > tempMap = new Map < String, String > ();
tempMap.put('name', rel.Id);

// Language Independent
tempMap.put('value', rel.vlocity_namespace__TargetRole__c);
// Displayed in Picklist
UIoptions.add(tempMap);

}
outMap.put('options', UIoptions);

}
}

Note: Prior to Spring '17, there were two Source fields in the Designer when creating Hierarchical Picklists (Controlling Field). Any
OmniScripts setup prior to Spring '17 will still work; the new OmniScripts will only have one Source field in the Options which will
set the dependency for Hierarchical Picklists as shown in the instructions above.

Populating Dependent Picklist Values with Apex
You can populate Select, Multi-select, and Radio elements from a Vlocity Open Interface Custom implementation. The values for the
element are obtained during the OmniScript's activation.
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When populating a Dependent Picklist through Apex, the returned Picklist Options are a Map<String, List<Map<String, String>>.
The keys to the initial Map are the Language Independent ('name') options from the Controlling field. The List<Map> Options are 'Name'
the Language Independent Option and 'Value' the UI Display value. For information on populating a picklist with no dependencies, see
Populating Picklist Values From Apex.

Sample Apex Code:

global class PicklistPopulationExample implements VlocityOpenInterface {
public Boolean invokeMethod(String methodName, Map < String, Object > input, Map <

String, Object > outMap, Map < String, Object > options) {
if (methodName.equals('PopulateDependentPicklist')) {

PopulateDependentPicklist(input, outMap, options);
}
else if (methodName.equals('PopulatePicklist')) {

PopulatePicklist(input, outMap, options);
}
return true;

}

// add the map under options to populate the picklist
public void PopulatePicklist(Map<String, Object> input, Map<String, Object> outMap,

Map<String, Object> options)
{

// hard coded list, these options could be results from a remote call/3rd party
api

List<Map<String,String>> picklist = new List<Map<String, String>>();

Map<String, String> picklistOption = new Map<String, String>();
picklistOption.put('name', 'Licensing & Permitting');
picklistOption.put('value','Licensing & Permitting');
picklist.add(picklistOption);

picklistOption = new Map<String, String>();
picklistOption.put('name', 'Contract');
picklistOption.put('value','Contract');
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picklist.add(picklistOption);

outMap.put('options', picklist);
}

// add the map of all possible picklists that will be chosen given the
"controllingElement"

// note that the "controllingElement" is an element name that gets passed in from
omniscript

public void PopulateDependentPicklist(Map<String, Object> input, Map<String, Object>
outMap, Map<String, Object> options)

{
// Map of List where the Key is the Potential Values in the Other Picklist

Map<String, List<Map<String, String>>> dependency = new Map<String, List<Map<String,
String>>>();

List<String> controlValList = new List<String>();
// note that these are listed (above)
controlValList.add('Licensing & Permitting');
controlValList.add('Contract');

// generating arbitrary entries for each of the above keys
for(Integer i=0; i<2; i++)
{

List<Map<String, String>> optionList = new List<Map<String, String>>();

for(Integer j=0; j<2; j++) {
Map<String, String> tempMap = new Map<String, String>();
tempMap.put('name', controlValList[i] + ' Child');
tempMap.put('value', controlValList[i] + ' ChildV');

optionList.add(tempMap);
}
dependency.put(controlValList[i], optionList);

}

outMap.put('dependency',dependency);
}

}

Note: OmniScript does not check to see if the dependent picklist value is valid when passed. Invalid values are discarded when
the controlling picklist is changed.

Lookup Element
Run a query using text input to retrieve Salesforce data using the Lookup element. The retrieved data is returned in Value/Label pairs
and becomes available for selection in a dropdown list.

The Lookup element calls the DataRaptor Output service to query SFDC tables based on the parameters configured in the Properties
section. To avoid performance issues, it is recommended to keep the number of value results under 150. Select the Custom type to run
a custom Apex class. Lookup elements display values from Salesforce based on a standard SOQL query built using the parameters of the
Lookup elements.
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SObject Type

To query for SObject data:

1. Set the Data Source Type to SObject.

2. Under Input Parameters, configure these fields:

• Data Source: Select an Element Name from the dropdown to send that element's JSON value in the lookup request.

• Filter Value: Enter a name for the JSON value to use in the lookup query configuration.

This example image sets the path to the CompanyName JSON node from the first step and passes Company Name as a filter value
in the query.

3. Configure the Lookup Query Configuration:

a. Click + Add New Lookup Configuration.

b. (Optional) In Lookup Priority, enter a number to set priority for the Lookup order if there are multiple queries.

c. In Lookup Object, select an SObject.

d. In Lookup Object Field, select an SObject field to run the query against.

e. Click Filter Operator to select an operator. For example, to return an exact match, use the = operator, or to select matches similar
to the filter value, select the LIKE operator.

f. In Filter Value, enter the name of a Filter Value used in the Input Paramters section. In the previous example, this value is
Company Name.

g. Set the return path for the filtered values by adding the Element Name of the Lookup element into the JSON path.
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4. In the Populate Lookup Element with Query Results section, set a label and a value for the Lookup results by configuring these fields:

• Label: Set the label for a Lookup Element's dropdown list to a JSON Value returned by the query. Because the query returns the
values in the Lookup Element's JSON Path, you must set the full path. For example, to display an Account Name as a label in a
Lookup Element named Company, the full path is Company:Name.

• Value: Set the Value to an Object field that populates the Lookup Element's JSON Node using the full path. When a user selects
a label, the value populates the Lookup element's JSON Node. For example, to use an Account Id for a JSON value when a user
selects an Account Name from the Lookup element, the full path is Company:Id.

5. Preview the OmniScript to ensure the query is working and the value is being set correctly.

6. To filter options:

a. In the Picklist Object and Field property, enter the picklist in the following format: ObjectAPIName.FieldAPIName.

b. Filter the picklist by Record Type by entering the Record Type into the Record Type property. This property supports
%MergeFields%.

Working with Lookup Query Configurations
When using the Lookup Element in OmniScript, the filtering of results is performed by the Lookup Query Configuration properties section.
There are three main types of queries that can be built using this the Lookup Query Configuration properties section: AND join, OR join,
and Deep query.

AND Join
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To create AND Join and filter results on two or more fields set the sequence field value to the same value as the fields you want to join
together in the query.

Example AND Join

In this example, we search for Leads that have Country = "USA" AND City = "San Francisco". This is done by selecting the same Lookup
order and populating the JSON Path with the same value.

Note: The JSON path can be any text but a best practice is to name the JSON Path the object being referenced.

Deep Query

To create a Deep query, the Lookup Order is put in sequential order. OmniScript builds smaller query sets at each order set.
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Example Deep Query

In the example Deep query we are search for Leads that have Country = "USA" AND City = "San Francisco".

The from that data set we also only display Leads that have Industry = "Government". Since we are performing a Deep Query the JSON
Path Field Name needs to be updated to populate Accordingly.

Note: The JSON path in the Field Population property section must match the text used in the JSON Path. A best practice is to
separate the JSON Path with a colon to indicate the nested JSON Path.

OR Join

OR Joins are not currently supported from within the OmniScript editor so a workaround must be used to accomplish this functionality.
To perform an OR Join, a custom formula field on the object can be implemented to accomplish the OR portion of the query such that
the formula will return either a TRUE value if the OR query is met and FALSE if not.
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Example with an OR Join

The Vlocity_Industry__c formula field example uses this syntax:
IF(
OR(
ISPICKVAL(Industry, "Government"),
ISPICKVAL(Industry, "Insurance"),
ISPICKVAL(Industry, "Communications")

),

"TRUE",

"FALSE")

This effectively allows for an OR join even though the OmniScript element doesn't support this functionality directly.

Note: In all instances, Filter Values must be text and wrapped in double quotations.

Controlling Field Property
The Controlling Field Property on a Select Element can display Select Field Values based on the selection of another value from a
Controlling Select field. Both the controlling and dependent fields must pull their field values from a field in Salesforce using the sObject
property and those fields must have a Field Dependency setup between one another via Salesforce Field Dependency feature.
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Example Controlling Field Setup

Controlling Field Configuration
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Dependent Field Configuration

Defined Field Dependency in Salesforce

Using Option Source Custom

When using Custom as an option source, you can define an Apex class that will pull in the Picklist values source. For more information,
see Populate Picklist Values From Apex.

Evaluating Elements in Repeatable Blocks
If the Formula element is in a repeatable block and evaluates an element also in that block, use |n in the expression builder to denote
that the formula should only evaluate the element in the current block. For example, the childAge formula element converts the
childBirthday date element (in the same block) into a number using the formula AGE(%childBirthday|n%)  :
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When the OmniScript runs, the childAge formula element evaluates only the childBirthday element in the same block:
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Using the Rich Text Editor in the Vlocity OmniScript Designer
The Text Block and Disclosure element instructions use a Rich Text Editor to display HTML in an OmniScript. In addition to standard Rich
Text Editor features, you can:

• Upload files and images to Salesforce Documents (up to 1 MB). Files upload to the public Vlocity Document Uploads folder and are
set to Externally Available.

• Link to files and images from Documents.

• Insert Smart Links to Salesforce Knowledge articles.

• Reference data JSON using merge fields.

Note:  The Write HTML of Text Block to Data JSON checkbox is deprecated. This feature is only applicable to Angular OmniScripts.

The following Text Block example contains an Image, two merge fields, and a URL.
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To use the Rich Text Editor, drag a Text Block or Headline element into the OmniScript structure. Additionally, you can use it in the Step
properties to edit the Instruction text in horizontal mode.

OmniScript Data and External Integrations
OmniScript handles data and external integrations through Action, Group, and Input elements. Elements use DataRaptors, Integration
Procedures, HTTP Actions, and Apex to load, transform, and post data.

Load Data into OmniScript Elements

Populate OmniScript elements with data to prefill elements, create selectable options, dynamically display elements, and test
functionality. Load data into your OmniScript using DataRaptors, Integration Procedures, HTTP Actions, URL parameters, or Apex.

Manage OmniScript Data

This section contains information on how to transform, evaluate, and set data in OmniScript. The data is maintained in an intermediate
structure called the data JSON, which is visible to you, the developer, as you define the OmniScript. Data JSON is not visible to users
who run the OmniScript.

Create and Update Data from OmniScripts

OmniScripts post data to Salesforce and external databases using action elements that integrate DataRaptors, Integration Procedures,
external calls, and Apex.
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Integrate DocuSign with OmniScripts

Enable users to sign DocuSign forms in an OmniScript or email a user a copy of the document to sign at their convenience. DocuSign
integration requires an active DocuSign account.

Load Data into OmniScript Elements
Populate OmniScript elements with data to prefill elements, create selectable options, dynamically display elements, and test functionality.
Load data into your OmniScript using DataRaptors, Integration Procedures, HTTP Actions, URL parameters, or Apex.

Load Salesforce Data into OmniScript Using DataRaptor

Add Salesforce data into your OmniScript using a DataRaptor Extract Action.

Prefill OmniScript Elements using DataRaptor

If you launch an OmniScript from a detail page, you can use DataRaptor to prefill any field from that record into an OmniScript. For
example, if an OmniScript is launched from a contact record, then DataRaptor can automatically populate the name and address of
the contact into the form.

Prefill Repeatable Blocks

Prefill repeatable blocks with data by passing data to the block in an array format.

Seed Data Into an OmniScript

Prefill OmniScript fields with data or add hidden nodes to the OmniScript Data JSON using the Seed Data JSON property in the
OmniScript's Setup section.

Set a Default Value for an Element

The Default Value property enables the JSON value of an element to be set to a static value by default and exists on certain Elements.
The Default Value will be overwritten if the Element is prefilled from a DataRaptor or JSON response

Load Salesforce Data into OmniScript Using DataRaptor

Add Salesforce data into your OmniScript using a DataRaptor Extract Action.

1. To get data from Salesforce into OmniScript elements, create a DataRaptor Extract, as follows.

a. From the Vlocity DataRaptor page, click New.

b. Choose Extract and specify a Name, Type, and SubType.

2. On the Extract tab, map data from sObjects to an intermediate structure called the Extraction Step JSON. For each sObject from
which your OmniScript requires data, perform the following steps:

a. Click Add Extract Step and choose the source sObject.

b. In the Extract Output Path field, specify the name of the top-level node in the Extraction Step JSON where you want the data
to reside.

c. To filter the incoming data, specify filter settings. Typically you compare the context Id from the sObject with a merge field
containing the context Id from the OmniScript, for example, Id = %caseId%.

d. On the Formulas tab, you can define expressions that add data to the Extraction Step JSON. For more information, see DataRaptor
Operators and Functions.

e. On the Output tab, map data from the Extraction Step JSON to the Current JSON Output, which is returned to the OmniScript.
For each OmniScript element that you want to populate with data, click + and specify the source - the Extract Step JSON node
- and the output path for the data. The name of the output JSON node must match the OmniScript element that you want to
populate using the data in the node.
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Prefill OmniScript Elements using DataRaptor

If you launch an OmniScript from a detail page, you can use DataRaptor to prefill any field from that record into an OmniScript. For
example, if an OmniScript is launched from a contact record, then DataRaptor can automatically populate the name and address of the
contact into the form.

Additionally, you can use DataRaptor to extract data from Salesforce based on data already entered in an OmniScript. For example, if
you enter the first and last name of a contact, DataRaptor can use this information to retrieve and fill additional fields for that contact.

1. Create a DataRaptor Extract (JSON) Interface. For more information, see DataRaptor Extract Overview.

2. Create one or more Extract Data Mappings to generate an Extraction Step JSON. For more information, see Load Salesforce Data into
OmniScript Using DataRaptor.

3. Create one or more Transform Data Mappings to map fields from the Extraction Step JSON into elements on the script. For more
information, see Create a DataRaptor Extract.

4. Preview the OmniScript.

Prefill Repeatable Blocks

Prefill repeatable blocks with data by passing data to the block in an array format.

The data's root node name must match the name of the block element. The fields within each array instance of the data JSON node
must match the name of an element within the block. Prefill data into repeatable blocks with Actions by returning data that matches
the block's element name and the element's within the block using an array format.

Data JSON array format example:

"EditBlock1": [
{
"FirstName": "John",
"LastName": "Smith"

},
{
"FirstName": "Jane",
"LastName": "Smith"

}
]

To map Data JSON to a Repeatable Block with a Set Values action:

1. Add a Block or Edit Block to the OmniScript.

2. (Optional) When using a Block, check the Block's Repeat checkbox property.

Note: Edit Blocks are inherently repeatable because they store entry values in an array format.

3. Add Input elements to the Block.

4. Add a Set Values Action to the OmniScript.

5. In the Set Values Action, click Add New Value.

6. In the Element Name field, enter the name of your block element.

7. Click Edit as JSON in the Set Values Action element to edit the JSON directly.

8. In the elementValueMap JSON node, locate the block element's JSON node, and enter an array of data. For example, to prefill two
Text input elements in an Edit Block element, add an array that maps to the elements in the block.

Edit Block Element configuration:
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JSON Array:

"EditBlock1": [
{
"FirstName": "John",
"LastName": "Smith"

},
{
"FirstName": "Jane",
"LastName": "Smith"

}
]

9. Click Edit in Property Editor to convert back to the default view of the Set Values Action.

10. Preview the OmniScript to view the nested data in the OmniScript's data JSON.
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Seed Data Into an OmniScript

Prefill OmniScript fields with data or add hidden nodes to the OmniScript Data JSON using the Seed Data JSON property in the OmniScript's
Setup section.

The Seed Data JSON property should be used with static values that seed during the initial load of the OmniScript. In order to set values
using formulas or with information entered into the OmniScript after the initial load, see Set Values in an OmniScript.

1. In the OmniScript's Setup, find Seed Data JSON section and click +Add New Key/Value Pair.

2. Enter the name of the element to prefill in the left text field. Enter the desired value of the element in the right text field. If the element
has multiple responses, such as a multi-select, you can prefill more than one value by separating the entries with a semicolon.

3. When the user launches the script, the elements specified in the Seed Data JSON section contain the static values from the Script
Configurations.

4. You can also use the Seed Data JSON property to add hidden nodes to the Data JSON of the OmniScript. For example, an OmniScript
used for troubleshooting may create a case. You could use the default values from hidden nodes to prefill values. For example, you
may want the OmniScript to create a Case with Type, Status, and Origin defined in the Data JSON of the OmniScript. Using this
method, you can have multiple OmniScripts associated with one DataRaptor interface that creates the Case.

Set a Default Value for an Element

The Default Value property enables the JSON value of an element to be set to a static value by default and exists on certain Elements.
The Default Value will be overwritten if the Element is prefilled from a DataRaptor or JSON response

For more information on dynamically prefilling values, see Prefill OmniScript Elements using DataRaptor.

1. From the OmniScript’s Script Configuration panel, click the Element to open its properties panel.

2. From the Element’s properties panel, click the Default Value field, and enter a value. The default value field accepts merge field
syntax. See Access OmniScript Data JSON with Merge Fields.

3. Preview the OmniScript to view the default value in the Data JSON.

Manage OmniScript Data
This section contains information on how to transform, evaluate, and set data in OmniScript. The data is maintained in an intermediate
structure called the data JSON, which is visible to you, the developer, as you define the OmniScript. Data JSON is not visible to users who
run the OmniScript.
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Access OmniScript Data JSON with Merge Fields

Enable OmniScript elements and element properties to access data JSON using merge fields. A merge field is a variable that references
the value of a JSON node. For example, if a JSON node is "FirstName": "John", then the merge
field %FirstName% returns John.

Set Values in an OmniScript

Set element values in future steps, rename JSON nodes, create dynamic values, and concatenate data by using the Set Values Action.
Action elements either render as a button when in a Step or run remotely when between steps. Set Values relies on using merge
fields to access the OmniScript's data JSON.

Manipulate JSON with the Send/Response Transformations Properties

Specify and transform the input and output JSON of OmniScripts or Integration Procedures with the Send and Response Transformation
properties. The Send properties transform the input; the Response properties transform the output.

Create Formula Fields in an OmniScript

Create expressions to set calculated values and evaluate data across multiple fields using a Formula or Aggregate element. For
example, if you are accepting information for a qualifying life event you may want to create a formula that determines if the date
entered for the qualifying life event is within thirty days of today's date.

Access OmniScript Data JSON with Merge Fields

Enable OmniScript elements and element properties to access data JSON using merge fields. A merge field is a variable that references
the value of a JSON node. For example, if a JSON node is "FirstName": "John", then the merge
field %FirstName% returns John.

Merge fields access data JSON using syntax to indicate to an OmniScript Element that a merge field is present. The syntax requires you
to wrap a full JSON path with a percent sign on both ends.

Note: Only certain element properties support merge fields.

Common Use Cases

• Setting Values to rename elements, access JSON nodes, run formulas, and populate elements. For more information, see Set Values
in an OmniScript

• Access data stored in OmniScript elements in a formula or in a future step.

• Access data returned from an Action. For example, an HTTP Action or DataRaptor Action returns data from Salesforce or an external
source. For more information on Actions, see OmniScript Action Elements.

• Access data passed in as a parameter from a page.

Additional Syntax

This table provides additional syntax examples for nested JSON.

Merge Field Syntax ExampleJSON Node

Use a colon symbol :  to access a nested JSON node.

%ContactInfo:FirstName%

"ContactInfo": {
"FirstName": "John"

}
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Merge Field Syntax ExampleJSON Node

Use a colon symbol :  to access nested JSON nodes and a pipe
symbol |  to access the index of the array that value.

%ParentObject:NumberMap|3%

"ParentObject": {
"NumberMap": [
1,
2,
3

]
}

When a formula exists within a repeatable block, use |n  to access
the node in which the formula exists. Depending upon which node

"ContactInfoStep": {
"ContactInfoBlock": [

the formula exists in, it will return the correlating value. For more
information, see Evaluating Elements in Repeatable Blocks.

%ContactInfoStep:ContactInfoBlock|n:FirstName%

{
"FirstName": "John"

},
{
"FirstName": "Adam"

},
{
"FirstName": "Steve"

}
]

}

Access the Data JSON

Use existing data JSON in an element property by indicating the use of a merge field.

Access the Data JSON

Use existing data JSON in an element property by indicating the use of a merge field.

1. Locate the name of the JSON node in the OmniScript's data JSON.
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2. Enter the name of the JSON node and wrap the name in percentage signs to indicate it is a merge field. For example, a merge field
accessing a JSON node named firstName must use the syntax %firstName%.

3. Preview the OmniScript to ensure the Merge field works correctly.
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Set Values in an OmniScript

Set element values in future steps, rename JSON nodes, create dynamic values, and concatenate data by using the Set Values Action.
Action elements either render as a button when in a Step or run remotely when between steps. Set Values relies on using merge fields
to access the OmniScript's data JSON.

Use the Set Values Action to:

• Access and rename data JSON by using merge fields

• Populate Elements with values

• Concatenate Values

• Set values sent into the data JSON from a response or parameter

• Create values determined by OmniScript Functions and Supported Formula Operators

Download this datapack and test the behaviors the examples on this page provide.

Rename Data JSON Nodes

Simplify and rename JSON node names by accessing the values in an OmniScript's data JSON. Data sent into the OmniScript's data
JSON from a parameter, an action's response data, or an element is accessible by using merge fields.

Populate Elements

Populate future elements with values from data JSON, formula operators, functions, concatenations, and static values. Prefill an
element directly from a DataRaptor or Action response whenever possible.

Concatenate Values

Create dynamic values by concatenating JSON nodes.

Set Data with Formulas and Functions

Generate dynamic values by evaluating data with Formulas and using functions to return specific values.

Set and Access Nested Data

Set and access nested data by editing the Set Values JSON directly and using specific syntax.

Rename Data JSON Nodes

Simplify and rename JSON node names by accessing the values in an OmniScript's data JSON. Data sent into the OmniScript's data JSON
from a parameter, an action's response data, or an element is accessible by using merge fields.

To rename a node:
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1. From OmniScript Designer, click Preview.

2. Enter in some information and view the OmniScript's data JSON.

3. Locate the JSON node in the OmniScript's data JSON.

4. Add a Set Values Action to the OmniScript.

5. In the Set Values Action, click Add New Value.

6. In the Element Name field, enter the new JSON node name.

7. In the Value field, enter the name of the JSON node using merge field syntax to map it to the new JSON node.

8. Preview the OmniScript and view the new JSON node name.

Populate Elements

Populate future elements with values from data JSON, formula operators, functions, concatenations, and static values. Prefill an element
directly from a DataRaptor or Action response whenever possible.

Note: When populating an element using Set Values, data types must match. For example, you cannot set a Text element with
the value from a Number element.

To populate an element:

1. Locate the JSON node in the OmniScript's data JSON.
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2. Add a Set Values Action to the OmniScript.

3. In the Set Values Action, click Add New Value.

4. In the Element Name field, enter the name of an Element in a Step that renders after the Set Values Action.

Note: When the Element Name maps to an existing element in the OmniScript, the element's Type appears between the
Element Name field and the Value field.

5. In the Value field, enter the name of the JSON node using merge syntax to map it to the new JSON node.

6. Preview the OmniScript to ensure the fields populate correctly
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Concatenate Values

Create dynamic values by concatenating JSON nodes.

1. Add a Set Values Action to the OmniScript.

2. In the Set Values Action, click Add New Value.

3. In the Element Name field, enter a JSON node or element name.

4. In the Value field, click fx and enter multiple merge fields or a combination of merge fields and literal values.

Value Syntax ExampleElement Name Example

=%FirstName% + " " + %LastName%FullName

=%FirstName% + " " + "Smith"FullName

=("Welcome, %FirstName% %LastName%")WelcomeGreeting

5. Preview the OmniScript to test the concatenation.

Set Data with Formulas and Functions

Generate dynamic values by evaluating data with Formulas and using functions to return specific values.

1. Add a Set Values Action to the OmniScript.

2. In the Set Values Action, click Add New Value.

3. In the Element Name field, enter the new JSON node name.

4. In the Value field, click fx to open the formula editor.

5. In the functions panel, select a function and add any additional data to the formula editor.

6. Preview the OmniScript to test the function.

Set and Access Nested Data

Set and access nested data by editing the Set Values JSON directly and using specific syntax.

1. Add a Set Values Action to the OmniScript.

2. In the Set Values Action, click Add New Value.

3. In the Element Name field, enter a new JSON node name or element name.

4. Click Edit as JSON in the Set Values Action element to edit the JSON directly.
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5. In the elementValueMap JSON node, add a valid JSON value to the node name created in the Element Name field.

6. Click Edit in Property Editor to convert back to the default view of the Set Values Action.

7. Preview the OmniScript to view the nested data in the OmniScript's data JSON.

Access Nested Data and Set to Name or JSON Node

Access nested data and set it to an element name or JSON node.

Access Nested Data and Set to Name or JSON Node
Access nested data and set it to an element name or JSON node.

To access nested data and set it to an element name or JSON node:

1. Add a Set Values Action to the OmniScript.

2. In the Set Values Action, click Add New Value.

3. In the Element Name field, enter a new JSON node name or element name.

4. In the Value field, apply merge field syntax to access the appropriate value. For more information, see Access OmniScript Data JSON
with Merge Fields.

5. Preview the OmniScript to ensure the value maps to the new JSON node correctly.

Manipulate JSON with the Send/Response Transformations Properties

Specify and transform the input and output JSON of OmniScripts or Integration Procedures with the Send and Response Transformation
properties. The Send properties transform the input; the Response properties transform the output.

The following table outlines the different transformation options:

Example ResultExample PathSend/Response JSON
Node

Send/Response JSON
Path

Purpose

{node: {a:b}}{path:{a:b}}nodepathReparenting the node

{node1:{node2:{a:b}}}{path:{a:b}}node1:node2pathReparenting the node
and adding a nested
node
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Example ResultExample PathSend/Response JSON
Node

Send/Response JSON
Path

Purpose

{node: {a:b}}{path:{a:b}}%nodename%

where the value of
nodename is node

pathReparenting the node
dynamically using merge
field syntax

{a:b}{path:{a:b}}VlocityNoRootNode

(Not supported in
Integration Procedures)

pathRemoving the parent
node of an object

{path:{a:b}}{path:{a:b}}pathSpecifying the root node
to drill down on instead
of sending the entire
JSON

1. To reparent the node of a JSON object:

a. Set the Path to the node you are drilling down on.

b. Enter the new node name into the JSON Node field.

2. To reparent the node and add a nested node:

a. Set the Path to the node you are drilling down on.

b. Enter the new node name into the JSON Node field, and enter a colon (:).

c. After the colon, without leaving a space, enter the second JSON node name.

3. To reparent the node using merge field syntax:

a. Set the Path to the node you are drilling down on.

b. In the JSON Node field, enter a merge field that represents the new name, for example %NewNode%.

c. Use a SetValues action or an input parameter on the Preview tab to test the merge field.

For example, on the Preview tab, enter a Key of NewNode  and a Value of MightyNode, click Execute and then look for
MightyNode  in the output JSON.

4. To write to a list item using merge field syntax:

a. In the Response JSON Node field of a step, enter the path to the list node followed by a pipe character (|) and a merge field
that represents the list item number, for example, ListNode|%item%.

b. Use a SetValues action or an input parameter on the Preview tab to test the merge field.

For example, on the Preview tab, enter a Key of item  and a Value of 2, click Execute, and watch the step output appear as
the second item in the list.

If the step output node and the existing list item node match, the list item value is replaced. If they don't match, the step output
node is added as a peer of the existing list item node.

5. To remove the parent node of an object:
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a. Set your Path to the node you are drilling down on.

b. Set the Node to VlocityNoRootNode.

6. To specify the root node:

a. Set the Path to the node you are drilling down on.

b. Leave the JSON Node field blank.

7. To test the result of your transformation, open the Debug console:

a. Preview the OmniScript in the OmniScript Designer and enter input that you need to transform.

b. After the action containing the JSON transformation has run, click Debug to open the Debug console.

c. In the Debug console, expand the action that is sending or receiving the transformed JSON.

d. Expand the Request to see JSON that has been transformed by the Send JSON Path and Send JSON Node, or expand the
Response to see JSON that has been transformed by the Response JSON Path and Response JSON Node.

Create Formula Fields in an OmniScript

Create expressions to set calculated values and evaluate data across multiple fields using a Formula or Aggregate element. For example,
if you are accepting information for a qualifying life event you may want to create a formula that determines if the date entered for the
qualifying life event is within thirty days of today's date.

For a list of available functions, see OmniScript Functions.

Formula and Aggregate elements support the following constants and types:

• OmniScript elements and JSON nodes, passed in as merge fields—for example, %Element1% or %JSONnode1%

• Numbers and integers—for example, 5 + 3.145

• String literals wrapped in quotes—for example, ' "ABC" + "DEF" '

• Booleans—for example, true || false

• Arrays—for example, "[1,2, 3, 4, 5]"

• Null

Supported Formula Operators

Formula fields in OmniScript support the following operators:

OmniScript Functions

You can add functions to the Aggregate and Formula elements.

Create a Formula or Aggregate in an OmniScript

Run functions against element data with the Formula and Aggregate elements.

Supported Formula Operators

Formula fields in OmniScript support the following operators:
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MeaningOperator

Addition+

Subtraction-

Multiplication*

Division/

Power^

Equals=

Not equals<>

Greater than>

Less than<

Greater than or equal to>=

Less than or equal to<=

And&&

Or||

Parentheses( )

For information on supported functions in OmniScript, see OmniScript Functions. For information on adding a Formula field to an
OmniScript, see Create a Formula or Aggregate in an OmniScript.

OmniScript Functions

You can add functions to the Aggregate and Formula elements.

To view a list of supported formula operators that can be used with the Formula element, see Supported Formula Operators.

The tables below detail the different available functions and how they work.

DetailsExampleFunction Name

Returns the absolute value.ABS(%Friends%) == 6.52534ABS(number)
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DetailsExampleFunction Name

Returns true or false.BOOLEAN(value)

Returns value formatted for currency. 12345
would display as 12,345.

CURRENCY(value)

Converts the number given into an integer
with no decimal places. Does not round the
number up. Also accepts a string.

INTEGER(%Friends%) == 6

INTEGER("12.5") == 12

INTEGER(value)

Renders an object's value null.NULL

Converts a string into a number.NUMBER(%Friends%) == 128NUMBER(value)

Returns exponent value.POW(%Friends%, 3) == 274.625POW(number, exponent)

Returns a random number between zero
and one. This function is commonly used in

RANDOM()RANDOM()

A/B testing. The RANDOM() function does
not accept parameters.

Rounds number to certain defined number
of decimal places.

ROUND(%Friends%, 3) == 6.525ROUND(number, decimalPlaces)

DetailsExampleFunction Name

Logical operator that performs a function if
all conditions are both met.

IF((%reset%="Yes" AND( %reboot%="Yes")),
"Closed", "Escalated")

AND();

Returns a count of the number of repeated
elements if a condition is met.

COUNTIF(%MyArray%, >10)COUNTIF(values, expression_or_value)

The EQUALS function is used when
comparing a field to a particular value or
another field.

IF(

EQUALS(%Department%,'401(k)'),

"Then Result",

EQUALS( Field_Name, 'Condition')

"Else Result"

)

If EXPRESSION evaluates to True, THEN is
returned, otherwise ELSE is returned.

IF((%reset%="Yes" || %reboot%="Yes"),
"Closed", "Escalated")

IF(EXPRESSION,THEN, ELSE)
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DetailsExampleFunction Name

IF((%reset%="Yes" OR( %reboot%="Yes")),
"Closed", "Escalated")

OR()

Returns the sum of all comma-separated
elements and value if a condition is met.

SUMIF(%MyArray%, >5)SUMIF(values, expression_or_value)

DetailsExampleFunction Name

Changes case based on $CASE type. $CASE
must be LOWER, UPPER, SENTENCE, or TITLE.

CASE(%Name%, UPPER) == "TONY JONES"

CASE(%Name, LOWER) == "tony jones"

CASE(value, $CASE)

CASE(%Name%, SENTENCE) == "Tony
jones"

CASE(%Name%, TITLE) == "Tony Jones"

Concatenates the elements/strings together
into a single string.

CONCATENATE(%FirstName%, " ",
%LastName%) == "Tony Jones"

CONCATENATE(value1, value2, ..., valueN)

Evaluates if a value is contained within a
string.

CONTAINS(%FirstName%, "Tony") == TrueCONTAINS(input_string,value)

SPLIT("Tony Jones", " ", 2) == "Tony", "Jones"SPLIT(text, splitToken, limit);

Converts any value into a String.STRING(%Friends%) == "6.5"STRING(value)

Extracts the characters from a string
between two specified indexes and returns
the value.

SUBSTRING("Substring!", 3, 9) == "string"SUBSTRING(text, startIndex, endIndex)

DetailsExampleFunction Name

Returns an age (in years) with the given date
of birth on today's date. Use the Date
element.

AGE(%Birthdate%) == 7AGE(dateOfBirth)

The age of someone (in years) with the
given date of birth on a future date. Use the
Date element.

AGEON(%Birthdate%,"07-09-2024") == 16AGEON(dateOfBirth, futureDate)
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DetailsExampleFunction Name

Use a Date element. Returns full JavaScript
format.

DATE(%DOB%) == Wed Jul 19 1978
16:00:00 GMT-0700 (PDT)

DATE(value)

The difference between 2 dates in days. The
value will always be a positive integer. Use
the Date element.

DATEDIFF(%DOB%,%TODAY%) == 13559DATEDIFF(date1, date2)

Returns the day of the month. Use the Date
element.

DAYOFMONTH(%TODAY%) == 2DAYOFMONTH(date)

Returns the day of the week as an integer.
Monday is 1, Sunday is 7.

DAYOFWEEK(%TODAY%) == 4DAYOFWEEK(date)

Return the current hour according to local
time.

HOUR(date)

Return the current minute according to local
time.

MINUTE(date)

Returns the moment object of Moment.jsMOMENT(%policyStartDate%).add(1,
'year').subtract(1, 'day')

MOMENT()

This can be used to perform complex date
formatting, calculations, manipulation,
comparisons, etc. The MOMENT() function
must contain parameters, for example,
MOMENT(NOW()). Appending .calendar()
to this function is a recommended best
practice.

The month of the year as an integer. Use the
Date element.

MONTH(%TODAY%) == 9MONTH(date)

Returns current date and time in full
JavaScript format. Milliseconds are always
set to 0.

NOW() == Thu Aug 27 2019 16:32:00 GMT
-0700 (PDT)

NOW()

Returns today's date. The time is always set
to midnight

TODAY() == Thu Aug 27 2019 00:00:00 GMT
-0700 (PDT)

TODAY()

Returns the year of the date as an integer.
Use the Date element.

YEAR(%TODAY%) == 2019YEAR(date)
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DetailsExampleFunction Name

Returns an array of the value of the
elements.

ARRAY(%Child1%,%Child2%,

%Child3%,%Child4%) == [4,3,1,2]

ARRAY(value1, value2, ..., valueN)

Aggregate: returns the average mean value
of the numbers provided. Use a repeating
element.

AVERAGE(%Age%) == 2.5AVERAGE(array)

Returns the average mean value of the
numbers provided.

AVERAGE(%Child1%,%Child2%,

%Child3%,%Child4%) == 2.5

AVERAGE(value1, value2, ..., valueN)

Aggregate: Returns a count of the number
of repeated elements.

COUNT(%Age%) == 4COUNT(array)

Returns true if the given value exists in one
or more elements. For Aggregate, enter the

EXISTS([%FirstName%,%LastName%],
"Tony") == true

EXISTS(array_or_value,
expression_or_value)

name of a repeating element—for example
EXISTS(%FirstName%,"Tony"), where
FirstName is repeatable.

Aggregate: Returns the largest value in the
numbers provided. Use a repeating element.

MAX(%AGE%) == 4MAX(array)

Returns the largest value in the group of
elements provided.

MAX(%Child1%,%Child2%,

%Child3%,%Child4%) == 4

MAX((value1, value2, ..., valueN)

Aggregate: returns the smallest value in the
numbers provided. Use a repeating element.

MIN(%AGE%) == 1MIN(array)

Returns the smallest value in the group of
elements provided.

MIN(%Child1%,%Child2%,

%Child3%,%Child4%) == 1

MIN((value1, value2, ..., valueN)

Aggregate: returns the sum of all values in
the repeatable element.

SUM(%AGE%) == 10SUM(array)

Returns the sum of all comma-separated
elements and values.

SUM(%Child1%,%Child2%,

%Child3%,%Child4%) == 10

SUM(value1, value2, ..., valueN)

Create a Formula or Aggregate in an OmniScript

Run functions against element data with the Formula and Aggregate elements.
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The elements behave similarly in an OmniScript. However, the Aggregate element should be used for aggregation purposes, such as
averaging or summing elements. Formula elements can use both  Supported Formula Operators  and  OmniScript Functions  . For
example, you may want to determine a contract end date by adding 365 days to a date element. You could do this by using the example
formula below:

example: DATE(YEAR(%DateElement%), MONTH(%DateElement%), DAYOFMONTH(%DateElement%) +365)

If you would like to set a date one week from today's date, you could do so by using the example formula below:

example: DATE(YEAR(TODAY()), MONTH(TODAY()), DAYOFMONTH(TODAY()) +7)

The instructions below explain how to add and configure Formula or Aggregate element to your OmniScript.

1. From the OmniScript Designer, drag a Formula or Aggregate element onto the script structure.

2. You can add  OmniScript Functions  by clicking on the function name; the function will pre-populate in the Expression section. Add
the OmniScript elements inside of the function using merge field notation by enclosing the element in percentage (%) signs.

3. If you plan to use this element in a repeatable block, see  Evaluate Elements in Repeatable Blocks.

4. If you are using a Formula element, you can continue to build the formula using  Supported Formula Operators  in the Expression
text box.

5. If the element should not appear on the script UI, Click  Hide.

6. You can also create additional elements that depend on the results of the Formula. For example, the step shown in the image below
appears when the Total Income formula is less than 1,000. For more information, see  Create Dynamic Forms Using the Conditional
View Property  and  Display Messaging in OmniScripts.

7. You can test the Formula or Aggregate by clicking the Preview link.

Create and Update Data from OmniScripts
OmniScripts post data to Salesforce and external databases using action elements that integrate DataRaptors, Integration Procedures,
external calls, and Apex.

Post Salesforce Data from OmniScripts

Create and update sObjects and external objects from an OmniScript using the DataRaptor Post Action. If multiple actions are needed,
use an Integration Procedure to host the DataRaptor Post Action and handle the requests.

Fill a PDF From OmniScript Using DataRaptor

You can fill a PDF using elements from an OmniScript.

Upload Files and Images in OmniScripts

To upload files in an OmniScript, add a File input element. To upload an image, add an Image input element. Details about uploads
are added to the Files node of the OmniScript's Data JSON.

Post Salesforce Data from OmniScripts

Create and update sObjects and external objects from an OmniScript using the DataRaptor Post Action. If multiple actions are needed,
use an Integration Procedure to host the DataRaptor Post Action and handle the requests.

The DataRaptor Post Action sends data from the script to a DataRaptor Load that performs the update or upsert. (When multiple upsert
keys are used, the record must match all keys to be considered a match.)When you define the DataRaptor Load, you map data from the
OmniScript's Output JSON to fields in sObjects. For details, see Object Field Mapping.

Before You Begin
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1. Learn about DataRaptor Loads. See DataRaptor Load Overview.

2. Create a DataRaptor Load. See Create a DataRaptor Load.

1. From OmniScript, click Preview.

2. Enter any data you plan to use into the OmniScript. You can prefill elements for testing using the Set Values Action, Default Value
element property, or the Seed Data JSON functionality.

3. Copy the OmniScript's Data JSON.

4. In your DataRaptor, paste your OmniScript's data JSON into the DataRaptor's Input JSON.

5. Map your data JSON nodes to Object fields.

Fill a PDF From OmniScript Using DataRaptor

You can fill a PDF using elements from an OmniScript.

Required Items:

• Adobe Acrobat Pro

• An existing fillable form (either unsecured or you have the password)

PDF Requirements:

• PDF must be a Linearized PDF, Version 1.5 or above. You can save a PDF as Linearized Version 1.7 by clicking  Save as Other, and
then Reduced Size PDF, and then Acrobat 10.0 and later.

• Vlocity does not support the List Box PDF Form field type (Multi-Select fields) in the PDF.

• The PDF Form Field Values for Radio Buttons and Dropdowns must be logically mappable. For example, a Radio Button on a PDF
form may not have two options with the same name.

Note: Firefox and Safari browsers cannot fill some fields without taking additional steps. To use Firefox and Safari, see
Configuring your browser to use the Adobe PDF plug-in.

• The PDF can be launched in a Firefox, Safari, or Chrome browser.

1. Prepare your PDF.

2. Upload the PDF to Salesforce as a Document.

Create a DataRaptor Interface to Map OmniScript Data to a PDF
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Create a DataRaptor Interface to Map OmniScript Data to a PDF

After you create the OmniScript and upload your PDF, you must create a DataRaptor to map the information from the OmniScript
to the PDF.

Map OmniScript Fields to a PDF

Populate a PDF with OmniScript data by mapping the OmniScript JSON data to the PDF.

Add a PDF Action to an OmniScript

Populate a PDF with OmniScript data using the PDF Action.

Create a DataRaptor Interface to Map OmniScript Data to a PDF

After you create the OmniScript and upload your PDF, you must create a DataRaptor to map the information from the OmniScript to the
PDF.

1. From OmniScript, click Preview and fill in test data to populate the JSON of the OmniScript.

2. Copy the OmniScript's JSON data.

3. From the DataRaptor tab, click New.

4. For Interface Type, select Transform.

5. Enter an Interface name.

6. In the Input Type field, select JSON.

7. In the Output Type field, select PDF.

8. In the Target PDF field, select an existing PDF, and click Save.

Map Fields From the OmniScript to the PDF

Map OmniScript Fields to a PDF

Populate a PDF with OmniScript data by mapping the OmniScript JSON data to the PDF.

Before You Begin

Create a DataRaptor Interface to Map OmniScript Data to a PDF

1. In your DataRaptor Interface, click Transforms.

2. Click Input JSON, and paste in your OmniScript's JSON.

3. Click Quick Match and map nodes in your Input JSON to PDF fields.

4. (Optional) Add mappings one at a time by clicking the + symbol, and mapping an Input JSON Path to a PDF Output Field.

Add a PDF Action to an OmniScript

Add a PDF Action to an OmniScript

Populate a PDF with OmniScript data using the PDF Action.

Note: The PDF Action is not supported in IE 11 browsers. Edit block doesn't support this action.

Note: Beginning Spring '22, enable older PDF viewers to display text fields in a PDF element using the appearance object property.
By default, the useAppearanceObject  is undefined. To enable, add "useAppearanceObject": true  in the JSON
editor of the PDF Action Properties pane.

Before You Begin
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Map OmniScript Fields to a PDF

1. From the OmniScript Designer, drag the PDF Action to the OmniScript.

2. From the Properties pane, in Document, select your PDF document.

3. (Optional) Attach the PDF to a parent record by taking these steps:

a. Fill the Attachment Name field to name the attachment.

b. Fill the Attachment Parent Id field with the id of the attachment's parent record id.

4. In the Send Transformations section, from the PreTransform DataRaptor Interface picklist, select the DataRaptor that you created
in Create a DataRaptor Interface to Map an OmniScript to a PDF.

5. Check the Read Only checkbox to make the filled PDFs read-only.

6. If necessary, change the default date and time formats.

Note: Use moment.js formatting. If left blank, the defaults are Time Format: h:mm a, Date Format: MM/DD/YYYY, Date Time
Format: MM/DD/YYYY h:mm a.

7. Launch the form in Preview mode and fill out each field that should map to the PDF.

8. Check the PDF to confirm the mappings are correct.

Upload Files and Images in OmniScripts

To upload files in an OmniScript, add a File input element. To upload an image, add an Image input element. Details about uploads are
added to the Files node of the OmniScript's Data JSON.

By default, files are uploaded to Salesforce Content Documents directly. To associate one or more Salesforce objects with the uploaded
file, specify a comma-separated list of object Ids in the Content Parent Id field. In Salesforce, the uploaded files are listed in the sObject
detail page's Content section.

To specify a Vlocity Open Interface to be run after the file or image is uploaded, set the Remote Action section's Remote Class and
Remote Method fields. As input, the specified method receives a Map<String, Object> list containing the File data from the Data JSON.
The options contain the remoteOptions and the filesMap, which contains the Ids of any Content documents that were created.

By default, File and Image elements accept a file size of up to 2GB.

Add a File or Image to OmniScript

Add and configure a File or Image element to enable the upload of files and images. By default, the File and Image elements accept
a file size of up to 2GB.

File Properties

This page contains information on File element Properties.

Image Properties

This page contains information on Image element Properties.

Add a File or Image to OmniScript

Add and configure a File or Image element to enable the upload of files and images. By default, the File and Image elements accept a
file size of up to 2GB.
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Note: The Image and File elements do not work in preview because they use SFDC components. When Image and File elements
are required in a Step, the Preview cannot advance past the Step. Vlocity recommends marking File and Image elements as Required
only before activating the OmniScript.

1. From OmniScript, under Available Components, drag the File or Image element from the Inputs section into a Step in the Structure
panel.

2. In the Content Parent Id field, enter an object Id, or comma-separated list of object ids, to attach the Content Document to a parent
record. When left blank, the Content Document does not attach to a parent record.

3. (Optional) When configuring the Image element, allow uploads of multiple images by checking Allow Multiple Images.

4. (Optional) Use one of the JSON node names from Image and File to apply a condition to another element:

"yourFileElementName": [
{
"data": "0693g000000T1ZFAA0",
"filename": "isolated-on-png.png",
"vId": "0683g000000T11iAAC",
"size": 8234

}
]

File Properties

This page contains information on File element Properties.

DescriptionProperty

Enter a comma-separated list of object ids to attach the Content
Document to Parent Records. When left blank, the Content

Content Parent Id

Document does not attach to a parent record. Note: Image and
File uploads do not work in Preview.

Sends additional Key/Value pairs. Supports merge field syntax.Extra Payload

Specify a Vlocity Open Interface Class.Remote Class

Specify a Vlocity Open Interface Method.Remote Method

Key/value pairs that specify additional class invocation options.Remote Options

Image Properties

This page contains information on Image element Properties.

DescriptionProperty

Enables users to upload multiple images at once.Allow Multiple Images
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DescriptionProperty

Enter a comma-separated list of object ids to attach the Content
Document to Parent Records. When left blank, the Content

Content Parent Id

Document does not attach to a parent record. Note: Image and
File uploads do not work in Preview.

Sends additional Key/Value pairs. Supports merge field syntax.Extra Payload

Specify a Vlocity Open Interface Class.Remote Class

Specify a Vlocity Open Interface Method.Remote Method

Key/value pairs that specify additional class invocation options.Remote Options

Integrate DocuSign with OmniScripts
Enable users to sign DocuSign forms in an OmniScript or email a user a copy of the document to sign at their convenience. DocuSign
integration requires an active DocuSign account.

Configure OmniScript for DocuSign Integration

Enable OmniStudio to use DocuSign forms by configuring authentication providers and adding named credentials. Beginning
October 20, 2022, DocuSign requires new and existing REST API integrations to use OAuth 2.0 authentication. OmniStudio Winter
‘22 and later packages support OAuth 2.0 authentication. Enable OmniScripts to use DocuSign forms with OAuth 2.0 by configuring
authentication providers and adding named credentials.

Link Your Salesforce Org to Your DocuSign Account

Create a link between your DocuSign account and your Salesforce org.

Preparing a DocuSign Template for OmniScript

Fill DocuSign documents using elements from an OmniScript or Integration Procedure. Email the document to one or more signers
using the DocuSign Envelope Action or enable users to sign a document within the OmniScript using the DocuSign Signature Action.

Using the DocuSign Signature Action to Sign Documents From Within an OmniScript

After preparing the DocuSign Template and mapping the fields from the OmniScript to the Template using DataRaptor, create a
DocuSign Signature Action in the OmniScript. When the action runs, a modal opens containing the prefilled document. The user
must take an action on the document before continuing the OmniScript. They can either sign or decline to sign the document.

Using the DocuSign Envelope Action to Email Documents for Signature

After you finish preparing the DocuSign Template and mapping the fields from the OmniScript to the Template using DataRaptor,
you can create a DocuSign Envelope Action in the OmniScript. When the action runs, a DocuSign Envelope containing the prefilled
document is emailed to one or more recipients for signing or reviewing.
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Configure OmniScript for DocuSign Integration

Enable OmniStudio to use DocuSign forms by configuring authentication providers and adding named credentials. Beginning October
20, 2022, DocuSign requires new and existing REST API integrations to use OAuth 2.0 authentication. OmniStudio Winter ‘22 and later
packages support OAuth 2.0 authentication. Enable OmniScripts to use DocuSign forms with OAuth 2.0 by configuring authentication
providers and adding named credentials.

Required Versions

Winter '22 and later

Note: For instructions for OmniStudio for Vlocity, see Configure OmniScript for DocuSign Integration on page 2221.

1. Create an Authentication Provider to Connect to DocuSign

Add an authentication provider for DocuSign in Salesforce to create a secure connection. OmniStudio uses these credentials to fetch
document templates from DocuSign.

2. Create an OAuth 2.0 Named Credential to Connect to DocuSign

Add a Named Credential using authentication provider information to create a secure connection. OmniScripts and Integration
Procedures use these credentials to connect with DocuSign. Create a named credential for the admin who manages templates and
your DocuSign account. For OmniStudio Winter ‘23 packages only (beginning with 240.11), also create a Send on Behalf named
credential to send or sign DocuSign forms on behalf of other users.

3. Add Omni Interaction Configuration Settings for DocuSign

Provide DocuSign authorization by adding two Omni Interaction Configuration entries for DocuSign.

4. Get DocuSign Templates from OmniStudio DocuSign Setup

Retrieve a list of available templates from DocuSign.

5. Setup Send on Behalf of Another User

To send or sign DocuSign on behalf of another user, create a Send On Behalf field in the User object and assign the Send on Behalf
named credential from that field in the user’s page.

Create an Authentication Provider to Connect to DocuSign

Add an authentication provider for DocuSign in Salesforce to create a secure connection. OmniStudio uses these credentials to fetch
document templates from DocuSign.

1. If you haven’t already, create a DocuSign account.

2. Create an application that uses Authorization Code Grant as an authentication type. See Apps and Keys in the DocuSign documentation.

3. Add a Secret Key for your DocuSign application. See Add Integration Keys in the DocuSign documentation.

1. In your Salesforce org, from Setup, enter Auth. Providers in the Quick Find box, then select Auth. Providers.

2. Click New, and select Open ID Connect as the Provider Type.

3. Name the Auth Provider DocuSign, and enter DocuSign  in the URL Suffix field.

4. In the Consumer Key field, enter your DocuSign App's Integration Key.

5. For Consumer Secret, enter your DocuSign App's Secret Key.

6. For Authorize Endpoint URL, enter https://account-d.docusign.com/oauth/auth.
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7. For Token Endpoint URL, enter https://account-d.docusign.com/oauth/token.

8. For Default Scopes, enter refresh_token full.

9. Ensure that Send access token in header is selected.

10. Ensure that Include Consumer Secret in API Responses is selected.

11. Click Save.

This saves your auth provider and generates Salesforce Configuration URLs.

12. Copy the Callback URL.

13. From your DocuSign account, in the App and Keys section, click Edit for your app.

14. Paste the Callback URL  in the Redirect URIs field.

15. Click Save.

Create an OAuth 2.0 Named Credential to Connect to DocuSign

Create an OAuth 2.0 Named Credential to Connect to DocuSign

Add a Named Credential using authentication provider information to create a secure connection. OmniScripts and Integration Procedures
use these credentials to connect with DocuSign. Create a named credential for the admin who manages templates and your DocuSign
account. For OmniStudio Winter ‘23 packages only (beginning with 240.11), also create a Send on Behalf named credential to send or
sign DocuSign forms on behalf of other users.

Create an Authentication Provider to Connect to DocuSign

1. In your Salesforce org, from Setup, enter Named Credentials in the Quick Find box, then select Named Credentials.

2. Create a legacy named credential.

• For Winter ‘23 and later, in the New dropdown list, select New Legacy.

• For previous releases, click New.

3. For Label and Name, enter DocuSign.

4. For URL, enter https://demo.docusign.net.

5. For Identity Type, select Named Principal.

6. For Authentication Protocol, select OAuth 2.0.

7. For Authentication Provider, select DocuSign.

8. Enter a Scope.

• For Winter ‘23 packages (beginning with 240.11) and later, enter signature impersonation.

• For other releases, enter refresh_token full.

9. Ensure that Start Authentication Flow on Save is selected.

10. Ensure that Generate Authorization Header is selected.

11. Click Save.
The DocuSign login window appears.

12. From the DocuSign login window, log in to DocuSign.
This changes the Named Credential's Authentication Status to Authenticated.

13. For Winter ‘23 packages only (beginning with 240.11), create a Send on Behalf user.
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You can repeat the previous steps. In Step 3, enter a different Label and Name, for example, SendOnBehalf. You authenticate
the Send On Behalf user with the the Send On Behalf user’s DocuSign account.

• For Winter ‘23 packages (beginning with 240.11) and later, Get DocuSign Templates from OmniStudio DocuSign Setup.

• For previous releases, Add Omni Interaction Configuration Settings for DocuSign.

Add Omni Interaction Configuration Settings for DocuSign

Provide DocuSign authorization by adding two Omni Interaction Configuration entries for DocuSign.

Note:  This procedure is not required for Winter ‘23 packages (beginning with 240.11) and later.

1. From Setup, enter Omni Interaction Configuration  in the Quick Find box, then select Omni Interaction Configuration.

2. Click New.

3. For Name and Label, enter DocuSignAccountId.

4. For Value, enter the API Account ID  of your DocuSign Account. The API Account ID is present on DocuSign's Apps and Keys
page.

5. Click Save.

6. Click New.

7. For Name and Label, enter DocuSignNamedCredential.

8. For Value, enter DocuSign.

Get DocuSign Templates from OmniStudio DocuSign Setup

Get DocuSign Templates from OmniStudio DocuSign Setup

Retrieve a list of available templates from DocuSign.

• For Winter ‘23 packages (beginning with 240.11) and later, Create an OAuth 2.0 Named Credential to Connect to DocuSign.

• For previous packages, Add Omni Interaction Configuration Settings for DocuSign.

1. From the App Launcher, in the Search apps and items box, enter OmniStudio DocuSign Setup, then click OmniStudio
DocuSign Setup.

Note:  Custom labels aren’t supported for field labels in the DocuSign Admin window.

2. For Winter ‘23 packages (beginning with 240.11) and later, in the DocuSign Admin window, from the AccountName dropdown list,
select the OAuth 2.0 Named Credential that you created previously, and enter your DocuSign API Account Id in the Account Id field.

To find your DocuSign API Account Id, log in to your DocuSign account, and go to Settings > Apps and Keys.

3. Click Fetch DocuSign Templates.

4. (Optional) For Winter ‘23 packages (beginning with 240.11) and later, click Modify DocuSign Configuration to return to the
DocuSign login window.

You can return to the login window to log in with a different named credential.

For Winter ‘23 packages (beginning with 240.11) and later Setup Send on Behalf of Another User.
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Setup Send on Behalf of Another User

EDITIONS

Available in: Winter ‘23
packages (beginning with
240.11) and later

To send or sign DocuSign on behalf of another user, create a Send On Behalf field in the User object
and assign the Send on Behalf named credential from that field in the user’s page.

Get DocuSign Templates from OmniStudio DocuSign Setup

Note:  This procedure is not required for previous packages.

1. In your Salesforce org, from Setup, go to Object Manager, enter User in the Quick Find box,
then select User.

2. In Fields & Relationships, click New.

3. Enter the Field Name.

• For Winter ‘23 managed packages (beginning with 240.11), enter DocuSignNamedCredentialSOBO.

• For Spring ‘23 managed packages, enter DocuSignNamedCredential.

4. Enter a Field Label, for example, DocuSign Named Credential SOBO.

5. Enter 255 as the Length, then click Next.

6. Click Save.

7. From Setup, enter Users  in the Quick Find box, then select Users.

8. Click Edit for your DocuSign user.

9. Under Additional Information, click into DocuSign Named Credential and enter the name of the Send On Behalf user named
credential you created, then click Save.

Link Your Salesforce Org to Your DocuSign Account

Create a link between your DocuSign account and your Salesforce org.

Note: Beginning with the Winter '22 release, you must update your DocuSign security configuration to continue using DocuSign.

Required Version

This document only applies to Salesforce orgs using the OmniStudio Summer '21 package.

1. From the Vlocity DocuSign Setup tab, click Modify DocuSign Configuration.

2. Add your Account Name, Account Id, and select the org type, either Demo or Production.

3. Click Save.

4. From Setup | Security | Remote Site Settings, add the correct DocuSign endpoint. Endpoints could include:

• https://www.docusign.net

• https://na2.docusign.net

• Contact DocuSign if these endpoints are incorrect for your account.
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Preparing a DocuSign Template for OmniScript

Fill DocuSign documents using elements from an OmniScript or Integration Procedure. Email the document to one or more signers
using the DocuSign Envelope Action or enable users to sign a document within the OmniScript using the DocuSign Signature Action.

To prepare a DocuSign template for OmniScript, you must have the following items:

• DocuSign account

• DocuSign for Salesforce account

Preparing DocuSign Documents

Configure DocuSign documents for use with OmniScript.

Linking a DocuSign Template to Vlocity

Returning to Salesforce, from the Vlocity DocuSign Setup tab, click Fetch DocuSign Templates. All saved Templates appear in the
DocuSign Template List.

Mapping Fields from the OmniScript to the DocuSign Template

To populate a DocuSign template, you define the output JSON of the OmniScript as input to a DataRaptor transform, which uses
that data to populate the template. To compose the output JSON, map data from the data JSON to the output JSON as follows:

Populating a DocuSign Template Using DataRaptor Transform

Populate a DocuSign template using a DataRaptor Transform.

Preparing DocuSign Documents

Configure DocuSign documents for use with OmniScript.

1. From the DocuSign Admin tab click DocuSign.

DocuSign opens in a new browser tab or window.

2. Click Templates and then click New Template.

3. Add a document and then add a recipient.

4. Select Placeholder as the recipient type and then add a Role for the Placeholder.

5. Select whether the Placeholder needs to sign, receives a copy, or needs to view the document.

6. Add more Placeholders and set a signing order, if necessary.

7. Edit the default email subject and body and click Next.

8. Prepare the form by dragging fields from the palette onto the form. Vlocity supports mapping fields from an OmniScript to DocuSign
Text, Radio Button, and Checkbox fields.

9. Add a Data Label to each field. This label will appear in DataRaptor when you create the transformation mappings from the OmniScript
to the DocuSign document.

Linking a DocuSign Template to Vlocity

Returning to Salesforce, from the Vlocity DocuSign Setup tab, click Fetch DocuSign Templates. All saved Templates appear in the
DocuSign Template List.
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Mapping Fields from the OmniScript to the DocuSign Template

To populate a DocuSign template, you define the output JSON of the OmniScript as input to a DataRaptor transform, which uses that
data to populate the template. To compose the output JSON, map data from the data JSON to the output JSON as follows:

1. Click an element in the Data Mappings table.

2. Click the Output Path field.

3. Select the corresponding field name on the DocuSign Template.

4. Repeat for all remaining fields to map.

5. When you are finished, inspect the Output JSON section to make sure all fields on the Template have been mapped.

Populating a DocuSign Template Using DataRaptor Transform

Populate a DocuSign template using a DataRaptor Transform.

1. From the OmniStudio DataRaptors tab, click New.

2. Name the DataRaptor.

3. For Interface Type, select Transform.

4. For Input Type, select JSON, and configure these settings:

• Interface Type: Transform

• Input Type: JSON

• Output Type: DocuSign

• Target Output DocuSign Template Id: Choose the template that your OmniScript is designed to populate.

Save your settings.

5. For Output Type, select DocuSign.

6. For Target Output DocuSign Template Name, choose a template for your OmniScript or Integration Procedure.

7. (Optional) For ease of mapping, copy the data JSON from your OmniScript and paste it into the Input JSON pane in the DataRaptor
Designer.

8. On the Outputs tab, map the fields from the output JSON of your OmniScript to the input fields from the DocuSign template.

Note: If you have updated your DocuSign template, you must Fetch the DocuSign templates to update the input fields. For
more information on fetching templates, see Linking DocuSign Template to Vlocity.

Using the DocuSign Signature Action to Sign Documents From Within an OmniScript

After preparing the DocuSign Template and mapping the fields from the OmniScript to the Template using DataRaptor, create a DocuSign
Signature Action in the OmniScript. When the action runs, a modal opens containing the prefilled document. The user must take an
action on the document before continuing the OmniScript. They can either sign or decline to sign the document.

Note: To use a DocuSign Signature Action with OmniScript in a Community, add this Visualforce page permission to any profiles
using the OmniScript: OmniScriptLwcDocuSignViewPdf.

Note: Edit Block doesn't support the DocuSign Signature action.
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When the modal opens, a node is written to the Data JSON of the OmniScript in this format:

"DocuSignElementName": [
{
"status": Declined",
"envelopeId":"xyz123"
},
{
"status": Completed",
"envelopeId":"xyz123"
}
]

A new status  and envelopeId  generate every time the modal launches. Statuses include Completed, Declined, and In Process.

To create a DocuSign Signature Action:

1. From the OmniScript Designer, drag a DocuSign Signature Action element from the Actions section onto a step or block of the form,
where it renders as a button.

2. From the element properties, select a DocuSign Template.

3. Enter a signer name, email, and template role. Template roles are configured during the template setup. Signer Name and Signer
Email support merge fields. For example %firstName% %lastName% would merge the contents of the firstName and lastName
fields into the Signer Name field during runtime.

4. Add an Email Subject that recipients receive after signing.

5. (Optional) Enter a DocuSign Return Url that will display in the modal after signing is complete.

6. Expand the Send/Response Transformations section and select the DataRaptor Interface that was created to map the OmniScript
fields to the DocuSign Template.

7. (Optional) OmniScripts use window.parent.postMessage to post the status to the Omniscript from the Docusign Return Page. If you
are overriding OmniScriptDocuSignReturnPage in your OmniScript, post the docusign status back to OmniScript using
window.parent.postMessage. For more information, see

Example:

window.addEventListener('DOMContentLoaded', function(event){
var domClass = '';
var searchStr = event.currentTarget.location.search;

searchStr = searchStr.substring(searchStr.indexOf('&event='), searchStr.length);
searchStr = searchStr.substring(searchStr.indexOf('=') + 1,searchStr.length);

if(searchStr === 'signing_complete') {
domClass = document.getElementById('signing_complete');
domClass.style.display = 'block';
} else {
domClass = document.getElementById('signing_failed');
domClass.style.display = 'block';
}
_window.parent.postMessage(searchStr, '');_*
});
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Using the DocuSign Envelope Action to Email Documents for Signature

After you finish preparing the DocuSign Template and mapping the fields from the OmniScript to the Template using DataRaptor, you
can create a DocuSign Envelope Action in the OmniScript. When the action runs, a DocuSign Envelope containing the prefilled document
is emailed to one or more recipients for signing or reviewing.

Note: Edit Block doesn't support the DocuSign Envelope action.

1. From the OmniScript Designer, drag a DocuSign Envelope Action element from the Actions section onto the palette. To run the
action automatically, place it between steps. To run the action when the user clicks a button, place it in a step.

2. From the element properties, select a DocuSign Template.

3. Click Add Recipient and enter a signer name, email, and template role.

Template roles are configured during the template setup. The Signer Name and Signer Email roles support merge fields. For example
%firstName% %lastName%  would merge the contents of the firstName and lastName fields into the Signer Name field
during runtime.

4. If you have more than one recipient, you can override the routing order set on the template by entering a new order in the Routing
Order field. Leave the field blank to use the default routing order.

5. Add an Email Subject and Body that recipients receive along with the envelope.

6. Expand the Send/Response Transformations section and select the DataRaptor Interface that was created to map the OmniScript
fields to the DocuSign Template.

Managing OmniScripts
The following topics tell you how to manage your OmniScripts.

Export OmniScripts

Export OmniScripts in a DataPack to share them with other Salesforce orgs.

Import OmniScripts

Add existing OmniScripts to an org by importing them with a DataPack.

Version OmniScripts

Create multiple versions of an OmniScript to develop and test scripts in preview mode before activating scripts for production
deployment. Vlocity recommends not making any changes to a production OmniScript. Any time you plan to alter a production
script, create a new, inactive version and make all updates in the latest version before activating.

Emailing an OmniScript

To email a link to an OmniScript to a Contact, Lead, or User, you create an Integration Procedure that uses a remote action to send
the email and call the Integration Procedure from an OmniScript or from Apex code.

Export OmniScripts
Export OmniScripts in a DataPack to share them with other Salesforce orgs.

Before You Begin

Learn about DataPacks. See Data Migration with OmniStudio DataPacks.

1. From the OmniScripts home tab or directly from your OmniScript, click the menu dropdown arrow.

2. Click Export.
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3. Click Next and follow any steps that appear. A DataPack file will download to your computer.

Import your OmniScript. See Import OmniScripts.

Import OmniScripts
Add existing OmniScripts to an org by importing them with a DataPack.

Before You Begin

1. Learn about DataPacks. See Data Migration with OmniStudio DataPacks.

2. Export OmniScripts from another org. See Export OmniScripts.

1. From the OmniScripts home tab, click Import.

2. Click Browse, and select your DataPack.

3. Click Done, and follow any steps that appear.

4. Open your imported OmniScripts.

Version OmniScripts
Create multiple versions of an OmniScript to develop and test scripts in preview mode before activating scripts for production deployment.
Vlocity recommends not making any changes to a production OmniScript. Any time you plan to alter a production script, create a new,
inactive version and make all updates in the latest version before activating.

1. From your OmniScript, click New Version.

2. Enter your new OmniScript and begin to alter your new version of the script.

Emailing an OmniScript
To email a link to an OmniScript to a Contact, Lead, or User, you create an Integration Procedure that uses a remote action to send the
email and call the Integration Procedure from an OmniScript or from Apex code.

For example, an insurance agent who requires details about a prospect can email an OmniScript link to the prospect. When the recipient
of the email clicks the link, their browser displays the OmniScript, containing whatever data the sender has entered. The recipient fills
in the required information, enabling the agent to create a quote for them.

The recipient does not need to have a Salesforce account to access the OmniScript but must have a Contact, Lead, or User record
containing their email address and the permissions required to view the script. The recipient might be required to log in to view the
email.

To implement this feature, you create the following components:

• An email template containing the required merge fields

• An Integration Procedure containing a remote action that invokes the email-sending method, passing in the required parameters

• In the OmniScript, an Integration Procedure action that calls the email Integration Procedure

The following sections provide details about creating the required components.

Creating the Email Integration Procedure

To send the email, create an Integration Procedure containing a remote action with the following settings:

• Remote Class: DefaultOmniScriptSendEmail
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• Remote Method: emailOmniScriptLink

In the  Remote Options  section, define the following required key/value pairs, plus any merge fields required by the email template:

• Language : OmniScript language. For multi-language OmniScripts, set to "Multi-Language" and set the LanguageCode parameter
to the  Salesforce language code  .

• Type : OmniScript type.

• Subtype: OmniScript subtype.

• emailTargetObjectId: The Id of the recipient (contact, lead, or user).

• emailTemplateName : The Salesforce Unique Template Name.

• saveAsActivity: Set to true if you want an activity record created when the email is sent.

• LanguageCode : For multi-language OmniScripts, the Salesforce language code.

This remote action creates an OmniScript record with the specified Type, Subtype and Language. Before the OmniScript is saved, all
actions prior to the first step are run, which enables you to prefill information about the Contact, Lead, or User. The Remote Action merges
the data into the email template and sends the email.

To test the Integration Procedure, go to the  Preview  tab and define an input parameter named "contextId" that contains the Id of a
valid Contact, Lead, or User who has a valid email address. When you are satisfied that the Integration Procedure works as desired, activate
it.

Specifying the Integration Procedure Action

In the OmniScript, at the point where you want the email sent, add an Integration Procedure action with the following settings:

• Integration Procedure Key: Email_Action

• Extra Payload:

– Key: contextId

– Value: the Id of the Contact to whom you want to send the email.

The OmniScript must provide the contact Id in the contextId node of the JSON payload that is sent to the Integration Procedure.

To verify that you have configured all settings correctly, preview the OmniScript and check the resulting email.

Creating the Email Template

Define an email template containing the desired text. The email template type must be Custom (without using Letterhead). In
the template, specify the URL that links to the OmniScript using the following format:

Creating the Email Template

Define an email template containing the desired text. The email template type must be Custom (without using Letterhead). In the
template, specify the URL that links to the OmniScript using the following format:

https://<instance>/apex/OmniScriptUniversalPage?layout=lightning#/OS/%OmniScriptInstanceId%/scriptState/saveAndResume/true/true

In the email template, use Salesforce-style merge fields (formatted as {!object.field}) to incorporate Salesforce data, and Vlocity-style
merge fields (formatted as %fieldname%) to incorporate data that is provided by the Integration Procedure.
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For example:

Hi, {!Name}:
Here's a link to the OmniScript you requested:
https:///myorg.visual.force.com/apex/OmniScriptUniversalPage?layout=newport&AccountId=%accId%&OmniScriptInstanceId=%instanceId%&scriptMode=vertical&loadWithPage=false&LanguageCode=%LanguageCode%#/
Thanks,
%SenderName% %Name%

Embed FlexCards in an OmniScript
Embed a FlexCard Lightning Web Component in an OmniScript by using the Custom LWC element. FlexCards can receive data from the
OmniScript and perform any action available in the FlexCard.

Before You Begin

1. Ensure your FlexCard includes OmniScript support. See Enable OmniScript Support on a FlexCard.

2. (Optional) Configure a FlexCard to receive data from OmniScript. See Pass Data from an LWC OmniScript to an Embedded FlexCard.

1. In an OmniScript, drag the Custom LWC element into a Step.

2. In the Custom LWC's Lightning Web Component Name property, enter the FlexCard component's name and prepend cf  to the
beginning of the name. For example, a FlexCard named Account Card  must be entered as cfAccountCard.

3. In Property Name, enter a property that the FlexCard expects to receive by converting the property to an HTML attribute format.
Three options enable you to pass data into the FlexCard from your OmniScript. Each data option requires you to pass data as an
HTML attribute. For example, if a FlexCard receives the property recordId, you must enter record-id  in the property name
field to pass the property correctly.
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FlexCard ConfigurationExampleDescriptionProperty Name Option

See Pass the RecordId from an
OmniScript to Run a Query on
a FlexCard

Pass a record id into a FlexCard
using the record-id property.
FlexCards use record ids to
perform data queries.

record-id

See Pass a Parent Object from
an LWC OmniScript to Run a
Query on a FlexCard

Pass a parent object containing
parent attributes such as
Parent.id into the FlexCard. Use
merge fields in FlexCard queries
and fields.

parent-attribute

See Map Data from an LWC
OmniScript to an Embedded
FlexCard

Map data to FlexCard fields
directly without running a
query. The parent-data
property is a boolean that
FlexCards uses to determine
whether to run a query or parse
over a set of records.

parent-data

AND

records

4. In Property Source, using merge field syntax, enter one of these options based on your property name:

Property SourceProperty Name

Enter a JSON node that contains. For example, to pass a record
id stored in the ContextId node, enter %ContextId%.

record-id

Enter a JSON node containing an object.parent-attribute

Set parent-data's property source to true.parent-data
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Property SourceProperty Name

Set records equal to an object containing a record or an array of
records. FlexCards parses over these records and maps the nodes
to FlexCard fields.

AND

records

5. (Optional) Rerender and refresh the FlexCards save state whenever a user navigates to the step by taking these actions:

a. In the FlexCards Designer, disable OmniScript support.

b. In the OmniScript Designer, open the Custom LWC element and check Standalone Mode. For information on Standalone
Custom LWCs, see Create a Standalone Custom Lightning Web Component.

6. (Optional) Beginning with Summer '21, provide Selectable Items in your OmniScript using FlexCards. See Select Items on a FlexCard
to Update an OmniScript.

7. Save and Activate the Script.

8. Preview the OmniScript.

Note: OmniScripts using custom Lightning web components must be active to preview the OmniScript.

OmniScript ReadMe Reference
This page lists the Lightning web components ReadMes available for OmniScripts. Extend Lightning web components to add custom
behavior and styling.

Download the HTML, CSS, and ReadMe files for every available Lightning web component in one file.

Important:  For the most recent files, download the zip file from the latest available release in the table on this page. If there are
no updates in a given release, a file isn’t published for that release.

HTML, CSS, and ReadMe Download FileRelease

DownloadOmniStudio Winter '22

DownloadOmniStudio Summer '21

DownloadVlocity Health and Insurance Spring '21

DownloadVlocity Insurance and Health and Vlocity CME Summer '20

DownloadVlocity Insurance and Health Spring '20

Base Component ReadMes
LWC OmniScript elements extend the base components in this table.
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DescriptionLWC

The base component for OmniScript Input elements.OmniScript Atomic Element

The base component for OmniScript Action elements.OmniScript Base Action

The base component for LWC OmniScript.OmniScript Base Element

The base component for OmniScript Group elements.OmniScript Group Element

Mixin ReadMes

DescriptionLWC

Enables custom LWCs that do not override an OmniScript element's
LWC to interact with OmniScript through the Custom LWC element.
See Extend the OmniScriptBaseMixin Component.

OmniScript Base Mixin

Provides options logic for any LWC in OmniScript.OmniScript Options Mixin

Provides validation options to any LWC in OmniScript.OmniScript Validation

OmniStudio FlexCards
Build customer-centric, industry-specific UI components and applications on the Salesforce platform with OmniStudio FlexCards. Display
Salesforce object information along with distinct, clickable actions that change according to the context in which they appear and based
on the information that they contain.

Create and design FlexCards with the FlexCard Designer, a declarative tool with a drag interface, WYSIWYG editing, and graphic user
interfaces to style individual elements. See FlexCard Designer.

FlexCards are built with the Lightning Web Components programming model. See OmniStudio Lightning Web Components.

Creating UI components with FlexCards is all about sourcing the data and displaying and organizing the returned information in a
meaningful way.

Cards
The FlexCard component contains a combination of pertinent information and links to processes within a specific context based on the
data source provided.

By default, a FlexCard loops through records returned from its data source and displays the list of records in containers called cards.
These rendered cards are visible at run time in the FlexCard Designer in Preview and on an active FlexCard component published on a
Lightning or Community page.

An account card, for example, can include unique account information, such as:
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• Status

• Priority or service level agreement

• Creation date

• Company logo

Actions on an account card might include:

• Closing a case

• Opening a new case

• Creating a task

Each action can launch an OmniScript. Depending on the action type, an action can also update an OmniScript, fire an event, open a
web address or web app, display a flyout, or update a field value. See Add an Action to a FlexCard.

Flyouts
You can design a card to launch an action that when clicked, opens a child card, Custom LWC, or an OmniScript embedded in a popover
or window. A card flyout contains additional information and actions related to the parent card. See Launch a Flyout from an Action on
a FlexCard.

Data Sources
Choose from a number of data source options to retrieve data to display data from a Salesforce object or API on your FlexCard. For a list
of possible data source types, see FlexCards Data Source Reference.

Design and Layout
Build a FlexCard by dragging elements onto its canvas. Add data fields, action, data tables, charts, menus, icons, images, and more. See
Add Elements to a FlexCard.

Update the look of each element with the graphic user interfaces available in the Style panel when an element is clicked. For example,
to update the text for a data field, you can enter the name of a font, and change the text color with a color picker interface. See Style
FlexCard Elements.

Make your FlexCard responsive by setting widths for available viewport breakpoints. See Create Responsive Elements on a FlexCard.

Publish Options
After activating your FlexCard, which generates a Lightning web component to add to a Lightning or Community page, you can configure
publishing options. For example, configure your component's icon, and where your component is allowed to be published. See Configure
Publish Options on a FlexCard.

Deploy and Publish FlexCards
After activating a FlexCard, you can add the generated LWC to a Lightning or Experience page.
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Deploy InstructionsFlexCard TypeDeploy Location

Add a FlexCard to a Lightning PageCustom generated LWC, standard FlexCardLightning page

Beginning Summer '22, see Add a Standard
FlexCard Component to a Lightning Page.

Add a FlexCard to an Experience Cloud PageCustom generated LWCExperience page

Beginning Summer '22, see Add a Standard
FlexCard Component to a Lightning Page.

Standard FlexCardAura-based Experience page

Beginning Summer '21, see OmniOut.Custom generated LWCOff-Platform (outside of Salesforce)

For limitations on using standard FlexCard components, see FlexCard Standard Component Features Not Supported.

FlexCard Designer

The FlexCard Designer is a declarative tool with a drag interface and WYSIWYG editing that makes it easy to build user interface (UI)
Lightning web components without code. Build interfaces rich in information and with actions relevant to your customer's context.
You can also create the look and feel of your FlexCard by styling individual elements from graphic user interfaces (GUIs) built into
the designer.

Get Started with FlexCards

FlexCards provide a set of components for building UI components and applications on the Salesforce platform. Here are some key
resources to help you navigate the FlexCard Designer and guide you through common tasks.

Build a FlexCard with the FlexCard Designer

With the FlexCard Designer create, build, design, test, and activate a FlexCard before publishing it to a Lightning or Community
page. Use a drag interface with WYSIWYG editing to preview while you build dynamic context-specific user interfaces for customer
interactions.

Activate, Configure, and Publish FlexCards

After creating a FlexCard, activate it to generate a custom generated LWC, which you can then add to a Lightning or Experience
page.

Create a FlexCard

Configure basic settings and datasource options when creating a FlexCard in the FlexCard Designer. After creating a FlexCard you
can update additional options and start building your user experience.

FlexCard Elements

Build a FlexCard in the FlexCard Designer by dragging elements from the Build panel onto the canvas. Each element can be styled
and properties configured within the Designer. For example, add an action link styled as a button with or without an icon.

FlexCard States

FlexCards have states. Each state displays a list of fields a data source and one or more actions. You can also associate a state with
one or more flyouts, which show supplemental data displayed as a modal or popover.

Work With Data in the FlexCard Designer

In the FlexCard Designer, you can get data from a variety of data sources and view the data JSON returned. You can then display the
data automatically using specific elements, such as a datatable, or manually using variables.
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Set Up a FlexCard in the FlexCard Designer

Configure optional settings for your FlexCard in the Setup panel of the FlexCard Designer. For example, update a data source, create
an event listener, add session variables, and so on.

FlexCards Omni Interaction Access Configuration

In OmniStudio, limit access to data sources and update cache settings for the Omni UI Card object (FlexCard) across your org. Enable
and disable data source types for an org, profile, or user level. Disable caching on the Platform Cache for all FlexCards. Enable FlexCards
to cache asynchronously without waiting for the full caching process to finish.

Style FlexCard Elements

Configure the look and feel of a FlexCard by styling individual elements, fields inside elements, and entire states. From the Style
panel in the FlexCard Designer, design backgrounds, text, and borders; adjust heights, widths, and spacing inside and between
elements; apply classes and inline styles; make your element responsive; and more.

Pass Concatenated Strings As Values in FlexCards

Pass concatenated strings as the value for supported FlexCard element properties. For example, pass a breadcrumbs path like
{Parent.parentPath}>{Parent.type}>{Name}  in the Value property of an Attribute of a child FlexCard.

Set a Private Variable at Runtime in a FlexCard

Set a private variable in a FlexCard to define and evaluate its value only at runtime, when the FlexCard is accessed in Preview or on
a record page. Use the Set Values action to set the value of the Flex.varname  private variable. You can then create a condition
to display or hide content depending on the variable's value.

Enable Tracking on a FlexCard

Enable tracking from a FlexCard, Action, or Child FlexCard .Parent and Child FlexCards track the Card Load, Card Unload, and State
Load events. The Action tracks the UI Action event.

FlexCard Designer Preview

Preview your FlexCard's appearance and test functionality before publishing it to a Lightning or Community page. Test how your
FlexCard looks on multiple devices. Test the functionality of interactive elements such as actions. Debug your FlexCard's data output,
events, and actions.

View a FlexCard at Different Viewport Breakpoints

Adjust the size of your FlexCard's canvas to test for responsiveness. Use the Viewport Dropdown in the FlexCard Designer to mimic
the sizes of a desktop, laptop, and smaller mobile devices.

Activate a FlexCard

Activate a FlexCard to generate an LWC and publish it to a Lightning page or Experience Builder site. Activating a FlexCard disables
editing capabilities. You cannot add or edit elements on an active FlexCard.

Create a Public Property for a FlexCard LWC in the FlexCard Designer

In the FlexCard Designer, define an attribute that creates a public property whose value is set in the Lightning App Builder and
Experience Builder. Call the attribute within the FlexCard as a session variable ({Session.AttName}) where merge fields are
supported, such as in a Text element and a data source parameter.

Add Custom Labels to Supported Fields on a FlexCard

Add custom labels to supported FlexCard element fields with the {Label}  merge field. Custom labels are custom text values that
can be accessed from Apex classes, Visualforce pages, or Lightning components. Add custom labels if your FlexCard supports multiple
languages. The values can be translated into any language Salesforce supports.

Pass Data from an LWC OmniScript to an Embedded FlexCard

To populate data fields and perform actions on a FlexCard embedded in an LWC OmniScript, you can pass data from an OmniScript's
data JSON to the FlexCard. Embed a FlexCard inside an LWC OmniScript with the Custom Lightning Web Component element.
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Reload a FlexCard After Updating an LWC OmniScript in a Flyout

Update information on a FlexCard after saving changes to an LWC OmniScript embedded in a flyout with the vlocEvents  param.
Add a Flyout action on a FlexCard that triggers an event, and create an event listener on the card to refresh. When the card you want
to refresh hears the event, it executes a Card Reload action.

Access the ContextId of a FlexCard on an Experience Site

On an Experience site, to view record data on a FlexCard that uses the {recordId}  context variable in an Input Map to pass a
ContextId to an Apex Remote, DataRaptor, or Integration Procedure data source, you must add and configure a recordId property.
Add the recordId property in your FlexCard's configuration file, then configure the property on the Experience page.

Configure Community Profiles for FlexCards

Ensure that your users see FlexCards on Experience Builder sites by configuring user profile settings. Enable the appropriate interface
first. Then configure custom object permissions and Apex class access.

FlexCards Versioning and Cloning

FlexCards supports versioning and cloning. You can create an identical copy of a FlexCard based on how you want to use the new
version.

Delete a FlexCard

Delete a FlexCard from the FlexCards home tab in your org. Once deleted it cannot be retrieved.

Import a FlexCard

Import a FlexCard as a DataPack from another environment into your org.

Download FlexCard Sample DataPacks

Download sample FlexCard DataPacks with configured FlexCard elements and settings to import into your org. For example, download
a FlexCard DataPack that displays how to pass data from a parent FlexCard to a child FlexCard.

Export a FlexCard

Export a FlexCard as a DataPack to import to other environments. You can export one or more FlexCards from the FlexCards home
tab or from within the FlexCard Designer.

Download a FlexCard LWC from the FlexCard Designer

Download your FlexCard LWC from the FlexCard Designer. Download your LWC to debug and inspect issues.

Download an Off-Platform FlexCard LWC from the FlexCard Designer

Download an off-platform FlexCard LWC from the FlexCard Designer. Download your LWC to inspect code.

FlexCards Context Variables

Global and local context variables are available to a FlexCard to provide context to data sources, actions, and other components. All
variables are case sensitive.

FlexCards Troubleshooting Considerations

When working within the FlexCard Designer, you may run into issues that require some troubleshooting to resolve. Before contacting
support, consider these troubleshooting articles.

FlexCard Designer
The FlexCard Designer is a declarative tool with a drag interface and WYSIWYG editing that makes it easy to build user interface (UI)
Lightning web components without code. Build interfaces rich in information and with actions relevant to your customer's context. You
can also create the look and feel of your FlexCard by styling individual elements from graphic user interfaces (GUIs) built into the designer.

FlexCard Designer Highlights
With the FlexCard Designer, you can:
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• Build your FlexCard on a wide and adjustable Canvas.

• Drag customizable elements from the Build panel onto the Canvas.

• Adjust the width of any element along a 12-column horizontal grid.

• Use the Action element to launch an OmniScript or Flyout, and trigger Custom or Pubsub Events, and more.

• From the Style panel, customize the look and feel of your FlexCard. Style elements using a GUI to choose the colors of texts, borders,
and backgrounds, change the size of fonts and entire elements, and make elements responsive.

• Create a new FlexCard and configure your data source with a step-through wizard.

• Use In-Product Help to learn about a property or an element without leaving the Designer.

• Configure FlexCard-wide settings from the Setup panel, such as required permissions, event listeners, session variables, and more.

• Configure metadata values for your generated LWC and update its component SVG icon with the Publish Options feature.

• Download on and off-platform FlexCard LWCs.

• Debug your FlexCard by viewing its data JSON and the response and request logs for its actions and events.

• Run FlexCards outside of Salesforce with OmniOut for FlexCards.

What's Next
Explore the FlexCard Designer. See Get to Know the FlexCard Designer.

Get to Know the FlexCard Designer

Get to know how the different parts of the FlexCard Designer work to build rich interfaces relevant to your customer's context. The
FlexCard Designer is a declarative tool with a drag interface and WYSIWYG editing that makes it easy to build user interface (UI)
Lightning web components without code.

Get to Know the FlexCard Designer
Get to know how the different parts of the FlexCard Designer work to build rich interfaces relevant to your customer's context. The
FlexCard Designer is a declarative tool with a drag interface and WYSIWYG editing that makes it easy to build user interface (UI) Lightning
web components without code.
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Header (1)

In the Header, view basic metadata about your FlexCard such as Author, Namespace (beginning Spring '22), Current Version, and Status.

Perform actions related to your FlexCard, such as Preview, Clone, Activate, Export, Add Custom CSS, create a New Version, and access a
list of resources from a Help link. When the FlexCard is active, Deactivate, and configure Publish Options. Also, download a version of
the FlexCard to use on-platform (within in Salesforce) and off-platform (outside of Salesforce).

Publish Options (9) enables you to configure your generated FlexCard LWC's metadata values, such as where the component can be
published, API version, description, and more. Also add your own custom component SVG icon to identify your generated LWC in the
Experience Builder for Communities and Lightning App Builder for Lightning pages. See Configure Publish Options on a FlexCard.
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Canvas (2)

Build your card by dragging elements from the Build panel into a state on the Canvas. Rearrange, clone, delete, and adjust the widths
of your elements as needed.
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Test the responsiveness of your FlexCard with the Viewport Dropdown. See how elements are positioned at different viewport breakpoints.
See View a FlexCard at Different Viewport Breakpoints.

Build Panel (3)

Drag elements from the Build panel onto the Canvas to build the layout of your FlexCard. Drag all available fields from a configured data
source from the Fields list into a State. You can also add states to your FlexCard, and embed Custom LWCs and reusable child FlexCards.
See Add Elements to a FlexCard.
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Properties Panel (4)

Configure element properties from the Properties panel when an element is selected on the Canvas. For example, when a Field element
is selected, you can update the Label, choose the data field value to display, select the type of field it is, and more.
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Style Panel (5)

Style your FlexCard elements from the Style panel using a GUI that updates the look of elements in real-time. Configure backgrounds,
sizes, borders, padding, margins, height, fonts, and responsiveness. See Style FlexCard Elements.
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For custom design needs, create and apply custom CSS. Create CSS classes with an in-product code editor with Intellisense features
such as code completion, contextual prompts, and a color picker. Apply custom classes created from the editor or from any style sheet
accessible to the FlexCard, or apply inline CSS styles. See Create and Apply FlexCard Elements Custom CSS.

Save style settings on an element to use on multiple elements on the FlexCard. See Create a Custom Style for a FlexCard Element.

Add conditional styles based on the value of a data field. See Add Conditional Styles to a FlexCard Element.

Setup Panel (6)

Configure global options from the Setup panel. See Set Up a FlexCard in the FlexCard Designer.
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Update your data source. Apply custom permissions to limit access to your FlexCard. Track Custom Data on elements with tracking
enabled.

Enable Multi-Language and OmniScript Support, set Session Variables, create Event Listeners, and configure Repeat Options.

Preview (7)

(A) Preview your FlexCard in real-time to test its design and functionality. See FlexCard Designer Preview.
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(B) Preview how a FlexCard appears on different devices, such as mobile, desktop, and tablet with the Viewport Dropdown. See View a
FlexCard at Different Viewport Breakpoints.

(C) Add Test Parameters to preview your FlexCard with different parameters, such as record Ids, and pagination limits. See FlexCards
Preview 'Add Test Params' Properties.

(D) Debug your FlexCard. View your FlexCard's data JSON with the Data JSON panel. Debug action and event requests and responses
with the Action Debugger. See FlexCard Designer Data JSON. See FlexCard Designer Action Debugger.

In-Product Help (8)

Find context-sensitive help specific to an element or property using the FlexCard Designer's in-product help feature.
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(A) Access in-line information about specific properties by hovering over tooltip icons.

(B) View detailed documentation about an element's or feature's purpose and functionality with slide-out help trays.

What's Next

Get started building FlexCards with the FlexCard Designer. See Get Started with FlexCards. Then, Create a FlexCard.

Get Started with FlexCards
FlexCards provide a set of components for building UI components and applications on the Salesforce platform. Here are some key
resources to help you navigate the FlexCard Designer and guide you through common tasks.

• FlexCard Designer

Use a drag UI with WYSIWYG editing to build dynamic, context-aware user interfaces.

• Download FlexCard Sample DataPacks

Download sample DataPacks with configured FlexCard elements and feature implementations.

• FlexCards Context Variables

Provide context to data sources, actions, and other components on your FlexCard with global and local context variables.

• FlexCard Setup Reference

Configure optional settings for your FlexCard in the Setup panel of the FlexCard Designer, such as updating a data source, creating
an event listener, adding session variables, and more.

• FlexCards Data Source Reference

Configure a data source on your FlexCard to retrieve data from a Salesforce object or an external database.
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• FlexCards Display Elements Reference

Add elements such as actions, states, data fields, and more to build your FlexCard.

• FlexCards Actions Reference

Add an action to your FlexCard to launch or update an OmniScript, navigate to a web page or application, display a flyout, fire an
event, and more.

• Style FlexCard Elements

Configure the look and feel of your FlexCard by styling individual elements and entire states.

• FlexCard Designer Preview

Preview your FlexCard before publishing. Add test parameters. Use the Data JSON and Action Debugger panels to debug.

• Configure Publish Options on a FlexCard

Define metadata values and update the SVG resource for your generated LWC from the FlexCard Designer

• FlexCards Troubleshooting Considerations

Review troubleshooting tips for FlexCards.

Build a FlexCard with the FlexCard Designer
With the FlexCard Designer create, build, design, test, and activate a FlexCard before publishing it to a Lightning or Community page.
Use a drag interface with WYSIWYG editing to preview while you build dynamic context-specific user interfaces for customer interactions.
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Create a New FlexCard

• Step through a four-step configuration wizard to create a new FlexCard. See Create a FlexCard.

• Configure basic settings such as title, name, author, description, and optionally enable the ability to embed the FlexCard inside
another FlexCard.
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• Select and configure a data source, and where applicable, add test data to populate fields and preview the FlexCard at run time.

Configure Setup Options
Configure card-wide options, such as adding an event listener, adding session variables, disabling record looping, limiting user access,
and updating data source settings, and more. See Set Up a FlexCard in the FlexCard Designer.

Add, Configure and Style Elements

• Add and configure elements, such as fields, states, actions, and other components on a FlexCard. See Add Elements to a FlexCard.

• Add styles for each element such as background color and image, border, padding, and margin. Set an element's height. Update
the look of supported text fields by adding custom classes. Create and apply custom classes and inline styles. And more. See Style
FlexCard Elements.

• Enable an element's width to change when the viewport updates. See Create Responsive Elements on a FlexCard.

Preview FlexCard
Preview your FlexCard's appearance and functionality before publishing it to a Lightning or Community page. See Preview a FlexCard.

Activate FlexCard
Activate your FlexCard to publish it to a Lightning or Community page. See Activate a FlexCard.

Configure Publish Options
Define metadata values and set a custom component SVG icon for the generated FlexCard LWC. See Configure Publish Options on a
FlexCard.

What's Next
Deploy your generated FlexCard LWC from the Lightning App Builder to a Lightning page or from the Experience Builder to a Community
page. See Activate, Configure, and Publish FlexCards.

Beginning Summer '22, you can add a standard FlexCard component to a Lightning or Experience page. Where custom generated
FlexCard components run from a managed package, a standard FlexCard component runs in standard runtime. Add an active FlexCard
created with the designer in your org. Or, add a standard FlexCard that ships with your industry license. See Disable Managed Package
Runtime. For limitations on using standard FlexCard components, see FlexCard Standard Component Features Not Supported.

Activate, Configure, and Publish FlexCards
After creating a FlexCard, activate it to generate a custom generated LWC, which you can then add to a Lightning or Experience page.

Beginning Summer '22, you can add a standard FlexCard component to a Lightning or Experience page. Where custom generated
FlexCard components run from a managed package, a standard FlexCard component runs in standard runtime. Add an active FlexCard
created with the designer in your org. Or, add a standard FlexCard that ships with your industry license . See Disable Managed Package
Runtime . For limitations on using standard FlexCard components, see FlexCard Standard Component Features Not Supported.

1. To activate a FlexCard, see Activate a FlexCard.
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2. To define metadata values, such as where your FlexCard is visible, and to update the component SVG icon for your FlexCard, see
Configure Publish Options on a FlexCard.

3. To a add a FlexCard to a Lightning or Experience page, see this table:

Deploy InstructionsFlexCard TypeDeploy Location

Add a FlexCard to a Lightning PageCustom generated LWC, standard FlexCardLightning page

Beginning Summer '22, see Add a Standard
FlexCard Component to a Lightning Page.

Add a FlexCard to an Experience Cloud
Page

Custom generated LWCExperience page

Beginning Summer '22, see Add a Standard
FlexCard Component to a Lightning Page.

Standard FlexCardAura-based Experience page

Beginning Summer '21, see OmniOut.Custom generated LWCOff-Platform (outside of Salesforce)

Activate a FlexCard

Activate a FlexCard to generate an LWC and publish it to a Lightning page or Experience Builder site. Activating a FlexCard disables
editing capabilities. You cannot add or edit elements on an active FlexCard.

Configure Publish Options on a FlexCard

Define metadata values, such as where your FlexCard is visible, and update the component SVG icon for your FlexCard before
publishing your component to a Lightning or Experience page. For example, to view your FlexCard on an Experience site you can
enable Community Page under Targets in Publish Options.

Add a FlexCard to a Lightning Page

After creating and activating your FlexCard, publish the generated component to a Lightning page from the Lightning App Builder.

Add a FlexCard to an Experience Cloud Page

After creating and activating your FlexCard, publish the generated component to an Experience Cloud page from the Experience
Builder.

Add a Standard FlexCard Component to a Lightning Page

Run a FlexCard in standard runtime. From the Lightning Builder, add the standard FlexCard component to a Lightning page. You
can add either a custom FlexCard you've created or a standard FlexCard available as part of your Salesforce Industry license. Use the
standard component instead of the custom generated one to run custom content in standard runtime.

Add a Standard FlexCard Component to an Experience Cloud Page

Run a FlexCard in standard runtime on an Experience Cloud site. From the Aura-based Experience Builder, add the standard FlexCard
component to an Experience Cloud page. You can add either a custom FlexCard you've created or a standard FlexCard available as
part of your Salesforce Industries license. Use the standard component instead of the custom generated one to run custom content
in standard runtime.

FlexCard Standard Component Features Not Supported

The FlexCard standard component doesn’t support all functions and features available in custom FlexCard components.
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Activate a FlexCard
Activate a FlexCard to generate an LWC and publish it to a Lightning page or Experience Builder site. Activating a FlexCard disables
editing capabilities. You cannot add or edit elements on an active FlexCard.

Before Your Begin

Preview your FlexCard's appearance and test functionality before activating it. See Preview a FlexCard.

1. To activate a FlexCad from the FlexCard Designer:

a. From the FlexCards tab, click a version of a FlexCard to open the FlexCard Designer.

b. Click Activate in the submenu to initiate the activation wizard.

c. Click Done.

2. To activate a FlexCard from the FlexCards home tab:

a. In the FlexCards home tab in your org, click on a FlexCard to view available versions.

b. Select the checkbox next to the inactive FlexCard you want to activate.

c. Click Activate.

Configure Publish Options to define metadata values and add a custom component SVG icon for your generated LWC. See Configure
Publish Options on a FlexCard.

Configure Publish Options on a FlexCard
Define metadata values, such as where your FlexCard is visible, and update the component SVG icon for your FlexCard before publishing
your component to a Lightning or Experience page. For example, to view your FlexCard on an Experience site you can enable Community
Page under Targets in Publish Options.

Before You Begin

• You must activate your FlexCard to configure Publish Options. See Activate a FlexCard.

1. From the FlexCards tab, click a version of a FlexCard to open the FlexCard Designer.

2. From the FlexCard Designer submenu, click the down arrow next to Activate, and click Publish Options.

3. To configure metadata values, see Define Metadata Values from the FlexCard Designer.

4. To update the SVG resource with a custom icon, see Add a Custom Component SVG Icon to a FlexCard.

Publish your FlexCard to a Lightning or Experience page. See Activate, Configure, and Publish FlexCards.

FlexCards Publish Options Properties

FlexCard Publish Options properties are configurable after activating a FlexCard. Define metadata values and update the SVG icon
for your generated FlexCard LWC from the FlexCard Designer.

Define Metadata Values from the FlexCard Designer

Define the metadata values for the generated FlexCard LWC from the FlexCard Designer. When your FlexCard is active, use the
Publish Options feature to configure API Version, Targets, Description, and other metadata values from a GUI or code editor.

Add a Custom Component SVG Icon to a FlexCard

Add an SVG resource as the custom icon for your generated LWC to easily identify it in the Lightning App Builder and the Experience
Builder. Use the Publish Options feature on an activated FlexCard to update the default icon with a custom SVG resource.
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FlexCards Publish Options Properties

FlexCard Publish Options properties are configurable after activating a FlexCard. Define metadata values and update the SVG icon for
your generated FlexCard LWC from the FlexCard Designer.

ReferenceDescriptionProperty

Configuration File TagsUpdate the visible name of generated LWC
as you want it to appear in the Lightning

Master Label

App Builder and Experience Builder. The
default is the Name you used to create the
FlexCard and, which is visible in the Setup
panel.

Configuration File TagsEnter a description for your generated LWC.Description

Configuration File TagsDefines the API version of your generated
LWC. The default is the API version used

API Version

when creating the FlexCard. When creating
a new FlexCard, the default value is the
current API version.

Configuration File Tags(Read-Only) Defines the Vlocity package
namespace.

Runtime Namespace

Configuration File TagsWhen enabled, your card component is
public. By default, this feature is enabled.

Is Exposed

Configuration File TagsSelect where your generated LWC is
accessible. By default, Home Page, Record

Targets

Page, and App Page are selected to enable
use on a custom home page, a record page,
and an app home page.

To enable the use of your LWC on an
Experience Builder site, select Community
Page. To enable the use of your generated
LWC on an Experience Builder site with
configurable properties, select Community
Default.

Configuration File TagsManually configure meta data values. For
example, add properties to a Target.

Editor

Add a Custom Component SVG Icon to a
FlexCard

Add an SVG resource as a custom icon for
your generated LWC to easily identify it in
the Experience Builder for Communities and
Lightning App Builder for Lightning pages.

Add SVG Resource
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Define Metadata Values from the FlexCard Designer

Define the metadata values for the generated FlexCard LWC from the FlexCard Designer. When your FlexCard is active, use the Publish
Options feature to configure API Version, Targets, Description, and other metadata values from a GUI or code editor.

See Configuration File Tags.

Before You Begin

• You must activate your FlexCard to view the Publish Options feature. See Activate a FlexCard.

1. From the FlexCards tab, click a version of a FlexCard to open the FlexCard Designer.

2. From the FlexCard Designer submenu, click the down arrow next to Activate, and click Publish Options.

3. Enter or update values for these properties:

DescriptionProperty

Update the visible name of generated LWC as you want it to
appear in the Lightning App Builder and Experience Builder. The

Master Label

default is the Name you used to create the FlexCard and, which
is visible in the Setup panel.

Enter a description for your generated LWC.Description

Defines the API version of your generated LWC. The default is
the API version used when creating the FlexCard. When creating
a new FlexCard, the default value is the current API version.

API Version

(Read-Only) Defines the Vlocity package namespace.Runtime Namespace

When enabled, your card component is public. By default, this
feature is enabled.

Is Exposed

Select where your generated LWC is accessible. By default, Home
Page, Record Page, and App Page are selected to enable use
on a custom home page, a record page, and an app home page.

Targets

To enable the use of your LWC on an Experience Builder site,
select Community Page. To enable the use of your generated
LWC on an Experience Builder site with configurable properties,
select Community Default.

4. (Optional) Beginning Winter '22, define an attribute that creates a public property from the Exposed Attributes feature in the Setup
panel. See Create a Public Property for a FlexCard LWC in the FlexCard Designer.

5. To manually update metadata, click Editor to view the XML. See XML Configuration File Elements.
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Important: Do not manually modify a public property created as an Exposed Attribute (Step 4).

<targetConfig targets="lightning__AppPage">
//default property
<property name="debug" type="Boolean" />
//default property
<property name="recordId" type="String" />

</targetConfig>
<targetConfig targets="lightning__RecordPage">

//default property
<property name="debug" type="Boolean"/>
//do not modify property created as an Exposed Attributes

<property name="recLimit" type="Boolean" label="Record Limit" />

</targetConfig>

Add a custom component SVG icon to your generated FlexCard LWC. See Add a Custom Component SVG Icon to a FlexCard.

Add a Custom Component SVG Icon to a FlexCard

Add an SVG resource as the custom icon for your generated LWC to easily identify it in the Lightning App Builder and the Experience
Builder. Use the Publish Options feature on an activated FlexCard to update the default icon with a custom SVG resource.

Before You Begin

• You must activate your FlexCard to view the Publish Options feature. See Activate a FlexCard.

1. From the FlexCards tab, click a version of a FlexCard to open the FlexCard Designer.

2. From the FlexCard Designer submenu, click the down arrow next to Activate, and click Publish Options.

3. To upload a custom SVG resource, under Add SVG resource / Drop it here, click Choose File or drag a file from your computer
inside the dashed box.

4. Click Save.

Configure metadata values for your generated FlexCard LWC. See Define Metadata Values from the FlexCard Designer.

Add a FlexCard to a Lightning Page
After creating and activating your FlexCard, publish the generated component to a Lightning page from the Lightning App Builder.

Note: Beginning Summer '22, add a standard FlexCard component to a Lightning page. See Add a Standard FlexCard Component
to a Lightning Page.

Before You Begin

• Activate your FlexCard. See Activate a FlexCard.

1. In your org, go to Setup > Lightning App Builder and click Edit for an existing Lightning app to open the Lightning App Builder. Or,
on a Lightning record page, from the Setup menu, click Edit Page.

2. From the Components pane, find your generated FlexCard Lightning web component from the list of Custom components, and
drag it to the canvas area.

Important: If you don’t see your component listed, confirm that the appropriate Target is checked in Publish Options. See
Define Metadata Values from the FlexCard Designer
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3. (Optional) Beginning Winter '22, if your FlexCard defines an attribute that creates a public property, set the public property value
from the properties pane in the Lightning App Builder. For example, if the attribute defined in the FlexCard is
AccountRecordLimit, and the Label is Record Limit, look for Record Limit in the Lightning App Builder properties
pane. See Create a Public Property for a FlexCard LWC in the FlexCard Designer.

Beginning Summer '22, if you're adding a standard FlexCard to a Lightning page and need to define the value of a public property,
use Exposed Attributes. See Add a Standard FlexCard Component to a Lightning Page.

4. (Optional) To modify the component's visibility by adding filters, set Component Visibility. See Dynamic Lightning Pages.

5. To configure activation options, click Activation. See Activate Your Lightning App Page.

Add a FlexCard to an Experience Cloud Page
After creating and activating your FlexCard, publish the generated component to an Experience Cloud page from the Experience Builder.

Note: Beginning Summer '22, add a standard FlexCard component to an Experience Cloud page. See Add a Standard FlexCard
Component to an Experience Cloud Page.

Before You Begin

• Activate your FlexCard. See Activate a FlexCard.

1. To access the Experience Builder, see Navigate Experience Builder.

2. Click the lightning bolt icon to open the Components pane.

3. From the list of Custom Components in the Components pane, find the name of your generated FlexCard LWC and drag it to the
canvas area.

Important: If you don't see your FlexCard, confirm that it is active and available to Experience Builder sites by selecting the
appropriate Target. See Define Metadata Values from the FlexCard Designer.

4. To view record data on a FlexCard that uses the {recordId}  context variable to pass the ContextId to a data source, enter
{!recordId} in recordId. See Access the ContextId of a FlexCard on an Experience Site.

5. (Optional) Beginning Winter '22, if your FlexCard defines an attribute that creates a public property, set the public property value
from the properties pane in the Experience Builder. For example, if the attribute defined in the FlexCard is AccountRecordLimit,
and the Label is Record Limit, look for Record Limit in the Experience Builder properties pane. See Create a Public Property
for a FlexCard LWC in the FlexCard Designer.

Beginning Summer '22, if you're adding a standard FlexCard to an Aura-based Experience Cloud page and need to define the value
of a public property, use Exposed Attributes. See Add a Standard FlexCard Component to an Experience Cloud Page.

6. To preview, click Preview. See Preview Your Experience Builder Site.

Add a Standard FlexCard Component to a Lightning Page
Run a FlexCard in standard runtime. From the Lightning Builder, add the standard FlexCard component to a Lightning page. You can
add either a custom FlexCard you've created or a standard FlexCard available as part of your Salesforce Industry license. Use the standard
component instead of the custom generated one to run custom content in standard runtime.

Required Versions

Available beginning with the Salesforce Summer '22 release.
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Note: Any updates to the standard components follow the Salesforce patch schedule, therefore you don't have to install patch
packages to get the updates. Your custom versions don’t update with new releases.

Important: For a list of functions and features not supported in the FlexCard standard component, see FlexCard Standard
Component Features Not Supported.

• Confirm that your org uses OmniStudio standard objects.

• Go to Setup > OmniStudio Settings and disable Managed Package Runtime (formerly enable OmniStudio Standard Runtime).

Important: Beginning Winter ‘23, you don’t need to disable the package-based runtime to add standard components to a
Lightning page from the Lightning App Builder.

• Activate the FlexCard you created. See Activate a FlexCard. FlexCards that ship with your industry license are activated by default.

1. In your org, go to Setup > Lightning App Builder and click Edit for an existing Lightning app to open the Lightning App Builder. Or,
on a Lightning record page, from the Setup menu, click Edit Page.

2. Drag the FlexCard component from the Standard section of the Components pane onto the canvas.

3. By default, the most recent active FlexCard is selected in FlexCard Name. To select another FlexCard, click into FlexCard Name.

4. (Optional) In Exposed Attributes enter a configurable public property as JSON. For example, let's say you can set a limit on the
number of Account records shown on your FlexCard. If the variable is AccountRecordLimit, to limit the records shown to 5,
enter {"AccountRecordLimit": 5}. For multiple properties, separate key/value pairs with a comma, such as
{"AccountRecordLimit": 5, "Greeting": "Hello"}.

See Create a Public Property for a FlexCard LWC in the FlexCard Designer.

5. (Optional) To modify the component's visibility by adding filters, set Component Visibility. See Dynamic Lightning Pages.

6. To configure activation options, click Activation. See Activate Your Lightning App Page.

Add a Standard FlexCard Component to an Experience Cloud Page
Run a FlexCard in standard runtime on an Experience Cloud site. From the Aura-based Experience Builder, add the standard FlexCard
component to an Experience Cloud page. You can add either a custom FlexCard you've created or a standard FlexCard available as part
of your Salesforce Industries license. Use the standard component instead of the custom generated one to run custom content in standard
runtime.

Note: Any updates to the standard components follow the Salesforce patch schedule, therefore you don't have to install patch
packages to get the updates. Your custom versions don’t update with new releases.

Important: For a list of functions and features not supported in the FlexCard standard component, see FlexCard Standard
Component Features Not Supported.

Important:  LWR Experience sites don’t support standard FlexCards. To embed a FlexCard in an LWR Experience site, keep the
package-based runtime enabled and use the generated LWC.

Required Versions

Available beginning with the Salesforce Summer '22 release.

• Confirm that your org uses OmniStudio standard objects.
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• Go to Setup > OmniStudio Settings and disable Managed Package Runtime (formerly enable OmniStudio Standard Runtime).

• Activate the FlexCard you created. See Activate a FlexCard. FlexCards that ship with your industry license are activated by default.

1. To access the Experience Builder, see Navigate Experience Builder.

2. To open the Components pane, click the lightning bolt icon.

3. Drag the FlexCard component from the Process Automation section onto the canvas.

4. Select a standard FlexCard from the list in Flexcard Name.

5. (Optional) In Exposed Attributes enter a configurable public property as JSON. For example, let's say you can set a limit on the
number of Account records shown on your FlexCard. If the variable is AccountRecordLimit, to limit the records shown to 5,
enter {"AccountRecordLimit": 5}. For multiple properties, separate key/value pairs with a comma, such as
{"AccountRecordLimit": 5, "Greeting": "Hello"}.

See Create a Public Property for a FlexCard LWC in the FlexCard Designer.

6. To view record data on a FlexCard that uses {recordId}  to pass the ContextId to a data source, enter {!recordId} in recordId.
See Access the ContextId of a FlexCard on an Experience Site.

7. To preview, click Preview. See Preview Your Experience Builder Site.

FlexCard Standard Component Features Not Supported
The FlexCard standard component doesn’t support all functions and features available in custom FlexCard components.

The following features aren’t supported:

• The chart element uses ChartJS version 2.94 in the standard runtime, while the package runtime uses ChartJS version 2.8 due to
Lightning Web Service (LWS) limitations. Because of this, you may see some differences in rendering.

• The FlexCard standard component isn’t available in Lightning Web Runtime (LWR) Experience sites. To add a FlexCard to an LWR
Experience site, add a generated FlexCard LWC when Managed Package Runtime is enabled (formerly Standard OmniStudio Runtime
is disabled). Activate a FlexCard to generate the LWC.

• When a FlexCard component is selected in the Lightning and Experience Builders, exposed attributes must be manually entered as
JSON key/value pairs in the Exposed Variables field.

Create a FlexCard
Configure basic settings and datasource options when creating a FlexCard in the FlexCard Designer. After creating a FlexCard you can
update additional options and start building your user experience.

1. Configure basic settings as follows:

a. From the FlexCards tab, click New.

b. In the New FlexCard step, enter the Name of your FlexCard following required naming conventions. See FlexCard Naming
Conventions.

c. Select a Theme for your FlexCard. Select Lightning to use SLDS (Salesforce Lightning Design System), or Newport to use the
Newport Design System.

Note: You cannot change the theme once set. You will need to clone the FlexCard to change the theme.

d. Update the Author.
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Note: You cannot change the author once set. You will need to clone the FlexCard to change the author.

e. (Optional) Update the Title. The title is used to find your generated FlexCard LWC after activation in the Lightning App Builder
and Community Builder.

f. (Optional) Enable Is Child Card to embed the FlexCard inside another FlexCard. See Embed FlexCard Inside Another FlexCard.

g. (Optional) Enter the Description visible on the FlexCards home tab.

h. Click Next.

2. Configure the data source as follows:

a. In the Select Data Source Type step, select a data source type to retrieve data from a Salesforce object or an external database.
See FlexCards Data Source Reference.

b. Click Next.

c. In the Select Data Source step, configure the data source properties.

For example, if you selected a DataRaptor as your data source type, select an active DataRaptor. Enter the ContextId as an Input
Map, such as Key = AccountId  and Value = {recordId}, Configure additional options as needed. See FlexCards Data
Source Properties.

d. Click Next.

3. To view test data when your data query has merge field variables such as {recordId}, configure Test Parameters.

a. To enter test data:

• If a merge field was added in the previous step, a Run-Time Variable is populated. Add its Test Value. If for example, your
Run-Time Variable is a ContextId such as {recordId}, that expect's an Account's Id, enter a specific Account Id in Text Value.

• For each new test parameter, click + Add, enter a Run-Time Variable your data source expects, and enter a value in Test
Value.

b. To drill down through the JSON data to pass a specific dataset to the FlexCard, enter the JSON path in the Result JSON Path
field. For example, in the following code, enter [0]['Cases']  to return data from the Cases object only.

[
{
"AccountPrimaryContactEmail": "sean@edge.com",
"AccountBillingCity": "Austin",
"AccountCreated": "2020-10-15T21:28:48.000Z",
"AccountRevenue": 139000000,
"AccountWebsite": "http://edgecomm.com",
"AccountPhone": "(512) 757-6000",
"AccountName": "Edge Communications",
"AccountId": "0013g00000AeI9fAAF",
"AccountPostalCode": "78767",
"Cases": [
{
"Type": "Mechanical",
"Id": "5003g000007WQHRAA4",
"Created": "2020-11-23T20:51:20.000Z",
"Priority": "High",
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"Status": "Escalated",
"Subject": "The watchamacallit is too high",
"CaseId": "5003g000007WQHRAA4"
},
{
"Type": "Structural",
"Id": "5003g000007WQHQAA4",
"Created": "2020-11-23T20:50:32.000Z",
"Priority": "Medium",
"Status": "New",
"Subject": "The doodat wasn't properly set up",
"CaseId": "5003g000007WQHQAA4"
}
]
}
]

c. Click Fetch.

d. View a Table of the returned Test Response.

e. (Optional) Click JSON to view the returned results as JSON.

f. Click Save.

Configure additional options. See FlexCard Setup Reference.

FlexCard Elements
Build a FlexCard in the FlexCard Designer by dragging elements from the Build panel onto the canvas. Each element can be styled and
properties configured within the Designer. For example, add an action link styled as a button with or without an icon.

Drag elements from one of three sections in the Build panel onto the canvas:

• Fields: Display data fields generated from the FlexCard's data source.

• Display: Add elements that displays information, such as a Chart, Datatable, and Custom LWC element. Or add an element that
executes an action or sends data, such as an Action element. See FlexCards Display Elements Reference.

• Inputs: Beginning Winter '22, add input elements on a FlexCard to enable users to enter data or select from a list of options you
provide. See FlexCards Input Elements Reference.

Add Elements to a FlexCard

Add data fields, states, actions, and other elements to your FlexCard. Style an element and configure its properties in the FlexCard
Designer.

Add an Action to a FlexCard

Add an action to a FlexCard to launch or update an OmniScript, navigate to a web page or application, display a flyout, fire an event,
or update data field values. For example, add an action on an account FlexCard that when clicked, displays the contact information
for the account.

FlexCards Display Elements Reference

Select from a number of display elements to add to your FlexCard. Add elements such as data fields, actions, states, data tables, and
more.
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FlexCards Input Elements Reference

Add input elements on a FlexCard to enable users to enter data or select from a list of options you provide. When a user enters,
selects or updates a value, the change is reflected in the data JSON. You can configure an element to execute an action when a user
selects an option or enters data. Input elements are available in the Inputs section of the Build panel of the FlexCard Designer.

Add Conditions to a FlexCard Element

Display or hide data based on the value of a data field. For example, display an alert icon or supplemental text for escalated Cases.
Apply conditions to any element listed in the Build panel of the FlexCard Designer.

Add Elements to a FlexCard
Add data fields, states, actions, and other elements to your FlexCard. Style an element and configure its properties in the FlexCard
Designer.

Beginning Winter '22, add Input elements on a FlexCard to enable users to enter data or select from a list of options you provide. Configure
an action to update the data source with the user selected data.

• Create a FlexCard, and configure basic settings and a data source. See Create a FlexCard.

• Configure Setup options as needed. See FlexCard Setup Reference.

1. From the FlexCards tab, click a version of a FlexCard to open the FlexCard Designer.

2. (Optional) To adjust the width of the canvas while building your FlexCard, select a size from the canvas size dropdown. See FlexCards
Element Responsiveness.
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3. To add an element to a state from the Build panel, perform one of these tasks:

• To add an element from a search:

a. In the search field, enter the name of an element, such as Action. You can also search for a specific Field element generated
from your data source and available in the Fields section of the Build panel. For example, if your data source returns data
field named Email, search for the Email  Field element.

b. Drag the element from search results into a state on the canvas.

• To add an element from the lists of available elements:

– To add data fields, perform one of these tasks:

• Click Fields, to view a list of data fields available from the data source, and drag one or more fields into a state on the
canvas.

• From the Elements list, drag the Field element into a state on the canvas.

– To add a display component such as an Action, drag the element from the Elements list into a state on the canvas. See
FlexCards Display Elements Reference.

– Beginning Winter '22, to add an input component such as a Typeahead, drag the element from the Inputs list into a state
on the canvas. See FlexCards Input Elements Reference.
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Note: When you drag an element next to another element, it takes up the remaining width of the container. For example, if
you drag an Icon element next to a Field element whose width is 10 parts of the 12-column grid, the Icon element takes up
the remaining 2 columns. See FlexCards Element Responsiveness.

4. To configure the element, click the element to update its properties from the Properties panel.

Tip: To easily distinguish between elements, update the Element Name. When you hover over or click an element on the
canvas, the element name is viewable in a blue tab with white text.

Beginning with the Summer '21 release, hover over the element to see its name.

5. (Optional) To adjust the width of the element, hover over the square box on the right border until your mouse pointer icon becomes
a drag icon. Click and slide the square box right or left to increase or decrease the width.

Note: To make the width of the element responsive to the viewport, see Create Responsive Elements on a FlexCard.

6. (Optional) To style your element, click Style to open the Style panel, and see Style FlexCard Elements.
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7. (Optional) To add conditions that must be met for the element to display, see Add Conditions to a FlexCard Element.

8. (Optional) To add another state, drag the State element from the Elements list in the Build panel onto the canvas, and follow steps
4 through 7. See Add a State to a FlexCard.

Note: Each FlexCard has a default state that can’t be deleted.

9. To rearrange, duplicate, or delete elements, see Arrange, Duplicate, and Remove Elements on a FlexCard.

Preview your FlexCard. See Preview a FlexCard.

Add an Action to a FlexCard
Add an action to a FlexCard to launch or update an OmniScript, navigate to a web page or application, display a flyout, fire an event, or
update data field values. For example, add an action on an account FlexCard that when clicked, displays the contact information for the
account.

1. In the FlexCard Designer, drag the Action element from the Build panel into a state on the canvas.

2. (Optional) From the Properties panel, update the element name in the Element Name field.

3. Beginning Spring '22, execute multiple sequential actions from one element:

a. (Optional) To block users from interacting with the FlexCard until actions that require waiting for a response, such as a Data
action, are resolved, enter true  in Show Spinner. Or enter a merge field whose value is true, such as {requireResponse}.
The user sees a spinner image and a dimmed page while waiting. Default is false.

b. Select the right arrow under Actions next to the default Action label to reveal properties to configure.

c. (Optional) To distinguish this action from other actions on this element, update Action Label. This label is only visible within
the designer in Design view.

d. Select the type of action to execute from the Action Type dropdown. See FlexCards Actions Reference.

e. Before Spring '22, configure one action to execute:

f. (Optional) To create another action that executes after the previous one completes, select + Add New, and repeat steps a
through e.

Before Spring '22, configure one action to execute:

a. Select the type of action from the Action Type dropdown. See FlexCards Actions Reference.

b. Before Spring '22, configure one action to execute:

4. (Optional) To update the visible label for the action, enter a new label in the Label field.

Note: Beginning Summer '21, Label supports concatenated strings. Combine plain text and supported merge fields. For
example, Update {AccountName}.

5. (Optional) To update the default icon, from the Icon field, perform one of these tasks:

• Enter the name of the icon, such as utility:arrowdown. See Salesforce Lightning Design System.

• Click the search icon in the input field, and perform one of the following tasks:

– Click to select an icon from the list available, and click Save.

– Search for an icon in the search field, click an icon to select it, and click Save.
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6. (Optional) To show an icon without text, check Show Only Icon.

7. (Optional) To show a label without an icon, check Hide Icon.

8. (Optional) To display the action link as a button:

a. Check Display As Button.

b. Select a style option from the Variant dropdown. For a description of each variant, see Variations.

9. (Optional) To add conditions that must be met for the element to display, see Add Conditions to a FlexCard Element.

(Optional) To style your element, click Style to open the Style panel, and see Style FlexCard Elements.

Add a Click Event to a FlexCard Element

Enable an element on a FlexCard to perform an action when clicked. Supported elements include Image, Block, Icon, and Toggle.

FlexCards Actions Reference

Select from multiple ways to execute an action from a FlexCard. Create an action to launch an OmniScript, navigate to a web page
or application, display a flyout, fire an event, and more.

FlexCards Action Properties

Action element properties are configurable from the Properties panel in the FlexCard Designer when you select an Action element.
With the Action element, create an action to launch an OmniScript, navigate to a web page or application, display a flyout, fire an
event, and more.

FlexCards Sequential Actions

Enable an element or an event listener to execute sequential actions on a FlexCard. When there are multiple actions, the first action
fires, completes, and then triggers the next action. You can use the response from the previous action to perform subsequent actions.

FlexCard Card Actions

The FlexCard Card action type enables you to trigger actions specific to a record item on a FlexCard or the FlexCard itself.

Navigate from a FlexCard with the Navigate Action

Navigate to an external web address, or within Lightning Experience, Lightning communities, or the Salesforce mobile app from a
Navigate Action element on a FlexCard. For example, allow a user to navigate to a Policy record page by clicking an action element
on a FlexCard that lists Account Policies.

Launch a Flyout from an Action on a FlexCard

Create a flyout to display additional information when a user clicks an action on a FlexCard. For example, a FlexCard that displays
Account information can display the Primary Contact's name and email address in a flyout.

Launch an OmniScript from a FlexCard

Launch an Angular or LWC OmniScript from an OmniScript Action element on a FlexCard. For example, launch a form that updates
Account information based on the account Id passed from the FlexCard to the OmniScript.

Update an OmniScript from a FlexCard

Create an action that updates an OmniScript's data JSON from the FlexCard embedded in the OmniScript. You can embed a FlexCard
inside an OmniScript as a Custom LWC.

Call a Data Source from an Action on a FlexCard

Trigger a data source from an action to get data from a server or post data to a server. When data is fetched from the server, the
incoming data is appended to the data JSON in the card's record object or to a data node you name. If you choose to send the
request without getting a response from the server, the data JSON does not update. To confirm your request is sent successfully, in
Preview, view the requested data in the Action Debugger's response.
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Trigger a Custom Event from an Action on a FlexCard

Notify a FlexCard of an event occurring from an action on an element. Then execute an action based on the event. Custom Events
are used to communicate between a child to its parent, whether it's between a child FlexCard and its parent, or between an element
and the FlexCard it's on.

Trigger a Pubsub Event from an Action on a FlexCard

Enable an action on a FlexCard to notify another component, such as another FlexCard on a page or application, of an event occurring.
For example, update a list of products on one FlexCard from a filter on another FlexCard on the same page or application.

Register Dynamic Custom and Pubsub Events

Register events based on dynamic event and channel names. Use a parent attribute, a recordId, or a session variable within the
Channel Name and Event Name of a pubsub event, or the Event Name of a custom event.

FlexCards Reserved Event and Channel Names

When configuring pubsub and custom events, there are some event names and channel names that are reserved for specific purposes.
These reserved names are listed here.

Add a Click Event to a FlexCard Element

Enable an element on a FlexCard to perform an action when clicked. Supported elements include Image, Block, Icon, and Toggle.

Beginning Winter '22, enable Input elements to perform actions. See FlexCards Input Elements Reference.

1. In the FlexCard Designer, select an element on the canvas that supports actions. Or, drag a supported element from the Build panel
onto the canvas.

2. From the Properties panel, click + Add Action.

3. Beginning Spring '22, execute multiple sequential actions from one element:

a. (Optional) To block users from interacting with the FlexCard until actions that require waiting for a response, such as a Data
action, are resolved, enter true  in Show Spinner. Or enter a merge field whose value is true, such as {requireResponse}.
The user sees a spinner image and a dimmed page while waiting. Default is false.

b. Select the right arrow under Actions next to the default Action label to reveal properties to configure.

c. (Optional) To distinguish this action from other actions on this element, update Action Label. This label is only visible within
the designer in Design view.

d. Select the type of action to execute from the Action Type dropdown. See FlexCards Actions Reference.

e. Before Spring '22, configure one action to execute:

f. (Optional) To create another action that executes after the previous one completes, select + Add New, and repeat steps a
through e.

Before Spring '22, configure one action to execute:

a. Select the type of action from the Action Type dropdown. See FlexCards Actions Reference.

b. Before Spring '22, configure one action to execute:

4. Click Save.

Preview your FlexCard. See Preview a FlexCard.
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FlexCards Actions Reference

Select from multiple ways to execute an action from a FlexCard. Create an action to launch an OmniScript, navigate to a web page or
application, display a flyout, fire an event, and more.

See Add an Action to a FlexCard.

ReferenceDescriptionAction Type Name

Perform Card level actions, such as reload,
update datasource, set values, remove, and
select cards.

Card • Update a Data Source from an Action
on a FlexCard

• Add an Action to Update Field Values
on a FlexCard

• Add a Reload Action to a FlexCard

• Add a Remove Card Action to a FlexCard

• Select Items on a FlexCard to Update an
OmniScript

Trigger a Custom Event from an Action on
a FlexCard

Fire a Custom Event to notify the parent
FlexCard of an event occurring.

Custom Event

Call a Data Source from an Action on a
FlexCard

Trigger a data source from an action to get
data from a server or post data to a server.

Data

Trigger a Pubsub Event from an Action on
a FlexCard

Fire a PubSub Event to notify another
component on a page or application of an
event occurring.

PubSub Event

Launch a Flyout from an Action on a
FlexCard

Display additional information from a Child
Card, OmniScript, or Custom LWC in a
window or popover.

Flyout

Navigate from a FlexCard with the Navigate
Action

Add actions directly on a card by selecting
a Target URL or a PageReference Type that
enables navigation within Lightning

Navigate

Experience, within Communities, or to an
external web address

Launch an OmniScript from a FlexCardLaunch an OmniScript from a FlexCard.OmniScript

Update an OmniScript from a FlexCardUpdate an OmniScript from a FlexCard
embedded as a custom LWC in an
OmniScript.

Update OmniScript
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FlexCards Action Properties

Action element properties are configurable from the Properties panel in the FlexCard Designer when you select an Action element. With
the Action element, create an action to launch an OmniScript, navigate to a web page or application, display a flyout, fire an event, and
more.

See FlexCards Actions Reference. See Add an Action to a FlexCard.

Note: Beginning Summer '21, the Action element supports concatenated strings. Combine plain text and supported merge fields,
such as {Parent.prodType} > {Name}, in the following fields:

• Action > Label

• Card Action > Set Values > Value

• Event Action > Input Parameters > Value

Common Action Type Properties

These properties are shared by all Action Types.

ReferenceDescriptionProperty

n/aEnter a name to distinguish the action from
other actions in a sequence. Visible within
the FlexCard designer only

Action Label

FlexCards Actions Reference.Select the type of action to execute.Action Type

n/aBlock users from interacting with the
FlexCard until actions that require waiting

Block Interactions While Waiting

for a response, such as a Data action, are
resolved.

Add Conditions to a FlexCard ElementAdd a condition that must be met for the
element to display.

Conditions

n/aCheck to display the action as a button.Display As Button

FlexCard Naming ConventionsThe name of the element as seen on the
canvas. Used to distinguish one element

Element Name

from another as you build your FlexCard in
the designer. Is used only within the
designer.

Enable Tracking on a FlexCardEnable click-based event tracking through
OmniAnalytics. Track the UI Action event.

Enable Tracking
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ReferenceDescriptionProperty

n/aCheck to hide the icon and only show the
label.

Hide Icon

n/aEnter the name of the icon, such as
utility:down,  or click into the field
to search for an icon.

Icon

n/aEnter a visible label for the element.Label

n/aSelect to show an icon without a label.Show Only Icon

n/aSelect from predefined SLDS styles to
change the appearance of the element.

Variant

Card Action

These properties are unique to the Card Action.

DescriptionProperty

Select a data field with a boolean (true or false) value, that when
true, preselects the card record.

Selectable Field

Select whether a user can select a Single record or Multiple
records.

Selectable Mode

Enter the name of the array to add or remove selected cards from.Selected Cards List Name

Select the type of action to launch.Type

Card Action Types

This table lists descriptions for the available Card Action Types.

DescriptionType

Reloads the FlexCard.Reload

Removes a card from the FlexCard component. For example, use
for notifications and alerts.

Remove
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DescriptionType

Enables users to update an OmniScript from a list of selectable
items on a FlexCard. When the user clicks a Select Cards action, it

Select Cards

fires the selectcards_ event and the selected card is added or
removed from an array.

Updates field values.Set Values

Changes the data source, or updates parameters of an existing
data source.

Update Data Source

Data Action

Beginning Winter '22, call a datasource from an action with the Data action type. See Call a Data Source from an Action on a FlexCard.

These properties are unique to the Data Action. For properties specific to the selected Data Source Type, see FlexCards Data Source
Reference.

DescriptionProperty

Enable when you don't need a response from the server, such as
in a simple notification.

Ignore Response

Specify where in the data JSON you want to save the returned data.Response Node

Event Action

These properties are unique to the Event Action. See Trigger a Custom Event from an Action on a FlexCard. See Trigger a Pubsub Event
from an Action on a FlexCard.

DescriptionProperty

Check to enable the event to bubble up through the DOM.Bubbles

Enter a channel name for the pubsub event.Channel Name

Check to enable the event to pass through the shadow boundary.Composed

Enter the name of the custom event.Event Name

Select an event type.Event Type
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DescriptionProperty

Enter parameters to pass contextual data to the event as key/value
pairs.

Input Parameters

Flyout Action

These properties are unique to the Flyout Action. See Launch a Flyout from an Action on a FlexCard.

DescriptionProperty

Set attributes available from the flyout's component. For example,
if an OmniScript requires a ContextId be set, enter ContextId
as Key and {recordId}  as Value.

Attributes

To pass parent data to the Child FlexCard, select a data node.Data Node

Select the type of component to display.Flyout Type

Select the component to display in the flyout.Flyout

Select a theme for the flyout.Layout Type

Select the flyout's container type. When enabling a flyout as a
clickable event on an element such as a Block or Menu element,

Open Flyout In

this feature defaults to modal and is disabled because popover
positioning cannot be controlled.

Enable the Flyout component to load before it is clicked.Preload Flyout Component

Resets the component to its on load state when the flyout closes.Reset Component On Close

Navigate Action

These properties are unique to the Navigate Action. See Navigate from a FlexCard with the Navigate Action. See PageReference Types.

TargetDescriptionProperty

AppEnter the name of the action.Action Name

AppEnter the API name of the app.Api Name
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TargetDescriptionProperty

AppThe app that you’re navigating to. Pass
either the appId or appDeveloperName to
the appTarget.

App Target

AppThe standard or custom app available from
the App Launcher.

App Type

Knowledge ArticleThe value of the urlName field on the target
KnowledgeArticleVersion record. The
urlName is the article's URL.

Article Url

Community Named PageThe unique name of the Lightning
community page. The value for name is the
API Name value for a supported page.

Community Page Name

ComponentThe Lightning component name in the
format
namespace__componentName.

Component Name

Navigation ItemThe unique name of the custom tab.Custom Tab Name

Component, Login, Navigation ItemEnter parameters to pass contextual data to
the action as key/value pairs.

Input Parameters

ObjectThe API name of the standard or custom
object. For custom objects that are part of

Object API Name

a managed package, prefix the custom
object with ns__, where ns  is your org's
namespace.

AllSelect whether to open the target page in
the current window or a new tab/window.

Open Target In

Named PageThe unique name of the page.Page Name

RecordThe API name of the record’s object.Record Object API Name

AppEnter the record Id of the record to navigate
to.

RecordId

Record RelationshipThe API name of the object that defines the
relationship.

Relationship Object API Name
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TargetDescriptionProperty

Login, Object, Record, Record RelationshipEnter a valid action name to call.Target Action

Knowledge ArticleEnter the API name of the article type.Target ArticleType

Record, Record RelationshipSelect a ContextId from the data source.Target Id

Record RelationshipThe API name of the object’s relationship
field.

Target Relationship

AllSelect the PageReference type.Target

Web PageThe URL of the page you’re navigating to.URL

OmniScript Action

These properties are unique to the OmniScript Action. See Launch an OmniScript from a FlexCard.

DescriptionProperty

Enter parameters to pass contextual data to the action as key/value
pairs.

Input Parameters

Select a data field to use as the ContextId, such as
{'AccountId'}.

Context ID

Select a theme for the layout.Layout Type

Select the OmniScript to launch.OmniScript

Select whether to open the target page in the current window or
a new tab/window.

Open Target In

Override the default Visualforce Page that displays the OmniScript.Visualforce Page

Update OmniScript Action

These properties are unique to the Update OmniScript Action. See Update an OmniScript from a FlexCard.

DescriptionProperty

Enter the OmniScript data fields to update.Input Parameters
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DescriptionProperty

Point to a specific data node in the OmniScript JSON to update.
Select from the merge fields available from the data source or enter
a data node manually.

Parent Node

FlexCards Sequential Actions

Enable an element or an event listener to execute sequential actions on a FlexCard. When there are multiple actions, the first action fires,
completes, and then triggers the next action. You can use the response from the previous action to perform subsequent actions.

Required Versions

Support for event listeners available beginning Winter '22.

Support for actionable elements available beginning Spring '22.

Make note of the following processes and best practices when configuring sequential actions:

• When there is an error executing an action, the action queue fails and subsequent actions aren't executed.

• If an action triggers sequential custom or pubsub events, and each of their event listeners trigger their own sequential actions, if an
action fails within a sequence, it doesn't prevent the next sequence of actions in the next event listener from executing.

• Any action that navigates away from the FlexCard should be the last in the queue or stop any further actions.

• For any action, such as a data or update datasource action, that must wait for a response, the actions in the queue will wait until it's
resolved before executing the next action. As needed, enable Show Spinner to block users from interacting with the FlexCard until
that action completes.

• In a Data action, save the response in Response Node to use it in a subsequent action.

Trigger Sequential Actions on an Actionable Element on a FlexCard

Enable an element to execute sequential actions from a FlexCard. When an element has multiple actions, the first action fires,
completes, and triggers the next action in the sequence. You can use the response from the previous action to perform subsequent
actions. Enable sequential actions on clickable display and input elements such as Action, Image, or Checkbox.

Trigger Sequential Actions from an Event Listener on a FlexCard

Enable an event listener to execute multiple actions sequentially on a FlexCard. When an event listener has multiple actions, the first
action fires, completes, and triggers the next action in the sequence. You can use the response from the previous action to perform
subsequent actions. For example, create an event listener that updates to the value of a data field with a Set Values action, then
passes the updated value to an OmniScript with an Update OmniScript action.

Trigger Sequential Actions on an Actionable Element on a FlexCard

Enable an element to execute sequential actions from a FlexCard. When an element has multiple actions, the first action fires, completes,
and triggers the next action in the sequence. You can use the response from the previous action to perform subsequent actions. Enable
sequential actions on clickable display and input elements such as Action, Image, or Checkbox.
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For example, configure an actionable element to update a data value with the Set Values action, update an OmniScript with the new
value from an Update OmniScript action, and then navigate to a record page with the Navigate action.

See FlexCards Sequential Actions for notable sequential action processes and best practices.

Required Versions

Available beginning Spring '22.

1. Open a FlexCard from the FlexCards home tab. Or, create a FlexCard. See Create a FlexCard.

2. Drag a clickable element, such as an Action or Image element, from the Build or Inputs panel onto the canvas, and navigate to the
Properties panel.

3. If your element is not an Action element, to open the Action Properties modal, click + Add Action.

4. (Optional) To block users from interacting with the FlexCard until actions that require waiting for a response, such as a Data action,
are resolved, enter true  in Show Spinner. Or enter a merge field whose value is true, such as {requireResponse}. The
user sees a spinner image and a dimmed page while waiting. Default is false.

5. Select the right arrow next to the action label to display the properties to configure.

6. In Action Label, enter a name to distinguish the action from other actions in a sequence. Visible within the FlexCard designer only.

7. In Action Type, select the type of action to execute. See FlexCards Actions Reference.

8. To configure other properties based on the selected Action Type, see FlexCards Action Properties.

9. To add one or more actions to execute after the previously one, for each additional action, click + Add New next to the Actions
label. Follow steps 5-8.

10. (Optional) To rearrange the action sequence, click then drag an action up or down. Actions execute top to bottom.

11. If applicable, click Save to close the Action Properties modal after all actions are created.

Trigger Sequential Actions from an Event Listener on a FlexCard

Enable an event listener to execute multiple actions sequentially on a FlexCard. When an event listener has multiple actions, the first
action fires, completes, and triggers the next action in the sequence. You can use the response from the previous action to perform
subsequent actions. For example, create an event listener that updates to the value of a data field with a Set Values action, then passes
the updated value to an OmniScript with an Update OmniScript action.

Within a sequence of actions, if an action fails, the subsequent actions aren't executed. If an action triggers sequential custom or pubsub
events, and each of their event listeners trigger their own sequential actions, if an action fails within a sequence, it doesn't prevent the
next sequence of actions in the next event listener from executing.

See FlexCards Sequential Actions for notable sequential action processes and best practices.

Important: Before Spring '22, the Update Datasource action and Data action must be last in a sequence.

Beginning Spring '22, sequential actions support the Update Datasource card action and Data action anywhere in a sequence.

Required Versions

Available beginning Winter '22.
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Before You Begin

• Create a pubsub or custom event and make note of the event name. See Trigger a Pubsub Event from an Action on a FlexCard. See
Trigger a Custom Event from an Action on a FlexCard.

1. In the FlexCard Designer, click Setup to open the Setup panel.

2. In the Event Listener section, click + Add New.

3. To configure the Custom event or Pubsub event properties,

a. Select the type of event from the Event Type dropdown.

See Trigger a Pubsub Event from an Action on a FlexCard. See Trigger a Custom Event from an Action on a FlexCard.

b. If you selected a pubsub event, enter a Channel Name.

c. In the Event Name, enter the name of the event to listen for.

4. (Optional) To block users from interacting with the FlexCard until actions that require waiting for a response, such as a Data action,
are resolved, enter true  in Show Spinner. Or enter a merge field whose value is true, such as {requireResponse}. The
user sees a spinner image and a dimmed page while waiting. Default is false.

5. For each action you want the listener to fire, perform the following tasks:

a. In the Actions section, click the right arrow next to the action label to display its properties.

b. In Action Label, enter a label for the action. The label is only visible in the Designer to help distinguish one action from another.

Before Spring '22, enter label for the action in Action Name.

c. From the Action Type dropdown, select the type of action to fire. See FlexCards Actions Reference.

d. Configure the properties for the selected action type. See FlexCards Action Properties.

e. For each additional action, click + Add New and repeat steps 4a-4d.

6. (Optional) To rearrange the action sequence, click then drag an action up or down. Actions execute top to bottom.

7. Click Save.

FlexCard Card Actions

The FlexCard Card action type enables you to trigger actions specific to a record item on a FlexCard or the FlexCard itself.

ReferenceDescriptionCard Type

Add a Reload Action to a FlexCardReloads the FlexCard.Reload

Add a Remove Card Action to a FlexCardRemoves a record from a list of records
coming from the FlexCard's datasource.

Remove

Select Items on a FlexCard to Update an
OmniScript

Updates an OmniScript based on a user
selected card.

Select Cards
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ReferenceDescriptionCard Type

Add an Action to Update Field Values on a
FlexCard

Updates the value of a data field.Set Values

Update a Data Source from an Action on a
FlexCard

Updates the FlexCard's datasource.Update Datasource

Select One Child Across Multiple Parents on a FlexCard

Enable users to only select one child card from all child cards across multiple parents with the Select Cards action and the
resetselectedcards  event. Users can reset just the child cards across multiple parents, or reset all child cards and selectable
parent cards as well.

Add a Reload Action to a FlexCard

With a Card Action, create an action that reloads a FlexCard. For example, create a FLexCard that listens for an event from another
FlexCard and reloads itself when the event is fired.

Add an Action to Update Field Values on a FlexCard

With a Card Action, create an action that updates specific field values on a FlexCard. For example, allow your customer service reps
to update the status of a case to closed when the case is resolved.

Add a Remove Card Action to a FlexCard

Remove a specific record on a FlexCard or remove the entire FlexCard with a remove card action. The data record is only removed
from the FlexCard and not from the database it's pulled from. The FlexCard is only removed from the page it's viewed from, and not
permanently deleted.

Select Items on a FlexCard to Update an OmniScript

Enable users to select from one or more items on your FlexCard with the Select Cards action. When the user clicks a Select Cards
action, it fires the selectcards_{listname} event and the selected card (a record item) is added to an array whose name you can
define. Update an OmniScript's data JSON with the list of selected records.

Update a Data Source from an Action on a FlexCard

With a Card Action, create an action that changes the data source, or updates parameters of an existing data source. For example,
create an action that updates the pagination limits on a list of returned records.

Select One Child Across Multiple Parents on a FlexCard

Enable users to only select one child card from all child cards across multiple parents with the Select Cards action and the
resetselectedcards  event. Users can reset just the child cards across multiple parents, or reset all child cards and selectable
parent cards as well.

This feature extends the Select Cards action. See Select Items on a FlexCard to Update an OmniScript.

example: Example: Schedule an Appointment

You want to create a FlexCard that enables healthcare customers to schedule their own appointments.

Create a parent FlexCard that lists all available providers. Embed a child FlexCard that lists the provider's available appointments.

In the child FlexCard, add an actionable element that executes sequential actions that triggers a pubsub event followed by a
custom event. From the pubsub event listener, execute the custom event that resets all selected appointments. From the custom
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event listener, execute sequential actions that first selects a new appointment time, then updates an OmniScript with the selected
data.

When a user selects an appointment time (a child card), all other selected times are reset across all providers (parent cards).

See Download a Select One Child Card DataPack.

Required Versions

Available beginning Spring '22.

1. Create a child FlexCard. See Create a FlexCard.

2. From the Build panel, drag onto the canvas an actionable element that the user clicks to select the child card, such as an Action or
Block element.

3. To clear selected child cards, create an action to trigger the event that deselects all selected child cards. For example, clear all selected
appointments across all healthcare providers. Perform the following tasks:

a. In the Actions section of the Properties panel, select Event  as the Action Type and Pubsub  as the Event Type.

b. Enter a Channel Name, such as makeappointment.

c. Enter an Event Name, such as clearprevappt.

4. To create the event listener that listens for this event, click + Add New in the Event Listener section of the Setup panel and perform
the following tasks:

a. Enter the same values for Event Type, Channel Name, and Event Name from the previous steps.

b. Under Actions, create a custom event action whose Event Name is resetselectedcards.

c. To reset child cards across all parents, select Bubbles, and confirm Composed is not selected.

d. If your parent FlexCard has selectable elements, and you want to enable users to reset selected items on both parent and child
cards, select Composed as well as Bubbles. For example, if the user must select the doctor first before selecting the appointment,
both the doctor and the appointment are reset when the user selects a new appointment

e. Click Save.

5. To create a subsequent action that selects a new child card, perform the following tasks on the same actionable element from step
3:

a. Select + Add New in the Actions section of the Properties panel to create a sequential action. See Trigger Sequential Actions
on an Actionable Element on a FlexCard.

b. Select Event  as the Action Type and Custom  as the Event Type.

c. Enter the Event Name such as selectappt.

d. Select Bubbles and confirm Composed is not selected

6. To create the event listener that listens for the custom event, click + Add New in the Event Listener section of the Setup panel
and perform the following tasks:
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a. Enter Custom  as the Event Type and enter the Event Name from your custom event action.

b. Under Actions, select Card  as the Action Type and Select Cards  as the Type.

c. In Selected Cards List Name, enter a name for the array that holds the selected card data, such as appointment.

d. To configure other properties for the Select Cards action, see Select Items on a FlexCard to Update an OmniScript.

e. To configure a sequential action that updates an OmniScript with the selected card's data, click + Add New.

f. Select Update OmniScript as the Action Type. See Update an OmniScript from a FlexCard.

g. In the Input Parameters section, click + Add New. In the Key field, enter a name of the data node to pass to the OmniScript.
For example, selectedappointment.

h. In Value, enter the name entered in Selected Cards List Name as a merge field. For example, {appointment}.

i. Click Save.

7. Activate the FlexCard.

8. Create or open a parent FlexCard and drag the FlexCard element from the Build panel onto the canvas.

9. Click into FlexCard Name and select the child FlexCard created in step 1.

10. To preview and test your FlexCard before publishing, click the Preview tab.

Select a child card, such as an appointment time. Then select another one. When you select a new child card, any previously selected
child card on any parent card is unselected. If Composed is selected with Bubbles, if there are any selectable items on the parent
FlexCard, those are reset as well when a child is selected.

11. In the Setup panel, select OmniScript Support.

12. Activate your FlexCard before embedding it as a custom LWC into an OmniScript. See Embed FlexCards in an OmniScript.

Download a Select One Child Card DataPack

Import a sample DataPack into your org that shows how to enable users to select one child card across multiple parents with the
Select Cards action, the resetselectedcards  event, and the sequential actions feature.

Download a Select One Child Card DataPack
Import a sample DataPack into your org that shows how to enable users to select one child card across multiple parents with the Select
Cards action, the resetselectedcards  event, and the sequential actions feature.

See Select One Child Across Multiple Parents on a FlexCard.

The demo DataPack demonstrates how to enable customers to select one appointment from a list of multiple providers (parent cards)
and available time slots (child cards).

Required Versions

Available beginning Spring '22.
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Included in the DataPack is a child FlexCard with a Block element whose sequential actions trigger a pubsub event that resets selected
cards, followed by a custom event. The custom event triggers another set of sequential actions, which first selects a new appointment
and then sends the selected data to an OmniScript.

The demoSelectChildMultipleParentsChild child FlexCard in the DataPack includes the following features:

• A block element with sequential actions. First action triggers a pubsub event. The second action triggers a custom event.

• A pubsub event listener that triggers a custom event, which resets all select child cards (appointment times) across all parents
(doctors) using the resetselectedcards  event.

• A custom event listener that triggers sequential actions. The first action selects a child card (appointment time). The second action
updates an OmniScript with the selected card's data.

The demoSelectChildMultipleParentsParent parent FlexCard in the DataPack includes the following features:

• Displays doctor information from a custom data source.

• Embeds the demoSelectChildMultipleParentsChild child FlexCard displaying appointment times.

To download the DataPack:

1. Download the DataPack here: demoSelectOneChildMultipleParents-OS4V.json.

Note: This DataPack has the OmniStudio for Vlocity (formerly Digital Interaction Platform) objects. It can be imported into an
org with either the OmniStudio package or OmniStudio for Vlocity (formerly Digital Interaction Platform) package installed.
The OmniStudio for Vlocity objects are converted into OmniStudio objects when installed in an org with the OmniStudio
package.

2. To import the DataPack, see Import a FlexCard.

3. If you didn't activate the demoSelectChildMultipleParentsChild child FlexCard during the import process, from the FlexCards
home tab, click the FlexCard name, select the checkbox, and click Activate. The child FlexCard must be active to view inside a parent.

4. In the Preview tab from the parent FlexCard, select an appointment time, then select another. The previously selected appointment
is reset.
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Add a Reload Action to a FlexCard

With a Card Action, create an action that reloads a FlexCard. For example, create a FLexCard that listens for an event from another FlexCard
and reloads itself when the event is fired.

See Add an Event Listener to a FlexCard.

1. From the FlexCard Designer, drag an Action element into a state.

2. Select Card from the Action Type dropdown.

3. From the Type dropdown, select Reload.

4. (Optional) To configure other options common among all action properties, see FlexCards Action Properties.

To style your action element, click Style to open the Style panel, and see FlexCards Action Style Properties.

Add an Action to Update Field Values on a FlexCard

With a Card Action, create an action that updates specific field values on a FlexCard. For example, allow your customer service reps to
update the status of a case to closed when the case is resolved.

1. From the FlexCard Designer, drag an Action element into a state.

2. Select Card from the Action Type dropdown.

3. From the Type dropdown, select Set Values.

4. To add the fields to update, in the Set Values section, click + Add New.

5. In the Key field, enter the name of a field returned from a data source. Or enter a session variable to update, such as
{Session.time}. See FlexCards Context Variables.

6. In the Value field, enter a new field value as a string or merge field, such as New Value  or {Name}.

7. (Optional) To configure other options common among all action properties, see FlexCards Action Properties.

To style your action element, click Style to open the Style panel, and see FlexCards Action Style Properties.

Add a Remove Card Action to a FlexCard

Remove a specific record on a FlexCard or remove the entire FlexCard with a remove card action. The data record is only removed from
the FlexCard and not from the database it's pulled from. The FlexCard is only removed from the page it's viewed from, and not permanently
deleted.

To remove a record from the database, configure the remove card action with an Update OmniScript action. See Update an OmniScript
from a FlexCard.

1. From the FlexCard Designer, drag an Action element into a state.

2. Select Card from the Action Type dropdown.

3. From the Type dropdown, select Remove.

4. To remove a specific record, create an Event Listener, and enter a Record Index. See Add an Event Listener to a FlexCard.

5. (Optional) To configure other options common among all action properties, see FlexCards Action Properties.

To style your action element, click Style to open the Style panel, and see FlexCards Action Style Properties.
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Select Items on a FlexCard to Update an OmniScript

Enable users to select from one or more items on your FlexCard with the Select Cards action. When the user clicks a Select Cards action,
it fires the selectcards_{listname} event and the selected card (a record item) is added to an array whose name you can define. Update
an OmniScript's data JSON with the list of selected records.

Use the Select Cards action to enable users to add and remove objects from a list. For example, add and remove multiple items to and
from a cart, or select and unselect one or more cases from a list.

Required Versions

Available beginning Summer '21.

1. In FlexCard Designer, drag an Action element from the Build panel into a state.

Note: To use a Toggle element or Block element to select items, drag the element into a state and add an action to the
element. See Add a Click Event to a FlexCard Element. The Block element supports the Selects Cards action beginning Winter
'22.

2. Select Card from the Action Type dropdown.

3. Select Select Cards from the Type dropdown.

4. In the Selected Cards List Name, enter a name of the array to add the selected cards to. If left blank, the default selectedcards
name is used.

Note: When creating an event listener to listen for the selectcards_ event, the list name must be all lowercase, alphanumeric,
and not have spaces, such as selectedcaseslist. See step 7.

5. In Selectable Mode, select whether users can select a Single card or Multiple cards.

6. (Optional) To preselect a card, click into the Selectable Field and select a data field. The data field must have a boolean value of
true or false. When the value of that data field is true, then that card is selected by default.

For example, let's say you want to send a list of escalated case records to an OmniScript. To preselect escalated Cases, enter the
IsEscalated  case in the Selectable Field. In preview, you see that all cards where IsEscalated  is true is selected.
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7. To create the custom event listener that executes the Update OmniScript action that passes the selected cards array to the OmniScript,
perform these tasks:

a. In Setup panel, click + Add New next to Event Listener, and select Custom as the Event Type. See Add an Event Listener to
a FlexCard.
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b. In the Event Name field, enter the event selectcards_  followed by the name entered in Selected Cards List Name. For
example, selectcards_selectectedcaseslist. If Selected Cards List Name is empty, enter the default name
selectedcards, such as selectcards_selectectedcards.

c. Select Update OmniScript as the Action Type. See Update an OmniScript from a FlexCard.

d. In the Input Parameters section, click + Add New. In the Key field, enter a name of the data node to pass to the OmniScript.
For example, selected.

e. In Value, enter the name entered in Selected Cards List Name as a merge field. For example, {selectedcaseslist}.

8. (Optional) To configure other options common among all action properties, see FlexCards Action Properties.

9. In the Setup panel, select OmniScript Support.

10. To preview and test your action before publishing the FlexCard, click the Preview tab.

When you click the select card action in on the canvas, look for isSelected: true  under _flex in the cards object in the
data JSON.
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Beginning Winter '22, look for isSelected: true  under the Flex in the cards object in the data JSON.

If you entered a data field in Selectable Field, see Step 6

11. Click Activate.

12. Embed your FlexCard inside an OmniScript as a Custom LWC. See Embed FlexCards in an OmniScript.

Style your action element. See FlexCards Action Style Properties.

Update a Data Source from an Action on a FlexCard

With a Card Action, create an action that changes the data source, or updates parameters of an existing data source. For example, create
an action that updates the pagination limits on a list of returned records.

1. From the FlexCard Designer, drag an Action element into a state.
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2. Select Card from the Action Type dropdown.

3. From the Type dropdown, select Update Data Source.

4. Select a Data Source Type.

Important: Before Winter ‘23, if you select SOQL Query and SOSL Search, you can’t change the data source for security
reasons. However, you can update the parameters.

Beginning Winter ‘23, SOQL Query and SOSL Search are fully supported.

5. To configure a new data source, see Configure a Data Source on a FlexCard.

6. To update parameters from an existing data source, enter new Parameters or update values.

For example, in a SOQL Query with a limit set to {Params.limit}, update the Params.limit  value from 10  to a lower
number to show fewer records at a time.

7. (Optional) To configure other options common among all action properties, see FlexCards Action Properties.

To style your action element, click Style to open the Style panel, and see FlexCards Action Style Properties.

Navigate from a FlexCard with the Navigate Action

Navigate to an external web address, or within Lightning Experience, Lightning communities, or the Salesforce mobile app from a
Navigate Action element on a FlexCard. For example, allow a user to navigate to a Policy record page by clicking an action element on
a FlexCard that lists Account Policies.

Note: To create an email link, see Create an Email Link from a FlexCard Navigation Action.

1. From the FlexCard Designer, drag an Action element into a state.

2. Select Navigate from the Action Type dropdown.

3. Select a page reference type from the Target dropdown. 

4. To configure settings and options unique to your selected Target, see Navigate Action.

Note: Beginning Spring '22:

• If the Target is App, enter the App Target in the following formats: standard__[appName]  if it's a standard app;
[namespace]__[appName]  if it's a custom app. For example, if your app target name is accountList, enter
standard_accountList  or vloc_accountList  (where 'vloc' is the namespace).

• If the Target is Component, enter the Component Name as [namespace]__[componentName]. For example,
enter vloc_accountList, where 'vloc' is the namespace and 'accountList' is the name of the component

5. (Optional) To open the target page in a new tab or window, select New Tab/Window from the Open Target In dropdown.

6. (Optional) To configure other options common among all action properties, see FlexCards Action Properties.

To style your action element, click Style to open the Style panel, and see FlexCards Action Style Properties.

Create an Email Link from a FlexCard Navigation Action

Enable your user to send an email from a link. Create an email link with the Navigate action element to open your user's default mail
program.
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Create an Email Link from a FlexCard Navigation Action

Enable your user to send an email from a link. Create an email link with the Navigate action element to open your user's default mail
program.

1. From the FlexCard Designer, drag an Action element into a state.

2. Select Navigate from the Action Type dropdown.

3. Select Web Page from the  Target dropdown. 

4. Enter a mailto  link in the URL field. For example, enter mailto:janedoe@acme.org. See All About mailto: Links.

5. To configure settings and options unique to your selected Target, see Navigate Action.

6. (Optional) To open the target page in a new tab or window, select New Tab/Window from the Open Target In dropdown.

7. (Optional) To configure other options common among all action properties, see FlexCards Action Properties.

To style your action element, click Style to open the Style panel, and see FlexCards Action Style Properties.

Launch a Flyout from an Action on a FlexCard

Create a flyout to display additional information when a user clicks an action on a FlexCard. For example, a FlexCard that displays Account
information can display the Primary Contact's name and email address in a flyout.

Warning: When embedding a component, confirm that it isn’t called multiple times. See Fix Cyclic Redundancy When Embedding
FlexCard Components.

1. From the FlexCard Designer, drag an Action element into a state.

2. Select Flyout from the Action Type dropdown.

3. From the Flyout Type dropdown, select Child Card, Custom LWC, or OmniScripts as the type of component to display inside the
flyout.

4. Click into the Flyout field and select a component to display in your flyout.

Note: The component must be active to select it from the list of available components.

5. (Optional) To use the data source from the parent FlexCard, click into Data Node and select what data to send to the child.

DescriptionNode

Send all data.{records}

Send all the data of a specific record. {records[0]} = first record.
{records[1]} = second record. And so on.

{records[#]}

Send just the current record's data, such as when Repeat
Records is disabled in the Setup panel so that only one record
record is returned.

{record}

Send a record object. For example, if {record.Product} is an object
or array with additional data, select it. But, if you want to send a
data field, use the Attributes property.

{record.FieldName}
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DescriptionNode

Send all Attributes for the current record.{record.attributes}

6. (Optional) To set attributes available from the flyout's component to use on the child component, click + Add New next to Attributes.

a. Enter the name of an attribute in the Key field, such as ContextId  from an OmniScript component whose ConetxtId must
be passed to the FlexCard.

b. Click into the Value field, and select a merge field, such as {Id}. You can also enter a supported context variable, or plain text.

c. To access the attribute in the child component, use the {Parent}  context variable in supported fields. For example, enter
{Parent.Id}  in the child component's data source Input Map Value field to use the parent's Account Id as the child's
contextId.

Note: Beginning with Summer '21, Value supports concatenated strings. Combine plain text and supported merge fields.
For example, {Parent.type} > {Name}.

7. (Optional) Select whether to display the flyout as a window or popover from the Open Flyout In dropdown.

Note: When enabling a flyout as a clickable event on an element, this feature defaults to Modal and is disabled because
popover positioning can’t be controlled.

8. (Optional) Beginning with Summer '21, to reset the component to its load state when the flyout closes, select Reset Component
On Close.

9. (Optional) Beginning with Summer '21, enable the component to load before it's clicked by checking Preload Flyout Component.

10. (Optional) To configure other options common among all action properties, see FlexCards Action Properties.

11. (Optional) Beginning Spring '22, to enable users to close the modal from an action inside the modal, see Close a FlexCard Flyout
Modal from an Action.

To style your action element, click Style to open the Style panel, and see FlexCards Action Style Properties.

Fire an Event to Automatically Close a Flyout Modal

Enable a flyout modal to close after a task is complete. For example, close a modal after a user updates an OmniScript from a flyout.

Close a FlexCard Flyout Modal from an Action

Enable users to close a Flyout from an actionable element inside the modal. Add a custom event action with the closemodal
event to your child FlexCard, custom LWC, or OmniScript flyout.

Fire an Event to Automatically Close a Flyout Modal

Enable a flyout modal to close after a task is complete. For example, close a modal after a user updates an OmniScript from a flyout.

Required Versions

Available beginning Spring '22.
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1. Open or create a FlexCard that displays the flyout. See Create a FlexCard.

2. Drag an action (or actionable element such as a Block) onto the canvas and select Flyout  as the Action Type.

3. From the Flyout Type dropdown, select the type of content to display in the modal.

4. Click into Flyout and select from the list of active child FlexCards, Custom LWCs or OmniScripts to display in your modal.

5. Select Modal  or Popover  from the Open Flyout In dropdown.

6. In Channel Name, update the name to any alphanumeric name. Default is close_modal. Channel Name supports data merge
fields, such as {Name}, and the context variables {recordId}  and {Session.var}. See FlexCards Context Variables.

7. To configure other flyout action properties, see Launch a Flyout from an Action on a FlexCard.

8. Open or create the FlexCard that you want to display inside the flyout.

9. To add the event that auto closes the modal, add an action from an actionable element (such as an Action or Block) or from an event
listener on the FlexCard. To add an event listener, see Add an Event Listener to a FlexCard.

10. Select Event  as the Action Type and Pubsub  as the Event Type.

11. In Channel Name, enter the registered channel name from the flyout. See step 6.

12. In Event Name, enter close.

Close a FlexCard Flyout Modal from an Action

Enable users to close a Flyout from an actionable element inside the modal. Add a custom event action with the closemodal  event
to your child FlexCard, custom LWC, or OmniScript flyout.

Required Versions

Available beginning Spring '22.

1. Open or create the FlexCard that displays the action that closes the modal. For example, if your flyout is an OmniScript, select the
FlexCard that is embedded in the OmniScript. If your flyout is a child or custom LWC FlexCard, select it.

2. Drag an actionable element such as an Action or Block onto the canvas. Click + Add Action if your element is not an Action element
to display action properties.

3. Select Event  as the Action Type and Custom  as the Event Type.

4. Enter closemodal  in the Event Name field.

5. Select both Composed and Bubbles.

6. For additional configuration options for your custom event action, see Trigger a Custom Event from an Action on a FlexCard.

7. Open or create a FlexCard that displays the flyout.

8. Drag an action (or actionable element such as a Block) onto the canvas and select Flyout  as the Action Type.

9. From the Flyout Type dropdown, select the type of content to display in the modal.

10. Click into Flyout and select from the list of active child FlexCards, Custom LWCs or OmniScripts to display in your modal.

11. Select Modal  from the Open Flyout In dropdown.

12. To configure other flyout action properties, see Launch a Flyout from an Action on a FlexCard.
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13. To test closing the modal, open the FlexCard with the flyout action created in Step 7 and click the Preview tab. Click on the action
that launches the flyout modal, and click the action element inside the modal to close the modal.

Launch an OmniScript from a FlexCard

Launch an Angular or LWC OmniScript from an OmniScript Action element on a FlexCard. For example, launch a form that updates
Account information based on the account Id passed from the FlexCard to the OmniScript.

1. From the FlexCard Designer, drag an Action element into a state.

2. Select OmniScript from the Action Type dropdown. See FlexCards Actions Reference.

3. Click into OmniScript and select the OmniScript to launch.

4. (Optional) From the VisualForce Page dropdown, select a VisualForce page to display the OmniScript. For example, if you have a
custom template for your OmniScript, select the custom page you created.

5. (Optional) To update the OmniScript's layout, select Lightning or Newport from the Layout Type dropdown.

6. In the ContextId (or prior to Spring '22, Context ID) field, enter the sObject's context Id associated with your OmniScript. For
example, if your OmniScript updates account information, your context Id is an account record Id variable from the data source, such
as {AccountId}.

7. (Optional) If you selected an LWC OmniScript, from the Console Tab Label field, enter the visible label of the console tab. For
example, Update Account.

8. (Optional) If you selected an LWC OmniScript, from Console Tab Icon, select an icon to display in the subtab of a console after the
OmniScript Action link is clicked. For example, select standard:account  for an OmniScript that updates account information.
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9. (Optional) To pass contextual data as a key/value pair, click + Add New next to Input Parameters, and perform the following tasks:

a. Enter a variable name in the Key field. Prefix your variable name with c__, such as c__name.

b. Enter the variable value in the Value field.

10. (Optional) Select whether to open the OmniScript in the current tab or a new tab, select from the Open Target In dropdown.

11. (Optional) To configure other options common among all action properties, see FlexCards Action Properties.

To style your action element, click Style to open the Style panel, and see FlexCards Action Style Properties.

Launch an OmniScript from an OmniScript Action on a FlexCard in Lightning Experience

On a Lightning Experience page, launch an OmniScript from an OmniScript Action on a FlexCard. Launch an LWC or an Angular
OmniScript.

Launch an LWC OmniScript from an OmniScript Action on a FlexCard in a Community

Launch an LWC OmniScript from an OmniScript Action on a FlexCard in a Community.

Launch an OmniScript from an OmniScript Action on a FlexCard in Lightning Experience

On a Lightning Experience page, launch an OmniScript from an OmniScript Action on a FlexCard. Launch an LWC or an Angular OmniScript.

1. Add and configure the OmniScript Action element on a FlexCard. See Launch an OmniScript from a FlexCard.

2. Add the FlexCard to a Lightning page. See Add a FlexCard to a Lightning Page.

Launch an LWC OmniScript from an OmniScript Action on a FlexCard in a Community

Launch an LWC OmniScript from an OmniScript Action on a FlexCard in a Community.

Before You Begin

Add and configure the OmniScript Action element on a FlexCard. See Launch an OmniScript from a FlexCard.

1. Create a community page with the URL /lwcos. Enter any name as the Community page name. See Creating Custom Pages with
Community Builder.
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2. Add a Vlocity LWC OmniScript Wrapper component to the /lwcos  Community page. See Launch an OmniScript with LWC
OmniScript Wrapper.

3. Add the card to the Community page that launches the action, such as the Home page or Record Detail page. See Add a FlexCard
to an Experience Cloud Page.

Update an OmniScript from a FlexCard

Create an action that updates an OmniScript's data JSON from the FlexCard embedded in the OmniScript. You can embed a FlexCard
inside an OmniScript as a Custom LWC.

See Embed FlexCards in an OmniScript.

example: Example: Suspend Mobile Device Plan

Let's say you want to build a FlexCard that enables a customer to start the process to suspend their mobile device plan.

Create the FlexCard that displays the customer's available devices. Add a Toggle element that lets them select a device. Configure
an Update OmniScript action on the Toggle element to pass the value of the action (true or false) to the OmniScript.

Then, build the OmniScript that walks a customer through the process of selecting the device and suspension date range, before
submitting the request.

Before You Begin

• Create an OmniScript.  See Create an OmniScript.

1. From the FlexCard Designer, drag an Action element into a state.

2. Select Update OmniScript from the Action Type dropdown.

3. (Optional) To point to a specific data node in the OmniScript JSON, click into the Parent Node field and a node from the list of merge
fields or enter the data node manually.
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For example, from the example above enter data  to point to the parent node listing all records.

4. To pass the data to update, click + Add New next to Input Parameters.

a. In the Key field, enter the name of the field to update. For example, in the above example, enter records.

b. In the Value field, enter the new value from the FlexCard's data source. For example, in the above example, enter the {records}
context variable to pass all Asset records. See FlexCards Context Variables.

5. (Optional) To configure other options common among all action properties, see FlexCards Action Properties.

6. To style your action element, click Style to open the Style panel, and see FlexCards Action Style Properties.

7. Enable OmniScript Support:

a. Click Setup to open the Setup panel.

b. Select OmniScript Support.

Embed the FlexCard inside an LWC OmniScript. See Embed FlexCards in an OmniScript.

Download a Sample Update OmniScript Action DataPack

Download a sample Update OmniScript DataPack to import into your org. Create an action that updates an LWC OmniScript's data
JSON from the FlexCard embedded in the OmniScript.

Download a Sample Update OmniScript Action DataPack

Download a sample Update OmniScript DataPack to import into your org. Create an action that updates an LWC OmniScript's data JSON
from the FlexCard embedded in the OmniScript.

See Update an OmniScript from a FlexCard.

The sample DataPack demonstrates how to prefill data in an OmniScript when a user clicks an Update OmniScript action from a FlexCard
embedded in the OmniScript. The FlexCard action element passes data to the OmniScript.

Included in the DataPack are the following components:

• A demoPrefillUpdateOSActionFlexCard FlexCard with an Update OmniScript action that passes data source values for Id  and
Name  to an OmniScript in a data  node.

• A demoPrefillUpdateOmniScriptOS LWC OmniScript with the embedded FlexCard and a text block with merge fields to display
the incoming data.

1. Download the OmniStudio for Vlocity DataPack here: demoPrefillUpdateOmniScriptAction.zip.

Note: Download the DataPack for OmniStudio for Vlocity for an org with a Vlocity Health and Insurance, Communication,
Media and Energy, or Public Sector package installed.

DataPacks with the OmniStudio objects can't be imported into an org with OmniStudio for Vlocity objects.

Download the OmniStudio DataPack here: demoPrefillUpdateOmniScriptAction-OmniStudio.zip.

Note: Download the OmniStudio DataPack for an org with the OmniStudio package installed.

If you import DataPacks with OmniStudio for Vlocity objects into an org with the OmniStudio package, the objects are converted
into OmniStudio objects.

2. Import the DataPack. See Import a FlexCard.
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3. If you didn't activate the FlexCard or OmniScript during the import process:

a. From the FlexCards home tab, click the demoPrefillUpdateOSActionFlexCard FlexCard, select the checkbox, and click Activate.

b. From the OmniScripts home tab, click the demoPrefillUpdateOmniScriptOS OmniScript to open the LWC OmniScript Designer,
and click Activate.

4. Click Preview in the OmniScript Designer.

Call a Data Source from an Action on a FlexCard

Trigger a data source from an action to get data from a server or post data to a server. When data is fetched from the server, the incoming
data is appended to the data JSON in the card's record object or to a data node you name. If you choose to send the request without
getting a response from the server, the data JSON does not update. To confirm your request is sent successfully, in Preview, view the
requested data in the Action Debugger's response.

Required Versions

Available beginning Winter '22.

Possible Use Cases:

• Use a Data action that populates a child FlexCard with the returned data. For example, create a Data action that gets a list of Account
Cases and whose response data node is caseList. Populate a child FlexCard with the response data by entering
{record.caseList}  in its Data Node property field. See Embed FlexCard Inside Another FlexCard.

• Use a Data action to conditionally display messages from an API response. For example, display the error message returned from a
response in a Text element, such as {caseList.error}. Then add a condition on the element so that the element displays
only when an error message exists. See Add Conditions to a FlexCard Element.

1. In the FlexCard Designer, drag an Action element from the Build panel to a state on the canvas.

2. Select Data as the Action Type.

3. From the Data Source Type dropdown, select a datasource and configure its properties. See FlexCards Data Source Reference.

Note:  Beginning Winter ‘23, SOSL Search and SOQL Query data sources are supported.

Note: For DataRaptor, select an Interface Type to filter the list of DataRaptors available in the Interface Name list. For a
description of each Interface Type, see OmniStudio DataRaptors.

4. If you don't need a response from the server, such as in a simple notification, enable Ignore Response. When enabled, data is not
appended to the data JSON, but you can view the response in Preview from the Acton Debugger's response section.

5. In Response Node, to specify where in the data JSON you want to save the returned data, enter one of the following:

• If the request returns one object, enter record. The data is put into the root of the card object.

//One record returned
{

"Type": "Mechanical",
"Subject": "The watchamacallit is too high",
"Status": "Escalated",
"Priority": "High",
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"CaseId": "5003g000007WQHRAA4",
}

//One array object returned
{

"contacts": [
{

"AccountId": "0013g00000AeI9fAAF",
"Name": "Rose Gonzalez",
"Birthdate": "1968-09-26",
"CreatedDate": "2020-10-15T21:28:48.000+0000",
"Phone": "(512) 757-6000",
"Id": "0033g00000EXVKbAAP"

},
{
"AccountId": "0013g00000AeI9fAAF",
"Name": "Sean Forbes",
"Birthdate": "1947-06-25",
"CreatedDate": "2020-10-15T21:28:48.000+0000",
"Phone": "(512) 757-6000",
"Id": "0033g00000EXVKcAAP",

}
]

}
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• If the returned data is more than one record or you want to add the data to a new data node, enter an alphanumeric name with
no spaces or special characters, such as caseList  or caseList1.

//multiple records returned
[

{
"Type": "Mechanical",
"Subject": "The watchamacallit is too high",
"Status": "Escalated",
"Priority": "High",
"CaseId": "5003g000007WQHRAA4"

},
{

"Type": "Structural",
"Subject": "The doodat wasn't properly set up",
"Status": "New",
"Priority": "Medium",
"CaseId": "5003g000007WQHQAA4"

}
]
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Note: Beginning Spring '22, to use the returned response in a sequential action, you must first save it in Response Node.
See FlexCards Sequential Actions.

6. To access the data, use the following syntax: {dataResponseNodeName.dataNode}. For example, if the Response Node
name is contactList, and you want to return an error message from an error  data node, use {contactList.error}.

7. To confirm your request response, click the Preview tab, click the Action Debugger tab, and perform the following tasks:

a. Click a Data action on the canvas.

b. Click the name of the action in the Action Debugger to reveal the following sections:
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• response: Displays the requested data from the Data action.

• records: Displays records fetched from the FlexCard's data source and all executed data actions that append records to the data
JSON.

Note: If you enable Ignore Response, records is not visible.

• node: Displays the name of the node that holds the Data action records and defined in Response Node.

• ignoreResponse: Visible and set to true when you enable Ignore Response.

8. To confirm that your data JSON updates, click Preview and perform the following tasks:

a. Select a Data action on the canvas.

b. In the Data JSON panel, click the cards node to reveal record data and select an Object.
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c. Look for the name of the node you entered in the Response Node field in Design view.

Important: If you don't see the response node, go back to Design view to confirm that Ignore Response is not checked.

Trigger a Custom Event from an Action on a FlexCard

Notify a FlexCard of an event occurring from an action on an element. Then execute an action based on the event. Custom Events are
used to communicate between a child to its parent, whether it's between a child FlexCard and its parent, or between an element and
the FlexCard it's on.

For example, add an action on an embedded child FlexCard that, when clicked, updates a Field element value on the parent FlexCard.
Or, add an action on an Image element that when clicked, updates a merge field value in a Text element.

See Communicate with Events.

1. From the FlexCard Designer, drag an Action element into a state.

2. Select Event from the Action Type dropdown.

3. Select Custom from the Event Type dropdown.

4. In Event Name, enter the name of the event.

Important: Don’t use these reserved names: reload, updatedatasource, remove.

See FlexCards Reserved Event and Channel Names.

Beginning Spring '22, to register dynamic events based on a parent attribute or a session variable, Event Name supports
{Parent.attr}  (on a child FlexCard only), {recordId}, and {Session.var}  context variables. For example, enter an
event name such as event_{Parent.name}  or evnt{Session.recordLimit}. See Register Dynamic Custom and
Pubsub Events.

5. (Optional) To enable the event to bubble up through the DOM, select Bubbles. See Configure Event Propagation. When triggering
a custom event from a nested element such as a block, enable Bubbles.
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6. (Optional) To enable the event to pass through the shadow DOM boundary, select Compose. See Configure Event Propagation.
When communicating between child and parent components, such as between a child FlexCard and its parent, or a FlexCard and
the OmniScript it's embedded into, enable Compose and Bubbles.

7. (Optional) To pass contextual data as a key/value pair, click + Add New next to Input Parameters, and perform the following tasks:

a. Enter a variable name in the Key field.

b. Enter the variable value in the Value field.

Note: Beginning Summer '21, you can pass a session variable as a value using the {Session.var}  context variable.
See Add Session Variables to a FlexCard.

8. (Optional) To configure other options common among all action properties, see FlexCards Action Properties.

9. Configure the event listener that performs an action when the event is fired. See Add an Event Listener to a FlexCard.

Download a Sample Custom Event DataPack

Download a sample Custom Event DataPack to import into your org. Enable an action on a child FlexCard or another element to
notify the parent FlexCard of an event occurring. Then execute an action based on the event.

Download a Sample Custom Event DataPack

Download a sample Custom Event DataPack to import into your org. Enable an action on a child FlexCard or another element to notify
the parent FlexCard of an event occurring. Then execute an action based on the event.

See Trigger a Custom Event from an Action on a FlexCard.

The sample DataPack demonstrates how to update a data field on a parent FlexCard from an Action element in an embedded child
FlexCard.

What's Included

• A child FlexCard, demoChildFlexCardCustomEvent, with an Action element that triggers a Custom Event, named
triggerparent, that passes a parameter to the parent FlexCard listening for the event.

Note: Activate the child FlexCard to see it in the parent.

• A parent FlexCard, demoParentFlexCardCustomEvent, with the following features:

– A Field element populated from an SOQL Query data source.

– An Event Listener configured in the Setup panel listens for the triggerparent  custom Event from the child FlexCard.

Download and Import

• Download the OmniStudio for Vlocity DataPack here: demoParentChildCustomEvent.json.

Note: Download the DataPack for OmniStudio for Vlocity for an org with a Vlocity Health and Insurance, Communication,
Media and Energy, or Public Sector package installed.

DataPacks with the OmniStudio objects can't be imported into an org with OmniStudio for Vlocity objects.

Download the OmniStudio DataPack here: demoParentChildCustomEvent-OmniStudio.json.
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Note: Download the OmniStudio DataPack for an org with the OmniStudio package installed.

If you import DataPacks with OmniStudio for Vlocity objects into an org with the OmniStudio package, the objects are converted
into OmniStudio objects.

• To import the DataPack, see Import a FlexCard.

Note: After importing, if you didn't activate the demoChildFlexCardCustomEvent FlexCard during the import process,
from the FlexCards home tab, click the FlexCard name, select the checkbox, and click Activate. The child FlexCard must be
active to view inside a parent.

Click the Trigger Parent action element on the demoParentFlexCardCustomEvent FlexCard to see the Custom Event in
action.

Trigger a Pubsub Event from an Action on a FlexCard

Enable an action on a FlexCard to notify another component, such as another FlexCard on a page or application, of an event occurring.
For example, update a list of products on one FlexCard from a filter on another FlexCard on the same page or application.

See Communicate Across the DOM.

example: Example: Update Product List

Let's say you want to create a Lightning page that displays a filterable list of products. You need two FlexCards, one that triggers
an event, and another that listens for the event and executes an action. Your Filter  FlexCard displays the filters, and has an
Apply  button that when clicked triggers an event. Your Product List  FlexCard displays product information, listens for
the triggered event, and then executes an action.

When a user selects a filter, such as <$2000, and clicks the Apply  button from the Filter  FlexCard, only products that cost
less than $2000 are visible in the Product List  FlexCard. The event triggers an action that updates the product list.

Note: Pubsub events between FlexCards and embedded Lightning web components are supported only when the Managed
Package Runtime setting is enabled (formerly the Standard OmniStudio Runtime setting is disabled).

1. From the FlexCard Designer, drag an Action element into a state.

2. Select Event from the Action Type dropdown.

3. Select Pubsub from the Event Type dropdown.

4. To update the channel in which the event posts, enter a Channel Name. By default, the channel name is the FlexCard name.

Beginning Winter '22, Channel Name supports registering dynamic events based on the {recordId}. For example, enter a
channel name such as productViewCard_{recordId}. You must define the context variable in your FlexCard's datasource
configuration to see expected results in Preview.

Beginning Spring '22, to register dynamic events based on a parent attribute or a session variable, Channel Name supports the
{Parent.attr}  (on a child FlexCard only) and {Session.var}  context variables. For example, enter a channel name such
as chnl{Parent.name}  or channel_{Session.recordLimit}. See Register Dynamic Custom and Pubsub Events.

5. In Event Name, enter the name of the event.

Important: Don’t use these reserved names: reload, updatedatasource, remove.

See FlexCards Reserved Event and Channel Names.

Beginning Spring '22, to register dynamic events based on a parent attribute or a session variable, Event Name supports
{Parent.attr}  (on a child FlexCard only), {recordId}, and {Session.var}  context variables. For example, enter an
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event name such as event_{Parent.name}  or evnt{Session.recordLimit}. See Register Dynamic Custom and
Pubsub Events.

6. (Optional) To pass contextual data as a key/value pair, click + Add New next to Input Parameters, and perform the following tasks:

a. Enter a variable name in the Key field.

b. Enter the variable value in the Value field.

7. (Optional) To configure other options common among all action properties, see FlexCards Action Properties.

8. Configure the event listener that performs an action when the event is fired. See Add an Event Listener to a FlexCard.

Download a Sample Pubsub Event DataPack

Download a sample Pubsub Event DataPack to import into your org. Enable an action on a FlexCard to notify another component,
such as another FlexCard on a page or application, of an event occurring.

Download a Sample Pubsub Event DataPack

Download a sample Pubsub Event DataPack to import into your org. Enable an action on a FlexCard to notify another component, such
as another FlexCard on a page or application, of an event occurring.

See Trigger a Pubsub Event from an Action on a FlexCard.

The sample DataPack demonstrates how to trigger events that update the values of data fields.

What's Included

• A demoPubSubEvent FlexCard with the following elements and features:

– An Action element configured to trigger a Pubsub Event named setvalue  that passes a new value for the Field element to
the FlexCard.

– An Icon element configured to trigger a Pubsub Event named setvalue  that passes a new value for the Field element to the
FlexCard.

– An Event Listener configured in the Setup panel that listens for the setvalue  event and performs an action that updates the
Field value based on parameters passed from the event.

Note: The Record Index is set to 1  so that only the Field value in the second record returned from the custom data
source is updated.

Download and Import the DataPack

• Download the OmniStudio for Vlocity DataPack here: demoPubsubEvent.json.

Note: Download the DataPack for OmniStudio for Vlocity for an org with a Vlocity Health and Insurance, Communication,
Media and Energy, or Public Sector package installed.

DataPacks with the OmniStudio objects can't be imported into an org with OmniStudio for Vlocity objects.

Download the OmniStudio DataPack here: demoPubsubEvent-OmniStudio.json.
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Note: Download the OmniStudio DataPack for an org with the OmniStudio package installed.

If you import DataPacks with OmniStudio for Vlocity objects into an org with the OmniStudio package, the objects are converted
into OmniStudio objects.

• To import the DataPack, see Import a FlexCard.

After importing, from the FlexCards home tab, click the demoPubSubEvent to open the FlexCard Designer, and click Preview.
From here you can click actions to test events.

Register Dynamic Custom and Pubsub Events

Register events based on dynamic event and channel names. Use a parent attribute, a recordId, or a session variable within the Channel
Name and Event Name of a pubsub event, or the Event Name of a custom event.

Create the event with a merge field on a FlexCard. For example, channel_{Session.name}, case{recordId}, or
evnt_{Parent.status}. Then register the specific event from another component. For example, register channel_acme,
case143437h8f9f00, or evnt_New.

DescriptionSupported Versions and PropertiesSupported Merge Fields

Register a channel name or event name
based on an attributed pass to a child from

Spring '22 for Channel Name and Event
Name in both pubsub and custom events.

{Parent.attr}

its parent FlexCard. See Embed FlexCard
Inside Another FlexCard.

Example: event_{Parent.closed}.

Register a channel name or an event name
based on a stored value defined in Session

Spring '22 for Channel Name and Event
Name in both pubsub and custom events.

{Session.var}

Variables in the Setup panel. See Add
Session Variables to a FlexCard.

Register a channel name or an event name
based on a public property defined in
Exposed Attributes in the Setup panel.
See Create a Public Property for a FlexCard
LWC in the FlexCard Designer.

Example: chnnl_{Session.tab}.

Register a channel or event name based on
the Id of the record page the FlexCard is on.

Beginning Winter '22 for pubsub Channel
Name. Beginning Spring '22 for custom and
pubsub Event Name.

{recordId}

Example:
accountEvent_{recordId}

FlexCards Reserved Event and Channel Names

When configuring pubsub and custom events, there are some event names and channel names that are reserved for specific purposes.
These reserved names are listed here.
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The reserved names in the following table should only be used as the Channel Name or Event Name for the purposes described.

ReferenceDescriptionProperty Name Used
In

Event TypeReserved Name

Fire an Event to
Automatically Close a
Flyout Modal

Used to automatically
close a Flyout modal
when its channel name is
registered as
close_modal.

Channel NamePubsub Eventclose_modal

Close a FlexCard Flyout
Modal from an Action

Used to close a Flyout
modal from an action.

Event NameCustom Eventclosemodal

Fire an Event to
Automatically Close a
Flyout Modal

Used to automatically
close a Flyout modal in
combination with the
close_modal
channel name.

Event NamePubsub Eventclose

Select One Child Across
Multiple Parents on a
FlexCard

Used to reset all selected
child cards across
multiple parent cards.

Event NameCustom Eventresetselectedcards

Select Items on a
FlexCard to Update an
OmniScript

Used in a custom event
listener to update an
OmniScript with data
from user selected cards.

Event NameCustom Eventselectcards_

The reserved names in the following list are used to execute specific events and should not be used as an Event Name when configuring
a custom or pubsub event.

• updateparent

• executeaction

• updateos

• setvalue

• fireactionevent

• reload

• updatedatasource

• remove

• showtoast

• updatestyle
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• updatefieldbinding

FlexCards Display Elements Reference
Select from a number of display elements to add to your FlexCard. Add elements such as data fields, actions, states, data tables, and
more.

Beginning Winter '22, to add input elements to enable users to enter data or select from a list of options you provide, see FlexCards Input
Elements Reference.

Beginning Winter '22, the Toggle element is available under the Inputs section of the Build panel. See FlexCards Input Elements Reference
for the description and reference link for the Toggle element.

Element Properties ReferenceElement DescriptionElement Name

FlexCards Action PropertiesRenders text or a button that executes an
action when clicked. See Add an Action to
a FlexCard.

Action

FlexCards Block PropertiesEnables grouping elements inside a
collapsible container. See Group Elements
Inside a Block on a FlexCard.

Block

FlexCards Chart PropertiesDisplays data as a chart. See Add a Chart to
a FlexCard.

Chart

FlexCards Custom LWC PropertiesEmbeds a Custom LWC inside a FlexCard
state. See Embed a Custom LWC Inside a
FlexCard.

Custom LWC

FlexCards Datatable PropertiesCreates a tabular structure from the data
provided. See Add a Datatable to a FlexCard.

Datatable

FlexCards Field PropertiesDisplays the output from a data field. See
Add a Field to a FlexCard.

Field

FlexCards Child FlexCard PropertiesEmbeds a FlexCard inside a state. See
Embed FlexCard Inside Another FlexCard.

FlexCard

FlexCards Icon PropertiesDisplays a custom or Salesforce SVG icon.
The icon can be linked to an action. See Add
an Icon to a FlexCard.

Icon

FlexCards Image PropertiesDisplays a custom image from a given URL.
Upload an image, use an image from your

Image

org's library, or use an external source. The
image can be linked to an action. See Add
an Image to a FlexCard.
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Element Properties ReferenceElement DescriptionElement Name

FlexCards Menu PropertiesDisplays a list of actions as a dropdown
menu. See Add a Menu to a FlexCard.

Menu

FlexCards State PropertiesAdds a state to a FlexCard. See Add a State
to a FlexCard.

State

FlexCards Text Element PropertiesRenders text and parses merge fields with
a rich text editor. See Add a Text Element to
a FlexCard.

Text

FlexCards Common Display Element Properties

FlexCard elements have properties shared by all FlexCard elements. For example, any element can be shown or hidden based on
conditions set with the Conditions property.

Group Elements Inside a Block on a FlexCard

Combine logical groups of elements inside a collapsible container with the Block element on a FlexCard. For example, group an
Account's basic information together, and separately, group the account's Contact information together.

Add a Chart to a FlexCard

Display data on a FlexCard as a chart with the Chart element. Select from bar, pie, donut, line, and radar chart types.

Embed a Custom LWC Inside a FlexCard

Embed an LWC OmniScript, a generated FlexCard LWC, or a custom LWC, inside a FlexCard state. A wrapper encases the Custom
LWC element and is fed data from your FlexCard's data source. For example, if you have a carousel with custom styling and functionality,
you can embed it in a FlexCard state. Then, configure the component's custom attributes, such as thumbnaillimit  and mode.

Add a Datatable to a FlexCard

Display a tabular structure of the data fetched from a data source on a FlexCard. For example, display Account Cases as a sortable
table.

Add a Field to a FlexCard

Display data fields returned from a data source on a FlexCard. For example, display Policy information for an Account.

Add an Icon to a FlexCard

Display an SVG Icon on a FlexCard. Select from a Salesforce SVG icon or a custom action. You can also link the icon to an action.

Add an Image to a FlexCard

Add an image to a FlexCard in the FlexCard Designer. With the Image element, upload an image from your computer, use an image
from a Salesforce library, enter a URL, or use a merge field from a data source. Link the image to an action, add classes, and adjust
the size of the image relative to the canvas size.

Add a Menu to a FlexCard

Create a menu from a list of actions on a FlexCard. Style the menu button, and each action in the menu's dropdown. Add any action
type available in the FlexCard Designer.

Add a Text Element to a FlexCard

Combine plain text and merge fields inside a rich text editor with the Text element in the FlexCard Designer. Enter a merge field,
such as data fields, or context variables, such as session variables.
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FlexCards Common Display Element Properties

FlexCard elements have properties shared by all FlexCard elements. For example, any element can be shown or hidden based on
conditions set with the Conditions property.

ReferenceDescriptionProperty

Add Conditions to a FlexCard ElementAdd a condition that must be met for the
element to display.

Conditions

FlexCard Naming ConventionsThe name of the element as seen on the
canvas. Used to distinguish one element

Element Name

from another as you build your FlexCard in
the designer. Is used only within the
designer.

Add a Click Event to a FlexCard ElementMake the element a clickable action.Add Action

Group Elements Inside a Block on a FlexCard

Combine logical groups of elements inside a collapsible container with the Block element on a FlexCard. For example, group an Account's
basic information together, and separately, group the account's Contact information together.

1. From the FlexCard Designer, drag a Block element from the Build panel into a state on the canvas.

2. (Optional) From the Properties panel, update the element name in the Element Name field.

3. (Optional) To enable the ability to collapse the block, check Collapsible.

• (Optional) To display a visible label for the collapsible block element, enter text in the Label field.

Note: Beginning Summer '21, Label supports concatenated strings. Combine plain text and supported merge fields. For
example, Update {AccountName}.

• (Optional) To show the block collapsed by default, click Collapsed By Default.

4. (Optional) To enable a click event on the block, click + Add Action. To configure action properties, see FlexCards Action Properties.

5. (Optional) To add conditions that must be met for the element to display, see Add Conditions to a FlexCard Element.

6. (Optional) To style your element, click Style to open the Style panel, and see Style FlexCard Elements.

7. To add elements inside the Block element, perform the following tasks:

a. To add an element from the Build panel, drag a field from the Fields list, or an element from the Elements list into the block
element.

For example, drag address related Account fields into a block element, such as BillingCity, BillingCountry .

Note: The Element Name of any new element added to a block is prepended with the word Block  until you update
the name in the Properties panel.

b. To add an element into a block element from a state, click, hold, and drag the element into the block element.
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FlexCards Block Properties

Block element properties are configurable in the Property Panel when you select a Block element in the FlexCard Designer. With the
Block element, combine logical groups of elements in a collapsible container.

FlexCards Block Properties

Block element properties are configurable in the Property Panel when you select a Block element in the FlexCard Designer. With the
Block element, combine logical groups of elements in a collapsible container.

ReferenceDescriptionProperty

Add a Click Event to a FlexCard ElementMake the element a clickable action.Add Action

n/aIf selected, the block element is collapsed
by default.

Collapsed By Default

n/aMakes the block collapsible, hiding its
content.

Collapsible

Add Conditions to a FlexCard ElementAdd a condition that must be met for the
element to display.

Conditions

FlexCard Naming ConventionsThe name of the element as seen on the
canvas. Used to distinguish one element

Element Name

from another as you build your FlexCard in
the designer. Is used only within the
designer.

n/aDisplays a visible label for the collapsible
block element.

Label

Add a Chart to a FlexCard

Display data on a FlexCard as a chart with the Chart element. Select from bar, pie, donut, line, and radar chart types.
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Note: Beginning Summer '22, if a chart element's height is double its expected height when displayed in a standard FlexCard
component, enable Lightning Web Security (LWS). For more about LWS, see Lightning Web Security FAQ. To enable LWS, see

Enable Lightning Web Security in an Org.

1. From the FlexCards tab, click a version of a FlexCard to open the FlexCard Designer.

2. Drag a Chart element from the Build panel into a state on the canvas.

3. (Optional) From the Properties panel, update the element name in the Element Name field.

4. (Optional) To display a title at the top of the chart, which is hidden by default, update these properties:

• In the Title field, enter a title for the chart.

• Make sure Hide Header isn’t selected.

5. From the Type dropdown, select the type of chart to display.

6. (Optional) To adjust your chart's proportions, update the Aspect Ratio. See FlexCard Chart Element Aspect Ratio.

7. (Optional) To manually set the height, overriding the Aspect Ratio, enter a number in the Chart Height field. The height is in pixels,
such as 300px. You can enter just the number without the 'px' suffix, such as 300.

Note: This feature is visible when the Maintain Aspect Ratio feature is disabled.

8. From the Label Node dropdown, select the field whose values are used to categorize the data, such as Name  to display Account
names.

9. From the Value Node dropdown, select the field whose values are used to populate the chart, such as AnnualRevenue.

Important: The values must be numbers and have the same count as the field selected in Label Node.

10. Select the color scheme for your chart from the Color Palette dropdown.

Note: Each color palette has up to 6 unique colors. If there are more than 6 values in your chart, the colors repeat from the
beginning.

11. (Optional) To add conditions that must be met for the element to display, see Add Conditions to a FlexCard Element.
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12. (Optional) To style your element, click Style to open the Style panel, and see Style FlexCard Elements.

Preview your FlexCard. See Preview a FlexCard.

FlexCard Chart Element Aspect Ratio

You can adjust the proportions of a Chart element with the Aspect Ratio, Maintain Aspect Ratio, and Chart Height features in the
FlexCard Designer. Set the Aspect Ratio to adjust height relative to the width. Set fixed proportions. Or, override the aspect ratio and
set a fixed height.

FlexCards Chart Properties

Chart element properties are configurable in the Property Panel when you select a Chart element in the FlexCard Designer. With the
Chart element, display data as a chart and enable users to perform actions within the chart.

Embed FlexCard Inside Another FlexCard

Embed a reusable FlexCard as a child inside another FlexCard. The child FlexCard can have its own data source. Or, the parent can
override the child's data source with its own data source. The parent can also pass specific data to the child, such as its recordId
to use as the child's contextId.

FlexCard Chart Element Aspect Ratio

You can adjust the proportions of a Chart element with the Aspect Ratio, Maintain Aspect Ratio, and Chart Height features in the FlexCard
Designer. Set the Aspect Ratio to adjust height relative to the width. Set fixed proportions. Or, override the aspect ratio and set a fixed
height.

The Aspect Ratio is the chart's width to height ratio. By default, the aspect ratio is 1, such as 1:1. The chart width is always the maximum
width available given the number of columns it spans on the 12-column grid of the canvas in the designer. The height is proportionate
to the chart's width. Adjusting the ratio adjusts the height.

To make the chart shorter, given the width of the element, increase the number of the Aspect Ratio. For example, if the ratio is at the
default 1, enter 2 to make the height about half the default height. In other words, if the original width and height of a 7 column Chart
element are 600px and 300px, and the aspect ratio is 2 then the height is 150px, and the width remains the same.
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To make the chart taller, given the width of the element, decrease the number of the Aspect Ratio. For example, if the ratio is at the
default 1, decrease it to .5 to make the height twice the default height. In other words, if the original width and height of a 7 column
Chart element are 600px and 300px, and the aspect ratio is .5, the height is 600px and the width remains the same.

To set fixed proportions, you can enable the Maintain Aspect Ratio feature. When this feature is enabled, given the width, the height
becomes exactly X times the width. For example, if the Aspect Ratio is 1, the width and height are exactly the same so that your chart
is a square. If the Aspect Ratio is 2, the height is half of the width. In other words, if the width of a 7-column Chart element is 600px, and
the aspect ratio is 2, then the height is 300px.
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To override the Aspect Ratio, manually set the height for your chart with the Chart Height feature. This feature is visible when Maintain
Aspect Ratio is disabled. The height is in pixels, such as 300px.

Here is a summary of how width and height are determined with each feature:

ExamplesHeightWidthFeature

X-times the default height. X is
determined by the ratio entered.

Full width of the element
container (as determined by the
number of columns the element

Aspect Ratio • 1  = Default width (full
width of the space the
element occupies on the

occupies on the canvas in the
designer)

canvas) and proportionate
height

• 2  = Default width, and
about half the default height

• .5  = Default width, and
about twice the default
height
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ExamplesHeightWidthFeature

X-times the width. X is
determined by the ratio entered.

Full width of the element
container (as determined by the
number of columns the element

Maintain Apect Ratio • If Aspect Ratio is 1, the width
and height are the same.

• If Aspect Ratio is 2, the
height is half the width.

occupies on the canvas in the
designer)

• If Aspect Ratio is .5, the
height is twice the width.

300, or 300px.The number, in pixels, entered
in this field.

Full width of the element
container (as determined by the
number of columns the element

Chart Height

occupies on the canvas in the
designer)

FlexCards Chart Properties

Chart element properties are configurable in the Property Panel when you select a Chart element in the FlexCard Designer. With the
Chart element, display data as a chart and enable users to perform actions within the chart.

ReferenceDescriptionProperty

n/aDisplay a textual description of the chart as
an accessible HTML table inside a collapsible
block below the chart.

Accessibility Support

FlexCard Chart Element Aspect RatioEnter a number to set the height relative to
the width. For example, if the Aspect Ratio

Aspect Ratio

is 2, and the default width and height is
600px and 300px, the width remains the
same and the height is half the default
height at 150px.

FlexCard Chart Element Aspect RatioManually set the height of the chart, which
overrides the Aspect Ratio and is visible

Chart Height

when the Maintain Aspect Ratio feature
is disabled.

n/aSelect a predefined color scheme.Color Palette

Add Conditions to a FlexCard ElementAdd a condition that must be met for the
element to display.

Conditions
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ReferenceDescriptionProperty

n/aEnter the size of the donut chart hole by
percentage.

Cutout Percentage

FlexCard Naming ConventionsThe name of the element as seen on the
canvas. Used to distinguish one element

Element Name

from another as you build your FlexCard in
the designer. Is used only within the
designer.

n/aShow or hide the chart's title.Hide Header

n/aSelect the field whose values are used to
categorize the data, such as Name  of
Accounts.

Label Node

FlexCard Chart Element Aspect RatioMaintain the aspect ratio so that the width
and height are a fixed proportion. For

Maintain Aspect Ratio

example, if the Aspect Ratio is 2, and the
width is 600px, then the height is 300px.

n/aDisplays a title above the chart when Hide
Header is disabled.

Title

n/aSelect the type of chart to display.Type

n/aSelect the values to populate the chart, such
as AnnualRevenue  for Accounts.

Value Node

Embed FlexCard Inside Another FlexCard

Embed a reusable FlexCard as a child inside another FlexCard. The child FlexCard can have its own data source. Or, the parent can override
the child's data source with its own data source. The parent can also pass specific data to the child, such as its recordId  to use as
the child's contextId.

Warning: When embedding a component, confirm that it isn’t called multiple times. See Fix Cyclic Redundancy When Embedding
FlexCard Components.

Before You Begin

• Create a child FlexCard. See Create a FlexCard.

1. In the FlexCard Designer, drag the FlexCard element from the Build panel into a state on the canvas.

2. (Optional) From the Properties panel, update the element name in the Element Name field.

3. Click into the Card Name field, and select a reusable FlexCard to embed. That is, a FlexCard where Is Child Card is enabled.
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Important: If your parent FlexCard is OmniScript Support enabled, only an OmniScript Support enabled child FlexCard
can be embedded. See Enable OmniScript Support on a FlexCard.

4. (Optional) Beginning Summer '21, if your FlexCard is a child FlexCard with hierarchical data, to add it to itself recursively, select Is
Recursive. See Add a Child FlexCard to Itself Recursively.

5. (Optional) To use the data source from the parent FlexCard instead of the child's data source, perform the following tasks:

a. Confirm that the fields you want to populate in the child FlexCard are also available in the parent FlexCard's datasource.

For example, if your child FlexCard displays Case information such as Status and Priority, your parent data source must have
these same fields available to send to the child.

b. Click into the Data Node field and select a data set to pass to the child FlexCard.

DescriptionNode

Send all data.{records}

Send all the data of a specific record. {records[0]} = first record.
{records[1]} = second record. And so on.

{records[#]}

Send just the current record's data, such as when Repeat
Records is disabled in the Setup panel so that only one record
record is returned.

{record}

Send a record object. For example, if {record.Product} is an
object or array with additional data, select it. But, if you want
to send a data field, use the Attributes property.

{record.FieldName}

Send all Attributes for the current record.{record.attributes}

Example: Display Account and Case Information

Let's say you want to display Account information on a parent FlexCard and Case information on the child FlexCard using a Datatable
element.

In your child FlexCard, uncheck the Repeat Records property in the Setup panel so that only one datatable displays. Then, drag the
Datatable element onto the canvas from the Build panel. To see how the datatable looks with real data, configure the datasource

to get Case information. Activate the child FlexCard.

In the parent FlexCard, configure the datasource to get basic Account information and information from all cases associated with
the account. For example:

[
{

"PrimaryContactEmail": "sean@edge.com",
"Revenue": 139000000,

"Website": "http://edgecomm.com",
"Phone": "(512) 757-6000",

"Name": "Edge Communications",
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"Id": "0013g00000AeI9fAAF",
"Cases": [

{
"Type": "Mechanical",

"CaseId": "5003g000007WQHRAA4",
"Created": "2020-11-23T20:51:20.000Z",

"Priority": "High",
"Status": "Escalated",

"Subject": "The watchamacallit is too high"
},
{

"Type": "Structural",
"CaseId": "5003g000007WQHQAA4",

"Created": "2020-11-23T20:50:32.000Z",
"Priority": "Medium",

"Status": "New",
"Subject": "The doodat wasn't properly set up",

"CaseId": "5003g000007WQHQAA4"
}

]
}

]

Add the FlexCard element onto the canvas. From FlexChild Name, select the activated child. In Data Node, select
{records[0].Cases}.

The child datasource is ignored. The parent datasource populates the child FlexCard datatable.

6. (Optional) To pass attributes from the parent FlexCard to a child FlexCard, in the Attributes section perform the following tasks:

a. Click + Add New.

b. In the Attribute field, enter a name for the attribute to pass, such as contactId.

c. Click into the Value field and select a merge field, such as {contactId}.You can also enter a supported context variable, or
plain text.

Note: Beginning Summer '21, pass concatenated strings. Combine plain text and supported merge fields. For example,
pass a breadcrumbs path like {Parent.parentPath}>{Parent.type}>{Name}.

d. Open the child FlexCard selected in the FlexCard Name field, and enter the {Parent.attribute}  context variable in a
supported field, such as in a SOQL query where Id = {Parent.contactId}.

Example: Pass Contact Id to Child Flexcard as a ContextId

Let's say you have a FlexCard that displays Account information on the parent and the Account's primary Contact information
on a child FlexCard.

In the child FlexCard, use the SQL Query datasource to get basic contact information. For example:

Select
Id,Name,Email,Phone,MailingStreet,MailingCity,MailingState,MailingPostalCode,MailingCountry

from Contact where Id = '{Parent.contactId}'

Activate the child FlexCard.
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In the parent FlexCard, configure the datasource to get basic account information, including the primary Contact Id.

Then, pass the primary Contact Id as an Attribute to the child FlexCard, where Attribute = contactId  and Value =
{namespace__PrimaryContactId__c}.

7. (Optional) To pass data from a child FlexCard to its parent, see Pass Data From a Child FlexCard to a Parent FlexCard.

8. (Optional) To style your element, click Style to open the Style panel, and see Style FlexCard Elements.

Note: If your child FlexCard displays multiple records and you want to show them side by side instead of on top of each other,
see Display Records Side-By-Side on a FlexCard.

Preview your FlexCard. See Preview a FlexCard.

Pass Data From a Child FlexCard to a Parent FlexCard

After embedding a child FlexCard inside another FlexCard, you can pass data from the child to its parent. Pass the data to the parent
as input parameters from a Custom Event action on the child. Use an event listener to listen for the event and execute a Set Values
action to update data fields on the parent.

Add a Child FlexCard to Itself Recursively

When a child FlexCard has hierarchical data, it can call itself recursively. When the FlexCard element is embedded in a child FlexCard,
use the Is Recursive feature to display the children and grand-children of parent objects. The child FlexCard can add itself to itself
again and again, each time passing the same child data field (also called a data node) available in each level of the data JSON, until
that data field no longer exists or is empty.

Download a Sample Child FlexCard DataPack

Download a sample child FlexCard DataPack. Embed a reusable FlexCard as a child inside another FlexCard, passing data from the
parent to the child.

FlexCards Child FlexCard Properties

FlexCard element properties are configurable in the Property Panel when you select a FlexCard element in the FlexCard Designer.
With the FlexCard element, embed a reusable FlexCard as a child inside the state of another FlexCard.

Pass Data From a Child FlexCard to a Parent FlexCard
After embedding a child FlexCard inside another FlexCard, you can pass data from the child to its parent. Pass the data to the parent as
input parameters from a Custom Event action on the child. Use an event listener to listen for the event and execute a Set Values action
to update data fields on the parent.

1. Create a child FlexCard or open one from the FlexCards home tab. See Create a FlexCard.

2. To add a custom event to the child FlexCard, perform the following tasks:

a. Drag an action element onto the canvas.

b. Select Event  as the Acton Type and Custom  as the Event Type.

c. In Event Name, enter a name for the event, such as updatecity.

d. To configure the data to pass to the child, click + Add New in the Input Parameters section.

e. In Key, enter a name to call from the parent, such as cityname.

f. In Value, enter the value to pass, such as New York. Or enter a merge field from the child's data source, such as {City}.

3. Activate the child FlexCard.
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4. Create the parent FlexCard or open one from the FlexCards home tab. See Create a FlexCard.

5. Drag a FlexCard element from the Build panel onto the canvas.

6. Click into the FlexCard Name field and select the child FlexCard created in step 1.

7. To create the event listener that listens for the custom event on your child FlexCard, in the Setup panel, click + Add New in the
Event Listener section and perform the following tasks:

a. Select Custom Event  as the Event Type.

b. In Event Name, enter the name of the event created in the child FlexCard, such as updatecity.

c. To create the action that updates data fields with the data coming from the child, in the Actions section, select Card  as the
Action Type and Set Values  as Type.

d. Click + Add New in the Set Values section.

e. Click into Key, and from the list of options, select the data field to update.

f. In Value, use the action.param  context variable as a merge field to enter the name of the input parameter passed from
the child FlexCard. For example, if the Key from the input parameter is cityname, enter {action.cityname}.

8. To preview and test, click Preview. Click the action in the child FlexCard to update a data field in the parent.

Add a Child FlexCard to Itself Recursively
When a child FlexCard has hierarchical data, it can call itself recursively. When the FlexCard element is embedded in a child FlexCard,
use the Is Recursive feature to display the children and grand-children of parent objects. The child FlexCard can add itself to itself again
and again, each time passing the same child data field (also called a data node) available in each level of the data JSON, until that data
field no longer exists or is empty.

For example, let's say your hierarchical data JSON has a products  data field that lists products within a product. You can display the
products, their child products, and grand-child products by embedding the child FlexCard once inside itself, and passing the products
data field to itself. The Is Recursive features loops through each products  node and displays the product information based on the
elements added to the FlexCard. See the example in Step 5 on this page.

Required Versions

Available beginning Summer '21.

1. From the OmniStudio FlexCards home tab, create a child FlexCard. See Embed FlexCard Inside Another FlexCard.

2. Add data fields and other elements to the child FlexCard. See Add Elements to a FlexCard.

3. From the Build panel, drag a FlexCard element into a state on the canvas.

4. From the Properties panel, select Is Recursive.

5. Pass data to the children:

• To pass specific attributes, follow these tasks:

a. In the Attribute field, enter a name for the attribute, such as AccountId.

b. In the Value field, select a data merge field, such as {Id}
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c. In the data source, reference the attribute as a contextId. For example, {Parent.AccountId}.
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• To return objects within a specific data set from the data source, enter the repeating child node in the Data Node field. For
example, if your data source has a similar JSON structure as seen in this code sample, enter {record.Products}  to display
a card for each Products  object.

[
{

"Id": "5123",
"Name": "Exit Communications",
"Account Number": "QHT123456789",
"Phone": "415-987-6543",
"Website": "http://www.exitcomm.org",
"Contact": "Melrose Oduke",
"Contact Phone": "415-333-1234",
"Products": [
{

"Id": "1",
"Name": "Product1",
"Products": [

{
"Id": "1_1",
"Name": "Product1_1"

},
{

"Id": "1_2",
"Name": "Product1_2",
"Products": [

{
"Id": "2",
"Name": "Product2",
"Products": [

{
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"Id": "2_1",
"Name": "Product2_1"

},
{

"Id": "2_1_2",
"Name": "Product2_1_2"

}
]

}
]

}
]

}
]

}
]
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6. (Optional) To conditionally show the recursive child FlexCard, click +Add New next to Conditions in the Properties panel. See Add
Conditions to a FlexCard Element.

Note: Conditions applied to a recursive child FlexCard, apply to all recursively repeating records. If one record condition
returns false, nested records don't show.

7. (Optional) To preview the FlexCard at run time, click Preview.

8. Click Activate.

Important: Activate the child FlexCard to embed it into a parent FlexCard.

Download a Sample Child FlexCard DataPack
Download a sample child FlexCard DataPack. Embed a reusable FlexCard as a child inside another FlexCard, passing data from the parent
to the child.

See Embed FlexCard Inside Another FlexCard.

Pass Parent Attributes to the Child FlexCard

Display Account information on the parent FlexCard and Contact information on the embedded child FlexCard by passing the parent's
contextId to the child as an attribute, where Key = AccountId, and Value = {recordId}. On the child FlexCard, use
{Parent.AccountId}  as the contextId of the child FlexCard's data source.
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The demoEmbedChildPFCpassAttribute parent FlexCard in the DataPack includes the following features:

• A SOQL Query data source gets Account names.

• An embedded child FlexCard that passes the Account Id from the parent as an attribute named AccountId.

The demoEmbedChildCFCpassAttribute child FlexCard in the DataPack includes the following features:

• A list of Contacts based on the Account Id of the parent FlexCard it's embedded into.

• A data source that uses the {Parent.AccountId}  context variable as the context Id to get the list of Contacts.

Pass All Parent Records to the Child FlexCard

Display Account information on the parent FlexCard and Contact information on the embedded child FlexCard by passing all records
from the parent to the child by using the {records}  merge field in the Data Node property.
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The demoEmbedChildPFCpassRecords parent FlexCard in the DataPack includes the following features:

• The Repeat Records feature is disabled in the Setup panel to use the parent card only as a container for the child card. See Disable
Record Looping on a FlexCard.

• A SOQL Query data source gets a list of an Account's Cases.

• A FlexCard element passes all parent records through the {records} Data Node to the child FlexCard.

The demoEmbedChildFCpassRecords child FlexCard in the DataPack includes the following features:

• A Text element displays Case information as merge fields.

• The state is 6 columns wide to display cases side-by-side. See Display Records Side-By-Side on a FlexCard.

Download and Import

• Download the OmniStudio for Vlocity DataPack here: demoEmbedChildFlexCard-VMP.zip

Note: Download the DataPack for OmniStudio for Vlocity for an org with a Vlocity Health and Insurance, Communication,
Media and Energy, or Public Sector package installed.

DataPacks with the OmniStudio objects can't be imported into an org with OmniStudio for Vlocity objects.

Download the OmniStudio DataPack here: demoEmbedChildFlexCard-OmniStudio.zip

Note: Download the OmniStudio DataPack for an org with the OmniStudio package installed.

If you import DataPacks with OmniStudio for Vlocity objects into an org with the OmniStudio package, the objects are converted
into OmniStudio objects.

• To import the DataPack, see Import a FlexCard.
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FlexCards Child FlexCard Properties
FlexCard element properties are configurable in the Property Panel when you select a FlexCard element in the FlexCard Designer. With
the FlexCard element, embed a reusable FlexCard as a child inside the state of another FlexCard.

ReferenceDescriptionProperty

Embed FlexCard Inside Another FlexCardPass data from the parent to the child
FlexCard by creating an attribute and

Attributes

assigning it a value, such as a data merge
field.

n/aDefine a key that represents an attribute.Attribute

Add Conditions to a FlexCard ElementAdd a condition that must be met for the
element to display.

Conditions

n/aTo use the data source from the parent
FlexCard, select a data node.

Data Node

n/aThe name of the element as seen on the
canvas. Used to distinguish one element

Element Name

from another as you build your FlexCard in
the designer. Is used only within the
designer.

Enable Tracking on a FlexCardEnable event tracking through
OmniAnalytics. Track Card Load, Card
Unload and State Load events.

Enable Tracking

n/aSelect the child FlexCard to display.FlexCard Name

Add a Child FlexCard to Itself RecursivelyIf your child FlexCard has hierarchical data,
display the children and grandchildren of

Is Recursive

parent objects by adding the child FlexCard
to itself recursively. Pass a data node that
appears on multiple data levels, such as
products  in a list of sub-products.`

n/aView a state from the FlexCard Name
selected.

Select State

n/aSelect the data to pass for the defined
Attribute.

Value
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Embed a Custom LWC Inside a FlexCard

Embed an LWC OmniScript, a generated FlexCard LWC, or a custom LWC, inside a FlexCard state. A wrapper encases the Custom LWC
element and is fed data from your FlexCard's data source. For example, if you have a carousel with custom styling and functionality, you
can embed it in a FlexCard state. Then, configure the component's custom attributes, such as thumbnaillimit  and mode.

Warning: When embedding a component, confirm that it isn’t called multiple times. See Fix Cyclic Redundancy When Embedding
FlexCard Components.

Before You Begin

• To generate an LWC to embed, create and activate a FlexCard, LWC OmniScript, or custom LWC component.

To create an LWC OmniScript, see Create an OmniScript.

1. In the FlexCard Designer, drag a Custom LWC element from the Build panel into a state on the canvas.

2. (Optional) From the Properties panel, update the element name in the Element Name field.

3. In Custom LWC Name, enter or select a name as follows:

• To embed a custom FlexCard or OmniScript component, click into the field and select a custom LWC to embed from the
dropdown.

• Beginning Winter ‘23, to embed a standard FlexCard or OmniScript component, manually enter the name of the standard
component. Find the name of the component on the FlexCard or OmniScript home page.

• Beginning Winter ‘23, to embed a Salesforce Lightning component, manually enter the name of the component, such as
lightning-map. See Salesforce Component Library.

Note: The Custom LWC is rendered in Preview only.

Note: The names of Custom LWCs created in the FlexCard Designer are appended with cf. For example, if your Child FlexCard
name is AccountCases, the Custom LWC name is cfAccountCases.

4. To set the value of an attribute available to the component:

a. Next to the Attributes label, click +Add.

b. Enter the attribute name in the Attribute field, such as thumbnaillimit.

Important: The Name of a custom LWC attribute must match the custom LWC attribute's markup name. For example,
the targetType attribute from the NavigateAction LWC must be written as target-type.

c. Click into the Value field and select a merge field such as {Number}. You can also enter a supported context variable, such
as {Session.number}, or text, such as 5.

Note: Beginning Summer '21, pass concatenated strings. Combine plain text and supported merge fields. For example,
pass a breadcrumbs path like {Parent.parentPath}>{Parent.type}>{Name}.

5. (Optional) To add conditions that must be met for the element to display, see Add Conditions to a FlexCard Element.

6. (Optional) To style your element, click Style to open the Style panel, and see Style FlexCard Elements.

Preview your FlexCard. See Preview a FlexCard.

FlexCards Custom LWC Properties

Custom LWC element properties are configurable in the Property Panel when you select a Custom LWC element in the FlexCard
Designer. With Custom LWC element, embed an LWC OmniScript, a generated FlexCard LWC, or a custom LWC, inside a FlexCard
state.
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FlexCards Custom LWC Properties

Custom LWC element properties are configurable in the Property Panel when you select a Custom LWC element in the FlexCard Designer.
With Custom LWC element, embed an LWC OmniScript, a generated FlexCard LWC, or a custom LWC, inside a FlexCard state.

See Embed a Custom LWC Inside a FlexCard.

ReferenceDescriptionProperty

n/aEnter the name of the attribute defined in
the selected custom LWC.

Attribute

Add Conditions to a FlexCard ElementAdd a condition that must be met for the
element to display.

Conditions

n/aSelect the custom LWC to embed.Custom LWC Name

FlexCard Naming ConventionsThe name of the element as seen on the
canvas. Used to distinguish one element

Element Name

from another as you build your FlexCard in
the designer. Is used only within the
designer.

n/aEnter the value of the Attribute.Value

Add a Datatable to a FlexCard

Display a tabular structure of the data fetched from a data source on a FlexCard. For example, display Account Cases as a sortable table.

For a list of datatable events, see Datatable Events.

1. In the FlexCard Designer, drag a Datatable element from the Build panel into a state on the canvas.

2. (Optional) From the Properties panel, update the element name in the Element Name field.

3. (Optional) Before Winter '22, to add an aria-label for accessibility users only visible in assistive technologies, enter a name in the
Datatable Name field.
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In Winter '22 only, enable Accessibility Support under Attributes to display the Datatable Name field. Enabling Accessibility
Support also adds role  attributes to the datatable's HTML to indicate its structure for assistive technologies.

Beginning Spring '22, Accessibility Support and Datatable Name aren't supported.

4. To update columns, perform the following tasks:

a. Click the pencil icon next to Column to launch the Add DataTable Columns window and configure columns as follows:

• To add an available data field column, click Add Column.

• To delete a data field column, click the trash icon of the data field to remove.

• To update data field column labels, click into a field under Field Label.

• To update the ability to sort a specific data field column, change the value for Is Sortable to false or true. Is Sortable must
be selected under Attributes in the Properties panel.

Note: Beginning Spring '22, click the sortable column once to sort descending, a second time to sort ascending, and
a third time to reset the datatable to its state before sorting. If Draggable is enabled, clicking on a sortable column
the first time disables the ability to drag a row. Selecting the same sortable column a third time enables you to drag
a row.

• To update the ability to search a specific data field, change the value for Is Searchable to true or false. Is Searchable must
be selected under Attributes in the Properties panel.

• To update the type of data for a specific data field column, such as currency, date, number, update Type.

• To update the ability to edit the value of a data field, change the value for Is Editable to true or false. Cell Level Edit must
be checked under Attributes in the Properties panel.

• To update the ability for a user to hide or show specific data field columns, change the value for Is User Selectable to true
or false. User Selectable Column must be checked under Attributes in the Properties panel.

• To update whether a data field is hidden or shown by default, change the value for Is Visible to true or false. If this property
is set to false and Is User Selectable is set to true, the user can make the column visible.

b. Click Save.

5. Records gets the records to display in the datatable. Default is {records}, which displays all records returned from the data source.

6. (Optional) In the Attributes section, configure additional properties:

a. To add pagination to the data table, enter values for the following properties:

• Page Size: To set how many records per page to display, enter a number.

• Page Limit: To set a max number of pagination links to display, update default number.

b. To enable the ability to delete a row based on a data field value returning as false, enter the name of the data field column in
Row Delete Dependent Column in the Attributes section.

For example, let's say your table is a list of account cases and has a record field IsEscalated  whose value is either true or
false. When a record's IsEscalated  value is false, a user can delete the record. If true, the trash icon is disabled and a user
can’t delete the record.

Deleting a row fires the delete  event.

Important: Row Delete must be enabled, and the column must have a boolean (true or false) value.
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c. To make rows selectable by adding a checkbox at the beginning of each row, select User Selectable Row.

Selecting a row fires the selectrow event.

d. To configure additional attributes see FlexCards Datatable Properties.

7. (Optional) To group a table by a data field type, in the Group Attributes section, perform the following tasks:

a. In the Group By field, enter the name of the data field to group records by. For example, to group Account Cases by the Status
data field, enter Status.

b. (Optional) Configure these properties:

• Sort Across Groups: Sort across all groups.

By default, sorting happens within each group.

• Hide Extra Column: Remove the space below and above the group name.

• Active Groups: Collapse or expand the grouped rows by default.

• Group Wrapper Class: Add a class to each group. See Apply Custom CSS to an Element on a FlexCard.

• Group Order: Update the order in which each group is sorted.

8. (Optional) To add conditions that must be met for the element to display, see Add Conditions to a FlexCard Element.

9. (Optional) To style your element, click Style to open the Style panel, and see FlexCards Datatable Style Properties.

Preview your FlexCard. See Preview a FlexCard.

FlexCards Datatable Properties

Datatable element properties are configurable in the Property Panel when you select a Datatable element in the FlexCard Designer.
With the Datatable element, display a tabular structure of the data fetched from a data source.

Download a Sample Datatable DataPack

Download a sample Datatable DataPack to import into your org. A Datatable element lets you display a tabular structure of the data
fetched from a data source on a FlexCard.

FlexCards Datatable Properties

Datatable element properties are configurable in the Property Panel when you select a Datatable element in the FlexCard Designer. With
the Datatable element, display a tabular structure of the data fetched from a data source.

ReferenceDescriptionProperty

n/aUpdate the data fields to populate the table
and set options for columns, such as Type
and Selectability.

Column

Add Conditions to a FlexCard ElementAdd a condition that must be met for the
element to display.

Conditions
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ReferenceDescriptionProperty

FlexCard Naming ConventionsThe name of the element as seen on the
canvas. Used to distinguish one element

Element Name

from another as you build your FlexCard in
the designer. Is used only within the
designer.

n/aSpecify the record data that populates the
table. Defaults to {records}.

Records

Attributes

Note: The Accessibility Support property is supported in Winter '22 to display the Datatable Name property. Beginning Spring
'22, Datatable Name property is visible in the Properties panel by default.

DescriptionProperty

Displays the Datatable Name property where you can add an
aria-label for accessibility users.

Accessibility Support

Enable support for cell-level inline-editing. Select which columns
are editable from the Column property.

Cell Level Edit

Adds an aria-label for accessibility users. The text isn’t visible on
screen and only visible to assistive technologies.

Datatable Name

Enable the ability to rearrange rows by dragging them up or down.Draggable

Enter a class appended to the container of the element. Select from
a class defined in the Add Custom CSS feature of the FlexCard
Designer or any style sheet available to the FlexCard.

Extra Class

Enable to fire a delete custom event when a row is deleted.Fire Event On Delete Confirm

Enable to hide the table header.Hide Table Header

Enable the ability to search all column values. Limit which columns
are searchable from the Column Property.

Is Searchable

Enable support for sorting all columns. Limit which columns are
sortable from the Column Property.

Is Sortable
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DescriptionProperty

Specify the number of page navigation links to add to pagination.
The Page Size property must be enabled.

Page Limit

Enable pagination by specifying how many records to display on
each page. If using Group By, the Page Size is determined by the
number of groups instead of the number of rows.

Page Size

Enable the ability to delete a row based on a data field value
returning as false. The field must have a boolean (true or false)
value and Row Delete must be enabled.

Row Delete Dependent Column

Enable the ability to delete a row from the FlexCard. The record
isn’t deleted in the database. Triggers the delete  event.

Row Delete

Enable support for row-level inline-editing.Row Level Edit

Enable to display a confirmation window before a row gets deleted.Show Confirm Modal Before Row Delete

Allow users to select which columns are visible. Select specific
columns from the Column property.

User Selectable Column

Make row selectable by adding a checkbox at the beginning of
each row. Triggers the selectrow  event.

User Selectable Row

Group Attributes

DescriptionProperty

Enable to expand all groups.Active Groups

Group table rows by a data field.Group By

Sort groups in ascending or descending order.Group Order

Add a class to the wrapper surrounding each group name.Group Wrapper Class

Enable to remove the space below and above the group name.Hide Extra Column

Sorts both the groups and the rows within each group when a
column head is clicked. By default, sorting happens within each
group when a column head is clicked. View functionality in Preview.

Sort Across Groups
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Column Properties

These properties are visible in the Add DataTable Columns window when you click the Column property.

DescriptionProperty

Update the name of the field column. By default, the field label is
the Field Name.

Field Label

Select the field column to display.Field Name

Select which fields are sortable. Enable Is Sortable under
Attributes in the Properties panel.

Is Sortable

Select which fields are searchable from the search form. Enable Is
Searchable under Attributes in the Properties panel.

Is Searchable

Select the type of data the field column displays. For example, if
an Account field name is AnnualRevenue, select Currency.

Type

Select which field column a user can edit. Enable Cell Level Edit
under Attributes in the Properties panel.

Is Editable

Select which field columns a user can hide or show. Enable User
Selectable Column under Attributes in the Properties panel.

Is User Selectable

Select which field columns are hidden or visible by default. Use
with Is User Selectable to enable users to display hidden field
columns.

Is Visible

Datatable Events

Event DescriptionEvent Name

Fires when table data changes.update

Fires when a row is updated. Enable User Selectable Row.selectrow

Fires when a row is deleted. Enable Row Delete.delete

Download a Sample Datatable DataPack

Download a sample Datatable DataPack to import into your org. A Datatable element lets you display a tabular structure of the data
fetched from a data source on a FlexCard.
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The sample DataPack demonstrates how to configure a data table with common settings, such as searchability, sortability, and more.
The data table is automatically populated with the data from the configured data source once the element is dragged onto the canvas.

What's Included

A FlexCard with a Datatable element with the following features:

• Grouped by a data field.

• Searchable and sortable.

• Sortable across groups.

• Groups expanded.

• Row and cell-level editing.

• Draggable.

• Deletable row with confirmation upon deletion.

• Pagination.

• Repeat Records in Setup panel disabled.

• Custom data source.

Download and Import the DataPack

• Download the OmniStudio for Vlocity DataPack here: demoDatatable.json.

Note: Download the DataPack for OmniStudio for Vlocity for an org with a Vlocity Health and Insurance, Communication,
Media and Energy, or Public Sector package installed.

DataPacks with the OmniStudio objects can't be imported into an org with OmniStudio for Vlocity objects.
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Download the OmniStudio DataPack here: demoDatatable-OmniStudio.json

Note: Download the OmniStudio DataPack for an org with the OmniStudio package installed.

If you import DataPacks with OmniStudio for Vlocity objects into an org with the OmniStudio package, the objects are converted
into OmniStudio objects.

• To import the DataPack, see Import a FlexCard.

Add a Field to a FlexCard

Display data fields returned from a data source on a FlexCard. For example, display Policy information for an Account.

1. From the FlexCards tab, click a version of a FlexCard to open the FlexCard Designer.

2. To add a data field, from the Build panel, perform one of these tasks:

• Click Fields to view the list of available data fields, and drag a data field into a state on the canvas.

• Drag the Field element from the Elements list into a state on the canvas.

3. (Optional) From the Properties panel, update the element name in the Element Name field.

4. (Optional) Enter a visible label in the Label field.

Note: Beginning with Summer '21, Label supports concatenated strings. Combine plain text and supported merge fields.
For example, {Label.AccountName}>{Name}.

5. (Optional) Add placeholder text in the Placeholder field.

6. (Optional) To set a data type, such as text and currency, select one from the Field Type dropdown. The default is Text.

Note: To configure additional properties for your selected Field Type, see FlexCards Field Properties.

Important: If you select Date  as a Field Type, and the field element is a string that represents a date, make sure that the
date value matches the user locale format. For example, if your date value comes from a Custom data source such as is
[{"DOB" : "28-03-2015"}, and your locale is en_US, which has an M/D/YYYY format, because months only go up
to 12, the number 28 won’t read properly. The final date is displayed incorrectly. Instead, if your application doesn’t require
localization, update the format to match the string output, such as DD/MM/YYYY. Or select Text  as a Field Type.

7. If you dragged the Field element from the Build panel, in the Output field, click into the field and select from the available data fields
returned from the data source.

Note: Beginning with Summer '21, Output supports concatenated strings, such as {Name} + {Id}.

8. (Optional) When Date  is selected for Field Type, you can enable Use Absolute Date to prevent converting the date based on the
timezone when Format is updated.

Note: If the logged-in user's timezone isn’t the same as the timezone where the record was created, when Use Absolute
Date is disabled, the date may display one day ahead or behind. For example, 12/16/2020 or 12/14/2020 instead of 12/15/2020.

Important: Don’t enable if Date  is the Field Type and your field element returns a date as a string, such as data from a
Custom data source that looks like [{"DOB" : "28-03-2015"}], and doesn’t match the defined format. This throws
an error. See the notice in Step 6.

9. (Optional) Beginning Winter '22, to provide information about the field, enter descriptive text in Help Text.
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10. (Optional) If your FlexCard is used on an application accessible across different locales, enable Use User Locale For Formatting to
use the logged-in user's locale to determine the format of your date, time, and currency.

Note: By default, the FlexCard Author's user locale determines the format.

Important: Don’t enable if Date  is the Field Type and your field element returns a date as a string, such as data from a
Custom data source that looks like [{"DOB" : "28-03-2015"}], and doesn’t match the defined format. This throws
an error. See the notice in Step 6.

11. (Optional) To add conditions that must be met for the element to display, see Add Conditions to a FlexCard Element.

12. (Optional) To style your element, click Style to open the Style panel, and see FlexCards Field Style Properties.

Preview your FlexCard. See Preview a FlexCard.

FlexCards Field Properties

Field element properties are configurable in the Property Panel when you select a Field element in the FlexCard Designer. With the
Field element, display data fields returned from a provided data source.

FlexCards Field Properties

Field element properties are configurable in the Property Panel when you select a Field element in the FlexCard Designer. With the Field
element, display data fields returned from a provided data source.

ReferenceDescriptionProperty

Add Conditions to a FlexCard ElementAdd a condition that must be met for the
element to display.

Conditions

FlexCard Naming ConventionsThe name of the element as seen on the
canvas. Used to distinguish one element

Element Name

from another as you build your FlexCard in
the designer. Is used only within the
designer.

n/aSelect the type of Field element to display.
If you select Date, make sure the date

Field Type

value, such as 28/03/2015, matches the
format of the user locale, such as
DD/MM/YYYY, otherwise the date displays
incorrectly.

n/aDisplays information about the field when
the user hovers over the help "i" icon.

Help Text

n/aEnter a visible label for the element.Label

n/aSelect the data field to display.Output
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ReferenceDescriptionProperty

n/aEnter placeholder text.Placeholder

Field Type Properties

This table lists additional properties available for each Field Type.

ReferenceField TypeDescriptionProperty

Currency CodesCurrencyEnter a currency code to update
the supported currency.

Currency

Date and Time FormatsDate, Date TimeSelect a format for the date or
date and time if the Field Type

Format

is either Date  or Date
Time. By default, the FlexCard
Author's user locale determines
the format.

Supported LanguagesCurrencyEnter a locale code to update
the supported language.

Locale

n/aNumberEnter a string expression to limit
the user's input.

Mask

n/aDateEnable to prevent converting the
date based on the timezone.

Use Absolute Date

n/aAllIf your FlexCard is used in an
application accessible across

Use User Locale For Formatting

multiple locales, enable to use
the logged-in user's locale to
determine the format of your
date, time, currency, and so on.

Add an Icon to a FlexCard

Display an SVG Icon on a FlexCard. Select from a Salesforce SVG icon or a custom action. You can also link the icon to an action.

1. From the FlexCard Designer, drag an Icon element from the Build panel into a state on the canvas.

2. (Optional) From the Properties panel, update the element name in the Element Name field.

3. From the Type dropdown, select an icon type.

4. To configure a Custom icon, enter the source of the icon in the Source field.
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5. To configure Salesforce SVG icon properties:

a. To select the icon, from the Icon field, perform one of the following tasks:

• Enter the name of the icon, such as utility:arrowdown. See Salesforce Lightning Design System.

• Click the search icon in the input field, and perform one of the following tasks:

– Click to select an icon from the list available, and click Save.

– Search for an icon in the search field, click an icon to select it, and click Save.

b. (Optional) Select a style variant from the Variant dropdown.

6. (Optional) To update the size of the icon, select a new size from the Size dropdown.

7. To link the icon to an action, click + Add Action. To configure action properties, see FlexCards Action Properties.

8. (Optional) To add conditions that must be met for the element to display, see Add Conditions to a FlexCard Element.

9. (Optional) To style your icon element, click Style to open the Style panel, and see FlexCards Icon Style Properties.

Preview your FlexCard. See Preview a FlexCard.

FlexCards Icon Properties

Icon element properties are configurable in the Property Panel when you select an Icon element in the FlexCard Designer. With the
Icon element, display a Salesforce SVG Icon or a custom icon on a FlexCard.

FlexCards Icon Properties

Icon element properties are configurable in the Property Panel when you select an Icon element in the FlexCard Designer. With the Icon
element, display a Salesforce SVG Icon or a custom icon on a FlexCard.

ReferenceDescriptionProperty

Add a Click Event to a FlexCard ElementMake the element a clickable action.Add Action

Add Conditions to a FlexCard ElementAdd a condition that must be met for the
element to display.

Conditions

FlexCard Naming ConventionsThe name of the element as seen on the
canvas. Used to distinguish one element

Element Name

from another as you build your FlexCard in
the designer. Is used only within the
designer.

n/aAdd an additional class to the element.Extra Class

n/aEnter the name of the Salesforce Icon.Icon

n/aEnter the URL of a custom icon.Image Source
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ReferenceDescriptionProperty

n/aSelect the size of the icon.Size

n/aSelect the type of icon to display.Type

n/aSelect from predefined SLDS styles to
change the appearance of the element.

Variant

Add an Image to a FlexCard

Add an image to a FlexCard in the FlexCard Designer. With the Image element, upload an image from your computer, use an image
from a Salesforce library, enter a URL, or use a merge field from a data source. Link the image to an action, add classes, and adjust the
size of the image relative to the canvas size.

Note: All labels in the Properties panel have Custom Label support.

1. From the FlexCard Designer, drag an Image element from the Build panel into a state on the canvas.

2. (Optional) From the Properties panel, update the element name in the Element Name field.

3. Select the Image Source from one of these options:

• To display an image from an external source, enter the absolute URL of the image

Important: If your image doesn't show, add the URL of the image to the CSP Trusted Sites list in your org. If you're adding
your FlexCard to a Community, you must add the URL to the CSP Trusted Sites list. See Content Security Policy (CSP).

• To upload a file from your computer:

a. Click the search icon.

b. Click Upload Files and select an image file from your computer. Or drag a file from your computer and drop it where it says
Or drop files.

c. Click Save.

Note: Uploaded files are saved to your org's library of documents for reuse.

• To use a file from a library in your Salesforce CRM Content or Salesforce Files:

a. Click the search icon.

b. Select an image from the Select an Image from Content Document dropdown.

c. Click Save.

4. (Optional) To adjust the size of the image relative to the canvas size, select an option from the Size dropdown.

Note: By default, Fit Content is selected, enabling the image to fill the container of the Image element, or the container of
a Block element that it's inside.

On the canvas, adjust the element size to fit your image as needed.
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5. For accessibility, in the Alternative Text field, enter text describing the image.

6. (Optional) Enter a Newport, SLDS, or custom CSS class in the Extra Class field.

Note: By default, slds-image--card slds-align_absolute-center  populate the field.

7. (Optional) To display an image caption, enter text in the Title field.

Note: Beginning with Summer '21, Title supports concatenated strings. Combine plain text and supported merge fields. For
example, {Label.AccountName}>{Name}.

8. (Optional) To style the image caption, enter a class in the Title Class field.

9. (Optional) To launch an action on click of the element, see Add a Click Event to a FlexCard Element.

10. (Optional) To add conditions that must be met for the element to display, see Add Conditions to a FlexCard Element.

11. (Optional) To style your element, click Style to open the Style panel, and see Style FlexCard Elements.

Preview your FlexCard. See Preview a FlexCard.

FlexCards Image Properties

Image element properties are configurable in the Property Panel when you select an Image element in the FlexCard Designer. With
the Image element, display an image on a FlexCard.

FlexCards Image Properties

Image element properties are configurable in the Property Panel when you select an Image element in the FlexCard Designer. With the
Image element, display an image on a FlexCard.

ReferenceDescriptionProperty

Add a Click Event to a FlexCard ElementMake the element a clickable action.Add Action

n/aFor accessibility, enter text describing the
image, which displays when the image is
not available.

Alternative Text

Add Conditions to a FlexCard ElementAdd a condition that must be met for the
element to display.

Conditions

FlexCard Naming ConventionsThe name of the element as seen on the
canvas. Used to distinguish one element

Element Name

from another as you build your FlexCard in
the designer. Is used only within the
designer.

n/aEnter a class appended to the container of
the element. Select from a class defined in

Extra Class

the Add Custom CSS feature of the
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ReferenceDescriptionProperty

FlexCard Designer or any style sheet
available to the FlexCard.

n/aEnter a value available to the height  CSS
property, such as 100px, 4rem, or a
calc()  function.

Height

n/aEnter the image source for the icon. Upload
the icon here, select an image from your

Image Source

org's libraries, or enter a secure absolute URL
from an external source.

n/aUpdate the size of the image relative to the
canvas size. By default, Fit Content is

Size

selected, enabling the image to fill the
container of the Image element.

n/aEnter a class for the image caption.Title Class

n/aEnter an image caption.Title

n/aEnter a value available to the width  CSS
property, such as 100px, 4rem, or a
calc()  function.

Width

Add a Menu to a FlexCard

Create a menu from a list of actions on a FlexCard. Style the menu button, and each action in the menu's dropdown. Add any action
type available in the FlexCard Designer.

See FlexCards Actions Reference.

1. From the FlexCard Designer, drag a Menu element into a state on the canvas.

2. (Optional) From the Properties panel, update the element name in the Element Name field.

3. (Optional) In the Label field, enter the visible label of the menu button.

Note: Beginning Summer '21, Label supports concatenated strings. Combine plain text and supported merge fields. For
example, Update {AccountName}.

4. (Optional) To change the default menu button icon, from the Icon field perform one of the following tasks:

• Enter the name of the icon, such as utility:arrowdown. See Salesforce Lightning Design System.

• Click the search icon in the input field, and perform one of the following tasks:

– Click to select an icon from the list available, and click Save.

– Search for an icon in the search field, click an icon to select it, and click Save.
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5. (Optional) To disable scrolling in the dropdown when there are more than 5 menu items, uncheck Enable Overflow.

6. (Optional) To change the position of the dropdown menu, select a new position from the Dropdown Position dropdown. The
default is left.

7. (Optional) To change the size of the dropdown menu, select a new size from the Dropdown Size dropdown.

8. (Optional) To select a style variant, select a new style from the Variant dropdown.

9. (Optional) To change the position of the icon in the menu button relative to the label, select a new position from the Icon Position
dropdown.

10. (Optional) To adjust the size of the icon in the menu button, select a new size from the Icon Size dropdown.

11. To add actions, for each action, click + Add New Action. See Add a Click Event to a FlexCard Element to configure the action
properties.

• Beginning Winter '22, to add conditions that must be met for the action to display in the menu, click + Add New next to
Conditions. See Add Conditions to a FlexCard Element.

• To update the position of the action icon relative to the label, select a new position from the Icon Position dropdown.

• To enable menu items to reflect status level notifications like Error, Success, and Warning, select the class from the Status
dropdown.

12. (Optional) To add conditions that must be met for the element to display, see Add Conditions to a FlexCard Element.

13. (Optional) To style your menu element, click Style to open the Style panel, and see FlexCards Menu Style Properties.

14. Beginning Summer '22, to use your mouse and keyboard to open or close the menu and move through the menu items, see the
following options:

• When the menu button is in focus, to open or close the menu, click with your mouse, press the enter/return key. You can also
click outside the menu element to close the menu.

• When the menu button or a menu item is in focus, to close the menu, press the tab or esc key. If you press the tab key, the focus
moves to the next item on the page.

• To go through the menu items, use the up and down arrow keys.

Preview your FlexCard. See Preview a FlexCard.

FlexCards Menu Properties

Menu element properties are configurable in the Property Panel when you select a Menu element in the FlexCard Designer. With
the Menu element, create a menu from a list of actions.

FlexCards Menu Properties

Menu element properties are configurable in the Property Panel when you select a Menu element in the FlexCard Designer. With the
Menu element, create a menu from a list of actions.

ReferenceDescriptionProperty

Add Conditions to a FlexCard ElementAdd a condition that must be met for the
element to display.

Conditions
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ReferenceDescriptionProperty

n/aSelect the positon of the dropdown relative
to the menu button.

Dropdown Position

n/aSelect the size of the dropdown.Dropdown Size

FlexCard Naming ConventionsThe name of the element as seen on the
canvas. Used to distinguish one element

Element Name

from another as you build your FlexCard in
the designer. Is used only within the
designer.

n/aTo disable scrolling in the dropdown when
there are more than 5 menu items, disable
this feature. Enabled by default.

Enable Overflow

n/aSelect position of the icon relative to the
label.

Icon Position

n/aSelect the size of the icon.Icon Size

n/aSelect the icon to display.Icon

n/aEnter a visible label for the element.Label

n/aSelect from predefined SLDS styles to
change the appearance of the element.

Variant

n/aAdd actions to populate the menu.Add New Action

Configure from the modal when you click
on the Add New Action property.

Select an SLDS style for your menu item.Status

Add a Text Element to a FlexCard

Combine plain text and merge fields inside a rich text editor with the Text element in the FlexCard Designer. Enter a merge field, such
as data fields, or context variables, such as session variables.

For available context variables and their corresponding merge fields, see FlexCards Context Variables.

The Text element's rich text editor adds an HTML div  for each text section to build the layout of the element. Add SDLS and NDS classes
and other formatting options to each div  to style your text.

1. In the FlexCard Designer, drag the Text element from the Build panel into a state on the canvas.

2. To update the default text, from the Properties panel, click into the rich text editor to override the content.
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Beginning Spring '22, the default font for a Text element is System Font, which is the native font your operating system’s UI provides.

3. (Optional) To add a new block of text, click return to create a new div.

4. (Optional) To add data field values, select from the Fields list in the rich text editor. You can also manually add the field by entering
the field name surrounded by single curly braces, such as {Type}.

5. (Optional) To add custom labels, enter the {Label.customLabelName} merge field anywhere in the rich text editor. For example, to
add a custom label for AccountName, enter {Label.AccountName}. See Add Custom Labels to Supported Fields on a FlexCard.

6. (Optional) To add a context variable as a merge field, enter it any div. For example, enter {User.userProfileName}  to add
the logged-in user's profile name. See FlexCards Context Variables.

Note: The rendered User global context variable is visible at run time only, such as in Preview or when FlexCard is published
to a page.

7. (Optional) To undo a change, click the Undo icon.

8. (Optional) To redo an undone change, click the Redo icon.

9. To style the text within the rich text editor, see Style Text in the Rich Text Editor of a FlexCard Text Element.

10. (Optional) To add conditions that must be met for the element to display, see Add Conditions to a FlexCard Element.

(Optional) To style your element, click Style to open the Style panel, and see Style FlexCard Elements.

Style Text in the Rich Text Editor of a FlexCard Text Element

Style plain text and merge fields inside the FlexCard Text element's rich text editor. Enter a merge field, such as data fields, or context
variables, such as session variables.

FlexCards Text Element Properties

Text element properties are configurable in the Property Panel when you select a Text element in the FlexCard Designer. With the
Text element, combine plain text and merge fields using a Rich Text Editor.

Style Text in the Rich Text Editor of a FlexCard Text Element

Style plain text and merge fields inside the FlexCard Text element's rich text editor. Enter a merge field, such as data fields, or context
variables, such as session variables.

For available context variables and their corresponding merge fields, see FlexCards Context Variables.

The Text element's rich text editor adds an HTML div  for each text section to build the layout of the element. Add SDLS and NDS classes
and other formatting options to each div  to style your text.

Before You Begin

• Add a Text element to your FlexCard from the Build panel in the FlexCard Designer. See Add a Text Element to a FlexCard

1. To add NDS or SLDS classes to change the text style:

a. Click into a div in the rich text editor.

b. To adjust the size or style of the text, click the Paragraph dropdown, and select one or more classes from Headers or Body
section.

c. To change the color of the text, click the Paragraph dropdown, and select a class from the Color section.

d. To remove a class, select the class again.

For SLDS class descriptions, see SLDS Text documentation.
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2. To manually update the text size, weight, style, font, and color, select the text, then select from one of the rich text editor's formatting
options.

For example, to make the text bold, select text, and click the B icon.

3. To create a list, adjust alignment, or set indentation, click into a div, and select from the list, alignment, or indentation formatting
options.

For example, to add indentation, select the text, and select the Increase Indentation icon.

4. To clear formatting, select the text, and click the Clear formatting icon.

FlexCards Text Element Properties

Text element properties are configurable in the Property Panel when you select a Text element in the FlexCard Designer. With the Text
element, combine plain text and merge fields using a Rich Text Editor.

ReferenceDescriptionProperty

Add Conditions to a FlexCard ElementAdd a condition that must be met for the
element to display.

Conditions

FlexCard Naming ConventionsThe name of the element as seen on the
canvas. Used to distinguish one element

Element Name

from another as you build your FlexCard in
the designer. Is used only within the
designer.

FlexCards Input Elements Reference
Add input elements on a FlexCard to enable users to enter data or select from a list of options you provide. When a user enters, selects
or updates a value, the change is reflected in the data JSON. You can configure an element to execute an action when a user selects an
option or enters data. Input elements are available in the Inputs section of the Build panel of the FlexCard Designer.

With the Custom Attributes feature, configure additional properties available to the specific input element but not available as a GUI
in the Properties panel. See the associated readme for each element in the Reference column in the table on this page.

To add display elements to your FlexCard, such as data fields, charts, and data tables, see FlexCards Display Elements Reference.

Note: Beginning Winter '22, the Toggle element is available under the Inputs section of the Build panel. Before Winter '22, the
Toggle element is available under the Elements section of the Build panel.

Required Versions

Available beginning Winter '22.
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ReferenceDescriptionInput Element

Add a Checkbox Input Element to a FlexCardDisplays a checkbox.Checkbox

Base LWC: CheckboxGroup Lightning Web
Component ReadMe

Add a Currency Input Element to a FlexCardDisplays an input field in which a user can
enter a currency amount based on the
locale and currency type you specify.

Currency

Base LWC: Input Lightning Web Component
ReadMe when type = currency.

Add a Date/Time Input Element to a
FlexCard

Displays an input element that enables the
user to select a date from a calendar widget

Date/Time

and a time from a dropdown list. The Base LWC: DateTimePicker Lightning Web
Component ReadMeDate/Time input element supports custom

labels.

Add a Date Input Element to a FlexCardDisplays an input element that enables the
user to select a date from a calendar widget.

Date

Base LWC: DatePicker Lightning Web
Component ReadMeThe Date input element supports custom

labels.

Add an Email Input Element to a FlexCardDisplays an input element that enables a
user to enter an email address.

Email

Base LWC: Input Lightning Web Component
ReadMe when type = email.

Add a Multi-Select Input Element to a
FlexCard

Displays multiple options from which the
user can select one or more. You can display

Multi-Select

your options as checkboxes, buttons,
images, or as a combobox.

Base LWC: When type is checkbox or button,
see CheckboxGroup Lightning Web
Component ReadMe. When type is image,
see CheckboxImageGroup Lightning Web
Component ReadMe. When type is
combobox, see Combobox Lightning Web
Component ReadMe.

Add a Number Input Element to a FlexCardDisplays an input field in which a user can
enter a number.

Number

Base LWC: Input Lightning Web Component
ReadMe when type = number.

Add a Radio Input Element to a FlexCardDisplays one or more options from which a
user can select just one. You can display

Radio

Base LWC: When type is radio or button, see
RadioGroup Lightning Web Componenteach option as a standard radio input field,

a button, an image, or a color block. ReadMe. When type is image, see
RadioImageGroup Lightning Web
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ReferenceDescriptionInput Element

Component ReadMe. When type is color,
see RadioColorPickGroup Lightning Web
Component ReadMe.

Add a Range Input Element to a FlexCardDisplays an input element from which a user
can select a value from a range on a slider.

Range

Base LWC: Input Lightning Web Component
ReadMe when type = range.

Add a Select Input Element to a FlexCardDisplays an input element from which the
user can select an option from a list of
options provided.

Select

Base LWC: Combobox Lightning Web
Component ReadMe when multiple = false.

Add a Telephone Input Element to a
FlexCard

Displays an input element that enables a
user to enter a phone number.

Telephone

Base LWC: Input Lightning Web Component
ReadMe when type = tel.

Add a Text Area Input Element to a FlexCardDisplays an input element that enables a
user to enter multiple lines of text.

Text Area

Base LWC: Textarea Lightning Web
Component ReadMe

Add a Text Input Element to a FlexCardDisplays an input element that enables a
user to enter a line of text.

Text

Base LWC: Input Lightning Web Component
ReadMe when type = text.

Add a Time Input Element to a FlexCardDisplays an input element that enables a
user to select a time from a list of intervals.

Time

Base LWC: TimePicker Lightning Web
Component ReadMe

Trigger Actions with the Toggle Element on
a FlexCard

Displays an input element that enables a
user to pick between two states, enable or
disable an option, or select multiple options.

Toggle

Add a Typeahead Input Element to a
FlexCard

Displays a search field that enables a user
to view hints or a list of possible options
based on the text the user enters.

Typeahead

Base LWC: Typeahead Lightning Web
Component ReadMe
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Bind a FlexCard Input Value to a Data Field

Bind the value of an Input element to a new or existing data field in your FlexCard's data source. When a user updates the input
value, the data JSON updates. You can use the new data like any other piece of data from a data source. For example, update the
value of an attribute sent from a parent to a child FlexCard based on user input.

FlexCards Common Input Element Properties

FlexCard Input elements have properties shared by most or all Input elements. For example, add a help icon on any input element
that when hovered displays helpful text about the input field.

Add a Checkbox Input Element to a FlexCard

Add a Checkbox input element on a FlexCard to enable users to select or unselect a checkbox. From the Properties panel, configure
properties and custom attributes, add an action, and add conditions.

Add a Currency Input Element to a FlexCard

Add a Currency Input element on a FlexCard to enable users to enter a currency amount based on the locale and currency type you
specify. From the Properties panel, configure properties and custom attributes, add an action, and add conditions.

Add a Date/Time Input Element to a FlexCard

Add a Date/Time Input element on a FlexCard to enable users to select a formatted date from a calendar widget and a formatted
time from a list of time intervals. From the Properties panel, configure properties and custom attributes, add an action, and add
conditions.

Add a Date Input Element to a FlexCard

Add a Date Input element on a FlexCard to enable users to select a formatted date from a calendar widget. From the Properties
panel, configure properties and custom attributes, add an action, and add conditions.

Add a Multi-Select Input Element to a FlexCard

Add a Multi-Select Input element on a FlexCard to enable users to select from multiple options. You can display options as images,
checkboxes, buttons, or a dropdown list. From the Properties panel, configure properties and custom attributes, add an action, and
add conditions.

Add an Email Input Element to a FlexCard

Add an Email Input element on a FlexCard to enable users to enter a valid email address. From the Properties panel, configure
properties and custom attributes, add an action, and add conditions.

Add a Number Input Element to a FlexCard

Add a Number Input element on a FlexCard to enable users to enter a numeric value. From the Properties panel, configure properties
and custom attributes, add an action, and add conditions.

Add a Radio Input Element to a FlexCard

Add a Radio input element on a FlexCard to enable users to select an item from one or more options. From the Properties panel,
configure properties and custom attributes, add an action, and add conditions.

Add a Range Input Element to a FlexCard

Add a Number Input element on a FlexCard to enable users to select from a range of numbers you specify. From the Properties
panel, configure properties and custom attributes, add an action, and add conditions.

Add a Select Input Element to a FlexCard

Add a Select Input element on a FlexCard to enable users to select an item from a dropdown list. From the Properties panel, configure
properties and custom attributes, add an action, and add conditions.

Add a Telephone Input Element to a FlexCard

Add a Telephone Input element on a FlexCard to enable users to enter a valid phone number. From the Properties panel, configure
properties and custom attributes, add an action, and add conditions.
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Add a Text Area Input Element to a FlexCard

Add a Text Area Input element on a FlexCard to enable users to enter multiple lines of plain text. From the Properties panel, configure
properties and custom attributes, add an action, and add conditions.

Add a Text Input Element to a FlexCard

Add a Text Input element on a FlexCard to enable users to enter one line of plain text. From the Properties panel, configure properties
and custom attributes, add an action, and add conditions.

Add a Time Input Element to a FlexCard

Add a Time Input element on a FlexCard to enable users to select a formatted time from a list of time intervals. From the Properties
panel, configure properties and custom attributes, add an action, and add conditions.

Trigger Actions with the Toggle Element on a FlexCard

Trigger an action when a user clicks a toggle element on a FlexCard. Let a user pick between two states, enable or disable an option,
or select multiple options. When a user selects the element, its value is sent as a parameter to the action as true or false, or a
comma-separated list of user-selected options with the {element.value}  merge field.

Add a Typeahead Input Element to a FlexCard

Add a Typeahead Input element on a FlexCard to enable users to click into a search field, which provides hints or a list of possible
options based on the text the user enters. From the Properties panel, configure properties and custom attributes, add an action, and
add conditions.

Bind a FlexCard Input Value to a Data Field

Bind the value of an Input element to a new or existing data field in your FlexCard's data source. When a user updates the input value,
the data JSON updates. You can use the new data like any other piece of data from a data source. For example, update the value of an
attribute sent from a parent to a child FlexCard based on user input.

Required Versions

Available beginning Winter '22.

1. From the FlexCard Designer, drag an Input element from the Inputs section of the Build panel.

2. To bind your input value to a data source field in one of two ways, in the Properties panel, click into Field Binding and perform one
of the following tasks:

• Bind to an existing data source field: To enable a user to update a data field in the data source, click into Field Binding to select
a data field that exists, such as {AccountRevenue}. When your user updates the value of the input element, the value of
AcccountRevenue  in the data JSON updates.

• Bind to a new data source field: To add new data to the data source, enter a unique name to create a data field in the data JSON.
Enter as a merge field with alphanumeric characters and no spaces. For example, {SecondaryContactEmail}  or
{2ndryContactEmail}.

Important: The Field Binding value takes priority over the Default Value. When creating a data field, the default value is
null. When binding to an existing data field, the default value is the value in the data source.

3. To confirm the data JSON updates when the input value changes an existing data field, perform the following tasks:

a. Click the Preview tab, and enter or select a value from an input element on the canvas. For example, in a Currency Input element
that binds the element to the AccountRevenue  data field, enter a new amount, such as 5000000.
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b. In a card object in the cards  section of the Data JSON panel, find the updated data field, such as AccountRevenue:
"5000000".

4. To confirm a new data field is created in the data JSON when a user enters or selects an input value, perform the following tasks:

a. Click the Preview tab.

b. In a card object in the cards  section of the Data JSON panel, notice there’s no data field for the one you created in the Field
Binding property.

c. On the canvas, enter or select a value from an input element on the canvas. For example, in an Email Input element that binds
to a new 2ndryContactEmail  data field, enter an email address, such as janis@joplins.com.

d. In the associated card object in the cards  section of the Data JSON panel, find the new data field, such as
2ndryContactEmail: "janis@joplins.com".
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FlexCards Common Input Element Properties

FlexCard Input elements have properties shared by most or all Input elements. For example, add a help icon on any input element that
when hovered displays helpful text about the input field.

Required Versions

Available beginning Winter '22.
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ReferenceInput ElementsDescriptionProperty

Bind a FlexCard Input Value to a
Data Field

All but ToggleBind the value of the input
element to an existing or new
data field.

Field Binding

Base OmniStudio LWC ReadMe
Reference

All but ToggleConfigure additional properties
available to the specific Input
element. See the related base

Custom Attributes

LWC ReadMe for information
about a specific attribute.

N/AAll but CheckboxEnter the label that appears next
to the element.

Field Label

N/ATypeahead, Time, Text Area,
Telephone, Select, Number,
Email, Date, Currency

Enter temporary text that
displays inside the input field
and suggests to the user what
to enter.

Placeholder

N/AAll but RangeMake field required.Required

N/AAll but ToggleDisable the ability to modify the
input values.

Read-only

N/AAllEnter helpful text about the
purpose of the input field. Adds

Help Text

an info icon (i) next to the
element's label, which when
hovered over displays the text.

N/AAll (For Checkbox element,
check to select by default)

Select the default value from a
list of data merge fields, or enter
plain text.

Default Value

N/AAll but ToggleEnter a value for the custom
attribute.

Value

Base OmniStudio LWC ReadMe
Reference

All but ToggleSelect from a list of additional
properties available to the input
element.

Attribute
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Add a Checkbox Input Element to a FlexCard

Add a Checkbox input element on a FlexCard to enable users to select or unselect a checkbox. From the Properties panel, configure
properties and custom attributes, add an action, and add conditions.

Required Versions

Available beginning Winter '22.

1. From the FlexCards tab, click a version of a FlexCard to open the FlexCard Designer.

2. From the Build panel, click Inputs, and drag the Checkbox element onto the canvas.

3. (Optional) From the Properties panel, update the element name in the Element Name field.

4. Configure properties common to all Input elements:

• (Optional) In Field Binding, bind the value of the input element to an existing or new data field.

• (Optional) Check Required if the user must enter or select a value for this input element.

• (Optional) Check Read-only to disable the ability to modify the input values.

• (Optional) In Help Text, enter helpful text about the purpose of the input field. This feature adds an info icon (i) next to the
element's label, which when hovered over displays the text.

5. In Checkbox Label, enter the label that appears next to the checkbox.

6. (Optional) To enable the checkbox by default, check Default Value.

7. (Optional) To configure additional properties available to the element, click + Add New in the Custom Attributes section.
For each new attribute, click into the Attribute field to select from an attribute in the dropdown and enter a value for the attribute
in the Value field.

8. To execute an action when a user selects or unselects the checkbox, click + Add Action.

9. (Optional) Add conditions that must be met for the element to display.

10. (Optional) Style your element. Click Style to open the Style panel.

FlexCards Checkbox Input Element Properties

Checkbox Input element properties are configurable in the Properties panel when you select a Checkbox element in the FlexCard
Designer. Enable a user to select or unselect a checkbox.

SEE ALSO:

FlexCards Input Elements Reference

Bind a FlexCard Input Value to a Data Field

Add a Click Event to a FlexCard Element

Add Conditions to a FlexCard Element

FlexCards Datatable Style Properties
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FlexCards Checkbox Input Element Properties

Checkbox Input element properties are configurable in the Properties panel when you select a Checkbox element in the FlexCard
Designer. Enable a user to select or unselect a checkbox.

See Add a Checkbox Input Element to a FlexCard.

Required Versions

Available beginning Winter '22.

ReferenceDescriptionProperty

N/AEnter the text that appears next to the
checkbox.

Checkbox Label

CheckboxGroup Lightning Web Component
ReadMe

Configure additional properties available to
the Input element. See the related base LWC
ReadMe for information about a specific
attribute.

Custom Attributes

N/AEnable to select the checkbox by default.Default Value

Bind a FlexCard Input Value to a Data FieldBind the value of the input element to an
existing or new data field.

Field Binding

N/AEnter helpful text about the purpose of the
input field. Adds an info icon (i) next to the

Help Text

element's label, which when hovered over
displays the text.

N/ADisable the ability to modify the input
values.

Read-only

N/AMake field required.Required

Add a Currency Input Element to a FlexCard

Add a Currency Input element on a FlexCard to enable users to enter a currency amount based on the locale and currency type you
specify. From the Properties panel, configure properties and custom attributes, add an action, and add conditions.

Required Versions

Available beginning Winter '22.
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1. From the FlexCards tab, click a version of a FlexCard to open the FlexCard Designer.

2. From the Build panel, click Inputs, and drag the Currency element onto the canvas.

3. (Optional) From the Properties panel, update the element name in the Element Name field.

4. Configure properties common to all Input elements:

• (Optional) In Field Binding, bind the value of the input element to an existing or new data field. See Bind a FlexCard Input Value
to a Data Field.

• In Field Label, enter the label that appears next to the element.

• (Optional) In Placeholder, enter temporary text that displays inside the input field and which suggest to the user what content
to enter.

• (Optional) Check Required if the user must enter or select a value for this input element.

• (Optional) Check Read-only to disable the ability to modify the input values.

• (Optional) In Help Text, enter helpful text about the purpose of the input field. This feature adds an info icon (i) next to the
element's label, which when hovered over displays the text.

5. (Optional) Click into Default Value to select a default input value from a merge field. Or, enter a value as plain text.

6. (Optional) In Locale, update the locale for the currency. The default value is based on the logged-in user's locale settings.

7. (Optional) In Currency Code, update the type of currency. The default value is based on the logged-in user's locale settings.

8. (Optional) To configure additional properties available to the element, click + Add New in the Custom Attributes section. For each
new attribute, perform the following tasks:

a. Click into the Attribute field to select from an attribute in the dropdown.

b. In the Value field, enter a value for the attribute.

9. To execute an action when a user interacts with the input element, click + Add Action, and see Add a Click Event to a FlexCard
Element.

10. (Optional) To add conditions that must be met for the element to display, see Add Conditions to a FlexCard Element.

11. (Optional) To style your element, click Style to open the Style panel, and see Style FlexCard Elements.

FlexCards Currency Input Element Properties

Currency Input element properties are configurable in the Properties panel when you select a Currency element in the FlexCard
Designer. Enable users to enter a currency amount based on the locale (location and language) and currency type you specify.

FlexCards Currency Input Element Properties

Currency Input element properties are configurable in the Properties panel when you select a Currency element in the FlexCard Designer.
Enable users to enter a currency amount based on the locale (location and language) and currency type you specify.

See Add a Currency Input Element to a FlexCard.

Required Versions

Available beginning Winter '22.
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ReferenceDescriptionProperty

N/AUpdate the type of currency. The default
value is based on the logged-in user's locale
settings, such as USD  for the US Dollar.

Currency Code

Input Lightning Web Component ReadMe
when type = currency

Configure additional properties available to
the Input element. See the related base LWC
ReadMe for information about a specific
attribute.

Custom Attributes

N/ASelect the default value from a list of data
merge fields, or enter plain text.

Default Value

Bind a FlexCard Input Value to a Data FieldBind the value of the input element to an
existing or new data field.

Field Binding

N/AEnter the label that appears next to the
element.

Field Label

N/AEnter helpful text about the purpose of the
input field. Adds an info icon (i) next to the

Help Text

element's label, which when hovered over
displays the text.

N/AUpdate the locale for the currency. The
default value is based on the logged-in

Locale

user's locale settings, such as en-US  for
English in the United States.

N/AEnter temporary text that displays inside the
input field and suggests to the user what to
enter.

Placeholder

N/ADisable the ability to modify the input
values.

Read-only

N/AMake field required.Required

Add a Date/Time Input Element to a FlexCard

Add a Date/Time Input element on a FlexCard to enable users to select a formatted date from a calendar widget and a formatted time
from a list of time intervals. From the Properties panel, configure properties and custom attributes, add an action, and add conditions.
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Required Versions

Available beginning Winter '22.

1. From the FlexCards tab, click a version of a FlexCard to open the FlexCard Designer.

2. From the Build panel, click Inputs, and drag the Date/Time element onto the canvas.

3. (Optional) From the Properties panel, update the element name in the Element Name field.

4. Configure properties common to all Input elements:

• (Optional) In Field Binding, bind the value of the input element to an existing or new data field. See Bind a FlexCard Input Value
to a Data Field.

• In Field Label, enter the label that appears next to the element.

• (Optional) Check Required if the user must enter or select a value for this input element.

• (Optional) Check Read-only to disable the ability to modify the input values.

• (Optional) In Help Text, enter helpful text about the purpose of the input field. This feature adds an info icon (i) next to the
element's label, which when hovered over displays the text.

5. (Optional) In Date Placeholder, to suggest to the user the type of content to enter for the date, enter temporary text that displays
inside the input field.

6. (Optional) In Time Placeholder, to suggest to the user the type of content to enter for the time, enter temporary text that displays
inside the input field.

7. (Optional) Click into Default Value to select a default input value from a merge field. Or, enter a value as plain text. Enter a default
value in the format specified in Date Format and Time Format. For example, if the formats are MM-dd-yyyy  and hh:mm a,
enter 12-03-2020 03:30 pm.

8. (Optional) Update the Date Format. Default is MM-dd-yyyy, which displays as 12-03-2021. See date-fns format for format
options.

9. (Optional) Update the Time Format. Default is hh:mm a, which displays as 3:30 am  or 3:30 pm. See date-fns format for
format options.

10. (Optional) To limit the user to a specific date range, set the Minimum Date and Maximum Date.

Select a date in the past or future in the format specified in Date Format. For example, for December 1, 1990, if the format is
MM-dd-yyyy, enter 12-01-1990, and if the format is dd-MM-yyyy, enter 01-12-1990. Leave Maximum Date empty
for the current date.

11. (Optional) In Time Interval, update the time intervals from the default 30  to another increment. For example, enter 15  to display
a list of 15-minute increments, such as 12:00, 12:15, 12:30, 12:45.

12. (Optional) To configure additional properties available to the element, click + Add New in the Custom Attributes section. For each
new attribute, perform the following tasks:

a. Click into the Attribute field to select from an attribute in the dropdown.

b. In the Value field, enter a value for the attribute.
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13. To execute an action when a user interacts with the input element, click + Add Action, and see Add a Click Event to a FlexCard
Element.

14. (Optional) To add conditions that must be met for the element to display, see Add Conditions to a FlexCard Element.

15. (Optional) To style your element, click Style to open the Style panel, and see Style FlexCard Elements.

FlexCards Date/Time Input Element Properties

Date/Time Input element properties are configurable in the Properties panel when you select a Date/Time element in the FlexCard
Designer.Enable users to select a formatted date from a calendar widget and a formatted time from a list of time intervals.

FlexCards Date/Time Input Element Properties

Date/Time Input element properties are configurable in the Properties panel when you select a Date/Time element in the FlexCard
Designer.Enable users to select a formatted date from a calendar widget and a formatted time from a list of time intervals.

See Add a Date/Time Input Element to a FlexCard.

Required Versions

Available beginning Winter '22.

ReferenceDescriptionProperty

DateTimePicker Lightning Web Component
ReadMe

Configure additional properties available to
the Input element. See the related base LWC
ReadMe for information about a specific
attribute.

Custom Attributes

date-fns formatUpdate the date's format. Default is
MM-dd-yyyy, which displays as

Date Format

12-03-2021. See date-fns.org for format
options.

N/AEnter temporary text that displays inside the
input field and which suggest to the user
what to enter for the date.

Date Placeholder

N/ASelect the default value from a list of data
merge fields, or enter plain text. Enter a

Default Value

default value in the format specified in Date
Format and Time Format.

Bind a FlexCard Input Value to a Data FieldBind the value of the input element to an
existing or new data field.

Field Binding
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ReferenceDescriptionProperty

N/AEnter the label that appears next to the
element.

Field Label

N/AEnter helpful text about the purpose of the
input field. Adds an info icon (i) next to the

Help Text

element's label, which when hovered over
displays the text.

N/ALimit the user to select a date up to a
specific date. Select a date in the past or

Maximum Date

future in the format specified in Date
Format.

N/ALimit the user to select from a date starting
on a specific date. Select a date in the past

Minimum Date

or future in the format specified in Date
Format.

N/ADisable the ability to modify the input
values.

Read-only

N/AMake field required.Required

date-fns formatUpdate the time's format. Default is hh:mm
a, which displays as 3:30 am  or 3:30
pm. See date-fns.org for format options.

Time Format

N/AUpdate the time intervals from the default
30  to a different increment. For example,

Time Intervals

enter 15  for increments of 15 minutes, such
as 12:15, 12:30, and 12:45.

N/AEnter temporary text that displays inside the
input field and which suggest to the user
what to enter for the time.

Time Placeholder

Add a Date Input Element to a FlexCard

Add a Date Input element on a FlexCard to enable users to select a formatted date from a calendar widget. From the Properties panel,
configure properties and custom attributes, add an action, and add conditions.
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Required Versions

Available beginning Winter '22.

1. From the FlexCards tab, click a version of a FlexCard to open the FlexCard Designer.

2. From the Build panel, click Inputs, and drag the Date element onto the canvas.

3. (Optional) From the Properties panel, update the element name in the Element Name field.

4. Configure properties common to all Input elements:

• (Optional) In Field Binding, bind the value of the input element to an existing or new data field. See Bind a FlexCard Input Value
to a Data Field.

• In Field Label, enter the label that appears next to the element.

• (Optional) In Placeholder, enter temporary text that displays inside the input field and which suggest to the user what content
to enter.

• (Optional) Check Required if the user must enter or select a value for this input element.

• (Optional) Check Read-only to disable the ability to modify the input values.

• (Optional) In Help Text, enter helpful text about the purpose of the input field. This feature adds an info icon (i) next to the
element's label, which when hovered over displays the text.

5. (Optional) Click into Default Value to select a default input value from a merge field. Or, enter a value as plain text. Enter a default
value in the format specified in Date Format.

6. (Optional) Update the Date Format. Default is MM-dd-yyyy, which displays as 12-03-2021. See date-fns format for format
options.

7. (Optional) To limit the user to a specific date range, set the Minimum Date and Maximum Date.

Select a date in the past or future in the format specified in Date Format. For example, for December 1, 1990, if the format is
MM-dd-yyyy, enter 12-01-1990, and if the format is dd-MM-yyyy, enter 01-12-1990. Leave Maximum Date empty
for the current date.

8. (Optional) To configure additional properties available to the element, click + Add New in the Custom Attributes section. For each
new attribute, perform the following tasks:

a. Click into the Attribute field to select from an attribute in the dropdown.

b. In the Value field, enter a value for the attribute.

9. To execute an action when a user interacts with the input element, click + Add Action, and see Add a Click Event to a FlexCard
Element.

10. (Optional) To add conditions that must be met for the element to display, see Add Conditions to a FlexCard Element.

11. (Optional) To style your element, click Style to open the Style panel, and see Style FlexCard Elements.

FlexCards Date Input Element Properties

Date Input element properties are configurable in the Properties panel when you select a Date element in the FlexCard Designer.
Enable users to select a formatted date from a calendar widget.
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FlexCards Date Input Element Properties

Date Input element properties are configurable in the Properties panel when you select a Date element in the FlexCard Designer. Enable
users to select a formatted date from a calendar widget.

See Add a Date Input Element to a FlexCard.

Required Versions

Available beginning Winter '22.

ReferenceDescriptionProperty

DatePicker Lightning Web Component
ReadMe

Configure additional properties available to
the Input element. See the related base LWC
ReadMe for information about a specific
attribute.

Custom Attributes

date-fns formatUpdate the date's format. Default is
MM-dd-yyyy, which displays as

Date Format

12-03-2021. See date-fns.org for format
options.

N/ASelect the default value from a list of data
merge fields, or enter plain text. Enter a

Default Value

default value in the format specified in Date
Format.

Bind a FlexCard Input Value to a Data FieldBind the value of the input element to an
existing or new data field.

Field Binding

N/AEnter the label that appears next to the
element.

Field Label

N/AEnter helpful text about the purpose of the
input field. Adds an info icon (i) next to the

Help Text

element's label, which when hovered over
displays the text.

N/ALimit the user to select a date up to a
specific date. Select a date in the past or

Maximum Date

future in the format specified in Date
Format.

N/ALimit the user to select from a date starting
on a specific date. Select a date in the past

Minimum Date
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ReferenceDescriptionProperty

or future in the format specified in Date
Format.

N/AEnter temporary text that displays inside the
input field and which suggest to the user
what to enter for the date.

Placeholder

N/ADisable the ability to modify the input
values.

Read-only

N/AMake field required.Required

Add a Multi-Select Input Element to a FlexCard

Add a Multi-Select Input element on a FlexCard to enable users to select from multiple options. You can display options as images,
checkboxes, buttons, or a dropdown list. From the Properties panel, configure properties and custom attributes, add an action, and add
conditions.

Required Versions

Available beginning Winter '22.

1. From the FlexCards tab, click a version of a FlexCard to open the FlexCard Designer.

2. From the Build panel, click Inputs, and drag the Multi-Select element onto the canvas.

3. (Optional) From the Properties panel, update the element name in the Element Name field.

4. Configure properties common to all Input elements:

• (Optional) In Field Binding, bind the value of the input element to an existing or new data field. See Bind a FlexCard Input Value
to a Data Field.

• In Field Label, enter the label that appears next to the element.

• (Optional) Check Required if the user must enter or select a value for this input element.

• (Optional) Check Read-only to disable the ability to modify the input values.

• (Optional) In Help Text, enter helpful text about the purpose of the input field. This feature adds an info icon (i) next to the
element's label, which when hovered over displays the text.

5. Select the Display Mode for your radio items. Available modes are:

DescriptionMode

Displays options as checkboxes stacked on top of each other.Vertical
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DescriptionMode

Displays options as checkboxes next to each other.Horizontal

Displays options as inline buttons.Button Group

Displays options as images.Image

Displays options as a dropdown list.Combobox

6. If Display Mode is Image, configure the following properties:

• Control Width: The width of the image in pixels. Default is 100.

• Control Height: The height of the image in pixels. Default is 100.

• Image Count In Row: How many images to display per row. Default is 3.

• Enable Caption: To display the label as a caption underneath the image, enter true. To hide caption, enter false.

7. If Display Mode is Combobox, configure the following property:

• Placeholder: To suggest to the user the type of content to enter, enter temporary text that displays inside the input field.

8. To enter the options from which the user can select, click + Add New in the Options section. Configure the following properties:

• Label: Enter the visible label for the option. Click into the field to select from a list of merge fields available from your data source.
Or enter plain text.

• Value: Enter the value of the option. Click into the field to select from a list of merge fields available from your data source. Or
enter plain text.

• Use As a Default Value: Set as the default option. A default option isn’t available when Display Mode is Combobox.

• Image: If the Display Mode is Image, select an image from the Select an Image from Content Document dropdown, or
Upload Image.

9. (Optional) To configure additional properties available to the element, click + Add New in the Custom Attributes section. For each
new attribute, perform the following tasks:

a. Click into the Attribute field to select from an attribute in the dropdown.

b. In the Value field, enter a value for the attribute.

10. To execute an action when a user interacts with the input element, click + Add Action, and see Add a Click Event to a FlexCard
Element.

11. (Optional) To add conditions that must be met for the element to display, see Add Conditions to a FlexCard Element.

12. (Optional) To style your element, click Style to open the Style panel, and see Style FlexCard Elements.
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FlexCards Multi-Select Input Element Properties

Multi-Select Input element properties are configurable in the Properties panel when you select a Multi-Select element in the FlexCard
Designer. Enable users to select one or more from a list of possible options. Display options as images, checkboxes, buttons, or a
dropdown list.

FlexCards Multi-Select Input Element Properties

Multi-Select Input element properties are configurable in the Properties panel when you select a Multi-Select element in the FlexCard
Designer. Enable users to select one or more from a list of possible options. Display options as images, checkboxes, buttons, or a dropdown
list.

See Add a Multi-Select Input Element to a FlexCard.

Required Versions

Available beginning Winter '22.

ReferenceDescriptionProperty

Bind a FlexCard Input Value to a Data FieldBind the value of the input element to an
existing or new data field.

Field Binding

Base LWC: When type is checkbox or button,
see CheckboxGroup Lightning Web

Configure additional properties available to
the Input element. See the related base LWC

Custom Attributes

Component ReadMe. When type is image,ReadMe for information about a specific
attribute. see CheckboxImageGroup Lightning Web

Component ReadMe. When type is
combobox, see Combobox Lightning Web
Component ReadMe.

N/AEnter the label that appears next to the
element.

Field Label

N/AMake field required.Required

N/ADisable the ability to modify the input
values.

Read-only

N/AEnter helpful text about the purpose of the
input field. Adds an info icon (i) next to the

Help Text

element's label, which when hovered over
displays the text.

N/ASelect how you want your option items to
look.

Display Mode
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ReferenceDescriptionProperty

N/AUpdate the width in pixels for the image
option. Default is 100.

Control Width

N/AUpdate the height in pixels for the image
option. Default it 100.

Control Height

N/AUpdate how many images to display per
row. Default is 3.

Image Count In Row

N/AEnable to display the label as a caption
underneath the image option.

Enable Caption

N/AWhen Display Mode is Combobox, enter
temporary text that displays inside the input

Placeholder

field and which suggest to the user what to
enter.

N/AEnter the options from which the user can
select.

Options

N/AEnter the visible label for the option. Click
into the field to select from a list of data
merge fields, or enter plain text.

Label

N/AEnter the value of the option. Click into the
field to select from a list of data merge fields,
or enter plain text.

Value

N/ASet as the default option.Use As a Default Value

Add an Email Input Element to a FlexCard

Add an Email Input element on a FlexCard to enable users to enter a valid email address. From the Properties panel, configure properties
and custom attributes, add an action, and add conditions.

Required Versions

Available beginning Winter '22.

1. From the FlexCards tab, click a version of a FlexCard to open the FlexCard Designer.

2. From the Build panel, click Inputs, and drag the Date element onto the canvas.
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3. (Optional) From the Properties panel, update the element name in the Element Name field.

4. Configure properties common to all Input elements:

• (Optional) In Field Binding, bind the value of the input element to an existing or new data field. See Bind a FlexCard Input Value
to a Data Field.

• In Field Label, enter the label that appears next to the element.

• (Optional) In Placeholder, enter temporary text that displays inside the input field and which suggest to the user what content
to enter.

• (Optional) Check Required if the user must enter or select a value for this input element.

• (Optional) Check Read-only to disable the ability to modify the input values.

• (Optional) In Help Text, enter helpful text about the purpose of the input field. This feature adds an info icon (i) next to the
element's label, which when hovered over displays the text.

5. (Optional) Click into Default Value to select a default input value from a merge field. Or, enter a value as plain text.

6. (Optional) To configure additional properties available to the element, click + Add New in the Custom Attributes section. For each
new attribute, perform the following tasks:

a. Click into the Attribute field to select from an attribute in the dropdown.

b. In the Value field, enter a value for the attribute.

7. To execute an action when a user interacts with the input element, click + Add Action, and see Add a Click Event to a FlexCard
Element.

8. (Optional) To add conditions that must be met for the element to display, see Add Conditions to a FlexCard Element.

9. (Optional) To style your element, click Style to open the Style panel, and see Style FlexCard Elements.

FlexCards Email Input Element Properties

Email Input element properties are configurable in the Properties panel when you select an Email element in the FlexCard Designer.
Enable users to enter a valid email address.

FlexCards Email Input Element Properties

Email Input element properties are configurable in the Properties panel when you select an Email element in the FlexCard Designer.
Enable users to enter a valid email address.

See Add an Email Input Element to a FlexCard.

Required Versions

Available beginning Winter '22.
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ReferenceDescriptionProperty

Input Lightning Web Component ReadMe
when type = email

Configure additional properties available to
the Input element. See the related base LWC
ReadMe for information about a specific
attribute.

Custom Attributes

N/ASelect the default value from a list of data
merge fields, or enter plain text.

Default Value

Bind a FlexCard Input Value to a Data FieldBind the value of the input element to an
existing or new data field.

Field Binding

N/AEnter the label that appears next to the
element.

Field Label

N/AEnter helpful text about the purpose of the
input field. Adds an info icon (i) next to the

Help Text

element's label, which when hovered over
displays the text.

N/AEnter temporary text that displays inside the
input field and suggests to the user what to
enter.

Placeholder

N/ADisable the ability to modify the input
values.

Read-only

N/AMake field required.Required

Add a Number Input Element to a FlexCard

Add a Number Input element on a FlexCard to enable users to enter a numeric value. From the Properties panel, configure properties
and custom attributes, add an action, and add conditions.

The user can enter the number or, in supported browsers, use stepper arrows to increase or decrease the value. When the field is empty,
increments starts from 0.

Required Versions

Available beginning Winter '22.

1. From the FlexCards tab, click a version of a FlexCard to open the FlexCard Designer.

2. From the Build panel, click Inputs, and drag the Number element onto the canvas.
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3. (Optional) From the Properties panel, update the element name in the Element Name field.

4. Configure properties common to all Input elements:

• (Optional) In Field Binding, bind the value of the input element to an existing or new data field.

• In Field Label, enter the label that appears next to the element.

• (Optional) In Placeholder, enter temporary text that displays inside the input field and which suggest to the user what content
to enter.

• (Optional) Check Required if the user must enter or select a value for this input element.

• (Optional) Check Read-only to disable the ability to modify the input values.

• (Optional) In Help Text, enter helpful text about the purpose of the input field. This feature adds an info icon (i) next to the
element's label, which when hovered over displays the text.

5. (Optional) Click into Default Value to select a default input value from a merge field. Or, enter a value as plain text.

6. (Optional) In Mask, to help your user enter data correctly, provide an input mask that formats the data a specific way. For example,
if your Number element captures a credit card number, enter 9999 9999 9999 9999  as a mask.

7. (Optional) To configure additional properties available to the element, click + Add New in the Custom Attributes section. For each
new attribute, perform the following tasks:

a. Click into the Attribute field to select from an attribute in the dropdown.

b. In the Value field, enter a value for the attribute.

8. To execute an action when a user interacts with the input element, click + Add Action, and see Add a Click Event to a FlexCard
Element.

9. (Optional) To add conditions that must be met for the element to display, see Add Conditions to a FlexCard Element.

10. (Optional) To style your element, click Style to open the Style panel, and see Style FlexCard Elements.

FlexCards Number Input Element Properties

Number Input element properties are configurable in the Properties panel when you select a Number element in the FlexCard
Designer. Enable users to enter a numeric value.

FlexCards Number Input Element Properties

Number Input element properties are configurable in the Properties panel when you select a Number element in the FlexCard Designer.
Enable users to enter a numeric value.

See Add a Number Input Element to a FlexCard.

Required Versions

Available beginning Winter '22.
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ReferenceDescriptionProperty

Input Lightning Web Component ReadMe
when type = number

Configure additional properties available to
the Input element. See the related base LWC
ReadMe for information about a specific
attribute.

Custom Attributes

N/ASelect the default value from a list of data
merge fields, or enter plain text.

Default Value

Bind a FlexCard Input Value to a Data FieldBind the value of the input element to an
existing or new data field.

Field Binding

N/AEnter the label that appears next to the
element.

Field Label

N/AEnter helpful text about the purpose of the
input field. Adds an info icon (i) next to the

Help Text

element's label, which when hovered over
displays the text.

N/AProvide an input mask that formats the data
a specific way and helps your user enter data

Mask

correctly. For example, for a credit card
number, enter 9999 9999 9999
9999.

N/AEnter temporary text that displays inside the
input field and suggests to the user what to
enter.

Placeholder

N/ADisable the ability to modify the input
values.

Read-only

N/AMake field required.Required

Add a Radio Input Element to a FlexCard

Add a Radio input element on a FlexCard to enable users to select an item from one or more options. From the Properties panel, configure
properties and custom attributes, add an action, and add conditions.

Required Versions

Available beginning Winter '22.
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1. From the FlexCards tab, click a version of a FlexCard to open the FlexCard Designer.

2. From the Build panel, click Inputs, and drag the Radio element onto the canvas.

3. (Optional) From the Properties panel, update the element name in the Element Name field.

4. Configure properties common to all Input elements:

• (Optional) In Field Binding, bind the value of the input element to an existing or new data field. See Bind a FlexCard Input Value
to a Data Field.

• In Field Label, enter the label that appears next to the element.

• (Optional) Check Required if the user must enter or select a value for this input element.

• (Optional) Check Read-only to disable the ability to modify the input values.

• (Optional) In Help Text, enter helpful text about the purpose of the input field. This feature adds an info icon (i) next to the
element's label, which when hovered over displays the text.

5. Select the Display Mode for your radio items. Available modes are:

DescriptionMode

Displays radios stacked on top of each other.Vertical

Displays radios inline.Horizontal

Displays options as inline buttons.Button Group

Displays options as images.Image

Displays options as colored circles.Color

6. If Display Mode is Image, configure the following properties:

• Width: The width of the image in pixels. Default is 100.

• Height: The height of the image in pixels. Default is 100.

• Image Count Per Row: How many images to display per row. Default is 3.

• Enable Caption: To display the label as a caption underneath the image, enter true. To hide caption, enter false.

7. If Display Mode is Color, configure the following properties:

• Width: The width of the circle in pixels. Default is 100.

• Height: The height of the circle in pixels. Default is 100.

• Count Per Row: How many items to display per row. Default is 3.

8. To enter the options from which the user can select, click + Add New in the Options section. Configure the following properties:
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• Label: Enter the visible label for the option. Click into the field to select from a list of merge fields available from your data source.
Or enter plain text.

• Value: Enter the value of the option. Click into the field to select from a list of merge fields available from your data source. Or
enter plain text.

If the Display Mode is Color, enter the name of a CSS color, such as Yellow. See Color Names Supported by All Browsers. Or,
enter a HEX code such as #ffff00. See Colors HEX.

• Use As a Default Value: Set as the default option.

• Image: If the Display Mode is Image, select an image from the Select an Image from Content Document dropdown, or
Upload Image.

9. (Optional) To configure additional properties available to the element, click + Add New in the Custom Attributes section. For each
new attribute, perform the following tasks:

a. Click into the Attribute field to select from an attribute in the dropdown.

b. In the Value field, enter a value for the attribute.

10. To execute an action when a user interacts with the input element, click + Add Action, and see Add a Click Event to a FlexCard
Element.

11. (Optional) To add conditions that must be met for the element to display, see Add Conditions to a FlexCard Element.

12. (Optional) To style your element, click Style to open the Style panel, and see FlexCards Datatable Style Properties.

FlexCards Radio Input Element Properties

Radio Input element properties are configurable in the Properties panel when you select a Radio element in the FlexCard Designer.
Enable users to select one option from a list of options. Display options as radios, images, buttons, or color blocks.

FlexCards Radio Input Element Properties

Radio Input element properties are configurable in the Properties panel when you select a Radio element in the FlexCard Designer.
Enable users to select one option from a list of options. Display options as radios, images, buttons, or color blocks.

See Add a Radio Input Element to a FlexCard.

Required Versions

Available beginning Winter '22.

ReferenceDescriptionProperty

Bind a FlexCard Input Value to a Data FieldBind the value of the input element to an
existing or new data field.

Field Binding

Base LWC: When type is radio or button, see
RadioGroup Lightning Web Component

Configure additional properties available to
the Input element. See the related base LWC

Custom Attributes
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ReferenceDescriptionProperty

ReadMe. When type is image, see
RadioImageGroup Lightning Web

ReadMe for information about a specific
attribute.

Component ReadMe. When type is color,
see RadioColorPickGroup Lightning Web
Component ReadMe.

N/AEnter the label that appears next to the
element.

Field Label

N/AMake field required.Required

N/ADisable the ability to modify the input
values.

Read-only

N/AEnter helpful text about the purpose of the
input field. Adds an info icon (i) next to the

Help Text

element's label, which when hovered over
displays the text.

N/ASelect how you want your option items to
look.

Display Mode

N/AUpdate the width in pixels for the option.
Default is 100.

Width

N/AUpdate the height in pixels for the option.
Default it 100.

Height

N/AUpdate how many images to display per
row. Default is 3.

Image Count Per Row

Update how many color items to display
per row. Default is 3.

Count Per Row

N/AEnable to display the label as a caption
underneath the image option.

Enable Caption

N/AEnter the options from which the user can
select.

Options

N/AEnter the visible label for the option. Click
into the field to select from a list of merge

Label
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ReferenceDescriptionProperty

fields available from your data source. Or
enter plain text.

N/AEnter the value of the option. Click into the
field to select from a list of merge fields

Value

available from your data source. Or enter
plain text.

N/ASet as the default option.Use As a Default Value

Add a Range Input Element to a FlexCard

Add a Number Input element on a FlexCard to enable users to select from a range of numbers you specify. From the Properties panel,
configure properties and custom attributes, add an action, and add conditions.

Required Versions

Available beginning Winter '22.

1. From the FlexCards tab, click a version of a FlexCard to open the FlexCard Designer.

2. From the Build panel, click Inputs, and drag the Range element onto the canvas.

3. (Optional) From the Properties panel, update the element name in the Element Name field.

4. Configure properties common to all Input elements:

• (Optional) In Field Binding, bind the value of the input element to an existing or new data field. See Bind a FlexCard Input Value
to a Data Field.

• In Field Label, enter the label that appears next to the element.

• (Optional) Check Read-only to disable the ability to modify the input values.

• (Optional) In Help Text, enter helpful text about the purpose of the input field. This feature adds an info icon (i) next to the
element's label, which when hovered over displays the text.

5. (Optional) Click into Default Value to select a default input value from a merge field. Or, enter a value as plain text.

6. (Optional) In Mask, provide an input mask that formats the range numbers. For example, for a rating selector, enter 0.0  for a user
to select a rating such as 3.5.

7. (Optional) In Step, set by how much each number in the range increases. Enter a whole or floating point number, such as 2, .5, or
1.1. For example, if a rating selector's range is 1 to 10, and your Step is .5, then the first few numbers in the range are 1, 1.5, 2, and
2.5. The default Step is 1.

8. To set the range of available numbers, enter a Minimum Value and Maximum Value. Set a negative or positive, whole or floating
point number for each value, such as -1 and 10, or -1.5 and 20.5. The default minimum is 0, and the default maximum is 100.
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9. (Optional) To configure additional properties available to the element, click + Add New in the Custom Attributes section. For each
new attribute, perform the following tasks:

a. Click into the Attribute field to select from an attribute in the dropdown.

b. In the Value field, enter a value for the attribute.

10. To execute an action when a user interacts with the input element, click + Add Action, and see Add a Click Event to a FlexCard
Element.

11. (Optional) To add conditions that must be met for the element to display, see Add Conditions to a FlexCard Element.

12. (Optional) To style your element, click Style to open the Style panel, and see Style FlexCard Elements.

FlexCards Range Input Element Properties

Range Input element properties are configurable in the Properties panel when you select a Range element in the FlexCard Designer.
Enable users to select from a range of numbers you specify.

FlexCards Range Input Element Properties

Range Input element properties are configurable in the Properties panel when you select a Range element in the FlexCard Designer.
Enable users to select from a range of numbers you specify.

See Add a Range Input Element to a FlexCard.

Required Versions

Available beginning Winter '22.

ReferenceDescriptionProperty

Input Lightning Web Component ReadMe
when type = range

Configure additional properties available to
the Input element. See the related base LWC
ReadMe for information about a specific
attribute.

Custom Attributes

N/ASelect the default value from a list of data
merge fields, or enter plain text.

Default Value

Bind a FlexCard Input Value to a Data FieldBind the value of the input element to an
existing or new data field.

Field Binding

N/AEnter the label that appears next to the
element.

Field Label

N/AEnter helpful text about the purpose of the
input field. Adds an info icon (i) next to the

Help Text
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ReferenceDescriptionProperty

element's label, which when hovered over
displays the text.

N/AProvide an input mask that formats the
range numbers a specific way. For example,

Mask

for a rating selector, enter 0.0  for a user
to select a rating such as 3.5.

N/ASet the highest negative or positive, whole
or floating point number of the range.
Default is 100.

Maximum Value

N/ASet the lowest negative or positive, whole
or floating point number of the range.
Default is 0.

Minimum Value

N/ADisable the ability to modify the input
values.

Read-only

N/ASet by how much each number in the range
increases. Enter a whole, decimal or floating

Step

point number, such as 2, 1.1, or .5. Default
Step is 1.

Add a Select Input Element to a FlexCard

Add a Select Input element on a FlexCard to enable users to select an item from a dropdown list. From the Properties panel, configure
properties and custom attributes, add an action, and add conditions.

Required Versions

Available beginning Winter '22.

1. From the FlexCards tab, click a version of a FlexCard to open the FlexCard Designer.

2. From the Build panel, click Inputs, and drag the Select element onto the canvas.

3. (Optional) From the Properties panel, update the element name in the Element Name field.

4. Configure properties common to all Input elements:

• (Optional) In Field Binding, bind the value of the input element to an existing or new data field. See Bind a FlexCard Input Value
to a Data Field.

• In Field Label, enter the label that appears next to the element.
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• (Optional) In Placeholder, enter temporary text that displays inside the input field and which suggest to the user what content
to enter.

• (Optional) Check Required if the user must enter or select a value for this input element.

• (Optional) Check Read-only to disable the ability to modify the input values.

• (Optional) In Help Text, enter helpful text about the purpose of the input field. This feature adds an info icon (i) next to the
element's label, which when hovered over displays the text.

5. (Optional) Click into Default Value to select a default input value from a merge field. Or, enter a value as plain text.

6. To enter the options from which the user can select, click + Add New in the Options section. Configure the following properties:

• Label: Enter the visible label for the option. Click into the field to select from a list of merge fields available from your data source.
Or enter plain text.

• Value: Enter the value of the option. Click into the field to select from a list of merge fields available from your data source. Or
enter plain text.

7. (Optional) To configure additional properties available to the element, click + Add New in the Custom Attributes section.
For each new attribute, Click into the Attribute field to select from an attribute in the dropdown. In the Value field, enter a value
for the attribute.

8. To execute an action when a user interacts with the input element, click + Add Action, and see Add a Click Event to a FlexCard
Element.

9. (Optional) To add conditions that must be met for the element to display, see Add Conditions to a FlexCard Element.

10. (Optional) To style your element, click Style to open the Style panel, and see Style FlexCard Elements.

FlexCards Select Input Element Properties

Select Input element properties are configurable in the Properties panel when you select a Select element in the FlexCard Designer.
Enable users to select an item from a dropdown list.

SEE ALSO:

FlexCards Input Elements Reference

FlexCards Select Input Element Properties

Select Input element properties are configurable in the Properties panel when you select a Select element in the FlexCard Designer.
Enable users to select an item from a dropdown list.

See Add a Select Input Element to a FlexCard.

Required Versions

Available beginning Winter '22.
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ReferenceDescriptionProperty

Combobox Lightning Web Component
ReadMe when multiple = false.

Configure additional properties available to
the Input element. See the related base LWC
ReadMe for information about a specific
attribute.

Custom Attributes

N/ASelect the default value from a list of data
merge fields, or enter plain text.

Default Value

Bind a FlexCard Input Value to a Data FieldBind the value of the input element to an
existing or new data field.

Field Binding

N/AEnter the label that appears next to the
element.

Field Label

N/AEnter helpful text about the purpose of the
input field. Adds an info icon (i) next to the

Help Text

element's label, which when hovered over
displays the text.

N/AEnter temporary text that displays inside the
input field and suggests to the user what to
enter.

Placeholder

N/ADisable the ability to modify the input
values.

Read-only

N/AMake field required.Required

N/AEnter the options from which the user can
select.

Options

N/AEnter the visible label for the option. Click
into the field to select from a list of data
merge fields, or enter plain text.

Label

N/AEnter the value of the option. Click into the
field to select from a list of data merge fields,
or enter plain text.

Value

Add a Telephone Input Element to a FlexCard

Add a Telephone Input element on a FlexCard to enable users to enter a valid phone number. From the Properties panel, configure
properties and custom attributes, add an action, and add conditions.
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Required Versions

Available beginning Winter '22.

1. From the FlexCards tab, click a version of a FlexCard to open the FlexCard Designer.

2. From the Build panel, click Inputs, and drag the Telephone element onto the canvas.

3. (Optional) From the Properties panel, update the element name in the Element Name field.

4. Configure properties common to all Input elements:

• (Optional) In Field Binding, bind the value of the input element to an existing or new data field. See Bind a FlexCard Input Value
to a Data Field.

• In Field Label, enter the label that appears next to the element.

• (Optional) In Placeholder, enter temporary text that displays inside the input field and which suggest to the user what content
to enter.

• (Optional) Check Required if the user must enter or select a value for this input element.

• (Optional) Check Read-only to disable the ability to modify the input values.

• (Optional) In Help Text, enter helpful text about the purpose of the input field. This feature adds an info icon (i) next to the
element's label, which when hovered over displays the text.

5. (Optional) Click into Default Value to select a default input value from a merge field. Or, enter a value as plain text.

6. In Mask, to help your user enter data correctly, provide an input mask that formats the data a specific way. Default is
(000)000-0000.

7. (Optional) To configure additional properties available to the element, click + Add New in the Custom Attributes section. For each
new attribute, perform the following tasks:

a. Click into the Attribute field to select from an attribute in the dropdown.

b. In the Value field, enter a value for the attribute.

8. To execute an action when a user interacts with the input element, click + Add Action, and see Add a Click Event to a FlexCard
Element.

9. (Optional) To add conditions that must be met for the element to display, see Add Conditions to a FlexCard Element.

10. (Optional) To style your element, click Style to open the Style panel, and see Style FlexCard Elements.

FlexCards Telephone Input Element Properties

Telephone Input element properties are configurable in the Properties panel when you select a Telephone element in the FlexCard
Designer. Enable users to enter valid phone number.

FlexCards Telephone Input Element Properties

Telephone Input element properties are configurable in the Properties panel when you select a Telephone element in the FlexCard
Designer. Enable users to enter valid phone number.
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See Add a Telephone Input Element to a FlexCard.

Required Versions

Available beginning Winter '22.

ReferenceDescriptionProperty

Input Lightning Web Component ReadMe
when type = tel

Configure additional properties available to
the Input element. See the related base LWC
ReadMe for information about a specific
attribute.

Custom Attributes

N/ASelect the default value from a list of data
merge fields, or enter plain text.

Default Value

Bind a FlexCard Input Value to a Data FieldBind the value of the input element to an
existing or new data field.

Field Binding

N/AEnter the label that appears next to the
element.

Field Label

N/AEnter helpful text about the purpose of the
input field. Adds an info icon (i) next to the

Help Text

element's label, which when hovered over
displays the text.

N/AProvide an input mask that formats the
phone number a specific way. Default is
(000)000-0000.

Mask

N/AEnter temporary text that displays inside the
input field and suggests to the user what to
enter.

Placeholder

N/ADisable the ability to modify the input
values.

Read-only

N/AMake field required.Required

Add a Text Area Input Element to a FlexCard

Add a Text Area Input element on a FlexCard to enable users to enter multiple lines of plain text. From the Properties panel, configure
properties and custom attributes, add an action, and add conditions.
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Required Versions

Available beginning Winter '22.

1. From the FlexCards tab, click a version of a FlexCard to open the FlexCard Designer.

2. From the Build panel, click Inputs, and drag the Text Area element onto the canvas.

3. (Optional) From the Properties panel, update the element name in the Element Name field.

4. Configure properties common to all Input elements:

• (Optional) In Field Binding, bind the value of the input element to an existing or new data field. See Bind a FlexCard Input Value
to a Data Field.

• In Field Label, enter the label that appears next to the element.

• (Optional) In Placeholder, enter temporary text that displays inside the input field and which suggest to the user what content
to enter.

• (Optional) Check Required if the user must enter or select a value for this input element.

• (Optional) Check Read-only to disable the ability to modify the input values.

• (Optional) In Help Text, enter helpful text about the purpose of the input field. This feature adds an info icon (i) next to the
element's label, which when hovered over displays the text.

5. (Optional) Click into Default Value to select a default input value from a merge field. Or, enter a value as plain text.

6. In Minimum Length, enter the minimum number of characters the user must enter.

7. In Maximum Length, enter the maximum number of characters the user can enter.

8. (Optional) To configure additional properties available to the element, click + Add New in the Custom Attributes section. For each
new attribute, perform the following tasks:

a. Click into the Attribute field to select from an attribute in the dropdown.

b. In the Value field, enter a value for the attribute.

9. To execute an action when a user interacts with the input element, click + Add Action, and see Add a Click Event to a FlexCard
Element.

10. (Optional) To add conditions that must be met for the element to display, see Add Conditions to a FlexCard Element.

11. (Optional) To style your element, click Style to open the Style panel, and see Style FlexCard Elements.

FlexCards Text Area Input Element Properties

Text Area Input element properties are configurable in the Properties panel when you select a Text Area element in the FlexCard
Designer. Enable users to enter multiple lines of text.

FlexCards Text Area Input Element Properties

Text Area Input element properties are configurable in the Properties panel when you select a Text Area element in the FlexCard Designer.
Enable users to enter multiple lines of text.
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See Add a Text Area Input Element to a FlexCard.

Required Versions

Available beginning Winter '22.

ReferenceDescriptionProperty

Textarea Lightning Web Component
ReadMe

Configure additional properties available to
the Input element. See the related base LWC
ReadMe for information about a specific
attribute.

Custom Attributes

N/ASelect the default value from a list of data
merge fields, or enter plain text.

Default Value

Bind a FlexCard Input Value to a Data FieldBind the value of the input element to an
existing or new data field.

Field Binding

N/AEnter the label that appears next to the
element.

Field Label

N/AEnter helpful text about the purpose of the
input field. Adds an info icon (i) next to the

Help Text

element's label, which when hovered over
displays the text.

N/AEnter the maximum number of characters
the user can enter.

Maximum Length

N/AEnter the minimum number of characters
the user must enter.

Minimum Length

N/AEnter temporary text that displays inside the
input field and suggests to the user what to
enter.

Placeholder

N/ADisable the ability to modify the input
values.

Read-only

N/AMake field required.Required
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Add a Text Input Element to a FlexCard

Add a Text Input element on a FlexCard to enable users to enter one line of plain text. From the Properties panel, configure properties
and custom attributes, add an action, and add conditions.

Required Versions

Available beginning Winter '22.

1. From the FlexCards tab, click a version of a FlexCard to open the FlexCard Designer.

2. From the Build panel, click Inputs, and drag the Text element onto the canvas.

3. (Optional) From the Properties panel, update the element name in the Element Name field.

4. Configure properties common to all Input elements:

• (Optional) In Field Binding, bind the value of the input element to an existing or new data field. See Bind a FlexCard Input Value
to a Data Field.

• In Field Label, enter the label that appears next to the element.

• (Optional) In Placeholder, enter temporary text that displays inside the input field and which suggest to the user what content
to enter.

• (Optional) Check Required if the user must enter or select a value for this input element.

• (Optional) Check Read-only to disable the ability to modify the input values.

• (Optional) In Help Text, enter helpful text about the purpose of the input field. This feature adds an info icon (i) next to the
element's label, which when hovered over displays the text.

5. (Optional) Click into Default Value to select a default input value from a merge field. Or, enter a value as plain text.

6. In Mask, to help your user enter data correctly, provide an input mask that formats the data a specific way. For example, if your input
element captures product Ids that look like dX-64887, enter aa-99999  as the mask.

7. In Minimum Length, enter the minimum number of characters the user must enter.

8. In Maximum Length, enter the maximum number of characters the user can enter.

9. (Optional) To configure additional properties available to the element, click + Add New in the Custom Attributes section. For each
new attribute, perform the following tasks:

a. Click into the Attribute field to select from an attribute in the dropdown.

b. In the Value field, enter a value for the attribute.

10. To execute an action when a user interacts with the input element, click + Add Action, and see Add a Click Event to a FlexCard
Element.

11. (Optional) To add conditions that must be met for the element to display, see Add Conditions to a FlexCard Element.

12. (Optional) To style your element, click Style to open the Style panel, and see Style FlexCard Elements.
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FlexCards Text Input Element Properties

Text Input element properties are configurable in the Properties panel when you select a Text Input element in the FlexCard Designer.
Enable users to enter a single line of text.

FlexCards Text Input Element Properties

Text Input element properties are configurable in the Properties panel when you select a Text Input element in the FlexCard Designer.
Enable users to enter a single line of text.

See Add a Text Input Element to a FlexCard.

Required Versions

Available beginning Winter '22.

ReferenceDescriptionProperty

Input Lightning Web Component ReadMe
when type = text

Configure additional properties available to
the Input element. See the related base LWC
ReadMe for information about a specific
attribute.

Custom Attributes

N/ASelect the default value from a list of data
merge fields, or enter plain text.

Default Value

Bind a FlexCard Input Value to a Data FieldBind the value of the input element to an
existing or new data field.

Field Binding

N/AEnter the label that appears next to the
element.

Field Label

N/AEnter helpful text about the purpose of the
input field. Adds an info icon (i) next to the

Help Text

element's label, which when hovered over
displays the text.

N/AProvide an input mask that formats the
value. For example, to capture product Ids
like dX-64887, enter aa-99999.

Mask

N/AEnter the maximum number of characters
the user can enter.

Maximum Length

N/AEnter the minimum number of characters
the user must enter.

Minimum Length
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ReferenceDescriptionProperty

N/AEnter temporary text that displays inside the
input field and suggests to the user what to
enter.

Placeholder

N/ADisable the ability to modify the input
values.

Read-only

N/AMake field required.Required

Add a Time Input Element to a FlexCard

Add a Time Input element on a FlexCard to enable users to select a formatted time from a list of time intervals. From the Properties panel,
configure properties and custom attributes, add an action, and add conditions.

Required Versions

Available beginning Winter '22.

1. From the FlexCards tab, click a version of a FlexCard to open the FlexCard Designer.

2. From the Build panel, click Inputs, and drag the Time element onto the canvas.

3. (Optional) From the Properties panel, update the element name in the Element Name field.

4. Configure properties common to all Input elements:

• (Optional) In Field Binding, bind the value of the input element to an existing or new data field. See Bind a FlexCard Input Value
to a Data Field.

• In Field Label, enter the label that appears next to the element.

• (Optional) In Placeholder, enter temporary text that displays inside the input field and which suggest to the user what content
to enter.

• (Optional) Check Required if the user must enter or select a value for this input element.

• (Optional) Check Read-only to disable the ability to modify the input values.

• (Optional) In Help Text, enter helpful text about the purpose of the input field. This feature adds an info icon (i) next to the
element's label, which when hovered over displays the text.

5. (Optional) Click into Default Value to select a default input value from a merge field. Or, enter a value as plain text. Enter a default
value in the format specified in Time Format. For example, if the format is hh:mm a, enter 03:30 pm.

6. (Optional) Update the Time Format. Default is hh:mm a, which displays as 3:30 am  or 3:30 pm. See date-fns format for
format options.

7. (Optional) To limit the user to a specific time range, set the Minimum Time and Maximum Time.

Select a time in the format specified in Time Format. For example, for 3pm, if the format is hh:mm a, enter 03:00 pm.
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Leave Maximum Time empty for the last interval of the day such as 11:30 pm. Leave Minimum Time empty for the first available
interval, such as 12:00 am.

8. (Optional) In Time Interval, update the time intervals from the default 30  to another increment. For example, enter 15  to display
a list of 15-minute increments, such as 12:00, 12:15, 12:30, 12:45.

9. (Optional) To configure additional properties available to the element, click + Add New in the Custom Attributes section.
For each new attribute, click into the Attribute field to select from an attribute in the dropdown and enter a value in the Value
field.

10. To execute an action when a user interacts with the input element, click + Add Action, and see Add a Click Event to a FlexCard
Element.

11. (Optional) To add conditions that must be met for the element to display, see Add Conditions to a FlexCard Element.

12. (Optional) To style your element, click Style to open the Style panel, and see Style FlexCard Elements.

FlexCards Time Input Element Properties

Time Input element properties are configurable in the Properties panel when you select a Time Input element in the FlexCard
Designer. With the Time Input element, enable users to select a formatted time from a list of time intervals.

SEE ALSO:

FlexCards Input Elements Reference

FlexCards Time Input Element Properties

Time Input element properties are configurable in the Properties panel when you select a Time Input element in the FlexCard Designer.
With the Time Input element, enable users to select a formatted time from a list of time intervals.

See Add a Time Input Element to a FlexCard.

Required Versions

Available beginning Winter '22.

ReferenceDescriptionProperty

Bind a FlexCard Input Value to a Data FieldBind the value of the input element to an
existing or new data field.

Field Binding

TimePicker Lightning Web Component
ReadMe

Configure additional properties available to
the Input element. See the related base LWC
ReadMe for information about a specific
attribute.

Custom Attributes

N/AEnter the label that appears next to the
element.

Field Label
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ReferenceDescriptionProperty

N/AEnter temporary text that displays inside the
input field and suggests to the user what to
enter.

Placeholder

N/AMake field required.Required

N/ADisable the ability to modify the input
values.

Read-only

N/AEnter helpful text about the purpose of the
input field. Adds an info icon (i) next to the

Help Text

element's label, which when hovered over
displays the text.

N/ASelect the default value from a list of data
merge fields, or enter plain text. Enter a

Default Value

default value in the format specified in Time
Format.

date-fns formatUpdate the time's format. Default is hh:mm
a, which displays as 3:30 am  or 3:30
pm. See date-fns.org for format options.

Time Format

N/ALimit the user to select from a time starting
on a specific time of day. Select a time the
format specified in Time Format.

Minimum Time

N/ALimit the user to select a time up to a time
of day. Select a time in the format specified
in Time Format.

Maximum Time

N/AUpdate the time intervals from the default
30  to a different increment. For example,

Time Intervals

enter 15  for increments of 15 minutes, such
as 12:15, 12:30, and 12:45.

Trigger Actions with the Toggle Element on a FlexCard

Trigger an action when a user clicks a toggle element on a FlexCard. Let a user pick between two states, enable or disable an option, or
select multiple options. When a user selects the element, its value is sent as a parameter to the action as true or false, or a comma-separated
list of user-selected options with the {element.value}  merge field.

You can also update the data source with the selected value of the Toggle element for all toggle types except Checkbox Group and
Checkbox Group Button.
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Important: Beginning Winter '22, access the Toggle element from the Inputs section of the Build panel. Before Winter '22, access
the Toggle element from the Elements section of the Build panel.

example: Example: Suspend a Device

As an admin you want customers to be able to suspend a mobile device in their account.

Create a FlexCard whose data source gets a list of a customer's active mobile devices. The data source returns an IsSuspended
field with a true or false value. Add an Image element that displays a picture of the device. Add a Toggle element that enables the
user to select the device to suspend. Create an OmniScript that holds the FlexCard and performs functions to update the customer's
account.

Configure the Toggle element to bind the {isSuspended}  data field to the element value and send the updated record with
an Update OmniScript action. Your OmniScript can then use a DataRaptor Post Action to update the customer's account with the
new data.

1. In the FlexCard Designer, drag a Toggle element from the Build panel into a state on the canvas.

2. (Optional) From the Properties panel, update the element name in the Element Name field.

3. From the Toggle Type dropdown, select the type of toggle element to use. See FlexCard Toggle Element Type Reference.

4. To configure the selected toggle type, see FlexCards Toggle Properties.

5. To bind the value of the toggle element to a data field with a boolean (true or false) value, perform the following tasks:

Important: You can’t bind the value of a toggle element to a data field for toggle types Checkbox Group and Checkbox Group
Button.

a. Click into Checked to bind the value of the toggle element in one of two ways:

• To bind the value to an existing data field, select a data merge field that has a boolean value. For example, if your data source
has the data node "IsActive": true, select {IsActive}  in Checked.

• To bind the value to a new data field, enter a unique name to create the field in the data JSON. Enter as a merge field with
alphanumeric characters and no spaces. For example, {ShowContent}  or {show2ndryContent}.

b. Check Update Data Source.

Beginning Winter '22, check Field Binding.

6. (Optional) To disable the element, from the Disabled field, select from one of the following options:

• Select true.

• To disable the toggle element based on the boolean (true or false) value of a merge field, select the merge field from the
dropdown.

For example, on a FlexCard whose data source returns Cases, you can disable a toggle element if the record's IsEscalated
field is true.

Note: The merge field must have a boolean (true or false) value. If the value is a string, Disabled returns false.

7. (Optional) To add a class to the element's container, enter a class in the Extra Class field.

8. To configure the action that gets triggered when the element is clicked:

a. Click Add Action.

b. To configure action properties, see FlexCards Action Properties.
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c. To pass the toggle element's value as a parameter, click Input Parameters.

d. Enter any name in the Key field.

e. Enter {element.value}  in the Value field.

f. To pass the value to an action without Input Parameters, such as a Navigate action whose target is a Web Page, enter the key/value
pair as URL parameters. For example, /apex?keyname={element.value}.

9. (Optional) To add conditions that must be met for the element to display, see Add Conditions to a FlexCard Element.

10. (Optional) To style your element, click Style to open the Style panel, and see Style FlexCard Elements.

Note: If the selected Toggle Type is a Checkbox Button, see FlexCards Toggle Style Properties.

Preview your FlexCard. See Preview a FlexCard.

FlexCard Toggle Element Type Reference

Select how to trigger an action when a user clicks a Toggle element on a FlexCard. Enable a user to pick between two states, enable
or disable an option, or select multiple options to trigger an action.

FlexCards Toggle Properties

Toggle element properties are configurable in the Property Panel when you select a Toggle element in the FlexCard Designer. Trigger
an action when a user selects a Toggle element.

Download a Sample Toggle DataPack

Download a sample Toggle element FlexCard DataPack into import to your org. Trigger an action when a user clicks a Toggle element
on a FlexCard.

FlexCard Toggle Element Type Reference

Select how to trigger an action when a user clicks a Toggle element on a FlexCard. Enable a user to pick between two states, enable or
disable an option, or select multiple options to trigger an action.

ExampleDescriptionToggle Type

Displays a checkbox styled as an icon that
enables switching between two options,

Checkbox Button

where each state can display a unique icon.
Configurable options include adding a
visible label next to the element.

Displays a group of checkboxes styled as
clickable textual buttons.

Checkbox Group Button
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ExampleDescriptionToggle Type

Displays a group of checkboxes with labels.Checkbox Group

Displays a checkbox styled as an on/off
switch that enables switching between

Checkbox Toggle

disabled and enabled. Configurable options
include displaying labels for each state.

Displays an icon button that enables
switching between two options. Each state
can display a unique icon.

Dual Stateful Button

Displays an icon button that enables
switching between selected and unselected

Stateful Button

options when clicked, and a hover state on
focus. Configurable options include adding
a label and unique icons for all three states,
and adding a style variant, such as Brand.

Displays an icon button that enables
switching between two options. The same
icon displays for both states.

Stateful Icon
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ExampleDescriptionToggle Type

FlexCards Toggle Properties

Toggle element properties are configurable in the Property Panel when you select a Toggle element in the FlexCard Designer. Trigger
an action when a user selects a Toggle element.

Important: Beginning Winter '22, access the Toggle element from the Inputs section of the Build panel. Before Winter '22, access
the Toggle element from the Elements section of the Build panel.

Common Toggle Element Properties

These properties are shared by all Toggle element types.

ReferenceDescriptionProperty

Add a Click Event to a FlexCard ElementAdd an action that gets triggered when a
user clicks the toggle element.

Add Action

Add Conditions to a FlexCard ElementAdd a condition that must be met for the
element to display.

Conditions

FlexCard Naming ConventionsThe name of the element as seen on the
canvas. Used to distinguish one element

Element Name

from another as you build your FlexCard in
the designer. Is used only within the
designer.

n/aEnter a class appended to the container of
the element. Select from a class defined in

Extra Class

the Add Custom CSS feature of the
FlexCard Designer or any style sheet
available to the FlexCard.

FlexCard Toggle Element Type ReferenceSet the type of toggle element to display.Toggle Type
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Toggle Element Properties

TypeDescriptionProperty

Checkbox GroupSelect whether to align each checkbox
horizontally or vertically.

Alignment

Stateful IconEnter text for accessibility, visible when
image isn’t present.

Alternative Text

Checkbox Button, Dual Stateful Button,
Stateful Button

Select the icon visible when the element is
checked.

Checked Icon Name

Stateful Button, Dual Stateful Button,
Checkbox Toggle

Select the label visible when the element is
checked.

Checked Label

Stateful Icon, Checkbox Button, Checkbox
Toggle, Stateful Button, Dual Stateful Button

Set the toggle element to be checked by
default.

Checked

Stateful Icon, Checkbox Button, Checkbox
Toggle, Stateful Button, Dual Stateful Button

Disable the toggle element. Or disable the
toggle element based on the value of a data
field whose value returns true or false. The

Disabled

field must have a boolean value. If the value
returns a string, Disabled is false.

Stateful Icon, Checkbox Button, Checkbox
Group Button, Checkbox Group, Checkbox
Toggle

Add text visible when user hovers over the
help i  icon.

Help Text

Stateful IconSelect the icon.Icon Name

Stateful ButtonSelect the icon visible on hover of the
element.

Icon On Hover

Stateful ButtonSelect the label visible on hover of the
element.

Label On Hover

Stateful Icon, Checkbox Button, Checkbox
Group Button, Checkbox Group, Checkbox
Toggle

Enter a visible label for the element.Label

Checkbox Group, Checkbox Group ButtonEnter a key/value pair for each checkbox
option.

Options
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TypeDescriptionProperty

Stateful Icon, Checkbox Button, Checkbox
Group Button, Checkbox Group, Checkbox
Toggle

Add text next to the asterisk when Require
is enabled.

Required Label

Checkbox Toggle, Checkbox Group Button,
Checkbox Group

Make the toggle element a required field.
Adds an asterisk next to the element.

Required

Checkbox Button, Dual Stateful Button,
Stateful Button

Select the icon visible when the element is
unchecked

Unchecked Icon Name

Stateful Button, Dual Stateful Button,
Checkbox Toggle

Select the label visible when the element is
unchecked.

Unchecked Label

Stateful Icon, Checkbox Button, Checkbox
Toggle, Stateful Button, Dual Stateful Button

Updates the data source with the value of
the selected state of the toggle element.

Field Binding

Checkbox Group, Checkbox Group ButtonAdd default value. For example, set a value
as true or enter a comma-separated list of
selected options.

Value

Stateful ButtonSelect from predefined SLDS styles to
change the appearance of the element.

Variant

Download a Sample Toggle DataPack

Download a sample Toggle element FlexCard DataPack into import to your org. Trigger an action when a user clicks a Toggle element
on a FlexCard.

The sample DataPack demonstrates how the different toggle types look, and how to update data fields with new values passed from
the elements.
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Included in the DataPack is the demoToggleDisplayActionUpdate FlexCard, which has the following features:

• Displays all Toggle Types. See FlexCard Toggle Element Type Reference.

• Enables and configures the Checkbox Group, Checkbox Button, and Checkbox Toggle elements to update the data source with new
values. See FlexCards Toggle Properties.

• A Checkbox Group Button Toggle element with a Card action that updates a Field value. See Add an Action to Update Field Values
on a FlexCard.

1. Download the OmniStudio for Vlocity DataPack here: demoToggleDisplayActionUpdate.json. See

Note: Download the DataPack for OmniStudio for Vlocity for an org with a Vlocity Health and Insurance, Communication,
Media and Energy, or Public Sector package installed.

DataPacks with the OmniStudio objects can't be imported into an org with OmniStudio for Vlocity objects.

Download the OmniStudio DataPack here: demoToggleDisplayActionUpdate-OmniStudio.json.

Note: Download the OmniStudio DataPack for an org with the OmniStudio package installed.

If you import DataPacks with OmniStudio for Vlocity objects into an org with the OmniStudio package, the objects are converted
into OmniStudio objects.

2. To import the DataPack, see Import a FlexCard.

Add a Typeahead Input Element to a FlexCard

Add a Typeahead Input element on a FlexCard to enable users to click into a search field, which provides hints or a list of possible options
based on the text the user enters. From the Properties panel, configure properties and custom attributes, add an action, and add
conditions.
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Required Versions

Available beginning Winter '22.

1. From the FlexCards tab, click a version of a FlexCard to open the FlexCard Designer.

2. From the Build panel, click Inputs, and drag the Typeahead element onto the canvas.

3. (Optional) From the Properties panel, update the element name in the Element Name field.

4. Configure properties common to all Input elements:

• (Optional) In Field Binding, bind the value of the input element to an existing or new data field. See Bind a FlexCard Input Value
to a Data Field.

• In Field Label, enter the label that appears next to the element.

• (Optional) In Placeholder, enter temporary text that displays inside the input field and which suggest to the user what content
to enter.

• (Optional) Check Required if the user must enter or select a value for this input element.

• (Optional) Check Read-only to disable the ability to modify the input values.

• (Optional) In Help Text, enter helpful text about the purpose of the input field. This feature adds an info icon (i) next to the
element's label, which when hovered over displays the text.

5. To enter the options from which the user can select, click + Add New in the Options section. Configure the following properties:

• Label: Enter the visible label for the option. Click into the field to select from a list of merge fields available from your data source.
Or enter plain text.

• Value: Enter the value of the option. Click into the field to select from a list of merge fields available from your data source. Or
enter plain text.

• Use As a Default Value: Set as the default option.

6. (Optional) To configure additional properties available to the element, click + Add New in the Custom Attributes section. For each
new attribute, perform the following tasks:
For each new attribute, click into the Attribute field to select from an attribute in the dropdown and enter a value in the Value
field.

7. To execute an action when a user interacts with the input element, click + Add Action, and see Add a Click Event to a FlexCard
Element.

8. (Optional) To add conditions that must be met for the element to display, see Add Conditions to a FlexCard Element.

9. (Optional) To style your element, click Style to open the Style panel, and see Style FlexCard Elements.
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FlexCards Typeahead Input Element Properties

Typeahead Input element properties are configurable in the Properties panel when you select a Typeahead element in the FlexCard
Designer. Enable users to click into a search field, which provides hints or a list of possible options based on the text the user enters.

SEE ALSO:

FlexCards Input Elements Reference

FlexCards Typeahead Input Element Properties

Typeahead Input element properties are configurable in the Properties panel when you select a Typeahead element in the FlexCard
Designer. Enable users to click into a search field, which provides hints or a list of possible options based on the text the user enters.

See Add a Typeahead Input Element to a FlexCard.

Required Versions

Available beginning Winter '22.

ReferenceDescriptionProperty

Typeahead Lightning Web Component
ReadMe

Configure additional properties available to
the Input element. See the related base LWC
ReadMe for information about a specific
attribute.

Custom Attributes

Bind a FlexCard Input Value to a Data FieldBind the value of the input element to an
existing or new data field.

Field Binding

N/AEnter the label that appears next to the
element.

Field Label

N/AEnter helpful text about the purpose of the
input field. Adds an info icon (i) next to the

Help Text

element's label, which when hovered over
displays the text.

N/AEnter the visible label for the option. Click
into the field to select from a list of data
merge fields, or enter plain text.

Label

N/AEnter the options from which the user can
select.

Options
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ReferenceDescriptionProperty

N/AEnter temporary text that displays inside the
input field and suggests to the user what to
enter.

Placeholder

N/ADisable the ability to modify the input
values.

Read-only

N/AMake field required.Required

N/ASet as the default option.Use As a Default Value

N/AEnter the value of the option. Click into the
field to select from a list of data merge fields,
or enter plain text.

Value

Add Conditions to a FlexCard Element
Display or hide data based on the value of a data field. For example, display an alert icon or supplemental text for escalated Cases. Apply
conditions to any element listed in the Build panel of the FlexCard Designer.

Applying conditions to a state works differently than with other elements. See Add Conditions to a FlexCard State.

Beginning Winter '22, apply conditions to an action on an event listener or individual actions on the Menu element.

Important: Applied conditions are visible in Preview only.

1. From the FlexCards tab, click a version of a FlexCard to open the FlexCard Designer.

2. Depending on where you add a condition, perform one of the following tasks:

• To add a condition to an element, select the element from the canvas and click +Add New next to Conditions in the Properties
panel.

• To add a condition on an action on an event listener, click Setup, click + Add New in the Event Listener section, and click +Add
New next to Conditions.

• To add a condition to an action on a Menu element, select a Menu element on the canvas. In the Properties panel select an
action to edit (or click + Add New Action), and click +Add New next to Conditions.

3. (Optional for conditions applied to an Element) Beginning Winter '22, unselect the Preload Conditional Component checkbox
to improve performance on conditional elements. If the condition returns false, the element isn’t rendered in the HTML.

By default, all elements on a FlexCard are preloaded. They are added to the rendered HTML and then, if the condition is false, are
hidden with CSS. See Disable Preload on Conditional Elements.

4. Click + Add Condition.

5. To create basic conditions:

a. Click into Data Field, from the list of data fields, select a data field to filter. For example, select Status  for a Case record.
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b. To define the relationship between the data field and a value, select the Operator from the dropdown, such as =.

c. In the Value field, enter the value to check against. For example, enter Escalated. Variables are not supported. Only the
Parent.attr  context variable is supported for conditions on a State element in a child FlexCard.

Note: To check against an empty value, enter undefined  as the Value.

d. If adding another condition, click + Add Condition and select AND or OR from the dropdown between conditions:

• Select AND if all conditions must be met.

For example, Status is Escalated and Priority is High.

Note: If there’s only one condition, that condition must be met to display cards.

• Select OR if any condition can be met.

For example, Status is Escalated or Priority is High.

Note: If there’s only one condition, that condition doesn’t need to be met to display cards.

6. To build nested conditions:

a. Click + Add Group after creating a condition.

b. Click + Add Condition and enter values for all fields for each condition.

c. Select AND or OR from the dropdown between conditions.

Disable Preload on Conditional Elements

Improve performance on FlexCards with conditional elements by removing hidden elements from the Document Object Model
(DOM), or the rendered HTML. By default, all elements on a FlexCard are preloaded, which means they’re added to the DOM and
then, if the condition is false, are hidden with CSS. The element's HTML is still rendered.

FlexCards Conditions Properties

The properties for conditions are configurable for all elements in the Properties panel in the FlexCard Designer. Conditionally display
FlexCard elements based on the value of a data field.

Disable Preload on Conditional Elements

Improve performance on FlexCards with conditional elements by removing hidden elements from the Document Object Model (DOM),
or the rendered HTML. By default, all elements on a FlexCard are preloaded, which means they’re added to the DOM and then, if the
condition is false, are hidden with CSS. The element's HTML is still rendered.
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Having many conditional elements preload on a FlexCard can impact performance. For example, preloading numerous elements can
prevent the user from being able to perform an action until all the HTML is rendered. You can disable preloading an element by disabling
the Preload Conditional Component property in the Properties panel when a condition is applied to an element. Disabling the feature
hides the element from the DOM when its condition isn’t met. HTML isn’t rendered.

example: Example: Toggle Case Information

Let's say you have a list of cases that you want to enable customer service reps to show or hide records as needed.

Problem

A typical rep's case load is about 100 cases. Hiding the cases with a conditional statement would mean that all 100+ cases render
in the HTML even if they're not visible on the FlexCard. This can impact performance because all that HTML must load before the
customer service rep can perform an action.
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Solution

Display the case ID, status, and creation date. Wrap all other case information in a Block element and hide it with a condition that
displays the block only when ShowInfo  is true. ShowInfo  is a boolean value that comes from your data source and is set to
false by default. Disable the Preload Conditional Component property.

Add two action buttons that enable a service rep to toggle the display of the case information. The Show Case Info  action
button sets the value of ShowInfo  to true, and has a condition that displays the button only when ShowInfo  is false. The
Hide Case Info  button sets the value of ShowInfo  to false, and has a condition that displays this button only when
ShowInfo  is true. Disable the Preload Conditional Component property for each action element.
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In Preview, for each case you can see the Show Case Info  button, and don't see the Case Info  block. When you inspect
the code in your browser, the HTML for the Case Info  block and the Hide Case Info  button aren't rendered.

FlexCards Conditions Properties

The properties for conditions are configurable for all elements in the Properties panel in the FlexCard Designer. Conditionally display
FlexCard elements based on the value of a data field.

See Add Conditions to a FlexCard Element.

Beginning Winter '22, apply conditions to an action on an event listener or individual actions on the Menu element.

ReferenceDescriptionProperty

N/AAdd a condition that must be met based on
data field values.

Add Condition

N/ACreate complex expressions by grouping
conditions. A group is similar to enclosing

Add Group

a series of tests in parentheses in a
programming language. For example, to
add a condition for high priority cases that
are either escalated or have an account
whose revenue is above a certain number,
create two condition groups connected by
an OR  operator. For example,
[Priority = High AND
IsEscalated = true] OR
[Priority = High AND
AnnualRevenue > 500000].
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ReferenceDescriptionProperty

N/ASelect the data field to evaluate.Data Field

N/ASelect the equality or relational operator
that evaluates the data field against the
value, such as =, !=, >, and so on.

Operator

N/AEnter the value to check against.Value

Disable Preload on Conditional ElementsDisable to remove the element from the
DOM (the rendered HTML) when a condition

Preload Conditional Component

returns false. By default, elements are
preloaded before being hidden by CSS
when a condition returns false.

FlexCard States
FlexCards have states. Each state displays a list of fields a data source and one or more actions. You can also associate a state with one
or more flyouts, which show supplemental data displayed as a modal or popover.

FlexCard states enable the presentation of different CRM interactions per state. For example, closed cases have reopen actions, while
escalated cases are styled differently have an action to view the case. FlexCards with different states present different data.

In addition to adding different elements depending on the state, you can also set conditions to determine if, when, and how data displays
on a FlexCard. The FlexCard selects the first state with true conditions to display.

You can enable a Blank Card State to display information when no data is returned from the configured data source.

You can customize each card by its state to display various clickable actions, information, and optional visual cues. For example:

• If a Case is escalated, the Case FlexCard (via its state) could display with a red border, red text, and an action, such as View Case.

• A FlexCard for a closed case could display the text as greyed out and an action to Reopen Case.
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Add a State to a FlexCard

Add a state to a FlexCard to present different interactions and layouts based on specified conditions. Each FlexCard has a default
state that cannot be deleted. Add a State element to the canvas of a FlexCard, or clone a state already on the canvas.

Clone a FlexCard State

Clone a state to add a modified state to your FlexCard. Each FlexCard has a default state that cannot be deleted. Adding other states
to a FlexCard enables you to present different interactions and layouts based on specified conditions.

Add Conditions to a FlexCard State

FlexCard states enable the presentation of different CRM interactions for each state. Set conditions to determine if, when, and how
data displays on a FlexCard.

FlexCards State Properties

This page contains lists of available FlexCards State element properties. Add additional states o a FlexCard to present different
interactions and layouts based on specified conditions.

Add a State to a FlexCard
Add a state to a FlexCard to present different interactions and layouts based on specified conditions. Each FlexCard has a default state
that cannot be deleted. Add a State element to the canvas of a FlexCard, or clone a state already on the canvas.

To clone a state, see Clone a FlexCard State.

1. From the FlexCard Designer, drag a State element from the Build panel onto the canvas.

2. (Optional) To create a state to display when there are no records available, select the Blank Card State checkbox. For example,
when a data source returns no records from the Policy object, create a state with an OmniScript action to add a Policy.

3. In the Name field, enter the name of the state, such as Active.

Note: The state Name is for internal use and does not appear on the generated LWC or in Preview.

4. To add data fields and other elements, see Add Elements to a FlexCard.

5. To add conditions that must be met for the state to display, see Add Conditions to a FlexCard State.

6. (Optional) To style your state, click Style to open the Style panel, and see Style FlexCard Elements.
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Style your element. See Style FlexCard Elements.

Clone a FlexCard State
Clone a state to add a modified state to your FlexCard. Each FlexCard has a default state that cannot be deleted. Adding other states to
a FlexCard enables you to present different interactions and layouts based on specified conditions.

1. Click the double square plus icon on a selected state. The cloned state appears below the original state.

2. (Optional) To create a state to display when there are no records available, select the Blank Card State checkbox. For example,
when a data source returns no records from the Policy object, create a state with an OmniScript action to add a Policy.

3. In the Name field, enter a descriptive name for the state, such as No Data.

Note: The Name is for reference only and does not appear on the generated LWC or in Preview.

4. To add data fields and other elements, see Add Elements to a FlexCard.

5. To add conditions that must be met for the state to display, see Add Conditions to a FlexCard State.

Style your element. See Style FlexCard Elements.

Add Conditions to a FlexCard State
FlexCard states enable the presentation of different CRM interactions for each state. Set conditions to determine if, when, and how data
displays on a FlexCard.
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example: Example: Policy Information FlexCard

A FlexCard displays policy information for an Account. If the Policy is up to date, the default state displays data fields, and an action
to update Account information. If the Policy is about to expire, the Policy has a red border, an alert notification, and an action to
renew the Policy.

Note: When arranging the order of your states on the canvas, place the states in a logical order, where the first condition is
checked against the next, and so on. Typically, states with complex conditions precede states with simple ones, followed by a
state with no conditions, and then a Blank Card State. The FlexCard displays the first state whose conditions evaluate to true.

For example, the order of the states for the previous example would be:

1. State 1 - Condition: DaysToExpiration < 31 && DaysToExpiration != Null (empty)

2. State 2 - No conditions

3. State 3 - Blank Card State (no records returned)

Important: Applied conditions are visible in Preview only.

1. From the FlexCards tab, click a version of a FlexCard to open the FlexCard Designer.

2. Select a state, and click the pencil icon next Conditions in the Properties panel.

3. Click + Add Condition.

4. To create basic conditions:

a. Click into the Data Field, from the list of data fields, select a data field to filter, such as DaysToExpiration.

b. To define the relationship between the data field and a value, select an operator from Operator dropdown, such as <.

c. In the Value field, enter the value to check against the data field, such as 31. Enter literal values. Variables are not supported.

Note: Beginning Summer '21, if your FlexCard is a child FlexCard, use the {Parent.attributeName}  to check
against the value of an attribute passed to the child from the parent FlexCard. See FlexCards Context Variables.

d. If adding another condition, click + Add Condition and select AND or OR from the dropdown between conditions:

• Select AND if all conditions must be met.

– For example, the policy status is purchased AND the expiration date is less than 31 days.

Note: If there’s only one condition, that condition must be met to display cards.

• Select OR if any condition can be met.

– For example, the policy status is closed OR the expiration date is less than 31 days.

Note: If there’s only one condition, that condition doesn’t need to be met to display cards.

5. To build nested conditions:

a. Click + Add Group after creating a condition, such as DaysToExpiration < 31.

b. Click + Add Condition and enter values for all fields for each condition.

c. Select AND or OR from the dropdown between conditions.
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For example, use the conditions feature to build the conditional expression DaysToExpiration < 31 AND ( PolicyType
= Universal Life OR PolicyType = Universal Variable Life)  to filter for policies about to expire, and
whose policy type is either Universal Life or Universal Variable Life.

FlexCards State Properties
This page contains lists of available FlexCards State element properties. Add additional states o a FlexCard to present different interactions
and layouts based on specified conditions.

ReferenceDescriptionProperty

n/aDisplay this state when there is no data
returned from a data source.

Blank Card State

n/aEnter a descriptive name for the state. The
state Name is for reference only and does

Name

not appear on the generated LWC or in
Preview.
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ReferenceDescriptionProperty

Add Conditions to a FlexCard StateSet when and how a state displayed based
on specified conditions.

Conditions

Work With Data in the FlexCard Designer
In the FlexCard Designer, you can get data from a variety of data sources and view the data JSON returned. You can then display the
data automatically using specific elements, such as a datatable, or manually using variables.

• Configure your FlexCard's datasource from the Setup panel in the Designer. Get data directly from a Salesforce database with
DataRaptors, SOQL Query, and SOSL Search. Get data from external sources with Rest Web. For complex business processes, get
data with Apex Remote and Integration Procedures. See Configure a Data Source on a FlexCard.

• View the returned data from the Setup panel by clicking Save & Fetch, or in the Data JSON panel in Preview. See View a FlexCard's
Data JSON.

• Display data with multiple elements such as a Datatable, Chart, Image, Field, child FlexCard, and Custom LWC. See Add Elements to
a FlexCard.

• Display data with a data merge field, which is a variable that references the value of a JSON node. See Access FlexCard Data JSON
with Merge Fields.

• Display data based on context variables, such as {recordId}. Context variables help display data based on where content is added.
See FlexCards Context Variables.

Configure a Data Source on a FlexCard

Configure a data source on a FlexCard to retrieve data from a Salesforce object or an external database. A Child FlexCard can have
a data source independent of the parent FlexCard or use the data source from the parent FlexCard.

Access FlexCard Data JSON with Merge Fields

Enable FlexCard element properties to access data JSON using merge fields. A merge field is a variable that references the value of
a JSON node. Merge field syntax requires you to wrap a full JSON path with a curly bracket on both ends, such as {FirstName}. For
example, if a JSON node is "FirstName": "John", then the merge field {FirstName} returns John.

Configure a Data Source on a FlexCard
Configure a data source on a FlexCard to retrieve data from a Salesforce object or an external database. A Child FlexCard can have a data
source independent of the parent FlexCard or use the data source from the parent FlexCard.

Configure a data source when creating a FlexCard by using the configuration wizard. Or, configure a data source from the Setup panel
in the FlexCard Designer. See Set Up a FlexCard in the FlexCard Designer.

Note: For optimal flexibility and easier implementation, use an Integration Procedure as a data source to execute multiple actions
in a single server call. See Configure an Integration Procedure Data Source on a FlexCard.

Note: Administrators can enable or disable data sources for an org, profile, and user level. See Enable and Disable Data Sources.
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FlexCards Data Source Reference

Select from multiple data source types to retrieve data from a Salesforce object or an external database. Select a data source from
the Setup panel in the FlexCard Designer, or when creating a FlexCard.

FlexCards Data Source Properties

FlexCard Data Source properties are configurable for each data source type in the Setup panel of the FlexCard Designer. Retrieve
data from a Salesforce object or an external database.

Enable and Disable Data Sources

Enable and disable data source types for an org, profile, or user level from the Card Framework Configuration custom setting. For
example, disable Apex REST, Apex Remote, and other complex data sources for your entire org, or prevent system admins with
limited permissions from using these data sources.

Configure a DataRaptor Data Source on a FlexCard

Configure a DataRaptor data source to fetch data from a DataRaptor Extract. DataRaptor is a mapping tool that enables you to read,
transform, and write Salesforce data.

Configure an Integration Procedure Data Source on a FlexCard

Configure a data source to use a Vlocity Integration Procedure to execute multiple actions in a single server call. For example, as a
Systems Admin, you want your customer service reps to view the weather forecast of policy holders when on a call. You can use an
Integration Procedure with a DataRaptor Extract that returns an account's ZIP code, and a REST API call that uses the ZIP code to get
the current forecast for the Account's region.

Configure a SOQL Query Data Source on a FlexCard

Configure a data source to use a Salesforce Object Query Language (SOQL) query to search an org's data for specific information.
The SOQL queries are encrypted so that FlexCards don’t display query information on the client-side. If security is a concern, use a
DataRaptor instead of a SOQL query, because DataRaptors provide field-level security.

Configure a SOSL Search Data Source on a FlexCard

Construct text-based search queries against the search index with Salesforce Object Search Language (SOSL). You can search text,
email, and phone fields for multiple objects to which you have access, including custom objects, in a single query. The SOSL queries
are encrypted so that FlexCards don’t display query information on the client-side.

Configure a Custom Data Source on a FlexCard

Embed custom JSON data directly into FlexCard without depending on any external data source. Configure the Custom data source
for testing with temporary static data. For example, when you're waiting for access to an API, or if you want to quickly test a concept.

Configure an Apex REST Data Source on a FlexCard

Configure a data source to use an Apex REST call to fetch data to populate fields on a FlexCard with the Get  method. Use the Post
method to post data back to the server.

Configure an Apex Remote Data Source on a FlexCard

Configure a data source to invoke an Apex Class and method that fetches data to populate a FlexCard. Apex remote data sources
can run asynchronously through Apex, which increases the CPU time but ensures that long-running transactions aren’t timed-out.

Configure a REST Data Source Using Named Credentials on a FlexCard

Use Named Credentials to authenticate Apex callouts when configuring a REST data source. A named credential specifies the URL
of a callout endpoint and its required authentication parameters in one definition.

Configure a REST Web Data Source on a FlexCard

Configure a REST Web data source to get or post data from or to a public API. For example, pull in weather data from a weather API
based on a policy holder's postal code.

Vlocity Streaming API Data Sources

Streaming API lets you push a stream of notifications from Salesforce to client apps based on criteria that you define. It has a persistent
connection that continues to deliver new data as it becomes available, rather than using client polling.
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FlexCard SDK Data Source

You can use a SDK, such as the Salesforce Industries Digital Commerce SDK, which contains all the business logic necessary for your
application and reuse that business logic in other applications. This allows you to focus on creating the UI for an application without
needing to call an API and process the API response. You only need to call the method of the SDK and the SDK calls the API. The SDK
gets the API response, parses that response, then gives it back to the client. The client then consumes the SDK response in the UI so
you can design your FlexCard based on the response you receive.

Test Data Source Settings on a FlexCard

Preview a FlexCard with real data by adding test values to runtime variables. The variables populate the dynamic fields in a data
source, such as a contextId from a DataRaptor that gets data from an Account.

FlexCards Data Source Reference

Select from multiple data source types to retrieve data from a Salesforce object or an external database. Select a data source from the
Setup panel in the FlexCard Designer, or when creating a FlexCard.

See Configure a Data Source on a FlexCard.

ReferenceDescriptionData Source Type

Configure an Apex REST Data Source on a
FlexCard

Uses a REST endpoint of an Apex class to
return data from a server or post data to a
server.

Apex REST

Configure an Apex Remote Data Source on
a FlexCard

Uses an Apex Remote class and method to
return data. An Apex Remote class is a
standard Apex class that implements the
VlocityOpenInterface.

Apex Remote

Configure a Custom Data Source on a
FlexCard

Uses sample JSON to set up a FlexCard with
temporary data, allowing you to embed
JSON directly into the layout without
depending on external data.

Custom

Configure a DataRaptor Data Source on a
FlexCard

Uses a DataRaptor Extract interface to return
data. Field-level security is fully supported.
See OmniStudio DataRaptors.

DataRaptor

Uses an Integration Procedure to return
data. Integration Procedures are declarative,

Integration Procedures

server-side processes that execute multiple
actions in a single server call. See
OmniStudio Integration Procedures.

Configure a Platform Event Data Source on
a FlexCard

Uses Salesforce's Platform Events enterprise
messaging platform, which combines
PushTopic and Streaming Channel to enable

Platform Event
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ReferenceDescriptionData Source Type

apps to communicate inside and outside of
Salesforce.

Configure a PushTopic Data Source on a
FlexCard

Uses a Salesforce Object Query Language
(SOQL) query to return a result that notifies
listeners of changes to records in a

PushTopic

Salesforce organization. The PushTopic
defines a Streaming API channel. See
Salesforce Streaming API.

Configure a REST Data Source Using Named
Credentials on a FlexCard

Uses the standard REST API call to post data
to a server or return data from the URL of a
callout endpoint and its required
authentication parameters in one definition.

REST: Named Credential

Configure a REST Web Data Source on a
FlexCard

Uses the standard REST API call to post data
to a server or return data from the URL of a
callout endpoint.

REST: Web

FlexCard SDK Data SourceUses a method from an SDK to get data to
populate fields on a FlexCard.

SDK

Configure a SOQL Query Data Source on a
FlexCard

Uses a Salesforce Object Query Language
(SOQL) to search an org's Salesforce data for
specific information. For example, SELECT

SOQL Query

Name, Id FROM Account LIMIT
5.

Note: If security is a concern, use a
DataRaptor instead of a SOQL query,
because DataRaptors fully support
field-level security.

Configure a SOSL Search Data Source on a
FlexCard

Uses a Salesforce Object Search Language
(SOSL) to construct text-based search
queries against the search index.

SOSL Search

Configure a Streaming Channel Data Source
on a FlexCard

Uses the Salesforce Streaming API to send
notifications of general events that aren’t
tied to Salesforce data changes.

Streaming Channel

FlexCards Data Source Properties

FlexCard Data Source properties are configurable for each data source type in the Setup panel of the FlexCard Designer. Retrieve data
from a Salesforce object or an external database.
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Common Data Source Properties

These properties are shared by all data sources. See Configure a Data Source on a FlexCard.

Delay(ms) available beginning Summer '21.

DescriptionProperty

Select the data source type.Data Source Type

To prevent bundling this data source call with other server requests
and to emphasize its priority, enter a delay time in milliseconds.

Delay(ms)

Set an appropriate timeout value to enable the application and
users to react accordingly to long wait times. The timeout value

Fetch Timeout(ms)

controls the time that the framework waits for the designated data
source to return a response.

When required, pass variables from the FlexCard to the data source.Input Map

Enter the variable to pass. For example, pass the contextId
AccountId.

Key

Enter the value for the variable. For example, enter a merge field,
such as {recordId}  or a static value, such as the alpha-numeric
Account Id found in the URL of an Account record page.

Value

Order the records by a specified field.Order By

Set an interval to enable recursive updates of records. The data
source refreshes continuously at the given interval and checks for

Refresh Interval(ms)

changes in data source records. If changes are found, the FlexCard
reloads.

To drill down to a specific dataset enter a JSON path, such as
['Cases']. If your entire JSON is an array, such as [{

Result JSON Path

"Cases": [{...},{...}]}], enter the index with the
path. For example, enter [0]['Cases'].

Reverse the order of the returned records.Reverse Order

Preview a FlexCard using real data by adding test variables that
the query can use to return live data.

Test Parameters
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Apex Remote Data Source Properties

These properties are unique to the Apex Remote data source. See Configure an Apex Remote Data Source on a FlexCard.

DescriptionProperty

Calls the Apex class asynchronously using the long-polling method.Asynchronous

Send additional key/value pairs to the Input Map passed to the
remote method. Enter a key in the first field, and its value in the

Options Map

second field. The value supports merge field syntax such as
{Name}.

Specifies the polling interval in milliseconds to check the response
status.

Poll Interval

The Apex remote class to invoke.Remote Class

The Apex method to call.Remote Method

Apex REST Data Source Properties

These properties are unique to the Apex REST data source. See Configure an Apex REST Data Source on a FlexCard.

DescriptionProperty

The URL of the Apex REST endpoint.Apex Endpoint

Enter the JSON formatted response.JSON Payload

Specifies what type of call to make: GET or POST.Method

DataRaptor Data Source Properties

These properties are unique to the DataRaptor data source. See Configure a DataRaptor Data Source on a FlexCard.

DescriptionProperty

Select the DataRaptor to fetch the data from.Interface Name

Integration Procedure Data Source Properties

These properties are unique to the Integration Procedure data source. See Configure an Integration Procedure Data Source on a Flex
Card.
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DescriptionProperty

Select the Integration Procedure to fetch the data from.Name

REST Data Source Properties

These properties are unique to the REST data source. See Configure a REST Web Data Source on a FlexCard. See Configure a REST Data
Source Using Named Credentials on a FlexCard.

DescriptionProperty

Enter the relative path to get what you need from the API, such as
My_Payroll_System/paystubs?format=json.

Endpoint

Pass additional information from an HTTP request or response with
an HTTP header.

Headers

Enter the JSON formatted response.JSON Payload

Select a GET or POST method.Method

Select a Named Credential created from Setup > Named Credential
in your org.

Named Credential

Select the type of REST endpoint to access.REST type

SDK Properties

These properties are unique to the SDK data source. The SDK data source is available beginning Summer '21. See FlexCard SDK Data
Source.

DescriptionProperty

Add or modify Input Parameters as JSON.Edit as JSON

Select the SDK function to provide data for the FlexCard.SDK Method

Select from the list of available SDKs to fetch data from.SDK

SOQL Query Properties

These properties are unique to the SOQL Query data source. See Configure a SOQL Query Data Source on a FlexCard.
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DescriptionProperty

Enter an SOQL expression to search for specific information from
an org's Salesforce database. For example, SELECT Id,

Query

FirstName, LastName Email, Phone, Title
FROM Contact WHERE Phone != Null.

SOSL Search Data Source Properties

These properties are unique to the SOSL Search data source. See Configure a SOSL Search Data Source on a FlexCard.

DescriptionProperty

Select which fields to search in.In

Limit the maximum number of rows to return.Limit to

Select at least one sObject and field to search.Returning sObject & Fields

Enter the search term to search for.Search For

Streaming API Data Source Properties

These properties are unique to the Streaming API data source. See Vlocity Streaming API Data Sources.

DescriptionProperty

Enter the URL of the app you created.Channel

Select whether to get all messages from the last 24 hours or get
the latest data update.

Get All Messages

Select the type of operation to perform. Select Replace to overwrite
the FlexCard with new data or Append to add new data to the
FlexCard.

Operations

Select a Streaming API type.Type

Enable and Disable Data Sources

Enable and disable data source types for an org, profile, or user level from the Card Framework Configuration custom setting. For example,
disable Apex REST, Apex Remote, and other complex data sources for your entire org, or prevent system admins with limited permissions
from using these data sources.
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Configure a DataRaptor Data Source on a FlexCard

Configure a DataRaptor data source to fetch data from a DataRaptor Extract. DataRaptor is a mapping tool that enables you to read,
transform, and write Salesforce data.

See DataRaptor Overview.

Note: For optimal flexibility and easier implementation, use an Integration Procedure as a data source to execute multiple actions
in a single server call. See Configure an Integration Procedure Data Source on a FlexCard.

Before You Begin

• Create a DataRaptor Extract. See Create a DataRaptor Extract.

1. To configure the data source when creating a FlexCard, navigate to the Select Data Source Type step, select DataRaptor, and
click Next.

2. To configure the data source from the SetUp Panel in the FlexCard Designer, click Setup, and select DataRaptor from the Data
Source Type dropdown.

3. Click into the Interface Name field, and select a DataRaptor Extract.

4. To pass a variable to the DataRaptor, click + Add New next to Input Map.

Pass the ContextId

For example, to use the recordId context variable to dynamically get the ContextId of FlexCard:

a. In a new tab, go to the Vlocity DataRaptor Designer tab, open the DataRaptor Extract selected from the Interface Name, and
click the Preview tab to view the Input Parameters.

b. In the Key field of the Input Map, enter the variable representing the ContextId, such as AccountId.

c. In the Value field of the Input Map, enter {recordId}  as the value.

5. (Optional) To configure other options common among all data sources, see FlexCards Data Source Properties.
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6. To test data source settings, add test variables that the query can use to return live data, see Test Data Source Settings on a FlexCard.

Add elements to the FlexCard. See Add Elements to a FlexCard.

Configure an Integration Procedure Data Source on a FlexCard

Configure a data source to use a Vlocity Integration Procedure to execute multiple actions in a single server call. For example, as a Systems
Admin, you want your customer service reps to view the weather forecast of policy holders when on a call. You can use an Integration
Procedure with a DataRaptor Extract that returns an account's ZIP code, and a REST API call that uses the ZIP code to get the current
forecast for the Account's region.

See OmniStudio Integration Procedures.

Note: Beginning Winter ‘23, enable the Continuation class in Apex to make a long-running request to an external Web service.
FlexCards supports long-running calls from an Integration Procedures with an HTTP Action and a Remote Action.

Note: An Integration Procedure doesn’t support the following data sources:

• Salesforce Object Search Language (SOSL)

• Streaming API

• Off-Platform

Before You Begin

• Create an Integration Procedure. See Create an Integration Procedure.

1. To configure the data source when creating a FlexCard, navigate to the Select Data Source Type step, select Integration Procedures,
and click Next.

2. To configure the data source from the SetUp Panel in the FlexCard Designer, click Setup, and select Integration Procedures from
the Data Source Type dropdown.

3. Click into the Name field and select an Integration Procedure to use.

4. To pass a variable to the Integration Procedure, click + Add New next to Input Map.

Pass the ContextId

For example, to use the recordId context variable as a merge field to dynamically get the ContextId of a FlexCard:

a. In a new tab, go to the Vlocity Integration Procedures tab, open the Integration Procedure selected from the Name, and click
the Preview tab to view the Input Parameters.

b. In the Key field of the Input Map, enter the variable representing the ContextId, such as AccountId.

c. In the Value field of the Input Map, enter {recordId}  as the value.

5. Beginning Winter ‘23, enable your Integration Procedure to use the Continuation class in Apex to make a long-running request to
an external Web service. Enable continuation support on an Integration Procedure that has an HTTP Action or a Remote Action by
following these steps:

a. In the Options Map section, click +Add New.

b. Enter useContinuation  as the key, and true  as the value.

6. (Optional) To configure other options common among all data sources, see FlexCards Data Source Properties.

7. To test data source settings, add test variables that the query can use to return live data, see Test Data Source Settings on a FlexCard.
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8. To add dummy data, perform the following tasks:

a. In a current or new Integration Procedure add a Response Action step.

b. To add a small dataset:

a. In the Properties tab, click ADDITIONAL OUTPUT RESPONSE.

b. For each key/value pair, click the Add Key/Value Pair button and add your data.

c. To add a large dataset:

a. Click the Edit as JSON link at the top right of the Properties tab.

b. In the additionalOutput node, enter your full JSON data as an object.
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d. (Optional) If the Integration Procedure has other data sources, to return only the dummy data, select the checkbox next to the
Return Only Additional Output label.

e. In your FlexCard's Setup panel, confirm that the Integration Procedure with the dummy data is chosen in the Name field.

f. To view your dummy data, click Save & Fetch.

Add elements to the FlexCard. See Add Elements to a FlexCard.

Configure a SOQL Query Data Source on a FlexCard

Configure a data source to use a Salesforce Object Query Language (SOQL) query to search an org's data for specific information. The
SOQL queries are encrypted so that FlexCards don’t display query information on the client-side. If security is a concern, use a DataRaptor
instead of a SOQL query, because DataRaptors provide field-level security.
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Note: When mapping fields, only fields in the field picker that have non-null values for the specific record in the test query are
visible. Use a test record that you know has non-null values for all the fields you want to map. Or use custom fields if the test record
doesn't have the fields that you want to map.

Note: For optimal flexibility and easier implementation, use an Integration Procedure as a data source to execute multiple actions
in a single server call. See Configure an Integration Procedure Data Source on a FlexCard.

1. To configure the data source when creating a FlexCard, navigate to the Select Data Source Type step, select SOQL Query, and
click Next.

2. To configure the data source from the SetUp Panel in the FlexCard Designer, click Setup, and select SOQL Query from the Data
Source Type dropdown.

3. Enter a SOQL expression in the Query field.

For example, enter the following to get fields from the Contact object, limit it to 10 and return only records that have an email
address:

SELECT Id, Name, Email, Phone, Title FROM Contact WHERE Email != Null LIMIT 10

4. (Optional) To configure other options common among all data sources, see FlexCards Data Source Properties.

5. To test data source settings, add test variables that the query can use to return live data, see Test Data Source Settings on a FlexCard.

Add elements to the FlexCard. See Add Elements to a FlexCard.

Configure a SOSL Search Data Source on a FlexCard

Construct text-based search queries against the search index with Salesforce Object Search Language (SOSL). You can search text, email,
and phone fields for multiple objects to which you have access, including custom objects, in a single query. The SOSL queries are
encrypted so that FlexCards don’t display query information on the client-side.

See SOSL and SOQL Reference

1. To configure the data source when creating a FlexCard, navigate to the Select Data Source Type step, select SOSL Search, and
click Next.

2. To configure the data source from the SetUp Panel in the FlexCard Designer, click Setup, and select SOSL Search from the Data
Source Type dropdown.

3. Enter the search term in the Search For field.

4. Select which fields to search in from the In dropdown.

5. From the Returning sObject & Fields section, select at least one sObject to search:

a. Click into the sObject field and select an object, such as Account.

b. Select one or more data fields from the Field dropdown.

c. (Optional) To add additional objects and fields, click + Add sObject.

6. (Optional) To limit the maximum number of rows to return, enter a number in the Limit to field.

7. (Optional) To configure other options common among all data sources, see FlexCards Data Source Properties.

8. To test data source settings, add test variables that the query can use to return live data, see Test Data Source Settings on a FlexCard.

Add elements to the FlexCard. See Add Elements to a FlexCard.
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Configure a Custom Data Source on a FlexCard

Embed custom JSON data directly into FlexCard without depending on any external data source. Configure the Custom data source for
testing with temporary static data. For example, when you're waiting for access to an API, or if you want to quickly test a concept.

1. To configure the data source when creating a FlexCard, navigate to the Select Data Source Type step, select Custom, and click
Next.

2. To configure the data source from the SetUp Panel in the FlexCard Designer, click Setup, and select Custom from the Data Source
Type dropdown.

3. Enter custom JSON in the Custom JSON field.

Sample Custom JSON

[
{

"attributes": {
"type": "Contact",

"url": "/services/data/v49.0/sobjects/Contact/0033700000TOF0eAAH"
},

"Name": "Perry",
"Id": "0033700000TOF0eAAH",
"Phone": "(734) 489-5851",

"AccountId": "0013700000NVVLvAAP",
"Email": "perry@vlocity.com",

"MailingAddress": {
"city": "Concord",
"country": "US",

"geocodeAccuracy": null,
"latitude": null,
"longitude": null,

"postalCode": "53813",
"state": "WI",

"street": "856 4th Avenue #76"
},

"CreatedDate": "2017-06-14T18:53:11.000+0000"
},
{

"attributes": {
"type": "Contact",

"url": "/services/data/v49.0/sobjects/Contact/0033700000TOB6mAAH"
},

"Name": "Robert0 Taylor",
"Id": "0033700000TOB6mAAH",
"Phone": "(888) 888-8888",

"AccountId": "00137000007D63JAAS",
"MailingAddress": {

"city": "SF",
"country": "US",

"geocodeAccuracy": null,
"latitude": null,
"longitude": null,

"postalCode": "99999",
"state": "CA",

"street": "50 Santa Rita St"
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},
"CreatedDate": "2017-06-13T21:08:25.000+0000"

},
{

"attributes": {
"type": "Contact",

"url": "/services/data/v49.0/sobjects/Contact/0033700000TNvK0AAL"
},

"Name": "c1",
"Id": "0033700000TNvK0AAL",

"AccountId": "0013700000NVE4tAAH",
"MailingAddress": null,

"CreatedDate": "2017-06-08T20:13:41.000+0000"
},
{

"attributes": {
"type": "Contact",

"url": "/services/data/v49.0/sobjects/Contact/0033700000TNvKKAA1"
},

"Name": "c2",
"Id": "0033700000TNvKKAA1",

"AccountId": "0013700000NVE4tAAH",
"MailingAddress": null,

"CreatedDate": "2017-06-08T20:13:50.000+0000"
},
{

"attributes": {
"type": "Contact",

"url": "/services/data/v49.0/sobjects/Contact/0033700000Vs6RzAAJ"
},

"Name": "Smith",
"Id": "0033700000Vs6RzAAJ",
"Phone": "(300) 333-3763",

"AccountId": "001370000098i8mAAA",
"MailingAddress": {

"city": "SF",
"country": "US",

"geocodeAccuracy": null,
"latitude": null,
"longitude": null,

"postalCode": "99999",
"state": "CA",

"street": "50 Fremont St"
},

"CreatedDate": "2017-08-16T20:26:07.000+0000"
}
]

4. (Optional) To configure other options common among all data sources, see FlexCards Data Source Properties.

5. To test data source settings, add test variables that the query can use to return live data, see Test Data Source Settings on a FlexCard.

Add elements to the FlexCard. See Add Elements to a FlexCard.
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Configure an Apex REST Data Source on a FlexCard

Configure a data source to use an Apex REST call to fetch data to populate fields on a FlexCard with the Get  method. Use the Post
method to post data back to the server.

Note: For optimal flexibility and easier implementation, use an Integration Procedure as a data source to execute multiple actions
in a single server call. See Configure an Integration Procedure Data Source on a FlexCard.

1. To configure the data source when creating a FlexCard, navigate to the Select Data Source Type step, select Apex Rest, and click
Next.

2. To configure the data source from the SetUp Panel in the FlexCard Designer, click Setup, and select Apex Rest from the Data
Source Type dropdown.

3. Enter the endpoint URL in the Endpoint field. For example,
/services/apexrest/{namespace}/CardTestApexRestResource/{recordId}

4. Select a method type from the Method dropdown:

• Select GET to requests data specified by the parameters of the URL.

• Select POST to send JSON data.

– Enter the JSON data to send in the JSON Payload field.

Note: You can use Context Variables to pass inherited values with either method. See FlexCards Context Variables.

5. (Optional) To configure other options common among all data sources, see FlexCards Data Source Properties.

6. To test data source settings, add test variables that the query can use to return live data, see Test Data Source Settings on a FlexCard.

Add elements to the FlexCard. See Add Elements to a FlexCard.

Configure an Apex Remote Data Source on a FlexCard

Configure a data source to invoke an Apex Class and method that fetches data to populate a FlexCard. Apex remote data sources can
run asynchronously through Apex, which increases the CPU time but ensures that long-running transactions aren’t timed-out.

Note: For optimal flexibility and easier implementation, use an Integration Procedure as a data source to execute multiple actions
in a single server call. See Configure an Integration Procedure Data Source on a FlexCard.

Before You Begin

1. Know the Apex remote class and method you need to invoke before you can configure a remote data source. Managed packages
can include Apex remote classes and methods.

To see existing Apex classes:

a. In your org, go to Setup, and in the Quick Find box, enter Apex.

b. Click Apex Classes.

2. Add an Apex class permissions checker to ensure only authorized users can access VlocityOpenInterface classes (APIs) from a remote
action on a card. See Add an Apex Class Permissions Checker.

1. To configure the data source when creating a FlexCard, navigate to the Select Data Source Type step, select Apex Remote, and
click Next.

2. To configure the data source from the SetUp Panel in the FlexCard Designer, click Setup, and select Apex Remote from the Data
Source Type dropdown.
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3. Enter the name of the remote class in the Remote Class field.

Important: The Apex Class must implement the Vlocity Open Interface otherwise an error message displays.

4. Enter the name of the remote method in the Remote Method field.

For example, you can access the remote Apex method getStories  from the remote Apex class StoryListHandler.

5. (Optional) To pass a variable from the FlexCard to the remote class method, click + Add New next to Input Map and perform the
following tasks:

a. In the Key field, enter the variable to pass. For example, pass the ContextId AccountId.

b. In the Value field, enter the value of the variable. For example, enter a merge field, such as {recordId}  or a static value, such
as the alpha-numeric Account Id found in the URL of an Account record page.

6. (Optional) To send additional key/value pairs to the Input Map passed to the remote method, click +Add New next to Options
Map. Enter a key in the first field, and its value in the second field. The value supports merge field syntax such as {Name}.

Note: By default the NS.IntegrationProcedureService  continuation object is set for you to use asynchronous
callouts to make long-running requests from a Visualforce page to an external Web service and process responses in callback
methods. NS  represents your org's Namespace, such as vlocity_ins  or vlocity_cmt, as in
vlocity_ins.IntegrationProcedureService.

7. (Optional) To run asynchronously through Apex, select Is Asynchronous.

8. (Optional) To specify the polling interval to check the response status, enter the time in milliseconds in the Poll Interval field.

9. (Optional) To configure other options common among all data sources, see FlexCards Data Source Properties.

10. To test data source settings, add test variables that the query can use to return live data, see Test Data Source Settings on a FlexCard.

Add elements to the FlexCard. See Add Elements to a FlexCard.

Configure a REST Data Source Using Named Credentials on a FlexCard

Use Named Credentials to authenticate Apex callouts when configuring a REST data source. A named credential specifies the URL of a
callout endpoint and its required authentication parameters in one definition.

To create a named credential, see Named Credentials as Callout Endpoints.

Note: For optimal flexibility and easier implementation, use an Integration Procedure as a data source to execute multiple actions
in a single server call. See Configure an Integration Procedure Data Source on a FlexCard.

Before You Begin

• Create a Named Credential. See Define a Named Credential.

1. To configure the data source when creating a FlexCard, navigate to the Select Data Source Type step, select REST, and click Next.

2. To configure the data source from the SetUp Panel in the FlexCard Designer, click Setup, and select REST from the Data Source
Type dropdown.

3. Select Named Credential from the REST type dropdown.

4. From the Named Credential dropdown, select a Named Credential created from Setup > Named Credential in your org.

5. Enter a relative path in the Endpoint field to get what you need from the API, such as
My_Payroll_System/paystubs?format=json.

6. Select a method type from the Method dropdown:
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• Select GET to requests data specified by the parameters of the URL.

• Select POST to send JSON data.

– Enter the JSON data to send in the JSON Payload field.

Note: You can use Context Variables to pass inherited values with either method. See FlexCards Context Variables.

7. (Optional) To add any request headers, click + Add New next to Headers to add any request headers.

Note: Most third-party APIs expect various headers such as tokens, public keys, and content-type.

8. (Optional) To configure other options common among all data sources, see FlexCards Data Source Properties.

9. To test data source settings, add test variables that the query can use to return live data, see Test Data Source Settings on a FlexCard.

Add elements to the FlexCard. See Add Elements to a FlexCard.

Configure a REST Web Data Source on a FlexCard

Configure a REST Web data source to get or post data from or to a public API. For example, pull in weather data from a weather API
based on a policy holder's postal code.

To configure a REST data source with Named Credentials to authenticate Apex callouts, see Configure a REST Data Source Using Named
Credentials on a FlexCard.

Note: For optimal flexibility and easier implementation, use an Integration Procedure as a data source to execute multiple actions
in a single server call. See Configure an Integration Procedure Data Source on a FlexCard.

1. To configure the data source when creating a FlexCard, navigate to the Select Data Source Type step, select REST, and click Next.

2. To configure the data source from the SetUp Panel in the FlexCard Designer, click Setup, and select REST from the Data Source
Type dropdown.

3. Select Web from the REST type dropdown.

4. In the Endpoint field, enter the REST endpoint URL. For example:

http://api.weatherstack.com/current?access_key={Session.weatherAPIkey}&query={BillingCity}

5. Select a method type from the Method dropdown:

• Select GET to requests data specified by the parameters of the URL.

• Select POST to send JSON data.

– Enter the JSON data to send in the JSON Payload field.

Note: You can use Context Variables to pass inherited values with either method. See FlexCards Context Variables.

6. (Optional) To add any request headers, click + Add New next to Headers to add any request headers.

Note: Most third-party APIs expect various headers such as tokens, public keys, and content-type.

7. (Optional) To configure other options common among all data sources, see FlexCards Data Source Properties.

8. To test data source settings, add test variables that the query can use to return live data, see Test Data Source Settings on a FlexCard.

Add elements to the FlexCard. See Add Elements to a FlexCard.
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Vlocity Streaming API Data Sources

Streaming API lets you push a stream of notifications from Salesforce to client apps based on criteria that you define. It has a persistent
connection that continues to deliver new data as it becomes available, rather than using client polling.

Polling is the most traditional way to get data from a data source that produces the stream of events and updates. The client makes
requests periodically, and the server sends data if there’s a response. In case there's no data to be sent by the server, an empty response
is returned.

Streaming API uses push technology, which is a publish and subscribe model that transfers information that is initiated from a server to
the client. Push technology transfers information that is initiated from a server to the client. This type of communication is the opposite
of polling where a request for information is made from a client to the server. The main benefits of using the Streaming API are a reduced
number of API calls and improved performance.

For details about the Streaming API, see Use Streaming API and Streaming API Developer Guide.

This illustration shows the difference between Polling and Streaming API:

Streaming API Types

The Vlocity Streaming API types include:

ExampleDescriptionType

Configure a Streaming Channel Data Source
on a FlexCard

The Streaming Channel API type uses the
Streaming API to send notifications of
general events that aren’t tied to Salesforce
data changes.

Streaming Channel
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ExampleDescriptionType

Configure a PushTopic Data Source on a
FlexCard

A PushTopic is an SOQL query that returns
a result that notifies listeners of changes to
records in a Salesforce organization. The
PushTopic defines a Streaming API channel.

PushTopic

Configure a Platform Event Data Source on
a FlexCard.

Platform Events are part of Salesforce’s
enterprise messaging platform. The platform
provides an event-driven messaging

Platform Event

architecture to enable apps to communicate
inside and outside of Salesforce. A Platform
Event combines PushTopic and Streaming
Channel. Instead of working with an sObject,
Platform Events work with custom objects.

PushTopic Data Source

The Streaming Channel API type uses the Streaming API to send notifications of general events that are not tied to Salesforce data
changes. Use the Streaming Channel API when you want to send and receive notifications based on custom events that you specify.
You can use Streaming Channel API for any application that sends custom notifications, such as a Chat application.

Configure a PushTopic Data Source on a FlexCard

Configure a PushTopic data source to run a SOQL query that returns a result that notifies listeners of changes to records in a Salesforce
organization. The PushTopic defines a Streaming API channel. For example, get notified when a case is created for a particular type
or status or both.

Platform Event Data Source

Platform Events are part of Salesforce’s enterprise messaging platform. A Platform Event combines PushTopic and Streaming Channel
to enable apps to communicate inside and outside of Salesforce. Instead of working with an sObject, Platform Events work with
custom objects.

Configure a Platform Event Data Source on a FlexCard

Configure a Platform Event data source to enable apps to communicate inside and outside of Salesforce. Platform Events are part
of Salesforce’s enterprise messaging platform. A Platform Event combines PushTopic and Streaming Channel. Instead of working
with an sObject, Platform Events work with custom objects.

Streaming Channel Data Source

The Streaming Channel API type uses the Streaming API to send notifications of general events that aren’t tied to Salesforce data
changes. Use the Streaming Channel API when you want to send and receive notifications based on custom events that you specify.
You can use Streaming Channel API for any application that sends custom notifications, such as a Chat application.

Configure a Streaming Channel Data Source on a FlexCard

Enable the Streaming Channel data source to send and receive notifications based on custom events that you specify. The Streaming
Channel API type enables the Streaming API to send notifications of general events that aren’t tied to Salesforce data changes.
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PushTopic Data Source

The Streaming Channel API type uses the Streaming API to send notifications of general events that are not tied to Salesforce data
changes. Use the Streaming Channel API when you want to send and receive notifications based on custom events that you specify.
You can use Streaming Channel API for any application that sends custom notifications, such as a Chat application.

Streaming API is known as Generic Streaming in Salesforce. See Generic Streaming.

A PushTopic is a SOQL query that returns a result that notifies listeners of changes to records in a Salesforce organization. The PushTopic
defines a Streaming API channel. For instance, if you want to get notified when a case is created for a particular type or status or both,
use a PushTopic.

The following example code creates a PushTopic that pushes data if a case of type Problem  is created:

Select Id,CaseNumber,Subject,ContactEmail from Case where Type = 'Problem'

If you also need Status, you can simply add another condition:

Select Id,CaseNumber,Subject,ContactEmail from Case where Type = 'Problem' AND Status =
‘New’

You cannot use GROUP BY  or ORDER BY  clauses in a PushTopic. See Creating a PushTopic.

For another example, you could create an app that notifies a user any time a new task is created for that user.

What's Next

Configure a PushTopic data source on your FlexCard. See Configure a PushTopic Data Source on a FlexCard.

Configure a PushTopic Data Source on a FlexCard

Configure a PushTopic data source to run a SOQL query that returns a result that notifies listeners of changes to records in a Salesforce
organization. The PushTopic defines a Streaming API channel. For example, get notified when a case is created for a particular type or
status or both.

See PushTopic Data Source.

Before You Begin
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• Create a PushTopic. See Creating a PushTopic.

1. To configure a data source from the FlexCard configuration wizard, navigate to the Select Data Source Type step, select Streaming
API, and click Next.

2. To configure a data source from the SetUp Panel in the FlexCard Designer, click Setup, and select Streaming API from the Data
Source Type dropdown.

3. Select PushTopic from the Type dropdown.

4. In the Channel field, enter the URL of the PushTopic that you created.

5. From the Operation picklist, select Replace or Append.

• Select Replace to overwrite the Card with new data.

• Select Append to add new data to the Card.

6. From the Get All Messages picklist, select True or False.

• Select True to get all data from the last 24 hours.

• Select False to get the latest data update.

7. (Optional) To configure other options common among all data sources, see FlexCards Data Source Properties.

8. To test data source settings, add test variables that the query can use to return live data, see Test Data Source Settings on a FlexCard.

Add elements to the FlexCard. See Add Elements to a FlexCard.

Platform Event Data Source

Platform Events are part of Salesforce’s enterprise messaging platform. A Platform Event combines PushTopic and Streaming Channel
to enable apps to communicate inside and outside of Salesforce. Instead of working with an sObject, Platform Events work with custom
objects.

• Systems in request-response communication models make a request to a web service or database to obtain information about a
certain state.

• An event-based model obtains information and can react to it in near real time when the event occurs.

• Event producers don’t know the consumers that receive the events. Any number of consumers can receive and react to the same
events.

• The only dependency between producers and consumers is the semantic of the message content.

• Unlike with an sObject, you can’t update or delete event records. You also can’t view event records in the Salesforce user interface,
and Platform Events don’t have page layouts.

The architecture is suitable for large distributed systems because it decouples event producers from event consumers, simplifying the
communication model in connected systems.
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For details, see Delivering Custom Notifications with Platform Events in Salesforce Help.

For example, you can create a card that uses a Platform Event as a data source to display the current ink level for a printer. To see a
detailed demo, see End-to-End Example: Printer Supply Automation in Salesforce Help.

What's Next

Configure a Platform Event data source on your FlexCard. See Configure a Platform Event Data Source on a FlexCard.

Configure a Platform Event Data Source on a FlexCard

Configure a Platform Event data source to enable apps to communicate inside and outside of Salesforce. Platform Events are part of
Salesforce’s enterprise messaging platform. A Platform Event combines PushTopic and Streaming Channel. Instead of working with an
sObject, Platform Events work with custom objects.

See Platform Event Data Source.

Before You Begin

• Create a Platform Event. See Delivering Custom Notifications with Platform Events.

1. To configure a data source from the FlexCard configuration wizard, navigate to the Select Data Source Type step, select Streaming
API, and click Next.

2. To configure a data source from the SetUp Panel in the FlexCard Designer, click Setup, and select Streaming API from the Data
Source Type dropdown.

3. Select Platform Event from the Type dropdown.

4. In the Channel field, enter the URL of the Platform Event that you created.

5. From the Operation picklist, select Replace or Append.

• Select Replace to overwrite the Card with new data.

• Select Append to add new data to the Card.

6. From the Get All Messages picklist, select True or False.

• Select True to get all data from the last 24 hours.

• Select False to get the latest data update.
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7. (Optional) To configure other options common among all data sources, see FlexCards Data Source Properties.

8. To test data source settings, add test variables that the query can use to return live data, see Test Data Source Settings on a FlexCard.

Add elements to the FlexCard. See Add Elements to a FlexCard.

Streaming Channel Data Source

The Streaming Channel API type uses the Streaming API to send notifications of general events that aren’t tied to Salesforce data changes.
Use the Streaming Channel API when you want to send and receive notifications based on custom events that you specify. You can use
Streaming Channel API for any application that sends custom notifications, such as a Chat application.

Streaming API is known as Generic Streaming in Salesforce. See Generic Streaming.

For example, use the Streaming Channel data source for a Chat application for the users in your org.

What's Next

Configure a Streaming Channel data source on your FlexCard. See Configure a Streaming Channel Data Source on a FlexCard.

Configure a Streaming Channel Data Source on a FlexCard

Enable the Streaming Channel data source to send and receive notifications based on custom events that you specify. The Streaming
Channel API type enables the Streaming API to send notifications of general events that aren’t tied to Salesforce data changes.

See Streaming Channel Data Source.

Before You Begin

• Create the app that sends and receives notifications. See Generic Streaming.

1. To configure a data source from the FlexCard configuration wizard, navigate to the Select Data Source Type step, select Streaming
API, and click Next.

2. To configure a data source from the SetUp Panel in the FlexCard Designer, click Setup, and select Streaming API from the Data
Source Type dropdown.

3. Select Streaming Channel from the Type dropdown.

4. In the Channel field, enter the URL of the app that you created.

5. From the Operation picklist, select Replace or Append.

• Select Replace to overwrite the Card with new data.

• Select Append to add new data to the Card.

6. From the Get All Messages picklist, select True or False.

• Select True to get all data from the last 24 hours.
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• Select False to get the latest data update.

7. (Optional) To configure other options common among all data sources, see FlexCards Data Source Properties.

8. To test data source settings, add test variables that the query can use to return live data, see Test Data Source Settings on a FlexCard.

Add elements to the FlexCard. See Add Elements to a FlexCard.

FlexCard SDK Data Source

You can use a SDK, such as the Salesforce Industries Digital Commerce SDK, which contains all the business logic necessary for your
application and reuse that business logic in other applications. This allows you to focus on creating the UI for an application without
needing to call an API and process the API response. You only need to call the method of the SDK and the SDK calls the API. The SDK
gets the API response, parses that response, then gives it back to the client. The client then consumes the SDK response in the UI so you
can design your FlexCard based on the response you receive.

Note:  Beginning Winter ‘23, the SDK data source is not supported when Managed Package Runtime is disabled (formerly Standard
OmniStudio Runtime is enabled). If you open a FlexCard previously created with an SDK data source, you’ll see an error in the
FlexCard Designer.

See the Salesforce Industries Digital Commerce SDK documentation.

1. Create and Upload the Static Resource for the SDK to appear in the FlexCard as a data source option. See Create the Static Resource
for an SDK Data Source on a FlexCard.

2. Configure the SDK data source for your FlexCard in the FlexCard Designer. See Configure an SDK Data Source on a FlexCard.

Create the Static Resource for an SDK Data Source on a FlexCard

Before you configure an SDK as a data source for your FlexCard, you need to add or create a static resource named
OmniStudioActionRegistry that contains the configuration of the SDK that you want to use as a datasource in the FlexCard. The
FlexCard looks for a file with that name in the static resource.

Configure an SDK Data Source on a FlexCard

Configure a data source to use methods from an SDK to provide the data for a FlexCard. An SDK allows you to call multiple data
sources, reuse business logic, and control which fields appear on your FlexCard.

Create the Static Resource for an SDK Data Source on a FlexCard

Before you configure an SDK as a data source for your FlexCard, you need to add or create a static resource named
OmniStudioActionRegistry that contains the configuration of the SDK that you want to use as a datasource in the FlexCard. The FlexCard
looks for a file with that name in the static resource.

See FlexCard SDK Data Source.

1. To upload the SDK file to your org, see Create a new static resource.
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If you're a first time user, create a file named OmniStudioActionRegistry with the below JSON schema and then upload it to static
resource.

[{
"type": "SDK",
"name" : "SDK",
"description" : "This JS SDK is intended to be used on client side for interacting

with API",
"value": {

"sdkObject": "datasource",
"sdkPath": "/latest/datasource/datasource.sdk.js",
"staticResourceName": "vlocitysdk",
"inputMap": {},
"resultVar": ""

},
"orderBy": {
"name": "",
"isReverse": false

},
"contextVariables": []

},{
"type": "SDK",
"name" : "UPC JS SDK",
"description" : "This JS SDK is intended to be used on client side for interacting

with V3 API",
"value": {

"sdkObject": "productconsole",
"sdkPath": "/latest/productconsole/productconsole.sdk.js",
"staticResourceName": "vlocityupcsdk",
"inputMap": {},
"resultVar": ""

},
"orderBy": {
"name": "",
"isReverse": false

},
"contextVariables": []

},
{
"type": "SDK",
"name" : "Digitalcommerce JS SDK",
"description" : "This JS SDK is intended to be used on client side for interacting

with V3 API",
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"value": {
"sdkObject": "digitalcommerce",
"sdkPath": "/latest/digitalcommerce/digitalcommerce.sdk.js",
"staticResourceName": "vlocitydcsdk",
"inputMap": {},
"resultVar": ""

},
"orderBy": {
"name": "",
"isReverse": false

},
"contextVariables": []

},
{
"type": "SDK",
"name" : "b2b JS SDK",
"description" : "This JS SDK is intended to be used on client side for interacting

with API",
"value": {

"sdkObject": "b2bexpress",
"sdkPath": "/latest/b2bexpress/b2bexpress.sdk.js",
"staticResourceName": "vlocityb2bexpresssdk",
"inputMap": {},
"resultVar": ""

},
"orderBy": {
"name": "",
"isReverse": false

},
"contextVariables": []

},{
"type": "SDK",
"name" : "datasource SDK",
"description" : "This JS SDK is intended to be used on client side for interacting

with API",
"value": {

"sdkObject": "datasource",
"sdkPath": "/latest/datasource/datasource.sdk.js",
"staticResourceName": "vlocitysdk",
"inputMap": {},
"resultVar": ""

},
"orderBy": {
"name": "",
"isReverse": false

},
"contextVariables": []

}
]

You can add new sections to this file with an array of objects. Each section in the Registry.json file appears as an available option for
the SDK in the UI. You can change the value for any of the parameters in each section, such as type, name, and description.
The value  parameter has additional properties such as sdkPath, sdkObject, and staticResourceName. These
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parameters and values contain information about the SDK that you want to expose. Once the SDK is loaded, it exposes the
sdkObject  as the primary access point to the SDK.

2. Ensure Cache Control is set to Public.

3. Click Save.

Store SDK configurations in your org. See Configure an SDK Data Source on a FlexCard.

Configure an SDK Data Source on a FlexCard

Configure a data source to use methods from an SDK to provide the data for a FlexCard. An SDK allows you to call multiple data sources,
reuse business logic, and control which fields appear on your FlexCard.

See FlexCard SDK Data Source.

Required Versions

Available beginning Summer '21.

Create the static resource for the SDK. See Create the Static Resource for an SDK Data Source on a FlexCard.

1. To configure the data source when creating a FlexCard, navigate to the Select Data Source Type step, select SDK, and click Next.

2. To configure the data source from the SetUp Panel in the FlexCard Designer, click Setup, and select SDK from the Data Source
Type dropdown.

3. From the SDK dropdown, select the SDK from the drop list.

This should be the name of the SDK as given in the static resource file, such as Digitalcommerce JS SDK. Once you select
that name, the Description field populates. The FlexCard finds the static resource name and loads the file specified in sdkPath.

4. From the SDK Method dropdown, select from a list of functions available from your chosen SDK, such as getOffers method.
For a list of Digital Commerce methods, see the SDK Core Class Structure and Methods documentation.

5. (Optional) To pass data from the FlexCard to the SDK method, from the Input Parameters section select from one of these options:

• Click + Add New:

a. In the Key field enter the name of a variable to pass to the method. Or, if a list of available parameters appears when you
click into the Key field, select one, such as catalogCode.

b. In the Value field, enter the value of the variable as a merge field, such as Phones.

• Click Edit as JSON to add variables as JSON, such as {"catalogCode":"Phones"}.
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6. (Optional) To configure other options common among all data sources, see FlexCards Data Source Properties.
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7. (Optional) If an input parameter has merge fields, such as {recordId}, add test variables in the Test Parameters section so that the
query returns live data. See Test Data Source Settings on a FlexCard.

8. Click Save + Fetch. The FlexCard Designer makes the API call and returns a response. You can test the response in the Test Response
field. See Test Data Source Settings on a FlexCard.

Add elements to the FlexCard. See Add Elements to a FlexCard.

Test Data Source Settings on a FlexCard

Preview a FlexCard with real data by adding test values to runtime variables. The variables populate the dynamic fields in a data source,
such as a contextId from a DataRaptor that gets data from an Account.

1. From the FlexCards home tab, click a version of a FlexCard to open the FlexCard Designer.

2. In the Setup panel, click + Add New in the Test Parameters section.

3. In the Key field, enter a test variable name. For example, if your data source is a DataRaptor, enter the variable from the Input Map
representing a contextId such as recordId. See FlexCards Context Variables.

4. In the Value field, enter a test variable value. For example, enter a record Id, such as the one found in the URL of an Account page.

5. (Optional) If your returned data has multiple arrays, to return a specific dataset enter its JSON path in Result JSON Path. For example,
to return just the Cases dataset, enter [0]['Cases']  if your JSON looks like this:

{
[
"Cases": [
{
"Priority": "High",
"IsEscalated": false,
"CaseId": "5006g00000FpEz5AAF",
"Created": "2020-07-22T00:22:42.000Z",
"Type": "Mechanical",
"Subject": "Generator won't start",
"Status": "New",
"Origin": "Web",
"Description": "Despite turn the power on and off several times, the generator

wouldn't start",
"CaseNumber": "00001028"

},
{
"Priority": "Medium",
"IsEscalated": false,
"CaseId": "5006g00000BsfKkAAJ",
"Created": "2020-02-27T22:28:20.000Z",
"Type": "Mechanical",
"Subject": "Shutting down of generator",
"Status": "Closed",
"Origin": "Web",
"CaseNumber": "00001017"

}
],
"Account": {
"Type": "Customer - Direct",
"Name": "Edge Communications",
"Street": "312 Constitution Place\nAustin, TX 78767\nUSA",
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"State/Province": "TX",
"City": "Austin",
"Revenue": 139000000

}
]
}

6. Click Save & Fetch to view the Test Results.

7. (Optional) Click JSON to view test results as JSON.

8. (Optional) Click Refresh to see the latest data.

Access FlexCard Data JSON with Merge Fields
Enable FlexCard element properties to access data JSON using merge fields. A merge field is a variable that references the value of a
JSON node. Merge field syntax requires you to wrap a full JSON path with a curly bracket on both ends, such as {FirstName}. For example,
if a JSON node is "FirstName": "John", then the merge field {FirstName} returns John.

Note: Only certain element properties support merge fields.

Common Use Cases

• Set the value of an element's label with data coming from the data source. For example, on a FlexCard that displays an Account's
primary contact information in a Block element, set the Title of the collapsible Block element to {PrimaryContactName}.

• Pass data from from an Action element. For example, use an Update OmniScript action to pass data, such as {Id}  and {Name},
from a FlexCard to the OmniScript it's embedded inside. See Update an OmniScript from a FlexCard.

• Pass data to a child FlexCard from the parent's datasource. For example, update the contextId on a child FlexCard by passing {Id}
as an attribute form the parent FlexCard. See Embed FlexCard Inside Another FlexCard.
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• Set the value of descriptive text for accessibility users. For example, select {AccountName}  as the Alternative Text for an Image
element that displays a company logo.

• Display data as plain text with the Text element. For example, enter Hello {FirstName}!  on a Contact FlexCard.

Additional Syntax

This table provides additional syntax examples for nested JSON.

Merge Field Syntax ExampleJSON Node

To access a nested node, use a dot .  between the parent and
child node names.

{ContactInfo.FirstName}
//returns Margarite

"ContactInfo": {
"FirstName": "Margarite",
"LastName": "Mandela"

}

To access a specific item in a data field with an array, enter the
number of the index surrounded by brackets, such as [0]. For

[{
"Account":{

example, [0] gets the first item, [1] gets the second item, and so
on.

{Account.Contacts[0].Name}
//returns Rosa Gonzalez

"AccRevenue":"139000000",
"AccPrimContact":"Sean Forbes",
"AccWebsite":"http://edgecomm.com",

"AccPhone":"(512) 757-6000",
"AccName":"Edge Comms",
"AccPostal":"78767",
"Contacts":[

{
"PostalCode":"78767",
"Country":"USA",
"State":"Texas",
"City":"Austin",
"Street":"313 Const Place",
"Phone":"(512) 757-6000",
"Name":"Rosa Gonzalez",
"Id":"0033g00000EbAAP"
},
{
"PostalCode":"78767",
"Country":"USA",
"State":"Texas",
"City":"Austin",
"Street":"312 Const Place",
"Phone":"(512) 757-6000",
"Name":"Sean Forbes",
"Id":"0033g00000EXAAP"
}

]
}

}]
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Access the Data JSON

Use existing data JSON in an element property by indicating the use of a merge field.

Access the Data JSON

Use existing data JSON in an element property by indicating the use of a merge field.

1. From Setup panel in the FlexCard Designer, configure your FlexCard's datasource, and click Save & Fetch to locate the name of the
JSON node in the Test Results window.

2. In a supported property field, enter the name of the JSON node and wrap the name in curly brackets "{}" to indicate it is a merge
field. For example, a merge field accessing a JSON node named Status  must use the syntax {Status}.
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Note: For many property fields, clicking into the field displays a list of available merge fields. For example, click into the Value
field of an Attribute in the Properties panel of a child FlexCard or Custom LWC element to view a list of merge fields to select
from.

3. Click Preview to see the FlexCard to ensure the merge field works correctly.

Set Up a FlexCard in the FlexCard Designer
Configure optional settings for your FlexCard in the Setup panel of the FlexCard Designer. For example, update a data source, create an
event listener, add session variables, and so on.

Before You Begin

• Create a FlexCard. See Create a FlexCard.

1. From the FlexCard Designer, click Setup to open the Setup panel.

2. To configure specific options, see FlexCard Setup Reference.

Build your FlexCard. See Add Elements to a FlexCard.

FlexCard Setup Reference

The Setup panel in the FlexCard Designer provides multiple configuration options that enable a user to define the behavior of the
FlexCard further. For example, update the data source and add session variables.

Repeat Options in the FlexCard Designer

By default, a FlexCard loops through records returned from its data source. The FlexCard displays the list of records in containers
called cards. For example, if a data source returns a list of active Cases for an Account, each card displays the Status, Priority, Subject,
and any other data field or element added to a state.
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Add Session Variables to a FlexCard

Set attributes available from a component, or store values from data sources or external systems to access globally on a FlexCard.
For example, set an API key or track pagination. Use the merge field {Session.var}  to parse the value.

Add an Event Listener to a FlexCard

Add an event listener that listens for an event fired from a component and performs an action in response. With a Pubsub Event,
listen for an event from another component, such as another FlexCard on the same Lightning page. With a Custom event, listen for
an event fired from a child FlexCard or from an element on the card.

Enable Multi-Language Support on a FlexCard

Enable multi-language support on a FlexCard from the FlexCard Designer. When the Multi-Langauge Support feature is on, all Custom
Labels are updated and not cached.

Enable OmniScript Support on a FlexCard

Enable the OmniScript Support feature when your FlexCard interacts with an LWC OmniScript. For example, render a FlexCard
inside an OmniScript with the OmniScript Designer's Custom LWC element. Or update an OmniScript with the Update OmniScript
action element.

Limit User Access to a FlexCard with Custom Permissions

Limit user access to a FlexCard by assigning custom permissions. Enter a list of custom permissions in the Setup panel of your FlexCard
to specify which users can view your FlexCard.

FlexCard Setup Reference
The Setup panel in the FlexCard Designer provides multiple configuration options that enable a user to define the behavior of the
FlexCard further. For example, update the data source and add session variables.

ReferenceDescriptionProperty

FlexCard Naming Conventions(Disabled by default) The Author of the
FlexCard. To update the Author, clone the
FlexCard.

Author

Overwrite Global Newport and Lightning
Styles for Specific FlexCards

Overwrite the global Lightning styles. Enter
the file name of a static resource with
custom Lightning styles.

Custom Lightning Stylesheet File Name

Overwrite Global Newport and Lightning
Styles for Specific FlexCards

Overwrite the global Newport styles. Enter
the file name of a static resource with
custom Newport styles.

Custom Newport Stylesheet File Name

n/aUpdate your FlexCard's description, visible
on the FlexCards home tab and in the
FlexCard Designer's header.

Description

Configure a Data Source on a FlexCardSets a data source for the FlexCard.Data Source
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ReferenceDescriptionProperty

Add an Event Listener to a FlexCardAdd a listener for a PubSub or Custom event
that gets fired when a user performs an
action.

Event Listener

Enable Multi-Language Support on a
FlexCard, Add Custom Labels to Supported
Fields on a FlexCard

Enable to make Custom Labels update and
not cached.

Multi-Language Support

FlexCard Naming Conventions(Disabled by default) The API name of the
FlexCard. To update the Name, clone the
FlexCard.

Name

Enable OmniScript Support on a FlexCardEnable when your FlexCard interacts with
an LWC OmniScript, such as when

OmniScript Support

embedding a Custom LWC in the
OmniScript Designer, or updating an
OmniScript from a FlexCard Action element.

Repeat Options in the FlexCard DesignerDisable to display content that doesn't need
repeating. For example, a Chart or Datatable

Repeat Records

element that displays data for multiple
Accounts, or a Custom LWC used as a
header on a page.

Improve Performance on Repeating Records
on a FlexCard

To rerender only the affected card record
when the FlexCard updates, enter a unique
key that identifies the record. Select a data
field with a unique value, such as Id.

Render Key

Limit User Access to a FlexCard with Custom
Permissions

Limits user access to a FlexCard by entering
a comma-separated list of custom
permissions. If this field is left empty, any
user can see the FlexCard.

Required Permission

Add Session Variables to a FlexCardSet attributes available from a component,
or store values from data sources, external

Session Variables

systems, or hardcoded to access globally on
a FlexCard.

n/aThe title that displays in the Experience
Builder (for Communities) and Lightning
App Builder.

Title
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Repeat Options in the FlexCard Designer
By default, a FlexCard loops through records returned from its data source. The FlexCard displays the list of records in containers called
cards. For example, if a data source returns a list of active Cases for an Account, each card displays the Status, Priority, Subject, and any
other data field or element added to a state.
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Improve the performance on rerendered elements when a FlexCard with repeating records updates. Only rerender the affected card
record in the FlexCard component by entering a unique Render Key that identifies it. The FlexCard LWC uses the key to find which
element in the Document Object Model (DOM), the rendered HTML, to update.

To display data that doesn't need repeating, disable the Repeat Records feature. For example, disable the feature to display one Account
record, a Chart element that displays data from multiple Accounts, a Datatable element that lists Account Cases, a Custom LWC element
that serves as a header for a Console app, or a child FlexCard that has it's own looped data source.

Repeatable Modes

This table displays how the Repeat Records feature works for an Active State and a Blank Card State when records are available and
not available:
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Blank Card StateActive StateRecords Available?Enabled?

HiddenShow a card for each available
record.

YesYes (default)

Show one card, such as to show
an action link to create a record.

When a condition results in no
records to show, this state is
hidden.

YesYes (default)

Show one card, such as to show
an action link to create a record.

HiddenNo (or no Data Source)Yes (default)

HiddenShow one card with all available
records inside it. For example, to

YesNo

display a Datatable, List, Chart,
or a container, such as a Custom
LWC or child Flex Card that uses
the data source provided by its
container.

Show one card, such as to show
an action link to create a record.

When a condition results in no
records to show, this state is
hidden.

YesNo

Show one card, such as to show
an action link to create a record.

HiddenNo (or no Data Source)No

Disable Record Looping on a FlexCard

To display data that doesn't need repeating, disable the Repeat Records feature. For example, disable the feature to display one
Account record, a Chart element that displays data from multiple Accounts, a Datatable element that lists Account Cases, a Custom
LWC element that serves as a header for a Console app, or a child FlexCard that has it's own looped data source.

Improve Performance on Repeating Records on a FlexCard

Improve the performance on rerendered elements when a FlexCard with repeating records updates. Only rerender the affected card
record in the FlexCard component by entering a unique Render Key that identifies it. The FlexCard LWC uses the key to find which
element in the Document Object Model (DOM), the rendered HTML, to update.

Disable Record Looping on a FlexCard

To display data that doesn't need repeating, disable the Repeat Records feature. For example, disable the feature to display one Account
record, a Chart element that displays data from multiple Accounts, a Datatable element that lists Account Cases, a Custom LWC element
that serves as a header for a Console app, or a child FlexCard that has it's own looped data source.
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1. In the FlexCard Designer, click Setup to open the Setup panel.

2. To disable looping over records, unselect Repeat Records.

Improve Performance on Repeating Records on a FlexCard

Improve the performance on rerendered elements when a FlexCard with repeating records updates. Only rerender the affected card
record in the FlexCard component by entering a unique Render Key that identifies it. The FlexCard LWC uses the key to find which
element in the Document Object Model (DOM), the rendered HTML, to update.

Required Versions

Available beginning Summer '21.

1. In the Setup panel, click Repeat Options, and confirm that Repeat Records is enabled.

2. In the Render Key field, enter a data field with a unique value such as Id.

Add Session Variables to a FlexCard
Set attributes available from a component, or store values from data sources or external systems to access globally on a FlexCard. For
example, set an API key or track pagination. Use the merge field {Session.var}  to parse the value.

This table lists the elements that support Session Variables:
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Supported Input FieldsElement

LabelAction (any)

Beginning Summer '21: Input Parameter > ValueCustom Event Action

Label, Placeholder, and OutputField

Inside the rich text editorText

1. In the FlexCard Designer, click Setup to open the Setup panel.

2. Click + Add New next to Session Variables.

3. Enter a Key, such as APIkey.

4. Enter a Value, such as 123456dk489384A1sdjsk.

Important: You can’t use datasource values as session variables.

5. Apply the session variable as a merge field to an element field. For example, enter {Session.APIkey}  to a REST data source
Endpoint URL.

Add an Event Listener to a FlexCard
Add an event listener that listens for an event fired from a component and performs an action in response. With a Pubsub Event, listen
for an event from another component, such as another FlexCard on the same Lightning page. With a Custom event, listen for an event
fired from a child FlexCard or from an element on the card.

example: Example: Update Product List

Let's say you want to create a Lightning page that displays a filterable list of products. You need two FlexCards, one that triggers
an event, and another that listens for the event and executes an action. Your Filter  FlexCard displays the filters, and has an
Apply  button that when clicked triggers an event. Your Product List  FlexCard displays product information, listens for
the triggered event, and then executes an action.

When a user selects a filter, such as <$2000, and clicks the Apply  button from the Filter  FlexCard, only products that cost
less than $2000 are visible in the Product List  FlexCard. The event triggers an action that updates the product list.

Before You Begin

Create the Custom or Pubsub event. To create the Custom event, see Trigger a Custom Event from an Action on a FlexCard. To create
the Pubsub event, see Trigger a Pubsub Event from an Action on a FlexCard.

1. In the FlexCard Designer, click Setup to open the Setup panel.

2. In the Event Listener section, click + Add New.

3. Select a Custom or Pubsub Event Type.

4. To configure a Custom event, in the Event Name field, enter the name of the event, such as reloadCard.

Beginning Spring '22, to register dynamic events based on a parent attribute or a session variable, Event Name supports
{Parent.attr}  (on a child FlexCard only), {recordId}, and {Session.var}  context variables. For example, enter an
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event name such as event_{Parent.name}  or evnt{Session.recordLimit}. See Register Dynamic Custom and
Pubsub Events.

5. To configure a PubSub event:

a. In the Channel Name field, enter the channel in which the event is posted.

Beginning Winter '22, Channel Name supports registering dynamic events based on the {recordId}. For example, enter
a channel name such as productViewCard_{recordId}. You must define the context variable in your FlexCard's
datasource configuration to see expected results in Preview.

Beginning Spring '22, to register dynamic events based on a parent attribute or a session variable, Channel Name supports the
{Parent.attr}  (on a child FlexCard only) and {Session.var}  context variables. For example, enter a channel name
such as chnl{Parent.name}  or channel_{Session.recordLimit}. See Register Dynamic Custom and Pubsub
Events.

b. In the Event Name field, enter the name of the event, such as reloadCard.

c. If your action type is Card, and type is remove, in the Record Index field, update the index to indicate which record to remove.
For example, enter 0, to remove the first record, or 3  to remove the fourth record.

6. To create the action, perform the following tasks:

a. In the Action Properties section, select an Action Type from the dropdown. See FlexCards Actions Reference.

b. To configure the selected Action Type, see FlexCards Action Properties.

c. (Optional) Beginning Winter '22, to execute the action depending on the value of a data field, in the Conditions section, click
+ Add New. See Add Conditions to a FlexCard Element.

d. Click Save.

e. (Optional) Beginning Winter '22, execute sequential actions from an event listener. See Trigger Sequential Actions from an Event
Listener on a FlexCard.

Trigger Actions on Record Change

From an Event Listener, enable a FlexCard to listen for changes on a record the FlexCard is on, then trigger actions.

Download a Sample Event Listener DataPack

Download a sample Event Listener DataPack to import to your org. Create an event listener that listens for an event happening and
performs an action in response.

FlexCards Event Listener Properties

Event Listener properties are configurable from the Setup panel in the FlexCard Designer. Add a listener for a PubSub or Custom
event that is triggered when a user performs an action.

Trigger Actions on Record Change

From an Event Listener, enable a FlexCard to listen for changes on a record the FlexCard is on, then trigger actions.

Required Versions

Available beginning Spring '22.
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1. From the FlexCards home tab, click a version of a FlexCard to open the designer. Or create a new FlexCard. See Create a FlexCard.

2. In the Setup panel, click + Add New in the Event Listener section.

3. Select Record Change  from the Event Type dropdown.

4. In RecordId, enter the record Id to listen for. The Id must be on the same page of the FlexCard. Enter {recordId}  or manually
enter a record Id.

5. Select the record type from the SObjects dropdown.

6. (Optional) Fields dropdown in the future will enable you to copy field values onto the card when the record changes.

7. To configure one or more actions from the Actions section, see FlexCards Actions Reference.

8. Click Save.

Download a Sample Event Listener DataPack

Download a sample Event Listener DataPack to import to your org. Create an event listener that listens for an event happening and
performs an action in response.

The sample DataPack demonstrates how to enable a FlexCard to listen for an event from another FlexCard, and to listen for an event
from an action on the same FlexCard. When you click on an action element, an event is fired, and the event listeners perform other
actions based on the event fired, such as reloading the FlexCard, updating the data source, and updating data field values.

What's Included

• A demoUpdateDataSourceEvent FlexCard with two actions that when clicked, updates the data source on another FlexCard.

• A demoEventListener FlexCard that listens for events and performs actions based on the event. This FlexCard has the following
elements and properties:

– Merge fields to display data from an SOQL Query data source.

– Merge fields to display data from a DataRaptor Extract data source.

– Event listeners that set values, updates the data source to an SOQL Query data source, updates the data source to a DataRaptor,
and reloads the FlexCard.

Note: To save and fetch test data from the getAccountCases DataRaptor Extract, update the value of the action.setId in
the Test Parameters of the PubsubUpdateDS:dataraptor event listener.
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– Two action elements that when clicked, fires an event to update values with new data.

– An action element that when clicked, reloads the FlexCard.

• A getAccountCases DataRaptor Extract to populate merge fields when the related event is triggered.

Note: To return data, check that you have Account Case records in your org.

Download and Import the DataPack

• Download the OmniStudio for Vlocity DataPack here: demoEventListener.zip.

Note: Download the DataPack for OmniStudio for Vlocity for an org with a Vlocity Health and Insurance, Communication,
Media and Energy, or Public Sector package installed.

DataPacks with the OmniStudio objects can't be imported into an org with OmniStudio for Vlocity objects.

Download the OmniStudio DataPack here: demoEventListener-OmniStudio.zip.

Note: Download the OmniStudio DataPack for an org with the OmniStudio package installed.

If you import DataPacks with OmniStudio for Vlocity objects into an org with the OmniStudio package, the objects are converted
into OmniStudio objects.

• Import the Datapack. See Import a FlexCard.

After importing, if you didn't activate the FlexCards during the import process, from the FlexCards home tab, for each FlexCard, click
the FlexCard name, select the checkbox, and click Activate.

Add both FlexCards to a Lightning Page to preview and test the event listening feature. Add the demoEventListener below the
demoUpdateDataSourceEvent. See Add a FlexCard to a Lightning Page.
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FlexCards Event Listener Properties

Event Listener properties are configurable from the Setup panel in the FlexCard Designer. Add a listener for a PubSub or Custom event
that is triggered when a user performs an action.

ReferenceDescriptionProperty

n/aSelect an event type.Event Type

n/aEnter the name of the event.Event Name

n/aEnter the channel in which the event is
posted.

Channel Name

n/aIf your action type is Card, and type is
remove, enter the number of the index that

Record Index

indicates which record to remove. For
example, enter 0, to remove the first record,
or 3  to remove the fourth record.

FlexCards Action PropertiesSelect the action that triggers the event.Action Type
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Enable Multi-Language Support on a FlexCard
Enable multi-language support on a FlexCard from the FlexCard Designer. When the Multi-Langauge Support feature is on, all Custom
Labels are updated and not cached.

1. In the FlexCard Designer, click Setup to open the Setup panel.

2. Select Multi-language Support.

Add custom labels to supported fields. See Add Custom Labels to Supported Fields on a FlexCard.

Enable OmniScript Support on a FlexCard
Enable the OmniScript Support feature when your FlexCard interacts with an LWC OmniScript. For example, render a FlexCard inside
an OmniScript with the OmniScript Designer's Custom LWC element. Or update an OmniScript with the Update OmniScript action
element.

1. In the FlexCard Designer, click Setup to open the Setup panel.

2. Select OmniScript Support.

3. Click Activate.

Limit User Access to a FlexCard with Custom Permissions
Limit user access to a FlexCard by assigning custom permissions. Enter a list of custom permissions in the Setup panel of your FlexCard
to specify which users can view your FlexCard.

Before You Begin

Create custom permissions in Setup > Custom Permissions. See Create Custom Permissions.

1. From the FlexCard Designer, click Setup to open the Setup panel.

2. Enter a comma-separated list of custom permissions in the Required Permissions field. For example, if you created custom
permissions named Can_Edit_Policy  and Can_View_Policy, enter them as
Can_Edit_Policy,Can_View_Policy.

Note: If this field is left empty, any user can see the FlexCard.

3. For the managed package in your org, confirm that the VlocityRequiredPermissionCheck Apex Class exists at Setup
> Apex Classes. If it doesn't exist, add it as follows:

a. From Setup, in the Quick Find menu, enter apex.

b. Click Apex Classes.

c. Click New

d. Enter the following Apex code in the Apex Class tab:

global class VlocityRequiredPermissionCheck implements Callable
{

global Boolean call(String action, Map<String, Object> args)
{

if (action == 'checkPermission')
{

return checkPermission((String)args.get('requiredPermission'));
}
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return false;
}

private Boolean checkPermission(String requiredPermission)
{

Boolean hasCustomPermission = false;
List<String> customPermissionsName = requiredPermission.split(',');
for (String permissionName : customPermissionsName)
{

Boolean hasPermission =
FeatureManagement.checkPermission(permissionName.normalizeSpace());

if (hasPermission == true)
{

hasCustomPermission = true;
break;

}
}
return hasCustomPermission;

}
}

e. Click Save.

FlexCards Omni Interaction Access Configuration
In OmniStudio, limit access to data sources and update cache settings for the Omni UI Card object (FlexCard) across your org. Enable
and disable data source types for an org, profile, or user level. Disable caching on the Platform Cache for all FlexCards. Enable FlexCards
to cache asynchronously without waiting for the full caching process to finish.

Disable Platform Cache for FlexCards in OmniStudio

To get the latest available data from the database, disable caching for all FlexCards in OmniStudio. FlexCards, custom labels, and
profile data load from the VlocityMetadata partition of the Platform Cache when the card is active and viewed from a record page
or a community page by the end user.
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Enable Async Card Caching for FlexCards in OmniStudio

Use the Future Method to enable card caching to run in sync with the FlexCard UI in OmniStudio. Future method calls are async
calls made by an Apex class.

Disable User Information Caching for FlexCards in OmniStudio

Disable user information caching in the session cache for FlexCards in OmniStudio. FlexCards keep stored user profile data on the
VlocityMetadata partition of the Platform Cache. The Cards.UserTrigger  caches the user after their information updates,
and removes the cached user after the user is disabled or deleted.

Manage FlexCard Data Source Org Access in OmniStudio

Enable or disable specific FlexCard data sources in OmniStudio for your entire org. By default, all data source types are enabled for
an organization.

Manage FlexCard Data Source User and Profile Access in OmniStudio

Enable or disable specific FlexCard data sources for an OmniStudio profile or user. For example, prevent admins with limited permissions
from using more complex data sources like an Apex REST or Apex Remote.

Disable Platform Cache for FlexCards in OmniStudio
To get the latest available data from the database, disable caching for all FlexCards in OmniStudio. FlexCards, custom labels, and profile
data load from the VlocityMetadata partition of the Platform Cache when the card is active and viewed from a record page or a
community page by the end user.

To confirm your org has enough space allocated to the VlocityMetadata partition or to allocate more space, see Allocating Space in
the Platform Cache Partitions.

Required Versions

Beginning Winter '22.

1. Go to Setup, and search for and select Omni Interaction Access Configuration.
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2. To disable cache across all users and profiles:

a. If an Org_Wide record exists, click Edit for Org_Wide, check Disable Card Cache.

b. If an Org_Wide record doesn’t exist, click New Omni Interaction Access Configuration to create a record, and check Disable
Card Cache.

c. Click Save.

3. To disable caching for a specific user or profile that already exists, perform the following tasks:

a. Click Edit for that user or profile, such as Profile_00eR0073900ZryF  or User_005R0963000bbZP.

b. Check Disable Card Cache.

c. Click Save.

4. To disable caching for a new user or profile, perform the following tasks:

a. Click New Omni Interaction Access Configuration to create a record.

b. Select Profile or User from the Location list.

• Select Profile to manage data sources for a specific profile, such as System Administrator.

• Select User to manage data sources for a specific user, such as Jane Doe.

c. Check Disable Card Cache.
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d. Click Save.

Enable Async Card Caching for FlexCards in OmniStudio
Use the Future Method to enable card caching to run in sync with the FlexCard UI in OmniStudio. Future method calls are async calls
made by an Apex class.

See Future Methods.

Required Versions

Beginning Winter '22.

1. Go to Setup, and search for and select Omni Interaction Access Configuration.

2. To enable async card caching org wide:

a. If an Org_Wide record exists, click Edit for Org_Wide, check Enable Async Card Caching.

b. If an Org_Wide record doesn’t exist, click New Omni Interaction Access Configuration to create a record, and check Enable
Async Card Caching.

c. Click Save.

3. To enable async card caching for a specific profile or user, perform the following tasks:

a. Click Edit for that user or profile, such as Profile_00eR0073900ZryF  or User_005R0963000bbZP.

b. Check Enable Async Card Caching.

c. Click Save.
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4. To enable async card caching for a new user or profile, perform the following tasks:

a. Click New Omni Interaction Access Configuration to create a record.

b. Select Profile or User from the Location list.

• Select Profile to manage data sources for a specific profile, such as System Administrator.

• Select User to manage data sources for a specific user, such as Jane Doe.

c. Check Enable Async Card Caching.

d. Click Save.

Disable User Information Caching for FlexCards in OmniStudio
Disable user information caching in the session cache for FlexCards in OmniStudio. FlexCards keep stored user profile data on the
VlocityMetadata partition of the Platform Cache. The Cards.UserTrigger  caches the user after their information updates, and
removes the cached user after the user is disabled or deleted.

Required Versions

Beginning Winter '22.
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1. Go to Setup, and search for and select Omni Interaction Configuration.

2. Click New Omni Interaction Configuration and perform the following tasks:

a. In Label, enter Cards.UserTrigger.

b. Name populates automatically. Don’t edit.

c. In Value, enter true.

d. Click Save.
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3. View Cards_UserTrigger listed on the Omni Interaction Configuration page.
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Manage FlexCard Data Source Org Access in OmniStudio
Enable or disable specific FlexCard data sources in OmniStudio for your entire org. By default, all data source types are enabled for an
organization.

To enable or disable access to data sources for a specific user or profile, see Manage FlexCard Data Source User and Profile Access in
OmniStudio.

Required Versions

Beginning Winter '22.

1. Go to Setup, and search for and select Omni Interaction Access Configuration.

2. Verify that an Org_Wide record exists:
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• If so, click Edit for Org_Wide.

• If not, click New Omni Interaction Access Configuration to create a record.

3. Check or uncheck the checkbox for each data source that you want to enable or disable.

4. Click Save.
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Manage FlexCard Data Source User and Profile Access in OmniStudio
Enable or disable specific FlexCard data sources for an OmniStudio profile or user. For example, prevent admins with limited permissions
from using more complex data sources like an Apex REST or Apex Remote.

To enable or disable access to data sources org wide, see Manage FlexCard Data Source Org Access in OmniStudio.

Required Versions

Beginning Winter '22.

1. Go to Setup, and search for and select Omni Interaction Access Configuration.

2. Click New Omni Interaction Access Configuration to create a record for a specific user or profile.

3. Select Profile or User from the Location list.
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• Select Profile to manage data sources for a specific profile, such as System Administrator.

• Select User to manage data sources for a specific user, such as Jane Doe.

4. Check or uncheck the checkbox for each data source that you want to enable or disable.

5. Click Save.

Style FlexCard Elements
Configure the look and feel of a FlexCard by styling individual elements, fields inside elements, and entire states. From the Style panel
in the FlexCard Designer, design backgrounds, text, and borders; adjust heights, widths, and spacing inside and between elements;
apply classes and inline styles; make your element responsive; and more.

Save style settings on an element to use on multiple elements on the FlexCard. Create custom classes from a code editor in the FlexCard
Designer and apply them to individual elements. On supported elements, add classes to specific fields inside the element, such as the
label and value of a Text element. Conditionally apply styles based on the value of a data field.
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Style Options Available to All Elements

ReferenceDescriptionStyle panel Section

Add Conditional Styles to a FlexCard
Element

Conditionally apply styles to an element.
Change style features such as text color and
responsiveness when a condition based on
the value of a data field is met.

Add Conditional Style

FlexCards Element Alignment PropertiesUpdate the padding, margin, and text
alignment of an element.

Alignment

FlexCards Element Appearance PropertiesConfigure the color, background, and border
of an element.

Appearance

Create a Custom Style for a FlexCard
Element

Save style settings on a FlexCard element
as a Custom Style to use on multiple
elements on a FlexCard..

Custom Styles

Create and Apply FlexCard Elements Custom
CSS

Create and apply custom classes, and add
inline styles to an element.

Custom

FlexCards Element DimensionsSet the height and configure the
responsiveness of an element.

Dimensions

Style Options Available to Specific Elements

ReferenceStyle panel Section

FlexCards Action Style PropertiesAction

FlexCards Datatable Style PropertiesDatatable

FlexCards Field Style PropertiesField

FlexCards Icon Style PropertiesIcon

FlexCards Menu Style PropertiesMenu

FlexCards Toggle Style PropertiesToggle
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Overwrite Global Newport and Lightning Styles for Specific FlexCards

Overwrite the global Newport or Lightning styles for a specific FlexCard. Load new custom styles as a static resource from the Setup
panel in the FlexCard Designer. For example, apply specific branding requirements across multiple components on a FlexCard.

Add Conditional Styles to a FlexCard Element

Conditionally apply styles to a FlexCard element. Change style features such as text color, background image, and responsiveness
when a condition based on the value of a data field is met. For example, add a red border around a billing FlexCard when the bill
status is past due.

FlexCards Element Dimensions

Set the height and width, and configure the responsiveness of a FlexCard element within the FlexCard Designer. In addition to
adjusting the width of an element by clicking and moving its drag markers left and right on the canvas, use a slider on the Style
panel to adjust the width.

FlexCards Element Appearance

Update the appearance of your FlexCard elements with the Appearance properties in the Style panel of the FlexCard Designer.
Change the text color, background, border, and set a Salesforce theme for your elements.

FlexCards Element Alignment

With Alignment properties in the Style panel of the FlexCard Designer, you can create space inside and around your elements. You
can also adjust the position of the text relative to the element's container.

Create and Apply FlexCard Elements Custom CSS

Create, edit, and apply custom CSS classes and inline styles to your FlexCard elements in the FlexCard Designer.

FlexCards Action Style Properties

Configure style properties specific to the Action element from the Style panel in the FlexCard Designer.

FlexCards Block Style Properties

Configure style properties specific to the Block element from the Style panel in the FlexCard Designer.

FlexCards Chart Style Properties

Configure style properties specific to the Chart element from the Style panel of the FlexCard Designer.

FlexCards Datatable Style Properties

Configure style properties specific to the Datatable element from the Style panel of the FlexCard Designer.

FlexCards Field Style Properties

Configure style properties specific to the Field element from the Style panel of the FlexCard Designer.

FlexCards Icon Style Properties

Configure style properties specific to the Icon element from the Style panel of the FlexCard Designer.

FlexCards Menu Style Properties

Configure style properties specific to the Menu element from the Style panel of the FlexCard Designer.

FlexCards Toggle Style Properties

Configure style properties specific to the Toggle element from the Style panel in the FlexCard Designer.

Create a Custom Style for a FlexCard Element

Save style settings on a FlexCard element as a Custom Style to use on multiple elements on your FlexCard. For example, to apply
the same font color, font size, text color, and background color to multiple Field elements on a FlexCard, create a Custom Style called
blue-field-scheme  on one Field element. Then apply blue-field-scheme  to other Field elements as needed.

Display Records Side-By-Side on a FlexCard

Display records side-by-side instead of stacked on top of each other by embedding a child FlexCard and adjusting the widths of its
states. By default, records display one on top of the other regardless of the widths of individual elements in the FlexCard.
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Arrange, Duplicate, and Remove Elements on a FlexCard

Arrange, duplicate, and delete elements on the canvas of a FlexCard in the FlexCard Designer. Drag elements onto the canvas, and
rearrange them by dragging them below, above, and next to other elements. Duplicate and remove elements with one click.

Overwrite Global Newport and Lightning Styles for Specific FlexCards
Overwrite the global Newport or Lightning styles for a specific FlexCard. Load new custom styles as a static resource from the Setup
panel in the FlexCard Designer. For example, apply specific branding requirements across multiple components on a FlexCard.

Important: Loading custom Newport styles directly on the FlexCard overwrites custom global Newport styles.

Required Versions

Available beginning Winter '22.

• To create, upload and apply your custom Newport styles, see Apply Custom Newport Styles to a Specific FlexCard.

• To create, upload, and apply your custom Lightning styles, see Apply Custom Lightning Styles to a Specific FlexCard.

Apply Custom Lightning Styles to a Specific FlexCard

Overwrite global Lightning styles for a specific FlexCard. For example, if your FlexCard requires unique branding across multiple
components, you can create custom Lightning styles and load them in your FlexCard as a static resource.

Apply Custom Newport Styles to a Specific FlexCard

Overwrite global Newport styles for a specific FlexCard. For example, if your FlexCard requires unique branding across multiple
components, you can create custom Newport styles and load them in your FlexCard as a static resource.

Apply Custom Lightning Styles to a Specific FlexCard

Overwrite global Lightning styles for a specific FlexCard. For example, if your FlexCard requires unique branding across multiple components,
you can create custom Lightning styles and load them in your FlexCard as a static resource.

Note: For minor style modifications on elements, see the Style panel in the FlexCard designer when an element is selected on
the canvas. See Style FlexCard Elements.

Required Versions

Available beginning Winter '22.

Before You Begin

Create a FlexCard with a Lightning Theme. See Create a FlexCard.

1. Get the Lightning styles from the Lightning Design System website's download page. See Lightning Design System Downloads.

2. Follow instructions on the website to modify styles. See Lightning Design System.

3. Upload the custom styles as a zipped file into your org as a static resource. See Creating a Static Resource.
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4. In the FlexCard Designer, click the Setup tab, and click Styling Options.

5. In the Custom Lightning StyleSheet File Name field, enter the file name for that Static Resource that stores your custom Lightning
styles.

Apply Custom Newport Styles to a Specific FlexCard

Overwrite global Newport styles for a specific FlexCard. For example, if your FlexCard requires unique branding across multiple components,
you can create custom Newport styles and load them in your FlexCard as a static resource.

Important: Loading custom Newport styles directly on the FlexCard overwrites custom global Newport styles.

Required Versions

Available beginning Winter '22.

For minor style modifications on elements, see the Style panel in the FlexCard designer when an element is selected on the canvas. See
Style FlexCard Elements.

Create a FlexCard with a Newport Theme. See Create a FlexCard.

1. Get the Newport styles and modify them by following one of the following tasks:

• Get the Newport styles from the Newport Design System git repo, and modify as needed.

Important: To avoid potential styling issues, confirm that the version available in the repo is the same version available
in your org.

a. From Setup, enter Static Resources in the Quick Find box, then select Static Resources.

b. Click newport.

c. Click View file to download the zip file.

d. Decompress the file and open the package.json  file and note the version  number.

e. Compare the version number with the latest version available in the git repo.

• To overwrite newportZipUrl  global custom styles available as a static resource, modify the styles in your local Newport
project where the original custom styles were created. Otherwise, download the static resource as follows:

a. From Setup, enter Static Resources in the Quick Find box, then select Static Resources.

b. Click newportZipUrl.

c. Click View file to download the file.

d. Decompress the zip file and open the folder in your chosen code editor, such as in Visual Studio.

e. Modify the CSS as needed.

2. Upload the custom styles as a zipped file into your org as a static resource. See Creating a Static Resource.

3. In the FlexCard Designer, click the Setup tab, and click Styling Options.
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4. In the Custom Newport StyleSheet File Name field, enter the file name for that Static Resource that stores your custom Lightning
styles.

SEE ALSO:

Apply Custom CSS to a FlexCard Element

Add Conditional Styles to a FlexCard Element
Conditionally apply styles to a FlexCard element. Change style features such as text color, background image, and responsiveness when
a condition based on the value of a data field is met. For example, add a red border around a billing FlexCard when the bill status is past
due.

Required Versions

Available beginning Summer '21.

1. Select the element on a state in your FlexCard, and click + Add Conditional Style from the Style panel.

2. In Conditional Style Name, enter a unique name for the visible label for your conditional style. The name must be different than
any other conditional style name on the same element.

3. To add a condition based on the value of a data field, click + Add Condition. See Add Conditions to a FlexCard Element on how to
configure conditions.

4. Click Save.

5. Your new condition appears below the Default.

When you add a conditional style, a Default section is added to the top of the Style panel. When your conditions aren’t met, the
default styles apply.

6. (Optional) To determine what conditions are applied, hover over the tooltip "i" icon next to the conditional style name.

7.

(Optional) To edit a conditional style, click its pencil ( ) icon.

8. (Optional) To switch between how your element looks when the conditions are applied and not applied, select the conditional

style's toggle button ( ).

9.

(Optional) To delete a conditional style, click its trash ( ) icon.
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Preview your FlexCard. See Preview a FlexCard.

FlexCards Conditional Style Properties

Add Conditional Style properties are configurable from the Style panel in the FlexCard Designer when you select an element.
Conditionally apply styles to an element depending on the value of a data field.

FlexCards Conditional Style Properties

Add Conditional Style properties are configurable from the Style panel in the FlexCard Designer when you select an element. Conditionally
apply styles to an element depending on the value of a data field.

ReferenceDescriptionProperty

N/AThe name of your conditional style.Conditional Style Name

Add Conditions to a FlexCard ElementAdd conditions that style elements based
on data field values.

Add Conditions

Add Conditions to a FlexCard ElementCreate complex expressions by grouping
conditions. A group is similar to enclosing

Add Groups

a series of tests in parentheses in a
programming language. For example, to
add a condition for high priority cases that
are either escalated or have an account
whose revenue is above a certain number,
create two condition groups connected by
an OR  operator. For example,
[Priority = High AND
IsEscalated = true] OR
[Priority = High AND
AnnualRevenue > 500000].

N/AThe default styles apply when no conditions
are met.

Default

FlexCards Element Dimensions
Set the height and width, and configure the responsiveness of a FlexCard element within the FlexCard Designer. In addition to adjusting
the width of an element by clicking and moving its drag markers left and right on the canvas, use a slider on the Style panel to adjust
the width.

Configure the height, minimum height, and maximum height of the element using CSS supported values. See Adjust the Height of an
Element on a FlexCard.

Enable responsiveness on one or more elements to set the width to change as the width of the visable area of a page, called the viewport,
changes. See Create Responsive Elements on a FlexCard.
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The responsive sizing of elements is mobile-first. Sizing starts at the smallest visible viewport breakpoint and is continuously applied
upwards until the next wider breakpoint overrides it. When responsiveness is enabled, the default width becomes the width of the
smallest viewport breakpoint. See FlexCards Element Responsiveness.

FlexCards Element Dimensions Properties

An element's Dimensions properties are configurable from the Style panel in the FlexCard Designer when an element is selected.
Update the height and width, and configure responsiveness for your element.

Adjust the Height of an Element on a FlexCard

Update the height of an element on a FlexCard from the Style panel in the FlexCard Designer. Enter any CSS supported values, such
as length units (px, cm, and so on), inherit, auto, and so forth. Or enter a CSS function, such as calc(2em * 5).

Adjust the Width of an Element on a FlexCard

After dragging an element from the Build panel into a state, adjust its width along a 12-column horizontal grid. The width of an
element is 1 to 12 parts of a 12 column grid. For example, a field element that is 6 columns wide takes up 50% of the available
horizontal space.

FlexCards Element Responsiveness

In the FlexCard Designer, enable responsiveness on one or more elements to set the width to change as the visible area of a page,
called the viewport, changes. By default, the width of an element is the same regardless of the width of the viewport device on
which the user views the FlexCard. The width of an element is 1 to 12 parts of a 12 column grid. For example, a field element that
is 6 columns wide takes up 50% of the available horizontal space.

Create Responsive Elements on a FlexCard

Enable an element's width to change when the viewport updates. For example, make the widths of the fields for First Name and
Last Name of a Contact take the full width of the page on smaller devices, but shrink to 50% on larger devices such as laptops and
desktops.

FlexCards Element Dimensions Properties

An element's Dimensions properties are configurable from the Style panel in the FlexCard Designer when an element is selected. Update
the height and width, and configure responsiveness for your element.

ReferenceDescriptionProperty

Adjust the Width of an Element on a
FlexCard

Set the default width of the element when
Responsive is disabled.

Default

n/aSet the height of the element. Enter any
value allowed by the height  CSS

Height

property, such as 10em, auto  or
calc(). If you enter just a number, the
default unit used is px. The percentage unit
(%) is not supported.

n/aSet the maximum height of the element.
Enter any value allowed by the

Maximum Height

maximum-height  CSS property, such
as 10em, auto, or calc(). If you enter
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ReferenceDescriptionProperty

just a number, the default unit used is px.
The percentage unit (%) is not supported.

n/aSet the minimum height of the element.
Enter any value allowed by the

Minimum Height

minimum-height  CSS property, such
as 10em, auto, or calc(). If you enter
just a number, the default unit used is px.
The percentage unit (%) is not supported.

FlexCards Element ResponsivenessMake your element adjust to the width of
the viewport. After enabling, set the width
of each viewport breakpoint.

Responsive

Adjust the Height of an Element on a FlexCard

Update the height of an element on a FlexCard from the Style panel in the FlexCard Designer. Enter any CSS supported values, such as
length units (px, cm, and so on), inherit, auto, and so forth. Or enter a CSS function, such as calc(2em * 5).

Important: Percentage (%) is not supported for height.

1. In the FlexCard Designer, click an element on the canvas, and click Style to open the Style panel.

2. To update the height of your element, open the Dimensions section, and enter a CSS supported value for one or more of the
following properties:

Note: For example, enter 20, 150px, or calc(2em * 5), auto, and so on. If you enter just a number, the length unit
defaults to px.

• To set a fixed height, enter a CSS supported value in the Height field.

• To set a minimum height, enter a CSS supported value in the Minimum Height field.

• To set a maximum height, enter a CSS supported value in the Maximum Height field.

Preview your FlexCard. See Preview a FlexCard.

Adjust the Width of an Element on a FlexCard

After dragging an element from the Build panel into a state, adjust its width along a 12-column horizontal grid. The width of an element
is 1 to 12 parts of a 12 column grid. For example, a field element that is 6 columns wide takes up 50% of the available horizontal space.

When an element is dragged next to another element that is less than 12 columns wide, the new element takes up the remaining width
of the horizontal space available. And when the width of an element is adjusted from less than 12 to 12 columns wide, any elements
next to it will move below it.

1. In the FlexCard Designer, click an element in a state.

2. To adjust the width of an element inside a state, perform these tasks:

a. Hover over the square box on the right border until the mouse pointer icon becomes a drag icon.
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b. Click and slide the square box right or left to make the element more narrow or wider.

3. To adjust the width from the Style panel for any element, including a state, perform these tasks:

a. Click Style to open the Style panel

b. In the Dimensions section, under Default, move the slider left or right to adjust the element width.

Note: Only Child FlexCards enable you to adjust the width of a State element, and only from the Style panel. When you
adjust the width of the state, if the width is less than 6 columns wide, records display side by side, mimicking the behavior
of elements inside states. See Display Records Side-By-Side on a FlexCard.

FlexCards Element Responsiveness

In the FlexCard Designer, enable responsiveness on one or more elements to set the width to change as the visible area of a page, called
the viewport, changes. By default, the width of an element is the same regardless of the width of the viewport device on which the user
views the FlexCard. The width of an element is 1 to 12 parts of a 12 column grid. For example, a field element that is 6 columns wide
takes up 50% of the available horizontal space.

When the Responsive feature is enabled in the Style panel of a FlexCard, the responsive sizing of elements is mobile-first. Sizing starts
at the smallest viewport breakpoint and is continuously applied upwards until the next wider breakpoint overrides it. When responsiveness
is enabled, the default width becomes the width of the smallest viewport breakpoint.

Tip: Build with a mobile-first approach if most or all of your elements are responsive. Build your FlexCard at the smallest canvas
size by selecting Mobile L/S from the Viewport Dropdown. After setting widths for all breakpoints for each element from the Style
panel, view your layout at different viewports by toggling through the Viewport Dropdown. See View a FlexCard at Different
Viewport Breakpoints
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example: Example Responsive Subject and CaseId Field Elements

A user wants the Subject  field and a CaseId  Field element next to each other on the Medium and Large viewports, but
stacked on Small and Smaller viewports:

• Set the Subject  field to 12 for Smaller and Small, and 10 for Medium and Large.

• Set the CaseId  field to 12 for Smaller and Small, and 2 for Medium and Large.
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Available Breakpoints

DeviceViewport Breakpoint

Laptop and desktopLarge (>=1024px)

Large tabletMedium (>=768px)

Small or medium tablet, and large mobile deviceSmall (>= 480px)

Small or medium mobile deviceSmaller (< 480px)

Create Responsive Elements on a FlexCard

Enable an element's width to change when the viewport updates. For example, make the widths of the fields for First Name and Last
Name of a Contact take the full width of the page on smaller devices, but shrink to 50% on larger devices such as laptops and desktops.

By default, the width of an element is the same no matter the width of the viewport of the device your user views the FlexCard. When
responsiveness is enabled, the width of an element changes to the width set at each viewport breakpoint. The default width becomes
the width on the smallest viewport breakpoint for a mobile-first approach. See FlexCards Element Responsiveness.

Tip: Build with a mobile-first approach if most or all of your elements are responsive. Build your FlexCard at the smallest canvas
size by selecting Mobile L/S from the Viewport Dropdown. After setting widths for all breakpoints for each element from the Style
panel, view your layout at different viewports by toggling through the Viewport Dropdown. See View a FlexCard at Different
Viewport Breakpoints

1. In the FlexCard Designer, click an element on the canvas, and click Style to open the Style panel.

2. From the Dimensions section, enable Responsive.

Note: Easily identify responsive elements by selecting or hovering over the element. A device icon displays next to the
Component Name.
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3. For each viewport breakpoint, adjust the slider to set a width.

Example Responsive Subject and CaseId Field Elements

A user wants the Subject  field and a CaseId  Field element next to each other on the Medium and Large viewports, but stacked
on Small and Smaller viewports:
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4. To test the responsiveness of your elements, toggle between viewport widths from the Viewport Dropdown. See View a FlexCard
at Different Viewport Breakpoints.

Preview your FlexCard. See Preview a FlexCard.

FlexCards Element Appearance
Update the appearance of your FlexCard elements with the Appearance properties in the Style panel of the FlexCard Designer. Change
the text color, background, border, and set a Salesforce theme for your elements.
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FlexCards Element Appearance Properties

Appearance properties are configurable in the Style panel of the FlexCard Designer when you select an element. Update background,
text color, border, and theme of your elements.

FlexCards Element Appearance Properties

Appearance properties are configurable in the Style panel of the FlexCard Designer when you select an element. Update background,
text color, border, and theme of your elements.

DescriptionProperty

Select a background color. Enter a Hex color code, such as #ff0000.
Or click the colored box to select from a color picker.

Background Color

Enter the URL of the image to display as the background of your
element. The image must be accessible.

Background Image Url

Set the position of the background image. Enter any value allowed
by the background-position  CSS property, such as right
bottom, center, 10px 30px, and so on.

Background Position

Set how the background image repeats itself. Enter any value
allowed by the background-repeat  CSS property, such as
no-repeat, repeat, repeat-x, and so on.

Background Repeat

Set the size of the background image. Enter a value allowed by the
background-size  CSS property, such as cover, contain,
and so on.

Background Size

Select a border color. Enter a Hex color code, such as #ff0000. Or
click the colored box to select from a color picker.

Border Color

To round the edges of the element border, set a border radius.
Enter a value allowed by the border-radius  CSS property,
such as 25px, 25px 50px, and so on.

Border Radius

Select the type of border to display. Enter a value allowed by the
border-style CSS property, such as solid, dashed, inset,
and so on. Default is solid.

Border Style

Select one or more border locations such as top, bottom,
right, and left. To remove a border location, select it again
from the dropdown.

Border Type

Enter a number for the thickness of the border in pixels.Border Width
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DescriptionProperty

Select a predefined color scheme for your element.Salesforce Theme

Update the element's text color. Enter a Hex color code, such as
#ff0000. Or click the colored box to select from a color picker.

Text Color

FlexCards Element Alignment
With Alignment properties in the Style panel of the FlexCard Designer, you can create space inside and around your elements. You can
also adjust the position of the text relative to the element's container.

FlexCards Element Alignment Properties

The Alignment properties of an element are configurable in the Style panel when an element is selected in the FlexCard Designer.
Configuring padding, margin, and text alignment.

Add Space Inside a FlexCard Element

Create space inside the container of a FlexCard element. Add padding to create space between the boundary of your element and
the contents inside your element.

Add Space Around Your FlexCard Element

Create space around the container of a FlexCard element. Add margins between adjacent elements on your FlexCard.

FlexCards Element Alignment Properties

The Alignment properties of an element are configurable in the Style panel when an element is selected in the FlexCard Designer.
Configuring padding, margin, and text alignment.

DescriptionProperty

Select where to add margins to your element, such as the bottom,
both vertical spaces, both horizontal positions, around the entire
element, and so on.

Margin Type

Select the size of the margins.Margin Size

Select the size of the padding.Padding Size

Select where to add padding to your element, such as the bottom,
both vertical spaces, both horizontal positions, around the entire
element, and so on.

Padding Type

Select text alignment, such as center, to update the alignment of
the content within the element's container.

Text Align
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Add Space Inside a FlexCard Element

Create space inside the container of a FlexCard element. Add padding to create space between the boundary of your element and the
contents inside your element.

1. In the FlexCard Designer, click on an element in a state, and click Style to open the Style panel.

2. From the Padding Type dropdown, select where to add your padding. For example, to add padding on all sides of the content,
select Around. To add padding to both the top and the bottom, select Horizontal.

3. From the Padding Size dropdown, select how much padding to add, such as Medium, x-Small, and so on. See SLDS Padding.

4. Click the plus icon.

5. Repeat steps 1 through 3 to add more padding.

Add Space Around Your FlexCard Element

Create space around the container of a FlexCard element. Add margins between adjacent elements on your FlexCard.

1. In the FlexCard Designer, click on an element in a state, and click Style to open the Style panel.

2. From the Margin Type dropdown, select where to add your margin. For example, to add space around the entire element, select
Around. To add space above and below your element, select Horizontal.

3. From the Margin Size dropdown, select how much spacing to add, such as Medium, x-Small, and so on. See SLDS Padding.

4. Click the plus icon.

5. Repeat steps 1 through 3 to add more margins.

Create and Apply FlexCard Elements Custom CSS
Create, edit, and apply custom CSS classes and inline styles to your FlexCard elements in the FlexCard Designer.

When styling options available from the design interfaces of the Style panel don't meet your design needs, create custom CSS classes
from a code editor inside the designer, and apply them to supported fields. Or, add inline styles to a specific element.

• Create Custom CSS Within the FlexCard Designer

• Apply Custom CSS to a FlexCard Element

• Add Inline Styles to a FlexCard Element

FlexCards Custom CSS Properties

Custom CSS properties are configurable from the Style panel in the FlexCard Designer when you select an element. When the design
interfaces in the Style panel do not meet your design needs, apply a class from any style sheet available to the FlexCard, or add inline
styles.

Create Custom CSS Within the FlexCard Designer

Create custom CSS classes within the FlexCard Designer to apply to FlexCard elements or supported fields inside elements. Create
custom CSS classes when the design interfaces in the Style panel do not meet your design needs.

Apply Custom CSS to a FlexCard Element

When the design interfaces available in the Style panel of the FlexCard Designer don't meet your design needs, apply custom CSS
to your elements. Add custom CSS to edit the internal components of an element or a child element. Use this feature sparingly to
optimize performance.

Add Inline Styles to a FlexCard Element

When styling options available from the design interfaces in the FlexCard Designer don't meet your design needs, add inline CSS
styles to an element on a FlexCard. Override classes and target specific elements or element components.
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FlexCards Custom CSS Properties

Custom CSS properties are configurable from the Style panel in the FlexCard Designer when you select an element. When the design
interfaces in the Style panel do not meet your design needs, apply a class from any style sheet available to the FlexCard, or add inline
styles.

DescriptionProperty

Add a class to the container of your element.Container Class

Add a class directly to the element.Custom Class

Apply inline CSS styles to your element, such as
font-variant: small-caps;.

Inline CSS Styles

Create Custom CSS Within the FlexCard Designer

Create custom CSS classes within the FlexCard Designer to apply to FlexCard elements or supported fields inside elements. Create custom
CSS classes when the design interfaces in the Style panel do not meet your design needs.

The custom CSS is a Salesforce attachment. When the FlexCard is saved, the attachment is updated. A .css  file is also packaged with
the generated LWC.

1. In the FlexCard Designer, click an element on the canvas, and click Style to open the Style panel.

2. In the FlexCard Designer submenu, click the down arrow next to Activate, and select Add Custom CSS.

Note: Your FlexCard must be inactive to use this feature.

3. Enter your custom classes inside the code editor.
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4. (Optional) Enable Load as Global CSS. These custom styles are loaded as a stylesheet in the header of the page when this feature
is enabled. And when not enabled, it's loaded as internal styles inside the header of the FlexCard only.

5. Click Save.

Apply custom CSS classes to elements. See Apply Custom CSS to a FlexCard Element.

FlexCards 'Add Custom CSS' Properties

Add Custom CSS properties are configurable from the submenu of the FlexCard Designer. Create custom CSS classes and add them
to supported fields in the Properties and Style panels.

FlexCards 'Add Custom CSS' Properties

Add Custom CSS properties are configurable from the submenu of the FlexCard Designer. Create custom CSS classes and add them to
supported fields in the Properties and Style panels.

DescriptionProperty

Create and edit custom CSS classes. The custom CSS is a Salesforce
attachment. When the FlexCard is saved, the attachment is
updated. A .css  is also packaged with the generated LWC.

Add Custom CSS
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DescriptionProperty

Enable to apply your CSS classes at run time, such as in Preview.Load as Global CSS

Apply Custom CSS to a FlexCard Element

When the design interfaces available in the Style panel of the FlexCard Designer don't meet your design needs, apply custom CSS to
your elements. Add custom CSS to edit the internal components of an element or a child element. Use this feature sparingly to optimize
performance.

Apply classes from style sheets available to the FlexCard, such as the global SLDS and Newport style sheets. Or, apply classes that you
create inside the FlexCard Designer with the Add Custom CSS feature. See Create Custom CSS Within the FlexCard Designer.

example: Example Grouped Datatable Element with Alternating Background Colors

You have a Datatable element that displays Account Cases grouped by case Type. You want to show alternating background
colors for all rows and set a different background color for the group heading. There is no option in the Style panel for alternating
row background colors. But you can enter a class for the group heading. Use the Add Custom CSS feature to create two classes.
An alt-table-rows  class for the Datatable element, and an alt-bg-group-wrapper  class for the group heading.

Apply the alt-table-rows  class to the element and the alt-bg-group-wrapper  class to the group heading.

1. In the FlexCard Designer, select an element on the canvas.
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2. To apply a custom class to an element, click Style to open the Style panel. From the Custom CSS section, complete one or both of
these tasks:

• To append a custom class to the element's container, enter the class name in the Container Class field, such as
branded-tables.

• To append a custom class directly on the element, enter the class name in the Custom Class field, such as alt-table-rows
from the example above.

3. To apply a custom class to a specific field inside an element, in the Properties panel, enter a class in a field that supports classes.

For example, from the previous grouped datatable example, enter alt-bg-group-wrapper  in the Group Wrapper Class
field in the Properties panel of a Datatable element.

FlexCards 'Add Custom CSS' Properties

Add Custom CSS properties are configurable from the submenu of the FlexCard Designer. Create custom CSS classes and add them
to supported fields in the Properties and Style panels.

FlexCards 'Add Custom CSS' Properties

Add Custom CSS properties are configurable from the submenu of the FlexCard Designer. Create custom CSS classes and add them to
supported fields in the Properties and Style panels.

DescriptionProperty

Create and edit custom CSS classes. The custom CSS is a Salesforce
attachment. When the FlexCard is saved, the attachment is
updated. A .css  is also packaged with the generated LWC.

Add Custom CSS

Enable to apply your CSS classes at run time, such as in Preview.Load as Global CSS

Add Inline Styles to a FlexCard Element

When styling options available from the design interfaces in the FlexCard Designer don't meet your design needs, add inline CSS styles
to an element on a FlexCard. Override classes and target specific elements or element components.

Tip: Use this feature as needed and sparingly to optimize performance.

1. In the FlexCard Designer, click an element on the canvas, and click Style to open the Style panel.

2. In the Inline CSS Styles field of the Custom section, enter CSS properties and their values. For example, font-variant:
small-caps; word-spacing: 30px;.

Preview your FlexCard. See Preview a FlexCard.

FlexCards Action Style Properties
Configure style properties specific to the Action element from the Style panel in the FlexCard Designer.

To configure additional style properties common to all elements, see Style FlexCard Elements.
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DescriptionProperty

Enter a Hex color code or click the colored square to select from a
color picker.

Color

Enter one or more web-safe, SLDS, or Newport Design System
fonts. Supports the font-family CSS property options. For example,

Font Family

enter a specific font, such as Courier New; a general font, such
as serif; or a fallback list, such Times New Roman,
Courier New, serif.

Select a font-size. Enter any value allowed by the font-size
CSS property, such as 1em, 6px, large, or calc(). If you enter
just a number, the default unit used is px.

Font Size

Select the size of the entire element, such as Medium.Size

Select text alignment, such as center. To align a Flyout content's
text, select Text Align in the Alignment section of the Style panel.

Text Align

Set the appearance of decorative lines on the text. Enter a value
allowed by the text-decoration  CSS property, such as
underline  and overline.

Text Decoration

FlexCards Block Style Properties
Configure style properties specific to the Block element from the Style panel in the FlexCard Designer.

To configure additional style properties common to all elements, see Style FlexCard Elements.

The properties in the table are specific to the Label property of the Block element.

DescriptionProperty

Enter a Hex color code or click the colored square to select from a
color picker.

Color

Enter one or more web-safe, SLDS, or Newport Design System
fonts. Supports the font-family CSS property options. For example,

Font Family

enter a specific font, such as Courier New; a general font, such
as serif; or a fallback list, such Times New Roman,
Courier New, serif.

Select a font-size. Enter any value allowed by the font-size
CSS property, such as 1em, 6px, large, or calc(). If you enter
just a number, the default unit used is px.

Font Size
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DescriptionProperty

Set the appearance of decorative lines on the text. Enter a value
allowed by the text-decoration  CSS property, such as
underline  and overline.

Text Decoration

FlexCards Chart Style Properties
Configure style properties specific to the Chart element from the Style panel of the FlexCard Designer.

To configure additional style properties common to all elements, see Style FlexCard Elements.

The properties in the table are specific to the Title property of the Chart element.

DescriptionProperty

Enter the position you want the title to appear. Horizontally above
or below the chart. Vertically to the right or to the left of the chart.

Position

Enter a Hex color code or click the colored square to select from a
color picker.

Font Color

Enter a font size in pixels. For example, enter 15  for 15px.Font Size

Enter a list of one or more font names. Supports the font-family
CSS property options, such as Courier New, serif, or

Font Family

Times New Roman, Courier New, serif. The default
is Helvetica Neue, Helvetica, Arial,
sans-serif.

To emphasize the appearance of the font, enter italic,
normal, oblique, or bold. Default is bold.

Font Style

FlexCards Datatable Style Properties
Configure style properties specific to the Datatable element from the Style panel of the FlexCard Designer.

To configure additional style properties common to all elements, see Style FlexCard Elements.

Applies ToDescriptionProperty

Table, CellsEnter a number for the thickness of the
border in pixels.

Border Width

Table, CellsSelect one or more border locations such
as top, bottom, right, and left. To

Border Type
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Applies ToDescriptionProperty

remove a border location, select it again
from the dropdown.

Table, CellsSelect a border color. Enter a Hex color code,
such as #ff0000. Or click the colored box to
select from a color picker.

Border Color

Table, Cells, Table Head, RowsSelect a background color. Enter a Hex color
code, such as #ff0000. Or click the colored
box to select from a color picker.

Background Color

Table HeadEnter a value allowed by the
font-weight  CSS property, such as
bold, lighter, 600, and so on.

Font Weight

Table HeadEnter one or more web-safe, SLDS, or
Newport Design System fonts. Supports the

Font Family

font-family CSS property options. For
example, enter a specific font, such as
Courier New; a general font, such as
serif; or a fallback list, such Times
New Roman, Courier New,
serif.

Table HeadSet the appearance of decorative lines on
the text. Enter a value allowed by the

Text Decoration

text-decoration  CSS property, such
as underline  and overline.

CellsAdd a box shadow to cells. Enter a value
allowed by the box-shadow  CSS

Box Shadow

property, such as 2px 4px 3px
#888888.

CellsSelect where to add padding to your cells,
such as bottom, both vertical spaces, both

Padding Type

horizontal positions, or around the entire
cell, and so on.

CellsSelect the size of the padding for all cells.Padding Size

CellsSelect where to add margins to your cells,
such as the bottom, both vertical spaces,

Margin Type
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Applies ToDescriptionProperty

both horizontal positions, around the entire
cell, and so on.

CellsSelect the size of the margins for all cells.Margin Size

FlexCards Field Style Properties
Configure style properties specific to the Field element from the Style panel of the FlexCard Designer.

To configure additional style properties common to all elements, see Style FlexCard Elements.

ReferenceDescriptionProperty

n/aEnter a Hex color code or click the colored
square to select from a color picker.

Color

n/aEnter one or more web-safe, SLDS, or
Newport Design System fonts. Supports the

Font Family

font-family CSS property options. For
example, enter a specific font, such as
Courier New; a general font, such as
serif; or a fallback list, such Times
New Roman, Courier New,
serif.

n/aSelect a font-size. Enter any value allowed
by the font-size  CSS property, such as

Font Size

1em, 6px, large, or calc(). If you
enter just a number, the default unit used
is px.

Create Custom CSS Within the FlexCard
Designer

Select a class for the field label. Select from
a class defined in the Add Custom CSS
feature of the FlexCard Designer or any style
sheet available to the FlexCard.

Label Class

n/aSelect text alignment, such as center.Text Align

n/aSet the appearance of decorative lines on
the text. Enter a value allowed by the

Text Decoration

text-decoration  CSS property, such
as underline  and overline.
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ReferenceDescriptionProperty

Create Custom CSS Within the FlexCard
Designer

Select a class for the field value. Select from
a class defined in the Add Custom CSS
feature of the FlexCard Designer or any style
sheet available to the component.

Value Class

FlexCards Icon Style Properties
Configure style properties specific to the Icon element from the Style panel of the FlexCard Designer.

To configure additional style properties common to all elements, see Style FlexCard Elements.

ReferenceDescriptionProperty

n/aEnter a Hex color code or click the colored
square to select from a color picker.

Icon Color

Create Custom CSS Within the FlexCard
Designer

Enter a class appended to the container of
the element. Select from a class defined in
the Add Custom CSS feature of the

Extra Class

FlexCard Designer or any style sheet
available to the FlexCard.

FlexCards Menu Style Properties
Configure style properties specific to the Menu element from the Style panel of the FlexCard Designer.

To configure additional style properties common to all elements, see Style FlexCard Elements.

DescriptionProperty

Enter a Hex color code or click the colored square to select from a
color picker.

Color

Enter one or more web-safe, SLDS, or Newport Design System
fonts. Supports the font-family CSS property options. For example,

Font Family

enter a specific font, such as Courier New; a general font, such
as serif; or a fallback list, such Times New Roman,
Courier New, serif.

Select a font-size. Enter any value allowed by the font-size
CSS property, such as 1em, 6px, large, or calc(). If you enter
just a number, the default unit used is px.

Font Size
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DescriptionProperty

Select the size of the entire element, such as Medium.Size

Set the appearance of decorative lines on the text. Enter a value
allowed by the text-decoration  CSS property, such as
underline  and overline.

Text Decoration

FlexCards Toggle Style Properties
Configure style properties specific to the Toggle element from the Style panel in the FlexCard Designer.

To configure additional style properties common to all elements, see Style FlexCard Elements.

Checkbox and Stateful Button Properties

These properties are unique to the all but the Stateful Icon toggle type.

DescriptionProperty

Enter one or more web-safe, SLDS, or Newport Design System
fonts. Supports the font-family CSS property options. For example,

Font Family

enter a specific font, such as Courier New; a general font, such
as serif; or a fallback list, such Times New Roman,
Courier New, serif.

Select a font-size. Enter any value allowed by the font-size
CSS property, such as 1em, 6px, large, or calc(). If you enter
just a number, the default unit used is px.

Font Size

Set the appearance of decorative lines on the text. Enter a value
allowed by the text-decoration  CSS property, such as
underline  and overline.

Text Decoration

Important: The Font Size property isn’t available for the Checkbox Toggle and Checkbox Button toggle types in the Vlocity
Health and Insurance Spring '21 release.

Checkbox Button, Group and Toggle Properties

These properties are unique to the Checkbox Toggle, Checkbox Button, Checkbox Group Button, Checkbox Group toggle types.

DescriptionProperty

Select text alignment, such as center.Text Align
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Checkbox Button and Toggle Properties

These properties are unique to the Checkbox Toggle and Checkbox Button toggle types.

DescriptionProperty

Select the display color of the label when the toggle element is
selected. Enter a Hex color code or click the colored box to select
a color from the color picker.

Checked Label

Select the display color of the label when the toggle element isn’t
selected. Enter a Hex color code or click the colored box to select
a color from the color picker.

Unchecked Label

Checkbox Button Properties

These properties are unique to the Checkbox Button toggle type.

DescriptionProperty

Select the display color when the toggle element is selected. Enter
a Hex color code or click the colored box to select a color from the
color picker.

Checked Icon

Select the display color when the toggle element isn’t selected.
Enter a Hex color code or click the colored box to select a color
from the color picker.

Unchecked Icon

Checkbox Group and Stateful Button Properties

These properties are unique to the Checkbox Group Button, Checkbox Group, Stateful Button, and Dual Stateful Button toggle types.

DescriptionProperty

Select a label color. Enter a Hex color code or click the colored box
to select a color from the color picker.

Color

Create a Custom Style for a FlexCard Element
Save style settings on a FlexCard element as a Custom Style to use on multiple elements on your FlexCard. For example, to apply the
same font color, font size, text color, and background color to multiple Field elements on a FlexCard, create a Custom Style called
blue-field-scheme  on one Field element. Then apply blue-field-scheme  to other Field elements as needed.

The Custom Style feature saves any settings configured in the Style panel including classes, inline styles, widths, and responsiveness.

1. To create a custom style, perform the following tasks:
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a. Select an element from a state in the FlexCard Designer, and click Style to open the Style panel.

b. Style the element as needed. See Style FlexCard Elements.

c. To create a new style, from the Custom Styles section, click the down arrow, and select Save As.

d. Enter a style name in the Enter Style Name field.

e. Click Save.

2. To apply a custom style, perform the following tasks:

a. Select an element on the canvas, and click Style to open the Style panel.

b. Click the Select Saved Style search icon in the Custom Styles section.
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c. In the Select Saved Styles modal, click on the name of a style under Select Style.

d. View how your applied style will look in the Preview section of the modal.

e. Click Save.

Preview your FlexCard. See Preview a FlexCard.

FlexCards Custom Styles Properties

Custom Styles properties are configurable in the Style panel when you select an element in the FlexCard Designer. Save style
settings on a FlexCard element as a Custom Style to use on multiple elements on a FlexCard.

FlexCards Custom Styles Properties

Custom Styles properties are configurable in the Style panel when you select an element in the FlexCard Designer. Save style settings
on a FlexCard element as a Custom Style to use on multiple elements on a FlexCard.

See Create a Custom Style for a FlexCard Element.

DescriptionProperty

Clear all styles configured from the Style panel including applied
classes and responsiveness.

Clear Styles

Create a new Custom Style based on the current styles set.Create New Style

Enter the name of a new Custom Style.Enter Style Name

Removes the default style for the selected element type. For
example, if the current style for a selected Action element is Red

Remove Default

Action, and you click Remove Default, the default style for any
new Action element added to the FlexCard will not have a default
style.

Reset the changes to a saved Custom Style. Removes any styles
applied to an element that is not part of the applied Custom Style.

Reset Changes

For example, if you add a background image to an Action element
whose Custom Style is Red Action, clicking Reset Changes
removes the background image but retains any settings that are
part of the Red Action  Custom Style.

Save current style settings as a Custom Style.Save As

Search from the list of saved Custom Styles.Search For Style

Apply a saved Custom Style to the element.Select Saved Style
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DescriptionProperty

Set the current Custom Style as the default for the selected element
type. For example, if the current style for a selected Action element

Set As Default

is Red Action, and you click Set As Default, the default style
for any new Action element added to the FlexCard will be Red
Action.

Display Records Side-By-Side on a FlexCard
Display records side-by-side instead of stacked on top of each other by embedding a child FlexCard and adjusting the widths of its states.
By default, records display one on top of the other regardless of the widths of individual elements in the FlexCard.

To display records next to each other, embed a Child FlexCard whose width is at most 6 columns (50%) wide. See Adjust the Width of
an Element on a FlexCard.

1. To create and configure the child FlexCard, perform the following tasks:

a. In the FlexCards home tab, click on a child FlexCard to open the Designer. Or, create a child FlexCard and add all the elements
you want to display on each state. See Embed FlexCard Inside Another FlexCard

b. Click a state, and click Style to open the Style panel.

c. From the Dimensions section, under Default, use the slider to adjust the width of the state to at most 6.

For example, to display two records next to each other, select 6. To display 3 records next to each other, select 4. To display 4
records next to each other, select 3.

Tip: Consider enabling responsiveness so that when your FlexCard is viewed on mobile devices, your content looks good.
For example, make the records full width when on mobile devices, but 6 columns wide on tablets, and 3 columns wide
on desktops. See Create Responsive Elements on a FlexCard.

d. Repeat steps 2 and 3 for each state on your child FlexCard.

e. Click Activate.

2. To embed the child FlexCard inside a FlexCard, perform the following tasks:

a. Open an existing FlexCard from the FlexCards home tab. Or, create a new parent FlexCard. See Create a FlexCard.
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b. From the Build panel, drag a FlexCard element into an active state.

c. Click into Card Name and select the name of the child FlexCard you created in the previous steps.

d. If your parent data does not need to be looped over, click Setup, and uncheck Repeat Records. This will display just one record
on the parent FlexCard. See Disable Record Looping on a FlexCard.

e. Click Preview to see your records displayed next to each other.

f. Click Activate.

Configure Publish Options to define metadata values and add a custom component SVG icon for your generated LWC. See Configure
Publish Options on a FlexCard.
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Arrange, Duplicate, and Remove Elements on a FlexCard
Arrange, duplicate, and delete elements on the canvas of a FlexCard in the FlexCard Designer. Drag elements onto the canvas, and
rearrange them by dragging them below, above, and next to other elements. Duplicate and remove elements with one click.

1. To rearrange an element inside a state, or move an element between states, click and hold down the element, then drag it to the
desired position. Wait for the position indicator to appear at the desired position before letting go.

2. To rearrange a state, click and hold down the state and move it up or down to the desired position.

3. To duplicate an element, click the element, and click the double square icon.
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4. To delete an element, click the element, and click the trash icon.

Pass Concatenated Strings As Values in FlexCards
Pass concatenated strings as the value for supported FlexCard element properties. For example, pass a breadcrumbs path like
{Parent.parentPath}>{Parent.type}>{Name}  in the Value property of an Attribute of a child FlexCard.

Required Versions

Available beginning Summer '21.

Supported PropertiesFlexCard Elements

Attributes > ValueFlexCard (child FlexCard), Custom LWC, Flyout Action
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Supported PropertiesFlexCard Elements

LabelAction, Menu, Block (when Collapsible is enabled)

Set Values > ValueAction > Action Type > Card

Input Parameters > ValueAction > Action Type > Event

Label, OutputField

TitleImage

Set a Private Variable at Runtime in a FlexCard
Set a private variable in a FlexCard to define and evaluate its value only at runtime, when the FlexCard is accessed in Preview or on a
record page. Use the Set Values action to set the value of the Flex.varname  private variable. You can then create a condition to
display or hide content depending on the variable's value.

Use any alphanumeric name for the Flex.varname  variable after the period (.), such as Flex.showinfo  or Flex.show2me.
However, Flex.index is a protected variable. Flex.index gets the index of the card. For example, you can set a condition on an element
where the element displays for the first 3 records only. If your condition is Flex.index < 3, the element displays on card[0], card[1], and
card[2] only.

Note: When record data is changed, private variables remain the same.

The steps on this page walk you through configuring your FlexCard with a Flex.varname  private variable given the following
scenario:

You have a FlexCard that lists contacts for an Account. The FlexCard has 3 Field elements that display name, Id, and age. Additional
contact information is in a Block element. You want to enable your user to show and hide the extra info in the Block element.
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1. First, configure a clickable element to show the Block element with extra case info:

a. Add an icon element somewhere before the Block element. Select a Salesforce SVG icon type such as utility:chevrondown.

b. Click Add Action from the Properties panel.

c. Select Card from Action Type and Set Values from Type.

d. Click + Add New in the Set Values

e. In Key, enter the Flex.varname  variable, where varname  is any alphanumeric name you select, such as
Flex.showinfo.

f. In Value, set the variable's value to true.

g. Click Save.

2. Next, configure another clickable element to hide the Block element with the extra case info:

a. Add an Icon element inside the Block element, and repeat Steps 1a through 1d, with the following exceptions:

• In Step 1a, select a different icon such as utility:close.

• In Step 1d, set Value to false.

3. To hide the Block element by default, add a condition that checks the value of Flex.showinfo. Perform the following tasks:

a. Select the Block element, and in the Conditions section of the Properties panel, click + Add New.

b. Click + Add Condition.

c. In Data Field, enter the private variable, such as Flex.showinfo.

d. Select =  from the Operator dropdown.

e. In Value, enter true.
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4. Click Preview to see your FlexCard in action.

Enable Tracking on a FlexCard
Enable tracking from a FlexCard, Action, or Child FlexCard .Parent and Child FlexCards track the Card Load, Card Unload, and State Load
events. The Action tracks the UI Action event.

By default, the Enable Tracking feature is enabled on a FlexCard that is not a Child FlexCard. For example, on a parent FlexCard which
has a Child FlexCard embedded, tracking is enabled on the parent by default.

To track events on a Child FlexCard, you must enable the Enable Tracking feature, which is disabled by default. To enable tracking on
all nested Child FlexCards, you must enable the tracking feature on all parent FlexCards.
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On the Action element, the Enable Tracking feature is enabled by default. When disabled, the UI Action event is not fired. Action click
tracking is independent of Child FlexCard tracking.

1. In the FlexCard Designer, select an action on the canvas or drag a supported element, such as Action, into a state on the canvas.

2. In the Properties panel, if the Enable Tracking feature is disabled, click to enable.

FlexCard Designer Preview
Preview your FlexCard's appearance and test functionality before publishing it to a Lightning or Community page. Test how your FlexCard
looks on multiple devices. Test the functionality of interactive elements such as actions. Debug your FlexCard's data output, events, and
actions.

Important: If you don't see your content in the Preview canvas, check that you have granted access to your org domains in
Remote Site Settings. See Update Remote Site Settings to Preview Your FlexCard.

Note: The Navigate and OmniScript actions don’t work in Preview. Add them to a Lightning or Digital Experience page to view
them.

• Add Test Parameters

Enter additional test variables that your data source query can use to update your Preview.

• Viewport Dropdown

Adjust the size of your FlexCard's canvas to test for responsiveness. Use the Viewport Dropdown to mimic the sizes of a desktop,
laptop, and smaller mobile devices.

• Refresh Your FlexCard in Preview

Reload just the canvas in the FlexCard Designer when previewing and debugging your FlexCard. Refresh reloads the card and resets
the data JSON.

• FlexCard Designer Data JSON

View your FlexCard's data JSON. Look for potential issues in how your data source populates elements on your FlexCard before
publishing it or sending data to another component such as an OmniScript. The Data JSON panel updates when you interact with
the FlexCard.

• FlexCard Designer Action Debugger

View your FlexCard's action and event requests and responses from the Action Debugger. Click an actionable item to display its log
and associated events.

Preview a FlexCard

Preview your FlexCard's appearance and functionality before publishing it to a Lightning page or Experience Builder site. In Preview,
test how your FlexCard looks on multiple devices and test the functionality of action links and other interactive elements.

Refresh Your FlexCard in Preview

After interacting with your FlexCard in the Preview tab of the FlexCard Designer, reset your FlexCard to its loaded state. Refreshing
resets the Data JSON, but doesn't reset the Action Debugger.

FlexCards Preview 'Add Test Params' Properties

FlexCards Add Test Params properties are available when previewing a FlexCard in the FlexCard Designer. Preview the FlexCard's
appearance and functionality before publishing it to a Lightning or Community page. Enter additional test variables that your data
source query can use to update your Preview.
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FlexCard Designer Data JSON

Use the Data JSON feature in the FlexCard Designer's Preview tab to see how your data source populates the elements on the
rendered cards of your FlexCard component. Detect potential issues at run time. The Data JSON panel updates when you interact
with the FlexCard, such as when entering data in an input field or clicking an actionable item.

View a FlexCard's Data JSON

View your FlexCard's data JSON from the Preview tab of the FlexCard Designer. Look for potential issues in how your data source
populates elements before publishing your FlexCard or sending data to another component. The Data JSON panel updates when
you interact with the FlexCard, such as when entering data in an input field or clicking an action.

FlexCard Designer Action Debugger

Debug your FlexCard's client and server-side actions and events with the Action Debugger in the FlexCard Designer's Preview tab.
View requests and responses to see when and where errors occur to determine how to fix them.

Debug FlexCard Action and Event Requests and Responses

View your FlexCard's action and event requests and responses from the Action Debugger in the FlexCard Designer's Preview tab.
Click an actionable item to display its debug log and associated events. Debug before publishing your FlexCard to a Salesforce page
or third-party application.

Preview a FlexCard
Preview your FlexCard's appearance and functionality before publishing it to a Lightning page or Experience Builder site. In Preview, test
how your FlexCard looks on multiple devices and test the functionality of action links and other interactive elements.

Note: The Navigate and OmniScript actions don’t work in Preview. Add them to a Lightning or Digital Experience page to view
them.

Before You Begin

• Create a FlexCard and configure its data source. See Create a FlexCard.

• Add elements to your FlexCard. See Add Elements to a FlexCard.

1. In the FlexCard Designer submenu, click Preview.

Important: If you don't see your content in the Preview canvas, check that you have granted access to your org domains in
Remote Site Settings. See Update Remote Site Settings to Preview Your FlexCard.

2. (Optional) To add test parameters, click Add Test Params, and perform these tasks:

• In Key, enter a variable to test how and what data displays on your FlexCard. For example, enter pagelimit  to update how
many pages display for a Datatable element. See FlexCards Context Variables.

• In Value, enter a test value. For example, if the Key is pagelimit, enter 2  to limit the number of pages to display on a
Datatable element to 2.

• Click Add to enter another parameter as a key/value pair.

3. (Optional) To see how your FlexCard looks on different devices, select from the Viewport Dropdown.

Note: To enable elements to change widths in response to the width of the viewport, see Create Responsive Elements on a
FlexCard.

4. (Optional) Beginning Summer '21, view your FlexCard's data JSON from the Data JSON panel. See View a FlexCard's Data JSON.

5. (Optional) Beginning Summer '21, debug action and event requests and responses from the Action Debugger panel. See Debug
FlexCard Action and Event Requests and Responses.
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6.

(Optional) Beginning in Summer '21, to preview your FlexCard at full-width, click the toggle icon ( ) to close the Debug
Panel.

Activate your FlexCard. See Activate a FlexCard.

Refresh Your FlexCard in Preview
After interacting with your FlexCard in the Preview tab of the FlexCard Designer, reset your FlexCard to its loaded state. Refreshing resets
the Data JSON, but doesn't reset the Action Debugger.

1. In the FlexCard Designer, click the Preview tab.

2.

Click the refresh icon ( ) in the canvas header.

FlexCards Preview 'Add Test Params' Properties
FlexCards Add Test Params properties are available when previewing a FlexCard in the FlexCard Designer. Preview the FlexCard's
appearance and functionality before publishing it to a Lightning or Community page. Enter additional test variables that your data source
query can use to update your Preview.

See Preview a FlexCard.

DescriptionProperty

Enter a variable to test how and what data displays on your
FlexCard. For example, enter pagelimit  to update how many
pages display for a datatable.

Key

Enter a test value. For example, if the Key is pagelimit, enter
2  to limit the number of pages to display on a datatable to 2.

Value

FlexCard Designer Data JSON
Use the Data JSON feature in the FlexCard Designer's Preview tab to see how your data source populates the elements on the rendered
cards of your FlexCard component. Detect potential issues at run time. The Data JSON panel updates when you interact with the FlexCard,
such as when entering data in an input field or clicking an actionable item.

Required Versions

Available beginning Summer '21.
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The following table lists the Data JSON's available objects and the information each object provides:

DescriptionObject

Displays information about rendered cards based on the data
displayed and state conditions applied. For example, if your

cards

FlexCard displays information about an Account and the data
source returns 3 accounts with no conditions applied, then the
cards object shows 3 card objects. Each card object displays the
card's state name, data fields, attributes, and child FlexCards. The
uniqueKey distinguishes the card objects from each other.

Note: If your FlexCard has a child FlexCard, only its name
appears in the Data JSON panel.

Displays the array of records returned from the data source and
the settings configured in the Setup panel, such as the data source

dataSource

type and delay time. Displays additional settings depending on
your data source type. See Configure a Data Source on a FlexCard.

Displays custom labels fetched for the FlexCard. See Add Custom
Labels to Supported Fields on a FlexCard.

Label

Displays Salesforce page parameters, such as namespace.Params

Displays the Id of the FlexCard page as seen in the URL when you
are in the FlexCard Designer.

recordId

Displays the Session Variables defined in the Setup panel. See
Add Session Variables to a FlexCard.

Session
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DescriptionObject

Displays test parameters defined in the Add Test Params feature.
See FlexCards Preview 'Add Test Params' Properties.

TestParams

Displays the FlexCard theme as selected when the FlexCard was
created.

theme

Displays the FlexCard name as defined when the FlexCard was
created.

title

Displays logged-in user information. See FlexCard Context Variables.User

View a FlexCard's Data JSON
View your FlexCard's data JSON from the Preview tab of the FlexCard Designer. Look for potential issues in how your data source populates
elements before publishing your FlexCard or sending data to another component. The Data JSON panel updates when you interact with
the FlexCard, such as when entering data in an input field or clicking an action.

Note: If your FlexCard has a child FlexCard, only its name appears in the Data JSON panel.

Required Versions

Available beginning Summer '21.

1. In the FlexCard Designer, click Preview.

2. In the Data JSON tab, view data applicable your FlexCard visible in the Preview. Click the arrow next to any object node to see its
child nodes.

3. To confirm the records return as expected, click the records object in the dataSource object.

4. To confirm that the Data JSON updates when you interact with the FlexCard:

a. On the canvas, click an action that updates the data.

b. In Data JSON, click a rendered card object in the cards object to see the updated data.

c. If an action updates the data source, click an object in the dataSource > config or records object to view updates.

5. To view the state of the rendered card, see StateName under each cards object.

6. To view session variables created in the Setup Panel, click the Session object. See Add Session Variables to a FlexCard.

FlexCard Designer Action Debugger
Debug your FlexCard's client and server-side actions and events with the Action Debugger in the FlexCard Designer's Preview tab. View
requests and responses to see when and where errors occur to determine how to fix them.
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Required Versions

Available beginning Summer '21.

View the configuration, status, and responses of parent and child data sources. View data source type and relevant settings, such as
delay time from the config property. See if the data source successfully returns data in the status field. View the returned data in the
response field.

View the response of each action or event executed on your FlexCard. For example, let's say your FlexCard has a pubsub event that
passes data with the fired event. An event listener on the same FlexCard updates a data field with the value passed to it from the pubsub
event. Clicking the Pubsub Event action link on your FlexCard in Preview, displays both the Pubsub Event action and the Set Values
action logs in the Action Debugger.

Action logs display data relevant to the action type. For example, a Pubsub Event action log displays channel, event, and inputMap.
A Set Values action log displays fields and response.

Debug FlexCard Action and Event Requests and Responses
View your FlexCard's action and event requests and responses from the Action Debugger in the FlexCard Designer's Preview tab. Click
an actionable item to display its debug log and associated events. Debug before publishing your FlexCard to a Salesforce page or
third-party application.

Required Versions

Available beginning Summer '21.

1. In the FlexCard Designer, click Preview.

2. Click the Action Debugger tab.

3. Click the arrow next to a Datasource to view its log.
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4. Click the arrow next to an action or event label to view its log.

5. (Optional) To search for a specific event or action, enter a keyword in the Search input field.

6. (Optional) To copy a log, such as the config in Datasource or the inputMap in a Pubsub Event action, click the clipboard icon next
to the name of the property.

7. (Optional) To clear all logs, click Clear Logs.

View a FlexCard at Different Viewport Breakpoints
Adjust the size of your FlexCard's canvas to test for responsiveness. Use the Viewport Dropdown in the FlexCard Designer to mimic the
sizes of a desktop, laptop, and smaller mobile devices.

The viewport size is saved when changed. After navigating away from the FlexCard Designer, toggling between Design view and Preview,
or reloading the page, the viewport size remains the same until you change it.

1. From the FlexCards tab, click a version of a FlexCard to open the FlexCard Designer.

2. To test responsiveness in Design view, select a breakpoint from the Viewport Dropdown.

3. To test responsiveness in Preview, click the Preview tab and select a breakpoint from the Viewport Dropdown.

Enable elements to respond to different viewport widths. See Create Responsive Elements on a FlexCard.

Activate a FlexCard
Activate a FlexCard to generate an LWC and publish it to a Lightning page or Experience Builder site. Activating a FlexCard disables
editing capabilities. You cannot add or edit elements on an active FlexCard.
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Before Your Begin

Preview your FlexCard's appearance and test functionality before activating it. See Preview a FlexCard.

1. To activate a FlexCad from the FlexCard Designer:

a. From the FlexCards tab, click a version of a FlexCard to open the FlexCard Designer.

b. Click Activate in the submenu to initiate the activation wizard.

c. Click Done.

2. To activate a FlexCard from the FlexCards home tab:

a. In the FlexCards home tab in your org, click on a FlexCard to view available versions.

b. Select the checkbox next to the inactive FlexCard you want to activate.

c. Click Activate.

Configure Publish Options to define metadata values and add a custom component SVG icon for your generated LWC. See Configure
Publish Options on a FlexCard.

Create a Public Property for a FlexCard LWC in the FlexCard Designer
In the FlexCard Designer, define an attribute that creates a public property whose value is set in the Lightning App Builder and Experience
Builder. Call the attribute within the FlexCard as a session variable ({Session.AttName}) where merge fields are supported, such
as in a Text element and a data source parameter.

For example, enable an admin to limit the number of records displayed on a FlexCard on a record page. Enter the session variable in a
SOQL query, such as where Limit = {Session.RecordLimit}.

Public properties are published to the configuration file that defines the metadata values for your FlexCard LWC. See targetConfig
> property  in Configuration File Tags. Additional metadata values are configurable in the Designer with the Publish Options feature
when your card is active. See Configure Publish Options on a FlexCard.

Required Versions

Available beginning Winter '22.

1. In the FlexCard Designer, select Setup to open the Setup panel.

2. Click + Add New next to Exposed Attributes, and enter the values for the following properties:

• Attribute: The name of the attribute in PascalCase, such as RecordLimit.

Important: The generated API name is cfPropName. From a Custom LWC or an OmniScript, reference the property
name in kebab case, such as cf-record-limit.

• Type: Select the type of property from the dropdown:

– Select String to display a text field whose value must be text.

– Select Boolean to display a checkbox that evaluates to true when checked and false when not checked.

– Select Number to display a text field whose value must be a number.
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• Targets: Select one or more page types for which this property is visible.

Note: To view the property in an Experience Builder site, select lightningCommunity__Default.

• Label: Enter the property label, such as Record Limit.

• (Optional) Value: Enter a default value.

3. Click Save.

4. To call the attribute as a session variable within the FlexCard, use the {Session}  merge field. For example, if your Attribute
name is RecordLimit, enter {Session.RecordLimit}. Use {Session.RecordLimit}  in fields where merge
fields are supported, such as in a Text element, a data source's test and input parameters, and a Field element's Output property.

5. Activate your FlexCard.

6. To configure where your FlexCard can be published, such as a Lightning page or an Experience Builder site, see Define Metadata
Values from the FlexCard Designer.

7. To add your active FlexCard to a Lightning or Experience page, see Activate, Configure, and Publish FlexCards.

8. To configure the public property in the Lightning App Builder or Experience Builder, update the value of the property in the Builder's
properties panel.
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Note: Beginning Summer '22, if you add a standard FlexCard component to a Lightning or Experience page, enter the public
property as a JSON key/value pair in Exposed Variables. For example, if the Label of your exposed attribute is RecordLimit,
enter {"RecordLimit" : 20}. To configure multiple variables, enter a comma separated list of key/value pairs, such as {"RecordLimit"
: 20, "Greeting": "Hello"}
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Add Custom Labels to Supported Fields on a FlexCard
Add custom labels to supported FlexCard element fields with the {Label}  merge field. Custom labels are custom text values that
can be accessed from Apex classes, Visualforce pages, or Lightning components. Add custom labels if your FlexCard supports multiple
languages. The values can be translated into any language Salesforce supports.

Before You Begin

Confirm available custom labels in your org at Setup > Custom Labels. See Custom Labels.

Beginning Winter ‘23, you can reference a packaged custom label in a standard FlexCard component. Reference the packaged custom
label in the standard component by prefixing the custom label with the org namespace followed by a double underscore, such as
{Label.<namespacePrefix>__<customLabel>}.

1. From the FlexCards tab, click a version of a FlexCard to open the FlexCard Designer.

2. Select a supported element. FlexCards support the {Label}  merge field on the following elements:

Supported FieldsElement

Label, PlaceholderField

Inside the Rich Text EditorText

LabelAction

3. From the Properties panel, enter {Label.customLabelName}  in a supported field. For example, to display the AccountName
custom label as the Label for a Field element that displays the name of an Account, enter {Label.AccountName}.

Pass Data from an LWC OmniScript to an Embedded FlexCard
To populate data fields and perform actions on a FlexCard embedded in an LWC OmniScript, you can pass data from an OmniScript's
data JSON to the FlexCard. Embed a FlexCard inside an LWC OmniScript with the Custom Lightning Web Component element.

There are three ways to pass data from the LWC OmniScript to the embedded FlexCard:
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ReferenceDescriptionOptions

Map Data from an LWC OmniScript to an
Embedded FlexCard

Use the records global context variable to
map data from the LWC OmniScript to an
emdedded FlexCard.

Pass a set of records

Pass the RecordId from an OmniScript to
Run a Query on a FlexCard

Pass the recordId global context variable
from the LWC OmniScript to the FlexCard.

Pass the recordId

Pass a Parent Object from an LWC
OmniScript to Run a Query on a FlexCard

Pass a Parent object containing parent
attributes to the FlexCard from the LWC
OmniScript. The OmniScript is the parent of

Pass a parent object

the embedded FlexCard. The Parent global
context variable, such as {Parent.Id},
must be used in the FlexCard where the
merge field is supported.

Map Data from an LWC OmniScript to an Embedded FlexCard

After embedding a FlexCard inside an LWC OmniScript, map records from the OmniScript to data fields in the FlexCard. For example,
populate a list of FlexCards from an array in an OmniScript. In this scenario, the FlexCard uses data from the OmniScript instead of
its own data source.

Pass the RecordId from an OmniScript to Run a Query on a FlexCard

Pass the recordId context variable from an LWC OmniScript to an embedded FlexCard to run a query on the FlexCard. The query
returns the data that populates the FlexCard data fields and actions.

Pass a Parent Object from an LWC OmniScript to Run a Query on a FlexCard

Pass a Parent object from the LWC OmniScript to the FlexCard. The LWC OmniScript is the parent of the embedded FlexCard. The
Parent context variable must be used in the FlexCard where merge fields are supported, such as {Parent.Id}.

Download a Sample DataPack that Passes Data from an LWC OmniScript to a FlexCard

Download a sample DataPack that demonstrates how to pass data from an LWC OmniScript to a FlexCard. Import the DataPack to
your org.

Map Data from an LWC OmniScript to an Embedded FlexCard
After embedding a FlexCard inside an LWC OmniScript, map records from the OmniScript to data fields in the FlexCard. For example,
populate a list of FlexCards from an array in an OmniScript. In this scenario, the FlexCard uses data from the OmniScript instead of its
own data source.

The data fields on the LWC OmniScript must exist in the FlexCard even if the values are empty. For example, if your OmniScript data
JSON has Id, Name, Email, and Phone fields, these field names must exist even if the value of Email or any other fields are empty in the
data source of the embedded FlexCard.

1. In your org, go to the FlexCards tab and click a version of a FlexCard to open the FlexCard Designer. Or, create a new FlexCard. See
Create a FlexCard.

2. In the Setup panel, select and configure the data source with data fields you want the OmniScript to map.
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For example, if your data source is a DataRaptor that gets a list of Accounts, confirm that the DataRaptor Output fields selected
include those your OmniScript data JSON maps to. If your OmniScript data JSON has a Name field, so should the Output from the
DataRaptor, and so on.

3. Click Save & Fetch.

4. From the Build panel, add elements such as Fields, Datatables, and so on onto the canvas. See Add Elements to a FlexCard.

5. In the Setup panel, check OmniScript Support.

6. Click Activate.

7. Embed your FlexCard in an LWC OmniScript with the Custom LWC element in the LWC OmniScript Designer. See Embed FlexCards
in an OmniScript.

8. In the Custom Lightning Web Component Properties section of the Properties panel, add parent-data  as the Property
Name, and set the Property Source value to true.

9. Click + Add New Property.

10. Enter records  as the Property Name, and in the Property Source field, enter the object in the data JSON that lists records that
map to those in your FlexCard. Enter the object as a merge field using OmniScript merge field syntax, such as %objectname%.

For example, if your list of records is stored in a JSON object called accounts, enter %accounts%.

11. Click Activate.

12. Click Preview to preview the FlexCard inside the LWC OmniScript.

Pass the RecordId from an OmniScript to Run a Query on a FlexCard
Pass the recordId context variable from an LWC OmniScript to an embedded FlexCard to run a query on the FlexCard. The query returns
the data that populates the FlexCard data fields and actions.

For example, if your FlexCard has a DataRaptor that gets Account Cases, the fields and actions get updated based on the value of the
recordId set in the LWC OmniScript data JSON. If you use the {recordId} merge field in your FlexCard such as in an SOQL query or a Text
element, that data that relies on that merge field is also updated based on the recordId coming from the LWC OmniScript data JSON.

1. In your org, go to the FlexCards tab and click a version of a FlexCard to open the FlexCard Designer. Or, create a new FlexCard. See
Create a FlexCard.

2. Configure your data source if you haven't already. See Configure a Data Source on a FlexCard.

3. Add data elements such as Fields, Actions, and so on, from the Build panel onto the canvas. See Add Elements to a FlexCard.

4. In the Setup panel, check OmniScript Support.

5. Click Activate.

6. Embed your FlexCard in an LWC OmniScript with the Custom LWC element in the LWC OmniScript Designer. See Embed FlexCards
in an OmniScript.

7. In the Custom Lightning Web Component Properties section of the Properties panel, add record-id  as the Property Name.

Note: Because the Property Name is an HTML attribute, it must be written in kebab case, with words separated by a dash.
See Property and Attribute Names.

8. Set the Property Source to a JSON node that contains a recordId. Use OmniScript merge field syntax, such as %nodename%, to
enter the node as a merge field.

For example, if your recordId is stored in a JSON node called ContextId, enter %ContextId%.

9. Click Activate.
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10. Click Preview to preview the FlexCard inside the OmniScript.

Pass a Parent Object from an LWC OmniScript to Run a Query on a FlexCard
Pass a Parent object from the LWC OmniScript to the FlexCard. The LWC OmniScript is the parent of the embedded FlexCard. The Parent
context variable must be used in the FlexCard where merge fields are supported, such as {Parent.Id}.

The parent object in the OmniScript data JSON can be named anything as long as it is an object with fields that match the name of the
parent attribute that you want the OmniScript to look for in the FlexCard. For example, the JSON object name can be parent  or
account, such as "parent" : {"Id" : "1234567"}  or "account" : {"Id" : "1234567"}.

1. In your org, go to the FlexCards tab and click a version of a FlexCard to open the FlexCard Designer. Or, create a new FlexCard. See
Create a FlexCard.

2. Configure your data source if you haven't already in Step 1. See Configure a Data Source on a FlexCard.

3. Add data elements such as Fields, Datatables, and so on, from the Build panel onto the Canvas. See Add Elements to a FlexCard.

4. Add a {Parent} merge field, such as {Parent.Id}, in your FlexCard where merge fields are supported such as in an SOQL query,
a Text element, an Input Parameter, and so forth.

5. In the Setup panel, check OmniScript Support.

6. Click Activate.

7. Embed your FlexCard in an LWC OmniScript with the Custom LWC element in the LWC OmniScript Designer. See Embed FlexCards
in an OmniScript.

8. In the Custom Lightning Web Component Properties section of the Properties panel, add parent-attribute  as the
Property Name, and set the Property Source to the parent JSON object that contains parent attributes. Use OmniScript merge
field syntax, such as %objectname%, to enter the node as a merge field.

For example, if your parent object is stored in a JSON object called account, enter %account%.

9. Click Activate.

10. Click Preview to preview the FlexCard inside the OmniScript.

Download a Sample DataPack that Passes Data from an LWC OmniScript to a FlexCard
Download a sample DataPack that demonstrates how to pass data from an LWC OmniScript to a FlexCard. Import the DataPack to your
org.

See Pass Data from an LWC OmniScript to an Embedded FlexCard.

The sample DataPack demonstrates how to pass a recordId, a Parent object, and a set of records from the LWC OmniScript to the
embedded FlexCards. After configuring and activating FlexCards and the OmniScript, view the OmniScript to see how four different
FlexCards (embedded as Custom LWCs) pass data to the OmniScript.

DescriptionComponent Included in DataPack

FlexCard displays Account data, whose SOQL Query data source
uses the {Parent.Id} merge field to determine the contextId..

demoPassDataParentAttributeFC

FlexCard displays Account data, whose SOQL Query data source
uses the {recordId} merge field to determine the contextId

demoPassDataRecordIdFC
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DescriptionComponent Included in DataPack

FlexCard displays Account Case data, whose DataRaptor data source
uses the {recordId} merge field to determine the contextId.

demoPassDataRecordIdDRFC

FlexCard displays a list of accounts as a data table. The data source
is a basic SOQL Query.

demoPassDataParentDataRecordsFC

LWC OmniScript with the following features:demoPassDataLWCOStoFC

• A Set Values Action with three element values: one that defines
a ContextId; one that defines a Parent object; and one that
displays a list of records.

• A Step with 4 Custom LWC elements that display 4 FlexCards.

1. Download the OmniStudio for Vlocity DataPack here: demoPassDataLWCOStoFC.zip.

Note: Download the DataPack for OmniStudio for Vlocity for an org with a Vlocity Health and Insurance, Communication,
Media and Energy, or Public Sector package installed.

DataPacks with the OmniStudio objects can't be imported into an org with OmniStudio for Vlocity objects.

Download the OmniStudio DataPack here: demoPassDataLWCOStoFC-OmniStudio.json.

Note: Download the OmniStudio DataPack for an org with the OmniStudio package installed.

If you import DataPacks with OmniStudio for Vlocity objects into an org with the OmniStudio package, the objects are converted
into OmniStudio objects.

2. Import the DataPack. See Import a FlexCard.

Important: Do not activate yet.

3. Open the demoPassDataParentAttributeFC FlexCard, click Setup, and update the Parent.Id  under Test Parameters with
the Id of an Account record in your org.

4. Open the demoPassDataRecordIdDRFC and demoPassDataRecordIdFC FlexCards, click Setup, and update the recordId
under Test Parameters with the Id of an Account record in your org.

5. Open the demoPassDataLWCOStoFC OmniScript, click SetValues1, click Properties, and click Edit Properties as JSON. Replace
the values of ContextId  and parentObj:Id  with an Ids of Account records in your org.

6. Activate all four FlexCards.

7. To Preview the FlexCards in the LWC OmniScript, activate the LWC OmniScript, and click Preview.

Reload a FlexCard After Updating an LWC OmniScript in a Flyout
Update information on a FlexCard after saving changes to an LWC OmniScript embedded in a flyout with the vlocEvents  param.
Add a Flyout action on a FlexCard that triggers an event, and create an event listener on the card to refresh. When the card you want to
refresh hears the event, it executes a Card Reload action.
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Note: Reloading flexcards using vlocEvents  from an OmniScript works only for a flyout action. Reloading FlexCards using
vlocEvents  doesn't work for an OmniScript Action because the OmniScript is loaded inside an Aura wrapper. The pubsub
event registered in the FlexCard isn't available in an OmniScript.

Before You Begin

1. Create an LWC OmniScript, to embed in your FlexCard flyout. See Create an OmniScript .

2. Add a Navigation Action, and select Pub/Sub in the Messaging Framework section of the Properties panel.

1. Go to FlexCards home tab in your org and open a FlexCard in the FlexCard Designer. Or to create a new one, see Create a FlexCard.

2. To embed the LWC OmniScript in a flyout, drag an Action element from the Build panel onto the canvas.

3. Select Flyout  as the Action Type.

4. Click + Add New next to Attributes and enter the values for these settings as follows:

• Key: vlocEvents

• Value: Enter the name of the pubusb channel. This is typically the FlexCard you want to refresh. For example, if the name of the
FlexCard to refresh is AccountPolicy, enter that here.

5. If the FlexCard you want to refresh is different from this FlexCard, open that FlexCard from the FlexCards home tab.

6. From the Setup panel click + Add New next to Event Listener, and enter the values for the settings as follows:

• Event Type: Pubsub

• Channel Name: Enter the same of the vlocEvents attribute you entered in step 5. For example, if your vlocEvents value is
AccountPolicy, enter that here.

• Event Name: data

• Action Type: Card

• Type: Reload

Access the ContextId of a FlexCard on an Experience Site
On an Experience site, to view record data on a FlexCard that uses the {recordId}  context variable in an Input Map to pass a
ContextId to an Apex Remote, DataRaptor, or Integration Procedure data source, you must add and configure a recordId property. Add
the recordId property in your FlexCard's configuration file, then configure the property on the Experience page.

1. From an active FlexCard in the FlexCard Designer, click the down arrow next to Activate in the submenu, and click Publish Options.

2. Under Targets, select the Community Default checkbox.

3. Click the Editor tab.

4. Inside the targetConfig tag, add a property tag with the name recordId  and the type String.

<targetConfig targets="lightningCommunity__Default">
<property name="recordId" type="String" ></property>

</targetConfig>

5. Add your FlexCard to your Experience site. See Add a FlexCard to an Experience Cloud Page.

6. In the recordId property field, enter {!recordId}.
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Configure Community Profiles for FlexCards
Ensure that your users see FlexCards on Experience Builder sites by configuring user profile settings. Enable the appropriate interface
first. Then configure custom object permissions and Apex class access.

1. Ensure that you are using the Original Profile Interface by disabling the Enhanced Profile User Interface. See Disable Enhanced Profile
User Interface.

2. Complete the following tasks in any order:

• Grant access to the necessary custom objects. See Configure Custom Object Permissions for Community Profiles.

• Grant access to the necessary Apex classes. See Grant Apex Class Access to a Community Profile.

Disable Enhanced Profile User Interface

Enable the appropriate interface before configuring Community profile settings that ensure that your users see FlexCards on Experience
Builder site. Use the Original Profile Interface.

Configure Custom Object Permissions for Community Profiles

Configure custom object permission to ensure that your users see FlexCards on Experience Builder sites. Give access to the necessary
objects.

Grant Apex Class Access to a Community Profile

Configure Apex class access to ensure that your users see FlexCards on Experience Builder sites. Give access to the necessary Apex
classes.

Disable Enhanced Profile User Interface
Enable the appropriate interface before configuring Community profile settings that ensure that your users see FlexCards on Experience
Builder site. Use the Original Profile Interface.

See Configure Community Profiles for FlexCards.
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1. From Setup, type User  in the Quick Find box and click User Management Settings.

2. Set the Enhanced Profile User Interface option to Disabled.

• Configure Custom Object Permissions for Community Profiles

• Grant Apex Class Access to a Community Profile

Configure Custom Object Permissions for Community Profiles
Configure custom object permission to ensure that your users see FlexCards on Experience Builder sites. Give access to the necessary
objects.

See Configure Community Profiles for FlexCards.

Before You Begin

• Ensure that you're using the Original Profile Interface. See Disable Enhanced Profile User Interface.

1. From Setup, type Users  in the Quick Find box and click Profiles.

2. Find the profile for the users who will be accessing the Experience Builder site and click Edit.

3. Scroll to the Custom Object Permissions section.

4. Check View All for the following objects:

• OmniUiCard

Note: You can't change Custom Object Permissions for any of the default profiles. For these profiles, the checkboxes in this
section are not selectable.

5. Click Save.

If you haven't already, Grant Apex Class Access to a Community Profile.

Grant Apex Class Access to a Community Profile
Configure Apex class access to ensure that your users see FlexCards on Experience Builder sites. Give access to the necessary Apex classes.

See Configure Community Profiles for FlexCards.

Before You Begin

• Ensure that you're using the Original Profile Interface. See Disable Enhanced Profile User Interface.

1. From Setup, type Users  in the Quick Find box and click Profiles.

2. Find the profile for the users who will be accessing the Experience Builder site and click the profile name.

If you click Edit, you won't see the Enabled Apex Class Access settings.

3. Scroll to the Enabled Apex Class Access section and click Edit.

4. If namespace.CardCanvasController  is not in the Enabled Apex Classes list, select it from the list of Available Apex
Classes and click Add.

For namespace see Viewing the Namespace and Version of the OmniStudio Vlocity Package.

5. Click Save.

If you haven't already, Configure Custom Object Permissions for Community Profiles.
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FlexCards Versioning and Cloning
FlexCards supports versioning and cloning. You can create an identical copy of a FlexCard based on how you want to use the new version.

Version or Clone?Purpose

VersionTo update a FlexCard already published on Lightning or Community
pages, and elsewhere.

VersionTo make slight modifications to an existing FlexCard to test behavior
and layout.

CloneTo create a new FlexCard but copy over layout, settings, or both.

FlexCards Versioning

FlexCards supports versioning. You can create an identical copy of a FlexCard by creating a new version and keeping other versions
with the same name, and author, but with a new version number. Create a new version when you want to make slight modifications
to a FlexCard already published to Lightning or Community pages, and elsewhere.
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FlexCards Cloning

FlexCards supports cloning. You can create a new FlexCard by cloning a current one to update the Author and/or Name, and copy
over layout and/or settings.

FlexCard Naming Conventions

Follow requirements when naming FlexCards and FlexCard elements to prevent errors when working with the FlexCard Designer
and importing FlexCards as datapacks. For example, you may run into issues when importing a FlexCard with the same name as one
that already exists in your org.

FlexCards Versioning
FlexCards supports versioning. You can create an identical copy of a FlexCard by creating a new version and keeping other versions with
the same name, and author, but with a new version number. Create a new version when you want to make slight modifications to a
FlexCard already published to Lightning or Community pages, and elsewhere.

The name, author, and version combination must be unique for each component in an org. Only one version of a component can be
active at a time. When you create a new version of a FlexCard in the FlexCard Designer, the version number increases by 1 and the Status
is inactive. See Create a New Version of a FlexCard.

When you create a new version of a FlexCard in the FlexCard Designer, a new version is created dynamically. You can't choose the author
or name of the new version. To create a new FlexCard based on a current FlexCard, and to update the Author and/or Name, you must
clone your FlexCard. See Clone a FlexCard.

The following table describes the fields involved in the versioning process:

DescriptionField

FlexCards are requested by name.Name

Specifies the user organization that created the FlexCard. Use author
names that describe the team creating the content.

Author

An integer that increases by one with every new version.Version

Indicates whether a record is active for run time use. One active
record per name is allowed in an org. Activating a component

Active

deactivates all other versions of the component with the same
name. Only active records are exported when a DataPack is created.
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Create a New Version of a FlexCard

Create a new version of a FlexCard in the FlexCard Designer when you want to make slight modifications to a current. Creating a
version of a FlexCard makes an exact copy with a version number equal to the latest version number plus one. For example, if you
already have two versions, the new version number will be 3.

Create a New Version of a FlexCard

Create a new version of a FlexCard in the FlexCard Designer when you want to make slight modifications to a current. Creating a version
of a FlexCard makes an exact copy with a version number equal to the latest version number plus one. For example, if you already have
two versions, the new version number will be 3.

Note: To create a copy of a FlexCard with a new Name, or Author, or both, you must clone the FlexCard. See Clone a FlexCard.

1. From the FlexCards tab, click a version of a FlexCard to open the FlexCard Designer.

2. Click New Version in the submenu.

3. The new version of your FlexCard opens in a new tab and the Current Version is updated to the previous version number plus one.

FlexCards Cloning
FlexCards supports cloning. You can create a new FlexCard by cloning a current one to update the Author and/or Name, and copy over
layout and/or settings.

The name, author, and version combination must be unique for each component in an org.
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If you need to create a new version of a FlexCard with the same Name and Author, and want to make slight modifications to test behavior
and layout between versions, version the FlexCard instead. See Create a New Version of a FlexCard.

Clone a FlexCard

Create an identical copy of a FlexCard with the Clone feature in the FlexCard Designer. Cloning an existing FlexCard creates a new
FlexCard with a new Name, or Author, or both. The Name and Author must be unique.

FlexCards Clone Properties

This page lists FlexCards Clone Card properties available when cloning a FlexCard in the FlexCard Designer.

Clone a FlexCard

Create an identical copy of a FlexCard with the Clone feature in the FlexCard Designer. Cloning an existing FlexCard creates a new
FlexCard with a new Name, or Author, or both. The Name and Author must be unique.

Note: To create a new version of a FlexCard with the same name and author, make minor modifications, and compare between
versions, see Create a New Version of a FlexCard.

1. From the FlexCards tab, click a version of a FlexCard to open the FlexCard Designer.

2. Click Clone in the submenu.
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3. If you're not changing the author, enter a new Name. Either the Name, or Author, or both must change.

4. If you're not changing the name, enter a new Author. Either the Name, or Author, or both must change.

5. (Optional) Update the following properties:

• Update the Theme to Lightning (SLDS) or Newport.

• Update the Title of the rendered component visible in the component lists in the Lightning App Builder and Community Builder.

• If disabled, enable Child Card to embed it inside another FlexCard.

• Update the Description that displays on the FlexCards tab.

6. Click Clone.

FlexCards Clone Properties

This page lists FlexCards Clone Card properties available when cloning a FlexCard in the FlexCard Designer.

Create an identical copy of a FlexCard with the Clone feature in the FlexCard Designer. See Clone a FlexCard.

ReferenceDescriptionProperty

FlexCard Naming ConventionsEnter the Name of your FlexCard.Card Name

n/aEnter a title for your FlexCard. The title is
used to find your generated FlexCard LWC

Card Title

after activation in the Lightning App Builder
and Community Builder

n/aSelect a theme to determine the default
design of your FlexCard.

Theme

n/aEnter the author of the FlexCard, such as the
name of a department in your organization.

Card Author

Embed FlexCard Inside Another FlexCardEnable to embed this FlexCard inside
another FlexCard.

Is Child Card

n/aEnter a description of your FlexCard.Description

FlexCard Naming Conventions
Follow requirements when naming FlexCards and FlexCard elements to prevent errors when working with the FlexCard Designer and
importing FlexCards as datapacks. For example, you may run into issues when importing a FlexCard with the same name as one that
already exists in your org.
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FlexCard Naming Requirements

ExamplesRequirements

The combination of the card Name and Author must be unique
in your Org. For example, if importing a FlexCard with the same

• Name = AccountActive, Author = CustomerSales

• Name = AccountClosed, Author = CustomerSalesname and author of a current FlexCard, you will be asked if you
want overwrite the current FlexCard in your org.

Not acceptable:The name and author must only contain underscores and
alphanumeric characters. It must be unique, begin with a letter, • account$card!
not include spaces, not end with an underscore, and not contain
two consecutive underscores. • 2account__card

• $$account__card_

• account card

N/AIf you have multiple versions of a FlexCard, only one version can
be active at a time. See FlexCards Versioning.

N/AFlexCard names cannot be changed. You must clone a FlexCard
to change the name. See Clone a FlexCard.

FlexCard Element Name Requirements

ExamplesRequirement

Acceptable:• Element Names cannot contain spaces and must be unique
in a FlexCard. It can contain any string combination of
alphanumerical and special characters.

• address_block

• View_Account

• $account_revenue!

Not acceptable:

• address block

• View Account

• $account revenue!

Delete a FlexCard
Delete a FlexCard from the FlexCards home tab in your org. Once deleted it cannot be retrieved.

Before You Begin
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• Deactivate the FlexCard you want to delete by clicking the Deactivate link in the submenu of the FlexCard Designer or the FlexCards
home tab.

1. From the FlexCards home tab, click a FlexCard to display available versions.

2. Click the checkbox next to the version to delete.

Note: You can delete an inactive version of a FlexCard added to a Lightning or Community page if there is more than one
version.

3. Click the trash icon.

Note: If the trash icon is disabled, check that the FlexCard is deactivated.

Import a FlexCard
Import a FlexCard as a DataPack from another environment into your org.

Note: DataPacks with the OmniStudio objects can't be imported into an org with OmniStudio for Vlocity (formerly Digital Interaction
Platform) objects. However, if you import DataPacks with OmniStudio for Vlocity objects into an org with the OmniStudio package,
the objects are converted into OmniStudio objects.

Before You Begin

Export a FlexCard.

1. From the FlexCards home tab, click Import.

2. Click Upload Files and select a DataPack from your computer to upload. Or, drag the file from the computer to the Or drop files
section.

3. Click Next.

4. Select the items to import.

5. Click Next.

6. Review the items to import.

7. Click Next.

8. To activate items from the imported FlexCard:

a. Click Activate Now.

b. Select the items to activate.

c. Click Next.

d. Click Done.
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9. To activate items from the imported FlexCard later, click Activate Later.

Download FlexCard Sample DataPacks
Download sample FlexCard DataPacks with configured FlexCard elements and settings to import into your org. For example, download
a FlexCard DataPack that displays how to pass data from a parent FlexCard to a child FlexCard.

Note: DataPacks with the OmniStudio objects can't be imported into an org with OmniStudio for Vlocity (formerly Digital Interaction
Platform) objects. However, if you import DataPacks with OmniStudio for Vlocity objects into an org with the OmniStudio package,
the objects are converted into OmniStudio objects.

ReferenceDescriptionFeature

Download a Sample Custom Event DataPackA FlexCard with an Event Listener that
listens for a Custom Event from its

Custom Event Action

embedded child FlexCard. The child
FlexCard's Custom Event action updates a
data field value on the parent when clicked.

Download a Sample Child FlexCard
DataPack

Embed a reusable FlexCard as a child inside
the state of a parent FlexCard and pass data
from the parent to the child.

Pass Data to a Child FlexCard

Download a Sample Datatable DataPackA FlexCard that displays a grouped,
searchable, and sortable Datatable element.

Datatable

Download a Sample Event Listener DataPackAdd an event listener that listens for an
event and executes an action in response.

Event Listener

Download a Sample DataPack that Passes
Data from an LWC OmniScript to a FlexCard

An LWC OmniScript that passes data to
embedded FlexCards in three ways: by
passing an object node with a data set; by

Pass Data from an LWC OmniScript to an
Embedded FlexCard

passing the recordId; and by passing a
Parent object.

Download a Sample Pubsub Event DataPackA FlexCard with three action elements that
trigger events that update data field values.

Pubsub Event Action

Download a Sample Toggle DataPackA FlexCard displaying all Toggle element
types, with Update Data Source enabled

Toggle Element

on two elements and a Set Values Card
Action configured on one element.

Download a Sample Update OmniScript
Action DataPack

Prefill an OmniScript when a user clicks an
Update OmniScript action from a FlexCard
embedded in the OmniScript. Includes the
FlexCard and the OmniScript.

Update OmniScript Action
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Export a FlexCard
Export a FlexCard as a DataPack to import to other environments. You can export one or more FlexCards from the FlexCards home tab
or from within the FlexCard Designer.

Note: DataPacks with the OmniStudio objects can't be imported into an org with OmniStudio for Vlocity (formerly Digital Interaction
Platform) objects. However, if you import DataPacks with OmniStudio for Vlocity objects into an org with the OmniStudio package,
the objects are converted into OmniStudio objects.

1. To export from the FlexCards home tab:

a. Click a FlexCard, and select the checkbox for the version to export.

b. Click Export.

2. To export from the FlexCard Designer:

a. From the FlexCards home tab, click a FlexCard, and click a version to open in the FlexCard Designer.

b. Click the down arrow in the submenu and select Export.

3. Select the items to export.

4. Click Next.

5. Review the items to export.

6. Click Next.

7. (Optional) Update the Name.

8. (Optional) Update the Description.

9. To store the DataPack and access it later from the Vlocity DataPacks tab, select Add to Library.

10. To download the DataPack to your computer, leave Download selected.

11. Click Done.

Import a FlexCard to another environment. See Import a FlexCard.

Download a FlexCard LWC from the FlexCard Designer
Download your FlexCard LWC from the FlexCard Designer. Download your LWC to debug and inspect issues.

Attention: Do not redeploy the LWC back into your org.

Note: To download an off-platform version of your FlexCard LWC, see Download an Off-Platform FlexCard LWC from the FlexCard
Designer. Beginning Summer '21, run FlexCards off-platform on third-party websites with OmniOut for FlexCards. See OmniOut.

Before You Begin

• You must activate your FlexCard to download its LWC.

1. From the FlexCards tab, click a version of a FlexCard to open the FlexCard Designer.

2. From the FlexCard Designer submenu, click the down arrow next to Activate, and click Download LWC.

3. Click Done.
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Download an Off-Platform FlexCard LWC from the FlexCard Designer
Download an off-platform FlexCard LWC from the FlexCard Designer. Download your LWC to inspect code.

Attention: Do not redeploy the LWC back into an org.

Note: Beginning Summer '21, run FlexCards off-platform on third-party websites with OmniOut for FlexCards. See OmniOut.

Before You Begin

• You must activate your FlexCard to download its generated LWC.

1. From the FlexCards tab, click a version of a FlexCard to open the FlexCard Designer.

2. From the FlexCard Designer submenu, click the down arrow next to Activate, and click Download Off-Platform LWC.

3. Click Done.

FlexCards Context Variables
Global and local context variables are available to a FlexCard to provide context to data sources, actions, and other components. All
variables are case sensitive.

Global Variables

Merge FieldDescriptionName

{Label.mylabel}Salesforce Custom Labels. See Add Custom
Labels to Supported Fields on a FlexCard.

Label

For example, {Label.AccountName}
gets a custom label named
AccountName.

{objectApiName}Beginning Winter '22, pass the object API
Name to a component as an attribute, such

objectApiName

For example, use an SOQL Query to get a
list of accounts. Enteras a Custom LWC, when a FlexCard is on a

record page. Similar to {recordId}, use {objectApiName}  as the object to
Test Parameters to verify in Preview. See
Test Data Source Settings on a FlexCard.

query. Then add a Test Parameter whose
Key is ObjectApiName  and Value is
Account.Supported property fields:

• Flyout action: Pass as an Attribute to a
child FlexCard, Custom LWC, and
OmniScript

• Custom LWC and child FlexCard
elements: Pass as an Attribute

• Block element: Display as a Label when
Collapsible is enabled

• Field element: Display as the Output
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Merge FieldDescriptionName

• Text element: Display as plain text

{Params.fieldName}The page parameters passed to the URL.Params

For example, {Params.Id}  gets the
context Id. We recommend using
{recordId}  to get the context Id of a
record.

{Parent.attributeName}Reference attributes from the parent
FlexCard on the child FlexCard with this

Parent

For example, Parent.Id  gets the {Id}
attribute defined on the parent FlexCard.variable. Attributes are defined at design

time on the parent FlexCard. See Embed
FlexCard Inside Another FlexCard.

{recordId}Gets the context Id of a Salesforce object's
data record. Use Test Parameters to verify

recordId

For example, if using a DataRaptor to get a
list of Account Cases, in the Input Map,in Preview. See Test Data Source Settings

on a FlexCard. enter AccountId  as Key and
{recordId}  as the Value. Then add a
Test Parameter whose Key is recordId
and Value is 138238279r9ff  to
populate your FlexCard with actual data.

{records}The records object of the FlexCard, which
can be passed on to Child FlexCard, Custom
LWC, and Flyout parameters.

records

For example, {records}  gets all records,
while {records [0]}  gets the first
available record.

{Session.sessionkey}Variables used to store values from data
sources and external systems, and

Session

For example, {Session.pageLimit}
gets a session variable named
pageLimit.

hardcoded values. Properties are defined at
design time on the FlexCard. See Add
Session Variables to a FlexCard.

{User.property}User and Contact properties for the
logged-in user.

User

For example, {User.userName}  gets
the logged in user's username.Note: Rendered User context

variable is viewable at run time only.
View in Preview.

Available properties:

• userId: User's Salesforce Id.
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Merge FieldDescriptionName

• userAnLocale: User's personal
locale.

• userSfLocale: Salesforce org's
locale.

• userCurrency: User's default
currency.

• userLangudge: User's default
language.

• userTimeZone: User's timezone.

• userName: User's username.

• userType: User's license type.

• userRole: User's role.

• userProfileName: Profile name
from the Profile lookup.

• userProfileId: Salesforce Id from
the Profile lookup.

• userAccountId: Salesforce id from
the Account lookup.

• userContactId: Salesforce id from
the Contact lookup.

Local Variables

Merge FieldDescriptionName

{action.parameter}The parameters received by an event
listener and sent to an action.

action

For example, if your event is sending you a
contextId  parameter, then use
{action.contextId}.

{element.value},
{element.checked}

The values set by the toggle element and
tied to an action.

element

• Checkbox Toggle type:
element.checked

• All other Toggle types: element.value
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Merge FieldDescriptionName

{record}, {record.FieldName}The record object that belongs to the State,
and passed on to Child FlexCard, Custom
LWC, and Flyout parameters.

record

For example, {record}  gets the entire
record, while {record.Name}  gets the
Name field from the record.

FlexCards Troubleshooting Considerations
When working within the FlexCard Designer, you may run into issues that require some troubleshooting to resolve. Before contacting
support, consider these troubleshooting articles.

• Update Remote Site Settings to Preview Your FlexCard

Grant access to your org domains to enable LWC features such as Preview. When spinning a new org or new installation, the Tooling
API calls necessary for LWC may fail if the Remote Site Settings page in your org does not include the URLs required.

• Update the FlexCard Object's Default Lightning Record Page to Access the FlexCard Designer

When you click on a FlexCard in the OmniStudio FlexCards home tab, and see a record detail page instead of the FlexCard Designer,
you must update the Lightning record page of the Omni UI Card  object to Vlocity Card Designer.

• Fix Cyclic Redundancy When Embedding FlexCard Components

When you embed components, such as flyouts, Custom LWCs, and Child Cards, check that components are not called multiple
times.

Update Remote Site Settings to Preview Your FlexCard

Grant access to your org domains to enable LWC features such as Preview. When spinning a new org or new installation, the Tooling
API calls necessary for LWC may fail if the Remote Site Settings page in your org does not include the URLs required. The required
URLs are your org's lightning.force.com URL and the visualforce.com URL of the Visualforce page that contains the FlexCard Designer.

Update the FlexCard Object's Default Lightning Record Page to Access the FlexCard Designer

If you click on a FlexCard in the OmniStudio FlexCards home tab, and see a record detail page instead of the FlexCard Designer,
update your org's default Lightning record page for the Omni UI Card  object. Set the org's default Lightning record page to
Vlocity Card Designer.

Fix Cyclic Redundancy When Embedding FlexCard Components

When you embed components, such as flyouts, Custom LWCs, and child FlexCards, check that components are not called multiple
times. If you add components that call themselves or call other components embedded inside components, you may create cyclic
redundancy causing events to continuously fire in your browser, exceeding your maximum call size stack.

Update Remote Site Settings to Preview Your FlexCard
Grant access to your org domains to enable LWC features such as Preview. When spinning a new org or new installation, the Tooling
API calls necessary for LWC may fail if the Remote Site Settings page in your org does not include the URLs required. The required URLs
are your org's lightning.force.com URL and the visualforce.com URL of the Visualforce page that contains the FlexCard Designer.

See Remote Site Settings.

Select from two options to manually update the Remote Site Settings. Select the method that applies to you.
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VersionsFix Option

Beginning with Vlocity Health and Insurance Spring '21Manually Update Remote Site Settings from a Notification in
FlexCards

Any versionManually Update Remote Site Settings for FlexCards

Manually Update Remote Site Settings from a Notification in FlexCards

If you see a notification in FlexCards home tab, grant access to your org domains to enable LWC features such as Preview. When
spinning a new org or new installation, the Tooling API calls necessary for LWC may fail if the Remote Site Settings page in your org
does not include the URLs required. The required URLs are your org's lightning.force.com URL and the visualforce.com URL of the
Visualforce page that contains the FlexCard Designer.

Manually Update Remote Site Settings for FlexCards

Manually grant access to your org domains to enable LWC features such as Preview. When spinning a new org or new installation,
the Tooling API calls necessary for LWC may fail if the Remote Site Setting page in your org does not include the URLs required. The
required URLs are your org's lightning.force.com URL and the visualforce.com URL of the Visualforce page that contains the FlexCard
Designer.

Manually Update Remote Site Settings from a Notification in FlexCards

If you see a notification in FlexCards home tab, grant access to your org domains to enable LWC features such as Preview. When spinning
a new org or new installation, the Tooling API calls necessary for LWC may fail if the Remote Site Settings page in your org does not
include the URLs required. The required URLs are your org's lightning.force.com URL and the visualforce.com URL of the Visualforce page
that contains the FlexCard Designer.

See Remote Site Settings.

Required Versions

Beginning Vlocity Health and Insurance Spring '21.

If you see a Warnings button in your OmniStudio FlexCards home tab, add missing URLs to your Remote Site Settings.
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1. Click the Warnings button in the OmniStudio FlexCards home tab and copy the visualforce.com  URL.

2. In a new browser tab, go to Setup > Security > Remote Site Settings.

3. Click New Remote Site.

4. Enter a Remote Site Name without spaces for the visualforce.com domain. For example, enter LWC_VF.

5. Enter your copied visualforce.com URL in Remote Site URL. For example, enter
https://whitmanco--vlocity-ins.visualforce.com.

6. Confirm that the Active checkbox is enabled.

7. Click Save.

8. In your original browser tab, copy the lightning.force.com  URL from the Warnings popup on the OmniStudio FlexCards
home tab.

9. Go to Setup > Security > Remote Site Settings and click New Remote Site.

10. Enter a Remote Site Name without spaces for the lightning.force.com domain. For example, enter LWC_LF.

11. Enter the copied lightning.force.com URL. For example, enter https://whitmanco.lightning.force.com.

12. Repeat steps 6 and 7.

Manually Update Remote Site Settings for FlexCards

Manually grant access to your org domains to enable LWC features such as Preview. When spinning a new org or new installation, the
Tooling API calls necessary for LWC may fail if the Remote Site Setting page in your org does not include the URLs required. The required
URLs are your org's lightning.force.com URL and the visualforce.com URL of the Visualforce page that contains the FlexCard Designer.

See Remote Site Settings.
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1. In your org, open any FlexCard to view the FlexCard Designer, and click the Preview link in the submenu.

2. Right-click in the white space that contains your FlexCard content to view the menu options in a popup. Select View Frame Source
to open the iframe in a new browser tab, and copy your visualforce.com  domain from the address bar. For example,
https://whitmanco--vlocity-ins.visualforce.com.

3. In your org, go to Setup > Security > Remote Site Settings.

4. Confirm that your org domains are not listed in the Remote Site URL column.
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5. Click New Remote Site.

6. Enter a Remote Site Name without spaces for the visualforce.com domain. For example, enter LWC_VF.

7. Enter your copied visualforce.com URL in Remote Site URL. For example, enter
https://whitmanco--vlocity-ins.visualforce.com.

8. Confirm that the Active checkbox is enabled.

9. Click Save.

10. Repeat steps 3 and 5.

11. Enter a Remote Site Name without spaces for the lightning.force.com domain. For example, enter LWC_LF.

12. Enter the lightning.force.com URL visible in the address browser bar on all pages in your org. For example, enter
https://whitmanco.lightning.force.com.

13. Repeat steps 8 and 9.

Update the FlexCard Object's Default Lightning Record Page to Access the FlexCard Designer
If you click on a FlexCard in the OmniStudio FlexCards home tab, and see a record detail page instead of the FlexCard Designer, update
your org's default Lightning record page for the Omni UI Card  object. Set the org's default Lightning record page to Vlocity Card
Designer.

Example

When you click on the link to a FlexCard called EmployerApplication  on the FlexCards home tab, it displays the record detail
page, such as the one in the following image, instead of the FlexCard Designer.
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Solution

1. In your org, go to Setup, then Object Manager.

2. In Quick Find, enter Omni UI Card, then click the Omni UI Card label.

3. Click Lightning Record Pages.

4. Confirm that Vlocity Card Designer is the Org Default. If not, follow these steps:

a. Click Vlocity Card Designer.

b. Click View to open the Lightning App Builder.

c. Click Activation. See Activate Lightning Experience Record Pages.

d. Click Assign as Org Default.

e. Select the form factors, click Next, and click Save.

5. If you do not see the Vlocity Card Designer in the list of Lightning Record Pages, follow these steps:

a. In the OmniStudio FlexCards home tab, click a FlexCard, and select a version to open the Omni UI Card record page.
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b. Under Setup menu, select Edit Page to open the record page in the Lightning App Builder.

c. Delete all components on the Lightning record page.

d. In the Components panel search field, enter cardDesignerHeader. Select the cardDesignerHeader custom component
and drag it to the top of the record page.

e. In the Components panel search field, enter cardPreview. Select the cardPreview custom component and drag it to the
middle of the page.

f. In the Components panel search field, enter rightSidebar. Select the rightSidebar custom component and drag it to
the right sidebar position on the record page.

g. Your Lighting record page should look similar to this image:
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h. Click Save.

i. Click Activation, and click Assign as Org Default.

j. Click Next, and click Save.

k. Go back to Setup > Object Manager > Omni UI Card > Lighting Record Pages. You should see Omni UI Card Record Page
listed as your org's default page to view a FlexCard in the FlexCard Designer.
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6. To confirm that you can view a FlexCard in the FlexCard Designer, go to the OmniStudio FlexCards home tab, and select a FlexCard
to open. You should see the FlexCard Designer like in this image:
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Fix Cyclic Redundancy When Embedding FlexCard Components
When you embed components, such as flyouts, Custom LWCs, and child FlexCards, check that components are not called multiple times.
If you add components that call themselves or call other components embedded inside components, you may create cyclic redundancy
causing events to continuously fire in your browser, exceeding your maximum call size stack.

example: Example

Your FlexCard has a child FlexCard that calls an OmniScript that also calls the same parent FlexCard from a flyout.

Solution

Confirm what components are called inside an embedded component before adding it to a FlexCard. Update the components that
might cause cyclic redundancy.

OmniOut
Run OmniScripts and FlexCards off-platform on third-party websites with OmniOut for OmniScripts and OmniOut for FlexCards. Display
OmniScripts and FlexCards and connect to Salesforce from a content management system's (CMS) external website. Run an OmniScript
or FlexCard on your external site by adding the component to the OmniOut project, integrating OmniOut into your application, and
deploying your application to your CMS.

Required Versions

• OmniOut for FlexCards is available beginning Summer '21.

Note: CMS configuration is separate from OmniOut. Complete your CMS configuration before using OmniOut.

Before You Begin

1. Ensure you have a Content Management System built.

2. Install Node  and npm. See Installing Node.

3. Download Visual Studio Code. See Visual Studio Code.

1. Download the OmniOut static resource from Salesforce and open it in Visual Studio Code. See Download the OmniOut Static Resource.

2. Install dependencies for the OmniOut project. See Install OmniOut Dependencies.

3. (Optional for OmniScripts only) Add any nested custom LWCs that exist in your OmniScript before adding an OmniScript to OmniOut.
See Include Nested Custom LWCs in Your OmniOut OmniScript.

4. Download and add your component to the OmniOut project. To add an OmniScript, see Add an OmniScript Lightning Web Component
to OmniOut. To add a FlexCard, see Add a FlexCard LWC to OmniOut.

5. To enable a Salesforce API connection, create a Connected App. See Create a Connected App for OmniOut.

6. (Optional for OmniScripts only) Configure OmniOut to use multi-language OmniScripts. See Configure Multi-Language in OmniOut
for OmniScripts.

7. To view and test your component, run OmniOut in development mode. See Run OmniOut in Development Mode.
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8. (Optional) Control where your component directs users by using the Navigate Action on a FlexCard or OmniScript. For OmniScripts,
see Navigate to a URL from an OmniScript in an OmniOut App. For FlexCards, see Navigate to a URL from a FlexCard in an OmniOut
App.

9. Deploy your OmniOut application by performing one of the following tasks:

• If you aren’t deploying to Adobe Experience Manager, see Move OmniOut into Your App.

• (OmniScripts only) To add OmniOut for OmniScripts to an Adobe Experience Manager application, see Add OmniScripts to
Adobe Experience Manager.

10. (Optional) Include custom style sheets in your OmniOut project. See Add Custom Style Sheets to Your OmniOut Application.

11. Build a connection in your application. See Connect Your OmniOut App.

Download the OmniOut Static Resource

Download the OmniOut Static Resource from your Salesforce Org. The OmniOut static resource includes JS, HTML, CSS, and other
files necessary for OmniScripts and FlexCards to run outside of Salesforce.

Install OmniOut Dependencies

Configure and install the OmniOut dependencies using a command-line-tool. Install the tools necessary to build your OmniOut app
and view it locally.

Include Nested Custom LWCs in Your OmniOut OmniScript

Map nested custom Lightning web components in your OmniScript to include them in your OmniOut project. Lightning web
components that override or map to an OmniScript element are automatically downloaded with the off-platform OmniScript LWC.

Add an OmniScript Lightning Web Component to OmniOut

Download and configure an OmniScript to use it off-platform in OmniOut. Download your OmniScript LWC from the LWC OmniScript
Designer, add the component folder to the OmniOut project, and configure files for HTML and CSS.

Add a FlexCard LWC to OmniOut

Download and configure a FlexCard to use it off-platform in your OmniOut project. Download your FlexCard LWC from the FlexCard
Designer, add the component folder to the OmniOut project, and configure files for HTML and CSS.

Create a Connected App for OmniOut

Enable the external connection to interact with Salesforce by configuring a Connected App in Salesforce. Create a Connected App
to make external calls from OmniOut. Connected Apps provide OmniOut with an access token that enables proxies and login
authentication to work.

Configure Multi-Language in OmniOut for OmniScripts

Display multi-language OmniScripts in OmniOut using custom labels. Access custom labels in your OmniScript directly from Salesforce
or use custom labels defined in local files. Control which language displays by using a language code.

Run OmniOut in Development Mode

View and test your OmniScript and FlexCard before adding it to your application by running it in development mode. Use a jsForce
connection to request data from your org.

Navigate to a URL from an OmniScript in an OmniOut App

Direct users to different URLs from an OmniScript in an OmniOut app using the Navigate Action. Configure endpoints in the Navigate
Action and create redirects for the URLs in your OmniOut app. OmniOut supports all Navigate Action types, including URL generation
and browser location updates. Application authors must decide how to handle the generated URLs based on the project's unique
requirements.
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Navigate to a URL from a FlexCard in an OmniOut App

Direct users to different URLs from a FlexCard in an OmniOut app using the Navigate action type. OmniOut for FlexCards supports
only the Web Page target type. Application authors must decide how to handle the generated URLs based on the project's unique
requirements.

Move OmniOut into Your App

Generate a compiled dist  folder to move OmniOut into your app project before deploying your app to a content management
system.

Add OmniScripts to Adobe Experience Manager

Add OmniScripts to Adobe Experience Manager using OmniOut. OmniScripts hosted in AEM require a Salesforce connection to send
data between servers.

Add Custom Style Sheets to Your OmniOut Application

Include custom styling in your OmniOut project by using style sheets. Custom stylesheets aren’t included in the OmniScript or
FlexCard off-platform download metadata. You must add them to your application after building the dist  folder.

Connect Your OmniOut App

OmniOut connects your CMS to Salesforce through a proxy or directly. Configure a connection object to connect to the Salesforce
Connected App. Connections are unique to your app's requirements and must be configured outside the scope of OmniOut.

Download the OmniOut Static Resource
Download the OmniOut Static Resource from your Salesforce Org. The OmniOut static resource includes JS, HTML, CSS, and other files
necessary for OmniScripts and FlexCards to run outside of Salesforce.

1. In your Salesforce Org, navigate to Setup, and in the quick find box, enter Static Resources.

2. In the Static Resources page, locate and select the vlocityomnioutlwc resource.

3. To download the static resource, click View File.

4. Open the uncompressed downloaded file in Visual Studio Code.

Install OmniOut Dependencies

Install OmniOut Dependencies
Configure and install the OmniOut dependencies using a command-line-tool. Install the tools necessary to build your OmniOut app and
view it locally.

Before You Begin

1. Download the LWC OmniOut static resource. See Download the OmniOut Static Resource.

2. Request an NPM repository access key from your Vlocity customer representative.

3. Understand how to run commands in a terminal. See Command Line 101 (git-tower documentation).

4. Install npm. See npm (npm documentation).

1. Uncompress the downloaded static resource.

2. In the uncompressed folder, open the .npmrc file and set _auth equal to your NPM repository access key.

_auth=Authentication_Key
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3. In a new terminal shell, install the npm packages by running the command npm install.

4. Run the command npm run watch  in the terminal console to run the development server.

5. Access the local development server at localhost:4002 to view the demo application.

For OmniScripts, Add an OmniScript Lightning Web Component to OmniOut

For FlexCards, Add a FlexCard LWC to OmniOut

Include Nested Custom LWCs in Your OmniOut OmniScript
Map nested custom Lightning web components in your OmniScript to include them in your OmniOut project. Lightning web components
that override or map to an OmniScript element are automatically downloaded with the off-platform OmniScript LWC.

Nested custom Lightning web components referenced by a custom Lightning web component in the OmniScript aren’t included by
default. To include nested custom LWCs, map them to a dummy element in the Element Type To LWC Component Mapping section.

1. From OmniScript Setup, scroll to the Element Type To LWC Component Mapping section.

2. In the Element Type field, enter a fake element type. For example, nestedElement.

3. In the Lightning Web Component field, enter the name of your nested custom Lightning web component. For example,
nestedElement.

4. Save and Activate your OmniScript.

Add an OmniScript Lightning Web Component to OmniOut

Add an OmniScript Lightning Web Component to OmniOut
Download and configure an OmniScript to use it off-platform in OmniOut. Download your OmniScript LWC from the LWC OmniScript
Designer, add the component folder to the OmniOut project, and configure files for HTML and CSS.

Before You Begin

1. Install OmniOut's required dependencies. See Install OmniOut Dependencies

2. (Optional) Configure OmniScript to include nested custom Lightning web components in OmniOut. See Include Nested Custom
LWCs in Your OmniOut OmniScript.
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1. Open an OmniScript in your Salesforce org, and click Activate.

2. Click the Download Off Platform LWC button and uncompress the downloaded file.

Note: If your OmniScript includes Custom LWCs from a managed package, the Custom LWCs may not work. Custom LWCs
that exist in a managed package only work if they’re off-platform compatible.

3. Copy the component in the lwc folder of your downloaded component into the ./src/modules/vlocityomniscript folder of your
OmniOut LWC project.

4. In the OmniScript Designer, click the dropdown menu, click How To Launch, and copy the component tag.
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5. In Visual Studio Code, open the ./src/index.html file and replace the component tag with your OmniScript component tag.

6. Edit your component tag by replacing c--  with vlocityomniscript-  and save the file.

7. To import and define your component, open the ./src/index.js file and take these steps:

a. Replace the sample component import with your component's file path.

import VlocApp from 'vlocityomniscript/typeExampleSubtypeExampleEnglish';
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b. Replace the sample component tag with your modified component tag and remove the closing tag and angle brackets.

customElements.define('vlocityomniscript-type-example-subtype-example-english',
buildCustomElementConstructor(VlocApp));

8. (Optional) In the OmniScript component tag, remove the run-mode="localScriptDef"  attribute to check if the OmniScript
is active in Salesforce.

Note: When running a multi-language OmniScript, the run-mode="localScriptDef"  attribute forces the OmniScript
to use the locally defined custom labels. If run-mode  isn’t present, a connection is made to retrieve the custom labels.

9. (Optional) In the OmniScript component tag, add dir="rtl"  to force the OmniScript styles to load right-to-left regardless of
the OmniScript language. Without this attribute, right-to-left languages still load with right-to-left styling. OmniScript provides beta
support for right-to-left styling.

<vlocityomniscript-type-example-subtype-example-english run-mode="localScriptDef"
dir="rtl"> </vlocityomniscript-type-example-subtype-example-english>

10. (Optional) In Index.html, uncomment the Newport style sheets to apply Newport styling.

<link rel="stylesheet" type="text/css"
href="/newport/assets/styles/vlocity-newport-design-system.min.css">

11. In Index.html, uncomment the appropriate Script file for each of these elements that exist in your OmniScript:

Script FileElement

<script
src="/vlocityresources/javascript/VlocityPdf.js"></script>

PDF Action
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Script FileElement

Uncomment this file, and in the key parameter, enter your API
key.

<script type="text/javascript"
src="https://maps.googleapis.com/maps/api/js?key={YOUR_API_KEY_HERE}&libraries=places">
</script>

Type Ahead Block using Google Maps

12. In Index.html, include the SLDS styles even when using Newport styles, if these elements exist in your OmniScript:

NoteStyle SheetsElement

LWC OmniOut supports file uploads up to
30 MB.

<!-- SLDS styles -->
<link rel="stylesheet"
type="text/css"

File

href="/slds/assets/styles/salesforce-lightning-design-system.css">
<link rel="stylesheet"
type="text/css"
href="/vlocityresources/slds/styles/OmniLwcUtilsCss.css">

LWC OmniOut supports image uploads up
to 30 MB.

<!-- SLDS styles -->
<link rel="stylesheet"
type="text/css"

Image

href="/slds/assets/styles/salesforce-lightning-design-system.css">
<link rel="stylesheet"
type="text/css"
href="/vlocityresources/slds/styles/OmniLwcUtilsCss.css">

13. Save your file.

14. To restart the server and view your OmniScript, run the command npm run watch  in your terminal console.

Create a Connected App for OmniOut

Add a FlexCard LWC to OmniOut
Download and configure a FlexCard to use it off-platform in your OmniOut project. Download your FlexCard LWC from the FlexCard
Designer, add the component folder to the OmniOut project, and configure files for HTML and CSS.

Note: If your FlexCard has a datasource, you must initialize a datasource when building a connection in your app as outlined in
Step 11 in the workflow to run FlexCards off-platform. The step directs you to Create a Connection Object in OmniOut for FlexCards
to connect your app using the initializeDatasourceSdk  and setConnection  methods.
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Required Versions

Available beginning Summer '21.

Before You Begin

• Install OmniOut's required dependencies. See Install OmniOut Dependencies

1. Open a FlexCard from OmniStudio FlexCards home tab in your Salesforce org, and click Activate from the submenu.

2. Click the down arrow next to Activate, and click Download Off-Platform LWC.

3. Click Done.

4. Copy the component in the c folder of your downloaded file into the ./src/modules folder of your OmniOut project, or subdirectory
such as ./src/modules/flexcards.

5. In Visual Studio Code, open the ./src/index.html file add the FlexCard component tag. For example, if the name of your component
folder is flexaccountproducts and is placed inside the ./src/modules/flexcards directory, your component tag looks like
<flexcards-accountproducts run-mode="localScriptDef"></flexcards-accountproducts>.

6. To import and define your component, open the ./src/index.js file and take these steps:

a. Import your component from your component's file path.

import FlexCardProducts from 'flexcards/accountproducts';

b. Configure the FlexCard for HTML by defining a custom element and connecting it to your component.

customElements.define('flexcards-accountproducts',
buildCustomElementConstructor(FlexCardProducts));

7. (Optional) In the FlexCard component tag, remove the run-mode="localScriptDef"  attribute to check if the FlexCard is
active in Salesforce.

Note: If run-mode  isn’t present, a connection is made to retrieve the custom labels.

8. (Optional) In Index.html, uncomment the Newport style sheets to apply Newport styling.

<link rel="stylesheet" type="text/css"
href="/newport/assets/styles/vlocity-newport-design-system.min.css">

9. In Index.html, include the SLDS styles even when using Newport styles, if the Image element exists in your FlexCard.

NoteStyle SheetsElement

OmniOut supports image uploads up to
30 MB.

<!-- SLDS styles -->
<link rel="stylesheet"
type="text/css"

Image

href="/slds/assets/styles/salesforce-lightning-design-system.css">
<link rel="stylesheet"
type="text/css"
href="/vlocityresources/slds/styles/OmniLwcUtilsCss.css">
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10. Save your file.

11. To restart the server and view your FlexCard locally, run the command npm run watch  in your terminal console.

Create a Connected App for OmniOut

Create a Connected App for OmniOut
Enable the external connection to interact with Salesforce by configuring a Connected App in Salesforce. Create a Connected App to
make external calls from OmniOut. Connected Apps provide OmniOut with an access token that enables proxies and login authentication
to work.

See Connected Apps.

Before You Begin

• For OmniScripts, add an OmniScript LWC to your OmniOut project. See Add an OmniScript Lightning Web Component to OmniOut.

• For FlexCards, add a FlexCard LWC to your OmniOut project. See Add a FlexCard LWC to OmniOut.

1. From Salesforce Setup, search for Apps in the Quick Find box, and click App Manager.

2. Click New Connected App.

3. In the Connected App Name field, enter a Name for your Connected App.

4. Enter an API name that is used to refer to the Connected App from your program.

5. Enter a contact email.

6. Check Enable OAuth Settings.

7. Enter a callback URL. The callback URL is the URL for the App's public site.

8. Move the Fullaccess (full) scope or Access and manage your data (api) into Selected OAuth Scopes.

9. Save your Connected App.

10. From your Connected App page, click Edit Policies.

11. In the Permitted Users field, select All users may self-authorize, and save the Connected App.

12. Copy the Consumer Key and Consumer Secret. These values populate the client_id and client_secret.

13. Open the OmniOut project in Visual Studio Code, and in the terminal, perform these tasks:

a. Enter this command without running it.

curl -d "username=USERNAME" -d "password=PASSWORD" -d "client_id=CLIENTID" -d
"client_secret=CLIENTSECRET" -v -d "grant_type=password"
https://test.salesforce.com/services/oauth2/token

b. In the command, replace these values:

DescriptionValue

Replace with your Salesforce username.USERNAME

Replace with your Salesforce password.PASSWORD

Replace with your Connected App's Consumer Key.CLIENTID
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DescriptionValue

Replace with your Connected App's Consumer Secret.CLIENTSECRET

c. (Optional) In the command, enter the appropriate URL for your Salesforce environment. By default, the URL is configured for a
Sandbox org.

URLEnvironment

https://login.salesforce.com/services/oauth2/tokenDeveloper Org

https://test.salesforce.com/services/oauth2/tokenSandbox Org

d. Run the command, and copy the Access Token and Instance URL.

Run OmniOut in Development Mode

Configure Multi-Language in OmniOut for OmniScripts
Display multi-language OmniScripts in OmniOut using custom labels. Access custom labels in your OmniScript directly from Salesforce
or use custom labels defined in local files. Control which language displays by using a language code.

The language code searches locally defined language files or a Salesforce connection to access a language's custom labels. If the
OmniScript component tag's run-mode attribute is present and set to localScriptDef, the OmniScript uses the locally defined custom
labels. If run-mode isn’t present, the OmniScript accesses the custom labels through a Salesforce connection.

Before You Begin

1. Create a multi-language OmniScript. See Create Multi-Language OmniScripts.

2. Add your multi-language OmniScript to an OmniOut LWC. See Add an OmniScript Lightning Web Component to OmniOut.

3. View Salesforce language codes. See Translations (Salesforce documentation).

1. After adding your multi-language OmniScript to OmniOut, in the VSCode command line, enter this command, and replace LANGCODE
with a Salesforce language code:

npm run customlabels LANGCODE

2. View these two generated files:

• LANGCODE.translations.js: contains all of the custom labels, both user-defined and out-of-the-box, in a single file. The language
code replaces the LANGCODE property used in this example file name.

• translations.js: contains the exports of all different translations for all of the custom labels.
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3. In translations.js, uncomment export lines to include them when the OmniScript is running.

export * from "./es.translations.js";

4. Pass the language code using a combination of these two options:

Note: If both options are present, the component tag property overrides the URL parameter.

ExampleDescriptionLanguage Code Option

<my-omniscript
prefill='\{"LanguageCode":"iw"}'>
</my-omniscript>

Passes the language code in the
OmniScript's component tag as a prefill
property.

Component Tag Property

localhost:4002/myOmniScript?LanguageCode=en_USAppend the LanguageCode parameter to
your URL endpoint and enter a Salesforce
language code.

URL Parameter

5. (Optional) In the OmniScript component tag, add the run-mode="localScriptDef" attribute to force the OmniScript to use the
locally defined custom labels. If run-mode isn’t present, a connection is made to retrieve the custom labels from Salesforce.

6. (Optional) If you’re using run-mode="localScriptDef" in your OmniScript component tag, you must define custom translations
for each language manually.

To define your custom labels:

a. In OmniOut, select a LANGCODE.translations.js file.

b. In your file, locate a key-value pair, and in the value field, enter the translation for that custom label. Repeat this process for each
custom label.

export const es = {
"New": "Nuevo"

}

7. (Optional) Test the multi-language OmniScript In the command line:

a. In the command line, enter and run the command npm run watch.

b. Click the localhost link that appears in the command line.

c. In your browser, edit the URL to include a language code.

localhost:4002/myOmniScript?LanguageCode=en_US

Run OmniOut in Development Mode
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Run OmniOut in Development Mode
View and test your OmniScript and FlexCard before adding it to your application by running it in development mode. Use a jsForce
connection to request data from your org.

See jsForce on GitHub.

• Download your Lightning web component and add it to OmniOut. For OmniScripts, see Add an OmniScript Lightning Web Component
to OmniOut. For FlexCards, see Add a FlexCard LWC to OmniOut.

• To enable a Salesforce API connection from your app, create a Salesforce Connected App. See Create a Connected App for OmniOut.

1. In the .src folder's index.html file, locate function JSForceConnectionExample().

2. In the const connection  object, enter the Salesforce Connected App's access token and instance URL. See Access Token.

const connection = new jsforce.Connection({ // Set your jsForce configuration
here

accessToken: '',
instanceUrl: ''

});
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3. Set this.namespace equal to the namespace of your package namespace. To find your namespace, see Viewing the Namespace
and Version of the OmniStudio Vlocity Package.

4. Save your file.

5. In the terminal, enter and run the command npm run watch.

Move OmniOut into Your App

Navigate to a URL from an OmniScript in an OmniOut App
Direct users to different URLs from an OmniScript in an OmniOut app using the Navigate Action. Configure endpoints in the Navigate
Action and create redirects for the URLs in your OmniOut app. OmniOut supports all Navigate Action types, including URL generation
and browser location updates. Application authors must decide how to handle the generated URLs based on the project's unique
requirements.

Before You Begin

Configure a Navigate Action. See Navigate Action.
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1. View the generated URL format for each of these Navigate Action page reference types:

URL ExampleFormatPage Reference Type

/vlocity-digital-studio/omni-script-home/{appName}/{pageReference}App

/vlocity-ins-knowledge/new-test/{articleType}/{articleURL}Knowledge Article

/cmp/exampleComponent?c__exampleParameter=ABC123/cmp/{componentName}?{...targetParameters}Lightning Component

/login/login

OR

/logout

Login Page

/home/{pageName}?{...targetParameters}Named Page

/my-custom-tabNavigation items, such as tabs, transform
the item name into kebab-case.

Navigation Item

/o/case/home/o/{sObjectApiName}/home?{...targetParameters}Object Page

/r/account?id=0012E00001qF0l2QAC/r/{sObjectApiName}?id={objectId}{...targetParameters}Record Page

/r/case?id=0012E00001qF0l2QAC&rel=CaseComments/r/{sObjectApiName}?id={objectId}&rel={relationshipApiName}Record Relationship Page

/vlocityomniscript/demoNavigateActionEnglish/vlocityomniscript/{OmniScriptComponentName}Vlocity OmniScript

<https://trailhead.salesforce.com>A web URL. Navigate Action doesn’t format
Web Page URLs.

Web Page

2. (Optional) If your application has a predetermined URL structure that doesn’t match the generated URL, take these steps to redirect
the URLs:

a. In the OmniOut project, create this file ./src/modules/vlocityoverride/redirects.js

b. In redirect.js, add a map object to contain your redirect mappings.

const redirects = new Map([

]);
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export default redirects;

c. In the redirects object, add a key that maps the generated URL and a value representing the transformed URL. Each key and
value must start with /. For example, map any Navigate action that generates the URL /home to /my-custom-home.

const redirects = new Map([
['/home','/my-custom-home']

]);

export default redirects;

d. (Optional) Include wildcards in your URL to redirect all object pages to a single page. For example, redirect case object and case
record navigate actions to a single page with the endpoint /case. Each of these generated URLs: /o/case/home,
/r/case?id=0012E00001qF0l2QAC, and /r/case?id=0012E00001qF0l2QAC&rel=CaseComments would point to /case.
The URL parameters for each generated URL are preserved.

const redirects = new Map([
['/home','/my-custom-home'],
['/*/case', '/case']

]);

If you’re deploying your OmniOut app to Adobe Experience Manager application, see Add OmniScripts to Adobe Experience Manager.

If you're not deploying to Adobe Experience Manager, see Move OmniOut into Your App.

Navigate to a URL from a FlexCard in an OmniOut App
Direct users to different URLs from a FlexCard in an OmniOut app using the Navigate action type. OmniOut for FlexCards supports only
the Web Page target type. Application authors must decide how to handle the generated URLs based on the project's unique requirements.

Note: To navigate to a URL from an OmniScript in an OmniOut app, see Navigate to a URL from an OmniScript in an OmniOut
App.

1. From the FlexCard Designer, drag an Action element into a state.

2. Select Navigate  as the Action Type.

3. Select Web Page  as the Target Type. See PageReference Types.

4. Enter the URL in the URL field.

5. (Optional) To open the target page in a new tab or window, select New Tab/Window from the Open Target In dropdown.

6. (Optional) To configure other options common among all action properties, see FlexCards Action Properties.

Move OmniOut into Your App

Move OmniOut into Your App
Generate a compiled dist  folder to move OmniOut into your app project before deploying your app to a content management system.

Before You Begin

• For OmniScripts, Add an OmniScript Lightning Web Component to OmniOut.

• For FlexCards, Add a FlexCard LWC to OmniOut.
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1. In your OmniOut project, run the command npm run build  in your Visual Studio Code terminal. The command compiles
OmniOut into a dist folder.

npm run build

2. In the dist folder, copy the required OmniScript and FlexCard files from the OmniOut project to your App.
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DescriptionRequired?File/Folder

The JavaScript files required for your
FlexCard or OmniScript.

Yesapp.js files, including numbered app.js
files, such as 0.app.js

The static resources required for your
FlexCard or OmniScript.

Yesvlocityresources

A sample index.html file that shows how
to run the OmniOut LWC project.

Optionalindex.html

This file is required if you’re using the
default Newport theme. If your OmniScript

Optionalnewport

has an Image or File element, or your
FlexCard contains an Image element, you
must also copy over the slds folder.

This file is required if you’re using the
Lightning theme. If your OmniScript

Optionalslds

contains an Image or File element, or your
FlexCard contains an Image element, you
must copy over the slds folder.

This file is required if there’s a DocuSign
Action in the OmniScript.

OptionalOmniScriptDocuSignReturnPage.html

This file is required if there’s a DocuSign
Action in the OmniScript.

OptionalOmniScriptLwcDocuSignViewPdf.html

3. In the index.html file, select and copy the script tags that reference app.js files into your app's index.html file.
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4. In the index.html file, select and copy your OmniScript or FlexCard component tag into your app's index.html file.

<vlocityomniscript-doc-example-english
run-mode="localScriptDef"></vlocityomniscript-doc-example-english>

<flexcards-accountproducts run-mode="localScriptDef"></flexcards-accountproducts>

Connect Your OmniOut App

Add OmniScripts to Adobe Experience Manager
Add OmniScripts to Adobe Experience Manager using OmniOut. OmniScripts hosted in AEM require a Salesforce connection to send
data between servers.

Before You Begin

1. Learn about OmniOut. See OmniOut.

2. Test your OmniScripts in OmniOut's development mode. See Run OmniOut in Development Mode.

1. Create a Salesforce connection in AEM. See Integrate Salesforce Cloud Services into Adobe Experience Manager.

2. Set resource paths in OmniOut to load Lightning and Newport styles into your app. See Set the OmniOut Resource Path.

3. Deploy OmniOut to AEM. See Deploy OmniOut to Adobe Experience Manager.

4. Add the OmniOut component to an AEM page. See Add the Vlocity LWC OmniOut Component to Adobe Experience Manager.

Integrate Salesforce Cloud Services into Adobe Experience Manager

Create a Salesforce connection in AEM. The connection setup is not part of the Vlocity package.

Set the OmniOut Resource Path

Load your custom styling resources into your Adobe Experience Manager application by setting the correct resource paths.

Deploy OmniOut to Adobe Experience Manager

Add your AEM credentials to OmniOut and deploy it to your AEM server. The deployment adds a Vlocity LWC OmniOut component
to AEM. The Vlocity LWC OmniOut component enables you to add your OmniScripts to an AEM page.

Add the Vlocity LWC OmniOut Component to Adobe Experience Manager

Launch OmniScripts from an AEM page by adding the Vlocity LWC OmniOut Component. The Vlocity LWC OmniOut component
hosts the OmniScript and uses the Salesforce Cloud Services configuration to make calls to Salesforce.

Integrate Salesforce Cloud Services into Adobe Experience Manager
Create a Salesforce connection in AEM. The connection setup is not part of the Vlocity package.

Before You Begin

1. View AEM's Salesforce Cloud Connection documentation. See Configuring AEM to integrate with Salesforce (AEM documentation).

2. Create your Connected App. See Create a Connected App for OmniOut.

1. Open your AEM instance and click the main logo in the top left corner.

2. Click the Tools icon, and select Deployment.

3. Select the Cloud Services card and scroll down to the Salesforce section. Click Show Configurations.
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4. Click the [+] link next to Available Configurations and enter the necessary information and click Create. This opens a new page and
modal for the Cloud Services Configuration.

5. To create consistency across platforms, enter the name of the Connected App that you created in Salesforce into the Title and Name
fields of the AEM Configuration modal. Leave the modal open.

6. Navigate back to the Connected App page in Salesforce.

7. In Callback URL, enter the AEM URL with Administrator Access:
http://localhost:4502/etc/cloudservices/salesforce/testsalesforceconnect.html  where
testsalesforceconnect is the title of your Cloud Services connection.

8. Navigate back to the Connected App page and paste the URL into the Callback URL field.

9. Click Save.

10. From the Connected App record page, copy the Consumer Key.

11. Return to the AEM modal and paste the Consumer Key into the Customer Key field.

12. From the Connected App record page, copy the Consumer Secret.

13. Return to the AEM modal and paste the Consumer Secret into the Customer Secret field.

14. Click Connect to Salesforce. This brings you to a login screen for Salesforce. Log in to the appropriate org and click Allow. A modal
window will pop up indicating that the connection was successful. If you receive an error, wait 10 minutes and attempt to connect
again.

15. Click Ok to save the settings.

Deploy OmniOut to Adobe Experience Manager

Set the OmniOut Resource Path
Load your custom styling resources into your Adobe Experience Manager application by setting the correct resource paths.

Before You Begin

1. Ensure you have run OmniOut in development mode. See Run OmniOut in Development Mode.

2. Create a Salesforce connection in AEM. Integrate Salesforce Cloud Services into Adobe Experience Manager.

1. In VisualStudio, locate and open OmniOut's ./src/index.js  file.

2. In the ./src/index.js  file, uncomment this line:

import { setSldsResourcesUrl, setNewportResourcesUrl } from 'c/salesforceUtils'

3. In the same ./src/index.js  file, locate the setSldsResourcesUrl  function and the setNewportResourcesUrl
function and uncomment each function.

4. Save your file.

Deploy OmniOut to Adobe Experience Manager

Deploy OmniOut to Adobe Experience Manager
Add your AEM credentials to OmniOut and deploy it to your AEM server. The deployment adds a Vlocity LWC OmniOut component to
AEM. The Vlocity LWC OmniOut component enables you to add your OmniScripts to an AEM page.

Before You Begin

1. Create a Connected App. See Create a Connected App for OmniOut
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2. Create a Salesforce Connection in AEM. See Integrate Salesforce Cloud Services into Adobe Experience Manager.

3. Set your CSS resources path. See Set the OmniOut Resource Path.

4. Locate and copy your AEM server username, password, host, and port.

1. In VisualStudio, open the OmniOut resource and locate the ./aem.ui.apps/pom.xml  file.

2. In the ./aem.ui.apps/pom.xml  file, enter your AEM server username, password, host, and port in these tags:

• <crx.host></crx.host>: Enter your AEM server host.

• <crx.port></crx.port>: Enter your AEM server port.

• <crx.username></crx.username>: Enter your AEM server username.

• <crx.password></crx.password>: Enter your AEM server password.

• <publish.crx.host></publish.crx.host>: Enter your AEM server host.

• <publsh.crx.port></publish.crx.port>: Enter your AEM server port.

• <publish.crx.username></publish.crx.username>: Enter your AEM server username.

• <publish.crx.password></publish.crx.password>: Enter your AEM server password.

Example Syntax: <crx.port>4502</crx.port>

3. Deploy the application by running this command:

npm run deploy:aem:clean:full

Add the Vlocity LWC OmniOut Component to Adobe Experience Manager

Add the Vlocity LWC OmniOut Component to Adobe Experience Manager
Launch OmniScripts from an AEM page by adding the Vlocity LWC OmniOut Component. The Vlocity LWC OmniOut component hosts
the OmniScript and uses the Salesforce Cloud Services configuration to make calls to Salesforce.

Before You Begin

1. Set the OmniOut Resource Path.

2. Integrate Salesforce Cloud Services into Adobe Experience Manager.

3. Deploy OmniOut to Adobe Experience Manager.

1. From an AEM page, click on the + symbol to add a component. This opens a modal with a list of components.

2. Select the Vlocity LWC OmniOut component.

3. From the component, click the configure icon, a wrench symbol, to open the component's Edit Dialog.

4. From the Vlocity LWC OmniOut Edit Dialog, configure these Vlocity LWC OmniOut component options:

a. In Configuration, select the Salesforce cloud connection that connects your Salesforce Connected App.

b. In Namespace, enter the namespace of your Vlocity package. See Viewing the Namespace and Version of the OmniStudio
Vlocity Package.

c. In LWC Element Name, enter the name of your OmniScript using the component tag name without brackets.
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For example, if your OmniScript had these properties:

• Type: doc

• SubType: Test

• Language: English

The correct syntax to use is vlocityomniscript-doc-test-english.

d. In Layout, select the Lightning or Newport design system.

e. (Optional) In Prefill Attribute, enter serialized JSON data to prefill elements.

f. (Optional) In Google Maps API Key, enter a Google Maps API Key if one is used in your OmniScript.

g. (Optional) Check Use Proxy if your application is using a proxy to connect to your Salesforce instance.

h. (Optional) In Proxy URL, enter your proxy URL.

i. (Optional) Check Use Local Definition to use the local OmniScript definition. The component will not verify if the OmniScript
is active in your Salesforce org.

j. (Optional) Check Load SLDS Resources to load SLDS styles, images, and icons into your OmniScript. This option is required if
you use File or Image in your OmniScript.

k. (Optional) Check Load Newport Resources to load Newport styles into your OmniScript.

l. (Optional) Check Load PDF Resources if you are using a PDF Action in your OmniScript.

5. Save your component and publish your AEM application.

6. Test your AEM application and run the OmniScript.

Add Custom Style Sheets to Your OmniOut Application
Include custom styling in your OmniOut project by using style sheets. Custom stylesheets aren’t included in the OmniScript or FlexCard
off-platform download metadata. You must add them to your application after building the dist  folder.

Custom styling done within the OmniScript Designer for a custom LWC or within the FlexCard designer on any element is included in
the downloaded off-platform LWC.

Before You Begin

1. For OmniScripts, create, then add a custom style sheet to your OmniScript. See Apply Custom Styling to OmniScripts with Static
Resources.

2. Build an OmniOut dist  folder and move the folder's contents into your app. See Move OmniOut into Your App.

1. In Salesforce Setup's Quick Find box, enter Static Resources, and click Static Resources.

2. Locate and click the static resource that contains your CSS style sheet.

3. To download the static resource, click View File.

4. Copy the downloaded file into your app's primary styles folder.

5. To load the custom style sheet, add a reference to that file in your app's index.html file.
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Example:

<link rel="stylesheet" type="text/css" href=".../styles/my-custom-styles.css">

Connect Your OmniOut App

Connect Your OmniOut App
OmniOut connects your CMS to Salesforce through a proxy or directly. Configure a connection object to connect to the Salesforce
Connected App. Connections are unique to your app's requirements and must be configured outside the scope of OmniOut.

View the connection object template and sample apps in this section to see examples of how to configure a connection.

Before You Begin

1. Add your OmniScript or FlexCard to OmniOut. For OmniScripts, see Add an OmniScript Lightning Web Component to OmniOut. For
FlexCards, see Add a FlexCard LWC to OmniOut.

2. Create a Connected App for OmniOut

1. (Optional) Download, run, and modify sample OmniOut apps. See Sample OmniOut Apps.

2. Create a Connection Object in OmniOut

Sample OmniOut Apps

Download, configure, and run OmniOut sample apps to view OmniOut app connection examples. After running the sample app,
modify it to host your OmniScripts and FlexCards.

Create a Connection Object in OmniOut

Send and receive data to and from Salesforce by creating a connection object. A connection object must be present for every type
of connection, including when a proxy is present. The connection object exposes the instance URL, namespace, and request function.

Create a Connection Object in OmniOut for FlexCards

Send and receive data to and from Salesforce by creating a connection object. A connection object must be present for every type
of connection, including when a proxy is present. The connection object exposes the instance URL, namespace, and request function.

Sample OmniOut Apps
Download, configure, and run OmniOut sample apps to view OmniOut app connection examples. After running the sample app, modify
it to host your OmniScripts and FlexCards.

Before You Begin

Add http://localhost:3000 to the Salesforce CORS allowlist. See Perform Cross-Origin Requests.

1. To download and run a connection example, select a sample app from the table on this page.

ProductExampleDescriptionSample App

OmniScriptsDownload and Run the
OmniOut React-jsForce-OAuth2
Sample App

A react app that demonstrates
login functionality using
OAuth2 and jsForce.

React, jsForce, and OAuth2
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ProductExampleDescriptionSample App

OmniScriptsDownload and Run the
OmniOut LWC Sample App

A single page app that's built
using only Lightning web
components.

LWC

OmniScriptsDownload and Run the
React-Express Proxy Sample
App

A react app that demonstrates
how to run an application using
a proxy.

React, Express Proxy

2. (For OmniScripts only) Modify a Sample OmniOut for OmniScripts React App.

Create a Connection Object in OmniOut. If your OmniOut project has FlexCards only, see Create a Connection Object in OmniOut for
FlexCards.

Download and Run the OmniOut React-jsForce-OAuth2 Sample App

The OAuth2 sample is a react app that demonstrates an OmniScript with login authentication using OAuth2 and jsForce.

Download and Run the OmniOut LWC Sample App

View a sample OmniOut that uses only Lightning web components to run a single page app off-platform.

Download and Run the React-Express Proxy Sample App

The React Express sample app demonstrates how to use an application as the backend to make requests and forward them to
Salesforce.

Modify a Sample OmniOut for OmniScripts React App

Host OmniScripts in your sample app by moving files from a compiled OmniOut project into your sample app.

Download and Run the OmniOut React-jsForce-OAuth2 Sample App

The OAuth2 sample is a react app that demonstrates an OmniScript with login authentication using OAuth2 and jsForce.

Establish a Salesforce connection. See Create a Connected App for OmniOut.

1. Download the sample app by clicking here.

2. Open the file in Visual Studio Code.

3. In the Visual Studio Code terminal, run this command to install the npm dependencies:

npm install

4. Open ./src/App.js, and in the jsforce.browser.init  object, locate these keys and set them equal to the appropriate values:

ValueKey

The Connected App's Consumer Key.clientId

The Connected App's redirect URL.redirectUri
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5. Open ./src/connection.js, locate the namespace  key, and enter your package namespace as the value. For information on finding
your namespace, see Viewing the Namespace and Version of the OmniStudio Vlocity Package.

6. In the Visual Studio Code terminal, run this command to run the sample application at localhost:3000:

npm start

7. From the navigation bar, click the Login button, enter your credentials, and click Allow to log in to the org.

8. After logging in, from the navigation bar, click the Quote link to view an example OmniScript.

9. From the navigation bar, click the Contact link to view an inline OmniScript example.

Modify a Sample OmniOut for OmniScripts React App

Download and Run the OmniOut LWC Sample App

View a sample OmniOut that uses only Lightning web components to run a single page app off-platform.

Before You Begin

Establish a Salesforce connection. See Create a Connected App for OmniOut.

1. From Salesforce Setup, enter Static Resources  into the Quick Find box, and click Static Resources.

2. From Static Resources, click vlocityomnioutlwcsample.

3. Click View File to download the sample app.

4. Uncompress the downloaded file and open it in Visual Studio Code.

5. Locate the README.MD file, click it, and follow the README's instructions.

Download and Run the React-Express Proxy Sample App

The React Express sample app demonstrates how to use an application as the backend to make requests and forward them to Salesforce.

The React app acts as the frontend of your website while the express app handles the backend calls. Each sample application has separate
dependencies you need to install to run them both together.

Establish a Salesforce connection. See Create a Connected App for OmniOut.

1. Download both the Express and React apps by clicking here.

2. Open the folder in Visual Studio Code.
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3. In the Visual Studio Code terminal, cd into the express-proxy folder, and run this command to install the npm dependencies.

npm install

4. Open the ./app.js file, locate these keys, and set them equal to the appropriate values.

ValueKey

The namespace of your Vlocity managed package.namespace

The instanceUrl retrieved from your Connected App.instanceUrl

The accessToken retrieved from your Connected App.accessToken

5. In the Visual Studio Code terminal, run this command to start the application.

npm start

6. In a browser, go to localhost:3001 to view the application.

7. To install the dependencies for the react app, configure the connection.js file, and run the application, open a new terminal window
in the Visual Studio Code terminal.

8. In the new terminal window, cd into the react-express-proxy-sample folder, and run this command to install the npm dependencies.

npm install
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9. Open the ./src/connection.js file, locate these keys, and set them equal to the appropriate values.

ValueKey

http://localhost:3001/api. This is the URL where
your express backend is located.

_proxyUrl

The instanceUrl retrieved from your Connected App.instanceUrl

The namespace of your Vlocity managed package.namespace

10. In the Visual Studio Code terminal, run this command to start the application.

npm start

11. In a browser, go to localhost:3000 to view the application.

12. From the navigation bar, click the Quote link to view an example OmniScript.

13. From the navigation bar, click the Contact link to view an inline OmniScript example.

Modify a Sample OmniOut for OmniScripts React App

Modify a Sample OmniOut for OmniScripts React App

Host OmniScripts in your sample app by moving files from a compiled OmniOut project into your sample app.

Note: The instructions on this page don’t apply to the LWC Sample App because the LWC Sample app is a standalone app. See
Download and Run the OmniOut LWC Sample App.

• Download one of the react sample apps. See Sample OmniOut Apps.

• Download the OmniOut static resource from Salesforce and open it in Visual Studio Code. See Download the OmniOut Static Resource.
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• Install dependencies for the OmniOut project. See Install OmniOut Dependencies.

• (Optional for OmniScripts only) Add any nested custom LWCs that exist in your OmniScript before adding an OmniScript to OmniOut.
See Include Nested Custom LWCs in Your OmniOut OmniScript.

• Download and add your component to the OmniOut project. To add an OmniScript, see Add an OmniScript Lightning Web Component
to OmniOut. To add a FlexCard, see Add a FlexCard LWC to OmniOut.

• (Optional for OmniScripts only) Configure OmniOut to use multi-language OmniScripts. See Configure Multi-Language in OmniOut
for OmniScripts.

1. In your OmniOut project, run the command npm run build  in your Visual Studio Code terminal. The command compiles
OmniOut into a dist folder.

2. In the dist folder, copy the files your OmniScript requires to run from the OmniOut project to the sample app's ./public folder.

DescriptionRequired?File/Folder

The JavaScript files required for your
FlexCard or OmniScript.

Yesapp.js files, including numbered app.js
files, such as 0.app.js

The static resources required for your
FlexCard or OmniScript.

Yesvlocityresources

A sample index.html file that shows how
to run the OmniOut LWC project.

Optionalindex.html

This file is required if you are using the
default Newport theme. If your OmniScript

Optionalnewport

has an Image or File element, or your
FlexCard contains an Image element, you
must also copy over the slds folder.

This file is required if you’re using the
Lightning theme. If your OmniScript

Optionalslds

contains an Image or File element, or your
FlexCard contains an Image element, you
must copy over the slds folder.

This file is required if there’s a DocuSign
Action in the OmniScript.

OptionalOmniScriptDocuSignReturnPage.html

This file is required if there’s a DocuSign
Action in the OmniScript.

OptionalOmniScriptLwcDocuSignViewPdf.html

3. In the dist folder's index.html file, select and copy the script tags that reference app.js files into the sample app's ./public/index.html
file.

4. In the dist folder's index.html file, copy your OmniScript component tag.

<vlocityomniscript-doc-example-english run-mode="localScriptDef">
</vlocityomniscript-doc-example-english>
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5. In the sample app's ./src/pages/Quote.js or ./src/pages/Contact.js files, replace the existing sample component tag with your
OmniScript component tag.

6. In the terminal, enter this command to run the app on localhost:3000:

npm start

Create a Connection Object in OmniOut
Send and receive data to and from Salesforce by creating a connection object. A connection object must be present for every type of
connection, including when a proxy is present. The connection object exposes the instance URL, namespace, and request function.

If your OmniOut project has OmniScripts in it, you must create an event handler to pass the connection object after receiving OmniOut's
omnioutcomponentready event. Follow the directions on this page.

If your OmniOut project has FlexCards only, use the initializeDatasourceSdk method to connect your app. See Create a Connection
Object in OmniOut for FlexCards.

The templates on this page are examples that developers can use for reference material when building a connection.

Note: The connection process is unique to each application and must be done outside the scope of OmniOut.

Before You Begin

Add the OmniOut project to your application. See Move OmniOut into Your App.

1. Create an event handler.

Example Event Handler

/**
* Once the component is ready, an event is dispatched to let the DOM knows that a

connection is expected.
**/
document.addEventListener('omnioutcomponentready', evt => {

if (evt.detail && evt.detail.omnioutcomponent) {
evt.srcElement.connection = new YourOmniOutConnection();

}
});

2. Create a connection object.

Example Connection Object

function BaseConnectionExample() {
/**
* Expose the request method
**/
this.request = request;

/**
* @type {string} The namespace of the package
**/
this.namespace = '';

/**
* @type {string} The instance URL of your org
**/
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this.instanceUrl = '';

/**
* A function that executes the HTTP requests.
* @type {string} The target URL.
* @type {Object} The data that is sent to the target URL.
* @returns {Promise} A promise with the
**/
function request(url, data) {
return connection.requestPost(url, data);

}
}

3. Configure additional connection options outside of OmniOut.

Create a Connection Object in OmniOut for FlexCards
Send and receive data to and from Salesforce by creating a connection object. A connection object must be present for every type of
connection, including when a proxy is present. The connection object exposes the instance URL, namespace, and request function.

If your OmniOut project has OmniScripts only, or OmniScripts and FlexCards, create an event handler to pass the connection object after
receiving OmniOut's omnioutcomponentready event. See Create a Connection Object in OmniOut.

If your OmniOut project has FlexCards, you must use the initializeDatasourceSdk method to connect your app. Follow the directions
on this page.

The template on this page is an example that developers can use for reference material when building a connection.

Note: The connection process is unique to each application and must be done outside the scope of OmniOut.

Before You Begin

Add the OmniOut project to your application. See Move OmniOut into Your App.

1. In the ./src/index.js file, create a connection object:

Example Connection Object

import '@lwc/synthetic-shadow';
import { initializeDatasourceSdk } from "c/sdkUtility";
import { setConnection } from 'c/omniscriptConnection';

import exampleFlexcard from 'vlocityomniscript/exampleFlexcard';

const availableFeature = detectFeatures();
const isCompatibleBrowser = Object.keys(availableFeature).some(

feature => !availableFeature[feature]
);

if (isCompatibleBrowser) {
// Do something

} else {

setMyConnection();
if (!customElements.get('vlocityomniscript-example-flexcard')) {

customElements.define('vlocityomniscript-example-flexcard',
exampleFlexcard.CustomElementConstructor);
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}
}

function detectFeatures() {
return {

'Service Worker': 'serviceWorker' in navigator
};

}

function setMyConnection() {

var authproxyurl = '<YOUR_PROXY_URL>';
var xmlHttp = new XMLHttpRequest();
xmlHttp.open( "GET", authproxyurl, false );
xmlHttp.send( null );
console.log(JSON.parse(xmlHttp.responseText));

const connection = new jsforce.Connection({
accessToken: JSON.parse(xmlHttp.responseText),
instanceUrl: '<YOUR_INSTANCE_URL>'

});

connection.namespace = '<YOUR_NAMESPACE>';

initializeDatasourceSdk({
jsforceConnection: connection,
instanceUrl: '<YOUR_INSTANCE_URL>',
namespace: connection.namespace

});

setConnection(connection);
}

2. Configure additional connection options outside of OmniOut.

OmniStudio DataRaptors
A DataRaptor is a mapping tool that enables you to read, transform, and write Salesforce data. There are four types of DataRaptor: Turbo
Extract, Extract, Transform, and Load.

• Turbo Extract: Read data from a single Salesforce object type, with support for fields from related objects. Then select the fields to
include. Formulas and complex field mappings aren’t supported. See DataRaptor Turbo Extract Overview.

• Extract: Read data from Salesforce objects and output JSON or XML with complex field mappings. Formulas are supported. See
DataRaptor Extract Overview.

• Transform: Perform intermediate data transformations without reading from or writing to Salesforce. Formulas are supported. See
DataRaptor Transform Overview.

• Load: Update Salesforce data from JSON or XML input. Formulas are supported. See DataRaptor Load Overview.

DataRaptors typically supply data to OmniScripts, Integration Procedures, and Cards, and write updates from OmniScripts, Integration
Procedures, and Cards to Salesforce. A typical data flow is as follows:

1. OmniScript calls DataRaptor Extract to read data from Salesforce.
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2. OmniScript interacts with user to capture changed and new data.

3. OmniScript calls DataRaptor Load to write data back to Salesforce.

Both Extract and Load DataRaptors can handle custom data formats. DataRaptors can access  external objects and custom metadata as
well as sObjects. No special syntax or additional configuration is required.

Important: If after an upgrade to Winter '22 some existing DataRaptors stop working, go to Omni Interaction Configuration in
Setup and create a setting with DeveloperName = RollbackDRChanges and Value = true.

Note: Although Apex classes can read, write, and transform data, they take longer to create and are harder to maintain than
DataRaptors. Therefore, use of DataRaptors is a best practice.

DataRaptor Turbo Extract Overview

A DataRaptor Turbo Extract retrieves data from a single Salesforce object type, with support for fields from related objects. You can
filter the data and select the fields to return. Unlike a standard DataRaptor Extract, a DataRaptor Turbo Extract doesn't support
formulas. There’s no Output tab, so you can't use mappings to structure the output. Custom JSON, default values, and translations
aren't supported.

DataRaptor Extract Overview

DataRaptor Extracts read Salesforce data and return results in JSON, XML, or custom formats. You can filter the data and select the
fields to return. Formulas, default values, and translations are supported. Extracts typically provide OmniScripts, Integration Procedures,
and Cards with the data they require.

DataRaptor Transform Overview

DataRaptor Transforms let you perform intermediate data transformations without reading from or writing to Salesforce. Formulas
are supported.

DataRaptor Load Overview

DataRaptor Loads accept data in JSON, XML, or custom input formats and write the data to Salesforce objects. Formulas and attributes
are supported.

DataRaptor Best Practices

To maximize the benefits of DataRaptors, follow the best practices whenever possible.

List Input for DataRaptors

DataRaptors can perform list transformations. For mapping input to output, DataRaptors require list input in which every value is
paired with a key.

Use Formulas in DataRaptors

To add data to the output of a DataRaptor, you can define formulas. All types of DataRaptor (Turbo Extract, Extract, Transform, and
Load) support formulas. When you define a formula, you map its output to the output JSON (for extracts and transforms) or Salesforce
object field (for loads).

DataRaptor Output Data Types

Many data types can be assigned to data in the Output JSON, including boolean, currency, string, various number and list types, and
date formats.

DataRaptor Developer Features

You can call DataRaptors using Apex or a REST API. You can also use custom input and output and environment variables in
DataRaptors.

Cache for DataRaptors and Integration Procedures

Using a cache to store frequently accessed, infrequently updated DataRaptor and Integration Procedure data saves round trips to
the database and improves performance.
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Security for DataRaptors and Integration Procedures

You can control access to DataRaptors and Integration Procedures using settings that reference Sharing Settings and Sharing Sets
or Profiles and Permission Sets.

DataRaptor Turbo Extract Overview
A DataRaptor Turbo Extract retrieves data from a single Salesforce object type, with support for fields from related objects. You can filter
the data and select the fields to return. Unlike a standard DataRaptor Extract, a DataRaptor Turbo Extract doesn't support formulas. There’s
no Output tab, so you can't use mappings to structure the output. Custom JSON, default values, and translations aren't supported.

A DataRaptor Turbo Extract has two advantages over a standard DataRaptor Extract:

• Simpler configuration

• Better performance at runtime

Create a DataRaptor Turbo Extract

To create a DataRaptor Turbo Extract, specify its name, input and output types, and permissions.

Configure a DataRaptor Turbo Extract

To configure a DataRaptor Turbo Extract, specify the object type, filters, fields to extract, and options.

Related Object Fields in DataRaptor Turbo Extracts

Although a DataRaptor Turbo Extract retrieves from a single object type, you can select specific fields in related objects.

Test a DataRaptor Turbo Extract

You can test the input and output of a DataRaptor Turbo Extract on the Preview tab.

Create a DataRaptor Turbo Extract Example

A DataRaptor Turbo Extract retrieves Contacts for an Account having the specified Id.

Create a DataRaptor Turbo Extract
To create a DataRaptor Turbo Extract, specify its name, input and output types, and permissions.

1. Go to the OmniStudio DataRaptor tab and click New. The Create DataRaptor Interface dialog is displayed.

2. Specify configuration settings as follows:

• DataRaptor Interface Name — Descriptive name, displayed on the OmniStudio DataRaptor tab's list of DataRaptors.

• Interface Type — Turbo Extract

• Input Type — JSON (for OmniScripts), XML, or Custom

• Output Type — JSON (for OmniScripts) or Custom

• Required Permission — (Optional) If specified, this setting limits who can run this Integration Procedure. See Syntax of the
Required Permission Property.

• Description — Optional high-level overview of the DataRaptor.

3. Click Save. The designer page is displayed.
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Configure a DataRaptor Turbo Extract
To configure a DataRaptor Turbo Extract, specify the object type, filters, fields to extract, and options.

1. On the Extract tab, in the topmost field, select the source Salesforce object type, for example, Contact.

2. In the next field, specify the Extract Output Path.

This value is typically the same as the source object name. It specifies the top-level JSON node in the output.

3. Specify at least one Filter, which determines the data to be read. The item on the left is a field of the source object type. The item
in the middle is a comparison operator. The item on the right can be a quoted literal value, an input parameter, or another field of
the same source object. To filter for null values, use the $Vlocity.NULL  variable.

You can use fields in related objects in filters, such as Parent.Name, but you have to enter them manually. For details about the
notation, see Relationship Notation versus Multiple Extract Steps.

The most basic filter is Id = Id, which sets the Id of the object to an input parameter named Id.

The INCLUDES and EXCLUDES operators apply only to multi-select picklist fields. See Querying Multi-Select Picklists in Salesforce
Help.

Turbo extracts have an operator option no other DataRaptors have: IN. The IN operator lets you match values to items in an array.
For example, if the filter is LastName IN Names, and the JSON input is {"Names": ["Miller", "Torres"]},
records with Miller or Torres in their LastName fields are retrieved.

To download a DataPack of this example for either OmniStudio for Vlocity or OmniStudio, click here. To download a DataPack of this
example for OmniStudio, click here.

4. Configure optional additional filter settings by clicking the down arrow to the right of the first filter:

• AND - Add another filter and specify that both filters must be true.

• OR - Add another filter and specify that either filter can be true.

• LIMIT - Specify the maximum number of records returned. Allowed values are 1 through 2000.

For more information, see Workaround for offset 2000 limit on SOQL query in the Salesforce knowledge base.

• OFFSET - Use with LIMIT to specify the first record on a page in a multi-page retrieval. For example, a LIMIT of 5 requires OFFSET
values of 0, 5, 10, and so on.

• ORDER BY - Sort the results by the specified field. To sort by multiple fields, specify a comma-separated list of field names in
order of precedence, for example LastName,FirstName.

You can optionally specify ASC or DESC for an ascending or descending sort. You can optionally specify NULLS FIRST or NULLS
LAST to place blank values at the beginning or end. For example, you can sort Accounts by the number of employees, listing
the companies of unknown size first and the largest employers last. Specify the ORDER BY value NumberOfEmployees
ASC NULLS FIRST.

5. Select the fields to extract by moving them from the left list to the right list. You can enter a search value to filter the left list. The Id
field is always included in the output.

To select fields in related objects, see the next section.

6. Configure optional additional settings on the Options tab:

• Check Field Level Security: Checks the user's access permissions for the fields before executing the DataRaptor. Enabling this
setting disables the Org Cache but not the Session Cache.

• Time To Live In Minutes: If data caching is enabled, determines how long data remains in the cache. The minimum value is 5.
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• Salesforce Platform Cache Type: Enables data caching. Set to Session Cache for data related to users and their login sessions,
or to Org Cache for all other types of data. See Cache for DataRaptors and Integration Procedures.

7. To observe the effects of caching when testing the DataRaptor Turbo Extract, go to the Preview tab and deselect the Ignore Cache
checkbox. See Cache for DataRaptors and Integration Procedures.

Related Object Fields in DataRaptor Turbo Extracts
Although a DataRaptor Turbo Extract retrieves from a single object type, you can select specific fields in related objects.

For more information about relationship names and other relevant topics, see Relationship Queries in Salesforce Help. DataRaptors
support only child-to-parent relationship queries.

When you click the Related Objects dropdown list, relationships to other objects appear, for example:

If you select one of those relationships and click the list again, second-level relationships to other objects appear, for example:
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You can traverse up to five relationship levels.

To back up a level, click the list and select the previous level, for example:

After you’ve selected a relationship with another object, fields in that object appear in the left field-selection list. You can enter a search
value and move the fields to the right list as you would the base object fields.

Test a DataRaptor Turbo Extract
You can test the input and output of a DataRaptor Turbo Extract on the Preview tab.

1. Go to the Preview tab.

2. Specify Key/Value pairs in the Input Parameters panel.

As an alternative, you can click Edit as JSON and specify the input in JSON format.
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3. To observe the effects of caching when testing the DataRaptor Turbo Extract, deselect the Ignore Cache checkbox. See Cache for
DataRaptors and Integration Procedures.

4. Click Execute.

The Response panel displays the resulting data, and the Debug Log panel displays the results of the Salesforce queries issued by the
DataRaptor.

For example, if the DataRaptor filters Accounts based on an Id, a Key/Value pair like this lets you test the DataRaptor using a specific
Account Id.

Create a DataRaptor Turbo Extract Example
A DataRaptor Turbo Extract retrieves Contacts for an Account having the specified Id.

To download a DataPack of this example for OmniStudio for Vlocity, click here. To download a DataPack of this example for OmniStudio,
click here.

Importing OmniStudio for Vlocity DataPacks into OmniStudio orgs is supported, and conversion is automatic. However, importing
OmniStudio DataPacks into OmniStudio for Vlocity orgs isn't supported.

1. On the OmniStudio DataRaptor tab, click New.

2. Specify a DataRaptor Interface Name.

3. Specify an Interface Type of Turbo Extract.
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4. Click Save. The designer page is displayed.

5. Specify Contact  as the Salesforce object and the Extract Output Path.

6. For the Filter, specify AccountId = AccountId.

7. Enter Name  in the search field, and move FirstName and LastName to the right list.

8. Go to the Preview tab. If you see an Edit as Params link, click it.

9. Click Add New Key/Value Pair. Specify AccountId  as the Key and an Account Id from your org as the Value.

10. Click Execute. Note that FirstName, LastName, and Id are retrieved for each Contact.
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DataRaptor Extract Overview
DataRaptor Extracts read Salesforce data and return results in JSON, XML, or custom formats. You can filter the data and select the fields
to return. Formulas, default values, and translations are supported. Extracts typically provide OmniScripts, Integration Procedures, and
Cards with the data they require.

To define a DataRaptor extract:

1. Create the DataRaptor extract. See Creating a DataRaptor Extract

2. Configure the initial extraction. See Define the Initial Extraction.

3. Determine whether you need multiple extract steps or relationship notation. See When to Use Multiple Extract Steps and Relationship
Notation versus Multiple Extract Steps.

4. (Optional) Add data using formulas. See Use Formulas in DataRaptors.

5. Compose the output. See Defining the Output of an Extract.

6. Test the DataRaptor. See Test a DataRaptor Extract.

Create a DataRaptor Extract

To create a DataRaptor Extract, specify its name, input and output types, and permissions.

Define the Initial Extraction

On the Extract tab, you specify the Salesforce objects to be queried and the filters that determine the data to be returned from the
object. You can also specify a limit and offset for paging or a field on which to sort.

When to Use Multiple Extract Steps

How many extract steps you need depends on how the object types you are extracting from are related. There are three basic
scenarios: single, single with relationship notation, and multiple.

Relationship Notation versus Multiple Extract Steps

Using relationship notation improves the performance of DataRaptors that retrieve data from a parent of the primary sObject. You
use this notation in the Extract JSON Paths for the parent sObject's fields instead of adding a second sObject in the DataRaptor's
Extract tab. Two examples illustrate how to use relationship notation.

DataRaptor Extract Output

To map data from the extraction step JSON to the output JSON, go to the Output tab. You can also handle null values, attributes,
field-level permissions, caching, and list transforms.

Test a DataRaptor Extract

You can test the input and output of a DataRaptor Extract on the Preview tab.
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DataRaptor Extract Examples

DataRaptor Extract examples demonstrate object relationships, paging with data values, paging with offsets, and relationship notation.

Create a DataRaptor Extract
To create a DataRaptor Extract, specify its name, input and output types, and permissions.

1. Go to the OmniStudio DataRaptor tab and click New. The Create: DataRaptor Interface dialog is displayed.

2. Specify configuration settings:

• DataRaptor Interface Name — Descriptive name, displayed on the OmniStudio DataRaptor tab's list of DataRaptors.

• Interface Type — Extract

• Input Type — JSON (for OmniScripts), XML or Custom

• Output Type — JSON (for OmniScripts), XML or Custom

• Required Permission — If specified, this setting limits who can run this Integration Procedure. See Syntax of the Required
Permission Property.

• Description — Optional high-level overview of the DataRaptor.

3. Click Save. The Extract tab of the designer page is displayed.

Define the Initial Extraction

Define the Initial Extraction
On the Extract tab, you specify the Salesforce objects to be queried and the filters that determine the data to be returned from the object.
You can also specify a limit and offset for paging or a field on which to sort.

For each source object:

1. Click Add Extract Step and choose the source object from the drop-down list of objects.

2. Configure settings for the source object:

• Extract Output Path: The top-level node in the extraction step JSON where you want the data to reside.

Best practice: When possible, name the Extract Output Path for the Salesforce object that is its data source. This defines the first
node of the Extract JSON Path field values on the Output tab.

• Filter: The comparison used to determine what data is to be read. The item on the left is a field of the source object. The item in
the middle is a comparison operator. The item on the right can be a quoted literal value, an input parameter, another field of
the same source object, or a field of a source object in a previous extract step. To filter for null values, use the $Vlocity.NULL
variable.

You can use fields in related objects in filters, such as Parent.Name, but you have to enter them manually. For details about
the notation, see Relationship Notation versus Multiple Extract Steps.

The most basic filter is Id = Id, which sets the Id of the object to an input parameter named Id.

The INCLUDES and EXCLUDES operators apply only to multi-select picklist fields. See Querying Multi-Select Picklists in the
Salesforce help.

Note:  DataRaptor Extract doesn’t directly support filtering on lookup fields on external objects. To filter on a lookup field
on an external object, create a new field on the external object and map the value of the new field to the value of the
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lookup field. The new field can be of any type except lookup. Then, filter on the new field. You can set the value of the
new field dynamically using triggers or flows.

3. Configure optional additional filter settings by clicking the down arrow to the right of the first filter:

• AND: Add an additional filter and specify that both filters must be true.

• OR: Add an additional filter and specify that either filter can be true.

• LIMIT: Specify the maximum number of records returned. Allowed values are 1 to 2000.

For more information, see Workaround for offset 2000 limit on SOQL query in the Salesforce knowledge base.

• OFFSET: Use with LIMIT to specify the first record on a page in a multi-page retrieval. For example, if the LIMIT is 5, the OFFSET
values for successive pages would be 0, 5, 10, and so on.

• ORDER BY: Sort the results by the specified field. To sort by multiple fields, specify a comma-separated list of field names in order
of precedence, for example LastName,FirstName.

You can optionally specify ASC or DESC for an ascending or descending sort. You can optionally specify NULLS FIRST or NULLS
LAST to place blank values at the beginning or end. For example, to sort Accounts by the number of employees, listing the
companies of unknown size first and the largest employers last, specify the ORDER BY value NumberOfEmployees ASC
NULLS FIRST.

Note: If you need to implement paging logic for your application, you can use the filter OFFSET setting to specify where
record retrieval starts. Choose OFFSET from the drop-down list and specify the name of a node in the input payload where
the caller maintains the offset. The offset must be an integer. Note that Salesforce imposes a 2000-record limit on queries. For
details, see the Salesforce OFFSET documentation.

When to Use Multiple Extract Steps

When to Use Multiple Extract Steps
How many extract steps you need depends on how the object types you are extracting from are related. There are three basic scenarios:
single, single with relationship notation, and multiple.

• Extracting data from a single object type, for example, Cases, requires only one extract step.

• Extracting data from a primary object and one or more parent objects also requires only one extract step. An example is extracting
Cases with some Account data for each Case. See Relationship Notation versus Multiple Extract Steps.

• Extracting data from a primary object and one or more child objects requires at least two extract steps, one for each object type. An
example is extracting an Account and all the Cases associated with that Account.

For example, to find Cases by Case Number, you can use a filter such as CaseNumber = Number in the extract step:
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The objects are queried in the order that you specify them in extract steps, which is important for the third scenario, when you need to
use data from a previously-read object to filter a subsequent object.

For example, to find all the cases associated with a specific account, you can read the account with a basic filter such as Id = Id in the
first extract step, then read the cases with a filter such as AccountId = Acct:Id in the second extract step. (The AccountId is a Case field;
the Acct:Id is a reference to the Id field of the Account.)

This data is read into the extraction step JSON, and the Extract Step JSON pane on the right shows the top-level hierarchy defined by
the output paths that you specify on this tab.

By default, if a value is null, no node is created for the field in the output JSON. To ensure that a node is created, regardless of whether
the field is null, go to the Options tab and check Overwrite Target For All Null Inputs.

What's Next

Relationship Notation versus Multiple Extract Steps

Relationship Notation versus Multiple Extract Steps
Using relationship notation improves the performance of DataRaptors that retrieve data from a parent of the primary sObject. You use
this notation in the Extract JSON Paths for the parent sObject's fields instead of adding a second sObject in the DataRaptor's Extract tab.
Two examples illustrate how to use relationship notation.

Relationship notation in DataRaptors is based on relationship queries in Salesforce. For more information about relationship names and
other relevant topics, see Relationship Queries in the Salesforce help. DataRaptors support only child-to-parent relationship queries.

Suppose you want to retrieve Contact data that includes the name of the Account with which the Contact is associated. (Account is a
parent object of Contact.) You can use multiple extract steps or relationship notation.

To use multiple extract steps, first define extraction steps for Contact and Account objects on the DataRaptor's Extract tab.
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Then define Extract JSON Paths for the Contact and Account fields on the DataRaptor's Output tab.

To use relationship notation, first define an extraction step for the Contact object on the DataRaptor's Extract tab.
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Then Define Extract JSON Paths for the Contact and Account fields on the DataRaptor's Output tab.

To download DataPacks of these examples for either OmniStudio for Vlocity or OmniStudio, click here and here. To download DataPacks
of these examples for OmniStudio, click here and here.

Note that the Extract JSON Path for the Name field of the Account object is Account.Name. Account  is the name of the relationship
that the Contact object has with the parent Account object. The relationship name is different from the name of the field that references
the parent object, which is AccountId. Most relationship names for standard objects follow this convention and omit the Id suffix.

If you supply a Contact Id on the Preview tab, you get the same Response for that Contact for both DataRaptors:

{
"CompanyName": "Acme",
"LastName": "Tomlin",
"FirstName": "Leanne"

}

However, if you look in the Debug Log, you see two SOQL queries for the DataRaptor that uses multiple extract steps:

SELECT id, accountid, firstname, lastname, name FROM Contact WHERE (Id =
'0031U00000HUob9QAD')
SELECT id, name FROM Account WHERE (Id = '0011U00000KbYZAQA3')

You see only one SOQL query for the DataRaptor that uses relationship notation:

SELECT id, firstname, lastname, account.name FROM Contact WHERE (Id = '0031U00000HUob9QAD')

Important: Running only one SOQL query per primary object is always noticeably faster than running two. A DataRaptor performs
processing steps for each SOQL query that it runs, and Salesforce contributes overhead for each SOQL query as well. With one
query rather than two, you have half the overhead.

What's Next

Defining the Output of a DataRaptor Extract
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DataRaptor Extract Output
To map data from the extraction step JSON to the output JSON, go to the Output tab. You can also handle null values, attributes, field-level
permissions, caching, and list transforms.

• Click +. An empty mapping is added to the list.

• In the Extract JSON Path field, choose the source field from the extraction step JSON.

• In the Output JSON Path field, specify the desired output path.

The Current JSON Output pane displays the structure that your output mappings specify.

Best practice: When possible, name the Extract Output Path on the Extract tab for the Salesforce object that is its data source. This defines
the first node of the Extract JSON Path field values.

You can improve DataRaptor performance for some use cases by using relationship notation in the Extract JSON Path field. You can also
use formulas to add output data.

Quick Match for Output Maps

To bulk-match, click the Quick Match button. In the Quick Match dialog, you can map fields as follows:

• Drag and drop: Drag the source sObject field from the left column to the target output field in the middle column, or vice-versa. For
an output that has no source sObject field, drag the output mapping to the Matched Mappings column.

• Pair: Select an input field and an output field and click Pair.

• Auto Match: Click Auto Match. Fields with matching names are matched automatically.

Mappings are displayed in the right-hand Matched Mappings column.

To redefine values after they are read from Salesforce, go to the Transform Map Values section and add key/value pairs that specify the
input and output values. For example, to transform an input value of TRUE to an output value of Y (for yes), specify KEY = TRUE and
VALUE = Y.

To make mapping a large number of fields easier, paste the data JSON from the calling OmniScript or Integration Procedure into the
Expected JSON Output pane, which populates the list of paths in the Output JSON Path field.

Null Values

To specify a value to be output when the field is null, set the Default Value property. To override the default data type, specify Output
Data Type. To prevent data loss, choose compatible data types.

For example, if a text value always contains numeric data, a numeric output type is fine. If it might contain alphabetic characters, you
must choose a textual output data type.

By default, if a value is null, no node is created for the field in the output JSON. To ensure that a node is created, regardless of whether
the field is null, go to the Options tab and check Overwrite Target For All Null Inputs.

If the DataRaptor Extract retrieves no records, empty JSON, {}, is returned.

JSON Data in Fields

Some fields contain JSON data. To map this data, use standard notation in the Extract JSON Path, for example:

Object:JsonField__c:JsonNode:ChildJsonNode

Permissions, Caching, and Other Options

You can configure additional optional settings on the Options tab.
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• Check Field Level Security: Checks the user's access permissions for the fields before executing the DataRaptor. Enabling this
setting disables the Org Cache but not the Session Cache.

• Overwrite Target For All Null Inputs: Ensures that an output node is created regardless of whether a field is null.

• Time To Live In Minutes: If data caching is enabled, determines how long data remains in the cache. The minimum value is 5.

• Salesforce Platform Cache Type: Enables data caching. Set to Session Cache for data related to users and their login sessions, or
to Org Cache for all other types of data. See Cache for DataRaptors and Integration Procedures.

List Maps

To map data into a list in the output, use the listname|#  syntax.

The listname specifies the key of the output node and the # specifies the position in the list where the output resides. Note the pipe (|)
symbol separator. The following example illustrates how to map a flat set of input nodes to an output list.

Output JSONMappingsInput JSON

{
"Thinglist":

Thing1 → Thinglist|1
Thing2 → Thinglist|2
Thing3 → Thinglist|3

{
"Thing1": "1",
"Thing2": "2",
"Thing3": "3"
}

[ "1", "2", "3" ]
}

Test a DataRaptor Extract
You can test the input and output of a DataRaptor Extract on the Preview tab.

1. Go to the Preview tab.

2. Specify Key/Value pairs in the Input Parameters panel.

As an alternative, you can click Edit as JSON and specify the input in JSON format.

3. To observe the effects of caching when testing the DataRaptor Extract, deselect the Ignore Cache checkbox. See Cache for DataRaptors
and Integration Procedures.

4. Click Execute.

The Response panel displays the resulting data, and the Debug Log panel displays the results of the Salesforce queries issued by the
DataRaptor.

For example, if the DataRaptor filters Accounts based on an Id provided by an OmniScript, a Key/Value pair such as the following enables
you to test the DataRaptor using a specific Account Id.
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DataRaptor Extract Examples
DataRaptor Extract examples demonstrate object relationships, paging with data values, paging with offsets, and relationship notation.

For additional examples that show how you can improve DataRaptor performance for some use cases using relationship notation, see
Relationship Notation versus Multiple Extract Steps.

Create a Basic DataRaptor Extract Example

A DataRaptor extract accepts an account Id parameter and returns the account name.

Extract Data from Three Related Objects

Create a DataRaptor Extract for use by a Case-handling OmniScript. The agents who handle Cases can look up an Account, list all
the Cases for the Account, and find the Contact for each Case.

Page Through Sorted Data Using Data Values

If a DataRaptor Extract is expected to retrieve a lot of records, you can use paging to retrieve a few at a time based on field values.
For example, you can page through Accounts by Id.

Page Through Sorted Data Using Offsets

If a DataRaptor Extract is expected to retrieve a lot of records, you can use paging to retrieve a few at a time based on OFFSET values.
For example, you can page through Contacts by last name.

Extract Multiple Relationship Levels and Custom Field Values

Suppose you want to retrieve Contract data that includes the Version (parent) and the name of the user (grandparent) who created
the Contract. You can use relationship notation with custom fields.

Create a Basic DataRaptor Extract Example

A DataRaptor extract accepts an account Id parameter and returns the account name.

To download a DataPack of this example for OmniStudio for Vlocity, click here. To download a DataPack of this example for OmniStudio,
click here.

Importing OmniStudio for Vlocity DataPacks into OmniStudio orgs is supported, and conversion is automatic. However, importing
OmniStudio DataPacks into OmniStudio for Vlocity orgs isn't supported.

1. On the Extract tab, click Add Extract Step.

2. From the list of Salesforce objects, choose Account.

3. Set the Extract Output Path to Account  and the filter to Id = InputId.

4. On the Output tab, click +.

5. Set the Extract JSON Path to Account:Name.

6. Set the Output JSON Path to Account:Name.

7. Go to the Preview tab. If you see an Edit as Params link, click it.

8. In the Input Parameters pane, click Add New Key/Value Pair.

9. Set the Key to InputId  and the Value to a valid Salesforce Account object Id (which looks like this: 0016100001OBpRi).

10. Click Execute.

11. Verify that the Response pane displays a JSON structure containing the desired output. For example:

{
"Account": {
"Name" "Smith Incorporated"
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}
}

Extract Data from Three Related Objects

Create a DataRaptor Extract for use by a Case-handling OmniScript. The agents who handle Cases can look up an Account, list all the
Cases for the Account, and find the Contact for each Case.

Note: In this example, it’s especially important to specify the complete object hierarchy in the Extract Output Path, filter, and
Extract JSON Path values. Accounts and Contacts are directly related and related through Cases. This example uses the latter
relationship. The object hierarchy tells the DataRaptor which relationship to use.

To download a DataPack of this example for OmniStudio for Vlocity, click here. To download a DataPack of this example for OmniStudio,
click here.

Importing OmniStudio for Vlocity DataPacks into OmniStudio orgs is supported, and conversion is automatic. However, importing
OmniStudio DataPacks into OmniStudio for Vlocity orgs isn't supported.

To create this DataRaptor Extract:

1. Go the OmniStudio DataRaptor tab and click New. The Create dialog is displayed.

2. Specify a name for the DataRaptor and configure its settings:

• Interface Type — Extract

• Input Type — JSON

• Output Type — JSON

3. Click Save. The DataRaptor Interface page is displayed.

4. On the Extract tab, add three extract steps:

FilterExtract Output PathObject

Id = AccountIdAccountAccount

AccountId = Account:IdAccount:CaseCase

Id = Account:Case:ContactIdAccount:Case:ContactContact

5. On the Output tab, map fields from the Extraction Step JSON to the Output JSON. To add a mapping, click the + button. Add four
mappings:

Output JSON PathExtract JSON Path

Account:NameAccount:Name

Account:Case:CaseNumberAccount:Case:CaseNumber
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Output JSON PathExtract JSON Path

Account:Case:SubjectAccount:Case:Subject

Account:Case:Contact:NameAccount:Case:Contact:Name

6. Verify that the structure displayed in the Current JSON Output panel looks like this:

{
"Account": {
"Case": {
"CaseNumber": "Text",
"Contact": {
"Name": "Text"

},
"Subject": "Text"

},
"Name": "Text"

}
}

The order of fields in not important, but the structure is.

7. Go to the Preview tab. If you see an Edit as Params link, click it.

8. In the Input Parameters pane, specify a Key of AccountId  and a Value of an Id such as 0015e000003XlkMAAS.

9. Click Execute. Assuming the Account has associated Cases, the response looks like this:

{
"Account": {
"Case": [
{
"Contact": {
"Name": "Edward Stamos"

},
"Subject": "Cannot track our order",
"CaseNumber": "00001004"

},
{
"Contact": {
"Name": "Leanne Tomlin"

},
"Subject": "Wrong size widgets",
"CaseNumber": "00001003"

},
{
"Contact": {
"Name": "Jeff Hunt"

},
"Subject": "Update account phone number",
"CaseNumber": "00001005"

},
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{
"Contact": {
"Name": "Edward Stamos"

},
"Subject": "Billing status",
"CaseNumber": "00001006"

}
],
"Name": "Acme"

}
}

Page Through Sorted Data Using Data Values

If a DataRaptor Extract is expected to retrieve a lot of records, you can use paging to retrieve a few at a time based on field values. For
example, you can page through Accounts by Id.

To download a DataPack of this example for OmniStudio for Vlocity, click here. To download a DataPack of this example for OmniStudio,
click here.

Importing OmniStudio for Vlocity DataPacks into OmniStudio orgs is supported, and conversion is automatic. However, importing
OmniStudio DataPacks into OmniStudio for Vlocity orgs isn't supported.

To set up paging based on field values:

• Use the ORDER BY setting to sort the data based on a specific field.

• Use the LIMIT setting to specify how many records to retrieve at a time.

• After retrieving each set of records, use the sort field value from the last record retrieved to retrieve the next set.

To create this DataRaptor Extract:

1. Go the OmniStudio DataRaptor tab and click New. The Create dialog is displayed.

2. Specify a name for the DataRaptor and configure its settings as follows:

• Interface Type: Extract

• Input Type: JSON

• Output Type: JSON

3. Click Save. The DataRaptor Interface page is displayed.

4. On the Extract tab, specify Account as the object and Id > lastAccountId  as the filter. Use the down arrow on the right to
add Id as the ORDER BY field and a LIMIT value of 2.
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5. On the Output tab, map the Id and Name fields as shown.

6. Go to the Preview tab. If you see an Edit as Params link, click it.

7. In the Input Parameters pane, click Add New Key/Value Pair. Enter lastAccountId  as the Key and 001000000000000  as
the Value. Click Execute.
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The first page of Account records is retrieved.

8. Copy the Id value from the second record in the Response to the Value field in the Input Parameters pane, then click Execute again.

The second page of Account records is retrieved. Repeat this step to retrieve the next page.

Page Through Sorted Data Using Offsets

If a DataRaptor Extract is expected to retrieve a lot of records, you can use paging to retrieve a few at a time based on OFFSET values. For
example, you can page through Contacts by last name.

To download a DataPack of this example for OmniStudio for Vlocity, click here. To download a DataPack of this example for OmniStudio,
click here.

Importing OmniStudio for Vlocity DataPacks into OmniStudio orgs is supported, and conversion is automatic. However, importing
OmniStudio DataPacks into OmniStudio for Vlocity orgs isn't supported.
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To set up paging based on OFFSET values:

• Use the LIMIT setting to specify how many records to retrieve at a time.

• Use the OFFSET setting to specify a multiple of the LIMIT value.

• Optional but recommended for predictable results: use the ORDER BY setting to sort the data based on a specific field.

To create this DataRaptor Extract:

1. Go the OmniStudio DataRaptor tab and click New. The Create dialog is displayed.

2. Specify a name for the DataRaptor and configure its settings as follows:

• Interface Type: Extract

• Input Type: JSON

• Output Type: JSON

3. Click Save. The DataRaptor Interface page is displayed.

4. On the Extract tab, specify Contact as the object and DoNotCall = "false"  as the filter. Use the down arrow on the right
to add LastName as the ORDER BY field, a LIMIT value of 3, and an OFFSET value of AfterRecord.

5. On the Output tab, map the name and phone fields as shown.
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6. Go to the Preview tab. If you see an Edit as Params link, click it.

7. In the Input Parameters pane, click Add New Key/Value Pair. Enter AfterRecord  as the Key and 0 (zero) as the Value. Click
Execute.
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The first page of Contact records is retrieved.

8. Change the AfterRecord  value to 3  and click Execute again.
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The second page of Contact records is retrieved. Repeat this step, incrementing the AfterRecord  value by 3  each time, to
retrieve the remaining pages.

Extract Multiple Relationship Levels and Custom Field Values

Suppose you want to retrieve Contract data that includes the Version (parent) and the name of the user (grandparent) who created the
Contract. You can use relationship notation with custom fields.

To download a DataPack of this example for OmniStudio for Vlocity, click here. To download a DataPack of this example for OmniStudio,
click here.

Importing OmniStudio for Vlocity DataPacks into OmniStudio orgs is supported, and conversion is automatic. However, importing
OmniStudio DataPacks into OmniStudio for Vlocity orgs isn't supported.

You can traverse up to five levels of relationships using relationship notation. For example, the syntax for going up two levels is
parent.grandparent.field, and for three levels, parent.grandparent.great-grandparent.field.

For custom fields, the relationship name matches the name of the field that references the parent object, except that the relationship
name ends with __r  instead of __c.
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To use relationship notation:

1. Define an extraction step for the Contract object on the DataRaptor's Extract tab as follows:

2. Define Extract JSON Paths for the Contract Number, Active Contract Version Name, and Created By Name fields on the DataRaptor's
Output tab as follows:

Note that the Extract JSON Path for the Name field of the vlocity_cmt__ContractVersion__c object is
vlocity_cmt__ActiveContractVersionId__r.Name. The name of the relationship that the Contract object has
with the parent vlocity_cmt__ContractVersion__c object is vlocity_cmt__ActiveContractVersionId__r. The
second-level relationship name is CreatedBy. Depending on your industry, the namespace might be vlocity_cmt,
vlocity_ins, or vlocity_ps.

3. Supply a Contract Number on the Preview tab. You get a Response such as this one:

{
"Creator": "Vlocity Admin",
"Version": "Version 1",
"Number": "00000105"

}
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4. See the SOQL query in the Debug Log. It looks like this:

SELECT id, contractnumber, vlocity_cmt__activecontractversionid__r.name,
vlocity_cmt__activecontractversionid__r.createdby.name FROM Contract WHERE (ContractNumber
= '00000105')

DataRaptor Transform Overview
DataRaptor Transforms let you perform intermediate data transformations without reading from or writing to Salesforce. Formulas are
supported.

• Convert JSON input to XML output, and vice versa

• Restructure input data and rename fields

• Substitute values in fields (all DataRaptors can substitute values)

• Convert data to PDF, DocuSign, or Document Template format

DataRaptor Transforms are essential for OmniScripts that must populate a DocuSign template (see Creating a DataRaptor Interface to
Map an OmniScript to DocuSign ) or fill fields in a PDF document (see Creating a DataRaptor Interface to Map an OmniScript to a PDF).

You can also transform data in many ways using Set Values components in Integration Procedures. See Set Values for Integration
Procedures.

Create a DataRaptor Transform

To create a DataRaptor Transform, specify its name, input and output types, and permissions.

DataRaptor Transform Data Mappings

To map data from the input to the output, go to the Output tab. You can also handle null values, data types, caching, and list
transforms.

Use Quick Match to Map Data

Quick Match is a handy way to map input and output data in a DataRaptor Transform when the names match.

XML in DataRaptors

In addition to JSON, DataRaptors can have XML input and output. The XML format in DataRaptors is an unordered key/value, JSON-like
structure.

Test a DataRaptor Transform

You can test the input and output of a DataRaptor Transform on the Preview tab.

DataRaptor Transform Examples

DataRaptor Transform examples demonstrate how to convert a single item into a list with one item and how to convert a list of
objects to a list of values.

Create a DataRaptor Transform
To create a DataRaptor Transform, specify its name, input and output types, and permissions.

1. Go to the OmniStudio DataRaptor tab and click New. The Create: DataRaptor Interface dialog is displayed.

2. Specify configuration settings as follows:

• DataRaptor Interface Name — Descriptive name, displayed on the OmniStudio DataRaptor tab's list of DataRaptors.

• Interface Type — Transform
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• Input Type — JSON (for OmniScripts), XML or Custom

• Output Type — JSON (for OmniScripts), XML, PDF, DocuSign, Document Template, or Custom

• Required Permission — If specified, this setting limits who can run this Integration Procedure. See Syntax of the Required
Permission Property.

• Description — Optional high-level overview of the DataRaptor.

3. Click Save. The Transforms tab of the designer page is displayed.

DataRaptor Transform Data Mappings

DataRaptor Transform Data Mappings
To map data from the input to the output, go to the Output tab. You can also handle null values, data types, caching, and list transforms.

You can map data on the Transforms tab in one of two ways:

• If the input and output names match, Use Quick Match to Map Data.

• Specify each mapping individually.

Both ways apply to JSON input and output and to other input and output types.

To specify individual mappings:

• Click +. An empty mapping is added to the list.

• In the Input JSON Path field, specify the input path.

• In the Output JSON Path field, specify the desired output path.

Use colons to separate path levels, for example Contact:LastName.

Data Restructuring and Renaming

All types of DataRaptors can restructure data and rename fields using mappings. To restructure and/or rename a field, you map the input
path to the desired output path.

The following example shows JSON input being mapped to XML output. The incoming top-level Case fields, CaseNumber, AccountId,
and AccountName, are reparented under an XML element named <XCASEDETAILS>. Although the list of contacts is unchanged, note
the difference between the representation of a list in JSON and in XML. In JSON, the Contacts list is enclosed in square brackets, [], then
each item in the Contacts list is enclosed in brackets, {}. In XML, each item in the Contacts list is enclosed in a <CONTACTS> element.
For details about converting between JSON and XML, see XML in DataRaptors.
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For the PDF, DocuSign, and Document Template output types, output mappings are generated based on the fields in the Target Output
file you selected when you created the DataRaptor Transform.

By default, if a value is null, no node is created for the field in the output JSON. To ensure that a node is created, regardless of whether
the field is null, go to the Options tab and check Overwrite Target For All Null Inputs.

Input Value to Output Value Mappings

To verify that your mappings create the desired structure, go to the Preview tab, paste sample input into the Input pane on the left side
of the screen, and click Execute. The results are displayed in the Response pane.

To replace one value with another, open the mapping and create entries in the Transform Map Values list. For example, if the incoming
field contains TRUE or FALSE and your OmniScript requires a Y or N value, create the following entries:

Output Data Types

On the Output tab, you can specify the data type of the output data. If you change the type, be sure to choose a compatible output
type. (For example, changing a numeric type to a string is fine, but changing a string to a numeric is risky, because a string can contain
non-numeric characters.) See DataRaptor Output Data Types.

Data Caching

You can configure optional caching settings on the Options tab:

• Time To Live In Minutes: If data caching is enabled, determines how long data remains in the cache. The minimum value is 5.
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• Salesforce Platform Cache Type: Enables data caching. Set to Session Cache for data related to users and their login sessions, or
to Org Cache for all other types of data. See Cache for DataRaptors and Integration Procedures.

What's Next

Test a DataRaptor Transform

Use Quick Match to Map Data
Quick Match is a handy way to map input and output data in a DataRaptor Transform when the names match.

Note: Some transforms are too complex for Quick Match. For example, see List Input for DataRaptors.

1. Expand the Input JSON pane and paste the input data structure into it.

2. Expand the Expected JSON Output pane and paste the desired output structure into it.

3. Click Quick Match. The Quick Match window opens.

4. Click Auto Match, or drag each Input Mapping onto the desired Output Mapping.

Another option is to select an Input Mapping and an Output Mapping, then click Pair.

5. Click Save. The Quick Match window closes and the Transforms tab shows the individual mappings.

6. Look at the structure in the Current JSON Output pane. Make sure it matches the structure in the Expected JSON Output pane.

XML in DataRaptors
In addition to JSON, DataRaptors can have XML input and output. The XML format in DataRaptors is an unordered key/value, JSON-like
structure.

To specify the order in which the elements of the XML output are serialized, populate the Expected XML Output pane with an XML
structure that is composed in the desired order.

The following example compares equivalent structures in JSON and XML.

JSON

{
"Root": {
"#text": "rootValue",
"@attribute1": "attVal1",
"#ns": "http://namespace1",
"#ns#a": "http://namespace2",
"Child": [{

"@attribute2": "attval2"
},
{
"#text": "childValue"

}
]

}
}
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XML

<Root attribute1="attVal1" xmlns="http://namespace1" xmlns:a="http://namespace2">
rootValue
<Child attribute2="attval2"></Child>
<Child>childValue</Child>

</Root>

DataRaptors that transform XML to JSON use the following conventions to handle the differences between the formats.

JSONXMLDescription

{
"Root": {

<Root>rootValue</Root>Values in an input XML node are translated
to output JSON with the key #text.

"#text": "rootValue"
}

}

{
"Root": {

<Root
attribute1="attVal1"></Root>

Values in an input XML node are translated
to output JSON with a key that is preceded
by an at sign (@). "@attribute1": "attVal1"

}
}

{
"Root": {

<Root
xmlns="http://namespace1"

Namespaces in an input XML node are
prepended with #ns  in the output JSON.

"#ns":"http://namespace1",xmlns:a="http://namespace2">
</Root> "#ns#a":"http://namespace2,

}
}

{
"Root#Data": {

<Root:Data>data</Root:Data>Colons, which are reserved characters in
DataRaptor mappings, are replaced by #.

"#text":"data",
}

}

Test a DataRaptor Transform
You can test the input and output of a DataRaptor Transform on the Preview tab.

1. Go to the Preview tab.

2. Specify JSON or XML input in the Input panel.

3. To observe the effects of caching when testing the DataRaptor Transform, deselect the Ignore Cache checkbox. See Cache for
DataRaptors and Integration Procedures.

4. Click Execute. The Response panel displays the resulting data.
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DataRaptor Transform Examples
DataRaptor Transform examples demonstrate how to convert a single item into a list with one item and how to convert a list of objects
to a list of values.

For additional DataRaptor Transform examples, see List Input for DataRaptors and Create a DataRaptor Example with a Formula.

Convert a Single Item to a List with One Item

In some cases, a component's output that isn't in list format must pass to another component that only accepts a list. You can use
the Output Data Type setting in a DataRaptor Transform to perform this conversion.

Convert a List of Objects to a List of Values

You can convert a list of JSON objects (key-value pairs in braces) to a list of single values, regardless of the length of the list. The trick
is to use a formula to remove the second level of the hierarchy.

Change the Hierarchical Level of a List

If a list is defined at the wrong level of a JSON node hierarchy, you can use a DataRaptor Transform to change the level at which the
list is defined. This approach only works for a short list with a known number of items.

Convert a Single Item to a List with One Item

In some cases, a component's output that isn't in list format must pass to another component that only accepts a list. You can use the
Output Data Type setting in a DataRaptor Transform to perform this conversion.

To download a DataPack of this example for OmniStudio for Vlocity, click here. To download a DataPack of this example for OmniStudio,
click here.

Importing OmniStudio for Vlocity DataPacks into OmniStudio orgs is supported, and conversion is automatic. However, importing
OmniStudio DataPacks into OmniStudio for Vlocity orgs isn't supported.

To create a DataRaptor Transform that puts an item in a list:

1. Go the OmniStudio DataRaptor tab and click New. The Create dialog is displayed.

2. Specify a name for the DataRaptor and configure its settings as follows:

• Interface Type — Transform

• Input Type — JSON

• Output Type — JSON

3. Click Save. The Transforms tab of the DataRaptor Interface page is displayed.

4. Expand the Input JSON pane and paste the following JSON data into it:

{
"Contact": {
"Id": "0036100000423z8AAA",
"FirstName": "Amy",
"LastName": "Smith"

}
}

5. Click the + icon and add the following mapping:

• Input JSON Path — Contact

• Output JSON Path — Contacts
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• Output Data Type — List<Map>

Note that you only have to create a mapping for the top-level node.

6. Expand the Current JSON Output pane. Its contents should look like this:

{
"Contacts": [
{}

]
}

7. Go to the Preview tab and click Execute. The Response should look like this:

{
"Contacts": [
{
"LastName": "Smith",
"FirstName": "Amy",
"Id": "0036100000423z8AAA"

}
]

}

Convert a List of Objects to a List of Values

You can convert a list of JSON objects (key-value pairs in braces) to a list of single values, regardless of the length of the list. The trick is
to use a formula to remove the second level of the hierarchy.

To download a DataPack of this example for OmniStudio for Vlocity, click here. To download a DataPack of this example for OmniStudio,
click here.

Importing OmniStudio for Vlocity DataPacks into OmniStudio orgs is supported, and conversion is automatic. However, importing
OmniStudio DataPacks into OmniStudio for Vlocity orgs isn't supported.

To create a DataRaptor Transform that converts a list of objects to a list of values:

1. Go the OmniStudio DataRaptor tab and click New. The Create dialog is displayed.

2. Specify a name for the DataRaptor and configure its settings as follows:

• Interface Type — Transform

• Input Type — JSON

• Output Type — JSON

3. Click Save. The Transforms tab of the DataRaptor Interface page is displayed.

4. Go to the Formulas tab. In the Formula field, enter ObjectList:Property. In the Formula Result Path field, enter
FormulaList.

5. Go to the Transforms tab. Expand the Input JSON pane and paste the following JSON data into it:

{
"ObjectList": [
{
"Property": "P9034"
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}
]

}

6. Expand the Expected JSON Output pane and paste the following JSON data into it:

{
"PropertyValueList": [
"P9034"

]
}

7. Click the + icon and add the following mapping:

• Input JSON Path — FormulaList

• Output JSON Path — PropertyValueList

Note that you only have to create a mapping between the top-level nodes.

8. Expand the Current JSON Output pane. Its contents should look like this:

{
"PropertyValueList": "Text"

}

9. Go to the Preview tab and paste the following JSON data into the Input pane:

{
"ObjectList": [
{
"Property": "P9034"

},
{
"Property": "P6538"

},
{
"Property": "P1234"

},
{
"Property": "P5678"

},
{
"Property": "P2345"

},
{
"Property": "P7654"

}
]

}

10. Click Execute. The Response should look like this:

{
"PropertyValueList": [
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"P9034",
"P6538",
"P1234",
"P5678",
"P2345",
"P7654"

]
}

11. Add or subtract list items in the JSON data in the Input pane and click Execute again. Note that the output changes accordingly.

Change the Hierarchical Level of a List

If a list is defined at the wrong level of a JSON node hierarchy, you can use a DataRaptor Transform to change the level at which the list
is defined. This approach only works for a short list with a known number of items.

For example, suppose you have a list defined at Contacts:Name, like this:

{
"Contacts": {

"Name": [
{

"First": "John",
"Last": "Doe"

},
{

"First": "June",
"Last": "Doe"

}
]

}
}

Suppose that what you want is a list defined at Contacts  instead, like this:

{
"Contacts": [

{
"Name": {

"First": "John",
"Last": "Doe"

}
},
{

"Name": {
"First": "June",
"Last": "Doe"

}
}

]
}

The following example describes how to create a DataRaptor Transform that converts the first structure to the second.

To download a DataPack of this example for OmniStudio, click here.
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Importing OmniStudio for Vlocity DataPacks into OmniStudio orgs is supported, and conversion is automatic. However, importing
OmniStudio DataPacks into OmniStudio for Vlocity orgs isn't supported.

To create a DataRaptor Transform that changes the level at which a list is defined:

1. Go the OmniStudio DataRaptor tab and click New. The Create dialog is displayed.

2. Specify a name for the DataRaptor and configure its settings as follows:

• Interface Type — Transform

• Input Type — JSON

• Output Type — JSON

3. Click Save. The Transforms tab of the DataRaptor Interface page is displayed.

4. Expand the Input JSON pane and paste the following JSON data into it:

{
"Contacts": {

"Name": [
{

"First": "John",
"Last": "Doe"

},
{

"First": "June",
"Last": "Doe"

}
]

}
}

5. Expand the Expected JSON Output pane and paste the following JSON data into it:

{
"Contacts": [

{
"Name": {

"First": "John",
"Last": "Doe"

}
},
{

"Name": {
"First": "June",
"Last": "Doe"

}
}

]
}

6. Click Quick Match. In the Quick Match dialog, click Auto Match, then click Save.

7. Edit the first mapping to add list position indexes:

• Input JSON Path — Contacts:Name|1:First
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• Output JSON Path — Contacts|1:Name:First

8. Edit the second mapping to add list position indexes:

• Input JSON Path — Contacts:Name|1:Last

• Output JSON Path — Contacts|1:Name:Last

9. Click Quick Match again. In the Quick Match dialog, click Auto Match, then click Save.

10. Edit the first new mapping to add list position indexes:

• Input JSON Path — Contacts:Name|2:First

• Output JSON Path — Contacts|2:Name:First

11. Edit the second new mapping to add list position indexes:

• Input JSON Path — Contacts:Name|2:Last

• Output JSON Path — Contacts|2:Name:Last

12. Expand the Current JSON Output pane. If you performed the steps correctly, its contents look like this:

{
"Contacts|1": {
"Name": {
"First": "Text",
"Last": "Text"

}
},
"Contacts|2": {
"Name": {
"First": "Text",
"Last": "Text"

}
}

}

13. Go to the Preview tab. The Input pane looks like this:

{
"Contacts": {

"Name": [
{

"First": "John",
"Last": "Doe"

},
{

"First": "June",
"Last": "Doe"

}
]

}
}
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14. Click Execute. If you performed the steps correctly, the Response looks like this:

{
"Contacts": [

{
"Name": {

"First": "John",
"Last": "Doe"

}
},
{

"Name": {
"First": "June",
"Last": "Doe"

}
}

]
}

DataRaptor Load Overview
DataRaptor Loads accept data in JSON, XML, or custom input formats and write the data to Salesforce objects. Formulas and attributes
are supported.

For example, when a user running a case-handling OmniScript finishes entering data and clicks Save, the script calls a DataRaptor Load
to record the data entered.

A DataRaptor Load can obtain its input data in the following ways:

• OmniScript or Integration Procedure: During execution, an OmniScript or Integration Procedure builds a Data JSON that is populated
with the data required for the business use case. When the script invokes the DataRaptor Load, the Data JSON is sent as input.

• Interface object: Create a custom object and populate it with data for the DataRaptor Load. Use Salesforce Bulk Loader or other load
tools to insert data into the object. If you must modify the data before it’s inserted into the object, define a preprocessor class. This
approach lets you load data from flat files, for example. (See Interface Objects for External Data Loads.)

OmniStudio doesn't support interface objects, but OmniStudio for Vlocity does.

• DataRaptor API REST call: If the DataRaptor is invoked using a POST action, the Data JSON can be included in the payload of the call.

• Apex code: Specify the Data JSON as a parameter in the call to the DataRaptor Load.

To modify the input data, you can define formulas, transform values, and change the output data type. (See Use Formulas in DataRaptors.)
To specify how the resulting data is to be written to Salesforce objects, you map fields from the output JSON to fields in Salesforce
objects. (See Object Field Mapping.) When invoked, the DataRaptor Load applies its mappings and formulas to the input data to create
the output data. Then it loads the output data into Salesforce objects according to the mappings.

Create a DataRaptor Load

To create a DataRaptor Load, specify its name, input and output types, permissions, and options.

Object Field Mapping

On the Fields tab, you map data from the DataRaptor Load input JSON to the target Salesforce object and field. You can also handle
data types and default values.
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Multiple Related Object Loads (Link Mappings)

When loading data into a sequence of objects, you can propagate data directly from one object to another related object. For
example, you can use a DataRaptor Load to support an OmniScript that creates an Account and a Contact for the Account.

Test a DataRaptor Load

You can test the results of a DataRaptor Load on the Preview tab.

DataRaptor Load Examples

DataRaptor Load examples demonstrate formulas and object relationships.

Create a DataRaptor Load
To create a DataRaptor Load, specify its name, input and output types, permissions, and options.

1. Go to the OmniStudio DataRaptor tab.

2. Click New.

3. On the Create dialog, specify the following settings and click Save:

• DataRaptor Interface Name — Descriptive name of your choice

• Batch Size — Number of records processed per batch transaction, between 1 and 2000

• Interface Type — Load

• Input Type — Choose JSON or Custom. If your DataRaptor load is called from an OmniScript, choose JSON.

• Output Type — SObject

• Required Permission — If specified, this setting limits who can run this Integration Procedure.

4. On the Objects tab, specify the Salesforce objects that you want to update.

5. On the Formulas tab, define any transformations you want to apply to the input data to add data to the output data. For details
about the functions that you can use in formulas to define transformations, see Use Formulas in DataRaptors.

6. On the Fields tab, map the input data to the Salesforce object fields that you want to update. For more information, see Object Field
Mapping.

7. On the Options tab are optional properties you can set.

• Ignore Errors — Execute the DataRaptor even if errors occur, skipping only the steps having errors. This option is useful when
you know a record will fail with limited data and future steps don't rely on previous steps.

• Rollback on Error — Don't create or update the sObjects if errors occur. For more information, see Apex Transactions and
Transaction Control in the Salesforce documentation.

• Use Assignment Rules — Use assignment rules for sObjects such as Cases that have user assignment fields. For more information,
see Set Up Assignment Rules in the Salesforce documentation.

If emails are configured in Case assignment rules, checking this option automatically sends emails to users when Cases are
assigned.

• Overwrite Target For All Null Inputs — If an input doesn't have a value, set the corresponding output value to NULL.

Object Field Mapping
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Object Field Mapping
On the Fields tab, you map data from the DataRaptor Load input JSON to the target Salesforce object and field. You can also handle data
types and default values.

For each field, click + and configure these settings:

• Input JSON Path — The key of the JSON node containing the data you want to write to Salesforce.

• Domain Object Field — The field in the sObject that you want to update.

Some fields contain JSON data. To map this data, use standard notation, for example:

Object:JsonField__c:JsonNode:ChildJsonNode

If you are updating multiple Salesforce objects, the designer displays a separate tab for the mappings of each target object. See Multiple
Related Object Loads (Link Mappings).

Mapping Options

To control how the update is performed, you can configure the following optional settings:

• Is Disabled — Prevents the field from being loaded.

• Upsert Key — Specifies that the field is a key for the Salesforce object being loaded. The DataRaptor uses the value to determine
whether it updates an existing record or inserts a new one. If the Upsert property is enabled for multiple field mappings, the result
is a multi-field upsert key. DataRaptor uses this key to check the object for unique values to determine whether to create a new
object or update an existing one.

• Is Required for Upsert — Prevents an object record from being updated if this field is null.

• Is Lookup — Uses the field value to query for the specified Salesforce data, and writes the result to the output field.

• Output Data Type — Must be compatible with the data type of the target field.

The Output Data Type setting must be compatible with the target field in Salesforce. If you configure incompatible types, the load
operation can fail. For a list of valid output types, see DataRaptor Output Data Types.

• Default Value — Value to be loaded if the field in the DataRaptor output JSON is null. To specify an empty string for string fields
that are null, enter a pair of double quotes (""). Omit if Is Required for Upsert is enabled.

What's Next

Test a DataRaptor Load

Multiple Related Object Loads (Link Mappings)
When loading data into a sequence of objects, you can propagate data directly from one object to another related object. For example,
you can use a DataRaptor Load to support an OmniScript that creates an Account and a Contact for the Account.

Test a DataRaptor Load
You can test the results of a DataRaptor Load on the Preview tab.

1. Go to the Preview tab.

2. Specify JSON input in the Input panel.
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3. Click Execute.

The Objects Created panel lists the resulting objects, which are saved permanently. The Debug Log panel displays the results of the
Salesforce queries issued by the DataRaptor.

DataRaptor Load Examples
DataRaptor Load examples demonstrate formulas and object relationships.

Create a Contact and Use a Formula

A DataRaptor Load creates a record in the Salesforce Contact object. A formula checks whether the contact is over 18 years old: if
so, a custom Authorized field is set to true.

Create a Contact for an Existing Account

The following example of a DataRaptor Load creates a record in the Salesforce Contact object. A link to an Account object record
with a specific Id ensures that the new Contact is related to that Account.

Create a Contact and Use a Formula

A DataRaptor Load creates a record in the Salesforce Contact object. A formula checks whether the contact is over 18 years old: if so, a
custom Authorized field is set to true.

To download a DataPack of this example for OmniStudio for Vlocity, click here. To download a DataPack of this example for OmniStudio,
click here.

Importing OmniStudio for Vlocity DataPacks into OmniStudio orgs is supported, and conversion is automatic. However, importing
OmniStudio DataPacks into OmniStudio for Vlocity orgs isn't supported.

The input JSON for this DataRaptor Load contains the Contact details, for example:

{
"ContactDetails": {

"Birthdate": "10/10/1954",
"LastName": "Singh",
"Telephone": "5106345789",
"FirstName": "Sanjay"

}
}

To create this example DataRaptor Load:

1. If your org Contact object does not have an Authorized field, add one (checkbox). In the following example, the authorized field is
called Authorized__c. Depending on your industry, you might need to add a vlocity_cmt__, vlocity_ins__, or vlocity_ps__ namespace
prefix.

2. Navigate to the OmniStudio DataRaptor tab and click New. The Create: DataRaptor Interface dialog is displayed.

3. Enter settings as follows and click Save:

• DataRaptor Interface Name: A descriptive name of your choice

• Interface Type: Load

• Input Type: JSON

• Output Type: SObject
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4. On the Objects tab, click Add Object and choose Contact.

5. On the Fields tab, map fields from the JSON input to fields in the Salesforce Contact object as shown in the following table.

Domain Object FieldInput JSON Path

Authorized__cContactDetails:Authorized

Depending on your industry, you might need to add a
vlocity_cmt__, vlocity_ins__, or vlocity_ps__ namespace prefix.

BirthdateContactDetails:Birthdate

FirstNameContactDetails:FirstName

LastNameContactDetails:LastName

PhoneContactDetails:Telephone

6. On the Formulas tab, click Add Formula and enter a Formula of IF(AGE(ContactDetails:Birthdate) > 18,
"true", "false")  and a Formula Result Path of ContactDetails:Authorized  as shown in the following figure.

7. Go to the Preview tab.

8. Paste the following test data into the Input pane on the left.

{
"ContactDetails": {

"Birthdate": "10/10/1954",
"LastName": "MyLastName",
"Telephone": "5106345789",
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"FirstName": "MyFirstName"
}

}

9. Click Execute. If the load succeeds, a link to the object is displayed in the Objects Created pane, as shown in the following figure.

10. Click the link and verify that the Authorized checkbox is checked only if the contact is over 18 years old.

Create a Contact for an Existing Account

The following example of a DataRaptor Load creates a record in the Salesforce Contact object. A link to an Account object record with
a specific Id ensures that the new Contact is related to that Account.

To download a DataPack of this example for OmniStudio for Vlocity, click here. To download a DataPack of this example for OmniStudio,
click here.

Importing OmniStudio for Vlocity DataPacks into OmniStudio orgs is supported, and conversion is automatic. However, importing
OmniStudio DataPacks into OmniStudio for Vlocity orgs isn't supported.

The input JSON for this DataRaptor Load contains the Account Id and the Contact name, for example:

{
"AccountId": "0016100001BKL4uAAH",
"Name": {

"First": "Jane",
"Last": "Doe"

}
}

To create this example DataRaptor Load:

1. Navigate to the OmniStudio DataRaptor tab and click New. The Create: DataRaptor Interface dialog is displayed.

2. Enter settings as follows and click Save:

• DataRaptor Interface Name: A descriptive name of your choice

• Interface Type: Load

• Input Type: JSON

• Output Type: SObject

3. On the Objects tab, click Add Object and choose Account.

4. Click Add Object again and choose Contact.

5. Click Add Link and enter settings as follows:

• Domain Object Field: AccountId

• Linked Object: 1 - Account
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• Linked Object Field (after the period): Id

6. Go to the Fields tab and the Account subtab. Click the + icon and add the following mapping:

• Input JSON Path: AccountId

• Domain Object Field: Id

• Upsert Key: checked

7. Go to the Contact subtab. Add the following name mappings:

The AccountId mapping is already present.

8. On the Preview tab, test the DataRaptor using input with the same structure as the sample input above, substituting an Account Id
from your org and a name of your choice.

DataRaptor Best Practices
To maximize the benefits of DataRaptors, follow the best practices whenever possible.

• Create targeted DataRaptors that only extract or load the data needed for one operation.

• Use relationship notation (queries) whenever possible to pull data from other SObjects. For more information, see Relationship
Notation versus Multiple Extract Steps.

• Try to keep the number of SObjects to three or fewer.

• Ensure that all filtering and sorting (ORDER BY) operations are on indexed fields. The Id and Name fields are always indexed. For more
information, see Indexes in Salesforce Help.

• Use caching to store frequently accessed, infrequently updated data. See Cache for DataRaptors and Integration Procedures.
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To determine whether a DataRaptor or an Integration Procedure is best for your use case, see DataRaptor or Integration Procedure?.

List Input for DataRaptors
DataRaptors can perform list transformations. For mapping input to output, DataRaptors require list input in which every value is paired
with a key.

For example, the following lists are valid, and each can be converted to the other.

List 1:

{
"Oldest": "Huey",
"Middle": "Dewey",
"Youngest": "Louie"
}

List 2:

{
"Nephews": [

{
"Name": "Huey"

},
{

"Name": "Dewey"
},
{

"Name": "Louie"
}

]
}

List 1 lacks a JSON node for the list as a whole, and each value has a different key. List 2 has its own JSON node, and each list item has
the same key.

Note: Loop Block components in Integration Procedures require input that is structured like List 2. The list-item key itself can
contain key-value pairs. For examples, see Process Arrays Using Loop Blocks.

To convert List 1 to List 2, use the following mappings on the Transforms tab of a DataRaptor Transform. The |1, |2, and |3  are list
position indexes.

Output JSON PathInput JSON Path

Nephews|1:NameOldest

Nephews|2:NameMiddle

Nephews|3:NameYoungest

To convert List 2 to List 1, use the reverse mappings.

To download DataPacks of DataRaptor Transforms for these mappings, click these links:
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• List 1 to List 2 example for OmniStudio for Vlocity

• List 1 to List 2 example for OmniStudio

• List 2 to List 1 example for OmniStudio for Vlocity

• List 2 to List 1 example for OmniStudio

Importing OmniStudio for Vlocity DataPacks into OmniStudio orgs is supported, and conversion is automatic. However, importing
OmniStudio DataPacks into OmniStudio for Vlocity orgs isn't supported.

In the following list, values don't have keys.

List 3:

{
"Nephews": [
"Huey",
"Dewey",
"Louie"

]
}

You can convert List 1 to List 3 using the following mappings:

Output JSON PathInput JSON Path

Nephews|1Oldest

Nephews|2Middle

Nephews|3Youngest

However, you can't convert List 3 to either List 1 or List 2.

To convert List 2 to List 3, and to perform such conversions of lists of any length, see Convert a List of Objects to a List of Values.

For more that you can do with lists, see:

• AVG, FILTER, IF, LIST, LISTMERGE, LISTMERGEPRIMARY, LISTSIZE, MAX, MIN, SORTBY, and SUM functions in the Function Reference

• Process Arrays Using Loop Blocks in Integration Procedures

• List Action for Integration Procedures in Integration Procedures

• Integration Procedure Action for Integration Procedures in Integration Procedures (the example transforms a list)

Use Formulas in DataRaptors
To add data to the output of a DataRaptor, you can define formulas. All types of DataRaptor (Turbo Extract, Extract, Transform, and Load)
support formulas. When you define a formula, you map its output to the output JSON (for extracts and transforms) or Salesforce object
field (for loads).

For details about the operators and functions that you can use in formulas, see Function Reference.
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Note: If a variable name contains spaces or non-alphanumeric characters, enclose the variable name in double quotes and precede
it with var:  in formulas. For example, if the JSON node name is Primary Guardian, specify it in formulas as
var:"Primary Guardian".

If the name of a custom field includes special characters, sometimes you can't reference the field in a formula.

To create a formula:

1. In the DataRaptor Interface page, go to the Formulas tab.

2. Click Add Formula. An empty formula is added to the list.

3. In the Formula field, specify the desired logic. For example, to determine the total price of the items being purchased by a customer,
enter a formula such as:

SUM(Products:Price)

You can also use relationship notation in formulas to reference fields in a parent object. See Relationship Notation versus Multiple
Extract Steps.

4. In the Formula Result Path field, specify a JSON node in which to store the formula result.

5. Map the result to the final output as follows:

• Extract: Go to the Output tab and map the formula result to the output structure. Use a colon (:) to delimit levels in the input
and output paths in mappings.

• Transform: Go to the Transforms tab and map the formula result to the output structure. Use a colon (:) to delimit levels in the
input and output paths in mappings.

• Load: For each sObject that you want to update, go to its Fields tab and map the formula result to the specific field that you
want to update.

Create a DataRaptor Example with a Formula

The following example accepts a list of prices and uses a formula to compute the total price.

Create a DataRaptor Example with a Formula
The following example accepts a list of prices and uses a formula to compute the total price.

To download a DataPack of this example for OmniStudio for Vlocity, click here. To download a DataPack of this example for OmniStudio,
click here.

Importing OmniStudio for Vlocity DataPacks into OmniStudio orgs is supported, and conversion is automatic. However, importing
OmniStudio DataPacks into OmniStudio for Vlocity orgs isn't supported.

To create this DataRaptor Transform, perform the following steps:

1. Go the OmniStudio DataRaptor Designer tab and click New. The Create dialog is displayed.

2. Specify a name for the DataRaptor and configure its settings as follows:

• Interface Type: Transform

• Input Type: JSON

• Output Type: JSON

3. Click Save. The DataRaptor Interface page is displayed.
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4. Go to the Formulas tab and click Add Formula.

5. In the Formula field, enter SUM(Products:Price).

6. In the Formula Result Path field, enter TotalPrice.

7. On the Transforms tab, expand the Input JSON pane and paste this JSON structure into it:

{
"CustomerName": "Bob Smith",
"Products": [

{
"Name": "iPhone",
"Price": 600

},
{

"Name": "iPhone Case",
"Price": 30

},
{

"Name": "Ear Buds",
"Price": 200

}
]

}

8. Expand the Expected JSON Output pane and paste this JSON structure into it:

{
"CustomerName": "Bob Smith",
"TotalPrice": 830,
"Products": [

{
"Name": "iPhone",
"Price": 600

},
{

"Name": "iPhone Case",
"Price": 30

},
{

"Name": "Ear Buds",
"Price": 200

}
]

}

9. Click Quick Match. In the Quick Match window, click Auto Match, then click Save.

10. On the Preview tab, click Execute.

If you have built the example correctly, the JSON structure in the Response pane matches the Expected JSON Output except for the
order of the top-level nodes.

11. In the Input pane, change one or more of the prices, then click Execute again.

Note how the TotalPrice  value changes.
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DataRaptor Output Data Types
Many data types can be assigned to data in the Output JSON, including boolean, currency, string, various number and list types, and
date formats.

• Boolean

• Currency: Converts to Currency using the Salesforce org's currency code.

• CurrencyRounded: Converts to Currency, rounds the number, and removes the decimals.

• Double

• Integer

• JSON: Serialize as JSON. Omit if the transform output type is JSON unless you must embed JSON in JSON (unlikely)

• List<Double>

• List<Integer>

• List<Map>: Converts Map<String,Object> to List<Map<String, Object>>

• List<String>

• Number

• Number(3): Converts to a number with decimals where the decimal precision is specified in parentheses. For example, the output
type Number(3) would output a number with three decimals.

• Object: Deserializes a String as Map<String, Object> or List<Object>

• String

• Multi-Select: Convert to Salesforce multi-select string (semicolon-delimited list)

• Date: Details in the following table.

Note: If you cast a list of values to a primitive type like Double, Integer, String, or Boolean, only the first element of the list is output.

To format output date-time values, use the date-time templates supported by Oracle Java. The format of the input date must be
ISO-compliant (YYYY-MM-DD hh:mm:ss) and the time must be GMT. Specify the format as a string argument to the DATE() output data
type, for example:

Date("EEE, d MMM yyyy HH:mm:ss Z")

Here are examples of different output formats for the same date-time value.

OutputFormat

07/04/2001Date(MM/dd/YYYY) (default)

2001.July.04 AD 12:08 PMDate("yyyy.MMMMM.dd GGG hh:mm aaa")

Wed, 4 Jul 2001 12:08:56 +0000Date("EEE, d MMM yyyy HH:mm:ss Z")
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DataRaptor Developer Features
You can call DataRaptors using Apex or a REST API. You can also use custom input and output and environment variables in DataRaptors.

DataRaptor REST API

You can invoke any type of DataRaptor using the DataRaptor REST API. To update Salesforce objects using a DataRaptor Load, issue
a POST request that includes a JSON payload that is formatted to comply with the input that the DataRaptor load expects. To retrieve
data from Salesforce, issue a GET call to a DataRaptor Extract, specifying the Id or parameters identifying the data to be retrieved.
The data is returned in the response in JSON format.

DataRaptor Calls From Apex

To call a DataRaptor from Apex, call the vlocity_ins.DRGlobal.processObjectsJSON()  method, specifying the
name of the DataRaptor and the input data that it requires.

DRGlobal Class and Methods

The DRGlobal class provides multiple methods for calling Vlocity DataRaptors from Apex.

Environment Variables in DataRaptors and Integration Procedures

You can use environment variables to define Default Values and Filter Values, and in Formulas.

Custom Input and Output for DataRaptors in OmniStudio

By default, DataRaptors handle JSON and XML data. To handle other data formats, you can configure a DataRaptor to use a custom
input or output that you implement is a custom class. For example, you can define a DataRaptor Transform that accepts CSV-formatted
data and outputs it as JSON.

DataRaptor REST API
You can invoke any type of DataRaptor using the DataRaptor REST API. To update Salesforce objects using a DataRaptor Load, issue a
POST request that includes a JSON payload that is formatted to comply with the input that the DataRaptor load expects. To retrieve data
from Salesforce, issue a GET call to a DataRaptor Extract, specifying the Id or parameters identifying the data to be retrieved. The data is
returned in the response in JSON format.

Example

POST Data

{
"bundleName" : "AccountUpload",
"objectList" : {

"Agency Information": {
"Agency Name": "Vlocity",
"Agency Address": "50 Fremont",
"Agency City": "San Francisco",
"Agency State": "CA",
"Agency Zip": "94110",

}
},
"bulkUpload" : false

}

Result

{
"createdObjectsByOrder": {
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"Open Account": {
"1": [

"a10o00000022xVEAAY" ]
}

},
"createdObjectsByType": {

"Open Account": {
"Account": [

"a10o00000022xVEAAY" ]
}

},
"errors": {},
"returnResultsData": []

}

DataRaptor Extract Invocation Using GET

To retrieve data from Salesforce using a REST call, issue a GET statement that invokes a DataRaptor Extract. To identify the data to be
retrieved you can either specify the object Id or one or more parameters to be matched. Data is returned in the response in the output
JSON format that the DataRaptor Extract creates.

Use an ID to Retrieve Data

To retrieve Salesforce data by specifying the Id, issue a GET request that invokes a DataRaptor Extract, using a URL formatted as follows:

/services/apexrest/myOrgNamespace/v2/DataRaptor/DataRaptorName/Id

Example Request

The following request uses the Id of a Contact to retrieve all open Cases for the Contact. Note that the %20  HTML URL encoding
represents a space in the DataRaptor name.

GET /services/apexrest/vlocity_cmt/v2/DataRaptor/Open%20Cases/a10o00000022xVE

Example Result

{
"Contact": {

"Contact Name" : "Dennis Reynolds",
"Case Information": [
{

"Title": "Wrong widget shipped..."},
{

"Title": "Overcharged for gizmo..."},
{

"Title": "Damaged item..."}
]

}
}

Use Parameters to Retrieve Data

To retrieve Salesforce data by passing parameters to a DataRaptor extract, issue a GET request using a URL formatted as follows:

GET
/services/apexrest/<myOrgNamespace>/v2/DataRaptor/<DataRaptorName>/?${Param1}=${Val1}&${Param2}=${Val2}...

Example Request
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The following request passes the first and last name of a contact as input parameters to a DataRaptor extract, which uses them to query
for the cases opened by the contact.

GET
/services/apexrest/vlocity_cmt/v2/DataRaptor/Open_Cases/?FirstName=Dennis&LastName=Reynolds

DataRaptor Load Invocation Using POST

To update Salesforce data, issue a POST request with a URL formatted as follows:

/services/apexrest/vlocityNamespace/v2/DataRaptor/

In the POST data, specify the following parameters:

• bundleName  — Name of the DataRaptor Load to invoke

• objectList  — JSON data to be loaded. Must match the format expected by the DataRaptor Load.

• filesList  — (Optional) Map of keys to base 64-encoded files.

• bulkUpload  — TRUE to use batch Apex.

DataRaptor Calls From Apex
To call a DataRaptor from Apex, call the vlocity_ins.DRGlobal.processObjectsJSON()  method, specifying the name
of the DataRaptor and the input data that it requires.

Specify the input as follows:

• For a JSON object, use Map<String, Object>. Set the String to the JSON key and the Object to the JSON value.

• For an array of JSON objects, use List<Map<String, Object>>. Set the String to the JSON key and the Object to the JSON
value.

• As an alternative, you can specify the input as a string containing the JSON input required by the DataRaptor.

For details about the methods of the DRGlobal class, which offer multiple ways to call DataRaptors, see DRGlobal Class and Methods.

DataRaptor Extract or Transform Example

To process the results returned by a DataRaptor extract or transform in Apex, use the toJsonList()  method to deserialize the
output to a Map<String, Object>  or List<Map<String, Object>>. To determine which type to use, check the data
type of the response.

/* Specify DataRaptor extract or transform to call */
String DRName = 'DataRaptorName';
/* Populate the input JSON */
Map<String, Object> myTransformData = new Map<String, Object>{'MyKey'=>'MyValue'};
/* Call the DataRaptor */
vlocity_ins.DRProcessResult result = vlocity_ins.DRGlobal.process(myTransformData, DRName);

/* Deserialize the DataRaptor output for processing in Apex */
List<Map<String, Object>> myTransformResult = (List<Map<String, Object>>)result.toJsonList();
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DataRaptor Load Example

DataRaptor loads return JSON containing data about the Salesforce objects that were created or updated by the operation. To process
the results returned by a DataRaptor load, deserialize the output to a map. From the resulting map, you can extract data about the objects
that were created and any errors that occurred. The DataRaptor load example below shows how to access this data from the result map.

String dataJson = '{"accountName":"Vlocity", "contractCode":"SKS9181"}';
vlocity_ins.DRProcessResult result = vlocity_ins.DRGlobal.processObjectsJSON(dataJson,
'Create Contracts');
Map<String, Object> resultMap = result.convertToMap();
System.debug(JSON.serialize(resultMap));
/*
Process the results of the load: these methods return details about objects affected by
the DataRaptor load, plus any errors that occured
*/
Map<String, Object> createdObjectsByType = (Map<String,
Object>)resultMap.get('createdObjectsByType');
Map<String, Object> createdObjectsByTypeForBundle = (Map<String,
Object>)createdObjectsByType.get('Create Contracts');
Map<String, Object> createdObjectsByOrder = (Map<String,
Object>)resultMap.get('createdObjectsByOrder');
Map<String, Object> errors = (Map<String, Object>)resultMap.get('errors');
Map<String, Object> errorsByField = (Map<String, Object>)resultMap.get('errorsByField');
Map<String, Object> errorsAsJson = (Map<String, Object>)resultMap.get('errorsAsJson'); //
Returns input JSON plus per-node errors

DataRaptor Load Example with the bulkUpload Parameter

Use the processPost method if you need to pass the bulkUpload  parameter to a DataRaptor Load.

String objectList = '[{"ProductCode__c": 11050665},{"ProductCode__c": 11070100}]'; //
replace this with the input for your DR Load
String bundleName = 'DRLoadPrice'; // replace this with your DR name
String bulkUpload = 'true';
Map<String,Object> bodyData = new Map<String,Object>();
bodyData.put('bundleName',bundleName);
bodyData.put('bulkUpload',bulkUpload);
bodyData.put('objectList',objectList);
vlocity_cmt.DRGlobal.processPost(bodyData);

DRGlobal Class and Methods
The DRGlobal class provides multiple methods for calling Vlocity DataRaptors from Apex.

In all the method signatures shown below, the namespace is vlocity_cmt, vlocity_ins, or vlocity_ps. The bundleName
is the DataRaptor name.

For sample code, see DataRaptor Calls From Apex.

Method Names

processObjectsJSON

Signature:

static namespace.DRProcessResult processObjectsJSON(String objectList, String bundleName)
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The objectList  must be a JSON String.

processObjects

Signatures:

static namespace.DRProcessResult processObjects(List<SObject> objectList)
static namespace.DRProcessResult processObjects(List<SObject> objectList, String bundleName)
static namespace.DRProcessResult processObjects(List<SObject> objectList, String bundleName,
Map<String, Object> additionalInfo)
static namespace.DRProcessResult processObjects(List<SObject> objectList, String bundleName,
Map<String, Object> additionalInfo, Map<String, Object> filesMap)

The first signature, which doesn't require a DRName, is only for a DataRaptor Load.

The additionalInfo  is a Map that applies to every SObject, such as extra data for processing.

pprocessString

Signature:

static namespace.DRProcessResult processString(String input, String bundleName)

The input  must be an XML String.

processFromApex

Signatures:

static namespace.DRProcessResult processFromApex(List<Map<String, Object>> objectList,
String bundleName, String locale)
static namespace.DRProcessResult processFromApex(Map<String, Object> objectList, String
bundleName, String locale)

These methods ignore Sharing Rules, which ensures that the DataRaptor being invoked is private. See Sharing Rules in the Salesforce
help.

process

Signatures:

static namespace.DRProcessResult process(List<Map<String, Object>> objectList, String
bundleName, String locale)
static namespace.DRProcessResult process(Map<String, Object> objectList, String bundleName,
String locale)

processPost

Signature:

global static Map<String, Object> processPost(Map<String, Object> bodyData)

This method can only call a DataRaptor Load. No other Apex method can pass the bulkUpload  parameter to a DataRaptor. See
DataRaptor Calls From Apex.

clearCacheForDataRaptor, clearCacheForAllDataRaptor

For details about these methods, see Cache for DataRaptors and Integration Procedures.

Environment Variables in DataRaptors and Integration Procedures
You can use environment variables to define Default Values and Filter Values, and in Formulas.
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For example, the filter $Vlocity.N_DAYS_AGO:30  extracts the Cases created in the last 30 days.

If you’re using an environment variable as a Filter value, you must double-quote it.

DescriptionEnvironment Variable

Today’s date$Vlocity.TODAY

Tomorrow’s date$Vlocity.TOMORROW

Current date and time$Vlocity.NOW

The date the specified number of days from now$Vlocity.N_DAYS_FROM_NOW:{N}

The date the specified number of days ago$Vlocity.N_DAYS_AGO:{N}

Null$Vlocity.NULL

Id of the standard price book$Vlocity.StandardPricebookId

Documents folder Id$Vlocity.DocumentsFolderId

Boolean TRUE$Vlocity.true or $Vlocity.TRUE

Boolean FALSE$Vlocity.false or $Vlocity.FALSE

Current user Id$Vlocity.UserId

Percent character. Useful for escaping % characters in URLs so they
aren't mistaken for merge field syntax.

$Vlocity.Percent

Apex CPU value$Vlocity.CpuTotal

Number of Data Manipulation Language statements$Vlocity.DMLStatementsTotal

Number of Data Manipulation Language rows$Vlocity.DMLRowsTotal

Heap size value$Vlocity.HeapSizeTotal

Number of queries run$Vlocity.QueriesTotal

Number of query rows fetched$Vlocity.QueryRowsTotal

Number of SOSL queries run$Vlocity.SoslQueriesTotal
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Custom Input and Output for DataRaptors in OmniStudio
By default, DataRaptors handle JSON and XML data. To handle other data formats, you can configure a DataRaptor to use a custom input
or output that you implement is a custom class. For example, you can define a DataRaptor Transform that accepts CSV-formatted data
and outputs it as JSON.

Note: In Vlocity Health and Insurance Spring '21 and earlier versions of OmniStudio for Vlocity, you must implement
VlocityOpenInterface2. See Custom Input and Output for DataRaptors in OmniStudio for Vlocity.

Options are as follows:

• DataRaptor Load: Custom input (output is always a Salesforce object)

• DataRaptor Transform: Custom input and output

• DataRaptor Extract: Custom input and output

To configure a DataRaptor to use a custom input or output, set its type to Custom. Then specify the class that contains the serialize and
deserialize methods that perform the operation. The following figure shows a DataRaptor Transform configured with a custom input
and output.

For ease of mapping, you can paste sample input into the Expected Input and Expected Output panes.

Custom Class Implementation

To create the logic required to custom input and output, you must define a custom class that implements Callable. For custom
output, implement the serialize method. For custom input, implement the deserialize method. You can’t rename the
input and output parameters.

The following example shows the basic structure of a customer serialization and deserialization class.

global with sharing class PreprocessorClassExample implements Callable {
public Object call(String action, Map<String, Object> args) {

Map<String, Object> input = (Map<String, Object>)args.get('input');
Map<String, Object> output = (Map<String, Object>)args.get('output');
Map<String, Object> options = (Map<String, Object>)args.get('options');
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return invokeMethod(action, input, output, options);
}
private Object invokeMethod(String methodName, Map<String,Object> input,

Map<String,Object> output, Map<String,Object> options) {
if (methodName == 'serialize') {

return serialize(input, output);
}
else if (methodName == 'deserialize') {

return deserialize(input, output);
}
return false;

}
/*

Serializes Apex objects into JSON content. Return String json
*/
global Boolean serialize(Map<String, Object> input, Map<String, Object> output) {

String jsonString = '';
// code
output.put('output', jsonString); // JSON String
return true;

}
/*

Deserializes the specified JSON string into collections of primitive data types.
Return Object ((Map<String, Object>))

*/
global Boolean deserialize(Map<String, Object> input, Map<String, Object> output) {

Map<String, Object> returnMap = new Map<String, Object>();
// code
output.put('output', returnMap); // ---> collections of primitive data types

Map<String, Object>, List<Map<String, Object>>()
return true;

}
}

The following example serializes and deserializes CSV data.

global with sharing class CSVProcessor implements Callable {
public Object call(String action, Map<String, Object> args) {

Map<String, Object> input = (Map<String, Object>)args.get('input');
Map<String, Object> output = (Map<String, Object>)args.get('output');
Map<String, Object> options = (Map<String, Object>)args.get('options');

return invokeMethod(action, input, output, options);
}

privateObjectinvokeMethod(StringmethodName,Map<String,Object>input,Map<String,Object>output,Map<String,Object>options)
{
System.debug('METHOD NAME >>> ' + methodName);

if (methodName == 'deserialize')
{

return deserialize(input, output);
}
return false;

}
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/*
Example Output: 'Column2,Column1\nvalue0,value1.0\nvalue0.1,value1.1';
*/
/*

Deserializes the specified JSON string into collections of primitive data types. Return Object ((Map<String, Object>))
Input: 'Column2,Column1\nvalue0,value1.0\nvalue0.1,value1.1';
Output:
[

{
"Column1Test": "value1.0",
"Column2Test": "value0"

},
{

"Column1Test": "value1.1sl",
"Column2Test": "value0.1"

}
]
*/

public class csvInput {
@AuraEnabled
public string VersionData;

}
global Boolean deserialize(Map<String, Object> input, Map<String, Object> output)

{
System.debug(input);
System.debug(input.get('input'));
System.debug(input.toString());

//csvInput s = (csvInput)JSON.deserialize((string)input.get('input'), csvInput.class);
Object data = input.get('input');
csvInput s;
if(data instanceof String) {

s = (csvInput)JSON.deserialize(String.valueOf(data), csvInput.class);
} else { // try to preserve the source formatting

s = (csvInput)JSON.deserialize(JSON.serialize(data), csvInput.class);
}
Blob decodedInputBlob = System.EncodingUtil.base64Decode(s.VersionData);
String decodedCsvString = decodedInputBlob.toString();
Object inputValue = decodedCsvString;
System.debug(inputValue);
if (inputValue != null && inputValue InstanceOf String)
{

List<String> valueSet = ((String)inputValue).split('\n');
List<Map<String, String>> csvList = new List<Map<String, String>>();
List<String> columns = new List<String>();
for (Integer i = 0; i < valueSet.size(); i++)
{

String value = valueSet[i];
if (String.isBlank(value))
{

continue;
}
if (i == 0)
{

List<String> valSet = value.split(',');
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for (Integer y = 0; y < valSet.size(); y++)
{

columns.add(valSet[y]);
}

}
else
{

List<String> valSet = value.split(',');
if (columns.size() >= valSet.size())
{

Map<String, String> rows = new Map<String, String>();
for (Integer z = 0; z < valSet.size(); z++)
{

rows.put(columns[z], valSet[z]);
}
csvList.add(rows);

}
}

}
output.put('output', csvList);
//Map<String, Object> returnMap = new Map<String, Object>();
//output.put('output', returnMap);
System.debug(output);
return True;

}
return False;

}
}

For example, suppose your CSV file has this content:

PhoneEmailName

415-555-3331mbaker@example.comMary Baker

415-555-3332jbaker@example.comJoe Baker

415-555-3333rbaker@example.comRussell Baker

The example CSVProcessor class converts it to this JSON input:

[
{
"Name": "Mary Baker",
"Email": "mbaker@example.com",
"Phone": "415-555-3331"

},
{
"Name": "Joe Baker",
"Email": "jbaker@example.com",
"Phone": "415-555-3332"
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},
{
"Name": "Russell Baker",
"Email": "rbaker@example.com",
"Phone": "415-555-3333"

}
]

Cache for DataRaptors and Integration Procedures
Using a cache to store frequently accessed, infrequently updated DataRaptor and Integration Procedure data saves round trips to the
database and improves performance.

If you use OmniStudio, DataRaptors and Integration Procedures use the Scale Cache. If you use OmniStudio for Vlocity, DataRaptors and
Integration Procedures use the Platform Cache.

You can use caching with DataRaptors in three ways:

• DataRaptor metadata is automatically cached. If you use the Scale Cache, this automatic caching occurs unless you turn off the Scale
Cache. If you use the Platform Cache, you must allocate space in the VlocityMetadata cache partition to enable this automatic caching.

• You can configure data caching on the Options tab of DataRaptor Extracts, Turbo Extracts, and Transforms.

• If you call a DataRaptor from an Integration Procedure that uses caching, the DataRaptor data is cached along with the Integration
Procedure data.

You can use caching with Integration Procedures in three ways:

• You can cache metadata for the entire Integration Procedure.

• You can cache the response of the entire Integration Procedure, called top-level data. See Cache for Top-Level Integration Procedure
Data.

• You can cache the result of a specific set of steps by placing the steps inside a Cache Block. See Enhance Performance Using Cache
Blocks.

Use Cache Blocks if some parts of the Integration Procedure update data, or if you need different cached data to expire at different
times. For example, current weather data changes more frequently than user session data.

You can also perform a record-level security check for cached data. See Security for DataRaptors and Integration Procedures.

Metadata Cache for DataRaptors and Integration Procedures
Before you can cache Integration Procedure and DataRaptor metadata in the Platform Cache, you must allocate space in the VlocityMetadata
cache partition. See Allocate Space in the Platform Cache Partitions. Integration Procedure metadata is cached by default and DataRaptor
metadata is automatically cached.

Note: If the DataRaptor cache isn't refreshed, make sure that Setup > Custom Settings > Trigger Setup > AllTriggers is on.

To disable metadata caching for an Integration Procedure, go to the Procedure Configuration and check the Disable Definition Cache
checkbox.
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Tip: To test the performance benefit of metadata caching, execute the Integration Procedure in the Preview tab with Disable
Definition Cache checked and then unchecked. Compare the Browser, Server, and Apex CPU values.

Behind this checkbox is the DisableDefinitionCache__c boolean field, which defaults to false.

Methods to Clear Metadata from Either Cache
If you must clear DataRaptor metadata from the cache, follow the instructions in this topic, but execute one of these lines of code instead:

namespace.DRGlobal.clearCacheForDataRaptor('DataRaptorName');

vlocity.cmt.DRGlobal.clearCacheForAllDataRaptor();

You can clear Integration Procedure metadata from the cache. Follow the instructions in this topic, but execute this line of code instead,
specifying the Integration Procedure's Type and Subtype:

IntegrationProcedureService.clearMetadataCache('Type_Subtype');

You can clear all cached data for an Integration Procedure, including session cache data, org cache data, and metadata. Follow the
instructions in this topic, but execute this line of code instead, specifying the Integration Procedure's Type and Subtype:

IntegrationProcedureService.clearAllCache('Type_Subtype');

Methods to Clear Data from the Scale Cache
OmniStudio DataRaptors and Integration Procedures use the Scale Cache and not the Platform Cache. To clear the Scale Cache, you can
use either the preceding methods or the following ScaleCacheService method.

If you must clear DataRaptor data from the Scale Cache, follow the instructions in this topic, but execute a line of code in this form instead:

namespace.ScaleCacheService.invalidateCacheValue(new Map<String, String>{'DataRaptorId'
=> DataRaptor_Name});

For example, to clear data from a DataRaptor named ExtractContactName, use this line of code:

omnistudio.ScaleCacheService.invalidateCacheValue(new Map<String, String>{'DataRaptorId'
=> 'ExtractContactName'});
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If you must clear Integration Procedure data from the Scale Cache, follow the instructions in this topic, but execute a line of code in this
form instead:

namespace.ScaleCacheService.invalidateCacheValue(new Map<String, String>{'VIPId' =>
Type_SubType});

For example, to clear data from an Integration Procedure with a Type_SubType of LoopList_ContactNames, use this line of
code:

omnistudio.ScaleCacheService.invalidateCacheValue(new Map<String, String>{'VIPId' =>
'LoopList_ContactNames'});

Security for DataRaptors and Integration Procedures
You can control access to DataRaptors and Integration Procedures using settings that reference Sharing Settings and Sharing Sets or
Profiles and Permission Sets.

Important: Guest Users, also called anonymous users, cannot access any records by default. Criteria-based Sharing Rules grant
them read-only access. This affects all Salesforce orgs. For details, see Guest User Record Access Development Best Practices.

Vlocity allows guest users to create and update the records to which Sharing Rules grant access. No additional configuration is
necessary for this expanded access.

You can use Salesforce Sharing Settings to secure access to DataRaptors and Integration Procedures. If you use caching, you must set
CheckCachedMetadataRecordSecurity  to true as described here.

You can allow access to a DataRaptor or Integration Procedure based on the Custom Permissions enabled in a user's Salesforce Profiles
or Permission Sets. An Apex class added to your Salesforce Org allows the Vlocity Managed Package to check user Custom Permissions.
The custom settings described here are related to this approach. Vlocity recommends using Custom Permissions in Profiles or Permission
Sets for ease of use and better performance.

For Salesforce access basics, see Control Who Sees What, Who Sees What — Overview Video, and Salesforce Data Security Model —
Explained Visually. For Vlocity-specific information about Profiles, see Overview of Profiles and Security for Vlocity.

Sharing Settings, Sharing Sets, Profiles, and Permission Sets control access to DataRaptors and Integration Procedures as object records.
To enforce field-level security in the data that DataRaptors access, go to the DataRaptor's Options tab and select Check Field Level
Security.

Important: A user's access to a DataRaptor or Integration Procedure includes more than the ability to run it directly. Access also
applies if an application the user is using calls the DataRaptor or Integration Procedure.

If a user has access to a parent Integration Procedure, the parent can invoke child Integration Procedures and DataRaptors to which
the user doesn’t have direct access.

Configure DataRaptor and Integration Procedure Security Settings

You can change settings for DataRaptor and Integration Procedure security in Setup.

DataRaptor and Integration Procedure Security Settings

These settings affect DataRaptor and Integration Procedure security.

Syntax of the Required Permission Property

DataRaptors and Integration Procedures have a Required Permission property, which determines who has runtime access. You can
specify roles, profiles, permission sets, custom permissions, or any combination. If Required Permission is blank, any user can run the
DataRaptor or Integration Procedure unless the DefaultRequiredPermission property is set.
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Implement the VlocityRequiredPermissionCheck Class

For the DefaultRequiredPermission  setting to work, you must implement the
VlocityRequiredPermissionCheck class manually because Salesforce handles classes in managed and unmanaged
packages differently. This class doesn't work properly if it's included in the Vlocity managed package.

Configure DataRaptor and Integration Procedure Security Settings
You can change settings for DataRaptor and Integration Procedure security in Setup.

For a list of settings, see DataRaptor and Integration Procedure Security Settings.

These steps apply if you use OmniStudio. If you use OmniStudio for Vlocity, see Configure DataRaptor and Integration Procedure Security
Settings (Vlocity).

1. Go to Setup.

• In Lightning Experience, click the gear icon and select Setup from the menu.

• In Salesforce Classic, click the user menu and select Setup from the menu.

2. In the Quick Find box, type omni, then select Omni Interaction Configuration.

3. Click New Omni Interaction Configuration.

4. In the Label field, type the name of the setting.

5. In the Value field, type a valid value for the setting.

6. Click Save.

DataRaptor and Integration Procedure Security Settings
These settings affect DataRaptor and Integration Procedure security.

To configure these settings, see Configure DataRaptor and Integration Procedure Security Settings if you use OmniStudio.

If you use OmniStudio for Vlocity, see Configure DataRaptor and Integration Procedure Security Settings (Vlocity).

Default ValueData TypeDescriptionSetting

(none)StringSpecifies the default value for
the Required

DefaultRequiredPermission

Permission  setting, which
determines which users can run
DataRaptors and Integration
Procedures.

The Required
Permission  setting, which
you can optionally specify when
creating a DataRaptor or
Integration Procedure, overrides
this setting.

If this setting is absent or blank,
all users can run any DataRaptors
or Integration Procedures that
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Default ValueData TypeDescriptionSetting

don't have Required
Permission  values.

The syntax for this setting
matches the Required
Permission  syntax. See
Syntax of the Required
Permission Property.

For this setting to work in
OmniStudio releases before
Spring '22 and in all OmniStudio
for Vlocity releases, the
VlocityRequiredPermissionCheck
class must be implemented. See
Implement the
VlocityRequiredPermissionCheck
Class.

FalseTrue or FalseBy default, cached data is not
secured when you use

CheckCachedMetadataRecordSecurity

Salesforce Sharing Settings or
Sharing Sets to secure access. If
True, this setting performs a
record-level security check for
cached data. This check lessens
the performance benefit of
metadata caching slightly. This
setting isn't needed if you use
Custom Permissions to secure
access.

Syntax of the Required Permission Property
DataRaptors and Integration Procedures have a Required Permission property, which determines who has runtime access. You can
specify roles, profiles, permission sets, custom permissions, or any combination. If Required Permission is blank, any user can run the
DataRaptor or Integration Procedure unless the DefaultRequiredPermission property is set.

When an Integration Procedure calls a DataRaptor or another Integration Procedure, the Required Permission setting of the calling
Integration Procedure takes precedence. It overrides the Required Permission setting of the called DataRaptor or Integration Procedure.

Note: In Winter '22 and earlier releases of OmniStudio, you can only specify a comma-separated list of custom permission names.
For backward compatibility, this simpler syntax is still supported if you only need to specify custom permissions.

OmniStudio for Vlocity only supports a comma-separated list of custom permission names.

The syntax of the Required Permission property is:

prefix:name,prefix:name, ...
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The prefix can be Role, Profile, PermSet, or CustomPerm. The name is the name of a role, profile, permission set or permission
set group, or custom permission. For example, here’s a Required Permission value that includes two roles and one permission set group:

Role:Architect,Role:Developer,PermSet:OmniStudio Admin Group

Implement the VlocityRequiredPermissionCheck Class
For the DefaultRequiredPermission  setting to work, you must implement the VlocityRequiredPermissionCheck
class manually because Salesforce handles classes in managed and unmanaged packages differently. This class doesn't work properly
if it's included in the Vlocity managed package.

Note: If you're using OmniStudio rather than OmniStudio for Vlocity, and your version is Spring '22 or greater, you don't have to
implement this class.

For DefaultRequiredPermission  details, see DataRaptor and Integration Procedure Security Settings.

1. From Setup, in the Quick Find box, type apex.

2. Click Apex Classes.

3. Click New.

4. Enter the following Apex code in the Apex Class tab:

global class VlocityRequiredPermissionCheck implements Callable
{

global Boolean call(String action, Map<String, Object> args)
{

if (action == 'checkPermission')
{

return checkPermission((String)args.get('requiredPermission'));
}
return false;

}

private Boolean checkPermission(String requiredPermission)
{

Boolean hasCustomPermission = false;
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List<String> customPermissionsName = requiredPermission.split(',');
for (String permissionName : customPermissionsName)
{

Boolean hasPermission =
FeatureManagement.checkPermission(permissionName.normalizeSpace());

if (hasPermission == true)
{

hasCustomPermission = true;
break;

}
}
return hasCustomPermission;

}
}

5. Click Save.

OmniStudio Integration Procedures
The following diagram shows the relationship between an OmniScript and an Integration Procedure that it calls.

OmniStudio Integration Procedures are declarative, server-side processes that execute multiple actions in a single server call. Integration
procedures can read and write data from Salesforce and from external systems (using REST calls) and can call Apex code. An Integration
Procedure can be called from an OmniScript, an API, or an Apex method, and can be a data source for a FlexCard.

Integration Procedures are optimal when you need to access and transform data from third-party sources and no user interaction is
required, and moving the workload from client to server is desirable.

Integration Procedures can do some things that OmniScripts can't, the most important of which is list processing with Loop Blocks and
List Actions. Integration Procedures can perform more data processing steps than DataRaptors can, and they're more flexible than
Calculation Procedures.

Tip: You can watch a video that shows how to create an Integration Procedure.
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Create an Integration Procedure

To create an OmniStudio Integration Procedure, you must name it, configure it, define its logic, and preview how it runs. You can
also view debugging information and set options that apply only to previews.

Access Integration Procedure Data JSON with Merge Fields

Enable Integration Procedure elements and element properties to access data JSON using merge fields. A merge field is a variable
that references the value of a JSON node. For example, if a JSON node is "FirstName": "John", then the merge
field %FirstName% returns John.

Group Integration Procedure Steps Using Blocks

In an OmniStudio Integration Procedure, you can run a group of related steps as a unit inside a block to execute them conditionally,
cache them, repeat them for each item in a list, or return an error if they fail.

Integration Procedure Actions

To compose an Integration Procedure, you add actions that run sequentially. These actions can set data values, perform functions,
call DataRaptors, invoke Apex classes, send emails, invoke REST endpoints, run other Integration Procedures, and more.

Integration Procedure Best Practices

To maximize the benefits of Integration Procedures, follow the best practices whenever possible.

Cache for DataRaptors and Integration Procedures

Using a cache to store frequently accessed, infrequently updated DataRaptor and Integration Procedure data saves round trips to
the database and improves performance.

Error Handling in Integration Procedures

You can configure the conditions for success or failure of an Integration Procedure action or group of actions.

Environment Variables in DataRaptors and Integration Procedures

You can use environment variables to define Default Values and Filter Values, and in Formulas.

External Objects in Integration Procedures

Integration Procedures support Salesforce External Objects. The external data can come from any source that can be accessed using
a REST endpoint. The returned data can be rendered as JSON or XML.

Test Procedures: Integration Procedures for Unit Testing

An Integration Procedure that performs a unit test is a Test Procedure. You can use a Test Procedure to unit test almost anything an
Integration Procedure can invoke, such as a DataRaptor, a Calculation Matrix, an Apex class, or another Integration Procedure.

Integration Procedure Invocation

You can invoke Integration Procedures from other OmniStudio tools such as OmniScripts and Cards. You can also invoke Integration
Procedures from Apex classes, batch jobs, REST APIs, or Salesforce flows.

Settings for Long-Running Integration Procedures

You can use chainable and queueable chainable settings to avoid hitting Salesforce governor limits when invoking long-running
Integration Procedures. You can also chain on one or more specific long-running steps.

Continuation in Long-Running Calls

To support long-running calls, Salesforce provides Apex Continuations. If your OmniScript calls a long-running Integration Procedure
or Apex class, you can enable continuation. If your FlexCard calls a long-running Integration Procedure that has an HTTP action or a
Remote Action, you can enable continuation.

Security for DataRaptors and Integration Procedures

You can control access to DataRaptors and Integration Procedures using settings that reference Sharing Settings and Sharing Sets
or Profiles and Permission Sets.
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Create an Integration Procedure
To create an OmniStudio Integration Procedure, you must name it, configure it, define its logic, and preview how it runs. You can also
view debugging information and set options that apply only to previews.

For step-by-step details of how to build Integration Procedure examples, see the block and action topics under Group Integration
Procedure Steps Using Blocks and Integration Procedure Actions.

Tip: You can watch a video that shows how to create an Integration Procedure.

1. Go to the OmniStudio Integration Procedures tab.

2. Click New. The New Integration Procedure screen is displayed.

3. In the Procedure Configuration section, specify the following settings:

• Integration Procedure Name — The name displayed on the Vlocity Integration Procedures tab when you expand the Type/SubType
node.

• Type and SubType — The top-level node on the Vlocity Integration Procedures tab under which you want the Integration
Procedure listed.

After providing a Name, Type, and SubType, you must click Save.

• Description — A general description of the Integration Procedure.

• Tracking Custom Data — Key/value pairs to be recorded when the Integration Procedure is executed, if tracking is enabled.

• Include All Actions in Response — Write the results of each action to the root level of the Data JSON. By default, results are
written to the Data JSON under a node with the same name as the action.

• Rollback on Error — If an error occurs, roll back data manipulation language (DML) statements.

• Required Permission — If specified, this setting limits who can run this Integration Procedure. See Syntax of the Required
Permission Property.

• Chainable and Queueable Chainable Limits — These settings control how long-running procedures are executed when there’s
a risk of hitting Salesforce governor limits. For details, see Settings for Long-Running Integration Procedures.

• Cache Configuration — These settings control caching of Integration Procedure metadata and JSON data. See Cache for
DataRaptors and Integration Procedures.

4. To define the logic for the Integration Procedure, drag blocks and actions from the palette to the Structure panel in the Properties
pane. For details about blocks, see Group Integration Procedure Steps Using Blocks. For details about actions, see Integration Procedure
Actions.

When a step executes, its results are written to the Data JSON under a node with the same name as the step. Subsequent steps can
access the data that was written to the Data JSON by preceding steps.

5. To test the Integration Procedure, click Preview. In the Input Parameter pane, specify any parameters that must be provided by
callers, then click Execute. Verify that the JSON results are composed correctly according to the requirements of the caller.

6. To view debugging information in Preview mode, display the Error/Debug Output pane on the right side of the Integration Procedure
Designer. This pane contains the following subpanes:

• Debug Log — Output from the execution of each step in the procedure.

• Errors — Any errors that occurred during execution.
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• Options — JSON containing Boolean flags that you can set to enable or disable run-time options for debugging. These options
are for debugging only, and by default aren’t in effect when the Integration Procedure is called from an OmniScript.

– isDebug — Enable or disable display of debugging information.

– chainable — Enable or disable chaining during execution, to prevent a long-running procedure from exceeding Salesforce
governor limits. For details about chaining, see Settings for Long-Running Integration Procedures.

– resetCache and ignoreCache — Enable or disable caching features. For details about caching, see Cache for DataRaptors
and Integration Procedures.

Access Integration Procedure Data JSON with Merge Fields
Enable Integration Procedure elements and element properties to access data JSON using merge fields. A merge field is a variable that
references the value of a JSON node. For example, if a JSON node is "FirstName": "John", then the merge
field %FirstName% returns John.

Merge fields access data JSON using syntax to indicate to an Integration Procedure element that a merge field is present. The syntax
requires you to wrap a full JSON path with a percent sign on both ends.

Note: Only certain element properties support merge fields.

Common Use Cases

• Setting values to rename elements, access JSON nodes, run formulas, and populate elements. See Set Values for Integration Procedures.

• Access data stored in Integration Procedure elements in a formula or in a future step.

• Access data returned from an action. For example, a DataRaptor Action or an HTTP Action returns data from Salesforce or an external
source. See Integration Procedure Actions.

Access the Data JSON
Use existing data JSON in an element property by indicating the use of a merge field.

1. Locate the name of the JSON node in the Integration Procedure's data JSON.

2. Enter the name of the JSON node and wrap the name in percentage signs to indicate it's a merge field. For example, a merge field
accessing a JSON node named firstName must use the syntax %firstName%.

3. Preview the Integration Procedure to ensure the merge field works correctly.

Additional Syntax
This table provides additional syntax examples for nested JSON.

Merge Field Syntax ExampleJSON Node

Use a colon symbol :  to access a nested JSON node.

%ContactInfo:FirstName%

"ContactInfo": {
"FirstName": "John"

}
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Merge Field Syntax ExampleJSON Node

Use |n  to access a specific node in a list. This merge field returns
Steve:

%ContactInfo:ContactInfoList|3:FirstName%

"ContactInfo": {
"ContactInfoList": [
{
"FirstName": "John"

},
{
"FirstName": "Adam"

},
{
"FirstName": "Steve"

}
]

}

Group Integration Procedure Steps Using Blocks
In an OmniStudio Integration Procedure, you can run a group of related steps as a unit inside a block to execute them conditionally,
cache them, repeat them for each item in a list, or return an error if they fail.

Integration Procedures provide these block types:

• Conditional Block — Executes the block if a specified condition is true, or treats the steps within it as a series of mutually exclusive
alternatives. This is the most basic block type.

• Cache Block — Saves the output of the steps within it to a session or org cache for quick retrieval.

• Loop Block — Repeats the steps within it for each item in an array.

• Try-Catch Block — Returns specified output or calls an Apex class if a step within it fails.

You can nest blocks within other blocks. For example, you can nest a Loop Block within a Try-Catch Block or a Cache Block.

All blocks have one property in common: Execution Conditional Formula. If this formula evaluates to true or is not defined, the block
is executed. If it evaluates to false, the block is skipped.

Define Execution Logic Using Conditional Blocks

A Conditional Block executes in its entirety if an expression is true, executes one of a set of mutually exclusive conditions defined in
the steps it contains, or both.

Enhance Performance Using Cache Blocks

Using a cache to store frequently accessed, infrequently updated data saves round trips to the database and improves performance.
Use Cache Blocks if some parts of the Integration Procedure update data, or if you need different cached data to expire at different
times. For example, current weather data changes more frequently than user session data.

Process Arrays Using Loop Blocks

A Loop Block iterates over the items in a data array, enabling the Actions within it to repeat for each item. For example, in Salesforce
Industries Communications, Media, and Energy, without a Loop Block, adding four products to a cart would require running four
separate Remote Actions. But one Remote Action within a Loop Block can add all four products.

Handle Errors Using Try-Catch Blocks

A Try-Catch Block lets you "try" running the steps inside it and then "catch" the error if a step fails.
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Define Execution Logic Using Conditional Blocks
A Conditional Block executes in its entirety if an expression is true, executes one of a set of mutually exclusive conditions defined in the
steps it contains, or both.

To control whether an individual action executes, you set its Execution Conditional Formula to an expression that can be evaluated
as True or False. If the expression evaluates to True at run time, the step is executed.

To conditionalize the execution of a group of actions, place them inside any block and set the Execution Conditional Formula of the
block. If the formula evaluates to True at run time, the actions in the block are executed. If an action in a block has its own Execution
Conditional Formula, it is executed only if its formula evaluates to True at run time.

The Conditional Block is the simplest block type. Unless you check Is If Else Block, it has no inner logic. It either executes or it doesn't
according to its Execution Conditional Formula.

How to Compose IF - ELSEIF - ELSE Logic

To define a set of mutually exclusive conditions, use a Conditional Block and check Is If Else Block. For each action in the block, specify
a unique condition in its Execution Conditional Formula. The sequence of actions is important: When the block is executed, the first
action that has an Execution Conditional Formula that evaluates to True is executed, then execution resumes with the step following
the Conditional Block. No other actions in the block execute. To configure a step that is executed if none of the preceding steps execute,
leave the Execution Conditional Formula of the last step blank.

The following figure illustrates the use of this logic to perform a different action, depending on the type of device. The Conditional Block
itself executes only when the device being processed comes from Apple, and the block contains actions that execute only for a specific
type of device.

To execute multiple actions for a condition, you can nest Conditional Blocks.

Conditional Block Properties

These properties are unique to or function in a unique manner in Conditional Blocks. A Conditional Block executes in its entirety if
an expression is true, executes one of a set of mutually exclusive conditions defined in the steps it contains, or both.
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Create a Conditional Block Example with If-Elseif-Else Logic

Based on a price and a state code, an Integration Procedure calculates the sales tax and reports the total price. For brevity, only four
state codes are included: WA, OR, CA, and NV.

Conditional Block Properties

These properties are unique to or function in a unique manner in Conditional Blocks. A Conditional Block executes in its entirety if an
expression is true, executes one of a set of mutually exclusive conditions defined in the steps it contains, or both.

DescriptionProperty

Specifies that the entire Conditional Block runs only if this formula
evaluates to true.

Execution Conditional Formula

Specifies that all actions within the block except optionally the last
have mutually exclusive Execution Conditional Formula values.

Is If Else Block

If the last action has a blank Execution Conditional Formula, it
runs only if the Execution Conditional Formula values of all the
other actions evaluate to false.

Create a Conditional Block Example with If-Elseif-Else Logic

Based on a price and a state code, an Integration Procedure calculates the sales tax and reports the total price. For brevity, only four state
codes are included: WA, OR, CA, and NV.

To download a DataPack of this example for OmniStudio for Vlocity, click here. To download a DataPack of this example for OmniStudio,
click here.

Importing OmniStudio for Vlocity DataPacks into OmniStudio orgs is supported, and conversion is automatic. However, importing
OmniStudio DataPacks into OmniStudio for Vlocity orgs isn't supported.

The Integration Procedure has these components:

• A Conditional Block, named StateSalesTaxes

• Set Values components within the Conditional Block, named IfCA, IfOR, IfWA, IfNV, and IfOtherState

• Set Values components following the Conditional Block, named CalculateTax and AssembleOutput

• A Response Action, named Response

The Structure panel looks like this:
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To build this Integration Procedure:

1. From the OmniStudio Integration Procedures tab, click New.

2. Provide an Integration Procedure Name, a Type, and a SubType, and click Save.

3. Drag a Conditional Block into the Structure panel, set its Element Name to StateSalesTaxes, and check Is If Else Block.

4. Drag a Set Values component into the Conditional Block and give it the following settings:

a. Set its Element Name to IfCA.

b. Under Element Value Map, click Add Value. Set the Element Name to CASalesTax  and the Value to 0.0866.

c. Set the Response JSON Path to CASalesTax.

d. Set the Response JSON Node to SalesTax.

These Response settings copy the CASalesTax  value to a top-level JSON node named SalesTax. A top-level node isn't
tied to a particular step. This allows any step to set its value. It also allows any step to access its value using the same path,
regardless of which step set its value.
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e. Set the Execution Conditional Formula to State == "CA".

5. Repeat the previous step to configure four more Set Values components inside the Conditional Block with the following settings:

IfOtherStateIfNVIfWAIfORProperty

IfOtherStateIfNVIfWAIfORElement Name

DefaultSalesTaxNVSalesTaxWASalesTaxORSalesTaxElement Value Map,
Element Name

0.070.08320.09210Element Value Map,
Value

DefaultSalesTaxNVSalesTaxWASalesTaxORSalesTaxResponse JSON Path

SalesTaxSalesTaxSalesTaxSalesTaxResponse JSON Node

(leave blank)State == "NV"State == "WA"State == "OR"Execution Conditional
Formula

6. Drag a Set Values component after the Conditional Block and set its Element Name to CalculateTax. Under the Element Value
Map, give it the following settings:

ValueElement Name

=(%Price% * %SalesTax%)Tax

=(%SalesTax% * 100)TaxRate

=(%Price% + (%Price% * %SalesTax%))Total

7. Drag a Set Values component after the previous one and set its Element Name to AssembleOutput. Click Edit as JSON and
edit the ElementValueMap node as follows:

"elementValueMap": {
"Output": {

"Price": "%Price%",
"State": "%State%",
"Tax": "%CalculateTax:Tax%",
"TaxRate": "%CalculateTax:TaxRate%",
"Total": "%CalculateTax:Total%"

}
},
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8. Drag a Response Action after the previous component and give it the following settings:

a. Set its Element Name to Response.

b. Set the Send JSON Path to AssembleOutput:Output.

c. Set the Send JSON Node to Output.

9. Go to the Preview tab and click Edit as JSON.

10. Paste the following input into the Input Parameters panel:

{
"Price": "250",
"State": "CA"

}

11. Click Execute. The output data has the following structure:

{
"Output": {
"Price": "250",
"State": "CA",
"Tax": 21.65,
"TaxRate": 8.66,
"Total": 271.65

}
}

12. Change Price  and State  values, click Execute, and see how the Output  values change.

Enhance Performance Using Cache Blocks
Using a cache to store frequently accessed, infrequently updated data saves round trips to the database and improves performance.
Use Cache Blocks if some parts of the Integration Procedure update data, or if you need different cached data to expire at different times.
For example, current weather data changes more frequently than user session data.

It's important to understand how top-level Integration Procedure caching interacts with Cache Blocks. See Cache for DataRaptors and
Integration Procedures.

A Cache Block saves the output of the steps within it to a session or org cache in the VlocityAPIResponse cache partition for quick retrieval.

Here’s an example Cache Block configuration:
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Test Options for Cache-Block Caching in Preview

When you test an Integration Procedure that includes a Cache Block in the Preview tab, you can use two caching settings in the Options
JSON section. These settings also affect top-level caching but have no effect on the metadata cache.

• ignoreCache  — Doesn't clear or save data to the cache. The default value is true. Use this setting to test Integration Procedure
steps without the possible interference of caching effects.

• resetCache  — Forces data to be saved to the cache. The default value is false. Use this setting as part of testing caching
itself.

Note: To test caching, be sure to set ignoreCache  to false. See Create a Cache Block Example.

The Options pane on the Preview tab looks like this:

You can pass ignoreCache and resetCache as parameters when you invoke an Integration Procedure that uses caching using a REST API.
For example, you can include ?resetCache=true  in the URL to force caching. See Integration Procedure Invocation Using POST.
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Cache Block JSON Nodes

An active Integration Procedure that uses a Cache Block can include the following JSON nodes in its Debug Log output, which is visible
on the Preview tab:

• vlcCacheKey  — Key for any data stored in the cache

• vlcCacheResult  — Included and set to true if data is retrieved from the cache

• vlcCacheEnabled  — Included and set to false if the ignoreCache  setting disables caching

• vlcCacheException  — Any caching errors

These nodes are under the Info  node for the Cache Block. For example, if the Cache Block is named CacheBlock1, these nodes are
under the CacheBlock1Info  node. For example:

Apex Methods to Clear Cache Block Data

If you must clear Cache Block data from the cache, follow the instructions in this topic, but execute one of these lines of code instead:

IntegrationProcedureService.clearSessionCache('Type_Subtype', 'blockName', new Map<String,
Object>{'key' => 'value'});

IntegrationProcedureService.clearOrgCache('Type_Subtype', 'blockName', new Map<String,
Object>{'key' => 'value'});

IntegrationProcedureService.clearSessionCache('vlcCacheKey');

IntegrationProcedureService.clearOrgCache('vlcCacheKey');

You can clear all cached data for an Integration Procedure, including session cache data, org cache data, and metadata. Follow the
instructions in this topic, but execute this line of code instead, specifying the Integration Procedure's Type and Subtype:

IntegrationProcedureService.clearAllCache('Type_Subtype');

For example, execute the following code if:

• You want to clear a Cache Block key in the Org Cache

• The Type_Subtype parameter for the Integration Procedure is LastNames_Cached
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• The Cache Block is named CacheContacts

• The cache key you want to clear is ContactLastName

• The key's value is Smith

IntegrationProcedureService.clearOrgCache('LastNames_Cached', 'CacheContacts', new
Map<String, Object>{'ContactLastName' => 'Smith'});

The following example clears the session cache using a vlcCacheKey value:

IntegrationProcedureService.clearSessionCache('2032076016a1745801061oc');

Cache Block Properties

These properties are unique to or function in a unique manner in Cache Blocks. Use Cache Blocks if some parts of the Integration
Procedure update data and therefore shouldn't be cached, or if different cached data should expire at different times.

Create a Cache Block Example

An Integration Procedure accepts a list of first or last names and retrieves Contacts having those names. A Cache Block improves
Contact retrieval performance.

Cache Block Properties

These properties are unique to or function in a unique manner in Cache Blocks. Use Cache Blocks if some parts of the Integration Procedure
update data and therefore shouldn't be cached, or if different cached data should expire at different times.

DescriptionProperty

Specifies the cache type:Salesforce Platform Cache Type

• Session Cache — For data related to users and their login
sessions

• Org Cache — For all other types of data

Determines how long data remains in the cache. The minimum
value is 5. Default and maximum values depend on the cache type:

Time To Live In Minutes

• Session Cache — The default value is 5. The maximum value
is 480, equivalent to 8 hours. However, the cache is cleared
when the user's session expires.

• Org Cache — The default value is 5. The maximum value is
2880, equivalent to 48 hours.

Top-level caching overrides Cache Block caching for the duration
of the top-level Time To Live In Minutes value.

Configurable Key/Value pairs to be stored in the cache. Enter a Key
and set the Value to the response of an Action within the Cache

Cache Keys

Block. The value can use merge field syntax, percentage signs on
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DescriptionProperty

either side of the node name, to access that response. Cache keys
are available, or scoped, only within the Cache Block.

Configurable Key/Value pairs to be available to subsequent
Integration Procedure steps. Enter a Key and set the Value to the

Cache Block Output

response of an Action within the Cache Block. The value can use
merge field syntax, percentage signs on either side of the node
name, to access that response.

If the formula evaluates to true, forces data to be saved to the
cache.

Refresh Cache Conditional Formula

If the formula evaluates to true, neither clears nor saves data to the
cache.

Ignore Cache Conditional Formula

If the formula evaluates to true, saves data to the cache. If false,
does not cache data.

Add to Cache Conditional Formula

If this box is checked in a step within the Cache Block and that step
fails, no data is cached.

Fail On Step Error

Create a Cache Block Example

An Integration Procedure accepts a list of first or last names and retrieves Contacts having those names. A Cache Block improves Contact
retrieval performance.

This Integration Procedure also includes a Loop Block; see Process Arrays Using Loop Blocks.

To download a DataPack of this example for OmniStudio for Vlocity, click here. To download a DataPack of this example for OmniStudio,
click here.

Importing OmniStudio for Vlocity DataPacks into OmniStudio orgs is supported, and conversion is automatic. However, importing
OmniStudio DataPacks into OmniStudio for Vlocity orgs isn't supported.

This Integration Procedure has these components:

• A Cache Block, named CacheBlock1

• A Loop Block within the Cache Block, named LoopBlock1

• A DataRaptor Extract Action within the Loop Block, named ExtractContact

• A Response Action, named ResponseAction

The Structure panel looks like this:
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To build this Integration Procedure:

1. From the OmniStudio Integration Procedures tab, click New.

2. Provide an Integration Procedure Name, a Type, and a SubType, and click Save.

3. Drag a Cache Block into the Structure panel and give it the following settings:

ValueProperty

Org CacheSalesforce Platform Cache Type

5Time To Live In Minutes

contactId  set to %ExtractContact:Contact:Id%Cache Keys

contactName  set to
%ExtractContact:Contact:Name%

LoopBlock1  set to %LoopBlock1%Cache Block Output

4. Drag a Loop Block inside the CacheBlock and give it the following settings:

ValueProperty

namesLoop List
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ValueProperty

ExtractContact  set to %ExtractContact%Additional Loop Output

5. Create the DataRaptor Extract that the DataRaptor Extract Action calls, name it ExtractContactName, and give it the following settings:

SettingsTab

A Contact extract step set to Contact Name LIKE nameExtract

A mapping from Contact:Id  to Contact:IdOutput

A mapping from Contact:Name  to Contact:Name

If you aren't sure how to create a DataRaptor Extract, see the examples in DataRaptor Extract Examples.

6. Drag a DataRaptor Extract Action inside the Loop Block and give it the following settings:

ValueProperty

ExtractContactElement Name

ExtractContactNameDataRaptor Interface

names:nameData Source

nameFilter Value

7. Drag a Response Action below the Loop Block and give it the following settings:

ValueProperty

CacheBlock1Send JSON Path

8. To test this Integration Procedure, on the Preview Tab, click Edit as JSON and provide input with the following structure:

{
"names": [

{
"name": "Miller"

},
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{
"name": "Torres"

}
]

}

To demonstrate performance most effectively, specify common and/or many names.

9. Click Execute and note the resulting Browser, Server, and Apex CPU values.

10. Open the Options pane and change the ignoreCache  value to false.

11. Click Execute again. This step populates the cache, so the resulting Browser, Server, and Apex CPU values should be similar to the
previous values.

12. Click Execute a third time. This step uses the cached values, so the resulting Browser, Server, and Apex CPU values should be
noticeably less than the previous values.

13. To see the vlcCacheKey  and vlcCacheResult  nodes, open the Debug Log and scroll to the CacheBlock1Info  node.
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Process Arrays Using Loop Blocks
A Loop Block iterates over the items in a data array, enabling the Actions within it to repeat for each item. For example, in Salesforce
Industries Communications, Media, and Energy, without a Loop Block, adding four products to a cart would require running four separate
Remote Actions. But one Remote Action within a Loop Block can add all four products.

The array input to the Loop Block is processed so that each iteration receives only one item in the array. For example, suppose the array
input looks like this:

{
"Products": {
"Ids": [
{
"Id": 1

},
{
"Id": 2

}
]

}
}

Each iteration of the Loop Block would receive input that looks like this:

{
"Products": {
"Ids": {
"Id": 1

}
}

}

The iteration input is the data to which Actions within the Loop Block have access.

To configure a Loop Block:

1. Drag a Loop Block into the structure panel.
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2. In the Loop Block property field labeled Loop List, enter the name of a JSON node that contains an array of data. For example,
entering Products:Ids  provides a list of Ids to the Action. The JSON node name does not need to be entered with merge field
syntax.

3. Add any Action that needs to iterate over the array and pass the full the path of the array to the action.

For example, if the Loop List is set to an array named Products:Ids that contains key-value pairs of Ids, the full path in the action
would be Products:Ids:Id.

For more information on Actions, see Integration Procedure Actions.

Note: The Integration Procedure stops running and returns a response of { "Success": "False" }  if an Action
that has Fail on Step Error checked fails.

4. Under the Loop Block property field labeled Loop Output, click Add Key/Value Pair to add Key-Value pairs to set the response.
The value field uses merge field syntax, meaning the node name of the response set between two percentage signs, for example,
%ResponseData:Names%.

5. (Optional) Add Conditional Logic to define when the Loop Block runs. For more information on Conditional Logic, see Define Execution
Logic Using Conditional Blocks.

Loop Block Properties

These properties are unique to or function in a unique manner in Loop Blocks. A Loop Block iterates over the items in a data array,
enabling the Actions within it to repeat for each item.

Create a Loop Block Example that Retrieves Names

An Integration Procedure accepts last names and returns the full names of all Contacts having the specified last names.

Create a Loop Block Example that Creates Contacts

An Integration Procedure accepts an Account Id and an array of first and last names and creates new Contacts for the specified
Account. It also includes a step that deletes these Contacts, which you can optionally disable.

Create a Loop Block Example that Concatenates List Items

An Integration Procedure concatenates the values of items in a list. In this case, it creates an underscore-separated String of
QuoteLineItem Ids.

Loop Block Properties

These properties are unique to or function in a unique manner in Loop Blocks. A Loop Block iterates over the items in a data array,
enabling the Actions within it to repeat for each item.

DescriptionProperty

Accepts a JSON node containing an array.Loop List

Configurable Key/Value pairs to be available to subsequent
Integration Procedure steps. Enter a Key and set the Value to the

Loop Output

response of an Action within the Loop Block. The value can use
merge field syntax, percentage signs on either side of the node
name, to access that response. By default, if no Key/Value pairs are
specified, a response of { "success": "OK" }  is returned
for each item processed in the array.
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DescriptionProperty

Use this property with care. It returns the data you request for every
iteration. If the Loop Block iterates 1000 times, it returns 1000
responses. This property is most useful for debugging or returning
a limited dataset.

Controls whether the Loop Block executes based on an expression
that evaluates to true or false.

Execution Conditional Formula

Create a Loop Block Example that Retrieves Names

An Integration Procedure accepts last names and returns the full names of all Contacts having the specified last names.

To download a DataPack of this example for OmniStudio for Vlocity, click here. To download a DataPack of this example for OmniStudio,
click here.

Importing OmniStudio for Vlocity DataPacks into OmniStudio orgs is supported, and conversion is automatic. However, importing
OmniStudio DataPacks into OmniStudio for Vlocity orgs isn't supported.

The Integration Procedure has these components:

• An optional Set Values component, named SetValues1

• A Loop Block component, named LoopBlock1

• A DataRaptor Extract Action component within the Loop Block, named DataRaptorExtractAction1

• A DataRaptor Extract that uses the LIKE operator to find names similar to those in the input, named ExtractFirstNames

• A Response Action, named ResponseAction1

The Structure panel looks like this:
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To build this Integration Procedure:

1. From the OmniStudio Integration Procedures tab, click New.

2. Provide an Integration Procedure Name, a Type, and a SubType, and click Save.

3. Provide input with the following structure, using last names of your choice:

{
"names": [

{
"Name": "Miller"

},
{

"Name": "Torres"
}

]
}

You can provide this input to the Integration Procedure in one of two ways:

• In the Preview tab. Click Edit as JSON and paste it into the Input Parameters area.

• In a SetValues component that you drag into the Structure panel. Click Edit as JSON and paste it into the elementValueMap
node, replacing the default node value of {}.

4. Drag a Loop Block into the Structure panel and give it the following settings:
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DescriptionProperty

Set this value to names  if the input is in the Preview tab, or to
SetValues1:names  if the input is in a SetValues
component.

Loop List

Set the Key to DataRaptorExtractAction1  and the
Value to %DataRaptorExtractAction1%  to return all

Additional Loop Output

iterations of data generated by the DataRaptor Extract Action
component.

5. Create the DataRaptor Extract that the DataRaptor Extract Action calls, name it ExtractFirstName, and give it the following settings:

SettingsTab

A Contact extract step set to Contact LastName LIKE
Name

Extract

A mapping from Contact:FirstName  to Name:FirstOutput

A mapping from Contact:LastName  to Name:Last

If you aren't sure how to create a DataRaptor Extract, see the examples in DataRaptor Extract Examples.

6. Drag a DataRaptor Extract Action component within the Loop Block and give it the following settings:

DescriptionProperty

Set this value to ExtractFirstName.DataRaptor Interface

Set this value to names:Name  if the input is in the Preview
tab, or to SetValues1:names:Name  if the input is in a
SetValues component.

Input Parameters:

Data Source

Set this value to Name.Input Parameters:

Filter Value

7. Drag a Response Action below the Loop Block and check Return Full Data JSON.

8. Click Execute on the Preview tab. The output should look something like this:

{
"response": {},
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"ResponseAction1Status": true,
"LoopBlock1": [
{
"DataRaptorExtractAction1": {
"Name": [
{
"Last": "Miller",
"First": “Tom”

},
{
"Last": "Miller",
"First": “Sally”

}
]

},
"DataRaptorExtractAction1Status": true,
"LoopBlockIterationStatus": true,
"LoopBlockIterationIndex": 1

},
{
"DataRaptorExtractAction1": {
"Name": [
{
"Last": "Torres",
"First": “Maria”

},
{
"Last": "Torres",
"First": “Ricardo”

}
]

},
"DataRaptorExtractAction1Status": true,
"LoopBlockIterationStatus": true,
"LoopBlockIterationIndex": 2

}
],
"LoopBlock1Status": true,
"options": {
"chainable": false

},
"names": [
{
"Name": "Miller"

},
{
"Name": "Torres"

}
]

}
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Create a Loop Block Example that Creates Contacts

An Integration Procedure accepts an Account Id and an array of first and last names and creates new Contacts for the specified Account.
It also includes a step that deletes these Contacts, which you can optionally disable.

To download a DataPack of this example for OmniStudio for Vlocity, click here. To download a DataPack of this example for OmniStudio,
click here.

Importing OmniStudio for Vlocity DataPacks into OmniStudio orgs is supported, and conversion is automatic. However, importing
OmniStudio DataPacks into OmniStudio for Vlocity orgs isn't supported.

The Integration Procedure has these components:

• An optional Set Values component, named SetValues1

• A Loop Block component, named LoopBlock1

• A DataRaptor Post Action component within the Loop Block, named CreateContact

• A DataRaptor Load that creates a new Contact for an existing Account, named NewContactForAccount

• A Delete Action component within the Loop Block, named DeleteContact

• A Response Action, named ResponseAction1

The Structure panel looks like this:
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To build this Integration Procedure:

1. From the OmniStudio Integration Procedures tab, click New.

2. Provide an Integration Procedure Name, a Type, and a SubType, and click Save.

3. Provide input with the following structure, using names of your choice:

{
"AccountId": "0016100001BKL4uAAH",
"Contacts": [

{
"Name": {

"First": "John",
"Last": "Doe"

}
},
{

"Name": {
"First": "June",
"Last": "Doe"

}
}

]
}

You can provide this input to the Integration Procedure in one of two ways:

• In the Preview tab. Click Edit as JSON and paste it into the Input Parameters area.

• In a SetValues component that you drag into the Structure panel. Click Edit as JSON and paste it into the elementValueMap
node, replacing the default node value of {}.

4. Drag a Loop Block into the Structure panel and give it the following settings:

DescriptionProperty

Set this value to Contacts  if the input is in the Preview tab,
or to SetValues1:Contacts  if the input is in a SetValues
component.

Loop List

Set the Key to CreateContact  and the Value to
%CreateContact%  to return all iterations of data generated
by the DataRaptor Post Action component.

Additional Loop Output

5. To create the DataRaptor Load that the DataRaptor Post Action calls, create the second example in DataRaptor Load Examples and
name it NewContactForAccount.

6. Drag a DataRaptor Post Action component within the Loop Block and give it the following settings:
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DescriptionProperty

Set this value to CreateContact.Name

Set this value to NewContactForAccount.DataRaptor Interface

Set the first Key to AccountId  and its value to
%AccountId%, or to %SetValues1:AccountId%  if
the input is in a SetValues component.

Additional Input

Set the second Key to Name  and its value to
%Contacts:Name%, or to
%SetValues1:Contacts:Name%  if the input is in a
SetValues component.

7. Drag a Delete Action component within the Loop Block and give it the following settings:

DescriptionProperty

Set this value to DeleteContact.Name

Set this value to Contact.Delete SObject:

Type

Set this value to %CreateContact:Contact_1:Id%.Delete SObject:

Path To Id

8. Drag a Response Action below the Loop Block and check Return Full Data JSON.

9. Click Execute on the Preview tab. The output should look something like this:

{
"response": {},
"ResponseAction1Status": true,
"LoopBlock1": [
{
"CreateContact": {
"ActualTime": 793,
"CpuTime": 537,
"Contact_2": [
{
"UpsertSuccess": true,
"Id": "0034N00001qh5hVQAQ",
"AccountId": "0016100001BKL4uAAH",
"LastName": "Doe",
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"FirstName": "John"
}

],
"Account_1": [
{
"UpsertSuccess": true,
"Id": "0016100001BKL4uAAH"

}
],
"error": "OK",
"responseType": "SObject"

},
"DeleteContactStatus": true,
"CreateContactStatus": true,
"LoopBlockIterationStatus": true,
"LoopBlockIterationIndex": 1

},
{
"CreateContact": {
"ActualTime": 1262,
"CpuTime": 799,
"Contact_2": [
{
"UpsertSuccess": true,
"Id": "0034N00001qh5hWQAQ",
"AccountId": "0016100001BKL4uAAH",
"LastName": "Doe",
"FirstName": "June"

}
],
"Account_1": [
{
"UpsertSuccess": true,
"Id": "0016100001BKL4uAAH"

}
],
"error": "OK",
"responseType": "SObject"

},
"DeleteContactStatus": true,
"CreateContactStatus": true,
"LoopBlockIterationStatus": true,
"LoopBlockIterationIndex": 2

}
],
"LoopBlock1Status": true,
"SetValues1": {
"Contacts": [
{
"Name": {
"Last": "Doe",
"First": "John"

}
},
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{
"Name": {
"Last": "Doe",
"First": "June"

}
}

],
"AccountId": "0016100001BKL4uAAH"

},
"SetValues1Status": true,
"options": {
"chainable": false

}
}

Create a Loop Block Example that Concatenates List Items

An Integration Procedure concatenates the values of items in a list. In this case, it creates an underscore-separated String of QuoteLineItem
Ids.

To download a DataPack of this example for OmniStudio for Vlocity, click here. To download a DataPack of this example for OmniStudio,
click here.

Importing OmniStudio for Vlocity DataPacks into OmniStudio orgs is supported, and conversion is automatic. However, importing
OmniStudio DataPacks into OmniStudio for Vlocity orgs isn't supported.

To watch a video that shows how to create this Integration Procedure, click here.

The input looks like this:

{
"QuoteLineItems": {
"Ids": [
{
"Id": "0QL3h000000VF04GAG"

},
{
"Id": "0QL3h000000VEvlGAG"

}
]

}
}

The output looks like this:

{
"Output": "0QL3h000000VF04GAG_0QL3h000000VEvlGAG"

}

The Integration Procedure has these components:

• A Set Values component before the Loop Block, named InitString

• A Loop Block, named LoopBlock1

• A Set Values component within the Loop Block, named ConcatListItem

• A Set Values component after the Loop Block, named TrimUnderscore
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• A Response Action, named ResponseAction1

The Structure panel looks like this:

To build this Integration Procedure:

1. From the OmniStudio Integration Procedures tab, click New.

2. Provide an Integration Procedure Name, a Type, and a SubType, and click Save.

3. Drag a Set Values component into the Structure panel and give it the following settings:

DescriptionProperty

Set this value to InitString.Element Name

Click Add New Value and assign an Element Name of Blank.Element Value Map, Element Name

Leave this property blank.Element Value Map, Value

Set this value to Blank.Response JSON Path
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DescriptionProperty

Set this value to ConcatString.Response JSON Node

This component creates an initially empty top-level JSON node named ConcatString. A top-level node isn't tied to a particular
step. This allows any step to set its value. It also allows any step to access its value using the same path, regardless of which step set
its value.

4. Drag a Loop Block into the Structure panel and give it a Loop List value of QuoteLineItems:Ids.

5. Drag a Set Values component into the Loop Block and give it the following settings:

DescriptionProperty

Set this value to ConcatListItem.Element Name

Click Add New Value and assign an Element Name of
Concat.

Element Value Map, Element Name

Assign the following Value:

=%ConcatString% + "_" +
%QuoteLineItems:Ids:Id%

Element Value Map, Value

This formula concatenates the top-level ConcatString  node
and the current list value.

Set this value to Concat.Response JSON Path

Set this value to ConcatString.Response JSON Node

In combination with the Value formula, this adds the current list
value to the top-level ConcatString  node.

6. Drag a Set Values component below the Loop Block and give it the following settings:

DescriptionProperty

Set this value to TrimUnderscore.Element Name

Click Add New Value and assign an Element Name of Trim.Element Value Map, Element Name

Assign a Value of =SUBSTRING(ConcatString,1).Element Value Map, Value
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7. Drag a Response Action below the last Set Values component and give it the following settings:

DescriptionProperty

Set this value to TrimUnderscore:Trim.Send JSON Path

Set this value to Output.Send JSON Node

8. Go to the Preview tab and click Edit as JSON.

9. In the Input Parameters panel, provide input with the following structure:

{
"QuoteLineItems": {
"Ids": [
{
"Id": "0QL3h000000VF04GAG"

},
{
"Id": "0QL3h000000VEvlGAG"

}
]

}
}

10. Click Execute. The output should look something like this:

{
"Output": "0QL3h000000VF04GAG_0QL3h000000VEvlGAG"

}

Handle Errors Using Try-Catch Blocks
A Try-Catch Block lets you "try" running the steps inside it and then "catch" the error if a step fails.

To set up a Try-Catch Block:

1. Drag a Try-Catch Block into the Structure panel and make sure its Fail on Block Error checkbox is checked.

2. Configure the "catch" behavior — what the Try-Catch Block will do if a failure occurs. You can choose one or both of these options:

• Under Failure Response, specify a key-value pair to return as the response. The value can be a formula. In Spring '20 and later
releases, the value can include merge fields.

• Under Custom Failure Response, specify a Remote Class and a Remote Method to execute an Apex class. The Apex class must
implement VlocityOpenInterface.

3. Drag substeps into the Try-Catch Block, and make sure the Fail on Step Error checkbox is checked for each step that must trigger
the "catch" behavior if it fails.

You can optionally specify a Failure Condition Formula, which evaluates to TRUE if a specific step has failed to execute successfully.
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Try-Catch Block Properties

These properties are unique to or function in a unique manner in Try-Catch Blocks. A Try-Catch Block lets you "try" running the steps
inside it and then "catch" the error if a step fails.

Create a Try-Catch Block Example

An Integration Procedure creates and deletes a Contact with the specified LastName and returns an error message if the LastName
is blank.

Create a Try-Catch Block Example with a Formula

An Integration Procedure finds Contacts with the specified Name and returns an error message if none are found. Because returning
no records normally isn't considered a failure, the DataRaptor Extract Action within the Try-Catch Block includes a Failure Condition
Formula.

Try-Catch Block Properties

These properties are unique to or function in a unique manner in Try-Catch Blocks. A Try-Catch Block lets you "try" running the steps
inside it and then "catch" the error if a step fails.

DescriptionProperty

Specifies that if the Try-Catch Block fails, the entire Integration
Procedure fails.

Fail on Block Error

A response to return if the Try-Catch Block fails. The value can be
a formula.

Failure Response

A Try-Catch Block can have both a Failure Response and a Custom
Failure Response.

A Remote Class and Remote Method of an Apex class to execute
if the Try-Catch Block fails. The Apex class must
implement VlocityOpenInterface.

Custom Failure Response

Create a Try-Catch Block Example

An Integration Procedure creates and deletes a Contact with the specified LastName and returns an error message if the LastName is
blank.

To download a DataPack of this example for OmniStudio for Vlocity, click here. To download a DataPack of this example for OmniStudio,
click here.

Importing OmniStudio for Vlocity DataPacks into OmniStudio orgs is supported, and conversion is automatic. However, importing
OmniStudio DataPacks into OmniStudio for Vlocity orgs isn't supported.

The Integration Procedure has these components:

• A Try-Catch Block, named TryCatchBlock1

• A DataRaptor Post Action, named DataRaptorPostAction1

• A Delete Action, named DeleteAction1

• A Response Action, named ResponseAction1
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The Structure panel looks like this:

To build this Integration Procedure:

1. From the OmniStudio Integration Procedures tab, click New.

2. Provide an Integration Procedure Name, a Type, and a SubType, and click Save.

3. Drag a Try-Catch Block into the Structure panel and give it the following settings:

a. Under Failure Response, click Add Key/Value Pair. Set the Key to failureResponse  and the Value to You must
provide a last name.

b. Make sure the Fail on Block Error checkbox is checked.

4. Create the DataRaptor Load that the DataRaptor Post Action component calls:

a. Give it a DataRaptor Interface Name of CreateContact  and an Interface Type of Load.

b. On the Objects tab, click Add Object and select Contact.

c. On the Fields tab, click the + icon and enter LastName  as both the Input JSON Path and the Domain Object Field.

If you aren't sure how to create a DataRaptor Load, see the examples in DataRaptor Load Examples.

5. Drag a DataRaptor Post Action component into the Try-Catch Block and give it the following settings:

a. Set the DataRaptor Interface to CreateContact.

b. Make sure the Fail on Step Error checkbox is checked.
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6. Drag a Delete Action component after the Try-Catch Block. Under Delete SObject, set the Type to Contact and the Path To Id to
%DataRaptorPostAction1:Contact_1:Id%.

7. Drag a Response Action into the Structure panel as the last component and check the Return Full Data JSON checkbox.

8. Go to the Preview tab and test the Integration Procedure:

a. Under Input Parameters, click Add New Key/Value Pair.

b. Set the Key to LastName  and the Value to any name you like.

c. Click Execute.

The output should look something like this:

{
"response": {},
"ResponseAction1Status": true,
"DeleteAction1": [
{
"errors": [],
"success": true,
"id": "0034N00001rNgqqQAC"

}
],
"DeleteAction1Status": true,
"TryCatchBlock1": null,
"TryCatchBlock1Status": true,
"DataRaptorPostAction1": {
"ActualTime": 626,
"CpuTime": 345,
"Contact_1": [
{
"UpsertSuccess": true,
"Id": "0034N00001rNgqqQAC",
"LastName": "Aristotle"

}
],
"error": "OK",
"responseType": "SObject"

},
"DataRaptorPostAction1Status": true,
"options": {
"queueableChainable": false,
"ignoreCache": true,
"resetCache": false,
"chainable": false

},
"LastName": "Aristotle"

}

9. Make the Value blank and click Execute again. The output should look something like this:

{
"result": {
"failureResponse": "You must provide a last name."

},
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"success": false
}

Create a Try-Catch Block Example with a Formula

An Integration Procedure finds Contacts with the specified Name and returns an error message if none are found. Because returning no
records normally isn't considered a failure, the DataRaptor Extract Action within the Try-Catch Block includes a Failure Condition Formula.

To download a DataPack of this example for OmniStudio for Vlocity, click here. To download a DataPack of this example for OmniStudio,
click here.

Importing OmniStudio for Vlocity DataPacks into OmniStudio orgs is supported, and conversion is automatic. However, importing
OmniStudio DataPacks into OmniStudio for Vlocity orgs isn't supported.

The Integration Procedure has these components:

• A Try-Catch Block, named TryCatchBlock1

• A DataRaptor Extract Action, named DataRaptorExtractAction1

• A Response Action, named ResponseAction1

The Structure panel looks like this:

To build this Integration Procedure:

1. From the OmniStudio Integration Procedures tab, click New.

2. Provide an Integration Procedure Name, a Type, and a SubType, and click Save.

3. Drag a Try-Catch Block into the Structure panel and give it the following settings:
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a. Under Failure Response, click Add Key/Value Pair. Set the Key to failureResponse  and the Value to Name %Name% not
found.

b. Make sure the Fail on Block Error checkbox is checked.

4. Create the DataRaptor Extract that the DataRaptor Extract Action component calls:

a. Give it a DataRaptor Interface Name of GetContactName  and an Interface Type of Extract.

b. On the Extract tab, click Add Extract Step and select Contact. Specify the path and filter Contact Name LIKE Name.

c. On the Output tab, click the + icon and enter Contact:Name  as the Extract JSON Path and ContactName  as the Output
JSON Path.

If you aren't sure how to create a DataRaptor Extract, see the examples in DataRaptor Extract Examples.

5. Drag a DataRaptor Extract Action component within the Try-Catch Block and give it the following settings:

a. Set the DataRaptor Interface to GetContactName.

b. Make sure the Fail on Step Error checkbox is checked.

c. Specify DataRaptorExtractAction1:ContactName == "")  as the Failure Condition Formula.

6. Drag a Response Action after the Try-Catch Block and check the Return Full Data JSON checkbox.

7. Go to the Preview tab and test the Integration Procedure:

a. Under Input Parameters, click Add New Key/Value Pair.

b. Set the Key to Name  and the Value to any first or last name you like.

c. Click Execute.

If at least one Contact with that Name is found, the output should look something like this:

{
"response": {},
"ResponseAction1Status": true,
"TryCatchBlock1": null,
"TryCatchBlock1Status": true,
"DataRaptorExtractAction1": [
{
"ContactName": "Amy Argent"

},
{
"ContactName": "Amy Smith"

}
],
"DataRaptorExtractAction1Status": true,
"options": {
"queueableChainable": false,
"ignoreCache": true,
"resetCache": false,
"chainable": false

},
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"Name": "Amy"
}

8. Change the Value to an uncommon name (or make it blank) and click Execute again. The output should look something like this:

{
"result": {
"failureResponse": "Name Murgatroyd not found."

},
"success": false

}

Integration Procedure Actions
To compose an Integration Procedure, you add actions that run sequentially. These actions can set data values, perform functions, call
DataRaptors, invoke Apex classes, send emails, invoke REST endpoints, run other Integration Procedures, and more.

To add an action, drag it from the palette into the Structure panel, then configure its properties. You can edit, rename, move, and delete
actions. You can also use blocks to group actions for conditional execution, caching, list processing, and error handling.

For details about specific Integration Procedure actions, see the topics for the actions.

Note: Some actions are supported in OmniStudio for Vlocity but not OmniStudio. These actions include Batch Action for Integration
Procedures, Calculation Action for Integration Procedures, Intelligence Action for Integration Procedures, Matrix Action for Integration
Procedures , and OmniForm Action for Integration Procedures.

Common Integration Procedure Action Properties

To compose an Integration Procedure, you add a sequence of actions. To configure an action, you set the action's properties. Standard
properties that exist in most or all actions are listed here. All properties are of the String data type unless otherwise noted.

Set Values for Integration Procedures

The Set Values action sets values in the data JSON of an Integration Procedure literally, using merge fields, or using formulas. This
action has many uses. The example includes the most common uses.

Assert Action for Integration Procedures

The Assert Action compares the expected and actual results of a Test Procedure using an expression that evaluates to true or false.
You can use environment variables in the Assert Conditional Formula to test performance.

Batch Action for Integration Procedures

The Batch Action runs a Vlocity Scheduled Job with a Data Source Type of Data Input, Query, List Input, or No Input. A Vlocity
scheduled job calls either another Integration Procedure or a VlocityOpenInterface.

Chatter Action for Integration Procedures

The Chatter Action creates a Chatter post and sends it to a Chatter feed.

DataRaptor Extract Action for Integration Procedures

The DataRaptor Extract Action calls the specified DataRaptor Extract to read data from Salesforce and returns it to the Integration
Procedure.

DataRaptor Post Action for Integration Procedures

The DataRaptor Post Action calls a DataRaptor Load (post) to write data to Salesforce.

DataRaptor Transform Action for Integration Procedures

A DataRaptor Transform Action calls the specified DataRaptor Transform to execute transformations on the Data JSON and returns
the transformed data.
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DataRaptor Turbo Action for Integration Procedures

A DataRaptor Turbo Action calls the specified DataRaptor Turbo Extract to read data from Salesforce and returns it to the Integration
Procedure.

Decision Matrix Action for Integration Procedures

The Decision Matrix Action calls a Decision Matrix with specified inputs and returns the result to the Integration Procedure.

Delete Action

Enable users to delete one or more sObject records by using the Delete Action. Use an Object's Record Id to determine which record
to delete. Vlocity recommends using a merge field in the Path to Id field that refers to an Id or a list of Ids in the data JSON.

DocuSign Envelope Action for Integration Procedures

The DocuSign Envelope Action emails a set of documents for signing.

Email Action for Integration Procedures

An Email Action sends the specified email. You can either specify all the email field values or use a Salesforce email template.

Expression Set Action for Integration Procedures

An Expression Set Action invokes the specified Expression Set and returns the results to the Integration Procedure.

HTTP Action for Integration Procedures

The HTTP Action executes a REST call and returns its results to the Integration Procedure.

Integration Procedure Action for Integration Procedures

The Integration Procedure Action runs a subordinate Integration Procedure.

List Action for Integration Procedures

The List Action merges multiple lists by matching values of specified list item JSON nodes. A basic merge matches node names
exactly. An advanced merge matches nodes that have different names and/or reside at different levels in the incoming lists.

Remote Action for Integration Procedures

A Remote Action calls the specified Apex class and method or the specified Invocable Action. You can also pass in invocation options
and data. The Apex class must implement the Callable interface.

Response Action for Integration Procedures

The Response Action ends an Integration Procedure and returns data to the entity that called it. It can also add data to the data JSON
or end conditionally. Response Actions are useful for debugging Integration Procedures.

Common Integration Procedure Action Properties
To compose an Integration Procedure, you add a sequence of actions. To configure an action, you set the action's properties. Standard
properties that exist in most or all actions are listed here. All properties are of the String data type unless otherwise noted.

For details about the properties of specific actions, see the topics for the actions.

DescriptionProperty

Label of script elementElement Name

Trims the incoming JSON to the specified path before the action
is executed. See Manipulate JSON with the Send/Response
Transformations Properties.

Send JSON Path
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DescriptionProperty

Reparents the incoming JSON under the specified node. See
Manipulate JSON with the Send/Response Transformations
Properties.

Send JSON Node

After the action is executed, trims the output JSON to the specified
path. See Manipulate JSON with the Send/Response
Transformations Properties.

Response JSON Path

Reparents the output JSON under the specified node. To delimit
the path, use colons; for example - level1:level2:level3. See

Response JSON Node

Manipulate JSON with the Send/Response Transformations
Properties.

If checked, accepts only the data in the Additional Input property.Send Only Additional Input

Additional key/value pairs to be included in the input data JSON.
Values can include formulas and merge fields.

Additional Input

If checked, returns only the data in the Additional Output property.Return Only Additional Output

Additional key/value pairs to be returned in the output data JSON.
Values can include formulas and merge fields.

Additional Output

If checked, returns only the Failure Response if the action fails.Send Only Failure Response

Key/value pairs to be returned in the output data JSON if the action
fails. Values can include formulas and merge fields.

Failure Response

Specifies a formula that runs before the step is executed. If the
formula returns TRUE, the step is executed. If the formula returns

Execution Conditional Formula

FALSE, the step is not executed. If no formula is specified, the step
is executed.

Specifies a custom failure condition that runs after the step is
executed.

Failure Conditional Formula

For example, if a DataRaptor Extract Action doesn't find any records,
this isn't normally considered an error, but you can use a Failure
Conditional Formula to specify this condition. See the second
example under Handle Errors Using Try-Catch Blocks.

If the formula returns TRUE, execution of the step has failed and
any key/value pairs configured in the Failure Response list are
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DescriptionProperty

added to the data JSON. For example, if the following JSON is
returned:

{
"Result": {
"ErrorCode": "ERR-123",
"Success": "FALSE"
}

}

...the following settings catch the error and add the error code to
the data JSON:

• Failure Conditional Formula: Result:Success == 'FALSE'

• Failure Response:

– Key: ErrorCode

– Value: %StepName:Result:ErrorCode%

If set to TRUE, the Integration Procedure ends if this step fails.Fail On Step Error

Allows the action to run in its own Salesforce transaction. This can
slow performance but will decrease the likelihood of exceeding

Chain On Step

the Salesforce governor limits. For more information, see Settings
for Long-Running Integration Procedures.

Specifies a key-value pair that is sent in the response. The value
field accepts merge field syntax.

Additional Chainable Response

Sends a message to the user if this is the first Action Message in
the Integration Procedure or if this action is chained. Useful for
long-running actions.

Action Message

Descriptive text that only someone who is viewing the Integration
Procedure in the Vlocity Integration Procedure app sees.

Internal Notes

Set Values for Integration Procedures
The Set Values action sets values in the data JSON of an Integration Procedure literally, using merge fields, or using formulas. This action
has many uses. The example includes the most common uses.

Uses of Set Values Actions Example

The Integration Procedure that demonstrates Set Values uses restructures, concatenates, and performs simple calculations on input data.
All of its components are Set Values actions except the last, which is a Response Action.
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To download a DataPack of this example for OmniStudio for Vlocity, click here. To download a DataPack of this example for OmniStudio,
click here.

Importing OmniStudio for Vlocity DataPacks into OmniStudio orgs is supported, and conversion is automatic. However, importing
OmniStudio DataPacks into OmniStudio for Vlocity orgs isn't supported.

This example Integration Procedure has the following structure:

To create the Integration Procedure, go to the OmniStudio Integration Procedures tab and click New. Provide an Integration Procedure
Name, a Type, and a SubType, and click Save.
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To create each component, drag a Set Values instance into the Structure panel and edit its first Element Name property. For the last
component, drag in a Response Action instead.

The input data has the following structure:

{
"Name": {

"FirstName": "John",
"LastName": "Smith"

},
"Finances": {

"GrossIncome": "100000",
"Expenses": "60000"

}
}

Inputs: Rename Nodes in the Input Data

This component shortens and simplifies the input JSON nodes. Set its Element Value Map as follows:

ValueElement Name

%Name:FirstName%FirstName

%Name:LastName%LastName

%Finances:GrossIncome%GrossIncome

%Finances:Expenses%Expenses

LocationData: Add Literal Values

This component adds literal values, which are useful for testing or for specifying data that doesn't change.Set its Element Value Map as
follows:

ValueElement Name

San FranciscoLocation

2345Code

TextWithCode: Concatenate Literal Values and Merge Fields

This component shows how to concatenate a literal string with a merge field. Set its Element Value Map as follows:

ValueElement Name

Code is %LocationData:Code%LocationCode
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Note that the %LocationData:Code%  merge field retrieves data from the previous component, LocationData.

DeptArray: Define an Array

This component defines an array, or list of values. A later component will retrieve a value from the array. To set up an array, click Edit as
JSON and edit the ElementValueMap  node as follows:

"elementValueMap": {
"Departments": [

"Sales",
"Development",
"Support",
"Training"

]
},

AfterTax and CalculateNet: Perform Simple Calculations Using Formulas

These components calculate after-tax income using multiplication and net income using subtraction. Note that each operator has spaces
before and after it. Set the Element Value Map of AfterTax as follows:

ValueElement Name

=%Inputs:GrossIncome% * 0.7AfterTaxIncome

Set the Element Value Map of CalculateNet as follows:

ValueElement Name

=%AfterTax:AfterTaxIncome% - %Inputs:Expenses%NetIncome

ConcatName: Concatenate Two Merge Fields

This component combines first and last names to form full names. Set its Element Value Map as follows:

ValueElement Name

=%Inputs:FirstName% + " " + %Inputs:LastName%FullName

Note how a literal space is included.

RetrieveDept: Use a Function and Retrieving an Array Value

This component uses the IF function. It also uses listnode|listnumber notation to retrieve array values. Set its Element Value Map as
follows:
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ValueElement Name

=IF(%Inputs:FirstName% =
"John",%DeptArray:Departments|2%,%DeptArray:Departments|3%)

Department

This component assigns a Department value of Development to anyone named John and a Department value of Support to anyone
not named John. Note that the second equal sign has spaces before and after it.

CalcFirstOfThisMonth: Perform a Complex Date Calculation

This component uses four nested date functions to return the first day of the current month. Set its Element Value Map as follows:

ValueElement Name

=ADDDAY(EOM(ADDMONTH(TODAY(),-1)),1)FirstOfThisMonth

AssembleOutput: Create the Structure of the Output Data

This component creates a JSON structure for the transformed data. To set up the structure, click Edit as JSON and edit the
ElementValueMap  node as follows:

"elementValueMap": {
"Output": {

"FullName": "%ConcatName:FullName%",
"Department": "%RetrieveDept:Department%",
"AfterTaxIncome": "%AfterTax:AfterTaxIncome%",
"NetIncome": "%CalculateNet:NetIncome%",
"Location": "%LocationData:Location%",
"LocationCode": "%TextWithCode:LocationCode%",
"FirstOfThisMonth": "%CalcFirstOfThisMonth:FirstOfThisMonth%"

}
},

Response: Return the Output Data

This component returns the output data to the entity that called the Integration Procedure. Set one property as follows:

Response JSON NodeSend JSON Path

OutputAssembleOutput

What's Next

Test the Integration Procedure that Sets Values

Set Values Properties for Integration Procedures

These properties are unique to or function in a unique manner in Set Values actions. The Set Values action sets values in the data
JSON of an Integration Procedure literally, using merge fields, or using formulas.
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Test the Integration Procedure that Sets Values

After you have created the Integration Procedure that demonstrates Set Values action uses, the final step is to test it.

Set Values Properties for Integration Procedures

These properties are unique to or function in a unique manner in Set Values actions. The Set Values action sets values in the data JSON
of an Integration Procedure literally, using merge fields, or using formulas.

DescriptionProperty

The JSON node for which value is to be set.Element Value Map: Element Name

The value to assign to the JSON node. Options:Element Value Map: Value

• Merge fields from a previous step (%elementName%)

• Literal value

• Concatenated values

• Results of formulas and functions

• Expressions that combine the options: "Case Status:
%caseStatus%"

Test the Integration Procedure that Sets Values

After you have created the Integration Procedure that demonstrates Set Values action uses, the final step is to test it.

1. Go to the Preview tab.

2. Click Edit as JSON.

3. Paste the following input into the Input Parameters panel:

{
"Name": {

"FirstName": "John",
"LastName": "Smith"

},
"Finances": {

"GrossIncome": "100000",
"Expenses": "60000"

}
}

4. Click Execute. The output data has the following structure:

{
"Output": {
"FullName": "John Smith",
"Department": "Development",
"AfterTaxIncome": 70000,
"NetIncome": 10000,
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"Location": "San Francisco",
"LocationCode": "Code is 2345",
"FirstOfThisMonth": "2020-02-01"

}
}

Assert Action for Integration Procedures
The Assert Action compares the expected and actual results of a Test Procedure using an expression that evaluates to true or false. You
can use environment variables in the Assert Conditional Formula to test performance.

Assert Action Properties for Integration Procedures

These properties are unique to or function in a unique manner in Assert Actions. The Assert Action compares the expected and
actual results of a Test Procedure using an expression that evaluates to true or false.

SEE ALSO:

Test Procedures: Integration Procedures for Unit Testing

Assert Action Properties for Integration Procedures

These properties are unique to or function in a unique manner in Assert Actions. The Assert Action compares the expected and actual
results of a Test Procedure using an expression that evaluates to true or false.

DescriptionProperty

Expression that tests results of previous steps and evaluates to true
or false. If the result is false, the assertResult  for the Assert

Assert Conditional Formula

Action is set to false. This sets the testResult  for the Test
Procedure to failed.

Message that explains why the test failed.Assert Failure Message

If checked, the Test Procedure stops and returns the result of the
transaction if the Assert Conditional Formula evaluates to false.

Fail Test On Assert

If not checked, the Test Procedure continues running even if the
Assert Conditional Formula evaluates to false.

SEE ALSO:

Assert Action for Integration Procedures

Common Integration Procedure Action Properties

Test Procedures: Integration Procedures for Unit Testing
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Batch Action for Integration Procedures
The Batch Action runs a Vlocity Scheduled Job with a Data Source Type of Data Input, Query, List Input, or No Input. A Vlocity
scheduled job calls either another Integration Procedure or a VlocityOpenInterface.

Note: Batch Actions and Scheduled Jobs are available in OmniStudio if the OmniStudio package was installed before the Salesforce
Industries package was installed. See OmniStudio-First Side-by-Side Package Installation Results.

The format of the input that the Scheduled Job sends to the Integration Procedure or VlocityOpenInterface it invokes differs
based on the Is Input As List and Batch Size job fields. The original input to the Batch Action is passed in under a vlcInputMap
JSON node.

For example, suppose the job has a Data Source Type of Query and a query that selects Accounts. And suppose in the Batch Action's
input you specify a Key of CompanyName  and a Value of Acme. If Is Input As List is not checked in the job configuration, the input
that the Scheduled Job sends looks like this:

{"Id": "00161000015IvYnAAK", "vlcInputMap": {"CompanyName": "Acme"}}

If Is Input As List is checked and the Batch Size is 1 in the job configuration, the input looks like this, with a records  node for the
list:

{"records": [{"Id": "00161000015IvYnAAK"}], "vlcInputMap": {"CompanyName": "Acme"}}

If Is Input As List is checked and the Batch Size is 2, the input looks like this, again with a records  node for the list:

{"records": [{"Id": "00161000015IvYnAAK"}, {"Id": "001610000050IKQAA2"}], "vlcInputMap":
{"CompanyName": "Acme"}}

If the Data Source Type is List Input, see the following example for an explanation of the input that the Scheduled Job sends to the
Integration Procedure.

Tip: If the Data Source Type is set to List Input or if Is Input As List is checked, the input must be in list format even if the list
contains only one item. DataRaptor Extracts that return a list with one item often convert it to a single object. To convert a single
object back into a list, you can use the first example in DataRaptor Transform Examples.

The Integration Procedure doesn't wait for the job that its Batch Action calls to finish. However, the Batch Action returns the Id of the
Apex batch job in the ApexJobId  node of the Integration Procedure's output JSON.

Batch Action Properties for Integration Procedures

These properties are unique to or function in a unique manner in Batch Actions. The Batch Action runs a Vlocity Scheduled Job with
a Data Source Type of Data Input, Query, List Input, or No Input. A Vlocity Scheduled Job calls either another Integration
Procedure or a VlocityOpenInterface.

Workflow for Batch Action Example

One Integration Procedure uses a Batch Action to invoke a Vlocity Scheduled Job, which invokes a second Integration Procedure on
a schedule.

Batch Action Properties for Integration Procedures

These properties are unique to or function in a unique manner in Batch Actions. The Batch Action runs a Vlocity Scheduled Job with a
Data Source Type of Data Input, Query, List Input, or No Input. A Vlocity Scheduled Job calls either another Integration Procedure
or a VlocityOpenInterface.
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DescriptionProperty

Specifies the job to run. Only active jobs are listed.Select Scheduled Job

For invoking a Vlocity Scheduled Job with a Data Source Type of
List Input. Specifies the JSON node in the input that contains the
list.

Input List Key

(Optional) Specifies Key/Value pairs to be passed to the job as
parameters, such as chainable true  or parameters needed
by the Integration Procedure or VlocityOpenInterface.

Batch Options

(Optional) Specifies whether the Integration Procedure that the
job calls is chainable. See Settings for Long-Running Integration
Procedures.

Is Batch Chainable?

Workflow for Batch Action Example

One Integration Procedure uses a Batch Action to invoke a Vlocity Scheduled Job, which invokes a second Integration Procedure on a
schedule.

To download a DataPack of this example, click here.

To build this example:

1. Create a DataRaptor Load that creates new Contacts for an existing Account.

To perform the first step, create the second example under DataRaptor Load Examples and name it NewContactForAccount.

2. Create the Integration Procedure to Be Invoked. This Integration Procedure calls the DataRaptor Load.

3. Create the Vlocity Scheduled Job that Invokes the Integration Procedure you just created.

4. Create the Integration Procedure that Invokes the Vlocity Scheduled Job.

5. Test the Integration Procedure that Invokes the Vlocity Scheduled Job.

Create the Integration Procedure to Be Invoked

The second step in creating the Batch Action example is to create the Integration Procedure to be invoked.

Create the Vlocity Scheduled Job that Invokes the Integration Procedure

The third step in creating the Batch Action example is to create the Vlocity Scheduled Job that invokes the Integration Procedure.

Create the Integration Procedure that Invokes the Vlocity Scheduled Job

The fourth step in creating the Batch Action example is to create the Integration Procedure that invokes the Vlocity Scheduled Job.

Test the Integration Procedure that Invokes the Vlocity Scheduled Job

The fifth and final step in creating the Batch Action example is to test the Integration Procedure that invokes the Vlocity Scheduled
Job.

Create the Integration Procedure to Be Invoked

The second step in creating the Batch Action example is to create the Integration Procedure to be invoked.
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1. Go to the OmniStudio Integration Procedures tab and click New.

2. Give the Integration Procedure the following settings:

ValueSetting

CreateContactsForAccountIntegration Procedure Name

DocumentationType

CreateContactsForAccountSubType

3. Click Save.

4. Drag a DataRaptor Post Action component into the Structure panel.

5. Set the DataRaptor Interface to NewContactForAccount.

6. Check Send Only Additional Input.

7. Under Additional Input, click Add Key/Value Pair. Specify a Key of AccountId and a Value of %vlcInputMap:AccountId%.

You must include the vlcInputMap  node because the AccountId isn't part of the input list.

8. Click Add Key/Value Pair again. Specify a Key of Name and a Value of %Name%.

You don't include the vlcInputMap  node because the Name  is an item in the input list.

9. Drag a Response Action component into the Structure panel below the DataRaptor Post Action and check Return Full Data JSON.

10. Click Procedure Configuration, then click Activate Version.

Create the Vlocity Scheduled Job that Invokes the Integration Procedure

Create the Vlocity Scheduled Job that Invokes the Integration Procedure

The third step in creating the Batch Action example is to create the Vlocity Scheduled Job that invokes the Integration Procedure.

1. Go to the Vlocity Scheduled Jobs tab and click New.

If you can't find this tab, see Create a Custom Object Tab in the Salesforce help.

2. Specify the following settings:

If you don't see these fields, see the Customize Record Details with Page Layouts Trailhead module.

ValueSetting

Run DR LoadName

(checked)Active

2Batch Size
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ValueSetting

List InputData Source Type

HourlyFrequency

(A Frequency value isn't required if you invoke a Scheduled Job
using a Batch Action, but it is required if you run the job by itself.)

LowJob Queue

Documentation_CreateContactsForAccountProcess Name

Integration ProcedureProcess Type

(your email)Email Address List

FinishSend Email On

3. Click Save.

Create the Integration Procedure that Invokes the Vlocity Scheduled Job

Create the Integration Procedure that Invokes the Vlocity Scheduled Job

The fourth step in creating the Batch Action example is to create the Integration Procedure that invokes the Vlocity Scheduled Job.

1. Go to the OmniStudio Integration Procedures tab and click New.

2. Provide an Integration Procedure Name, a Type, and a SubType, and click Save.

3. Drag a Batch Action component into the Structure panel.

4. Set Select Scheduled Job to Run DR Load.

5. Set the Input List Key to Contacts.

6. Under Additional Input, click Add Key/Value Pair. Specify a Key of AccountId and a Value of %AccountId%.

7. Drag a Response Action component into the Structure panel below the Batch Action and check Return Full Data JSON.

Test the Integration Procedure that Invokes the Vlocity Scheduled Job

Test the Integration Procedure that Invokes the Vlocity Scheduled Job

The fifth and final step in creating the Batch Action example is to test the Integration Procedure that invokes the Vlocity Scheduled Job.

1. Go to the Preview tab in the invoking Integration Procedure.

2. In the Input Parameters panel, provide input with the following structure, using an Account Id and names of your choice:

{
"AccountId": "0016100001BKL4uAAH",
"Contacts": [
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{
"Name": {

"First": "John",
"Last": "Doe"

}
},
{

"Name": {
"First": "June",
"Last": "Doe"

}
}

]
}

3. Click Execute.

The Scheduled Job calls the Integration Procedure twice. The first time, the job sends this input:

{"Name":{"First":"John","Last":"Doe"},"vlcInputMap":{"AccountId":"0016100001BKL4uAAH","Contacts":[{"Name":{"First":"John","Last":"Doe"}},{"Name":{"First":"June","Last":"Doe"}}]}}

Note that the first list item is extracted and listed separately from the full Batch Action input under the vlcInputMap  node.

The second time, the job sends this input:

{"Name":{"First":"June","Last":"Doe"},"vlcInputMap":{"AccountId":"0016100001BKL4uAAH","Contacts":[{"Name":{"First":"John","Last":"Doe"}},{"Name":{"First":"June","Last":"Doe"}}]}}

Note that the second list item is extracted.

4. Check your email. You should see an email with a subject such as Apex Job Completed: 7074N00007LP8kYQAT. The Id in the
subject is for the Vlocity Scheduled Job record.

5. Go to the Contacts tab.

6. Change the List View from Recently Viewed to All Contacts.

7. Type each of the Contact names in the Search field to verify that they were created.

Chatter Action for Integration Procedures
The Chatter Action creates a Chatter post and sends it to a Chatter feed.

Chatter Action Properties for Integration Procedures

These properties are unique to or function in a unique manner in Chatter Actions. All properties except Markup Type support merge
fields. The Chatter Action creates a Chatter post and sends it to a Chatter feed.

Find the Id of a Community

To find the Id of a community, you must run a query in the Developer Console.

Workflow for Chatter Action Example

An Integration Procedure sends a Chatter post to a user. This post includes text, an image, and mentions of two other users.

Chatter Action Properties for Integration Procedures

These properties are unique to or function in a unique manner in Chatter Actions. All properties except Markup Type support merge
fields. The Chatter Action creates a Chatter post and sends it to a Chatter feed.
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To obtain the Id for the Mentioned User Id, Subject Id, Image Id, or File Id property, go to the object's record page and select the Id
from the URL.

DescriptionProperty

Id of the Community to which to post.Community Id

User Id to mention in the post. Can be a single value or a JSON list.Mentioned User Id

Leave blank or select Bold, Italic, or Underline to determine the
style of the Text property.

Markup Type

(Required) Id of the object that has the Chatter feed. Can be any
object that supports Chatter feeds, such as Account, Contact, User,
or Group.

Subject Id

Id of a File object to be used as an image for the post. Can be a
single value or a JSON list.

Image Id

Id of a File object to be included as an attachment to the post. Can
be a single value or a JSON list.

File Id

Text of the post. Can include merge fields and HTML markup.Text

Find the Id of a Community

To find the Id of a community, you must run a query in the Developer Console.

1. In Lightning Experience, click the gear icon. In Salesforce Classic, click the user menu. In either case, select Developer Console from
the menu.

2. Click the Query Editor tab near the bottom of the Developer Console window.

3. Enter the following query in the Query Editor pane:

SELECT Id,Name FROM Network

The Ids and Names of all the Communities in the org are listed.

4. Find the Name of the Community, then copy its Id.

Workflow for Chatter Action Example

An Integration Procedure sends a Chatter post to a user. This post includes text, an image, and mentions of two other users.

To download a DataPack of this example for OmniStudio for Vlocity, click here. To download a DataPack of this example for OmniStudio,
click here.

Importing OmniStudio for Vlocity DataPacks into OmniStudio orgs is supported, and conversion is automatic. However, importing
OmniStudio DataPacks into OmniStudio for Vlocity orgs isn't supported.

1. Collect Ids for the Chatter Post.
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2. Create the Integration Procedure with the Chatter Action.

Collect Ids for the Chatter Post

Before you can create the Integration Procedure example with the Chatter Action, you must collect the Ids needed for assembling
the Chatter post.

Create the Integration Procedure with the Chatter Action

After you collect the Ids needed for assembling a Chatter post, you can create an Integration Procedure that sends a Chatter post
to a user. The example post includes text, an image, and mentions of two other users.

Collect Ids for the Chatter Post

Before you can create the Integration Procedure example with the Chatter Action, you must collect the Ids needed for assembling the
Chatter post.

1. Go to the People tab.

2. Go to the record pages of three users and get their Ids from the browser URL.

Each Id looks something like this: 00561000000hjm3AAA.

3. Choose which user will receive the Chatter post.

This user’s Id will be the Subject Id of the Integration Procedure's Chatter Action. You will return to this user’s record page later to
verify that the user received the Chatter post.

4. Go to the Files tab, click Upload Files, and upload an image file of your choice.

5. Select View File Details from the down-arrow menu for that file.

6. While on the file's detail page, get the Id from the browser URL.

Create the Integration Procedure with the Chatter Action

Create the Integration Procedure with the Chatter Action

After you collect the Ids needed for assembling a Chatter post, you can create an Integration Procedure that sends a Chatter post to a
user. The example post includes text, an image, and mentions of two other users.

1. Go to the OmniStudio Integration Procedures tab. Click New.

2. Provide a Name, Type, and SubType for the Integration Procedure. Click Save.

3. Drag a Chatter Action into the Structure panel. Assign these properties:

ValueProperty

%SubjectId%Subject Id

%UserIdList%Mentioned User Id

%ImageId%Image Id

ItalicMarkup Type
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ValueProperty

Here is the picture I mentioned. It has the Id %ImageId%.Text

4. Drag a Response Action into the Structure panel and check Return Full Data JSON.

5. Go to the Preview tab. Click Edit as JSON.

6. Paste JSON with this structure into the Input Parameters pane, substituting the Ids you collected in the first set of steps:

{
"ImageId": "06961000005R9q1AAC",
"UserIdList": [

"0054N0000041jEvQAI",
"0054N0000041qUlQAI"

],
"SubjectId": "00561000000hjm3AAA"

}

7. Click Execute.

8. Go back to the People tab, then to the record page of the user you chose to receive the Chatter post.

9. Scroll down to the Chatter pane and click the Refresh icon to see the latest Chatter post.

DataRaptor Extract Action for Integration Procedures
The DataRaptor Extract Action calls the specified DataRaptor Extract to read data from Salesforce and returns it to the Integration
Procedure.

For Integration Procedure examples that include at least one DataRaptor Extract Action, see Process Arrays Using Loop Blocks and Handle
Errors Using Try-Catch Blocks.

DataRaptor Extract Action Properties for Integration Procedures

These properties are unique to or function in a unique manner in DataRaptor Extract Actions. The DataRaptor Extract Action calls
the specified DataRaptor Extract to read data from Salesforce and returns it to the Integration Procedure.

SEE ALSO:

DataRaptor Extract Overview

DataRaptor Extract Action Properties for Integration Procedures

These properties are unique to or function in a unique manner in DataRaptor Extract Actions. The DataRaptor Extract Action calls the
specified DataRaptor Extract to read data from Salesforce and returns it to the Integration Procedure.

DescriptionProperty

Name of DataRaptor Extract to runDataRaptor Interface
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DescriptionProperty

Name of data JSON node containing value to filter onDataRaptor Input Parameters: Data Source

Value to match to qualify as an input parameterDataRaptor Input Parameters: Filter Value

Disables caching in the DataRaptor Extract.Ignore Cache

DataRaptor Post Action for Integration Procedures
The DataRaptor Post Action calls a DataRaptor Load (post) to write data to Salesforce.

For Integration Procedure examples that include at least one DataRaptor Post Action, see Process Arrays Using Loop Blocks and Handle
Errors Using Try-Catch Blocks.

Although a DataRaptor post action primarily creates or updates sObjects, it also produces JSON output, which you can view in the Debug
log on the Preview tab. This is important when subsequent Integration Procedure steps need to reference the sObjects.

In the JSON response returned by a DataRaptor post, node names are appended with the sequence number of the DataRaptor step that
created them. For example:

{
"Contact_1": [{
"Id": "0036A000002PeaAQAS",
"LastName": "Smith",
"UpsertSuccess": true

}],
"Attachment_2": [{
"Id": "00P6A000000EJ3RUAW",
"Name": "angular-route.min.js",
"ParentId": "0036A000002PeaAQAS",
"UpsertSuccess": true

}]
}

If the DataRaptor name is CreateContact, you can reference the Id of Contact_1 in the example using the merge field
%CreateContact:Contact_1:Id%.

DataRaptor Post Action Properties for Integration Procedures

These properties are unique to or function in a unique manner in DataRaptor Post Actions. The DataRaptor Post Action calls a
DataRaptor Load (post) to write data to Salesforce.

SEE ALSO:

DataRaptor Load Overview

DataRaptor Post Action Properties for Integration Procedures

These properties are unique to or function in a unique manner in DataRaptor Post Actions. The DataRaptor Post Action calls a DataRaptor
Load (post) to write data to Salesforce.
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DescriptionProperty

Name of DataRaptor post to run.DataRaptor Interface

DataRaptor Transform Action for Integration Procedures
A DataRaptor Transform Action calls the specified DataRaptor Transform to execute transformations on the Data JSON and returns the
transformed data.

DataRaptor Transform Action Properties for Integration Procedures

These properties are unique to or function in a unique manner in DataRaptor Transform Actions. A DataRaptor Transform Action
calls the specified DataRaptor Transform to execute transformations on the Data JSON and returns the transformed data.

Create a DataRaptor Transform Action Example

An Integration Procedure calls a DataRaptor Transform that calculates a sum and returns it.

SEE ALSO:

Create a DataRaptor Transform Action Example

DataRaptor Transform Overview

DataRaptor Output Data Types

DataRaptor Transform Action Properties for Integration Procedures

These properties are unique to or function in a unique manner in DataRaptor Transform Actions. A DataRaptor Transform Action calls
the specified DataRaptor Transform to execute transformations on the Data JSON and returns the transformed data.

DescriptionProperty

Name of the DataRaptor transform to run.DataRaptor Interface

Disables caching in the DataRaptor Transform.Ignore Cache

Create a DataRaptor Transform Action Example

An Integration Procedure calls a DataRaptor Transform that calculates a sum and returns it.

To download a DataPack of this example for OmniStudio for Vlocity, click here. To download a DataPack of this example for OmniStudio,
click here.

Importing OmniStudio for Vlocity DataPacks into OmniStudio orgs is supported, and conversion is automatic. However, importing
OmniStudio DataPacks into OmniStudio for Vlocity orgs isn't supported.

To build this Integration Procedure:

1. Create the DataRaptor Transform example described in Use Formulas in DataRaptors and name it DRFormula1.

2. From the OmniStudio Integration Procedures tab, click New.

3. Provide an Integration Procedure Name, a Type, and a SubType, and click Save.
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4. Drag a DataRaptor Transform Action component into the Structure panel and give it the following settings:

ValueProperty

DRFormula1DataRaptor Interface

InputSend JSON Path

5. Drag a Response Action component into the Structure panel below the DataRaptor Transform Action and give it the following
settings:

ValueProperty

DataRaptorTransformAction1:TotalPriceSend JSON Path

Note that the DataRaptor Transform output is wrapped in a
DataRaptorTransformAction1  node, from which only
the TotalPrice  sub-node is selected.

TotalPriceSend JSON Node

6. Go to the Preview tab and click Edit as JSON.

7. Paste the following input into the Input Parameters panel:

{
"Input": {

"CustomerName": "Bob Smith",
"Products": [

{
"Name": "iPhone",
"Price": 600

},
{

"Name": "iPhone Case",
"Price": 30

},
{

"Name": "Ear Buds",
"Price": 200

}
]

}
}

Note that this is the same as the input for the DataRaptor Transform except that the entire structure is wrapped in an Input  node,
which matches the Send JSON Path value of the DataRaptor Transform Action.
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8. Click Execute. The output should look like this:

{
"TotalPrice": 830

}

9. In the Input pane, change one or more of the prices, then click Execute again.

Note how the TotalPrice value changes.

DataRaptor Turbo Action for Integration Procedures
A DataRaptor Turbo Action calls the specified DataRaptor Turbo Extract to read data from Salesforce and returns it to the Integration
Procedure.

The DataRaptor Turbo Action is exactly the same as the DataRaptor Extract Action in how it works. The only difference is the type of
DataRaptors the DataRaptor Interface property lists. For Integration Procedure examples that include at least one DataRaptor Extract
Action, see Process Arrays Using Loop Blocks and Handle Errors Using Try-Catch Blocks.

DataRaptor Turbo Action Properties for Integration Procedures

These properties are unique to or function in a unique manner in DataRaptor Extract Actions. A DataRaptor Turbo Action calls the
specified DataRaptor Turbo Extract to read data from Salesforce and returns it to the Integration Procedure.

SEE ALSO:

DataRaptor Turbo Extract Overview

DataRaptor Turbo Action Properties for Integration Procedures

These properties are unique to or function in a unique manner in DataRaptor Extract Actions. A DataRaptor Turbo Action calls the specified
DataRaptor Turbo Extract to read data from Salesforce and returns it to the Integration Procedure.

DescriptionProperty

Name of DataRaptor Turbo Extract to runDataRaptor Interface

Name of data JSON node containing value to filter onDataRaptor Input Parameters: Data Source

Value to match to qualify as an input parameterDataRaptor Input Parameters: Filter Value

Disables caching in the DataRaptor Turbo Extract.Ignore Cache

Decision Matrix Action for Integration Procedures
The Decision Matrix Action calls a Decision Matrix with specified inputs and returns the result to the Integration Procedure.

As an alternative, you can call a Decision Matrix using a Remote Action. Follow the steps in Access Legacy Calculation Procedures and
Matrices, but set isDecisionMatrix  to true.
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Decision Matrix Action Properties for Integration Procedures

These properties are unique to or function in a unique manner in Decision Matrix Actions. The Decision Matrix Action calls a Decision
Matrix with specified inputs and returns the result to the Integration Procedure.

Workflow for Decision Matrix Action Example

An Integration Procedure invokes a Decision Matrix. The matrix returns a Qualified value of true for an Age from 16 to 24 and a GPA
of 3.0 or greater and demonstrates the use of numeric ranges.

Decision Matrix Action Properties for Integration Procedures

These properties are unique to or function in a unique manner in Decision Matrix Actions. The Decision Matrix Action calls a Decision
Matrix with specified inputs and returns the result to the Integration Procedure.

DescriptionProperty

Name of a data JSON node in the Integration Procedure that
contains a value to pass to the Decision Matrix

Matrix Input Parameters: Data Source

Name of the corresponding Decision Matrix input parameter that
accepts the value

Matrix Input Parameters: Filter Value

Decision Matrix nameMatrix Name

Additional options to pass to the Decision MatrixRemote Options

Value to return if the Decision Matrix returns nullDefault Matrix Result

Workflow for Decision Matrix Action Example

An Integration Procedure invokes a Decision Matrix. The matrix returns a Qualified value of true for an Age from 16 to 24 and a GPA of
3.0 or greater and demonstrates the use of numeric ranges.

To build this example:

1. Create the GoodStudentDiscountEligibility Decision Matrix.

2. Create the Integration Procedure That Invokes the Decision Matrix.

Create the GoodStudentDiscountEligibility Decision Matrix

The GoodStudentDiscountEligibility Decision Matrix returns a Qualified value of true for an Age from 16 to 24 and a GPA of 3.0 or
greater. It demonstrates the use of numeric ranges.

Create the Integration Procedure That Invokes the Decision Matrix

The Integration Procedure calls the GoodStudentDiscountEligibility Decision Matrix and returns its result.

Create the GoodStudentDiscountEligibility Decision Matrix

The GoodStudentDiscountEligibility Decision Matrix returns a Qualified value of true for an Age from 16 to 24 and a GPA of 3.0 or greater.
It demonstrates the use of numeric ranges.
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1. From the Decision Matrices tab, click New. The New Decision Matrix window appears.

2. In the Name field, type GoodStudentDiscountEligibility.

3. Set the Type to Standard.

4. Click Save. The record page for the new matrix opens.

5. On the record page, click the Related tab.

6. Click the GoodStudentDiscountEligibility V1 link. This is version 1 of the matrix.

7. In the matrix table menu, click Add Column. In the Add Column window, create three columns with these settings:

Data TypeHeader TypeColumn Header

Number RangeInputAge

Number RangeInputGPA

BooleanOutputQualified

8. Click Done.

9. To add rows, click Add Row. Add six rows with these values:

QualifiedGPAAge

Not checked215

Not checked315

Not checked216

Checked316

Not checked225

Not checked325

10. Click Save.

11. From the matrix version menu to the right of New Case, select Edit.

12. In the Edit window, check the Enabled box and click Save. The finished matrix version looks like this:
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Create the Integration Procedure That Invokes the Decision Matrix

Create the Integration Procedure That Invokes the Decision Matrix

The Integration Procedure calls the GoodStudentDiscountEligibility Decision Matrix and returns its result.

Before You Begin

Create the GoodStudentDiscountEligibility Decision Matrix

1. From the OmniStudio Integration Procedures tab, click New.

2. Provide an Integration Procedure Name, a Type, and a SubType, and click Save.

3. Drag a Decision Matrix Action component into the Structure panel.

4. From the Matrix Name dropdown list, select GoodStudentDiscountEligibility.

5. Add the following Matrix Input Parameters:
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Filter ValueData Source

AgeAge

GPAGPA

6. Drag a Response Action component into the Structure panel and give it the following settings:

ValueProperty

DecisionMatrixAction1:QualifiedSend JSON Path

QualifiedSend JSON Node

7. Go to the Preview tab.

8. In the Input Parameters panel, add the following Key/Value pairs:

ValueKey

23Age

3.2GPA

9. Click Execute. The output looks like this:

{
"Qualified": "true"

}

10. Set the Age and GPA to different values, click Execute, and observe the results.

Delete Action
Enable users to delete one or more sObject records by using the Delete Action. Use an Object's Record Id to determine which record to
delete. Vlocity recommends using a merge field in the Path to Id field that refers to an Id or a list of Ids in the data JSON.

1. Preview the OmniScript and identify the JSON path for the record. For example, this data JSON contains a list of Accounts:

{ "Account": { "accId": ["001f400000EPQ8o", "001f400000BAkbn"] } }

2. In the Delete Action properties, click Add sObject to Delete.

3. In the Type column, select an Object.
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4. In the Path to Id field, enter the JSON path  for the record id using merge field syntax. Using the Account example, the path to
delete the array of Account ids is: %Account:accId%.

5. Preview the OmniScript and use a test record's id to test the functionality.

Delete Action Properties

This page contains information on Delete Action Properties.

Delete Action Properties

This page contains information on Delete Action Properties.

DescriptionProperty

Type of sObject record to delete. For example, Account is a Type
of sObject.

Type

Path to the JSON node that contains the Id or list of Ids of the
records to delete. Supports merge syntax.

Path to Id

When checked, the operation fails if any of the records are not
deleted.

All Or None

Message that displays when a record is deleted.Entity Is Deleted Message

Message that displays when the action fails to delete a record.Delete Failed Message

Message that displays when an invalid Id is sent to the Delete
Action.

Invalid Id Message

Message that displays when the Delete Action has a configuration
error.

Configuration Error Message

Controls whether the modal displays.Confirm

The Confirmation Modal's message text. The default message text
is Are you sure? This action cannot be
undone.

Confirmation Dialog Message

Button label for the Confirmation Modal's confirm action.Confirm Label

Button label for the Confirmation Modal's cancel action.Cancel Label
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DocuSign Envelope Action for Integration Procedures
The DocuSign Envelope Action emails a set of documents for signing.

DocuSign Envelope Action Properties for Integration Procedures

These properties are unique to or function in a unique manner in DocuSign Envelope Actions. The DocuSign Envelope Action emails
a set of documents for signing.

SEE ALSO:

Integrate DocuSign with OmniScripts

Using the DocuSign Envelope Action to Email Documents for Signature

DocuSign Envelope Action Properties for Integration Procedures

These properties are unique to or function in a unique manner in DocuSign Envelope Actions. The DocuSign Envelope Action emails a
set of documents for signing.

DescriptionProperty

Templates for the documents you want signed. See Preparing a
DocuSign Template for OmniScript.

DocuSign Templates

After you add a template, specify the Signer Name, Signer Email,
and Template Role for each recipient. Signer Name and Signer

Recipients

Email support merge fields. Template roles are configured during
template setup.

Subject line for the email requesting signatures.Email Subject

Body text for the email requesting signatures.Email Body

Specify the format for display of date and time values. (More
information)

Date and Time Formats

Email Action for Integration Procedures
An Email Action sends the specified email. You can either specify all the email field values or use a Salesforce email template.

Email Action Properties for Integration Procedures

These properties are unique to or function in a unique manner in Email Actions. An Email Action sends the specified email. You can
either specify all the email field values or use a Salesforce email template.

Create an Email Action Example with Specified Fields

An Integration Procedure accepts email, subject, and message input parameters and uses them to compose and send an
email.
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Workflow for Email Action Example with Template

An Integration Procedure uses an Email Template and includes the sent email in the recipient's Activities list. No Email Templates
exist by default, so this example includes steps for creating one.

Email Action Properties for Integration Procedures

These properties are unique to or function in a unique manner in Email Actions. An Email Action sends the specified email. You can
either specify all the email field values or use a Salesforce email template.

Many of the properties support either literal values or merge fields, which let you pass in an input or a value from another step.

DescriptionProperty

If checked, uses a Salesforce email template. Also determines which
other properties are available.

Use Template

Specifies the recipients in the TO field of the email. Click Add
Recipient to add each email address. Can accept an array of up
to 100 addresses.

To Email Address List

Supports merge fields. Available if Use Template is not checked.

Specifies the recipients in the CC field of the email. Click Add
Recipient to add each email address. Can accept an array of up
to 25 addresses.

CC Email Address List

Supports merge fields. Available if Use Template is not checked.

Specifies the recipients in the BCC field of the email. Click Add
Recipient to add each email address. Can accept an array of up
to 25 addresses.

BCC Email Address List

Supports merge fields. Available if Use Template is not checked.

Specifies the email subject line.Email Subject

Supports merge fields. Available if Use Template is not checked.

Specifies the body of the email.Email Body

Supports merge fields. Available if Use Template is not checked.

Determines whether the Email Body should be read as plain text
(not checked) or HTML (checked).

Set HTML Body

Available if Use Template is not checked.

Specifies the sender in the FROM field of the email. This is assumed
to be an email that represents the entire org. If not specified, the

Org Wide Email Address

default sender is the user that invoked the Integration Procedure.
See Organization-Wide Email Addresses in the Salesforce help.
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DescriptionProperty

Supports merge fields. Available if Use Template is not checked.

Specifies the Salesforce email template. Enter the sObject Id, then
select the template from the drop-down list.

Select Email Template

Available if Use Template is checked.

Specifies the Id of a Contact, User, or Lead with an email address.Email Target Object Id

Available if Use Template is checked.

If you specify a Contact in the Email Target Object Id field, this
property can further ensure that merge fields in the template

What Id

contain the correct data. See the Salesforce Email API
documentation for more information.

Available if Use Template is checked.

If checked, saves the email as an activity record on the recipient’s
page in Salesforce.

Save As Activity

Available if Use Template is checked.

Specifies the Id of a ContentVersion sObject that is included as an
attachment.

Content Versions

Specifies the Attachment sObjects to add to the email.Select Document Attachments

Specifies a node in the data JSON that contains a list of attachment
Ids.

Attachment List

Supports merge fields. Available if Use Template is not checked.

Create an Email Action Example with Specified Fields

An Integration Procedure accepts email, subject, and message input parameters and uses them to compose and send an email.

To download a DataPack of this example for OmniStudio for Vlocity, click here. To download a DataPack of this example for OmniStudio,
click here.

Importing OmniStudio for Vlocity DataPacks into OmniStudio orgs is supported, and conversion is automatic. However, importing
OmniStudio DataPacks into OmniStudio for Vlocity orgs isn't supported.

To build this Integration Procedure:

1. From the OmniStudio Integration Procedures tab, click New.

2. Provide an Integration Procedure Name, a Type, and a SubType, and click Save.

3. Drag an Email Action component into the Structure panel.

4. In the Email Action, remove the check from the Use Template setting.
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5. Give the Email Action the following settings. Click Add Recipient to add to the address list.

ValueProperty

%email%TO EMAIL ADDRESS LIST

%subject%Email Subject

%message%Email Body

6. Go to the Preview tab and click Add New Key/Value Pair three times. Specify the following input parameters:

ValueKey

(your email address)email

Test Emailsubject

This is a test.message

If you prefer to specify JSON input, click Edit as JSON and paste in this code, substituting your email:

{
"email": "kim@example.com",
"subject": "Test Email",
"message": "This is a test."

}

7. Click Execute. You should receive a Test Email from your org in a few minutes.

Workflow for Email Action Example with Template

An Integration Procedure uses an Email Template and includes the sent email in the recipient's Activities list. No Email Templates exist
by default, so this example includes steps for creating one.

To download a DataPack of this example for OmniStudio for Vlocity, click here. To download a DataPack of this example for OmniStudio,
click here.

Vlocity orgs isn't supported. To determine which you use, see Differences Between OmniStudio and OmniStudio for Vlocity. Vlocity orgs
isn't supported.

To build this example:

1. Create the Email Template.

2. Select an Email Recipient.

3. Create the Integration Procedure with the Email Action.

4. Test the Integration Procedure with the Email Action.
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Create the Email Template

Create the email template that the Email Action example uses.

Select an Email Recipient

Select the Id of the Contact to whom the email in the Email Action example is sent.

Create the Integration Procedure with the Email Action

After you create the email template and select the recipient, you can create an Integration Procedure that sends an email to a Contact.

Test the Integration Procedure with the Email Action

After you have created the Integration Procedure with the Email Action, your final task is to test it.

Create the Email Template

Create the email template that the Email Action example uses.

1. Go to the Email Templates tab, and click New Email Template.

2. In the Email Template Name field, type Simple Email Template.

3. Type any text you like in the Subject and HTML Value fields.

For example, the Subject could be Hello  and the HTML Value could be Just saying hello.

4. Click Save. The Email Template's page opens.

5. While on the Email Template's page, copy the Id from the URL, for example 00X4N000000aCE5UAM.

Select an Email Recipient

Select an Email Recipient

Select the Id of the Contact to whom the email in the Email Action example is sent.

1. Go to the Contacts tab.

2. Find a Contact that has an email address, or add an email address to a Contact.

3. While on the Contact's page, copy the Id from the URL, for example 0036100000423z8AAA.

Create the Integration Procedure with the Email Action

Create the Integration Procedure with the Email Action

After you create the email template and select the recipient, you can create an Integration Procedure that sends an email to a Contact.

1. Go to the OmniStudio Integration Procedures tab and click New.

2. Provide an Integration Procedure Name, a Type, and a SubType, and click Save.

3. Drag an Email Action component into the Structure panel.

4. Make sure the Use Template box is checked.

5. Copy the Email Template Id into the Select Email Template field.

6. A drop-down list appears with an item that looks like this: Simple_Email_Template_1580943234381. Select the list item. The
list item replaces the Id in the field.

7. In the Email Target Object Id field, type %contact%.

8. Check the Save As Activity box.

Test the Integration Procedure with the Email Action
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Test the Integration Procedure with the Email Action

After you have created the Integration Procedure with the Email Action, your final task is to test it.

1. Go to the Preview tab and click Add New Key/Value Pair.

2. Specify contact  as the Key and the Contact Id that you copied previously as the Value.

3. Click Execute. This sends the email.

4. Go back to the Contacts tab. Select the Contact to whom you sent the email to open their page.

If the Contact record page includes an Activities component, you should see the email in the list of activities after you click Refresh.
For example:

5. If the Contact record page doesn't include an Activities component, you can add one:

a. If you're using Salesforce Classic, click Switch to Lightning Experience.

b. Click the gear icon and select Edit Page.

c. Drag an Activities component from the list on the left onto the page canvas.

d. Click Save, then click Back to return to the Contact's page.

The Activities component appears on the Contact's page and lists the email you sent.

Expression Set Action for Integration Procedures
An Expression Set Action invokes the specified Expression Set and returns the results to the Integration Procedure.

As an alternative, you can call an Expression Set using a Remote Action. Follow the steps in Access Legacy Calculation Procedures and
Matrices, but set isExpressionSet  to true.

Expression Set Properties for Integration Procedures

These properties are unique to or function in a unique manner in Expression Set Actions. An Expression Set Action invokes the
specified Expression Set and returns the results to the Integration Procedure.
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Workflow for Expression Set Action Example

An Integration Procedure invokes an Expression Set, which invokes a Decision Matrix. The Expression Set applies a 15% discount to
a quoted amount for an Age from 16 to 24 and a GPA of 3.0 or greater.

Expression Set Properties for Integration Procedures

These properties are unique to or function in a unique manner in Expression Set Actions. An Expression Set Action invokes the specified
Expression Set and returns the results to the Integration Procedure.

DescriptionProperty

Set to the Expression Set name.Configuration Name

(Optional) Set to true  to include the Expression Set input in the
Expression Set output, which is useful for building pricing data.

Remote Options: includeInputs

Workflow for Expression Set Action Example

An Integration Procedure invokes an Expression Set, which invokes a Decision Matrix. The Expression Set applies a 15% discount to a
quoted amount for an Age from 16 to 24 and a GPA of 3.0 or greater.

To build this example:

1. Create the GoodStudentDiscountEligibility Decision Matrix.

This is the first task in the example under Workflow for Decision Matrix Action Example.

2. Create the GoodStudentDiscountCalculation Expression Set.

3. Create the Integration Procedure That Invokes the Expression Set.

Create the GoodStudentDiscountCalculation Expression Set

The GoodStudentDiscountCalculation Expression Set calls the GoodStudentDiscountEligibility Decision Matrix. This matrix returns
a value of true for an Age from 16 to 24 and a GPA of 3.0 or greater. The GoodStudentDiscountCalculation Expression Set then applies
a 15% discount to a quoted amount if the matrix result is true.

Create the Integration Procedure That Invokes the Expression Set

The example Integration Procedure calls the GoodStudentDiscountCalculation Expression Set and returns its result.

Create the GoodStudentDiscountCalculation Expression Set

The GoodStudentDiscountCalculation Expression Set calls the GoodStudentDiscountEligibility Decision Matrix. This matrix returns a
value of true for an Age from 16 to 24 and a GPA of 3.0 or greater. The GoodStudentDiscountCalculation Expression Set then applies a
15% discount to a quoted amount if the matrix result is true.

Create the GoodStudentDiscountEligibility Decision Matrix

1. From the Expression Sets tab, click New.

2. In the New Expression Set window, specify a Name of GoodStudentDiscountCalculation.

3. Click Save. The record page for the new Expression Set opens.

4. Click the Related tab.
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5. Click the down arrow for the first Expression Set Version and select Open in Expression Set Builder.

6.
Click the Resource Manager icon, . This icon opens the Resource Manager panel, where you create variables and constants
for your Expression Set.

7. Click Add Resource. Create these resources, each with a Resource Type of Variable:

DecimalData TypeResource Name

(none)DateBirthdate

0NumberAge

2NumberGPA

2CurrencyQuoteAmount

2CurrencyQuoteAmountAdjusted

8. Click Add Resource. Create these resources, each with a Resource Type of Constant:

Default ValueDecimalData TypeResource Name

150PercentDiscount

1000PercentHundredPercent

9. Create the first step:

a. Click the + icon in the Expression Set canvas and select Calculation from the menu.

b. In the Formula field, type age, then select the AGE function:

AGE(Date)

c. Double-click Date, type birth, then select the Birthdate variable:

AGE(Birthdate)

d. In the Output Variable field, type age, then select the Age variable.

e. Click Save.

10. Create the second step:

a. Click the + icon below the first step and select Decision Matrix.

If you don't see the + icon, click Save.
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b. In the Decision Matrix Details field, type good, then select GoodStudentDiscountEligibility.

c. Click Save.

The matrix inputs and outputs are filled in for you.

11. Create the third step:

a. Click + below the second step and select Calculation.

b. In the Formula field, type quote, then select QuoteAmount.

c. In the Output Variable field, type quote, then select QuoteAmountAdjusted.

d. Click Save.

When you're done, the first three steps look like this:

12. Create the Conditional Group and its Condition:

a. Click + below the third step and select Conditional Group.

b. Click + within the Conditional Group and select Condition.

c. In the expression area, type good, then select GoodStudentDiscountEligibility__Qualified.

d. After GoodStudentDiscountEligibility__Qualified, type == true.

GoodStudentDiscountEligibility__Qualified == true

e. Click Save.

13. Create the last step:
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a.
Click the Elements icon, . This icon opens the Elements panel.

b. Drag a Calculation from the Elements panel into the Conditional Group below the Condition.

c. In the Formula field, type and then select the following series of variables and operators:

QuoteAmount * (HundredPercent – Discount)

d. In the Output Variable field, type quote, then select QuoteAmountAdjusted.

e. Click Save.

When you're done, the Conditional Group looks like this:

14. Click Simulate. The Simulate Expression Set page opens.

15. Enter these values for the Input Variables:

ValueInput Variable

(tomorrow's date)Effective Date

01/01/2000Birthdate

3.50GPA

$200.00QuoteAmount

Note: The Effective Date must be at least one day later than the Start Date of the GoodStudentDiscountEligibility Decision
Matrix. An earlier Effective Date results in this error: Object is not of a valid supported datatype.

16. Click Simulate. The results look like this, with QuoteAmountAdjusted = $170.00  as the final step:
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17. Click Back.

18. Click Activate.

Create the Integration Procedure That Invokes the Expression Set

The example Integration Procedure calls the GoodStudentDiscountCalculation Expression Set and returns its result.

1. From the OmniStudio Integration Procedures tab, click New.

2. Provide an Integration Procedure Name, a Type, and a SubType, and click Save.

3. Drag an Expression Set Action component into the Structure panel.

4. In the Configuration Name property, type GoodStudentDiscountCalculation.

Don’t edit any other Expression Set Action properties.

5. Drag a Response Action component into the Structure panel and give it the following settings:

ValueProperty

ExpressionSetAction1:output:calculationResults:QuoteAmountAdjustedSend JSON Path

QuoteAmountSend JSON Node

6. Go to the Preview tab and click Edit as JSON.
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7. In the Input Parameters panel, provide the following input:

{
"Input": {
"GPA": "3.5",
"Birthdate": "01/01/2000",
"QuoteAmount": "1000"

}
}

8. Click Execute. The output looks like this:

{
"QuoteAmount": 850

}

9. Set the Age and GPA to different values, click Execute, and observe the results.

HTTP Action for Integration Procedures
The HTTP Action executes a REST call and returns its results to the Integration Procedure.

HTTP Action Properties for Integration Procedures

These properties are unique to or function in a unique manner in HTTP Actions. The HTTP Action executes a REST call and returns
its results to the Integration Procedure.

Workflow for HTTP Action Example

An Integration Procedure retrieves the astronomy picture of the day from NASA using NASA's publicly available REST API.

HTTP Action Properties for Integration Procedures

These properties are unique to or function in a unique manner in HTTP Actions. The HTTP Action executes a REST call and returns its
results to the Integration Procedure.

DescriptionProperty

URL to call. For Apex REST actions, you can use merge fields to set
this property. You can pass percentage signs in the URL by

HTTP Path

replacing the percentage sign in the Path with the variable
$Vlocity.Percent.

GET, POST, PUT, PATCH, or DELETEHTTP Method

Salesforce named credential required for endpointNamed Credential

HTML header settings specified as key/value pairsREST Options: Header

URL parameters specified as key/value pairsREST Options: Params
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DescriptionProperty

Enable to send Body contents for a POST actionSend Body

How long in milliseconds to wait for a responseTimeout

For two-factor authentication, the name of the client certificate to
be used.

Client Certificate Name

Specifies information to be added to the Preview tab's Debug
Output pane before or after the action is attempted. You can log
values from PropertySetMap and the following merge fields:

Debug Logging:

Pre Action Logging and Post Action Logging

• Pre-action: %endpoint% and %body%

• Post-action: %stepName + 'Info'% and %stepName +
'Info:Content-Type'%

For example:

%stepName + 'Status'%

Number of times to retry action when it failsRetry Count

Enable to remove XML escapes from an XML response.XML Escape Response

Workflow for HTTP Action Example

An Integration Procedure retrieves the astronomy picture of the day from NASA using NASA's publicly available REST API.

To download a DataPack of this example for OmniStudio for Vlocity, click here. To download a DataPack of this example for OmniStudio,
click here.

Importing OmniStudio for Vlocity DataPacks into OmniStudio orgs is supported, and conversion is automatic. However, importing
OmniStudio DataPacks into OmniStudio for Vlocity orgs isn't supported.

To build this example:

1. Add NASA as a Remote Site.

2. Get an API Key from NASA.

3. Create the Integration Procedure with the HTTP Action.

Add NASA as a Remote Site

To be able to invoke NASA REST APIs from your org, you must add NASA as a Remote Site.

Get an API Key from NASA

You must specify an API key every time you invoke a NASA REST API. You can get this key from NASA.
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Create the Integration Procedure with the HTTP Action

After you configure NASA as a Remote Site and get a NASA API key, you can create and run the example Integration Procedure,
which retrieves the astronomy picture of the day.

Add NASA as a Remote Site

To be able to invoke NASA REST APIs from your org, you must add NASA as a Remote Site.

1. From Setup, in the Quick Find box, type remote, then click Remote Site Settings.

2. Click New Remote Site.

3. For the Remote Site Name, enter NASA.

4. For the Remote Site URL, enter https://api.nasa.gov.

5. Click Save.

Get an API Key from NASA

Get an API Key from NASA

You must specify an API key every time you invoke a NASA REST API. You can get this key from NASA.

1. Go to https://api.nasa.gov.

2. Enter your First Name, Last Name, and Email, then click Signup.

3. Copy the the response and save it to a text file. It looks something like this:

Your API key for me@example.com is:
YbbMNWeWX2BqxoPKXEiWWcKMgNlUHhHXgqWG5XBt

You can start using this key to make web service requests. Simply pass your key in the
URL when making a web request. Here's an example:

https://api.nasa.gov/planetary/apod?api_key=YbbMNWeWX2BqxoPKXEiWWcKMgNlUHhHXgqWG5XBt

For additional support, please contact us. When contacting us, please tell us what API
you're accessing and provide the following account details so we can quickly find you:

Account Email: me@example.com
Account ID: b4345628-22cd-4a1d-b610-3d9ec5ba95fd

You will need your API key to run the Integration Procedure.

4. (Optional) To see the types of data you can retrieve from NASA, click Browse APIs.

Create the Integration Procedure with the HTTP Action

Create the Integration Procedure with the HTTP Action

After you configure NASA as a Remote Site and get a NASA API key, you can create and run the example Integration Procedure, which
retrieves the astronomy picture of the day.

1. From the OmniStudio Integration Procedures tab, click New.

2. Provide an Integration Procedure Name, a Type, and a SubType, and click Save.

3. Drag an HTTP Action component into the Structure panel and give it the following settings:
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a. Set its HTTP Path to https://api.nasa.gov/planetary/apod.

b. Set its HTTP Method to GET.

c. Expand the REST OPTIONS section and click Add Param.

d. Under Params, set the Key to api_key  and the Value to %ApiKey%.

4. Drag a Response Action component into the Structure panel below the HTTP Action and give it the following settings:

a. Set its Send JSON Path to HTTPAction1.

b. Set its Send JSON Node to PictureInfo.

5. Go to the Preview tab and click Add New Key/Value Pair.

6. Set the Key to ApiKey  and the Value to your NASA API key, for example
YbbMNWeWX2BqxoPKXEiWWcKMgNlUHhHXgqWG5XBt.

7. Click Execute. The output should look like this:

{
"PictureInfo": {
"url": "https://apod.nasa.gov/apod/image/2006/Eclipse-under-bamboos1024c.jpg",
"title": "Eclipse under the Bamboo",
"service_version": "v1",
"media_type": "image",
"hdurl": "https://apod.nasa.gov/apod/image/2006/Eclipse-under-bamboos.jpg",
"explanation": "Want to watch a solar eclipse safely? Try looking down instead of

up, though you might discover you have a plethora of images to choose from. For example,
during the June 21st solar eclipse this confusing display appeared under a shady bamboo
grove in Pune, India. Small gaps between close knit leaves on the tall plants effectively
created a network of randomly placed pinholes. Each one projected a separate image of
the eclipsed Sun. The snapshot was taken close to the time of maximum eclipse in Pune
when the Moon covered about 60 percent of the Sun's diameter. But an annular eclipse,
the Moon in silhouette completely surrounded by a bright solar disk at maximum, could
be seen along a narrow path where the Moon's dark shadow crossed central Africa, south
Asia, and Ch",

"date": "2020-06-26",
"copyright": "Somak Raychaudhury"

}
}

8. (Optional) Paste the url  or hdurl  value into your browser and view the picture.

Integration Procedure Action for Integration Procedures
The Integration Procedure Action runs a subordinate Integration Procedure.

To specify that the subordinate Integration Procedure runs asynchronously, as a Salesforce future method (which can return no data to
the calling Integration Procedure), select Remote Options and enter useFuture: as a key and true as its value. When you run the
Integration Procedure, you can see the future call in the debug log. To pass in data as key/value pairs, use the Additional Input property.
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Integration Procedure Action Properties for Integration Procedures

These properties are unique to or function in a unique manner in Integration Procedure Actions. The Integration Procedure Action
runs a subordinate Integration Procedure.

Workflow for Integration Procedure Action Example

Parent and child Integration Procedures transform a list of paired values into a list of keys and values.

Integration Procedure Action Properties for Integration Procedures

These properties are unique to or function in a unique manner in Integration Procedure Actions. The Integration Procedure Action runs
a subordinate Integration Procedure.

DescriptionProperty

Specifies the Integration Procedure to be run in the format
Type_Subtype.

Integration Procedure

If checked, disables the Chainable settings of the subordinate
Integration Procedure. Doesn't affect the Queueable settings.
Unchecked by default.

Disable Chainable

Specifies additional properties for the Integration Procedure as
key/value pairs.

Remote Options

Specifies additional data for the Integration Procedure as key/value
pairs.

Additional Input

Workflow for Integration Procedure Action Example

Parent and child Integration Procedures transform a list of paired values into a list of keys and values.

To download a DataPack of this example for OmniStudio for Vlocity, click here. To download a DataPack of this example for OmniStudio,
click here.

Importing OmniStudio for Vlocity DataPacks into OmniStudio orgs is supported, and conversion is automatic. However, importing
OmniStudio DataPacks into OmniStudio for Vlocity orgs isn't supported.

Together the parent and child Integration Procedures transform this input:

{
"InputList": [
{
"Key": "serial_number",
"Value": "ABC1234"

},
{
"Key": "install_date",
"Value": "20200101"

}
]

}
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To this output:

{
"OutputList": [
{
"serial_number": "ABC1234"

},
{
"install_date": "20200101"

}
]

}

To build this example:

1. Create the Child Integration Procedure.

2. Create the Parent Integration Procedure.

Create the Child Integration Procedure

The child Integration Procedure renames a JSON node to the value of another JSON node and has only one component, a Response
Action.

Create the Parent Integration Procedure

The parent Integration Procedure iterates through a list and calls the child Integration Procedure for each list item.

Create the Child Integration Procedure

The child Integration Procedure renames a JSON node to the value of another JSON node and has only one component, a Response
Action.

1. From the OmniStudio Integration Procedures tab, click New.

2. Give the Integration Procedure the following settings:

ValueSetting

ValueToKeyIntegration Procedure Name

DocumentationType

ValueToKeySubType

3. Click Save.

4. Drag a Response Action into the Structure panel and give it the following settings:

ValueSetting

ValueSend JSON Path
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ValueSetting

%Key%Send JSON Node

5. Click Procedure Configuration, then click Activate Version.

Create the Parent Integration Procedure

Create the Parent Integration Procedure

The parent Integration Procedure iterates through a list and calls the child Integration Procedure for each list item.

The parent Integration Procedure has these components:

• A Loop Block component named LoopBlock1

• An Integration Procedure Action component within the Loop Block named IntegrationProcedureAction1

• A Response Action named ResponseAction1

The Structure panel looks like this:

To create the parent Integration Procedure:

1. From the OmniStudio Integration Procedures tab, click New.
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2. Provide an Integration Procedure Name, a Type, and a SubType, and click Save.

3. Drag a Loop Block into the Structure panel and give it the following settings:

ValueSetting

InputListLoop List

IntegrationProcedureAction1 set to
%IntegrationProcedureAction1%

Additional Loop Output

4. Drag an Integration Procedure Action within the Loop Block and give it the following settings:

ValueSetting

Documentation_ValueToKeyIntegration Procedure

InputListSend JSON Path

5. Drag a Response Action below the Loop Block and give it the following settings:

ValueSetting

LoopBlock1:IntegrationProcedureAction1Send JSON Path

OutputListSend JSON Node

6. Go to the Preview tab.

7. Click Edit as JSON.

8. In the Input Parameters panel, provide input with the following structure:

{
"InputList": [
{
"Key": "serial_number",
"Value": "ABC1234"

},
{
"Key": "install_date",
"Value": "20200101"

}
]

}
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9. Click Execute. The output should look something like this:

{
"OutputList": [
{
"serial_number": "ABC1234"

},
{
"install_date": "20200101"

}
]

}

List Action for Integration Procedures
The List Action merges multiple lists by matching values of specified list item JSON nodes. A basic merge matches node names exactly.
An advanced merge matches nodes that have different names and/or reside at different levels in the incoming lists.

Tip: The inputs to a List Action must each be in list format even if the list contains only one item. DataRaptor Extracts that return
a list with one item often convert it to a single object. To convert a single object back into a list, you can use the first example in
DataRaptor Transform Examples.

For more list processing options, see List Input for DataRaptors and the AVG, FILTER, IF, LIST, LISTMERGE, LISTMERGEPRIMARY, LISTSIZE,
MAX, MIN, SORTBY, and SUM functions in the Function Reference.

To match nodes that have different names and/or reside at different levels in the incoming lists, click Advanced Merge and specify
settings for the nodes to be matched, as follows:

• List Key: Enter the name of the JSON list node where the node to be matched resides.

• Matching Path: Enter the path within the list to the node to be matched.

• Matching Group: Specify the same number for all nodes you want to match.

For example, the following figure shows how to match first and last names from two incoming lists in which the nodes have different
names.

List Action Properties for Integration Procedures

These properties are unique to or function in a unique manner in List Actions. The List Action merges multiple lists by matching
values of specified list item JSON nodes.
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Workflow for List Action Examples

Three Integration Procedures with List Actions demonstrate a basic list merge, an advanced list merge, and a list merge with dynamic
output fields. Each example builds on the previous example.

List Action Properties for Integration Procedures

These properties are unique to or function in a unique manner in List Actions. The List Action merges multiple lists by matching values
of specified list item JSON nodes.

DescriptionProperty

Specifies the order in which lists are merged. If a list contains a
value for a key that was populated by an earlier list, the later entry
overwrites the earlier one.

Merge Lists Order

The name of the JSON nodes that must match for entries to be
merged. To specify nodes below the top level of the JSON structure,

Merge Fields

use colon-delimited paths. By default, the nodes in both lists are
assumed to have identical names and reside at the same level. If
you do not specify merge fields, the lists are merged into a single
list but nodes with matching keys are not merged. To match a
value that resides in a JSON list, append |index  to its path. For
example, to match value1  in the list2  list below, specify
list1:node1:node2:list2|1  as the merge field.

{
"list1": {
"node1": {
"node2": {
"list2": [
"value1",
"value2"

]
}

}
}

}

Matches nodes that have different names and/or reside at different
levels in the incoming lists. See List Action for Integration
Procedures.

Advanced Merge

When merge fields are all null, specifies whether to treat them as
matching.

NULL is a Valid Matching Value when Merging

Lets you specify an allowlist of keys to be retained in the output.Has Primary
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DescriptionProperty

(Optional) Allows the list of entries to be retained after the merge
is performed. If you specify a primary list, only entries from that list
are retained in the output.

Primary List Key

Specifies a formula that is run on each node of the list to determine
if it remains in the list. If FormulaResult returns TRUE after evaluating

Filter List Formula

a node, the node is retained; otherwise the node is removed. For
example, you can specify nodename != ""  to remove null
values from a list.

By default, all nodes are returned. To return a specified subset of
the result nodes, add a node to the input JSON and set its value to

Dynamic Output Fields

a comma-separated list of the desired node names. Do not use
spaces in this list. Set this property to the name of the node
containing this list of node names.

Specifies one or more keys on which the output list is sorted.Sort By

Enables you to assign a value or specify a formula that can evaluate
and conditionally replace values in the output list. To specify a

Update Field Value

formula, precede the expression with "=". For example, to replace
blank first or last names with "None Specified," add the entries
shown in the following figure.

For more information, see Function Reference.

Workflow for List Action Examples

Three Integration Procedures with List Actions demonstrate a basic list merge, an advanced list merge, and a list merge with dynamic
output fields. Each example builds on the previous example.

To build these examples:

1. Create a Basic List Merge Example.

2. Create an Advanced List Merge Example.

3. Create a List Merge Example with Dynamic Output Fields.
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Create a Basic List Merge Example

The first Integration Procedure retrieves all Contacts with the same AccountId in two lists, one containing addresses, the other
birthdates. It then merges the two lists into one.

Create an Advanced List Merge Example

The next Integration Procedure is a modified version of the previous example. Instead of matching list items using Id fields, it uses
the Advanced Merge feature to match first and last names.

Create a List Merge Example with Dynamic Output Fields

The final Integration Procedure is a modified version of the previous example. It uses Dynamic Output Fields to eliminate the
duplicate FN  and LN  JSON nodes from the output.

Create a Basic List Merge Example

The first Integration Procedure retrieves all Contacts with the same AccountId in two lists, one containing addresses, the other birthdates.
It then merges the two lists into one.

To download a DataPack of this example for OmniStudio for Vlocity, click here. To download a DataPack of this example for OmniStudio,
click here.

Importing OmniStudio for Vlocity DataPacks into OmniStudio orgs is supported, and conversion is automatic. However, importing
OmniStudio DataPacks into OmniStudio for Vlocity orgs isn't supported.

The Integration Procedure has these components:

1. A DataRaptor Extract Action component named DRExtractAddresses

2. A DataRaptor Extract Action component named DRExtractBirthdates

3. A List Action named ListAction1

4. A Response Action named ResponseAction1

The Structure panel looks like this:
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To build this Integration Procedure:

Create an Advanced List Merge Example

Create an Advanced List Merge Example

The next Integration Procedure is a modified version of the previous example. Instead of matching list items using Id fields, it uses the
Advanced Merge feature to match first and last names.

To download a DataPack of this example for OmniStudio for Vlocity, click here. To download a DataPack of this example for OmniStudio,
click here.

Importing OmniStudio for Vlocity DataPacks into OmniStudio orgs is supported, and conversion is automatic. However, importing
OmniStudio DataPacks into OmniStudio for Vlocity orgs isn't supported.

1. Create a Basic List Merge Example.

2. Clone the GetBirthdates DataRaptor and name it GetBirthdates2. On the Output tab, change the Output JSON Path values from
contact:firstName  to contact:FN  and from contact:lastName  to contact:LN.

3. In the Integration Procedure, in the DRExtractBirthdates component, change the DataRaptor Interface to GetBirthdates2.

4. In the Integration Procedure, in the List Action, check Advanced Merge and add the following rows to the Advanced Merge Map
table:

Matching GroupMatching PathList Key

1firstNameDRExtractAddresses:contact
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Matching GroupMatching PathList Key

1FNDRExtractBirthdates:contact

2lastNameDRExtractAddresses:contact

2LNDRExtractBirthdates:contact

5. On the Preview tab, click Execute. The output should look something like this:

{
"contactMerge": [
{
"LN": "Jones",
"FN": "Cathy",
"birthdate": "1975-10-03",
"street": "300 Broadway",
"state": "FL",
"city": "Orlando",
"lastName": "Jones",
"id": "0036100001E5xrWAAR",
"firstName": "Cathy"

},
{
"LN": "Jones",
"FN": "Doug",
"birthdate": "1976-10-04",
"street": "400 Washington Blvd",
"state": "AZ",
"city": "Phoenix",
"lastName": "Jones",
"id": "0036100001E5xrvAAB",
"firstName": "Doug"

},
{
"LN": "Smith",
"FN": "Albert",
"birthdate": "1973-10-01",
"street": "100 Main Street",
"state": "CA",
"city": "San Francisco",
"lastName": "Smith",
"id": "0036100001E5xqnAAB",
"firstName": "Albert"

},
{
"LN": "Smith",
"FN": "Ben",
"birthdate": "1974-10-02",
"street": "200 Second Street",
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"state": "OR",
"city": "Portland",
"lastName": "Smith",
"id": "0036100001E5xr2AAB",
"firstName": "Ben"

}
]

}

Create a List Merge Example with Dynamic Output Fields

Create a List Merge Example with Dynamic Output Fields

The final Integration Procedure is a modified version of the previous example. It uses Dynamic Output Fields to eliminate the duplicate
FN  and LN  JSON nodes from the output.

To download a DataPack of this example for OmniStudio for Vlocity, click here. To download a DataPack of this example for OmniStudio,
click here.

Importing OmniStudio for Vlocity DataPacks into OmniStudio orgs is supported, and conversion is automatic. However, importing
OmniStudio DataPacks into OmniStudio for Vlocity orgs isn't supported.

1. Create an Advanced List Merge Example.

2. In the List Action, give the Dynamic Output Fields setting a value of include.

3. On the Preview tab, in the Input Parameters pane, click Add New Key/Value Pair. Enter include as the Key and
birthdate,street,state,city,lastName,firstName,id  as the Value. Note that only commas, and not spaces,
separate the node names.

4. Click Execute. The output should look something like this:

{
"contactMerge": [
{
"birthdate": "1975-10-03",
"street": "300 Broadway",
"state": "FL",
"city": "Orlando",
"lastName": "Jones",
"id": "0036100001E5xrWAAR",
"firstName": "Cathy"

},
{
"birthdate": "1976-10-04",
"street": "400 Washington Blvd",
"state": "AZ",
"city": "Phoenix",
"lastName": "Jones",
"id": "0036100001E5xrvAAB",
"firstName": "Doug"

},
{
"birthdate": "1973-10-01",
"street": "100 Main Street",
"state": "CA",
"city": "San Francisco",
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"lastName": "Smith",
"id": "0036100001E5xqnAAB",
"firstName": "Albert"

},
{
"birthdate": "1974-10-02",
"street": "200 Second Street",
"state": "OR",
"city": "Portland",
"lastName": "Smith",
"id": "0036100001E5xr2AAB",
"firstName": "Ben"

}
]

}

Remote Action for Integration Procedures
A Remote Action calls the specified Apex class and method or the specified Invocable Action. You can also pass in invocation options
and data. The Apex class must implement the Callable interface.

If the data a Remote Action returns isn't in Map<String, Object> format, an Integration Procedure or DataRaptor might not
be able to process it. You can convert the data in one of these ways:

• In the Remote Action, under Remote Options, add a Key named reserialize  with a Value of true.

• In a subsequent Set Values step, use the RESERIALIZE function on the Remote Action's output.

For information about related functions such as DESERIALIZE and SERIALIZE, see the Function Reference.

An error message that begins with Invalid conversion from runtime type String  often indicates a need to
reserialize data.

Remote Action Properties for Integration Procedures

These properties are unique to or function in a unique manner in Remote Actions. A Remote Action calls the specified Apex class
and method or the specified Invocable Action. You can also pass in invocation options and data.

Create a Remote Action for an Invocable Action

An Integration Procedure uses a Remote Action to call the emailSimple Invocable Action, which is present in every Salesforce org.
Inputs to the Invocable Action are specified in the Integration Procedure as Additional Input.

Create a Remote Action for an Invocable Action with an Input Key

An Integration Procedure uses a Remote Action to call the emailSimple Invocable Action, which is present in every Salesforce org.
Inputs to the Invocable Action are specified in the Integration Procedure in a Remote Option named InvocableInputKey.

Access Legacy Calculation Procedures and Matrices

In Spring '22 and later releases, you can use Remote Actions to access legacy Calculation Procedures and Calculation Matrices. You
must have an Industries package installed with OmniStudio licenses.

Workflow for Remote Action Apex Class Example

An Integration Procedure uses a Remote Action to call an Apex class and demonstrate how to reserialize data.
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Remote Action Properties for Integration Procedures

These properties are unique to or function in a unique manner in Remote Actions. A Remote Action calls the specified Apex class and
method or the specified Invocable Action. You can also pass in invocation options and data.

DescriptionProperty

Callable class or DefaultInvocableAction  for an Invocable
Action

Remote Class

Method or Invocable Action nameRemote Method

Additional class invocation options, or InvocableInputKey
to specify a JSON map as Invocable Action input

Remote Options

Data passed to the method or Invocable ActionAdditional Input

Create a Remote Action for an Invocable Action

An Integration Procedure uses a Remote Action to call the emailSimple Invocable Action, which is present in every Salesforce org. Inputs
to the Invocable Action are specified in the Integration Procedure as Additional Input.

1. From the OmniStudio Integration Procedures tab, click New.

2. Provide an Integration Procedure Name, a Type, and a SubType, and click Save.

3. Drag a Remote Action component into the Structure panel and give it these settings:

ValueProperty

DefaultInvocableActionRemote Class

emailSimpleRemote Method

4. Under Additional Input, add these Key/Value pairs:

ValueKey

%SendTo%emailAddresses

%Subject%emailSubject

%Message%emailBody
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5. Drag a Response Action into the Structure panel and check Return Full Data JSON.

6. Go to the Preview tab.

7. Under Input Parameters, add these Key/Value pairs:

ValueKey

(your email)SendTo

Invocable TestSubject

This is a test.Message

8. Click Execute.

If you set up the Integration Procedure correctly, an email titled [RD] Invocable Test [sent via RD-PRD mail
server]  arrives in your Inbox.

Create a Remote Action for an Invocable Action with an Input Key

An Integration Procedure uses a Remote Action to call the emailSimple Invocable Action, which is present in every Salesforce org. Inputs
to the Invocable Action are specified in the Integration Procedure in a Remote Option named InvocableInputKey.

1. From the OmniStudio Integration Procedures tab, click New.

2. Provide an Integration Procedure Name, a Type, and a SubType, and click Save.

3. Drag a Remote Action component into the Structure panel and give it these settings:

ValueProperty

DefaultInvocableActionRemote Class

emailSimpleRemote Method

InvocableInputKeyRemote Options, Key

InputRemote Options, Value

4. Drag a Response Action into the Structure panel and check Return Full Data JSON.

5. On the Preview tab, click Edit as JSON.

6. In the Input Parameters panel, provide input with this structure, substituting your email:

{
"Input": {
"emailAddresses": "jdoe@example.com",
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"emailSubject": "Invocable Test",
"emailBody": "This is a test."

}
}

7. Click Execute.

If you set up the Integration Procedure correctly, an email titled [RD] Invocable Test [sent via RD-PRD mail
server]  arrives in your Inbox.

Access Legacy Calculation Procedures and Matrices

In Spring '22 and later releases, you can use Remote Actions to access legacy Calculation Procedures and Calculation Matrices. You must
have an Industries package installed with OmniStudio licenses.

First, go to Setup > Custom Settings > General Settings and click Manage. Create a setting named
EnableCalculationProcedureAndMatrix  with a value of true. This setting enables Calculation Procedures and Calculation
Matrices in your org.

To call a Calculation Procedure from an Integration Procedure, use a Remote Action with these properties:

ValueProperty

PricingMatrixCalculationServiceRemote Class

calculateRemote Method

Name of Calculation ProcedureRemote Options, Key: configurationName

falseRemote Options, Key: isExpressionSet

(Optional) JSON node with Calculation Procedure input dataRemote Options, Key: inputKey

If you don't specify the inputKey, all of the Integration Procedure's JSON data is sent to the Calculation Procedure. You can trim it
using Send JSON Path.

To call a Calculation Matrix from an Integration Procedure, use a Remote Action with these properties:

ValueProperty

DefaultOmniScriptMatrixRemote Class

calculateRemote Method

Name of Calculation MatrixRemote Options, Key: PricingMatrixId

falseRemote Options, Key: isDecisionMatrix
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To specify Calculation Matrix input data, you can use Send JSON Path or Additional Input. Either way, the JSON node must be named
matrixData.

Workflow for Remote Action Apex Class Example

An Integration Procedure uses a Remote Action to call an Apex class and demonstrate how to reserialize data.

To download a DataPack of this example for OmniStudio for Vlocity, click here. To download a DataPack of this example for OmniStudio,
click here. The DataPack does not include the Apex class.

Importing OmniStudio for Vlocity DataPacks into OmniStudio orgs is supported, and conversion is automatic. However, importing
OmniStudio DataPacks into OmniStudio for Vlocity orgs isn't supported.

To build this example:

1. Create the TestReserializeApex Class.

2. Create the Integration Procedure with the Remote Action.

3. Test the Integration Procedure with the Remote Action.

Create the TestReserializeApex Class

Before you can create the Integration Procedure example, you must create the TestReserializeApex Apex class that it
calls.

Create the Integration Procedure with the Remote Action

An Integration Procedure retrieves and reserializes the value of a name  variable from the TestReserializeApex Apex
class.

Test the Integration Procedure with the Remote Action

After you have created the example Integration Procedure with the Remote Action, the final task is to test it.

Create the TestReserializeApex Class

Before you can create the Integration Procedure example, you must create the TestReserializeApex Apex class that it calls.

1. From Setup, in the Quick Find box, type apex.

2. Click Apex Classes.

3. Click New.
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4. Enter the following Apex code in the Apex Class tab:

@JsonAccess(serializable='always')
global with sharing class TestReserializeApex implements
vlocity_ins.VlocityOpenInterface2 {
global Object invokeMethod(String methodName, Map<String,Object> input, Map<String,Object>
output, Map<String,Object> options) {
return output.put('result', new TestReserialize());

}
@JsonAccess(serializable='always')
global class TestReserialize {

global String name = 'Dave Smith';
}

}

Replace vlocity_ins  with the namespace for your org if necessary. Depending on your industry, the namespace is
vlocity_ins, vlocity_cmt, or vlocity_ps.

Also note the use of the JsonAccess annotation on the class and method.

5. Click Save.

Create the Integration Procedure with the Remote Action

Create the Integration Procedure with the Remote Action

An Integration Procedure retrieves and reserializes the value of a name  variable from the TestReserializeApex Apex class.

The Integration Procedure has these components:

• A Remote Action, named ReserializeApex

• A Set Values component, named ReserializeApexFunction

• A Set Values component, named MyName

• A Response Action, named ResponseAction1

The Structure panel looks like this:
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To build this Integration Procedure:

1. From the OmniStudio Integration Procedures tab, click New.

2. Provide an Integration Procedure Name, a Type, and a SubType, and click Save.

3. Drag a Remote Action component into the Structure panel and give it the following settings:

ValueProperty

ReserializeApexElement Name

TestReserializeApexRemote Class

randomRemote Method

reserializeRemote Options, Key

falseRemote Options, Value

A Remote Method value is required, but it can be anything, because this Integration Procedure doesn't invoke a method.

A step in the test of this Integration Procedure will ask you to change the Remote Options Value.

4. Drag a Set Values component into the Structure panel and give it the following settings:
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ValueProperty

ReserializeApexFunctionElement Name

resultElement Value Map, Element Name

=RESERIALIZE(%ReserializeApex%)Element Value Map, Value

resultResponse JSON Path

ReserializeApexResponse JSON Node

5. Drag another Set Values component into the Structure panel and give it the following settings:

ValueProperty

MyNameElement Name

Full NameElement Value Map, Element Name

%ReserializeApex:result:name%Element Value Map, Value

6. Drag a Response Action component into the Structure panel and check the Return Full Data JSON checkbox.

Test the Integration Procedure with the Remote Action

Test the Integration Procedure with the Remote Action

After you have created the example Integration Procedure with the Remote Action, the final task is to test it.

1. Go to the Preview tab and click Execute. The output should look like this:

{
"response": {},
"vlcchainableStepDepth": 0,
"ResponseAction1Status": true,
"MyName": {
"Full Name": "Dave Smith"

},
"MyNameStatus": true,
"ReserializeApexFunctionStatus": true,
"ReserializeApex": {
"result": {
"name": "Dave Smith"

},
"errorCode": "INVOKE-200",
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"error": "OK"
},
"ReserializeApexStatus": true,
"options": {
"queueableChainable": false,
"ignoreCache": true,
"resetCache": false,
"chainable": false

}
}

Note that this Integration Procedure successfully passes the value of the name  variable in the Apex class to its Full Name  node.

2. Go to the Properties tab, select the ReserializeApexFunction component, and click Active to remove the check. This turns off
reserialization.

3. Go to the Preview tab and click Execute again. The output should look like this:

{
"response": {},
"vlcchainableStepDepth": 0,
"ResponseAction1Status": true,
"MyName": {
"Full Name": ""

},
"MyNameStatus": true,
"ReserializeApex": {
"result": {
"name": "Dave Smith"

},
"errorCode": "INVOKE-200",
"error": "OK"

},
"ReserializeApexStatus": true,
"options": {
"queueableChainable": false,
"ignoreCache": true,
"resetCache": false,
"chainable": false

}
}

Note that the Full Name  node has no value.

4. Go to the Properties tab, select the ReserializeApex component, and change the Remote Options Value to true. This enables
reserialization in a different way.

5. Go to the Preview tab and click Execute a third time. The output should look like this:

{
"response": {},
"vlcchainableStepDepth": 0,
"ResponseAction1Status": true,
"MyName": {
"Full Name": "Dave Smith"

},
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"MyNameStatus": true,
"ReserializeApex": {
"error": "OK",
"errorCode": "INVOKE-200",
"result": {
"name": "Dave Smith"

}
},
"ReserializeApexStatus": true,
"options": {
"queueableChainable": false,
"ignoreCache": true,
"resetCache": false,
"chainable": false

}
}

Note that the Full Name  node has a value again.

Response Action for Integration Procedures
The Response Action ends an Integration Procedure and returns data to the entity that called it. It can also add data to the data JSON or
end conditionally. Response Actions are useful for debugging Integration Procedures.

Response Actions are also useful for trimming the data response. For specific trimming strategies, see Manipulate JSON with the
Send/Response Transformations Properties.

For Integration Procedure examples that include at least one Response Action, see Process Arrays Using Loop Blocks, Handle Errors Using
Try-Catch Blocks, and Integration Procedure Action for Integration Procedures.

Response Action Properties for Integration Procedures

These properties are unique to or function in a unique manner in Response Actions. The Response Action ends an Integration
Procedure and returns data to the entity that called it.

Response Action Properties for Integration Procedures

These properties are unique to or function in a unique manner in Response Actions. The Response Action ends an Integration Procedure
and returns data to the entity that called it.

DescriptionProperty

Key/value pairs to add to data JSON. Can merge other data. To
specify a level below the top level for a key/value pair, use a
colon-delimited path in the Key field. For example:

Additional Output

Key Field: Key1:Key2

Resulting JSON:

{
"Key1":
{
"Key2": "Value"
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DescriptionProperty

}
}

Enable to discard data other than the key/value pairs defined as
additional output. If you enable this option, disable Return Full
Data JSON.

Return Only Additional Output

Enable to return entire data JSON. If you enable this option, disable
Return Only Additional Output.

Return Full Data JSON

To add data to the response header, add key/value pairs to this
property. To override the HTTP status code returned in the header,

Response Headers

create a key named StatusCode and assign it a valid HTTP response
value.

Ends the Integration Procedure only if the specified condition is
true.

Execution Conditional Formula

Integration Procedure Best Practices
To maximize the benefits of Integration Procedures, follow the best practices whenever possible.

• Use Integration Procedures for all data calls to Salesforce.

• Use a Response Action for Integration Procedures to trim the data and only return what is needed. For specific trimming strategies,
see Manipulate JSON with the Send/Response Transformations Properties.

• Use multiple Response Actions with different Execution Conditional Formulas to allow an Integration Procedure to exit early under
appropriate conditions.

• Use caching to store frequently accessed, infrequently updated data. See Cache for DataRaptors and Integration Procedures.

• To run data operations asynchronously, call Integration Procedures using these settings:

– Use Future — Use when the calling OmniScript or Integration Procedure doesn't need a response and completion time is not
critical.

– Invoke Mode: Fire and Forget — Use instead of Use Future when the calling OmniScript must invoke the Integration Procedure
immediately.

– Invoke Mode: Non-Blocking — Use to run the Integration Procedure immediately while continuing the user interaction of the
calling OmniScript. A response is returned when the Integration Procedure is complete.

For more information about these settings, see Common Action Element Properties, Integration Procedure Action, and Integration
Procedure Action for Integration Procedures.

To determine whether a DataRaptor or an Integration Procedure is best for your use case, see DataRaptor or Integration Procedure?.
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Cache for DataRaptors and Integration Procedures
Using a cache to store frequently accessed, infrequently updated DataRaptor and Integration Procedure data saves round trips to the
database and improves performance.

If you use OmniStudio, DataRaptors and Integration Procedures use the Scale Cache. If you use OmniStudio for Vlocity, DataRaptors and
Integration Procedures use the Platform Cache.

You can use caching with DataRaptors in three ways:

• DataRaptor metadata is automatically cached. If you use the Scale Cache, this automatic caching occurs unless you turn off the Scale
Cache. If you use the Platform Cache, you must allocate space in the VlocityMetadata cache partition to enable this automatic caching.

• You can configure data caching on the Options tab of DataRaptor Extracts, Turbo Extracts, and Transforms.

• If you call a DataRaptor from an Integration Procedure that uses caching, the DataRaptor data is cached along with the Integration
Procedure data.

You can use caching with Integration Procedures in three ways:

• You can cache metadata for the entire Integration Procedure.

• You can cache the response of the entire Integration Procedure, called top-level data. See Cache for Top-Level Integration Procedure
Data.

• You can cache the result of a specific set of steps by placing the steps inside a Cache Block. See Enhance Performance Using Cache
Blocks.

Use Cache Blocks if some parts of the Integration Procedure update data, or if you need different cached data to expire at different
times. For example, current weather data changes more frequently than user session data.

You can also perform a record-level security check for cached data. See Security for DataRaptors and Integration Procedures.

Metadata Cache for DataRaptors and Integration Procedures
Before you can cache Integration Procedure and DataRaptor metadata in the Platform Cache, you must allocate space in the VlocityMetadata
cache partition. See Allocate Space in the Platform Cache Partitions. Integration Procedure metadata is cached by default and DataRaptor
metadata is automatically cached.

Note: If the DataRaptor cache isn't refreshed, make sure that Setup > Custom Settings > Trigger Setup > AllTriggers is on.

To disable metadata caching for an Integration Procedure, go to the Procedure Configuration and check the Disable Definition Cache
checkbox.
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Tip: To test the performance benefit of metadata caching, execute the Integration Procedure in the Preview tab with Disable
Definition Cache checked and then unchecked. Compare the Browser, Server, and Apex CPU values.

Behind this checkbox is the DisableDefinitionCache__c boolean field, which defaults to false.

Methods to Clear Metadata from Either Cache
If you must clear DataRaptor metadata from the cache, follow the instructions in this topic, but execute one of these lines of code instead:

namespace.DRGlobal.clearCacheForDataRaptor('DataRaptorName');

vlocity.cmt.DRGlobal.clearCacheForAllDataRaptor();

You can clear Integration Procedure metadata from the cache. Follow the instructions in this topic, but execute this line of code instead,
specifying the Integration Procedure's Type and Subtype:

IntegrationProcedureService.clearMetadataCache('Type_Subtype');

You can clear all cached data for an Integration Procedure, including session cache data, org cache data, and metadata. Follow the
instructions in this topic, but execute this line of code instead, specifying the Integration Procedure's Type and Subtype:

IntegrationProcedureService.clearAllCache('Type_Subtype');

Methods to Clear Data from the Scale Cache
OmniStudio DataRaptors and Integration Procedures use the Scale Cache and not the Platform Cache. To clear the Scale Cache, you can
use either the preceding methods or the following ScaleCacheService method.

If you must clear DataRaptor data from the Scale Cache, follow the instructions in this topic, but execute a line of code in this form instead:

namespace.ScaleCacheService.invalidateCacheValue(new Map<String, String>{'DataRaptorId'
=> DataRaptor_Name});

For example, to clear data from a DataRaptor named ExtractContactName, use this line of code:

omnistudio.ScaleCacheService.invalidateCacheValue(new Map<String, String>{'DataRaptorId'
=> 'ExtractContactName'});

If you must clear Integration Procedure data from the Scale Cache, follow the instructions in this topic, but execute a line of code in this
form instead:

namespace.ScaleCacheService.invalidateCacheValue(new Map<String, String>{'VIPId' =>
Type_SubType});

For example, to clear data from an Integration Procedure with a Type_SubType of LoopList_ContactNames, use this line of
code:

omnistudio.ScaleCacheService.invalidateCacheValue(new Map<String, String>{'VIPId' =>
'LoopList_ContactNames'});

Cache for Top-Level Integration Procedure Data

Using a cache to store frequently accessed, infrequently updated Integration Procedure data saves round trips to the database and
improves performance. You can cache all the data for an Integration Procedure, as described here, or you can use a Cache Block to
cache only part of it.
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Configure Top-Level Caching for an Integration Procedure

To configure top-level caching for an Integration Procedure, go to the Procedure Configuration and set the Salesforce Platform
Cache Type and Time To Live In Minutes properties.

Create a Top-Level Caching Example

An Integration Procedure accepts a list of first or last names and retrieves Contacts having those names. Top-level caching to the
VlocityAPIResponse partition improves Contact retrieval performance.

Turn Off the Scale Cache

To turn off the Scale Cache that DataRaptors and Integration Procedures use, go to Setup and add the TurnOffScaleCache
setting to the Omni Interaction Configuration.

Cache for Top-Level Integration Procedure Data
Using a cache to store frequently accessed, infrequently updated Integration Procedure data saves round trips to the database and
improves performance. You can cache all the data for an Integration Procedure, as described here, or you can use a Cache Block to cache
only part of it.

It's important to allocate space in the VlocityAPIResponse cache partition and to understand how top-level Integration Procedure caching
interacts with Cache Blocks. See Cache for DataRaptors and Integration Procedures.

To configure top-level caching for an Integration Procedure, go to the Procedure Configuration and set the Salesforce Platform Cache
Type and Time To Live In Minutes properties. See Configure Top-Level Caching for an Integration Procedure.

Note: If an Integration Procedure that has top-level caching enabled fails, its data isn’t cached.

Options in Preview for Top-Level Caching

When you test an Integration Procedure that uses top-level caching in the Preview tab, you can use two caching settings in the Options
JSON section. These settings control top-level data and have no effect on the metadata cache.

• ignoreCache  — Doesn't clear or save data to the cache. The default value is true. Use this setting to test Integration Procedure
steps without the possible interference of caching effects.

• resetCache  — Forces data to be saved to the cache. The default value is false. Use this setting as part of testing caching
itself.

Note: To test caching, be sure to set ignoreCache  to false. See Create a Top-Level Caching Example.

The Options pane on the Preview tab looks like this:
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You can pass ignoreCache and resetCache as parameters when you invoke an Integration Procedure that uses caching using a REST API.
For example, you can include ?resetCache=true  in the URL to force caching. See Integration Procedure Invocation Using POST.

Top-Level Caching JSON Nodes and REST Headers

If top-level caching is configured and the Integration Procedure is active, the Integration Procedure JSON can include the following
nodes under the root node:

• vlcCacheKey  — Key for any data stored in the cache

• vlcCacheResult  — Included and set to true if data is retrieved from the cache

• vlcCacheEnabled  — Included and set to false if the ignoreCache  setting disables caching

• vlcCacheException  — Any caching errors

These nodes are returned as headers if you invoke an Integration Procedure that uses top-level caching using a REST API. See Integration
Procedure Invocation Using POST.

Methods for Clearing Top-Level Data

If you must clear top-level Integration Procedure data from the cache, follow the instructions in this topic, but execute one of these lines
of code instead:

IntegrationProcedureService.clearSessionCache('Type_Subtype', new Map<String, Object>{'key'
=> 'value'});

IntegrationProcedureService.clearOrgCache('Type_Subtype', new Map<String, Object>{'key'
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=> 'value'});

IntegrationProcedureService.clearSessionCache('vlcCacheKey');

IntegrationProcedureService.clearOrgCache('vlcCacheKey');

You can clear all cached data for an Integration Procedure, including session cache data, org cache data, and metadata. Follow the
instructions in this topic, but execute this line of code instead, specifying the Integration Procedure's Type and Subtype:

IntegrationProcedureService.clearAllCache('Type_Subtype');

For example, execute the following code if:

• You want to clear data in the Org Cache

• The Type_Subtype parameter for the Integration Procedure is LastNames_Cached

• The key you want to clear is ContactLastName

• The key's value is Smith

IntegrationProcedureService.clearOrgCache('LastNames_Cached', new Map<String,
Object>{'ContactLastName' => 'Smith'});

The following example clears the session cache using a vlcCacheKey value:

IntegrationProcedureService.clearSessionCache('2032076016a1745801061oc');

Configure Top-Level Caching for an Integration Procedure
To configure top-level caching for an Integration Procedure, go to the Procedure Configuration and set the Salesforce Platform Cache
Type and Time To Live In Minutes properties.

1. Go to the Procedure Configuration.

2. In the Cache Configuration section, set the Salesforce Platform Cache Type to one of the following:

• Blank — For no caching

• Session Cache — For data related to users and their login sessions

• Org Cache — For all other types of data
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Behind this drop-down is the IsCacheable__c picklist.

3. Specify a value for Time To Live In Minutes. This setting determines how long data remains in the cache. The minimum value is
5. Default and maximum values depend on the cache type:

• Session Cache — The default value is 5. The maximum value is 480, equivalent to 8 hours. The cache is cleared when the user's
session expires regardless of this value.

• Org Cache — The default value is 1440, equivalent to 24 hours. The maximum value is 2880, equivalent to 48 hours.

Top-level caching overrides Cache Block caching for the duration of the top-level Time To Live In Minutes value. Top-level and
Cache Block data is cleared when the Integration Procedure is deactivated regardless of this value.

4. Click Activate Version. Top-level caching occurs only if the Integration Procedure is active.

Create a Top-Level Caching Example
An Integration Procedure accepts a list of first or last names and retrieves Contacts having those names. Top-level caching to the
VlocityAPIResponse partition improves Contact retrieval performance.

This Integration Procedure also includes a Loop Block; see Process Arrays Using Loop Blocks.

To download a DataPack of this example for OmniStudio for Vlocity, click here. To download a DataPack of this example for OmniStudio,
click here.

Importing OmniStudio for Vlocity DataPacks into OmniStudio orgs is supported, and conversion is automatic. However, importing
OmniStudio DataPacks into OmniStudio for Vlocity orgs isn't supported.

This Integration Procedure has these components:

• A Loop Block, named LoopBlock1

• A DataRaptor Extract Action within the Loop Block, named ExtractContact

• A Response Action, named ResponseAction

The Structure panel looks like this:
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To build this Integration Procedure:

1. From the OmniStudio Integration Procedures tab, click New.

2. Provide an Integration Procedure Name, a Type, and a SubType, and click Save.

3. In the Procedure Configuration, set the Salesforce Platform Cache Type to Org Cache.

4. Drag a Loop Block component into the Structure panel. Give the Loop Block the following settings:

ValueProperty

namesLoop List

ExtractContact  set to %ExtractContact%Additional Loop Output

5. Create the DataRaptor Extract that the DataRaptor Extract Action calls, name it ExtractContactName, and give it the following settings:

SettingsTab

A Contact extract step set to Contact Name LIKE nameExtract

A mapping from Contact:Id  to Contact:IdOutput

A mapping from Contact:Name  to Contact:Name
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If you aren't sure how to create a DataRaptor Extract, see the examples in DataRaptor Extract Examples.

6. Drag a DataRaptor Extract Action inside the Loop Block and give it the following settings:

ValueProperty

ExtractContactElement Name

ExtractContactNameDataRaptor Interface

names:nameData Source

nameFilter Value

7. Create the Response Action below the Loop Block and give it the following settings:

ValueProperty

LoopBlock1:ExtractContactSend JSON Path

ContactResponse JSON Node

8. In the Procedure Configuration, click Activate Version.

9. On the Preview Tab, click Edit as JSON and provide input with the following structure:

{
"names": [

{
"name": "Miller"

},
{

"name": "Torres"
}

]
}

To demonstrate performance most effectively, specify common names or many names.

10. Click Execute and note the resulting Browser, Server, and Apex CPU values.

11. Open the Options pane and change the ignoreCache  value to false.
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12. Click Execute again. This step populates the cache, so the resulting Browser, Server, and Apex CPU values are likely to be similar to
the previous values.

13. Click Execute a third time. This step uses the cached values, so the resulting Browser, Server, and Apex CPU values are likely to be
noticeably less than the previous values. In addition, Cached Response: true  appears after the performance metrics.

Turn Off the Scale Cache
To turn off the Scale Cache that DataRaptors and Integration Procedures use, go to Setup and add the TurnOffScaleCache  setting
to the Omni Interaction Configuration.

1. Go to Setup.

• In Lightning Experience, click the gear icon and select Setup from the menu.

• In Salesforce Classic, click the user menu and select Setup from the menu.

2. In the Quick Find box, type omni, then select Omni Interaction Configuration.

3. Click New Omni Interaction Configuration.

4. In the Label field, type TurnOffScaleCache.

5. In the Value field, type true.

6. Click Save.
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Error Handling in Integration Procedures
You can configure the conditions for success or failure of an Integration Procedure action or group of actions.

In each step, you can set the following properties:

• Failure Conditional Formula: Specify a formula that evaluates to TRUE if the step has failed to execute successfully. See the second
example in Handle Errors Using Try-Catch Blocks.

• Fail On Step Error: Enable this option to terminate the Integration Procedure if the conditional formula determines that the step has
failed.

Note: An action that returns a list cannot use returned data in its Failure Conditional Formula.

To configure conditions and behavior for the success and failure of a group of actions, you can use a Try-Catch Block. See Handle Errors
Using Try-Catch Blocks.

To add debugging information to the Data JSON, use Response Actions. For details, see Response Action for Integration Procedures.

HTTP actions add details about the results of the call to the Data JSON ElementNameInfo  node as follows:

• Response headers, for example, Content-Type

• Status of the response

• Status code, for example, 200

Note: Error logging is supported in OmniStudio for Vlocity but not OmniStudio. For details, see Enable Error Logging and Send
Data to the Error Log.

Environment Variables in DataRaptors and Integration Procedures
You can use environment variables to define Default Values and Filter Values, and in Formulas.

For example, the filter $Vlocity.N_DAYS_AGO:30  extracts the Cases created in the last 30 days.

If you’re using an environment variable as a Filter value, you must double-quote it.

DescriptionEnvironment Variable

Today’s date$Vlocity.TODAY

Tomorrow’s date$Vlocity.TOMORROW

Current date and time$Vlocity.NOW

The date the specified number of days from now$Vlocity.N_DAYS_FROM_NOW:{N}

The date the specified number of days ago$Vlocity.N_DAYS_AGO:{N}

Null$Vlocity.NULL

Id of the standard price book$Vlocity.StandardPricebookId
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DescriptionEnvironment Variable

Documents folder Id$Vlocity.DocumentsFolderId

Boolean TRUE$Vlocity.true or $Vlocity.TRUE

Boolean FALSE$Vlocity.false or $Vlocity.FALSE

Current user Id$Vlocity.UserId

Percent character. Useful for escaping % characters in URLs so they
aren't mistaken for merge field syntax.

$Vlocity.Percent

Apex CPU value$Vlocity.CpuTotal

Number of Data Manipulation Language statements$Vlocity.DMLStatementsTotal

Number of Data Manipulation Language rows$Vlocity.DMLRowsTotal

Heap size value$Vlocity.HeapSizeTotal

Number of queries run$Vlocity.QueriesTotal

Number of query rows fetched$Vlocity.QueryRowsTotal

Number of SOSL queries run$Vlocity.SoslQueriesTotal

External Objects in Integration Procedures
Integration Procedures support Salesforce External Objects. The external data can come from any source that can be accessed using a
REST endpoint. The returned data can be rendered as JSON or XML.

Here's how it works:

• In Salesforce, you perform an operation against the Vlocity external object, for example, in Apex code, in a report, or by issuing a
SOQL query.

• The Vlocity external object handler calls the Integration Procedure that implements the external object, passing in a JSON payload
that contains details about the request.

• Based on the contents of the JSON payload, the Integration Procedure accesses the external data using, for example, REST endpoints
or DataRaptor calls, and returns JSON or XML results.

• The Integration Procedure returns its results to the Vlocity external object handler in an intermediate format.

• The Vlocity handler transforms the results into a JSON payload and returns them to the caller.

The following diagram illustrates the process.
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The advantage of this approach to accessing external data is that it is completely declarative, no code required. Note that, while the
external object functions as a single object, your Integration Procedure can recruit data from multiple sources.

Query-Handling Logic in the Integration Procedure
To indicate the type of operation being requested of the Integration Procedure, the Vlocity handler sets a "Context" entry in the input
JSON. To define the actions for handling each type of query in your Integration Procedure, set the actions' Execution Conditional Formula
field (for example: Context = "QueryAll"). The following list describes the values passed in the Context node for each type of request,
with SOQL examples and the corresponding JSON payload sent to the Integration Procedure.

QueryAll: SELECT returning all rows (no WHERE clause)

Example query: SELECT ExternalId FROM myExternalObject;

Corresponding JSON input: {"Context":"QueryAll"}

Query: SELECT with WHERE clause

Example query: SELECT ExternalId FROM vlocity_dev__ContactsList__x WHERE ExternalId =
'59f0f91a51280e0012c90584';

Corresponding JSON input: {"Input":[{"ExternalId":"59f0f91a51280e0012c90584"}],"Context":"Query"}

Upsert: Update a row (if ExternalId is specified) or create a row (if ExternalId is omitted).

Example query (UPDATE): INSERT INTO myExternalObject (Name, Mobile...) VALUES ("Davidov Spruth",
"415-607-9865"...)

Corresponding JSON input: {"Input":[{"Name":"Davidov
Spruth","Mobile":"415-607-9865","CreateDate":"2017-10-25T20:50:34.188Z","Work":"415-232-6365","ExternalId":"59f0f91a51280e0012c90584","Email":"davs@gmail.com"}],"Context":"Upsert"}

Delete: Delete specified rows.

Example query: DELETE FROM myExternalObject WHERE ExternalId = '"'59f0f91a51280e0012c90584'"';

Corresponding JSON input: {"Input":[{"ExternalId":"59f0f91a51280e0012c90584"}],"Context":"Query"}

To access the external data to handle the query, define HTTP actions that call the REST endpoints that perform the required operations.
If the results returned from the endpoint require further processing, create and call DataRaptor Transforms that perform the required
transformations.

Query Result Format
To return results from the Integration Procedure to the query, structure the output JSON as follows:
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SELECT queries: Return an array of nodes with names that correspond to the table columns defined for the external object. For example:

[{
"Work": "415-232-6365",
"Mobile": "415-607-9865",
"Email": "davs@gmail.com",
"CreateDate": "2017-10-25T20:50:34.188Z",
"Name": "Davidov Spruth",
"ExternalId": "59f0f91a51280e0012c90584",
"ExternalLookup": "59f0f91a51280e0012c90584",
"AccountIndirectLookup": "123"
},
{
"Email": "mw@gmail.com",
"CreateDate": "2017-10-25T21:49:41.633Z",
"Name": "Mike Wormwood",
"ExternalId": "59f106f5e928870012f2b0a0",
"ExternalLookup": "59f0f91a51280e0012c90584",
"AccountIndirectLookup": "123"
},
{
"Work": "33-555-1212",
"Mobile": "33-879-0610",
"CreateDate": "2017-10-25T20:59:18.657Z",
"Name": "Tom Sor",
"ExternalId": "59f0fb26e928870012f2b09e",
"ExternalLookup": "59f0f91a51280e0012c90584",
"AccountIndirectLookup": "123"
}
]

UPDATE and DELETE queries: Return the external Id of the object affected in a node named "ExternalID"; for example:

{
"ExternalId": "59efa135ba8e960012a3e8a5"
}

If the query does not succeed, return a node named "errorMessage" containing details about the problem that occurred.

Implement an External Object in an Integration Procedure

To access external data, you can define an Integration Procedure that implements a Salesforce External Object.

Implement an External Object in an Integration Procedure
To access external data, you can define an Integration Procedure that implements a Salesforce External Object.

1. Create an Integration Procedure. For Type, specify VlocityExternalObject. For Subtype, specify the desired name for the external
object.
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2. In the Procedure Configuration section, define table and column settings. These are the same settings you can configure on the
Salesforce External Object tab. For detailed information, refer to the Salesforce documentation: Define External Objects and External
Object Relationships.

3. Click Activate.

4. In Salesforce, go to the External Data Source tab and navigate to the VlocityExternalObject data source. Click Validate and Sync.

If the operation succeeds, your new external object is now listed on the page.

Test Procedures: Integration Procedures for Unit Testing
An Integration Procedure that performs a unit test is a Test Procedure. You can use a Test Procedure to unit test almost anything an
Integration Procedure can invoke, such as a DataRaptor, a Calculation Matrix, an Apex class, or another Integration Procedure.

Using Test Procedures and the test framework, you can:

• Add Debugging Data to Test Procedure Event Tracking.

• Provide sample input to the entity being tested using a Set Values for Integration Procedures component.

• Mock responses of specific steps if the entity being tested is an Integration Procedure.

• Compare expected and actual results using an Assert Action for Integration Procedures component.

• Use the IDX Workbench Desktop Application to run Test Procedures.

• Review Integration Procedure Event Tracking data generated as a result of the tests.

After a Test Procedure finishes, its transaction is rolled back. This lets you run tests that create sObjects without affecting the database.

How you organize your Test Procedures is up to you. For example, you can test the same DataRaptor multiple times using different
inputs, or you can test several different DataRaptors using the same Test Procedure.

When to Mock Integration Procedure Components
When you use a Test Procedure to test another Integration Procedure, you can simulate, or mock, the responses of some of the components
in the testing Integration Procedure or the Integration Procedure being tested. For example, you can mock a component that would
normally retrieve a credit score, using a hard-coded score for testing. This has no effect on how the Integration Procedure normally runs
when it isn't being tested.

To mock a component that returns a single value, scroll to the bottom of the Procedure Configuration and specify a Key/Value pair under
Mock Responses Map. The Key must be the Name of a component, and the Value can be literal text or a merge field.

To mock a component with a more complex response, go to the Procedure Configuration and click Edit as JSON, then edit the
mockResponseMap  node. For example, the following JSON code mocks a Set Values component named IfOtherState  that
sets a DefaultSalesTax  value:

"mockResponseMap": {
"IfOtherState": {

"DefaultSalesTax": 0.06
}

}

The following component types must be mocked in the testing Integration Procedure or the Integration Procedure being tested. Mocking
other component types is permitted but not required.
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Reason for MockingComponent

The response to the delivered email isn't available.DocuSign Envelope Action for Integration Procedures

The response to the delivered email isn't available.Email Action for Integration Procedures

Salesforce has specific requirements for testing HTTP callouts.HTTP Action for Integration Procedures

HTTP Callouts in Called Apex Classes
If a Test Procedure or an Integration Procedure being tested includes a Remote Action, and the Apex class the Remote Action invokes
includes an HTTP callout, then you must ensure that the HTTP callout isn't part of the test. To do this, edit the Apex class and enclose
the HTTP callout in an if (IntegrationProcedureService.isTest == false)  statement, for example:

if (IntegrationProcedureService.isTest == false) {
HttpRequest request = new HttpRequest();
request.setMethod('GET');
request.setEndpoint('http://example.com');

Http httpCall = new Http();
HttpResponse response = httpCall.send(request);

}

Workflow for Test Procedure Example

A Test Procedure tests a calculation performed by another Integration Procedure.

Workflow for Test Procedure Example
A Test Procedure tests a calculation performed by another Integration Procedure.

To download a DataPack of this example for OmniStudio for Vlocity, click here. To download a DataPack of this example for OmniStudio,
click here.

Importing OmniStudio for Vlocity DataPacks into OmniStudio orgs is supported, and conversion is automatic. However, importing
OmniStudio DataPacks into OmniStudio for Vlocity orgs isn't supported.

To build this example:

1. Enable the Vlocity Tracking Service for Integration Procedures. See Enable Tracking for OmniStudio Components and Add Debugging
Data to Test Procedure Event Tracking.

2. Create the Integration Procedure to be tested. See Create a Conditional Block Example with If-Elseif-Else Logic.

3. Mock a Response in the Tested Integration Procedure.

4. Create an Example Test Procedure.

5. Run the Test Procedure from IDX Workbench. See Run Test Procedures.

Mock a Response in the Tested Integration Procedure

Before you create the example Test Procedure, add a Mock Response Map to the Integration Procedure to be tested.
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Create an Example Test Procedure

After you mock a response in the Integration Procedure to be tested, create the Test Procedure that tests a calculation it performs.

Mock a Response in the Tested Integration Procedure

Before you create the example Test Procedure, add a Mock Response Map to the Integration Procedure to be tested.

1. Go to the OmniStudio Integration Procedures tab and open the Integration Procedure to be tested.

2. If the Integration Procedure is active, click Deactivate Version so you can edit it.

3. In the Procedure Configuration, click Edit as JSON.

4. Edit the mockResponseMap  node as follows:

"mockResponseMap": {
"IfOtherState": {

"DefaultSalesTax": 0.06
}

}

5. Click Edit in Property Editor.

6. Click Activate Version. The Integration Procedure to be tested must be active.

Create an Example Test Procedure

After you mock a response in the Integration Procedure to be tested, create the Test Procedure that tests a calculation it performs.

The Test Procedure has these components:

• A Set Values component, named IPInput

• An Integration Procedure Action component, named TestIP

• An Assert Action, named AssertTotal

• A Response Action, named TestResponse

A Response Action isn't required, but it's useful for testing the Test Procedure. After you have verified that the Test Procedure works, you
can deactivate or delete it.

The Structure panel looks like this:
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To create the Test Procedure:

1. From the OmniStudio Integration Procedures tab, click New.

2. Provide an Integration Procedure Name, a Type, and a SubType, and click Save.

3. Scroll to the bottom of the Procedure Configuration and check Is Test Procedure.

4. Drag a Set Values component into the Structure panel and give it the following settings:

ValueProperty

IPInputElement Name

250Element Value Map: Price

NYElement Value Map: State

IPInputResponse JSON Node

5. Drag an Integration Procedure Action component into the Structure panel and give it the following settings:
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ValueProperty

TestIPElement Name

Name you gave the Integration Procedure to be tested, described
in Define Execution Logic Using Conditional Blocks.

Integration Procedure

IPInputSend JSON Path

6. Drag an Assert Action component into the Structure panel and give it the following settings:

ValueProperty

AssertTotalElement Name

TestIP:Output:Total == 265Assert Conditional Formula

Calculation is incorrect.Assert Failure Message

7. Drag a Response Action component into the Structure panel and give it the following settings:

ValueProperty

TestResponseElement Name

(checked)Return Full Data JSON

After you have verified that the Test Procedure works, you can deactivate this component.

8. Go to the Preview tab and click Execute. The output should look like this:

{
"response": {
"testResult": "success"

},
"TestResponseStatus": true,
"AssertTotal": {
"assertFailureMessage": "Calculation is incorrect.",
"variableData": {
"TestIP:Output:Total": 265

},
"assertConditionalFormula": "TestIP:Output:Total == 265",
"assertResult": true
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},
"AssertTotalStatus": true,
"TestIP": {
"testResult": "success",
"Output": {
"Price": 250,
"State": "NY",
"Tax": 15,
"TaxRate": 6,
"Total": 265

}
},
"TestIPStatus": true,
"IPInput": {
"Price": 250,
"State": "NY"

},
"IPInputStatus": true,
"options": {
"useQueueableApexRemoting": false,
"queueableChainable": false,
"ignoreCache": true,
"resetCache": false,
"chainable": false

}
}

9. (Optional) In the IPInput component, change the Price, or change the State to WA, OR, NV, or CA. Then return to the Preview tab
and click Execute again. Note how the output changes.

10. To prepare for running the Test Procedure:

a. In the TestResponse component, click Active to remove the check.

b. In the Procedure Configuration, click Activate Version. IDX Workbench only runs active Test Procedures.

Integration Procedure Invocation
You can invoke Integration Procedures from other OmniStudio tools such as OmniScripts and Cards. You can also invoke Integration
Procedures from Apex classes, batch jobs, REST APIs, or Salesforce flows.

Integration Procedure Invocation from Apex

You can invoke an Integration Procedure from Apex code in two ways using the IntegrationProcedureService class
in the Vlocity managed package.

Integration Procedure Unit Testing from Apex

You can set up a test class in Apex and use it to call and test an Integration Procedure. You must mock HTTP Action responses.

Integration Procedure Invocation from REST APIs

You can use either a GET or a POST call to run an Integration Procedure and retrieve the result. The only difference is that a GET call
can't include a JSON request body.
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Integration Procedure Invocation from Salesforce Flow

To call an Integration Procedure from a Salesforce Flow, create a Salesforce Flow component by defining a class using the Salesforce
Developer Console, as shown in the following example. Note that the class must have the @InvocableMethod  annotation.

Batch Jobs for Integration Procedures and Vlocity Open Interfaces

The Vlocity batch framework lets you run an Integration Procedure or VlocityOpenInterface  on a schedule. Typical use
cases are a recurrent billing cycle or a scan for insurance policies that come up for renewal in the next 60 days. When a job is run, it
sends its input to an Integration Procedure or Apex method that processes the records.

Integration Procedure Invocation from Apex
You can invoke an Integration Procedure from Apex code in two ways using the IntegrationProcedureService class in
the Vlocity managed package.

Integration Procedure Call Example 1

class IntegrationProcedureService {
/*
procedureAPIName - the Type_SubType of Procedure or the OmniScript__c.Id
input - The payload / initial data in the DataJSON for the Procedure
*/
public static Object runIntegrationService(String procedureAPIName, Map<String, Object>
input, Map<String, Object> options);
/*
VlocityOpenInterface2 implementation:
methodName - the Type_SubType of Procedure or the OmniScript__c.Id - procedureAPIName
above
input - The payload / initial data in the DataJSON for the Procedure
output - will return Response in output.put('result', RESPONSE)
*/
public Object invokeMethod(String methodName, Map<String, Object> input, Map<String,
Object> output, Map<String, Object> options);
}

Integration Procedure Call Example 2

/* Initialize variables */
String procedureName = 'Type_SubType';
Map<String, Object> ipInput = new Map<String, Object> ();
Map<String, Object> ipOutput = new Map<String, Object> ();
Map<String, Object> ipOptions = new Map<String, Object> ();

/* Populating input map for an Integration Procedure.
Follow whatever structure your VIP expects */
String orderId = '80100000000abcd';
ipInput.put('orderId', orderId);

/* Call the IP via runIntegrationService,
and save the output to ipOutput */
ipOutput = (Map<String, Object>)
omnistudio.IntegrationProcedureService.runIntegrationService(procedureName, ipInput,
ipOptions);

System.debug('IP Output: ' + ipOutput);
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Integration Procedure Unit Testing from Apex
You can set up a test class in Apex and use it to call and test an Integration Procedure. You must mock HTTP Action responses.

The following is an example unit test of an Integration Procedure:

@isTest(seeAllData=true)
global with sharing class TestVlocityIntergationProcedure
{

static testMethod void testVip()
{

Map<String, Object> response = (Map<String,
Object>)namespace.IntegrationProcedureService.runIntegrationService('Type_Subtype',

new Map<String, Object>{
'AccountName' => 'Vlocity'

}, new Map<String, Object>());
System.assertEquals('joe@vlocity.com', response.get('ContactEmail'));

}
}

Note these features of the example:

• You must use Salesforce's seeAllData  property on the @isTest  annotation. This ensures that the unit test sees the Vlocity
SObject data in the org.

• The method that runs the Integration Procedure is IntegrationProcedureService.runIntegrationService.

• The namespace is vlocity_cmt, vlocity_ins, or vlocity_ps.

• The Type_Subtype parameter specifies the Integration Procedure to test.

Salesforce has specific requirements for testing HTTP callouts. Therefore, HTTP Actions require special handling.

You can set the mock HTTP response of an Integration Procedure using the following Vlocity global method: 

IntegrationProcedureServiceTest.setMockHttpResponse(HttpResponse response)

This is required because when an Integration Procedure runs, the Vlocity Managed Package makes the HTTP callout internally.

The following is an example unit test of an Integration Procedure that includes an HTTP Action:

@isTest(seeAllData=true)
global with sharing class TestVlocityIntergationProcedure
{

static testMethod void testVipWithHttpCallout()
{

HttpResponse res = new HttpResponse();
res.setHeader('Content-Type', 'application/json');
res.setBody('{"ContactEmail":"joe@vlocity.com"}');
res.setStatusCode(200);

namespace.IntegrationProcedureServiceTest.setMockHttpResponse(res);

Map<String, Object> response = (Map<String,
Object>)namespace.IntegrationProcedureService.runIntegrationService('Type_Subtype',

new Map<String, Object>{
'AccountName' => 'Vlocity'

}, new Map<String, Object>());
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System.assertEquals('joe@vlocity.com', response.get('ContactEmail'));
}

}

In Winter '20 and later releases, if an Integration Procedure includes more than one HTTP Action, you can set the mock HTTP responses
using the following Vlocity global method:

IntegrationProcedureServiceTest.setMockHttpResponseByUrlOrActionName()

Using the Element Name of the HTTP Action is often easier. However, for some HTTP Actions, such as one within a Loop Block, you might
have to specify the URL. If you specify the URL, it must be the exact URL you are calling. If it is a NamedCredential, it follows the pattern
callout:NamedCredentialName.

The following is an example unit test of an Integration Procedure that includes two HTTP Actions:

@isTest(seeAllData=true)
global with sharing class TestMockHttpIP
{

static testMethod void testVipWithHttpCallout()
{

HttpResponse res1 = new HttpResponse();
res1.setHeader('Content-Type', 'application/json');

res1.setBody('{"ContactEmail":"joe@vlocity.com"}');
res1.setStatusCode(200);

namespace.IntegrationProcedureServiceTest.setMockHttpResponseByUrlOrActionName('GetContactsHttp',
res1);

HttpResponse res2 = new HttpResponse();
res2.setHeader('Content-Type', 'application/json');

res2.setBody('{"ContactEmail":"joe2@vlocity.com"}');
res2.setStatusCode(200);

namespace.IntegrationProcedureServiceTest.setMockHttpResponseByUrlOrActionName('callout:MyContactInfo2',
res2);

Map<String, Object> response = (Map<String,
Object>)namespace.IntegrationProcedureService.runIntegrationService('Type_Subtype',

new Map<String, Object>{
'AccountName' => 'Vlocity'
}, new Map<String, Object>());

System.assertEquals('joe@vlocity.com', response.get('ContactEmail'));
System.assertEquals('joe2@vlocity.com', response.get('Action2Response'));

}
}

Integration Procedure Invocation from REST APIs
You can use either a GET or a POST call to run an Integration Procedure and retrieve the result. The only difference is that a GET call can't
include a JSON request body.
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For an example, see Invoke a Chainable Integration Procedure with REST Calls.

Note: In JSON, curly braces are literal, but in REST notation, curly braces represent variables.

Integration Procedure Invocation Using GET

To get JSON data for an Integration Procedure, issue a GET call. You can include inline values and query parameters, but you can't
pass in JSON data.

Integration Procedure Invocation Using POST

To post JSON data to an Integration Procedure, issue a POST call. You can also include inline values, query parameters, and a JSON
request body.

Integration Procedure Invocation Using GET

To get JSON data for an Integration Procedure, issue a GET call. You can include inline values and query parameters, but you can't pass
in JSON data.

Use a URL formatted as follows:

/services/apexrest/{namespace}/v1/integrationprocedure/{Type}_{SubType}/

The namespace is omnistudio, vlocity_ins, vlocity_cmt, or vlocity_ps.

Specify the Type and SubType of the Integration Procedure. You can also send HTTP headers as options. All parts of the URL are
case-sensitive.

To pass input data in a GET call, you can specify URL parameters. You can't specify a JSON request body. If you need to specify a JSON
request body, use a POST call instead.

In the following example, an Integration Procedure that creates cases requires a Contact name and returns the Id of the newly created
case. The Contact name is specified in the URL. Note that the HTML code %20  represents the space between the first and last names.

GET

/services/apexrest/vlocity_ins/v1/integrationprocedure/Create_Cases/?Contact=Dennis%20Reynolds

Example Result:

{
"Case": {
"Id": "0036100001HDn3QAAT"
}
}

There are two ways to pass parameters to the Integration Procedure in the URL:

• Parameter/value pairs

• Inline values in the URL path

The syntax is as follows:

/services/apexrest/{namespace}/v1/integrationprocedure/{Type}_{SubType}/{inlinevalue1}/{inlinevalue2}/?{Param1}={Value1}

For example, the following URL:

/services/apexrest/vlocity_cmt/v1/integrationprocedure/IP_Rest/Apple/Phones/?product=iPhoneX
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...sends this input to the Integration Procedure:

{
"options": {
"Path1": "Apple",
"Path2": "Phones",
"isDebug": "true"
}
"product": "iPhoneX"
}

Values passed in the path are added under the options  node, with keys named PathN.

You can also set Integration Procedure options such as chainable  or queueableChainable  using a REST API. For example:

/services/apexrest/vlocity_ins/v1/integrationprocedure/Create_Cases/?chainable=true

Integration Procedure Invocation Using POST

To post JSON data to an Integration Procedure, issue a POST call. You can also include inline values, query parameters, and a JSON request
body.

Use a URL formatted as follows:

/services/apexrest/{namespace}/v1/integrationprocedure/{Type}_{SubType}/

The namespace is omnistudio, vlocity_ins, vlocity_cmt, or vlocity_ps.

Specify the Type and SubType of the Integration Procedure. You can also send HTTP headers as options. All parts of the URL are
case-sensitive.

To pass input data in a POST call, you can specify either a JSON request body or URL parameters.

In the following example, an Integration Procedure that creates cases requires a Contact name and returns the Id of the newly created
case. The Contact name is specified in a JSON request body.

POST

/services/apexrest/vlocity_ins/v1/integrationprocedure/Create_Cases/

POST JSON Data:

{
"Contact":"Dennis Reynolds"
}

Example Result:

{
"Case": {
"Id": "0036100001HDn3QAAT"
}
}

There are two ways to pass parameters to the Integration Procedure in the URL:

• Parameter/value pairs

• Inline values in the URL path
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The syntax is as follows:

/services/apexrest/{namespace}/v1/integrationprocedure/{Type}_{SubType}/{inlinevalue1}/{inlinevalue2}/?{Param1}={Value1}

For example, the following URL:

/services/apexrest/vlocity_cmt/v1/integrationprocedure/IP_Rest/Apple/Phones/?product=iPhoneX

...sends this input to the Integration Procedure:

{
"options": {
"Path1": "Apple",
"Path2": "Phones",
"product": "iPhoneX",
"isDebug": "true"
}
}

Values passed in the path are added under the options  node, with keys named PathN.

You can also set Integration Procedure options such as chainable  or queueableChainable  using a REST API. For example:

/services/apexrest/vlocity_ins/v1/integrationprocedure/Create_Cases/?chainable=true

Integration Procedure Invocation from Salesforce Flow
To call an Integration Procedure from a Salesforce Flow, create a Salesforce Flow component by defining a class using the Salesforce
Developer Console, as shown in the following example. Note that the class must have the @InvocableMethod  annotation.

When calling IntegrationProcedureService.runIntegrationService, be sure to replace the namespace with
omnistudio, vlocity_cmt, vlocity_ins, or vlocity_ps.

global with sharing class IntegrationProcedureInvocable {
@InvocableMethod(label = 'Integration Procedure')
global static List < IntegrationProcedureOutput > runIntegrationServiceInvocable(List <
IntegrationProcedureInput > input) {
System.debug(LoggingLevel.Error, JSON.serialize(input));
IntegrationProcedureOutput result = new IntegrationProcedureOutput();
result.output = JSON.serialize(
namespace.IntegrationProcedureService.runIntegrationService(
input[0].procedureAPIName,
new Map < String, Object >
{
'Id' => input[0].input
},
new Map < String, Object > ()));

System.debug(LoggingLevel.Error, JSON.serialize(result));
return new List < IntegrationProcedureOutput >
{
result
};

}
global class IntegrationProcedureInput
{
@InvocableVariable(label = 'Procedure Name') global String procedureAPIName;
@InvocableVariable(label = 'Input') global String input;
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}
global class IntegrationProcedureOutput
{
@InvocableVariable(label = 'Output') global String output;
}
}

After defining the class, you can use the resulting flow component in the Salesforce Flow Designer to call Integration Procedures. Drag
the component from the list to the flow and set its properties as follows.

General Settings: Set Name and Unique Name to descriptive names for the instance of the component in the flow.

Input Settings

• Procedure Name: Specify the Integration Procedure to be run using this format: Type_SubType (note the underscore).

• Input: For each input variable required by the Integration Procedure, choose Variable and specify the name of the input variable
using the following format: {!variableName}

Output Settings: For each variable that is returned by the Integration Procedure, choose Variable and specify the name of the output
variable using the following format: {!variableName}

Batch Jobs for Integration Procedures and Vlocity Open Interfaces
The Vlocity batch framework lets you run an Integration Procedure or VlocityOpenInterface  on a schedule. Typical use cases
are a recurrent billing cycle or a scan for insurance policies that come up for renewal in the next 60 days. When a job is run, it sends its
input to an Integration Procedure or Apex method that processes the records.

Note: Batch Actions and Scheduled Jobs are available in OmniStudio if the OmniStudio package was installed before the Salesforce
Industries package was installed. See OmniStudio-First Side-by-Side Package Installation Results.

The input can be one of the following:

• Null: The Integration Procedure or VlocityOpenInterface finds data using its Actions or methods.

• SOQL query: The result of a static query is the input.

• JSON data with merge fields: The Integration Procedure is called by a business process that has contextual data, such as an OmniScript,
and is queued immediately rather being scheduled.

To define the jobs to be run, you add records to the Vlocity Scheduled Job custom object. To launch scheduled jobs, you can:

• Run the Vlocity batch framework

• Launch jobs programmatically

• Use a Batch Action in an Integration Procedure

The following sections describe these tasks in detail.

Batch Framework Initialization

The Vlocity batch framework launches the jobs that are defined in the Vlocity Scheduled Job custom object. To start the Vlocity
batch framework, you must execute Apex code, which creates an instance of the framework and invokes its start method.

Programmatic Job Invocation

Use VlocityBatchFramework methods to start scheduled jobs. You can start all jobs, multiple jobs, or a single job. You can
also invoke an Integration Procedure or VlocityOpenInterface  as a job.
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Vlocity Scheduled Job Fields

To create batch jobs, go to the Vlocity Scheduled Jobs tab. For each job you want to schedule, add a record by clicking New. Then
specify the settings you need in the Vlocity Scheduled Job fields.

Batch Framework Initialization

The Vlocity batch framework launches the jobs that are defined in the Vlocity Scheduled Job custom object. To start the Vlocity batch
framework, you must execute Apex code, which creates an instance of the framework and invokes its start method.

VlocityBatchFramework batchFramework = new VlocityBatchFramework();
batchFramework.startBatchScheduler('<frequency>');

These commands create a CronTrigger (scheduled job) with the name VlocityScheduledJob.

The Frequency  parameter specifies how often the batch framework checks for jobs to launch. To ensure that jobs are executed on
the desired schedule, specify a frequency greater than or equal to that of the highest-frequency job. For example, if you have a job that
is scheduled to run hourly, specify hourly  or 15 minutes  for the batch framework frequency. Note that the timing of job execution
is controlled entirely by the batch framework, and jobs might not be executed at precise intervals.

Programmatic Job Invocation

Use VlocityBatchFramework methods to start scheduled jobs. You can start all jobs, multiple jobs, or a single job. You can
also invoke an Integration Procedure or VlocityOpenInterface  as a job.

To start all scheduled jobs immediately, invoke the VlocityBatchFramework.startScheduledJobs()  method using
anonymous Apex, omitting any parameters, as follows:

VlocityBatchFramework.startScheduledJobs();

To start a single scheduled job immediately, invoke the VlocityBatchFramework.startScheduledJob()  method using
anonymous Apex, specifying the ID for the job you want to run. For example:

VlocityBatchFramework.startScheduledJob('a3Zf4000000J81v');

To start multiple scheduled jobs immediately, invoke the VlocityBatchFramework.startScheduledJobs()  method
using anonymous Apex, specifying a list of IDs for the jobs that you want to run. For example:

VlocityBatchFramework.startScheduledJobs(new List<Id>{'a3Zf4000000J81v',
'a3Zf4000000IwIU'});

The batch framework also enables you to programmatically invoke any Integration Procedure or VlocityOpenInterface as a
job. The methods for starting batch jobs are as follows:

VlocityBatchFramework.startIntegrationProcedureBatch(String integrationProcedureKey,
List<Object> input, new Map<String, Object> options);
VlocityBatchFramework.startOpenInterfaceBatch(String classMethod, List<Object> input, new
Map<String, Object> options);

To start an Integration Procedure job from Apex, issue the following command:

VlocityBatchFramework.startIntegrationProcedureBatch({integration procedure key}, input
list, options map);

For example:

VlocityBatchFramework.startIntegrationProcedureBatch('VlocityBatchFramework_ValidateAccountBillingStreet',
accounts, new Map<String, Object>{'isInputAsList' => true, 'batchSize' => 20});
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To start an asynchronous Apex job that runs the invokeMethod of a specified class, issue the following command:

VlocityBatchFramework.startOpenInterfaceBatch({ Class name . method name }, input list,
options map);

For example:

VlocityBatchFramework.startOpenInterfaceBatch('VlocityBatchFrameworkTestOI4.updateStatus',
accounts, new Map<String, Object>{'isInputAsList' => false, 'batchSize' => 20});

To chain scheduled jobs that run Integration Procedures, provide the IDs of the jobs and include a chainable option that is set to true:

startScheduledJobs(new Map<String, Object>{‘vlocityScheduledJobIds’ => new
List<String>{‘JobId’, 'JobId2'}, new Map<String, Object>{'chainable' => true});

For example:

VlocityBatchFramework.startScheduledJobs(new Map<String, Object>{'vlocityScheduledJobIds'
=> new List<String>{'a3Zf4000000T7A1', 'a3Zf4000000T7A6'}}, new Map<String,
Object>{'chainable' => true});

You can specify the following options in the options map when invoking a job programatically. See above for details.

• batchSize

• chainable: Only jobs containing Integration Procedures are chainable.

• isInputAsList

• jobQueue

The following methods enable you to manage job execution programmatically:

• getCurrentBatchJobs(): Returns AsyncApexJobs that are not "Aborted", "Completed", or "Failed".

• abortBatchJobs(): Aborts all AsyncApexJobs named "VlocityBatchFramework".

• getScheduledBatchJob(): Returns a CronTrigger named "VlocityScheduledJob".

• abortScheduledBatchJob(): Tries to abort the CronTrigger named "VlocityScheduledJob".

Vlocity Scheduled Job Fields

To create batch jobs, go to the Vlocity Scheduled Jobs tab. For each job you want to schedule, add a record by clicking New. Then specify
the settings you need in the Vlocity Scheduled Job fields.

• Name: Give the job a descriptive name.

• Active: Set to true if the job is to be executed when scheduled. To disable execution, set to false.

Note that if an error occurs when the query is executed, the batch framework sets this field to false.

• Batch Size: Specifies the maximum number of records processed by an instance of the job.

For example, if you specify a batch size of 20 and the query returns 100 records, the job is run five times, processing 20 records each
time. Default is 1.

• Data Source Type: Valid values are No Input, Data Input, or Query. Spring '20 and later versions also support List Input.

If the Data Source Type is Query, at least one row must be returned for the job to run.

• Data Source Spec: Specifies the data for the batch job, which must correspond to the Data Source Type:
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– No Input: The Integration Procedure or VlocityOpenInterface  doesn’t require input data.

– Data Input: The Integration Procedure or VlocityOpenInterface expects JSON data with merge fields. For information
about merge fields, see Access Integration Procedure Data JSON with Merge Fields.

Note that in this case the Integration Procedure or VlocityOpenInterface is placed in the batch queue immediately
after it is called because it is dependent on data from the process that calls it. Therefore the Frequency property is ignored.

– List Input: The Integration Procedure or VlocityOpenInterface expects a list in JSON format. For an example, see Batch
Action for Integration Procedures.

– Query: A query retrieves the data required by the Integration Procedure or VlocityOpenInterface. Example query:

SELECT Id, Name FROM Account WHERE Id IN (%mergeData:Id%) LIMIT 2

• Description: Describes the job.

• Email Address List: Specify a list of comma-separated email addresses that receive emails when Send Email On has a specified
value. If no email has been entered and Send Email On has a specified value, an email is sent to the user that runs the job. Do not
put spaces after the commas that separate the emails. Example email response:

Batches Processed: 1
Number Of Errors: 1
Total Batches: 1
Status: Completed

• Send Email On:

– Error: Sends an email when a batch job error occurs.

– Finish: Sends an email when any batch job finishes regardless of whether an error occurred.

– Success: Sends an email when any batch job finishes successfully.

• Frequency: Required. Specifies how often the job is executed. Valid values are:

– None: Jobs that run as a Next Scheduled Job must have their frequency set to None so that they only run after the initial job
has completed.

Note: The --None-- and None values are not the same. The --None-- value indicates that the Frequency setting is not
set. The None value specifies that the job is not on a schedule.

– 15 Minutes

– Hourly

– Daily

– Weekly

– Monthly

– Yearly

• Is Input As List: Specifies whether the data from the Query is sent as a list of Maps under a response  node or as an individual
record in a Map. Example input:
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– Unchecked:

{"BillingStreet":"1 Market St","Id":"001f400000FPZiQAAX"},{"BillingStreet":"50
Fremont","Id":"001f400000FPZjTAAX"},...}

– Checked:

"records":[{"BillingStreet":"1 Market
St","Id":"001f400000FPZiQAAX"},{"BillingStreet":"50
Fremont","Id":"001f400000FPZjTAAX”}]

Do not check Is Input As List if the Data Source Type is List Input.

• Job Queue: Select High, Medium, Low, or None (default). This setting is used to group jobs for execution. Jobs with the same
priority are launched together. To optimize performance, minimize the number of high priority jobs.

• Next Scheduled Job: Enter the name of a different scheduled job that will run as a child of the initial scheduled job, but in a separate
transaction, once the initial scheduled job finishes.

Note: The scheduled job that runs as a child of the initial scheduled job must have its Frequency set to None so that it only
runs after the initial job has completed.

• Process Name: The process to run. For Integration Procedures, specify Type_Subtype. For a VlocityOpenInterface,
specify ClassName.MethodName.

• Process Type: Specify either Integration Procedure or Vlocity Open Interface.

• Wrap Up Process Name: Enter the name of a different process that will run as a child of the initial process, in the same transaction,
once the initial process finishes. In the underlying code, this runs in the finish() method of the framework. For Integration
Procedures, specify Type_Subtype. For a VlocityOpenInterface, specify ClassName.MethodName.

• Wrap Up Process Type: Specify either Integration Procedure or Vlocity Open Interface.

A Configured Job

The screenshot below shows an example of a record that defines a scheduled job.
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The following fields are used by the job scheduler:

• Apex Job ID: Unique identifier for internal use. Do not edit.

• Global Key: Unique identifier for internal use. Do not edit.

• Last Run DateTime: Last time the job was executed.

• Last Run Error Message: If the query fails, contains the full SOQL exception.

• Next Run DateTime: Next scheduled run. Maintained by the batch framework; can be edited to specify the next time the job is to
be run.

Error Handling

If the Data Source Type or Frequency is not set, or if the Data Source Spec format is incorrect, then the Active checkbox is unchecked
(set to false) and the Last Run Error Message field contains an error message describing what went wrong.

Configuration and SOQL query errors are returned in the Last Run Error Message field. The batch framework does not catch or report
errors that occur in the Integration Procedure or Apex method invoked. If an error is caught, Last Run DateTime and Next Run DateTime
are not updated.

Settings for Long-Running Integration Procedures
You can use chainable and queueable chainable settings to avoid hitting Salesforce governor limits when invoking long-running
Integration Procedures. You can also chain on one or more specific long-running steps.
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By default, all the actions in an Integration Procedure run in a single transaction. If the transaction exceeds a Salesforce governor limit,
Salesforce ends the transaction and the Integration Procedure fails. You can’t set a limit that exceeds the maximum imposed by Salesforce.
For details about governor limits, see the relevant Salesforce topic.

To mitigate this problem, use settings at both these levels:

• Enable chaining from the OmniScript or parent Integration Procedure action that calls the long-running Integration Procedure.

• Optionally set limits that trigger chaining in the long-running Integration Procedure itself using the settings described here.

When an Integration Procedure with chaining enabled exceeds a governor limit, step results are saved and the step continues in a
separate transaction. Because the step runs in its own transaction, it doesn’t contend for resources with other steps in the Integration
Procedure, so it's less likely to hit governor limits.

Breaking the Integration Procedure execution into chunks and saving interim results can reduce performance. Therefore, to maximize
performance, steps are chained only when they hit governor limits. If no limits are exceeded, all the steps in the Integration Procedure
run in a single transaction.

You can increase Salesforce governor limits by allowing a chainable step to start a queueable job, which runs as an Async Apex Job.
These jobs have higher CPU, SOQL, and Heap size limits than regular transactions do. However, though starting a queueable job helps
to ensure that governor limits aren't exceeded, it can reduce performance.

For Developer Edition and Trial orgs, the maximum stack depth for chained jobs is 5, which means that you can chain jobs four times.
This limit of 5 includes the initial parent queueable job. See Queueable Apex in Salesforce Help.

For an example, see Invoke a Chainable Integration Procedure with REST Calls.

Chainable and Queueable Chainable Settings
To configure limits below the Salesforce defaults, edit the Chainable Configuration and Queueable Chainable Limits settings in the
Integration Procedure's Procedure Configuration section. To disable checking for a limit, leave it blank. If you disable checking for a
limit and a step exceeds the Salesforce limit, the Integration Procedure fails.

Chainable settings are as follows:

• Chainable Queries Limit: Maximum number of SOQL queries that can be issued. The default maximum is 100.

• Chainable DML Statements Limit: Maximum number of Data Manipulation Language (DML) statements that can be issued. The
default maximum is 150.

• Chainable CPU Limit: Maximum CPU time on the Salesforce servers. Default maximum is 10,000 milliseconds.

• Chainable Heap Size Limit: Memory used to store data during transaction processing. The default maximum is 6 MB.

• Chainable DML Rows Limit: Maximum number of records that can be processed as a result of DML statements, Approval.process,
or database.emptyRecycleBin. Default maximum is 10,000.

• Chainable Query Rows Limit: Maximum number of rows that a SOQL query is permitted to retrieve. The default maximum is
50,000.

• Chainable SOSL Queries Limit: Maximum number of SOSL queries that can be issued. Default maximum is 20.

• Chainable Actual Time: Number of seconds an Integration Procedure can run before chaining occurs to avoid reaching the Salesforce
Concurrent Request Limit. No default.

Note: Chainable Queries Limit, Chainable Query Rows Limit, and Chainable SOSL Queries Limit work within a managed
package but not outside of it. For example, if a Remote Action runs queries outside the package, these queries don't count toward
the limits.
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Queueable Chainable settings are as follows:

• Queueable Chainable Heap Size Limit: Memory used to store data during transaction processing. The default maximum is 12
MB.

• Queueable Chainable CPU Limit: Maximum CPU time on the Salesforce servers. The default maximum is 60,000 milliseconds.

• Queueable Chainable Queries Limit: Maximum number of SOQL queries that can be issued. Default maximum is 200.

Queueable Chainable settings override their Chainable equivalents if both are set.

How to Call a Chainable or Queueable Chainable Integration Procedure
To enable chaining for an Integration Procedure that is called from an OmniScript, open the Integration Procedure action that calls the
Integration Procedure and check the Chainable checkbox. To enable chainable steps to start queueable jobs, also check the Queueable
checkbox. See Integration Procedure Action.

If you’re calling an Integration Procedure from a REST API, you can set the chainable  or queueableChainable  option to
true. See Invoke a Chainable Integration Procedure with REST Calls.

A parent Integration Procedure can disable the Chainable settings of a child Integration Procedure that it calls. See Integration Procedure
Action for Integration Procedures.

The Chain on Step Setting
To enable chaining for a particular long-running step in an Integration Procedure, check its Chain On Step setting. When the Integration
Procedure is called with chaining enabled, and a limit is reached, the step runs in its own transaction.

Chain On Step isn’t required for chaining to occur. If no step has Chain On Step applied, chaining occurs when the Integration
Procedure's resource use approaches governor limits or a chainable or queueable chainable setting.

If your Integration Procedure has a DataRaptor Post action followed by an HTTP action, enable Chain On Step for the DataRaptor Post
action to avoid the following Salesforce error: You have uncommitted work pending. Commit or rollback
before calling out.

Chainable and Queueable Chainable Settings in Preview
To enable the Chainable or Queueable Chainable settings when testing an Integration Procedure using the Preview tab, expand the
Options pane and set one or more of these options:

• chainable: If true, enables the Chainable settings for testing.

• queueableChainable: If true, enables the Queueable Chainable settings for testing.

• useQueueableApexRemoting: If true, limits the amount of time the Apex CPU runs by starting a queueable job with no
chaining.

The Action Message Property in the Calling OmniScript
To view the progress of a chained Integration Procedure when debugging the OminScript that calls it, set the Action Message property
of the chained steps in the Integration Procedure. The text you enter in the Action Message field can be viewed in the Debug pane of
the OmniScript Designer, as shown in the following figure.
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JavaScript Code to Call Chainable Integration Procedures
OmniScripts and parent Integration Procedures that call chainable Integration Procedures handle the transactions automatically. However,
if you call a chainable Integration Procedure from a Lightning Web Component, you must include code that handles the intermediate
responses.

To see what the intermediate responses look like, see Invoke a Chainable Integration Procedure with REST Calls.
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Here’s a way to structure JavaScript code to handle these responses:

function runChainable(options) {
options.isDebug = vm.isDebug;
remoteActions.testIntegrationProcedure(ipId, inputData, options).then(function(response)

{
responseHandler(response);

});
}

function responseHandler(response) {
if (typeof(response) === 'string') {

response = JSON.parse(response);
}
if (response &&

response.vlcIPData &&
response.vlcStatus === 'InProgress') {
runChainable(response);

} else {
// handle IP response

}
}

Invoke a Chainable Integration Procedure with REST Calls

A chainable Integration Procedure is split into multiple transactions to avoid hitting Salesforce governor limits. Using a REST API is
the easiest way to see the partial responses each transaction returns before the Integration Procedure completes.

Invoke a Chainable Integration Procedure with REST Calls
A chainable Integration Procedure is split into multiple transactions to avoid hitting Salesforce governor limits. Using a REST API is the
easiest way to see the partial responses each transaction returns before the Integration Procedure completes.

• To ensure you can use curl commands on your computer, in a terminal window, type curl -help. If curl is available, you
see a long list of curl options.

• Determine the namespace that Integration Procedures in your org use, either omnistudio, vlocity_ins, vlocity_cmt,
or vlocity_ps.

• Create this Integration Procedure example or import its DataPack: Create a Try-Catch Block Example with a Formula.

• Get the session ID for your current login to your org. See Set Up Authorization in Salesforce's REST API Developer Guide.

1. Open the Integration Procedure example in your org. If you imported the DataPack, it's listed under Documentation/IPTryCatch2
or Documentation/IPTryCatchF2.

2. In the Preview tab, try different Name input parameter values until you find one that returns more than one record but not many.
An ideal Name value returns two names.

3. In the Procedure Configuration, click Deactivate Version if the Integration Procedure is active so you can edit it. Set the Chainable
Query Rows Limit to a value low enough to cause chaining.

For example, if the Name value in the previous step returns two records, a Chainable Query Rows Limit value of 1 results in two
transactions. If the Name value in the previous step returns six records, a Chainable Query Rows Limit value of 2 results in three
transactions.
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4. Go to the DataRaptorExtractAction1 component and check its Chain on Step property.

5. Go back to the Procedure Configuration and click Activate Version.

6. In a terminal window, enter a curl command in this format, all on one line:

curl -X POST -H 'Authorization: Bearer session_id' -H 'Content-Type: application/json'
-H 'chainable:true' --data-raw '{"Name":"Name"}'
https://ap1.salesforce.com/services/apexrest/namespace/v1/integrationprocedure/Type_SubType

For example, if the Name is Jones, the namespace is vlocity_ins, the Type is Documentation, and the SubType is
IPTryCatchF2, your curl command looks like this:

curl -X POST -H 'Authorization: Bearer 00Dnn000000nnnn!ARUAQLt ... QqodNY3' -H
'Content-Type: application/json' -H 'chainable:true' --data-raw '{"Name":"Jones"}'
https://ap1.salesforce.com/services/apexrest/vlocity_ins/v1/integrationprocedure/Documentation_IPTryCatchF2

A session ID is a very long String. In this example, the session ID is truncated for clarity.

Tip: You can assemble the curl command in a text editor and copy it into the terminal window.

7. Examine the response. It looks like this:

{
"vlcUseQueueableApexRemoting": false,
"vlcMessage": null,
"vlcIPData": "dc3e1986-2f7c-0871-e968-28eb63e11820",
"vlcStatus": "InProgress"

}

Note: Integration Procedure Preview handles chaining automatically, so you never see this type of response.

8. Add a header for the vlcIPData  to the curl command and enter it. For example:

curl -X POST -H 'Authorization: Bearer 00Dnn000000nnnn!ARUAQLt ... QqodNY3' -H
'Content-Type: application/json' -H 'chainable:true' --data-raw '{"Name":"Jones"}' -H
'vlcIPData:dc3e1986-2f7c-0871-e968-28eb63e11820'
https://ap1.salesforce.com/services/apexrest/vlocity_ins/v1/integrationprocedure/Documentation_IPTryCatchF2

9. Examine the response. If it contains another vlcIPData  value, repeat the previous step with the new vlcIPData  value. Keep
repeating with each new vlcIPData  value until the response looks like this:

{
"response": {},
"ResponseAction1Status": true,
"Name": "Jones",
"options": {
"Accept": "*/*",
"X-B3-SpanId": "ee09609f22d890e1",
"CipherSuite": "ECDHE-RSA-AES256-GCM-SHA384 TLSv1.2 256-bits",
"User-Agent": "curl/7.64.1",
"X-B3-Sampled": "0",
"Host": "ap1.salesforce.com",
"X-B3-TraceId": "ee09609f22d890e1",
"chainable": "true",
"X-Salesforce-SIP": "42.42.42.42",
"Content-Type": "application/json"
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},
"DataRaptorExtractAction1Status": true,
"DataRaptorExtractAction1": [
{
"ContactName": "John Jones"

},
{
"ContactName": "June Jones"

}
],
"TryCatchBlock1Status": true,
"TryCatchBlock1": null

}

This response is an example of what you get when the Integration Procedure is complete.

Continuation in Long-Running Calls
To support long-running calls, Salesforce provides Apex Continuations. If your OmniScript calls a long-running Integration Procedure or
Apex class, you can enable continuation. If your FlexCard calls a long-running Integration Procedure that has an HTTP action or a Remote
Action, you can enable continuation.

Note:  Beginning Winter ‘23, FlexCards supports long-running calls from an Integration Procedure that have an HTTP Action or a
Remote Action.

For FlexCards that call long-running Integration Procedures that have an HTTP Action or a Remote Action, enable continuation support
by adding a new Options Map to the Integration Procedure data source. Enter useContinuation  as the key and true  as the
value. See Configure an Integration Procedure Data Source on a FlexCard.

For OmniScripts that call long-running Integration Procedures, check the Use Continuation setting in the Integration Procedure Action.

For OmniScripts that call Apex classes using Remote Actions, you have two options:

• Make a Long-Running Remote Call Using VlocityContinuationIntegration — This approach is older, still supported but deprecated.

• Make a Long-Running Remote Call Using OmniStudio.OmniContinuation — This approach is recommended because it's
namespace-independent.

Make a Long-Running Remote Call Using VlocityContinuationIntegration

To support long-running remote calls, Vlocity supports the use of the Salesforce Continuation object. The
VlocityOpenInterface2 interface and VlocityContinuationIntegration class support normal Remote
Calls and Remote Calls that use the Continuation Object. For the new Apex classes, don’t use VlocityOpenInterface.

Make a Long-Running Remote Call Using OmniStudio.OmniContinuation

To support long-running remote calls, Vlocity supports the use of the Salesforce Continuation object.

Make a Long-Running Remote Call Using VlocityContinuationIntegration
To support long-running remote calls, Vlocity supports the use of the Salesforce Continuation object. The VlocityOpenInterface2
interface and VlocityContinuationIntegration class support normal Remote Calls and Remote Calls that use the
Continuation Object. For the new Apex classes, don’t use VlocityOpenInterface.

For more information on the SFDC Continuation object, see the following Salesforce documentation:

• Process for Using Asynchronous Callouts
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• Apex Continuations: Asynchronous Callouts from Visualforce Pages

To make a remote call using the Salesforce Continuation object and extending the VlocityContinuationIntegration
class:

1. Create an Apex class that extends the VlocityContinuationIntegration class.

This class implements VlocityOpenInterface2.

2. Implement the callback method in the invokeMethod. For more information, refer to the sample class at the end of this topic.

3. For the method that returns the Continuation Object, call the method VlocitySetAsyncCallbackState before the
return.

con.continuationMethod = 'customcallback'; // implemented in invokeMethod
VlocitySetAsyncCallbackState(con, con.addHttpRequest(req), options);

4. For the last callback method in the chain that returns the response back to OmniScript, use the following code to get the state of
the Continuation Object and system labels.

Object state = inputMap.get('vlcContinuationCallbackState');
Object labels = inputMap.get('vlcContinuationCallbackLabels');

5. The 'state' Object returned from inputMap.get('vlcContinuationCallbackState')  must be a Map<String,
Object>  with contents that can’t be directly cast using
(CustomApexWrapperClass)inputMap.get('vlcContinuationCallbackState'). Instead, the returned
object must be serialized to JSON and then deserialized and cast to its correct class. For example:

CustomApexWrapperClass wrap =
(CustomApexWrapperClass)JSON.deserialize(JSON.serialize(state),
CustomApexWrapperClass.class);

This approach permits any data written to the VlocitySetAsyncCallbackState to be retained and used as its custom
Apex class.

Sample Class VlocityContinuationIntegrationTest.cls

// Sample Apex class for making Remote Call in OmniScript
// (1) Create a custom Apex class which extends VlocityContinuationIntegration, for a

Vlocity managed package,
// need to include the Namespace prefix - NS.VlocityContinuationIntegration

// (2) implement invokeMethod, return type is Object (a) in the Continuation Object
case, return Continuation Object

// (b) in the normal case, you can return Boolean
global with sharing class VlocityContinuationIntegrationTest extends

VlocityContinuationIntegration
{

global override Object invokeMethod(String methodName, Map<String, Object> inputMap,
Map<String, Object> outMap, Map<String, Object> options)

{
Boolean result = true;

try
{

// the custom methods can have any customized signature, but
// PLEASE MAKE USRE YOU ALWAYS PASS IN options

if(methodName.equals('Continuation1'))
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{
// this returns Continuation Object

return Continuation1(10, inputMap, outMap, options);
}

else if(methodName.equals('Continuation2'))
{

return Continuation2(8, options);
}

else if(methodName.equals('customcallback'))
{

customcallback(inputMap, outMap, options);
}

// other methods to handle normal Remote Call
else
{

result = false;
}

}
catch(System.Exception e)

{
// System.log ...
result = false;

}
return result;

}
// You can have other parameters as well, but make sure you always pass in Map<String,

Object> options
private Object Continuation1(Integer count, Map<String, Object> inputMap, Map<String,

Object> outMap, Map<String, Object> options)
{

// THIS IS A SAMPLE TO CALL HEROKU NODE SERVICE
// Make an HTTPRequest as we normally would

// Remember to configure a Remote Site Setting for the service!
String url = 'https://node-count.herokuapp.com/'+count;

>HttpRequest req = new HttpRequest();
req.setMethod('GET');
req.setEndpoint(url);

// Create a Continuation for the HTTPRequest
Continuation con = new Continuation(60);

//
// Please set up callback method here

// (1) Include this callback method in the above invokeMethod, refer to
// else if(methodName.equals('Continuation2'))

// (2) methodName is CASE SENSITIVE
con.continuationMethod = 'Continuation2';
// The following method MUST BE CALLED

// params:
// (1) first parameter = Continuation Object

// (2) second parameter = WHATEVER YOU WANT TO SET THE state parameter of the
CONTINUAION Object

//
https://developer.salesforce.com/docs/atlas.en-us.apexcode.meta/apexcode/apex_continuation_process.htm

// (3) third parameter = options
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// what it does:
// restructure the state property of the Continuation Object to be passed to the next

Callback
// con.state is a Map, which contains:

// (a) vlcContinuationCallbackState - the state you want to set, in this example,
con.addHttpRequest(req)

// (b) vlcContinuationCallbackLabels - labels, refer to
//

https://developer.salesforce.com/docs/atlas.en-us.apexcode.meta/apexcode/apex_continuation_process.htm

VlocitySetAsyncCallbackState(con, con.addHttpRequest(req), options);
// Return it to the system for processing

return con;
}

// callback for the first Continuation
// Returns Continuation Object

// This is to show you how to serialize multiple long running remote calls
private Object Continuation2(Integer count, Map<String, Object> options)

{
// EXAMPLE

// Make an HTTPRequest as we normally would
// Remember to configure a Remote Site Setting for the service!

String url = 'https://node-count.herokuapp.com/'+count;
HttpRequest req = new HttpRequest();

req.setMethod('GET');
req.setEndpoint(url);

// Create a Continuation for the HTTPRequest
Continuation con = new Continuation(60);

// (1) This callback method should be included in the above invokeMethod, refer to
above

// else if(methodName.equals('customcallback'))
con.continuationMethod = 'customcallback';
// The following line has to be called

VlocitySetAsyncCallbackState(con, con.addHttpRequest(req), options);
// Return it to the system for processing

return con;
}

// Last callback method
// This does NOT return Continuation Object

// This will return the response back to OmniScript, therefore need to set outMap
private Object customcallback(Map<String, Object> inputMap, Map<String, Object> outMap,

Map<String, Object> options)
{

// This is how you access the state and labels passed by the Continuation Object
Object state = inputMap.get('vlcContinuationCallbackState');
Object labels = inputMap.get('vlcContinuationCallbackLabels');

// EXAMPLE
HttpResponse response = Continuation.getResponse((String)state);

Integer statusCode = response.getStatusCode();
if (statusCode >= 2000)

{
// System.log ...

}
// This goes back to OmniScript
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outMap.put('continuousResp', response.getBody());
return null;

}
}

Make a Long-Running Remote Call Using OmniStudio.OmniContinuation
To support long-running remote calls, Vlocity supports the use of the Salesforce Continuation object.

Note:  Beginning Winter ‘23, FlexCards supports long-running calls from an Integration Procedure that has an HTTP Action or a
Remote Action.

For details about the SFDC Continuation object and the Callable interface, see the following Salesforce documentation:

• Process for Using Asynchronous Callouts

• Apex Continuations: Asynchronous Callouts from Visualforce Pages

• Callable Interface

To make a remote call using the OmniContinuation object and implementing the Callable interface:

1. Create an Apex class that implements the Callable interface.

2. Implement the callback method in the invokeMethod. See the private Object invokeMethod  code in the example.

3. For the method that returns the OmniContinuation Object, call the OmniStudio.OmniContinuation constructor.

OmniStudio.OmniContinuation con = new OmniStudio.OmniContinuation(120);
con.ContinuationMethod = 'customCallback';

4. For the last callback method in the chain that returns the response back to the FlexCard or OmniScript, use the following code to
get the state of the OmniContinuation Object and system labels.

Object state = inputMap.get('vlcContinuationCallbackState');
Object labels = inputMap.get('vlcContinuationCallbackLabels');

5. Use the OmniStudio.OmniContinuation.getResponse method to retrieve the response.

Sample Class OmniContinuationTest.cls

global with sharing class RemoteActionCallableOmniContinuation implements Callable
{

// Dispatch actual methods
public Object call(String action, Map<String, Object> args) {

Map<String, Object> input = (Map<String, Object>)args.get('input');
Map<String, Object> output = (Map<String, Object>)args.get('output');
Map<String, Object> options = (Map<String, Object>)args.get('options');

return invokeMethod(action, input, output, options);
}

private Object invokeMethod(String methodName, Map<String, Object> inputMap,
Map<String, Object> outMap, Map<String, Object> options)

{
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Boolean result = true;
try
{

// the custom methods can have any customized signature, but
// PLEASE MAKE USRE YOU ALWAYS PASS IN options

if(methodName.equals('populateElements'))
{

// this returns Continuation Object
return populateElements(5, inputMap, outMap, options);

}
else if(methodName.equals('continuation2'))

{
return continuation2(8, inputMap, options);

}
else if(methodName.equals('customCallback'))

{
customCallback(inputMap, outMap, options);

}
else
{

result = false;
}
}

catch(System.Exception e)
{

result = false;
}

//outMap.put('nothing', methodName);

return result;
}

// You can have other parameters as well, but make sure you always pass in Map<String,
Object> options

private Object populateElements(Integer count, Map<String, Object> inputMap,
Map<String, Object> outMap, Map<String, Object> options)

{
// THIS IS A SAMPLE TO CALL HEROKU NODE SERVICE

//
// Make an HTTPRequest as we normally would

// Remember to configure a Remote Site Setting for the service!
String url = 'https://node-count.herokuapp.com/'+count;

HttpRequest req = new HttpRequest();
req.setMethod('GET');

req.setEndpoint(url);

// Create a Continuation for the HTTPRequest
OmniStudio.OmniContinuation con = new OmniStudio.OmniContinuation(60);

con.ContinuationMethod = 'continuation2';

// Create the state
Map<string, Object> stateAsMap = new Map<String, Object>();
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String label = con.addHttpRequest(req);
stateAsMap.put('label', label);

// Store the state
con.state = stateAsMap;

options.put('continuationState', label);
options.put('continuationCallback', 'continuation2');

// Return it to the system for processing
return con;

}

// callback for the first Continuation
// this again returns Continuation Object

// This is to show you how to serialize multiple long running remote calls
private Object continuation2(Integer count, Map<String, Object> inputMap, Map<String,

Object> options)
{

String url = 'https://node-count.herokuapp.com/'+count;
HttpRequest req = new HttpRequest();

req.setMethod('GET');
req.setEndpoint(url);

// Create a OmniContinuationTest for the HTTPRequest
OmniStudio.OmniContinuation con = new OmniStudio.OmniContinuation(120);

con.ContinuationMethod = 'customCallback';

// Create the state
Map<string, Object> stateAsMap = new Map<String, Object>();

String label = con.addHttpRequest(req);
stateAsMap.put('label', label);

stateAsMap.put('populateElements-label',
inputMap.get('vlcContinuationCallbackState'));

// Save the state
con.state = stateAsMap;

options.put('continuationState', label);
options.put('continuationCallback', 'customCallback');

// Return it to the system for processing
return con;

}

// Last callback method
// This does NOT return Continuation Object

// This will return the response back to the FlexCard or OmniScript, therefore need
to set outMap

private Object customCallback(Map<String, Object> inputMap, Map<String, Object>
outMap, Map<String, Object> options)

{
// This is how you access the state and labels passed by the Continuation Object
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Object state = inputMap.get('vlcContinuationCallbackState');
Object labels = inputMap.get('vlcContinuationCallbackLabels');

Map<String, Object> stateAsMap = (Map<String, Object>) state;

// EXAMPLE
HttpResponse response =

OmniStudio.OmniContinuation.getResponse((String)stateAsMap.get('label'));
Integer statusCode = response.getStatusCode();

if (statusCode >= 2000)
{

// System.log ...
}

// This goes back to the FlexCard or OmniScript
outMap.put('responseFromCallableOmniContinuation', 'Response using

OmniContinuationWrapperPtc (Using Callable): ' + response.getBody());

return null;
}

}

Security for DataRaptors and Integration Procedures
You can control access to DataRaptors and Integration Procedures using settings that reference Sharing Settings and Sharing Sets or
Profiles and Permission Sets.

Important: Guest Users, also called anonymous users, cannot access any records by default. Criteria-based Sharing Rules grant
them read-only access. This affects all Salesforce orgs. For details, see Guest User Record Access Development Best Practices.

Vlocity allows guest users to create and update the records to which Sharing Rules grant access. No additional configuration is
necessary for this expanded access.

You can use Salesforce Sharing Settings to secure access to DataRaptors and Integration Procedures. If you use caching, you must set
CheckCachedMetadataRecordSecurity  to true as described here.

You can allow access to a DataRaptor or Integration Procedure based on the Custom Permissions enabled in a user's Salesforce Profiles
or Permission Sets. An Apex class added to your Salesforce Org allows the Vlocity Managed Package to check user Custom Permissions.
The custom settings described here are related to this approach. Vlocity recommends using Custom Permissions in Profiles or Permission
Sets for ease of use and better performance.

For Salesforce access basics, see Control Who Sees What, Who Sees What — Overview Video, and Salesforce Data Security Model —
Explained Visually. For Vlocity-specific information about Profiles, see Overview of Profiles and Security for Vlocity

Sharing Settings, Sharing Sets, Profiles, and Permission Sets control access to DataRaptors and Integration Procedures as object records.
To enforce field-level security in the data that DataRaptors access, go to the DataRaptor's Options tab and select Check Field Level
Security.

Important: A user's access to a DataRaptor or Integration Procedure includes more than the ability to run it directly. Access also
applies if an application the user is using calls the DataRaptor or Integration Procedure.

If a user has access to a parent Integration Procedure, the parent can invoke child Integration Procedures and DataRaptors to which
the user doesn’t have direct access.
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Configure DataRaptor and Integration Procedure Security Settings

You can change settings for DataRaptor and Integration Procedure security in Setup.

DataRaptor and Integration Procedure Security Settings

These settings affect DataRaptor and Integration Procedure security.

Syntax of the Required Permission Property

DataRaptors and Integration Procedures have a Required Permission property, which determines who has runtime access. You can
specify roles, profiles, permission sets, custom permissions, or any combination. If Required Permission is blank, any user can run the
DataRaptor or Integration Procedure unless the DefaultRequiredPermission property is set.

Implement the VlocityRequiredPermissionCheck Class

For the DefaultRequiredPermission  setting to work, you must implement the
VlocityRequiredPermissionCheck class manually because Salesforce handles classes in managed and unmanaged
packages differently. This class doesn't work properly if it's included in the Vlocity managed package.

Configure DataRaptor and Integration Procedure Security Settings
You can change settings for DataRaptor and Integration Procedure security in Setup.

For a list of settings, see DataRaptor and Integration Procedure Security Settings.

These steps apply if you use OmniStudio. If you use OmniStudio for Vlocity, see Configure DataRaptor and Integration Procedure Security
Settings (Vlocity).

1. Go to Setup.

• In Lightning Experience, click the gear icon and select Setup from the menu.

• In Salesforce Classic, click the user menu and select Setup from the menu.

2. In the Quick Find box, type omni, then select Omni Interaction Configuration.

3. Click New Omni Interaction Configuration.

4. In the Label field, type the name of the setting.

5. In the Value field, type a valid value for the setting.

6. Click Save.

DataRaptor and Integration Procedure Security Settings
These settings affect DataRaptor and Integration Procedure security.

To configure these settings, see Configure DataRaptor and Integration Procedure Security Settings if you use OmniStudio.

If you use OmniStudio for Vlocity, see Configure DataRaptor and Integration Procedure Security Settings (Vlocity).

Default ValueData TypeDescriptionSetting

(none)StringSpecifies the default value for
the Required

DefaultRequiredPermission

Permission  setting, which
determines which users can run
DataRaptors and Integration
Procedures.
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Default ValueData TypeDescriptionSetting

The Required
Permission  setting, which
you can optionally specify when
creating a DataRaptor or
Integration Procedure, overrides
this setting.

If this setting is absent or blank,
all users can run any DataRaptors
or Integration Procedures that
don't have Required
Permission  values.

The syntax for this setting
matches the Required
Permission  syntax. See
Syntax of the Required
Permission Property.

For this setting to work in
OmniStudio releases before
Spring '22 and in all OmniStudio
for Vlocity releases, the
VlocityRequiredPermissionCheck
class must be implemented. See
Implement the
VlocityRequiredPermissionCheck
Class.

FalseTrue or FalseBy default, cached data is not
secured when you use

CheckCachedMetadataRecordSecurity

Salesforce Sharing Settings or
Sharing Sets to secure access. If
True, this setting performs a
record-level security check for
cached data. This check lessens
the performance benefit of
metadata caching slightly. This
setting isn't needed if you use
Custom Permissions to secure
access.

Syntax of the Required Permission Property
DataRaptors and Integration Procedures have a Required Permission property, which determines who has runtime access. You can
specify roles, profiles, permission sets, custom permissions, or any combination. If Required Permission is blank, any user can run the
DataRaptor or Integration Procedure unless the DefaultRequiredPermission property is set.
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When an Integration Procedure calls a DataRaptor or another Integration Procedure, the Required Permission setting of the calling
Integration Procedure takes precedence. It overrides the Required Permission setting of the called DataRaptor or Integration Procedure.

Note: In Winter '22 and earlier releases of OmniStudio, you can only specify a comma-separated list of custom permission names.
For backward compatibility, this simpler syntax is still supported if you only need to specify custom permissions.

OmniStudio for Vlocity only supports a comma-separated list of custom permission names.

The syntax of the Required Permission property is:

prefix:name,prefix:name, ...

The prefix can be Role, Profile, PermSet, or CustomPerm. The name is the name of a role, profile, permission set or permission
set group, or custom permission. For example, here’s a Required Permission value that includes two roles and one permission set group:

Role:Architect,Role:Developer,PermSet:OmniStudio Admin Group

Implement the VlocityRequiredPermissionCheck Class
For the DefaultRequiredPermission  setting to work, you must implement the VlocityRequiredPermissionCheck
class manually because Salesforce handles classes in managed and unmanaged packages differently. This class doesn't work properly
if it's included in the Vlocity managed package.

If you're using OmniStudio rather than OmniStudio for Vlocity, and your version is Spring '22 or greater, you don't have to implement
this class.

For DefaultRequiredPermission  details, see DataRaptor and Integration Procedure Security Settings.

1. From Setup, in the Quick Find box, type apex.

2. Click Apex Classes.

3. Click New.

4. Enter the following Apex code in the Apex Class tab:

global class VlocityRequiredPermissionCheck implements Callable
{

global Boolean call(String action, Map<String, Object> args)
{
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if (action == 'checkPermission')
{

return checkPermission((String)args.get('requiredPermission'));
}
return false;

}

private Boolean checkPermission(String requiredPermission)
{

Boolean hasCustomPermission = false;
List<String> customPermissionsName = requiredPermission.split(',');
for (String permissionName : customPermissionsName)
{

Boolean hasPermission =
FeatureManagement.checkPermission(permissionName.normalizeSpace());

if (hasPermission == true)
{

hasCustomPermission = true;
break;

}
}
return hasCustomPermission;

}
}

5. Click Save.

Formulas and Functions
The Expression Engine is an APEX-based formula builder used across multiple areas in OmniStudio, including OmniScripts, DataRaptors,
and Integration Procedures.

The OmniScript formula builder and attribute rules use a client-side JavaScript expression engine that is evaluated in the browser and
allows for fast, real-time applications.

For information on operators, functions, and formula syntax, see Function Reference.

For more information on the syntax of the OmniScript formula builder, see Creating Formula Fields in an OmniScript.

Function Reference

You can use the following operators and functions in DataRaptors and Integration Procedures.

Sample Apex Code for a Custom Function

An Apex class implements a customer function containing methods for a SPLIT() function and a SUM() function. Note that
the class and invokeMethod must be global.

List Input in Custom Functions

If an input to your custom function is of the type List<Object>, the input is saved to a VLOCITY-FORMULA-LIST  key. To
retrieve the input, use code that retrieves this key.

Function Reference
You can use the following operators and functions in DataRaptors and Integration Procedures.
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Supported Operators
Formula expressions in DataRaptors and Integration Procedures support the following logical, comparison, string, and mathematical
operators. Make sure to include a space before and after an operator.

Mathematical operators take precedence over comparison and string operators, which take precedence over logical operators. Within
mathematical operators, ^  and %  have the highest precedence, followed by *  and /, then +  and -. When precedences are equal,
operations are performed from left to right. You can use parentheses, ( ), to explicitly specify precedence.

For example, this expression:

"ABC" LIKE "B" && 44 - 5 * 2 ^ 3 == 4

is equivalent to this expression:

("ABC" LIKE "B") && ((44 - (5 * (2 ^ 3))) == 4)

Logical operators:

DescriptionOperator

True if all of the joined expressions are true. For example, A AND
B  returns true if both A and B are true.

&&

AND

True if any of the joined expressions are true. For example, A AND
B  returns true if either A or B is true.

||

OR

Comparison operators:

DescriptionOperator

True if the first expression has a greater value than the second. For
example, 3 > 2  returns true.

>

True if the first expression has a greater value than the second or
if the values are equal. For example, both 3 >= 2  and 2 >=
2 return true.

>=

True if the second expression has a greater value than the first. For
example, 2 < 3  returns true.

<

True if the second expression has a greater value than the first or
if the values are equal. For example, both 2 <= 3  and 2 <=
2 return true.

<=

True if the values of the first and second expressions are not equal.
For example, 3 != 2  returns true.

!=

<>
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DescriptionOperator

True if the values of the first and second expressions are equal. For
example, 2 == 2  returns true.

==

Assigns the value of the second expression to the first expression.
For example, A = 2  sets the value of A to 2.

=

String operators:

DescriptionOperator

True if the left-hand side contains the right-hand side. For example,
"ABC" LIKE "A"  returns true.

LIKE

True if the left-hand side does not contain the right-hand side. For
example, "ABC" NOTLIKE "A"  returns false.

NOTLIKE

Performs a case insensitive comparison. For example, "ABC" ~=
"abc"  returns true.

~=

Mathematical operators:

DescriptionOperator

Adds two numbers.+

Subtracts the second number from the first.-

Multiplies two numbers.*

Divides the first number by the second./

Returns the percentage of the first number specified by the second
number. For example, 50 % 20  returns 10.

%

Returns the power of the first number specified by the second
number. For example, 2 ^ 3  returns 8.

^
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Supported Functions

ExampleReturnsFunction

ABS(-1) returns 1Absolute value of the specified number

Data type: Number

ABS(number)

ADDDAY("1999-01-01",100) returns
"1999-04-11 00:00:00"

Adds the specified number of days to the
specified date and returns the resulting date.

Data type: Datetime

ADDDAY(date, days)

ADDMONTH("1999-01-01",100) returns
"2007-05-01 00:00:00"

Adds the specified number of months to
the specified date and returns the resulting
date.

ADDMONTH(date, months)

Data type: Datetime

ADDYEAR("1999-01-01",100) returns
"2099-01-01 00:00:00"

Adds the specified number of years to the
specified date and returns the resulting date.

Data type: Datetime

ADDYEAR(date, years)

AGE(Account:Contact:Birthdate)Returns the age for the specified birthdate.

Data type: Number

AGE(birthdate)

AGEON(Account:Contact:Birthdate,TODAY())
(same as AGE).

For a specified birthdate, returns the age on
the specified date

Data type: Number

AGEON(date)

AVG(1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9,10) returns 5.5Average of list of values.AVG(list)

You can use AVG on a JSON array. For
example, AVG(List:Item) returns 4 for the
following sample data:

{
"List": [

Data type: Number

{
"Item": 3

},
{
"Item": 4

},
{
"Item": 5

}
]

}
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BASE64ENCODE(Encode this string) returns
RW5jb2RlIHRoaXMgdGV4dA==

Returns the input string with base 64
encoding applied.

Data type: String

BASE64ENCODE(String)

BASEURL()Returns the base URL of the Org. A
parameter is not required.

BASEURL()

Note:  This function is supported
only in orgs with an OmniStudio for Data type: String

Vlocity Communication, Media, and
Energy (CME) package installed.

ROUND(2.572, 0, CEILING) returns 3Use with ROUND to specify that the
rounding result is rounded up (away from
zero) to the nearest integer.

CEILING

Data type: Number

CONCAT(Contact:FirstName, " ",
Contact:LastName)

Returns the concatentation of the specified
strings.

Data type: String

CONCAT(String1, String2, ...)

COUNTQUERY ( "SELECT COUNT() FROM
Case WHERE AccountId = '{0}'" , Id )

Returns the number of rows that meet the
WHERE clause criteria.

Data type: Number

COUNTQUERY(query)

DATEDIFF("1900-01-01","2000-01-01")
returns 36524

Returns the number of days between two
specified dates. If the first date is greater

DATEDIFF(date, date)

than the second date, the value is returned
as a negative number.

DATEDIFF("2000-01-01","1999-01-01")
returns -365

Data type: Number DATEDIFF(Account:Cases:CreatedDate,TODAY())
returns the number of days a case has been
open

DATETIMETOUNIX('11/30/2016 07:15:34')
returns 1480490134000

Converts a DateTime value to epoch (the
number of seconds elapsed since 1/1/1970).

Data type: Number

DATETIMETOUNIX(datetime)

DESERIALIZE("{\"key\":\"value\"}")Converts a JSON String into a JSON object.
If the data is in list format, use the

DESERIALIZE(String)

returns { "key": "value" }
DESERIALIZE function inside LIST the
function. LIST(DESERIALIZE("[{\"key\":\"value\"},{\"key2\":\"value2\"}]"))

returns [ { "key": "value" }, { "key2": "value2"
} ]

Data type: JSON object
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ROUND(2.572, 2, DOWN) returns 2.57Use with ROUND to specify that the
rounding result is rounded down (towards
zero).

DOWN

Data type: Number

EOM(Account:Cases:CreatedDate)For a specified date, returns the date of the
last day of the month.

EOM(date)

Data type: Datetime

FILTER(LIST(InputList), 'LastName ==
"Smith"')

Filter a list of JSON objects and return the
subset that matches the specified
conditions.

FILTER(searchList, condition)

FILTER(LIST(Names), 'Name == "' +
FindName + '"')The last two examples show how to filter

based on a variable rather than a
hard-coded value.

FILTER(LIST(data(PromotionProducts),
'productCode == "' + ConnectionProdCode
+ '"')Data type: JSON list

ROUND(2.572, 0, FLOOR) returns 2Use with ROUND to specify that the
rounding result is rounded down (towards
zero) to the nearest integer.

FLOOR

Data type: Number

FORMATDATETIME("2019-02-02T00:00:00")Accepts a date or datetime SObject field or
a datetime string and returns a formatted

FORMATDATETIME(datetime, format,
timezone) FORMATDATETIME("2018-12-30T00:00:00.000000Z","yyyy-MM-dd'T'HH:mm:ss.SSSZ","America/New_York")

datetime string. A string input must be in
one of these formats:

• 2019-02-02T00:00:00

• 2018-12-30T00:00:00.000000Z

You can supply an optional output
formatting parameter using
SimpleDateFormat notation.

The time zone is GMT, so specifying GMT
times is recommended. These are converted
to the optional specified time zone. If no
time zone is specified, the default is the
user's time zone.

For a list of time zone names, see the List of
tz database time zones Wikipedia page.

The default time is 00:00:00 GMT. The
default date is 01-01-1970, so specifying a
complete date is strongly recommended.
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Data type: String

FORMATDATETIMEGMT("2018-12-30T00:00:00.000000Z","America/New_York","yyyy-MM-dd'T'HH:mm:ss.SSSZ")Formats datetime data as
FORMATDATETIME does, but also converts
from the specified time zone to GMT.

FORMATDATETIMEGMT(datetime, timezone,
format)

If no optional time zone name parameter is
specified, the default is the current user’s
time zone. For a list of time zone names, see
the List of tz database time zones Wikipedia
page.

If no optional output format parameter is
specified, the default output format is
yyyy-MM-dd'T'HH:mm:ss.SSSZ.

Data type: String

FUNCTION('Statistics', 'calcStdDev',
DataPoints)

Executes a custom function defined in the
method of an Apex class. See Sample Apex
Code for a Custom Function.

FUNCTION('class', 'method', input)

If the input includes a LIST function, the LIST
part of the input is saved to
a VLOCITY-FORMULA-LIST key. See
List Input in Custom Functions.

Data type: depends on function

ROUND(2.575, 2, HALF_DOWN) returns 2.57Use with ROUND to specify that the
rounding result is rounded rounded towards

HALF_DOWN

the nearest neighbor (up or down) unless
the neighbors are equidistant, in which case
it rounds down.

Data type: Number

ROUND(2.57, 1, HALF_EVEN) returns 2.6,
which is rounded up to the nearest even
one-decimal place.

Use with ROUND to specify that the
rounding result is rounded rounded towards
the nearest neighbor (up or down) unless
the neighbors are equidistant, in which case
it rounds to the nearest even neighbor.

HALF_EVEN

Behaves as for ROUND HALF_UP if the digit
to the left of the discarded fraction is odd;
behaves as for ROUND HALF_DOWN if it is
even.

Data type: Number
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ROUND(2.575, 2, HALF_UP) returns 2.58Use with ROUND to specify that the
rounding result is rounded towards the

HALF_UP

nearest neighbor (up or down) unless the
neighbors are equidistant, in which case it
rounds up.

Data type: Number

GENERATEGLOBALKEY(SUB)Generates a global key that can be used as
an Id in a DataPack. If you include an
optional parameter, it is prefixed to the key.

GENERATEGLOBALKEY(prefix)

Returns a value such as
SUB-4c6aaba3-88e4-13f3-fe07-afa756f31e92

Data type: String

IF(InputDate < "2000-01-01", "20th Century",
"21st Century")

Evaluates the expression. If true, returns the
first result value, if false, returns the second.

IF(expression, trueResult, falseResult)

IF(phones:brand == "Apple", phones:name,
null)

You can use IF to filter a list. The second
example filters an input list of phones to an
output list of only Apple phones. IF(SUBSTRING(price,0,1) == "$",

SUBSTRING(price,1), price)The third example removes an initial dollar
sign if it is present, leaving a number that
can be used in calculations.

IF(DriverAge >= 25,IF(FriendsReferred >=
2, true, false),IF(GPA >= 3.0, true, false))

The fourth example demonstrates nesting
of IF functions. Drivers under 25 qualify for

IF(amount > 0, 1/IF(amount > 0, amount,
1), 0)

a discount if they’re good students, and
drivers over 25 qualify if they refer two or
more friends.

The fifth example shows a workaround to
avoid dividing by zero when you calculate
a reciprocal.

Data type: depends on trueResult and
falseResult

InvokeIP ('Auto_Renewal', INPUT('assetId',
123456), 'AnOutPutKey')

Calls an Integration Procedure for formulas
with complex use cases.

Takes the 'IP_Name' in the
format Type_SubType.

InvokeIP ('IP_Name', INPUT('Key', Value),
INPUT('Key', Value)..., 'OutputKey')

Takes one or more INPUT('Key',Value) pairs
as inputs to the Integration Procedure.

The 'OutputKey' is the IP Response Action
output JSON key to get the resulting value.

Data type: JSON key
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ISBLANK('Marty') returns falseReturns true if the argument is blank, false
if it is not.

ISBLANK(expression)

Data type: Boolean

ISNOTBLANK('Marty') returns trueReturns true if the argument is not blank,
false if it is.

ISNOTBLANK(expression)

Data type: Boolean

Encapsulates the argument as a list, for
calling functions that require input in list
format.

LIST(expression)

Data type: JSON list

LISTMERGE("Id", LIST(CurrentAccounts),
LIST(ArchivedAccounts),
LIST(ProspectiveAccounts))

Merges any number of lists, combining
entries when the values of the specified keys
matches. Specify the keys as a
comma-separated list of quoted key names,

LISTMERGE("merge_key1"[,..."mergekeyN"],
LIST(List1), ...LIST(ListN))

and specify lists using the LIST function. If
lists contain identically-named nodes that
contain different values, subsequent values
overwrite earlier values in the result list. The
output contains all the keys from all the lists.

Data type: JSON list

LISTMERGEPRIMARY("FirstName,LastName",
LIST(ListMerge1), LIST(ListMerge2),
LIST(ListMerge3))

Identical to LISTMERGE, except that the
output list contains only the keys from the
first list. Useful, for example, when you have
a list of qualified products that you want to

LISTMERGEPRIMARY("merge_key1"[,..."mergekeyN"],
LIST(List1), ...LIST(ListN))

augment with data from related lists, but
you do not want any products from the
related lists added to the output.

Data type: JSON list

LIST(6,7,8,9,10) returns 5Returns the number of items in the list.LISTSIZE(list)

IF(ISBLANK(list),0,LISTSIZE(list)) tests for a
blank list and then returns the size

To test for an empty list, use the ISBLANK
function.

You can use LISTSIZE on a JSON array. For
example, LISTSIZE(NameList) returns 3 for
the following sample data:

{
"NameList": [

Data type: Number

{
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"FirstName": "Aaron",
"LastName": "Xavier"

},
{
"FirstName": "Zellie",

"LastName": "Xavier"
},
{
"FirstName": "Mike",
"LastName": "Smith"

}
]

}

MAX(1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9,10) returns 10Maximum value in a list of numeric values.MAX(list)

You can use MAX on a JSON array. For
example, MAX(List:Item) returns 5 for the
following sample data:

{
"List": [

Data type: Number

{
"Item": 3

},
{
"Item": 4

},
{
"Item": 5

}
]

}

MAXSTRING("Amy","Ziggy") returns "Ziggy"Returns the last string alphabetically.

Data type: String

MAXSTRING(String1, String2, ...)

MIN(1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9,10) returns 1Returns the lowest in a list of valuesMIN(list)

You can use MIN on a JSON array. For
example, AVG(List:Item) returns 3 for the
following sample data:

{
"List": [

Data type: Number

{
"Item": 3

},
{
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"Item": 4
},
{
"Item": 5

}
]

}

MONTH("1999-01-11") returns 1Returns the month of the specified date as
an integer.

MONTH(date)

Data type: Number

NOW()Returns the current date and time in the
user's time zone. You can supply an optional

NOW(format)

NOW("yyyy-MM-dd'T'HH:mm:ss.SSSZ")
formatting parameter using
SimpleDateFormat notation.

You can use NOW to specify dates and times
relative to the current date and time.

Data type: Datetime

ORDERITEMATTRIBUTES(80146000002I7dO)Returns the attributes of the order item in
key-value pairs.  OrderItemId must be
specified as a parameter.

ORDERITEMATTRIBUTES(Orderitemid)

Output Format:

List<Map<String,Object>>

QUERY ("SELECT Name FROM Account
WHERE BillingState ='CA'")

Executes a SOQL query that returns a JSON
list of values. The query cannot retrieve
more than one column.

QUERY(query)

You can also pass in values. For example:
Data type: JSON list QUERY( "SELECT AccountId FROM User

WHERE Id = '{0}'",$Vlocity.UserId )

See Remote Action for Integration
Procedures.

Equivalent to SERIALIZE(DESERIALIZE()).
Converts data into generic Map<String,
Object> format. Useful in Remote Actions

RESERIALIZE(String)

for converting Apex class output so that
Integration Procedures and DataRaptors can
accept it.

Output Format:

Map<String, Object>
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ROUND(3.1415 * 3) = 9.42Rounds the specified number or expression.
By default, results are rounded to two

ROUND(expression, precision, direction)

ROUND(3.1415 * 3, 0) = 9
decimal places, but you can specify an
optional precision for the result.

You can also use the optional UP, DOWN,
HALF_UP, HALF_DOWN, HALF_EVEN,
CEILING, and FLOOR direction parameters
to refine the rounding results.

Data type: Number

SERIALIZE({ "key": "value" })Converts a JSON object into a JSON string.
If the data is in list format, use the LIST

SERIALIZE(jsonObject)

returns "{\"key\":\"value\"}"
function inside the SERIALIZE function. Note
how it differs from TOSTRING. SERIALIZE(LIST([ { "key": "value" }, { "key2":

"value2" } ]))
Data type: String

returns
"[{\"key\":\"value\"},{\"key2\":\"value2\"}]"

SORTBY(LIST(NameList), 'LastName',
'FirstName')

Sorts a list of JSON objects by specified
nodes. By default, the sort is ascending. For

SORTBY(LIST(InputList), 'key1', 'key2', ... ,
'[:DSC]')

SORTBY(LIST(NameList), 'LastName',
'FirstName', '[:DSC]')

a descending sort, specify the optional
[:DSC]  parameter. Supported only for
DataRaptor Transforms.

Sample data:

{
"NameList": [

Data type: JSON list

{
"FirstName": "Aaron",
"LastName": "Xavier"

},
{
"FirstName": "Zellie",

"LastName": "Xavier"
},
{
"FirstName": "Mike",
"LastName": "Smith"

}
]

}

SQRT(12 * 3) returns 6Calculates the square root of a value.

Data type: Number

SQRT(number)
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STRINGINDEXOF("This is the test
String","test") returns 12

Returns the position index of a substring in
the given String. The first position is zero. If
the substring is not present, the value
returned is -1.

STRINGINDEXOF(String, substring)

Data type: Number

The following examples operate on this
input:

{ "input": "The quick brown
fox jumped over the lazy
dog." }

Returns the portion of the String that begins
at the startIndex and ends at the endIndex.
The optional startIndex and endIndex can
be Strings or integers. For integers, the first
position is zero. If the startIndex is not found,
the first position is used. If the endIndex is
not found, the last position is used.

SUBSTRING(String, startIndex, endIndex)

SUBSTRING(input) returns the entire String

SUBSTRING(input,32) returns "the lazy dog."Data type: String

SUBSTRING(input,"lazy") returns "lazy dog."

SUBSTRING(input,0,9) returns "The quick"

SUBSTRING(input,10,19) returns "brown fox"

SUBSTRING(input,"q","n") returns "quick
brow"

SUM(1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9,10) returns 55Returns the sum of a list of values.SUM(list)

You can use SUM on a JSON array. For
example, AVG(List:Item) returns 12 for the
following sample data:

{
"List": [

Data type: Number

{
"Item": 3

},
{
"Item": 4

},
{
"Item": 5

}
]

}

TODAY()Returns today's date. You can supply an
optional formatting parameter using
SimpleDateFormat notation.

TODAY(format)

TODAY("yyyy-MM-dd'T'HH:mm:ss.SSSZ")

ADDDAY(EOM(ADDMONTH(TODAY(),-1)),1)
returns the first day of the current monthYou can use TODAY to specify dates relative

to the current date.
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ADDDAY(EOM(ADDMONTH(TODAY(),0)),1)
returns the first day of next month

Data type: Datetime

CONCAT(YEAR(ADDYEAR(TODAY(),1)),"-01-01")
returns the first day of next year

TOSTRING(3.0) returns "3.0"Converts any input to a literal String. Note
how it differs from SERIALIZE in the way it
converts JSON data.

TOSTRING(data)

TOSTRING([4,5]) returns "4,5"

TOSTRING({ "key": "value" }) returns
"{key=value}"Data type: String

TOSTRING([ { "key": "value" }, { "key2":
"value2" } ])

returns "{key=value}, {key2=value2}"

UNIXTODATETIME('1480490134000')Given a Unix epoch value, returns the
corresponding DateTime.

UNIXTODATETIME(epoch)

returns "2016-11-30T07:15:34.000Z"
Data type: Datetime

ROUND(2.572, 2, UP) returns 2.58Use with ROUND to specify that the
rounding result is rounded up (away from
zero).

UP

Data type: Number

For the following sample input data:

{
"Data": {

Returns the value of a JSON node referenced
by another JSON node. This lets you
dynamically specify the node to retrieve
from.

VALUELOOKUP(StartNode, NodeVar,
NodeVar ,,,)

"Name": {
"FirstName": "Thomas",The StartNode parameter must be a

hard-coded node. It can be a path such as
Data:Name. "MiddleName": "Alva",

"LastName": "Edison"
Each NodeVar parameter must be an input
node with the name of another node as its
value.

}
},
"GetGroup": "Name",
"GetField": "FirstName"

}If more than one NodeVar is specified, the
previous NodeVar defines the starting node

VALUELOOKUP(Data, GetGroup, GetField)
returns "Thomas"

for the next NodeVar. You can retrieve any
number of levels.

VALUELOOKUP(Data:Name, GetField) also
returns "Thomas"

Data type: String

VALUELOOKUP(Data, GetGroup) returns the
contents of Name
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YEAR("1999-01-11") returns 1999Returns the year of the specified date as an
integer.

YEAR(date)

Data type: Number

Sample Apex Code for a Custom Function
An Apex class implements a customer function containing methods for a SPLIT() function and a SUM() function. Note that the
class and invokeMethod must be global.

This code applies if you use OmniStudio. If you use OmniStudio for Vlocity, see Sample Apex Code for a Custom Function in Vlocity.

global class CustomFunctionImplementation implements Callable
{

/*
inputs - arguments - List<Object> of passed in arguments
output - result - The result of the Function being called. Supports single Object

values, List<Object> or Map<String, Object>
*/
public Object call(String action, Map<String, Object> args) {

Map<String, Object> input = (Map<String, Object>)args.get('input');
Map<String, Object> output = (Map<String, Object>)args.get('output');
Map<String, Object> options = (Map<String, Object>)args.get('options');

return invokeMethod(action, input, output, options);
}
global Boolean invokeMethod(String methodName, Map<String, Object> inputs, Map<String,

Object> output, Map<String, Object> options)
{

// SUM Returns a single value
if (methodName == 'sum')
{

List<Object> arguments = (List<Object>)inputs.get('arguments');
output.put('result', sum(arguments));

}
/*

Split Returns a Map<String, Object of values. Not all functions will be able
to handle Map<String, Object> results,

so be careful when using these functions.
In a DataRaptor Transform step returning a Map<String, Object> from a Formula

will result in applying that Map to the
JSON Data at the FormulaResultPath. See

https://vlocity.atlassian.net/wiki/display/RAP/Transforms
*/
else if (methodName == 'split')
{

List<Object> arguments = (List<Object>)inputs.get('arguments');
output.put('result', split(arguments));

}
return true;
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}
Double sum(List<Object> arguments)
{

Double result = 0;
for(Object token : arguments)
{

if (token != null)
{

result += (Double)token;
}

}
return result;

}
Map<String, String> split(List<Object> arguments)
{

Map<String, String> result = new Map<String, String>();
String toSplit = (String)arguments[0];
String splitter = (String)arguments[1];
List<String> splitList = toSplit.split(splitter);
for (Integer i = 0; i < splitList.size(); i++)
{

if (arguments.size() > i+2)
{

result.put((String)arguments[i+2], splitList[i]);
}
else
{

result.put('Split'+i, splitList[i]);
}

}
return result;

}
}

List Input in Custom Functions
If an input to your custom function is of the type List<Object>, the input is saved to a VLOCITY-FORMULA-LIST  key. To
retrieve the input, use code that retrieves this key.

For example:

static List<Map<String, Object>> FUNCTION(List<Object> inputs)
{

List<Object> listInput = ((Map<String, Object>)inputs[0]).get('VLOCITY-FORMULA-LIST');

Object variableInput = inputs[1];

// Rest of Function
}
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OmniStudio Tracking Service
The OmniStudio Tracking Service is an event-tracking service that captures details of actions that users perform. You can use the service
to track any type of event. For example, you can track the time it takes to complete the steps in an OmniScript to identify process
improvements. OmniStudio Tracking Service is supported only with package-based runtime and not with standard runtime.

The Tracking Service writes data to the Tracking Entry object: VlocityTrackingEntry__c. OmniStudio components, including
OmniScripts, Cards Framework, and Integration Procedures, can call the Tracking Service. The Tracking Entry object contains the custom
fields to ensure the service works, and you can add fields to hold additional data you want to track.

The Vlocity Tracking Service class receives JSON data and writes it to the Tracking Entry object. The class matches JSON keys to Salesforce
custom field names and writes the JSON values to the field values. For example, the class writes the value held in the JSON key
ElapsedTime  to the custom field ElapsedTime__c.

This diagram shows how an out-of-box OmniScript would use the Tracking Service.
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Enable Tracking for OmniStudio Components

You can enable tracking for OmniStudio components by configuring triggers.

OmniStudio Components Event Tracking

Tracking data is stored in the VlocityTrackingEntry__c  object. Some data, listed here, is tracked for all components and
event types. You can also add custom fields to the data being tracked.

OmniScript Event Tracking

For OmniScripts, the following events are tracked. For Outcome events, the user's SaveForLater and Cancel events are logged by
default. To configure the value logged for a Done action, set its Outcome property.

Integration Procedure Event Tracking

For Integration Procedures, the following events are tracked. When one Integration Procedure calls another, and you enable tracking
only in the calling Integration Procedure, events in the called Integration Procedure are also tracked.

Cards Framework Event Tracking

The OmniStudio Tracking Service is an event-tracking service that can capture details about how Vlocity users interact with the Cards
Framework.

Event Tracking for Custom Fields

For Integration Procedures, FlexCards, and OmniScripts, you can add your own custom fields to the data stored by the Tracking
Service.
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Tracking Session Interaction Id

To associate all the events tracked for a single session, the tracking system logs an Interaction Id that is unique for the session. To
provide this Id from an OmniScript or Integration Procedure, add a key/value pair to the Tracking Custom Data field in the Configuration
section.

Tracking Data Preprocessor

Before the tracking service executes its own logic, it calls any interface implementations named TrackOmniScript or
TrackCard, enabling you to preprocess tracking data. For example, this implementation uses the customer ID submitted by an
OmniScript to add customer detail to the event data.

Enable Tracking for OmniStudio Components
You can enable tracking for OmniStudio components by configuring triggers.

These steps apply to OmniStudio customers.

1. Go to Setup.

• In Lightning Experience, click the gear icon and select Setup from the menu.

• In Salesforce Classic, click the user menu and select Setup from the menu.

2. In the Quick Find box, type omni, then select Omni Interaction Configuration.

3. Click New Omni Interaction Configuration.

4. Enter one of the following settings in the Label field. (The Name defaults to the same value.)

Trigger NameVlocity Component Type

Track_OmniScriptOmniScripts

Track_IntProcIntegration Procedures

Track_CardFrameworkFlexCards

Track_CardPreview

You can enable tracking for specific events of specific component types. For example, to enable only StepActionTime events for
OmniScripts, create a Track_OmniScript_StepActionTime  trigger.

You can enable tracking for specific Integration Procedures using a trigger of the format Track_Type_SubType. For example,
if the Type is CheckContact and the SubType is CreditScore, the trigger name would be Track_CheckContact_CreditScore.
When one Integration Procedure calls another, and you enable tracking only in the calling Integration Procedure, events in the called
Integration Procedure are also tracked.

5. In the Value field, type true.

6. Click Save.

7. Repeat steps 3 through 6 for each trigger you want to add.
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OmniStudio Components Event Tracking
Tracking data is stored in the VlocityTrackingEntry__c  object. Some data, listed here, is tracked for all components and event
types. You can also add custom fields to the data being tracked.

Note: If you track a large amount of data, manage space consumption by implementing an archiving policy for the tracking
object.

The following data is tracked for all events:

• Tracking Event or Name: Event type, for example StepActionTime or Error

• User Id: User who triggered the event

• Context Id: The value of the Context Id node in the Data JSON

• Data: Data JSON of the tracking call

• Interaction Message

• Salesforce Session Token: Slightly masked Salesforce session token for the user

• Customer Interaction Token: Unique identifier for events logged for a single session

• Timestamp: Time of the event

• Tracking Service: The service that logged the event

• Vlocity Acuity Resource: Intelligence resource

• Vlocity Interaction: Interaction Id

• Vlocity Interaction Token: Unique token used as an identifier to associate events logged for a single session.

SEE ALSO:

OmniScript Event Tracking

Integration Procedure Event Tracking

Event Tracking Data for Cards Framework

Event Tracking for Custom Fields

OmniScript Event Tracking
For OmniScripts, the following events are tracked. For Outcome events, the user's SaveForLater and Cancel events are logged by default.
To configure the value logged for a Done action, set its Outcome property.

Data TrackedEvent

StepActionTime • OmniScript Id: The Id of the OmniScript__c sObject containing
the OmniScript definition

• Context Id: Context Id value from the OmniScript Data JSON

• OmniScript Type

• OmniScript SubType
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Data TrackedEvent

• Language

• Element Type

• Element Name

• Element Label

• Element Step Number

• Elapsed Time

Outcome • Elapsed Time

• Element Label

• Element Name

• Element Step Number

• Element Type

• OmniScript Context Id

• OmniScript Id

• OmniScript Language

• OmniScrip tSubType

• OmniScript Type

• Outcome: Cancel, Save, or the outcome configured for a Done
action element.

• TrackingEvent: Outcome

Integration Procedure Event Tracking
For Integration Procedures, the following events are tracked. When one Integration Procedure calls another, and you enable tracking
only in the calling Integration Procedure, events in the called Integration Procedure are also tracked.

To track events for specific Integration Procedures, see Enable Tracking for OmniStudio Components.

Data TrackedTracking Event

All Integration Procedure Events • CpuTotal

• DMLRowsTotal

• DMLStatementsTotal

• HeapSizeTotal
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Data TrackedTracking Event

• OmniScriptId: The Id of the OmniScript__c sObject containing
the definition of the Integration Procedure

• OmniScriptType

• OmniScriptSubType

• OmniScriptVersion

• ParentInteractionToken: The VlocityInteractionToken from the
calling OmniScript or parent Integration Procedure.

• QueriesTotal

• QueryRowsTotal

• SoslQueriesTotal

• TestBatchUniqueKey: identifier for a group of test invoked
together, with Preview suffix if run in Preview, included only
for Test Procedures

• TestUniqueKey: identifier for a single test invocation, included
only for Test Procedures

• TrackingService: set to IntProc

Test Procedure events if OmniAnalyticsTrackingDebug is true • Error Code

• Error Message

• Error Occurred

• Request Payload

• Response Payload

Assert • assertConditionalFormula

(Only tracked for Test Procedures) • assertFailureMessage

• assertResult

• ElementName

• StepDebugInfo: included if the OmniAnalyticsTrackingDebug
custom setting is set to true

• variableData: data that is compared with the
assertConditionalFormula

Error • Action
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Data TrackedTracking Event

• assertConditionalFormula: included only for Test Procedures

• assertFailureMessage: included only for Test Procedures

• assertResult: included only for Test Procedures

• ErrorTime

• StepDebugInfo: included if the OmniAnalyticsTrackingDebug
custom setting is set to true

• variableData: data that is compared with the
assertConditionalFormula, included only for Test Procedures

StepActionTime • ElapsedTime

• ElementName

• ElementResult

• ElementStepNumber

• ElementType

• StepResult

TestResult • TestStatus: Success or Failed

(Only tracked for Test Procedures)

Add Debugging Data to Test Procedure Event Tracking

When you run a Test Procedure in the Preview tab, JSON data for debugging is included in the Errors/Debug Output pane. To include
this debugging data in VlocityTrackingEntry__c  object records under the StepDebugInfo  JSON node, you can set
the value of the OmniAnalyticsTrackingDebug  custom setting to True.

Add Debugging Data to Test Procedure Event Tracking
When you run a Test Procedure in the Preview tab, JSON data for debugging is included in the Errors/Debug Output pane. To include
this debugging data in VlocityTrackingEntry__c  object records under the StepDebugInfo  JSON node, you can set the
value of the OmniAnalyticsTrackingDebug  custom setting to True.

These steps apply if you use OmniStudio.

1. Go to Setup.

• In Lightning Experience, click the gear icon and select Setup from the menu.

• In Salesforce Classic, click the user menu and select Setup from the menu.

2. In the Quick Find box, type omni, then select Omni Interaction Configuration.

3. Click New Omni Interaction Configuration.
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4. In the Label field, type OmniAnalyticsTrackingDebug.

5. In the Value field, type True.

6. Click Save.

Cards Framework Event Tracking
The OmniStudio Tracking Service is an event-tracking service that can capture details about how Vlocity users interact with the Cards
Framework.

Preview Event Tracking in the FlexCard Designer

With the Track_CardPreview  trigger, track entries for the FlexCard Designer Preview, which you can disable to screen out
preview events.

Event Tracking Data for Cards Framework

For the Cards Framework, events tracked are OmniAnalytics Card Events, initTracking, initCardFramework, initLayout, selectCard,
performAction, trackField, and Resolution.

Preview Event Tracking in the FlexCard Designer
With the Track_CardPreview  trigger, track entries for the FlexCard Designer Preview, which you can disable to screen out preview
events.

This topic applies to OmniStudio customers.

Note: If your org doesn’t include the Track_CardPreview trigger, you can create it.

Tracking entries generated for the Card Designer
Preview

Track_CardPreview trigger state in Custom Settings
Trigger Setup

NoAbsent

NoPresent, but off

NoPresent, but the Track_CardFramework trigger is absent or
off

YesOn, and the Track_CardFramework  trigger is also on

Event Tracking Data for Cards Framework
For the Cards Framework, events tracked are OmniAnalytics Card Events, initTracking, initCardFramework, initLayout, selectCard,
performAction, trackField, and Resolution.

The following data is logged for all Card events:

• Salesforce Session Token

• Vlocity Interaction Token
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• User ID

• Timestamp

The following table lists events and event-specific data logged for user interaction with the Cards Framework:

Data TrackedEvent

Context IDinitTracking

Context IDinitCardFramework

initLayout • Card Name

• Context ID

• Layout Info

• Layout Name

• Layout Version

selectCard • ID

• Interaction Topic ID

• Name

• Policyholder

performAction • Context ID

• ID

• Interaction ID

• Role

trackField • ElapsedTime

• EntityLabel

• EntityName

• Field Value

NoneResolution

(End tracking)
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Event Tracking for Custom Fields
For Integration Procedures, FlexCards, and OmniScripts, you can add your own custom fields to the data stored by the Tracking Service.

The name of the custom field, minus the trailing __c, must match the key of the corresponding node in the incoming data JSON. For
example:

• Custom field added to VlocityTrackingEntry__c  object: MyTrackingField__c

• Corresponding Data JSON key: MyTrackingField

Add the JSON key/value pairs to the Tracking Custom Data list in the component. This list is located:

• In the Setup panel of the FlexCard

• In the Procedure Configuration of the Integration Procedure

• In the Script Configuration of the OmniScript

Note: If space is a concern, be sure to monitor the size of the tracking object and delete unneeded records as required.

Tracking Session Interaction Id
To associate all the events tracked for a single session, the tracking system logs an Interaction Id that is unique for the session. To provide
this Id from an OmniScript or Integration Procedure, add a key/value pair to the Tracking Custom Data field in the Configuration section.

For example:

CustomerInteractionId: %InteractionId%

To provide the Interaction Id in a REST call, specify it as a parameter:

/apex/DFOmniScriptUniversalPageConsole?id={0}&OmniScriptType=Policy%20Servicing&OmniScriptSubType=Payment%20Extension&OmniScriptLang=English&scriptMode=vertical&layout=lightning&ContextId={0}&InteractionId={1}&Role={2}

Tracking Data Preprocessor
Before the tracking service executes its own logic, it calls any interface implementations named TrackOmniScript or TrackCard,
enabling you to preprocess tracking data. For example, this implementation uses the customer ID submitted by an OmniScript to add
customer detail to the event data.

global class VlocityDemoTrackOmniscript implements vlocity_cmt.VlocityOpenInterface {
global Boolean invokeMethod( String methodName, Map<String,Object> inputMap,

Map<String,Object> outMap, Map<String,Object> options ) {
Boolean success = true;
string errors = 'OK';
try {

if( methodName == 'processTracking' ){
processTrackingEvent( (List<Map<String,

Object>>)inputMap.get('trackingDataList'), outMap );
}

} catch ( Exception e ) {
errors = e.getMessage();
success = false;
System.debug( '##### errors: ' + errors );

}
return true;

}
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/**
* Process the tracking events
*/
void processTrackingEvent( List<Map<String, Object>> trackingDataList, Map<String,

Object> outMap ){
// Get the current users Id from the input JSON...
Id userId = (Id)trackingDataList[0].get('UserId');
// Get the users details to add to the tracking data...
User currentUser = [SELECT Id, FirstName, LastName, Profile.Name, UserRole.Name

FROM User WHERE Id = :userId];
// Iterate through the tracking entries and add the User's details...
for ( Map<String, Object> trackingEvent : trackingDataList ){

trackingEvent.put( 'UserFirstName', currentUser.FirstName );
trackingEvent.put( 'UserLastName', currentUser.LastName );
trackingEvent.put( 'UserProfile', currentUser.Profile.Name );
trackingEvent.put( 'UserRole', currentUser.UserRole.Name );

}
outMap.put( 'trackingDataList', trackingDataList );

}
}

OmniStudio Lightning Web Components
Take advantage of OmniStudio's  declarative 'clicks not code' approach to building and modifying your applications with the OmniStudio
Lightning Web Components. With OmniStudio Lightning Web Components, use standard JavaScript and HTML to modify and extend
Vlocity products.

OmniStudio Lightning Web Components are:

• Fast and Lightweight. Runs natively in browsers and is independent from JavaScript frameworks.

• Reusable.OmniStudio Lightning Web Components use web components to create reusable custom HTML elements. Custom elements
wrap functionality, protecting components from other styles and scripts on the page.

While some OmniStudio Lightning web components appear in the Community and App Builders, they differ from the OmniStudio
Lightning Components that also appear in the builders. OmniStudio  Lightning Web Components follow the same standards as Salesforce's
Lightning Web Components. For more information on Lightning Web Component standards, see Lightning Web Components.

OmniStudio Lightning Web Components Reference

ReferencesDescriptionComponent Type

ReadMes: Base OmniStudio LWC ReadMe
Reference

Basic components used by the entire Vlocity
platform. Extend or modify base
components to customize appearance and
behavior.

Base

ReadMes: OmniScript ReadMe ReferenceComponents specific to OmniScript.OmniScript
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Note: OmniStudio FlexCards are built with the Lightning Web Components programming model and share base components.
FlexCards are created in the FlexCard Designer.

Set Up Lightning Web Components

To manage and develop OmniStudio Lightning Web Components, use Salesforce DX with Visual Studio or IDX Workbench with
Visual Studio. Both development approaches have source control. However, we recommend IDX Workbench because it enables you
to migrate Vlocity components from one org to another and compare both source and target files.

Extend OmniStudio Lightning Web Components

Customize the behavior and styling of an application by extending OmniStudio Lightning web components. For example, override
properties, add other components, or insert HTML.

Deploy Lightning Web Components

Deploy new Lightning web components or change existing components from your local development environment with Visual
Studio and Salesforce DX or IDX Workbench.

Launch Lightning Web Component URLs with vlocityLWCWrapper

Add the vlocityLWCWrapper to make Lightning web components in a Lightning page URL addressable. Lightning web components
are not URL addressable by default. The vlocityLWCWrapper wraps the Lightning web component in a URL addressable aura
component.

Base OmniStudio LWC ReadMe Reference

View examples, and learn about available attributes, methods, and other functions from the ReadMes of each Base OmniStudio
Lightning web component.

Set Up Lightning Web Components
To manage and develop OmniStudio Lightning Web Components, use Salesforce DX with Visual Studio or IDX Workbench with Visual
Studio. Both development approaches have source control. However, we recommend IDX Workbench because it enables you to migrate
Vlocity components from one org to another and compare both source and target files.

• To manage and develop your LWCs with Salesforce DX, see Set Up Your Development Environment.

• To manage and develop your LWCs with IDX Workbench, see IDX Workbench Desktop Application.

Extend OmniStudio Lightning Web Components
Customize the behavior and styling of an application by extending OmniStudio Lightning web components. For example, override
properties, add other components, or insert HTML.

example: Example

In this code example, a custom Lightning web component extends the Button Lightning Web Component. Replace the NS variable
in the code example with the namespace of the OmniStudio package you are using.

//.js

import Button from "NS/button";

export default class buttonExtended extends Button {
//override the property here so it gets triggered

onclickbutton() {
this.label = "Button clicked";
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}}

//.js-meta.xml

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?><LightningComponentBundle xmlns="http://soap.sforce.com/2006/04/metadata">

<apiVersion>45.0</apiVersion>
<isExposed>true</isExposed>
<masterLabel>button_extended</masterLabel>
<description>Button extended</description>
<targets>

<target>lightning__RecordPage</target>
<target>lightning__AppPage</target>
<target>lightning__HomePage</target>

</targets>
<runtimeNamespace>NS</runtimeNamespace>

</LightningComponentBundle>

//.html

<template>
//add HTML here to override the template layout
</template>

//_slds.css

//add CSS to override or append the SLDS theme css
.slds-button {

background: #cccccc;
border-color: #dddddd;

}

Note: Custom Lightning web components built outside of the package cannot use any Salesforce Lightning web component
that uses Salesforce resources or affects the component at run time. For more information, see Salesforce Modules.

Note: Custom Lightning web components will not throw errors unless Debug Mode is enabled. For more information, see Debug
Lightning Web Components.

1. Ensure you have IDX Workbench, or Salesforce DX set up locally. For information on setting up IDX Workbench or Salesforce DX, see
Set Up Lightning Web Components.

2. Choose which component you want to extend. For a list of Lightning web components, see OmniStudio Lightning Web Components.

3. To create a new Lightning web component, navigate to your lwc folder in your project and run the
force:lightning:component:create  SFDX command. For example:

sfdx force:lightning:component:create --type lwc --componentname componentname_extended

To learn more about creating a Lightning web component, see Create Lightning Web Components. For a complete list of available
SFDX commands, see Lightning Commands.

4. In your JavaScript file, import and extend the Lightning web component. See code example on this page.

5. To make the custom Lightning web component compatible with OmniStudio Lightning web components, you must set two
metadata tags in your XML configuration file:
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• If Lightning Web Security (LWS) is disabled, add the namespace of your OmniStudio package using the runtimeNamespace
metadata tag. See the code example on this page. For more information on finding the namespace of your package, see Viewing
the Namespace and Version of the OmniStudio Vlocity Package.

Important: If LWS is enabled, setting runtimeNamespace in your components causes errors similar to "Cannot use
runtime namespace 'somename' in module c-someComponentName". To determine if LWS is enabled in your org,
see Enable Lightning Web Security in an Org.

• Set the isExposed metadata tag to true. See code example on this page.

6. (Optional) Enable a custom Lightning web component to make remote calls by using the Common Action utility. For more information,
see Make Remote Calls from Lightning Web Components using the OmniScript Action Framework.

Deploy Lightning Web Components
Deploy new Lightning web components or change existing components from your local development environment with Visual Studio
and Salesforce DX or IDX Workbench.

To set up your development environment for managing and deploying your components, see Set Up Lightning Web Components.

1. Open your project in Visual Studio.

2. Make sure you have Salesforce DX or IDX Workbench installed. To install Salesforce DX or IDX Workbench, see Salesforce DX Setup
Guide.

3. In the terminal, run the following command to deploy changes to your org:

sfdx force:source:push

For more on deploying components to your org with Visual Studio, see Analyze Your Code and Deploy It to Your Org.

Launch Lightning Web Component URLs with vlocityLWCWrapper
Add the vlocityLWCWrapper to make Lightning web components in a Lightning page URL addressable. Lightning web components are
not URL addressable by default. The vlocityLWCWrapper wraps the Lightning web component in a URL addressable aura component.

For information on accessing an LWC OmniScript through a URL, see Launch an OmniScript with LWC OmniScript Wrapper.

1. To configure the URL to launch the LWC, perform the following tasks:

a. Add the wrapper by copying the relative path in the example and replacing the NS variable with the namespace of the OmniStudio
package. For information on locating the namespace, see Viewing the Namespace and Version of the OmniStudio Vlocity Package.

lightning/cmp/NS__vlocityLWCWrapper?

b. Target the component by adding c__target=  to the URL.

lightning/cmp/NS__vlocityLWCWrapper?c__target=

c. Set the URL to target the component by adding c:  to indicate a component and add the component name without dashes
using camelCase. For example, to add a component with the name <c-demo-button> use the syntax c:demoButton.

lightning/cmp/NS__vlocityLWCWrapper?c__target=c:demoButton
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d. (Optional) When using the wrapper in a console app, add a Console Tab Icon and a Console Tab Label by setting the c__tabIcon
and c__tabLabel parameters. The c__tabIcon accepts an SLDS Icon , and c__tabLabel accepts plain text. For example,
&c__tabLabel=Custom Label&c__tabIcon=standard:account renders the console tab shown in this example image.

e. (Optional) Assign additional attributes by passing parameters that match the attribute names. Parameters must use the c__
prefix.

Example Button Component Code:

<c-button label=”Dynamically Generated” variant=”outline-brand”</c-button>

Example Button Component as a URL addressable component:

lightning/cmp/NS__vlocityLWCWrapper?c__target=c:button&c__label=Dynamically
Generated&c__variant=outline-brand

Example Image:
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2. To launch an LWC from a Layout action, perform the following tasks:

a. From Setup, enter Object Manager  into the Quick Find search.

b. Select an Object, and click Buttons, Links, and Actions.

c. Click New Button or Link.

d. Set Display Type to Detail Page Button.

e. Set Content Source to URL.

f. In the URL value, add a vlocityLWCWrapper URL.

lightning/cmp/NS__vlocityLWCWrapper?c__target=c:demoButton

Base OmniStudio LWC ReadMe Reference
View examples, and learn about available attributes, methods, and other functions from the ReadMes of each Base OmniStudio Lightning
web component.

To extend components, see Extend OmniStudio Lightning Web Components.

Important:  For the most recent files, download the zip file from the latest available date in the table on this page.

Download FileReleased

baseLWCReadMes-November-2022.zipNovember 2022

baseLWCReadMes-Spring21.zipSpring '21

baseLWCReadMes-Winter22.zipWinter '22

baseLWCReadMes-Spring22.zipSpring '22

Data Migration with OmniStudio DataPacks
A DataPack is a collection of components and related functionality that are packaged for migration from one org to another. DataPacks
can be used for deployment; that is, to migrate functionality from a sandbox environment to a production environment.

You can save in a DataPack any object listed in Supported DataPack Object Types.

Note: When importing and exporting data, the maximum file size is 2 MB.

Manually created DataPacks are suitable for migrating small numbers of similar objects, for example, moving OmniScripts from a
development org to a production org. However, to bulk export complex corporate data such as products, use one of these tools:

• IDX Workbench migrates objects and metadata between orgs or between orgs and Git repositories. See IDX Workbench Desktop
Application.

• The Vlocity Build Tool creates DataPacks that preserve object relationships. See the Vlocity Build Tool gitHub project.
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The Vlocity Build tool is available from GitHub. The Build tool is a command-line tool that packages related objects together as DataPacks,
ensuring that dependencies are preserved. For example, to ensure that data is not inadvertently duplicated, the Build tool requires certain
records to have unique IDs assigned to them. The tool provides facilities for validating data and verifying the success of migration. The
GitHub project provides detailed instructions for migration.

To simplify migration of multiple related objects, you can combine DataPacks into multipacks. To maintain maximum control over groups
of related DataPacks, incorporate version control and continuous integration tools into your development and migration process. For
guidance on how to go about this, read the Managing Vlocity Releases white paper.

Migration is best performed by Salesforce administrators with a solid understanding of how data is stored in Salesforce. Success depends
on high quality source data.

For training on data migration and deployment, check out the Vlocity DevOps Best Practices course.

Note: You can import DataPacks of some older OmniStudio for Vlocity (formerly Digital Interaction Platform) objects into an
OmniStudio org. DataRaptor, Integration Procedure, and LWC-enabled OmniScript objects are automatically converted to OmniStudio
objects.

Importing DataPacks of OmniStudio objects into an OmniStudio for Vlocity org isn't supported. Importing Cards between OmniStudio
and OmniStudio for Vlocity orgs isn't supported.

Create a DataPack

To migrate data from one org to another, you can create and export DataPacks, which are files that contain your data in JSON format.
A single DataPack contains one main object and its dependent objects.

Create a MultiPack

To migrate data from one org to another, you can create and export DataPacks, which are files that contain your data in JSON format.
A MultiPack is a DataPack that contains multiple main objects and their dependent objects.

Import a DataPack

After you’ve created a DataPack, you can import it into another org.

Supported DataPack Object Types

Objects that can be exported as DataPacks are listed here.

Fix the DataPack Import/Export Error: No Configuration Found

If you see the error message No Configuration Found: while trying to import or export a DataPack, this is most likely an issue with
the Salesforce Org's configuration. This error often occurs in Developer Sandboxes that are missing some of the Vlocity Configuration
files due to a recent refresh or an install or upgrade that has missed a post-install or post-upgrade step. You can fix this error.

Create a DataPack
To migrate data from one org to another, you can create and export DataPacks, which are files that contain your data in JSON format. A
single DataPack contains one main object and its dependent objects.

1. Open the object to export in its designer.

2. Click Export.

The Export DataPack dialog box opens.

3. Click Next.

The Review dialog box opens.

4. Click Next.
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The final Export dialog box opens.

To avoid overwriting an existing DataPack, specify a unique name and version.

When Download is checked, the DataPack JSON is downloaded to your local machine.

5. Click Done.

The DataPack is created, then downloaded to your download directory if you selected Download.

Create a MultiPack
To migrate data from one org to another, you can create and export DataPacks, which are files that contain your data in JSON format. A
MultiPack is a DataPack that contains multiple main objects and their dependent objects.

1. Go to the page that lists the objects you want to export.

For example, you can go to the OmniStudio app and then the OmniScripts page.

2. Check the boxes for the objects you want to export.

For objects that have versions, such as OmniScripts or Integration Procedures, expand the names to display the versions, then check
the boxes for the versions you want to export.

3. Click the Export icon or button.

The Export DataPack dialog box opens.

4. Click Next.

The Review dialog box opens.

5. Click Next.

The final Export dialog box opens.

To avoid overwriting an existing DataPack, specify a unique name and version.

When Download is checked, the DataPack JSON is downloaded to your local machine.

6. Click Done.

The MultiPack is created, then downloaded to your download directory if you selected Download.

Import a DataPack
After you’ve created a DataPack, you can import it into another org.

Warning: The name and version of DataPacks must be unique. If you import a DataPack that has the same name as an existing
DataPack, the existing DataPack is overwritten.

Note: You can import DataPacks of some older OmniStudio for Vlocity (formerly Digital Interaction Platform) objects into an
OmniStudio org. DataRaptor, Integration Procedure, and LWC-enabled OmniScript objects are automatically converted to OmniStudio
objects.

Importing DataPacks of OmniStudio objects into an OmniStudio for Vlocity org isn't supported. Importing Cards between OmniStudio
and OmniStudio for Vlocity orgs isn't supported.

1. Download the DataPack from the source org.

2. Log into the target org.
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3. Go to the appropriate designer tab and click Import.

4. When prompted, browse to the DataPack file and click Open.

5. Click Next and respond to the import wizard prompts until the file is imported.

Supported DataPack Object Types
Objects that can be exported as DataPacks are listed here.

• Attachment

• Attribute Assignment Rule

• Attribute Category

• Attribute Override

• Calculation Matrix

• Calculation Procedure

• Catalog

• Charge Measurement

• Contract Type

• CPQ Custom Settings

• DataRaptor

• Document

• Document Clause

• Document Template

You can also export Vlocity contract document templates in Microsoft Word and Microsoft PowerPoint created in Salesforce Industries
Communications, Media, and Energy.

• Entity Filter

• FlexCard

• Integration Procedure

• Interface Implementation

• Item Implementation

• Manual Queue

• Object Class

• Object Layout

• Offering Procedure

• OmniScript

• Orchestration Dependency Definition
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• Orchestration Item Definition

• Orchestration Plan Definition

• Pricebook

• Price List

• Pricing Variable

• Product

• Product Hierarchy Path

• Product Relationship

• Promotion

• Query Builder

• Rule

• Scheduled Jobs

• Spec Template

• Spec Template Mapping

• Story Object

• String Translations

• System

• Time Plan

• Time Policy

• UI Section

• UI Facet

• Vlocity Action

• Vlocity Attachment

• Vlocity Card

• Vlocity Picklist

• Vlocity Interaction Launcher

• Vlocity State Model

• Vlocity UI Layout

• Vlocity UI Template

• Vlocity Intelligence Machine

• Vlocity Intelligence Resource
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• Vlocity Tracking Component

• Vlocity Tracking Group

• Vlocity Web Tracking Configuration

• Vlocity Web Tracking Event Type

Fix the DataPack Import/Export Error: No Configuration Found
If you see the error message No Configuration Found: while trying to import or export a DataPack, this is most likely an issue with the
Salesforce Org's configuration. This error often occurs in Developer Sandboxes that are missing some of the Vlocity Configuration files
due to a recent refresh or an install or upgrade that has missed a post-install or post-upgrade step. You can fix this error.

The solution is to run code in Anonymous Apex. To do that, you must access the Developer Console:

1. Navigate to the Developer Console.

• In Lightning Experience, click the gear icon and select Developer Console from the menu.

• In Salesforce Classic, click the user menu and select Developer Console from the menu.

2. Select Debug > Open Execute Anonymous Window.

3. Paste the following code into the Enter Apex Code window:

namespace.CorePostInstallClass.runDev2ProdInserts();

If you are using Contract Life Cycle Management, add:

namespace.CmPostInstallClass.cmRunDev2ProdInserts();

If you are using Order Management, add:

namespace.XOMCreateDPMappings.createDPMappings();

4. For namespace, substitute one of the following:

• vlocity_cmt  for Salesforce Industries Communications, Media, and Energy

• vlocity_ins  for Vlocity Insurance

• vlocity_ps  for Vlocity Government

5. Click Execute.

IDX Workbench Desktop Application
IDX Workbench is a desktop application that enables you to migrate OmniStudio DataPacks and Salesforce metadata.

Migrations are supported:

• From one Vlocity org to another

• From a Vlocity org to a Git repository

• From a Git repository to a Vlocity org

• From the Vlocity Process Library to a Vlocity org

• From a JSON file to a Git repository or a Vlocity org
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Components are packaged as DataPacks, which are optimized for source control and deployment to other orgs. For example, you can
develop apps on a dedicated development org, then use IDX Workbench to deploy them to a QA org until they’re ready for use in
production, and then deploy from your QA org to production orgs.

Note: You can import DataPacks of some older OmniStudio for Vlocity (formerly Digital Interaction Platform) objects into an
OmniStudio org. DataRaptor, Integration Procedure, and LWC-enabled OmniScript objects are automatically converted to OmniStudio
objects.

Importing DataPacks of OmniStudio objects into an OmniStudio for Vlocity org isn't supported. Importing Cards between OmniStudio
and OmniStudio for Vlocity orgs isn't supported.

When you choose a component for migration, IDX Workbench ensures that its dependent components are included. For example, if
you migrate an OmniScript that requires a DataRaptor, that DataRaptor is packaged for migration with the OmniScript.

In IDX Workbench, you define the source org or repository, the target org or repository, and the components to be migrated. You must
create this definition before you can perform a migration. Migration is one way, from source to target. Source components overwrite
target components of the same name and type.

If you need a command-line client for scripting deployment, download and use the Vlocity Build Tool.

Install IDX Workbench

IDX Workbench is a desktop application, so you must install it on your computer.

Configure LWC OmniScript and FlexCard Activation and Compilation

If Google Chrome is your default browser and IDX Workbench logs you into your source and target orgs through it, you can skip this
task. When you migrate OmniScripts, Integration Procedures, and FlexCards, they’re automatically activated in the target org. However,
if you use a different browser, you must configure this automatic activation feature manually.

IDX Workbench Configuration for Migration

Before you can migrate components, you must specify the source, the target, and the objects to be migrated. The source can be an
org, a Project object in an org, a JSON file, the Vlocity Process Library, or a Git repository. The target can be an org or a Git repository.

Object Migration and Comparison

After you have configured a project, you can migrate objects from the Source to the Target. After the initial migration, you can
compare objects in the Source and Target to see if any have been updated and need to be migrated again. You can also save objects
in the Source to DataPacks.

Use the IDX Workbench Process Profiler

The Process Profiler lets you view the tracking Service data for an object in a Source or Target org. Before you can view this data, you
must enable triggers and run through your business flow to capture this tracking data.

Compare OmniScript and Integration Procedure Versions

The Version Compare dashboard lets you compare two versions of an OmniScript or Integration Procedure in the same Source or
Target org.

Run Test Procedures

The Test dashboard lets you run Test Procedures (Integration Procedures that perform unit tests) and analyze the results of the tests.

IDX Workbench Menu Commands

Most of the commands in the IDX Workbench menus are like those of any application. For example, Edit > Copy copies the selected
text. Commands specific to IDX Workbench are listed here.

Install IDX Workbench
IDX Workbench is a desktop application, so you must install it on your computer.
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1. Go to the download site and click the link for your platform.

2. When the IDXWorkbench-release.dmg  file finishes downloading, double-click the file.

3. On the Mac operating system, a pop-up window appears. Drag the app into the Applications folder.

4. Open the IDX Workbench application.

When you open IDX Workbench for the first time after installing it, the Configure Workspace dialog appears. You must configure a
workspace and project to continue. See  IDX Workbench Configuration for Migration.

5. On the Mac operating system, you might see a message stating that IDX Workbench can't be opened because Apple can't check it
for malicious software.

To allow IDX Workbench to be opened:

a. Open System Preferences.

b. Click Security & Privacy.

c. Click the General tab.

d. Click the Open Anyway button for the IDX Workbench application.

Configure LWC OmniScript and FlexCard Activation and Compilation
If Google Chrome is your default browser and IDX Workbench logs you into your source and target orgs through it, you can skip this
task. When you migrate OmniScripts, Integration Procedures, and FlexCards, they’re automatically activated in the target org. However,
if you use a different browser, you must configure this automatic activation feature manually.

To configure automatic activation of migrated OmniScripts, Integration Procedures, and FlexCards for a non-Chrome browser:

1. Install Node.js on your computer.

2. Open a terminal window on your computer.

3. Install the Puppeteer module on your computer using this command:

npm install puppeteer -g

IDX Workbench uses the Puppeteer module to automatically activate OmniScripts, Integration Procedures, and FlexCards in the
target org.

IDX Workbench Configuration for Migration
Before you can migrate components, you must specify the source, the target, and the objects to be migrated. The source can be an org,
a Project object in an org, a JSON file, the Vlocity Process Library, or a Git repository. The target can be an org or a Git repository.

You can also save to a JSON file when you migrate. See Save Objects to a JSON File.

Configure for Migration Between Orgs

You must configure a Source org and a Target org. Both must be Vlocity orgs.

Configure an Org Using a Community User Login

When you configure an org for running Test Procedures, you can specify a Salesforce Community and authenticate as a Community
user. This is especially useful for running Test Procedures in which user access affects the results.
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Configure a Project Object

After creating a Project object, configure the object.

Configure for Migration from a JSON File

You can specify a DataPack as a Source and migrate to either an org or a Git repository Target. The DataPack must include all the
objects you want to migrate in a single JSON file.

Configure for Migration from the Salesforce Industries Process Library

You can migrate DataPacks from the Salesforce Industries Process Library to a Vlocity org.

Configure for Migration Between a Repository and an Org

You can use a Git repository as a Source or Target in IDX Workbench, migrating DataPacks from the repository to a Vlocity org or the
reverse.

Give a Bitbucket Git Repository Access to IDX Workbench

You can give IDX Workbench access to a Bitbucket repository using a password.

Create Additional Projects

After you have created your first project, you can create additional projects.

Switch Between Projects

You can switch from your current project to another existing project.

Handle a Login Failed Message

If you refresh a Source or Target org and see a Login Failed ... Please Login Again  message, you can fix the
error.

Use a .vlocityignore File to Exclude Objects

You can specify a list of object types and/or objects to ignore in all the projects that use the same repository.

Configure for Migration Between Orgs
You must configure a Source org and a Target org. Both must be Vlocity orgs.

Note: You can import DataPacks of some older OmniStudio for Vlocity (formerly Digital Interaction Platform) objects into an
OmniStudio org. DataRaptor, Integration Procedure, and LWC-enabled OmniScript objects are automatically converted to OmniStudio
objects.

Importing DataPacks of OmniStudio objects into an OmniStudio for Vlocity org isn't supported. Importing Cards between OmniStudio
and OmniStudio for Vlocity orgs isn't supported.

1. In the org you plan to use as your Source, make sure the correct versions of Salesforce objects you want to migrate are active.

Some objects, such as OmniScripts and Integration Procedures, have versions that can be activated and deactivated. Only active
versions of such objects are migrated.

2. Open IDX Workbench. If no projects exist, the Configure Workspace dialog appears.

If other projects exist and you want to create a new project, click the Edit icon on the main IDX Workbench screen to open the
Configure Workspace dialog.

3. From the Repository drop-down list, select New Repository.

You must create a repository for the project even if both your source and target are orgs.
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4. In the New Repository dialog, specify a Name and a Repository Folder. If the folder doesn't exist, it's created. Click Save.
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5. From the Source drop-down list, select New Environment. (An environment is an org.)
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To configure limited access to an org, see Configure an Org Using a Community User Login.

6. In the New Salesforce Org dialog, specify a Name.
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7. If your Source is a sandbox org, change the Organization Type to https://test.salesforce.com.

8. Click Log in using OAuth. The Salesforce login window appears. Log in to the org.

If the Allow Access window appears, click Allow.

Note: If you use the Google Chrome browser and you're redirected to a localhost  URL when you attempt to log in, open
a new browser tab and paste this URL into the address field: chrome://net-internals/#hsts. Look under the
Delete domain security policies heading. If localhost  is in the Domain field, click Delete.

9. From the Target drop-down list, select New Environment.
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Repeat the same steps.
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To configure limited access to an org, see Configure an Org Using a Community User Login.

10. From the Project drop-down list, select New Project.
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To use a Project object instead of configuring a project, see the next section.

11. In the New Project dialog, specify a Name for your project.

12. Select the types of Vlocity and/or Salesforce objects to migrate. You can use the Search field to filter the list. Select all the types you
need.
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13. Click Fetch DataPacks.

14. Under Pick datapacks for project, you can optionally enter text to filter the names of the fetched objects.
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15. Move the objects you want to migrate from the All datapacks list to the Selected datapacks list. You can use the Shift key to select
multiple items in either list.
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You can click Ignore Dependencies to exclude dependent objects from migration.

16. Click Save. The Configure Workspace dialog reappears.

17. To refresh comparison data whenever you save the workspace, make sure the Force refresh of data from orgs box is checked.

18. Click Save to save the workspace.

Messages appear as objects are fetched. To cancel, press Command-R on the Mac or Control-R on other operating systems.

19. When the listing is complete, IDX Workbench looks like this:
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The green + icons indicate that the objects are new in the Source org.

20. To edit the repository:

a. Click the Edit icon on the main IDX Workbench screen to reopen the Configure Workspace dialog.

b. Click the Edit icon next to the Repository drop-down list to open the Repository Settings.

c. Edit the Expansion Path if you want to change the subfolder of the repository folder in which DataPacks are stored.

d. Specify Additional DataPack Query Filters if you want to filter objects of the specified type in all projects that use the repository.
Click Add New Filter to add as many filters as you need.

For example, setting DataPack Type to Product2 and Additional Query Filter to RecordTypeId != null  excludes
non-Vlocity products.

e. Click Save.

21. To add objects to the project:

a. Click the Edit icon on the main IDX Workbench screen to reopen the Configure Workspace dialog.

b. Click the Edit icon next to the Project drop-down list to reopen the Project dialog.

c. Repeat steps 12 through 18 above.
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Configure an Org Using a Community User Login
When you configure an org for running Test Procedures, you can specify a Salesforce Community and authenticate as a Community
user. This is especially useful for running Test Procedures in which user access affects the results.

You must set up the Community user to have access to all Integration Procedure related objects, the Tracking Service, and the Apex
class ProcedureTestFramework.

Before You Begin

For assistance with these tasks, see Set Up and Manage Salesforce Communities.

1. Set up a Salesforce Community.

2. Create a Community user with the required Permission Sets.

3. Know the username and password for this user.

1. In the org, go to Setup.

2. In Setup, in the Quick Find box, type communities, then select All Communities.

3. Copy the URL of the Community you want to use.

4. In IDX Workbench, select New Environment from the Source, Target, or Test User drop-down list.

5. Specify the Name of the user or another descriptive name.

6. Click the + to the right of the Organization Type field.

7. Paste the URL of the Community into the Enter a new Login URL field.

8. Click Log in using OAuth. The Salesforce login window appears. Log in to the org using the user's username and password.

If the Allow Access window appears, click Allow.

Configure a Project Object
After creating a Project object, configure the object.

1. Configure the Source and Target. See steps 1 through 9 of Configure for Migration Between Orgs.

2. From the Project drop-down list, select Load Projects from Source.

This retrieves active Project objects in the Source org that have a Status of Released.

3. When the Project objects finish loading, select a Project object.

4. To refresh comparison data whenever you save the workspace, make sure the Force refresh of data from orgs box is checked.

5. Click Save.
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Configure for Migration from a JSON File
You can specify a DataPack as a Source and migrate to either an org or a Git repository Target. The DataPack must include all the objects
you want to migrate in a single JSON file.

1. Follow the instructions for migrating between orgs. See Configure for Migration Between Orgs.

2. In step 5, select Import JSON from the Source drop-down list and browse for the file.

Configure for Migration from the Salesforce Industries Process Library
You can migrate DataPacks from the Salesforce Industries Process Library to a Vlocity org.

To create a project using the Salesforce Industries Process Library as its Source:

1. Open IDX Workbench. If no projects exist, the Configure Workspace dialog appears.

If other projects exist and you want to create a new project, click the Edit icon on the main IDX Workbench screen to open the
Configure Workspace dialog.

2. Select Vlocity Process Library from the Repository drop-down list.

3. Click Login with different username.

4. Click Continue to open the Vlocity Process Library in a browser tab.

5. In the browser tab, log into the Vlocity Process Library using your Vlocity Success Community username and password.

6. If you see the Allow Access? window, click Allow.

7. After successful login, return to IDX Workbench and click the Refresh button under Vlocity Process Listing.

8. From the Process Listing drop-down list, select the desired listing.

9. From the Target drop-down list, select a previously configured org or New Environment.

For a new org, follow steps 5 through 8 in Configure for Migration Between Orgs.

10. Click Save.

Configure for Migration Between a Repository and an Org
You can use a Git repository as a Source or Target in IDX Workbench, migrating DataPacks from the repository to a Vlocity org or the
reverse.

Before You Begin

Before you can set up a project with a Git repository as a Source or Target, you must:

1. Install Git on your computer. See Installing Git.

2. Set up your identity for using Git. See First-Time Git Setup.

3. Ensure that IDX Workbench has access to the Git repository.

Instructions differ depending on the type of repository and whether you use a password or SSH — see the documentation for your
repository. If you use Bitbucket with password access, see Give a Bitbucket Git Repository Access to IDX Workbench .

To create a project using a Git repository as its Source or Target:

1. Follow the instructions for migrating between orgs. See Configure for Migration Between Orgs.

2. In step 4, in the New Repository dialog, paste the cloning URL into the Clone from Git Repository URL field.

3. In step 5, select the repository as the Source, or in step 9, select the repository as the Target.
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Give a Bitbucket Git Repository Access to IDX Workbench
You can give IDX Workbench access to a Bitbucket repository using a password.

1. Go to Bitbucket in your browser.

2. Click the icon with your initials and select Bitbucket settings.

3. Under ACCESS MANAGEMENT, click App passwords.
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4. Click Create app password.

5. For the Label, specify VlocityDX.

6. Under Repositories, check the level of access you have to the repository.

For example, if you have write access, check Write.
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7. Click Create.

8. Copy the displayed password to a place from which you can copy it again, such as a text file.
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9. Go to the repository you want to use as the Source.

10. Click Clone.

11. In the Clone this repository dialog, change SSH to HTTPS.

12. Copy the URL to a place from which you can copy it again, such as a text file. It should look something like this:

https://username@bitbucket.org/company/reponame.git

13. Edit the URL to add a colon and the password after the username. For example:

https://username:rCcrFYhXY4rSrxLaW8HV@bitbucket.org/company/reponame.git

This is the URL you will paste into the Clone from Git Repository URL field when you create the Repository used as the Source.

14. Click Close.

Create Additional Projects
After you have created your first project, you can create additional projects.

1. Click the Edit icon on the main IDX Workbench screen to reopen the Configure Workspace dialog.

2. Change the Repository, Source, and Target as needed.

3. For the Project drop-down list, select New Project.

4. Configure the project.

5. In the Configure Workspace dialog, click Save.

Switch Between Projects
You can switch from your current project to another existing project.

1. Click the Edit icon on the main IDX Workbench screen to reopen the Configure Workspace dialog.

2. From the Repository drop-down list, select the Repository for the project. You must do this even if your project migrates between
orgs and your repository is just a folder.
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3. For the Project drop-down list, select the project.

4. Verify that the Source and Target are correct. Change them if necessary.

Handle a Login Failed Message
If you refresh a Source or Target org and see a Login Failed ... Please Login Again  message, you can fix the error.

1. If the Configure Workspace dialog isn't open, click the Edit icon on the main IDX Workbench screen to open it.

2. Don't delete the Source or Target org, but select New Environment from the Source or Target drop-down list.

3. Follow steps 6 through 8 of the instructions for migrating between orgs above.

4. In the Configure Workspace dialog, click Save.

Use a .vlocityignore File to Exclude Objects
You can specify a list of object types and/or objects to ignore in all the projects that use the same repository.

A .vlocityignore  file follows all the rules for .gitignore  files. For more information, see Ignoring Files.

1. Place a file named .vlocityignore  in the top level of your repository folder.

2. Open this file in a text editor.

3. Add the names of object types and/or objects to ignore, each on a separate line.

For example, the following file ignores all CalculationMatrix objects except the one named Matrix1:

CalculationMatrix
!CalculationMatrix/Matrix1

4. Save the file.

Object Migration and Comparison
After you have configured a project, you can migrate objects from the Source to the Target. After the initial migration, you can compare
objects in the Source and Target to see if any have been updated and need to be migrated again. You can also save objects in the Source
to DataPacks.

Migrate Objects from the Source to the Target

When you first create a project, the objects to be migrated still exist only in the Source. These objects are listed in the left panel on
the main IDX Workbench screen.

Object Migration and Comparison Options

After you have configured a project, you can migrate objects from the Source to the Target. After the initial migration, you can
compare objects in the Source and Target to see if any have been updated and need to be migrated again. You can also save objects
in the Source to DataPacks.

Save Objects to a JSON File

Instead of migrating objects to another org, you can save them to a DataPack instead.

Migrate Objects from the Source to the Target
When you first create a project, the objects to be migrated still exist only in the Source. These objects are listed in the left panel on the
main IDX Workbench screen.
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To migrate objects to the Target:

1. Select the check box next to each object to be migrated.

2. Click Actions > Migrate with Dependencies.
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3. Verify that migration was successful.

When migration is complete, Migrated labels appear next to successfully migrated objects.

In addition, information about the objects appears in the Comparison and Migration tabs.
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Object Migration and Comparison Options
After you have configured a project, you can migrate objects from the Source to the Target. After the initial migration, you can compare
objects in the Source and Target to see if any have been updated and need to be migrated again. You can also save objects in the Source
to DataPacks.

Refresh Options for Comparing Objects

To see if any objects have been updated in your project, click Refresh on the main IDX Workbench screen, then select one of these
options:

• Refresh All — Refreshes information for all objects on the Source and Target orgs.

• Refresh Source — Refreshes information for all objects on the Source only.

• Refresh Target — Refreshes information for all objects on the Target only.

• Refresh Selected — Refreshes information for the selected objects only, on the Source and Target.

• Reset Differences — Reverts local changes without retrieving new information from the Source or Target.

This is also useful if you have made any changes to the underlying data using the Revert or Edit as JSON options in individual
DataPacks.
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When the Refresh Diffs? dialog appears, click Continue.

If you see a Login Failed ... Please Login Again message, follow the instructions under Handle a Login Failed Message
in  IDX Workbench Configuration for Migration.

If the Source is a JSON file, the Refresh menu is disabled.

When the refresh completes, yellow tilde (~) icons indicate objects that are not the same on both orgs. Green plus (+) icons indicate
new objects in the Source.

On the Comparison tab, differences are summarized.
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Related DataPacks lists dependencies of the current object. Where Used lists object of which the current object is a dependency.

You can click View Source to see additional details about the differences.

To synchronize objects that differ, do one of the following:

• Select the check box next to each object to be migrated and click Actions > Migrate with Dependencies.

• Go to the Migration tab and click Migrate with Dependencies for each object you want to migrate.

White circles indicate that components are now the same on both orgs.

Discard All Option for Deleting Components

When you compare DataPacks on the Comparison tab, details of differences are displayed. For example, here is a comparison showing
a Set Values action in an OmniScript:
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To delete a component from a DataPack that you are exporting, locate it in the per-element diffs and click Discard All. For example,
you can delete components that you added for debugging but want to remove for production. Note that your edits are not propagated
back to the source org. If you click Discard All by mistake, use Refresh > Reset Differences to reinstate the component.

Options to Filter the List of Objects

To filter the list of objects, click the Filter (funnel) icon. Use the following filter options:

• By Keyword — Type part of a name to display items with that part in their names.

• By Selection — Check Selected Items to display items you have selected. Check Unselected Items to display items you have
not selected.

• By Change Type — Check New Items to display items in the Source but not the Target. Check Changed Items to display items
that have been updated in the Source.

• By Status — Check Failed to display components that failed to be migrated.

• By Project — Check Hide Dependencies to hide components that aren't explicitly included in the project but that are dependencies
of components that are included.

Git Command Options

To use Git commands on a Target Git repository, click the Git (branch) icon. Use the following Git commands:

• Init — Initialize the repository folder.

• Checkout Branch — Select an existing branch or create a new one.

• Pull — Pull the latest changes from the selected branch into your branch.

• Push — Push your changes to the selected branch.

• Status — List the changes in your local branch that aren't present in the remote branch.
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Save Objects to a JSON File
Instead of migrating objects to another org, you can save them to a DataPack instead.

1. Select the check box next to each object to be saved.

2. Click Actions > Save. The Save DataPacks window appears.

3. Specify a File Name and a File Path. Click Choose to browse for a file path.

4. Click Save. The saved file is given a .json  extension.

Use the IDX Workbench Process Profiler
The Process Profiler lets you view the tracking Service data for an object in a Source or Target org. Before you can view this data, you
must enable triggers and run through your business flow to capture this tracking data.

1.

Click the List Panel icon in the upper left corner, .

2. Click Process Profiler.

3. Select an Org from the drop-down list. Orgs configured in any project are listed, or you can configure a New Environment.

Performance data is downloaded immediately. For large orgs, this can take some time.

4. Select a Component Type from the drop-down list, either OmniScript or Integration Procedure. Component types that have
tracking data are listed.

5. Select a Component from the drop-down list. Components that have tracking data are listed.

6. (Optional) To filter the data by date, enter a Start Date and/or an End Date.

7. (Optional) To limit the number of invocations to be averaged, type an integer in Last N Executions.

8. (Optional) To filter the data by component users, click the User list and check the boxes to the left of the desired user names.

9. (Optional) To go to a step in the org, right-click the step name, then click Open in Browser.

For example, right-clicking a DataRaptor Extract Action opens the DataRaptor that the step calls.
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10. If new performance data has been generated in the org, click Refresh Data to download it.

For example, when you retrieve OmniScript data, the Process Profiler looks something like this:

Compare OmniScript and Integration Procedure Versions
The Version Compare dashboard lets you compare two versions of an OmniScript or Integration Procedure in the same Source or Target
org.
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1.
Click the List Panel icon in the upper left corner, .

2. Click Version Compare.

3. Select a Data Source from the drop-down list. Orgs configured in any project are listed.

Data is downloaded immediately. For large orgs, this can take some time.

4. Select a Component Type, either OmniScript or IntegrationProcedure, from the drop-down list.

5. Select a Component from the drop-down list.

6. Select a Base Version and a Target Version.

7. Click Find Differences.

The listing of differences looks something like this:
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8. Click View Source to see additional details about the differences. To delete a component from the target version, click Discard All.

Run Test Procedures
The Test dashboard lets you run Test Procedures (Integration Procedures that perform unit tests) and analyze the results of the tests.

To create Test Procedures, see Test Procedures: Integration Procedures for Unit Testing.

1.
Click the List Panel icon in the upper left corner, .

2. Click Test Console.

3. Select a user logged into an org from the Test User drop-down list.

To configure limited access to an org, see Configure an Org Using a Community User Login.

A list of active Test Procedures appears. To refresh the list, click Get Tests.
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4. Select the check box next to each Test Procedure to run. To run all Test Procedures, check All Tests.

5. Click Actions > Start Test.

When tests are complete, results appear in the Test Results pane.
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If a test fails, the failure message and test expression from the Test Procedure's Assert Action for Integration Procedures are displayed.

6. To display all of the test result data, click View JSON.
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For details about this data, see Integration Procedure Event Tracking.

7. To display a chart of running times for the Test Procedure steps, click View Chart.
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If an Assert Action fails, a warning icon (! within a triangle) appears next to the step.

8. To see the running times for an Integration Procedure being tested, expand the Integration Procedure Action step.
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9. To go to a step in the org, right-click the step name, then click Open in Browser.

For example, right-clicking a DataRaptor Extract Action opens the DataRaptor that the step calls.

10. To display data for a specific step in a pop-up window, click the bar for that step in the chart.

11. You can expand Data and scroll down to see the request and response data.
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IDX Workbench Menu Commands
Most of the commands in the IDX Workbench menus are like those of any application. For example, Edit > Copy copies the selected
text. Commands specific to IDX Workbench are listed here.
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• Repository > Settings — Lets you open the Repository Settings window for the current repository without having to open the
Configure Workspace window first. Includes the following settings:

– Expansion Path — Determines the subfolder of the repository folder in which DataPacks are stored.

– Additional DataPack Query Filters — Filters objects of the specified type in all projects that use the repository. Click Add
New Filter to add as many filters as you need.

For example, setting DataPack Type to Product2 and Additional Query Filter to RecordTypeId != null  excludes
non-Vlocity products.

• Project > Edit Project Details — Lets you open the Edit Project window for the current project without having to open the
Configure Workspace window first.

• Jobs > Ensure Global Keys in Source — Iterates over the data in the Source org and makes sure that every record that needs it
has a Global Key value.

• View > Reload — Reloads the IDX Workbench application.

• View > Force Reload — Forces a reload of the IDX Workbench application.

• View > Toggle Developer Tools — Displays or hides a development environment.

• Debug > Open Logs — Opens the IDX Workbench log file.

It is very important to include log data when submitting a Vlocity Support Case.

• Debug > Reset Repository Data — Resets the IDX Workbench configuration as if it were newly installed. This clears all projects.
However, it doesn't delete project folders.

You can restore a project in the Configure Workspace dialog by selecting New Repository and referencing the existing Repository
Folder for the project.

OmniStudio for Vlocity

OmniStudio for Vlocity is a set of services, components, and data model objects used to create Vlocity Industry Cloud Apps.

Take a quick tour of the important components, see Get to Know OmniStudio.

OmniStudio for Vlocity enables you to create guided interactions using data from your Salesforce org and external sources. This section
explains how to create OmniScripts, which contain the interaction logic; DataRaptors, which transfer data between OmniScripts and
Salesforce; Integration Procedures, which bundle server-side operations for efficiency and reuse; and the Cards Framework, which displays
data and launches actions.

Differences Between OmniStudio and OmniStudio for Vlocity

There are a few differences between OmniStudio for Vlocity (formerly Digital Interaction Platform) and OmniStudio. Think of
OmniStudio for Vlocity and OmniStudio as two versions of an application suite, not two types of packages. In fact, there is only an
OmniStudio manages package. OmniStudio for Vlocity, uses the custom objects model. OmniStudio uses the standard objects model.
For this reason, some features available in one are not available in the other.

Migrate to Standard OmniStudio

To take advantage of OmniStudio enhancements available only with standard objects, migrate your custom DataRaptors, FlexCards,
Integration Procedures, and OmniScripts to the standard object data model. The OmniStudio Migration Tool is a Salesforce
command-line interface (CLI) plugin in Salesforce Developer Experience (SFDX). You run the tool in a sandbox org. After you migrate
your custom content, you push it to your production org and disable custom runtime.
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OmniStudio for Vlocity sObject Descriptions

The table on this page lists OmniStudio for Vlocity sObjects, their descriptions, and which objects you must grant read access in
order for customers to view OmniStudio components.

OmniStudio for Vlocity Naming Conventions

When creating an OmniStudio for Vlocity component, such as a DataRaptor, FlexCard, Integration Procedure, or an OmniScript,
follow the naming conventions on this page.

OmniStudio for Vlocity Basics

This section introduces the basic building blocks of OmniStudio for Vlocity that you use to build Vlocity Service Consoles and Vlocity
Industry Cloud Apps.

Vlocity User Interaction Tools

Vlocity User Interaction Tools enable you to develop interactive user interfaces to permit your users to view and change data..

Vlocity Data Tools

Vlocity Data Tools enable you to read, write, transform, calculate, and track data in your org.

Vlocity Lightning App and Community Builder Components Reference

Managed Vlocity Lightning Components are available out-of-the-box in the Lightning App Builder and Community Builder. They
appear in the Components panel under Custom - Managed in the Lightning App Builder and under Custom Components in
the Community Builder.

Differences Between OmniStudio and OmniStudio for Vlocity
There are a few differences between OmniStudio for Vlocity (formerly Digital Interaction Platform) and OmniStudio. Think of OmniStudio
for Vlocity and OmniStudio as two versions of an application suite, not two types of packages. In fact, there is only an OmniStudio
manages package. OmniStudio for Vlocity, uses the custom objects model. OmniStudio uses the standard objects model. For this reason,
some features available in one are not available in the other.

For more on the differences between OmniStudio and OmniStudio for Vlocity, see Differences Between OmniStudio and OmniStudio
for Vlocity.

Migrate to Standard OmniStudio
To take advantage of OmniStudio enhancements available only with standard objects, migrate your custom DataRaptors, FlexCards,
Integration Procedures, and OmniScripts to the standard object data model. The OmniStudio Migration Tool is a Salesforce command-line
interface (CLI) plugin in Salesforce Developer Experience (SFDX). You run the tool in a sandbox org. After you migrate your custom
content, you push it to your production org and disable custom runtime.

Required Versions

Available in Winter '23 and later releases for customers on the custom objects model.

What To Know Before Using the Migration Tool

• Who can use the migration tool? Use the OmniStudio Migration Tool if your org uses custom objects and any OmniStudio
package except the Salesforce Communications, Media, and Energy (CME) package. The CME package doesn't support migration
to standard objects or standard runtime.
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What To Know Before Using the Migration Tool

• Why migrate my content? If you use the standard OmniScript and FlexCard runtimes, you don’t need to generate and deploy
a Lightning Web Component (LWC) for each custom component, which reduces the time and complexity of deployment. You
can also activate OmniScripts and FlexCards without manual steps.

• Where do you run the migration tool? Always run the migration tool in a sandbox org. Never run the tool in a production org.

• What does the migration tool do? The OmniStudio Migration Tool moves the OmniStudio metadata for active DataRaptors,
FlexCards, Integration Procedures, and OmniScripts from custom objects in the Vlocity OmniStudio managed package into the
standard object data model. After you run the migration tool, you push the migrated metadata out of your migration org with
Metadata API.

• What kind of content can I migrate? The OmniStudio Migration Tool supports migrating only FlexCards, LWC OmniScripts,
DataRaptors, and Integration Procedures. Existing active FlexCards, Integration Procedures, and OmniScripts continue to work after
migration so that there’s no disruption to your production org. You must activate your FlexCards, Integration Procedures, and
OmniScripts to migrate them.

IDX Workbench and OmniOut aren’t part of the OmniStudio package and don’t require migration.

Note: If your OmniScripts and FlexCards rely on Angular functionality, they stop working after migration. To ensure that
migrated Angular OmniScripts and FlexCards are supported in OmniStudio, rebuild them as standard LWC OmniScripts.

• What’s the process for migrating content? At a high level, the migration process involves running the migration tool in a
sandbox org, thoroughly testing the migrated content, and then pushing it to production.

Sandbox Orgs for OmniStudio Migration

Before you migrate the metadata for your OmniStudio custom objects to the standard data model, we recommend setting up at
least two sandbox orgs in addition to your production org. With two sandboxes, you can thoroughly test and edit your migrated
objects before you push them to production.

OmniStudio Migration Deployment Overview

To migrate your content from the custom object data model to the standard object data model, use the OmniStudio Migration Tool
and two sandbox orgs. Use Metadata API to deploy the migrated content to production.

Runtime Considerations

A Salesforce org can contain OmniStudio content that uses the custom object model and OmniStudio content that uses the standard
data model simultaneously. For this reason, migrating your custom content incrementally is possible.

Get Ready: Install the OmniStudio Migration Tool in Your Migration Sandbox Org

The OmniStudio Migration Tool is a Salesforce command-line interface (CLI) plugin in Salesforce Developer Experience (SFDX). Before
you can install the plugin and execute commands, you authorize your standard runtime sandbox org in Salesforce CLI.

Get Migrating: Run the OmniStudio Migration Tool

Each time you run the OmniStudio Migration tool, it migrates all your active custom content, including any previously migrated
content.

Get Testing: Test the Migration in the Migration Sandbox Org

After you disable custom runtime in the standard runtime sandbox org, any previously generated OmniScripts and FlexCards stop
working. To test the success of your migration, preview your migrated content in the OmniStudio designers.
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Get Moving: Test the Migration in the UAT Sandbox Org

After testing migrated content in the migration sandbox org, push the content to the user acceptance testing (UAT) sandbox org.
The UAT org mimics your production org because it includes an OmniStudio managed package with pointers to custom objects.

Get Done: Push Migrated Objects to Production

After you test your migrated content in your sandbox orgs, deploy it to production. When all your custom content is migrated and
in production, disable custom runtime in your production org.

OmniStudio Object Migration Post-Migration Tasks

Perform the following clean-up tasks to ensure that your migrated content functions as expected.

OmniStudio Object Migration Considerations

Consider these differences between custom and migrated OmniStudio content.

Sandbox Orgs for OmniStudio Migration

EDITIONS

Available in:

Before you migrate the metadata for your OmniStudio custom objects to the standard data model,
we recommend setting up at least two sandbox orgs in addition to your production org. With two
sandboxes, you can thoroughly test and edit your migrated objects before you push them to
production.

All orgs must run Salesforce Winter ‘23 or later. Since you use Metadata API to push data between
orgs, enable the Metadata API setting in all three orgs.

Standard Runtime Sandbox Org

This sandbox contains the OmniStudio content to migrate.

Run the migration tool from the Salesforce CLI in this org, and then disable custom runtime. Preview the migrated objects using the
OmniStudio designers to ensure that the content functions as expected.

After you complete your testing, use Metadata API to push the migrated content to the next sandbox org.

Tip:  When choosing a sandbox environment, consider the sandbox storage limits.

Custom Runtime Sandbox Org (Optional)

This sandbox is for editing custom content that you haven’t migrated yet.

Keep custom runtime enabled in this org. When you’re ready to migrate an object, use Metadata API to push the object to the
migration sandbox org and run the migration tool.

UAT Sandbox Org

This Full sandbox is a copy of your production org or has the entire OmniStudio implementation from your production org deployed
to it.

Use this sandbox to test the newly migrated standard objects in an org that mimics your production org and has custom runtime
is enabled.

When you finish testing your objects, use the Metadata API to push the tested standard objects to production.

Production Org

This is your production org.

After you migrate all your custom content to the standard object data model, update all the OmniStudio processes in this org to
point to standard objects. Then, disable custom runtime using the Execute Anonymous Apex tool in the Developer Console.

Important:  Never run the migration tool in your production org.
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OmniStudio Migration Deployment Overview
To migrate your content from the custom object data model to the standard object data model, use the OmniStudio Migration Tool
and two sandbox orgs. Use Metadata API to deploy the migrated content to production.

Required Versions

Available in Winter '23 and later releases for customers on the custom objects model.

In the Summer '22 release of the OmniStudio Migration Tool, you can preview what your OmniStudio content will look like after the
migration to standard objects. However, you can’t edit the content. In the Winter '23 and later releases, you can edit your standard
OmniStudio content.

Important: Always run the migration tool in a sandbox org, never in production.

Note: If your OmniScripts and FlexCards rely on Angular functionality, they stop working after migration. To ensure that migrated
Angular OmniScripts and FlexCards are supported in OmniStudio, rebuild them as standard LWC OmniScripts.

Here’s an example of the migration process:

1. Set up your sandbox orgs.

Ensure that the OmniStudio Metadata setting is enabled in all the sandbox orgs.

2. In your standard runtime sandbox org, run the migration tool.

3. Disable custom runtime.

4. To test the migration, preview the newly migrated objects in the OmniStudio designers.

5. Use Metadata API to deploy the standard runtime sandbox org into the user acceptance testing (UAT) sandbox.

6. In the UAT sandbox, retest the migration.

7. After testing, use Metadata API to deploy the UAT sandbox into the production org.

8. In the production org, replace any custom OmniScripts and FlexCards with standard components.

Runtime Considerations
A Salesforce org can contain OmniStudio content that uses the custom object model and OmniStudio content that uses the standard
data model simultaneously. For this reason, migrating your custom content incrementally is possible.

Object Models and Runtimes
In the context of OmniStudio, an object model describes the type of metadata that underlies the various OmniStudio objects, for example,
FlexCards, OmniScripts, DataRaptors, and Integration Procedures. There are two object models, custom and standard.

A runtime describes the look and feel of the OmniStudio designers. There are two runtimes, custom and standard. Standard runtime is
always enabled, however, you can switch custom runtime on and off. When you switch off custom runtime, all custom objects in the
org stop working and the designers use standard runtime. The designers can save content in only one data model at a time.

You can use objects built on the standard data model in both standard and custom runtime. However, you can use objects built on the
custom data model only in custom runtime.
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Supported in Standard RuntimeSupported in Package-Based
(Custom) Runtime

Data Model

NoYesCustom Object

YesYesStandard Object

DataRaptor and Integration Procedure Runtime
DataRaptors and Integration Procedures use the standard runtime except in these situations:

• If standard runtime is disabled and RollbackDRChanges  is set to true, DataRaptors use the custom runtime.

• If standard runtime is disabled and RollbackIPChanges  is set to true, Integration Procedures use the custom runtime.

This logic applies to previewing DataRaptors and Integration Procedures in their designers, as well as calling them from an API or Apex.

OmniScript and FlexCard Runtime
After you migrate content to the standard object data model, you migrate the components to the standard runtime. You can migrate
the runtime for your migrated components all at once. You can also migrate the runtime incrementally, keeping some components on
the custom runtime and moving other components to the standard runtime for testing.

To migrate all at once, you can use backward-compatible Lightning Web Components. For example, you can enable Standard OmniStudio
Content, and for each OmniScript or FlexCard, click Deploy Backwards Compatible LWC. This process generates a custom LWC with the
same name as the migrated component, but the LWC uses the standard runtime instead of the custom runtime.

To migrate incrementally, you can temporarily enable Standard OmniStudio Content and disable it when you’re done. For example, after
enabling Standard OmniStudio Content, open each OmniScript and FlexCard to move to standard runtime in an OmniStudio designer,
and click Deploy Standard Runtime Compatible LWC. Then, disable Standard OmniStudio Content and test the implementations of the
OmniScripts and FlexCards that you redeployed.

Get Ready: Install the OmniStudio Migration Tool in Your Migration Sandbox Org
The OmniStudio Migration Tool is a Salesforce command-line interface (CLI) plugin in Salesforce Developer Experience (SFDX). Before
you can install the plugin and execute commands, you authorize your standard runtime sandbox org in Salesforce CLI.

Before you begin:

• If you don’t have the OmniStudio Standard features, contact your Account Executive for an OmniStudio license.

• Review the differences between OmniStudio and OmniStudio for Vlocity.

• Confirm that you have an OmniStudio Admin license.

• View our deployment recommendations. See OmniStudio Migration Deployment Overview.

1. Install Salesforce CLI on your system.

See Install Salesforce CLI.

2. Open a command-line tool, for example, Terminal in Visual Studio Code.

3. To authenticate Salesforce CLI in the standard runtime sandbox org, run the sfdx force:auth:web:login  command.

See Salesforce CLI Command Reference web Commands.

A new browser tab appears.

4. In the new browser tab, enter your org login credentials.
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5. To install the OmniStudio Migration Tool plugin, run the sfdx plugins:install  command, for example:

//install the plugin
sfdx plugins:install @salesforce/plugin-omnistudio-migration-tool

See OmniStudio Migration Tool.

Run the OmniStudio Migration Tool.

Get Migrating: Run the OmniStudio Migration Tool
Each time you run the OmniStudio Migration tool, it migrates all your active custom content, including any previously migrated content.

Before you begin, ensure that you enabled the Metadata API setting in the org.

1. In your command-line tool, run the sfdx omnistudio:migration:migrate  command, for example:

//omnistudio migration command
/* OPTIONS
-n, --namespace=namespace //the namespace of the vertical package

-u, --targetusername=targetusername //username or alias for the target
//org; overrides default target org

-v, --targetdevhubusername=targetdevhubusername //username or alias for the dev hub

//org; overrides default dev hub
org

--apiversion=apiversion //override the api version used for
//api requests made by this command

--json //format output as json

--loglevel=(trace|debug|info|warn|error|fatal|TRACE|DEBUG|INFO|WARN|ERROR|FATAL)
//logging level; default is warn
*/

sfdx omnistudio:migration:migrate -u YOUR_ORG_USERNAME@DOMAIN.COM
--namespace=VLOCITY_PACKAGE_NAMESPACE --json

//example
sfdx omnistudio:migration:migrate -u adeola@omni.demo --namespace=vlocity_ins --json

//to migrate a specific component, add one of the following parameters
--only=dr
--only=ip
--only=os
--only=fc

Where YOUR_ORG_USERNAME@DOMAIN.COM  is your username in the sandbox org, and VLOCITY_PACKAGE_NAMESPACE
is the sandbox org’s namespace. For help with finding the org’s namespace, see Viewing the Namespace and Version of the OmniStudio
for Vlocity Package.

The results of the migration appear in a new browser window.
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2. Review the migration results.

3. To disable custom runtime, execute this code using the Execute Anonymous Apex tool in the Developer Console.

vlocity_cmt.OmniStudioPostInstallClass.useStandardDataModel();

Important:  This code immediately breaks all custom object implementations in the org, including previously deployed
OmniScripts and FlexCards.

This code adds two Omni Interaction Configuration settings to the org. The settings ensure that the OmniStudio Managed Package
searches for OmniStudio standard data model records and that you can modify standard objects in the designers. The designers
save content in the standard object data model and use standard runtime.

Test your migrated content in standard runtime.

Get Testing: Test the Migration in the Migration Sandbox Org
After you disable custom runtime in the standard runtime sandbox org, any previously generated OmniScripts and FlexCards stop
working. To test the success of your migration, preview your migrated content in the OmniStudio designers.

When you’re satisfied with your testing, use Metadata API to push migrated content to your UAT sandbox org. The UAT sandbox org is
a production-like environment, which includes an OmniStudio managed package with pointers to custom objects.

Get Moving: Test the Migration in the UAT Sandbox Org
After testing migrated content in the migration sandbox org, push the content to the user acceptance testing (UAT) sandbox org. The
UAT org mimics your production org because it includes an OmniStudio managed package with pointers to custom objects.

Before you begin, ensure that you enabled the Metadata API setting in the org.

The UAT sandbox org includes processes running in custom runtime as well as processes running in standard runtime.

1. To authenticate Salesforce CLI in the UAT sandbox org, run the sfdx force:auth:web:login  command in Salesforce CLI.

See Salesforce CLI Command Reference web Commands.

A new browser tab appears.

2. In the new browser tab, enter your org login credentials.
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3. Run the sfdx force:source:retrieve -m
OmniScript,OmniDataTransform,OmniIntegrationProcedure,OmniUiCard  command.

This command retrieves the OmniStudio metadata along with any layouts, Lightning apps, and custom Lightning Web Components
that include OmniStudio content.

4. Run the sfdx force:source:deploy -m
OmniScript,OmniDataTransform,OmniIntegrationProcedure,OmniUiCard  command.

This command deploys the metadata to the UAT sandbox org.

5. To ensure that your OmniStudio processes function as expected, test your app.

The OmniStudio designers in this org can access only the custom data model.

When you’re satisfied with your testing, use Metadata API to push migrated content to production.

Get Done: Push Migrated Objects to Production
After you test your migrated content in your sandbox orgs, deploy it to production. When all your custom content is migrated and in
production, disable custom runtime in your production org.

Before you begin, ensure that you enabled the Metadata API setting in the org.

The OmniStudio designers in this org can access only the custom data model.

1. To authenticate Salesforce CLI in the production org, run the sfdx force:auth:web:login  command in Salesforce CLI.

See Salesforce CLI Command Reference web Commands.

A new browser tab appears.

2. In the new browser tab, enter your org login credentials.

3. Run the sfdx force:source:retrieve -m
OmniScript,OmniDataTransform,OmniIntegrationProcedure,OmniUiCard  command.

This command retrieves the OmniStudio metadata along with any layouts, Lightning apps, and custom Lightning Web Components
that include OmniStudio content.

4. Run the sfdx force:source:deploy -m
OmniScript,OmniDataTransform,OmniIntegrationProcedure,OmniUiCard  command.

This command deploys the metadata to the production org.

5. To ensure that your OmniStudio processes function as expected, test your app.

Replace each component that was using the custom object data model with a migrated component that uses the standard object
data model.

Use the Type, Subtype, and Language fields to locate migrated OmniScript components. Use the Name field to locate migrated
FlexCard components.

6. After you migrate all your content, turn off custom runtime.

Note: By turning off custom runtime, you enable the OmniStudio designers to use OmniStudio data with the standard object
model. If you migrate content incrementally, wait until the migration is complete to perform this step. Any previously generated
Lightning Web Components that use the custom data model break immediately.

Complete the post-migration tasks.
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OmniStudio Object Migration Post-Migration Tasks
Perform the following clean-up tasks to ensure that your migrated content functions as expected.

Change the sObject Data Model After Migration

To control whether custom or standard sObjects are used in the OmniStudio designers and by the managed package, change the
managed package data model from custom to standard sObjects.

Update OmniStudio Custom Functions After Migration

To ensure that custom functions work as expected after migration, update their syntax in the metadata file for each migrated
DataRaptor and Integration Procedure.

Update References to DataRaptors from Apex After Migration

In the standard objects data model, DataRaptors names can contain only alphanumeric characters. The OmniStudio Migration Tool
changes references to DataRaptors in FlexCards, OmniScripts, and Integration Procedures. However, if you reference a DataRaptor
in other places such as in Apex, you must manually change the DataRaptor name if it contains special characters.

Update Integration Procedure Type and SubType After Migration

In the standard objects data model, Integration Procedure Types and SubTypes can contain only alphanumeric characters. The
OmniStudio Migration Tool changes most references to Integration Procedures in FlexCards and OmniScripts. However, if the Type
or SubType name contains special characters or you reference an Integration Procedure in other places such as in Apex, you must
manually change the Integration Procedure Type or SubType name.

Update Remote Actions After Migration

To ensure that remote actions work as expected after migration, update any Apex classes used in remote actions with the correct
syntax.

Change the sObject Data Model After Migration
To control whether custom or standard sObjects are used in the OmniStudio designers and by the managed package, change the
managed package data model from custom to standard sObjects.

Required Versions

Available in Winter '23 and later releases for customers on the custom objects model.

Important: Changing the data model from custom to standard immediately breaks any Lightning Web Component (LWC)
OmniScripts that you activated using the custom object model.

Only change the data model after you migrate and thoroughly test all your content.

1. Log in to the org where you want to change the data model.

2. Under the quick access menu, click Developer Console.

3. Execute this code.

// Switch Package to use Standard Objects
OmniStudioPostInstallClass.useStandardDataModel();
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Though not recommended, you can change the data model back to the custom objects data model with this code.

// Switch Package to use Custom Objects
OmniStudioPostInstallClass.useCustomObjectDataModel();

Update OmniStudio Custom Functions After Migration
To ensure that custom functions work as expected after migration, update their syntax in the metadata file for each migrated DataRaptor
and Integration Procedure.

Perform this post-migration task for any custom functions defined using the FunctionDefinition__mdt  custom metadata in
custom runtime in the INS 890.262 and later packages.

In the customs objects model, functions are defined using this syntax:

FUNCTION(“ClassName”, “MethodName”, args)

In the standard objects model, functions are defined using this syntax

FUNCTION(“CustomStringFunctions”, “functionName”, args)

1. Open the metadata file for a migrated DataRaptor or Integration Procedure.

2. Search for a function, for example, REPLACE(targetString, replacementString).

3. Change the syntax, for example, FUNCTION(“CustomStringFunctions”, “replace”, targetString,
replacementString).

Update References to DataRaptors from Apex After Migration
In the standard objects data model, DataRaptors names can contain only alphanumeric characters. The OmniStudio Migration Tool
changes references to DataRaptors in FlexCards, OmniScripts, and Integration Procedures. However, if you reference a DataRaptor in
other places such as in Apex, you must manually change the DataRaptor name if it contains special characters.

DataRaptors are called through the DRGlobal. Therefore, you can find references to DataRaptors in Apex classes by searching in .cls
files retrieved through the Metadata API or Salesforce CLI. If you change a reference to a DataRaptor in Apex, then create a corresponding
DataRaptor with the new name using the custom data model.

Example:

/* Specify DataRaptor extract or transform to call */
String DRName = 'DataRaptorName';
/* Populate the input JSON */
Map<String, Object> myTransformData = new Map<String, Object>{'MyKey'=>'MyValue'};
/* Call the DataRaptor */
vlocity_ins.DRProcessResult result = vlocity_ins.DRGlobal.process(myTransformData,
DRName);
/* Deserialize the DataRaptor output for processing in Apex */
List<Map<String, Object>> myTransformResult = (List<Map<String,
Object>>)result.toJsonList();
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Update Integration Procedure Type and SubType After Migration
In the standard objects data model, Integration Procedure Types and SubTypes can contain only alphanumeric characters. The OmniStudio
Migration Tool changes most references to Integration Procedures in FlexCards and OmniScripts. However, if the Type or SubType name
contains special characters or you reference an Integration Procedure in other places such as in Apex, you must manually change the
Integration Procedure Type or SubType name.

Update Remote Actions After Migration
To ensure that remote actions work as expected after migration, update any Apex classes used in remote actions with the correct syntax.

In custom runtime, you implement the VlocityOpenInterface  class in any Apex class that uses remote actions.

In standard runtime, you implement the System.Callable  class.

1. Open a class that uses a remote action.

2. Replace any instances of VlocityOpenInterface  with this code.

implements vlocity_(cmt|ins).VlocityOpenInterface2, Callable

3. Add this code to the class.

public Object call(String action, Map<String,Object> args)
{

Map<String,Object> inputMap = (Map<String,Object>)args.get('input');
Map<String,Object> outMap = (Map<String,Object>)args.get('output');
Map<String,Object> options = (Map<String,Object>)args.get('options');

return invokeMethod(action, inputMap, outMap, options);
}

OmniStudio Object Migration Considerations
Consider these differences between custom and migrated OmniStudio content.

Migrating OmniStudio Integration Procedures

Consider these differences between custom Integration Procedures and migrated Integration Procedures.

Migrating OmniScripts

Consider these differences between custom OmniScripts and migrated OmniScripts.

Migrating DataRaptors

Consider these differences between custom DataRaptors and migrated DataRaptors.

Migrating FlexCards

Consider these differences between custom FlexCards and migrated FlexCards.

Migrating OmniStudio Integration Procedures
Consider these differences between custom Integration Procedures and migrated Integration Procedures.
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Vlocity Tracking

Vlocity tracking and error logging doesn’t write records for Integration Procedures that run in standard runtime from OmniScripts or
FlexCards. To gain insights on these Integration Procedures, you can use the Test Procedure feature, which still writes data to those
objects when you run them as Test Procedures.

Cache Blocks

After migration, the caching function moves from the Platform Cache to the Salesforce Scale Cache.

The Platform Cache in Setup stops showing usage for the Integration Procedure caches.

There’s no way to clear the Scale Cache. However, you can turn it off for OmniStudio in your org by adding an Omni Interaction Config
record with Name = TurnOffScaleCache  and Value = true.

You can’t use existing Apex APIs in the managed package to clear the caches.

Calculation, Expression Set, Matrix, and Decision Matrix Actions

Standard runtime supports only Expression Set Actions. We recommend that when you migrate standard objects to custom objects,
you also migrate calculation matrices to the Business Rules Engine Migration. For more information, see Migrating Calculation Matrices
and Procedures to Business Rules Engine.

If you don’t migrate calculation matrices, change any Expression Set Actions to Remote Actions that directly call the correct class. For
more information, see Access Legacy Calculation Procedures and Matrices.

Intelligence Actions

This action type is deprecated. If you use this action type, contact Salesforce Support.

List Actions

This action type is deprecated. If you use this action type, contact Salesforce Support.

OmniForm Actions

This action type is deprecated. If you use this action type, contact Salesforce Support.

Migrating OmniScripts
Consider these differences between custom OmniScripts and migrated OmniScripts.

Angular OmniScripts

The OmniStudio Migration Tool moves Angular OmniScripts into the standard object data model. However, if the OmniScripts rely on
Angular functionality, they break. The only way to ensure that migrated Angular OmniScripts are supported in OmniStudio is to rebuild
them as standard Lightning Web Component OmniScripts.

Migrating DataRaptors
Consider these differences between custom DataRaptors and migrated DataRaptors.
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Is Process Super Bulk Feature

This feature isn’t available in standard runtime. However, enhancements in the latest versions of OmniStudio have improved performance
such that it’s no longer necessary. Use smaller batch sizes to process large batches of work.

Input Type = SObject

The sObject InputType can be used as a default interface object. However, the sObject Input Type isn’t currently supported as a Picklist
option. In Spring ‘23, support was reinstated and sObjects work as expected as default interface objects.

Migrating FlexCards
Consider these differences between custom FlexCards and migrated FlexCards.

Vlocity Cards

The OmniStudio Migration tool doesn’t support migrating Angular or Lightning Web Component (LWC) Vlocity Cards. Vlocity Cards
share sObjects as FlexCards. However, they use a different schema and aren’t supported by the FlexCards code.

Vlocity Actions

The OmniStudio Migration tool doesn’t support migrating Vlocity Actions. If a FlexCard uses a Vlocity Action, change the Vlocity Action
to a supported FlexCard action type with the same functionality.

OmniStudio for Vlocity sObject Descriptions
The table on this page lists OmniStudio for Vlocity sObjects, their descriptions, and which objects you must grant read access in order
for customers to view OmniStudio components.

Read Access RequiredDescriptionsObjects API NamesObject Label

YesVlocity Cards, FlexCardsVlocityCard__cVlocity Card

YesOmniScripts and Integration
Procedures

OmniScript__cVlocity OmniScript

YesOmniScript elementsElement__cVlocity OmniScript Element

YesCompiled OmniScripts and
Integration Procedures

OmniScriptDefinition__cVlocity OmniScript Compiled
Definition

NoDocuSign signature templates
used in OmniScripts.

VlocityDocuSignTemplate__cVlocity DocuSign Template

YesDataRaptorsDRBundle__cVlocity DataRaptor Interface

YesDataRaptor metadataDRMapItem__cVlocity DataRaptor Map Item
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Read Access RequiredDescriptionsObjects API NamesObject Label

NoOmniScript saved sessionsOmniScriptInstance__cSaved OmniScript

NoCollection of OmniStudio
components and related

VlocityDataPack__cVlocity DataPack Object

functionality packaged for
migration from one org to
another.

OmniStudio for Vlocity Naming Conventions
When creating an OmniStudio for Vlocity component, such as a DataRaptor, FlexCard, Integration Procedure, or an OmniScript, follow
the naming conventions on this page.

Unique NameProduct

Type_SubType: The Type and SubType are joined by an underscore
to create a unique identifier used to call the Integration Procedure.

Integration Procedures

The Name Type and SubType can contain letters, numbers, and
special characters, but no spaces.

For example, Type=Auto  and
SubType=CreateUpdateQuote  create a unique identifier
Auto_CreateUpdateQuote.

Interface Name: The DataRaptor Interface Name must be unique.
The Interface Name can contain letters and numbers, dashes, and
underscores, but no spaces.

DataRaptors

TypeSubtypeLanguage: Type, SubType, and Language combine
to create a unique identifier that becomes the name of a compiled

OmniScripts

OmniScript's Lightning web component. The Type and SubType
can contain letters and numbers, but no spaces or underscores
and cannot exceed 104 characters.

For example, an OmniScript
where Type=account, SubType=Create,
and Language=English generates an LWC
named accountCreateEnglish.

Name + Author: The combination of the
card Name and Author must be unique in your Org. Name and

FlexCards

Author can only contain letters, numbers, and underscores, begin
with a letter, not include spaces, not end with an underscore, and
not contain two consecutive underscores.
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OmniStudio for Vlocity Basics
This section introduces the basic building blocks of OmniStudio for Vlocity that you use to build Vlocity Service Consoles and Vlocity
Industry Cloud Apps.

Meeting Industry Challenges with OmniStudio for Vlocity Apps

The industries we serve face daunting challenges to thrive and remain competitive. To better serve customers, companies often
resort to custom coding, which can be expensive, risky, can require months or years to complete. And custom projects can be delayed
because a business process has changed. Improving and transforming customer service can be a monumental task. Here are the
industries that Vlocity serves:

Use the Applications Together

Use the OmniStudio applications together. Create guided interactions with OmniScripts; get and post data with DataRaptors and
Integration Procedures; and display data and launch actions with Classic Cards or FlexCards.

OmniScript Basics

A Vlocity OmniScript guides users through complex processes with fast, personalized, and consistent responses. For example, you
can create an OmniScript to guide:

Vlocity Cards Framework Basics

The Vlocity Cards Framework provides tools for building customer-centric, industry-specific UI components and applications on the
Salesforce platform. Cards are rich in information and actions relevant to the customer's context. Create your cards in a declarative
design tool and add them to your Lightning or Community pages.

DataRaptor or Integration Procedure?

DataRaptors read or write Salesforce SObject data or perform single-step data structure transformations. Integration Procedures can
interact with many types of data, including REST APIs and Apex classes, and process it in multiple steps. For some use cases, a single
DataRaptor is sufficient. Integration Procedures usually call one or more DataRaptors and are more flexible and powerful. Use these
guidelines to help you determine which to build.

Integration Procedure Features Not in OmniScripts

Integration Procedures and OmniScripts have differences and common features. Some important Integration Procedure features
aren't present in OmniScripts.

Customizable Style Guide for Newport Design System

Vlocity's customers have their own set of brand guidelines and design specifications, particularly for customer-facing applications. The
Vlocity Omniscript and Cards Designers allow you to choose between two templates:

DataRaptor Basics

Vlocity DataRaptor moves data into and out of Vlocity applications, and is commonly referred to as an Extract, Transform, and Load
application. DataRaptors enable you to read and write data to and from your Salesforce org.

Viewing the Namespace and Version of the OmniStudio for Vlocity Package

To check the namespace and version of your OmniStudio for Vlocity package:

Meeting Industry Challenges with OmniStudio for Vlocity Apps
The industries we serve face daunting challenges to thrive and remain competitive. To better serve customers, companies often resort
to custom coding, which can be expensive, risky, can require months or years to complete. And custom projects can be delayed because
a business process has changed. Improving and transforming customer service can be a monumental task. Here are the industries that
Vlocity serves:
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OmniStudio for Vlocity includes three main applications designed for meeting specific challenges:

• OmniScripts - to keep customer service interactions on the business process flow

• Cards Framework - to view the customer in all contexts

• DataRaptors - to solve data integration and transformation issues

Meeting Customer Service Challenges with Vlocity OmniScripts
Take a quick tour of Vlocity Omniscripts.

Meeting Customer Context Challenges with Vlocity Cards Framework
Take a quick tour of the Vlocity Cards Framework.

Use the Applications Together
Use the OmniStudio applications together. Create guided interactions with OmniScripts; get and post data with DataRaptors and
Integration Procedures; and display data and launch actions with Classic Cards or FlexCards.

Here's an example of Classic Cards or FlexCards, OmniScripts, and DataRaptors used together to:

• Display and provide a context for information and actions

• Complete a guided process

• Retrieve the correct data for the process

The agent views order-related information and actions contained in the card. When the agent clicks the new order link on the card, an
OmniScript launches to begin a guided process for purchasing products. OmniScript uses a DataRaptor to get a list of products for display.
Then the agent can choose one or more products for purchase. When the purchasing process ends, the OmniScript returns the agent
to the view that includes the Orders card.
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OmniScript Basics
A Vlocity OmniScript guides users through complex processes with fast, personalized, and consistent responses. For example, you can
create an OmniScript to guide:

• A customer service agent to add a new customer

• An insurance agent to update a policy

• An end user to complete a self-service interaction such as troubleshooting

You can create a guided interaction to match the flow of your process. OmniScript is a declarative scripting tool, meaning you create it
with clicks, not code. To create the structure of an OmniScript, you drag and drop different types of elements to:

• Add actions such as extract data or send an email

• Group items together by creating a step or displaying a list of items the customer can select from

• Create a function such as a formula

• Add input fields and lookups for the user to enter data

• Refine the display by using a headline or text block

• Create branches that dynamically adjust the controls and enable or disable steps depending on choices the user makes in the guided
process

• Configure calculations and messages that provide immediate feedback and error checking to the user

Templates control both the style and appearance of OmniScripts. You can customize whether your guided interaction has a horizontal
or vertical mode, branding, and any other aspects you wish to change.
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You can launch an OmniScript from anywhere, including:

• An action button such as the one shown here on the account page

• An action link on a card

Vlocity Cards Framework Basics
The Vlocity Cards Framework provides tools for building customer-centric, industry-specific UI components and applications on the
Salesforce platform. Cards are rich in information and actions relevant to the customer's context. Create your cards in a declarative design
tool and add them to your Lightning or Community pages.
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Customer Context
Each customer is linked to multiple aspects of your company's products and services. Customers have accounts, preferred methods to
receive bills, preferred means of contact, and a history of the products they have purchased as well as their interactions with the company.
When agents must use different systems to gather contextual information about the customer, it affects customer service. Use the Vlocity
Cards Framework  to streamline customer engagement.

Note: Beginning with Vlocity Health and Insurance Summer '19, Vlocity supports Salesforce's Lightning Web Components
programming model with Vlocity Lightning Web Components. Vlocity Lightning Web Components include components,
functionalities, and templates exclusive to LWC Cards. LWC Cards enables you to use standard JavaScript and HTML to modify and
extend Vlocity products.

Designer
The framework features a card designer, a declarative tool to create UI components.

With the Classic Card Designer, build Angular cards and LWC enabled cards with templates and cards embedded in card layouts, with
minimal code.

Build dynamic customer-centric UIs without code from a drag interface with WYSIWYG editing.

Cards
A card is a block that contains a combination of pertinent information and links to processes within a specific context. For example, an
account card can include unique account information, such as:

• Status

• Priority or service level agreement

• Creation date
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Actions on an account card might include:

• Closing a case

• Opening a new case

• Creating a new task

Each action in the Classic Card Designer can launch an OmniScript to begin a guided process, or perform other actions such as opening
an external link.

In the FlexCard Designer, you can create an action that launches or updates an OmniScript, navigates to a web page or application,
displays a flyout, fires an event, update field values, and more.

Design and Layout
In the Classic Card Designer, each card and card layout is associated with a template to which you can modify or add HTML, CSS/SCSS,
and JavaScript. Templates control the style and appearance of the card and the card layout, and they can be changed using the Template
Designer.

Style individual elements or add custom CSS directly on an element within the FlexCard Designer. You can also make elements responsive.

Data Sources
Select from multiple data source options to retrieve data to display on your cards.
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DataRaptor or Integration Procedure?
DataRaptors read or write Salesforce SObject data or perform single-step data structure transformations. Integration Procedures can
interact with many types of data, including REST APIs and Apex classes, and process it in multiple steps. For some use cases, a single
DataRaptor is sufficient. Integration Procedures usually call one or more DataRaptors and are more flexible and powerful. Use these
guidelines to help you determine which to build.

Use a single DataRaptor if:

• You read data from SObjects or write data to SObjects, but not both.

• The SObjects you read from or write to have a defined relationship. For example, Accounts and Contacts have a relationship because
a Contact can have an AccountId value.

• You only have to work with JSON or XML data. No SObjects are involved.

• You can perform any needed filtering, calculation, or reformatting of data values using one or a series of formulas.

• You can make any needed changes to the data structure by mapping input JSON nodes to output JSON nodes.

• You don't read from or write to CSV files, Apex classes, REST APIs, or external objects.

• You don't send email, merge lists, or handle errors.

Use an Integration Procedure if:

• You must both read from and write to one or more SObjects, which means you must call at least two DataRaptors.

• The SObjects you read from or write to have no defined relationship.

• Transforming your data can't be done using formulas alone. For example, different conditions determine whether some filtering or
calculations are performed at all.

• JSON node mappings aren't straightforward or require a series of steps.

• You read from or write to multiple data source types, such as SObjects, CSV files, external objects, Apex classes, or REST APIs.

• You perform actions such as sending emails, merging lists, or handling errors.

Integration Procedure Features Not in OmniScripts
Integration Procedures and OmniScripts have differences and common features. Some important Integration Procedure features aren't
present in OmniScripts.

Unlike OmniScripts, Integration Procedures have no end-user UI, run on the server, and can run either synchronously or asynchronously.

Like OmniScripts, Integration Procedures can call DataRaptors, Integration Procedures, REST endpoints, and Apex methods. Also, like
OmniScripts, Integration Procedures can send emails and DocuSign envelopes and manipulate data using functions and variables.

However, Integration Procedures have some useful features that OmniScripts lack:

• Caching of part or all of the Integration Procedure for performance

• Unit testing of entities the Integration Procedure calls

• Chainable and queueable chainable settings for avoiding governor limits

• Complex list processing and merging

• Invocation of Integration Procedures from Apex, REST, Flow, and Scheduled Jobs
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Blocks specific to Integration Procedures are:

• Cache Block — Actions within are cached for performance.

• If-Else Conditional Block — Actions within have mutually exclusive conditions.

• Loop Block — Actions within run one time for each item in a list.

• Try-Catch Block — If any action within causes an error, the error is handled, and the Integration Procedure keeps running.

Actions specific to Integration Procedures are:

• Assert Action — Declares an expected result for unit testing.

• Batch Action — Runs a Scheduled Job.

• Chatter Action — Creates a Chatter post.

• List Action — Merges two lists based on matching key values.

• Response Action — Returns data to the entity that called the Integration Procedure.

Customizable Style Guide for Newport Design System
Vlocity's customers have their own set of brand guidelines and design specifications, particularly for customer-facing applications. The
Vlocity Omniscript and Cards Designers allow you to choose between two templates:

• Lightning: This references the Salesforce Lightning Design System.

• Newport: This references Vlocity's style guide.

About the Newport Design System
Newport is the CSS framework that allows customers to re-theme all the Vlocity components in one place. It is intended as a tool for
both designers and web developers to easily re-style all the Vlocity components in a single place and generate custom, optimized CSS
files that can be used consistently across all components and pages.

The Newport Design System supports two functions:

• Provides an out-of-the-box consumer-grade visual style guide.

• Provides a framework for re-branding and updating Vlocity components globally.

Designers
Use the new Design System [beta release] to review all the components and download a Sketch library to accelerate the design.

Developers
Go to the Vlocity Github repository to help you customize and rebrand all the Vlocity Newport based templates in one place.

DataRaptor Basics
Vlocity DataRaptor moves data into and out of Vlocity applications, and is commonly referred to as an Extract, Transform, and Load
application. DataRaptors enable you to read and write data to and from your Salesforce org.
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With DataRaptor:

• No coding is required because it abstracts queries.

• Any DataRaptor can be saved, exported, and reused.

DataRaptor's transform feature modifies values by using formulas and functions. For example, formulas and functions can:

• Convert JSON input to XML output, and XML output to JSON input.

• Restructure the input data and rename fields.

• Substitute values in fields.

Viewing the Namespace and Version of the OmniStudio for Vlocity Package
To check the namespace and version of your OmniStudio for Vlocity package:

1. Go to Setup.

2. In the Quick Find box, enter Installed Packages  and click Installed Packages.
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3. Verify that the latest version of the package is listed on the Installed Packages page.

4. On the Installed Packages page, click your current OmniStudio for Vlocity package.

The resulting page displays the OmniStudio for Vlocity package details including namespace, version number, and license information.
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Vlocity User Interaction Tools
Vlocity User Interaction Tools enable you to develop interactive user interfaces to permit your users to view and change data..

Vlocity Lightning Web Components

Take advantage of Vlocity's declarative 'clicks not code' approach to building and modifying your applications with the Vlocity
Lightning Web Components. With Vlocity Lightning Web Components, use standard JavaScript and HTML to modify and extend
Vlocity products.

OmniScripts

An OmniScript is an omnichannel customer engagement and a business tool built on the Salesforce platform. OmniScripts allow
you to craft dynamic customer interactions without code and deploy to multiple channels and devices. Administrators can define
a script once and then deploy the script within a Salesforce application or on a web page.

Vlocity Cards Framework

The Vlocity Cards Framework provides a set of tools to build customer-centric, industry-specific UI components and applications on
the Salesforce platform. Create dynamic and engaging omni-channel customer experiences, rich in information and actions relevant
to the customer's context with cards.

OmniOut

Run LWC OmniScripts and FlexCards off-platform on third-party websites with OmniOut for OmniScripts and OmniOut for FlexCards.
Display OmniScripts and FlexCards and connect to Salesforce from a content management system's (CMS) external website. Run an
OmniScript or FlexCard on your external site by adding the component to the OmniOut project, integrating OmniOut into your
application, and deploying your application to your CMS.

Vlocity Actions

Vlocity Actions are automatically generated URLS that launch Vlocity OmniScripts, Vlocity Cards components, web pages, or external
applications. Actions are typically specific to a given object type, such as Account, Contact, Policy, or Asset.

Vlocity Conversation UI

Vlocity Conversation UI combines the familiar experience of online chat, with the robust transactional capabilities of Vlocity’s Industry
Cloud solutions.

OmniForm

OmniForm is an omnichannel tool that enables you to build single-step, dynamic customer interactions.
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Vlocity OmniAnalytics Overview

Using Vlocity OmniAnalytics, you can track user interactions to answer questions such as which advertisements get the most responses
and how many users who begin a purchasing process complete it. Vlocity OmniAnalytics can track user interactions with LWC
OmniScripts and FlexCards with or without a third-party system such as Google Analytics.

Vlocity Lightning Web Components
Take advantage of Vlocity's declarative 'clicks not code' approach to building and modifying your applications with the Vlocity Lightning
Web Components. With Vlocity Lightning Web Components, use standard JavaScript and HTML to modify and extend Vlocity products.

Vlocity Lightning Web Components are:

• Fast and Lightweight. Runs natively in browsers and is independent from JavaScript frameworks.

• Reusable.Vlocity Lightning Web Components use web components to create reusable custom HTML elements. Custom elements
wrap functionality, protecting components from other styles and scripts on the page.

Required Versions

Available beginning with Vlocity Insurance and Health Summer '19 and Vlocity CME Fall '19.

While some Vlocity Lightning web components appear in the Community and App Builders, they differ from the Vlocity Lightning
Components that also appear in the builders. Vlocity Lightning Web Components follow the same standards as Salesforce's Lightning
Web Components. For more information on Lightning Web Component standards, see Lightning Web Components.

Vlocity Lightning Web Components Reference

ReferencesDescriptionComponent Type

ReadMes: Base Vlocity LWC ReadMe
Reference

Basic components used by the entire Vlocity
platform. Extend or modify base
components to customize appearance and
behavior.

Base

Components specific to Vlocity Cards built
in the Vlocity Card Designer when LWC is
enabled.

Cards (Classic) • Lightning Web Component Cards

• ReadMes: Vlocity Cards LWC ReadMe
Reference

Digital Commerce Lightning Web
Components

Components specific to Vlocity
Communications, Media, and Energy.

Digital Commerce Lightning Web
Components

ReadMes: OmniScript ReadMe ReferenceComponents specific to OmniScript.OmniScript

Insurance Lightning Web Component UI
Development Kit

Components specific to Health and
Insurance products.

Insurance
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OmniStudio FlexCards are built with the Lightning Web Components programming model and share base components. FlexCards are
created in the FlexCard Designer.

Set Up Lightning Web Components

To manage and develop Vlocity Lightning Web Components, use Salesforce DX with Visual Studio or IDX Workbench with Visual
Studio. Both development approaches have source control. However, we recommend IDX Workbench because it enables you to
migrate Vlocity components from one org to another and compare both source and target files.

Extend Vlocity Lightning Web Components

Customize the behavior and styling of an application by extending Vlocity Lightning web components. For example, override
properties, add other components, or insert HTML.

Deploy Lightning Web Components

Deploy new Lightning web components or change existing components from your local development environment with Visual
Studio and Salesforce DX or IDX Workbench.

Launch Lightning Web Component URLs with vlocityLWCWrapper

Add the vlocityLWCWrapper to make Lightning web components in a Lightning page URL addressable. Lightning web components
are not URL addressable by default. The vlocityLWCWrapper wraps the Lightning web component in a URL addressable aura
component.

Access Actions in a Lightning Page with the Power Launcher Component

Access all the available Actions in a Lightning Page using the Power Launcher component's typeahead functionality. Enable Lightning
Record Pages and Lightning App Pages to use the Power Launcher component by adding the Power Launcher Lightning Web
Component to a Lightning Page.

Base Vlocity LWC ReadMe Reference

View examples, and learn about available attributes, methods, and other functions from the ReadMes of each Base Vlocity Lightning
web component.

Set Up Lightning Web Components
To manage and develop Vlocity Lightning Web Components, use Salesforce DX with Visual Studio or IDX Workbench with Visual Studio.
Both development approaches have source control. However, we recommend IDX Workbench because it enables you to migrate Vlocity
components from one org to another and compare both source and target files.

• To manage and develop your LWCs with Salesforce DX, see Set Up Your Development Environment.

• To manage and develop your LWCs with IDX Workbench, see  IDX Workbench Desktop Application.

Required Versions

Available beginning with Vlocity Insurance and Health Summer '19 and Vlocity CME Fall '19.

Extend Vlocity Lightning Web Components
Customize the behavior and styling of an application by extending Vlocity Lightning web components. For example, override properties,
add other components, or insert HTML.
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Required Versions

Available beginning with Vlocity Insurance and Health Summer '19 and Vlocity CME Fall '19.

example: In this code example, a custom Lightning web component extends the Button Lightning Web Component. Replace
the NS variable in the code example with the namespace of the Vlocity package you are using.

//.js

import Button from "NS/button";

export default class buttonExtended extends Button {
//override the property here so it gets triggered

onclickbutton() {
this.label = "Button clicked";

}}

//.js-meta.xml

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?><LightningComponentBundle xmlns="http://soap.sforce.com/2006/04/metadata">

<apiVersion>45.0</apiVersion>
<isExposed>true</isExposed>
<masterLabel>button_extended</masterLabel>
<description>Button extended</description>
<targets>

<target>lightning__RecordPage</target>
<target>lightning__AppPage</target>
<target>lightning__HomePage</target>

</targets>
<runtimeNamespace>NS</runtimeNamespace>

</LightningComponentBundle>

//.html

<template>
//add HTML here to override the template layout
</template>

//_slds.css

//add CSS to override or append the SLDS theme css
.slds-button {

background: #cccccc;
border-color: #dddddd;

}

Note: Custom Lightning web components built outside of the package cannot use any Salesforce Lightning web component
that uses Salesforce resources or affects the component at run time. For more information, see Salesforce Modules.
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Note: Custom Lightning web components will not throw errors unless Debug Mode is enabled. For more information, see Debug
Lightning Web Components.

1. Ensure you have IDX Workbench, or Salesforce DX set up locally.

2. Choose which component you want to extend.

3. To create a new Lightning web component, navigate to your lwc folder in your project and run the
force:lightning:component:create  SFDX command. For example:

sfdx force:lightning:component:create --type lwc --componentname componentname_extended

To learn more about creating a Lightning web component, see Create Lightning Web Components. For a complete list of available
SFDX commands, see Lightning Commands.

4. In your JavaScript file, import and extend the Lightning web component. See code example on this page.

5. To make the custom Lightning web component compatible with Vlocity Lightning web components, you must set two metadata
tags in your XML configuration file:

• If Lightning Web Security (LWS) is disabled, add the namespace of your Vlocity package using the runtimeNamespace metadata
tag.

Important: If LWS is enabled, setting runtimeNamespace in your components causes errors similar to "Cannot use
runtime namespace 'somename' in module c-someComponentName". To determine if LWS is enabled in your org,
see Enable Lightning Web Security in an Org.

• Set the isExposed metadata tag to true. See code example on this page.

6. (Optional) Beginning with Vlocity Insurance and Health Winter '20 and Vlocity CME Winter '20, enable a custom Lightning web
component to make remote calls by using the Common Action utility.

Deploy Lightning Web Components
Deploy new Lightning web components or change existing components from your local development environment with Visual Studio
and Salesforce DX or IDX Workbench.

To set up your development environment for managing and deploying your components, see Set Up Lightning Web Components.

Required Versions

Available beginning with Vlocity Insurance and Health Summer '19 and Vlocity CME Fall '19.

1. Open your project in Visual Studio.

2. Make sure you have Salesforce DX or IDX Workbench installed. To install Salesforce DX or IDX Workbench, see Salesforce DX Setup
Guide.

3. In the terminal, run the following command to deploy changes to your org:

sfdx force:source:push

For more on deploying components to your org with Visual Studio, see Analyze Your Code and Deploy It to Your Org.
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Launch Lightning Web Component URLs with vlocityLWCWrapper
Add the vlocityLWCWrapper to make Lightning web components in a Lightning page URL addressable. Lightning web components are
not URL addressable by default. The vlocityLWCWrapper wraps the Lightning web component in a URL addressable aura component.

Required Versions

Available beginning with Vlocity Insurance and Health Summer '19 and Vlocity CME Fall '19.

1. To configure the URL to launch the LWC, perform the following tasks:

a. Add the wrapper by copying the relative path in the example and replacing the NS variable with the namespace of the Vlocity
package.

lightning/cmp/NS__vlocityLWCWrapper?

b. Target the component by adding c__target=  to the URL.

lightning/cmp/NS__vlocityLWCWrapper?c__target=

c. Set the URL to target the component by adding c:  to indicate a component and add the component name without dashes
using camelCase. For example, to add a component with the name <c-demo-button> use the syntax c:demoButton.

lightning/cmp/NS__vlocityLWCWrapper?c__target=c:demoButton

d. (Optional) When using the wrapper in a console app, add a Console Tab Icon and a Console Tab Label by setting the c__tabIcon
and c__tabLabel parameters. The c__tabIcon accepts an SLDS Icon , and c__tabLabel accepts plain text. For example,
&c__tabLabel=Custom Label&c__tabIcon=standard:account renders the console tab shown in this example image.

e. (Optional) Assign additional attributes by passing parameters that match the attribute names. Parameters must use the c__
prefix.

Example Button Component Code:

<c-button label=”Dynamically Generated” variant=”outline-brand”</c-button>
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Example Button Component as a URL addressable component:

lightning/cmp/NS__vlocityLWCWrapper?c__target=c:button&c__label=Dynamically
Generated&c__variant=outline-brand

Example Image:

2. To launch an LWC from a Layout action, perform the following tasks:

a. From Setup, enter Object Manager  into the Quick Find search.

b. Select an Object, and click Buttons, Links, and Actions.

c. Click New Button or Link.

d. Set Display Type to Detail Page Button.

e. Set Content Source to URL.

f. In the URL value, add a vlocityLWCWrapper URL.

lightning/cmp/NS__vlocityLWCWrapper?c__target=c:demoButton

Access Actions in a Lightning Page with the Power Launcher Component
Access all the available Actions in a Lightning Page using the Power Launcher component's typeahead functionality. Enable Lightning
Record Pages and Lightning App Pages to use the Power Launcher component by adding the Power Launcher Lightning Web Component
to a Lightning Page.

Required Versions

Available beginning with Vlocity Insurance and Health Summer '19 and Vlocity CME Fall '19.

1. Navigate to the Lightning Page, and open the Lightning App Builder.

2. In the Lightning Components search field, enter powerLauncher.
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3. Drag the powerLauncher component into the Lightning Page.

4. If you are editing a Record Lightning Page, the powerLauncher component automatically populates the Record Id property with
{RecordId}. The {RecordId} pulls in the Record Id from the Record Page. If you are not editing a Lightning Page that does not
have a Record on it, ensure that the RecordId property is blank. When the RecordId property is blank, all available actions appear
in the Power Launcher.

5. Click Save, and click Back to preview the page.

6. Click on the Power Launcher's search field, or press Command + K, to open the Power Launcher, and begin typing to view the actions
available to the Lightning Page.
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Base Vlocity LWC ReadMe Reference
View examples, and learn about available attributes, methods, and other functions from the ReadMes of each Base Vlocity Lightning
web component.

Downloadable ReadMes

Download FileReleased

baseLWCReadMes-November-2022.zipNovember 2022

baseLWCReadMes-Spring22.zipSpring '22

baseLWCReadMes-Winter22.zipWinter '22

baseLWCReadMes-Spring21.zipSpring '21

Links to ReadMes

DescriptionComponent

Adds the basic element inside the Accordion LWC.AccordionSection

Displays content as vertically stacked sections.Accordion

The base component for all action components.Action

Displays an SLDS or Newport styled alert.Alert
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DescriptionComponent

A module that exposes a collection of utilities designed to simplify
asynchronous operations

AsyncUtils

All Vlocity cards extend this component.BaseLayout

All Vlocity doc card layouts extend this component.BaseState

Renders a button element to perform an actionButton

Displays the basic element inside a Carousel LWC.CarouselItem

Displays a series of images inside a container one image at a time.Carousel

Extends the Chart LWC and adds the ability to display and resize
text at the center of the donut.

ChartDonut

Displays data as a chart and enables users to perform actions from
the chart.

Chart

Enables users to select from single or multiple options.CheckboxGroup

Extends the CheckboxGroup and enables users to select from single
or multiple options by clicking images instead of checkboxes.

CheckboxImageGroup

Displays a read-only input element enabling users to select an
option from a list of options.

Combobox

Adds the basic element inside a DataTable LWC to create individual
cells.

DataTableCell

Creates a tabular structure of the data provided.DataTable

Extends Datasource LWC with additional features for fetching data
using an Apex class using a class and method.

DatasourceApexRemote

Extends Datasource LWC with additional features for fetching data
using an Apex class from a rest endpoint.

DatasourceApexRest

Extends Datasource LWC with additional features for fetching data
from a Vlocity DataRaptor.

DatasourceDataraptor
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DescriptionComponent

Extends Datasource LWC with additional features for fetching data
from an Vlocity Integration Procedure.

DatasourceIntegrationprocedure

Extends Datasource LWC with additional features for fetching data
using a Salesforce Object Query Language (SOQL) query.

DatasourceQuery

Extends Datasource LWC with additional features for for data
fetched from a REST web data source.

DatasourceRest

Extends Datasource LWC with additional features for data fetched
from an SDK.

DatasourceSdk

Extends Datasource LWC with additional features for etching data
through a Salesforce Object Search Language (SOSL) query.

DatasourceSearch

Fetches data from Salesforce using different data source types by
providing relevant input data.

Datasource

Displays a date input element with a graphical user interface (GUI)
widget that enables the user to select a date from a calendar.

DatePicker

Displays a set of input fields with graphical user interface (GUI)
widgets that enables the user to select a date from a calendar and
a time from a list.

DateTimePicker

Creates a wrapper around Vlocity form elements to enable form
capabilities.

Form

Renders an SVG icon.Icon

Displays an available image.Img

Renders an input element.Input

A wrapper component for a customer interaction and the Power
Launcher. The component is used inside a customer interaction

InteractionWrapper

records page to see all interactions with a customer and perform
any actions related to the interaction.

Adds the basic element inside the parent Layout LWC container,
grouping content together to create sections inside the parent
container.

LayoutItem
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DescriptionComponent

Creates a flexible grid system arranging containers on a page or
inside other containers.

Layout

Adds the basic element for the List LWC. Creates the template for
each list item.

ListItems

Creates a searchable and sortable list from the data provided.List

Extends the Input LWC and controls what you can enter in the
form input fields.

MaskedInput

Adds the base element for building a menu with the Menu LWC.MenuItem

Creates a menu from the list of menu items provided.Menu

Displays content in a layer on top of the app, such as creating or
editing a record, or various types of messaging and wizards.

Modal

Displays the code editor tool used inside Salesforce.MonacoEditor

Enables navigation to any of Salesforce PageReference type by
leveraging Salesforce's navigation service.

NavigateAction

A module that exposes a collection of utilities designed to simplify
navigational functions.

NavigationUtils

A utility that exposes a single load function used to ensure the
Newport CSS styles load in the <head> of the page.

Newport Loader

Returns a read-only label, help text and value for the field name of
a record.

OutputField

Displays an input element that displays read-only labels, which
can containing links and be removed from view on-demand.

Pill

Displays a non-modal dialog that must pair with a clickable trigger
element and contain at least one focusable element.

Popover

Displays Vlocity actions inside the PowerLauncher LWC and
extends Action LWC.

Power Launcher Action

Gets and displays a list of vlocity actions based on the recordId.Power Launcher
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DescriptionComponent

Displays progress of activity on a page.ProgressBar

Displays simple content on a layer on top of an app. For example,
use a prompt to confirm form submission or to direct the user to
confirm a step in a process.

Prompt

Enables data sharing between components. Multiple components
can register and receive data from the same channel.

Pubsub

Enables users to select from a list of options by selecting a radio
button.

RadioGroup

Extends the RadioGroup LWC and enables users to choose from a
list of options by selecting a color item instead of a radio button.

RadioColorPickGroup

Extends the RadioGroup LWC and enables users to choose from a
list of options by selecting an image instead of a radio button.

RadioImageGroup

Displays a table of data with a header that supports actions. All
attributes from the DataTable LWC and SLDS Header LWC are
available to this component.

Related List

Displays a text editor tool for rich content editing.RichTextEditor

Displays a page header, which contains a title, an icon, field data,
and action links.

SLDS Header

Displays a graphical control element for a user to set a value by
moving an indicator horizontally or vertically.

Slider

Displays an animated image that indicates a feature is loadingSpinner

Specifies the theme of a component and gets the base CSS for that
theme.

Styles

Displays a tabbed container with multiple content areas, only one
of which is visible at a time.

Tabset

Adds the base element inside a Tabset LWC.Tab

Displays an HTML textarea element for entering multi-line text
input that holds an unlimited number of characters.

Textarea
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DescriptionComponent

Displays a graphical user interface (GUI) widget that allows the
user to select a time from a list of options.

TimePicker

A feedback and confirmation tool that runs after the user takes an
action.

Toast

Enables a user to pick between two states, enable or disable an
option, or select multiple options.

Toggle

Displays an icon with a popover containing a small amount of text
describing an element on the screen.

Tooltip

Adds the basic element in a Tree LWC.TreeItem

Displays the visualization of a structural hierarchy, such as a sitemap
for a website or a role hierarchy in an organization.

Tree

A variant of Tree Lightning Web Component that displays
visualization of a structural hierarchy, that allows for browsing a
tree based hierarchy as a list.

TreeListSelector

Defines the individual items of a treeListSelector component.TreeListSelectorItem

Provides hints or a list of possible choices based on the text the
user enters while filling out a form or performing a search.

Typeahead

Helper functions available for all Vlocity Lightning Web
Components.

Utility Functions

Creates the template for each wizard item inside the Wizard LWC.Wizard Item

Displays a modal that enables navigating between steps in a
process and displays a progress bar that shows where the user is
in the process. Supports custom labels.

Wizard

Accordion Lightning Web Component ReadMe

This page contains the Accordion LWC ReadMe for each Vlocity release.

AccordionSection Lightning Web Component ReadMe

This page contains the AccordionSection LWC ReadMe for each Vlocity release.

Action Lightning Web Component ReadMe

This page contains the Action LWC ReadMe for each Vlocity release.
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Alert Lightning Web Component ReadMe

This page contains the Alert LWC ReadMe for each Vlocity release.

AsyncUtils ReadMe

This page contains an AsyncUtils ReadMe for each Vlocity release.

BaseLayout Lightning Web Component ReadMe

This page contains a BaseLayout LWC ReadMe for each Vlocity release.

BaseState Lightning Web Component ReadMe

This page contains a BaseState LWC ReadMe for each Vlocity release.

Button Lightning Web Component

This page contains a Button LWC ReadMe for each Vlocity release.

Carousel Lightning Web Component ReadMe

This page contains a Carousel LWC ReadMe for each Vlocity release.

CarouselItem Lightning Web Component ReadMe

This page contains a CarouselItem LWC ReadMe for each Vlocity release.

Chart Lightning Web Component ReadMe

This page contains a Chart LWC ReadMe for each Vlocity release.

ChartDonut Lightning Web Component ReadMe

This page contains a ChartDonut LWC ReadMe for each Vlocity release.

CheckboxGroup Lightning Web Component ReadMe

This page contains a CheckboxGroup LWC ReadMe for each Vlocity release.

CheckboxImageGroup Lightning Web Component ReadMe

This page contains a CheckboxImageGroup LWC ReadMe for each Vlocity release.

Combobox Lightning Web Component ReadMe

This page contains a Combobox LWC ReadMe for each Vlocity release.

Datasource Lightning Web Component ReadMe

This page contains a Datasource LWC ReadMe for each Vlocity release.

DatasourceApexRemote Lightning Web Component ReadMe

This page contains a DatasourceApexRemote LWC ReadMe for each Vlocity release.

DatasourceApexRest Lightning Web Component ReadMe

This page contains a DatasourceApexRest LWC ReadMe for each Vlocity release.

DatasourceDataRaptor Lightning Web Component ReadMe

This page contains a DatasourceDataRaptor LWC ReadMe for each Vlocity release.

DatasourceIntegrationProcedure Lightning Web Component ReadMe

This page contains a DatasourceIntegrationProcedure LWC ReadMe for each Vlocity release.

DatasourceQuery Lightning Web Component ReadMe

This page contains a DatasourceQuery LWC ReadMe for each Vlocity release.

DatasourceRest Lightning Web Component ReadMe

This page contains a DatasourceRest LWC ReadMe for each Vlocity release.

DatasourceSDK Lightning Web Component ReadMe

This page contains a DatasourceSDK LWC ReadMe for each Vlocity release.
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DatasourceSearch Lightning Web Component ReadMe

This page contains a DatasourceSearch LWC ReadMe for each Vlocity release.

DataTable Lightning Web Component ReadMe

This page contains the DataTable LWC ReadMe as of the Summer '21 release.

DataTableCell Lightning Web Component ReadMe

This page contains a DataTableCell LWC ReadMe for each Vlocity release.

DatePicker Lightning Web Component ReadMe

This page contains a DatePicker LWC ReadMe for each Vlocity release.

DateTimePicker Lightning Web Component ReadMe

This page contains a DateTimePicker LWC ReadMe for each Vlocity release.

Form Lightning Web Component ReadMe

This page contains a Form LWC ReadMe for each Vlocity release.

Icon Lightning Web Component ReadMe

This page contains an Icon LWC ReadMe for each Vlocity release.

Img Lightning Web Component ReadMe

This page contains the Img LWC ReadMe for each Vlocity release.

Input Lightning Web Component ReadMe

This page contains an Input LWC ReadMe for each Vlocity release.

InteractionWrapper Lightning Web Component ReadMe

This page contains the InteractionWrapper LWC ReadMe for each Vlocity release.

Layout Lightning Web Component ReadMe

This page contains a Layout LWC ReadMe for each Vlocity release.

LayoutItem Lightning Web Component ReadMe

This page contains a LayoutItem LWC ReadMe for each Vlocity release.

List Lightning Web Component ReadMe

This page contains a List LWC ReadMe for each Vlocity release.

ListItems Lightning Web Component ReadMe

This page contains a ListItems LWC ReadMe for each Vlocity release.

MaskedInput Lightning Web Component ReadMe

This page contains a MaskedInput LWC ReadMe for each Vlocity release.

Menu Lightning Web Component ReadMe

This page contains a Menu LWC ReadMe for each Vlocity release.

MenuItem Lightning Web Component ReadMe

This page contains a MenuItem LWC ReadMe for each Vlocity release.

Modal Lightning Web Component ReadMe

This page contains a Modal LWC ReadMe for each release.

MonacoEditor Lightning Web Component ReadMe

This page contains a MonacoEditor LWC ReadMe for each Vlocity release.

Navigate Action Lightning Web Component ReadMe

This page contains a Navigate Action LWC ReadMe for each Vlocity release.
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NavigationUtils ReadMe

This page contains a NavigationUtils ReadMe for each Vlocity release.

Newport Loader ReadMe

This page contains the Newport Loader ReadMe for each Vlocity release.

OutputField Lightning Web Component ReadMe

This page contains an OutputField LWC ReadMe for each Vlocity release.

Pill Lightning Web Component ReadMe

This page contains a Pill LWC ReadMe for each Vlocity release.

Popover Lightning Web Component ReadMe

This page contains a Popover LWC ReadMe for each Vlocity release.

Power Launcher Lightning Web Component ReadMe

This page contains the Power Launcher LWC ReadMe for each Vlocity release.

Power Launcher Action Lightning Web Component ReadMe

This page contains the Power Launcher Action LWC ReadMe for each Vlocity release.

ProgressBar Lightning Web Component

This page contains the ProgressBar LWC ReadMe for each Vlocity release.

Prompt Lightning Web Component ReadMe

This page contains a Prompt LWC ReadMe for each Vlocity release.

Pubsub Component

The Pubsub Component enables data sharing and passing messages between components that aren’t ancestors. Multiple components
can register and receive data from the same channel.

RadioGroup Lightning Web Component ReadMe

This page contains a RadioGroup LWC ReadMe for each Vlocity release.

RadioColorPickGroup Lightning Web Component ReadMe

This page contains the RadioColorPickGroup LWC ReadMe as of the Summer '21 release.

RadioImageGroup Lightning Web Component ReadMe

This page contains a RadioImageGroup LWC ReadMe for each Vlocity release.

Related List Lightning Web Component ReadMe

This page contains the Related List LWC ReadMe for each Vlocity release.

RichTextEditor Lightning Web Component ReadMe

This page contains a RichTextEditor LWC ReadMe for each Vlocity release.

Slider Lightning Web Component ReadMe

This page contains a Slider LWC ReadMe for each Vlocity release.

SLDS Header Lightning Web Component ReadMe

This page contains the SLDS Header LWC ReadMe for each Vlocity release.

Spinner Lightning Web Component ReadMe

This page contains a Spinner LWC ReadMe for each Vlocity release.

Styles Lightning Web Component ReadMe

This page contains a Styles LWC ReadMe for each Vlocity release.

Tab Lightning Web Component ReadMe

This page contains a Tab LWC ReadMe for each Vlocity release.
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Tabset Lightning Web Component ReadMe

This page contains a Tabset LWC ReadMe for each Vlocity release.

Textarea Lightning Web Component ReadMe

This page contains a Textarea LWC ReadMe for each Vlocity release.

TimePicker Lightning Web Component ReadMe

This page contains a TimePicker LWC ReadMe for each Vlocity release.

Toast Lightning Web Component ReadMe

This page contains a Toast LWC ReadMe for each Vlocity release.

Toggle Lightning Web Component ReadMe

This page contains a Toggle LWC ReadMe for each Vlocity release.

Tooltip Lightning Web Component ReadMe

This page contains a Tooltip LWC ReadMe for each Vlocity release.

Tree Lightning Web Component ReadMe

This page contains a Tree LWC ReadMe for each Vlocity release.

TreeItem Lightning Web Component ReadMe

This page contains a TreeItem LWC ReadMe for each Vlocity release.

TreeListSelector Lightning Web Component ReadMe

This page contains the TreeListSelector LWC ReadMe for each Vlocity release.

TreeListSelectorItem Lightning Web Component ReadMe

This page contains the TreeListSelectorItem LWC ReadMe for each Vlocity release.

Typeahead Lightning Web Component ReadMe

This page contains a Typeahead LWC ReadMe for each Vlocity release.

Utility Functions for Lightning Web Components ReadMe

This page contains a Utility Functions for Lightning web components ReadMe for each Vlocity release.

Wizard Lightning Web Component ReadMe

This page contains the Wizard LWC ReadMe for each Vlocity release.

Wizard Item Lightning Web Component ReadMe

This page contains the Wizard Item LWC ReadMe for each Vlocity release.

Accordion Lightning Web Component ReadMe

This page contains the Accordion LWC ReadMe for each Vlocity release.

Vlocity Insurance and Health Winter '20 and Vlocity CME Spring '20

The Accordion Lightning Web Component displays content as vertically stacked sections. Sections can embed other components.
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Available c-accordion Attributes

DescriptionRequiredTypeValueAttribute

Specifies which theme to
use.

stringslds, nds (Default: slds)theme

Sets the default open
section.

string or arrayactive-section-name

To open multiple sections
at the same time, set to
true.

booleantrue, false (Default: false)allow-multiple-sections-open

Example c-accordion Component

activeSectionName = ["a", "b"];
allow = true;

<c-accordion active-section-name="b">
<c-accordion-section name="a" title="a">...</c-accordion-section>
<c-accordion-section name="b" title="b">...</c-accordion-section>
<c-accordion-section name="c" title="c">...</c-accordion-section>

</c-accordion>

<!-- The order of attributes is important. allow-multiple-sections-open should be placed
before active-section-name -->
<c-accordion
allow-multiple-sections-open="{allow}"
active-section-name="{activeSectionName}"

>
<c-accordion-section name="a" title="a">...</c-accordion-section>
<c-accordion-section name="b" title="b">...</c-accordion-section>
<c-accordion-section name="c" title="c">...</c-accordion-section>

</c-accordion>

Available listeners

onaccordionsectionopen

Triggered after a section opens. The event detail contains the name of the section and its uniqueKey which can be used to identify it
using class accordion-class_[uniqueKey]

onaccordionsectionclose

Triggered after a section closes. The event detail contains the name of the section and its uniqueKey which can be used to identify it
using class accordion-class_[uniqueKey]

this.template.addEventListener("onaccordionsectionclose", function(event) {
console.log(
"onAccordionSectionClose : ",
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JSON.stringify(event.detail.result)
);

});

this.template.addEventListener("onaccordionsectionopen", function(event) {
console.log("onAccordionSectionOpen : ", JSON.stringify(event.detail.result));

});

AccordionSection Lightning Web Component ReadMe

This page contains the AccordionSection LWC ReadMe for each Vlocity release.

Vlocity Insurance and Health Winter '20 and Vlocity CME Spring '20

The Accordion Lightning Web Component is the basic element inside the Accordion Lightning Web Component.

Available c-accordion-sectionAttributes

DescriptionRequiredTypeValueAttribute

Sets the label for the
section.

stringlabel

Used to bind to the
parent accordion

stringname

component. Name must
be unique for each
section inside an
accordion.

Sets the title of the
component.

stringtitle

Defines the list of menu
items.

yes (if menu size and
position is given)

arraymenuitem

Example menuitems

Note: All the keys of the menuItem array object are required. However, the value can be null or empty. For more info check the readme
of the Menu Lightning Web Component.

[
{
actionUrl: "javaScript:void(0);",
openUrlIn: "newTab",
name: "menu1",
type: "action",
record: {
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id: "001122",
value: "Menu1",
label: "Menu1"

}
},
{
actionUrl: "javaScript:void(0);",
openUrlIn: "newTab",
name: "menu1",
type: "action",
record: {
id: "001124",
value: "Menu3",
label: "Menu3"

}
}

];

Example c-accordion-section Component

@track
menuitem = [
{
actionUrl: "javaScript:void(0);",
openUrlIn: "newTab",
name: "menu1",
type: "action",
record: {
id: "001122",
value: "Menu1",
label: "Menu1"

}
},
{
actionUrl: "javaScript:void(0);",
openUrlIn: "newTab",
name: "menu2",
type: "action",
record: {
id: "001123",
value: "Menu2",
label: "Menu2"

}
}]

<c-accordion active-section-name="B">
<c-accordion-section
theme="slds"
label="Accordion With Menu"
name="A"
title="A"
menuitem="{menuitem}"

>
<p>This is the first accordion</p>
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<p>.</p>
<p>.</p>
<p>.</p>

</c-accordion-section>
<c-accordion-section
theme="slds"
label="Accordion Without Menu"
name="B"
title="B"

>
<p>This is the second accordion</p>
<p>.</p>
<p>.</p>
<p>.</p>

</c-accordion-section>
<c-accordion-section
theme="slds"
label="Accordion Without Menu"
name="C"
title="C"

>
<p>This is the third accordion</p>
<p>.</p>
<p>.</p>
<p>.</p>

</c-accordion-section>
</c-accordion>

Action Lightning Web Component ReadMe

This page contains the Action LWC ReadMe for each Vlocity release.

Vlocity Insurance and Health Summer '20

The Action Lightning Web Component is the base component for all action components.

Available c-action Attributes

To navigate the page after fetching data from a datasource, use the following attributes.

DescriptionRequiredTypeValueAttribute

To enable debug mode,
set to true. Prints fetched

booleantrue, false (Default: false)debug

data inside template and
updates JSON for testing.

Contains required object.
See Available definition
Attributes

yesobjectJSONdefinition
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DescriptionRequiredTypeValueAttribute

To turn off caching, set to
true.

booleantrue, false (Default: false)disableCache

Reads the interpolated
url.

stringURLurl

Example c-action Component

<c-action
onclick={fetchData}
ondata={onsuccesscallback}
onerror={onerrorcallback}

>
<c-button label="Fetch Contact" type="button" variant="neutral"></c-button>
<c-navigate-action
target-type={_targetType}
target-id={_targetId}
target-name={_targetName}
target-params={_targetParams}
target-action={_targetAction}
replace

>
<p>URL: {url}</p>

</c-navigate-action>
</c-action>

@track
query = JSON.stringify({
datasource: {
type: "query",
value: {
query: "SELECT Id, name FROM Contact LIMIT 1"

}
},
url: "/${data[0].Id}",
target: "_blank",
parameters: {},
navigate: false

});

fetchData(ev) {
let action = ev.currentTarget;
let def = JSON.parse(this.query);
action.definition = this.query;
action.triggerAction();

}
// Passing these properties down to the navigate-action using attributes.
onsuccesscallback(ev) {
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let result = ev.detail.result;
this._targetType = "Record";
this._targetId = result[0].Id;

// Because attribute values are set using attributes, give the ui a chance to re-render.

Promise.resolve().then(() => {
let navigateAction = this.template.querySelector("c-navigate-action");
navigateAction.navigate();

this.url = ev.target.url;
this.onResult(
result.map(obj => {
var rObj = obj;
rObj.isEdit = false;
return rObj;

})
);

});
}

onerrorcallback(error) {
console.log(error);

}

Available definition Attributes

DescriptionRequiredTypeValueAttribute

Defines the source from
which to fetch the data.

yesobjectJSONdatasource

See Datasource Lightning
Web Component for more
information.

To use the data fetched
from the datasource

objectJSONdata

dierctly inside the
definition, add data here.

To disable tracking, set to
false.

stringtrue, false (Default: true)isTrackingDisabled

Defines the navigation
service object. If url is not

objectJSONnavigateTo

present, this object is
considered for navigation
and is interpolated if type
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DescriptionRequiredTypeValueAttribute

and value are passed. See
Salesforce
documentation on
navigation

Specifies whether the url
navigates or not.

booleantrue or false (Default:
false)

navigate

Adds all fields as url
parameters only if url is
set.

objectJSONparameters

Specifies which window
the url opens. Works only

stringcurrent window or new
window

target

if the url is relative and is
not salesforce object
data.

Specifies the tracking
object of the container
FlexCard.

stringtrackingObj

Defines the navigation
url, which is interpolated

stringurl

if type and value are
passed. The url is given
higher preference over
the navigateToobject.

Example definition JSON

Navigate to View Page by Navigation Object

{
"datasource": {
"type": "query",
"value": {
"query": "SELECT Id, name FROM Contact LIMIT 1"

}
},
"navigateTo": {
"type": "standard__objectPage",
"attributes": {
"objectApiName": "${data[0].Id}",
"actionName": "view"
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}
},
"navigate": true

}

Navigate to View Page by URL

{
"datasource": {
"type": "query",
"value": {
"query": "SELECT Id, name FROM Contact LIMIT 1"

}
},
"url": "/${data[0].Id}",
"navigate": true

}

Navigation to Object with Direct Data

{
"data": {
"Id": "001B000000qBQXDIA4"

},
"url": "/${data.Id}",
"navigate": true

}

Navigate to Object Home Page

{
"navigateTo": {
"type": "standard__objectPage",
"attributes": {
"objectApiName": "Account",
"actionName": "home"

}
},
"navigate": true

}

Navigate to Account Create New Screen

{
"navigateTo": {
"type": "standard__objectPage",
"attributes": {
"objectApiName": "Account",
"actionName": "new"

}
},
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"navigate": true
}

Available c-action Attributes for Links

To perform an action by clicking on the link, use the following attributes.

DescriptionRequiredTypeValueAttribute

Adds an extra class to the
action label element.To

stringaction-labelclass

add multiple classes, use
a space to separate each
class, such as 'classone
classtwo'.

Adds an extra class to the
action wrapper element.

stringaction-wrapperclass

To add multiple classes,
use a space to separate
each class, such as
'classone classtwo'.

Sets action context Id.stringcontext-id

Sets the color of the icon.stringicon-color

Adds an extra class to the
icon element. To add

stringicon-extraclass

multiple classes, use a
space to separate each
class, such as 'classone
classtwo'.

Sets the size of the icon.stringxx-small, small, medium,
large, x-large

icon-size

Sets the icon URL. Use
with Newport Design

stringURLicon-url

System (NDS) theme
only.

Adds an extra class to the
icon wrapper element. To

stringicon-wrapperclass

add multiple classes, use
a space to separate each
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DescriptionRequiredTypeValueAttribute

class, such as 'classone
classtwo'.

Sets action sObject type.stringsObjects-object-type

Sets the action Info.yesobjectJSONstate-action

Contains the layout/card
records.

objectJSONstate-obj

To set inline styles of label
and text-align property.

stringstyles

it should be in this formt
style = {
"label": "",
"textAlign" :
""}

Specifies which theme to
use.

stringslds, nds (Default: slds)theme

Example c-action Component (inside Vlocity Card state template)

<c-action
icon-extraclass="slds-m-right_small"
state-obj={obj}
context-id={contextId}
s-object-type={sObjectType}
state-action={item}
action-wrapperclass="slds-size--1-of-1"
action-labelclass="slds-size--7-of-8"
icon-wrapperclass="slds-size--1-of-8"

></c-action>

Vlocity Insurance and Health Spring '20

The Action Lightning Web Component is the base component for all action components.

Available c-action Attributes

To navigate the page after fetching data from a data source, use the following attributes.
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DescriptionRequiredTypeValueAttribute

To enable debug mode,
set to true. Prints fetched

booleantrue, false (Default: false)debug

data inside the template
and updates JSON for
testing.

Contains the required
object. See Available
definitionAttributes

yesobjectJSONdefinition

To turn off caching, set to
true.

booleantrue, false (Default: false)disableCache

Reads the interpolated
URL.

stringURLurl

Available definition Attributes

DescriptionRequiredTypeValueAttribute

Defines the source from
which to fetch the data.

yesobjectJSONdatasource

See Datasource Lightning
Web Component for more
information.

To use the data fetched
from the datasource

objectJSONdata

directly inside the
definition, add data here.

Defines the navigation
service object. If URL is

objectJSONnavigateTo

not present, this object is
considered for navigation
and is interpolated if type
and value are passed. See
Salesforce
documentation on
navigation

Specifies whether the
URL navigates or not.

booleantrue or false (Default:
false)

navigate
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DescriptionRequiredTypeValueAttribute

Adds all fields as URL
parameters only if url is
set.

objectJSONparameters

Specifies which window
the URL opens. Works

stringcurrent window or new
window

target

only if the URL is relative
and is not salesforce
object data.

Defines the navigation
URL, which is

stringurl

interpolated if type and
value are passed. The url
is given a higher
preference over the
navigateToobject.

Example c-action Component

<c-action
onclick={fetchData}
ondata={onsuccesscallback}
onerror={onerrorcallback}

>
<c-button label="Fetch Contact" type="button" variant="neutral"></c-button>
<c-navigate-action
target-type={_targetType}
target-id={_targetId}
target-name={_targetName}
target-params={_targetParams}
target-action={_targetAction}
replace

>
<p>URL: {url}</p>

</c-navigate-action>
</c-action>

@track
query = JSON.stringify({
datasource: {
type: "query",
value: {
query: "SELECT Id, name FROM Contact LIMIT 1"

}
},
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url: "/${data[0].Id}",
target: "_blank",
parameters: {},
navigate: false

});

fetchData(ev) {
let action = ev.currentTarget;
let def = JSON.parse(this.query);
action.definition = this.query;
action.triggerAction();

}
// I'm passing these properties down to the navigate-action via
// attributes.
onsuccesscallback(ev) {
let result = ev.detail.result;
this._targetType = "Record";
this._targetId = result[0].Id;

// Because we're setting the attribute values via attributes,
// we need to give the ui a chance to re-render.
Promise.resolve().then(() => {
let navigateAction = this.template.querySelector("c-navigate-action");
navigateAction.navigate();

this.url = ev.target.url;
this.onResult(
result.map(obj => {
var rObj = obj;
rObj.isEdit = false;
return rObj;

})
);

});
}

onerrorcallback(error) {
console.log(error);

}

Examples for definition JSON

Navigate to View Page by Navigation Object

{
"datasource": {
"type": "query",
"value": {
"query": "SELECT Id, name FROM Contact LIMIT 1"

}
},
"navigateTo": {
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"type": "standard__objectPage",
"attributes": {
"objectApiName": "${data[0].Id}",
"actionName": "view"

}
},
"navigate": true

}

Navigate to View Page by URL

{
"datasource": {
"type": "query",
"value": {
"query": "SELECT Id, name FROM Contact LIMIT 1"

}
},
"url": "/${data[0].Id}",
"navigate": true

}

Navigation to Object with Direct Data

{
"data": {
"Id": "001B000000qBQXDIA4"

},
"url": "/${data.Id}",
"navigate": true

}

Navigate to Object Home Page

{
"navigateTo": {
"type": "standard__objectPage",
"attributes": {
"objectApiName": "Account",
"actionName": "home"

}
},
"navigate": true

}

Navigate to Account Create New Screen

{
"navigateTo": {
"type": "standard__objectPage",
"attributes": {
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"objectApiName": "Account",
"actionName": "new"

}
},
"navigate": true

}

Available c-action Attributes for Links

To perform an action by clicking on the link, use the following attributes.

DescriptionRequiredTypeValueAttribute

Adds an extra class to the
action label element.To

stringaction-labelclass

add multiple classes, use
a space to separate each
class, such as 'classone
classtwo'.

Adds an extra class to the
action wrapper element.

stringaction-wrapperclass

To add multiple classes,
use a space to separate
each class, such as
'classone classtwo'.

Sets action context Id.stringcontext-id

Adds an extra class to the
icon element. To add

stringicon-extraclass

multiple classes, use a
space to separate each
class, such as 'classone
classtwo'.

Sets the size of the icon.stringxx-small, small, medium,
large, x-large

icon-size

Sets the icon URL. Use
with Newport Design

stringURLicon-url

System (NDS) theme
only.

Adds an extra class to the
icon wrapper element. To

stringicon-wrapperclass

add multiple classes, use
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DescriptionRequiredTypeValueAttribute

a space to separate each
class, such as 'classone
classtwo'.

Sets action sObject type.stringsObjects-object-type

Sets the action Info.yesobjectJSONstate-action

Contains the layout/card
records.

objectJSONstate-obj

Specifies which theme to
use.

stringslds, nds (Default: slds)theme

Example c-action Component (inside Vlocity Card state template)

<c-action
icon-extraclass="slds-m-right_small"
state-obj={obj}
context-id={contextId}
s-object-type={sObjectType}
state-action={item}
action-wrapperclass="slds-size--1-of-1"
action-labelclass="slds-size--7-of-8"
icon-wrapperclass="slds-size--1-of-8"

></c-action>

Vlocity Insurance and Health Winter '20 and Vlocity CME Spring '20

The Action Lightning Web Component is the base component for all action components.

Available c-action Attributes for Navigation

To navigate the page after fetching data from a datasource, use the following attributes.

DescriptionRequiredTypeValueAttribute

To enable debug mode,
set to true. Prints fetched

booleantrue, false (Default: false)debug

data inside template and
updates JSON for testing.

Contains required object.
See Available definition
Attributes

yesobjectJSONdefinition
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DescriptionRequiredTypeValueAttribute

Reads the interpolated
url.

stringURLurl

Available Definition Attributes

DescriptionRequiredTypeValueAttribute

Defines the source from
which to fetch the data.

yesobjectJSONdatasource

See Datasource Lightning
Web Component for more
information.

To use the data fetched
from the datasource

objectJSONdata

directly inside the
definition, add data here.

Defines the navigation
service object. If url is not

objectJSONnavigateTo

present, this object will
be considered for
navigation and is
interpolated if type and
value are passed.

Specifies whether the url
has to navigate or not.

booleantrue or false (Default:
false)

navigate

Adds all fields as url
parameters only if url is
set.

objectJSONparameters

Specifies which window
the url opens. Works only

stringcurrent window or new
window

target

if the url is relative and is
not salesforce object
data.

Defines the navigation
url, which is interpolated

stringurl

if type and value are
passed. The url is given
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DescriptionRequiredTypeValueAttribute

higher preference over
the navigateTo object.

Example c-action Component

<c-action
onclick={fetchData}
ondata={onsuccesscallback}
onerror={onerrorcallback}

>
<c-button label="Fetch Contact" type="button" variant="neutral"></c-button>
<c-navigate-action
target-type={_targetType}
target-id={_targetId}
target-name={_targetName}
target-params={_targetParams}
target-action={_targetAction}
replace

>
<p>URL: {url}</p>

</c-navigate-action>
</c-action>

@track
query = JSON.stringify({
datasource: {
type: "query",
value: {
query: "SELECT Id, name FROM Contact LIMIT 1"

}
},
url: "/${data[0].Id}",
target: "_blank",
parameters: {},
navigate: false

});

fetchData(ev) {
let action = ev.currentTarget;
let def = JSON.parse(this.query);
action.definition = this.query;
action.triggerAction();

}
// I'm passing these properties down to the navigate-action via
// attributes.
onsuccesscallback(ev) {
let result = ev.detail.result;
this._targetType = "Record";
this._targetId = result[0].Id;
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// Because we're setting the attribute values via attributes,
// we need to give the ui a chance to re-render.
Promise.resolve().then(() => {
let navigateAction = this.template.querySelector("c-navigate-action");
navigateAction.navigate();

this.url = ev.target.url;
this.onResult(
result.map(obj => {
var rObj = obj;
rObj.isEdit = false;
return rObj;

})
);

});
}

onerrorcallback(error) {
console.log(error);

}

Examples for definition JSON

Navigate to View Page by Navigation Object

{
"datasource": {
"type": "query",
"value": {
"query": "SELECT Id, name FROM Contact LIMIT 1"

}
},
"navigateTo": {
"type": "standard__objectPage",
"attributes": {
"objectApiName": "${data[0].Id}",
"actionName": "view"

}
},
"navigate": true

}

Navigate to View Page by URL

{
"datasource": {
"type": "query",
"value": {
"query": "SELECT Id, name FROM Contact LIMIT 1"

}
},
"url": "/${data[0].Id}",
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"navigate": true
}

Navigation to Object with Direct Data

{
"data": {
"Id": "001B000000qBQXDIA4"

},
"url": "/${data.Id}",
"navigate": true

}

Navigate to Object Home Page

{
"navigateTo": {
"type": "standard__objectPage",
"attributes": {
"objectApiName": "Account",
"actionName": "home"

}
},
"navigate": true

}

Navigate to Account Create New Screen

{
"navigateTo": {
"type": "standard__objectPage",
"attributes": {
"objectApiName": "Account",
"actionName": "new"

}
},
"navigate": true

}

Available c-action Attributes for Links

To perform an action by clicking on the link, use the following attributes.

DescriptionRequiredTypeValueAttribute

Adds an extra class to the
action label element.To

stringaction-labelclass

add multiple classes, use
a space to separate each
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DescriptionRequiredTypeValueAttribute

class, such as 'classone
classtwo'.

Adds an extra class to the
action wrapper element.

stringaction-wrapperclass

To add multiple classes,
use a space to separate
each class, such as
'classone classtwo'.

Sets action context Id.stringcontext-id

Adds an extra class to the
icon element. To add

stringicon-extraclass

multiple classes, use a
space to separate each
class, such as 'classone
classtwo'.

Sets the size of the icon.stringxx-small, small, medium,
large, x-large

icon-size

Sets the icon URL. Use
with Newport Design

stringURLicon-url

System (NDS) theme
only.

Adds an extra class to the
icon wrapper element. To

stringicon-wrapperclass

add multiple classes, use
a space to separate each
class, such as 'classone
classtwo'.

Sets action sObject type.stringsObjects-object-type

Sets the action Info.yesobjectJSONstate-action

Contains the layout/card
records.

objectJSONstate-obj

Specifies which theme to
use.

stringslds, nds (Default: slds)theme
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Example c-action Component (inside Vlocity Card state template)

<c-action
icon-extraclass="slds-m-right_small"
state-obj={obj}
context-id={contextId}
s-object-type={sObjectType}
state-action={item}
action-wrapperclass="slds-size--1-of-1"
action-labelclass="slds-size--7-of-8"
icon-wrapperclass="slds-size--1-of-8"

></c-action>

Vlocity Insurance and Health Summer '19 and Vlocity CME Fall '19

The Action Lightning Web Component is the base component for all action components.

Available c-action Attributes for Navigation

To navigate the page after fetching data from a datasource, use the following attributes.

DescriptionRequiredTypeValueAttribute

To enable debug mode,
set to true. Prints fetched

booleantrue, false (Default: false)debug

data inside template and
updates JSON for testing.

Contains required object.
See Available definition
Attributes

yesobjectJSONdefinition

Reads the interpolated
url.

stringURLurl

Available definition Attributes

DescriptionRequiredTypeValueAttribute

Defines the source from
which to fetch the data.

yesobjectJSONdatasource

See Datasource Lightning
Web Component for more
information.

To use the data fetched
from the datasource

objectJSONdata
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DescriptionRequiredTypeValueAttribute

directly inside the
definition, add data here.

Defines the navigation
service object. If url is not

objectJSONnavigateTo

present, this object will
be considered for
navigation and is
interpolated if type and
value are passed. See
Salesforce
documentation on
navigation.

Specifies whether the url
has to navigate or not.

booleantrue or false (Default:
false)

navigate

Adds all fields as url
parameters only ifurl is
set.

objectJSONparameters

Specifies which window
the url opens. Works only

stringcurrent window or new
window

target

if the url is relative and is
not salesforce object
data.

Defines the navigation
url, which is interpolated

stringurl

if type and value are
passed. The url is given
higher preference over
thenavigateTo object.

Example c-action Component

<c-action
onclick={fetchData}
ondata={onsuccesscallback}
onerror={onerrorcallback}

>
<c-button label="Fetch Contact" type="button" variant="neutral"></c-button>
<c-navigate-action
target-type={_targetType}
target-id={_targetId}
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target-name={_targetName}
target-params={_targetParams}
target-action={_targetAction}
replace

>
<p>URL: {url}</p>

</c-navigate-action>
</c-action>

@track
query == JSON.stringify({
datasource: {
type: "query",
value: {
query: "SELECT Id, name FROM Contact LIMIT 1"

}
},
url: "/${data[0].Id}",
target: "_blank",
parameters: {},
navigate: false

});

fetchData(ev) {
let action == ev.currentTarget;
let def == JSON.parse(this.query);
action.definition == this.query;
action.triggerAction();

}
// I'm passing these properties down to the navigate-action via
// attributes.
onsuccesscallback(ev) {
let result == ev.detail.result;
this._targetType == "Record";
this._targetId == result[0].Id;

// Because we're setting the attribute values via attributes,
// we need to give the ui a chance to re-render.
Promise.resolve().then(() => {
let navigateAction == this.template.querySelector("c-navigate-action");
navigateAction.navigate();

this.url == ev.target.url;
this.onResult(
result.map(obj => {
var rObj == obj;
rObj.isEdit == false;
return rObj;

})
);

});
}

onerrorcallback(error) {
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console.log(error);
}

Examples for definition JSON

Navigate to View Page by Navigation Object

{
"datasource": {
"type": "query",
"value": {
"query": "SELECT Id, name FROM Contact LIMIT 1"

}
},
"navigateTo": {
"type": "standard__objectPage",
"attributes": {
"objectApiName": "${data[0].Id}",
"actionName": "view"

}
},
"navigate": true

}

Navigate to View Page by URL

{
"datasource": {
"type": "query",
"value": {
"query": "SELECT Id, name FROM Contact LIMIT 1"

}
},
"url": "/${data[0].Id}",
"navigate": true

}

Navigation to Object with Direct Data

{
"data": {
"Id": "001B000000qBQXDIA4"

},
"url": "/${data.Id}",
"navigate": true

}

Navigate to Object Home Page

{
"navigateTo": {
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"type": "standard__objectPage",
"attributes": {
"objectApiName": "Account",
"actionName": "home"

}
},
"navigate": true

}

Navigate to Account Create New Screen

{
"navigateTo": {
"type": "standard__objectPage",
"attributes": {
"objectApiName": "Account",
"actionName": "new"

}
},
"navigate": true

}

Available c-action Attributes for Links

To perform an action by clicking on the link, use the following attributes.

DescriptionRequiredTypeValueAttribute

Adds an extra class to the
action label element.To

stringaction-labelclass

add multiple classes, use
a space to separate each
class, such as `classone
classtwo'.

Adds an extra class to the
action wrapper element.

stringaction-wrapperclass

To add multiple classes,
use a space to separate
each class, such as
`classone classtwo'.

Sets action context Id.stringcontext-id

Adds an extra class to the
icon element. To add

stringicon-extraclass

multiple classes, use a
space to separate each
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DescriptionRequiredTypeValueAttribute

class, such as `classone
classtwo'.

Sets the size of the icon.stringxx-small, small, medium,
large, x-large

icon-size

Sets the icon URL. Use
with Newport Design

stringURLicon-url

System (NDS) theme
only.

Adds an extra class to the
icon wrapper element. To

stringicon-wrapperclass

add multiple classes, use
a space to separate each
class, such as `classone
classtwo'.

Sets action sObject type.stringsObjects-object-type

Sets the action Info.yesobjectJSONstate-action

Contains the layout/card
records.

objectJSONstate-obj

Specifies which theme to
use.

stringslds, nds (Default: slds)theme

Example c-action Component (inside Vlocity Card state template)

<c-action
icon-extraclass="slds-m-right_small"
state-obj={obj}
context-id={contextId}
s-object-type={sObjectType}
state-action={item}
action-wrapperclass="slds-size--1-of-1"
action-labelclass="slds-size--7-of-8"
icon-wrapperclass="slds-size--1-of-8"

></c-action>

Alert Lightning Web Component ReadMe

This page contains the Alert LWC ReadMe for each Vlocity release.
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Vlocity Insurance and Health Spring '20

The Alert Lightning Web Component displays an SLDS or Newport alert.

Available c-alert Attributes

DescriptionRequiredTypeValueAttribute

Specifies the theme to
use.

stringslds, nds (Default: slds)theme

Pass simple message into
the component. For

stringmessage

messages containing
markup, use the default
slot. If slotted content is
passed,
Alert#message  is
ignored.

An enum value
representing the

stringinfo, warning, error,
offline (Default: info)

variation

components style
variation.

If true, the alert can be
dismissed by user.

booleantrue, false (Default: false)dismissible

The icon name in
spriteName:iconNameformat.

stringicon

For example
utility:info. Pass
an empty string to hide.
See SLDS icons.

Example c-alert* Component

<c-alert theme="slds"
variation="info|warning|error|offline"
icon="utility:trail"
message="This is a simple message.">
<span>For more <em>complex</em> messaging, use the default slot.
<a href="https://lwc.dev/guide/composition#pass-markup-into-slots"

target="_blank">Using slots.</a>
</span>

</c-alert>
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Available Custom Labels

DescriptionApiNameLabel

Assistive text for the icon to close or dismiss
the alert.

cmpCloseClose

Available Methods

dismiss()

Dismisses the alert.

Available Classes

Alert

Static class of c-alert  component.

Available Events

dismissed

Fires when the alert is dismissed.

Available Variations

enum

Enum for style variations. Is read-only.

Vlocity Insurance and Health Winter '20 and Vlocity CME Spring '20

The Alert Lightning Web Component displays an SLDS or Newport alert.

Available c-alert Attributes

DescriptionRequiredTypeValueAttribute

Specifies the theme to
use.

stringslds, nds (Default: slds)theme

Pass simple message into
the component. For

stringmessage

messages containing
markup, use the default
slot. If slotted content is
passed,
Alert#message  is
ignored.
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DescriptionRequiredTypeValueAttribute

An enum value
representing the

stringinfo, warning, error,
offline (Default: info)

variation

components style
variation.

If true, the alert is can be
dismissed by user.

booleantrue, false (Default: false)dismissible

The icon name in
spriteName:iconNameformat.

stringicon

For example
utility:info. Pass
an empty string to hide.
See SLDS icons.

Example c-alert Component

<c-alert theme="slds"
variation="info|warning|error|offline"
icon="utility:trail"
message="This is a simple message.">
<span>For more <em>complex</em> messaging, use the default slot.
<a href="https://lwc.dev/guide/composition#pass-markup-into-slots"

target="_blank">Using slots.</a>
</span>

</c-alert>

Available Methods

dismiss()

Dismisses the alert.

Available Classes

Alert

Static class of c-alert  component.

Available Events

dismissed

Fires when the alert is dismissed.

Available Variations

enum
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Enum for style variations. Is read-only.

AsyncUtils ReadMe

This page contains an AsyncUtils ReadMe for each Vlocity release.

Vlocity Insurance and Health Spring '20

This module exposes a collection of utilities designed to simplify asynchronous operations.

ns/asyncUtils.debounce(func, wait, immediate)

Delay the execution of a function for the given amount of time. Use to throttle the the call rate of a method that can be repeatedly called.

Kind: static method of ns/asyncUtils

DescriptionTypeParam

Function to execute after the given duration.functionfunc

Time in milliseconds to delay.numberwait

When true, will execute on the front end
onf the duration instead of after.

booleanimmediate

ns/asyncUtils.delay(waitFor, [result])

Delays execution in the form of a promise.

Kind: static method of ns/asyncUtils

DescriptionTypeParam

Number of milliseconds to delay by.numberwaitFor

Pass through a previous result.*[result]

BaseLayout Lightning Web Component ReadMe

This page contains a BaseLayout LWC ReadMe for each Vlocity release.

Vlocity Insurance and Health Spring '20

All card layouts extend BaseLayout Lightning Web Component as a mixin.
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Available baseLayout Attributes

DescriptionRequiredTypeValueAttribute

Specifies params id used
for the card.

stringrecord-id

Specifes the theme to
use.

stringslds, nds (Default: slds)theme

Specifies the data to pass
to the cards inside the
layout.

string or arrayrecords

Sets parent  if the
layout is a flyout.

stringparent

Specifies the complete
JSON obj, which defines

stringdefinition

the data and definition
for the card.

To load the layout, set to
true.

booleantrue, false (Default: false)isLoaded

Enables the debug mode.booleandebug

Example baseLayout Component

export default class CardCanvas extends BaseLayout(LightningElement) {
// component definition

}

Available Methods

reloadLayout()

Fetches the updated data from the data source and reloads the layout.

manipulateData()

Manipulates records before passing to cards. Updates the records, passes them to the cards.

fetchUserProfile()

Call this method to fetch the userProfile data. By default, when the fetch User Info is checked, this fetches the value and stores it in the
userProfile  field. If the data is not present, you can call this method to fetch it again.

setDefinition(val)
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The definition is auto-generated when a layout is created in the Card Designer, defining the layout. If it needs to be changed at runtime,
you can call this method and pass val  as the card definition.

evaluateMetatags()

By default, this method gets triggered when setting the definition value and sets the metatag from the definition. To set the metadata
manually, use this method.

loadRecords()

Fetches the data again from the card data source and updates the records data.

Vlocity Insurance and Health Winter '20 and Vlocity CME Spring '20

All card layouts extend BaseLayout Lightning Web Component as a mixin.

Available baseLayout Attributes

DescriptionRequiredTypeValueAttribute

The params id used for
the card.

stringrecord-id

Specifies the theme to
use.

stringslds, nds (Default: slds)theme

Data to pass to the cards
inside the layout.

string or arrayrecords

Set parent  if the
layout is a flyout.

stringparent

The complete JSON obj
which defines the data

stringdefinition

and definition for the
card.

It is false until the layout
is loaded.

booleanisLoaded

Enables the debug mode.booleandebug

Example baseLayout Component

export default class CardCanvas extends BaseLayout(LightningElement) {
// component definition

}
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BaseState Lightning Web Component ReadMe

This page contains a BaseState LWC ReadMe for each Vlocity release.

Vlocity Insurance and Health Spring '20

All card states extend BaseState Lightning Web Component as a mixin.

Available baseState Attributes

DescriptionRequiredTypeValueAttribute

Specifies the params id
used for the state.

stringrecord-id

Specifies the theme to
use.

stringslds, nds (Default: slds)theme

Specifies the complete
data obj from a layout or
card.

string or arrayrecords

Sets the state object.stringobj

Sets the state definition.stringstate

To set as the selected
state and make active, set
to true.

booleantrue, false (Default: false)selectedState

Enables the debug mode.booleandebug

Sets the user profile for
the component, which is

string or objectuserProfile

the same user profile for
the org.

Example baseState Component

import { BaseState } from "c/baseState";

export default class CardActiveState extends BaseState(LightningElement) {
// component definition

}
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Available Methods

enableEditMode

An API method that sets edit mode to true.

disableEditMode

An API method that sets edit mode to false.

updateObject

Updates a record, and takes the record object as the parameter.

toggleFlyout

Shows or hides the flyout.

handleSmartActions

Reloads the smartActions. It can also be triggerd by pubsub, such as channel: smartActions  , name: reload.

Vlocity Insurance and Health Winter '20 and Vlocity CME Spring '20

All card states extend BaseState Lightning Web Component as a mixin.

Available baseState Attributes

DescriptionRequiredTypeValueAttribute

This is the params id used
for the state.

stringrecord-id

Specifes the theme to
use.

stringslds, nds (Default: slds)theme

The complete data obj
from layout or card.

string or arrayrecords

Sets the state object.stringobj

Sets the state definition.stringstate

Is true if this state is the
selected state and is
active.

booleanselectedState

Enables the debug mode.booleandebug

Sets the userprofile for
the component, which is

string or objectuserProfile

the same userprofile for
the org.
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DescriptionRequiredTypeValueAttribute

Fire this method to
enable the edit mode.

methodenableEditMode

Fire this method to
disable the edit mode.

methoddisableEditMode

Example baseState Component

export default class CardActiveState extends BaseState(LightningElement) {
// component definition

}

Button Lightning Web Component

This page contains a Button LWC ReadMe for each Vlocity release.

Vlocity Insurance and Health Summer '20

The Button Lightning Web Component renders a button element to perform an action.

Available c-button Attributes

DescriptionRequiredTypeValueAttribute

Adds a background color
to the button element.

stringAccepts name, rgb and
hex

bg-color

To remove the button
element from tab focus.

booleantrue, false (Default: false)disable-tab

To disable button, set to
false.

booleantrue, false (Default: false)disabled

Adds a class to the button
element. To add multiple

stringextraclass

classes, use a space to
separate each class, such
as 'classone classtwo'.

Adds a background color
to the icon.

stringAccepts name, rgb and
hex values.

icon-bg-color
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DescriptionRequiredTypeValueAttribute

Adds color inside the
icon.

stringAccepts name, rgb and
hex values.

icon-fill

Adds an icon to the
button. See SLDS icons.

string(Format: utility:close)icon-name

Sets the position of the
button icon.

stringleft, right (Default: left, if
label is specified)

icon-position

Sets the icon size for the
button element.

stringxx-small, x-small, small,
medium, large (Default:
xx-small)

icon-size

Overrides the defined url
for the icon svg resource.

stringURLicon-url

Changes the appearance
of the icon. The inverse

stringinverse, warning, error ,
success, light, default
(Default: default)

icon-variant

variant adds a white fill
on a dark background.

Adds a visible label for
the button element.

stringlabel

To set inline styles of
label. it should be in this

stringstyles

formt style = {
"label": ""}

Sets the theme for the
button.

stringslds, nds (Default: slds)theme

Sets the type of button
element.

reset, button, submit
(Default: button)

type

Sets the style of the
button based on the

stringvariant

typesupported by the
chosen theme. For
example, success, brand,
and so on.
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Example c-button Component

<c-button
icon-url="/slds"
variant="brand"
disabled=""
label="disabled"
icon-name="utility:close"
icon-position="right"

></c-button>

Vlocity Insurance and Health Winter '20 and Vlocity CME Spring '20

The Button Lightning Web Component renders a button element to perform an action.

Available c-button Attributes

DescriptionRequiredTypeValueAttribute

Adds a background color
to the button element.

stringAccepts name, rgb and
hex

bg-color

To remove the button
element from tab focus.

booleantrue, false (Default: false)disable-tab

To disable button, set to
false.

booleantrue, false (Default: false)disabled

Adds a class to the button
element. To add multiple

stringextraclass

classes, use a space to
separate each class, such
as 'classone classtwo'.

Adds a background color
to the icon.

stringAccepts name, rgb and
hex values.

icon-bg-color

Adds color inside the
icon.

stringAccepts name, rgb and
hex values.

icon-fill

Adds an icon to the
button. See SLDS icons.

string(Format: utility:close)icon-name

Sets the position of the
button icon.

stringleft, right (Default: left)icon-position
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DescriptionRequiredTypeValueAttribute

Sets the icon size for the
button element.

stringxx-small, x-small, small,
medium, large (Default:
xx-small)

icon-size

Overrides the defined url
for the icon svg resource.

stringURLicon-url

Changes the appearance
of the icon. The inverse

stringinverse, warning, error ,
success, light, default
(Default: default)

icon-variant

variant adds a white fill
on a dark background.

Adds a visible label for
the button element.

stringlabel

Sets the theme for the
button.

stringslds, nds (Default: slds)theme

Sets the type of button
element.

reset, button, submit
(Default: button)

type

Sets the style of the
button based on the

stringvariant

typesupported by the
chosen theme. For
example, success, brand,
and so on.

Example c-button Component

<c-button
icon-url="/slds"
variant="brand"
disabled=""
label="disabled"
icon-name="utility:close"
icon-position="right"

></c-button>

Button Lightning Web Component

The Button Lightning Web Component renders a button element to perform an action.
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Available c-button Attributes

DescriptionRequiredTypeValueAttribute

Adds a background color
to the button element.

stringAccepts name, rgb and
hex

bg-color

To remove the button
element from tab focus.

booleantrue, false (Default: false)disable-tab

To disable button, set to
false.

booleantrue, false (Default: false)disabled

Adds a class to the button
element. To add multiple

stringextraclass

classes, use a space to
separate each class, such
as 'classone classtwo'.

Adds a background color
to the icon.

stringAccepts name, rgb and
hex values.

icon-bg-color

Adds color inside the
icon.

stringAccepts name, rgb and
hex values.

icon-fill

Adds an icon to the
button. See SLDS icons.

string(Format: utility:close)icon-name

Sets the position of the
button icon.

stringleft, right (Default: left)icon-position

Sets the icon size for the
button element.

stringxx-small, x-small, small,
medium, large (Default:
xx-small)

icon-size

Overrides the defined url
for the icon svg resource.

stringURLicon-url

Changes the appearance
of the icon. The inverse

stringinverse, warning, error ,
success, light, default
(Default: default)

icon-variant

variant adds a white fill
on a dark background.

Adds a visible label for
the button element.

stringlabel
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DescriptionRequiredTypeValueAttribute

Sets the theme for the
button.

stringslds, nds (Default: slds)theme

Sets the type of button
element.

reset, button, submit
(Default: button)

type

Sets the style of the
button based on the

stringvariant

typesupported by the
chosen theme. For
example, success, brand,
and so on.

Example c-button Component

<c-button
icon-url="/slds"
variant="brand"
disabled=""
label="disabled"
icon-name="utility:close"
icon-position="right"

></c-button>

Vlocity Insurance and Health Summer '19 and Vlocity CME Fall '19

The Button Lightning Web Component renders a button element to perform an action.

Available c-button Attributes

DescriptionRequiredTypeValueAttribute

Adds a background color
to the button element.

stringAccepts name, rgb and
hex

bg-color

To remove the button
element from tab focus.

booleantrue, false (Default: false)disable-tab

To disable button, set to
false.

booleantrue, false (Default: false)disabled

Adds a class to the button
element. To add multiple

stringextraclass
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DescriptionRequiredTypeValueAttribute

classes, use a space to
separate each class, such
as `classone classtwo'.

Adds a background color
to the icon.

stringAccepts name, rgb and
hex values.

icon-bg-color

Adds color inside the
icon.

stringAccepts name, rgb and
hex values.

icon-fill

Adds an icon to the
button. See SLDS icons.

string(Format: utility:close)icon-name

Sets the position of the
button icon.

stringleft, right (Default: left)icon-position

Sets the icon size for the
button element.

stringxx-small, x-small, small,
medium, large (Default:
xx-small)

icon-size

Overrides the defined url
for the icon svg resource.

stringURLicon-url

Changes the appearance
of the icon. The inverse

stringinverse, warning, error ,
success, light, default
(Default: default)

icon-variant

variant adds a white fill
on a dark background.

Adds a visible label for
the button element.

stringlabel

Sets the theme for the
button.

stringslds, nds (Default: slds)theme

Sets the type of button
element.

reset, button, submit
(Default: button)

type

Sets the style of the
button based on the

stringvariant

typesupported by the
chosen theme. For
example, success, brand,
and so on.
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Example c-button Component

<c-button
icon-url="/slds"
variant="brand"
disabled=""
label="disabled"
icon-name="utility:close"
icon-position="right"

></c-button>

Carousel Lightning Web Component ReadMe

This page contains a Carousel LWC ReadMe for each Vlocity release.

Vlocity Insurance and Health Winter '20 and Vlocity CME Spring '20

The Carousel Lightning Web Component displays a series of images inside a container. Images display one at a time and you can set how
to navigate between images (by image thumbnail or colored dots).

Available c-carousel Attributes

DescriptionRequiredTypeValueAttribute

To display next and
previous navigation
arrows, set to false.

booleantrue, false (Default: true)arrow

Sets extra class to parent
level element. To add

stringextraclass

multiple classes, use a
space to separate each
class, such as 'classone
classtwo'.

If set, adds timer in
milliseconds, with play
and pause controls.

numberinterval

Sets which navigation
type to display.

stringpreview, dots (Default:
dots)

mode

Limits the number of
thumbnails to display.

numberthumbnaillimit

Controls thumbnail width
when thumnaillimit is
greater than the number
of carousel items.
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Example c-carousel Component

<c-carousel
interval="5000"
arrow="false"
thumbnaillimit="3"

>
<c-carousel-item
src="{item.image}"
header="{item.title}"
description="{item.description}"

>
</c-carousel-item>

<c-carousel-item
src="{item.image}"
header="{item.title}"
description="{item.description}"

>
</c-carousel-item>

<c-carousel-item
src="{item.image}"
header="{item.title}"
description="{item.description}"

>
</c-carousel-item>

</c-carousel>

Vlocity Insurance and Health Summer '19 and Vlocity CME Fall '19

The Carousel Lightning Web Component displays a series of images inside a container. Images display one at a time and you can set how
to navigate between images (by image thumbnail or colored dots).

Available c-carousel Attributes

DescriptionRequiredTypeValueAttribute

To display next and
previous navigation
arrows, set to false.

booleantrue, false (Default: true)arrow

Sets extra class to parent
level element. To add

stringextraclass

multiple classes, use a
space to separate each
class, such as `classone
classtwo'.
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DescriptionRequiredTypeValueAttribute

If set, adds timer in
milliseconds, with play
and pause controls.

numberinterval

Sets which navigation
type to display.

stringpreview, dots (Default:
dots)

mode

Limits the number of
thumbnails to display.

numberthumbnaillimit

Controls thumbnail width
when thumnaillimit is
greater than the number
of carousel items.

Example c-carousel Component

<c-carousel
interval="5000"
arrow="false"
thumbnaillimit="3"

>
<c-carousel-item
src="{item.image}"
header="{item.title}"
description="{item.description}"

>
</c-carousel-item>

<c-carousel-item
src="{item.image}"
header="{item.title}"
description="{item.description}"

>
</c-carousel-item>

<c-carousel-item
src="{item.image}"
header="{item.title}"
description="{item.description}"

>
</c-carousel-item>

</c-carousel>

CarouselItem Lightning Web Component ReadMe

This page contains a CarouselItem LWC ReadMe for each Vlocity release.
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Vlocity Insurance and Health Winter '20 and Vlocity CME Spring '20

The CarouselItem Lightning Web Component is the basic element inside the Carousel Lightning Web Component. Each carousel item
populates the carousel images.

Available c-carousel-item Attributes

DescriptionRequiredTypeValueAttribute

Adds assistive text for the
image.

stringassertive-text

Adds text to display
under the header.

stringdescription

Adds text to display
under the image.

stringheader

Adds the image source
path.

yesstringURLsrc

Adds the thumbnail
source path.

stringURLthumbnail

Example c-carousel-item Component

<c-carousel
interval="5000"
arrow="false"
thumbnaillimit="3"

>
<c-carousel-item
src="{item.image}"
header="{item.title}"
description="{item.description}"

>
</c-carousel-item>

<c-carousel-item
src="{item.image}"
header="{item.title}"
description="{item.description}"

>
</c-carousel-item>

<c-carousel-item
src="{item.image}"
header="{item.title}"
description="{item.description}"
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>
</c-carousel-item>

</c-carousel>

Vlocity Insurance and Health Summer '19 and Vlocity CME Fall '19

The CarouselItem Lightning Web Component is the basic element inside the Carousel Lightning Web Component. Each carousel item
populates the carousel images.

Available c-carousel-item Attributes

DescriptionRequiredTypeValueAttribute

Adds assistive text for the
image.

stringassertive-text

Adds text to display
under the header.

stringdescription

Adds text to display
under the image.

stringheader

Adds the image source
path.

yesstringURLsrc

Adds the thumbnail
source path.

stringURLthumbnail

Example c-carousel-item Component

<c-carousel
interval="5000"
arrow="false"
thumbnaillimit="3"

>
<c-carousel-item
src="{item.image}"
header="{item.title}"
description="{item.description}"

>
</c-carousel-item>

<c-carousel-item
src="{item.image}"
header="{item.title}"
description="{item.description}"

>
</c-carousel-item>
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<c-carousel-item
src="{item.image}"
header="{item.title}"
description="{item.description}"

>
</c-carousel-item>

</c-carousel>

Chart Lightning Web Component ReadMe

This page contains a Chart LWC ReadMe for each Vlocity release.

Vlocity Insurance and Health Summer '20

The Chart Lightning Web Component displays data as a chart and enables users to perform actions from the chart.

Available c-chart Attributes

For more chart configuration options, see Chart.js.

DescriptionRequiredTypeValueAttribute

Contains the data for the
chart.

yesarrayvalues

Contains the labels for
the chart.

yesarraylabels

Sets the type of the chart
to display. See also

yesstringline, bar, radar, doughnut,
pie, polarArea, bubble,
scatter

type

ChartDonut Lightning
Web Component, which
extends the Chart
component for a
dougnut chart.

Sets background color for
each data segment on
the chart.

yesarrayRGB value or color name
(Default: rgba(0, 0, 0, 0.1))

background-color

Sets the color for the
background of the chart.

stringRGB value or color name
(Default: white)

background

Sets the data source type.stringquery, dataraptorchannel

Provides the canvas
aspect ratio. (For

number(Default: 2)aspectRatio
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DescriptionRequiredTypeValueAttribute

example, width : height,
a value of 1 representing
a square canvas.)

If type is "doughnut", sets
the percentage of the

number(Default : 50 for doughnut
chart. Default: 0 for all
other chart types)

cutoutPercentage

doughnut chart that is
cut out of the middle.

To hide chart legend, set
to false.

booleantrue, false (Default: true)displayLegend

To enable chart rotation
animation, set to false.

booleantrue, false (Default: true)disableAnimateRotate

To disable chart scaling
animation from the

booleantrue, false (Default: false)disableAnimateScale

center outwards, set to
true.

Adds an extra class to the
icon element. To add

stringicon-class

multiple classes, use a
space to separate each
class, such as 'classone
classtwo'.

Sets the icon for the
chart. See SLDS icons.

string(Format: utility:add)icon-name

Sets the icon size for the
button element.

stringxx-small, x-small, small,
medium, large

icon-size

Sets the icon URL,
overriding the defined url

stringURLicon-url

for the svg resource. Used
with Newport Design
System (NDS) theme
only.

Adds a title to the chart.stringtitle

Adds a minimum canvas
width for the chart. This

booleanminSizeResizeable
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DescriptionRequiredTypeValueAttribute

attribute is required if you
are using the chart inside
a responsive parent
where resizing is
required.

Example c-chart Component

<c-chart
values="{val2}"
labels="{labels2}"
type="{type2}"
background-color="{backgroundColor2}"

></c-chart>

Example Using Query as a Data Source

Set the channel attribute to a value of "query".

// import the dataHandler method
import { getDataHandler } from "c/utility";

// declare the query
recordSource = {

type: "query",
{
query: "SELECT FirstName,Id FROM Contact"
}

};

// declare a variable with track
@track
testLabel1 = [];

let request = JSON.stringify(this.recordSource);

// call the getDataHandler and format the response from the query
getDataHandler(

request
).then(data => {

console.log('request from query : ',data);
this.formatResponse(data);

}).catch(error => {
console.log('error from query : ',error);

});

<c-chart
channel="query"
values="{testVal1}"
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labels="{testLabel1}"
type="{testType1}"
background-color="{testBackgroundColor1}"

></c-chart>

Example Using DatarRaptor as a Data Source

To use a DataRaptor as a data source:

• Create a DataRaptor to use with the Chart component.

• Set the channel attribute to a value of "dataraptor".

• Add and configure a DatasourceDataRaptor component. See DatasourceDataRaptor Lightning Web Component.

@track
testLabel2 = [];

<c-chart
values="{testVal2}"
labels="{testLabel2}"
type="{testType2}"
background-color="{testBackgroundColor2}"
channel="dataraptor"

>
</c-chart>

<c-datasource-dataraptor
bundlename="GetContactDetails"
inputmap="{inputMap}"
channel="dataraptor"
debug="true"

>
</c-datasource-dataraptor>

Example Values for Arrays

// Labels needs to be an array.
labels = ['Red', 'Orange', 'Yellow', 'Green', 'Blue'];
// Incase you provide a string it will get converted into character array
labels = 'hello' /* This Becomes */ labels = ['h','e','l','l','o']

// Values needs to be an array.
values = [10,5,45,25,15]
//or
values = [,,,4,2]
//or
values = [3.5,6,7,0,8.5]

/****** CANNOT BE NULL *****/

// BackgroundColor needs to be an array.
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// can be RGB colors
backgroundColor1 = [

'rgb(255, 99, 132)',
'rgb(255, 159, 64)',
'rgb(255, 205, 86)',
'rgb(75, 192, 192)',
'rgb(54, 162, 235)'

];
// can be string color names

backgroundColor1 = ['Red','Green','Yellow']

Vlocity Insurance and Health Winter '20 and Vlocity CME Spring '20

The Chart Lightning Web Component displays data as a chart and enables users to perform actions from the chart.

Available c-chart Attributes

For more chart configuration options, see Chart.js.

DescriptionRequiredTypeValueAttribute

Contains the data for the
chart.

yesarrayvalues

Contains the labels for
the chart.

yesarraylabels

Sets the type of the chart
to display. See also

yesstringline, bar, radar, doughnut,
pie, polarArea, bubble,
scatter

type

ChartDonut Lightning
Web Component, which
extends the Chart
component for a
dougnut chart.

Sets background color for
each data segment on
the chart.

yesarrayRGB value or color name
(Default: rgba(0, 0, 0, 0.1))

background-color

Sets the color for the
background of the chart.

stringRGB value or color name
(Default: white)

background

Sets the data source type.stringquery, dataraptorchannel

Provides the canvas
aspect ratio. (For

number(Default: 2)aspectRatio

example, width : height,
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DescriptionRequiredTypeValueAttribute

a value of 1 representing
a square canvas.)

If type is "doughnut", sets
the percentage of the

number(Default : 50 for doughnut
chart. Default: 0 for all
other chart types)

cutoutPercentage

doughnut chart that is
cut out of the middle.

To hide chart legend, set
to false.

booleantrue, false (Default: true)displayLegend

To enable chart rotation
animation, set to false.

booleantrue, false (Default: true)disableAnimateRotate

To disable chart scaling
animation from the

booleantrue, false (Default: false)disableAnimateScale

center outwards, set to
true.

Adds an extra class to the
icon element. To add

stringicon-class

multiple classes, use a
space to separate each
class, such as 'classone
classtwo'.

Sets the icon for the
chart. See SLDS icons.

string(Format: utility:add)icon-name

Sets the icon size for the
button element.

stringxx-small, x-small, small,
medium, large

icon-size

Sets the icon URL,
overriding the defined url

stringURLicon-url

for the svg resource. Used
with Newport Design
System (NDS) theme
only.

Adds a title to the chart.stringtitle
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Example c-chart Component

<c-chart
values="{val2}"
labels="{labels2}"
type="{type2}"
background-color="{backgroundColor2}"

></c-chart>

Example Using Query as a Data Source

Set the channel attribute to a value of "query".

// import the dataHandler method
import { getDataHandler } from "c/utility";

// declare the query
recordSource = {

type: "query",
{
query: "SELECT FirstName,Id FROM Contact"
}

};

// declare a variable with track
@track
testLabel1 = [];

let request = JSON.stringify(this.recordSource);

// call the getDataHandler and format the response from the query
getDataHandler(

request
).then(data => {

console.log('request from query : ',data);
this.formatResponse(data);

}).catch(error => {
console.log('error from query : ',error);

});

<c-chart
channel="query"
values="{testVal1}"
labels="{testLabel1}"
type="{testType1}"
background-color="{testBackgroundColor1}"

></c-chart>

Example Using DatarRaptor as a Data Source

To use a DataRaptor as a data source:

• Create a DataRaptor to use with the Chart component.

• Set the channel attribute to a value of "dataraptor".
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• Add and configure a DatasourceDataRaptor component. See DatasourceDataRaptor Lightning Web Component.

@track
testLabel2 = [];

<c-chart
values="{testVal2}"
labels="{testLabel2}"
type="{testType2}"
background-color="{testBackgroundColor2}"
channel="dataraptor"

>
</c-chart>

<c-datasource-dataraptor
bundlename="GetContactDetails"
inputmap="{inputMap}"
channel="dataraptor"
debug="true"

>
</c-datasource-dataraptor>

Example Values for Arrays

// Labels needs to be an array.
labels = ['Red', 'Orange', 'Yellow', 'Green', 'Blue'];
// Incase you provide a string it will get converted into character array
labels = 'hello' /* This Becomes */ labels = ['h','e','l','l','o']

// Values needs to be an array.
values = [10,5,45,25,15]
//or
values = [,,,4,2]
//or
values = [3.5,6,7,0,8.5]

/****** CANNOT BE NULL *****/

// BackgroundColor needs to be an array.

// can be RGB colors
backgroundColor1 = [

'rgb(255, 99, 132)',
'rgb(255, 159, 64)',
'rgb(255, 205, 86)',
'rgb(75, 192, 192)',
'rgb(54, 162, 235)'

];
// can be string color names

backgroundColor1 = ['Red','Green','Yellow']
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Vlocity Insurance and Health Summer '19 and Vlocity CME Fall '19

The Chart Lightning Web Component displays data as a chart and enables users to perform actions from the chart.

Available c-chart Attributes

For more chart configuration options, see Chart.js.

DescriptionRequiredTypeValueAttribute

Contains the data for the
chart.

yesarrayvalues

Contains the labels for
the chart.

yesarraylabels

Sets the type of the chart
to display. See

yesstringline, bar, radar, doughnut,
pie, polarArea, bubble,
scatter

type

alsoChartDonut Lightning
Web Component, which
extends the Chart
component for a
dougnut chart.

Sets background color for
each data segment on
the chart.

yesarrayRGB value or color name
(Default: rgba(0, 0, 0, 0.1))

background-color

Sets the color for the
background of the chart.

stringRGB value or color name
(Default: white)

background

Sets the data source type.stringquery, dataraptorchannel

Provides the canvas
aspect ratio. (For

number(Default: 2)aspectRatio

example, width : height,
a value of 1 representing
a square canvas.)

If type is ``doughnut'',
sets the percentage of

number(Default : 50 for doughnut
chart. Default: 0 for all
other chart types)

cutoutPercentage

the doughnut chart that
is cut out of the middle.

To hide chart legend, set
to false.

booleantrue, false (Default: true)displayLegend
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DescriptionRequiredTypeValueAttribute

To enable chart rotation
animation, set to false.

booleantrue, false (Default: true)disableAnimateRotate

To disable chart scaling
animation from the

booleantrue, false (Default: false)disableAnimateScale

center outwards, set to
true.

Adds an extra class to the
icon element. To add

stringicon-class

multiple classes, use a
space to separate each
class, such as `classone
classtwo'.

Sets the icon for the
chart. See SLDS icons.

string(Format: utility:add)icon-name

Sets the icon size for the
button element.

stringxx-small, x-small, small,
medium, large

icon-size

Sets the icon URL,
overriding the defined url

stringURLicon-url

for the svg resource. Used
with Newport Design
System (NDS) theme
only.

Adds a title to the chart.stringtitle

Example c-chart Component

<c-chart
values="{val2}"
labels="{labels2}"
type="{type2}"
background-color="{backgroundColor2}"

></c-chart>
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Example Using Query as a Data Source

Set the channel attribute to a value of ``query''.

// import the dataHandler method
import { getDataHandler } from "c/utility";

// declare the query
recordSource == {

type: "query",
{
query: "SELECT FirstName,Id FROM Contact"
}

};

// declare a variable with track
@track
testLabel1 == [];

let request == JSON.stringify(this.recordSource);

// call the getDataHandler and format the response from the query
getDataHandler(

request
).then(data => {

console.log('request from query : ',data);
this.formatResponse(data);

}).catch(error => {
console.log('error from query : ',error);

});

<c-chart
channel="query"
values="{testVal1}"
labels="{testLabel1}"
type="{testType1}"
background-color="{testBackgroundColor1}"

></c-chart>

Example Using DatarRaptor as a Data Source

To use a DataRaptor as a data source:

• Create a DataRaptor to use with the Chart component.

• Set the channel attribute to a value of ``dataraptor''.

• Add and configure a DatasourceDataRaptor component. SeeDatasourceDataRaptor Lightning Web Component.

@track
testLabel2 == [];

<c-chart
values="{testVal2}"
labels="{testLabel2}"
type="{testType2}"
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background-color="{testBackgroundColor2}"
channel="dataraptor"

>
</c-chart>

<c-datasource-dataraptor
bundlename="GetContactDetails"
inputmap="{inputMap}"
channel="dataraptor"
debug="true"

>
</c-datasource-dataraptor>

Example Values for Arrays

// Labels needs to be an array.
labels == ['Red', 'Orange', 'Yellow', 'Green', 'Blue'];
// Incase you provide a string it will get converted into character array
labels == 'hello' /* This Becomes */ labels == ['h','e','l','l','o']

// Values needs to be an array.
values == [10,5,45,25,15]
//or
values == [,,,4,2]
//or
values == [3.5,6,7,0,8.5]

/****** CANNOT BE NULL *****/

// BackgroundColor needs to be an array.

// can be RGB colors
backgroundColor1 == [

'rgb(255, 99, 132)',
'rgb(255, 159, 64)',
'rgb(255, 205, 86)',
'rgb(75, 192, 192)',
'rgb(54, 162, 235)'

];
// can be string color names

backgroundColor1 == ['Red','Green','Yellow']

ChartDonut Lightning Web Component ReadMe

This page contains a ChartDonut LWC ReadMe for each Vlocity release.

Vlocity Insurance and Health Winter '20 and Vlocity CME Spring '20

The ChartDonut Lightning Web Component extends the Chart Lightning Web Component and adds additional features. This component
adds the ability to display and resize text at the center of the donut.
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Available c-chart-donut Attributes

DescriptionRequiredTypeValueAttribute

If set, displays text inside
the center of the donut.

stringcenter-text

Defines the color of the
text.

string(Default: #000000)text-color

Sets the font style of the
display text.

string(Default: Arial)font-style

Sets the side padding for
the text inside. Value
must be 20px or greater.

string(Default: 20px)side-padding

Example c-chart-donut

<c-chart-donut
values={val1}
labels={labels1}
icon-class="classOne"
type={type1}
title="Doughnut Chart"
background-color={backgroundColor1}
cutout-percentage="30"
center-text={centerText}
text-color={textColor}
font-style={fontStyle}
side-padding={sidePadding}

>
</c-chart-donut>

Example JavaScript for Center Text Feature

To implement the center text feature:

• Pass a string value to the center-text attribute.

• Pass a plugin to the plugin sevice. See Chart.js plugins for more information.

let plugin = function(chart) {
if (chart.config.options.elements.center) {
// Your plugin code

}
};
this.renderChart(this.config, this.template, this.templateName, plugin);
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Vlocity Insurance and Health Summer '19 and Vlocity CME Fall '19

The ChartDonut Lightning Web Component extends the Chart Lightning Web Component and adds additional features. This component
adds the ability to display and resize text at the center of the donut.

Available c-chart-donut Attributes

DescriptionRequiredTypeValueAttribute

If set, displays text inside
the center of the donut.

stringcenter-text

Defines the color of the
text.

string(Default: #000000)text-color

Sets the font style of the
display text.

string(Default: Arial)font-style

Sets the side padding for
the text inside. Value
must be 20px or greater.

string(Default: 20px)side-padding

Example c-chart-donut

<c-chart-donut
values={val1}
labels={labels1}
icon-class="classOne"
type={type1}
title="Doughnut Chart"
background-color={backgroundColor1}
cutout-percentage="30"
center-text={centerText}
text-color={textColor}
font-style={fontStyle}
side-padding={sidePadding}

>
</c-chart-donut>

Example JavaScript for Center Text Feature

To implement the center text feature:

• Pass a string value to the center-text attribute.

• Pass a plugin to the plugin sevice. See Chart.js plugins for more information.

let plugin == function(chart) {
if (chart.config.options.elements.center) {
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// Your plugin code
}

};
this.renderChart(this.config, this.template, this.templateName, plugin);

CheckboxGroup Lightning Web Component ReadMe

This page contains a CheckboxGroup LWC ReadMe for each Vlocity release.

Vlocity Insurance and Health Summer '20

The CheckboxGroup Lightning Web Component enables users to select from single or multiple options.

Available c-checkbox-group Attributes

DescriptionRequiredTypeValueAttribute

Sets the orientation of the
checkbox group.

stringvertical, horizontal
(Default for 'slds' theme is
vertical) (Default for 'nds'
theme is horizontal)

alignment

When type is set to 'icon',
sets the checkbox button

stringAccepts name, RGB, and
Hex values. (Default: slds
brand blue)

checked-background-color

background color when
checkbox is checked.

When type is set to 'icon',
sets the checkbox button

stringAccepts name, RGB,and
Hex values. (Default: slds
brand blue)

checked-border-color

border color when
checkbox is checked.

When type is set to 'icon',
sets the checkbox icon

stringAccepts name, RGB, and
Hex values. (Default: slds
brand blue)

checked-icon-color

color when checkbox is
checked.

When type is set to 'icon',
sets icon to use when
checkbox is checked.

string(Default: utility:add)checked-icon-name

When type is set to 'icon',
sets the checkbox label

stringAccepts name, RGB, and
Hex values. (Default: slds
brand blue)

checked-label-color

color when checkbox is
checked.
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DescriptionRequiredTypeValueAttribute

If set, the checkbox group
is disabled and users
cannot interact with it.

disabled

Adds a class to the main
container element. To

extraclass

add multiple classes, use
a space to separate each
class, such as 'classone
classtwo'.

Sets the icon URL,
overriding the defined url
for the svg resource.

stringURLicon-url

Sets visible label for the
checkbox group.

yesstringlabel

To display a message
when no checkbox is

stringmessage-when-value-missing

selected and required is
set to true, set this
attribute.

Specifies the name of the
checkbox group. Only

stringname

only one button can be
selected if a name is
specified for the group.

Defines the array of
label-value pairs for each
checkbox.

yesstringoptions

Adds a title for the
asterisk when required is
set to true.

stringrequired-label

If set, a checkbox must be
selected before the form
can be submitted.

required

Sets the theme for the
component.

slds, nds (Default: slds)theme
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DescriptionRequiredTypeValueAttribute

Sets the type of input
elements to render.

stringcheckbox, button
(Default: checkbox)

type

When type is set to 'icon',
sets the checkbox button

stringAccepts name, RGB, and
Hex values. (Default: slds
brand blue)

unchecked-background-color

background color when
checkbox is not checked.

When type is set to 'icon',
sets the checkbox button

stringAccepts name, RGB, and
Hex values. (Default: slds
brand gray )

unchecked-border-color

border color when
checkbox is not checked.

When type is set to 'icon',
sets the checkbox icon

stringAccepts name, RGB, and
Hex values. (Default:
white)

unchecked-icon-color

color when checkbox is
not checked.

When type is set to 'icon',
sets icon to use when
checkbox is not checked.

string(Default: utility:check)unchecked-icon-name

When type is set to 'icon',
sets the checkbox label

stringAccepts name, RGB, and
Hex values. (Default:
white)

unchecked-label-color

color when checkbox is
not checked.

Sets the validity state for
an element, with respect
to constraint validation.

ObjectJSONvalidity

Sets the default value of
checkbox group.

stringvalue

Example c-checkbox-group Component

<c-checkbox-group
name="vehicle"
value="bike"

options='[{"label":"car","value":"car"},{"label":"bike","value":"bike"},{"label":"ship","value":"ship"}]'
></c-checkbox-group>
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Label Slot Usage

A named slot (name = label) is available in the event a user would like to dynamically insert markup next to the input's label.

<c-checkbox-group
name="vehicle"
value="bike"

options='[{"label":"car","value":"car"},{"label":"bike","value":"bike"},{"label":"ship","value":"ship"}]'
>
<span slot="label">Additional markup is inserted here</span>

</c-checkbox-group>

Available Methods

checkValidity()

Returns the valid attribute value (boolean) on the ValidityState object.

reportValidity()

Displays the error messages and returns false if the input is invalid. If the input is valid, reportValidity() clears the error message and returns
true.

setCustomValidity(message)

Sets a custom error message to display when the input value is submitted. Takes the message argument. If message is an empty string,
the error message is reset.

showHelpMessageIfInvalid()

Displays error messages on invalid fields. An invalid field fails at least one constraint validation and returns false when checkValidit() is
called.

focus()

Sets the focus on the textarea field.

Vlocity Insurance and Health Winter '20 and Vlocity CME Spring '20

The CheckboxGroup Lightning Web Component enables users to select from single or multiple options.

Available c-checkbox-group Attributes

DescriptionRequiredTypeValueAttribute

Sets the orientation of the
checkbox group.

stringvertical, horizontal
(Default for 'slds' theme:
vertical) (Default for 'nds'
theme: horizontal)

alignment

When type is set to 'icon',
sets the checkbox button

stringAccepts name, rgb and
hex values. (Default: slds
brand blue)

checked-background-color

background color when
checkbox is checked.
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DescriptionRequiredTypeValueAttribute

When type is set to 'icon',
sets the checkbox button

stringAccepts name, rgb and
hex values. (Default: slds
brand blue)

checked-border-color

border color when
checkbox is checked.

When type is set to 'icon',
sets the checkbox icon

stringAccepts name, rgb and
hex values. (Default: slds
brand blue)

checked-icon-color

color when checkbox is
checked.

When type is set to 'icon',
sets icon to use when
checkbox is checked.

string(Default: utility:add)checked-icon-name

If set, the checkbox group
is disabled and users
cannot interact with it.

disabled

Adds a class to the main
container element. To

extraclass

add multiple classes, use
a space to separate each
class, such as 'classone
classtwo'.

Sets the icon URL,
overriding the defined url
for the svg resource.

stringURLicon-url

Sets visible label for the
checkbox group.

yesstringlabel

To display a message
when no checkbox is

stringmessage-when-value-missing

selected and required is
set to true, set this
attribute.

Specifies the name of the
checkbox group. Only

stringname

only one button can be
selected if a name is
specified for the group.
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DescriptionRequiredTypeValueAttribute

Defines the array of
label-value pairs for each
checkbox.

yesstringoptions

If set, a checkbox must be
selected before the form
can be submitted.

required

Sets the theme for the
component.

slds, nds (Default: slds)theme

Sets the type of input
elements to render.

stringcheckbox, button
(Default: checkbox)

type

When type is set to 'icon',
sets the checkbox button

stringAccepts name, rgb and
hex values. (Default: slds
brand blue)

unchecked-background-color

background color when
checkbox is not checked.

When type is set to 'icon',
sets the checkbox button

stringAccepts name, rgb and
hex values. (Default: slds
brand gray )

unchecked-border-color

border color when
checkbox is not checked.

When type is set to 'icon',
sets the checkbox icon

stringAccepts name, rgb and
hex values. (Default:
white)

unchecked-icon-color

color when checkbox is
not checked.

When type is set to 'icon',
sets icon to use when
checkbox is not checked.

string(Default: utility:check)unchecked-icon-name

Sets the validity state for
an element, with respect
to constraint validation.

ObjectJSONvalidity

Sets the default value of
checkbox group.

stringvalue
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Example c-checkbox-group Component

<c-checkbox-group
name="vehicle"
value="bike"

options='[{"label":"car","value":"car"},{"label":"bike","value":"bike"},{"label":"ship","value":"ship"}]'
></c-checkbox-group>

Available Methods

checkValidity()

Returns the valid attribute value (boolean) on the ValidityState object.

reportValidity()

Displays the error messages and returns false if the input is invalid. If the input is valid, reportValidity() clears the error message and returns
true.

setCustomValidity(message)

Sets a custom error message to display when the input value is submitted. Takes the message argument. If message is an empty string,
the error message is reset.

showHelpMessageIfInvalid()

Displays error messages on invalid fields. An invalid field fails at least one constraint validation and returns false when checkValidity() is
called.

focus()

Sets the focus on the textarea field.

Vlocity Insurance and Health Summer '19 and Vlocity CME Fall '19

The CheckboxGroup Lightning Web Component enables users to select from single or multiple options.

Available c-checkbox-group Attributes

DescriptionRequiredTypeValueAttribute

Sets the orientation of the
checkbox group.

stringvertical, horizontal
(Default for `slds' theme:
vertical) (Default for ̀ nds'
theme: horizontal)

alignment

When type is set to ̀ icon',
sets the checkbox button

stringAccepts name, rgb and
hex values. (Default: slds
brand blue)

checked-background-color

background color when
checkbox is checked.
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DescriptionRequiredTypeValueAttribute

When type is set to ̀ icon',
sets the checkbox button

stringAccepts name, rgb and
hex values. (Default: slds
brand blue)

checked-border-color

border color when
checkbox is checked.

When type is set to ̀ icon',
sets the checkbox icon

stringAccepts name, rgb and
hex values. (Default: slds
brand blue)

checked-icon-color

color when checkbox is
checked.

When type is set to ̀ icon',
sets icon to use when
checkbox is checked.

string(Default: utility:add)checked-icon-name

If set, the checkbox group
is disabled and users
cannot interact with it.

disabled

Adds a class to the main
container element. To

extraclass

add multiple classes, use
a space to separate each
class, such as `classone
classtwo'.

Sets the icon URL,
overriding the defined url
for the svg resource.

stringURLicon-url

Sets visible label for the
checkbox group.

yesstringlabel

To display a message
when no checkbox is

stringmessage-when-value-missing

selected and required is
set to true, set this
attribute.

Specifies the name of the
checkbox group. Only

stringname

only one button can be
selected if a name is
specified for the group.
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DescriptionRequiredTypeValueAttribute

Defines the array of
label-value pairs for each
checkbox.

yesstringoptions

If set, a checkbox must be
selected before the form
can be submitted.

required

Sets the theme for the
component.

slds, nds (Default: slds)theme

Sets the type of input
elements to render.

stringcheckbox, button
(Default: checkbox)

type

When type is set to ̀ icon',
sets the checkbox button

stringAccepts name, rgb and
hex values. (Default: slds
brand blue)

unchecked-background-color

background color when
checkbox is not checked.

When type is set to ̀ icon',
sets the checkbox button

stringAccepts name, rgb and
hex values. (Default: slds
brand gray )

unchecked-border-color

border color when
checkbox is not checked.

When type is set to ̀ icon',
sets the checkbox icon

stringAccepts name, rgb and
hex values. (Default:
white)

unchecked-icon-color

color when checkbox is
not checked.

When type is set to ̀ icon',
sets icon to use when
checkbox is not checked.

string(Default: utility:check)unchecked-icon-name

Sets the validity state for
an element, with respect
to constraint validation.

ObjectJSONvalidity

Sets the default value of
checkbox group.

stringvalue
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Example c-checkbox-group Component

<c-checkbox-group
name="vehicle"
value="bike"

options='[{"label":"car","value":"car"},{"label":"bike","value":"bike"},{"label":"ship","value":"ship"}]'
></c-checkbox-group>

Available Methods

checkValidity()

Returns the valid attribute value (boolean) on the ValidityState object.

reportValidity()

Displays the error messages and returns false if the input is invalid. If the input is valid, reportValidity() clears the error message and returns
true.

setCustomValidity(message)

Sets a custom error message to display when the input value is submitted. Takes the message argument. If message is an empty string,
the error message is reset.

showHelpMessageIfInvalid()

Displays error messages on invalid fields. An invalid field fails at least one constraint validation and returns false when checkValidity() is
called.

focus()

Sets the focus on the textarea field.

CheckboxImageGroup Lightning Web Component ReadMe

This page contains a CheckboxImageGroup LWC ReadMe for each Vlocity release.

Vlocity Insurance and Health Winter '20 and Vlocity CME Spring '20

The CheckboxImageGroup Lightning Web Component extends the CheckboxGroup Lightning Web Component adding additional features.
The CheckboxImageGroup Lightning Web Component enables users to select from single or multiple options by clicking images instead
of checkboxes.

Available c-checkbox-image-group Attributes

DescriptionRequiredTypeValueAttribute

Sets the default value of
checkbox input. Applies

booleantrue, false (Default: false)checked

only when
is-display-checkbox is true.

To show a caption, set to
true.

booleantrue, false (Default: false)enabled-caption
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DescriptionRequiredTypeValueAttribute

Sets the width of
checkbox image.

stringWidth in pixels. (Default:
auto)

control-width

Sets the height of
checkbox image.

stringHeight in pixels. (Default:
auto)

control-height

To set the number of
checkbox images to

integer, stringimage-count-in-row

display in a row, set this
attribute.

To display checkbox as a
checkbox input, set to

yes (if is-image is set to
false)

booleantrue, false (Default: false)is-display-checkbox

true. If set to true,
is-image cannot be true.

To display checkbox as
image, set to true. If set

(if is-display-checkbox is
set to false)

booleantrue, false (Default: false)is-image

to true,
is-display-checkbox
cannot be true.

To display images, set to
true.

booleantrue, false (Default: false)is-image-display

Example c-checkbox-image-group Component

<c-checkbox-image-group
class="slds-p-top_small"
name="check"
required
image-count-in-row=6
type="checkbox"
label="Don't Accept"
is-display-checkbox="true"

>
</c-checkbox-image-group>

Available Methods

checkValidity()

Returns the valid attribute value (boolean) on the ValidityState object.
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reportValidity()

Displays the error messages and returns false if the input is invalid. If the input is valid, reportValidity() clears the error message and returns
true.

setCustomValidity(message)

Sets a custom error message to display when the input value is submitted. Takes the message argument. If message is an empty string,
the error message is reset.

showHelpMessageIfInvalid()

Displays error messages on invalid fields. An invalid field fails at least one constraint validation and returns false when checkValidity() is
called.

focus()

Sets the focus on the textarea field.

Vlocity Insurance and Health Summer '19 and Vlocity CME Fall '19

The CheckboxImageGroup Lightning Web Component extends theCheckboxGroup Lightning Web Component adding additional features.
TheCheckboxImageGroup Lightning Web Component enables users to select from single or multiple options by clicking images instead
of checkboxes.

Available c-checkbox-image-group Attributes

DescriptionRequiredTypeValueAttribute

Sets the default value of
checkbox input. Applies

booleantrue, false (Default: false)checked

only when
is-display-checkbox is true.

To show a caption, set to
true.

booleantrue, false (Default: false)enabled-caption

Sets the width of
checkbox image.

stringWidth in pixels. (Default:
auto)

control-width

Sets the height of
checkbox image.

stringHeight in pixels. (Default:
auto)

control-height

To set the number of
checkbox images to

integer, stringimage-count-in-row

display in a row, set this
attribute.

To display checkbox as a
checkbox input, set to

yes (ifis-image is set to
false)

booleantrue, false (Default: false)is-display-checkbox
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DescriptionRequiredTypeValueAttribute

true. If set to true,
is-image cannot be true.

To display checkbox as
image, set to true. If set

(ifis-display-checkbox is
set to false)

booleantrue, false (Default: false)is-image

to true,
is-display-checkbox
cannot be true.

Example c-checkbox-image-group Component

<c-checkbox-image-group
class="slds-p-top_small"
name="check"
required
image-count-in-row=6
type="checkbox"
label="Don't Accept"
is-display-checkbox="true"

>
</c-checkbox-image-group>

Available Methods

checkValidity()

Returns the valid attribute value (boolean) on the ValidityState object.

reportValidity()**

Displays the error messages and returns false if the input is invalid. If the input is valid, reportValidity() clears the error message and returns
true.

setCustomValidity(message)**

Sets a custom error message to display when the input value is submitted. Takes the message argument. If message is an empty string,
the error message is reset.

showHelpMessageIfInvalid()

Displays error messages on invalid fields. An invalid field fails at least one constraint validation and returns false when checkValidit() is
called.

focus()

Sets the focus on the textarea field.
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Combobox Lightning Web Component ReadMe

This page contains a Combobox LWC ReadMe for each Vlocity release.

Vlocity Health and Insurance Spring '21

The Combobox Lightning Web Component is an input element in which the user can select an option from a list of options.

Available c-combobox Attributes

DescriptionRequiredTypeValueAttribute

Adds a title for the
combobox component.

stringlabel

Adds a name to the
combobox component.

stringname

Adds text to the input
element to prompt user

stringplaceholder

to select from the
dropdown (list of options
to render labels). For
example, "Select an
option".

Changes the appearance
of the input element.

stringstandard, label-hidden
(Default: standard)

variant

Adds a pre-populatd
value to the combobox
input.

stringvalue

Sets the list of options
available for selection.

yesarrayoptions

Each option has "label"
and "value" attributes,
such as
{"label":"Apple","value":"apple"}.
It also supports grouping
if option is set as
{"label":"Apple","value":"apple",
"group":"group1"}

If the user must enter a
value before submitting
the form, set to true.

booleantrue, false (Default: false)required
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DescriptionRequiredTypeValueAttribute

To enable the ability to
select multiple options,
set to true.

booleantrue, false (Default: false)multiple

To enable user search, set
to true.

booleantrue, false (Default: false)searchable

To prevent the user from
editing the field, set to
true.

booleantrue, false (Default: false)read-only

Sets the theme for the
combobox component.

stringslds, nds (Default: slds)theme

Sets the style of the error
message.

stringwarning, success, error,
info

errormessage

To disable the combobox,
set to true.

booleantrue, false (Default: false)disabled

Sets the number of
options to display before
user must scroll.

numbermax-count

If set to true the options
are sorted in alphabetic

booleantrue, false (Default: false)sorted

order of value or the
sortField.

To set the sortField used
to sort the options. Works
only if sorted is true

numberstringsortField

To have delete on
multiple select pill

booleantrue, false (Default: false)deleteMultiple

To set display:flex style for
pill wrapper div and it

booleantrue, false (Default: false)isDisplayFlex

also set overflow:hidden
and text-overflow:ellipsis
style to each pill. Selected
values will be displayed
as pills only if the multiple
attribute is true.
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DescriptionRequiredTypeValueAttribute

Applicable only when
read-only  is set to

stringtrue, false (Default: false)data-show-lookup

true. Set to true to display
the lookup fields.

Example c-combobox Component

<c-combobox
theme="slds"
read-only="true"

options='[{"label":"Apple","value":"apple"},{"label":"Orange","value":"orange"},{"label":"Mango","value":"mango"}]'

label="Single Select"
placeholder="Normal Input"

></c-combobox>

<!-- Combobox with grouping -->
<c-combobox
theme="slds"
read-only="true"

options='[{"label":"Apple","value":"apple","group":"group1"},{"label":"Orange","value":"orange","group":"group1"},{"label":"Potato","value":"Potato",,"group":"group2"}]'

label="Single Select"
placeholder="Normal Input"

></c-combobox>

<!-- Combobox with footer -->
<c-combobox
theme="slds"
read-only="true"

options='[{"label":"Apple","value":"apple"},{"label":"Orange","value":"orange"},{"label":"Mango","value":"mango"}]'

label="Single Select"
placeholder="Normal Input"

>
<div slot="footer">
<span>Footer</span>

</div>
</c-combobox>

Example Label Slot Usage

A named slot (name = label) is available in the event a user would like to dynamically insert markup next to the input's label.

<c-combobox
theme="slds"
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read-only="true"

options='[{"label":"Apple","value":"apple"},{"label":"Orange","value":"orange"},{"label":"Mango","value":"mango"}]'

label="Single Select"
placeholder="Normal Input"

>
<span slot="label">Additional markup is inserted here</span>

</c-combobox>

Vlocity Insurance and Health Summer '20

The Combobox Lightning Web Component is an input element in which the user can select an option from a list of options.

Available c-combobox Attributes

DescriptionRequiredTypeValueAttribute

Enables deleting multiple
pills.

booleantrue, false (Default: false)deleteMultiple

To disable the combobox,
set to true.

true, false (Default: false)disabled

Sets the style of the error
message.

stringwarning, success, error,
info

errormessage

Makes the wrapper 'div'
of the pill flexible by

booleantrue, false (Default: false)isDisplayFlex

setting the CSS 'display'
property to 'flex'. Also sets
'overflow' property to
'hidden', and
'text-overflow' to 'ellipsis'.
Selected values display as
pills only if the multiple
attribute is set to true.

Adds a title for the
combobox component.

stringlabel

Sets the number of
options to display before
the user must scroll.

numbermax-count
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DescriptionRequiredTypeValueAttribute

To enable the ability to
select multiple options,
set to true.

true, false (Default: false)multiple

Adds a name to the
combobox component.

stringname

Sets the list of options
available for selection.

yesarrayoptions

Each option has "label"
and "value" attributes,
such as
{"label":"Apple","value":"apple"}.
It also supports grouping
if option is set as
{"label":"Apple","value":"apple",
"group":"group1"}

Adds text to the input
element to prompt user

stringplaceholder

to select from the
dropdown (list of options
to render labels). For
example, "Select an
option".

To prevent the user from
editing the field, set to
true.

true, false (Default: false)read-only

If the user must enter a
value before submitting
the form, set to true.

true, false (Default: false)required

To enable user search, set
to true.

true, false (Default: false)searchable

Sets the field used to sort
the options. Works only if
sorted is set o true.

numberstringsortField

If set to true the options
are sorted in alphabetic

booleantrue, false (Default: false)sorted
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DescriptionRequiredTypeValueAttribute

order of value or the
sortField.

Sets the theme for the
combobox component.

stringslds, nds (Default: slds)theme

Adds a pre-populatd
value to the combobox
input.

stringvalue

Changes the appearance
of the input element.

stringstandard, label-hidden
(Default: standard)

variant

Example c-combobox Component

<c-combobox
theme="slds"
read-only="true"

options='[{"label":"Apple","value":"apple"},{"label":"Orange","value":"orange"},{"label":"Mango","value":"mango"}]'

label="Single Select"
placeholder="Normal Input"

></c-combobox>

<!-- Combobox with grouping -->
<c-combobox
theme="slds"
read-only="true"

options='[{"label":"Apple","value":"apple","group":"group1"},{"label":"Orange","value":"orange","group":"group1"},{"label":"Potato","value":"Potato",,"group":"group2"}]'

label="Single Select"
placeholder="Normal Input"

></c-combobox>

<!-- Combobox with footer -->
<c-combobox
theme="slds"
read-only="true"

options='[{"label":"Apple","value":"apple"},{"label":"Orange","value":"orange"},{"label":"Mango","value":"mango"}]'

label="Single Select"
placeholder="Normal Input"

>
<div slot="footer">
<span>Footer</span>
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</div>
</c-combobox>

Label Slot Usage

A named slot (name = label) is available in the event a user would like to dynamically insert markup next to the input's label.

<c-combobox
theme="slds"
read-only="true"

options='[{"label":"Apple","value":"apple"},{"label":"Orange","value":"orange"},{"label":"Mango","value":"mango"}]'

label="Single Select"
placeholder="Normal Input"

>
<span slot="label">Additional markup is inserted here</span>

</c-combobox>

Vlocity Insurance and Health Winter '20 and Vlocity CME Spring '20

The Combobox Lightning Web Component is an input element in which the user can select an option from a list of options.

Available c-combobox Attributes

DescriptionRequiredTypeValueAttribute

To disable the combobox,
set to true.

true, false (Default: false)disabled

Sets the style of the error
message.

stringwarning, success, error,
info

errormessage

Adds a title for the
combobox component.

stringlabel

Sets the number of
options to display before
user must scroll.

numbermax-count

To enable the ability to
select multiple options,
set to true.

true, false (Default: false)multiple

Adds a name to the
combobox component.

stringname
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DescriptionRequiredTypeValueAttribute

Sets the list of options
available for selection.

yesarrayoptions

Each option has "label"
and "value" attributes,
such as
{"label":"Apple","value":"apple"}.

Adds text to the input
element to prompt user

stringplaceholder

to select from the
dropdown (list of options
to render labels). For
example, "Select an
option".

To prevent the user from
editing the field, set to
true.

true, false (Default: false)read-only

If the user must enter a
value before submitting
the form, set to true.

true, false (Default: false)required

To enable user search, set
to true.

true, false (Default: false)searchable

Sets the theme for the
combobox component.

stringslds, nds (Default: slds)theme

Adds a pre-populatd
value to the combobox
input.

stringvalue

Changes the appearance
of the input element.

stringstandard, label-hidden
(Default: standard)

variant

Example c-combobox Component

<c-combobox
theme="slds"
read-only="true"

options='[{"label":"Apple","value":"apple"},{"label":"Orange","value":"orange"},{"label":"Mango","value":"mango"}]'
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label="Single Select"
placeholder="Normal Input"

></c-combobox>

<!-- Combobox with footer -->
<c-combobox
theme="slds"
read-only="true"

options='[{"label":"Apple","value":"apple"},{"label":"Orange","value":"orange"},{"label":"Mango","value":"mango"}]'

label="Single Select"
placeholder="Normal Input"

>
<div slot="footer">
<span>Footer</span>

</div>
</c-combobox>

Vlocity Insurance and Health Summer '19 and Vlocity CME Fall '19

The Combobox Lightning Web Component is an input element in which the user can select an option from a list of options.

Available c-combobox Attributes

DescriptionRequiredTypeValueAttribute

To disable the combobox,
set to true.

true, false (Default: false)disabled

Sets the style of the error
message.

stringwarning, success, error,
info

errormessage

Adds a title for the
combobox component.

stringlabel

Sets the number of
options to display before
user must scroll.

numbermax-count

To enable the ability to
select multiple options,
set to true.

true, false (Default: false)multiple

Adds a name to the
combobox component.

stringname
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DescriptionRequiredTypeValueAttribute

Sets the list of options
available for selection.

yesarrayoptions

Each option has
label'' and
`value''
attributes, such
as{"label":"Apple","value":"apple"}̀ .

Adds text to the input
element to prompt user

stringplaceholder

to select from the
dropdown (list of options
to render labels). For
example, ``Select an
option''.

To prevent the user from
editing the field, set to
true.

true, false (Default: false)read-only

If the user must enter a
value before submitting
the form, set to true.

true, false (Default: false)required

To enable user search, set
to true.

true, false (Default: false)searchable

Sets the theme for the
combobox component.

stringslds, nds (Default: slds)theme

Adds a pre-populatd
value to the combobox
input.

stringvalue

Changes the appearance
of the input element.

stringstandard, label-hidden
(Default: standard)

variant

Example c-combobox Component

<c-combobox
theme="slds"
read-only="true"

options='[{"label":"Apple","value":"apple"},{"label":"Orange","value":"orange"},{"label":"Mango","value":"mango"}]'
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label="Single Select"
placeholder="Normal Input"

></c-combobox>

<!-- Combobox with footer -->
<c-combobox
theme="slds"
read-only="true"

options='[{"label":"Apple","value":"apple"},{"label":"Orange","value":"orange"},{"label":"Mango","value":"mango"}]'

label="Single Select"
placeholder="Normal Input"

>
<div slot="footer">
<span>Footer</span>

</div>
</c-combobox>

Datasource Lightning Web Component ReadMe

This page contains a Datasource LWC ReadMe for each Vlocity release.

Vlocity Insurance and Health Winter '20 and Vlocity CME Spring '20

The Datasource Lightning Web Component fetches data from Salesforce using different data source types by providing relevant input
data.

Available c-datasource Attributes

DescriptionRequiredTypeValueAttribute

Full JSON dump
including type and value

yesstringJSONvalue

for the datasource
component to use.

To use with pubsub, set
this feature to register an

stringchannel

event listener. By default,
the Datasource Lightning
Web Component fires
onresult  and
oninit  callbacks.

To enable debug mode,
set to true. Prints fetched

booleantrue, false (Default: false)debug
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DescriptionRequiredTypeValueAttribute

data inside template and
updates JSON for testing.

Specifies which theme to
use.

stringslds, nds (Default: slds)theme

Example c-datasource Component

Using the channel name you can listen to result  and error  event inside the LWC where datasource is used as below

<c-datasource
theme=""
channel="testChannel"
value='{ "type": "query", "value": {"query": "Select Name from Account Limit 1"}}'
debug="true"

></c-datasource>

pubsub.register("testChannel", {
result: this.onResult.bind(this),
error : this.onError.bind(this)

});

The following Vlocity Lightning Web Components extend the Datasource Lightning Web Component with additional features for fetching
data from specific data sources:

• DatasourceQuery Lightning Web Component

• DatasourceSearch Lightning Web Component

• DatasourceApexRemote Lightning Web Component

• DatasourceApexRest Lightning Web Component

• DatasourceDataRaptor Lightning Web Component

• DatasourceIntegrationProcedure Lightning Web Component

• DatasourceRest Lightning Web Component

• DatasourceSdkComponent Lightning Web Component

Vlocity Insurance and Health Summer '19 and Vlocity CME Fall '19

The Datasource Lightning Web Component fetches data from Salesforce using different data source types by providing relevant input
data.
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Available c-datasource Attributes

DescriptionRequiredTypeValueAttribute

Full JSON dump
including type and value

yesstringJSONvalue

for the datasource
component to use.

To use with pubsub, set
this feature to register an

stringchannel

event listener. By default,
the Datasource Lightning
Web Componentfires
onresult  and
oninit  callbacks.

To enable debug mode,
set to true. Prints fetched

booleantrue, false (Default: false)debug

data inside template and
updates JSON for testing.

Specifies which theme to
use.

stringslds, nds (Default: slds)theme

Example c-datasource Component

Using the channel name you can listen to result  and error  event inside the LWC where datasource is used as below

<c-datasource
theme=""
channel="testChannel"
value='{ "type": "query", "value": {"query": "Select Name from Account Limit 1"}}'
debug="true"

></c-datasource>

pubsub.register("testChannel", {
result: this.onResult.bind(this),
error : this.onError.bind(this)

});

The following Vlocity Lightning Web Components extend the Datasource Lightning Web Component with additional features for fetching
data from specific data sources:

• DatasourceQuery Lightning Web Component

• DatasourceSearch Lightning Web Component

• DatasourceApexRemote Lightning Web Component

• DatasourceDataRaptor Lightning Web Component
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• DatasourceIntegrationProcedure Lightning Web Component

• DatasourceRest Lightning Web Component

DatasourceApexRemote Lightning Web Component ReadMe

This page contains a DatasourceApexRemote LWC ReadMe for each Vlocity release.

Vlocity Insurance and Health Winter '20 and Vlocity CME Spring '20

The DatasourceApexRemote Lightning Web Component extends the Datasource Lightning Web Component with additional features for
fetching data using an Apex class.

Available c-datasource-apexremote Attributes

DescriptionRequiredTypeValueAttribute

Provides the Apex remote
class name.

yesstringclassname

Provides the Apex remote
method to call.

yesstringmethodname

Provides the input map
data to pass as a
parameter.

yesstringinputmap

Provides the options map
data to pass as a
parameter.

yesstringoptionsmap

Example c-datasource-apexremote

<!--inputMap = '{ "query": "SELECT Id, name FROM Contact LIMIT 2" }';-->
<c-datasource-apexremote
theme="slds"
classname="LWCDatasource"
methodname="query"
inputmap={inputMap}
channel="apexremote"
debug="true"

></c-datasource-apexremote>

Vlocity Insurance and Health Summer '19 and Vlocity CME Fall '19

The DatasourceApexRemote Lightning Web Component extends theDatasource Lightning Web Component with additional features for
fetching data using an Apex class.
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Available c-datasource-apexremote Attributes

DescriptionRequiredTypeValueAttribute

Provides the Apex remote
class name.

yesstringclassname

Provides the Apex remote
method to call.

yesstringmethodname

Provides the input map
data to pass as a
parameter.

yesstringinputmap

Provides the options map
data to pass as a
parameter.

yesstringoptionsmap

Example c-datasource-apexremote

<!--inputMap == '{ "query": "SELECT Id, name FROM Contact LIMIT 2" }';-->
<c-datasource-apexremote
theme="slds"
classname="LWCDatasource"
methodname="query"
inputmap={inputMap}
channel="apexremote"
debug="true"

></c-datasource-apexremote>

DatasourceApexRest Lightning Web Component ReadMe

This page contains a DatasourceApexRest LWC ReadMe for each Vlocity release.

Vlocity Insurance and Health Winter '20 and Vlocity CME Spring '20

The DatasourceApexrest Lightning Web Component extends the Datasource Lightning Web Component with additional features for fetching
data using an Apex class from a REST endpoint.

Available c-datasource-apexrest Attributes

DescriptionRequiredTypeValueAttribute

Provides the Apex rest
endpoint.

yesstringendpoint
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DescriptionRequiredTypeValueAttribute

Provides the Apex rest
method type. For eg: GET,
POST.

yesstringmethodType

Provides the payload data
to pass as a parameter.

nostringpayload

Only applicable if
methodType is not GET

Example c-datasource-apexrest

<c-datasource-apexrest
endpoint="/services/apexrest/vlocity_ins/v1/mockapexrest"
method-type="GET"
channel="apexrest"
debug="true">

</c-datasource-apexrest>

Vlocity Insurance and Health Summer '19 and Vlocity CME Fall '19

The DatasourceApexrest Lightning Web Component extends the Datasource Lightning Web Component with additional features for fetching
data using an Apex class from a REST endpoint.

Available c-datasource-apexrest Attributes

DescriptionRequiredTypeValueAttribute

Provides the Apex rest
endpoint.

yesstringendpoint

Provides the Apex rest
method type. For eg: GET,
POST.

yesstringmethodType

Provides the payload data
to pass as a parameter.

nostringpayload

Only applicable if
methodType is not GET

Example c-datasource-apexrest

<c-datasource-apexrest
endpoint="/services/apexrest/vlocity_ins/v1/mockapexrest"
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method-type="GET"
channel="apexrest"
debug="true">

</c-datasource-apexrest>

DatasourceDataRaptor Lightning Web Component ReadMe

This page contains a DatasourceDataRaptor LWC ReadMe for each Vlocity release.

Vlocity Insurance and Health Winter '20 and Vlocity CME Spring '20

The DatasourceDataRaptor Lightning Web Component extends the Datasource Lightning Web Component with additional features for
fetching data from a Vlocity DataRaptor.

Available c-datasource-dataraptor Attributes

DescriptionRequiredTypeValueAttribute

Provides the name of
DataRaptor to use.

yesstringbundlename

Provides the input map
data from the DataRaptor
to pass as a parameter.

yesstringJSONinputmap

Example c-datasource-dataraptor Component

<!--inputMap = '{ "Id": "001O000001QGBGRIA5" }';-->
<c-datasource-dataraptor
theme="slds"
bundlename="TestDRBundle"
inputmap="{inputMap}"
channel="dataraptor"
debug="true"

></c-datasource-dataraptor>

Vlocity Insurance and Health Summer '19 and Vlocity CME Fall '19

The DatasourceDataRaptor Lightning Web Component extends theDatasource Lightning Web Component with additional features for
fetching data from a Vlocity DataRaptor.

Available c-datasource-dataraptor Attributes

DescriptionRequiredTypeValueAttribute

Provides the name of
DataRaptor to use.

yesstringbundlename
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DescriptionRequiredTypeValueAttribute

Provides the input map
data from the DataRaptor
to pass as a parameter.

yesstringJSONinputmap

Example c-datasource-dataraptor Component

<!--inputMap == '{ "Id": "001O000001QGBGRIA5" }';-->
<c-datasource-dataraptor
theme="slds"
bundlename="TestDRBundle"
inputmap="{inputMap}"
channel="dataraptor"
debug="true"

></c-datasource-dataraptor>

DatasourceIntegrationProcedure Lightning Web Component ReadMe

This page contains a DatasourceIntegrationProcedure LWC ReadMe for each Vlocity release.

Vlocity Insurance and Health Winter '20 and Vlocity CME Spring '20

The DatasourceIntegrationProcedure Lightning Web Component extends the Datasource Lightning Web Component with additional features
for fetching data from a Vlocity Integration Procedure.

Available c-datasource-integrationprocedure Attributes

DescriptionRequiredTypeValueAttribute

Provides the name of the
Integraton Procedure to
use.

yesstringmethodname

Provides the input map
data to pass as a
parameter.

yesstringinputmap

Provides the options map
data to pass as a
parameter.

stringoptionsmap
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Example c-datasource-integrationprocedure Component

<!--inputMap = '{ "Id": "001O000001QGBGRIA5" }';-->
<c-datasource-integrationprocedure
theme="nds"
methodname="TestType_TestSubType"
inputmap="{inputMap}"
channel="integrationprocedure"
debug="true"

></c-datasource-integrationprocedure>

Vlocity Insurance and Health Summer '19 and Vlocity CME Fall '19

The DatasourceIntegrationProcedure Lightning Web Component extends theDatasource Lightning Web Component with additional features
for fetching data from an Vlocity Integration Procedure.

Available c-datasource-integrationprocedure Attributes

DescriptionRequiredTypeValueAttribute

Provides the name of the
Integraton Procedure to
use.

yesstringmethodname

Provides the input map
data to pass as a
parameter.

yesstringinputmap

Provides the options map
data to pass as a
parameter.

stringoptionsmap

Example c-datasource-integrationprocedure Component

<!--inputMap == '{ "Id": "001O000001QGBGRIA5" }';-->
<c-datasource-integrationprocedure
theme="nds"
methodname="TestType_TestSubType"
inputmap="{inputMap}"
channel="integrationprocedure"
debug="true"

></c-datasource-integrationprocedure>

DatasourceQuery Lightning Web Component ReadMe

This page contains a DatasourceQuery LWC ReadMe for each Vlocity release.
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Vlocity Insurance and Health Winter '20 and Vlocity CME Spring '20

The DatasourceQuery Lightning Web Component extends the Datasource Lightning Web Component with additional features for fetching
data using a Salesforce Object Query Language (SOQL) query.

Available c-datasource-query Attributes

DescriptionRequiredTypeValueAttribute

The SOQL query to call.yesstringquery

Example c-datasource-query Component

<c-datasource-query
theme="slds"
query="SELECT Id, name FROM Account LIMIT 5"
channel="query"
debug="true"

></c-datasource-query>

Vlocity Insurance and Health Summer '19 and Vlocity CME Fall '19

The DatasourceQuery Lightning Web Component extends the Datasource Lightning Web Component with additional features for fetching
data using a Salesforce Object Query Language (SOQL) query.

Available c-datasource-query Attributes

DescriptionRequiredTypeValueAttribute

The SOQL query to call.yesstringquery

Example c-datasource-query Component

<c-datasource-query
theme="slds"
query="SELECT Id, name FROM Account LIMIT 5"
channel="query"
debug="true"

></c-datasource-query>

DatasourceRest Lightning Web Component ReadMe

This page contains a DatasourceRest LWC ReadMe for each Vlocity release.
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Vlocity Insurance and Health Winter '20 and Vlocity CME Spring '20

The DatasourceRest Lightning Web Component extends the Datasource Lightning Web Component with additional features for data fetched
from a REST web data source.

Available c-datasource-rest Attribute

DescriptionRequiredTypeValueAttribute

Specifies request method
type.

yesstringGET, POST (Default: GET)methodtype

Specifies type of rest.yesstringweb, namedcredential
(Default: web)

subtype

Provides headers sent
along with the request.

stringJSONheaders

Provides data sent along
with the request.

stringpayload

Provides the REST URL.yesstringendpoint

If subtype is
namedcredential, specifies

stringnamedcredential

the named credential
from your org.

Example c-datasource-rest Component

<!--headers = { "Content-Type": "application/json", "accept": "application/json" } -->
<c-datasource-rest
theme="slds"
methodtype="GET"
subtype="web"
headers="{headers}"
channel="restweb"
endpoint="https://jsonplaceholder.typicode.com/users"
debug="true"

></c-datasource-rest>

<c-datasource-rest
theme="slds"
methodtype="GET"
subtype="namedcredential"
channel="restnamed"
namedcredential="test"
headers="{headers}"
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endpoint="posts"
debug="true"

></c-datasource-rest>

Vlocity Insurance and Health Summer '19 and Vlocity CME Fall '19

The DatasourceRest Lightning Web Component extends the Datasource Lightning Web Component with additional features for data fetched
from a REST web data source.

Available c-datasource-rest Attribute

DescriptionRequiredTypeValueAttribute

Specifies request method
type.

yesstringGET, POST (Default: GET)methodtype

Specifies type of rest.yesstringweb, namedcredential
(Default: web)

subtype

Provides headers sent
along with the request.

stringJSONheaders

Provides data sent along
with the request.

stringpayload

Provides the REST URL.yesstringendpoint

If subtype is
namedcredential, specifies

stringnamedcredential

the named credential
from your org.

Example c-datasource-rest Component

<!--headers == { "Content-Type": "application/json", "accept": "application/json" } -->
<c-datasource-rest
theme="slds"
methodtype="GET"
subtype="web"
headers="{headers}"
channel="restweb"
endpoint="https://jsonplaceholder.typicode.com/users"
debug="true"

></c-datasource-rest>

<c-datasource-rest
theme="slds"
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methodtype="GET"
subtype="namedcredential"
channel="restnamed"
namedcredential="test"
headers="{headers}"
endpoint="posts"
debug="true"

></c-datasource-rest>

DatasourceSDK Lightning Web Component ReadMe

This page contains a DatasourceSDK LWC ReadMe for each Vlocity release.

Vlocity Insurance and Health Winter '20 and Vlocity CME Spring '20

The DatasourceSDK Lightning Web Component extends the Datasource Lightning Web Component with additional features for data fetched
from an SDK.

Available c-datasource-sdk-component Attributes

DescriptionRequiredTypeValueAttribute

Full JSON dump
including type and value

yesstringvalue

for the datasource to use.
See sample code on this
page.

If using with pubsub,
channel attribute

stringchannel

registers listener. Fires
onresult  and
oninit  callbacks.

To enable debug mode,
set to true. If set to true,

true, false (Default: false)debug

it prints fetched data
inside template and
enables changing the
JSON there for testing
purpose.

Sets the theme to use for
this component.

slds, nds (Default: slds)theme
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Example c-datasource-sdk-component Component

<c-datasource-sdk-component
theme=""
channel="true"
value='{ "type": "query", "value": {"query": "Select Name from Account Limit 1"}}'
debug="true"

></c-datasource-sdk-component>
<!--apexRemote = `{

"type": "apexremote",
"value": {
"className": "LWCDatasource",
"methodName": "query",
"inputMap": inputMap,
"optionsMap": "{}"

}
}`;
inputMap = '{ "query": "SELECT Id, name FROM Contact LIMIT 2" }';

-->
<c-datasource-sdk-component

channel="apexRemote"
value={apexRemote}
debug="false"

></c-datasource-sdk-component>
<!-- dataraptorData = `{
type: "dataraptor",
value: {
bundleName: "TestDRBundle",
inputMap:inputMap

}
}`-->
<c-datasource-sdk-component
channel="dataraptor"
value={dataraptorData}
debug="false"

></c-datasource-sdk-component>
<!--iprocedure = `{

"type": "integrationprocedure",
"value": {
"ipMethod": "TestType_TestSubType",
"inputMap":inputMap,
"optionsMap": "{}"

}
}` -->
<c-datasource-sdk-component
channel="integrationpreocedure"
value={iprocedure}
debug="false"

></c-datasource-sdk-component>
<c-datasource-sdk-component
channel="search"
value='{ "type": "search", "value": {"search": "Find {savings} IN ALL FIELDS RETURNING

Account(Name) limit 1"}}'
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debug="false"
></c-datasource-sdk-component>

Vlocity Insurance and Health Summer '19 and Vlocity CME Fall '19

The DatasourceSDK Lightning Web Component extends the Datasource Lightning Web Component with additional features for data fetched
from an SDK.

Available c-datasource-sdk-component Attributes

DescriptionRequiredTypeValueAttribute

Full JSON dump
including type and value

yesstringvalue

for the datasource to use.
See sample code on this
page.

If using with pubsub,
channel attribute

stringchannel

registers listener. Fires
onresult  and
oninit  callbacks.

To enable debug mode,
set to true. If set to true,

true, false (Default: false)debug

it prints fetched data
inside template and
enables changing the
JSON there for testing
purpose.

Sets the theme to use for
this component.

slds, nds (Default: slds)theme

Example c-datasource-sdk-component Component

<c-datasource-sdk-component
theme=""
channel="true"
value='{ "type": "query", "value": {"query": "Select Name from Account Limit 1"}}'
debug="true"

></c-datasource-sdk-component>
<!--apexRemote == `{

"type": "apexremote",
"value": {
"className": "LWCDatasource",
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"methodName": "query",
"inputMap": inputMap,
"optionsMap": "{}"

}
}`;
inputMap == '{ "query": "SELECT Id, name FROM Contact LIMIT 2" }';

-->
<c-datasource-sdk-component

channel="apexRemote"
value={apexRemote}
debug="false"

></c-datasource-sdk-component>
<!-- dataraptorData == `{
type: "dataraptor",
value: {
bundleName: "TestDRBundle",
inputMap:inputMap

}
}`-->
<c-datasource-sdk-component
channel="dataraptor"
value={dataraptorData}
debug="false"

></c-datasource-sdk-component>
<!--iprocedure == `{

"type": "integrationprocedure",
"value": {
"ipMethod": "TestType_TestSubType",
"inputMap":inputMap,
"optionsMap": "{}"

}
}` -->
<c-datasource-sdk-component
channel="integrationpreocedure"
value={iprocedure}
debug="false"

></c-datasource-sdk-component>
<c-datasource-sdk-component
channel="search"
value='{ "type": "search", "value": {"search": "Find {savings} IN ALL FIELDS RETURNING

Account(Name) limit 1"}}'
debug="false"

></c-datasource-sdk-component>

DatasourceSearch Lightning Web Component ReadMe

This page contains a DatasourceSearch LWC ReadMe for each Vlocity release.

Vlocity Insurance and Health Winter '20 and Vlocity CME Spring '20

The DatasourceSearch Lightning Web Component extends the Datasource Lightning Web Component with additional features for fetching
data through a Salesforce Object Search Language (SOSL) query.
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Available c-datasource-search Attributes

DescriptionRequiredTypeValueAttribute

Provides search term to
search accross provided

yesstringsearchterm

sObject fields. Search
term must be at least two
characters long.

Provides which fields to
search.

string(Default: all)searchfields

Provides which SObject
fields to return. For

stringreturningsobjectfields

example,
"Account(Name),
Contact(Id)".

Limits the returned
records for all the
sObjects.

stringlimitto

Example c-datasource-search Component

<c-datasource-search
searchterm="quick"
searchfields="ALL"
returningsobjectfields="Account(Name),Contact(Name)"
channel="search"
debug="true"
limitto="2"

></c-datasource-search>

Vlocity Insurance and Health Summer '19 and Vlocity CME Fall '19

The DatasourceSearch Lightning Web Component extends the Datasource Lightning Web Component with additional features for fetching
data through a Salesforce Object Search Language (SOSL) query.

Available c-datasource-search Attributes

DescriptionRequiredTypeValueAttribute

Provides search term to
search accross provided

yesstringsearchterm

sObject fields. Search
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DescriptionRequiredTypeValueAttribute

term must be at least two
characters long.

Provides which fields to
search.

string(Default: all)searchfields

Provides which SObject
fields to return. For

stringreturningsobjectfields

example,
``Account(Name),
Contact(Id)''.

Limits the returned
records for all the
sObjects.

stringlimitto

Example c-datasource-search Component

<c-datasource-search
searchterm="quick"
searchfields="ALL"
returningsobjectfields="Account(Name),Contact(Name)"
channel="search"
debug="true"
limitto="2"

></c-datasource-search>

DataTable Lightning Web Component ReadMe

This page contains the DataTable LWC ReadMe as of the Summer '21 release.

The DataTable Lightning Web Component creates a tabular structure of the data provided. The DataTable LWC supports grouping, search,
pagination, and sorting capabilities.

Available c-data-table Attributes

IMPORTANT: The table reflects the order by which attributes must be set for c-data-table.

DescriptionRequiredTypeValueAttribute

Adds a class to the table
element. To add multiple

stringextraclass

classes, use a space to
separate each class, such
as 'classone classtwo'.
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DescriptionRequiredTypeValueAttribute

Adds a class to the table
header element. To add

stringheaderclass

multiple classes, use a
space to separate each
class, such as 'classone
classtwo'.

To make table searchable,
set to true. Displays the

booleantrue, false (Default: false)issearchavailable

search input field and
filter dropdown.

To make table sortable,
set to true. This feature is

booleantrue, false (Default: false)issortavailable

not available on phones
and smaller screens.

Specifies which theme to
use.

stringslds, nds (Default: slds)theme

Overrides the default URL
of the svg resource. Used

stringurlicon-url

with Newport Design
System (NDS) theme
only.

To group table based on
a record field, set this

objectJSONgroup-by

attribute. To make field
name the group header,
set the field name as the
value for this attribute. To
add a group description
with the group header,
pass an object as a value
for this attribute (see
Available group-by
Attributes).

If set, enables pagination.numberpagesize

To enable row-level
editing, set to true. The

booleantrue, false (Default: false)row-level-edit

columns JSON must have
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DescriptionRequiredTypeValueAttribute

editable fields. See
Available columns
Attributes.

Enables users to choose
which columns are

booleantrue, false (Default: true)user-selectable-column

visible. If set to true, in the
columns JSON, only those
fields with userSelectable
set to true will be visible.
See Available columns
Attributes.

Contains heading names
and specifies settings for

yesarrayJSONcolumns

each column. See
Available columns
Attributes.

Contains the data to
populate the table.

yesarrayJSONrecords

To enable cell-level
editing, set to true. To

booleantrue, false (Default: false)cell-level-edit

make specific cells
editable, see Available
columns Attributes.

Orders group in
ascending or descending
order.

stringasc, dscgroup-order

To hide table header, set
to true.

booleantrue, false (Default: false)hide-table-header

Specifies how many page
navigation links to add to

number(Default: 3)pagelimit

pagination. The pagesize
must be set.

Specifies whether rows
are draggable. The

booleantrue, false (Default: false)draggable

onupdate  event is
fired when a row is
dragged and the order is
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DescriptionRequiredTypeValueAttribute

updated. Inside the event
handler get the updated
data from
event.detail.result.

Specifies whether each
row includes a delete

booleantrue, false (Default: false)row-delete

option. Once the row is
deleted, it is removed
from the table. The
ondelete  event is
fired. Inside the event
handler get the deleted
data from
event.detail.result.

Specifies whether each
row includes select

booleantrue, false (Default: false)user-selectable-row

option. Once the row is
selected, selectrow
event is fired. Inside the
event handler get the
deleted data from
event.detail.result.
If all rows are selected
event.detail.result
will have "all" as value.

Specifies whether groups
are expanded or

booleantrue, false (Default: true)active-groups

collapsed. Valid only for
datatables with group-by

additional styles for
group header in
group-by table.

objectJSONgroupNameWrapperClass

Valid only for datatable
with group by. Enable to

booleantrue, false (Default: false)hideExtraColumn

prevent the space below
and above the grouped
name. Hides group by on
the first column and
draggable.
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DescriptionRequiredTypeValueAttribute

Enables the user to show
the delete confirmation

booleantrue, false (Default: false)confirmdeleterow

prompt when deleting a
row from the table.

Valid only for grouped
datatable. Enables user to

booleantrue, false (Default: false)sortAcrossGroups

sort based on the group
name.

Valid when
confirmdeleterow

booleantrue, false (Default: false)fireeventOnDeleteconfirm

is true . When true, the
row will not be deleted
from the datatable. It will
only fire the event with
the data to be deleted.
Once the delete is
confirmed, the
deleteconfirm
event is fired. Inside the
event handler get the
row to be deleted from
event.detail.result.

A style object to use for
element specific styling.

Objectstyles

Assigns aria-label to the
pagination section for
accessibility users.

string(Default: Data table)tablename

Example c-data-table Component

<c-data-table
extraclass="slds-table_bordered"
headerclass="slds-text-title_caps"
issearchavailable="true"
issortavailable="true"
theme="{theme}"
icon-url="{iconUrl}"
group-by="company"
pagesize="4"
onupdate="{tableDataUpdated}"
row-level-edit="true"
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user-selectable-column="true"
columns="{columns}"
records="{tableData}"
styles="{styles}"

>
</c-data-table>

Example of styles object

styles = {
showGroupedHeaderAsAnchor: true, // used to show the group table header as anchor tag
columnHeaderCaps: true // used to capitalize the table columns header fields

};

Example data JSON

[{
"email": "jsolitas@motorsrus.com",
"company": "Motors R Us",
"age": "44",
"balance": "$11,500",
"address": "846 Livonia Avenue, Siglerville, Maryland, 5503",
"isActive": true

},
{
"email": "robasanjo@treeline.org",
"company": "TreeLine Group",
"age": "32",
"balance": "$9,678",
"address": "902 Myrtle Avenue, Rockhill, Delaware, 3863",
"isActive": true

},
{
"email": "n-daily@dailys.com",
"company": "Daily Corp",
"age": "57",
"balance": "$22,888",
"address": "408 Aster Court, Riceville, Indiana, 9646",
"isActive": false

},
{
"email": "g-gomez@dailys.com",
"company": "Daily Corp",
"age": "44",
"balance": "$6,983",
"address": "856 Benson Avenue, Ballico, North Carolina, 4930",
"isActive": true

}
];
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Available columns Attributes

DescriptionRequiredTypeValueAttribute

Specifies whether column
is editable.

booleantrue, false (Default: false)editable

Gets the key for the
column from the data
JSON.

yesstringfieldName

Sets the visible name of
the column heading.

yesstringlabel

To enable the ability to
search column values, set
to true.

booleantrue, false (Default: false)searchable

To enable column
sorting, set to true. On

booleantrue, false (Default: false)sortable

hover of column heading,
a sorting icon displays
next to the column name.

Specifies the type of
value column holds.

stringcurrency, date, datetime
percent, number, text,

type

checkbox and icon bothemail, textarea, url,
used for boolean values.checkbox,icon (Default:

text) Whereas icon type is used
to show the value as a
check icon.

If set to true, enables user
to choose if column is
visible.

booleantrue, false (Default: false)userSelectable

To hide the column, set
to false. If set to false and

booleantrue, false (Default: true)visible

userSelectable is set to
true, user can make
column visible.

Sets the date format.
Required only if field

stringdate formats (Default:
YYYY-MM-DD)

format

type  is "date" or
"datetime".
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DescriptionRequiredTypeValueAttribute

Prevents default
navigation. Required only
if field type  is "url".

booleantrue, false (Default: false)preventNavigation

Example columns JSON

[{
"fieldName": "company",
"label": "Company",
"sortable": true,
"searchable": true

},
{
"fieldName": "email",
"label": "Email",
"sortable": true,
"searchable": true,
"type": "email",
"editable": true,
"userSelectable": true

},
{
"fieldName": "age",
"label": "Age",
"sortable": true,
"type": "number",
"editable": true,
"userSelectable": true

},
{
"fieldName": "balance",
"label": "Balance",
"sortable": true,
"userSelectable": true

},
{
"fieldName": "address",
"label": "Address",
"sortable": false,
"type": "textarea",
"editable": true,
"userSelectable": true

},
{
"fieldName": "isActive",
"label": "Active",
"sortable": false,
"type": "checkbox",
"editable": true
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}
];

Available group-by Attributes

DescriptionRequiredTypeValueAttribute

Sets group header
description for every

arraylistfields

visible row after
grouping. Each object
takes a field name that
has its own group
desciption, which by
default is the sum of all
selected field from all the
records. To get group
description using a
custom function, pass
function to
methodToCalculateSummary,
which takes 'groupItems'
as an argument. For
example,
nameOfFunction(groupItems){}.

Field Name Inside
grouped items to be
sorted

nostringsortFieldName

Example group-by JSON

{
"groupFieldName": "company",
"fields": [
{
"name": "balance",
"methodToCalculateSummary": ""

}
]

};

Available Event Listeners

onupdate

Triggers when table data changes.

ondelete
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Triggers when a table row is deleted.

onrowclick

Triggers when a row is clicked and includes the record on which the click happens. Is inside event.detail.result.
event.detail.fieldName  will give the name of the field from where event was triggered.

Adding Custom Column UI

To add a custom column specify each column inside a dataTable and add the relevant column inside the data table element.

Note: The element inside the dataTable is either a dataTableCell or an extended LWC of the dataTableCell. The display order is the same
as the order of the dataTableCell HTML in the slot.

Required Column Attributes

DescriptionAttribute

This is the same field name specified inside columns array.data-field-name

To define the column as a column UI, add a dataTableCell class.class

Column Data

NOTE: To customize one column you must specify all the columns inside the dataTable. If you do not want to customize any column
then leave dataTable empty.

DescriptionData

Contains the column cell data. For example, if this column field
name is "email", this variable will contain related data to that field
name. You can read it with cellData.value.

cellData

Contains complete row data from one single record, which can be
used to show more data as well.

rowData

Contains the metadata from columns json.columnData

NOTE: GROUP BY tables does not support custom column UI.

Example customDataTableCell

DataTableCell or an extend LWC of a DataTableCell are supported inside the data table.

<c-data-table
extraclass="slds-table_bordered"
issearchavailable="true"
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issortavailable="true"
theme="{theme}"
icon-url="{iconUrl}"
draggable="true"
columns="{columns}"
records="{tableData}"
onupdate="{tableUpdateHandler}"
ondelete="{tableUpdateHandler}"
row-delete="true"

>
<c-customDataTableCell data-field-name="email" class="dataTableCell">
</c-customDataTableCell>
<c-data-table-cell data-field-name="age" class="dataTableCell">
</c-data-table-cell>
<c-data-table-cell data-field-name="balance" class="dataTableCell">
</c-data-table-cell>
<c-data-table-cell data-field-name="address" class="dataTableCell">
</c-data-table-cell>
<c-data-table-cell data-field-name="isActive" class="dataTableCell">
</c-data-table-cell>
<c-data-table-cell data-field-name="phone" class="dataTableCell">
</c-data-table-cell>

</c-data-table>

Column Required Attributes

a) data-field-name : This is the same field name specified inside columns array.

b) class : Add a dataTableCell class to treated it as a column UI.

Data Inside the Extended Component

a) cellData : The column cell data. For example, if this column field name is "email", this variable comtains related data for that field name.
Read it by "cellData.value".

b) rowData: Contains complete row data as one single record and can also be used to show more data.

c) columnData: Contains metadata for what you pass inside columns  JSON.

NOTE: To customize one column, you must specify all the columns inside the data table. If you don't want to customize any column,
leave the data table empty.

NOTE: Custom column UI support is not available in GROUP BY tables.

Example customDataTableCell

<template>
<div if:true="{cellData}" class="tableRowCell">
<!--Start your custom content from here-->
{cellData.value} : <br />{rowData.phone}
<button onclick="{toggleText}">Toggle</button>
<div if:true="{hiddenText}">
{cellData.value}

</div>
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</div>
</template>

import { track } from "lwc";
import dataTableCell from "c/dataTableCell";
export default class DataTableCellExtended extends dataTableCell {
@track hiddenText = false;

toggleText() {
this.hiddenText = !this.hiddenText;

}
}

.tableRowCell {
display: table-cell;
padding: 0.25rem 0.5rem;
white-space: nowrap;
position: relative;

}

.tableRowCell:first {
border: 0;

}

DataTable Lightning Web Component ReadMe Summer '20

This page contains the DataTable LWC ReadMe as of the Vlocity Insurance and Health Summer '20 release.

DataTable Lightning Web Component ReadMe CME Spring '20

This page contains the DataTable LWC Readme as of the Vlocity CME Spring '20 release.

Datatable Lightning Web Component ReadMe Winter '20

This page contains the DataTable LWC ReadMe as of the Vlocity Insurance and Health Winter '20 release.

Datatable Lightning Web Component ReadMe Summer '19

This page contains the DataTable LWC ReadMe as of the Vlocity Insurance and Health Summer '19 release.

DataTable Lightning Web Component ReadMe Summer '20

This page contains the DataTable LWC ReadMe as of the Vlocity Insurance and Health Summer '20 release.

For the latest ReadMe, see DataTable Lightning Web Component ReadMe.

The DataTable Lightning Web Component creates a tabular structure of the data provided. The DataTable LWC supports grouping, search,
pagination, and sorting capabilities.

Available c-data-table Attributes

IMPORTANT: The table reflects the order by which attributes must be set for c-data-table.

DescriptionRequiredTypeValueAttribute

Adds a class to the table
element. To add multiple

stringextraclass
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DescriptionRequiredTypeValueAttribute

classes, use a space to
separate each class, such
as 'classone classtwo'.

To make table searchable,
set to true. Displays the

booleantrue, false (Default: false)issearchavailable

search input field and
filter dropdown.

To make table sortable,
set to true. This feature is

booleantrue, false (Default: false)issortavailable

not available on phones
and smaller screens.

Specifies which theme to
use.

stringslds, nds (Default: slds)theme

Overrides the default URL
of the svg resource. Used

stringurlicon-url

with Newport Design
System (NDS) theme
only.

To group table based on
a record field, set this

objectJSONgroup-by

attribute. To make field
name the group header,
set the field name as the
value for this attribute. To
add a group description
with the group header,
pass an object as a value
for this attribute (see
Available group-by
Attributes).

If set, enables pagination.numberpagesize

To enable row-level
editing, set to true. The

booleantrue, false (Default: false)row-level-edit

columnsJSON must have
editable fields. See
Available columns
Attributes.
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DescriptionRequiredTypeValueAttribute

Enables users to choose
which columns are

booleantrue, false (Default: true)user-selectable-column

visible. If set to true, in the
columns JSON, only those
fields with
userSelectableset to true
will be visible. See
Available
columnsAttributes.

Contains heading names
and specifies settings for

yesarrayJSONcolumns

each column. See
Available
columnsAttributes.

Contains the data to
populate the table.

yesarrayJSONrecords

To enable cell-level
editing, set to true. To

booleantrue, false (Default: false)cell-level-edit

make specific cells
editable, see Available
columnsAttributes.

Orders group in
ascending or descending
order.

stringasc, dscgroup-order

To hide table header, set
to true.

booleantrue, false (Default: false)hide-table-header

Specifies how many page
navigation links to add to

number(Default: 3)pagelimit

pagination. The
pagesizemust be set.

Specifies whether rows
are draggable. The

booleantrue, false (Default: false)draggable

onupdateevent is fired
when a row is dragged
and the order is updated.
Inside the event handler
get the updated data
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DescriptionRequiredTypeValueAttribute

from
event.detail.result.

Specifies whether each
row includes a delete

booleantrue, false (Default: false)row-delete

option. Once the row is
deleted, it is removed
from the table. The
ondeleteevent is
fired. Inside the event
handler get the deleted
data from
event.detail.result.

Specifies whether each
row includes select

booleantrue, false (Default: false)user-selectable-row

option. Once the row is
selected, selectrow
event is fired. Inside the
event handler get the
deleted data from
event.detail.result.
If all rows are selected
event.detail.resultwill
have "all" as value.

Specifies whether groups
are expanded or

booleantrue, false (Default: true)active-groups

collapsed. Valid only for
datatables with group-by

additional styles for
group header in
group-by table.

objectJSONgroupNameWrapperClass

Valid only for datatable
with group by. Enable to

booleantrue, false (Default: false)hideExtraColumn

prevent the space below
and above the grouped
name. Hides group by on
the first column and
draggable.

Enables the user to show
the delete confirmation

booleantrue, false (Default: false)confirmdeleterow
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DescriptionRequiredTypeValueAttribute

prompt when deleting a
row from the table.

Valid only for grouped
datatable. Enables user to

booleantrue, false (Default: false)sortAcrossGroups

sort based on the group
name.

Valid when
confirmdeleterow

booleantrue, false (Default: false)fireeventOnDeleteconfirm

is true . When true, the
row will not be deleted
from the datatable. It will
only fire the event with
the data to be deleted.
Once the delete is
confirmed, the
deleteconfirm
event is fired. Inside the
event handler get the
row to be deleted from
event.detail.result.

A style object to use for
element specific styling.

Objectstyles

Example c-data-table Component

<c-data-table
extraclass="slds-table_bordered"
issearchavailable="true"
issortavailable="true"
theme="{theme}"
icon-url="{iconUrl}"
group-by="company"
pagesize="4"
onupdate="{tableDataUpdated}"
row-level-edit="true"
user-selectable-column="true"
columns="{columns}"
records="{tableData}"
styles="{styles}"

>
</c-data-table>
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Example of styles object

styles = {
showGroupedHeaderAsAnchor: true, // used to show the group table header as anchor tag
columnHeaderCaps: true // used to capitalize the table columns header fields

};

Example data JSON

[{
"email": "jsolitas@motorsrus.com",
"company": "Motors R Us",
"age": "44",
"balance": "$11,500",
"address": "846 Livonia Avenue, Siglerville, Maryland, 5503",
"isActive": true

},
{
"email": "robasanjo@treeline.org",
"company": "TreeLine Group",
"age": "32",
"balance": "$9,678",
"address": "902 Myrtle Avenue, Rockhill, Delaware, 3863",
"isActive": true

},
{
"email": "n-daily@dailys.com",
"company": "Daily Corp",
"age": "57",
"balance": "$22,888",
"address": "408 Aster Court, Riceville, Indiana, 9646",
"isActive": false

},
{
"email": "g-gomez@dailys.com",
"company": "Daily Corp",
"age": "44",
"balance": "$6,983",
"address": "856 Benson Avenue, Ballico, North Carolina, 4930",
"isActive": true

}
];

Available columns Attributes

DescriptionRequiredTypeValueAttribute

Specifies whether column
is editable.

booleantrue, false (Default: false)editable
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DescriptionRequiredTypeValueAttribute

Gets the key for the
column from the
dataJSON.

yesstringfieldName

Sets the visible name of
the column heading.

yesstringlabel

To enable the ability to
search column values, set
to true.

booleantrue, false (Default: false)searchable

To enable column
sorting, set to true. On

booleantrue, false (Default: false)sortable

hover of column heading,
a sorting icon displays
next to the column name.

Specifies the type of
value column holds.

stringcurrency, date, datetime
percent, number, text,

type

checkbox and icon bothemail, textarea, url,
used for boolean values.checkbox,icon (Default:

text) Whereas icon type is used
to show the value as a
check icon.

If set to true, enables user
to choose if column is
visible.

booleantrue, false (Default: false)userSelectable

To hide the column, set
to false. If set to false and

booleantrue, false (Default: true)visible

userSelectableis set to
true, user can make
column visible.

Sets the date format.
Required only if field

stringdate formats (Default:
YYYY-MM-DD)

format

type  is "date" or
"datetime".

Prevents default
navigation. Required only
if field type  is "url".

booleantrue, false (Default: false)preventNavigation
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Example columns JSON

[{
"fieldName": "company",
"label": "Company",
"sortable": true,
"searchable": true

},
{
"fieldName": "email",
"label": "Email",
"sortable": true,
"searchable": true,
"type": "email",
"editable": true,
"userSelectable": true

},
{
"fieldName": "age",
"label": "Age",
"sortable": true,
"type": "number",
"editable": true,
"userSelectable": true

},
{
"fieldName": "balance",
"label": "Balance",
"sortable": true,
"userSelectable": true

},
{
"fieldName": "address",
"label": "Address",
"sortable": false,
"type": "textarea",
"editable": true,
"userSelectable": true

},
{
"fieldName": "isActive",
"label": "Active",
"sortable": false,
"type": "checkbox",
"editable": true

}
];
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Available group-by Attributes

DescriptionRequiredTypeValueAttribute

Sets group header
description for every

arraylistfields

visible row after
grouping. Each object
takes a field name that
has its own group
desciption, which by
default is the sum of all
selected field from all the
records. To get group
description using a
custom function, pass
function to
methodToCalculateSummary,
which takes 'groupItems'
as an argument. For
example,
nameOfFunction(groupItems){}.

Specifies the field name
to sort datatable by.

nostringsortFieldName

Example group-by JSON

{
"sortFieldName": "company",
"fields": [
{
"name": "balance",
"methodToCalculateSummary": ""

}
]

};

Available Event Listeners

onupdate

Triggers when table data changes.

ondelete

Triggers when a table row is deleted.

onrowclick
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Triggers when a row is clicked and includes the record on which the click happens. Is inside event.detail.result.
event.detail.fieldNamewill give the name of the field from where event was triggered.

Adding Custom Column UI

To add a custom column specify each column inside a dataTable and add the relevant column inside the data table element.

Note: The element inside the dataTable is either a dataTableCell or an extended LWC of the dataTableCell. The display order is the same
as the order of the dataTableCell HTML in the slot.

DescriptionAttribute

This is the same field name specified inside columns array.data-field-name

To define the column as a column UI, add a dataTableCellclass.class

DescriptionData

Contains the column cell data. For example, if this column field
name is "email", this variable will contain related data to that field
name. You can read it with cellData.value.

cellData

Contains complete row data from one single record, which can be
used to show more data as well.

rowData

Contains the metadata from columns json.columnData

NOTE: To customize one column you must specify all the columns inside the dataTable. If you do not want to customize any column
then leave dataTable empty.

NOTE: GROUP BY tables does not support custom column UI.

Example customDataTableCell

DataTableCell or an extend LWC of a DataTableCell are supported inside the data table.

<c-data-table
extraclass="slds-table_bordered"
issearchavailable="true"
issortavailable="true"
theme="{theme}"
icon-url="{iconUrl}"
draggable="true"
columns="{columns}"
records="{tableData}"
onupdate="{tableUpdateHandler}"
ondelete="{tableUpdateHandler}"
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row-delete="true"
>
<c-customDataTableCell data-field-name="email" class="dataTableCell">
</c-customDataTableCell>
<c-data-table-cell data-field-name="age" class="dataTableCell">
</c-data-table-cell>
<c-data-table-cell data-field-name="balance" class="dataTableCell">
</c-data-table-cell>
<c-data-table-cell data-field-name="address" class="dataTableCell">
</c-data-table-cell>
<c-data-table-cell data-field-name="isActive" class="dataTableCell">
</c-data-table-cell>
<c-data-table-cell data-field-name="phone" class="dataTableCell">
</c-data-table-cell>

</c-data-table>

Column Required Attributes

a) data-field-name : This is the same field name specified inside columns array.

b) class : Add a dataTableCell class to treated it as a column UI.

Data Inside the Extended Component

a) cellData : The column cell data. For example, if this column field name is "email", this variable comtains related data for that field name.
Read it by "cellData.value".

b) rowData: Contains complete row data as one single record and can also be used to show more data.

c) columnData: Contains metadata for what you pass inside columns  JSON.

NOTE: To customize one column, you must specify all the columns inside the data table. If you don't want to customize any column,
leave the data table empty.

NOTE: Custom column UI support is not available in GROUP BY tables.

Example customDataTableCell

<template>
<div if:true="{cellData}" class="tableRowCell">
<!--Start your custom content from here-->
{cellData.value} : <br />{rowData.phone}
<button onclick="{toggleText}">Toggle</button>
<div if:true="{hiddenText}">
{cellData.value}

</div>
</div>

</template>

import { track } from "lwc";
import dataTableCell from "c/dataTableCell";
export default class DataTableCellExtended extends dataTableCell {
@track hiddenText = false;

toggleText() {
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this.hiddenText = !this.hiddenText;
}

}

.tableRowCell {
display: table-cell;
padding: 0.25rem 0.5rem;
white-space: nowrap;
position: relative;

}

.tableRowCell:first {
border: 0;

}

DataTable Lightning Web Component ReadMe CME Spring '20

This page contains the DataTable LWC Readme as of the Vlocity CME Spring '20 release.

For the latest ReadMe, see DataTable Lightning Web Component ReadMe.

The DataTable Lightning Web Component creates a tabular structure of the data provided. The DataTable LWC supports grouping, search,
pagination, and sorting capabilities.

Available c-data-table Attributes

IMPORTANT: The table reflects the order by which attributes must be set for c-data-table.

DescriptionRequiredTypeValueAttribute

Adds a class to the table
element. To add multiple

stringextraclass

classes, use a space to
separate each class, such
as 'classone classtwo'.

To make table searchable,
set to true. Displays the

booleantrue, false (Default: false)issearchavailable

search input field and
filter dropdown.

To make table sortable,
set to true. This feature is

booleantrue, false (Default: false)issortavailable

not available on phones
and smaller screens.

Specifies which theme to
use.

stringslds, nds (Default: slds)theme
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DescriptionRequiredTypeValueAttribute

Overrides the default URL
of the svg resource. Used

stringurlicon-url

with Newport Design
System (NDS) theme
only.

To group table based on
a record field, set this

objectJSONgroup-by

attribute. To make field
name the group header,
set the field name as the
value for this attribute. To
add a group description
with the group header,
pass an object as a value
for this attribute (see
Available
groupByAttributes).

If set, enables pagination.numberpagesize

To enable row-level
editing, set to true. The

booleantrue, false (Default: false)row-level-edit

columns JSON must have
editable fields. See
Available
columnsAttributes.

Enables users to choose
which columns are

booleantrue, false (Default: true)user-selectable-column

visible. If set to true, in the
columns JSON, only those
fields with userSelectable
set to true will be visible.
See Available
columnsAttributes.

Contains heading names
and specifies settings for

yesarrayJSONcolumns

each column. See
Available
columnsAttributes.

Contains the data to
populate the table.

yesarrayJSONrecords
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DescriptionRequiredTypeValueAttribute

To enable cell-level
editing, set to true. To

booleantrue, false (Default: false)cell-level-edit

make specific cells
editable, see Available
columns Attributes.

Orders group in
ascending or descending
order.

stringasc, dscgroup-order

To hide table header, set
to true.

booleantrue, false (Default: false)hide-table-header

Specifies how many page
navigation links to add to

number(Default: 3)pagelimit

pagination. The
pagesizemust be set.

Specifies whether rows
are draggable. The

booleantrue, false (Default: false)draggable

onupdate  event is
fired when a row is
dragged and the order is
updated. Inside the event
handler get the updated
data from
event.detail.result.

Specifies whether each
row includes a delete

booleantrue, false (Default: false)row-delete

option. Once the row is
deleted, it is removed
from the table. The
ondelete  event is
fired. Inside the event
handler get the deleted
data from
event.detail.result.

Example c-data-table Component

<c-data-table
extraclass="slds-table_bordered"
issearchavailable="true"
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issortavailable="true"
theme="{theme}"
icon-url="{iconUrl}"
group-by="company"
pagesize="4"
onupdate="{tableDataUpdated}"
row-level-edit="true"
user-selectable-column="true"
columns="{columns}"
records="{tableData}"

>
</c-data-table>

Example data JSON

[{
"email": "jsolitas@motorsrus.com",
"company": "Motors R Us",
"age": "44",
"balance": "$11,500",
"address": "846 Livonia Avenue, Siglerville, Maryland, 5503",
"isActive": true

},
{
"email": "robasanjo@treeline.org",
"company": "TreeLine Group",
"age": "32",
"balance": "$9,678",
"address": "902 Myrtle Avenue, Rockhill, Delaware, 3863",
"isActive": true

},
{
"email": "n-daily@dailys.com",
"company": "Daily Corp",
"age": "57",
"balance": "$22,888",
"address": "408 Aster Court, Riceville, Indiana, 9646",
"isActive": false

},
{
"email": "g-gomez@dailys.com",
"company": "Daily Corp",
"age": "44",
"balance": "$6,983",
"address": "856 Benson Avenue, Ballico, North Carolina, 4930",
"isActive": true

}
];
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Available columns Attributes

DescriptionRequiredTypeValueAttribute

Specifies whether column
is editable.

booleantrue, false (Default: false)editable

Gets the key for the
column from the
dataJSON.

yesstringfieldName

Sets the visible name of
the column heading.

yesstringlabel

To enable the ability to
search column values, set
to true.

booleantrue, false (Default: false)searchable

To enable column
sorting, set to true. On

booleantrue, false (Default: false)sortable

hover of column heading,
a sorting icon displays
next to the column name.

Specifies the type of
value column holds.

stringnumber, text, email,
textarea, checkbox
(Default: text)

type

If set to true, enables user
to choose if column is
visible.

booleantrue, false (Default: false)userSelectable

To hide column, set to
false. If set to false and

booleantrue, false (Default: true)visible

userSelectableis set to
true, user can make
column visible.

Enables the user to show
the delete confirmation

booleantrue, false (Default: false)confirmdeleterow

prompt when deleting a
row from the table.
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Example columns JSON

[{
"fieldName": "company",
"label": "Company",
"sortable": true,
"searchable": true

},
{
"fieldName": "email",
"label": "Email",
"sortable": true,
"searchable": true,
"type": "email",
"editable": true,
"userSelectable": true

},
{
"fieldName": "age",
"label": "Age",
"sortable": true,
"type": "number",
"editable": true,
"userSelectable": true

},
{
"fieldName": "balance",
"label": "Balance",
"sortable": true,
"userSelectable": true

},
{
"fieldName": "address",
"label": "Address",
"sortable": false,
"type": "textarea",
"editable": true,
"userSelectable": true

},
{
"fieldName": "isActive",
"label": "Active",
"sortable": false,
"type": "checkbox",
"editable": true

}
];
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Available group-by Attributes

DescriptionRequiredTypeValueAttribute

Sets group header
description for every

arraylistfields

visible row after
grouping. Each object
takes a field name that
has its own group
desciption, which by
default is the sum of all
selected field from all the
records. To get group
description using a
custom function, pass
function to
methodToCalculateSummary,
which takes 'groupItems'
as an argument. For
example,
nameOfFunction(groupItems){}.

The reference key (field
name) from the data

yesstringgroupFieldName

JSON used to group the
table.

Example group-by JSON

{
"groupFieldName": "company",
"fields": [
{
"name": "balance",
"methodToCalculateSummary": ""

}
]

};

Available Event Listeners

onupdate

Triggers when table data changes.

ondelete

Triggers when a table row is deleted.

onrowclick
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Triggers when a row is clicked and includes the record on which the click happens. Is inside event.detail.result.

Adding Custom Column UI

To add a custom column specify each column inside the data table:

<c-data-table
extraclass="slds-table_bordered"
issearchavailable="true"
issortavailable="true"
theme={theme}
icon-url={iconUrl}
draggable="true"
columns={columns}
records={tableData}
onupdate={tableUpdateHandler}
ondelete={tableUpdateHandler}
row-delete="true"

>
<c-customDataTableCell data-field-name="email" class="dataTableCell">
</c-customDataTableCell>
<c-data-table-cell data-field-name="age" class="dataTableCell">
</c-data-table-cell>
<c-data-table-cell data-field-name="balance" class="dataTableCell">
</c-data-table-cell>
<c-data-table-cell data-field-name="address" class="dataTableCell">
</c-data-table-cell>
<c-data-table-cell data-field-name="isActive" class="dataTableCell">
</c-data-table-cell>
<c-data-table-cell data-field-name="phone" class="dataTableCell">
</c-data-table-cell>

</c-data-table>

DataTableCell or an extend LWC of a DataTableCell are supported inside the data table.

Column Required Attributes

a) data-field-name : This is the same field name specified inside columns array.

b) class : Add a dataTableCell class to treated it as a column UI.

Data Inside the Extended Component

a) cellData : The column cell data. For example, if this column field name is "email", this variable comtains related data for that field name.
Read it by "cellData.value".

b) rowData: Contains complete row data as one single record and can also be used to show more data.

c) columnData: Contains metadata for what you pass inside columnsJSON.

NOTE: To customize one column, you must specify all the columns inside the data table. If you don't want to customize any column,
leave the data table empty.

NOTE: Custom column UI support is not available in GROUP BY tables.
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Example customDataTableCell

<template>
<div if:true={cellData} class="tableRowCell">
<!--Start your custom content from here-->
{cellData.value} : <br>{rowData.phone}
<button onclick={toggleText}>Toggle</button>
<div if:true={hiddenText}>

{cellData.value}
</div>

</div>
</template>

import {track} from 'lwc';
import dataTableCell from "c/dataTableCell";
export default class DataTableCellExtended extends dataTableCell {

@track hiddenText= false;

toggleText(){
this.hiddenText = !this.hiddenText;

}
}

.tableRowCell{
display: table-cell;
padding: 0.25rem 0.5rem;
white-space: nowrap;
position: relative;

}

.tableRowCell:first {
border: 0;

}

Datatable Lightning Web Component ReadMe Winter '20

This page contains the DataTable LWC ReadMe as of the Vlocity Insurance and Health Winter '20 release.

For the latest ReadMe, see DataTable Lightning Web Component ReadMe.

The DataTable Lightning Web Component creates a tabular structure of the data provided. It supports grouping, search, pagination and
sorting capabilities.

Available c-data-table Attributes

IMPORTANT: The table reflects the order by which attributes must be set for c-data-table.

DescriptionRequiredTypeValueAttribute

Adds a class to the
table element. To

stringextraclass

add multiple classes,
use a space to
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DescriptionRequiredTypeValueAttribute

separate each class,
such as 'classone
classtwo'.

To make table
searchable, set to

booleantrue, false (Default:
false)

issearchavailable

true. Displays the
search input field
and filter dropdown.

To make table
sortable, set to true.

booleantrue, false (Default:
false)

issortavailable

This feature is not
available on phones
and smaller screens.

Specifies which
theme to use.

stringslds, nds (Default:
slds)

theme

Overrides the default
URL of the svg

stringurlicon-url

resource. Used with
Newport Design
System (NDS) theme
only.

To group table based
on a record field, set

objectJSONgroup-by

this attribute. To
make field name the
group header, set
the field name as the
value for this
attribute. To add a
group description
with the group
header, pass an
object as a value for
this attribute (see
Available groupBy
Attributes).

If set, enables
pagination.

numberpagesize
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DescriptionRequiredTypeValueAttribute

To enable row-level
editing, set to true.

booleantrue, false (Default:
false)

row-level-edit

The columns JSON
must have editable
fields. See Available
columns Attributes.

Enables users to
choose which

booleantrue, false (Default:
true)

user-selectable-column

columns are visible.
If set to true, in the
columns JSON, only
those fields with
userSelectable set to
true will be visible.
See Available
columns Attributes.

Contains heading
names and specifies

yesarrayJSONcolumns

settings for each
column. See
Available columns
Attributes.

Contains the data to
populate the table.

yesarrayJSONrecords

To enable cell-level
editing, set to true.

booleantrue, false (Default:
false)

cell-level-edit

To make specific
cells editable, see
Available columns
Attributes.

Orders group in
ascending or
descending order.

stringasc, dscgroup-order

To hide table header,
set to true.

booleantrue, false (Default:
false)

hide-table-header

Specifies how many
page navigation links

number(Default: 3)pagelimit
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DescriptionRequiredTypeValueAttribute

to add to pagination.
The pagesize must
be set.

Specifies whether
rows should be

boolean(Default: false)draggable

draggable or not.
whenever a drag
happens and order is
updated then
onupdate event is
fired. Inside event
handler you can get
the updated data
inside
event.detail.result.

Specifies whether
each row includes a

boolean(Default: false)row-delete

delete option or not.
NOTE: if once
deleted it gets
removed from the
table altogether.
Whenever we delete
ondelete event is
fired. Inside event
handler you can get
the deleted data
inside
event.detail.result.

Example c-data-table Component

<c-data-table extraclass="slds-table_bordered" issearchavailable="true"
issortavailable="true" theme="{theme}" icon-url="{iconUrl}" group-by="company" pagesize="4"
onupdate="{tableDataUpdated}" row-level-edit="true" user-selectable-column="true"
columns="{columns}" records="{tableData}"
>
</c-data-table>

Example data JSON

[{ "email": "jsolitas@motorsrus.com", "company": "Motors R Us", "age": "44", "balance":
"$11,500", "address": "846 Livonia Avenue, Siglerville, Maryland, 5503", "isActive": true
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}, { "email": "robasanjo@treeline.org", "company": "TreeLine Group", "age": "32", "balance":
"$9,678", "address": "902 Myrtle Avenue, Rockhill, Delaware, 3863", "isActive": true },
{ "email": "n-daily@dailys.com", "company": "Daily Corp", "age": "57", "balance": "$22,888",
"address": "408 Aster Court, Riceville, Indiana, 9646", "isActive": false }, { "email":
"g-gomez@dailys.com", "company": "Daily Corp", "age": "44", "balance": "$6,983", "address":
"856 Benson Avenue, Ballico, North Carolina, 4930", "isActive": true }
];

Available columns Attributes

DescriptionRequiredTypeValueAttribute

Specifies whether column
is editable.

booleantrue, false (Default: false)editable

Gets the key for the
column from the data
JSON.

yesstringfieldName

Sets the visible name of
the column heading.

yesstringlabel

To enable the ability to
search column values, set
to true.

booleantrue, false (Default: false)searchable

To enable column
sorting, set to true. On

booleantrue, false (Default: false)sortable

hover of column heading,
a sorting icon displays
next to the column name.

Specifies the type of
value column holds.

stringnumber, text, email,
textarea, checkbox
(Default: text)

type

If set to true, enables user
to choose if column is
visible.

booleantrue, false (Default: false)userSelectable

To hide column, set to
false. If set to false and

booleantrue, false (Default: true)visible

userSelectable is set to
true, user can make
column visible.
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Example columns JSON

[{ "fieldName": "company", "label": "Company", "sortable": true, "searchable": true }, {
"fieldName": "email", "label": "Email", "sortable": true, "searchable": true, "type":
"email", "editable": true, "userSelectable": true }, { "fieldName": "age", "label": "Age",
"sortable": true, "type": "number", "editable": true, "userSelectable": true }, {
"fieldName": "balance", "label": "Balance", "sortable": true, "userSelectable": true }, {
"fieldName": "address", "label": "Address", "sortable": false, "type": "textarea",
"editable": true, "userSelectable": true }, { "fieldName": "isActive", "label": "Active",
"sortable": false, "type": "checkbox", "editable": true } ];

Available group-by Attributes

DescriptionRequiredTypeValueAttribute

Sets group header
description for every

arraylistfields

visible row after
grouping. Each object
takes a field name that
has its own group
desciption, which by
default is the sum of all
selected field from all the
records. To get group
description using a
custom function, pass
function to
methodToCalculateSummary,
which takes 'groupItems'
as an argument. For
example,
nameOfFunction(groupItems){}.

The reference key (field
name) from the data

yesstringgroupFieldName

JSON used to group the
table.

Example group-by JSON

{ "groupFieldName": "company", "fields": [ { "name": "balance", "methodToCalculateSummary":
"" } ] };

Available Event Listeners

onupdate
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Triggers when table data changes.

ondelete

Triggers when a table row is deleted.

onrowclick

Triggers when a row is clicked and includes the record on which the click happens. Is inside event.detail.result.

Adding Custom Column UI

To add a custom column specify each column inside data table:

<c-data-table extraclass="slds-table_bordered" issearchavailable="true"
issortavailable="true" theme={theme} icon-url={iconUrl} draggable="true" columns={columns}
records={tableData} onupdate={tableUpdateHandler} ondelete={tableUpdateHandler}
row-delete="true"
> <c-customDataTableCell data-field-name="email" class="dataTableCell">
</c-customDataTableCell> <c-data-table-cell data-field-name="age" class="dataTableCell">
</c-data-table-cell> <c-data-table-cell data-field-name="balance" class="dataTableCell">
</c-data-table-cell> <c-data-table-cell data-field-name="address" class="dataTableCell">
</c-data-table-cell> <c-data-table-cell data-field-name="isActive" class="dataTableCell">
</c-data-table-cell> <c-data-table-cell data-field-name="phone" class="dataTableCell">
</c-data-table-cell>
</c-data-table>

As you can see how we create a data table is not changed at all, the only piece that is different is for each column you want to show,
you have to write its relevant column inside data table element.

THE ELEMENT THAT IS SUPPORTED INSIDE DATA TABLE IS EITHER DATATABLECELL OR EXTENDED LWC OF DATA TABLE CELL.

Each column element should have two mandatory attributes: a) data-field-name : This is the same field name we specify inside columns
array as mentioned before.

b) class : You should add a dataTableCell class for it to be treated a column UI.

INSIDE EXTENDED COMPONENT YOU WILL HAVE FOLLOWING DATA: a) cellData : This is that particular column cell data. For eg: if this
column field name is "email". this variable will contain related data to that field name. You can read it by "cellData.value"

b) rowData: This contains complete row data as it is of one single record and can be used to show more data as well.

c) columnData: This contains metadata of what you pass inside columns json.

NOTE: Even if we just want to customize one column we have to specify all the columns inside data table. If you dont want to customize
any column then keep inside of data table empty.

NOTE: For now custom column UI support is not supported in GROUP BY tables.

Examples of a custom column UI component. You can use it as a reference. Please look at above data table example.

customDataTableCell

<template> <div if:true={cellData} class="tableRowCell"> <!--Start your custom content
from here--> {cellData.value} : <br>{rowData.phone} <button
onclick={toggleText}>Toggle</button> <div if:true={hiddenText}> {cellData.value} </div>
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</div>
</template>

import {track} from 'lwc';
import dataTableCell from "c/dataTableCell";
export default class DataTableCellExtended extends dataTableCell { @track hiddenText=
false; toggleText(){ this.hiddenText = !this.hiddenText; }
}

.tableRowCell{ display: table-cell; padding: 0.25rem 0.5rem; white-space: nowrap; position:
relative;
} .tableRowCell:first { border: 0;
}

Datatable Lightning Web Component ReadMe Summer '19

This page contains the DataTable LWC ReadMe as of the Vlocity Insurance and Health Summer '19 release.

For the latest ReadMe, see DataTable Lightning Web Component ReadMe.

The DataTable Lightning Web Component creates a tabular structure of the data provided. It supports grouping, search, pagination and
sorting capabilities.

Available c-data-table Attributes

IMPORTANT: The table reflects the order by which attributes must be set for c-data-table.

DescriptionRequiredTypeValueAttribute

Adds a class to the
table element. To

stringextraclass

add multiple classes,
use a space to
separate each class,
such as `classone
classtwo'.

To make table
searchable, set to

booleantrue, false (Default:
false)

issearchavailable

true. Displays the
search input field
and filter dropdown.

To make table
sortable, set to true.

booleantrue, false (Default:
false)

issortavailable

This feature is not
available on phones
and smaller screens.
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DescriptionRequiredTypeValueAttribute

Specifies which
theme to use.

stringslds, nds (Default:
slds)

theme

Overrides the default
URL of the svg

stringurlicon-url

resource. Used with
Newport Design
System (NDS) theme
only.

To group table based
on a record field, set

objectJSONgroup-by

this attribute. To
make field name the
group header, set
the field name as the
value for this
attribute. To add a
group description
with the group
header, pass an
object as a value for
this attribute
(seeAvailable
groupBy Attributes).

If set, enables
pagination.

numberpagesize

To enable row-level
editing, set to true.

booleantrue, false (Default:
false)

row-level-edit

The columns JSON
must have editable
fields. See Available
columns Attributes.

Enables users to
choose which

booleantrue, false (Default:
true)

user-selectable-column

columns are visible.
If set to true, in
thecolumns JSON,
only those fields with
userSelectable set to
true will be visible.
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DescriptionRequiredTypeValueAttribute

See Available
columns Attributes.

Contains heading
names and specifies

yesarrayJSONcolumns

settings for each
column. See
Available columns
Attributes.

Contains the data to
populate the table.

yesarrayJSONrecords

To enable cell-level
editing, set to true.

booleantrue, falsecell-level-edit

To make specific
cells editable, see
Available columns
Attributes.

Orders group in
ascending or
descending order.

stringasc, dscgroup-order

To hide table header,
set to true.

booleantrue, false (Default:
false)

hide-table-header

Specifies how many
page navigation links

number(Default: 3)pagelimit

to add to pagination.
The pagesize must
be set.

Example c-data-table Component

<c-data-table extraclass="slds-table_bordered" issearchavailable="true"
issortavailable="true" theme="{theme}" icon-url="{iconUrl}" group-by="company" pagesize="4"
onupdate="{tableDataUpdated}" row-level-edit="true" user-selectable-column="true"
columns="{columns}" records="{tableData}"
>
</c-data-table>
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Example data JSON

[{ "email": "jsolitas@motorsrus.com", "company": "Motors R Us", "age": "44", "balance":
"$11,500", "address": "846 Livonia Avenue, Siglerville, Maryland, 5503", "isActive": true
}, { "email": "robasanjo@treeline.org", "company": "TreeLine Group", "age": "32", "balance":
"$9,678", "address": "902 Myrtle Avenue, Rockhill, Delaware, 3863", "isActive": true },
{ "email": "n-daily@dailys.com", "company": "Daily Corp", "age": "57", "balance": "$22,888",
"address": "408 Aster Court, Riceville, Indiana, 9646", "isActive": false }, { "email":
"g-gomez@dailys.com", "company": "Daily Corp", "age": "44", "balance": "$6,983", "address":
"856 Benson Avenue, Ballico, North Carolina, 4930", "isActive": true }
];

Available columns Attributes

DescriptionRequiredTypeValueAttribute

Specifies whether column
is editable.

booleantrue, false (Default: false)editable

Gets the key for the
column from the
dataJSON.

yesstringfieldName

Sets the visible name of
the column heading.

yesstringlabel

To enable the ability to
search column values, set
to true.

booleantrue, false (Default: false)searchable

To enable column
sorting, set to true. On

booleantrue, false (Default: false)sortable

hover of column heading,
a sorting icon displays
next to the column name.

Specifies the type of
value column holds.

stringnumber, text, email,
textarea, checkbox
(Default: text)

type

If set to true, enables user
to choose if column is
visible.

booleantrue, false (Default: false)userSelectable

To hide column, set to
false. If set to false and

booleantrue, false (Default: true)visible

userSelectable is set to
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DescriptionRequiredTypeValueAttribute

true, user can make
column visible.

Example columns JSON

[{ "fieldName": "company", "label": "Company", "sortable": true, "searchable": true }, {
"fieldName": "email", "label": "Email", "sortable": true, "searchable": true, "type":
"email", "editable": true, "userSelectable": true }, { "fieldName": "age", "label": "Age",
"sortable": true, "type": "number", "editable": true, "userSelectable": true }, {
"fieldName": "balance", "label": "Balance", "sortable": true, "userSelectable": true }, {
"fieldName": "address", "label": "Address", "sortable": false, "type": "textarea",
"editable": true, "userSelectable": true }, { "fieldName": "isActive", "label": "Active",
"sortable": false, "type": "checkbox", "editable": true } ];

Available group-by Attributes

DescriptionRequiredTypeValueAttribute

Sets group header
description for every

arraylistfields

visible row after
grouping. Each object
takes a field name that
has its own group
desciption, which by
default is the sum of all
selected field from all the
records. To get group
description using a
custom function, pass
function to
methodToCalculateSummary,
which takes
groupItems' as
an argument. For
example,
ǹameOfFunction(groupItems){}.

The reference key (field
name) from thedata

yesstringgroupFieldName

JSON used to group the
table.
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Example group-by JSON

{ "groupFieldName": "company", "fields": [ { "name": "balance", "methodToCalculateSummary":
"" } ] };

Available Event Listeners

onupdate

Triggers when table data changes.

DataTableCell Lightning Web Component ReadMe

This page contains a DataTableCell LWC ReadMe for each Vlocity release.

Vlocity Insurance and Health Winter '20 and Vlocity CME Spring '20

The DataTableCell Lightning Web Component is the base element inside a DataTable Lightning Web Component forming individual cells.

Available dataTableCell Attributes

DescriptionRequiredTypeValueAttribute

Contains metadata of
what you pass inside
columns json.

JSONcolumnData

Specifiies column cell
data. For example, if this

JSONcellData

column field name is
"email", this variable will
contain related data to
that field name

Defines the base url used
for the edit field for a
custom icon.

stringiconUrl

Specifes the theme of the
component.

stringslds, nds (Default: slds)theme

Set to true to implement
a custom UI.

booleantrue, false (Default:false)isCustomUi

Contains complete row
data from one single

JSONrowData

record. Can show more
data.
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Example of baseState

<c-data-table
extraclass="slds-table_bordered"
theme="{theme}"
icon-url="{iconUrl}"
draggable="true"
pagesize="5"
row-level-edit="true"
row-delete="true"
columns="{columns}"
records="{tableData}"
onupdate="{tableUpdateHandler}"
ondelete="{tableDeleteHandler}"
onrowclick="{tableOnRowClickHandler}"

>
<c-data-table-cell
data-field-name="age"
class="dataTableCell"

></c-data-table-cell>
<c-data-table-cell
data-field-name="balance"
class="dataTableCell"

></c-data-table-cell>
</c-data-table>

DatePicker Lightning Web Component ReadMe

This page contains a DatePicker LWC ReadMe for each Vlocity release.

Vlocity Insurance and Health Spring '20

The DatePicker Lightning Web Component is a date input element with a graphical user interface (GUI) widget that enables the user to
select a date from a calendar. The DatePicker LWC supports custom labels.

Available c-date-picker Attributes

DescriptionRequiredTypeValueAttribute

Adds a visible name for
the rendered date picker.

stringlabel

Adds placeholder text in
the input field.

stringplaceholder

Adds text for an error
message.

stringerror

Adds a name for the date
picker.

stringname
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DescriptionRequiredTypeValueAttribute

To define how a user
must write an input

mask

value, set this attribute.
(For example,
"$###,###.000" , "##’##")

Sets the input format for
the selected date. View
format options here.

stringformat

Sets the locale. See Dayjs
locales here. Refer to the

stringlocale-format

custom label
cmpDayJsLocaleFormats

Sets the format of the
output, when

string(Default: YYYY-MM-DD)output-format

output-type is string.
View format options here.

Sets a minimum date.
User defined value.

stringmin

Sets a maximum date.
User defined value

stringmax

Specifies where the
component displays in
relation to the input field.

stringleft, right (Default: left)position

To make this component
required, set to true. Adds

booleantrue, false (Default: false)required

an asterisk next to the
label.

To disable this
component, set to true.

booleantrue, false (Default: false)disabled

To make this component
read only, set to true.

booleantrue, false (Default: false)readonly

Specifies which theme to
use.

stringslds, nds (Default: slds)theme
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DescriptionRequiredTypeValueAttribute

Sets the type of output.stringstring, date (Default:
string)

output-type

Specifies the value of the
datePicker element.

stringvalue

Read-only property that
displays the formatted
property value.

stringdisplay-value

Specifies the error
message displayed when
locale format is invalid.

stringlocale-format-invalid-error

Adds a title describing
the instructions for the
date picker.

stringselect-date-label

Adds a title for the prev
month icon.

stringprev-month-label

Adds a title for the next
month icon.

stringnext-month-label

Adds a title for the
asterisk when required is
true.

stringrequired-label

Adds a title for the year
dropdown selector.

stringpick-year-label

Adds a visible name for
today.

stringtoday-label

Example c-date-picker Component

<c-date-picker
theme=""
disabled="true"
label="Disabled"
name="date picker"
value="date picker"
hide-icon=false

></c-date-picker>
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Example Label Slot Usage

A named slot (name = label) is available in the event a user would like to dynamically insert markup next to the input's label.

<c-date-picker
theme=""
disabled="true"
label="Disabled"
name="date picker"
value="date picker"
hide-icon=false

>
<span slot="label">Additional markup is inserted here</span>

</c-date-picker>

Available Custom Labels

DescriptionApiNameLabel

Text visible on mouse over of the calendar
icon.

cmpSelectDateSelect Date

Message to display when user leaves the
date picker when the value is missing.

cmpFieldValueMissingThis field value is missing.

Text visible when a user enters an invalid
locale format.

localeFormatInvalidErrorUnable to render ${1} due to invalid
localeFormat [${2}]. Please provide a valid
localeFormat in the form of

Text visible on mouse over of the calendar's
previous month icon. Default icon is a left
arrow.

prevMonthLabelPrevious Month

Text visible on mouse over of the calender's
next month icon. Default icon is right arrow.

nextMonthLabelNext Month

Text visible on mouse over of *next to the
Date label.

requiredLabelrequired

Assistive text for the year dropdown on the
calendar's header.

cmpPickYrPick a year

Text for the link to select today's date.todayLabelToday

Text visible on input of an invalid value.cmpInvalidValueInvalid Value.
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DescriptionApiNameLabel

Text visible when a user selects a date below
the allowed range.

cmpRangeUnderflowDate is before the allowed range.

Text visible when a user selects a date date
after the allowed range.

cmpRangeOverflowDate is after the allowed range.

Vlocity Insurance and Health Winter '20 and Vlocity CME Spring '20

The DatePicker Lightning Web Component is a date input element with a graphical user interface (GUI) widget that enables the user to
select a date from a calendar.

Available c-date-picker Attributes

DescriptionRequiredTypeValueAttribute

Adds a visible name
for the rendered
date picker.

stringlabel

Adds placeholder
text in the input
field.

stringplaceholder

Adds text for an error
message.

stringerror

Adds a name for the
date picker.

stringname

To define how a user
must write an input

mask

value, set this
attribute. (For
example,
"$###,###.000" ,
"##’##")

Sets the input format
for the selected date.

stringformat

View format options
here.
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DescriptionRequiredTypeValueAttribute

Sets the format of
the output, when

string(Default:
YYYY-MM-DD)

output-format

output-type is string.
View format options
here.

Sets a minimum
date. User defined
value.

stringmin

Sets a maximum
date. User defined
value

stringmax

Specifies where the
component displays

stringleft, right (Default:
left)

position

in relation to the
input field.

To make this
component required,

booleantrue, false (Default:
false)

required

set to true. Adds an
asterisk next to the
label.

To disable this
component, set to
true.

booleantrue, false (Default:
false)

disabled

To make this
component read
only, set to true.

booleantrue, false (Default:
false)

readonly

Specifies which
theme to use.

stringslds, nds (Default:
slds)

theme

Sets the type of
output.

stringstring, date (Default:
string)

output-type

Specifies the value of
the datePicker
element.

stringvalue
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DescriptionRequiredTypeValueAttribute

Getter only property,
which displays as the

stringdisplayValue

formatted property
value.

Specifies if date
picker icon should
be hidden

booleantrue,false (Default:
false)

hide-icon

Example c-date-picker Component

<c-date-picker
theme=""
disabled="true"
label="Disabled"
name="date picker"
value="date picker"
hide-icon=false

></c-date-picker>

Vlocity Insurance and Health Summer '19 and Vlocity CME Fall '19

The DatePicker Lightning Web Component is a date input element with a graphical user interface (GUI) widget that enables the user to
select a date from a calendar.

Available c-date-picker Attributes

DescriptionRequiredTypeValueAttribute

Adds a visible name
for the rendered
date picker.

stringlabel

Adds placeholder
text in the input
field.

stringplaceholder

Adds text for an error
message.

stringerror

Adds a name for the
date picker.

stringname
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DescriptionRequiredTypeValueAttribute

To define how a user
must write an input

mask

value, set this
attribute. (For
example, `$,.000'' , `
’'')

Sets the input format
for the selected date.

stringformat

View format options
here.

Sets the format of
the output, when

string(Default:
YYYY-MM-DD)

output-format

output-type is string.
View format
optionshttps://date-fns.org/v2.0.0-alpha.37/docs/format[here].

Sets a minimum
date. User defined
value.

stringmin

Sets a maximum
date. User defined
value

stringmax

Specifies where the
component displays

stringleft, right (Default:
left)

position

in relation to the
input field.

To make this
component required,

booleantrue, false (Default:
false)

required

set to true. Adds an
asterisk next to the
label.

To disable this
component, set to
true.

booleantrue, false (Default:
false)

disabled

To make this
component read
only, set to true.

booleantrue, false (Default:
false)

readonly
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DescriptionRequiredTypeValueAttribute

Specifies which
theme to use.

stringslds, nds (Default:
slds)

theme

Sets the type of
output.

stringstring, date (Default:
string)

output-type

Specifies the value of
the datePicker
element.

stringvalue

Example c-date-picker Component

<c-date-picker
theme=""
disabled="true"
label="Disabled"
name="date picker"
value="date picker"

></c-date-picker>

DateTimePicker Lightning Web Component ReadMe

This page contains a DateTimePicker LWC ReadMe for each Vlocity release.

Vlocity Insurance and Health Spring '20

The DateTimePicker Lightning Web Component is a set of input fields with graphical user interface (GUI) widgets that enable the user to
select a date from a calendar and a time from a list.

Available c-datetime-picker Attributes

DescriptionRequiredTypeValueAttribute

Specifies which theme to
use.

slds, nds (Default: slds)theme

Sets the visible name for
the component.

stringlabel

To prevent users from
interacting with the field,

stringno value (See example
code.)

disabled

set this attribute. Sets
both date and time
elements.
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DescriptionRequiredTypeValueAttribute

To require input field, set
this attribute. Sets both
date and time elements.

no value (See example
code.)

required

If field is read-only and
cannot be edited by user,
set this attrubute.

stringno value (See example
code.)

read-only

The minimum acceptable
value for the date. Must
be in output-format.

stringmin

The maximum
acceptable value for the

stringmax

date. Must be in
output-format.

Error message to display
when the value is
missing.

string(Default: This field is
required)

message-when-value-missing

Error message to display
when a bad input is
detected.

string(Default : This field is not
valid)

message-when-bad-input

Displays an error message
when min and max are

stringmessage-when-range-overflow

set and a user sets a value
that goes above the max
value.

Displays an error message
when min and max are

stringmessage-when-range-underflow

set and a user sets a value
that goes below the min
value.

Defines the url for the
icon. Set for both date
and time elements.

string(Default: slds icon url)icon-url

Adds help text.stringfield-level-help
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DescriptionRequiredTypeValueAttribute

Defines the time range in
the dropdown options of

string/numberinterval

the time input field. User
can set value as "15" or
15.

Sets the format of the
output when output-type

string(Default: DD/MM/YYYY
hh:mm a)

output-format

is string. View format
options here.

Sets the output type. If
date is set, returns date
object.

stringstring, date (Default:
string)

output-type

Specifies the name of the
date input element.

stringdate-name

Specifies the name of the
time input element.

stringtime-name

Sets the visible name for
the date field.

stringdate-label

Sets the visible name for
the time field.

stringtime-label

Adds placeholder text
inside the date input
field.

stringdate-placeholder

Adds placeholder text
inside the time input
field.

stringtime-placeholder

Specifies the value of the
datetimePicker element.

stringvalue

When the date value is
set, the default time value
is 12:00pm. When the
time value is set, the
default date value is
today.
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DescriptionRequiredTypeValueAttribute

Read-only property that
displays as the formatted
property value.

stringdisplay-value

Specifies if date time
picker icon should be
hidden

booleantrue, false (Default: false)hide-icon

Specifies the error
message displayed when
locale format is invalid.

stringlocale-format-invalid-error

Adds a title describing
the instructions for the
date picker.

stringselect-date-label

Adds a title for the
previous month icon.

stringprev-month-label

Adds a title for the next
month icon.

stringnext-month-label

Adds a title for the
asterisk when required is
true.

stringrequired-label

Adds a title for the year
dropdown selector.

stringpick-year-label

Adds a visible name for
today.

stringtoday-label

Example c-datetime-picker Component

<c-datetime-picker
value="2019-03-30T10:15:00"
read-only
disabled
required
date-name="date"
time-name="time"
date-label="Date"
time-label="Time"
label="Select Datetime (empty date/time label)"
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hide-icon=false
></c-datetime-picker>

Example Label Slot Usage

A named slot (name = label) is available in the event a user would like to dynamically insert markup next to the input's label.

<c-datetime-picker
value="2019-03-30T10:15:00"
read-only
disabled
required
date-name="date"
time-name="time"
date-label="Date"
time-label="Time"
label="Select Datetime (empty date/time label)"
hide-icon=false

>
<span slot="label">Additional markup is inserted here</span>

</c-datetime-picker>

Vlocity Insurance and Health Winter '20 and Vlocity CME Spring '20

The DateTimePicker Lightning Web Component is a set of input fields with graphical user interface (GUI) widgets that enable the user to
select a date from a calendar and a time from a list.

Available c-datetime-picker Attributes

DescriptionRequiredTypeValueAttribute

Specifies which theme to
use.

slds, nds (Default: slds)theme

Sets the visible name for
the component.

stringlabel

To prevent users from
interacting with the field,

stringno value (See example
code.)

disabled

set this attribute. Sets
both date and time
elements.

To require input field, set
this attribute. Sets both
date and time elements.

no value (See example
code.)

required
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DescriptionRequiredTypeValueAttribute

If field is read-only and
cannot be edited by user,
set this attrubute.

stringno value (See example
code.)

read-only

The minimum acceptable
value for the date. Must
be in output-format.

stringmin

The maximum
acceptable value for the

stringmax

date. Must be in
output-format.

Error message to display
when the value is
missing.

string(Default: This field is
required)

message-when-value-missing

Error message to display
when a bad input is
detected.

string(Default : This field is not
valid)

message-when-bad-input

Displays an error message
when min and max are

stringmessage-when-range-overflow

set and a user sets a value
that goes above the max
value.

Displays an error message
when min and max are

stringmessage-when-range-underflow

set and a user sets a value
that goes below the min
value.

Defines the url for the
icon. Set for both date
and time elements.

string(Default: slds icon url)icon-url

Adds help text.stringfield-level-help

Defines the time range in
the dropdown options of

string/numberinterval

the time input field. User
can set value as "15" or
15.
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DescriptionRequiredTypeValueAttribute

Sets the format of the
output when output-type

string(Default: DD/MM/YYYY
hh:mm a)

output-format

is string. View format
options here.

Sets the output type. If
date is set, returns date
object.

stringstring, date (Default:
string)

output-type

Specifies the name of the
date input element.

stringdate-name

Specifies the name of the
time input element.

stringtime-name

Sets the visible name for
the date field.

stringdate-label

Sets the visible name for
the time field.

stringtime-label

Adds placeholder text
inside the date input
field.

stringdate-placeholder

Adds placeholder text
inside the time input
field.

stringtime-placeholder

Specifies the value of the
datetimePicker element.

stringvalue

When the date value is
set, the default time value
is 12:00pm. When the
time value is set, the
default date value is
today.

Getter only property,
which displays as the
formatted property value.

stringdisplayValue
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DescriptionRequiredTypeValueAttribute

Specifies if date time
picker icon should be
hidden

booleantrue, false (Default: false)hide-icon

Example c-datetime-picker Component

<c-datetime-picker
value="2019-03-30T10:15:00"
read-only
disabled
required
date-name="date"
time-name="time"
date-label="Date"
time-label="Time"
label="Select Datetime (empty date/time label)"
hide-icon=false

></c-datetime-picker>

Vlocity Insurance and Health Summer '19 and Vlocity CME Fall '19

The DateTimePicker Lightning Web Component is a set of input fields with graphical user interface (GUI) widgets that enable the user to
select a date from a calendar and a time from a list.

Available c-datetime-picker Attributes

DescriptionRequiredTypeValueAttribute

Specifies which theme to
use.

slds, nds (Default: slds)theme

Sets the visible name for
the component.

stringlabel

To prevent users from
interacting with the field,

stringno value (See example
code.)

disabled

set this attribute. Sets
both date and time
elements.

To require input field, set
this attribute. Sets both
date and time elements.

no value (See example
code.)

required
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DescriptionRequiredTypeValueAttribute

If field is read-only and
cannot be edited by user,
set this attrubute.

stringno value (See example
code.)

read-only

The minimum acceptable
value for the date. Must
be inoutput-format.

stringmin

The maximum
acceptable value for the

stringmax

date. Must be
inoutput-format.

Error message to display
when the value is
missing.

string(Default: This field is
required)

message-when-value-missing

Error message to display
when a bad input is
detected.

string(Default : This field is not
valid)

message-when-bad-input

Displays an error message
whenmin and max are set

stringmessage-when-range-overflow

and a user sets a value
that goes above the max
value.

Displays an error message
when min and max are

stringmessage-when-range-underflow

set and a user sets a value
that goes below the min
value.

Defines the url for the
icon. Set for both date
and time elements.

string(Default: slds icon url)icon-url

Adds help text.stringfield-level-help

Defines the time range in
the dropdown options of

string/numberinterval

the time input field. User
can set value as ``15'' or
15.
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DescriptionRequiredTypeValueAttribute

Sets the format of the
output when output-type

string(Default: DD/MM/YYYY
hh:mm a)

output-format

is string. View format
optionshttps://date-fns.org/v2.0.0-alpha.37/docs/format[here].

Sets the output type. If
date is set, returns date
object.

stringstring, date (Default:
string)

output-type

Specifies the name of the
date input element.

stringdate-name

Specifies the name of the
time input element.

stringtime-name

Sets the visible name for
the date field.

stringdate-label

Sets the visible name for
the time field.

stringtime-label

Adds placeholder text
inside the date input
field.

stringdate-placeholder

Adds placeholder text
inside the time input
field.

stringtime-placeholder

Specifies the value of the
datetimePicker element.

stringvalue

Example c-datetime-picker Component

<c-datetime-picker
value="2019-03-30T10:15:00"
read-only
disabled
required
date-name="date"
time-name="time"
date-label="Date"
time-label="Time"
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label="Select Datetime (empty date/time label)"
></c-datetime-picker>

Form Lightning Web Component ReadMe

This page contains a Form LWC ReadMe for each Vlocity release.

Vlocity Insurance and Health Winter '20 and Vlocity CME Spring '20

The Form Lightning Web Component creates a wrapper around Vlocity form elements to enable form capabilities.

Available c-form Attributes

DescriptionRequiredValueValueAttribute

Defines the form layout.stringstacked, horizontal,
compound (Default:
stacked)

layout

Keeps key-value pairs for
all elements with their

string, stringify json(Default: {})model

synced values. All
elements inside the
c-form  component
must have a name
attribute. If available,
populates with values
from elements.

Specifies which theme to
use.

stringslds, nds (Default: slds)theme

Specifies where to send
the form data when the
form is submitted.

stringaction

Defines method to
submit the form.

stringget, post (Default: get)method

Example c-form Component

<c-form
model={model}
layout="stacked"

>
<c-input value="" label="Name" placeholder="Normal Input" name="name"></c-input>
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<c-input value="" label="Password" placeholder="Normal Input"
name="password"></c-input>

<c-typeahead data={data} label="Typeahead" placeholder="Normal Input"
name="typeahead"></c-typeahead>

<c-combobox theme="" value="" multiple options={data} label="Default Multi Selected"
placeholder="Normal Input" name="multiselect"></c-combobox>

<c-checkbox label="Normal Checkbox" name="checkbox"></c-checkbox>
<c-radio-group extraclass="slds-p-around_small" groupname="slds1" label="Select

option" options={data} name="radiogroup"></c-radio-group>
<c-button theme="" type="submit" name="submit" variant="brand" label="brand"

icon="utility:close" icon-position="right"></c-button>
</c-form>

Vlocity Insurance and Health Summer '19 and Vlocity CME Fall '19

The Form Lightning Web Component creates a wrapper around Vlocity form elements to enable form capabilities.

Available c-form Attributes

DescriptionRequiredValueValueAttribute

Defines the form layout.stringstacked, horizontal,
compound (Default:
stacked)

layout

Keeps key-value pairs for
all elements with their

string, stringify json(Default: {})model

synced values. All
elements inside
the`c-form` component
must have a name
attribute. If available,
populates with values
from elements.

Specifies which theme to
use.

stringslds, nds (Default: slds)theme

Specifies where to send
the form data when the
form is submitted.

stringaction

Defines method to
submit the form.

stringget, post (Default: get)method
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Example c-form Component

<c-form
model={model}
layout="stacked"

>
<c-input value="" label="Name" placeholder="Normal Input" name="name"></c-input>
<c-input value="" label="Password" placeholder="Normal Input"

name="password"></c-input>
<c-typeahead data={data} label="Typeahead" placeholder="Normal Input"

name="typeahead"></c-typeahead>
<c-combobox theme="" value="" multiple options={data} label="Default Multi Selected"

placeholder="Normal Input" name="multiselect"></c-combobox>
<c-checkbox label="Normal Checkbox" name="checkbox"></c-checkbox>
<c-radio-group extraclass="slds-p-around_small" groupname="slds1" label="Select

option" options={data} name="radiogroup"></c-radio-group>
<c-button theme="" type="submit" name="submit" variant="brand" label="brand"

icon="utility:close" icon-position="right"></c-button>
</c-form>

Icon Lightning Web Component ReadMe

This page contains an Icon LWC ReadMe for each Vlocity release.

Vlocity Insurance and Health Winter '20 and Vlocity CME Spring '20

The Icon Lightning Web Component renders an SVG icon.

Available c-icon Attributes

DescriptionRequiredTypeValueAttribute

Adds alternative text for
the icon. For best

stringalternative-text

practice, if icon is part of
a button or is clickable,
text should describe what
action is taken, such as
'Upload File', and not
what the icon is, such as
"Paperclip".

Overrides the defined url
for the SVG resource.

stringURLbaseurl

Adds a background color
to the icon.

stringAccepts name, rgb and
hex values

bg-color
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DescriptionRequiredTypeValueAttribute

Sets the color of the icon.stringAccepts name, rgb and
hex values

color

Adds a class to the parent
of the input element. To

stringextraclass

add multiple classes, use
a space to separate each
class, such as 'classone
classtwo'.

Sets which icon to use.yesstring(For example, utility:info)icon-name

Sets the position of the
icon.

stringleft, right (Default: left)iconposition

Sets the icon image from
the image URL.

stringimgsrc

Sets the size of the icon.stringxx-small, x-small, small,
medium, large (Default:
small)

size

Sets the theme for the
icon.

stringslds, nds (Default: slds)theme

Changes the appearance
of action,custom,

stringinverse, warning, error ,
success, light, default
(Default: default)

variant

standard and utility icons.
The inverse variant adds
a white fill on a dark
background.

Example c-icon Component

<c-icon
theme="slds"
icon-name="utility:add"
size="small"
extraclass="slds-icon-text-default"

></c-icon>

Vlocity Insurance and Health Winter '20 and Vlocity CME Spring '20

The Icon Lightning Web Component renders an SVG icon.
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Available c-icon Attributes

DescriptionRequiredTypeValueAttribute

Adds alternative text for
the icon. For best

stringalternative-text

practice, if icon is part of
a button or is clickable,
text should describe what
action is taken, such as
'Upload File', and not
what the icon is, such as
"Paperclip".

Overrides the defined url
for the SVG resource.

stringURLbaseurl

Adds a background color
to the icon.

stringAccepts name, rgb and
hex values

bg-color

Sets the color of the icon.stringAccepts name, rgb and
hex values

color

Adds a class to the parent
of the input element. To

stringextraclass

add multiple classes, use
a space to separate each
class, such as 'classone
classtwo'.

Sets which icon to use.yesstring(For example, utility:info)icon-name

Sets the position of the
icon.

stringleft, right (Default: left)iconposition

Sets the size of the icon.stringxx-small, x-small, small,
medium, large (Default:
small)

size

Sets the theme for the
icon.

stringslds, nds (Default: slds)theme

Changes the appearance
of action,custom,

stringinverse, warning, error ,
success, light, default
(Default: default)

variant

standard and utility icons.
The inverse variant adds
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DescriptionRequiredTypeValueAttribute

a white fill on a dark
background.

Example c-icon Component

<c-icon
theme="slds"
icon-name="utility:add"
size="small"
extraclass="slds-icon-text-default"

></c-icon>

Vlocity Insurance and Health Summer '19 and Vlocity CME Fall '19

The Icon Lightning Web Component renders an SVG icon.

Available c-icon Attributes

DescriptionRequiredTypeValueAttribute

Sets which icon to use.yesstring(For example, utility:info)icon-name

Sets the theme for the
icon.

stringslds, nds (Default: slds)theme

Overrides the defined url
for the SVG resource.

stringURLbaseurl

Adds a class to the parent
of the input element. To

stringextraclass

add multiple classes, use
a space to separate each
class, such as `classone
classtwo'.

Sets the size of the icon.stringxx-small, x-small, small,
medium, large (Default:
small)

size

Sets the color of the icon.stringAccepts name, rgb and
hex values

color
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DescriptionRequiredTypeValueAttribute

Adds a background color
to the icon.

stringAccepts name, rgb and
hex values

bg-color

Sets the position of the
icon.

stringleft, right (Default: left)iconposition

Changes the appearance
of action,custom,

stringinverse, warning, error ,
success, light, default
(Default: default)

variant

standard and utility icons.
The inverse variant adds
a white fill on a dark
background.

Adds alternative text for
the icon. For best

stringalternative-text

practice, if icon is part of
a button or is clickable,
text should describe what
action is taken, such as
`Upload File', and not
what the icon is, such as
``Paperclip''.

Example c-icon Component

<c-icon
theme="slds"
icon-name="utility:add"
size="small"
extraclass="slds-icon-text-default"

></c-icon>

Img Lightning Web Component ReadMe

This page contains the Img LWC ReadMe for each Vlocity release.

Vlocity Insurance and Health Summer '20

The Img Lightning Web Component displays an available image.
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Available c-img Attributes

DescriptionRequiredTypeValueAttribute

Specifies the text that
describes the image.

yesstringalternative-text

When the 'imgsrc' is
available, 'alternative-text'
displays as a tooltip on
image hover. When the
'imgsrc' is not available,
'alternative-text' displays
next to the default NDS
or SLDS image icon.

Specifies the cropping
ratio for the image, which

string1x1, 4x3, 16x9cropsize

is constrained to the
parents width.

Adds a class to the root
parent of the img

stringextraclass

element. To add multiple
classes, use a space to
separate each class, such
as 'classone classtwo'.

Specifies the height of
the image. Used only
when size is not specified.

stringimg-height

Specifies the width of the
image. Used only when
size is not specified.

stringimg-width

Sets the source path for
the image. An NDS or

yesstringimgsrc

SLDS image icon displays
when an image source is
not available.

Sets the size of the image.stringsmall, medium, large,
x-large, xx-large

size

Sets the theme for the
component.

stringslds, nds, (Default: slds)theme
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DescriptionRequiredTypeValueAttribute

Adds a class to the title
element. To add multiple

stringtitleclass

classes, use a space to
separate each class, such
as 'classone classtwo'.

Specifies the title that
displayed at the bottom
of the image.

stringtitle

Example c-img Component

<c-img
theme="slds"
imgsrc="https://www.domain.com/image.jpg"
alternative-text="Image Description"
size="small"
extraclass="slds-image slds-image--card"

></c-img>

Input Lightning Web Component ReadMe

This page contains an Input LWC ReadMe for each Vlocity release.

Vlocity Insurance and Health Summer '20

The Input Lightning Web Component renders an input element.

Available c-input Attributes

DescriptionRequiredTypeValueAttribute

Specifies the types of files
that the server accepts.

stringpdf, png, jpg, and so forthaccept

Applies only when type is
set to 'file'.

Sets the keyboard
shortcut for input field.

stringaccess-key

Specifies a
space-separated list of

stringaria-controls

element IDs whose
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DescriptionRequiredTypeValueAttribute

presence or content is
controlled by the input.

Specifies a
space-separated list of

stringaria-described-by

element IDs that provide
descriptive labels for the
input.

Specifies a
space-separated list of

stringaria-labelled-by

element IDs that provide
labels for the input.

Adds a label describing
the input to assistive
technologies.

stringaria-label

Specifies the icon to
display in the checkbox.

stringcheckboxLabelIconName

Specifies the format of a
date input element.

string(Default: YYYY-MM-DD)date-format

Applies only when type is
set to 'datetime'.

Specifies the label of a
date input element.

string(Default: Date )date-label

Applies only when type is
set to 'datetime'.

Specifies the name of a
date input element.

stringdate-name

Applies only when type is
set to 'datetime'.

Specifies the placeholder
of a date input element.

string(Default: Select Date)date-placeholder

Applies only when type is
set to 'datetime'.

Specifies the error
message displayed when
locale format is invalid.

stringdate-time-locale-format-invalid-error
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DescriptionRequiredTypeValueAttribute

Specifies the locale for
date, time and date/time

stringdate-time-locale-format

element and replaces
months, days of week, etc
to the correct locale.
Dayjs locales here. Refer
to the custom label
cmpDayJsLocaleFormats

If set, the textarea field is
disabled and users
cannot interact with it.

booleandisabled

Read-only property that
displays the child's

stringdisplay-value

displayValue  or the
maskedValue.

Adds a visible label for
the endDate input when

stringend-date-picker-label

range date picker
component. Applies only
when type is set to 'date'.

Adds a value for the
endDate input of range

stringend-date

date picker component.
Applies only when type is
set to 'date'.

Adds a class to the parent
of the input element. To

stringextraclass

add multiple classes, use
a space to separate each
class, such as 'classone
classtwo'.

Specifies a list of files.
Applies only when type
is set to 'file'.

arrayfiles

Sets how to format the
input value when value is
a number.

stringpercent, currencyformatter
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DescriptionRequiredTypeValueAttribute

Calls the specified
callback method when

methodicon-click-callback

the icon of either
icon-name-rightattribute
or icon-name-leftattribute
is clicked.

Sets the color of the icon
in the input element.

stringicon-color

Sets an icon.string(Format: utility:info)icon-name-left

Sets an icon.string(Format: utility:info)icon-name-right

Sets the icon base url.
Applies only when type is
set to 'file'.

stringicon-url

Adds help text after the
input element.

stringinlinehelp

Sets the interval between
the options of the time

numberinterval

dropdown. Applies only
when type is set to
'time/datetime'

Sets a title for the textarea
input field. Applies only

yesstringlabel

when type is set to
'textarea'.

Sets a limit for the input.
Truncates the value to a

stringmask-range

maximum number of
characters.

Adds a mask for the input
value. See mask Use
Cases for this component.

stringmask

Sets the maximum
number of characters
allowed in the textarea.

numbermax-length
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DescriptionRequiredTypeValueAttribute

Sets the maximum
acceptable value for the

string, numbermax

input. Applies only when
type is number, range,
date, time, or datetime.
For number and range
type, the max value is a
decimal number. For the
date, time, and datetime
types, the max value
must use a valid string for
the type.

Displays an error message
when a bad input is
detected.

stringmessage-when-bad-input

Displays an error message
when a pattern mismatch
is detected.

stringmessage-when-pattern-mismatch

Displays an error message
when a range overfolow
is detected.

stringmessage-when-range-overflow

Displays an error message
when a range underflow
is detected.

stringmessage-when-range-underflow

Displays an error message
when a step mismatch is
detected.

stringmessage-when-step-mismatch

Displays an error message
when the value is too
long.

stringmessage-when-too-long

Displays an error message
when the value is too
short.

stringmessage-when-too-short

Displays an error message
when a type mismatch is
detected.

stringmessage-when-type-mismatch
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DescriptionRequiredTypeValueAttribute

Displays an error message
when the value is
missing.

stringmessage-when-value-missing

Sets the minimum
number of characters
allowed in the textarea.

numbermin-length

Sets the minimum
acceptable value for the

string, numbermin

input. Applies only when
type is number, range,
date, time, or datetime.
For number and range
types, the min value is a
decimal number. For the
date, time, and datetime
types, the min value must
use a valid string for the
type.

Enables user to enter
more than one value.

stringmultiple

Applies only when type is
set to 'file' or 'email'.

Specifies the name of the
input element.

stringname

Specifies a title for the
next month icon.

stringnext-month-label

To prevent default
validation, set to true. Use

true, false (Default: false)novalidate

the
setCustomValidity
to set the custom
validation method. See
Available Methods for this
component.

Sets the format of the
output, when

string(Default for date:
HH:mm:ss.SSS ZZ)

output-format

output-type is string and
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DescriptionRequiredTypeValueAttribute

type is set to 'time' or
'datetime'. For format
options, see date-fns.

(Default for datetime:
DD/MM/YYYY hh:mm a)

Sets the output type.
Applies only when type is
set to 'time' or 'datetime'.

stringstring, date (Default:
string)

output-type

Specifies the regular
expression that the input

stringpattern

value is checked against.
Applies only when type is
text, search, url, tel, email,
or password.

Specifies a title for the
year dropdown selector.

stringpick-year-label

To display text when field
is empty, set this
attribute.

stringplaceholder

Sets the position of the
DatePicker Lightning

stringposition

Web Component. Applies
only when type is set to
'date'.

Specifies the text after the
input textbox.

stringposttext

Specifies the text in front
of the input text box.

stringpretext

Specifies a title for the
prev month icon.

stringprev-month-label

Adds a range to the
DatePicker Lightning

stringrange

Web Component. Applies
only for type is set to
'date'.
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DescriptionRequiredTypeValueAttribute

If set, the textarea field is
read-only and cannot be
edited.

booleanread-only

Specifies a title for the
asterisk when required is
true.

stringrequired-label

If set, the textarea field
must be filled out before

booleanrequired

the form can be
submitted.

Specifies a title describing
the instructions for the
date picker.

stringselect-date-label

Set the size of the
DatePicker Lightning

stringsize

Web Component input
field. Applies only when
type is set to 'date'.

Makes the input element
static.

boolean (Default: false)static

Sets the granularity of the
value. Use 'any' when

string, numberany, positive floating
number (Default: 1)

step

granularity is not
important.

For internal use only,
indicates if an element is

numbertab-index

focusable. A value of 0
means element is
focusable and
participates in sequential
keyboard navigation. A
value of -1 means
element is focusable but
does not participate in
keyboard navigation.
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DescriptionRequiredTypeValueAttribute

Specifies the theme to
use.

slds, nds (Default: slds)theme

Specifies the format of a
time input element.

string(Default: HH:mm)time-format

Applies only when type is
set to 'datetime'.

Specifies the label of a
time input element.

string( Default: Time)time-label

Applies only when type is
set to 'datetime'.

Specifies the name of a
time input element.

stringtime-name

Applies only when type is
set to 'datetime'.

Specifies the placeholder
of a time input element.

string(Default: Select Time)time-placeholder

Applies only when type is
set to 'datetime'.

Specifies a visible name
for today.

stringtoday-label

When type is set to
'toggle', sets the label in
the off state.

stringtoggle-off-label

When type is set to
'toggle', sets the label in
the on state.

stringtoggle-on-label

Sets the input type. For a
date input, see DatePicker

string(Default: text)type

Lightning Web
Component. For a list of
input types, see Form
Input Types.

Represents the validity
states of the textarea

objectvalidity

input, with respect to
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DescriptionRequiredTypeValueAttribute

constraint validation.
For example: {
badInput: false,
customError:
false,
patternMismatch:
false,
rangeOverflow:
false,
rangeUnderflow:
false,
stepMismatch:
false, tooLong:
false, tooShort:
false,
typeMismatch:
false, valid:
true,
valueMissing:
false }

Sets the value of the
textarea input. Used as

stringvalue

the default value during
init.

Changes the appearance
of an input field.

stringstandard, label-hidden
(Default: standard)

variant

Example c-input Component

<c-input
class="slds-p-top_small"
theme="slds"
inline-help="ex: (415)111-2222"
label="Input"
placeholder="Inline-help"

></c-input>
<c-input
class="slds-p-top_small"
theme="slds"
multiple
type="file"
accept="image/*"
label="Accept only image"

></c-input>
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<c-input
class="slds-p-top_small"
theme="slds"
required
label="Required Input"
placeholder="Required Input"

></c-input>
<c-input
class="slds-p-top_small"
theme="slds"
min-length="10"
required
label="Minimum 10 char"
placeholder="Minimum 10 char"

></c-input>

mask Use Cases

• The mask uses custom logic with any input type, when mask is set, and formatter is not set.

• Format is international when type is set to 'number', formatter is set to 'currency', and mask is not set. See NumberFormat.

• Javascript number formatter is used when type is set to 'number',formatter is set to 'currency', and mask is set. See JavaScript Number
Formatter.

Label Slot Usage

A named slot (name = label) is available in the event a user would like to dynamically insert markup next to the input's label. This feature
is not available for inputs that are formula, checkbox, file, or has isToggle = true.

Example Slot Usage

<c-input
class="slds-p-top_small"
theme="slds"
inline-help="ex: (415)111-2222"
label="Input"
placeholder="Inline-help"

>
<span slot="label">Additional markup is inserted here</span>

</c-input>

Available Methods

checkValidity()

Returns the valid attribute value (boolean) on the ValidityState object.

reportValidity()

Displays the error messages and returns false if the input is invalid. If the input is valid, reportValidity() clears displayed error messages
and returns true.

setCustomValidity(message)
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Displays a custom error message when the textarea value is submitted. Takes the message argument. If message is an empty string, the
error message is reset.

showHelpMessageIfInvalid()

Displays error messages on invalid fields. An invalid field fails at least one constraint validation and returns false when checkValidity() is
called.

focus()

Sets focus on the textarea field.

blur()

Removes focus from the textarea field.

resetValidations()

Removes the error state.

Vlocity Insurance and Health Spring '20

The Input Lightning Web Component renders an input element.

Available c-input Attributes

DescriptionRequiredTypeValueAttribute

Specifies the types of files
that the server accepts.

stringpdf, png, jpg, and so forthaccept

Applies only when type is
set to 'file'.

Sets the keyboard
shortcut for input field.

stringaccess-key

Specifies a
space-separated list of

stringaria-controls

element IDs whose
presence or content is
controlled by the input.

Specifies a
space-separated list of

stringaria-described-by

element IDs that provide
descriptive labels for the
input.

Specifies a
space-separated list of

stringaria-labelled-by

element IDs that provide
labels for the input.
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DescriptionRequiredTypeValueAttribute

Adds a label describing
the input to assistive
technologies.

stringaria-label

Specifies the format of a
date input element.

string(Default: YYYY-MM-DD)date-format

Applies only when type is
set to 'datetime'.

Specifies the label of a
date input element.

string(Default: Date )date-label

Applies only when type is
set to 'datetime'.

Specifies the name of a
date input element.

stringdate-name

Applies only when type is
set to 'datetime'.

Specifies the placeholder
of a date input element.

string(Default: Select Date)date-placeholder

Applies only when type is
set to 'datetime'.

Specifies the error
message displayed when
locale format is invalid.

stringdate-time-locale-format-invalid-error

Specifies the locale for
date, time and date/time

stringdate-time-locale-format

element and replaces
months, days of week, etc
to the correct locale.
Dayjs locales here. Refer
to the custom label
cmpDayJsLocaleFormats

If set, the textarea field is
disabled and users
cannot interact with it.

booleandisabled

Read-only property that
displays the child's

stringdisplay-value
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DescriptionRequiredTypeValueAttribute

displayValue  or the
maskedValue.

Adds a visible label for
the endDate input when

stringend-date-picker-label

range date picker
component. Applies only
when type is set to 'date'.

Adds a value for the
endDate input of range

stringend-date

date picker component.
Applies only when type is
set to 'date'.

Adds a class to the parent
of the input element. To

stringextraclass

add multiple classes, use
a space to separate each
class, such as 'classone
classtwo'.

Specifies a list of files.
Applies only when type
is set to 'file'.

arrayfiles

Sets how to format the
input value when value is
a number.

stringpercent, currencyformatter

Sets the color of the icon
in the input element.

stringicon-color

Sets an icon.string(Format: utility:info)icon-name-left

Sets an icon.string(Format: utility:info)icon-name-right

Sets the icon base url.
Applies only when type is
set to 'file'.

stringicon-url

Adds help text after the
input element.

stringinlinehelp
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DescriptionRequiredTypeValueAttribute

Sets the interval between
the options of the time

numberinterval

dropdown. Applies only
when type is set to
'time/datetime'

Sets a title for the textarea
input field. Applies only

yesstringlabel

when type is set to
'textarea'.

Sets a limit for the input.
Truncates the value to a

stringmask-range

maximum number of
characters.

Adds a mask for the input
value. See mask Use
Cases for this component.

stringmask

Sets the maximum
number of characters
allowed in the textarea.

numbermax-length

Sets the maximum
acceptable value for the

string, numbermax

input. Applies only when
type is number, range,
date, time, or datetime.
For number and range
type, the max value is a
decimal number. For the
date, time, and datetime
types, the max value
must use a valid string for
the type.

Displays an error message
when a bad input is
detected.

stringmessage-when-bad-input

Displays an error message
when a pattern mismatch
is detected.

stringmessage-when-pattern-mismatch
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DescriptionRequiredTypeValueAttribute

Displays an error message
when a range overfolow
is detected.

stringmessage-when-range-overflow

Displays an error message
when a range underflow
is detected.

stringmessage-when-range-underflow

Displays an error message
when a step mismatch is
detected.

stringmessage-when-step-mismatch

Displays an error message
when the value is too
long.

stringmessage-when-too-long

Displays an error message
when the value is too
short.

stringmessage-when-too-short

Displays an error message
when a type mismatch is
detected.

stringmessage-when-type-mismatch

Displays an error message
when the value is
missing.

stringmessage-when-value-missing

Sets the minimum
number of characters
allowed in the textarea.

numbermin-length

Sets the minimum
acceptable value for the

string, numbermin

input. Applies only when
type is number, range,
date, time, or datetime.
For number and range
types, the min value is a
decimal number. For the
date, time, and datetime
types, the min value must
use a valid string for the
type.
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DescriptionRequiredTypeValueAttribute

Enables user to enter
more than one value.

stringmultiple

Applies only when type is
set to 'file' or 'email'.

Specifies the name of the
input element.

stringname

Specifies a title for the
next month icon.

stringnext-month-label

To prevent default
validation, set to true. Use

true, false (Default: false)novalidate

the
setCustomValidityto
set the custom validation
method. See Available
Methods for this
component.

Sets the format of the
output, when

string(Default for date:
HH:mm:ss.SSS ZZ)

output-format

output-type is string and(Default for datetime:
DD/MM/YYYY hh:mm a) type is set to 'time' or

'datetime'. For format
options, see date-fns.

Sets the output type.
Applies only when type is
set to 'time' or 'datetime'.

stringstring, date (Default:
string)

output-type

Specifies the regular
expression that the input

stringpattern

value is checked against.
Applies only when type is
text, search, url, tel, email,
or password.

Specifies a title for the
year dropdown selector.

stringpick-year-label

To display text when field
is empty, set this
attribute.

stringplaceholder
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DescriptionRequiredTypeValueAttribute

Sets the position of the
DatePicker Lightning

stringposition

Web Component. Applies
only when type is set to
'date'.

Specifies the text after the
input textbox.

stringposttext

Specifies the text in front
of the input text box.

stringpretext

Specifies a title for the
prev month icon.

stringprev-month-label

Adds a range to the
DatePicker Lightning

stringrange

Web Component. Applies
only for type is set to
'date'.

If set, the textarea field is
read-only and cannot be
edited.

booleanread-only

Specifies a title for the
asterisk when required is
true.

stringrequired-label

If set, the textarea field
must be filled out before

booleanrequired

the form can be
submitted.

Specifies a title describing
the instructions for the
date picker.

stringselect-date-label

Set the size of the
DatePicker Lightning

stringsize

Web Component input
field. Applies only when
type is set to 'date'.
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DescriptionRequiredTypeValueAttribute

Makes the input element
static.

boolean (Default: false)static

Sets the granularity of the
value. Use 'any' when

string, numberany, positive floating
number (Default: 1)

step

granularity is not
important.

For internal use only,
indicates if an element is

numbertab-index

focusable. A value of 0
means element is
focusable and
participates in sequential
keyboard navigation. A
value of -1 means
element is focusable but
does not participate in
keyboard navigation.

Specifies the theme to
use.

slds, nds (Default: slds)theme

Specifies the format of a
time input element.

string(Default: HH:mm)time-format

Applies only when type is
set to 'datetime'.

Specifies the label of a
time input element.

string( Default: Time)time-label

Applies only when type is
set to 'datetime'.

Specifies the name of a
time input element.

stringtime-name

Applies only when type is
set to 'datetime'.

Specifies the placeholder
of a time input element.

string(Default: Select Time)time-placeholder

Applies only when type is
set to 'datetime'.
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DescriptionRequiredTypeValueAttribute

Specifies a visible name
for today.

stringtoday-label

When type is set to
'toggle', sets the label in
the off state.

stringtoggle-off-label

When type is set to
'toggle', sets the label in
the on state.

stringtoggle-on-label

Sets the input type. For a
date input, seeDatePicker

string(Default: text)type

Lightning Web
Component. For a list of
input types, see
https://developer.mozilla.org/en-US/docs/Web/HTML/Element/input#Form_%3Cinput%3E_types.

Represents the validity
states of the textarea

objectvalidity

input, with respect to
constraint validation.
For example: {
badInput: false,
customError:
false,
patternMismatch:
false,
rangeOverflow:
false,
rangeUnderflow:
false,
stepMismatch:
false, tooLong:
false, tooShort:
false,
typeMismatch:
false, valid:
true,
valueMissing:
false }

Sets the value of the
textarea input. Used as

stringvalue
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DescriptionRequiredTypeValueAttribute

the default value during
init.

Changes the appearance
of an input field.

stringstandard, label-hidden
(Default: standard)

variant

Example c-input Component

<c-input
class="slds-p-top_small"
theme="slds"
inline-help="ex: (415)111-2222"
label="Input"
placeholder="Inline-help"

></c-input>
<c-input
class="slds-p-top_small"
theme="slds"
multiple
type="file"
accept="image/*"
label="Accept only image"

></c-input>
<c-input
class="slds-p-top_small"
theme="slds"
required
label="Required Input"
placeholder="Required Input"

></c-input>
<c-input
class="slds-p-top_small"
theme="slds"
min-length="10"
required
label="Minimum 10 char"
placeholder="Minimum 10 char"

></c-input>

mask Use Cases

• The mask uses custom logic with any input type, when mask is set, and formatter is not set.

• Format is international when type is set to 'number', formatter is set to 'currency', and mask is not set. See NumberFormat.

• Javascript number formatter is used when type is set to 'number',formatter is set to 'currency', and mask is set. See JavaScript Number
Formatter.
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Label Slot Usage

A named slot (name = label) is available in the event a user would like to dynamically insert markup next to the input's label. This feature
is not available for inputs that are formula, checkbox, file, or has isToggle = true.

Example Slot Usage

<c-input
class="slds-p-top_small"
theme="slds"
inline-help="ex: (415)111-2222"
label="Input"
placeholder="Inline-help"

>
<span slot="label">Additional markup is inserted here</span>

</c-input>

Available Methods

checkValidity()

Returns the valid attribute value (boolean) on the ValidityState object.

reportValidity()

Displays the error messages and returns false if the input is invalid. If the input is valid, reportValidity() clears displayed error messages
and returns true.

setCustomValidity(message)

Displays a custom error message when the textarea value is submitted. Takes the message argument. If message is an empty string, the
error message is reset.

showHelpMessageIfInvalid()

Displays error messages on invalid fields. An invalid field fails at least one constraint validation and returns false when checkValidity() is
called.

focus()

Sets focus on the textarea field.

blur()

Removes focus from the textarea field.

Vlocity Insurance and Health Winter '20 and Vlocity CME Spring '20

The Input Lightning Web Component renders an input element.

Available c-input Attributes

DescriptionRequiredTypeValueAttribute

Specifies the types of files
that the server accepts.

accept
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DescriptionRequiredTypeValueAttribute

Applies only when type is
set to 'file'.

Sets the keyboard
shortcut for input field.

access-key

Specifies a
space-separated list of

aria-controls

element IDs whose
presence or content is
controlled by the input.

Specifies a
space-separated list of

aria-described-by

element IDs that provide
descriptive labels for the
input.

Specifies a
space-separated list of

aria-labelled-by

element IDs that provide
labels for the input.

Adds a label describing
the input to assistive
technologies.

aria-label

Specifies the format of a
date input element.

string(Default: YYYY-MM-DD)date-format

Applies only when type is
set to 'datetime'. s

Specifies the label of a
date input element.

string(Default: Date )date-label

Applies only when type is
set to 'datetime'.

Specifies the name of a
date input element.

stringdate-name

Applies only when type is
set to 'datetime'.

Specifies the placeholder
of a date input element.

string(Default: Select Date)date-placeholder
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DescriptionRequiredTypeValueAttribute

Applies only when type is
set to 'datetime'.

If set, the textarea field is
disabled and users
cannot interact with it.

disabled

Getter only property
which collects the child's

stringdisplayValue

displayValue  or the
maskedValue.

Adds a visible label for
the endDate input when

stringend-date-picker-label

range date picker
component. Applies only
when type is set to 'date'.

Adds a value for the
endDate input of range

stringend-date

date picker component.
Applies only when type is
set to 'date'.

Adds a class to the parent
of the input element. To

extraclass

add multiple classes, use
a space to separate each
class, such as 'classone
classtwo'.

A FileList that contains
selected files. Applies

files

only when type is set to
'file'.

Sets how to format the
input value when value is
a number.

stringpercent, currencyformatter

Sets the color of the icon
in the input element.

icon-color

Sets an icon.string(Format: utility:info)icon-name-left
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DescriptionRequiredTypeValueAttribute

Sets an icon.string(Format: utility:info)icon-name-right

Sets the icon base url.
Applies only when type is
set to 'file'.

icon-url

Adds help text after the
input element.

inlinehelp

Sets the interval between
the options of the time

numberinterval

dropdown. Applies only
when type is set to
'time/datetime'

Sets a title for the textarea
input field. Applies only

yeslabel

when type is set to
'textarea'.

Sets a limit for the input
value.

mask-range

Adds a mask for the input
value. See mask Use
Cases for this component.

mask

Sets the maximum
number of characters
allowed in the textarea.

max-length

Sets the maximum
acceptable value for the

max

input. Applies only when
type is number, range,
date, time, or datetime.
For number and range
type, the max value is a
decimal number. For the
date, time, and datetime
types, the max value
must use a valid string for
the type.
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DescriptionRequiredTypeValueAttribute

Displays an error message
when a bad input is
detected.

message-when-bad-input

Displays an error message
when a pattern mismatch
is detected.

message-when-pattern-mismatch

Displays an error message
when a range overfolow
is detected.

message-when-range-overflow

Displays an error message
when a range underflow
is detected.

message-when-range-underflow

Displays an error message
when a step mismatch is
detected.

message-when-step-mismatch

Displays an error message
when the value is too
long.

message-when-too-long

Displays an error message
when the value is too
short.

message-when-too-short

Displays an error message
when a type mismatch is
detected.

message-when-type-mismatch

Displays an error message
when the value is
missing.

message-when-value-missing

Sets the minimum
number of characters
allowed in the textarea.

min-length

Sets the minimum
acceptable value for the

min

input. Applies only when
type is number, range,
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DescriptionRequiredTypeValueAttribute

date, time, or datetime.
For number and range
types, the min value is a
decimal number. For the
date, time, and datetime
types, the min value must
use a valid string for the
type.

Enables user to enter
more than one value.

multiple

Applies only when type is
set to 'file' or 'email'.

Specifies the name of the
input element.

name

To prevent default
validation, set to true. Use

true, false (Default: false)novalidate

the
setCustomValidity
to set the custom
validation method. See
Available Methods for this
component.

Sets the format of the
output, when

string(Default for date:
HH:mm:ss.SSS ZZ)

output-format

output-type is string and(Default for datetime:
DD/MM/YYYY hh:mm a) type is set to 'time' or

'datetime'. For format
options, see date-fns.

Sets the output type.
Applies only when type is
set to 'time' or 'datetime'.

stringstring, date (Default:
string)

output-type

Specifies the regular
expression that the input

pattern

value is checked against.
Applies only when type is
text, search, url, tel, email,
or password.
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DescriptionRequiredTypeValueAttribute

To display text when field
is empty, set this
attribute.

placeholder

Sets the position of the
DatePicker Lightning

stringposition

Web Component. Applies
only when type is set to
'date'.

Adds text after the input
textbox.

posttext

Adds text in front of the
input text box.

pretext

Adds a range to the
DatePicker Lightning

stringrange

Web Component. Applies
only for type is set to
'date'.

If set, the textarea field is
read-only and cannot be
edited.

read-only

If set, the textarea field
must be filled out before

required

the form can be
submitted.

Set the size of the
DatePicker Lightning

stringsize

Web Component input
field. Applies only when
type is set to 'date'.

Makes the input element
static.

static

Sets the granularity of the
value, specified as a

stringany, positive floating
number (Default: 1)

step

positive floating point
number. Use 'any' when
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DescriptionRequiredTypeValueAttribute

granularity is not
important.

For internal use only,
indicates if an element is

tab-index

focusable. A value of 0
means element is
focusable and
participates in sequential
keyboard navigation. A
value of -1 means
element is focusable but
does not participate in
keyboard navigation.

The theme defines if the
element has to use slds
or nds theme.

theme

Specifies the format of a
time input element.

string(Default: HH:mm)time-format

Applies only when type is
set to 'datetime'.

Specifies the label of a
time input element.

string( Default: Time)time-label

Applies only when type is
set to 'datetime'.

Specifies the name of a
time input element.

stringtime-name

Applies only when type is
set to 'datetime'.

Specifies the placeholder
of a time input element.

string(Default: Select Time)time-placeholder

Applies only when type is
set to 'datetime'.

When type is set to
'toggle', sets the label in
off state.

toggle-off-label
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DescriptionRequiredTypeValueAttribute

When type is set to
'toggle', sets the label in
on state.

toggle-on-label

Sets the input type. For a
date input, see DatePicker

(Default: text)type

Lightning Web
Component. For a list of
input types, see Form
Input Types.

Represents the validity
states of the textarea

validity

input, with respect to
constraint validation.

Sets the value of the
textarea input. Used as

value

the default value during
init.

Changes the appearance
of an input field.

standard, label-hidden
(Default: standard)

variant

• The mask uses custom logic with any input type, when mask is set, and formatter is not set.

• Format is international when type is set to 'number', formatter is set to 'currency', and mask is not set. See NumberFormat.

• Javascript number formatter is used when type is set to 'number', formatter is set to 'currency', and mask is set. See JavaScript Number
Formatter.

Example c-input Component

<c-input
class="slds-p-top_small"
theme="slds"
inline-help="ex: (415)111-2222"
label="Input"
placeholder="Inline-help"

></c-input>
<c-input
class="slds-p-top_small"
theme="slds"
multiple
type="file"
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accept="image/*"
label="Accept only image"

></c-input>
<c-input
class="slds-p-top_small"
theme="slds"
required
label="Required Input"
placeholder="Required Input"

></c-input>
<c-input
class="slds-p-top_small"
theme="slds"
min-length="10"
required
label="Minimum 10 char"
placeholder="Minimum 10 char"

></c-input>

Available Methods

checkValidity()

Returns the valid attribute value (boolean) on the ValidityState object.

reportValidity()

Displays the error messages and returns false if the input is invalid. If the input is valid, reportValidity() clears displayed error messages
and returns true.

setCustomValidity(message)

Displays a custom error message when the textarea value is submitted. Takes the message argument. If message is an empty string, the
error message is reset.

showHelpMessageIfInvalid()

Displays error messages on invalid fields. An invalid field fails at least one constraint validation and returns false when checkValidity() is
called.

focus()

Sets focus on the textarea field.

blur()

Removes focus from the textarea field.

Vlocity Insurance and Health Summer '19 and Vlocity CME Fall '19

The Input Lightning Web Component renders an input element.
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Available c-input Attributes

DescriptionRequiredTypeValueAttribute

Specifies the types of files
that the server accepts.

accept

Applies only when type is
set to `file'.

Sets the keyboard
shortcut for input field.

access-key

Specifies a
space-separated list of

aria-controls

element IDs whose
presence or content is
controlled by the input.

Specifies a
space-separated list of

aria-described-by

element IDs that provide
descriptive labels for the
input.

Specifies a
space-separated list of

aria-labelled-by

element IDs that provide
labels for the input.

Adds a label describing
the input to assistive
technologies.

aria-label

Specifies the format of a
date input element.

string(Default: YYYY-MM-DD)date-format

Applies only when type is
set to `datetime'.

Specifies the label of a
date input element.

string(Default: Date )date-label

Applies only when type is
set to `datetime'.

Specifies the name of a
date input element.

stringdate-name
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DescriptionRequiredTypeValueAttribute

Applies only when type is
set to `datetime'.

Specifies the placeholder
of a date input element.

string(Default: Select Date)date-placeholder

Applies only when type is
set to `datetime'.

If set, the textarea field is
disabled and users
cannot interact with it.

disabled

Adds a visible label for
the endDate input when

stringend-date-picker-label

range date picker
component. Applies only
when type is set to ̀ date'.

Adds a value for the
endDate input of range

stringend-date

date picker component.
Applies only when type is
set to `date'.

Adds a class to the parent
of the input element. To

extraclass

add multiple classes, use
a space to separate each
class, such as `classone
classtwo'.

A FileList that contains
selected files. Applies

files

only whentype is set to
`file'.

Sets how to format the
input value when value is
a number.

stringpercent, currencyformatter

Sets the color of the icon
in the input element.

icon-color

Sets an icon.string(Format: utility:info)icon-name-left
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DescriptionRequiredTypeValueAttribute

Sets an icon.string(Format: utility:info)icon-name-right

Sets the icon base url.
Applies only when type is
set to `file'.

icon-url

Adds help text after the
input element.

inlinehelp

Sets the interval between
the options of the time

numberinterval

dropdown. Applies only
when type is set to
`time/datetime'

Sets a title for the textarea
input field. Applies only

yeslabel

when type is set to
`textarea'.

Sets a limit for the input
value.

mask-range

Adds a mask for the input
value. See mask Use
Cases for this component.

mask

Sets the maximum
number of characters
allowed in the textarea.

max-length

Sets the maximum
acceptable value for the

max

input. Applies only when
type is number, range,
date, time, or datetime.
For number and range
type, the max value is a
decimal number. For the
date, time, and datetime
types, the max value
must use a valid string for
the type.
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DescriptionRequiredTypeValueAttribute

Displays an error message
when a bad input is
detected.

message-when-bad-input

Displays an error message
when a pattern mismatch
is detected.

message-when-pattern-mismatch

Displays an error message
when a range overfolow
is detected.

message-when-range-overflow

Displays an error message
when a range underflow
is detected.

message-when-range-underflow

Displays an error message
when a step mismatch is
detected.

message-when-step-mismatch

Displays an error message
when the value is too
long.

message-when-too-long

Displays an error message
when the value is too
short.

message-when-too-short

Displays an error message
when a type mismatch is
detected.

message-when-type-mismatch

Displays an error message
when the value is
missing.

message-when-value-missing

Sets the minimum
number of characters
allowed in the textarea.

min-length

Sets the minimum
acceptable value for the

min

input. Applies only when
type is number, range,
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DescriptionRequiredTypeValueAttribute

date, time, or datetime.
For number and range
types, the min value is a
decimal number. For the
date, time, and datetime
types, the min value must
use a valid string for the
type.

Enables user to enter
more than one value.

multiple

Applies only when type is
set to `file' or `email'.

Specifies the name of the
input element.

name

To prevent default
validation, set to true. Use

true, false (Default: false)novalidate

the
setCustomValidity
to set the custom
validation method. See
Available Methods for this
component.

Sets the format of the
output, when

string(Default for date:
HH:mm:ss.SSS ZZ)

output-format

output-type is string and(Default for datetime:
DD/MM/YYYY hh:mm a) type is set to `time' or

`datetime'. For format
options, see date-fns.

Sets the output type.
Applies only when type is
set to ̀ time' or ̀ datetime'.

stringstring, date (Default:
string)

output-type

Specifies the regular
expression that the input

pattern

value is checked against.
Applies only when type is
text, search, url, tel, email,
or password.
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DescriptionRequiredTypeValueAttribute

To display text when field
is empty, set this
attribute.

placeholder

Sets the position of the
DatePicker Lightning

stringposition

Web Component. Applies
only when type is set to
`date'.

Adds text after the input
textbox.

posttext

Adds text in front of the
input text box.

pretext

Adds a range to the
DatePicker Lightning

stringrange

Web Component. Applies
only for type is set to
`date'.

If set, the textarea field is
read-only and cannot be
edited.

read-only

If set, the textarea field
must be filled out before

required

the form can be
submitted.

Set the size of the
DatePicker Lightning

stringsize

Web Component input
field. Applies only when
type is set to `date'.

Makes the input element
static.

static

Sets the granularity of the
value, specified as a

stringany, positive floating
number (Default: 1)

step

positive floating point
number. Use `any' when
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DescriptionRequiredTypeValueAttribute

granularity is not
important.

For internal use only,
indicates if an element is

tab-index

focusable. A value of 0
means element is
focusable and
participates in sequential
keyboard navigation. A
value of -1 means
element is focusable but
does not participate in
keyboard navigation.

The theme defines if the
element has to use slds
or nds theme.

theme

Specifies the format of a
time input element.

string(Default: HH:mm)time-format

Applies only when type is
set to `datetime'.

Specifies the label of a
time input element.

string( Default: Time)time-label

Applies only when type is
set to `datetime'.

Specifies the name of a
time input element.

stringtime-name

Applies only when type is
set to `datetime'.

Specifies the placeholder
of a time input element.

string(Default: Select Time)time-placeholder

Applies only when type is
set to `datetime'.

When type is set to
`toggle', sets the label in
off state.

toggle-off-label
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DescriptionRequiredTypeValueAttribute

When type is set to
`toggle', sets the label in
on state.

toggle-on-label

Sets the input type. For a
date input, seeDatePicker

(Default: text)type

Lightning Web
Component. For a list of
input types, see Form
Input Types.

Represents the validity
states of the textarea

validity

input, with respect to
constraint validation.

Sets the value of the
textarea input. Used as

value

the default value during
init.

Changes the appearance
of an input field.

standard, label-hidden
(Default: standard)

variant

mask Use Cases:

• The mask uses custom logic with any input type, when mask is set, and formatter is not set.

• Format is international when type is set to `number', formatter is set to `currency', and mask is not set. See NumberFormat.

• Javascript number formatter is used when type is set to ̀ number',formatter is set to ̀ currency', and mask is set. See JavaScript Number
Formatter.

Example c-input Component

<c-input
class="slds-p-top_small"
theme="slds"
inline-help="ex: (415)111-2222"
label="Input"
placeholder="Inline-help"

></c-input>
<c-input
class="slds-p-top_small"
theme="slds"
multiple
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type="file"
accept="image/*"
label="Accept only image"

></c-input>
<c-input
class="slds-p-top_small"
theme="slds"
required
label="Required Input"
placeholder="Required Input"

></c-input>
<c-input
class="slds-p-top_small"
theme="slds"
min-length="10"
required
label="Minimum 10 char"
placeholder="Minimum 10 char"

></c-input>

Available Methods

checkValidity()

Returns the valid attribute value (boolean) on the ValidityState object.

reportValidity()

Displays the error messages and returns false if the input is invalid. If the input is valid, reportValidity() clears displayed error messages
and returns true.

setCustomValidity(message)

Displays a custom error message when the textarea value is submitted. Takes the message argument. If message is an empty string, the
error message is reset.

showHelpMessageIfInvalid()

Displays error messages on invalid fields. An invalid field fails at least one constraint validation and returns false when checkValidity() is
called.

focus()

Sets focus on the textarea field.

blur()

Removes focus from the textarea field.

InteractionWrapper Lightning Web Component ReadMe

This page contains the InteractionWrapper LWC ReadMe for each Vlocity release.

Vlocity Insurance and Health Summer '20

The InteractionWrapper Lightning Web Component is a wrapper component for the customer interaction and power launcher. Use inside
a record page to see all the interactions for that customer and trigger any related actions. The InteractionWrapper LWC supports custom
labels.
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Available c-interaction-wrapper Attributes

DescriptionRequiredTypeValueAttribute

Automatically fetches
from record page

stringrecordId

Sets the theme to use.
NDS theme not
implemented yet

stringslds, nds (Default: slds)theme

Available c-interaction-wrapper Design Time Attributes

DescriptionRequiredTypeValueAttribute

When set to true uses the
configured Create

Booleantrue, false (Default:false)Create Interaction

Interaction Integration
Procedure and create
interaction object

If Create Interaction is set
to true, this field if

yesstringCreate Interaction IP

required to configure the
Integration Procedure to
create the interaction

Cretaes interaction topic
when triggerd. Triggering

stringCreate Topic IP

mechanism explained
below.

Create Interaction IP

When Create Interaction flag is set to true, on page load, the wrapper automatically calls the IP configured on the Create
Interaction IP  with the input data below.

{
recordId: this.recordId, //recordId of the sObject
verificationdate: Date.now(),
verifiedby: username //logged in username

}
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Pubsub Listener

When the Create Interaction  flag is set to true, on page load, the wrapper automatically creates a unique channel
addInteractionTopic:<recordId>  with eventName trackInteraction  which other components on the page can
trigger this event to track the interaction and create interaction topic.

Example on How to Trigger trackInteraction

This can be configured using the Action Component  on Flex Card Designer

pubsub.fire('addInteractionTopic:<recordId>', 'trackInteraction', {
name : "", // Name of the sObject
label: "", //label of the field
value: "", //value of the field
contextId : "" //Id of the sObject

});

Create Topic IP

When Create Interaction flag is set to true, on page load the wrapper automatically adds a pubsub listener and when we trigger if
Create Topic IP  is pointer to an Integration Procedure. It gets called with input data below.

OOTB Integration Procedure: Interaction_handleInteractionFieldClick

Default required fields. All the fields sent through the Pubsub Event are passed to the Create Topic IP.

Create Interaction IP  depends on the Create Interaction  Flag and also Create Topic IP  depends on both
Create Interaction  Flag and the pubsub listener.

{
accountId: this.recordId, //recordId of the page, mostly account
name: data.name, //Name that was send through the pubsub event
contextId: data.contextId, //Id that was send through the pubsub event
interactionId: this.interactionId // The created interaction Id

}

Available Custom Labels

DescriptionApiNameLabel

Assistive text for the call icon.cmpCallCall

Assistive text for the refresh icon visible after
clicking the call icon.

cmpRefreshRefresh

Assistive text for icons in the Tasks
Performed  list.

cmpViewedViewed

Label for tasks viewed in the Tasks
Performed  list.

cmpViewedAsViewed as
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DescriptionApiNameLabel

Label for the lists of tasks performed.cmpTasksPerfTasks Performed

Label for action type tasks in the Tasks
Performed  list.

cmpActionAction

Label for button to cancel interaction.CancelCancel

Label for the interaction summary textarea
field.

cmpSummarySummary (Optional)

Label for the interaction submit button.SubmitAndEndCallSubmit & End Call

Label for the interaction resume button.ResumeInteractionResume Interaction

Vlocity Insurance and Health Spring '20

The InteractionWrapper Lightning Web Component is a wrapper component for the customer interaction and power launcher. Use inside
a customer interaction record page to see all the interactions for that customer and trigger any related actions. The InteractionWrapper
LWC supports custom labels.

Available c-interaction-wrapper Attributes

DescriptionRequiredTypeValueAttribute

Specifes the Id of the
record.

yesstringrecordId

Sets the theme to use.stringslds, nds (Default: slds)theme

Example c-interaction-wrapper Component

<c-interaction-wrapper
record-id="001f400000Odl3cAAB"
theme="slds"

>
</c-interaction-wrapper>
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Available Custom Labels

DescriptionApiNameLabel

Assistive text for the call icon.cmpCallCall

Assistive text for the refresh icon visible after
clicking the call icon.

cmpRefreshRefresh

Assistive text for icons in the Tasks
Performed  list.

cmpViewedViewed

Label for tasks viewed in the Tasks
Performed  list.

cmpViewedAsViewed as

Label for the lists of tasks performed.cmpTasksPerfTasks Performed

Label for action type tasks in the Tasks
Performed  list.

cmpActionAction

Label for button to cancel interaction.CancelCancel

Label for the interaction summary textarea
field.

cmpSummarySummary (Optional)

Vlocity Insurance and Health Winter '20 and Vlocity CME Spring '20

The InteractionWrapper Lightning Web Component is a wrapper component for a customer interaction and the Power Launcher. The
component is used inside a customer interaction records page to see all interactions with a customer and perform any actions related
to the interaction.

Available c-interaction-wrapper Attributes

DescriptionRequiredTypeValueAttribute

Sets the ID of the record.yesnumberrecordId

Sets the theme for the
layout of the component.

stringslds, nds (Default: slds)theme
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Example c-interaction-wrapper Component

<c-interaction-wrapper
recordId=1
theme="slds"

>
</c-interaction-wrapper>

Layout Lightning Web Component ReadMe

This page contains a Layout LWC ReadMe for each Vlocity release.

Vlocity Insurance and Health Winter '20 and Vlocity CME Spring '20

The Layout Lightning Web Component is a flexible grid system arranging containers on a page or inside other containers.

Available c-layout Attributes

DescriptionRequiredTypeValueAttribute

Sets the theme to use for
the layout.

stringslds, nds (Default: slds)theme

Adds an additional class.
To add multiple classes,

stringextraclass

use a space to separate
each class, such as
'classone classtwo'.

Determines how to
spread the layout items

stringcenter, space, spread, endhorizontal-align

horizontally in the
container.

Determines how to align
the layout items vertically
in the container.

stringstart, center, end, stretchvertical-align

Pulls layout items to the
layout boundaries and

stringsmall, medium, largepull-to-boundary

corresponds to the
padding size on the
layout item component.
See LayoutItem Lightning
Web Componentpadding
attribute.
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DescriptionRequiredTypeValueAttribute

If set, layout items wrap
to the following line

booleanmultiple-rows

when they exceed the
layout width.

Example c-layout Component

<c-layout
class="custom-slds-grid"
theme="nds"
horizontal-align="center"
vertical-align="stretch"
pull-to-boundary="medium"

>
<c-layout-item size="3">
{item.name}

</c-layout-item>
<c-layout-item size="1">
{item.name}

</c-layout-item>
<c-layout-item
size="1"
alignment-bump="left"
padding="around-medium"
flexibility="auto,no-grow,no-shrink"

>
{item.name}

</c-layout-item>
<c-layout-item size="1">
{item.name}

</c-layout-item>
</c-layout>

Vlocity Insurance and Health Summer '19 and Vlocity CME Fall '19

The Layout Lightning Web Component is a flexible grid system arranging containers on a page or inside other containers.

Available c-layout Attributes

DescriptionRequiredTypeValueAttribute

Sets the theme to use for
the layout.

stringslds, nds (Default: slds)theme

Adds an additional class.
To add multiple classes,

stringextraclass
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DescriptionRequiredTypeValueAttribute

use a space to separate
each class, such as
`classone classtwo'.

Determines how to
spread the layout items

stringcenter, space, spread, endhorizontal-align

horizontally in the
container.

Determines how to align
the layout items vertically
in the container.

stringstart, center, end, stretchvertical-align

Pulls layout items to the
layout boundaries and

stringsmall, medium, largepull-to-boundary

corresponds to the
padding size on the
layout item component.
See LayoutItem Lightning
Web Component
paddingattribute.

If set, layout items wrap
to the following line

booleanmultiple-rows

when they exceed the
layout width.

Example c-layout Component

<c-layout
class="custom-slds-grid"
theme="nds"
horizontal-align="center"
vertical-align="stretch"
pull-to-boundary="medium"

>
<c-layout-item size="3">
{item.name}

</c-layout-item>
<c-layout-item size="1">
{item.name}

</c-layout-item>
<c-layout-item
size="1"
alignment-bump="left"
padding="around-medium"
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flexibility="auto,no-grow,no-shrink"
>
{item.name}

</c-layout-item>
<c-layout-item size="1">
{item.name}

</c-layout-item>
</c-layout>

LayoutItem Lightning Web Component ReadMe

This page contains a LayoutItem LWC ReadMe for each Vlocity release.

Vlocity Insurance and Health Winter '20 and Vlocity CME Spring '20

The LayoutItem Lightning Web Component is the basic element inside the parent Layout Lightning Web Component container, grouping
content together to create sections inside the parent container. You can add one or more c-layout-item  components inside the
c-layout  component.

Available c-layout-item Attributes

DescriptionRequiredTypeValueAttribute

Sets the relative space the
layout item occupies.

number1 through 12size

Applies to all
device-types.

Sets the relative space the
layout item occupies on

number1 through 12smallDeviceSize

device-types larger than
mobile. Defaults to same
as size attribute if no
value provided.

Sets the relative space the
layout item occupies on

number1 through 12mediumDeviceSize

device-types larger than
tablet. Defaults to same
as size attribute if no
value provided.

Sets the relative space the
layout item occupies on

number1 through 12largeDeviceSize

device-types larger than
desktop. Defaults to same
as size attribute if no
value provided.
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DescriptionRequiredTypeValueAttribute

Determines if the grid
item is fluid so that it

stringauto (columns grow or
shrink equally as space

flexibility

absorbs any extra spaceallows), shrink (columns
in its container or if itshrink equally as space
shrinks when there is lessdecreases), no-shrink
space. For multiple(columns don't shrink as
options, use a comma tospace reduces), grow
separate each option,
such as 'auto, no-shrink'.

(columns grow equally as
space increases), no-grow
(columns don't grow as
space increases), no-flex
(columns don't grow or
shrink as space changes)

Specifies a direction to
bump the alignment of
adjacent layout items.

stringleft, top, right, bottomalignment-bump

Adds padding to either
the right or left side of the

stringhorizontal-small,
horizontal-medium,

padding

layout item, or to all sides
of the layout item.

horizontal-large,
around-small,
around-medium,
around-large

Example c-layout-item Component

<c-layout class="custom-slds-grid">
<c-layout-item size="3">
{item.name}

</c-layout-item>
<c-layout-item size="1">
{item.name}

</c-layout-item>
<c-layout-item
size="1"
alignment-bump="left"
padding="around-medium"
flexibility="auto,no-grow,no-shrink"

>
{item.name}

</c-layout-item>
<c-layout-item size="1">
{item.name}

</c-layout-item>
</c-layout>
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Vlocity Insurance and Health Summer '19 and Vlocity CME Fall '19

The LayoutItem Lightning Web Component is the basic element inside the parent Layout Lightning Web Component container, grouping
content together to create sections inside the parent container. You can add one or more c-layout-item  components inside the
c-layout  component.

Available c-layout-item Attributes

DescriptionRequiredTypeValueAttribute

Sets the relative space the
layout item occupies.

number1 through 12size

Applies to all
device-types.

Sets the relative space the
layout item occupies on

number1 through 12smallDeviceSize

device-types larger than
mobile. Defaults to same
as size attribute if no
value provided.

Sets the relative space the
layout item occupies on

number1 through 12mediumDeviceSize

device-types larger than
tablet. Defaults to same
as size attribute if no
value provided.

Sets the relative space the
layout item occupies on

number1 through 12largeDeviceSize

device-types larger than
desktop. Defaults to same
as size attribute if no
value provided.

Determines if the grid
item is fluid so that it

stringauto (columns grow or
shrink equally as space

flexibility

absorbs any extra spaceallows), shrink (columns
in its container or if itshrink equally as space
shrinks when there is lessdecreases), no-shrink
space. For multiple(columns don’t shrink as
options, use a comma tospace reduces), grow
separate each option,
such as `auto, no-shrink'.

(columns grow equally as
space increases), no-grow
(columns don’t grow as
space increases), no-flex
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DescriptionRequiredTypeValueAttribute

(columns don’t grow or
shrink as space changes)

Specifies a direction to
bump the alignment of
adjacent layout items.

stringleft, top, right, bottomalignment-bump

Adds padding to either
the right or left side of the

stringhorizontal-small,
horizontal-medium,

padding

layout item, or to all sides
of the layout item.

horizontal-large,
around-small,
around-medium,
around-large

Example c-layout-item Component

<c-layout class="custom-slds-grid">
<c-layout-item size="3">
{item.name}

</c-layout-item>
<c-layout-item size="1">
{item.name}

</c-layout-item>
<c-layout-item
size="1"
alignment-bump="left"
padding="around-medium"
flexibility="auto,no-grow,no-shrink"

>
{item.name}

</c-layout-item>
<c-layout-item size="1">
{item.name}

</c-layout-item>
</c-layout>

List Lightning Web Component ReadMe

This page contains a List LWC ReadMe for each Vlocity release.

Vlocity Insurance and Health Summer '20

The List Lightning Web Component creates a searchable and sortable list from the provided data.
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Available c-list Attributes

DescriptionRequiredTypeValueAttribute

If set, the list component
acts as observer and

stringchannel

listens to the channel for
data from the Datasource
LWC.

To enable a button to
load more list items.

booleantrue, false (Default: false)enable-load-more

Specifies which key from
the records to display.

string(Default: Name)field-name

To display the search
input field and filter
dropdown list, set to true.

booleantrue, false (Default: false)issearchavailable

To enable sorting by
ascending and

booleantrue, false (Default: false)issortavailable

descending order, set to
true.

Specifies the label of the
load more button.

string(Default: "Load More
Items")

load-more-btn-label

Limits the content to load
when load more button
is clicked.

string(Default: Default value
depends upon the parent
container height)

load-more-number-of-items

Specifies maximum
height for the
component.

stringCSS (if set, the
heightproperty takes
priority)

max-height

Specifies the name of the
element. Used by the

stringname

Form Lightning Web
Component.

Contains the data for the
list.

yesarrayrecords
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DescriptionRequiredTypeValueAttribute

Specifies comma
separated field names
used to search.

string(Default: name)searchattribute

Specifies which field to
sort.

string(Default: name)sortattribute

Specfies which theme to
use.

stringslds, nds (Default: slds)theme

Example c-list Component with Defined c-list-item

To create your own template for the list items, add a c-list-items  component inside the c-listcomponent and write an
iteration template.

<c-list records={data} issearchavailable="true" issortavilable="true">
<c-list-items>
</c-list-items>

</c-list>

<!-- iteration template required -->
<template>

<ul class="slds-has-dividers_around slds-has-block-links_space">
<template for:each={data} for:item="item" for:index="index">

<li key={item.id} class="slds-item">
<a href="javascript:void(0);">{item.name}</a>

</li>
</template>

</ul>
</template>

Example c-list Component

If a c-list-items  component is not specified, the default layout for the list items is used. Only the item.name  is visible as the label
for each list item. However, the user can still change the sort field and search field.

<c-list records={data}>
</c-list>

Available Methods

sortListBy(reverse, field)

Sorts the list by field. The second parameter is optional. If no field is provided then it takes name.

searchListBy(searchKey, fields)

Filters the list. The second parameter is optional. If no fields are provided, then it takes only name. Fields can also be a comma separated
attribute string.
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Vlocity Insurance and Health Winter '20 and Vlocity CME Spring '20

The List Lightning Web Component creates a searchable and sortable list from provided data.

Available c-list Attributes

| field-name | (Default: Name) | string | | Specifies which key from the records to display.|

DescriptionRequiredTypeValueAttribute

If set, the list component
acts as observer and

stringchannel

listens to the channel for
data from the Datasource
LWC.

To enable a button to
load more list items.

booleantrue, false (Default: false)enable-load-more

To display the search
input field and filter
dropdown list, set to true.

booleantrue, false (Default: false)issearchavailable

To enable sorting by
ascending and

booleantrue, false (Default: false)issortavailable

descending order, set to
true.

Specifies the label of the
load more button.

string(Default: "Load More
Items")

load-more-btn-label

Limits the content to load
when load more button
is clicked.

string(Default: Default value
depends upon the parent
container height)

load-more-number-of-items

Specifies the name of the
element. Used by the

stringname

Form Lightning Web
Component.

Contains the data for the
list.

yesarrayrecords

Specifies comma
separated field names
used to search.

string(Default: name)searchattribute
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DescriptionRequiredTypeValueAttribute

Specifies which field to
sort.

string(Default: name)sortattribute

Specfies which theme to
use.

stringslds, nds (Default: slds)theme

Example c-list Component with Defined c-list-item

To create your own template for the list items, add a c-list-items  component inside the c-list  component and write an
iteration template.

<c-list records={data} issearchavailable="true" issortavilable="true">
<c-list-items>
</c-list-items>

</c-list>

<!-- iteration template required -->
<template>

<ul class="slds-has-dividers_around slds-has-block-links_space">
<template for:each={data} for:item="item" for:index="index">

<li key={item.id} class="slds-item">
<a href="javascript:void(0);">{item.name}</a>

</li>
</template>

</ul>
</template>

Example c-list Component

If a c-list-items  component is not specified, the default layout for the list items is used. Only the item.name is visible as the label
for each list item. However, the user can still change the sort field and search field.

<c-list records={data}>
</c-list>

Available Methods

sortListBy(reverse, field)

Sorts the list by field. The second parameter is optional. If no field is provided then it takes name.

searchListBy(searchKey, fields)

Filters the list. The second parameter is optional. If no fields are provided, then it takes only name. Fields can also be a comma separated
attribute string.

Vlocity Insurance and Health Summer '19 and Vlocity CME Fall '19

The List Lightning Web Component creates a searchable and sortable list from data provided.
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Available c-list Attributes

DescriptionRequiredTypeValueAttribute

If set, the list component
acts as observer and

stringchannel

listens to the channel for
data from the Datasource
LWC.

To display the search
input field and filter
dropdown list, set to true.

booleantrue, false (Default: false)issearchavailable

To enable sorting by
ascending and

booleantrue, false (Default: false)issortavailable

descending order, set to
true.

Specifies the name of the
element. Used by the

stringname

Form Lightning Web
Component.

Contains the data for the
list.

yesarrayrecords

Specifies comma
separated field names
used to search.

string(Default: name)searchattribute

Specifies which field to
sort.

string(Default: name)sortattribute

Specfies which theme to
use.

stringslds, nds (Default: slds)theme

Example c-list Component with Defined c-list-item

To create your own template for the list items, add a c-list-items`component inside the `c-list  component and
write an iteration template.

<c-list records={data} issearchavailable="true" issortavilable="true">
<c-list-items>
</c-list-items>

</c-list>
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<!-- iteration template required -->
<template>

<ul class="slds-has-dividers_around slds-has-block-links_space">
<template for:each={data} for:item="item" for:index="index">

<li key={item.id} class="slds-item">
<a href="javascript:void(0);">{item.name}</a>

</li>
</template>

</ul>
</template>

Example c-list Component

If a c-list-items  component is not specified, the default layout for the list items is used. Only the item.name is visible as the label
for each list item. However, the user can still change the sort field and search field.

<c-list records={data}>
</c-list>

Available Methods

sortListBy(reverse, field)

Sorts the list by field. The second parameter is optional. If no field is provided then it takes name.

searchListBy(searchKey, fields)

Filters the list. The second parameter is optional. If no fields are provided, then it takes only name. Fields can also be a comma separated
attribute string. === Preview Lightning Web Component

The Preview Lightning Web Component enables previewing Lightning web components. User can set values to public attributes from
user interface and dynamically check the output.

ListItems Lightning Web Component ReadMe

This page contains a ListItems LWC ReadMe for each Vlocity release.

Vlocity Insurance and Health Winter '20 and Vlocity CME Spring '20

The ListItems Lightning Web Component creates the template for each list item inside the List Lightning Web Component.

Available c-list-items Attributes

DescriptionRequiredTypeValueAttribute

Specfies which theme to
use.

stringslds, nds (Default: slds)theme

Contains the data for the
list.

arrayrecords
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Example c-list-items Component

<c-list records={data} issearchavailable="true" issortavilable="true">
<c-list-items>
</c-list-items>

</c-list>

<!-- required iteration template-->
<template>

<ul class="slds-has-dividers_around slds-has-block-links_space">
<template for:each={data} for:item="item" for:index="index">

<li key={item.id} class="slds-item">
<a href="javascript:void(0);">{item.name}</a>

</li>
</template>

</ul>
</template>

Vlocity Insurance and Health Summer '19 and Vlocity CME Fall '19

The ListItems Lightning Web Component creates the the template for each list item inside the List Lightning Web Component.

Available c-list-items Attributes

DescriptionRequiredTypeValueAttribute

Specfies which theme to
use.

stringslds, nds (Default: slds)theme

Contains the data for the
list.

arrayrecords

Example c-list-items Component

<c-list records={data} issearchavailable="true" issortavilable="true">
<c-list-items>
</c-list-items>

</c-list>

<!-- required iteration template-->
<template>

<ul class="slds-has-dividers_around slds-has-block-links_space">
<template for:each={data} for:item="item" for:index="index">

<li key={item.id} class="slds-item">
<a href="javascript:void(0);">{item.name}</a>

</li>
</template>

</ul>
</template>
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MaskedInput Lightning Web Component ReadMe

This page contains a MaskedInput LWC ReadMe for each Vlocity release.

Vlocity Insurance and Health Summer '20

The MaskedInput Lightning Web Component controls what and how a user can enter data in form input fields. The MaskedInput Lightning
Web Componentextends the Input Lightning Web Component.

For possible use cases for the masked-input component, see imask documentation.

Available c-masked-input Attributes

DescriptionRequiredTypeValueAttribute

Enables user to set
currency code.

stringcurrency

Contains the valid imask
attribute JSON.

yesobjectJSONimask

Enables user to set
inputmode which

stringinputmode

corresponds to different
keypads on mobile.

Enables user to set locale
for the currency type.

stringlocale

Public Variables to Access Value

DescriptionName

Returns value with masking.maskedValue

Returns the valid value based on type.typedValue

Returns value without masking.unmaskedValue

To Note

• For the 'currency' and 'number' masks, the value of the mask parameter must be new Number(), not Number. See Example
masked-inputComponent on this page.

• For date, use c-input  element where type is set to 'date'.
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Example c-masked-input Component

<c-masked-input
imask={maskAttrib}
class="slds-p-top_small"
theme={theme}
label="InputMask"
value="123456"
type="text"

>
</c-masked-input>

maskAttrib ={
mask: new Number(),
thousandsSeparator: ',',
radix: '.'

}

Label Slot Usage

A named slot (name = label) is available in the event a user would like to dynamically insert markup next to the input's label. This feature
is not available for formula input.

<c-masked-input
imask={maskAttrib}
class="slds-p-top_small"
theme={theme}
label="InputMask"
value="123456"
type="text"

>
<span slot="label">Additional markup is inserted here</span>

</c-masked-input>

Vlocity Insurance and Health Winter '20 and Vlocity CME Spring '20

The MaskedInput Lightning Web Component controls what you can enter in form input fields. The MaskedInput Lightning Web Component
extends the Input Lightning Web Component.

Available c-masked-input Attributes

DescriptionRequiredTypeValueAttribute

Contains the valid imask
attribute JSON.

yesobjectJSONimask

Public Variables to Access Value

For possible use cases for the masked-input component, see imask documentation.
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DescriptionName

Returns the valid value based on type.typedValue

Returns value without masking.unmaskedValue

Returns value with masking.maskedValue

• For the 'currency' and 'number' masks, the value of the mask parameter must be new Number(), not Number. See Example
masked-input Component on this page.

• For date, use c-input  element where type is set to 'date'.

Example c-masked-input Component

<c-masked-input
imask="{maskAttrib}"
class="slds-p-top_small"
theme="{theme}"
label="InputMask"
value="123456"
type="text"

>
</c-masked-input>

maskAttrib ={
mask: new Number(),
thousandsSeparator: ',',
radix: '.'

}

Vlocity Insurance and Health Summer '19 and Vlocity CME Fall '19

The MaskedInput Lightning Web Component controls what you can enter in form input fields. The MaskedInput Lightning Web Component
extends theInput Lightning Web Component.

Available c-masked-input Attributes

DescriptionRequiredTypeValueAttribute

Contains the valid imask
attribute JSON.

yesobjectJSONimask

Public Variables to Access Value

For possible use cases for the masked-input component, see imask documentation.
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DescriptionName

Returns the valid value based on type.typedValue

Returns value without masking.unmaskedValue

Returns value with masking.maskedValue

To Note

• For the currency' and `number' masks, the value of the mask parameter must be `new
Number(), not Number. See Example masked-input Component on this page.

• For date, use c-input  element where type is set to `date'.

Example c-masked-input Component

<c-masked-input
imask="{maskAttrib}"
class="slds-p-top_small"
theme="{theme}"
label="InputMask"
value="123456"
type="text"

>
</c-masked-input>

maskAttrib ={
mask: new Number(),
thousandsSeparator: ',',
radix: '.'

}

Menu Lightning Web Component ReadMe

This page contains a Menu LWC ReadMe for each Vlocity release.

Vlocity Insurance and Health Summer '20

The Menu Lightning Web Component creates a menu from the list of menu items provided.

Available c-menu Attributes

DescriptionRequiredTypeValueAttribute

To create a menu with
multi selectable or single

stringsingle, multiple, true, false
(Default: false)

checked
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DescriptionRequiredTypeValueAttribute

selectable items, set this
value.

To disable menu, set to
false.

booleantrue, false (Default: false)disabled

sets the class for menuvalue:stringextra-class

Sets the icon for the
menu. See SLDS icons.

string(Format: standard:arrow)
(Default: utility:down)

icon-name

Sets icon position for the
menu.

stringright, left (Default: left)icon-position

Sets the icon size for the
button element inside
menu.

stringxx-small, x-small, small,
large (Default: xx-small)

icon-size

Adds the MenuItem LWC
inside the Menu LWC.

ArraymenuItems

booleantrue, false (Default: false)overflow

Sets the position of the
dropdown menu.

stringleft, right, bottom
(Default: left)

position

Provides the record from
which to interpolate the
field values.

Objectrecord

Sets the size of dropdown
menu.

stringxx-small, x-small, small,
medium, large

size

Sets the theme for the
menu.

slds, nds (Default: slds)theme

To create a menu where
each item is a link that

stringactiontype

performs an action, set
attribute to action.

Sets the style of the menu
button based on the

stringvariant
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DescriptionRequiredTypeValueAttribute

typesupported by the
chosen theme. For
example, success, brand,
and so on.

Example menuItems Array

[{ name: name,
label: "Action",
iconName: "standard-default",
actionData: {} }]

Example c-menu Component

<c-menu theme="slds" scroll="5" checked="multiple" type="action" size="large"
position="right" icon-name="utility:down">

</c-menu>

<c-menu theme="slds" icon-name="utility:down">
<c-menu-item record={data1} icon-name="action:info"></c-menu-item>
<c-menu-item record={data2} icon-position="Right"

icon-name="action:info"></c-menu-item>
</c-menu>

Vlocity Insurance and Health Winter '20 and Vlocity CME Spring '20

The Menu Lightning Web Component creates a menu from the list of menu items provided.

Available c-menu Attributes

DescriptionRequiredTypeValueAttribute

To create a menu with
multi selectable or single

stringsingle, multiple, true, false
(Default: false)

checked

selectable items, set this
value.

Sets the icon for the
menu. See SLDS icons.

string(Format: standard:arrow)
(Default: utility:down)

icon-name

Sets icon position for the
menu.

stringright, left (Default: left)icon-position
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DescriptionRequiredTypeValueAttribute

Sets the icon size for the
button element inside
menu.

stringxx-small, x-small, small,
large (Default: xx-small)

icon-size

booleantrue, false (Default: false)overflow

Sets the position of the
dropdown menu.

stringleft, right, bottom
(Default: left)

position

Sets the size of dropdown
menu.

stringxx-small, x-small, small,
medium, large

size

Sets the theme for the
menu.

slds, nds (Default: slds)theme

To create a menu where
each item is a link that

stringactiontype

performs an action, set
attribute to action.

Example c-menu Component

<c-menu theme="slds" scroll="5" checked="multiple" type="action" size="large"
position="right" icon-name="utility:down">

</c-menu>

<c-menu theme="slds" icon-name="utility:down">
<c-menu-item record={data1} icon-name="action:info"></c-menu-item>
<c-menu-item record={data2} icon-position="Right"

icon-name="action:info"></c-menu-item>
</c-menu>

Vlocity Insurance and Health Summer '19 and Vlocity CME Fall '19

The Menu Lightning Web Component creates a menu from the list of menu items provided.

Available c-menu Attributes

DescriptionRequiredTypeValueAttribute

To create a menu with
multi selectable or single

stringsingle, multiple, true, false
(Default: false)

checked

selectable items, set this
value.
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DescriptionRequiredTypeValueAttribute

Sets the icon for the
menu. See SLDS icons.

string(Format: standard:arrow)
(Default: utility:down)

icon-name

Sets icon position for the
menu.

stringright, left (Default: left)icon-position

booleantrue, false (Default: false)overflow

Sets the position of the
dropdown menu.

stringleft, right, bottom
(Default: left)

position

Sets the size of dropdown
menu.

stringxx-small, x-small, small,
medium, large

size

Sets the theme for the
menu.

slds, nds (Default: slds)theme

To create a menu where
each item is a link that

stringactiontype

performs an action, set
attribute to action.

Example c-menu Component

<c-menu theme="slds" scroll="5" checked="multiple" type="action" size="large"
position="right" icon-name="utility:down">

</c-menu>

<c-menu theme="slds" icon-name="utility:down">
<c-menu-item record={data1} icon-name="action:info"></c-menu-item>
<c-menu-item record={data2} icon-position="Right"

icon-name="action:info"></c-menu-item>
</c-menu>

MenuItem Lightning Web Component ReadMe

This page contains a MenuItem LWC ReadMe for each Vlocity release.

Vlocity Insurance and Health Summer '20

The MenuItem Lightning Web Component is the basic element inside the Menu Lightning Web Component. Each c-menu-item
component adds an item to the menu.
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Available c-menu-item Attributes

DescriptionRequiredTypeValueAttribute

Sets the visible menu
item name.

stringuniquename

Contains the menu item
data.

stringrecord

Sets which theme menu
uses.

stringslds, nds (Default: slds)theme

Sets the icon for the
menu item. See SLDS
icons.

string(Format: standard:arrow)icon-name

Sets icon position for the
menu item data.

stringright, left (Default: left)icon-position

To the make menu item
a sub-header of the

stringheader, actiontype

menu, set to header. To
create a menu where
each item is a link that
performs an action, set to
action.

Sets the action URL for
the menu item. Must set
type  to action.

stringaction-url

Sets the mode in which
the action URL should be
opened.

stringnewTab, currentTab
(Default: newTab)

open-url-in

Sets the status for the
menu item and updates
the menu item style.

stringerror, warning, successstatus

To set a default selected
menu item, set to true.

booleantrue, false (Default: false)checked

Contains the menu item
label.

stringlabel
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DescriptionRequiredTypeValueAttribute

Provides the record to set
the stateObject property
of an action LWC.

Objectobj

Adds the details of an
action menu item LWC.

ObjectactionData

Example c-menu-item Component

<c-menu-item
name="home"
record={menuItem1}
icon-position="right"
icon-name="action:info"
status="error"
checked
>

<c-menu theme="slds" icon-name="utility:down">
<c-menu-item
record={data1}
icon-name="action:info"

></c-menu-item>
<c-menu-item
record={data2}
icon-position="right"
icon-name="action:info"

></c-menu-item>
</c-menu>

Example actionData Object

actionData: {
stateObj: "{record}",
card: "{card}",
stateAction: {
id: "test-action",
type: "Custom",
displayName: "Action",
vlocityIcon: "standard-default",
targetType: "Web Page",
openUrlIn: "Current Window",
"Web Page": { targetName: "/apex" }

}
}
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Vlocity Insurance and Health Spring '20

The MenuItem Lightning Web Component is the basic element inside the Menu Lightning Web Component. Each c-menu-item
component adds an item to the menu.

Available c-menu-item Attributes

DescriptionRequiredTypeValueAttribute

Sets the visible menu
item name.

yesstringuniquename

Contains the menu item
data.

stringrecord

Sets which theme menu
uses.

stringslds, nds (Default: slds)theme

Sets the icon for the
menu item. See SLDS
icons.

string(Format: standard:arrow)icon-name

Sets icon position for the
menu item data.

stringright, left (Default: left)icon-position

To make the menu item
a sub-header of the

stringheader, actiontype

menu, set to header. To
create a menu where
each item is a link that
performs an action, set to
action.

Sets the action URL for
the menu item. Must set
type to "action".

stringaction-url

Sets the mode in which
the action URL should be
opened.

stringnewTab, currentTab
(Default: newTab)

open-url-in

Sets the status for the
menu item.

stringerror, warning, successstatus

To set a default selected
menu item, set to true.

booleantrue, false (Default: false)checked
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DescriptionRequiredTypeValueAttribute

Contains the menu item
label.

stringlabel

Example c-menu-item Component

<c-menu-item
name="home"
record={menuItem1}
icon-position="right"
icon-name="action:info"
status="error"
checked
>

<c-menu theme="slds" icon-name="utility:down">
<c-menu-item
record={data1}
icon-name="action:info"

></c-menu-item>
<c-menu-item
record={data2}
icon-position="right"
icon-name="action:info"

></c-menu-item>
</c-menu>

Vlocity Insurance and Health Winter '20 and Vlocity CME Spring '20

The MenuItem Lightning Web Component is the basic element inside the Menu Lightning Web Component. Each c-menu-item
component adds an item to the menu.

Available c-menu-item Attributes

DescriptionRequiredTypeValueAttribute

Sets the visible menu
item name.

yesstringuniquename

Contains the menu item
data.

yesstringrecord

Sets which theme menu
uses.

stringslds, nds (Default: slds)theme
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DescriptionRequiredTypeValueAttribute

Sets the icon for the
menu item. See SLDS
icons.

string(Format: standard:arrow)icon-name

Sets icon position for the
menu item data.

stringright, left (Default: left)icon-position

To make the menu item
a sub-header of the

stringheader, actiontype

menu, set to header. To
create a menu where
each item is a link that
performs an action, set to
action.

Sets the action URL for
the menu item. Must set
type to "action".

stringaction-url

Sets the mode in which
the action URL should be
opened.

stringnewTab, currentTab
(Default: newTab)

open-url-in

Sets the status for the
menu item.

stringerror, warning, successstatus

To set a default selected
menu item, set to true.

booleantrue, false (Default: false)checked

Example c-menu-item Component

<c-menu-item
name="home"
record={menuItem1}
icon-position="right"
icon-name="action:info"
status="error"
checked
>

<c-menu theme="slds" icon-name="utility:down">
<c-menu-item
record={data1}
icon-name="action:info"

></c-menu-item>
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<c-menu-item
record={data2}
icon-position="right"
icon-name="action:info"

></c-menu-item>
</c-menu>

Vlocity Insurance and Health Summer '19 and Vlocity CME Fall '19

The MenuItem Lightning Web Component is the basic element inside theMenu Lightning Web Component. Each c-menu-item
component adds an item to the menu.

Available c-menu-item Attributes

DescriptionRequiredTypeValueAttribute

Sets the visible menu
item name.

yesstringuniquename

Contains the menu item
data.

yesstringrecord

Sets which theme menu
uses.

stringslds, nds (Default: slds)theme

Sets the icon for the
menu item. See SLDS
icons.

string(Format: standard:arrow)icon-name

Sets icon position for the
menu item data.

stringright, left (Default: left)icon-position

To make the menu item
a sub-header of the

stringheader, actiontype

menu, set to header. To
create a menu where
each item is a link that
performs an action, set to
action.

Sets the action url for the
menu item. Must set type
to "action".

stringaction-url
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DescriptionRequiredTypeValueAttribute

Sets the mode in which
the action URL should be
opened.

stringnewTab, currentTab
(Default: newTab)

open-url-in

Sets the status for the
menu item.

stringerror, warning, successstatus

To set a default selected
menu item, set to true.

booleantrue, false (Default: false)checked

Example c-menu-item Component

<c-menu-item
name="home"
record={menuItem1}
icon-position="right"
icon-name="action:info"
status="error"
checked
>

<c-menu theme="slds" icon-name="utility:down">
<c-menu-item
record={data1}
icon-name="action:info"

></c-menu-item>
<c-menu-item
record={data2}
icon-position="right"
icon-name="action:info"

></c-menu-item>
</c-menu>

Modal Lightning Web Component ReadMe

This page contains a Modal LWC ReadMe for each release.

Vlocity Insurance and Health Spring '22

The Modal Lightning Web Component displays content in a layer on top of the app. Common use cases for modals include: creating or
editing a record, as well as various types of messaging and wizards. Use the Prompt Lightning Web Component for form submission
confirmation.
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Available c-modal Attributes

DescriptionRequiredTypeValueAttribute

Adds the header title to
the modal component.

stringtitle

Sets the modal size. If not
set, component takes the

stringsmall, medium, largesize

default size of the chosen
theme.

Sets the theme for this
component.

stringslds, nds (Default: slds)theme

To show the modal by
default, set to true.

booleantrue, false (Default: false)isModalOpen

Hides the header from
the modal.

stringno value (See example
code.)

hideheader

Hides the footer from the
modal.

stringno value (See example
code.)

hidefooter

Adds a class to the
container element. To

stringextraclass

add multiple classes, use
a space to separate each
class, such as 'classone
classtwo'.

Sets the height of the
modal. Supports all CSS

stringCSS (Default: calc(100vh
- 160px))

height

value types, such as calc,
px, %, vh, and so on.

Sets the minimum height
of the modal. Supports all

stringCSS (If height is set this
won't apply)

min-height

CSS value types, such as
calc, px, %, vh, and so on.

Sets the maximum height
of the modal. Supports all

stringCSS (If height is set this
won't apply)

max-height

CSS value types, such as
calc, px, %, vh, and so on.
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DescriptionRequiredTypeValueAttribute

Sets the custom
backdrop style.

stringCSSmodalBackdropStyle

Specify the channel name
for closing the modal on
pubsub event.

stringchannelName

Example c-modal Component

<c-modal title="Profile Info" size="large" isModalOpen hideheader hidefooter>
<div slot="header">
<h1>Header description</h1>

</div>
<div slot="content">
<c-vlocity_input
value=""
label="Name"
placeholder="Enter Name"

></c-vlocity_input>
</div>
<div slot="footer">
<c-vlocity_button variant="brand" label="Save"></c-vlocity_button>

</div>
</c-modal>
<button onclick="{openModal}" class="test">Open Modal</button>

Available Methods

openModal()

If hidden, shows the modal.

closeModal()

If visible, hides the modal.

Vlocity Insurance and Health Summer '20

The Modal Lightning Web Component displays content in a layer on top of the app. Common use cases for modals include: creating or
editing a record, as well as various types of messaging and wizards. Use the Prompt Lightning Web Component for form submission
confirmation.
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Available c-modal Attributes

DescriptionRequiredTypeValueAttribute

Adds a class to the
container element. To

stringextraclass

add multiple classes, use
a space to separate each
class, such as 'classone
classtwo'.

To adjust the height of
the modal, set attribute.

stringCSS (Default: calc(100vh
- 160px))

height

Supports all CSS value
types, such as calc, px, %,
vh, and so on.

To hide the footer from
the modal, set attribute.

stringno value (See example
code.)

hidefooter

To hide the header from
the modal, set attribute.

stringno value (See example
code.)

hideheader

To show modal by
default, set to true.

booleantrue, false (Default: false)isModalOpen

To set the max-height of
the modal, set attribute.

stringCSS (If height is set this
won't apply)

max-height

Supports all CSS value
types, such as calc, px, %,
vh, and so on.

To set the min-height of
the modal, set attribute.

stringCSS (If height is set this
won't apply)

min-height

Supports all CSS value
types, such as calc, px, %,
vh, and so on.

Sets custom backdrop
style.

stringCSSmodalBackdropStyle

Sets the modal size. If not
set, component takes the

stringsmall, medium, largesize

default size of the chosen
theme.
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DescriptionRequiredTypeValueAttribute

Sets the theme for this
component.

stringslds, nds (Default: slds)theme

Adds the header title to
the modal component.

stringtitle

Example c-modal Component

<c-modal title="Profile Info" size="large" isModalOpen hideheader hidefooter>
<div slot="header">
<h1>Header description</h1>

</div>
<div slot="content">
<c-vlocity_input
value=""
label="Name"
placeholder="Enter Name"

></c-vlocity_input>
</div>
<div slot="footer">
<c-vlocity_button variant="brand" label="Save"></c-vlocity_button>

</div>
</c-modal>
<button onclick="{openModal}" class="test">Open Modal</button>

Available Methods

openModal()

If hidden, shows the modal.

closeModal()

If visible, hides the modal.

Vlocity Insurance and Health Winter '20 and Vlocity CME Spring '20

The Modal Lightning Web Component displays content in a layer on top of the app. Common use cases for modals include: creating or
editing a record, as well as various types of messaging and wizards. Use the Prompt Lightning Web Component for form submission
confirmation.

Available c-modal Attributes

DescriptionRequiredTypeValueAttribute

Adds a class to the
container element. To

stringextraclass
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DescriptionRequiredTypeValueAttribute

add multiple classes, use
a space to separate each
class, such as 'classone
classtwo'.

To adjust the height of
the modal, set attribute.

stringCSS (Default: calc(100vh
- 160px))

height

Supports all CSS value
types, such as calc, px, %,
vh, and so on.

To hide the footer from
the modal, set attribute.

stringno value (See example
code.)

hidefooter

To hide the header from
the modal, set attribute.

stringno value (See example
code.)

hideheader

To show modal by
default, set to true.

booleantrue, false (Default: false)isModalOpen

Sets the modal size. If not
set, component takes the

stringsmall, medium, largesize

default size of the chosen
theme.

Sets the theme for this
component.

stringslds, nds (Default: slds)theme

Adds the header title to
the modal component.

stringtitle

Example c-modal Component

<c-modal
title="Profile Info"
size="large"
isModalOpen
hideheader
hidefooter

>
<div slot="header">

<h1>Header description</h1>
</div>
<div slot="content">

<c-vlocity_input value="" label="Name" placeholder="Enter
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Name"></c-vlocity_input>
</div>
<div slot="footer">

<c-vlocity_button variant="brand" label="Save"></c-vlocity_button>
</div>

</c-modal>
<button onclick={openModal} class="test">Open Modal</button>

Available Methods

openModal()

If hidden, shows the modal.

closeModal()

If visible, hides the modal.

Vlocity Insurance and Health Summer '19 and Vlocity CME Fall '19

The Modal Lightning Web Component displays content in a layer on top of the app. Common use cases for modals include: creating or
editing a record, as well as various types of messaging and wizards. Use thePrompt Lightning Web Component for form submission
confirmation.

Available c-modal Attributes

DescriptionRequiredTypeValueAttribute

Adds a class to the
container element. To

stringextraclass

add multiple classes, use
a space to separate each
class, such as `classone
classtwo'.

To adjust the height of
the modal, set attribute.

stringCSS (Default: calc(100vh
- 160px))

height

Supports all CSS value
types, such as calc, px, %,
vh, and so on.

To hide the footer from
the modal, set attribute.

stringno value (See example
code.)

hidefooter

To hide the header from
the modal, set attribute.

stringno value (See example
code.)

hideheader

To show modal by
default, set to true.

booleantrue, false (Default: false)isModalOpen
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DescriptionRequiredTypeValueAttribute

Sets the modal size. If not
set, component takes the

stringsmall, medium, largesize

default size of the chosen
theme.

Sets the theme for this
component.

stringslds, nds (Default: slds)theme

Adds the header title to
the modal component.

stringtitle

Example c-modal Component

<c-modal
title="Profile Info"
size="large"
isModalOpen
hideheader
hidefooter

>
<div slot="header">

<h1>Header description</h1>
</div>
<div slot="content">

<c-vlocity_input value="" label="Name" placeholder="Enter
Name"></c-vlocity_input>

</div>
<div slot="footer">

<c-vlocity_button variant="brand" label="Save"></c-vlocity_button>
</div>

</c-modal>
<button onclick={openModal} class="test">Open Modal</button>

Available Methods

openModal()

If hidden, shows the modal.

closeModal()

If visible, hides the modal.

MonacoEditor Lightning Web Component ReadMe

This page contains a MonacoEditor LWC ReadMe for each Vlocity release.
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Vlocity Insurance and Health Winter '20 and Vlocity CME Spring '20

The MonacoEditor Lightning Web Component is a code editor tool used inside Salesforce.

Available c-monaco-editor Attributes

DescriptionRequiredTypeValueAttribute

Sets the options to create
the editor. For more

yesstringobjectconfig

information, see
IEditorConstructionOptions

Adds default code inside
the editor.

stringvalue

To adjust the height of
the editor, set this value.

stringcssheight

Supports all css height
value options such as
units (for example, 'px',
'em', an so on) and
functions (for example,
'calc').

Defines the source of the
editor. By default,

stringurleditor-src-url

editor-src-url points to the
static resource. Used for
off-platform support.

Adds support for monaco
editor to open in a modal.

booleantrue, false (Default: false)modal

Example c-monaco-editor Component

<c-monaco-editor
onchange={valueChnged}
editor-src-url={url}
config={editorConfig}
value="var t = 10"
height="calc(100vh - 350px)"

></c-monaco-editor>

<!-- Monaco Editor as modal-->
<c-modal size="large" icon-url={iconUrl}>

<div slot="header">
<h1>Monaco Editor</h1>
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</div>
<div slot="content">
<c-monaco-editor
onchange={valueChnged}
modal="true"
editor-src-url={url}
config={editorModalConfig}
value="var t = 10"
height="calc(100vh - 350px)"

></c-monaco-editor>
</div>

</c-modal>

Available Methods

updateConfig(Type,Value)

Updates the editor's configuration settings.

DescriptionValueOption

Sets the theme for the editor.vs, vs-dark, hc-blacktheme

Sets the language of the editor. For more
information, see Monaco.Languages

html, css, json, typescriptlanguage

Sets the editor options such as readOnly.
For more information, see IEditorOptions

objectoptions

let editor = this.template.querySelector("c-monaco-editor");
// set theme
editor.updateConfig("theme", "vs");
// set language
editor.updateConfig("language", "html");
// set readOnly
editor.updateConfig("options", { readOnly:true });

Vlocity Insurance and Health Summer '19 and Vlocity CME Fall '19

The MonacoEditor Lightning Web Component is a code editor tool used inside Salesforce.

Available c-monaco-editor Attributes

DescriptionRequiredTypeValueAttribute

Sets the options to create
the editor. For more

yesstringobjectconfig
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DescriptionRequiredTypeValueAttribute

information, see
IEditorConstructionOptions

Adds default code inside
the editor.

stringvalue

To adjust the height of
the editor, set this value.

stringcssheight

Supports all css height
value options such as
units (for example, `px',
`em', an so on) and
functions (for example,
`calc').

Defines the source of the
editor. By default,

stringurleditor-src-url

editor-src-url points to the
static resource. Used for
off-platform support.

Adds support for monaco
editor to open in a modal.

booleantrue, false (Default: false)modal

Example c-monaco-editor Component

<c-monaco-editor
onchange={valueChnged}
editor-src-url={url}
config={editorConfig}
value="var t == 10"
height="calc(100vh - 350px)"

></c-monaco-editor>

<!-- Monaco Editor as modal-->
<c-modal size="large" icon-url={iconUrl}>

<div slot="header">
<h1>Monaco Editor</h1>

</div>
<div slot="content">
<c-monaco-editor
onchange={valueChnged}
modal="true"
editor-src-url={url}
config={editorModalConfig}
value="var t == 10"
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height="calc(100vh - 350px)"
></c-monaco-editor>
</div>

</c-modal>

Available Methods

updateConfig(Type,Value)

Updates the editor’s configuration settings.

DescriptionValueOption

Sets the theme for the editor.vs, vs-dark, hc-blacktheme

Sets the language of the editor. For more
information, see Monaco.Languages

html, css, json, typescriptlanguage

Sets the editor options such as readOnly.
For more information, see IEditorOptions

objectoptions

let editor == this.template.querySelector("c-monaco-editor");
// set theme
editor.updateConfig("theme", "vs");
// set language
editor.updateConfig("language", "html");
// set readOnly
editor.updateConfig("options", { readOnly:true });

Navigate Action Lightning Web Component ReadMe

This page contains a Navigate Action LWC ReadMe for each Vlocity release.

Vlocity Insurance and Health Spring '20

The NavigateAction Lightning Web Component enables navigation to any of Salesforce's PageReference types, by leveraging Salesforce's
navigation service.

Available c-navigate-action Attributes

DescriptionRequiredTypeValueAttribute

Specifies the name of the
target PageReference

yesstringApp, Component,
Knowledge Article, Login,

targetType

type. Pass undefinedObject, Record, Record
Relationship, Named for the current

PageReference.Page, Community Named
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DescriptionRequiredTypeValueAttribute

Page, Navigation Item,
Web Page, Current Page

Specifies the 18 character
record ID.

stringtargetId

Specifies the API name of
the component, object,
tab, app or record.

stringtargetName

Adds state params sent
to the target page
reference.

stringtargetParams

Specifies action passed to
object, login and record
targetType.

stringtargetAction

If the targetType is
knowledgeArticle,

stringtargetArticleType

specifies the articleType
API name of the
Knowledge Article record.
In Communities,
articleType is ignored.

Specifies the API name of
the object’s relationship
field.

stringtargetRelationship

To call the navigate()
function to replace the

booleantrue or false (Default:
false)

replace

current entry in
window.history, set to
true.

To wrap with an anchor
tag, set to true.

booleantrue or false (Default:
false)

useHref

Specifies whether to
open the target in a new
tab or the current tab.

stringnewTab, currentTabopenTargetIn
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DescriptionRequiredTypeValueAttribute

Read-only property that
displays the value of the

stringurl

generated url when
useHref  is set to true.

Read-only property that
gets the generated page

stringpageReference

reference object for the
given properties.

Example c-navigate-action Component

The navigate-action  component renders a single template, and is designed to attach functionality onto the slotted markup.

<c-navigate-action
target-type="{string}"
target-name="{string}"
target-id="{string}"
target-params="{string}"
target-action="{string}"
replace
use-href

>
<!-- content -->

</c-navigate-action>

Configure c-navigate-action to Navigate to a Salesforce Tab

Navigate to any app tab or Lightning page by setting target-type to 'navigation item', and target-name (found in the url when viewing
the app tab or page, such as /n/namespace__Target_Name).

Notenamespace  must be replaced with actual the namespace in your org.

<c-navigation-action target-type="Navigation Item"
target-name="namespace__LWC_Designer">
<!-- pass in desired content -->

</c-navigate-action>

Configure c-navigate-action to Navigate to a Component

Navigate to an aura component by specifying the target-type="Component" and target-name attributes where the aura components
name is the value of target-name.

Currently Lightning web components must be wrapped in an aura component that implements the lightning:isUrlAddressable interface.

<c-navigate-action
target-type="Component"
target-name="c__example_aura_wrapper"

>
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<!-- pass in desired content -->
</c-navigate-action>

Configuring c-navigate-action to navigate to update the current page reference

To update the CurrentPageReference.state, use a navigation action that excludes the target-type attribute. Values passed
in target-params are added to the current state.

<c-navigate-action target-params="c__paramone=value one&c__layout=newport">
<!-- pass in desired content -->

</c-navigate-action>

To remove parameters from the CurrentPageReference.state, set the param to an empty value. In the following example,
executing the navigation removes the view parameter from the PageReference.state.

<c-navigate-action target-params="c__paramone=">
<!-- pass in desired content -->

</c-navigate-action>

Configuring c-navigate-action to Navigate to a Record

Navigate to an action by setting target-type to 'record', a target-id, and a target-action (clone, edit, or view). By default the target-actionvalue
is 'view'.

<c-navigate-action
target-type="Record"
target-name="Account"
target-id="001B000000vYIINIA4"

>
<!-- pass in desired content -->

</c-navigate-action>

Open the Default Salesforce Edit Dialogue

<c-navigate-action
target-type="Record"
target-name="Account"
target-action="edit"
target-id="001B000000vYIINIA4"

>
<!-- pass in desired content -->

</c-navigate-action>

Available Methods

NavigationAction.navigate()

Performs navigation to the PageReference that is constructed via the passed attributes. Calls NavigationMixin.Navigate().
The generated pageReference is returned.

NavigateAction.generateUrl()
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Returns a promise that resolves the value of the configured PageReference URL and updates the tracked property url. This method is
called on connectedCallback. Note, if useHref  is set to true and properties are updated after component initialization,
generateUrl must be called manually.

Vlocity Insurance and Health Winter '20 and Vlocity CME Spring '20

The NavigateAction Lightning Web Component enables navigation to any of Salesforce's PageReference types, by leveraging Salesforce's
navigation service.

Properties

DescriptionScopeName

{string} The name of the target
PageReference type. One of - component,

api (public)targetType

knowledgeArticle, object, record,
relationship, tab, web - Pass undefined for
the current PageReference.

{string} - The 18 character record ID.api (public)targetId

{string} - Name of the component, object,
tab or record.

api (public)targetName

{string} - State params sent to the target
page reference.

api (public)targetParams

{string} - Action passed to object, and record
references.

api (public)targetAction

{string} - The articleType API name of the
Knowledge Article record. In Communities,
articleType is ignored.

api (public)targetArticleType

{string} - The relationship name of the
record.

api (public)targetRelationship

{boolean} - When replace is true, calling the
navigate() will replace the current entry in
window.history.

api (public)replace

{boolean} - If true, wrap the slot with an
anchor tag.

api (public)useHref

{string} - To open the target in
newTab/currentTab.

api (public)openTargetIn
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DescriptionScopeName

{string} - When useHref is true, the value of
the generated url.

track (private)url

{PageReference} - The generated page
reference object for the given properties.

private getpageReference

Methods

DescriptionReturn ValueScopeSignature

Calls
lightning/navigation

PageReferencepublicnavigate

NavigationMixin.navigate()
with the configured attributes.

Generates a url value based on
the configured attributes.

PromisepublicgenerateUrl

Markup

The navigate-action  component renders a single template, and is designed to attach functionality onto the slotted markup.

Usage

<c-navigate-action
target-type="{string}"
target-name="{string}"
target-id="{string}"
target-params="{string}"
target-action="{string}"
replace
use-href

>
<!-- content -->

</c-navigate-action>

Example Usage

Configure c-navigate-action to Navigate to a Salesforce Tab

Navigate to any app tab or Lightning page by setting target-type to 'navigation item', and target-name (found in the url when viewing
the app tab or page /n/namespace__Target_Name).
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Notenamespace  must be replaced with actual the namespace in your org.

<c-navigation-action target-type="Navigation Item"
target-name="namespace__LWC_Designer">
<!-- pass in desired content -->

</c-navigate-action>

Configure c-navigate-action to Navigate to a Component

Navigate to an aura component by specifying the target-type="Component" and target-name attributes where the aura components
name is the value of target-name.

Currently Lightning web components must be wrapped in an aura component that implements the lightning:isUrlAddressable interface.

<c-navigate-action
target-type="Component"
target-name="c__example_aura_wrapper"

>
<!-- pass in desired content -->

</c-navigate-action>

Configuring c-navigate-action to navigate to update the current page reference

To update the CurrentPageReference.state, use a navigation action that excludes the target-type attribute. Values passed
in target-params are added to the current state.

<c-navigate-action target-params="c__paramone=value one&c__layout=newport">
<!-- pass in desired content -->

</c-navigate-action>

To remove parameters from the CurrentPageReference.state, set the param to an empty value. In the following example,
executing the navigation removes the view parameter from the PageReference.state.

<c-navigate-action target-params="c__paramone=">
<!-- pass in desired content -->

</c-navigate-action>

Configuring c-navigate-action to Navigate to a Record

Navigate to an action by setting target-type to 'record', a target-id, and a target-action (clone, edit, or view). By default the target-action
value is 'view'.

<c-navigate-action
target-type="Record"
target-name="Account"
target-id="001B000000vYIINIA4"

>
<!-- pass in desired content -->

</c-navigate-action>

Open the Default Salesforce Edit Dialogue

<c-navigate-action
target-type="Record"
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target-name="Account"
target-action="edit"
target-id="001B000000vYIINIA4"

>
<!-- pass in desired content -->

</c-navigate-action>

Available Methods

NavigationAction.navigate()

Performs navigation to the PageReference that is constructed via the passed attributes. NavigationMixin.Navigate() is called, and the
generated pageReference is returned.

NavigateAction.generateUrl()

Returns a promise that resolves the value of the configured PageReference URL and updates the tracked property url. This method is
called on connectedCallback. Note, if use-href  is set to true and properties are updated after component initialization,
generateUrl must be called manually.

Vlocity Insurance and Health Summer '19 and Vlocity CME Fall '19

The NavigateAction Lightning Web Component enables navigation to any of Salesforce’s PageReference types, by leveraging Salesforce’s
navigation service.

Properties

DescriptionScopeName

{string} The name of the target
PageReference type. One of - component,

api (public)targetType

knowledgeArticle, object, record,
relationship, tab, web - Pass undefined for
the current PageReference.

{string} - The 18 character record ID.api (public)targetId

{string} - Name of the component, object,
tab or record.

api (public)targetName

{string} - State params sent to the target
page reference.

api (public)targetParams

{string} - Action passed to object, and record
references.

api (public)targetAction

{string} - The articleType API name of the
Knowledge Article record. In Communities,
articleType is ignored.

api (public)targetArticleType
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DescriptionScopeName

{string} - The relationship name of the
record.

api (public)targetRelationship

{boolean} - When replace is true, calling the
navigate() will replace the current entry in
window.history.

api (public)replace

{boolean} - If true, wrap the slot with an
anchor tag.

api (public)useHref

{string} - To open the target in
newTab/currentTab.

api (public)openTargetIn

{string} - When useHref is true, the value of
the generated url.

track (private)url

{PageReference} - The generated page
reference object for the given properties.

private getpageReference

Methods

DescriptionReturn ValueScopeSignature

Calls`lightning/navigation
NavigationMixin.navigate()` with
the configured attributes.

PageReferencepublicnavigate

Generates a url value based on
the configured attributes.

PromisepublicgenerateUrl

Markup

The navigate-action  component renders a single template, and is designed to attach functionality onto the slotted markup.

Usage

<c-navigate-action
target-type="{string}"
target-name="{string}"
target-id="{string}"
target-params="{string}"
target-action="{string}"
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replace
use-href

>
<!-- content -->

</c-navigate-action>

Example Usage

Configure c-navigate-action to Navigate to a Salesforce Tab

Navigate to any app tab or Lightning page by setting target-type to `navigation item', and target-name (found in the url when viewing
the app tab or page /n/namespaceTarget_Name__).

Notenamespace  must be replaced with actual the namespace in your org.

<c-navigation-action target-type="Navigation Item"
target-name="namespace__LWC_Designer">
<!-- pass in desired content -->

</c-navigate-action>

Configure c-navigate-action to Navigate to a Component

Navigate to an aura component by specifying thetarget-type=``Component'' and target-name attributes where the aura components
name is the value of target-name.

Currently Lightning web components must be wrapped in an aura component that implements the lightning:isUrlAddressable interface.

<c-navigate-action
target-type="Component"
target-name="c__example_aura_wrapper"

>
<!-- pass in desired content -->

</c-navigate-action>

Configuring c-navigate-action to navigate to update the current page reference

To update the CurrentPageReference.state, use a navigation action that excludes the target-type attribute. Values passed
intarget-params are added to the current state.

<c-navigate-action target-params="c__paramone=value one&amp;amp;c__layout=newport">
<!-- pass in desired content -->

</c-navigate-action>

To remove parameters from the CurrentPageReference.state, set the param to an empty value. In the following example,
executing the navigation removes the view parameter from the PageReference.state.

<c-navigate-action target-params="c__paramone=">
<!-- pass in desired content -->

</c-navigate-action>
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Configuring c-navigate-action to Navigate to a Record

Navigate to an action by setting target-type to `record', atarget-id, and a target-action (clone, edit, or view). By default the target-action
value is `view'.

<c-navigate-action
target-type="Record"
target-name="Account"
target-id="001B000000vYIINIA4"

>
<!-- pass in desired content -->

</c-navigate-action>

Open the Default Salesforce Edit Dialogue

<c-navigate-action
target-type="Record"
target-name="Account"
target-action="edit"
target-id="001B000000vYIINIA4"

>
<!-- pass in desired content -->

</c-navigate-action>

Available Methods

NavigationAction.navigate()

Performs navigation to the PageReference that is constructed via the passed attributes. NavigationMixin.Navigate() is called, and the
generated pageReference is returned.

NavigateAction.generateUrl()

Returns a promise that resolves the value of the configured PageReference URL and updates the tracked property url. This method is
called on connectedCallback. Note, if use-href  is set to true and properties are updated after component initialization,
generateUrlmust be called manually.

NavigationUtils ReadMe

This page contains a NavigationUtils ReadMe for each Vlocity release.

Vlocity Insurance and Health Spring '20

This module exposes a collection of utilities designed to simplify navigational functions.

ns/navigationUtils.PageReference

Kind: static class of ns/navigationUtils

new exports.PageReference(type, attributes, [stateParams])

To navigate in Lightning Experience, Lightning Communities, or the Salesforce mobile app, define a PageReference object. The
PageReference type generates a unique URL format and defines attributes that apply to all pages of that type.
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DescriptionTypeParam

Page reference type.PageReferenceTypetype

Page reference attributes.Objectattributes

State parameters passed to the target
context. Can be in the form of a url query
string or an object.

string   any[stateParams]

PageReference.unfreeze(pageReference, newParams)

Utility method to unfreeze, and update PageReference object returned from @wire(CurrentPageReference) is frozen

Kind: static method of PageReference

DescriptionTypeParam

A page reference object received from
@wire(CurrentPageReference)

PageReferencepageReference

[stateParams] - State parameters to be
extended on the current reference. Can be
in the form of a url query string or an object.

string   anynewParams

ns/navigationUtils.AppPageReference

Kind: static class of ns/navigationUtils

new exports.AppPageReference(appTarget, pageReference)

A standard or custom app available from the App Launcher in an org. Use this type to create custom navigation components that take
users to a specific app or to a page within an app. Connected apps aren’t supported.

DescriptionTypeParam

App that you are navigating to. Pass either
the appId  or appDeveloperName

stringappTarget

to the appTarget. - The appId  is the
DurableId field on the AppDefinition object.
- To form the appDeveloperName
value, concatenate the app’s namespace
with the developer name. To find the app’s
developer name, navigate to the App
Manager in Setup and look in the Developer
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DescriptionTypeParam

Name column. For standard apps, the
namespace is standard__. For custom
apps it’s c__. For managed packages, it’s
the namespace registered for the package.

Identifies a specific location in the app you
are navigating to. Pass in the

PageReferencepageReference

pageReferenceand applicable
attributes for that pageReference  type.

ns/navigationUtils.ComponentPageReference

Kind: static class of ns/navigationUtils Supports: Lightning Experience, Salesforce Mobile App

new exports.ComponentPageReference(name, [stateParams])

A Lightning component. To make an addressable Lightning web component, embed it in an Aura component that implements the
lightning:isUrlAddressable  interface.

DescriptionTypeParam

The Lightning component name in the
format namespace__componentName

stringname

State parameters passed to the target
context. Can be in the form of a url query
string or an object.

string   Object[stateParams]

ns/navigationUtils.KnowledgeArticlePageReference

Kind: static class of ns/navigationUtils

new exports.KnowledgeArticlePageReference(articleType, urlName)

A page that interacts with a Knowledge Article record.

DescriptionTypeParam

The articleType API name of the Knowledge
Article record. In Communities, articleType
is ignored.

stringarticleType
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DescriptionTypeParam

The value of the urlName field on the target
KnowledgeArticleVersion record. The
urlName is the article's URL.

stringurlName

ns/navigationUtils.LoginPageReference

Kind: static class of ns/navigationUtils

new exports.LoginPageReference(action, [stateParams])

A page for authentication into a community.

DescriptionTypeParam

A login-related action to be performed.
Possible values are: 'login' or 'logout'.

'login'   'logout'action

State parameters passed to the target
context. Can be in the form of a url query
string or an object.

string   Object[stateParams]

ns/navigationUtils.NamedPageReference

Kind: static class of ns/navigationUtils

new exports.NamedPageReference(pageName, [stateParams])

A standard page with a unique name. If an error occurs, the error view loads and the URL isn’t updated.

DescriptionTypeParam

The unique name of the page.stringpageName

State parameters passed to the target
context. Can be in the form of a url query
string or an object.

string   any[stateParams]

ns/navigationUtils.CommNamedPageReference

Kind: static class of ns/navigationUtils
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new exports.CommNamedPageReference(pageName, [stateParams])

A standard page with a unique name, for use in communities. If an error occurs, the error view loads and the URL isn’t updated.

DescriptionTypeParam

The unique name of the page.stringpageName

State parameters passed to the target
context. Can be in the form of a url query
string or an object.

string   any[stateParams]

ns/navigationUtils.NavItemPageReference

Kind: static class of ns/navigationUtils

new exports.NavItemPageReference(tabName, [stateParams])

A page that displays the content mapped to a CustomTab. Visualforce tabs, Web tabs, Lightning Pages, and Lightning Component tabs
are supported.

DescriptionTypeParam

The unique name of the CustomTab.stringtabName

State parameters passed to the target
context. Can be in the form of a url query
string or an object.

string   any[stateParams]

ns/navigationUtils.ObjectPageReference

Kind: static class of ns/navigationUtils

new exports.ObjectPageReference(objectName, [action], [filter])

A page that interacts with a standard or custom object in the org and supports standard actions for that object.

DescriptionDefaultTypeParam

The API name of the standard or
custom object. For custom

stringobjectName

objects that are part of a
managed package, prefix the
custom object with ns__
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DescriptionDefaultTypeParam

The action name to invoke. Valid
values include home,list, and

"home"string[action]

new. In Communities, list
and homeare the same.

Id of the object page. Default is
Recent.

"Recent"string[filter]

ns/navigationUtils.RecordPageReference

Kind: static class of ns/navigationUtils

new exports.RecordPageReference(id, [objectName], [action])

A page that interacts with a relationship on a particular record in the org. Only related lists are supported.

DescriptionDefaultTypeParam

The 18 character record ID.stringid

The API name of the record’s
object. Optional for lookups.

string[objectName]

The action name to invoke. Valid
values include clone,edit,

"view"string[action]

and view. Communities
doesn’t support the values
clone  or edit.

ns/navigationUtils.RelationshipPageReference

Kind: static class of ns/navigationUtils

new exports.RelationshipPageReference(recordId, [objectApiName], [relationshipApiName], [actionName])

A page that interacts with a relationship on a particular record in the org. Only related lists are supported.

DescriptionDefaultTypeParam

The 18 character record ID of the
record that defines the
relationship.

stringrecordId
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DescriptionDefaultTypeParam

The API name of the object that
defines the relationship.
Optional for lookups.

string[objectApiName]

The API name of the object’s
relationship field.

string[relationshipApiName]

The action name to invoke. Only
view is supported.

"view"string[actionName]

ns/navigationUtils.WebPageReference

Kind: static class of ns/navigationUtils

new exports.WebPageReference(url, replace)

An external URL.

DescriptionTypeParam

The URL of the page you are navigating to.stringurl

replace the current page with this URL in
your browser’s session history, set

Booleanreplace

replace  to true. The current page is
not saved in session history, meaning the
user can’t navigate back to it.

ns/navigationUtils.pageReferenceTypes : enum

Kind: static enum of ns/navigationUtils Read only: true

ns/navigationUtils.parseParams(queryString)

Expands query params to an object

Kind: static method of ns/navigationUtils

DescriptionTypeParam

key=value pairs separated by &stringqueryString
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ns/navigationUtils.normalizeParams(namespacedParams)   object

Returns a copy of a params object with the namespace values removed. Duplicate values will be overwritten.

Kind: static method of ns/navigationUtils

DescriptionTypeParam

A collection of params derived from
pageReference.state.

objectnamespacedParams

ns/navigationUtils~APP : 'App'

Kind: inner constant of ns/navigationUtils

ns/navigationUtils~COMPONENT : 'Component'

Kind: inner constant of ns/navigationUtils

ns/navigationUtils~KNOWLEDGE_ARTICLE : 'Knowledge Article'

Kind: inner constant of ns/navigationUtils

ns/navigationUtils~LOGIN : 'Login'

Kind: inner constant of ns/navigationUtils

ns/navigationUtils~OBJECT : 'Object'

Kind: inner constant of ns/navigationUtils

ns/navigationUtils~RECORD : 'Record'

Kind: inner constant of ns/navigationUtils

ns/navigationUtils~RELATIONSHIP : 'Record Relationship'

Kind: inner constant of ns/navigationUtils

ns/navigationUtils~NAMED_PAGE : 'Named Page'

Kind: inner constant of ns/navigationUtils

ns/navigationUtils~COMM_NAMED_PAGE : 'Community Named Page'

Kind: inner constant of ns/navigationUtils

ns/navigationUtils~NAVIGATION_ITEM : 'Navigation Item'

Kind: inner constant of ns/navigationUtils
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ns/navigationUtils~WEB_PAGE : 'Web Page'

Kind: inner constant of ns/navigationUtils

ns/navigationUtils~CURRENT_PAGE : 'Current Page'

Kind: inner constant of ns/navigationUtils

ns/navigationUtils~parseValue(value)   string

Parse the value of a url parameter.

Kind: inner method of ns/navigationUtils Scope: private

TypeParam

stringvalue

Newport Loader ReadMe

This page contains the Newport Loader ReadMe for each Vlocity release.

Vlocity Insurance and Health Winter '20 and CME Winter '20

The Newport Loader is a utility that exposes a single load  function used to ensure the Newport CSS styles load in the <head>  of the
page.

This utility:

• Ensures the styles are loaded only once across the page

• Loads a custom version of Newport if the newportZipUrlhas been configured in the org.

Available Methods

load(component)

You must always pass your component to the load  function.

import { load } from `c/newportLoader`;

...

export default class MyComponent extends LightningElement {

connectedCallback() {
// It's recommended to add the styles into the page
// from your connectedCallback so they're not added
// to the page before they're needed, but available
// for when the component's `render` is called.
load(this)
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.then(() => {
// newport styles added to page

});
}

}

OutputField Lightning Web Component ReadMe

This page contains an OutputField LWC ReadMe for each Vlocity release.

Vlocity Insurance and Health Summer '20

The OutputField Lightning Web Component returns the label, help text and value for the field name of a record. The returned data is
read-only.

Available c-output-field Attributes

DescriptionRequiredTypeValueAttribute

Sets Currency type. valid
only for currency fields

string default: USDcurrency

Adds class to the parent
div.

stringextraclass

Sets the title of the field if
field-title is not provided.

stringfield-label

Sets the field value to
fetch.

yesstringfield-name

Sets the title of the field.stringfield-title

Adds class to the label
field.

stringlabelclass

Sets a label for the output
field.

stringlabel

Sets Locale. valid only for
currency fields

string default: en-USlocale

Adds a mask for the input
value. It is applicable only

stringmask

for type: date/number.
For type date the mask is
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DescriptionRequiredTypeValueAttribute

different date formats. For
type number it supports
the same mask which is
supported in input lwc
component.

Prevents default
navigation of url. It is

stringprevent-navigation

applicable only for type:
url.

Provides the record from
which to fetch the field
value.

yesstringrecord

Formats the field based
on the type provided.

stringstring, date, datetime,
currency, phone, address,
and so forth (Default:
string)

type

Adds class to the value
field.

stringvalueclass

Example c-output-field Component

<c-output-field
record={record}
field-name="Name"
type={field.type}

></c-output-field>

Vlocity Insurance and Health Winter '20 and Vlocity CME Spring '20

The OutputField Lightning Web Component returns the label, help text and value for the field name of a record. The returned data is
read-only.

Available c-output-field Attributes

DescriptionRequiredTypeValueAttribute

Sets the field value to
fetch.

yesstringfield-name
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DescriptionRequiredTypeValueAttribute

Provides the record from
which to fetch the field
value.

yesstringrecord

Formats the field based
on the type provided.

stringstring, date, datetime,
currency, phone, address,
and so forth (Default:
string)

type

Example c-output-field Component

<c-output-field
record={record}
field-name="Name"
type={field.type}

></c-output-field>

Vlocity Insurance and Health Summer '19 and Vlocity CME Fall '19

The OutputField Lightning Web Component returns the label, help text and value for the field name of a record. The returned data is
read-only.

Available c-output-field Attributes

DescriptionRequiredTypeValueAttribute

Sets the field value to
fetch.

yesstringfield-name

Provides the record from
which to fetch the field
value.

yesstringrecord

Example c-output-field Component

<c-output-field
record={record}
field-name="Name"

></c-output-field>

Pill Lightning Web Component ReadMe

This page contains a Pill LWC ReadMe for each Vlocity release.
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Vlocity Insurance and Health Spring '20

The Pill Lightning Web Component is an input element that displays read-only labels that can contain links and can be removed from
view on demand. For example, a user can create a list of email addresses or keywords by adding options using the input field or by
selecting from a list of options, which then display as read-only labels with delete buttons. The Pill LWC supports custom labels.

Available c-pill Attributes

DescriptionRequiredTypeValueAttribute

If set, enables free text. To
enable users to create

stringtrue, false (Default: false)freetext

their own pill values apart
from the values provided
in options, set this to true.
To create a free text pill,
user enters the text in the
input element, then
presses the enter key.

Sets the name of the
element. Used by the

stringname

Form Lightning Web
Component.

Sets the theme for the pill
component.

stringslds, nds (Default: slds)theme

If set, hides input field
and prevents users from
adding new pills.

To enable, add
viewonlywithout value to
the c-pillelement.

viewonly

Adds text to the input
element to prompt user

stringplaceholder

to select from the
dropdown (list of
optionsto render labels).
For example, "Select an
option".

Adds a title for the
rendered pill element.

stringlabel

To disable the input field,
set to true.

booleantrue, false (Default: false)disabled
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DescriptionRequiredTypeValueAttribute

Adds the initial list of
label options. You can

array stringoptions

use this attribute to
restrict options for users.

To add visible labels by
default, set this attribute.

stringvalue

To add more than one
label, enter a comma
sepatated list, such as
'One, Two, Three'.

Example c-pill Component

<c-pill
options='["Morin", "Banks", "Olivia"]'
label="Users"
value='"Adeola" "Mariam"'
freetext="true"
placeholder="Please enter you interest"

></c-pill>

Available Custom labels

DescriptionApiNameLabel

Text visible on mouse over of the delete
icon.

cmpRemovePress delete or backspace to remove

Available Custom Events

onremove

Triggers on deleting a value.

onselect

Triggers on selecting an option.

Available Methods

getValue()

Returns comma-separated pill values.
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Vlocity Insurance and Health Winter '20 and Vlocity CME Spring '20

The Pill Lightning Web Component is an input element that displays read-only labels that can contain links and can be removed from
view on demand. For example, a user can create a list of email addresses or keywords by adding options using the input field or by
selecting from a list of options, which are then displayed as read-only labels with delete buttons.

Available c-pill Attributes

DescriptionRequiredTypeValueAttribute

If set, enables free text. To
enable users to create

stringtrue, false (Default: false)freetext

their own pill values apart
from the values provided
in options, set this to true.
To create a free text pill,
user enters the text in the
input element, then
presses the enter key.

Sets the name of the
element. Used by the

stringname

Form Lightning Web
Component.

Sets the theme for the pill
component.

stringslds, nds (Default: slds)theme

If set, hides input field
and prevents users from
adding new pills.

To enable, add viewonly
without value to the
c-pill  element.

viewonly

Adds text to the input
element to prompt user

stringplaceholder

to select from the
dropdown (list of options
to render labels). For
example, "Select an
option".

Adds a title for the
rendered pill element.

stringlabel

To disable the input field,
set to true.

booleantrue, false (Default: false)disabled
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DescriptionRequiredTypeValueAttribute

Adds the initial list of
label options. You can

array stringoptions

use this attribute to
restrict options for users.

To add visible labels by
default, set this attribute.

stringvalue

To add more than one
label, enter a comma
sepatated list, such as
'One, Two, Three'.

Example c-pill Component

<c-pill
options='["Morin", "Banks", "Olivia"]'
label="Users"
value='"Adeola" "Mariam"'
freetext="true"
placeholder="Please enter you interest"

></c-pill>

Available Custom Events

onremove

Triggers on deleting a value.

onselect

Triggers on selecting an option.

Available Methods

getValue()

Returns comma-separated pill values.

Vlocity Insurance and Health Summer '19 and Vlocity CME Fall '19

The Pill Lightning Web Component is an input element that displays read-only labels that can contain links and can be removed from
view on demand. For example, a user can create a list of email addresses or keywords by adding options using the input field or by
selecting from a list of options, which are then displayed as read-only labels with delete buttons.
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Available c-pill Attributes

DescriptionRequiredTypeValueAttribute

If set, enables free text. To
enable users to create

stringtrue, false (Default: false)freetext

their own pill values apart
from the values provided
in options, set this to true.
To create a free text pill,
user enters the text in the
input element, then
presses the enter key.

Sets the name of the
element. Used by the

stringname

Form Lightning Web
Component.

Sets the theme for the pill
component.

stringslds, nds (Default: slds)theme

If set, hides input field
and prevents users from
adding new pills.

To enable, add viewonly
without value to the
`c-pill`element.

viewonly

Adds text to the input
element to prompt user

stringplaceholder

to select from the
dropdown (list of options
to render labels). For
example, ``Select an
option''.

Adds a title for the
rendered pill element.

stringlabel

To disable the input field,
set to true.

booleantrue, false (Default: false)disabled

Adds the initial list of
label options. You can

array stringoptions

use this attribute to
restrict options for users.
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DescriptionRequiredTypeValueAttribute

To add visible labels by
default, set this attribute.

stringvalue

To add more than one
label, enter a comma
sepatated list, such as
`One, Two, Three'.

Example c-pill Component

<c-pill
options='["Morin", "Banks", "Olivia"]'
label="Users"
value='"Adeola" "Mariam"'
freetext="true"
placeholder="Please enter you interest"

></c-pill>

Available Custom Events

onremove

Triggers on deleting a value.

onselect

Triggers on selecting an option.

Available Methods

getValue()

Returns comma-separated pill values.

Popover Lightning Web Component ReadMe

This page contains a Popover LWC ReadMe for each Vlocity release.

Vlocity Insurance and Health Winter '20 and Vlocity CME Spring '20

The Popover Lightning Web Component is a non-modal dialog. The component must be paired with a clickable trigger element and
contain at least one focusable element.

Available c-popover Attributes

DescriptionRequiredTypeValueAttribute

Adds a class to the table
element. To add multiple

stringextraclass
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DescriptionRequiredTypeValueAttribute

classes, use a space to
separate each class, such
as 'classone classtwo'.

Sets the theme to use for
this component.

stringslds, nds (Default: slds)theme

Sets what type of
popover to use. If a value

stringerror, feature, panel,
walkthrough, warning

variant

is not set, a basic popover
displays.

Sets the position of the
triangle (nubbin)

stringtop, left, bottom, right
(See description for more

nubbinposition

pointing to the content.options) (Default:
top-left) There are three ways to

provide nubbin position:
top, top-left or
top-left-corner.

Sets the size of popover.stringsmall, medium, large,
full-width (Default:
medium)

size

To display popover by
default, set to true.

booleantrue, false (Default: false)show

To show the close button
by default, set to true.

booleantrue, false (Default: false)showclosebutton

Defines the base url for
the icon.

string(Default: slds icon url)icon-url

To display its content, the
Popover component
supports three slots:
header, content,
footer  (see example
below). You must specific
content. This
component does not
support base templates.
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Example c-popover Component

<c-popover
title="Test"
theme="{theme}"
icon-url="{iconUrl}"
showclosebutton="true"
onmouseover="{showPopover}"
onmouseout="{hidePopover}"

>
<div slot="header">
<h1>Header description</h1>

</div>
<div slot="content">
This is a sample text

</div>
<div slot="footer">
<button>test</button>

</div>
</c-popover>

Vlocity Insurance and Health Summer '19 and Vlocity CME Fall '19

The Popover Lightning Web Component is a non-modal dialog. The component must be paired with a clickable trigger element and
contain at least one focusable element.

Available c-popover Attributes

To display its content, the Popover component supports three slots:`header`, content, footer  (see example below). You must
specific content. This component does not support base templates.

DescriptionRequiredTypeValueAttribute

Adds a class to the table
element. To add multiple

stringextraclass

classes, use a space to
separate each class, such
as `classone classtwo'.

Sets the theme to use for
this component.

stringslds, nds (Default: slds)theme

Sets what type of
popover to use. If a value

stringerror, feature, panel,
walkthrough, warning

variant

is not set, a basic popover
displays.

Sets the position of the
triangle (nubbin)

stringtop, left, bottom, right
(See description for more

nubbinposition

pointing to the content.
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DescriptionRequiredTypeValueAttribute

There are three ways to
provide nubbin position:

options) (Default:
top-left)

top, top-left or
top-left-corner.

Sets the size of popover.stringsmall, medium, large,
full-width (Default:
medium)

size

To display popover by
default, set to true.

booleantrue, false (Default: false)show

To show the close button
by default, set to true.

booleantrue, false (Default: false)showclosebutton

Defines the base url for
the icon.

string(Default: slds icon url)icon-url

Example c-popover Component

<c-popover
title="Test"
theme="{theme}"
icon-url="{iconUrl}"
showclosebutton="true"
onmouseover="{showPopover}"
onmouseout="{hidePopover}"

>
<div slot="header">
<h1>Header description</h1>

</div>
<div slot="content">
This is a sample text

</div>
<div slot="footer">
<button>test</button>

</div>
</c-popover>

Power Launcher Lightning Web Component ReadMe

This page contains the Power Launcher LWC ReadMe for each Vlocity release.

Vlocity Insurance and Health Spring '20

The Power Launcher Lightning Web Component gets and displays a list of vlocity actions based on the recordId. The Power Launcher
LWC supports custom labels.
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Available c-power-launcher Attributes

DescriptionRequiredTypeValueAttribute

Gets the actions based on
the recordId.

yesstringrecordId

To turn off caching, set to
true.

booleantrue, false (Default: false)disableCache

Example c-power-launcher Component

<c-power-launcher
record-id="001f400000Odl3cAAB"
></c-power-launcher>

Available Custom Labels

DescriptionApiNameLabel

Text visible next to the keyboard shortcut
icon that shows user how to move up and
down the list of actions.

cmpNavigateNavigate

Text visible next to the keyboard shortcut
icon that shows user how to select an
action.

cmpEnterEnter

Text visible next to the keyboard shortcut
icon that shows user how to close the
actions dropdown.

cmpDismissDismiss

Vlocity Insurance and Health Summer '19 and Vlocity CME Fall '19

The Power Launcher Lightning Web Component gets and displays a list of vlocity actions based on the recordId.

Available c-power-launcher Attributes

DescriptionRequiredTypeValueAttribute

Gets the actions based on
the recordId.

yesstringrecordId
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DescriptionRequiredTypeValueAttribute

To turn off caching, set to
true.

booleantrue, false (Default: false)disableCache

Example c-power-launcher Component

<c-power-launcher
record-id="001f400000Odl3cAAB"
></c-power-launcher>

Power Launcher Action Lightning Web Component ReadMe

This page contains the Power Launcher Action LWC ReadMe for each Vlocity release.

Vlocity Insurance and Health Summer '19 and Vlocity CME Fall '19

The PowerLauncherAction Lightning Web Component displays Vlocity actions inside the PowerLauncher LWC and extends Action LWC.

Available c-power-launcher-action Attributes

See available attributes from the Action Lightning Web Component.

Example c-power-launcher Action Component

<c-power-launcher-action
icon-extraclass="slds-m-right_small"
state-action={item}
context-id={recordId}
disable-cache="true"

></c-power-launcher-action>

Available Methods

Navigate()

Performs the click event on an action.

ProgressBar Lightning Web Component

This page contains the ProgressBar LWC ReadMe for each Vlocity release.

Vlocity Insurance and Health Spring '20

The ProgressBar Lightning Web Component displays the progress of activity on a page. The ProgressBar LWC supports custom labels.
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Available c-progress-bar Attributes

DescriptionRequiredTypeValueAttribute

Value representing the
progress bar's
completeness.

number0-100 (Default: 0)progress

Corresponds to slds/nds
styles determining size.

stringxx-small, x-small, small,
medium, large (Default:
small)

size

{theme}-progress-bar_xx-small,
x-small, small, medium,
large.

Number in seconds.
Represents the css

numbertransition

property
transition-duration.

Specifies the theme to
use.

stringslds, nds (Default: slds)theme

Flag when true will
render the component
with success styling.

booleantrue, false (Default: false)success

Example c-progress-bar Component

<c-progress-bar progress="0"
size="x-small"
theme="nds"
transition="0.5"
success

></c-progress-bar>

Available Custom Labels

DescriptionApiNameLabel

Assistive text for the icon that displays
where a user is in the process.

cmpProgressProgress

Available Methods

setProgress(value) Sets the % of completeness of the progress bar value without setting the api value directly.
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DescriptionTypeParam

Value representing the progress bar's
completeness. Valid values from 0-100.

numbervalue

progressBar.setSuccess() Sets the value of ProgressBar.success without setting the api value directly.

DescriptionTypeName

If success is true, the progress indicator will
change to the success color.

booleansuccess

ProgressBar.ProgressBar Custom element that will render a slds-progress-bar or nds-progress bar css component. Extends the
LightningElement.

Vlocity Insurance and Health Winter '20 and Vlocity CME Spring '20

The ProgressBar Lightning Web Component displays the progress of activity on a page.

Available c-progress-bar Attributes

DescriptionRequiredTypeValueAttribute

Value representing the
progress bar's
completeness.

number0-100 (Default: 0)progress

Corresponds to slds/nds
styles determining size.

stringxx-small, x-small, small,
medium, large (Default:
small)

size

{theme}-progress-bar_xx-small,
x-small, small, medium,
large.

Number in seconds.
Represents the css

numbertransition

property
transition-duration.

Specifies the theme to
use.

stringslds, nds (Default: slds)theme
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DescriptionRequiredTypeValueAttribute

Flag when true will
render the component
with success styling.

booleantrue, false (Default: false)success

Example c-progress-bar Component

<c-progress-bar progress="0"
size="x-small"
theme="nds"
transition="0.5"
success>

</c-progress-bar>

Available Methods

setProgress(value)

Sets the % of completeness of the progress bar value without setting the API value directly.

DescriptionTypeParam

Value representing the progress bar's
completeness. Valid values from 0-100.

numbervalue

progressBar.setSuccess()

Sets the value of ProgressBar.success without setting the API value directly.

DescriptionTypeName

If success is true, the progress indicator will
change to the success color.

booleansuccess

ProgressBar.ProgressBar Custom element that will render a slds-progress-bar or nds-progress bar CSS component. Extends the
LightningElement.

Prompt Lightning Web Component ReadMe

This page contains a Prompt LWC ReadMe for each Vlocity release.
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Vlocity Insurance and Health Winter '20 and Vlocity CME Spring '20

The Prompt Lightning Web Component displays simple content on a layer on top of the app. For example, use a prompt to confirm form
submission or to direct the user to confirm a step in a process. Use the Modal Lightning Web Component to modify data with forms and
fields.

Available c-prompt Attributes

DescriptionRequiredTypeValueAttribute

Adds the header title to
the prompt.

yesstringtitle

Adds the content to the
prompt.

yesstringmessage

Sets the theme for the
prompt component.

stringslds, nds (Default: slds)theme

Example c-prompt Component

<c-prompt
theme="slds"
title="Service Unavailable"
message="Sit nulla est ex deserunt exercitation anim occaecat. Nostrud ullamco deserunt

aute id consequat veniam incididunt duis in sint irure nisi. Mollit officia cillum Lorem
ullamco minim nostrud elit officia tempor esse quis. Cillum sunt ad dolore
quis aute consequat ipsum magna exercitation reprehenderit magna. Tempor cupidatat

consequat elit dolor adipisicing."
></c:prompt>

Available Methods

openPrompt()

If hidden, displays the prompt.

closePrompt()

If visible, hides the prompt.

Vlocity Insurance and Health Summer '19 and Vlocity CME Fall '19

The Prompt Lightning Web Component displays simple content on a layer on top of the app. For example, use a prompt to confirm form
submission or to direct the user to confirm a step in a process. Use the Modal Lightning Web Component to modify data with forms and
fields.
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Available c-prompt Attributes

DescriptionRequiredTypeValueAttribute

Adds the header title to
the prompt.

yesstringtitle

Adds the content to the
prompt.

yesstringmessage

Sets the theme for the
prompt component.

stringslds, nds (Default: slds)theme

Example c-prompt Component

<c-prompt
theme="slds"
title="Service Unavailable"
message="Sit nulla est ex deserunt exercitation anim occaecat. Nostrud ullamco deserunt

aute id consequat veniam incididunt duis in sint irure nisi. Mollit officia cillum Lorem
ullamco minim nostrud elit officia tempor esse quis. Cillum sunt ad dolore
quis aute consequat ipsum magna exercitation reprehenderit magna. Tempor cupidatat

consequat elit dolor adipisicing."
></c:prompt>

Available Methods

openPrompt()

If hidden, displays the prompt.

closePrompt()

If visible, hides the prompt.

Pubsub Component

The Pubsub Component enables data sharing and passing messages between components that aren’t ancestors. Multiple components
can register and receive data from the same channel.

This component exposes 4 functions:

• register

• unregister

• fire

• shouldExecuteCallbackHandler.shouldExecuteCallback

To use your component as a listener, add your handler object with the events it wants to handle as a property on your LWC. Then,
unregister the handlers in the disconnectedCallback. It’s important to unregister components to ensure that you don’t leak DOM
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components into memory or cause potential errors by continuing to receive and process events on disconnected and disposed LWC
components.

import {LightningElement} from "lwc";
import pubsub from "vlocity_ins/pubsub";

export default class MyLwc extends LightningElement {
connectedCallback() {

this._myPubSubHandlers = {
onresult: this.myResultHandler.bind(this)

};
pubsub.register(this.channel, this._myPubSubHandlers);

}

disconnectedCallback() {
pubsub.unregister(this.channel, this._myPubSubHandlers);

}

myResultHandler(event) {
// handle the event.

}
}

Available Methods

Register

Register a set of event handlers to a specific channel.

this._myPubSubHandlers = {
onresult: this.myResultHandler.bind(this)

};
pubsub.register(this.channel, this._myPubSubHandlers);

Unregister

Unregister your set of event handlers from a channel. Always unregister event handlers when a component is disposed or disconnected
to avoid memory leaks or potential errors. In addition, to be properly unregistered event handlers, pass both the channel name and
instance of your event handler objects.

disconnectedCallback() {
pubsub.unregister(this.channel, this._myPubSubHandlers);

}

Fire

Fire an event over a specific channel to all registered handlers. The payload can be any object. However, make sure your handlers expect
that particular structure. For example, if you intend to send a JSON object with various keys, your handlers should know what those keys
are.

pubsub.fire("Channel Name", "Event name", { /* payload */ });
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shouldExecuteCallbackHandler.shouldExecuteCallback

Override this function to implement a check before executing the registered callback. This function returns true if you want the callback
to execute or return false. The default value returned is true.

pubsub.shouldExecuteCallbackHandler.shouldExecuteCallback = (callback, payload) => {
//implement the function to return true if you want the callback to execute else

return false.
if (condition) { //some condition.

return true;
} else {

return false;
}

}

NOTE: This is a global function that applies to all users of the pubsub fire event on the same page.

Pubsub Component ReadMe Previous Releases

This page contains the Pubsub Component ReadMe for older releases.

Pubsub Component ReadMe Previous Releases

This page contains the Pubsub Component ReadMe for older releases.

For the most recent version of the Pubsub Component ReadMe, see Pubsub Component.

Vlocity Insurance and Health Spring '20

The Pubsub Component enables data sharing between components. Multiple components can register and receive data from the same
channel.

This component exposes 4 functions:

• register

• unregister

• fire

• shouldExecuteCallbackHandler.shouldExecuteCallback

Available Methods

Register

Register a callback for an event.

pubsub.register(this.channel, {
result: // Pass the payload here

});
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Unregister

Unregister from an event.

pubsub.unregister(this.channel, {
onresult: // Do on successfull disconnect

});

Fire

Fire an event to a listener.

pubsub.fire("Event Name ", "Name of the Action", {
name: // some name,
value: // payload

});

shouldExecuteCallbackHandler.shouldExecuteCallback

Override this function to implement a check before executing the registered callback. This function should return true if you want the
callback to execute or return false. The default value returned is true.

pubsub.shouldExecuteCallbackHandler.shouldExecuteCallback = (callback,payload)=>{
//implement the function to return true if you want the callback to execute else

return false.
if(condition){ //some condition.

return true;
}else{

return false;
}

}

Register and Receive Data from Multiple Components

// Inside sending component
pubsub.fire("Notify", "sendNotification", {

name: "Notify",
value: // payload

});

// Inside receving component 1
pubsub.register("Notify", {

sendNotification: //Do something
});

// Inside receving component 2
pubsub.register("Notify", {

sendNotification: //Do something else
});

Vlocity Insurance and Health Summer '19 and CME Fall '19

The Pubsub Component enables data sharing between components. Multiple components can register and receive data from the same
channel.
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This component exposes 3 functions:

• register

• unregister

• fire

Available Methods

Register

Register a callback for an event.

pubsub.register(this.channel, {
result: // Pass the payload here

});

Unregister

Unregister from an event.

pubsub.unregister(this.channel, {
onresult: // Do on successfull disconnect

});

Fire

Fire an event to a listener.

pubsub.fire("Event Name ", "Name of the Action", {
name: // some name,
value: // payload

});

Register and Receive Data from Multiple Components

// Inside sending component
pubsub.fire("Notify", "sendNotification", {

name: "Notify",
value: // payload

});

// Inside receving component 1
pubsub.register("Notify", {

sendNotification: //Do something
});

// Inside receving component 2
pubsub.register("Notify", {

sendNotification: //Do something else
});
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RadioGroup Lightning Web Component ReadMe

This page contains a RadioGroup LWC ReadMe for each Vlocity release.

Vlocity Insurance and Health Winter '20 and Vlocity CME Spring '20

The RadioGroup Lightning Web Component enables users to select from a list of options by selecting a radio button.

Available c-radio-group Attributes

DescriptionRequiredTypeValueAttribute

Sets the style of the radio
group.

stringradio, button (Default:
radio)

type

Adds a visible title to the
radio group.

yesstringlabel

Contains the list of
label-value pairs for each
radio button.

yesarrayoptions

Adds help text.stringfield-level-help

Displays a message when
no radio button is

stringmessage-when-value-missing

selected and the required
attribute is set to true.

Specifies the name of the
radio button group. User

stringname

can select only one
button if a name is
specified for the group.

Sets the default value of
the radio group.

stringvalue

If present, the radio group
is disabled and users
cannot interact with it.

disabled

If present, user must
select the radio button in
order to submit the form.

required
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DescriptionRequiredTypeValueAttribute

Defines the validity states
for an element, with

ObjectJSONvalidity

respect to constraint
validation.

Adds a class to the main
container of the

stringextraclass

component. To add
multiple classes, use a
space to separate each
class, such as 'classone
classtwo'.

Sets the theme for the
radio group component.

stringslds, nds (Default: slds)theme

Example c-radio-group Component

<c-radio-group
name="vehicle"
value="bike"

options='[{"label":"car","value":"car"},{"label":"bike","value":"bike"},{"label":"ship","value":"ship"}]'
></c-radio-group>

Available Methods

checkValidity()

Returns the valid attribute value (boolean) on the ValidityState object.

reportValidity()

Displays the error messages and returns false if the input is invalid. If the input is valid, reportValidity() clears displayed error messages
and returns true.

setCustomValidity(message)

Displays a custom error message when the textarea value is submitted. Takes the message argument. If message is an empty string, the
error message is reset.

showHelpMessageIfInvalid()

Displays error messages on invalid fields. An invalid field fails at least one constraint validation and returns false when checkValidity() is
called.

focus()

Sets focus on the textarea field.
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Vlocity Insurance and Health Summer '19 and Vlocity CME Fall '19

The RadioGroup Lightning Web Component enables users to select from a list of options by selecting a radio button.

Available c-radio-group Attributes

DescriptionRequiredTypeValueAttribute

Sets the style of the radio
group.

stringradio, button (Default:
radio)

type

Adds a visible title to the
radio group.

yesstringlabel

Contains the list of
label-value pairs for each
radio button.

yesarrayoptions

Adds help text.stringfield-level-help

Displays a message when
no radio button is

stringmessage-when-value-missing

selected and the required
attribute is set to true.

Specifies the name of the
radio button group. User

stringname

can select only one
button if a name is
specified for the group.

Sets the default value of
the radio group.

stringvalue

If present, the radio group
is disabled and users
cannot interact with it.

disabled

If present, user must
select the radio button in
order to submit the form.

required

Defines the validity states
for an element, with

ObjectJSONvalidity

respect to constraint
validation.
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DescriptionRequiredTypeValueAttribute

Adds a class to the main
container of the

stringextraclass

component. To add
multiple classes, use a
space to separate each
class, such as `classone
classtwo'.

Sets the theme for the
radio group component.

stringslds, nds (Default: slds)theme

Example c-radio-group Component

<c-radio-group
name="vehicle"
value="bike"

options='[{"label":"car","value":"car"},{"label":"bike","value":"bike"},{"label":"ship","value":"ship"}]'
></c-radio-group>

Available Methods

checkValidity()

Returns the valid attribute value (boolean) on the ValidityState object.

reportValidity()

Displays the error messages and returns false if the input is invalid. If the input is valid, reportValidity() clears displayed error messages
and returns true.

setCustomValidity(message)

Displays a custom error message when the textarea value is submitted. Takes the message argument. If message is an empty string, the
error message is reset.

showHelpMessageIfInvalid()

Displays error messages on invalid fields. An invalid field fails at least one constraint validation and returns false when checkValidity() is
called.

focus()

Sets focus on the textarea field.

RadioColorPickGroup Lightning Web Component ReadMe

This page contains the RadioColorPickGroup LWC ReadMe as of the Summer '21 release.
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RadioColorPickGroup Lightning Web Component

The RadioColorPickGroup Lightning Web Component extends the RadioImageGroup Lightning Web Component adding additional features.
The RadioColorPickGroup Lightning Web Component enables users to choose from a list of options by selecting a color item instead of a
radio button.

Available radio-color-pick-group Attributes

DescriptionRequiredTypeValueAttribute

Sets the width of radio
button image.

stringWidth in pixels (Default:
auto)

control-width

Sets the height of radio
button image.

stringHeight in pixels (Default:
auto)

control-height

To show color pick, set to
true.

booleantrue, false (Default: false)is-color-display

Available Methods

checkValidity()

Returns the valid attribute value (boolean) on the ValidityState object.

reportValidity()

Displays the error messages and returns false if the input is invalid. If the input is valid, reportValidity() clears displayed error messages
and returns true.

setCustomValidity(message)

Displays a custom error message when the textarea value is submitted. Takes the messageargument. If message is an empty string, the
error message is reset.

showHelpMessageIfInvalid()

Displays error messages on invalid fields. An invalid field fails at least one constraint validation and returns false when checkValidity() is
called.

focus()

Sets focus on the textarea field.

Example radio-color-pick-group Component

<c-radio-color-pick-group
class="slds-p-top_small"
name="radio"
type="radio"
options='[ { "label": "White", "value": "#f6f3f0", "selected": false, "name":

"White", }, { "label": "Black", "value": "#2f2d36", "selected": false }, { "label": "Blue",
"value": "#12476d", "selected": false }, { "label": "Green", "value": "#dbf1d9", "selected":
false }, { "label": "(Product) Reb", "value": "#db3c3b", "selected": false } ]'
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control-width="200"
control-height="100"
is-color-display = true

></c-radio-color-pick-group>

Example Label Slot Usage

A named slot (name = label) is available in the event a user would like to dynamically insert markup next to the input's label.

<c-radio-color-pick-group
class="slds-p-top_small"
name="radio"
type="radio"
options='[ { "label": "White", "value": "#f6f3f0", "selected": false, "name":

"White", }, { "label": "Black", "value": "#2f2d36", "selected": false }, { "label": "Blue",
"value": "#12476d", "selected": false }, { "label": "Green", "value": "#dbf1d9", "selected":
false }, { "label": "(Product) Reb", "value": "#db3c3b", "selected": false } ]'

control-width="200"
control-height="100"
is-color-display = true

>
<span slot="label">Additional markup is inserted here</span>

</c-radio-color-pick-group>

RadioImageGroup Lightning Web Component ReadMe

This page contains a RadioImageGroup LWC ReadMe for each Vlocity release.

Vlocity Insurance and Health Winter '20 and Vlocity CME Spring '20

The RadioImageGroup Lightning Web Component extends the RadioGroup Lightning Web Component adding additional features. The
RadioImageGroup Lightning Web Component enables users to choose from a list of options by selecting an image instead of a radio
button.

Available c-radio-image-group Attributes

DescriptionRequiredTypeValueAttribute

To show a caption, set to
true.

booleantrue, false (Default: false)enabled-caption

Sets the width of radio
button image.

stringWidth in pixels (Default:
auto)

control-width

Sets the height of radio
button image.

stringHeight in pixels (Default:
auto)

control-height

To set the number of
checkbox images to

Integer/Stringimage-count-in-row
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DescriptionRequiredTypeValueAttribute

display in a row, set this
attribute.

To display the radio
buttons horizontally, set
to true.

booleantrue, false (Default: false)horizontal-mode

To show image, set to
true. Only valid when
is-image is set to true.

booleantrue, false (Default: false)is-image-display

Displays radio buttons as
radio input.

yes (if is-image and
is-display-wide are set to
false)

booleantrue, false (Default: false)is-display-radio

Displays radio buttons as
tabs.

yes (if is-image and
is-display-radio are set to
false)

booleantrue, false (Default: false)is-display-wide

Displays radio buttons as
image.

yes (if is-display-radio and
is-display-wide are set to
false)

booleantrue, false (Default: false)is-image

Available Methods

checkValidity()

Returns the valid attribute value (boolean) on the ValidityState object.

reportValidity()

Displays the error messages and returns false if the input is invalid. If the input is valid, reportValidity() clears displayed error messages
and returns true.

setCustomValidity(message)

Displays a custom error message when the textarea value is submitted. Takes the message argument. If message is an empty string, the
error message is reset.

showHelpMessageIfInvalid()

Displays error messages on invalid fields. An invalid field fails at least one constraint validation and returns false when checkValidity() is
called.

focus()

Sets focus on the textarea field.
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Example c-radio-image-group Component

<c-radio-image-group
class="slds-p-top_small"
name="rad"
type="radio"
options='[{"name": "male", "value": "male", imgId:

"https://image.shutterstock.com/image-photo/summer-beach-holiday-online-shopping-450w-461355724.jpg",
"selected": false},
{"name": "female", "value": "female", imgId:

"https://cdn.pixabay.com/photo/2015/11/06/15/13/internet-1028794__340.jpg", "selected":
true}]'
is-image="true"

></c-radio-image-group>

Vlocity Insurance and Health Summer '19 and Vlocity CME Fall '19

The RadioImageGroup Lightning Web Component extends the RadioGroup Lightning Web Component adding additional features.
TheRadioImageGroup Lightning Web Component enables users to choose from a list of options by selecting an image instead of a radio
button.

Available c-radio-image-group Attributes

DescriptionRequiredTypeValueAttribute

To show a caption, set to
true.

booleantrue, false (Default: false)enabled-caption

Sets the width of radio
button image.

stringWidth in pixels (Default:
auto)

control-width

Sets the height of radio
button image.

stringHeight in pixels (Default:
auto)

control-height

To set the number of
checkbox images to

Integer/Stringimage-count-in-row

display in a row, set this
attribute.

To display the radio
buttons horizontally, set
to true.

booleantrue, false (Default: false)horizontal-mode

To show image, set to
true. Only valid when
is-image is set to true.

booleantrue, false (Default: false)is-image-display
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DescriptionRequiredTypeValueAttribute

Displays radio buttons as
radio input.

yes (if is-image and
is-display-wide are set to
false)

booleantrue, false (Default: false)is-display-radio

Displays radio buttons as
tabs.

yes (if is-image and
is-display-radio are set to
false)

booleantrue, false (Default: false)is-display-wide

Displays radio buttons as
image.

yes (if is-display-radio and
is-display-wide are set to
false)

booleantrue, false (Default: false)is-image

Available Methods

checkValidity()

Returns the valid attribute value (boolean) on the ValidityState object.

reportValidity()

Displays the error messages and returns false if the input is invalid. If the input is valid, reportValidity() clears displayed error messages
and returns true.

setCustomValidity(message)

Displays a custom error message when the textarea value is submitted. Takes the message argument. If message is an empty string, the
error message is reset.

showHelpMessageIfInvalid()

Displays error messages on invalid fields. An invalid field fails at least one constraint validation and returns false when checkValidity() is
called.

focus()

Sets focus on the textarea field.

Example c-radio-image-group Component

<c-radio-image-group
class="slds-p-top_small"
name="rad"
type="radio"
options='[{"name": "male", "value": "male", imgId:

"https://image.shutterstock.com/image-photo/summer-beach-holiday-online-shopping-450w-461355724.jpg",
"selected": false},
{"name": "female", "value": "female", imgId:

"https://cdn.pixabay.com/photo/2015/11/06/15/13/internet-1028794__340.jpg", "selected":
true}]'
is-image="true"

></c-radio-image-group>
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Related List Lightning Web Component ReadMe

This page contains the Related List LWC ReadMe for each Vlocity release.

Vlocity Insurance and Health Spring '20

The Related List Lightning Web Component displays a table of data with a header that supports actions. All attributes from the DataTable
LWC and sldsHeader LWC are available to this component.

Available c-related-list Attributes

DescriptionRequiredTypeValueAttribute

Sets Vlocity Actions
contextId.

yes, if actionList  is
set

stringrecordId

Sets Vlocity Actions
sObject type.

stringsObjectsObjectType

Displays Vlocity Actions
in the header.

arrayvlocity action nameactionList

Example c-related-list Component

<c-related-list
header="Sample Header"
description="Sample title for the header"
theme={theme}
icon-name="standard:opportunity"
icon-size="large"
icon-color="#fcb95b"
icon-bg-color="#fff"
draggable="false"
columns={columns}
records={tableData}
action-list={actionList}
record-id="001f400000Odl3cAAB"

></c-related-list>

RichTextEditor Lightning Web Component ReadMe

This page contains a RichTextEditor LWC ReadMe for each Vlocity release.

Vlocity Insurance and Health Winter '20 and Vlocity CME Spring '20

The RichTextEditor Lightning Web Component enables the text editor tool for rich content editing.
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Available c-rich-text-editor Attributes

For more options, see TinyMCE Documentation.

DescriptionRequiredTypeValueAttribute

Sets the options to create
the editor. For more

yesobjectconfig

information, see TinyMCE
Basic Setup

Adds default code inside
the editor.

stringvalue

To adjust the height of
the editor, set this value.

CSS (Default: 300)height

Only supports height
without any postfix. For
example, 300.

For off-platform support,
set the source of the rich

stringURLeditor-src-url

text editor. By default,
editor-src-url points to the
static resource.

Example c-rich-text-editor Component

<c-rich-text-editor
onchange="{valueChnged}"
editor-src-url="{url}"
config="{editorConfig}"
value="{initialValue}"
height="400"

></c-rich-text-editor>

Basic Editor Config

{
height: 300;

}

Advanced Editor Config

{
menubar: false,
plugins: [
'advlist autolink lists link image charmap print preview anchor textcolor',
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'searchreplace visualblocks code fullscreen',
'insertdatetime media table paste code help wordcount'

],
toolbar: 'undo redo | formatselect | bold italic forecolor backcolor | alignleft

aligncenter alignright alignjustify | bullist numlist outdent indent | removeformat |
preview | help',

content_css: [
'//fonts.googleapis.com/css?family=Lato:300,300i,400,400i',
'//www.tiny.cloud/css/codepen.min.css'

],
skin: 'oxide'

}

Vlocity Insurance and Health Summer '19 and Vlocity CME Fall '19

The RichTextEditor Lightning Web Component enables the text editor tool for rich content editing.

Available c-rich-text-editor Attributes

For more options, see TinyMCE Documentation.

DescriptionRequiredTypeValueAttribute

Sets the options to create
the editor. For more

yesobjectconfig

information, see TinyMCE
Basic Setup

Adds default code inside
the editor.

stringvalue

To adjust the height of
the editor, set this value.

CSS (Default: 300)height

Only supports height
without any postfix. For
example, 300.

For off-platform support,
set the source of the rich

stringURLeditor-src-url

text editor. By default,
editor-src-url points to the
static resource.

Example c-rich-text-editor Component

<c-rich-text-editor
onchange="{valueChnged}"
editor-src-url="{url}"
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config="{editorConfig}"
value="{initialValue}"
height="400"

></c-rich-text-editor>

Basic Editor Config

{
height: 300;

}

Advanced Editor Config

{
menubar: false,
plugins: [
'advlist autolink lists link image charmap print preview anchor textcolor',
'searchreplace visualblocks code fullscreen',
'insertdatetime media table paste code help wordcount'

],
toolbar: 'undo redo | formatselect | bold italic forecolor backcolor | alignleft

aligncenter alignright alignjustify | bullist numlist outdent indent | removeformat |
preview | help',

content_css: [
'//fonts.googleapis.com/css?family=Lato:300,300i,400,400i',
'//www.tiny.cloud/css/codepen.min.css'

],
skin: 'oxide'

}

Slider Lightning Web Component ReadMe

This page contains a Slider LWC ReadMe for each Vlocity release.

Vlocity Insurance and Health Winter '20 and Vlocity CME Spring '20

The Slider Lightning Web Component is a graphical control element for a user to set a value by moving an indicator horizontally or vertically.

Available c-slider Attributes

DescriptionRequiredTypeValueAttribute

Adds a visible label to the
slider component.

stringlabel

Sets the theme for the
slider component.

slds, nds (Default: slds)theme
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DescriptionRequiredTypeValueAttribute

To disable the slider, set
to true.

true, false (Default: false)disabled

Sets the min value of the
range. (For example
-1000, 0, and so on)

string(Default : 0)min

Sets the maximum value
of the range. (For

string(Default : 100)max

example, 100, 1000, and
so on)

Sets the initial value for
the slider.

stringvalue

Specifies the size of each
movement (an increment

number(Default: 0)step

or jump between values)
of the slider control.

Sets the size of the slider.stringxx-small, small, mediumsize

Sets the orientation of the
slider.

stringhorizontal, vertical
(Default: horizontal )

type

Supports masking to
range and input value.

stringobjectimask

For display, not
manuplation. For more
information on imask, see
imask.js

Example c-slider Component

<c-slider
type="vertical"
step="20"
label="Slider Component"
size="medium"
min="-1000"
max="1000"
value="0"

>
</c-slider>
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Vlocity Insurance and Health Summer '19 and Vlocity CME Fall '19

The Slider Lightning Web Component is a graphical control element for a user to set a value by moving an indicator horizontally or vertically.

Available c-slider Attributes

DescriptionRequiredTypeValueAttribute

Adds a visible label to the
slider component.

stringlabel

Sets the theme for the
slider component.

slds, nds (Default: slds)theme

To disable the slider, set
to true.

true, false (Default: false)disabled

Sets the min value of the
range. (For example
-1000, 0, and so on)

string(Default : 0)min

Sets the maximum value
of the range. (For

string(Default : 100)max

example, 100, 1000, and
so on)

Sets the initial value for
the slider.

stringvalue

Specifies the size of each
movement (an increment

number(Default: 0)step

or jump between values)
of the slider control.

Sets the size of the slider.stringxx-small, small, mediumsize

Sets the orientation of the
slider.

stringhorizontal, vertical
(Default: horizontal )

type

Supports masking to
range and input value.

stringobjectimask

For display, not
manuplation. For more
information on imask, see
imask.js
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Example c-slider Component

<c-slider
type="vertical"
step="20"
label="Slider Component"
size="medium"
min="-1000"
max="1000"
value="0"

>
</c-slider>

SLDS Header Lightning Web Component ReadMe

This page contains the SLDS Header LWC ReadMe for each Vlocity release.

Vlocity Insurance and Health Summer '20

The SldsHeader Lightning Web Component displays a page header, which contains a title, an icon, field data, and action links.

Available c-slds-header Attributes

DescriptionRequiredTypeValueAttribute

Adds a short description
for the header.

stringdescription

Sets the alternative text
for the image.

stringdisplayName

Sets the array of objects
containing fields data.

stringfields

Pass a wrapper CSS class
the sldsHeader
component.

stringcss classheaderWrapperClass

Sets the header title.recommendedstringheader

Sets the color of the icon
background when using
slds icons.

stringiconBgColor

Sets the color of the icon
when using slds icons.

stringiconColor
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DescriptionRequiredTypeValueAttribute

Adds a class provided by
the user for the custom
image wrapper.

stringiconImgWrapperclass

Specifies the name of the
icon to show next to the

recommendedstringiconName

header title and
description.

Sets the size of the icon.
For available values check
the Icon LWC.

stringiconSize

To use a custom image,
enter a URL.

stringimageRef

Specifies the obj
containing the data for
the fields

stringobj

Displays a spinner icon
next to the header.

stringtrue, false (Default: false)showSpinner

Specifies which theme to
use.

stringslds, nds (Default: slds)theme

Example c-slds-header Component

<c-slds-header
header="Sample Header"
description="Sample title for the header"
theme={theme}
icon-name="standard:opportunity"
icon-size="large"
icon-color="#fcb95b"
icon-bg-color="#fff"

>
</c-slds-header>

Available Event Handlers

handleEdit()

An event that expects params detail.message to be set to the header when in edit mode.

handleSave()
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An event that resets the header after editing is done.

fields

This accepts an array of objects with keys name,label and type. Supports number, currency, date, datetime, percentage, phone, address,
checkbox, url & icon. For type = icon  the value need to be boolean. If true it shows check. If false it shows nothing.

const fields = [
{ name: "Author", label: this.authorLabel, type: "string" },
{ name: "Status", label: this.statusLabel, type: "string" },
{ name: "IsChildCard", label: this.isChildCardLabel, type: "icon" }

];

Vlocity Insurance and Health Spring '20

The SldsHeader Lightning Web Component displays a page header, which contains a title, an icon, field data, and action links.

Available c-slds-header Attributes

DescriptionRequiredTypeValueAttribute

Adds a short description
for the header.

stringdescription

Sets the alternative text
for the image.

stringdisplayName

Sets the array of objects
containing fields data.

stringfields

Sets the header title.recommendedstringheader

Sets the color of the icon
background when using
slds icons.

stringiconBgColor

Sets the color of the icon
when using slds icons.

stringiconColor

Adds a class provided by
the user for the custom
image wrapper.

stringiconImgWrapperclass

Specifies the name of the
icon to show next to the

recommendedstringiconName

header title and
description.
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DescriptionRequiredTypeValueAttribute

Sets the size of the icon.
For available values check
the Icon LWC.

stringiconSize

To use a custom image,
enter a URL.

stringimageRef

Specifies the obj
containing the data for
the fields

stringobj

Specifies which theme to
use.

stringslds, nds (Default: slds)theme

Example c-slds-header Component

<c-slds-header
header="Sample Header"
description="Sample title for the header"
theme={theme}
icon-name="standard:opportunity"
icon-size="large"
icon-color="#fcb95b"
icon-bg-color="#fff"
>
</c-slds-header>

Available Event Handlers

handleEdit()

An event that expects params detail.message to be set to the header when in edit mode.

handleSave()

An event that resets the header after editing is done.

Spinner Lightning Web Component ReadMe

This page contains a Spinner LWC ReadMe for each Vlocity release.

Vlocity Insurance and Health Summer '20

The Spinner Lightning Web Component displays an animated image that indicates a feature is loading. You can display this component
when retrieving data or when an operation takes time to complete.
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Available c-spinner Attributes

DescriptionRequiredTypeValueAttribute

Adds alternative text that
describes the purpose for
the wait.

stringalternative-text

Adds a class to the parent
of the input element. To

stringextraclass

add multiple classes, use
a space to separate each
class, such as 'classone
classtwo'.

Adds a class to the outer
container of the spinner

stringextraouterclass

element. To add multiple
classes, use a space to
separate each class, such
as 'classone classtwo'.
You can add a class with
this attribute to increase
background color
opacity.

Adds class to the
message displayed
underneath the spinner.

stringmessageclass

Adds a message
displayed underneath the
spinner.

stringmessage

Sets the size of the
spinner.

stringsmall, medium, large
(Default: small)

size

Defines the styles that is
used on the element. slds
or nds.

stringslds, nds (Default: slds)theme

Changes the appearance
of the spinner.

stringbase, brand, inversevariant
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Example c-spinner Component

<c-spinner
variant="inverse"
alternative-text="Loading content..."
size="medium"

></c-spinner>

Vlocity Insurance and Health Winter '20 and Vlocity CME Spring '20

The Spinner Lightning Web Component displays an animated image that indicates a feature is loading. You can display this component
when retrieving data or when an operation takes time to complete.

Available c-spinner Attributes

DescriptionRequiredTypeValueAttribute

Adds alternative text that
describes the purpose for
the wait.

stringalternative-text

Adds a class to the parent
of the input element. To

stringextraclass

add multiple classes, use
a space to separate each
class, such as 'classone
classtwo'.

Adds a class to the outer
container of the spinner

stringextraouterclass

element. To add multiple
classes, use a space to
separate each class, such
as 'classone classtwo'.
You can add a class with
this attribute to increase
background color
opacity.

Sets the size of the
spinner.

stringsmall, medium, large
(Default: medium)

size

Defines the styles that is
used on the element. slds
or nds.

stringslds, nds (Default: slds)theme
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DescriptionRequiredTypeValueAttribute

Changes the appearance
of the spinner.

stringbase, brand, inverse
(Default: base)

variant

Example c-spinner Component

<c-spinner
variant="inverse"
alternative-text="Loading content..."
size="medium"

></c-spinner>

Vlocity Insurance and Health Summer '19 and Vlocity CME Fall '19

The Spinner Lightning Web Component displays an animated image that indicates a feature is loading. You can display this component
when retrieving data or when an operation takes time to complete.

Available c-spinner Attributes

DescriptionRequiredTypeValueAttribute

Adds alternative text that
describes the purpose for
the wait.

stringalternative-text

Adds a class to the parent
of the input element. To

stringextraclass

add multiple classes, use
a space to separate each
class, such as `classone
classtwo'.

Adds a class to the outer
container of the spinner

stringextraouterclass

element. To add multiple
classes, use a space to
separate each class, such
as `classone classtwo'.
You can add a class with
this attribute to increase
background color
opacity.

Sets the size of the
spinner.

stringsmall, medium, large
(Default: medium)

size
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DescriptionRequiredTypeValueAttribute

Defines the styles that is
used on the element. slds
or nds.

stringslds, nds (Default: slds)theme

Changes the appearance
of the spinner.

stringbase, brand, inverse
(Default: base)

variant

Example c-spinner Component

<c-spinner
variant="inverse"
alternative-text="Loading content..."
size="medium"

></c-spinner>

Styles Lightning Web Component ReadMe

This page contains a Styles LWC ReadMe for each Vlocity release.

Vlocity Insurance and Health Winter '20 and Vlocity CME Spring '20

The Styles Lightning Web Component specifies the theme and gets the base CSS for that theme.

Available c-styles Attributes

DescriptionRequiredTypeValueAttribute

Specifies the CSS
resource URL.

stringurl

Theme defines the style
of the form; we have slds
and nds as options.

slds, nds (Default: slds)theme

Example c-styles Component

<c-styles theme={theme}> .... </c-styles>

Vlocity Insurance and Health Summer '19 and Vlocity CME Fall '19

The Styles Lightning Web Component specifies the theme and gets the base CSS for that theme.
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Available c-styles Attributes

DescriptionRequiredTypeValueAttribute

Specifies the CSS
resource URL.

stringurl

???? Theme defines the
style of the form; we have
slds and nds as options.

slds, nds (Default: slds)theme

Example c-styles Component

<c-styles theme={theme}> .... </c-styles>

Tab Lightning Web Component ReadMe

This page contains a Tab LWC ReadMe for each Vlocity release.

Vlocity Insurance and Health Winter '20 and Vlocity CME Spring '20

The Tab Lightning Web Component keeps related content in a single container. The tab content displays when a user clicks the tab. This
component is a base element of the c-tabset  component.

Available c-tab Attributes

DescriptionRequiredTypeValueAttribute

Sets the visible text for
the tab header.

yesstringlabel

Specifies text that
displays in a tooltip over
the tab content.

stringtitle

Sets icon for the tab. Must
use utility icons only. See

string(Format: utility:down)icon-name

Lightning Design System
Icons.

Sets the alternative text
for the icon specified by
icon-name.

stringicon-assistive-text
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DescriptionRequiredTypeValueAttribute

To hide the tab title, set
to false.

booleantrue, false (Default: true)display-tab

Sets unique id to the tab,
if provided this will be

unique idtabId

returned with the
tabchange event result.

Example c-tab Component

The c-tab is defined as an element inside c-tabset and has its own id so user can update and modify the content directly.

<c-tabset id="tabTest" class="via-slds" active-tab-value="1">
<c-tab title="Item 1">

<slot name="content">Item Content 1</slot>
</c-tab>
<c-tab title="Item 2">

<slot name="content">Item Content 2</slot>
</c-tab>

</c-tabs>

Vlocity Insurance and Health Summer '19 and Vlocity CME Fall '19

The Tab Lightning Web Component keeps related content in a single container. The tab content displays when a user clicks the tab. This
component is a base element of the c-tabset  component.

Available c-tab Attributes

DescriptionRequiredTypeValueAttribute

Sets the visible text for
the tab header.

yesstringlabel

Specifies text that
displays in a tooltip over
the tab content.

stringtitle

Sets icon for the tab. Must
use utility icons only. See

string(Format: utility:down)icon-name

Lightning Design System
Icons.
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DescriptionRequiredTypeValueAttribute

Sets the alternative text
for the icon specified by
icon-name.

stringicon-assistive-text

To hide the tab title, set
to false.

booleantrue, false (Default: true)display-tab

Example c-tab Component

The c-tab is defined as an element inside c-tabset and has its own id so user can update and modify the content directly.

<c-tabset id="tabTest" class="via-slds" active-tab-value="1">
<c-tab title="Item 1">

<slot name="content">Item Content 1</slot>
</c-tab>
<c-tab title="Item 2">

<slot name="content">Item Content 2</slot>
</c-tab>

</c-tabs>

Tabset Lightning Web Component ReadMe

This page contains a Tabset LWC ReadMe for each Vlocity release.

Vlocity Insurance and Health Summer '20

The Tabset Lightning Web Component displays a tabbed container with multiple content areas, only one of which is visible at a time. A
tabset can hold multiple c-tab  components. The first tab is activated by default.

Available c-tabset Attributes

DescriptionRequiredTypeValueAttribute

Specifies which tab is
active by default. use the

stringtab indexactive-tab-value

position (index) of a
c-tabcomponent. By
default, the first tab is
active.

To hide the tab
navigation bar, set to
true.

booleantrue, false (Default: false)hideTabNav
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DescriptionRequiredTypeValueAttribute

Sets the theme for the
tabset component.

slds, nds (Default: slds)theme

Sets the appearance of
the tabset.

standard, scoped, vertical,
default (Default: default)

variant

Available Event Listeners

ontabchange

Triggers when the tab is changed, it returns the tabIndex and tab-id, if tab-id is passed on c-tab, if tab-id is not specified only tabIndex
will be returned as result.

Example c-styles Component

<!-- When using the index positon as the active-tab-value -->
<c-tabset id="tabTest" class="via-slds" active-tab-value="1">

<c-tab title="Item 1">
<slot name="content">Item Content 1</slot>

</c-tab>
<c-tab title="Item 2">

<slot name="content">Item Content 2</slot>
</c-tab>

</c-tabset>

<!-- When using the id as the active-tab-value -->
<c-tabset id="tabTest" class="via-slds" active-tab-value="tabOne">

<c-tab id="tabOne" title="Item 1">
<slot name="content">Item Content 1</slot>

</c-tab>
<c-tab id="tabTwo" title="Item 2">

<slot name="content">Item Content 2</slot>
</c-tab>

</c-tabset>

Vlocity Insurance and Health Winter '20 and Vlocity CME Spring '20

The Tabset Lightning Web Component displays a tabbed container with multiple content areas, only one of which is visible at a time. A
tabset can hold multiple c-tab  components. The first tab is activated by default.
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Available c-tabset Attributes

DescriptionRequiredTypeValueAttribute

Specifies which tab
is active by default.

stringtab indexactive-tab-value

use the position
(index) of a c-tab
component. By
default, the first tab
is active.

Sets the theme for
the tabset
component.

slds, nds (Default:
slds)

theme

Sets the appearance
of the tabset.

standard, scoped,
vertical, default
(Default: default)

variant

Available Event Listeners

ontabchange

Triggers when the tab is changed, it returns the tabIndex and tab-id, if tab-id is passed on c-tab, if tab-id is not specified only tabIndex
will be returned as result.

Example c-styles Component

<!-- When using the index positon as the active-tab-value -->
<c-tabset id="tabTest" class="via-slds" active-tab-value="1">

<c-tab title="Item 1">
<slot name="content">Item Content 1</slot>

</c-tab>
<c-tab title="Item 2">

<slot name="content">Item Content 2</slot>
</c-tab>

</c-tabset>

<!-- When using the id as the active-tab-value -->
<c-tabset id="tabTest" class="via-slds" active-tab-value="tabOne">

<c-tab id="tabOne" title="Item 1">
<slot name="content">Item Content 1</slot>

</c-tab>
<c-tab id="tabTwo" title="Item 2">

<slot name="content">Item Content 2</slot>
</c-tab>

</c-tabset>
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Vlocity Insurance and Health Summer '19 and Vlocity CME Fall '19

The Tabset Lightning Web Component displays a tabbed container with multiple content areas, only one of which is visible at a time. A
tabset can hold multiple c-tab  components. The first tab is activated by default.

Available c-tabset Attributes

DescriptionRequiredTypeValueAttribute

Specifies which tab
is active by default.

stringtab index or tab idactive-tab-value

Use the id of a
c-tab  component
or use the position
(index) of a c-tab
component. By
default, the first tab
is active.

Sets the theme for
the tabset
component.

slds, nds (Default:
slds)

theme

Sets the appearance
of the tabset.

standard, scoped,
vertical, default
(Default: default)

variant

Example c-styles Component

<!-- When using the index positon as the active-tab-value -->
<c-tabset id="tabTest" class="via-slds" active-tab-value="1">

<c-tab title="Item 1">
<slot name="content">Item Content 1</slot>

</c-tab>
<c-tab title="Item 2">

<slot name="content">Item Content 2</slot>
</c-tab>

</c-tabset>

<!-- When using the id as the active-tab-value -->
<c-tabset id="tabTest" class="via-slds" active-tab-value="tabOne">

<c-tab id="tabOne" title="Item 1">
<slot name="content">Item Content 1</slot>

</c-tab>
<c-tab id="tabTwo" title="Item 2">

<slot name="content">Item Content 2</slot>
</c-tab>

</c-tabset>
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Textarea Lightning Web Component ReadMe

This page contains a Textarea LWC ReadMe for each Vlocity release.

Vlocity Insurance and Health Winter '20 and Vlocity CME Spring '20

The Textarea Lightning Web Component creates an HTML textarea element for entering multi-line text input. A text area holds an unlimited
number of characters.

Available c-textarea Attributes

DescriptionRequiredTypeValueAttrubute

Adds a title for the
textarea element.

yesstringlabel

Adds text to inside the
textarea that displayed

stringplaceholder

when the field is empty,
prompting the user for a
valid entry.

Specifies the name of the
textarea element.

stringname

Displays an error message
when a bad input is
detected.

stringmessage-when-bad-input

Displays an error message
when the value is too
short.

stringmessage-when-too-short

Displays an error message
when the value is too
long.

stringmessage-when-too-long

Displays an error message
when the value is
missing.

stringmessage-when-value-missing

The keyboard shortcut for
input field.

stringaccess-key

The maximum number of
characters allowed in the
textarea.

numbermax-length
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DescriptionRequiredTypeValueAttrubute

Sets the minimum
number of characters
allowed in the textarea.

min-length

Sets the value of the
textarea input.

stringvalue

If present, the textarea
field is disabled and users
cannot interact with it.

disabled

If present, the textarea
field is read-only and user
cannot edit it.

read-only

If present, user must fill
out textarea in order to
submit the form.

required

Changes the appearance
of the input field.

stringstandard, label-hidden
(Default: standard)

variant

Sets the validity states for
the textarea element,

validity

with respect to constraint
validation.

To provide an
informational tooltip on

stringfield-level-help

the textarea input field,
set this attribute.

Sets the theme for the
textarea component.

stringstringslds, nds, (Default: slds)theme

Adds a class to the
textarea input element.

extraclass

To add multiple classes,
use a space to separate
each class, such as
'classone classtwo'.

Sets the height of the
textarea.

height
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Example c-textarea Component

<c-textarea
label="Message When Value Long(30 char)"
max-length="30"
message-when-too-long="Value is too long."
placeholder="Enter Description..."

></c-textarea>

Available Methods

checkValidity()

Returns the valid attribute value (Boolean) on the ValidityState object.

reportValidity()

Displays the error messages and returns false if the input is invalid. If the input is valid, reportValidity() clears displayed error messages
and returns true.

setCustomValidity()

Displays a custom error message when the textarea value is submitted. Takes the message argument. If message is an empty string, the
error message is reset.

showHelpMessageIfInvalid()

Displays error messages on invalid fields. An invalid field fails at least one constraint validation and returns false when checkValidity() is
called.

focus()

Sets focus on the textarea field.

blur()

Removes focus from the textarea field.

Vlocity Insurance and Health Summer '19 and Vlocity CME Fall '19

The Textarea Lightning Web Component creates an HTML textarea element for entering multi-line text input. A text area holds an unlimited
number of characters.

Available c-textarea Attributes

DescriptionRequiredTypeValueAttrubute

Adds a title for the
textarea element.

yesstringlabel

Adds text to inside the
textarea that displayed

stringplaceholder

when the field is empty,
prompting the user for a
valid entry.
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DescriptionRequiredTypeValueAttrubute

Specifies the name of the
textarea element.

stringname

Displays an error message
when a bad input is
detected.

stringmessage-when-bad-input

Displays an error message
when the value is too
short.

stringmessage-when-too-short

Displays an error message
when the value is too
long.

stringmessage-when-too-long

Displays an error message
when the value is
missing.

stringmessage-when-value-missing

The keyboard shortcut for
input field.

stringaccess-key

The maximum number of
characters allowed in the
textarea.

numbermax-length

Sets the minimum
number of characters
allowed in the textarea.

min-length

Sets the value of the
textarea input.

stringvalue

If present, the textarea
field is disabled and users
cannot interact with it.

disabled

If present, the textarea
field is read-only and user
cannot edit it.

read-only
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DescriptionRequiredTypeValueAttrubute

If present, user must fill
out textarea in order to
submit the form.

required

Changes the appearance
of the input field.

stringstandard, label-hidden
(Default: standard)

variant

Sets the validity states for
the textarea element,

validity

with respect to constraint
validation.

To provide an
informational tooltip on

stringfield-level-help

the textarea input field,
set this attribute.

Sets the theme for the
textarea component.

stringstringslds, nds, (Default: slds)theme

Example c-textarea Component

<c-textarea
label="Message When Value Long(30 char)"
max-length="30"
message-when-too-long="Value is too long."
placeholder="Enter Description..."

></c-textarea>

Available Methods

checkValidity()

Returns the valid attribute value (Boolean) on the ValidityState object.

reportValidity()

Displays the error messages and returns false if the input is invalid. If the input is valid, reportValidity() clears displayed error messages
and returns true.

setCustomValidity()

Displays a custom error message when the textarea value is submitted. Takes the message argument. If message is an empty string, the
error message is reset.

showHelpMessageIfInvalid()

Displays error messages on invalid fields. An invalid field fails at least one constraint validation and returns false when checkValidity() is
called.
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focus()

Sets focus on the textarea field.

blur()

Removes focus from the textarea field.

TimePicker Lightning Web Component ReadMe

This page contains a TimePicker LWC ReadMe for each Vlocity release.

Vlocity Insurance and Health Spring '20

The TimePicker Lightning Web Component is a graphical user interface widget that allows the user to select a time from a list of options.

Available c-time-picker Attributes

DescriptionRequiredTypeValueAttribute

Sets the theme for this
component.

slds, nds (Default: slds)theme

Adds the text label for the
input field.

stringlabel

To disable the input field
so users cannot interact
with it, set this attribute.

stringno valuedisabled

If the input field must be
filled out before the form

stringno value (See example
code)

required

is submitted, set this
attribute.

To prevent users from
editing the input field, set
this attribute.

stringno valueread-only

Displays text when the
input field is empty to

stringplaceholder

prompt the user for a
valid entry.

Sets the minimum
acceptable value for the
input field.

stringmin
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DescriptionRequiredTypeValueAttribute

Sets the maximum
acceptable value for the
input field.

stringmax

Adds an error message to
be displayed when the

stringmessage-when-value-missing

value is missing. Default:
This field is required.

Adds an error message to
be displayed when a bad

stringmessage-when-bad-input

input is detected. Default
: This field is not valid.

Specifies the name of an
input element.

stringname

Defines the URL to get
the icon. Default points

stringicon-url

to the relevant slds icon
URL.

Adds a help-text to the
input element.

stringfield-level-help

Sets the format for the
time. View format options
here

string(Default: HH:mm)format

Sets the locale. See Day.js
locales here. Refer to the

stringlocale-format

custom label
cmpDayJsLocaleFormats

Sets the interval between
the options in the time
dropdown.

numberinterval

Sets the format of the
output when output-type

string(Default: HH:mm)output-format

is string. View format
options here
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DescriptionRequiredTypeValueAttribute

Sets the time output
type. If set to date, returns
time as a date object.

stringstring, date (Default:
string)

output-type

Specifies if the time
picker icon should be
hidden.

booleantrue, false (Default: false)hide-icon

Read-only property that
displays the formatted
property value.

stringdisplay-value

Adds a title for the
asterisk when required is
true.

stringrequired-label

Example c-time-picker Component

<c-time-picker
label="Time (max : 2:00 pm, min : 10:00 pm)"
min="14:00"
max="10:00"
placeholder="Select Time"
required
output-type="date"
hide-icon=false

>
</c-time-picker>

Label Slot Usage

A named slot (name = label) is available in the event a user would like to dynamically insert markup next to the input's label.

Example ---

<c-time-picker
label="Time (max : 2:00 pm, min : 10:00 pm)"
min="14:00"
max="10:00"
placeholder="Select Time"
required
output-type="date"
hide-icon=false

>
<span slot="label">Additional markup is inserted here</span>

</c-time-picker>
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Vlocity Insurance and Health Winter '20 and Vlocity CME Spring '20

The TimePicker Lightning Web Component is a graphical user interface widget that allows the user to select a time from a list of options.

Available c-time-picker Attributes

DescriptionRequiredTypeValueAttribute

Sets the theme for this
component.

slds, nds (Default: slds)theme

Adds the text label for the
input field.

stringlabel

To disable input field so
users cannot interact with
it, set this attribute.

stringno valuedisabled

If input field must be
filled out before the form

stringno value (See example
code)

required

is submitted, set this
attribute.

To prevent users from
editing input field, set this
attribute.

stringno valueread-only

Displays text when input
field is empty to prompt
the user for a valid entry.

stringplaceholder

Sets the minimum
acceptable value for the
input field.

stringmin

Sets the maximum
acceptable value for the
input field.

stringmax

Adds an error message to
be displayed when the

stringmessage-when-value-missing

value is missing. Default:
This field is required.

Adds an error message to
be displayed when a bad

stringmessage-when-bad-input
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DescriptionRequiredTypeValueAttribute

input is detected. Default
: This field is not valid.

Specifies the name of an
input element.

stringname

Defines the url to get the
icon. Default points to the
relevant slds icon url.

stringicon-url

Adds a help-text to the
input element.

stringfield-level-help

Sets the format for the
time. View format options
here

string(Default: HH:mm)format

Sets the interval between
the options in the time
dropdown.

numberinterval

Sets the format of the
output when output-type

string(Default: HH:mm)output-format

is string. View format
options here

Sets the time output
type. If set to date, returns
time as date object.

stringstring, date (Default:
string)

output-type

Specifies if time picker
icon should be hidden.

booleantrue, false (Default: false)hide-icon

Getter only property,
which displays as the
formatted property value.

stringdisplayValue

Example c-time-picker Component

<c-time-picker
label="Time (max : 2:00 pm, min : 10:00 pm)"
min="14:00"
max="10:00"
placeholder="Select Time"
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required
output-type="date"
hide-icon = false

>
</c-time-picker>

Vlocity Insurance and Health Summer '19 and Vlocity CME Fall '19

The TimePicker Lightning Web Component is a graphical user interface widget that allows the user to select a time from a list of options.

Available c-time-picker Attributes

DescriptionRequiredTypeValueAttribute

Sets the theme for this
component.

slds, nds (Default: slds)theme

Adds the text label for the
input field.

stringlabel

To disable input field so
users cannot interact with
it, set this attribute.

stringno valuedisabled

If input field must be
filled out before the form

stringno value (See example
code)

required

is submitted, set this
attribute.

To prevent users from
editing input field, set this
attribute.

stringno valueread-only

Displays text when input
field is empty to prompt
the user for a valid entry.

stringplaceholder

Sets the minimum
acceptable value for the
input field.

stringmin

Sets the maximum
acceptable value for the
input field.

stringmax
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DescriptionRequiredTypeValueAttribute

Adds an error message to
be displayed when the

stringmessage-when-value-missing

value is missing. Default:
This field is required.

Adds an error message to
be displayed when a bad

stringmessage-when-bad-input

input is detected. Default
: This field is not valid.

Specifies the name of an
input element.

stringname

Defines the url to get the
icon. Default points to the
relevant slds icon url.

stringicon-url

Adds a help-text to the
input element.

stringfield-level-help

Sets the format for the
time. View format options
here

string(Default: HH:mm)format

Sets the interval between
the options in the time
dropdown.

numberinterval

Sets the format of the
output when output-type

string(Default: HH:mm)output-format

is string. View format
optionshttps://date-fns.org/v2.0.0-alpha.31/docs/format[here]

Sets the time output
type. If set to date, returns
time as date object.

stringstring, date (Default:
string)

output-type

Example c-time-picker Component

<c-time-picker
label="Time (max : 2:00 pm, min : 10:00 pm)"
min="14:00"
max="10:00"
placeholder="Select Time"
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required
output-type="date"

>
</c-time-picker>

Toast Lightning Web Component ReadMe

This page contains a Toast LWC ReadMe for each Vlocity release.

Vlocity Insurance and Health Winter '20 and Vlocity CME Spring '20

The Toast Lightning Web Component is a feedback and confirmation tool run after the user takes an action.

Available c-toast Attributes

DescriptionRequiredTypeValueAttribute

Adds a title to the toast
component.

stringtitle

Sets the message to
display.

yesstringmessage

Sets the theme for the
toat component.

stringslds, nds (Default: slds)theme

Adds a fixed width to the
toast container element.

stringfixed-width

Sets the styling based on
the type supported by

stringinfo, warning, succeess,
error (Default: info)

styletype

the selected slds or nds
theme.

To automatically remove
toast after specified time,
set this attribute.

numbertime in millisecondsduration

Adds a class to the
container element. To

stringextraclass

add multiple classes, use
a space to separate each
class, such as 'classone
classtwo'.
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Example c-toast Component

<c-toast
title="Information"
theme="nds"
styletype="error"
message="This is an info toast"
duration="3000"

></c-toast>

Vlocity Insurance and Health Summer '19 and Vlocity CME Fall '19

The Toast Lightning Web Component is a feedback and confirmation tool run after the user takes an action.

Available c-toast Attributes

DescriptionRequiredTypeValueAttribute

Adds a title to the toast
component.

stringtitle

Sets the message to
display.

yesstringmessage

Sets the theme for the
toat component.

stringslds, nds (Default: slds)theme

Adds a fixed width to the
toast container element.

stringfixed-width

Sets the styling based on
the type supported by

stringinfo, warning, succeess,
error (Default: info)

styletype

the selected slds or nds
theme.

To automatically remove
toast after specified time,
set this attribute.

numbertime in millisecondsduration

Adds a class to the
container element. To

stringextraclass

add multiple classes, use
a space to separate each
class, such as `classone
classtwo'.
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Example c-toast Component

<c-toast
title="Information"
theme="nds"
styletype="error"
message="This is an info toast"
duration="3000"

></c-toast>

Toggle Lightning Web Component ReadMe

This page contains a Toggle LWC ReadMe for each Vlocity release.

Vlocity Insurance and Health Summer '20

The Toggle Lightning Web Component enables a user to pick between two states, enable or disable an option, or select multiple options.
The Toggle LWC supports attributes available in the CheckboxGroup Lightning Web Component.

Available c-toggle Attributes

DescriptionRequiredTypeValueAttribute

Sets the label to display
when the toggle is

stringchecked-label

checked. Applies when
type is set to 'icon',
'statefulButton', or
'dualStatefulButton'.

Sets the icon of the
toggle. Applies when type
is set to 'statefulIcon'.

string(Default: utility:check)icon-name

Sets the toggle icon to
display on hover of the

string(Default: utility:check)icon-on-focus

element. Applies when
type is set to
'statefulButton'.

Sets the toggle label to
use on hover of element.

stringlabel-on-focus

Applies when type is set
to 'statefulButton'.

Sets the toggle label to
display when the toggle

string(Default: Enabled)toggle-disabled-label

is unchecked. Applies
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DescriptionRequiredTypeValueAttribute

when type is set to
'toggle'.

Sets the toggle label to
display when the toggle

string(Default: Enabled)toggle-enabled-label

is checked. Applies when
type is set to 'toggle'.

Sets the type of toggle
element to display.

yesstringbutton, checkbox, icon
(Default: checkbox)

type

Sets the label to display
when the toggle is

stringunchecked-label

unchecked. Applies
When type is set to 'icon',
'statefulButton', or
'dualStatefulButton'.

Sets the style of the
toggle button based on

stringvariant

the type supported by the
chosen theme. For
example, 'success',
'brand', and so on.

Example c-toggle Component

<c-toggle
name="vehicle"
value="bike"

options='[{"label":"car","value":"car"},{"label":"bike","value":"bike"},{"label":"ship","value":"ship"}]'
></c-toggle>

Label Slot Usage

To dynamically insert markup next to the input's label, add a named slot (name = label).

Example Label Slot Usage

<c-toggle
name="vehicle"
value="bike"

options='[{"label":"car","value":"car"},{"label":"bike","value":"bike"},{"label":"ship","value":"ship"}]'
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>
<span slot="label">Additional markup is inserted here</span>

</c-toggle>

Available Methods

Supports all methods available in the CheckboxGroup Lightning Web Component.

Tooltip Lightning Web Component ReadMe

This page contains a Tooltip LWC ReadMe for each Vlocity release.

Vlocity Insurance and Health Summer '20

The Tooltip Lightning Web Component displays a small amount of contextual information about an element on the screen when a user
hovers or focuses on an icon next to the element. Information can either be plain text or custom markup (HTML).

Available c-tooltip Attributes

DescriptionRequiredTypeValueAttribute

Sets the arrow (nubbin)
position. There are three

stringtop, bottom, left, right
(See description for more

arrowposition

ways to provide arrowoptions). (Default:
bottom-left) position: top, top-left, or

top-left-corner.

Creates a button Icon
type tooltip.

stringtrue, false (Default: true)button-icon

Adds the text to display
in the tooltip. If custom

yesstringcontent

markup exists,
content  text is
ignored. See Example
Custom Markup on this
page.

Adds a class to the table
element. To add multiple

stringextraclass

classes, use a space to
separate each class, such
as 'classone classtwo'.
This attribute can also
override classes specified
by arrowposition.
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DescriptionRequiredTypeValueAttribute

Sets the icon for the
tooltip. See SLDS icons.

string(Format: standard:arrow)
(Default: utility:info)

icon-name

Sets the size of the icon.stringxx-small, x-small, small,
medium, large. (Default:
xx-small)

icon-size

Overrides the default URL
of the svg resource.

stringicon-url

To change the
appearance of a utility

stringinverse, warning, error,
default (Default: default)

icon-variant

icon, set this attribute.
Use the 'inverse' variant
to implement a white fill
on dark backgrounds for
utility icons.

Sets the theme for the
tooltip component.

slds, nds (Default: slds)theme

Example c-tooltip Component

<c-tooltip
content="This is a test message"
arrowposition="top-right"
icon-name="utility:add"

></c-tooltip>

Example Custom Markup

<c-tooltip
theme="{theme}"
icon-url="{iconUrl}"
content="This is a demo help text"
arrowposition="top-right"

>
<div>
<h1>This is Custom markup</h1>
<span>You can put HTML inside the tooltip</span>
<c-button variant="brand" label="This is a Button"></c-button>

</div>
</c-tooltip>
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Vlocity Insurance and Health Spring '20

The Tooltip Lightning Web Component displays a small amount of contextual information about an element on the screen when a user
hovers or focuses on an icon next to the element. Information can either be plain text or custom markup (HTML).

Available c-tooltip Attributes

DescriptionRequiredTypeValueAttribute

Sets the arrow (nubbin)
position. There are three

stringtop, bottom, left, right
(See description for more

arrowposition

ways to provide arrowoptions). (Default:
bottom-left) position: top, top-left, or

top-left-corner.

Adds the text to display
in the tooltip. If custom

yesstringcontent

markup exists,
content  text is
ignored. See Example
Custom Markup on this
page.

Adds a class to the table
element. To add multiple

stringextraclass

classes, use a space to
separate each class, such
as 'classone classtwo'.
This attribute can also
override classes specified
by arrowposition.

Sets the icon for the
tooltip. See SLDS icons.

string(Format: standard:arrow)
(Default: utility:info)

icon-name

Sets the size of the icon.stringxx-small, x-small, small,
medium, large. (Default:
xx-small)

icon-size

Overrides the default URL
of the svg resource.

stringicon-url

To change the
appearance of a utility

stringinverse, warning, error,
default (Default: default)

icon-variant

icon, set this attribute.
Use the 'inverse' variant
to implement a white fill
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DescriptionRequiredTypeValueAttribute

on dark backgrounds for
utility icons.

Sets the theme for the
tooltip component.

slds, nds (Default: slds)theme

Example c-tooltip Component

<c-tooltip
content="This is a test message"
arrowposition="top-right"
icon-name="utility:add"

></c-tooltip>

Example Custom Markup

<c-tooltip
theme="{theme}"
icon-url="{iconUrl}"
content="This is a demo helptextsssss"
arrowposition="top-right"

>
<div>
<h1>This is Custom markup</h1>
<span>You can put HTML inside the tooltip</span>
<c-button variant="brand" label="This is a Button"></c-button>

</div>
</c-tooltip>

Vlocity Insurance and Health Winter '20 and Vlocity CME Spring '20

The Tooltip Lightning Web Component displays an icon with a popover containing a small amount of text describing an element on
screen. The popover displays on hover or on focus of the icon.

Available c-tooltip Attributes

DescriptionRequiredTypeValueAttribute

Sets the arrow (nubbin)
position. There are three

stringtop, bottom, left, right
(See description for more

arrowposition

ways to provide arrowoptions). (Default:
bottom-left) position: top, top-left, or

top-left-corner.
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DescriptionRequiredTypeValueAttribute

Adds the text to display
in the tooltip.

yesstringcontent

Adds a class to the table
element. To add multiple

stringextraclass

classes, use a space to
separate each class, such
as 'classone classtwo'.
This attribute can also
override classes specified
by arrowposition.

Sets the icon for the
tooltip. See SLDS icons.

string(Format: standard:arrow)
(Default: utility:info)

icon-name

Sets the size of the icon.stringxx-small, x-small, small,
medium, large. (Default:
xx-small)

icon-size

Overrides the default URL
of the svg resource.

stringicon-url

To change the
appearance of a utility

stringinverse, warning, error,
default (Default: default)

icon-variant

icon, set this attribute.
Use the 'inverse' variant
to implement a white fill
on dark backgrounds for
utility icons.

Sets the theme for the
tooltip component.

slds, nds (Default: slds)theme

Example c-tooltip Component

<c-tooltip
content="This is a test message"
arrowposition="top-right"
icon-name="utility:add"

></c-tooltip>
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Vlocity Insurance and Health Summer '19 and Vlocity CME Fall '19

The Tooltip Lightning Web Component displays an icon with a popover containing a small amount of text describing an element on
screen. The popover displays on hover or on focus of the icon.

Available c-tooltip Attributes

DescriptionRequiredTypeValueAttribute

Sets the arrow (nubbin)
position. There are three

stringtop, bottom, left, right
(See description for more

arrowposition

ways to provide arrowoptions). (Default:
bottom-left) position: top, top-left, or

top-left-corner.

Adds the text to display
in the tooltip.

yesstringcontent

Adds a class to the table
element. To add multiple

stringextraclass

classes, use a space to
separate each class, such
as `classone classtwo'.
This attribute can also
override classes specified
by arrowposition.

Sets the icon for the
tooltip. See SLDS icons.

string(Format: standard:arrow)
(Default: utility:info)

icon-name

Sets the size of the icon.stringxx-small, x-small, small,
medium, large. (Default:
xx-small)

icon-size

Overrides the default URL
of the svg resource.

stringicon-url

To change the
appearance of a utility

stringinverse, warning, error,
default (Default: default)

icon-variant

icon, set this attribute.
Use the `inverse' variant
to implement a white fill
on dark backgrounds for
utility icons.

Sets the theme for the
tooltip component.

slds, nds (Default: slds)theme
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Example c-tooltip Component

<c-tooltip
content="This is a test message"
arrowposition="top-right"
icon-name="utility:add"

></c-tooltip>

Tree Lightning Web Component ReadMe

This page contains a Tree LWC ReadMe for each Vlocity release.

Vlocity Insurance and Health Winter '20 and Vlocity CME Spring '20

The Tree Lightning Web Component displays a visualization of a structural hierarchy, such as a sitemap for a website or a role hierarchy
in an organization. Items display as hyperlinks. Items in the hierarchy can be nested. Items with nested items are also known as branches.

Available c-tree Attributes

DescriptionRequiredTypeValueAttribute

Sets the text for the tree
heading.

stringheader

Adds the data for the
tree. The items attribute

arrayitems

is an array of key-value
pairs that describe the
tree. See Available items
Attributes.

Overrides the default URL
of the svg resource.

stringurlicon-url

Sets the theme for the
tree component.

stringslds, nds (Default: slds)theme

Example c-tree Component

<c-tree
icon-url="{iconUrl}"
theme="{theme}"
items="{treeData}"
onselect="{handleTreeSelect}"

>
</c-tree>
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Available items Attributes

DescriptionRequiredTypeValueAttribute

Sets the title and label for
the hyperlink.

yesstringlabel

Adds text to provide
users with supplemental

stringmetatext

information and aid with
identification or
disambiguation.

Defines the item's unique
name for the

yesstringname

onselect  event
handler to return the tree
item the user clicks.

Sets the URL for the item
link.

stringhref

To display nested
(branched) items, set to
true.

(Default: false)expanded

To disable branch, set to
true. A disabled branch
cannot be expanded.

(Default: false)disabled

Event Listener

onselect

Fires when a tree item is selected and before navigating to a given hyperlink. Returns the item object.

Vlocity Insurance and Health Summer '19 and Vlocity CME Fall '19

The Tree Lightning Web Component displays visualization of a structural hierarchy, such as a sitemap for a website or a role hierarchy in
an organization. Items display as hyperlinks. Items in the hierarchy can be nested. Items with nested items are also known as branches.
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Available c-tree Attributes

DescriptionRequiredTypeValueAttribute

Sets the text for the tree
heading.

stringheader

Adds the data for the
tree. The items attribute

arrayitems

is an array of key-value
pairs that describe the
tree. See Available items
Attributes.

Overrides the default URL
of the svg resource.

stringurlicon-url

Sets the theme for the
tree component.

stringslds, nds (Default: slds)theme

Example c-tooltip Component

<c-tree
icon-url="{iconUrl}"
theme="{theme}"
items="{treeData}"
onselect="{handleTreeSelect}"

>
</c-tree>

Available items Attributes

DescriptionRequiredTypeValueAttribute

Sets the title and label for
the hyperlink.

yesstringlabel

Adds text to provide
users with supplemental

stringmetatext

information and aid with
identification or
disambiguation.

Defines the item’s unique
name for the`onselect`

yesstringname
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DescriptionRequiredTypeValueAttribute

event handler to return
the tree item the user
clicks.

Sets the URL for the item
link.

stringhref

To display nested
(branched) items, set to
true.

(Default: false)expanded

To disable branch, set to
true. A disabled branch
cannot be expanded.

(Default: false)disabled

Event Listener

onselect

Fires when a tree item is selected and before navigating to a given hyperlink. Returns the item object.

TreeItem Lightning Web Component ReadMe

This page contains a TreeItem LWC ReadMe for each Vlocity release.

Vlocity Insurance and Health Winter '20 and Vlocity CME Spring '20

The TreeItem Lightning Web Component defines the individual items of a tree component.

Available c-tree-item Attributes

DescriptionRequiredTypeValueAttribute

Sets the theme for the
tree component.

stringslds, nds (Default: slds)theme

The items attribute is an
array of key-value pairs

arrayitems

that describes the
treeItem, which can have
nested trees inside itself.
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DescriptionRequiredTypeValueAttribute

A unique number to
identify the tree node.

number1,2...index

<c-tree-item icon-url={iconUrl} items={items} index="0"></c-tree-item>

TreeListSelector Lightning Web Component ReadMe

This page contains the TreeListSelector LWC ReadMe for each Vlocity release.

Vlocity Insurance and Health Spring '21

The TreeListSelector Lightning Web Component is a variant of Tree Lightning Web Component that displays visualization of a structural
hierarchy, that allows for browsing a tree based hierarchy as a list. Items in the hierarchy can be nested.

Available c-tree-list-selector Attributes

DescriptionRequiredTypeValueAttribute

Sets the theme for the
tree component.

stringslds, nds (Default: slds)theme

Sets the text for the
treeListSelector heading.

Nostringheader

Adds extra class to the
container element.

Nostringextraclass

To use with pubsub, set
this feature to register an

stringchannel

event listener. By default,
the Datasource Lightning
Web Component fires
onresult  and
oninit.

Adds the data for the
treeListSelector. The items

arrayitems

attribute is an array of
key-value pairs that
describe the tree. See
Available items Attributes.
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DescriptionRequiredTypeValueAttribute

Provides alternate path
for obtaining child items
array for a given item.

NostringchildItemsPath

Custom Event name that
will be fired by pubsub

string(Default: select)customEventName

and CustomEvent on
item select.

Adds a custom static
"back" click label that

NostringcustomBackLabel

replaces the dynamic
label.

Sets prefix for dynamic
"back" click label.

Nostring(Default: "Back to ")backLabelPrefix

Sets dynamic "back" click
label suffex for topmost

Nostring(Default: All)levelZeroBackLabelSuffix

level in hierarcy, to be
displayed when tree goes
one level deep.

Optionally Add an item
which is selected by

NostringdefaultRootLevelSelectionId

default on root level and
on "back" action click
from level 1.

Allows for selecting
defaultRootLevelSelectionId

Nobooleantrue, false (Default:false)selectRootLevelDefaultOnLoad

when component initially
loads.

Allows for highlighting an
item without firing event

Nobooleantrue, false (Default:false)highlightWithoutSelectionOnLoad

on load. Works in tandem
with
selectRootLevelDefaultOnLoad
attribute.

Registeres a pubsub
listener for channel name
passed.

NostringregisteredPubsubChannel
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Example c-tree-list-selector Component

header = "Browse Hierarchy";
theme = "slds";
channel = "myPubSubChannel";
childItemsPath = null;
items =
{
id: "1",
label: "Root1",
items: [
{
id: "4",
label: "ChildCatalog1",
items: [
{
id: "41",
label: "ChildCatalog1_1"

},
{
id: "42",
label: "ChildCatalog1_2"

}
]

},
{
id: "5",
label: "ChildCatalog2",
items: [
{
id: "51",
label: "ChildCatalog2_1"

},
{
id: "52",
label: "ChildCatalog2_2"

}
]

},
{
id: "6",
label: "ChildCatalog3"

},
{
id: "7",
label: "ChildCatalog4"

}
]

},
{
id: "2",
label: "Root2"
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}
];

<c-tree-list-selector
header={header}
child-items-path={childItemsPath}
items={items}
theme={theme}
channel={channel}

>
</c-tree-list-selector>

Available items Attributes

DescriptionRequiredTypeValueAttribute

Sets ID of a tree
item/node. Required for

yesstringid

key field in template:for
directive.

Sets the title and label for
the item element.

yesstringlabel

Sets children items for a
given item.

noarrayitems

Event Listener

onselect

Fires when a treeListSelectorItem is selected. Returns the item id and isChildItemsPresent Boolean value.

TreeListSelectorItem Lightning Web Component ReadMe

This page contains the TreeListSelectorItem LWC ReadMe for each Vlocity release.

Vlocity Insurance and Health Spring '21

The TreeListSelectorItem Lightning Web Component defines the individual items of a treeListSelector component.

Available c-tree-list-selector-item Attributes

DescriptionRequiredTypeValueAttribute

Sets the theme for the
tree component.

stringslds, nds (Default: slds)theme
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DescriptionRequiredTypeValueAttribute

A singular element of
items array at a given
hierarchy.

arrayitem

A unique number for
nodes in current
hierarchy.

number0, 1, ...index

Index of item that is
currently selected.

numberselected-item-index

Example c-tree-list-selector-item Component

<c-tree-list-selector-item
item={item}
theme={theme}
index={index}
selected-item-index={selectedItemIndex}

></c-tree-list-selector-item>

Typeahead Lightning Web Component ReadMe

This page contains a Typeahead LWC ReadMe for each Vlocity release.

Vlocity Insurance and Health Winter '20 and Vlocity CME Spring '20

c/typeahead

Slots: iconLeft, iconRight, lastItem

Example

<c-typeahead label={string}
options={array}
theme={"slds"|"nds"}
onchange={changeHandler}
onkeyup={keyupHandler}
icon-name-left={string}
icon-name-right={string}
required={boolean}
disable-filter={boolean}
remote-source={boolean}>

</c-typeahead>

• c/typeahead

– .disableFilter: boolean

– .remoteSource : boolean
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– isLookupVisible : boolean

– .input : HTMLInputElement

– .firstRender : boolean

– ._isFocused : boolean

– ._validity : ValidityState

– ._progressBar : ProgressBar

– .focusChange(evt)

– .showLookup(isVisible)

– .selectOption(evt)

– .lastItemChange(evt)

– .updateValue(event)

– .showHelpMessageIfInvalid()

– .progressStart()

– .progressComplete()

– .progressReset()

• When boolean attribute disable-filter is applied, then no filtering will be appliedto the options array on keyup. For use when backend
system is filtering.

Kind: instance property of c/typeahead.

Scope: api (public)

• When boolean attribute remote-source is applied a progress bar will be displayed while options are retrieved.

Kind: instance property of c/typeahead.

Scope: api (public)

• Controls the display of the typeahead's combo box.

Kind: instance property of c/typeahead.

Scope: track (private)

• A reference to the embedded html input. Set in renderedCallback.

Kind: instance property of c/typeahead.

Scope: private

• Used to control the flow of renderedCallback.

Kind: instance property of c/typeahead.

Scope: private

• Used in calculating the visibility of the lookup list.

Kind: instance property of c/typeahead.
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Scope: private

• A reference to the embedded html input's validity state.

Kind: instance property of c/typeahead.

typeahead._progressBar : ProgressBar

Kind: instance property of c/typeahead.

typeahead.focusChange(evt)

Event handler covering both focus and blur events.

Kind: instance method of c/typeahead

Scope: private

TypeParam

Eventevt

typeahead.showLookup(isVisible)

Method which controls the visibility of lookup.

Kind: instance method of c/typeahead

DescriptionTypeParam

When true lookup list will be visible.booleanisVisible

typeahead.selectOption(evt)

Kind: instance method of c/typeahead.

TypeParam

MouseEventevt

typeahead.lastItemChange(evt)

Hides the last item element when no content is passed into the lastItem  slot.

Kind: instance method of c/typeahead.

Scope: private
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TypeParam

Eventevt

typeahead.updateValue(event)

Keeps the _value  up to date with the value of the input.

Kind: instance method of c/typeahead.

TypeParam

KeyboardEventevent

typeahead.progressStart()

Sets progress bar visibility, and starts progress.

Kind: instance method of c/typeahead.

Scope: api (public)

typeahead.progressComplete()

Sets progress-bar's progress to 100%

Kind: instance method of c/typeahead.

Scope: private

typeahead.progressReset()

Hides the progress bar and resets progress.

Kind: instance method of c/typeahead.

Scope: private

Vlocity Insurance and Health Summer '19 and Vlocity CME Fall '19

The Typeahead Lightning Web Component supplies hints or a list of possible choices based on the text the user enters while filling out a
form or performing a search.

Available c-typeahead Attributes

DescriptionRequiredTypeValueAttribute

Adds a title to the
typeahead component.

stringtitle
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DescriptionRequiredTypeValueAttribute

Contains all available
search options.

yesarraydata

Sets the theme for the
typeahed component.

slds, nds (Default: slds)theme

Adds a pre-populated the
value to typeahead input.

stringvalue

Sets label of the
typeahead element.

stringstringlabel

Sets the placeholder of
the typeahead element.

stringstringplaceholder

This attribute is for
internal use only. The

stringstringname

form element uses this
attribute for syncing.

Sets the left icon for the
typeahead component.

stringicon-name-left

Sets the right icon for the
typeahead component.

stringicon-name-right

Sets the size of icon for
the typeahead
component.

stringxx-small, x-small, small,
medium, large

icon-size

Example c-typeahead Component

<c-typeahead
value="Morin"
data='["Morin", "Banks", "Olivia", "Morina", "Banker", "Adeola"]'
label="Options"
placeholder="Select Value"

></c:typeahead>

Utility Functions for Lightning Web Components ReadMe

This page contains a Utility Functions for Lightning web components ReadMe for each Vlocity release.
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Vlocity Insurance and Health Winter '20 and Vlocity CME Spring '20

isRtl

The isRTL  function enables 'right-to-left' scripts.

• Arabic

• Aramaic

• Dhivehi, Maldivian

• Hebrew

• Kurdish (Sorani)

• Persian, Farsi

• Urdu Steps to implement isRtl

1. Set isRTL  by adding the dir attribute inside a parent 'div' element.

<div dir={dir}></div>

2. Assign the value (returned from isRTL  function) to the respective property.

this.dir = isRtl();

createMask

The createMask  function enables masking for input fields.

• dd-ddd-ddd

• yyyy-mm-dd

• dd-mm-yyyy

• yyyy/mm/dd

• dd/mm/yyyy

Example custom masks

To add a custom mask, use '#' keyword to represent the digits.

• value = "12345678901234" mask="+7(###)###-##-##" mask-range ="10"

– output: +7(123)456-78-90

• value = "1234123412341234" mask="#### ####" mask-range ="16"

– output: 1234 1234 1234 1234

• value = "1234123412341234" mask="$###,###"

– output: $1234,1234,1234,1234
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• value = "123456789" mask="$##.##"

– output: $1234567.89

• value = "123456789" mask="##.##%"

– output: $1234567.89%

Implementation

Call createMask function on 'keyup' event of input.

this.value = creatMask(event)

fetchCustomLabels

The fetchCustomLabels  function gets custom labels, and accepts one required parameter and two optional parameters.

1. Pass an array of labels

2. (Optional) Specify a language.

• The function returns the translations for the labels array based on the language. If language is not passed the function will use
the language from the userprofile.

3. (Optional) Specify default values for labels.

• If there are no translations available for a label, a default value is returned. However, if an array of labels are passed, and any one
or more labels do not have translations and no default values are defined, then an error is thrown. The error displays in the
console, points to the faulty label, and returns the label key as the translation.

Note The labels array and the default values must be of the same length so that they are mapped correctly. If labels and values are
incorrectly mapped, the default values are not considered.

Example fetchCustomLabels function

fetchCustomLabels(["DeleteLayout", "Preview", "DRMapperFilter"], "en-US", [/** Default
values array **/]).then(

data => {
console.log(data);

});

Example fetchCustomLabels output

The output is an object with a key-value pair. The key is the label and the value is the translation in the provided language.

{
DRMapperFilter: "Filter"
DeleteLayout: "Delete Layout?"
Preview: "Preview"

}
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Vlocity Insurance and Health Summer '19 and Vlocity CME Fall '19

isRtl

The isRTL  function enables `right-to-left' scripts.

Supported languages

• Arabic

• Aramaic

• Dhivehi, Maldivian

• Hebrew

• Kurdish (Sorani)

• Persian, Farsi

• Urdu Steps to implement isRtl

Implementation

1. Set isRTL  by adding the dir attribute inside a parent `div' element.

<div dir={dir}></div>

1. Assign the value (returned from isRTL  function) to the respective property.

this.dir == isRtl();

createMask

The createMask  function enables masking for input fields.

Available masks

• dd-ddd-ddd

• yyyy-mm-dd

• dd-mm-yyyy

• yyyy/mm/dd

• dd/mm/yyyy

Example custom masks

To add a custom mask, use `#' keyword to represent the digits.

• value == 12345678901234'' mask=+7()--'' mask-range =``10''

– output: +7(123)456-78-90
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• value == 1234123412341234'' mask=  # #'' mask-range =``16''

– output: 1234 1234 1234 1234

• value == 1234123412341234'' mask=$,''

– output: $1234,1234,1234,1234

• value == 123456789'' mask=$.''

– output: $1234567.89

• value == 123456789'' mask=  .%''

– output: $1234567.89%

Implementation

Call createMask function on `keyup' event of input.

this.value == creatMask(event)

fetchCustomLabels

The fetchCustomLabels  function gets custom labels, and accepts one required parameter and two optional parameters.

Implementation

Note The labels array and the default values must be of the same length so that they are mapped correctly. If labels and values are
incorrectly mapped, the default values are not considered.

1. Pass an array of labels

2. (Optional) Specify a language.

• The function returns the translations for the labels array based on the language. If language is not passed the function will use
the language from the userprofile.

3. (Optional) Specify default values for labels.

• If there are no translations available for a label, a default value is returned. However, if an array of labels are passed, and any one
or more labels do not have translations and no default values are defined, then an error is thrown. The error displays in the
console, points to the faulty label, and returns the label key as the translation.

Example fetchCustomLabels function

fetchCustomLabels(["DeleteLayout", "Preview", "DRMapperFilter"], "en-US", [/** Default
values array **/]).then(

data => {
console.log(data);

});
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Example fetchCustomLabels output

The output is an object with a key-value pair. The key is the label and the value is the translation in the provided language.

{
DRMapperFilter: "Filter"
DeleteLayout: "Delete Layout?"
Preview: "Preview"

}

Wizard Lightning Web Component ReadMe

This page contains the Wizard LWC ReadMe for each Vlocity release.

Vlocity Insurance and Health Spring '20

The Wizard Lightning Web Component displays a modal that enables navigating between steps in a process and displays a progress bar
that shows where the user is in the process. The Wizard LWC supports custom labels.

Available Attributes

DescriptionRequiredTypeValueAttribute

This sets the header of
the wizard component.

stringheader

Specifies the theme to
use

stringslds, nds (Default: slds)theme

Example of c-wizard component

<c-wizard header="Wizard Component">
<div slot="content">

<c-wizard-item label="Step1">...</c-wizard-item>
<c-wizard-item label="Step2">...</c-wizard-item>
<c-wizard-item label="Step3">...</c-wizard-item>

</div>
</c-wizard>

Available Custom Labels

DescriptionApiNameLabel

Assistive text for the close icon.cmpCloseClose

Text for the cancel button.cmpCancelCancel
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DescriptionApiNameLabel

Text for the button that returns user to
previous step.

cmpBackBack

Text visible on mouse over of a step icon on
the progress bar in the wizard.

cmpStepStep

Text for the button that navigates to the
next step in the wizard.

cmpNextNext

Text for the button that saves the process
executed in the wizard.

cmpSaveSave

Wizard Item Lightning Web Component ReadMe

This page contains the Wizard Item LWC ReadMe for each Vlocity release.

Vlocity Insurance and Health Spring '20

The WizardItem Lightning Web Component creates the template for each wizard item inside the Wizard Lightning Web Component.

Available c-wizard-item Attributes

DescriptionRequiredTypeValueAttribute

Sets the Id for the
wizardItem component.
The Id must be unique.

stringwizardItemId

Sets the label for the
wizardItem component.
This needs to be unique.

yesstringlabel

Sets one or more classes,
separated by spaces, for

stringwizardItemWrapperClass

the div that wraps around
the content.

Example of c-wizard-item Component

<c-wizard header="Wizard Component">
<div slot="content">

<c-wizard-item label="Step1">
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<div slot="wizarditemcontent">...</div>
</c-wizard-item>
<c-wizard-item label="Step2">

<div slot="wizarditemcontent">...</div>
</c-wizard-item>
<c-wizard-item label="Step3">

<div slot="wizarditemcontent">...</div>
</c-wizard-item>

</div>
</c-wizard>

OmniScripts
An OmniScript is an omnichannel customer engagement and a business tool built on the Salesforce platform. OmniScripts allow you
to craft dynamic customer interactions without code and deploy to multiple channels and devices. Administrators can define a script
once and then deploy the script within a Salesforce application or on a web page.

Create OmniScripts to guide users through sales and service processes with fast, personalized responses, and seamless integration to
enterprise applications and data.

Lightning Web Component OmniScripts

LWC OmniScripts enable you to enhance an existing OmniScript element or add custom functionality to the OmniScript by using
custom Lightning web components.

Classic OmniScript Designer

Create OmniScripts in the classic designer when an element, property, or functionality solves a project requirement that you cannot
resolve in the LWC OmniScript Designer.

OmniScript Best Practices

Enhance the performance and usability of OmniScript by following the OmniScript best practices whenever possible.

Create Multi-Language OmniScripts

Enable a single OmniScript to run in multiple languages using Salesforce custom labels.

Advanced Configuration for OmniScript Form Elements

This section tells you how to work with elements that enable users to input information, search for record information, select options,
create records, edit records, and delete records.

Configuring OmniScript Styling and UI Behavior

To control the style and behavior of OmniScript elements, you use Templates, Conditions, Display Components, and options.

OmniScript Data and External Integrations

OmniScript handles data and external integrations through Action, Group, and Input elements use DataRaptors, Integration Procedures,
HTTP Actions, and Apex to load, transform, and post data.

Administering, Deploying, and Launching OmniScripts

This module tells you how to import, version, launch, and deploy OmniScripts. OmniScripts can be launched from Communities,
object pages, Vlocity Mobile, Console Apps, and remote sites. OmniScripts can be deployed to Salesforce sites and external services,
such as Adobe External Manager and Heroku.

OmniScript Element Reference

This guide contains explanations of the different elements that can be added to an OmniScript. Each element uses an extendable
Lightning web component or customizable HTML template. There are separate templates used for Lightning Player and Classic
Player. Classic Player is no longer supported, however, Classic templates for Summer 17 and v15 are still available.
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Lightning Web Component OmniScripts
LWC OmniScripts enable you to enhance an existing OmniScript element or add custom functionality to the OmniScript by using custom
Lightning web components.

Note: It is possible to switch an OmniScript to either an LWC OmniScript or an Angular OmniScript at any time. However, Angular
OmniScripts and LWC OmniScripts do not support the same components and functionalities. For more information on OmniScript's
Lightning web component support, see LWC OmniScript Considerations.

LWC OmniScript Designer Overview

Beginning with the Vlocity Insurance and Health Spring '20, the Vlocity LWC OmniScript Designer enables you to preview dynamic
web forms as you build them using a drag-and-drop interface with WYSIWYG editing.

LWC OmniScript Changes and Enhancements

Beginning with the Vlocity Insurance and Health Summer '19 and Vlocity Communications, Media, and Energy Fall '19 releases,
Vlocity supports the Salesforce Lightning Web Component programming model.

LWC OmniScript Element Availability

This page lists each LWC OmniScript element's availability by release.

LWC OmniScript Considerations

Beginning with the Vlocity Insurance and Health Summer '19 and Vlocity Communications, Media, and Energy Fall '19 releases,
Vlocity supports the Salesforce Lightning Web Component programming model.

Create an LWC OmniScript

Create an LWC OmniScript to use custom Lightning web components and functionalities exclusive to LWC OmniScripts.

Convert an Angular OmniScript to an LWC OmniScript

Beginning with the Vlocity Insurance and Health Summer '19 and Vlocity Communications, Media, and Energy Fall '19 releases,
Vlocity supports the Salesforce Lightning Web Component programming model.

Create a Custom Lightning Web Component for OmniScript

Add custom HTML, JavaScript, and CSS to an OmniScript by creating a custom Lightning web component.

Add Custom Lightning Web Components to an OmniScript

After you create a custom lightning web component for an OmniScript, apply the component's new behavior by adding it to an
OmniScript.

Style OmniScripts

Add custom styling to OmniScripts by using static resources, extending an Element's Lightning web component, overriding global
stylesheets, or using SLDS design tokens. View the behavior of each customization option in this page's table, and choose the solution
that meets your requirements.

Deploy, Launch, and Embed LWC OmniScripts

Deploy your OmniScript and launch it from an Experience page, Lightning page, custom LWC, or off-platform application.

Enable and Configure Cancel Functionality in an LWC OmniScript

Navigate users to different Salesforce experiences after canceling an OmniScript by configuring cancel options.

Enable SEO for LWC OmniScripts

Beginning with Vlocity Insurance and Health Spring '20, make OmniScripts in Communities appear in online searches by enabling
SEO.

Create Stateful LWC OmniScripts

Beginning with Vlocity Insurance and Health Spring '20, enable LWC OmniScripts to store the state of an OmniScript in the URL.
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Embed FlexCards in an LWC OmniScript

Embed a FlexCard Lightning Web Component in an OmniScript by using the Custom LWC element. FlexCards can receive data from
the LWC OmniScript and perform any action available in the FlexCard.

Launch Vlocity Cards within an LWC OmniScript

Beginning with the Vlocity Insurance and Health Summer '19 and Vlocity Communications, Media, and Energy Fall '19 releases,
Vlocity supports the Salesforce Lightning Web Component programming model.

Integrate Salesforce Knowledge with OmniScript

Enable users to search and view Salesforce Knowledge Articles when using an OmniScript. Configure OmniScript Knowledge Options
to search for articles based on static values and dynamic inputs from OmniScript fields, or a query from a simple search bar.

LWC OmniScript ReadMe Reference

This page lists the Lightning web components ReadMes available for LWC OmniScripts. Extend Lightning web components to add
custom behavior and styling.

LWC OmniScript Designer Overview

Beginning with the Vlocity Insurance and Health Spring '20, the Vlocity LWC OmniScript Designer enables you to preview dynamic web
forms as you build them using a drag-and-drop interface with WYSIWYG editing.

While building your script, preview elements inside steps, view property changes live, and access contextual guidance with in-product
help to discover and learn about functionality without leaving your script.

Note: The LWC OmniScript Designer is optimized for use in the Google Chrome browser.

LWC OmniScript Designer Highlights

Notable features of the LWC OmniScript Designer include:

• Building your scripts on a wide and adjustable Canvas and instantly view changes made to element properties.

• Repositioning, cloning, and adjusting the width of step elements along a 12-column horizontal grid.

• Accessing inactive elements and navigating between elements in high-level and detailed views from the Navigation Panel.

• Configuring elements from the Properties panel.

• Searching for and dragging elements onto the Canvas from the Build panel.

• Configuring script-wide settings from the Setup panel.
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• Viewing contextual In-Product Help to discover and learn about elements and properties without leaving your script.

• Previewing, testing, and debugging your script in Preview.

Header (1)

In the Header, view metadata and perform actions related to your script.

View high-level metadata about your OmniScript such as Type, SubType, Version, Language, and Activation status.

In the actions navigation, toggle between design and preview mode, create a new version, activate or deactivate the current version,
edit basic settings, download your OmniScript, and get launch instructions.

Navigation Panel (2)

Access and navigate between active and inactive actions, steps, and step elements from the Navigation Panel.

The Slide View tab provides a high-level view of the structure of
large and complex scripts. Click on a slide to open the Properties
panel for a step or action.

The Tree View tab provides a detailed view of the script's structure.
Click on a branch to open the Properties panel for a step, element,
or action.
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Canvas (3)

(A) Build your scripts by dragging elements from the Build panel onto the Canvas.

(B) Rearrange, clone, and delete elements as needed.

(C) Adjust the width of the Canvas from either side.

(D) Expand Steps to preview and configure elements. Adjust the width of elements on a 12-column grid, and drag elements next to
each other to automatically take up the remaining width of the grid.

(E) See how your scripts look with a Newport or Lightning theme without switching to Preview.

Build panel (4)

Drag action, display, function, group, and input elements, and entire OmniScripts from the Build panel onto the Canvas to build your
scripts.

Properties panel (5)

In the Properties panel, configure properties for action, display, function, group, input, and embeddable OmniScript elements in the UI,
or edit properties as JSON.

Setup panel (6)

Configure optional script-wide settings in the Setup panel.

Configure basic settings, Step Chart Options, Save Options, Knowledge Options, Error Messages, Messaging Framework, and
Lightning Design System Tokens in the UI, or edit properties as JSON.

In-Product Help

In the Build, Properties, and Setup panels, access In-Product Help to view contextual information and instruction about elements and
properties without leaving your script.
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(A) Access in-line information about properties with tooltips.

(B) View detailed documentation about element functionality with slide-out help panels.

Preview (7)

(A) Preview your script in real-time with real data.

(B) Enter a record Id into the Context Id field and click refresh to preview your form with test data.

(C) Preview how an OmniScript appears on different devices, such as mobile, desktop, and tablet, with the Preview Device feature.

(D) With the Theme dropdown, see how your OmniScript looks with a Lightning or Newport theme. If a custom Newport style sheet is
in the org, it overrides the out-of-the-box Newport style sheet.

(E) Reload the Canvas to reset data, and update the Data JSON and Action Debugger.

(F) The Data JSON provides an easy-to-read JSON format, which updates when you enter values in data fields on the Canvas. Also, copy
the entire JSON with just one click.

(G) The Action Debugger enables you to debug action requests and response data. Search for actions, copy specific nodes in one click,
and clear the console logs.
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LWC OmniScript Designer Changes and Enhancements

Beginning with the Vlocity Insurance and Health Spring '20, the Vlocity LWC OmniScript Designer includes new features and changes
to existing features.

LWC OmniScript Designer Considerations

The Vlocity LWC OmniScript Designer does not support all of the elements, functionalities, and deployment options available in the
Classic OmniScript Designer.

Access the LWC OmniScript Designer

Access the LWC OmniScript Designer from the Classic OmniScript Designer or the Vlocity OmniScript Designer home page.

Create an LWC OmniScript in the LWC OmniScript Designer

Create a new LWC OmniScript to build a script in the LWC OmniScript Designer.

Set Up an OmniScript in the LWC OmniScript Designer

Configure optional settings for your OmniScript in the Setup panel of the LWC OmniScript Designer, such as making your OmniScript
reusable or enabling tracking.

Create the Script Structure

Create the logic that executes when the script runs, by building a hierarchical structure of Actions and Steps.

Build an LWC OmniScript with Elements in the LWC OmniScript Designer

Drag elements and entire OmniScripts from the Build panel onto the canvas to build your scripts in the OmniScript Designer.

Configure Elements in the LWC OmniScript Designer

Configure elements for your OmniScript in the Properties panel of the designer when an element is selected, such as the name,
label, and instructions for a step element.

Activate Elements in the LWC OmniScript Designer

Activate an inactive element by selecting the element in the Navigation Panel of the OmniScript Designer.

Preview an OmniScript in the LWC OmniScript Designer

View the LWC OmniScript's appearance and functionality by previewing the OmniScript in the LWC OmniScript Designer.

Test Data in the LWC OmniScript Designer

Test your OmniScript in the LWC OmniScript Designer by adding test data, viewing the data JSON, and debugging action requests
and response data.

Upgrade an LWC OmniScript's Property Set

When using an existing OmniScript in the LWC OmniScript Designer, create a new version of the OmniScript to update the OmniScript's
property set.

LWC OmniScript Designer Changes and Enhancements

Beginning with the Vlocity Insurance and Health Spring '20, the Vlocity LWC OmniScript Designer includes new features and changes
to existing features.

Changes in functionality affect how you must configure an LWC OmniScript and how an LWC OmniScript performs.

Changes and Enhancements for Vlocity Insurance and Health and Vlocity CME Summer '20

This section lists changes and enhancements specific to the LWC OmniScript Designer.
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New Setup Properties

DescriptionSection: Property

The Enable Unload Warning property is available in LWC
OmniScripts.

Enable Unload Warning

Reference a static resource that contain a custom Lightning
stylesheet.

Styling Options: Custom Lightning Stylesheet File Name

Reference a static resource that contain a custom Newport
stylesheet.

Styling Options: Custom Newport Stylesheet File Name

Turn scroll animation on to add a smooth scroll animation to your
OmniScript.

Styling Options: Scroll Animation

Define a business category for a tracking entry.Cancel Options: Tracking Business Category

Define a business tracking event for a tracking entry.Cancel Options: Tracking Business Event

New Element Properties

These properties are now available in LWC OmniScript Designer

DescriptionProperty

Define a business category for a tracking entry.Tracking Business Category

Define a business tracking event for a tracking entry.Tracking Business Event

Added Element Property Support

The LWC OmniScript Designer now supports these properties.

DescriptionProperty

Edit Block's Cards and Long Cards modes support the Edit Block
Label LWC Component Override.

Edit Block Label LWC Component Override

Edit Block's Cards mode supports the Edit Block New LWC
Component Override.

Edit Block New LWC Component Override
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DescriptionProperty

The Remote Action's Use Continuation property, which enables
you to invoke apex classes that return continuation objects, appears
in the UI.

Use Continuation

Added Element Support

The LWC OmniScript Designer now supports these elements.

DescriptionElement

Call a Calculation Procedure with specific inputs and retrieve a
value.

Matrix Action

Fill and display PDFs using OmniScript data.PDF Action

Render validation messaging on one or more elements in a Step.Set Errors Action

New Functionalities

The LWC OmniScript Designer now includes these functionalities.

DescriptionFunctionality

Configure Cancel Options to direct users to different Salesforce
experiences.

Cancel Options

Download the OmniScript LWC to add it to OmniOut.Download Off-Platform LWC

Hide conditional elements in the designer by checking the hide
conditional elements checkbox in the canvas.

Hide Conditional Elements

Added Functionality Support

The LWC OmniScript Designer now supports these functionalities.

DescriptionFunctionality

The SObject mapping section appears in the UI of the Edit Block
properties.

Edit Block SObject Mapping
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DescriptionFunctionality

Collapse the Debug Panel to hide the Data JSON and Action
debugger and preview the OmniScript in a full-width page.

Full-width Preview

Configure custom label translations from the LWC OmniScript
Designer when designing a multi-language OmniScript.

Multi-Language: Custom Label Translations

Changes in Functionality

The File and Image elements no longer contain the Upload to Content Document checkbox property. LWC OmniScripts always upload
files and images to the content document.

Changes and Enhancements for Vlocity Insurance and Health Spring '20

Changes to UI Section Names

DescriptionUI Section Name Classic OS DesignerUI Section Name LWC OS Designer

Lists available elements.Available ComponentsBuild

Drag and drop elements here to build the
script.

StructureCanvas (not labeled)

See higher-level and detailed views of the
script structure.

n/aNavigation Panel (not labeled)

Configure script-wide settings.Script ConfigurationSetup

Changes in Functionality

Classic OS DesignerLWC OS DesignerFunctionality

Activate inactive elements by clicking the
element on the Structure Panel and
activating it on the Properties panel.

Inactive elements disappear from the
canvas. To activate inactive elements, from
Tree View or Slide View of the Navigation
Panel, select the element, then activate it in
the Properties panel.

Activating Inactive Elements

The Cancel link appears on every Step in an
OmniScript. Configure Cancel Options in the
Script Configuration tab.

Add a cancel option to an LWC OmniScript
by configuring the Navigate Action.

Cancel
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Classic OS DesignerLWC OS DesignerFunctionality

In the Properties panel, from the
Conditional View dropdown, select Hide

In the Properties panel, from the
Conditional Type dropdown, select Show

Conditional View

element if false, Set element to readonly ifElement If True, Set Element To Required If
True, or Disable Read Only If True. false, or Set required element to optional if

false.

In Preview, click Data to view full data JSON.
Copy all or parts of the data JSON.

In Preview, view Data JSON. Click clipboard
icon to copy full data JSON.

Data JSON

Edit as JSON to edit all properties available
in the Properties UI.

Property options are not visible when
Editing Properties as JSON. To view the
options in the JSON, first set the property in
the property UI.

Editing Properties as JSON for a Navigation
Action

Drag-and-drop elements onto Structure
Panel. Control element widths with the

Control the width and placement of
elements in a step on the canvas with the

Step Elements Widths

Control Width property in the Properties
panel.

adjustable 12-column horizontal grid and
drag-and-drop features.

View OmniScript in Newport or Lightning
themes in Preview.

View OmniScript in Newport or Lightning
themes in Design and Preview modes.

Theme

In Preview, click Data, click Update to update
preview and reset data fields.

Click the reload icon in Preview to update
preview and reset data fields.

Update Preview

Added Functionality Support

DescriptionFunctionality

In the LWC OmniScript Designer, the SObject Mapping section
does not work. To edit the SObject mapping, use the classic

Edit Block: SObject Mapping

designer. Once the edits are complete, switch back to the LWC
OmniScript Designer to test the mapping.

Functionality Unique to LWC OS Designer

DescriptionFunctionality

Build and manage your script on an adjustable canvas.Canvas
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DescriptionFunctionality

Access In-Product Help to view contextual information and
instruction about elements and properties without leaving your
script.

In-Product Help

Preview how your LWC OmniScript appears on mobile, desktop,
and tablet with the Preview Device feature.

Preview Device

In the Slide View of the Navigation Panel, see a high-level overview
of our OmniScript and navigate between active and inactive
elements.

Slide View

In the Tree View of the Navigation Panel, see a detailed view of
your OmniScript and navigate between active and inactive
elements.

Tree View

Setup Properties Unique to LWC OS Designer

ExampleDescriptionProperty

Customize OmniScript Error MessagesSets a script wide default error message that
displays if an error message for a specific
action does not exist.

Default Error Message

Customize SLDS Design Tokens in
OmniScript

Override Salesforce's Lightning Design
System design tokens.

Lightning Design System Design Token
Overrides

Element Changes

• View elements in Build panel to drag onto the canvas to build your scripts.

• Search for elements in the Build panel.

LWC OmniScript Designer Considerations

The Vlocity LWC OmniScript Designer does not support all of the elements, functionalities, and deployment options available in the
Classic OmniScript Designer.

For information on new features and enhancements exclusive to the LWC OmniScript Designer, and newly supported elements and
properties, see LWC OmniScript Designer Changes and Enhancements.

Considerations for Vlocity Insurance and Health Summer '20

These elements, properties, and functionalities are not supported in Vlocity Insurance and Health Summer '20.
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Unsupported Functionality

• Copy individual Data JSON nodes in Preview

• Delete

• Testing additional data when in Preview

• Close or open all steps

• Select Elements do not highlight dropdown items on keystroke

Considerations for Vlocity Insurance and Health Spring '20

These elements, properties, and functionalities are not supported in Vlocity Insurance and Health Spring '20 .

Unsupported Elements

• Set Errors - Available beginning with Vlocity Insurance and Health Summer '20.

• Matrix Action - Available beginning with Vlocity Insurance and Health Summer '20.

Unsupported Properties

• Edit Block New LWC Component Override - Available beginning with Vlocity Insurance and Health Summer '20

• Edit Block Label LWC Component Override - Available beginning with Vlocity Insurance and Health Summer '20

• Edit Block's SObject Mapping - Available beginning with Vlocity Insurance and Health Summer '20

• Cancel Options. See Enable and Configure Cancel Functionality in an LWC OmniScript - Available beginning with Vlocity Insurance
and Health Summer '20.

Unsupported Functionality

• Multi-language OmniScripts - Available beginning with Vlocity Insurance and Health Summer '20

• Copy Individual Data JSON nodes in Preview

• SEO - Available beginning with Vlocity Insurance and Health Summer '20

• Delete

• Export - Available beginning with Vlocity Insurance and Health Summer '20

• Testing additional data when in Preview

• Full-Width Preview - Available beginning with Vlocity Insurance and Health Summer '20

• Close or open all steps

• Select Elements do not highlight dropdown items on keystroke

Permanently Unsupported

These functionalities, elements, and properties in Vlocity Insurance and Health Spring '20 and future releases.
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• Review Action

• Post to Object Action

• Submit Action

• Done Action

• Persistent Component

• Available For Prefill When Hidden (Prefilled by default)

Access the LWC OmniScript Designer

Access the LWC OmniScript Designer from the Classic OmniScript Designer or the Vlocity OmniScript Designer home page.

Beginning with the Vlocity Insurance and Health Spring '20, the Vlocity LWC OmniScript Designer enables you to preview dynamic web
forms as you build them using a drag-and-drop interface with WYSIWYG editing.

Accessing From Vlocity OmniScript Designer App Home

To access the LWC OmniScript Designer from the Vlocity OmniScript Designer tab, click the down arrow for a version of an LWC Omniscript,
and click Open in LWC OmniScript Designer .

Accessing from Classic OmniScript Designer

To access the LWC OmniScript Designer inside the Classic OmniScript Designer

Accessing from Classic OmniScript Designer
To access the LWC OmniScript Designer inside the Classic OmniScript Designer

1. From the Vlocity OmniScript Designer tab, click an LWC OmniScript, click a version to open the OmniScript Designer.

2. Click Open in LWC OmniScript Designer .

Create an LWC OmniScript in the LWC OmniScript Designer

Create a new LWC OmniScript to build a script in the LWC OmniScript Designer.

Beginning with the Vlocity Insurance and Health Spring '20, the Vlocity LWC OmniScript Designer enables you to preview dynamic web
forms as you build them using a drag-and-drop interface with WYSIWYG editing.

Important: When using an existing OmniScript in the LWC OmniScript Designer, create a new version of the OmniScript to update
the OmniScript's property set. Without a new version, errors may appear in the designer.

To create an LWC OmniScript in the LWC OmniScript Designer:

1. From the Vlocity OmniScript Designer tab, click New.

2. Enter a Name for your OmniScript.

3. Enter a Type, SubType , and Language to create the unique identity of your OmniScript.

4. Select LWC Enabled OmniScript.

5. (Optional) Enter a Description of your OmniScript which displays along with the Name on the Vlocity OmniScript Designer home
page.

6. Click Save.
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7. Click Open in LWC OmniScript Designer .

Next steps, configure your OmniScript.

Set Up an OmniScript in the LWC OmniScript Designer

Configure optional settings for your OmniScript in the Setup panel of the LWC OmniScript Designer, such as making your OmniScript
reusable or enabling tracking.

Before You Begin

Create an OmniScript. See Create an LWC OmniScript.

1. From your OmniScript, click Setup to view the Setup panel.

2. Configure specific Setup properties. See Setup and Script Configuration Reference.

Create the Script Structure

Create the logic that executes when the script runs, by building a hierarchical structure of Actions and Steps.

Actions outside steps perform actions for the entire script, such as getting, posting, evaluating, and transforming data. Steps typically
include Block, Input, and Display elements, but can also include Actions as buttons and Functions specific to the step. Each page of an
OmniScript is called a Step and can contain Group elements, such as Blocks, Input elements, such as Checkboxes, Actions, such as Email
Actions, and Functions, such as Formulas.
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Build an LWC OmniScript with Elements in the LWC OmniScript Designer

Drag elements and entire OmniScripts from the Build panel onto the canvas to build your scripts in the OmniScript Designer.

Follow the hierarchical structure of Actions and Steps to build your script. Actions outside steps perform actions for the entire script,
such as getting, posting, evaluating, and transforming data. Steps typically include Block, Input, and Display elements, but can also
include Actions as buttons and Functions specific to the step.

Script Structure

• Create an OmniScript.

• Set up your OmniScript with optional settings.

1. From OmniScript, click Build to open the Build panel.

2. (Optional) Populate data fields in your OmniScript. To populate the script's data fields, click Actions, and drag the DataRaptor
Extract Action onto the canvas.

• Enter a name in the Name field.

• From the DataRaptor Extract Action dropdown, select a DataRaptor that retrieves data from one or more related Salesforce
objects.

• (Optional) Configure other DataRaptor Extract Action properties.
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To execute more than one server call to fetch data, use an Integration Procedure or an Action Block.

3. (Optional) Enable canceling out of an OmniScript and navigating to a different Salesforce experience, add a Cancel action.

4. To create a page for your form, click Groups, and drag Step on to the canvas.

To populate your form with data fields and other elements, click the down arrow on the step, and drag elements from the Build
panel into the step.

Actions placed inside a step render as buttons.

5. To post changes made to data fields, enter a name in the Name field.

6. From the DataRaptor Post Action dropdown, select a DataRaptor that posts data back to Salesforce. To execute more than one
server call to fetch data, use an Integration Procedure or an Action Block.

7. To end the OmniScript and return the user either to where the script was launched or a custom URL, click Actions, and drag a
Navigate Action onto the canvas.

8. To configure the Navigate Action, click the help icon (?) next to the Navigate Action Properties title in the Properties panel.

Next steps, configure your elements.

Configure Elements in the LWC OmniScript Designer

Configure elements for your OmniScript in the Properties panel of the designer when an element is selected, such as the name, label,
and instructions for a step element.

• Create an OmniScript.

• Set up your OmniScript with optional settings.

• Add elements to your OmniScript.

1. From your OmniScript, click an element on the canvas or the Navigation Panel to open the Properties panel.

2. Enter values for any required fields marked with an asterisk (*), such as the Name field of a Text input element.

3. (Optional) Enter values for optional fields, such as the Placeholder and Label fields of a Text input element.

4. (Optional) To learn more about a specific property, hover over the tooltip icon (i) next to the name of the property.

5. (Optional) For detailed documentation about your selected element, select the help icon (?) next to the name of the property.
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6. To activate the element, click Active.

Activate Elements in the LWC OmniScript Designer

Activate an inactive element by selecting the element in the Navigation Panel of the OmniScript Designer.

When an element is deactivated, it disappars from the canvas. View inactive and active steps and actions placed outside of steps in the
Slide View of the Navigation Panel. View all inactive and active elements, including those inside steps, in the Tree View of the Navigation
Panel.
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1. From OmniScript, in the Navigation panel, click the Tree View icon.

2. (Optional) If you are activating an action outside of a step or a step, you may also click the Slide View icon to activate the element.

3. Click the action, step, or element inside of a step that you want to activate.

4. In the Properties panel, click Activate.

Preview an OmniScript in the LWC OmniScript Designer

View the LWC OmniScript's appearance and functionality by previewing the OmniScript in the LWC OmniScript Designer.

Before You Begin

• Create an OmniScript. See Create an LWC OmniScript in the LWC OmniScript Designer.

• Set up your OmniScript with optional settings. See Set Up an OmniScript in the LWC OmniScript Designer .

• Add elements to your OmniScript. Build an LWC OmniScript with Elements in the LWC OmniScript Designer.

• Configure your OmniScript elements. See Configure Elements in the LWC OmniScript Designer

1. In your OmniScript, click Preview.

2. For additional preview options, select these properties:

• Context ID: If your OmniScript does not have a Set Values Action that defines a ContextId, to preview the form with test data,
enter a record ID.

Important: Using Set Values Action to set the context ID only works in preview.

Note: Confirm that a Context Id is defined in your data source. For example, if you have a DataRaptor Extract Action that
gets account records, you must have an Input Parameter whose Data Source is ContextId, and whose Filter Value
is the DataRaptor Extract's output name, such as AccountId.

• Preview Device: To preview how your OmniScript appears on different devices, select Mobile, Tablet, or Desktop.

• Theme: Preview your OmniScript with a Lightning or Newport theme.

• To reset data fields in your OmniScript after making changes, click the reload icon.

3. (Optional) Hide the Data JSON and Action Debugger by clicking X. Display the Data JSON and Action again by clicking the debug
panel button that appears when the panel closes.
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Test Data in the LWC OmniScript Designer

Test your OmniScript in the LWC OmniScript Designer by adding test data, viewing the data JSON, and debugging action requests and
response data.

Add Test Data to an OmniScript

Add test data to an OmniScript from the OmniScript Designer.

View an OmniScript’s Data JSON

View data JSON after adding test data in an OmniScript.

View and Debug Action Requests and Response Data

After viewing your OmniScript data JSON in the OmniScript Designer, view and debug action requests and response data.

Add Test Data to an OmniScript
Add test data to an OmniScript from the OmniScript Designer.

1. From OmniScript, click Preview.

2. If your OmniScript does not have a SetValues action that defines a ContextId, to preview the form with data, enter a record ID in the
Context ID field.

Note: Confirm that a ContextId is defined in your data source. For example, if you have a DataRaptor Extract Action that gets
account records, you must have an Input Parameter whose Data Source is ContextId, and whose Filter Value is the
DataRaptor Extract's output name, such as AccountId.

View an OmniScript’s Data JSON
View data JSON after adding test data in an OmniScript.

1. View the JSON Data in the Data JSON.

2. (Optional) Click the clipboard icon to copy the full JSON.
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View and Debug Action Requests and Response Data
After viewing your OmniScript data JSON in the OmniScript Designer, view and debug action requests and response data.

1. Click Action Debugger to open the debug console.

2. (Optional) Search for an action name in the Search field.

3. (Optional) To copy a specific node, click the clipboard icon next to the node. For example, copy Remote Options in a DataRaptor
Extract Action.
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4. (Optional) To clear the debug console, click Clear Logs.

5. (Optional) Click the reload icon to repopulate the debug console with new action request and response data.

Upgrade an LWC OmniScript's Property Set

When using an existing OmniScript in the LWC OmniScript Designer, create a new version of the OmniScript to update the OmniScript's
property set.

Without a new version, errors could appear in the designer. Prevent or resolve this error by upgrading the OmniScript's property set.

1. From your OmniScript, click New Version to trigger a class that adds any missing JSON properties.

2. Repeat the process for any older or imported OmniScripts.

LWC OmniScript Changes and Enhancements

Beginning with the Vlocity Insurance and Health Summer '19 and Vlocity Communications, Media, and Energy Fall '19 releases, Vlocity
supports the Salesforce Lightning Web Component programming model.

Changes in functionality affect how you must configure an LWC OmniScript and how an LWC OmniScript performs.

Beginning with the Vlocity Insurance and Health Summer '19 and Vlocity Communications, Media, and Energy Fall '19 releases, Vlocity
supports the Salesforce Lightning Web Component programming model.

Changes and Enhancements for Vlocity Insurance and Health and Vlocity CME Summer '20

All of the LWC OmniScript changes and enhancements apply to both the LWC OmniScript Designer and the Classic OmniScript Designer.
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Download the LWC HTML, CSS, and ReadMe files for this release by clicking here.

LWC OmniOut

Run an OmniScript on an external site by using the LWC OmniOut in your external application. OmniOut enables apps to run an OmniScript
that connects to Salesforce and external APIs to send and receive data.

Added OmniScript Element Support

LWC OmniScript supports these elements:

Angular BehaviorLWC BehaviorElement

No changeNo changePDF Action

New Properties

New LWC OmniScript properties appear in the LWC OmniScript Designer only.

Added Property Support

LWC OmniScript supports these OmniScript properties:

Angular BehaviorLWC BehaviorProperty

No changeNo changeEnable Unload Warning

New Functionalities

These new functionalities are exclusive to LWC OmniScripts:

DescriptionFunctionality

A browser's forward and back buttons navigate an LWC OmniScript
to the next or previous Step.

Browser Navigation

Add custom styling for right-to-left languages using static
resources.

Custom Styling Support for RTL Language

Download the OmniScript LWC to add it to OmniOut.Download Off-Platform LWC

Type Ahead's Google Maps functionality returns an expanded
response containing more JSON nodes.

Expanded Google Maps Response Node

Readability has been improved for screenreaders.Improved Readability
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DescriptionFunctionality

Pass a value in the c__messagingKey URL parameter to change
the node that stores the messaging payload for
window.postMessage and session storage message.

Messaging Framework

Custom LWC Elements are usable in a non-repeatable Block
element. The Block cannot be nested.

Place Custom LWC Elements in Blocks

Add OmniOut to an application to run OmniScripts on a third-party
website.

Run OmniScripts with OmniOut

Provide translations for tooltip help text in multi-language
OmniScripts by defining and adding custom labels.

Translate Tooltip Help Text in Multi-Language OmniScripts

Added Functionality Support

LWC OmniScript supports these OmniScript functionalities:

Angular BehaviorLWC BehaviorFunctionality

No changeMulti-language and single language
OmniScripts provide beta support for
right-to-left languages.

Beta support for right-to-left languages

No changePreview how your OmniScript displays on
a mobile device by Lightning App Builder's
device view to Phone.

Mobile View in App Builder

Changes and Enhancements for Vlocity Insurance and Health Spring '20 and Vlocity CME Summer '20

Download the HTML, CSS, and ReadMe files for this release by clicking here.

New Elements

These new elements are available in LWC OmniScripts.

DescriptionElement

Groups Action elements together to enable backend calls to fire
asynchronously using the same configuration.

Action Block

Invokes a DataRaptor Turbo Extract.DataRaptor Turbo Extract Action
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Added OmniScript Element Support

LWC OmniScript supports these elements:

Angular BehaviorLWC BehaviorElement

Calculation Action's Pre-Transform
DataRaptor Interface and Post-Transform

Calculation Action's Pre-Transform
DataRaptor Interface and Post-Transform

Calculation Action

DataRaptor Interface properties are now inDataRaptor Interface properties are now in
the remote properties section. This enablesthe remote properties section. This enables
both DataRaptors to run in a single Apex
call.

both DataRaptors to run in a single Apex
call.

No changeNo changeDelete Action

No changeNo changeDisclosure

No changeNo changeMatrix Action

No changeNo changeSet Errors Action

New Properties

These new properties are exclusive to LWC OmniScripts:

DescriptionProperty

Pass an Extra Payload's Key/Value pairs without sending an
OmniScript's data JSON by using the Send Only Extra Payload

Send only Extra Payload

property available in these actions: Calculation Action, HTTP Action,
Integration Procedure Action, and Remote Action.

Steps support the pubsub, window post message, and session
storage message properties.

Step: Messaging Framework

Added Property Support

LWC OmniScript supports these OmniScript properties:

Angular BehaviorLWC BehaviorProperty

The element's Read Only property takes
precedence.

The conditional view property takes
precedence over an element's Read Only
property.

Conditional View: Set element to readonly
if false
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Angular BehaviorLWC BehaviorProperty

The element's Required property takes
precedence.

The conditional view property takes
precedence over an element's Required
property.

Conditional View: Set required element to
optional if false

No changeNo changeRepeat

New Functionalities

These new functionalities are exclusive to LWC OmniScripts:

DescriptionFunctionality

Add custom styling to an OmniScript using a custom style sheet
static resource.

Custom Stylesheet Static Resource

Create LWC OmniScripts or convert Angular OmniScripts with a
Type that begins with an uppercase letter with no additional
configuration.

Enable LWC OmniScripts with UpperCase Type

Display OmniScripts inline in Community and Lightning pages.Inline OmniScripts

Direct users to an App, Community Named Page, Logout, or Login
page using the Navigate Action.

Navigate to Additional PageReference Types

Override an Edit Block LWC, Edit Block New LWC, and Edit Block
Label LWC, to add custom functionality and styling to an Edit Block.

Override the Edit Block LWC

Extend and override the OmniScript Modal LWC.Override the Model LWC

Override the Save For Later Acknowledgment LWC to add
customizations.

Override the Save For Later Acknowledgement LWC

The LWC Type Ahead element's LWC Component Override field
overrides the Type Ahead component instead of overriding the
Type Ahead Block component.

Override the Type Ahead LWC

Enable OmniScripts to appear in online searches and direct users
to specific Steps in the OmniScript by configuring OmniScript's
SEO options.

SEO OmniScripts

Add customizations to SLDS Design Tokens in the OmniScript.SLDS Token Override
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DescriptionFunctionality

Store the state of an OmniScript's progression in the URL to direct
users to specific Steps in an OmniScript and temporarily store data.

Stateful OmniScripts

The Navigate Action supports time tracking. The action is tracked
in the StepActionTime time tracking entry.

Time Tracking in Navigate Action

Added Functionality Support

LWC OmniScript supports these OmniScript functionalities:

Angular BehaviorLWC BehaviorFunctionality

The Cancel button options appear in the
Script Configuration's Cancel Options
section.

Add a cancel option to an LWC OmniScript
by configuring the Navigate Action.

Cancel

Use templates to add customizations to the
Card.

Override the Card with an LWC to add
customizations.

Edit Block Cards

Multi-Language OmniScripts • Angular Multi-Language OmniScripts
cannot use LWCs.

• Add and access custom labels in custom
LWCs.

• Provides Beta support for right-to-left
languages.

• Supports right-to-left languages

• Requires different custom label
translations• Requires different custom label

translations

Changes and Enhancements for Vlocity Insurance and Health Winter '20 and Vlocity CME Winter '20

New Properties

These new properties are exclusive to LWC OmniScripts:

DescriptionProperty

Enables custom action messages to render under an action's
loading spinner when an Action runs.

Action Message

Enables Knowledge base articles to display in a separate Lightning
web component in a Lightning page.

Display Outside OmniScript
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DescriptionProperty

Enables a saved OmniScript to merge data into an updated version
of the OmniScript.

Merge Saved Data JSON into updated OmniScript

Added Property Support

LWC OmniScript supports these OmniScript properties:

• Console Tab Title and Console Tab Icon

• Custom Tracking Data

• Enable Tracking

• Fetch Picklist Values At Script Load

• Hide

• Knowledge

• Repeat - Only Block elements are supported

New Functionalities

These new functionalities are exclusive to LWC OmniScripts:

• Make remote calls from any custom LWC using the Common Action Utility. .

• View Knowledge Base articles outside of the OmniScript using the Vlocity OmniScript Knowledge Base Component.

• Pass parameters into LWC OmniScripts in a Community.

• Launch an OmniScript from a Card in a Community.

• Override the default save for later error message with a custom message.

• Pass events to an LWC OmniScript in the c_vlocEvents  parameter, and fire the event by configuring the Navigate Action.

• Hide the Next and Previous button on a Step by setting the width for each button to 0.

• Override the Step Chart Lightning web component.

• The OmniScript Base Mixin component includes methods to enable these functionalities:

– Navigating to a Step

– Saving a state in a disconnected callback

– Clearing a saved state when a user navigates to a previous Step

– Making remote calls

– Applying response data to an OmniScript's data JSON

• In LWC OmniScripts, validation runs when a user clicks out of a field by using the onBlur function. In Angular OmniScripts, validation
runs when a user types in a field by using the onChange function.
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To enable the LWC OmniScript to run validation when a user types:

– In the Setup properties, click Edit as JSON.

– Add the property "commitOnChange": true.

– Preview the behavior.

Note: In LWC OmniScripts, the onChange behavior runs after a half-second delay.

Added Functionality Support

LWC OmniScript supports these OmniScript functionalities:

• Displaying Knowledgebase articles in OmniScript.

• Saving and resuming OmniScripts. Saving and resuming LWC OmniScripts requires additional configuration due to new behavior.

• Group elements support the validation framework. For example, when a Group element, such as a Block, is hidden, validation does
not apply to any element inside of the hidden group element.

• Prefilling repeatable blocks.

Added OmniScript Element Support

LWC OmniScript supports these elements:

Angular BehaviorLWC BehaviorElement

No changeNo changeBlock

Edit Block uses HTML templates to display
different Edit Block styles.

The Edit Block replaces HTML templates
with the Select Modes property.

Edit Block

No changeNo changeEmail Action

No changeNo changeDocuSign Envelope

The Visualforce page does not exist.LWC OmniScripts use a new Visuaforce page
to render the DocuSign Signature modal.

DocuSign Signature

To use the DocuSign Signature Action in
Communities, add user profile permission
for the Visualforce page.

Supports uploads up to 25 MB.Supports uploads up to 2GB.File

Note: The Image and File elements
do not work in the LWC preview due
to a Salesforce limitation. When
Image and File elements are required
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Angular BehaviorLWC BehaviorElement

in a Step, the LWC Preview cannot
advance past the Step. Vlocity
recommends marking File and Image
elements as Required only before
activating the OmniScript.

Supports uploads up to 25 MB.Supports uploads up to 2 GB.Image

Note: The Image and File elements
do not work in the LWC preview
because they use Salesforce
components. When Image and File
elements are required in a Step, the
LWC Preview cannot advance past
the Step. Vlocity recommends
marking File and Image elements as
Required only before activating the
OmniScript.

Validation runs when a user types.Validation runs when a user clicks out of a
field.

Messaging

No changeNo changePassword

There is no progress-bar componentThe Type Ahead Block displays a progress
bar instead of a spinner when retrieving data
results.

Type Ahead Block

Changes and Enhancements for Vlocity Insurance and Health Summer '19 and Vlocity Communications, Media, and Energy
Fall '19

Changes in Functionality

Angular BehaviorLWC BehaviorFunctionality

Angular supports all Conditional View
options.

LWC supports Hide element if false.Conditional View

Displays the Currency symbolOptionally display a Currency code in
addition to the Currency symbol.

Currency Element
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Angular BehaviorLWC BehaviorFunctionality

Angular cannot test additional data.In addition to the ContextId functionality,
test data in the OmniScript's Data panel by
adding Key/Value pairs.

Data Preview

HTTP Actions calling Apex do not require a
Remote Site.

To use an HTTP Action that calls Apex, you
must add the Salesforce org's domain into
a Remote Site's Remote Site URL field.

HTTP Action for Integration Procedures

Angular does not support placeholder text
in Input fields.

LWC supports placeholder text in Input
fields.

Input Fields

Clicking the How to Launch an Activated
Script opens a modal that contains

The How to Launch Activated Script
modal now displays an LWC tab that

Launching an Activated Script

information on embedding an OmniScript
and launching an OmniScript from a URL.

provides code to embed or launch a URL
addressable LWC OmniScript.

Angular OmniScripts do not use pure SLDS.LWC OmniScripts use pure SLDS.Lightning

Angular OmniScripts support previewing
Inactive and Active OmniScripts with
custom templates.

OmniScripts using custom Lightning web
components must be active before
previewing.

Previewing an OmniScript

Single-step rendering • Loads all of the OmniScript's Steps
when the OmniScript first loads

• LWC OmniScripts load and render Steps
individually, resulting in faster initial
load times

• The OmniScript's data JSON is present
for every Step after the initial load• Actions receive smaller data sets

because the data JSON only contains
• Actions receive the entire set of data

JSON that is present
prefilled data and data from Steps that
have rendered

• Merge fields in future Steps can access
the data JSON

• Data, including data from previous
Steps, is accessible to a Step containing
conditionals, formulas, and merge fields
once the Step renders

• Formulas in future Steps can access the
data JSON

• Previously loaded Steps containing
conditionals, formulas, and merge fields
can evaluate data JSON when it
becomes available

• A future Step containing conditionals,
formulas, and merge fields will not have
access to the data JSON until the Step
renders
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Angular BehaviorLWC BehaviorFunctionality

• Prefill data present in the data JSON
loads into a Step once the Step renders

Step Chart Navigation • Advance to a future Step by clicking the
Step in the Step Chart if no Actions exist
between the Steps.

• Navigating to a future step is not
possible, even if there are no Actions
between the Steps

• •Navigate back to any previously loaded
Step by clicking the Step in the Step
Chart.

Navigate back to a previously loaded
step by clicking the Step in the Step
Chart.

Merge fields are not usable in the Step
Instruction field.

Merge fields are usable in the Step
Instruction field.

Step Instruction Field

The OmniScript's Type must be a unique
name that is not case-sensitive. For example,

An LWC OmniScript's Type must begin with
a lowercase letter. You cannot use

Type

if a Type named Test  exists, you cannot
enter test  as a Type.

case-sensitivity to define a Type's unique
name if another OmniScript with the same
Type exists. For example, if you have an
Angular OmniScript with an existing Type
named Test, you cannot create an LWC
OmniScript with a Type named test.

UI Validation • Validation runs when a User types• Validation runs when a User clicks out
of a field

• When a User submits a step, error
messages appear in a modal• Validation runs when a User submits a

Step

Note: The Step always runs the
validation and ignores the Step's
Validation Required property.

• When a User submits a Step, error
messages appear inline with the
Element

• Validation runs for typed values and
values set by an API

• Validation methods are accessible in
custom Lightning web components.

Accepts a pattern of
http://www.xyz.com

Accepts a broader range of URL patterns,
including:

URL Element

• http://www.xyz.com
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Angular BehaviorLWC BehaviorFunctionality

• https://www.xyz.com

• www.xyz.com

• test.xyz.com

Script Configuration Properties Exclusive to LWC OmniScripts

ExamplePurposeProperty

Activate and Deploy OmniScriptsRedeploy an active OmniScript if the
previously generated LWC OmniScript fails
to deploy by clicking Deploy LWC.

Deploy LWC

n/aReview the auto-generated OmniScript LWC
by clicking Download LWC.

Download LWC

Add Custom Lightning Web Components
to an OmniScript

Enables a custom Lightning web
component to override all elements of a
specific Element Type.

Element Type To LWC Component Mapping

Create an LWC OmniScriptEnables the OmniScript to use the Vlocity
Lightning Web Component framework.

Enable LWC

Right:Exclusive to LWC OmniScripts using
Lightning styling, set the Step Chart to

Step Chart Options

display to the right, to the left, or on top of
the OmniScript.

Left:

Top:
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ExamplePurposeProperty

Elements Exclusive to LWC OmniScripts

DescriptionElement

The Custom LWC element enables custom components that do
not extend an OmniScript element to exist in OmniScript.

Custom LWC

The Navigate Action enables the OmniScript to open different
Salesforce experiences and external endpoints.

Navigate Action

Element Changes

• Elements that support Lightning web components display a Lightning icon in the available components section of an OmniScript.

• The LWC Component Override property enables custom Lightning web components to override an individual element's component.

LWC OmniScript Element Availability

This page lists each LWC OmniScript element's availability by release.

LWC OmniScripts For information on unsupported elements, properties, and functionalities, see LWC OmniScript Considerations.

Added Elements for Vlocity Insurance and Health and Vlocity CME Summer '20

Angular BehaviorLWC BehaviorElement

No changeNo changePDF Action
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Added Elements for Vlocity Insurance and Health Spring '20

Angular BehaviorLWC BehaviorElement

n/aGroups Action elements together to enable
backend calls to fire asynchronously using
the same configuration.

Action Block

Calculation Action's Pre-Transform
DataRaptor Interface and Post-Transform

Calculation Action's Pre-Transform
DataRaptor Interface and Post-Transform

Calculation Action

DataRaptor Interface properties are now inDataRaptor Interface properties are now in
the remote properties section. This enablesthe remote properties section. This enables
both DataRaptors to run in a single Apex
call.

both DataRaptors to run in a single Apex
call.

No changeNo changeDataRaptor Turbo Action

No changeNo changeDelete Action

No changeNo changeDisclosure

No changeNo changeMatrix Action

No changeNo changeSet Errors Action

Added Elements for Vlocity Insurance and Health Winter '20 and Vlocity CME Winter '20

Angular BehaviorLWC BehaviorElement

No changeNo changeBlock

Edit Block uses HTML templates to display
different Edit Block styles.

The Edit Block replaces HTML templates
with the Select Modes property. For more
information, see Configure an Edit Block.

Edit Block

No changeNo changeEmail Action

No changeNo changeDocuSign Envelope

The Visualforce page does not exist.LWC OmniScripts use a new Visuaforce page
to render the DocuSign Signature modal.

DocuSign Signature

To use the DocuSign Signature Action in
Communities, add user profile permission
for the Visualforce page. For more
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Angular BehaviorLWC BehaviorElement

information, see Using the DocuSign
Signature Action to Sign Documents From
Within an OmniScript.

Supports uploads up to 25 MB.Supports uploads up to 2GB. For more
information, see Upload Files and Images in
OmniScripts.

File

Note: The Image and File elements
do not work in the LWC preview due
to a Salesforce limitation. When
Image and File elements are required
in a Step, the LWC Preview cannot
advance past the Step. Vlocity
recommends marking File and Image
elements as Required only before
activating the OmniScript.

Supports uploads up to 25 MB.Supports uploads up to 2 GB. For more
information, see Upload Files and Images in
OmniScripts.

Image

Note: The Image and File elements
do not work in the LWC preview
because they use Salesforce
components. When Image and File
elements are required in a Step, the
LWC Preview cannot advance past
the Step. Vlocity recommends
marking File and Image elements as
Required only before activating the
OmniScript.

Validation runs when a user types.Validation runs when a user clicks out of a
field. See Display Messages in OmniScripts.

Messaging

No changeNo changePassword

There is no progress-bar componentThe Type Ahead Block displays a progress
bar instead of a spinner when retrieving data

Type Ahead Block

results. See ProgressBar Lightning web
component ReadMe.
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Added Elements for Vlocity Insurance and Health Summer '19 and Vlocity Communications, Media, and Energy Fall '19

Angular BehaviorLWC BehaviorElement

No changeNo changeAggregate

No changeNo changeCheckbox

Displays the Currency symbolOptionally display a Currency code in
addition to the Currency symbol.

Currency Element

n/aThe Custom LWC element enables custom
components that do not extend an
OmniScript element to exist in OmniScript.

Custom LWC

No changeNo changeDataRaptor Extract Action

No changeNo changeDataRaptor Post Action

No changeNo changeDataRaptor Transform Action

No changeNo changeDate

No changeNo changeDate/Time

No changeNo changeEmail

No changeNo changeFormula

HTTP Actions calling Apex do not require a
Remote Site.

To use an HTTP Action that calls Apex, you
must add the Salesforce org's domain into
a Remote Site's Remote Site URL field. For

HTTP Action for Integration Procedures

more information, see Adding Remote Site
Settings.

No changeNo changeIntegration Procedure Action

No changeNo changeLine Break

No changeNo changeLookup

No changeNo changeMulti-select
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Angular BehaviorLWC BehaviorElement

n/aThe Navigate Action enables the OmniScript
to open different Salesforce experiences and
external endpoints.

Navigate Action

No changeNo changeNumber

No changeNo changeRadio

No changeNo changeRadio Group

No changeNo changeRange

No changeNo changeRemote Action

No changeNo changeSelect

No changeNo changeSet Values

Step • Loads all of the OmniScript's Steps
when the OmniScript first loads

• Prefill data present in the data JSON
loads into a Step once the Step renders

• A future Step containing conditionals,
formulas, and merge fields will not have

• The OmniScript's data JSON is present
for every Step after the initial load

access to the data JSON until the Step
renders • Actions receive the entire set of data

JSON that is present
• Previously loaded Steps containing

conditionals, formulas, and merge fields • Merge fields in future Steps can access
the data JSONcan evaluate data JSON when it

becomes available • Formulas in future Steps can access the
data JSON• Data, including data from previous

Steps, is accessible to a Step containing
conditionals, formulas, and merge fields
once the Step renders

• Actions receive smaller data sets
because the data JSON only contains
prefilled data and data from Steps that
have rendered

• LWC OmniScripts load and render Steps
individually, resulting in faster initial
load times

• Validation runs when a User submits a
Step
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Angular BehaviorLWC BehaviorElement

Note: The Step always runs the
validation and ignores the Step's
Validation Required property.

• When a User submits a Step, error
messages appear inline with the
Element

• Merge fields are usable in the Step
Instruction field.

No changeNo changeText

No changeNo changeText Area

No changeDoes not insert data into the data JSONText Block

No changeNo changeTime

Accepts a pattern of
http://www.xyz.com

Accepts a broader range of URL patterns,
including:

URL Element

• http://www.xyz.com

• https://www.xyz.com

• www.xyz.com

• test.xyz.com

LWC OmniScript Considerations

Beginning with the Vlocity Insurance and Health Summer '19 and Vlocity Communications, Media, and Energy Fall '19 releases, Vlocity
supports the Salesforce Lightning Web Component programming model.

LWC OmniScripts do not support all of the elements, functionalities, and deployment options that Angular OmniScripts support. For
information on new features that are exclusive to LWC OmniScripts and newly supported elements and properties, see LWC OmniScript
Changes and Enhancements.

Permanently Unsupported

The elements and functionalities in this section are permanently unsupported in LWC OmniScripts.

Unsupported Elements

• Done Action - The Done Action has been replaced with the Navigate Action

• Filter Block
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• Headline

• Input Block

• Post to Object Action

• Review Action

• Selectable Items

• Submit Action

Unsupported Functionality

Angular OmniScript's Cart Component functionality is permanently unsupported.

Considerations for Vlocity Insurance and Health and Vlocity CME Summer '20

These considerations apply to Vlocity Insurance and Health Summer '20.

Unsupported Properties

• Mask is not supported in the Currency element

• Min and Max in a Date Element

• Merge fields in a Range Element

Unsupported Functionalities

• Click Tracking

• Text Block does not insert data into the data JSON

Considerations for Vlocity Insurance and Health Spring '20

These considerations apply to Vlocity Insurance and Health Spring '20.

Unsupported Elements

Vlocity plans to add support for the elements on this page in future releases. LWC compatible elements display a Lightning icon in the
Available Components panel of an OmniScript. Unsupported elements are still available in the available components section. However,
unsupported elements will not render in a Lightning Web Component OmniScript.

• PDF Action - Available beginning with Vlocity Insurance and Health Summer '20

Unsupported Properties

• Cancel Options - Available beginning with Vlocity Insurance and Health Summer '20. In Vlocity Insurance and Health Spring '20,
cancel behavior is provided by the Navigate Action. See Enable and Configure Cancel Functionality in an LWC OmniScript

• Mask is not supported in the Currency element

• Min and Max in a Date Element
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• Merge fields in a Range Element

Unsupported Functionalities

• Clicking a browser's forward and back button to navigate steps in an OmniScript - Available beginning with Vlocity Insurance and
Health Summer '20.

• Click Tracking

• Text Block does not insert data into the data JSON

Unsupported Deployments

LWC OmniScripts do not support any off-platform deployment. For more information, see Deploying OmniScripts Off-Platform with
OmniOut. Available beginning with Vlocity Insurance and Health Summer '20.

Considerations for Vlocity Insurance and Health Winter '20 and Vlocity CME Winter '20

These considerations apply to Vlocity Insurance and Health Winter '20.

Unsupported Elements

Vlocity plans to add support for the elements on this page in future releases. LWC compatible elements display a Lightning icon in the
Available Components panel of an OmniScript. Unsupported elements are still available in the available components section. However,
unsupported elements will not render in a Lightning Web Component OmniScript.

• Calculation Action - Available starting with Vlocity Insurance and Health Spring '20.

• Delete Action - Available starting with Vlocity Insurance and Health Spring '20.

• Disclosure - Available starting with Vlocity Insurance and Health Spring '20.

• Matrix Action - Available starting with Vlocity Insurance and Health Spring '20

• PDF Action - Available beginning with Vlocity Insurance and Health Summer '20.

• Set Errors - Available starting with Vlocity Insurance and Health Spring '20

Unsupported Properties

• Cancel Button - Beginning with Vlocity Insurance and Health Spring '20, Cancel behavior is provided by the Navigate Action. See
Enable and Configure Cancel Functionality in an LWC OmniScript

• Cancel Options - Available beginning with Vlocity Insurance and Health Summer '20. In Vlocity Insurance and Health Spring '20,
cancel behavior is provided by the Navigate Action. See Enable and Configure Cancel Functionality in an LWC OmniScript

• Conditional - Required - Available starting with Vlocity Insurance and Health Spring '20

• Conditional - Read Only - Available starting with Vlocity Insurance and Health Spring '20

• Mask is not supported in the Currency element

• Min and Max in a Date Element

• Merge fields in a Range Element
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• Post-Transform DataRaptor Interface in Remote Properties - Available starting with Vlocity Insurance and Health Spring '20

• Pre-Transform DataRaptor Interface in Remote Properties - Available starting with Vlocity Insurance and Health Spring '20

• Repeatable element - Available Vlocity Insurance and Health Spring '20.Block supports the Repeat property starting with Vlocity
Insurance and Health Winter '20 and Vlocity CME Winter '20

Unsupported Functionalities

• Clicking a browser's forward and back button to navigate steps in an OmniScript - Available beginning with Vlocity Insurance and
Health Summer '20.

• Click Tracking

• Multi-language OmniScripts - Available starting with Vlocity Insurance and Health Spring '20

• Text Block does not insert data into the data JSON

Unsupported Deployments

LWC OmniScripts do not support any off-platform deployment. For more information, see Deploying OmniScripts Off-Platform with
OmniOut. Available beginning with Vlocity Insurance and Health Summer '20.

Considerations for Vlocity Insurance and Health Summer '19 and Vlocity Communications, Media, and Energy Fall '19

These considerations apply to Vlocity Insurance and Health Summer '19 and Vlocity Communications, Media, and Energy Fall '19.

Unsupported Elements

Vlocity plans to add support for the elements on this page in future releases. LWC compatible elements display a Lightning icon in the
Available Components panel of an OmniScript. Unsupported elements are still available in the available components section. However,
unsupported elements will not render in a Lightning Web Component OmniScript.

• Block - Available starting with Vlocity Insurance and Health Winter '20 and Vlocity CME Winter '20

• Calculation Action - Available starting with Vlocity Insurance and Health Spring '20

• Delete Action - Available starting with Vlocity Insurance and Health Spring '20

• Disclosure - Available starting with Vlocity Insurance and Health Spring '20.

• Docusign - Available starting with Vlocity Insurance and Health Winter '20 and Vlocity CME Winter '20

• Edit Block - Available starting with Vlocity Insurance and Health Winter '20 and Vlocity CME Winter '20

• Email Action - Available starting with Vlocity Insurance and Health Winter '20 and Vlocity CME Winter '20

• File - Available starting with Vlocity Insurance and Health Winter '20 and Vlocity CME Winter '20

• Image - Available starting with Vlocity Insurance and Health Winter '20 and Vlocity CME Winter '20

• Matrix Action - Available starting with Vlocity Insurance and Health Spring '20

• Messaging - Available starting with Vlocity Insurance and Health Winter '20 and Vlocity CME Winter '20

• Password - Available starting with Vlocity Insurance and Health Winter '20 and Vlocity CME Winter '20
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• PDF Action - Available beginning with Vlocity Insurance and Health Summer '20.

• Set Errors - Available starting with Vlocity Insurance and Health Spring '20

• Type Ahead Block - Available starting with Vlocity Insurance and Health Winter '20 and Vlocity CME Winter '20

Unsupported Properties

• Cancel Button - Beginning with Vlocity Insurance and Health Spring '20, Cancel behavior is provided by the Navigate Action. See
Enable and Configure Cancel Functionality in an LWC OmniScript

• Cancel Options - Beginning with Vlocity Insurance and Health Spring '20, Cancel behavior is provided by the Navigate Action. See
Enable and Configure Cancel Functionality in an LWC OmniScript

• Conditional - Required - Available starting with Vlocity Insurance and Health Spring '20

• Conditional - Read Only - Available starting with Vlocity Insurance and Health Spring '20

• Mask is not supported in the Currency element

• Min and Max in a Date Element

• Hide - Available starting with Vlocity Insurance and Health Winter '20 and Vlocity CME Winter '20

• Knowledge Component - Available starting with Vlocity Insurance and Health Winter '20 and Vlocity CME Winter '20

• Post-Transform DataRaptor Interface in Remote Properties - Available starting with Vlocity Insurance and Health Spring '20

• Pre-Transform DataRaptor Interface in Remote Properties - Available starting with Vlocity Insurance and Health Spring '20

• Merge fields in a Range Element

• Repeatable element - Available for the Block element starting with Vlocity Insurance and Health Winter '20 and Vlocity CME Winter
'20

• Save for Later - Available starting with Vlocity Insurance and Health Winter '20 and Vlocity CME Winter '20

Unsupported Functionalities

• Clicking a browser's forward and back button to navigate steps in an OmniScript - Available beginning with Vlocity Insurance and
Health Summer '20.

• Click Tracking

• Console Tab Title and Icon - Available starting with Vlocity Insurance and Health Winter '20 and Vlocity CME Winter '20

• Custom Tracking Data - Available starting with Vlocity Insurance and Health Winter '20 and Vlocity CME Winter '20

• Multi-language OmniScripts - Available beginning with Vlocity Insurance and Health Summer '20.

• Fetching picklist values when an OmniScript loads - Available starting with Vlocity Insurance and Health Winter '20 and Vlocity CME
Winter '20

• Text Block does not insert data into the data JSON

• Time tracking - Available starting with Vlocity Insurance and Health Winter '20 and Vlocity CME Winter '20
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Unsupported Deployments

LWC OmniScripts do not support any off-platform deployment. For more information, see Deploying OmniScripts Off-Platform with
OmniOut. Available beginning with Vlocity Insurance and Health Summer '20.

Create an LWC OmniScript

Create an LWC OmniScript to use custom Lightning web components and functionalities exclusive to LWC OmniScripts.

It is possible to switch an OmniScript to either an LWC OmniScript or an Angular OmniScript at any time. However, Angular OmniScripts
and LWC OmniScripts do not support the same elements and functionalities.

1. From the OmniScript's Script Configuration, add a Type, Subtype, and Language.

In the Vlocity Insurance and Health Summer '19-Winter '20 and Vlocity CME Fall '19-Winter '20 releases, the OmniScript's Type must
begin with a lowercase letter. You cannot use case-sensitivity to define a Type's unique name if another OmniScript with the same
Type exists. For example, if you have an Angular OmniScript with an existing Type named Test, you cannot create an LWC OmniScript
with a Type named test.The Type limitation occurs because Type is stored in a Salesforce picklist, and Salesforce picklists store
values without case-sensitivity.

2. Check the Enable LWC checkbox.

3. Save the OmniScript by clicking Save.

4. Drag and drop supported elements into the structure panel. LWC compatible elements display a Lightning icon in the Available
Components panel of an OmniScript.

5. Click the LWC Preview tab to deploy the Lightning Web Component.

6. (Optional) Create custom Lightning web components for OmniScript.

Convert an Angular OmniScript to an LWC OmniScript

Beginning with the Vlocity Insurance and Health Summer '19 and Vlocity Communications, Media, and Energy Fall '19 releases, Vlocity
supports the Salesforce Lightning Web Component programming model.

Enable the use of custom Lightning web components for an existing Angular OmniScript by converting the OmniScript to an LWC
OmniScript.

LWC compatible elements display a Lightning icon in the Available Components panel of an OmniScript.

Review the LWC OmniScript Considerations page to ensure LWC OmniScripts support the same elements and functionalities present in
your Angular OmniScript.

1. Beginning with Vlocity Insurance and Health Spring '20, LWC OmniScripts may begin with an uppercase letter. If the OmniScript is
in an earlier package:

In the Vlocity Insurance and Health Summer '19-Winter '20 and Vlocity CME Fall '19-Winter '20 releases, an LWC OmniScript's Type
must begin with a lowercase letter. If the OmniScript's Type begins with an uppercase letter, change the Type to a unique name
that begins with a lowercase letter. You cannot use case-sensitivity to convert the Angular OmniScript's Type. For example, if you
have an Angular OmniScript with an existing Type named Test, you cannot create an LWC OmniScript with a Type named test.

The Type limitation occurs because Type is stored in a Salesforce picklist, and Salesforce picklists store values without case-sensitivity.

2. Check the Enable LWC checkbox.

3. Replace any existing Done Actions in the OmniScript with a Navigate Action. For information on configuring the Navigate Action,
see Navigate Action.

LWC OmniScripts do not support the Done Action element.
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4. Elements in an Angular OmniScript that use custom templates must now use custom Lightning web components to provide custom
functionality.

Create a Custom Lightning Web Component for OmniScript

Add custom HTML, JavaScript, and CSS to an OmniScript by creating a custom Lightning web component.

Note: Before previewing an OmniScript that uses custom Lightning web components, you must activate the OmniScript. If the
OmniScript is not active, custom Lightning web components won't render in the preview. If you deploy changes to a custom
Lightning web component that is present in an Active OmniScript, the OmniScript will display the changes.

Requirements

To make the custom Lightning web component compatible with Vlocity Lightning web components, you must set two metadata tags
in your XML configuration file:

• runtimeNamespace: If Lightning Web Security (LWS) is disabled, add the namespace of your Vlocity package to the XML
metadata file in your component by using the runtimeNamespace metadata tag. Replace the NS variable in the code example
with the namespace of your Vlocity package.

Important: If LWS is enabled, setting runtimeNamespace in your components causes errors similar to "Cannot use runtime
namespace 'somename' in module c-someComponentName". To determine if LWS is enabled in your org, see Enable Lightning
Web Security in an Org.

<runtimeNamespace>NS</runtimenamespace>

• Custom Lightning web components built outside of the package cannot use any Salesforce Lightning web component that uses
resources or affects the component at runtime. For more information, see Salesforce Modules.

• isExposed  : Set the isExposed metadata tag to true.

<isExposed>True</isExposed>

Custom Lightning Web Components will not throw errors unless Debug Mode is enabled.

Custom OmniScript Lightning Web Components

To create a custom Lightning web component, review these component types:

DescriptionComponent Type

Customize an OmniScript element by extending the element's
Lightning web component. LWC-compatible elements display a
Lightning icon in the Available Components panel of an OmniScript.

OmniScript Element Lightning web component

Enable a custom component to interact with an OmniScript by
extending the OmniScriptBaseMixin component.

OmniScriptBaseMixin component

A custom standalone component. The component cannot extend
the OmniScriptBaseMixin component or an OmniScript element
Lightning web component.

Standalone component
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Custom LWC Element

Add a custom Lightning web component that does not extend an OmniScript element component to an OmniScript using the
Custom LWC element.

Extend an OmniScript Element's Lightning Web Component

Add custom behavior and styling to an OmniScript Element while maintaining its core functionality by extending an OmniScript
element's Lightning web component.

Extend the OmniScriptBaseMixin Component

Enable a custom Lightning web component to interact with an OmniScript by extending the OmniScriptBaseMixin component. The
OmniScriptBaseMixin includes methods to update an OmniScript's data JSON, pass parameters, and more.

Create a Standalone Custom Lightning Web Component

Enable custom Lightning web components to act independently from an OmniScript by adding it to the OmniScript as a standalone
component.

Communicate with OmniScript from a Lightning Web Component

Send data from OmniScript Actions and Steps to other LWCs using the Pub/Sub property.

Make Remote Calls from Lightning Web Components using the LWC OmniScript Action Framework

Beginning with Vlocity Insurance and Health Winter '20 and Vlocity CME Winter '20, LWC OmniScripts make remote calls using a
new action framework built with JavaScript classes. The Action framework is available to all custom LWCs in your Salesforce org.
Enable an LWC to make remote calls using specific functionalities by importing the Common Action Utility class into the LWC.

Add Validation to a Custom Lightning Web Component in OmniScript

Add validation to custom Lightning web components that extend an OmniScript element's component by using Vlocity's built-in
validation methods.

Customize the Step Chart Component

Add customizations to your Step Chart by extending the Step Chart Lightning web components, the StepChart component, and
the Step Items component.

Extend and Override an OmniScript Modal Lightning Web Component

Customize modals in OmniScript by extending and overriding the Modal LWC.

Extend and Override the Save for Later Acknowledge Lightning Web Component

Customize the Save for Later messaging modal in OmniScript by extending and overriding the Save for later Acknowledge LWC.

Custom LWC Element

Add a custom Lightning web component that does not extend an OmniScript element component to an OmniScript using the Custom
LWC element.

Note: Use Custom LWC Elements in a Step, and, beginning with Vlocity Insurance and Health and Vlocity CME Summer '20, a
non-repeatable Block element that is not nested.

Before You Begin

Create a custom LWC. The Custom LWC element supports these two types of custom Lightning web components:

• Components that extend the OmniScriptBaseMixin component. For more information, see Extend the OmniScriptBaseMixin
Component.

• Standalone components that run independently from OmniScript. For more information, see Create a Standalone Custom Lightning
Web Component.

1. In an OmniScript, add the Custom LWC element.
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2. In Name and Field Label, enter a name and display name for the Custom LWC element.

3. In the Lightning Web Component Name field, enter the name of your custom Lightning web component.

4. (Optional) Check Standalone LWC if your custom component does not extend the OmniScriptBaseMixin component.

5. (Optional) Pass property values into the OmniScript by entering values in these property fields:

DescriptionProperty

Enter a property name using the HTML attribute format to pass
it into the custom component. For example, the property recordId
converts to the HTML attribute record-id.

Property Name

Enter a value to pass in the property. Values may use merge field
syntax to pass a JSON node. For example, to pass the JSON node
ContextId, enter %ContextId%.

Property Source

6. (Optional) Activate and preview the OmniScript to view your custom Lightning web component.

Extend an OmniScript Element's Lightning Web Component

Add custom behavior and styling to an OmniScript Element while maintaining its core functionality by extending an OmniScript element's
Lightning web component.

Lightning web components in OmniScript provide the HTML, JavaScript, and CSS for an OmniScript element. For example, a Text element
has an extendable component named OmniScriptText.

Note: Custom Lightning web components built outside of the package cannot use any Salesforce Lightning web component
that uses Salesforce resources or affects the component at run time. For more information, see Salesforce Modules.

Beginning with Vlocity Insurance and Health Spring '20 , download the HTML, CSS, and ReadMe files for every available Lightning web
component in one file.

HTML, CSS, and ReadMe Download FileRelease

DownloadOmniStudio Summer '21 and OmniStudio for Vlocity Summer '21

DownloadOmniStudio Spring '21 And OmniStudio for Vlocity Spring '21

DownloadVlocity Insurance and Health and Vlocity CME Summer '20

DownloadVlocity Insurance and Health Spring '20

To extend an OmniScript element's Lightning web component:

1. Ensure you have set up IDX Workbench or Salesforce DX locally.

2. Locate the name of the OmniScript element's Lightning web component.
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Note: LWC compatible elements display a Lightning icon in the Available Components panel of an OmniScript.

3. Create a custom component and extend the OmniScript element's Lightning web component.

4. To make the custom Lightning web component compatible with Vlocity Lightning web components, you must set two metadata
tags in your XML configuration file:

• runtimeNamespace: If Lightning Web Security (LWS) is disabled, add the namespace of your Vlocity package to the XML
metadata file in your component by using the runtimeNamespace metadata tag. Replace the NS variable in the code example
with the namespace of your Vlocity package. For more information on finding the namespace of your package.

Important: If LWS is enabled, setting runtimeNamespace in your components causes errors similar to "Cannot use
runtime namespace 'somename' in module c-someComponentName".

<runtimeNamespace>NS</runtimeNamespace>

• isExposed  : Set the isExposed metadata tag to true.

<isExposed>True</isExposed>

5. Once customizations are complete, deploy the custom component to your Salesforce org. For more information on deploying
Lightning web components, see Deploy Lightning Web Components.

6. Add the custom component to an OmniScript by overriding an individual element or mapping all the elements of one type to the
custom component.

Example: In this code example, a custom Lightning web component is extending the OmniScriptText component. Replace the
NS variable in the code example with the namespace of the Vlocity package you are using.

import OmniScriptText from 'NS/omniscriptText';
import tmpl from './omniscriptTextCustom.html';

export default class OmniscriptTextCustom extends OmniscriptText {
handleBlur(evt) {

this.applyCallResp(evt.target.value);
}

render() {
return tmpl;

}
}

Extend the OmniScriptBaseMixin Component

Enable a custom Lightning web component to interact with an OmniScript by extending the OmniScriptBaseMixin component. The
OmniScriptBaseMixin includes methods to update an OmniScript's data JSON, pass parameters, and more.
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Requirements

• Custom Lightning web components extending the OmniScriptBaseMixin component cannot also extend or override an OmniScript
element Lightning web component.

• Custom Lightning web components extending the OmniScriptBaseMixin must use the Custom LWC element in OmniScript.

• Custom Lightning web components built outside of the package cannot use any Salesforce Lightning web component that uses
resources or affects the component at runtime. For more information, see Salesforce Modules.

• To make the custom Lightning web component compatible with Vlocity Lightning web components, you must set two metadata
tags in your XML configuration file:

– runtimeNamespace: If Lightning Web Security (LWS) is disabled, add the namespace of your Vlocity package to the XML
metadata file in your component by using the runtimeNamespace metadata tag. Replace the NS variable in the code example
with the namespace of your Vlocity package. For more information on finding the namespace of your package.

Important: If LWS is enabled, setting runtimeNamespace in your components causes errors similar to "Cannot use
runtime namespace 'somename' in module c-someComponentName". To determine if LWS is enabled in your org,
see Enable Lightning Web Security in an Org.

<runtimeNamespace>NS</runtimenamespace>

– isExposed  : Set the isExposed metadata tag to true.

<isExposed>True</isExposed>

OmniScriptBaseMixin ReadMe

View all of the component's properties, attributes, and methods in the ReadMe.

Extending the Component

In this code example, a custom Lightning web component is extending the OmniScriptBaseMixin component to wrap a Salesforce
Lightning Element. Replace the NS variable in the code example with the namespace of the Vlocity package you are using.

import tmpl from './customLightningElement.html';
import { LightningElement } from 'lwc';
import { OmniscriptBaseMixin } from 'NS/omniscriptBaseMixin';

export default class customLightningElementWithMixin extends
OmniscriptBaseMixin(LightningElement) {

handleBlur(evt) {
this.omniUpdateDataJson(evt.target.value);

}

render() {
return tmpl;

}
}

Validating the Component

To add validation to a custom component, redefine the checkValidity()  function in your component.
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This code example contains a checkValidity() function that returns false when the sum is less than zero. Replace the NS variable
in the code example with the namespace of the Vlocity package you are using.

import { api } from 'lwc';
import { OmniscriptBaseMixin } from 'NS/omniscriptBaseMixin';
export default class MyCustomLwc extends OmniscriptBaseMixin(LightningElement) {

sum = 0;

// defining custom validation conditions
@api checkValidity() {

return this.sum < 100;
}

}

Navigating to a Step

Beginning with Vlocity Insurance and Health Winter '20 , enable users to navigate to different steps in the OmniScript using these three
mixins:

• omniNextStep(): Advances users to the next Step in the OmniScript.

JS Example

nextButton(evt) {
if (evt) {

this.omniNextStep();
}

}

HTML Example

<button onclick={nextButton}>Custom Next Button </button>

• omniPrevStep(): Takes users to the previous step in the OmniScript.

JS Example

prevButton(evt) {
if (evt) {

this.omniPrevStep();
}

}

HTML Example

<button onclick={prevButton}>Custom Prev Button </button>

• omniNavigateTo(step): Takes users to a specific Step in the OmniScript by passing an argument. The argument passed into
the function can be a number that refers to the Step's index in the OmniScript or a Step's Element name passed as a hardcoded
string. The index for the current step is accessible using the property this.omniScriptHeaderDef.asIndex.

Note: Auto advancing to a step more than one step ahead is not permitted.

JS Example

goToStep(evt) {
if (evt) {
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this.omniNavigateTo(this.omniScriptHeaderDef.asIndex - 2);
}

}

HTML Example

<button onclick={goToStep}>Custom Step Button </button>

Saving Data inside of a Custom Component

When the custom component does not exist in the DOM, store the data in a state. To store data in a state, use the omniSaveState()
function. The omniSaveState function accepts three arguments: a data object, a key, and a boolean.

Method: omniSaveState(input,key,usePubSub=false):

Arguments:

• input: The data to be saved.

let mySaveState = {"my":"data"};
this.omniSaveState(mySaveState);

• (optional) key: A string value that the obj parameter maps to as a key-value pair. If a key is not sent as a parameter, the key defaults
to the name of the component.

let mySaveState = {"my":"data"};
let key = 'customLwcKey';
this.omniSaveState(mySaveState, key);

• (optional) usePubSub: Set the boolean to true to store data for use in a pubsub pattern. When left blank or set to false, the data is
usable by events. For more information on events, see LWC Events. When omniSaveState  is in a disconnectedCallback,
usePubSub must be set to true  to pass the event in the pubsub instead of event bubbling.

Beginning with Vlocity Insurance and Health Winter '20 , optionally save the state within a disconnected callback. Saving the state within
a disconnected callback enables the state of the element to save when users leave the element automatically. In disconnected callbacks,
the usePubSub  argument must be set to true. Events in disconnected callbacks can only be passed using pubsub.

Example of an omniSaveState  being called in a disconnectedCallback:

disconnectedCallback() {
let mySaveState = {"my":"data", "here" : 8};
let key = 'customLwcKey';
let usePubSub = true;
this.omniSaveState(mySaveState, key, usePubSub);

}

Retrieving Custom Component Data from an OmniScript

Use the omniGetSaveState()  function to retrieve custom component data from an OmniScript.

omniGetSaveState(key): The omniGetSaveState accepts a key as an optional argument. If a key is not sent, the key defaults to
the name of the custom component. The key stores the data from the omniSaveState()  function.

Example with a key argument:

let key = 'customLwcKey';
const state = this.omniGetSaveState(key);
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Example with no key:

// assumes the data is inside of the same custom component
const state = this.omniGetSaveState()

Accessing the Layout of the OmniScript Base Mixin

Call the Layout for your Custom LWC by passing the data-omni-layout  parameter to the getAttribute  method.

this.getAttribute('data-omni-layout')

Making Remote Calls

Beginning with Vlocity Insurance and Health Winter '20 , enable users to make remote calls from a Custom LWC by using the
omniRemoteCall()  method.

Method: omniRemoteCall(params, boolean)

Arguments:

• The first argument must be an object with the properties input, sClassName, sMethodName, and options. The values of each of the
properties must be in String data type.

Note: Methods called within a package must have the namespace prepended with ${this._ns}. For example,
`${this._ns}IntegrationProcedureService`.

const params = {
input: JSON.stringify(this.omniJsonData),
sClassName: 'SomeApexClass',
sMethodName: 'someApexMethod',
options: '{}',
};

• The second argument for omniRemoteCall is an optional boolean value that links a tracked property called omniSpinnerEnabled.
The HTML must have some code to check the boolean's value.

HTML Example

<template if:true={omniSpinnerEnabled}>
<div class="slds-spinner-container__wrapper">
<c-spinner variant="brand"

alternative-text="Loading.."
size="medium">

</c-spinner>
</div>

</template>

After omniRemoteCall executes, the response callback returns an object containing the two properties result  and error.

• result: The result property contains a raw response from the server.

• error: The error property stores an error value from the Vlocity's GenericInvoke2 class.

Vlocity provides properties that, when passed in the options, enable jobs to be queuable, future, chainable, and continuable.

Use Case Examples:
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• Example remote call invoking an Apex class.

const params = {
input: this.omniJsonDataS,
sClassName: 'SomeApexClass',
sMethodName: 'someApexMethod',
options: '{}',
};

this.omniRemoteCall(params, true).then(response => {
window.console.log(response, 'response');
}).catch(error => {
window.console.log(error, 'error');
});

• Example Integration Procedure call. For information on Integration Procedures, see Integration Procedures.

const params = {
input: this.omniJsonDataStr,
sClassName: `${this._ns}IntegrationProcedureService`,
sMethodName: 'test_RemoteAction', this will need to match the VIP -> type_subtype
options: '{}',
};

this.omniRemoteCall(params, true).then(response => {
window.console.log(response, 'response');
}).catch(error => {
window.console.log(error, 'error');
});

• Example chainable Integration Procedure call passing the property chainable: true. Use chainable when an Integration
Procedure exceeds the Salesforce CPU Governor limit.

const options = {
chainable: true,
};
const params = {
input: this.omniJsonDataStr,
sClassName: `${this._ns}IntegrationProcedureService`,
sMethodName: 'test_RemoteAction', this will need to match the VIP -> type_subtype
options: JSON.stringify(options),
};

this.omniRemoteCall(params, true).then(response => {
window.console.log(response, 'response');
}).catch(error => {
window.console.log(error, 'error');
});

• Example queueable remote call passing the property useQueueableApexRemoting: true  . For more information on
how queueable works, see Queueable Apex.

const options = {
input: this.omniJsonDataStr,
vlcClass: 'SomeApexClass',
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vlcMethod: 'someApexMethod',
useQueueableApexRemoting: true,
};
const params = {
input: this.omniJsonDataStr,
sClassName: `${this._ns}VFActionFunctionController.VFActionFunctionControllerOpen`,
sMethodName: 'runActionFunction',
options: JSON.stringify(options),
};

this.omniRemoteCall(params, true).then(response => {
window.console.log(response, 'response');
}).catch(error => {
window.console.log(error, 'error');
});

• Example future remote call passing the property useFuture: true. For more information on how Future Methods work, see
Future Methods.

const options = {
useFuture: true,
};
const params = {
input: this.omniJsonDataStr,
sClassName: 'SomeApexClass',
sMethodName: 'someApexMethod',
options: JSON.stringify(options),
};

this.omniRemoteCall(params, true).then(response => {
window.console.log(response, 'response');
}).catch(error => {
window.console.log(error, 'error');
});

• Example continuation remote call passing the parameter useContinuation: true. For more information on how continuation
works, see Continuation Class.

const options = {
input: this.omniJsonDataStr,
vlcClass: 'SomeApexClass',
vlcMethod: 'someApexMethod',
useContinuation: true,
};
const params = {
input: this.omniJsonDataStr,
sClassName: 'SomeApexClass',
sMethodName: 'someApexMethod',
options: JSON.stringify(options),
};

this.omniRemoteCall(params, true).then(response => {
window.console.log(response, 'response');
}).catch(error => {
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window.console.log(error, 'error');
});

Update the Custom LWC Element's Data

Apply the response of a Custom LWC callout to the Custom LWC element by using the omniUpdateDataJson  method.

Method: omniUpdateDataJson(input, aggregateOverride = false)

Arguments:

• input: The first argument, input, accepts data in an object or primitive data type. Undefined is not accepted. The input data either
replaces the current value or merges with the existing data depending on the setting of the second argument,
aggregateOverride.

• aggregateOverride: The second argument, aggregrateOverride, controls how the data saves to the data JSON. It is an optional
argument that is set to false by default. When set to false, the input data merges with the existing data. If the data is not an object
it does not merge into the data JSON. When set to true, the input data overrides any existing data in the Custom LWC element.

Examples:

• An example passing the input  argument with the default aggregrateOverride  behavior.

let myData = "myvalue" // any kind of data that is a string, object, number, etc

this.omniUpdateDataJson(this.myData);

• An example passing the input  argument with the aggregateOverride  argument set to false.

// 1. first call to omniUpdateDataJson
// input for omniUpdateDataJson when aggregateOverride = false
{
"prop1" : "data1"

}

// 2. output of data JSON after the first call
//
{
"Step1" : {

"CustomLWC1" : {
"prop1": "data1"

}
}

// 3. second call to omniUpdateDataJson
// input for omniUpdateDataJson when aggregateOverride = false
{
"prop2" : "data2"

}

// 4. output of data JSON after the second call
// notice that the value of CustomLWC1 contains both prop1 and prop2
// because the data is merged instead of replaced when aggregateOverride is set to false
{
"Step1" : {
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"CustomLWC1" : {
"prop1": "data1",
"prop2": "data2"

}
}

Clearing a Saved State from a Previous Step

Beginning with Vlocity Insurance and Health Winter '20 , when a Custom LWC's saved state relies on data from a previous step, you
can conditionally clear the saved state of the Custom LWC whenever a user navigates to a previous step. After configuration, the
Step element passes a boolean flag to the custom LWC. The code in your Custom LWC must use the boolean to determine whether
to instantiate a new saved state or continue using the existing saved state.

Map Responses to the OmniScript's Data JSON

Beginning with Vlocity Insurance and Health Winter '20 and CME Winter '20 , apply responses from custom actions using the
omniApplyCallResp()  method.

Create and Map Data Inside the Custom LWC Element

Beginning with Vlocity Insurance and Health and Vlocity CME Summer '20, construct additional data JSON nodes in the Custom LWC
element and pass values down from the element into the new JSON nodes using the omniaggregate  event.

Clearing a Saved State from a Previous Step
Beginning with Vlocity Insurance and Health Winter '20 , when a Custom LWC's saved state relies on data from a previous step, you can
conditionally clear the saved state of the Custom LWC whenever a user navigates to a previous step. After configuration, the Step element
passes a boolean flag to the custom LWC. The code in your Custom LWC must use the boolean to determine whether to instantiate a
new saved state or continue using the existing saved state.

To configure the clear saved state functionality:

1. In OmniScript, determine the Step that clears the Custom LWCs saved state.

2. In the Step's properties, click Edit as JSON.

3. Enter the property "omniClearSaveState": [ ].

4. In the omniClearSaveState property, enter the name of one or more custom LWC elements "omniClearSaveState": [
"CustomLWC1"]. The Step sends data to the Custom LWC enabling the Custom LWC to determine if the Step rendered.

5. In your Custom LWC's code, retrieve the current state.

const state = this.omniGetSaveState()

6. In your Custom LWC's code, set a variable equal to this.omniGetSaveState(this.omniJsonDef.name +
'-$Vlocity.cleared'. The function evaluates whether the previous Step containing the omniClearSaveState property
rendered and returns a boolean.

let stateCleared = this.omniGetSaveState(this.omniJsonDef.name + '-$Vlocity.cleared');

7. Modify your code by using the boolean value to determine whether to keep the current saved state or instantiate a new saved state.

Map Responses to the OmniScript's Data JSON
Beginning with Vlocity Insurance and Health Winter '20 and CME Winter '20 , apply responses from custom actions using the
omniApplyCallResp()  method.
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The method accepts an object that it passes into the OmniScript's data JSON. If the root data node name in the response matches an
element name in the OmniScript, that data prefills the element, and any nested elements, when it renders in the OmniScript. If the root
node name does not match an element in the data JSON, the node inserts into the data JSON immediately. Applying the response works
similar to the Send/Response property. For information, see Manipulate JSON with the Send/Response Transformations Properties.

Method: omniApplyCallResp(response, usePubsub = false)

Arguments:

• response: The first argument, response, is an object that merges into the data JSON.

• usePubSub: The second argument, usePubSub,  controls how the response passes up to the OmniScript header to merge into
the data JSON. This boolean is set to false by default. When set to false, response  is sent to the OmniScript header via javascript
events. When set to true, response  is sent to the OmniScript header by the pubsub module.

The usePubSub argument enables users to call omniApplyCallResp  asynchronously. When running asynchronously, the UI
is not blocked waiting for the response.

Optionally perform a remote call by using the omniNextStep() method and calling the omniApplyCallResp()  method
asynchronously.

This example demonstrates how the omniApplyCallResp() method updates Data JSON.

1. View the current data JSON before running omniApplyCallResp().

{
"Step1" : {

"Currency1" : 12345,
"Text1" : "data1"

},
"Step2" : {

"Text3": "data3"
}

}

2. Call omniApplyCallResp and pass data as an argument.

let myData = {
"Step1" : {

"CustomLWC1" : "newprop"
},
"Anotherprop" : {

"prop1" : "anothervalue"
}

}

this.omniApplyCallResp(myData);

3. View the updated data JSON.

{
"Step1" : {

"Currency1" : 12345,
"Text1" : "data1",
"CustomLWC1" : "newprop"

},
"Step2" : {

"Text3": "data3"
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},
"Anotherprop" : {
"prop1" : "anothervalue"

}
}

Create and Map Data Inside the Custom LWC Element
Beginning with Vlocity Insurance and Health and Vlocity CME Summer '20, construct additional data JSON nodes in the Custom LWC
element and pass values down from the element into the new JSON nodes using the omniaggregate  event.

Event: omniaggregate

1. Create a custom aggregate function and set the omniaggregate  event to a variable.

Example:

customAggregate() {
const eventName = 'omniaggregate'

}

2. Create a variable to store the LWC element's input data.

Example:

customAggregate() {
const eventName = 'omniaggregate'
const data = {

anyKeyName : 'myElementData'
};

}

3. Construct an object by mapping the data to the key data, and an element name to the key elementId.

customAggregate() {
const eventName = 'omniaggregate'
const data = {

anyKeyName : 'myElementData'
};
const detail = {

data: data,
elementId: 'elementName2'

};
}

4. (Optional) In the detail object, include the key-value pair aggregateOverride: true  to override all existing data in the
Custom LWC element.

customAggregate() {
const eventName = 'omniaggregate'
const data = {

anyKeyName : 'myElementData'
};
const detail = {

data: data,
elementId: 'elementName2',
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aggregateOverride: true
};

}

5. Create a new event object that passes the omniaggregate event and an object containing these four properties:

• bubbles: A boolean that determines if the event bubbles up to the DOM.

• cancelable: A boolean that determines if the event is cancelable.

• composed: A boolean that determines if the event can pass through the shadow boundary.

• detail: Data passed in the event.

Example:

omniAggregate() {
const eventName = 'omniaggregate'
const data = {

anyKeyName : 'myElementData'
};
const detail = {

data: data,
elementId: 'elementName2'

};
const myEvent = new CustomEvent(eventName, {

bubbles: true,
cancelable: true,
composed: true,
detail: detail,

});
}

6. Call this.dispatchEvent()  and pass in the event object as a parameter.

Data JSON Result ExampleCode Example

"CustomLWC12": {
"elementName1": {

// code to call
omniAggregate() {

"prop": "prop1"const eventName = 'omniaggregate'
},const data = {
"elementName2": {anyKeyName : 'myElementData'

"anyKeyName": "myElementData"};
}

}
const detail = {

data: data,
elementId: 'elementName2'

};
const myEvent = new

CustomEvent(eventName, {
bubbles: true,
cancelable: true,
composed: true,
detail: detail,

});
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Data JSON Result ExampleCode Example

this.dispatchEvent(myEvent);
}

Create a Standalone Custom Lightning Web Component

Enable custom Lightning web components to act independently from an OmniScript by adding it to the OmniScript as a standalone
component.

Requirements

• The component cannot extend an OmniScript element's Lightning web component.

• The component cannot extend the OmniScriptBaseMixin component.

• The component can only interact with OmniScript through the omniscriptaggregate event.

• Custom Lightning web components built outside of the package cannot use any Salesforce Lightning web component that uses
resources or affects the component at runtime. For more information, see Salesforce Modules.

• To make the custom Lightning web component compatible with Vlocity Lightning web components, you must set two metadata
tags in your XML configuration file:

– runtimeNamespace: If Lightning Web Security (LWS) is disabled, add the namespace of your Vlocity package to the XML
metadata file in your component by using the runtimeNamespace metadata tag. Replace the NS variable in the code example
with the namespace of your Vlocity package.

Important: If LWS is enabled, setting runtimeNamespace in your components causes errors similar to "Cannot use
runtime namespace 'somename' in module c-someComponentName". To determine if LWS is enabled in your org,
see Enable Lightning Web Security in an Org.

<runtimeNamespace>NS</runtimeNamespace>

– isExposed  : Set the isExposed metadata tag to true.

<isExposed>True</isExposed>

Communicate with OmniScript from a Lightning Web Component

Send data from OmniScript Actions and Steps to other LWCs using the Pub/Sub property.

The Pub/Sub property enables Action elements and Step elements to send data in Key-Value pairs to other LWCs. LWCs must register
the OmniScript component's event name and add code to handle the data sent from the event.

Review the Salesforce documentation on using PubSub. See Communicate Between Components.

Beginning with Vlocity Insurance and Health Spring '20, the Step element supports the Pub/Sub property.

1. In an OmniScript Action or Step, select the Messaging Framework and check Pub/Sub.

2. In the Key and Value fields, configure which data to pass to another LWC.
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a. In the Key field, enter a name to store the value.

b. In the Value field, enter data to pass to the LWC. The field accepts merge syntax.

Step ExampleAction Example

Pass data from an element within the Step using merge syntax.
For example, to pass a Text element named Text1, enter
%Text1%  in the Value field.

Pass data from the Action's response in the value field using
merge syntax. For example, to pass the response node
"accountId", enter %accountId%  in the Value field.

3. Activate the OmniScript.

4. In an LWC that receives data from the Action or Step, import the pubsub module. Using this example, replace ns  with the namespace
of your Vlocity package.

import pubsub from 'ns/pubsub';

5. In the LWC, register the pubsub event. The even must register after the component renders.

Step pubsub EventAction pubsub Event

pubsub.register('omniscript_step', {
data:

pubsub.register('omniscript_action', {
data: this.handleOmniAction.bind(this),

}); this.handleOmniStepLoadData.bind(this),
});

6. In the LWC, create a pubsub event handler.

Step Event Handler ExampleAction Event Handler Example

handleOmniStepLoadData(data) {
// perform logic to handle the pubsub

handleOmniAction(data) {
// perform logic to handle the Action's

data from the Step
}

response data
}
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7. (Optional) If different Actions or Steps require different logic in the code, use a switch statement to determine how to handle the
event. For information on switch statements, see switch.

Step ExampleAction Example

Access the Step's Element Name using data.name.

handleOmniStepLoadData(data) {
switch(data.name) {

Access the Action's Element Name using data.name.

handleOmniAction(data) {
switch(data.name) {

case 'FirstStep':case 'SomeNameForAction':
this.handleSomeNameForAction(data);

this.handleOmniFirstStepLoadData(data);break;
break;case 'SomeNameForAction2':

case 'SecondStep':this.handleSomeNameForAction2(data);

this.handleOmniSecondStepLoadData(data);break;
break;default:

default:// handle default case
// handle default case}

}}
}

handleSomeNameForAction(data) {
handleOmniFirstStepLoadData(data) {// perform some logic specific to

// perform some logic specific when aSomeNameForAction action
Step element which name is// that has element name =

// FirstStep is loaded"SomeNameForAction"
}}

handleOmniSecondStepLoadData(data) {handleSomeNameForAction2(data) {
// perform some logic specific when a// perform some logic specific to

Step element which name isSomeNameForAction2 action
// SecondStep is loaded

}
// that has element name =

"SomeNameForAction2"
}

n/aAccess the Action's Element Type using data.type.

handleOmniAction(data) {
switch(data.type) {
case 'Integration Procedure Action':

this.handleIPActionPubsubEvents(data);
break;

case 'Remote Action':

this.handleRemoteActionPubsubEvents(data);

break;
default:
// handle default case

}
}
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Step ExampleAction Example

handleIPActionPubsubEvents(data) {
// perform some logic specific to

Integration Procedure Actions
}

handleRemoteActionPubsubEvents(data) {
// perform some logic specific to

Remote Actions
}

Make Remote Calls from Lightning Web Components using the LWC OmniScript Action Framework

Beginning with Vlocity Insurance and Health Winter '20 and Vlocity CME Winter '20, LWC OmniScripts make remote calls using a new
action framework built with JavaScript classes. The Action framework is available to all custom LWCs in your Salesforce org. Enable an
LWC to make remote calls using specific functionalities by importing the Common Action Utility class into the LWC.

Note: Custom LWCs extending the OmniScript Base Mixin must use the omniRemoteCall() function.

Generic Framework Flow Diagram

The Generic Framework Flow diagram illustrates the order that the Common Action Utility methods execute.

Requirements

To make the custom Lightning web component compatible with Vlocity Lightning web components, you must set two metadata tags
in your XML configuration file:

• runtimeNamespace: If Lightning Web Security (LWS) is disabled, add the namespace of your Vlocity package to the XML
metadata file in your component by using the runtimeNamespace metadata tag. Replace the NS variable in the code example
with the namespace of your Vlocity package.
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Important: If LWS is enabled, setting runtimeNamespace in your components causes errors similar to "Cannot use runtime
namespace 'somename' in module c-someComponentName". To determine if LWS is enabled in your org, see Enable Lightning
Web Security in an Org.

<runtimeNamespace>NS</runtimenamespace>

• Custom Lightning web components built outside of the package cannot use any Salesforce Lightning web component that uses
resources or affects the component at runtime. For more information, see Salesforce Modules.

• isExposed  : Set the isExposed metadata tag to true.

<isExposed>True</isExposed>

Custom Lightning Web Components will not throw errors unless Debug Mode is enabled. For more information, see Debug Lightning
Web Components.

Best Practice

When making remote calls, start the flow with the executeAction method. Do not start the flow with the invokeAction
method. To standardize the action flow and use the built-in logic of the action framework, Vlocity recommends that all action flows
begin with executeAction.

Note: The invokeAction  method's purpose is to make the remote call with request parameters processed by
the preProcess  method.  The preProcess method, by default, supports queueable and chainable process flows. The
postProcess  method standardizes the response in a predictable format.

Common Action Utility

Make remote calls from any custom LWC using the Common Action Utility. The Common Action Utility relies on the Vlocity Action
Framework to make remote calls without the dependency of a strict OmniScript data structure.

Utility: omniscriptActionUtils

Utility Class Name: OmniscriptActionCommonUtil

Defined Methods

ReturnsArgument - Data TypeDescriptionMethod Name

promiseBegins the execution of an
action flow.

executeAction • params - object

• queueableId - string

• comp - component

• payload - object

• vlcParams - object

voidHandles action events once the
remote call obtains a response.

handleActionEvents • comp - component

• resp - objectIt can be configured to send
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ReturnsArgument - Data TypeDescriptionMethod Name

events to the OmniScript
Designer Debug console.

• params - object

• element - objectConfigured for sending pubsub
events.

In LWC,
if sendDataToDebugConsole is
defined in the component, event
logs can be sent to the Debug
Console in the Omniscript
Designer. If the component is
not in OmniScript,
define _debugLabel in the
component populate the debug
log event name. If from
omniscript, the debug log event
name is populated from the
label property in the element's
property set.

promiseMethod that invokes an Apex
class or a Promise resolution

invokeAction • data - object

• comp - componentusing an action transformed
request. • (optional) payload - object

objectPost-processes remote call
response for both successful and

postProcess • resp - object

• element - objectfailed remote calls and returns a
post-processed response. The • comp - component
return contains an object with
the key nodes: • (optional) failure - boolean

• result: stores the remote
call's raw response

• error: boolean

objectPreprocesses remote call
parameters before invoking an
action.

preProcess • params - object

• queueableRespId - string

• comp - component

• payload - object

• vlcParams - object
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Available Variables

DescriptionVariable Name

Namespace in dot notation_ns

(Optional) Omniscript element JSON definition_element

Examples

To use the Common Action Utility, refer to these examples:

• Sample remote call using executeAction:

connectedCallback() {
this._actionUtilClass = new OmniscriptActionCommonUtil();

}

triggerRemote() {
const params = {

input: '{}',
sClassName: 'LwcTest',
sMethodName: 'lwctest',

options: '{}',
};

this._actionUtilClass
.executeAction(params, null, this, null, null)
.then(response => {

window.console.log(response);
})

.catch(error => {
window.console.log(error);

});
}

• Sample sendDataToDebugConsole method:

sendDataToDebugConsole(params, resp, label) {
let sendParams = JSON.parse(JSON.stringify(params));

if (sendParams && sendParams.options) {
let optionNode = JSON.parse(sendParams.options);

delete optionNode.options;
delete optionNode.input;
sendParams.options = optionNode;

}
let sendResp = JSON.parse(JSON.stringify(resp));

// for queueable support
if (sendResp && sendResp.responseResult) {

sendResp.responseResult = JSON.parse(sendResp.responseResult);
}
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// dispatches action data to debug console
const debugEvent = new CustomEvent('omniactiondebug', {

bubbles: true,
cancelable: true,
composed: true,
detail: {
params: sendParams,
response: sendResp,
element: { label: label },

},
});
this.dispatchEvent(debugEvent);

}

• Sample queueable remote call using executeAction:

connectedCallback() {
this._actionUtilClass = new OmniscriptActionCommonUtil();

}

triggerQueueable() {
const options = {

input: '{}',
vlcClass: 'LwcTest',
vlcMethod: 'lwctest',
useQueueableApexRemoting: true,

};
const params = {

input: '{}',
sClassName:

`${this._ns}VFActionFunctionController.VFActionFunctionControllerOpen`,
sMethodName: 'runActionFunction',
options: JSON.stringify(options),

};
this._actionUtilClass

.executeAction(params, null, this, null, null)

.then(response => {
window.console.log(response);

})
.catch(error => {

window.console.log(error, 'error');
});

}

• Sample continuation remote call using executeAction:

connectedCallback() {
this._actionUtilClass = new OmniscriptActionCommonUtil();

}

triggerContinuation() {
const options = {

input: '{}',
vlcClass: 'QeRemoteAction2',
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vlcMethod: 'populateElements',
useContinuation: true,

};
const params = {

input: JSON.stringify(this.omniJsonData),
sClassName: 'QeRemoteAction2',
sMethodName: 'populateElements',
options: JSON.stringify(options),

};
this._actionUtilClass

.executeAction(params, null, this, null, null)

.then(response => {
window.console.log(response);

})
.catch(error => {

window.console.log(error, 'error');
});

}

• Sample future remote call using executeAction:

connectedCallback() {
this._actionUtilClass = new OmniscriptActionCommonUtil();

}

triggerFuture() {
const options = {

useFuture: true,
};
const params = {

input: '{}',
sClassName: `${this._ns}IntegrationProcedureService`,
sMethodName: 'Test_Chainable',
options: JSON.stringify(options),

};
this._actionUtilClass

.executeAction(params, null, this, null, null)

.then(response => {
window.console.log(response);

})
.catch(error => {

window.console.log(error, 'error');
});

}

• Sample chainable remote call using executeAction:

connectedCallback() {
this._actionUtilClass = new OmniscriptActionCommonUtil();

}

triggerChainable() {
const options = {

chainable: true,
};
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const params = {
input: '{}',
sClassName: `${this._ns}IntegrationProcedureService`,
sMethodName: 'Test_Chainable',
options: JSON.stringify(options),

};
this._actionUtilClass

.executeAction(params, null, this, null, null)

.then(response => {
window.console.log(response);

})
.catch(error => {

window.console.log(error, 'error');
});

}

• Sample parameters for a remote call from inside a Vlocity package:

const params = {
input: '{}',
sClassName: `${this._ns}IntegrationProcedureService`,
sMethodName: 'Test_Chainable',
options: '{chainable: true}',

};

Implementing the Common Action Utility

To implement the Common Action Utility:

Implementing the Common Action Utility
To implement the Common Action Utility:

1. Obtain the dot notation format of the namespace in your LWC by importing getNamespaceDotNotation  from
omniscriptInternalUtils. Replace NS in the first line of code with the namespace of your package.

Note: Remote calls made to Apex classes inside a vlocity managed package must include the namespace in the sClassName
parameter sent into the executeAction.

import { getNamespaceDotNotation } from 'NS/omniscriptInternalUtils';
_ns = getNamespaceDotNotation();

2. Import OmniscriptActionCommonUtil into your LWC from the utility class omniscriptActionUtils. Replace NS
in the first line of code with the namespace of your package.

import { OmniscriptActionCommonUtil } from 'NS/omniscriptActionUtils';

3. Create an instance of the OmniscriptActionCommonUtil javascript class.

this._actionUtilClass = new OmniscriptActionCommonUtil();

4. Use the OmniscriptActionCommonUtil methods to execute remote calls to the server.

• The most common flow is to use the executeAction  method. This method starts the remote call flow, and the response
callback from executeAction  returns an object that has these properties:
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– result: Contains the response from the remote call.

– error: Contains a boolean indicating the invoke status of GenericInvoke2.

• Parameters sent into the executeAction must be in an object format. The object must have the following keys:

– input

– sClassName

– sMethodName

– options

Each key requires a stringified value.

• If the LWC displays in the Omniscript Designer, it is possible to send events to the Debug Console. Send events to the Debug
Console by including the sendDataToDebugConsole  method in your LWC. The method provides logic on sending events
to the Debug Console. sendDataToDebugConsole  accepts these arguments:

– params

– resp

– label

Add Validation to a Custom Lightning Web Component in OmniScript

Add validation to custom Lightning web components that extend an OmniScript element's component by using Vlocity's built-in
validation methods.

The omniscriptValidation component provides the OmniScript element's component with the functions to enable validation. For
information on using validation in custom components that do not extend an OmniScript element's component, see Extend the
OmniScriptBaseMixin Component.

OmniScript Validation ReadMe

View validation examples for custom Lightning web components. See  LWC OmniScript ReadMe Reference.

Customize the Step Chart Component

Add customizations to your Step Chart by extending the Step Chart Lightning web components, the StepChart component, and the
Step Items component.

The stepChartItems Lightning web component contains logic that determines the different step statuses the step chart and its labels
display.

1. Create a custom Step Chart Lightning web component that extends the stepChart Lightning web component.

Important: Beginning Spring '22, to determine the current index for step chart items, pass the current-step-index
API attribute into the c-omniscript-step-chart-items component .

2. Extend the stepChartItems Lightning web component in one of two ways:

• Customize the stepChartItems LWC by creating an additional custom component that extends the stepChartItems LWC.
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• Extend the stepChartItems LWC directly in your custom Step Chart LWC. The default behavior and styling of the stepChartItems
LWC will display in your custom Step Chart LWC.

3. (Optional) If a custom Step Chart Items LWC exists, extend that component in your custom Step Chart component.

4. After deploying custom LWCs to Salesforce, open an OmniScript.

5. In the OmniScript's Script Configuration properties, go to Element Type To LWC Component Mapping, and click Add New
Mapping.

6. In the Element Type field, enter StepChart.

7. In the Lightning Web Component field, enter the name of your custom Lightning web component.

8. Activate the OmniScript, and Preview your changes.

Extend and Override an OmniScript Modal Lightning Web Component

Customize modals in OmniScript by extending and overriding the Modal LWC.

Required Versions

Available with Vlocity Insurance and Health Spring '20 and CME Fall '20.

Default Error ModalDefault Modal

1. Create a custom LWC that extends the omniscriptModal  LWC and add it to your Salesforce org. See Extend an OmniScript
Element's Lightning Web Component.

2. The custom modal LWC must have these three slots for OmniScript to insert content into the modal:

<slot name="header></slot>
<slot name="content></slot>
<slot name="footer"></slot>

3. In OmniScript Setup , scroll to the Element Type to LWC Component Mapping property.

4. In the Element Type field, enter Modal.
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5. In the Lightning Web Component field, enter the name of the custom LWC.

6. Activate and preview the OmniScript to view your modal changes.

Extend and Override the Save for Later Acknowledge Lightning Web Component

Customize the Save for Later messaging modal in OmniScript by extending and overriding the Save for later Acknowledge LWC.

Required Versions

Available with Vlocity Insurance and Health Spring '20 and CME Fall '20.

Default Save for Later Acknowledge message:

1. Create a custom LWC that extends the omniscriptSaveForLaterAcknowledge  LWC and add it to your Salesforce org.
See Extend an OmniScript Element's Lightning Web Component.

2. From OmniScript Setup or Script Configuration, scroll to the Element Type to LWC Component Mapping property.

3. In the Element Type field, enter SaveForLaterAcknowledge.

4. In the Lightning Web Component field, enter the name of the custom LWC.

5. In Save Options, check Allow Save For Later.

6. Activate and preview the OmniScript to view the save for later override.

Add Custom Lightning Web Components to an OmniScript

After you create a custom lightning web component for an OmniScript, apply the component's new behavior by adding it to an
OmniScript.

Use the custom component to override an individual OmniScript element's component, override all OmniScript element components
of one element type, or to add an entirely custom component that does not extend an element's component.
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DescriptionMapping Option

Override an individual element's LWC.Override an Element's Lightning Web Component

Override the LWC for every element of a specific element Type—for
example, override the element Types Text or Currency.

Map an Element Type to a Custom Lightning Web Component

Add custom LWCs that do not extend an existing OmniScript
element using the Custom LWC element.

Add a Custom Lightning Web Component to a Custom LWC
Element

Note: Before previewing an OmniScript that uses custom Lightning web components, you must activate the OmniScript. If the
OmniScript is not active, custom Lightning web components won't render in the preview. If you deploy changes to a custom
Lightning web component that is present in an Active OmniScript, the OmniScript will display the changes.

Override an Element's Lightning Web Component

Override an element's component using the element's LWC Component Override. The custom LWC must extend the element's
component because OmniScript passes in properties specific to the original component that the custom component is overriding.

Map an Element Type to a Custom Lightning Web Component

Override all elements of one type with a custom Lightning web component by mapping the element type to the Custom LWC. The
custom Lightning web component must extend the Element Type's Lighting web component. For example, to override all of the
Text elements in the OmniScript, the custom component must extend the OmniScriptText component.

Add a Custom Lightning Web Component to a Custom LWC Element

Add custom Lightning web components that do not extend an OmniScript element's component by using the Custom LWC
element.

Override an Element's Lightning Web Component

Override an element's component using the element's LWC Component Override. The custom LWC must extend the element's component
because OmniScript passes in properties specific to the original component that the custom component is overriding.

1. From the element's properties pane, in the LWC Component Override field, enter the name of a custom Lightning web component.

2. Save and Activate the OmniScript.

3. Activate the OmniScript and click the Preview tab to preview the OmniScript.

Map an Element Type to a Custom Lightning Web Component

Override all elements of one type with a custom Lightning web component by mapping the element type to the Custom LWC. The
custom Lightning web component must extend the Element Type's Lighting web component. For example, to override all of the Text
elements in the OmniScript, the custom component must extend the OmniScriptText component.

1. From the OmniScript's Script Configuration, locate the property Element Type To LWC Component Mapping, and click New
Mapping.

2. In the Element Type field, enter the Element type that the custom component overrides.

3. In the Lightning Web Component field, enter the name of the custom component that overrides the element type.

4. Save and Activate the OmniScript.
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5. Click Preview to preview the OmniScript.

Add a Custom Lightning Web Component to a Custom LWC Element

Add custom Lightning web components that do not extend an OmniScript element's component by using the Custom LWC element.

The Custom LWC element enables custom components to either interact with the OmniScript or to act as a standalone component.
Standalone components do not interact with the OmniScript or the OmniScript's data JSON.

Add a Custom LWC that Extends the OmniScript Base Mixin

To add a custom Lightning web component to a Custom LWC element:

Add a Standalone Custom LWC

To add a standalone custom Lightning web component to an OmniScript:

Add a Custom LWC that Extends the OmniScript Base Mixin
To add a custom Lightning web component to a Custom LWC element:

Note: Enable custom Lightning web components to interact with OmniScript by extending the OmniScriptBaseMixin component.
Custom Lightning web components extending the OmniScriptBaseMixin cannot extend an OmniScript element's component.
For more information on the OmniScriptBaseMixin, see Extend the OmniScriptBaseMixin Component

1. Drag a Custom LWC element from Inputs into the canvas.

2. In the Lightning Web Component Name field, enter the name of a component that extends the OmnIScriptBaseMixin.

3. (Optional) Expand the Custom Lightning Web Components Properties section and click Add New Option.

4. (Optional) In the Property Name field, enter the name of a property that is defined in the custom Lightning web component.

5. (Optional) In the Property Source field, enter a string or a merge field.

6. Save and Activate the OmniScript.

7. Click Preview to preview the OmniScript.

Add a Standalone Custom LWC
To add a standalone custom Lightning web component to an OmniScript:

Note: Standalone custom Lightning web components cannot extend any OmniScript element component or the
OmniScriptBaseMixin component. The standalone component supports custom functionalities but cannot interact with an
OmniScript. For more information on the standalone components, see Create a Standalone Custom Lightning Web Component.

1. Drag a Custom LWC element from Inputs into the canvas.

2. In the Lightning Web Component Name field, enter the name of a Lightning web component.

3. Select the Standalone checkbox.

4. Save and Activate the OmniScript.

5. Click Preview to preview the OmniScript.

If the Standalone checkbox is deselected, changes to the data in an embedded FlexCard are cached when the user navigates away from
the FlexCard. The changes are not applied to the data source.

For this reason, if you call an Update Data Source action in a FlexCard embedded in an OmniScript with Standalone deselected, then
the action overrides any changes by the user.
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Style OmniScripts

Add custom styling to OmniScripts by using static resources, extending an Element's Lightning web component, overriding global
stylesheets, or using SLDS design tokens. View the behavior of each customization option in this page's table, and choose the solution
that meets your requirements.

Supported Design SystemsDescriptionStyling Option

SLDS, NDSAdd custom styles to OmniScript using a
custom style sheet.

Apply Custom Styling to OmniScripts with
Static Resources

SLDS, NDSCreate a custom LWC that extends an
OmniScript to add custom HTML, JS, and
CSS.

Extend an OmniScript Element's Lightning
Web Component

NDSOverride the Newport Design System with
custom styles for an entire Salesforce org.

Apply Global Branding to OmniScripts

SLDSAdd customizations to SLDS Design Tokens
that exist in the OmniScript.

Customize SLDS Design Tokens in
OmniScript

Apply Custom Styling to OmniScripts with Static Resources

Apply CSS changes to an OmniScript using SLDS or Newport styling by referencing a CSS file static resource in the Styling Options
section of the LWC OmniScript Designer. For example, a CSS sheet can change the text color for every Number element in an
OmniScript without using a custom Lightning web component to override the Number element.

Reference Stylesheet Names in an OmniScript's JSON

Apply CSS changes to an OmniScript using SLDS or Newport styling by referencing a CSS file static resource in your OmniScript's
JSON properties. For example, a CSS sheet can change the text color for every Number element in an OmniScript without using
custom Lightning web components to override the Number element.

Apply Global Branding to OmniScripts

Apply global style changes to OmniScripts by using the Newport Design System. The Newport Design System enables you to
download, edit, and override the existing Newport CSS styling to apply your changes.

Customize SLDS Design Tokens in OmniScript

Modify the appearance of an OmniScript by overriding Salesforce's SLDS Design tokens. OmniScript elements use SLDS Design
Tokens for styling. Override tokens that have global access to modify the appearance of your OmniScript.

Apply Custom Styling to OmniScripts with Static Resources

Apply CSS changes to an OmniScript using SLDS or Newport styling by referencing a CSS file static resource in the Styling Options section
of the LWC OmniScript Designer. For example, a CSS sheet can change the text color for every Number element in an OmniScript without
using a custom Lightning web component to override the Number element.
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Required Versions

Available beginning with Vlocity Insurance and Health Summer '20 and CME Fall '20. For prior releases, see Reference Stylesheet Names
in an OmniScript's JSON.

Note: Prior to OmniStudio for Vlocity Summer '21, stylesheets referenced in Styling Options are not applied in Communities.

Note: Beginning with Vlocity Insurance and Health Summer '20, Multi-Language OmniScripts provide beta support for right-to-left
languages. See Create Multi-Language OmniScripts.

• Choose SLDS or Newport as the OmniScript theme.

• View the OmniScript's original CSS by inspecting the element's on the page in console tools or by downloading the CSS files for
LWCs in the OmniScript. Download.

• Create a CSS style sheet with custom CSS.

• In Salesforce, add the CSS file as a static resource. See Using Static Resources (Salesforce Documentation).

1. In the LWC OmniScript Designer, click Setup, and click Styling Options.

2. In the Custom Lightning Stylesheet File Name or Custom Newport StyleSheet File Name field, enter the name of that Static
Resource that stores your custom Lightning or Newport styling.
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3. (Optional) To add custom styling for right-to-left languages, see Reference Stylesheet Names in an OmniScript's JSON.

4. Activate and preview the OmniScript to view your custom styling.

Reference Stylesheet Names in an OmniScript's JSON

Apply CSS changes to an OmniScript using SLDS or Newport styling by referencing a CSS file static resource in your OmniScript's JSON
properties. For example, a CSS sheet can change the text color for every Number element in an OmniScript without using custom
Lightning web components to override the Number element.

Required Versions

Available beginning with Vlocity Insurance and Health Spring '20 and CME Fall '20.

Before You Begin

1. Choose SLDS or Newport as the OmniScript theme.

2. View the OmniScript's original CSS by inspecting the element's on the page in console tools or by downloading the CSS files for
LWCs in the OmniScript. Download.
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3. Create a CSS style sheet with custom CSS.

4. In Salesforce, add the CSS file as a static resource. See Using Static Resources (Salesforce Documentation).

Note: Beginning with Vlocity Insurance and Health Summer '20, Multi-Language OmniScripts provide beta support for right-to-left
languages.

1. In OmniScript, go to Setup or Script Configuration and click Edit as JSON.

2. In the JSON properties, find the node named style sheet:

"stylesheet": {
"newport": "",
"lightning": ""

}

3. Add the name of the static resource as a value to newport  or lightning.

"stylesheet": {
"newport": "",
"lightning": "myCustomOmniScriptStyles"

}

4. (Optional) Available beginning with Vlocity Insurance and Health Summer '20. Add the name of the static resource as a value to
newportRtl  or lightningRtl  to display the styling for right-to-left languages. If you are updating an existing OmniScript,
add newportRTL  and lightningRtl  manually.

"stylesheet": {
"newport": "",
"lightning": "",
"newportRtl": "myRtlNewportStyles",
"lightningRtl": ""

}

5. Activate and preview the OmniScript to view your custom styling.

Apply Global Branding to OmniScripts

Apply global style changes to OmniScripts by using the Newport Design System. The Newport Design System enables you to download,
edit, and override the existing Newport CSS styling to apply your changes.

Required Versions

Available beginning with Vlocity Insurance and Health Summer '19 and CME Fall '19.

Before You Begin

If you are unfamiliar with using command-line interfaces, see Command Line 101 (git-tower documentation).

System Requirements:

• Git (git-scm documentation)

• nodeJS v12.0 or higher (Node documentation)
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• Gulp CLI: npm install --global gulp-cli

1. Ensure that Node and NPM are installed on your local computer using the commands NPM outlines in their documentation
https://www.npmjs.com/get-npm. If you do not have Node or NPM, download them from https://nodejs.org/en/download/.

2. Clone vlocityinc/newport-design-system from https://github.com/vlocityinc/newport-design-system using a command-line
interface. To see which components are provided by Newport, look at the UI/components  directory.

Note: If you cannot use a file from github, download the Newport file here.

3. From the GitHub page, perform the latest steps to install the correct dependencies.

4. After installation is complete, launch the Storybook.js preview by issuing the command npm start.

5. Review the documentation in the Storybook preview.

6. Add customizations to your theme. See Customize OmniScripts and FlexCards with the Newport Design System.

7. Apply the OmniScript to individual OmniScripts or override the Newport theme for the entire org. See Deploy and Apply Global
Styling Changes using the Newport Design System.

8. Preview the changes in your Salesforce org by using the Newport Player in the OmniScript Designer Preview.

Customize SLDS Design Tokens in OmniScript

Modify the appearance of an OmniScript by overriding Salesforce's SLDS Design tokens. OmniScript elements use SLDS Design Tokens
for styling. Override tokens that have global access to modify the appearance of your OmniScript.

Design Tokens are not supported in Safari browsers, the classic OmniScript designer, and Community pages.

Required Versions

Available beginning with Vlocity Insurance and Health Spring '20 and CME Fall '20.

• View the Design Tokens that have global access.

• Preview and inspect an OmniScript in a developer console to view the current tokens present in the OmniScript.

1. In your OmniScript's Setup panel, click the Styling Options section or Lightning Design System Design Tokens section.
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2. In the Lightning Design System Design Tokens field, enter tokens by applying these changes:

a. Remove the dashes and apply camelcase to the token. For example, the token $spacing-xx-small  must be
$spacingXxSmall.

b. Replace the token's $  symbol with --lwc-.

--lwc-spacingXxSmall

c. Set the token's value, and end the line for each token using a ;.

--lwc-spacingXxSmall: 10rem;
--lwc-spacingSmall: 5rem;
--lwc-spacingMedium: 2rem;
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Customizing SLDS Design Tokens in the Classic OmniScript Designer

To override a token in the classic OmniScript designer:

Customizing SLDS Design Tokens in the Classic OmniScript Designer
To override a token in the classic OmniScript designer:

1. In an OmniScript's Script Configuration, select Edit as JSON to open the JSON editor.

2. Add the node designTokenOverride.

3. Set the node's value to a token, and edit the token's syntax by applying these changes:

a. Remove the dashes and apply camelcase to the token. For example, the token $spacing-xx-small  must be
$spacingXxSmall.

b. Replace the token's $  symbol with --lwc-.

--lwc-spacingXxSmall

c. Set the token's value, and end the line for each token in the designTokenOverride node using a ;.

"designTokenOverride": "--lwc-spacingXxSmall: 10rem;
--lwc-spacingSmall: 5rem;
--lwc-spacingMedium: 2rem;"

4. Activate the OmniScript, and preview it in the LWC OmniScript Designer or a Lightning page.

Deploy, Launch, and Embed LWC OmniScripts

Deploy your OmniScript and launch it from an Experience page, Lightning page, custom LWC, or off-platform application.

Generate the OmniScript's Lightning web component by deploying your OmniScript. Add the generated LWC to Lightning pages,
Experience pages, third-party applications, and custom LWCs to launch your OmniScripts.

• Deploy your OmniScript.

• After deploying your OmniScript, launch your OmniScript from one of these experiences:
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DescriptionExperience

Launch an OmniScript from a Lightning page the OmniScript's
generated LWC, or the Vlocity LWC OmniScript Wrapper
component.

Lightning pages

Launch an OmniScript from an Experience page using
OmniScript's generated LWC, or the Vlocity LWC OmniScript
Wrapper component.

Experience pages

Launch an OmniScript from a custom Lightning web component
by embedding the OmniScript's LWC.

Embedded inside of a custom component

Run OmniScripts off-platform using OmniOut. Available
beginning with Vlocity Insurance and Health and Vlocity CME
Summer '20.

Off-Platform

Activate and Deploy an LWC OmniScript

Make OmniScripts available to Experience Sites, Lightning Pages, custom LWCs, and Lightning tabs by activating and deploying the
OmniScript.

Launch LWC OmniScripts from Lightning and Experience Pages

Launch LWC OmniScripts in Experience and Lightning pages using the generated OmniScript Component or the LWC OmniScript
Wrapper component.

Embed an OmniScript Lightning Web Component in a Lightning Web Component

Embed an OmniScript LWC in a Lightning web component by copying the LWC OmniScript component tag and adding it directly
into a component.

Activate and Deploy an LWC OmniScript

Make OmniScripts available to Experience Sites, Lightning Pages, custom LWCs, and Lightning tabs by activating and deploying the
OmniScript.

1. From OmniScript, click Activate to activate the OmniScript and deploy the OmniScript automatically.

2. (Optional) Click Deactivate, and then Activate to redeploy the OmniScript and apply updates or resolve a deployment issue.

3. (Optional) Exclusive to the Classic Designer, if there is an issue with the deployment, redeploy the OmniScript by clicking the Deploy
LWC button in the Script Configuration properties.

Ensure the OmniScript is active, then click the Deploy LWC button to redeploy the OmniScript.

4. After deploying your OmniScript, launch your OmniScript from one of these experiences:
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DescriptionExperience

Launch an OmniScript from a Lightning page the OmniScript's
generated LWC, or the Vlocity LWC OmniScript Wrapper
component.

Lightning pages

Launch an OmniScript from an Experience page using
OmniScript's generated LWC, or the Vlocity LWC OmniScript
Wrapper component.

Experience pages

Launch an OmniScript from a custom Lightning web component
by embedding the OmniScript's LWC.

Embedded inside of a custom component

Run OmniScripts off-platform using OmniOut. Available
beginning with Vlocity Insurance and Health and Vlocity CME
Summer '20.

Off-Platform

5. (Optional) If an error occurs on the initial load of an OmniScript, in the OmniScript, click Deactivate, then click Activate. This redeploys
the OmniScript.

6. (Optional) Map deployment errors using the Error Handling Framework. Available beginning with Vlocity Insurance and Health
Winter '20 and Vlocity CME Fall '20 .

Error Mapping Example:

Original error

Error Message Mapping a Path and Value to a new message

New error message
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7. (Optional) Click the dropdown arrow, and click Download LWC to view the metadata for the OmniScript.

Launch LWC OmniScripts from Lightning and Experience Pages

Launch LWC OmniScripts in Experience and Lightning pages using the generated OmniScript Component or the LWC OmniScript
Wrapper component.

Generated LWC OmniScript Lightning Web Component or LWC OmniScript Wrapper?

Use this table to determine whether the LWC OmniScript Wrapper component or a generated LWC OmniScript component meets your
requirements.

CapabilitiesComponent Type

Generated OmniScript LWC • Automatically passes the RecordId for the page into the
OmniScript's Data JSON in the ContextId node

• Displays one layout, Lightning or Newport

• Not directly URL addressable

• URL addressable through the Experience or Lightning page
URL

• Cannot accept parameters since it is not directly URL
addressable

Vlocity LWC OmniScript Wrapper • Accepts additional URL parameters

• Loads in different OmniScripts based on parameters

• Accepts prefill information

• Compatible with LWC Save For Later prefill functionality

Add an LWC OmniScript to a Lightning or Experience Page

Add an OmniScript to a Lightning or Experience page by adding the OmniScript's generated Lightning web component. The
component is generated when you activate the OmniScript.
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Launch an LWC OmniScript with LWC OmniScript Wrapper

Launch LWC Omniscripts on Community and Lightning pages using the Vlocity LWC OmniScript Wrapper component.

Display Inline OmniScripts on Lightning and Community Pages

Enable LWC OmniScripts to run inline without leaving the context of a page. An inline OmniScript renders as a button that, when
clicked, launches the OmniScript inline. The record id of a page passes into an inline OmniScript as a Context Id automatically. You
can render more than one inline OmniScript on a page beginning in Vlocity Insurance and Health Summer '20 and CME Fall '20 .

Add an LWC OmniScript to a Lightning or Experience Page
Add an OmniScript to a Lightning or Experience page by adding the OmniScript's generated Lightning web component. The component
is generated when you activate the OmniScript.

Add your OmniScript to a Lightning Page

Add your OmniScript to a Salesforce Lightning page.

Add your OmniScript to an Experience Page

Add your OmniScript to a Salesforce Experience page.

Add your OmniScript to a Lightning Page
Add your OmniScript to a Salesforce Lightning page.

1. In a Lightning Page's App Builder, search for the name of your OmniScript by entering the OmniScript's unique Type, SubType, and
Language. Use the syntax Type/SubType/Language to search as the search does not ignore forward slashes.

2. Drag the component into the Lightning Page.

3. (Optional) Apply Newport styling by entering newport into the layout field in the component's properties panel. Lightning styling
is the default styling when the layout property is blank.
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4. (Optional) Configure the inline options. See Display Inline OmniScripts on Lightning and Community Pages.

5. (Optional) Control how right-to-left languages display. OmniScript provides beta support for right-to-left languages. In the dir field,
select whether the OmniScript displays ltr  or rtl. Available beginning with Vlocity Insurance and Health and Vlocity CME Summer
'20

6. (Optional) Modify the component's visibility by adding filters. For more information, see Dynamic Pages.

7. (Optional) Change the device view of the App Builder to Phone to see how the OmniScript displays on a mobile device. Available
beginning with Vlocity Insurance and Health and Vlocity CME Summer '20
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Add your OmniScript to an Experience Page
Add your OmniScript to a Salesforce Experience page.

1. In an Experience Builder, click on the Components tab.

2. Search for the name of your OmniScript by entering the OmniScript's unique Type, SubType, and Language. Use the syntax
Type/SubType/Language to search as the search does not ignore forward slashes.

3. Drag the component into the Experience page.

4. (Optional) Apply Newport styling by entering newport into the layout field in the component's properties panel. Lightning styling
is the default styling when the layout property is blank.
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5. (Optional) Configure the inline options. See Display Inline OmniScripts on Lightning and Community Pages.

6. (Optional) Control how right-to-left languages display. OmniScript provides beta support for right-to-left languages. In the dir field,
select whether the OmniScript displays ltr  or rtl.Available beginning with Vlocity Insurance and Health and Vlocity CME Summer
'20.

7. (Optional) Change the device view in the Experience Builder to Phone or Tablet to see how the OmniScript displays on a mobile or
tablet device. Available beginning with Vlocity Insurance and Health and Vlocity CME Summer '20.

Launch an LWC OmniScript with LWC OmniScript Wrapper
Launch LWC Omniscripts on Community and Lightning pages using the Vlocity LWC OmniScript Wrapper component.
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The wrapper component makes the OmniScript URL addressable to enable the passing of additional parameters to the OmniScript. The
Vlocity LWC OmniScript Wrapper component and the vlocityLWCOmniWrapper are Aura components that wrap an OmniScript to make
the OmniScript URL addressable.

If the LWC OmniScript Wrapper component exists on a record page, the record Id passes into the OmniScript as the Context Id automatically.

Required Versions

Available beginning with the Vlocity Insurance and Health Winter '20, and Vlocity CME Winter '20.

Launch OmniScripts in Communities from URLs

Launch any LWC OmniScript on a Community Page by sending a URL to the Vlocity LWC OmniScript Wrapper component on the
page.

Launching an LWC OmniScript in Lightning

To make an OmniScript URL addressable using the vlocityLWCOmniWrapper:

Launching an LWC OmniScript from a Layout Action

To launch the LWC OmniScript from a layout action:

Launch OmniScripts in Communities from URLs
Launch any LWC OmniScript on a Community Page by sending a URL to the Vlocity LWC OmniScript Wrapper component on the page.

To add the Vlocity LWC OmniScript Wrapper component to a Community page:

1. On a Community Builder page, click on the Components tab.

2. Search for the Vlocity LWC OmniScript Wrapper component, and drag it onto the page.

3. Leave the fields in the component blank.
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4. (Optional) To test an OmniScript using the LWC OmniScript Wrapper in the Community Builder:

a. In the LWC OmniScript Wrapper, check the Stand Alone Mode checkbox.

b. In the LWC OmniScript Name field, enter the component name of your OmniScript with the prefix c:. The OmniScript's
component name is a combination of the Type, SubType, and Language of your OmniScript without spaces.

c:customTestEnglish

Configure URL to Access Vlocity LWC OmniScript Wrapper Component

Configure the URL to access the Vlocity LWC OmniScript Wrapper component. Launch any LWC OmniScript on a Community Page
by sending a URL to the Vlocity LWC OmniScript Wrapper component on the page.

Configure URL to Access Vlocity LWC OmniScript Wrapper Component
Configure the URL to access the Vlocity LWC OmniScript Wrapper component. Launch any LWC OmniScript on a Community Page by
sending a URL to the Vlocity LWC OmniScript Wrapper component on the page.
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1. Configure the URL for the Community page in a URL field, such as a URL in a Card Action or text editor.

Example URL for a Community named AccountCommunity that has a page named AccountPage:

https://exampleURL.force.com/AccountCommunity/s/AccountPage?

2. In your OmniScript, click the How to Launch Activated Script button.

3. In the How to Launch modal, click the LWC tab.

4. In the Vlocity Aura Wrapper section of the LWC tab, copy the text appearing after the question mark.

https://exampleURL.na130.visual.force.com/lightning/cmp/namespace__vlocityLWCOmniWrapper?c__target=namespace:myLWCTestEnglish&c__layout=lightning

• The c__target parameter is set to a component indicated by c:. The component is the Name of your OmniScript combined
with the Type, SubType, and Language. This component passes into the LWC OmniScript Name field of the Vlocity LWC OmniScript
Wrapper.

• The c__layout parameter passes the layout to the Layout field of the Vlocity LWC OmniScript Wrapper.

5. In the c__target  parameter of the URL, replace the namespace with c.

c__target=c:myLWCTestEnglish&c__layout=lightning

6. Paste the copied text to the end of the Community Page URL.

https://exampleURL.force.com/AccountCommunity/s/AccountPage?c__target=c:myLWCTestEnglish&c__layout=lightning

7. (Optional) Pass additional parameters by separating them with an ampersand, &. Parameters must use the c__  prefix. For example,
to pass "AccountName": "Acme" into the OmniScript's data JSON,the syntax must be &c__AccountName=Acme.

8. (Optional) Fire events from the Navigate Action by passing an event to the OmniScript in the URL parameter c__vlocEvents.
The Navigate Action element must have the checkbox property LWC PubSub Message? enabled to fire the event. To refresh Cards
using events, see Reloading a Card After Updating an LWC OmniScript.

Launching an LWC OmniScript in Lightning
To make an OmniScript URL addressable using the vlocityLWCOmniWrapper:

1. In your LWC OmniScript, click the How to Launch Activated Script button.

2. In the How to Launch modal, click the LWC tab.

3. In the Vlocity Aura Wrapper section of the LWC tab, copy the relative path of the URL.

https://exampleURL.na130.visual.force.com/lightning/cmp/namespace__vlocityLWCOmniWrapper?c__target=namespace:myLWCTestEnglish&c__layout=lightning

4. (Optional) Launch the OmniScript using a Newport layout by clicking Newport and copying the relative path.

5. (Optional) When using the URL path in a production org, you must replace the namespace of your component. In the c__target
parameter of the URL, replace the namespace with c.

c__target=c:myLWCTestEnglish&c__layout=lightning
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6. (Optional) Prefill an OmniScript by assigning prefill values with the prefix &c__  placed before the key. For example, to pass
"AccountName": "Acme"  into an OmniScript's data JSON, add the parameter using the syntax &c__AccountName=Acme.

lightning/cmp/NS__vlocityLWCOmniWrapper?c__target=c:myTypeExampleEnglish&c__AccountName=Acme

7. (Optional) When using the wrapper in a console app, add a Console Tab Icon and a Console Tab Label by setting the c__tabIcon
and c__tabLabel parameters. The c__tabIcon accepts an SLDS Icon , and c__tabLabel accepts plain text. For example,
&c__tabLabel=Custom Label&c__tabIcon=standard:account renders the console tab shown in this example image.

8. (Optional) Fire events from the Navigate Action by passing an event to the OmniScript in the URL parameter c__vlocEvents.
The Navigate Action element must have the checkbox property LWC PubSub Message? enabled to fire the event.

9. Paste the URL wherever you plan to invoke the OmniScript from and preview the functionality.

Launching an LWC OmniScript from a Layout Action
To launch the LWC OmniScript from a layout action:

1. From Setup, enter Object Manager  into the Quick Find search.

2. Select an Object, and click Buttons, Links, and Actions.

3. Click New Button or Link.

4. Set Display Type to Detail Page Button.

5. Set Content Source to URL.

6. Configure the URL value to equal the relative path of the vlocityLWCOmniWrapper. For information on obtaining the relative path,
see Launching an LWC OmniScript in Lightning.

namespace__vlocityLWCOmniWrapper?c__target=c:myLWCTestEnglish&c__layout=lightning

Display Inline OmniScripts on Lightning and Community Pages
Enable LWC OmniScripts to run inline without leaving the context of a page. An inline OmniScript renders as a button that, when clicked,
launches the OmniScript inline. The record id of a page passes into an inline OmniScript as a Context Id automatically. You can render
more than one inline OmniScript on a page beginning in Vlocity Insurance and Health Summer '20 and CME Fall '20 .

Required Versions

Available beginning with Vlocity Insurance and Health Spring '20 and Vlocity CME Summer '20.
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Ensure your OmniScript is active.

Running OmniScripts in inline mode disables SEO Enabled and Save For Later.

1. From the Community or App Builder, add an activated OmniScript to a page.

2. In the OmniScript component, check the inline checkbox.

3. In the inlineLabel field, enter the text to display on the button.

4. (Optional) Choose an inlineVariant to alter the button's appearance.

5. (Optional) Enable events to fire by enabling Cancel Options.

6. Click Save, and preview the OmniScript.

Embed an OmniScript Lightning Web Component in a Lightning Web Component

Embed an OmniScript LWC in a Lightning web component by copying the LWC OmniScript component tag and adding it directly into
a component.

Note: When passing data from an LWC into an embedded LWC OmniScript's prefill property, the string values "true"  and
"false"  will convert to boolean values. To avoid this issue, stringify your values by adding additional quotation marks escaped
by backslashes. For example, to convert this prefill object prefill = { "Multi-select1":"true"}  the new syntax
must be prefill = { "Multi-select1":"\"true\""}.
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Embed the Component

Copy the OmniScript component tag and embed it in a component.

Detect Data JSON Updates in an Embedded OmniScript

Detect changes in an embedded OmniScript's data JSON by using the omniaggregate event.

Embed the Component
Copy the OmniScript component tag and embed it in a component.

1. In an OmniScript Designer, copy the LWC OmniScript tag using one of these options:

• In the OmniScript Designer, click the dropdown menu, click How To Launch, and copy one of the component tags.

• In the Classic Designer, copy the LWC OmniScript component tag from the Script Configuration properties.

• In the Classic Designer, copy the LWC OmniScript component code from one of the examples found in the How to Launch
activated script section of the OmniScript.
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2. In your component's HTML file, enter the component tag to embed the OmniScript component.

<template>
<c-doc-example-english layout="lightning"></c-doc-example-english>

</template>

Detect Data JSON Updates in an Embedded OmniScript
Detect changes in an embedded OmniScript's data JSON by using the omniaggregate event.

1. Add an event listener that accepts the omniaggregate  event as an argument.

this.template.addEventListener( 'omniaggregate');

2. Create a separate function that handles the response of the event and assigns the value to a variable.

omniUpdateHandler(event) {
if(event.detail) {

this.omniDataJSON = event.detail;
// do something with the data JSON

}

3. Add the function that handles the response as an argument to the event listener so that it fires whenever the OmniScript data JSON
updates.

this.template.addEventListener( 'omniaggregate', this.omniUpdateHandler.bind(this));
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Enable and Configure Cancel Functionality in an LWC OmniScript

Navigate users to different Salesforce experiences after canceling an OmniScript by configuring cancel options.

OmniScript's cancel functionality enables users to cancel out of an OmniScript from a Step by clicking a cancel link. The cancel option
directs the user to a Salesforce experience set in the cancel options or a Navigate Action.

1. From OmniScript's Setup, expand Cancel Options, and click Enable Cancel.

2. In Field Label, enter the Cancel option's display text. The text displays as a clickable link in every Step.

3. (Optional) Check Show prompt before cancel? and enter text into Cancel Message to display a prompt message. The prompt
enables users to return to the OmniScript when a user clicks cancel.

4. (Optional) Replace the existing entry in the browser history by setting the Replace? property to Yes. If Replace? is set to Yes, users
cannot navigate back to the OmniScript.

5. Determine the Salesforce experience that the cancel link will direct to by clicking and selecting a PageReference type. This page
contains further instructions for each PageReference Type that Cancel Options support.

DescriptionPageReference Type

Launch a standard or custom app that is available from the app
launcher. Connected apps are not supported.

App

Direct users to a Named Page in a Community.Community Named Page

Navigate to Aura components and Lightning web components.Component

Trigger a page update on the current page once a user completes
the OmniScript.

Current Page

Display knowledge articles in the OmniScript.Knowledge Article

Open a Community login page.Login

Launch another LWC OmniScript.LWC OmniScript

Open a standard Named page.Named Page

A page displaying mapped content on a CustomTab.Navigation Item

Direct users to a standard, or custom, object page.Object

Open a page that interacts with a Salesforce record.Record

Open a record relationship page.Record Relationship

Open an external URL.Web Page
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6. In Target Parameters, enter additional parameters to pass to the selected experience.

Add Cancel Options to a Navigate Action

Prior to Vlocity Insurance and Health Summer '20, add cancel functionality to an LWC OmniScript with the Navigate Action.

Add Cancel Options to a Navigate Action

Prior to Vlocity Insurance and Health Summer '20, add cancel functionality to an LWC OmniScript with the Navigate Action.

1. Add a Navigate Action before the first Step in the OmniScript.

2. In the Navigate Action's Element Name field, enter CANCEL  in all uppercase letters. Ensure that the CANCEL OPTIONS property
section is present in the Navigate Action after setting the Element Name.

3. In the Label field, enter the Cancel option's display text. The text displays as a clickable link in every Step.

Note: Cancel cannot be activated or deactivated for individual steps.
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4. (Optional) Disable confirmation prompts from displaying to users by unchecking Prompt before cancel?.

5. (Optional) In the Cancel Message field, enter a custom message to display to users in the confirmation prompt.

6. (Optional) To collapse the script and view the current page, set the Navigate Action's PageReference type to Current Page with
no additional configuration.

7. (Optional) Determine where the cancel option directs users by configuring the Navigate Action.

Enable SEO for LWC OmniScripts

Beginning with Vlocity Insurance and Health Spring '20, make OmniScripts in Communities appear in online searches by enabling SEO.

SEO OmniScripts store the state of an OmniScript in the URL by setting the c__step parameter to the name of an active Step automatically.
Direct users to a specific step in the OmniScript by setting the c__step parameter in SEO URLs to a Step name in the OmniScript. Refreshing
the page does not cause the OmniScript to begin at the first Step because the Step is stored in the c__step parameter. Include additional
parameters to store the state of elements, insert data into the OmniScript's data JSON, prefill elements, or conditionally fire OmniScript
Actions. Beginning with Vlocity Insurance and Health and Vlocity CME Summer '20, storing the state enables a user to navigate to previous
or next steps using their browser's back and forward buttons.

SEO is automatically disabled when running Inline OmniScripts. It is possible to create OmniScripts that store the state in the c__step
parameter without using the OmniScript for SEO purposes.

• Set Up SEO for Your Community (Salesforce Documentation).

• Review SEO Best Practices and Considerations for Guest Users (Salesforce Documentation).

1. In the OmniScript's Setup section, check Enable SEO. The OmniScript automatically adds the c__step parameter to store the state
of a Step.

2. (Optional) Store the state of elements in your OmniScript, prefill elements, or pass data into the OmniScript's data JSON using
Additional SEO URL Parameters.

a. In the Additional SEO URL Parameters field, enter a parameter with the prefix c__. When storing an element's state or
prefilling an element, use the name of the element as your parameter. For example, the parameter for an element named Text1
is c__Text1.

b. Set the parameter equal to an element in the OmniScript using merge field syntax or a static value. If there is more than one
parameter present, separate the parameters with an &  symbol. See Access OmniScript Data JSON with Merge Fields. For example,
to store the state of the Text1 element, set the c__Text1  parameter equal to %Text1%.
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3. Activate the OmniScript, and add it to a Community.

4. Grant guest user access in your Community.

5. Add the OmniScript URL to the Community's sitemap.xml file. See Set Up SEO for Your Community.

6. Use a search engine, such as Google, to test the SEO functionality.

7. (Optional) Beginning with Vlocity Insurance and Health and Vlocity CME Summer '20, test the OmniScript's forward and backward
navigation using a browser's forward and back buttons.

Create Stateful LWC OmniScripts

Beginning with Vlocity Insurance and Health Spring '20, enable LWC OmniScripts to store the state of an OmniScript in the URL.

OmniScripts store the state of an OmniScript in the URL by setting the c__step parameter to the name of an active Step automatically.
Direct users to a specific step in the OmniScript by setting the c__Step parameter in the URL to a Step name in the OmniScript. Refreshing
the page does not cause the OmniScript to begin at the first step because the Step is stored in the c__step parameter. Include additional
parameters to store the state of elements, insert data into the OmniScript's data JSON, prefill elements, or conditionally fire OmniScript
Actions. Beginning with Vlocity Insurance and Health and Vlocity CME Summer '20, storing the state enables a user to navigate to previous
or next steps using their browser's back and forward buttons.

1. In the OmniScript's Setup section, check Enable SEO. The OmniScript automatically adds the c__step parameter to store the state
of a Step.
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2. (Optional) Store the state of elements in your OmniScript, prefill elements, or pass data into the OmniScript's data JSON using
Additional SEO URL Parameters.

a. In the Additional SEO URL Parameters field, enter a parameter with the prefix c__. When storing an element's state or
prefilling an element, use the name of the element as your parameter. For example, the parameter for an element named Text1
is c__Text1.

b. Set the parameter equal to an element in the OmniScript using merge field syntax or a static value. If there is more than one
parameter present, separate the parameters with an &  symbol. See Access OmniScript Data JSON with Merge Fields. For example,
to store the state of the Text1 element, set the c__Text1  parameter equal to %Text1%.

3. Activate the OmniScript, and add it to a Lightning or Community Page.

4. (Optional) Beginning with Vlocity Insurance and Health and Vlocity CME Summer '20, test the OmniScript's forward and backward
navigation using a browser's forward and back buttons.
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Embed FlexCards in an LWC OmniScript

Embed a FlexCard Lightning Web Component in an OmniScript by using the Custom LWC element. FlexCards can receive data from the
LWC OmniScript and perform any action available in the FlexCard.

• Ensure your FlexCard includes OmniScript support.

• (Optional) Configure a FlexCard to receive data from OmniScript.

1. In an LWC enabled OmniScript, drag the Custom LWC element into a Step.

2. In the Custom LWC's Lightning Web Component Name property, enter the FlexCard component's name and prepend cf  to the
beginning of the name. For example, a FlexCard named Account Card  must be entered as cfAccountCard.

3. In Property Name, enter a property that the FlexCard expects to receive by converting the property to an HTML attribute format.
Three options enable you to pass data into the FlexCard from your OmniScript. Each data option requires you to pass data as an
HTML attribute. For example, if a FlexCard receives the property recordId, you must enter record-id  in the property name
field to pass the property correctly.

ExampleDescriptionProperty Name Option

Pass a record id into a FlexCard using the
record-id property. FlexCards use record
ids to perform data queries.

record-id

Pass a parent object containing parent
attributes such as Parent.id into the

parent-attribute

FlexCard. Use merge fields in FlexCard
queries and fields.

Map data to FlexCard fields directly
without running a query. The parent-data

parent-data

AND
property is a boolean that FlexCards uses
to determine whether to run a query or
parse over a set of records.

records
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ExampleDescriptionProperty Name Option

Note:  If you set parent-data to
true, you can’t update the data
source of the FlexCard. Specifically,
if you call an Update Data Source
action in a FlexCard embedded in
an custom Lightning Web
Component OmniScript with the
Standalone property disabled, then
the action overrides any changes
by the user.

4. In Property Source, using merge field syntax, enter one of these options based on your property name:

Property SourceProperty Name

Enter a JSON node that contains. For example, to pass a record
id stored in the ContextId node, enter %ContextId%.

record-id

Enter a JSON node containing an object.parent-attribute

Set parent-data's property source to true.parent-data

Set records equal to an object containing a record or an array of
records. FlexCards parses over these records and maps the nodes
to FlexCard fields.

AND

records

5. (Optional) Rerender and refresh the FlexCards save state whenever a user navigates to the step. In the FlexCards Designer, disable
OmniScript support, then in the OmniScript Designer, open the Custom LWC element and check Standalone Mode..

6. (Optional) Beginning with Summer '21, provide Selectable Items in your OmniScript using FlexCards.

7. Save and Activate the Script.

8. Preview the OmniScript.

Note: LWC OmniScripts using custom Lightning web components must be active to preview the OmniScript.

Launch Vlocity Cards within an LWC OmniScript

Beginning with the Vlocity Insurance and Health Summer '19 and Vlocity Communications, Media, and Energy Fall '19 releases, Vlocity
supports the Salesforce Lightning Web Component programming model.

Render a Vlocity Card Lightning Web Component in an OmniScript by using the Custom LWC Element.

To add a Vlocity Card to an LWC OmniScript:
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1. Ensure your Vlocity Card is LWC enabled and includes OmniScript support. For more information on including OmniScript support,
see Creating an LWC Card Layout.

2. In an LWC enabled OmniScript, drag the Custom LWC element into a Step. For information on creating an LWC OmniScript, see
Create an LWC OmniScript.

3. In the Custom LWC's Lightning Web Component Name property, enter the name of the Vlocity Card Component.

4. Save and Activate the Script.

5. Preview the OmniScript.

Note: LWC OmniScripts using custom Lightning web components must be active to preview the OmniScript.

Integrate Salesforce Knowledge with OmniScript

Enable users to search and view Salesforce Knowledge Articles when using an OmniScript. Configure OmniScript Knowledge Options
to search for articles based on static values and dynamic inputs from OmniScript fields, or a query from a simple search bar.

Important: Your organization must have Salesforce Knowledge enabled to use this feature.

Simple Search Bar

From the OmniScript Designer Preview, you can open the article in a new console or browser tab. Or you can view the article inside the
OmniScript Step or in a modal window.
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Article Open in the OmniScript as a Collapsible Block

Article Open in a Modal Window

Setup OmniScript to Work with Salesforce Knowledge

Integrate Salesforce Knowledge into your OmniScript to enable users to search and view Salesforce Knowledge articles in the
OmniScript. OmniScript also supports querying Lightning Knowledge.

Configure Knowledge for Individual Steps in the OmniScript

After the initial configuration to set up your OmniScript to work with Salesforce Knowledge, integrate Knowledge in your OmniScript
Steps. Configure options on each step to enable Knowledge and filter results.

Open Knowledge Base Articles Outside an OmniScript

Beginning with Vlocity Insurance and Health Winter '20 and Vlocity CME Winter '20, launch Knowledge base articles outside of an
OmniScript using the Vlocity OmniScript Knowledge Base component in a Community or Lightning page.

Knowledge Options Properties Reference

Knowledge Options properties are configurable from the Setup and Properties panels in the OmniScript Designer. Enable Knowledge
in your OmniScript to allow users to view and search for articles from your Salesforce Knowledge articles.
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Setup OmniScript to Work with Salesforce Knowledge

Integrate Salesforce Knowledge into your OmniScript to enable users to search and view Salesforce Knowledge articles in the OmniScript.
OmniScript also supports querying Lightning Knowledge.

• Enable Salesforce Knowledge. See Enable Salesforce Knowledge.

• (Optional) Enable Lightning Knowledge.

1. From the Setup panel, expand the Knowledge Options section and check Enable Knowledge.

2. (Optional) To integrate Lightning Knowledge with OmniScript check Use Lightning Knowledge. Lightning Knowledge must be
enabled in your org.

3. (Optional) Select Display Outside OmniScript to launch Knowledge base articles outside of an OmniScript using the Vlocity
OmniScript Knowledge Base component in a Community or Lightning page.

4. In the Knowledge Article Type Query Fields Map section:

a. In Article/Record Type API Name, enter the Article Type API name for Classic Knowledge or enter the Record Type API name
when Use Lightning Knowledge is enabled.

b. In Field API Name, enter the API name of the field to search in, such as Title. For multiple fields, enter a comma-separated
list with no spaces, such as Title, namespace__richText__c,Summary.
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5. To query additional Article or Record types, click + Add New Knowledge Type Field Map and repeat Step 4.

6. If Use Lightning Knowledge is enabled, enter the Lightning Knowledge object's API name into the Lightning Knowledge Object
API Name field, such as namespace__Knowledge__kav.

7. (Optional) In Label, enter the text displayed above the Knowledge component, such as Suggested Articles.

Configure Knowledge for Individual Steps in the OmniScript

After the initial configuration to set up your OmniScript to work with Salesforce Knowledge, integrate Knowledge in your OmniScript
Steps. Configure options on each step to enable Knowledge and filter results.

Before You Begin

Setup your OmniScript to work with Salesforce Knowledge, see Setup OmniScript to Work with Salesforce Knowledge.

1. From the OmniScripts Designer, click the Step you want to display the Knowledge component.

2. In the Properties panel, expand the Knowledge Options section, and click Enable Knowledge.

3. Update Language from the default English to your preferred language.

4. Update Public Status from the default is Online  to Archive or Draft.

5. In the Keyword field, enter the text to search for. This can be literal text, such as Service Disconnect. Or, you can use merge
fields for variable data. For example, enter %RouterType%  to enable your users to enter keywords to search for in a Text element
whose Name is RouterType. For information on merge fields see, Access OmniScript Data JSON with Merge Fields.

6. To filter articles by their Data Category, enter a SOQL query in the Data Category Criteria field. For example, enter
Troubleshooting__c AT (Router__c)  to show articles from the sub-category Router  under the parent category
Troubleshooting. For more information on building queries for Data Categories, see With Data Category filtering Expression

Note: You do not need to enter WITH DATA CATEGORY in your query.

7. (Optional) When Lightning Knowledge is enabled, to filter the record types queried by the Step, enter the Record Type's API name
into the Record Type Filter field. For multiple Record Types, enter a comma-separated list with no spaces, such as FAQ,INFO.

Open Knowledge Base Articles Outside an OmniScript

Beginning with Vlocity Insurance and Health Winter '20 and Vlocity CME Winter '20, launch Knowledge base articles outside of an
OmniScript using the Vlocity OmniScript Knowledge Base component in a Community or Lightning page.
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The Vlocity OmniScript Knowledge Base component renders Knowledge base articles side-by-side with an OmniScript or as a standalone
component. When opening Knowledge Base articles from an OmniScript, OmniScript passes specific information into the component
to search the Knowledge base and render articles.

• Configure the fields that query the Knowledge base.

• (Optional) Define Knowledge base queries at the step level.

1. In your OmniScript's Setup panel, expand Knowledge options, and select Enable Knowledge.

2. Select Lightning Knowledge, and configure the remaining fields.

3. Confirm Display Outside OmniScript is enabled.

4. (Optional) Configure Knowledge Options on the Step level.

5. Deploy the OmniScript by clicking the Activate Version.

6. Open the Lightning App Builder and create a new page with a layout containing at least two regions. See Lightning App Builder.

7. From the Lightning page, drag the deployed LWC OmniScript component into the page.

8. From the Components section, drag the Vlocity OmniScript Knowledge Base component to where you want it displayed.

9. In the omniscriptKey field, enter the name of the LWC OmniScript component using the syntax type_SubType_Language.

10. (Optional) In the layout field, enter newport  to render the Knowledge base article with the Newport Design System styling.

11. Save the Lightning page and test the OmniScript on the Lightning page to preview the behavior.

Knowledge Options Properties Reference

Knowledge Options properties are configurable from the Setup and Properties panels in the OmniScript Designer. Enable Knowledge
in your OmniScript to allow users to view and search for articles from your Salesforce Knowledge articles.

DefinitionProperty

Integrate Salescorce Knowledge with OmniScript. You must enable
this property in the Properties panel for each Step that displays the
Knowledge component and in the Setup panel.

Enable Knowledge

Setup panel

These properties are unique to the Knowledge Options section in the Setup panel.

DescriptionProperty

Enables launching Knowledge base articles outside of an
OmniScript using the Vlocity OmniScript Knowledge Base
component in a Community or Lightning page.

Display Outside OmniScript

Integrates Lightning Knowledge with OmniScript. Lightning
Knowledge must be enabled in your org.

Use Lightning Knowledge
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DescriptionProperty

The Article Type API name for Classic Knowledge or the Record
Type API name when Use Lightning Knowledge is enabled.

Article/Record Type API Name

The API name of the field to search in, such as Title. For multiple
fields, enter a comma-separated list with no spaces, such as
Title, namespace__richText__c,Summary.

Field API Name

If Use Lightning Knowledge is enabled, enter the Lightning
Knowledge object's API name, such as
namespace__Knowledge__kav.

Lightning Knowledge Object API Name

The text displayed above the Knowledge component, such as
Suggested Articles.

Label

Properties panel

These properties are unique to the Knowledge Options section in the Properties panel when you select a Step.

DescriptionProperty

Select the language to display the articles.Language

The type of article to display. Enter Online, Archived  or
Draft.

Public Status

The text to search for. This can be literal text, such as Service
Disconnect. Or enter merge fields for variable data. For

Keyword

example, enter %RouterType%  to use the input value of a Text
element whose Name is RouterType.

Filter Knowledge articles by their data category in a SOQL query.
For example, enter Troubleshooting__c AT

Data Category Criteria

(Router__c) to show articles from the sub-category Router
under the parent category Troubleshooting. The WITH
DATA CATEGORY clause is not required in the query.

If Use Lightning Knowledge is enabled, enter the Record Type's
API name to filter the record types queried by the Step. For multiple

Record Type Filter

Record Types, enter a comma-separated list with no spaces, such
as FAQ,INFO.
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LWC OmniScript ReadMe Reference

This page lists the Lightning web components ReadMes available for LWC OmniScripts. Extend Lightning web components to add
custom behavior and styling.

For information on customizing OmniScript LWCs see Create a Custom Lightning Web Component for OmniScript. For information on
configuring OmniScript elements, see OmniScript Element Reference.

Download the HTML, CSS, and ReadMe files for every available Lightning web component in one file.

Important:  For the most recent files, download the zip file from the latest available release in the table on this page. If there are
no updates in a given release, a file isn’t published for that release.

HTML, CSS, and ReadMe Download FileRelease

DownloadOmniStudio Winter '22

DownloadOmniStudio Summer '21

DownloadVlocity Health and Insurance Spring '21

DownloadVlocity Insurance and Health and Vlocity CME Summer '20

DownloadVlocity Insurance and Health Spring '20

Action Element ReadMes

These are the LWC ReadMes for OmniScript Action elements:

• DataRaptor Extract Action

• DataRaptor Post Action

• DataRaptor Transform Action

• DocuSign Envelope Action

• DocuSign Signature Action

• Email Action

• HTTP Action

• Integration Procedure Action

• Navigate Action

• Remote Action

• Set Values Action

Base Component ReadMes

LWC OmniScript elements extend the base components in this table.
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DescriptionLWC

The base component for OmniScript Input elements.OmniScript Atomic Element

The base component for OmniScript Action elements.OmniScript Base Action

The base component for LWC OmniScript.OmniScript Base Element

The base component for OmniScript Group elements.OmniScript Group Element

Display Element ReadMes

These are the LWC ReadMes for OmniScript Display elements:

• Line Break

• Text Block

Function Element ReadMes

These are the LWC ReadMes for OmniScript Function elements:

• Formula

• Messaging

General ReadMes

DescriptionLWC

LWC for the OmniScript Knowledge component. The knowledge
component enables users to search for Lightning Knowledge
articles.

OmniScript Knowledge Base ReadMe

LWC for the modal that displays in OmniScript.OmniScript Modal

LWC for the OmniScript Step Chart. See .OmniScript Step Chart

LWC for the OmniScript Step Chart Items. The Step Chart Items
component controls the functionality of the OmniScript Step Chart.

OmniScript Step Chart Items

Group Element Readmes

These are the LWC ReadMes for OmniScript Group elements:

• Block
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• Edit Block

• Radio Group

• Step

• Type Ahead Block

– Places Type Ahead

– Type Ahead Action

– Type Ahead Block

Input Element ReadMes

These are the LWC ReadMes for OmniScript Input Elements:

• Checkbox

• Currency

• Custom LWC

• Date

• Date/Time

• Email

• File

• Image

• Lookup

• Multi-select

• Number

• Password

• Radio

• Range

• Select

• Telephone

• Text

• Text Area

• Time

• URL
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Mixin ReadMes

DescriptionLWC

Enables custom LWCs that do not override an OmniScript element's
LWC to interact with OmniScript through the Custom LWC element.
See Extend the OmniScriptBaseMixin Component.

OmniScript Base Mixin

Provides options logic for any LWC in OmniScript.OmniScript Options Mixin

Provides validation options to any LWC in OmniScript.OmniScript Validation

Classic OmniScript Designer
Create OmniScripts in the classic designer when an element, property, or functionality solves a project requirement that you cannot
resolve in the LWC OmniScript Designer.

It is possible to switch between the classic and LWC OmniScript designers. The classic OmniScript designer is built in Angular and provides
a limited view of the OmniScript during configuration. The LWC OmniScript Designer provides in-product help and a user-friendly canvas
that enables users to preview the appearance of an OmniScript while configuring elements.

Getting Started with OmniScript

Vlocity OmniScript is an omnichannel customer engagement and a business tool built on the Salesforce platform. Administrators
can define a script once and then deploy the script within a Salesforce application or on a web page. OmniScript can be used to
collect data from both Salesforce.com users and anonymous users via a wide variety of HTML controls.

Creating the OmniScript

To create an OmniScript, go to the Vlocity OmniScript Designer tab and perform the following steps:

OmniScript Script Structure Definitions

Vlocity OmniScripts are defined by Administrators directly within the Vlocity application.

Create the Script Structure

Create the logic that executes when the script runs, by building a hierarchical structure of Actions and Steps.

Creating Steps in an OmniScript

When creating the structure for an OmniScript, Steps should be used to create each "page" of the form. Users can navigate through
Steps using Next and Previous buttons. You can enable field validation for a Step, which means that all required fields on the Step
must be completed in order to move forward. Conditionally display elements by applying conditional views to steps. This enables
you to create one OmniScript that offers different experiences based on the user's responses.

Adding Elements to a Step

After creating the structure of an OmniScript, drag the desired elements into the structure.

Previewing OmniScripts

Preview your OmniScript by clicking Preview to launch your script. When using an LWC OmniScript, click LWC Preview. From the
Preview panel, you can navigate through the steps of the OmniScript, use the Debug console to view an action's request and
response data, change the preview layout, or view the JSON data. The Preview view defaults to Lightning Universal Page. To change
the layout, click the drop-down menu and select your desired layout from the available list.
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Test Angular OmniScript Data in the OmniScript Data Panel

Test data while previewing an Angular OmniScript by using the OmniScript Data panel.

Test LWC OmniScript Data in the OmniScript Data Panel

Test data while previewing an LWC OmniScript by using the OmniScript Data panel.

Ending the Execution of an OmniScript

The Done action ends an OmniScript and returns the user to the page from which the script was launched, or to a specified URL.

Activating OmniScripts

To activate a script for production deployment, edit the script and, in the Script Configuration section, click Activate Version.

Getting Started with OmniScript

Vlocity OmniScript is an omnichannel customer engagement and a business tool built on the Salesforce platform. Administrators can
define a script once and then deploy the script within a Salesforce application or on a web page. OmniScript can be used to collect data
from both Salesforce.com users and anonymous users via a wide variety of HTML controls.

The data is captured in the standard JavaScript Object Notation (JSON) format. OmniScript could be used for any guided interaction. For
example, it could be used to:

• Capture application forms for different services, including government benefits, insurance policies, and healthcare coverage.

• Capture details for a customer issue, such as troubleshooting a service outage.

• Capture details for service implementation, such as network configuration requirements.

• Guide a customer through a selling process, such as choosing a new insurance plan.

Data collected in OmniScript can be inserted into Salesforce.com object fields via Vlocity DataRaptor, posted through an external REST
API, or stored as an application in the Vlocity Application object.

Creating the OmniScript

To create an OmniScript, go to the Vlocity OmniScript Designer tab and perform the following steps:

Note: Beginning with Vlocity Insurance and Health Summer '19, OmniScripts enable the use of Lightning Web Components. For
more information, see Lightning Web Component OmniScripts.

1. From the Vlocity OmniScript Designer tab, click New.

2. In the Script Configuration section, specify a Name, a Type that begins with a lowercase letter, a SubType, and a Language for
the new script.

Note: There can be only one active OmniScript or Integration Procedure per Type, SubType, and Language. Make sure each
active OmniScript has a unique SubType. For more information, see Creating an OmniScript Type and SubType.

3. To make this OmniScript available for use in other OmniScripts, click Reusable?.

4. Click Save.

OmniScript Script Structure Definitions

Vlocity OmniScripts are defined by Administrators directly within the Vlocity application.

A script is defined through the following declarative, hierarchical structure:
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• Script: The script is the master container for all the controls. Scripts can be versioned, ported to different languages, embedded into
parent scripts, exported to other orgs, and activated into production.

• Step: A script can contain one or more Steps. The user navigates through the Steps using Next and Previous buttons. Logic to enforce
field validation or required fields can be optionally enforced for each Step.

• Inputs: Inputs are HTML controls that form the input content of the script.

• Functions: Functions enable you to evaluate data, provide messaging, and obtain a User's location.

• Groups: Elements can be combined into Groups. For example, street, city, state and postal code input elements may be combined
into an address block. Groups are contained within Steps, and may be repeated to capture an array of data.

• Actions: Action Elements trigger a variety of user-defined actions including remote or REST to communicate with external sources
and Integration Procedure, DataRaptor Extract, or DataRaptor Post to move data between the script and Salesforce objects. Action
Elements can be launched as a button on the script or run remotely in between Steps.

• Display: Display elements present information to the user.

• OmniScripts: An entire OmniScript can be embedded into another script, allowing you to reuse smaller scripts across multiple larger
scripts.
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Create the Script Structure

Create the logic that executes when the script runs, by building a hierarchical structure of Actions and Steps.

Actions outside steps perform actions for the entire script, such as getting, posting, evaluating, and transforming data. Steps typically
include Block, Input, and Display elements, but can also include Actions as buttons and Functions specific to the step. Each page of an
OmniScript is called a Step and can contain Group elements, such as Blocks, Input elements, such as Checkboxes, Actions, such as Email
Actions, and Functions, such as Formulas.

Creating Steps in an OmniScript

When creating the structure for an OmniScript, Steps should be used to create each "page" of the form. Users can navigate through
Steps using Next and Previous buttons. You can enable field validation for a Step, which means that all required fields on the Step must
be completed in order to move forward. Conditionally display elements by applying conditional views to steps. This enables you to
create one OmniScript that offers different experiences based on the user's responses.

To create a Step:

1. From the Visual Designer, expand the Group section located under the Available Components.

2. Drag a Step element into the Structure.

3. Enter a name for the Element.
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Note: The Element Name must be unique and cannot contain the following characters:

• single quotes (')

• double quotes (")

• pipe (|)

• colon (:)

• percent sign (%)

• spaces

4. In the Label field, enter a display name for the Step.

5. Check Validation Required if all required fields contained in the step must be entered before the user is permitted to go to the
next step. Refer to  Common OmniScript Element Properties Definitions for information on additional fields.

6. To add elements inside the step, see Adding Elements to a Step.

Adding Elements to a Step

After creating the structure of an OmniScript, drag the desired elements into the structure.

You must nest input elements in  Steps  or  Blocks. Action elements render as a button when placed in a Step or Block, and run remotely
if placed between steps. For more details on action elements, see  OmniScript Action Elements Reference.  To avoid performance issues,
limit the number of elements in each block or step to less than 50.

To add an element to an OmniScript:

1. Drag an element from the Available Components section to the script structure.

2. Edit the element properties. Properties vary depending on the element type. Refer to  Common OmniScript Element Properties
Definitions  for a list of the most common properties.

Note: Each row on an OmniScript can have a total Control Width of 12. For example, three elements that reside on the same
row can each have a Control Width of 4, or two elements can have a Control Width of 3 and one a Control Width of 6.
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Previewing OmniScripts

Preview your OmniScript by clicking Preview to launch your script. When using an LWC OmniScript, click LWC Preview. From the
Preview panel, you can navigate through the steps of the OmniScript, use the Debug console to view an action's request and response
data, change the preview layout, or view the JSON data. The Preview view defaults to Lightning Universal Page. To change the layout,
click the drop-down menu and select your desired layout from the available list.

Note: Before previewing an OmniScript that uses custom Lightning web components, you must activate the OmniScript. If the
OmniScript is not active, custom Lightning web components won't render in the preview. If you deploy changes to a custom
Lightning web component that is present in an Active OmniScript, the OmniScript will display the changes.

Supported Player Layouts:

• Lightning Universal Page

• Lightning

• Newport

• Lightning Mobile (iPad)

• Lightning Mobile (iPhone)

• Newport Mobile (iPad)

• Newport Mobile (iPhone)

For information on how to test data in an OmniScript, see Test Angular OmniScript Data in the OmniScript Data Panel.

Test Angular OmniScript Data in the OmniScript Data Panel

Test data while previewing an Angular OmniScript by using the OmniScript Data panel.

Test an Angular OmniScript's ContextId functionality by entering a Record ID into the Data panel's ContextId field. OmniScript automatically
generates the ContextId when the OmniScript is on a Record page. The ContextId can also be set manually using Set Values or dynamically
by accessing the Id of the current user in DataRaptor.

1. Preview the OmniScript, and click Data.

2. In the ContextId field, enter a Record ID.
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3. Pass the Record ID into the ContextId JSON node by clicking Fetch.

4. (Optional) Clear the data JSON when Fetch is clicked by checking Clear Data on Fetch.

Test LWC OmniScript Data in the OmniScript Data Panel

Test data while previewing an LWC OmniScript by using the OmniScript Data panel.

For information on loading larger data sets into OmniScript, see Load Data into OmniScript Elements.

Test an LWC OmniScript's ContextId functionality by entering a recordId into the Data panel's ContextId field. OmniScript automatically
generates the ContextId when the OmniScript is on a Record page. The ContextId can also be set manually using Set Values or dynamically
by accessing the Id of the current user in DataRaptor. Test additional data in OmniScripts by entering key-pair values into the data JSON.

1. Preview the OmniScript, and click Data.

2. In the ContextId field, enter a Record ID.
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3. Pass the Record ID into the ContextId JSON node by clicking Update.

4. To test additional data:

a. Preview the OmniScript, and click Data.

b. Click Add New Key/Value Pair, and enter a Key and a Value to pass into the data JSON.

c. Click Update to preview the data.

Ending the Execution of an OmniScript

The Done action ends an OmniScript and returns the user to the page from which the script was launched, or to a specified URL.

LWC OmniScripts do not support the Done Action. For information on how to navigate from an LWC OmniScript, see Navigate Action.

The Update Case form pictured below returns the user to the Case after the script is complete. The ContextId node is merged into the
Source field, which tells the Script which Case record to return to:

Activating OmniScripts

To activate a script for production deployment, edit the script and, in the Script Configuration section, click Activate Version.

You can activate an OmniScript from the OmniScript Designer page. After expanding the desired OmniScript Type to view the OmniScript,
click on the drop-down arrow visible to the right of the active column, and select Activate.
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There can be only one active OmniScript per Type, SubType, and Language. Each active OmniScript must be assigned a unique SubType.

Inactive scripts can be run only in preview mode. After a script is activated, you cannot change it unless you deactivate it. To deactivate
an OmniScript, click Deactivate Version in the Script Configuration section.

OmniScript Best Practices
Enhance the performance and usability of OmniScript by following the OmniScript best practices whenever possible.

Business Process and Logic

Business Process and Logic best practices include:

• Use one owner for each OmniScript.

• Identify reusable elements by building a skeleton of the entire OmniScript.

• Document the purpose of an element in the element's Internal Notes property.

• Maintain DataRaptors and Apex classes by avoiding element name changes. If the element name must be updated, apply the name
changes to the DataRaptor or Apex class.

• Avoid assigning a ContextId within the OmniScript. OmniScript's ContextId is a reserved key that assigns a Record Id from the URL.

• When processes are repeatable across multiple OmniScripts, create a reusable OmniScript, and add it to the appropriate parent
OmniScripts.

User Interface

LWC OmniScripts use Lightning Web Components to define the styling for both individual elements and the OmniScript itself. Angular
OmniScripts use templates to determine the look of the OmniScript.

Angular OmniScript UI best practices include:

• Customize an Angular UI element by editing the template's CSS. Avoid changing the JavaScript and HTML whenever possible.

• Store custom templates in a single location such as a static resource or in Vlocity Templates.

• Apply global branding by using the Newport Design System.

LWC OmniScript UI best practices include:

• Create custom Lightning web components that extend an OmniScript element's component to apply styling changes.

• Apply global branding by using the Newport Design System.

User Experience Design Principles

UX design principles include:

• Reduce the number of fields the user must input information into by prefilling the fields using contextual data.

• Avoid confusing the user by breaking processes up into shorter steps that contain a minimal amount of elements.

• Guide the user by creating contextual help text and logically ordering input fields.
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Performance Factors

A set of best practices exists for both Client-side performance and Server-side performance.

Client-side best practices include:

• Reduce Conditional Views, Merge Fields, Formulas where possible.

• Speed up the application of responses by trimming the Response JSON.

• Remove spaces from element names to improve the OmniScript's load time.

• Reduce the number of elements in the script. A single OmniScript should not exceed 750 elements.

• Run logic on the server where possible, including conditional logic in Integration Procedures and formulas in DataRaptors.

• Test performance by enabling time tracking. If time tracking is not used in production, disable the feature before deploying to
production.

Server-side best practices include:

• Cut down the payload size of a request by trimming the JSON request.

• Reduce server roundtrips by using Integration Procedures whenever multiple actions run between steps. Run Integration Procedures
asynchronously by enabling the fire and forget property.

• Remove unnecessary data by trimming the DataRaptor extract output.

Create Multi-Language OmniScripts
Enable a single OmniScript to run in multiple languages using Salesforce custom labels.

Beginning with Vlocity Insurance and Health Summer '20, multi-language OmniScripts provide beta support for right-to-left languages.
When using RTL languages, some styling may result in functional limitations.

Due to a known Salesforce issue, multi-language OmniScripts do not display correctly in Community Builder.

• Enable multi-language support for OmniScripts.

• Define custom labels and translations.

• Test your OmniScript translations.

• Launch the multi-language OmniScript.

• Deploy multi-language OmniScripts to other orgs using DataPacks. DataPacks do not include custom labels. You must deploy custom
labels manually from your org.

Enable Multi-Language OmniScript Support

Enable multi-language OmniScript support by modifying the Vlocity OmniScript object in Salesforce's Setup.

Define Custom Label Translations in Multi-Language OmniScripts

Define translations for custom labels in multi-language OmniScripts using OmniScript's translation modal. OmniScript provides
default custom labels that require translations in addition to Salesforce custom labels.

Access Custom Labels in an OmniScript Custom Lightning Web Component

Provide custom Lightning web components access to Salesforce custom labels in your OmniScript.
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Translate Tooltip Help Text in OmniScripts

Display tooltip help text with multiple translations in multi-language LWC OmniScripts. You must use custom labels to add help text
in multi-language OmniScripts. If a custom label is not defined for a help text tooltip, an error renders.

Translate Custom Labels for Date and Time Components

Define custom label translations for date and time components using JSON strings and OmniScript custom labels.

Create Multi-Language Select Elements

Populate Select, Multi-select, and Radio elements for a multi-language OmniScript using custom configuration options.

Test a Multi-Language OmniScript

View custom translations using the OmniScript Designer preview.

Launch a Multi-Language LWC OmniScript

Set the language a multi-language LWC OmniScript renders in by using a language code parameter in a URL.

Launching Multi-Language Angular OmniScripts

By default, a multi-language Angular OmniScript uses the language configured for the user who is running the script. To specify the
language in which a script is run, use a Salesforce-supported language code.

OmniScript Custom Label Reference

This page contains tables listing the OmniScript element properties for which you must define custom labels and translations for
multi-language OmniScripts. To use a default translation, clear the property.

Enable Multi-Language OmniScript Support

Enable multi-language OmniScript support by modifying the Vlocity OmniScript object in Salesforce's Setup.

Before You Begin

View the steps necessary to create a multi-language OmniScript. See Create Multi-Language OmniScripts.

Note: Beginning with Vlocity Insurance and Health Summer '20, the LWC OmniScript Designer supports multi-language OmniScripts.

1. From Salesforce's Setup, under Create, choose Objects.

2. Click the Vlocity OmniScript object link. The custom object definition is displayed.

3. In the Custom Fields and Relationships section, edit the Language picklist, and add Multi-Language  to the list of values.
Click Save.

4. Exclusive to the LWC OmniScript Designer, in an OmniScript, click Edit, and set Language to Multi-Language.

5. Exclusive to the Classic Designer, in an OmniScript's Script Configuration section, set Language to Multi-Language.

Define Custom Label Translations in Multi-Language OmniScripts

Define Custom Label Translations in Multi-Language OmniScripts

Define translations for custom labels in multi-language OmniScripts using OmniScript's translation modal. OmniScript provides default
custom labels that require translations in addition to Salesforce custom labels.

• Enable multi-language OmniScripts.

• Learn how to create and edit custom labels using Salesforce. See Create and Edit Custom Labels.

1. In an OmniScript's Script Configuration section, set Language to Multi-Language.

2. Next to the Language field, click Edit.
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3. In the Edit Your OmniScript Translations modal, click the Settings gear icon and select a language.

If a custom label from the Custom label reference is not present in the modal, you may edit it using Salesforce Custom Labels.

4. Choose a custom label or create a new custom label. For information on creating custom labels in Salesforce, see Create and Edit
Custom Labels.

Note: Use naming conventions when creating custom labels in an org with multiple developers to avoid duplications and
improve querying. Example syntax: jSmithCustomTextLabel.

5. In the Custom Label Value field, enter a translation.
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Custom labels must have values. If the value for a custom label does not exist, the following error message displays when previewing
an OmniScript: Error: Field $Label.<stepName> does not exist. Check spelling

For elements that support rich text (text blocks, step instructions, and headline labels), you can include HTML markup in the text
and translations.

6. Click Save.

7. Repeat the translation process for each language that requires translations.

View required OmniScript custom label translations and apply translations for each label. See OmniScript Custom Label Reference.

Access Custom Labels in an OmniScript Custom Lightning Web Component

Provide custom Lightning web components access to Salesforce custom labels in your OmniScript.

Custom Lightning web components that extend the OmniScript Base Mixin component or an OmniScript element's Lightning web
component can access both OmniScript custom labels and Salesforce custom labels. For information on custom LWCs in OmniScript,
see Create a Custom Lightning Web Component for OmniScript.

Before You Begin

View the OmniScript's default custom labels or create custom labels in Salesforce. See OmniScript Custom Label Reference and Create
and Edit Custom Labels.

1. In the OmniScript's Script Configuration, click Edit as JSON.

2. In the JSON, add the node "moreCustomLabels":  and set the node's value equal to an array of the custom labels that do
not exist in the OS.

"moreCustomLabels" : ["myCustomLabel1","orgCustomLabel2"]

3. In your custom LWC's code, add a line of code to access a map of all the custom labels using the allCustomLabels attribute. Each
component type requires a different attribute name to access the allCustomLabels attribute.

SyntaxComponent Type

this.omniScriptHeaderDef.allCustomLabelsComponent extending the OmniScript Base Mixin component

this.scriptHeaderDef.allCustomLabelsComponent extending an OmniScript element's LWC

4. Using dot notation, append the name of the attribute the custom LWC requires to access the label.

SyntaxComponent Type

this.omniScriptHeaderDef.allCustomLabels.myCustomLabelComponent extending the OmniScript Base Mixin component

this.scriptHeaderDef.allCustomLabels.myCustomLabelComponent extending an OmniScript element's LWC
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5. Deploy the custom Lightning components to a Salesforce org. See Deploy Lightning Web Components.

6. Activate and preview the OmniScript to ensure the label displays correctly.

Translate Tooltip Help Text in OmniScripts

Display tooltip help text with multiple translations in multi-language LWC OmniScripts. You must use custom labels to add help text in
multi-language OmniScripts. If a custom label is not defined for a help text tooltip, an error renders.

Required Versions

Available beginning with Vlocity Insurance and Health Summer '20 and CME Fall '20.

Before You Begin

Define custom labels for your help text. See Define Custom Label Translations in Multi-Language OmniScripts.

1. In your OmniScript, select an element that requires help text translation.

2. In the element's properties, click Help Options.

3. Check Activate Help Text.

4. In the Help Text field, enter the custom label.

5. Preview the OmniScript to render the custom labels.

Note: Custom labels do not render in design mode. You must preview the OmniScript to render the custom labels correctly.

Translate Custom Labels for Date and Time Components

Define custom label translations for date and time components using JSON strings and OmniScript custom labels.

Before You Begin

Learn how to translate custom labels in Salesforce. See Translating Custom Labels.

1. Go to Day.js, click List of supported locales, and choose a language file.

2. In the language's JavaScript file, copy the locale object.
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3. Open a window console or JavaScript editor and paste in the locale object.
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4. Execute the JavaScript, and run JSON.stringify(locale)  in the console.

Note: Custom labels accept valid JSON strings only.

5. Copy the resulting JSON string.

6. Choose a custom label that meets your requirements and open it in Salesforce.
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ReleaseDescriptionCustom Label

Available beginning with Vlocity Health
and Insurance Spring '20

Applies translations to Vlocity LWC date
components and OmniScript date
elements. The cmpDayJsLocaleFormats

cmpDayJsLocaleFormats

label does not apply translations to
OmniScript if the
OmniDayJSLocaleFormats label has
translations defined.

Available beginning with Vlocity Health
and Insurance Spring '20

Applies translations to OmniScript date
and time elements only. Overrides the
cmpDayJsLocaleFormats label in

OmniDayJsLocaleFormats

OmniScript if both custom labels have
translations defined.

Available before Vlocity Health and
Insurance Spring '20

Applies translations to OmniScript date
and time elements.

SldsDatetimeFormats

7. In the custom label, click New to add a new translation.

8. In the Translation field, paste in the JSON and remove the quotations surrounding the object.

9. (Optional) Use the JSON as an example and create custom translations in a JSON string format.

10. Save the custom label and preview your component.

Create Multi-Language Select Elements

Populate Select, Multi-select, and Radio elements for a multi-language OmniScript using custom configuration options.
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DescriptionConfiguration Option

In Salesforce, define a set of custom labels and configure
translations for them. In OmniScript Designer, use the custom labels
to specify the options for the Select elements.

Configure Options Manually

In Salesforce, create a picklist and use Translation Workbench to
define translations for it. In OmniScript Designer, define a Select
element that is bound to the Salesforce picklist.

Use a Translate Salesforce Picklist

Create an Apex method that returns a set of options that are
translated according to the language code in effect when the
method is called.

Use Apex

The following sections describe these approaches in detail, using the Select element. Use the same approach to create multi-language
Radio and Multi-select elements.

Populate the Options Programmatically

Populate options for a Select element using Apex.

1. Create a class and method that returns a map of options translated according to the language code in effect when the method is
called. See the sample code below.

2. Add a Select element to your OmniScript, configured as follows:

• Option Source: Custom

• Source: The class and method that return options

Note: For dependent Select elements that are populated programmatically (custom), configure a controlling field by specifying
the name of an OmniScript element that contains the value that determines the options in the dependent Select element. (For
example, a list of cities might depend on a state specified in another element.) For the dependent element, specify its CONTROLLING
FIELD settings as follows:

• Option Source: Custom

• Source: Omit

• Element: The OmniScript element containing the value that determines how this dependent element is populated.

The Apex method that returns the values that populate the Select element must contain logic that uses the value of the controlling
element and the language code to determine what values to return to populate the dependent element.

Example Method

global class PicklistPopulation implements VlocityOpenInterface { public Boolean
invokeMethod(String methodName, Map<String, Object> input, Map<String, Object> outMap,
Map<String, Object> options) { try { if (methodName.equals('PopulatePicklist')) {
PopulatePicklist(input, outMap, options); } else if
(methodName.equals('PopulateDependentPicklist')) { PopulateDependentPicklist(input, outMap,
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options); } } catch (Exception e) { System.debug(LoggingLevel.ERROR, 'Exception: ' +
e.getMessage() + ' ' + e.getStackTraceString()); } return true; } // Get All Contacts
Associated with the ContextId Account where the Omniscript is Launched public void
PopulatePicklist(Map<String, Object> input, Map<String, Object> outMap, Map<String, Object>
options) { List<Map<String,String>> plOptions = new List<Map<String, String>>(); String
lang = (String)input.get('LanguageCode'); for(Integer i=0; i<2; i++) { Map<String, String>
tempMap = new Map<String, String>(); tempMap.put('name', 'test'+ String.valueOf(i)); //
Language Independent tempMap.put('value', 'testV'+ String.valueOf(i)); // Displayed in
Picklist UI if(lang == 'zh_CN') tempMap.put('value', 'testV' + String.valueOf(i) + ' ');
plOptions.add(tempMap); } outMap.put('options',plOptions); } // Populate a Dependent
Picklist based on the Contacts ReportsToId Field Selected in the Other Field this field
depends on public void PopulateDependentPicklist(Map<String, Object> input, Map<String,
Object> outMap, Map<String, Object> options) { // Map of List where the Key is the Potential
Values in the Other Picklist Map<String, List<Map<String, String>>> dependency = new
Map<String, List<Map<String, String>>>(); String lang = (String)input.get('LanguageCode');
String elementName = (String)input.get('controllingElement'); // itself Logger.debug('hello1
' + lang); Logger.debug('hello2 ' + elementName); List<String> controlValList = new
List<String>(); controlValList.add('Licensing & Permitting'); controlValList.add('Contract');
for(Integer i=0; i<2; i++) { List<Map<String, String>> optionList = new List<Map<String,
String>>(); for(Integer j=0; j<2; j++) { Map<String, String> tempMap = new Map<String,
String>(); tempMap.put('name', controlValList[i] + 'Child' + String.valueOf(j)); // Language
Independent tempMap.put('value', controlValList[i] + 'ChildV' + String.valueOf(j)); //
Displayed in Picklist UI if(lang == 'zh_CN') tempMap.put('value', controlValList[i] +
'ChildV' + String.valueOf(j) + ' ' ); optionList.add(tempMap); }
dependency.put(controlValList[i], optionList); } outMap.put('dependency',dependency); } }

Configure Options Manually

Manually compose a multi-language Select element.

Use a Translated SalesForce Picklist

Populate Select elements using a translated Salesforce picklist.

Configure Options Manually

Manually compose a multi-language Select element.

1. In SalesForce, define a set of custom labels and specify the translations for each one.

2. In OmniScript designer, add a Select element configured as follows:

Use a Translated SalesForce Picklist

Populate Select elements using a translated Salesforce picklist.

1. In the OmniScript Designer, add a Select element and set these properties:

• Options Source: sObject

• Source: <sObjectName>.<fieldName>

For example, if you define a custom object named Multi_Language_Picklist and define a picklist field named
Animal_Type, the syntax is Multi_Language_Picklist__c.Animal_Type__c.

2. In Setup, under Administration Setup, choose Translation Workbench.

3. On the Translate screen, choose the target language.
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4. From the Setup Component list, choose Picklist Value.

5. From the Object list, choose the object where the picklist field is defined. The picklist and its values are displayed as a tree.

6. For each option. specify the translated value, then save your changes.

Test a Multi-Language OmniScript

View custom translations using the OmniScript Designer preview.

Before You Begin

Enable multi-language OmniScripts and define custom labels translations.

1. Click Preview. If the OmniScript contains custom Lightning web components, activate the OmniScript before previewing.

2. From preview, select a language.

3. View the custom label translations for every OmniScript element to ensure they display correctly.

4. Repeat the testing process for every translated language.

Launch a Multi-Language LWC OmniScript

Set the language a multi-language LWC OmniScript renders in by using a language code parameter in a URL.

LWC and Angular OmniScripts use different URL patterns to render multi-language OmniScripts.

Before You Begin

Define translations for custom labels and enable multi-language OmniScript.

1. From the OmniScript, click How to launch activated script. The HOW TO LAUNCH modal displays.

2. Copy the URL you want to use to launch your script.

3. Determine which language code to use in Salesforce. See Supported Languages

4. Edit the URL to add the c__LanguageCode  parameter and set the parameter equal to the Salesforce language code.

https://exampleURL.force.com/AccountCommunity/s/AccountPage?c__target=c:docLWCTestEnglish&c__layout=lightning&c__LanguageCode=es

Resume saved OmniScripts in other languages by using a different language code parameter.

Launching Multi-Language Angular OmniScripts

By default, a multi-language Angular OmniScript uses the language configured for the user who is running the script. To specify the
language in which a script is run, use a Salesforce-supported language code.

When launching an OmniScript using a URL, you can specify the language setting in the LanguageCode parameter. For example:

https://myorg.na78.visual.force.com/apex/myorg__OmniScriptUniversalPage?LanguageCode=zh_CN&OmniScriptLang=Multi-Language...
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To launch a multi-language OmniScript from a VisualForce page, include the following line in the header:

language="{!$CurrentPage.parameters.LanguageCode}"

If the OmniScript includes elements that use custom templates that use custom labels, you can enable the translation of the custom
labels by declaring them in the Visualforce page that launches the OmniScript and using specific syntax in the custom templates. To
declare the labels on the VisualForce page, map them in the script  section as shown in the following example:

<apex:page standardStylesheets="false" showHeader="false" sidebar="false" docType="html-5.0"
language="{

!$CurrentPage.parameters.LanguageCode}">
<div class="vlocity via-slds via-omni" xmlns="http://www.w3.org/2000/svg"

xmlns:xlink="http://www.w3.org/1999/xlink" ng-app="NewOmniScript">
<c:BusinessProcessComponent strOmniScriptType="Jun"

strOmniScriptSubType="Multi-lang"
strOmniScriptLang="Multi-Language"
previewMode="{!$CurrentPage.parameters.previewEmbedded}"
verticalMode="{!$CurrentPage.parameters.verticalMode}"
strOmniScriptId="{!$CurrentPage.parameters.designerPreviewId}"
scriptLayout="lightning"/>

<script type="text/javascript">
var modules = ['vlocity-business-process'];
var myModule = angular.module('NewOmniScript', modules);
customLabels.custom1 = "customLabel1}";
customLabels.custom2 = "customLabel3}";
customLabels.custom3 = "customLabel3}";

[...]
</script>

</div>
<c:VFActionFunction />

</apex:page>

In the custom templates that display the custom labels, use the following syntax to refer to them: {{::customLabels.custom1}}

To launch a multi-language OmniForm from an Integration Procedure and specify the language dynamically, create a key/value pair in
the OmniForm action's Remote Options settings list as follows:

• Key: LanguageCode

• Value: %LanguageCode%

OmniScript Custom Label Reference

This page contains tables listing the OmniScript element properties for which you must define custom labels and translations for
multi-language OmniScripts. To use a default translation, clear the property.

Note: If you are converting an OmniScript from single- to multi-language, specify valid custom label names or clear all translatable
properties. If there is literal text in the property and no custom label exists, a Missing label error is displayed when you attempt
to preview the script.

Required Translations for LWC OmniScripts

The following table lists the properties for which Vlocity provides custom labels with default translations.
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PropertiesElement

labelAll elements

errorMessage.custom[n].message, errorMessage.default,
failureNextLabel, failureGoBackLabel, inProgressMessage

Calculation Action

checkLabelCheckbox

errorMessage.custom[n].message, errorMessage.default,
failureNextLabel, failureGoBackLabel, inProgressMessage

DataRaptor Extract Action

errorMessage.custom[n].message, errorMessage.default,
failureNextLabel, failureGoBackLabel, inProgressMessage

DataRaptor Post Action

errorMessage.custom[n].message, errorMessage.default,
failureNextLabel, failureGoBackLabel, inProgressMessage

DataRaptor Transform Action

checkLabelDisclosure

errorMessage.custom[n].message, errorMessage.default,
failureNextLabel, failureGoBackLabel, inProgressMessage

DocuSign Envelope Action

errorMessage.custom[n].message, errorMessage.default,
failureNextLabel, failureGoBackLabel, inProgressMessage

DocuSign Signature Action

newLabel, editLabel, deleteLabelEdit Block

errorMessage.custom[n].message, errorMessage.default,
failureNextLabel, failureGoBackLabel, inProgressMessage

Email Action

errorMessage.custom[n].message, errorMessage.default,
failureNextLabel, failureGoBackLabel, inProgressMessage

Integration Procedure Action

errorMessage.custom[n].message, errorMessage.default,
failureNextLabel, failureGoBackLabel, inProgressMessage

Matrix Action

options[i].valueMulti-Select

errorMessage.custom[n].message, errorMessage.default,
failureNextLabel, failureGoBackLabel, inProgressMessage

PDF Action

options[i].valueRadio
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PropertiesElement

errorMessage.custom[n].message, errorMessage.default,
failureNextLabel, failureGoBackLabel, inProgressMessage

Remote Action

errorMessage.custom[n].message, errorMessage.default,
failureNextLabel, failureGoBackLabel, inProgressMessage

Rest Action

consoleTabLabelScript Header

options[i].valueSelect

cancelLabel, nextLabel, previousLabel, saveLabel, cancelMessage,
saveMessage

Step

newItemLabelType Ahead Block

messages[i].textValidation

Default Custom LabelProperty

OmnicancelLabelcancelLabel

OmnicancelMessagecancelMessage

OmniconsoleTabLabelconsoleTabLabel

OmnieditLabeleditLabel

OmnifailureGoBackLabelfailureGoBackLabel

OmnifailureNextLabelfailureNextLabel

OmniinProgressMessageinProgressMessage

OmninewItemLabelnewItemLabel

OmninewLabelnewLabel

OmninextLabelnextLabel

OmniRequiredomniRequired
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Default Custom LabelProperty

OmnipostMessagepostMessage

OmnipreviousLabelpreviousLabel

OmniremoteConfirmMsgremoteConfirmMsg

OmnisaveLabelsaveLabel

OmnisaveMessagesaveMessage

Required Translations for Angular OmniScripts

The following table lists the properties for which Vlocity provides custom labels with default translations.

PropertiesElement

labelAll elements

failureNextLabel, failureAbortLabel, redirectNextLabel,
redirectPreviousLabel, inProgressMessage, failureAbortMessage,
postMessage

Calculation Action

checkLabelCheckbox

failureNextLabel, failureAbortLabel, redirectNextLabel,
redirectPreviousLabel, inProgressMessage, failureAbortMessage,
postMessage

DataRaptor Extract Action

failureNextLabel, failureAbortLabel, redirectNextLabel,
redirectPreviousLabel, inProgressMessage, failureAbortMessage,
postMessage

DataRaptor Post Action

failureNextLabel, failureAbortLabel, redirectNextLabel,
redirectPreviousLabel, inProgressMessage, failureAbortMessage,
postMessage

DataRaptor Transform Action

failureNextLabel, failureAbortLabel, redirectNextLabel,
redirectPreviousLabel, inProgressMessage, failureAbortMessage,
postMessage

Delete Action

checkLabelDisclosure
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PropertiesElement

failureNextLabel, failureAbortLabel, redirectNextLabel,
redirectPreviousLabel, inProgressMessage, failureAbortMessage,
postMessage

DocuSign Envelope Action

failureNextLabel, failureAbortLabel, inProgressMessage,
failureAbortMessage, postMessage

DocuSign Signature Action

consoleTabLabelDone Action

newLabel, editLabel, deleteLabel, configProdModalCancel,
configProdModalOk

Edit Block

failureNextLabel, failureAbortLabel, redirectNextLabel,
redirectPreviousLabel, inProgressMessage, failureAbortMessage,
postMessage

Email Action

buttonLabelFilter Block

failureNextLabel, failureAbortLabel, redirectNextLabel,
redirectPreviousLabel, inProgressMessage, failureAbortMessage,
postMessage

Integration Procedure Action

failureNextLabel, failureAbortLabel, redirectNextLabel,
redirectPreviousLabel, inProgressMessage, failureAbortMessage,
postMessage

Matrix Action

failureNextLabel, failureAbortLabel, redirectNextLabel,
redirectPreviousLabel, inProgressMessage, failureAbortMessage,
postMessage

PDF Action

failureNextLabel, failureAbortLabel, redirectNextLabel,
redirectPreviousLabel, inProgressMessage, failureAbortMessage,
postMessage

Post to Object Action

failureNextLabel, failureAbortLabel, redirectNextLabel,
redirectPreviousLabel, inProgressMessage, failureAbortMessage,
postMessage

Remote Action

failureNextLabel, failureAbortLabel, redirectNextLabel,
redirectPreviousLabel, inProgressMessage, failureAbortMessage,
postMessage

Rest Action

nextLabel, previousLabelReview Action
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PropertiesElement

consoleTabLabelScript header

Array of persistent components. Set the label property:Script header

persistentComponent[i].label

previousLabel, nextLabel, cancelLabel, saveLabel, completeLabel,
cancelMessage, saveMessage, completeMessage

Step

summaryLabel, submitLabel, reviseLabelSubmit

newItemLabelType Ahead Block

messages[i].textValidation (array of objects that have a text property)

Default Custom LabelProperty

OmnicancelLabelcancelLabel

OmnicancelMessagecancelMessage

OmnicompleteLabelcompleteLabel

OmnicompleteMessagecompleteMessage

OmniconfigProdModalCancelconfigProdModalCancel

OmniconfigProdModalOkconfigProdModalOk

OmniconsoleTabLabelconsoleTabLabel

OmnieditLabeleditLabel

OmnifailureAbortLabelfailureAbortLabel

OmnifailureAbortMessagefailureAbortMessage

OmnifailureNextLabelfailureNextLabel

OmniinProgressMessageinProgressMessage
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Default Custom LabelProperty

OmninewItemLabelnewItemLabel

OmninewLabelnewLabel

OmninextLabelnextLabel

OmnipostMessagepostMessage

OmnipreviousLabelpreviousLabel

OmniredirectNextLabelredirectNextLabel

OmniredirectPreviousLabelredirectPreviousLabel

OmnireviseLabelreviseLabel

OmnisaveLabelsaveLabel

OmnisaveMessagesaveMessage

OmnisubmitLabelsubmitLabel

OmnisummaryLabelsummaryLabel

Advanced Configuration for OmniScript Form Elements
This section tells you how to work with elements that enable users to input information, search for record information, select options,
create records, edit records, and delete records.

For information on all OmniScript elements, see OmniScript Element Reference.

Access OmniScript Data JSON with Merge Fields

Enable OmniScript elements and element properties to access data JSON using merge fields. A merge field is a variable that references
the value of a JSON node. For example, if a JSON node is "FirstName": "John", then the merge
field %FirstName% returns John.

Add Options for Selects, Multi-Selects, and Radio Buttons

To add options for Select, Multi-Select, and Radio Buttons, go to the Option Source section of the element and click  +Add new
option. If no values are defined for a Select element, an Undefined Value is returned.

Set Date and Time Ranges

The Date, Date/Time, and Time elements enable users to input dates and times into an OmniScript form. Each element has different
properties that enable you to present a selectable range of dates or times to the User.
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Tie a Picklist to Salesforce

Using Vlocity OmniScript, you can dynamically populate a Select, Multi-Select, or Radio element with values from a picklist in your
Salesforce org, or using a custom Apex class.

Populating Picklist Values From Apex

You can populate Select, Multi-select, and Radio elements from a Vlocity Open Interface Custom implementation. The values for the
element are obtained during the OmniScript's activation.

Populating Dependent Picklist Values with Apex

You can populate Select, Multi-select, and Radio elements from a Vlocity Open Interface Custom implementation. The values for the
element are obtained during the OmniScript's activation.

Lookup Element

Run a query using text input to retrieve Salesforce data using the Lookup element. The retrieved data is returned in Value/Label pairs
and becomes available for selection in a dropdown list.

Working with Lookup Query Configurations

When using the Lookup Element in OmniScript, the filtering of results is performed by the Lookup Query Configuration properties
section. There are three main types of queries that can be built using this the Lookup Query Configuration properties section: AND
join, OR join, and Deep query.

Create and Populate a Custom Template for a Selectable Item Using DataRaptor

This video explains how to use a DataRaptor to populate a selectable items template.

Controlling Field Property

The Controlling Field Property on a Select Element can display Select Field Values based on the selection of another value from a
Controlling Select field. Both the controlling and dependent fields must pull their field values from a field in Salesforce using the
sObject property and those fields must have a Field Dependency setup between one another via Salesforce Field Dependency
feature.

Evaluating Elements in Repeatable Blocks

If the Formula element is in a repeatable block and evaluates an element also in that block, use |n in the expression builder to denote
that the formula should only evaluate the element in the current block.

Using the Rich Text Editor in the Vlocity OmniScript Designer

The Text Block, Headline, Disclosure, and horizontal mode Instructions use a Rich Text Editor to display HTML in an OmniScript. In
addition to standard Rich Text Editor features, you can:

Access OmniScript Data JSON with Merge Fields

Enable OmniScript elements and element properties to access data JSON using merge fields. A merge field is a variable that references
the value of a JSON node. For example, if a JSON node is "FirstName": "John", then the merge
field %FirstName% returns John.

Merge fields access data JSON using syntax to indicate to an OmniScript Element that a merge field is present. The syntax requires you
to wrap a full JSON path with a percent sign on both ends.

Note: Only certain element properties support merge fields.

Common Use Cases

• Setting Values to rename elements, access JSON nodes, run formulas, and populate elements. For more information, see Set Values
in an OmniScript

• Access data stored in OmniScript elements in a formula or in a future step.
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• Access data returned from an Action. For example, an HTTP Action or DataRaptor Action returns data from Salesforce or an external
source. For more information on Actions, see OmniScript Action Elements.

• Access data passed in as a parameter from a page.

Additional Syntax

This table provides additional syntax examples for nested JSON.

Merge Field Syntax ExampleJSON Node

Use a colon symbol :  to access a nested JSON node.

%ContactInfo:FirstName%

"ContactInfo": {
"FirstName": "John"

}

Use a colon symbol :  to access nested JSON nodes and a pipe
symbol |  to access the index of the array that value.

%ParentObject:NumberMap|3%

"ParentObject": {
"NumberMap": [
1,
2,
3

]
}

When a formula exists within a repeatable block, use |n  to access
the node in which the formula exists. Depending upon which node

"ContactInfoStep": {
"ContactInfoBlock": [

the formula exists in, it will return the correlating value. For more
information, see Evaluating Elements in Repeatable Blocks.

%ContactInfoStep:ContactInfoBlock|n:FirstName%

{
"FirstName": "John"

},
{
"FirstName": "Adam"

},
{
"FirstName": "Steve"

}
]

}

Access the Data JSON

Use existing data JSON in an element property by indicating the use of a merge field.

Access the Data JSON

Use existing data JSON in an element property by indicating the use of a merge field.

1. Locate the name of the JSON node in the OmniScript's data JSON.
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2. Enter the name of the JSON node and wrap the name in percentage signs to indicate it is a merge field. For example, a merge field
accessing a JSON node named firstName must use the syntax %firstName%.

3. Preview the OmniScript to ensure the Merge field works correctly.
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Add Options for Selects, Multi-Selects, and Radio Buttons

To add options for Select, Multi-Select, and Radio Buttons, go to the Option Source section of the element and click  +Add new option.
If no values are defined for a Select element, an Undefined Value is returned.

Each option has a Value/Label pair. The Value is the language-independent data that gets passed in and out of the OmniScript remotely,
either through DataRaptor or Remote/Rest actions. It is also referenced when setting up Conditional View.

The Label is displayed on the form. The Value and Label can be identical or different.

For example, the ethernetLink element shown in the image below has four options:

The value of one of these options is "EN" and its label is "No Link To An Ethernet Device". If a user clicks  No Link To An Ethernet Device,
the data returned is "EN".

For Multi-Select elements, if the user selects multiple options, a semicolon-delimited list of data is returned. For example, selecting  No
Link To An Ethernet Device  and  Hardware Crashes  returns EN;HW.

If the values change frequently, enable the "Fetch Picklist Values at Script Load" to ensure that the OmniScript elements contain the
most up-to-date set of values. Salesforce sources include picklists and custom classes.

Set Date and Time Ranges

The Date, Date/Time, and Time elements enable users to input dates and times into an OmniScript form. Each element has different
properties that enable you to present a selectable range of dates or times to the User.
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Date Range

To create a selectable Date range for the Date or Date/Time element, configure the following properties:

• minDate: Sets the earliest selectable date in the range.

• maxDate: Sets the latest selectable date in the range.

The minDate and maxDate fields accept both dynamic and static values.

Examples of acceptable dynamic value syntax:

• today + 1 day

• today - 5 days

• today + 2 months

• today - 1 month

Examples of acceptable static value syntax:

• 2018/10/21

• 10-21-2018

Note: Prior to the Summer '19 release, mobile Date Range errors do not display specific dates if an incorrect date is entered.

Time Range

To create a selectable Time range for the Time element, configure the following properties:

Note: LWC OmniScripts do not allow the DateTime format to be included in the minTime or maxTime fields. For more information
on LWC OmniScripts, see Lightning Web Component OmniScripts.

• minTime: Sets the earliest selectable time in the range.

• maxTime: Sets the latest selectable time in the range.

The minTime and maxTime fields accept static values that must include four digits formatted as HH:mm in the 12-hour clock or 24-hour
clock syntax.

Examples of acceptable 12-hour clock values include:

• 01:00 AM

• 01:00 PM

• T07:30:00.000Z

Examples of acceptable 24-hour clock values include:

• 01:00

• 13:00

• T19:30:00.000Z
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Tie a Picklist to Salesforce

Using Vlocity OmniScript, you can dynamically populate a Select, Multi-Select, or Radio element with values from a picklist in your
Salesforce org, or using a custom Apex class.

For example, an update Case OmniScript requires the Status element to dynamically populate based on these values from the Status
field on the Case object:

To do this, select SObject as the Option Source type and type Case.Status:

Now the form will retrieve and dynamically populate the list with values from Case.Status:
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If the object or field name are custom, they must be preceded with the NameSpace of the package—for example,
vlocity_cmt__Party__c.vlocity_cmt__Location__c or Case.vlocity_cmt__Amount__c.

You can also use a custom class to populate lists in OmniScripts. See the sample code for instructions on implementation.

If the values of the list are dependent on another field, add the information for that field in the Controlling Field section. Follow the
instructions above to define the controlling field and also enter the element name for the field on the form.

Populating Picklist Values From Apex

You can populate Select, Multi-select, and Radio elements from a Vlocity Open Interface Custom implementation. The values for the
element are obtained during the OmniScript's activation.

For information on populating dependent picklists, see Populating Dependent Picklist Values with Apex.

To populate the options of an element, a List<Map<String, String>> is returned from the Custom Implementation. The Map Options
are 'Name' the Language Independent Option and 'Value' the UI Display value.

Apex Code for Populating Picklist:

global class PicklistPopulation implements VlocityOpenInterface {
public Boolean invokeMethod(String methodName, Map < String, Object > input, Map <

String, Object > outMap, Map < String, Object > options) {
if (methodName.equals('PopulatePicklist')) {
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PopulatePicklist(input, outMap, options);
}
return true;

}
// Get All Relationship Types for Account when the Omniscript is compiled.
public void PopulatePicklist(Map < String, Object > input, Map < String, Object >

outMap, Map < String, Object > options) {
List < Map < String, String >> UIoptions = new List < Map < String, String >> ();

for (vlocity_namespace__PartyRelationshipType__c rel: [Select
vlocity_namespace__TargetRole__c, Id FROM vlocity_namespace__PartyRelationshipType__c where
vlocity_namespace__SourcePartyType__c = 'Account']) {

Map < String, String > tempMap = new Map < String, String > ();
tempMap.put('name', rel.Id);

// Language Independent
tempMap.put('value', rel.vlocity_namespace__TargetRole__c);
// Displayed in Picklist
UIoptions.add(tempMap);

}
outMap.put('options', UIoptions);

}
}

Note: Prior to Spring '17, there were two Source fields in the Designer when creating Hierarchical Picklists (Controlling Field). Any
OmniScripts setup prior to Spring '17 will still work; the new OmniScripts will only have one Source field in the Options which will
set the dependency for Hierarchical Picklists as shown in the instructions above.

Populating Dependent Picklist Values with Apex

You can populate Select, Multi-select, and Radio elements from a Vlocity Open Interface Custom implementation. The values for the
element are obtained during the OmniScript's activation.

When populating a Dependent Picklist through Apex, the returned Picklist Options are a Map<String, List<Map<String, String>>.
The keys to the initial Map are the Language Independent ('name') options from the Controlling field. The List<Map> Options are 'Name'
the Language Independent Option and 'Value' the UI Display value. For information on populating a picklist with no dependencies, see
Populating Picklist Values From Apex.
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Sample Apex Code:

global class PicklistPopulationExample implements VlocityOpenInterface {
public Boolean invokeMethod(String methodName, Map < String, Object > input, Map <

String, Object > outMap, Map < String, Object > options) {
if (methodName.equals('PopulateDependentPicklist')) {

PopulateDependentPicklist(input, outMap, options);
}
else if (methodName.equals('PopulatePicklist')) {

PopulatePicklist(input, outMap, options);
}
return true;

}

// add the map under options to populate the picklist
public void PopulatePicklist(Map<String, Object> input, Map<String, Object> outMap,

Map<String, Object> options)
{

// hard coded list, these options could be results from a remote call/3rd party
api

List<Map<String,String>> picklist = new List<Map<String, String>>();

Map<String, String> picklistOption = new Map<String, String>();
picklistOption.put('name', 'Licensing & Permitting');
picklistOption.put('value','Licensing & Permitting');
picklist.add(picklistOption);

picklistOption = new Map<String, String>();
picklistOption.put('name', 'Contract');
picklistOption.put('value','Contract');
picklist.add(picklistOption);

outMap.put('options', picklist);
}

// add the map of all possible picklists that will be chosen given the
"controllingElement"

// note that the "controllingElement" is an element name that gets passed in from
omniscript

public void PopulateDependentPicklist(Map<String, Object> input, Map<String, Object>
outMap, Map<String, Object> options)

{
// Map of List where the Key is the Potential Values in the Other Picklist

Map<String, List<Map<String, String>>> dependency = new Map<String, List<Map<String,
String>>>();

List<String> controlValList = new List<String>();
// note that these are listed (above)
controlValList.add('Licensing & Permitting');
controlValList.add('Contract');

// generating arbitrary entries for each of the above keys
for(Integer i=0; i<2; i++)
{

List<Map<String, String>> optionList = new List<Map<String, String>>();
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for(Integer j=0; j<2; j++) {
Map<String, String> tempMap = new Map<String, String>();
tempMap.put('name', controlValList[i] + ' Child');
tempMap.put('value', controlValList[i] + ' ChildV');

optionList.add(tempMap);
}
dependency.put(controlValList[i], optionList);

}

outMap.put('dependency',dependency);
}

}

Note: OmniScript does not check to see if the dependent picklist value is valid when passed. Invalid values are discarded when
the controlling picklist is changed.

Lookup Element

Run a query using text input to retrieve Salesforce data using the Lookup element. The retrieved data is returned in Value/Label pairs
and becomes available for selection in a dropdown list.

The Lookup element calls the DataRaptor Output service to query SFDC tables based on the parameters configured in the Properties
section. To avoid performance issues, it is recommended to keep the number of value results under 150. Select the Custom type to run
a custom Apex class. Lookup elements display values from Salesforce based on a standard SOQL query built using the parameters of the
Lookup elements.

SObject Type

To query for SObject data:

1. Set the Data Source Type to SObject.

2. Under Input Parameters, configure these fields:

• Data Source: Select an Element Name from the dropdown to send that element's JSON value in the lookup request.

• Filter Value: Enter a name for the JSON value to use in the lookup query configuration.

This example image sets the path to the CompanyName JSON node from the first step and passes Company Name as a filter value
in the query.
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3. Configure the Lookup Query Configuration:

a. Click + Add New Lookup Configuration.

b. (Optional) In Lookup Priority, enter a number to set priority for the Lookup order if there are multiple queries.

c. In Lookup Object, select an SObject.

d. In Lookup Object Field, select an SObject field to run the query against.

e. Click Filter Operator to select an operator. For example, to return an exact match, use the = operator, or to select matches similar
to the filter value, select the LIKE operator.

f. In Filter Value, enter the name of a Filter Value used in the Input Paramters section. In the previous example, this value is
Company Name.

g. Set the return path for the filtered values by adding the Element Name of the Lookup element into the JSON path.
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4. In the Populate Lookup Element with Query Results section, set a label and a value for the Lookup results by configuring these fields:

• Label: Set the label for a Lookup Element's dropdown list to a JSON Value returned by the query. Because the query returns the
values in the Lookup Element's JSON Path, you must set the full path. For example, to display an Account Name as a label in a
Lookup Element named Company, the full path is Company:Name.

• Value: Set the Value to an Object field that populates the Lookup Element's JSON Node using the full path. When a user selects
a label, the value populates the Lookup element's JSON Node. For example, to use an Account Id for a JSON value when a user
selects an Account Name from the Lookup element, the full path is Company:Id.

5. Preview the OmniScript to ensure the query is working and the value is being set correctly.

6. To filter the options:

a. In the Picklist Object and Field property, enter the picklist in the following format: ObjectAPIName.FieldAPIName.

b. Filter the picklist by Record Type by entering the Record Type into the Record Type property. This property supports
%MergeFields%.

Working with Lookup Query Configurations

When using the Lookup Element in OmniScript, the filtering of results is performed by the Lookup Query Configuration properties section.
There are three main types of queries that can be built using this the Lookup Query Configuration properties section: AND join, OR join,
and Deep query.

AND Join

To create AND Join and filter results on two or more fields set the sequence field value to the same value as the fields you want to join
together in the query.
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Example AND Join

In this example, we search for Leads that have Country = "USA" AND City = "San Francisco". This is done by selecting the same Lookup
order and populating the JSON Path with the same value.

Note: The JSON path can be any text but a best practice is to name the JSON Path the object being referenced.

Deep Query

To create a Deep query, the Lookup Order is put in sequential order. OmniScript builds smaller query sets at each order set.

Example Deep Query

In the example Deep query we are search for Leads that have Country = "USA" AND City = "San Francisco".

The from that data set we also only display Leads that have Industry = "Government". Since we are performing a Deep Query the JSON
Path Field Name needs to be updated to populate Accordingly.

Note: The JSON path in the Field Population property section must match the text used in the JSON Path. A best practice is to
separate the JSON Path with a colon to indicate the nested JSON Path.

OR Join

OR Joins are not currently supported from within the OmniScript editor so a workaround must be used to accomplish this functionality.
To perform an OR Join, a custom formula field on the object can be implemented to accomplish the OR portion of the query such that
the formula will return either a TRUE value if the OR query is met and FALSE if not.
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Example with an OR Join

The Vlocity_Industry__c formula field example uses this syntax:
IF(
OR(
ISPICKVAL(Industry, "Government"),
ISPICKVAL(Industry, "Insurance"),
ISPICKVAL(Industry, "Communications")

),

"TRUE",

"FALSE")

This effectively allows for an OR join even though the OmniScript element doesn't support this functionality directly. In all instances,
Filter Values must be text and wrapped in double quotations.

Create and Populate a Custom Template for a Selectable Item Using DataRaptor

This video explains how to use a DataRaptor to populate a selectable items template.

Controlling Field Property

The Controlling Field Property on a Select Element can display Select Field Values based on the selection of another value from a
Controlling Select field. Both the controlling and dependent fields must pull their field values from a field in Salesforce using the sObject
property and those fields must have a Field Dependency setup between one another via Salesforce Field Dependency feature.

Example Controlling Field Setup
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Controlling Field Configuration

Dependent Field Configuration
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Defined Field Dependency in Salesforce

Using Option Source Custom

When using Custom as an option source, you can define an Apex class that will pull in the Picklist values source.

Evaluating Elements in Repeatable Blocks

If the Formula element is in a repeatable block and evaluates an element also in that block, use |n in the expression builder to denote
that the formula should only evaluate the element in the current block.

For example, the childAge formula element converts the childBirthday date element (in the same block) into a number using the formula
AGE(%childBirthday|n%)  :

When the OmniScript runs, the childAge formula element evaluates only the childBirthday element in the same block:

Using the Rich Text Editor in the Vlocity OmniScript Designer

The Text Block, Headline, Disclosure, and horizontal mode Instructions use a Rich Text Editor to display HTML in an OmniScript. In addition
to standard Rich Text Editor features, you can:
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• Upload files and images to Salesforce Documents (up to 1 MB). Files upload to the public Vlocity Document Uploads folder and are
set to Externally Available.

• Link to files and images from Documents.

• Insert Smart Links to Salesforce Knowledge articles.

• Reference data JSON using merge fields.

The following Text Block example contains an Image, two merge fields, and a URL.

To use the Rich Text Editor, drag a Text Block or Headline element into the OmniScript structure. Additionally, you can use it in the Step
properties to edit the Instruction text in horizontal mode.

Configuring OmniScript Styling and UI Behavior
To control the style and behavior of OmniScript elements, you use Templates, Conditions, Display Components, and options.

Templates use JavaScript and CSS to alter the behavior and design of an element. Conditions use OmniScript data to determine whether
an element is active or hidden. Display Elements include elements with built-in styling for static text. Options include customizable error
messages, show/hide settings, and the text directionality setting.
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Designing and Styling OmniScript

This section explains how to edit the look and feel of your OmniScripts. Design and style your OmniScript by overwriting an element's
HTML template, customizing which steps in the form to display, or using images for buttons.

Modify OmniScript UI Behavior

This section explains how to modify UI behaviors in an OmniScript.

Designing and Styling OmniScript

This section explains how to edit the look and feel of your OmniScripts. Design and style your OmniScript by overwriting an element's
HTML template, customizing which steps in the form to display, or using images for buttons.

Running an OmniScript in Horizontal Mode

Scripts run in Horizontal Mode display an interactive sidebar.

Use Images for Buttons in OmniScript

Use images as buttons for both radio and multi-select options in OmniScript.

Line Break

The Line Break element creates a line break in the OmniScript wherever it exists. Elements placed after a line break start on the next
line regardless of another element's width. Place the Line break element directly above the element that should begin on a new
line.

Controlling Field Property

The Controlling Field Property on a Select Element can display Select Field Values based on the selection of another value from a
Controlling Select field.

Using Right-To-Left Languages

Vlocity supports right-to-left languages using the Lightning Player and via_core implemented in a separate ".rtl.css" file.

Branding OmniScripts and Cards Using Vlocity Newport Design System

Customize the appearance and behavior of OmniScript elements and Card layouts using the Vlocity Newport Design System. Newport
includes Storybook.js, a browser-based preview tool that enables you to see your changes in action.

Customizing OmniScript Components Using Templates

The Vlocity product suite includes items to develop customized HTML, CSS, and JavaScript templates. You can use these templates
to enhance and extend the style and functionality of the Vlocity product suite within your organization.

Running an OmniScript in Horizontal Mode

Scripts run in Horizontal Mode display an interactive sidebar.

The sidebar shows the status of each step and allows users to navigate the script by clicking on the step in the sidebar:

Step status icons:
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• Completed—step is complete with no validation errors.

• Error—the step has validation errors.

• Active—current step.

• Pristine—the user has not navigated to step yet.

Users can always navigate to a previous step. To enable users to navigate to a future step, ensure there are no actions between steps.
Users cannot navigate to a future step if the current step has validation errors - they must resolve all validation errors to be able to
continue.

Click How to launch an activated script to get the specific URL syntax for launching your OmniScript in Horizontal Mode.

Use Images for Buttons in OmniScript

Use images as buttons for both radio and multi-select options in OmniScript.

1. In an element, scroll down to the Options section for the element.

2. Select Image from the dropdown menus located under the Display Mode and Option Source.

3. Click the + Add button to choose which image to display. When the user selects the image while filling out the OmniScript, the
option's value is added to the Data JSON.

Line Break

The Line Break element creates a line break in the OmniScript wherever it exists. Elements placed after a line break start on the next line
regardless of another element's width. Place the Line break element directly above the element that should begin on a new line.

1. Drag the element into the OmniScript canvas.

2. When editing the Line Break's element properties, you can add additional padding below the line break by entering a value in
Additional Padding (px).

The Line Break ensures that a line separates the elements surrounding the Line Break element. For example, this image displays a Line
Break element that separates a person's First and Last Name from their phone and email in the UI.
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Controlling Field Property

The Controlling Field Property on a Select Element can display Select Field Values based on the selection of another value from a
Controlling Select field.

Both the controlling and dependent fields must pull their field values from a field in Salesforce using the sObject property and those
fields must have a Field Dependency setup between one another via Salesforce Field Dependency feature.

Example Controlling Field Setup

Controlling Field Configuration
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Dependent Field Configuration

Defined Field Dependency in Salesforce

Using Option Source Custom

When using Custom as an option source, you can define an Apex class that will pull in the Picklist values source.

Using Right-To-Left Languages

Vlocity supports right-to-left languages using the Lightning Player and via_core implemented in a separate ".rtl.css" file.

If you would like to implement the right-to-left functionality in your pages, add the following method in your Visualforce page Apex
Controller:

global Boolean isLanguageRTL {get{return ApplicationUtilities.isLanguageRTL();}set;}

Add the following in your Visualforce page to include the rtl sheet:

<apex:stylesheet value="{!IF(isLanguageRTL, URLFOR($Resource.slds,
'/assets/styles/salesforce-lightning-design-system-vf.rtl.min.css'),
URLFOR($Resource.slds,
'/assets/styles/salesforce-lightning-design-system-vf.min.css'))}"/>
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If your page does not include the Salesforce header or footer, you'll need to wrap it in your own HTML tags with the dir="rtl" set. Please
see the example below:

<apex:page docType="html-5.0" applyHtmlTag="false" showHeader="false" sidebar="false"
standardStylesheets="false" controller="CardCanvasController" ><html
xmlns="http://www.w3.org/2000/svg" xmlns:svg="http://www.w3.org/2000/svg"
xmlns:xlink="http://www.w3.org/1999/xlink" dir="{!IF(isLanguageRTL, 'rtl',
'ltr')}">...</html></apex:page>

Branding OmniScripts and Cards Using Vlocity Newport Design System

Customize the appearance and behavior of OmniScript elements and Card layouts using the Vlocity Newport Design System. Newport
includes Storybook.js, a browser-based preview tool that enables you to see your changes in action.

Command Line

If you are unfamiliar with using command-line interfaces, see Command Line 101.

System Requirements

• Git (git-scm documentation)

• nodeJS v12.0 or higher (Node documentation)

• Gulp CLI: npm install --global gulp-cli

Install Newport and brand OmniScripts and Cards

1. Clone vlocityinc/newport-design-system from https://github.com/vlocityinc/newport-design-system using a command-line
interface. To see what components are provided by Newport, look at the contents of the UI/components  directory.

2. From the GitHub page, perform the latest steps to install the correct dependencies.

3. After installation is complete, launch the Storybook.js preview by issuing the command npm start.

4. Review the documentation in the Storybook preview.

5. Add customizations to your theme. See Customize OmniScripts and FlexCards with the Newport Design System.

6. Apply the OmniScript to individual OmniScripts or override the Newport theme for the entire org. See Deploy and Apply Global
Styling Changes using the Newport Design System.

Customize OmniScripts and FlexCards with the Newport Design System

To customize the appearance of your OmniScripts or FlexCards, edit the CSS and HTML files in the UI  subdirectory of the directory
where you cloned Newport.

Deploy and Apply Global Styling Changes using the Newport Design System

Apply modifications to the Newport design system by adding a Static Resource that overrides the Newport theme wherever it is
available. Once uploaded, the Newport changes will apply to any OmniScripts using Newport.

Apply a Theme to a Single OmniScript using Visualforce

Before Vlocity Spring '19, make your style changes available in OmniScript's Preview mode using Visualforce.

Customize OmniScripts and FlexCards with the Newport Design System
To customize the appearance of your OmniScripts or FlexCards, edit the CSS and HTML files in the UI  subdirectory of the directory
where you cloned Newport.
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Beginning with Vlocity Insurance and Health Spring '20 , download the HTML, CSS, and ReadMe files for every available Lightning web
component in one file.

HTML, CSS, and ReadMe Download FileRelease

DownloadVlocity Insurance and Health Spring '20

Themes are stored in the design-tokens  folder. To create a new theme for your OmniScripts or Cards, copy the vlocity-newport-skin
folder to a new folder and edit the files in it as required. To change the color scheme of a theme, edit the skin's *color.yml  files.
Some colors are specified using hex RGB codes, others are specified using tokens that resolve to hex RGB colors. These tokens are defined
in the aliases/color.yml  file. To change colors for a specific component, examine its definition to find the source of its color
properties, and trace it to the definition.

When you change colors, the Newport components are recompiled, so there is a slight delay before your changes are reflected in the
Previewer.

Simple Example: Using the Previewer, look at the definition for the input  element, noting the orange underline. To change the
color of the line, edit design-tokens/vlocity-newport-skin/background-color.yml  and change the setting
for COLOR_BORDER_INPUT_ACTIVE  to a different color token defined in /aliases/color.yml  . To verify your change,
view the input component using the Previewer.

For an optimal appearance on all viewing platforms, set control width to 6. Smaller widths might not render well on every platform.

Previewing Your Changes

To view the effect of Newport styles on an OmniScript, edit its Script Configuration and paste the path to the top-level CSS file (by default,
xxx.css) into the CUSTOM HTML TEMPLATES field.

The Newport Previewer enables you to view the definition, appearance, and behavior of Newport components and utilities. You can see
how the component will render on desktops, tablets, and smartphones.

To preview an element or utility, choose it from the lists in the left pane. To view the code behind it, click </>.

The restriction tree displays the hierarchy of element definitions, from the base implementation through all the derived ones. To view
a specific definition, click the corresponding node in the restriction tree.

Deploy and Apply Global Styling Changes using the Newport Design System
Apply modifications to the Newport design system by adding a Static Resource that overrides the Newport theme wherever it is available.
Once uploaded, the Newport changes will apply to any OmniScripts using Newport.

Before You Begin

1. Download the Newport Design System. See Apply Global Branding to OmniScripts.

2. Create a distribution folder containing your changes by issuing this command: npm run-script dist

3. In versions before Vlocity Spring '19, change (cd) to the dist folder and zip its contents. (Do not zip the top-level dist folder: cd into
it and zip its contents.)

4. In Salesforce, upload the zip file as a static resource.

1. In your Salesforce org, go to Setup and, in the Quick Find box, enter Custom Settings.

2. Find UISettings, click Manage, click New and configure the following settings:

• Name: You must name this newportZipUrl  for the changes to be applied.
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• Key: Enter any name.

• Value: The relative URL for the static resource that contains your custom styles. To obtain the relative URL, go to the Static
Resource (see 4 in the Before You Begin section), hover over the View File link, right-click and copy the URL. Enter the relative
URL after the domain name, removing the question mark at the end. For example, the bold text would be copied in this URL:
https://salesforce-org-test.na75.visual.force.com/resource/16679825000/vloc_customNewport?

3. Preview your OmniScript and select the Newport page from the drop-down in the upper right-hand corner to preview your changes.

Apply a Theme to a Single OmniScript using Visualforce
Before Vlocity Spring '19, make your style changes available in OmniScript's Preview mode using Visualforce.

1. In OmniScript Designer, create or edit an OmniScript containing restyled elements.

2. Click Preview, then click How to launch activated script. The HOW TO LAUNCH dialog is displayed.

3. In the EMBEDDED section, click Newport, then click Copy to Clipboard.

4. In Salesforce, create a new Visualforce page and paste the copied code into it.

5. Exit the code and set the strCSSFileList="[]"  and import the CSS file by adding the following line:

<apex:stylesheet value="{!URLFOR($Resource.custom_nds,
'/assets/styles/vlocity-newport-design-system.css')}"/>

6. Save your Visualforce page.

7. In OmniScript Designer, go to the Script Configuration section of your test OmniScript and, under Visualforce Pages Available In
Preview, click Add New Key/Value Pair.

8. Set the key to the text you want to display in the drop-down list of players at the Preview window's top right. Set the value to the
name of the Visualforce page that you created in the previous steps.

9. Verify that the page is listed in the drop-down list of players at the Preview window's top right.

Customizing OmniScript Components Using Templates

The Vlocity product suite includes items to develop customized HTML, CSS, and JavaScript templates. You can use these templates to
enhance and extend the style and functionality of the Vlocity product suite within your organization.

Note: LWC OmniScripts do not support Templates. For information on customizing LWC OmniScript elements, see Create a
Custom Lightning Web Component for OmniScript.

Note: Support for the Classic Player templates ended in the Vlocity Spring '18 release.

Creating a Custom Vlocity Template

Modifying an OmniScript element template changes how elements are rendered in an OmniScript. Modify templates to either apply
changes to a single instance of the element or to all elements of that type in an OmniScript.

Downloading OmniScript Vlocity Templates

Beginning with Vlocity Insurance and Vlocity Health Summer '18, OmniScript templates can be imported into your Org.

Installing Vlocity Templates

Beginning with Vlocity Insurance and Vlocity Health Summer '18, OmniScript templates can be installed directly from within your
org.
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Using Custom Templates

The appearance and behavior of OmniScript elements are configured in the base templates that are installed when you install Vlocity.
To customize the look and behavior of OmniScript elements, you can create custom templates, which are modular UI components
that are coded using Angular JS. To create custom templates, use the Vlocity Template Designer.

Structuring the Template

This topic describes the code that forms the structure of the vlcSelectableItemv2.html template.

Vlocity Template Elements

The vlcSelectableItemsV2 includes a wide array of elements out of the box.

Vlocity Template Types

This topic describes the different template types:

Apex Class Overview for a Template

Apex is a strongly typed, object-oriented programming language that enables developers to execute flow and transaction control
statements on the Force.com platform server in conjunction with calls to the Force.com API.

Creating a Custom Vlocity Template
Modifying an OmniScript element template changes how elements are rendered in an OmniScript. Modify templates to either apply
changes to a single instance of the element or to all elements of that type in an OmniScript.

Note: LWC OmniScripts do not support Templates. For information on customizing LWC OmniScript elements, see Create a
Custom Lightning Web Component for OmniScript.

You can create or modify templates in the OmniScript's HTML Template, custom Vlocity Templates, or in a Visualforce page. This topic
explains how to create custom HTML templates using Vlocity Templates. For information on how to use the modified templates, see
Overwrite OmniScript Element Template.

To create a custom HTML template:

1. Click on the  Vlocity Templates  tab.

2. Click on the  New  button.

3. Enter the Template Name and Origin. For Template Type, specify OmniScript.

4. Enter the template's code. To download the HTML templates, see  OmniScript Component Definitions. The templates support the
use of JavaScript.

5. Activate the template before using it.

Using Custom Labels

To use Salesforce Custom Labels in a Custom Template, use the following syntax:

Using Custom Labels
To use Salesforce Custom Labels in a Custom Template, use the following syntax:

::$root.vlocity.getCustomLabel('MyCustomLabelName', 'My default value')

Note: The labels displayed in the OmniScript designer are implemented as Custom Labels, which means that you can enable
translation and translate them. However, the labels that you add using the designer are not Custom Labels, which means that to
support a script in multiple languages, you must create a version of the script for each language.

Downloading OmniScript Vlocity Templates
Beginning with Vlocity Insurance and Vlocity Health Summer '18, OmniScript templates can be imported into your Org.
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The Lightning Player and Classic Player templates can be downloaded by clicking the links below:

• Winter 18 Lightning Player Templates

• Summer 17 Lightning Player Templates

• Summer 17 Classic Player Templates

• v15 Lightning Player Templates

• Classic Player Templates

Installing Vlocity Templates
Beginning with Vlocity Insurance and Vlocity Health Summer '18, OmniScript templates can be installed directly from within your org.

1. Navigate to the Vlocity Templates tab.

2. Click the drop-down arrow to the right of the New, Import, Activate, and Deactivate options.

3. Select OmniScriptLightning or OmniScriptNewport.

4. Choose the Templates to install, and click Next.
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The templates will appear under the Vlocity Templates tab.

Using Custom Templates
The appearance and behavior of OmniScript elements are configured in the base templates that are installed when you install Vlocity.
To customize the look and behavior of OmniScript elements, you can create custom templates, which are modular UI components that
are coded using Angular JS. To create custom templates, use the Vlocity Template Designer.

For more information on Angular JS, see Angular templates.

To use templates in a single OmniScript, go to its Script Configuration section and paste the template code into the Custom HTML
Templates property. To apply one of the templates to an element, type the name of the template in the element's HTML Template Id
property. Note that the templates listed in the dropdown list do not include the templates defined in the Custom HTML Templates
property: only templates on the Vlocity Template tab are listed.

To apply a template to all instances of a particular type of element in an OmniScript, add the element and corresponding template to
the Element Type To HTML Template Mapping list in the Script Configuration.

To apply a custom template to a single instance of an element in an OmniScript, set its HTML Template Id property to the name of the
template.

When displaying OmniScripts, Classic player and Lightning Player use different templates. To download the HTML templates, see
OmniScript Element Reference.

Structuring the Template
This topic describes the code that forms the structure of the vlcSelectableItemv2.html template.

• This template does not handle pagination out of the box but can be customized to do so.

• The code does support iteration through control.vlcSI.

• buttonClick  offers remote call capabilities, and configureItem  includes item configuration capabilities

<script type="text/ng-template" id="vlcSelectableItemV2.html">
<h2>{{::control.propSetMap.label}}</h2>
<!-- <button ng-if='control.vlcSI && control.vlcSI[control.itemsKey] &&

control.vlcSI[control.itemsKey].length > 0' ng-click='openModal(this,
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control)'>Compare</button> -->
<br/>

><div class="selecteableItem" ng-repeat='p in control.vlcSI[control.itemsKey]'>
<div class="row result-box">

<!-- <input class='vlc-compare-check' type="checkbox"
ng-model='p.vlcCompSelected' ng-change="onCompSelectItem(control)"
ng-disabled="control.compDisable && !p.vlcCompSelected"/> -->

<div class="img-container padding0">
<img ng-if="p.Image" src="/servlet/servlet.FileDownload?file={{p.Image}}"/>
</div>
<div class="product-info padding0" >

<h3 class="title">{{p.Name}}</h3>
<p class="description">
{{p.Description}}
</p>
<!--
<span class="detail">MORE DETAIL <span

class="icon-v-right-caret"></span></span>
-->

</div>
<div class="flex" id="vlocity-price">

<div style="flex: 1;">
<span class="col-xs-6 col-sm-6 padding0">
<h6>{!$Label.OmniOneTime}</h6>
<h2>{{p.OneTimeCost}}</h2>

</span>
<span class="col-xs-6 col-sm-6 padding0">

<h6>{!$Label.OmniMonthly}</h6>
<h2>{{p.MonthlyCost}}</h2>

</span>
</div>
<div class="item-actions" ng-init=" p.isConfigurable == true ? operation =

'configureProd' : operation = 'Add' ">
<!--
<button class="btn btn-primary col-md-12"

ng-click="buttonClick(bpTree.response, control, this, p, 'Add',
baseCtrl.customHandleSelectedItem)">

{!$Label.AddToCart}
</button>
<div ng-if="p.comparable" class="compare-link">Add to Compare</div>
-->
<button class="btn btn-primary col-md-12"

ng-click="configureItem(bpTree.response, control, this, p, operation,
baseCtrl.customHandleSelectedItem, baseCtrl.customIsConfigurable)">

{!$Label.AddToCart}
</button>

</div>
</div>
</div>

</div>
</script>
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Vlocity Template Elements
The vlcSelectableItemsV2 includes a wide array of elements out of the box.

Angular Template

The syntax below defines an Angular template:

<script type="text/ng-template" id="vlcSelectableItemV2.html">

• All Angular templates must start with a <script type>  tag and end with a closing </script>  tag

• The actual ID can be anything, as long as the same id is then used in the HTML Template ID field on the script . in this example, the
ID is vlcSelectableItemV2.html.

• This ID is how the framework identifies the template to load during runtime.

Scope Variable

This is a scope variable.

• Control is an object.

• propSetMap  is a lower level variable for control.

• label is one level further down.

{{::control.propSetMap.label}}

• The double set of colons (::) denotes a One-Time Binding

• One-Time Binding means that Angular will only bind it once because it's a constant value, which means that it's not going to change
when the script loads. For anything that needs to change, do not use the ::  notation, because otherwise it will not refresh.

• Anything in double curly brackets ({{}})will be evaluated by Angular during runtime. This is interpolation.

• This code means, “during runtime, go and get the value of the label and put it here. It is a label for the SelectableItem.”

• {{::control.propSetMap.label}}  is a property panel, where control is the selectable item itself. propSetMap is a node
that will contain anything you set up in the OmniScript Designer panel.

• For any property you set in the OmniScript Designer, you can use this notation to access it.

• Any label defined in the OmniScript Designer can use this code to reference it.

Angular Directive

This syntax is used to define an Angular directive.

• Anything with class means the content is a CSS class.

• When you access the .css file, you should find a role call, something like .selectableItem.

<div class="selecteableItem" ng-repeat='p in control.vlcSI[control.itemsKey]'>
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• itemsKey is not a literal. Rather, it is a variable that must match what it’s set to in the Items Key field in the OmniScript Designer, as
the framework looks for this. During runtime, whatever it’s set in this field will be reflected here
control.vlcSI[control.itemsKey].

• p is a variable used to do the looping through the control.vlcSI[control.itemsKey]  set. This is the piece of code
that will perform the key match to determine the JSON routing. If a match is found, it will assign the whole JSON array to the node
control.vlcSI[control.itemsKey]. Then, in the template, you can use the ng-repeat  function to loop through
all the items in the array. Note that if an array exists at the root level, then the ng-repeat  function is not required.

• The variable can be named anything, but the name used must be used consistently in the loop further below in the code
{{p.Name}}, {{p.Description}}.

• During runtime, control.vlcSI[control.itemsKey]  will attempt to access all the attributes for the p. variable. In this
example, Name and Description.

• For instance, if the JSON for the Selectable Item is {"SIKey":{"node1":" xxx ", "recSet":[]}}, then vlcSI
= {"node1":" xxx ", "recSet":[]} and vlcSI[control.itemsKey] = [].

<div class="product-info padding0" >
<h3 class="title">{{p.Name}}</h3>
<p class="description">
{{p.Description}}
</p>

ng-repeat

• ng-repeat is an Angular directive.

• control.vlcSI is set by the framework.

When attempting to iterate through the list of items, you must use the syntax below:

ng-repeat='p in control.vlcSI[control.itemsKey]'

itemsKey

When a remote JSON response comes back, the way the framework knows that portion of the JSON needs to go to the SelectableItem
is based on the key match.

itemsKey

• For instance, if you have a Selectable Item called addresslist, and a remote JSON response comes back. It can be anything,
from a REST call, a remote call, a calculation, and so on; it does not matter as all response JSONs are handled the same way.

• The JSON response has a key also called addresslist. The value for addresslist  is a JSON object.

• The framework finds a key match, therefore the framework knows that this portion of JSON needs to go to the Selectable Item.

• The value for addresslist  is likely to be an array. In this case, the array will become available for the Selectable Item.

• Later in the template, you can use the ng-repeat  to loop through all the elements in the array.
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Custom Label (!$Label.OmniOneTime)

Syntax only supported by Salesforce.

Indicates that there is a custom label defined in Salesforce.

The name of the label is OmniOneTime, with syntax to refer to it available in the Visualforce component. The values for these labels
are usually stored under Custom Labels

During runtime, the string {!$Label.OmniOneTime} will be replaced by the value of the label, based on the language. For example, if you
have multiple languages (English, German, and so on), the notation !$Label.OmniOneTime will automatically insert the correct language.

{!$Label.OmniOneTime}

Button Class

ng-click="buttonClick(bpTree.response, control, this, p, 'Add',
baseCtrl.customHandleSelectedItem)">  is a framework function that users can include on a template.

<button class="btn btn-primary col-md-12" ng-click="buttonClick(bpTree.response, control,
this, p, 'Add', baseCtrl.customHandleSelectedItem)">
{!$Label.AddToCart}
</button>

• bpTree.response is the payload.

• Control is the selectable item.

• this is the current scope that the selectable item is in.

• p is the item you are selecting.

• add is the method to call.

• base is a custom JavaScript callback. This script waits until the call comes back, then you can define the behavior. If the call is successful,
the button will change, likewise if it’s a failure scenario.

• Users can add their own callbacks when coding their custom templates.

• Whenever you make a buttonClick  framework call, since we are passing control (the selectable item). internally, the framework
call will go through the configuration for control and get a hold of everything that is needed—remote class, remote method, remote
options, and so on. This setting makes a call to the server to retrieve the data.

For example, if there is a CPQ record and a getProducts  method, by using the buttonClick  call, it will go to the control
configuration (propSetMap)  and take whatever configuration is there, then make a call to the particular remote class with the
payload as the data JSON in the OmniScript.

ng-click

It will try to see whether the configuration needs to open the modal or not. If it does, it will open the modal first, then the button click
will go into a modal . If it does not it will call the button click directly.

ng-click="configureItem(bpTree.response, control, this, p, operation,
baseCtrl.customHandleSelectedItem, baseCtrl.customIsConfigurable)">

UI Select and Compare
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While the template does not offer modal compare out of box, it can be customized to do so.

<button ng-if='control.vlcSI && control.vlcSI[control.itemsKey] &&
control.vlcSI[control.itemsKey].length > 0' ng-click='openModal(this,
control)'>Compare</button>

If you wish to add a custom modal controller, use this code:

bpModule.controller('CustomCtrl', function ($scope, $modalInstance, content) // CustomCtrl
should be used in the SI config in step (2)
{

// content is the record array selected for compare
// customized modal controller

});

To add a compare check box, use the following code:

<input class='vlc-compare-check' type="checkbox" ng-model='p.vlcCompSelected'
ng-change="onCompSelectItem(control)" ng-disabled="control.compDisable &&
!p.vlcCompSelected"/

This code sets vlcCompSelected.

For UI select, use the following code:

ng-click='onSelectItem(control, p, $index, this, true)'

If it's true, it toggles vlcSelected, if it's false, then it does not toggle.

Server Calls

Additional code may be added to call the server when the user clicks an item. This example shows the code to add or remove an item
from the cart.

example: Add an Item

ng-click="buttonClick(bpTree.response, control, this, p, 'Add',
baseCtrl.customHandleSelectedItem)">

• This is the code to call an Apex class that implements VlocityOpenInterface (or VlocityOpenInterface2, if you want to use SFDC
continuation object.

• The fifth parameter is interpreted in your Apex class, it becomes vlcOperation in options.

• The last parameter is a custom JavaScript call back to handle the UI refresh after the remote call, for example, if the call is successful,
then you can change the state of the item, which in turn triggers the dynamic CSS.

example: Remove an Item

ng-click="buttonClick(bpTree.response, control, this, p, 'Remove',
baseCtrl.customHandleSelectedItem)">
baseCtrl.prototype.customHandleSelectedItem = function(....)

Custom JavaScript for Selectable Items, define prototype methods

baseCtrl.prototype.XXX = function(....)
{
}
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Vlocity Template Types
This topic describes the different template types:

• Selectable

• Modal

• Compare

Modal for the Item

example: Code to Add a Modal Setting for the Item

ng-click="configureItem(bpTree.response, control, this, p, operation,
baseCtrl.customHandleSelectedItem, baseCtrl.customIsConfigurable)">

• This piece of code handles modal for an item. Configure the 'MODAL CONFIGURATION SETTING’.

• Parameter operation becomes vlcOperation  in the remote Apex class (same as above).

• The sixth parameter is a custom JavaScript call back.

• The seventh parameter is a custom JavaScript to decide whether to pop up the modal or not.

• A modal can be included anywhere on the page. On initialization, a modal's current size will be cached, and the element will be
detached from the DOM and moved inside a dimmer.

Apex Class Overview for a Template
Apex is a strongly typed, object-oriented programming language that enables developers to execute flow and transaction control
statements on the Force.com platform server in conjunction with calls to the Force.com API.

Using syntax that looks like Java and acts like database stored procedures, Apex enables developers to add business logic to most system
events, including button clicks, related record updates, and Visualforce pages. Apex code can be initiated by Web service requests and
from triggers on objects.

Store Apex on the platform in two different forms:

• A class is a template or blueprint from which Apex objects are created. Classes consist of other classes, user-defined methods,
variables, exception types, and static initialization code. From Setup, enter Apex Classes in the Quick Find box, then select Apex
Classes.

• A trigger is Apex code that executes before or after specific data manipulation language (DML) events occur, such as before object
records are inserted into the database, or after records have been deleted. Triggers are stored as metadata in Salesforce. A list of all
triggers in your organization is located on the Apex Triggers page in Setup.

The following example is an Apex class with a Selectable Items element named checks, and a template named customCheckList.html.

example: Apex Class for Template

Class(CTMAddressPrefillTest.addressPrefill): global with sharing class
CTMAddressPrefillTest implements vlocity_ins.VlocityOpenInterface {
global CTMAddressPrefillTest() {}
global Boolean invokeMethod(String methodName, Map < String, Object > inputMap, Map
< String, Object > outMap, Map < String, Object > options) {
Boolean result = true;
if (methodName.equals('addressPrefill')) {
String jsonInput = '[{"suburb":"Forth","postcode":"7310","state":"TAS",
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"vlcSelected":true}]';
outMap.put('SituationSuburbLookup', JSON.deserializeUntyped(jsonInput));
} else {
result = false;
}
return result;
}
}

SituationSuburbLookup is the Selectable Item

outMap.put('SituationSuburbLookup', JSON.deserializeUntyped(jsonInput));

In this case, the prefill JSON must be:

"SituationSuburbLookup": [{
"suburb": "Forth",
"postcode": "7310",
"state": "TAS",
"vlcSelected": true
}]

Choose the following items in the custom markup on the OmniScript Designer to make this class work:

• Mode: Multi

• Data JSON: True

In the custom markup for the Selectable Item, use control.vlcSI[control.itemsKey] for your ng-repeat  .

<div ng-repeat='p in control.vlcSI[control.itemsKey]' ng-init='onSelectItem(control, p,
$index, this, false)'> <input type='text' ng-model='p.suburb' ></input> <input type='text'
ng-model='p.postcode' ></input> <input type='text' ng-model='p.state' ></input> </div>

The first remote action invokes a test class to return the following:

{
"SituationSuburbLookup": [{
"suburb": "Forth",
"postcode": "7310",
"state": "TAS",
"vlcSelected": true
}]
}

Note: The Selectable Item will be prefilled with data JSON. If the user changes one of the address fields, the data JSON will be
updated accordingly.
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Modify OmniScript UI Behavior

This section explains how to modify UI behaviors in an OmniScript.

Behavior options include:

• Hide or show elements and errors conditionally

• Hide Next and Previous buttons

• Trigger events

Configuring the Cancel Link in an OmniScript

The Cancel link appears on every Step in an OmniScript. From the OmniScript Designer, in the Cancel Options section of the Script
Configuration, you can specify the behavior for when a user hits the Cancel link with the Cancel Type and Cancel Source.

Conditionally Display Elements Using the Conditional View Property

Every step, block, or element supports Conditional Viewing. Conditional Views allow you to hide the element or the group of elements
contained in a block or step based on certain conditions. Elements contain up to three conditional view options depending on the
Type of element. For example, an Action outside of a Step does not have a Read-Only option since the action is not visible.

Hide OmniScript Elements

Hide elements and child elements using the Hide property.

Hide the Next and Previous Buttons

Hide a Step's Next and Previous buttons when using auto-advance options or when you do not want the user to navigate steps.

Customize OmniScript Error Messages

The error message handler enables you to replace default error messages from remote apex calls with more user-friendly error
messages when errors occur in OmniScript. The Error Messages handler property is available in File elements, Image elements, all
Action elements, OmniScript Script Configuration, and Setup.

Display Messages in OmniScripts

Display comments, requirements, success, and warning messaging depending on whether the validate expression returns true or
false. Configure the Messaging element after creating a formula or aggregate, or any other element, to display validation messages
in the OmniScript. Merge fields are supported in messages.

Enable Confirmation Prompts on Angular OmniScripts

Enable confirmation prompts for the Angular OmniScript actions on this page. By default, these actions don’t prompt the user to
confirm before they’re executed.

Fire Platform Events from OmniScripts

Fire Salesforce platform events from the context of an OmniScript.

Set Errors In an OmniScript

Put error or validation messaging on one or more elements in a previous step based on conditions from future steps using the Set
Errors action element. Using required fields and Formula/Messaging elements, you can only set requirements and conditions on
elements in the current step.

Triggering Lightning Events in OmniScript

It is possible to trigger Lightning events from within an OmniScript. For example, you may wish to update an item on a Layout when
an OmniScript is completed.
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Configuring the Cancel Link in an OmniScript

The Cancel link appears on every Step in an OmniScript. From the OmniScript Designer, in the Cancel Options section of the Script
Configuration, you can specify the behavior for when a user hits the Cancel link with the Cancel Type and Cancel Source.

• Allow Cancel: Remove the Cancel button option from the OmniScript by clearing the Allow Cancel box.

• Cancel Type:

– SObject redirects to an SFDC object. Enter the merge field of the record that you want to redirect to in Source. Default is
%ContextId%.

– URL redirects to a URL.

– Redirect directs to an HTML template, specified in the Source

– Dismiss closes the script and presents a blank page. This is the pre-Version 12 behavior of the Cancel link.

• Cancel Source:

– If redirecting to an SObject, enter "%ContextId%" to redirect to the record that the script launched from.

– If redirecting to a URL, enter the page and parameters. For example, "MyTestPage?Id=%ContextId%" would redirect to an internal
page and "http://www.vlocity.com"; would redirect to an external page.

• If you selected Redirect as the Cancel Type, in the Cancel Redirect Page Name and Cancel Redirect Template Url, enter the page
name and template that the OmniScript should redirect.

Conditionally Display Elements Using the Conditional View Property

Every step, block, or element supports Conditional Viewing. Conditional Views allow you to hide the element or the group of elements
contained in a block or step based on certain conditions. Elements contain up to three conditional view options depending on the Type
of element. For example, an Action outside of a Step does not have a Read-Only option since the action is not visible.

When you hide an element in an OmniScript, OmniStudio sets the contents of the element to null in the data JSON. Consider this behavior
if your OmniScript references the hidden field. For example, if you use a Set Error element to assess whether a Text element is properly
filled out before proceeding to the next page, and the Text element is conditionally hidden, the contents of the Text element are null
even if they were not previously null.

1. From the Properties section on the element, go to the Conditional View section.

2. Select a Condition Type from the drop-down menu.

DescriptionClassic OmniScript Designer
Conditions

LWC OmniScript Designer
Conditions

The element renders only if the conditional
is true. If the conditional is false, the
element is hidden from the UI.

Hide element if falseShow Element if True

Disables Read Only on an element if the
conditional is true. If the value is false, the
element becomes Read Only.

Set element to read only if falseDisable Read Only if True

Beginning with Vlocity Insurance and
Health Spring '20, this Condition Type takes
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DescriptionClassic OmniScript Designer
Conditions

LWC OmniScript Designer
Conditions

priority over the Read Only property in the
element.

The element becomes required if the
condition is true.

Set required element to optional if
false

Set Element to Required if True

Beginning with Vlocity Insurance and
Health Spring '20, this Condition Type takes
priority over the Required property in the
element.

3. Choose the logical operator for the group (AND or OR). The AND operator requires that both conditions are met; the OR operator
requires that one of the other condition is met.

4. Click Add Condition.

5. In the left operand, enter the name of the element in plain text.

Note: If the element is repeatable, enter the name of the element followed by |x, where x is the xth repeated element. For
example, if Age is repeated, Age|2 refers to the second instance of the repeated element.

6. In the right operand enter one of these syntax types::

• If the element type is Text, enter the string in plain text.

• If the element type is Checkbox or Disclosure, enter true or false.

• If the element type is Number, enter a number.

• If the element type is Select or Radio, type in the name of the option in plain text—for example, Yes or No.

• If the element type is Multi-Select, enter a semicolon-separated string—for example Ind > ; > Small.
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• If the element type is Date, Time, or Date/Time, the value should be in ISO format:

– Date—2014-10-01T07:00:00.000Z (Wed Oct 01 2014 00:00:00 GMT-0700 (PDT)

– Date/Time—1970-01-02T06:19:00.000Z (Tue Feb 17 2015 22:20:03 GMT-0800 (PST))

– Time—2015-02-21T00:09:40.270Z (Thu Jan 01 1970 22:19:00 GMT-0800 (PST))

• The right operand supports merge fields. For example Name = %contactLastName%

7. Beginning with Vlocity Insurance and Health Summer '20, in the canvas, click the Hide Conditional Elements checkbox to hide all
of the conditional elements in the OmniScript. The conditional elements are marked with a yellow eye icon.

8. In the canvas, click the Hide Conditional Elements checkbox to hide all of the conditional elements in the OmniScript. The
conditional elements are marked with a yellow eye icon.
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Running Validation with onChange

Beginning with Vlocity Insurance and Health Winter '20 and Vlocity CME Winter '20, LWC OmniScripts run validation when a user
clicks out of a field by using the onBlur function.

Running Validation with onChange
Beginning with Vlocity Insurance and Health Winter '20 and Vlocity CME Winter '20, LWC OmniScripts run validation when a user clicks
out of a field by using the onBlur function.

1. In the Setup properties, click Edit as JSON.

2. Add the property "commitOnChange": true.

3. Preview the behavior.

Note: In LWC OmniScripts, the onChange behavior runs after a half-second delay.

Hide OmniScript Elements

Hide elements and child elements using the Hide property.

When you hide an element in an OmniScript, OmniStudio sets the contents of the element to null in the data JSON. Consider this behavior
if your OmniScript references the hidden field.

1. From the element properties panel, click Edit as JSON.

2. Set the "hide"  property's value to "true".

3. Exclusive to Angular OmniScripts, to enable a hidden element to be prefilled:

a. Click the element you want to prefill with data.

b. Check the box labeled Available for Prefill When Hidden.

Hide the Next and Previous Buttons

Hide a Step's Next and Previous buttons when using auto-advance options or when you do not want the user to navigate steps.

1. In the Step's properties, expand the Button Properties section.

2. Drag the Previous or Next Width slider to 0.

3. Save your OmniScript and preview the new behavior.

Customize OmniScript Error Messages

The error message handler enables you to replace default error messages from remote apex calls with more user-friendly error messages
when errors occur in OmniScript. The Error Messages handler property is available in File elements, Image elements, all Action elements,
OmniScript Script Configuration, and Setup.

Note: Error Messages set in the Setup or Script Configuration properties apply to any matching error returned by an element,
while Error Messages set in an Action’s properties only render for that Action.
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DescriptionError Message Type

A default message that returns when no Custom Error Messages
are matched or defined. The Default Error Message property is not
available in Script Configuration or Setup.

Default Error Message

Messages that are returned based on the defined path and value.
Custom Error Messages are configured using the following fields:

Custom Error Messages

• Path: A merge field path that locates the original default value
inside an error object.

• Value: The original error message, including spaces, that will
be replaced by the text defined in the Message field. This value
must match the original error exactly.

• Message: The custom message that will replace the error text
defined in the Value field.

Set the Default Error Message on an OmniScript Element

Replace a Default Error Message with a user-friendly error message when a remote apex call error occurs in your OmniScript. A default
message returns when no custom error messages are matched or defined. Update the default error messages for Image, Action,
and File elements.

Set a Custom Error Message That Returns as an Object

Set a Custom Error Message for an error that returns as an object. A Custom Error Message returns based on a defined path and
value. Set custom error messages for File elements, Image elements, all Action elements, OmniScript Script Configuration, and Setup.

Set a Custom Error Message That Returns as a String

Set a Custom Error Message for an error that returns as a string. A Custom Error Message returns based on a defined path and value.
Set custom error messages for File elements, Image elements, all Action elements, OmniScript Script Configuration, and Setup.

Set the Default Error Message on an OmniScript Element
Replace a Default Error Message with a user-friendly error message when a remote apex call error occurs in your OmniScript. A default
message returns when no custom error messages are matched or defined. Update the default error messages for Image, Action, and
File elements.

Before You Begin

Before configuring Error Messages, preview the errors to determine their format.

1. Open the Error Messages property in the element that renders the error.

2. In the Default Error Message field, enter your custom message.

3. Preview the error to ensure the message renders.

Set a Custom Error Message That Returns as an Object
Set a Custom Error Message for an error that returns as an object. A Custom Error Message returns based on a defined path and value.
Set custom error messages for File elements, Image elements, all Action elements, OmniScript Script Configuration, and Setup.

Before You Begin
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Before configuring Error Messages, preview the errors to determine their format.

1. Run the OmniScript to encounter the error.

2. Determine the path to the error. For example, the path for errorCode in the following error
[{"errorCode":"NOT_FOUND","message":"The requested resource does not exist"}]  is 0  >
:  >  errorCode  .

3. Copy the error message text that follows the path. For example, the error message text for errorCode in the following error:
[{"errorCode":"NOT_FOUND","message":"The requested resource does not exist"}]  is
NOT_FOUND  .

4. Open the  Error Messages  property in the  Action Element  that is rendering the error.

5. In the  Path  field, enter the path determined by Step 2.

6. In the  Value  field, paste the original error.

7. In the  Message  field, enter your custom message.

8. Test to ensure the message is being replaced.

Set a Custom Error Message That Returns as a String
Set a Custom Error Message for an error that returns as a string. A Custom Error Message returns based on a defined path and value. Set
custom error messages for File elements, Image elements, all Action elements, OmniScript Script Configuration, and Setup.

Before You Begin

Before configuring Error Messages, preview the errors to determine their format.

1. Run the OmniScript to encounter the error.

2. Copy the text following the colon after the word Error.

3. Open the  Error Messages  property in the Action Element that is rendering the error.

4. In the  Value  field, paste the original error.

5. In the  Message  field, enter your custom message.

6. Test to ensure the message is being replaced.

Display Messages in OmniScripts

Display comments, requirements, success, and warning messaging depending on whether the validate expression returns true or false.
Configure the Messaging element after creating a formula or aggregate, or any other element, to display validation messages in the
OmniScript. Merge fields are supported in messages.

1. From the OmniScript Designer, drag a Messaging element into the structure panel where the message must appear.

2. For Validate Expression enter the expression that should be validated. You can evaluate any element or elements, including Formula
and Aggregate. For more information about formulas, see  Create Formula Fields in an OmniScript. For more information about
setting up expressions, see  Dynamic Forms Using the Conditional View Property.

3. In the Messages section, select message types for when the expression evaluates as true or false and then enter messages. True and
False messaging can be deactivated and messaging is optional.

Messaging Example

In this example, a Requirement message displays when a user is under the age of eighteen:
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Message Types

The LWC OmniScript messages have different styling than Angular OmniScript messages. The LWC OmniScript messages use pure
SLDS styling. This table provides examples of both LWC OmniScript and Angular OmniScript messages.

Messaging Example
In this example, a Requirement message displays when a user is under the age of eighteen:

• The Messaging element's  Validation Expression  fails when the  Birthdate  field has a value, and the  AgeFormula  element is
less than eighteen:

• The Formula element uses the  AGE  function to return the age of the user based on the date entered into the  Birthdate  element:

• The Requirement message displays when the validation fails:
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Message Types
The LWC OmniScript messages have different styling than Angular OmniScript messages. The LWC OmniScript messages use pure SLDS
styling. This table provides examples of both LWC OmniScript and Angular OmniScript messages.

Note: In LWC OmniScripts, messages will remain until a user enters a valid value.

Angular OmniScript
Newport Example

Angular OmniScript
Lightning Example

LWC OmniScript
Newport Example

LWC OmniScript
Lightning Example

Message Type

Success

Requirement
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Angular OmniScript
Newport Example

Angular OmniScript
Lightning Example

LWC OmniScript
Newport Example

LWC OmniScript
Lightning Example

Message Type

Warning

Comment

Enable Confirmation Prompts on Angular OmniScripts

Enable confirmation prompts for the Angular OmniScript actions on this page. By default, these actions don’t prompt the user to confirm
before they’re executed.

• Calculation

• DataRaptor Extract

• DataRaptor Post

• DataRaptor Transform

• DocuSign Envelope

• DocuSign Signature

• Done

• Email

• Integration Procedure

• Matrix

• PDF

• Post to Object

• Remote Action

• Rest Action

• Review
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• Set Errors

• Set Values

To enable confirmation prompting for one of these elements in an Angular OmniScript:

1. In the OmniScript Designer, select the element in the Structure pane. Its properties display in the  Properties pane.

2. Click Edit as JSON. The JSON definition for the element properties is displayed.

3. Add these key/value entries to the top level of the JSON:

{ ..., "confirm": "true", "remoteConfirmMsg": "Text of the confirmation prompt",
"subLabel": "Text displayed on the Submit button" , "cancelLabel": "Text displayed
on the Cancel button", ... }

Note: Unlike the actions listed above, the Delete action properties pane includes settings for confirmation prompting.

Note: For multi-language Angular OmniScripts, create Salesforce custom labels for the confirmation message, Submit button
text, and Cancel button text. In the properties JSON, specify the names of the custom labels rather than the literal text to be
displayed.

Fire Platform Events from OmniScripts

Fire Salesforce platform events from the context of an OmniScript.

1. Go to Setup and, under Develop, click Platform Events.

2. On the Platform Events page, click New Platform Event.

3. On the New Platform Event page, define the platform event, specifying the fields for the data that you want to associate with the
event.

4. To fire the event, create a DataRaptor Load that populates the platform event fields with event-specific data.

5. In the OmniScript, compose the data JSON containing the data required by the DataRaptor Load.

6. Add a DataRaptor Load action to the OmniScript, specifying the DataRaptor that fires the platform event.

7. Verify that your platform event fired correctly, using one of the programmatic methods described in the Salesforce developer
documentation.

Set Errors In an OmniScript

Put error or validation messaging on one or more elements in a previous step based on conditions from future steps using the Set Errors
action element. Using required fields and Formula/Messaging elements, you can only set requirements and conditions on elements in
the current step.

For example, on an application, an email address may not be required during the initial intake step, and in a future step, the user states
that they wish to be contacted by email. The Set Errors element runs after the step and returns the user to the initial intake step with
custom error messages.

Note: The Set Errors action does not support these elements: File, Image, Messaging, and Formula.

1. In OmniScript, drag the Set Errors element into the canvas.

2. Add a conditional to control when the Set Errors message displays. Without a conditional the error will persist in the OmniScript.
See Conditionally Display Elements Using the Conditional View Property.

3. In the Element Name field, enter the name of your element.
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4. In the Value field, enter the error message that displays to the user.

Triggering Lightning Events in OmniScript

It is possible to trigger Lightning events from within an OmniScript. For example, you may wish to update an item on a Layout when an
OmniScript is completed.

This is accomplished by using JavaScript to perform the following call

if ('parentIFrame' in window) {

window.parentIFrame.sendMessage({

message: 'ltng:event',

event: 'e.force:refreshView'

})

}

The message in the code should always be 'ltng:event'.

The event in the code should be one of the following events:

• e.force:navigateToComponent

• e.force:navigateToList

• e.force:navigateToObjectHome

• e.force:navigateToRelatedList

• e.force:navigateToSObject

• e.force:navigateToURL

• e.force:refreshView

• e.force:showToast

• e.ltng:sendMessage

If the event has params, the JSON for the params should be specified on a params field like the example below:

if ('parentIFrame' in window) {

window.parentIFrame.sendMessage({

message: 'ltng:event',

event: 'e.force:navigateToComponent',

params: {

componentDef : "c:myComponent", componentAttributes: { contactName : contact.Name

}

}

})

}

To fire a lightning event from a Done Action:
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1. Download the following DataPack and review the code in the custom template that fires the force:refreshView event from the
datapack: Done Action with Lightning Refresh Example.

2. Replace the Done action's template with a custom template using the template provided in the datapack as a reference.

3. Write a function to fire the force:refreshView event from the Done Action. For more information on the force:refreshView event, see
https://developer.salesforce.com/docs/component-library/bundle/force:refreshView/documentation.

OmniScript Data and External Integrations
OmniScript handles data and external integrations through Action, Group, and Input elements use DataRaptors, Integration Procedures,
HTTP Actions, and Apex to load, transform, and post data.

Load Data into OmniScript Elements

Populate OmniScript elements with data to prefill elements, create selectable options, dynamically display elements, and test
functionality. Load data into your OmniScript using DataRaptors, Integration Procedures, HTTP Actions, URL parameters, or Apex.

Manage OmniScript Data

This section contains information on how to transform, evaluate, and set data in OmniScript. The data is maintained in an intermediate
structure called the data JSON, which is visible to you, the developer, as you define the OmniScript. Data JSON is not visible to users
who run the OmniScript.

Create and Update Data from OmniScripts

OmniScripts post data to Salesforce and external databases using Action elements that integrate DataRaptors, Integration Procedures,
external calls, and Apex.

Integrate DocuSign with OmniScripts

Enable users to sign DocuSign forms in an OmniScript or email a user a copy of the document to sign at their convenience. DocuSign
integration requires an active DocuSign account.

Integrating Salesforce Knowledge with Classic OmniScript

Activate the Knowledge component in OmniScript to allow users to view and search for articles from your Salesforce Knowledge
articles. Automatically search for articles based on static values set up during configuration, dynamic inputs from OmniScript fields,
or using a simple search bar.

Load Data into OmniScript Elements

Populate OmniScript elements with data to prefill elements, create selectable options, dynamically display elements, and test functionality.
Load data into your OmniScript using DataRaptors, Integration Procedures, HTTP Actions, URL parameters, or Apex.

Load Salesforce Data into OmniScript Using DataRaptor

Add Salesforce data into your OmniScript using a DataRaptor Extract Action.

Prefill OmniScript Elements using DataRaptor

If you launch an OmniScript from a detail page, you can use DataRaptor to prefill any field from that record into an OmniScript. For
example, if an OmniScript is launched from a contact record, then DataRaptor can automatically populate the name and address of
the contact into the form.

Prefill Repeatable Blocks

Prefill repeatable blocks with data by passing data to the block in an array format.
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Seed Data Into an OmniScript

Prefill OmniScript fields with data or add hidden nodes to the OmniScript Data JSON using the Seed Data JSON property in the
OmniScript's Setup section.

Set a Default Value for an Element

The Default Value property enables the JSON value of an element to be set to a static value by default and exists on certain Elements.
The Default Value will be overwritten if the Element is prefilled from a DataRaptor or JSON response.

Load Salesforce Data into OmniScript Using DataRaptor

Add Salesforce data into your OmniScript using a DataRaptor Extract Action.

To get data from Salesforce into OmniScript elements, create a DataRaptor Extract as follows.

1. From the Vlocity DataRaptor page, click New.

2. Choose Extract and specify a Name, Type, and SubType.

3. On the Extract tab, map data from sObjects to an intermediate structure called the Extraction Step JSON. For each sObject from
which your OmniScript requires data, perform the following steps:

a. Click Add Extract Step and choose the source sObject.

b. In the Extract Output Path field, specify the name of the top-level node in the Extraction Step JSON where you want the data
to reside.

c. To filter the incoming data, specify filter settings. Typically you compare the context Id from the sObject with a merge field
containing the context Id from the OmniScript, for example, Id = %caseId%.

d. On the Formulas tab, you can define expressions that add data to the Extraction Step JSON. For more information, see DataRaptor
Operators and Functions.

e. On the Output tab, map data from the Extraction Step JSON to the Current JSON Output, which is returned to the OmniScript.
For each OmniScript element that you want to populate with data, click + and specify the source - the Extract Step JSON node
- and the output path for the data. The name of the output JSON node must match the OmniScript element that you want to
populate using the data in the node.

Prefill OmniScript Elements using DataRaptor

If you launch an OmniScript from a detail page, you can use DataRaptor to prefill any field from that record into an OmniScript. For
example, if an OmniScript is launched from a contact record, then DataRaptor can automatically populate the name and address of the
contact into the form.

Additionally, you can use DataRaptor to extract data from Salesforce based on data already entered in an OmniScript. For example, if
you enter the first and last name of a contact, DataRaptor can use this information to retrieve and fill additional fields for that contact.

1. Create a DataRaptor Extract (JSON) Interface. For more information, see DataRaptor Extract Overview.

2. Create one or more Extract Data Mappings to generate an Extraction Step JSON. For more information, see Load Salesforce Data into
OmniScript Using DataRaptor.

3. Create one or more Transform Data Mappings to map fields from the Extraction Step JSON into elements on the script. For more
information, see Create a DataRaptor Extract.

4. Preview the OmniScript.

Why Isn't My Conditional Element Prefilled?

OmniScript elements that have a conditional element are not prefilled by default, to maximize script performance.
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Why Isn't My Conditional Element Prefilled?
OmniScript elements that have a conditional element are not prefilled by default, to maximize script performance.

Prefill Repeatable Blocks

Prefill repeatable blocks with data by passing data to the block in an array format.

The data's root node name must match the name of the block element. The fields within each array instance of the data JSON node
must match the name of an element within the block. Prefill data into repeatable blocks with Actions by returning data that matches
the block's element name and the element's within the block using an array format.

Beginning with Vlocity Insurance and Health Winter '20 and Vlocity CME Winter '20, LWC OmniScripts support prefilling repeatable
blocks.

Data JSON array format example:

"EditBlock1": [
{
"FirstName": "John",
"LastName": "Smith"

},
{
"FirstName": "Jane",
"LastName": "Smith"

}
]

To map Data JSON to a Repeatable Block with a Set Values action:

1. Add a Block or Edit Block to the OmniScript.

2. (Optional) When using a Block, check the Block's Repeat checkbox property.

Note: Edit Blocks are inherently repeatable because they store entry values in an array format.

3. Add Input elements to the Block.

4. Add a Set Values Action to the OmniScript.

5. In the Set Values Action, click Add New Value.

6. In the Element Name field, enter the name of your block element.

7. Click Edit as JSON in the Set Values Action element to edit the JSON directly.

8. In the elementValueMap JSON node, locate the block element's JSON node, and enter an array of data. For example, to prefill two
Text input elements in an Edit Block element, add an array that maps to the elements in the block.

Edit Block Element configuration:
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JSON Array:

"EditBlock1": [
{
"FirstName": "John",
"LastName": "Smith"

},
{
"FirstName": "Jane",
"LastName": "Smith"

}
]

9. Click Edit in Property Editor to convert back to the default view of the Set Values Action.

10. Preview the OmniScript to view the nested data in the OmniScript's data JSON.
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Seed Data Into an OmniScript

Prefill OmniScript fields with data or add hidden nodes to the OmniScript Data JSON using the Seed Data JSON property in the OmniScript's
Setup section.

The Seed Data JSON property should be used with static values that seed during the initial load of the OmniScript. In order to set values
using formulas or with information entered into the OmniScript after the initial load, see Set Values in an OmniScript.

1. In the OmniScript's Script Configuration, find Seed Data JSON section and click +Add New Key/Value Pair.

2. Enter the name of the element to prefill in the left text field. Enter the desired value of the element in the right text field. If the element
has multiple responses, such as a multi-select, you can prefill more than one value by separating the entries with a semicolon.

3. When the user launches the script, the elements specified in the Seed Data JSON section contain the static values from the Script
Configurations.

4. You can also use the Seed Data JSON property to add hidden nodes to the Data JSON of the OmniScript. For example, an OmniScript
used for troubleshooting may create a case. You could use the default values from hidden nodes to prefill values. For example, you
may want the OmniScript to create a Case with Type, Status, and Origin defined in the Data JSON of the OmniScript. Using this
method, you can have multiple OmniScripts associated with one DataRaptor interface that creates the Case.

Set a Default Value for an Element

The Default Value property enables the JSON value of an element to be set to a static value by default and exists on certain Elements.
The Default Value will be overwritten if the Element is prefilled from a DataRaptor or JSON response.

1. From the OmniScript’s Script Configuration panel, click the Element to open its properties panel.

2. From the Element’s properties panel, click the Default Value field, and enter a value.

3. Preview the OmniScript to view the default value in the Data JSON.

Manage OmniScript Data

This section contains information on how to transform, evaluate, and set data in OmniScript. The data is maintained in an intermediate
structure called the data JSON, which is visible to you, the developer, as you define the OmniScript. Data JSON is not visible to users who
run the OmniScript.

Set Values in an OmniScript

Set element values in future steps, rename JSON nodes, create dynamic values, and concatenate data by using the Set Values Action.
Action elements either render as a button when in a Step or run remotely when between steps. Set Values relies on using merge
fields to access the OmniScript's data JSON.
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Manipulate JSON with the Send/Response Transformations Properties

Specify and transform the input and output JSON of OmniScripts or Integration Procedures with the Send and Response Transformation
properties. The Send properties transform the input; the Response properties transform the output.

Create Formula Fields in an OmniScript

Create expressions to set calculated values and evaluate data across multiple fields using a Formula or Aggregate element. For
example, if you are accepting information for a qualifying life event you may want to create a formula that determines if the date
entered for the qualifying life event is within thirty days of today's date.

Set Values in an OmniScript

Set element values in future steps, rename JSON nodes, create dynamic values, and concatenate data by using the Set Values Action.
Action elements either render as a button when in a Step or run remotely when between steps. Set Values relies on using merge fields
to access the OmniScript's data JSON.

Use the Set Values Action to:

• Access and rename data JSON by using merge fields

• Populate Elements with values

• Concatenate Values

• Set values sent into the data JSON from a response or parameter

• Create values determined by OmniScript Functions and Supported Formula Operators

Download this datapack and test the behaviors the examples on this page provide.

Rename Data JSON Nodes

Simplify and rename JSON node names by accessing the values in an OmniScript's data JSON. Data sent into the OmniScript's data
JSON from a parameter, an action's response data, or an element is accessible by using merge fields.

Populate Elements

Populate future elements with values from data JSON, formula operators, functions, concatenations, and static values. Prefill an
element directly from a DataRaptor or Action response whenever possible.

Concatenate Values

Create dynamic values by concatenating JSON nodes.

Set Data with Formulas and Functions

Generate dynamic values by evaluating data with Formulas and using functions to return specific values.

Set and Access Nested Data

Set and access nested data by editing the Set Values JSON directly and using specific syntax.

Rename Data JSON Nodes
Simplify and rename JSON node names by accessing the values in an OmniScript's data JSON. Data sent into the OmniScript's data JSON
from a parameter, an action's response data, or an element is accessible by using merge fields.

To rename a node:

1. From OmniScript Designer, click Preview.

2. Enter in some information and view the OmniScript's data JSON.

3. Locate the JSON node in the OmniScript's data JSON.
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4. Add a Set Values Action to the OmniScript.

5. In the Set Values Action, click Add New Value.

6. In the Element Name field, enter the new JSON node name.

7. In the Value field, enter the name of the JSON node using merge field syntax to map it to the new JSON node.

8. Preview the OmniScript and view the new JSON node name.

Populate Elements
Populate future elements with values from data JSON, formula operators, functions, concatenations, and static values. Prefill an element
directly from a DataRaptor or Action response whenever possible.

Note: When populating an element using Set Values, data types must match. For example, you cannot set a Text element with
the value from a Number element.

To populate an element:

1. Locate the JSON node in the OmniScript's data JSON.
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2. Add a Set Values Action to the OmniScript.

3. In the Set Values Action, click Add New Value.

4. In the Element Name field, enter the name of an Element in a Step that renders after the Set Values Action.

Note: When the Element Name maps to an existing element in the OmniScript, the element's Type appears between the
Element Name field and the Value field.

5. In the Value field, enter the name of the JSON node using merge syntax to map it to the new JSON node.
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6. Preview the OmniScript to ensure the fields populate correctly

Concatenate Values
Create dynamic values by concatenating JSON nodes.

1. Add a Set Values Action to the OmniScript.

2. In the Set Values Action, click Add New Value.

3. In the Element Name field, enter a JSON node or element name.

4. In the Value field, click fx and enter multiple merge fields or a combination of merge fields and literal values.

Value Syntax ExampleElement Name Example

=%FirstName% + " " + %LastName%FullName

=%FirstName% + " " + "Smith"FullName

=("Welcome, %FirstName% %LastName%")WelcomeGreeting
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5. Preview the OmniScript to test the concatenation.

Set Data with Formulas and Functions
Generate dynamic values by evaluating data with Formulas and using functions to return specific values.

1. Add a Set Values Action to the OmniScript.

2. In the Set Values Action, click Add New Value.

3. In the Element Name field, enter the new JSON node name.

4. In the Value field, click fx to open the formula editor.

5. In the functions panel, select a function and add any additional data to the formula editor.

6. Preview the OmniScript to test the function.

Use a Formula Operator to Set Data with Formulas and Functions

Use a formula operator to generate dynamic values by evaluating data with Formulas and using functions to return specific values.

Use a Formula Operator to Set Data with Formulas and Functions
Use a formula operator to generate dynamic values by evaluating data with Formulas and using functions to return specific values.

1. Add a Set Values Action to the OmniScript.

2. In the Set Values Action, click Add New Value.

3. In the Element Name field, enter the new JSON node name.

4. In the Value field, click fx to open the formula editor.

5. Add static values, or dynamic values using merge fields, and add an operator.

Note: There must be a space on either side of an operator for the operation to run correctly.

Example Value Formula SyntaxElement Name

= %GrossIncome% - %NetIncome%MergeValues

= %GrossIncome% - 5000MergeAndLiteralValues

= 2 - 2LiteralValues

6. Preview the OmniScript to ensure the operation performs correctly.
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Set and Access Nested Data
Set and access nested data by editing the Set Values JSON directly and using specific syntax.

1. Add a Set Values Action to the OmniScript.

2. In the Set Values Action, click Add New Value.

3. In the Element Name field, enter a new JSON node name or element name.

4. Click Edit as JSON in the Set Values Action element to edit the JSON directly.

5. In the elementValueMap JSON node, add a valid JSON value to the node name created in the Element Name field.

6. Click Edit in Property Editor to convert back to the default view of the Set Values Action.

7. Preview the OmniScript to view the nested data in the OmniScript's data JSON.

8. To access nested data and set it to an element name or JSON node:

a. Add a Set Values Action to the OmniScript.

b. In the Set Values Action, click Add New Value.

c. In the Element Name field, enter a new JSON node name or element name.

d. In the Value field, apply merge field syntax to access the appropriate value. For more information, see Access OmniScript Data
JSON with Merge Fields.

e. Preview the OmniScript to ensure the value maps to the new JSON node correctly.

Manipulate JSON with the Send/Response Transformations Properties

Specify and transform the input and output JSON of OmniScripts or Integration Procedures with the Send and Response Transformation
properties. The Send properties transform the input; the Response properties transform the output.

The following table outlines the different transformation options:

Example ResultExample PathSend/Response JSON
Node

Send/Response JSON
Path

Purpose

{node: {a:b}}{path:{a:b}}nodepathReparenting the node

{node1:{node2:{a:b}}}{path:{a:b}}node1:node2pathReparenting the node
and adding a nested
node
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Example ResultExample PathSend/Response JSON
Node

Send/Response JSON
Path

Purpose

{node: {a:b}}{path:{a:b}}%nodename%

where the value of
nodename is node

pathReparenting the node
dynamically using merge
field syntax

(In Summer '19 and later
releases)

{a:b}{path:{a:b}}VlocityNoRootNode

(Not supported in
Integration Procedures)

pathRemoving the parent
node of an object

{path:{a:b}}{path:{a:b}}pathSpecifying the root node
to drill down on instead
of sending the entire
JSON

1. To reparent the node of a JSON object:

a. Set the Path to the node you are drilling down on.

b. Enter the new node name into the JSON Node field.

2. To reparent the node and add a nested node:

a. Set the Path to the node you are drilling down on.

b. Enter the new node name into the JSON Node field, and enter a colon (:).

c. After the colon, without leaving a space, enter the second JSON node name.

3. To reparent the node using merge field syntax:

a. Set the Path to the node you are drilling down on.

b. In the JSON Node field, enter a merge field that represents the new name, for example %NewNode%.

c. Use a SetValues action or an input parameter on the Preview tab to test the merge field.

For example, on the Preview tab, enter a Key of NewNode  and a Value of MightyNode, click Execute and then look for
MightyNode  in the output JSON.

4. To write to a list item using merge field syntax:

a. In the Response JSON Node field of a step, enter the path to the list node followed by a pipe character (|) and a merge field
that represents the list item number, for example, ListNode|%item%.

b. Use a SetValues action or an input parameter on the Preview tab to test the merge field.

For example, on the Preview tab, enter a Key of item  and a Value of 2, click Execute, and watch the step output appear as
the second item in the list.

If the step output node and the existing list item node match, the list item value is replaced. If they don't match, the step output
node is added as a peer of the existing list item node.
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5. To remove the parent node of an object:

a. Set your Path to the node you are drilling down on.

b. Set the Node to VlocityNoRootNode.

6. To specify the root node:

a. Set the Path to the node you are drilling down on.

b. Leave the JSON Node field blank.

7. To test the result of your transformation, open the Debug console:

a. Preview the OmniScript in the OmniScript Designer and enter input that you need to transform.

b. After the action containing the JSON transformation has run, click Debug to open the Debug console.

c. In the Debug console, expand the action that is sending or receiving the transformed JSON.

d. Expand the Request to see JSON that has been transformed by the Send JSON Path and Send JSON Node, or expand the
Response to see JSON that has been transformed by the Response JSON Path and Response JSON Node.

Create Formula Fields in an OmniScript

Create expressions to set calculated values and evaluate data across multiple fields using a Formula or Aggregate element. For example,
if you are accepting information for a qualifying life event you may want to create a formula that determines if the date entered for the
qualifying life event is within thirty days of today's date.

For a list of available functions, see OmniScript Functions.

Formula and Aggregate elements support the following constants and types:

• OmniScript elements and JSON nodes, passed in as merge fields—for example, %Element1% or %JSONnode1%

• Numbers and integers—for example, 5 + 3.145

• String literals wrapped in quotes—for example, ' "ABC" + "DEF" '

• Booleans—for example, true || false

• Arrays—for example, "[1,2, 3, 4, 5]"

• Null

Supported Formula Operators

Formula fields in OmniScript support the following operators:

OmniScript Functions

You can add functions to the Aggregate and Formula elements.

Create a Formula or Aggregate in an OmniScript

Run functions against element data with the Formula and Aggregate elements.

Supported Formula Operators
Formula fields in OmniScript support the following operators:
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MeaningOperator

Addition+

Subtraction-

Multiplication*

Division/

Power^

Equals=

Not equals<>

Greater than>

Less than<

Greater than or equal to>=

Less than or equal to<=

And&&

Or||

Parentheses( )

For information on supported functions in OmniScript, see OmniScript Functions. For information on adding a Formula field to an
OmniScript, see Create a Formula or Aggregate in an OmniScript.

OmniScript Functions
You can add functions to the Aggregate and Formula elements.

For information on adding Formula or Aggregate elements to your OmniScript, see Create a Formula or Aggregate in an OmniScript. To
view a list of supported formula operators that can be used with the Formula element, see Supported Formula Operators.

The tables below detail the different available functions and how they work.

DetailsExampleFunction Name

Returns the absolute value.ABS(%Friends%) == 6.52534ABS(number)
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DetailsExampleFunction Name

Returns true or false.BOOLEAN(value)

Returns value formatted for currency. 12345
would display as 12,345.

CURRENCY(value)

Converts the number given into an integer
with no decimal places. Does not round the
number up. Also accepts a string.

INTEGER(%Friends%) == 6

INTEGER("12.5") == 12

INTEGER(value)

Renders an object's value null.NULL

Converts a string into a number.NUMBER(%Friends%) == 128NUMBER(value)

Returns exponent value.POW(%Friends%, 3) == 274.625POW(number, exponent)

Returns a random number between zero
and one. This function is commonly used in

RANDOM()RANDOM()

A/B testing. The RANDOM() function does
not accept parameters.

Rounds number to certain defined number
of decimal places.

ROUND(%Friends%, 3) == 6.525ROUND(number, decimalPlaces)

DetailsExampleFunction Name

Logical operator that performs a function if
all conditions are both met.

IF((%reset%="Yes" AND( %reboot%="Yes")),
"Closed", "Escalated")

AND();

Returns a count of the number of repeated
elements if a condition is met.

COUNTIF(%MyArray%, >10)COUNTIF(values, expression_or_value)

The EQUALS function is used when
comparing a field to a particular value or
another field.

IF(

EQUALS(%Department%,'401(k)'),

"Then Result",

EQUALS( Field_Name, 'Condition')

"Else Result"

)

If EXPRESSION evaluates to True, THEN is
returned, otherwise ELSE is returned.

IF((%reset%="Yes" || %reboot%="Yes"),
"Closed", "Escalated")

IF(EXPRESSION,THEN, ELSE)
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DetailsExampleFunction Name

IF((%reset%="Yes" OR( %reboot%="Yes")),
"Closed", "Escalated")

OR()

Returns the sum of all comma-separated
elements and value if a condition is met.

SUMIF(%MyArray%, >5)SUMIF(values, expression_or_value)

DetailsExampleFunction Name

Changes case based on $CASE type. $CASE
must be LOWER, UPPER, SENTENCE, or TITLE.

CASE(%Name%, UPPER) == "TONY JONES"

CASE(%Name, LOWER) == "tony jones"

CASE(value, $CASE)

CASE(%Name%, SENTENCE) == "Tony
jones"

CASE(%Name%, TITLE) == "Tony Jones"

Concatenates the elements/strings together
into a single string.

CONCATENATE(%FirstName%, " ",
%LastName%) == "Tony Jones"

CONCATENATE(value1, value2, ..., valueN)

Evaluates if a value is contained within a
string.

CONTAINS(%FirstName%, "Tony") == TrueCONTAINS(input_string,value)

SPLIT("Tony Jones", " ", 2) == "Tony", "Jones"SPLIT(text, splitToken, limit);

Converts any value into a String.STRING(%Friends%) == "6.5"STRING(value)

Extracts the characters from a string
between two specified indexes and returns
the value.

SUBSTRING("Substring!", 3, 9) == "string"SUBSTRING(text, startIndex, endIndex)

DetailsExampleFunction Name

Returns an age (in years) with the given date
of birth on today's date. Use the Date
element.

AGE(%Birthdate%) == 7AGE(dateOfBirth)

The age of someone (in years) with the
given date of birth on a future date. Use the
Date element.

AGEON(%Birthdate%,"07-09-2024") == 16AGEON(dateOfBirth, futureDate)
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DetailsExampleFunction Name

Use a Date element. Returns full JavaScript
format.

DATE(%DOB%) == Wed Jul 19 1978
16:00:00 GMT-0700 (PDT)

DATE(value)

The difference between 2 dates in days. The
value will always be a positive integer. Use
the Date element.

DATEDIFF(%DOB%,%TODAY%) == 13559DATEDIFF(date1, date2)

Returns the day of the month. Use the Date
element.

DAYOFMONTH(%TODAY%) == 2DAYOFMONTH(date)

Returns the day of the week as an integer.
Monday is 1, Sunday is 7.

DAYOFWEEK(%TODAY%) == 4DAYOFWEEK(date)

Return the current hour according to local
time.

HOUR(date)

Return the current minute according to local
time.

MINUTE(date)

Returns the moment object of Moment.jsMOMENT(%policyStartDate%).add(1,
'year').subtract(1, 'day')

MOMENT()

This can be used to perform complex date
formatting, calculations, manipulation,
comparisons, etc. The MOMENT() function
must contain parameters, for example,
MOMENT(NOW()). Appending .calendar()
to this function is a recommended best
practice.

The month of the year as an integer. Use the
Date element.

MONTH(%TODAY%) == 9MONTH(date)

Returns current date and time in full
JavaScript format. Milliseconds are always
set to 0.

NOW() == Thu Aug 27 2019 16:32:00 GMT
-0700 (PDT)

NOW()

Returns today's date. The time is always set
to midnight

TODAY() == Thu Aug 27 2019 00:00:00 GMT
-0700 (PDT)

TODAY()

Returns the year of the date as an integer.
Use the Date element.

YEAR(%TODAY%) == 2019YEAR(date)
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DetailsExampleFunction Name

Returns an array of the value of the
elements.

ARRAY(%Child1%,%Child2%,

%Child3%,%Child4%) == [4,3,1,2]

ARRAY(value1, value2, ..., valueN)

Aggregate: returns the average mean value
of the numbers provided. Use a repeating
element.

AVERAGE(%Age%) == 2.5AVERAGE(array)

Returns the average mean value of the
numbers provided.

AVERAGE(%Child1%,%Child2%,

%Child3%,%Child4%) == 2.5

AVERAGE(value1, value2, ..., valueN)

Aggregate: Returns a count of the number
of repeated elements.

COUNT(%Age%) == 4COUNT(array)

Returns true if the given value exists in one
or more elements. For Aggregate, enter the

EXISTS([%FirstName%,%LastName%],
"Tony") == true

EXISTS(array_or_value,
expression_or_value)

name of a repeating element—for example
EXISTS(%FirstName%,"Tony"), where
FirstName is repeatable.

Aggregate: Returns the largest value in the
numbers provided. Use a repeating element.

MAX(%AGE%) == 4MAX(array)

Returns the largest value in the group of
elements provided.

MAX(%Child1%,%Child2%,

%Child3%,%Child4%) == 4

MAX((value1, value2, ..., valueN)

Aggregate: returns the smallest value in the
numbers provided. Use a repeating element.

MIN(%AGE%) == 1MIN(array)

Returns the smallest value in the group of
elements provided.

MIN(%Child1%,%Child2%,

%Child3%,%Child4%) == 1

MIN((value1, value2, ..., valueN)

Aggregate: returns the sum of all values in
the repeatable element.

SUM(%AGE%) == 10SUM(array)

Returns the sum of all comma-separated
elements and values.

SUM(%Child1%,%Child2%,

%Child3%,%Child4%) == 10

SUM(value1, value2, ..., valueN)

Create a Formula or Aggregate in an OmniScript
Run functions against element data with the Formula and Aggregate elements.
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The elements behave similarly in an OmniScript. However, the Aggregate element should be used for aggregation purposes, such as
averaging or summing elements. Formula elements can use both  Supported Formula Operators  and  OmniScript Functions  . For
example, you may want to determine a contract end date by adding 365 days to a date element. You could do this by using the example
formula below:

example: DATE(YEAR(%DateElement%), MONTH(%DateElement%), DAYOFMONTH(%DateElement%) +365)

If you would like to set a date one week from today's date, you could do so by using the example formula below:

example: DATE(YEAR(TODAY()), MONTH(TODAY()), DAYOFMONTH(TODAY()) +7)

The instructions below explain how to add and configure Formula or Aggregate element to your OmniScript.

1. From the OmniScript Designer, drag a Formula or Aggregate element onto the script structure.

2. You can add  OmniScript Functions  by clicking on the function name; the function will pre-populate in the Expression section. Add
the OmniScript elements inside of the function using merge field notation by enclosing the element in percentage (%) signs.

3. If you plan to use this element in a repeatable block, see  Evaluate Elements in Repeatable Blocks.

4. If you are using a Formula element, you can continue to build the formula using  Supported Formula Operators  in the Expression
text box.

5. If the element should not appear on the script UI, Click  Hide.

6. You can also create additional elements that depend on the results of the Formula. For example, the step shown in the image below
appears when the Total Income formula is less than 1,000. For more information, see  Create Dynamic Forms Using the Conditional
View Property  and  Display Messaging in OmniScripts.

7. You can test the Formula or Aggregate by clicking the Preview link.

Create and Update Data from OmniScripts

OmniScripts post data to Salesforce and external databases using Action elements that integrate DataRaptors, Integration Procedures,
external calls, and Apex.

Post Salesforce Data from OmniScripts

Create and update sObjects and external objects from an OmniScript using the DataRaptor Post Action. If multiple actions are needed,
use an Integration Procedure to host the DataRaptor Post Action and handle the requests.

Fill a PDF From OmniScript Using DataRaptor

You can fill a PDF using elements from an OmniScript.

Upload Files and Images in OmniScripts

To upload files in an OmniScript, add a File input element. To upload an image, add an Image input element. Details about uploads
are added to the Files node of the OmniScript's Data JSON.

Posting Data to the Application Object using the Post to Object Action

You can submit an OmniScript directly to the Vlocity Application object using the Post to Object Action Element. The Vlocity
Application object enables an in-progress OmniScript to be stored and resumed later. The OmniScript can be resumed by the original
user, reviewed, or approved. This can either be a button on a Step or a remote action that runs between Steps. The entire JSON,
including attachments, submits.

Post Salesforce Data from OmniScripts

Create and update sObjects and external objects from an OmniScript using the DataRaptor Post Action. If multiple actions are needed,
use an Integration Procedure to host the DataRaptor Post Action and handle the requests.
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The DataRaptor Post Action sends data from the script to a DataRaptor Load that performs the update or upsert. (When multiple upsert
keys are used, the record must match all keys to be considered a match.)When you define the DataRaptor Load, you map data from the
OmniScript's Output JSON to fields in sObjects. For details, see Object Field Mapping.

Before You Begin

1. Learn about DataRaptor Loads. See DataRaptor Load Overview.

2. Create a DataRaptor Load. See Create a DataRaptor Load.

1. From OmniScript, click Preview.

2. Enter any data you plan to use into the OmniScript. You can prefill elements for testing using the Set Values Action, Default Value
element property, or the Seed Data JSON functionality.

3. Copy the OmniScript's Data JSON.

4. In your DataRaptor, paste your OmniScript's data JSON into the DataRaptor's Input JSON.

5. Map your data JSON nodes to Object fields.

Fill a PDF From OmniScript Using DataRaptor

You can fill a PDF using elements from an OmniScript.

Required Items:

• Adobe Acrobat Pro

• An existing fillable form (either unsecured or you have the password)

PDF Requirements:

• PDF must be a Linearized PDF, Version 1.5 or above. You can save a PDF as Linearized Version 1.7 by clicking  Save as Other, and
then Reduced Size PDF, and then Acrobat 10.0 and later.

• Vlocity does not support the List Box PDF Form field type (Multi-Select fields) in the PDF.

• The PDF Form Field Values for Radio Buttons and Dropdowns must be logically mappable. For example, a Radio Button on a PDF
form may not have two options with the same name.

Note: Firefox and Safari browsers cannot fill some fields without taking additional steps. To use Firefox and Safari, see
Configuring your browser to use the Adobe PDF plug-in.

• The PDF can be launched in a Firefox, Safari, or Chrome browser.

1. Prepare your PDF.
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2. Upload the PDF to Salesforce as a Document.

Create a DataRaptor Interface to Map OmniScript Data to a PDF

Create a DataRaptor Interface to Map OmniScript Data to a PDF

After you create the OmniScript and upload your PDF, you must create a DataRaptor to map the information from the OmniScript
to the PDF.

Map OmniScript Fields to a PDF

Populate a PDF with OmniScript data by mapping the OmniScript JSON data to the PDF.

Add a PDF Action to an OmniScript

Populate a PDF with OmniScript data using the PDF Action.

Create a DataRaptor Interface to Map OmniScript Data to a PDF
After you create the OmniScript and upload your PDF, you must create a DataRaptor to map the information from the OmniScript to the
PDF.

1. From OmniScript, click Preview and fill in test data to populate the JSON of the OmniScript.

2. Copy the OmniScript's JSON data.

3. From the DataRaptor tab, click New.

4. For Interface Type, select Transform.

5. Enter an Interface name.

6. In the Input Type field, select JSON.

7. In the Output Type field, select PDF.

8. In the Target PDF field, select an existing PDF, and click Save.

Map Fields From the OmniScript to the PDF

Map OmniScript Fields to a PDF
Populate a PDF with OmniScript data by mapping the OmniScript JSON data to the PDF.

Before You Begin

Create a DataRaptor Interface to Map OmniScript Data to a PDF

1. In your DataRaptor Interface, click Transforms.

2. Click Input JSON, and paste in your OmniScript's JSON.

3. Click Quick Match and map nodes in your Input JSON to PDF fields.

4. (Optional) Add mappings one at a time by clicking the + symbol, and mapping an Input JSON Path to a PDF Output Field.

Add a PDF Action to an OmniScript

Add a PDF Action to an OmniScript
Populate a PDF with OmniScript data using the PDF Action.

Note: The PDF Action is not supported in IE 11 browsers. Edit block doesn't support this action.
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Note: Beginning Spring '22, enable older PDF viewers to display text fields in a PDF element using the appearance object property.
By default, the useAppearanceObject  is undefined. To enable, add "useAppearanceObject": true  in the JSON
editor of the PDF Action Properties pane.

Before You Begin

Map OmniScript Fields to a PDF

1. From the OmniScript Designer, drag the PDF Action to the OmniScript.

2. From the Properties pane, in Document, select your PDF document.

3. (Optional) Attach the PDF to a parent record by taking these steps:

a. Fill the Attachment Name field to name the attachment.

b. Fill the Attachment Parent Id field with the id of the attachment's parent record id.

4. In the Send Transformations section, from the PreTransform DataRaptor Interface picklist, select the DataRaptor that you created
in Create a DataRaptor Interface to Map an OmniScript to a PDF.

5. Check the Read Only checkbox to make the filled PDFs read-only.

6. If necessary, change the default date and time formats.

Note: Use moment.js formatting. If left blank, the defaults are Time Format: h:mm a, Date Format: MM/DD/YYYY, Date Time
Format: MM/DD/YYYY h:mm a.

7. Exclusive to the Classic Designer, if you bypass the redirect page, the filled PDF file will be open in a separate tab. Specify a display
height and width for the dimensions of the tab. If you do not see the fields being filled until you click into them, you may need to
disable the "Highlight Existing Fields" option in the Adobe Acrobat preferences.

8. Launch the form in Preview mode and fill out each field that should map to the PDF.

9. Check the PDF to confirm the mappings are correct.

Upload Files and Images in OmniScripts

To upload files in an OmniScript, add a File input element. To upload an image, add an Image input element. Details about uploads are
added to the Files node of the OmniScript's Data JSON.

By default, files are uploaded to Salesforce Content Documents directly. To associate one or more Salesforce objects with the uploaded
file, specify a comma-separated list of object Ids in the Content Parent Id field. In Salesforce, the uploaded files are listed in the sObject
detail page's Content section.

Note: File and Image elements using the Upload to Content Document functionality cannot be mapped in DataRaptor. If Upload
to Content Document is checked and the file is mapped in DataRaptor the file will be corrupted. For more information on mapping
files with DataRaptor, see Mapping File Attachments From an OmniScript to Salesforce.

To specify a Vlocity Open Interface to be run after the file or image is uploaded, set the Remote Action section's Remote Class and
Remote Method fields. As input, the specified method receives a Map<String, Object> list containing the File data from the Data JSON.
The options contain the remoteOptions and the filesMap, which contains the Ids of any Content documents that were created.

Beginning with Vlocity Insurance and Health Winter '20 and Vlocity CME Winter '20, LWC OmniScripts support the File and Image
elements. By default, the LWC File and LWC Image elements accept a file size of up to 2GB.

Note: In Angular OmniScripts, the standard file size attachment limit is 4 MB per remote action. For instructions on how to increase
this limit, see File and Image Upload Size Limits in OmniScript. Note that file uploads over 5 MB consume an API call.
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Add a File or Image to OmniScript

Add and configure a File or Image element to enable the upload of files and images. Files and images upload to Content Documents
by default.

Mapping File Attachments From an OmniScript to Salesforce

After adding a file or image to an OmniScript, you can map the file from the OmniScript to a parent record in Salesforce. Follow the
instructions below to accomplish this:

File and Image Upload Size Limits in OmniScript

LWC OmniScripts support the File and Image elements. By default, the LWC File element accepts a file size of up to 2GB.

File Properties

This page contains information on File element Properties.

Image Properties

This page contains information on Image element Properties.

Add a File or Image to OmniScript
Add and configure a File or Image element to enable the upload of files and images. Files and images upload to Content Documents
by default.

Note: Beginning with Vlocity Insurance and Health Winter '20 and Vlocity CME Winter '20, LWC OmniScripts support the File and
Image elements. The Image and File elements do not work in preview because they use SFDC components. When Image and File
elements are required in a Step, the Preview cannot advance past the Step. Vlocity recommends marking File and Image elements
as Required only before activating the OmniScript.

1. From OmniScript, under Available Components, drag the File or Image element from the Inputs section into a Step in the Structure
panel.

2. Exclusive to the LWC OmniScript Designer, attach Content Documents to parent records. Configure these properties if they appear
in the element:

• Beginning with Vlocity Insurance and Health and CME Summer '20, in the Content Parent Id field, enter an object Id, or
comma-separated list of object ids, to attach the Content Document to a parent record. When left blank, the Content Document
does not attach to a parent record.

• Check Content Document to display the Content Parent ID field, and enter an object Id, or comma-separated list of object
ids, to attach the Content Document to a parent record. When left blank, the Content Document does not attach to a parent
record.

Note: In the LWC OmniScript Designer files and images upload to Content Documents by default.

3. (Optional) Exclusive to the Classic Designer, check the box labeled Upload to Content Document to upload files directly to a
Content Document. For more information on Content Documents, see Salesforce ContentDocument.

4. Exclusive to the Classic Designer, click Content Parent ID, and enter an object id for each parent record.

5. (Optional) When configuring the Image element, allow uploads of multiple images by checking Allow Multiple Images.

6. Exclusive to angular OmniScripts, click PREVIEW in the upper-middle of the page to enter preview mode.

7. Exclusive to angular OmniScripts, attach a file or image in the OmniScript. Image uploads display a preview of the image in the
OmniScript.

Note: Beginning with Vlocity Insurance and Health Winter '20 and Vlocity CME Winter '20, LWC OmniScripts support the File
and Image elements. By default, the LWC File and LWC Image elements accept a file size of up to 2GB.
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8. (Optional) Use one of the JSON node names from Image and File to apply a condition to another element:

"yourFileElementName": [
{
"data": "0693g000000T1ZFAA0",
"filename": "isolated-on-png.png",
"vId": "0683g000000T11iAAC",
"size": 8234

}
]

9. (Optional) The standard file size attachment limit for Angular OmniScripts is 4 MB per remote action. For instructions on how to
increase this size to 25 MB, see File and Image Upload Size Limits in OmniScript.

Mapping File Attachments From an OmniScript to Salesforce
After adding a file or image to an OmniScript, you can map the file from the OmniScript to a parent record in Salesforce. Follow the
instructions below to accomplish this:

Note: File elements using the Upload to Content Document functionality cannot be mapped in DataRaptor. If Upload to
Content Document is checked and the file is mapped in DataRaptor the file will be corrupted.

Before You Begin

LWC OmniScripts do not support file mapping in DataRaptor. See Add a File or Image to OmniScript.

1. From the DataRaptor Load (JSON) associated with the OmniScript, add the Attachment object to the Creation Sequence.

2. Create the following mappings (where FileElement  is the name of the File element on the OmniScript):

• ContextId = Attachment.ParentId

• fileElement:filename = Attachment.Name

• fileElement:data = Attachment.Body
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3. Map an Object Id, such as the ContextId, to the Attachment.ParentId. If an object is being created in the same DataRaptor, create
a Linked Mapping that maps the Id of the previously created or updated parent object to Attachment.ParentId.

4. (Optional) To ensure that files with the same name are not overwritten, check the Upsert Key box for the Attachment:ParentId and
Attachment:Name mappings.

File and Image Upload Size Limits in OmniScript
LWC OmniScripts support the File and Image elements. By default, the LWC File element accepts a file size of up to 2GB.

ReleaseConfigurationFile Size LimitOmniScript Type

Available beginning with Vlocity
Insurance and Health Winter '20
and Vlocity CME Winter '20.

Available by default2 GBLWC OmniScript

Available beginning with Vlocity
Insurance and Health and Vlocity
CME Summer '20.

Available by default30 MBLWC OmniOut (Off-Platform)
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ReleaseConfigurationFile Size LimitOmniScript Type

n/aTo enable file uploads up to 25
MB, include the following line at

25Angular

the top of your OmniScript's
Visual Force page:

<apex:includeScript

value="/soap/ajax/33.0/connection.js"
/>

Note: Attachments over 5 MB will consume an API call. OmniScript User profiles must have the API Enabled permission enabled.
For more information, see Salesforce User Permissions.

File Properties
This page contains information on File element Properties.

DescriptionProperty

Enter a comma-separated list of object ids to attach the Content
Document to Parent Records. When left blank, the Content

Content Parent Id

Document does not attach to a parent record. Note: Image and
File uploads do not work in Preview.

Sends additional Key/Value pairs. Supports merge field syntax.Extra Payload

Specify a Vlocity Open Interface Class.Remote Class

Specify a Vlocity Open Interface Method.Remote Method

Key/value pairs that specify additional class invocation options.Remote Options

In LWC OmniScript, files upload to a Salesforce Content Document
by default. Check this box to display the Content Parent ID field
and attach a Parent Record.

Upload To Content Document
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Image Properties
This page contains information on Image element Properties.

DescriptionProperty

Enables users to upload multiple images at once.Allow Multiple Images

Enter a comma-separated list of object ids to attach the Content
Document to Parent Records. When left blank, the Content

Content Parent Id

Document does not attach to a parent record. Note: Image and
File uploads do not work in Preview.

Sends additional Key/Value pairs. Supports merge field syntax.Extra Payload

Specify a Vlocity Open Interface Class.Remote Class

Specify a Vlocity Open Interface Method.Remote Method

Key/value pairs that specify additional class invocation options.Remote Options

In LWC OmniScript, images upload to a Salesforce Content
Document by default. Check this box to display the Content Parent
ID field and attach a Parent Record.

Upload To Content Document

Posting Data to the Application Object using the Post to Object Action

You can submit an OmniScript directly to the Vlocity Application object using the Post to Object Action Element. The Vlocity Application
object enables an in-progress OmniScript to be stored and resumed later. The OmniScript can be resumed by the original user, reviewed,
or approved. This can either be a button on a Step or a remote action that runs between Steps. The entire JSON, including attachments,
submits.

Note: Posting Data to the Application Object is only available in Communities and Salesforce Sites.

When a user submits for the first time, OmniScript:

• Creates an Application record where the name equals the value of the postNameTemplate property and the application reference
number generates based on the Auto Number seed and workflow rule. For more information, see  Create an Auto Number Field
and Configure a Workflow Rule.

• Populates the  Full JSON ,  Data JSON , and  Files Map  fields.

• Processes root level files, if any, and adds them as attachments to the application record.

• Sets the Application Status to Submitted.

The application record will not generate with a parent record's Id in the object's primary party Id field. To update the primary party Id
field on the application object, place a DataRaptor Post Action after the Post to Object action. The DataRaptor will then have access to
the application's Id in the JSON, allowing you to upsert the application record, for more information on upsert, see Post Salesforce Data
from OmniScripts.
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To post data to the Vlocity application object:

1. Submitting an OmniScript to the Vlocity Application Object

2. Creating an Auto Number Field and Configuring a Workflow Rule

3. Reviewing or Modifying a Submitted OmniScript

Submitting an OmniScript to the Vlocity Application Object

To create a Post to Object Action element:

Creating an Auto Number Field and Configuring a Workflow Rule

Create an Auto Number field and Configure a Workflow Rule to populate the field.

Reviewing or Modifying a Submitted OmniScript

To enable a user to review or modify a submitted OmniScript in the Application object, modify the Application page layout to include
the Review button and ApplicationDataJSONPage Visualforce section.

Submitting an OmniScript to the Vlocity Application Object
To create a Post to Object Action element:

1. From the OmniScript, create the last Element with Type as Post to Object Action.

2. If the Element will launch from inside a Step, place it inside a Step or Block. It will render as a button. If the Element will launch in
between steps (remotely), place it at the same level as the Step (no Parent Element), after the final Step that you are collecting data
from.

3. If the Element is a button, the Property Set contains:

• controlWidth—controls the width of the button

• label—label on the button

• restPath—/NS/v1/application. NS = Name space of the package.

• restMethod—POST

• postNameTemplate—the name of the OmniScript in the object. Supports merge fields—for example, %text1% Medical
Application %date1%.

• remoteTimeout—the timeout for the request, in milliseconds. If left blank, defaults to 30,000 (30 seconds. Maximum 120,000
(120 seconds).

• validationRequired—whether to check the validation of the script or step before the OmniScript posts. Enter Submit  to
validate the entire script or Step  to validate only the step that the button is on. Leave blank to bypass validation.

• redirectPageName—custom redirect page name. Upon success, the script navigates to this page. Leave null to bypass the
redirect page.

• redirectTemplateURL—HTML template of the redirect page. The provided template is vlcApplicationAcknowledgeV2.html.

• redirectPreviousLabel—the label of the previous button on the redirect page.

• redirectPreviousWidth—the width of the previous button on the redirect page.

4. If the Element runs remotely (in between steps):

• label—heading of the Action block.
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• restPath—/NS/v1/application. NS = Name space of the package.

• restMethod—enter POST.

• postNameTemplate—the name of the OmniScript in the object. Supports merge fields—for example, %text1% Medical
Application %date1%.

• remoteTimeout—the timeout for the request, in milliseconds. If left blank, defaults to 30,000 (30 seconds. Maximum 120,000
(120 seconds).

• inProgressMessage—message displayed while the action is being executed.

• postMessage—message displayed upon success.

• failureNextLabel—label of the continue button if the action fails.

• failureAbortLabel—label of the abort button if the action fails.

• failureAbortMessage—confirmation message displayed after user clicks abort button.

• validationRequired—whether to check the validation of the script before Raptor is invoked. Default is Submit. Leave blank
to bypass validation.

• redirectPageName—custom redirect page name. Upon success, the script navigates to this page. Leave null to bypass the
redirect page.

• redirectTemplateURL—HTML template of the redirect page. The provided template is vlcApplicationAcknowledgeV2.html.

• redirectNextLabel—label of the next button on the redirect page.

• redirectNextWidth—width of the next button on the redirect page.

Creating an Auto Number Field and Configuring a Workflow Rule
Create an Auto Number field and Configure a Workflow Rule to populate the field.

1. From Setup, click Create, and then click Objects, and then click Application.

2. Scroll down to the Custom Fields & Relationships section and click New.

3. Select Auto Number and click Next.

4. In the Field Label field, enter the name of the field.

5. In the Display Format field, enter the new display format. Click What Is This? for more information on display formats.

6. Enter a starting number and click Next.

7. Set the field-level security by setting the field to Visible for profiles that should see the field.

8. Click Next.

9. Click Save.

10. Return to Setup and click Create, and then click Workflow & Approvals, and then click Workflow Rules.

11. Click New Rule.

12. Select Application and click Next.

13. In the Rule Name field, enter a name.

14. In the Rule Criteria section, enter NS_ApplicationReferenceNumber__c = '', where NS is the Vlocity namespace in
your org.
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15. Click Save & Next.

16. On the following page, click Add Workflow Action and then click New Field Update.

17. In the Name field, enter a name for the update.

18. In the Field to Update field , select Application Reference Number.

19. Click Re-evaluate Workflow Rules after Field Change.

20. Click Use a formula to set the new value.

21. Click Show Formula Editor.

22. Click Insert Field and select the Auto Number field you created.

23. Click Save.

24. Click Done.

25. Click Activate.

Reviewing or Modifying a Submitted OmniScript
To enable a user to review or modify a submitted OmniScript in the Application object, modify the Application page layout to include
the Review button and ApplicationDataJSONPage Visualforce section.

Note: Vlocity Communications does not include the Application custom object tab. To learn how to create a new custom object
tab, see Create a Custom Tab in the Salesforce Help.

1. From Setup, click Create, and then click Objects, and then click Application.

2. Scroll down to the Page Layouts section and click Edit next to the production Application layout.

3. Drag the Review button from the palette to the Custom Buttons section.

4. Create a 1-Column section and drag the ApplicationDataJSONPage from the palette onto the new section.

5. Click Save.

Integrate DocuSign with OmniScripts

Enable users to sign DocuSign forms in an OmniScript or email a user a copy of the document to sign at their convenience. DocuSign
integration requires an active DocuSign account.

Configure OmniScript for DocuSign Integration

Enable OmniStudio for Vlocity to use DocuSign forms by configuring authentication providers and adding named credentials.
Beginning October 20, 2022, DocuSign requires new and existing REST API integrations to use OAuth 2.0 authentication. OmniStudio
for Vlocity Winter ‘22 and later packages support OAuth 2.0 authentication. Enable OmniScripts to use DocuSign forms with OAuth
2.0 by configuring authentication providers and adding named credentials.

Preparing a DocuSign Template for OmniScript

Fill DocuSign documents using elements from an OmniScript or Integration Procedure. Email the document to one or more signers
using the DocuSign Envelope Action or enable users to sign a document within the OmniScript using the DocuSign Signature Action.

Using the DocuSign Signature Action to Sign Documents From Within an OmniScript

After preparing the DocuSign Template and mapping the fields from the OmniScript to the Template using DataRaptor, create a
DocuSign Signature Action in the OmniScript. When the action runs, a modal opens containing the prefilled document. The user
must take an action on the document before continuing the OmniScript. They can either sign or decline to sign the document.
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Using the DocuSign Envelope Action to Email Documents for Signature

After you finish preparing the DocuSign Template and mapping the fields from the OmniScript to the Template using DataRaptor,
you can create a DocuSign Envelope Action in the OmniScript. When the action runs, a DocuSign Envelope containing the prefilled
document is emailed to one or more recipients for signing or reviewing.

Configure OmniScript for DocuSign Integration

Enable OmniStudio for Vlocity to use DocuSign forms by configuring authentication providers and adding named credentials. Beginning
October 20, 2022, DocuSign requires new and existing REST API integrations to use OAuth 2.0 authentication. OmniStudio for Vlocity
Winter ‘22 and later packages support OAuth 2.0 authentication. Enable OmniScripts to use DocuSign forms with OAuth 2.0 by configuring
authentication providers and adding named credentials.

Required Versions

Winter '22 and later

Create an Authentication Provider to Connect to DocuSign

Add an authentication provider for DocuSign in Salesforce to create a secure connection. OmniStudio for Vlocity uses these credentials
to fetch document templates from DocuSign.

Create an OAuth 2.0 Named Credential to Connect to DocuSign

Add a Named Credential using authentication provider information to create a secure connection. OmniScripts and Integration
Procedures use these credentials to connect with DocuSign. Create a named credential for the admin who manages templates and
your DocuSign account. For OmniStudio for Vlocity Winter ‘23 packages only (beginning with 240.11), also create a Send on Behalf
named credential to send or sign DocuSign forms on behalf of other users.

Get DocuSign Templates from OmniStudio DocuSign Setup

Retrieve a list of available templates from DocuSign.

Setup Send on Behalf of Another User

To send or sign DocuSign on behalf of another user, create a Send On Behalf field in the User object and assign the Send on Behalf
named credential from that field in the user’s page.

Create an Authentication Provider to Connect to DocuSign
Add an authentication provider for DocuSign in Salesforce to create a secure connection. OmniStudio for Vlocity uses these credentials
to fetch document templates from DocuSign.

1. If you haven’t already, create a DocuSign account.

2. Create an application that uses Authorization Code Grant as an authentication type. See Apps and Keys in the DocuSign documentation.

3. Add a Secret Key for your DocuSign application. See Add Integration Keys in the DocuSign documentation.

1. In your Salesforce org, from Setup, enter Auth. Providers in the Quick Find box, then select Auth. Providers.

2. Click New, and select Open ID Connect as the Provider Type.

3. Name the Auth Provider DocuSign, and enter DocuSign  in the URL Suffix field.

4. In the Consumer Key field, enter your DocuSign App's Integration Key.

5. For Consumer Secret, enter your DocuSign App's Secret Key.

6. For Authorize Endpoint URL, enter https://account-d.docusign.com/oauth/auth.
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7. For Token Endpoint URL, enter https://account-d.docusign.com/oauth/token.

8. For Default Scopes, enter refresh_token full.

9. Ensure that Send access token in header is selected.

10. Ensure that Include Consumer Secret in API Responses is selected.

11. Click Save.

This saves your auth provider and generates Salesforce Configuration URLs.

12. Copy the Callback URL.

13. From your DocuSign account, in the App and Keys section, click Edit for your app.

14. Paste the Callback URL  in the Redirect URIs field.

15. Click Save.

Create an OAuth 2.0 Named Credential to Connect to DocuSign

Create an OAuth 2.0 Named Credential to Connect to DocuSign
Add a Named Credential using authentication provider information to create a secure connection. OmniScripts and Integration Procedures
use these credentials to connect with DocuSign. Create a named credential for the admin who manages templates and your DocuSign
account. For OmniStudio for Vlocity Winter ‘23 packages only (beginning with 240.11), also create a Send on Behalf named credential
to send or sign DocuSign forms on behalf of other users.

Create an Authentication Provider to Connect to DocuSign

1. In your Salesforce org, from Setup, enter Named Credentials in the Quick Find box, then select Named Credentials.

2. Create a legacy named credential.

• For Winter ‘23 and later, in the New dropdown list, select New Legacy.

• For previous releases, click New.

3. For Label and Name, enter DocuSign.

4. For URL, enter https://demo.docusign.net.

5. For Identity Type, select Named Principal.

6. For Authentication Protocol, select OAuth 2.0.

7. For Authentication Provider, select DocuSign.

8. Enter a Scope.

• For Winter ‘23 packages (beginning with 240.11) and later, enter signature impersonation.

• For other releases, enter refresh_token full.

9. Ensure that Start Authentication Flow on Save is selected.

10. Ensure that Generate Authorization Header is selected.

11. Click Save.
The DocuSign login window appears.

12. From the DocuSign login window, log in to DocuSign.
This changes the Named Credential's Authentication Status to Authenticated.

13. For Winter ‘23 packages only (beginning with 240.11), create a Send on Behalf user.
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You can repeat the previous steps. In Step 3, enter a different Label and Name, for example, SendOnBehalf. You authenticate
the Send On Behalf user with the the Send On Behalf user’s DocuSign account.

Get DocuSign Templates from OmniStudio DocuSign Setup

Get DocuSign Templates from OmniStudio DocuSign Setup
Retrieve a list of available templates from DocuSign.

For Winter ‘23 packages (beginning with 240.11) and later, Create an OAuth 2.0 Named Credential to Connect to DocuSign.

1. From the App Launcher, in the Search apps and items box, enter OmniStudio DocuSign Setup, then click OmniStudio
DocuSign Setup.

Note:  Custom labels aren’t supported for field labels in the DocuSign Admin window.

2. For Winter ‘23 packages (beginning with 240.11) and later, in the DocuSign Admin window, from the AccountName dropdown list,
select the OAuth 2.0 Named Credential that you created previously, and enter your DocuSign API Account Id in the Account Id field.

To find your DocuSign API Account Id, log in to your DocuSign account, and go to Settings > Apps and Keys.

3. Click Fetch DocuSign Templates.

4. (Optional) For Winter ‘23 packages (beginning with 240.11) and later, click Modify DocuSign Configuration to return to the
DocuSign login window.

You can return to the login window to log in with a different named credential.

For Winter ‘23 packages (beginning with 240.11) and later Setup Send on Behalf of Another User.

Setup Send on Behalf of Another User

EDITIONS

Available in: Winter ‘23
packages (beginning with
240.11) and later

To send or sign DocuSign on behalf of another user, create a Send On Behalf field in the User object
and assign the Send on Behalf named credential from that field in the user’s page.

Setup Send on Behalf of Another User

Note:  This procedure is not required for previous packages.

1. In your Salesforce org, from Setup, go to Object Manager, enter User in the Quick Find box,
then select User.

2. In Fields & Relationships, click New.

3. Enter the Field Name.

• For Winter ‘23 managed packages (beginning with 240.11), enter DocuSignNamedCredentialSOBO.

• For Spring ‘23 managed packages, enter DocuSignNamedCredential.

4. Enter a Field Label, for example, DocuSign Named Credential SOBO.

5. Enter 255 as the Length, then click Next.

6. Click Save.

7. From Setup, enter Users  in the Quick Find box, then select Users.

8. Click Edit for your DocuSign user.

9. Under Additional Information, click into DocuSign Named Credential and enter the name of the Send On Behalf user named
credential you created, then click Save.
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Preparing a DocuSign Template for OmniScript

Fill DocuSign documents using elements from an OmniScript or Integration Procedure. Email the document to one or more signers
using the DocuSign Envelope Action or enable users to sign a document within the OmniScript using the DocuSign Signature Action.

To prepare a DocuSign template for OmniScript, you must have the following items:

• DocuSign account

• DocuSign for Salesforce account

Link Your Salesforce Org to Your DocuSign Account

Create a link between your DocuSign account and your Salesforce org.

Preparing DocuSign Documents

Configure DocuSign documents for use with OmniScript.

Linking a DocuSign Template to Vlocity

Returning to Salesforce, from the Vlocity DocuSign Setup tab, click Fetch DocuSign Templates. All saved Templates appear in the
DocuSign Template List.

Mapping Fields from the OmniScript to the DocuSign Template

To populate a DocuSign template, you define the output JSON of the OmniScript as input to a DataRaptor transform, which uses
that data to populate the template. To compose the output JSON, map data from the data JSON to the output JSON as follows:

Populating a DocuSign Template Using DataRaptor Transform

Populate a DocuSign template using a DataRaptor Transform.

Link Your Salesforce Org to Your DocuSign Account
Create a link between your DocuSign account and your Salesforce org.

Note: Beginning with the Winter '22 release, you must update your DocuSign security configuration to continue using DocuSign.

Required Version

This document only applies to Salesforce orgs using the OmniStudio Summer '21 package.

1. From the Vlocity DocuSign Setup tab, click Modify DocuSign Configuration.

2. Add your Account Name, Account Id, and select the org type, either Demo or Production.

3. Click Save.

4. From Setup | Security | Remote Site Settings, add the correct DocuSign endpoint. Endpoints could include:

• https://www.docusign.net

• https://na2.docusign.net

• Contact DocuSign if these endpoints are incorrect for your account.

Preparing DocuSign Documents
Configure DocuSign documents for use with OmniScript.
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1. From the DocuSign Admin tab click DocuSign.

DocuSign opens in a new browser tab or window.

2. Click Templates and then click New Template.

3. Add a document and then add a recipient.

4. Select Placeholder as the recipient type and then add a Role for the Placeholder.

5. Select whether the Placeholder needs to sign, receives a copy, or needs to view the document.

6. Add more Placeholders and set a signing order, if necessary.

7. Edit the default email subject and body and click Next.

8. Prepare the form by dragging fields from the palette onto the form. Vlocity supports mapping fields from an OmniScript to DocuSign
Text, Radio Button, and Checkbox fields.

9. Add a Data Label to each field. This label will appear in DataRaptor when you create the transformation mappings from the OmniScript
to the DocuSign document.

Linking a DocuSign Template to Vlocity
Returning to Salesforce, from the Vlocity DocuSign Setup tab, click Fetch DocuSign Templates. All saved Templates appear in the
DocuSign Template List.

Mapping Fields from the OmniScript to the DocuSign Template
To populate a DocuSign template, you define the output JSON of the OmniScript as input to a DataRaptor transform, which uses that
data to populate the template. To compose the output JSON, map data from the data JSON to the output JSON as follows:

1. Click an element in the Data Mappings table.

2. Click the Output Path field.

3. Select the corresponding field name on the DocuSign Template.

4. Repeat for all remaining fields to map.

5. When you are finished, inspect the Output JSON section to make sure all fields on the Template have been mapped.

Populating a DocuSign Template Using DataRaptor Transform
Populate a DocuSign template using a DataRaptor Transform.

1. From the OmniStudio DataRaptors tab, click New.

2. Name the DataRaptor.

3. For Interface Type, select Transform.

4. For Input Type, select JSON, and configure these settings:

• Interface Type: Transform

• Input Type: JSON

• Output Type: DocuSign

• Target Output DocuSign Template Id: Choose the template that your OmniScript is designed to populate.

Save your settings.

5. For Output Type, select DocuSign.
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6. For Target Output DocuSign Template Name, choose a template for your OmniScript or Integration Procedure.

7. (Optional) For ease of mapping, copy the data JSON from your OmniScript and paste it into the Input JSON pane in the DataRaptor
Designer.

8. On the Outputs tab, map the fields from the output JSON of your OmniScript to the input fields from the DocuSign template.

Note: If you have updated your DocuSign template, you must Fetch the DocuSign templates to update the input fields. For
more information on fetching templates, see Linking DocuSign Template to Vlocity.

Using the DocuSign Signature Action to Sign Documents From Within an OmniScript

After preparing the DocuSign Template and mapping the fields from the OmniScript to the Template using DataRaptor, create a DocuSign
Signature Action in the OmniScript. When the action runs, a modal opens containing the prefilled document. The user must take an
action on the document before continuing the OmniScript. They can either sign or decline to sign the document.

Note: To use a DocuSign Signature Action with LWC OmniScript in a Community, add this Visualforce page permission to any
profiles using the OmniScript: OmniScriptLwcDocuSignViewPdf.

Note: Edit Block doesn't support the DocuSign Signature action.

When the modal opens, a node is written to the Data JSON of the OmniScript in this format:

"DocuSignElementName": [
{
"status": Declined",
"envelopeId":"xyz123"
},
{
"status": Completed",
"envelopeId":"xyz123"
}
]

A new status  and envelopeId  generate every time the modal launches. Statuses include Completed, Declined, and In Process.

To create a DocuSign Signature Action:

1. From the OmniScript Designer, drag a DocuSign Signature Action element from the Actions section onto a step or block of the form,
where it renders as a button.

2. From the element properties, select a DocuSign Template.

3. Enter a signer name, email, and template role. Template roles are configured during the template setup. Signer Name and Signer
Email support merge fields. For example %firstName% %lastName% would merge the contents of the firstName and lastName
fields into the Signer Name field during runtime.

4. Add an Email Subject that recipients receive after signing.

5. (Optional) Enter a DocuSign Return Url that will display in the modal after signing is complete.

6. Expand the Send/Response Transformations section and select the DataRaptor Interface that was created to map the OmniScript
fields to the DocuSign Template.

7. (Optional) LWC OmniScripts use window.parent.postMessage to post the status to the LWC Omniscript from the Docusign Return
Page. If you are overriding OmniScriptDocuSignReturnPage in your OmniScript, post the docusign status back to OmniScript using
window.parent.postMessage. For more information, see
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Example:

window.addEventListener('DOMContentLoaded', function(event){
var domClass = '';
var searchStr = event.currentTarget.location.search;

searchStr = searchStr.substring(searchStr.indexOf('&event='), searchStr.length);
searchStr = searchStr.substring(searchStr.indexOf('=') + 1,searchStr.length);

if(searchStr === 'signing_complete') {
domClass = document.getElementById('signing_complete');
domClass.style.display = 'block';
} else {
domClass = document.getElementById('signing_failed');
domClass.style.display = 'block';
}
_window.parent.postMessage(searchStr, '');_*
});

Using the DocuSign Envelope Action to Email Documents for Signature

After you finish preparing the DocuSign Template and mapping the fields from the OmniScript to the Template using DataRaptor, you
can create a DocuSign Envelope Action in the OmniScript. When the action runs, a DocuSign Envelope containing the prefilled document
is emailed to one or more recipients for signing or reviewing.

Note: Edit Block doesn't support the DocuSign Envelope action.

1. From the OmniScript Designer, drag a DocuSign Envelope Action element from the Actions section onto the palette. To run the
action automatically, place it between steps. To run the action when the user clicks a button, place it in a step.

2. From the element properties, select a DocuSign Template.

3. Click Add Recipient and enter a signer name, email, and template role.

Template roles are configured during the template setup. The Signer Name and Signer Email roles support merge fields. For example
%firstName% %lastName%  would merge the contents of the firstName and lastName fields into the Signer Name field
during runtime.

4. If you have more than one recipient, you can override the routing order set on the template by entering a new order in the Routing
Order field. Leave the field blank to use the default routing order.

5. Add an Email Subject and Body that recipients receive along with the envelope.

6. Expand the Send/Response Transformations section and select the DataRaptor Interface that was created to map the OmniScript
fields to the DocuSign Template.

Integrating Salesforce Knowledge with Classic OmniScript

Activate the Knowledge component in OmniScript to allow users to view and search for articles from your Salesforce Knowledge articles.
Automatically search for articles based on static values set up during configuration, dynamic inputs from OmniScript fields, or using a
simple search bar.

Note: Your organization must have Salesforce Knowledge enabled to use this feature.
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Simple Search Bar

Articles can either be opened directly in the OmniScript or in a modal window. Examples of those two options are shown in the images
below.

Articles Open in an OmniScript
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Modal Window

Articles can also open in a new browser or console tab.

Initial Configuration for the Knowledge Component in Classic OmniScript

If your organization has Salesforce Knowledge enabled, you can integrate it with OmniScript to enable users to search and view
Salesforce Knowledge articles in the OmniScript. OmniScript also supports querying Lightning Knowledge once it has been enabled.

Configuring Knowledge for Individual Steps in Classic OmniScript

After finishing the Initial Configuration for the Knowledge Component in an OmniScript, you can configure the integration with
Knowledge for the OmniScript Steps.

Opening Knowledge Base Articles Outside of a Classic OmniScript

Beginning with Vlocity Insurance and Health Winter '20 and Vlocity CME Winter '20, launch Knowledge base articles outside of an
OmniScript using the Vlocity OmniScript Knowledge Base component in a Community or Lightning page.

Initial Configuration for the Knowledge Component in Classic OmniScript

If your organization has Salesforce Knowledge enabled, you can integrate it with OmniScript to enable users to search and view Salesforce
Knowledge articles in the OmniScript. OmniScript also supports querying Lightning Knowledge once it has been enabled.

Before enabling Lightning Knowledge, see Lightning Knowledge Limitations.

To configure the Knowledge component in an OmniScript, follow the instructions below:

1. From the Script Configuration section, expand the Persistent Component section.

2. Click the vlcKnowledge tab.

3. Enter a display label for the component and click Render.

4. (Optional) Beginning with Vlocity Insurance and Health Winter '20 and Vlocity CME Winter '20, in LWC OmniScripts, select Display
Outside OmniScript to enable OmniScripts to display Knowledge base articles outside of the OmniScript. For information on
configuring this option, see Opening Knowledge Base Articles Outside of a Classic OmniScript.

5. Expand the Knowledge Options section and click Enable Knowledge.
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6. In the Knowledge Article Type Query Fields Map, on the left side, enter the Article Type API name. When Lightning Knowledge is
enabled, enter the Record Type API name.

7. On the right side, enter the field API Name for the article body.

8. To query multiple fields for the article type, enter each field, comma-separated with no spaces. For example
Summary,vlocitycmt__articleBody__c. Click +Add New Key/Value Pair to query additional Article Types.

When using Lightning Knowledge, perform the following steps:

9. In Knowledge Options, click Lightning Knowledge.

10. Enter the Lightning Knowledge object's API name into the Lightning Knowledge Object API Name field.

11. Lightning Knowledge queries Record types instead of Article types. To query multiple fields for the record enter each field,
comma-separated with no spaces. For example Summary__c,Body__c.Click +Add New Key/Value Pair to query additional
Record Types.

Configuring Knowledge for Individual Steps in Classic OmniScript

After finishing the Initial Configuration for the Knowledge Component in an OmniScript, you can configure the integration with Knowledge
for the OmniScript Steps.

To configure Knowledge at the step level:

1. From the OmniScript Designer, click the Step that should display the Knowledge component.

2. Under Show Persistent Component, select vlcKnowledge.

3. Expand the Knowledge Options section.

4. Language is defaulted to English and Publish Status to Online.

5. In the Keyword field, enter one or more static values, such as a literal string, or a merge field to build the query string. For information
on merge fields see, Access OmniScript Data JSON with Merge Fields.

6. In the Data Category Criteria field, enter a query for the Data Category. This helps to filter the articles. For example, Type__c AT
(Internet__c). Note that you do not need to enter WITH DATA CATEGORY. See With Data Category filtering Expression from the
Force.com SOQL and SOSL Reference for more information on building queries for Data Categories.

7. (Optional) When lightning knowledge is enabled, enter article Record Types into the Record Type Filter field to filter the record
types queried by the step.
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Opening Knowledge Base Articles Outside of a Classic OmniScript

Beginning with Vlocity Insurance and Health Winter '20 and Vlocity CME Winter '20, launch Knowledge base articles outside of an
OmniScript using the Vlocity OmniScript Knowledge Base component in a Community or Lightning page.

The Vlocity OmniScript Knowledge Base component renders Knowledge base articles side-by-side with an OmniScript or as a standalone
component. When opening Knowledge Base articles from an OmniScript, OmniScript passes specific information into the OmniScript
Knowledge Base component to search the Knowledge base and render articles.

• Configure the fields in that query the Knowledge base

• (Optional) Define Knowledge base queries at the step level

1. In an OmniScript's Script Configuration, expand Knowledge options, and select Enable Knowledge.

2. Select Lightning Knowledge, and configure the remaining fields.

3. In the Persistent Cart's vlcKnowledge tab, ensure Display Outside OmniScript is checked.

4. (Optional) Configure Knowledge Options on the Step level.

5. Deploy the OmniScript by clicking the Activate button.

6. Open the Lightning App Builder and create a new page with a layout containing at least two regions.

7. From the Lightning page, drag the deployed LWC OmniScript component into the page.

8. From the Lightning Components section, drag the Vlocity OmniScript Knowledge Base component.

9. In the omniscriptKey field, enter the name of the LWC OmniScript component using the syntax type_SubType_Language.

10. (Optional) In the layout field, enter newport  to render the Knowledge base article with Newport styling.

11. Save the Lightning page and test the OmniScript on the Lightning page to preview the behavior.

Administering, Deploying, and Launching OmniScripts
This module tells you how to import, version, launch, and deploy OmniScripts. OmniScripts can be launched from Communities, object
pages, Vlocity Mobile, Console Apps, and remote sites. OmniScripts can be deployed to Salesforce sites and external services, such as
Adobe External Manager and Heroku.
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Managing OmniScripts

The following topics tell you how to manage your OmniScripts.

Deploying an OmniScript

Vlocity OmniScripts can be deployed within the Vlocity application, or within an iFrame either on a Salesforce Community or an
external website. Once embedded within the page, the script can be versioned, modified, and activated without the need to
reconfigure the page.

Launch OmniScripts

Launch OmniScripts in Salesforce from Communities, Object detail pages, and Vlocity Card Actions.

Embed an OmniScript in Another OmniScript

An OmniScript can be reused in one or more existing OmniScripts. Reusing OmniScripts enables you to build a variety of smaller
scripts and then piece them together into one or more parent scripts. Embedded OmniScripts behave just like other OmniScript
elements.

Configuring Community Profiles for OmniScript

To enable an OmniScript to be deployed from a Community, configure the following sharing settings and profile access.

Managing OmniScripts

The following topics tell you how to manage your OmniScripts.

Creating an OmniScript Type and SubType

The Type and SubType and Language fields combine to act as a unique identifier for the OmniScript.

Importing OmniScripts

Starting with Spring 2016, OmniScripts can be imported using the Data Pack feature. This allows you to move OmniScripts from one
environment to another.

Exporting OmniScripts

OmniScripts can be exported using the new Data Pack feature. This allows you to move OmniScripts from one environment to
another.

Version OmniScripts

Create multiple versions of an OmniScript to develop and test scripts in preview mode before activating scripts for production
deployment. Vlocity recommends not making any changes to a production OmniScript. Any time you plan to alter a production
script, create a new, inactive version and make all updates in the latest version before activating.

Save and Resume an OmniScript

Beginning with Vlocity Insurance and Health Winter '20 and Vlocity CME Winter '20, LWC OmniScript supports saving and resuming
OmniScripts.

Emailing an OmniScript

To email a link to an OmniScript to a Contact, Lead, or User, you create an Integration Procedure that uses a remote action to send
the email and call the Integration Procedure from an OmniScript or from Apex code.

Creating an OmniScript Type and SubType

The Type and SubType and Language fields combine to act as a unique identifier for the OmniScript.

Note: Beginning with Vlocity Insurance and Health Summer '19, OmniScripts enable the use of Lightning Web Components. For
more information, see Lightning Web Component OmniScripts.
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It is possible to create a new Type and SubType while creating a new OmniScript by filling in the Type and SubType fields in the
OmniScript's Script Configuration. Maintain track of OmniScripts by using logical naming conventions. For example, an OmniScript that
creates a new Contact might use the naming convention Type=Contact  and SubType=New.

There can be only one active OmniScript or Integration Procedure per Type, SubType, and Language. Ensure that each active OmniScript
and Integration Procedure has a unique SubType.

Administrators can also create new Types and SubTypes by following the instructions below:

1. From Setup, click Create.

2. Click Objects.

3. Click the link for Vlocity OmniScript.

4. Scroll to the Custom Fields & Relationships section and click Type.

5. In the Type field, enter a Unique Name that begins with a lowercase letter.

6. Click SubType, and enter a unique name.

7. Enter a Language, and click Save.

Importing OmniScripts

Starting with Spring 2016, OmniScripts can be imported using the Data Pack feature. This allows you to move OmniScripts from one
environment to another.

1. Go to the OmniScript Designer tab.

2. Click Import OmniScripts.

3. Click Browse, select the .JSON file that was previously exported, and click Next .

4. Review the selected elements to import and click Next.

5. Wait for the import process to complete.

Exporting OmniScripts

OmniScripts can be exported using the new Data Pack feature. This allows you to move OmniScripts from one environment to another.

1. From the OmniScript Designer tab, use the disclosure arrows to expand the OmniScript.
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2. Locate the version of OmniScript you want to export and click the arrow icon. This icon is visible for expanded OmniScripts to the
right the Active column.

3. Click Export to load the Data Pack Export module.

4. Review the Export Elements and select all of the elements to export and click Next.

5. Review all of the Export Elements selected and click Next.

6. Give the Export a file name and click Done.

7. The OmniScript saves as a .JSON file to your browser's default downloads folder.

Version OmniScripts

Create multiple versions of an OmniScript to develop and test scripts in preview mode before activating scripts for production deployment.
Vlocity recommends not making any changes to a production OmniScript. Any time you plan to alter a production script, create a new,
inactive version and make all updates in the latest version before activating.

1. From your OmniScript, click New Version.

2. Enter your new OmniScript and begin to alter your new version of the script.

Save and Resume an OmniScript

Beginning with Vlocity Insurance and Health Winter '20 and Vlocity CME Winter '20, LWC OmniScript supports saving and resuming
OmniScripts.

Enable users to save and resume OmniScripts by using OmniScript's Save Options property. Users can bookmark links, launch a saved
instance from an object page, or email the link. Configure custom URLs to resume saved OmniScript instances in different domains. For
example, a customer can initiate an OmniScript inside of a Community, and then a customer service representative can resume the
OmniScript inside of the Service Console.

Next Steps

Configure Save Options

Configure Save Options

Enable users to Save and Resume OmniScripts by configuring the Save for Later functionality.

Map Saved Instance URLs to Custom Fields

Configure where a saved OmniScript instance launches in Salesforce by mapping URLs to custom fields on the Saved OmniScript
object.

Customize the Save for Later Error Message

Exclusive to LWC OmniScripts, create custom error messages with the error handling framework.

Conditionally Display Elements in Saved OmniScripts for Different User Profiles

Beginning with Vlocity Spring '18, a user's saved OmniScript instance can be opened by another user.
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View In-Progress and Completed OmniScripts

Enable users to view in-progress OmniScripts that have been saved for later by using Visualforce pages and the Vlocity OmniScript
Workbench.

Specify a Resume Link in a Visualforce Page

Users can create a VisualForce page that specifies the custom URL used for Save and Resume.

Configure Save Options
Enable users to Save and Resume OmniScripts by configuring the Save for Later functionality.

Beginning with Vlocity Insurance and Health Winter '20 and Vlocity CME Winter '20, LWC OmniScripts supports the Save For Later feature.

Note:  The Save for Later feature is not supported for OmniScripts that contain other OmniScripts. For example, Save for Later is
not supported for Omniscripts that contain Flex Cards with embedded Omniscripts, including OmniScript flyout modals.

1. From the OmniScript's Script Configuration, expand the Save Options section.

2. Click Allow Save For Later to enable the Save For Later feature.

3. (Optional) Enable steps to automatically save an instance when a user clicks the Next button on a Step by checking Auto Save on
Step Next.

4. In the Save Name Template field, enter a name for the OmniScript instance. This field supports merge fields—for example,
%LastName%, %FirstName% - Application. If this field is left blank, the default is Saved-OmniScript Name-[RowId]."

5. In the Save Expire In Days field, enter a number to enable the OmniScript instance to remain usable for a number of days. If a user
attempts to resume the script after it expires, the script will start over.

6. Exclusive to Angular OmniScripts, set the Save For Later Redirect Page Name to a redirect page name. Upon success, the script
navigates to this page.

7. Exclusive to Angular OmniScripts, Save For Later Redirect Template Url—HTML template of the redirect page. The provided
template is vlcSaveForLaterAcknowledge.html.

8. Set the Save Object ID field to attach the Saved OmniScript instance to a record. The default value is %ContextId%. This field
supports merge fields. For more information, see Access OmniScript Data JSON with Merge Fields.

9. (Optional) Exclusive to LWC OmniScripts, enable users to merge data into an updated LWC OmniScript by checking Merge Saved
Data JSON into updated OmniScript. If the option is not enabled, users opening a saved instance will start from the beginning
of the updated version of the OmniScript.
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User Message:

When an LWC OmniScript is Activated, it generates a unique LWC making saved OmniScript instances of the previous version
unusable. If Merge Saved Data JSON into updated OmniScript is enabled, when a saved instance launches, the OmniScript
merges the data from the saved instance into the updated OmniScript.

10. (Optional) Click Save Content Encoded to use Base64 encoding for the saved OmniScript file. Select this option to obfuscate the
data.

11. In the Save URL Patterns section, map the OmniScript instance URL to a custom field in an Object. See Map Saved Instance URLs
to Custom Fields.

12. (Optional) To enable Allow Save For Later on a per-step basis, expand the Save Options section, then check, or uncheck, Allow
Save For Later to enable or disable Save For Later on the Step.

Map Saved Instance URLs to Custom Fields

Map Saved Instance URLs to Custom Fields
Configure where a saved OmniScript instance launches in Salesforce by mapping URLs to custom fields on the Saved OmniScript object.

Configure Save URL Patterns to control the URL format that maps to any custom fields. You must create a custom field in the Saved
OmniScript object for every additional URL that you save to an OmniScript instance.

Before You Begin

When using Community pages to launch saved OmniScript instances, add the Vlocity LWC OmniScript Wrapper component to the
Community page.

The URLs saved to the object require different syntax depending on the type of OmniScript and where the OmniScript launches.

1. From Salesforce Setup, open the Object Manager, and select the Saved OmniScript object.

2. Add a new custom field that accepts URLs.

3. Copy the field's API name.

4. In the Save URL Patterns section, in the Field API Name field, paste the field API name.

5. In the URL Pattern field, enter a URL using these syntax patterns:

LWC OmniScripts:

Note: LWC OmniScripts must use the LWC OmniScript Wrapper URL patterns to launch saved OmniScript instance URLs.

• Community Pages:

Using the Community LWC OmniScript Wrapper URL pattern, add the parameter c__instanceId  , and set it to {0}. Set
the c__target parameter to {1}.

https://myDomain.force.com/CommunityName/s/CommunityPage/c__layout=lightning&c__instanceId={0}&c__target={1}
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Note: The Community page that opens the saved instance must have the LWC OmniScript Wrapper component present.

• Lightning Pages:

Using the Lightning LWC OmniScript Wrapper URL pattern, add the parameter c__instanceId  and set it to {0}. Set the
c__target parameter to {1}.

https://myDomain.force.com/lightning/cmp/namespace__vlocityLWCOmniWrapper?c__layout=lightning&c__instanceId={0}&c__target={1}

Angular OmniScripts:

Enter the Resume link for the OmniScript, replacing the Instance Id with {0}:

https://myDomain.force.com/apex/OmniScriptUniversalPage?layout=lightning#/OS/{0}/scriptState/saveAndResume/true/true

6. (Optional) Test the OmniScript by taking these steps:

a. Save and Activate the OmniScript.

b. Preview the OmniScript and save the instance.

c. Copy the saved OmniScript link.

d. Paste the link into your browser to view the saved instance. If the link does not work, ensure your URL format and any Community
page names are correct.

Customize the Save for Later Error Message
Exclusive to LWC OmniScripts, create custom error messages with the error handling framework.

When multiple users are updating the same saved OmniScript instance, the first user that saves the OmniScript becomes the owner of
that instance. The user that is unable to save the OmniScript receives an error that informs them that they need to refresh the OmniScript.
Customize the error message users receive by using the Error Messages property. For more information, see Customize OmniScript
Error Messages.

1. In the OmniScript's Script Configuration, expand the Error Messages section, and click Add Custom Error Message.

2. Leave the Path value blank. The error message is in the OmniScript's root path.

3. In the Value field, enter this default error message text: This saved OmniScript has been updated since
resuming. To see the latest updates, please exit and resume the saved OmniScript
again.

4. In the Message field, enter a custom error message.

5. Save and Activate the OmniScript.

6. (Optional) Test the OmniScript by taking these steps:

a. Open the OmniScript and save an instance.

b. Resume the saved OmniScript instance in two separate tabs.

c. In one of the instances, add additional information and save the OmniScript.

d. In the other instance, try to add information and save the instance to view the custom error.
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Conditionally Display Elements in Saved OmniScripts for Different User Profiles
Beginning with Vlocity Spring '18, a user's saved OmniScript instance can be opened by another user.

When the OmniScript resumes, it uses the profile of the current user. Conditions on elements can determine whether the user has access
to the element. For example, an agent may see data that does not display to customers.

1. In an element's Conditional View property, click Add Condition.

2. In the first field, enter userProfile.

3. In the second field, enter the name of a User Profile. For example, System Administrator.

The following figure shows settings for an element that displays only to call center agents.

View In-Progress and Completed OmniScripts
Enable users to view in-progress OmniScripts that have been saved for later by using Visualforce pages and the Vlocity OmniScript
Workbench.

Use prebuilt Visualforce pages for Accounts and Contacts, create custom Visualforce pages for additional records, or view all records in
the Vlocity OmniScript Workbench.

Note: If an OmniScript launches from the context of a Contact or Account record, you can view all in progress or completed
OmniScripts for that specific Account or Contact under the Customer Story section.

Display Saved OmniScript Instances for Accounts and Contacts

Add the provided OmniScriptInstanceAccountPage Visualforce page to the Account layout or the OmniScriptInstanceContactPage
to the Contact layout.

Display Saved OmniScript Instances on ObjectRecord Pages

Display saved OmniScript instances on an object record page by creating a Visualforce page and adding the component to the
object's layout.

View All Saved OmniScript Instances

View all Saved OmniScript instances by opening the Vlocity OmniScript Workbench.

Display Saved OmniScript Instances on ObjectRecord Pages
Display saved OmniScript instances on an object record page by creating a Visualforce page and adding the component to the object's
layout.

1. Create a new Visualforce page.

2. Copy and paste the following code into a new Visualforce page.

<apex:page standardStylesheets="false" showHeader="true" standardController="ObjectName"
extensions="NS.VFPageControllerBase" sidebar="true" docType="html-5.0" >

<NS:OmniScriptInstanceComponent standardController="{!stdController}"/>
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</apex:page>

3. Replace these variables in the code with the appropriate values:

• ObjectName Enter the API name of the standard or custom object.

• NS : Enter the Namespace of the package.

View All Saved OmniScript Instances
View all Saved OmniScript instances by opening the Vlocity OmniScript Workbench.

To open the Vlocity OmniScript Workbench:

1. Open the Salesforce App Launcher.

2. Click Vlocity OmniScript Workbench.

Specify a Resume Link in a Visualforce Page
Users can create a VisualForce page that specifies the custom URL used for Save and Resume.

Create a new Visual ForcePage and enter the code below. Replace the FieldAPIName variable with the Field API Name specified under
the Save URL Patterns. For more information, see Configure Save Options.

<apex:page standardStylesheets="false" showHeader="true" standardController="Account"
extensions="VFPageControllerBase" sidebar="true" docType="html-5.0" >
<c:OmniScriptInstanceComponent standardController="{!stdController}"
resumeFieldName="FieldAPIName"/>
</apex:page>

Emailing an OmniScript

To email a link to an OmniScript to a Contact, Lead, or User, you create an Integration Procedure that uses a remote action to send the
email and call the Integration Procedure from an OmniScript or from Apex code.

For example, an insurance agent who requires details about a prospect can email an OmniScript link to the prospect. When the recipient
of the email clicks the link, their browser displays the OmniScript, containing whatever data the sender has entered. The recipient fills
in the required information, enabling the agent to create a quote for them.

The recipient does not need to have a Salesforce account to access the OmniScript but must have a Contact, Lead, or User record
containing their email address and the permissions required to view the script. The recipient might be required to log in to view the
email.

To implement this feature, you create the following components:

• An email template containing the required merge fields

• An Integration Procedure containing a remote action that invokes the email-sending method, passing in the required parameters

• In the OmniScript, an Integration Procedure action that calls the email Integration Procedure

The following sections provide details about creating the required components.

Creating the Email Integration Procedure

To send the email, create an Integration Procedure containing a remote action with the following settings:

• Remote Class: DefaultOmniScriptSendEmail
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• Remote Method: emailOmniScriptLink

In the  Remote Options  section, define the following required key/value pairs, plus any merge fields required by the email template:

• Language : OmniScript language. For multi-language OmniScripts, set to "Multi-Language" and set the LanguageCode parameter
to the  Salesforce language code  .

• Type : OmniScript type.

• Subtype: OmniScript subtype.

• emailTargetObjectId: The Id of the recipient (contact, lead, or user).

• emailTemplateName : The Salesforce Unique Template Name.

• saveAsActivity: Set to true if you want an activity record created when the email is sent.

• LanguageCode : For multi-language OmniScripts, the Salesforce language code.

This remote action creates an OmniScript record with the specified Type, Subtype and Language. Before the OmniScript is saved, all
actions prior to the first step are run, which enables you to prefill information about the Contact, Lead, or User. The Remote Action merges
the data into the email template and sends the email.

To test the Integration Procedure, go to the  Preview  tab and define an input parameter named "contextId" that contains the Id of a
valid Contact, Lead, or User who has a valid email address. When you are satisfied that the Integration Procedure works as desired, activate
it.

Specifying the Integration Procedure Action

In the OmniScript, at the point where you want the email sent, add an Integration Procedure action with the following settings:

• Integration Procedure Key: Email_Action

• Extra Payload:

– Key: contextId

– Value: the Id of the Contact to whom you want to send the email.

The OmniScript must provide the contact Id in the contextId node of the JSON payload that is sent to the Integration Procedure.

To verify that you have configured all settings correctly, preview the OmniScript and check the resulting email.

Creating the Email Template

Define an email template containing the desired text. The email template type must be Custom (without using Letterhead). In
the template, specify the URL that links to the OmniScript using the following format:

Creating the Email Template
Define an email template containing the desired text. The email template type must be Custom (without using Letterhead). In the
template, specify the URL that links to the OmniScript using the following format:

https://<instance>/apex/OmniScriptUniversalPage?layout=lightning#/OS/%OmniScriptInstanceId%/scriptState/saveAndResume/true/true

In the email template, use Salesforce-style merge fields (formatted as {!object.field}) to incorporate Salesforce data, and Vlocity-style
merge fields (formatted as %fieldname%) to incorporate data that is provided by the Integration Procedure.
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For example:

Hi, {!Name}:
Here's a link to the OmniScript you requested:
https:///myorg.visual.force.com/apex/OmniScriptUniversalPage?layout=newport&AccountId=%accId%&OmniScriptInstanceId=%instanceId%&scriptMode=vertical&loadWithPage=false&LanguageCode=%LanguageCode%#/
Thanks,
%SenderName% %Name%

Deploying an OmniScript

Vlocity OmniScripts can be deployed within the Vlocity application, or within an iFrame either on a Salesforce Community or an external
website. Once embedded within the page, the script can be versioned, modified, and activated without the need to reconfigure the
page.

When using OmniScript in the Lightning Console, note that the result of launching the OmniScript home page has changed as of SFDC
Winter '19. For the optimal experience, create a new primary tab by CTRL-clicking the link. From the new primary tab, you can open
objects in a sub-tab of that primary tab.

Deploy an OmniScript to an External Salesforce Site

After creating a new Visualforce OmniScript page, you can deploy to an external Salesforce website. Once embedded within the
page, the script can be versioned, modified, and activated without the need to reconfigure the page.

Deploying OmniScripts Off-Platform with OmniOut

Deploy OmniScripts to AEM, Heroku, and other Cloud Application Platforms to run them outside of the Salesforce platform. AEM,
Heroku, and other Cloud Application Platforms connect with Salesforce through Salesforce Cloud Authentication Components or
via a Salesforce Connected App.

Deploy an OmniScript to an External Salesforce Site

After creating a new Visualforce OmniScript page, you can deploy to an external Salesforce website. Once embedded within the page,
the script can be versioned, modified, and activated without the need to reconfigure the page.

1. From Setup, click Develop, and then click Sites, and then click New.

2. Enter values for Site Label, Site Name, and other fields.

3. In the Active Site Home Page field, lookup and select the Visualforce OmniScript page created above.

4. Record the site's URL for future reference.

5. Click Public Access Settings, and then click Edit, and set the following values:

• Custom Object Permissions

– Vlocity OmniScripts: Read

– Elements: Read

– Applications: Read, Create

• Field Level Security

– Vlocity OmniScript: Make All Fields Visible

– Element: Make All Fields Visible

– Application: Make All Fields Visible
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• Enabled Apex Class Access

– [NameSpace] .ApplicationResource

6. Embed the URL from Step 4 in the external site's iFrame.

Add an Apex Class Permissions Checker

Enable specific access to Remote Action APIs (Vlocity Open Interface Apex classes) per user or profile. Configure an Apex class
permissions checker to require the user to have explicit access to the Apex class that administers the remote action called from an
Omniscript, FlexCard, Classic Card, or REST API.

Add an Apex Class Permissions Checker
Enable specific access to Remote Action APIs (Vlocity Open Interface Apex classes) per user or profile. Configure an Apex class permissions
checker to require the user to have explicit access to the Apex class that administers the remote action called from an Omniscript,
FlexCard, Classic Card, or REST API.

For example, after creating a Force.com site, publicly available APIs are enabled for the Site User profile based on the profile's Apex class
access to RestResource Apex classes. Adding an Apex class permissions checker ensures that unauthorized users, such as a guest user,
can't access classes through the Vlocity/V1/GenericInvoke/ API.

1. In your org, go to Setup.

2. Type Custom Settings  in the Quick Find search box and click Custom Settings.

3. From the Custom Settings page, click on the custom setting named General Settings.

4. On the General Settings page, click Manage.

5. Click New.
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6. Enter ApexClassCheck  into the Name field.

7. Enter true  into the Value box.

8. Click Save to complete the process.

Deploying OmniScripts Off-Platform with OmniOut

Deploy OmniScripts to AEM, Heroku, and other Cloud Application Platforms to run them outside of the Salesforce platform. AEM, Heroku,
and other Cloud Application Platforms connect with Salesforce through Salesforce Cloud Authentication Components or via a Salesforce
Connected App.

See Connected Apps
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Using OmniScript with Adobe Experience Manager

Adobe Experience Manager is a web deployment option for OmniScript. AEM can be useful for keeping your OmniScripts in line
with your organization's designs and implementing custom elements and behaviors for use across OmniScripts presented by your
AEM Instance.

Deploying OmniScripts to Cloud Application Platforms

Cloud Application Platforms host OmniScripts by connecting to Salesforce as a Connected App or as a standalone app. In the example
Heroku deployment below, steps that are not exclusive to Heroku can be applied to most Cloud Application Platform deployments.

Making Attachments Available in External OmniScripts

To render attachments on an external OmniScript:

Using OmniScript with Adobe Experience Manager
Adobe Experience Manager is a web deployment option for OmniScript. AEM can be useful for keeping your OmniScripts in line with
your organization's designs and implementing custom elements and behaviors for use across OmniScripts presented by your AEM
Instance.

Setting Up and Configuring Adobe Experience Manager to use with OmniScript

OmniScript can be deployed to the web using Adobe Experience Manager.

Connecting Salesforce Cloud Services with Adobe Experience Manager

After setting up and configuring Adobe Experience Manager to use with Omniscript, follow the instructions below to connect AEM
to Salesforce:

Adding a Local OmniScript Definition to Adobe Experience Manager

To obtain a local definition of an OmniScript and store it in Adobe Experience Manager the OmniScript JSON must be saved and
stored locally before being loaded into Adobe Experience Manager.

Add OmniScript to a Page in Adobe Experience Manager

To use OmniScript as a paragraph component in Adobe Experience Manager, it is first necessary to ensure that the OmniScript page
exists in Salesforce or a locally defined OmniScript has been added to Adobe Experience Manager. Once the OmniScript is confirmed
in Salesforce or locally defined, you can create a page in AEM that uses OmniScript.

Referencing Local Assets in Adobe Experience Manager

Asset references must be made manually while building an OmniScript. The instructions below explain how to add local asset
references to radio or multi-select elements.

Creating Custom Angular Templates for Adobe Experience Manager

OmniScript is built on the AngularJS framework and leverages templates to display different elements and objects. Custom templates
saved in Adobe Experience Manager can be used to replace specific instances of elements to tweak how they display and add
additional functionality.

Creating Custom JavaScript and CSS for Adobe Experience Manager

In Adobe Experience Manager, client-side code such as stylesheets and JavaScript are handled by a system of Client Libraries. To
simplify customization, we have included a clientlib that is loaded by the OmniScript components. This removes the need for
customers to create and manage custom OmniScript components manually for instance-wide customizations. This clientlib can be
found at /apps/vloc/clientlibs/ooutCustom.

Setting Up and Configuring Adobe Experience Manager to use with OmniScript
OmniScript can be deployed to the web using Adobe Experience Manager.

See the instructions below on how to configure AEM:

1. Log in to the computer hosting your AEM server. If your server is hosted on another computer, log in to it via Remote Desktop.
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2. In Salesforce, visit the Static Resources page and download the vlocityomniaem.resource resource. Rename the file to .zip and
extract it to a new directory.

3. There are two packages in this folder:

a. omniscript-core: Contains the core business logic and styles for OmniScript as well as a Universal page that can be configured
for use with any OAuth2.0 configuration.

b. omniscript-demo: Contains several sample alternative deployments of OmniScript, One which uses an OAuth pop out for script
specific authentication, one and which uses constant configuration on the OmniScript component.

4. If you have a non-standard deployment of AEM, you can configure the package by editing the POM.xml to reflect your instance
and login information.

5. Access CRXDE Lite and click the Packages icon to open the Package Manager page.

6. From Windows, open a command-line interfacesuch as Cygwin, Command Prompt, or PowerShell.

7. Through the command-line interface, navigate to the directory where you saved the static resource downloaded in step two.

8. Navigate to the omniscript-core file and run the following command: mvn -P autoInstallPackage clean install.
This will take a few minutes as the package is built, deployed to and installed on your configured AEM instance.

9. Navigate to the omniscript-demo file and run the following command: mvn -P autoInstallPackage clean install.

10. Verify by going back to CRXDE and clicking on the second icon button in the top bar. This will bring you to the Package Manager
and will show your installed packages.

11. From CRXDE, navigate to apps/vloc/clientlibs/ooutCustom/js

12. Copy the sample_custom_setting.js file and rename the copy to custom_setting.js.

13. (Optional) In custom_setting.js change the namespace and consumer key.

var CONNECTED_APP_CONSUMER_KEY = 'AppKey';

var SFDC_NAMESPACE = 'vlocity_package_namespace';

Connecting Salesforce Cloud Services with Adobe Experience Manager
After setting up and configuring Adobe Experience Manager to use with Omniscript, follow the instructions below to connect AEM to
Salesforce:

The steps on this page outline how to connect Salesforce and AEM. The connection setup is not part of the Vlocity package. For more
information on connecting Salesforce to AEM, see Integrating with Salesforce.

1. Log into your Salesforce org and  create your Connected App. In the API section, check Enable OAuth Settings, and add Full
access(full), and Perform request on your behalf at any time (refresh_token, offline_access) to your Selected OAuth Scopes.

2. Enter a Contact Email, and leave the tab open.

3. After creating app, it can take up to ten minutes to take effect. Click Manage to set up connection policies. Once the page loads,
click Edit Policies.

4. Ensure that the Refresh Token Policy is set to Refresh token is valid until revoked and under Session Policies the Timeout value
is set to --None–. You need the Consumer key and Consumer secret for step 6 of this process.

5. Open your AEM instance and click the main logo in the top left corner.

6. Click the Tools icon, and select Deployment.

7. Select the Cloud Services card and scroll down to the Salesforce section. Click Show Configurations.

8. Click the [+] link located to the right of Available Configurations and enter the necessary information and click Create. This opens
a new page and modal for the Cloud Services Configuration.
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9. To create consistency across platforms, enter the name of the Connected App that you created in Salesforce into the Title and Name
fields of the AEM Configuration modal. Leave the modal open.

10. Navigate back to the Connected App page in Salesforce.

11. In Callback URL, enter the AEM URL that has Administrator Access:
http://localhost:4502/etc/cloudservices/salesforce/testsalesforceconnect.html  where
testsalesforceconnect is the title of your Cloud Services connection.

12. Navigate back to the Connected App page and paste the URL into the Callback URL field.

13. Click Save.

14. From the Connected App record page, copy the Consumer Key.

15. Return to the AEM modal and paste the Consumer Key into the Customer Key field.

16. From the Connected App record page, copy the Consumer Secret.

17. Return to the AEM modal and paste the Consumer Secret into the Customer Secret field.

18. Click Connect to Salesforce. This brings you to a login screen for Salesforce. Log in to the appropriate org and click Allow. A modal
window will pop up indicating that the connection was successful. If you receive an error, wait 10 minutes and attempt to connect
again.

19. Click Ok to save the settings.

20. Applying the configuration to your website:

a. In AEM, navigate to your site home page and click the site where you want to add the Salesforce connection.

b. In the toolbar that appears at the top of the page, click View Properties.

c. From the site properties page, click the Cloud Services tab.

d. Click Add Configuration, and select Salesforce.

e. Click on Configuration Reference, and select the configuration that is titled the same as your Connected App.

f. Click Save.

Adding a Local OmniScript Definition to Adobe Experience Manager
To obtain a local definition of an OmniScript and store it in Adobe Experience Manager the OmniScript JSON must be saved and stored
locally before being loaded into Adobe Experience Manager.

To obtain and store the local definition:

1. In Salesforce, switch to Salesforce Classic.

2. Open an OmniScript in the OmniScript Designer.

3. Click the page's URL and remove the relative path, leaving only the record id. For example, the highlighted text in this URL:
https://example.visual.force.com/apex/example_namespace__omniscriptdesigner?id=a1L61000001e5TIEAY
would be removed, resulting in this URL: https://example.visual.force.com/a1L61000001e5TIEAY  .

4. Navigate to OmniScript record page by entering the new URL.

5. Click Edit Layout.

6. Add the OmniScript definition to the record page by clicking Related Lists in the OmniScript Layout editor, and dragging OmniScript
Definitions into the Related Lists section, and click Save.

7. From the OmniScript record page, click the OmniScript definition listed under the OmniScript Definitions section.

8. From the OmniScript Compiled Definition Detail page, copy the JSON from the Content field. If the Content field is not available,
add it by editing the page layout.
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9. To add the JSON to your local computer create a file in a text editor with a JSON extension and paste in the copied content. The file
name should be saved in the following format, replacing Type, SubType, and Language with your OmniScript's Type, SubType, and
Language: Type_SubType_Language.json . The Type and SubType cannot include special characters or spaces.

10. To upload your OmniScript into Adobe Experience Manager:

a. In AEM, navigate to your Assets page by clicking the home button in the upper-left corner, then click Assets.

b. From the Assets page, click the folder titled oout, then click the folder title scripts.

c. Click Create and add the JSON file. If the OmniScript already exists in AEM, update the file by clicking the existing JSON file, then
click Add Rendition, and select your new OmniScript JSON file.

Add OmniScript to a Page in Adobe Experience Manager
To use OmniScript as a paragraph component in Adobe Experience Manager, it is first necessary to ensure that the OmniScript page
exists in Salesforce or a locally defined OmniScript has been added to Adobe Experience Manager. Once the OmniScript is confirmed in
Salesforce or locally defined, you can create a page in AEM that uses OmniScript.

Add an OmniScript Component to an Adobe Experience Manager Page

After ceating the Adobe Experience Manager (AEM) page, add the OmniScript component to the page.

Create a Page in Adobe Experience Manager for an OmniScript

Create a page in Adobe Experience Manager to add your OmniScript.

Use a Local OmniScript Definition in Adobe Experience Manager

After creating the Adobe Experience Manager (AEM) page, use a local OmniScript definition in AEM.

Use a local OmniScript Definition with Salesforce Cloud Services Authentication

Beginning with Vlocity Insurance Winter '19, OmniScripts defined locally can connect to the Salesforce backend using the  Salesforce
Cloud Services Authentication  component. Use a local OmniScript definition with  Salesforce Cloud Services Authentication.

Add an OmniScript Component to an Adobe Experience Manager Page
After ceating the Adobe Experience Manager (AEM) page, add the OmniScript component to the page.

1. From the AEM page, change the mode from  Design  back to  Edit.

2. Once in  Edit  mode, click on  Drag Components Here, and click the  +  icon.

3. Connect the page to Salesforce by selecting the  Salesforce Cloud Services Authentication  component.

4. Configure the new component by selecting the component, and clicking on the configuration icon.

5. In the  Edit Dialog  modal, click the  Configuration  field, select the name of your Connected App, enter a  Salesforce Namespace
Override, and click  Save.

6. (Optional) Add a proxy in the Proxy URL field.

7. To add an OmniScript component, click on  Drag Components Here, click the  +  icon, and select  OmniScript Universal.

8. Configure the OmniScript Universal component by selecting the component, and clicking on the configuration icon.

9. For the path, enter the query and path you use for your active OmniScript with the following exception:

If merge indicators are included, e.g., {0}, remove them or replace them with hardcoded values.

10. (Optional) Apply Newport styling by adding the parameter layout=Newport to the path.

11. Save the configuration and view the OmniScript in the component to ensure the connection was successful.

Create a Page in Adobe Experience Manager for an OmniScript
Create a page in Adobe Experience Manager to add your OmniScript.

1. In AEM, generate a page with a paragraph system by selecting Sites, clicking  Create, and selecting  Page.
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2. Select a generic content page template.

3. Enter the configuration information and click  Create.

4. To configure a paragraph type to accept new components on this site, in the upper-right corner of the page, change the mode from
Edit  to  Design.

5. Click on the paragraph where you want to place the component, click on the paragraph icon that appears, and then click the
configuration icon that appears.

6. Scroll down to the components and make sure they are checked. Vlocity components are organized under the  Vlocity  category.
Once this is configured, components can be added in  Editor  mode.

Use a Local OmniScript Definition in Adobe Experience Manager
After creating the Adobe Experience Manager (AEM) page, use a local OmniScript definition in AEM.

1. From the AEM page, change the mode from  Design  back to  Edit.

2. To add an OmniScript component, click on  Drag Components Here, click the  +  icon, and select  OmniScript Universal.

3. Configure the OmniScript Universal component by selecting the component, and clicking on the configuration icon.

4. For the path, enter the query and path you would normally use for your active OmniScript with the following exception:

If it includes merge indicators, e.g., {0}, remove them or replace them with hardcoded values.

5. (Optional) Apply Newport styling by adding the parameter layout=Newport to the path entered in the previous step. For more
information on using Newport to customize templates, see Branding OmniScripts and Cards Using Vlocity Newport Design System.

6. Enable AEM to use the Local Script Definition by using one of the following options:

• From the AEM GUI: Click the checkbox labeled  Use Local Script Definition.

• From CRXDE : Navigate to  apps/vloc/clientlibs/ooutCustom/js .

– In the  custom_settings.js  file enter this boolean: window.forceLocalDef = true  .

Do not add the  Salesforce Cloud Services Authentication  component when using OmniScripts defined locally. If the
Salesforce Cloud Services Authentication exists, the resulting Salesforce connection will cause the page to ignore the local
definition.

Use a local OmniScript Definition with Salesforce Cloud Services Authentication
Beginning with Vlocity Insurance Winter '19, OmniScripts defined locally can connect to the Salesforce backend using the  Salesforce
Cloud Services Authentication  component. Use a local OmniScript definition with  Salesforce Cloud Services Authentication.

1. From the AEM page, change the mode from  Design  back to  Edit.

2. Once in  Edit  mode, click on  Drag Components Here, and click the  +  icon.

3. Connect the page to Salesforce by selecting the  Salesforce Cloud Services Authentication  component.

4. Configure the new component by selecting the component, and clicking on the configuration icon.

5. In the  Edit Dialog  modal, click the  Configuration  field, select the name of your Connected App, enter a  Salesforce Namespace
Override, and click  Save.

6. To add an OmniScript component, click on  Drag Components Here, click the  +  icon, and select  OmniScript Universal.

7. Configure the OmniScript Universal component by selecting the component, and clicking on the configuration icon.

8. For the path, enter the query and path you use for your active OmniScript with the following exception:

If it includes merge indicators, e.g., {0}  , remove them or replace them with hardcoded values.
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9. (Optional) Apply Newport styling by adding the parameter layout=Newport to the path entered in the previous step. For more
information on using Newport to customize templates, see Branding OmniScripts and Cards Using Vlocity Newport Design System.

10. Enable AEM to use the Local Script Definition by using one of the following options:

• From the AEM interface: Click the checkbox labeled  Use Local Script Definition.

• From CRXDE: Navigate to  apps/vloc/clientlibs/ooutCustom/js  .

– In the  custom_setting.js  file enter this boolean: window.forceLocalDef = true  .

11. (Optional) To retrieve User information for logged in users:

• In the  custom_setting.js  file enter this boolean: window.callUserInfo = true.

12. Save the configuration.

Referencing Local Assets in Adobe Experience Manager
Asset references must be made manually while building an OmniScript. The instructions below explain how to add local asset references
to radio or multi-select elements.

1. In your Salesforce Org's OmniScript Designer, either open or Create the OmniScript you want to reference the local asset in.

2. In AEM, open the Navigation Panel, click on Assets, and navigate to your desired asset.

3. Record the asset path. This is located in the URL after assetdetails.html. For example,
/content/dam/geometrixx/icons/diamond.png

4. Return to your script in the OmniScript Designer. From the radio or multi-select element, create one or more options and type in
value and label.

5. Click Edit as JSON link and scroll down to "imgId".

6. Paste the asset path into the entry for imgId.

7. Make sure to activate your OmniScript.

8. After opening the script in your AEM instance, the local asset should be visible.

Creating Custom Angular Templates for Adobe Experience Manager
OmniScript is built on the AngularJS framework and leverages templates to display different elements and objects. Custom templates
saved in Adobe Experience Manager can be used to replace specific instances of elements to tweak how they display and add additional
functionality.

1. Open CRXDE and navigate to /apps/vloc/components/global/customTemplates/templates

2. Right click the customTemplates/templates node and select Create File and enter the file information.

3. This file can contain one or more templates as long as each template is within its own set of script tags. Each template must have a
unique id that can be referenced by the OmniScript elements. Set the type to text/ng-template and save.

4. After creating your template, you need to update or create the index file. Navigate to
/apps/vloc/components/global/customTemplates

5. If there is no file named customTemplates.jsp, create one by copying and renaming sample_customTemplates.jsp, this sample
contains a sample call in the correct format.

6. Open customTemplates.jsp and for each template file you wish to include, add another <cq:include/> tag with the 'script' property
being the relative path to the file from the component's base directory. In this case, it should read as follows:

<%@ include file="/libs/foundation/global.jsp" %>

<%@ page contentType="text/html; charset=utf-8" import="com.day.cq.wcm.api.WCMMode" %>
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<%

%><%

%>

<cq:include script="templates/tutorial.html"/>

7. To use the template with an OmniScript, return to your OmniScript in OmniScript Designer and select the element you wish to
modify.

8. Scroll down to the input labeled HTML Template Id and enter the id of the template you created.

9. Previewing this OmniScript in the OmniScript Designer won't display the change. However, the new template is visible in AEM.

Creating Custom JavaScript and CSS for Adobe Experience Manager
In Adobe Experience Manager, client-side code such as stylesheets and JavaScript are handled by a system of Client Libraries. To simplify
customization, we have included a clientlib that is loaded by the OmniScript components. This removes the need for customers to create
and manage custom OmniScript components manually for instance-wide customizations. This clientlib can be found at
/apps/vloc/clientlibs/ooutCustom.

This document explains adding JavaScript and CSS customizations to the OmniScript Component.

1. Navigate to /apps/vloc/clientlibs/ooutCustomCustom. The readme.txt folder contains a detailed description of
the folder and its function.

2. If you haven't already, create a folder for CSS and JS styles under the main clientLib folder. The files stored here will override the base
OmniScript code and can be used to change standard behaviors and styles.

3. When adding files to the clientlib, do not include the substrings 'readme' or 'sample' in the filenames as the package is configured
to manage files with such names, and may overwrite or remove such files.

4. To load these files it is necessary to create index files for the clientlib to reference. AEM is set up to use the file names 'css.txt' and
'js.txt' specifically and may not recognize index files by other names.The #base variable points to the base directory that the clientlib
will load the CSS or JS from, relative to the clientlib folder. To include new files, list their paths relative to #base in the order you
would like them to load.

• For CSS, create a file under the main directory titled css.txt  with the following code:

#base=css

yourfilename.css

• For JavaScript, create a file under the main directory titled js.txt  with the following code:

#base=js

yourfilename.js

Deploying OmniScripts to Cloud Application Platforms
Cloud Application Platforms host OmniScripts by connecting to Salesforce as a Connected App or as a standalone app. In the example
Heroku deployment below, steps that are not exclusive to Heroku can be applied to most Cloud Application Platform deployments.

To deploy OmniScripts to Heroku and other Cloud Application Platforms:

1. Set up your developer account with Heroku.

2. Once the account is set up, download and install Heroku CLI.

3. In Salesforce, visit the Static Resources page and download vlocityomniout.resource.

4. Rename the file to .zip and unzip it to a folder.
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5. Copy the sample_custom_setting.js file and rename the new file to custom_setting.js; you must apply all custom modifications
to the custom_setting.js file. Heroku and OmniScript can be run in two different ways, either as a Connected App or as a standalone
app. Standalone apps can be used if you do not wish to directly connect to Salesforce, you'll need to connect to your backend server
in order for the app to function.

• Connected App:

a. Log into your Salesforce org and create your Connected App. After creating an app, it can take up to ten minutes to take
effect.

b. Modify the following lines in the custom_setting.js file:

– var CONNECTED_APP_CONSUMER_KEY = 'ConsumerKey';

– var SFDC_NAMESPACE = 'vlocity_NS';

• Standalone App:

a. Modify the custom_setting.js file and uncomment the last two lines:

customVOmniAuth = function(scope){};

b. Modify the index.html file to the following:

angular.module('miniApp', ["forceng", "vlocity-business-process"])

controller('ContactListCtrl', function ($scope, force, $location) {

$scope.showLink = true;

});

c. In index.html, add links to launch different scripts. Add the link as an anchor tag to the template using the following syntax:

<a
href="#/OmniScriptType/ExampleType/OmniScriptSubType/ExampleSubType/OmniScriptLang/English/ContextId//PrefillDataRaptorBundle//false"
target="_self">Click Here</a>

d. To launch scripts from the links in your HTML file, include the script's definition in the scripts folder, file naming convention:

ScriptType_ScriptSubType_ScriptLang.json

If Script Type or ScriptSubType name has spaces in it, replace the spaces with an underscore.

6. Deploy to Heroku using Git.

7. (Optional) To use a local OmniScript definition:

Modify the custom_setting.js file to include this boolean: window.forceLocalDef = true.

8. (Optional) Beginning with Vlocity Insurance Winter '19, User information for logged in Users can be retrieved by OmniScripts defined
locally. To retrieve the User information:

Modify the custom_setting.js file to include this boolean: window.callUserInfo = true.

9. (Optional) Beginning with Vlocity Summer '19, Newport styling is supported. To add Newport styling to your Heroku deployment:

a. Inside of index.php, rename /index.html to /index_newport.html.

b. Apply any modifications made to /index.html to /index_newport.html.
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Making Attachments Available in External OmniScripts
To render attachments on an external OmniScript:

1. Go to your attachment, and download it.

2. Go to the Documents tab, and click New.

3. Check the box labeled Externally Available Image and upload the attachment as a document.

4. Right-click the image on the document, and select Copy Image Location.

5. Paste the image location in a simple text editor or notepad. Remove the host information and remove extraneous parameters so
that the path resembles the format of this example:
/servlet/servlet.ImageServer?id=015f4000002W0eV&oid=00Df400000380sD.

6. Navigate to the Record page where the file will be attached. If this is a Product record, edit the record layout to include the Product
Attachment List Visualforce page.

7. Click the New Attachment button, and fill out the form.

8. Instead of uploading the file again, copy the modified URL from step 5, and paste it into the URL field..

9. Leave URL Name blank.

10. Set Content Type to Image.

11. Set Is Default Image to Yes, and Save the attachment.

12. The name is the record Id, which can be used to edit the record in the future.

13. The image is now accessible in external OmniScripts.

Launch OmniScripts

Launch OmniScripts in Salesforce from Communities, Object detail pages, and Vlocity Card Actions.

How to Launch

Once activated, enable OmniScript access in one of three ways: standalone, embedded, or Vlocity Aura Wrapper.

Configuring the Vlocity OS Player Lightning Component

The Vlocity OS Player lightning component is a lightning component that acts as an endpoint for Actions in Vlocity Cards to render
OmniScripts in a Community.

Launching OmniScript from a Community or Lightning Record Page

The Vlocity OmniScript component hosts a single OmniScript that is invoked directly from a Community or Lightning Record Page.
By default, the record Id that exists on a Lightning Record page passes as a parameter into the OmniScript as a context Id.

Launching OmniScript from a List Button

In order for the Visualforce page to show up as a selectable content source for the List button, follow the instructions below. This
example uses an Opportunity as the object, but other objects can be used.

Launching OmniScripts from an Object Detail Page

Launch an OmniScript form an Object detail page by creating a link or button.

Creating a Custom Link to Launch an OmniScript

Use the following syntax to launch a link from any page:

Launching an OmniScript From the Action Toolbar

Using the Action toolbar, you can launch a single OmniScript from a variety of contexts without configuring a Visualforce page for
each context. For example, you can launch an OmniScript from a Contact, Account, Case record, or Customer Community, using a
single Visualforce page.
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URLs

Use the following syntax to launch a link from any page:

How to Launch

Once activated, enable OmniScript access in one of three ways: standalone, embedded, or Vlocity Aura Wrapper.

Standalone

Once Activated, the OmniScript is compiled and deployed as a standalone Lightning Web Component. Access the LWC in the Salesforce
Lightning App Builder in the Custom section and drag it onto the page.

Embedded

Once Activated, you can embed the component into any Aura or LWC component using the component tag. The component attribute
"prefill" accepts string or javascript object.

Examples

<c-type--sub-type-english prefill={prefill} layout="lightning"></c-type--sub-type-english>

<c-type--sub-type-english prefill='\{"ContextId":"abc","otherParam":"FAQ"}'
layout="newport"></c-type--sub-type-english>

Vlocity Aura Wrapper

Once Activated, the OmniScript can be accessed using Vlocity’s prebuilt Aura component.

Since Lightning Web Components are not yet URL addressable, you can use this method to pass additional parameters into the OmniScript.

Example

this[NavigationMixin.Navigate]({
type: 'standard__component',
attributes: {

componentName: '__vlocityLWCOmniWrapper'
},
state: {

c__target: 'c:testSubTypeEnglish',
c__layout: 'lightning', // or 'newport'
c__tabIcon: 'custom:custom18'

}
})

Lightning URL Example

https://my_org.force.com/lightning/cmp/my_org__vlocityLWCOmniWrapper?c__target=my_org:typeSubTypeEnglish&c__layout=lightning&c__tabIcon=custom:custom18

Newport URL Example

https://my_org.force.com/lightning/cmp/my_org__vlocityLWCOmniWrapper?c__target=my_org:typeSubTypeEnglish&c__layout=newport&c__tabIcon=custom:custom18
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Configuring the Vlocity OS Player Lightning Component

The Vlocity OS Player lightning component is a lightning component that acts as an endpoint for Actions in Vlocity Cards to render
OmniScripts in a Community.

Note: When launching an OmniScript from a Community object page, use the Vlocity OmniScript lightning component to host
OmniScripts.

To configure the Vlocity OS Player:

1. In the Community Builder, create a new Standard Community Page. See Create Custom Pages with Community Builder. Enter
any name in the Name field. However, you must enter os  as the URL.

2. From the Components navigation menu, drag the Vlocity OS Player component onto the /os  page.
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3. (Optional) To set a maximum height for the OmniScript, in the Max Height(px) field, enter a value.

4. To configure the Vlocity Cards component that launches OmniScripts:

a. Open any community page that has a Vlocity Cards component that launches an OmniScript.

b. In the Vlocity Cards component, enter /os  in the Custom Community Page URL field.
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Launching OmniScript from a Community or Lightning Record Page

The Vlocity OmniScript component hosts a single OmniScript that is invoked directly from a Community or Lightning Record Page. By
default, the record Id that exists on a Lightning Record page passes as a parameter into the OmniScript as a context Id.

When invoking an OmniScript from the Vlocity Cards lightning component in a Community, use the OS Player lightning component to
host OmniScripts.

To configure the Vlocity OmniScript component:

1. From the Lightning App Builder or Community Builder, drag the Vlocity OmniScript component into your page.

2. When on a Lightning Record Page, the record Id for the object on the page is automatically passed into the Record Id field when
it contains the {!recordId}  parameter.

3. Specify the Type and SubType of your OmniScript.

4. Select a Language.

5. Select a Layout.

6. (Optional) Specify a Max Height.

7. (Optional) To set where the page scrolls when Users page through the OmniScript, enter a number, in pixels, into the Scroll Offset
field.

8. (Optional) Select a Custom Visualforce Page to display styling changes.

9. (Optional) To prevent hitting issues with the Salesforce view state size limit, check Disable Load in Page.

Launching OmniScript from a List Button

In order for the Visualforce page to show up as a selectable content source for the List button, follow the instructions below. This example
uses an Opportunity as the object, but other objects can be used.

1. Create an Apex page, using the following code:

public class

tenPageSizeExt { public tenPageSizeExt(ApexPages.StandardSetController controller) { controller.setPageSize(10); }

}

2. From the Omniscript page, click How to launch activated Omniscript. Check the Lightning checkbox and click Copy to clipboard.

3. Create a Visualforce page and paste in the copied code.

4. Add the following code between the first two apex tags and save.

5. Go to Opportunity buttons and create a button with a List type and change the content source to Visualforce page.

6. The Visualforce page you just created should show up from the dropdown selection list for Content.

7. Add the button to the List view for the Opportunity.

Launching OmniScripts from an Object Detail Page

Launch an OmniScript form an Object detail page by creating a link or button.

To configure a custom button or link:

1. Locate and write down the Namespace prefix of your Salesforce org by going to Setup and clicking Installed Packages.

2. Create a new Visualforce page. From Setup, click Develop , and then click Pages , and then click New.

3. Paste the following Apex code into the page, replacing all other code:
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Apex Code to Launch OmniScript from a Button or Link

<apex:page standardStylesheets="false" showHeader="true" sidebar="true"
standardController="ObjectType" extensions="NS.VFPageControllerBase" docType="html-5.0"

>
<div ng-app="Text" class='vlocity'>

<a ng-if="!isSforce" ng-href="/{!currentRecord['Id']}" ><i class="fa
fa-caret-left"></i>{!$Label.NS__NewBackTo} {!sParentObjectLabel}

{!$Label.NS__DetailLC}</a>

<a ng-if="isSforce"
href="javascript:sforce.one.navigateToURL('/{!currentRecord['Id']}')"><i class="fa

fa-caret-left"></i>{!$Label.NS__NewBackTo} {!sParentObjectLabel}
{!$Label.NS__DetailLC}</a>

<hr/>
<NS:BusinessProcessComponent

standardController="{!stdController}"

strOmniScriptType="ObjectSScriptType"

strOmniScriptSubType="ObjectScriptSubType"

strOmniScriptLang="" Language
strPrefillDataRaptorBundle="DRBundle"

verticalMode="true"

/>

<script type="text/javascript">
var modules = ['vlocity-business-process'];

var myModule = angular.module('Text', modules);

</script>

</div>
</apex:page>

4. In the code, perform the following steps:

• Set NS  equal to the Namespace value collected in Step 1.

• Set standardController="ObjectType"  to the object where the button or link is located.

• Set strOmniScriptType  equal to the Type of the OmniScript.

• Set strOmniScriptSubType  equal to the SubType of the OmniScript.

• Set Language  equal to the Language of the OmniScript.

• Set Text  equal to any value, as long as it is the same in both places.

• Set verticalMode  to false  to launch the script in Horizontal Mode.
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• Version 2.5 or prefilling into hidden Steps and Elements only: If you are using DataRaptor to prefill data into the OmniScript, set
DRBundle  equal to the DataRaptor Interface (Bundle) name. If you are not using DataRaptor to pre-fill data, delete
strPrefillDataRaptorBundle="DRBundle"  from the code.

5. Click Save.

Launching an OmniScript From an Object Detail Page Using a Custom Link or Button

To configure a custom button or link to launch an OmniScript from any detail page:

Adding a Button or Link to the Page Layout

To add a button or link to an object detail page:

Launching an OmniScript From an Object Detail Page Using a Custom Link or Button
To configure a custom button or link to launch an OmniScript from any detail page:

1. Locate and write down the Namespace prefix of your Salesforce org by going to Setup and clicking Installed Packages.

2. To create a new Visualforce page, from Setup, click Develop, and then click Pages, and then click New.

3. Paste the below Apex code into the page, replacing all other code.

example: Apex Code to Launch OmniScript From a Button or Link

<apex:page standardStylesheets="false" showHeader="true" sidebar="true"
standardController="ObjectType" extensions="NS.VFPageControllerBase"
docType="html-5.0" >
<apex:includeScript value="/support/console/42.0/integration.js"/>

<div ng-app="Text" class='vlocity'>
<a ng-if="!isSforce" ng-href="/{!currentRecord['Id']}" ><i class="fa

fa-caret-left"></i>{!$Label.NS__NewBackTo} {!sParentObjectLabel}
{!$Label.NS__DetailLC}</a>

<a ng-if="isSforce"
href="javascript:sforce.one.navigateToURL('/{!currentRecord['Id']}')"><i class="fa
fa-caret-left"></i>{!$Label.NS__NewBackTo} {!sParentObjectLabel}
{!$Label.NS__DetailLC}</a>

<hr/>
<NS:BusinessProcessComponent standardController="{!stdController}"

strOmniScriptType="OmniScriptType"
strOmniScriptSubType="ObjectScriptSubType"
strOmniScriptLang="Language"
strPrefillDataRaptorBundle="DRBundle"
verticalMode="true"
/>

<script type="text/javascript">
var modules = ['vlocity-business-process'];
var myModule = angular.module('Text', modules);

</script>
</div>

</apex:page>

• Set NS equal to the value collected in Step 1.

• Set ObjectType to the object where the button or link is located.

• Set OmniScriptType equal to the Type of the OmniScript.
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• Set OmniScriptSubType equal to the Sub Type of the OmniScript.

• Set Language equal to the Language of the OmniScript.

• Set Text equal to any value, as long as it is the same in both places.

• Set verticalMode to "false" to launch the script in Horizontal Mode.

• Prefilling into hidden Steps and Elements only: If you are using DataRaptor to pre-fill data into the OmniScript, set DRBundle
equal to the DataRaptor Interface (Bundle) name. If you are not using DataRaptor to prefill data, delete
strPrefillDataRaptorBundle="DRBundle" from the code.

• Click Save.

4. To add a button or link to an object detail page:

a. For SFDC standard objects, from Setup, click Customize, and then click [Object Name], and then click Buttons, Links, and
Actions. For custom objects, from Setup, click Create, and then click Objects, and then click [Object Name].

b. Click New Button or Link.

c. Enter a Name for the button or link.

d. Select a Display Type.

e. For Behavior, select Display in existing window without sidebar or header.

f. For Content Source, select Visualforce Page and then select the page that you configured above.

g. Click Save.

h. Navigate to the page layout for the object and drag the button or link from the palette onto the layout.

i. Click Save.

Adding a Button or Link to the Page Layout
To add a button or link to an object detail page:

1. For SFDC standard objects, from Setup, click Customize, and then click [Object Name], and then click Buttons, Links, and Actions.
For custom objects, from Setup, click Create, and then click Objects, and then click [Object Name].

2. Click New Button or Link.

3. Enter a Name for the button or link.

4. Select a Display Type.

5. For Behavior, select Display in existing window without sidebar or header. Select a different option if your requirements are different.

6. For Content Source, select Visualforce Page and then select the page that you configured above.

7. Click Save.

8. Navigate to the page layout for the object and drag the button or link from the palette onto the layout.

9. Click Save.

Creating a Custom Link to Launch an OmniScript

Use the following syntax to launch a link from any page:

<a
href="#/OmniScriptType/AAA1/OmniScriptSubType/AAA2/OmniScriptLang/AAA3/ContextId/[ContextId]/PrefillDataRaptorBundle/[BundleName]/[verticalMode]">TEST</a>
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• AAA1—OmniScript Type

• AAA2—OmniScript Sub Type

• AAA3—OmniScript Language

• [ContextId] (Optional)—Context Id for example {!Contact.Id}

• [BundleName] (Optional)—DataRaptor Bundle name used for prefilling fields into the script. While this functionality is still
supported, Vlocity recommends using the Data Raptor Extract Action within OmniScripts to prefill.

• [verticalMode] (Optional)—/true or /false. Default is True. If True, all the steps are vertically stacked. If False, all the steps are
horizontally navigated.

Launching an OmniScript From the Action Toolbar

Using the Action toolbar, you can launch a single OmniScript from a variety of contexts without configuring a Visualforce page for each
context. For example, you can launch an OmniScript from a Contact, Account, Case record, or Customer Community, using a single
Visualforce page.

Note: Beginning with Winter '18, the Action Toolbar is no longer available.

In addition, you can apply filters so that the OmniScript is available only if certain conditions are met. For example, an Insurance OmniScript
called Add a Driver can be available on an Auto Policy record type, but not on any other policy record types, or only a certain user profile
can see an action.

Target URL and URL Parameters

To launch Vlocity OmniScripts, Vlocity Cards components, web pages, or external applications from a Vlocity Action, enter an Apex
page, or a URL with parameters as the Target URL. LWC components, such as LWC OmniScripts, LWC Cards, and FlexCards, are not
URL addressable and so can't be accessed directly from a URL and must embedded on a page.

Creating a Visualforce Page to Display the Action Toolbar

Visualforce Page to Display the Action Toolbar on the Home Page
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Action Toolbar Style Types

This page lists and displays images of Action Toolbar style types.

Target URL and URL Parameters
To launch Vlocity OmniScripts, Vlocity Cards components, web pages, or external applications from a Vlocity Action, enter an Apex page,
or a URL with parameters as the Target URL. LWC components, such as LWC OmniScripts, LWC Cards, and FlexCards, are not URL
addressable and so can't be accessed directly from a URL and must embedded on a page.

Important: For out-of-the-box Vlocity Actions, such as View Record, the Target URL/{0}  does not work outside of Salesforce
Classic. To navigate to a page in Salesforce Lightning Experience, update the URL to
/lightning/r/[ObjectName]/{0}/view, where ObjectName  is the API name of the sObject such as Account.

Available Visualforce Pages to Launch OmniScripts

Vlocity provides these Visualforce pages to launch OmniScripts:

• OmniScriptUniversalPage

• OmniScriptUniversalPageWHeader

• OmniScriptUniversalPageWHeaderSidebar.

• OmniScriptUniversalMobilePage (for use with Mobile only)

• OmniScriptUniveralPageConsole (for use in the Industry Console)

• OmniScriptUniversalCommunitiesPage (for use in Communities)

Formatting the Target URL

For a Target URL that launches a Vlocity Card component or a Vlocity OmniScript, the first part of the URL is the apex page, followed by
the PageName, such as /apex/<PageName>. The second part of the Target URL is a list of parameters defined in the URL Parameters
field and is available to any URL types Vlocity Actions support, including web pages and external applications.

The following example shows how to format the URL:

//Example Target URL for launching an OmniScript

/apexNS__[PageName]?id={0}#/OmniScriptType/AAA1/OmniScriptSubType/AAA2/OmniScriptLang/AAA3/layout/[LayoutName]/ContextId/{0}/PrefillDataRaptorBundle/[BundleName]/[verticalMode]

//Example Target URL for launching a Card component

/apex/NS__[PageName]?id={0}#/layout=[LayoutName]

//Example External URL

https://www.domainName.com/?id={0}/

Beginning with Vlocity Version 12, an alternative URL pattern is available:

//Example Target URL for launching an OmniScript

/apexNS__[PageName]?id={0}&OmniScriptType=AAA1&OmniScriptSubType=AAA2&OmniScriptLang=AAA3&layout=[LayoutName]]&PrefillDataRaptorBundle=[BundleName]&scriptMode=[verticalMode]

//Example Target URL for launching a Card component
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/apex/NS__[PageName]?id={0}&layout=[LayoutName]

//Example External URL

https://www.domainName.com/?id={0}/

Note: While both URL patterns are valid, the advantage of the alternative pattern is that it is mobile-friendly and enables adding
additional URL parameters directly into the OmniScript Data JSON. For example, appending &customerSLALevel=gold to the
URL would add a node to the root of the OmniScript Data JSON, such as "customerSLALevel":"gold".

Target URL Variable Descriptions

This table lists descriptions for the variables from the Target URL examples on this page:

Available ForDescriptionVariable

OmniScript, CardNamespace of the installed package. Use
when referencing a Universal Visualforce
page.

NS__

OmniScript, CardUniversal Visualforce page,
OmniScriptUniversalPage,

[PageName]

OmniScriptUniversalPageWHeader,
OmniScriptUniversalPageWHeaderSidebar,
or OmniScriptUniversalMobilePage) or
another Visualforce page containing the
OmniScript.

OmniScript, CardThe first parameter listed in the URL
Parameters field and is often the Context Id

{0}

of an sObject. See URL Parameters on page
2263 on this page.

OmniScriptOmniScript TypeAAA1

OmniScriptOmniScript Sub TypeAAA2

OmniScriptOmniScript LanguageAAA3

OmniScript, Card[LayoutName] • (Optional) For OmniScript: lightning or
Newport. Defines which layout theme
to use. The default is lightning.

• (Optional) For Card: Defines which card
layout to use.
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Available ForDescriptionVariable

OmniScript(Optional) DataRaptor Bundle name used
for prefilling fields in the script.

[BundleName]

OmniScript(Optional) true or false. If true, all the steps
in an OmniScript are vertically stacked. If

[verticalMode]

false, all the steps in an OmniScript are
horizontally navigated. Default is true.

URL Parameters

In a Target URL, the {0} represents the indexed position of a parameter in the list of parameters in the URL Parameter field. The parameter
is the field API name in the applicable object, such as AccountId, or ID in Contact.

Specify the parameters as a comma-delimited string, in the sequence in which you want to replace the parameters in the Target URL.
For example, AccountId,vlocity_ins__PrimaryContactId__c, replaces {0} in the Target URL with the AccountId, and replaces {1} in
the Target URL with the vlocity_ins__PrimaryContactId__c.

You can also use attributes from the User object, such as User.ContactId to get the Id of the current user.

Note: Beginning with CME Fall '18, Vlocity supports the Salesforce object edit URL format of /{3 character sobject
prefix}/e'.

example: URL Parameter Example

//Example Target URL for launching a Card component

/apex/vlocity_ins__OmniScriptUniversalPage?id={0}&OmniScriptType=AppointmentApplication&OmniScriptSubType=IndependentAgentAppointmentApplication&OmniScriptLang=English&layout=lightning

//Example Target URL for launching a Card component

/apex/NameSpace__ConsoleCards?id={0}&layout=lex-layout

Navigating URLs in Lightning and Lightning Community

Navigating to Lightning pages and from Lightning Containers requires the relative path to have a prefix.

To use proper URL syntax, follow these requirements :

• To use relative URLs in the Lightning Console (LEX), prefix the Target URL with ltng:, and make sure the Open URL in value is
set to New Tab / Window so that the relative URL link will open in a new window. For example,
ltng:/apex/NewLandingPage, will open the New Landing Page in a new window.

• To redirect to a Lightning or Lightning Community Page, prefix the relative URL with ltngpage:. For example, ltngpage:/Home
will redirect to your community home page.

• To open a Visualforce page from Salesforce's Lightning container, prefix the relative URL with ltng:. For example,
ltng:/apex/CustomVFPage, will redirect to the CustomVFPage.

Creating a Visualforce Page to Display the Action Toolbar
Visualforce Page to Display the Action Toolbar on the Home Page
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1. From Setup, click Develop, and then click Visualforce Pages.

2. Click New.

3. Replace the code in the Visualforce Markup section with the following Apex code:

<apex:page standardController="ObjectName" extensions="NS.VFPageControllerBase"
showHeader="false" sidebar="false" docType="html-5.0">

<NS:ActionComponent standardController="{!stdController}"

objType="ObjectName"
style="StyleType"/>

</apex:page>

Action Toolbar Style Types
This page lists and displays images of Action Toolbar style types.

Note: Beginning with Winter '18, the Action Toolbar is no longer available.

Horizontal Action Toolbar

Vertical Action Toolbar

Action Toolbar as a List
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URLs

Use the following syntax to launch a link from any page:

<a
href="#/OmniScriptType/AAA1/OmniScriptSubType/AAA2/OmniScriptLang/AAA3/ContextId/[ContextId]/PrefillDataRaptorBundle/[BundleName]/[verticalMode]">TEST</a>

• AAA1—OmniScript Type

• AAA2—OmniScript Sub Type

• AAA3—OmniScript Language

• [ContextId] (Optional)—Context Id for example {!Contact.Id}

• [BundleName] (Optional)—DataRaptor Bundle name used for pre-filling fields into the script. While this functionality is still supported,
Vlocity recommends using the Data Raptor Extract Action within OmniScripts to prefill.

• [verticalMode] (Optional)—/true or /false. Default is True. If True, all the steps are vertically stacked. If False, all the steps are
horizontally navigated.

Embed an OmniScript in Another OmniScript

An OmniScript can be reused in one or more existing OmniScripts. Reusing OmniScripts enables you to build a variety of smaller scripts
and then piece them together into one or more parent scripts. Embedded OmniScripts behave just like other OmniScript elements.

Note: A reusable OmniScript cannot contain another reusable OmniScript. Additionally, no element in a reusable OmniScript can
have the same name as an element in the parent script. Reusable OmniScripts adopt the script configuration of the parent script.

1. In the OmniScript you want to reuse, click Setup, and check the Reusable checkbox.

2. Activate the reusable OmniScript.

3. Navigate to the OmniScript that will host the reusable OmniScript.

4. In your OmniScript's Build panel, expand the OmniScripts section.

5. Locate the reusable OmniScript and drag it into the canvas.

6. Preview your OmniScript to test the behavior.

Embedding a Reusable OmniScript

You can embed active reusable OmniScripts in other OmniScripts. For example, if you have an OmniScript that updates a case, you
might want to add that reusable script component at the end of an OmniScript form used for troubleshooting.

Activate and Deactivate Embedded OmniScripts

When you activate or deactivate an embedded script, Vlocity updates all activated parent scripts to reflect the change.

Embedding a Reusable OmniScript

You can embed active reusable OmniScripts in other OmniScripts. For example, if you have an OmniScript that updates a case, you might
want to add that reusable script component at the end of an OmniScript form used for troubleshooting.

To embed a reusable OmniScript in another form:

1. Expand the OmniScripts section of the Available Components.

2. Drag the reusable OmniScript onto the Structure pane.
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Activate and Deactivate Embedded OmniScripts

When you activate or deactivate an embedded script, Vlocity updates all activated parent scripts to reflect the change.

Learn how to embed an OmniScript in other OmniScripts. See Embed an OmniScript in Another OmniScript.

1. From the Setup section of the embedded script, click Activate Version or Deactivate Version.

2. Verify the Affected OmniScripts (any Active OmniScript that this form is embedded in), and click Proceed.

3. After the parent scripts update, click Done.

Configuring Community Profiles for OmniScript

To enable an OmniScript to be deployed from a Community, configure the following sharing settings and profile access.

Important: Beginning with the Winter '20 Salesforce release, Guest Users, also called anonymous users, cannot access any records
by default. Criteria-based Sharing Rules grant them read-only access. This affects all Salesforce orgs. For details, see Guest User
Record Access Development Best Practices.

Vlocity allows guest users to create and update the records to which Sharing Rules grant access. No additional configuration is
necessary for this expanded access. To grant guest user access, see Give Secure Access to Unauthenticated Users with the Guest
User Profile.

1. To configure sharing settings:

a. From Setup, click Security Controls or Security and then click Sharing Settings.

b. If you are in Lightning Experience, from the Manage sharing settings for drop-down list, select Vlocity OmniScript. If you
are in Salesforce Classic, skip this step.

c. To change the Default Internal Access or External Default Access for Vlocity OmniScript, click the Edit button next to
Organization-Wide Defaults.

d. For Vlocity OmniScript, set the Default Internal Access and External Default Access to Public Read Only.

e. If you are writing to the Application object, follow the same steps to set the Default Internal Access and Default External Access
for Application objects to Public Read/Write.

f. Click Save.

2. The prerequisite for these steps is that communities must exist in your org. For more information, see Setting Up a Community in
the Salesforce Help. To configure community user visibility:

a. From Setup, click Customize or Feature Settings, then click Communities, then click All Communities.

b. For the community to which you are granting access, click Workspaces, click Administration, then click Members.

c. Make sure that all profiles that should access the community are in the Selected Profiles section, then click Save.

3. To ensure that you are using the Original Profile Interface:
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a. From Setup, type User  in the Quick Find box and click User Management Settings.

b. Set the Enhanced Profile User Interface option to Disabled.

4. To set field-level security:

a. From Setup, click Manage Users or Users, then click Profiles.

b. Find the profile for the users who will be accessing the community and click its name.

If you click Edit, you won't see the Field Level Security settings.

c. Scroll down to the Field Level Security section and click View next to Application.

d. Click Edit and click Read Access next to every field.

e. Click Save.

f. Repeat steps 3 through 5 for Vlocity OmniScript and Vlocity OmniScript Compiled Definition.

Setting Object Permissions and Enabling APIs, Visualforce Pages, and Apex Access

Vlocity allows guest users to create and update the records to which Sharing Rules grant access. No additional configuration is
necessary for this expanded access.

Applying the Visualforce Page for OmniScript in a Community

To configure the Visualforce Page for the OmniScript in a Community:

Creating a Community User From an Application

The housing community will provide clients with a self-service portal to interact with the agency and property management.

Setting Object Permissions and Enabling APIs, Visualforce Pages, and Apex Access

Vlocity allows guest users to create and update the records to which Sharing Rules grant access. No additional configuration is necessary
for this expanded access.

To grant guest user access, see Give Secure Access to Unauthenticated Users with the Guest User Profile.

Important: Beginning with the Winter '20 Salesforce release, Guest Users, also called anonymous users, cannot access any records
by default. Criteria-based Sharing Rules grant them read-only access. This affects all Salesforce orgs. For details, see Guest User
Record Access Development Best Practices.

1. From the Profile for the users who will be accessing the Community, click Edit. Click API Enabled.

2. Scroll down to Custom Object Permissions and enable Create, Read, Edit, and Delete permissions for the Application, OmniScript
Definitions, and Vlocity OmniScript objects.

3. Click Save.

4. Return to the Profile. Scroll down to Enabled Apex Class Access and click Edit.

5. Move all Vlocity classes and any OmniScript-related Custom Classes into the Enabled Apex Classes section and click Save.

6. Return to the Profile and scroll down to the Enabled Visualforce Page Access section and click Edit.

7. Move all Vlocity VF pages and any OmniScript-related Visualforce pages into the Enabled Visualforce Pages section and click Save.

Applying the Visualforce Page for OmniScript in a Community

To configure the Visualforce Page for the OmniScript in a Community:

1. Locate and write down the Namespace prefix of your Salesforce Org. Go to Setup and click Installed Packages.
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2. To create a new Visualforce page, from Setup, click Develop, and then click Pages, and then click New.

3. Paste the below Apex code into the page, replacing all other code.

• Set NS equal to the value collected in Step 1.

• Set strObjectType to the object where the button or link is located.

• Set strOmniScriptType equal to the Type of the OmniScript.

• Set strOmniScriptSubType equal to the SubType of the OmniScript.

• Set Language equal to the Language of the OmniScript.

• Set Text equal to any value, as long as it is the same in both places.

• Set verticalMode to false to launch the script in Horizontal Mode.

• Version 2.5 or prefilling into hidden Steps and Elements only: If you are using DataRaptor to prefill data into the OmniScript, set
DRBundle equal to the DataRaptor Interface (Bundle) name. If you are not using DataRaptor to prefill data, delete
strPrefillDataRaptorBundle="DRBundle" from the code.

4. Click Save.

Creating a Community User From an Application

The housing community will provide clients with a self-service portal to interact with the agency and property management.

It is possible to automate the creation of an external (Salesforce Community) user after a prospective tenant fills out the initial intake
form, requesting assistance. If you would like to automate that user creation, follow these steps.

To create an external user when a form is submitted:

1. Add a Remote Action to the end of the OmniScript and configure the settings as follows:

Remote Class = ExternalUserSelfRegistration
Remote Method = selfReg

2. Create elements in the OmniScript for Username and Password. Alternatively, if an email address is already an element in the
form, you can set the email address as the username. If no password element is added, a system-generated email will be sent to the
user with instructions for setting up their password for the portal. There are two optional remote options to add as Key/Value pairs:

• profileId: To create a user with a different profile than the default one set up in the community, enter profileId as the key and
the Id of the profile as the value.

• sendEmail: To decide if a confirmation email is sent to new user, enter a boolean in the value field.

3. Create a Pre-Transform DataRaptor Interface to add to the remote action. The purpose of the Pre-Transform DataRaptor Interface is
to map fields in the application (such as Name, Email, Password) to the required inputs for registration.

OmniScript Element Reference
This guide contains explanations of the different elements that can be added to an OmniScript. Each element uses an extendable
Lightning web component or customizable HTML template. There are separate templates used for Lightning Player and Classic Player.
Classic Player is no longer supported, however, Classic templates for Summer 17 and v15 are still available.

Beginning with Vlocity Insurance and Vlocity Health Summer '18, OmniScript templates can be installed directly from within your org.
To install the templates, see Installing Vlocity Templates.
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To download Lightning Player and Classic Player templates, see Downloading OmniScript Vlocity Templates.

• Action Block (see Action Block)

• Aggregates (see Creating a Formula or Aggregate in an OmniScript)

• Blocks

• Calculations (see Integrating OmniScript with Vlocity Calculations using the Calculation Action)

• Checkbox (see OmniScript Input Components)

• Currency (see OmniScript Input Components)

• Custom LWC (see Custom LWC Element)

• DataRaptor Extract Action

• DataRaptor Post Action

• DataRaptor Transform Action

• DataRaptor Turbo Action

• Date (see OmniScript Input Components)

• Date/Time (Local) (see OmniScript Input Components)

• Delete Action (see Delete Action )

• Disclosure (see OmniScript Input Components)

• DocuSign Envelope Action (see Preparing DocuSign Documents)

• DocuSign Signature Action (see Preparing DocuSign Documents)

• Done Action (see OmniScript Done Action)

• Edit Block (see Using OmniScript Edit Blocks)

• Email

• Email Action (see OmniScript Email Action)

• File (see Adding a File Component to the Structure of an OmniScript)

• Formulas (see Creating Formula Fields in an OmniScript)

• Geolocation (see OmniScript Function Components)

• Headline (see OmniScript Display Components)

• HTTP Action

• Image (see OmniScript Display Components)

• Input Block (see OmniScript Group Components)

• Integration Procedure Action (see OmniScript Integration Procedure Action)

• Intelligence Action

• Line Break (see OmniScript Display Components)
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• List Merge Action (see OmniScript Component Definitions)

• Lookup (see Working with Lookup Query Configurations)

• Matrix Action (see OmniScript Matrix Action)

• Multi-select (see OmniScript Input Components)

• Navigate Action (see Navigate Action)

• Number (see OmniScript Input Components)

• OmniForm

• OmniScript (see OmniScript Action Components)

• Password (see OmniScript Input Components)

• PDF Action (seeAdding a PDF Action to the OmniScript)

• Post to Object Action (See Posting Data to the Application Object using the Post to Object Action)

• Radio (see OmniScript Input Components)

• Radio Group (see OmniScript Group Component)

• Range (see OmniScript Input Components)

• Remote Action (see OmniScript Remote Action)

• Response Action

• Rest Action (see HTTP Action)

• Review Action (see OmniScript Review Action)

• Select (see OmniScripts Select Element)

• Selectable Items (see OmniScript Group Components)

• Set Errors (see Setting Errors In an OmniScript)

• Set Values (see Setting Values in an OmniScript)

• Signature (see OmniScript Input Components)

• Step

• Telephone (see OmniScript Input Components)

• Text (see OmniScript Input Components)

• Text Area (see OmniScript Input Components)

• Text Block (see OmniScript Input Components)

• Time (see OmniScript Input Components)

• Type Ahead Block (see Adding a Type Ahead Block)

• URL (see OmniScripts URL Element)
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Adding OmniScript Elements to an Upgraded Org

To use new elements after upgrading an org, add OmniScript elements to the OmniScript Element Type picklist. This article describes
the process of adding elements and provides a list of the added elements by release.

Common OmniScript Element Properties Definitions

Each element also includes an extensible Property set that is specific to the type of element. Use the Properties pane on the Designer
to edit these properties. Some common element properties are not available in certain elements.

Setup and Script Configuration Reference

The Script Configuration defines the Name, Type, SubType, Language, and Currency of an OmniScript. The Script Configuration also
provides multiple configuration options that enable a User to define both the appearance and behavior of the OmniScript further.

OmniScript Action Elements

This page contains a table explaining the available OmniScript elements listed under the Actions section.

OmniScript Display Elements

This page contains a table explaining the available OmniScript elements listed under the Display section.

OmniScript Function Elements

This page contains a table explaining the available OmniScript elements listed under the Function section.

OmniScript Group Elements

This page contains a table explaining the available OmniScript elements listed under the Groups section.

OmniScript Input Elements

This page contains a table explaining the available OmniScript elements listed under the Inputs section. Lightning Player and Newport
Player templates are available for all Input components.

Adding OmniScript Elements to an Upgraded Org

To use new elements after upgrading an org, add OmniScript elements to the OmniScript Element Type picklist. This article describes
the process of adding elements and provides a list of the added elements by release.

1. Click Setup.

2. In the Quick Find/Search box enter Object, and click Object Manager.

3. Click Vlocity OmniScript Element.
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4. Click Fields & Relationships.

5. Click the Type Picklist field.

6. Scroll down to the Values section, and click New.
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7. Enter the new Element name to the picklist, and click Save.

Common OmniScript Element Properties Definitions

Each element also includes an extensible Property set that is specific to the type of element. Use the Properties pane on the Designer
to edit these properties. Some common element properties are not available in certain elements.

ExampleDescriptionProperty

Conditionally Display Elements Using the
Conditional View Property.

Add additional test conditions to an
element's Conditional View.

Add Condition

n/aGroup conditions to create complex
expressions. A group enables a set of

Add Group

conditionals to have a separate AND/OR
operator. For example, there can be two
groups ORed together, but inside of each
group there can be an AND to ensure the
group tests are true.

n/aData JSON can prefill the element when it
is hidden by a conditional.

Available For Prefill When Hidden

n/aEnable users to autocomplete values
according to the input's information type.

Autocomplete

For example, adding tel  to a Telephone
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ExampleDescriptionProperty

input element enables autocomplete for
telephone numbers. For a full list of
attributes, see
https://developer.mozilla.org/en-US/docs/Web/HTML/Attributes/autocomplete.

Conditionally Display Elements Using the
Conditional View Property.

If conditions in this field are met, the
element displays become editable or are
marked as required. The Value field supports
merge syntax.

Conditional View

Conditionally Display Elements Using the
Conditional View Property

Condition types determine whether an
element shows disables read-only or
becomes required when the conditions
evaluate to true.

Conditional Type

n/aDisplay width of the control on the page,
using a range of 1-12.

Control Width

Set a Default Value for an ElementSets a default value for the element. If the
element has been prefilled with a value, it

Default Value:

will not be overwritten by the default value.
Supports merge syntax.

n/aThe unique identifier for the element.
Element Names cannot contain spaces and
must be unique in an OmniScript.

Element Name

n/aDisplayed if the Label outside of field
checkbox is checked. Specifies the width of

Field Width

the input field separate from the Control
Width. Useful if the label is longer than the
expected input.

n/aThe text displayed when the user hovers
over the help icon.

Help Text

n/aDetermines if a help icon is displayed to the
user.

Help

n/aSpecifies the help text's position.Help Text Position

n/aFor input components, specifies whether
the label displays outside the field. Valid only
when using the Lightning Experience.

Label outside of field
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ExampleDescriptionProperty

n/aDisplay label for the control.Label

n/aSets the format for user input, for example,
(999)999-9999.

Mask

n/aMaximum number of characters the user
can enter.

Maximum Length

n/aMinimum number of characters the user
can enter.

Minimum Length

n/aAn array of input selections for drop-down,
multi-select, and radio button controls.

Options

n/aMessage displayed if the input does not
match the expression.

Pattern Error Text

Regular ExpressionsThe pattern flag is used to enforce data
validation before submitting. Currently,

Pattern

complex patterns are not supported, but
simple pattern matching works. The
patterns accept regular expressions (regex),
and custom error text.

n/aDisplays placeholder text in empty fields.
Placeholder text is not applicable if masking
is enabled.

Placeholder

n/aIf true, the user cannot modify the value in
the field.

Read Only

Prefill Repeatable BlocksIf true for an element or block, a user can
click + to copy the element or blocks of
elements on the form.

Repeat

n/aIf true, any values from the element or block
of elements are copied to repeated
instances of the element or block.

Repeat Clone

n/aSpecifies the number of times this element
can be repeated. For example, to set a

Repeat Limit

maximum of two repetitions, set Repeat
Limit to 1.
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ExampleDescriptionProperty

n/aSpecifies whether the user must enter a
value in order to submit the form.

Required

n/aDetermines whether multiple conditions
must be met to render an OS. When set to

Show/Hide Operator

All Conditions Are Met, an AND operator
checks if all conditions are valid. When set
to Any Condition Is Met, an OR operator
checks if any of the conditions are valid.

n/aDisplay the message inline or as a toast.Show Message As

n/aDetermines the persistence of the toast.
Sticky mode shows the toast until the user

Toast Mode

closes the message. Pester displays the toast
for three seconds. Dismissable displays the
toast for three seconds or until the user
closes it.

Setup and Script Configuration Reference

The Script Configuration defines the Name, Type, SubType, Language, and Currency of an OmniScript. The Script Configuration also
provides multiple configuration options that enable a User to define both the appearance and behavior of the OmniScript further.

Beginning with the Vlocity Insurance and Health Spring '20, the Vlocity LWC OmniScript Designer enables you to preview dynamic web
forms as you build them using a drag-and-drop interface with WYSIWYG editing.

Note: When creating or editing an OmniScript in the LWC OS Designer, see script configuration properties in the Setup panel.

Setup Properties Exclusive to the LWC OmniScript Designer

DescriptionProperty

Enter the name of a static resource that contains a CSS file to apply
custom SLDS styling.

Custom Lightning Stylesheet File Name

Enter the name of a static resource that contains a CSS file to apply
custom Newport styling.

Custom Newport Stylesheet File Name

Sets a script wide default error message that displays if an error
message for a specific action does not exist.

Default Error Message

Make your OmniScript's URL available to search engines.Enable SEO
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DescriptionProperty

Sets footer buttons to a fixed position on mobile devices.Fixed Footer On Mobile

Override Salesforce's Lightning Design System design tokens.Lightning Design System Design Token Overrides

Select On to add a smooth scroll animation to your OmniScript.Scroll Animation

Define a business category for a tracking entry. For example,
eCommerce.

Tracking Business Category

Define a business tracking event for a tracking entry. For example,
Payment Plan.

Tracking Business Event

Script Configuration Properties Exclusive to LWC OmniScripts

Beginning with Vlocity Insurance and Vlocity Health Summer '19, OmniScripts support Lightning web components.

ExampleDescriptionProperty

n/aIn LWC OmniScripts, validation runs when
a user clicks out of a field by using the

commitOnChange

Available beginning with Vlocity Insurance
and Health Winter '20 and Vlocity CME
Winter '20.

onBlur function. In Angular OmniScripts,
validation runs when a user types in a field
by using the onChange function.

Activate and Deply OmniScriptsRedeploy an active OmniScript if the
previously generated LWC OmniScript fails
to deploy by clicking Deploy LWC.

Deploy LWC

n/aReview the auto-generated OmniScript LWC
by clicking Download LWC.

Download LWC

Add Custom Lightning Web Components
to an OmniScript

Enables a custom Lightning web
component to override all elements of a
specific Element Type.

Element Type To LWC Component
Mapping

Create an LWC OmniScriptEnables the OmniScript to use the Vlocity
Lightning Web Component framework.

Enable LWC

n/aSends custom parameters as a key/value
pair when an action fires a pub/sub event

Pub/Sub

that enables communication between
Lightning Web Components.
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ExampleDescriptionProperty

Right:Exclusive to LWC OmniScripts using
Lightning styling, set the Step Chart to

Step Chart Placement

display to the right, to the left, or on top of
the OmniScript.

Left:

Top:

Script Configuration Properties

ExampleLWC EnabledDescriptionProperty Label

Configuring the Cancel Link in
an OmniScript

YesEnables customization of the
cancel link's behavior.

Cancel Options

n/aAvailable starting with Vlocity
Insurance and Health Winter '20
and Vlocity CME Winter '20.

Applies text to the console tab
where the OmniScript is
embedded. The Console Tab
Label and Console Tab Icon

Console Tab Label

settings in OmniScript will only
apply if the OmniScript owns the
entire tab or subtab. The
Console Tab Label and Console
Tab Icon settings will not be
used if the OmniScript is
embedded on a page with other
components.
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ExampleLWC EnabledDescriptionProperty Label

n/aAvailable starting with Vlocity
Insurance and Health Winter '20
and Vlocity CME Winter '20.

Applies an icon to the console
tab where the OmniScript is
embedded. The Console Tab
Label and Console Tab Icon

Console Tab Icon

settings in OmniScript will only
apply if the OmniScript owns the
entire tab or subtab. The
Console Tab Label and Console
Tab Icon settings will not be
used if the OmniScript is
embedded on a page with other
components.

In a VisualForce page that
displays an OmniScript, by

YesBy default, OmniScript uses an
org's default currency in single

Currency Code

setting thecurrency orgs and a user's
strOmniScriptCurrencyCode to
a currency code.

currency in multi-currency orgs.
Override the default currency by
configuring the currency code
field. Add the currency code as
a static value or pass it in from a
URL using the
OmniScriptCurrencyCode
parameter. For example, set the
currency code JPY or pass it in
as a URL parameter,
c__OmniScriptCurrencyCode=JPY.

Using Custom TemplatesNoEnter CSS to modify the
OmniScript or enter HTML

Custom HTML Templates

templates to override
OmniScript's default templates.

n/aNoEnter custom JavaScript that is
run, or available, when an
OmniScript initializes.

Custom JavaScript

n/aYesShown on the list view on the
OmniScript Designer home
page.

Description

n/aNoApplies a template override to
every element of a specific type.

Element Type To HTML
Template Mapping

The element type is specified in
the left field, and the template
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ExampleLWC EnabledDescriptionProperty Label

is specified in the field on the
right.

OmniScript Custom Event
Tracking

Available starting with Vlocity
Insurance and Health Winter '20
and Vlocity CME Winter '20.

Enables OmniScript to track how
long steps and actions take. The
times are stored in the Data
JSON.

Enable Tracking

n/aYesEnables a Leave Site? warning to
be triggered by reloading,

Enable Unload Warning

navigating away, or closing the
window.

Customoze OmniScript Error
Messages

NoEnables custom error messages
that replace the default error
messages.

Error Messages

n/aAvailable starting with Vlocity
Insurance and Health Winter '20
and Vlocity CME Winter '20.

Enables picklist values to be
retrieved at script load when
checked. If unchecked, picklists
will be fetched at design time.

Fetch Picklist Values At Script
Load

n/aYesRemoves the Step Chart from
the UI when checked.

Hide Step Chart

Integrat Salesforce Knowledge
with Classic OmniScript

Available starting with Vlocity
Insurance and Health Winter '20
and Vlocity CME Winter '20.

Enables Salesforce Knowledge
to be integrated with
OmniScript.

Knowledge Options

NoDisplays the label outside of the
field when checked.

Label Outside Of Field

Crate Multi-Language
OmniScripts

YesType, SubType, and Language
define the unique identity of the
OmniScript: there can be only

Language

one OmniScript with the same
Type, SubType, and Language
active at any time.

Configure Save OptionsYesEnables saved OmniScript
instances to merge data from

Merge Saved Data JSON

the saved instance into an
updated and redeployed
OmniScript. If left unchecked,
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users start a new instance of the
updated OmniScript.

n/aYesShown on the list view on the
OmniScript Designer home
page.

OmniScript Name

n/aNoEnables the addition of
persistent components,
including Cart and Knowledge.

Persistent Component

Embedding a reusable
OmniScript

YesEnables the OmniScript to be
embedded into another
OmniScript when checked.

Reusable

Save and Resume an OmniScriptAvailable starting with Vlocity
Insurance and Health Winter '20
and Vlocity CME Winter '20.

Enables OmniScript data to be
written to the
OmniScriptInstance__c object,
including the Data JSON, full
JSON, and attachments.

Save Options

Seed Data into an OmniScriptYesSeed Data JSON enables the
OmniScript to be seeded with

Seed Data JSON

data on launch. It does not allow
for referencing other data with
the %element%  syntax or use
of expressions. For more robust
functionality, use the Set Values
action.

n/aYesType, SubType, and Language
define the unique identity of the

SubType

OmniScript: there can be only
one OmniScript with the same
Type, SubType, and Language
active at any time. Special
Characters are not allowed.

n/aYesSends custom parameters as a
key/value pair when an action

Session Storage

fires a session storage event that
enables temporary data storage.
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n/aAvailable starting with Vlocity
Insurance and Health Winter '20
and Vlocity CME Winter '20.

Log custom data to the Vlocity
Tracking Entry table by adding
Key/Value pairs. Requires the
Vlocity Tracking Service to be
enabled in Custom Settings.

Tracking Custom Data

n/aYesType, SubType, and Language
define the unique identity of the

Type

OmniScript: there can be only
one OmniScript with the same
Type, SubType, and Language
active at any time. Special
Characters are not allowed.

n/aNoTo make a custom Visualforce
available in the OmniScript

Visualforce Pages Available
In Preview

preview player dropdown, enter
a Key/Value pair.

n/aYesSends custom parameters as a
key/value pair when an action

Window PostMessage

fires a postMessage event that
enables cross-window
communication.

OmniScript Action Elements

This page contains a table explaining the available OmniScript elements listed under the Actions section.

ReferenceTemplateElement DescriptionElement Name

Integrating OmniScript with
Vlocity Calculations

vlcRemoteAction.html

vlcRemoteActionBtn.html

The Calculation Action element
calls the Vlocity Calculation
Service and DataRaptor; it
returns results to OmniScript.

Calculation Action

DataRaptor Extract ActionvlcRemoteAction.html

vlcRemoteActionBtn.html

The DataRaptor Extract Action
element makes a DataRaptor
outbound call to populate an

DataRaptor Extract Action

OmniScript with data from SFDC
objects. Inputs DataRaptor
Interface name and input
parameters.
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DataRaptor ActionvlcRemoteAction.html

vlcRemoteActionBtn.html

The DataRaptor Post Action
commits data from OmniScript
to SFDC objects. Inputs

DataRaptor Post Action

DataRaptor Interface name, Data
JSON of OmniScript, and
filesMap.

OmniScript DataRaptor
Transform Action

vlcRemoteAction.html

vlcRemoteActionBtn.html

The Data Raptor Transform
Action sends the full OmniScript
Data JSON to DataRaptor and

DataRaptor Transform Action

returns the mapping from the
DataRaptor.

If the data JSON contains a list
of accounts like this:

{
"Account": [

vlcRemoteAction.html

vlcRemoteActionBtn.html

Deletes specified records from
an sObject. Objects are specified
by Id, and best practice is to use
a merge field to refer to an Id or
a list of Ids in the data JSON.

Delete

{
"accId":

["001f400000EPQ8o",
"001f400000BAkbn"]

}
]

}

You can delete it by specifying
the following merge field in the
Path to Id field:
%Account:accId%

To specify messages to be
displayed to users when the
operation succeeds or fails, set
the corresponding fields in the
Error Messages section.

Using the DocuSign Envelope
Action to Email Documents
Signature

vlcRemoteAction.html

vlcRemoteActionBtn.html

The DocuSign Envelope Action
element sends an email that
contains the prefilled
documents for signing or

DocuSign Envelope Action

reviewing. It can be sent to one
or more recipients.

Using the DocuSign Signature
Action to Sign Documents From
Within an OmniScript

vlcRemoteAction.html

vlcRemoteActionBtn.html

The DocuSign Signature Action
element displays a modal
containing a DocuSign
document. The OmniScript user

DocuSign Signature Action
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can sign the document directly
from the modal and download
a PDF of the signed document.

OmniScript Done ActionvlcDoneAction.htmlThe Done Action ends and
OmniScript. It returns the user

Done Action

either to where the script was
launched or a custom URL.

OmniScript Email ActionvlcRemoteAction.html

vlcRemoteActionBtn.html

The Email Action uses the
Salesforce Email API to either
send an email template to the

Email Action

email address of a User, Lead or
Contact or send an email body
defined in the action
configuration to any email
address.

Integration ProceduresvlcRemoteAction.html

vlcRemoteActionBtn.html

The Integration Procedure
Action element allows multiple
actions to be run as a headless

Integration Procedure Action

service (lacking a UI) through
JavaScript or Apex Service.

Navigate ActionOmniScript ReadMe ReferenceNavigate to another page or
component using the Navigate
Action.

Navigate Action

OmniScript Matrix ActionvlcRemoteAction.html

vlcRemoteActionBtn.html

The Matrix Action calls a matrix
through an OmniScript.

Matrix Action

Add a PDF Action to an
OmniScript

vlcRemoteAction.html

vlcRemoteActionBtn.html

The PDF Action element inputs
Data JSON to DataRaptor
Transform. It returns a filled PDF
based on OmniScript elements.

PDF Action

OmniScript Post to Object
Action

vlcRemoteAction.html

vlcObjectPostActionBtn.html

The Post to Object Action
component commits an entire
OmniScript to Application

Post to Object Action

custom object. Inputs full JSON
of OmniScript and filesMap.
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OmniScript Remote ActionvlcRemoteAction.html

vlcRemoteActionBtn.html

The Remote Action element calls
an Apex class that implements
VlocityOpenInterface. Inputs
Data JSON of the OmniScript.

Remote Action

HTTP ActionvlcRemoteAction.html

vlcRemoteActionBtn.html

The HTTP Action calls an HTTP
API that allows Apex, Named
Credentials, SOAP/XML, or Web.

HTTP Action

Inputs Data JSON of the
OmniScript.

OmniScript Review ActionvlcRemoteAction.html

vlcRemoteActionBtn.html

The Review Action component
navigates to a redirect page
containing Data JSON of the
OmniScript.

Review Action

Set Errors in an OmniScriptvlcEmpty.htmlThe Set Errors element handles
failures from users of the
OmniScript.

Set Errors

Set Values in an OmniScriptvlcEmpty.htmlSet Values handles values of
elements on a hidden node,
current, or future step.

Set Values

Common Action Element Properties

Action elements can be either rendered as a button when placed in a Step or Block or run remotely if placed between steps. In either
case, you can specify a redirect page, where the user can proceed to the next Step or Action, or if a button, back to the source Step.

Calculation Action

Call a Vlocity Calculation Procedure directly from an OmniScript using the Calculation Action.

DataRaptor Extract Action

Invoke a DataRaptor Extract to retrieve data from one or more related Salesforce objects. You can also use formulas and complex
field mappings.

DataRaptor Post Action

Invoke a DataRaptor Load action to write data to one or more Salesforce objects.

DataRaptor Transform Action

Invoke a DataRaptor Transform to restructure, rename, and convert data. Unlike DataRaptor Extracts and Loads, Transforms do not
read or write Salesforce data.

DataRaptor Turbo Action

Beginning with Vlocity Insurance and Health Spring '20, Invoke a DataRaptor Turbo Extract to retrieve data from a single Salesforce
object. Unlike a standard DataRaptor Extract, a DataRaptor Turbo Extract doesn't support formulas or complex field mappings.
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Delete Action

Enable users to delete one or more sObject records by using the Delete Action. Use an Object's Record Id to determine which record
to delete. Vlocity recommends using a merge field in the Path to Id field that refers to an Id or a list of Ids in the data JSON.

DocuSign Envelope Action Properties

This page contains information on DocuSign Envelope Action Properties.

DocuSign Signature Action Properties

This page contains information on DocuSign Signature Action Properties.

Done Action

The Done Action ends the OmniScript and returns the user either to where the script was launched or a custom URL. This page
explains the settings to configure for the Done Action.

Email Action

The OmniScript Email Action uses the Salesforce Email API to either send an email template to the email address of a User, Lead, or
Contact or to send an email body defined in the action configuration to any email address.

HTTP Action

Call internal and external web services from OmniScript without coding or making Salesforce API calls using the HTTP Action.

Integration Procedure Action

Invoke an Integration Procedure to retrieve Salesforce data and external data.

Navigate Action

Navigate to various Salesforce experiences from OmniScript using the Navigate Action element.

Matrix Action

The OmniScript Matrix Action enables you to retrieve a value from a calculation matrix by specifying the required input parameters.

Remote Action

Call Apex classes from OmniScript using the Remote Action element.

Review Action

Skip Elements—Hides Steps, Blocks, or individual Elements from the Review page. To configure this element:

Set Errors Properties

This page contains information on Set Errors Action Properties.

Set Values Properties

This page contains information on Set Values Properties.

Common Action Element Properties

Action elements can be either rendered as a button when placed in a Step or Block or run remotely if placed between steps. In either
case, you can specify a redirect page, where the user can proceed to the next Step or Action, or if a button, back to the source Step.

Common Action Properties

DescriptionProperty

The label on the button, or, if running remotely, the heading of the
Action block.

Label
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DescriptionProperty

Custom redirect page name. Upon success, the script navigates to
this page. Leave blank to bypass the redirect page.

Redirect Page Name

HTML template of the redirect page. Vlocity provides templates
for redirect pages, or you can create your own.

Redirect Template URL

Determines whether validation runs on the script or Step before
the Action is invoked. Select Submit to validate the entire script

Validation Required

or Step to validate only the Step that the button is on. When set
to Step, the Action will be clickable once all required fields within
the Step contain valid input. Select None to bypass validation.

Configure the response behavior of the action.Invoke Mode

Default: The Action blocks the UI with a loading spinner.

Non-Blocking: The Action runs asynchronously, and the response
is applied to the UI. Pre and Post DataRaptor transforms, and large
attachments are not supported.

Fire and Forget: The Action runs asynchronously with no callback
to the UI. Pre and Post DataRaptor transforms, and large
attachments are not supported. A response will still appear in the
debug console but will not be applied to the Data JSON.

All Action elements support conditional view.Conditional View

Communicate with OmniScript from a custom LWC by sending
key-value pairs. Use the events passed in the key-value pairs to
trigger custom behavior in a component.

Pub/Sub

Send information to a Session Storage object using key-value pairs.
A session storage object clears when a page session ends.

Session Storage

Send information from an element to a window object in key-value
pairs.

Window Post Message

Define a business category for a tracking entry. For example,
eCommerce.

Tracking Business Category

Define a business tracking event for a tracking entry. For example,
Payment Plan.

Tracking Business Event
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User Message Properties

Actions that run remotely and between steps, or before the first Step is run, contain these User Message properties.

DescriptionProperty

Enables an input of custom action messages.Enable Action Message

Enables the Abort functionality to override the default Go Back
functionality. Users will then only be able to abort the OmniScript
if the Action fails.

Enable Default Abort

Label of the continue button if the Action fails, and the Enable
Default Abort checkbox is checked.

Failure NextLabel

Label of the abort button if the Action fails, and the Enable Default
Abort checkbox is checked.

Failure Abort Label

Confirmation message displayed after user clicks abort button.Failure Abort Message

Label of the Go Back button if the Action fails. The default behavior
enables users to return to the previous Step unless there are no

Failure Go Back Label

previous steps, or the Enable Default Abort checkbox has been
checked.

Message displayed while the Action is being executed. This
property is exclusive to Angular OmniScripts.

In Progress Message:

Message displayed upon success.Post Message

Label of the next button on the redirect page.Redirect Next Label

Width of the next button on the redirect page.Redirect Next Width

Whether to check the validation of the script before the Action is
invoked. Default is Submit. Leave blank to bypass validation.

Validation Required

Redirect Properties

Actions that are placed in Steps and render as buttons contain these common elements.

DescriptionProperty

Controls the width of the button.Control Width
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DescriptionProperty

The label of the previous button on the redirect page.Redirect Previous Label

The width of the previous button on the redirect page.Redirect Previous Width

Send and Response Transformations

Send and Response Transformations are properties available on a variety of OmniScript remote actions. They provide flexibility in trimming
and reparenting the request and response JSON. For more information on how to use Send and Response Transformations, see
Manipulating JSON with the Send and Response Transformations Property.

DescriptionProperty

This property enables one node of the OmniScript Data JSON to
be sent, rather than the entire JSON. Specify the node name in this
property.

Send JSON Path

This property allows you to specify the root node name in the
outgoing response. For example, if your OmniScript had a

Send JSON Node

Customer  node at the root, you could relabel the node to
CustomerAccount.

In situations where a more complete transformation of the JSON
is required, you can specify a DataRaptor transform interface. The

Pre-Transform DataRaptor

service will run on the server, and then return the request body to
the client for sending.

Works identically to the Pre-Transform, except the transformation
is applied to the response body before merging into the Data JSON.

Post-Transform DataRaptor

This property allows you to trim the incoming JSON. For example,
if the response has a three-level hierarchy, and you only want one

Response JSON Path

of the nodes, you can specific the path you like to extract. The
syntax is node:node:node (colon-separated).

This property allows you to reparent the incoming JSON to a node
within the OmniScript JSON. Specific the OmniScript element name
which will be the new root node for the response JSON.

Response JSON Node

Selecting an Invoke Mode

Enable actions to run asynchronously, block users from advancing to a future Step, and modify by selecting an invoke mode.

Invoke Mode enables you to configure the response behavior of an action.
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Available in:

• Remote Action

• Integration Procedure Action

DescriptionProperty

The Action blocks the UI with a loading spinner.Default

The Action runs asynchronously, and the response is applied to
the UI. Pre and Post DataRaptor transforms, and large attachments
are not supported.

Non-Blocking

The Action runs asynchronously with no callback to the UI. Pre and
Post DataRaptor transforms, and large attachments are not

Fire and Forget

supported. A response will still appear in the debug console but
will not be applied to the Data JSON.

Extra Payload

ExtraPayload is an additional property available for the actions listed below. The script configurator can set up extra payload to be sent
while making the call. This property supports merge fields.

• Remote Action

• Calculation Action

• Integration Procedure Action

• HTTP Action

Add an Action Message

Display an action message beneath the loading spinner while the action is running.Beginning with Vlocity Insurance and Health
Winter '20 and Vlocity CME Winter '20, LWC OmniScripts support custom Action messages.

Messaging Framework

Communicate between an OmniScript, windows, Lightning web components, and OmniScript elements using window post messages,
session storage messages, and PubSub messaging.

Add an Action Message
Display an action message beneath the loading spinner while the action is running.Beginning with Vlocity Insurance and Health Winter
'20 and Vlocity CME Winter '20, LWC OmniScripts support custom Action messages.

1. In an Action, expand the User Messages property.

2. Check Enable Action Message.

3. In Action Message, enter a custom message, or leave the default message.
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Messaging Framework
Communicate between an OmniScript, windows, Lightning web components, and OmniScript elements using window post messages,
session storage messages, and PubSub messaging.

Determine which object or component needs to handle and use data, and use the corresponding property from this table:

ExampleObject or ComponentDescriptionProperty

Message with Window Post
Messages and Session Storage
Messages

Window objectSend information from an
element to a window object in
key-value pairs.

Window postMessage

Communicate with OmniScript
from a Lightning Web
Component

Lightning Web ComponentsCommunicate with OmniScript
from a custom LWC by sending
key-value pairs. Use the events
passed in the key-value pairs to

Pub/Sub

trigger custom behavior in a
component.

Message with Window Post
Messages and Session Storage
Messages

Session Storage objectSend information to a Session
Storage object using key-value
pairs. A session storage object
clears when a page session ends.

Session Storage

For information on communicating with an LWC from an embedded LWC OmniScript, see Embed an OmniScript Lightning Web
Component in a Lightning Web Component.

Communicate with OmniScript from a Lightning Web Component

Send data from OmniScript Actions and Steps to other LWCs using the Pub/Sub property.

Message with Window Post Messages and Session Storage Messages

Communicate between OmniScript, windows, and components with window post messages and session storage messages.

Communicate with OmniScript from a Lightning Web Component
Send data from OmniScript Actions and Steps to other LWCs using the Pub/Sub property.

The Pub/Sub property enables Action elements and Step elements to send data in Key-Value pairs to other LWCs. LWCs must register
the OmniScript component's event name and add code to handle the data sent from the event.

Before You Begin

Review the Salesforce documentation on using PubSub. See Communicate Between Components.

Note: Beginning with Vlocity Insurance and Health Spring '20, the Step element supports the Pub/Sub property.

1. In an OmniScript Action or Step, select the Messaging Framework and check Pub/Sub.

2. In the Key and Value fields, configure which data to pass to another LWC.

a. In the Key field, enter a name to store the value.

b. In the Value field, enter data to pass to the LWC. The field accepts merge syntax.
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Step ExampleAction Example

Pass data from an element within the Step using merge syntax.
For example, to pass a Text element named Text1, enter
%Text1%  in the Value field.

Pass data from the Action's response in the value field using
merge syntax. For example, to pass the response node
"accountId", enter %accountId%  in the Value field.

3. Activate the OmniScript.

4. In an LWC that receives data from the Action or Step, import the pubsub module. Using this example, replace ns  with the namespace
of your Vlocity package.

import pubsub from 'ns/pubsub';

5. In the LWC, register the pubsub event. The even must register after the component renders.

Step pubsub EventAction pubsub Event

pubsub.register('omniscript_step', {
data:

pubsub.register('omniscript_action', {
data: this.handleOmniAction.bind(this),

}); this.handleOmniStepLoadData.bind(this),
});

6. In the LWC, create a pubsub event handler.

Step Event Handler ExampleAction Event Handler Example

handleOmniStepLoadData(data) {
// perform logic to handle the pubsub

handleOmniAction(data) {
// perform logic to handle the Action's

data from the Step
}

response data
}
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7. (Optional) If different Actions or Steps require different logic in the code, use a switch statement to determine how to handle the
event. For information on switch statements, see switch.

Step ExampleAction Example

Access the Step's Element Name using data.name.

handleOmniStepLoadData(data) {
switch(data.name) {

Access the Action's Element Name using data.name.

handleOmniAction(data) {
switch(data.name) {

case 'FirstStep':case 'SomeNameForAction':
this.handleSomeNameForAction(data);

this.handleOmniFirstStepLoadData(data);break;
break;case 'SomeNameForAction2':

case 'SecondStep':this.handleSomeNameForAction2(data);

this.handleOmniSecondStepLoadData(data);break;
break;default:

default:// handle default case
// handle default case}

}}
}

handleSomeNameForAction(data) {
handleOmniFirstStepLoadData(data) {// perform some logic specific to

// perform some logic specific when aSomeNameForAction action
Step element which name is// that has element name =

// FirstStep is loaded"SomeNameForAction"
}}

handleOmniSecondStepLoadData(data) {handleSomeNameForAction2(data) {
// perform some logic specific when a// perform some logic specific to

Step element which name isSomeNameForAction2 action
// SecondStep is loaded

}
// that has element name =

"SomeNameForAction2"
}

n/aAccess the Action's Element Type using data.type.

handleOmniAction(data) {
switch(data.type) {
case 'Integration Procedure Action':

this.handleIPActionPubsubEvents(data);
break;

case 'Remote Action':

this.handleRemoteActionPubsubEvents(data);

break;
default:
// handle default case

}
}
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Step ExampleAction Example

handleIPActionPubsubEvents(data) {
// perform some logic specific to

Integration Procedure Actions
}

handleRemoteActionPubsubEvents(data) {
// perform some logic specific to

Remote Actions
}

Message with Window Post Messages and Session Storage Messages
Communicate between OmniScript, windows, and components with window post messages and session storage messages.

Pass element information and data JSON from OmniScript elements containing the window post message, session storage message,
and LWC Pub/Sub message. For information on using the pub/sub message in OmniScript, see Communicate with OmniScript from a
Lightning Web Component.

Beginning with Vlocity CME Spring '20, Step elements support the use of window post messages, session storage messages, and messages.
However, the properties do not appear in the properties section of the element.

Note: Beginning with Vlocity Insurance and Health Spring '20, the wpm, ssm, and message properties appear in the Step element's
default properties.

1. To add window post messages or session storage messages:

a. In the element, check the Window Post Message checkbox or the Session Storage Message checkbox. Once enabled, the
default messaging sends the name of the element and the type of the element.

Default Messaging:

{
Type: <element_type>,
OmniEleName: <element_name>

}

b. (Optional) In the Messages property, add additional messaging to the node by entering a Key/Value pair. The Value field accepts
merge syntax. For information on merge fields, see Access OmniScript Data JSON with Merge Fields.

c. (Optional) Beginning with Vlocity Insurance and Health and Vlocity CME Summer '20, pass a value in the c__messagingKey URL
parameter to change the node that stores the messaging payload for window.postMessage and session storage message.

2. To add messages to a Step:

a. In the Step's properties, click Edit Properties as JSON.

b. Paste in the following JSON before the closing curly bracket:

"wpm": false,
"ssm": false,
"message": {}
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c. Enable WPM or SSM by setting the value equal to true.

"wpm": true

d. Add additional key/value pairs inside the message object.

"message": {"Account":%AccountId%, "Status": %AccountStatus%}

Preview the OmniScript and test the messaging behavior by inspecting the browser.

Calculation Action

Call a Vlocity Calculation Procedure directly from an OmniScript using the Calculation Action.

When the action executes, inputs from the form are sent to the Procedure—either directly or through a DataRaptor pretransform
service—and the output is returned to the OmniScript—either directly or through a DataRaptor post-transform service.

Before you Begin

Create a Calculation Procedure. See Calculation Procedures and Matrices.

1. Add a Calculation Action to the OmniScript canvas, and add a Name.

2. In Remote Properties, in the Remote Class field, enter NS.PricingMatrixCalculationService, and replace NS with
the namespace of your Vlocity package.
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3. In the Remote Method field, enter calculate.

4. In the Configuration Name field, enter the name of a Calculation Procedure.
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5. (Optional) In the Pre-Transform DataRaptor Interface field, enter a DataRaptor that transforms the jSON node names being sent
to the Calculation procedure. This step is not necessary if the existing JSON matches the Calculation Procedure's Variable Ids.

6. (Optional) In the Post-Transform DataRaptor Interface field, enter a DataRaptor that transforms the response from the Calculation
Procedure to match elements in the OmniScript. This step is not necessary if the response JSON matches elements in the OmniScript.
For more information on prefiling, see Prefill OmniScript Elements using DataRaptor.

7. (Optional) Check Include Inputs if the OmniScript elements sent to the calculation procedure are at the Step level of the OmniScript.

8. (Optional) Check Match Input Variables to debug and ensure the input data being sent to the Calculation Procedure matches the
input variables in the procedure. If an input variable is missing an exception is thrown.

9. To test this Calculation:

a. Run the script in Preview mode or launch it from a Contact record.

b. Answer the questions as follows:

c. Fill out the Eligibility step as follows:
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Example: The example OmniScript below uses a Calculation Action (Call Calculation Procedure) to calculate the discounted Base
and Adjusted monthly rental charges that the applicant is eligible to receive. The name of the Calculation Procedure is entered in
the configurationName property.

Eligibility data from the form, such as income, program type, and number of family members is passed into the HEPreTransform
DataRaptor transform interface, where it is transformed into the Input JSON that the Calculation procedure is expecting. Click the
link icon next to HEPreTransform to view the DataRaptor interface:

When the Calculation Action executes, the Procedure (Calculate Housing Benefit) runs and returns a JSON that fills the results into
the script. Any variable in the Procedure that is included in the Calculation Output will be sent back to the OmniScript.

Here are the Calculation Steps in the Calculate Housing Benefit Procedure:
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...and the returned JSON (this can be found by clicking Simulate on the Procedure. See the Matrices for correct inputs):

If the elements on the OmniScript that are being sent to the Calculation Procedure exactly match the Variable Ids in the procedure
and are at the Step level of the OmniScript (not in a block), you don't need to create a Pre-Transform interface. Otherwise, implement
a Pre-Transform interface to format the JSON for the calculation procedure.

If the elements that will be filled by the output of the script are located in a step or block called "output" with a nested block called
"calculationResults" with Variable Id's that match the OmniScript elements, you don't need to create a Post-Transform interface.
Otherwise, implement a Post-Transform interface to format the JSON coming from the Calculation Procedure to match the JSON
structure of the OmniScript.

Calculation Action Properties

This page contains information on Calculation Action Properties.

Calculation Action Properties
This page contains information on Calculation Action Properties.

DescriptionProperty

Specify the
namespace.PricingMatrixCalculationService

Remote Class

class, where namespace is vlocity_cmt, vlocity_ins,
or vlocity_ps.

Specify the calculate  method.Remote Method

Optional timeout in milliseconds. The default is 30000, equivalent
to five minutes.

Remote Timeout (ms)

Enables the action to send Extra Payload's Key/Value pairs without
including the OmniScript's data JSON.

Send Only Extra Payload
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DescriptionProperty

Name of the calculation procedure.Configuration Name

Check if the OmniScript elements sent to the calculation procedure
are at the Step level of the OmniScript (not in a block).

Include Inputs

An optional DataRaptor Transform that prepares input data for the
calculation procedure. Beginning with Vlocity Insurance and Health
Spring '20, this property appears in the Remote Properties section.

Pre-Transform DataRaptor Interface

An optional DataRaptor Transform that reformats output data from
the calculation procedure. Beginning with Vlocity Insurance and

Post-Transform DataRaptor Interface

Health Spring '20, this property appears in the Remote Properties
section.

Check if the OmniScript elements sent to the calculation procedure
exactly match the Variable Ids in the procedure.

Match Input Variables

Sends additional Key/Value pairs. Supports merge field syntax.Extra Payload

Key/value pairs that specify additional class invocation options.Remote Options

DataRaptor Extract Action

Invoke a DataRaptor Extract to retrieve data from one or more related Salesforce objects. You can also use formulas and complex field
mappings.

For a non-LWC OmniScript, you must create the DataRaptor Extract to be called before creating the DataRaptor Extract Action. For an
LWC OmniScript, if the DataRaptor Extract doesn't already exist, you can create it by clicking Create New DataRaptor immediately after
dragging the DataRaptor Extract Action into the OmniScript structure panel.

1. Drag the DataRaptor Extract Action into the OmniScript's structure panel.

2. To select the DataRaptor Extract to be called, click in the DataRaptor Interface field and select from the list. You can type in the
field to filter the list.

3. Provide any input parameters the DataRaptor Extract requires. Each Data Source field must match a DataRaptor Extract input
parameter. Each Filter Value must match values in the sObject field to which the input parameter refers.

4. Use the Response Transformations properties to trim or rename the output JSON. See Manipulate JSON with the Send/Response
Transformations Properties.

DataRaptor Extract Action Properties

This page contains information on Integration Procedure Action Properties.

DataRaptor Extract Action Properties
This page contains information on Integration Procedure Action Properties.
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DescriptionProperty

Name of the DataRaptor Extract being called.DataRaptor Interface

Name of a JSON node that provides input for the DataRaptor
Extract.

Data Source

Value of the JSON node that provides input for the DataRaptor
Extract.

Filter Value

DataRaptor Post Action

Invoke a DataRaptor Load action to write data to one or more Salesforce objects.

For a non-LWC OmniScript, you must create the DataRaptor Load to be called before creating the DataRaptor Post Action. For an LWC
OmniScript, if the DataRaptor Load doesn't already exist, you can create it by clicking Create New DataRaptor immediately after
dragging the DataRaptor Post Action into the OmniScript structure panel.

1. Drag the DataRaptor Post Action into the OmniScript's structure panel.

2. To select the DataRaptor Load to be called, click in the DataRaptor Interface field and select from the list. You can type in the field
to filter the list.

3. Use the Send Transformations properties to trim or rename the input JSON so it has the structure the DataRaptor Load expects. See
Manipulate JSON with the Send/Response Transformations Properties.

DataRaptor Post Action Properties

This page contains information on DataRaptor Post Action Properties.

DataRaptor Post Action Properties
This page contains information on DataRaptor Post Action Properties.

DescriptionProperty

Name of the DataRaptor Load being called.DataRaptor Interface

DataRaptor Transform Action

Invoke a DataRaptor Transform to restructure, rename, and convert data. Unlike DataRaptor Extracts and Loads, Transforms do not read
or write Salesforce data.

For a non-LWC OmniScript, you must create the DataRaptor Transform to be called before creating the DataRaptor Transform Action.
For an LWC OmniScript, if the DataRaptor Transform doesn't already exist, you can create it by clicking Create New DataRaptor
immediately after dragging the DataRaptor Transform into the OmniScript structure panel.

1. Drag the DataRaptor Transform Action into the OmniScript's structure panel.

2. To select the DataRaptor Transform to be called, click in the DataRaptor Interface field and select from the list. You can type in the
field to filter the list.
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3. Use the Send/Response Transformations properties to trim or rename the input JSON so it has the structure the DataRaptor Transform
expects. Or you can trim or rename the output JSON for a subsequent OmniScript step. See Manipulate JSON with the Send/Response
Transformations Properties.

DataRaptor Transform Action Properties

This page contains information on DataRaptor Transform Action Properties.

DataRaptor Transform Action Properties
This page contains information on DataRaptor Transform Action Properties.

DescriptionProperty

Name of the DataRaptor Transform being called.DataRaptor Interface

DataRaptor Turbo Action

Beginning with Vlocity Insurance and Health Spring '20, Invoke a DataRaptor Turbo Extract to retrieve data from a single Salesforce object.
Unlike a standard DataRaptor Extract, a DataRaptor Turbo Extract doesn't support formulas or complex field mappings.

For a non-LWC OmniScript, you must create the DataRaptor Turbo Extract to be called before creating the DataRaptor Turbo Action. For
an LWC OmniScript, if the DataRaptor Turbo Extract doesn't already exist, you can create it by clicking Create New DataRaptor
immediately after dragging the DataRaptor Turbo Action into the OmniScript structure panel.

1. Drag the DataRaptor Turbo Action into the OmniScript's structure panel.

2. To select the DataRaptor Turbo Extract to be called, click in the DataRaptor Interface field and select from the list. You can type in
the field to filter the list.

3. Provide any input parameters the DataRaptor Turbo Extract requires. Each Data Source field must match a DataRaptor Turbo Extract
input parameter. Each Filter Value must match values in the sObject field to which the input parameter refers.

Note: DataRaptor Turbo Extracts return objects in a nested array format.
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4. (Optional) In the Response JSON Path field, enter the name of the object returned in the Action's response. Append a | delimiter
and a number  to access the correct instance in the nested array. This enables OmniScripts to prefill elements.

Response JSON Path ExampleDataRaptor Turbo Extract JSON Example

Account|1{
"Account": [
{
"RecordTypeId": "0125w000001NgyvAAC",

"Phone": "5105551223",
"Name": "Aileen Lee",
"Id": "0015w00002D8iCAAAZ"

}
]

}

5. (Optional) In the Response JSON Node field, enter VlocityNoRootNode. This ensures the object is not nested. See Manipulate
JSON with the Send/Response Transformations Properties.

6. Preview the OmniScript to test the DataRaptor Turbo Action.

DataRaptor Turbo Action Properties

This page contains information on DataRaptor Turbo Action Properties.
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DataRaptor Turbo Action Properties
This page contains information on DataRaptor Turbo Action Properties.

DescriptionProperty

Name of the DataRaptor Turbo Extract being called.DataRaptor Interface

Name of a JSON node that provides input for the DataRaptor Turbo
Extract.

Data Source

Value of the JSON node that provides input for the DataRaptor
Turbo Extract.

Filter Value

Delete Action

Enable users to delete one or more sObject records by using the Delete Action. Use an Object's Record Id to determine which record to
delete. Vlocity recommends using a merge field in the Path to Id field that refers to an Id or a list of Ids in the data JSON.

1. Preview the OmniScript and identify the JSON path for the record. For example, this data JSON contains a list of Accounts:

{ "Account": { "accId": ["001f400000EPQ8o", "001f400000BAkbn"] } }

2. In the Delete Action properties, click Add sObject to Delete.

3. In the Type column, select an Object.

4. In the Path to Id field, enter the JSON path  for the record id using merge field syntax. Using the Account example, the path to
delete the array of Account ids is: %Account:accId%.

5. Preview the OmniScript and use a test record's id to test the functionality.

Confirm Record Deletion

Enable users to confirm the deletion of a record using the Confirmation Modal.

Display Messages from a Delete Action

Display messages when the operation succeeds or fails by configuring these fields in the Error Messages section:

Delete Action Properties

This page contains information on Delete Action Properties.

Delete Action Properties

This page contains information on Delete Action Properties.

Confirm Record Deletion
Enable users to confirm the deletion of a record using the Confirmation Modal.

To change the behavior of the confirmation modal, configure these properties:

• Confirm: Controls whether the modal displays.

• Confirmation Dialog Message: Message asking the user to confirm the deletion.

• Confirm Label: Button label for the confirm action.
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• Cancel Label: Button label for the cancel action.

Display Messages from a Delete Action
Display messages when the operation succeeds or fails by configuring these fields in the Error Messages section:

• Entity Is Deleted Message: Enter a message that displays when a record is deleted.

• Delete Failed Message: Enter a message that displays when the action fails to delete a record.

• Invalid Id Message: Enter a message that displays when an invalid Id is sent to the Delete Action.

• Configuration Error Message: Enter a message that displays when the Delete Action has a configuration error.

Delete Action Properties
This page contains information on Delete Action Properties.

DescriptionProperty

Type of sObject record to delete. For example, Account is a Type
of sObject.

Type

Path to the JSON node that contains the Id or list of Ids of the
records to delete. Supports merge syntax.

Path to Id

When checked, the operation fails if any of the records are not
deleted.

All Or None

Message that displays when a record is deleted.Entity Is Deleted Message

Message that displays when the action fails to delete a record.Delete Failed Message

Message that displays when an invalid Id is sent to the Delete
Action.

Invalid Id Message

Message that displays when the Delete Action has a configuration
error.

Configuration Error Message

Controls whether the modal displays.Confirm

The Confirmation Modal's message text. The default message text
is Are you sure? This action cannot be
undone.

Confirmation Dialog Message

Button label for the Confirmation Modal's confirm action.Confirm Label

Button label for the Confirmation Modal's cancel action.Cancel Label
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DocuSign Envelope Action Properties

This page contains information on DocuSign Envelope Action Properties.

DescriptionProperty

Templates for the documents that you want signed.DocuSign Templates

Subject line for the email requesting signatures.Email Subject

Body text for the email requesting signatures.Email Body

Format for display of date values.Date Format

Format for display of datetime values.Date Time Format

Format for display of time values.Time Format

DocuSign Signature Action Properties

This page contains information on DocuSign Signature Action Properties.

DescriptionProperty

Templates for the documents that you want signed.DocuSign Templates

Subject line for the email requesting signatures.Email Subject

URL to which the user is redirected after signing completion. Leave
blank to display default redirect page.

DocuSign Return Url

Format for display of date values.Date Format

Format for display of datetime values.Date Time Format

The email of the signer. Supports merge syntax.Signer Email

The name of the signer. Supports merge syntax.Signer Name

Format for display of time values.Time Format
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Done Action

The Done Action ends the OmniScript and returns the user either to where the script was launched or a custom URL. This page explains
the settings to configure for the Done Action.

Note: LWC OmniScripts do not support the Done Action. For information on how to navigate from an LWC OmniScript, see
Navigate Action.

• Option Source:

– To redirect to a Salesforce object, select SObject.

– To redirect to a URL, select URL.

– To redirect to an HTML template, select Redirect.

• Source:

– If redirecting to an SObject, enter %ContextId%  to redirect to the record from which the script launched.

– If redirecting to a URL, enter the page and parameters. For example, MyTestPage?Id=%ContextId%  would redirect to
an internal page and http://www.vlocity.com  will redirect to an external page.

Note: Beginning with Vlocity Summer '19, you can pass percentage signs in the URL by replacing the percentage sign
in the URL with the variable $Vlocity.Percent.

– Beginning with Vlocity Insurance and Vlocity Health Summer 2018, when redirecting to a Visualforce page URL from a Lightning
container, use the ltng:  prefix. For example, ltng:/apex/CustomVFPage  will redirect to a Visualforce page.

– Beginning with Vlocity Insurance and Vlocity Health Summer 2018, when redirecting to a Lightning or Lightning Community
page URL, apply the ltngpage:  prefix. For example, ltngpage:/Home  will redirect to the community home page.

• Redirect Page Name and Redirect Template URL:

– If you selected Redirect, enter the page name  and template URL  that the OmniScript will redirect to when the action
runs into the Redirect Page Name and Redirect Template URL fields.

• Outcome:

– If event tracking is enabled, specifies the value to be logged in the event tracking object. You can use merge fields to specify
the value to be assigned. For more information, see Tracking OmniScripts, Cards, and Integration Procedures.

• Console Tab Label:

– Modifies the text that displays in the label of the console tab. By default, this is set to New.

• openInPrimaryTab: OmniScript's open in SubTabs by default. Make the Done Action open a Primary tab by taking these steps:

1. In the Done Action, click Edit JSON.

2. Set the openInPrimaryTab property to true.

"openInPrimaryTab": true
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Navigate Action Functionality Map

Configuration NotesNavigate ActionDone Action

n/aTarget a component.

Example Configuration:

Option Source: Redirect

PageReference Type: Current Page

Target Params:
c__target=myCancelComponent

Use a merge field in the Navigate Action’s
Record Id configuration to target a specific

PageReference Type: RecordOption Source: SObject

record, otherwise navigate to an Object
Level page using the Object PageReference
Type

use a URL to navigate when referencing
resources outside of salesforce. Otherwise

PageReference Type: Web PageOption Source: URL

use one of the more specific PageReference
types.

n/aUse Merge fields in the Navigate Action’s
configuration.

Source

n/an/aRedirect Page Name

n/an/aRedirect Template URL

Currently, it is not possible to control where
the tab is opened.

Use the c__tabLabel  and
c__tabIcon  parameters in the Navigate
Action’s Target Params field.

Console Tab Label

n/an/aOutcome

Communicate with other components using
the LWC PubSub Message configuration on
the Navigate Action.

LWC PubSub Message?Window Post Message? / Session
Storage Message?

Done Action Properties

This page contains information on Done Action Properties.

Done Action Properties
This page contains information on Done Action Properties.
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DescriptionProperty

Where the user is sent when the OmniScript completes:Option Source

• Redirect — Navigates to an HTML template.

• SObject — Navigates to a Salesforce object.

• URL — Navigates to an external web page.

Depends on the Option Source selection:Source

• If you selected Redirect, leave this property blank and use
the Redirect Page Name and Redirect Template URL
properties.

• If you selected SObject, enter %ContextId% to redirect to
the record from which the script launched.

• If you selected URL, enter the page and parameters. For
example, MyTestPage?Id=%ContextId%  navigates to
an internal page and http://www.vlocity.com
navigates to an external page.

Beginning with Vlocity Summer '19, you can pass percentage
signs in the URL by replacing the percentage sign in the URL
with the variable $Vlocity.Percent.

Name of the HTML template page, for example mobileDone.Redirect Page Name

URL of the HTML template, for example
vlcMobileConfirmation.html.

Redirect Template URL

Beginning with Vlocity Summer '19, you can pass percentage signs
in the URL by replacing the percentage sign in the URL with the
variable $Vlocity.Percent.

Modifies the text that displays in the label of the console tab. By
default, this is set to New.

Console Tab Label

If event tracking is enabled, specifies the value to be logged in the
event tracking object. You can use merge fields to specify the value
to be assigned.

Outcome

Email Action

The OmniScript Email Action uses the Salesforce Email API to either send an email template to the email address of a User, Lead, or
Contact or to send an email body defined in the action configuration to any email address.

The Use Template checkbox determines whether using an email template or a defined email body.
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• If the Use Template checkbox is checked, the email will send a template to a user, lead, or contact.

– Select Email Template: The ID of the email template that should be used.

– Email Target Object ID: The object ID of the Contact, Lead, or User the email should be sent to.

– What Id: If you specify a contact for the targetObjectId field, a What Id can be used to further ensure that merge fields in the
template contain the correct data. See the Salesforce Email API documentation for more information.

– Save as Activity: If this option is checked, the email is saved as an activity record on the recipient’s page in Salesforce.

– Org Wide Email Address: Allows the email to be sent by an Salesforce organization-wide email address. For more information
on organization-wide email addresses, see Organization-Wide Email Addresses,

– Content Versions: Accepts the ID of a ContentDocument that is sent as an attachment with the Email Action.

• If Use Template checkbox is unchecked, an email body defined in the action configuration can be sent to any email address.

– TO: — An array of email addresses or object IDs of the contacts, leads, or users you’re sending the email to. The maximum
number of toAddresses is 100.

– CC: — An array of carbon copy (CC) addresses or object IDs of the contacts, leads, and users you’re sending the email to. The
maximum number of ccAddresses is 25.

– BCC: — An array of blind carbon copy (BCC) addresses or object IDs of the contacts, leads, and users you’re sending the email
to. The maximum number of bccAddresses is 25.

– Email Subject — The subject of the email.

– Email Body — The body of the email.

– Set HTML Body — Determines if the Email Body should be read as plain text or HTML.

• Attachment List — Supports attachment IDs merged from Data JSON. For example, %DocGenId%. When the email is sent, the
attachment will be added to the email.

Email Action Properties

This page contains information on Email Action Properties.

Email Action Properties
This page contains information on Email Action Properties.

DescriptionProperty

If checked, uses a Salesforce email template. Also determines which
other properties are available.

Use Template

Specifies the recipients in the TO field of the email. Can accept an
array of up to 100 addresses.

To Email Address List

Supports merge fields. Available if Use Template is not checked.
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DescriptionProperty

Specifies the recipients in the CC field of the email. Can accept an
array of up to 25 addresses.

CC Email Address List

Supports merge fields. Available if Use Template is not checked.

Specifies the recipients in the BCC field of the email. Can accept
an array of up to 25 addresses.

BCC Email Address List

Supports merge fields. Available if Use Template is not checked.

Specifies the email subject line.Email Subject

Supports merge fields. Available if Use Template is not checked.

Specifies the body of the email.Email Body

Supports merge fields. Available if Use Template is not checked.

Processes HTML code in the email body.Set HTML Email Body

Specifies the Salesforce email template. Enter the sObject Id, then
select the template from the drop-down list.

Select Email Template

Available if Use Template is checked.

Specifies the Id of a Contact, User, or Lead with an email address.Email Target Object Id

Available if Use Template is checked.

If you specify a Contact in the Email Target Object Id field, this
property can further ensure that merge fields in the template

What Id

contain the correct data. See the Salesforce Email API
documentation for more information.

Available if Use Template is checked.

If checked, saves the email as an activity record on the recipient’s
page in Salesforce.

Save As Activity

Available if Use Template is checked.

Specifies the sender in the FROM field of the email. This is assumed
to be an email that represents the entire org. If not specified, the

Org Wide Email Address

default sender is the user that invoked the Integration Procedure.
See Organization-Wide Email Addresses in the Salesforce help.

Supports merge fields.

Specifies the OmniScript JSON node that contains a single or list
of Salesforce File sObject Ids.

File Attachments from OmniScript
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DescriptionProperty

Specifies the OmniScript JSON node that contains a single or list
of Salesforce Document sObject Ids.

Document Attachments from OmniScript

Specifies the Id of a ContentVersion sObject that is included as an
attachment.

Content Versions

Specifies the Attachment sObjects to add to the email.Select Document Attachments

Specifies a node in the data JSON that contains a list of attachment
Ids.

Attachment List

Supports merge fields. Available if Use Template is not checked.

HTTP Action

Call internal and external web services from OmniScript without coding or making Salesforce API calls using the HTTP Action.

Note: In an LWC OmniScript, to use an HTTP Action that calls Apex, you must add the Salesforce org's domain into a Remote
Site's Remote Site URL field. For more information, see Adding Remote Site Settings.

To make an external call with an HTTP Action:

Use the HTTP Action to:

• Send GET, POST, PUT, or DELETE requests to standard REST Endpoints.

• Call Apex REST.

• Access Salesforce Named Credential (OAuth) identity services.

Settings:

• HTTP Path: The request URL of the API. For example, /NS/v1/application. NS  = namespace of the Apex REST API. The path
can contain merge fields. For example, to pass a UserId node from the data JSON, add the node name with percentage signs on
either side, i.e., %UserId%.

Note: Beginning with Vlocity Summer '19, you can pass percentage signs in the URL by replacing the percentage sign in the
URL with the variable $Vlocity.Percent.

• HTTP Method: The method name, which has two parameters. For example, doPost(String fullJSON, String filesMap).

• Option Source: The type of HTTP Action.

• Use Named Credentials (OAuth via Salesforce).

• SOAP/XML (Simple Object Access Protocol)

• Web (Unauthenticated or Credentials in Header)

• Remote Timeout: The timeout for the request, in milliseconds. Defaults to 30,000 (30 seconds. Maximum 12,0000 (120 seconds).

• Pre- and Post-Transform DataRaptor Interface: (Optional) DataRaptor Transform interface to run before or after the REST Action.
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Prior to Summer '17, the HTTP Action was known as the REST Action.

HTTP Action Properties

This page contains information on HTTP Action Properties.

HTTP Action Properties
This page contains information on HTTP Action Properties.

DescriptionProperty

URL to call. For Apex REST actions, you can use merge fields to set
this property.

HTTP Path

Beginning with Vlocity Spring '19, you can pass percentage signs
in the URL by replacing the percentage sign in the Path with the
variable $Vlocity.Percent.

GET, POST, PUT, PATCH, or DELETE.HTTP Method

Specifies the endpoint type:Endpoint Type

• Apex — Invokes Apex REST. You must add the Salesforce org's
domain to a Remote Site's Remote Site URL field.

• Named Credential — Access Salesforce Named Credential
(OAuth) identity services.

• SOAP/XML — Send requests to standard REST endpoints using
XML format for the request and response bodies.

• Web — Send requests to standard REST endpoints
(unauthenticated or credentials in HTTP headers).

Salesforce named credential. For Named Credential and optionally
SOAP/XML endpoint types.

Named Credential

HTTP headers specified as Key/Value pairs. Supports merge field
syntax.

HTTP Headers

URL parameters specified as Key/Value pairs. Supports merge field
syntax.

Parameters

Uses HTML escape codes in the URI.Encode URI

Caches the response.Cache

Requires security credentials such as a username and password.With Credentials
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DescriptionProperty

Sends additional Key/Value pairs. Supports merge field syntax.Extra Payload

Sends the Extra Payload as the request body for a POST action.Send Body

Enables the action to send Extra Payload's Key/Value pairs without
including the OmniScript's data JSON.

Send Only Extra Payload

Integration Procedure Action

Invoke an Integration Procedure to retrieve Salesforce data and external data.

Before You Begin

Create an Integration Procedure to handle OmniScript data.

1. Drag the Integration Procedure Action into the OmniScript's structure panel.

2. To select the Integration Procedure to be called, click in the Integration Procedure field, and select from the list. You can type in
the field to filter the list.

3. Use the Response Transformations properties to specify the input and to trim or rename the output JSON.

• Send JSON Path — Specifies the JSON node that contains the input for the Integration Procedure. This is typically the name of
a previous element in the OmniScript.

• Send JSON Node — Renames the JSON node that contains the input for the Integration Procedure. This is typically the name
of one of the Integration Procedure's input parameters.

• Response JSON Path — Specifies the JSON node that contains the output to return to the OmniScript. By default, all Integration
Procedure data is returned.

• Response JSON Node — Renames the JSON node that contains the output to return to the OmniScript. This is typically the name
of a subsequent element in the OmniScript.

See Manipulate JSON with the Send/Response Transformations Properties.

4. (Optional) Use the Extra Payload property to send additional key/value pairs to the Integration Procedure as input data.

5. Specify any additional Integration Procedure Action properties you need.

6. (Optional) Enable the Integration Procedure's Queueable Chainable settings by taking these steps:

a. Click the Is Queueable Chainable? checkbox to enable the settings.

b. In Remote Options, add this Key-Value pair:

ValueKey

trueuseQueueableApexRemoting
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7. (Optional) When Invoke Mode is set to non-blocking, elements using default values will not receive the response because the element
loads before the response returns. You must configure these properties to map the response to an element:

ValueProperty

VlocityNoRootNodeResponse JSON Node

The name of the OmniScript Element receiving the value.Response JSON Path

See Manipulate JSON with the Send/Response Transformations Properties.

Integration Procedure Action Properties

This page contains information on Integration Procedure Action Properties.

Integration Procedure Action Properties
This page contains information on Integration Procedure Action Properties.

DescriptionProperty

Specifies the Integration Procedure to be run in the
format Type_Subtype.

Integration Procedure

Specifies additional properties for the Integration Procedure as
key/value pairs.

Remote Options

Enables the action to send Extra Payload's Key/Value pairs without
including the OmniScript's data JSON.

Send Only Extra Payload

Specifies that the Integration Procedure runs asynchronously, as
a Salesforce future method, which can return no data to the calling
OmniScript.

Use Future

Enables the Chainable settings of the subordinate Integration
Procedure.

Is Chainable

Enables a subordinate Integration Procedure that calls long-running
actions to use Apex continuations.

Use Continuation

Enables chainable steps in the subordinate Integration Procedure
to start queueable jobs.

Use Queueable

Enables the Queueable Chainable settings of the Integration
Procedure.

Is Queueable Chainable
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DescriptionProperty

Configures the response behavior of the action:Invoke Mode

• Default — Blocks the UI with a loading spinner.

• Non-Blocking — Runs asynchronously, and the response is
applied to the UI. Pre and Post DataRaptor transforms and large
attachments are not supported. When Invoke Mode is set to
non-blocking, elements using default values will not receive
the response because the element loads before the response
returns. To map the response to an element, you must set
Response JSON Node to VlocityNoRootNode and Response
JSON Path to the name of the element.

• Fire and Forget — Runs asynchronously with no callback to
the UI. Pre and Post DataRaptor transforms and large
attachments are not supported. A response will still appear in
the debug console but will not be applied to the Data JSON.

Sends additional Key/Value pairs. Supports merge field syntax.Extra Payload

Displays a message when the subordinate Integration Procedure
completes.

Show Toast On Completion

Navigate Action

Navigate to various Salesforce experiences from OmniScript using the Navigate Action element.

1. Drag the Navigate Action into the OmniScript's structure panel. If the Navigate Action renders in a Step, it becomes a clickable button.
If the Navigate Action is between steps, it will fire automatically.

2. (Optional) If the Navigate Action renders in a Step, determine the style of the button by clicking the Button Variant dropdown and
selecting an SLDS Button variant. In addition to the SLDS Button variants, you can select Link to render the Navigate Action as an
HTML anchor tag.

3. (Optional) If the Navigate Action renders in a Step, display an SLDS Icon in the button by entering the Icon name into the Icon Name
field. For example, to add the standard_account Icon, enter Standard:Account.

4. (Optional) Replace the existing entry in the browser history by setting the Replace? property to Yes. If Replace? is set to Yes, users
cannot navigate back to the OmniScript.

Note: By default, a Navigate Action in a Console App opens the PageReference type in a new subtab. Replace the current
tab in a Console App by setting Replace? to Yes.

5. (Optional) Enable the LWC OmniScript to send messages to separate Lightning web components by checking LWC PubSub
Message? and adding a Message key-value pair.

6. (Optional) Beginning with the Vlocity Insurance and Health Winter '20, and Vlocity CME Winter '20, Fire events from the Navigate
Action by passing an event to the OmniScript in the URL parameter c__vlocEvents. The Navigate Action element must have
the checkbox property LWC PubSub Message? enabled to fire the event.
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7. Determine the Salesforce experience that the Navigate Action will direct to by clicking and selecting a PageReference type. This
page contains further instructions for each PageReference Type that Navigate Action supports.

DescriptionPageReference Type

Launch a standard or custom app that is available from the app
launcher. Connected apps are not supported.

App

Direct users to a Named Page in a Community.Community Named Page

Navigate to Aura components and Lightning web components.Component

Trigger a page update on the current page once a user completes
the OmniScript.

Current Page

Display knowledge articles in the OmniScript.Knowledge Article

Open a Community login page.Login

Launch another LWC OmniScript.LWC OmniScript

Open a standard Named page.Named Page

A page displaying mapped content on a CustomTab.Navigation Item

Direct users to a standard, or custom, object page.Object

Open a page that interacts with a Salesforce record.Record

Open a record relationship page.Record Relationship

Return a user to the beginning of an OmniScript and clear the
OmniScript data.

Restart OmniScript

Launch a separate OmniScript.Vlocity OmniScript

Open an external URL.Web Page

Navigate to an App

Beginning with Vlocity Insurance and Health Spring '20, Direct users from an OmniScript to a standard App, custom App, or a page
within an App using Navigate Action's App PageReference Type.
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Navigate to a Community Login or Logout

Beginning with Vlocity Insurance and Health Spring '20, direct users from an OmniScript to a Community Login or Logout page for
authentication.

Navigate to a Component

Navigate to Aura components and Lightning web components from an OmniScript by using the Component PageReference Type.

Navigate to the Current Page

Update and navigate to the current page from an OmniScript by using the Current Page PageRefrence Type in a Navigate Action.

Navigate to a Knowledge Article

Display a Knowledge Article in an OmniScript by selecting the Navigate Action's Knowledge Article PageReference Type.

Navigate to an LWC OmniScript

Navigate to an OmniScript by using the Vlocity OmniScript PageReference Type. OmniScripts on Community Pages must be accessed
using the Community Named Page PageReference Type.

Navigate to a Named Page or Community Named Page

Beginning with Vlocity Insurance and Health Spring '20, Direct users to a standard or community page by using the Named Page or
Community Named Page PageReference Type.

Navigate to a Navigation Item

Navigate from an OmniScript to a custom tab displaying mapped content by using the Navigate Action Navigation Item PageReference
Type.

Navigate to an Object Page

Navigate from an OmniScript to an Object page by using the Navigate Action's Object PageReference Type.

Navigate to a Record Page

Navigate from an OmniScript to a Record page by using Navigate Action's Record PageReference Type.

Navigate to a Record Relationship Page

Navigate from an OmniScript to pages interacting with a record relationship by using the Record Relationship PageReference Type.

Navigate to a Web Page

Navigate to a Web page from an OmniScript by using the Web Page PageReference Type.

Navigate Action Properties

This page contains information on Navigate Action Properties.

Restart an OmniScript

Navigate a user to a new instance of the same OmniScript using the Navigate Action. Enable a user to start over or repeat a process
using the Restart OmniScript Page Reference Type. Place the Navigate Action in a Step to render it as a button or outside of a Step
to run it automatically or conditionally.

Navigate to an App
Beginning with Vlocity Insurance and Health Spring '20, Direct users from an OmniScript to a standard App, custom App, or a page within
an App using Navigate Action's App PageReference Type.

Before You Begin

• Configure the Navigate Action's additional properties and view alternative page reference types. See Navigate Action.

• Ensure the App you're using is available in the Salesforce App Launcher. For more information, see App Launcher.

1. Set the PageReference type property to App.

2. In the App Name field, enter the App's appId or appDeveloperName using the appropriate namespace.
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DescriptionProperty

The AppDefinition object's DurableId.appId

The concatenation of the app’s namespace and developer name.
The app's namespace is standard, custom, or a managed package

appDeveloperName

namespace. The Developer name is viewable in the App Manager.
For more information on appDeveloperName, see PageReference
Type

Syntax Examples:

• Standard: standard__Account

• Custom: c__CustomAccountApp

• Managed: vloc_ps_OmniScriptDesigner

3. (Optional) In the Target Page field, enter JSON to specify the app page and additional attributes. The Target Page field represents
the App's pageRef property.

{"type": "standard__navItemPage","attributes": {"apiName": "oui_dailylwc__LWCDesigner"}}

4. Activate and preview the OmniScript to test the behavior of the navigation.

Navigate to a Community Login or Logout
Beginning with Vlocity Insurance and Health Spring '20, direct users from an OmniScript to a Community Login or Logout page for
authentication.

Before You Begin

Configure the Navigate Action's additional properties and view alternative page reference types.

1. Set the PageReference type property to Login.

2. Set the Login Action property to login  to direct the user to a login page or logout  to direct the user to logout.

3. Preview the OmniScript by activating the OmniScript and placing it in a Community.

Navigate to a Component
Navigate to Aura components and Lightning web components from an OmniScript by using the Component PageReference Type.

Configure the Navigate Action's additional properties and view alternative page reference types.

1. Set the PageReference type property to Component.

2. Enter an Aura component name into the Component Name field using the format NS__componentName, where NS is the
namespace of your Vlocity package. The vlocityLWCWrapper enables Lightning web components to be URL Addressable. For more
information, see Launch Lightning Web Component URLs with vlocityLWCWrapper. This field supports Merge fields.

The Aura component must implement the lightning:isUrlAddressable interface. For more information, see Is Url Addressable.
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3. (Optional) Pass parameters by using a URL query string format in the Target Params property. Parameters must have a c__  prefix.
This field supports Merge fields.

4. (Optional) When navigating to a component in a console app, add a Console Tab Icon and a Console Tab Label by setting the
c__tabIcon and c__tabLabel parameters. The c__tabIcon accepts and SLDS Icon and c__tabLabel accepts plain text. For example,
&c__tabLabel=Custom Label&c__tabIcon=standard:account renders the console tab shown in this example image.

Navigate to the Current Page
Update and navigate to the current page from an OmniScript by using the Current Page PageRefrence Type in a Navigate Action.

Before You Begin

Configure the Navigate Action's additional properties and view alternative page reference types. For more information, see Navigate
Action.

1. Set the PageReference type property to Current Page.

2. Apply updates to the current page by passing parameters that use a URL query string format in the Target Params property.
Parameters must have a c__  prefix. This field supports Merge fields.

Navigate to a Knowledge Article
Display a Knowledge Article in an OmniScript by selecting the Navigate Action's Knowledge Article PageReference Type.

Before You Begin
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Configure the Navigate Action's additional properties and view alternative page reference types. For more information, see Navigate
Action.

1. Set the PageReference type property to Knowledge Article.

2. Enter the Knowledge Article's urlName  into the Article URL field. This field supports Merge fields.

3. Enter the articleType API name  into the Article Type field. Find the articleType API Name by removing __kav from the
API Name of the Knowledge Object.

Note: Communities ignore articleType.

Navigate to an LWC OmniScript
Navigate to an OmniScript by using the Vlocity OmniScript PageReference Type. OmniScripts on Community Pages must be accessed
using the Community Named Page PageReference Type.

Before You Begin

Configure the Navigate Action's additional properties and view alternative page reference types. For more information, see Navigate
Action.

1. Enter the name of the OmniScript with a prefix of c:  into the LWC OmniScript field. The name of the OmniScript is defined by
the OmniScript's Type, SubType, and Language, using the syntax typeSubTypeLanguage. For example, an OmniScript with
the properties Type=myType, SubType=Example, and Language=English appears as a component using the syntax
myTypeExampleEnglish.

2. Select the layout the OmniScript uses to render by clicking the OmniScript Layout property.

3. (Optional) Prefill the target OmniScript by passing parameters using a URL query string format in the OmniScript Prefill property.
Parameters must have a c__  prefix. This field supports Merge fields.

4. (Optional) When navigating to an OmniScript in a console app, add a Console Tab Icon and a Console Tab Label by setting the
c__tabIcon and c__tabLabel parameters. The c__tabIcon accepts an SLDS Icon , and c__tabLabel accepts plain text. For example,
&c__tabLabel=Custom Label&c__tabIcon=standard:account renders the console tab shown in this example image.
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Navigate to a Named Page or Community Named Page
Beginning with Vlocity Insurance and Health Spring '20, Direct users to a standard or community page by using the Named Page or
Community Named Page PageReference Type.

Before You Begin

Configure the Navigate Action's additional properties and view alternative page reference types. See Navigate Action.

1. Set the PageReference type property to Named Page  , or if the page exists in a Community, select Community Named
Page.

2. In the Page Name field, enter the API for the page name. API Names for custom pages must include __c in the API Name. This field
supports Merge fields.

3. Activate and preview the OmniScript to test the behavior of the navigation.

Navigate to a Navigation Item
Navigate from an OmniScript to a custom tab displaying mapped content by using the Navigate Action Navigation Item PageReference
Type.

Before You Begin

Configure the Navigate Action's additional properties and view alternative page reference types. For more information, see Navigate
Action.

1. Set the PageReference type property to Navigation Item. This field supports Merge fields.

2. Find the Custom Tab's Tab Name and Namespace prefix, and enter it into the Tab Name field using the format NS__TabName,
where NS is the namespace of the Tab. For more information on Tabs, see Create Lightning Page Tabs. This field supports Merge
fields.

Navigate to an Object Page
Navigate from an OmniScript to an Object page by using the Navigate Action's Object PageReference Type.

Before You Begin

Configure the Navigate Action's additional properties and view alternative page reference types. For more information, see Navigate
Action.

1. Set the PageReference type property to Object.

2. Enter the API name  of the object into the Object API Name field. Custom objects from a managed package require a namespace
prefix using the syntax NS__APIName, where NS is the namespace prefix of the object. This field supports Merge fields.

3. Click the Action property and select an Action to invoke.
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Note: The New action opens a modal dialogue.

4. (Optional) Enter the Id of the Object page  into the Filter Name field. Filter Name defaults to Recent. This field supports
Merge fields.

Navigate to a Record Page
Navigate from an OmniScript to a Record page by using Navigate Action's Record PageReference Type.

Before You Begin

Configure the Navigate Action's additional properties and view alternative page reference types. For more information, see Navigate
Action.

1. Set the PageReference type property to Record.

2. Enter a recordId  into the Record Id field. This field supports Merge fields.

3. Click the Action property and select an Action to invoke.

Note: Clone and Edit actions open a modal dialogue.

4. (Optional) Enter the API name  of the object into the Object API Name field. Custom objects from a managed package require
a namespace prefix using the syntax NS__APIName, where NS is the namespace prefix of the object. This field supports Merge
fields.

Navigate to a Record Relationship Page
Navigate from an OmniScript to pages interacting with a record relationship by using the Record Relationship PageReference Type.

Before You Begin

Configure the Navigate Action's additional properties and view alternative page reference types. For more information, see Navigate
Action.

1. Set the PageReference type property to Record Relationship.

2. Enter a recordId  into the Record Id field. This field supports Merge fields.

3. (Optional) Enter the API name  of the object defining the Relationship into the Object API Name field. Custom objects from a
managed package require a namespace prefix using the syntax NS__APIName, where NS is the namespace prefix of the object.
This field supports Merge fields.

4. (Optional) Enter the API name  of the Relationship into the Relationship API Name field.

Navigate to a Web Page
Navigate to a Web page from an OmniScript by using the Web Page PageReference Type.

Before You Begin

Configure the Navigate Action's additional properties and view alternative page reference types. For more information, see Navigate
Action.

1. Set the PageReference type property to Web Page.

2. Enter the full URL for a web page into the Web URL field. For example, to navigate to google, enter https://google.com.

Navigate Action Properties
This page contains information on Navigate Action Properties.
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Note: In the LWC OmniScript Designer, the Navigate Action's JSON prop set does not contain every property from the Properties
section. Edit the JSON to add properties. Once a property is added, if a corresponding property exists it will appear in the UI.

Do not edit the following properties when using the Edit JSON feature: disOnTplt, objectActionOptions, recordActionOptions,
loginActionOptions, targetTypeOptions, variantOptions, iconPositionOptions, replaceOptions, targetLWCLayoutOptions.

DescriptionProperty

If the Navigate Action renders in a Step, determines the style of
the button:

Button Variant

• brand — Uses a brand-specific fill color to indicate a primary
action.

• outline-brand — Uses a brand-specific outline color to indicate
a primary action.

• neutral — Generic button.

• success — Uses a green fill to indicate success.

• destructive — Uses a red fill to indicate a destructive action to
the user, like permanently erasing data.

• text-destructive — Uses red text to indicate a destructive action
to the user, like permanently erasing data.

• inverse — Uses a white outline and text to be visible on a dark
background.

• link — Highlighted and underlined to indicate navigation to
a page.

Name of the icon for the button.Icon Name

Select the PageReference sObject type:Page Reference Type

• App — Navigates to an App page.

• Component — Navigates to a Lightning Web Component.

• Community Named Page — Navigates to a Community Named
Page.

• Current Page — Performs an action on the current page.

• Knowledge Article — Navigates to a knowledge article.

• Login — Navigates to a Login or Logout.

• Named Page — Navigates to the page with the specified name.

• Navigation Item — Navigates to a Custom Tab. Visualforce
tabs, web tabs, Lightning Pages, and Lightning Component
tabs are supported.
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DescriptionProperty

• Object — Navigates to an sObject page.

• Record — Navigates to an sObject record page.

• Record Relationship — Navigates to a list of records related to
the specified record.

• Web Page — Navigates to an external web page.

• Vlocity OmniScript — Navigates to a Vlocity OmniScript.

Specifies that the page to which this action navigates replaces the
current page in the browser history. If this is checked, users cannot
navigate back to the OmniScript.

Replace Existing Page in Browser History

Name of the Lightning Web Component.Component Name

Additional parameters for the page.Target Parameters

URL of the Knowledge Article.Article URL

Type of the Knowledge Article.Article Type

Name of the Named Page.Page Name

Name of the Custom Tab.Tab Name

Name of the sObject. For custom objects, include the namespace,
for example vlocity_ins__PartyRelationship__c.

Object API Name

Page for the action to perform on the sObject:Object Action

• Home — Displays sObject information.

• List — Lists sObject records.

• New — Opens the window for creating a new sObject.

Text to filter the List of sObject records.Filter Name

Page for the action to perform on the sObject record:Record Action

• Clone — Opens the window for cloning the record.

• Edit — Opens the window for editing the record.

• View — Displays sObject record information.
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DescriptionProperty

Name of the relationship. For standard objects, this is usually an Id
reference such as AccountId. For custom objects, this is usually the
name of the related object with the __c suffix changed to __r.

Relationship API Name

If checked, the pageReference replaces the existing entry in the
browser history, and disables the user from navigating back to the

Replace

OmniScript. In a console context, the target replaces the current
tab instead of opening a new tab.

Id of the sObject record.Record ID

URL of the external Web Page.Web URL

Name of the OmniScript using the syntax typeSubTypeLanguage.LWC OmniScript

Layout for OmniScript rendering, either Newport for non-LWC or
Lightning for LWC.

OmniScript Layout

Parameters to prefill the OmniScript in URL query string format.
Parameters must have a c__ prefix. This field supports Merge fields.
For example: c__firstName=%firstName%.

OmniScript Prefill

Enables the OmniScript to send messages to separate Lightning
web components. After checking this, specify a Message key-value
pair.

Pub/Sub

Restart an OmniScript
Navigate a user to a new instance of the same OmniScript using the Navigate Action. Enable a user to start over or repeat a process using
the Restart OmniScript Page Reference Type. Place the Navigate Action in a Step to render it as a button or outside of a Step to run it
automatically or conditionally.

Note: Time tracking and the Messaging Framework are not supported when Page Reference Type is set to Restart OmniScript.

Required Versions

Spring '21 or later.

1. From OmniScript, add a Navigate Action to the canvas.

2. Beginning with Summer '21 , in your Navigate Action's properties, click Page Reference Type and select Restart OmniScript.

3. Prior to Summer '21 , take these steps:
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a. In your Navigate Action's properties, click Edit Properties As JSON.

b. Locate the node "targetType", and set "Restart OmniScript" as the value.

"targetType": "Restart OmniScript"

4. (Optional) Add a condition to run, or display, the action conditionally. See Conditionally Display Elements Using the Conditional
View Property.

5. Save your settings and test the functionality.

Matrix Action

The OmniScript Matrix Action enables you to retrieve a value from a calculation matrix by specifying the required input parameters.

For example, the matrix shown below specifies insurance premiums based on age, sex and smoking status.

The OmniScript below collects the required data from the user, submits it to the matrix, and displays the resulting premium.

The matrix action element is configured as follows:
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In the Matrix Input Parameters field, map data from the Data JSON (in the Data Source field) to the parameters that the matrix defines
(in the Filter Value field). To specify the matrix to be used, choose it from the drop-down list in Remote Options.

To control when the matrix executes, enter a DateTime value in the Execution Date Time field. If the Execution Date Time field is left
blank, the matrix executes immediately.

Matrix Action Properties

This page contains information on Matrix Action Properties.

Matrix Action Properties
This page contains information on Matrix Action Properties.

DescriptionProperty

Name of a JSON node that provides input for the calculation matrix.Data Source

Value of the JSON node that provides input for the calculation
matrix.

Filter Value

Name of the calculation matrix being called.Matrix Name

An optional DataRaptor Transform that reformats output data from
the calculation matrix.

Post-Transform DataRaptor Interface

Key/value pairs that specify additional options for the calculation
matrix.

Remote Options

Key/value pairs that specify the default result if the matrix doesn't
return a result.

Default Matrix Result

Controls when the matrix executes. If blank, the matrix executes
immediately. Supports merge syntax.

Execution Date Time

Remote Action

Call Apex classes from OmniScript using the Remote Action element.

Before You Begin

Create an Apex class in Salesforce to call from OmniScript.

1. Add a Remote Action before a Step, in a Step, or after a Step to load data or send data in the OmniScript. The OmniScript's data
JSON is sent as the input.

2. In the Remote Class field, enter the name of the Apex class that the action calls.

Note: The Apex Class must implement NS.VlocityOpenInterface. NS  = the namespace of the Apex class.

3. In the Remote Method field, enter a method of the class that the Action calls. For example—validateAddress.
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4. (Optional) In the Pre- and Post-Transform DataRaptor Interface—optionally select a DataRaptor Transform interface to run
before or after the Remote Action.

5. (Optional) Change the amount of time before the Action times out using the Remote Timeout property. In the element, click Edit
Properties as JSON, and in the remoteTimeout property, set a time in milliseconds. The default timeout is 30,000, or 30
seconds. The maximum is 120,000, or 120 seconds.

6. (Optional) Configure additional properties in the Remote Action.

7. (Optional) When Invoke Mode is set to non-blocking, elements using default values will not receive the response because the element
loads before the response returns. You must configure these properties to map the response to an element:

• Response JSON Node: VlocityNoRootNode

• Response JSON Path: The name of the OmniScript Element receiving the value.

Example

In the Troubleshooting OmniScript, the callOut1 Remote Action element calls an external system to check if the asset is still under
warranty.

Remote Action Properties

This page contains information on Remote Action Properties.

Example
In the Troubleshooting OmniScript, the callOut1 Remote Action element calls an external system to check if the asset is still under
warranty.

This example references the Troubleshooting OmniScript and the OmniCallout and DataObjectService Apex classes. It implements the
OmniCallout class and the checkWarrantyStatus method:
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Since this is a sample OmniScript, the method contains a hard-coded response:
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The callOut2 Remote Action calls the returnItemOrder  method, which in turn calls the DataObjectService  class that calls
out to a Heroku instance to return an order number:

Sample Class Structure

The following class structure can be used to call out to an external system:

global with sharing class CustomClassName implements NS.VlocityOpenInterface
{

global CustomClassName() {}

global Boolean invokeMethod(String methodName, Map<String,Object> inputMap,
Map<String,Object> outMap, Map<String,Object> options) {

Boolean result = true;
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try{

if(methodName.equals('customMethodName')){

// your implementation, use outMap to send response back to OmniScript

}

}

else if(methodName.equals('customMethodName2')){

// your implementation, use outMap to send response back to OmniScript

}

} catch(Exception e){

result = false;

}

return result;

}

}

Remote Action Properties
This page contains information on Remote Action Properties.

DescriptionProperties

Vlocity Open Interface class.Remote Class

Vlocity Open Interface method.Remote Method

Additional class invocation options.Remote Options

Sends additional Key/Value pairs. Supports merge field syntax.Extra Payload

Configures the response behavior of the action:Invoke Mode

• Default — Blocks the UI with a loading spinner.

• Non-Blocking — Runs asynchronously, and the response is
applied to the UI. Pre and Post DataRaptor transforms and large
attachments are not supported. When Invoke Mode is set to
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DescriptionProperties

non-blocking, elements using default values will not receive
the response because the element loads before the response
returns. To map the response to an element, you must set
Response JSON Node to VlocityNoRootNode and Response
JSON Path to the name of the element.

• Fire and Forget — Runs asynchronously with no callback to
the UI. Pre and Post DataRaptor transforms and large
attachments are not supported. A response will still appear in
the debug console but will not be applied to the Data JSON.

Enables the action to send Extra Payload's Key/Value pairs without
including the OmniScript's data JSON.

Send Only Extra Payload

Displays a message when the subordinate remote action
completes.

Show Toast On Completion

Enables a subordinate Integration Procedure that calls long-running
actions to use Apex continuations.

Use Continuation

Review Action

Skip Elements—Hides Steps, Blocks, or individual Elements from the Review page. To configure this element:

1. Next to Skip Elements, click Add new element property.

2. Enter the name of the element that should be omitted from the Review page.

3. Repeat for additional elements.

Set Errors Properties

This page contains information on Set Errors Action Properties.

DescriptionProperty

The OmniScript element for which an error is to be set.Element Name

The error message. Options:Value

• Merge fields from a previous step (%elementName%)

• Literal value

• Concatenated values

• Results of formulas and functions
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DescriptionProperty

• Expressions that combine the options: "Case Status:
%caseStatus%"

Set Values Properties

This page contains information on Set Values Properties.

DescriptionProperty

The JSON node for which a value is to be set.Element Name

The value to assign to the JSON node. Options:Value

• Merge fields from a previous step (%elementName%)

• Literal value

• Concatenated values

• Results of formulas and functions

• Expressions that combine the options: "Case Status:
%caseStatus%"

OmniScript Display Elements

This page contains a table explaining the available OmniScript elements listed under the Display section.

ExampleTemplateElement DescriptionElement Name

Use the Rich Text Editor in the
Vlocity OmniScript Designer

Lightning:

omniLightning-vlcHeadline.html

The Headline element is used to
create a heading with the Rich
Text editor.

Headline

Newport:

vlcHeadline.html

Use the Line Break Element to
Add Line Breaks in an
OmniScript

Lightning:

omniLightning-vlcLineBreak.html

Newport:

The Line Break element displays
a line break.

Line Break

omniNewport-vlcLineBreak.html

Use the Rich Text Editor in the
Vlocity OmniScript Designer

Lightning:

omniLightning-vlcTextblock.html

The Text Block element displays
a block of text to the user.

Text Block
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ExampleTemplateElement DescriptionElement Name

Newport:

omniNewport-vlcTextblock.html

OmniScript Function Elements

This page contains a table explaining the available OmniScript elements listed under the Function section.

Example ImageExampleTemplateElement DescriptionElement Name

Lightning Aggregate:Create a Formula or
Aggregate in an
OmniScript

vlcFormula.htmlThe Aggregate element
provides a variety of
functions for aggregation.
Unlike the Formula

Aggregate

component, the
Aggregate component
expects input in the form
of an array. Newport Aggregate:

Lightning Formula:Create Formula Fields in
an OmniScript

vlcFormula.htmThe Formula element
performs calculations that
require complex
operations.

Formula

Newport Formula:

Lightning Geolocation:Geolocation:vlcGeolocation.htmlThe Geolocation element
records the geographical

Geolocation

location of a person
when it is clicked by the
User.

Newport Geolocation:
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Example ImageExampleTemplateElement DescriptionElement Name

To view the different
Message types, see

Display Messaging in
OmniScripts

vlcValidation.htmlThe Messaging element
displays comments,
requirements, success,

Messaging

Displaying Messaging in
OmniScripts.and warning messaging

depending on whether
the validate expression is
true or false.

OmniScript Group Elements

This page contains a table explaining the available OmniScript elements listed under the Groups section.

Example ImageExampleTemplatesElement DescriptionElement Name

Lightning Block:BlocksvlcBlock.htmlThe Block element
groups elements inside

Block

of a Step component into
a manageable structure.

Newport Block:

See Configuring an Edit
Block.

Use OmniScript Edit BlockvlcEditBlock.html

vlcEditBlockCards.html

The Edit Block element
groups together inputs to
allow users to add, edit,
and delete records.

Edit Block

vlcEditBlockFS.html
(provides an additional
"Sum element" property)

vlcEditBlockInline.html
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Example ImageExampleTemplatesElement DescriptionElement Name

vlcEditBlockLongCards.html

n/an/avlcFilterBlock.htmlThe Filter Block is the
container that holds
Filters.

Filter Block

n/an/avlcInputBlock.htmlThe Input Block acts as a
placeholder for a custom
template.

Input Block

Lightning Radio Group:Setting up a
questionnaire with Radio
Group

vlcRadioGroup.htmlThe Radio Group element
allows users to quickly
answer a large volume of
multiple choice questions
in one step.

Radio Group

Newport Radio Group:

vlcSelectableItemsV2.html:Create and Populate a
Custom Template for a

vlcSelectableItemsV2.html

vlcAssetList.html

The Selectable Items
component uses an array
to populate a list of
selectable items.

Selectable Items

Selectable Item Using
DataRaptorvlcSmallItemsV2.html

vlcPaymentList.html

vlcAssetList.html:

vlcSmallItemsV2.html:

Lightning Step:StepsvlcStep.htmlThe Step element divides
the OmniScript into
different sections.

Step
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Example ImageExampleTemplatesElement DescriptionElement Name

Newport Step:

Lightning Type Ahead:Configure Type Ahead
Blocks

vlcTypeAheadBlock.htmlThe Type Ahead Block
displays as a text input
field; the field auto

Type Ahead Block

completes results based
on the user's input.

Newport Type Ahead:

Action Block

Run multiple OmniScript Actions asynchronously by grouping them in an Action Block. Actions within the Action Block run in parallel
and inherit the Action Block's settings.

Block

Combine logical groups of elements in an OmniScript Step using a Block element.

Edit Block

Create, edit, and delete multiple Salesforce or external records on one page using Edit Block. For example, if you are collecting an
Account's Contact information, you can add an Edit Block to your OmniScript to enable users to add a record for each Contact.

Radio Group

OmniScript's Radio Group enables you to create and display questions in a questionnaire format.
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Steps

When creating the script structure for an OmniScript, Steps should be used to create each "page" of the form. Users can navigate
through Steps using Next and Previous buttons. You can enable field validation for a Step, which means that all required fields on
the Step must be completed in order to move forward. Conditionally displaying elements by applying conditional views to steps.
This enables you to create one OmniScript that offers different experiences based on the user's responses.

Type Ahead Block

Display a list of results when a user begins typing in an input field by using the Type Ahead Block. When a user selects a record, the
Type Ahead Block can retrieve additional information related to the record. For example, a Type Ahead Block can be used with a
DataRaptor to list Accounts in the results.

Action Block

Run multiple OmniScript Actions asynchronously by grouping them in an Action Block. Actions within the Action Block run in parallel
and inherit the Action Block's settings.

View the Action Block flow chart to understand how actions in the Action Block execute.

Action Block flow chart:

1. Drag the Action Block from the element palette into the designer. Place the Action Block inside of a Step, before the first Step, or
between Steps.

2. Drag up to four Actions into the Action Block.
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3. Select an Invoke Mode to control how actions inside the Action Block run.

DescriptionProperty

The Action blocks the UI with a loading spinner.Default

The Action runs asynchronously, and the response applies to the
UI. Pre and Post DataRaptor transforms, and large attachments
are not supported.

Non-Blocking

The Action runs asynchronously with no callback to the UI. Pre
and Post DataRaptor transforms, and large attachments are not

Fire and Forget

supported. A response still appears in the debug console but
does not apply to the Data JSON.

4. (Optional) When Invoke Mode is set to non-blocking, elements using default values will not receive the response because the element
loads before the response returns. You must configure these properties to map the response to an element:

• Response JSON Node: VlocityNoRootNode

• Response JSON Path: The name of the OmniScript Element receiving the value.

5. (Optional) Check Apply if error to enable actions that run successfully to apply their responses to the OmniScript's data JSON even
when other actions in the Action Block fail. When Apply if error is unchecked, successful actions do not apply their responses to
the data JSON when another action in the block fails.

6. (Optional) When the Action Block is inside of a Step, set Validation Required to Step to prevent the Action Block from running
when errors exist in the Step.

7. Preview the OmniScript to test the Action Block behavior.

Action Block Properties

This page contains information on Action Block properties.

Action Block Properties
This page contains information on Action Block properties.

DescriptionProperty

Enables actions that run successfully to apply their responses to
the OmniScript's data JSON even when other actions in the Action
Block fail.

Apply If Error

An Invoke Mode option, Default blocks the UI with a loading
spinner until the Action finishes executing.

Default
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DescriptionProperty

An Invoke Mode option, Non-Blocking runs the action
asynchronously, and the response is applied to the UI. Pre and Post

Non-Blocking

DataRaptor transforms, and large attachments are not supported.
When Invoke Mode is set to non-blocking, elements using default
values will not receive the response because the element loads
before the response returns. To map the response to an element,
you must set Response JSON Node to VlocityNoRootNode and
Response JSON Path to the name of the element.

An Invoke Mode option, Fire and Forget runs the action
asynchronously with no callback to the UI. Pre and Post DataRaptor

Fire and Forget

transforms, and large attachments are not supported. A response
appears in the debug console but is not applied to the Data JSON.

When set to Step, Validation Required prevents the Action Block
from running when errors exist in the Step.

Validation Required

Block

Combine logical groups of elements in an OmniScript Step using a Block element.

Blocks help to group information to create nested JSON data. Blocks are contained within Steps and may repeat to capture an array of
data. For example, street, city, state, and postal code elements may be combined into an address block.

Blocks do not support the Custom LWC Element. See Custom LWC Element.

1. Drag a Block element into the OmniScript canvas and name the element.

2. In Field Label, enter a label that displays to users.

3. (Optional) Check Collapse to render a collapsed Block in the OmniScript.
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4. (Optional) In Repeat Settings, check Enable Repeat to enable users to add multiple block entries. Repeatable blocks store data
in an array format, where each block entry is indexed in an array under the Block's element name. If you plan to access data from an
element in a repeatable Block, see Evaluating Elements in Repeatable Blocks. For information on prefilling blocks, see Prefill Repeatable
Blocks.

5. (Optional) Check Clone When Repeating to clone values when a Block is repeated.

6. (Optional) In the Limit Repeat field, enter a number to set the number of times a Block can be repeated.

7. Preview the OmniScript and test the functionality.

8. Note the data JSON output format based on your configuration to map data JSON from Blocks.

Repeatable Block JSON ExampleBlock JSON ExampleNo Block JSON Example
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Edit Block

Create, edit, and delete multiple Salesforce or external records on one page using Edit Block. For example, if you are collecting an Account's
Contact information, you can add an Edit Block to your OmniScript to enable users to add a record for each Contact.

Note: In the Summer '17 version, the first three fields of the Edit Block display by default. In Winter '18, the display fields must be
chosen by the user when configuring the Edit Block in the OmniScript Designer. When you disable an active OmniScript with an
Edit Block created before Winter '18, you must determine which fields you want to display on the Edit Block before reactivating
the OmniScript.

What's Next

Select an Edit Mode and configure the Edit Block to display elements.

Configure an Edit Block

Edit Blocks enable a user to add and edit multiple entries in a single array. For example, you can use an Edit Block to list and edit an
Account's list of Contacts. Edit Blocks are repeatable blocks by default. Prefilling repeatable blocks with data is possible using an
array format.

Add, Edit, and Delete Records with Edit Block Actions

Enable users to add, edit, and delete records by using Edit Block's default remote actions. Add custom functionality by configuring
additional actions.

Display Sprites in Edit Block

Display Sprites to indicate information about an Edit Block record entry using the Default Svg Sprite  and  Default Svg Icon
properties. For example, a User icon may display if the entry is a Contact record. Vlocity supports the Lightning Design System icons.
Dynamically display different sprites by mapping the SVG Controlling Element's possible values to SLDS icons in the SVG Controlling
Element Map.

Set a Select Mode in Edit Block

Select modes enable users to change an Edit Block entry's boolean value in the data JSON by clicking on Edit Block entries.

Work with Formulas in Edit Block

Perform equations and combine strings by using Formula Elements. Place formulas within an Edit Block to access element values
within a specific Edit Block entry.

Override an Edit Block LWC

Apply custom code to an Edit Block by extending and overriding the Edit Block's lightning web components. Edit Blocks contain up
to three LWC override fields based on the Edit Block's Edit mode.

Edit Block Properties

This section contains information on the Edit Block properties.

Configure an Edit Block
Edit Blocks enable a user to add and edit multiple entries in a single array. For example, you can use an Edit Block to list and edit an
Account's list of Contacts. Edit Blocks are repeatable blocks by default. Prefilling repeatable blocks with data is possible using an array
format.

Edit Blocks do not support the Custom LWC element.

Displaying Elements in an Edit Block

Edit Block displays three elements in the Edit Block's default view and can display additional elements in the edit view. It is possible to
hide elements, hide elements from the edit view.
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• To display an element in the Edit Block's default view, check the checkbox next to the element in the structure panel. This element
also appears when editing an entry.

Example Default View:

• To only display elements when a user edits an entry, leave the checkbox next to the element in the structure panel unchecked.

Example Edit View:

• To hide an element in the Edit Block, in the element, click Edit as JSON, and set Hide  equal to true. For more information, see
Hide OmniScript Elements.

• To only display an element in the Edit Block's default view:

1. Check the checkbox next to the element in the structure panel.

2. In the Element, click Edit as JSON, and set Hide equal to true. The element displays in the entry's default view and is hidden
when editing the entry.

Setting Display Modes and Templates

Enable LWC OmniScripts and Angular OmniScripts to display different Edit Block user interfaces by using LWC Modes and Angular
Templates.
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LWC Modes

Select a Mode in the Edit Block's Edit Block Mode field to change the display and functionality of the Edit Block.

Newport ExampleLightning ExampleConfiguration NotesMode

n/aInline

n/aTable

Financial Statement (FS) • The total combined width
of the elements must be less
than or equal to 12.

• Vlocity recommends
displaying less than twelve
elements.

• Hidden elements do not
affect the total display width

n/aCards

Note: Available
beginning in Vlocity
Insurance and Health
Spring '20

In the Winter '20 release, the
width of LongCards must be set
to 12.

LongCards
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Angular Templates

Add a template to the EditBlock's HTML Template Id field to modify the display and functionality of the Edit Block.

Newport ExampleLightning ExampleTemplate Name

Responsive table - vlcEditBlock.html

Cards - vlcEditBlockCards.html

Financial Statement - vlcEditBlockFS.html

Inline - vlcEditBlockInline.html

Long cards - vlcEditBlockLongCards.html
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Compatible Elements

The following elements are compatible with Edit Block:

• Aggregate

• Checkbox

• Currency

• Date

• Date/Time

• Disclosure

• Email

• File

• Formula

• Headline

• HTTP Action

• Image

• Integration Procedure Action

• Line Break

• Lookup

• Matrix Action

• Multi-select

• Number

• Password

• Radio

• Radio Group

• Range

• Remote Action

• Select

• Signature

• Telephone

• Text

• Text Area

• Text Block

• Type Ahead Block
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• Time

• URL

What's Next

Add actions to an Edit Block or use SObject mapping to create, edit, and delete records. See Add, Edit, and Delete Records with Edit Block
Actions.

Add, Edit, and Delete Records with Edit Block Actions
Enable users to add, edit, and delete records by using Edit Block's default remote actions. Add custom functionality by configuring
additional actions.

Edit Block supports these Actions:

• HTTP Action

• Integration Procedure Action

• Remote Action

Note: Word wrap isn't supported in an Edit Block.

Creating, Editing, and Deleting Records with Default Actions and sObject Mapping

Add sObject Mapping functionality by adding Remote Actions to the Edit Block for each option you want to make available to the
User. These Remote actions will access Apex classes built for the Edit Block and the sObject Mapping tool. The Default Actions use
the sObject mapping property to determine how the entries map to an sObject.

Adding Custom Actions

Add custom actions to include additional functionality in your Edit Block.

Adding Global Actions

Run Actions on the entire JSON for the Edit Block by adding global actions. Global actions display outside of the Edit Block entries.

Creating, Editing, and Deleting Records with Default Actions and sObject Mapping
Add sObject Mapping functionality by adding Remote Actions to the Edit Block for each option you want to make available to the User.
These Remote actions will access Apex classes built for the Edit Block and the sObject Mapping tool. The Default Actions use the sObject
mapping property to determine how the entries map to an sObject.

Note: In the LWC OmniScript Designer, the SObject Mapping section does not work. To edit the SObject mapping, use the classic
designer. Once the edits are complete, switch back to the LWC OmniScript Designer to test the mapping.

1. To allow a user to create new entries, edit entries, or delete entries:

a. Add a Remote Action to the Edit Block.

b. Configure the Edit Block using the Element naming convention, Class, and Method for each of these table entries:

MethodClassElement Name

newDefaultOmniScriptEditBlock(Edit Block Element Name)-New

editDefaultOmniScriptEditBlock(Edit Block Element Name)-Edit
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MethodClassElement Name

deleteDefaultOmniScriptEditBlock(Edit Block Element Name)-Delete

2. Map the Edit Block entries to Salesforce objects by using the SOBJECT MAPPING property. Fields hidden from the user, such as an
Id, remain available for mapping. To add mapping entries to the Edit Block:

a. Click SOBJECT MAPPING to expand the section.

b. Click Select Object and select a Salesforce object.

c. Click +Add Mapping.

d. In the Edit Block Element field, enter the name of an element that is in the Edit Block.

Note: By default, new entries are added, and existing entries are updated. To create a new record instead of updating an
existing one, check the Duplicate Key checkbox.

e. In the sObject field, select an sObject field. The element will map to this field.

Note: You must add a Text Element to store the Id of the record in the Edit Block. The element containing the record
Id must map to the sObject's Id field in the SOBJECT MAPPING section. To hide the element from displaying in the UI,
see Using the Hide Property on OmniScript Components.

Adding Custom Actions
Add custom actions to include additional functionality in your Edit Block.

To add a custom action:

1. Add an Action into the Edit Block.

2. Name the element. Actions in the Edit Block will appear in the dropdown beneath the default actions by default.

3. (Optional)To have an Action replace the default New, Edit, or Delete Actions in the User Interface, name the Action element, and
append the action type.

Example Element NameReplace Action

AddUserNewNew

ChangeAddressEditEdit

RemoveAccountDeleteDelete

4. Add a Label to the Action.

5. Configure the Action.

Adding Global Actions
Run Actions on the entire JSON for the Edit Block by adding global actions. Global actions display outside of the Edit Block entries.

To add a Global Action:
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1. Add an Action into the Edit Block.

2. Name the element and append Global  onto the Element Name. For example, to make an action with the element name
DeleteUsers  a global Action, the Element Name must be DeleteUsersGlobal.

3. Add a label to the Action.

4. Configure the Action.

Display Sprites in Edit Block
Display Sprites to indicate information about an Edit Block record entry using the Default Svg Sprite  and  Default Svg Icon properties.
For example, a User icon may display if the entry is a Contact record. Vlocity supports the Lightning Design System icons. Dynamically
display different sprites by mapping the SVG Controlling Element's possible values to SLDS icons in the SVG Controlling Element
Map.

Replacing the Default SVG Sprite and Icon

To replace the Default SVG Sprite and Icon:

Displaying SVG Icons Dynamically

To dynamically display different SVG Icons:

Replacing the Default SVG Sprite and Icon
To replace the Default SVG Sprite and Icon:

1. Search for an SLDS icon, and note the category and the icon name.

2. In the Default SVG Sprite field, enter the icon's category.

3. In the Default SVG Icon field, enter the name of the icon.

4. Preview the OmniScript to view the new default SVG icon.

Displaying SVG Icons Dynamically
To dynamically display different SVG Icons:

1. In the Edit Block's SVG Controlling Element, enter the name of an Element in the Edit Block.

2. In the Svg Controlling Element Map, click Add SVG Icon.

3. In the SVG Icon's Value field, enter a possible value for the SVG Controlling Element.

4. Search for an SLDS icon, and note the category and the icon name.

5. In the Svg Sprite field, enter the icon's category.

6. In the Svg Icon field, enter the name of the icon.

7. Preview the OmniScript and enter the value for the SVG Controlling Element to test the functionality.

8. (Optional) Repeat the steps for additional element values.

Set a Select Mode in Edit Block
Select modes enable users to change an Edit Block entry's boolean value in the data JSON by clicking on Edit Block entries.

Select Mode is only available for Cards, LongCards, and Table.

1. Add a Checkbox element into the Edit Block and name the element. For example, Element Name = PaidInFull.

2. (Optional) Hide the element from the Edit Block by clicking Edit as JSON, and setting Hide  equal to true.

3. In the Edit Block, set Select Mode equal to Single or Multi.

4. Enter the Checkbox element name in the Checkbox Element Name field.
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5. Preview the OmniScript, create Edit Block entries, and select the entries.

6. Click { Data } to open the data panel and view the boolean values for the Edit Block entry.

Work with Formulas in Edit Block
Perform equations and combine strings by using Formula Elements. Place formulas within an Edit Block to access element values within
a specific Edit Block entry.

Place Formula outside of the Edit Block in the same Step to access an element value for all of the Edit Block entries.

1. To access data within a specific Edit Block entry:

a. Add a Formula element to the Edit Block.

b. Using the merge field syntax, add the Edit Block's Element Name and the Element Name for the element you want to access in
the Formula. For example, %EditBlock:FirstName%. For more information on merge fields, see Access OmniScript Data
JSON with Merge Fields.

c. Add a |n  after the Edit Block element name to set the formula to only access the merge field's value for its instance. Using the
|n syntax is necessary because the Edit Block stores entry values in an array format. The resulting syntax is
%EditBlock|n:FirstName%.

d. Concatenate values by combining them using the |n syntax. For example, %EditBlock|n:FirstName% + " " +
%EditBlock|n:LastName%.
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2. To access each index of an Edit Block array in a formula:

a. Place a Formula outside of the Edit Block.

b. In the Formula editor, add the Element Name using the merge field syntax. For example, to return the sum of all the entries for
a Number element in an Edit Block, you would use the following syntax in the formula editor:
SUM(%EditBlock1:NetIncome%), where NetIncome is the name of a Number element.

c. (Optional) When using the vlcEditBlockFS.html template, display the formula at the top of the Edit Block by adding the Formula
element's name to the Edit Block's Sum Element property.

Override an Edit Block LWC
Apply custom code to an Edit Block by extending and overriding the Edit Block's lightning web components. Edit Blocks contain up to
three LWC override fields based on the Edit Block's Edit mode.

ExampleCompatible Edit ModesDescriptionProperty

Extend the Edit Block LWCAllCustomize the Edit Block
component by extending the
Edit Block component.

LWC Component Override

Extend the Edit Block Label LWCCards, Long CardsCustomize the Edit Block's label
by overriding the label
component.

Edit Block Label LWC
Component Override

Extend the Edit Block New LWCCardsCustomize the Edit Block Card
users click to create new entries

Edit Block New LWC
Component Override

by overriding the New LWC
component.
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Extend the Edit Block LWC

Customize an LWC OmniScript's Edit Block by extending the Edit Block LWC.

Extend the Edit Block Label LWC

Customize an LWC Edit Block's Label for the Cards and Long Cards edit modes by extending the Edit Block Label LWC. Exclusive to
Cards and Long Cards edit mode, the Edit Block Label LWC overrides the original labels, including global actions.

Extend the Edit Block New LWC

Customize an LWC Edit Block's new entry card by extending the Edit Block New LWC. Exclusive to the Card edit mode, the Edit Block
New LWC overrides the new entry card.

Extend the Edit Block LWC
Customize an LWC OmniScript's Edit Block by extending the Edit Block LWC.

The Edit Block LWC overrides the entire Edit Block LWC unless the Edit Mode is Cards or Long Cards. Cards and Long Cards include
additional extendable LWCs.

Before You Begin

Ensure you understand the requirements for extending an OmniScript element's Lightning web component.

1. In VisualStudio, create a custom LWC or download a custom Edit Block LWC example by clicking here. The code in the custom LWC
example changes the background of the Edit Block card to green.

Custom Edit Block Card ExampleOriginal Edit Block Card

2. In the LWC's JavaScript file, extend the Edit Block LWC. Using this code example, replace the NS with the namespace of the package.

Example:

import omniscriptEditBlock from "VLOCITYNAMESPACE/omniscriptEditBlock";
import template from "./editblockCardCustomize.html"
export default class editblockCardCustomize extends omniscriptEditBlock{

// your properties and methods here

render()
{

if (this.jsonDef) {
this._hasChildren = this.jsonDef.children.length > 0;
this._isFirstIndex = this.jsonDef.index === 0;
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if (this._isCards && this._isFirstIndex) {
// hides the first short card with no children
if (!this._hasChildren) {

this.classList.add(this._theme + '-hide');
} else {

this.classList.remove(this._theme + '-hide');
}

}
}
return template;

}
}

3. Add code to the custom LWC.

4. Deploy the custom LWC to Salesforce. See Deploy Lightning Web Components.

5. Go to the OmniScript that contains the Edit Block LWC.

6. In the Edit Block's LWC Component Override field, enter the name of the custom LWC.

7. Activate the OmniScript, and preview your changes.

Extend the Edit Block Label LWC
Customize an LWC Edit Block's Label for the Cards and Long Cards edit modes by extending the Edit Block Label LWC. Exclusive to Cards
and Long Cards edit mode, the Edit Block Label LWC overrides the original labels, including global actions.

Ensure you understand the requirements for extending an OmniScript element's Lightning web component.

1. In VisualStudio, create a custom LWC or download a custom Edit Block LWC example by clicking here. The code in the custom LWC
example changes the label of a global action to green.

Custom Edit Block LabelOriginal Edit Block Label

2. In the LWC's JavaScript file, extend the Edit Block Label LWC. Using this code example, replace the NS with the namespace of the
package.

Example:

import omniscriptEditBlockLabel from "NS/omniscriptEditBlockLabel";
import template from "./editblockLabelCustomize.html"
export default class editblockLabelCustomize extends omniscriptEditBlockLabel{

// your properties and methods here

render()
{
return template;
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}
}

3. Add code to the custom LWC.

4. Deploy the custom LWC to Salesforce.

5. Go to the OmniScript that contains the Edit Block LWC.

6. In the Edit Block's properties, select Edit Block Mode, and click Cards or LongCards.

7. In the Edit Block's Edit Block Label LWC Component Override field, enter the name of the custom LWC.

8. Activate the OmniScript, and preview your changes.

Extend the Edit Block New LWC
Customize an LWC Edit Block's new entry card by extending the Edit Block New LWC. Exclusive to the Card edit mode, the Edit Block
New LWC overrides the new entry card.

Before You Begin

Ensure you understand the requirements for extending an OmniScript element's Lightning web component.

1. In VisualStudio, create a custom LWC or download a custom Edit Block New LWC example by clicking here. The code in the custom
LWC example changes the text color to green.

Custom Edit Block New ExampleOriginal Edit Block New Card

2. In the LWC's JavaScript file, extend the Edit Block New LWC. Using this code example, replace the NS with the namespace of the
package.

Example:

import omniscriptEditBlockNew from "NS/omniscriptEditBlockNew";
import template from "./editblockNewCustomize.html"
export default class editblockNewCustomize extends omniscriptEditBlockNew{

// your properties and methods here
render()
{
return template;

}
}

3. Add code to the custom LWC.
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4. Deploy the custom LWC to Salesforce.

5. Go to the OmniScript that contains the Edit Block LWC.

6. In the Edit Block's properties, click Edit Block Mode and select Cards.

7. In the Edit Block's Edit Block New LWC Component Override field, enter the name of the custom LWC.

8. Activate the OmniScript, and preview your changes.

Edit Block Properties
This section contains information on the Edit Block properties.

DescriptionProperty

Allows values in Edit Block to be set to null using the Set Values
action.

Allow Clear

Enables users to access an Action that deletes an entry.Allow Delete

Enables users to access an Action that edits an entry.Allow Edit

Enables users to access an Action that creates a new entry in the
Edit Block.

Allow New

The text label that appears for the Delete Action.Delete Label

Exclusive to LWC OmniScripts; sets the styling for Edit Block entries.Edit Block Mode

The text label that appears for the Edit Action.Edit Label

The text label that appears for the New Action.New Label

The name of the Default SVG Sprite category. By default, this field
is set to the utility category.

Default SVG Sprite

The name of the Default SVG Icon that is within the Default SVG
Sprite's category. By default, this field is set to the user icon.

Default SVG Icon

The name of an element in the Edit Block that's value dynamically
controls whether an alternate SVG Icon displays.

SVG Controlling Element

The Sum Element displays the value for a Formula placed outside
of the Edit Block.

Sum Element

Exclusive to LWC OmniScript, Select Mode enables users to set a
Checkbox's boolean value to true  by selecting Edit Block entries.

Select Mode
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DescriptionProperty

Select Mode is only available for Cards, LongCards, and Table Edit
Blocks.

Enter the name of a Checkbox element in the Edit Block. This
element enables Select Mode to function.

Checkbox Element Name

Enables users to use Vlocity's default actions to map Edit Block
entries to Salesforce records.

sObject Mapping

For information on common properties, see Common OmniScript Element Properties Definitions .

Radio Group

OmniScript's Radio Group enables you to create and display questions in a questionnaire format.

Note: Radio Group provides the same selection options for each question. To provide different options for each question, see
Add Options for Selects, Multi-Selects, and Radio Buttons.

1. Drag a Radio Group into an existing Step in the structure panel.

2. In the Radio Group's Properties, under Options, add Values  and Labels. These represent the user's selectable options.

Note: Using a value from a Radio Group as a conditional in another element requires adding the Radio Group's element name
as the parent node.

Example Syntax: ParentNode:ChildNode

3. (Optional) Select the Set All button next to an option to check all of the fields at once when the option is selected.

4. Under Radio Group Questions, add questions into the Label field and enter Values to store the user's response. The Labels
represent the questions that display to the left of the selectable options.

5. (Optional) Set the Radio Labels Width. Changing the Width of Radio Group Labels changes the width of the Options Labels.

6. Preview the OmniScript to test the questionnaire.

Steps

When creating the script structure for an OmniScript, Steps should be used to create each "page" of the form. Users can navigate through
Steps using Next and Previous buttons. You can enable field validation for a Step, which means that all required fields on the Step must
be completed in order to move forward. Conditionally displaying elements by applying conditional views to steps. This enables you to
create one OmniScript that offers different experiences based on the user's responses.

Step Example

In the example OmniScript pictured below, the first Step is called Agent Information:
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Here is the same Step rendered on the form:

The Instruction field on the Step element configuration appears in Horizontal mode and is HTML-rich:
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The OmniScript's Step Chart can be hidden by checking Hide Step Chart in the Script Configuration:

The Step Chart Label property enables you to text that is separate from the Step's main display label:
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Type Ahead Block

Display a list of results when a user begins typing in an input field by using the Type Ahead Block. When a user selects a record, the Type
Ahead Block can retrieve additional information related to the record. For example, a Type Ahead Block can be used with a DataRaptor
to list Accounts in the results.

In the OmniScript Designer, the Type Ahead Block is located under the Groups section of Available Components.

Add and Configure a Type Ahead Block

Configure how users can create and edit records in Edit Block.

Make an HTTP Call from a Type Ahead Block

Retrieve data from a URL in your Type Ahead Block using an HTTP Action.

Use Type Ahead Block With Data JSON

The Type Ahead Block can use a Data JSON as its source instead of an API, HTTP, or Remote action. Using a Data JSON enables the
response from the Type Ahead Block to be made client-side instead of needing to make server calls.

Use Google Maps Autocomplete in LWC OmniScripts

Retrieve Google Maps data and display a location in the Type Ahead Block using the Google Maps API.

Using Google Maps Autocomplete with OmniScript

Retrieve Google Maps data and display a location in the Type Ahead Block using the Google Maps API.

Use Type Ahead Block with DataRaptor

Retrieve data in your Type Ahead Block using DataRaptor

Type Ahead Block Properties

This page contains information on Type Ahead Block properties.

Add and Configure a Type Ahead Block
Configure how users can create and edit records in Edit Block.

1. Add the Type Ahead Block element to the OmniScript canvas.
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Note: If a Type Ahead Block exists in a Block element, only one Block element is permitted. Adding multiple nested Blocks
will result in errors.

2. Add an Action element into the Type Ahead Block to retrieve data or seed the Type Ahead Block with data. Type Ahead Blocks only
support using a single action.

Note: Prior to Vlocity Insurance and Health Spring '20, in an LWC OmniScript, if an action returns nested response data, you
must trim the path in the Response JSON Node field. For example, if Response JSON Path is set to the nested node
%data:years%, the Response JSON Node must be set to %years%  or VlocityNoRootNode.

DescriptionSupported Data Sources

Accesses an array of data present in the OmniScript's data JSON.Data JSON

Retrieves internal or external Salesforce data.DataRaptor Extract Action

Calls a Google Maps API to retrieve google maps data.Google Maps Auto Complete

Retrieves external data.HTTP Action

Retrieves data from an Apex class.Remote Action

3. Add Input elements into the Type Ahead Block to map response data.

To hide an element, such as an Id, from the user, prefill it with data from the TypeAhead using these steps:

a. From the element properties panel, click Edit as JSON. The JSON definition of the element is displayed.

b. Set the hide property's value to true.

c. Check the box labeled Available for Prefill When Hidden.

4. Configure additional properties in the Edit Block to set a user's data access. See Type Ahead Block Properties.

5. Beginning with Vlocity Insurance and Health Spring '20, Add custom styling and behavior by overriding LWC Type Ahead Block
components. The LWC Component Override field only overrides the Type Ahead Component.

DescriptionType Ahead Block LWCs

Overrides the Type Ahead component that lists the data results.omniscriptTypeahead

Overrides the Type Ahead Block component that embeds the
Type Ahead component.

omniscriptTypeaheadBlock

LWC Type Ahead Blocks display a progress-bar when retrieving
data results.

progressBar
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Make an HTTP Call from a Type Ahead Block
Retrieve data from a URL in your Type Ahead Block using an HTTP Action.

1. Add a Type Ahead Block to your OmniScript.

2. Drag the HTTP action into the Type Ahead Block. See OmniScript Script Structure Definitions for more information.

3. Configure your HTTP Action by entering your HTTP Path and your HTTP Method.

4. Add fields to your Type Ahead Block for the items that are being returned by the HTTP action.

5. (Optional) By default, user input will be filtered against a LIKE match. To return unfiltered results check the Disable Data Filter
checkbox in the Type Ahead Block's properties.

Use Type Ahead Block With Data JSON
The Type Ahead Block can use a Data JSON as its source instead of an API, HTTP, or Remote action. Using a Data JSON enables the
response from the Type Ahead Block to be made client-side instead of needing to make server calls.

For example, you might want to use a Data JSON with an array containing a list of your coverage plan names. As your agent begins
typing, a list of plan names is displayed, enabling the agent to choose one.

1. Check the Use Data JSON checkbox

2. In the Data JSON Path, enter the name of a root level JSON node returned by the response of the Action.

Note: The Data JSON Path only accepts data at the root level of the JSON.

3. (Optional) By default, user input is filtered using a LIKE  match. To return unfiltered results, check Disable Data Filter in the Type
Ahead Block's properties.

4. (Optional) To make the Type Ahead Block behave like the Lookup element, check the Lookup Mode checkbox. Instead of typing
to return a set of values, users select from a set of values.

Use Google Maps Autocomplete in LWC OmniScripts
Retrieve Google Maps data and display a location in the Type Ahead Block using the Google Maps API.

Before You Begin

The Type Ahead Block's Google Maps functionality requires you to use a Google Maps API Key. See Google.

1. Add a Type Ahead Block to your OmniScript.

2. In Type Ahead Block's Field Label, enter the text to display in the google maps search field.

3. Check the Enable Google Maps Autocomplete checkbox to display the Google Maps Autocomplete section.
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4. In the Google Maps API Key field, enter your Google Maps JavaScript API key. If you don't have a Google Maps JavaScript API Key,
obtain one from Google.

5. (Optional) To hide the Google Map widget, check Hide Map.

6. Click the Country Filter field and select a Country.

7. Preview the OmniScript to run a search and return a Google response.

8. Open the Action Debugger to view the response. A larger set of response data is available beginning with Vlocity Insurance and
Health and Vlocity CME Summer '20.

These are the available response nodes:

• Prior to Vlocity Insurance and Health and Vlocity CME Summer '20, the response includes these nodes:

DescriptionResponse Node

Returns a street addressstreet:

Returns a city or townlocality

In the United States, this returns a stateadministrative_area_level_1

In the United States, this returns a countyadministrative_area_level_2

Returns a postal codepostal_code

Returns a countrycountry

• Beginning with Vlocity Insurance and Health and Vlocity CME Summer '20, the response includes a larger set of data and the
previously available response nodes. Responses return unique sets of data depending on the configuration.

In addition to the default response nodes, this table displays response nodes that may also be available in the Google response.
For detailed information on each response node, see Google Geocoding API (Google documentation).
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DescriptionResponse Node

A street address.street_address

A named route, e.g., I-5.route

A major intersection.intersection

A political entity.political

A national political entity.country

An object containing longitude and latitude.geometry

A first-order civil entity below the country level, e.g., states.administrative_area_level_1

A second-order civil entity, e.g., counties.administrative_area_level_2

A third-order civil entity.administrative_area_level_3

A fourth-order civil entity.administrative_area_level_4

A fifth-order civil entity.administrative_area_level_5

A common alternative name for the entity.colloquial_area

An incorporated city.locality

A first-order civil entity below locality. The sublocality may
contain additional civil entities in nodes from
sublocality_level_1 to sublocality_level_5.

sublocality

A neighborhood.neighborhood

A location, e.g., a building.premise

A first-order entity below a location, e.g., a building.subpremise

A postal code.postal_code

An important natural feature.natural_feature

An airport.airport
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DescriptionResponse Node

A park name.park

A point of interest, usually an important local entity, e.g., the
Golden Gate Bridge.

point_of_interest

An array containing the response's type. For example, San
Francisco is a type of locality.

types

9. Add an element to the Type Ahead Block to map data from a Google response node. Elements in the Type Ahead Block appear as
a selectable Child Element in the Google Transformation section.

10. In the Google Transformations section, click Add New Mapping.

11. Select a Child Element and map it to a Google Response Node.

Refer to the Action debugger's response, and map these additional nested data types by entering the correct notation in the Google
Response Node field:

Notation ExampleData TypeResponse Node

geometry:location:latObjectgeometry

types|1Arraytypes

12. Save the OmniScript and run it in preview to view your mappings.
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Using Google Maps Autocomplete with OmniScript
Retrieve Google Maps data and display a location in the Type Ahead Block using the Google Maps API.

Note: Beginning with Vlocity Insurance and Health Summer '20, LWC OmniScripts require different configurations for the Type
Ahead Block's Google Maps functionality.

This video explains how to use the Google Maps API in a Type Ahead Block:

To add Google Maps autocomplete to a Type Ahead Block:

1. Add a Type Ahead Block to your OmniScript.

2. Add elements to the Type Ahead Block to map the response of the Google Maps API.

The response includes:

• street: Returns a street address

• locality: Returns a city or town

• administrative_area_level_1: In the United States, this returns a state

• administrative_area_level_2: In the United States, this returns a county

• postal_code: Returns a postal code

• country: Returns a country

3. In the Type Ahead Block's properties, expand the Google Maps Autocomplete section and check the Enable Google Maps
Autocomplete checkbox.

4. (Optional) To hide the Google Map widget, check Hide Map.

5. In the Google Maps API Key field, enter your Google Maps JavaScript API key. If you don't have a Google Maps JavaScript API Key,
obtain one from Google.

6. Click the Country Filter field and select a Country.

7. In the Google Transformation section, select an Output JSON element and map it to an Input JSON field.

Use Type Ahead Block with DataRaptor
Retrieve data in your Type Ahead Block using DataRaptor

This video demonstrates how to use OmniScript's Type Ahead Block with DataRaptor:

1. Add a Type Ahead Block to your OmniScript.

2. Drag a DataRaptor Extract Action component into the structure of the Type Ahead Block. See OmniScript Script Structure Definitions
for more information.

3. To configure your DataRaptor Extract Action, select a DataRaptor Interface and set your input parameters. To pass the user's input
to the DataRaptor, set one input parameter to the Element Name of the Type Ahead Block.

4. Add fields to your Type Ahead Block.

5. To populate the fields, set the Element names to match the extracted data being returned by the DataRaptor Extract Action. For
more information on populating elements, see Prefill OmniScript Elements using DataRaptor.

Type Ahead Block Properties
This page contains information on Type Ahead Block properties.
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DescriptionProperty

Where to apply the data returned by the action. To invoke
JavaScript for parsing, set Data Process Function.

Type Ahead Key

Check to display the fields in the Type Ahead Block automatically.
If Edit Mode is not checked, users can click the edit button to display

Edit Mode

fields. Displaying the field enables users to enter information into
the fields without using type-ahead.

Enter a Google Maps API Key.Google Map Api Key

Permits users to add a new entry when using the Type Ahead Block.
By default, users can only choose from the list of values.

New Item Label

Prevents the Edit button from displaying. If Edit Mode is checked,
the Type Ahead Block fields still display to the user.

Hide Edit Button

Hides the Google Maps widget in the OmniScript.Hide Map

The name of the google response node. Preview the OmniScript
to run the Google search and view all the available response nodes
in the action debugger.

Google Response Node

OmniScript Input Elements

This page contains a table explaining the available OmniScript elements listed under the Inputs section. Lightning Player and Newport
Player templates are available for all Input components.

To download the component HTML Templates, see OmniScript Component Definitions.

Example ImageTemplateElement DescriptionElement Name

Lightning Checkbox:Lightning:Checkbox is a boolean input
control. It returns true or false to
the Data JSON.

Checkbox

omniLightning-vlcCheckbox.html

Newport:

omniNewport-vlcCheckbox.html

Newport Checkbox:
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Example ImageTemplateElement DescriptionElement Name

Lightning Currency:Lightning:The Currency element records a
currency amount on a single

Currency

omniLightning-vlcCurrency.html
line. To configure the currency

Newport:

omniNewport-vlcCurrency.html
symbol displayed in the
OmniScript, you have the
following options:

Newport Currency:• In single currency Salesforce
orgs, the Currency Code is
set to the org currency by
default. No configuration is
necessary.

• In multi-currency Salesforce
orgs, the Currency Code
changes to a current user's
currency code by default. No
configuration is necessary.
For information on
configuring multiple
currencies, see Manage
Multiple Currencies.

• Override the currency code
with a default value. In the
Script Configuration, set the
Currency Code field to a
supported currency code.

• In the URL that launches the
script, set the
OmniScriptCurrencyCode
parameter. For example:
&OmniScriptCurrencyCode=JPY

• (Exclusive to LWC
OmniScripts) Display the
Currency Code by checking
the Display Currency Code
checkbox on the Currency
element.
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Example ImageTemplateElement DescriptionElement Name

• In a VisualForce page that
displays an OmniScript, by
setting the
strOmniScriptCurrencyCode
to a currency code.

n/an/aExclusive to LWC OmniScripts,
add a custom LWC to an

Custom LWC

OmniScript using the Custom
LWC element. See Custom LWC
Element.

Lightning Date:Lightning:The Date element is used for
input fields that should contain

Date

omniLightning-vlcDate.html
a date. The Date Type can be set

Newport:

omniNewport-vlcDate.html
to either String or Date for a
Date element. Setting the Date
Type to String results in the use
of the Absolute Date. The model
date format, can be set in the
element's configuration. The
default is yyyy-MM-dd.

Newport Date:
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Example ImageTemplateElement DescriptionElement Name

Lightning Date/Time:Lightning:The Date element is used for
input fields that should contain

Date/Time

omniLightning-vlcDatetime-local.html
a date and time. Displays two

Newport:

omniNewport-vlcDatetime-local.html
fields. The timezone property
provides the option of setting
the timezone to either the User
object's time or the browser's
local time.

Newport Date/Time:

Lightning Disclosure:Lightning:Displays Disclosure text and has
a checkbox for user to select

Disclosure

omniLightning-vlcDisclosure.html
whether or not they agree with
the disclosure. Newport:

omniNewport-vlcDisclosure.html
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Example ImageTemplateElement DescriptionElement Name

Newport Disclosure:

Lightning Email:Lightning:The Email element is used for
input fields that should contain
an e-mail address.

Email

omniLightning-vlcEmail.html

Newport:

omniNewport-vlcEmail.html

Newport Email:

Lightning File:Lightning:The File element allows the user
to upload a file from their

File

omniLightning-vlcFile.html
computer so that it is accessible
by OmniScript. Newport:

omniNewport-vlcFile.html

Newport File:

n/aLightning:

omniLightning-vlcFilterItemSelect.html

The Filter element must be
added to a Filter Block. Filters
allow a user to filter items in an

Filter

omniLightning-vlcFilterItemMSelect.htmlOmniScript, either as select or
multi-select. Newport:

omniNewport-vlcFilterItemSelect.html

omniNewport-vlcFilterItemMSelect.html

Lightning Image:Lightning:The Image element defines an
image in Omniscript.

Image
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Example ImageTemplateElement DescriptionElement Name

omniLightning-vlcImage.html

Newport:

omniNewport-vlcImage.html
Newport Image:

Lightning Lookup:Lightning:The Lookup element calls the
DataRaptor Output service to

Lookup

omniLightning-vlcLookup.html
query SFDC tables and populate

Newport:

omniNewport-vlcLookup.html
the element with the results of
the query. s

Newport Lookup:

Lightning Multi-select:Lightning:When a value is selected, the
language-independent "Value"
in the Data JSON is populated.

Multi-select

omniLightning-vlcMulti-select.html

Newport:

omniNewport-vlcMulti-select.html

Newport Multi-select:

Lightning Number:Lightning:A numeric input field.Number

omniLightning-vlcNumber.html

Newport:

omniNewport-vlcNumber.html
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Example ImageTemplateElement DescriptionElement Name

Newport Number:

Lightning Password:Lightning:The Password element is a
password field.

Password

omniLightning-vlcPassword.html

Newport:

omniNewport-vlcPassword.html

Newport Password:

Lightning Radio Display Mode
Options:

Lightning:

omniLightning-vlcRadio.html

Radio buttons let a user select
one of a limited number of
options. Options are displayed
in a vertical list.

Radio

Horizontal:Newport:

omniNewport-vlcRadio.html

Image:

Vertical:
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Example ImageTemplateElement DescriptionElement Name

Newport Radio Display Mode
Options:

Horizontal:

Image:

Segment:

Vertical:
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Example ImageTemplateElement DescriptionElement Name

Lightning Range:Lightning:The Range element is used for
input fields that should contain
a value within a range.

Range

omniLightning-vlcRange.html

Newport:

omniNewport-vlcRange.html

Newport Range:

Lightning Select:Lightning:Displays a dropdown menu of
values. When a value is selected,

Select

omniLightning-vlcSelect.html
the language-independent

Newport:

omniNewport-vlcSelect.html
"value" is populated in the Data
JSON.

Lightning Select Dropdown:

Newport Select:

Newport Select Dropdown:
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Example ImageTemplateElement DescriptionElement Name

Lightning Signature:Lightning:The Signature element collects
a signature during an

Signature

omniLightning-vlcSignature.html
OmniScript. This field can be
made required. Newport:

omniNewport-vlcSignature.html

Newport Signature:

Lightning Telephone:Lightning:The Telephone element is used
for input fields that should
contain a telephone number.

Telephone

omniLightning-vlcTel.html

Newport:

omniNewport-vlcTel.html

Newport Telephone:

Lightning Text:Lightning:The Text element is a one-line
text input field.

Text

omniLightning-vlcText.html

Newport:

omniNewport-vlcText.html

Newport Text:
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Example ImageTemplateElement DescriptionElement Name

Lightning TextArea:Lightning:The Text Area element is a
multiple-line text input field.

Text Area

omniLightning-vlcTextarea.html

Newport:

omniNewport-vlcTextarea.html

Newport TextArea:

Lightning Time:Lightning:The Time element allows users
to input a time into the field.

Time

omniLightning-vlcTime.html

Newport:

omniNewport-vlcTime.html

Newport Time:
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Example ImageTemplateElement DescriptionElement Name

Lightning URL:Lightning:The URL element is used for
input fields that should contain
a URL address.

URL

omniLightning-vlcURL.html

Newport:

omniNewport-vlcURL.html

Newport URL:

Custom Lightning Web Component Properties

Custom Lightning Web Component element properties are configurable from the Properties panel when you select the element.
With the Custom Lightning Web Component element, embed a custom Lightning web component into your OmniScript.

OmniScripts Checkbox Element

Enable users to select a checkbox by adding the Checkbox element to your OmniScript. For example, map the user's yes/no answer
to a true/false field in a record.

OmniScripts Currency Element

Enable users to enter a currency amount by adding the Currency element to your OmniScript. Update default format options such
as the number of decimal places to display, minimum and maximum currency value, and more.

OmniScripts Date/Time Element

Enable users to select a date from a date picker and a time from a list by adding the Date/Time element to your OmniScript. Set the
minimum and maximum dates, and the date and time formats.

OmniScripts Date Element

Enable users to select a date from a date picker by adding a Date element to your OmniScript. Set the minimum and maximum
dates, and the date format.

OmniScripts Disclosure Element

Enable users to agree to a disclosure statement by adding a Disclosure element to your OmniScript. Enter the copy in a rich text
editor.

OmniScripts Email Element

Enable users to enter an email address by adding the Email element to your OmniScript. Update the default allowable format with
Validation Options.

OmniScripts Multi-Select Element

Enable users to select from multiple items by adding the Multi-select element to your OmniScript. Display options vertically,
horizontally, or as an image.

OmniScripts Number Element

Enable users to enter a number by adding the Number element to your OmniScript. Limit what the user can enter by setting a mask.

OmniScripts Password Element

Enable users to enter a password by adding the Password element to your OmniScript. Set the minimum and maximum lengths of
the password.
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OmniScripts Radio Element

Enable users to select one from multiple items by adding the Radio element to your OmniScript. Display options vertically, horizontally,
as an image, or styled based on the Newport Design System.

OmniScripts Range Element

Enables users to select a number from a specified range by adding the Range element to your OmniScript. Specify the increment
values and use both dynamic and static values to define the minimum and maximum values for the range.

OmniScripts Select Element

Enable users to select from a dropdown by adding a Select element to your OmniScript. Manually enter options or dynamically pull
options from an Apex class and method, or for a Salesforce object.

OmniScripts Telephone Element

Enable users to enter a telephone number by adding a Telephone element to your OmniScript. Limit the length and format of the
number the user can enter.

OmniScripts Text Area Element

Enable users to enter multiple lines of text by adding a Text Area element to your OmniScript. Limit the number of characters the
user can enter.

OmniScripts Text Element

Enable users to enter a line of text by adding the Text element to your OmniScript. Limit the length of the text using minimum and
maximum values and set allowable information using the mask property.

OmniScripts Time Element

Enable users to select from a list of times by adding the Time element to your OmniScript. Format the display and set the time
intervals.

OmniScripts URL Element

Enable users to enter a website address by adding the URL element to your OmniScript. For example, a user can enter
salesforce.com, or www.salesforce.com, and so on.

Custom Lightning Web Component Properties

Custom Lightning Web Component element properties are configurable from the Properties panel when you select the element. With
the Custom Lightning Web Component element, embed a custom Lightning web component into your OmniScript.

DescriptionProperty

Enter the name of the custom component to render it in an active
OmniScript.

LWC Name

Enter a property name using the HTML attribute format to pass it
into the custom component. For example, the property recordId
converts to the HTML attribute record-id.

Property Name

Enter a value to pass in the property. Values may use merge field
syntax to pass a JSON node. For example, to pass the JSON node
ContextId, enter %ContextId%.

Property Source

A checkbox that enables the use of a Standalone LWC.Standalone LWC
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OmniScripts Checkbox Element

Enable users to select a checkbox by adding the Checkbox element to your OmniScript. For example, map the user's yes/no answer to
a true/false field in a record.

1. Drag a Checkbox element from the Build panel onto the canvas.

2. In the Properties panel, give the element a name in the Name field.

3. In Field Label, enter a label visible to the user.

4. (Optional) Select Default Value to enable the checkbox by default. The value is true or false in the Data JSON.

5. (Optional) For additional properties, see Common OmniScript Element Properties Definitions .

Checkbox Properties

Checkbox properties are configurable from the Properties panel when you select a Checkbox element. With the Checkbox element,
enable users to select a checkbox in your OmniScript.

Checkbox Properties
Checkbox properties are configurable from the Properties panel when you select a Checkbox element. With the Checkbox element,
enable users to select a checkbox in your OmniScript.

DescriptionProperty

Select to enable the checkbox by default. The value is true or false
in the Data JSON.

Default Value

OmniScripts Currency Element

Enable users to enter a currency amount by adding the Currency element to your OmniScript. Update default format options such as
the number of decimal places to display, minimum and maximum currency value, and more.

1. Drag a Currency element from the Build panel onto the canvas.

2. In the Properties panel, give the element a name in the Name field.

3. In Field Label, enter a label visible to the user.

4. (Optional) To override the default allowable format, select Custom Mask, and then enter a new mask in the Format Override:
Custom Mask field. For example, the mask ###,###  transforms an input of 123456 into 123,456. See Pattern Mask.

5. (Optional) In Format Override: Decimal Places, enter a number to change the default number of decimal places to display.

6. (Optional) In Minimum Currency Value, enter the minimum value that a user can enter, such as 1.

7. (Optional) In Maximum Currency Value, enter the maximum value that a user can enter, such as 10,000.

8. (Optional) Select Allow Negative Numbers to allow users to enter negative values, such as -15.

9. (Optional) Select Hide Comma Separators to hide commas for values greater than three digits. For example, display 1000 instead
of 1,000.

10. (Optional) Select Display Currency Code to display a currency code based on the logged-in user's locale. For example, if the user
locale is en-US, the currency code is USD.

11. (Optional) For additional properties, see Common OmniScript Element Properties Definitions .
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Currency Properties

Currency properties are configurable from the Properties panel when you select a Currency element. With the Currency element,
enable users to enter a currency amount in an input field in your OmniScript.

Currency Properties
Currency properties are configurable from the Properties panel when you select a Currency element. With the Currency element, enable
users to enter a currency amount in an input field in your OmniScript.

DescriptionProperty

Overrides the default allowable format.Custom Mask

Specifies the custom mask that overrides the default mask. For
example, the mask ###,###  transforms an input of 123456 into

Format Override: Custom Mask

123,456. For additional pattern information, visit
https://imask.js.org/guide.html#masked-pattern,
and review Pattern Mask.

Specifies how many decimal places to display. For example, enter
3  to display 50.201 instead of 50.20.

Format Override: Decimal Places

The minimum value that a user can enter.Minimum Currency Value

The maximum value that a user can enter.Maximum Currency Value,

Allows users to enter negative values, such as -15.Allow Negative Numbers

Hides commas for values greater than three digits. For example,
display 1000 instead of 1,000.

Hide Comma Separators

Displays a currency code based on the logged-in user's locale. For
example, if the user locale is en-US, the currency code is USD.

Display Currency Code

OmniScripts Date/Time Element

Enable users to select a date from a date picker and a time from a list by adding the Date/Time element to your OmniScript. Set the
minimum and maximum dates, and the date and time formats.

1. Drag a Text element from the Build panel onto the canvas.

2. In the Properties panel, give the element a name in the Name field.

3. In Field Label, enter a label visible to the user.

4. In Minimum Date, enter the earliest date the user can select from the date picker, such as 01-01-1950.

Note: The format entered must be the same as in the Date Format field. For example, to set the minimum date to January
1, 1950, if the Date Format is MM-DD-YYYY, you must enter 01-01-1950.
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5. In Maximum Date, enter the latest date the user can select from the date picker, such as 12-31-2019.

Note: The format entered must be the same as in the Date Format field. For example, to set the maximum date to December
31, 2019, if the Date Format is MM-DD-YYYY, you must enter 12-31-2019.

6. In Date Format, enter the format to display the date. For example, if the format is MM-DD-YYYY, and the user selects January
3, 2020  from the date picker, the date displays as 01-03-2020. For more format options, see Day.js.

7. In Time Format, enter the format to display the time, such as hh:mm a, which is the default.

Note: Enter h  or hh  for hour, m  or mm  for minute, s  or ss  for seconds, and a  for am/pm. A single letter, such as h  or
m, has no leading zero. Remove the a  to display 24 hour time. For example, hh:mm a  displays 03:30 pm, h:mm a
displays 3:30 pm, and hh:mm:ss. displays 15:30 01. For more format options, see Day.js.

8. In Time Interval, enter the intervals within an hour the user can select from the time dropdown. For example, enter 15 for 15
minute periods within the hour such as 12:00, 12:15, 12:30, 12:45, and so on. The default interval is 30.

9. In the Advanced Options section, select a Time Zone:

• Select Local Timezone to use the timezone of the browser.

• Select User Timezone to use the timezone set in the logged-in user's profile.

10. (Optional) For additional properties, see Common OmniScript Element Properties Definitions .

Date/Time Properties

Date/Time properties are configurable from the Properties panel when you select a Date/Time element. With the Date/Time element,
enable users to select a date from a date picker and a time from a dropdown list in your OmniScript.

Date/Time Properties
Date/Time properties are configurable from the Properties panel when you select a Date/Time element. With the Date/Time element,
enable users to select a date from a date picker and a time from a dropdown list in your OmniScript.

DescriptionProperty

Specifies the format to display the date. For example, if the format
is MM-DD-YYYY, and the user selects January 3, 2020

Date Format

from the date picker, the date displays as 01-03-2020. For more
format options, visit https://day.js.org/docs/en/parse/string-format.

The latest date the user can select from the date picker. The format
must be the same as in the Date Format field. For example, to set

Maximum Date

the maximum date to December 31, 2019, if the Date Format is
MM-DD-YYYY, you must enter 12-31-2019.

The earliest date the user can select from the date picker. The
format must be the same as in the Date Format field. For example,

Minimum Date

to set the minimum date to January 1, 1950, if the Date Format
is MM-DD-YYYY, you must enter 01-01-1950.
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DescriptionProperty

Specifies the format to display the time. Enter h  or hh  for hour,
m  or mm  for minute, s  or ss  for seconds, and a  for am/pm. A

Time Format

single letter, such as h  or m, has no leading zero. Remove the a
to display 24 hour time. For more format options, visit
https://day.js.org/docs/en/parse/string-format.

Specifies the intervals within an hour the user can select from the
time dropdown. For example, enter 15  for 15 minute periods
within the hour such as 12:00, 12:15, 12:30, 12:45, and so on.

Time Interval

Specifies the timezone the date and time should be based. Select
Local Timezone to use the timezone of the browser. Select User
Timezone to use the timezone set in the logged-in user's profile.

Time Zone

OmniScripts Date Element

Enable users to select a date from a date picker by adding a Date element to your OmniScript. Set the minimum and maximum dates,
and the date format.

1. Drag a Date element from the Build panel onto the canvas.

2. In the Properties panel, give the element a name in the Name field.

3. In Field Label, enter a label visible to the user.

4. In Minimum Date, enter the earliest date the user can select from the date picker, such as 01-01-1950.

Note: The format entered must be the same as in the Date Format field. For example, to set the minimum date to January
1, 1950, if the Date Format is MM-DD-YYYY, you must enter 01-01-1950.

5. In Maximum Date, enter the latest date the user can select from the date picker, such as 12-31-2019.

Note: The format entered must be the same as in the Date Format field. For example, to set the maximum date to December
31, 2019, if the Date Format is MM-DD-YYYY, you must enter 12-31-2019.

6. In Date Format, enter the format to display the date. For example, if the format is MM-DD-YYYY, and the user selects January
3, 2020  from the date picker, the date displays as 01-03-2020. For more format options, see Day.js.

7. (Optional) In the Advanced Options section, update values for the following properties:

• Data Type: Specifies how to display the date in the Data JSON.

– If set to String, the Model Date Format is applied. String is the default data type.

– If set to Date, the date is encoded as an ISO 8601 date/time, such as 2018-01-28T05:00:00.000Z.

• Model Date Format: Specifies how the date is formatted in the Data JSON when Data Type is set to String. For example,
YYYY-MM-DD. For more format options, see Day.js.

8. (Optional) For additional properties, see Common OmniScript Element Properties Definitions .
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Date Properties

Date properties are configurable from the Properties panel when you select a Date element. With the Date element, enable users
to select a date from a date picker in your OmniScript.

Date Properties
Date properties are configurable from the Properties panel when you select a Date element. With the Date element, enable users to
select a date from a date picker in your OmniScript.

DescriptionProperty

Specifies how to display the date in the Data JSON. Default is String.
If set to String, the Model Date Format is applied. If set to Date,

Data Type

the date is encoded as an ISO 8601 date/time, such as
2018-01-28T05:00:00.000Z.

Specifies the format to display the date. For example, if the format
is MM-DD-YYYY, and the user selects January 3, 2020

Date Format

from the date picker, the date displays as 01-03-2020. For more
format options, visit https://day.js.org/docs/en/parse/string-format.

The latest date the user can select from the date picker. The format
must be the same as in the Date Format field. For example, to set

Maximum Date

the maximum date to December 31, 2019, if the Date Format is
MM-DD-YYYY, you must enter 12-31-2019.

The earliest date the user can select from the date picker. The
format must be the same as in the Date Format field. For example,

Minimum Date

to set the minimum date to January 1, 1950, if the Date Format
is MM-DD-YYYY, you must enter 01-01-1950.

Specifies how the date is formatted in the Data JSON when Data
Type is set to String. For example, YYYY-MM-DD. For more
format options, visit https://day.js.org/docs/en/parse/string-format.

Model Date Format

OmniScripts Disclosure Element

Enable users to agree to a disclosure statement by adding a Disclosure element to your OmniScript. Enter the copy in a rich text editor.

1. Drag a Disclosure element from the Build panel onto the canvas.

2. In the Properties panel, give the element a name in the Name field.

3. In Field Label, enter a label visible to the user.

4. (Optional) Select the Required field to make selecting the checkbox next to the statement required.

5. (Optional) Click the Text field to enter the text for your disclosure statement.

6. (Optional) For additional properties, see Common OmniScript Element Properties Definitions .
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Disclosure Properties

Disclosure properties are configurable from the Properties panel when you select a Disclosure element. With the Disclosure element,
enable users to read a disclosure statement and select a checkbox to indicate agreement.

Disclosure Properties
Disclosure properties are configurable from the Properties panel when you select a Disclosure element. With the Disclosure element,
enable users to read a disclosure statement and select a checkbox to indicate agreement.

DescriptionProperty

The text that appears next to the checkbox.Check Label

The disclosure statement text.Text

OmniScripts Email Element

Enable users to enter an email address by adding the Email element to your OmniScript. Update the default allowable format with
Validation Options.

1. Drag an Email element from the Build panel onto the canvas.

2. In the Properties panel, give the element a name in the Name field.

3. In Field Label, enter a label visible to the user.

4. (Optional) In the Validation Options section, update data validation options:

• In Pattern, enter a pattern to override the default allowable email format. Use simple pattern matching. Regular expressions
(regex) accepted. See Regular Expressions.

• In Pattern Error Text, enter the message displayed if the input does not match the expression in Pattern.

5. (Optional) For additional properties, see Common OmniScript Element Properties Definitions .

Email Properties

Email properties are configurable from the Properties panel when you select an Email element. With the Email element, enable users
to enter an email address in your OmniScript.

Email Properties
Email properties are configurable from the Properties panel when you select an Email element. With the Email element, enable users to
enter an email address in your OmniScript.

To view a list of properties available to the Email element, see Common OmniScript Element Properties Definitions .

OmniScripts Multi-Select Element

Enable users to select from multiple items by adding the Multi-select element to your OmniScript. Display options vertically, horizontally,
or as an image.

1. Drag a Multi-select element from the Build panel onto the canvas.

2. In the Properties panel, give the element a name in the Name field.
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3. In Field Label, enter a label visible to the user.

4. (Optional) In Display Mode, select how to display the radio buttons. The following list options available:

• Horizontal: (Default) Display radio buttons next to each other.

• Vertical: Display radio buttons stacked.

• Image: Display each radio button as an image.

5. (Optional) If you select Image in Display Mode, the following are additional properties you can configure:

• Width: Sets the image width.

• Height: Sets the image height.

• Image Count In Row: Sets how many images per row to display.

• Enable Caption: Displays a caption below the image.

6. In Option Source, select where the list of options come from. Select from one of the following:

• Manual: (Default) Manually enter value/label pairs. Available when Display Mode is not Image.

• Custom: Enter the Apex class and method that returns the options. Use the format ClassName.method. See Populating
Picklist Values From Apex.

• SObject: Retrieves the picklist values from the Salesforce object and field. Use the format ObjectAPIName.FieldAPIName.

• Image: When Image is selected as Display Mode, manually enter value/label pairs and upload images to display. If no image is
uploaded, the label displays in the image box.

7. If you select Manual or Image as an Option Source, for each option follow these steps:

a. Click + Add New Option.

b. Enter the Value and visible Label.

c. If your option is an image, select an image available from the Choose existing image dropdown. Or upload an image from
your computer from the Or upload new image section.

d. (Optional) Check Use as Default to make the option selected by default.

8. If you select Custom as an Option Source, in the Source, enter the name of a method to call on a class in the format
class.method.

9. If you select SObject as an Option Source, in the Source, enter the name of a field on an object in the format SObject.field.

10. (Optional) To display options based on the selection of another value, configure Controlling Field Type by following these steps:

a. To define the source of the controlling field:

• To retrieve picklist options from an Apex class, select Custom.

• To retrieve dependent picklist values from a Salesforce object, select SObject.

b. In Controlling Field Source, enter an Apex class.

c. In Controlling Field Element, enter an OmniScript element name.
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11. (Optional) For additional properties, see Common OmniScript Element Properties Definitions .

Multi-Select Properties

Multi-Select properties are configurable from the Properties panel when you select a Multi-Select element. With the Multi-Select
element, enable users to select one or more items from one or more options in your OmniScript.

Multi-Select Properties
Multi-Select properties are configurable from the Properties panel when you select a Multi-Select element. With the Multi-Select element,
enable users to select one or more items from one or more options in your OmniScript.

DescriptionProperty

Choose from a list of images available in your org.Choose existing image

The OmniScript element name on which to base the options
displayed.

Controlling Field Element

The Apex Class on which to base the options displayed.Controlling Field Source

Displays options based on the selection of another value. Select
Custom to retrieve picklist options from an Apex class. Select

Controlling Field Type

SObject to retrieve dependent picklist values from a Salesforce
object.

Specifies how to display the options.Display Mode

Displays a caption below the image.Enable Caption

Sets the image height.Height

Sets how many images per row to display.Image Count In Row

The option's visible label.Label

Specifies where the list of options come from. If Manual, enter
value/label pairs. If Custom, enter the Apex class and method in

Option Source

the format ClassName.method. If SObject, retrieves the picklist
values from the Salesforce object and field, in the format
ObjectAPIName.FieldAPIName. If Image, when Display
Mode is Image, manually enter value/label pairs and upload images
to display.

Specifies the options the user can choose from.Options
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DescriptionProperty

Enter the source depending on the Option Source selected. If
Custom, enter the name of a method to call on a class in the format

Source

class.method. If SObject, enter the name of a field on an
object in the format SObject.field.

Selects the option by default.Use as Default

The value of the option.Value

Sets the image height.Width

OmniScripts Number Element

Enable users to enter a number by adding the Number element to your OmniScript. Limit what the user can enter by setting a mask.

1. Drag a Number element from the Build panel onto the canvas.

2. In the Properties panel, give the element a name in the Name field.

3. In Field Label, enter a label visible to the user.

4. In Mask, set the allowable format the user can enter. See Pattern Mask.

Note: The # symbol and the integers 1-9 represent a digit in the field. You can separate the integers by using commas and
a single decimal. The decimal is only applied if a user enters it into the field. For example, the mask ###,###.## transforms an
input of 123456.78 into 123,456.78. Enter a + or - symbol to return a positive or negative integer.

5. (Optional) For Validation Options and other additional properties, see Common OmniScript Element Properties Definitions .

OmniScripts Password Element

Enable users to enter a password by adding the Password element to your OmniScript. Set the minimum and maximum lengths of the
password.

1. Drag a Password element from the Build panel onto the canvas.

2. In the Properties panel, give the element a name in the Name field.

3. In Field Label, enter a label visible to the user.

4. In Minimum Password Length, enter the minimum number of characters the user must enter for a valid password.

5. In Maximum Password Length, set the maximum number of characters the user can enter for a valid password.

6. (Optional) For Validation Options and other additional properties, see Common OmniScript Element Properties Definitions .

Password Properties

Password properties are configurable from the Properties panel when you select a Password element. With the Password element,
enable users to enter a password in your OmniScript.
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Password Properties
Password properties are configurable from the Properties panel when you select a Password element. With the Password element,
enable users to enter a password in your OmniScript.

DescriptionProperty

Specifies the minimum number of characters the user must enter
for a valid password.

Minimum Password Length

Specifies the maximum number of characters the user can enter
for a valid password.

Maximum Password Length

OmniScripts Radio Element

Enable users to select one from multiple items by adding the Radio element to your OmniScript. Display options vertically, horizontally,
as an image, or styled based on the Newport Design System.

1. Drag a Radio element from the Build panel onto the canvas.

2. In the Properties panel, give the element a name in the Name field.

3. In Field Label, enter a label visible to the user.

4. (Optional) In Display Mode, select how to display the radio buttons. The following list options available:

• Horizontal: (Default) Display radio buttons next to each other.

• Vertical: Display radio buttons stacked.

• Image: Display each radio button as an image.

• Segmented (Newport only): Display each radio button as a stylized link based on the Newport Design System. See Customize
OmniScripts and FlexCards with the Newport Design System.

5. (Optional) If you select Image in Display Mode, the following are additional properties you can configure:

• Width: Sets the image width.

• Height: Sets the image height.

• Image Count In Row: Sets how many images per row to display.

• Enable Caption: Displays a caption below the image.

6. In Option Source, select where the list of options come from. Select from one of the following:

• Manual: (Default) Manually enter value/label pairs. Available when Display Mode is not Image.

• Custom: Enter the Apex class and method that returns the options. Use the format ClassName.method. See Populating
Picklist Values From Apex.

• SObject: Retrieves the picklist values from the Salesforce object and field. Use the format ObjectAPIName.FieldAPIName.

• Image: When Image is selected as Display Mode, manually enter value/label pairs and upload images to display. If no image is
uploaded, the label displays in the image box.
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7. If you select Manual or Image as an Option Source, for each option follow these steps:

a. Click + Add New Option.

b. Enter the Value and visible Label.

c. If your option is an image, select an image available from the Choose existing image dropdown. Or upload an image from
your computer from the Or upload new image section.

d. (Optional) Check Use as Default to make the option selected by default.

e. (Optional) Check Auto Advance to advance the user to the next step when they click this option.

8. If you select Custom as an Option Source, in the Source, enter the name of a method to call on a class in the format
class.method.

9. If you select SObject as an Option Source, in the Source, enter the name of a field on an object in the format SObject.field.

10. (Optional) To display options based on the selection of another value, configure Controlling Field Type by following these steps:

a. To define the source of the controlling field:

• To retrieve picklist options from an Apex class, select Custom.

• To retrieve dependent picklist values from a Salesforce object, select SObject.

b. In Controlling Field Source, enter an Apex class.

c. In Controlling Field Element, enter an OmniScript element name.

11. (Optional) For additional properties, see Common OmniScript Element Properties Definitions .

Radio Properties

Radio properties are configurable from the Properties panel when you select a Radio element. With the Radio element, enable users
to make a selection from one or more options in your OmniScript.

Radio Properties
Radio properties are configurable from the Properties panel when you select a Radio element. With the Radio element, enable users to
make a selection from one or more options in your OmniScript.

DescriptionProperty

Advances the user to the next step when they click this option.Auto Advance

Choose from a list of images available in your org.Choose existing image

The OmniScript element name on which to base the options
displayed.

Controlling Field Element

The Apex Class on which to base the options displayed.Controlling Field Source
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DescriptionProperty

Displays options based on the selection of another value. Select
Custom to retrieve picklist options from an Apex class. Select

Controlling Field Type

SObject to retrieve dependent picklist values from a Salesforce
object.

Specifies how to display the options.Display Mode

Displays a caption below the image.Enable Caption

Sets the image height.Height

Sets how many images per row to display.Image Count In Row

The option's visible label.Label

Specifies where the list of options come from. If Manual, enter
value/label pairs. If Custom, enter the Apex class and method in

Option Source

the format ClassName.method. If SObject, retrieves the picklist
values from the Salesforce object and field, in the format
ObjectAPIName.FieldAPIName. If Image, when Display
Mode is Image, manually enter value/label pairs and upload images
to display.

Specifies the options the user can choose from.Options

Enter the source depending on the Option Source selected. If
Custom, enter the name of a method to call on a class in the format

Source

class.method. If SObject, enter the name of a field on an
object in the format SObject.field.

Selects the option by default.Use as Default

The value of the option.Value

Sets the image height.Width

OmniScripts Range Element

Enables users to select a number from a specified range by adding the Range element to your OmniScript. Specify the increment values
and use both dynamic and static values to define the minimum and maximum values for the range.

1. Drag a Range element from the Build panel onto the canvas.

2. In the Properties panel, give the element a name in the Name field.
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3. In Field Label, enter a label visible to the user.

4. In Step, enter an increment value of the input range. For example, enter 2  so the user can select 2, 4, 6, 8, and 10 from a range of
2 to 10, or 4.5, 6.5, 8.5, and 10.5 from a range of 4.5 to 10.5. Default Step is 1.

5. To create a selectable range configure the following properties:

• Minimum Value: Sets the lowest selectable number in the range.

• Maximum Value: Sets the highest selectable number in the range.

Note: Both fields accept dynamic and static values. Dynamic values are set using merge fields. For example, to use a Number
element value, whose element name is Number1, to dynamically set your minimum or maximum value, enter %Number1%.
Acceptable static values include whole, negative, and decimal numbers, such as 1, -5, and .5.

6. (Optional) For additional properties, see Common OmniScript Element Properties Definitions .

Range Properties

Range properties are configurable from the Properties panel when you select a Range element. With the Range element, enable
users to enter an email address in your OmniScript.

Range Properties
Range properties are configurable from the Properties panel when you select a Range element. With the Range element, enable users
to enter an email address in your OmniScript.

DescriptionProperty

Specifies the increment value of the input range. For example,
enter 2  so the user can select 2, 4, 6, 8, and 10 from a range of 2
to 10.

Step

Sets the lowest selectable number in the range. Accepts dynamic
and static values. For example, to enter the value of an element

Minimum Value

whose name is Number1, enter the merge field %Number1%.
Acceptable static values include whole, negative, and decimal
numbers, such as 1, -5, .5.

Sets the highest selectable number in the range. Accepts dynamic
and static values. For example, to enter the value of an element

Maximum Value

whose name is Number1, enter the merge field %Number1%.
Acceptable static values include whole, negative, and decimal
numbers, such as 1, -5, .5.

OmniScripts Select Element

Enable users to select from a dropdown by adding a Select element to your OmniScript. Manually enter options or dynamically pull
options from an Apex class and method, or for a Salesforce object.

1. Drag a Select element from the Build panel onto the canvas.
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2. In the Properties panel, give the element a name in the Name field.

3. In Field Label, enter a label visible to the user.

4. In Option Source, select where the list of options come from. Select from one of the following:

• Manual: (Default) Manually enter value/label pairs.

• Custom: Enter the Apex class and method that returns the options. Use the format ClassName.method. See Populating
Picklist Values From Apex.

• SObject: Retrieves the picklist values from the Salesforce object and field. Use the format ObjectAPIName.FieldAPIName.

5. If you select Manual as an Option Source, for each option follow these steps:

a. Click + Add New Option.

b. Enter the Value and visible Label.

c. (Optional) Check Use as Default to make the option selected by default.

d. (Optional) Check Auto Advance to advance the user to the next step when they click this option.

6. If you select Custom as an Option Source, in the Source, enter the name of a method to call on a class in the format
class.method.

7. If you select SObject as an Option Source, in the Source, enter the name of a field on an object in the format SObject.field.

8. (Optional) To display options based on the selection of another value, configure Controlling Field Type by following these steps:

a. To define the source of the controlling field:

• To retrieve picklist options from an Apex class, select Custom.

• To retrieve dependent picklist values from a Salesforce object, select SObject.

b. In Controlling Field Source, enter an Apex class.

c. In Controlling Field Element, enter an OmniScript element name.

9. (Optional) For additional properties, see Common OmniScript Element Properties Definitions .

Select Properties

Select properties are configurable from the Properties panel when you select a Select element. With the Select element, enable users
to make a selection from a dropdown list in your OmniScript.

Select Properties
Select properties are configurable from the Properties panel when you select a Select element. With the Select element, enable users
to make a selection from a dropdown list in your OmniScript.

DescriptionProperty

Advances the user to the next step when they click this option.Auto Advance
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DescriptionProperty

The OmniScript element name on which to base the options
displayed.

Controlling Field Element

The Apex Class on which to base the options displayed.Controlling Field Source

Displays options based on the selection of another value. Select
Custom to retrieve picklist options from an Apex class. Select

Controlling Field Type

SObject to retrieve dependent picklist values from a Salesforce
object.

The option's visible label.Label

Specifies where the list of options come from. If Manual, enter
value/label pairs. If Custom, enter the Apex class and method in

Option Source

the format ClassName.method. If SObject, retrieves the picklist
values from the Salesforce object and field, in the format
ObjectAPIName.FieldAPIName. If Image, when Display
Mode is Image, manually enter value/label pairs and upload images
to display.

Specifies the options the user can choose from.Options

Enter the source depending on the Option Source selected. If
Custom, enter the name of a method to call on a class in the format

Source

class.method. If SObject, enter the name of a field on an
object in the format SObject.field.

Selects the option by default.Use as Default

The value of the option.Value

OmniScripts Telephone Element

Enable users to enter a telephone number by adding a Telephone element to your OmniScript. Limit the length and format of the
number the user can enter.

1. Drag a Telephone element from the Build panel onto the canvas.

2. In the Properties panel, give the element a name in the Name field.

3. In Field Label, enter a label visible to the user.

4. (Optional) In Mask, update the allowable format by entering a custom pattern. The default is (999) 999-9999. See Pattern
Mask.

5. (Optional) In Minimum Length, update the minimum number of characters the user must enter.
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6. (Optional) In Maximum length, update the maximum number of characters the user can enter.

7. (Optional) For Validation Options and other additional properties, see Common OmniScript Element Properties Definitions .

OmniScripts Text Area Element

Enable users to enter multiple lines of text by adding a Text Area element to your OmniScript. Limit the number of characters the user
can enter.

1. Drag a Text Area element from the Build panel onto the canvas.

2. In the Properties panel, give the element a name in the Name field.

3. In Field Label, enter a label visible to the user.

4. (Optional) In Minimum Length, enter the minimum number of characters the user must enter.

5. (Optional) In Maximum Length, enter the maximum number of characters the user can enter.

6. (Optional) For additional properties, see Common OmniScript Element Properties Definitions .

Text Area Properties

Text Area properties are configurable from the Properties panel when you select a Text Area element. With the Text Area element,
enable users to enter multiple lines of text in your OmniScript.

Text Area Properties
Text Area properties are configurable from the Properties panel when you select a Text Area element. With the Text Area element, enable
users to enter multiple lines of text in your OmniScript.

DescriptionProperty

The minimum number of characters the user must enter.Minimum Length

The maximum number of characters the user can enter.Maximum Length

OmniScripts Text Element

Enable users to enter a line of text by adding the Text element to your OmniScript. Limit the length of the text using minimum and
maximum values and set allowable information using the mask property.

1. Drag a Text element from the Build panel onto the canvas.

2. In the Properties panel, give the element a name in the Name field.

3. In Field Label, enter a label visible to the user.

4. (Optional) To set the type of information and its format, enter a Mask such as (999) 999-9999[x9999], which accepts a
North American phone number with an optional extension. See Pattern Mask.

5. (Optional) In Minimum Length, set the minimum length of the text allowed, such as 1.

6. (Optional) In Maximum Length, set the maximum length of text allowed, such as 300.

7. (Optional) For Validation Options and other additional properties, see Common OmniScript Element Properties Definitions .
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Text Properties

Text properties are configurable from the Properties panel when you select a Text element. With the Text element, enable users to
enter a line of text in your OmniScript.

Text Properties
Text properties are configurable from the Properties panel when you select a Text element. With the Text element, enable users to enter
a line of text in your OmniScript.

DescriptionProperty

Specifies the allowable input and sets the input's format. Use A for
any letter, 9 for any number, * for any character, and [ ] to enclose

Mask

optional characters. For additional pattern information, visit
https://imask.js.org/guide.html#masked-pattern,
and review Pattern Mask.

The minimum number of characters the user must enter.Minimum Length

The maximum number of characters the user can enter.Maximum Length

OmniScripts Time Element

Enable users to select from a list of times by adding the Time element to your OmniScript. Format the display and set the time intervals.

1. Drag a Time element from the Build panel onto the canvas.

2. In the Properties panel, give the element a name in the Name field.

3. In Field Label, enter a label visible to the user.

4. In Minimum Time, enter the earliest time the user can select, such as 12:00 am.

Note: The format entered must be the same as in the Time Format field. For example, to set the minimum time to midnight,
if the Time Format is hh:mm a, you must enter 12:00 am.

5. In Maximum Time, enter the latest time the user can select, such as 08:00 pm.

Note: The format entered must be the same as in the Time Format field. For example, to set the maximum time to 8pm, if
the Time Format is hh:mm a, you must enter 08:00 pm.

6. In Time Format, enter the format to display the time, such as hh:mm a, which is the default.

Note: Enter h  or hh  for hour, m  or mm  for minute, s  or ss  for seconds, and a  for am/pm. A single letter, such as h  or
m, has no leading zero. Remove the a  to display 24 hour time. For example, hh:mm a  displays 03:30 pm, h:mm a
displays 3:30 pm, and hh:mm:ss. displays 15:30 01. For more format options, see Day.js.

7. In Time Interval, enter the intervals within an hour the user can select from the time dropdown. For example, enter 15  for 15
minute periods within the hour such as 12:00, 12:15, 12:30, 12:45, and so on. The default interval is 30.

8. (Optional) In the Advanced Options section, update values for the following properties:

• Data Type: Specifies how to display the time in the Data JSON.
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– If set to String, the Model Time Format is applied. String is the default data type.

– If set to Date, the time is encoded as an ISO 8601 time.

• Model Time Format: Specifies how the time is formatted in the Data JSON when Data Type is set to String. The default format
is HH:mm:ss.sss'Z'. For more format options, see Day.js.

9. (Optional) For additional properties, see Common OmniScript Element Properties Definitions .

Time Properties

Time properties are configurable from the Properties panel when you select a Time element. With the Time element, enable users
to select a time from a dropdown list in your OmniScript.

Time Properties
Time properties are configurable from the Properties panel when you select a Time element. With the Time element, enable users to
select a time from a dropdown list in your OmniScript.

DescriptionProperty

Specifies how to display the time in the Data JSON. If set to String,
the Model Time Format is applied. String is the default data type.
If set to Date, the time is encoded as an ISO 8601 time.

Data Type

The latest time the user can select. The format entered must be
the same as in the Time Format field. For example, to set the

Maximum Time

maximum time to 8pm, if the Time Format is hh:mm a, you
must enter 08:00 pm.

The earliest time the user can select. The format entered must be
the same as in the Time Format field. For example, to set the

Minimum Time

minimum time to midnight, if the Time Format is hh:mm a,
you must enter 12:00 am.

Specifies how the time is formatted in the Data JSON when Data
Type is set to String. The default format is HH:mm:ss.sss'Z'.

Model Time Format

For more format options, visit
https://day.js.org/docs/en/parse/string-format.

Specifies the format to display the time. Enter h  or hh  for hour,
m  or mm  for minute, s  or ss  for seconds, and a  for am/pm. A

Time Format

single letter, such as h  or m, has no leading zero. Remove the a
to display 24 hour time. For more format options, visit
https://day.js.org/docs/en/parse/string-format.

Specifies the intervals within an hour the user can select from the
time dropdown. For example, enter 15  for 15 minute periods
within the hour such as 12:00, 12:15, 12:30, 12:45, and so on.

Time Interval
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OmniScripts URL Element

Enable users to enter a website address by adding the URL element to your OmniScript. For example, a user can enter salesforce.com,
or www.salesforce.com, and so on.

1. Drag a URL element from the Build panel onto the canvas.

2. In the Properties panel, give the element a name in the Name field.

3. In Field Label, enter a label visible to the user.

4. (Optional) In the Error Text field of the Validation Options section, enter text to override the default message displayed when the
user does not enter the URL correctly.

5. (Optional) For additional properties, see Common OmniScript Element Properties Definitions .

URL Properties

URL properties are configurable from the Properties panel when you select a URL element. With the URL element, enable users to
enter a web address in your OmniScript.

URL Properties
URL properties are configurable from the Properties panel when you select a URL element. With the URL element, enable users to enter
a web address in your OmniScript.

DescriptionProperty

Overrides the default message displayed when the user does not
enter the URL correctly.

Error Text

Vlocity Cards Framework
The Vlocity Cards Framework provides a set of tools to build customer-centric, industry-specific UI components and applications on the
Salesforce platform. Create dynamic and engaging omni-channel customer experiences, rich in information and actions relevant to the
customer's context with cards.

When using Vlocity admin tools in the Lightning Console, note that the process to launch a Vlocity object home page (like the OmniScript
Designer, Cards Designer, and so on) has changed as of SFDC Winter '19. For the optimal experience, create a new primary tab by
CTRL-clicking the link (or Cmd-clicking on the Mac) in the Console's tab selection menu. From the new primary tab, you can open objects
in a sub-tab of that primary tab.

Cards are containers for a related group of information. They display Salesforce object information along with discrete, clickable actions
that change according to the context in which they appear and based on the information that they contain. Build interfaces with
Salesforce specific or external data sources.

The Vlocity Cards Framework features a card designer, a declarative tool used to build cards. Add content to states and create conditions
for any state to determine what content displays when. Accelerate incremental development by previewing and testing your interface
with actual data from a live Preview tab. Save and activate the card to generate the component to add to your Lightning or Community
page.

Beginning with Vlocity Health and Insurance Summer '19, Vlocity supports Salesforce's Lightning Web Components programming model
with Vlocity Lightning Web Components. Vlocity Lightning Web Components include components, functionalities, and templates
exclusive to LWC enabled cards. With LWC Cards you can use standard JavaScript and HTML to modify and extend Vlocity products.
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Classic Card Designer
With the Classic Designer, some coding is required to customize your interfaces. The design and layout of your cards are determined by
templates that you can modify in the Template Designer if Angular, or extend in a local development environment if LWC enabled. Each
card can have a different data source, including back-office systems other than Salesforce. A large library of Vlocity templates enables
you to get ahead of the design process.

Because everything gets built on industry-standard web technologies such as HTML5, CSS3, AngularJS (for Angular Cards only), and
Sass, you can perform deeper template branding and customization with your web developers, as desired.

Enable Lighting Web Components in the Classic Card Designer to turn on LWC features and generate a Lightning web component
instead of an Angular component to add to your Lightning or Community page.

FlexCard Designer
With the FlexCard Designer, build cards without code using a drag interface and WYSIWYG editing. Drag elements, such as data fields,
actions, data tables, charts, icons, images, and so forth, onto a canvas to build the layout of your card. Create the look and feel of the
card with graphic user interfaces (GUIs) built into the designer to style individual elements.

From one action element, add actions that enable your users to update OmniScripts, pass data from an OmniScript to a FlexCard, embed
cards inside each other, trigger events, create event listeners, and more.

Because the FlexCard Designer is built with the Lightning Web Components programming model, the saved and activated FlexCard
generates an LWC component to add to your Lightning or Community page.

FlexCards

Build customer-centric, industry-specific UI components and applications on the Salesforce platform with FlexCards. Display Salesforce
object information along with distinct, clickable actions that change according to the context in which they appear and based on
the information that they contain.

Classic Cards

Classic Cards in the Vlocity Cards Framework are UI components rich in information and actions relevant to the customer's context.
The Classic Card Designer is a declarative tool to create cards and card layouts, with minimal HTML, CSS, and AngularJS coding.

Backward Compatibility Support for Passing Page Params

If you pass a page parameter to a Lightning page you must use a namespace prefix, such as params.ns_contactId, where
ns represents your namespace prefix. For backward compatibility on older Angular cards, both the page parameter with and without
the namespace prefix are read, such as params.contactId  and params.ns__contactId.

Cards Caching

Cards, card layouts, templates, custom labels, and profile data load from the VlocityMetadata partition of the Platform Cache when
the card is active and viewed from a record page or a community page. You can clear, enable, or disable the user session cache and
specific types of data from the Platform Cache.

Enable and Disable Data Sources

Enable and disable data source types for an org, profile, or user level from the Card Framework Configuration custom setting. For
example, disable Apex REST, Apex Remote, and other complex data sources for your entire org, or prevent system admins with
limited permissions from using these data sources.

Vlocity Customer Story

A Customer Story is a history of events for an Account or a Contact. Customer stories are driven by metadata configuration. It displays
a timeline of all interactions with the customer in a single, chronological feed.
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FlexCards
Build customer-centric, industry-specific UI components and applications on the Salesforce platform with FlexCards. Display Salesforce
object information along with distinct, clickable actions that change according to the context in which they appear and based on the
information that they contain.

Create and design FlexCards with the FlexCard Designer, a declarative tool with a drag interface, WYSIWYG editing, and graphic user
interfaces to style individual elements.

FlexCards are built with the Lightning Web Components programming model.

Required Versions

Available beginning with Vlocity Insurance and Health Summer '20 and CME Fall '20.

Creating UI components with FlexCards is all about sourcing the data and displaying and organizing the returned information in a
meaningful way.

Cards

The FlexCard component contains a combination of pertinent information and links to processes within a specific context based on the
data source provided.

By default, a FlexCard loops through records returned from its data source and displays the list of records in containers called cards.
These rendered cards are visible at run time in the FlexCard Designer in Preview and on an active FlexCard component published on a
Lightning or Community page.

An account card, for example, can include unique account information, such as:

• Status

• Priority or service level agreement

• Creation date

• Company logo

Actions on an account card might include:

• Closing a case

• Opening a new case

• Creating a task

Each action can launch an OmniScript. Depending on the action type, an action can also update an OmniScript, fire an event, open a
web address or web app, display a flyout, or update a field value.

Flyouts

You can design a card to launch an action that when clicked, opens a child card, Custom LWC, or an OmniScript embedded in a popover
or window. A card flyout contains additional information and actions related to the parent card.
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Data Sources

Choose from a number of data source options to retrieve data to display data from a Salesforce object or API on your FlexCard.

Design and Layout

Build a FlexCard by dragging elements onto its canvas. Add data fields, action, data tables, charts, menus, icons, images, and more.

Update the look of each element with the graphic user interfaces available in the Style panel when an element is clicked. For example,
to update the text for a data field, you can enter the name of a font, and change the text color with a color picker interface.

Make your FlexCard responsive by setting widths for available viewport breakpoints.

Publish Options

After activating your FlexCard, which generates a Lightning web component to add to a Lightning or Community page, you can configure
publishing options. For example, configure your component's icon, and where your component is allowed to be published.

Deploy and Publish FlexCards

After activating a FlexCard, you can add the generated LWC to a Lightning or Experience page.

Beginning Summer '21, see OmniOut.

FlexCard Designer

The FlexCard Designer is a declarative tool with a drag interface and WYSIWYG editing that makes it easy to build user interface (UI)
Lightning web components without code. Build interfaces rich in information and with actions relevant to your customer's context.
You can also create the look and feel of your FlexCard by styling individual elements from graphic user interfaces (GUIs) built into
the designer.

Get Started with FlexCards

FlexCards provide a set of components for building UI components and applications on the Salesforce platform. Here are some key
resources to help you navigate the FlexCard Designer and guide you through common tasks.

Managed and Unmanaged Components in Managed Packages

Managed FlexCard components visible in the Lighting App and Community Builders and shipped in the managed package in your
org, work as-is. As in, you can add them to a Lightning or Community page without having to use the FlexCard Designer.

FlexCard Designer Changes and Enhancements

Changes in functionality affect how you must configure your FlexCard and how your FlexCard performs.

FlexCard Designer Considerations

The FlexCard Designer doesn’t support all functions, features, and data sources available in the Vlocity Cards Designer.

Create a FlexCard

Configure basic settings and datasource options when creating a FlexCard in the FlexCard Designer. After creating a FlexCard you
can update additional options and start building your user experience.

Activate, Configure, and Publish FlexCards

After creating a FlexCard, activate it to generate a custom generated LWC, which you can then add to a Lightning or Experience
page.

Run FlexCards Outside of Salesforce with OmniOut

Run FlexCards off-platform on third-party websites with OmniOut for FlexCards. Display FlexCards and connect to Salesforce from
a content management system's (CMS) external website. Run a FlexCard on your external site by adding the component to the
OmniOut project, integrating OmniOut into your application, and deploying your application to your CMS.
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FlexCard Elements

Build a FlexCard in the FlexCard Designer by dragging elements from the Build panel onto the canvas. Each element can be styled
and properties configured within the Designer. For example, add an action link styled as a button with or without an icon.

FlexCard States

FlexCards have states. Each state displays a list of fields a data source and one or more actions. You can also associate a state with
one or more flyouts, which show supplemental data displayed as a modal or popover.

Work With Data in the FlexCard Designer

In the FlexCard Designer, you can get data from a variety of data sources and view the data JSON returned. You can then display the
data automatically using specific elements, such as a datatable, or manually using variables.

Set Up a FlexCard in the FlexCard Designer

Configure optional settings for your FlexCard in the Setup panel of the FlexCard Designer. For example, update a data source, create
an event listener, add session variables, and so on.

Style FlexCard Elements

Configure the look and feel of a FlexCard by styling individual elements, fields inside elements, and entire states. From the Style
panel in the FlexCard Designer, design backgrounds, text, and borders; adjust heights, widths, and spacing inside and between
elements; apply classes and inline styles; make your element responsive; and more.

Pass Concatenated Strings As Values in FlexCards

Pass concatenated strings as the value for supported FlexCard element properties. For example, pass a breadcrumbs path like
{Parent.parentPath}>{Parent.type}>{Name}  in the Value property of an Attribute of a child FlexCard.

Set a Private Variable at Runtime in a FlexCard

Set a private variable in a FlexCard to define and evaluate its value only at runtime, when the FlexCard is accessed in Preview or on
a record page. Use the Set Values action to set the value of the Flex.varname  private variable. You can then create a condition
to display or hide content depending on the variable's value.

Enable Tracking on a FlexCard

Enable tracking from a FlexCard action or child FlexCard element to publish tracked data with OmniAnalytics. The tracking feature
sends tracked information from the FlexCard element to the Vlocity Tracking Service which is then published by OmniAnalytics.

FlexCard Designer Preview

Preview your FlexCard's appearance and test functionality before publishing it to a Lightning or Community page. Test how your
FlexCard looks on multiple devices. Test the functionality of interactive elements such as actions. Debug your FlexCard's data output,
events, and actions.

View a FlexCard at Different Viewport Breakpoints

Adjust the size of your FlexCard's canvas to test for responsiveness. Use the Viewport Dropdown in the FlexCard Designer to mimic
the sizes of a desktop, laptop, and smaller mobile devices.

Activate a FlexCard

Activate a FlexCard to generate an LWC and publish it to a Lightning page or Experience Builder site. Activating a FlexCard disables
editing capabilities. You cannot add or edit elements on an active FlexCard.

Download a FlexCard LWC from the FlexCard Designer

Download your FlexCard LWC from the FlexCard Designer. Download your LWC to debug and inspect issues.

Download an Off-Platform FlexCard LWC from the FlexCard Designer

Download an off-platform FlexCard LWC from the FlexCard Designer. Download your LWC to inspect code.
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Create a Public Property for a FlexCard LWC in the FlexCard Designer

In the FlexCard Designer, define an attribute that creates a public property whose value is set in the Lighting App Builder and
Experience Builder. Call the attribute within the FlexCard as a session variable ({Session.AttName}) where merge fields are
supported, such as in a Text element and a data source parameter.

Add Custom Labels to Supported Fields on a FlexCard

Add custom labels to supported FlexCard element fields with the {Label}  merge field. Custom labels are custom text values that
can be accessed from Apex classes, Visualforce pages, or Lightning components. Add custom labels if your FlexCard supports multiple
languages. The values can be translated into any language Salesforce supports.

Pass Data from an LWC OmniScript to an Embedded FlexCard

To populate data fields and perform actions on a FlexCard embedded in an LWC OmniScript, you can pass data from an OmniScript's
data JSON to the FlexCard. Embed a FlexCard inside an LWC OmniScript with the Custom Lighting Web Component element.

Reload a FlexCard After Updating an LWC OmniScript in a Flyout

Update information on a FlexCard after saving changes to an LWC OmniScript embedded in a flyout with the vlocEvents  param.
Add a flyout action on a FlexCard that triggers an event, and create an event listener on the card to refresh. When the card you want
to refresh hears the event, it executes a Card Reload action.

Access the ContextId of a FlexCard on an Experience Site

On an Experience site, to view record data on a FlexCard that uses the {recordId}  context variable in an Input Map to pass a
ContextId to an Apex Remote, DataRaptor, or Integration Procedure data source, you must add and configure a recordId property.
Add the recordId property in your FlexCard's configuration file, then configure the property on the Experience page.

Configure Community Profiles for FlexCards

Ensure that your users see FlexCards on Experience Builder sites by configuring user profile settings. Enable the appropriate interface
first. Then configure custom object permissions and Apex class access.

FlexCards Versioning and Cloning

FlexCards supports versioning and cloning. You can create an identical copy of a FlexCard based on how you want to use the new
version.

Delete a FlexCard

Delete a FlexCard from the FlexCards home tab in your org. Once deleted it cannot be retrieved.

Import a FlexCard

Import a FlexCard as a DataPack from another environment into your org.

Download FlexCard Sample DataPacks

Download sample FlexCard DataPacks with configured FlexCard elements and settings to import into your org. For example, download
a FlexCard DataPack that displays how to pass data from a parent FlexCard to a child FlexCard.

Export a FlexCard

Export a FlexCard as a DataPack to import to other environments. You can export one or more FlexCards from the FlexCards home
tab or from within the FlexCard Designer.

FlexCards Context Variables

Global and local context variables are available to a FlexCard to provide context to data sources, actions, and other components. All
variables are case sensitive.

FlexCards Troubleshooting Considerations

When working within the FlexCard Designer, you may run into issues that require some troubleshooting to resolve. Before contacting
support, consider these troubleshooting articles.
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FlexCard Designer

The FlexCard Designer is a declarative tool with a drag interface and WYSIWYG editing that makes it easy to build user interface (UI)
Lightning web components without code. Build interfaces rich in information and with actions relevant to your customer's context. You
can also create the look and feel of your FlexCard by styling individual elements from graphic user interfaces (GUIs) built into the designer.

Required Versions

Available beginning with Vlocity Insurance and Health Summer '20.

FlexCard Designer Highlights

With the FlexCard Designer, you can:

• Build your FlexCard on a wide and adjustable Canvas.

• Drag customizable elements from the Build panel onto the Canvas.

• Adjust the width of any element along a 12-column horizontal grid.

• Use the Action element to launch an OmniScript or Flyout, and trigger Custom or Pubsub Events, and more.

• From the Style panel, customize the look and feel of your FlexCard. Style elements using a GUI to choose the colors of texts, borders,
and backgrounds, change the size of fonts and entire elements, and make elements responsive.

• Create a new FlexCard and configure your data source with a step-through wizard.

• Use In-Product Help to learn about a property or an element without leaving the Designer.

• Configure FlexCard-wide settings from the Setup panel, such as required permissions, event listeners, session variables, and more.

• Configure metadata values for your generated LWC and update its component SVG icon with the Publish Options feature.

• Download on and off-platform FlexCard LWCs.

• Debug your FlexCard by viewing its data JSON and the response and request logs for its actions and events.

• Run FlexCards outside of Salesforce with OmniOut for FlexCards.
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Get to Know the FlexCard Designer

Get to know how the different parts of the FlexCard Designer work to build rich interfaces relevant to your customer's context.

Build a FlexCard with the FlexCard Designer

With the FlexCard Designer create, build, design, test, and activate a FlexCard before publishing it to a Lightning or Community
page. Use a drag interface with WYSIWYG editing to preview while you build dynamic context-specific user interfaces for customer
interactions.

Get to Know the FlexCard Designer

Get to know how the different parts of the FlexCard Designer work to build rich interfaces relevant to your customer's context.

The FlexCard Designer is a declarative tool with a drag interface and WYSIWYG editing that makes it easy to build user interface (UI)
Lightning web components without code.

Header (1)

In the Header, view basic metadata about your FlexCard such as Author, Namespace (beginning Spring '22), Current Version, and Status.

Perform actions related to your FlexCard, such as Preview, Clone, Activate, Export, Add Custom CSS, create a New Version, and access a
list of resources from a Help link. When the FlexCard is active, Deactivate, and configure Publish Options. Also, download a version of
the FlexCard to use on-platform (within in Salesforce) and off-platform (outside of Salesforce).

Publish Options (9) enables you to configure your generated FlexCard LWC's metadata values, such as where the component can be
published, API version, description, and more. Also add your own custom component SVG icon to identify your generated LWC in the
Experience Builder for Communities and Lightning App Builder for Lightning pages.
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Canvas (2)

Build your card by dragging elements from the Build panel into a state on the Canvas. Rearrange, clone, delete, and adjust the widths
of your elements as needed.

Test the responsiveness of your FlexCard with the Viewport Dropdown.

Build Panel (3)

Drag elements from the Build panel onto the Canvas to build the layout of your FlexCard. Drag all available fields from a configured data
source from the Fields list into a State. You can also add states to your FlexCard, and embed Custom LWCs and reusable child FlexCards.
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Properties Panel (4)

Configure element properties from the Properties panel when an element is selected on the Canvas. For example, when a Field element
is selected, you can update the Label, choose the data field value to display, select the type of field it is, and more.
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Style Panel (5)

Style your FlexCard elements from the Style panel using a GUI that updates the look of elements in real-time. Configure backgrounds,
sizes, borders, padding, margins, height, fonts, and responsiveness.
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For custom design needs, create and apply custom CSS. Create CSS classes with an in-product code editor with Intellisense features
such as code completion, contextual prompts, and a color picker. Apply custom classes created from the editor or from any style sheet
accessible to the FlexCard, or apply inline CSS styles.

Save style settings on an element to use on multiple elements on the FlexCard.

Add conditional styles based on the value of a data field.

Setup Panel (6)

Configure global options from the Setup panel.
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Update your data source. Apply custom permissions to limit access to your FlexCard. Track Custom Data on elements with tracking
enabled.

Enable Multi-Language and OmniScript Support, set Session Variables, create Event Listeners, and configure Repeat Options.

Preview (7)

(A) Preview your FlexCard in real-time to test its design and functionality.

(B) Preview how a FlexCard appears on different devices, such as mobile, desktop, and tablet with the Viewport Dropdown.

(C) Add Test Parameters to preview your FlexCard with different parameters, such as record Ids, and pagination limits.

(D) Debug your FlexCard. View your FlexCard's data JSON with the Data JSON panel. Debug action and event requests and responses
with the Action Debugger.

In-Product Help (8)

Find context-sensitive help specific to an element or property using the FlexCard Designer's in-product help feature.

(A) Access in-line information about specific properties by hovering over tooltip icons.
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(B) View detailed documentation about an element's or feature's purpose and functionality with slide-out help trays.

Build a FlexCard with the FlexCard Designer

With the FlexCard Designer create, build, design, test, and activate a FlexCard before publishing it to a Lightning or Community page.
Use a drag interface with WYSIWYG editing to preview while you build dynamic context-specific user interfaces for customer interactions.

Create a New FlexCard

• Step through a four-step configuration wizard to create a new FlexCard. See Create a FlexCard.

• Configure basic settings such as title, name, author, description, and optionally enable the ability to embed the FlexCard inside
another FlexCard.
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• Select and configure a data source, and where applicable, add test data to populate fields and preview the FlexCard at run time.

Configure Setup Options

Configure card-wide options, such as adding an event listener, adding session variables, disabling record looping, limiting user access,
and updating data source settings, and more. See Set Up a FlexCard in the FlexCard Designer.

Add, Configure and Style Elements

• Add and configure elements, such as fields, states, actions, and other components on a FlexCard. See Add Elements to a FlexCard.

• Add styles for each element such as background color and image, border, padding, and margin. Set an element's height. Update
the look of supported text fields by adding custom classes. Create and apply custom classes and inline styles. And more. See Style
FlexCard Elements.

• Enable an element's width to change when the viewport updates. See Create Responsive Elements on a FlexCard.

Preview FlexCard

Preview your FlexCard's appearance and functionality before publishing it to a Lightning or Community page. See Preview a FlexCard.

Activate FlexCard

Activate your FlexCard to publish it to a Lightning or Community page. See Activate a FlexCard.

Configure Publish Options

Define metadata values and set a custom component SVG icon for the generated FlexCard LWC.

What's Next

Deploy your generated FlexCard LWC from the Lightning App Builder to a Lightning page or from the Experience Builder to a Community
page.

Get Started with FlexCards

FlexCards provide a set of components for building UI components and applications on the Salesforce platform. Here are some key
resources to help you navigate the FlexCard Designer and guide you through common tasks.

Required Versions

Available beginning with Vlocity Insurance and Health Summer '20.

• Use a drag UI with WYSIWYG editing to build dynamic, context-aware user interfaces.

• Download sample DataPacks with configured FlexCard elements and feature implementations.

• Provide context to data sources, actions, and other components on your FlexCard with global and local context variables.
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• Configure optional settings for your FlexCard in the Setup panel of the FlexCard Designer, such as updating a data source, creating
an event listener, adding session variables, and more.

• Configure a data source on your FlexCard to retrieve data from a Salesforce object or an external database.

• Add elements such as actions, states, data fields, and more to build your FlexCard.

• Add an action to your FlexCard to launch or update an OmniScript, navigate to a web page or application, display a flyout, fire an
event, and more.

• Configure the look and feel of your FlexCard by styling individual elements and entire states.

• Preview your FlexCard before publishing. Add test parameters. Use the Data JSON and Action Debugger panels to debug.

• Define metadata values and update the SVG resource for your generated LWC from the FlexCard Designer

• Review troubleshooting tips for FlexCards.

Managed and Unmanaged Components in Managed Packages

Managed FlexCard components visible in the Lighting App and Community Builders and shipped in the managed package in your org,
work as-is. As in, you can add them to a Lightning or Community page without having to use the FlexCard Designer.

Note: A Managed FlexCard component is a component included in an org like those included in Express or vertical orgs on install.
An Unmanaged FlexCard component is one you create.

If you want to modify the component, you must open the managed FlexCard in the FlexCard Designer. A managed component opened
in the FlexCard Designer triggers the creation of an unmanaged component, which is an exact copy of the managed component.
Changes to the FlexCard only affect the unmanaged version because the managed version can never be modified.

Required Versions

Available beginning with Vlocity Health and Insurance Spring '21 .

Find Unmanaged Components in Lightning App Builder

In the Lightning App Builder, the managed version is visible under the Custom - Managed section of the Components pane. The
unmanaged version is visible under the Custom section of the Components pane. Both have the same name unless you change the
Master Label of the unmanaged version in the Publish Options feature of the FlexCard Designer.

Find Unmanaged Components in the Community Builder

In the Community Builder, both unmanaged and managed versions display next to each other in the Custom section of the Lightning
Components Pane. Both have the same name. To distinguish the unmanaged component from the managed component, after activating
the FlexCard in the FlexCard Designer, update the Master Label with the Publish Options feature.

Child and Parent Managed and Unmanaged Components

This table describes how the managed and unmanaged components work with child and parent FlexCard components:
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DescriptionFlexCard Type

Child, Parent • A parent and child component works as-is unless opened in
the FlexCard Designer

• When a managed component is opened in FlexCard Designer,
an unmanaged component is generated as an exact copy, and
changes effect only the unmanaged component.

If a managed child component is opened in the FlexCard Designer,
the parent component must also be opened in the FlexCard

Child

designer, if it is managed, so that an unmanaged version is
generated.

FlexCard Designer Changes and Enhancements

Changes in functionality affect how you must configure your FlexCard and how your FlexCard performs.

For information on unsupported features, see FlexCard Designer Considerations.

Beginning with Vlocity Insurance and Health Summer '20 , the FlexCard Designer enables you to preview while you build dynamic
context-specific user interfaces for customer interactions using a drag interface with WYSIWYG editing. The FlexCard Designer is LWC
only and does not support Angular. See FlexCard Designer.

Beginning Summer '21, for latest changes and enhancements to the FlexCard Designer, the Vlocity Release Notes.

• Changes and Enhancements for Vlocity Health and Insurance Spring '21

• Changes and Enhancements for Vlocity Health and Insurance Summer '20

FlexCard Designer Changes and Enhancements Vlocity Health and Insurance Spring '21

Changes in functionality affect how you must configure your FlexCard and how your FlexCard performs.

FlexCard Designer Changes and Enhancements Summer '20

Changes in functionality affect how you must configure your FlexCard and how your FlexCard performs.

FlexCard Designer Changes and Enhancements Vlocity Health and Insurance Spring '21

Changes in functionality affect how you must configure your FlexCard and how your FlexCard performs.

Beginning Summer '21, for latest changes and enhancements to the FlexCard Designer, see Vlocity Release Notes.

New and Enhanced Functionality

DescriptionFeature

Add an Apex class permissions checker to ensure only authorized
users can access Vlocity Open Interface classes (APIs) from a remote
action on a FlexCard.

Add an Apex Class Permissions Checker
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DescriptionFeature

Adjust the proportions of a Chart element with the Aspect Ratio,
Maintain Aspect Ratio, and Chart Height features in the FlexCard
Designer.

Chart Aspect Ratio

Download an Off-Platform FlexCard LWC to view code and debug.Download Off-Platform LWC

Download a FlexCard LWC to debug and inspect issues.Download a FlexCard LWC

When you open a managed component in the FlexCard Designer,
it generates an unmanaged version of the component that can be
modified as needed.

Generate Unmanaged Components from a Managed Component

For managed packages you must add the
vlocityRequiredPermissionCheck  Apex class to use

Limit User Access to a FlexCard in a Managed Package

the FlexCard Designer's Required Permissions feature to limit
user access based on custom permissions.

Get notified when your Remote Site Settings need to be updated
to grant access to your org domains to enable LWC features such
as Preview.

Notification to Update Remote Site Settings

If the Field Type property of a Field element is Date, you can
prevent converting the date based on the timezone when the
Format property is updated.

Use Absolute Date

On the Field element, if your FlexCard is used on an application
accessible across different locales, enable Use User Locale For

Use User Locale For Formatting

Formatting to use the logged-in user's locale to determine the
format of your date, time, and currency.

FlexCard Designer Changes and Enhancements Summer '20

Changes in functionality affect how you must configure your FlexCard and how your FlexCard performs.

Beginning with Vlocity Insurance and Health Summer '20 , the FlexCard Designer enables you to preview while you build dynamic
context-specific user interfaces for customer interactions using a drag interface with WYSIWYG editing. The FlexCard Designer is LWC
only and does not support Angular.

Beginning Summer '21, for latest changes and enhancements to the FlexCard Designer, see Vlocity Release Notes.
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Changes to UI Names

Vlocity Cards Designer (LWC Enabled)FlexCards Designer

Sample data sourceCustom data source

Pubsub ActionEvent Action with Custom and Pubsub subtypes.

Custom ActionNavigate Action

Show XML InterfacePublish Options

Loop SettingsRepeat Records

Test Data Source SettingsTest Paramaters

Changes in Functionality

Vlocity Cards Designer (LWC Enabled)FlexCard DesignerFunctionality

Build a Vlocity Card Layout with Cards.Build a FlexCard with elements, such as
Fields, Datatables, Menus, Actions, Custom
LWCs, and more.

Build a Card with Elements

Enable Custom LWC on a state.Add a Custom LWC as an element by
dragging it onto the canvas from the Build
panel.

Custom LWC

Click Deploy to updated changes to your
card, see the latest preview, and create the

LWC is automatically generated on Preview
and on Activate.

Deploy LWC

Lightning web component to add to a
Community or Lightning page.

Enable and configure a flyout from a state.Create a flyout from an Action element
dragged onto a state.

Flyout

Enable returning information about the
logged in user from the data source of a

Accessing information about the logged-in
user is enabled by default. Use the User

Include User Information

card and layout with the Include User
Information feature.

global context variable in Design view, and
see it rendered in Preview.

Preview in Preview mode only.Preview elements inside states on the
canvas while in Design view.

Preview in Design View
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Vlocity Cards Designer (LWC Enabled)FlexCard DesignerFunctionality

Preview how a Layout looks on different
pages and mobile devices in Preview only.

View FlexCard at different viewport
breakpoints in Design view.

Viewport Dropdown in Design View

Features Unique to the FlexCard Designer

DescriptionFunctionality

Add a custom component SVG icon from the FlexCard Designer.Add SVG Resource

Add test paramaters in Preview mode.Add Test Parameters in Preview

Add an event listener to the FlexCard.Add an Event Listener

Manually adjust the width of an element, such as a Field or Action,
on the canvas.

Adjust Element Widths

Embed a Child FlexCard as an element Inside a FlexCardChild FlexCard

Add a custom event action to an element.Custom Event

View test data source results as a table.Data Source Test Result Table

Enable tracking on Action and Child FlexCard elements.Enable Tracking

Export your FlexCard from inside the FlexCard Designer.Export

Find context-sensitive help specific to an element or property inside
the FlexCard Designer.

In-Product Help

Enable Multi-Language Support to make all field labels in the
designer dynamic.

Multi-Language Support

Reload a FlexCard from an action.Reload Action

Create action that removes records on a FlexCard.Remove Action

Make elements responsive from a interface in the FlexCard
Designer.

Responsive Elements

Create an action that updates the data field values on a FlexCard.Set Values Action
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DescriptionFunctionality

Style FlexCards from an interface in the FlexCard Designer. Or add
custom CSS classes and inline classes.

Style

Track custom data to publish with OmniAnalytics.Track Custom Data

Update a data source from an action.Update Data Source Action

Update an OmniScript from a FlexCard.Update OmniScript Action

FlexCard Designer Considerations

The FlexCard Designer doesn’t support all functions, features, and data sources available in the Vlocity Cards Designer.

For information on changes and enhancements, see FlexCard Designer Changes and Enhancements.

Beginning with Vlocity Insurance and Health Summer '20 , the FlexCard Designer enables you to preview while you build dynamic
context-specific user interfaces for customer interactions using a drag interface with WYSIWYG editing. The FlexCard Designer is LWC
only and does not support Angular. See FlexCard Designer.

Unsupported Data Sources

• Dual (available for Angular Cards only)

Unsupported Features

• Smart Actions

• Add Metatags

• Templates

• Add Filter

• Edit Mode State

• Add Custom Page in Preview

• Edit JSON

• Refresh Preview

• Add Properties to a Target Name

• 'Copy to Clipboard' when viewing test data

Create a FlexCard

Configure basic settings and datasource options when creating a FlexCard in the FlexCard Designer. After creating a FlexCard you can
update additional options and start building your user experience.
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Beginning with Vlocity Insurance and Health Summer '20 , the FlexCard Designer enables you to preview while you build dynamic
context-specific user interfaces for customer interactions using a drag interface with WYSIWYG editing. The FlexCard Designer is LWC
only and does not support Angular.

1. Configure basic settings as follows:

a. From the FlexCards tab, click New.

b. In the New FlexCard step, enter the Name of your FlexCard following required naming conventions.

c. Select a Theme for your FlexCard. Select Lightning to use SLDS (Salesforce Lightning Design System), or Newport to use the
Newport Design System.

Note: You cannot change the theme once set. You will need to clone the FlexCard to change the theme.

d. Update the Author.

Note: You cannot change the author once set. You will need to clone the FlexCard to change the author.

e. (Optional) Update the Title. The title is used to find your generated FlexCard LWC after activation in the Lightning App Builder
and Community Builder.

f. (Optional) Enable Is Child Card to embed the FlexCard inside another FlexCard.

g. (Optional) Enter the Description visible on the FlexCards home tab.

h. Click Next.

2. Configure the data source as follows:

a. In the Select Data Source Type step, select a data source type to retrieve data from a Salesforce object or an external database.

b. Click Next.

c. In the Select Data Source step, configure the data source properties.

For example, if you selected a DataRaptor as your data source type, select an active DataRaptor. Enter the ContextId as an Input
Map, such as Key = AccountId  and Value = {recordId}, Configure additional options as needed.

d. Click Next.

3. To view test data when your data query has merge field variables such as {recordId}, configure Test Parameters.

a. To enter test data:

• If a merge field was added in the previous step, a Run-Time Variable is populated. Add its Test Value. If for example, your
Run-Time Variable is a ContextId such as {recordId}, that expect's an Account's Id, enter a specific Account Id in Text Value.

• For each new test parameter, click + Add, enter a Run-Time Variable your data source expects, and enter a value in Test
Value.

b. To drill down through the JSON data to pass a specific dataset to the FlexCard, enter the JSON path in the Result JSON Path
field. For example, in the following code, enter [0]['Cases']  to return data from the Cases object only.

[
{
"AccountPrimaryContactEmail": "sean@edge.com",
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"AccountBillingCity": "Austin",
"AccountCreated": "2020-10-15T21:28:48.000Z",
"AccountRevenue": 139000000,
"AccountWebsite": "http://edgecomm.com",
"AccountPhone": "(512) 757-6000",
"AccountName": "Edge Communications",
"AccountId": "0013g00000AeI9fAAF",
"AccountPostalCode": "78767",
"Cases": [
{
"Type": "Mechanical",
"Id": "5003g000007WQHRAA4",
"Created": "2020-11-23T20:51:20.000Z",
"Priority": "High",
"Status": "Escalated",
"Subject": "The watchamacallit is too high",
"CaseId": "5003g000007WQHRAA4"
},
{
"Type": "Structural",
"Id": "5003g000007WQHQAA4",
"Created": "2020-11-23T20:50:32.000Z",
"Priority": "Medium",
"Status": "New",
"Subject": "The doodat wasn't properly set up",
"CaseId": "5003g000007WQHQAA4"
}
]
}
]

c. Click Fetch.

d. View a Table of the returned Test Response.

e. (Optional) Click JSON to view the returned results as JSON.

f. Click Save.

Activate, Configure, and Publish FlexCards

After creating a FlexCard, activate it to generate a custom generated LWC, which you can then add to a Lightning or Experience page.

1. To activate a FlexCard, see Activate a FlexCard.

2. To define metadata values, such as where your FlexCard is visible, and to update the component SVG icon for your FlexCard, see
Configure Publish Options on a FlexCard.

3. To a add a FlexCard to a Lighting or Experience page, see this table:

Deploy InstructionsFlexCard TypeDeploy Location

Add a FlexCard to a Lightning PageCustom generated LWCLightning page
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Deploy InstructionsFlexCard TypeDeploy Location

Add a FlexCard to an Experience PageCustom generated LWCExperience page

Beginning Summer '21, see OmniOut.Custom generated LWCOff-Platform (outside of Salesforce)

Activate a FlexCard

Activate a FlexCard to generate an LWC and publish it to a Lightning page or Experience Builder site. Activating a FlexCard disables
editing capabilities. You cannot add or edit elements on an active FlexCard.

Configure Publish Options on a FlexCard

Define metadata values, such as where your FlexCard is visible, and update the component SVG icon for your FlexCard before
publishing your component to a Lighting or Experience page. For example, to view your FlexCard on an Experience site you can
enable Community Page under Targets in Publish Options.

Add a FlexCard to a Lightning Page

After creating and activating your FlexCard, publish the generated component to a Lightning page from the Lightning App Builder.

Add a FlexCard to an Experience Page

After creating and activating your FlexCard, publish the generated component to an Experience page from the Experience Builder.

Activate a FlexCard

Activate a FlexCard to generate an LWC and publish it to a Lightning page or Experience Builder site. Activating a FlexCard disables
editing capabilities. You cannot add or edit elements on an active FlexCard.

Preview your FlexCard's appearance and test functionality before activating it. See Preview a FlexCard.

1. To activate a FlexCad from the FlexCard Designer:

a. From the FlexCards tab, click a version of a FlexCard to open the FlexCard Designer.

b. Click Activate in the submenu to initiate the activation wizard.

c. Click Done.

2. To activate a FlexCard from the FlexCards home tab:

a. In the FlexCards home tab in your org, click on a FlexCard to view available versions.

b. Select the checkbox next to the inactive FlexCard you want to activate.

c. Click Activate.

Configure Publish Options to define metadata values and add a custom component SVG icon for your generated LWC.

Configure Publish Options on a FlexCard

Define metadata values, such as where your FlexCard is visible, and update the component SVG icon for your FlexCard before publishing
your component to a Lighting or Experience page. For example, to view your FlexCard on an Experience site you can enable Community
Page under Targets in Publish Options.
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Before You Begin

• You must activate your FlexCard to configure Publish Options. See Activate a FlexCard.

1. From the FlexCards tab, click a version of a FlexCard to open the FlexCard Designer.

2. From the FlexCard Designer submenu, click the down arrow next to Activate, and click Publish Options.

3. To configure metadata values, see Define Metadata Values from the FlexCard Designer.

4. To update the SVG resource with a custom icon, see Add a Custom Component SVG Icon to a FlexCard.

Publish your FlexCard to a Lightning or Experience page. See Activate, Configure, and Publish FlexCards.

FlexCards Publish Options Properties

FlexCard Publish Options properties are configurable after activating a FlexCard. Define metadata values and update theffd SVG icon
for your generated FlexCard LWC from the FlexCard Designer.

Define Metadata Values from the FlexCard Designer

Define the metadata values for the generated FlexCard LWC from the FlexCard Designer. When your FlexCard is active, use the
Publish Options feature to configure API Version, Targets, Description, and other metadata values from a GUI or code editor.

Add a Custom Component SVG Icon to a FlexCard

Add an SVG resource as the custom icon for your generated LWC to easily identify it in the Lightning App Builder and the Experience
Builder. Use the Publish Options feature on an activated FlexCard to update the default icon with a custom SVG resource.

FlexCards Publish Options Properties
FlexCard Publish Options properties are configurable after activating a FlexCard. Define metadata values and update theffd SVG icon for
your generated FlexCard LWC from the FlexCard Designer.

ReferenceDescriptionProperty

Configuration File TagsUpdate the visible name of generated LWC
as you want it to appear in the Lightning

Master Label

App Builder and Experience Builder. The
default is the Name you used to create the
FlexCard and, which is visible in the Setup
panel.

Configuration File TagsEnter a description for your generated LWC.Description

Configuration File TagsDefines the API version of your generated
LWC. The default is the API version used

API Version

when creating the FlexCard. When creating
a new FlexCard, the default value is the
current API version.

Configuration File Tags(Read-Only) Defines the Vlocity package
namespace.

Runtime Namespace
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ReferenceDescriptionProperty

Configuration File TagsWhen enabled, your card component is
public. By default, this feature is enabled.

Is Exposed

Configuration File TagsSelect where your generated LWC is
accessible. By default, Home Page, Record

Targets

Page, and App Page are selected to enable
use on a custom home page, a record page,
and an app home page.

To enable the use of your LWC on an
Experience Builder site, select Community
Page. To enable the use of your generated
LWC on an Experience Builder site with
configurable properties, select Community
Default.

Configuration File TagsManually configure meta data values. For
example, add properties to a Target.

Editor

Add a Custom Component SVG Icon to a
FlexCard

Add an SVG resource as a custom icon for
your generated LWC to easily identify it in
the Experience Builder for Communities and
Lightning App Builder for Lightning pages.

Add SVG Resource

Define Metadata Values from the FlexCard Designer
Define the metadata values for the generated FlexCard LWC from the FlexCard Designer. When your FlexCard is active, use the Publish
Options feature to configure API Version, Targets, Description, and other metadata values from a GUI or code editor.

See Configuration File Tags.

Before You Begin

• You must activate your FlexCard to view the Publish Options feature. See Activate a FlexCard.

1. From the FlexCards tab, click a version of a FlexCard to open the FlexCard Designer.

2. From the FlexCard Designer submenu, click the down arrow next to Activate, and click Publish Options.

3. Enter or update values for these properties:

DescriptionProperty

Update the visible name of generated LWC as you want it to
appear in the Lightning App Builder and Experience Builder. The

Master Label

default is the Name you used to create the FlexCard and, which
is visible in the Setup panel.
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DescriptionProperty

Enter a description for your generated LWC.Description

Defines the API version of your generated LWC. The default is
the API version used when creating the FlexCard. When creating
a new FlexCard, the default value is the current API version.

API Version

(Read-Only) Defines the Vlocity package namespace.Runtime Namespace

When enabled, your card component is public. By default, this
feature is enabled.

Is Exposed

Select where your generated LWC is accessible. By default, Home
Page, Record Page, and App Page are selected to enable use
on a custom home page, a record page, and an app home page.

Targets

To enable the use of your LWC on an Experience Builder site,
select Community Page. To enable the use of your generated
LWC on an Experience Builder site with configurable properties,
select Community Default.

4. (Optional) Beginning Winter '22, define an attribute that creates a public property from the Exposed Attributes feature in the Setup
panel. See Create a Public Property for a FlexCard LWC in the FlexCard Designer.

5. To manually update metadata, click Editor to view the XML. See XML Configuration File Elements.

Important: Do not manually modify a public property created as an Exposed Attribute (Step 4).

<targetConfig targets="lightning__AppPage">
//default property
<property name="debug" type="Boolean" />
//default property
<property name="recordId" type="String" />

</targetConfig>
<targetConfig targets="lightning__RecordPage">

//default property
<property name="debug" type="Boolean"/>
//do not modify property created as an Exposed Attributes

<property name="recLimit" type="Boolean" label="Record Limit" />

</targetConfig>

Add a custom component SVG icon to your generated FlexCard LWC. See Add a Custom Component SVG Icon to a FlexCard.
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Add a Custom Component SVG Icon to a FlexCard
Add an SVG resource as the custom icon for your generated LWC to easily identify it in the Lightning App Builder and the Experience
Builder. Use the Publish Options feature on an activated FlexCard to update the default icon with a custom SVG resource.

• You must activate your FlexCard to view the Publish Options feature. See Activate a FlexCard.

1. From the FlexCards tab, click a version of a FlexCard to open the FlexCard Designer.

2. From the FlexCard Designer submenu, click the down arrow next to Activate, and click Publish Options.

3. To upload a custom SVG resource, under Add SVG resource / Drop it here, click Choose File or drag a file from your computer
inside the dashed box.

4. Click Save.

Add a FlexCard to a Lightning Page

After creating and activating your FlexCard, publish the generated component to a Lightning page from the Lightning App Builder.

• Activate your FlexCard. See Activate a FlexCard.

1. In your org, go to Setup > Lightning App Builder and click Edit for an existing Lightning app to open the Lightning App Builder. Or,
on a Lightning record page, from the Setup menu, click Edit Page.

2. From the Components pane, find your generated FlexCard Lightning web component from the list of Custom components, and
drag it to the canvas area.

Important: If you don’t see your component listed, confirm that the appropriate Target is checked in Publish Options.

3. (Optional) Beginning Winter '22, if your FlexCard defines an attribute that creates a public property, set the public property value
from the properties pane in the Lightning App Builder. For example, if the attribute defined in the FlexCard is
AccountRecordLimit, and the Label is Record Limit, look for Record Limit in the Lightning App Builder properties
pane. See Create a Public Property for a FlexCard LWC in the FlexCard Designer.

4. (Optional) To modify the component's visibility by adding filters, set Component Visibility. See Dynamic Lightning Pages.

5. To configure activation options, click Activation. See Activate Your Lightning App Page.

Add a FlexCard to an Experience Page

After creating and activating your FlexCard, publish the generated component to an Experience page from the Experience Builder.

Before You Begin

• Activate your FlexCard. See Activate a FlexCard.

1. To access the Experience Builder, see Navigate Experience Builder.

2. Click the lightning bolt icon to open the Components pane.

3. From the list of Custom Components in the Components pane, find the name of your generated FlexCard LWC and drag it to the
canvas area.

Important: If you don't see your FlexCard, confirm that it is active and available to Experience Builder sites by selecting the
appropriate Target.

4. To view record data on a FlexCard that uses the {recordId}  context variable to pass the ContextId to a data source, enter
{!recordId} in recordId. See Access the ContextId of a FlexCard on an Experience Site.
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5. (Optional) Beginning Winter '22, if your FlexCard defines an attribute that creates a public property, set the public property value
from the properties pane in the Experience Builder. For example, if the attribute defined in the FlexCard is AccountRecordLimit,
and the Label is Record Limit, look for Record Limit in the Experience Builder properties pane. See Create a Public Property
for a FlexCard LWC in the FlexCard Designer.

6. To preview, click Preview. See Preview Your Experience Builder Site.

Run FlexCards Outside of Salesforce with OmniOut

Run FlexCards off-platform on third-party websites with OmniOut for FlexCards. Display FlexCards and connect to Salesforce from a
content management system's (CMS) external website. Run a FlexCard on your external site by adding the component to the OmniOut
project, integrating OmniOut into your application, and deploying your application to your CMS.

See OmniOut.

Required Versions

Available beginning Summer '21.

FlexCard Elements

Build a FlexCard in the FlexCard Designer by dragging elements from the Build panel onto the canvas. Each element can be styled and
properties configured within the Designer. For example, add an action link styled as a button with or without an icon.

Drag elements from one of three sections in the Build panel onto the canvas:

• Fields: Display data fields generated from the FlexCard's data source.

• Display: Add elements that displays information, such as a Chart, Datatable, and Custom LWC element. Or add an element that
executes an action or sends data, such as an Action element. See FlexCards Display Elements Reference.

• Inputs: Beginning Winter '22, add input elements on a FlexCard to enable users to enter data or select from a list of options you
provide. See FlexCards Input Elements Reference.

Add Elements to a FlexCard

Add data fields, states, actions, and other elements to your FlexCard. Style an element and configure its properties in the FlexCard
Designer.

Add an Action to a FlexCard

Add an action to a FlexCard to launch or update an OmniScript, navigate to a web page or application, display a flyout, fire an event,
or update data field values. For example, add an action on an account FlexCard that when clicked, displays the contact information
for the account.

FlexCards Display Elements Reference

Select from a number of display elements to add to your FlexCard. Add elements such as data fields, actions, states, data tables, and
more.

FlexCards Input Elements Reference

Add input elements on a FlexCard to enable users to enter data or select from a list of options you provide. When a user enters,
selects or updates a value, the change is reflected in the data JSON. You can configure an element to execute an action when a user
selects an option or enters data. Input elements are available in the Inputs section of the Build panel of the FlexCard Designer.
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Add Conditions to a FlexCard Element

Display or hide data based on the value of a data field. For example, display an alert icon or supplemental text for escalated Cases.
Apply conditions to any element listed in the Build panel of the FlexCard Designer.

Add Elements to a FlexCard

Add data fields, states, actions, and other elements to your FlexCard. Style an element and configure its properties in the FlexCard
Designer.

Beginning Winter '22, add Input elements on a FlexCard to enable users to enter data or select from a list of options you provide. Configure
an action to update the data source with the user selected data.

Beginning with Vlocity Insurance and Health Summer '20 , the FlexCard Designer enables you to preview while you build dynamic
context-specific user interfaces for customer interactions using a drag interface with WYSIWYG editing. The FlexCard Designer is LWC
only and does not support Angular. See FlexCard Designer.

Before You Begin

1. Create a FlexCard, and configure basic settings and a data source. See Create a FlexCard.

2. Configure Setup options as needed. See FlexCard Setup Reference.

1. From the FlexCards tab, click a version of a FlexCard to open the FlexCard Designer.

2. (Optional) To adjust the width of the canvas while building your FlexCard, select a size from the canvas size dropdown. See FlexCards
Element Responsiveness.

3. To add an element to a state from the Build panel, perform one of these tasks:

• To add an element from a search:

a. In the search field, enter the name of an element, such as Action. You can also search for a specific Field element generated
from your data source and available in the Fields section of the Build panel. For example, if your data source returns data
field named Email, search for the Email  Field element.

b. Drag the element from search results into a state on the canvas.

• To add an element from the lists of available elements:

– To add data fields, perform one of these tasks:
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• Click Fields, to view a list of data fields available from the data source, and drag one or more fields into a state on the
canvas.

• From the Elements list, drag the Field element into a state on the canvas.

– To add a display component such as an Action, drag the element from the Elements list into a state on the canvas. See
FlexCards Display Elements Reference.

– Beginning Winter '22, to add an input component such as a Typeahead, drag the element from the Inputs list into a state
on the canvas. See FlexCards Input Elements Reference.

Note: When you drag an element next to another element, it takes up the remaining width of the container. For example, if
you drag an Icon element next to a Field element whose width is 10 parts of the 12-column grid, the Icon element takes up
the remaining 2 columns. See FlexCards Element Responsiveness.

4. To configure the element, click the element to update its properties from the Properties panel.

Tip: To easily distinguish between elements, update the Element Name. When you hover over or click an element on the
canvas, the element name is viewable in a blue tab with white text.

Beginning with the Summer '21 release, hover over the element to see its name.

5. (Optional) To adjust the width of the element, hover over the square box on the right border until your mouse pointer icon becomes
a drag icon. Click and slide the square box right or left to increase or decrease the width.
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Note: To make the width of the element responsive to the viewport, see Create Responsive Elements on a FlexCard.

6. (Optional) To style your element, click Style to open the Style panel, and see Style FlexCard Elements.

7. (Optional) To add conditions that must be met for the element to display, see Add Conditions to a FlexCard Element.

8. (Optional) To add another state, drag the State element from the Elements list in the Build panel onto the canvas, and follow steps
4 through 7. See Add a State to a FlexCard.

Note: Each FlexCard has a default state that can’t be deleted.

9. To rearrange, duplicate, or delete elements, see Arrange, Duplicate, and Remove Elements on a FlexCard.

Preview your FlexCard. See Preview a FlexCard.

FlexCards Common Display Element Properties

FlexCard elements have properties shared by all FlexCard elements. For example, any element can be shown or hidden based on
conditions set with the Conditions property.

FlexCards Common Display Element Properties
FlexCard elements have properties shared by all FlexCard elements. For example, any element can be shown or hidden based on
conditions set with the Conditions property.

ReferenceDescriptionProperty

Add Conditions to a FlexCard ElementAdd a condition that must be met for the
element to display.

Conditions

FlexCard Naming ConventionsThe name of the element as seen on the
canvas. Used to distinguish one element

Element Name

from another as you build your FlexCard in
the designer. Is used only within the
designer.

Add a Click Event to a FlexCard ElementMake the element a clickable action.Add Action

Add an Action to a FlexCard

Add an action to a FlexCard to launch or update an OmniScript, navigate to a web page or application, display a flyout, fire an event, or
update data field values. For example, add an action on an account FlexCard that when clicked, displays the contact information for the
account.

1. In the FlexCard Designer, drag the Action element from the Build panel into a state on the canvas.

2. (Optional) From the Properties panel, update the element name in the Element Name field.

3. Beginning Spring '22, execute multiple sequential actions from one element:
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a. (Optional) To block users from interacting with the FlexCard until actions that require waiting for a response, such as a Data
action, are resolved, enter true  in Show Spinner. Or enter a merge field whose value is true, such as {requireResponse}.
The user sees a spinner image and a dimmed page while waiting. Default is false.

b. Select the right arrow under Actions next to the default Action label to reveal properties to configure.

c. (Optional) To distinguish this action from other actions on this element, update Action Label. This label is only visible within
the designer in Design view.

d. Select the type of action to execute from the Action Type dropdown. See FlexCards Actions Reference.

e. Before Spring '22, configure one action to execute:

f. (Optional) To create another action that executes after the previous one completes, select + Add New, and repeat steps a
through e.

Before Spring '22, configure one action to execute:

a. Select the type of action from the Action Type dropdown. See FlexCards Actions Reference.

b. Before Spring '22, configure one action to execute:

4. (Optional) To update the visible label for the action, enter a new label in the Label field.

Note: Beginning Summer '21, Label supports concatenated strings. Combine plain text and supported merge fields. For
example, Update {AccountName}.

5. (Optional) To update the default icon, from the Icon field, perform one of these tasks:

• Enter the name of the icon, such as utility:arrowdown. See Salesforce Lightning Design System.

• Click the search icon in the input field, and perform one of the following tasks:

– Click to select an icon from the list available, and click Save.

– Search for an icon in the search field, click an icon to select it, and click Save.

6. (Optional) To show an icon without text, check Show Only Icon.

7. (Optional) To show a label without an icon, check Hide Icon.

8. (Optional) To display the action link as a button:

a. Check Display As Button.

b. Select a style option from the Variant dropdown. For a description of each variant, see Variations.

9. (Optional) To add conditions that must be met for the element to display, see Add Conditions to a FlexCard Element.

(Optional) To style your element, click Style to open the Style panel, and see Style FlexCard Elements.

Add a Click Event to a FlexCard Element

Enable an element on a FlexCard to perform an action when clicked. Supported elements include Image, Block, Icon, and Toggle.

FlexCards Actions Reference

Select from multiple ways to execute an action from a FlexCard. Create an action to launch an OmniScript, navigate to a web page
or application, display a flyout, fire an event, and more.
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FlexCards Action Properties

Action element properties are configurable from the Properties panel in the FlexCard Designer when you select an Action element.
With the Action element, create an action to launch an OmniScript, navigate to a web page or application, display a flyout, fire an
event, and more.

FlexCards Sequential Actions

Enable an element or an event listener to execute sequential actions on a FlexCard. When there are multiple actions, the first action
fires, completes, and then triggers the next action. You can use the response from the previous action to perform subsequent actions.

FlexCard Card Actions

The FlexCard Card action type enables you to trigger actions specific to a record item on a FlexCard or the FlexCard itself.

Navigate from a FlexCard with the Navigate Action

Navigate to an external web address, or within Lightning Experience, Lightning communities, or the Salesforce mobile app from a
Navigate Action element on a FlexCard. For example, allow a user to navigate to a Policy record page by clicking an action element
on a FlexCard that lists Account Policies.

Create an Email Link from a FlexCard Navigation Action

Enable your user to send an email from a link. Create an email link with the Navigate action element to open your user's default mail
program.

Add a Vlocity Action to a FlexCard

Add a reusable action to a FlexCard with a Vlocity Action element. Vlocity Actions launch OmniScripts, components, web pages, or
external applications.

Launch a Flyout from an Action on a FlexCard

Create a flyout to display additional information when a user clicks an action on a FlexCard. For example, a FlexCard that displays
Account information can display the Primary Contact's name and email address in a flyout.

Launch an OmniScript from a FlexCard

Launch an Angular or LWC OmniScript from an OmniScript Action element on a FlexCard. For example, launch a form that updates
Account information based on the account Id passed from the FlexCard to the OmniScript.

Update an OmniScript from a FlexCard

Create an action that updates an OmniScript's data JSON from the FlexCard embedded in the OmniScript. You can embed a FlexCard
inside an OmniScript as a Custom LWC.

Download a Sample Update OmniScript Action DataPack

Download a sample Update OmniScript DataPack to import into your org. Create an action that updates an LWC OmniScript's data
JSON from the FlexCard embedded in the OmniScript.

Call a Data Source from an Action on a FlexCard

Trigger a data source from an action to get data from a server or post data to a server. When data is fetched from the server, the
incoming data is appended to the data JSON in the card's record object or to a data node you name. If you choose to send the
request without getting a response from the server, the data JSON does not update. To confirm your request is sent successfully, in
Preview, view the requested data in the Action Debugger's response.

Trigger a Custom Event from an Action on a FlexCard

Notify a FlexCard of an event occurring from an action on an element. Then execute an action based on the event. Custom Events
are used to communicate between a child to its parent, whether it's between a child FlexCard and its parent, or between an element
and the FlexCard it's on.

Trigger a Pubsub Event from an Action on a FlexCard

Enable an action on a FlexCard to notify another component, such as another FlexCard on a page or application, of an event occurring.
For example, update a list of products on one FlexCard from a filter on another FlexCard on the same page or application.
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Register Dynamic Custom and Pubsub Events

Register events based on dynamic event and channel names. Use a parent attribute, a recordId, or a session variable within the
Channel Name and Event Name of a pubsub event, or the Event Name of a custom event.

FlexCards Reserved Event and Channel Names

When configuring pubsub and custom events, there are some event names and channel names that are reserved for specific purposes.
These reserved names are listed here.

Add a Click Event to a FlexCard Element
Enable an element on a FlexCard to perform an action when clicked. Supported elements include Image, Block, Icon, and Toggle.

Beginning Winter '22, enable Input elements to perform actions. See FlexCards Input Elements Reference.

1. In the FlexCard Designer, select an element on the canvas that supports actions. Or, drag a supported element from the Build panel
onto the canvas.

2. From the Properties panel, click + Add Action.

3. Beginning Spring '22, execute multiple sequential actions from one element:

a. (Optional) To block users from interacting with the FlexCard until actions that require waiting for a response, such as a Data
action, are resolved, enter true  in Show Spinner. Or enter a merge field whose value is true, such as {requireResponse}.
The user sees a spinner image and a dimmed page while waiting. Default is false.

b. Select the right arrow under Actions next to the default Action label to reveal properties to configure.

c. (Optional) To distinguish this action from other actions on this element, update Action Label. This label is only visible within
the designer in Design view.

d. Select the type of action to execute from the Action Type dropdown. See FlexCards Actions Reference.

e. Before Spring '22, configure one action to execute:

f. (Optional) To create another action that executes after the previous one completes, select + Add New, and repeat steps a
through e.

Before Spring '22, configure one action to execute:

a. Select the type of action from the Action Type dropdown. See FlexCards Actions Reference.

b. Before Spring '22, configure one action to execute:

4. Click Save.

Preview your FlexCard. See Preview a FlexCard.

FlexCards Actions Reference
Select from multiple ways to execute an action from a FlexCard. Create an action to launch an OmniScript, navigate to a web page or
application, display a flyout, fire an event, and more.

See Add an Action to a FlexCard.
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ReferenceDescriptionAction Type Name

Perform Card level actions, such as reload,
update datasource, set values, remove, and
select cards.

Card • Update a Data Source from an Action
on a FlexCard

• Add an Action to Update Field Values
on a FlexCard

• Add a Reload Action to a FlexCard

• Add a Remove Card Action to a FlexCard

• Select Items on a FlexCard to Update an
OmniScript

Trigger a Custom Event from an Action on
a FlexCard

Fire a Custom Event to notify the parent
FlexCard of an event occurring.

Custom Event

Call a Data Source from an Action on a
FlexCard

Trigger a data source from an action to get
data from a server or post data to a server.

Data

Trigger a Pubsub Event from an Action on
a FlexCard

Fire a PubSub Event to notify another
component on a page or application of an
event occurring.

PubSub Event

Launch a Flyout from an Action on a
FlexCard

Display additional information from a Child
Card, OmniScript, or Custom LWC in a
window or popover.

Flyout

Navigate from a FlexCard with the Navigate
Action

Add actions directly on a card by selecting
a Target URL or a PageReference Type that
enables navigation within Lightning

Navigate

Experience, within Communities, or to an
external web address

Launch an OmniScript from a FlexCardLaunch an OmniScript from a FlexCard.OmniScript

Add a Vlocity Action to a FlexCardLaunch Vlocity OmniScripts, components,
web pages, or external applications from a
reusable Vlocity Action.

Vlocity Action

Update an OmniScript from a FlexCardUpdate an OmniScript from a FlexCard
embedded as a custom LWC in an
OmniScript.

Update OmniScript
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FlexCards Action Properties
Action element properties are configurable from the Properties panel in the FlexCard Designer when you select an Action element. With
the Action element, create an action to launch an OmniScript, navigate to a web page or application, display a flyout, fire an event, and
more.

See FlexCards Actions Reference. See Add an Action to a FlexCard.

Note: Beginning Summer '21, the Action element supports concatenated strings. Combine plain text and supported merge fields,
such as {Parent.prodType} > {Name}, in the following fields:

• Action > Label

• Card Action > Set Values > Value

• Event Action > Input Parameters > Value

Common Action Type Properties

These properties are shared by all Action Types.

ReferenceDescriptionProperty

n/aEnter a name to distinguish the action from
other actions in a sequence. Visible within
the FlexCard designer only

Action Label

FlexCards Actions Reference.Select the type of action to execute.Action Type

n/aBlock users from interacting with the
FlexCard until actions that require waiting

Block Interactions While Waiting

for a response, such as a Data action, are
resolved.

Add Conditions to a FlexCard ElementAdd a condition that must be met for the
element to display.

Conditions

n/aCheck to display the action as a button.Display As Button

FlexCard Naming ConventionsThe name of the element as seen on the
canvas. Used to distinguish one element

Element Name

from another as you build your FlexCard in
the designer. Is used only within the
designer.

Enable Tracking on a FlexCardEnable click-based event tracking through
OmniAnalytics. Track the UI Action event.

Enable Tracking

n/aCheck to hide the icon and only show the
label.

Hide Icon
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ReferenceDescriptionProperty

n/aEnter the name of the icon, such as
utility:down,  or click into the field
to search for an icon.

Icon

n/aEnter a visible label for the element.Label

n/aSelect to show an icon without a label.Show Only Icon

n/aSelect from predefined SLDS styles to
change the appearance of the element.

Variant

Card Action

These properties are unique to the Card Action.

DescriptionProperty

Select a data field with a boolean (true or false) value, that when
true, preselects the card record.

Selectable Field

Select whether a user can select a Single record or Multiple
records.

Selectable Mode

Enter the name of the array to add or remove selected cards from.Selected Cards List Name

Select the type of action to launch.Type

Card Action Types

This table lists descriptions for the available Card Action Types.

DescriptionType

Reloads the FlexCard.Reload

Removes a card from the FlexCard component. For example, use
for notifications and alerts.

Remove

Enables users to update an OmniScript from a list of selectable
items on a FlexCard. When the user clicks a Select Cards action, it

Select Cards
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DescriptionType

fires the selectcards_ event and the selected card is added or
removed from an array.

Updates field values.Set Values

Changes the data source, or updates parameters of an existing
data source.

Update Data Source

Data Action

Beginning Winter '22, call a datasource from an action with the Data action type. See Call a Data Source from an Action on a FlexCard.

These properties are unique to the Data Action. For properties specific to the selected Data Source Type, see FlexCards Data Source
Reference.

DescriptionProperty

Enable when you don't need a response from the server, such as
in a simple notification.

Ignore Response

Specify where in the data JSON you want to save the returned data.Response Node

Event Action

These properties are unique to the Event Action. See Trigger a Custom Event from an Action on a FlexCard. See Trigger a Pubsub Event
from an Action on a FlexCard.

DescriptionProperty

Check to enable the event to bubble up through the DOM.Bubbles

Enter a channel name for the pubsub event.Channel Name

Check to enable the event to pass through the shadow boundary.Composed

Enter the name of the custom event.Event Name

Select an event type.Event Type

Enter parameters to pass contextual data to the event as key/value
pairs.

Input Parameters
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Flyout Action

These properties are unique to the Flyout Action. See Launch a Flyout from an Action on a FlexCard.

DescriptionProperty

Set attributes available from the flyout's component. For example,
if an OmniScript requires a ContextId be set, enter ContextId
as Key and {recordId}  as Value.

Attributes

To pass parent data to the Child FlexCard, select a data node.Data Node

Select the type of component to display.Flyout Type

Select the component to display in the flyout.Flyout

Select a theme for the flyout.Layout Type

Select the flyout's container type. When enabling a flyout as a
clickable event on an element such as a Block or Menu element,

Open Flyout In

this feature defaults to modal and is disabled because popover
positioning cannot be controlled.

Enable the Flyout component to load before it is clicked.Preload Flyout Component

Resets the component to its on load state when the flyout closes.Reset Component On Close

Navigate Action

These properties are unique to the Navigate Action. See Navigate from a FlexCard with the Navigate Action. See PageReference Types.

TargetDescriptionProperty

AppEnter the name of the action.Action Name

AppEnter the API name of the app.Api Name

AppThe app that you’re navigating to. Pass
either the appId or appDeveloperName to
the appTarget.

App Target

AppThe standard or custom app available from
the App Launcher.

App Type
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TargetDescriptionProperty

Knowledge ArticleThe value of the urlName field on the target
KnowledgeArticleVersion record. The
urlName is the article's URL.

Article Url

Community Named PageThe unique name of the Lightning
community page. The value for name is the
API Name value for a supported page.

Community Page Name

ComponentThe Lightning component name in the
format
namespace__componentName.

Component Name

Navigation ItemThe unique name of the custom tab.Custom Tab Name

Component, Login, Navigation ItemEnter parameters to pass contextual data to
the action as key/value pairs.

Input Parameters

ObjectThe API name of the standard or custom
object. For custom objects that are part of

Object API Name

a managed package, prefix the custom
object with ns__, where ns  is your org's
namespace.

AllSelect whether to open the target page in
the current window or a new tab/window.

Open Target In

Named PageThe unique name of the page.Page Name

RecordThe API name of the record’s object.Record Object API Name

AppEnter the record Id of the record to navigate
to.

RecordId

Record RelationshipThe API name of the object that defines the
relationship.

Relationship Object API Name

Login, Object, Record, Record RelationshipEnter a valid action name to call.Target Action

Knowledge ArticleEnter the API name of the article type.Target ArticleType

Record, Record RelationshipSelect a ContextId from the data source.Target Id
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TargetDescriptionProperty

Record RelationshipThe API name of the object’s relationship
field.

Target Relationship

AllSelect the PageReference type.Target

Web PageThe URL of the page you’re navigating to.URL

OmniScript Action

These properties are unique to the OmniScript Action. See Launch an OmniScript from a FlexCard.

DescriptionProperty

Enter parameters to pass contextual data to the action as key/value
pairs.

Input Parameters

Select a data field to use as the ContextId, such as
{'AccountId'}.

Context ID

Select a theme for the layout.Layout Type

Select the OmniScript to launch.OmniScript

Select whether to open the target page in the current window or
a new tab/window.

Open Target In

Override the default Visualforce Page that displays the OmniScript.Visualforce Page

Update OmniScript Action

These properties are unique to the Update OmniScript Action. See Update an OmniScript from a FlexCard.

DescriptionProperty

Enter the OmniScript data fields to update.Input Parameters

Point to a specific data node in the OmniScript JSON to update.
Select from the merge fields available from the data source or enter
a data node manually.

Parent Node
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Vlocity Action

These properties are unique to the Vlocity Action. See Add a Vlocity Action to a FlexCard.

DescriptionProperty

Select a data field to use as the ContextId, such as
{'AccountId'}.

Context ID

Select the action name from a data source field.Fetch Action Name From Datasource

Enter parameters to pass contextual data to the action as key/value
pairs.

Input Parameters

Select the sObject.Object

(Disabled by default) Opens target in the current window or a new
tab/window.

Open Target In

FlexCards Sequential Actions
Enable an element or an event listener to execute sequential actions on a FlexCard. When there are multiple actions, the first action fires,
completes, and then triggers the next action. You can use the response from the previous action to perform subsequent actions.

Required Versions

Support for event listeners available beginning Winter '22.

Support for actionable elements available beginning Spring '22.

Make note of the following processes and best practices when configuring sequential actions:

• When there is an error executing an action, the action queue fails and subsequent actions aren't executed.

• If an action triggers sequential custom or pubsub events, and each of their event listeners trigger their own sequential actions, if an
action fails within a sequence, it doesn't prevent the next sequence of actions in the next event listener from executing.

• Any action that navigates away from the FlexCard should be the last in the queue or stop any further actions.

• For any action, such as a data or update datasource action, that must wait for a response, the actions in the queue will wait until it's
resolved before executing the next action. As needed, enable Show Spinner to block users from interacting with the FlexCard until
that action completes.

• In a Data action, save the response in Response Node to use it in a subsequent action.
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Trigger Sequential Actions on an Actionable Element on a FlexCard

Enable an element to execute sequential actions from a FlexCard. When an element has multiple actions, the first action fires,
completes, and triggers the next action in the sequence. You can use the response from the previous action to perform subsequent
actions. Enable sequential actions on clickable display and input elements such as Action, Image, or Checkbox.

Trigger Sequential Actions from an Event Listener on a FlexCard

Enable an event listener to execute multiple actions sequentially on a FlexCard. When an event listener has multiple actions, the first
action fires, completes, and triggers the next action in the sequence. You can use the response from the previous action to perform
subsequent actions. For example, create an event listener that updates to the value of a data field with a Set Values action, then
passes the updated value to an OmniScript with an Update OmniScript action.

Trigger Sequential Actions on an Actionable Element on a FlexCard
Enable an element to execute sequential actions from a FlexCard. When an element has multiple actions, the first action fires, completes,
and triggers the next action in the sequence. You can use the response from the previous action to perform subsequent actions. Enable
sequential actions on clickable display and input elements such as Action, Image, or Checkbox.

For example, configure an actionable element to update a data value with the Set Values action, update an OmniScript with the new
value from an Update OmniScript action, and then navigate to a record page with the Navigate action.

See FlexCards Sequential Actions for notable sequential action processes and best practices.

Required Versions

Available beginning Spring '22.

1. Open a FlexCard from the FlexCards home tab. Or, create a FlexCard. See Create a FlexCard.

2. Drag a clickable element, such as an Action or Image element, from the Build or Inputs panel onto the canvas, and navigate to the
Properties panel.

3. If your element is not an Action element, to open the Action Properties modal, click + Add Action.

4. (Optional) To block users from interacting with the FlexCard until actions that require waiting for a response, such as a Data action,
are resolved, enter true  in Show Spinner. Or enter a merge field whose value is true, such as {requireResponse}. The
user sees a spinner image and a dimmed page while waiting. Default is false.

5. Select the right arrow next to the action label to display the properties to configure.

6. In Action Label, enter a name to distinguish the action from other actions in a sequence. Visible within the FlexCard designer only.

7. In Action Type, select the type of action to execute. See FlexCards Actions Reference.

8. To configure other properties based on the selected Action Type, see FlexCards Action Properties.

9. To add one or more actions to execute after the previously one, for each additional action, click + Add New next to the Actions
label. Follow steps 5-8.

10. (Optional) To rearrange the action sequence, click then drag an action up or down. Actions execute top to bottom.

11. If applicable, click Save to close the Action Properties modal after all actions are created.

Trigger Sequential Actions from an Event Listener on a FlexCard
Enable an event listener to execute multiple actions sequentially on a FlexCard. When an event listener has multiple actions, the first
action fires, completes, and triggers the next action in the sequence. You can use the response from the previous action to perform
subsequent actions. For example, create an event listener that updates to the value of a data field with a Set Values action, then passes
the updated value to an OmniScript with an Update OmniScript action.
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Within a sequence of actions, if an action fails, the subsequent actions aren't executed. If an action triggers sequential custom or pubsub
events, and each of their event listeners trigger their own sequential actions, if an action fails within a sequence, it doesn't prevent the
next sequence of actions in the next event listener from executing.

See FlexCards Sequential Actions for notable sequential action processes and best practices.

Important: Before Spring '22, the Update Datasource action and Data action must be last in a sequence.

Beginning Spring '22, sequential actions support the Update Datasource card action and Data action anywhere in a sequence.

Required Versions

Available beginning Winter '22.

Before You Begin

• Create a pubsub or custom event and make note of the event name. See Trigger a Pubsub Event from an Action on a FlexCard. See
Trigger a Custom Event from an Action on a FlexCard.

1. In the FlexCard Designer, click Setup to open the Setup panel.

2. In the Event Listener section, click + Add New.

3. To configure the Custom event or Pubsub event properties,

a. Select the type of event from the Event Type dropdown.

See Trigger a Pubsub Event from an Action on a FlexCard. See Trigger a Custom Event from an Action on a FlexCard.

b. If you selected a pubsub event, enter a Channel Name.

c. In the Event Name, enter the name of the event to listen for.

4. (Optional) To block users from interacting with the FlexCard until actions that require waiting for a response, such as a Data action,
are resolved, enter true  in Show Spinner. Or enter a merge field whose value is true, such as {requireResponse}. The
user sees a spinner image and a dimmed page while waiting. Default is false.

5. For each action you want the listener to fire, perform the following tasks:

a. In the Actions section, click the right arrow next to the action label to display its properties.

b. In Action Label, enter a label for the action. The label is only visible in the Designer to help distinguish one action from another.

Before Spring '22, enter label for the action in Action Name.

c. From the Action Type dropdown, select the type of action to fire. See FlexCards Actions Reference.

d. Configure the properties for the selected action type. See FlexCards Action Properties.

e. For each additional action, click + Add New and repeat steps 4a-4d.

6. (Optional) To rearrange the action sequence, click then drag an action up or down. Actions execute top to bottom.

7. Click Save.
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FlexCard Card Actions
The FlexCard Card action type enables you to trigger actions specific to a record item on a FlexCard or the FlexCard itself.

ReferenceDescriptionCard Type

Add a Reload Action to a FlexCardReloads the FlexCard.Reload

Add a Remove Card Action to a FlexCardRemoves a record from a list of records
coming from the FlexCard's datasource.

Remove

Select Items on a FlexCard to Update an
OmniScript

Updates an OmniScript based on a user
selected card.

Select Cards

Add an Action to Update Field Values on a
FlexCard

Updates the value of a data field.Set Values

Update a Data Source from an Action on a
FlexCard

Updates the FlexCard's datasource.Update Datasource

Select One Child Across Multiple Parents on a FlexCard

Enable users to only select one child card from all child cards across multiple parents with the Select Cards action and the
resetselectedcards  event. Users can reset just the child cards across multiple parents, or reset all child cards and selectable
parent cards as well.

Add an Action to Update Field Values on a FlexCard

With a Card Action, create an action that updates specific field values on a FlexCard. For example, allow your customer service reps
to update the status of a case to closed when the case is resolved.

Add a Reload Action to a FlexCard

With a Card Action, create an action that reloads a FlexCard. For example, create a FLexCard that listens for an event from another
FlexCard and reloads itself when the event is fired.

Add a Remove Card Action to a FlexCard

Remove a specific record on a FlexCard or remove the entire FlexCard with a remove card action. The data record is only removed
from the FlexCard and not from the database it's pulled from. The FlexCard is only removed from the page it's viewed from, and not
permanently deleted.

Select Items on a FlexCard to Update an OmniScript

Enable users to select from one or more items on your FlexCard with the Select Cards action. When the user clicks a Select Cards
action, it fires the selectcards_{listname} event and the selected card (a record item) is added to an array whose name you can
define. Update an OmniScript's data JSON with the list of selected records.

Update a Data Source from an Action on a FlexCard

With a Card Action, create an action that changes the data source, or updates parameters of an existing data source. For example,
create an action that updates the pagination limits on a list of returned records.

Select One Child Across Multiple Parents on a FlexCard
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Enable users to only select one child card from all child cards across multiple parents with the Select Cards action and the
resetselectedcards  event. Users can reset just the child cards across multiple parents, or reset all child cards and selectable
parent cards as well.

This feature extends the Select Cards action.

example: Example: Schedule an Appointment

You want to create a FlexCard that enables healthcare customers to schedule their own appointments.

Create a parent FlexCard that lists all available providers. Embed a child FlexCard that lists the provider's available appointments.

In the child FlexCard, add an actionable element that executes sequential actions that triggers a pubsub event followed by a
custom event. From the pubsub event listener, execute the custom event that resets all selected appointments. From the custom
event listener, execute sequential actions that first selects a new appointment time, then updates an OmniScript with the selected
data.

When a user selects an appointment time (a child card), all other selected times are reset across all providers (parent cards).

Required Versions

Available beginning Spring '22.

1. Create a child FlexCard.

2. From the Build panel, drag onto the canvas an actionable element that the user clicks to select the child card, such as an Action or
Block element.

3. To clear selected child cards, create an action to trigger the event that deselects all selected child cards. For example, clear all selected
appointments across all healthcare providers. Perform the following tasks:

a. In the Actions section of the Properties panel, select Event  as the Action Type and Pubsub  as the Event Type.

b. Enter a Channel Name, such as makeappointment.

c. Enter an Event Name, such as clearprevappt.

4. To create the event listener that listens for this event, click + Add New in the Event Listener section of the Setup panel and perform
the following tasks:

a. Enter the same values for Event Type, Channel Name, and Event Name from the previous steps.

b. Under Actions, create a custom event action whose Event Name is resetselectedcards.

c. To reset child cards across all parents, select Bubbles, and confirm Composed is not selected.

d. If your parent FlexCard has selectable elements, and you want to enable users to reset selected items on both parent and child
cards, select Composed as well as Bubbles. For example, if the user must select the doctor first before selecting the appointment,
both the doctor and the appointment are reset when the user selects a new appointment

e. Click Save.

5. To create a subsequent action that selects a new child card, perform the following tasks on the same actionable element from step
3:

a. Select + Add New in the Actions section of the Properties panel to create a sequential action.
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b. Select Event  as the Action Type and Custom  as the Event Type.

c. Enter the Event Name such as selectappt.

d. Select Bubbles and confirm Composed is not selected

6. To create the event listener that listens for the custom event, click + Add New in the Event Listener section of the Setup panel
and perform the following tasks:

a. Enter Custom  as the Event Type and enter the Event Name from your custom event action.

b. Under Actions, select Card  as the Action Type and Select Cards  as the Type.

c. In Selected Cards List Name, enter a name for the array that holds the selected card data, such as appointment.

d. Configure other properties for the Select Cards action.

e. To configure a sequential action that updates an OmniScript with the selected card's data, click + Add New.

f. Select Update OmniScript as the Action Type.

g. In the Input Parameters section, click + Add New. In the Key field, enter a name of the data node to pass to the OmniScript.
For example, selectedappointment.

h. In Value, enter the name entered in Selected Cards List Name as a merge field. For example, {appointment}.

i. Click Save.

7. Activate the FlexCard.

8. Create or open a parent FlexCard and drag the FlexCard element from the Build panel onto the canvas.

9. Click into FlexCard Name and select the child FlexCard created in step 1.

10. To preview and test your FlexCard before publishing, click the Preview tab.

Select a child card, such as an appointment time. Then select another one. When you select a new child card, any previously selected
child card on any parent card is unselected. If Composed is selected with Bubbles, if there are any selectable items on the parent
FlexCard, those are reset as well when a child is selected.

11. In the Setup panel, select OmniScript Support.

12. Activate your FlexCard before embedding it as a custom LWC into an OmniScript.

Download a Select One Child Card DataPack

Import a sample DataPack into your org that shows how to enable users to select one child card across multiple parents with the
Select Cards action, the resetselectedcards  event, and the sequential actions feature.

Download a Select One Child Card DataPack
Import a sample DataPack into your org that shows how to enable users to select one child card across multiple parents with the Select
Cards action, the resetselectedcards  event, and the sequential actions feature.

See Select One Child Across Multiple Parents on a FlexCard.

The demo DataPack demonstrates how to enable customers to select one appointment from a list of multiple providers (parent cards)
and available time slots (child cards).
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Required Versions

Available beginning Spring '22.

The DataPack includes a child FlexCard with a Block element whose sequential actions trigger a pubsub event that resets selected cards,
followed by a custom event. The custom event triggers another set of sequential actions, which first selects a new appointment and
then sends the selected data to an OmniScript.

The demoSelectChildMultipleParentsChild child FlexCard in the DataPack includes the following features:

• A block element with sequential actions. First action triggers a pubsub event. The second action triggers a custom event.

• A pubsub event listener that triggers a custom event, which resets all select child cards (appointment times) across all parents
(doctors) using the resetselectedcards  event.

• A custom event listener that triggers sequential actions. The first action selects a child card (appointment time). The second action
updates an OmniScript with the selected card's data.

The demoSelectChildMultipleParentsParent parent FlexCard in the DataPack includes the following features:

• Displays doctor information from a custom data source.

• Embeds the demoSelectChildMultipleParentsChild child FlexCard displaying appointment times.

To download the DataPack:

1. Download the DataPack here: demoSelectOneChildMultipleParents-OS4V.json.

This DataPack has the OmniStudio for Vlocity (formerly Digital Interaction Platform) objects. It can be imported into an org with
either the OmniStudio package or OmniStudio for Vlocity (formerly Digital Interaction Platform) package installed. The OmniStudio
for Vlocity objects are converted into OmniStudio objects when installed in an org with the OmniStudio package.

2. To import the DataPack, see Import a FlexCard.

3. If you didn't activate the demoSelectChildMultipleParentsChild child FlexCard during the import process, from the FlexCards
home tab, click the FlexCard name, select the checkbox, and click Activate. The child FlexCard must be active to view inside a parent.
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4. In the Preview tab from the parent FlexCard, select an appointment time, then select another. The previously selected appointment
is reset.

Add an Action to Update Field Values on a FlexCard
With a Card Action, create an action that updates specific field values on a FlexCard. For example, allow your customer service reps to
update the status of a case to closed when the case is resolved.

1. From the FlexCard Designer, drag an Action element into a state.

2. Select Card from the Action Type dropdown.

3. From the Type dropdown, select Set Values.

4. To add the fields to update, in the Set Values section, click + Add New.

5. In the Key field, enter the name of a field returned from a data source. Or enter a session variable to update, such as
{Session.time}. See FlexCards Context Variables.

6. In the Value field, enter a new field value as a string or merge field, such as New Value  or {Name}.

7. (Optional) To configure other options common among all action properties, see FlexCards Action Properties.

Add a Reload Action to a FlexCard
With a Card Action, create an action that reloads a FlexCard. For example, create a FLexCard that listens for an event from another FlexCard
and reloads itself when the event is fired.

See Add an Event Listener to a FlexCard.

1. From the FlexCard Designer, drag an Action element into a state.

2. Select Card from the Action Type dropdown.

3. From the Type dropdown, select Reload.

4. (Optional) To configure other options common among all action properties, see FlexCards Action Properties.

Add a Remove Card Action to a FlexCard
Remove a specific record on a FlexCard or remove the entire FlexCard with a remove card action. The data record is only removed from
the FlexCard and not from the database it's pulled from. The FlexCard is only removed from the page it's viewed from, and not permanently
deleted.

To remove a record from the database, configure the remove card action with an Update OmniScript action. See Update an OmniScript
from a FlexCard.

1. From the FlexCard Designer, drag an Action element into a state.

2. Select Card from the Action Type dropdown.

3. From the Type dropdown, select Remove.

4. To remove a specific record, create an Event Listener, and enter a Record Index. See Add an Event Listener to a FlexCard.

5. (Optional) To configure other options common among all action properties, see FlexCards Action Properties.

To style your action element, click Style to open the Style panel, and see FlexCards Action Style Properties.

Select Items on a FlexCard to Update an OmniScript
Enable users to select from one or more items on your FlexCard with the Select Cards action. When the user clicks a Select Cards action,
it fires the selectcards_{listname} event and the selected card (a record item) is added to an array whose name you can define. Update
an OmniScript's data JSON with the list of selected records.

Use the Select Cards action to enable users to add and remove objects from a list. For example, add and remove multiple items to and
from a cart, or select and unselect one or more cases from a list.
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Required Versions

Available beginning Summer '21.

1. In FlexCard Designer, drag an Action element from the Build panel into a state.

Note: To use a Toggle element or Block element to select items, drag the element into a state and add an action to the
element.The Block element supports the Selects Cards action beginning Winter '22.

2. Select Card from the Action Type dropdown.

3. Select Select Cards from the Type dropdown.

4. In the Selected Cards List Name, enter a name of the array to add the selected cards to. If left blank, the default selectedcards
name is used.

When creating an event listener to listen for the selectcards_ event, the list name must be all lowercase, alphanumeric, and not
have spaces, such as selectedcaseslist. See step 7.

5. In Selectable Mode, select whether users can select a Single card or Multiple cards.

6. (Optional) To preselect a card, click into the Selectable Field and select a data field. The data field must have a boolean value of
true or false. When the value of that data field is true, then that card is selected by default.

For example, let's say you want to send a list of escalated case records to an OmniScript. To preselect escalated Cases, enter the
IsEscalated  case in the Selectable Field. In preview, you see that all cards where IsEscalated  is true is selected.
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7. To create the custom event listener that executes the Update OmniScript action that passes the selected cards array to the OmniScript,
perform these tasks:

a. In Setup panel, click + Add New next to Event Listener, and select Custom as the Event Type.

b. In the Event Name field, enter the event selectcards_  followed by the name entered in Selected Cards List Name. For
example, selectcards_selectectedcaseslist. If Selected Cards List Name is empty, enter the default name
selectedcards, such as selectcards_selectectedcards.

c. Select Update OmniScript as the Action Type.

d. In the Input Parameters section, click + Add New. In the Key field, enter a name of the data node to pass to the OmniScript.
For example, selected.

e. In Value, enter the name entered in Selected Cards List Name as a merge field. For example, {selectedcaseslist}.
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8. (Optional) Configure other options common among all action properties.

9. In the Setup panel, select OmniScript Support.

10. To preview and test your action before publishing the FlexCard, click the Preview tab.

When you click the select card action in on the canvas, look for isSelected: true  under _flex in the cards object in the
data JSON.

Beginning Winter '22, look for isSelected: true  under the Flex in the cards object in the data JSON.

If you entered a data field in Selectable Field, see Step 6

11. Click Activate.

12. Embed your FlexCard inside an OmniScript as a Custom LWC.

Update a Data Source from an Action on a FlexCard
With a Card Action, create an action that changes the data source, or updates parameters of an existing data source. For example, create
an action that updates the pagination limits on a list of returned records.
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Note: If you call an Update Data Source action in a FlexCard embedded in an custom Lightning Web Component OmniScript
with the Standalone property disabled, then the action overrides any changes by the user.

1. From the FlexCard Designer, drag an Action element into a state.

2. Select Card from the Action Type dropdown.

3. From the Type dropdown, select Update Data Source.

4. Select a Data Source Type.

Important: Before Winter ‘23, if you select SOQL Query and SOSL Search, you can’t change the data source for security
reasons. However, you can update the parameters.

Beginning Winter ‘23, SOQL Query and SOSL Search are fully supported.

5. To configure a new data source, see Configure a Data Source on a FlexCard.

6. To update parameters from an existing data source, enter new Parameters or update values.

For example, in a SOQL Query with a limit set to {Params.limit}, update the Params.limit  value from 10  to a lower
number to show fewer records at a time.

7. (Optional) To configure other options common among all action properties, see FlexCards Action Properties.

To style your action element, click Style to open the Style panel, and see FlexCards Action Style Properties.

Navigate from a FlexCard with the Navigate Action
Navigate to an external web address, or within Lightning Experience, Lightning communities, or the Salesforce mobile app from a
Navigate Action element on a FlexCard. For example, allow a user to navigate to a Policy record page by clicking an action element on
a FlexCard that lists Account Policies.

Note: To create an email link, see Create an Email Link from a FlexCard Navigation Action.

1. From the FlexCard Designer, drag an Action element into a state.

2. Select Navigate from the Action Type dropdown.

3. Select a page reference type from the Target dropdown. 

4. To configure settings and options unique to your selected Target, see FlexCards Action Properties on page 2437.

Note: Beginning Spring '22:

• If the Target is App, enter the App Target in the following formats: standard__[appName]  if it's a standard app;
[namespace]__[appName]  if it's a custom app. For example, if your app target name is accountList, enter
standard_accountList  or vloc_accountList  (where 'vloc' is the namespace).

• If the Target is Component, enter the Component Name as [namespace]__[componentName]. For example,
enter vloc_accountList, where 'vloc' is the namespace and 'accountList' is the name of the component

5. (Optional) To open the target page in a new tab or window, select New Tab/Window from the Open Target In dropdown.

6. (Optional) To configure other options common among all action properties, see FlexCards Action Properties.

To style your action element, click Style to open the Style panel, and see FlexCards Action Style Properties.
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Create an Email Link from a FlexCard Navigation Action
Enable your user to send an email from a link. Create an email link with the Navigate action element to open your user's default mail
program.

1. From the FlexCard Designer, drag an Action element into a state.

2. Select Navigate from the Action Type dropdown.

3. Select Web Page from the  Target dropdown. 

4. Enter a mailto  link in the URL field. For example, enter mailto:janedoe@acme.org. See All About mailto: Links.

5. To configure settings and options unique to your selected Target, see FlexCards Action Properties on page 2437.

6. (Optional) To open the target page in a new tab or window, select New Tab/Window from the Open Target In dropdown.

7. (Optional) To configure other options common among all action properties, see FlexCards Action Properties.

To style your action element, click Style to open the Style panel, and see FlexCards Action Style Properties.

Add a Vlocity Action to a FlexCard
Add a reusable action to a FlexCard with a Vlocity Action element. Vlocity Actions launch OmniScripts, components, web pages, or
external applications.

See Vlocity Actions.

1. From the FlexCard Designer, drag an Action element into a state.

2. (Optional) From the Properties panel, update the element name in the Element Name field.

3. Select Vlocity Action from the Action Type dropdown.

4. To select the sObject to perform the action on, click into the Object field.

5. To select an Action Name from the data source as a merge field, click to enable Fetch Action Name From Datasource.

6. To select the Vlocity Action, click into the Vlocity Action Name field. Before Spring '22, click into the Action Name field.

If Fetch Action Name From Datasource isn’t selected, select from a list of Vlocity Actions associated with the sObject.

7. (Optional) Click into the ContextId field to select a context Id, such as AccountId. Before Spring '22 click into the Context ID
field.

8. (Optional) To pass contextual data as a key/value pair, click + Add New next to Input Parameters, and perform the following tasks:

a. Enter a variable name in the Key field.

b. Enter the variable value in the Value field.

9. (Optional) To configure other options common among all action properties, see FlexCards Action Properties.

To style your action element, click Style to open the Style panel, and see FlexCards Action Style Properties.

Launch a Flyout from an Action on a FlexCard
Create a flyout to display additional information when a user clicks an action on a FlexCard. For example, a FlexCard that displays Account
information can display the Primary Contact's name and email address in a flyout.

Warning: When embedding a component, confirm that it isn’t called multiple times. See Fix Cyclic Redundancy When Embedding
FlexCard Components.

1. From the FlexCard Designer, drag an Action element into a state.

2. Select Flyout from the Action Type dropdown.
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3. From the Flyout Type dropdown, select Child Card, Custom LWC, or OmniScripts as the type of component to display inside the
flyout.

4. Click into the Flyout field and select a component to display in your flyout.

Note: The component must be active to select it from the list of available components.

5. (Optional) To use the data source from the parent FlexCard, click into Data Node and select what data to send to the child.

DescriptionNode

Send all data.{records}

Send all the data of a specific record. {records[0]} = first record.
{records[1]} = second record. And so on.

{records[#]}

Send just the current record's data, such as when Repeat
Records is disabled in the Setup panel so that only one record
record is returned.

{record}

Send a record object. For example, if {record.Product} is an object
or array with additional data, select it. But, if you want to send a
data field, use the Attributes property.

{record.FieldName}

Send all Attributes for the current record.{record.attributes}

6. (Optional) To set attributes available from the flyout's component to use on the child component, click + Add New next to Attributes.

a. Enter the name of an attribute in the Key field, such as ContextId  from an OmniScript component whose ConetxtId must
be passed to the FlexCard.

b. Click into the Value field, and select a merge field, such as {Id}. You can also enter a supported context variable, or plain text.

c. To access the attribute in the child component, use the {Parent}  context variable in supported fields. For example, enter
{Parent.Id}  in the child component's data source Input Map Value field to use the parent's Account Id as the child's
contextId.

Note: Beginning with Summer '21, Value supports concatenated strings. Combine plain text and supported merge fields.
For example, {Parent.type} > {Name}.

7. (Optional) Select whether to display the flyout as a window or popover from the Open Flyout In dropdown.

Note: When enabling a flyout as a clickable event on an element, this feature defaults to Modal and is disabled because
popover positioning can’t be controlled.

8. (Optional) Beginning with Summer '21, to reset the component to its load state when the flyout closes, select Reset Component
On Close.

9. (Optional) Beginning with Summer '21, enable the component to load before it's clicked by checking Preload Flyout Component.

10. (Optional) To configure other options common among all action properties, see FlexCards Action Properties.
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11. (Optional) Beginning Spring '22, to enable users to close the modal from an action inside the modal, see Close a FlexCard Flyout
Modal from an Action.

To style your action element, click Style to open the Style panel, and see FlexCards Action Style Properties.

Close a FlexCard Flyout Modal from an Action

Enable users to close a Flyout from an actionable element inside the modal. Add a custom event action with the closemodal
event to your child FlexCard, custom LWC, or OmniScript flyout.

Fire an Event to Automatically Close a Flyout Modal

Enable a flyout modal to close after a task is complete. For example, close a modal after a user updates an OmniScript from a flyout.

Close a FlexCard Flyout Modal from an Action
Enable users to close a Flyout from an actionable element inside the modal. Add a custom event action with the closemodal  event
to your child FlexCard, custom LWC, or OmniScript flyout.

Required Versions

Available beginning Spring '22.

1. Open or create the FlexCard that displays the action that closes the modal. For example, if your flyout is an OmniScript, select the
FlexCard that is embedded in the OmniScript. If your flyout is a child or custom LWC FlexCard, select it.

2. Drag an actionable element such as an Action or Block onto the canvas. Click + Add Action if your element is not an Action element
to display action properties.

3. Select Event  as the Action Type and Custom  as the Event Type.

4. Enter closemodal  in the Event Name field.

5. Select both Composed and Bubbles.

6. For additional configuration options for your custom event action, see Trigger a Custom Event from an Action on a FlexCard.

7. Open or create a FlexCard that displays the flyout.

8. Drag an action (or actionable element such as a Block) onto the canvas and select Flyout  as the Action Type.

9. From the Flyout Type dropdown, select the type of content to display in the modal.

10. Click into Flyout and select from the list of active child FlexCards, Custom LWCs or OmniScripts to display in your modal.

11. Select Modal  from the Open Flyout In dropdown.

12. To configure other flyout action properties, see Launch a Flyout from an Action on a FlexCard.

13. To test closing the modal, open the FlexCard with the flyout action created in Step 7 and click the Preview tab. Click on the action
that launches the flyout modal, and click the action element inside the modal to close the modal.

Fire an Event to Automatically Close a Flyout Modal
Enable a flyout modal to close after a task is complete. For example, close a modal after a user updates an OmniScript from a flyout.

Required Versions

Available beginning Spring '22.
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1. Open or create a FlexCard that displays the flyout. See Create a FlexCard.

2. Drag an action (or actionable element such as a Block) onto the canvas and select Flyout  as the Action Type.

3. From the Flyout Type dropdown, select the type of content to display in the modal.

4. Click into Flyout and select from the list of active child FlexCards, Custom LWCs or OmniScripts to display in your modal.

5. Select Modal  or Popover  from the Open Flyout In dropdown.

6. In Channel Name, update the name to any alphanumeric name. Default is close_modal. Channel Name supports data merge
fields, such as {Name}, and the context variables {recordId}  and {Session.var}. See FlexCards Context Variables.

7. To configure other flyout action properties, see Launch a Flyout from an Action on a FlexCard.

8. Open or create the FlexCard that you want to display inside the flyout.

9. To add the event that auto closes the modal, add an action from an actionable element (such as an Action or Block) or from an event
listener on the FlexCard. To add an event listener, see Add an Event Listener to a FlexCard.

10. Select Event  as the Action Type and Pubsub  as the Event Type.

11. In Channel Name, enter the registered channel name from the flyout. See step 6.

12. In Event Name, enter close.

Launch an OmniScript from a FlexCard
Launch an Angular or LWC OmniScript from an OmniScript Action element on a FlexCard. For example, launch a form that updates
Account information based on the account Id passed from the FlexCard to the OmniScript.

1. From the FlexCard Designer, drag an Action element into a state.

2. Select OmniScript from the Action Type dropdown. See FlexCards Actions Reference.

3. Click into OmniScript and select the OmniScript to launch.

4. (Optional) From the VisualForce Page dropdown, select a VisualForce page to display the OmniScript. For example, if you have a
custom template for your OmniScript, select the custom page you created.

5. (Optional) To update the OmniScript's layout, select Lightning or Newport from the Layout Type dropdown.

6. In the ContextId (or prior to Spring '22, Context ID) field, enter the sObject's context Id associated with your OmniScript. For
example, if your OmniScript updates account information, your context Id is an account record Id variable from the data source, such
as {AccountId}.

7. (Optional) If you selected an LWC OmniScript, from the Console Tab Label field, enter the visible label of the console tab. For
example, Update Account.

8. (Optional) If you selected an LWC OmniScript, from Console Tab Icon, select an icon to display in the subtab of a console after the
OmniScript Action link is clicked. For example, select standard:account  for an OmniScript that updates account information.
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9. (Optional) To pass contextual data as a key/value pair, click + Add New next to Input Parameters, and perform the following tasks:

a. Enter a variable name in the Key field. Prefix your variable name with c__, such as c__name.

b. Enter the variable value in the Value field.

10. (Optional) Select whether to open the OmniScript in the current tab or a new tab, select from the Open Target In dropdown.

11. (Optional) To configure other options common among all action properties, see FlexCards Action Properties.

To style your action element, click Style to open the Style panel, and see FlexCards Action Style Properties.

Launch an OmniScript from an OmniScript Action on a FlexCard in Lightning Experience

On a Lightning Experience page, launch an OmniScript from an OmniScript Action on a FlexCard. Launch an LWC or an Angular
OmniScript.

Launch an OmniScript from an OmniScript Action on a FlexCard in a Community

Launch an OmniScript from an OmniScript Action on a FlexCard in a Community. Launch an LWC or an Angular OmniScript.

Launch an OmniScript from an OmniScript Action on a FlexCard in Lightning Experience
On a Lightning Experience page, launch an OmniScript from an OmniScript Action on a FlexCard. Launch an LWC or an Angular OmniScript.

1. Add and configure the OmniScript Action element on a FlexCard. See Launch an OmniScript from a FlexCard.

2. Add the FlexCard to a Lightning page. See Add a FlexCard to a Lightning Page.

Launch an OmniScript from an OmniScript Action on a FlexCard in a Community
Launch an OmniScript from an OmniScript Action on a FlexCard in a Community. Launch an LWC or an Angular OmniScript.

Before You Begin

Add and configure the OmniScript Action element on a FlexCard.

1. To launch an LWC OmniScript, perform the following tasks:

a. Create a community page with the URL /lwcos. Enter any name as the Community page name. See Creating Custom Pages
with Community Builder.
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b. Add a Vlocity LWC OmniScript Wrapper component to the /lwcos  Community page.

c. Add the card to the Community page that launches the action, such as the Home page or Record Detail page.

2. To launch an Angular OmniScript, perform the following tasks:

a. Create a Community page with the URL /os. Enter any name for the page name. See Creating Custom Pages with Community
Builder.

b. Add a Vlocity OS Player component to the /os  page.
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c. Add the card to a Community page from where you want your action to launch, such as the Home page or Record Detail page.

Update an OmniScript from a FlexCard
Create an action that updates an OmniScript's data JSON from the FlexCard embedded in the OmniScript. You can embed a FlexCard
inside an OmniScript as a Custom LWC.

Example: Suspend Mobile Device Plan

Let's say you want to build a FlexCard that enables a customer to start the process to suspend their mobile device plan.

Create the FlexCard that displays the customer's available devices. Add a Toggle element that lets them select a device. Configure an
Update OmniScript action on the Toggle element to pass the value of the action (true or false) to the OmniScript.

Then, build the OmniScript that walks a customer through the process of selecting the device and suspension date range, before
submitting the request.

• Create an OmniScript.

1. From the FlexCard Designer, drag an Action element into a state.

2. Select Update OmniScript from the Action Type dropdown.

3. (Optional) To point to a specific data node in the OmniScript JSON, click into the Parent Node field and a node from the list of merge
fields or enter the data node manually.

For example, from the example above enter data  to point to the parent node listing all records.

4. To pass the data to update, click + Add New next to Input Parameters.

a. In the Key field, enter the name of the field to update. For example, in the above example, enter records.

b. In the Value field, enter the new value from the FlexCard's data source. For example, in the above example, enter the {records}
context variable to pass all Asset records.

5. (Optional) To configure other options common among all action properties,

6. Style your action element, click Style to open the Style panel.

7. Enable OmniScript Support:

a. Click Setup to open the Setup panel.

b. Select OmniScript Support.

Download a Sample Update OmniScript Action DataPack
Download a sample Update OmniScript DataPack to import into your org. Create an action that updates an LWC OmniScript's data JSON
from the FlexCard embedded in the OmniScript.

See Update an OmniScript from a FlexCard.

The sample DataPack demonstrates how to prefill data in an OmniScript when a user clicks an Update OmniScript action from a FlexCard
embedded in the OmniScript. The FlexCard action element passes data to the OmniScript.

Included in the DataPack are the following components:

• A demoPrefillUpdateOSActionFlexCard FlexCard with an Update OmniScript action that passes data source values for Id  and
Name  to an OmniScript in a data  node.
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• A demoPrefillUpdateOmniScriptOS LWC OmniScript with the embedded FlexCard and a text block with merge fields to display
the incoming data.

1. Download the OmniStudio for Vlocity DataPack here: demoPrefillUpdateOmniScriptAction.zip.

Note: Download the DataPack for OmniStudio for Vlocity for an org with a Vlocity Health and Insurance, Communication,
Media and Energy, or Public Sector package installed. See Differences Between OmniStudio and OmniStudio for Vlocity .

DataPacks with the OmniStudio objects can't be imported into an org with OmniStudio for Vlocity objects.

Download the OmniStudio DataPack here: demoPrefillUpdateOmniScriptAction-OmniStudio.zip.

Note: Download the OmniStudio DataPack for an org with the OmniStudio package installed. See Differences Between
OmniStudio and OmniStudio for Vlocity .

If you import DataPacks with OmniStudio for Vlocity objects into an org with the OmniStudio package, the objects are converted
into OmniStudio objects.

2. Import the DataPack. See Import a FlexCard.

3. If you didn't activate the FlexCard or OmniScript during the import process:

a. From the FlexCards home tab, click the demoPrefillUpdateOSActionFlexCard FlexCard, select the checkbox, and click Activate.

b. From the Vlocity OmniScript Designer home tab, click the demoPrefillUpdateOmniScriptOS OmniScript to open the LWC
OmniScript Designer, and click Activate.

4. Click Preview in the OmniScript Designer.

Call a Data Source from an Action on a FlexCard
Trigger a data source from an action to get data from a server or post data to a server. When data is fetched from the server, the incoming
data is appended to the data JSON in the card's record object or to a data node you name. If you choose to send the request without
getting a response from the server, the data JSON does not update. To confirm your request is sent successfully, in Preview, view the
requested data in the Action Debugger's response.

Required Versions

Available beginning Winter '22.

Possible Use Cases:

• Use a Data action that populates a child FlexCard with the returned data. For example, create a Data action that gets a list of Account
Cases and whose response data node is caseList. Populate a child FlexCard with the response data by entering
{record.caseList}  in its Data Node property field. See Embed FlexCard Inside Another FlexCard.

• Use a Data action to conditionally display messages from an API response. For example, display the error message returned from a
response in a Text element, such as {caseList.error}. Then add a condition on the element so that the element displays
only when an error message exists. See Add Conditions to a FlexCard Element.

1. In the FlexCard Designer, drag an Action element from the Build panel to a state on the canvas.

2. Select Data as the Action Type.

3. From the Data Source Type dropdown, select a datasource and configure its properties. See FlexCards Data Source Reference.
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Note:  Beginning Winter ‘23, SOSL Search and SOQL Query data sources are supported.

Note: For DataRaptor, select an Interface Type to filter the list of DataRaptors available in the Interface Name list. For a
description of each Interface Type, see OmniStudio DataRaptors.

4. If you don't need a response from the server, such as in a simple notification, enable Ignore Response. When enabled, data is not
appended to the data JSON, but you can view the response in Preview from the Acton Debugger's response section.

5. In Response Node, to specify where in the data JSON you want to save the returned data, enter one of the following:

• If the request returns one object, enter record. The data is put into the root of the card object.

//One record returned
{

"Type": "Mechanical",
"Subject": "The watchamacallit is too high",
"Status": "Escalated",
"Priority": "High",
"CaseId": "5003g000007WQHRAA4",

}
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//One array object returned
{

"contacts": [
{

"AccountId": "0013g00000AeI9fAAF",
"Name": "Rose Gonzalez",
"Birthdate": "1968-09-26",
"CreatedDate": "2020-10-15T21:28:48.000+0000",
"Phone": "(512) 757-6000",
"Id": "0033g00000EXVKbAAP"

},
{
"AccountId": "0013g00000AeI9fAAF",
"Name": "Sean Forbes",
"Birthdate": "1947-06-25",
"CreatedDate": "2020-10-15T21:28:48.000+0000",
"Phone": "(512) 757-6000",
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"Id": "0033g00000EXVKcAAP",
}

]
}

• If the returned data is more than one record or you want to add the data to a new data node, enter an alphanumeric name with
no spaces or special characters, such as caseList  or caseList1.

//multiple records returned
[

{
"Type": "Mechanical",
"Subject": "The watchamacallit is too high",
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"Status": "Escalated",
"Priority": "High",
"CaseId": "5003g000007WQHRAA4"

},
{

"Type": "Structural",
"Subject": "The doodat wasn't properly set up",
"Status": "New",
"Priority": "Medium",
"CaseId": "5003g000007WQHQAA4"

}
]
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Note: Beginning Spring '22, to use the returned response in a sequential action, you must first save it in Response Node.
See FlexCards Sequential Actions.

6. To access the data, use the following syntax: {dataResponseNodeName.dataNode}. For example, if the Response Node
name is contactList, and you want to return an error message from an error  data node, use {contactList.error}.

7. To confirm your request response, click the Preview tab, click the Action Debugger tab, and perform the following tasks:

a. Click a Data action on the canvas.

b. Click the name of the action in the Action Debugger to reveal the following sections:

• response: Displays the requested data from the Data action.

• records: Displays records fetched from the FlexCard's data source and all executed data actions that append records to the data
JSON.

Note: If you enable Ignore Response, records is not visible.
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• node: Displays the name of the node that holds the Data action records and defined in Response Node.

• ignoreResponse: Visible and set to true when you enable Ignore Response.

8. To confirm that your data JSON updates, click Preview and perform the following tasks:

a. Select a Data action on the canvas.

b. In the Data JSON panel, click the cards node to reveal record data and select an Object.

c. Look for the name of the node you entered in the Response Node field in Design view.

Important: If you don't see the response node, go back to Design view to confirm that Ignore Response is not checked.

Trigger a Custom Event from an Action on a FlexCard
Notify a FlexCard of an event occurring from an action on an element. Then execute an action based on the event. Custom Events are
used to communicate between a child to its parent, whether it's between a child FlexCard and its parent, or between an element and
the FlexCard it's on.
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For example, add an action on an embedded child FlexCard that, when clicked, updates a Field element value on the parent FlexCard.
Or, add an action on an Image element that when clicked, updates a merge field value in a Text element.

See Communicate with Events.

1. From the FlexCard Designer, drag an Action element into a state.

2. Select Event from the Action Type dropdown.

3. Select Custom from the Event Type dropdown.

4. In Event Name, enter the name of the event.

Important: Don’t use these reserved names: reload, updatedatasource, remove.

See FlexCards Reserved Event and Channel Names.

Beginning Spring '22, to register dynamic events based on a parent attribute or a session variable, Event Name supports
{Parent.attr}  (on a child FlexCard only), {recordId}, and {Session.var}  context variables. For example, enter an
event name such as event_{Parent.name}  or evnt{Session.recordLimit}. See Register Dynamic Custom and
Pubsub Events.

5. (Optional) To enable the event to bubble up through the DOM, select Bubbles. See Configure Event Propagation. When triggering
a custom event from a nested element such as a block, enable Bubbles.

6. (Optional) To enable the event to pass through the shadow DOM boundary, select Compose. See Configure Event Propagation.
When communicating between child and parent components, such as between a child FlexCard and its parent, or a FlexCard and
the OmniScript it's embedded into, enable Compose and Bubbles.

7. (Optional) To pass contextual data as a key/value pair, click + Add New next to Input Parameters, and perform the following tasks:

a. Enter a variable name in the Key field.

b. Enter the variable value in the Value field.

Note: Beginning Summer '21, you can pass a session variable as a value using the {Session.var}  context variable.
See Add Session Variables to a FlexCard.

8. (Optional) To configure other options common among all action properties, see FlexCards Action Properties.

9. Configure the event listener that performs an action when the event is fired. See Add an Event Listener to a FlexCard.

Download a Sample Custom Event DataPack

Download a sample Custom Event DataPack to import into your org. Enable an action on a child FlexCard or another element to
notify the parent FlexCard of an event occurring. Then execute an action based on the event.

Download a Sample Custom Event DataPack
Download a sample Custom Event DataPack to import into your org. Enable an action on a child FlexCard or another element to notify
the parent FlexCard of an event occurring. Then execute an action based on the event.

See Trigger a Custom Event from an Action on a FlexCard.

The sample DataPack demonstrates how to update a data field on a parent FlexCard from an Action element in an embedded child
FlexCard.

What's Included

• A child FlexCard, demoChildFlexCardCustomEvent, with an Action element that triggers a Custom Event, named
triggerparent, that passes a parameter to the parent FlexCard listening for the event.
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Note: Activate the child FlexCard to see it in the parent.

• A parent FlexCard, demoParentFlexCardCustomEvent, with the following features:

– A Field element populated from an SOQL Query data source.

– An Event Listener configured in the Setup panel listens for the triggerparent  custom Event from the child FlexCard.

Download and Import

• Download the OmniStudio for Vlocity DataPack here: demoParentChildCustomEvent.json.

Note: Download the DataPack for OmniStudio for Vlocity for an org with a Vlocity Health and Insurance, Communication,
Media and Energy, or Public Sector package installed. See Differences Between OmniStudio and OmniStudio for Vlocity .

DataPacks with the OmniStudio objects can't be imported into an org with OmniStudio for Vlocity objects.

Download the OmniStudio DataPack here: demoParentChildCustomEvent-OmniStudio.json.

Note: Download the OmniStudio DataPack for an org with the OmniStudio package installed. See Differences Between
OmniStudio and OmniStudio for Vlocity .

If you import DataPacks with OmniStudio for Vlocity objects into an org with the OmniStudio package, the objects are converted
into OmniStudio objects.

• To import the DataPack, see Import a FlexCard.

Note: After importing, if you didn't activate the demoChildFlexCardCustomEvent FlexCard during the import process,
from the FlexCards home tab, click the FlexCard name, select the checkbox, and click Activate. The child FlexCard must be
active to view inside a parent.

Click the Trigger Parent action element on the demoParentFlexCardCustomEvent FlexCard to see the Custom Event in
action.

Trigger a Pubsub Event from an Action on a FlexCard
Enable an action on a FlexCard to notify another component, such as another FlexCard on a page or application, of an event occurring.
For example, update a list of products on one FlexCard from a filter on another FlexCard on the same page or application.

See Communicate Across the DOM.

example: Example: Update Product List

Let's say you want to create a Lightning page that displays a filterable list of products. You need two FlexCards, one that triggers
an event, and another that listens for the event and executes an action. Your Filter FlexCard displays the filters, and has an
Apply  button that when clicked triggers an event. Your Product List  FlexCard displays product information, listens for
the triggered event, and then executes an action.

When a user selects a filter, such as <$2000, and clicks the Apply  button from the Filter FlexCard, only products that cost
less than $2000 are visible in the Product List  FlexCard. The event triggers an action that updates the product list.

Note: Pubsub events between FlexCards and embedded Lightning web components are supported only when the Managed
Package Runtime setting is enabled (formerly the Standard OmniStudio Runtime setting is disabled).

1. From the FlexCard Designer, drag an Action element into a state.

2. Select Event from the Action Type dropdown.

3. Select Pubsub from the Event Type dropdown.
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4. To update the channel in which the event posts, enter a Channel Name. By default, the channel name is the FlexCard name.

Beginning Winter '22, Channel Name supports registering dynamic events based on the {recordId}. For example, enter a
channel name such as productViewCard_{recordId}. You must define the context variable in your FlexCard's datasource
configuration to see expected results in Preview.

Beginning Spring '22, to register dynamic events based on a parent attribute or a session variable, Channel Name supports the
{Parent.attr}  (on a child FlexCard only) and {Session.var} context variables. For example, enter a channel name such
as chnl{Parent.name}  or channel_{Session.recordLimit}. See Register Dynamic Custom and Pubsub Events.

5. In Event Name, enter the name of the event.

Important: Don’t use these reserved names: reload, updatedatasource, remove.

See FlexCards Reserved Event and Channel Names.

Beginning Spring '22, to register dynamic events based on a parent attribute or a session variable, Event Name supports
{Parent.attr}  (on a child FlexCard only), {recordId}, and {Session.var}  context variables. For example, enter an
event name such as event_{Parent.name}  or evnt{Session.recordLimit}. See Register Dynamic Custom and
Pubsub Events.

6. (Optional) To pass contextual data as a key/value pair, click + Add New next to Input Parameters, and perform the following tasks:

a. Enter a variable name in the Key field.

b. Enter the variable value in the Value field.

7. (Optional) To configure other options common among all action properties, see FlexCards Action Properties.

8. Configure the event listener that performs an action when the event is fired. See Add an Event Listener to a FlexCard.

Download a Sample Pubsub Event DataPack

Download a sample Pubsub Event DataPack to import into your org. Enable an action on a FlexCard to notify another component,
such as another FlexCard on a page or application, of an event occurring.

Download a Sample Pubsub Event DataPack
Download a sample Pubsub Event DataPack to import into your org. Enable an action on a FlexCard to notify another component, such
as another FlexCard on a page or application, of an event occurring.

See Trigger a Pubsub Event from an Action on a FlexCard.

The sample DataPack demonstrates how to trigger events that update the values of data fields.

What's Included

• A demoPubSubEvent FlexCard with the following elements and features:

– An Action element configured to trigger a Pubsub Event named setvalue  that passes a new value for the Field element to
the FlexCard.

– An Icon element configured to trigger a Pubsub Event named setvalue  that passes a new value for the Field element to the
FlexCard.

– An Event Listener configured in the Setup panel that listens for the setvalue  event and performs an action that updates the
Field value based on parameters passed from the event.

Note: The Record Index is set to 1  so that only the Field value in the second record returned from the custom data
source is updated.
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Download and Import the DataPack

• Download the OmniStudio for Vlocity DataPack here: demoPubsubEvent.json.

Note: Download the DataPack for OmniStudio for Vlocity for an org with a Vlocity Health and Insurance, Communication,
Media and Energy, or Public Sector package installed. See Differences Between OmniStudio and OmniStudio for Vlocity .

DataPacks with the OmniStudio objects can't be imported into an org with OmniStudio for Vlocity objects.

Download the OmniStudio DataPack here: demoPubsubEvent-OmniStudio.json.

Note: Download the OmniStudio DataPack for an org with the OmniStudio package installed. See Differences Between
OmniStudio and OmniStudio for Vlocity .

If you import DataPacks with OmniStudio for Vlocity objects into an org with the OmniStudio package, the objects are converted
into OmniStudio objects.

• To import the DataPack, see Import a FlexCard.

After importing, from the FlexCards home tab, click the demoPubSubEvent to open the FlexCard Designer, and click Preview.
From here you can click actions to test events.

Register Dynamic Custom and Pubsub Events
Register events based on dynamic event and channel names. Use a parent attribute, a recordId, or a session variable within the Channel
Name and Event Name of a pubsub event, or the Event Name of a custom event.

Create the event with a merge field on a FlexCard. For example, channel_{Session.name}, case{recordId}, or
evnt_{Parent.status}. Then register the specific event from another component. For example, register channel_acme,
case143437h8f9f00, or evnt_New.

DescriptionSupported Versions and PropertiesSupported Merge Fields

Register a channel name or event name
based on an attributed pass to a child from

Spring '22 for Channel Name and Event
Name in both pubsub and custom events.

{Parent.attr}

its parent FlexCard. See Embed FlexCard
Inside Another FlexCard.

Example: event_{Parent.closed}.

Register a channel name or an event name
based on a stored value defined in Session

Spring '22 for Channel Name and Event
Name in both pubsub and custom events.

{Session.var}

Variables in the Setup panel. See Add
Session Variables to a FlexCard.

Register a channel name or an event name
based on a public property defined in
Exposed Attributes in the Setup panel.
See Create a Public Property for a FlexCard
LWC in the FlexCard Designer.

Example: chnnl_{Session.tab}.
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DescriptionSupported Versions and PropertiesSupported Merge Fields

Register a channel or event name based on
the Id of the record page the FlexCard is on.

Beginning Winter '22 for pubsub Channel
Name. Beginning Spring '22 for custom and
pubsub Event Name.

{recordId}

Example:
accountEvent_{recordId}

FlexCards Reserved Event and Channel Names
When configuring pubsub and custom events, there are some event names and channel names that are reserved for specific purposes.
These reserved names are listed here.

The reserved names in the following table should only be used as the Channel Name or Event Name for the purposes described.

ReferenceDescriptionProperty Name Used
In

Event TypeReserved Name

Fire an Event to
Automatically Close a
Flyout Modal

Used to automatically
close a Flyout modal
when its channel name is
registered as
close_modal.

Channel NamePubsub Eventclose_modal

Close a FlexCard Flyout
Modal from an Action

Used to close a Flyout
modal from an action.

Event NameCustom Eventclosemodal

Fire an Event to
Automatically Close a
Flyout Modal

Used to automatically
close a Flyout modal in
combination with the
close_modal
channel name.

Event NamePubsub Eventclose

Select One Child Across
Multiple Parents on a
FlexCard

Used to reset all selected
child cards across
multiple parent cards.

Event NameCustom Eventresetselectedcards

Select Items on a
FlexCard to Update an
OmniScript

Used in a custom event
listener to update an
OmniScript with data
from user selected cards.

Event NameCustom Eventselectcards_

The reserved names in the following list are used to execute specific events and should not be used as an Event Name when configuring
a custom or pubsub event.

• updateparent
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• executeaction

• updateos

• setvalue

• fireactionevent

• reload

• updatedatasource

• remove

• showtoast

• updatestyle

• updatefieldbinding

FlexCards Display Elements Reference

Select from a number of display elements to add to your FlexCard. Add elements such as data fields, actions, states, data tables, and
more.

Beginning Winter '22, to add input elements to enable users to enter data or select from a list of options you provide, see FlexCards Input
Elements Reference.

Beginning Winter '22, the Toggle element is available under the Inputs section of the Build panel. See FlexCards Input Elements Reference
for the description and reference link for the Toggle element.

Element Properties ReferenceElement DescriptionElement Name

FlexCards Action PropertiesRenders text or a button that executes an
action when clicked. See Add an Action to
a FlexCard.

Action

FlexCards Block PropertiesEnables grouping elements inside a
collapsible container. See Group Elements
Inside a Block on a FlexCard.

Block

FlexCards Chart PropertiesDisplays data as a chart. See Add a Chart to
a FlexCard.

Chart

FlexCards Custom LWC PropertiesEmbeds a Custom LWC inside a FlexCard
state. See Embed a Custom LWC Inside a
FlexCard.

Custom LWC

FlexCards Datatable PropertiesCreates a tabular structure from the data
provided. See Add a Datatable to a FlexCard.

Datatable
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Element Properties ReferenceElement DescriptionElement Name

FlexCards Field PropertiesDisplays the output from a data field. See
Add a Field to a FlexCard.

Field

FlexCards Child FlexCard PropertiesEmbeds a FlexCard inside a state. See
Embed FlexCard Inside Another FlexCard.

FlexCard

FlexCards Icon PropertiesDisplays a custom or Salesforce SVG icon.
The icon can be linked to an action. See Add
an Icon to a FlexCard.

Icon

FlexCards Image PropertiesDisplays a custom image from a given URL.
Upload an image, use an image from your

Image

org's library, or use an external source. The
image can be linked to an action. See Add
an Image to a FlexCard.

FlexCards Menu PropertiesDisplays a list of actions as a dropdown
menu. See Add a Menu to a FlexCard.

Menu

FlexCards State PropertiesAdds a state to a FlexCard. See Add a State
to a FlexCard.

State

FlexCards Text Element PropertiesRenders text and parses merge fields with
a rich text editor. See Add a Text Element to
a FlexCard.

Text

Group Elements Inside a Block on a FlexCard

Combine logical groups of elements inside a collapsible container with the Block element on a FlexCard. For example, group an
Account's basic information together, and separately, group the account's Contact information together.

Add a Chart to a FlexCard

Display data on a FlexCard as a chart with the Chart element. Select from bar, pie, donut, line, and radar chart types.

Embed FlexCard Inside Another FlexCard

Embed a reusable FlexCard as a child inside another FlexCard. The child FlexCard can have its own data source. Or, the parent can
override the child's data source with its own data source. The parent can also pass specific data to the child, such as its recordId
to use as the child's contextId.

Embed a Custom LWC Inside a FlexCard

Embed an LWC OmniScript, a generated FlexCard LWC, or a custom LWC, inside a FlexCard state. A wrapper encases the Custom
LWC element and is fed data from your FlexCard's data source.

Add a Datatable to a FlexCard

Display a tabular structure of the data fetched from a data source on a FlexCard. For example, display Account Cases as a sortable
table.
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Add a Field to a FlexCard

Display data fields returned from a data source on a FlexCard. For example, display Policy information for an Account.

Add an Icon to a FlexCard

Display an SVG Icon on a FlexCard. Select from a Salesforce SVG icon or a custom action. You can also link the icon to an action.

Add an Image to a FlexCard

Add an image to a FlexCard in the FlexCard Designer. With the Image element, upload an image from your computer, use an image
from a Salesforce library, enter a URL, or use a merge field from a data source. Link the image to an action, add classes, and adjust
the size of the image relative to the canvas size.

Add a Menu to a FlexCard

Create a menu from a list of actions on a FlexCard. Style the menu button, and each action in the menu's dropdown. Add any action
type available in the FlexCard Designer.

Add a Text Element to a FlexCard

Combine plain text and merge fields inside a rich text editor with the Text element in the FlexCard Designer. Enter a merge field,
such as data fields, or context variables, such as session variables.

Group Elements Inside a Block on a FlexCard
Combine logical groups of elements inside a collapsible container with the Block element on a FlexCard. For example, group an Account's
basic information together, and separately, group the account's Contact information together.

1. From the FlexCard Designer, drag a Block element from the Build panel into a state on the canvas.

2. (Optional) From the Properties panel, update the element name in the Element Name field.

3. (Optional) To enable the ability to collapse the block, check Collapsible.

• (Optional) To display a visible label for the collapsible block element, enter text in the Label field.

Note: Beginning Summer '21, Label supports concatenated strings. Combine plain text and supported merge fields. For
example, Update {AccountName}.

• (Optional) To show the block collapsed by default, click Collapsed By Default.

4. (Optional) To enable a click event on the block, click + Add Action. To configure action properties, see FlexCards Action Properties.

5. (Optional) To add conditions that must be met for the element to display, see Add Conditions to a FlexCard Element.

6. (Optional) To style your element, click Style to open the Style panel, and see Style FlexCard Elements.

7. To add elements inside the Block element, perform the following tasks:

a. To add an element from the Build panel, drag a field from the Fields list, or an element from the Elements list into the block
element.

For example, drag address related Account fields into a block element, such as BillingCity, BillingCountry .

Note: The Element Name of any new element added to a block is prepended with the word Block  until you update
the name in the Properties panel.

b. To add an element into a block element from a state, click, hold, and drag the element into the block element.

Preview your FlexCard. See Preview a FlexCard.
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FlexCards Block Properties

Block element properties are configurable in the Property Panel when you select a Block element in the FlexCard Designer. With the
Block element, combine logical groups of elements in a collapsible container.

FlexCards Block Properties
Block element properties are configurable in the Property Panel when you select a Block element in the FlexCard Designer. With the
Block element, combine logical groups of elements in a collapsible container.

ReferenceDescriptionProperty

Add a Click Event to a FlexCard ElementMake the element a clickable action.Add Action

n/aIf selected, the block element is collapsed
by default.

Collapsed By Default

n/aMakes the block collapsible, hiding its
content.

Collapsible

Add Conditions to a FlexCard ElementAdd a condition that must be met for the
element to display.

Conditions

FlexCard Naming ConventionsThe name of the element as seen on the
canvas. Used to distinguish one element

Element Name

from another as you build your FlexCard in
the designer. Is used only within the
designer.

n/aDisplays a visible label for the collapsible
block element.

Label

Add a Chart to a FlexCard
Display data on a FlexCard as a chart with the Chart element. Select from bar, pie, donut, line, and radar chart types.
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1. From the FlexCards tab, click a version of a FlexCard to open the FlexCard Designer.

2. Drag a Chart element from the Build panel into a state on the canvas.

3. (Optional) From the Properties panel, update the element name in the Element Name field.

4. (Optional) To display a title at the top of the chart, which is hidden by default, update these properties:

• In the Title field, enter a title for the chart.

• Make sure Hide Header isn’t selected.

5. From the Type dropdown, select the type of chart to display.

6. (Optional) To adjust your chart's proportions, update the Aspect Ratio. See FlexCard Chart Element Aspect Ratio.

7. (Optional) To manually set the height, overriding the Aspect Ratio, enter a number in the Chart Height field. The height is in pixels,
such as 300px. You can enter just the number without the 'px' suffix, such as 300.

Note: This feature is visible when the Maintain Aspect Ratio feature is disabled.

8. From the Label Node dropdown, select the field whose values are used to categorize the data, such as Name  to display Account
names.

9. From the Value Node dropdown, select the field whose values are used to populate the chart, such as AnnualRevenue.

Important: The values must be numbers and have the same count as the field selected in Label Node.

10. Select the color scheme for your chart from the Color Palette dropdown.

Note: Each color palette has up to 6 unique colors. If there are more than 6 values in your chart, the colors repeat from the
beginning.

11. (Optional) To add conditions that must be met for the element to display, see Add Conditions to a FlexCard Element.

12. (Optional) To style your element, click Style to open the Style panel, and see Style FlexCard Elements.

Preview your FlexCard. See Preview a FlexCard.
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FlexCard Chart Element Aspect Ratio

You can adjust the proportions of a Chart element with the Aspect Ratio, Maintain Aspect Ratio, and Chart Height features in the
FlexCard Designer. Set the Aspect Ratio to adjust height relative to the width. Set fixed proportions. Or, override the aspect ratio and
set a fixed height.

FlexCards Chart Properties

Chart element properties are configurable in the Property Panel when you select a Chart element in the FlexCard Designer. With the
Chart element, display data as a chart and enable users to perform actions within the chart.

FlexCard Chart Element Aspect Ratio
You can adjust the proportions of a Chart element with the Aspect Ratio, Maintain Aspect Ratio, and Chart Height features in the FlexCard
Designer. Set the Aspect Ratio to adjust height relative to the width. Set fixed proportions. Or, override the aspect ratio and set a fixed
height.

The Aspect Ratio is the chart's width to height ratio. By default, the aspect ratio is 1, such as 1:1. The chart width is always the maximum
width available given the number of columns it spans on the 12-column grid of the canvas in the designer. The height is proportionate
to the chart's width. Adjusting the ratio adjusts the height.

To make the chart shorter, given the width of the element, increase the number of the Aspect Ratio. For example, if the ratio is at the
default 1, enter 2 to make the height about half the default height. In other words, if the original width and height of a 7 column Chart
element are 600px and 300px, and the aspect ratio is 2 then the height is 150px, and the width remains the same.

To make the chart taller, given the width of the element, decrease the number of the Aspect Ratio. For example, if the ratio is at the
default 1, decrease it to .5 to make the height twice the default height. In other words, if the original width and height of a 7 column
Chart element are 600px and 300px, and the aspect ratio is .5, the height is 600px and the width remains the same.
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To set fixed proportions, you can enable the Maintain Aspect Ratio feature. When this feature is enabled, given the width, the height
becomes exactly X times the width. For example, if the Aspect Ratio is 1, the width and height are exactly the same so that your chart
is a square. If the Aspect Ratio is 2, the height is half of the width. In other words, if the width of a 7-column Chart element is 600px, and
the aspect ratio is 2, then the height is 300px.

To override the Aspect Ratio, manually set the height for your chart with the Chart Height feature. This feature is visible when Maintain
Aspect Ratio is disabled. The height is in pixels, such as 300px.

Here is a summary of how width and height are determined with each feature:
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ExamplesHeightWidthFeature

X-times the default height. X is
determined by the ratio entered.

Full width of the element
container (as determined by the
number of columns the element

Aspect Ratio • 1  = Default width (full
width of the space the
element occupies on the

occupies on the canvas in the
designer)

canvas) and proportionate
height

• 2  = Default width, and
about half the default height

• .5  = Default width, and
about twice the default
height

X-times the width. X is
determined by the ratio entered.

Full width of the element
container (as determined by the
number of columns the element

Maintain Apect Ratio • If Aspect Ratio is 1, the width
and height are the same.

• If Aspect Ratio is 2, the
height is half the width.

occupies on the canvas in the
designer)

• If Aspect Ratio is .5, the
height is twice the width.

300, or 300px.The number, in pixels, entered
in this field.

Full width of the element
container (as determined by the
number of columns the element

Chart Height

occupies on the canvas in the
designer)

FlexCards Chart Properties
Chart element properties are configurable in the Property Panel when you select a Chart element in the FlexCard Designer. With the
Chart element, display data as a chart and enable users to perform actions within the chart.

ReferenceDescriptionProperty

n/aDisplay a textual description of the chart as
an accessible HTML table inside a collapsible
block below the chart.

Accessibility Support

FlexCard Chart Element Aspect RatioEnter a number to set the height relative to
the width. For example, if the Aspect Ratio

Aspect Ratio

is 2, and the default width and height is
600px and 300px, the width remains the
same and the height is half the default
height at 150px.
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ReferenceDescriptionProperty

FlexCard Chart Element Aspect RatioManually set the height of the chart, which
overrides the Aspect Ratio and is visible

Chart Height

when the Maintain Aspect Ratio feature
is disabled.

n/aSelect a predefined color scheme.Color Palette

Add Conditions to a FlexCard ElementAdd a condition that must be met for the
element to display.

Conditions

n/aEnter the size of the donut chart hole by
percentage.

Cutout Percentage

FlexCard Naming ConventionsThe name of the element as seen on the
canvas. Used to distinguish one element

Element Name

from another as you build your FlexCard in
the designer. Is used only within the
designer.

n/aShow or hide the chart's title.Hide Header

n/aSelect the field whose values are used to
categorize the data, such as Name  of
Accounts.

Label Node

FlexCard Chart Element Aspect RatioMaintain the aspect ratio so that the width
and height are a fixed proportion. For

Maintain Aspect Ratio

example, if the Aspect Ratio is 2, and the
width is 600px, then the height is 300px.

n/aDisplays a title above the chart when Hide
Header is disabled.

Title

n/aSelect the type of chart to display.Type

n/aSelect the values to populate the chart, such
as AnnualRevenue  for Accounts.

Value Node

Embed FlexCard Inside Another FlexCard
Embed a reusable FlexCard as a child inside another FlexCard. The child FlexCard can have its own data source. Or, the parent can override
the child's data source with its own data source. The parent can also pass specific data to the child, such as its recordId  to use as
the child's contextId.
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Warning: When embedding a component, confirm that it isn’t called multiple times. See Fix Cyclic Redundancy When Embedding
FlexCard Components.

Before You Begin

• Create a child FlexCard. See Create a FlexCard.

1. In the FlexCard Designer, drag the FlexCard element from the Build panel into a state on the canvas.

2. (Optional) From the Properties panel, update the element name in the Element Name field.

3. Click into the Card Name field, and select a reusable FlexCard to embed. That is, a FlexCard where Is Child Card is enabled.

Important: If your parent FlexCard is OmniScript Support enabled, only an OmniScript Support enabled child FlexCard
can be embedded. See Enable OmniScript Support on a FlexCard.

4. (Optional) Beginning Summer '21, if your FlexCard is a child FlexCard with hierarchical data, to add it to itself recursively, select Is
Recursive. See Add a Child FlexCard to Itself Recursively.

5. (Optional) To use the data source from the parent FlexCard instead of the child's data source, perform the following tasks:

a. Confirm that the fields you want to populate in the child FlexCard are also available in the parent FlexCard's datasource.

For example, if your child FlexCard displays Case information such as Status and Priority, your parent data source must have
these same fields available to send to the child.

b. Click into the Data Node field and select a data set to pass to the child FlexCard.

DescriptionNode

Send all data.{records}

Send all the data of a specific record. {records[0]} = first record.
{records[1]} = second record. And so on.

{records[#]}

Send just the current record's data, such as when Repeat
Records is disabled in the Setup panel so that only one record
record is returned.

{record}

Send a record object. For example, if {record.Product} is an
object or array with additional data, select it. But, if you want
to send a data field, use the Attributes property.

{record.FieldName}

Send all Attributes for the current record.{record.attributes}

Example: Display Account and Case Information

Let's say you want to display Account information on a parent FlexCard and Case information on the child FlexCard using a Datatable
element.
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In your child FlexCard, uncheck the Repeat Records property in the Setup panel so that only one datatable displays. Then, drag the
Datatable element onto the canvas from the Build panel. To see how the datatable looks with real data, configure the datasource

to get Case information. Activate the child FlexCard.

In the parent FlexCard, configure the datasource to get basic Account information and information from all cases associated with
the account. For example:

[
{

"PrimaryContactEmail": "sean@edge.com",
"Revenue": 139000000,

"Website": "http://edgecomm.com",
"Phone": "(512) 757-6000",

"Name": "Edge Communications",
"Id": "0013g00000AeI9fAAF",

"Cases": [
{

"Type": "Mechanical",
"CaseId": "5003g000007WQHRAA4",

"Created": "2020-11-23T20:51:20.000Z",
"Priority": "High",

"Status": "Escalated",
"Subject": "The watchamacallit is too high"

},
{

"Type": "Structural",
"CaseId": "5003g000007WQHQAA4",

"Created": "2020-11-23T20:50:32.000Z",
"Priority": "Medium",

"Status": "New",
"Subject": "The doodat wasn't properly set up",

"CaseId": "5003g000007WQHQAA4"
}

]
}

]

Add the FlexCard element onto the canvas. From FlexChild Name, select the activated child. In Data Node, select
{records[0].Cases}.

The child datasource is ignored. The parent datasource populates the child FlexCard datatable.

6. (Optional) To pass attributes from the parent FlexCard to a child FlexCard, in the Attributes section perform the following tasks:

a. Click + Add New.

b. In the Attribute field, enter a name for the attribute to pass, such as contactId.

c. Click into the Value field and select a merge field, such as {contactId}.You can also enter a supported context variable, or
plain text.

Note: Beginning Summer '21, pass concatenated strings. Combine plain text and supported merge fields. For example,
pass a breadcrumbs path like {Parent.parentPath}>{Parent.type}>{Name}.

d. Open the child FlexCard selected in the FlexCard Name field, and enter the {Parent.attribute}  context variable in a
supported field, such as in a SOQL query where Id = {Parent.contactId}.
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Example: Pass Contact Id to Child Flexcard as a ContextId

Let's say you have a FlexCard that displays Account information on the parent and the Account's primary Contact information
on a child FlexCard.

In the child FlexCard, use the SQL Query datasource to get basic contact information. For example:

Select
Id,Name,Email,Phone,MailingStreet,MailingCity,MailingState,MailingPostalCode,MailingCountry

from Contact where Id = '{Parent.contactId}'

Activate the child FlexCard.

In the parent FlexCard, configure the datasource to get basic account information, including the primary Contact Id.

Then, pass the primary Contact Id as an Attribute to the child FlexCard, where Attribute = contactId  and Value =
{namespace__PrimaryContactId__c}.

7. (Optional) To pass data from a child FlexCard to its parent, see Pass Data From a Child FlexCard to a Parent FlexCard.

8. (Optional) To style your element, click Style to open the Style panel, and see Style FlexCard Elements.

Note: If your child FlexCard displays multiple records and you want to show them side by side instead of on top of each other,
see Display Records Side-By-Side on a FlexCard.

Preview your FlexCard. See Preview a FlexCard.

Pass Data From a Child FlexCard to a Parent FlexCard

After embedding a child FlexCard inside another FlexCard, you can pass data from the child to its parent. Pass the data to the parent
as input parameters from a Custom Event action on the child. Use an event listener to listen for the event and execute a Set Values
action to update data fields on the parent.

Add a Child FlexCard to Itself Recursively

When a child FlexCard has hierarchical data, it can call itself recursively. When the FlexCard element is embedded in a child FlexCard,
use the Is Recursive feature to display the children and grand-children of parent objects. The child FlexCard can add itself to itself
again and again, each time passing the same child data field (also called a data node) available in each level of the data JSON, until
that data field no longer exists or is empty.

FlexCards Child FlexCard Properties

FlexCard element properties are configurable in the Property Panel when you select a FlexCard element in the FlexCard Designer.
With the FlexCard element, embed a reusable FlexCard as a child inside the state of another FlexCard.

Download a Sample Child FlexCard DataPack

Download a sample child FlexCard DataPack. Embed a reusable FlexCard as a child inside another FlexCard, passing data from the
parent to the child.

Pass Data From a Child FlexCard to a Parent FlexCard
After embedding a child FlexCard inside another FlexCard, you can pass data from the child to its parent. Pass the data to the parent as
input parameters from a Custom Event action on the child. Use an event listener to listen for the event and execute a Set Values action
to update data fields on the parent.

1. Create a child FlexCard or open one from the FlexCards home tab. See Create a FlexCard.

2. To add a custom event to the child FlexCard, perform the following tasks:

a. Drag an action element onto the canvas.
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b. Select Event  as the Acton Type and Custom  as the Event Type.

c. In Event Name, enter a name for the event, such as updatecity.

d. To configure the data to pass to the child, click + Add New in the Input Parameters section.

e. In Key, enter a name to call from the parent, such as cityname.

f. In Value, enter the value to pass, such as New York. Or enter a merge field from the child's data source, such as {City}.

3. Activate the child FlexCard.

4. Create the parent FlexCard or open one from the FlexCards home tab. See Create a FlexCard.

5. Drag a FlexCard element from the Build panel onto the canvas.

6. Click into the FlexCard Name field and select the child FlexCard created in step 1.

7. To create the event listener that listens for the custom event on your child FlexCard, in the Setup panel, click + Add New in the
Event Listener section and perform the following tasks:

a. Select Custom Event  as the Event Type.

b. In Event Name, enter the name of the event created in the child FlexCard, such as updatecity.

c. To create the action that updates data fields with the data coming from the child, in the Actions section, select Card  as the
Action Type and Set Values  as Type.

d. Click + Add New in the Set Values section.

e. Click into Key, and from the list of options, select the data field to update.

f. In Value, use the action.param  context variable as a merge field to enter the name of the input parameter passed from
the child FlexCard. For example, if the Key from the input parameter is cityname, enter {action.cityname}.

8. To preview and test, click Preview. Click the action in the child FlexCard to update a data field in the parent.

Add a Child FlexCard to Itself Recursively
When a child FlexCard has hierarchical data, it can call itself recursively. When the FlexCard element is embedded in a child FlexCard,
use the Is Recursive feature to display the children and grand-children of parent objects. The child FlexCard can add itself to itself again
and again, each time passing the same child data field (also called a data node) available in each level of the data JSON, until that data
field no longer exists or is empty.

For example, let's say your hierarchical data JSON has a products data field that lists products within a product. You can display the
products, their child products, and grand-child products by embedding the child FlexCard once inside itself, and passing the products
data field to itself. The Is Recursive features loops through each products  node and displays the product information based on the
elements added to the FlexCard. See the example in Step 5 on this page.

Required Versions

Available beginning Summer '21.

1. From the OmniStudio FlexCards home tab, create a child FlexCard. See Embed FlexCard Inside Another FlexCard.

2. Add data fields and other elements to the child FlexCard. See Add Elements to a FlexCard.
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3. From the Build panel, drag a FlexCard element into a state on the canvas.

4. From the Properties panel, select Is Recursive.

5. Pass data to the children:

• To pass specific attributes, follow these tasks:

a. In the Attribute field, enter a name for the attribute, such as AccountId.

b. In the Value field, select a data merge field, such as {Id}

c. In the data source, reference the attribute as a contextId. For example, {Parent.AccountId}.
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• To return objects within a specific data set from the data source, enter the repeating child node in the Data Node field. For
example, if your data source has a similar JSON structure as seen in this code sample, enter {record.Products}  to display
a card for each Products  object.

[
{

"Id": "5123",
"Name": "Exit Communications",
"Account Number": "QHT123456789",
"Phone": "415-987-6543",
"Website": "http://www.exitcomm.org",
"Contact": "Melrose Oduke",
"Contact Phone": "415-333-1234",
"Products": [
{

"Id": "1",
"Name": "Product1",
"Products": [

{
"Id": "1_1",
"Name": "Product1_1"

},
{

"Id": "1_2",
"Name": "Product1_2",
"Products": [

{
"Id": "2",
"Name": "Product2",
"Products": [

{
"Id": "2_1",
"Name": "Product2_1"

},
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{
"Id": "2_1_2",
"Name": "Product2_1_2"

}
]

}
]

}
]

}
]

}
]
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6. (Optional) To conditionally show the recursive child FlexCard, click +Add New next to Conditions in the Properties panel. See Add
Conditions to a FlexCard Element.

Note: Conditions applied to a recursive child FlexCard, apply to all recursively repeating records. If one record condition
returns false, nested records don't show.

7. (Optional) To preview the FlexCard at run time, click Preview.

8. Click Activate.

Important: Activate the child FlexCard to embed it into a parent FlexCard.

FlexCards Child FlexCard Properties
FlexCard element properties are configurable in the Property Panel when you select a FlexCard element in the FlexCard Designer. With
the FlexCard element, embed a reusable FlexCard as a child inside the state of another FlexCard.

ReferenceDescriptionProperty

Embed FlexCard Inside Another FlexCardPass data from the parent to the child
FlexCard by creating an attribute and

Attributes

assigning it a value, such as a data merge
field.

n/aDefine a key that represents an attribute.Attribute

Add Conditions to a FlexCard ElementAdd a condition that must be met for the
element to display.

Conditions

n/aTo use the data source from the parent
FlexCard, select a data node.

Data Node

n/aThe name of the element as seen on the
canvas. Used to distinguish one element

Element Name

from another as you build your FlexCard in
the designer. Is used only within the
designer.

Enable Tracking on a FlexCardEnable event tracking through
OmniAnalytics. Track Card Load, Card
Unload and State Load events.

Enable Tracking

n/aSelect the child FlexCard to display.FlexCard Name

Add a Child FlexCard to Itself RecursivelyIf your child FlexCard has hierarchical data,
display the children and grandchildren of

Is Recursive

parent objects by adding the child FlexCard
to itself recursively. Pass a data node that
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ReferenceDescriptionProperty

appears on multiple data levels, such as
products  in a list of sub-products.`

n/aView a state from the FlexCard Name
selected.

Select State

n/aSelect the data to pass for the defined
Attribute.

Value

Download a Sample Child FlexCard DataPack
Download a sample child FlexCard DataPack. Embed a reusable FlexCard as a child inside another FlexCard, passing data from the parent
to the child.

See Embed FlexCard Inside Another FlexCard.

Pass Parent Attributes to the Child FlexCard

Display Account information on the parent FlexCard and Contact information on the embedded child FlexCard by passing the parent's
contextId to the child as an attribute, where Key = AccountId, and Value = {recordId}. On the child FlexCard, use
{Parent.AccountId}  as the contextId of the child FlexCard's data source.

The demoEmbedChildPFCpassAttribute parent FlexCard in the DataPack includes the following features:

• A SOQL Query data source gets Account names.

• An embedded child FlexCard that passes the Account Id from the parent as an attribute named AccountId.

The demoEmbedChildCFCpassAttribute child FlexCard in the DataPack includes the following features:
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• A list of Contacts based on the Account Id of the parent FlexCard it's embedded into.

• A data source that uses the {Parent.AccountId}  context variable as the context Id to get the list of Contacts.

Pass All Parent Records to the Child FlexCard

Display Account information on the parent FlexCard and Contact information on the embedded child FlexCard by passing all records
from the parent to the child by using the {records}  merge field in the Data Node property.

The demoEmbedChildPFCpassRecords parent FlexCard in the DataPack includes the following features:

• The Repeat Records feature is disabled in the Setup panel to use the parent card only as a container for the child card. See Disable
Record Looping on a FlexCard.

• A SOQL Query data source gets a list of an Account's Cases.

• A FlexCard element passes all parent records through the {records} Data Node to the child FlexCard.

The demoEmbedChildFCpassRecords child FlexCard in the DataPack includes the following features:

• A Text element displays Case information as merge fields.

• The state is 6 columns wide to display cases side-by-side. See Display Records Side-By-Side on a FlexCard.

Download and Import

• Download the OmniStudio for Vlocity DataPack here: demoEmbedChildFlexCard-VMP.zip

Note: Download the DataPack for OmniStudio for Vlocity for an org with a Vlocity Health and Insurance, Communication,
Media and Energy, or Public Sector package installed. See Differences Between OmniStudio and OmniStudio for Vlocity .

DataPacks with the OmniStudio objects can't be imported into an org with OmniStudio for Vlocity objects.

Download the OmniStudio DataPack here: demoEmbedChildFlexCard-OmniStudio.zip
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Note: Download the OmniStudio DataPack for an org with the OmniStudio package installed. See Differences Between
OmniStudio and OmniStudio for Vlocity .

If you import DataPacks with OmniStudio for Vlocity objects into an org with the OmniStudio package, the objects are converted
into OmniStudio objects.

• To import the DataPack, see Import a FlexCard.

Embed a Custom LWC Inside a FlexCard
Embed an LWC OmniScript, a generated FlexCard LWC, or a custom LWC, inside a FlexCard state. A wrapper encases the Custom LWC
element and is fed data from your FlexCard's data source.

For example, if you have a carousel with custom styling and functionality, you can embed it in a FlexCard state. Then, configure the
component's custom attributes, such as thumbnaillimit  and mode.

Warning: When embedding a component, confirm that it isn’t called multiple times. See Fix Cyclic Redundancy When Embedding
FlexCard Components.

Before You Begin

• Create and activate a FlexCard, LWC OmniScript, or custom LWC component to generate an LWC to embed.

To create an LWC OmniScript, see Create an LWC OmniScript or Create an LWC OmniScript in the LWC OmniScript Designer.

1. In the FlexCard Designer, drag a Custom LWC element from the Build panel into a state on the canvas.

2. (Optional) From the Properties panel, update the element name in the Element Name field.

3. Click into the Custom LWC Name field, and select a custom LWC to embed.

Note: The Custom LWC is rendered in Preview only.

Note: The names of Custom LWCs created in the FlexCard Designer are appended with cf. For example, if your Child FlexCard
name is AccountCases, the Custom LWC name is cfAccountCases.

4. To set the value of an attribute available to the component:

a. Next to the Attributes label, click +Add.

b. Enter the attribute name in the Attribute field, such as thumbnaillimit.

Important: The Name of a custom LWC attribute must match the custom LWC attribute's markup name. For example,
the targetType attribute from the NavigateAction LWC must be written as target-type.

c. Click into the Value field and select a merge field such as {Number}. You can also enter a supported context variable, such
as {Session.number}, or text, such as 5.

Note: Beginning Summer '21, pass concatenated strings. Combine plain text and supported merge fields. For example,
pass a breadcrumbs path like {Parent.parentPath}>{Parent.type}>{Name}.

5. (Optional) To add conditions that must be met for the element to display, see Add Conditions to a FlexCard Element.

6. (Optional) To style your element, click Style to open the Style panel, and see Style FlexCard Elements.

Preview your FlexCard. See Preview a FlexCard.
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FlexCards Custom LWC Properties

Custom LWC element properties are configurable in the Property Panel when you select a Custom LWC element in the FlexCard
Designer. With Custom LWC element, embed an LWC OmniScript, a generated FlexCard LWC, or a custom LWC, inside a FlexCard
state.

FlexCards Custom LWC Properties
Custom LWC element properties are configurable in the Property Panel when you select a Custom LWC element in the FlexCard Designer.
With Custom LWC element, embed an LWC OmniScript, a generated FlexCard LWC, or a custom LWC, inside a FlexCard state.

See Embed a Custom LWC Inside a FlexCard.

ReferenceDescriptionProperty

n/aEnter the name of the attribute defined in
the selected custom LWC.

Attribute

Add Conditions to a FlexCard ElementAdd a condition that must be met for the
element to display.

Conditions

n/aSelect the custom LWC to embed.Custom LWC Name

FlexCard Naming ConventionsThe name of the element as seen on the
canvas. Used to distinguish one element

Element Name

from another as you build your FlexCard in
the designer. Is used only within the
designer.

n/aEnter the value of the Attribute.Value

Add a Datatable to a FlexCard
Display a tabular structure of the data fetched from a data source on a FlexCard. For example, display Account Cases as a sortable table.

For a list of datatable events, see FlexCards Datatable Properties on page 2498.

1. In the FlexCard Designer, drag a Datatable element from the Build panel into a state on the canvas.

2. (Optional) From the Properties panel, update the element name in the Element Name field.
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3. (Optional) Before Winter '22, to add an aria-label for accessibility users only visible in assistive technologies, enter a name in the
Datatable Name field.

In Winter '22 only, enable Accessibility Support under Attributes to display the Datatable Name field. Enabling Accessibility
Support also adds role  attributes to the datatable's HTML to indicate its structure for assistive technologies.

Beginning Spring '22, Accessibility Support and Datatable Name aren't supported.

4. To update columns, perform the following tasks:

a. Click the pencil icon next to Column to launch the Add DataTable Columns window and configure columns as follows:

• To add an available data field column, click Add Column.

• To delete a data field column, click the trash icon of the data field to remove.

• To update data field column labels, click into a field under Field Label.

• To update the ability to sort a specific data field column, change the value for Is Sortable to false or true. Is Sortable must
be selected under Attributes in the Properties panel.

Note: Beginning Spring '22, click the sortable column once to sort descending, a second time to sort ascending, and
a third time to reset the datatable to its state before sorting. If Draggable is enabled, clicking on a sortable column
the first time disables the ability to drag a row. Selecting the same sortable column a third time enables you to drag
a row.

• To update the ability to search a specific data field, change the value for Is Searchable to true or false. Is Searchable must
be selected under Attributes in the Properties panel.

• To update the type of data for a specific data field column, such as currency, date, number, update Type.

• To update the ability to edit the value of a data field, change the value for Is Editable to true or false. Cell Level Edit must
be checked under Attributes in the Properties panel.

• To update the ability for a user to hide or show specific data field columns, change the value for Is User Selectable to true
or false. User Selectable Column must be checked under Attributes in the Properties panel.

• To update whether a data field is hidden or shown by default, change the value for Is Visible to true or false. If this property
is set to false and Is User Selectable is set to true, the user can make the column visible.

b. Click Save.

5. Records gets the records to display in the datatable. Default is {records}, which displays all records returned from the data source.

6. (Optional) In the Attributes section, configure additional properties:

a. To add pagination to the data table, enter values for the following properties:

• Page Size: To set how many records per page to display, enter a number.

• Page Limit: To set a max number of pagination links to display, update default number.

b. To enable the ability to delete a row based on a data field value returning as false, enter the name of the data field column in
Row Delete Dependent Column in the Attributes section.

For example, let's say your table is a list of account cases and has a record field IsEscalated  whose value is either true or
false. When a record's IsEscalated  value is false, a user can delete the record. If true, the trash icon is disabled and a user
can’t delete the record.

Deleting a row fires the delete event.
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Important: Row Delete must be enabled, and the column must have a boolean (true or false) value.

c. To make rows selectable by adding a checkbox at the beginning of each row, select User Selectable Row.

Selecting a row fires the selectrow event.

d. To configure additional attributes see FlexCards Datatable Properties.

7. (Optional) To group a table by a data field type, in the Group Attributes section, perform the following tasks:

a. In the Group By field, enter the name of the data field to group records by. For example, to group Account Cases by the Status
data field, enter Status.

b. (Optional) Configure these properties:

• Sort Across Groups: Sort across all groups.

By default, sorting happens within each group.

• Hide Extra Column: Remove the space below and above the group name.

• Active Groups: Collapse or expand the grouped rows by default.

• Group Wrapper Class: Add a class to each group. See Apply Custom CSS to an Element on a FlexCard.

• Group Order: Update the order in which each group is sorted.

8. (Optional) To add conditions that must be met for the element to display, see Add Conditions to a FlexCard Element.

9. (Optional) To style your element, click Style to open the Style panel, and see FlexCards Datatable Style Properties.

Download a Sample Datatable DataPack

Download a sample Datatable DataPack to import into your org. A Datatable element lets you display a tabular structure of the data
fetched from a data source on a FlexCard.

FlexCards Datatable Properties

Datatable element properties are configurable in the Property Panel when you select a Datatable element in the FlexCard Designer.
With the Datatable element, display a tabular structure of the data fetched from a data source.

Download a Sample Datatable DataPack
Download a sample Datatable DataPack to import into your org. A Datatable element lets you display a tabular structure of the data
fetched from a data source on a FlexCard.

The sample DataPack demonstrates how to configure a data table with common settings, such as searchability, sortability, and more.
The data table is automatically populated with the data from the configured data source once the element is dragged onto the canvas.
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What's Included

A FlexCard with a Datatable element with the following features:

• Grouped by a data field.

• Searchable and sortable.

• Sortable across groups.

• Groups expanded.

• Row and cell-level editing.

• Draggable.

• Deletable row with confirmation upon deletion.

• Pagination.

• Repeat Records in Setup panel disabled.

• Custom data source.

Download and Import the DataPack

• Download the OmniStudio for Vlocity DataPack here: demoDatatable.json.

Note: Download the DataPack for OmniStudio for Vlocity for an org with a Vlocity Health and Insurance, Communication,
Media and Energy, or Public Sector package installed. SeeDifferences Between OmniStudio and OmniStudio for Vlocity .

DataPacks with the OmniStudio objects can't be imported into an org with OmniStudio for Vlocity objects.

Download the OmniStudio DataPack here: demoDatatable-OmniStudio.json

Note: Download the OmniStudio DataPack for an org with the OmniStudio package installed. See Differences Between
OmniStudio and OmniStudio for Vlocity .

If you import DataPacks with OmniStudio for Vlocity objects into an org with the OmniStudio package, the objects are converted
into OmniStudio objects.

• To import the DataPack, see Import a FlexCard.
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FlexCards Datatable Properties
Datatable element properties are configurable in the Property Panel when you select a Datatable element in the FlexCard Designer. With
the Datatable element, display a tabular structure of the data fetched from a data source.

ReferenceDescriptionProperty

n/aUpdate the data fields to populate the table
and set options for columns, such as Type
and Selectability.

Column

Add Conditions to a FlexCard ElementAdd a condition that must be met for the
element to display.

Conditions

FlexCard Naming ConventionsThe name of the element as seen on the
canvas. Used to distinguish one element

Element Name

from another as you build your FlexCard in
the designer. Is used only within the
designer.

n/aSpecify the record data that populates the
table. Defaults to {records}.

Records

Attributes

Note: The Accessibility Support property is supported in Winter '22 to display the Datatable Name property. Beginning Spring
'22, Datatable Name property is visible in the Properties panel by default.

DescriptionProperty

Displays the Datatable Name property where you can add an
aria-label for accessibility users.

Accessibility Support

Enable support for cell-level inline-editing. Select which columns
are editable from the Column property.

Cell Level Edit

Adds an aria-label for accessibility users. The text isn’t visible on
screen and only visible to assistive technologies.

Datatable Name

Enable the ability to rearrange rows by dragging them up or down.Draggable

Enter a class appended to the container of the element. Select from
a class defined in the Add Custom CSS feature of the FlexCard
Designer or any style sheet available to the FlexCard.

Extra Class

Enable to fire a delete custom event when a row is deleted.Fire Event On Delete Confirm
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DescriptionProperty

Enable to hide the table header.Hide Table Header

Enable the ability to search all column values. Limit which columns
are searchable from the Column Property.

Is Searchable

Enable support for sorting all columns. Limit which columns are
sortable from the Column Property.

Is Sortable

Specify the number of page navigation links to add to pagination.
The Page Size property must be enabled.

Page Limit

Enable pagination by specifying how many records to display on
each page. If using Group By, the Page Size is determined by the
number of groups instead of the number of rows.

Page Size

Enable the ability to delete a row based on a data field value
returning as false. The field must have a boolean (true or false)
value and Row Delete must be enabled.

Row Delete Dependent Column

Enable the ability to delete a row from the FlexCard. The record
isn’t deleted in the database. Triggers the delete  event.

Row Delete

Enable support for row-level inline-editing.Row Level Edit

Enable to display a confirmation window before a row gets deleted.Show Confirm Modal Before Row Delete

Allow users to select which columns are visible. Select specific
columns from the Column property.

User Selectable Column

Make row selectable by adding a checkbox at the beginning of
each row. Triggers the selectrow  event.

User Selectable Row

Group Attributes

DescriptionProperty

Enable to expand all groups.Active Groups

Group table rows by a data field.Group By

Sort groups in ascending or descending order.Group Order
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DescriptionProperty

Add a class to the wrapper surrounding each group name.Group Wrapper Class

Enable to remove the space below and above the group name.Hide Extra Column

Sorts both the groups and the rows within each group when a
column head is clicked. By default, sorting happens within each
group when a column head is clicked. View functionality in Preview.

Sort Across Groups

Column Properties

These properties are visible in the Add DataTable Columns window when you click the Column property.

DescriptionProperty

Update the name of the field column. By default, the field label is
the Field Name.

Field Label

Select the field column to display.Field Name

Select which fields are sortable. Enable Is Sortable under
Attributes in the Properties panel.

Is Sortable

Select which fields are searchable from the search form. Enable Is
Searchable under Attributes in the Properties panel.

Is Searchable

Select the type of data the field column displays. For example, if
an Account field name is AnnualRevenue, select Currency.

Type

Select which field column a user can edit. Enable Cell Level Edit
under Attributes in the Properties panel.

Is Editable

Select which field columns a user can hide or show. Enable User
Selectable Column under Attributes in the Properties panel.

Is User Selectable

Select which field columns are hidden or visible by default. Use
with Is User Selectable to enable users to display hidden field
columns.

Is Visible

Datatable Events
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Event DescriptionEvent Name

Fires when table data changes.update

Fires when a row is updated. Enable User Selectable Row.selectrow

Fires when a row is deleted. Enable Row Delete.delete

Add a Field to a FlexCard
Display data fields returned from a data source on a FlexCard. For example, display Policy information for an Account.

1. From the FlexCards tab, click a version of a FlexCard to open the FlexCard Designer.

2. To add a data field, from the Build panel, perform one of these tasks:

• Click Fields to view the list of available data fields, and drag a data field into a state on the canvas.

• Drag the Field element from the Elements list into a state on the canvas.

3. (Optional) From the Properties panel, update the element name in the Element Name field.

4. (Optional) Enter a visible label in the Label field.

Note: Beginning with Summer '21, Label supports concatenated strings. Combine plain text and supported merge fields.
For example, {Label.AccountName}>{Name}.

5. (Optional) Add placeholder text in the Placeholder field.

6. (Optional) To set a data type, such as text and currency, select one from the Field Type dropdown. The default is Text.

Note: To configure additional properties for your selected Field Type, see FlexCards Field Properties.

Important: If you select Date  as a Field Type, and the field element is a string that represents a date, make sure that the
date value matches the user locale format. For example, if your date value comes from a Custom data source such as is
[{"DOB" : "28-03-2015"}, and your locale is en_US, which has an M/D/YYYY format, because months only go up
to 12, the number 28 won’t read properly. The final date is displayed incorrectly. Instead, if your application doesn’t require
localization, update the format to match the string output, such as DD/MM/YYYY. Or select Text  as a Field Type.

7. If you dragged the Field element from the Build panel, in the Output field, click into the field and select from the available data fields
returned from the data source.

Note: Beginning with Summer '21, Output supports concatenated strings, such as {Name} + {Id}.

8. (Optional) When Date  is selected for Field Type, you can enable Use Absolute Date to prevent converting the date based on the
timezone when Format is updated.

Note: If the logged-in user's timezone isn’t the same as the timezone where the record was created, when Use Absolute
Date is disabled, the date may display one day ahead or behind. For example, 12/16/2020 or 12/14/2020 instead of 12/15/2020.

Important: Don’t enable if Date  is the Field Type and your field element returns a date as a string, such as data from a
Custom data source that looks like [{"DOB" : "28-03-2015"}], and doesn’t match the defined format. This throws
an error. See the notice in Step 6.
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9. (Optional) Beginning Winter '22, to provide information about the field, enter descriptive text in Help Text.

10. (Optional) If your FlexCard is used on an application accessible across different locales, enable Use User Locale For Formatting to
use the logged-in user's locale to determine the format of your date, time, and currency.

Note: By default, the FlexCard Author's user locale determines the format.

Important: Don’t enable if Date  is the Field Type and your field element returns a date as a string, such as data from a
Custom data source that looks like [{"DOB" : "28-03-2015"}], and doesn’t match the defined format. This throws
an error. See the notice in Step 6.

11. (Optional) To add conditions that must be met for the element to display, see Add Conditions to a FlexCard Element.

12. (Optional) To style your element, click Style to open the Style panel, and see FlexCards Field Style Properties.

Preview your FlexCard. See Preview a FlexCard.

FlexCards Field Properties

Field element properties are configurable in the Property Panel when you select a Field element in the FlexCard Designer. With the
Field element, display data fields returned from a provided data source.

FlexCards Field Properties
Field element properties are configurable in the Property Panel when you select a Field element in the FlexCard Designer. With the Field
element, display data fields returned from a provided data source.

ReferenceDescriptionProperty

Add Conditions to a FlexCard ElementAdd a condition that must be met for the
element to display.

Conditions

FlexCard Naming ConventionsThe name of the element as seen on the
canvas. Used to distinguish one element

Element Name

from another as you build your FlexCard in
the designer. Is used only within the
designer.

n/aSelect the type of Field element to display.
If you select Date, make sure the date

Field Type

value, such as 28/03/2015, matches the
format of the user locale, such as
DD/MM/YYYY, otherwise the date displays
incorrectly.

n/aDisplays information about the field when
the user hovers over the help "i" icon.

Help Text

n/aEnter a visible label for the element.Label

n/aSelect the data field to display.Output
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ReferenceDescriptionProperty

n/aEnter placeholder text.Placeholder

Field Type Properties

This table lists additional properties available for each Field Type.

ReferenceField TypeDescriptionProperty

Currency CodesCurrencyEnter a currency code to update
the supported currency.

Currency

Date and Time FormatsDate, Date TimeSelect a format for the date or
date and time if the Field Type

Format

is either Date  or Date
Time. By default, the FlexCard
Author's user locale determines
the format.

Supported LanguagesCurrencyEnter a locale code to update
the supported language.

Locale

n/aNumberEnter a string expression to limit
the user's input.

Mask

n/aDateEnable to prevent converting the
date based on the timezone.

Use Absolute Date

n/aAllIf your FlexCard is used in an
application accessible across

Use User Locale For Formatting

multiple locales, enable to use
the logged-in user's locale to
determine the format of your
date, time, currency, and so on.

Add an Icon to a FlexCard
Display an SVG Icon on a FlexCard. Select from a Salesforce SVG icon or a custom action. You can also link the icon to an action.

1. From the FlexCard Designer, drag an Icon element from the Build panel into a state on the canvas.

2. (Optional) From the Properties panel, update the element name in the Element Name field.

3. From the Type dropdown, select an icon type.

4. To configure a Custom icon, enter the source of the icon in the Source field.

5. To configure Salesforce SVG icon properties:
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a. To select the icon, from the Icon field, perform one of the following tasks:

• Enter the name of the icon, such as utility:arrowdown. See Salesforce Lightning Design System.

• Click the search icon in the input field, and perform one of the following tasks:

– Click to select an icon from the list available, and click Save.

– Search for an icon in the search field, click an icon to select it, and click Save.

b. (Optional) Select a style variant from the Variant dropdown.

6. (Optional) To update the size of the icon, select a new size from the Size dropdown.

7. To link the icon to an action, click + Add Action. To configure action properties, see FlexCards Action Properties.

8. (Optional) To add conditions that must be met for the element to display, see Add Conditions to a FlexCard Element.

9. (Optional) To style your icon element, click Style to open the Style panel, and see FlexCards Icon Style Properties.

Preview your FlexCard. See Preview a FlexCard.

FlexCards Icon Properties

Icon element properties are configurable in the Property Panel when you select an Icon element in the FlexCard Designer. With the
Icon element, display a Salesforce SVG Icon or a custom icon on a FlexCard.

FlexCards Icon Properties
Icon element properties are configurable in the Property Panel when you select an Icon element in the FlexCard Designer. With the Icon
element, display a Salesforce SVG Icon or a custom icon on a FlexCard.

ReferenceDescriptionProperty

Add a Click Event to a FlexCard ElementMake the element a clickable action.Add Action

Add Conditions to a FlexCard ElementAdd a condition that must be met for the
element to display.

Conditions

FlexCard Naming ConventionsThe name of the element as seen on the
canvas. Used to distinguish one element

Element Name

from another as you build your FlexCard in
the designer. Is used only within the
designer.

n/aAdd an additional class to the element.Extra Class

n/aEnter the name of the Salesforce Icon.Icon

n/aEnter the URL of a custom icon.Image Source

n/aSelect the size of the icon.Size
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ReferenceDescriptionProperty

n/aSelect the type of icon to display.Type

n/aSelect from predefined SLDS styles to
change the appearance of the element.

Variant

Add an Image to a FlexCard
Add an image to a FlexCard in the FlexCard Designer. With the Image element, upload an image from your computer, use an image
from a Salesforce library, enter a URL, or use a merge field from a data source. Link the image to an action, add classes, and adjust the
size of the image relative to the canvas size.

Note: All labels in the Properties panel have Custom Label support.

1. From the FlexCard Designer, drag an Image element from the Build panel into a state on the canvas.

2. (Optional) From the Properties panel, update the element name in the Element Name field.

3. Select the Image Source from one of these options:

• To display an image from an external source, enter the absolute URL of the image

Important: If your image doesn't show, add the URL of the image to the CSP Trusted Sites list in your org. If you're adding
your FlexCard to a Community, you must add the URL to the CSP Trusted Sites list. See Content Security Policy (CSP).

• To upload a file from your computer:

a. Click the search icon.

b. Click Upload Files and select an image file from your computer. Or drag a file from your computer and drop it where it says
Or drop files.

c. Click Save.

Note: Uploaded files are saved to your org's library of documents for reuse.

• To use a file from a library in your Salesforce CRM Content or Salesforce Files:

a. Click the search icon.

b. Select an image from the Select an Image from Content Document dropdown.

c. Click Save.

4. (Optional) To adjust the size of the image relative to the canvas size, select an option from the Size dropdown.

Note: By default, Fit Content is selected, enabling the image to fill the container of the Image element, or the container of
a Block element that it's inside.

On the canvas, adjust the element size to fit your image as needed.

5. For accessibility, in the Alternative Text field, enter text describing the image.

6. (Optional) Enter a Newport, SLDS, or custom CSS class in the Extra Class field.
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Note: By default, slds-image--card slds-align_absolute-center  populate the field.

7. (Optional) To display an image caption, enter text in the Title field.

Note: Beginning with Summer '21, Title supports concatenated strings. Combine plain text and supported merge fields. For
example, {Label.AccountName}>{Name}.

8. (Optional) To style the image caption, enter a class in the Title Class field.

9. (Optional) To launch an action on click of the element, see Add a Click Event to a FlexCard Element.

10. (Optional) To add conditions that must be met for the element to display, see Add Conditions to a FlexCard Element.

11. (Optional) To style your element, click Style to open the Style panel, and see Style FlexCard Elements.

Preview your FlexCard. See Preview a FlexCard.

FlexCards Image Properties

Image element properties are configurable in the Property Panel when you select an Image element in the FlexCard Designer. With
the Image element, display an image on a FlexCard.

FlexCards Image Properties
Image element properties are configurable in the Property Panel when you select an Image element in the FlexCard Designer. With the
Image element, display an image on a FlexCard.

ReferenceDescriptionProperty

Add a Click Event to a FlexCard ElementMake the element a clickable action.Add Action

n/aFor accessibility, enter text describing the
image, which displays when the image is
not available.

Alternative Text

Add Conditions to a FlexCard ElementAdd a condition that must be met for the
element to display.

Conditions

FlexCard Naming ConventionsThe name of the element as seen on the
canvas. Used to distinguish one element

Element Name

from another as you build your FlexCard in
the designer. Is used only within the
designer.

n/aEnter a class appended to the container of
the element. Select from a class defined in

Extra Class

the Add Custom CSS feature of the
FlexCard Designer or any style sheet
available to the FlexCard.
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ReferenceDescriptionProperty

n/aEnter a value available to the height  CSS
property, such as 100px, 4rem, or a
calc()  function.

Height

n/aEnter the image source for the icon. Upload
the icon here, select an image from your

Image Source

org's libraries, or enter a secure absolute URL
from an external source.

n/aUpdate the size of the image relative to the
canvas size. By default, Fit Content is

Size

selected, enabling the image to fill the
container of the Image element.

n/aEnter a class for the image caption.Title Class

n/aEnter an image caption.Title

n/aEnter a value available to the width  CSS
property, such as 100px, 4rem, or a
calc()  function.

Width

Add a Menu to a FlexCard
Create a menu from a list of actions on a FlexCard. Style the menu button, and each action in the menu's dropdown. Add any action
type available in the FlexCard Designer.

See FlexCards Actions Reference.

1. From the FlexCard Designer, drag a Menu element into a state on the canvas.

2. (Optional) From the Properties panel, update the element name in the Element Name field.

3. (Optional) In the Label field, enter the visible label of the menu button.

Note: Beginning Summer '21, Label supports concatenated strings. Combine plain text and supported merge fields. For
example, Update {AccountName}.

4. (Optional) To change the default menu button icon, from the Icon field perform one of the following tasks:

• Enter the name of the icon, such as utility:arrowdown. See Salesforce Lightning Design System.

• Click the search icon in the input field, and perform one of the following tasks:

– Click to select an icon from the list available, and click Save.

– Search for an icon in the search field, click an icon to select it, and click Save.

5. (Optional) To disable scrolling in the dropdown when there are more than 5 menu items, uncheck Enable Overflow.
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6. (Optional) To change the position of the dropdown menu, select a new position from the Dropdown Position dropdown. The
default is left.

7. (Optional) To change the size of the dropdown menu, select a new size from the Dropdown Size dropdown.

8. (Optional) To select a style variant, select a new style from the Variant dropdown.

9. (Optional) To change the position of the icon in the menu button relative to the label, select a new position from the Icon Position
dropdown.

10. (Optional) To adjust the size of the icon in the menu button, select a new size from the Icon Size dropdown.

11. To add actions, for each action, click + Add New Action. See Add a Click Event to a FlexCard Element to configure the action
properties.

• Beginning Winter '22, to add conditions that must be met for the action to display in the menu, click + Add New next to
Conditions. See Add Conditions to a FlexCard Element.

• To update the position of the action icon relative to the label, select a new position from the Icon Position dropdown.

• To enable menu items to reflect status level notifications like Error, Success, and Warning, select the class from the Status
dropdown.

12. (Optional) To add conditions that must be met for the element to display, see Add Conditions to a FlexCard Element.

13. (Optional) To style your menu element, click Style to open the Style panel, and see FlexCards Menu Style Properties.

14. Beginning Summer '22, to use your mouse and keyboard to open or close the menu and move through the menu items, see the
following options:

• When the menu button is in focus, to open or close the menu, click with your mouse, press the enter/return key. You can also
click outside the menu element to close the menu.

• When the menu button or a menu item is in focus, to close the menu, press the tab or esc key. If you press the tab key, the focus
moves to the next item on the page.

• To go through the menu items, use the up and down arrow keys.

Preview your FlexCard. See Preview a FlexCard.

FlexCards Menu Properties

Menu element properties are configurable in the Property Panel when you select a Menu element in the FlexCard Designer. With
the Menu element, create a menu from a list of actions.

FlexCards Menu Properties
Menu element properties are configurable in the Property Panel when you select a Menu element in the FlexCard Designer. With the
Menu element, create a menu from a list of actions.

ReferenceDescriptionProperty

Add Conditions to a FlexCard ElementAdd a condition that must be met for the
element to display.

Conditions

n/aSelect the positon of the dropdown relative
to the menu button.

Dropdown Position
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ReferenceDescriptionProperty

n/aSelect the size of the dropdown.Dropdown Size

FlexCard Naming ConventionsThe name of the element as seen on the
canvas. Used to distinguish one element

Element Name

from another as you build your FlexCard in
the designer. Is used only within the
designer.

n/aTo disable scrolling in the dropdown when
there are more than 5 menu items, disable
this feature. Enabled by default.

Enable Overflow

n/aSelect position of the icon relative to the
label.

Icon Position

n/aSelect the size of the icon.Icon Size

n/aSelect the icon to display.Icon

n/aEnter a visible label for the element.Label

n/aSelect from predefined SLDS styles to
change the appearance of the element.

Variant

n/aAdd actions to populate the menu.Add New Action

Configure from the modal when you click
on the Add New Action property.

Select an SLDS style for your menu item.Status

Add a Text Element to a FlexCard
Combine plain text and merge fields inside a rich text editor with the Text element in the FlexCard Designer. Enter a merge field, such
as data fields, or context variables, such as session variables.

The Text element's rich text editor adds an HTML div  for each text section to build the layout of the element. Add SDLS and NDS classes
and other formatting options to each div  to style your text.

1. In the FlexCard Designer, drag the Text element from the Build panel into a state on the canvas.

2. To update the default text, from the Properties panel, click into the rich text editor to override the content.

Beginning Spring '22, the default font for a Text element is System Font, which is the native font your operating system’s UI provides.

3. (Optional) To add a new block of text, click return to create a new div.

4. (Optional) To add data field values, select from the Fields list in the rich text editor. You can also manually add the field by entering
the field name surrounded by single curly braces, such as {Type}.
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5. (Optional) To add custom labels, enter the {Label.customLabelName} merge field anywhere in the rich text editor. For example, to
add a custom label for AccountName, enter {Label.AccountName}. See Add Custom Labels to Supported Fields on a FlexCard.

6. (Optional) To add a context variable as a merge field, enter it any div. For example, enter {User.userProfileName}  to add
the logged-in user's profile name. See FlexCards Context Variables.

Note: The rendered User global context variable is visible at run time only, such as in Preview or when FlexCard is published
to a page.

7. (Optional) To undo a change, click the Undo icon.

8. (Optional) To redo an undone change, click the Redo icon.

9. To style the text within the rich text editor, see Style Text in the Rich Text Editor of a FlexCard Text Element.

10. (Optional) To add conditions that must be met for the element to display, see Add Conditions to a FlexCard Element.

(Optional) To style your element, click Style to open the Style panel, and see Style FlexCard Elements.

Style Text in the Rich Text Editor of a FlexCard Text Element

Style plain text and merge fields inside the FlexCard Text element's rich text editor. Enter a merge field, such as data fields, or context
variables, such as session variables.

FlexCards Text Element Properties

Text element properties are configurable in the Property Panel when you select a Text element in the FlexCard Designer. With the
Text element, combine plain text and merge fields using a Rich Text Editor.

Style Text in the Rich Text Editor of a FlexCard Text Element
Style plain text and merge fields inside the FlexCard Text element's rich text editor. Enter a merge field, such as data fields, or context
variables, such as session variables.

For available context variables and their corresponding merge fields, see FlexCards Context Variables.

The Text element's rich text editor adds an HTML div  for each text section to build the layout of the element. Add SDLS and NDS classes
and other formatting options to each div  to style your text.

Before You Begin

• Add a Text element to your FlexCard from the Build panel in the FlexCard Designer. See Add a Text Element to a FlexCard

1. To add NDS or SLDS classes to change the text style:

a. Click into a div in the rich text editor.

b. To adjust the size or style of the text, click the Paragraph dropdown, and select one or more classes from Headers or Body
section.

c. To change the color of the text, click the Paragraph dropdown, and select a class from the Color section.

d. To remove a class, select the class again.

For SLDS class descriptions, see SLDS Text documentation.

2. To manually update the text size, weight, style, font, and color, select the text, then select from one of the rich text editor's formatting
options.

For example, to make the text bold, select text, and click the B icon.

3. To create a list, adjust alignment, or set indentation, click into a div, and select from the list, alignment, or indentation formatting
options.
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For example, to add indentation, select the text, and select the Increase Indentation icon.

4. To clear formatting, select the text, and click the Clear formatting icon.

FlexCards Text Element Properties
Text element properties are configurable in the Property Panel when you select a Text element in the FlexCard Designer. With the Text
element, combine plain text and merge fields using a Rich Text Editor.

ReferenceDescriptionProperty

Add Conditions to a FlexCard ElementAdd a condition that must be met for the
element to display.

Conditions

FlexCard Naming ConventionsThe name of the element as seen on the
canvas. Used to distinguish one element

Element Name

from another as you build your FlexCard in
the designer. Is used only within the
designer.

FlexCards Input Elements Reference

Add input elements on a FlexCard to enable users to enter data or select from a list of options you provide. When a user enters, selects
or updates a value, the change is reflected in the data JSON. You can configure an element to execute an action when a user selects an
option or enters data. Input elements are available in the Inputs section of the Build panel of the FlexCard Designer.

With the Custom Attributes feature, configure additional properties available to the specific input element but not available as a GUI
in the Properties panel. See the associated readme for each element in the Reference column in the table on this page.

To add display elements to your FlexCard, such as data fields, charts, and data tables, see FlexCards Display Elements Reference.

Note: Beginning Winter '22, the Toggle element is available under the Inputs section of the Build panel. Before Winter '22, the
Toggle element is available under the Elements section of the Build panel.

Required Versions

Available beginning Winter '22.

ReferenceDescriptionInput Element

Add a Checkbox Input Element to a FlexCardDisplays a checkbox.Checkbox

Base LWC: CheckboxGroup Lightning Web
Component ReadMe

Add a Currency Input Element to a FlexCardDisplays an input field in which a user can
enter a currency amount based on the
locale and currency type you specify.

Currency

Base LWC: Input Lightning Web Component
ReadMe on page 1812 when type = currency.
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ReferenceDescriptionInput Element

Add a Date/Time Input Element to a
FlexCard

Displays an input element that enables the
user to select a date from a calendar widget

Date/Time

and a time from a dropdown list. The Base LWC: DateTimePicker Lightning Web
Component ReadMeDate/Time input element supports custom

labels.

Add a Date Input Element to a FlexCardDisplays an input element that enables the
user to select a date from a calendar widget.

Date

Base LWC: DatePicker Lightning Web
Component ReadMeThe Date input element supports custom

labels.

Add an Email Input Element to a FlexCardDisplays an input element that enables a
user to enter an email address.

Email

Base LWC: Input Lightning Web Component
ReadMe when type = email.

Add a Multi-Select Input Element to a
FlexCard

Displays multiple options from which the
user can select one or more. You can display

Multi-Select

your options as checkboxes, buttons,
images, or as a combobox.

Base LWC: When type is checkbox or button,
see CheckboxGroup Lightning Web
Component ReadMe. When type is image,
see CheckboxImageGroup Lightning Web
Component ReadMe. When type is
combobox, see Combobox Lightning Web
Component ReadMe.

Add a Number Input Element to a FlexCardDisplays an input field in which a user can
enter a number.

Number

Base LWC: Input Lightning Web Component
ReadMe when type = number.

Add a Radio Input Element to a FlexCardDisplays one or more options from which a
user can select just one. You can display

Radio

Base LWC: When type is radio or button, see
RadioGroup Lightning Web Componenteach option as a standard radio input field,

a button, an image, or a color block. ReadMe. When type is image, see
RadioImageGroup Lightning Web
Component ReadMe. When type is color,
see RadioColorPickGroup Lightning Web
Component ReadMe.

Add a Range Input Element to a FlexCardDisplays an input element from which a user
can select a value from a range on a slider.

Range

Base LWC: Input Lightning Web Component
ReadMe when type = range.
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ReferenceDescriptionInput Element

Add a Select Input Element to a FlexCardDisplays an input element from which the
user can select an option from a list of
options provided.

Select

Base LWC: Combobox Lightning Web
Component ReadMe when multiple = false.

Add a Telephone Input Element to a
FlexCard

Displays an input element that enables a
user to enter a phone number.

Telephone

Base LWC: Input Lightning Web Component
ReadMe when type = tel.

Add a Text Area Input Element to a FlexCardDisplays an input element that enables a
user to enter multiple lines of text.

Text Area

Base LWC: Textarea Lightning Web
Component ReadMe

Add a Text Input Element to a FlexCardDisplays an input element that enables a
user to enter a line of text.

Text

Base LWC: Input Lightning Web Component
ReadMe when type = text.

Add a Time Input Element to a FlexCardDisplays an input element that enables a
user to select a time from a list of intervals.

Time

Base LWC: TimePicker Lightning Web
Component ReadMe

Trigger Actions with the Toggle Element on
a FlexCard

Displays an input element that enables a
user to pick between two states, enable or
disable an option, or select multiple options.

Toggle

Add a Typeahead Input Element to a
FlexCard

Displays a search field that enables a user
to view hints or a list of possible options
based on the text the user enters.

Typeahead

Base LWC: Typeahead Lightning Web
Component ReadMe

FlexCards Common Input Element Properties

FlexCard Input elements have properties shared by most or all Input elements. For example, add a help icon on any input element
that when hovered displays helpful text about the input field.

Bind a FlexCard Input Value to a Data Field

Bind the value of an Input element to a new or existing data field in your FlexCard's data source. When a user updates the input
value, the data JSON updates. You can use the new data like any other piece of data from a data source. For example, update the
value of an attribute sent from a parent to a child FlexCard based on user input.

Add a Checkbox Input Element to a FlexCard

Add a Checkbox input element on a FlexCard to enable users to select or unselect a checkbox. From the Properties panel, configure
properties and custom attributes, add an action, and add conditions.
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Add a Currency Input Element to a FlexCard

Add a Currency Input element on a FlexCard to enable users to enter a currency amount based on the locale and currency type you
specify. From the Properties panel, configure properties and custom attributes, add an action, and add conditions.

FlexCards Currency Input Element Properties

Currency Input element properties are configurable in the Properties panel when you select a Currency element in the FlexCard
Designer. Enable users to enter a currency amount based on the locale (location and language) and currency type you specify.

Add a Date/Time Input Element to a FlexCard

Add a Date/Time Input element on a FlexCard to enable users to select a formatted date from a calendar widget and a formatted
time from a list of time intervals. From the Properties panel, configure properties and custom attributes, add an action, and add
conditions.

FlexCards Date/Time Input Element Properties

Date/Time Input element properties are configurable in the Properties panel when you select a Date/Time element in the FlexCard
Designer.Enable users to select a formatted date from a calendar widget and a formatted time from a list of time intervals.

Add a Date Input Element to a FlexCard

Add a Date Input element on a FlexCard to enable users to select a formatted date from a calendar widget. From the Properties
panel, configure properties and custom attributes, add an action, and add conditions.

FlexCards Date Input Element Properties

Date Input element properties are configurable in the Properties panel when you select a Date element in the FlexCard Designer.
Enable users to select a formatted date from a calendar widget.

Add a Multi-Select Input Element to a FlexCard

Add a Multi-Select Input element on a FlexCard to enable users to select from multiple options. You can display options as images,
checkboxes, buttons, or a dropdown list. From the Properties panel, configure properties and custom attributes, add an action, and
add conditions.

FlexCards Multi-Select Input Element Properties

Multi-Select Input element properties are configurable in the Properties panel when you select a Multi-Select element in the FlexCard
Designer. Enable users to select one or more from a list of possible options. Display options as images, checkboxes, buttons, or a
dropdown list.

Add an Email Input Element to a FlexCard

Add an Email Input element on a FlexCard to enable users to enter a valid email address. From the Properties panel, configure
properties and custom attributes, add an action, and add conditions.

Add a Number Input Element to a FlexCard

Add a Number Input element on a FlexCard to enable users to enter a numeric value. From the Properties panel, configure properties
and custom attributes, add an action, and add conditions.

Add a Radio Input Element to a FlexCard

Add a Radio input element on a FlexCard to enable users to select an item from one or more options. From the Properties panel,
configure properties and custom attributes, add an action, and add conditions.

Add a Range Input Element to a FlexCard

Add a Number Input element on a FlexCard to enable users to select from a range of numbers you specify. From the Properties
panel, configure properties and custom attributes, add an action, and add conditions.

Add a Select Input Element to a FlexCard

Add a Select Input element on a FlexCard to enable users to select an item from a dropdown list. From the Properties panel, configure
properties and custom attributes, add an action, and add conditions.
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Add a Telephone Input Element to a FlexCard

Add a Telephone Input element on a FlexCard to enable users to enter a valid phone number. From the Properties panel, configure
properties and custom attributes, add an action, and add conditions.

Add a Text Area Input Element to a FlexCard

Add a Text Area Input element on a FlexCard to enable users to enter multiple lines of plain text. From the Properties panel, configure
properties and custom attributes, add an action, and add conditions.

Add a Text Input Element to a FlexCard

Add a Text Input element on a FlexCard to enable users to enter one line of plain text. From the Properties panel, configure properties
and custom attributes, add an action, and add conditions.

Add a Time Input Element to a FlexCard

Add a Time Input element on a FlexCard to enable users to select a formatted time from a list of time intervals. From the Properties
panel, configure properties and custom attributes, add an action, and add conditions.

Trigger Actions with the Toggle Element on a FlexCard

Trigger an action when a user clicks a toggle element on a FlexCard. Let a user pick between two states, enable or disable an option,
or select multiple options. When a user selects the element, its value is sent as a parameter to the action as true or false, or a
comma-separated list of user-selected options with the {element.value} merge field.

Add a Typeahead Input Element to a FlexCard

Add a Typeahead Input element on a FlexCard to enable users to click into a search field, which provides hints or a list of possible
options based on the text the user enters. From the Properties panel, configure properties and custom attributes, add an action, and
add conditions.

FlexCards Common Input Element Properties
FlexCard Input elements have properties shared by most or all Input elements. For example, add a help icon on any input element that
when hovered displays helpful text about the input field.

Required Versions

Available beginning Winter '22.

Input ElementsDescriptionProperty

All but ToggleBind the value of the input element to an
existing or new data field.

Field Binding

All but ToggleConfigure additional properties available to
the specific Input element. See the related

Custom Attributes

base LWC ReadMe for information about a
specific attribute.

All but CheckboxEnter the label that appears next to the
element.

Field Label
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Input ElementsDescriptionProperty

Typeahead, Time, Text Area, Telephone,
Select, Number, Email, Date, Currency

Enter temporary text that displays inside the
input field and suggests to the user what to
enter.

Placeholder

All but RangeMake field required.Required

All but ToggleDisable the ability to modify the input
values.

Read-only

AllEnter helpful text about the purpose of the
input field. Adds an info icon (i) next to the

Help Text

element's label, which when hovered over
displays the text.

All (For Checkbox element, check to select
by default)

Select the default value from a list of data
merge fields, or enter plain text.

Default Value

All but ToggleEnter a value for the custom attribute.Value

All but ToggleSelect from a list of additional properties
available to the input element.

Attribute

Bind a FlexCard Input Value to a Data Field
Bind the value of an Input element to a new or existing data field in your FlexCard's data source. When a user updates the input value,
the data JSON updates. You can use the new data like any other piece of data from a data source. For example, update the value of an
attribute sent from a parent to a child FlexCard based on user input.

Required Versions

Available beginning Winter '22.

1. From the FlexCard Designer, drag an Input element from the Inputs section of the Build panel.

2. To bind your input value to a data source field in one of two ways, in the Properties panel, click into Field Binding and perform one
of the following tasks:

• Bind to an existing data source field: To enable a user to update a data field in the data source, click into Field Binding to select
a data field that exists, such as {AccountRevenue}. When your user updates the value of the input element, the value of
AcccountRevenue  in the data JSON updates.

• Bind to a new data source field: To add new data to the data source, enter a unique name to create a data field in the data JSON.
Enter as a merge field with alphanumeric characters and no spaces. For example, {SecondaryContactEmail}  or
{2ndryContactEmail}.
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Important: The Field Binding value takes priority over the Default Value. When creating a data field, the default value is
null. When binding to an existing data field, the default value is the value in the data source.

3. To confirm the data JSON updates when the input value changes an existing data field, perform the following tasks:

a. Click the Preview tab, and enter or select a value from an input element on the canvas. For example, in a Currency Input element
that binds the element to the AccountRevenue  data field, enter a new amount, such as 5000000.

b. In a card object in the cards  section of the Data JSON panel, find the updated data field, such as AccountRevenue:
"5000000".

4. To confirm a new data field is created in the data JSON when a user enters or selects an input value, perform the following tasks:

a. Click the Preview tab.

b. In a card object in the cards  section of the Data JSON panel, notice there’s no data field for the one you created in the Field
Binding property.

c. On the canvas, enter or select a value from an input element on the canvas. For example, in an Email Input element that binds
to a new 2ndryContactEmail  data field, enter an email address, such as janis@joplins.com.

d. In the associated card object in the cards  section of the Data JSON panel, find the new data field, such as
2ndryContactEmail: "janis@joplins.com".
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Add a Checkbox Input Element to a FlexCard
Add a Checkbox input element on a FlexCard to enable users to select or unselect a checkbox. From the Properties panel, configure
properties and custom attributes, add an action, and add conditions.

Required Versions

Available beginning Winter '22.

1. From the FlexCards tab, click a version of a FlexCard to open the FlexCard Designer.

2. From the Build panel, click Inputs, and drag the Checkbox element onto the canvas.

3. (Optional) From the Properties panel, update the element name in the Element Name field.

4. Configure properties common to all Input elements:

• (Optional) In Field Binding, bind the value of the input element to an existing or new data field. See Bind a FlexCard Input Value
to a Data Field.

• (Optional) Check Required if the user must enter or select a value for this input element.
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• (Optional) Check Read-only to disable the ability to modify the input values.

• (Optional) In Help Text, enter helpful text about the purpose of the input field. This feature adds an info icon (i) next to the
element's label, which when hovered over displays the text.

5. In Checkbox Label, enter the label that appears next to the checkbox.

6. (Optional) To enable the checkbox by default, check Default Value.

7. (Optional) To configure additional properties available to the element, click + Add New in the Custom Attributes section. For each
new attribute, perform the following tasks:

a. Click into the Attribute field to select from an attribute in the dropdown. See CheckboxGroup Lightning Web Component
ReadMe for available attributes.

b. In the Value field, enter a value for the attribute.

8. To execute an action when a user selects or unselects the checkbox, click + Add Action, and see Add a Click Event to a FlexCard
Element.

9. (Optional) To add conditions that must be met for the element to display, see Add Conditions to a FlexCard Element.

10. (Optional) To style your element, click Style to open the Style panel, and see FlexCards Datatable Style Properties.

FlexCards Checkbox Input Element Properties

Checkbox Input element properties are configurable in the Properties panel when you select a Checkbox element in the FlexCard
Designer. Enable a user to select or unselect a checkbox.

FlexCards Checkbox Input Element Properties
Checkbox Input element properties are configurable in the Properties panel when you select a Checkbox element in the FlexCard
Designer. Enable a user to select or unselect a checkbox.

See Add a Checkbox Input Element to a FlexCard.

Required Versions

Available beginning Winter '22.

ReferenceDescriptionProperty

N/AEnter the text that appears next to the
checkbox.

Checkbox Label

CheckboxGroup Lightning Web Component
ReadMe

Configure additional properties available to
the Input element. See the related base LWC
ReadMe for information about a specific
attribute.

Custom Attributes

N/AEnable to select the checkbox by default.Default Value
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ReferenceDescriptionProperty

Bind a FlexCard Input Value to a Data FieldBind the value of the input element to an
existing or new data field.

Field Binding

N/AEnter helpful text about the purpose of the
input field. Adds an info icon (i) next to the

Help Text

element's label, which when hovered over
displays the text.

N/ADisable the ability to modify the input
values.

Read-only

N/AMake field required.Required

Add a Currency Input Element to a FlexCard
Add a Currency Input element on a FlexCard to enable users to enter a currency amount based on the locale and currency type you
specify. From the Properties panel, configure properties and custom attributes, add an action, and add conditions.

Required Versions

Available beginning Winter '22.

1. From the FlexCards tab, click a version of a FlexCard to open the FlexCard Designer.

2. From the Build panel, click Inputs, and drag the Currency element onto the canvas.

3. (Optional) From the Properties panel, update the element name in the Element Name field.

4. Configure properties common to all Input elements:

• (Optional) In Field Binding, bind the value of the input element to an existing or new data field. See Bind a FlexCard Input Value
to a Data Field.

• In Field Label, enter the label that appears next to the element.

• (Optional) In Placeholder, enter temporary text that displays inside the input field and which suggest to the user what content
to enter.

• (Optional) Check Required if the user must enter or select a value for this input element.

• (Optional) Check Read-only to disable the ability to modify the input values.

• (Optional) In Help Text, enter helpful text about the purpose of the input field. This feature adds an info icon (i) next to the
element's label, which when hovered over displays the text.

5. (Optional) Click into Default Value to select a default input value from a merge field. Or, enter a value as plain text.

6. (Optional) In Locale, update the locale for the currency. The default value is based on the logged-in user's locale settings.
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7. (Optional) In Currency Code, update the type of currency. The default value is based on the logged-in user's locale settings.

8. (Optional) To configure additional properties available to the element, click + Add New in the Custom Attributes section. For each
new attribute, perform the following tasks:

a. Click into the Attribute field to select from an attribute in the dropdown. See Input Lightning Web Component ReadMe for
available attributes.

b. In the Value field, enter a value for the attribute.

9. To execute an action when a user interacts with the input element, click + Add Action, and see Add a Click Event to a FlexCard
Element.

10. (Optional) To add conditions that must be met for the element to display, see Add Conditions to a FlexCard Element.

11. (Optional) To style your element, click Style to open the Style panel, and see Style FlexCard Elements.

FlexCards Currency Input Element Properties
Currency Input element properties are configurable in the Properties panel when you select a Currency element in the FlexCard Designer.
Enable users to enter a currency amount based on the locale (location and language) and currency type you specify.

See Add a Currency Input Element to a FlexCard.

Required Versions

Available beginning Winter '22.

ReferenceDescriptionProperty

N/AUpdate the type of currency. The default
value is based on the logged-in user's locale
settings, such as USD  for the US Dollar.

Currency Code

Input Lightning Web Component ReadMe
when type = currency

Configure additional properties available to
the Input element. See the related base LWC
ReadMe for information about a specific
attribute.

Custom Attributes

N/ASelect the default value from a list of data
merge fields, or enter plain text.

Default Value

Bind a FlexCard Input Value to a Data FieldBind the value of the input element to an
existing or new data field.

Field Binding

N/AEnter the label that appears next to the
element.

Field Label
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ReferenceDescriptionProperty

N/AEnter helpful text about the purpose of the
input field. Adds an info icon (i) next to the

Help Text

element's label, which when hovered over
displays the text.

N/AUpdate the locale for the currency. The
default value is based on the logged-in

Locale

user's locale settings, such as en-US for
English in the United States.

N/AEnter temporary text that displays inside the
input field and suggests to the user what to
enter.

Placeholder

N/ADisable the ability to modify the input
values.

Read-only

N/AMake field required.Required

Add a Date/Time Input Element to a FlexCard
Add a Date/Time Input element on a FlexCard to enable users to select a formatted date from a calendar widget and a formatted time
from a list of time intervals. From the Properties panel, configure properties and custom attributes, add an action, and add conditions.

Required Versions

Available beginning Winter '22.

1. From the FlexCards tab, click a version of a FlexCard to open the FlexCard Designer.

2. From the Build panel, click Inputs, and drag the Date/Time element onto the canvas.

3. (Optional) From the Properties panel, update the element name in the Element Name field.

4. Configure properties common to all Input elements:

• (Optional) In Field Binding, bind the value of the input element to an existing or new data field. See Bind a FlexCard Input Value
to a Data Field.

• In Field Label, enter the label that appears next to the element.

• (Optional) Check Required if the user must enter or select a value for this input element.

• (Optional) Check Read-only to disable the ability to modify the input values.

• (Optional) In Help Text, enter helpful text about the purpose of the input field. This feature adds an info icon (i) next to the
element's label, which when hovered over displays the text.
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5. (Optional) In Date Placeholder, to suggest to the user the type of content to enter for the date, enter temporary text that displays
inside the input field.

6. (Optional) In Time Placeholder, to suggest to the user the type of content to enter for the time, enter temporary text that displays
inside the input field.

7. (Optional) Click into Default Value to select a default input value from a merge field. Or, enter a value as plain text. Enter a default
value in the format specified in Date Format and Time Format. For example, if the formats are MM-dd-yyyy  and hh:mm a,
enter 12-03-2020 03:30 pm.

8. (Optional) Update the Date Format. Default is MM-dd-yyyy, which displays as 12-03-2021. See date-fns format for format
options.

9. (Optional) Update the Time Format. Default is hh:mm a, which displays as 3:30 am  or 3:30 pm. See date-fns format for
format options.

10. (Optional) To limit the user to a specific date range, set the Minimum Date and Maximum Date.

Select a date in the past or future in the format specified in Date Format. For example, for December 1, 1990, if the format is
MM-dd-yyyy, enter 12-01-1990, and if the format is dd-MM-yyyy, enter 01-12-1990. Leave Maximum Date empty
for the current date.

11. (Optional) In Time Interval, update the time intervals from the default 30  to another increment. For example, enter 15  to display
a list of 15-minute increments, such as 12:00, 12:15, 12:30, 12:45.

12. (Optional) To configure additional properties available to the element, click + Add New in the Custom Attributes section. For each
new attribute, perform the following tasks:

a. Click into the Attribute field to select from an attribute in the dropdown. See DateTimePicker Lightning Web Component
ReadMe for available attributes.

b. In the Value field, enter a value for the attribute.

13. To execute an action when a user interacts with the input element, click + Add Action, and see Add a Click Event to a FlexCard
Element.

14. (Optional) To add conditions that must be met for the element to display, see Add Conditions to a FlexCard Element.

15. (Optional) To style your element, click Style to open the Style panel, and see Style FlexCard Elements.

FlexCards Date/Time Input Element Properties
Date/Time Input element properties are configurable in the Properties panel when you select a Date/Time element in the FlexCard
Designer.Enable users to select a formatted date from a calendar widget and a formatted time from a list of time intervals.

See Add a Date/Time Input Element to a FlexCard.

Required Versions

Available beginning Winter '22.
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ReferenceDescriptionProperty

DateTimePicker Lightning Web Component
ReadMe

Configure additional properties available to
the Input element. See the related base LWC
ReadMe for information about a specific
attribute.

Custom Attributes

date-fns formatUpdate the date's format. Default is
MM-dd-yyyy, which displays as

Date Format

12-03-2021. See date-fns.org for format
options.

N/AEnter temporary text that displays inside the
input field and which suggest to the user
what to enter for the date.

Date Placeholder

N/ASelect the default value from a list of data
merge fields, or enter plain text. Enter a

Default Value

default value in the format specified in Date
Format and Time Format.

Bind a FlexCard Input Value to a Data FieldBind the value of the input element to an
existing or new data field.

Field Binding

N/AEnter the label that appears next to the
element.

Field Label

N/AEnter helpful text about the purpose of the
input field. Adds an info icon (i) next to the

Help Text

element's label, which when hovered over
displays the text.

N/ALimit the user to select a date up to a
specific date. Select a date in the past or

Maximum Date

future in the format specified in Date
Format.

N/ALimit the user to select from a date starting
on a specific date. Select a date in the past

Minimum Date

or future in the format specified in Date
Format.

N/ADisable the ability to modify the input
values.

Read-only

N/AMake field required.Required
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ReferenceDescriptionProperty

date-fns formatUpdate the time's format. Default is hh:mm
a, which displays as 3:30 am  or 3:30
pm. See date-fns.org for format options.

Time Format

N/AUpdate the time intervals from the default
30  to a different increment. For example,

Time Intervals

enter 15  for increments of 15 minutes, such
as 12:15, 12:30, and 12:45.

N/AEnter temporary text that displays inside the
input field and which suggest to the user
what to enter for the time.

Time Placeholder

Add a Date Input Element to a FlexCard
Add a Date Input element on a FlexCard to enable users to select a formatted date from a calendar widget. From the Properties panel,
configure properties and custom attributes, add an action, and add conditions.

Required Versions

Available beginning Winter '22.

1. From the FlexCards tab, click a version of a FlexCard to open the FlexCard Designer.

2. From the Build panel, click Inputs, and drag the Date element onto the canvas.

3. (Optional) From the Properties panel, update the element name in the Element Name field.

4. Configure properties common to all Input elements:

• (Optional) In Field Binding, bind the value of the input element to an existing or new data field. See Bind a FlexCard Input Value
to a Data Field.

• In Field Label, enter the label that appears next to the element.

• (Optional) In Placeholder, enter temporary text that displays inside the input field and which suggest to the user what content
to enter.

• (Optional) Check Required if the user must enter or select a value for this input element.

• (Optional) Check Read-only to disable the ability to modify the input values.

• (Optional) In Help Text, enter helpful text about the purpose of the input field. This feature adds an info icon (i) next to the
element's label, which when hovered over displays the text.

5. (Optional) Click into Default Value to select a default input value from a merge field. Or, enter a value as plain text. Enter a default
value in the format specified in Date Format.
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6. (Optional) Update the Date Format. Default is MM-dd-yyyy, which displays as 12-03-2021. See date-fns format for format
options.

7. (Optional) To limit the user to a specific date range, set the Minimum Date and Maximum Date.

Select a date in the past or future in the format specified in Date Format. For example, for December 1, 1990, if the format is
MM-dd-yyyy, enter 12-01-1990, and if the format is dd-MM-yyyy, enter 01-12-1990. Leave Maximum Date empty
for the current date.

8. (Optional) To configure additional properties available to the element, click + Add New in the Custom Attributes section. For each
new attribute, perform the following tasks:

a. Click into the Attribute field to select from an attribute in the dropdown. See DatePicker Lightning Web Component ReadMe
for available attributes.

b. In the Value field, enter a value for the attribute.

9. To execute an action when a user interacts with the input element, click + Add Action, and see Add a Click Event to a FlexCard
Element.

10. (Optional) To add conditions that must be met for the element to display, see Add Conditions to a FlexCard Element.

11. (Optional) To style your element, click Style to open the Style panel, and see Style FlexCard Elements.

FlexCards Date Input Element Properties
Date Input element properties are configurable in the Properties panel when you select a Date element in the FlexCard Designer. Enable
users to select a formatted date from a calendar widget.

See Add a Date Input Element to a FlexCard.

Required Versions

Available beginning Winter '22.

ReferenceDescriptionProperty

DatePicker Lightning Web Component
ReadMe

Configure additional properties available to
the Input element. See the related base LWC
ReadMe for information about a specific
attribute.

Custom Attributes

date-fns formatUpdate the date's format. Default is
MM-dd-yyyy, which displays as

Date Format

12-03-2021. See date-fns.org for format
options.

N/ASelect the default value from a list of data
merge fields, or enter plain text. Enter a

Default Value

default value in the format specified in Date
Format.
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ReferenceDescriptionProperty

Bind a FlexCard Input Value to a Data FieldBind the value of the input element to an
existing or new data field.

Field Binding

N/AEnter the label that appears next to the
element.

Field Label

N/AEnter helpful text about the purpose of the
input field. Adds an info icon (i) next to the

Help Text

element's label, which when hovered over
displays the text.

N/ALimit the user to select a date up to a
specific date. Select a date in the past or

Maximum Date

future in the format specified in Date
Format.

N/ALimit the user to select from a date starting
on a specific date. Select a date in the past

Minimum Date

or future in the format specified in Date
Format.

N/AEnter temporary text that displays inside the
input field and which suggest to the user
what to enter for the date.

Placeholder

N/ADisable the ability to modify the input
values.

Read-only

N/AMake field required.Required

Add a Multi-Select Input Element to a FlexCard
Add a Multi-Select Input element on a FlexCard to enable users to select from multiple options. You can display options as images,
checkboxes, buttons, or a dropdown list. From the Properties panel, configure properties and custom attributes, add an action, and add
conditions.

Required Versions

Available beginning Winter '22.

1. From the FlexCards tab, click a version of a FlexCard to open the FlexCard Designer.

2. From the Build panel, click Inputs, and drag the Multi-Select element onto the canvas.
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3. (Optional) From the Properties panel, update the element name in the Element Name field.

4. Configure properties common to all Input elements:

• (Optional) In Field Binding, bind the value of the input element to an existing or new data field. See Bind a FlexCard Input Value
to a Data Field.

• In Field Label, enter the label that appears next to the element.

• (Optional) Check Required if the user must enter or select a value for this input element.

• (Optional) Check Read-only to disable the ability to modify the input values.

• (Optional) In Help Text, enter helpful text about the purpose of the input field. This feature adds an info icon (i) next to the
element's label, which when hovered over displays the text.

5. Select the Display Mode for your radio items. Available modes are:

DescriptionMode

Displays options as checkboxes stacked on top of each other.Vertical

Displays options as checkboxes next to each other.Horizontal

Displays options as inline buttons.Button Group

Displays options as images.Image

Displays options as a dropdown list.Combobox

6. If Display Mode is Image, configure the following properties:

• Control Width: The width of the image in pixels. Default is 100.

• Control Height: The height of the image in pixels. Default is 100.

• Image Count In Row: How many images to display per row. Default is 3.

• Enable Caption: To display the label as a caption underneath the image, enter true. To hide caption, enter false.

7. If Display Mode is Combobox, configure the following property:

• Placeholder: To suggest to the user the type of content to enter, enter temporary text that displays inside the input field.

8. To enter the options from which the user can select, click + Add New in the Options section. Configure the following properties:

• Label: Enter the visible label for the option. Click into the field to select from a list of merge fields available from your data source.
Or enter plain text.

• Value: Enter the value of the option. Click into the field to select from a list of merge fields available from your data source. Or
enter plain text.

• Use As a Default Value: Set as the default option. A default option isn’t available when Display Mode is Combobox.
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• Image: If the Display Mode is Image, select an image from the Select an Image from Content Document dropdown, or
Upload Image.

9. (Optional) To configure additional properties available to the element, click + Add New in the Custom Attributes section. For each
new attribute, perform the following tasks:

a. Click into the Attribute field to select from an attribute in the dropdown. See RadioGroup Lightning Web Component ReadMe
for available attributes.

b. In the Value field, enter a value for the attribute.

10. To execute an action when a user interacts with the input element, click + Add Action, and see Add a Click Event to a FlexCard
Element.

11. (Optional) To add conditions that must be met for the element to display, see Add Conditions to a FlexCard Element.

12. (Optional) To style your element, click Style to open the Style panel, and see Style FlexCard Elements.

FlexCards Multi-Select Input Element Properties
Multi-Select Input element properties are configurable in the Properties panel when you select a Multi-Select element in the FlexCard
Designer. Enable users to select one or more from a list of possible options. Display options as images, checkboxes, buttons, or a dropdown
list.

See Add a Multi-Select Input Element to a FlexCard.

Required Versions

Available beginning Winter '22.

ReferenceDescriptionProperty

Bind a FlexCard Input Value to a Data FieldBind the value of the input element to an
existing or new data field.

Field Binding

Base LWC: When type is checkbox or button,
see CheckboxGroup Lightning Web

Configure additional properties available to
the Input element. See the related base LWC

Custom Attributes

Component ReadMe. When type is image,ReadMe for information about a specific
attribute. see CheckboxImageGroup Lightning Web

Component ReadMe. When type is
combobox, see Combobox Lightning Web
Component ReadMe.

N/AEnter the label that appears next to the
element.

Field Label

N/AMake field required.Required
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ReferenceDescriptionProperty

N/ADisable the ability to modify the input
values.

Read-only

N/AEnter helpful text about the purpose of the
input field. Adds an info icon (i) next to the

Help Text

element's label, which when hovered over
displays the text.

N/ASelect how you want your option items to
look.

Display Mode

N/AUpdate the width in pixels for the image
option. Default is 100.

Control Width

N/AUpdate the height in pixels for the image
option. Default it 100.

Control Height

N/AUpdate how many images to display per
row. Default is 3.

Image Count In Row

N/AEnable to display the label as a caption
underneath the image option.

Enable Caption

N/AWhen Display Mode is Combobox, enter
temporary text that displays inside the input

Placeholder

field and which suggest to the user what to
enter.

N/AEnter the options from which the user can
select.

Options

N/AEnter the visible label for the option. Click
into the field to select from a list of data
merge fields, or enter plain text.

Label

N/AEnter the value of the option. Click into the
field to select from a list of data merge fields,
or enter plain text.

Value

N/ASet as the default option.Use As a Default Value
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Add an Email Input Element to a FlexCard
Add an Email Input element on a FlexCard to enable users to enter a valid email address. From the Properties panel, configure properties
and custom attributes, add an action, and add conditions.

Required Versions

Available beginning Winter '22.

1. From the FlexCards tab, click a version of a FlexCard to open the FlexCard Designer.

2. From the Build panel, click Inputs, and drag the Date element onto the canvas.

3. (Optional) From the Properties panel, update the element name in the Element Name field.

4. Configure properties common to all Input elements:

• (Optional) In Field Binding, bind the value of the input element to an existing or new data field. See Bind a FlexCard Input Value
to a Data Field.

• In Field Label, enter the label that appears next to the element.

• (Optional) In Placeholder, enter temporary text that displays inside the input field and which suggest to the user what content
to enter.

• (Optional) Check Required if the user must enter or select a value for this input element.

• (Optional) Check Read-only to disable the ability to modify the input values.

• (Optional) In Help Text, enter helpful text about the purpose of the input field. This feature adds an info icon (i) next to the
element's label, which when hovered over displays the text.

5. (Optional) Click into Default Value to select a default input value from a merge field. Or, enter a value as plain text.

6. (Optional) To configure additional properties available to the element, click + Add New in the Custom Attributes section. For each
new attribute, perform the following tasks:

a. Click into the Attribute field to select from an attribute in the dropdown. See Input Lightning Web Component ReadMe for
available attributes.

b. In the Value field, enter a value for the attribute.

7. To execute an action when a user interacts with the input element, click + Add Action, and see Add a Click Event to a FlexCard
Element.

8. (Optional) To add conditions that must be met for the element to display, see Add Conditions to a FlexCard Element.

9. (Optional) To style your element, click Style to open the Style panel, and see Style FlexCard Elements.

FlexCards Email Input Element Properties

Email Input element properties are configurable in the Properties panel when you select an Email element in the FlexCard Designer.
Enable users to enter a valid email address.

FlexCards Email Input Element Properties
Email Input element properties are configurable in the Properties panel when you select an Email element in the FlexCard Designer.
Enable users to enter a valid email address.
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See Add an Email Input Element to a FlexCard.

Required Versions

Available beginning Winter '22.

ReferenceDescriptionProperty

Input Lightning Web Component ReadMe
when type = email

Configure additional properties available to
the Input element. See the related base LWC
ReadMe for information about a specific
attribute.

Custom Attributes

N/ASelect the default value from a list of data
merge fields, or enter plain text.

Default Value

Bind a FlexCard Input Value to a Data FieldBind the value of the input element to an
existing or new data field.

Field Binding

N/AEnter the label that appears next to the
element.

Field Label

N/AEnter helpful text about the purpose of the
input field. Adds an info icon (i) next to the

Help Text

element's label, which when hovered over
displays the text.

N/AEnter temporary text that displays inside the
input field and suggests to the user what to
enter.

Placeholder

N/ADisable the ability to modify the input
values.

Read-only

N/AMake field required.Required

Add a Number Input Element to a FlexCard
Add a Number Input element on a FlexCard to enable users to enter a numeric value. From the Properties panel, configure properties
and custom attributes, add an action, and add conditions.

The user can enter the number or, in supported browsers, use stepper arrows to increase or decrease the value. When the field is empty,
increments starts from 0. To set step  increments, see Input Lightning Web Component ReadMe.
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Required Versions

Available beginning Winter '22.

1. From the FlexCards tab, click a version of a FlexCard to open the FlexCard Designer.

2. From the Build panel, click Inputs, and drag the Number element onto the canvas.

3. (Optional) From the Properties panel, update the element name in the Element Name field.

4. Configure properties common to all Input elements:

• (Optional) In Field Binding, bind the value of the input element to an existing or new data field. See Bind a FlexCard Input Value
to a Data Field.

• In Field Label, enter the label that appears next to the element.

• (Optional) In Placeholder, enter temporary text that displays inside the input field and which suggest to the user what content
to enter.

• (Optional) Check Required if the user must enter or select a value for this input element.

• (Optional) Check Read-only to disable the ability to modify the input values.

• (Optional) In Help Text, enter helpful text about the purpose of the input field. This feature adds an info icon (i) next to the
element's label, which when hovered over displays the text.

5. (Optional) Click into Default Value to select a default input value from a merge field. Or, enter a value as plain text.

6. (Optional) In Mask, to help your user enter data correctly, provide an input mask that formats the data a specific way. For example,
if your Number element captures a credit card number, enter 9999 9999 9999 9999  as a mask.

7. (Optional) To configure additional properties available to the element, click + Add New in the Custom Attributes section. For each
new attribute, perform the following tasks:

a. Click into the Attribute field to select from an attribute in the dropdown. See Input Lightning Web Component ReadMe for
available attributes.

b. In the Value field, enter a value for the attribute.

8. To execute an action when a user interacts with the input element, click + Add Action, and see Add a Click Event to a FlexCard
Element.

9. (Optional) To add conditions that must be met for the element to display, see Add Conditions to a FlexCard Element.

10. (Optional) To style your element, click Style to open the Style panel, and see Style FlexCard Elements.

FlexCards Number Input Element Properties

Number Input element properties are configurable in the Properties panel when you select a Number element in the FlexCard
Designer. Enable users to enter a numeric value.

FlexCards Number Input Element Properties
Number Input element properties are configurable in the Properties panel when you select a Number element in the FlexCard Designer.
Enable users to enter a numeric value.

See Add a Number Input Element to a FlexCard.
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Required Versions

Available beginning Winter '22.

ReferenceDescriptionProperty

Input Lightning Web Component ReadMe
when type = number

Configure additional properties available to
the Input element. See the related base LWC
ReadMe for information about a specific
attribute.

Custom Attributes

N/ASelect the default value from a list of data
merge fields, or enter plain text.

Default Value

Bind a FlexCard Input Value to a Data FieldBind the value of the input element to an
existing or new data field.

Field Binding

N/AEnter the label that appears next to the
element.

Field Label

N/AEnter helpful text about the purpose of the
input field. Adds an info icon (i) next to the

Help Text

element's label, which when hovered over
displays the text.

N/AProvide an input mask that formats the data
a specific way and helps your user enter data

Mask

correctly. For example, for a credit card
number, enter 9999 9999 9999
9999.

N/AEnter temporary text that displays inside the
input field and suggests to the user what to
enter.

Placeholder

N/ADisable the ability to modify the input
values.

Read-only

N/AMake field required.Required

Add a Radio Input Element to a FlexCard
Add a Radio input element on a FlexCard to enable users to select an item from one or more options. From the Properties panel, configure
properties and custom attributes, add an action, and add conditions.
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Required Versions

Available beginning Winter '22.

1. From the FlexCards tab, click a version of a FlexCard to open the FlexCard Designer.

2. From the Build panel, click Inputs, and drag the Radio element onto the canvas.

3. (Optional) From the Properties panel, update the element name in the Element Name field.

4. Configure properties common to all Input elements:

• (Optional) In Field Binding, bind the value of the input element to an existing or new data field. See Bind a FlexCard Input Value
to a Data Field.

• In Field Label, enter the label that appears next to the element.

• (Optional) Check Required if the user must enter or select a value for this input element.

• (Optional) Check Read-only to disable the ability to modify the input values.

• (Optional) In Help Text, enter helpful text about the purpose of the input field. This feature adds an info icon (i) next to the
element's label, which when hovered over displays the text.

5. Select the Display Mode for your radio items. Available modes are:

DescriptionMode

Displays radios stacked on top of each other.Vertical

Displays radios inline.Horizontal

Displays options as inline buttons.Button Group

Displays options as images.Image

Displays options as colored circles.Color

6. If Display Mode is Image, configure the following properties:

• Width: The width of the image in pixels. Default is 100.

• Height: The height of the image in pixels. Default is 100.

• Image Count Per Row: How many images to display per row. Default is 3.

• Enable Caption: To display the label as a caption underneath the image, enter true. To hide caption, enter false.

7. If Display Mode is Color, configure the following properties:
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• Width: The width of the circle in pixels. Default is 100.

• Height: The height of the circle in pixels. Default is 100.

• Count Per Row: How many items to display per row. Default is 3.

8. To enter the options from which the user can select, click + Add New in the Options section. Configure the following properties:

• Label: Enter the visible label for the option. Click into the field to select from a list of merge fields available from your data source.
Or enter plain text.

• Value: Enter the value of the option. Click into the field to select from a list of merge fields available from your data source. Or
enter plain text.

If the Display Mode is Color, enter the name of a CSS color, such as Yellow. See Color Names Supported by All Browsers. Or,
enter a HEX code such as #ffff00. See Colors HEX.

• Use As a Default Value: Set as the default option.

• Image: If the Display Mode is Image, select an image from the Select an Image from Content Document dropdown, or
Upload Image.

9. (Optional) To configure additional properties available to the element, click + Add New in the Custom Attributes section. For each
new attribute, perform the following tasks:

a. Click into the Attribute field to select from an attribute in the dropdown. See RadioGroup Lightning Web Component ReadMe
for available attributes.

b. In the Value field, enter a value for the attribute.

10. To execute an action when a user interacts with the input element, click + Add Action, and see Add a Click Event to a FlexCard
Element.

11. (Optional) To add conditions that must be met for the element to display, see Add Conditions to a FlexCard Element.

12. (Optional) To style your element, click Style to open the Style panel, and see FlexCards Datatable Style Properties.

FlexCards Radio Input Element Properties

Radio Input element properties are configurable in the Properties panel when you select a Radio element in the FlexCard Designer.
Enable users to select one option from a list of options. Display options as radios, images, buttons, or color blocks.

FlexCards Radio Input Element Properties
Radio Input element properties are configurable in the Properties panel when you select a Radio element in the FlexCard Designer.
Enable users to select one option from a list of options. Display options as radios, images, buttons, or color blocks.

See Add a Radio Input Element to a FlexCard.

Required Versions

Available beginning Winter '22.
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ReferenceDescriptionProperty

Bind a FlexCard Input Value to a Data FieldBind the value of the input element to an
existing or new data field.

Field Binding

Base LWC: When type is radio or button, see
RadioGroup Lightning Web Component

Configure additional properties available to
the Input element. See the related base LWC

Custom Attributes

ReadMe. When type is image, seeReadMe for information about a specific
attribute. RadioImageGroup Lightning Web

Component ReadMe. When type is color,
see RadioColorPickGroup Lightning Web
Component ReadMe.

N/AEnter the label that appears next to the
element.

Field Label

N/AMake field required.Required

N/ADisable the ability to modify the input
values.

Read-only

N/AEnter helpful text about the purpose of the
input field. Adds an info icon (i) next to the

Help Text

element's label, which when hovered over
displays the text.

N/ASelect how you want your option items to
look.

Display Mode

N/AUpdate the width in pixels for the option.
Default is 100.

Width

N/AUpdate the height in pixels for the option.
Default it 100.

Height

N/AUpdate how many images to display per
row. Default is 3.

Image Count Per Row

Update how many color items to display
per row. Default is 3.

Count Per Row

N/AEnable to display the label as a caption
underneath the image option.

Enable Caption
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ReferenceDescriptionProperty

N/AEnter the options from which the user can
select.

Options

N/AEnter the visible label for the option. Click
into the field to select from a list of merge

Label

fields available from your data source. Or
enter plain text.

N/AEnter the value of the option. Click into the
field to select from a list of merge fields

Value

available from your data source. Or enter
plain text.

N/ASet as the default option.Use As a Default Value

Add a Range Input Element to a FlexCard
Add a Number Input element on a FlexCard to enable users to select from a range of numbers you specify. From the Properties panel,
configure properties and custom attributes, add an action, and add conditions.

Required Versions

Available beginning Winter '22.

1. From the FlexCards tab, click a version of a FlexCard to open the FlexCard Designer.

2. From the Build panel, click Inputs, and drag the Range element onto the canvas.

3. (Optional) From the Properties panel, update the element name in the Element Name field.

4. Configure properties common to all Input elements:

• (Optional) In Field Binding, bind the value of the input element to an existing or new data field. See Bind a FlexCard Input Value
to a Data Field.

• In Field Label, enter the label that appears next to the element.

• (Optional) Check Read-only to disable the ability to modify the input values.

• (Optional) In Help Text, enter helpful text about the purpose of the input field. This feature adds an info icon (i) next to the
element's label, which when hovered over displays the text.

5. (Optional) Click into Default Value to select a default input value from a merge field. Or, enter a value as plain text.

6. (Optional) In Mask, provide an input mask that formats the range numbers. For example, for a rating selector, enter 0.0 for a user
to select a rating such as 3.5.
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7. (Optional) In Step, set by how much each number in the range increases. Enter a whole or floating point number, such as 2, .5, or
1.1. For example, if a rating selector's range is 1 to 10, and your Step is .5, then the first few numbers in the range are 1, 1.5, 2, and
2.5. The default Step is 1.

8. To set the range of available numbers, enter a Minimum Value and Maximum Value. Set a negative or positive, whole or floating
point number for each value, such as -1 and 10, or -1.5 and 20.5. The default minimum is 0, and the default maximum is 100.

9. (Optional) To configure additional properties available to the element, click + Add New in the Custom Attributes section. For each
new attribute, perform the following tasks:

a. Click into the Attribute field to select from an attribute in the dropdown. See Input Lightning Web Component ReadMe for
available attributes.

b. In the Value field, enter a value for the attribute.

10. To execute an action when a user interacts with the input element, click + Add Action, and see Add a Click Event to a FlexCard
Element.

11. (Optional) To add conditions that must be met for the element to display, see Add Conditions to a FlexCard Element.

12. (Optional) To style your element, click Style to open the Style panel, and see Style FlexCard Elements.

FlexCards Range Input Element Properties

Range Input element properties are configurable in the Properties panel when you select a Range element in the FlexCard Designer.
Enable users to select from a range of numbers you specify.

FlexCards Range Input Element Properties
Range Input element properties are configurable in the Properties panel when you select a Range element in the FlexCard Designer.
Enable users to select from a range of numbers you specify.

See Add a Range Input Element to a FlexCard.

Required Versions

Available beginning Winter '22.

ReferenceDescriptionProperty

Input Lightning Web Component ReadMe
when type = range

Configure additional properties available to
the Input element. See the related base LWC
ReadMe for information about a specific
attribute.

Custom Attributes

N/ASelect the default value from a list of data
merge fields, or enter plain text.

Default Value

Bind a FlexCard Input Value to a Data FieldBind the value of the input element to an
existing or new data field.

Field Binding
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ReferenceDescriptionProperty

N/AEnter the label that appears next to the
element.

Field Label

N/AEnter helpful text about the purpose of the
input field. Adds an info icon (i) next to the

Help Text

element's label, which when hovered over
displays the text.

N/AProvide an input mask that formats the
range numbers a specific way. For example,

Mask

for a rating selector, enter 0.0  for a user
to select a rating such as 3.5.

N/ASet the highest negative or positive, whole
or floating point number of the range.
Default is 100.

Maximum Value

N/ASet the lowest negative or positive, whole
or floating point number of the range.
Default is 0.

Minimum Value

N/ADisable the ability to modify the input
values.

Read-only

N/ASet by how much each number in the range
increases. Enter a whole, decimal or floating

Step

point number, such as 2, 1.1, or .5. Default
Step is 1.

Add a Select Input Element to a FlexCard
Add a Select Input element on a FlexCard to enable users to select an item from a dropdown list. From the Properties panel, configure
properties and custom attributes, add an action, and add conditions.

Required Versions

Available beginning Winter '22.

1. From the FlexCards tab, click a version of a FlexCard to open the FlexCard Designer.

2. From the Build panel, click Inputs, and drag the Select element onto the canvas.

3. (Optional) From the Properties panel, update the element name in the Element Name field.
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4. Configure properties common to all Input elements:

• (Optional) In Field Binding, bind the value of the input element to an existing or new data field. See Bind a FlexCard Input Value
to a Data Field.

• In Field Label, enter the label that appears next to the element.

• (Optional) In Placeholder, enter temporary text that displays inside the input field and which suggest to the user what content
to enter.

• (Optional) Check Required if the user must enter or select a value for this input element.

• (Optional) Check Read-only to disable the ability to modify the input values.

• (Optional) In Help Text, enter helpful text about the purpose of the input field. This feature adds an info icon (i) next to the
element's label, which when hovered over displays the text.

5. (Optional) Click into Default Value to select a default input value from a merge field. Or, enter a value as plain text.

6. To enter the options from which the user can select, click + Add New in the Options section. Configure the following properties:

• Label: Enter the visible label for the option. Click into the field to select from a list of merge fields available from your data source.
Or enter plain text.

• Value: Enter the value of the option. Click into the field to select from a list of merge fields available from your data source. Or
enter plain text.

7. (Optional) To configure additional properties available to the element, click + Add New in the Custom Attributes section. For each
new attribute, perform the following tasks:

a. Click into the Attribute field to select from an attribute in the dropdown. See Combobox Lightning Web Component ReadMe
for available attributes.

b. In the Value field, enter a value for the attribute.

8. To execute an action when a user interacts with the input element, click + Add Action, and see Add a Click Event to a FlexCard
Element.

9. (Optional) To add conditions that must be met for the element to display, see Add Conditions to a FlexCard Element.

10. (Optional) To style your element, click Style to open the Style panel, and see Style FlexCard Elements.

FlexCards Select Input Element Properties

Select Input element properties are configurable in the Properties panel when you select a Select element in the FlexCard Designer.
Enable users to select an item from a dropdown list.

FlexCards Select Input Element Properties
Select Input element properties are configurable in the Properties panel when you select a Select element in the FlexCard Designer.
Enable users to select an item from a dropdown list.

See Add a Select Input Element to a FlexCard.

Required Versions

Available beginning Winter '22.
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ReferenceDescriptionProperty

Combobox Lightning Web Component
ReadMe when multiple = false.

Configure additional properties available to
the Input element. See the related base LWC
ReadMe for information about a specific
attribute.

Custom Attributes

N/ASelect the default value from a list of data
merge fields, or enter plain text.

Default Value

Bind a FlexCard Input Value to a Data FieldBind the value of the input element to an
existing or new data field.

Field Binding

N/AEnter the label that appears next to the
element.

Field Label

N/AEnter helpful text about the purpose of the
input field. Adds an info icon (i) next to the

Help Text

element's label, which when hovered over
displays the text.

N/AEnter temporary text that displays inside the
input field and suggests to the user what to
enter.

Placeholder

N/ADisable the ability to modify the input
values.

Read-only

N/AMake field required.Required

N/AEnter the options from which the user can
select.

Options

N/AEnter the visible label for the option. Click
into the field to select from a list of data
merge fields, or enter plain text.

Label

N/AEnter the value of the option. Click into the
field to select from a list of data merge fields,
or enter plain text.

Value

Add a Telephone Input Element to a FlexCard
Add a Telephone Input element on a FlexCard to enable users to enter a valid phone number. From the Properties panel, configure
properties and custom attributes, add an action, and add conditions.
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Required Versions

Available beginning Winter '22.

1. From the FlexCards tab, click a version of a FlexCard to open the FlexCard Designer.

2. From the Build panel, click Inputs, and drag the Telephone element onto the canvas.

3. (Optional) From the Properties panel, update the element name in the Element Name field.

4. Configure properties common to all Input elements:

• (Optional) In Field Binding, bind the value of the input element to an existing or new data field. See Bind a FlexCard Input Value
to a Data Field.

• In Field Label, enter the label that appears next to the element.

• (Optional) In Placeholder, enter temporary text that displays inside the input field and which suggest to the user what content
to enter.

• (Optional) Check Required if the user must enter or select a value for this input element.

• (Optional) Check Read-only to disable the ability to modify the input values.

• (Optional) In Help Text, enter helpful text about the purpose of the input field. This feature adds an info icon (i) next to the
element's label, which when hovered over displays the text.

5. (Optional) Click into Default Value to select a default input value from a merge field. Or, enter a value as plain text.

6. In Mask, to help your user enter data correctly, provide an input mask that formats the data a specific way. Default is
(000)000-0000.

7. (Optional) To configure additional properties available to the element, click + Add New in the Custom Attributes section. For each
new attribute, perform the following tasks:

a. Click into the Attribute field to select from an attribute in the dropdown. See Input Lightning Web Component ReadMe for
available attributes.

b. In the Value field, enter a value for the attribute.

8. To execute an action when a user interacts with the input element, click + Add Action, and see Add a Click Event to a FlexCard
Element.

9. (Optional) To add conditions that must be met for the element to display, see Add Conditions to a FlexCard Element.

10. (Optional) To style your element, click Style to open the Style panel, and see Style FlexCard Elements.

FlexCards Telephone Input Element Properties

Telephone Input element properties are configurable in the Properties panel when you select a Telephone element in the FlexCard
Designer. Enable users to enter valid phone number.

FlexCards Telephone Input Element Properties
Telephone Input element properties are configurable in the Properties panel when you select a Telephone element in the FlexCard
Designer. Enable users to enter valid phone number.

See Add a Telephone Input Element to a FlexCard.
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Required Versions

Available beginning Winter '22.

ReferenceDescriptionProperty

Input Lightning Web Component ReadMe
when type = tel

Configure additional properties available to
the Input element. See the related base LWC
ReadMe for information about a specific
attribute.

Custom Attributes

N/ASelect the default value from a list of data
merge fields, or enter plain text.

Default Value

Bind a FlexCard Input Value to a Data FieldBind the value of the input element to an
existing or new data field.

Field Binding

N/AEnter the label that appears next to the
element.

Field Label

N/AEnter helpful text about the purpose of the
input field. Adds an info icon (i) next to the

Help Text

element's label, which when hovered over
displays the text.

N/AProvide an input mask that formats the
phone number a specific way. Default is
(000)000-0000.

Mask

N/AEnter temporary text that displays inside the
input field and suggests to the user what to
enter.

Placeholder

N/ADisable the ability to modify the input
values.

Read-only

N/AMake field required.Required

Add a Text Area Input Element to a FlexCard
Add a Text Area Input element on a FlexCard to enable users to enter multiple lines of plain text. From the Properties panel, configure
properties and custom attributes, add an action, and add conditions.
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Required Versions

Available beginning Winter '22.

1. From the FlexCards tab, click a version of a FlexCard to open the FlexCard Designer.

2. From the Build panel, click Inputs, and drag the Text Area element onto the canvas.

3. (Optional) From the Properties panel, update the element name in the Element Name field.

4. Configure properties common to all Input elements:

• (Optional) In Field Binding, bind the value of the input element to an existing or new data field. See Bind a FlexCard Input Value
to a Data Field.

• In Field Label, enter the label that appears next to the element.

• (Optional) In Placeholder, enter temporary text that displays inside the input field and which suggest to the user what content
to enter.

• (Optional) Check Required if the user must enter or select a value for this input element.

• (Optional) Check Read-only to disable the ability to modify the input values.

• (Optional) In Help Text, enter helpful text about the purpose of the input field. This feature adds an info icon (i) next to the
element's label, which when hovered over displays the text.

5. (Optional) Click into Default Value to select a default input value from a merge field. Or, enter a value as plain text.

6. In Minimum Length, enter the minimum number of characters the user must enter.

7. In Maximum Length, enter the maximum number of characters the user can enter.

8. (Optional) To configure additional properties available to the element, click + Add New in the Custom Attributes section. For each
new attribute, perform the following tasks:

a. Click into the Attribute field to select from an attribute in the dropdown. See Input Lightning Web Component ReadMe for
available attributes.

b. In the Value field, enter a value for the attribute.

9. To execute an action when a user interacts with the input element, click + Add Action, and see Add a Click Event to a FlexCard
Element.

10. (Optional) To add conditions that must be met for the element to display, see Add Conditions to a FlexCard Element.

11. (Optional) To style your element, click Style to open the Style panel, and see Style FlexCard Elements.

FlexCards Text Area Input Element Properties

Text Area Input element properties are configurable in the Properties panel when you select a Text Area element in the FlexCard
Designer. Enable users to enter multiple lines of text.

FlexCards Text Area Input Element Properties
Text Area Input element properties are configurable in the Properties panel when you select a Text Area element in the FlexCard Designer.
Enable users to enter multiple lines of text.

See Add a Text Area Input Element to a FlexCard.
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Required Versions

Available beginning Winter '22.

ReferenceDescriptionProperty

Textarea Lightning Web Component
ReadMe

Configure additional properties available to
the Input element. See the related base LWC
ReadMe for information about a specific
attribute.

Custom Attributes

N/ASelect the default value from a list of data
merge fields, or enter plain text.

Default Value

Bind a FlexCard Input Value to a Data FieldBind the value of the input element to an
existing or new data field.

Field Binding

N/AEnter the label that appears next to the
element.

Field Label

N/AEnter helpful text about the purpose of the
input field. Adds an info icon (i) next to the

Help Text

element's label, which when hovered over
displays the text.

N/AEnter the maximum number of characters
the user can enter.

Maximum Length

N/AEnter the minimum number of characters
the user must enter.

Minimum Length

N/AEnter temporary text that displays inside the
input field and suggests to the user what to
enter.

Placeholder

N/ADisable the ability to modify the input
values.

Read-only

N/AMake field required.Required
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Add a Text Input Element to a FlexCard
Add a Text Input element on a FlexCard to enable users to enter one line of plain text. From the Properties panel, configure properties
and custom attributes, add an action, and add conditions.

Required Versions

Available beginning Winter '22.

1. From the FlexCards tab, click a version of a FlexCard to open the FlexCard Designer.

2. From the Build panel, click Inputs, and drag the Text element onto the canvas.

3. (Optional) From the Properties panel, update the element name in the Element Name field.

4. Configure properties common to all Input elements:

• (Optional) In Field Binding, bind the value of the input element to an existing or new data field. See Bind a FlexCard Input Value
to a Data Field.

• In Field Label, enter the label that appears next to the element.

• (Optional) In Placeholder, enter temporary text that displays inside the input field and which suggest to the user what content
to enter.

• (Optional) Check Required if the user must enter or select a value for this input element.

• (Optional) Check Read-only to disable the ability to modify the input values.

• (Optional) In Help Text, enter helpful text about the purpose of the input field. This feature adds an info icon (i) next to the
element's label, which when hovered over displays the text.

5. (Optional) Click into Default Value to select a default input value from a merge field. Or, enter a value as plain text.

6. In Mask, to help your user enter data correctly, provide an input mask that formats the data a specific way. For example, if your input
element captures product Ids that look like dX-64887, enter aa-99999  as the mask.

7. In Minimum Length, enter the minimum number of characters the user must enter.

8. In Maximum Length, enter the maximum number of characters the user can enter.

9. (Optional) To configure additional properties available to the element, click + Add New in the Custom Attributes section. For each
new attribute, perform the following tasks:

a. Click into the Attribute field to select from an attribute in the dropdown. See Input Lightning Web Component ReadMe for
available attributes.

b. In the Value field, enter a value for the attribute.

10. To execute an action when a user interacts with the input element, click + Add Action, and see Add a Click Event to a FlexCard
Element.

11. (Optional) To add conditions that must be met for the element to display, see Add Conditions to a FlexCard Element.

12. (Optional) To style your element, click Style to open the Style panel, and see Style FlexCard Elements.
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FlexCards Text Input Element Properties

Text Input element properties are configurable in the Properties panel when you select a Text Input element in the FlexCard Designer.
Enable users to enter a single line of text.

FlexCards Text Input Element Properties
Text Input element properties are configurable in the Properties panel when you select a Text Input element in the FlexCard Designer.
Enable users to enter a single line of text.

See Add a Text Input Element to a FlexCard.

Required Versions

Available beginning Winter '22.

ReferenceDescriptionProperty

Input Lightning Web Component ReadMe
when type = text

Configure additional properties available to
the Input element. See the related base LWC
ReadMe for information about a specific
attribute.

Custom Attributes

N/ASelect the default value from a list of data
merge fields, or enter plain text.

Default Value

Bind a FlexCard Input Value to a Data FieldBind the value of the input element to an
existing or new data field.

Field Binding

N/AEnter the label that appears next to the
element.

Field Label

N/AEnter helpful text about the purpose of the
input field. Adds an info icon (i) next to the

Help Text

element's label, which when hovered over
displays the text.

N/AProvide an input mask that formats the
value. For example, to capture product Ids
like dX-64887, enter aa-99999.

Mask

N/AEnter the maximum number of characters
the user can enter.

Maximum Length

N/AEnter the minimum number of characters
the user must enter.

Minimum Length
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ReferenceDescriptionProperty

N/AEnter temporary text that displays inside the
input field and suggests to the user what to
enter.

Placeholder

N/ADisable the ability to modify the input
values.

Read-only

N/AMake field required.Required

Add a Time Input Element to a FlexCard
Add a Time Input element on a FlexCard to enable users to select a formatted time from a list of time intervals. From the Properties panel,
configure properties and custom attributes, add an action, and add conditions.

Required Versions

Available beginning Winter '22.

1. From the FlexCards tab, click a version of a FlexCard to open the FlexCard Designer.

2. From the Build panel, click Inputs, and drag the Time element onto the canvas.

3. (Optional) From the Properties panel, update the element name in the Element Name field.

4. Configure properties common to all Input elements:

• (Optional) In Field Binding, bind the value of the input element to an existing or new data field. See Bind a FlexCard Input Value
to a Data Field.

• In Field Label, enter the label that appears next to the element.

• (Optional) In Placeholder, enter temporary text that displays inside the input field and which suggest to the user what content
to enter.

• (Optional) Check Required if the user must enter or select a value for this input element.

• (Optional) Check Read-only to disable the ability to modify the input values.

• (Optional) In Help Text, enter helpful text about the purpose of the input field. This feature adds an info icon (i) next to the
element's label, which when hovered over displays the text.

5. (Optional) Click into Default Value to select a default input value from a merge field. Or, enter a value as plain text. Enter a default
value in the format specified in Time Format. For example, if the format is hh:mm a, enter 03:30 pm.

6. (Optional) Update the Time Format. Default is hh:mm a, which displays as 3:30 am  or 3:30 pm. See date-fns format for
format options.

7. (Optional) To limit the user to a specific time range, set the Minimum Time and Maximum Time.

Select a time in the format specified in Time Format. For example, for 3pm, if the format is hh:mm a, enter 03:00 pm.
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Leave Maximum Time empty for the last interval of the day such as 11:30 pm. Leave Minimum Time empty for the first available
interval, such as 12:00 am.

8. (Optional) In Time Interval, update the time intervals from the default 30  to another increment. For example, enter 15  to display
a list of 15-minute increments, such as 12:00, 12:15, 12:30, 12:45.

9. (Optional) To configure additional properties available to the element, click + Add New in the Custom Attributes section. For each
new attribute, perform the following tasks:

a. Click into the Attribute field to select from an attribute in the dropdown. See TimePicker Lightning Web Component ReadMe
for available attributes.

b. In the Value field, enter a value for the attribute.

10. To execute an action when a user interacts with the input element, click + Add Action, and see Add a Click Event to a FlexCard
Element.

11. (Optional) To add conditions that must be met for the element to display, see Add Conditions to a FlexCard Element.

12. (Optional) To style your element, click Style to open the Style panel, and see Style FlexCard Elements.

FlexCards Time Input Element Properties

Time Input element properties are configurable in the Properties panel when you select a Time Input element in the FlexCard
Designer. With the Time Input element, enable users to select a formatted time from a list of time intervals.

FlexCards Time Input Element Properties
Time Input element properties are configurable in the Properties panel when you select a Time Input element in the FlexCard Designer.
With the Time Input element, enable users to select a formatted time from a list of time intervals.

See Add a Time Input Element to a FlexCard.

Required Versions

Available beginning Winter '22.

ReferenceDescriptionProperty

Bind a FlexCard Input Value to a Data FieldBind the value of the input element to an
existing or new data field.

Field Binding

TimePicker Lightning Web Component
ReadMe

Configure additional properties available to
the Input element. See the related base LWC
ReadMe for information about a specific
attribute.

Custom Attributes

N/AEnter the label that appears next to the
element.

Field Label
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ReferenceDescriptionProperty

N/AEnter temporary text that displays inside the
input field and suggests to the user what to
enter.

Placeholder

N/AMake field required.Required

N/ADisable the ability to modify the input
values.

Read-only

N/AEnter helpful text about the purpose of the
input field. Adds an info icon (i) next to the

Help Text

element's label, which when hovered over
displays the text.

N/ASelect the default value from a list of data
merge fields, or enter plain text. Enter a

Default Value

default value in the format specified in Time
Format.

date-fns formatUpdate the time's format. Default is hh:mm
a, which displays as 3:30 am  or 3:30
pm. See date-fns.org for format options.

Time Format

N/ALimit the user to select from a time starting
on a specific time of day. Select a time the
format specified in Time Format.

Minimum Time

N/ALimit the user to select a time up to a time
of day. Select a time in the format specified
in Time Format.

Maximum Time

N/AUpdate the time intervals from the default
30  to a different increment. For example,

Time Intervals

enter 15  for increments of 15 minutes, such
as 12:15, 12:30, and 12:45.

Trigger Actions with the Toggle Element on a FlexCard
Trigger an action when a user clicks a toggle element on a FlexCard. Let a user pick between two states, enable or disable an option, or
select multiple options. When a user selects the element, its value is sent as a parameter to the action as true or false, or a comma-separated
list of user-selected options with the {element.value} merge field.

You can also update the data source with the selected value of the Toggle element for all toggle types except Checkbox Group and
Checkbox Group Button.
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Important: Beginning Winter '22, access the Toggle element from the Inputs section of the Build panel. Before Winter '22, access
the Toggle element from the Elements section of the Build panel.

example: Example: Suspend a Device

As an admin you want customers to be able to suspend a mobile device in their account.

Create a FlexCard whose data source gets a list of a customer's active mobile devices. The data source returns an IsSuspended
field with a true or false value. Add an Image element that displays a picture of the device. Add a Toggle element that enables the
user to select the device to suspend. Create an OmniScript that holds the FlexCard and performs functions to update the customer's
account.

Configure the Toggle element to bind the {isSuspended}  data field to the element value and send the updated record with
an Update OmniScript action. Your OmniScript can then use a DataRaptor Post Action to update the customer's account with the
new data.

1. In the FlexCard Designer, drag a Toggle element from the Build panel into a state on the canvas.

2. (Optional) From the Properties panel, update the element name in the Element Name field.

3. From the Toggle Type dropdown, select the type of toggle element to use. See FlexCard Toggle Element Type Reference.

4. To configure the selected toggle type, see FlexCards Toggle Properties.

5. To bind the value of the toggle element to a data field with a boolean (true or false) value, perform the following tasks:

Important: You can’t bind the value of a toggle element to a data field for toggle types Checkbox Group and Checkbox Group
Button.

a. Click into Checked to bind the value of the toggle element in one of two ways:

• To bind the value to an existing data field, select a data merge field that has a boolean value. For example, if your data source
has the data node "IsActive": true, select {IsActive}  in Checked.

• To bind the value to a new data field, enter a unique name to create the field in the data JSON. Enter as a merge field with
alphanumeric characters and no spaces. For example, {ShowContent}  or {show2ndryContent}.

b. Check Update Data Source.

Beginning Winter '22, check Field Binding.

6. (Optional) To disable the element, from the Disabled field, select from one of the following options:

• Select true.

• To disable the toggle element based on the boolean (true or false) value of a merge field, select the merge field from the
dropdown.

For example, on a FlexCard whose data source returns Cases, you can disable a toggle element if the record's IsEscalated
field is true.

Note: The merge field must have a boolean (true or false) value. If the value is a string, Disabled returns false.

7. (Optional) To add a class to the element's container, enter a class in the Extra Class field.

8. To configure the action that gets triggered when the element is clicked:

a. Click Add Action.

b. To configure action properties, see FlexCards Action Properties.
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c. To pass the toggle element's value as a parameter, click Input Parameters.

d. Enter any name in the Key field.

e. Enter {element.value}  in the Value field.

f. To pass the value to an action without Input Parameters, such as a Navigate action whose target is a Web Page, enter the key/value
pair as URL parameters. For example, /apex?keyname={element.value}.

9. (Optional) To add conditions that must be met for the element to display, see Add Conditions to a FlexCard Element.

10. (Optional) To style your element, click Style to open the Style panel, and see Style FlexCard Elements.

Note: If the selected Toggle Type is a Checkbox Button, see FlexCards Toggle Style Properties.

Preview your FlexCard. See Preview a FlexCard.

FlexCard Toggle Element Type Reference

Select how to trigger an action when a user clicks a Toggle element on a FlexCard. Enable a user to pick between two states, enable
or disable an option, or select multiple options to trigger an action.

FlexCards Toggle Properties

Toggle element properties are configurable in the Property Panel when you select a Toggle element in the FlexCard Designer. Trigger
an action when a user selects a Toggle element.

Download a Sample Toggle DataPack

Download a sample Toggle element FlexCard DataPack into import to your org. Trigger an action when a user clicks a Toggle element
on a FlexCard.

FlexCard Toggle Element Type Reference
Select how to trigger an action when a user clicks a Toggle element on a FlexCard. Enable a user to pick between two states, enable or
disable an option, or select multiple options to trigger an action.

ExampleDescriptionToggle Type

Displays a checkbox styled as an icon that
enables switching between two options,

Checkbox Button

where each state can display a unique icon.
Configurable options include adding a
visible label next to the element.

Displays a group of checkboxes styled as
clickable textual buttons.

Checkbox Group Button

Displays a group of checkboxes with labels.Checkbox Group
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ExampleDescriptionToggle Type

Displays a checkbox styled as an on/off
switch that enables switching between

Checkbox Toggle

disabled and enabled. Configurable options
include displaying labels for each state.

Displays an icon button that enables
switching between two options. Each state
can display a unique icon.

Dual Stateful Button

Displays an icon button that enables
switching between selected and unselected

Stateful Button

options when clicked, and a hover state on
focus. Configurable options include adding
a label and unique icons for all three states,
and adding a style variant, such as Brand.

Displays an icon button that enables
switching between two options. The same
icon displays for both states.

Stateful Icon
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FlexCards Toggle Properties
Toggle element properties are configurable in the Property Panel when you select a Toggle element in the FlexCard Designer. Trigger
an action when a user selects a Toggle element.

Important: Beginning Winter '22, access the Toggle element from the Inputs section of the Build panel. Before Winter '22, access
the Toggle element from the Elements section of the Build panel.

Common Toggle Element Properties

These properties are shared by all Toggle element types.

ReferenceDescriptionProperty

Add a Click Event to a FlexCard ElementAdd an action that gets triggered when a
user clicks the toggle element.

Add Action

Add Conditions to a FlexCard ElementAdd a condition that must be met for the
element to display.

Conditions

FlexCard Naming ConventionsThe name of the element as seen on the
canvas. Used to distinguish one element

Element Name

from another as you build your FlexCard in
the designer. Is used only within the
designer.

n/aEnter a class appended to the container of
the element. Select from a class defined in

Extra Class

the Add Custom CSS feature of the
FlexCard Designer or any style sheet
available to the FlexCard.

FlexCard Toggle Element Type ReferenceSet the type of toggle element to display.Toggle Type

Toggle Element Properties

TypeDescriptionProperty

Checkbox GroupSelect whether to align each checkbox
horizontally or vertically.

Alignment

Stateful IconEnter text for accessibility, visible when
image isn’t present.

Alternative Text

Checkbox Button, Dual Stateful Button,
Stateful Button

Select the icon visible when the element is
checked.

Checked Icon Name
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TypeDescriptionProperty

Stateful Button, Dual Stateful Button,
Checkbox Toggle

Select the label visible when the element is
checked.

Checked Label

Stateful Icon, Checkbox Button, Checkbox
Toggle, Stateful Button, Dual Stateful Button

Set the toggle element to be checked by
default.

Checked

Stateful Icon, Checkbox Button, Checkbox
Toggle, Stateful Button, Dual Stateful Button

Disable the toggle element. Or disable the
toggle element based on the value of a data
field whose value returns true or false. The

Disabled

field must have a boolean value. If the value
returns a string, Disabled is false.

Stateful Icon, Checkbox Button, Checkbox
Group Button, Checkbox Group, Checkbox
Toggle

Add text visible when user hovers over the
help i  icon.

Help Text

Stateful IconSelect the icon.Icon Name

Stateful ButtonSelect the icon visible on hover of the
element.

Icon On Hover

Stateful ButtonSelect the label visible on hover of the
element.

Label On Hover

Stateful Icon, Checkbox Button, Checkbox
Group Button, Checkbox Group, Checkbox
Toggle

Enter a visible label for the element.Label

Checkbox Group, Checkbox Group ButtonEnter a key/value pair for each checkbox
option.

Options

Stateful Icon, Checkbox Button, Checkbox
Group Button, Checkbox Group, Checkbox
Toggle

Add text next to the asterisk when Require
is enabled.

Required Label

Checkbox Toggle, Checkbox Group Button,
Checkbox Group

Make the toggle element a required field.
Adds an asterisk next to the element.

Required

Checkbox Button, Dual Stateful Button,
Stateful Button

Select the icon visible when the element is
unchecked

Unchecked Icon Name

Stateful Button, Dual Stateful Button,
Checkbox Toggle

Select the label visible when the element is
unchecked.

Unchecked Label
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TypeDescriptionProperty

Stateful Icon, Checkbox Button, Checkbox
Toggle, Stateful Button, Dual Stateful Button

Updates the data source with the value of
the selected state of the toggle element.

Field Binding

Checkbox Group, Checkbox Group ButtonAdd default value. For example, set a value
as true or enter a comma-separated list of
selected options.

Value

Stateful ButtonSelect from predefined SLDS styles to
change the appearance of the element.

Variant

Download a Sample Toggle DataPack
Download a sample Toggle element FlexCard DataPack into import to your org. Trigger an action when a user clicks a Toggle element
on a FlexCard.

The sample DataPack demonstrates how the different toggle types look, and how to update data fields with new values passed from
the elements.

Included in the DataPack is the demoToggleDisplayActionUpdate FlexCard, which includes the following features:

• Displays all Toggle Types. See FlexCard Toggle Element Type Reference.

• Enables and configures the Checkbox Group, Checkbox Button, and Checkbox Toggle elements to update the data source with new
values. See FlexCards Toggle Properties.

• A Checkbox Group Button Toggle element with a Card action that updates a Field value. See Add an Action to Update Field Values
on a FlexCard.
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1. Download the OmniStudio for Vlocity DataPack here: demoToggleDisplayActionUpdate.json. See

Note: Download the DataPack for OmniStudio for Vlocity for an org with a Vlocity Health and Insurance, Communication,
Media and Energy, or Public Sector package installed. See Differences Between OmniStudio and OmniStudio for Vlocity .

DataPacks with the OmniStudio objects can't be imported into an org with OmniStudio for Vlocity objects.

Download the OmniStudio DataPack here: demoToggleDisplayActionUpdate-OmniStudio.json.

Note: Download the OmniStudio DataPack for an org with the OmniStudio package installed. See Differences Between
OmniStudio and OmniStudio for Vlocity .

If you import DataPacks with OmniStudio for Vlocity objects into an org with the OmniStudio package, the objects are converted
into OmniStudio objects.

2. To import the DataPack, see Import a FlexCard.

Add a Typeahead Input Element to a FlexCard
Add a Typeahead Input element on a FlexCard to enable users to click into a search field, which provides hints or a list of possible options
based on the text the user enters. From the Properties panel, configure properties and custom attributes, add an action, and add
conditions.

Required Versions

Available beginning Winter '22.

1. From the FlexCards tab, click a version of a FlexCard to open the FlexCard Designer.

2. From the Build panel, click Inputs, and drag the Typeahead element onto the canvas.

3. (Optional) From the Properties panel, update the element name in the Element Name field.

4. Configure properties common to all Input elements:

• (Optional) In Field Binding, bind the value of the input element to an existing or new data field. See Bind a FlexCard Input Value
to a Data Field.

• In Field Label, enter the label that appears next to the element.

• (Optional) In Placeholder, enter temporary text that displays inside the input field and which suggest to the user what content
to enter.

• (Optional) Check Required if the user must enter or select a value for this input element.

• (Optional) Check Read-only to disable the ability to modify the input values.

• (Optional) In Help Text, enter helpful text about the purpose of the input field. This feature adds an info icon (i) next to the
element's label, which when hovered over displays the text.

5. To enter the options from which the user can select, click + Add New in the Options section. Configure the following properties:

• Label: Enter the visible label for the option. Click into the field to select from a list of merge fields available from your data source.
Or enter plain text.
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• Value: Enter the value of the option. Click into the field to select from a list of merge fields available from your data source. Or
enter plain text.

• Use As a Default Value: Set as the default option.

6. (Optional) To configure additional properties available to the element, click + Add New in the Custom Attributes section. For each
new attribute, perform the following tasks:

a. Click into the Attribute field to select from an attribute in the dropdown. See Combobox Lightning Web Component ReadMe
for available attributes.

b. In the Value field, enter a value for the attribute.

7. To execute an action when a user interacts with the input element, click + Add Action, and see Add a Click Event to a FlexCard
Element.

8. (Optional) To add conditions that must be met for the element to display, see Add Conditions to a FlexCard Element.

9. (Optional) To style your element, click Style to open the Style panel, and see Style FlexCard Elements.

FlexCards Typeahead Input Element Properties

Typeahead Input element properties are configurable in the Properties panel when you select a Typeahead element in the FlexCard
Designer. Enable users to click into a search field, which provides hints or a list of possible options based on the text the user enters.

FlexCards Typeahead Input Element Properties
Typeahead Input element properties are configurable in the Properties panel when you select a Typeahead element in the FlexCard
Designer. Enable users to click into a search field, which provides hints or a list of possible options based on the text the user enters.

See Add a Typeahead Input Element to a FlexCard.

Required Versions

Available beginning Winter '22.

ReferenceDescriptionProperty

Typeahead Lightning Web Component
ReadMe

Configure additional properties available to
the Input element. See the related base LWC
ReadMe for information about a specific
attribute.

Custom Attributes

Bind a FlexCard Input Value to a Data FieldBind the value of the input element to an
existing or new data field.

Field Binding

N/AEnter the label that appears next to the
element.

Field Label

N/AEnter helpful text about the purpose of the
input field. Adds an info icon (i) next to the

Help Text
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ReferenceDescriptionProperty

element's label, which when hovered over
displays the text.

N/AEnter the visible label for the option. Click
into the field to select from a list of data
merge fields, or enter plain text.

Label

N/AEnter the options from which the user can
select.

Options

N/AEnter temporary text that displays inside the
input field and suggests to the user what to
enter.

Placeholder

N/ADisable the ability to modify the input
values.

Read-only

N/AMake field required.Required

N/ASet as the default option.Use As a Default Value

N/AEnter the value of the option. Click into the
field to select from a list of data merge fields,
or enter plain text.

Value

Add Conditions to a FlexCard Element

Display or hide data based on the value of a data field. For example, display an alert icon or supplemental text for escalated Cases. Apply
conditions to any element listed in the Build panel of the FlexCard Designer.

Applying conditions to a state works differently than with other elements. See Add Conditions to a FlexCard State.

Beginning Winter '22, apply conditions to an action on an event listener or individual actions on the Menu element.

Important: Applied conditions are visible in Preview only.

1. From the FlexCards tab, click a version of a FlexCard to open the FlexCard Designer.

2. Depending on where you add a condition, perform one of the following tasks:

• To add a condition to an element, select the element from the canvas and click +Add New next to Conditions in the Properties
panel.

• To add a condition on an action on an event listener, click Setup, click + Add New in the Event Listener section, and click +Add
New next to Conditions.

• To add a condition to an action on a Menu element, select a Menu element on the canvas. In the Properties panel select an
action to edit (or click + Add New Action), and click +Add New next to Conditions.
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3. (Optional for conditions applied to an Element) Beginning Winter '22, unselect the Preload Conditional Component checkbox
to improve performance on conditional elements. If the condition returns false, the element isn’t rendered in the HTML.

By default, all elements on a FlexCard are preloaded. They are added to the rendered HTML and then, if the condition is false, are
hidden with CSS. See Disable Preload on Conditional Elements.

4. Click + Add Condition.

5. To create basic conditions:

a. Click into Data Field, from the list of data fields, select a data field to filter. For example, select Status  for a Case record.

b. To define the relationship between the data field and a value, select the Operator from the dropdown, such as =.

c. In the Value field, enter the value to check against. For example, enter Escalated. Variables are not supported. Only the
Parent.attr  context variable is supported for conditions on a State element in a child FlexCard.

Note: To check against an empty value, enter undefined as the Value.

d. If adding another condition, click + Add Condition and select AND or OR from the dropdown between conditions:

• Select AND if all conditions must be met.

For example, Status is Escalated and Priority is High.

Note: If there’s only one condition, that condition must be met to display cards.

• Select OR if any condition can be met.

For example, Status is Escalated or Priority is High.

Note: If there’s only one condition, that condition doesn’t need to be met to display cards.

6. To build nested conditions:

a. Click + Add Group after creating a condition.

b. Click + Add Condition and enter values for all fields for each condition.

c. Select AND or OR from the dropdown between conditions.

Disable Preload on Conditional Elements

Improve performance on FlexCards with conditional elements by removing hidden elements from the Document Object Model
(DOM), or the rendered HTML. By default, all elements on a FlexCard are preloaded, which means they’re added to the DOM and
then, if the condition is false, are hidden with CSS. The element's HTML is still rendered.

FlexCards Conditions Properties

The properties for conditions are configurable for all elements in the Properties panel in the FlexCard Designer. Conditionally display
FlexCard elements based on the value of a data field.

Disable Preload on Conditional Elements
Improve performance on FlexCards with conditional elements by removing hidden elements from the Document Object Model (DOM),
or the rendered HTML. By default, all elements on a FlexCard are preloaded, which means they’re added to the DOM and then, if the
condition is false, are hidden with CSS. The element's HTML is still rendered.
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Having many conditional elements preload on a FlexCard can impact performance. For example, preloading numerous elements can
prevent the user from being able to perform an action until all the HTML is rendered. You can disable preloading an element by disabling
the Preload Conditional Component property in the Properties panel when a condition is applied to an element. Disabling the feature
hides the element from the DOM when its condition isn’t met. HTML isn’t rendered.

example: Example: Toggle Case Information

Let's say you have a list of cases that you want to enable customer service reps to show or hide records as needed.

Problem

A typical rep's case load is about 100 cases. Hiding the cases with a conditional statement would mean that all 100+ cases render
in the HTML even if they're not visible on the FlexCard. This can impact performance because all that HTML must load before the
customer service rep can perform an action.

Solution

Display the case ID, status, and creation date. Wrap all other case information in a Block element and hide it with a condition that
displays the block only when ShowInfo  is true. ShowInfo  is a boolean value that comes from your data source and is set to
false by default. Disable the Preload Conditional Component property.
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Add two action buttons that enable a service rep to toggle the display of the case information. The Show Case Info  action
button sets the value of ShowInfo  to true, and has a condition that displays the button only when ShowInfo  is false. The
Hide Case Info  button sets the value of ShowInfo  to false, and has a condition that displays this button only when
ShowInfo is true. Disable the Preload Conditional Component property for each action element.
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In Preview, for each case you can see the Show Case Info  button, and don't see the Case Info  block. When you inspect
the code in your browser, the HTML for the Case Info  block and the Hide Case Info  button aren't rendered.

FlexCards Conditions Properties
The properties for conditions are configurable for all elements in the Properties panel in the FlexCard Designer. Conditionally display
FlexCard elements based on the value of a data field.

See Add Conditions to a FlexCard Element.

Beginning Winter '22, apply conditions to an action on an event listener or individual actions on the Menu element.

ReferenceDescriptionProperty

N/AAdd a condition that must be met based on
data field values.

Add Condition

N/ACreate complex expressions by grouping
conditions. A group is similar to enclosing

Add Group

a series of tests in parentheses in a
programming language. For example, to
add a condition for high priority cases that
are either escalated or have an account
whose revenue is above a certain number,
create two condition groups connected by
an OR  operator. For example,
[Priority = High AND
IsEscalated = true] OR
[Priority = High AND
AnnualRevenue > 500000].

N/ASelect the data field to evaluate.Data Field

N/ASelect the equality or relational operator
that evaluates the data field against the
value, such as =, !=, >, and so on.

Operator

N/AEnter the value to check against.Value

Disable Preload on Conditional ElementsDisable to remove the element from the
DOM (the rendered HTML) when a condition

Preload Conditional Component

returns false. By default, elements are
preloaded before being hidden by CSS
when a condition returns false.
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FlexCard States

FlexCards have states. Each state displays a list of fields a data source and one or more actions. You can also associate a state with one
or more flyouts, which show supplemental data displayed as a modal or popover.

FlexCard states enable the presentation of different CRM interactions per state. For example, closed cases have reopen actions, while
escalated cases are styled differently have an action to view the case. FlexCards with different states present different data.

In addition to adding different elements depending on the state, you can also set conditions to determine if, when, and how data displays
on a FlexCard. The FlexCard selects the first state with true conditions to display.

You can enable a Blank Card State to display information when no data is returned from the configured data source.

You can customize each card by its state to display various clickable actions, information, and optional visual cues. For example:

• If a Case is escalated, the Case FlexCard (via its state) could display with a red border, red text, and an action, such as View Case.

• A FlexCard for a closed case could display the text as greyed out and an action to Reopen Case.

Add a State to a FlexCard

Add a state to a FlexCard to present different interactions and layouts based on specified conditions. Each FlexCard has a default
state that cannot be deleted. Add a State element to the canvas of a FlexCard, or clone a state already on the canvas.

Clone a FlexCard

Create an identical copy of a FlexCard with the Clone feature in the FlexCard Designer. Cloning an existing FlexCard creates a new
FlexCard with a new Name, or Author, or both. The Name and Author must be unique.

Add Conditions to a FlexCard State

FlexCard states enable the presentation of different CRM interactions for each state. Set conditions to determine if, when, and how
data displays on a FlexCard.

FlexCards State Properties

This page contains lists of available FlexCards State element properties. Add additional states o a FlexCard to present different
interactions and layouts based on specified conditions.

Add a State to a FlexCard

Add a state to a FlexCard to present different interactions and layouts based on specified conditions. Each FlexCard has a default state
that cannot be deleted. Add a State element to the canvas of a FlexCard, or clone a state already on the canvas.

To clone a state, see Clone a FlexCard.
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1. From the FlexCard Designer, drag a State element from the Build panel onto the canvas.

2. (Optional) To create a state to display when there are no records available, select the Blank Card State checkbox. For example,
when a data source returns no records from the Policy object, create a state with an OmniScript action to add a Policy.

3. In the Name field, enter the name of the state, such as Active.

Note: The state Name is for internal use and does not appear on the generated LWC or in Preview.

4. To add data fields and other elements, see Add Elements to a FlexCard.

5. To add conditions that must be met for the state to display, see Add Conditions to a FlexCard State.

6. (Optional) To style your state, click Style to open the Style panel, and see Style FlexCard Elements.

Style your element. See Style FlexCard Elements.

Clone a FlexCard

Create an identical copy of a FlexCard with the Clone feature in the FlexCard Designer. Cloning an existing FlexCard creates a new
FlexCard with a new Name, or Author, or both. The Name and Author must be unique.

Note: To create a new version of a FlexCard with the same name and author, make minor modifications, and compare between
versions, see Create a New Version of a FlexCard.

1. From the FlexCards tab, click a version of a FlexCard to open the FlexCard Designer.

2. Click Clone in the submenu.

3. If you're not changing the author, enter a new Name. Either the Name, or Author, or both must change.

4. If you're not changing the name, enter a new Author. Either the Name, or Author, or both must change.

5. (Optional) Update the following properties:

• Update the Theme to Lightning (SLDS) or Newport.

• Update the Title of the rendered component visible in the component lists in the Lightning App Builder and Community Builder.

• If disabled, enable Child Card to embed it inside another FlexCard.

• Update the Description that displays on the FlexCards tab.

6. Click Clone.

Add Conditions to a FlexCard State

FlexCard states enable the presentation of different CRM interactions for each state. Set conditions to determine if, when, and how data
displays on a FlexCard.

example: Example: Policy Information FlexCard

A FlexCard displays policy information for an Account. If the Policy is up to date, the default state displays data fields, and an action
to update Account information. If the Policy is about to expire, the Policy has a red border, an alert notification, and an action to
renew the Policy.

Note: When arranging the order of your states on the canvas, place the states in a logical order, where the first condition is
checked against the next, and so on. Typically, states with complex conditions precede states with simple ones, followed by a
state with no conditions, and then a Blank Card State. The FlexCard displays the first state whose conditions evaluate to true.

For example, the order of the states for the previous example would be:
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1. State 1 - Condition: DaysToExpiration < 31 && DaysToExpiration != Null (empty)

2. State 2 - No conditions

3. State 3 - Blank Card State (no records returned)

Important: Applied conditions are visible in Preview only.

1. From the FlexCards tab, click a version of a FlexCard to open the FlexCard Designer.

2. Select a state, and click the pencil icon next Conditions in the Properties panel.

3. Click + Add Condition.

4. To create basic conditions:

a. Click into the Data Field, from the list of data fields, select a data field to filter, such as DaysToExpiration.

b. To define the relationship between the data field and a value, select an operator from Operator dropdown, such as <.

c. In the Value field, enter the value to check against the data field, such as 31. Enter literal values. Variables are not supported.

Note: Beginning Summer '21, if your FlexCard is a child FlexCard, use the {Parent.attributeName}  to check
against the value of an attribute passed to the child from the parent FlexCard. See FlexCards Context Variables.

d. If adding another condition, click + Add Condition and select AND or OR from the dropdown between conditions:

• Select AND if all conditions must be met.

– For example, the policy status is purchased AND the expiration date is less than 31 days.

Note: If there’s only one condition, that condition must be met to display cards.

• Select OR if any condition can be met.

– For example, the policy status is closed OR the expiration date is less than 31 days.

Note: If there’s only one condition, that condition doesn’t need to be met to display cards.

5. To build nested conditions:

a. Click + Add Group after creating a condition, such as DaysToExpiration < 31.

b. Click + Add Condition and enter values for all fields for each condition.

c. Select AND or OR from the dropdown between conditions.

For example, use the conditions feature to build the conditional expression DaysToExpiration < 31 AND ( PolicyType
= Universal Life OR PolicyType = Universal Variable Life)  to filter for policies about to expire, and
whose policy type is either Universal Life or Universal Variable Life.
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FlexCards State Properties

This page contains lists of available FlexCards State element properties. Add additional states o a FlexCard to present different interactions
and layouts based on specified conditions.

ReferenceDescriptionProperty

n/aDisplay this state when there is no data
returned from a data source.

Blank Card State

n/aEnter a descriptive name for the state. The
state Name is for reference only and does

Name

not appear on the generated LWC or in
Preview.

Add Conditions to a FlexCard StateSet when and how a state displayed based
on specified conditions.

Conditions
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Work With Data in the FlexCard Designer

In the FlexCard Designer, you can get data from a variety of data sources and view the data JSON returned. You can then display the
data automatically using specific elements, such as a datatable, or manually using variables.

• Configure your FlexCard's datasource from the Setup panel in the Designer. Get data directly from a Salesforce database with
DataRaptors, SOQL Query, and SOSL Search. Get data from external sources with Rest Web. For complex business processes, get
data with Apex Remote and Integration Procedures. See Configure a Data Source on a FlexCard.

• View the returned data from the Setup panel by clicking Save & Fetch, or in the Data JSON panel in Preview. See View a FlexCard's
Data JSON.

• Display data with multiple elements such as a Datatable, Chart, Image, Field, child FlexCard, and Custom LWC. See Add Elements to
a FlexCard.

• Display data with a data merge field, which is a variable that references the value of a JSON node. See Access FlexCard Data JSON
with Merge Fields.

• Display data based on context variables, such as {recordId}. Context variables help display data based on where content is added.
See FlexCards Context Variables.

Configure a Data Source on a FlexCard

Configure a data source on a FlexCard to retrieve data from a Salesforce object or an external database. A Child FlexCard can have
a data source independent of the parent FlexCard or use the data source from the parent FlexCard.

Access FlexCard Data JSON with Merge Fields

Enable FlexCard element properties to access data JSON using merge fields. A merge field is a variable that references the value of
a JSON node. Merge field syntax requires you to wrap a full JSON path with a curly bracket on both ends, such as {FirstName}. For
example, if a JSON node is "FirstName": "John", then the merge field {FirstName} returns John.

Configure a Data Source on a FlexCard

Configure a data source on a FlexCard to retrieve data from a Salesforce object or an external database. A Child FlexCard can have a data
source independent of the parent FlexCard or use the data source from the parent FlexCard.

Configure a data source when creating a FlexCard by using the configuration wizard. Or, configure a data source from the Setup panel
in the FlexCard Designer. See Set Up a FlexCard in the FlexCard Designer.

Note: For optimal flexibility and easier implementation, use an Integration Procedure as a data source to execute multiple actions
in a single server call. See Configure an Integration Procedure Data Source on a FlexCard.

Note: Administrators can enable or disable data sources for an org, profile, and user level. See Enable and Disable Data Sources.

FlexCards Data Source Reference

Select from multiple data source types to retrieve data from a Salesforce object or an external database. Select a data source from
the Setup panel in the FlexCard Designer, or when creating a FlexCard.

FlexCards Data Source Properties

FlexCard Data Source properties are configurable for each data source type in the Setup panel of the FlexCard Designer. Retrieve
data from a Salesforce object or an external database.

Configure a DataRaptor Data Source on a FlexCard

Configure a DataRaptor data source to fetch data from a DataRaptor Extract. DataRaptor is a mapping tool that enables you to read,
transform, and write Salesforce data.
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Configure an Integration Procedure Data Source on a FlexCard

Configure a data source to use a Vlocity Integration Procedure to execute multiple actions in a single server call. For example, as a
Systems Admin, you want your customer service reps to view the weather forecast of policy holders when on a call. You can use an
Integration Procedure with a DataRaptor Extract that returns an account's ZIP code, and a REST API call that uses the ZIP code to get
the current forecast for the Account's region.

Configure a REST Data Source Using Named Credentials on a FlexCard

Use Named Credentials to authenticate Apex callouts when configuring a REST data source. A named credential specifies the URL
of a callout endpoint and its required authentication parameters in one definition.

Configure a SOSL Search Data Source on a FlexCard

Construct text-based search queries against the search index with Salesforce Object Search Language (SOSL). You can search text,
email, and phone fields for multiple objects to which you have access, including custom objects, in a single query. The SOSL queries
are encrypted so that FlexCards don’t display query information on the client-side.

Configure a SOQL Query Data Source on a FlexCard

Configure a data source to use a Salesforce Object Query Language (SOQL) query to search an org's data for specific information.
The SOQL queries are encrypted so that FlexCards don’t display query information on the client-side. If security is a concern, use a
DataRaptor instead of a SOQL query, because DataRaptors provide field-level security.

Configure a REST Web Data Source on a FlexCard

Configure a REST Web data source to get or post data from or to a public API. For example, pull in weather data from a weather API
based on a policy holder's postal code.

Configure a Custom Data Source on a FlexCard

Embed custom JSON data directly into FlexCard without depending on any external data source. Configure the Custom data source
for testing with temporary static data. For example, when you're waiting for access to an API, or if you want to quickly test a concept.

Configure an Apex Remote Data Source on a FlexCard

Configure a data source to invoke an Apex Class and method that fetches data to populate a FlexCard. Apex remote data sources
can run asynchronously through Apex, which increases the CPU time but ensures that long-running transactions aren’t timed-out.

Configure an Apex REST Data Source on a FlexCard

Configure a data source to use an Apex REST call to fetch data to populate fields on a FlexCard with the Get  method. Use the Post
method to post data back to the server.

Vlocity Streaming API Data Sources

Streaming API lets you push a stream of notifications from Salesforce to client apps based on criteria that you define. It has a persistent
connection that continues to deliver new data as it becomes available, rather than using client polling.

FlexCard SDK Data Source

You can use a SDK, such as the Salesforce Industries Digital Commerce SDK, which contains all the business logic necessary for your
application and reuse that business logic in other applications. This allows you to focus on creating the UI for an application without
needing to call an API and process the API response. You only need to call the method of the SDK and the SDK calls the API. The SDK
gets the API response, parses that response, then gives it back to the client. The client then consumes the SDK response in the UI so
you can design your FlexCard based on the response you receive.

Test Data Source Settings on a FlexCard

Preview a FlexCard with real data by adding test values to runtime variables. The variables populate the dynamic fields in a data
source, such as a contextId from a DataRaptor that gets data from an Account.

FlexCards Data Source Reference
Select from multiple data source types to retrieve data from a Salesforce object or an external database. Select a data source from the
Setup panel in the FlexCard Designer, or when creating a FlexCard.
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DescriptionData Source Type

Uses a REST endpoint of an Apex class to return data from a server
or post data to a server.

Apex REST

Uses an Apex Remote class and method to return data. An Apex
Remote class is a standard Apex class that implements the
VlocityOpenInterface.

Apex Remote

Uses sample JSON to set up a FlexCard with temporary data,
allowing you to embed JSON directly into the layout without
depending on external data.

Custom

Uses a DataRaptor Extract interface to return data. Field-level
security is fully supported.

DataRaptor

Uses an Integration Procedure to return data. Integration
Procedures are declarative, server-side processes that execute
multiple actions in a single server call.

Integration Procedures

Uses Salesforce's Platform Events enterprise messaging platform,
which combines PushTopic and Streaming Channel to enable apps
to communicate inside and outside of Salesforce.

Platform Event

Uses a Salesforce Object Query Language (SOQL) query to return
a result that notifies listeners of changes to records in a Salesforce

PushTopic

organization. The PushTopic defines a Streaming API channel. See
Salesforce Streaming API.

Uses the standard REST API call to post data to a server or return
data from the URL of a callout endpoint and its required
authentication parameters in one definition.

REST: Named Credential

Uses the standard REST API call to post data to a server or return
data from the URL of a callout endpoint.

REST: Web

Uses a method from an SDK to get data to populate fields on a
FlexCard.

SDK

Uses a Salesforce Object Query Language (SOQL) to search an org's
Salesforce data for specific information. For example, SELECT
Name, Id FROM Account LIMIT 5.

SOQL Query

Note: If security is a concern, use a DataRaptor instead of
a SOQL query, because DataRaptors fully support field-level
security.
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DescriptionData Source Type

Uses a Salesforce Object Search Language (SOSL) to construct
text-based search queries against the search index.

SOSL Search

Uses the Salesforce Streaming API to send notifications of general
events that aren’t tied to Salesforce data changes.

Streaming Channel

FlexCards Data Source Properties
FlexCard Data Source properties are configurable for each data source type in the Setup panel of the FlexCard Designer. Retrieve data
from a Salesforce object or an external database.

Common Data Source Properties

These properties are shared by all data sources. See Configure a Data Source on a FlexCard.

Delay(ms) available beginning Summer '21.

DescriptionProperty

Select the data source type.Data Source Type

To prevent bundling this data source call with other server requests
and to emphasize its priority, enter a delay time in milliseconds.

Delay(ms)

Set an appropriate timeout value to enable the application and
users to react accordingly to long wait times. The timeout value

Fetch Timeout(ms)

controls the time that the framework waits for the designated data
source to return a response.

When required, pass variables from the FlexCard to the data source.Input Map

Enter the variable to pass. For example, pass the contextId
AccountId.

Key

Enter the value for the variable. For example, enter a merge field,
such as {recordId}  or a static value, such as the alpha-numeric
Account Id found in the URL of an Account record page.

Value

Order the records by a specified field.Order By

Set an interval to enable recursive updates of records. The data
source refreshes continuously at the given interval and checks for

Refresh Interval(ms)

changes in data source records. If changes are found, the FlexCard
reloads.
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DescriptionProperty

To drill down to a specific dataset enter a JSON path, such as
['Cases']. If your entire JSON is an array, such as [{

Result JSON Path

"Cases": [{...},{...}]}], enter the index with the
path. For example, enter [0]['Cases'].

Reverse the order of the returned records.Reverse Order

Preview a FlexCard using real data by adding test variables that
the query can use to return live data.

Test Parameters

Apex Remote Data Source Properties

These properties are unique to the Apex Remote data source. See Configure an Apex Remote Data Source on a FlexCard.

DescriptionProperty

Calls the Apex class asynchronously using the long-polling method.Asynchronous

Send additional key/value pairs to the Input Map passed to the
remote method. Enter a key in the first field, and its value in the

Options Map

second field. The value supports merge field syntax such as
{Name}.

Specifies the polling interval in milliseconds to check the response
status.

Poll Interval

The Apex remote class to invoke.Remote Class

The Apex method to call.Remote Method

Apex REST Data Source Properties

These properties are unique to the Apex REST data source. See Configure an Apex REST Data Source on a FlexCard.

DescriptionProperty

The URL of the Apex REST endpoint.Apex Endpoint

Enter the JSON formatted response.JSON Payload

Specifies what type of call to make: GET or POST.Method
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DataRaptor Data Source Properties

These properties are unique to the DataRaptor data source. See Configure a DataRaptor Data Source on a FlexCard.

DescriptionProperty

Select the DataRaptor to fetch the data from.Interface Name

Integration Procedure Data Source Properties

These properties are unique to the Integration Procedure data source. See Configure an Integration Procedure Data Source on a Flex
Card.

DescriptionProperty

Select the Integration Procedure to fetch the data from.Name

REST Data Source Properties

These properties are unique to the REST data source. See Configure a REST Web Data Source on a FlexCard. See Configure a REST Data
Source Using Named Credentials on a FlexCard.

DescriptionProperty

Enter the relative path to get what you need from the API, such as
My_Payroll_System/paystubs?format=json.

Endpoint

Pass additional information from an HTTP request or response with
an HTTP header.

Headers

Enter the JSON formatted response.JSON Payload

Select a GET or POST method.Method

Select a Named Credential created from Setup > Named Credential
in your org.

Named Credential

Select the type of REST endpoint to access.REST type

SDK Properties

These properties are unique to the SDK data source. The SDK data source is available beginning Summer '21. See FlexCard SDK Data
Source.
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DescriptionProperty

Add or modify Input Parameters as JSON.Edit as JSON

Select the SDK function to provide data for the FlexCard.SDK Method

Select from the list of available SDKs to fetch data from.SDK

SOQL Query Properties

These properties are unique to the SOQL Query data source. See Configure a SOQL Query Data Source on a FlexCard.

DescriptionProperty

Enter an SOQL expression to search for specific information from
an org's Salesforce database. For example, SELECT Id,

Query

FirstName, LastName Email, Phone, Title
FROM Contact WHERE Phone != Null.

SOSL Search Data Source Properties

These properties are unique to the SOSL Search data source. See Configure a SOSL Search Data Source on a FlexCard.

DescriptionProperty

Select which fields to search in.In

Limit the maximum number of rows to return.Limit to

Select at least one sObject and field to search.Returning sObject & Fields

Enter the search term to search for.Search For

Streaming API Data Source Properties

These properties are unique to the Streaming API data source. See Vlocity Streaming API Data Sources.

DescriptionProperty

Enter the URL of the app you created.Channel

Select whether to get all messages from the last 24 hours or get
the latest data update.

Get All Messages
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DescriptionProperty

Select the type of operation to perform. Select Replace to overwrite
the FlexCard with new data or Append to add new data to the
FlexCard.

Operations

Select a Streaming API type.Type

Configure a DataRaptor Data Source on a FlexCard
Configure a DataRaptor data source to fetch data from a DataRaptor Extract. DataRaptor is a mapping tool that enables you to read,
transform, and write Salesforce data.

See DataRaptor Overview.

Note: For optimal flexibility and easier implementation, use an Integration Procedure as a data source to execute multiple actions
in a single server call. See Configure an Integration Procedure Data Source on a FlexCard.

Before You Begin

• Create a DataRaptor Extract. See Create a DataRaptor Extract.

1. To configure the data source when creating a FlexCard, navigate to the Select Data Source Type step, select DataRaptor, and
click Next.

2. To configure the data source from the SetUp Panel in the FlexCard Designer, click Setup, and select DataRaptor from the Data
Source Type dropdown.

3. Click into the Interface Name field, and select a DataRaptor Extract.

4. To pass a variable to the DataRaptor, click + Add New next to Input Map.

Pass the ContextId

For example, to use the recordId context variable to dynamically get the ContextId of FlexCard:

a. In a new tab, go to the Vlocity DataRaptor Designer tab, open the DataRaptor Extract selected from the Interface Name, and
click the Preview tab to view the Input Parameters.

b. In the Key field of the Input Map, enter the variable representing the ContextId, such as AccountId.

c. In the Value field of the Input Map, enter {recordId} as the value.

5. (Optional) To configure other options common among all data sources, see FlexCards Data Source Properties.

6. To test data source settings, add test variables that the query can use to return live data, see Test Data Source Settings on a FlexCard.

Add elements to the FlexCard. See Add Elements to a FlexCard.

Configure an Integration Procedure Data Source on a FlexCard
Configure a data source to use a Vlocity Integration Procedure to execute multiple actions in a single server call. For example, as a Systems
Admin, you want your customer service reps to view the weather forecast of policy holders when on a call. You can use an Integration
Procedure with a DataRaptor Extract that returns an account's ZIP code, and a REST API call that uses the ZIP code to get the current
forecast for the Account's region.
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An Integration Procedure doesn’t support the following data sources:

• Salesforce Object Search Language (SOSL)

• Streaming API

• Off-Platform

• Create an Integration Procedure.

1. To configure the data source when creating a FlexCard, navigate to the Select Data Source Type step, select Integration Procedures,
and click Next.

2. To configure the data source from the SetUp Panel in the FlexCard Designer, click Setup, and select Integration Procedures from
the Data Source Type dropdown.

3. Click into the Name field and select an Integration Procedure to use.

4. To pass a variable to the Integration Procedure, click + Add New next to Input Map.

Pass the ContextId

For example, to use the recordId context variable as a merge field to dynamically get the ContextId of a FlexCard:

a. In a new tab, go to the Vlocity Integration Procedures tab, open the Integration Procedure selected from the Name, and click
the Preview tab to view the Input Parameters.

b. In the Key field of the Input Map, enter the variable representing the ContextId, such as AccountId.

c. In the Value field of the Input Map, enter {recordId} as the value.

5. (Optional) Configure other options common among all data sources.

6. Test data source settings, add test variables that the query can use to return live data.

7. To add dummy data, perform the following tasks:

a. In a current or new Integration Procedure add a Response Action step.
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b. To add a small dataset:

a. In the Properties tab, click ADDITIONAL OUTPUT RESPONSE.

b. For each key/value pair, click the Add Key/Value Pair button and add your data.

c. To add a large dataset:

a. Click the Edit as JSON link at the top right of the Properties tab.

b. In the additionalOutput node, enter your full JSON data as an object.
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d. (Optional) If the Integration Procedure has other data sources, to return only the dummy data, select the checkbox next to the
Return Only Additional Output label.
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e. In your FlexCard's Setup panel, confirm that the Integration Procedure with the dummy data is chosen in the Name field.

f. To view your dummy data, click Save & Fetch.

Configure a REST Data Source Using Named Credentials on a FlexCard
Use Named Credentials to authenticate Apex callouts when configuring a REST data source. A named credential specifies the URL of a
callout endpoint and its required authentication parameters in one definition.

To create a named credential, see Named Credentials as Callout Endpoints.

Note: For optimal flexibility and easier implementation, use an Integration Procedure as a data source to execute multiple actions
in a single server call. See Configure an Integration Procedure Data Source on a FlexCard.

Before You Begin

• Create a Named Credential. See Define a Named Credential.

1. To configure the data source when creating a FlexCard, navigate to the Select Data Source Type step, select REST, and click Next.

2. To configure the data source from the SetUp Panel in the FlexCard Designer, click Setup, and select REST from the Data Source
Type dropdown.

3. Select Named Credential from the REST type dropdown.

4. From the Named Credential dropdown, select a Named Credential created from Setup > Named Credential in your org.

5. Enter a relative path in the Endpoint field to get what you need from the API, such as
My_Payroll_System/paystubs?format=json.

6. Select a method type from the Method dropdown:

• Select GET to requests data specified by the parameters of the URL.

• Select POST to send JSON data.

– Enter the JSON data to send in the JSON Payload field.

Note: You can use Context Variables to pass inherited values with either method. See FlexCards Context Variables.

7. (Optional) To add any request headers, click + Add New next to Headers to add any request headers.

Note: Most third-party APIs expect various headers such as tokens, public keys, and content-type.
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8. (Optional) To configure other options common among all data sources, see FlexCards Data Source Properties.

9. To test data source settings, add test variables that the query can use to return live data, see Test Data Source Settings on a FlexCard.

Add elements to the FlexCard. See Add Elements to a FlexCard.

Configure a SOSL Search Data Source on a FlexCard
Construct text-based search queries against the search index with Salesforce Object Search Language (SOSL). You can search text, email,
and phone fields for multiple objects to which you have access, including custom objects, in a single query. The SOSL queries are
encrypted so that FlexCards don’t display query information on the client-side.

See SOSL and SOQL Reference

1. To configure the data source when creating a FlexCard, navigate to the Select Data Source Type step, select SOSL Search, and
click Next.

2. To configure the data source from the SetUp Panel in the FlexCard Designer, click Setup, and select SOSL Search from the Data
Source Type dropdown.

3. Enter the search term in the Search For field.

4. Select which fields to search in from the In dropdown.

5. From the Returning sObject & Fields section, select at least one sObject to search:

a. Click into the sObject field and select an object, such as Account.

b. Select one or more data fields from the Field dropdown.

c. (Optional) To add additional objects and fields, click + Add sObject.

6. (Optional) To limit the maximum number of rows to return, enter a number in the Limit to field.

7. (Optional) To configure other options common among all data sources, see FlexCards Data Source Properties.

8. To test data source settings, add test variables that the query can use to return live data, see Test Data Source Settings on a FlexCard.

Add elements to the FlexCard. See Add Elements to a FlexCard.

Configure a SOQL Query Data Source on a FlexCard
Configure a data source to use a Salesforce Object Query Language (SOQL) query to search an org's data for specific information. The
SOQL queries are encrypted so that FlexCards don’t display query information on the client-side. If security is a concern, use a DataRaptor
instead of a SOQL query, because DataRaptors provide field-level security.

Note: When mapping fields, only fields in the field picker that have non-null values for the specific record in the test query are
visible. Use a test record that you know has non-null values for all the fields you want to map. Or use custom fields if the test record
doesn't have the fields that you want to map.

Note: For optimal flexibility and easier implementation, use an Integration Procedure as a data source to execute multiple actions
in a single server call. See Configure an Integration Procedure Data Source on a FlexCard.

1. To configure the data source when creating a FlexCard, navigate to the Select Data Source Type step, select SOQL Query, and
click Next.

2. To configure the data source from the SetUp Panel in the FlexCard Designer, click Setup, and select SOQL Query from the Data
Source Type dropdown.

3. Enter a SOQL expression in the Query field.
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For example, enter the following to get fields from the Contact object, limit it to 10 and return only records that have an email
address:

SELECT Id, Name, Email, Phone, Title FROM Contact WHERE Email != Null LIMIT 10

4. (Optional) To configure other options common among all data sources, see FlexCards Data Source Properties.

5. To test data source settings, add test variables that the query can use to return live data, see Test Data Source Settings on a FlexCard.

Add elements to the FlexCard. See Add Elements to a FlexCard.

Configure a REST Web Data Source on a FlexCard
Configure a REST Web data source to get or post data from or to a public API. For example, pull in weather data from a weather API
based on a policy holder's postal code.

To configure a REST data source with Named Credentials to authenticate Apex callouts, see Configure a REST Data Source Using Named
Credentials on a FlexCard.

Note: For optimal flexibility and easier implementation, use an Integration Procedure as a data source to execute multiple actions
in a single server call. See Configure an Integration Procedure Data Source on a FlexCard.

1. To configure the data source when creating a FlexCard, navigate to the Select Data Source Type step, select REST, and click Next.

2. To configure the data source from the SetUp Panel in the FlexCard Designer, click Setup, and select REST from the Data Source
Type dropdown.

3. Select Web from the REST type dropdown.

4. In the Endpoint field, enter the REST endpoint URL. For example:

http://api.weatherstack.com/current?access_key={Session.weatherAPIkey}&query={BillingCity}

5. Select a method type from the Method dropdown:

• Select GET to requests data specified by the parameters of the URL.

• Select POST to send JSON data.

– Enter the JSON data to send in the JSON Payload field.

Note: You can use Context Variables to pass inherited values with either method. See FlexCards Context Variables.

6. (Optional) To add any request headers, click + Add New next to Headers to add any request headers.

Note: Most third-party APIs expect various headers such as tokens, public keys, and content-type.

7. (Optional) To configure other options common among all data sources, see FlexCards Data Source Properties.

8. To test data source settings, add test variables that the query can use to return live data, see Test Data Source Settings on a FlexCard.

Add elements to the FlexCard. See Add Elements to a FlexCard.

Configure a Custom Data Source on a FlexCard
Embed custom JSON data directly into FlexCard without depending on any external data source. Configure the Custom data source for
testing with temporary static data. For example, when you're waiting for access to an API, or if you want to quickly test a concept.

1. To configure the data source when creating a FlexCard, navigate to the Select Data Source Type step, select Custom, and click
Next.
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2. To configure the data source from the SetUp Panel in the FlexCard Designer, click Setup, and select Custom from the Data Source
Type dropdown.

3. Enter custom JSON in the Custom JSON field.

Sample Custom JSON

[
{

"attributes": {
"type": "Contact",

"url": "/services/data/v49.0/sobjects/Contact/0033700000TOF0eAAH"
},

"Name": "Perry",
"Id": "0033700000TOF0eAAH",
"Phone": "(734) 489-5851",

"AccountId": "0013700000NVVLvAAP",
"Email": "perry@vlocity.com",

"MailingAddress": {
"city": "Concord",
"country": "US",

"geocodeAccuracy": null,
"latitude": null,
"longitude": null,

"postalCode": "53813",
"state": "WI",

"street": "856 4th Avenue #76"
},

"CreatedDate": "2017-06-14T18:53:11.000+0000"
},
{

"attributes": {
"type": "Contact",

"url": "/services/data/v49.0/sobjects/Contact/0033700000TOB6mAAH"
},

"Name": "Robert0 Taylor",
"Id": "0033700000TOB6mAAH",
"Phone": "(888) 888-8888",

"AccountId": "00137000007D63JAAS",
"MailingAddress": {

"city": "SF",
"country": "US",

"geocodeAccuracy": null,
"latitude": null,
"longitude": null,

"postalCode": "99999",
"state": "CA",

"street": "50 Santa Rita St"
},

"CreatedDate": "2017-06-13T21:08:25.000+0000"
},
{

"attributes": {
"type": "Contact",

"url": "/services/data/v49.0/sobjects/Contact/0033700000TNvK0AAL"
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},
"Name": "c1",

"Id": "0033700000TNvK0AAL",
"AccountId": "0013700000NVE4tAAH",

"MailingAddress": null,
"CreatedDate": "2017-06-08T20:13:41.000+0000"

},
{

"attributes": {
"type": "Contact",

"url": "/services/data/v49.0/sobjects/Contact/0033700000TNvKKAA1"
},

"Name": "c2",
"Id": "0033700000TNvKKAA1",

"AccountId": "0013700000NVE4tAAH",
"MailingAddress": null,

"CreatedDate": "2017-06-08T20:13:50.000+0000"
},
{

"attributes": {
"type": "Contact",

"url": "/services/data/v49.0/sobjects/Contact/0033700000Vs6RzAAJ"
},

"Name": "Smith",
"Id": "0033700000Vs6RzAAJ",
"Phone": "(300) 333-3763",

"AccountId": "001370000098i8mAAA",
"MailingAddress": {

"city": "SF",
"country": "US",

"geocodeAccuracy": null,
"latitude": null,
"longitude": null,

"postalCode": "99999",
"state": "CA",

"street": "50 Fremont St"
},

"CreatedDate": "2017-08-16T20:26:07.000+0000"
}
]

4. (Optional) To configure other options common among all data sources, see FlexCards Data Source Properties.

5. To test data source settings, add test variables that the query can use to return live data, see Test Data Source Settings on a FlexCard.

Add elements to the FlexCard. See Add Elements to a FlexCard.

Configure an Apex Remote Data Source on a FlexCard
Configure a data source to invoke an Apex Class and method that fetches data to populate a FlexCard. Apex remote data sources can
run asynchronously through Apex, which increases the CPU time but ensures that long-running transactions aren’t timed-out.

Note: For optimal flexibility and easier implementation, use an Integration Procedure as a data source to execute multiple actions
in a single server call.
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• Know the Apex remote class and method you need to invoke before you can configure a remote data source. Managed packages
can include Apex remote classes and methods.

• Beginning with Vlocity Health and Insurance Spring '21, add an Apex class permissions checker to ensure only authorized users can
access VlocityOpenInterface classes (APIs) from a remote action on a card.

1. To configure the data source when creating a FlexCard, navigate to the Select Data Source Type step, select Apex Remote, and
click Next.

2. To configure the data source from the SetUp Panel in the FlexCard Designer, click Setup, and select Apex Remote from the Data
Source Type dropdown.

3. Enter the name of the remote class in the Remote Class field.

Important: The Apex Class must implement the Vlocity Open Interface otherwise an error message displays.

4. Enter the name of the remote method in the Remote Method field.

For example, you can access the remote Apex method getStories  from the remote Apex class StoryListHandler.

5. (Optional) To pass a variable from the FlexCard to the remote class method, click + Add New next to Input Map and perform the
following tasks:

a. In the Key field, enter the variable to pass. For example, pass the ContextId AccountId.

b. In the Value field, enter the value of the variable. For example, enter a merge field, such as {recordId}  or a static value, such
as the alpha-numeric Account Id found in the URL of an Account record page.

6. (Optional) To send additional key/value pairs to the Input Map passed to the remote method, click +Add New next to Options
Map. Enter a key in the first field, and its value in the second field. The value supports merge field syntax such as {Name}.

Note: By default the NS.IntegrationProcedureService  continuation object is set for you to use asynchronous
callouts to make long-running requests from a Visualforce page to an external Web service and process responses in callback
methods. NS  represents your org's Namespace, such as vlocity_ins  or vlocity_cmt, as in
vlocity_ins.IntegrationProcedureService.

7. (Optional) To run asynchronously through Apex, select Is Asynchronous.

8. (Optional) To specify the polling interval to check the response status, enter the time in milliseconds in the Poll Interval field.

9. (Optional) Configure other options common among all data sources.

10. Test data source settings, add test variables that the query can use to return live data.

Configure an Apex REST Data Source on a FlexCard
Configure a data source to use an Apex REST call to fetch data to populate fields on a FlexCard with the Get  method. Use the Post
method to post data back to the server.

Note: For optimal flexibility and easier implementation, use an Integration Procedure as a data source to execute multiple actions
in a single server call. See Configure an Integration Procedure Data Source on a FlexCard.

1. To configure the data source when creating a FlexCard, navigate to the Select Data Source Type step, select Apex Rest, and click
Next.

2. To configure the data source from the SetUp Panel in the FlexCard Designer, click Setup, and select Apex Rest from the Data
Source Type dropdown.
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3. Enter the endpoint URL in the Endpoint field. For example,
/services/apexrest/{namespace}/CardTestApexRestResource/{recordId}

4. Select a method type from the Method dropdown:

• Select GET to requests data specified by the parameters of the URL.

• Select POST to send JSON data.

– Enter the JSON data to send in the JSON Payload field.

Note: You can use Context Variables to pass inherited values with either method. See FlexCards Context Variables.

5. (Optional) To configure other options common among all data sources, see FlexCards Data Source Properties.

6. To test data source settings, add test variables that the query can use to return live data, see Test Data Source Settings on a FlexCard.

Add elements to the FlexCard. See Add Elements to a FlexCard.

Vlocity Streaming API Data Sources
Streaming API lets you push a stream of notifications from Salesforce to client apps based on criteria that you define. It has a persistent
connection that continues to deliver new data as it becomes available, rather than using client polling.

Polling is the most traditional way to get data from a data source that produces the stream of events and updates. The client makes
requests periodically, and the server sends data if there’s a response. In case there's no data to be sent by the server, an empty response
is returned.

Streaming API uses push technology, which is a publish and subscribe model that transfers information that is initiated from a server to
the client. Push technology transfers information that is initiated from a server to the client. This type of communication is the opposite
of polling where a request for information is made from a client to the server. The main benefits of using the Streaming API are a reduced
number of API calls and improved performance.

For details about the Streaming API, see Use Streaming API and Streaming API Developer Guide.

This illustration shows the difference between Polling and Streaming API:
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Streaming API Types

The Vlocity Streaming API types include:

ExampleDescriptionType

Configure a Streaming Channel Data Source
on a FlexCard

The Streaming Channel API type uses the
Streaming API to send notifications of
general events that aren’t tied to Salesforce
data changes.

Streaming Channel

Configure a PushTopic Data Source on a
FlexCard

A PushTopic is an SOQL query that returns
a result that notifies listeners of changes to
records in a Salesforce organization. The
PushTopic defines a Streaming API channel.

PushTopic

Configure a Platform Event Data Source on
a FlexCard.

Platform Events are part of Salesforce’s
enterprise messaging platform. The platform
provides an event-driven messaging

Platform Event

architecture to enable apps to communicate
inside and outside of Salesforce. A Platform
Event combines PushTopic and Streaming
Channel. Instead of working with an sObject,
Platform Events work with custom objects.
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Streaming Channel Data Source

The Streaming Channel API type uses the Streaming API to send notifications of general events that aren’t tied to Salesforce data
changes. Use the Streaming Channel API when you want to send and receive notifications based on custom events that you specify.
You can use Streaming Channel API for any application that sends custom notifications, such as a Chat application.

PushTopic Data Source

The Streaming Channel API type uses the Streaming API to send notifications of general events that are not tied to Salesforce data
changes. Use the Streaming Channel API when you want to send and receive notifications based on custom events that you specify.
You can use Streaming Channel API for any application that sends custom notifications, such as a Chat application.

Platform Event Data Source

Platform Events are part of Salesforce’s enterprise messaging platform. A Platform Event combines PushTopic and Streaming Channel
to enable apps to communicate inside and outside of Salesforce. Instead of working with an sObject, Platform Events work with
custom objects.

Streaming Channel Data Source
The Streaming Channel API type uses the Streaming API to send notifications of general events that aren’t tied to Salesforce data changes.
Use the Streaming Channel API when you want to send and receive notifications based on custom events that you specify. You can use
Streaming Channel API for any application that sends custom notifications, such as a Chat application.

Streaming API is known as Generic Streaming in Salesforce. See Generic Streaming.

For example, use the Streaming Channel data source for a Chat application for the users in your org.

What's Next

Configure a Streaming Channel data source on your FlexCard.

Configure a Streaming Channel Data Source on a FlexCard

Enable the Streaming Channel data source to send and receive notifications based on custom events that you specify. The Streaming
Channel API type enables the Streaming API to send notifications of general events that aren’t tied to Salesforce data changes.

Configure a Streaming Channel Data Source on a FlexCard
Enable the Streaming Channel data source to send and receive notifications based on custom events that you specify. The Streaming
Channel API type enables the Streaming API to send notifications of general events that aren’t tied to Salesforce data changes.

See Streaming Channel Data Source.

Before You Begin

• Create the app that sends and receives notifications. See Generic Streaming.

1. To configure a data source from the FlexCard configuration wizard, navigate to the Select Data Source Type step, select Streaming
API, and click Next.

2. To configure a data source from the SetUp Panel in the FlexCard Designer, click Setup, and select Streaming API from the Data
Source Type dropdown.

3. Select Streaming Channel from the Type dropdown.
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4. In the Channel field, enter the URL of the app that you created.

5. From the Operation picklist, select Replace or Append.

• Select Replace to overwrite the Card with new data.

• Select Append to add new data to the Card.

6. From the Get All Messages picklist, select True or False.

• Select True to get all data from the last 24 hours.

• Select False to get the latest data update.

7. (Optional) To configure other options common among all data sources, see FlexCards Data Source Properties.

8. To test data source settings, add test variables that the query can use to return live data, see Test Data Source Settings on a FlexCard.

Add elements to the FlexCard. See Add Elements to a FlexCard.

PushTopic Data Source
The Streaming Channel API type uses the Streaming API to send notifications of general events that are not tied to Salesforce data
changes. Use the Streaming Channel API when you want to send and receive notifications based on custom events that you specify.
You can use Streaming Channel API for any application that sends custom notifications, such as a Chat application.

Streaming API is known as Generic Streaming in Salesforce. See Generic Streaming.

A PushTopic is a SOQL query that returns a result that notifies listeners of changes to records in a Salesforce organization. The PushTopic
defines a Streaming API channel. For instance, if you want to get notified when a case is created for a particular type or status or both,
use a PushTopic.

The following example code creates a PushTopic that pushes data if a case of type Problem  is created:

Select Id,CaseNumber,Subject,ContactEmail from Case where Type = 'Problem'

If you also need Status, you can simply add another condition:

Select Id,CaseNumber,Subject,ContactEmail from Case where Type = 'Problem' AND Status =
‘New’

You cannot use GROUP BY  or ORDER BY  clauses in a PushTopic. See Creating a PushTopic.

For another example, you could create an app that notifies a user any time a new task is created for that user.
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What's Next

Configure a PushTopic data source on your FlexCard. See Configure a PushTopic Data Source on a FlexCard.

Configure a PushTopic Data Source on a FlexCard

Configure a PushTopic data source to run a SOQL query that returns a result that notifies listeners of changes to records in a Salesforce
organization. The PushTopic defines a Streaming API channel. For example, get notified when a case is created for a particular type
or status or both.

Configure a PushTopic Data Source on a FlexCard
Configure a PushTopic data source to run a SOQL query that returns a result that notifies listeners of changes to records in a Salesforce
organization. The PushTopic defines a Streaming API channel. For example, get notified when a case is created for a particular type or
status or both.

See PushTopic Data Source.

Before You Begin

• Create a PushTopic. See Creating a PushTopic.

1. To configure a data source from the FlexCard configuration wizard, navigate to the Select Data Source Type step, select Streaming
API, and click Next.

2. To configure a data source from the SetUp Panel in the FlexCard Designer, click Setup, and select Streaming API from the Data
Source Type dropdown.

3. Select PushTopic from the Type dropdown.

4. In the Channel field, enter the URL of the PushTopic that you created.

5. From the Operation picklist, select Replace or Append.

• Select Replace to overwrite the Card with new data.

• Select Append to add new data to the Card.

6. From the Get All Messages picklist, select True or False.

• Select True to get all data from the last 24 hours.

• Select False to get the latest data update.

7. (Optional) To configure other options common among all data sources, see FlexCards Data Source Properties.

8. To test data source settings, add test variables that the query can use to return live data, see Test Data Source Settings on a FlexCard.

Add elements to the FlexCard. See Add Elements to a FlexCard.

Platform Event Data Source
Platform Events are part of Salesforce’s enterprise messaging platform. A Platform Event combines PushTopic and Streaming Channel
to enable apps to communicate inside and outside of Salesforce. Instead of working with an sObject, Platform Events work with custom
objects.

• Systems in request-response communication models make a request to a web service or database to obtain information about a
certain state.

• An event-based model obtains information and can react to it in near real time when the event occurs.

• Event producers don’t know the consumers that receive the events. Any number of consumers can receive and react to the same
events.
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• The only dependency between producers and consumers is the semantic of the message content.

• Unlike with an sObject, you can’t update or delete event records. You also can’t view event records in the Salesforce user interface,
and Platform Events don’t have page layouts.

The architecture is suitable for large distributed systems because it decouples event producers from event consumers, simplifying the
communication model in connected systems.

For details, see Delivering Custom Notifications with Platform Events in Salesforce Help.

For example, you can create a card that uses a Platform Event as a data source to display the current ink level for a printer. To see a
detailed demo, see End-to-End Example: Printer Supply Automation in Salesforce Help.

What's Next

Configure a Platform Event data source on your FlexCard. See Configure a Platform Event Data Source on a FlexCard.

Configure a Platform Event Data Source on a FlexCard

Configure a Platform Event data source to enable apps to communicate inside and outside of Salesforce. Platform Events are part
of Salesforce’s enterprise messaging platform. A Platform Event combines PushTopic and Streaming Channel. Instead of working
with an sObject, Platform Events work with custom objects.

Configure a Platform Event Data Source on a FlexCard
Configure a Platform Event data source to enable apps to communicate inside and outside of Salesforce. Platform Events are part of
Salesforce’s enterprise messaging platform. A Platform Event combines PushTopic and Streaming Channel. Instead of working with an
sObject, Platform Events work with custom objects.

See Platform Event Data Source.

Before You Begin

• Create a Platform Event. See Delivering Custom Notifications with Platform Events.
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1. To configure a data source from the FlexCard configuration wizard, navigate to the Select Data Source Type step, select Streaming
API, and click Next.

2. To configure a data source from the SetUp Panel in the FlexCard Designer, click Setup, and select Streaming API from the Data
Source Type dropdown.

3. Select Platform Event from the Type dropdown.

4. In the Channel field, enter the URL of the Platform Event that you created.

5. From the Operation picklist, select Replace or Append.

• Select Replace to overwrite the Card with new data.

• Select Append to add new data to the Card.

6. From the Get All Messages picklist, select True or False.

• Select True to get all data from the last 24 hours.

• Select False to get the latest data update.

7. (Optional) To configure other options common among all data sources, see FlexCards Data Source Properties.

8. To test data source settings, add test variables that the query can use to return live data, see Test Data Source Settings on a FlexCard.

Add elements to the FlexCard. See Add Elements to a FlexCard.

FlexCard SDK Data Source
You can use a SDK, such as the Salesforce Industries Digital Commerce SDK, which contains all the business logic necessary for your
application and reuse that business logic in other applications. This allows you to focus on creating the UI for an application without
needing to call an API and process the API response. You only need to call the method of the SDK and the SDK calls the API. The SDK
gets the API response, parses that response, then gives it back to the client. The client then consumes the SDK response in the UI so you
can design your FlexCard based on the response you receive.

See the Salesforce Industries Digital Commerce SDK documentation.

1. Create and Upload the Static Resource for the SDK to appear in the FlexCard as a data source option. See Create the Static Resource
for an SDK Data Source on a FlexCard.

2. Configure the SDK data source for your FlexCard in the FlexCard Designer. See Configure an SDK Data Source on a FlexCard.

Configure an SDK Data Source on a FlexCard

Configure a data source to use methods from an SDK to provide the data for a FlexCard. An SDK allows you to call multiple data
sources, reuse business logic, and control which fields appear on your FlexCard.

Create the Static Resource for an SDK Data Source on a FlexCard

Before you configure an SDK as a data source for your FlexCard, you need to add or create a static resource named
OmniStudioActionRegistry that contains the configuration of the SDK that you want to use as a datasource in the FlexCard. The
FlexCard looks for a file with that name in the static resource.

Configure an SDK Data Source on a FlexCard
Configure a data source to use methods from an SDK to provide the data for a FlexCard. An SDK allows you to call multiple data sources,
reuse business logic, and control which fields appear on your FlexCard.

See FlexCard SDK Data Source.
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Required Versions

Available beginning Summer '21.

Before You Begin

Create the static resource for the SDK. See Create the Static Resource for an SDK Data Source on a FlexCard.

1. To configure the data source when creating a FlexCard, navigate to the Select Data Source Type step, select SDK, and click Next.

2. To configure the data source from the SetUp Panel in the FlexCard Designer, click Setup, and select SDK from the Data Source
Type dropdown.

3. From the SDK dropdown, select the SDK from the drop list.

This should be the name of the SDK as given in the static resource file, such as Digitalcommerce JS SDK. Once you select
that name, the Description field populates. The FlexCard finds the static resource name and loads the file specified in sdkPath.

4. From the SDK Method dropdown, select from a list of functions available from your chosen SDK, such as getOffers method.
For a list of Digital Commerce SDK methods, see the SDK Core Class Structure and Methods documentation.

5. (Optional) To pass data from the FlexCard to the SDK method, from the Input Parameters section select from one of these options:

• Click + Add New:

a. In the Key field enter the name of a variable to pass to the method. Or, if a list of available parameters appears when you
click into the Key field, select one, such as catalogCode.

b. In the Value field, enter the value of the variable as a merge field, such as Phones.

• Click Edit as JSON to add variables as JSON, such as {"catalogCode":"Phones"}.
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6. (Optional) To configure other options common among all data sources, see FlexCards Data Source Properties.
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7. (Optional) If an input parameter has merge fields, such as {recordId}, add test variables in the Test Parameters section so that the
query returns live data. See Test Data Source Settings on a FlexCard.

8. Click Save + Fetch. The FlexCard Designer makes the API call and returns a response. You can test the response in the Test Response
field. See Test Data Source Settings on a FlexCard.

Add elements to the FlexCard.

Create the Static Resource for an SDK Data Source on a FlexCard
Before you configure an SDK as a data source for your FlexCard, you need to add or create a static resource named
OmniStudioActionRegistry that contains the configuration of the SDK that you want to use as a datasource in the FlexCard. The FlexCard
looks for a file with that name in the static resource.

See FlexCard SDK Data Source.

1. To upload the SDK file to your org, see Create a new static resource.

If you're a first time user, create a file named OmniStudioActionRegistry with the below JSON schema and then upload it to static
resource.

[{
"type": "SDK",
"name" : "SDK",
"description" : "This JS SDK is intended to be used on client side for interacting

with API",
"value": {

"sdkObject": "datasource",
"sdkPath": "/latest/datasource/datasource.sdk.js",
"staticResourceName": "vlocitysdk",
"inputMap": {},
"resultVar": ""

},
"orderBy": {
"name": "",
"isReverse": false

},
"contextVariables": []

},{
"type": "SDK",
"name" : "UPC JS SDK",
"description" : "This JS SDK is intended to be used on client side for interacting
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with V3 API",
"value": {

"sdkObject": "productconsole",
"sdkPath": "/latest/productconsole/productconsole.sdk.js",
"staticResourceName": "vlocityupcsdk",
"inputMap": {},
"resultVar": ""

},
"orderBy": {
"name": "",
"isReverse": false

},
"contextVariables": []

},
{
"type": "SDK",
"name" : "Digitalcommerce JS SDK",
"description" : "This JS SDK is intended to be used on client side for interacting

with V3 API",
"value": {

"sdkObject": "digitalcommerce",
"sdkPath": "/latest/digitalcommerce/digitalcommerce.sdk.js",
"staticResourceName": "vlocitydcsdk",
"inputMap": {},
"resultVar": ""

},
"orderBy": {
"name": "",
"isReverse": false

},
"contextVariables": []

},
{
"type": "SDK",
"name" : "b2b JS SDK",
"description" : "This JS SDK is intended to be used on client side for interacting

with API",
"value": {

"sdkObject": "b2bexpress",
"sdkPath": "/latest/b2bexpress/b2bexpress.sdk.js",
"staticResourceName": "vlocityb2bexpresssdk",
"inputMap": {},
"resultVar": ""

},
"orderBy": {
"name": "",
"isReverse": false

},
"contextVariables": []

},{
"type": "SDK",
"name" : "datasource SDK",
"description" : "This JS SDK is intended to be used on client side for interacting

with API",
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"value": {
"sdkObject": "datasource",
"sdkPath": "/latest/datasource/datasource.sdk.js",
"staticResourceName": "vlocitysdk",
"inputMap": {},
"resultVar": ""

},
"orderBy": {
"name": "",
"isReverse": false

},
"contextVariables": []

}
]

You can add new sections to this file with an array of objects. Each section in the Registry.json file appears as an available option for
the SDK in the UI. You can change the value for any of the parameters in each section, such as type, name, and description.
The value  parameter has additional properties such as sdkPath, sdkObject, and staticResourceName. These
parameters and values contain information about the SDK that you want to expose. Once the SDK is loaded, it exposes the
sdkObject  as the primary access point to the SDK.

2. Ensure Cache Control is set to Public.

3. Click Save.

Store SDK configurations in your org. See Configure an SDK Data Source on a FlexCard.

Test Data Source Settings on a FlexCard
Preview a FlexCard with real data by adding test values to runtime variables. The variables populate the dynamic fields in a data source,
such as a contextId from a DataRaptor that gets data from an Account.

1. From the FlexCards home tab, click a version of a FlexCard to open the FlexCard Designer.

2. In the Setup panel, click + Add New in the Test Parameters section.

3. In the Key field, enter a test variable name. For example, if your data source is a DataRaptor, enter the variable from the Input Map
representing a contextId such as recordId. See FlexCards Context Variables.

4. In the Value field, enter a test variable value. For example, enter a record Id, such as the one found in the URL of an Account page.

5. (Optional) If your returned data has multiple arrays, to return a specific dataset enter its JSON path in Result JSON Path. For example,
to return just the Cases dataset, enter [0]['Cases']  if your JSON looks like this:

{
[
"Cases": [
{
"Priority": "High",
"IsEscalated": false,
"CaseId": "5006g00000FpEz5AAF",
"Created": "2020-07-22T00:22:42.000Z",
"Type": "Mechanical",
"Subject": "Generator won't start",
"Status": "New",
"Origin": "Web",
"Description": "Despite turn the power on and off several times, the generator

wouldn't start",
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"CaseNumber": "00001028"
},
{
"Priority": "Medium",
"IsEscalated": false,
"CaseId": "5006g00000BsfKkAAJ",
"Created": "2020-02-27T22:28:20.000Z",
"Type": "Mechanical",
"Subject": "Shutting down of generator",
"Status": "Closed",
"Origin": "Web",
"CaseNumber": "00001017"

}
],
"Account": {
"Type": "Customer - Direct",
"Name": "Edge Communications",
"Street": "312 Constitution Place\nAustin, TX 78767\nUSA",
"State/Province": "TX",
"City": "Austin",
"Revenue": 139000000

}
]
}

6. Click Save & Fetch to view the Test Results.

7. (Optional) Click JSON to view test results as JSON.

8. (Optional) Click Refresh to see the latest data.

Access FlexCard Data JSON with Merge Fields

Enable FlexCard element properties to access data JSON using merge fields. A merge field is a variable that references the value of a
JSON node. Merge field syntax requires you to wrap a full JSON path with a curly bracket on both ends, such as {FirstName}. For example,
if a JSON node is "FirstName": "John", then the merge field {FirstName} returns John.
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Note: Only certain element properties support merge fields.

Common Use Cases

• Set the value of an element's label with data coming from the data source. For example, on a FlexCard that displays an Account's
primary contact information in a Block element, set the Title of the collapsible Block element to {PrimaryContactName}.

• Pass data from from an Action element. For example, use an Update OmniScript action to pass data, such as {Id}  and {Name},
from a FlexCard to the OmniScript it's embedded inside. See Update an OmniScript from a FlexCard.

• Pass data to a child FlexCard from the parent's datasource. For example, update the contextId on a child FlexCard by passing {Id}
as an attribute form the parent FlexCard. See Embed FlexCard Inside Another FlexCard.

• Set the value of descriptive text for accessibility users. For example, select {AccountName}  as the Alternative Text for an Image
element that displays a company logo.

• Display data as plain text with the Text element. For example, enter Hello {FirstName}!  on a Contact FlexCard.

Additional Syntax

This table provides additional syntax examples for nested JSON.

Merge Field Syntax ExampleJSON Node

To access a nested node, use a dot . between the parent and child
node names.

{ContactInfo.FirstName}
//returns Margarite

"ContactInfo": {
"FirstName": "Margarite",
"LastName": "Mandela"

}

To access a specific item in a data field with an array, enter the
number of the index surrounded by brackets, such as [0]. For

[{
"Account":{

example, [0] gets the first item, [1] gets the second item, and so
on.

{Account.Contacts[0].Name}
//returns Rosa Gonzalez

"AccRevenue":"139000000",
"AccPrimContact":"Sean Forbes",
"AccWebsite":"http://edgecomm.com",

"AccPhone":"(512) 757-6000",
"AccName":"Edge Comms",
"AccPostal":"78767",
"Contacts":[

{
"PostalCode":"78767",
"Country":"USA",
"State":"Texas",
"City":"Austin",
"Street":"313 Const Place",
"Phone":"(512) 757-6000",
"Name":"Rosa Gonzalez",
"Id":"0033g00000EbAAP"
},
{
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Merge Field Syntax ExampleJSON Node

"PostalCode":"78767",
"Country":"USA",
"State":"Texas",
"City":"Austin",
"Street":"312 Const Place",
"Phone":"(512) 757-6000",
"Name":"Sean Forbes",
"Id":"0033g00000EXAAP"
}

]
}

}]

Access the Data JSON

Use existing data JSON in an element property by indicating the use of a merge field.

Access the Data JSON
Use existing data JSON in an element property by indicating the use of a merge field.

1. From Setup panel in the FlexCard Designer, configure your FlexCard's datasource, and click Save & Fetch to locate the name of the
JSON node in the Test Results window.

2. In a supported property field, enter the name of the JSON node and wrap the name in curly brackets "{}" to indicate it is a merge
field. For example, a merge field accessing a JSON node named Status  must use the syntax {Status}.
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Note: For many property fields, clicking into the field displays a list of available merge fields. For example, click into the Value
field of an Attribute in the Properties panel of a child FlexCard or Custom LWC element to view a list of merge fields to select
from.

3. Click Preview to see the FlexCard to ensure the merge field works correctly.

Set Up a FlexCard in the FlexCard Designer

Configure optional settings for your FlexCard in the Setup panel of the FlexCard Designer. For example, update a data source, create an
event listener, add session variables, and so on.

Before You Begin

• Create a FlexCard. See Create a FlexCard.

1. From the FlexCard Designer, click Setup to open the Setup panel.

2. To configure specific options, see FlexCard Setup Reference.

Build your FlexCard. See Add Elements to a FlexCard.

FlexCard Setup Reference

The Setup panel in the FlexCard Designer provides multiple configuration options that enable a user to define the behavior of the
FlexCard further. For example, update the data source and add session variables.

Repeat Options in the FlexCard Designer

By default, a FlexCard loops through records returned from its data source. The FlexCard displays the list of records in containers
called cards. For example, if a data source returns a list of active Cases for an Account, each card displays the Status, Priority, Subject,
and any other data field or element added to a state.

Add Session Variables to a FlexCard

Set attributes available from a component, or store values from data sources or external systems to access globally on a FlexCard.
For example, set an API key or track pagination. Use the merge field {Session.var}  to parse the value.
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Add an Event Listener to a FlexCard

Add an event listener that listens for an event fired from a component and performs an action in response. With a Pubsub Event,
listen for an event from another component, such as another FlexCard on the same Lightning page. With a Custom event, listen for
an event fired from a child FlexCard or from an element on the card.

Enable Multi-Language Support on a FlexCard

Enable multi-language support on a FlexCard from the FlexCard Designer. When the Multi-Langauge Support feature is on, all Custom
Labels are updated and not cached.

Enable OmniScript Support on a FlexCard

Enable the OmniScript Support feature when your FlexCard interacts with an LWC OmniScript. For example, render a FlexCard
inside an OmniScript with the OmniScript Designer's Custom LWC element. Or update an OmniScript with the Update OmniScript
action element.

Limit User Access to a FlexCard with Custom Permissions

Limit user access to a FlexCard by assigning custom permissions. Enter a list of custom permissions in the Setup panel of your FlexCard
to specify which users can view your FlexCard.

Tracked FlexCard Events

FlexCards support tracking Card Load, Card Unload, and State Load events from parent and Child FlexCards, and the UI Action event
from the Action element.

FlexCard Setup Reference

The Setup panel in the FlexCard Designer provides multiple configuration options that enable a user to define the behavior of the
FlexCard further. For example, update the data source and add session variables.

ReferenceDescriptionProperty

FlexCard Naming Conventions(Disabled by default) The Author of the
FlexCard. To update the Author, clone the
FlexCard.

Author

Overwrite Global Newport and Lightning
Styles for Specific FlexCards

Overwrite the global Lightning styles. Enter
the file name of a static resource with
custom Lightning styles.

Custom Lightning Stylesheet File Name

Overwrite Global Newport and Lightning
Styles for Specific FlexCards

Overwrite the global Newport styles. Enter
the file name of a static resource with
custom Newport styles.

Custom Newport Stylesheet File Name

n/aUpdate your FlexCard's description, visible
on the FlexCards home tab and in the
FlexCard Designer's header.

Description

Configure a Data Source on a FlexCardSets a data source for the FlexCard.Data Source
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ReferenceDescriptionProperty

Add an Event Listener to a FlexCardAdd a listener for a PubSub or Custom event
that gets fired when a user performs an
action.

Event Listener

Enable Multi-Language Support on a
FlexCard, Add Custom Labels to Supported
Fields on a FlexCard

Enable to make Custom Labels update and
not cached.

Multi-Language Support

FlexCard Naming Conventions(Disabled by default) The API name of the
FlexCard. To update the Name, clone the
FlexCard.

Name

Enable OmniScript Support on a FlexCardEnable when your FlexCard interacts with
an LWC OmniScript, such as when

OmniScript Support

embedding a Custom LWC in the
OmniScript Designer, or updating an
OmniScript from a FlexCard Action element.

Repeat Options in the FlexCard DesignerDisable to display content that doesn't need
repeating. For example, a Chart or Datatable

Repeat Records

element that displays data for multiple
Accounts, or a Custom LWC used as a
header on a page.

Improve Performance on Repeating Records
on a FlexCard

To rerender only the affected card record
when the FlexCard updates, enter a unique
key that identifies the record. Select a data
field with a unique value, such as Id.

Render Key

Limit User Access to a FlexCard with Custom
Permissions

Limits user access to a FlexCard by entering
a comma-separated list of custom
permissions. If this field is left empty, any
user can see the FlexCard.

Required Permission

Add Session Variables to a FlexCardSet attributes available from a component,
or store values from data sources, external

Session Variables

systems, or hardcoded to access globally on
a FlexCard.

n/aThe title that displays in the Experience
Builder (for Communities) and Lightning
App Builder.

Title
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ReferenceDescriptionProperty

Track Custom Data on a FlexCardLog custom data to the Vlocity Tracking
Entry object. Enable Vlocity Tracking Service

Track Custom Data

and OmniAnalytics in Setup > Custom
Settings.

Repeat Options in the FlexCard Designer

By default, a FlexCard loops through records returned from its data source. The FlexCard displays the list of records in containers called
cards. For example, if a data source returns a list of active Cases for an Account, each card displays the Status, Priority, Subject, and any
other data field or element added to a state.
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Improve the performance on rerendered elements when a FlexCard with repeating records updates. Only rerender the affected card
record in the FlexCard component by entering a unique Render Key that identifies it. The FlexCard LWC uses the key to find which
element in the Document Object Model (DOM), the rendered HTML, to update.

To display data that doesn't need repeating, disable the Repeat Records feature. For example, disable the feature to display one Account
record, a Chart element that displays data from multiple Accounts, a Datatable element that lists Account Cases, a Custom LWC element
that serves as a header for a Console app, or a child FlexCard that has it's own looped data source.

Repeatable Modes

This table displays how the Repeat Records feature works for an Active State and a Blank Card State when records are available and
not available:

Blank Card StateActive StateRecords Available?Enabled?

HiddenShow a card for each available
record.

YesYes (default)
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Blank Card StateActive StateRecords Available?Enabled?

Show one card, such as to show
an action link to create a record.

When a condition results in no
records to show, this state is
hidden.

YesYes (default)

Show one card, such as to show
an action link to create a record.

HiddenNo (or no Data Source)Yes (default)

HiddenShow one card with all available
records inside it. For example, to

YesNo

display a Datatable, List, Chart,
or a container, such as a Custom
LWC or child Flex Card that uses
the data source provided by its
container.

Show one card, such as to show
an action link to create a record.

When a condition results in no
records to show, this state is
hidden.

YesNo

Show one card, such as to show
an action link to create a record.

HiddenNo (or no Data Source)No

Disable Record Looping on a FlexCard

To display data that doesn't need repeating, disable the Repeat Records feature. For example, disable the feature to display one
Account record, a Chart element that displays data from multiple Accounts, a Datatable element that lists Account Cases, a Custom
LWC element that serves as a header for a Console app, or a child FlexCard that has it's own looped data source.

Improve Performance on Repeating Records on a FlexCard

Improve the performance on rerendered elements when a FlexCard with repeating records updates. Only rerender the affected card
record in the FlexCard component by entering a unique Render Key that identifies it. The FlexCard LWC uses the key to find which
element in the Document Object Model (DOM), the rendered HTML, to update.

Disable Record Looping on a FlexCard
To display data that doesn't need repeating, disable the Repeat Records feature. For example, disable the feature to display one Account
record, a Chart element that displays data from multiple Accounts, a Datatable element that lists Account Cases, a Custom LWC element
that serves as a header for a Console app, or a child FlexCard that has it's own looped data source.
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1. In the FlexCard Designer, click Setup to open the Setup panel.

2. To disable looping over records, unselect Repeat Records.

Improve Performance on Repeating Records on a FlexCard
Improve the performance on rerendered elements when a FlexCard with repeating records updates. Only rerender the affected card
record in the FlexCard component by entering a unique Render Key that identifies it. The FlexCard LWC uses the key to find which
element in the Document Object Model (DOM), the rendered HTML, to update.

Required Versions

Available beginning Summer '21.

1. In the Setup panel, click Repeat Options, and confirm that Repeat Records is enabled.

2. In the Render Key field, enter a data field with a unique value such as Id.

Add Session Variables to a FlexCard

Set attributes available from a component, or store values from data sources or external systems to access globally on a FlexCard. For
example, set an API key or track pagination. Use the merge field {Session.var}  to parse the value.

This table lists the elements that support Session Variables:

Supported Input FieldsElement

LabelAction (any)
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Supported Input FieldsElement

Beginning Summer '21: Input Parameter > ValueCustom Event Action

Label, Placeholder, and OutputField

Inside the rich text editorText

1. In the FlexCard Designer, click Setup to open the Setup panel.

2. Click + Add New next to Session Variables.

3. Enter a Key, such as APIkey.

4. Enter a Value, such as 123456dk489384A1sdjsk.

Important: You can’t use datasource values as session variables.

5. Apply the session variable as a merge field to an element field. For example, enter {Session.APIkey}  to a REST data source
Endpoint URL.

Add an Event Listener to a FlexCard

Add an event listener that listens for an event fired from a component and performs an action in response. With a Pubsub Event, listen
for an event from another component, such as another FlexCard on the same Lightning page. With a Custom event, listen for an event
fired from a child FlexCard or from an element on the card.

example: Example: Update Product List

Let's say you want to create a Lightning page that displays a filterable list of products. You need two FlexCards, one that triggers
an event, and another that listens for the event and executes an action. Your Filter FlexCard displays the filters, and has an
Apply  button that when clicked triggers an event. Your Product List  FlexCard displays product information, listens for
the triggered event, and then executes an action.

When a user selects a filter, such as <$2000, and clicks the Apply  button from the Filter FlexCard, only products that cost
less than $2000 are visible in the Product List  FlexCard. The event triggers an action that updates the product list.

Before You Begin

Create the Custom or Pubsub event. To create the Custom event, see Trigger a Custom Event from an Action on a FlexCard. To create
the Pubsub event, see Trigger a Pubsub Event from an Action on a FlexCard.

1. In the FlexCard Designer, click Setup to open the Setup panel.

2. In the Event Listener section, click + Add New.

3. Select a Custom or Pubsub Event Type.

4. To configure a Custom event, in the Event Name field, enter the name of the event, such as reloadCard.

Beginning Spring '22, to register dynamic events based on a parent attribute or a session variable, Event Name supports
{Parent.attr}  (on a child FlexCard only), {recordId}, and {Session.var}  context variables. For example, enter an
event name such as event_{Parent.name}  or evnt{Session.recordLimit}. See Register Dynamic Custom and
Pubsub Events.
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5. To configure a PubSub event:

a. In the Channel Name field, enter the channel in which the event is posted.

Beginning Winter '22, Channel Name supports registering dynamic events based on the {recordId}. For example, enter
a channel name such as productViewCard_{recordId}. You must define the context variable in your FlexCard's
datasource configuration to see expected results in Preview.

Beginning Spring '22, to register dynamic events based on a parent attribute or a session variable, Channel Name supports the
{Parent.attr}  (on a child FlexCard only) and {Session.var}  context variables. For example, enter a channel name
such as chnl{Parent.name}  or channel_{Session.recordLimit}. See Register Dynamic Custom and Pubsub
Events.

b. In the Event Name field, enter the name of the event, such as reloadCard.

c. If your action type is Card, and type is remove, in the Record Index field, update the index to indicate which record to remove.
For example, enter 0, to remove the first record, or 3  to remove the fourth record.

6. To create the action, perform the following tasks:

a. In the Action Properties section, select an Action Type from the dropdown. See FlexCards Actions Reference.

b. To configure the selected Action Type, see FlexCards Action Properties.

c. (Optional) Beginning Winter '22, to execute the action depending on the value of a data field, in the Conditions section, click
+ Add New. See Add Conditions to a FlexCard Element.

d. Click Save.

e. (Optional) Beginning Winter '22, execute sequential actions from an event listener. See Trigger Sequential Actions from an Event
Listener on a FlexCard.

Trigger Actions on Record Change

From an Event Listener, enable a FlexCard to listen for changes on a record the FlexCard is on, then trigger actions.

Download a Sample Event Listener DataPack

Download a sample Event Listener DataPack to import to your org. Create an event listener that listens for an event happening and
performs an action in response.

FlexCards Event Listener Properties

Event Listener properties are configurable from the Setup panel in the FlexCard Designer. Add a listener for a PubSub or Custom
event that is triggered when a user performs an action.

Trigger Actions on Record Change
From an Event Listener, enable a FlexCard to listen for changes on a record the FlexCard is on, then trigger actions.

Required Versions

Available beginning Spring '22.

1. From the FlexCards home tab, click a version of a FlexCard to open the designer. Or create a new FlexCard. See Create a FlexCard.
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2. In the Setup panel, click + Add New in the Event Listener section.

3. Select Record Change  from the Event Type dropdown.

4. In RecordId, enter the record Id to listen for. The Id must be on the same page of the FlexCard. Enter {recordId}  or manually
enter a record Id.

5. Select the record type from the SObjects dropdown.

6. (Optional) Fields dropdown in the future will enable you to copy field values onto the card when the record changes.

7. To configure one or more actions from the Actions section, see FlexCards Actions Reference.

8. Click Save.

Download a Sample Event Listener DataPack
Download a sample Event Listener DataPack to import to your org. Create an event listener that listens for an event happening and
performs an action in response.

The sample DataPack demonstrates how to enable a FlexCard to listen for an event from another FlexCard, and to listen for an event
from an action on the same FlexCard. When you click on an action element, an event is fired, and the event listeners perform other
actions based on the event fired, such as reloading the FlexCard, updating the data source, and updating data field values.

What's Included

• A demoUpdateDataSourceEvent FlexCard with two actions that when clicked, updates the data source on another FlexCard.

• A demoEventListener FlexCard that listens for events and performs actions based on the event. This FlexCard has the following
elements and properties:

– Merge fields to display data from an SOQL Query data source.

– Merge fields to display data from a DataRaptor Extract data source.

– Event listeners that set values, updates the data source to an SOQL Query data source, updates the data source to a DataRaptor,
and reloads the FlexCard.

Note: To save and fetch test data from the getAccountCases DataRaptor Extract, update the value of the action.setId in
the Test Parameters of the PubsubUpdateDS:dataraptor event listener.
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– Two action elements that when clicked, fires an event to update values with new data.

– An action element that when clicked, reloads the FlexCard.

• A getAccountCases DataRaptor Extract to populate merge fields when the related event is triggered.

Note: To return data, check that you have Account Case records in your org.

Download and Import the DataPack

• Download the OmniStudio for Vlocity DataPack here: demoEventListener.zip.

Note: Download the DataPack for OmniStudio for Vlocity for an org with a Vlocity Health and Insurance, Communication,
Media and Energy, or Public Sector package installed. See Differences Between OmniStudio and OmniStudio for Vlocity .

DataPacks with the OmniStudio objects can't be imported into an org with OmniStudio for Vlocity objects.

Download the OmniStudio DataPack here: demoEventListener-OmniStudio.zip.

Note: Download the OmniStudio DataPack for an org with the OmniStudio package installed. See Differences Between
OmniStudio and OmniStudio for Vlocity .

If you import DataPacks with OmniStudio for Vlocity objects into an org with the OmniStudio package, the objects are converted
into OmniStudio objects.

• Import the Datapack. See Import a FlexCard.

After importing, if you didn't activate the FlexCards during the import process, from the FlexCards home tab, for each FlexCard, click
the FlexCard name, select the checkbox, and click Activate.

Add both FlexCards to a Lightning Page to preview and test the event listening feature. Add the demoEventListener below the
demoUpdateDataSourceEvent. See Add a FlexCard to a Lightning Page.
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FlexCards Event Listener Properties
Event Listener properties are configurable from the Setup panel in the FlexCard Designer. Add a listener for a PubSub or Custom event
that is triggered when a user performs an action.

ReferenceDescriptionProperty

n/aSelect an event type.Event Type

n/aEnter the name of the event.Event Name

n/aEnter the channel in which the event is
posted.

Channel Name

n/aIf your action type is Card, and type is
remove, enter the number of the index that

Record Index

indicates which record to remove. For
example, enter 0, to remove the first record,
or 3  to remove the fourth record.

FlexCards Action PropertiesSelect the action that triggers the event.Action Type
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Enable Multi-Language Support on a FlexCard

Enable multi-language support on a FlexCard from the FlexCard Designer. When the Multi-Langauge Support feature is on, all Custom
Labels are updated and not cached.

1. In the FlexCard Designer, click Setup to open the Setup panel.

2. Select Multi-language Support.

Add custom labels to supported fields. See Add Custom Labels to Supported Fields on a FlexCard.

Enable OmniScript Support on a FlexCard

Enable the OmniScript Support feature when your FlexCard interacts with an LWC OmniScript. For example, render a FlexCard inside
an OmniScript with the OmniScript Designer's Custom LWC element. Or update an OmniScript with the Update OmniScript action
element.

1. In the FlexCard Designer, click Setup to open the Setup panel.

2. Select OmniScript Support.

3. Click Activate.

Limit User Access to a FlexCard with Custom Permissions

Limit user access to a FlexCard by assigning custom permissions. Enter a list of custom permissions in the Setup panel of your FlexCard
to specify which users can view your FlexCard.

Before You Begin

Create custom permissions in Setup > Custom Permissions. See Create Custom Permissions.

1. From the FlexCard Designer, click Setup to open the Setup panel.

2. Enter a comma-separated list of custom permissions in the Required Permissions field. For example, if you created custom
permissions named Can_Edit_Policy  and Can_View_Policy, enter them as
Can_Edit_Policy,Can_View_Policy.

Note: If this field is left empty, any user can see the FlexCard.

3. For the managed package in your org, confirm that the VlocityRequiredPermissionCheck Apex Class exists at Setup
> Apex Classes. If it doesn't exist, add it as follows:

a. From Setup, in the Quick Find menu, enter apex.

b. Click Apex Classes.

c. Click New

d. Enter the following Apex code in the Apex Class tab:

global class VlocityRequiredPermissionCheck implements Callable
{

global Boolean call(String action, Map<String, Object> args)
{

if (action == 'checkPermission')
{

return checkPermission((String)args.get('requiredPermission'));
}
return false;
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}

private Boolean checkPermission(String requiredPermission)
{

Boolean hasCustomPermission = false;
List<String> customPermissionsName = requiredPermission.split(',');
for (String permissionName : customPermissionsName)
{

Boolean hasPermission =
FeatureManagement.checkPermission(permissionName.normalizeSpace());

if (hasPermission == true)
{

hasCustomPermission = true;
break;

}
}
return hasCustomPermission;

}
}

e. Click Save.

Tracked FlexCard Events

FlexCards support tracking Card Load, Card Unload, and State Load events from parent and Child FlexCards, and the UI Action event
from the Action element.

The following table lists tracked events and their available OmniAnaltics Keys. See Event Tracking Data for Cards Framework.

Note: Keys with ActionContainer prefix always represents the root card. Keys with Card prefix refers to the current card. Keys
with ParentCard prefix refers to the immediate parent.

OmniAnalytics Keys AvailableEvent TypeEvent

CardCard Load • The ActionContainer keys are always
available.

• The ParentCard keys and Card keys are
only available for child card.

CardCard Unload • The ActionContainer keys are always
available.

• The ParentCard keys and Card keys are
only available for child card.

CardState Load • The Card keys along-with
ActionContainer keys are always
available.

• The ParentCard keys are not available.
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OmniAnalytics Keys AvailableEvent TypeEvent

Note: Example: If a card has a single
state but has 3 records for that state,
loading of that card includes 1 Card
Load event and 3 State Load events.

ClickUI Action • The Card keys along-with
ActionContainer keys are always
available.

• The ParentCard keys are not available.

Track Custom Data on a FlexCard

Track custom data to publish with OmniAnalytics. The tracked information is sent from the FlexCard element to the Vlocity Tracking
Service which is then published by OmniAnalytics.

Track Custom Data on a FlexCard
Track custom data to publish with OmniAnalytics. The tracked information is sent from the FlexCard element to the Vlocity Tracking
Service which is then published by OmniAnalytics.

Configure your Business Event, Business Category, and Custom Fields on a FlexCard in the FlexCard Designer. All FlexCard events support
Business Event, Business Category, and Custom Fields. For Card Load and Card Unload events, all merge fields, except record merge
fields are selectable.

Child FlexCard events must be specified in the Child FlexCard.

• Enable the Vlocity Tracking Service in Custom Settings.

• Enable OmniAnalytics.

• Enable tracking on a FlexCard element.

1. In the FlexCard Designer, click Setup to open the Setup panel.

2. To select a business event to track, click into the Business Event field, and select from the list of merge fields if your data source
pulls in the business event. Otherwise, enter the name of the event, such as view_cart, or a session variable, such as
{Session.cart}.

3. To select a business category for the event, click into the Business Category field, and select from the list of merge fields if your
data source pulls in the business category. Otherwise, enter the name of a category, such as Ecommerce, or a session variable,
such as {Session.ecommerce}.

4. To append custom fields to the tracking event sent to the Vlocity Tracking Entry object, from the Custom Fields section perform
these tasks:

a. Click into the Key field and select from the list of fields from the TrackingEntry object. For example, select ns__AccountId,
where ns  represents your org's namespace. Or enter a key.

b. Click into the Value field and select the associated merge field, such as {AccountId}. Or enter a value.

c. To enable logging to the custom fields you added to the VlocityTrackingEntry__c object, you must add a trigger for each field.
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Style FlexCard Elements

Configure the look and feel of a FlexCard by styling individual elements, fields inside elements, and entire states. From the Style panel
in the FlexCard Designer, design backgrounds, text, and borders; adjust heights, widths, and spacing inside and between elements;
apply classes and inline styles; make your element responsive; and more.

Save style settings on an element to use on multiple elements on the FlexCard. Create custom classes from a code editor in the FlexCard
Designer and apply them to individual elements. On supported elements, add classes to specific fields inside the element, such as the
label and value of a Text element. Conditionally apply styles based on the value of a data field.

Style Options Available to All Elements

ReferenceDescriptionStyle panel Section

Add Conditional Styles to a FlexCard
Element

Conditionally apply styles to an element.
Change style features such as text color and
responsiveness when a condition based on
the value of a data field is met.

Add Conditional Style

FlexCards Element Alignment PropertiesUpdate the padding, margin, and text
alignment of an element.

Alignment

FlexCards Element Appearance PropertiesConfigure the color, background, and border
of an element.

Appearance

Create a Custom Style for a FlexCard
Element

Save style settings on a FlexCard element
as a Custom Style to use on multiple
elements on a FlexCard..

Custom Styles

FlexCard Elements Custom CSSCreate and apply custom classes, and add
inline styles to an element.

Custom

FlexCards Element DimensionsSet the height and configure the
responsiveness of an element.

Dimensions

Style Options Available to Specific Elements

ReferenceStyle panel Section

FlexCards Action Style PropertiesAction

FlexCards Datatable Style PropertiesDatatable

FlexCards Field Style PropertiesField
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ReferenceStyle panel Section

FlexCards Icon Style PropertiesIcon

FlexCards Menu Style PropertiesMenu

FlexCards Toggle Style PropertiesToggle

Overwrite Global Newport and Lightning Styles for Specific FlexCards

Overwrite the global Newport or Lightning styles for a specific FlexCard. Load new custom styles as a static resource from the Setup
panel in the FlexCard Designer. For example, apply specific branding requirements across multiple components on a FlexCard.

Add Conditional Styles to a FlexCard Element

Conditionally apply styles to a FlexCard element. Change style features such as text color, background image, and responsiveness
when a condition based on the value of a data field is met. For example, add a red border around a billing FlexCard when the bill
status is past due.

FlexCards Element Dimensions

Set the height and width, and configure the responsiveness of a FlexCard element within the FlexCard Designer. In addition to
adjusting the width of an element by clicking and moving its drag markers left and right on the canvas, use a slider on the Style
panel to adjust the width.

FlexCards Element Appearance

Update the appearance of your FlexCard elements with the Appearance properties in the Style panel of the FlexCard Designer.
Change the text color, background, border, and set a Salesforce theme for your elements.

FlexCards Element Alignment

With Alignment properties in the Style panel of the FlexCard Designer, you can create space inside and around your elements. You
can also adjust the position of the text relative to the element's container.

FlexCard Elements Custom CSS

Create, edit, and apply custom CSS classes and inline styles to your FlexCard elements in the FlexCard Designer. When styling options
available from the design interfaces of the Style panel don't meet your design needs, create custom CSS classes from a code editor
inside the designer, and apply them to supported fields. Or, add inline styles to a specific element.

Create Custom CSS Within the FlexCard Designer

Create custom CSS classes within the FlexCard Designer to apply to FlexCard elements or supported fields inside elements. Create
custom CSS classes when the design interfaces in the Style panel do not meet your design needs.

Apply Custom CSS to a FlexCard Element

When the design interfaces available in the Style panel of the FlexCard Designer don't meet your design needs, apply custom CSS
to your elements. Add custom CSS to edit the internal components of an element or a child element. Use this feature sparingly to
optimize performance.

Add Inline Styles to a FlexCard Element

When styling options available from the design interfaces in the FlexCard Designer don't meet your design needs, add inline CSS
styles to an element on a FlexCard. Override classes and target specific elements or element components.

FlexCards Action Style Properties

Configure style properties specific to the Action element from the Style panel in the FlexCard Designer.
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FlexCards Block Style Properties

Configure style properties specific to the Block element from the Style panel in the FlexCard Designer.

FlexCards Chart Style Properties

Configure style properties specific to the Chart element from the Style panel of the FlexCard Designer.

FlexCards Datatable Style Properties

Configure style properties specific to the Datatable element from the Style panel of the FlexCard Designer.

FlexCards Field Style Properties

Configure style properties specific to the Field element from the Style panel of the FlexCard Designer.

FlexCards Icon Style Properties

Configure style properties specific to the Icon element from the Style panel of the FlexCard Designer.

FlexCards Menu Style Properties

Configure style properties specific to the Menu element from the Style panel of the FlexCard Designer.

FlexCards Toggle Style Properties

Configure style properties specific to the Toggle element from the Style panel in the FlexCard Designer.

Create a Custom Style for a FlexCard Element

Save style settings on a FlexCard element as a Custom Style to use on multiple elements on your FlexCard. For example, to apply
the same font color, font size, text color, and background color to multiple Field elements on a FlexCard, create a Custom Style called
blue-field-scheme  on one Field element. Then apply blue-field-scheme  to other Field elements as needed.

Display Records Side-By-Side on a FlexCard

Display records side-by-side instead of stacked on top of each other by embedding a child FlexCard and adjusting the widths of its
states. By default, records display one on top of the other regardless of the widths of individual elements in the FlexCard.

Arrange, Duplicate, and Remove Elements on a FlexCard

Arrange, duplicate, and delete elements on the canvas of a FlexCard in the FlexCard Designer. Drag elements onto the canvas, and
rearrange them by dragging them below, above, and next to other elements. Duplicate and remove elements with one click.

Brand FlexCards Globally with the Newport Design System

Customize the appearance of FlexCards throughout your org with the Newport Design System. The Newport Design System enables
you to download, edit, and override the existing Newport CSS styles with your own customizations. Newport includes Storybook.js,
a browser-based preview tool that enables you to see your changes in action.

Apply Global Branding to FlexCards with the Newport Design System

Use the Newport Design System (NDS) to apply global style changes to FlexCards. The Newport Design System enables you to
download, edit, and override the existing Newport CSS styles with your own customizations.

Deploy Global Style Changes to FlexCards with the Newport Design System

Add any changes to the Newport Design System theme by uploading the theme in a Salesforce org. Install your theme so that all
FlexCard Designer users can use it to preview their FlexCards. Apply modifications to the Newport templates by adding a Static
Resource that overrides the Newport preview wherever it is available.

Overwrite Global Newport and Lightning Styles for Specific FlexCards

Overwrite the global Newport or Lightning styles for a specific FlexCard. Load new custom styles as a static resource from the Setup
panel in the FlexCard Designer. For example, apply specific branding requirements across multiple components on a FlexCard.

Important: Loading custom Newport styles directly on the FlexCard overwrites custom global Newport styles. See Brand FlexCards
Globally with the Newport Design System.
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Required Versions

Available beginning Winter '22.

• To create, upload and apply your custom Newport styles, see Apply Custom Newport Styles to a Specific FlexCard.

• To create, upload, and apply your custom Lightning styles, see Apply Custom Lightning Styles to a Specific FlexCard.

Apply Custom Lightning Styles to a Specific FlexCard

Overwrite global Lightning styles for a specific FlexCard. For example, if your FlexCard requires unique branding across multiple
components, you can create custom Lightning styles and load them in your FlexCard as a static resource.

Apply Custom Newport Styles to a Specific FlexCard

Overwrite global Newport styles for a specific FlexCard. For example, if your FlexCard requires unique branding across multiple
components, you can create custom Newport styles and load them in your FlexCard as a static resource.

Apply Custom Lightning Styles to a Specific FlexCard
Overwrite global Lightning styles for a specific FlexCard. For example, if your FlexCard requires unique branding across multiple components,
you can create custom Lightning styles and load them in your FlexCard as a static resource.

Note: For minor style modifications on elements, see the Style panel in the FlexCard designer when an element is selected on
the canvas. See Style FlexCard Elements.

Required Versions

Available beginning Winter '22.

Before You Begin

Create a FlexCard with a Lightning Theme. See Create a FlexCard.

1. Get the Lightning styles from the Lightning Design System website's download page. See Lightning Design System Downloads.

2. Follow instructions on the website to modify styles. See Lightning Design System.

3. Upload the custom styles as a zipped file into your org as a static resource. See Creating a Static Resource.

4. In the FlexCard Designer, click the Setup tab, and click Styling Options.

5. In the Custom Lightning StyleSheet File Name field, enter the file name for that Static Resource that stores your custom Lightning
styles.

Apply Custom Newport Styles to a Specific FlexCard
Overwrite global Newport styles for a specific FlexCard. For example, if your FlexCard requires unique branding across multiple components,
you can create custom Newport styles and load them in your FlexCard as a static resource.

Important: Loading custom Newport styles directly on the FlexCard overwrites custom global Newport styles. See Brand FlexCards
Globally with the Newport Design System.
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Note: For minor style modifications on elements, see the Style panel in the FlexCard designer when an element is selected on
the canvas. See Style FlexCard Elements.

Required Versions

Available beginning Winter '22.

Before You Begin

Create a FlexCard with a Newport Theme. See Create a FlexCard.

1. Get the Newport styles and modify them by following one of the following tasks:

• Get the Newport styles from the Newport Design System git repo, and modify as needed. See Apply Global Branding to FlexCards
with the Newport Design System.

Important: To avoid potential styling issues, confirm that the version available in the repo is the same version available
in your org. Perform the following tasks:

a. From Setup, enter Static Resources in the Quick Find box, then select Static Resources.

b. Click newport.

c. Click View file to download the zip file.

d. Decompress the file and open the package.json  file and note the version  number.

e. Compare the version number with the latest version available in the git repo.

• To overwrite newportZipUrl  global custom styles available as a static resource, modify the styles in your local Newport
project where the original custom styles were created. See Deploy Global Style Changes to FlexCards with the Newport Design
System. Otherwise, download the static resource as follows:

a. From Setup, enter Static Resources in the Quick Find box, then select Static Resources.

b. Click newportZipUrl.

c. Click View file to download the file.

d. Decompress the zip file and open the folder in your chosen code editor, such as in Visual Studio.

e. Modify the CSS as needed.

2. Upload the custom styles as a zipped file into your org as a static resource. See Creating a Static Resource.

3. In the FlexCard Designer, click the Setup tab, and click Styling Options.

4. In the Custom Newport StyleSheet File Name field, enter the file name for that Static Resource that stores your custom Lightning
styles.
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Add Conditional Styles to a FlexCard Element

Conditionally apply styles to a FlexCard element. Change style features such as text color, background image, and responsiveness when
a condition based on the value of a data field is met. For example, add a red border around a billing FlexCard when the bill status is past
due.

Required Versions

Available beginning Summer '21.

1. Select the element on a state in your FlexCard, and click + Add Conditional Style from the Style panel.

2. In Conditional Style Name, enter a unique name for the visible label for your conditional style. The name must be different than
any other conditional style name on the same element.

3. To add a condition based on the value of a data field, click + Add Condition. See Add Conditions to a FlexCard Element on how to
configure conditions.

4. Click Save.

5. Your new condition appears below the Default.

When you add a conditional style, a Default section is added to the top of the Style panel. When your conditions aren’t met, the
default styles apply.

6. (Optional) To determine what conditions are applied, hover over the tooltip "i" icon next to the conditional style name.

7.
(Optional) To edit a conditional style, click its pencil ( ) icon.

8. (Optional) To switch between how your element looks when the conditions are applied and not applied, select the conditional

style's toggle button ( ).

9.
(Optional) To delete a conditional style, click its trash ( ) icon.

FlexCards Conditional Style Properties

Add Conditional Style properties are configurable from the Style panel in the FlexCard Designer when you select an element.
Conditionally apply styles to an element depending on the value of a data field.
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FlexCards Conditional Style Properties
Add Conditional Style properties are configurable from the Style panel in the FlexCard Designer when you select an element. Conditionally
apply styles to an element depending on the value of a data field.

ReferenceDescriptionProperty

N/AThe name of your conditional style.Conditional Style Name

Add Conditions to a FlexCard ElementAdd conditions that style elements based
on data field values.

Add Conditions

Add Conditions to a FlexCard ElementCreate complex expressions by grouping
conditions. A group is similar to enclosing

Add Groups

a series of tests in parentheses in a
programming language. For example, to
add a condition for high priority cases that
are either escalated or have an account
whose revenue is above a certain number,
create two condition groups connected by
an OR  operator. For example,
[Priority = High AND
IsEscalated = true] OR
[Priority = High AND
AnnualRevenue > 500000].

N/AThe default styles apply when no conditions
are met.

Default

FlexCards Element Dimensions

Set the height and width, and configure the responsiveness of a FlexCard element within the FlexCard Designer. In addition to adjusting
the width of an element by clicking and moving its drag markers left and right on the canvas, use a slider on the Style panel to adjust
the width.

Configure the height, minimum height, and maximum height of the element using CSS supported values. See Adjust the Height of an
Element on a FlexCard.

Enable responsiveness on one or more elements to set the width to change as the width of the visable area of a page, called the viewport,
changes. See Create Responsive Elements on a FlexCard.

The responsive sizing of elements is mobile-first. Sizing starts at the smallest visible viewport breakpoint and is continuously applied
upwards until the next wider breakpoint overrides it. When responsiveness is enabled, the default width becomes the width of the
smallest viewport breakpoint. See FlexCards Element Responsiveness.

FlexCards Element Dimensions Properties

An element's Dimensions properties are configurable from the Style panel in the FlexCard Designer when an element is selected.
Update the height and width, and configure responsiveness for your element.
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Adjust the Height of an Element on a FlexCard

Update the height of an element on a FlexCard from the Style panel in the FlexCard Designer. Enter any CSS supported values, such
as length units (px, cm, and so on), inherit, auto, and so forth. Or enter a CSS function, such as calc(2em * 5).

Adjust the Width of an Element on a FlexCard

After dragging an element from the Build panel into a state, adjust its width along a 12-column horizontal grid. The width of an
element is 1 to 12 parts of a 12 column grid. For example, a field element that is 6 columns wide takes up 50% of the available
horizontal space.

FlexCards Element Responsiveness

In the FlexCard Designer, enable responsiveness on one or more elements to set the width to change as the visible area of a page,
called the viewport, changes. By default, the width of an element is the same regardless of the width of the viewport device on
which the user views the FlexCard. The width of an element is 1 to 12 parts of a 12 column grid. For example, a field element that
is 6 columns wide takes up 50% of the available horizontal space.

Create Responsive Elements on a FlexCard

Enable an element's width to change when the viewport updates. For example, make the widths of the fields for First Name and
Last Name of a Contact take the full width of the page on smaller devices, but shrink to 50% on larger devices such as laptops and
desktops.

FlexCards Element Dimensions Properties
An element's Dimensions properties are configurable from the Style panel in the FlexCard Designer when an element is selected. Update
the height and width, and configure responsiveness for your element.

ReferenceDescriptionProperty

Adjust the Width of an Element on a
FlexCard

Set the default width of the element when
Responsive is disabled.

Default

n/aSet the height of the element. Enter any
value allowed by the height  CSS

Height

property, such as 10em, auto  or
calc(). If you enter just a number, the
default unit used is px. The percentage unit
(%) is not supported.

n/aSet the maximum height of the element.
Enter any value allowed by the

Maximum Height

maximum-height  CSS property, such
as 10em, auto, or calc(). If you enter
just a number, the default unit used is px.
The percentage unit (%) is not supported.

n/aSet the minimum height of the element.
Enter any value allowed by the

Minimum Height

minimum-height  CSS property, such
as 10em, auto, or calc(). If you enter
just a number, the default unit used is px.
The percentage unit (%) is not supported.
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ReferenceDescriptionProperty

FlexCards Element ResponsivenessMake your element adjust to the width of
the viewport. After enabling, set the width
of each viewport breakpoint.

Responsive

Adjust the Height of an Element on a FlexCard
Update the height of an element on a FlexCard from the Style panel in the FlexCard Designer. Enter any CSS supported values, such as
length units (px, cm, and so on), inherit, auto, and so forth. Or enter a CSS function, such as calc(2em * 5).

Important: Percentage (%) is not supported for height.

1. In the FlexCard Designer, click an element on the canvas, and click Style to open the Style panel.

2. To update the height of your element, open the Dimensions section, and enter a CSS supported value for one or more of the
following properties:

Note: For example, enter 20, 150px, or calc(2em * 5), auto, and so on. If you enter just a number, the length unit
defaults to px.

• To set a fixed height, enter a CSS supported value in the Height field.

• To set a minimum height, enter a CSS supported value in the Minimum Height field.

• To set a maximum height, enter a CSS supported value in the Maximum Height field.

Preview your FlexCard. See Preview a FlexCard.

Adjust the Width of an Element on a FlexCard
After dragging an element from the Build panel into a state, adjust its width along a 12-column horizontal grid. The width of an element
is 1 to 12 parts of a 12 column grid. For example, a field element that is 6 columns wide takes up 50% of the available horizontal space.

When an element is dragged next to another element that is less than 12 columns wide, the new element takes up the remaining width
of the horizontal space available. And when the width of an element is adjusted from less than 12 to 12 columns wide, any elements
next to it will move below it.

1. In the FlexCard Designer, click an element in a state.

2. To adjust the width of an element inside a state, perform these tasks:

a. Hover over the square box on the right border until the mouse pointer icon becomes a drag icon.

b. Click and slide the square box right or left to make the element more narrow or wider.
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3. To adjust the width from the Style panel for any element, including a state, perform these tasks:

a. Click Style to open the Style panel

b. In the Dimensions section, under Default, move the slider left or right to adjust the element width.

Note: Only Child FlexCards enable you to adjust the width of a State element, and only from the Style panel. When you
adjust the width of the state, if the width is less than 6 columns wide, records display side by side, mimicking the behavior
of elements inside states. See Display Records Side-By-Side on a FlexCard.

FlexCards Element Responsiveness
In the FlexCard Designer, enable responsiveness on one or more elements to set the width to change as the visible area of a page, called
the viewport, changes. By default, the width of an element is the same regardless of the width of the viewport device on which the user
views the FlexCard. The width of an element is 1 to 12 parts of a 12 column grid. For example, a field element that is 6 columns wide
takes up 50% of the available horizontal space.

When the Responsive feature is enabled in the Style panel of a FlexCard, the responsive sizing of elements is mobile-first. Sizing starts
at the smallest viewport breakpoint and is continuously applied upwards until the next wider breakpoint overrides it. When responsiveness
is enabled, the default width becomes the width of the smallest viewport breakpoint.

Build with a mobile-first approach if most or all of your elements are responsive. Build your FlexCard at the smallest canvas size by
selecting Mobile L/S from the Viewport Dropdown. After setting widths for all breakpoints for each element from the Style panel, view
your layout at different viewports by toggling through the Viewport Dropdown. See View a FlexCard at Different Viewport Breakpoints
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example: Example Responsive Subject and CaseId Field Elements

A user wants the Subject  field and a CaseId  Field element next to each other on the Medium and Large viewports, but
stacked on Small and Smaller viewports:

• Set the Subject  field to 12 for Smaller and Small, and 10 for Medium and Large.

• Set the CaseId  field to 12 for Smaller and Small, and 2 for Medium and Large.
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Available Breakpoints
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DeviceViewport Breakpoint

Laptop and desktopLarge (>=1024px)

Large tabletMedium (>=768px)

Small or medium tablet, and large mobile deviceSmall (>= 480px)

Small or medium mobile deviceSmaller (< 480px)

Create Responsive Elements on a FlexCard
Enable an element's width to change when the viewport updates. For example, make the widths of the fields for First Name and Last
Name of a Contact take the full width of the page on smaller devices, but shrink to 50% on larger devices such as laptops and desktops.

By default, the width of an element is the same no matter the width of the viewport of the device your user views the FlexCard. When
responsiveness is enabled, the width of an element changes to the width set at each viewport breakpoint. The default width becomes
the width on the smallest viewport breakpoint for a mobile-first approach. See FlexCards Element Responsiveness.

Build with a mobile-first approach if most or all of your elements are responsive. Build your FlexCard at the smallest canvas size by
selecting Mobile L/S from the Viewport Dropdown. After setting widths for all breakpoints for each element from the Style panel, view
your layout at different viewports by toggling through the Viewport Dropdown. See View a FlexCard at Different Viewport Breakpoints

1. In the FlexCard Designer, click an element on the canvas, and click Style to open the Style panel.

2. From the Dimensions section, enable Responsive.

Note: Easily identify responsive elements by selecting or hovering over the element. A device icon displays next to the
Component Name.
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3. For each viewport breakpoint, adjust the slider to set a width.

Example Responsive Subject and CaseId Field Elements

A user wants the Subject  field and a CaseId  Field element next to each other on the Medium and Large viewports, but stacked
on Small and Smaller viewports:
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4. To test the responsiveness of your elements, toggle between viewport widths from the Viewport Dropdown. See View a FlexCard
at Different Viewport Breakpoints.

Preview your FlexCard. See Preview a FlexCard.

FlexCards Element Appearance

Update the appearance of your FlexCard elements with the Appearance properties in the Style panel of the FlexCard Designer. Change
the text color, background, border, and set a Salesforce theme for your elements.
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FlexCards Element Appearance Properties

Appearance properties are configurable in the Style panel of the FlexCard Designer when you select an element. Update background,
text color, border, and theme of your elements.

FlexCards Element Appearance Properties
Appearance properties are configurable in the Style panel of the FlexCard Designer when you select an element. Update background,
text color, border, and theme of your elements.

DescriptionProperty

Select a background color. Enter a Hex color code, such as #ff0000.
Or click the colored box to select from a color picker.

Background Color

Enter the URL of the image to display as the background of your
element. The image must be accessible.

Background Image Url

Set the position of the background image. Enter any value allowed
by the background-position  CSS property, such as right
bottom, center, 10px 30px, and so on.

Background Position

Set how the background image repeats itself. Enter any value
allowed by the background-repeat  CSS property, such as
no-repeat, repeat, repeat-x, and so on.

Background Repeat

Set the size of the background image. Enter a value allowed by the
background-size  CSS property, such as cover, contain,
and so on.

Background Size

Select a border color. Enter a Hex color code, such as #ff0000. Or
click the colored box to select from a color picker.

Border Color

To round the edges of the element border, set a border radius.
Enter a value allowed by the border-radius  CSS property,
such as 25px, 25px 50px, and so on.

Border Radius

Select the type of border to display. Enter a value allowed by the
border-style CSS property, such as solid, dashed, inset,
and so on. Default is solid.

Border Style

Select one or more border locations such as top, bottom,
right, and left. To remove a border location, select it again
from the dropdown.

Border Type

Enter a number for the thickness of the border in pixels.Border Width
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DescriptionProperty

Select a predefined color scheme for your element.Salesforce Theme

Update the element's text color. Enter a Hex color code, such as
#ff0000. Or click the colored box to select from a color picker.

Text Color

FlexCards Element Alignment

With Alignment properties in the Style panel of the FlexCard Designer, you can create space inside and around your elements. You can
also adjust the position of the text relative to the element's container.

FlexCards Element Alignment Properties

The Alignment properties of an element are configurable in the Style panel when an element is selected in the FlexCard Designer.
Configuring padding, margin, and text alignment.

Add Space Inside a FlexCard Element

Create space inside the container of a FlexCard element. Add padding to create space between the boundary of your element and
the contents inside your element.

Add Space Around Your FlexCard Element

Create space around the container of a FlexCard element. Add margins between adjacent elements on your FlexCard.

FlexCards Element Alignment Properties
The Alignment properties of an element are configurable in the Style panel when an element is selected in the FlexCard Designer.
Configuring padding, margin, and text alignment.

DescriptionProperty

Select where to add margins to your element, such as the bottom,
both vertical spaces, both horizontal positions, around the entire
element, and so on.

Margin Type

Select the size of the margins.Margin Size

Select the size of the padding.Padding Size

Select where to add padding to your element, such as the bottom,
both vertical spaces, both horizontal positions, around the entire
element, and so on.

Padding Type

Select text alignment, such as center, to update the alignment of
the content within the element's container.

Text Align
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Add Space Inside a FlexCard Element
Create space inside the container of a FlexCard element. Add padding to create space between the boundary of your element and the
contents inside your element.

1. In the FlexCard Designer, click on an element in a state, and click Style to open the Style panel.

2. From the Padding Type dropdown, select where to add your padding. For example, to add padding on all sides of the content,
select Around. To add padding to both the top and the bottom, select Horizontal.

3. From the Padding Size dropdown, select how much padding to add, such as Medium, x-Small, and so on. See SLDS Padding.

4. Click the plus icon.

5. Repeat steps 1 through 3 to add more padding.

Add Space Around Your FlexCard Element
Create space around the container of a FlexCard element. Add margins between adjacent elements on your FlexCard.

1. In the FlexCard Designer, click on an element in a state, and click Style to open the Style panel.

2. From the Margin Type dropdown, select where to add your margin. For example, to add space around the entire element, select
Around. To add space above and below your element, select Horizontal.

3. From the Margin Size dropdown, select how much spacing to add, such as Medium, x-Small, and so on. See SLDS Padding.

4. Click the plus icon.

5. Repeat steps 1 through 3 to add more margins.

FlexCard Elements Custom CSS

Create, edit, and apply custom CSS classes and inline styles to your FlexCard elements in the FlexCard Designer. When styling options
available from the design interfaces of the Style panel don't meet your design needs, create custom CSS classes from a code editor inside
the designer, and apply them to supported fields. Or, add inline styles to a specific element.

• Create and apply custom CSS within the FlexCard Designer:

1. Create Custom CSS Within the FlexCard Designer

2. Apply Custom CSS to a FlexCard Element

• Add Inline Styles to a FlexCard Element

Create Custom CSS Within the FlexCard Designer

Create custom CSS classes within the FlexCard Designer to apply to FlexCard elements or supported fields inside elements. Create custom
CSS classes when the design interfaces in the Style panel do not meet your design needs.

The custom CSS is a Salesforce attachment. When the FlexCard is saved, the attachment is updated. A .css  file is also packaged with
the generated LWC.

1. In the FlexCard Designer, click an element on the canvas, and click Style to open the Style panel.

2. In the FlexCard Designer submenu, click the down arrow next to Activate, and select Add Custom CSS.
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Note: Your FlexCard must be inactive to use this feature.

3. Enter your custom classes inside the code editor.

4. (Optional) Enable Load as Global CSS. These custom styles are loaded as a stylesheet in the header of the page when this feature
is enabled. And when not enabled, it's loaded as internal styles inside the header of the FlexCard only.

5. Click Save.

Apply custom CSS classes to elements.
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FlexCards 'Add Custom CSS' Properties

Add Custom CSS properties are configurable from the submenu of the FlexCard Designer. Create custom CSS classes and add them
to supported fields in the Properties and Style panels.

FlexCards 'Add Custom CSS' Properties
Add Custom CSS properties are configurable from the submenu of the FlexCard Designer. Create custom CSS classes and add them to
supported fields in the Properties and Style panels.

DescriptionProperty

Create and edit custom CSS classes. The custom CSS is a Salesforce
attachment. When the FlexCard is saved, the attachment is
updated. A .css  is also packaged with the generated LWC.

Add Custom CSS

Enable to apply your CSS classes at run time, such as in Preview.Load as Global CSS

Apply Custom CSS to a FlexCard Element

When the design interfaces available in the Style panel of the FlexCard Designer don't meet your design needs, apply custom CSS to
your elements. Add custom CSS to edit the internal components of an element or a child element. Use this feature sparingly to optimize
performance.

Apply classes from style sheets available to the FlexCard, such as the global SLDS and Newport style sheets. Or, apply classes that you
create inside the FlexCard Designer with the Add Custom CSS feature. See Create Custom CSS Within the FlexCard Designer.

example: Example Grouped Datatable Element with Alternating Background Colors

You have a Datatable element that displays Account Cases grouped by case Type. You want to show alternating background
colors for all rows and set a different background color for the group heading. There is no option in the Style panel for alternating
row background colors. But you can enter a class for the group heading. Use the Add Custom CSS feature to create two classes.
An alt-table-rows  class for the Datatable element, and an alt-bg-group-wrapper  class for the group heading.
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Apply the alt-table-rows  class to the element and the alt-bg-group-wrapper  class to the group heading.

1. In the FlexCard Designer, select an element on the canvas.

2. To apply a custom class to an element, click Style to open the Style panel. From the Custom CSS section, complete one or both of
these tasks:

• To append a custom class to the element's container, enter the class name in the Container Class field, such as
branded-tables.

• To append a custom class directly on the element, enter the class name in the Custom Class field, such as alt-table-rows
from the example above.

3. To apply a custom class to a specific field inside an element, in the Properties panel, enter a class in a field that supports classes.

For example, from the previous grouped datatable example, enter alt-bg-group-wrapper  in the Group Wrapper Class
field in the Properties panel of a Datatable element.

FlexCards Custom CSS Properties

Custom CSS properties are configurable from the Style panel in the FlexCard Designer when you select an element. When the design
interfaces in the Style panel do not meet your design needs, apply a class from any style sheet available to the FlexCard, or add inline
styles.
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FlexCards Custom CSS Properties
Custom CSS properties are configurable from the Style panel in the FlexCard Designer when you select an element. When the design
interfaces in the Style panel do not meet your design needs, apply a class from any style sheet available to the FlexCard, or add inline
styles.

DescriptionProperty

Add a class to the container of your element.Container Class

Add a class directly to the element.Custom Class

Apply inline CSS styles to your element, such as
font-variant: small-caps;.

Inline CSS Styles

Add Inline Styles to a FlexCard Element

When styling options available from the design interfaces in the FlexCard Designer don't meet your design needs, add inline CSS styles
to an element on a FlexCard. Override classes and target specific elements or element components.

Tip: Use this feature as needed and sparingly to optimize performance.

1. In the FlexCard Designer, click an element on the canvas, and click Style to open the Style panel.

2. In the Inline CSS Styles field of the Custom section, enter CSS properties and their values. For example, font-variant:
small-caps; word-spacing: 30px;.

Preview your FlexCard. See Preview a FlexCard.

FlexCards Action Style Properties

Configure style properties specific to the Action element from the Style panel in the FlexCard Designer.

To configure additional style properties common to all elements, see Style FlexCard Elements.

DescriptionProperty

Enter a Hex color code or click the colored square to select from a
color picker.

Color

Enter one or more web-safe, SLDS, or Newport Design System
fonts. Supports the font-family CSS property options. For example,

Font Family

enter a specific font, such as Courier New; a general font, such
as serif; or a fallback list, such Times New Roman,
Courier New, serif.

Select a font-size. Enter any value allowed by the font-size
CSS property, such as 1em, 6px, large, or calc(). If you enter
just a number, the default unit used is px.

Font Size
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DescriptionProperty

Select the size of the entire element, such as Medium.Size

Select text alignment, such as center. To align a Flyout content's
text, select Text Align in the Alignment section of the Style panel.

Text Align

Set the appearance of decorative lines on the text. Enter a value
allowed by the text-decoration  CSS property, such as
underline  and overline.

Text Decoration

FlexCards Block Style Properties

Configure style properties specific to the Block element from the Style panel in the FlexCard Designer.

To configure additional style properties common to all elements, see Style FlexCard Elements.

The properties in the table are specific to the Label property of the Block element.

DescriptionProperty

Enter a Hex color code or click the colored square to select from a
color picker.

Color

Enter one or more web-safe, SLDS, or Newport Design System
fonts. Supports the font-family CSS property options. For example,

Font Family

enter a specific font, such as Courier New; a general font, such
as serif; or a fallback list, such Times New Roman,
Courier New, serif.

Select a font-size. Enter any value allowed by the font-size
CSS property, such as 1em, 6px, large, or calc(). If you enter
just a number, the default unit used is px.

Font Size

Set the appearance of decorative lines on the text. Enter a value
allowed by the text-decoration  CSS property, such as
underline  and overline.

Text Decoration

FlexCards Chart Style Properties

Configure style properties specific to the Chart element from the Style panel of the FlexCard Designer.

To configure additional style properties common to all elements, see Style FlexCard Elements.

The properties in the table are specific to the Title property of the Chart element.
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DescriptionProperty

Enter the position you want the title to appear. Horizontally above
or below the chart. Vertically to the right or to the left of the chart.

Position

Enter a Hex color code or click the colored square to select from a
color picker.

Font Color

Enter a font size in pixels. For example, enter 15  for 15px.Font Size

Enter a list of one or more font names. Supports the font-family
CSS property options, such as Courier New, serif, or

Font Family

Times New Roman, Courier New, serif. The default
is Helvetica Neue, Helvetica, Arial,
sans-serif.

To emphasize the appearance of the font, enter italic,
normal, oblique, or bold. Default is bold.

Font Style

FlexCards Datatable Style Properties

Configure style properties specific to the Datatable element from the Style panel of the FlexCard Designer.

To configure additional style properties common to all elements, see Style FlexCard Elements.

Applies ToDescriptionProperty

Table, CellsEnter a number for the thickness of the
border in pixels.

Border Width

Table, CellsSelect one or more border locations such
as top, bottom, right, and left. To

Border Type

remove a border location, select it again
from the dropdown.

Table, CellsSelect a border color. Enter a Hex color code,
such as #ff0000. Or click the colored box to
select from a color picker.

Border Color

Table, Cells, Table Head, RowsSelect a background color. Enter a Hex color
code, such as #ff0000. Or click the colored
box to select from a color picker.

Background Color
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Applies ToDescriptionProperty

Table HeadEnter a value allowed by the
font-weight  CSS property, such as
bold, lighter, 600, and so on.

Font Weight

Table HeadEnter one or more web-safe, SLDS, or
Newport Design System fonts. Supports the

Font Family

font-family CSS property options. For
example, enter a specific font, such as
Courier New; a general font, such as
serif; or a fallback list, such Times
New Roman, Courier New,
serif.

Table HeadSet the appearance of decorative lines on
the text. Enter a value allowed by the

Text Decoration

text-decoration  CSS property, such
as underline  and overline.

CellsAdd a box shadow to cells. Enter a value
allowed by the box-shadow  CSS

Box Shadow

property, such as 2px 4px 3px
#888888.

CellsSelect where to add padding to your cells,
such as bottom, both vertical spaces, both

Padding Type

horizontal positions, or around the entire
cell, and so on.

CellsSelect the size of the padding for all cells.Padding Size

CellsSelect where to add margins to your cells,
such as the bottom, both vertical spaces,

Margin Type

both horizontal positions, around the entire
cell, and so on.

CellsSelect the size of the margins for all cells.Margin Size

FlexCards Field Style Properties

Configure style properties specific to the Field element from the Style panel of the FlexCard Designer.

To configure additional style properties common to all elements, see Style FlexCard Elements.
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ReferenceDescriptionProperty

n/aEnter a Hex color code or click the colored
square to select from a color picker.

Color

n/aEnter one or more web-safe, SLDS, or
Newport Design System fonts. Supports the

Font Family

font-family CSS property options. For
example, enter a specific font, such as
Courier New; a general font, such as
serif; or a fallback list, such Times
New Roman, Courier New,
serif.

n/aSelect a font-size. Enter any value allowed
by the font-size  CSS property, such as

Font Size

1em, 6px, large, or calc(). If you
enter just a number, the default unit used
is px.

Create Custom CSS Within the FlexCard
Designer

Select a class for the field label. Select from
a class defined in the Add Custom CSS
feature of the FlexCard Designer or any style
sheet available to the FlexCard.

Label Class

n/aSelect text alignment, such as center.Text Align

n/aSet the appearance of decorative lines on
the text. Enter a value allowed by the

Text Decoration

text-decoration  CSS property, such
as underline  and overline.

Create Custom CSS Within the FlexCard
Designer

Select a class for the field value. Select from
a class defined in the Add Custom CSS
feature of the FlexCard Designer or any style
sheet available to the component.

Value Class

FlexCards Icon Style Properties

Configure style properties specific to the Icon element from the Style panel of the FlexCard Designer.

To configure additional style properties common to all elements, see Style FlexCard Elements.
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ReferenceDescriptionProperty

n/aEnter a Hex color code or click the colored
square to select from a color picker.

Icon Color

Create Custom CSS Within the FlexCard
Designer

Enter a class appended to the container of
the element. Select from a class defined in
the Add Custom CSS feature of the

Extra Class

FlexCard Designer or any style sheet
available to the FlexCard.

FlexCards Menu Style Properties

Configure style properties specific to the Menu element from the Style panel of the FlexCard Designer.

To configure additional style properties common to all elements, see Style FlexCard Elements.

DescriptionProperty

Enter a Hex color code or click the colored square to select from a
color picker.

Color

Enter one or more web-safe, SLDS, or Newport Design System
fonts. Supports the font-family CSS property options. For example,

Font Family

enter a specific font, such as Courier New; a general font, such
as serif; or a fallback list, such Times New Roman,
Courier New, serif.

Select a font-size. Enter any value allowed by the font-size
CSS property, such as 1em, 6px, large, or calc(). If you enter
just a number, the default unit used is px.

Font Size

Select the size of the entire element, such as Medium.Size

Set the appearance of decorative lines on the text. Enter a value
allowed by the text-decoration  CSS property, such as
underline  and overline.

Text Decoration

FlexCards Toggle Style Properties

Configure style properties specific to the Toggle element from the Style panel in the FlexCard Designer.

To configure additional style properties common to all elements, see Style FlexCard Elements.
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Checkbox and Stateful Button Properties

These properties are unique to the all but the Stateful Icon toggle type.

DescriptionProperty

Enter one or more web-safe, SLDS, or Newport Design System
fonts. Supports the font-family CSS property options. For example,

Font Family

enter a specific font, such as Courier New; a general font, such
as serif; or a fallback list, such Times New Roman,
Courier New, serif.

Select a font-size. Enter any value allowed by the font-size
CSS property, such as 1em, 6px, large, or calc(). If you enter
just a number, the default unit used is px.

Font Size

Set the appearance of decorative lines on the text. Enter a value
allowed by the text-decoration  CSS property, such as
underline  and overline.

Text Decoration

Important: The Font Size property isn’t available for the Checkbox Toggle and Checkbox Button toggle types in the Vlocity
Health and Insurance Spring '21 release.

Checkbox Button, Group and Toggle Properties

These properties are unique to the Checkbox Toggle, Checkbox Button, Checkbox Group Button, Checkbox Group toggle types.

DescriptionProperty

Select text alignment, such as center.Text Align

Checkbox Button and Toggle Properties

These properties are unique to the Checkbox Toggle and Checkbox Button toggle types.

DescriptionProperty

Select the display color of the label when the toggle element is
selected. Enter a Hex color code or click the colored box to select
a color from the color picker.

Checked Label

Select the display color of the label when the toggle element isn’t
selected. Enter a Hex color code or click the colored box to select
a color from the color picker.

Unchecked Label
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Checkbox Button Properties

These properties are unique to the Checkbox Button toggle type.

DescriptionProperty

Select the display color when the toggle element is selected. Enter
a Hex color code or click the colored box to select a color from the
color picker.

Checked Icon

Select the display color when the toggle element isn’t selected.
Enter a Hex color code or click the colored box to select a color
from the color picker.

Unchecked Icon

Checkbox Group and Stateful Button Properties

These properties are unique to the Checkbox Group Button, Checkbox Group, Stateful Button, and Dual Stateful Button toggle types.

DescriptionProperty

Select a label color. Enter a Hex color code or click the colored box
to select a color from the color picker.

Color

Create a Custom Style for a FlexCard Element

Save style settings on a FlexCard element as a Custom Style to use on multiple elements on your FlexCard. For example, to apply the
same font color, font size, text color, and background color to multiple Field elements on a FlexCard, create a Custom Style called
blue-field-scheme  on one Field element. Then apply blue-field-scheme  to other Field elements as needed.

The Custom Style feature saves any settings configured in the Style panel including classes, inline styles, widths, and responsiveness.

1. To create a custom style, perform the following tasks:

a. Select an element from a state in the FlexCard Designer, and click Style to open the Style panel.

b. Style the element as needed. See Style FlexCard Elements.

c. To create a new style, from the Custom Styles section, click the down arrow, and select Save As.
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d. Enter a style name in the Enter Style Name field.

e. Click Save.

2. To apply a custom style, perform the following tasks:

a. Select an element on the canvas, and click Style to open the Style panel.

b. Click the Select Saved Style search icon in the Custom Styles section.

c. In the Select Saved Styles modal, click on the name of a style under Select Style.

d. View how your applied style will look in the Preview section of the modal.

e. Click Save.
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FlexCards Custom Styles Properties

Custom Styles properties are configurable in the Style panel when you select an element in the FlexCard Designer. Save style
settings on a FlexCard element as a Custom Style to use on multiple elements on a FlexCard.

FlexCards Custom Styles Properties
Custom Styles properties are configurable in the Style panel when you select an element in the FlexCard Designer. Save style settings
on a FlexCard element as a Custom Style to use on multiple elements on a FlexCard.

DescriptionProperty

Clear all styles configured from the Style panel including applied
classes and responsiveness.

Clear Styles

Create a new Custom Style based on the current styles set.Create New Style

Enter the name of a new Custom Style.Enter Style Name

Removes the default style for the selected element type. For
example, if the current style for a selected Action element is Red

Remove Default

Action, and you click Remove Default, the default style for any
new Action element added to the FlexCard will not have a default
style.

Reset the changes to a saved Custom Style. Removes any styles
applied to an element that is not part of the applied Custom Style.

Reset Changes

For example, if you add a background image to an Action element
whose Custom Style is Red Action, clicking Reset Changes
removes the background image but retains any settings that are
part of the Red Action  Custom Style.

Save current style settings as a Custom Style.Save As

Search from the list of saved Custom Styles.Search For Style

Apply a saved Custom Style to the element.Select Saved Style

Set the current Custom Style as the default for the selected element
type. For example, if the current style for a selected Action element

Set As Default

is Red Action, and you click Set As Default, the default style
for any new Action element added to the FlexCard will be Red
Action.
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Display Records Side-By-Side on a FlexCard

Display records side-by-side instead of stacked on top of each other by embedding a child FlexCard and adjusting the widths of its states.
By default, records display one on top of the other regardless of the widths of individual elements in the FlexCard.

To display records next to each other, embed a Child FlexCard whose width is at most 6 columns (50%) wide. See Adjust the Width of
an Element on a FlexCard.

1. To create and configure the child FlexCard, perform the following tasks:

a. In the FlexCards home tab, click on a child FlexCard to open the Designer. Or, create a child FlexCard and add all the elements
you want to display on each state. See Embed FlexCard Inside Another FlexCard

b. Click a state, and click Style to open the Style panel.

c. From the Dimensions section, under Default, use the slider to adjust the width of the state to at most 6.

For example, to display two records next to each other, select 6. To display 3 records next to each other, select 4. To display 4
records next to each other, select 3.

Tip: Consider enabling responsiveness so that when your FlexCard is viewed on mobile devices, your content looks good.
For example, make the records full width when on mobile devices, but 6 columns wide on tablets, and 3 columns wide
on desktops. See Create Responsive Elements on a FlexCard.

d. Repeat steps 2 and 3 for each state on your child FlexCard.

e. Click Activate.

2. To embed the child FlexCard inside a FlexCard, perform the following tasks:

a. Open an existing FlexCard from the FlexCards home tab. Or, create a new parent FlexCard. See Create a FlexCard.

b. From the Build panel, drag a FlexCard element into an active state.

c. Click into Card Name and select the name of the child FlexCard you created in the previous steps.
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d. If your parent data does not need to be looped over, click Setup, and uncheck Repeat Records. This will display just one record
on the parent FlexCard. See Disable Record Looping on a FlexCard.

e. Click Preview to see your records displayed next to each other.

f. Click Activate.

Configure Publish Options to define metadata values and add a custom component SVG icon for your generated LWC.

Arrange, Duplicate, and Remove Elements on a FlexCard

Arrange, duplicate, and delete elements on the canvas of a FlexCard in the FlexCard Designer. Drag elements onto the canvas, and
rearrange them by dragging them below, above, and next to other elements. Duplicate and remove elements with one click.

1. To rearrange an element inside a state, or move an element between states, click and hold down the element, then drag it to the
desired position. Wait for the position indicator to appear at the desired position before letting go.
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2. To rearrange a state, click and hold down the state and move it up or down to the desired position.

3. To duplicate an element, click the element, and click the double square icon.
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4. To delete an element, click the element, and click the trash icon.

Brand FlexCards Globally with the Newport Design System

Customize the appearance of FlexCards throughout your org with the Newport Design System. The Newport Design System enables
you to download, edit, and override the existing Newport CSS styles with your own customizations. Newport includes Storybook.js, a
browser-based preview tool that enables you to see your changes in action.

Before You Begin

• Create a new FlexCard, and select Newport  as the Theme. See Create a FlexCard.

1. Download Newport Design System and edit the CSS with your customizations. See Apply Global Branding to FlexCards with the
Newport Design System.
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2. Upload the changes to your Salesforce org. See Deploy Global Style Changes to FlexCards with the Newport Design System.

Apply Global Branding to FlexCards with the Newport Design System

Use the Newport Design System (NDS) to apply global style changes to FlexCards. The Newport Design System enables you to download,
edit, and override the existing Newport CSS styles with your own customizations.

Before You Begin

1. Create a new FlexCard, and select Newport  as the Theme. See Create a FlexCard.

2. If you are unfamiliar with using command-line interfaces, see Command Line 101 (git-tower documentation).

3. System Requirements:

• Git (git-scm documentation)

• nodeJS v12.0 or higher (Node documentation)

• Gulp CLI: npm install --global gulp-cli

1. Ensure that Node and NPM are installed on your local computer using the commands NPM outlines in their documentation
https://www.npmjs.com/get-npm. If you do not have Node or NPM, download them from https://nodejs.org/en/download/.

2. Clone vlocityinc/newport-design-system from https://github.com/vlocityinc/newport-design-system using a command-line
interface. To see which components are provided by Newport, look at the UI/components  directory.

3. From the GitHub page, perform the latest steps to install the correct dependencies.

4. After installation is complete, launch the Storybook.js preview by issuing the command npm start.

5. Review the documentation in the Storybook preview.

6. Modify the CSS as needed.

Deploy the CSS to your Salesforce org. See Deploy Global Style Changes to FlexCards with the Newport Design System.

Deploy Global Style Changes to FlexCards with the Newport Design System

Add any changes to the Newport Design System theme by uploading the theme in a Salesforce org. Install your theme so that all FlexCard
Designer users can use it to preview their FlexCards. Apply modifications to the Newport templates by adding a Static Resource that
overrides the Newport preview wherever it is available.

Before You Begin

1. Edit the Newport Design System templates as needed. See Apply Global Branding to FlexCards with the Newport Design System.

2. Create a distribution folder containing your changes by issuing the following command: npm run-script dist. The command
creates a zip file in the /dist  directory.

3. In Salesforce, upload the zip file as a static resource. See Defining Static Resources.

1. In your Salesforce org, go to Setup and, in the Quick Find box, enter Custom Settings.

2. Find UISettings, click Manage, click New and configure the following settings:

• Name: You must name this newportZipUrl  for the changes to be applied.

• Key: Enter any name.
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• Value: The relative URL for the static resource that contains your custom styles. To obtain the relative URL, go to the Static
Resource (see 4 in the Before You Begin section), hover over the View File link, right-click and copy the URL. Enter the relative
URL after the domain name, removing the question mark at the end. For example, the bold text would be copied in this URL:
https://salesforce-org-test.na75.visual.force.com/resource/16679825000/vloc_customNewport?

3. Preview your FlexCard in the FlexCard Designer Preview tab.

Pass Concatenated Strings As Values in FlexCards

Pass concatenated strings as the value for supported FlexCard element properties. For example, pass a breadcrumbs path like
{Parent.parentPath}>{Parent.type}>{Name}  in the Value property of an Attribute of a child FlexCard.

Required Versions

Available beginning Summer '21.

Supported PropertiesFlexCard Elements

Attributes > ValueFlexCard (child FlexCard), Custom LWC, Flyout Action

LabelAction, Menu, Block (when Collapsible is enabled)

Set Values > ValueAction > Action Type > Card

Input Parameters > ValueAction > Action Type > Event

Label, OutputField

TitleImage

Set a Private Variable at Runtime in a FlexCard

Set a private variable in a FlexCard to define and evaluate its value only at runtime, when the FlexCard is accessed in Preview or on a
record page. Use the Set Values action to set the value of the Flex.varname  private variable. You can then create a condition to
display or hide content depending on the variable's value.

Use any alphanumeric name for the Flex.varname variable after the period (.), such as Flex.showinfo  or Flex.show2me.
However, Flex.index is a protected variable. Flex.index gets the index of the card. For example, you can set a condition on an element
where the element displays for the first 3 records only. If your condition is Flex.index < 3, the element displays on card[0], card[1], and
card[2] only.

Note: When record data is changed, private variables remain the same.

The steps on this page walk you through configuring your FlexCard with a Flex.varname  private variable given the following
scenario:
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You have a FlexCard that lists contacts for an Account. The FlexCard has 3 Field elements that display name, Id, and age. Additional
contact information is in a Block element. You want to enable your user to show and hide the extra info in the Block element.

1. First, configure a clickable element to show the Block element with extra case info:

a. Add an icon element somewhere before the Block element. Select a Salesforce SVG icon type such as utility:chevrondown.

b. Click Add Action from the Properties panel.

c. Select Card from Action Type and Set Values from Type.

d. Click + Add New in the Set Values

e. In Key, enter the Flex.varname  variable, where varname  is any alphanumeric name you select, such as
Flex.showinfo.

f. In Value, set the variable's value to true.

g. Click Save.

2. Next, configure another clickable element to hide the Block element with the extra case info:

a. Add an Icon element inside the Block element, and repeat Steps 1a through 1d, with the following exceptions:

• In Step 1a, select a different icon such as utility:close.

• In Step 1d, set Value to false.

3. To hide the Block element by default, add a condition that checks the value of Flex.showinfo. Perform the following tasks:

a. Select the Block element, and in the Conditions section of the Properties panel, click + Add New.

b. Click + Add Condition.

c. In Data Field, enter the private variable, such as Flex.showinfo.

d. Select =  from the Operator dropdown.

e. In Value, enter true.
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4. Click Preview to see your FlexCard in action.

Enable Tracking on a FlexCard

Enable tracking from a FlexCard action or child FlexCard element to publish tracked data with OmniAnalytics. The tracking feature sends
tracked information from the FlexCard element to the Vlocity Tracking Service which is then published by OmniAnalytics.

Parent and Child FlexCards track the Card Load, Card Unload, and State Load events. The Action tracks the UI Action event.

By default, the Enable Tracking feature is enabled on a FlexCard that is not a Child FlexCard. For example, on a parent FlexCard which
has a Child FlexCard embedded, tracking is enabled on the parent by default.

To track events on a Child FlexCard, you must enable the Enable Tracking feature, which is disabled by default. To enable tracking on
all nested Child FlexCards, you must enable the tracking feature on all parent FlexCards.

On the Action element, the Enable Tracking feature is enabled by default. When disabled, the UI Action event is not fired. Action click
tracking is independent of Child FlexCard tracking.

1. In the FlexCard Designer, select an action on the canvas or drag a supported element, such as Action, into a state on the canvas.

2. In the Properties panel, if the Enable Tracking feature is disabled, click to enable.
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FlexCard Designer Preview

Preview your FlexCard's appearance and test functionality before publishing it to a Lightning or Community page. Test how your FlexCard
looks on multiple devices. Test the functionality of interactive elements such as actions. Debug your FlexCard's data output, events, and
actions.

Important: If you don't see your content in the Preview canvas, check that you have granted access to your org domains in
Remote Site Settings. Update Remote Site Settings to Preview Your FlexCard

Note: The Navigate and OmniScript actions don’t work in Preview. Add them to a Lightning or Experience site page to view them.

• Add Test Parameters

Enter additional test variables that your data source query can use to update your Preview.

• Viewport Dropdown

Adjust the size of your FlexCard's canvas to test for responsiveness. Use the Viewport Dropdown to mimic the sizes of a desktop,
laptop, and smaller mobile devices.

• Refresh Your FlexCard in Preview

Reload just the canvas in the FlexCard Designer when previewing and debugging your FlexCard. Refresh reloads the card and resets
the data JSON.

• FlexCard Designer Data JSON

View your FlexCard's data JSON. Look for potential issues in how your data source populates elements on your FlexCard before
publishing it or sending data to another component such as an OmniScript. The Data JSON panel updates when you interact with
the FlexCard.

• FlexCard Designer Action Debugger

View your FlexCard's action and event requests and responses from the Action Debugger. Click an actionable item to display its log
and associated events.

Preview a FlexCard

Preview your FlexCard's appearance and functionality before publishing it to a Lightning page or Experience Builder site. In Preview,
test how your FlexCard looks on multiple devices and test the functionality of action links and other interactive elements.

FlexCard Designer Data JSON

Use the Data JSON feature in the FlexCard Designer's Preview tab to see how your data source populates the elements on the
rendered cards of your FlexCard component. Detect potential issues at run time. The Data JSON panel updates when you interact
with the FlexCard, such as when entering data in an input field or clicking an actionable item.

FlexCard Designer Action Debugger

Debug your FlexCard's client and server-side actions and events with the Action Debugger in the FlexCard Designer's Preview tab.
View requests and responses to see when and where errors occur to determine how to fix them.

FlexCards Preview 'Add Test Params' Properties

FlexCards Add Test Params properties are available when previewing a FlexCard in the FlexCard Designer. Preview the FlexCard's
appearance and functionality before publishing it to a Lightning or Community page. Enter additional test variables that your data
source query can use to update your Preview.
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Preview a FlexCard

Preview your FlexCard's appearance and functionality before publishing it to a Lightning page or Experience Builder site. In Preview, test
how your FlexCard looks on multiple devices and test the functionality of action links and other interactive elements.

Note: The Navigate and OmniScript actions don’t work in Preview. Add them to a Lightning or Digital Experience page to view
them.

Before You Begin

• Create a FlexCard and configure its data source. See Create a FlexCard.

• Add elements to your FlexCard. See Add Elements to a FlexCard.

1. In the FlexCard Designer submenu, click Preview.

Important: If you don't see your content in the Preview canvas, check that you have granted access to your org domains in
Remote Site Settings. See Update Remote Site Settings to Preview Your FlexCard.

2. (Optional) To add test parameters, click Add Test Params, and perform these tasks:

• In Key, enter a variable to test how and what data displays on your FlexCard. For example, enter pagelimit  to update how
many pages display for a Datatable element. See FlexCards Context Variables.

• In Value, enter a test value. For example, if the Key is pagelimit, enter 2  to limit the number of pages to display on a
Datatable element to 2.

• Click Add to enter another parameter as a key/value pair.

3. (Optional) To see how your FlexCard looks on different devices, select from the Viewport Dropdown.

Note: To enable elements to change widths in response to the width of the viewport, see Create Responsive Elements on a
FlexCard.

4. (Optional) Beginning Summer '21, view your FlexCard's data JSON from the Data JSON panel. See View a FlexCard's Data JSON.

5. (Optional) Beginning Summer '21, debug action and event requests and responses from the Action Debugger panel. See Debug
FlexCard Action and Event Requests and Responses.

6.

(Optional) Beginning in Summer '21, to preview your FlexCard at full-width, click the toggle icon ( ) to close the Debug
Panel.

Activate your FlexCard. See Activate a FlexCard.

FlexCard Designer Data JSON

Use the Data JSON feature in the FlexCard Designer's Preview tab to see how your data source populates the elements on the rendered
cards of your FlexCard component. Detect potential issues at run time. The Data JSON panel updates when you interact with the FlexCard,
such as when entering data in an input field or clicking an actionable item.

Required Versions

Available beginning Summer '21.
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The following table lists the Data JSON's available objects and the information each object provides:

DescriptionObject

Displays information about rendered cards based on the data
displayed and state conditions applied. For example, if your

cards

FlexCard displays information about an Account and the data
source returns 3 accounts with no conditions applied, then the
cards object shows 3 card objects. Each card object displays the
card's state name, data fields, attributes, and child FlexCards. The
uniqueKey distinguishes the card objects from each other.

Note: If your FlexCard has a child FlexCard, only its name
appears in the Data JSON panel.

Displays the array of records returned from the data source and
the settings configured in the Setup panel, such as the data source

dataSource

type and delay time. Displays additional settings depending on
your data source type. See Configure a Data Source on a FlexCard.

Displays custom labels fetched for the FlexCard. See Add Custom
Labels to Supported Fields on a FlexCard.

Label

Displays Salesforce page parameters, such as namespace.Params

Displays the Id of the FlexCard page as seen in the URL when you
are in the FlexCard Designer.

recordId

Displays the Session Variables defined in the Setup panel. See
Add Session Variables to a FlexCard.

Session

Displays test parameters defined in the Add Test Params feature.
See FlexCards Preview 'Add Test Params' Properties.

TestParams
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DescriptionObject

Displays the FlexCard theme as selected when the FlexCard was
created.

theme

Displays the FlexCard name as defined when the FlexCard was
created.

title

Displays logged-in user information. See FlexCard Context Variables.User

View a FlexCard's Data JSON

View your FlexCard's data JSON from the Preview tab of the FlexCard Designer. Look for potential issues in how your data source
populates elements before publishing your FlexCard or sending data to another component. The Data JSON panel updates when
you interact with the FlexCard, such as when entering data in an input field or clicking an action.

View a FlexCard's Data JSON
View your FlexCard's data JSON from the Preview tab of the FlexCard Designer. Look for potential issues in how your data source populates
elements before publishing your FlexCard or sending data to another component. The Data JSON panel updates when you interact with
the FlexCard, such as when entering data in an input field or clicking an action.

Note: If your FlexCard has a child FlexCard, only its name appears in the Data JSON panel.

Required Versions

Available beginning Summer '21.

1. In the FlexCard Designer, click Preview.

2. In the Data JSON tab, view data applicable your FlexCard visible in the Preview. Click the arrow next to any object node to see its
child nodes.

3. To confirm the records return as expected, click the records object in the dataSource object.

4. To confirm that the Data JSON updates when you interact with the FlexCard:

a. On the canvas, click an action that updates the data.

b. In Data JSON, click a rendered card object in the cards object to see the updated data.

c. If an action updates the data source, click an object in the dataSource > config or records object to view updates.

5. To view the state of the rendered card, see StateName under each cards object.

6. To view session variables created in the Setup Panel, click the Session object. See Add Session Variables to a FlexCard.
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FlexCard Designer Action Debugger

Debug your FlexCard's client and server-side actions and events with the Action Debugger in the FlexCard Designer's Preview tab. View
requests and responses to see when and where errors occur to determine how to fix them.

Required Versions

Available beginning Summer '21.

View the configuration, status, and responses of parent and child data sources. View data source type and relevant settings, such as
delay time from the config property. See if the data source successfully returns data in the status field. View the returned data in the
response field.

View the response of each action or event executed on your FlexCard. For example, let's say your FlexCard has a pubsub event that
passes data with the fired event. An event listener on the same FlexCard updates a data field with the value passed to it from the pubsub
event. Clicking the Pubsub Event action link on your FlexCard in Preview, displays both the Pubsub Event action and the Set Values
action logs in the Action Debugger.

Action logs display data relevant to the action type. For example, a Pubsub Event action log displays channel, event, and inputMap.
A Set Values action log displays fields and response.

Debug FlexCard Action and Event Requests and Responses

View your FlexCard's action and event requests and responses from the Action Debugger in the FlexCard Designer's Preview tab.
Click an actionable item to display its debug log and associated events. Debug before publishing your FlexCard to a Salesforce page
or third-party application.

Debug FlexCard Action and Event Requests and Responses
View your FlexCard's action and event requests and responses from the Action Debugger in the FlexCard Designer's Preview tab. Click
an actionable item to display its debug log and associated events. Debug before publishing your FlexCard to a Salesforce page or
third-party application.

Required Versions

Available beginning Summer '21.
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1. In the FlexCard Designer, click Preview.

2. Click the Action Debugger tab.

3. Click the arrow next to a Datasource to view its log.

4. Click the arrow next to an action or event label to view its log.

5. (Optional) To search for a specific event or action, enter a keyword in the Search input field.

6. (Optional) To copy a log, such as the config in Datasource or the inputMap in a Pubsub Event action, click the clipboard icon next
to the name of the property.

7. (Optional) To clear all logs, click Clear Logs.

FlexCards Preview 'Add Test Params' Properties

FlexCards Add Test Params properties are available when previewing a FlexCard in the FlexCard Designer. Preview the FlexCard's
appearance and functionality before publishing it to a Lightning or Community page. Enter additional test variables that your data source
query can use to update your Preview.

See Preview a FlexCard.

DescriptionProperty

Enter a variable to test how and what data displays on your
FlexCard. For example, enter pagelimit  to update how many
pages display for a datatable.

Key

Enter a test value. For example, if the Key is pagelimit, enter
2  to limit the number of pages to display on a datatable to 2.

Value

View a FlexCard at Different Viewport Breakpoints

Adjust the size of your FlexCard's canvas to test for responsiveness. Use the Viewport Dropdown in the FlexCard Designer to mimic the
sizes of a desktop, laptop, and smaller mobile devices.

The viewport size is saved when changed. After navigating away from the FlexCard Designer, toggling between Design view and Preview,
or reloading the page, the viewport size remains the same until you change it.

1. From the FlexCards tab, click a version of a FlexCard to open the FlexCard Designer.

2. To test responsiveness in Design view, select a breakpoint from the Viewport Dropdown.
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3. To test responsiveness in Preview, click the Preview tab and select a breakpoint from the Viewport Dropdown.

Enable elements to respond to different viewport widths.

Activate a FlexCard

Activate a FlexCard to generate an LWC and publish it to a Lightning page or Experience Builder site. Activating a FlexCard disables
editing capabilities. You cannot add or edit elements on an active FlexCard.

Preview your FlexCard's appearance and test functionality before activating it. See Preview a FlexCard.

1. To activate a FlexCad from the FlexCard Designer:

a. From the FlexCards tab, click a version of a FlexCard to open the FlexCard Designer.

b. Click Activate in the submenu to initiate the activation wizard.

c. Click Done.

2. To activate a FlexCard from the FlexCards home tab:

a. In the FlexCards home tab in your org, click on a FlexCard to view available versions.

b. Select the checkbox next to the inactive FlexCard you want to activate.
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c. Click Activate.

Configure Publish Options to define metadata values and add a custom component SVG icon for your generated LWC.

Download a FlexCard LWC from the FlexCard Designer

Download your FlexCard LWC from the FlexCard Designer. Download your LWC to debug and inspect issues.

Do not redeploy the LWC back into your org.

Beginning Summer '21, run FlexCards off-platform on third-party websites with OmniOut for FlexCards.

Required Versions

Available beginning with Vlocity Health and Insurance Spring '21 .

Before You Begin

• You must activate your FlexCard to download its LWC.

1. From the FlexCards tab, click a version of a FlexCard to open the FlexCard Designer.

2. From the FlexCard Designer submenu, click the down arrow next to Activate, and click Download LWC.

3. Click Done.

Download an Off-Platform FlexCard LWC from the FlexCard Designer

Download an off-platform FlexCard LWC from the FlexCard Designer. Download your LWC to inspect code.

Attention: Do not redeploy the LWC back into an org.

Note: Beginning Summer '21, run FlexCards off-platform on third-party websites with OmniOut for FlexCards. See OmniOut.

Required Versions

Available beginning with Vlocity Health and Insurance Spring '21 .

Before You Begin

• You must activate your FlexCard to download its generated LWC.

1. From the FlexCards tab, click a version of a FlexCard to open the FlexCard Designer.

2. From the FlexCard Designer submenu, click the down arrow next to Activate, and click Download Off-Platform LWC.

3. Click Done.
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Create a Public Property for a FlexCard LWC in the FlexCard Designer

In the FlexCard Designer, define an attribute that creates a public property whose value is set in the Lighting App Builder and Experience
Builder. Call the attribute within the FlexCard as a session variable ({Session.AttName}) where merge fields are supported, such
as in a Text element and a data source parameter.

For example, enable an admin to limit the number of records displayed on a FlexCard on a record page. Enter the session variable in a
SOQL query, such as where Limit = {Session.RecordLimit}.

Public properties are published to the configuration file that defines the metadata values for your FlexCard LWC. Additional metadata
values are configurable in the Designer with the Publish Options feature when your card is active.

Required Versions

Available beginning Winter '22.

1. In the FlexCard Designer, select Setup to open the Setup panel.

2. Click + Add New next to Exposed Attributes, and enter the values for the following properties:

• Attribute: The name of the attribute in PascalCase, such as RecordLimit.

The generated API name is cfPropName. From a Custom LWC or an OmniScript, reference the property name in kebab case,
such as cf-record-limit.

• Type: Select the type of property from the dropdown:

– Select String to display a text field whose value must be text.

– Select Boolean to display a checkbox that evaluates to true when checked and false when not checked.

– Select Number to display a text field whose value must be a number.

• Targets: Select one or more page types for which this property is visible.

To view the property in an Experience Builder site, select lightningCommunity__Default.

• Label: Enter the property label, such as Record Limit.

• (Optional) Value: Enter a default value.

3. Click Save.

4. To call the attribute as a session variable within the FlexCard, use the {Session}  merge field. For example, if your Attribute
name is RecordLimit, enter {Session.RecordLimit}. Use {Session.RecordLimit}  in fields where merge
fields are supported, such as in a Text element, a data source's test and input parameters, and a Field element's Output property.

5. Activate your FlexCard.

6. Configure where your FlexCard can be published, such as a Lightning page or an Experience Builder site.

7. Add your active FlexCard to a Lightning or Experience page.

8. To configure the public property in the Lightning App Builder or Experience Builder, update the value of the property in the Builder's
properties panel.
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Add Custom Labels to Supported Fields on a FlexCard

Add custom labels to supported FlexCard element fields with the {Label}  merge field. Custom labels are custom text values that
can be accessed from Apex classes, Visualforce pages, or Lightning components. Add custom labels if your FlexCard supports multiple
languages. The values can be translated into any language Salesforce supports.

See Custom Labels.

Before You Begin

Confirm available custom labels in your org at Setup > Custom Labels. See Custom Labels.

1. From the FlexCards tab, click a version of a FlexCard to open the FlexCard Designer.

2. Select a supported element. FlexCards support the {Label}  merge field on the following elements:

Supported FieldsElement

Label, PlaceholderField
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Supported FieldsElement

Inside the Rich Text EditorText

LabelAction

3. From the Properties panel, enter {Label.customLabelName}  in a supported field. For example, to display the AccountName
custom label as the Label for a Field element that displays the name of an Account, enter {Label.AccountName}.

Enable multi-language support. See Enable Multi-Language Support on a FlexCard.

Pass Data from an LWC OmniScript to an Embedded FlexCard

To populate data fields and perform actions on a FlexCard embedded in an LWC OmniScript, you can pass data from an OmniScript's
data JSON to the FlexCard. Embed a FlexCard inside an LWC OmniScript with the Custom Lighting Web Component element.

There are three ways to pass data from the LWC OmniScript to the embedded FlexCard:

ReferenceDescriptionOptions

Map Data from an LWC OmniScript to an
Embedded FlexCard

Use the records global context variable to
map data from the LWC OmniScript to an
emdedded FlexCard.

Pass a set of records

Pass the RecordId from an OmniScript to
Run a Query on a FlexCard

Pass the recordId global context variable
from the LWC OmniScript to the FlexCard.

Pass the recordId

Pass a Parent Object from an LWC
OmniScript to Run a Query on a FlexCard

Pass a Parent object containing parent
attributes to the FlexCard from the LWC
OmniScript. The OmniScript is the parent of

Pass a parent object

the embedded FlexCard. The Parent global
context variable, such as {Parent.Id},
must be used in the FlexCard where the
merge field is supported.
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Map Data from an LWC OmniScript to an Embedded FlexCard

After embedding a FlexCard inside an LWC OmniScript, map records from the OmniScript to data fields in the FlexCard. For example,
populate a list of FlexCards from an array in an OmniScript. In this scenario, the FlexCard uses data from the OmniScript instead of
its own data source.

Pass the RecordId from an OmniScript to Run a Query on a FlexCard

Pass the recordId context variable from an LWC OmniScript to an embedded FlexCard to run a query on the FlexCard. The query
returns the data that populates the FlexCard data fields and actions.

Pass a Parent Object from an LWC OmniScript to Run a Query on a FlexCard

Pass a Parent object from the LWC OmniScript to the FlexCard. The LWC OmniScript is the parent of the embedded FlexCard. The
Parent context variable must be used in the FlexCard where merge fields are supported, such as {Parent.Id}.

Download a Sample DataPack that Passes Data from an LWC OmniScript to a FlexCard

Download a sample DataPack that demonstrates how to pass data from an LWC OmniScript to a FlexCard. Import the DataPack to
your org.

Map Data from an LWC OmniScript to an Embedded FlexCard

After embedding a FlexCard inside an LWC OmniScript, map records from the OmniScript to data fields in the FlexCard. For example,
populate a list of FlexCards from an array in an OmniScript. In this scenario, the FlexCard uses data from the OmniScript instead of its
own data source.

The data fields on the LWC OmniScript must exist in the FlexCard even if the values are empty. For example, if your OmniScript data
JSON has Id, Name, Email, and Phone fields, these field names must exist even if the value of Email or any other fields are empty in the
data source of the embedded FlexCard.

1. In your org, go to the FlexCards tab and click a version of a FlexCard to open the FlexCard Designer. Or, create a new FlexCard.

2. In the Setup panel, select and configure the data source with data fields you want the OmniScript to map.

For example, if your data source is a DataRaptor that gets a list of Accounts, confirm that the DataRaptor Output fields selected
include those your OmniScript data JSON maps to. If your OmniScript data JSON has a Name field, so should the Output from the
DataRaptor, and so on.

3. Click Save & Fetch.

4. From the Build panel, add elements such as Fields, Datatables, and so on onto the canvas.

5. In the Setup panel, check OmniScript Support.

6. Click Activate.

7. Embed your FlexCard in an LWC OmniScript with the Custom LWC element in the LWC OmniScript Designer.

8. In the Custom Lightning Web Component Properties section of the Properties panel, add parent-data  as the Property
Name, and set the Property Source value to true.

9. Click + Add New Property.

10. Enter records  as the Property Name, and in the Property Source field, enter the object in the data JSON that lists records that
map to those in your FlexCard. Enter the object as a merge field using OmniScript merge field syntax, such as %objectname%.

For example, if your list of records is stored in a JSON object called accounts, enter %accounts%.

11. Click Activate.

12. Click Preview to preview the FlexCard inside the LWC OmniScript.
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Pass the RecordId from an OmniScript to Run a Query on a FlexCard

Pass the recordId context variable from an LWC OmniScript to an embedded FlexCard to run a query on the FlexCard. The query returns
the data that populates the FlexCard data fields and actions.

For example, if your FlexCard has a DataRaptor that gets Account Cases, the fields and actions get updated based on the value of the
recordId set in the LWC OmniScript data JSON. If you use the {recordId} merge field in your FlexCard such as in an SOQL query or a Text
element, that data that relies on that merge field is also updated based on the recordId coming from the LWC OmniScript data JSON.

1. In your org, go to the FlexCards tab and click a version of a FlexCard to open the FlexCard Designer. Or, create a new FlexCard.

2. Configure your data source if you haven't already.

3. Add data elements such as Fields, Actions, and so on, from the Build panel onto the canvas.

4. In the Setup panel, check OmniScript Support.

5. Click Activate.

6. Embed your FlexCard in an LWC OmniScript with the Custom LWC element in the LWC OmniScript Designer.

7. In the Custom Lightning Web Component Properties section of the Properties panel, add record-id  as the Property Name.

Because the Property Name is an HTML attribute, it must be written in kebab case, with words separated by a dash. See Property
and Attribute Names.

8. Set the Property Source to a JSON node that contains a recordId. Use OmniScript merge field syntax, such as %nodename%, to
enter the node as a merge field.

For example, if your recordId is stored in a JSON node called ContextId, enter %ContextId%.

9. Click Activate.

10. Click Preview to preview the FlexCard inside the OmniScript.

Pass a Parent Object from an LWC OmniScript to Run a Query on a FlexCard

Pass a Parent object from the LWC OmniScript to the FlexCard. The LWC OmniScript is the parent of the embedded FlexCard. The Parent
context variable must be used in the FlexCard where merge fields are supported, such as {Parent.Id}.

The parent object in the OmniScript data JSON can be named anything as long as it is an object with fields that match the name of the
parent attribute that you want the OmniScript to look for in the FlexCard. For example, the JSON object name can be parent  or
account, such as "parent" : {"Id" : "1234567"}  or "account" : {"Id" : "1234567"}.

1. In your org, go to the FlexCards tab and click a version of a FlexCard to open the FlexCard Designer. Or, create a new FlexCard.

2. Configure your data source if you haven't already in Step 1.

3. Add data elements such as Fields, Datatables, and so on, from the Build panel onto the Canvas.

4. Add a {Parent} merge field, such as {Parent.Id}, in your FlexCard where merge fields are supported such as in an SOQL query,
a Text element, an Input Parameter, and so forth.

5. In the Setup panel, check OmniScript Support.

6. Click Activate.

7. Embed your FlexCard in an LWC OmniScript with the Custom LWC element in the LWC OmniScript Designer.

8. In the Custom Lightning Web Component Properties section of the Properties panel, add parent-attribute  as the
Property Name, and set the Property Source to the parent JSON object that contains parent attributes. Use OmniScript merge
field syntax, such as %objectname%, to enter the node as a merge field.

For example, if your parent object is stored in a JSON object called account, enter %account%.
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9. Click Activate.

10. Click Preview to preview the FlexCard inside the OmniScript.

Download a Sample DataPack that Passes Data from an LWC OmniScript to a FlexCard

Download a sample DataPack that demonstrates how to pass data from an LWC OmniScript to a FlexCard. Import the DataPack to your
org.

The sample DataPack demonstrates how to pass a recordId, a Parent object, and a set of records from the LWC OmniScript to the
embedded FlexCards. After configuring and activating FlexCards and the OmniScript, view the OmniScript to see how four different
FlexCards (embedded as Custom LWCs) pass data to the OmniScript.

DescriptionComponent Included in DataPack

FlexCard displays Account data, whose SOQL Query data source
uses the {Parent.Id} merge field to determine the contextId..

demoPassDataParentAttributeFC

FlexCard displays Account data, whose SOQL Query data source
uses the {recordId} merge field to determine the contextId

demoPassDataRecordIdFC

FlexCard displays Account Case data, whose DataRaptor data source
uses the {recordId} merge field to determine the contextId.

demoPassDataRecordIdDRFC

FlexCard displays a list of accounts as a data table. The data source
is a basic SOQL Query.

demoPassDataParentDataRecordsFC

LWC OmniScript with the following features:demoPassDataLWCOStoFC

• A Set Values Action with three element values: one that defines
a ContextId; one that defines a Parent object; and one that
displays a list of records.

• A Step with 4 Custom LWC elements that display 4 FlexCards.

1. Download the OmniStudio for Vlocity DataPack here: demoPassDataLWCOStoFC.zip.

Note: Download the DataPack for OmniStudio for Vlocity for an org with a Vlocity Health and Insurance, Communication,
Media and Energy, or Public Sector package installed. See Differences Between OmniStudio and OmniStudio for Vlocity .

DataPacks with the OmniStudio objects can't be imported into an org with OmniStudio for Vlocity objects.

Download the OmniStudio DataPack here: demoPassDataLWCOStoFC-OmniStudio.json.

Note: Download the OmniStudio DataPack for an org with the OmniStudio package installed. See Differences Between
OmniStudio and OmniStudio for Vlocity .

If you import DataPacks with OmniStudio for Vlocity objects into an org with the OmniStudio package, the objects are converted
into OmniStudio objects.

2. Import the DataPack. See Import a FlexCard.
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Important: Do not activate yet.

3. Open the demoPassDataParentAttributeFC FlexCard, click Setup, and update the Parent.Id under Test Parameters with
the Id of an Account record in your org.

4. Open the demoPassDataRecordIdDRFC and demoPassDataRecordIdFC FlexCards, click Setup, and update the recordId
under Test Parameters with the Id of an Account record in your org.

5. Open the demoPassDataLWCOStoFC OmniScript, click SetValues1, click Properties, and click Edit Properties as JSON. Replace
the values of ContextId  and parentObj:Id  with an Ids of Account records in your org.

6. Activate all four FlexCards.

7. To Preview the FlexCards in the LWC OmniScript, activate the LWC OmniScript, and click Preview.

Reload a FlexCard After Updating an LWC OmniScript in a Flyout

Update information on a FlexCard after saving changes to an LWC OmniScript embedded in a flyout with the vlocEvents  param.
Add a flyout action on a FlexCard that triggers an event, and create an event listener on the card to refresh. When the card you want to
refresh hears the event, it executes a Card Reload action.

Note: Reloading flexcards using vlocEvents  from an OmniScript works only for a flyout action. Reloading FlexCards using
vlocEvents  doesn't work for an OmniScript Action because the OmniScript is loaded inside an Aura wrapper. The pubsub
event registered in the FlexCard isn't available in an OmniScript.

Before You Begin

1. Create an LWC OmniScript, to embed in your FlexCard flyout. See Create an LWC OmniScript in the LWC OmniScript Designer .

2. Add a Navigation Action, and select Pub/Sub in the Messaging Framework section of the Properties panel.

1. Go to FlexCards home tab in your org and open a FlexCard in the FlexCard Designer. Or to create a new one, see Create a FlexCard.

2. To embed the LWC OmniScript in a flyout, drag an Action element from the Build panel onto the canvas.

3. Select Flyout  as the Action Type.

4. Click + Add New next to Attributes and enter the values for these settings as follows:

• Key: vlocEvents

• Value: Enter the name of the pubusb channel. This is typically the FlexCard you want to refresh. For example, if the name of the
FlexCard to refresh is AccountPolicy, enter that here.

5. If the FlexCard you want to refresh is different from this FlexCard, open that FlexCard from the FlexCards home tab.

6. From the Setup panel click + Add New next to Event Listener, and enter the values for the settings as follows:

• Event Type: Pubsub

• Channel Name: Enter the same of the vlocEvents attribute you entered in step 5. For example, if your vlocEvents value is
AccountPolicy, enter that here.

• Event Name: data

• Action Type: Card

• Type: Reload
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Access the ContextId of a FlexCard on an Experience Site

On an Experience site, to view record data on a FlexCard that uses the {recordId}  context variable in an Input Map to pass a
ContextId to an Apex Remote, DataRaptor, or Integration Procedure data source, you must add and configure a recordId property. Add
the recordId property in your FlexCard's configuration file, then configure the property on the Experience page.

1. From an active FlexCard in the FlexCard Designer, click the down arrow next to Activate in the submenu, and click Publish Options.

2. Under Targets, select the Community Default checkbox.

3. Click the Editor tab.

4. Inside the targetConfig tag, add a property tag with the name recordId  and the type String.

<targetConfig targets="lightningCommunity__Default">
<property name="recordId" type="String" ></property>

</targetConfig>

5. Add your FlexCard to your Experience site. See Add a FlexCard to an Experience Page.

6. In the recordId property field, enter {!recordId}.

Configure Community Profiles for FlexCards

Ensure that your users see FlexCards on Experience Builder sites by configuring user profile settings. Enable the appropriate interface
first. Then configure custom object permissions and Apex class access.

1. Ensure that you are using the Original Profile Interface by disabling the Enhanced Profile User Interface. See Disable Enhanced Profile
User Interface.

2. Complete the following tasks in any order:

• Grant access to the necessary custom objects. See Configure Custom Object Permissions for Community Profiles.

• Grant access to the necessary Apex classes. See Grant Apex Class Access to a Community Profile.
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Disable Enhanced Profile User Interface

Enable the appropriate interface before configuring Community profile settings that ensure that your users see FlexCards on Experience
Builder site. Use the Original Profile Interface.

Configure Custom Object Permissions for Community Profiles

Configure custom object permission to ensure that your users see FlexCards on Experience Builder sites. Give access to the necessary
objects.

Grant Apex Class Access to a Community Profile

Configure Apex class access to ensure that your users see FlexCards on Experience Builder sites. Give access to the necessary Apex
classes.

Disable Enhanced Profile User Interface

Enable the appropriate interface before configuring Community profile settings that ensure that your users see FlexCards on Experience
Builder site. Use the Original Profile Interface.

See Configure Community Profiles for FlexCards.

1. From Setup, type User  in the Quick Find box and click User Management Settings.

2. Set the Enhanced Profile User Interface option to Disabled.

• Configure Custom Object Permissions for Community Profiles

• Grant Apex Class Access to a Community Profile

Configure Custom Object Permissions for Community Profiles

Configure custom object permission to ensure that your users see FlexCards on Experience Builder sites. Give access to the necessary
objects.

See Configure Community Profiles for FlexCards.

Before You Begin

• Ensure that you're using the Original Profile Interface. See Disable Enhanced Profile User Interface.

1. From Setup, type Users  in the Quick Find box and click Profiles.

2. Find the profile for the users who will be accessing the Experience Builder site and click Edit.

3. Scroll to the Custom Object Permissions section.

4. Check View All for the following objects:

• Vlocity Actions

• Vlocity Cards

Note: You can't change Custom Object Permissions for any of the default profiles. For these profiles, the checkboxes in this
section are not selectable.

5. Click Save.

If you haven't already, Grant Apex Class Access to a Community Profile.

Grant Apex Class Access to a Community Profile

Configure Apex class access to ensure that your users see FlexCards on Experience Builder sites. Give access to the necessary Apex classes.
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• Ensure that you're using the Original Profile Interface.

1. From Setup, type Users  in the Quick Find box and click Profiles.

2. Find the profile for the users who will be accessing the Experience Builder site and click the profile name.

If you click Edit, you won't see the Enabled Apex Class Access settings.

3. Scroll to the Enabled Apex Class Access section and click Edit.

4. If namespace.CardCanvasController  is not in the Enabled Apex Classes list, select it from the list of Available Apex
Classes and click Add.

5. Click Save.

FlexCards Versioning and Cloning

FlexCards supports versioning and cloning. You can create an identical copy of a FlexCard based on how you want to use the new version.

Version or Clone?Purpose

VersionTo update a FlexCard already published on Lighting or Community
pages, and elsewhere.

VersionTo make slight modifications to an existing FlexCard to test behavior
and layout.

CloneTo create a new FlexCard but copy over layout, settings, or both.
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FlexCards Versioning

FlexCards supports versioning. You can create an identical copy of a FlexCard by creating a new version and keeping other versions
with the same name, and author, but with a new version number. Create a new version when you want to make slight modifications
to a FlexCard already published to Lighting or Community pages, and elsewhere.

FlexCards Cloning

FlexCards supports cloning. You can create a new FlexCard by cloning a current one to update the Author and/or Name, and copy
over layout and/or settings.

FlexCard Naming Conventions

Follow requirements when naming FlexCards and FlexCard elements to prevent errors when working with the FlexCard Designer
and importing FlexCards as datapacks. For example, you may run into issues when importing a FlexCard with the same name as one
that already exists in your org.

FlexCards Versioning

FlexCards supports versioning. You can create an identical copy of a FlexCard by creating a new version and keeping other versions with
the same name, and author, but with a new version number. Create a new version when you want to make slight modifications to a
FlexCard already published to Lighting or Community pages, and elsewhere.

The name, author, and version combination must be unique for each component in an org. Only one version of a component can be
active at a time. When you create a new version of a FlexCard in the FlexCard Designer, the version number increases by 1 and the Status
is inactive. See Create a New Version of a FlexCard.
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When you create a new version of a FlexCard in the FlexCard Designer, a new version is created dynamically. You can't choose the author
or name of the new version. To create a new FlexCard based on a current FlexCard, and to update the Author and/or Name, you must
clone your FlexCard. See Clone a FlexCard.

The following table describes the fields involved in the versioning process:

DescriptionField

FlexCards are requested by name.Name

Specifies the user organization that created the FlexCard. Use author
names that describe the team creating the content.

Author

An integer that increases by one with every new version.Version

Indicates whether a record is active for run time use. One active
record per name is allowed in an org. Activating a component

Active

deactivates all other versions of the component with the same
name. Only active records are exported when a DataPack is created.

Create a New Version of a FlexCard

Create a new version of a FlexCard in the FlexCard Designer when you want to make slight modifications to a current. Creating a
version of a FlexCard makes an exact copy with a version number equal to the latest version number plus one. For example, if you
already have two versions, the new version number will be 3.

Create a New Version of a FlexCard
Create a new version of a FlexCard in the FlexCard Designer when you want to make slight modifications to a current. Creating a version
of a FlexCard makes an exact copy with a version number equal to the latest version number plus one. For example, if you already have
two versions, the new version number will be 3.

Note: To create a copy of a FlexCard with a new Name, or Author, or both, you must clone the FlexCard. See Clone a FlexCard.

1. From the FlexCards tab, click a version of a FlexCard to open the FlexCard Designer.

2. Click New Version in the submenu.

3. The new version of your FlexCard opens in a new tab and the Current Version is updated to the previous version number plus one.
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FlexCards Cloning

FlexCards supports cloning. You can create a new FlexCard by cloning a current one to update the Author and/or Name, and copy over
layout and/or settings.

The name, author, and version combination must be unique for each component in an org.
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If you need to create a new version of a FlexCard with the same Name and Author, and want to make slight modifications to test behavior
and layout between versions, version the FlexCard instead. See Create a New Version of a FlexCard.

Clone a FlexCard

Create an identical copy of a FlexCard with the Clone feature in the FlexCard Designer. Cloning an existing FlexCard creates a new
FlexCard with a new Name, or Author, or both. The Name and Author must be unique.

FlexCards Clone Properties

This page lists FlexCards Clone Card properties available when cloning a FlexCard in the FlexCard Designer.

Clone a FlexCard
Create an identical copy of a FlexCard with the Clone feature in the FlexCard Designer. Cloning an existing FlexCard creates a new
FlexCard with a new Name, or Author, or both. The Name and Author must be unique.

Note: To create a new version of a FlexCard with the same name and author, make minor modifications, and compare between
versions, see Create a New Version of a FlexCard.

1. From the FlexCards tab, click a version of a FlexCard to open the FlexCard Designer.

2. Click Clone in the submenu.

3. If you're not changing the author, enter a new Name. Either the Name, or Author, or both must change.

4. If you're not changing the name, enter a new Author. Either the Name, or Author, or both must change.

5. (Optional) Update the following properties:

• Update the Theme to Lightning (SLDS) or Newport.
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• Update the Title of the rendered component visible in the component lists in the Lightning App Builder and Community Builder.

• If disabled, enable Child Card to embed it inside another FlexCard.

• Update the Description that displays on the FlexCards tab.

6. Click Clone.

FlexCards Clone Properties
This page lists FlexCards Clone Card properties available when cloning a FlexCard in the FlexCard Designer.

Create an identical copy of a FlexCard with the Clone feature in the FlexCard Designer. See Clone a FlexCard.

ReferenceDescriptionProperty

FlexCard Naming ConventionsEnter the Name of your FlexCard.Card Name

n/aEnter a title for your FlexCard. The title is
used to find your generated FlexCard LWC

Card Title

after activation in the Lightning App Builder
and Community Builder

n/aSelect a theme to determine the default
design of your FlexCard.

Theme

n/aEnter the author of the FlexCard, such as the
name of a department in your organization.

Card Author

Embed FlexCard Inside Another FlexCardEnable to embed this FlexCard inside
another FlexCard.

Is Child Card

n/aEnter a description of your FlexCard.Description

FlexCard Naming Conventions

Follow requirements when naming FlexCards and FlexCard elements to prevent errors when working with the FlexCard Designer and
importing FlexCards as datapacks. For example, you may run into issues when importing a FlexCard with the same name as one that
already exists in your org.

FlexCard Naming Requirements

ExamplesRequirements

The combination of the card Name and Author must be unique
in your Org. For example, if importing a FlexCard with the same

• Name = AccountActive, Author = CustomerSales

• Name = AccountClosed, Author = CustomerSales
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ExamplesRequirements

name and author of a current FlexCard, you will be asked if you
want overwrite the current FlexCard in your org.

Not acceptable:The name and author must only contain underscores and
alphanumeric characters. It must be unique, begin with a letter, • account$card!
not include spaces, not end with an underscore, and not contain
two consecutive underscores. • 2account__card

• $$account__card_

• account card

N/AIf you have multiple versions of a FlexCard, only one version can
be active at a time. See FlexCards Versioning.

N/AFlexCard names cannot be changed. You must clone a FlexCard
to change the name. See Clone a FlexCard.

FlexCard Element Name Requirements

ExamplesRequirement

Acceptable:• Element Names cannot contain spaces and must be unique
in a FlexCard. It can contain any string combination of
alphanumerical and special characters.

• address_block

• View_Account

• $account_revenue!

Not acceptable:

• address block

• View Account

• $account revenue!

Delete a FlexCard

Delete a FlexCard from the FlexCards home tab in your org. Once deleted it cannot be retrieved.

Before You Begin

• Deactivate the FlexCard you want to delete by clicking the Deactivate link in the submenu of the FlexCard Designer or the FlexCards
home tab.

1. From the FlexCards home tab, click a FlexCard to display available versions.
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2. Click the checkbox next to the version to delete.

Note: You can delete an inactive version of a FlexCard added to a Lightning or Community page if there is more than one
version.

3. Click the trash icon.

Note: If the trash icon is disabled, check that the FlexCard is deactivated.

Import a FlexCard

Import a FlexCard as a DataPack from another environment into your org.

Note: DataPacks with the OmniStudio objects can't be imported into an org with OmniStudio for Vlocity (formerly Digital Interaction
Platform) objects. However, if you import DataPacks with OmniStudio for Vlocity objects into an org with the OmniStudio package,
the objects are converted into OmniStudio objects. See Differences Between OmniStudio and OmniStudio for Vlocity .

Before You Begin

Export a FlexCard.

1. From the FlexCards home tab, click Import.

2. Click Upload Files and select a DataPack from your computer to upload. Or, drag the file from the computer to the Or drop files
section.

3. Click Next.

4. Select the items to import.

5. Click Next.

6. Review the items to import.

7. Click Next.

8. To activate items from the imported FlexCard:

a. Click Activate Now.

b. Select the items to activate.

c. Click Next.

d. Click Done.

9. To activate items from the imported FlexCard later, click Activate Later.
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Download FlexCard Sample DataPacks

Download sample FlexCard DataPacks with configured FlexCard elements and settings to import into your org. For example, download
a FlexCard DataPack that displays how to pass data from a parent FlexCard to a child FlexCard.

DataPacks with the OmniStudio objects can't be imported into an org with OmniStudio for Vlocity (formerly Digital Interaction Platform)
objects. However, if you import DataPacks with OmniStudio for Vlocity objects into an org with the OmniStudio package, the objects
are converted into OmniStudio objects.

Required Versions

Available beginning with Vlocity Insurance and Health Summer '20.

DescriptionFeature

A FlexCard with an Event Listener that listens for a Custom Event
from its embedded child FlexCard. The child FlexCard's Custom
Event action updates a data field value on the parent when clicked.

Custom Event Action

Embed a reusable FlexCard as a child inside the state of a parent
FlexCard and pass data from the parent to the child.

Pass Data to a Child FlexCard

A FlexCard that displays a grouped, searchable, and sortable
Datatable element.

Datatable

Add an event listener that listens for an event and executes an
action in response.

Event Listener

An LWC OmniScript that passes data to embedded FlexCards in
three ways: by passing an object node with a data set; by passing
the recordId; and by passing a Parent object.

Pass Data from an LWC OmniScript to an Embedded FlexCard

A FlexCard with three action elements that trigger events that
update data field values.

Pubsub Event Action

A FlexCard displaying all Toggle element types, with Update Data
Source enabled on two elements and a Set Values Card Action
configured on one element.

Toggle Element

Prefill an OmniScript when a user clicks an Update OmniScript
action from a FlexCard embedded in the OmniScript. Includes the
FlexCard and the OmniScript.

Update OmniScript Action
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Export a FlexCard

Export a FlexCard as a DataPack to import to other environments. You can export one or more FlexCards from the FlexCards home tab
or from within the FlexCard Designer.

Note: DataPacks with the OmniStudio objects can't be imported into an org with OmniStudio for Vlocity (formerly Digital Interaction
Platform) objects. However, if you import DataPacks with OmniStudio for Vlocity objects into an org with the OmniStudio package,
the objects are converted into OmniStudio objects. See Differences Between OmniStudio and OmniStudio for Vlocity .

1. To export from the FlexCards home tab:

a. Click a FlexCard, and select the checkbox for the version to export.

b. Click Export.

2. To export from the FlexCard Designer:

a. From the FlexCards home tab, click a FlexCard, and click a version to open in the FlexCard Designer.

b. Click the down arrow in the submenu and select Export.

3. Select the items to export.

4. Click Next.

5. Review the items to export.

6. Click Next.

7. (Optional) Update the Name.

8. (Optional) Update the Description.

9. To store the DataPack and access it later from the Vlocity DataPacks tab, select Add to Library.

10. (Optional) To publish the DataPack, click Publish. See Publishing DataPacks to Connected Orgs.

11. To download the DataPack to your computer, leave Download selected.

12. Click Done.

Import a FlexCard to another environment. See Import a FlexCard.

FlexCards Context Variables

Global and local context variables are available to a FlexCard to provide context to data sources, actions, and other components. All
variables are case sensitive.

Global Variables

Merge FieldDescriptionName

{Label.mylabel}Salesforce Custom Labels. See Add Custom
Labels to Supported Fields on a FlexCard.

Label

For example, {Label.AccountName}
gets a custom label named
AccountName.
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Merge FieldDescriptionName

{objectApiName}Beginning Winter '22, pass the object API
Name to a component as an attribute, such

objectApiName

For example, use an SOQL Query to get a
list of accounts. Enteras a Custom LWC, when a FlexCard is on a

record page. Similar to {recordId}, use {objectApiName}  as the object to
Test Parameters to verify in Preview. See
Test Data Source Settings on a FlexCard.

query. Then add a Test Parameter whose
Key is ObjectApiName  and Value is
Account.Supported property fields:

• Flyout action: Pass as an Attribute to a
child FlexCard, Custom LWC, and
OmniScript

• Custom LWC and child FlexCard
elements: Pass as an Attribute

• Block element: Display as a Label when
Collapsible is enabled

• Field element: Display as the Output

• Text element: Display as plain text

{Params.fieldName}The page parameters passed to the URL.Params

For example, {Params.Id}  gets the
context Id. We recommend using
{recordId}  to get the context Id of a
record.

{Parent.attributeName}Reference attributes from the parent
FlexCard on the child FlexCard with this

Parent

For example, Parent.Id  gets the {Id}
attribute defined on the parent FlexCard.variable. Attributes are defined at design

time on the parent FlexCard. See Embed
FlexCard Inside Another FlexCard.

{recordId}Gets the context Id of a Salesforce object's
data record. Use Test Parameters to verify

recordId

For example, if using a DataRaptor to get a
list of Account Cases, in the Input Map,in Preview. See Test Data Source Settings

on a FlexCard. enter AccountId  as Key and
{recordId}  as the Value. Then add a
Test Parameter whose Key is recordId
and Value is 138238279r9ff  to
populate your FlexCard with actual data.

{records}The records object of the FlexCard, which
can be passed on to Child FlexCard, Custom
LWC, and Flyout parameters.

records
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Merge FieldDescriptionName

For example, {records}  gets all records,
while {records [0]}  gets the first
available record.

{Session.sessionkey}Variables used to store values from data
sources and external systems, and

Session

For example, {Session.pageLimit}
gets a session variable named
pageLimit.

hardcoded values. Properties are defined at
design time on the FlexCard. See Add
Session Variables to a FlexCard.

{User.property}User and Contact properties for the
logged-in user.

User

For example, {User.userName}  gets
the logged in user's username.Note: Rendered User context

variable is viewable at run time only.
View in Preview.

Available properties:

• userId: User's Salesforce Id.

• userAnLocale: User's personal
locale.

• userSfLocale: Salesforce org's
locale.

• userCurrency: User's default
currency.

• userLangudge: User's default
language.

• userTimeZone: User's timezone.

• userName: User's username.

• userType: User's license type.

• userRole: User's role.

• userProfileName: Profile name
from the Profile lookup.

• userProfileId: Salesforce Id from
the Profile lookup.

• userAccountId: Salesforce id from
the Account lookup.

• userContactId: Salesforce id from
the Contact lookup.
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Local Variables

Merge FieldDescriptionName

{action.parameter}The parameters received by an event
listener and sent to an action.

action

For example, if your event is sending you a
contextId  parameter, then use
{action.contextId}.

{element.value},
{element.checked}

The values set by the toggle element and
tied to an action.

element

• Checkbox Toggle type:
element.checked

• All other Toggle types: element.value

{record}, {record.FieldName}The record object that belongs to the State,
and passed on to Child FlexCard, Custom
LWC, and Flyout parameters.

record

For example, {record}  gets the entire
record, while {record.Name}  gets the
Name field from the record.

FlexCards Troubleshooting Considerations

When working within the FlexCard Designer, you may run into issues that require some troubleshooting to resolve. Before contacting
support, consider these troubleshooting articles.

• Update Remote Site Settings to Preview Your FlexCard

Grant access to your org domains to enable LWC features such as Preview. When spinning a new org or new installation, the Tooling
API calls necessary for LWC may fail if the Remote Site Settings page in your org does not include the URLs required.

• Update the FlexCard Object's Default Lightning Record Page to Access the FlexCard Designer

When you click on a FlexCard in the OmniStudio FlexCards home tab, and see a record detail page instead of the FlexCard Designer,
you must update the Lightning record page of the Vlocity Card  object to Vlocity Card Designer.

• Fix Cyclic Redundancy When Embedding FlexCard Components

When you embed components, such as flyouts, Custom LWCs, and Child Cards, check that components are not called multiple
times.

Update the FlexCard Object's Default Lightning Record Page to Access the FlexCard Designer

If you click on a FlexCard in the OmniStudio FlexCards home tab, and see a record detail page instead of the FlexCard Designer,
update your org's default Lightning record page for the Vlocity Card  object. Set the org's default Lightning record page to
Vlocity Card Designer.
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Update Remote Site Settings to Preview Your FlexCard

Grant access to your org domains to enable LWC features such as Preview. When spinning a new org or new installation, the Tooling
API calls necessary for LWC may fail if the Remote Site Settings page in your org does not include the URLs required. The required
URLs are your org's lightning.force.com URL and the visualforce.com URL of the Visualforce page that contains the FlexCard Designer.

Fix Cyclic Redundancy When Embedding FlexCard Components

When you embed components, such as flyouts, Custom LWCs, and child FlexCards, check that components are not called multiple
times. If you add components that call themselves or call other components embedded inside components, you may create cyclic
redundancy causing events to continuously fire in your browser, exceeding your maximum call size stack.

Update the FlexCard Object's Default Lightning Record Page to Access the FlexCard Designer

If you click on a FlexCard in the OmniStudio FlexCards home tab, and see a record detail page instead of the FlexCard Designer, update
your org's default Lightning record page for the Vlocity Card  object. Set the org's default Lightning record page to Vlocity Card
Designer.

When you click on the link to a FlexCard called EmployerApplication  on the FlexCards home tab, it displays the record detail
page, such as the one in the following image, instead of the FlexCard Designer.

Solution

1. In your org, go to Setup, then Object Manager.

2. In Quick Find, enter Omni UI Card, then click the Omni UI Card label.

3. Click Lightning Record Pages.

4. Confirm that Vlocity Card Designer is the Org Default. If not, follow these steps:

a. Click Vlocity Card Designer.

b. Click View to open the Lightning App Builder.

c. Click Activation. See Activate Lightning Experience Record Pages.

d. Click Assign as Org Default.

e. Select the form factors, click Next, and click Save.

5. If you do not see the Vlocity Card Designer in the list of Lightning Record Pages, follow these steps:

a. In the OmniStudio FlexCards home tab, click a FlexCard, and select a version to open the Omni UI Card record page.
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b. Under Setup menu, select Edit Page to open the record page in the Lightning App Builder.

c. Delete all components on the Lightning record page.

d. In the Components panel search field, enter cardDesignerHeader. Select the cardDesignerHeader custom component
and drag it to the top of the record page.

e. In the Components panel search field, enter cardPreview. Select the cardPreview custom component and drag it to the
middle of the page.

f. In the Components panel search field, enter rightSidebar. Select the rightSidebar custom component and drag it to
the right sidebar position on the record page.

g. Your Lighting record page should look similar to this image:
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h. Click Save.

i. Click Activation, and click Assign as Org Default.

j. Click Next, and click Save.

k. Go back to Setup > Object Manager > Omni UI Card > Lighting Record Pages. You should see Omni UI Card Record Page
listed as your org's default page to view a FlexCard in the FlexCard Designer.
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6. To confirm that you can view a FlexCard in the FlexCard Designer, go to the OmniStudio FlexCards home tab, and select a FlexCard
to open. You should see the FlexCard Designer like in this image:
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Update Remote Site Settings to Preview Your FlexCard

Grant access to your org domains to enable LWC features such as Preview. When spinning a new org or new installation, the Tooling
API calls necessary for LWC may fail if the Remote Site Settings page in your org does not include the URLs required. The required URLs
are your org's lightning.force.com URL and the visualforce.com URL of the Visualforce page that contains the FlexCard Designer.

Depending on the package version installed in your org, you can dynamically or manually update the Remote Site Settings. Select the
method that applies to you.

VersionsFix Option

Any version with FlexCards installed beginning with Summer '20Dynamically Update Remote Site Settings for FlexCards

Beginning with Vlocity Health and Insurance Spring '21Manually Update Remote Site Settings from a Notification in
FlexCards

Any versionManually Update Remote Site Settings for FlexCards

Manually Update Remote Site Settings from a Notification in FlexCards

If you see a notification in FlexCards home tab, grant access to your org domains to enable LWC features such as Preview. When
spinning a new org or new installation, the Tooling API calls necessary for LWC may fail if the Remote Site Settings page in your org
does not include the URLs required. The required URLs are your org's lightning.force.com URL and the visualforce.com URL of the
Visualforce page that contains the FlexCard Designer.

Manually Update Remote Site Settings for FlexCards

Manually grant access to your org domains to enable LWC features such as Preview. When spinning a new org or new installation,
the Tooling API calls necessary for LWC may fail if the Remote Site Setting page in your org does not include the URLs required. The
required URLs are your org's lightning.force.com URL and the visualforce.com URL of the Visualforce page that contains the FlexCard
Designer.

Dynamically Update Remote Site Settings for FlexCards

Dynamically grant access to your org domains to enable LWC features such as Preview. When spinning a new org or new installation,
the Tooling API calls necessary for LWC may fail if the Remote Site Settings page in your org does not include the URLs required. The
required URLs are your org's lightning.force.com URL and the visualforce.com URL of the Visualforce page that contains the FlexCard
Designer.

Manually Update Remote Site Settings from a Notification in FlexCards
If you see a notification in FlexCards home tab, grant access to your org domains to enable LWC features such as Preview. When spinning
a new org or new installation, the Tooling API calls necessary for LWC may fail if the Remote Site Settings page in your org does not
include the URLs required. The required URLs are your org's lightning.force.com URL and the visualforce.com URL of the Visualforce page
that contains the FlexCard Designer.

Required Versions

Beginning Vlocity Health and Insurance Spring '21.
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If you see a Warnings button in your OmniStudio FlexCards home tab, add missing URLs to your Remote Site Settings.

1. Click the Warnings button in the OmniStudio FlexCards home tab and copy the visualforce.com  URL.

2. In a new browser tab, go to Setup > Security > Remote Site Settings.

3. Click New Remote Site.

4. Enter a Remote Site Name without spaces for the visualforce.com domain. For example, enter LWC_VF.

5. Enter your copied visualforce.com URL in Remote Site URL. For example, enter
https://whitmanco--vlocity-ins.visualforce.com.

6. Confirm that the Active checkbox is enabled.

7. Click Save.

8. In your original browser tab, copy the lightning.force.com  URL from the Warnings popup on the OmniStudio FlexCards
home tab.

9. Go to Setup > Security > Remote Site Settings and click New Remote Site.

10. Enter a Remote Site Name without spaces for the lightning.force.com domain. For example, enter LWC_LF.

11. Enter the copied lightning.force.com URL. For example, enter https://whitmanco.lightning.force.com.

12. Repeat steps 6 and 7.
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Manually Update Remote Site Settings for FlexCards
Manually grant access to your org domains to enable LWC features such as Preview. When spinning a new org or new installation, the
Tooling API calls necessary for LWC may fail if the Remote Site Setting page in your org does not include the URLs required. The required
URLs are your org's lightning.force.com URL and the visualforce.com URL of the Visualforce page that contains the FlexCard Designer.

See Remote Site Settings.

1. In your org, open any FlexCard to view the FlexCard Designer, and click the Preview link in the submenu.

2. Right-click in the white space that contains your FlexCard content to view the menu options in a popup. Select View Frame Source
to open the iframe in a new browser tab, and copy your visualforce.com  domain from the address bar. For example,
https://whitmanco--vlocity-ins.visualforce.com.

3. In your org, go to Setup > Security > Remote Site Settings.

4. Confirm that your org domains are not listed in the Remote Site URL column.
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5. Click New Remote Site.

6. Enter a Remote Site Name without spaces for the visualforce.com domain. For example, enter LWC_VF.

7. Enter your copied visualforce.com URL in Remote Site URL. For example, enter
https://whitmanco--vlocity-ins.visualforce.com.

8. Confirm that the Active checkbox is enabled.

9. Click Save.

10. Repeat steps 3 and 5.

11. Enter a Remote Site Name without spaces for the lightning.force.com domain. For example, enter LWC_LF.

12. Enter the lightning.force.com URL visible in the address browser bar on all pages in your org. For example, enter
https://whitmanco.lightning.force.com.

13. Repeat steps 8 and 9.

Dynamically Update Remote Site Settings for FlexCards
Dynamically grant access to your org domains to enable LWC features such as Preview. When spinning a new org or new installation,
the Tooling API calls necessary for LWC may fail if the Remote Site Settings page in your org does not include the URLs required. The
required URLs are your org's lightning.force.com URL and the visualforce.com URL of the Visualforce page that contains the FlexCard
Designer.

See Remote Site Settings.

Required Versions

Beginning Summer '20.

1. Go to the Vlocity Cards home tab.

2. Click Warnings.

3. Click Fix.
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4. To confirm the fix, go to Setup > Security > Remote Site Settings to confirm the addition of two new Remote Site URLs:

Remote Site URLRemote Site Name

https://[MyDomain].lightning.force.comEnableLWC[timestamp]

https://[MyDomain]--[namespace].visualforce.comEnableLWCPreview[timestamp]

Fix Cyclic Redundancy When Embedding FlexCard Components

When you embed components, such as flyouts, Custom LWCs, and child FlexCards, check that components are not called multiple times.
If you add components that call themselves or call other components embedded inside components, you may create cyclic redundancy
causing events to continuously fire in your browser, exceeding your maximum call size stack.
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example: Example

Your FlexCard has a child FlexCard that calls an OmniScript that also calls the same parent FlexCard from a flyout.

Solution

Confirm what components are called inside an embedded component before adding it to a FlexCard. Update the components that
might cause cyclic redundancy.

Classic Cards
Classic Cards in the Vlocity Cards Framework are UI components rich in information and actions relevant to the customer's context. The
Classic Card Designer is a declarative tool to create cards and card layouts, with minimal HTML, CSS, and AngularJS coding.

Beginning with Vlocity Health and Insurance Summer '19, Vlocity supports Salesforce's Lightning Web Components programming model
with Vlocity Lightning Web Components. Vlocity Lightning Web Components include components, functionalities, and templates
exclusive to LWC Cards. LWC Cards enables you to use standard JavaScript and HTML to modify and extend Vlocity products.

Cards

A Vlocity card is a block that contains a combination of pertinent information and links to processes within a specific context.

An account card, for example, includes unique account information, such as:

• Status

• Priority or service level agreement

• Creation date

Actions on an account card might include:

• Closing a case

• Opening a new case

• Creating a new task
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Each action can launch an OmniScript to begin a guided process. An action can also open an external web address or application. With
an LWC enabled card, you can fire a pubsub event from an action.

Card Flyouts

You can design a card to have an action that, when clicked, opens or "flies out" an additional card. A card flyout contains additional
information and actions related to the parent card.

Card Layouts

A card layout contains one or more cards.

When you create a new card layout, you can:

• Choose existing cards to include in the layout

• Create new cards to include in the layout

Controlling the Look of Cards and Card Layouts

Each card and card layout is associated with a template that can use HTML and CSS/SCSS, and may use Javascript. Templates control
the style and appearance of the card and the card layout, and they can be changed using the Template Designer.
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The Template Designer is not supported when LWC is enabled.

Data Sources for Cards and Card Layouts

When you create a card or a card layout, you indicate where it retrieves data to display.

Installing and Activating Vlocity Templates and Cards

After you install the latest Vlocity package, you must install and activate the base templates and cards.
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Configuring Community Profiles for Vlocity Cards

Ensure users see Vlocity Card Layouts on community pages by configuring user profile settings. Enable the appropriate interface,
and configure custom object permissions, Visualforce page access, and Apex class access.

Lightning Web Component Cards

Beginning with the Vlocity Insurance and Health Summer '19 and Vlocity Communications, Media, and Energy Fall '19 releases,
Vlocity supports the Salesforce Lightning Web Component programming model.

Apply Global Branding to Vlocity Cards

Apply global style changes to all Vlocity Cards in your org by using the Newport Design System. The Newport Design System enables
you to download, edit, and override the existing Newport CSS styles with your own styles.

Working with the Template Designer and Card Designer

Customize the look of card layouts, card states, and flyouts by creating or editing templates in the Template Designer.

Cards Framework Versioning

The Vlocity Cards Framework supports versioning for all components. The name, author, and version combination must be unique
for each component of a given type (layout, card, or template) in an org.

Using Actions with Cards

Cards use Vlocity Actions, OS Actions, and Custom Actions to launch procedures. For example, a card can launch an OmniScript, run
an Apex class, redirect to a URL endpoint, and so on.

Previewing a Layout

Preview a card layout to see how your cards will look once published to a Lightning or Community page.

Adding a Card to a Layout

Beginning with the Vlocity Insurance and Health Summer '19 and Vlocity Communications, Media, and Energy Fall '19 releases,
Vlocity supports the Salesforce Lightning Web Component programming model.

Adding a State to a Card

Add card states to display data fields from the card or card layout data source, to present different interactions and layouts based
on specified conditions, to add actions, and to add flyouts to display additional information about a record. For example, for cards
displaying past due policy information, use a card state template, and display actions, fields, and flyouts different from those on cards
displaying information for active policies in good standing.

Creating a Custom State Field

You can create a custom State Field in the template for your layouts or cards by entering 'custom-type'  into the supporting
HTML for the template in the Template Designer, as follows:

Configuring Data Sources for Cards Components

Configure a data source on a card, layout, or flyout to retrieve data from a Salesforce object or an external database. Display the
returned data on cards in a layout or flyout.

Cards URL Syntax

The Vlocity Cards framework uses a generic Visualforce page to show layouts. This page requires at least one parameter pair to load
a specific layout. For example:

Creating Zones

Zones enable you to arrange the information on a card layout into sections. Create zones in the Template Designer, add the zones
to a layout in the Card Designer, then add cards or nested layouts inside the zones.

Creating a Placeholder

Create placeholders in the Template Designer to insert additional fields into card states in the Card Designer. For example, to add a
unique title for escalated case cards, select the card-active-placeholders-slds  card template, and enter Escalated
for the value of the Title placeholder.
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Creating a Flyout

Create a flyout to display additional information about the record displayed on the card when you click the card. For example, a
flyout can display information from long text strings that do not fit in the standard card field, or data from child records, such as open
cases for an account, or additional actions.

Cloning a Card Layout

Clone an existing card layout to copy layout, card state, and data source settings to a new card layout.

Creating a Version of a Template

To make minor edits and switch between active versions, create a version of a template.

Cloning a Template

Edit a template without overriding existing code and settings by cloning an OmniScript element or Cards Framework component
template with the Template Designer.

Adding Cards to a Lightning or Community Page

Launch Vlocity Cards from Lightning and Community pages by adding Card Layouts with the Lightning App Builder and the
Community Builder.

Reloading a Card After Updating an LWC OmniScript

Update information on a card after making a change to an LWC OmniScript by passing an event to the OmniScript in the URL
parameter c__vlocEvents  of an OS Action.

Cards Context Variables

Several variables are available across the framework to provide contexts to cards, data sources, flyouts, templates, and other
components.

Exporting Vlocity Layouts and Cards

When migrating to a new org, you must export any applicable Vlocity Cards framework components, particularly those that you
modified. The Vlocity Cards Framework supports versioning for all components (layouts, cards and templates). Only active versions
are exported.

Cards Framework Web Deployment Options

You can deploy OmniStudio for Vlocity components, including OmniScripts and Cards Framework components, to the web outside
of Salesforce. This type of deployment is also called off-platform. You can use these components in an external server with or without
an active connection to a Salesforce organization. You can deploy components to a Heroku web server or to Adobe Enterprise
Manager.

Base UI and Card Templates

The following tables list the base templates that are available for use with Vlocity Cards. When editing a template, it is best practice
to clone the existing template first and to edit the cloned version.

Cards Framework Required Resources

For Angular components, when implementing the CardFramework  in your custom page, you must include these resources, in
the order given.

Creating a Custom Cards Apex Page

To create a custom Cards Apex page, create a Visualforce Apex page, add your Angular app to the page, add some common scripts,
and add your layout name.

Installing and Activating Vlocity Templates and Cards

After you install the latest Vlocity package, you must install and activate the base templates and cards.

The base templates, layouts, and cards are the base components used by the Vlocity Lightning Console. They serve as examples for
custom components you might want to create.
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1. Go to the Vlocity Templates tab and select Install BaseUITemplates from the picklist on the upper-right.

a. Ensure that all items are selected and click Next.

b. Click Next again and click Done.

c. Click Activate Now.

If a template with the same name is already activated, a warning is displayed that the existing template will be overwritten. You
can clone or create a new version of the existing template or deselect the new template that has a warning. See Cards Framework
Versioning.

d. Click Next and Done.

2. Go to the Vlocity Cards tab and select Install BaseVlocityCards from the picklist on the upper-right.

a. Ensure that all items are selected and click Next.

b. Click Next again and click Done.

c. Click Activate Now.

If a component with the same name is already activated, a warning is displayed that the existing object will be overwritten. You
can clone or create a new version of the existing object or deselect the new object that has a warning. See Cards Framework
Versioning.
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Note: If you use Vlocity Insurance or Vlocity Health, select the following:

• ins-product-rules-container (Author: Vlocity, Version: 2)

• ins-product-rules-eligibility (Author: Vlocity, Version: 2)

• ins-product-rules-requirements (Author: Vlocity, Version: 2)

d. Click Next and Done.

Configuring Community Profiles for Vlocity Cards

Ensure users see Vlocity Card Layouts on community pages by configuring user profile settings. Enable the appropriate interface, and
configure custom object permissions, Visualforce page access, and Apex class access.

Disable Enhanced Profile User Interface

Enable the appropriate interface before configuring Community profile settings that ensure that your users see FlexCards on Experience
Builder site. Use the Original Profile Interface.

Configure Custom Object Permissions

Configure custom object permissions to ensure that your users see Vlocity Card Layouts on Experience sites. Give access to the
necessary objects.

Configure Visualforce Page Access

Configure Visualforce page access to ensure that users see Vlocity Card Layouts on Experience pages.

Configure Apex Class Access

Configure Apex Class access to ensure that users see Vlocity Card Layouts on Experience pages.

Disable Enhanced Profile User Interface

Enable the appropriate interface before configuring Community profile settings that ensure that your users see FlexCards on Experience
Builder site. Use the Original Profile Interface.

See Configure Community Profiles for FlexCards.

1. From Setup, type User  in the Quick Find box and click User Management Settings.

2. Set the Enhanced Profile User Interface option to Disabled.

• Configure Custom Object Permissions for Community Profiles

• Grant Apex Class Access to a Community Profile

Configure Custom Object Permissions

Configure custom object permissions to ensure that your users see Vlocity Card Layouts on Experience sites. Give access to the necessary
objects.

1. From Setup, type Users  in the Quick Find box and click Profiles.

2. Find the profile for the users who will be accessing the community and click Edit.

3. Scroll to the Custom Object Permissions section.

4. Check View All for the following objects:
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• Vlocity Actions

• Vlocity Cards

• Vlocity UI Layouts

• Vlocity UI Templates

Note: You can't change Custom Object Permissions for any of the default profiles. For these profiles, the checkboxes in this
section are not selectable.

5. Click Save.

Configure Visualforce Page Access

Configure Visualforce page access to ensure that users see Vlocity Card Layouts on Experience pages.

1. From Setup, type Users  in the Quick Find box and click Profiles.

2. Find the profile for the users who will be accessing the community and click the profile name.

If you click Edit, you won't see the Enabled Visualforce Page Access settings.

3. Scroll to the Enabled Visualforce Page Access section and click Edit.

4. Make sure the following pages are in the Enabled Visualforce Pages list:

• namespace.CommunityCanvas

• namespace.ConsoleCards

• namespace.UniversalCardPage

5. Click Save.

Configure Apex Class Access

Configure Apex Class access to ensure that users see Vlocity Card Layouts on Experience pages.

1. From Setup, type Users  in the Quick Find box and click Profiles.

2. Find the profile for the users who will be accessing the community and click the profile name.

If you click Edit, you won't see the Enabled Apex Class Access settings.

3. Scroll to the Enabled Apex Class Access section and click Edit.

4. Make sure that namespace.CardCanvasController is in the Enabled Apex Classes list.

5. Click Save.

Lightning Web Component Cards

Beginning with the Vlocity Insurance and Health Summer '19 and Vlocity Communications, Media, and Energy Fall '19 releases, Vlocity
supports the Salesforce Lightning Web Component programming model.

Vlocity Lightning Web Components enables you to use standard JavaScript and HTML to modify and extend Vlocity Cards. Vlocity
Lightning Web Components enables embedding Vlocity Cards inside OmniScripts, and leverages the Salesforce Lightning Web Components
programming model for flyouts and editable states.
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It is possible to switch a Card to either an LWC Card or an Angular Card at any time. However, Angular Cards and LWC Cards do not
support the same components and functionalities.

By default, LWC enabled Cards are exposed to the Lightning App Builder and are visible as custom components. To change the visibility,
use the Show XML Interface feature.

LWC Cards Changes and Enhancements

LWC Cards contain changes to existing features that affect how you must configure an LWC Card and how an LWC Card performs.
See LWC Cards Considerations for unsupported features and functionality.

LWC Cards Considerations

Beginning with the Vlocity Insurance and Health Summer '19 and Vlocity Communications, Media, and Energy Fall '19 releases,
Vlocity supports the Salesforce Lightning Web Component programming model.

Creating an LWC Card Layout

Create an LWC card layout to enable Vlocity Lightning web components.

Configuring LWC Settings on an LWC Card Layout

Configure LWC specific properties on your LWC Card layout.

Saving and Deploying an LWC Card in the Card Designer

Beginning with Vlocity Insurance and Health,Winter '20 and Vlocity CME Winter '20, use the Deploy feature in the Card Designer to
update changes to your card, see the latest preview, and create the Lightning web component to add to a Community or Lightning
page.

Configuring the Metadata Values for an LWC Card

Configure the metadata values for an LWC card from a visual editor in the card layout instead of updating the configuration file
manually.

Creating Custom LWC Card Templates

Beginning with the Vlocity Insurance and Health Summer '19 and Vlocity Communications, Media, and Energy Fall '19 releases,
Vlocity supports the Salesforce Lightning Web Component programming model.

Creating an LWC Flyout

Flyouts in Vlocity Cards provide additional information about the record displayed on the card when you click the flyout. For example,
a flyout can display information from long text strings that do not fit in the standard card field, or data from child records, such as
open cases for an account, or additional actions.

Embedding a Vlocity Lightning Web Component Inside an LWC Card State

Beginning with Vlocity Insurance and Health Winter '20 and Vlocity CME Winter '20, LWC Cards support embedding any Vlocity
Lightning Web Component, such as an LWC OmniScript, an LWC enabled card, or any other custom LWC, inside an LWC Card state
and setting the attributes of the embedded component.

Accessing the Context Id of an LWC Card on a Community Page

On a Community page, to view record data on an LWC Card that uses the {{params.id}}  context variable in an Input Map to
pass a context Id to an Apex Remote, DataRaptor, or Integration Procedure data source, you must add and configure a recordId
property. Add the recordId property in your LWC Card's configuration file, then configure the property on the Community page.

Using Actions with LWC Cards

LWC Cards use Vlocity Actions, OS Actions, Custom Actions, Smart Actions, and PubSub Actions to launch procedures. For example,
a card can launch an OmniScript, run an Apex class, redirect to a URL endpoint, launch an Integration Procedure, fire a pubsub event,
and so on.
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Adding an LWC Card to a Lightning or Community Page

Beginning with the Vlocity Insurance and Health Summer '19 and Vlocity Communications, Media, and Energy Fall '19 releases,
Vlocity supports the Salesforce Lightning Web Component programming model.

Reloading a Smart Card After Updating Profile Attributes

To reload a card with Smart Actions when profile attributes update, add a Vlocity Profiler component on a Lightning or Community
page. When profile attributes update, the Vlocity Profiler component fires a smartAction  event that reloads Smart Actions on
an LWC Card.

Replacing Actions on an LWC Customer Story Card

Beginning with Vlocity Insurance and Health Winter '20 and Vlocity CME Winter '20, the LWC Customer Story Card supports replacing
the preconfigured list of actions with a custom list of actions. Each action creates a new record for a standard or custom sObject.

Fixing Inactive/Invalid Error When Enabling LWC on a Card Layout

Grant access to your org domains to enable LWC features.

Base LWC Card and Layout Templates

The following tables list the LWC card templates and LWC layout templates available in Vlocity Cards. When editing a template, it is
best practice to make a copy of the existing template first and to edit the cloned version. For more information on creating and
cloning LWC card templates, see Creating Custom LWC Card Templates.

Vlocity Cards LWC ReadMe Reference

This page lists the Lightning web component ReadMes available for LWC Cards. For details about the layout for each card and card
layout component, see Base LWC Card and Layout Templates.

LWC Cards Changes and Enhancements

LWC Cards contain changes to existing features that affect how you must configure an LWC Card and how an LWC Card performs. See
LWC Cards Considerations for unsupported features and functionality.

Beginning with the Vlocity Insurance and Health Summer '19 and Vlocity Communications, Media, and Energy Fall '19 releases, Vlocity
supports the Salesforce Lightning Web Component programming model.

Changes and Enhancements for Vlocity Insurance and Health Summer '20

New Functionalities Exclusive to Vlocity Cards Lightning Web Components

DescriptionFunctionality

From the Layout panel of the Card Designer, when LWC is enabled,
you can also enable the Newport Design System to load the

Enable Newport

Newport CSS resource to your LWC Card layout. Your layout and
card templates must have Newport support.
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Changes and Enhancements for Vlocity Insurance and Health Spring '20

New Functionalities Exclusive to Vlocity Cards Lightning Web Components

ReferenceDescriptionFunctionality

Fixing Inactive/Invalid Error When Enabling
LWC on a Card Layout

From the Vlocity Cards tab, add Remote Site
URLs to grant access to your org domains
to enable LWC features.

Configure Remote Site URLs on Vlocity Cards
tab

Firing a Pubsub Event from an Action on an
LWC Card

Fire pubsub events from an action to notify
another component on a page or
application of an event occurring on an LWC
enabled card.

Fire a Pubsub Event on an Action

Launching an LWC OmniScript from a
Vlocity or Custom Action on a Card

Configure ContextId, Console Tab Icon, and
Console Tab Label on an OS Action when
selecting an LWC enabled OmniScript.

Optional Parameters for OS Action

Changes in Functionalities Exclusive to Vlocity Cards Lightning Web Component

ReferenceDescriptionFunctionality

Card and Card Layout Naming ConventionsWhen creating a card or layout in the Card
Designer, the name and author must only

Card and Card Layout Naming Conventions

contain underscores and alphanumeric
characters.

Configuring the Metadata Values for an LWC
Card

Configure metadata properties on an LWC
enabled card with an updated, more
user-friendly Show XML Interface

Configure the Metadata Values for an LWC
Card

Downloading Custom Unmanaged LWCs
From the Card Designer

In the Card Designer, download Custom
LWC components templates and
components only. Vlocity managed LWCs
are not downloadable.

Download LWC Component
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New LWC Card Templates

DescriptionLWC Card Template

Displays a vertical list of actions as icons followed by labels, and
an optional title at the top. See Action Grid State LWC Card
Template.

ActionGridState LWC

Changes and Enhancements for Vlocity Insurance and Health Winter '20 and CME Winter '20

Added Data Source Support

Angular BehaviorLWC BehaviorData Source

No changeNo changeAsync/Queueable support on Integration
Procedures and Apex Remotes

No changeNo changeDual

No changeThe Streaming API data source is not
supported in the Preview pane. You must

Streaming API

add your LWC enabled component to a
Lightning or Community page to preview
it.

Added Functionality Support

Angular BehaviorLWC BehaviorFunctionality

No changeSupports only field tracking and action
tracking.

Click Tracking

No changeOS Actions are fully supported.OS Action

New Functionalities Exclusive to Vlocity Cards Lightning Web Components

ReferenceDescriptionFeature

Adding a Custom Action to an LWC CardCustom Actions support Salesforce
PageReference Types that enable navigation

Custom Action Target Types
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ReferenceDescriptionFeature

within Lightning Experience, Communities,
or an external web address.

Embedding a Vlocity Lightning Web
Component Inside an LWC Card State

Embed a custom Vlocity Lightning Web
Component inside a card state.

Custom LWC

Creating an LWC Card LayoutExplicitly save changes to an LWC enabled
card layout by clicking the Deploy button
on a card or card layout.

Deploy LWC

Creating an LWC FlyoutUse Flyout Properties to configure the
attributes of a Vlocity Lightning Web

LWC Flyout Attributes

Component used as a flyout on an LWC
enabled card layout.

Configuring Smart Actions on an LWC CardEnable Smart Actions and standard actions,
such as Vlocity Actions, OS Actions, and
Custom Actions at the same time.

Smart Actions and Standard Actions

New LWC Card Templates

DescriptionLWC Card Template

Displays a card state template with account data listed in rows.LeftAccountInfoState LWC Card Template

Displays account information with a google map image, up to
three data fields, and up to three actions.

LeftProfileState LWC Card Template

Changes and Enhancements for Vlocity Insurance and Health Summer '19 and Vlocity Communications, Media, and Energy Fall '19

Processes Exclusive to Vlocity Cards Lightning Web Components

ChangeProcess

While base card templates are readily available in the Summer '19
release package, they are also available through IDX Workbench
for customization.

Accessing Base Card Templates
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ChangeProcess

In the Lightning App Builder and Community Builder, you can add
a Card directly from the Custom components list of the
Components pane to the canvas area.

Add LWC Cards to Pages

Functionalities Exclusive to Vlocity Cards Lightning Web Components

ReferenceDescriptionFeature

Creating an LWC FlyoutSelect any LWC enabled component as a
flyout, such as an LWC card layout, an LWC
OmniScript, and a custom LWC.

LWC Flyout

Creating an LWC Card LayoutGroup the cards by object type or by the
order they appear in the database.

Loop Settings

Creating an LWC Card LayoutTo use a Card layout directly in the
OmniScript Designer, add OmniScript

OmniScript Support

support to the generated Vlocity Lightning
Web Component.

Creating an LWC Card LayoutShow XML Interface provides a visual editor
to configure the metadata for the Vlocity
Lightning Web Component.

Show XML Interface

Configuring Smart Actions on an LWC CardConfigure a card to use a Vlocity Integration
Procedure to return a set of actions.

Smart Actions

LWC Cards Considerations

Beginning with the Vlocity Insurance and Health Summer '19 and Vlocity Communications, Media, and Energy Fall '19 releases, Vlocity
supports the Salesforce Lightning Web Component programming model.

LWC Cards do not support all functions, features, and data sources that Angular Cards support.

Important: See LWC Cards Changes and Enhancements for new features and enhancements.

Considerations for Vlocity Insurance and Health Winter '20

Unsupported Features

• Angular Card templates

• Template Designer
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• Zones

• Placeholders

Unsupported Deployment Options

LWC Cards do not support any off-platform deployment. See Cards Framework Web Deployment Options

Considerations for Vlocity Insurance and Health Summer '19 and Vlocity Communications, Media, and Energy Fall '19

Unsupported Features

• Angular Card templates

• Template Designer

• Zones

• Placeholders

• Custom Actions

• Click Tracking

Unsupported Data Sources

• Streaming API

• Async/Queueable support on Integration Procedures and Apex Remotes

Unsupported Deployment Options

LWC Cards do not support any off-platform deployment. See Cards Framework Web Deployment Options.

Creating an LWC Card Layout

Create an LWC card layout to enable Vlocity Lightning web components.

Beginning with the Vlocity Insurance and Health Summer '19 and Vlocity Communications, Media, and Energy Fall '19 releases, Vlocity
supports the Salesforce Lightning Web Component programming model.

With Vlocity Lightning Web Components, use standard JavaScript and HTML to modify and extend Vlocity Cards, embed LWC Cards
inside OmniScripts, and embed other Vlocity Lightning Web Components inside card states.
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Configure Remote Site URLs

If you see the error, The LWC is inactive/invalid  when trying to select a template in the Layout LWC field, check that
there are Remote Site URLs set in the Remote Site Settings page in your org. You must grant access to your org's domain to enable LWC
features. See Fixing Inactive/Invalid Error When Enabling LWC on a Card Layout.
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Configure LWC Settings

To configure optional LWC specific properties in the LWC Settings section of the Layout pane, see Configuring LWC Settings on an LWC
Card Layout.

Create a New LWC Card Layout

To create a new LWC Card Layout:

LWC Enable an Angular Card Layout

To enable an Angular card to work with Lightning web components:

Create a New LWC Card Layout
To create a new LWC Card Layout:

1. In your org, click the App Launcher, click Vlocity Cards, and click New.

2. Enter a unique Layout Name and follow Vlocity required naming conventions and best practices. See Card and Card Layout Naming
Conventions.

Note: Beginning with Vlocity Insurance and Health Spring '20, when creating a card or layout, the name and author must
only contain underscores and alphanumeric characters. It must be unique, begin with a letter, not include spaces, not end
with an underscore, and not contain two consecutive underscores. Existing layout names and card names are automatically
updated to make them compliant. New cards and layouts can not be saved without following these naming requirements.

3. Select a Layout  as the Layout Type.

4. (Optional) Update the Layout Author. See Understanding the Author of a Card Layout.

5. Click Enable LWC.
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6. Click into the Layout LWC field to select an appropriate LWC layout template or component. For example, select the Vlocity
cardCanvasLayout template. See Base LWC Card and Layout Templates.

7. Click Save.

LWC Enable an Angular Card Layout
To enable an Angular card to work with Lightning web components:

1. In your org, click the App Launcher, click Vlocity Cards, and click a card layout version to open the Card Designer.

2. If the card is active, deactivate it by clicking Activate in the Layout pane.

3. In the LWC Settings section of the Layout pane, click Enable LWC.

4. In the Layout LWC field, select an LWC card layout template, such as cardCanvasLayout. See Base LWC Card and Layout
Templates.

5. In the States pane, select a State LWC template for each card state, such as card-active-state.

6. Click Deploy in the Layout pane.

Configuring LWC Settings on an LWC Card Layout

Configure LWC specific properties on your LWC Card layout.

After creating an LWC card layout, configure the optional layout properties in the LWC Settings of the Layout pane of the Card Designer.

ExampleDescriptionProperty

N/AEnable the Newport Design System to load
the Newport CSS resource to your LWC Card

Enable Newport

layout. Your Layout and Card templates
must have Newport support. See Apply
Global Branding to Vlocity Cards.

For example, to display the ID and the name
of the logged-in user on a card, enter

Uses the $root.vlocity  variable to
return information about the logged in user

Include User Information

$root.vlocity.userName  in the
Search For field of a SOSL search.

from the data source of a card layout. See
Cards Context Variables.

Beginning with Vlocity Insurance and Health
Winter '20 and Vlocity CME Winter '20, LWC
Cards support returning information about
the logged in user from the data source of
a card, in addition to a card layout, after
enabling Include User Information.

For example, if you have a card layout that
displays a list of contacts, choose Repeat
Records.

Sets how to group the cards. To group cards
by object type (such as Cases, Accounts,
Contacts), select Repeat Cards. To group
cards by the order they appear in the
database, select Repeat Records.

Loop Settings
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ExampleDescriptionProperty

N/AEnables OmniScript to work with your LWC
card layout. When enabled, the LWC card

Omniscript Support

layout is usable in the Omniscript Designer
via the Custom LWC input element. See
Launch Vlocity Cards within an LWC
OmniScript. The card must be active for the
OmniScript Support feature to work. The
LWC card layout is a standalone LWC that
does not interact with the LWC OmniScript.

For example, select the CommunityPage
checkbox under Target Name to make your
LWC accessible on a community page.

Sets the metadata for the component using
a visual editor. For more information on
configuring metadata, see Component
Configuration File. The layout must be active

Show XML Interface

to enable this feature. By default, the
following metadata are set: Master Label,
API Version, Is Exposed, and AppPage,
RecordPage, and HomePage targets. See
Configuration File Tags.

Saving and Deploying an LWC Card in the Card Designer

Beginning with Vlocity Insurance and Health,Winter '20 and Vlocity CME Winter '20, use the Deploy feature in the Card Designer to
update changes to your card, see the latest preview, and create the Lightning web component to add to a Community or Lightning
page.

To save and deploy:

1. Click the Deploy in the Layout pane.

Important: If there are any changes to a card or card layout, a notification message appears alerting you of changes to deploy.
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2. Click Deploy in Preview If there are undeployed changes when attempting to preview your layout.

Configuring the Metadata Values for an LWC Card

Configure the metadata values for an LWC card from a visual editor in the card layout instead of updating the configuration file manually.

To learn more about a component's configuration file, see Component Configuration File.

Adding Properties Beginning with Vlocity Insurance and Health Spring '20

Adding Properties Prior to Vlocity Insurance and Health Spring '20

Defining Metadata Values

To define the metadata values for an LWC enabled card component:

Adding Properties to a Target Name

To add a property to a Target Name:

Defining Metadata Values
To define the metadata values for an LWC enabled card component:

1. Open the Vlocity Cards tab, and click a version of an LWC enabled layout to open the Card Designer.

2. In the Layout pane, click Show XML Interface.

Important: You must activate the layout to enable the Show XML Interface feature.
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3. Enter or update values for these properties:

• Master Label: Update the visible name of your card component as you want it to appear in the Lightning App Builder and
Community Builder. The default is the Layout Name defined in the Layout pane.

• Description: Enter a description for your card component.

• API Version: Defines the API version of your card component. The default is the API version used when creating the card
component. When creating a new card, the default value is the current API version.

• (Read-Only) Runtime Namespace: Defines the Vlocity package namespace.

• Is Exposed: When enabled, your card component is public. By default, this feature is enabled.

• Target Name: Select where your card component is accessible. By default, HomePage, RecordPage, and AppPage are selected
to enable use on a custom home page, a record page, and an app home page.

To enable the use of your card component on a Community Page, select CommunityPage. To enable the use of your card
component on a Community Page with configurable properties, select CommunityDefault. See Configuration File Tags.

To add a property to a Target Name that can be set in the Lightning App Builder or Community Builder, see Adding Properties
to a Target Name.
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Adding Properties to a Target Name
To add a property to a Target Name:

1. Click the pencil icon.

2. Click the + icon next to Add Properties.

3. In the Select Property Type (Required) field, to specify the property data type, select Integer, String, or Boolean.
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4. In the Attributes Added section, enter a variable name for the name attribute, such as debug. The name attribute is required for
each property.

5. Select additional attributes to add to your property from the Attributes dropdown list. See Configuration File Tags for descriptions
of each available attribute.
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6. Enter a value for each additional attribute.

7. (Optional) If your Target Name is RecordPage, click into the Object field to select an object from the picklist.

8. Click Save.
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Edit or Delete a Target Name Property

Edit or delete an existing property for a Target Name.

Remove an Attribute from a Target Name Property

Remove an attribute from an existing property of a Target Name.

Edit or Delete a Target Name Property
Edit or delete an existing property for a Target Name.

To edit or delete an existing property:

1. Click the pencil icon for the Target Name whose property you want to edit or delete.

2. Click the radio button next to the property name.

3. To edit the property, click the pencil icon.

4. To delete the property, click the x icon.
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Remove an Attribute from a Target Name Property
Remove an attribute from an existing property of a Target Name.

To remove an attribute from an existing property:

1. Click the pencil icon for the Target Name whose property attribute you want to remove.

2. Click the radio button next to the property name.

3. Click the pencil icon for the property.

4. In the Attributes Added section, click the X next to the attribute you want to remove.
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Creating Custom LWC Card Templates

Beginning with the Vlocity Insurance and Health Summer '19 and Vlocity Communications, Media, and Energy Fall '19 releases, Vlocity
supports the Salesforce Lightning Web Component programming model.

Create a custom LWC card template from an existing template, or from one of Vlocity's base mixins, such as BaseState LWC for card
states and BaseLayout LWC for layouts.

Note: Custom Lightning web components built outside of the package cannot use any Salesforce Lightning web component
that uses Salesforce resources or affects the component at run time. For more information, see Salesforce Modules.

Set up Your Environment

To manage and develop Vlocity Lightning Web Components, use Salesforce DX with Visual Studio or IDX Workbench with Visual Studio.
Both development approaches have source control. However, we recommend IDX Workbench because it enables you to migrate Vlocity
components from one org to another and compare both source and target files.

• To manage and develop your LWCs with Salesforce DX, see Set Up Your Development Environment.

• To manage and develop your LWCs with IDX Workbench, see  IDX Workbench Desktop Application.

Create a New Custom LWC Card Template

Create a new custom LWC layout template by extending the BaseLayout mixin. See Creating a New Custom LWC Layout Template.

Create a new custom LWC card state template by extending the BaseState mixin. See Creating a New Custom LWC Card State Template.

Create a Custom LWC Card Template From an Existing Template

Create a custom LWC layout template by extending an existing layout template. See Extending a Template to Create a Custom LWC
Layout Template.

Create a custom LWC card state template by extending an existing state template. See Extending a Template to Create a Custom LWC
Card State Template.

Creating a New Custom LWC Layout Template

Create a custom template for an LWC layout by extending the BaseLayout Mixin.

Extending a Template to Create a Custom LWC Layout Template

Extend an existing template to create a custom LWC layout template. For example, use the CardCanvasLayout LWC template to
overwrite methods and HTML templates. To see what methods can be overwritten for your extended component, view its ReadMe
file. See Vlocity Cards LWC ReadMe Reference and Base OmniStudio LWC ReadMe Reference.

Creating a New Custom LWC Card State Template

Create a custom template for an LWC card state by extending the BaseState Mixin. See BaseState Lightning Web Component ReadMe.

Extending a Template to Create a Custom LWC Card State Template

Extend an existing template to create a custom LWC card state template. For example, use the CardActiveState LWC template to
overwrite methods and HTML templates.

Downloading Custom Unmanaged LWCs From the Card Designer

Download custom LWC layout and card state templates, and components from the Card Designer.

Creating a New Custom LWC Layout Template
Create a custom template for an LWC layout by extending the BaseLayout Mixin.
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Before You Begin

• To manage and develop Vlocity Lightning Web Components, use Salesforce DX with Visual Studio or IDX Workbench with Visual
Studio. Both development approaches have source control. However, we recommend IDX Workbench because it enables you to
migrate Vlocity components from one org to another and compare both source and target files.

• Create a new component in your local development environment.

1. In the JS file:

a. Import the BaseLayout mixin from your Vlocity namespace.

For example, if your namespace is vlocity_cmt:

import { BaseLayout } from "vlocity_cmt/baseLayout";

b. Import your custom HTML template.

For example, if your HTML file name is threeColCardCanvas.html:

import temp from "./threeColCardCanvas.html";

c. Confirm that your class declaration has the extends  keyword.

For example, if your class is threeColCardCanvas:

export default class threeColCardCanvas extends BaseLayout(LightningElement) {

2. Inside the <template>  tag, enter the HTML to create the structure and display the content of your custom LWC layout template.

3. If Lightning Web Security (LWS) is disabled, set the runtimeNamespace metadata tag to your org's namespace. This enables your
custom LWC layout template to run within the Vlocity namespace, and access the BaseLayout mixin and other components.

Important: If LWS is enabled, setting runtimeNamespace in your components causes errors similar to "Cannot use runtime
namespace 'somename' in module c-someComponentName". To determine if LWS is enabled in your org, see Enable Lightning
Web Security in an Org.

Extending a Template to Create a Custom LWC Layout Template
Extend an existing template to create a custom LWC layout template. For example, use the CardCanvasLayout LWC template to overwrite
methods and HTML templates. To see what methods can be overwritten for your extended component, view its ReadMe file. See Vlocity
Cards LWC ReadMe Reference and Base OmniStudio LWC ReadMe Reference.

• To manage and develop Vlocity Lightning Web Components, use Salesforce DX with Visual Studio or IDX Workbench with Visual
Studio. Both development approaches have source control. However, we recommend IDX Workbench because it enables you to
migrate Vlocity components from one org to another and compare both source and target files.

• Create a new component in your local development environment. See Create Lightning Web Components.

1. Update the JS file (To see what methods can be overwritten for your extended component, view its ReadMe file):

a. Import the LWC template you want to extend from your Vlocity namespace.

For example, to extend the CardCanvasLayout LWC template:

import cardCanvasLayout from "vlocity_cmt/cardCanvasLayout";

b. Import your custom HTML template file.
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For example, if your HTML file name is threeColumnCanvas.html:

import temp from "./threeColumnCanvas.html";

c. To overwrite the HTML template of the extended LWC template, use the render()  method to return your custom HTML
template.

For example:

render() {
return temp;
}

d. Confirm that your class declaration has the extends  keyword.

For example, if your class is threeColumnCanvas:

export default class threeColumnCanvas extends cardCanvasLayout {

2. If you choose to overwrite the HTML from the extended LWC template, enter the HTML to create the structure and display the
content of your custom LWC layout template.

3. If Lightning Web Security (LWS) is disabled, set the runtimeNamespace metadata tag to your org's namespace. This enables your
custom LWC layout template to run within the Vlocity namespace, and access the extended LWC layout template and other
components.

Important: If LWS is enabled, setting runtimeNamespace in your components causes errors similar to "Cannot use runtime
namespace 'somename' in module c-someComponentName". To determine if LWS is enabled in your org, see Enable Lightning
Web Security in an Org.

Creating a New Custom LWC Card State Template
Create a custom template for an LWC card state by extending the BaseState Mixin. See BaseState Lightning Web Component ReadMe.

• To manage and develop Vlocity Lightning Web Components, use Salesforce DX with Visual Studio or IDX Workbench with Visual
Studio. Both development approaches have source control. However, we recommend IDX Workbench because it enables you to
migrate Vlocity components from one org to another and compare both source and target files.

• Create a new component in your local development environment.

1. Update the JS file:

a. Import the BaseState mixin from your Vlocity namespace.

For example, if your namespace is vlocity_ins:

import { BaseState } from "vlocity_ins/baseState";

b. Import your custom HTML template file.

For example, if your HTML file name is customActivetState.html:

import temp from "./customActiveState.html";

c. Confirm that your class declaration has the extends  keyword.

For example, if your class is customActiveState:

export default class customActiveState extends BaseState(LightningElement) {
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2. Inside the <template>  tag, enter the HTML to create the structure and display the content of your custom LWC card state
template.

3. If Lightning Web Security (LWS) is disabled, set the runtimeNamespace metadata tag to your org's namespace. This enables you
custom LWC card state template to run within the Vlocity namespace, and access the BaseState mixin and other components.

Important: If LWS is enabled, setting runtimeNamespace in your components causes errors similar to "Cannot use runtime
namespace 'somename' in module c-someComponentName".

Extending a Template to Create a Custom LWC Card State Template
Extend an existing template to create a custom LWC card state template. For example, use the CardActiveState LWC template to overwrite
methods and HTML templates.

To manage and develop Vlocity Lightning Web Components, use Salesforce DX with Visual Studio or IDX Workbench with Visual Studio.
Both development approaches have source control. However, we recommend IDX Workbench because it enables you to migrate Vlocity
components from one org to another and compare both source and target files.

1. Update the JS file (To see what methods can be overwritten for your extended component, view its ReadMe file):

a. Import the LWC template you want to extend from your Vlocity namespace.

For example, to extend the CardActiveState LWC template:

import cardActiveState from "vlocity_ins/cardActiveState";

b. Import your custom HTML template file.

For example, if your HTML file name is customCardActiveState.html:

import temp from "./customCardActiveState.html";

c. To overwrite the HTML template of the extended LWC template, use the render()  method to return your custom HTML
template.

For example:

render() {
return temp;
}

d. Confirm that your class declaration has the extends  keyword.

For example, if your class is customCardActiveState:

export default class customCardActiveState extends cardActiveState {

2. If you choose to overwrite the HTML from the extended LWC template, enter the HTML to create the structure and display the
content of your custom LWC card state template.

3. If Lightning Web Security (LWS) is disabled, set the runtimeNamespace metadata tag to your org's namespace. This enables you
custom LWC card state template to run within the Vlocity namespace, and access the extended LWC card state template and other
components.

Important: If LWS is enabled, setting runtimeNamespace in your components causes errors similar to "Cannot use runtime
namespace 'somename' in module c-someComponentName". To determine if LWS is enabled in your org, see Enable Lightning
Web Security in an Org.
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Downloading Custom Unmanaged LWCs From the Card Designer
Download custom LWC layout and card state templates, and components from the Card Designer.

Important: Beginning with Vlocity Insurance and Health Spring '20, the download feature is enabled for custom LWC templates
and custom components only.

To download a custom LWC layout or card state template or component from the Card Designer:

1. In your org, click App Launcher, click Vlocity Cards, and click a version of a card layout to open the Card Designer.

2. To download a custom layout LWC template or component, in the Layout pane, click the download icon next to the Layout LWC
field.

3. To download a custom state LWC template or component, in the States pane, click the download icon next to the State LWC field.

Creating an LWC Flyout

Flyouts in Vlocity Cards provide additional information about the record displayed on the card when you click the flyout. For example,
a flyout can display information from long text strings that do not fit in the standard card field, or data from child records, such as open
cases for an account, or additional actions.

With an LWC flyout, choose any LWC enabled component to use as a flyout, such as an LWC card layout, an LWC OmniScript, and a
custom LWC you've created.

Alternatively, create an LWC enabled flyout layout as you would create an Angular flyout.

1. Go to the Vlocity Cards tab and click New to create a new card layout.

2. On the New Layout screen, in the Type field, select Flyout.

3. Click Enable LWC in the Layout pane.

4. (Optional) Configure the flyout Data Source if your flyout does not need to use data from the parent context variable of the card
layout where you'll add your flyout. See Configuring Data Sources for Cards Components.

5. Click Activate on the Layout pane and on each card.

6. To add the LWC flyout to a card state:

a. Go to the Vlocity Cards tab and open a card.

b. In the Flyout section of a card state, select an LWC flyout or any LWC enabled component from the dropdown list.

Note: You must activate the LWC enabled component for it to appear in the dropdown list. See Creating an LWC Card
Layout.

c. To set the attributes of the LWC enabled component, click Add Attributes in the Flyout Properties section.

For example, the dataTable component requires values for both records  and columns  attributes whose values must be
data references. Enter records  and $scope.records  as the first key-value pair to get the list of records and then enter
columns  and $scope.session.columns  as the second key-value pair to set column titles.

Embedding a Vlocity Lightning Web Component Inside an LWC Card State

Beginning with Vlocity Insurance and Health Winter '20 and Vlocity CME Winter '20, LWC Cards support embedding any Vlocity Lightning
Web Component, such as an LWC OmniScript, an LWC enabled card, or any other custom LWC, inside an LWC Card state and setting
the attributes of the embedded component.
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A wrapper encases the custom LWC, which sits inside a slot and is fed data from the card's data source. For example, if you have an LWC
dataTable with custom styling, you can embed it in a card state. Then configure the component's custom attributes, such as records
and columns, on the card to determine how and what data to pull from the card or card layout's data source.

Before You Begin

• Create a Custom LWC by extending an existing Vlocity Lightning web component.

• Create an LWC Card layout.

1. Open the Vlocity Cards tab, and click a version of a card layout to open the Card Designer.

2. Check the Custom LWC checkbox of a card state.

3. Enter the name of a Lightning Web Component in the State LWC field. For example, enter dataTable  to show a list of accounts
and related data from the card or card layout's data source.

4. In the Custom LWC Attributes section, enter attributes available to the embedded component as key-value pairs.

For example, the dataTable component requires values for both records  and columns  attributes, whose values must be data
references. Enter records  and $scope.records  as the first key-value pair to get the list of records, and then enter columns
and $scope.session.columns  as the second key-value pair to set column titles.

Important: The Name of a custom LWC attribute must match the custom LWC attribute's markup name. For example, the
targetType attribute from the NavigateAction LWC must be written as target-type.

5. (Optional) In the Card Session Variables section of the card, enter a key-value pair for attributes whose values have additional
attributes, such as a JSON object.

For example, in the dataTable example, the columns attribute value must be a JSON object listing record field names, used as
column titles, and related properties. The session variable key is columns and its value is [{"fieldName": "Name",
"label": "Account", "sortable" : "true"},{"fieldName": "Website", "label":
"Website"},{"fieldName": "Phone", "label": "Phone"}].

6. (Optional) To display a component once per record, check the Repeat state over records checkbox. For example, if your Custom
LWC gets account information, such as name, primary contact, and so forth, select this option to display a component for each
account record.

Accessing the Context Id of an LWC Card on a Community Page

On a Community page, to view record data on an LWC Card that uses the {{params.id}}  context variable in an Input Map to pass
a context Id to an Apex Remote, DataRaptor, or Integration Procedure data source, you must add and configure a recordId property. Add
the recordId property in your LWC Card's configuration file, then configure the property on the Community page.

1. Add the recordId property to the configuration file form the Card Designer, perform the following tasks:

a. Open the Vlocity Cards tab and click a card layout to open a version in the Cards Designer.
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b. Click Show XML Interface in the Cards pane.

c. Select the CommunityDefault checkbox.

d. Click the pencil icon next to CommunityDefault.

e. Click the + icon next to Add Properties.

f. Add recordId  as the variable name for the name attribute.

g. In the Select Property Type (Required) section, select String.

h. Click Save to save the property.

i. Click Save to save changes to the Metadata Configuration file.

To add the recordId property from your LWC Card's configuration file:

a. In your configuration file, add the targetConfig tag.

b. Inside the targetConfig tag, add a property tag with the name recordId  and the type String.

<targetConfig targets="lightningCommunity__Default">
<property name="recordId" type="String" ></property>

</targetConfig>

2. Add your LWC card to your Community page. See Adding an LWC Card to a Lightning or Community Page.

3. In the recordId property field, enter {!recordId}.

Using Actions with LWC Cards

LWC Cards use Vlocity Actions, OS Actions, Custom Actions, Smart Actions, and PubSub Actions to launch procedures. For example, a
card can launch an OmniScript, run an Apex class, redirect to a URL endpoint, launch an Integration Procedure, fire a pubsub event, and
so on.
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• Vlocity Actions: Adds preconfigured actions created in the Vlocity Actions tool in your org. Vlocity Actions are reusable on multiple
cards. See Vlocity Actions.

• Custom Actions: Create an action unique to the card state. A custom action is not reusable on other cards. See Adding a Custom
Action to a Card.

• OS Actions: Launch an OmniScript from your card state. See Launching an OmniScript from an OS Action on a Card.

Note: Beginning with the Vlocity Summer '19 release, launch an LWC OmniScript from an OS Action. See Launching an LWC
OmniScript from an OS Action on a Card.

• Smart Actions: Beginning with the Vlocity Summer '19 release, Vlocity supports generating and returning actions to an LWC Card
at runtime by using a Vlocity Integration Procedure, which reduces server processing time, increasing performance. See Configuring
Smart Actions on an LWC Card.

• PubSub Action: Beginning with Vlocity Insurance and Health Vlocity Spring '20, Vlocity supports firing pubsub events from an action
on an LWC Card. See Firing a Pubsub Event from an Action on an LWC Card.

Adding a Custom Action to an LWC Card

Add actions directly on a card with Custom Actions. Custom Actions perform faster than standard Vlocity Actions but have fewer
configuration options. For reusable actions with additional configuration options, see Vlocity Actions.

Configuring Smart Actions on an LWC Card

Beginning with the Vlocity Insurance and Health Summer '19 and Vlocity Communications, Media, and Energy Fall '19 releases,
Vlocity supports the Salesforce Lightning Web Component programming model.

Firing a Pubsub Event from an Action on an LWC Card

Beginning with Vlocity Insurance and Health Vlocity Spring '20, Vlocity supports firing pubsub events from an action to notify another
component on a page or application of an event occurring. For example, create an action link that fires a pubsub event called
openPolicy  that opens a Policy record page from any component that listens for the event.

Adding a Custom Action to an LWC Card
Add actions directly on a card with Custom Actions. Custom Actions perform faster than standard Vlocity Actions but have fewer
configuration options. For reusable actions with additional configuration options, see Vlocity Actions.

Beginning with the Summer '19 release, Vlocity supports Salesforce's Lightning Web Components programming model with Vlocity
Lightning Web Components. Vlocity Lightning Web Components include components, functionalities, and templates exclusive to LWC
Cards.

In the code samples below, replace NameSpace  with your org's Vlocity namespace prefix.

1. Open a card from the Vlocity Cards tab and click Add Custom Action in the card state.
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2. In the Id field, to distinguish the action from other actions in the card designer, enter a unique name. For example,
ActiveAccountUpdate.

3. In the Display Name field, enter the name to display to the user. For example, Update Account.

4. In the URL field, enter the URL to which the action links. See Target URL and URL Parameters.

5. Beginning with Vlocity Insurance and Health Winter '20 and Vlocity CME Winter '20, in LWC Cards, Custom Actions support Salesforce
PageReference Types that enable navigation within Lightning Experience, within Communities, or to an external web address. See
PageReference Types.

From the Target Type drop-down, select a page reference type:

App: Navigates to a standard or custom app available from the App Launcher in an org.
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DescriptionProperty

The app that you are navigating to. Pass either the appId or
appDeveloperName to the appTarget.

App Target

The standard or custom app available from the App Launcher.Type

Enter the name of the action.Action Name

Enter the API name of the app.API Name

Enter the record Id of the record to navigate to.RecordId

Login: Navigate to a page for authentication into a community.

DescriptionProperty

Enter a valid action name to call.Target Actions

Click Add Parameters to pass contextual data as key-value pairs.
See Add Query Parameters.

Target Parameters

Component: Navigates to a Lightning component or a Lightning Web Component, such as a card or an OmniScript.

DescriptionProperty

Enter the component name. For example,
NameSpace__vlocityLWCOmniWrapper.

Component Name

Click Add Parameters to pass contextual data as key-value pairs.
For example, enter parameters to get a specific OmniScript and

Target Parameters

set the layout type to Newport Designing System instead. In the
first key-value pair, enter NameSpace__target  as the
key and NameSpace:GetAccountDetails  as the value.
In the second key-value pair, enter layout as the key and
newport  as the value.

Knowledge Article: Navigates to a Knowledge Article.
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DescriptionProperty

Enter the article's urlName. For example,
Client-Updates.

Article URL

Enter the API name of the Knowledge Article record. For example,
client_updates.

Target Article Type

Note: In Lightning Knowledge, standard record types
replace custom article types.

Object: Navigates to a standard or custom object.

DescriptionProperty

Enter the API name of the standard Salesforce object or custom
object. For example, Account  for a standard object, or
NameSpace_Application__c  for a custom object.

Object API Name

Enter action names to call. Valid values are home, list  and
new. See PageReference Types.

Target Action

Record: Navigates to a record.

DescriptionProperty

Enter the API name of the object, such as Account.Object API Name

Enter a valid action name to call. Valid values are clone, view,
and edit. Communities do not support clone or edit.

Target Action

Enter the record ID.Target Id

Record Relationship: Navigates to a relationship on a particular record. Only related lists are supported.

DescriptionProperty

Enter the API name of the object, such as Account.Object API Name

Enter the valid action name to call. A valid value is view.Target Action
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DescriptionProperty

Enter the record ID that defines the relationship, such as an
account's case record Id.

Target Id

Enter the API name of the related object, such as Case.Target Relationship

Named Page: Navigates to a standard Lightning page with a unique name.

DescriptionProperty

Enter the name of a standard page in Lightning Experience. For
example, enter NameSpace__VlocityCardHome  to

Page Name

navigate to the Vlocity Cards tab or home  to navigate to the
landing page of your org.

Click Add Parameters to pass contextual data as key-value pairs.
See Add Query Parameters.

Target Parameters

Navigation Item: Navigates to a Custom Tab. Visualforce tabs, web tabs, Lightning Pages, and Lightning Component tabs are
supported.

DescriptionProperty

Enter a custom tab name, such as
NameSpace_Households  for a Vlocity managed tab or
Console_Home  for an unmanaged tab.

Custom Tab Name

Click Add Parameters to pass contextual data as key-value pairs.
See Add Query Parameters.

Target Parameters

Web Page: Navigates to a web address.

DescriptionProperty

Enter an external web address, such as
https://vlocity.com/.

URL

Community Named Page: Navigates to a Community page.
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DescriptionProperty

Enter a community page name. For example,
contactsupport  directs to the community url +
'/contactsupport'.

Community Page Name

Click Add Parameters to pass contextual data as key-value pairs.
See Add Query Parameters.

Target Parameters

6. (Optional) Enter values for these properties:

• Vlocity Icon: Select a Vlocity icon or an SLDS icon to display next to the action link. For a complete list of Vlocity Icons, go to the
Vlocity Actions tab, open any action, and click the Vlocity Icons header label to reveal the list of icons.

• Open URL in: Select Current Window or New Tab/Window to indicate where to open the URL.

Configuring Smart Actions on an LWC Card
Beginning with the Vlocity Insurance and Health Summer '19 and Vlocity Communications, Media, and Energy Fall '19 releases, Vlocity
supports the Salesforce Lightning Web Component programming model.

Reduce server processing time and increase performance. Use a Vlocity Integration Procedure to generate and return actions to an LWC
Card at run time.

Before you begin

Important: You must create an Integration Procedure before you can follow the steps on this page.

Firing a Pubsub Event from an Action on an LWC Card
Beginning with Vlocity Insurance and Health Vlocity Spring '20, Vlocity supports firing pubsub events from an action to notify another
component on a page or application of an event occurring. For example, create an action link that fires a pubsub event called
openPolicy  that opens a Policy record page from any component that listens for the event.

Before you begin

Create an event or get the name of the event to fire.

1. Open the Vlocity Cards tab, and click a layout to open a version in the Card Designer.

2. In the Actions section of a State, click + Add PubSub Action.

3. In the Id field, to distinguish the action from other actions in the Card Designer, enter a unique name. For example, openPolicy.

4. In the Display Name field, enter the name to display to the user. For example, Go to Policy.

5. (Optional) In the Vlocity Icon field, select a Vlocity icon or an SLDS icon to display next to the action link. For a complete list of Vlocity
Icons, go to the Vlocity Actions tab, open any action, and click the Vlocity Icons header label to reveal the list of icons.

6. In the Event Name field, enter the name of an event to fire.

7. In the Message field, enter a message for the event.

8. (Optional) Check the Actions Options checkbox to pass Custom Parameters and add Conditions. See Configuring Action Options.
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Adding an LWC Card to a Lightning or Community Page

Beginning with the Vlocity Insurance and Health Summer '19 and Vlocity Communications, Media, and Energy Fall '19 releases, Vlocity
supports the Salesforce Lightning Web Component programming model.

After enabling and activating your LWC Card, add your card to a Lightning Page or Community Page.

1. To add an LWC Card to a Lightning Page, perform the following tasks:

a. In your org, go to Setup > Lightning App Builder and click Edit for an existing Lightning app to open the Lightning App Builder.

b. From the Lightning Components pane, find your generated Card Lightning web component from the list of Custom components
and drag it to the canvas area.

Important: By default, active layouts are visible for all page types in the Lightning App Builder. If you don't see your LWC
Card, confirm that it is active and available to your Custom, Home, or Record page app. In your Card, check that the correct
Target Name is checked in your Show XML Interface settings. See Configuring the Metadata Values for an LWC Card.

c. (Optional) In the properties pane, set Component Visibility. See Dynamic Lightning Pages.

d. Save and Activate your app.

2. To add an LWC Card to a Community Page, perform the following tasks:

a. In your org, go to Service Setup > All Communities and click Builder for an existing Community to open the Community Builder.

b. Click the blue and white lightning bolt icon on the left to open the Components pane.

c. From the list of Custom Components in the Components pane, find the name of your generated Card Lightning web component
and drag the Card to the canvas area.

Important: If you don't see your LWC Card, confirm that it is active and available to the Community Builder. In your Card,
check that the appropriate Target Name is checked in your Show XML Interface setting. See the Show XML Interface
step in Creating an LWC Card Layout.

Important: If your LWC Card uses the {{params.id}}  context variable in an Input Map to pass a context Id to an
Apex Remote, DataRaptor, or Integration Procedure data source, to view the record data on the LWC Card on your
Community page, you must create and configure a recordId property. See Accessing the Context Id of an LWC Card on a
Community Page.

d. (Optional) In the properties pane, set Component Visibility. See Dynamic Lightning Pages.

e. Preview or Publish your community.

Reloading a Smart Card After Updating Profile Attributes

To reload a card with Smart Actions when profile attributes update, add a Vlocity Profiler component on a Lightning or Community
page. When profile attributes update, the Vlocity Profiler component fires a smartAction  event that reloads Smart Actions on an
LWC Card.

To learn how to add and configure the Vlocity Profiler component, see Adding Profile Attributes to a Lightning.

To learn how to add and configure Smart Actions on an LWC Card, see Configuring Smart Actions on an LWC Card.
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Replacing Actions on an LWC Customer Story Card

Beginning with Vlocity Insurance and Health Winter '20 and Vlocity CME Winter '20, the LWC Customer Story Card supports replacing
the preconfigured list of actions with a custom list of actions. Each action creates a new record for a standard or custom sObject.

In the Layout Session Variables section of the LWC enabled story-slds card, the actions session stores the preconfigured list of new
record actions as a comma-separated list of objecType:label pairs:

Case:Case,Task:Task,Order:Order,Note:Note,Campaign:Campaign,Event:Event,Opportunity:Opportunity
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The preconfigured list displays by default and when the data source of the story card return no records.

To override the list of preconfigured actions on a Customer Story card:

1. In your org, go to Setup > Custom Code > Custom Settings.

2. Click the Story Object Configuration link.

3. Click the Manage button, and then click Edit link next to the object of the action to enable.

4. Check the Enable New Action checkbox.

5. In the New Action Name field, enter the visible name of the new action. For example, after enabling the Account_Opportunity
action, enter Opportunity  as the action name. If the action is enabled but this field is empty, the text from the Story Object
Name field displays. See Customer Story Configuration.

6. To view the new list of actions, visit the Lightning or Community page where the Customer Story is published, and click the New
button. For example, enabling the Account_Opportunity and Account_Case actions displays only these two actions.
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If there are no records for any one of the enabled new actions, the Customer Story card displays the preconfigured list of actions
defined in the actions session of the LWC enabled story-slds card.

Fixing Inactive/Invalid Error When Enabling LWC on a Card Layout

Grant access to your org domains to enable LWC features.

When spinning a new org or new installation, the Tooling API calls necessary for Vlocity LWC may fail if the Remote Site Settings page
in your org does not include the URLs required.

The required URLs are your org's lightning.force.com URL and the visualforce.com URL of the Visualforce page that contains the Card
Designer.

Fix Beginning with Vlocity Insurance and Health Spring '20

If you receive a warning on your Vlocity Cards home page, and the error message, The LWC is inactive/invalid, on a
card layout after enabling LWC, the required Remote Site URLs are missing. You can automatically register your org domains in one
click from the Vlocity Cards home page.

Fix Prior to Vlocity Insurance and Health Spring '20

If you see the error, The LWC is inactive/invalid, after enabling LWC on a card layout, manually register your org
domains on the Remote Site Settings Page in your org.

Fix Beginning with Vlocity Insurance and Health Spring '20
If you receive a warning on your Vlocity Cards home page, and the error message, The LWC is inactive/invalid, on a card
layout after enabling LWC, the required Remote Site URLs are missing. You can automatically register your org domains in one click from
the Vlocity Cards home page.
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To register your org domains:

1. Open the Vlocity Cards tab.

2. Click Warnings.

3. Click Fix.

Fix Prior to Vlocity Insurance and Health Spring '20
If you see the error, The LWC is inactive/invalid, after enabling LWC on a card layout, manually register your org domains
on the Remote Site Settings Page in your org.
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To register your org domains:

1. In your org, click the App Launcher, click Vlocity Cards, right-click anywhere in the tab, select Frame Source to open the iframe in
a new browser tab, and copy your domain from the address bar. For example, copy
https://whitmanco--vlocity-ins.visualforce.com.
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2. In your org, go to Setup > Security > Remote Site Settings.

3. Confirm that your org domains are not listed in the Remote Site URL column.

4. Click New Remote Site.

5. Enter a Remote Site Name without spaces for the visualforce.com domain. For example, enter LWC_VF.

6. Enter your copied visualforce.com URL in Remote Site URL. For example, enter
https://whitmanco--vlocity-ins.visualforce.com.

7. Confirm that the Active checkbox is enabled.

8. Click Save.

9. Repeat step 4.

10. Enter a Remote Site Name without spaces for the lightning.force.com domain. For example, enter LWC_LF.

11. Enter the lightning.force.com URL visible in the address browser bar on all pages in your org. For example, enter
https://whitmanco.lightning.force.com.

12. Repeat steps 7 and 8.

Base LWC Card and Layout Templates

The following tables list the LWC card templates and LWC layout templates available in Vlocity Cards. When editing a template, it is best
practice to make a copy of the existing template first and to edit the cloned version. For more information on creating and cloning LWC
card templates, see Creating Custom LWC Card Templates.

Beginning with the Vlocity Insurance and Health Summer '19 and Vlocity Communications, Media, and Energy Fall '19 releases, Vlocity
supports the Salesforce Lightning Web Component programming model.
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LWC Card and Layout Templates

Apply card and layout templates to a Vlocity LWC enabled card to control the information and actions available to a user.

Console Card and Layout Templates

Console card and layout templates enable multiple records to be accessible and actionable all from the same view. Apply console cards
and layouts to service Vlocity Service Console apps.

Console Card Layout Template

Console card layout templates are containers for console cards and control how console cards display.

Compatible Card
Templates

Template PreviewDescriptionCard Layout Template

storyNormalState,
storyOngoingState

Displays story cards inside a
one-column container that has
a header, which includes a title
and a search box.

storyCardCanvas

Console Card Templates

Console card templates control how information on a console card displays.

Compatible Card
Templates

Template PreviewDescriptionCard Template

AnyDisplays account data listed in
rows.

leftAccountInfoState

AnyDisplays account information as
a static google map, up to three
data fields, and up to three
actions.

leftProfileState
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Compatible Card
Templates

Template PreviewDescriptionCard Template

AnyDisplays profile information as a
static google map, data fields,
and actions.

profileCardState

storyCardCanvasDisplays a story item as an image
in the first column, and the title
and data fields in the second
column.

storyNormalState

storyCardCanvasDisplays a story item as an image
in the first column, and the title,
subtitle, and fields in the second
column.

storyOngoingState

LWC Card Layout Templates

LWC layout templates are containers for card templates and control how the cards display. For more information on Layouts, see
Vlocity Layouts.

LWC Card Templates

LWC card templates control how card information displays on a card.

Flyout Templates

Flyout templates enable users to view information or access additional actions for the current record or a child record. To create a
flyout layout template, see Creating a Flyout.
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LWC Card Layout Templates
LWC layout templates are containers for card templates and control how the cards display. For more information on Layouts, see Vlocity
Layouts.

To apply an LWC layout template:

1. In the Layout pane of a Vlocity Card, ensure the Type is set to Layout.

2. Enter a layout name in the Layout LWC field.

LWC Card Templates
LWC card templates control how card information displays on a card.

To apply an LWC card template:

1. In the Cards pane of a Vlocity Card, ensure your card is not active.

2. In the States pane of a Vlocity Card, enter a card template name in the State LWC field.

Flyout Templates
Flyout templates enable users to view information or access additional actions for the current record or a child record. To create a flyout
layout template, see Creating a Flyout.

To apply an LWC flyout template:

1. In the Layout pane of a Vlocity Card, ensure the Type is set to Flyout.
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2. Enter a layout name in the Layout LWC field:

Vlocity Cards LWC ReadMe Reference

This page lists the Lightning web component ReadMes available for LWC Cards. For details about the layout for each card and card
layout component, see Base LWC Card and Layout Templates.

Card Template ReadMes

DescriptionComponent

Displays a vertical list of actions as icons followed by labels, and
an optional title at the top.

ActionGridState

A card state template with a headerCardActiveState

A card state template without a header.CardMiniActive

A simplified card state with a centered linked image and additional
links below as actions.

CardOpenState

A console card template displaying simplified account data.LeftAccountInfoState

A console card template that displays acccount information with
a google map as a background header and limited data fields and
actions.

LeftProfileState

A console card template that displays account information with
no limit on data and actions.

ProfileCardState

Customery story console card template displays as a flyout.StoryEditStateFlyout

Customer story console card that displays story data as a card's
default state.

StoryNormalState

Customer story console card that displays story data.StoryOngoingState
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DescriptionComponent

A card template with a wide layout for one-column layouts with
a header.

WideCard

A card template with a wide layout for one-column layouts without
a header.

WideCardSlim

A card template with a wide layout for one-column layouts that
work with Smart Actions.

WideCardSmart

Layout Template ReadMes

DescriptionComponent

A one-column layout without a header.CardCanvas1x

A one-column layout with a header.CardCanvasLayout

A one-column console layout for customer story cards.StoryCardCanvas

Action Grid State LWC Card Template

This page contains the Action Grid State LWC Card Template ReadMe for each Vlocity release.

CardActiveState LWC Card Template

This page contains the CardActiveState ReadMe for each Vlocity release.

CardCanvas1x LWC Layout Template

This page contains the CardCanvas1x LWC Layout Template ReadMe for each Vlocity release.

CardCanvasLayout LWC Layout Template

This page contains the CardCanvasLayout LWC Layout Template ReadMe for each Vlocity release.

CardMiniActive LWC Card Template

This page contains the CardMiniActive LWC Card Template ReadMe for each Vlocity release.

CardOpenState LWC Card Template

This page contains the CardOpenState LWC Card Template ReadMe for each Vlocity release.

LeftAccountInfoState LWC Card Template

This page contains the LeftAccountInfoState LWC Card Template ReadMe for each Vlocity release.

LeftProfileState LWC Card Template

This page contains the LeftProfileState LWC Card Template ReadMe for each Vlocity release.

ProfileCardState LWC Card Template

This page contains the ProfileCardState LWC Card Template ReadMe for each Vlocity release.
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StoryCardCanvas LWC Layout Template

This page contains the StoryCardCanvas LWC Layout Template ReadMe for each Vlocity release.

StoryOngoingState LWC Card Template

This page contains the StoryOngoingState LWC Card Template ReadMe for each Vlocity release.

StoryNormalState LWC Card Template

This page contains the StoryNormalState LWC Card Template ReadMe for each Vlocity release.

StoryEditStateFlyout LWC Card Template

This page contains the StoryEditStateFlyout LWC Card Template ReadMe for each Vlocity release.

WideCard LWC Card Template

This page contains the WideCard LWC Card Template ReadMe for each Vlocity release.

WideCardSlim LWC Card Template

This page contains the WideCardSlim LWC Card Template ReadMe for each Vlocity release.

WideCardSmart LWC Card Template

This page contains the WideCardSmart ReadMe for each Vlocity release.

Action Grid State LWC Card Template
This page contains the Action Grid State LWC Card Template ReadMe for each Vlocity release.

Vlocity Insurance and Health Spring '20

The ActionGridState LWC Card Template displays a list of actions. The header includes a title set by a session variable. The body is a single
column of actions where each row displays an action icon followed by the action label.

Available ActionGridState Features

DescriptionFeature

Specifies which theme to use, slds or nds.theme

If the session title  variable is set, it displays as the card title. If
the session title variable is not set, a card title is not shown.

title

Lists the actions configured. Actions display as a vertical list. Each
row has an action icon followed by the action label.

actions

CardActiveState LWC Card Template
This page contains the CardActiveState ReadMe for each Vlocity release.

Vlocity Insurance and Health Summer '19 and Vlocity CME Fall '19

The CardActiveState LWC Card Template displays a card state template for a card active state. The layout includes a header with image
and title, has flyout functionality, and field tracking capability. The body is a two-column section, where data fields display as block
elements in the first column and actions display as block elements in the second column.

Available CardActiveState Features
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DescriptionFeature

Specifies which theme to use, slds or nds.theme

Displays an icon in the header. By default, displays the sObject type
icon.

header icon

Displays the title of the card. By default, the title of the card is the
first field configured.

header title

Lists the data fields configured. Data fields display in the first
column.

fields

Lists the actions configured. Actions display in the second column.actions

On focus, each field displays an eye icon that triggers tracking when
clicked.

tracking

By default, this template has a flyout. When a user clicks the expand
icon, the configured flyout displays in a modal.

flyout

CardCanvas1x LWC Layout Template
This page contains the CardCanvas1x LWC Layout Template ReadMe for each Vlocity release.

Vlocity Insurance and Health Summer '19 and Vlocity CME Fall '19

The CardCanvas1x LWC Layout Template displays a one column LWC card layout template.

Available CardCanvas1x Features

DescriptionFeature

The layout displays cards with one card in each row.cards

CardCanvasLayout LWC Layout Template
This page contains the CardCanvasLayout LWC Layout Template ReadMe for each Vlocity release.

Vlocity Insurance and Health Summer '19 and Vlocity CME Fall '19

The CardCanvasLayout LWC Layout Template displays a one column LWC card layout template with a header that includes a title and a
search box.

Available CardCanvasLayout Features
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DescriptionFeature

Sets the layout title.title

When a user enters text into the search box, only cards containing
that text displays.

search bar

The layout displays cards with one card in each row.cards

CardMiniActive LWC Card Template
This page contains the CardMiniActive LWC Card Template ReadMe for each Vlocity release.

Vlocity Insurance and Health Spring '20

The CardMiniActive LWC Card Template displays a card state template with two columns. An icon or image displays in one column, while
the data fields and actions display in the other column. The component has a max-height of 132px and truncates descriptive text to two
lines. The user can configure multiple images with session variables. However, one image is recommended.

Available CardMiniActive Features

DescriptionFeature

By default, the title of the card is the first data field configured. The
remaining data fields display as blocks.

fields

By default, actions display below fields. Only two actions are visible
at anypoint based on the order added.

actions, smartActions

Specifies session variables to add to the card. See Available session
Variables on this page.

session

Available session Variables

DescriptionVariable

Sets the left image URL. For example, /image-url.jpg. URL
can be relative or absolute.

leftImage

Sets the left icon. For example, standard:iconleftIcon

Sets the left image URL. For example, /image-url.jpg. URL
can be relative or absolute.

rightImage

Sets the right icon. For example, standard:iconrightIcon
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DescriptionVariable

Sets the css style for both left and right images. For example,
height: 100px; border: 1px;

imageStyle

Vlocity Insurance and Health Summer '19 and Vlocity CME Fall '19

The CardMiniActive LWC Card Template displays a card state template with two columns. An icon or image displays in one column, while
the data fields and actions display in the other column. The user can configure multiple images with session variables. However, one
image is recommended.

Available CardMiniActive Features

DescriptionFeature

By default, the title of the card is the first data field configured. The
remaining data fields display as blocks.

fields

By default, all actions display below the fields.actions, smartActions

Specifies session variables to add to the card. See Available session
Variables on this page.

session

Available session Variables

DescriptionVariable

Sets the left image URL. For example, /image-url.jpg. URL
can be relative or absolute.

leftImage

Sets the left icon. For example, standard:iconleftIcon

Sets the left image URL. For example, /image-url.jpg. URL
can be relative or absolute.

rightImage

Sets the right icon. For example, standard:iconrightIcon

Sets the css style for both left and right images. For example,
height: 100px; border: 1px;

imageStyle

CardOpenState LWC Card Template
This page contains the CardOpenState LWC Card Template ReadMe for each Vlocity release.
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Vlocity Insurance and Health Summer '19 and Vlocity CME Fall '19

The CardOpenState LWC Card Template displays a card state template that displays actions only. The layout includes a centered image
and text block linked to the first action, and has flyout functionality. Remaining actions display in an inline grid beneath the image and
text block.

Available CardOpenState Features

DescriptionFeature

Specifies which theme to use, slds or nds.theme

By default, if the state has an action, the document icon displays
at the center of the card. Icon links to the target URL of the first
action.

icon

By default, if the state has an action, the state name displays at the
center of the card, below the document icon. State name links to
the target URL of the first action.

state name

By default, the state name at the center of the card gets the target
link of the first action. The rest of the actions, display inline at the
bottom.

actions

By default, this template has a flyout. When a user clicks the expand
icon, the configured flyout displays in a modal.

flyout

LeftAccountInfoState LWC Card Template
This page contains the LeftAccountInfoState LWC Card Template ReadMe for each Vlocity release.

Vlocity Insurance and Health Summer '19 and Vlocity CME Fall '19

The LeftAccountInfoState LWC Card Template displays a card state template with account data listed in rows.

Available LeftAccountInfoStateFeatures

DescriptionFeature

The provided data fields display in an SLDS table.fields

LeftProfileState LWC Card Template
This page contains the LeftProfileState LWC Card Template ReadMe for each Vlocity release.

Vlocity Insurance and Health Summer '19 and Vlocity CME Fall '19

The LeftProfileState LWC Card Template displays a card state template with account profile information. The layout includes a google map
image, up to three data fields, and up to three actions.

Available LeftProfileState Features
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DescriptionFeature

By default, if the first field is not present the string Name  is
returned. The first data field displays in a row below the google

fields

map image. The other two data field display in the same row below
the first data field.

Displays first three actions in a row. The remaining actions display
in a menu.

actions

See Available session Variables on this page.session

Available session Variables

DescriptionVariable

Sets the API Key for the google map API to display the location
passed to location variable.

APIKEY

Defines the location of the account used in the static google map.
Pass the address from account {{obj.BillingAddress}}.

location

ProfileCardState LWC Card Template
This page contains the ProfileCardState LWC Card Template ReadMe for each Vlocity release.

Vlocity Insurance and Health Winter '20 and Vlocity CME Spring '20

The profileCardState LWC Card Template displays a card state template with profile information added as data fields, actions, and a static
location map.

Available profileCardState Features

DescriptionFeature

By default, the title of the card is obj Name. The remaining fields
display as blocks.

fields

By default, actions display below the fields.actions

See Available session Variables on this page.session

Available session Variables
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DescriptionVariable

Sets the API Key for the google map API to display the location
passed to location field.

APIKEY

Defines the location of the Account used in the static google map.
You can pass the address from account
{{obj.BillingAddress}}.

location

Sets the badge icon for the respective user account. You can pass
the customer value from account
{{obj.CustomerValue__c}}. Default value is false.

showBadge

To display the action label. Default value is false.showActionLabel

Vlocity Insurance and Health Summer '19 and Vlocity CME Fall '19

The profileCardState LWC Card Template displays a card state template with profile information added as fields, actions, and a static
location map.

Available profileCardState Features

DescriptionFeature

By default, the title of the card is obj Name. The remaining fields
display as blocks.

fields

By default, actions display below the fields.actions

See Available session Variables on this page.session

Available session Variables

DescriptionVariable

Sets the API Key for the google map API to display the location
passed to location field.

APIKEY

Defines the location of the Account used in the static google map.
You can pass the address from account
{{obj.BillingAddress}}.

location
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StoryCardCanvas LWC Layout Template
This page contains the StoryCardCanvas LWC Layout Template ReadMe for each Vlocity release.

Vlocity Insurance and Health Summer '19 and Vlocity CME Fall '19

The StoryCardCanvas LWC Layout Template displays the layout and the containing cards with one card in each row for a customer story.
The layout also includes a title and search bar.

Available StoryCardCanvas Features

DescriptionFeature

See Available session Variables on this page.title

The menu list includes Case, Task, Order Note, Campaign, Event
and Opportunity. On selecting a menu item from the list, it opens
the new item page for selected item type.

menu for new item

The layout shows containing story cards, if any.cards

Available session Variables

DescriptionVariable

Sets the layout titletitle

StoryOngoingState LWC Card Template
This page contains the StoryOngoingState LWC Card Template ReadMe for each Vlocity release.

Vlocity Insurance and Health Summer '19 and Vlocity CME Fall '19

The StoryOngoingState LWC Card Template displays the story item. The layout includes an icon, a title, a subtitle, and fields in two columns.
The icon displays in the first column, while the title, the subtitle, and fields display in the second column. The fields are displayed inline.
This template has flyout functionality.

Available StoryOngoingStateFeatures

DescriptionFeature

By default, the icon is the sObject type. If there is no SLDS icon
associated with the sObject, you can define one with a card session

icon

variable using the iconName  attribute. For example, to define
an icon for the 'Order' sObject, set iconName  to
standard:orders. See SLDS Icons.

By default, the story item obj title is next to the icon. Clicking the
title takes the user to the story item record page.

title
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DescriptionFeature

By default, the subtitle is the story item obj
detailValueMap.Description.

subtitle

By default, the fields display inline at the bottom.fields

By default, this template has a flyout. When a user clicks the expand
icon, the configured flyout displays in a modal.

flyout

StoryNormalState LWC Card Template
This page contains the StoryNormalState LWC Card Template ReadMe for each Vlocity release.

Vlocity Insurance and Health Summer '19 and Vlocity CME Fall '19

The StoryNormalState LWC Card Template displays the story item. The layout includes an icon, a title and fields in two columns. The icon
displays in the first column, while the title and fields display in the second column. The fields display inline.

Available StoryNormalState Features

DescriptionFeature

By default, the icon is the sObject type. If there is no SLDS icon
associated with the sObject, you can define one with a card session

icon

variable using the iconName  attribute. For example, to define
an icon for the 'Order' sObject, set iconName  to
standard:orders. See SLDS Icons.

By default, the story item obj title is next to the icon. Clicking the
title takes the user to the story item record page.

title

By default, the fields display inline with the title.fields

By default, this template displays the story item
monthNameLastActivityDate  at the bottom of the card.

date

StoryEditStateFlyout LWC Card Template
This page contains the StoryEditStateFlyout LWC Card Template ReadMe for each Vlocity release.

Vlocity Insurance and Health Summer '19 and Vlocity CME Fall '19

The StoryEditStateFlyout LWC Flyout Template displays the edit fields of the parent story item. The edit fields display in a Lightning form.

Available StoryEditStateFlyout Features
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DescriptionFeature

By default, the template displays the parent story item's edit fields
in a Lightning form. Each field has an edit icon, which on click,

fields

enables fields in edit mode. The template shows 'Save' and 'Cancel'
buttons in edit mode. Clicking 'Save' updates the parent card.

WideCard LWC Card Template
This page contains the WideCard LWC Card Template ReadMe for each Vlocity release.

Vlocity Insurance and Health Winter '20 and Vlocity CME Spring '20

The WideCard LWC Card Template displays a card state template with a wide layout. The layout includes an image, has flyout functionality,
has field tracking capability, and displays the status of the card state. The data fields display in an inline grid.

Available WideCard Features

DescriptionFeature

By default, the title of the card is the first field configured. The
remaining fields display as block elements.

fields

By default, actions display below the fields.actions

See Available session Variables on this page.session

By default, this template has a flyout. When a user clicks the expand
icon, the configured flyout displays in a modal. To use a card
without a flyout, use the WideCardSlim LWC Card Templateinstead.

flyout

Available session Variables

DescriptionVariable

Sets the image url. For example, /image-name.jpg. URL can
be relative or absolute.

img

Defines the status of the card. Is hidden if null or empty.status

Vlocity Insurance and Health Summer '19 and Vlocity CME Fall '19

The WideCard LWC Card Template displays a card state template with a wide layout. The layout includes an image, has flyout functionality
and displays the status of the card state. The data fields display in an inline grid.

Available WideCard Features
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DescriptionFeature

By default, the title of the card is the first field configured. The
remaining fields display as blocks.

fields

By default, actions display below the fields.actions

See Available session Variables on this page.session

By default, this template has a flyout. When a user clicks the expand
icon, the configured flyout displays in a modal. To use a card
without a flyout, use the WideCardSlim LWC Card Template instead.

flyout

Available session Variables

DescriptionVariable

Sets the image url. For example, <image url>img

Defines the status of the card. Is hidden if null or emptystatus

WideCardSlim LWC Card Template
This page contains the WideCardSlim LWC Card Template ReadMe for each Vlocity release.

Vlocity Insurance and Health Winter '20 and Vlocity CME Spring '20

The WideCardSlim LWC Card Template displays a card state template with a wide layout. The layout includes an image, displays the status
of the card state, and has field tracking capability. The data fields display in an inline grid.

Available WideCardSlim Features

DescriptionFeature

By default, the title of the card is the first field configured. The
remaining fields display as blocks.

fields

By default, all actions display below the fields.actions

See Available session Variables on this page.session

Available session Variables
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DescriptionVariable

Sets the image url. For example, /image-url.jpg. URL can
be relative or absolute.

img

Defines the status of the card. Is hidden if null or empty.status

Vlocity Insurance and Health Summer '19 and Vlocity CME Fall '19

The WideCardSlim LWC Card Template displays a card state template with a wide layout. The layout includes an image and displays the
status of the card state. The data fields display in an inline grid.

Available WideCardSlim Features

DescriptionFeature

By default, the title of the card is the first field configured. The
remaining fields display as blocks.

fields

By default, all actions display below the fields.actions

See Available session Variables on this page.session

Available session Variables

DescriptionVariable

Sets the image url. For example, <image url>img

Defines the status of the card. Is hidden if null or empty.status

WideCardSmart LWC Card Template
This page contains the WideCardSmart ReadMe for each Vlocity release.

Vlocity Insurance and Health Winter '20 and Vlocity CME Spring '20

The WideCardSmart LWC Card Template displays a card state template with a wide layout and uses Smart Actions to generate actions on
the card. See the Configuring Smart Actions on an LWC Card topic. The layout includes an image, has flyout functionality, has field
tracking capability, and displays the status of the card state. The data fields display in an inline grid.

Available WideCardSmart Features
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DescriptionFeature

By default, the title of the card is the first field configured. The
remaining fields display as blocks.

fields

By default, the first action is the banner action. The action's visible
Label displays as the banner title. Remaining actions display under
the fields.

actions

See Available session Variables on this page.session

By default, this template has a flyout. When a user clicks the expand
icon, the configured flyout displays in a modal. To use a card

flyout

without a flyout, and if Smart Actions are not required, use the
WideCardSlim LWC Card Template instead.

This lwc by default supports smartAction and works same way as
actions. Refer IP output fields for more info.

smartAction

Available session Variables

DescriptionVariable

Sets the image url. For example, /image-url.jpg. URL can
be relative or absolute.

img

Defines the height of the card imageheight

Defines the status of the card. Is hidden if null or empty.status

Sets style for smart action banner imageimageSyle

DescriptionVariable

Sets the name of the action.id

Sets the type of the action. Is Vlocity Action  by default.type

Displays a visible label for the action.displayName
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DescriptionVariable

Set this variable to add an icon to the action. Supports only SLDS
icons.

iconName

Sets the action description on the banner.description

Set this variable to use an image instead of an icon. An image has
higher priority than an icon.

image

Vlocity Insurance and Health Summer '19 and Vlocity CME Fall '19

The WideCardSmart LWC Card Template displays a card state template with a wide layout and uses Smart Actions to generate actions on
the card (see Configuring Smart Actions on an LWC Card). The layout includes an image, has flyout functionality and displays the status
of the card state. The data fields display in an inline grid.

Available WideCardSmart Features

DescriptionFeature

By default, the title of the card is the first field configured. The
remaining fields display as blocks.

fields

By default, the first action is the banner action. The action’s visible
Label displays as the banner title. Remaining actions display under
the fields.

actions

See Available session Variables on this page.session

By default, this template has a flyout. When a user clicks the expand
icon, the configured flyout displays in a modal. To use a card

flyout

without a flyout, and if Smart Actions are not required, use
theWideCardSlim LWC Card Template instead.

This lwc by default supports smartAction and works same way as
actions. Refer IP output fields for more info.

smartAction

Available session Variables

DescriptionVariable

Sets the image url. For example, <image url>img

Defines the status of the card. Is hidden if null or empty.status
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Available smartAction Integration Procedure Output Fields

DescriptionVariable

Sets the name of the action.id

Sets the type of the action. Must be Vlocity Action  by
default.

type

Displays a visible label for the action.displayName

Sets the icon name for the action. Supports only SLDS icons.iconName

Apply Global Branding to Vlocity Cards

Apply global style changes to all Vlocity Cards in your org by using the Newport Design System. The Newport Design System enables
you to download, edit, and override the existing Newport CSS styles with your own styles.

Required Versions

Available beginning with Vlocity Insurance and Health Summer '19 and CME Fall '19.

Before You Begin

• If you are unfamiliar with using command-line interfaces, see Command Line 101 (git-tower documentation).

• System Requirements:

– Git (git-scm documentation)

– nodeJS v12.0 or higher (Node documentation)

– Gulp CLI: npm install --global gulp-cli

1. Ensure that Node and NPM are installed on your local computer using the commands NPM outlines in their documentation
https://www.npmjs.com/get-npm. If you do not have Node or NPM, download them from https://nodejs.org/en/download/.

2. Clone the latest Newport Design System package from newport-design-system, and follow the instructions outlined in the GitHub
repo.

3. Edit the CSS in a local text editor and save your changes.

4. Preview the changes using Storybook. For more information, see the instructions found in the newport-design-system.

5. To deploy the CSS to Salesforce, see Deploy Card Template Changes with the Newport Design System.

6. Preview the changes in your Salesforce org in the Card Designer Preview.
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Deploy Card Template Changes with the Newport Design System

The Newport Design System enables you to apply custom changes to the Newport templates that can then be applied to any Card
using a Newport Design System template.

Deploy Card Template Changes with the Newport Design System

The Newport Design System enables you to apply custom changes to the Newport templates that can then be applied to any Card using
a Newport Design System template.

Cards using the Newport Design System are available for download in the Vlocity Process Library. To view an example of Cards using
the Newport Design System, see Vlocity Digital Policyholder Self-Service.

Beginning with Spring '19, you can apply your customizations to the Newport templates by adding a Static Resource that overrides the
Newport templates wherever they are present.

Before You Begin

1. Edit the Newport Design System styles as needed. See Apply Global Branding to Vlocity Cards.

2. Confirm that your Card's layout template and card templates support Newport.

3. Create a distribution folder containing your changes by issuing the following command: npm run-script dist. The command
creates a zip file in the /dist  directory.

4. In versions before Spring '19, navigate to (cd  to) the dist  folder and zip its contents. (Don’t zip the top-level dist  folder: cd
into it and zip its content).

5. In your org, upload the zip file as a static resource. See Defining Static Resources.

1. In your Salesforce org, go to Setup and, in the Quick Find box, enter Custom Settings.

2. Find UISettings, click Manage, click New and configure the following settings:

• Name: You must name this newportZipUrl  for the changes to be applied.

• Key: Enter any name.

• Value: The relative URL for the static resource that contains your custom styles. To obtain the relative URL, go to the Static
Resource (see 4 in the Before You Begin section), hover over the View File link, right-click and copy the URL. Enter the relative
URL after the domain name, removing the question mark at the end. For example, the bold text would be copied in this URL:
https://salesforce-org-test.na75.visual.force.com/resource/16679825000/vloc_customNewport?

3. To preview Card layouts that use the Newport Design System, in the Card Designer:

• For Angular Cards: Click Preview and add the following query parameter to the URL: vlocitytheme=newport. For example,
https://vloc-oui-designer-dev.na90.com/apex/ConsoleCards?vlocitytheme=newport&layout=Grid&layoutId=a1a1K00000f25qe&previewMode=Universal.

• For LWC Cards: In the Layout pane, click Enable Newport when LWC is enabled, and then click Preview.

Important: Your LWC Card layout template and card templates must support Newport.

Working with the Template Designer and Card Designer

Customize the look of card layouts, card states, and flyouts by creating or editing templates in the Template Designer.
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Note: Beginning with the Summer '19 release, Vlocity supports Salesforce's Lightning Web Components programming model
with Vlocity Lightning Web Components. For more information about customizing Cards with Vlocity Lighting Web Components,
see Creating Custom LWC Card Templates.

See Base UI and Card Templates. In the Card Designer, assign templates to layouts, states, or flyouts.

In a card layout, cluster related cards into distinct visual areas called zones. See Creating Zones.

To populate card layouts and cards with data, bind them to data sources and actions in the Card Designer.

To insert fields populated from data sources into cards, create placeholders. See Creating a Placeholder.

To enable cards to change their appearance dynamically, configure the card states. See Card States.

Cards Designer

You can use the Cards Designer to interactively create and configure layouts, zones, cards, flyouts, and card states.

Template Designer

Vlocity Templates provide the structure for OmniScript elements and Cards Framework components, such as a layout that includes
the associated cards and card states. The template enables you to work directly with HTML to provide organizational structure,
CSS/SASS to provide style, and AngularJS to loop through data from data sources.

Creating a Card Layout Using Card Designer

Create a card layout to build visual components to your customer interactions by adding data, enabling actions, and using custom
or Vlocity templates to determine the look and feel.

Configuring Card Layout Properties

Configure card layout properties.

Creating a Template with the Template Designer

Customize the layout of a card state or card layout by creating custom templates for OmniScript elements or Cards Framework
components with the Vlocity Template Designer.

Comparing the Differences Between Templates

View two templates or two template versions side by side in the Template Designer to compare the differences between them and
make changes to one.

Vlocity Layouts

Vlocity layouts consist of rectangular canvases that act as containers for cards. Cards display information and clickable actions to
support efficient navigation through complex CRM interactions.

Viewing Available Layouts on the Vlocity Cards Tab

The Vlocity Cards tab displays all of the layouts that can contain cards.

Card States

Cards have states. Each state displays a list of fields from either the layout or the individual card data source, plus a list of Vlocity
Actions. You can also associate each state with a flyout, an extended version of a card with supplemental data displayed in a larger
area.

Cards Designer

You can use the Cards Designer to interactively create and configure layouts, zones, cards, flyouts, and card states.
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The optional Preview tab displays changes as soon as you make them:

For information on how to use the Cards Designer to create and configure Card layouts, see Creating a New Card Layout using Cards
Designer.

Template Designer

Vlocity Templates provide the structure for OmniScript elements and Cards Framework components, such as a layout that includes the
associated cards and card states. The template enables you to work directly with HTML to provide organizational structure, CSS/SASS
to provide style, and AngularJS to loop through data from data sources.

Note: To apply CSS and template changes to all card and OmniScript templates, see Apply Global Branding to Vlocity Cards.
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Template Designer Settings

To configure the look and behavior of the Template Designer:

Template Designer Help

View the Template Designer Help modal to learn how to manually edit templates.

Template Designer Settings
To configure the look and behavior of the Template Designer:

1. Go to the Vlocity Templates tab, click a template, then click a template version.

2. Click Settings.
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3. Update or enter values for the following fields:

• Editor Theme: To modify the background and text colors in the code editor to suit your preferred working environment, select
from the dropdown list.

• Font Size: To change the font size in the code editor, update the number in this field.

• Default Author: To change the default author, which describes the team creating the content, update this field.

• Auto Save: To automatically save changes, select this checkbox.

• Wordwrap: To force the code to wrap to another line and avoid scrolling right, select this checkbox.

Template Designer Help
View the Template Designer Help modal to learn how to manually edit templates.

1. Go to the Vlocity Templates tab, click a template, then click a template version.

2. Click Help.
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3. Learn how to use the code and shortcuts the Template Designer supports:

• HTML: Learn how the Template Designer supports HTML.

• CSS/SCSS: Learn how the Template Designer supports CSS and SASS.

• JavaScript: Learn how the Template Designer supports AngularJS.

• Keyboard Shortcuts: Learn what keyboard shortcuts are available for the Template Designer.

Creating a Card Layout Using Card Designer

Create a card layout to build visual components to your customer interactions by adding data, enabling actions, and using custom or
Vlocity templates to determine the look and feel.

Note: Beginning with the Vlocity Summer '19 release, Vlocity supports Salesforce's Lightning Web Components programming
model with Vlocity Lightning Web Components. Vlocity Lightning Web Components include components, functionalities, and
templates exclusive to LWC Cards. To enable LWC on a card layout, see Creating an LWC Card Layout.

To create a card layout:

1. Open the Vlocity Card tabs, and click New.

2. Enter a unique Layout Name and follow Vlocity required naming conventions and best practices. See Card and Card Layout Naming
Conventions.

Note: Beginning with Vlocity Insurance and Health Spring '20, when creating a card or layout, the name and author must
only contain underscores and alphanumeric characters. It must be unique, begin with a letter, not include spaces, not end
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with an underscore, and not contain two consecutive underscores. Existing layout names and card names are automatically
updated to make them compliant. New cards and layouts can not be saved without following these naming requirements.

3. Select Layout  from the Layout Type dropdown.

Note: To create a Flyout, see Creating a Flyout.

4. (Optional) Update the author in the LayoutAuthor field. See Understanding the Author of a Card Layout.

5. In the Template dropdown list, select a template, such as card-canvas-3x-slds  to display cards in a 3 column layout. See
Base UI and Card Templates.

6. Beginning with Vlocity Insurance and Health Winter '20 and Vlocity CME Winter '20, Vlocity Cards supports limiting user access to a
card layout by entering a comma-separated list of custom permissions in the Required Permissions field. For example, enter
Can_Edit_Card,Can_View_Card  to only allow users with at least one of these custom permissions to see the card layout.
If this field is left empty, any user can see the layout. See Custom Permissions.

7. To configure card layout attributes, click the Add Session Variables button to enter a variable Name and Value. For example, the
layout template cardCanvasLayout  has a configurable attribute called title, which adds a title to the top of the layout.
Enter title  in the Name field and a value for the title such as List of Accounts  in the Value field.

8. Select a data source for the layout in the Data Source field.

The data source holds the master query that returns results in a JSON structure for cards in the layout. For example, you might query
every policy associated with an account, then create a card for each policy type. For more information on how to configure a data
source and to see a complete list of data sources, see Configuring Data Sources.

Note: Cards can have data sources different from the layout data source.

9. After configuring your data source, to test data returned, click the +Add Test Variables button in the Test Data Source Settings
section. Enter values for these properties:

• Name: Enter the name of the variable to test, such as params.id. This gets the ID in a page parameter for a record, such as
an account record ID.

• Value: Enter the value of the variable. For example, the account ID found in the URL parameter of an account record.

10. To use metatags to enable search engine optimization (SEO) options in your metadata, click +Add Metatags. The metatags feature
enables the layout to write metatags to a page header. Available card metatags are:

• author

• description

• keywords

• viewport

The metatags are inserted after a layout or card loads, whether or not the data source is set.

Vlocity recommends that you replace metatags with the same name. Do not duplicate metatags. Web crawlers ignore duplicate
tags.

11. Click View Data to display the query results in JSON.

12. Click Activate.
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Configuring Card Layout Properties

Configure card layout properties.

After creating a card layout, configure layout properties in the Layout pane of the Card Designer. See Creating a Card Layout Using Card
Designer. See Creating an LWC Card Layout.

ExampleDescriptionProperty

For example, possible keywords for a card
layout that shows a list of active account

Enables search engine optimization (SEO)
options in your metadata by allowing the
layout to write metatags to a page header.

+Add Metatags

cases are cases, current cases,
active cases.Available card metatags are: author,

description, keywords, and viewport.

The metatags are inserted after a layout or
card loads, whether or not the data source
is set.

Vlocity recommends that you replace
metatags with the same name. Do not
duplicate metatags. Web crawlers ignore
duplicate tags.

Returns test data after configuring your data
source. Name and Value populate the

+Add Test Variables • Name: For example, enter
params.id  to get the ID in a page

dynamic fields in a data source endpoint. parameter for a record, such as an
account record ID.Enter the name of the variable to test, such

as params.id. Enter the value of the
• Value: For example, enter the account

ID found in the URL parameter of an
account record.

variable. For more information on test
variables and their settings, see Testing Data
Source Settings.

For example, the layout template
cardCanvasLayout  has a configurable

Sets card layout attributes. Enter a variable
Name and Value for each attribute.

Add Session Variables

attribute called title, which adds a title
to the top of the layout. Enter title  in
the Name field and a value for the title such
as List of Accounts  in the Value
field.

For example, you might query every policy
associated with an account, then create a
card for each policy type.

Sets a data source for the layout.

The data source holds the master query that
returns results in a JSON structure for cards
in the layout. For more information on how

Data Source

to configure a data source and to see a
complete list of data sources, see
Configuring Data Sources. Cards can have
data sources different from the layout data
source.
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ExampleDescriptionProperty

For example, enter
Can_Edit_Card,Can_View_Card

Limits user access to a card layout by
entering a comma-separated list of custom
permissions. If this field is left empty, any

Required Permissions

to only allow users with at least one of these
custom permissions to see the card layout.user can see the layout. See Custom

Permissions.

This feature is available beginning with
Vlocity Insurance and Health Winter '20 and
Vlocity CME Winter '20.

Also see Limit User Access to a Card Layout
in a Managed Package.

Creating a Template with the Template Designer

Customize the layout of a card state or card layout by creating custom templates for OmniScript elements or Cards Framework components
with the Vlocity Template Designer.

To customize a template that already exists, see Cloning a Template.

To create a new template:

1. In your org, go to the Vlocity Templates tab, and click New to open the Template Designer.

2. In the Template Name field, enter the name of your new template.

3. To organize your templates into categories, click into the Template Type field to select from the available options, or enter the
name of a new type.

4. In the Template Author field, enter an author name that describes the team creating the content. The default author name is
Vlocity Internal.

5. Click Done.

6. Enter your code in the code editors:

• HTML: Enter your HTML here.

• CSS: Enter your CSS and SASS styles here. Vlocity recommends using SASS.

• JS: Enter your AngularJS here.

To learn how the Template Designer supports HTML, CSS, SASS, and AngularJS, click Help.
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7. (Optional) Click Edit to configure the following attributes and features of your template:

• Description: Enter the description of your template.

• Sample: Enter sample JSON data to preview your template. For example, add data for a card template from the card layout's
data source.

• Add Zone: Click to organize the display of your template by zones. For example, separate the header, body, and footer of your
template into sections.
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• Add Placeholder: Click to insert fields in your template. For example, add a Title  to a card state to display when certain
conditions are met.
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8. Click Save.

Note: The asterisk next to the name of the template indicates that the template is not saved. To make changes save
automatically, select the Auto Save checkbox in Settings. See Template Designer.

9. (Optional) To preview the template, click Preview. The template must have sample data in the Sample field of the Edit tab.

Import a Template with the Template Designer

Import a Vlocity Template from a DataPack.

Import a Template with the Template Designer
Import a Vlocity Template from a DataPack.

To import a template:

1. Go to the Vlocity Templates tab and click Import.

2. From the Select File modal, click Browse to select a downloaded data pack from your computer. Or drag and drop the data pack
file from your computer directly onto the selection window.

3. Click Done.

Comparing the Differences Between Templates

View two templates or two template versions side by side in the Template Designer to compare the differences between them and
make changes to one.

To compare the differences between templates:

1. Go to Vlocity Templates, click to expand a template, and click to open a version of the template to compare with another template.

2. Click New/Open.
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3. Click the book icon of the template to compare it to the open template. For example, if you have version 2 of the template
trng-card-canvas-3x-zones-slds  open, click the book icon of version 3 of that template to compare the differences
between them.
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4. Click HTML, CSS, or JS to view the differences between each and perform these tasks:

• In the right Editable column, edit the template that you are comparing to the original template. Click Save when done.

• View the code in the original template in the left Read Only.

• Click Activate for either template. You must activate only one template version at a time.

• To see either template in full view, click Open.

• To return to the original template in full view, click Go Back.

Vlocity Layouts

Vlocity layouts consist of rectangular canvases that act as containers for cards. Cards display information and clickable actions to support
efficient navigation through complex CRM interactions.

For example, in a Salesforce Console for an insurance call center, you could use a layout to display all of a customer's Account insurance
policies. Each card represents an individual policy. A card representing a Variable Annuity Policy could have information related to and
an action for, for example, a loan request.

In addition to cards, you can add flyouts, that is, child objects that offer supplemental information inherited from a parent card or layout.
The flyout shares the context of its parent, including variable names and data.
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Other examples of card layouts that contain sets of cards that appear in a given context are:

• A call center agent opens an account record and a card layout appears containing cards with account information all its associated
assets.

• An insurance agent views a card layout for an account including every policy the account holds.

• A case manager views a card layout displaying every benefit case that a case worker manages.

You can quickly change a page's content regions by switching to a different layout. For example, if your current layout is has one full-width
column, you can quickly change it to another layout, such as a 3-column, 1:1:2 ratio layout.
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Viewing Available Layouts on the Vlocity Cards Tab

The Vlocity Cards tab displays all of the layouts that can contain cards.

For some constructs, such as card templates, you must go to the Vlocity Templates tab and use the Template Designer before you use
the Card Designer.

To go to the Vlocity Cards tab:

•
In Salesforce Classic, click All Tabs , then click Vlocity Cards.

•
In Lightning Experience, click the App Launcher , then click Vlocity Cards.

Vlocity Cards Tab in Salesforce Classic

Vlocity Cards Tab in Lightning Experience

The Vlocity Cards tab displays a list of available layouts, including their types, last modified dates, and status.

• Click a layout name to expand it and see all of its versions.

• Click the Last Modified column to sort the layout list from most to least recently modified.

Card States

Cards have states. Each state displays a list of fields from either the layout or the individual card data source, plus a list of Vlocity Actions.
You can also associate each state with a flyout, an extended version of a card with supplemental data displayed in a larger area.

Cards states enable presentation of different CRM interactions per state. For example, when a customer adds an auto insurance policy,
the policy becomes active, but when a customer misses a payment the policy state becomes past due. Cards with different states present
different data.

You can customize each card via its state to display various clickable actions, information, and/or optional visual cues. For example:
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• If an Automobile policy remains unpurchased, the policy card (via its state) would likely offer a single action, specifically, "Add [a
New Policy]".

• A card for an active Automobile policy could display information such as the policy holder's name plus relevant actions, such as,
"File a Claim".

• If an Automobile policy falls past due, a card might include a red border, a balance due amount, and Actions such as, "Pay [the]
Premium", "[Request a] Billing Extension", and so on.

In the Cards Framework, an object returns only one state and creates one card, by default. However, if you apply multiple state filter(s)
to the parent field, there is a possibility of getting a card for each filter state, as the filter is applied to all objects.

Cards Framework Versioning

The Vlocity Cards Framework supports versioning for all components. The name, author, and version combination must be unique for
each component of a given type (layout, card, or template) in an org.

Use the following fields to create unique versions of a component:

DescriptionField

Components are requested by name.Name

Specifies the user organization that created the record. Use author
names that describe the team creating the content.

Author

Vlocity-authored components have Vlocity as the author. You
cannot modify these components, but you can clone them.

An integer that increases by one with every new version.Version

Indicates whether a record is active for runtime use. One active
record per name is allowed in an org. Activating a component

Active

deactivates all other components of the same type that have the
same name. Only active records are exported when a DataPack is
created.
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Card and Card Layout Naming Conventions

Follow Vlocity's requirements and best practices when naming cards and card layouts.

Activation in the Cards Framework

Multiple versions of a component can exist, but only one version at a time can be active.

Versioning in the Cards Framework

Creating a version of a component creates an exact copy of the record with a Version equal to the latest version number plus one.

Cloning in the Cards Framework

When you clone a component, you must change the Name and/or Author fields.

Understanding the Author of a Card Layout

The Author property in templates, layouts, and cards specify the user organization that created the record.

Sample Versioning Workflow

This example shows the differences in versioning between a clone and a new version.

Versioning Best Practices

Consider the following:

Exporting Vlocity Layouts and Cards

When migrating to a new org, you must export any applicable Vlocity Cards framework components, particularly those that you
modified. The Vlocity Cards Framework supports versioning for all components (layouts, cards and templates). Only active versions
are exported.

Card and Card Layout Naming Conventions

Follow Vlocity's requirements and best practices when naming cards and card layouts.

Beginning with Vlocity Insurance and Health Spring '20

Layout and Card Naming Conventions

ExamplesRequirements

Name: account_layoutThe combination of the card Name and Author must be unique
in your Org. If the Name is the same and Author is different, the
card or layout is versioned. See Cards Framework Versioning.

Author: CustomerSales

Name: account_closed_layout

Author: CustomerSales

Not acceptable: account$card!, 1account__card,
$$account__card_, account card

Beginning with Vlocity Insurance and Health Spring '20, when
creating a card or layout, the name and author must only contain
underscores and alphanumeric characters. It must be unique, begin
with a letter, not include spaces, not end with an underscore, and
not contain two consecutive underscores. Existing layout names
and card names are automatically updated to make them
compliant. New cards and layouts can not be saved without
following these naming requirements.
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ExamplesRequirements

N/AOnly one version of a card or layout can be active at the same time.

N/ACard and layout names cannot be changed.

Layout Naming Conventions

ExamplesBest Practices

• myapp_home_product• Use lowercase separated by an underscore (_) for feature or
sub feature.

• trng_account_console

Card Naming Conventions

ExamplesBest Practices

• vpl_Product_Details• Use descriptive name in Title Case and an optional prefix.

• rep_Account_Cases

Prior to Vlocity Insurance and Health Spring '20

Layout and Card Naming Conventions

ExamplesRequirements

Name: account-layoutThe combination of the card Name and Author must be unique
in your Org. If the Name is the same and Author is different, the
card or layout is versioned. See Cards Framework Versioning.

Author: CustomerSales

Name: account-closed-layout

Author: CustomerSales

See ascii.cl.Use ASCII characters.

N/AOnly one version of a card or layout can be active at the same time.

N/ACard and layout names cannot be changed.
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Layout Naming Conventions

ExamplesBest Practices

• myapp-home-product• Use lowercase separated by a dash (-) for feature or sub feature.

• trng-account-console

Card Naming Conventions

ExamplesBest Practices

• vpl Product Details• Use descriptive name in Title Case and an optional prefix.

• rep Account Cases

Activation in the Cards Framework

Multiple versions of a component can exist, but only one version at a time can be active.

Activating one version deactivates all the others. Only active component versions are exported when you create a DataPack.
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Versioning in the Cards Framework

Creating a version of a component creates an exact copy of the record with a Version equal to the latest version number plus one.

Cloning in the Cards Framework

When you clone a component, you must change the Name and/or Author fields.

The version of the new component is set to 1. The Name, Author, and Version combination must be unique within the component
type for this action to be successful.
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Understanding the Author of a Card Layout

The Author property in templates, layouts, and cards specify the user organization that created the record.

Vlocity delivers prebuilt templates, layouts, and cards, which have an Author value of Vlocity. Although you can't alter these
components, as an administrator, you can clone, rename, and version them. See Cards Framework Versioning.

You may, however, edit templates, layouts, and cards if your org name is its Author. A child object such as a card in a layout or zone
inherits its author from its parent.
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Consider Vlocity's requirements and best practices when updating an Author name.

Sample Versioning Workflow

This example shows the differences in versioning between a clone and a new version.

Versioning Best Practices

Consider the following:

• When working with Vlocity-authored components in a client org:

– Set a unique name for the new component if you are only using the original component as a template to start from.
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– Set a unique author for the new component when replacing a Vlocity component with your own inside of a larger app. For
example, inside of CPQ you can replace one component without having to overwrite and clone the whole app.

• When you import DataPacks, components of the same type are matched by Name, Author, and Version combination. If this combination
is not unique, a warning is displayed that there is a pending overwrite. Importing components doesn't create new versions of them.

• Make sure to activate your components before creating a DataPack. When you export DataPacks, only active components are
exported.

• Use source control. This versioning workflow is not as fail-safe as the security that source control provides.

• Use Vlocity build tools to work efficiently with imports and exports. For large or complex migrations, use the Vlocity Build tool, which
is available from GitHub. The Build tool is a command-line tool that packages related objects together as DataPacks, ensuring that
dependencies are preserved.

Exporting Vlocity Layouts and Cards

When migrating to a new org, you must export any applicable Vlocity Cards framework components, particularly those that you modified.
The Vlocity Cards Framework supports versioning for all components (layouts, cards and templates). Only active versions are exported.

See Cards Framework Versioning.

To export Vlocity Layouts and Cards:

1. Go to the Vlocity Card Designer.

2. Expand the first layout to export.

3. Select the latest version of the layout.

4. Repeat steps 2 and 3 for each layout to export.

5. Click Export.
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The Export DataPack dialog box opens.

6. To select the items to export, click Next and review the items to export.

7. Click Next.

8. Enter Name, a unique, memorable name for the DataPack.

9. Select Published and deselect Download.

10. Click Done.

Using Actions with Cards

Cards use Vlocity Actions, OS Actions, and Custom Actions to launch procedures. For example, a card can launch an OmniScript, run an
Apex class, redirect to a URL endpoint, and so on.

For LWC enabled cards, see Using Actions with LWC Cards.

• Vlocity Actions: Adds preconfigured actions created in the Vlocity Actions tool in your org. Vlocity Actions are reusable on multiple
cards. See Vlocity Actions.

• Custom Actions: Create an action unique to the card state. A custom action is not reusable on other cards. See Adding a Custom
Action to a Card.

• OS Actions: Launch an OmniScript from your card state. See Launching an OmniScript from an OS Action on a Card.

Note: Beginning with the Vlocity Summer '19 release, launch an LWC OmniScript from an OS Action. See Launching an LWC
OmniScript from an OS Action on a Card.
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Adding a Custom Action to a Card

Add actions directly on a card with Custom Actions. Custom Actions perform faster than standard Vlocity Actions but have fewer
configuration options.

Adding a Vlocity Action to a Card

Add reusable actions to a card with Vlocity Actions to launch Vlocity OmniScripts, Vlocity Cards components, web pages, or external
applications.

Configuring Action Options

Configure additional options for Vlocity Actions, OmniScript Actions, and Custom Actions on a card state by enabling the Action
Options feature.

Displaying Conditional Actions on a Card

You can use conditions to show or hide actions on a card based on the card data. For example, you can have a card display one set
of actions for a Policy card when the Status is New, and a different set when the Status is not New. To do this, clone a state on the
card, modify the actions, and use conditions to determine when to display each state.

Launching an OmniScript from an OS Action on a Card

Beginning with Vlocity Insurance and Vlocity Health Winter '18, Vlocity Cards contains a configurable OmniScript Action (OS Action).
The OS Action simplifies the process to navigate to an OmniScript from a card action.

Launching an LWC OmniScript from an OS Action on a Card

Beginning with Vlocity Insurance and Vlocity Health Winter '18, Vlocity Cards contains a configurable OmniScript Action (OS Action).
The OS Action simplifies the process to navigate to an OmniScript from a card action.

Launching an LWC OmniScript from a Vlocity or Custom Action on a Card

Launch an LWC OmniScript from a card on a Community or Lightning page by configuring the URL of a Vlocity Action or Custom
Action. Add a generated LWC OS component to a Community page when you do not need to pass custom parameters to the
component, or add the component to a Lightning page with or without custom parameters. Add the Vlocity LWC OmniScript
Wrapper component to a Community page when you need to pass parameters to the LWC OmniScript.

Adding a Custom Action to a Card

Add actions directly on a card with Custom Actions. Custom Actions perform faster than standard Vlocity Actions but have fewer
configuration options.

For reusable actions with additional configuration options, see Vlocity Actions.

Beginning with the Summer '19 release, Vlocity supports Salesforce's Lightning Web Components programming model with Vlocity
Lightning Web Components. Vlocity Lightning Web Components include components, functionalities, and templates exclusive to LWC
Cards. See LWC Cards Considerations and Configuring Smart Actions on an LWC Card.

1. Open a card from the Vlocity Cards tab and click Add Custom Action in the card state.
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2. In the Id field, to distinguish the action from other actions in the card designer, enter a unique name. For example,
ActiveAccountUpdate.

3. In the Display Name field, enter the name to display to the user. For example, Update Account.

4. In the URL field, enter the URL to which the action links. See Target URL and URL Parameters.

5. (Optional) Enter values for these properties:

• Vlocity Icon: Select a Vlocity icon or an SLDS icon to display next to the action link. For a complete list of Vlocity Icons, go to the
Vlocity Actions tab, open any action, and click the Vlocity Icons header label to reveal the list of icons.

• Open URL in: Select Current Window or New Tab/Window to indicate where to open the URL.

• Check the Actions Options checkbox to add Custom Parameters, Conditions, and to invoke an Apex class. See Configuring
Action Options.

Adding a Vlocity Action to a Card

Add reusable actions to a card with Vlocity Actions to launch Vlocity OmniScripts, Vlocity Cards components, web pages, or external
applications.

1. You must first create a Vlocity Action to add to your card. See Vlocity Actions.

2. In your org, click App Launcher, click Vlocity Cards, and select a card layout to open the Card Designer.

3. In the Actions section of a card's state, click into the Salesforce Object Type input field, and select an sObject from the picklist,
such as Contact.
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4. Click into the Id Field for Actions, and select a ContextId from the available list of fields returned from the data source, such
as ['ContactId'].

If Blank Card State is enabled:

• Click the Enable Id field for actions checkbox to display the Id Field for Actions input field.

• By default, the ContextId is params.id when Enable Id field for actions is disabled. When enabled, in addition to entering
a ContextId from a data source, use Id Field for Actions to set any page parameter, session variable, or $root  variable to
fetch actions.

For example, use the $root.vlocity context variable, such as $root.vlocity.userContactId to create an
action for a logged-in user. For a list of available context variables, see Cards Context Variables.

5. In the Actions section of a card state, next to the Add button, select a reusable action from the picklist.
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Important: If you do not see the action you are looking for, confirm you have selected the appropriate sObject from
the Salesforce Object Type dropdown.

6. (Optional) Check the Actions Options checkbox to add Custom Parameters and Conditions.

Configuring Action Options

Configure additional options for Vlocity Actions, OmniScript Actions, and Custom Actions on a card state by enabling the Action Options
feature.

Options available for all actions:

• Custom Parameters: Enter additional parameters to send them with the request.

• Conditions: Enter conditions to hide actions from specific users. For example, to display an action only to an account named Acme,
select the ['Name']  field and set it equal to Acme. See Displaying Conditional Actions on a Card.

Options available only for Custom Actions:

• Invoke Class Name: Enter an Apex class name to invoke through the action. For example, EmailManager.

• Invoke Method Name: Enter a method within the Apex class to invoke through the action. For example, sendMail.

• Input Map: Enter key-value pairs to send as a Map object to the invoked Apex class. For more information, see Maps.

• Options Map: Enter key-value pairs to send as an Options Map to the invoked Apex class.
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Displaying Conditional Actions on a Card

You can use conditions to show or hide actions on a card based on the card data. For example, you can have a card display one set of
actions for a Policy card when the Status is New, and a different set when the Status is not New. To do this, clone a state on the card,
modify the actions, and use conditions to determine when to display each state.

1. In Vlocity Cards, create a card layout and add a card to it.

2. On your card, create a state with actions.

See Adding a State to a Card.

3. Clone the state. Click the Clone Template icon in the top right corner of the state:

4. Remove or add actions from the cloned state as necessary.

5. On the clone, click + Add Condition at the bottom, and create your condition.

For example: "Policy Status = New"  or "DaysUntilExpiration__c < 31".

6. On the original state, click + Add Condition at the bottom, and add the opposite condition.

For example: "Policy Status != New"  or "DaysUntilExpiration__c >= 31".

Launching an OmniScript from an OS Action on a Card

Beginning with Vlocity Insurance and Vlocity Health Winter '18, Vlocity Cards contains a configurable OmniScript Action (OS Action).
The OS Action simplifies the process to navigate to an OmniScript from a card action.

Note: OS Actions are not reusable. To create an action that launches the same OmniScript from different cards, see Using Actions
with Cards.

Launching an OmniScript with an OS Action in Lightning

To launch an OmniScript with an OS Action in Lightning:

Launching an OmniScript with an OS Action in a Community

To Launch an OmniScript with an OS Action in a community:

Configuring an OS Action

Set up an OS Action.

Launching an OmniScript with an OS Action in Lightning
To launch an OmniScript with an OS Action in Lightning:

1. Follow the instructions on Configuring an OS Action on this page.

2. Add the card to a Lightning page. See Adding a Vlocity Card to a Lightning or Community Page.
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Launching an OmniScript with an OS Action in a Community
To Launch an OmniScript with an OS Action in a community:

1. Follow the instructions on Configuring an OS Action on this page.

2. Create a Community page with the URL /os. Enter any name for the page name. See Creating Custom Pages with Community
Builder.

3. Add a Vlocity OS Player component to the /os  page. See Configuring the Vlocity OS Player Lightning Component.

4. Add the card to a Community page from where you want your action to launch, such as the Home page or Record Detail page. See
Adding a Vlocity Card to a Lightning or Community Page.

Configuring an OS Action
Set up an OS Action.

1. Open the Vlocity Cards tab, and click on a version of a card to open the Card Designer.

2. Click Add OS Action in the Actions section of a card state

3. In the Id field, enter a unique name to distinguish the action from other actions in the Card Designer.

4. In the Display Name field, enter the name that the action displays to the user.

5. Click in the OmniScript typeahead field to choose an active OmniScript from the drop-down list. Beginning with Vlocity Insurance
and Health Winter '20 , the OmniScripts are listed as Type/SubType/Language. For example, if you select
CustomerInteractionAccountCMT/Creation/English, the Type is the OmniScript name
CustomerInteractionAccountCMT, the SubType is Creation, and the Language is English.

6. (Optional) Enter values for these properties:

• Action Options: To add custom parameters, set conditions for when the OS Action displays, and configure optional settings
for LWC enabled cards, select this checkbox. See Configuring Action Options.
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• Icon: Select a Vlocity icon or an SLDS icon to display next to the action link. For a complete list of Vlocity Icons, go to the Vlocity
Actions tab, open any action, and click the Vlocity Icons header label to reveal the list of icons.

• Open URL in: Select Current Window or New Tab/Window to indicate where to open the target URL.

• Visualforce Page: Choose a Visualforce page to display the OmniScript on a custom page. For example, if you have a custom
template for your OmniScript, you might create a custom page to display it.

• Layout: Select the Lightning or Newport for the layout. This feature works for Angular OmniScripts only.

• LWC Enabled: If the selected OmniScript is an LWC OS, this checkbox is automatically selected.

• When LWC Enabled is checked, enter values for these properties:

– Context Id: Enter the sObject's ContextId associated with your OmniScript. For example, if your LWC OmniScript updates
account information, your context Id is an account record ID.

– Console Tab Icon: Select a Vlocity icon or an SLDS icon to display in the subtab of a console after the OS action link is clicked.
For example, select standard:account  for an OmniScript that updates account information.

– Console Tab Label: Enter the visible label of the Console Tab Icon. For example, Update Account.

Launching an LWC OmniScript from an OS Action on a Card

Beginning with Vlocity Insurance and Vlocity Health Winter '18, Vlocity Cards contains a configurable OmniScript Action (OS Action).
The OS Action simplifies the process to navigate to an OmniScript from a card action.

Note: OS Actions are not reusable. To create an action that launches the same LWC OmniScript from different cards, see Using
Actions with Cards.
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Launching an LWC OmniScript with an OS Action in Lightning

To launch an LWC OmniScript with an OS Action in Lightning:

Launching an LWC OmniScript with an OS Action in a Community

Beginning with Vlocity Insurance and Health Winter '20 and Vlocity CME Winter '20, Vlocity Cards supports launching an LWC
OmniScript with an OS Action in a Community:

Configuring an OS Action

Set up an OS action.

Launching an LWC OmniScript with an OS Action in Lightning
To launch an LWC OmniScript with an OS Action in Lightning:

1. Follow the instructions on Configuring an OS Action on this page.

2. Add the card to a Lightning page. See Adding a Vlocity Card to a Lightning or Community Page.

3. (Optional) To reload the card when the LWC OmniScript updates, see Reloading a Card After Updating an LWC OmniScript.

Launching an LWC OmniScript with an OS Action in a Community
Beginning with Vlocity Insurance and Health Winter '20 and Vlocity CME Winter '20, Vlocity Cards supports launching an LWC OmniScript
with an OS Action in a Community:

1. Create a community page with the URL /lwcos. Enter any name as the Community page name. See Creating Custom Pages with
Community Builder.

2. Add a Vlocity LWC OmniScript Wrapper component to the /lwcos  Community page.

3. Add the card to the Community page that launches the action, such as the Home page or Record Detail page.

4. (Optional) Reload the card when the LWC OmniScript updates.
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Configuring an OS Action
Set up an OS action.

To set up an OS Action:

1. Open the Vlocity Cards tab, and click on a version of a card to open the Card Designer.

2. Click Add OS Action in the Actions section of a card state

3. In the Id field, enter a unique name to distinguish the action from other actions in the Card Designer.

4. In the Display Name field, enter the name that the action displays to the user.

5. Click in the OmniScript typeahead field to choose an active OmniScript from the drop-down list. Beginning with Vlocity Insurance
and Health Winter '20 , the OmniScripts are listed as Type/SubType/Language. For example, if you select
CustomerInteractionAccountCMT/Creation/English, the Type is the OmniScript name
CustomerInteractionAccountCMT, the SubType is Creation, and the Language is English.

6. (Optional) Enter values for these properties:

• Action Options: To add custom parameters, set conditions for when the OS Action displays, and configure optional settings
for LWC enabled cards, select this checkbox.

• Icon: Select a Vlocity icon or an SLDS icon to display next to the action link. For a complete list of Vlocity Icons, go to the Vlocity
Actions tab, open any action, and click the Vlocity Icons header label to reveal the list of icons.

• Open URL in: Select Current Window or New Tab/Window to indicate where to open the target URL.

• Visualforce Page: Choose a Visualforce page to display the OmniScript on a custom page. For example, if you have a custom
template for your OmniScript, you might create a custom page to display it.

• Layout: Select the Lightning or Newport for the layout. This feature works for Angular OmniScripts only.

• LWC Enabled: If the selected OmniScript is an LWC OS, this checkbox is automatically selected.

• When LWC Enabled is checked, enter values for these properties:

– Context Id: Enter the sObject's ContextId associated with your OmniScript. For example, if your LWC OmniScript updates
account information, your context Id is an account record ID.

– Console Tab Icon: Select a Vlocity icon or an SLDS icon to display in the subtab of a console after the OS action link is clicked.
For example, select standard:account  for an OmniScript that updates account information.

– Console Tab Label: Enter the visible label of the Console Tab Icon. For example, Update Account.
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Launching an LWC OmniScript from a Vlocity or Custom Action on a Card

Launch an LWC OmniScript from a card on a Community or Lightning page by configuring the URL of a Vlocity Action or Custom Action.
Add a generated LWC OS component to a Community page when you do not need to pass custom parameters to the component, or
add the component to a Lightning page with or without custom parameters. Add the Vlocity LWC OmniScript Wrapper component to
a Community page when you need to pass parameters to the LWC OmniScript.

Note: Using the generated LWC OS results in a boost in performance in Communities and in Lightning Experience.

Launching an LWC OmniScript with a Vlocity or Custom Action on a Lightning Page

To launch an LWC OmniScript from a card on a Lightning page:

Launching an LWC OmniScript with a Vlocity or Custom Action on a Community Page

To launch an LWC OmniScript, without parameters, from a card on a Community page:

Launching an LWC OmniScript with a Vlocity or Custom Action on a Lightning Page
To launch an LWC OmniScript from a card on a Lightning page:

1. Go to Vlocity Cards tab, open a card, and navigate to the Actions section of a card state:

• To launch an LWC OmniScript with a Vlocity Action, select a reusable action from the picklist next to the Add button.

– Click the link icon to open the Vlocity Action, and in the Target URL field, enter the relative path from the Vlocity Aura
Wrapper section in your generated LWC OS.

• To launch an LWC OmniScript with a Custom Action, click Add Custom Action.

– In the URL field, enter the relative path from the Vlocity Aura Wrapper section in your generated LWC OS.

2. Add the generated LWC OS to a Lightning page.

Launching an LWC OmniScript with a Vlocity or Custom Action on a Community Page
To launch an LWC OmniScript, without parameters, from a card on a Community page:

Beginning with Vlocity Insurance and Health Winter '20 and Vlocity CME Winter '20, Vlocity Cards supports launching an LWC OmniScript,
with parameters, from a card on a Community page

1. Add your generated LWC OS to a Community page.

2. Go to Vlocity Cards tab, open a card, and navigate to the Actions section of a card state:

• To launch an LWC OmniScript with a Vlocity Action, select a reusable action from the picklist next to the Add button.
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– Click the link icon to open the Vlocity Action, and in the Target URL field, enter the Community page URL hosting the
generated LWC OS. For example, if your generated LWC OS is on a Community named AccountCommunity that has a page
named AccountPage, your URL might look like:

https://exampleURL.force.com/AccountCommunity/s/AccountPage

For additional Vlocity Action configuration options, see Adding a Vlocity Action to a Card.

• To launch an LWC OmniScript with a Custom Action, click Add Custom Action.

– In the URL field, enter the Community page URL hosting the LWC OS. For example, if your generated LWC OS is on a
Community named AccountCommunity that has a page named AccountPage, your URL might look like:

https://exampleURL.force.com/AccountCommunity/s/AccountPage

For additional Custom Action configuration options, see Adding a Custom Action to a Card.

3. Do the following:

a. Add the Vlocity LWC OmniScript Wrapper component to a Community Page. See Adding an LWC OmniScript to a Community
or Lightning Page.

b. Go to Vlocity Cards tab, open a card, and navigate to the Actions section of a card state:

• To launch an LWC OmniScript with a Vlocity Action, select a reusable action from the picklist next to the Add button, and
click the link icon to open the Vlocity Action.

– In the Target URL field, enter the configured URL with parameters to access the Vlocity OmniScript Wrapper component.

– In the Link Type dropdown, select CommunityURL.

For additional Vlocity Action configuration options, see Adding a Vlocity Action to a Card.

• To launch an LWC OmniScript with a Custom Action, click Add Custom Action.

– In the URL field, enter the configured URL with parameters to access the Vlocity OmniScript Wrapper component.

For additional Custom Action configuration options, see Adding a Custom Action to a Card.

Previewing a Layout

Preview a card layout to see how your cards will look once published to a Lightning or Community page.

1. In your org, click App Launcher, click Vlocity Cards, and click a version of a layout to open the Card Designer.

2. Click the Preview tab.

Note: Only active cards are visible in Run Time. All inactive and active cards are visible in Design Time.

3. Click the 'open in new window' icon to view the layout on a Visualforce page.
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4. Click the refresh icon to reload the layout in the Preview pane.

5. To preview how the layout looks on different pages and mobile devices, select a page from the dropdown list of universal and
custom pages. Universal is selected by default.

6. To add a custom preview page for your layout:

a. Create a Visualfource page for your preview page. See Creating Visualforce Pages. Or choose an existing page from Setup >
Custom Code > Visualforce Pages.

b. Click + Add Custom Page.

c. In the Custom Page modal, click + Add Custom Page for each new custom page you want to add.

d. Enter values for these properties:

• Page Name: Enter the API name of the Visualforce page.

• Page Label: Enter the label of the Visualforce page.

7. If your card is LWC enabled, you must click Deploy to update changes before previewing your layout.
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Adding a Card to a Layout

Beginning with the Vlocity Insurance and Health Summer '19 and Vlocity Communications, Media, and Energy Fall '19 releases, Vlocity
supports the Salesforce Lightning Web Component programming model.

Add cards to your layout after creating the layout and fetching data. See Creating a Card Layout Using Card Designer. See Creating an
LWC Card Layout.

Because cards are portable components added to one or more layouts, changes made to existing cards apply to that same card on any
layout containing that card. For example, if you add a card named CustServ Account Cases  to a layout named
public-accounts  and a layout named account-policies, updating the card on one of these layouts automatically updates
that card on the other layout.

A card can have its own data source independent of the layout data source. See Configuring Data Sources for Cards Components.

Before you begin

1. Create a card layout. See Creating a Card Layout Using Card Designer. See Creating an LWC Card Layout.

What's Next

Next steps, add card states to your cards. See Adding a State to a Card.

Adding a Card to a Layout

To add a card to a layout:

Configuring a Card

To configure a card on a layout, set these optional properties:

Limit User Access to a Card Layout in a Managed Package

In the managed package in your org, the VlocityRequiredPermissionCheck Apex Class must exist in Setup > Apex
Classes for the Required Permissions feature to work. The Required Permissions feature enables you to limit user access to a
card layout. Enter a list of custom permissions to specify which users can see your layout.

Configuring Card Properties

Configure card properties on your card layout.

Adding a Card to a Layout

To add a card to a layout:

1. In your org, click the App Launcher, click Vlocity Cards, click a version of card layout to open.

2. In the Cards section of your layout, click + Add Card.
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3. To select an existing card, in the Choose Existing column, select the checkboxes next to one or more cards.

4. To create a new card, in the Blank Card column, enter the values for these properties:

• Card Name: Create a unique name for your card, such as CustServ Account Cases.
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• Card Title: Enter the visible name of your card, such as Cases.

• (Optional) Card Author: Update the user organization that created the record. The best practice is to use author names that
describe the team creating the content. For example, MeriCommCustServ. See Understanding the Author of a Card Layout.

5. Click Add.

6. Beginning with Vlocity Insurance and Health Winter '20 and Vlocity CME Winter '20, if your layout is LWC enabled, click the Deploy
button next to Enable LWC in the Layout pane to save changes to the card layout.

Configuring a Card

To configure a card on a layout, set these optional properties:

1. To create a new version of a card, click Create Version. The new version is added underneath the current card. Creating a version
of the card creates an exact copy of the card with a Version equal to the latest version number plus one, such as Version 2. See
Cards Framework Versioning.

2. To filter the output of the returned data from the data source:

a. In the Filter section of the card, click + Add Filter.

b. In the first column's input field, enter the name of a field returned from the data source. For example, ['AccountName'].
To view available data fields to filter, click View Data in the card or the card layout.

c. In the second column's input field, enter the value to filter. For example, Acme.

3. To configure a card to store data from the data source, or to enable additional features from a card template, in the Card Session
Variables section, click + Add Session Variables to enter a variable Name and Value.

4. To use metatags to enable search engine optimization (SEO) options in your metadata, click +Add Metatags. The metatags feature
enables the layout to write metatags to a page header. Available card metatags are:

• author

• description

• keywords

• viewport

The metatags are inserted after a layout or card loads, whether or not the data source is set.

Vlocity recommends that you replace metatags with the same name. Do not duplicate metatags. Web crawlers ignore duplicate
tags.

5. Select a data source for the layout in the Data Source field.

The data source holds the master query that returns results in a JSON structure for cards in the layout. For example, you might query
every policy associated with an account, then create a card for each policy type. For more information on how to configure a data
source and to see a complete list of data sources, see Configuring Data Sources.

Note: Cards can have data sources different from the layout data source.
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Limit User Access to a Card Layout in a Managed Package

In the managed package in your org, the VlocityRequiredPermissionCheck Apex Class must exist in Setup > Apex Classes
for the Required Permissions feature to work. The Required Permissions feature enables you to limit user access to a card layout.
Enter a list of custom permissions to specify which users can see your layout.

Before You Begin

Create custom permissions in Setup > Custom Permissions. See Create Custom Permissions.

1. From the Vlocity Cards tab, click a card layout to open in the Card Designer.

2. From the Layout panel, enter a comma-separated list of custom permissions in the Required Permissions field. For example, if you
created custom permissions named Can_Edit_Policy  and Can_View_Policy, enter them as
Can_Edit_Policy,Can_View_Policy.

3. From Setup, in the Quick Find menu, enter apex.

4. Click Apex Classes.

5. Search for the VlocityRequiredPermissionCheck Apex Class. If it does not exist, continue to the next step.

6. Click New

7. Enter the following Apex code in the Apex Class tab:

global class VlocityRequiredPermissionCheck implements Callable
{

global Boolean call(String action, Map<String, Object> args)
{

if (action == 'checkPermission')
{

return checkPermission((String)args.get('requiredPermission'));
}
return false;

}

private Boolean checkPermission(String requiredPermission)
{

Boolean hasCustomPermission = false;
List<String> customPermissionsName = requiredPermission.split(',');
for (String permissionName : customPermissionsName)
{

Boolean hasPermission =
FeatureManagement.checkPermission(permissionName.normalizeSpace());

if (hasPermission == true)
{

hasCustomPermission = true;
break;

}
}
return hasCustomPermission;

}
}

8. Click Save.
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Configuring Card Properties

Configure card properties on your card layout.

After creating a card layout and adding cards, configure card properties in the Cards pane of the Card Designer. See Creating a Card
Layout Using Card Designer or Creating an LWC Card Layout. See Adding a Card to a Layout.

ExampleDescriptionProperty

N/ACreates a new version of a card. The new
version is added underneath the current

Create Version

card. Creating a version of the card creates
an exact copy of the card with a Version
equal to the latest version number plus one,
such as Version 2. See Cards Framework
Versioning.

For example, to show data whose account
name is Acme, select

Filters the output of the returned data from
the data source. For the key, select the name

+ Add Filter

['AccountName']  as the key, and
Acme  as the value.

of a field returned from the data source. For
the value, enter the value to filter. To view
available data fields to filter, click View Data
in the card or the card layout.

For example, enter columns as the name
and an array of table heading names and

Configure a card to store data from the data
source, or enable additional features from
a card template.

+ Add Session Variables

settings as the value if your selected card
state template is a DataTable LWC whose
attribute columns requires a list of columns
to display in the table.

For example, possible keywords for a card
layout that shows a list of active account

Enables search engine optimization (SEO)
options in your metadata by allowing the
layout to write metatags to a page header.

+Add Metatags

cases are cases, current cases,
active cases.Available card metatags are: author,

description, keywords, and viewport.

The metatags are inserted after a layout or
card loads, whether or not the data source
is set.

Vlocity recommends that you replace
metatags with the same name. Do not
duplicate metatags. Web crawlers ignore
duplicate tags.
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ExampleDescriptionProperty

For example, you might query every policy
associated with an account, then create a
card for each policy type.

Sets a data source for the layout.

The data source holds the master query that
returns results in a JSON structure for cards
in the layout. For more information on how

Data Source

to configure a data source and to see a
complete list of data sources, see
Configuring Data Sources. Cards can have
data sources different from the layout data
source.

Adding a State to a Card

Add card states to display data fields from the card or card layout data source, to present different interactions and layouts based on
specified conditions, to add actions, and to add flyouts to display additional information about a record. For example, for cards displaying
past due policy information, use a card state template, and display actions, fields, and flyouts different from those on cards displaying
information for active policies in good standing.

Before you begin

• Create a card layout. See Creating a Card Layout Using Card Designer. See Creating an LWC Card Layout.

• Add a card. See Adding a Card to a Layout.

• Select a data source for the layout or a card on the layout. See Configuring Data Sources for Cards Components.

1. In your org, click the App Launcher, click Vlocity Cards, and click a version of a card layout to open the Card Designer.

2. In the Cards pane, click the black arrow on a card to expand it.

3. In the States pane, click + Add State.

Tip: When adding multiple states with similar settings, click the Clone State icon to create a copy of the card state. The cloned
card state appears below the original card state.

4. (Optional) To create a card state to display when there are no records available, select the Blank Card State checkbox. For example,
if an Account or Contact does not have an insurance policy, create a state with a card-open-slds template to display a linked action
to add a policy.

5. (Optional) Beginning with Vlocity Insurance and Health Winter '20 and Vlocity CME Winter '20, if your card is LWC enabled, select
the Custom LWC checkbox to embed any Vlocity Lightning Web Component inside an LWC card state. See Embedding a Vlocity
Lightning Web Component Inside an LWC Card State

6. In the Name field, enter the name of the state, such as Active Policy.

Note: The state Name is for internal use and does not appear on the card.

7. Select a card state template:

• To select a card state template for an Angular card:

– Select a template from the Template dropdown, such as card-active-slds. See Base UI and Card Templates.

• To select a card state template for an LWC enabled card:
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– Select a template from the State LWC dropdown, such as card-active-state. See Base LWC Card and Layout
Templates.

Note: If you want to display data fields, only actions, or both, choose the appropriate template. Some card templates display
only actions, only data fields, and both.

For example:

• Select card-active-slds for an active card, such as a policy card that displays policy information and related actions.

• Select card-open-slds for a Blank Card State, such as a policy card that only displays a Create New Policy  action
link for an Account or Contact without a policy.

8. (Optional) If the selected template has a placeholder, see Adding a Placeholder to a Card State.

Note: Your card state template must have a placeholder merge field. See Creating a Placeholder.

9. To add data fields:

a. Select a field from the Fields dropdown, and click Add.

Note: Fields come from the layout data source unless the card has its own data source.

Important: If you do not see a list of available data fields, click View Data in the Card pane or the Layout pane, whichever
has the data source configured.

b. (Optional) To enter a field not listed in the dropdown, but that does exist in your data source, select <<Custom Field>>, and
click Add For example, if the current record used in the Test Data Source Settings does not have a Description  in the
JSON schema, but is available in the associated DataRaptor, the new field may not display in the Fields list.

c. (Optional) If you selected <<Custom Field>>  from the Fields dropdown, in the first column, enter the name of the field,
such as ['Policy Description'].

d. To update the field type, in the middle column, delete the default string, and choose from the available types in the picklist.
For example, if the field is a date, select date.

e. To update the visible label of the field, in the last column, enter a label. For example, if the field is ['Created Date'],
enter Policy Created.

10. (Optional) To add actions to the card state, see Using Actions with Cards.

11. (Optional) To add a flyout to display additional information about the record displayed on the card, see Adding a Flyout to a Card
State or Creating an LWC Flyout.

12. (Optional) To set conditions that must be met for the card state to be visible, see Adding Conditions to a Card State .

13. To preview the card, and check that card states are working as expected, click the Preview tab.

14. Click Activate on each card.

Next steps, preview your cards. See Previewing a Layout.

Adding Conditions to a Card State

Set conditions to determine which card state is displayed on a layout or to change appearance based on conditions. For example,
on a card that displays policy information, one card state shows action links to update profile and account information for all policies,
while another card state includes a renew action link if the policy is about to expire.
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Adding Conditions to a Card State

Set conditions to determine which card state is displayed on a layout or to change appearance based on conditions. For example, on a
card that displays policy information, one card state shows action links to update profile and account information for all policies, while
another card state includes a renew action link if the policy is about to expire.

If a card has multiple states, it must have logical conditions that determine which state is displayed and when. For example, a card has
an active state if there is data to display, and a blank or open state if there is no data and limited actions.

To add a condition to a card state:

1. In your org, click the App Launcher, click Vlocity Cards, and click a version of a card to open the Card Designer.

2. In the Conditions section of a card state, click + Add Condition.

3. To create basic conditions:

a. Select AND or OR from the dropdown preceding each condition:

• Select AND if all conditions must be met.

– For example, the policy status is purchased AND the expiration date is less than 31 days.

Note: If there is only one condition, that condition must be met to display cards.

• Select OR if any condition can be met.

– For example, the policy status is closed OR the expiration date is less than 31 days.

Note: If there is only one condition, that condition does not need to be met to display cards.

b. Click into the first input field, from the list of data fields, select a data field to filter, such as ['DaysToExpiration'].

c. Select the operator from the dropdown in the middle column, such as <.

d. In the last input field, enter the value to filter, such as 31.

Important: In an LWC enabled card, when adding params and $root.vlocity  context variables as values to check
against in a condition, enclose them in double curly braces. For example, {{params.id}}  and
{{$root.vlocity.userAccountId}}.
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4. To build nested conditions:

a. Click + Add Group after creating a condition, such as DaysToExpiration < 31.

b. Click + Add Condition and enter values for all fields for each condition. You must create at least two conditions to form a group.

c. Select AND or OR from the dropdown between conditions.

For example, use the conditions feature to build the conditional expression DaysToExpiration < 31 AND ( PolicyType
= Universal Life OR PolicyType = Universal Variable Life)  to filter for policies about to expire, and
whose policy type is either Universal Life or Universal Variable Life.

Creating a Custom State Field

You can create a custom State Field in the template for your layouts or cards by entering 'custom-type'  into the supporting HTML
for the template in the Template Designer, as follows:
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The custom-type appears in the State Field type in the Card Designer:

You can review the custom type's structure as entered in the Template Designer via the Preview tab in the Card Designer:
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Configuring Data Sources for Cards Components

Configure a data source on a card, layout, or flyout to retrieve data from a Salesforce object or an external database. Display the returned
data on cards in a layout or flyout.

Cards can have data sources independent of the layout or flyout data source. Administrators can enable or disable data sources for an
org, profile, and user level.
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Data Source Types

Data sources available for card, layouts, and flyouts include:

AvailabilityDescriptionData Source Type

Cards and LayoutsUses a Vlocity Integration Procedure to
return data. Integration Procedures are

Integration Procedures

declarative, server-side processes that
execute multiple actions in a single server
call.

Vlocity recommends using a Vlocity
Integration Procedure as a data source for
optimal flexibility and easier
implementation.

Cards and LayoutsUses an Apex Remote class and method to
return data. An Apex Remote class is a

Apex Remote

standard Apex class that implements the
VlocityOpenInterface.
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AvailabilityDescriptionData Source Type

Cards and LayoutsUses a REST endpoint of an Apex class to
return data from a server or post data to a
server.

Apex REST

Cards and LayoutsUses a Vlocity DataRaptor Extract interface
to return data. Field-level security is fully
supported.

DataRaptor

Cards and LayoutsCombines Apex Remote and Apex REST
technologies to support hybrid applications

Dual

available for both web and mobile usage.
For example, the Salesforce web
environment uses Apex Remote technology
while its parallel mobile App uses the Apex
REST API, requiring configuration for
multiple environments.

FlyoutsOn the card or card layout of a flyout, the
Parent data source uses data from the

Parent

parent card or card layout that a flyout is
assigned.

Cards and LayoutsUses the standard REST API call to return
data. The Vlocity Rest types include:

REST

• Web : Standard request from the URL
of a callout endpoint.

• Named Credentials: Specifies the URL
of a callout endpoint and its required
authentication parameters in one
definition.

Note: Use +Add Header Variables
to add any request headers. Most
third-party APIs expect various
headers such as tokens, public keys,
and content-type.

Cards and LayoutsUses a Salesforce Object Query Language
(SOQL) to search an org's Salesforce data for

SOQL Query

specific information. For example, SELECT
Name, Id FROM Account LIMIT
5.
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AvailabilityDescriptionData Source Type

Note: If security is a concern, use a
DataRaptor instead of a SOQL query,
because DataRaptors fully support
field-level security.

Cards and LayoutsUses a Salesforce Object Search Language
(SOSL) to construct text-based search
queries against the search index.

SOSL Query

Cards and LayoutsUses sample JSON to set up a card with a
temporary data source, which will eventually

Sample

be replaced with another data source. This
allows you to embed the custom JSON
directly into the layout without depending
on external data.

Cards and LayoutsUses the Salesforce Streaming API to push
notifications from the server to the client

Streaming API

based on criteria that you define. The Vlocity
Streaming API types include:

• Streaming Channel: Sends notifications
of general events that are not tied to
Salesforce data changes.

• PushTopic: Uses an SOQL query to
return a result that notifies listeners of
changes to records in a Salesforce
organization.

• Platform Event: Uses Salesforce's
Platform Events enterprise messaging
platform, which combines PushTopic
and Streaming Channel to enable apps
to communicate inside and outside of
Salesforce.

Configuring an Integration Procedure Data Source

Configure a data source to use a Vlocity Integration Procedure to execute multiple actions in a single server call.

Configuring a SOQL Query Data Source

Configure a data source to use a Salesforce Object Query Language (SOQL) query to search an org's data for specific information.

Configuring a SOSL Search Data Source

Construct text-based search queries against the search index with Salesforce Object Search Language (SOSL).
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Configuring a DataRaptor Data Source

Configure a DataRaptor data source to fetch data from a DataRaptor Extract.

Configuring a REST Web Data Source

Configure a REST Web data source to get or post data from or to a public API.

Configuring a REST Data Source Using Named Credentials

Configure a REST data source using Named Credentials to authenticate Apex callouts.

Configuring an Apex REST Data Source

Configure a data source to use an Apex REST call to fetch data to populate fields on a FlexCard.

Configuring an Apex Remote Data Source

Configure a data source to invoke an Apex Class and method to fetch data to populate a card.

Configuring Dual Data Sources

A dual data source combines Apex remote and Apex REST technologies to support hybrid applications for both web apps and mobile
apps. The Salesforce web environment uses Apex remote technology, and the parallel mobile app uses the Apex REST API, requiring
configuration for dual environments.

Vlocity Streaming API Data Sources

Streaming API lets you push a stream of notifications from Salesforce to client apps based on criteria that you define. It has a persistent
connection that continues to deliver new data as it becomes available, rather than using client polling. Polling is the most traditional
way to get data from a data source that produces the stream of events and updates. The client makes requests periodically, and the
server sends data if there is a response. In case there is no data to be sent by the server, an empty response is returned.

Testing Data Source Settings

Add runtime variables to fetch and test your data source.

Configuring an Integration Procedure Data Source

Configure a data source to use a Vlocity Integration Procedure to execute multiple actions in a single server call.

Note: An Integration Procedure doesn’t support the following data sources:

• Salesforce Object Search Language (SOSL)

• Streaming API

• Off-Platform

1. On the Vlocity Cards tab, click New to configure a data source for a new card, or select an existing card to configure its data source.

2. In the Cards Designer, in the Layout or Cards pane, from the Data Source picklist, select Integration Procedures.
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3. Enter the Name of the Integration Procedure to use. To create an Integration Procedure, see Create an Integration Procedure.

4. Click + Add Input Map Variable to add one or more name-value pairs to pass to the Integration Procedure. To determine the
name-value pair to pass to the Integration Procedure, in your Integration Procedure, view the Element Value Map on its SetValues
action or the Input Parameters on its Preview tab.

For example, to use the Page Parameters {{params}}  context variable to dynamically set the ContextId of your layouts and
cards:

a. Open your Integration Procedure, click the Preview tab to view the Input Parameters.
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Tip: To quickly access the Integration Procedure, click the link icon next to the Integration Procedure name.

b. In the Data Source section of your card or layout, in the first field of the Input Map, enter the key of the Input Parameter, such
as AccountId.

c. In the second field of the Input Map, enter {{params.id}}  as the value. Parameters passed to a page are stored in the
{{params}}  context variable for use anywhere in the Vlocity Cards framework. In this case, your card or layout inherits the
Id of the record page it's on in order to dynamically populate the cards with that record's data.

5. Optionally, enter the values for the following:

• Options Map: To pass additional parameters to the Integration Procedure, enter a name-value pair.

• Return JSON Path: To drill down through the JSON data to pass a specific dataset to the cards, enter the JSON path. For example,
enter Account.Cases to return data from the ‘Cases’ object only.

• OrderBy: To change the order of the data returned, choose the data field by which to order the returned data.

Important: The OrderBy feature works with one array of objects. The feature does not work with multiple objects with
or without internal arrays. For example, if you want to order by Case.Number, and have Account, Cases and Contact objects
in the returned data, the OrderBy feature does not work.

• Reverse Order: To reverse the order of the data returned, select True from the picklist.

• Timeout (ms): To limit the time that the framework waits for the designated data source to return a response, set a timeout
value in milliseconds.

– Timeouts improve handling user interactions with long running processes. Setting an appropriate timeout value allows the
application and users to react accordingly to long wait times.

• Interval (ms): To continuously refresh the data and check for changes from the data source, set an interval value in milliseconds.

– If changes are found, the layout or card component reloads. Setting an interval enables recursive updates of records.

6. In Test Data Source Settings, add a test variable that the query can use to return live data in the Preview pane. See Testing Data
Source Settings.

7. To Use Dummy Data from an Integration Procedure:

a. In a current or new Integration Procedure add a Response Action step.
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b. Use one of two methods to add dummy JSON data:

• For a small dataset:

a. In the Properties tab, click ADDITIONAL OUTPUT RESPONSE.

b. For each key/value pair, click the Add Key/Value Pair button and add your data.
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• For a large dataset:

a. Click the Edit as JSON link at the top right of the Properties tab.

b. In the additionalOutput node, enter your full JSON data as an object.
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c. (Optional) If the Integration Procedure has other data sources, to return only the dummy data, select the checkbox next to the
Return Only Additional Output label.
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d. In the Card Designer, in the Layout or Cards pane, confirm that the Integration Procedure with the dummy data is chosen in the
Name field.

e. To view your dummy data, click the View Data button at the bottom of the Layout or Cards pane.

Configuring a SOQL Query Data Source

Configure a data source to use a Salesforce Object Query Language (SOQL) query to search an org's data for specific information.

Note: When mapping fields, only fields in the field picker that have non-null values for the specific record in the test query are
visible. Use a test record that you know has non-null values for all the fields you want to map. Or use custom fields if the test record
doesn't have the fields that you want to map.

The SOQL queries are encrypted so that Cards do not display query information on the client-side. If security is a concern, use a DataRaptor
instead of a SOQL query, because DataRaptors provide field-level security.

Note: For optimal flexibility and easier implementation, use an Integration Procedure as a data source to execute multiple actions
in a single server call. See Configuring an Integration Procedure Data Source.

To configure a data source for a card, perform the following steps:

1. In the SOQL Query box, enter a SOQL expression. For example:

2. (Optional). Enter values for these properties:

• To drill down to a specific dataset, in the Result JSON Path field, enter a path. For example, enter records.results, which
drills down to the results  array and passes the array to the card or card layout.

• To sort data by a specific data field, enter the field name in the Order By input field.

• To reverse the order of the data returned, select True from the Reverse Order picklist.
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• Set a Timeout value in milliseconds.

The timeout value controls the time that the framework waits for the designated data source to return a response. Timeouts
improve handling user interactions with long running processes. Setting an appropriate timeout value allows the application
and users to react accordingly to long wait times.

• Set an Interval value in milliseconds.

The card component's data source refreshes continuously at the given interval and checks for changes in data source records.
If changes are found, the layout or card component reloads. Setting an interval enables recursive updates of records.

3. To preview a card using real data, add a test variable in the Test Data Source Settings fields. See Testing Data Source Settings.

Configuring a SOSL Search Data Source

Construct text-based search queries against the search index with Salesforce Object Search Language (SOSL).

You can search text, email, and phone fields for multiple objects to which you have access, including custom objects, in a single query.
See the SOSL and SOQL Reference in the Salesforce help. The SOSL queries are encrypted so that Cards do not display query information
on the client-side.

To create a SOSL query for a card:

1. On the Vlocity Cards tab, click New to configure a data source for a new cards component, or select an existing component to
configure its data source.

2. In the Cards Designer, in the Layout or Cards pane, from the Data Source picklist, select SOSL Search.

3. Select or enter values for the following:

Select or EnterField

Enter the search term in the object field. Must be more than one
character.

Search For

Select the fields to search:In

• All fields (Name, Email, Phone)

• Name Fields

• Email Fields

• Phone Fields

Select at least one sObject. Click + Add sObject to add more
sObjects and fields.

Returning sObject & fields

Specify the maximum number of rows to return.Limit to

4. Reusing topic #UUID-ae995bf9-95bf-810f-2f09-0d74d3ec2531
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5. Test data source settings. To preview a cards component using real data, add a test variable that the query can use to return live
data. See Testing Data Source Settings.

Configuring a DataRaptor Data Source

Configure a DataRaptor data source to fetch data from a DataRaptor Extract.

DataRaptor is a mapping tool that enables you to read, transform, and write Salesforce data. See DataRaptor Overview.

Note: For optimal flexibility and easier implementation, use an Integration Procedure as a data source to execute multiple actions
in a single server call. See Configuring an Integration Procedure Data Source.

To use a DataRaptor Extract as a data source for a layout or card:

1. On the Vlocity Cards tab, click New to configure a data source for a new cards component, or select an existing component to
configure its data source.

2. In the Cards Designer, in the Layout or Cards pane, from the Data Source picklist, select DataRaptor.

3. Enter the Interface Name of a DataRaptor Extract.

4. Click +Add Input Map Variable and add one or more name-value pairs to pass to the DataRaptor.
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For example, to use the Page Parameters {{params}}  context variable to dynamically get the ContextId of your layouts and
cards:

a. Open your DataRaptor, click the Preview tab to view the Input Parameters.

Tip: To quickly access the DataRaptor, click the link icon next to the Interface Name.

b. In the Data Source section of your card or layout, in the first field of the Input Map, enter the key of the Input Parameter, such as
AccountId.

c. In the second field of the Input Map, enter {{params.id}}  as the value. Parameters passed to the page are stored in the
{{params}}  context variable for use anywhere in the Vlocity Cards framework. In this case, your card or layout inherits the
Id of the record page it's on in order to dynamically populate the cards with that record's data.

5. (Optional). Enter values for these properties:
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• To drill down to a specific dataset, in the Result JSON Path field, enter a path. For example, enter records.results, which
drills down to the results  array and passes the array to the card or card layout.

• To sort data by a specific data field, enter the field name in the Order By input field.

• To reverse the order of the data returned, select True from the Reverse Order picklist.

• Set a Timeout value in milliseconds.

The timeout value controls the time that the framework waits for the designated data source to return a response. Timeouts
improve handling user interactions with long running processes. Setting an appropriate timeout value allows the application
and users to react accordingly to long wait times.

• Set an Interval value in milliseconds.

The card component's data source refreshes continuously at the given interval and checks for changes in data source records.
If changes are found, the layout or card component reloads. Setting an interval enables recursive updates of records.

6. To preview a card using real data, add a test variable in the Test Data Source Settings fields.

Configuring a REST Web Data Source

Configure a REST Web data source to get or post data from or to a public API.

For example, pull in weather data from a weather API based on a policy holder's postal code.

Note: For optimal flexibility and easier implementation, use an Integration Procedure as a data source to execute multiple actions
in a single server call. See Configure an Integration Procedure Data Source on a FlexCard.

To configure a REST data source:

1. On the Vlocity Cards tab, click New to configure a data source for a new cards component, or select the component for which you
want to configure a data source.

2. In the Cards Designer, in the Layout or Cards pane, from the Data Source picklist, select REST.
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3. From the Subtype picklist, select Web.

4. In the Endpoint box, enter REST endpoint URL. For example:

5. Specify the REST method:

• GET—Requests data specified by the parameters of the URL.

• POST—Sends JSON data specified in the Body text area.
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You can use Context Variables to pass inherited values with either method.

6. Click +Add Header Variable to add request headers.

Most third-party APIs expect headers, such as tokens, public keys, and content-type. For example:

ValueRequest header

application/jsonAccept:

en_USAccept-Language:

Ke2B34kmpOU9wenToken:
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If you are making a cross-domain REST API call, you must ensure that it abides by the Cross-Origin Resource Sharing (CORS) policy.
For example, an API response that contains a request header named Access-Control-Allow-Origin: *  enables CORS.

7. (Optional). Enter values for these properties:

• To drill down to a specific dataset, in the Result JSON Path field, enter a path. For example, enter records.results, which
drills down to the results  array and passes the array to the card or card layout.

• To sort data by a specific data field, enter the field name in the Order By input field.

• To reverse the order of the data returned, select True from the Reverse Order picklist.

• Set a Timeout value in milliseconds.

The timeout value controls the time that the framework waits for the designated data source to return a response. Timeouts
improve handling user interactions with long running processes. Setting an appropriate timeout value allows the application
and users to react accordingly to long wait times.

• Set an Interval value in milliseconds.

The card component's data source refreshes continuously at the given interval and checks for changes in data source records.
If changes are found, the layout or card component reloads. Setting an interval enables recursive updates of records.

8. To preview a card using real data, add a test variable in the Test Data Source Settings fields. See Testing Data Source Settings.

Configuring a REST Data Source Using Named Credentials

Configure a REST data source using Named Credentials to authenticate Apex callouts.

A named credential specifies the URL of a callout endpoint and its required authentication parameters in one definition. To create a
named credential, see Named Credentials as Callout Endpoints.

To configure a REST data source:

1. On the Vlocity Cards tab, click New to configure a data source for a new card component, or select an existing component to
configure its data source.

2. In the Cards Designer, in the Layout or Cards pane, from the Data Source picklist, select REST.
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3. From the Subtype picklist, select Named Credential.

4. In the Path box, enter the REST endpoint URL.

5. Specify the REST method:

• GET—Requests data specified by the parameters of the URL.

• POST—Sends JSON data specified in the Body text area.
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You can use Context Variables to pass inherited values with either method.

Configuring an Apex REST Data Source

Configure a data source to use an Apex REST call to fetch data to populate fields on a FlexCard.

See Introduction to Apex REST.

Note: For optimal flexibility and easier implementation, use an Integration Procedure as a data source to execute multiple actions
in a single server call. See Configuring an Integration Procedure Data Source.

To configure Salesforce to use an Apex REST method:

1. On the Vlocity Cards tab, click New to configure a data source for a new cards component, or select an existing component to
configure its data source.
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2. In the Cards Designer, in the Layout or Cards pane, from the Data Source picklist, select Apex REST.

3. In the Endpoint field, enter the URL of the REST endpoint.

4. Specify the REST method:

• GET—Requests data specified by the parameters of the URL.

• POST—Sends JSON data specified in the Body text area.

You can use Context Variables to pass inherited values with either method.

5. (Optional). Enter values for these properties:

• To drill down to a specific dataset, in the Result JSON Path field, enter a path. For example, enter records.results, which
drills down to the results  array and passes the array to the card or card layout.
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• To sort data by a specific data field, enter the field name in the Order By input field.

• To reverse the order of the data returned, select True from the Reverse Order picklist.

• Set a Timeout value in milliseconds.

The timeout value controls the time that the framework waits for the designated data source to return a response. Timeouts
improve handling user interactions with long running processes. Setting an appropriate timeout value allows the application
and users to react accordingly to long wait times.

• Set an Interval value in milliseconds.

The card component's data source refreshes continuously at the given interval and checks for changes in data source records.
If changes are found, the layout or card component reloads. Setting an interval enables recursive updates of records.

6. To preview a card using real data, add a test variable in the Test Data Source Settings fields. See Testing Data Source Settings.

Configuring an Apex Remote Data Source

Configure a data source to invoke an Apex Class and method to fetch data to populate a card.

Apex remote data sources can run asynchronously through Apex. This increases the CPU time but ensures that long-running transactions
are not timed-out.

For optimal flexibility and easier implementation, use an Integration Procedure as a data source to execute multiple actions in a single
server call.

• Know the Apex remote class and method you need to invoke before you can configure a remote data source. Managed packages
can include Apex remote classes and methods.

To see existing Apex classes:

1. In your org, go to Setup, and in the Quick Find box, enter Apex.

2. Click Apex Classes.

• Beginning with Vlocity Health and Insurance Spring '21, add an Apex class permissions checker to ensure only authorized users can
access VlocityOpenInterface classes (APIs) from a remote action on a card.

1. In your org, click the App Launcher, click Vlocity Cards, click a version of a card layout to open the Card Designer.

2. In the Layout or Cards pane, from the Data Source picklist, select Apex Remote.
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3. Enter the name of the Remote Class.
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Important: The Apex Class must implement the Vlocity Open Interface otherwise an error message displays.

4. Enter the name of the Remote Method.

For example, you can access the remote Apex method getStories  from the remote Apex class StoryListHandler.

5. Click + Add Input Map Variable to add one or more name-value pairs to pass to the remote Apex class method.

For example, to use the Page Parameters {{params}}  context variable to dynamically get the ContextId for your layouts and
cards:

a. In the first field of the Input Map, enter a ContextId form your Apex class method, such as AccountId.

b. In the second field of the Input Map, enter {{params.id}}  as the value. Parameters passed to the page are stored in the
{{params}}  context variable for use anywhere in the Vlocity Cards framework. In this case, your card or layout inherits the
Id of the record page it's on in order to dynamically populate the card with that record's data. The remote method receives an
inherited value as an Account Id from the layout or card, not the literal string {{params.id}}.

6. Click +Add Options Map Variable to add option variables to the map passed to the remote method.

Note: By default the NS.IntegrationProcedureService  continuation object is set for you to use asynchronous
callouts to make long-running requests from a Visualforce page to an external Web service and process responses in callback
methods. NS  represents your org's Namespace, such as vlocity_ins  or vlocity_cmt, as in
vlocity_ins.IntegrationProcedureService.

7. (Optional). Enter values for these properties:

• To drill down to a specific dataset, in the Result JSON Path field, enter a path. For example, enter records.results, which
drills down to the results  array and passes the array to the card or card layout.

• To sort data by a specific data field, enter the field name in the Order By input field.

• To reverse the order of the data returned, select True from the Reverse Order picklist.
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• Set a Timeout value in milliseconds.

The timeout value controls the time that the framework waits for the designated data source to return a response. Timeouts
improve handling user interactions with long running processes. Setting an appropriate timeout value allows the application
and users to react accordingly to long wait times.

• Set an Interval value in milliseconds.

The card component's data source refreshes continuously at the given interval and checks for changes in data source records.
If changes are found, the layout or card component reloads. Setting an interval enables recursive updates of records.

8. Preview a card using real data, add a test variable in the Test Data Source Settings fields.

Configuring Dual Data Sources

A dual data source combines Apex remote and Apex REST technologies to support hybrid applications for both web apps and mobile
apps. The Salesforce web environment uses Apex remote technology, and the parallel mobile app uses the Apex REST API, requiring
configuration for dual environments.

Note: For optimal flexibility and easier implementation, use an Integration Procedure as a data source to execute multiple actions
in a single server call. See Configuring an Integration Procedure Data Source.

To configure a dual data source:

1. On the Vlocity Cards tab, click New to configure a data source for a new cards component, or select an existing component to
configure its data source.

2. In the Cards Designer, in the Layout or Cards pane, from the Data Source picklist, select Dual.
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3. In the Desktop ApexRemote Config section, follow these steps:

a. In the Remote Class box, enter the name of the remote class, for example, CpqAppHandler.

b. In the Remote Method box, enter the name of the method the remote class invokes.

For example, the method in the CpqAppHandler remote class is getCartsItemsGet Cart Items.

c. Click + Add Input Map Variable to add input variables to the map that is passed to the remote method.

Context variables allow the map to inherit values from variables in a parent Layout or Card. By defining CartId  as
{{params.id}}, the remote method receives an inherited value (an Account ID) from the layout or card, not the literal
string {{params.id}}.

d. Click +Add Options Map Variable to add option variables to the map that is passed to the remote method.

e. In the Result JSON Path box, you can specify a path to a specific node in the JSON-formatted response. If the information resides
specifically in the CartId node, set the Result JSON Path to CartId.
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4. In the Mobile Hybrid RemoteApex Config section, follow these steps:

a. In the Endpoint box, enter the Apex REST endpoint URL.

b. Specify the REST method:

• GET—Requests data specified by the parameters of the URL.

• POST—Sends JSON data specified in the Body text area.
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You can use Context Variables to pass inherited values with either method.

c. (Optional). Enter values for these properties:

• To drill down to a specific dataset, in the Result JSON Path field, enter a path. For example, enter records.results,
which drills down to the results  array and passes the array to the card or card layout.

• To sort data by a specific data field, enter the field name in the Order By input field.

• To reverse the order of the data returned, select True from the Reverse Order picklist.
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• Set a Timeout value in milliseconds.

The timeout value controls the time that the framework waits for the designated data source to return a response. Timeouts
improve handling user interactions with long running processes. Setting an appropriate timeout value allows the application
and users to react accordingly to long wait times.

• Set an Interval value in milliseconds.

The card component's data source refreshes continuously at the given interval and checks for changes in data source records.
If changes are found, the layout or card component reloads. Setting an interval enables recursive updates of records.

5. To preview a cards component using real data, add a test variable that the query can use to return live data. See Testing Data Source
Settings.

Vlocity Streaming API Data Sources

Streaming API lets you push a stream of notifications from Salesforce to client apps based on criteria that you define. It has a persistent
connection that continues to deliver new data as it becomes available, rather than using client polling. Polling is the most traditional
way to get data from a data source that produces the stream of events and updates. The client makes requests periodically, and the
server sends data if there is a response. In case there is no data to be sent by the server, an empty response is returned.

Streaming API uses push technology, a publish and subscribe model that transfers information that is initiated from a server to the client.
Push technology transfers information that is initiated from a server to the client. This type of communication is the opposite of polling
where a request for information is made from a client to the server. The main benefits of using the Streaming API are a reduced number
of API calls and improved performance.

For details about the Streaming API, see the Use Streaming API topics and the Streaming API Developer Guide in the Salesforce help.

This illustration shows the difference between Polling and Streaming API:
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Streaming API Types

The Vlocity Streaming API types include:

ExampleDescriptionType

Configuring a Streaming Channel Data
Source

The Streaming Channel API type uses the
Streaming API to send notifications of
general events that are not tied to Salesforce
data changes.

Streaming Channel

Configuring a PushTopic Data SourceA PushTopic is an SOQL query that returns
a result that notifies listeners of changes to

PushTopic

records in a Salesforce organization. The
PushTopic defines a Streaming API channel.

Configuring a Platform Event Data SourcePlatform Events are part of Salesforce’s
enterprise messaging platform. The platform

Platform Event

provides an event-driven messaging
architecture to enable apps to communicate
inside and outside of Salesforce. A Platform
Event combines PushTopic and Streaming
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ExampleDescriptionType

Channel. Instead of working with an sObject,
Platform Events work with custom objects.

Streaming Channel Data Source

The Streaming Channel API type uses the Streaming API to send notifications of general events that are not tied to Salesforce data
changes.

PushTopic Data Source

The Streaming Channel API type uses the Streaming API to send notifications of general events that are not tied to Salesforce data
changes. Use the Streaming Channel API when you want to send and receive notifications based on custom events that you specify.
You can use Streaming Channel API for any application that sends custom notifications, such as a Chat application. Streaming API
is known as Generic Streaming in Salesforce.

Platform Event Data Source

Configure a Platform Event data source to enable apps to communicate inside and outside of Salesforce.

Streaming Channel Data Source
The Streaming Channel API type uses the Streaming API to send notifications of general events that are not tied to Salesforce data
changes.

Use the Streaming Channel API when you want to send and receive notifications based on custom events that you specify. You can use
Streaming Channel API for any application that sends custom notifications, such as a Chat application.

Streaming API is known as Generic Streaming in Salesforce. For details, see Generic Streaming in the Salesforce Streaming API Developer's
Guide.

For example, use the Streaming Channel data source for a Chat application for the users in your org.

Configuring a Streaming Channel Data Source

Enable the Streaming Channel data source to send and receive notifications based on custom events that you specify.

Configuring a Streaming Channel Data Source
Enable the Streaming Channel data source to send and receive notifications based on custom events that you specify.

The Streaming Channel API type enables the Streaming API to send notifications of general events that are not tied to Salesforce data
changes. See Streaming Channel Data Source.

To configure a Streaming Channel data source:

1. In the Cards Designer, in the Layout or Cards pane, from the Data Source picklist, select Streaming API.

2. From the Type picklist, select Streaming Channel.
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3. In the Channel field, select the URL of the app that you created.

This field is auto-populated for Streaming Channel and PushTopic.

4. From the Operation picklist, select Replace or Append.

• Select Replace to overwrite the Card with new data.

• Select Append to add new data to the Card.

From the Get All Messages picklist, select True or False.

• Select True to get all data from the last 24 hours.

• Select False to get the latest data update.

5. (Optional). Enter values for these properties:

• To drill down to a specific dataset, in the Result JSON Path field, enter a path. For example, enter records.results, which
drills down to the results  array and passes the array to the card or card layout.

• To sort data by a specific data field, enter the field name in the Order By input field.

• To reverse the order of the data returned, select True from the Reverse Order picklist.

• Set a Timeout value in milliseconds.

The timeout value controls the time that the framework waits for the designated data source to return a response. Timeouts
improve handling user interactions with long running processes. Setting an appropriate timeout value allows the application
and users to react accordingly to long wait times.

• Set an Interval value in milliseconds.
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The card component's data source refreshes continuously at the given interval and checks for changes in data source records.
If changes are found, the layout or card component reloads. Setting an interval enables recursive updates of records.

6. To preview a card using real data, add a test variable in the Test Data Source Settings fields. See Testing Data Source Settings.

Important: After configuring a Streaming API data source for an LWC card, you cannot preview the card in the Card Designer's
Preview pane. To view the LWC card, you must deploy it, and then add the LWC card to a Lightning or Community page. For
more information on deploying an LWC card, see Creating an LWC Card Layout. For more information on adding an LWC card
to a page, see Adding an LWC Card to a Lightning or Community Page.

PushTopic Data Source
The Streaming Channel API type uses the Streaming API to send notifications of general events that are not tied to Salesforce data
changes. Use the Streaming Channel API when you want to send and receive notifications based on custom events that you specify.
You can use Streaming Channel API for any application that sends custom notifications, such as a Chat application. Streaming API is
known as Generic Streaming in Salesforce.

For details, see Generic Streaming in the Salesforce Streaming API Developer's Guide.

A PushTopic is a SOQL query that returns a result that notifies listeners of changes to records in a Salesforce organization. The PushTopic
defines a Streaming API channel. For instance, if you want to get notified when a case is created for a particular type or status or both,
use a PushTopic.

The following example code creates a PushTopic that pushes data if a case of type Problem  is created:

Select Id,CaseNumber,Subject,ContactEmail from Case where Type = 'Problem'

If you also need Status, you can simply add another condition:

Select Id,CaseNumber,Subject,ContactEmail from Case where Type = 'Problem' AND Status =
‘New’

You cannot use GROUP BY  or ORDER BY  clauses in a PushTopic.

For details, see Creating a PushTopic in the Salesforce Help.

For another example, you could create an app that notifies a user any time a new task is created for that user.
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Configuring a PushTopic Data Source

Configure a PushTopic data source to run an SOQL query that returns a result that notifies listeners of changes to records in a Salesforce
organization.

Configuring a PushTopic Data Source
Configure a PushTopic data source to run an SOQL query that returns a result that notifies listeners of changes to records in a Salesforce
organization.

The PushTopic defines a Streaming API channel. For instance, if you want to get notified when a case is created for a particular type or
status or both, use a PushTopic. For more information on how a Streaming API PushTopic data source works, see PushTopic Data Source.

To configure a PushTopic data source:

1. In the Cards Designer, in the Layout or Cards pane, from the Data Source picklist, select Streaming API.

2. From the Type picklist, select PushTopic.

3. In the Channel field, select the URL of the PushTopic that you created.

This field is auto-populated for Streaming Channel and PushTopic.

4. From the Operation picklist, select Replace or Append.

• Select Replace to overwrite the Card with new data.

• Select Append to add new data to the Card.

From the Get All Messages picklist, select True or False.

• Select True to get all data from the last 24 hours.

• Select False to get the latest data update.

5. (Optional). Enter values for these properties:

• To drill down to a specific dataset, in the Result JSON Path field, enter a path. For example, enter records.results, which
drills down to the results  array and passes the array to the card or card layout.

• To sort data by a specific data field, enter the field name in the Order By input field.
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• To reverse the order of the data returned, select True from the Reverse Order picklist.

• Set a Timeout value in milliseconds.

The timeout value controls the time that the framework waits for the designated data source to return a response. Timeouts
improve handling user interactions with long running processes. Setting an appropriate timeout value allows the application
and users to react accordingly to long wait times.

• Set an Interval value in milliseconds.

The card component's data source refreshes continuously at the given interval and checks for changes in data source records.
If changes are found, the layout or card component reloads. Setting an interval enables recursive updates of records.

6. To preview a card using real data, add a test variable in the Test Data Source Settings fields. See Testing Data Source Settings.

Important: After configuring a Streaming API data source for an LWC card, you cannot preview the card in the Card Designer's
Preview pane. To view the LWC card, you must deploy it, and then add the LWC card to a Lightning or Community page. For
more information on deploying an LWC card, see Creating an LWC Card Layout. For more information on adding an LWC card
to a page, see Adding an LWC Card to a Lightning or Community Page.

Platform Event Data Source
Configure a Platform Event data source to enable apps to communicate inside and outside of Salesforce.

Platform Events are part of Salesforce’s enterprise messaging platform. A Platform Event combines PushTopic and Streaming Channel.
Instead of working with an sObject, Platform Events work with custom objects.

• Systems in request-response communication models make a request to a web service or database to obtain information about a
certain state.

• An event-based model obtains information and can react to it in near real time when the event occurs.

• Event producers don’t know the consumers that receive the events. Any number of consumers can receive and react to the same
events.

• The only dependency between producers and consumers is the semantic of the message content.

• Unlike with an sObject, you can’t update or delete event records. You also can’t view event records in the Salesforce user interface,
and Platform Events do not have page layouts.

The architecture is suitable for large distributed systems because it decouples event producers from event consumers, thereby simplifying
the communication model in connected systems.
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For details, see Delivering Custom Notifications with Platform Events in the Salesforce Help.

For example, you might create a Card that uses a Platform Event as a data source to display the current ink level for a printer. You must
first create your Platform event. To see a detailed demo, see End-to-End Example: Printer Supply Automation in the Salesforce Help.

Configuring a Platform Event Data Source

Configure a Platform Event data source to enable apps to communicate inside and outside of Salesforce.

Configuring a Platform Event Data Source
Configure a Platform Event data source to enable apps to communicate inside and outside of Salesforce.

Platform Events are part of Salesforce’s enterprise messaging platform. A Platform Event combines PushTopic and Streaming Channel.
Instead of working with an sObject, Platform Events work with custom objects. See Platform Event Data Source.

To configure a Platform Event data source:

1. In the Cards Designer, in the Layout or Cards pane, from the Data Source picklist, select Streaming API.

2. From the Type picklist, select Platform Event.
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3. In the Channel field, enter the URL of the Platform Event that you created.

4. From the Operation picklist, select Replace or Append.

• Select Replace to overwrite the Card with new data.

• Select Append to add new data to the Card.

From the Get All Messages picklist, select True or False.

• Select True to get all data from the last 24 hours.

• Select False to get the latest data update.

5. (Optional). Enter values for these properties:

• To drill down to a specific dataset, in the Result JSON Path field, enter a path. For example, enter records.results, which
drills down to the results  array and passes the array to the card or card layout.

• To sort data by a specific data field, enter the field name in the Order By input field.
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• To reverse the order of the data returned, select True from the Reverse Order picklist.

• Set a Timeout value in milliseconds.

The timeout value controls the time that the framework waits for the designated data source to return a response. Timeouts
improve handling user interactions with long running processes. Setting an appropriate timeout value allows the application
and users to react accordingly to long wait times.

• Set an Interval value in milliseconds.

The card component's data source refreshes continuously at the given interval and checks for changes in data source records.
If changes are found, the layout or card component reloads. Setting an interval enables recursive updates of records.

6. To preview a card using real data, add a test variable in the Test Data Source Settings fields. See Testing Data Source Settings.

Important: After configuring a Streaming API data source for an LWC card, you cannot preview the card in the Card Designer's
Preview pane. To view the LWC card, you must deploy it, and then add the LWC card to a Lightning or Community page. For
more information on deploying an LWC card, see Creating an LWC Card Layout. For more information on adding an LWC card
to a page, see Adding an LWC Card to a Lightning or Community Page.

Testing Data Source Settings

Add runtime variables to fetch and test your data source.

Preview a FlexCard using real data by adding test variables that the query can use to return live data.

1. In the Test Data Source Settings section, click + Add Test Variables.

2. Set Name to (for example) params.id.

3. Set Value to an actual record ID value.

To find the actual ID value of a Salesforce record, copy the ID from the URL on the object's record detail page. If you are looking for
an account ID, go to an Account record's detail page and capture the information after the last slash (/), as shown:
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4. Click the View Data button to view the JSON-formatted response.

• SOQL Query Example
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• Data Raptor Example
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•

Cards URL Syntax

The Vlocity Cards framework uses a generic Visualforce page to show layouts. This page requires at least one parameter pair to load a
specific layout. For example:

/apex/consolecards?layout=MyLayout&layoutId=3141592653589793

• layout—Represents the name of an active layout.

• layoutId—for testing purposes, the layout ID is passed so you can view the layout regardless of its version or status.

By default, layout  and layoutId  get passed as URL parameters. For example:

/apex/ConsoleCards?layout=Test&layoutId=0011500001ChJqa.

You can add more parameters to the URL as necessary.
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Important: If either layout  or layoutId  are not set, the framework loads the default Grid layout. Consequently, any other
parameters passed to the page get stored in the {{params}}  context variable to use on that page.

Creating Zones

Zones enable you to arrange the information on a card layout into sections. Create zones in the Template Designer, add the zones to a
layout in the Card Designer, then add cards or nested layouts inside the zones.

For example, to create a layout where account information takes the entire width of the layout, and related information displays beneath
it as a 3-column grid, create a Header  zone with a nested layout for the account information, and one or more Body  zones for cards
displaying related information, such as cases, policies, and so forth.

Creating a Zone in the Template Designer

Organize cards into sections by creating zones in the Template Designer.

Adding a Zone to a Card Layout

Add cards to a zone or nest card layouts inside a zone to arrange cards into sections.

Creating a Zone in the Template Designer

Organize cards into sections by creating zones in the Template Designer.

1. In your org, click App Launcher, click Vlocity Templates, and click a version of a template to open the Template Designer.

Clone a template that has zones, such as card-canvas-3x-zones-slds. Then update, remove, or add zones as needed.
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2. Click the Edit tab.

3. In the Zones section, click Add Zone.

4. Enter a unique zone Name and descriptive zone Label, such as footer  and Footer, respectively.

5. Click Save.

6. Click the HTML tab.

7. To reference the zone by Zone Name in the HTML add data.zones['Zone Name'].cards  to an ng-repeat  directive,
such as in card-canvas-3x-zones-slds:

<!-- Name of zone here is "Body" -->
<div ng-repeat="card in data.zones['Body'].cards |orderBy:order|filter: searchFunc(card,
searchTerm.value)" vloc-card ctrl="{{ctrl}}" ng-model="card" data="card"
records="records" index="{{$index}}" session-id="{{sessionId}}"
class="slds-p-around--small slds-size--1-of-1 slds-medium-size--3-of-6
slds-large-size--4-of-12" use-existing-element-type>
</div>

8. Click Save.

Adding a Zone to a Card Layout

Add cards to a zone or nest card layouts inside a zone to arrange cards into sections.

To add a zone to a card layout:

1. In your org, click App Launcher, click Vlocity Cards, and click a version of a card layout to open the Card Designer.

2. In the Layout pane, select a template with zones.

3. Click the black arrow in the Zones pane to expand it, and click the black arrow of a zone to expand.
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4. (Optional) Edit the zone Label.

5. To add a card to a zone, see Adding a Card to a Zone.

6. To add a card layout to a zone, see Adding a Card Layout to a Zone.

7. Click Activate on the Layout pane.

Adding a Card to a Zone

To add a card to a zone:

Adding a Card Layout to a Zone

To embed a card layout inside a zone:

Adding a Card to a Zone
To add a card to a zone:

1. Expand a zone, and click + Add Card.
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2. To select the cards to add to the zone, select the checkbox for each card.

3. Click Add.

Adding a Card Layout to a Zone
To embed a card layout inside a zone:

1. Expand a zone, and click into the Layouts input field to select an active card layout from the dropdown.
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2. Click + Add Layout.
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Creating a Placeholder

Create placeholders in the Template Designer to insert additional fields into card states in the Card Designer. For example, to add a
unique title for escalated case cards, select the card-active-placeholders-slds  card template, and enter Escalated
for the value of the Title placeholder.

To create a placeholder in the Template Designer:

1. In your org, click the App Launcher, click Vlocity Templates, and click to open a version of a template in the Card Designer.

Tip: Clone a template that has placeholders, such as card-active-placeholder-slds. Then update, remove, or
add placeholders as needed. See Cloning a Template.

2. Click the Edit tab.

3. In the Placeholders section, click Add Placeholder.

4. Enter a Placehdoler Name such as CaseTitle.

Important: The Placeholder Name is the API name, which can have underscores, but no spaces. For example, Case_Title
or CaseTitle  is permitted. However, Case Title  is not.

5. Click Save.

6. Click the HTML tab.

7. Enter the placeholder label, type, and value merge fields inside the HTML:

• To reference the placeholder value in the HTML, add {{placeholder.PlaceholderAPIName.value}}  where you
want the value to display on the card.

• (Optional) To reference the placeholder label in the HTML, add {{placeholder.PlaceholderAPIName.label}}
where you want the label to display on the card.

• (Optional) To reference the placeholder type in the HTML, add {{placeholder.PlaceholderAPIName.type}}
to display the type of data, such as String or Address.

<div class="slds-media__body slds-truncate">

<a href="javascript:void(0);" class="slds-text-link--reset" tooltip-placement="bottom"
tooltip="{{data.title}}">

<!--
{{placeholder.<placeholderName>.type}}
// For placeholder Type
-->

<span class="slds-text-heading--small">
{{placeholder.CaseTitle.label}}: {{placeholder.CaseTitle.value}}: </span>

</a>
</div

8. Click Save.

Adding a Placeholder to a Card State

Add additional fields to a card state by adding placeholders created in the Template Designer.
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Adding a Placeholder to a Card State

Add additional fields to a card state by adding placeholders created in the Template Designer.

To insert a placeholder into a card state:

Important: Your card template must support placeholders. For a list of Vlocity base card state templates that support placeholders,
see Base UI and Card Templates. To create a custom card state template that supports placeholders, see Creating a Placeholder.

1. Select a placeholder from the Placeholders dropdown, and click Add.

2. Enter values for these fields:

• Value: Enter the value of the placeholder.

Note: By default, a list of data fields available from the card or card layout data source is visible when you click into this
input field. However, any value is acceptable.

• (Optional) Placeholder type: To update the field type, in the second input field, delete the default string, and choose from
the available types in the picklist.

• (Optional) Label: If your template displays a label, enter a label for the placeholder. For example:
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Note: By default, a list of data fields available from the card or card layout data source is visible when you click into this
input field. However, any value is acceptable.

For example, display an alert for high priority cases using a card state template that displays both the placeholder label and its value
in the header of a card. Enter Priority  as the label of the alert, and the context variable ['Priority']  as the placeholder
value.

Creating a Flyout

Create a flyout to display additional information about the record displayed on the card when you click the card. For example, a flyout
can display information from long text strings that do not fit in the standard card field, or data from child records, such as open cases
for an account, or additional actions.

To create a flyout:

1. In your org, click the App Launcher, click Vlocity Cards, and click New to create a new card layout.

2. On the New Layout screen, in the Type field, select Flyout.

3. Select the flyout Data Source:

• To use the parent context variable of the card layout where you'll add your flyout, select Parent as the data source. To display
specific data in the flyout:
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– Click View Data on the Layout or Card pane in the card layout where you'll add your flyout and copy the JSON data by
clicking Copy to clipboard.

– Choose Sample as the Data Source on your flyout layout and paste the copied JSON inside the input field.
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– Click View Data to generate the Fields picklist.

– From the Fields picklist in the card state, add data fields.

• If your flyout does not use data from the parent context variable of the card layout from where you'll add your flyout, add a data
source to the layout, and optionally, to a card. See Configuring Data Sources for Cards Components.

4. Click Activate on the Layout pane and on each card.

Adding a Flyout to a Card State

Add a flyout to a card state to display additional information about the record displayed on the card when you click the card. For
example, the base Vlocity flyout template flyout-grid-slds  displays overflow actions from the parent card.
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Adding a Flyout to a Card State

Add a flyout to a card state to display additional information about the record displayed on the card when you click the card. For example,
the base Vlocity flyout template flyout-grid-slds  displays overflow actions from the parent card.

To add a flyout to a card state:

1. In your org, click the App Launcher, click Vlocity Cards, and click a version of a card to open the Card Designer.

2. In the Flyouts section of a card state, select a flyout layout template from the Flyout Layout dropdown. See Creating a Flyout. Only
active flyouts are visible in the list.

3. To display specific records, set the Flyout Data Object:

Note: The parent context variable always gets passed into the flyout. See Creating a Flyout.

• null: leave the field blank to pass in the parent context of the card.

• $scope.obj.[children]: where [children]  represents an array inside the data source object such as PolicyLineItems
for a Policy.
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Cloning a Card Layout

Clone an existing card layout to copy layout, card state, and data source settings to a new card layout.

To clone an existing card layout:

1. Go to the Vlocity Cards tab and click on an existing card layout to reveal the list of card layout versions.

2. Select a card layout version, click the dropdown arrow, and click Clone.

3. In the Layout Name field, update the name of the card layout.

Note: Vlocity recommends that you create a unique name when cloning a layout. Only one layout with the same layout
name can be active at a time.

4. (Optional) Enter values for these properties:

• Layout Type: To create a card layout, select Layout. See Vlocity Layouts. To extend a card with supplemental information that
is either hidden or displayed in larger areas, select Flyout. See Creating a Flyout.

• Layout Author: Enter an author name that describes the team creating the content. To learn more about layout author names,
see Understanding the Author of a Card Layout.

5. Click Clone.

Creating a Version of a Template

To make minor edits and switch between active versions, create a version of a template.

Creating a version of a template creates an exact copy of the template with a version equal to the latest version number plus one. For
example, if the name of your card layout template is trng-card-canvas-3x-zones-slds  the first version is
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trng-card-canvas-3x-zones-slds (Version 1), the next is trng-card-canvas-3x-zones-slds (Version
2), and so forth.

Important: To assign a template to a component, one version of the template must be active, and only one version of a template
can be active at a time. For example, in the Cards Designer, to assign a card layout template named
trng-card-canvas-3x-zones-slds  to a card layout, activate one version so that it displays in the Template dropdown.

Note: To learn best practices and how versioning works throughout the Vlocity Cards Framework, see Cards Framework Versioning.

To create a version of a template:

1. Go to the Vlocity Templates tab, click to expand a template, and click a version to open.

Note: If the template is a Vlocity base template, it cannot be versioned. You must clone the template instead, or clone then
create a version. See Cloning a Template.

2. Click Create a Version.
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Cloning a Template

Edit a template without overriding existing code and settings by cloning an OmniScript element or Cards Framework component
template with the Template Designer.

Note: Beginning with the Summer '19 release, Vlocity supports Salesforce's Lightning Web Components programming model
with Vlocity Lightning Web Components. Vlocity Lightning Web Components include components, functionalities, and templates
exclusive to LWC Cards. To clone an LWC Card template, see Creating Custom LWC Card Templates.

To create a new template or import a template, see Creating a Template with the Template Designer,

To clone an existing template:

1. Go to the Vlocity Templates tab, click to expand a template you want to clone.

2. Choose one of the following to clone a template version:

• Click down arrow: In the last column next to the Active column, click the down arrow of the version of the template you want
to clone, and then click Clone.
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• Open template version: Click to open the template version you want to clone, then click Clone.

3. Enter a Template Name, Template Type, and Template Author, then click Clone.
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Note: A template is unique as a result of the combination of its Name, Author, and Version attributes. See Cards Framework
Versioning.

4. After editing your cloned template, click Save.

Adding Cards to a Lightning or Community Page

Launch Vlocity Cards from Lightning and Community pages by adding Card Layouts with the Lightning App Builder and the Community
Builder.

Adding a Vlocity Card to a Lightning or Community Page

Configure a Vlocity Cards Lightning component to render a Card Layout on a custom Lightning page or a Community page.

Adding Profile Attributes to a Lightning

The Vlocity Lightning Profiler component adds profile attributes related to a record to a custom Lightning page.

Add a Vlocity Lightning Profiler to a Community

The Vlocity Lightning Profiler component adds profile attributes related to a record to a custom Lightning page

Reloading a Card Layout After Updating Profile Attributes

To reload a Card Layout after updating profile attributes, configure a Vlocity Cards Component Events component. Enable a Vlocity
Cards Component Events component on a Lightning Page through the Lightning App Builder and on a Community Page through
the Community Builder.

Add a Components Event Component to a Community

Add a Vlocity Cards Component Events component to a Community page.

Adding a Vlocity Card to a Lightning or Community Page

Configure a Vlocity Cards Lightning component to render a Card Layout on a custom Lightning page or a Community page.

Note: To configure a Vlocity LWC component to render an LWC enabled Card Layout, see Adding an LWC Card to a Lightning or
Community Page.

To configure a Vlocity Cards Lightning component on a custom Lightning page:

1. In your org, go to Setup > Lightning App Builder. Click the New button to create a new app. Or, choose an existing app to open by
clicking Edit next to its name. For information on the Lightning App Builder, see Lightning App Builder.

2. From the Lightning components pane, drag the Vlocity Cards component from the list of Custom - Managed components into
the canvas area.
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3. In the properties pane, select a Card Layout in the Layout Name dropdown list.
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4. (Optional) Enter values for these properties:

• Disable Cache: Select this checkbox to prevent the Layout, Cards and Templates from being read from the offline cache.

• Max Height(px): To restrict the height and make the component scrollable, add a height in pixels, such as 600.

• Custom Visualforce Page: To override the default Visualforce page used to render Cards, select a custom Visualforce page
from the dropdown list.

• Background: To override the default #FFFFFF  background color, enter a hex color code such as #000000.

• Theme: To set the CSS style sheet, select slds or newport from the dropdown list.

• Set Component Visibility: To control when a component appears on a Lightning page, see Dynamic Lightning Pages.

Configure a Vlocity Card on a Community Page

Configure a Vlocity Cards Lightning component on a Community page.
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Configure a Vlocity Card on a Community Page
Configure a Vlocity Cards Lightning component on a Community page.

1. In your org, go to Setup > All Communities. Click the New Community button to create a new community. Or, choose an existing
community to open by clicking Builder next to its name. For information on the Community Builder, see Community Builder
Overview.

2. Click the blue and white lightning icon to open the Components pane. From the list of Custom Components, select Vlocity Cards
and drag it to the canvas area.

3. In the properties pane that pops up, select a Card Layout from the Layout Name dropdown list.
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4. (Optional) Enter values for these properties:

Important: Record ID: The record Id for the object on the community page is automatically passed into the Record Id field
as the {!recordId} parameter.

• Custom Community Page URL: If the Card component uses OmniScripts, add the relative URL of the community page created
to display OmniScripts, such as "/omnipage".

• Disable Cache: Select this checkbox to prevent the Layout, Cards and Templates from being read from the offline cache.

• Max Height(px): To restrict the height and make the component scrollable, add a height in pixels, such as 600.

• Custom Visualforce Page: To override the default Visualforce page used to render Cards, select a custom Visualforce page
from the dropdown list.

• Background: To override the default #FFFFFF  background color, enter a hex color code such as #000000.

• Theme: To set the CSS style sheet, select slds or newport from the dropdown list.
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Adding Profile Attributes to a Lightning

The Vlocity Lightning Profiler component adds profile attributes related to a record to a custom Lightning page.

To add a Vlocity Lightning Profiler component to a custom Lightning page:

1. In your org, go to Setup > Lighting App Builder. Click the New button to create a new app. Or, choose an existing app to open by
clicking Edit next to its name. For information on the Lightning App Builder, see Lightning App Builder.

2. In the properties pane, drag the Vlocity Lightning Profiler component from the list of Custom - Managed components into the
canvas area.

3. In the Profile Title field, enter a visible title for the component.

4. If the Vlocity Profiler component is not used on a record page, enter a specific sObject ID in the Context ID field.

5. (Optional) Enter the values for these properties:

• Take Context ID from field on current record: To enable the Profiler to get attributes based on the relationship field, if present,
enter the relationship field name. For example AccountId.

• Use Category Color Codes: To enable category color codes, select this checkbox. To learn how to set category colors, see Create
New Profile Attribute Categories.

6. Save and Activate the app to view the profile attributes on a record page.
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Add a Vlocity Lightning Profiler to a Community

The Vlocity Lightning Profiler component adds profile attributes related to a record to a custom Lightning page

1. In your org, go to Setup > All Communities. Click the New Community button to create a new community. Or, choose an existing
community to open by clicking Builder next to its name. For more information on the Community Builder, see Community Builder
Overview.

2. Click the blue and white lightning icon to open the Components pane. From the list of Custom Components, select Vlocity Lightning
Profiler component and drag it to the canvas area.

3. In the properties pane that pops up, enter a visible title for the component in the Profile Title field.

4. (Optional) If the Vlocity Profiler component is not used on a record page, enter a specific sObject ID in the Context ID field.

5. (Optional) Enter the values for these properties:
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• Take Context ID from field on current record: Based on a relationship field on the page, enter the relationship field name.
For example, AccountId.

• Use Category Color Codes: To enable category color codes, select this checkbox. To learn how to set attribute category colors,
see Create New Profile Attributes.

6. View the profile attributes in the canvas area or click the Preview button to view page in preview mode.

Reloading a Card Layout After Updating Profile Attributes

To reload a Card Layout after updating profile attributes, configure a Vlocity Cards Component Events component. Enable a Vlocity Cards
Component Events component on a Lightning Page through the Lightning App Builder and on a Community Page through the
Community Builder.

Important: A Vlocity Cards component and a Vlocity Lightning Profiler component must be on the same Lightning Page or
Community Page as the Vlocity Cards Component Events component.

Important: Vlocity Cards Component Events component does not work with LWC enabled Vlocity Card Layouts.

To configure a Vlocity Cards Component Events component on a custom Community page, see Add a Components Event Component
to a Community.

To configure a Vlocity Cards Component Events component on a custom Lightning page, follow these steps:

1. In your org, go to Setup > Lighting App Builder. Click the New button to create a new app. Or, choose an existing app to open by
clicking Edit next to its name. For information on the Lightning App Builder, see Lightning App Builder.
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2. From the Lightning components pane, drag the Vlocity Cards Component Events component from the list of Custom - Managed
components onto the canvas area.

3. In the Layout Name input field in the properties pane, add the name of the Card Layout that is on the same Lightning page.

4. The Vlocity Cards Component Events component does not display content. To check that your component is configured properly,
visit your Lightning page. Make a change to the available profile attributes to see the Card Layout reload.
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Add a Components Event Component to a Community

Add a Vlocity Cards Component Events component to a Community page.

To configure a Vlocity Cards Component Events component on a Lighting page, see Reloading a Card Layout After Updating Profile
Attributes.

1. In your org, go to Setup > All Communities, and click the New Community button to create a new community. Or, choose an
existing community to open by clicking Builder next to its name. For more information on using the Community Builder, see
Community Builder Overview.

2. Click the blue and white lightning icon to open the Components pane. From the list of Custom Components, select Vlocity Cards
and drag it to the canvas area.

3. In the properties pane, enter the name of a Card Layout in the Layout Name input field.

4. The Vlocity Cards Component Events component does not display content. To validate if your component is configured properly,
visit your Community page. Make a change to the available profile attributes to see the Card Layout reload.

Reloading a Card After Updating an LWC OmniScript

Update information on a card after making a change to an LWC OmniScript by passing an event to the OmniScript in the URL
parameter c__vlocEvents  of an OS Action.

To refresh a card after an LWC OmniScript updates:

1. Go to the Vlocity Cards tab, and open a card.

2. From the Actions section of a card state, click Add OS Action and select the Action Options checkbox. To configure your OS Action,
see Launching an LWC OmniScript from an OS Action on a Card.

3. Click Add Parameters:

• Enter c__vlocEvents  in the first input field.

• Add componentName-reload  in the second input field. Replace componentName  with the name of the card layout
which must be in camelcase. For example, if your card layout name is accounts-campaigns-current, enter
AccountsCampaignsCurrent-reload.
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4. The Navigate Action element in your OmniScript must have the checkbox property LWC PubSub Message? enabled to fire the
event. For more information on the Navigate Action, see See Navigate Action.

Cards Context Variables

Several variables are available across the framework to provide contexts to cards, data sources, flyouts, templates, and other components.

Note: All variables are case sensitive.

ExampleAccessVariableName

/apex/consolecards?id=123Global{{params}}Page Parameters

Represents the page parameters
passed to the URL.

represents {{params.Id}}
,equaling 123.

If the object for the card has an
Account such that Name =

Card{{obj}}Object
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ExampleAccessVariableName

The object represented in the
card, which holds all the fields
and information for the record.

'Test', obj.Name =
'Test'.

SELECT Id, Name FROM
Contact WHERE

Global (Flyout){{parent}}Parent (for flyouts only)

The parent object of the flyout.
AccountId =
{parent.obj.Id}

where {parent.obj.Id}
equals the ID of the object in the
card that contains the flyout.

Card{{parentLayout}}Parent Layout

Gives access to the parent layout
scope.

<vloc-card
name="community-account"

Global{{attrs}}Attributes

Allows access to the attributes
passed to the vloc-card, customtemplate="community-sidebar-ads">

</vloc-card>vloc-layout, and vloc-cmp
directives Access the name and custom

template by calling
{{attrs.name}}  and
{{attrs.customtemplate}}.

You can set a session variable to
be named: Title and set it to
obj.Name in the designer.

Layout or Card{{session}}Session Variables

Variables that are set in the
designer for runtime use, they
can access any property in the
scope plus the {{payload}}
variable.

The variable holds the entire
result of the data source so you

Layout or Card{{payload}}Payload

A temporary variable used by
the session variables to access
the entire result of a data source.

can access other properties like
payload.totalSize while using a
result variable of result.records
in the Datasource.

Excerpt from the community
templates:

Global to the inserted
component.

{{importedScope}}Imported Scope

The framework allows for
external modules and controllers
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ExampleAccessVariableName

Component with imported
ctrl; see ctrl  attribute
inserted the infoCtrl:

If imported into a layout, the
cards also have access.

to be imported into the cards,
layouts, and components.
Importing the scope can then
extend the functionality of the
framework, for example, the
{ctrl}  attribute.

<vloc-cmp
name="frame"
customtemplate="community-content-frame"
loaded="true"
ctrl="infoCtrl"
ng-show="!$root.showContent">
</vloc-cmp>

Template using imported logic:

<div class="info">
<h2
ng-click="$root.showContent
=
!$root.showContent;
importedScope.url =
'';">
<span class="icon
icon-v-left-caret">
</span>Back
</h2>
<iframe
ng-src="{{importedScope.url}}"

onload="iframeLoaded()"ng-show="importedScope.loaded">
</iframe>
</div>

Controller imported:

.controller('infoCtrl',

function($scope,
$rootScope,
remoteActions, force,
$sce)
{ $scope.loaded =
false;
$rootScope.$on('actionSelected',function(event,
action) {
console.log(action.url);
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ExampleAccessVariableName

$scope.loaded =
false;
$rootScope.showContent
= false;
$scope.url =
$sce.trustAsResourceUrl(action.url);
});
window.iframeLoaded
= function() {
if ($scope.url) {
console.log('Community
frame loaded');
$scope.loaded = true;
$scope.$apply();
}
};
});

Example of a query on a card
data source using a

Layout or Card{{$root.vlocity}}User Information Variable

Information about the user is
fetched on the start of the contextId: Select

AccountId,framework. The information is
Account.Name, Name,stored under the
Birthdate,Phone FROM$rootScope.vlocity variable and
Contact whereis available inside templates in

$root.vlocity. AccountId =
'{{$root.vlocity.userAccountId}}'

User information available:

• User Id:
$root.vlocity.userId

• User Name :
$root.vlocity.userName

• User Type:
$root.vlocity.userType

• User Role:
$root.vlocity.user

• User Profile Id :
$root.vlocity.userProfileId

• User Profile Name :
$root.vlocity.userProfileName

• User Account Id :
$root.vlocity.userAccountId
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ExampleAccessVariableName

• User Contact Id :
$root.vlocity.userContactId

• Locale in browser lowercase
format :
$root.vlocity.userAnLocale

• Locale in Salesforce format:
$root.vlocity.userSfLocale

• Currency code:
$root.vlocity.userCurrency

• Language:
$root.vlocity.userLanguage

• Time Zone:
$root.vlocity.userTimeZone

Exporting Vlocity Layouts and Cards

When migrating to a new org, you must export any applicable Vlocity Cards framework components, particularly those that you modified.
The Vlocity Cards Framework supports versioning for all components (layouts, cards and templates). Only active versions are exported.

See Cards Framework Versioning.

To export Vlocity Layouts and Cards:

1. Go to the Vlocity Card Designer.

2. Expand the first layout to export.

3. Select the latest version of the layout.

4. Repeat steps 2 and 3 for each layout to export.
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5. Click Export.

The Export DataPack dialog box opens.

6. Select the items to export.

a. Click Next.

b. Review the items to export.

c. Click Next.

7. Enter the following information:

• Name, a unique, memorable name for the DataPack.

• Select Published.

• Deselect Download.

8. Click Done.
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Cards Framework Web Deployment Options

You can deploy OmniStudio for Vlocity components, including OmniScripts and Cards Framework components, to the web outside of
Salesforce. This type of deployment is also called off-platform. You can use these components in an external server with or without an
active connection to a Salesforce organization. You can deploy components to a Heroku web server or to Adobe Enterprise Manager.

Keep in mind, certain features require the connection in order to function. Be mindful of API usage, as every call will cost an API hit to
the Salesforce org. Use DataPack side-loading and batch calls to reduce hits.

Deploying the Cards Framework to a Heroku Web Server

This topic assumes you have a Heroku server deployed and know how to upload resources to it using development tools such as
FTP and Git. You also understand AngularJS and HTML5.

Adding a Vlocity Card Component to an AEM Page

To add a Vlocity Card Component (VCC) to a page in Adobe Experience Manager (AEM) page:

Hosting Vlocity Templates On An External Server

Host Vlocity Templates on external servers.

Deploying the Cards Framework to a Heroku Web Server

This topic assumes you have a Heroku server deployed and know how to upload resources to it using development tools such as FTP
and Git. You also understand AngularJS and HTML5.

1. Upload the following resources from your org to your deployment server. See Cards Framework Required Resources.

• vlocity_core_assets.js

• $Resource.angular_strap_bundle_1_6

• $Resource.SldsAngular.js

• $Resource.cardframework_core_assets , '/latest/cardframework_assets.js'

• $Resource.cardframework_core_assets , '/latest/cardframework.js'

2. Add the downloaded resources either to your index.html  file or in the page that will use Vlocity Cards:

<script type="text/javascript" src="js/cards/vlocity_core_assets.js"></script>
<script type="text/javascript" src="js/cards/CardFramework_Assets.js"></script>
<script type="text/javascript" src="js/cards/SldsAngular.js"></script>
<script type="text/javascript" src="js/cards/CardFramework.js"></script>

3. Inject the vlocity  and CardFramework  modules into your Angular app. This example shows an optional ForceNG for
connection to Salesforce.

var app = angular.module('miniApp', ["forceng", 'vlocity', 'CardFramework']);

4. Optionally, you can set up a connected app.

a. Make sure the Callback URL is set with your application. See Create a Connected App in the Salesforce Help.

b. Setup an OAuth Connection to Salesforce from JavaScript using forceNG.

app.run(function(force) {
force.init({
proxyURL: 'https://omniproxy.herokuapp.com'
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});

force.login().then(
function (oAuth) {
/* all logged in /*
$rootScope.showCards = true;
});
});

5. Load the layouts, cards and templates, depending on your connection to Salesforce.

• With a Salesforce connection, reference the layouts inside your application, like you would inside the org:

<vloc-layout layout-name="myLayout"><vloc-layout>

Once the connection is made, the framework will fetch the required metadata.

• Without a Salesforce connection, you need to preload multiple components and cache them so you can reference all layouts,
cards, and templates included in the sideloaded DataPack:

$http.get('datapacks/myDatapack.json').then(function(data) {
/* call the service to sideload DataPack components */
configService.loadCardframeworkDefinitions(data).then(function(result) {
$rootScope.showCards = true;
}, function(err) {
console.log('err ',err);
});
});

• Without a Salesforce connection, use REST or Sample data sources. Only Custom Actions are supported and components must
be sideloaded from a DataPack using the configService.loadCardFrameworkDefinitions.

Adding a Vlocity Card Component to an AEM Page

To add a Vlocity Card Component (VCC) to a page in Adobe Experience Manager (AEM) page:

1. Create a page in Adobe Experience Manager. The page does not contain any components yet.

2. Open the Sidebar. Click the Toggle Sidebar button in the upper-left hand corner.
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3.
Click the Add Component button  and type the keyword card  in the Search box.

4. Drag the Vlocity Card component onto the page.

Note:

5. Double click the component to display the Card Component that you added.
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Hosting Vlocity Templates On An External Server

Host Vlocity Templates on external servers.

1. Set up the Vlocity Build tools.

2. Create your Vlocity Templates in a Salesforce org.

3. Extract the Vlocity Templates from Salesforce by setting up a job to point at the required resources. Look at the examples posted in
the Vlocity Build Tools step-by-step guide.

Use prefixes, as shown in the following query to get the templates from the org and make sure they are active:

queries:
- VlocityDataPackType: VlocityUITemplate
Select Id, Name from %vlocity_namespace%__VlocityUITemplate__c where
Name LIKE 'card-out-%' AND %vlocity_namespace%__Active__c = true

4. At a command prompt, run:

vlocity packExport -propertyfile build.properties -job dataPacksJobs/job-name.yaml

The templates you queried appear in the expansionPath  folder in the DataPack.

5. If you need to make changes to the templates:

a. Edit the templates using your favorite IDE and store them in source control.

b. Run the packBuildFile job to compress the resources to a DataPack that will be stored in the buildFile  directory.

6. Upload the DataPack to your desired location.

7. Use the configService.loadCardframeworkDefinitions function to load your DataPack into the Cards Framework.

Base UI and Card Templates

The following tables list the base templates that are available for use with Vlocity Cards. When editing a template, it is best practice to
clone the existing template first and to edit the cloned version.

Note: Beginning with the Vlocity Summer '19 release, Vlocity supports Salesforce's Lightning Web Components programming
model with Vlocity Lightning Web Components. Vlocity Lightning Web Components include components, functionalities, and
templates exclusive to LWC Cards.

Note: You cannot modify base Vlocity Cards authored by Vlocity. If you need to make changes to the card, such as to the
configuration settings, card states or data sources, clone the card.

Card and Card Layout Templates

Apply Card and Layout templates in Vlocity Cards to control the information and actions that are available to a user. Once active, the
resulting Layout template becomes available in Vlocity Cards Component's Layout dropdown. The Vlocity Cards component is available
in the Community Builder and the Lightning App Builder.
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Card Layouts

Layout templates act as containers for Card templates and control how the cards display.

To apply a Layout Template:
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1. In the Layout section of a Vlocity Card, ensure the Type is set to Layout.

2. Enter a Layout Template into the Template field.

Compatible Card
Templates

Card Layout Template
Preview

DescriptionCard Layout Template

action-grid-card

action-grid-card-slds
Image unavailableOne-column containercard-canvas-1x-simple-slds

card-active-placeholders-slds

card-active-slds

card-active-slds-VlocityTrack

card-highlight-totals

card-horiz-actions-slds

card-horiz-noActions-slds

large-card-slds

action-grid-cardOne-column container with
search feature

card-canvas-1x-slds

action-grid-card-slds

card-active-placeholders-slds

card-active-slds

card-active-slds-VlocityTrack

card-highlight-totals

card-horiz-actions-slds

card-horiz-noActions-slds

large-card-slds

action-grid-cardThree-column container with
search feature

card-canvas-3x-slds

action-grid-cards-slds

card-active-placeholders-slds

card-active-slds

card-active-slds-VlocityTrack

card-horiz-open-slds

card-open-slds

card-simple-slds

offer-card-active-slds
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Compatible Card
Templates

Card Layout Template
Preview

DescriptionCard Layout Template

action-grid-card

action-grid-card-slds
Three column card container
with search feature and zones

card-canvas-3x-zones-slds

card-active-placeholders-slds

card-active-slds

card-active-slds-VlocityTrack

card-horiz-open-slds

card-open-slds

card-simple-slds

offer-card-active-slds

action-grid-cardImage unavailableSimple column of cardscolumn

action-grid-card-slds

card-active-placeholders-slds

card-active-slds

card-active-slds-VlocityTrack

card-highlight-totals

card-horiz-actions-slds

card-horiz-noActions-slds

large-card-slds

list-card-sldsSee list-card-canvasList template with infinite
scrolling for records using
pagination

infinite-list

list-cardOne-column container with
each card's fields and actions
displayed in a row

list-card-canvas

list-card-sldsOne-column container with
each card's fields and actions
displayed in a row in SLDS

list-card-canvas-slds
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https://help.salesforce.com/apex/HTViewHelpDoc?id=os_base_ui_and_card_templates.htm&language=en_US#UUID-f5ea839d-1e0c-63b2-b6b3-63ccef8981d5_largecardslds
https://help.salesforce.com/apex/HTViewHelpDoc?id=os_base_ui_and_card_templates.htm&language=en_US#UUID-f5ea839d-1e0c-63b2-b6b3-63ccef8981d5_listcardslds
https://help.salesforce.com/apex/HTViewHelpDoc?id=os_base_ui_and_card_templates.htm&language=en_US#UUID-f5ea839d-1e0c-63b2-b6b3-63ccef8981d5_listcard
https://help.salesforce.com/apex/HTViewHelpDoc?id=os_base_ui_and_card_templates.htm&language=en_US#UUID-f5ea839d-1e0c-63b2-b6b3-63ccef8981d5_listcardslds


Compatible Card
Templates

Card Layout Template
Preview

DescriptionCard Layout Template

list-table-cardOne-column container in a table.
Each card's fields and actions are
displayed in a row. Actions show
in a vertical list.

list-table

Cards

To apply a Card Template:

1. In the Cards section of Vlocity Cards, ensure your Card is not active.

2. In the States section of Vlocity Cards, enter a Card template name into the Template field.

Compatible Card Layout
Templates

Template PreviewDescriptionCard Template

card-canvas-1x-sldsDisplays actions (icon and label)
in a responsive grid format

action-grid-card

card-canvas-1x-simple-slds

card-canvas-3x-slds

card-canvas-3x-zones-slds

column

card-canvas-1x-sldsDisplays actions (icon and label)
in a responsive grid format using
SLDS.

action-grid-card-slds

card-canvas-1x-simple-slds

card-canvas-3x-slds

card-canvas-3x-zones-slds

column
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https://help.salesforce.com/apex/HTViewHelpDoc?id=os_base_ui_and_card_templates.htm&language=en_US#UUID-f5ea839d-1e0c-63b2-b6b3-63ccef8981d5_column


Compatible Card Layout
Templates

Template PreviewDescriptionCard Template

card-canvas-1x-sldsDisplays a list of fields and an
adjacent list of actions along
with placeholder.

card-active-placeholders-slds

card-canvas-1x-simple-slds

card-canvas-3x-slds

card-canvas-3x-zones-slds

column

card-canvas-1x-sldsDisplays a list of fields and an
adjacent list of actions.

card-active-slds

card-canvas-1x-simple-slds

card-canvas-3x-slds

card-canvas-3x-zones-slds

column

card-canvas-1x-sldsDisplays a list of fields and an
adjacent list of actions, using
SLDS with tracking. For more
information on tracking,

card-active-slds-VlocityTrack

card-canvas-1x-simple-slds

card-canvas-3x-slds

card-canvas-3x-zones-slds

column

card-canvas-1x-sldsDisplays entire card in single
column with pagination, with
four fields per page.

card-highlight-totals

card-canvas-1x-simple-slds

column

card-canvas-1x-sldsDisplays entire card in single
column with horizontal fields.
Actions display horizontally
under fields.

card-horiz-actions-slds

card-canvas-1x-simple-slds

column

card-canvas-1x-sldsDisplays entire card in single
column with horizontal fields.
Actions available only in
dropdown.

card-horiz-noActions-slds

card-canvas-1x-simple-slds

column
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https://help.salesforce.com/apex/HTViewHelpDoc?id=os_base_ui_and_card_templates.htm&language=en_US#UUID-f5ea839d-1e0c-63b2-b6b3-63ccef8981d5_cardcanvas1xslds
https://help.salesforce.com/apex/HTViewHelpDoc?id=os_base_ui_and_card_templates.htm&language=en_US#UUID-f5ea839d-1e0c-63b2-b6b3-63ccef8981d5_cardcanvas1xsimpleslds
https://help.salesforce.com/apex/HTViewHelpDoc?id=os_base_ui_and_card_templates.htm&language=en_US#UUID-f5ea839d-1e0c-63b2-b6b3-63ccef8981d5_column
https://help.salesforce.com/apex/HTViewHelpDoc?id=os_base_ui_and_card_templates.htm&language=en_US#UUID-f5ea839d-1e0c-63b2-b6b3-63ccef8981d5_cardcanvas1xslds
https://help.salesforce.com/apex/HTViewHelpDoc?id=os_base_ui_and_card_templates.htm&language=en_US#UUID-f5ea839d-1e0c-63b2-b6b3-63ccef8981d5_cardcanvas1xsimpleslds
https://help.salesforce.com/apex/HTViewHelpDoc?id=os_base_ui_and_card_templates.htm&language=en_US#UUID-f5ea839d-1e0c-63b2-b6b3-63ccef8981d5_column
https://help.salesforce.com/apex/HTViewHelpDoc?id=os_base_ui_and_card_templates.htm&language=en_US#UUID-f5ea839d-1e0c-63b2-b6b3-63ccef8981d5_cardcanvas1xslds
https://help.salesforce.com/apex/HTViewHelpDoc?id=os_base_ui_and_card_templates.htm&language=en_US#UUID-f5ea839d-1e0c-63b2-b6b3-63ccef8981d5_cardcanvas1xsimpleslds
https://help.salesforce.com/apex/HTViewHelpDoc?id=os_base_ui_and_card_templates.htm&language=en_US#UUID-f5ea839d-1e0c-63b2-b6b3-63ccef8981d5_column


Compatible Card Layout
Templates

Template PreviewDescriptionCard Template

card-canvas-3x-sldsDisplays entire card in single
column with button and label.

card-horiz-open-slds

card-canvas-3x-zones-slds

card-canvas-3x-sldsDisplays one button and label in
SLDS.

card-open-slds

card-canvas-3x-zones-slds

card-canvas-3x-sldsDisplays list of field labels
adjacent list of fields.

card-simple-slds

card-canvas-3x-zones-slds

card-canvas-1x-sldsDisplays entire card in a single
column with a list of fields and
an adjacent list of actions. In
SLDS, includes placeholders,
tracking and icon pattern.

large-card-slds

card-canvas-1x-simple-slds

column

list-card-canvasDisplays fields in one row with
all action icons listed on same
row.

list-card

list-card-canvas-sldsDisplays fields in one row with
all actions only available in
dropdown.

list-card-slds

list-tableDisplays fields in one row with
all action icons and text listed in
a vertical list.

list-table-card

card-canvas-3x-sldsDisplays image-only button.offer-card-active-slds

card-canvas-3x-zones-slds
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Compatible Card Layout
Templates

Template PreviewDescriptionCard Template

Flyout Templates

Flyout Templates enable users to view information or access additional actions for the current record or a child record. Similar to Cards,
Flyouts are created in Vlocity Cards and use a Flyout Layout template to contain Flyout Card Templates. Once active, the resulting Flyout
becomes available in the Flyout Template dropdown.

Flyout Layout Templates

Flyout Layout templates act as containers for Flyout Card Templates and control how the Flyout Card displays.

To apply a Flyout Layout Template:

1. In the Layout section of a Vlocity Card, ensure the Type is set to Flyout.

2. Enter a Flyout Template into the Template field.
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Compatible Flyout Card
Templates

Template PreviewDescriptionFlyout Layout Template

flyout-grid-itemsSimple one-column container
for flyout components.

flyout-grid

flyout-grid-items-sldsThree-column container for
flyout components in SLDS.

Overflow actions from parent
card and flyout cards.

flyout-grid-slds

flyout-grid-itemsTwo-column container for
overflow actions from parent
card.

flyout-grid-actions

flyout-grid-items-sldsOne-column container for
overflow actions from parent
card.

flyout-grid-actions-slds
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Compatible Flyout Card
Templates

Template PreviewDescriptionFlyout Layout Template

flyout-grid-items-sldsThree-column container for
flyout components in SLDS.

No overflow actions from parent
card.

flyout-grid-noActions-slds

Flyout Card Templates

To apply a Flyout Card Template:

1. In the Cards section of Vlocity Cards, ensure your Card is not active.

2. In the States section of Vlocity Cards, enter a Flyout Card template name into the Template field.

Compatible Flyout Layout
Templates

PreviewDescriptionFlyout Card Template

flyout-gridSee Compatible Flyout Layout
Templates

Flyout container for card items.flyout-grid-items

flyout-grid-actions

flyout-grid-sldsSee Compatible Flyout Layout
Templates

Flyout container for card items
in SLDS.

flyout-grid-items-slds

flyout-grid-actions-slds

flyout-grid-noActions-slds

Console Card and Layout Templates

Console Card templates enable multiple records to be accessible and actionable all from the same view. In addition to Console Card and
Layout Templates, there are out of the box Layouts that contain out of the box Cards. Console Cards also rely on embedded templates
to display additional information all within one parent layout.
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Out of the Box Console Layouts

The Console Layouts are accessible in the Vlocity Cards landing page.

Embedded
Templates

Card
Templates

CardsLayout
Template

Layout
Preview

DescriptionLayout

story-card-canvasleft-profile-slds

left-account-info-slds

profile-account-slds

profile-account-info-slds

console-sidebar-sldsSidebar layout
that displays left
sidebar cards and
the embedded
story-card-canvas
template.

console-sidebar-slds
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Embedded
Templates

Card
Templates

CardsLayout
Template

Layout
Preview

DescriptionLayout

left-profile-tagacuity-sidebar-offer-cardacuity-sidebar-offer-card

profileTags

console-right-sidebar-sldsLayout for right
sidebar cards.

Displays offer
cards based on
Vlocity
Intelligence

console-right-sidebar-slds

inputs and profile
cards.

Cards for the
left-profile-tag
template are
embedded in this
template.

n/astory-cardVarious Story
Cards

story-card-canvasEmbedded in the
console-sidebar-slds
template the
story-slds layout
presents story
cards to the user
and includes
sorting by story
type.

story-slds

Out of the Box Console Cards

The Console Cards are accessible through the out of the box Console Layouts.
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Layout TemplateLayoutCard TemplateCard PreviewDescriptionCard

console-right-sidebar-sldsconsole-right-sidebar-sldsacuity-sidebar-offer-cardCard that displays
offer links in the
console sidebar.

acuity-sidebar-offer-card

console-sidebar-sldsconsole-sidebar-sldsleft-profile-sldsDisplays twitter
photo, information,
and actions in SLDS.

profile-account-slds

console-sidebar-sldsconsole-sidebar-sldsleft-account-info-sldsDisplays information
for console sidebar
in SLDS.

profile-account-info-slds

console-right-sidebar-sldsconsole-right-sidebar-sldsleft-profile-tagDisplays the Profile
component in the
right sidebar.

Profile tags are
embedded in the
console-right-sidebar-slds
template.

profileTags

Cards Framework Required Resources

For Angular components, when implementing the CardFramework  in your custom page, you must include these resources, in the
order given.

DescriptionLocationResource

A compilation of libraries and frameworks
used by Vlocity, including:

$Resource.vlocity_core_assets,
'/latest/vlocity_core_assets.js'

vlocity_core_assets.js

• AngularJS 1.6.8
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DescriptionLocationResource

• jQuery 3.2.1

• Lodash 4.17.4

• Moment 2.17

• Angular-animate

• Angular-sanitize

• Angular-messages

• Angular-aria

• Angular-hotkeys

• CurrencyFormatter.js 1.x

• Vlocity internal providers and services:

– Vlocity.js

– RemoteActions.js

– promiseQueue.js

– localizable.js

– InteractionTracking.js

– currencyInfo

Incorporates bootstrap directives in the
framework to be used whenever necessary.

$Resource.angular_strap_bundle_1_6AngularStrap

Angular directives that use the Salesforce
Lightning Design System

$Resource.SldsAngularSldsAngular

Compilation of specific libraries needed for
Cards Framework functionality, including:

$Resource.cardframework_core_assets
,
'/latest/cardframework_assets.js'

CardFramework_Assets

• ForceTK

• ForceNG

• tmhDynamicLocale

• Moment with Locales

• Moment-timezone

• Ng-Table

• SVG4Everybody
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DescriptionLocationResource

• IFrameResizer

• CometD

The main framework file including all the
directives, services, factories, and providers
that house the functionality

$Resource.cardframework_core_assets
, '/latest/cardframework.js'

CardFramework.js

Creating a Custom Cards Apex Page

To create a custom Cards Apex page, create a Visualforce Apex page, add your Angular app to the page, add some common scripts, and
add your layout name.

1. Create a Visualforce page and set the apex:page  header as follows:

<apex:page docType="html-5.0" applyHtmlTag="false" showHeader="false" sidebar="false"
standardStylesheets="false" controller="nsPrefix.CardCanvasController">

2. Add the following html  tag:

<html xmlns:ng="http://angularjs.org" xmlns="http://www.w3.org/2000/svg"
xmlns:xlink="http://www.w3.org/1999/xlink" ng-app="hybridCPQ" class="ng-cloak"
dir="{!IF(isLanguageRTL, 'rtl', 'ltr')}">

where the ng-app  tag relates to your Angular application. If you are including CPQ, you can reference the "hybridCPQ"  app
directly, otherwise include your own app.

3. Add these resources to your page:

<script src="{!URLFOR($Resource.nsPrefix__VlocityDynamicForm__vlocity_core_assets,
'/latest/vlocity_core_assets.js')}"></script>
<script
src="{!URLFOR($Resource.nsPrefix__VlocityDynamicForm__angular_strap_bundle_1_6)}"></script>

<script src="{!$Resource.nsPrefix__VlocityDynamicForm__SldsAngular}"></script>
<script src="{!URLFOR($Resource.nsPrefix__VlocityDynamicForm__cardframework_core_assets,
'/latest/cardframework_assets.js')}"></script>
<script src="{!$Resource.nsPrefix__VlocityDynamicForm}"></script>
<script src="{!URLFOR($Resource.nsPrefix__VlocityDynamicForm__cardframework_core_assets,
'/latest/cardframework.js')}"></script>

Optionally, for CPQ apps, add HybridCPQ:

<script src="{!$Resource.nsPrefix__HybridCPQ}"></script>

4. Include your layout name in the body of your page:

<vloc-layout layout-name="myLayout" ></vloc-layout>
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Backward Compatibility Support for Passing Page Params
If you pass a page parameter to a Lightning page you must use a namespace prefix, such as params.ns_contactId, where ns
represents your namespace prefix. For backward compatibility on older Angular cards, both the page parameter with and without the
namespace prefix are read, such as params.contactId  and params.ns__contactId.

Required Versions

Beginning with Vlocity Insurance and Health Summer '20.

Example URL with Parameters with Namespace Prefixes

https://org-name.lightning.force.com/lightning/r/Account/1234567890aBcdefhgp/view?ns__contactId=0987654321kqaBPAAY&amp;ns__primaryContactId=0987654321kqaBPAAY

Cards Caching
Cards, card layouts, templates, custom labels, and profile data load from the VlocityMetadata partition of the Platform Cache when
the card is active and viewed from a record page or a community page. You can clear, enable, or disable the user session cache and
specific types of data from the Platform Cache.

To confirm your org has enough space allocated to the VlocityMetadata partition or to allocate more space, see Allocating Space in
the Platform Cache Partitions.

Clearing Caches

Remove stored data by clearing specific types of data from the platform and user session caches to get the latest available data from
the database. See Clear Platform and User Session Caches.

Enabling and Disabling Caches

Enable and disable specific caches.

DescriptionCache Type

Disable user information caching in the session cache. See Disable
User Information Caching.

User Session Cache

Enable async calls on the Vlocity platform cache. See Enable Async
Caching on the Vlocity Card Framework.

Future Method Calls on the Platform Cache

Disable caching across the Vlocity Cards Framework to get the
latest available data directly from the database. See Disable Platform
Cache.

Platform Cache
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Clear Platform and User Session Caches

Remove temporarily stored data by clearing the platform and user session caches to get the latest available data. Cards, card layouts,
templates, custom labels, and profile data load from the VlocityMetadata partition of the Platform Cache when the card is active
and viewed from a record page or a community page.

Disable Platform Cache

Disable caching across the Vlocity Cards Framework to get the latest available data directly from the database. Cards, card layouts,
templates,custom labels, and profile data load from the VlocityMetadata partition of the Platform Cache when the card is active
and viewed from a record page or a community page by the end-user.

Disable User Information Caching

Disable user information caching in the session cache. The Vlocity Cards Framework keeps stored user profile data on the
VlocityMetadata partition of the Platform Cache. The Cards.UserTrigger  caches the user after user information updates,
and removes the cached user after the user is disabled or deleted.

Enable Async Caching on the Vlocity Card Framework

Use the Future Method to enable card caching to run in sync with the Vlocity Card Framework. Future method calls are async calls
made by an Apex class.

Clear Platform and User Session Caches

Remove temporarily stored data by clearing the platform and user session caches to get the latest available data. Cards, card layouts,
templates, custom labels, and profile data load from the VlocityMetadata partition of the Platform Cache when the card is active and
viewed from a record page or a community page.

To confirm your org has enough space allocated to the VlocityMetadata partition or to allocate more space, see Allocating Space in
the Platform Cache Partitions.

Required Versions

Available beginning with Vlocity Insurance and Health Winter '20 and Vlocity CME Winter '20,

1. Open the Vlocity Cards tab, and click Cache Settings.

2. To clear org caches, click one or more of the Platform Org Cache checkboxes:

• Layouts: To clear cached card layouts, check this box.

• Cards: To clear cached cards, check this box.

• Templates: To clear cached card templates from the Vlocity Cards Framework, check this box.

• Custom Labels: To clear cached Custom Labels across the Vlocity Cards Framework, check this box. To learn more about Custom
Labels, see Custom Labels.
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Note: Beginning with Vlocity Insurance and Health Vlocity Spring '20, Vlocity supports disabling the Vlocity platform cache.
See Disable Platform Cache.

Note: Beginning with Vlocity Insurance and Health Vlocity Spring '20, enabling async calls on the Vlocity platform cache. See
Enable Async Caching on the Vlocity Card Framework.

3. To clear cached data specific to the logged-in user across the Vlocity Cards Framework, select the User Profile checkbox in the
Platform Session Cache column.

Note: The user info data cleared are: User Id, Name, LanguageLocaleKey, LocaleSidKey, TimeZoneSidKey, UserType,
UserRole.Name, ProfileId, Profile.Name, AccountId, and ContactID.
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Note: Beginning with Vlocity Insurance and Health Vlocity Winter '20 Minor Release 107.1.0.2, Vlocity supports disabling the
user session cache. See Disable User Information Caching.

4. Click Clear.

Disable Platform Cache

Disable caching across the Vlocity Cards Framework to get the latest available data directly from the database. Cards, card layouts,
templates,custom labels, and profile data load from the VlocityMetadata partition of the Platform Cache when the card is active and
viewed from a record page or a community page by the end-user.

To confirm your org has enough space allocated to the VlocityMetadata partition or to allocate more space, see Allocating Space in
the Platform Cache Partitions.

Required Versions

Available beginning with Vlocity Insurance and Health Spring '20.

1. Go to Setup > Custom Settings, and click manage next to Card Framework Configuration.

2. Click Edit.

3. Check the Disable Cache checkbox.

4. Click Save.

Disable User Information Caching

Disable user information caching in the session cache. The Vlocity Cards Framework keeps stored user profile data on the VlocityMetadata
partition of the Platform Cache. The Cards.UserTrigger  caches the user after user information updates, and removes the cached
user after the user is disabled or deleted.

Required Versions

Available beginning with Vlocity Insurance and Health Winter '20 Minor Release 107.1.0.2.

1. In your org, go to Setup > Custom Settings, and click manage next to TriggerSetup.

2. Click Edit next to Cards.UserTrigger.

3. Uncheck the Trigger On checkbox.

Enable Async Caching on the Vlocity Card Framework

Use the Future Method to enable card caching to run in sync with the Vlocity Card Framework. Future method calls are async calls made
by an Apex class.

See Future Methods.
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Required Versions

Available beginning with Vlocity CME Spring '20.

1. In your org, go to Setup > Custom Settings, and click Manage next to Card Framework Configuration.

2. Click Edit.

3. Check the Enable Future Method checkbox.

4. Click Save.

Enable and Disable Data Sources
Enable and disable data source types for an org, profile, or user level from the Card Framework Configuration custom setting. For example,
disable Apex REST, Apex Remote, and other complex data sources for your entire org, or prevent system admins with limited permissions
from using these data sources.

Enable or Disable Data Sources for an Org

Manually enable or disable a data source from Custom Settings in your org. By default, all data source types are enabled for an
organization.

Enable or Disable Data Sources For a Profile or User

Manually enable or disable a data source for a specific profile or user from Custom Settings in your org. For example, prevent system
admins with limited permissions from using more complex data sources like an Apex REST or Apex Remote.

Enable or Disable Data Sources for an Org

Manually enable or disable a data source from Custom Settings in your org. By default, all data source types are enabled for an organization.

1. Go to Setup and select Custom Settings.

2. Click Manage next to Card Framework Configuration.
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3. Verify if the Default Organization Level Value record exists:

• If so, click Edit.

• If the default organization level does not exist, click New to create a new record.
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4. Check or uncheck the checkbox for each data source that you want to enable or disable for your org and click Save.

Enable or Disable Data Sources For a Profile or User

Manually enable or disable a data source for a specific profile or user from Custom Settings in your org. For example, prevent system
admins with limited permissions from using more complex data sources like an Apex REST or Apex Remote.

1. Click Manage next to Card Framework Configuration.

2. Click New to create a new record for a specific user or profile.

Or click Edit to update data source access for an existing user or profile.
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3. Select Profile or User from the Location list.

• If you select Profile, you create a lookup to a specific defined profile.

• If you select User, you create a lookup to a specific user.

4. Check or uncheck a checkbox for each Data Source you want to enable or disable for the selected profile or user, and click Save.

Vlocity Customer Story
A Customer Story is a history of events for an Account or a Contact. Customer stories are driven by metadata configuration. It displays a
timeline of all interactions with the customer in a single, chronological feed.
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Add a Customer Story to a Page with the Story-SLDS Component

Add a Customer Story to an Account, Contact, Household, or Opportunity page layout with the story-slds  component. Display
a timeline of all interactions with a customer in a single, chronological feed.

Add a Customer Story to a Page as a Visualforce Component

Add a Customer Story to an Account, Contact, Household, or Opportunity page layout using a Visualforce component. Display a
timeline of all interactions with a customer in a single, chronological feed.

Create the Visualforce Component for a Customer Story

Create the Visualforce component for a new Customer Story you want to add to a new page layout. For example, create the Visualforce
component for a new Customer Story for the Opportunity object.

Configure the Objects Displayed in a Customer Story

Configure Story Object Configuration when adding a Customer Story to a new page layout. For example, create new object
configurations for the Opportunity object.

Add a New Object to the Customer Story

The Customer Story includes default customer activities depending on your org's industry. You can also add new story objects to
the timeline. Use the Story List Page Limit custom setting to set the maximum number of records returned per story object.

Remove an Object from the Customer Story

You can remove any of the preconfigured objects from the Customer Story. The Vlocity Customer Story displays a timeline of all
interactions with the customer in a single, chronological feed.

Modify the Story List Page Limit

Set the number of records displayed on your Customer Story. When you add your Customer Story as a story-slds component, you
can update the pageSize parameter from the default 10 to a different number. If the API returns no page limit, the Page Limit
number set in Setup > Custom Settings > Story List Page Limit is used instead.

Add or Modify a Customer Story Icon

In the Customer Story, each story object type has an associated icon that appears next to the title of the story item. The icons are
automatically retrieved based on the object type.
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Add a Customer Story to a Page with the Story-SLDS Component

Add a Customer Story to an Account, Contact, Household, or Opportunity page layout with the story-slds  component. Display a
timeline of all interactions with a customer in a single, chronological feed.

Before You Begin

• Configure the objects displayed in the customer story. See Configure the Objects Displayed in a Customer Story.

• Activate the story-slds component. See Activate the Story-SLDS Component.

1. To add the story-slds component to a Lightning page, open an Account, Contact, Household, or Opportunity record and click Edit
Page from the Setup menu.

2. Drag the story-slds component from the list of Custom components in the Components pane onto the canvas.

3. Click Save.

Add a New Object to the Story-SLDS Component

Clone and modify the story-slds card layout to add a new story object to the Customer Story timeline. The Vlocity Customer Story
displays a timeline of all interactions with a customer in a single, chronological feed. Update the maximum number of records
returned per story object with the pageSize parameter.

Activate the Story-SLDS Component

To display a Customer Story on a Lightning or Community page, the story-slds component must be active. The story-slds component
displays a timeline of all interactions with a customer in a single, chronological feed.

Add a New Object to the Story-SLDS Component

Clone and modify the story-slds card layout to add a new story object to the Customer Story timeline. The Vlocity Customer Story displays
a timeline of all interactions with a customer in a single, chronological feed. Update the maximum number of records returned per story
object with the pageSize parameter.

1. From the Vlocity Cards home tab, click story-slds, select the checkbox next to story-slds (Version 3) card layout., and click Clone.

2. In the Cards pane, click the clone icon on any card.

3. Enter a Name and update the Title.

4. Click Clone. The new card appears at the bottom of the Cards pane.

5. Update the ['objAPIName'] filter value to the API name of your new object.

6. In the States pane, for each state, update the Name.
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7. In the Fields section, update fields to display in your story as needed.

Activate the Story-SLDS Component

To display a Customer Story on a Lightning or Community page, the story-slds component must be active. The story-slds component
displays a timeline of all interactions with a customer in a single, chronological feed.

1. Go to the Vlocity Cards tab in your org, and search for story-slds, and click story-slds (Version 3) to open the story card layout in
the Vlocity Card Designer.

Beginning with Vlocity Health and Insurance Summer '19, select Version 3 for an LWC enabled story-slds. For an Angular story-slds
component, select Version 2.

2. Confirm Enable LWC is selected in the Layout pane.

If using an Angular story-slds, use story-slds (Version 2).

3. In the Cards pane, click Activate for each object you want to display in the story and disable Activate for those you want to hide.

4. In the Layout pane, click Activate.

Add a Customer Story to a Page as a Visualforce Component

Add a Customer Story to an Account, Contact, Household, or Opportunity page layout using a Visualforce component. Display a timeline
of all interactions with a customer in a single, chronological feed.

• Configure the objects displayed in the customer story. See Configure the Objects Displayed in a Customer Story.

• Create the Visualforce component. See Create the Visualforce Component for a Customer Story.

1. Go to Setup > Object Manager in your org.

2. Click the Label of the object where you want to add the Customer Story.

3. Click Page Layouts.

4. Click a layout from the Page Layout Name column.

5. Select Visualforce Pages from the object palette.

6. Click Section.

7. Drag Section onto the page layout.

The Section Properties dialog box opens.
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8. Enter the following information:

• Section Name: The section heading that appears on the record detail page, for example Customer Story.

• Display Section Header On: Specifies where the section heading appears, for example, the Detail Page and Edit Page.

• Layout: The layout for the section. Select 1-Column.

9. Click OK.

10. Drag one of the following items onto the new section in the page layout:

• AccountStories

• ContactStories

• HouseholdStories

• OpportunityStories
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11. Click the Properties button—the wrench icon, located in the upper right corner of the section—to open the Visualforce Page
Properties dialog box.

• Enter a Height (in pixels) of at least 280px.

• Select Show Scrollbars.

12. Click OK.

13. Click Save.

Create the Visualforce Component for a Customer Story

Create the Visualforce component for a new Customer Story you want to add to a new page layout. For example, create the Visualforce
component for a new Customer Story for the Opportunity object.

Before You Begin
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Configure the objects displayed in a Customer Story. See Configure the Objects Displayed in a Customer Story.

1. Go to Setup > Custom Code > Visualforce Pages.

2. Click New.

3. Enter a Label, such as OpportunityStoriesV2.

4. Copy and paste the following Apex code into the Visualforce markup section:

<apex:page standardController="ObjectAPIName" showHeader="false" sidebar="false" >
<apex:stylesheet value="{!URLFOR($Resource.NS__bootstrap, '/bootstrap-3.2.0-
dist/css/sfboot.min.css')}"/> <NS:StoryCardComponent/></c:StoryCardComponent> </apex:page>

5. Replace ObjectAPIName with the API name of the object to which you want to add attributes. Replace NS with the namespace prefix
of the installed package, located in Setup > Installed Packages.

6. Click Save.

Add your new Visualforce component to a page layout.

Configure the Objects Displayed in a Customer Story

Configure Story Object Configuration when adding a Customer Story to a new page layout. For example, create new object
configurations for the Opportunity object.

To import standard customer story configuration settings from Static Resources in your org, see Import Customer Story Configuration
Settings.

1. Navigate to Setup > Custom Settings in your org, and click Story Object Configuration.

2. Select Manage.

3. Select New.

4. Fill out the Story Object form. For example, for an Opportunity, enter the following data:

• Name: Opportunity_Event

• Detail Fields: Description

• Parent Object Name: Opportunity

• Has Owner: checked

• Story Object Lookup Field: WhatId

• Story Object Name: Event

• Story Object Sort Field: StartDateTime

• Summary Fields: Title:Subject,Title_Highlight:Type,Subtitle:Location

5. Click Save.

6. Click Back to List.

7. Repeat Steps 1-6 for Opportunity_Note and Opportunity_Task using the values below:

• Name: Opportunity_Note

• Detail Fields: Body

• Parent Object Name: Opportunity
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• Has Owner: checked

• Story Object Lookup Field: ParentId

• Story Object Name: Note

• Story Object Sort Field: LastModifiedDate

• Summary Fields: Title:Title

• Name: Opportunity_Task

• Detail Fields: Description

• Parent Object Name: Opportunity

• Has Owner: checked

• Story Object Lookup Field: WhatId

• Story Object Name: Task

• Story Object Sort Field: ActivityDate

• Summary Fields: Title:Subject,Title_Highlight:Status,Subtitle:Priority,Type:Type

Customer Story Configuration

The following tables describe the settings you can configure for customer story objects.

Import Customer Story Configuration Settings

Before updating a Customer Story Object Configuration for a new Customer Story, you can import the standard Customer Story
Object Configuration from Static Resources. Download as a JSON file to upload to an object's home page.

Customer Story Configuration

The following tables describe the settings you can configure for customer story objects.

Sample ValuesDescriptionField

A unique name for the configuration. We
recommend ParentObject_StoryObject.

Name • Opportunity_Event

• Account_Task

• Contact_Campaign

To import standard customer story configuration settings from Static Resources in your org, see Import Customer Story Configuration
Settings.

Parent Object
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Sample ValuesDescriptionField

The Object on which the Customer Story
will be displayed. This is the object where

Parent Object Name • Account

• Contactyou’ll add the Customer Story component
to the page layout. • Opportunity

• Household

AccountIdDefault is Id. Enter a different Id field from
the Parent Object if you want to query story
objects using something other than Id.

Parent Object Field

Story Object

Sample ValuesDescriptionField

The Object that will be displayed as an item
within the Customer Story.

Story Object Name • Case

• Task

• Event

• Campaign

• Opportunity

isChild=falseThe Story Object Filter is an optional filter.
For example, you can filter events on the

Story Object Filter

story object so that no child events appear
on the story.

The foreign key within the Story Object that
points to the Parent Object.

Story Object Lookup Field • ContactId

• AccountId
If a Junction Object exists, this is the foreign
key in Junction Object pointing to the
Parent Object.

The field in the Story Object that determines
where to place the item on the

Story Object Sort Field (required) • CloseDate

• LastModifiedTimchronological timeline. Must be a Date or
DateTime field. • StartDateTime
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Sample ValuesDescriptionField

By default, we assume the Story Object Sort
field is DateTime. If the field is not DateTime,
check this box to indicate it’s a Date field.

Sort Field Is Date • [Checked]-Date field used for sort

• [Unchecked]-DateTime used for sort

Only used for Order.Story Object Reference Id

If the Story Object has a record owner and
you would like it displayed on the card,
check “Has Owner”.

Has Owner • [Checked]

• [Unchecked]

Reference Object

Sample ValuesDescriptionField

CampaignIf the required story is not the object
specified in Story Object Name, specify the

Reference Object Name

required story object in this field. Use the
Reference Object Id to link this object and
the object in Story Object Name. For
example, if the story object name is
CampaignMember, but you want to return
Campaigns, use Campaign for the Reference
Object Name and CampaignId for the
Reference Object Id.

CampaignIdThe object Id in story object pointing to
reference object

Reference

Object Id

Junction Object

Sample ValuesDescriptionField

EventRelationThe relationship between the parent object
and story object is many to many through

Junction Object

the junction object. A nested query is
formed using the Junction Object.

EventIdThe foreign key in the Junction Object
pointing to the story object.

Junction Lookup Field
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Sample ValuesDescriptionField

Status!='Declined'The Junction Object Filter is an optional
filter. For example, you can filter events on

Junction Object Filter

the story object so that only events where
a contact did not decline appear on the
story.

Card Details

Sample ValuesDescriptionField

Title:Subject,TitleHighlight:Type,Subtitle:StatusThe fields on the Story object to display on
the card, separated by commas.

Summary Fields

Title:

Title_Highlight:

Subtitle:

DescriptionThe field displayed at the bottom of the
card, under the title and subtitles. Can
accommodate long text fields.

Detail Fields

Body

ResumeLink__cContains a URL. If this field is not null,
clicking on the story card launches the URL.

Navigation

Field

Name

Icon (mobile only)

Sample ValuesDescriptionField

Status:StatusImageName__c,Priority:PriorityImageName__cThe formula field for the Story Object to
determine which icon is displayed on the
card.

Indicators

By default, Vlocity uses the same icons for
the following Story objects:

• Event

• Policy

• Non-Held Policy

• Claim
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Sample ValuesDescriptionField

• Campaign

• Opportunity

When you use one of the following Story
Objects, you should specify a formula to
indicate which icon to use - as the Objects
have different icons for different statuses.

• Cases

• Orders

Import Customer Story Configuration Settings

Before updating a Customer Story Object Configuration for a new Customer Story, you can import the standard Customer Story Object
Configuration from Static Resources. Download as a JSON file to upload to an object's home page.

1. From Setup, go to Static Resources.

2. Download DP_CUSTOM_StoryObjectConfiguration and save it as a .json file.

3. Go to the home page for the object in which you want to use the story configuration, such as the Card or OmniScript home page,
and import the JSON file.

Configure your customer story configuration settings.

Add a New Object to the Customer Story

The Customer Story includes default customer activities depending on your org's industry. You can also add new story objects to the
timeline. Use the Story List Page Limit custom setting to set the maximum number of records returned per story object.

If person accounts are enabled, and you want to add a story object to a person account, add a new story object as if Contact were the
Parent Object. For Parent Object Name, enter Account. For Parent Object Field, enter PersonContactId.

1. In your org, go to Setup > Custom Code > Custom Settings.

2. Click Story Object Configuration.

3. Click Manage.

4. Click New.

5. Enter values for these fields:

• Name: Enter the visible name of the new field, such as Opportunity_Event.

• Detail Fields: Enter an API name for the field that shows a summary of the record. For example, Description.

• Has Owner: If this object has an owner, check the checkbox.

• Parent Object Name: Enter the name of the parent object from which to pull data, such as Opportunity.

• Story Object Name: Enter the name of the parent's child object from which to pull data, such as Event.

• Story Object Lookup Field: Enter the field name of the lookup field of the object set in Story Object Name, such as WhatId.
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• Story Object Sort Field: Enter the name of the field to sort on the object entered in Story Object Name, such as
StartDateTime.

• Summary Fields: Enter the fields to display in the Customer Story. Enter data as a comma-separated list with no spaces, such
as Title:Subject,Title_Highlight:Type,Subtitle:Location.

For a complete list of field descriptions and sample values, seeCustomer Story Configuration.

6. Click Save.

Add the new object to the story-slds card layout. See Add a New Object to the Story-SLDS Component.

Remove an Object from the Customer Story

You can remove any of the preconfigured objects from the Customer Story. The Vlocity Customer Story displays a timeline of all interactions
with the customer in a single, chronological feed.

1. From Setup, click Develop , then click Custom Settings.

2. Click Story Object Configuration.

3. Click Manage.

4. Click Delete for the object that you want to remove.

5. When prompted, click Ok.

6. (Optional) Deactivate the object from the story-slds card layout. See Add a Customer Story to a Page with the Story-SLDS Component.

a. Open story-slds (Version 3) from the Vlocity Cards tab.

Note: Beginning with Vlocity Health and Insurance Summer '19, select Version 3 for an LWC enabled story-slds. For an
Angular story-slds component, select Version 2.

b. If active, unselect Activate in the Layout pane to deactivate the card layout.

c. From the Cards pane, select an active story object card, and unselect Activate to deactivate the card.

d. From the Layout pane, click Activate to actiavte the card layout.

Modify the Story List Page Limit

Set the number of records displayed on your Customer Story. When you add your Customer Story as a story-slds component, you can
update the pageSize parameter from the default 10 to a different number. If the API returns no page limit, the Page Limit number set
in Setup > Custom Settings > Story List Page Limit is used instead.

1. To update the default story-slds component page limit, perform the following tasks:

a. In the Vlocity Cards home tab, open the story-slds component.

Note: Beginning with Vlocity Health and Insurance Summer '19, select Version 3 for an LWC enabled story-slds. For an
Angular story-slds component, select Version 2.

b. If active, from the Layout pane, unselect Activate to deactivate.

c. In the Data Source, in the Input Map section, update the value of the pageSize parameter.

d. Click Activate.
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2. To update backup custom settings page limit, perform the following tasks:

a. In your org, go to Setup > Custom Code > Custom Settings.

b. Click Manage next to Story List Page Limit.

c. Click Edit next to Page Limit.

d. In the Record Number Per Page field, enter the maximum number of records to return for each story object.

e. Click Save.

Add or Modify a Customer Story Icon

In the Customer Story, each story object type has an associated icon that appears next to the title of the story item. The icons are
automatically retrieved based on the object type.

To modify the icon for a particular object type, you can update its associated LWC template. See Extending a Template to Create a Custom
LWC Card State Template.

If using the Angular story-slds (Version 2) card layout, see Creating a Template with the Template Designer.

The Vlocity Customer Story displays a timeline of all interactions with the customer in a single, chronological feed. See Vlocity Customer
Story.

OmniOut
Run LWC OmniScripts and FlexCards off-platform on third-party websites with OmniOut for OmniScripts and OmniOut for FlexCards.
Display OmniScripts and FlexCards and connect to Salesforce from a content management system's (CMS) external website. Run an
OmniScript or FlexCard on your external site by adding the component to the OmniOut project, integrating OmniOut into your application,
and deploying your application to your CMS.

Required Versions

• OmniOut for OmniScripts is available beginning with Vlocity Insurance and Health Summer '20 and CME Summer '20.

• OmniOut for FlexCards is available beginning Summer '21.

Note: CMS configuration is separate from OmniOut. Complete your CMS configuration before using OmniOut.

Before You Begin

1. Ensure you have a Content Management System built.

2. Install Node  and npm. See Installing Node.

3. Download Visual Studio Code. See Visual Studio Code.

1. Download the OmniOut static resource from Salesforce and open it in Visual Studio Code. See Download the OmniOut Static Resource.

2. Install dependencies for the OmniOut project. See Install OmniOut Dependencies.

3. (Optional for OmniScripts only) Add any nested custom LWCs that exist in your OmniScript before adding an OmniScript to OmniOut.
See Include Nested Custom LWCs in Your OmniOut OmniScript.
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4. Download and add your component to the OmniOut project. To add an OmniScript, see Add an OmniScript Lightning Web Component
to OmniOut. To add a FlexCard, see Add a FlexCard LWC to OmniOut.

5. To enable a Salesforce API connection, create a Connected App. See Create a Connected App for OmniOut.

6. (Optional for OmniScripts only) Configure OmniOut to use multi-language OmniScripts. See Configure Multi-Language in OmniOut
for OmniScripts.

7. To view and test your component, run OmniOut in development mode. See Run OmniOut in Development Mode.

8. (Optional) Control where your component directs users by using the Navigate Action on a FlexCard or OmniScript. For OmniScripts,
see Navigate to a URL from an OmniScript in an OmniOut App. For FlexCards, see Navigate to a URL from a FlexCard in an OmniOut
App.

9. Deploy your OmniOut application by performing one of the following tasks:

• If you aren’t deploying to Adobe Experience Manager, see Move OmniOut into Your App.

• (OmniScripts only) Beginning with Spring '21, to add OmniOut for OmniScripts to an Adobe Experience Manager application,
see Add OmniScripts to Adobe Experience Manager.

10. (Optional) Include custom style sheets in your OmniOut project. See Add Custom Style Sheets to Your OmniOut Application.

11. Build a connection in your application. See Connect Your OmniOut App.

Download the OmniOut Static Resource

Download the OmniOut Static Resource from your Salesforce Org. The OmniOut static resource includes JS, HTML, CSS, and other
files necessary for OmniScripts and FlexCards to run outside of Salesforce.

Install OmniOut Dependencies

Configure and install the OmniOut dependencies using a command-line-tool. Install the tools necessary to build your OmniOut app
and view it locally.

Include Nested Custom LWCs in Your OmniOut OmniScript

Map nested custom Lightning web components in your OmniScript to include them in your OmniOut project. Lightning web
components that override or map to an OmniScript element are automatically downloaded with the off-platform OmniScript LWC.

Add an OmniScript Lightning Web Component to OmniOut

Download and configure an OmniScript to use it off-platform in OmniOut. Download your OmniScript LWC from the LWC OmniScript
Designer, add the component folder to the OmniOut project, and configure files for HTML and CSS.

Add a FlexCard LWC to OmniOut

Download and configure a FlexCard to use it off-platform in your OmniOut project. Download your FlexCard LWC from the FlexCard
Designer, add the component folder to the OmniOut project, and configure files for HTML and CSS.

Create a Connected App for OmniOut

Enable the external connection to interact with Salesforce by configuring a Connected App in Salesforce. Create a Connected App
to make external calls from OmniOut. Connected Apps provide OmniOut with an access token that enables proxies and login
authentication to work.

Configure Multi-Language in OmniOut for OmniScripts

Display multi-language OmniScripts in OmniOut using custom labels. Access custom labels in your OmniScript directly from Salesforce
or use custom labels defined in local files. Control which language displays by using a language code.

Run OmniOut in Development Mode

View and test your OmniScript and FlexCard before adding it to your application by running it in development mode. Use a jsForce
connection to request data from your org.
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Navigate to a URL from an OmniScript in an OmniOut App

Direct users to different URLs from an OmniScript in an OmniOut app using the Navigate Action. Configure endpoints in the Navigate
Action and create redirects for the URLs in your OmniOut app. OmniOut supports all Navigate Action types, including URL generation
and browser location updates. Application authors must decide how to handle the generated URLs based on the project's unique
requirements.

Navigate to a URL from a FlexCard in an OmniOut App

Direct users to different URLs from a FlexCard in an OmniOut app using the Navigate action type. OmniOut for FlexCards supports
only the Web Page target type. Application authors must decide how to handle the generated URLs based on the project's unique
requirements.

Move OmniOut into Your App

Generate a compiled dist  folder to move OmniOut into your app project before deploying your app to a content management
system.

Add OmniScripts to Adobe Experience Manager

Add OmniScripts to Adobe Experience Manager using OmniOut. OmniScripts hosted in AEM require a Salesforce connection to send
data between servers.

Add Custom Style Sheets to Your OmniOut Application

Include custom styling in your OmniOut project by using style sheets. Custom stylesheets aren’t included in the OmniScript or
FlexCard off-platform download metadata. You must add them to your application after building the dist  folder.

Connect Your OmniOut App

OmniOut connects your CMS to Salesforce through a proxy or directly. Configure a connection object to connect to the Salesforce
Connected App. Connections are unique to your app's requirements and must be configured outside the scope of OmniOut.

Download the OmniOut Static Resource
Download the OmniOut Static Resource from your Salesforce Org. The OmniOut static resource includes JS, HTML, CSS, and other files
necessary for OmniScripts and FlexCards to run outside of Salesforce.

1. In your Salesforce Org, navigate to Setup, and in the quick find box, enter Static Resources.

2. In the Static Resources page, locate and select the vlocityomnioutlwc resource.

3. To download the static resource, click View File.

4. Open the uncompressed downloaded file in Visual Studio Code.

Install OmniOut Dependencies

Install OmniOut Dependencies
Configure and install the OmniOut dependencies using a command-line-tool. Install the tools necessary to build your OmniOut app and
view it locally.

Before You Begin

1. Download the LWC OmniOut static resource. See Download the OmniOut Static Resource.

2. Request an NPM repository access key from your Vlocity customer representative.

3. Understand how to run commands in a terminal. See Command Line 101 (git-tower documentation).

4. Install npm. See npm (npm documentation).

1. Uncompress the downloaded static resource.
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2. In the uncompressed folder, open the .npmrc file and set _auth equal to your NPM repository access key.

_auth=Authentication_Key

3. In a new terminal shell, install the npm packages by running the command npm install.

4. To run the development server, run the command npm run watch  in the terminal console.

5. To view the demo application, access the local development server at localhost:4002.

For OmniScripts, Add an OmniScript Lightning Web Component to OmniOut

For FlexCards, Add a FlexCard LWC to OmniOut

Include Nested Custom LWCs in Your OmniOut OmniScript
Map nested custom Lightning web components in your OmniScript to include them in your OmniOut project. Lightning web components
that override or map to an OmniScript element are automatically downloaded with the off-platform OmniScript LWC.

Nested custom Lightning web components referenced by a custom Lightning web component in the OmniScript aren’t included by
default. To include nested custom LWCs, map them to a dummy element in the Element Type To LWC Component Mapping section.

1. From OmniScript Setup, scroll to the Element Type To LWC Component Mapping section.

2. In the Element Type field, enter a fake element type. For example, nestedElement.

3. In the Lightning Web Component field, enter the name of your nested custom Lightning web component. For example,
nestedElement.

4. Save and Activate your OmniScript.

Add an OmniScript Lightning Web Component to OmniOut
Download and configure an OmniScript to use it off-platform in OmniOut. Download your OmniScript LWC from the LWC OmniScript
Designer, add the component folder to the OmniOut project, and configure files for HTML and CSS.

• Install OmniOut's required dependencies. See Install OmniOut Dependencies

• (Optional) Configure OmniScript to include nested custom Lightning web components in OmniOut. See Include Nested Custom
LWCs in Your OmniOut OmniScript.
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1. Open an OmniScript in your Salesforce org, and click Activate.

2. Click the Download Off Platform LWC button and uncompress the downloaded file.

Note: If your OmniScript includes Custom LWCs from a managed package, the Custom LWCs may not work. Custom LWCs
that exist in a managed package only work if they’re off-platform compatible.

3. Copy the component in the lwc folder of your downloaded component into the ./src/modules/vlocityomniscript folder of your
OmniOut LWC project.

4. In an OmniScript Designer, copy the OmniScript tag using one of these options:

• In the LWC OmniScript Designer, click the dropdown menu, click How To Launch, and copy one of the component tags.

• In the Classic Designer, copy the LWC OmniScript component tag from the Script Configuration properties.
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• In the Classic Designer, copy the LWC OmniScript component code from one of the examples found in the How to Launch
activated script section of the OmniScript.
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5. In Visual Studio Code, open the ./src/index.html file and replace the component tag with your OmniScript component tag.

6. Edit your component tag by replacing c--  with vlocityomniscript-  and save the file.
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7. To import and define your component, open the ./src/index.js file and take these steps:

a. Replace the sample component import with your component's file path.

import VlocApp from 'vlocityomniscript/typeExampleSubtypeExampleEnglish';

b. Replace the sample component tag with your modified component tag and remove the closing tag and angle brackets.

customElements.define('vlocityomniscript-type-example-subtype-example-english',
buildCustomElementConstructor(VlocApp));

8. (Optional) In the OmniScript component tag, remove the run-mode="localScriptDef"  attribute to check if the OmniScript
is active in Salesforce.

Note: When running a multi-language OmniScript, the run-mode="localScriptDef"  attribute forces the OmniScript
to use the locally defined custom labels. If run-mode  isn’t present, a connection is made to retrieve the custom labels.

9. (Optional) In the OmniScript component tag, add dir="rtl"  to force the OmniScript styles to load right-to-left regardless of
the OmniScript language. Without this attribute, right-to-left languages still load with right-to-left styling. OmniScript provides beta
support for right-to-left styling.

<vlocityomniscript-type-example-subtype-example-english run-mode="localScriptDef"
dir="rtl"> </vlocityomniscript-type-example-subtype-example-english>

10. (Optional) In Index.html, uncomment the Newport style sheets to apply Newport styling.

<link rel="stylesheet" type="text/css"
href="/newport/assets/styles/vlocity-newport-design-system.min.css">

11. In Index.html, uncomment the appropriate Script file for each of these elements that exist in your OmniScript:
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Script FileElement

<script
src="/vlocityresources/javascript/VlocityPdf.js"></script>

PDF Action

Uncomment this file, and in the key parameter, enter your API
key.

<script type="text/javascript"
src="https://maps.googleapis.com/maps/api/js?key={YOUR_API_KEY_HERE}&libraries=places">
</script>

Type Ahead Block using Google Maps

12. In Index.html, include the SLDS styles even when using Newport styles, if these elements exist in your OmniScript:

NoteStyle SheetsElement

LWC OmniOut supports file uploads up to
30 MB.

<!-- SLDS styles -->
<link rel="stylesheet"
type="text/css"

File

href="/slds/assets/styles/salesforce-lightning-design-system.css">
<link rel="stylesheet"
type="text/css"
href="/vlocityresources/slds/styles/OmniLwcUtilsCss.css">

LWC OmniOut supports image uploads up
to 30 MB.

<!-- SLDS styles -->
<link rel="stylesheet"
type="text/css"

Image

href="/slds/assets/styles/salesforce-lightning-design-system.css">
<link rel="stylesheet"
type="text/css"
href="/vlocityresources/slds/styles/OmniLwcUtilsCss.css">

13. Save your file.

14. To restart the server and view your OmniScript, run the command npm run watch  in your terminal console.

Create a Connected App for OmniOut

Add a FlexCard LWC to OmniOut
Download and configure a FlexCard to use it off-platform in your OmniOut project. Download your FlexCard LWC from the FlexCard
Designer, add the component folder to the OmniOut project, and configure files for HTML and CSS.

Note: If your FlexCard has a datasource, you must initialize a datasource when building a connection in your app as outlined in
Step 11 in the workflow to run FlexCards off-platform. The step directs you to Create a Connection Object in OmniOut for FlexCards
to connect your app using the initializeDatasourceSdk  and setConnection  methods.
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Required Versions

Available beginning Summer '21.

Before You Begin

• Install OmniOut's required dependencies. See Install OmniOut Dependencies

1. Open a FlexCard from OmniStudio FlexCards home tab in your Salesforce org, and click Activate from the submenu.

2. Click the down arrow next to Activate, and click Download Off-Platform LWC.

3. Click Done.

4. Copy the component in the c folder of your downloaded file into the ./src/modules folder of your OmniOut project, or subdirectory
such as ./src/modules/flexcards.

5. In Visual Studio Code, open the ./src/index.html file add the FlexCard component tag. For example, if the name of your component
folder is flexaccountproducts and is placed inside the ./src/modules/flexcards directory, your component tag can look like
<flexcards-accountproducts run-mode="localScriptDef"></flexcards-accountproducts>.

6. To import and define your component, open the ./src/index.js file and take these steps:

a. Import your component from your component's file path.

import FlexCardProducts from 'flexcards/accountproducts';

b. Configure the FlexCard for HTML by defining a custom element and connecting it to your component.

customElements.define('flexcards-accountproducts',
buildCustomElementConstructor(FlexCardProducts));

7. (Optional) In the FlexCard component tag, remove the run-mode="localScriptDef"  attribute to check if the FlexCard is
active in Salesforce.

Note: If run-mode  isn’t present, a connection is made to retrieve the custom labels.

8. (Optional) In Index.html, uncomment the Newport style sheets to apply Newport styling.

<link rel="stylesheet" type="text/css"
href="/newport/assets/styles/vlocity-newport-design-system.min.css">

9. In Index.html, include the SLDS styles even when using Newport styles, if the Image element exists in your FlexCard.

NoteStyle SheetsElement

OmniOut supports image uploads up to
30 MB.

<!-- SLDS styles -->
<link rel="stylesheet"
type="text/css"

Image

href="/slds/assets/styles/salesforce-lightning-design-system.css">
<link rel="stylesheet"
type="text/css"
href="/vlocityresources/slds/styles/OmniLwcUtilsCss.css">
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10. Save your file.

11. To restart the server and view your FlexCard locally, run the command npm run watch  in your terminal console.

Create a Connected App for OmniOut

Create a Connected App for OmniOut
Enable the external connection to interact with Salesforce by configuring a Connected App in Salesforce. Create a Connected App to
make external calls from OmniOut. Connected Apps provide OmniOut with an access token that enables proxies and login authentication
to work.

See Connected Apps.

Before You Begin

• For OmniScripts, add an OmniScript LWC to your OmniOut project. See Add an OmniScript Lightning Web Component to OmniOut.

• For FlexCards, add a FlexCard LWC to your OmniOut project. See Add a FlexCard LWC to OmniOut.

1. From Salesforce Setup, search for Apps in the Quick Find box, and click App Manager.

2. Click New Connected App.

3. In the Connected App Name field, enter a Name for your Connected App.

4. Enter an API name that is used to refer to the Connected App from your program.

5. Enter a contact email.

6. Check Enable OAuth Settings.

7. Enter a callback URL. The callback URL is the URL for the App's public site.

8. Move the Fullaccess (full) scope or Access and manage your data (api) into Selected OAuth Scopes.

9. Save your Connected App.

10. From your Connected App page, click Edit Policies.

11. In the Permitted Users field, select All users may self-authorize, and save the Connected App.

12. Copy the Consumer Key and Consumer Secret. These values populate the client_id and client_secret.

13. Open the OmniOut project in Visual Studio Code, and in the terminal, perform these tasks:

a. Enter this command without running it.

curl -d "username=USERNAME" -d "password=PASSWORD" -d "client_id=CLIENTID" -d
"client_secret=CLIENTSECRET" -v -d "grant_type=password"
https://test.salesforce.com/services/oauth2/token

b. In the command, replace these values:

DescriptionValue

Replace with your Salesforce username.USERNAME

Replace with your Salesforce password.PASSWORD

Replace with your Connected App's Consumer Key.CLIENTID
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DescriptionValue

Replace with your Connected App's Consumer Secret.CLIENTSECRET

c. (Optional) In the command, enter the appropriate URL for your Salesforce environment. By default, the URL is configured for a
Sandbox org.

URLEnvironment

https://login.salesforce.com/services/oauth2/tokenDeveloper Org

https://test.salesforce.com/services/oauth2/tokenSandbox Org

d. Run the command, and copy the Access Token and Instance URL.

Run OmniOut in Development Mode

Configure Multi-Language in OmniOut for OmniScripts
Display multi-language OmniScripts in OmniOut using custom labels. Access custom labels in your OmniScript directly from Salesforce
or use custom labels defined in local files. Control which language displays by using a language code.

The language code searches locally defined language files or a Salesforce connection to access a language's custom labels. If the
OmniScript component tag's run-mode attribute is present and set to localScriptDef, the OmniScript uses the locally defined custom
labels. If run-mode isn’t present, the OmniScript accesses the custom labels through a Salesforce connection.

Before You Begin

1. Create a multi-language OmniScript. See Create Multi-Language OmniScripts.

2. Add your multi-language OmniScript to an OmniOut LWC. See Add an OmniScript Lightning Web Component to OmniOut.

3. View Salesforce language codes. See Translations (Salesforce documentation).

1. After adding your multi-language OmniScript to OmniOut, in the VSCode command line, enter this command, and replace LANGCODE
with a Salesforce language code:

npm run customlabels LANGCODE

2. View these two generated files:

• LANGCODE.translations.js: contains all of the custom labels, both user-defined and out-of-the-box, in a single file. The language
code replaces the LANGCODE property used in this example file name.

• translations.js: contains the exports of all different translations for all of the custom labels.
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3. In translations.js, uncomment export lines to include them when the OmniScript is running.

export * from "./es.translations.js";

4. Pass the language code using a combination of these two options:

Note: If both options are present, the component tag property overrides the URL parameter.

ExampleDescriptionLanguage Code Option

<my-omniscript
prefill='\{"LanguageCode":"iw"}'>
</my-omniscript>

Passes the language code in the
OmniScript's component tag as a prefill
property.

Component Tag Property

localhost:4002/myOmniScript?LanguageCode=en_USAppend the LanguageCode parameter to
your URL endpoint and enter a Salesforce
language code.

URL Parameter

5. (Optional) In the OmniScript component tag, add the run-mode="localScriptDef" attribute to force the OmniScript to use the
locally defined custom labels. If run-mode isn’t present, a connection is made to retrieve the custom labels from Salesforce.

6. (Optional) If you’re using run-mode="localScriptDef" in your OmniScript component tag, you must define custom translations
for each language manually.

To define your custom labels:

a. In OmniOut, select a LANGCODE.translations.js file.

b. In your file, locate a key-value pair, and in the value field, enter the translation for that custom label. Repeat this process for each
custom label.

export const es = {
"New": "Nuevo"

}

7. (Optional) Test the multi-language OmniScript In the command line:

a. In the command line, enter and run the command npm run watch.

b. Click the localhost link that appears in the command line.

c. In your browser, edit the URL to include a language code.

localhost:4002/myOmniScript?LanguageCode=en_US

Run OmniOut in Development Mode
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Run OmniOut in Development Mode
View and test your OmniScript and FlexCard before adding it to your application by running it in development mode. Use a jsForce
connection to request data from your org.

See jsForce on GitHub.

• Download your Lightning web component and add it to OmniOut. For OmniScripts, see Add an OmniScript Lightning Web Component
to OmniOut. For FlexCards, see Add a FlexCard LWC to OmniOut.

• To enable a Salesforce API connection from your app, create a Salesforce Connected App. See Create a Connected App for OmniOut.

1. In the .src folder's index.html file, locate function JSForceConnectionExample().

2. In the const connection  object, enter the Salesforce Connected App's access token and instance URL. See Access Token.

const connection = new jsforce.Connection({ // Set your jsForce configuration
here

accessToken: '',
instanceUrl: ''

});
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3. Set this.namespace equal to the namespace of your package namespace.

4. Save your file.

5. In the terminal, enter and run the command npm run watch.

Move OmniOut into Your App

Navigate to a URL from an OmniScript in an OmniOut App
Direct users to different URLs from an OmniScript in an OmniOut app using the Navigate Action. Configure endpoints in the Navigate
Action and create redirects for the URLs in your OmniOut app. OmniOut supports all Navigate Action types, including URL generation
and browser location updates. Application authors must decide how to handle the generated URLs based on the project's unique
requirements.

Before You Begin

Configure a Navigate Action. See Navigate Action.

1. View the generated URL format for each of these Navigate Action page reference types:

URL ExampleFormatPage Reference Type

/vlocity-digital-studio/omni-script-home/{appName}/{pageReference}App

/vlocity-ins-knowledge/new-test/{articleType}/{articleURL}Knowledge Article

/cmp/exampleComponent?c__exampleParameter=ABC123/cmp/{componentName}?{...targetParameters}Lightning Component

/login/login

OR

/logout

Login Page

/home/{pageName}?{...targetParameters}Named Page

/my-custom-tabNavigation items, such as tabs, transform
the item name into kebab-case.

Navigation Item

/o/case/home/o/{sObjectApiName}/home?{...targetParameters}Object Page

/r/account?id=0012E00001qF0l2QAC/r/{sObjectApiName}?id={objectId}{...targetParameters}Record Page

/r/case?id=0012E00001qF0l2QAC&rel=CaseComments/r/{sObjectApiName}?id={objectId}&rel={relationshipApiName}Record Relationship Page
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URL ExampleFormatPage Reference Type

/vlocityomniscript/demoNavigateActionEnglish/vlocityomniscript/{OmniScriptComponentName}Vlocity OmniScript

<https://trailhead.salesforce.com>A web URL. Navigate Action doesn’t format
Web Page URLs.

Web Page

2. (Optional) If your application has a predetermined URL structure that doesn’t match the generated URL, take these steps to redirect
the URLs:

a. In the OmniOut project, create this file ./src/modules/vlocityoverride/redirects.js

b. In redirect.js, add a map object to contain your redirect mappings.

const redirects = new Map([

]);

export default redirects;

c. In the redirects object, add a key that maps the generated URL and a value representing the transformed URL. Each key and
value must start with /. For example, map any Navigate action that generates the URL /home to /my-custom-home.

const redirects = new Map([
['/home','/my-custom-home']

]);

export default redirects;

d. (Optional) Include wildcards in your URL to redirect all object pages to a single page. For example, redirect case object and case
record navigate actions to a single page with the endpoint /case. Each of these generated URLs: /o/case/home,
/r/case?id=0012E00001qF0l2QAC, and /r/case?id=0012E00001qF0l2QAC&rel=CaseComments would point to /case.
The URL parameters for each generated URL are preserved.

const redirects = new Map([
['/home','/my-custom-home'],
['/*/case', '/case']

]);

If you’re deploying your OmniOut app to Adobe Experience Manager application, see Add OmniScripts to Adobe Experience Manager.

If you're not deploying to Adobe Experience Manager, see Move OmniOut into Your App.

Navigate to a URL from a FlexCard in an OmniOut App
Direct users to different URLs from a FlexCard in an OmniOut app using the Navigate action type. OmniOut for FlexCards supports only
the Web Page target type. Application authors must decide how to handle the generated URLs based on the project's unique requirements.

Note: To navigate to a URL from an OmniScript in an OmniOut app, see Navigate to a URL from an OmniScript in an OmniOut
App.
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1. From the FlexCard Designer, drag an Action element into a state.

2. Select Navigate  as the Action Type.

3. Select Web Page  as the Target Type. See PageReference Types.

4. Enter the URL in the URL field.

5. (Optional) To open the target page in a new tab or window, select New Tab/Window from the Open Target In dropdown.

6. (Optional) To configure other options common among all action properties, see FlexCards Action Properties.

Move OmniOut into Your App

Move OmniOut into Your App
Generate a compiled dist  folder to move OmniOut into your app project before deploying your app to a content management system.

• For OmniScripts, Add an OmniScript Lightning Web Component to OmniOut.

• For FlexCards, Add a FlexCard LWC to OmniOut.

1. In your OmniOut project, run the command npm run build  in your Visual Studio Code terminal. The command compiles
OmniOut into a dist folder.

npm run build
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2. In the dist folder, copy the required OmniScript and FlexCard files from the OmniOut project to your App.

DescriptionRequired?File/Folder

The JavaScript files required for your
FlexCard or OmniScript.

Yesapp.js files, including numbered app.js
files, such as 0.app.js

The static resources required for your
FlexCard or OmniScript.

Yesvlocityresources

A sample index.html file that shows how
to run the OmniOut LWC project.

Optionalindex.html

This file is required if you’re using the
default Newport theme. If your OmniScript

Optionalnewport

has an Image or File element, or your
FlexCard contains an Image element, you
must also copy over the slds folder.

This file is required if you’re using the
Lightning theme. If your OmniScript

Optionalslds

contains an Image or File element, or your
FlexCard contains an Image element, you
must copy over the slds folder.

This file is required if there’s a DocuSign
Action in the OmniScript.

OptionalOmniScriptDocuSignReturnPage.html

This file is required if there’s a DocuSign
Action in the OmniScript.

OptionalOmniScriptLwcDocuSignViewPdf.html

3. In the index.html file, select and copy the script tags that reference app.js files into your app's index.html file.
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4. In the index.html file, select and copy your OmniScript or FlexCard component tag into your app's index.html file.

<vlocityomniscript-doc-example-english
run-mode="localScriptDef"></vlocityomniscript-doc-example-english>

<flexcards-accountproducts run-mode="localScriptDef"></flexcards-accountproducts>

Connect Your OmniOut App

Add OmniScripts to Adobe Experience Manager
Add OmniScripts to Adobe Experience Manager using OmniOut. OmniScripts hosted in AEM require a Salesforce connection to send
data between servers.

Before You Begin

1. Learn about OmniOut. See OmniOut.

2. Test your OmniScripts in OmniOut's development mode. See Run OmniOut in Development Mode.

1. Create a Salesforce connection in AEM. See Integrate Salesforce Cloud Services into Adobe Experience Manager.

2. Set resource paths in OmniOut to load Lightning and Newport styles into your app. See Set the OmniOut Resource Path.

3. Deploy OmniOut to AEM. See Deploy OmniOut to Adobe Experience Manager.

4. Add the OmniOut component to an AEM page. See Add the Vlocity LWC OmniOut Component to Adobe Experience Manager.

Integrate Salesforce Cloud Services into Adobe Experience Manager

Create a Salesforce connection in AEM. The connection setup isn’t part of the Vlocity package.

Set the OmniOut Resource Path

Load your custom styling resources into your Adobe Experience Manager application by setting the correct resource paths.

Deploy OmniOut to Adobe Experience Manager

Add your AEM credentials to OmniOut and deploy it to your AEM server. The deployment adds a Vlocity LWC OmniOut component
to AEM. The Vlocity LWC OmniOut component enables you to add your OmniScripts to an AEM page.
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Add the Vlocity LWC OmniOut Component to Adobe Experience Manager

Launch OmniScripts from an AEM page by adding the Vlocity LWC OmniOut Component. The Vlocity LWC OmniOut component
hosts the OmniScript and uses the Salesforce Cloud Services configuration to make calls to Salesforce.

Integrate Salesforce Cloud Services into Adobe Experience Manager

Create a Salesforce connection in AEM. The connection setup isn’t part of the Vlocity package.

Before You Begin

1. View AEM's Salesforce Cloud Connection documentation. See Configuring AEM to integrate with Salesforce (AEM documentation).

2. Create your Connected App. See Create a Connected App for OmniOut.

1. Open your AEM instance and click the main logo in the upper left corner.

2. Click the Tools icon, and select Deployment.

3. Select the Cloud Services card and scroll down to the Salesforce section. Click Show Configurations.

4. Click the [+] link next to Available Configurations and enter the necessary information and click Create.
A new page and window open for the Cloud Services Configuration

5. To create consistency across platforms, enter the name of the Connected App that you created in Salesforce into the Title and Name
fields of the AEM Configuration window. Leave the window open.

6. Navigate back to the Connected App page in Salesforce.

7. In Callback URL, enter the AEM URL with Administrator Access:
http://localhost:4502/etc/cloudservices/salesforce/testsalesforceconnect.html  where
testsalesforceconnect is the title of your Cloud Services connection.

8. Navigate back to the Connected App page and paste the URL into the Callback URL field.

9. Click Save.

10. From the Connected App record page, copy the Consumer Key.

11. Return to the AEM window and paste the Consumer Key into the Customer Key field.

12. From the Connected App record page, copy the Consumer Secret.

13. Return to the AEM window and paste the Consumer Secret into the Customer Secret field.

14. Click Connect to Salesforce.
The login screen for Salesforce opens.

15. Log in to the appropriate org and click Allow. A window appears indicating that the connection was successful. If you receive an
error, wait 10 minutes and attempt to connect again.

16. To save the settings, click Ok.

Deploy OmniOut to Adobe Experience Manager

Set the OmniOut Resource Path

Load your custom styling resources into your Adobe Experience Manager application by setting the correct resource paths.

Before You Begin

1. Ensure you have run OmniOut in development mode. See Run OmniOut in Development Mode.

2. Create a Salesforce connection in AEM. Integrate Salesforce Cloud Services into Adobe Experience Manager.
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1. In VisualStudio, locate and open OmniOut's ./src/index.js  file.

2. In the ./src/index.js  file, uncomment this line:

import { setSldsResourcesUrl, setNewportResourcesUrl } from 'c/salesforceUtils'

3. In the same ./src/index.js  file, locate the setSldsResourcesUrl  function and the setNewportResourcesUrl
function and uncomment each function.

4. Save your file.

Deploy OmniOut to Adobe Experience Manager

Deploy OmniOut to Adobe Experience Manager

Add your AEM credentials to OmniOut and deploy it to your AEM server. The deployment adds a Vlocity LWC OmniOut component to
AEM. The Vlocity LWC OmniOut component enables you to add your OmniScripts to an AEM page.

Before You Begin

1. Create a Connected App. See Create a Connected App for OmniOut

2. Create a Salesforce Connection in AEM. See Integrate Salesforce Cloud Services into Adobe Experience Manager.

3. Set your CSS resources path. See Set the OmniOut Resource Path.

4. Locate and copy your AEM server username, password, host, and port.

1. In VisualStudio, open the OmniOut resource and locate the ./aem.ui.apps/pom.xml  file.

2. In the ./aem.ui.apps/pom.xml  file, enter your AEM server username, password, host, and port in these tags:

• <crx.host></crx.host>: Enter your AEM server host.

• <crx.port></crx.port>: Enter your AEM server port.

• <crx.username></crx.username>: Enter your AEM server username.

• <crx.password></crx.password>: Enter your AEM server password.

• <publish.crx.host></publish.crx.host>: Enter your AEM server host.

• <publsh.crx.port></publish.crx.port>: Enter your AEM server port.

• <publish.crx.username></publish.crx.username>: Enter your AEM server username.

• <publish.crx.password></publish.crx.password>: Enter your AEM server password.

Example Syntax: <crx.port>4502</crx.port>

3. Deploy the application by running this command:

npm run deploy:aem:clean:full

Add the Vlocity LWC OmniOut Component to Adobe Experience Manager

Add the Vlocity LWC OmniOut Component to Adobe Experience Manager

Launch OmniScripts from an AEM page by adding the Vlocity LWC OmniOut Component. The Vlocity LWC OmniOut component hosts
the OmniScript and uses the Salesforce Cloud Services configuration to make calls to Salesforce.
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Before You Begin

• Set the OmniOut Resource Path.

• Integrate Salesforce Cloud Services into Adobe Experience Manager.

• Deploy OmniOut to Adobe Experience Manager.

1. From an AEM page, click the + symbol to add a component.
A window opens with a list of components.

2. Select the Vlocity LWC OmniOut component.

3. From the component, click the configure icon, a wrench symbol, to open the component's Edit Dialog.

4. From the Vlocity LWC OmniOut Edit Dialog, configure these Vlocity LWC OmniOut component options:

a. In Configuration, select the Salesforce cloud connection that connects your Salesforce Connected App.

b. In Namespace, enter the namespace of your Vlocity package.

c. In LWC Element Name, enter the name of your OmniScript using the component tag name without brackets.

For example, if your OmniScript had these properties:

• Type: doc

• SubType: Test

• Language: English

The correct syntax to use is vlocityomniscript-doc-test-english.

d. In Layout, select the Lightning or Newport design system.

e. (Optional) In Prefill Attribute, enter serialized JSON data to prefill elements.

f. (Optional) In Google Maps API Key, enter a Google Maps API Key if one is used in your OmniScript.

g. (Optional) Check Use Proxy if your application is using a proxy to connect to your Salesforce instance.

h. (Optional) In Proxy URL, enter your proxy URL.

i. (Optional) Check Use Local Definition to use the local OmniScript definition. The component can’t be verified if the OmniScript
is active in your Salesforce org.

j. (Optional) Check Load SLDS Resources to load SLDS styles, images, and icons into your OmniScript. This option is required if
you use File or Image in your OmniScript.

k. (Optional) Check Load Newport Resources to load Newport styles into your OmniScript.

l. (Optional) Check Load PDF Resources if you’re using a PDF Action in your OmniScript.

5. Save your component and publish your AEM application.

6. Test your AEM application and run the OmniScript.
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Add Custom Style Sheets to Your OmniOut Application
Include custom styling in your OmniOut project by using style sheets. Custom stylesheets aren’t included in the OmniScript or FlexCard
off-platform download metadata. You must add them to your application after building the dist  folder.

Custom styling done within the OmniScript Designer for a custom LWC or within the FlexCard designer on any element is included in
the downloaded off-platform LWC.

Before You Begin

1. For OmniScripts, create, then add a custom style sheet to your OmniScript. See Apply Custom Styling to OmniScripts with Static
Resources.

2. Build an OmniOut dist  folder and move the folder's contents into your app. See Move OmniOut into Your App.

1. In Salesforce Setup's Quick Find box, enter Static Resources, and click Static Resources.

2. Locate and click the static resource that contains your CSS style sheet.

3. To download the static resource, click View File.

4. Copy the downloaded file into your app's primary styles folder.

5. To load the custom style sheet, add a reference to that file in your app's index.html file.

Example

<link rel="stylesheet" type="text/css" href=".../styles/my-custom-styles.css">

Connect Your OmniOut App

Connect Your OmniOut App
OmniOut connects your CMS to Salesforce through a proxy or directly. Configure a connection object to connect to the Salesforce
Connected App. Connections are unique to your app's requirements and must be configured outside the scope of OmniOut.

View the connection object template and sample apps in this section to see examples of how to configure a connection.

Before You Begin

1. Add your OmniScript or FlexCard to OmniOut. For OmniScripts, see Add an OmniScript Lightning Web Component to OmniOut. For
FlexCards, see Add a FlexCard LWC to OmniOut.

2. Create a Connected App for OmniOut

1. (Optional) Download, run, and modify sample OmniOut apps. See Sample OmniOut Apps.

2. Create a Connection Object in OmniOut

Sample OmniOut Apps

Download, configure, and run OmniOut sample apps to view OmniOut app connection examples. After running the sample app,
modify it to host your LWC OmniScripts and FlexCards.

Create a Connection Object in OmniOut

Send and receive data to and from Salesforce by creating a connection object. A connection object must be present for every type
of connection, including when a proxy is present. The connection object exposes the instance URL, namespace, and request function.

Create a Connection Object in OmniOut for FlexCards

Send and receive data to and from Salesforce by creating a connection object. A connection object must be present for every type
of connection, including when a proxy is present. The connection object exposes the instance URL, namespace, and request function.
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Sample OmniOut Apps

Download, configure, and run OmniOut sample apps to view OmniOut app connection examples. After running the sample app, modify
it to host your LWC OmniScripts and FlexCards.

Before You Begin

Add http://localhost:3000 to the Salesforce CORS allowlist. See Perform Cross-Origin Requests.

1. To download and run the connection example, select a sample app from the table on this page.

ProductExampleDescriptionSample App

OmniScriptsDownload and Run the
OmniOut React-jsForce-OAuth2
Sample App

A react app that demonstrates
login functionality using
OAuth2 and jsForce.

React, jsForce, and OAuth2

OmniScriptsDownload and Run the
OmniOut LWC Sample App

A single page app that's built
using only Lightning web
components.

LWC

OmniScriptsDownload and Run the
React-Express Proxy Sample
App

A react app that demonstrates
how to run an application using
a proxy.

React, Express Proxy

2. (For OmniScripts only) Modify a Sample OmniOut for OmniScripts React App.

Create a Connection Object in OmniOut. If your OmniOut project has FlexCards only, see Create a Connection Object in OmniOut for
FlexCards.

Download and Run the OmniOut React-jsForce-OAuth2 Sample App

The OAuth2 sample is a react app that demonstrates an OmniScript with login authentication using OAuth2 and jsForce.

Download and Run the OmniOut LWC Sample App

View a sample OmniOut that uses only Lightning web components to run a single page app off-platform.

Download and Run the React-Express Proxy Sample App

The React Express sample app demonstrates how to use an application as the backend to make requests and forward them to
Salesforce.

Modify a Sample OmniOut for OmniScripts React App

Host LWC OmniScripts in your sample app by moving files from a compiled OmniOut project into your sample app.

Download and Run the OmniOut React-jsForce-OAuth2 Sample App

The OAuth2 sample is a react app that demonstrates an OmniScript with login authentication using OAuth2 and jsForce.

Establish a Salesforce connection.

1. Download the sample app by clicking here.

2. Open the file in Visual Studio Code.
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3. In the Visual Studio Code terminal, run this command to install the npm dependencies:

npm install

4. Open ./src/App.js, and in the jsforce.browser.init  object, locate these keys and set them equal to the appropriate values:

ValueKey

The Connected App's Consumer Key.clientId

The Connected App's redirect URL.redirectUri

5. Open ./src/connection.js, locate the namespace  key, and enter your package namespace as the value.

6. In the Visual Studio Code terminal, run this command to run the sample application at localhost:3000:

npm start

7. From the navigation bar, click the Login button, enter your credentials, and click Allow to log in to the org.

8. After logging in, from the navigation bar, click the Quote link to view an example OmniScript.

9. From the navigation bar, click the Contact link to view an inline OmniScript example.
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Download and Run the OmniOut LWC Sample App

View a sample OmniOut that uses only Lightning web components to run a single page app off-platform.

Before You Begin

Establish a Salesforce connection. See Create a Connected App for OmniOut.

1. From Salesforce Setup, enter Static Resources  into the Quick Find box, and click Static Resources.

2. From Static Resources, click vlocityomnioutlwcsample.

3. Click View File to download the sample app.

4. Uncompress the downloaded file and open it in Visual Studio Code.

5. Locate the README.MD file, click it, and follow the README's instructions.

Download and Run the React-Express Proxy Sample App

The React Express sample app demonstrates how to use an application as the backend to make requests and forward them to Salesforce.

The React app acts as the frontend of your website while the express app handles the backend calls. Each sample application has separate
dependencies you need to install to run them both together.

Before You Begin

Establish a Salesforce connection. See Create a Connected App for OmniOut.

1. To download the sample app, install the dependencies, and run the express app, perform the following tasks:

a. Download both the Express and React apps by clicking here.

b. Open the folder in Visual Studio Code.

c. In the Visual Studio Code terminal, cd into the express-proxy folder, and run this command to install the npm dependencies:

npm install

d. Open the ./app.js file, locate these keys, and set them equal to the appropriate values:

ValueKey

The namespace of your Vlocity managed package.namespace

The instanceUrl retrieved from your Connected App. See Create
a Connected App for OmniOut.

instanceUrl

The accessToken retrieved from your Connected App. See
Create a Connected App for OmniOut.

accessToken
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e. In the Visual Studio Code terminal, run this command to start the application:

npm start

f. In a browser, go to localhost:3001 to view the application.

2. To install the dependencies for the react app, configure the connection.js file, and run the application, perform the following tasks:

a. Open a new terminal window in the Visual Studio Code terminal.

b. In the new terminal window, cd into the react-express-proxy-sample folder, and run this command to install the npm
dependencies:

npm install

c. Open the ./src/connection.js file, locate these keys, and set them equal to the appropriate values:

ValueKey

http://localhost:3001/api. This is the URL where
your express backend is located.

_proxyUrl
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ValueKey

The instanceUrl retrieved from your Connected App. See Create
a Connected App for OmniOut.

instanceUrl

The namespace of your Vlocity managed package.namespace

d. In the Visual Studio Code terminal, run this command to start the application:

npm start

e. In a browser, go to localhost:3000 to view the application.

f. From the navigation bar, click the Quote link to view an example OmniScript.

g. From the navigation bar, click the Contact link to view an inline OmniScript example.

Modify a Sample OmniOut for OmniScripts React App

Host LWC OmniScripts in your sample app by moving files from a compiled OmniOut project into your sample app.

Note: The instructions on this page don’t apply to the LWC Sample App because the LWC Sample app is a standalone app. See
Download and Run the OmniOut LWC Sample App.

• Download one of the react sample apps. See Sample OmniOut Apps.

• Download the OmniOut static resource from Salesforce and open it in Visual Studio Code. See Download the OmniOut Static Resource.

• Install dependencies for the OmniOut project. See Install OmniOut Dependencies.

• (Optional for OmniScripts only) Add any nested custom LWCs that exist in your OmniScript before adding an OmniScript to OmniOut.
See Include Nested Custom LWCs in Your OmniOut OmniScript.
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• Download and add your component to the OmniOut project. To add an OmniScript, see Add an OmniScript Lightning Web Component
to OmniOut. To add a FlexCard, see Add a FlexCard LWC to OmniOut.

• (Optional for OmniScripts only) Configure OmniOut to use multi-language OmniScripts. See Configure Multi-Language in OmniOut
for OmniScripts.

1. In your OmniOut project, run the command npm run build  in your Visual Studio Code terminal. The command compiles
OmniOut into a dist folder.

npm run build

2. In the dist folder, copy the files your OmniScript requires to run from the OmniOut project to the sample app's ./public folder.

DescriptionRequired?File/Folder

The JavaScript files required for your
FlexCard or OmniScript.

Yesapp.js files, including numbered app.js
files, such as 0.app.js
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DescriptionRequired?File/Folder

The static resources required for your
FlexCard or OmniScript.

Yesvlocityresources

A sample index.html file that shows how
to run the OmniOut LWC project.

Optionalindex.html

This file is required if you are using the
default Newport theme. If your OmniScript

Optionalnewport

has an Image or File element, or your
FlexCard contains an Image element, you
must also copy over the slds folder.

This file is required if you’re using the
Lightning theme. If your OmniScript

Optionalslds

contains an Image or File element, or your
FlexCard contains an Image element, you
must copy over the slds folder.

This file is required if there’s a DocuSign
Action in the OmniScript.

OptionalOmniScriptDocuSignReturnPage.html

This file is required if there’s a DocuSign
Action in the OmniScript.

OptionalOmniScriptLwcDocuSignViewPdf.html

3. In the dist folder's index.html file, select and copy the script tags that reference app.js files into the sample app's ./public/index.html
file.
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4. In the dist folder's index.html file, copy your OmniScript component tag.

<vlocityomniscript-doc-example-english
run-mode="localScriptDef"></vlocityomniscript-doc-example-english>

5. In the sample app's ./src/pages/Quote.js or ./src/pages/Contact.js files, replace the existing sample component tag with your
OmniScript component tag.

6. In the terminal, enter this command to run the app on localhost:3000:

npm start

Create a Connection Object in OmniOut

Send and receive data to and from Salesforce by creating a connection object. A connection object must be present for every type of
connection, including when a proxy is present. The connection object exposes the instance URL, namespace, and request function.

If your OmniOut project has OmniScripts in it, you must create an event handler to pass the connection object after receiving OmniOut's
omnioutcomponentready event. Follow the directions on this page.

If your OmniOut project has FlexCards only, use the initializeDatasourceSdk method to connect your app. See Create a Connection
Object in OmniOut for FlexCards.

The templates on this page are examples that developers can use for reference material when building a connection.

Note: The connection process is unique to each application and must be done outside the scope of OmniOut.

Before You Begin

Add the OmniOut project to your application. See Move OmniOut into Your App.

1. Create an event handler.

Example Event Handler

/**
* Once the component is ready, an event is dispatched to let the DOM knows that a

connection is expected.
**/
document.addEventListener('omnioutcomponentready', evt => {

if (evt.detail && evt.detail.omnioutcomponent) {
evt.srcElement.connection = new YourOmniOutConnection();

}
});

2. Create a connection object.
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Example Connection Object

function BaseConnectionExample() {
/**
* Expose the request method
**/
this.request = request;

/**
* @type {string} The namespace of the package
**/
this.namespace = '';

/**
* @type {string} The instance URL of your org
**/
this.instanceUrl = '';

/**
* A function that executes the HTTP requests.
* @type {string} The target URL.
* @type {Object} The data that is sent to the target URL.
* @returns {Promise} A promise with the
**/
function request(url, data) {
return connection.requestPost(url, data);

}
}

3. Configure additional connection options outside of OmniOut.

Create a Connection Object in OmniOut for FlexCards

Send and receive data to and from Salesforce by creating a connection object. A connection object must be present for every type of
connection, including when a proxy is present. The connection object exposes the instance URL, namespace, and request function.

If your OmniOut project has OmniScripts only, or OmniScripts and FlexCards, create an event handler to pass the connection object after
receiving OmniOut's omnioutcomponentready event. See Create a Connection Object in OmniOut.

If your OmniOut project has FlexCards, you must use the initializeDatasourceSdk method to connect your app. Follow the directions
on this page.

The template on this page is an example that developers can use for reference material when building a connection.

Note: The connection process is unique to each application and must be done outside the scope of OmniOut.

Before You Begin

Add the OmniOut project to your application. See Move OmniOut into Your App.

1. In the ./src/index.js file, create a connection object:

Example Connection Object

import '@lwc/synthetic-shadow';
import { initializeDatasourceSdk } from "c/sdkUtility";
import { setConnection } from 'c/omniscriptConnection';
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import exampleFlexcard from 'vlocityomniscript/exampleFlexcard';

const availableFeature = detectFeatures();
const isCompatibleBrowser = Object.keys(availableFeature).some(

feature => !availableFeature[feature]
);

if (isCompatibleBrowser) {
// Do something

} else {

setMyConnection();
if (!customElements.get('vlocityomniscript-example-flexcard')) {

customElements.define('vlocityomniscript-example-flexcard',
exampleFlexcard.CustomElementConstructor);

}
}

function detectFeatures() {
return {

'Service Worker': 'serviceWorker' in navigator
};

}

function setMyConnection() {

var authproxyurl = '<YOUR_PROXY_URL>';
var xmlHttp = new XMLHttpRequest();
xmlHttp.open( "GET", authproxyurl, false );
xmlHttp.send( null );
console.log(JSON.parse(xmlHttp.responseText));

const connection = new jsforce.Connection({
accessToken: JSON.parse(xmlHttp.responseText),
instanceUrl: '<YOUR_INSTANCE_URL>'

});

connection.namespace = '<YOUR_NAMESPACE>';

initializeDatasourceSdk({
jsforceConnection: connection,
instanceUrl: '<YOUR_INSTANCE_URL>',
namespace: connection.namespace

});

setConnection(connection);
}

2. Configure additional connection options outside of OmniOut.

Vlocity Actions
Vlocity Actions are automatically generated URLS that launch Vlocity OmniScripts, Vlocity Cards components, web pages, or external
applications. Actions are typically specific to a given object type, such as Account, Contact, Policy, or Asset.
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The Vlocity Action API returns the actions associated with an object — see Action API. The icons, links, and display text enable users to
invoke the action from the object context. See Using Actions with Cards.

To configure Vlocity Actions, see Configure a Vlocity Action.

Configure a Vlocity Action

Configure a Vlocity Action to launch Vlocity OmniScripts, Vlocity Cards components, web pages, or external applications. Actions
are typically specific to a given object type, such as Account, Contact, Policy, or Asset.

Update Filter Logic for Vlocity Actions

Vlocity Action filters and the Applicable Type setting determine which action appears for an instance of an object. You can use AND
or OR  conditions with the attributes in the Applicable Type setting. For example, Applicable Type=Policy__c,
Filter=PolicyType__c='Auto' AND Status__c='Active', means this action appears only on the Action toolbar
for the Policies with policy type ='Auto' and status is 'active'.

Update Profile Settings for Contract Actions

Vlocity Actions control the actions and operations that are allowed in each state on a particular Contract Document record. Vlocity
Actions also control which users can perform actions and operations.

Update the Link Type for an Action

The Vlocity mobile app uses the Vlocity Action link type to filter OmniScript Actions.

Target URL and URL Parameters

To launch Vlocity OmniScripts, Vlocity Cards components, web pages, or external applications from a Vlocity Action, enter an Apex
page, or a URL with parameters as the Target URL.

Display Vlocity Actions with the Vlocity Action Toolbar

Open Cards, OmniScripts, Community pages, web pages, documents, and external applications on a Lightning or Community record
page.

Configure a Vlocity Action
Configure a Vlocity Action to launch Vlocity OmniScripts, Vlocity Cards components, web pages, or external applications. Actions are
typically specific to a given object type, such as Account, Contact, Policy, or Asset.

1. Go to the Vlocity Actions tab.

2. Click New or select an action and click Edit.

3. On the New Vlocity Action page or Details page in edit mode, enter or update the values for these fields:

Note: If a field is missing, confirm that the field is available in the Vlocity Action Layout page layout for the Vlocity Action
object.
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DescriptionField Name

Required. Enter a name for the action no longer than 80
characters.

Vlocity Actions Name

Beginning with Vlocity Insurance and Health Winter '20 and
Vlocity CME Winter '20, Vlocity Actions support entering a
description for the action.

Description

Required. Select the objects from which you want the action to
launch. Default value is All. Vlocity recommends selecting

Applicable Type

specific objects because the action attempts to invoke every
Applicable Type, which reduces performance.

To add values to the Applicable Type picklist, use the API name
of the object, such as Household__c. The value can be an
sObject name or any string. If the action has a Filter, the
Applicable Type must be the sObject name, such as
Policy__c, which is used in an SOQL query.

To choose what action to display for a user profile, select an
option from the list. Default value is All. An admin can add

Applicable User Profile

other user profiles to the picklist. For example, if the current login
user's profile is Vlocity Health, only the actions where
Applicable User Profile is set to All or Vlocity Health displays.

To make the action visible, check this option.Active
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DescriptionField Name

Required. Enter a visible label for the action.Display Label

Required. Enter the sequence in which the action displays on a
sub-tab or component. Lowest number in the sequence displays
first.

Display Sequence

Required. To filter where the action displays, select All, Web
Client, or Mobile  from the list. To enable users to search
for this action in an Interaction Wrapper, select All.

Display On

To display an icon for this action, view the available Vlocity Icons
and their associated class names in the Vlocity Icons section of

Vlocity Icon

the action details page. Enter the class name of the icon to display
for this action. Vlocity Icons are not viewable when creating a
new action on the New Vlocity Action page.

Upload a custom icon as an attachment from the Related tab.
The latest attached image loaded (with a size less than 50 KB) is
used as the custom image. If both the Vlocity icon and the
custom icon (attachment) are set, the custom icon is used. When
the custom icon is not uploaded, the Vlocity icon is used.

To set how to open the Target URL, select Current Window or
New Tab/Window. Default is Current Window.

Open URL In

Required. To specify where the action is launched from, select
one of these options:

Link Type

• CommunityURL: Launches a Salesforce Community page.

• OmniScript: Launches an OmniScript.

• Other: Launches a specific URL.

• ConsoleCards: Launches a Salesforce Classic card.

• LEXConsoleCards: Launches a Lightning Experience Console
card in a sub-tab.

• Document: Launches a Contracts Document.

• Layout: Launches a Card Layout page.

Select this checkbox if the action is a Contracts Document action
provided out-of-the-box. Do not check this for a custom action.

Is Seed Action

. Defining Vlocity Actions for Contracts Seed actions are seed
data that the Vlocity Actions require for certain functionality to
work. An error message displays when you delete a seed action.
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DescriptionField Name

A user cannot delete a seed action or clear the Is Seed Action
checkbox, but can set as inactive.

Note: An error message displays when you delete a seed
action. A user cannot delete a seed action or clear the Is
Seed Action checkbox, but can set as inactive.

Required. The URL to which the action navigates. Enter a URL,
such as /apex/<pageName>, or a URL with parameters. For
example:

/apex/TestPolicyOmniPage?id={0}#/OmniScriptType/Policy/OmniScriptSubType/Auto/OmniScriptLang/English/ContextId/{0}/PrefillDataRaptorBundle/true.

Target URL

Important: For out-of-the-box Vlocity Actions, such as
View Record, the Target URL/{0} does not work outside
of Salesforce Classic. To navigate to a page in Salesforce
Lightning Experience, update the URL to
/lightning/r/[ObjectName]/{0}/view,
where ObjectName  is the API name of the sObject
such as Account.

The {0}  in the target URL represents the indexed position of a
parameter in the list of parameters in the URL Parameter field.
See the URL Parameter field description.

To navigate to a Lightning or Lightning Community Page, prefix
the relative URL with ltngpage:.  For example,
ltngpage:/Home  redirects to your community home page.

To open a Visualforce page from Salesforce's Lightning container,
prefix the relative URL with ltng.  For example,
ltng:/apex/CustomVFPage, redirects to the
CustomVFPage.

Example Target URLs:

• /apex/NameSpace__OmniScriptUniversalPageConsole?id={0}&OmniScriptType=VPL&OmniScriptSubType=GetPolicyAccountAgentDetails&OmniScriptLang=English&scriptMode=vertical&layout=lightning&ContextId={0}&InteractionId={1}&Role={2}

• /apex/NameSpace__OmniScriptUniversalPageWHeader?id={0}#/OmniScriptType/Policy/OmniScriptSubType/Auto/OmniScriptLang/English/ContextId/{0}/PrefillDataRaptorBundle/true

• /apex/NameSpace__ConsoleCards?id={0}&layout=lex-layout

• /apex/NameSpace__ConsoleCards?id={0}&layout=Sample-GetObjectFromInteraction

See Target URL and URL Parameters.

If the Target URL requires parameters, enter them here. The URL
parameter represents the attribute name from the Applicable

URL Parameter

Type object, such as AccountId  in Contact. In the
sequence that you want to replace the parameters in the Target
URL, specify parameters in a comma separated list with no spaces.
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DescriptionField Name

For example, when you enter
AssetId,CustomerInteractionId,Role  in this
field, AssetId  replaces {0}, CustomerInteractionId
replaces {1}, and Role replaces {2}  in a Target URL.

See Target URL and URL Parameters.

For Vlocity Winter '18 minor release 900.85.3 and later. To specify
what actions display based on whether permission is granted to

Applicable Permission Name

the user's profile or one or more of the user's permission sets,
enter the name of a standard Custom Permission object. For
more information about permission sets, see Control Who Sees
What in the Salesforce help.

To specify what action displays for each instance of the object,
create a filter using AND  or OR  conditions with attributes from
the Applicable Type. For example:

Filter

Applicable Type=Policy__c,
Filter=PolicyType__c='Auto' AND
Status__c='Active'

This example specifies that the action shows only for active
Policies where policy type is 'Auto'. The filter condition is
applicable for valid Salesforce standard and custom objects. Filter
by any field on the object. Maximum length is 255 characters.

Enter a filter longer than 255 characters.Additional Filter

For contracts, specify the Contract State Model that defines the
contract life cycle associated with this action.

State Model

For contracts, specify the state associated with this action.To State

Enter Apex invocation class name and method name. The class
must implement

Invocation Class Name

Invocation Method Name
VlocityOpenInterface/VlocityOpenInterface2
and Implementations.
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DescriptionField Name

Enter validation class name and method name. The class must
implement

Validation Class Name

Validation Method Name
VlocityOpenInterface/VlocityOpenInterface2.
It is used in the Contract Document Management UI Action tool
bar to display a warning message.

4. Click Save.

Update Filter Logic for Vlocity Actions
Vlocity Action filters and the Applicable Type setting determine which action appears for an instance of an object. You can use AND  or
OR  conditions with the attributes in the Applicable Type setting. For example, Applicable Type=Policy__c,
Filter=PolicyType__c='Auto' AND Status__c='Active', means this action appears only on the Action toolbar
for the Policies with policy type ='Auto' and status is 'active'.

1. Go the Vlocity Actions tab.

2. Click the down arrow for the Action to update, and click Edit.

3. In the Filter field, enter the new filter logic.

4. Click Save.

Update Profile Settings for Contract Actions
Vlocity Actions control the actions and operations that are allowed in each state on a particular Contract Document record. Vlocity
Actions also control which users can perform actions and operations.

1. Go to the Vlocity Actions tab and click the checkbox next to

2. Click the down arrow for the Add Vlocity Action, and click Edit.

3. In the Applicable User Profile picklist:

a. To prevent unauthorized users from downloading contract documents, for each authorized user, select the user from the
Available list and click the right arrow to move it to the Chosen list.

b. To ensure only authorized users can download contract documents, for each unauthorized user, select the user from the Chosen
list and click the left arrow to move it to the Available list.
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4. Click Save.

5. Repeat steps 1 through 4 for the Check Out to Customize and Check Out to Customize Console actions.

Update the Link Type for an Action
The Vlocity mobile app uses the Vlocity Action link type to filter OmniScript Actions.

For more information on OmniScript Actions, see Launching an LWC OmniScript from an OS Action on a Card.

1. Go to the Vlocity Actions tab.

2. Click the down arrow for the Action to edit, and click Edit.

3. From the Link Type picklist, select a link type.

4. Click Save.
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Target URL and URL Parameters
To launch Vlocity OmniScripts, Vlocity Cards components, web pages, or external applications from a Vlocity Action, enter an Apex page,
or a URL with parameters as the Target URL.

Important: For out-of-the-box Vlocity Actions, such as View Record, the Target URL /{0}  doesn’t work outside of Salesforce
Classic. To navigate to a page in Salesforce Lightning Experience, update the URL to
/lightning/r/[ObjectName]/{0}/view, where ObjectName  is the API name of the sObject such as Account.

LWC components, such as LWC OmniScripts, LWC Cards, and OmniStudio FlexCards aren’t URL addressable and so can't be accessed
directly from a URL and must be embedded on a page. See Vlocity Actions.

Available Visualforce Pages to Launch OmniScripts

Vlocity provides these Visualforce pages to launch OmniScripts:

• OmniScriptUniversalPage

• OmniScriptUniversalPageWHeader

• OmniScriptUniversalPageWHeaderSidebar.

• OmniScriptUniversalMobilePage (for use with Mobile only)

• OmniScriptUniveralPageConsole (for use in the Industry Console)

• OmniScriptUniversalCommunitiesPage (for use in Communities)

Formatting the Target URL

For a Target URL that launches a Vlocity Card component or a Vlocity OmniScript, the first part of the URL is the apex page, followed by
the PageName, such as /apex/<PageName>. The second part of the Target URL is a list of parameters defined in the URL Parameters
field and is available to any URL types Vlocity Actions support, including web pages and external applications.

The following example shows how to format the URL:

//Example Target URL for launching an OmniScript

/apexNS__[PageName]?id={0}#/OmniScriptType/AAA1/OmniScriptSubType/AAA2/OmniScriptLang/AAA3/layout/[LayoutName]/ContextId/{0}/PrefillDataRaptorBundle/[BundleName]/[verticalMode]

//Example Target URL for launching a Card component

/apex/NS__[PageName]?id={0}#/layout=[LayoutName]

//Example External URL

https://www.domainName.com/?id={0}/

Beginning with Vlocity Version 12, an alternative URL pattern is available:

//Example Target URL for launching an OmniScript

/apexNS__[PageName]?id={0}&OmniScriptType=AAA1&OmniScriptSubType=AAA2&OmniScriptLang=AAA3&layout=[LayoutName]]&PrefillDataRaptorBundle=[BundleName]&scriptMode=[verticalMode]

//Example Target URL for launching a Card component
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/apex/NS__[PageName]?id={0}&layout=[LayoutName]

//Example External URL

https://www.domainName.com/?id={0}/

Note: While both URL patterns are valid, the advantage of the alternative pattern is that it’s mobile-friendly and enables adding
additional URL parameters directly into the OmniScript Data JSON. For example, appending &customerSLALevel=gold to the
URL would add a node to the root of the OmniScript Data JSON, such as "customerSLALevel":"gold".

Target URL Variable Descriptions

This table lists descriptions for the variables from the Target URL examples on this page:

Available ForDescriptionVariable

OmniScript, CardNamespace of the installed package. Use
when referencing a Universal Visualforce
page.

NS__

OmniScript, CardUniversal Visualforce page,
OmniScriptUniversalPage,

[PageName]

OmniScriptUniversalPageWHeader,
OmniScriptUniversalPageWHeaderSidebar,
or OmniScriptUniversalMobilePage) or
another Visualforce page containing the
OmniScript.

OmniScript, CardThe first parameter listed in the URL
Parameters field and is often the Context Id
of an sObject.

{0}

OmniScriptOmniScript TypeAAA1

OmniScriptOmniScript Sub TypeAAA2

OmniScriptOmniScript LanguageAAA3

OmniScript, Card[LayoutName] • (Optional) For OmniScript: lightning or
Newport. Defines which layout theme
to use. The default is lightning.

• (Optional) For Card: Defines which card
layout to use.
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Available ForDescriptionVariable

OmniScript(Optional) DataRaptor Bundle name used
for prefilling fields in the script.

[BundleName]

OmniScript(Optional) true or false. If true, all the steps
in an OmniScript are vertically stacked. If

[verticalMode]

false, all the steps in an OmniScript are
horizontally navigated. Default is true.

URL Parameters

In a Target URL, the {0} represents the indexed position of a parameter in the list of parameters in the URL Parameter field. The parameter
is the field API name in the applicable object, such as AccountId, or ID in Contact.

Specify the parameters as a comma-delimited string, in the sequence in which you want to replace the parameters in the Target URL.
For example, AccountId,vlocity_ins__PrimaryContactId__c, replaces {0} in the Target URL with the AccountId, and replaces {1} in
the Target URL with the vlocity_ins__PrimaryContactId__c.

You can also use attributes from the User object, such as User.ContactId to get the Id of the current user.

Note: Beginning with CME Fall '18, Vlocity supports the Salesforce object edit URL format of /{3 character sobject
prefix}/e'.

example: URL Parameter Example

//Example Target URL for launching a Card component

/apex/vlocity_ins__OmniScriptUniversalPage?id={0}&OmniScriptType=AppointmentApplication&OmniScriptSubType=IndependentAgentAppointmentApplication&OmniScriptLang=English&layout=lightning

//Example Target URL for launching a Card component

/apex/NameSpace__ConsoleCards?id={0}&layout=lex-layout

Navigating URLs in Lightning and Lightning Community

Navigating to Lightning pages and from Lightning Containers requires the relative path to have a prefix.

To use proper URL syntax, follow these requirements:

• To use relative URLs in the Lightning Console (LEX), prefix the Target URL with ltng:, and make sure the Open URL in value is
set to New Tab / Window so that the relative URL link opens in a new window. For example, ltng:/apex/NewLandingPage,
opens the New Landing Page in a new window.

• To redirect to a Lightning or Lightning Community Page, prefix the relative URL with ltngpage:. For example, ltngpage:/Home
will redirect to your community home page.

• To open a Visualforce page from Salesforce's Lightning container, prefix the relative URL with ltng:. For example,
ltng:/apex/CustomVFPage, will redirect to the CustomVFPage.
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Display Vlocity Actions with the Vlocity Action Toolbar
Open Cards, OmniScripts, Community pages, web pages, documents, and external applications on a Lightning or Community record
page.

Open Cards, OmniScripts, Community pages, web pages, documents, and external applications on a Lightning or Community record
page by clicking Vlocity Actions links in the Vlocity Actions Toolbar. The Record Id of the record page and permissions granted to Vlocity
Actions determine what actions display in the Vlocity Action Toolbar.

Note: Because Lightning web components, such as LWC Cards and LWC OmniScripts, aren’t URL addressable, you can only
Angular Vlocity Cards and Angular Vlocity OmniScripts from the toolbar.

Add the Vlocity Action Toolbar to a Lightning Record Page

Add the Vlocity Action Toolbar to a Lighting record page to open a card, OmniScript, Community page, web page, document, or
external application. For example, add the toolbar on an Account page to view all available Vlocity Actions available to Accounts
such as Update Account.

Add the Vlocity Actions Toolbar to a Community Record Page

Add the Vlocity Action Toolbar to a Community record page to open a card, OmniScript, another Community page, web page,
document, or external application. For example, add the toolbar on an Account page to view all available Vlocity Actions available
to Accounts such as Update Account.

Configure the Vlocity Action Toolbar

The Vlocity Action Toolbar has optional properties you can configure. By default, the toolbar without configuring any properties.

Add the Vlocity Action Toolbar to a Lightning Record Page

Add the Vlocity Action Toolbar to a Lighting record page to open a card, OmniScript, Community page, web page, document, or external
application. For example, add the toolbar on an Account page to view all available Vlocity Actions available to Accounts such as Update
Account.

1. In your org, open a record page, such as an Account, click the Set Up icon, and click Edit Page.

2. From the Lightning components pane, drag the Vlocity Action Toolbar component from the list of Custom - Managed components
onto the canvas area where you want your toolbar to display.

3. To update properties in the Properties Pane, see Configure the Vlocity Action Toolbar.

Add the Vlocity Actions Toolbar to a Community Record Page

Add the Vlocity Action Toolbar to a Community record page to open a card, OmniScript, another Community page, web page, document,
or external application. For example, add the toolbar on an Account page to view all available Vlocity Actions available to Accounts such
as Update Account.

1. In your org, go to Service Setup > All Communities and click Builder next to the name of an existing Community to open the
Community Builder.

2. Click the blue and white lightning bolt icon on the left to open the Components pane.

3. From the list of Custom Components in the Components pane, drag the Vlocity Action Toolbar to the canvas area where you
want your toolbar to display.

4. To update properties in the Properties Pane, see Configure the Vlocity Actions Toolbar on this page.
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Configure the Vlocity Action Toolbar

The Vlocity Action Toolbar has optional properties you can configure. By default, the toolbar without configuring any properties.

Add a Vlocity Action Toolbar to open Cards, OmniScripts, Community pages, web pages, documents, and external applications on a
Lightning or Community record page by clicking Vlocity Actions links in the toolbar.

DescriptionProperty

To enable the toolbar to automatically use the recordId of the
record page it's on, leave empty. To display actions associated with
a specific record Id, enter a record Id.

Record Id

Select a horizontal or vertical layout. Default is horizontal.Style

Select the objects whose actions have specific Applicable Types.
Applicable Types determine the objects from which you want the

Object Type

action to launch. See Vlocity Actions. For example, enter
Account,Policy_c  to display Vlocity Actions that can only
launch from an Account or Policy record page. Default is Home.

To limit to Vlocity Actions that only display on specific platforms.
Select from one of these options:

Display On

DescriptionOption

For actions that display on both
web client and mobile.

All

Default. Actions display only on
the Salesforce web client.

Web Client

For actions that display online
on the mobile app.

Mobile

To specify where the action is launched from, enter a
comma-separated list without spaces. For example, to display

Link Type

actions that launch OmniScripts and specific URLs, enter
Other,OmniScript.

DescriptionType

Launches a Salesforce
Community page.

CommunityURL
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DescriptionProperty

DescriptionType

Launches an OmniScript.OmniScript

Launches a specific URL.Other

Launches a Salesforce Classic
card.

ConsoleCards

Launches a Lightning
Experience Console card in a
subtab.

LEXConsoleCards

Launches a Contracts
Document.

Document

Launches a Card Layout page.Layout

If Link Type is CommunityURL, enter the name of the
Community page you created to display OmniScripts.

Community Page

Vlocity Conversation UI
Vlocity Conversation UI combines the familiar experience of online chat, with the robust transactional capabilities of Vlocity’s Industry
Cloud solutions.

Now consumers, channel partners, and employees alike can get work done, including account inquiries, orders, quotes, and claims, as
easily as texting back and forth with an agent. With the Conversation UI, Vlocity bridges the power of artificial intelligence and natural
language processing with an easy to use interface.

For Vlocity Conversation UI documentation, see Vlocity Conversation UI.

OmniForm
OmniForm is an omnichannel tool that enables you to build single-step, dynamic customer interactions.

OmniForm uses a subset of OmniScript elements to accept user input, enabling customers to complete tasks such as making a payment
or updating their billing information.

For OmniForm documentation, see OmniForm.
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Vlocity OmniAnalytics Overview
Using Vlocity OmniAnalytics, you can track user interactions to answer questions such as which advertisements get the most responses
and how many users who begin a purchasing process complete it. Vlocity OmniAnalytics can track user interactions with LWC OmniScripts
and FlexCards with or without a third-party system such as Google Analytics.

All Vlocity industry products, including Salesforce Industries Communications, Media, and Energy, Vlocity Insurance, and Vlocity
Government, can use Vlocity OmniAnalytics. Vlocity OmniAnalytics isn’t supported with any managed package that uses standard objects,
including the OmniStudio package.

Data Flows
In Vlocity OmniAnalytics, user interaction data flows from OmniScripts and FlexCards, through Vlocity tracking components, and into
Salesforce reports, either built-in or custom.

User interaction data from Vlocity OmniAnalytics can also flow from OmniScripts and FlexCards, through Vlocity tracking components,
and into a third-party system such as Google Analytics.

You can send the same data to Salesforce reports, a third-party system, or both.

Using OmniAnalytics, you can control what data you send, how it’s structured, and where it goes without editing templates or writing
a script.

Types of Data Collected
Vlocity OmniAnalytics collects data that helps answer questions such as:

• Which items presented to users are they most interested in?

• Where are we losing users in the flow?
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• Are some steps too slow to load or too hard to understand?

Specifically, Vlocity OmniAnalytics collects data about:

• Clicks per product, offer, or promotion impression

• Clicks per UI action impression

• Percent of OmniScripts completed

• Percent of OmniScript steps completed

• Load time for FlexCards, OmniScripts, and OmniScript steps

• Viewing time for FlexCards, OmniScripts, and OmniScript steps

Next Steps
Vlocity OmniAnalytics has user setup, two standard workflows, and some advanced topics:

• Edit User Profiles to Enable OmniAnalytics Access and Edit Sharing Settings to Enable OmniAnalytics Access for Guest Users — Give
users access to OmniAnalytics.

• Workflow to Configure Internal OmniAnalytics — Track user interactions without a third-party tag manager.

• Workflow to Configure OmniAnalytics with Google Analytics — Track user interactions in combination with Google Analytics and
Google Tag Manager.

• Additional OmniAnalytics Customizations — Configure inclusion rules for events, other third-party analytics vendors, and static
resources.

If you follow the workflow examples, the first workflow is a prerequisite for the second.

Edit User Profiles to Enable OmniAnalytics Access

In the Salesforce Winter '21 release, a critical update enforces user profile restrictions for Apex classes that Aura and Lightning Web
Components use. To configure OmniAnalytics, users must have permission in their profiles or permission sets to access the
FetchStaticResourceUrl and OmniAnalyticsController Apex classes.

Edit Sharing Settings to Enable OmniAnalytics Access for Guest Users

To have read-only access to OmniAnalytics, guest users must have sharing settings in their profiles for the Vlocity Tracking Group,
Vlocity Web Tracking Configuration, and Omni User Session objects.

Workflow to Configure Internal OmniAnalytics

Vlocity OmniAnalytics can track user interactions with OmniScripts and FlexCards without the use of a third-party tag manager.

Enable OmniAnalytics and Store Tracking Data

To enable OmniAnalytics, you must first allocate space in the VlocityMetadata partition of the Platform Cache. Then you must
configure custom settings that determine whether OmniAnalytics is enabled and whether OmniAnalytics data is stored in
VlocityTrackingEntry__c object records, VlocityTrackingEvent__e platform events, or both.

Import and Activate the Example OmniScript

To help you learn about OmniAnalytics, Vlocity provides an example OmniScript that you can download, import, and activate. In
later tasks, you will add the OmniScript to a Lightning App Page and interact with it to generate OmniAnalytics data.

Import and Activate the Example Card

To help you learn about OmniAnalytics, Vlocity provides an example FlexCard that you can download, import, and activate. In later
tasks, you will add the FlexCard to a Lightning App Page and interact with it to generate OmniAnalytics data.
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Create a Tracking Group and Add Components to Track

To specify a group of components to be tracked together, you create a Vlocity Tracking Group and add OmniScript and FlexCard
components to it.

Create a Lightning App Page with a Tracking Manager

The Vlocity Tracking Manager is a Lightning Web Component that must be included in any Lightning page that includes components
tracked with OmniAnalytics. It listens for user interaction events and sends data for those events to VlocityTrackingEntry__c objects,
VlocityTrackingEvent__e Platform Events, or both.

Interact with the Example OmniScript and Card

To generate tracking data, you must interact with the example OmniScript and FlexCard as if you were an end user.

View the Tracking Data in the Vlocity Tracking Group Page

After you have interacted with the example OmniScript and FlexCard, tabs for these components are added to the Vlocity Tracking
Group page. On these tabs, you can generate reports of the interaction data being tracked.

View the Vlocity Tracking Entry Records

You can view tracking data in Vlocity Tracking Entry records by creating a custom tab, filtering the list of records, then copying the
Data field contents into a JSON formatter.

Create a Report Using Vlocity Tracking Entry Data

You can create a report of Vlocity Tracking Entry record data and filter it by Vlocity Tracking Group.

Workflow to Configure OmniAnalytics with Google Analytics

Vlocity OmniAnalytics can track user interactions with OmniScripts and FlexCards in combination with Google Analytics and Google
Tag Manager.

Workflow for Setting Up Google Analytics and Google Tag Manager

You can configure Vlocity OmniAnalytics to send data to Google Analytics with Enhanced Ecommerce. To do so, you must prepare
Google Analytics and Google Tag Manager to receive the data. You must configure an account, property, and view in Google Analytics,
then configure variables, triggers, and tags in Google Tag Manager.

Workflow for Adding Ecommerce Data to the Example OmniScript and Card

Google Analytics Ecommerce requires specific kinds of data. You must add this data to the Messaging Framework OmniScript
properties and the FlexCard Custom Fields. Then when the OmniScript runs and the FlexCard is used, they send this data to Google
Analytics.

Workflow for Creating a Tracking Configuration and Adding Event Types

A Vlocity Web Tracking Configuration specifies a third-party tag manager and account to which to send tracking data. Vlocity Web
Tracking Event Types specify data formats for specific events. In the workflow example, Event Types pass OmniScript data to Google
Analytics.

Edit the Vlocity Tracking Group for Google Analytics

You can edit a Vlocity Tracking Group to send its data to Google Analytics without changing the components it includes.

Interact with the Example OmniScript and Card

To generate tracking data, you must interact with the example OmniScript and FlexCard as if you were an end user.

View the Tracking Data in Google Analytics

In the Workflow to Configure OmniAnalytics with Google Analytics documentation, after you view the example OmniScript and
Card, you can view the data in Google Analytics. This is the final step in the workflow.

Additional OmniAnalytics Customizations

Additional OmniAnalytics customizations include inclusion rules for Vlocity Web Tracking Event Types, configuration of other
third-party analytics vendors aside from Google Analytics, and using a static resource instead of a Visualforce page.
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Edit User Profiles to Enable OmniAnalytics Access
In the Salesforce Winter '21 release, a critical update enforces user profile restrictions for Apex classes that Aura and Lightning Web
Components use. To configure OmniAnalytics, users must have permission in their profiles or permission sets to access the
FetchStaticResourceUrl and OmniAnalyticsController Apex classes.

1. Go to Setup.

• In Lightning Experience, click the gear icon and select Setup from the menu.

• In Salesforce Classic, click the user menu and select Setup from the menu.

2. In the Quick Find field, enter profiles, then click Profiles.

3. Click the name of a profile for OmniAnalytics users.

4. On the profile page, click the Enabled Apex Class Access link.

5. Click Edit.

6. From the Available Apex Classes list, select the FetchStaticResourceUrl class.

7. To move the class to the Enabled Apex Classes list, click the Add button.

8. From the Available Apex Classes list, select the OmniAnalyticsController class.

9. To move the class to the Enabled Apex Classes list, click the Add button.

10. Click Save.

11. Repeat steps 3 through 10 for each profile for OmniAnalytics users.

To give guest users read-only access to OmniAnalytics, see Edit Sharing Settings to Enable OmniAnalytics Access for Guest Users.

After you have enabled OmniAnalytics access, see the Workflow to Configure Internal OmniAnalytics.

Edit Sharing Settings to Enable OmniAnalytics Access for Guest Users
To have read-only access to OmniAnalytics, guest users must have sharing settings in their profiles for the Vlocity Tracking Group, Vlocity
Web Tracking Configuration, and Omni User Session objects.

1. Go to Setup.

• In Lightning Experience, click the gear icon and select Setup from the menu.

• In Salesforce Classic, click the user menu and select Setup from the menu.

2. In the Quick Find field, enter sharing, then click Sharing Settings.

3. From Manage sharing settings for, select Vlocity Tracking Group.

a. Under Sharing Rules, click New.

b. Enter a Label such as OmniAnalytics Guest Users.

c. Select Guest user access, based on criteria.

d. Under Criteria, set the Field to Active, the Operator to equals, and the Value to True.

e. Set Share with to the name of a profile for guest users.

f. Set the Access Level to Read Only.
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g. Click Save. You return to the Sharing Settings page.

4. From Manage sharing settings for, select Vlocity Web Tracking Configuration. Repeat the substeps of step 3, but enter a
different Label.

5. From Manage sharing settings for, select Omni User Session.

a. Under Sharing Rules, click New.

b. Enter a Label such as OmniAnalytics Guest User Session.

c. Select Guest user access, based on criteria.

d. Under Criteria, set the Field to Session Key, the Operator to not equal to, and the Value to NULL.

e. Set Share with to the name of a profile for guest users.

f. Set the Access Level to Read Only.

g. Click Save. You return to the Sharing Settings page.

6. Repeat steps 3 through 5 for each guest user profile that requires OmniAnalytics access.

After you have enabled OmniAnalytics access, see the Workflow to Configure Internal OmniAnalytics.

Workflow to Configure Internal OmniAnalytics
Vlocity OmniAnalytics can track user interactions with OmniScripts and FlexCards without the use of a third-party tag manager.

example: Example OmniScript and FlexCard

The tasks in this workflow use two examples throughout:

• An OmniScript that illustrates a simplified purchasing process for one of several smartphones.

• A FlexCard that redirects the user to the Google website.

1. Enable OmniAnalytics and Store Tracking Data.

2. Prepare the OmniScripts and/or FlexCards to be tracked. See Import and Activate the Example OmniScript and Import and Activate
the Example Card.

3. Create a Tracking Group and Add Components to Track. Specify the example OmniScript and Card as components to be tracked.

4. Create a Lightning App Page with a Tracking Manager. This page includes the example OmniScript and Card and the Vlocity Tracking
Manager component.

5. Test the tracking. See Interact with the Example OmniScript and Card.

6. View the Tracking Data in the Vlocity Tracking Group Page.

7. View the Vlocity Tracking Entry Records.

8. Create a Report Using Vlocity Tracking Entry Data.

Enable OmniAnalytics and Store Tracking Data
To enable OmniAnalytics, you must first allocate space in the VlocityMetadata partition of the Platform Cache. Then you must configure
custom settings that determine whether OmniAnalytics is enabled and whether OmniAnalytics data is stored in VlocityTrackingEntry__c
object records, VlocityTrackingEvent__e platform events, or both.
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Before You Begin

OmniAnalytics metadata is cached in the VlocityMetadata partition of the Platform Cache. For OmniAnalytics tracking to work, this
partition must have space allocated. OmniAnalytics metadata includes data for the following objects:Allocate Space in the Platform
Cache Partitions

• VlocityTrackingGroup__c

• VlocityTrackingComponent__c

• VlocityWebTrackingConfiguration__c

• VlocityWebTrackingEventType__c

1. Go to Setup.

• In Lightning Experience, click the gear icon and select Setup from the menu.

• In Salesforce Classic, click the user menu and select Setup from the menu.

2. In the Quick Find field, enter Custom Settings.

3. Click Custom Settings.

4. Click the letter G in the index across the top.

5. To the left of General Settings, click Manage.
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6. For each setting, click New, enter a Name and a Value, then click Save.

To follow the examples in the workflow, add all these settings with values of true except OmniAnalyticsTrackAsEvent.

DescriptionValuesName

If true, enables OmniAnalytics and tracks
data for OmniScripts and FlexCards.

true or false, default is falseOmniAnalyticsEnabled

If true, saves tracking data in
VlocityTrackingEntry__c object records.

true or false, default is falseOmniAnalyticsTrackAsObject

If true, publishes tracking data in
VlocityTrackingEvent__e platform event
records.

true or false, default is falseOmniAnalyticsTrackAsEvent

VlocityTrackingEntry__c and
VlocityTrackingEvent__e records have
different fields. However, they have the
same JSON structures in their Data fields.
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DescriptionValuesName

See View the Vlocity Tracking Entry
Records.

Note: If the Vlocity Tracking Group Type is set to Internal, OmniAnalyticsTrackAsObject and OmniAnalyticsTrackAsEvent
cannot both be false. If the Vlocity Tracking Group Type is set to Web and you don't need to save data to Salesforce, both can
be false. See Create a Tracking Group and Add Components to Track.

After you have enabled OmniAnalytics, the next task is to Import and Activate the Example OmniScript.

Import and Activate the Example OmniScript
To help you learn about OmniAnalytics, Vlocity provides an example OmniScript that you can download, import, and activate. In later
tasks, you will add the OmniScript to a Lightning App Page and interact with it to generate OmniAnalytics data.

For a sneak preview of how the example OmniScript and FlexCard work, see Interact with the Example OmniScript and Card.

Note: The Enable Tracking setting works differently in OmniScripts and FlexCards. In an OmniScript, it enables the Vlocity
Tracking Service for that OmniScript, but OmniAnalytics ignores it. In a FlexCard, it enables OmniAnalytics for that FlexCard action,
but the Vlocity Tracking Service ignores it.

Important: All OmniScript steps must have Step Label values. If these values are missing, the steps don't appear when you View
the Tracking Data in the Vlocity Tracking Group Page.

The example OmniScript includes multiple steps for selecting and purchasing a product. In the Preview tab of the Vlocity OmniScript
Designer, it looks like this:
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For simplicity, and unlike a production OmniScript, the example OmniScript uses hard-coded data.

To import and activate this OmniScript:

1. To download a DataPack of the example OmniScript, click here.

2. Click the App Launcher and open the Vlocity OmniScript Designer tab.

3. Click Import, click Browse, and select the E-commerce Buyflow OmniScriptV1.json  file.

4. Click Next three times, then click Activate Now.

5. Verify that Documentation/OmniAnalytics appears in the list of OmniScripts.

After you have imported and activated the example OmniScript, the next task is to Import and Activate the Example Card.

Import and Activate the Example Card
To help you learn about OmniAnalytics, Vlocity provides an example FlexCard that you can download, import, and activate. In later tasks,
you will add the FlexCard to a Lightning App Page and interact with it to generate OmniAnalytics data.

For a sneak preview of how the example OmniScript and FlexCard work, see Interact with the Example OmniScript and Card.

Note: The Enable Tracking setting works differently in OmniScripts and FlexCards. In an OmniScript, it enables the Vlocity
Tracking Service for that OmniScript, but OmniAnalytics ignores it. In a FlexCard, it enables OmniAnalytics for that FlexCard action,
but the Vlocity Tracking Service ignores it.

The example FlexCard includes two buttons for opening the Google website either in the same tab or a new tab. In the Vlocity FlexCard
Designer, it looks like this:
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To import and activate this FlexCard:

1. To download a DataPack of the example FlexCard, click here.

2. Click the App Launcher and open the Vlocity FlexCards tab.

3. Click Import, click Browse, and select the DocumentationTestCard.json  file.

4. Click Next three times, then click Activate Now.

5. Verify that DocumentationTestCard appears in the list of FlexCards.

After you have imported and activated the example FlexCard, the next task is to Create a Tracking Group and Add Components to Track.

Create a Tracking Group and Add Components to Track
To specify a group of components to be tracked together, you create a Vlocity Tracking Group and add OmniScript and FlexCard
components to it.

If you are following the workflow example, you add the example OmniScript and FlexCard to the Vlocity Tracking Group in this task.

Note: You can export and import Vlocity Tracking Group and Vlocity Tracking Component objects as DataPacks. The referenced
OmniScripts and FlexCards are not included.

1. Click the App Launcher and go to the Vlocity Tracking Groups tab.

2. Click New.

3. In the Name field, type AnalyticsTest.

4. From the Tracking Group Type drop-down list, select Internal.

Internal specifies that you aren't using a third-party Analytics system. Web specifies that you are using a third-party system such
as Google Analytics.

Note: A specific OmniScript or FlexCard can belong to two Tracking Groups provided that one is Internal and the other is
Web.
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5. Make sure the Active box is checked.

6. Click Save. The page for the new tracking group opens.

7. Click Add Component.

8. Select the E-commerce Buyflow OmniScript from the Available list and move it to the Selected list.

9. Collapse the OmniScript list and expand the VlocityCard list.

10. Select the DocumentationTestCard from the Available list and move it to the Selected list.

11. Click Save. The Vlocity Tracking Group should look like this:
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Note: If you make changes to a Tracking Group, you must close and reopen the browser to refresh the session storage.
(Refreshing the browser is not sufficient.)

Create a Lightning App Page with a Tracking Manager
The Vlocity Tracking Manager is a Lightning Web Component that must be included in any Lightning page that includes components
tracked with OmniAnalytics. It listens for user interaction events and sends data for those events to VlocityTrackingEntry__c objects,
VlocityTrackingEvent__e Platform Events, or both.

If the Vlocity Tracking Group to which the components belong is configured to communicate with an external tag manager, the Vlocity
Tracking Manager sends event data to that tag manager.

Note: To be tracked, an OmniScript must be in the same page context as a Vlocity Tracking Manager component. An OmniScript
called from a FlexCard cannot be tracked if the current page is replaced or destroyed.

If you are following the workflow example, in this task you add the example OmniScript and FlexCard to a Lightning App Page.

1. In Setup, in the Quick Find box, type lightning app, then click Lightning App Builder.

2. Click New.

3. Select App Page, then click Next.

4. In the Label field, type Analytics Test Page, then click Next.

5. Click One Region, then click Finish. The new page opens in Lightning App Builder.

6. Drag the Documentation/OmniAnalytics/English custom component onto the page canvas.

7. Drag the DocumentationTestCard custom component onto the page canvas below the first component.

8. Drag the Vlocity Tracking Manager custom component onto the page canvas below the others. This component has no UI.

9. Click Save, then Activate.

10. (Optional) Click Lightning Experience, select an existing app, then click Add page to app.

11. Click Save, then click Back to exit Lightning App Builder.

12. Click the App Launcher and go to the Analytics Test Page.

13. Verify that the Analytics Test Page looks like this:
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After you have created the Lightning App Page, the next task is to Interact with the Example OmniScript and Card to generate tracking
data.

Interact with the Example OmniScript and Card
To generate tracking data, you must interact with the example OmniScript and FlexCard as if you were an end user.

Note: If you click Save for later in an OmniScript, subsequent actions in the resumed OmniScript are not tracked.

If a FlexCard opens a new page in the current browser tab, subsequent actions are not tracked.

1. Click the App Launcher and go to the Analytics Test Page.

2. In the OmniScript, choose a device and click Next.

3. Click Add to Cart.

4. Click Proceed.

5. Click Proceed again.

6. Click Pay Now.

7. Click Generate Receipt. The page will look something like this:
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8. In the FlexCard, click NavigateActionNewWindow. A browser tab opens to the Google website.

9. Close the Google browser tab.

10. Refresh the browser, click a few OmniScript steps, and stop before you reach the last step. Repeat this several times, stopping at a
different step each time. This simulates purchase completion data. In some of these repetitions, also click NavigateActionNewWindow
in the FlexCard.

In the Workflow to Configure Internal OmniAnalytics, the next task is to View the Tracking Data in the Vlocity Tracking Group Page.

In the Workflow to Configure OmniAnalytics with Google Analytics, the next task is to View the Tracking Data in Google Analytics.

View the Tracking Data in the Vlocity Tracking Group Page
After you have interacted with the example OmniScript and FlexCard, tabs for these components are added to the Vlocity Tracking Group
page. On these tabs, you can generate reports of the interaction data being tracked.

1. Go to the Vlocity Tracking Groups tab.

2. Click AnalyticsTest to open the Tracking Group you created previously.

3. Click the DOCUMENTATIONTESTCARD tab and click Run Report.

A report appears that looks something like this:
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View Details toggles the level of detail in the information panel on the right. Full details are displayed by default.

4. Click the E-COMMERCE BUYFLOW OMNISCRIPT tab and click Run Report.

A report appears that looks something like this:
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Important: If some steps are missing, make sure all OmniScript steps have Step Label values.

5. Click the eye icon for any step to display details about that step in the right panel.

Click the left arrow, <, to return to the general information.

After you have viewed the tracking data in the Vlocity Tracking Group page, the next step is to View the Vlocity Tracking Entry Records.

View the Vlocity Tracking Entry Records
You can view tracking data in Vlocity Tracking Entry records by creating a custom tab, filtering the list of records, then copying the Data
field contents into a JSON formatter.

Looking at individual records isn't the most common way to view Vlocity Tracking Entry data. However, it's important to understand the
data structure before viewing it in other ways, such as in Reports.

1. In Setup, in the Quick Find box, type tab, then select Tabs.

2. Click New.

3. From the Object drop-down list, select Vlocity Tracking Entry.

4. Click the Tab Style field and select any style you like.

5. Click Next twice, then click Save.

6. Click the App Launcher, type entries  in the Search field, then click Vlocity Tracking Entries.

7. On the Vlocity Tracking Entries page, type AnalyticsTest  in the Search field and press the Enter or Return key. This applies a
filter so only records generated for the AnalyticsTest tracking group are listed.

8. Click a record, for example one of the OS Step Load records. Note that the JSON code in the Data field isn't very readable.
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9. Copy all the text in the Data field and paste it into a JSON formatter such as JSON Editor Online. The data looks something like this:

{
"ReadyTimeMilliseconds": 1597094419816,
"StartTimeMilliseconds": 1597094419805,
"Timestamp": "2020-08-10T21:20:19.919Z",
"TrackingVersion": "109",
"TrackingGroupName": "AnalyticsTest",
"TrackingGroupId": "a1l6g000001M9ULAA0",
"ActionContainerComponent": "Omniscript",
"Name": "OS Step Load",
"OmniUserSessionId": "a1q6g000000J6rBAAS",
"Resume": false,
"LoadDuration": 11,
"StartTime": 1597094419805,
"ReadyTime": 1597094419816,
"TrackingCategory": "UI",
"TrackingService": "OmniScript",
"OmniScriptContextId": "",
"ActionElementType": "Step",
"OmniEleType": "Step",
"ActionElementName": "Generate Receipt",
"OmniEleName": "Generate Receipt",
"StepSequence": 7,
"BusinessEvent": "",
"BusinessCategory": "",
"ActionElementLabel": "Order Receipt",
"productDetails": "Apple iPhone 8",
"affiliation": "",
"revenue": "",
"tax": "",
"shipping": "",
"quantity": "",
"list": "",
"couponCode": "",
"account": "Omni-Analytics",
"OmniScriptTypeSubTypeLang": "Documentation_OmniAnalytics_English",
"ActionContainerVersion": 1,
"ActionContainerLanguage": "English",
"ActionContainerSubType": "OmniAnalytics",
"ActionContainerType": "Documentation",
"ComponentId": "a2H6g000000BeGEEA0",
"ActionContainerId": "a2H6g000000BeGEEA0",
"InstanceIdentifier": "719d825f-df62-454a-948e-9098c3dbc5bf"

}

For more details about these records, see  Vlocity OmniAnalytics Event Tracking.

Note: If you set the OmniAnalyticsTrackAsEvent  setting to true, Vlocity Tracking Event records receive the same
JSON data in their Data fields. See Enable OmniAnalytics and Store Tracking Data.

10. Experiment with looking at data for other types of records, such as OS Invoke, Card Load, State Load, and UI Action.

After you have viewed data in Vlocity Tracking Entry records, the next task is to Create a Report Using Vlocity Tracking Entry Data.
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Create a Report Using Vlocity Tracking Entry Data
You can create a report of Vlocity Tracking Entry record data and filter it by Vlocity Tracking Group.

1. Click the App Launcher, type report  in the Search field, and click Reports.

2. Click New Report. The Choose Report Type window appears.

3. From the list on the left, select Other Reports.

4. From the list on the right, select Vlocity Tracking Entries.

5. Click Continue. The Report Builder opens with the Event Name field already in the report.

6. Click Filters, click in the Add filter field, and select Tracking Group from the list.

7. In the blank field in the pop-up window, type AnalyticsTest, which is the name of the Vlocity Tracking Group.

8. Click Apply. The report canvas turns gray.

9. Click Outline.

10. Click in the Add column field and select Elapsed Time.
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11. Click in the Add column field again and select Timestamp.

12. Click Save & Run.

13. In the Report Name field, type Analytics Test Page Report, then click Save. The report runs.

When you scroll to the end, the report looks something like this:
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You can view OmniScript step timing data in the IDX Workbench Desktop Application. See Use the IDX Workbench Process Profiler.
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To learn about how Vlocity OmniAnalytics can work with the Google Tag Manager, see the Workflow to Configure OmniAnalytics with
Google Analytics.

Workflow to Configure OmniAnalytics with Google Analytics
Vlocity OmniAnalytics can track user interactions with OmniScripts and FlexCards in combination with Google Analytics and Google Tag
Manager.

Note: To configure OmniAnalytics to work with an analytics vendor other than Google Analytics, see Workflow for Configuring
OmniAnalytics for a Third-Party Analytics Vendor.

example: Example OmniScript and FlexCard

The tasks in this workflow use two examples throughout:

• A OmniScript that illustrates a simplified purchasing process for one of several smartphones.

• A FlexCard that redirects the user to the Google website.

1. If you are following the examples, complete the Workflow to Configure Internal OmniAnalytics.

If you are not following the examples, only tasks 1, 3, 4, and 5 of this workflow are required.

2. Complete the Workflow for Setting Up Google Analytics and Google Tag Manager.

3. Add Messaging Framework data to the OmniScripts and/or FlexCards to be tracked. See the Workflow for Adding Ecommerce Data
to the Example OmniScript and Card.

4. Complete the Workflow for Creating a Tracking Configuration and Adding Event Types.

5. Edit the Vlocity Tracking Group for Google Analytics, connecting it to the Vlocity Web Tracking Configuration.

6. Test the tracking. See Interact with the Example OmniScript and Card.

7. View the Tracking Data in Google Analytics.

Workflow for Setting Up Google Analytics and Google Tag Manager
You can configure Vlocity OmniAnalytics to send data to Google Analytics with Enhanced Ecommerce. To do so, you must prepare
Google Analytics and Google Tag Manager to receive the data. You must configure an account, property, and view in Google Analytics,
then configure variables, triggers, and tags in Google Tag Manager.

If you are following the parent workflow example, all of the following tasks are required. Your analytics project will probably require very
similar steps.

1. Create an Account and Property in Google Analytics.

2. Create a View in Google Analytics.

3. Create an Account in Google Tag Manager.

4. Create a Google Analytics Tracking ID Variable in Google Tag Manager.

5. Create Data Layer Variables in Google Tag Manager.

6. Create Triggers in Google Tag Manager.

7. Create the Page View Tag in Google Tag Manager.

8. Create the Event Tag in Google Tag Manager.

After you have set up Google Analytics and Google Tag Manager, the next step in the parent workflow is to Workflow for Adding
Ecommerce Data to the Example OmniScript and Card.
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Create an Account and Property in Google Analytics

The first step when you set up Google Analytics is to create an account and a property. The property contains metadata for the
account.

Create a View in Google Analytics

Creating a view lets you enable Ecommerce settings and define checkout steps for the example OmniScript.

Create an Account in Google Tag Manager

Though related to Google Analytics, Google Tag Manager is a separate application that requires a separate account.

Create a Google Analytics Tracking ID Variable in Google Tag Manager

Creating this variable lets you specify the Tracking ID once and then reference it in multiple places.

Create Data Layer Variables in Google Tag Manager

Creating data layer variables lets you create fewer and more versatile event tags.

Create Triggers in Google Tag Manager

Triggers define when tags are invoked.

Create the Page View Tag in Google Tag Manager

The Page View Tag is invoked every time a tracked page is loaded.

Create the Event Tag in Google Tag Manager

The Event Tag is invoked every time an event occurs in a tracked page.

Create an Account and Property in Google Analytics

The first step when you set up Google Analytics is to create an account and a property. The property contains metadata for the account.

1. Go to google.com/analytics and click Start for free.

2. Dismiss the prompts and pop-ups.

a. In the My email communications prompt, click Uncheck all and save.

b. In the Try the new Google Analytics mobile app prompt, click No Thanks.

c. Dismiss the Add users and set accounts permissions pop-up.

3. Type an Account name of your choice.

4. If you have an existing Google account, such as a gmail account, check Link this account to your current organization. This lets
you use the same login for Google Analytics.

5. Click Next. On the next page, click Next again.

6. Type a Website Name of your choice.

7. For the Website URL, enter www.google.com.

For this example, you won't have a production URL, so the URL doesn't matter.

8. For the Industry Category, select Computers and Electronics.

9. Click Create. Check the two I accept... boxes and click the I accept button.

10. On the page that appears, copy the Tracking ID. It is in the format XX-nnnnnnnnn-n. You will be assigning it to a variable in a
later task.

Create a View in Google Analytics
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Create a View in Google Analytics

Creating a view lets you enable Ecommerce settings and define checkout steps for the example OmniScript.

1. In Google Analytics, go to the Admin page, where account, property, and view settings are displayed.

•

If you have just created your account and property, you are on the property page. Click the back arrow icon on the left, .

• If you have just logged into your account, click Admin in the list on the left.

2. Click Create View.

3. Type a Reporting View Name of your choice and click Create View.

4. In the list under View, click Ecommerce Settings.

5. Set Enable Ecommerce to ON.

6. Set Enable Enhanced Ecommerce Reporting to ON.

7. Click Add funnel step, type Review Cart, and click Done.

8. Add two more funnel steps and name them Shipping Address  and Payment.

9. Click Save.

Create an Account in Google Tag Manager

Create an Account in Google Tag Manager

Though related to Google Analytics, Google Tag Manager is a separate application that requires a separate account.

1. Go to tagmanager.google.com and click Create Account.

2. Type an Account Name of your choice.

3. For the Container name, enter www.google.com.

For this example, you won't have a production URL, so the URL doesn't matter.

4. Click Web, then click Create.

5. In the Google Tag Manager Terms of Service Agreement window, check the I also accept... box and click Yes.

6. In the Install Google Tag Manager pop-up window, copy the Google Tag Manager ID. It is in the format GTM-XXXXXXX. You will
need it when you Workflow for Creating a Tracking Configuration and Adding Event Types.

You don't need to copy the code because Vlocity OmniAnalytics embeds the code for you.
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7. Click OK to dismiss the Install Google Tag Manager window.

Create a Google Analytics Tracking ID Variable in Google Tag Manager

Create a Google Analytics Tracking ID Variable in Google Tag Manager

Creating this variable lets you specify the Tracking ID once and then reference it in multiple places.

1. From the Google Tag Manager account page, click Variables.

2. Under User-Defined Variables, click New.

3. Change the variable name at the top of the page from Untitled Variable to Google Analytics Variable.

4. Click Variable Configuration and choose Google Analytics Settings as the type.

5. Paste the Tracking ID that you copied previously into the Tracking ID field.

6. Expand More Settings and Ecommerce, and check the Enable Enhanced Ecommerce Features and Use Data Layer boxes.

7. Click Save.

Create Data Layer Variables in Google Tag Manager

Create Data Layer Variables in Google Tag Manager

Creating data layer variables lets you create fewer and more versatile event tags.

For additional information, see The data layer.

1. From the Google Tag Manager account page, click Variables.

2. Under User-Defined Variables, click New.

3. Change the variable name at the top of the page from Untitled Variable to Event Category Variable.

4. Click Variable Configuration and choose Data Layer Variable as the type.

5. In the Data Layer Variable Name field, type category.

6. Click Save.

7. Repeat these steps to create more variables of type Data Layer Variable with the following settings:

Data Layer Variable NameVariable Name

actionEvent Action Variable

labelEvent Label Variable

valueEvent Value Variable

Create Triggers in Google Tag Manager

Create Triggers in Google Tag Manager

Triggers define when tags are invoked.

For additional information, see Custom event trigger.
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1. From the Google Tag Manager account page, click Triggers > New.

2. Edit the trigger name at the top of the page to read gtm.load Trigger.

3. Click Trigger Configuration and choose Custom Event as the type.

4. For the Event name, type gtm.dom.

5. Click Save.

6. Repeat these steps to create triggers of type Custom Event with the following settings:

Event NameTrigger Name

productClickProduct Click Trigger

addToCartAdd to Cart Trigger

removeFromCartRemove from Cart Trigger

checkoutCheckout Trigger

checkoutOptionCheckout Option Trigger

purchasePurchase Trigger

Create the Page View Tag in Google Tag Manager

Create the Page View Tag in Google Tag Manager

The Page View Tag is invoked every time a tracked page is loaded.

1. From the Google Tag Manager account page, click Tags > New.

2. Edit the tag name at the top of the page to read Ecommerce Page View Tag.

3. Click Tag Configuration and choose Google Analytics - Universal Analytics as the type.

4. Set Track Type to Page View.

5. For Google Analytics Settings, select the Google Analytics Variable you created.

6. Check the box labeled Enable overriding settings in this tag.

7. If your browser is Google Chrome, add a cookieFlags  setting:

a. Expand More Settings, then expand Fields to Set.

b. Click Add Field.

c. For the Field Name, type cookieFlags.

d. For the Value, type SameSite=None;Secure.

8. Click Triggering and select the All Pages trigger. This is a standard trigger.
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9. Click + in Triggering and select the gtm.load Trigger you created.

10. Click Save.

Create the Event Tag in Google Tag Manager

Create the Event Tag in Google Tag Manager

The Event Tag is invoked every time an event occurs in a tracked page.

For additional related scenarios, see Google Analytics events.

1. From the Google Tag Manager account page, click Tags > New.

2. Edit the tag name at the top of the page to read Ecommerce Common Event Tag.

3. Click Tag Configuration and choose Google Analytics - Universal Analytics as the type.

4. Set Track Type to Event.

5. For the Category, Action, Label, and Value, click the + icon to the right of the field and select the corresponding data layer variable
you created.

6. For Google Analytics Settings, select the Google Analytics Variable you created.

7. Check the box labeled Enable overriding settings in this tag.

8. If your browser is Google Chrome, add a cookieFlags  setting:

a. Expand More Settings, then expand Fields to Set.

b. Click Add Field.

c. For the Field Name, type cookieFlags.

d. For the Value, type SameSite=None;Secure.

9. Click Triggering and select the Product Click Trigger you created.

10. Add all the remaining triggers you created for these exercises except gtm.load Trigger.

11. Click Save, then click Submit.

12. Enter a Version Name of your choice and click Publish.

This is the last task in the current workflow. For the next task in the parent workflow, see Workflow for Adding Ecommerce Data to the
Example OmniScript and Card.

Workflow for Adding Ecommerce Data to the Example OmniScript and Card
Google Analytics Ecommerce requires specific kinds of data. You must add this data to the Messaging Framework OmniScript properties
and the FlexCard Custom Fields. Then when the OmniScript runs and the FlexCard is used, they send this data to Google Analytics.

To download a version of the OmniScript with the Messaging Framework data already added, click here. You can import it using the
same steps described in Import and Activate the Example OmniScript.

For simplicity, and unlike a production OmniScript, the example OmniScript uses hard-coded data.

Note: The old and new OmniScript Designers behave differently when you add key/value pairs with blank values. In the old
designer, you can leave a value blank and still add more key/value pairs. In the new designer, leaving a value blank deactivates
the Add New Key/Value Pair link. In the old designer, a blank value appears in the JSON code as empty quotes. In the new
designer, it appears as null.
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1. Add Data to the Script Setup.

2. Add Data to the Select Device Step.

3. Add Data to the View Quote and View Cart Steps.

4. Add Data to the Review Cart and Shipping Address Steps.

5. Add Data to the Provide Payment Step.

6. Add Data to the Generate Receipt Step.

7. Add a Business Event to the Example Card.

After you have added Google Analytics data to the example OmniScript and FlexCard, the next step in the parent workflow is to Workflow
for Creating a Tracking Configuration and Adding Event Types.

Add Data to the Script Setup

The Messaging Framework of the Script Setup stores the master list of product impressions sent to Google Analytics Ecommerce.

Add Data to the Select Device Step

The Messaging Framework of the Select Device step stores the master list of product impressions sent to Google Analytics Ecommerce.

Add Data to the View Quote and View Cart Steps

The Messaging Framework of the View Quote and View Cart steps stores the data format for the selected device. For the example,
only the DeviceName is a merge field. The remaining values are hard-coded.

Add Data to the Review Cart and Shipping Address Steps

The Messaging Framework of the Review Cart and Shipping Address steps stores the data format for the selected device. For the
example, only the DeviceName is a merge field. The remaining values are hard-coded.

Add Data to the Provide Payment Step

The Messaging Framework of the Provide Payment step stores the data format for the selected device. For the example, only the
DeviceName is a merge field. The remaining values are hard-coded.

Add Data to the Generate Receipt Step

The Messaging Framework of the Generate Receipt step stores the data format for the selected device. For the example, only the
DeviceName is a merge field. The remaining values are hard-coded.

Add a Business Event to the Example Card

You can't define complex JSON structures in a FlexCard. However, you can specify key/value pairs in Setup in the Custom Fields
section. After creating the tracking configuration and adding event types, you can use merge fields to add the values to a complex
JSON structure.

Add Data to the Script Setup

The Messaging Framework of the Script Setup stores the master list of product impressions sent to Google Analytics Ecommerce.

1. In the Vlocity OmniScript Designer tab, expand Documentation/OmniAnalytics and click E-commerce Buyflow OmniScript
(Version 1).

2. Open the general properties of the OmniScript.

• In the old OmniScript Designer, click Script Configuration.

• In the new OmniScript Designer, click Setup in the Properties pane.

3. Create a new version.

• In the old OmniScript Designer, click Create Version.
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• In the new OmniScript Designer, click New Version.

4. Scroll to the Messaging Framework section and expand it.

5. Make sure the Window postMessage, Pub/Sub, and Session Storage boxes are checked.

6. Add the following Message Key/Value pairs:

ValueKey

Omni-Analyticsaccount

(leave blank)impressions

7. Edit the general properties as JSON code:

• In the old OmniScript Designer, scroll to the top and click Edit as JSON.

• In the new OmniScript Designer, scroll to the bottom and click Edit Properties as JSON.

8. Replace the null  value or empty quotes after the impressions  node with the following JSON array. Make sure a colon precedes
the opening bracket and a comma follows the closing bracket.

[
{
"name": "Apple iPhone 7",
"price": 699,
"brand": "Apple",
"category": "Mobile",
"variant": "Black",
"list": "Search Results",
"position": 1,
"quantity": 1,
"shipping": 19.9,
"tax": 17.35,
"revenue": 736.25

},
{
"name": "Apple iPhone 8",
"price": 699,
"brand": "Apple",
"category": "Mobile",
"variant": "White",
"list": "Search Results",
"position": 2,
"quantity": 1,
"shipping": 19.9,
"tax": 17.35,
"revenue": 736.25

},
{
"name": "Apple iPhone X",
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"price": 699,
"brand": "Apple",
"category": "Mobile",
"variant": "Black",
"list": "Search Results",
"position": 3,
"quantity": 1,
"shipping": 19.9,
"tax": 17.35,
"revenue": 736.25

},
{
"name": "Apple iPhone 11",
"price": 699,
"brand": "Apple",
"category": "Mobile",
"variant": "Black",
"list": "Search Results",
"position": 4,
"quantity": 1,
"shipping": 19.9,
"tax": 17.35,
"revenue": 736.25

},
{
"name": "Apple iPhone XR",
"price": 699,
"brand": "Apple",
"category": "Mobile",
"variant": "Black",
"list": "Search Results",
"position": 5,
"quantity": 1,
"shipping": 19.9,
"tax": 17.35,
"revenue": 736.25

}
]

9. Exit the JSON editor.

• In the old OmniScript Designer, scroll to the top and click Edit as Properties.

• In the new OmniScript Designer, scroll to the bottom and click Close JSON Editor.

Add Data to the Select Device Step

Add Data to the Select Device Step

The Messaging Framework of the Select Device step stores the master list of product impressions sent to Google Analytics Ecommerce.

1. Click the Select Device step.

2. In the Properties pane, click Properties to display the step properties.

3. Scroll to the Messaging Framework section and expand it.
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4. Make sure the Window postMessage, Pub/Sub, and Session Storage boxes are checked.

5. Add the following Message Key/Value pairs:

ValueKey

detaileventAction

(leave blank)products

6. Edit the step properties as JSON code:

• In the old OmniScript Designer, scroll to the top and click Edit as JSON.

• In the new OmniScript Designer, scroll to the bottom and click Edit Properties as JSON.

7. Replace the null  value or empty quotes after the products  node with the following JSON array. Make sure a colon precedes
the opening bracket and a closing brace follows the closing bracket.

[
{
"name": "Apple iPhone 7",
"price": 699,
"brand": "Apple",
"category": "Mobile",
"variant": "Black",
"list": "Search Results",
"position": 1,
"quantity": 1,
"shipping": 19.9,
"tax": 17.35,
"revenue": 736.25

},
{
"name": "Apple iPhone 8",
"price": 699,
"brand": "Apple",
"category": "Mobile",
"variant": "White",
"list": "Search Results",
"position": 2,
"quantity": 1,
"shipping": 19.9,
"tax": 17.35,
"revenue": 736.25

},
{
"name": "Apple iPhone X",
"price": 699,
"brand": "Apple",
"category": "Mobile",
"variant": "Black",
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"list": "Search Results",
"position": 3,
"quantity": 1,
"shipping": 19.9,
"tax": 17.35,
"revenue": 736.25

},
{
"name": "Apple iPhone 11",
"price": 699,
"brand": "Apple",
"category": "Mobile",
"variant": "Black",
"list": "Search Results",
"position": 4,
"quantity": 1,
"shipping": 19.9,
"tax": 17.35,
"revenue": 736.25

},
{
"name": "Apple iPhone XR",
"price": 699,
"brand": "Apple",
"category": "Mobile",
"variant": "Black",
"list": "Search Results",
"position": 5,
"quantity": 1,
"shipping": 19.9,
"tax": 17.35,
"revenue": 736.25

}
]

8. Exit the JSON editor.

• In the old OmniScript Designer, scroll to the top and click Edit as Properties.

• In the new OmniScript Designer, scroll to the bottom and click Close JSON Editor.

Add Data to the View Quote and View Cart Steps

Add Data to the View Quote and View Cart Steps

The Messaging Framework of the View Quote and View Cart steps stores the data format for the selected device. For the example, only
the DeviceName is a merge field. The remaining values are hard-coded.

1. Click the View Quote step.

2. In the Messaging Framework properties for the step, make sure the Window postMessage, Pub/Sub, and Session Storage boxes
are checked.

3. Add the following Message Key/Value pairs:
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ValueKey

productClickeventName

clickeventAction

Search Resultslist

Product Clickaction

Ecommercecategory

(leave blank)productDetails

4. Open the JSON Editor and replace the null  value or empty quotes after the productDetails  node with the following JSON
array:

[
{
"name": "%DeviceName%",
"price": 699,
"brand": "Apple",
"category": "Mobile",
"variant": "Black",
"list": "Search Results",
"quantity": 1,
"shipping": 19.9,
"tax": 17.35,
"revenue": 736.25

}
]

5. Exit the JSON Editor.

6. Repeat this procedure for the View Cart step, adding the same data.

Add Data to the Review Cart and Shipping Address Steps

Add Data to the Review Cart and Shipping Address Steps

The Messaging Framework of the Review Cart and Shipping Address steps stores the data format for the selected device. For the example,
only the DeviceName is a merge field. The remaining values are hard-coded.

1. Click the Review Cart step.

2. In the Messaging Framework properties for the step, make sure the Window postMessage, Pub/Sub, and Session Storage boxes
are checked.

3. Add the following Message Key/Value pairs:
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ValueKey

checkouteventName

USDcurrencyCode

checkouteventAction

Ecommercecategory

Checkoutaction

1checkoutStep

(leave blank)productDetails

4. Open the JSON Editor and replace the null  value or empty quotes after the productDetails  node with the following JSON
array:

[
{
"name": "%DeviceName%",
"price": 699,
"brand": "Apple",
"category": "Mobile",
"variant": "Black",
"list": "Search Results",
"quantity": 1,
"shipping": 19.9,
"tax": 17.35,
"revenue": 736.25

}
]

5. Exit the JSON Editor.

6. Repeat this procedure for the Shipping Address step. Add the same data, except assign a checkoutStep  value of 2.

Add Data to the Provide Payment Step

Add Data to the Provide Payment Step

The Messaging Framework of the Provide Payment step stores the data format for the selected device. For the example, only the
DeviceName is a merge field. The remaining values are hard-coded.

1. Click the Provide Payment step.

2. In the Messaging Framework properties for the step, make sure the Window postMessage, Pub/Sub, and Session Storage boxes
are checked.
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3. Add the following Message Key/Value pairs:

ValueKey

checkouteventName

USDcurrencyCode

checkouteventAction

Ecommercecategory

Checkoutaction

3checkoutStep

T-%DeviceName%transactionId

JUNE_SALEcouponCode

1quantity

19.9shipping

17.35tax

736.25revenue

(leave blank)productDetails

4. Open the JSON Editor and replace the null  value or empty quotes after the productDetails  node with the following JSON
array:

[
{
"name": "%DeviceName%",
"price": 699,
"brand": "Apple",
"category": "Mobile",
"variant": "Black",
"list": "Search Results",
"quantity": 1,
"shipping": 19.9,
"tax": 17.35,
"revenue": 736.25
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}
]

5. Exit the JSON Editor.

Add Data to the Generate Receipt Step

Add Data to the Generate Receipt Step

The Messaging Framework of the Generate Receipt step stores the data format for the selected device. For the example, only the
DeviceName is a merge field. The remaining values are hard-coded.

1. Click the Generate Receipt step.

2. In the Messaging Framework properties for the step, make sure the Window postMessage, Pub/Sub, and Session Storage boxes
are checked.

3. Add the following Message Key/Value pairs:

ValueKey

purchaseeventName

USDcurrencyCode

purchaseeventAction

Ecommercecategory

Purchaseaction

T-%DeviceName%transactionId

JUNE_SALEcouponCode

1quantity

19.9shipping

17.35tax

736.25revenue

(leave blank)productDetails
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4. Open the JSON Editor and replace the null  value or empty quotes after the productDetails  node with the following JSON
array:

[
{
"name": "%DeviceName%",
"price": 699,
"brand": "Apple",
"category": "Mobile",
"variant": "Black",
"list": "Search Results",
"quantity": 1,
"shipping": 19.9,
"tax": 17.35,
"revenue": 736.25

}
]

5. Exit the JSON Editor.

6. Click Activate Version.

Add a Business Event to the Example Card

Add a Business Event to the Example Card

You can't define complex JSON structures in a FlexCard. However, you can specify key/value pairs in Setup in the Custom Fields section.
After creating the tracking configuration and adding event types, you can use merge fields to add the values to a complex JSON structure.

1. In the Vlocity Flex Cards tab, expand DocumentationTestCard and click DocumentationTestCard (version 1).

2. Click New Version.

3. Click Setup.

4. Scroll down to the Tracking Custom Data section, and in the Business Event field, type Back_to_School.

5. Click Activate, then click Done.

Note: If the Business Event and Business Category fields aren't sufficient for your use case, you can define key/value pairs
in the Custom Fields section. For additional configuration details, see Event Tracking for Custom Fields.

This is the last task in the current workflow. For the next task in the parent workflow, see Workflow for Creating a Tracking Configuration
and Adding Event Types.

Workflow for Creating a Tracking Configuration and Adding Event Types
A Vlocity Web Tracking Configuration specifies a third-party tag manager and account to which to send tracking data. Vlocity Web
Tracking Event Types specify data formats for specific events. In the workflow example, Event Types pass OmniScript data to Google
Analytics.

Note: You can export and import Vlocity Web Tracking Configuration and Vlocity Web Tracking Event Type objects as DataPacks.
The corresponding OmniScripts and FlexCards are not included.

1. Create the Tracking Configuration.

2. Create the OmniScript Event Types.

3. Create the Card Event Type.
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Create the Tracking Configuration

Third-party analytics vendors require a Tracking Configuration in addition to a Tracking Group.

Create the OmniScript Event Types

The OmniScript Event Types arrange OmniScript data in the format that Google Analytics Ecommerce expects.

Create the Card Event Type

The Card Event Type arranges Card data in the format that Google Analytics Ecommerce expects.

Create the Tracking Configuration

Third-party analytics vendors require a Tracking Configuration in addition to a Tracking Group.

1. In the Vlocity Web Tracking Configurations tab, click New.

2. For the Name, enter GoogleAnalyticsTest.

3. For the Tracking Vendor, select Google.

Under Replacement Values, an id  key is automatically added.

4. In the value field for the id  key, paste the Google Tag Manager ID that you copied when you created the Google Tag Manager
account. It has the format GTM-XXXXXXX.

5. Set the Type to Visualforce Page.

6. In the Visualforce Page field, type VlocityTrackingManager.

7. Click Save. The new Vlocity Web Tracking Configuration page opens.

Note: If you make changes to a Web Tracking Configuration or Event Type, you must close and reopen the browser to refresh
the session storage. (Refreshing the browser is not sufficient.)

Create the OmniScript Event Types

Create the OmniScript Event Types

The OmniScript Event Types arrange OmniScript data in the format that Google Analytics Ecommerce expects.

1. In the Vlocity Web Tracking Event Types heading, click New.

2. For the Component Type, select OmniScript.

3. Click in the Event Name field and select OS Invoke from the list.

Note: You can select an Event Name from the list or type a custom name. If you specify a custom name, this name is not
added to the Event Name list next time you create an Event Type. You must specify it each time.

4. Remove the entire contents of the Event Payload text area and replace it with this JSON code:

{
"ecommerce": {
"currencyCode": "USD",
"impressions": "%impressions%"

}
}

Note that the %impressions%  merge field here references the JSON structure assigned to the impressions  key in the
example OmniScript's Script Setup.
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5. Click Save. The new Vlocity Web Tracking Event Type page opens.

6. Go back to the Vlocity Web Tracking Configurations tab and click GoogleAnalyticsTest.

7. In the Vlocity Web Tracking Event Types heading, click New again.

8. For the Component Type, select OmniScript.

9. Click in the Event Name field and select OS Step Load from the list.

10. Remove the entire contents of the Event Payload text area and replace it with this JSON code:

{
"event": "%eventName%",
"ecommerce": {
"%eventAction%": {
"products": "%productDetails%",
"actionField": {
"step": "%checkoutStep%",
"option": "%ElementName%",
"id": "%transactionId%",
"affiliation": "%affiliation%",
"revenue": "%revenue%",
"tax": "%tax%",
"shipping": "%shipping%",
"quantity": "%quantity%",
"list": "%list%",
"coupon": "%couponCode%"

}
}

}
}

Note that the extensive use of merge fields lets you use the same payload format for every step in the OmniScript.

11. Click Save.

Create the Card Event Type

Create the Card Event Type

The Card Event Type arranges Card data in the format that Google Analytics Ecommerce expects.

1. Go back to the Vlocity Web Tracking Configurations tab and click GoogleAnalyticsTest.

2. In the Vlocity Web Tracking Event Types heading, click New again.

3. For the Component Type, select Card.

4. Click in the Event Name field and select UI Action from the list.

5. Remove the entire contents of the Event Payload text area and replace it with this JSON code:

{
"event": "promotionClick",
"ecommerce": {
"promoClick": {
"promotions": [
{
"name": "%BusinessEvent%"

}
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]
}

}
}

6. Click Save.

This is the last task in the current workflow. For the next task in the parent workflow, see Edit the Vlocity Tracking Group for Google
Analytics.

Edit the Vlocity Tracking Group for Google Analytics
You can edit a Vlocity Tracking Group to send its data to Google Analytics without changing the components it includes.

1. Go to the Vlocity Tracking Groups tab and click AnalyticsTest.

This is the Tracking Group you created previously. Editing this Tracking Group lets you use the Lightning App Page you created
previously.

2. Click Edit.

3. Change the Tracking Group Type to Web.

Note: A specific OmniScript or FlexCard can belong to two Tracking Groups provided that one is Internal and the other is
Web.

4. Click in the Vlocity Web Tracking Configuration field and select GoogleAnalyticsTest from the list.

5. Click Save.

6. Close and reopen the browser to refresh the session storage. (Refreshing the browser is not sufficient.)

After you edit the Vlocity Tracking Group, the next step is to Interact with the Example OmniScript and Card in the same way you did in
the Internal workflow.

Interact with the Example OmniScript and Card
To generate tracking data, you must interact with the example OmniScript and FlexCard as if you were an end user.

Note: If you click Save for later in an OmniScript, subsequent actions in the resumed OmniScript are not tracked.

If a FlexCard opens a new page in the current browser tab, subsequent actions are not tracked.

1. Click the App Launcher and go to the Analytics Test Page.

2. In the OmniScript, choose a device and click Next.

3. Click Add to Cart.

4. Click Proceed.

5. Click Proceed again.

6. Click Pay Now.

7. Click Generate Receipt. The page will look something like this:
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8. In the FlexCard, click NavigateActionNewWindow. A browser tab opens to the Google website.

9. Close the Google browser tab.

10. Refresh the browser, click a few OmniScript steps, and stop before you reach the last step. Repeat this several times, stopping at a
different step each time. This simulates purchase completion data. In some of these repetitions, also click NavigateActionNewWindow
in the FlexCard.

In the Workflow to Configure Internal OmniAnalytics, the next task is to View the Tracking Data in the Vlocity Tracking Group Page.

In the Workflow to Configure OmniAnalytics with Google Analytics, the next task is to View the Tracking Data in Google Analytics.

View the Tracking Data in Google Analytics
In the Workflow to Configure OmniAnalytics with Google Analytics documentation, after you view the example OmniScript and Card,
you can view the data in Google Analytics. This is the final step in the workflow.

1. Sign into the Google Analytics account you set up and go to the Home page.

If you are already signed in and on the Admin page, click the Home icon in the list on the left.

2. In the list on the left, under Reports, click Conversions.

3. Expand the Ecommerce node and click Overview.

4. Explore the charts, lists, and dashboards on the page.
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5. Explore the other data visualizations under the Ecommerce node.

For additional things you can do with the data, see the Next steps in Get started with Analytics.

Additional OmniAnalytics Customizations
Additional OmniAnalytics customizations include inclusion rules for Vlocity Web Tracking Event Types, configuration of other third-party
analytics vendors aside from Google Analytics, and using a static resource instead of a Visualforce page.

Create an Inclusion Rule for an Event Type

A Vlocity Web Tracking Event Type can have an Inclusion Rule, which specifies a true-or-false condition that determines whether
an event is sent to a third-party analytics vendor such as Google Analytics.

Workflow for Configuring OmniAnalytics for a Third-Party Analytics Vendor

Vlocity OmniAnalytics can support other third-party analytics vendors aside from Google Analytics.

Workflow for Using a Static Resource Instead of a Visualforce Page

The code that a Vlocity Web Tracking Configuration uses to communicate with a third-party analytics vendor can reside in either a
Visualforce page or a static resource. If you use the Safari browser, your Vlocity Web Tracking Configuration must reference a static
resource.

Create an Inclusion Rule for an Event Type

A Vlocity Web Tracking Event Type can have an Inclusion Rule, which specifies a true-or-false condition that determines whether an
event is sent to a third-party analytics vendor such as Google Analytics.

If the Inclusion Rule text area is blank, all events of the specified type are tracked.

Before You Begin

1. Create a Tracking Group and Add Components to Track

2. Workflow for Creating a Tracking Configuration and Adding Event Types

3. Edit the Vlocity Tracking Group for Google Analytics
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1. Go to the Vlocity Web Tracking Configuration record page.

2. Under Vlocity Web Tracking Event Types, click New, or select an existing Vlocity Web Tracking Event Type and click Edit.

3. In the Inclusion Rule text area, type a condition that evaluates to true or false.

You can use the Field Name, Math Operators, and Logical Operators drop-down lists to construct the condition. You can also
use OmniScript functions and merge fields.

Here are some examples of possible inclusion rules:

%StepSequence% > 1
%LoadDuration% > 1000 || %StepWaitTime% > 2000
CONTAINS(%DeviceName%, “Apple iPhone X”)

4. Click Save.

5. If you edited an existing Vlocity Web Tracking Event Type, close and reopen the browser to refresh the session storage. (Refreshing
the browser is not sufficient.)

Workflow for Configuring OmniAnalytics for a Third-Party Analytics Vendor

Vlocity OmniAnalytics can support other third-party analytics vendors aside from Google Analytics.

These tasks are for editing and referencing a Visualforce page. To use a static resource instead, which you must do to use a Safari browser,
see Workflow for Using a Static Resource Instead of a Visualforce Page.

Before You Begin

1. Register with the third-party analytics vendor.

2. Copy the vendor's <script>  code.

3. Learn about the vendor's event names and JSON payload structures.

1. Edit the Tracking Manager Component.

2. Configure OmniAnalytics to Use the Tracking Manager.

Edit the Tracking Manager Component

To use a third-party analytics vendor, the first step is to clone the Visualforce page for the Tracking Manager and add third-party
code to it.

Configure OmniAnalytics to Use the Tracking Manager

After you create a Tracking Manager for the third-party analytics vendor, you must reference it from a Tracking Configuration and
Tracking Group.

Edit the Tracking Manager Component

To use a third-party analytics vendor, the first step is to clone the Visualforce page for the Tracking Manager and add third-party code
to it.

1. Go to Setup.

2. In the Quick Find box, type visual, then click Visualforce Pages.

3. Find the Visualforce page for the Tracking Manager that you want to enable for third-party analytics tracking and click its name.

For example, you can select the VlocityTrackingManager page, Clone it, then select the name of the clone. The name of the clone
must include trackingmanager  (case insensitive) as a substring.
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4. Click Edit to open the code for the page.

5. Paste the vendor's <script>  code immediately above the <script>  element already in the page.

For example, if the page initially looks like this:

<apex:page sidebar="false" showHeader="false" standardStylesheets="false"
showQuickActionVfHeader="false"

showChat="false">
<script>
//Custom Logger class to manage logs

And the vendor's <script>  code looks like this:

<script>(function(c,a) ... {batch_requests: true})</script>

Then the page with the vendor's <script>  code should look like this:

<apex:page sidebar="false" showHeader="false" standardStylesheets="false"
showQuickActionVfHeader="false"

showChat="false">
<script>(function(c,a) ... {batch_requests: true})</script>
<script>
//Custom Logger class to manage logs

6. Find the handleOtherAnalytics function. It should look like this:

function handleOtherAnalytics(eventData){
//Support for new analytics vendor
//Can be implemented by customer

}

7. Add code for processing the third-party analytics events.

For example, the following code is for MixPanel Analytics:

function handleOtherAnalytics(eventData){
logger.log("MixPanel Analytics Payload:");
logger.log(eventData);
mixpanel.track(eventData.event, {...eventData.payload});

}

8. Click Save.

Configure OmniAnalytics to Use the Tracking Manager

Configure OmniAnalytics to Use the Tracking Manager

After you create a Tracking Manager for the third-party analytics vendor, you must reference it from a Tracking Configuration and Tracking
Group.

1. Follow the steps in Workflow for Creating a Tracking Configuration and Adding Event Types, except:

a. Type a Vendor Name, for example MixPanel.

b. In the Visualforce Page field, type the name of the Visualforce page you created.

c. When creating each Vlocity Web Tracking Event Type, specify the Event Payload for the third-party analytics vendor.
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d. Create Inclusion Rules if you need them.

2. Follow the steps in Create a Tracking Group and Add Components to Track, except:

a. Specify a Tracking Group Type of Web.

Note: A specific OmniScript or FlexCard can belong to two Tracking Groups provided that one is Internal and the other
is Web.

b. For the Vlocity Web Tracking Configuration, specify the configuration you created in the previous step.

3. Follow the steps in Create a Lightning App Page with a Tracking Manager.

Workflow for Using a Static Resource Instead of a Visualforce Page

The code that a Vlocity Web Tracking Configuration uses to communicate with a third-party analytics vendor can reside in either a
Visualforce page or a static resource. If you use the Safari browser, your Vlocity Web Tracking Configuration must reference a static
resource.

Note: This limitation of Safari browsers is due to a Salesforce issue. Use of a static resource is a workaround.

The default Visualforce page for Vlocity OmniAnalytics is named VlocityTrackingManager. The default static resource for Vlocity
OmniAnalytics is named omnianalytics and contains the file trackingmanager.html.

The beginning and end of the VlocityTrackingManager Visualforce page looks like this:

<apex:page sidebar="false" showHeader="false" standardStylesheets="false"
showQuickActionVfHeader="false" showChat="false">

<script>
...
</script>

</apex:page>

The beginning and end of the trackingmanager.html  file looks like this:

<!DOCTYPE html>
<html>
<head>

<meta charset="utf-8">
<script>
...
</script>

</head>
<body>
</body>
</html>

The <script>  elements of both are the same.

To use a static resource instead of a Visualforce page:

1. Download the Default Static Resource and Edit It.

2. Create a New Static Resource.

3. Reference a Static Resource in a Tracking Configuration.
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Download the Default Static Resource and Edit It

The default static resource is a template you can use to create a third-party tracking manager.

Create a New Static Resource

After you have downloaded and edited the default static resource, the next step is to bundle and upload the new static resource.

Reference a Static Resource in a Tracking Configuration

After you create the static resource for a third-party analytics vendor, the next step is to reference it in a Web Tracking Configuration.

Download the Default Static Resource and Edit It

The default static resource is a template you can use to create a third-party tracking manager.

1. Go to Setup.

2. In the Quick Find box, type static, then select Static Resources.

3. In the index across the top, click the letter O.

4. Click omnianalytics.

5. Click View file. The trackingmanager.html  file is downloaded to your computer.

6. Edit and rename the file as needed. Include trackingmanager  in the file name.

See Workflow for Configuring OmniAnalytics for a Third-Party Analytics Vendor.

Create a New Static Resource

Create a New Static Resource

After you have downloaded and edited the default static resource, the next step is to bundle and upload the new static resource.

1. Create a folder on your computer and place the .html  file in the folder.

2. Compress the folder into a .zip  or .jar  file.

3. Change the file extension to .resource.

4. Go to Setup.

5. In the Quick Find box, type static, then select Static Resources.

6. Click New.

7. Specify a Name.

8. Click Choose File, browse for and select the file, then click Open.

9. Set the Cache Control to Public.

10. Click Save.

Reference a Static Resource in a Tracking Configuration

Reference a Static Resource in a Tracking Configuration

After you create the static resource for a third-party analytics vendor, the next step is to reference it in a Web Tracking Configuration.

Before You Begin

1. Create a Tracking Group and Add Components to Track

2. Workflow for Creating a Tracking Configuration and Adding Event Types
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3. Edit the Vlocity Tracking Group for Google Analytics

1. Go to the Vlocity Web Tracking Configuration record page and click Edit.

2. Change the Type to Static Resource.

3. In the Static Resource Page field, type resourcename/filename.html.

For example, if the static resource name is myresource  and the file name is mytrackingmanager.html, type
myresource/mytrackingmanager.html.

4. Click Save.

5. Close and reopen the browser to refresh the session storage. (Refreshing the browser is not sufficient.)

Vlocity Data Tools
Vlocity Data Tools enable you to read, write, transform, calculate, and track data in your org.

DataRaptors

A DataRaptor is a mapping tool that enables you to read, transform, and write Salesforce data. There are four types of DataRaptor:
Turbo Extract, Extract, Transform, and Load.

Integration Procedures

The following diagram shows the relationship between an OmniScript and an Integration Procedure that it calls.

Calculation Procedures and Matrices

A calculation procedure is a series of calculations performed on matrix lookups and user-defined variables and constants. A calculation
matrix is a table that looks up information using multiple input dimensions and returns the corresponding output value.

Vlocity Intelligence

Vlocity Intelligence can help you better understand how your customers respond, to make your marketing and client support efforts
more effective. For example, while a contact center agent is answering a customer’s question about their cable service, the agent
can be presented with material to assist in upselling the customer to a new Professional Sports package based on the customer’s
interest in football and baseball.

Formulas and Functions

The Expression Engine is an APEX-based formula builder used across multiple areas in Vlocity, including OmniScripts, DataRaptors,
and Integration Procedures. Underwriting and Eligibility Rules also use the formula builder. These rules require a server call following
a state change or request.

Formula Overview

The formula builder that is available in DataRaptors and Integration Procedures, and in Vlocity Intelligence, eligibility rules, underwriting
rules, state rules, and calculation procedures enables you to use functions to define calculations required by your business logic.

Use Formulas in DataRaptors

To add data to the output of a DataRaptor, you can define formulas. All types of DataRaptor (Turbo Extract, Extract, Transform, and
Load) support formulas. When you define a formula, you map its output to the output JSON (for extracts and transforms) or Salesforce
object field (for loads).

Formula Syntax for Insurance Rules

You use formulas when you Create Eligibility Rules, Create Underwriting Rules, or Create State Transition Rules. See Using the
Expression Engine for more information. Formulas for insurance rules must return TRUE or FALSE.
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Function Reference

You can use the following operators and functions in DataRaptors and Integration Procedures, and in Vlocity Intelligence, eligibility
rules, underwriting rules, state rules, and calculation procedures.

Workflow for Creating Custom Functions

You can add custom functions for use in formulas using Apex.

Vlocity Tracking Service

The Vlocity Tracking Service is an event-tracking service that captures details of actions that users perform. You can use the service
to track any type of event. For example, you can track the time it takes to complete the steps in an OmniScript to identify process
improvements.

Enable Tracking for Vlocity Components (Vlocity)

You can enable tracking for Vlocity components by configuring triggers.

Vlocity Components Event Tracking

Tracking data is stored in the VlocityTrackingEntry__c  object. Some data, listed here, is tracked for all components and
event types. Vlocity OmniAnalytics tracks many additional fields for all of its events. You can also add custom fields to the data being
tracked.

Vlocity OmniAnalytics Event Tracking

OmniAnalytics tracking data is stored in the VlocityTrackingEntry__c object. Some data is tracked for all event types of all OmniAnalytics
components: FlexCards, OmniScripts, and Integration Procedures.

OmniScript Event Tracking

For OmniScripts, the following events are tracked. For Outcome events, the user's SaveForLater and Cancel events are logged by
default. To configure the value logged for a Done action, set its Outcome property.

Integration Procedure Event Tracking

For Integration Procedures, the following events are tracked. When one Integration Procedure calls another, and you enable tracking
only in the calling Integration Procedure, events in the called Integration Procedure are also tracked.

Cards Framework Event Tracking

The Vlocity Tracking Service is an event-tracking service that can capture details about how Vlocity users interact with the Cards
Framework.

Vlocity Intelligence Event Tracking

For Vlocity Intelligence, View, Accept, and Reject events are tracked.

Event Tracking for Custom Fields

For Integration Procedures and OmniScripts, you can add your own custom fields to the data stored by the Tracking Service. In
Summer '20 and later releases, you can add custom fields to FlexCards as well.

Tracking Session Interaction Id

To associate all the events tracked for a single session, the tracking system logs an Interaction Id that is unique for the session. To
provide this Id from an OmniScript or Integration Procedure, add a key/value pair to the Tracking Custom Data field in the Configuration
section.

Tracking Data Preprocessor

Before the tracking service executes its own logic, it calls any interface implementations named TrackOmniScript or
TrackCard, enabling you to preprocess tracking data. For example, this implementation uses the customer ID submitted by an
OmniScript to add customer detail to the event data.

Data Migration with Vlocity DataPacks

A DataPack is a collection of components and related functionality that are packaged for migration from one org to another. DataPacks
can be used for deployment; that is, to migrate functionality from a sandbox environment to a production environment.
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Use the OmniStudio Project Explorer to Group Related Components for Migration

The OmniStudio Project Explorer lets you include a set of Salesforce Industries components in a project so you can migrate the
components between orgs as a group using IDX Workbench. The OmniStudio Project Explorer is a Google Chrome browser extension
— you can't use it with other browsers. You can use OmniStudio Project Explorer with Salesforce orgs that have Salesforce Industries
Communications, Media, and Energy or Vlocity Insurance installed

IDX Workbench Desktop Application

IDX Workbench is a desktop application that enables you to migrate OmniStudio DataPacks and Salesforce metadata.

DataRaptors
A DataRaptor is a mapping tool that enables you to read, transform, and write Salesforce data. There are four types of DataRaptor: Turbo
Extract, Extract, Transform, and Load.

• Turbo Extract: Read data from a single Salesforce object type, with support for fields from related objects. Then select the fields to
include. Formulas and complex field mappings aren’t supported. See DataRaptor Turbo Extract Overview.

• Extract: Read data from Salesforce objects and output JSON or XML with complex field mappings. Formulas are supported. See
DataRaptor Extract Overview.

• Transform: Perform intermediate data transformations without reading from or writing to Salesforce. Formulas are supported. See
DataRaptor Transform Overview.

• Load: Update Salesforce data from JSON or XML input. Formulas are supported. See DataRaptor Load Overview.

DataRaptors typically supply data to OmniScripts, Integration Procedures, and Cards, and write updates from OmniScripts, Integration
Procedures, and Cards to Salesforce. A typical data flow is as follows:

• OmniScript calls DataRaptor Extract to read data from Salesforce.

• OmniScript interacts with user to capture changed and new data.

• OmniScript calls DataRaptor Load to write data back to Salesforce.

Both Extract and Load DataRaptors can handle custom data formats. DataRaptors can access  external objects and custom metadata as
well as sObjects. No special syntax or additional configuration is required.

Note: If you’re using releases of Vlocity before Winter 2017, download the DataRaptor Summer '17 Manual.

Note: Although Apex classes can read, write, and transform data, they take longer to create and are harder to maintain than
DataRaptors. Therefore, use of DataRaptors is a best practice.

DataRaptor Turbo Extract Overview

A DataRaptor Turbo Extract retrieves data from a single Salesforce object type, with support for fields from related objects. You can
filter the data and select the fields to return. Unlike a standard DataRaptor Extract, a DataRaptor Turbo Extract doesn't support
formulas. There’s no Output tab, so you can't use mappings to structure the output. Custom JSON, default values, attributes, and
translations aren't supported.

DataRaptor Extract Overview

DataRaptor Extracts read Salesforce data and return results in JSON, XML, or custom formats. You can filter the data and select the
fields to return. Formulas, attributes, default values, and translations are supported. Extracts typically provide OmniScripts, Integration
Procedures, and Cards with the data they require.
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DataRaptor Transform Overview

DataRaptor Transforms let you perform intermediate data transformations without reading from or writing to Salesforce. Formulas
are supported.

DataRaptor Load Overview

DataRaptor Loads accept data in JSON, XML, or custom input formats and write the data to Salesforce objects. Formulas and attributes
are supported.

DataRaptor Best Practices

To maximize the benefits of DataRaptors, follow the best practices whenever possible.

List Input for DataRaptors

DataRaptors can perform list transformations. For mapping input to output, DataRaptors require list input in which every value is
paired with a key.

Use Formulas in DataRaptors

To add data to the output of a DataRaptor, you can define formulas. All types of DataRaptor (Turbo Extract, Extract, Transform, and
Load) support formulas. When you define a formula, you map its output to the output JSON (for extracts and transforms) or Salesforce
object field (for loads).

DataRaptor Output Data Types

Many data types can be assigned to data in the Output JSON, including boolean, currency, string, various number and list types, and
date formats.

DataRaptor Developer Features

You can call DataRaptors using Apex or a REST API. You can also use custom input and output and environment variables in
DataRaptors.

DataRaptor Administration

DataRaptors have additional caching, security, batch, and debug settings. You can also export and deploy DataRaptors.

Cache for DataRaptors and Integration Procedures

Using a cache to store frequently accessed, infrequently updated DataRaptor and Integration Procedure data saves round trips to
the database and improves performance.

Security for DataRaptors and Integration Procedures

You can control access to DataRaptors and Integration Procedures using settings that reference Sharing Settings and Sharing Sets
or Profiles and Permission Sets.

DataRaptor Turbo Extract Overview
A DataRaptor Turbo Extract retrieves data from a single Salesforce object type, with support for fields from related objects. You can filter
the data and select the fields to return. Unlike a standard DataRaptor Extract, a DataRaptor Turbo Extract doesn't support formulas. There’s
no Output tab, so you can't use mappings to structure the output. Custom JSON, default values, attributes, and translations aren't
supported.

A DataRaptor Turbo Extract has two advantages over a standard DataRaptor Extract:

• Simpler configuration

• Better performance at runtime

Create a DataRaptor Turbo Extract

To create a DataRaptor Turbo Extract, specify its name, input and output types, and permissions.
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Configure a DataRaptor Turbo Extract

To configure a DataRaptor Turbo Extract, specify the object type, filters, fields to extract, and options.

Related Object Fields in DataRaptor Turbo Extracts

Although a DataRaptor Turbo Extract retrieves from a single object type, you can select specific fields in related objects.

Test a DataRaptor Turbo Extract

You can test the input and output of a DataRaptor Turbo Extract on the Preview tab.

Create a DataRaptor Turbo Extract Example

A DataRaptor Turbo Extract retrieves Contacts for an Account having the specified Id.

Create a DataRaptor Turbo Extract

To create a DataRaptor Turbo Extract, specify its name, input and output types, and permissions.

1. Go to the DataRaptor Designer tab and click New. The Create DataRaptor Interface dialog is displayed.

2. Specify configuration settings as follows:

• DataRaptor Interface Name — Descriptive name, displayed on the DataRaptor Designer tab's list of DataRaptors.

• Interface Type — Turbo Extract

• Input Type — JSON (for OmniScripts), XML, or Custom

• Output Type — JSON (for OmniScripts) or Custom

• Required Permission — (Optional) If specified, this setting limits who can run this Integration Procedure. See Syntax of the
Required Permission Property.

• Description — Optional high-level overview of the DataRaptor.

3. Click Save. The designer page is displayed.

Configure a DataRaptor Turbo Extract

To configure a DataRaptor Turbo Extract, specify the object type, filters, fields to extract, and options.

1. On the Extract tab, in the topmost field, select the source Salesforce object type, for example, Contact.

2. In the next field, specify the Extract Output Path.

This value is typically the same as the source object name. It specifies the top-level JSON node in the output.

3. Specify at least one Filter, which determines the data to be read. The item on the left is a field of the source object type. The item
in the middle is a comparison operator. The item on the right can be a quoted literal value, an input parameter, or another field of
the same source object. To filter for null values, use the $Vlocity.NULL  variable.

You can use fields in related objects in filters, such as Parent.Name, but you have to enter them manually. For details about the
notation, see Relationship Notation versus Multiple Extract Steps.

The most basic filter is Id = Id, which sets the Id of the object to an input parameter named Id.

The INCLUDES and EXCLUDES operators apply only to multi-select picklist fields. See Querying Multi-Select Picklists in Salesforce
Help.

Turbo extracts have an operator option no other DataRaptors have: IN. The IN operator lets you match values to items in an array.
For example, if the filter is Name IN Names, and the JSON input is {"Names": ["Miller", "Torres"]}, records
with Miller or Torres in their Name fields are retrieved.
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To download a DataPack of this example for either OmniStudio for Vlocity or OmniStudio, click here. To download a DataPack of this
example for OmniStudio, click here.

4. Configure optional additional filter settings by clicking the down arrow to the right of the first filter:

• AND - Add another filter and specify that both filters must be true.

• OR - Add another filter and specify that either filter can be true.

• LIMIT - Specify the maximum number of records returned. Allowed values are 1 through 2000.

For more information, see Workaround for offset 2000 limit on SOQL query in the Salesforce knowledge base.

• OFFSET - Use with LIMIT to specify the first record on a page in a multi-page retrieval. For example, a LIMIT of 5 requires OFFSET
values of 0, 5, 10, and so on.

• ORDER BY - Sort the results by the specified field. To sort by multiple fields, specify a comma-separated list of field names in
order of precedence, for example LastName,FirstName.

You can optionally specify ASC or DESC for an ascending or descending sort. You can optionally specify NULLS FIRST or NULLS
LAST to place blank values at the beginning or end. For example, you can sort Accounts by the number of employees, listing
the companies of unknown size first and the largest employers last. Specify the ORDER BY value NumberOfEmployees
ASC NULLS FIRST.

5. Select the fields to extract by moving them from the left list to the right list. You can enter a search value to filter the left list. The Id
field is always included in the output.

To select fields in related objects, see the next section.

6. Configure optional additional settings on the Options tab:

• Check Field Level Security: Checks the user's access permissions for the fields before executing the DataRaptor. Enabling this
setting disables the Org Cache but not the Session Cache.

• Time To Live In Minutes: If data caching is enabled, determines how long data remains in the cache. The minimum value is 5.

• Salesforce Platform Cache Type: Enables data caching. Set to Session Cache for data related to users and their login sessions,
or to Org Cache for all other types of data. See Cache for DataRaptors and Integration Procedures.

7. To observe the effects of caching when testing the DataRaptor Turbo Extract, go to the Preview tab and deselect the Ignore Cache
checkbox. See Cache for DataRaptors and Integration Procedures.

Related Object Fields in DataRaptor Turbo Extracts

Although a DataRaptor Turbo Extract retrieves from a single object type, you can select specific fields in related objects.

For more information about relationship names and other relevant topics, see Relationship Queries in Salesforce Help. DataRaptors
support only child-to-parent relationship queries.

When you click the Related Objects dropdown list, relationships to other objects appear, for example:
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If you select one of those relationships and click the list again, second-level relationships to other objects appear, for example:

You can traverse up to five relationship levels.

To back up a level, click the list and select the previous level, for example:
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After you’ve selected a relationship with another object, fields in that object appear in the left field-selection list. You can enter a search
value and move the fields to the right list as you would the base object fields.

Test a DataRaptor Turbo Extract

You can test the input and output of a DataRaptor Turbo Extract on the Preview tab.

1. Go to the Preview tab.

2. Specify Key/Value pairs in the Input Parameters panel.

As an alternative, you can click Edit as JSON and specify the input in JSON format.

3. To observe the effects of caching when testing the DataRaptor Turbo Extract, deselect the Ignore Cache checkbox. See Cache for
DataRaptors and Integration Procedures.

4. Click Execute.

The Response panel displays the resulting data, and the Debug Log panel displays the results of the Salesforce queries issued by the
DataRaptor.

For example, if the DataRaptor filters Accounts based on an Id, a Key/Value pair like this lets you test the DataRaptor using a specific
Account Id.

Create a DataRaptor Turbo Extract Example

A DataRaptor Turbo Extract retrieves Contacts for an Account having the specified Id.
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To download a DataPack of this example for OmniStudio for Vlocity, click here. To download a DataPack of this example for OmniStudio,
click here.

Importing OmniStudio for Vlocity DataPacks into OmniStudio orgs is supported, and conversion is automatic. However, importing
OmniStudio DataPacks into OmniStudio for Vlocity orgs isn't supported. To determine which you use, see Differences Between OmniStudio
and OmniStudio for Vlocity .

1. On the DataRaptor Designer tab, click New.

2. Specify a DataRaptor Interface Name.

3. Specify an Interface Type of Turbo Extract.

4. Click Save. The designer page is displayed.

5. Specify Contact  as the Salesforce object and the Extract Output Path.

6. For the Filter, specify AccountId = AccountId.

7. Enter Name  in the search field, and move FirstName and LastName to the right list.
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8. Go to the Preview tab. If you see an Edit as Params link, click it.

9. Click Add New Key/Value Pair. Specify AccountId  as the Key and an Account Id from your org as the Value.

10. Click Execute. Note that FirstName, LastName, and Id are retrieved for each Contact.

DataRaptor Extract Overview
DataRaptor Extracts read Salesforce data and return results in JSON, XML, or custom formats. You can filter the data and select the fields
to return. Formulas, attributes, default values, and translations are supported. Extracts typically provide OmniScripts, Integration Procedures,
and Cards with the data they require.

To define a DataRaptor extract:

1. Create the DataRaptor extract. See Creating a DataRaptor Extract

2. Configure the initial extraction. See Define the Initial Extraction.
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3. Determine whether you need multiple extract steps or relationship notation. See When to Use Multiple Extract Steps and Relationship
Notation versus Multiple Extract Steps.

4. (Optional) Add data using formulas. See Use Formulas in DataRaptors.

5. Compose the output. See Defining the Output of an Extract.

6. Test the DataRaptor. See Test a DataRaptor Extract.

Create a DataRaptor Extract

To create a DataRaptor Extract, specify its name, input and output types, and permissions.

Define the Initial Extraction

On the Extract tab, you specify the Salesforce objects to be queried and the filters that determine the data to be returned from the
object. You can also specify a limit and offset for paging or a field on which to sort.

When to Use Multiple Extract Steps

How many extract steps you need depends on how the object types you are extracting from are related. There are three basic
scenarios: single, single with relationship notation, and multiple.

Relationship Notation versus Multiple Extract Steps

Using relationship notation improves the performance of DataRaptors that retrieve data from a parent of the primary sObject. You
use this notation in the Extract JSON Paths for the parent sObject's fields instead of adding a second sObject in the DataRaptor's
Extract tab. Two examples illustrate how to use relationship notation.

DataRaptor Extract Output

To map data from the extraction step JSON to the output JSON, go to the Output tab. You can also handle null values, attributes,
translations, field-level permissions, caching, and list transforms.

Test a DataRaptor Extract

You can test the input and output of a DataRaptor Extract on the Preview tab.

DataRaptor Extract Examples

DataRaptor Extract examples demonstrate object relationships, paging with data values, paging with offsets, working with attributes,
and relationship notation.

Create a DataRaptor Extract

To create a DataRaptor Extract, specify its name, input and output types, and permissions.

1. Go to the DataRaptor Designer tab and click New. The Create: DataRaptor Interface dialog is displayed.

2. Specify configuration settings:

• DataRaptor Interface Name — Descriptive name, displayed on the DataRaptor Designer tab's list of DataRaptors.

• Interface Type — Extract

• Input Type — JSON (for OmniScripts), XML or Custom

• Output Type — JSON (for OmniScripts), XML or Custom

• Required Permission — If specified, this setting limits who can run this Integration Procedure. See Syntax of the Required
Permission Property.

• Description — Optional high-level overview of the DataRaptor.

3. Click Save. The Extract tab of the designer page is displayed.
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Define the Initial Extraction

Define the Initial Extraction

On the Extract tab, you specify the Salesforce objects to be queried and the filters that determine the data to be returned from the object.
You can also specify a limit and offset for paging or a field on which to sort.

For each source object:

1. Click Add Extract Step and choose the source object from the drop-down list of objects.

2. Configure settings for the source object:

• Extract Output Path: The top-level node in the extraction step JSON where you want the data to reside.

Best practice: When possible, name the Extract Output Path for the Salesforce object that is its data source. This defines the first
node of the Extract JSON Path field values on the Output tab.

• Filter: The comparison used to determine what data is to be read. The item on the left is a field of the source object. The item in
the middle is a comparison operator. The item on the right can be a quoted literal value, an input parameter, another field of
the same source object, or a field of a source object in a previous extract step. To filter for null values, use the $Vlocity.NULL
variable.

You can use fields in related objects in filters, such as Parent.Name, but you have to enter them manually. For details about
the notation, see Relationship Notation versus Multiple Extract Steps.

The most basic filter is Id = Id, which sets the Id of the object to an input parameter named Id.

The INCLUDES and EXCLUDES operators apply only to multi-select picklist fields. See Querying Multi-Select Picklists in the
Salesforce help.

Note:  DataRaptor Extract doesn’t directly support filtering on lookup fields on external objects. To filter on a lookup field
on an external object, create a new field on the external object and map the value of the new field to the value of the
lookup field. The new field can be of any type except lookup. Then, filter on the new field. You can set the value of the
new field dynamically using triggers or flows.

3. Configure optional additional filter settings by clicking the down arrow to the right of the first filter:

• AND: Add an additional filter and specify that both filters must be true.

• OR: Add an additional filter and specify that either filter can be true.

• LIMIT: Specify the maximum number of records returned. Allowed values are 1 to 2000.

For more information, see Workaround for offset 2000 limit on SOQL query in the Salesforce knowledge base.

• OFFSET: Use with LIMIT to specify the first record on a page in a multi-page retrieval. For example, if the LIMIT is 5, the OFFSET
values for successive pages would be 0, 5, 10, and so on.

• ORDER BY: Sort the results by the specified field. To sort by multiple fields, specify a comma-separated list of field names in order
of precedence, for example LastName,FirstName.

You can optionally specify ASC or DESC for an ascending or descending sort. You can optionally specify NULLS FIRST or NULLS
LAST to place blank values at the beginning or end. For example, to sort Accounts by the number of employees, listing the
companies of unknown size first and the largest employers last, specify the ORDER BY value NumberOfEmployees ASC
NULLS FIRST.

Note: If you need to implement paging logic for your application, you can use the filter OFFSET setting to specify where
record retrieval starts. Choose OFFSET from the drop-down list and specify the name of a node in the input payload where
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the caller maintains the offset. The offset must be an integer. Note that Salesforce imposes a 2000-record limit on queries. For
details, see the Salesforce OFFSET documentation.

When to Use Multiple Extract Steps

When to Use Multiple Extract Steps

How many extract steps you need depends on how the object types you are extracting from are related. There are three basic scenarios:
single, single with relationship notation, and multiple.

• Extracting data from a single object type, for example, Cases, requires only one extract step.

• Extracting data from a primary object and one or more parent objects also requires only one extract step. An example is extracting
Cases with some Account data for each Case. See Relationship Notation versus Multiple Extract Steps.

• Extracting data from a primary object and one or more child objects requires at least two extract steps, one for each object type. An
example is extracting an Account and all the Cases associated with that Account.

For example, to find Cases by Case Number, you can use a filter such as CaseNumber = Number in the extract step:

The objects are queried in the order that you specify them in extract steps, which is important for the third scenario, when you need to
use data from a previously-read object to filter a subsequent object.

For example, to find all the cases associated with a specific account, you can read the account with a basic filter such as Id = Id in the
first extract step, then read the cases with a filter such as AccountId = Acct:Id in the second extract step. (The AccountId is a Case field;
the Acct:Id is a reference to the Id field of the Account.)

This data is read into the extraction step JSON, and the Extract Step JSON pane on the right shows the top-level hierarchy defined by
the output paths that you specify on this tab.
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By default, if a value is null, no node is created for the field in the output JSON. To ensure that a node is created, regardless of whether
the field is null, go to the Options tab and check Overwrite Target For All Null Inputs.

Relationship Notation versus Multiple Extract Steps

Using relationship notation improves the performance of DataRaptors that retrieve data from a parent of the primary sObject. You use
this notation in the Extract JSON Paths for the parent sObject's fields instead of adding a second sObject in the DataRaptor's Extract tab.
Two examples illustrate how to use relationship notation.

Relationship notation in DataRaptors is based on relationship queries in Salesforce. For more information about relationship names and
other relevant topics, see Relationship Queries in the Salesforce help. DataRaptors support only child-to-parent relationship queries.

Suppose you want to retrieve Contact data that includes the name of the Account with which the Contact is associated. (Account is a
parent object of Contact.) You can use multiple extract steps or relationship notation.

To use multiple extract steps, first define extraction steps for Contact and Account objects on the DataRaptor's Extract tab.

Then define Extract JSON Paths for the Contact and Account fields on the DataRaptor's Output tab.
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To use relationship notation, first define an extraction step for the Contact object on the DataRaptor's Extract tab.

Then Define Extract JSON Paths for the Contact and Account fields on the DataRaptor's Output tab.

To download DataPacks of these examples for either OmniStudio for Vlocity or OmniStudio, click here and here. To download DataPacks
of these examples for OmniStudio, click here and here.

Note that the Extract JSON Path for the Name field of the Account object is Account.Name. Account  is the name of the relationship
that the Contact object has with the parent Account object. The relationship name is different from the name of the field that references
the parent object, which is AccountId. Most relationship names for standard objects follow this convention and omit the Id suffix.
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If you supply a Contact Id on the Preview tab, you get the same Response for that Contact for both DataRaptors:

{
"CompanyName": "Acme",
"LastName": "Tomlin",
"FirstName": "Leanne"

}

However, if you look in the Debug Log, you see two SOQL queries for the DataRaptor that uses multiple extract steps:

SELECT id, accountid, firstname, lastname, name FROM Contact WHERE (Id =
'0031U00000HUob9QAD')
SELECT id, name FROM Account WHERE (Id = '0011U00000KbYZAQA3')

You see only one SOQL query for the DataRaptor that uses relationship notation:

SELECT id, firstname, lastname, account.name FROM Contact WHERE (Id = '0031U00000HUob9QAD')

Important: Running only one SOQL query per primary object is always noticeably faster than running two. A DataRaptor performs
processing steps for each SOQL query that it runs, and Salesforce contributes overhead for each SOQL query as well. With one
query rather than two, you have half the overhead.

What's Next

Defining the Output of a DataRaptor Extract

DataRaptor Extract Output

To map data from the extraction step JSON to the output JSON, go to the Output tab. You can also handle null values, attributes,
translations, field-level permissions, caching, and list transforms.

1. Click +. An empty mapping is added to the list.

2. In the Extract JSON Path field, choose the source field from the extraction step JSON.

3. In the Output JSON Path field, specify the desired output path.

The Current JSON Output pane displays the structure that your output mappings specify.

Best practice: When possible, name the Extract Output Path on the Extract tab for the Salesforce object that is its data source. This defines
the first node of the Extract JSON Path field values.

You can improve DataRaptor performance for some use cases by using relationship notation in the Extract JSON Path field. See Relationship
Notation versus Multiple Extract Steps.

You can also use formulas to add output data. For details, see Use Formulas in DataRaptors and Function Reference.

Quick Match for Output Maps

To bulk-match, click the Quick Match button. In the Quick Match dialog, you can map fields as follows:

• Drag and drop: Drag the source sObject field from the left column to the target output field in the middle column, or vice-versa. For
an output that has no source sObject field, drag the output mapping to the Matched Mappings column.

• Pair: Select an input field and an output field and click Pair.

• Auto Match: Click Auto Match. Fields with matching names are matched automatically.
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Mappings are displayed in the right-hand Matched Mappings column.

To redefine values after they are read from Salesforce, go to the Transform Map Values section and add key/value pairs that specify the
input and output values. For example, to transform an input value of TRUE to an output value of Y (for yes), specify KEY = TRUE and
VALUE = Y.

Tip: To make mapping a large number of fields easier, paste the data JSON from the calling OmniScript or Integration Procedure
into the Expected JSON Output pane, which populates the list of paths in the Output JSON Path field.

Null Values

To specify a value to be output when the field is null, set the Default Value property. To override the default data type, specify Output
Data Type. To prevent data loss, choose compatible data types.

For example, if a text value always contains numeric data, a numeric output type is fine. If it might contain alphabetic characters, you
must choose a textual output data type.

By default, if a value is null, no node is created for the field in the output JSON. To ensure that a node is created, regardless of whether
the field is null, go to the Options tab and check Overwrite Target For All Null Inputs.

If the DataRaptor Extract retrieves no records, what it returns depends on the release:

• In Summer '18 and prior releases, null  is returned.

• In Fall '18 and later releases, empty JSON, {}, is returned.

Object Attributes

To map object attributes, specify the attribute using its code (not its name) preceded by @. (By default, attribute codes are assigned a
GUID value when the attribute is created, and you can edit the code to specify a human-readable value.) Overview of Attributes

For example, to find out if an account is tagged as a Gold Star account, use a DataRaptor Extract to read the Gold Star attribute:

Result:

{
"Id": "0016100001Ey84KAAR",
"GoldStarAccount": "On"
}

By default, an On-Off type attribute returns no output if its value is Off. However, you set the Default Value property to Off  to return
either value.

If you need a different output value for an attribute, you can use the Transform Map Values option. For example, for an On-Off type
attribute, you can add key/value pairs that map On  to true  and Off  to false.

Note: For Salesforce Industries Communications, Media, and Energy customers who use Industries Order Management, attribute
mappings using the JSONAttribute v2 Schema aren’t supported for the vlocity_cmt__FulfilmentRequestLine__c object.
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JSON Data in Fields

Some fields contain JSON data. To map this data, use standard notation in the Extract JSON Path, for example:

Object:JsonField__c:JsonNode:ChildJsonNode

Translations

To configure the DataRaptor to retrieve translated Product data, go to the Options tab and check Use Translations.

When this option is enabled, the DataRaptor returns string translations for the user's locale. If no string translations are defined for the
locale, the product data defined in the base language is returned. For example, if the base product data is entered in English and no
French string translations are defined, users with a French locale see English product data. To specify string translations for product fields,
go to the Vlocity Product Console. Create Products in the Product Console

Permissions, Caching, and Other Options

You can configure additional optional settings on the Options tab.

• Check Field Level Security: Checks the user's access permissions for the fields before executing the DataRaptor. Enabling this
setting disables the Org Cache but not the Session Cache.

• Overwrite Target For All Null Inputs: Ensures that an output node is created regardless of whether a field is null.

• Use Translations: Configures a DataRaptor to retrieve translated Product data.

• Time To Live In Minutes: If data caching is enabled, determines how long data remains in the cache. The minimum value is 5.

• Salesforce Platform Cache Type: Enables data caching. Set to Session Cache for data related to users and their login sessions, or
to Org Cache for all other types of data. See Cache for DataRaptors and Integration Procedures.

List Maps

To map data into a list in the output, use the listname|#  syntax.

The listname specifies the key of the output node and the # specifies the position in the list where the output resides. Note the pipe (|)
symbol separator. The following example illustrates how to map a flat set of input nodes to an output list.

Output JSONMappingsInput JSON

{
"Thinglist":

Thing1 → Thinglist|1
Thing2 → Thinglist|2
Thing3 → Thinglist|3

{
"Thing1": "1",
"Thing2": "2",
"Thing3": "3"
}

[ "1", "2", "3" ]
}

For more about lists in DataRaptors, see List Input for DataRaptors.

What's Next

Test a DataRaptor Extract
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Test a DataRaptor Extract

You can test the input and output of a DataRaptor Extract on the Preview tab.

1. Go to the Preview tab.

2. Specify Key/Value pairs in the Input Parameters panel.

As an alternative, you can click Edit as JSON and specify the input in JSON format.

3. To observe the effects of caching when testing the DataRaptor Extract, deselect the Ignore Cache checkbox. See Cache for DataRaptors
and Integration Procedures.

4. Click Execute.

The Response panel displays the resulting data, and the Debug Log panel displays the results of the Salesforce queries issued by the
DataRaptor.

For example, if the DataRaptor filters Accounts based on an Id provided by an OmniScript, a Key/Value pair such as the following enables
you to test the DataRaptor using a specific Account Id.

DataRaptor Extract Examples

DataRaptor Extract examples demonstrate object relationships, paging with data values, paging with offsets, working with attributes,
and relationship notation.

For additional examples that show how you can improve DataRaptor performance for some use cases using relationship notation, see
Relationship Notation versus Multiple Extract Steps.

Create a Basic DataRaptor Extract Example

A DataRaptor extract accepts an account Id parameter and returns the account name.

Extract Data from Three Related Objects

Create a DataRaptor Extract for use by a Case-handling OmniScript. The agents who handle Cases can look up an Account, list all
the Cases for the Account, and find the Contact for each Case.

Page Through Sorted Data Using Data Values

If a DataRaptor Extract is expected to retrieve a lot of records, you can use paging to retrieve a few at a time based on field values.
For example, you can page through Accounts by Id.

Page Through Sorted Data Using Offsets

If a DataRaptor Extract is expected to retrieve a lot of records, you can use paging to retrieve a few at a time based on OFFSET values.
For example, you can page through Contacts by last name.

Extract Account Attribute Data

A DataRaptor accepts an Account Id and returns Profile Attribute values for that Account.
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Extract Multiple Relationship Levels and Custom Field Values

Suppose you want to retrieve Contract data that includes the Version (parent) and the name of the user (grandparent) who created
the Contract. You can use relationship notation with custom fields.

Extract from Multiple Related Custom Objects

Although relationship notation is different for standard and custom fields, it is exactly the same for standard and custom objects.
This example extracts data from three custom fields of the vlocity_cmt__CatalogProductRelationship__c SObject.

Create a Basic DataRaptor Extract Example

A DataRaptor extract accepts an account Id parameter and returns the account name.

To download a DataPack of this example for OmniStudio for Vlocity, click here. To download a DataPack of this example for OmniStudio,
click here.

Importing OmniStudio for Vlocity DataPacks into OmniStudio orgs is supported, and conversion is automatic. However, importing
OmniStudio DataPacks into OmniStudio for Vlocity orgs isn't supported. To determine which you use, see Differences Between OmniStudio
and OmniStudio for Vlocity .

1. On the Extract tab, click Add Extract Step.

2. From the list of Salesforce objects, choose Account.

3. Set the Extract Output Path to Account  and the filter to Id = InputId.

4. On the Output tab, click +.

5. Set the Extract JSON Path to Account:Name.

6. Set the Output JSON Path to Account:Name.

7. Go to the Preview tab. If you see an Edit as Params link, click it.

8. In the Input Parameters pane, click Add New Key/Value Pair.

9. Set the Key to InputId  and the Value to a valid Salesforce Account object Id (which looks like this: 0016100001OBpRi).

10. Click Execute.

11. Verify that the Response pane displays a JSON structure containing the desired output. For example:

{
"Account": {
"Name" "Smith Incorporated"
}
}

Extract Data from Three Related Objects

Create a DataRaptor Extract for use by a Case-handling OmniScript. The agents who handle Cases can look up an Account, list all the
Cases for the Account, and find the Contact for each Case.

Note: In this example, it’s especially important to specify the complete object hierarchy in the Extract Output Path, filter, and
Extract JSON Path values. Accounts and Contacts are directly related and related through Cases. This example uses the latter
relationship. The object hierarchy tells the DataRaptor which relationship to use.

To download a DataPack of this example for OmniStudio for Vlocity, click here. To download a DataPack of this example for OmniStudio,
click here.
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Importing OmniStudio for Vlocity DataPacks into OmniStudio orgs is supported, and conversion is automatic. However, importing
OmniStudio DataPacks into OmniStudio for Vlocity orgs isn't supported. To determine which you use, see Differences Between OmniStudio
and OmniStudio for Vlocity .

To create this DataRaptor Extract:

1. Go the DataRaptor Designer tab and click New. The Create dialog is displayed.

2. Specify a name for the DataRaptor and configure its settings:

• Interface Type — Extract

• Input Type — JSON

• Output Type — JSON

3. Click Save. The DataRaptor Interface page is displayed.

4. On the Extract tab, add three extract steps:

FilterExtract Output PathObject

Id = AccountIdAccountAccount

AccountId = Account:IdAccount:CaseCase

Id = Account:Case:ContactIdAccount:Case:ContactContact

5. On the Output tab, map fields from the Extraction Step JSON to the Output JSON. To add a mapping, click the + button. Add four
mappings:

Output JSON PathExtract JSON Path

Account:NameAccount:Name

Account:Case:CaseNumberAccount:Case:CaseNumber

Account:Case:SubjectAccount:Case:Subject

Account:Case:Contact:NameAccount:Case:Contact:Name

6. Verify that the structure displayed in the Current JSON Output panel looks like this:

{
"Account": {
"Case": {
"CaseNumber": "Text",
"Contact": {
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"Name": "Text"
},
"Subject": "Text"

},
"Name": "Text"

}
}

The order of fields in not important, but the structure is.

7. Go to the Preview tab. If you see an Edit as Params link, click it.

8. In the Input Parameters pane, specify a Key of AccountId  and a Value of an Id such as 0015e000003XlkMAAS.

9. Click Execute. Assuming the Account has associated Cases, the response looks like this:

{
"Account": {
"Case": [
{
"Contact": {
"Name": "Edward Stamos"

},
"Subject": "Cannot track our order",
"CaseNumber": "00001004"

},
{
"Contact": {
"Name": "Leanne Tomlin"

},
"Subject": "Wrong size widgets",
"CaseNumber": "00001003"

},
{
"Contact": {
"Name": "Jeff Hunt"

},
"Subject": "Update account phone number",
"CaseNumber": "00001005"

},
{
"Contact": {
"Name": "Edward Stamos"

},
"Subject": "Billing status",
"CaseNumber": "00001006"

}
],
"Name": "Acme"

}
}
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Page Through Sorted Data Using Data Values

If a DataRaptor Extract is expected to retrieve a lot of records, you can use paging to retrieve a few at a time based on field values. For
example, you can page through Accounts by Id.

To download a DataPack of this example for OmniStudio for Vlocity, click here. To download a DataPack of this example for OmniStudio,
click here.

Importing OmniStudio for Vlocity DataPacks into OmniStudio orgs is supported, and conversion is automatic. However, importing
OmniStudio DataPacks into OmniStudio for Vlocity orgs isn't supported. To determine which you use, see Differences Between OmniStudio
and OmniStudio for Vlocity .

To set up paging based on field values:

• Use the ORDER BY setting to sort the data based on a specific field.

• Use the LIMIT setting to specify how many records to retrieve at a time.

• After retrieving each set of records, use the sort field value from the last record retrieved to retrieve the next set.

To create this DataRaptor Extract:

1. Go the DataRaptor Designer tab and click New. The Create dialog is displayed.

2. Specify a name for the DataRaptor and configure its settings as follows:

• Interface Type: Extract

• Input Type: JSON

• Output Type: JSON

3. Click Save. The DataRaptor Interface page is displayed.

4. On the Extract tab, specify Account as the object and Id > lastAccountId  as the filter. Use the down arrow on the right to
add Id as the ORDER BY field and a LIMIT value of 2.

5. On the Output tab, map the Id and Name fields as shown.
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6. Go to the Preview tab. If you see an Edit as Params link, click it.

7. In the Input Parameters pane, click Add New Key/Value Pair. Enter lastAccountId  as the Key and 001000000000000  as
the Value. Click Execute.

The first page of Account records is retrieved.

8. Copy the Id value from the second record in the Response to the Value field in the Input Parameters pane, then click Execute again.
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The second page of Account records is retrieved. Repeat this step to retrieve the next page.

Page Through Sorted Data Using Offsets

If a DataRaptor Extract is expected to retrieve a lot of records, you can use paging to retrieve a few at a time based on OFFSET values. For
example, you can page through Contacts by last name.

To download a DataPack of this example for OmniStudio for Vlocity, click here. To download a DataPack of this example for OmniStudio,
click here.

Importing OmniStudio for Vlocity DataPacks into OmniStudio orgs is supported, and conversion is automatic. However, importing
OmniStudio DataPacks into OmniStudio for Vlocity orgs isn't supported. To determine which you use, see Differences Between OmniStudio
and OmniStudio for Vlocity .

To set up paging based on OFFSET values:

• Use the LIMIT setting to specify how many records to retrieve at a time.

• Use the OFFSET setting to specify a multiple of the LIMIT value.

• Optional but recommended for predictable results: use the ORDER BY setting to sort the data based on a specific field.

To create this DataRaptor Extract:

1. Go the DataRaptor Designer tab and click New. The Create dialog is displayed.

2. Specify a name for the DataRaptor and configure its settings as follows:

• Interface Type: Extract

• Input Type: JSON

• Output Type: JSON

3. Click Save. The DataRaptor Interface page is displayed.

4. On the Extract tab, specify Contact as the object and DoNotCall = "false"  as the filter. Use the down arrow on the right
to add LastName as the ORDER BY field, a LIMIT value of 3, and an OFFSET value of AfterRecord.
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5. On the Output tab, map the name and phone fields as shown.

6. Go to the Preview tab. If you see an Edit as Params link, click it.

7. In the Input Parameters pane, click Add New Key/Value Pair. Enter AfterRecord  as the Key and 0  (zero) as the Value. Click
Execute.
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The first page of Contact records is retrieved.

8. Change the AfterRecord  value to 3  and click Execute again.
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The second page of Contact records is retrieved. Repeat this step, incrementing the AfterRecord  value by 3  each time, to
retrieve the remaining pages.

Extract Account Attribute Data

A DataRaptor accepts an Account Id and returns Profile Attribute values for that Account.

To download a DataPack of this example, click here.

Before you create this example, create and run the Account Attribute example in DataRaptor Load Examples.

To create this DataRaptor Extract:

1. Go the DataRaptor Designer tab and click New. The Create dialog is displayed.

2. Specify a name for the DataRaptor and configure its settings as follows:

• Interface Type: Extract

• Input Type: JSON
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• Output Type: JSON

3. Click Save. The DataRaptor Interface page is displayed.

4. On the Extract tab, specify Account  as the object and Extract Output Path, and Id = Id  as the filter.

5. On the Output tab, click the + icon and add the following mappings:

Other SettingsOutput JSON PathExtract JSON Path

IdAccount:Id

Output Data Type: StringGoldStarAcctAccount:@GoldStarAcct

Default Value: Off

Output Data Type: IntegerNumberOfStarsAccount:@NumberOfStars

6. Go to the Preview tab. If you see an Edit as Params link, click it.

7. In the Input Parameters pane, click Add New Key/Value Pair. Enter Id  as the Key and an Account Id from your org as the Value. Click
Execute.

8. Verify that the Response pane displays a JSON structure containing the desired output. For example:

{
"Id": "0014N00001goyP8QAI",
"GoldStarAcct": "On",
"NumberOfStars": 5

}

Extract Multiple Relationship Levels and Custom Field Values

Suppose you want to retrieve Contract data that includes the Version (parent) and the name of the user (grandparent) who created the
Contract. You can use relationship notation with custom fields.

To download a DataPack of this example for OmniStudio for Vlocity, click here. To download a DataPack of this example for OmniStudio,
click here.

Importing OmniStudio for Vlocity DataPacks into OmniStudio orgs is supported, and conversion is automatic. However, importing
OmniStudio DataPacks into OmniStudio for Vlocity orgs isn't supported. To determine which you use, see Differences Between OmniStudio
and OmniStudio for Vlocity .

You can traverse up to five levels of relationships using relationship notation. For example, the syntax for going up two levels is
parent.grandparent.field, and for three levels, parent.grandparent.great-grandparent.field.

For custom fields, the relationship name matches the name of the field that references the parent object, except that the relationship
name ends with __r  instead of __c.

To use relationship notation:

1. Define an extraction step for the Contract object on the DataRaptor's Extract tab as follows:
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2. Define Extract JSON Paths for the Contract Number, Active Contract Version Name, and Created By Name fields on the DataRaptor's
Output tab as follows:

Note that the Extract JSON Path for the Name field of the vlocity_cmt__ContractVersion__c object is
vlocity_cmt__ActiveContractVersionId__r.Name. The name of the relationship that the Contract object has
with the parent vlocity_cmt__ContractVersion__c object is vlocity_cmt__ActiveContractVersionId__r. The
second-level relationship name is CreatedBy. Depending on your industry, the namespace might be vlocity_cmt,
vlocity_ins, or vlocity_ps.

3. Supply a Contract Number on the Preview tab. You get a Response such as this one:

{
"Creator": "Vlocity Admin",
"Version": "Version 1",
"Number": "00000105"

}

4. See the SOQL query in the Debug Log. It looks like this:

SELECT id, contractnumber, vlocity_cmt__activecontractversionid__r.name,
vlocity_cmt__activecontractversionid__r.createdby.name FROM Contract WHERE (ContractNumber
= '00000105')
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Extract from Multiple Related Custom Objects

Although relationship notation is different for standard and custom fields, it is exactly the same for standard and custom objects. This
example extracts data from three custom fields of the vlocity_cmt__CatalogProductRelationship__c SObject.

To download a DataPack of this example, click here.

To use relationship notation:

1. On the DataRaptor's Extract tab, define an extraction step for the vlocity_cmt__CatalogProductRelationship__c object. Filter on the
vlocity_cmt__CatalogId__c field as follows:

Note that you can use the Extract Output Path to shorten the object name for mapping.

2. Define Extract JSON Paths for the Catalog Name, Product Name, and Promotion Name fields on the DataRaptor's Output tab as
follows:

For these custom fields, the relationship names are the same as the field names except that the suffix is __r  instead of __c.

3. Supply a CatalogId on the Preview tab. You get a Response such as this one:

[
{
"PromotionName": "Two for One",
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"CatalogName": "Phones"
},
{
"ProductName": "Samsung Galaxy S8 Active",
"CatalogName": "Phones"

},
{
"PromotionName": "Free Case",
"CatalogName": "Phones"

},
{
"ProductName": "Apple iPhone X",
"CatalogName": "Phones"

}
]

4. See the SOQL query in the Debug Log. It looks like this:

SELECT id,vlocity_cmt__catalogid__c, vlocity_cmt__catalogid__r.name,
vlocity_cmt__product2id__r.name, vlocity_cmt__promotionid__r.name FROM
vlocity_cmt__CatalogProductRelationship__c WHERE (vlocity_cmt__CatalogId__c =
'a0c6g000000Q2XcAAK')

DataRaptor Transform Overview
DataRaptor Transforms let you perform intermediate data transformations without reading from or writing to Salesforce. Formulas are
supported.

• Convert JSON input to XML output, and vice versa

• Restructure input data and rename fields

• Substitute values in fields (all DataRaptors can substitute values)

• Convert data to PDF, DocuSign, or Document Template format

DataRaptor Transforms are essential for OmniScripts that must populate a DocuSign template (see Creating a DataRaptor Interface to
Map an OmniScript to DocuSign ) or fill fields in a PDF document (see Creating a DataRaptor Interface to Map an OmniScript to a PDF).

You can also transform data in many ways using Set Values components in Integration Procedures. See Set Values for Integration
Procedures.

Create a DataRaptor Transform

To create a DataRaptor Transform, specify its name, input and output types, and permissions.

DataRaptor Transform Data Mappings

To map data from the input to the output, go to the Output tab. You can also handle null values, data types, caching, and list
transforms.

Use Quick Match to Map Data

Quick Match is a handy way to map input and output data in a DataRaptor Transform when the names match.

XML in DataRaptors

In addition to JSON, DataRaptors can have XML input and output. The XML format in DataRaptors is an unordered key/value, JSON-like
structure.
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Test a DataRaptor Transform

You can test the input and output of a DataRaptor Transform on the Preview tab.

DataRaptor Transform Examples

DataRaptor Transform examples demonstrate how to convert a single item into a list with one item and how to convert a list of
objects to a list of values.

Create a DataRaptor Transform

To create a DataRaptor Transform, specify its name, input and output types, and permissions.

1. Go to the DataRaptor Designer tab and click New. The Create: DataRaptor Interface dialog is displayed.

2. Specify configuration settings as follows:

• DataRaptor Interface Name — Descriptive name, displayed on the DataRaptor Designer tab's list of DataRaptors.

• Interface Type — Transform

• Input Type — JSON (for OmniScripts), XML or Custom

• Output Type — JSON (for OmniScripts), XML, PDF, DocuSign, Document Template, or Custom

• Required Permission — If specified, this setting limits who can run this Integration Procedure. See Syntax of the Required
Permission Property.

• Description — Optional high-level overview of the DataRaptor.

3. Click Save. The Transforms tab of the designer page is displayed.

DataRaptor Transform Data Mappings

DataRaptor Transform Data Mappings

To map data from the input to the output, go to the Output tab. You can also handle null values, data types, caching, and list transforms.

You can map data on the Transforms tab in one of two ways:

• If the input and output names match, Use Quick Match to Map Data.

• Specify each mapping individually.

Both ways apply to JSON input and output and to other input and output types.

To specify individual mappings:

1. Click +. An empty mapping is added to the list.

2. In the Input JSON Path field, specify the input path.

3. In the Output JSON Path field, specify the desired output path.

Use colons to separate path levels, for example Contact:LastName.

Data Restructuring and Renaming

All types of DataRaptors can restructure data and rename fields using mappings. To restructure and/or rename a field, you map the input
path to the desired output path.
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The following example shows JSON input being mapped to XML output. The incoming top-level Case fields, CaseNumber, AccountId,
and AccountName, are reparented under an XML element named <XCASEDETAILS>. Although the list of contacts is unchanged, note
the difference between the representation of a list in JSON and in XML. In JSON, the Contacts list is enclosed in square brackets, [], then
each item in the Contacts list is enclosed in brackets, {}. In XML, each item in the Contacts list is enclosed in a <CONTACTS> element.
For details about converting between JSON and XML, see XML in DataRaptors.

For the PDF, DocuSign, and Document Template output types, output mappings are generated based on the fields in the Target Output
file you selected when you created the DataRaptor Transform.

By default, if a value is null, no node is created for the field in the output JSON. To ensure that a node is created, regardless of whether
the field is null, go to the Options tab and check Overwrite Target For All Null Inputs.

Input Value to Output Value Mappings

To verify that your mappings create the desired structure, go to the Preview tab, paste sample input into the Input pane on the left side
of the screen, and click Execute. The results are displayed in the Response pane.

To replace one value with another, open the mapping and create entries in the Transform Map Values list. For example, if the incoming
field contains TRUE or FALSE and your OmniScript requires a Y or N value, create the following entries:

Output Data Types

On the Output tab, you can specify the data type of the output data. If you change the type, be sure to choose a compatible output
type. (For example, changing a numeric type to a string is fine, but changing a string to a numeric is risky, because a string can contain
non-numeric characters.) See DataRaptor Output Data Types.

Data Caching

You can configure optional caching settings on the Options tab:

• Time To Live In Minutes: If data caching is enabled, determines how long data remains in the cache. The minimum value is 5.

• Salesforce Platform Cache Type: Enables data caching. Set to Session Cache for data related to users and their login sessions, or
to Org Cache for all other types of data. See Cache for DataRaptors and Integration Procedures.
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Use Quick Match to Map Data

Quick Match is a handy way to map input and output data in a DataRaptor Transform when the names match.

Note: Some transforms are too complex for Quick Match. For example, see List Input for DataRaptors.

1. Expand the Input JSON pane and paste the input data structure into it.

2. Expand the Expected JSON Output pane and paste the desired output structure into it.

3. Click Quick Match. The Quick Match window opens.

4. Click Auto Match, or drag each Input Mapping onto the desired Output Mapping.

Another option is to select an Input Mapping and an Output Mapping, then click Pair.

5. Click Save. The Quick Match window closes and the Transforms tab shows the individual mappings.

6. Look at the structure in the Current JSON Output pane. Make sure it matches the structure in the Expected JSON Output pane.

XML in DataRaptors

In addition to JSON, DataRaptors can have XML input and output. The XML format in DataRaptors is an unordered key/value, JSON-like
structure.

To specify the order in which the elements of the XML output are serialized, populate the Expected XML Output pane with an XML
structure that is composed in the desired order.

The following example compares equivalent structures in JSON and XML.

JSON

{
"Root": {
"#text": "rootValue",
"@attribute1": "attVal1",
"#ns": "http://namespace1",
"#ns#a": "http://namespace2",
"Child": [{

"@attribute2": "attval2"
},
{
"#text": "childValue"

}
]

}
}

XML

<Root attribute1="attVal1" xmlns="http://namespace1" xmlns:a="http://namespace2">
rootValue
<Child attribute2="attval2"></Child>
<Child>childValue</Child>

</Root>

DataRaptors that transform XML to JSON use the following conventions to handle the differences between the formats.
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JSONXMLDescription

{
"Root": {

<Root>rootValue</Root>Values in an input XML node are translated
to output JSON with the key #text.

"#text": "rootValue"
}

}

{
"Root": {

<Root
attribute1="attVal1"></Root>

Values in an input XML node are translated
to output JSON with a key that is preceded
by an at sign (@). "@attribute1": "attVal1"

}
}

{
"Root": {

<Root
xmlns="http://namespace1"

Namespaces in an input XML node are
prepended with #ns  in the output JSON.

"#ns":"http://namespace1",xmlns:a="http://namespace2">
</Root> "#ns#a":"http://namespace2,

}
}

{
"Root#Data": {

<Root:Data>data</Root:Data>Colons, which are reserved characters in
DataRaptor mappings, are replaced by #.

"#text":"data",
}

}

Test a DataRaptor Transform

You can test the input and output of a DataRaptor Transform on the Preview tab.

1. Go to the Preview tab.

2. Specify JSON or XML input in the Input panel.

3. To observe the effects of caching when testing the DataRaptor Transform, deselect the Ignore Cache checkbox. See Cache for
DataRaptors and Integration Procedures.

4. Click Execute. The Response panel displays the resulting data.

DataRaptor Transform Examples

DataRaptor Transform examples demonstrate how to convert a single item into a list with one item and how to convert a list of objects
to a list of values.

For additional DataRaptor Transform examples, see List Input for DataRaptors and Create a DataRaptor Example with a Formula.

Convert a Single Item to a List with One Item

In some cases, a component's output that isn't in list format must pass to another component that only accepts a list. You can use
the Output Data Type setting in a DataRaptor Transform to perform this conversion.
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Convert a List of Objects to a List of Values

You can convert a list of JSON objects (key-value pairs in braces) to a list of single values, regardless of the length of the list. The trick
is to use a formula to remove the second level of the hierarchy.

Convert a Single Item to a List with One Item

In some cases, a component's output that isn't in list format must pass to another component that only accepts a list. You can use the
Output Data Type setting in a DataRaptor Transform to perform this conversion.

To download a DataPack of this example for OmniStudio for Vlocity, click here. To download a DataPack of this example for OmniStudio,
click here.

Importing OmniStudio for Vlocity DataPacks into OmniStudio orgs is supported, and conversion is automatic. However, importing
OmniStudio DataPacks into OmniStudio for Vlocity orgs isn't supported. To determine which you use, see Differences Between OmniStudio
and OmniStudio for Vlocity .

To create a DataRaptor Transform that puts an item in a list:

1. Go the DataRaptor Designer tab and click New. The Create dialog is displayed.

2. Specify a name for the DataRaptor and configure its settings as follows:

• Interface Type — Transform

• Input Type — JSON

• Output Type — JSON

3. Click Save. The Transforms tab of the DataRaptor Interface page is displayed.

4. Expand the Input JSON pane and paste the following JSON data into it:

{
"Contact": {
"Id": "0036100000423z8AAA",
"FirstName": "Amy",
"LastName": "Smith"

}
}

5. Click the + icon and add the following mapping:

• Input JSON Path — Contact

• Output JSON Path — Contacts

• Output Data Type — List<Map>

Note that you only have to create a mapping for the top-level node.

6. Expand the Current JSON Output pane. Its contents should look like this:

{
"Contacts": [
{}

]
}
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7. Go to the Preview tab and click Execute. The Response should look like this:

{
"Contacts": [
{
"LastName": "Smith",
"FirstName": "Amy",
"Id": "0036100000423z8AAA"

}
]

}

Convert a List of Objects to a List of Values

You can convert a list of JSON objects (key-value pairs in braces) to a list of single values, regardless of the length of the list. The trick is
to use a formula to remove the second level of the hierarchy.

To download a DataPack of this example for OmniStudio for Vlocity, click here. To download a DataPack of this example for OmniStudio,
click here.

Importing OmniStudio for Vlocity DataPacks into OmniStudio orgs is supported, and conversion is automatic. However, importing
OmniStudio DataPacks into OmniStudio for Vlocity orgs isn't supported. To determine which you use, see Differences Between OmniStudio
and OmniStudio for Vlocity .

To create a DataRaptor Transform that converts a list of objects to a list of values:

1. Go the DataRaptor Designer tab and click New. The Create dialog is displayed.

2. Specify a name for the DataRaptor and configure its settings as follows:

• Interface Type — Transform

• Input Type — JSON

• Output Type — JSON

3. Click Save. The Transforms tab of the DataRaptor Interface page is displayed.

4. Go to the Formulas tab. In the Formula field, enter ObjectList:Property. In the Formula Result Path field, enter
FormulaList.

5. Go to the Transforms tab. Expand the Input JSON pane and paste the following JSON data into it:

{
"ObjectList": [
{
"Property": "P9034"

}
]

}

6. Expand the Expected JSON Output pane and paste the following JSON data into it:

{
"PropertyValueList": [
"P9034"

]
}
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7. Click the + icon and add the following mapping:

• Input JSON Path — FormulaList

• Output JSON Path — PropertyValueList

Note that you only have to create a mapping between the top-level nodes.

8. Expand the Current JSON Output pane. Its contents should look like this:

{
"PropertyValueList": "Text"

}

9. Go to the Preview tab and paste the following JSON data into the Input pane:

{
"ObjectList": [
{
"Property": "P9034"

},
{
"Property": "P6538"

},
{
"Property": "P1234"

},
{
"Property": "P5678"

},
{
"Property": "P2345"

},
{
"Property": "P7654"

}
]

}

10. Click Execute. The Response should look like this:

{
"PropertyValueList": [
"P9034",
"P6538",
"P1234",
"P5678",
"P2345",
"P7654"

]
}

11. Add or subtract list items in the JSON data in the Input pane and click Execute again. Note that the output changes accordingly.
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DataRaptor Load Overview
DataRaptor Loads accept data in JSON, XML, or custom input formats and write the data to Salesforce objects. Formulas and attributes
are supported.

For example, when a user running a case-handling OmniScript finishes entering data and clicks Save, the script calls a DataRaptor Load
to record the data entered.

A DataRaptor Load can obtain its input data in the following ways:

• OmniScript or Integration Procedure: During execution, an OmniScript or Integration Procedure builds a Data JSON that is populated
with the data required for the business use case. When the script invokes the DataRaptor Load, the Data JSON is sent as input.

• Interface object: Create a custom object and populate it with data for the DataRaptor Load. Use Salesforce Bulk Loader or other load
tools to insert data into the object. If you must modify the data before it’s inserted into the object, define a preprocessor class. This
approach lets you load data from flat files, for example. (See Interface Objects for External Data Loads.)

OmniStudio doesn't support interface objects, but OmniStudio for Vlocity does. To determine which you’re using, see Differences
Between OmniStudio and OmniStudio for Vlocity .

• DataRaptor API REST call: If the DataRaptor is invoked using a POST action, the Data JSON can be included in the payload of the call.

• Apex code: Specify the Data JSON as a parameter in the call to the DataRaptor Load.

To modify the input data, you can define formulas, transform values, and change the output data type. (See Use Formulas in DataRaptors.)
To specify how the resulting data is to be written to Salesforce objects, you map fields from the output JSON to fields in Salesforce
objects. (See Object Field Mapping.) When invoked, the DataRaptor Load applies its mappings and formulas to the input data to create
the output data. Then it loads the output data into Salesforce objects according to the mappings.

Create a DataRaptor Load

To create a DataRaptor Load, specify its name, input and output types, permissions, and options.

Object Field Mapping

On the Fields tab, you map data from the DataRaptor Load input JSON to the target Salesforce object and field. You can also handle
data types, attributes, and default values.

Multiple Related Object Loads (Link Mappings)

When loading data into a sequence of objects, you can propagate data directly from one object to another related object. For
example, you can use a DataRaptor Load to support an OmniScript that creates an Account and a Contact for the Account.

Interface Objects for External Data Loads

To provide data from an external source (for example, a CSV file) to a DataRaptor, create an interface object and optionally a
preprocessor class. Interface objects are custom Salesforce objects.

Test a DataRaptor Load

You can test the results of a DataRaptor Load on the Preview tab.

DataRaptor Load Examples

DataRaptor Load examples demonstrate formulas and object relationships, and working with attributes.

Create a DataRaptor Load

To create a DataRaptor Load, specify its name, input and output types, permissions, and options.

1. Go to the Vlocity DataRaptor Designer tab.

2. Click New.
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3. On the Create dialog, specify the following settings and click Save:

• DataRaptor Interface Name — Descriptive name of your choice

• Batch Size — Number of records processed per batch transaction, between 1 and 2000

• Interface Type — Load

• Input Type — Choose JSON, XML SObject, or Custom. If your DataRaptor load is called from an OmniScript, choose JSON. If you
choose sObject, select the interface object for the input data from the dropdown list. (More information: Interface Objects for
External Data Loads. For details about custom data serialization, see Custom Input and Output for DataRaptors in OmniStudio
for Vlocity .)

Note: SObject input isn't supported in Summer '21 and later releases.

• Output Type — SObject

• Required Permission — If specified, this setting limits who can run this Integration Procedure. See Syntax of the Required
Permission Property.

4. On the Objects tab, specify the Salesforce objects that you want to update.

5. On the Formulas tab, define any transformations you want to apply to the input data to add data to the output data. For details
about the functions that you can use in formulas to define transformations, see Use Formulas in DataRaptors.

6. On the Fields tab, map the input data to the Salesforce object fields that you want to update. For more information, see Object Field
Mapping.

7. On the Options tab are optional properties you can set.

The following options are available only if the Input Type is SObject:

• Batch Size — The number of records processed per batch transaction, between 1 and 2000.

• Process Now Threshold — The number of records processed immediately, between 0 and 199.

• Preprocessor Class Name — The adapter Apex class that implements the IDRPreprocess Apex interface.

• Delete on Success — Automatically delete bulk records after successfully bulk-loading data.

• Process Super Bulk — Process large jobs spread over multiple Salesforce Apex batch jobs without exceeding Salesforce governor
limits.

• Is Default for Interface — Specify this DataRaptor as the default bundle for the specified interface object.

The following options are available for all DataRaptor Loads:

• Ignore Errors — Execute the DataRaptor even if errors occur, skipping only the steps having errors. This option is useful when
you know a record will fail with limited data and future steps don't rely on previous steps.

• Rollback on Error — Don't create or update the sObjects if errors occur. For more information, see Apex Transactions and
Transaction Control in the Salesforce documentation.

• Use Assignment Rules — Use assignment rules for sObjects such as Cases that have user assignment fields. For more information,
see Set Up Assignment Rules in the Salesforce documentation.

In Summer '19 and later releases, if emails are configured in Case assignment rules, checking this option automatically sends
emails to users when Cases are assigned.

• Overwrite Target For All Null Inputs — If an input doesn't have a value, set the corresponding output value to NULL.
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Object Field Mapping

Object Field Mapping

On the Fields tab, you map data from the DataRaptor Load input JSON to the target Salesforce object and field. You can also handle data
types, attributes, and default values.

For each field, click + and configure these settings:

• Input JSON Path — The key of the JSON node containing the data you want to write to Salesforce.

• Domain Object Field — The field in the sObject that you want to update.

Some fields contain JSON data. To map this data, use standard notation, for example:

Object:JsonField__c:JsonNode:ChildJsonNode

If you are updating multiple Salesforce objects, the designer displays a separate tab for the mappings of each target object. See Multiple
Related Object Loads (Link Mappings).

Mapping Options

To control how the update is performed, you can configure the following optional settings:

• Is Disabled — Prevents the field from being loaded.

• Upsert Key — Specifies that the field is a key for the Salesforce object being loaded. The DataRaptor uses the value to determine
whether it updates an existing record or inserts a new one. If the Upsert property is enabled for multiple field mappings, the result
is a multi-field upsert key. DataRaptor uses this key to check the object for unique values to determine whether to create a new
object or update an existing one.

• Is Required for Upsert — Prevents an object record from being updated if this field is null.

• Is Lookup — Uses the field value to query for the specified Salesforce data, and writes the result to the output field.

• Output Data Type — Must be compatible with the data type of the target field.

The Output Data Type setting must be compatible with the target field in Salesforce. If you configure incompatible types, the load
operation can fail. For a list of valid output types, see DataRaptor Output Data Types.

• Default Value — Value to be loaded if the field in the DataRaptor output JSON is null. To specify an empty string for string fields
that are null, enter a pair of double quotes (""). Omit if Is Required for Upsert is enabled.

Attribute Data Loads

To change the value of an object attribute using a DataRaptor Load, specify the attribute using its code (not its name) preceded by @.
(An attribute is assigned a GUID value when created, but you can edit the code to specify a human-readable value. Outside of DataRaptor
Designer, Salesforce displays the GUID, regardless of whether you override it.) To add a profile attribute to an object, enable Upsert Key
for the object Id.Overview of Attributes

In Spring '20 and later releases, in the Domain Object Field, type-ahead is supported for up to 500 attributes. For example, you can
type @C  to display attributes beginning with the letter C and select from the drop-down list instead of typing the entire attribute name
manually.

For example, to assign Gold Star Status to an account, set the corresponding attribute to on  as follows:

Mappings:
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Upsert KeyDomain Object FieldInput JSON Path

(unchecked)@GoldStarAccountGoldStarAccount

(checked)IdId

Input JSON:

{
"Id": "0016100001Ey84K",
"GoldStarAccount": "on"
}

When assigning values to attributes, specify values that are data-type-compatible as follows:

• On-Off: To apply the attribute to the object, specify "On", true  or "true". To remove the attribute from the object, specify
"Off", false, or "false".

• Three-state: Specify a negative value, a positive value, or zero.

• 1 to 5: Specify a value from one to five (1 - 5). Values less than one are treated as one, and values greater than five are treated as five.

• TextComment: String data

Product attributes cannot be added to or modified for the Product object using DataRaptor Loads. You can modify product attributes
for the following objects:

• Asset

• CompiledAttributeOverride__c

• ContractLineItem__c

• FulfilmentRequestLine__c

• InventoryItem__c

• OpportunityLineItem

• OrderItem

• ProgramEnrollment__c

• QuoteLineItem

Important: A DataRaptor Load cannot create a Product Attribute for a Line Item. It can only modify existing Product Attributes
for existing Line Items.

Note: For Salesforce Industries Communications, Media, and Energy customers who use Industries Order Management, attribute
mappings using the JSONAttribute v2 Schema aren’t supported for the vlocity_cmt__FulfilmentRequestLine__c object.

What's Next

Test a DataRaptor Load
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Multiple Related Object Loads (Link Mappings)

When loading data into a sequence of objects, you can propagate data directly from one object to another related object. For example,
you can use a DataRaptor Load to support an OmniScript that creates an Account and a Contact for the Account.

Interface Objects for External Data Loads

To provide data from an external source (for example, a CSV file) to a DataRaptor, create an interface object and optionally a preprocessor
class. Interface objects are custom Salesforce objects.

The process is as follows:

1. Data is loaded into a Salesforce custom object using Salesforce's Data Import Wizard or a tool such as the Salesforce Data Loader,
Informatica, or Talend.

2. Loading data into the object fires an Apex trigger that calls a Vlocity DataRaptor Load.

3. The DataRaptor transforms data from the interface object as required and writes the resulting data to other Salesforce and Vlocity
objects.

Create Interface Objects

You can make external data available to DataRaptor Loads using an interface object.

Create Preprocessor Classes for Interface Objects

To modify data before it is imported into an interface object, create an Apex class that implements the IDRPreprocess interface. This
Apex interface runs before each insert to the Interface Object.

Create Interface Objects

You can make external data available to DataRaptor Loads using an interface object.

1. In Salesforce, create a custom object and add fields corresponding to the data in the external source.

2. Add the following string fields to the custom object. These fields are reserved by DataRaptors for internal use.

• DRBundleName

• DRError

• DRProgressData

• DRStatus

3. To check whether you have defined the interface object correctly, create a test DataRaptor, go to the Objects tab, click Add Object,
and verify that the custom object is displayed in the list of available objects.

4. Add to the interface object a trigger that invokes the DataRaptor Load.

5. To ensure that your DataRaptor can access data in the interface object, load a small amount of test data into the object and run the
DataRaptor. To check whether the DataRaptor logged any errors, use the Developer Console to query the interface object; for example:

Select DRProgressData__c, DRError__c from myObjectwhere DRStatus__c = 'Error'

6. Using the Salesforce bulk load tool or your preferred bulk load tool, import the external data into the interface object.

You can now use the interface object in DataRaptors exactly as you use standard Salesforce objects.
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Tip: If you use interface objects on an ongoing basis (as opposed to performing a one-time bulk load), create a tab for the
object so you can access it readily.

Create Preprocessor Classes for Interface Objects

To modify data before it is imported into an interface object, create an Apex class that implements the IDRPreprocess interface. This
Apex interface runs before each insert to the Interface Object.

Note: Preprocessor classes aren't supported in Summer '21 and later releases.

1. From Setup, click Develop, then click Apex Classes, and click New.

2. Code the Apex class. Your class must implement the IDRPreprocess global interface, as shown in the following sample:

global interface IDRPreprocess
{
// Performed once before iterating through all uploaded objects
void bulkBeforePreprocess();

// Performed on each object
void preprocessObject(SObject so);

// Performed once after iterating through all uploaded objects
void bulkAfterPreprocess();

}

3. To configure a DataRaptor to use the preprocessor class:

a. Go to the Vlocity DataRaptor Object Interfaces (or Vlocity DataRaptor Bundles) tab and select the DataRaptor that requires the
preprocessor class.

b. In the Preprocessor Class Name field, enter the name of the preprocessor class and click Save.

Test a DataRaptor Load

You can test the results of a DataRaptor Load on the Preview tab.

1. Go to the Preview tab.

2. Specify JSON input in the Input panel.

3. Click Execute.

The Objects Created panel lists the resulting objects, which are saved permanently. The Debug Log panel displays the results of the
Salesforce queries issued by the DataRaptor.

DataRaptor Load Examples

DataRaptor Load examples demonstrate formulas and object relationships, and working with attributes.

Create a Contact and Use a Formula

A DataRaptor Load creates a record in the Salesforce Contact object. A formula checks whether the contact is over 18 years old: if
so, a custom Authorized field is set to true.
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Create a Contact for an Existing Account

The following example of a DataRaptor Load creates a record in the Salesforce Contact object. A link to an Account object record
with a specific Id ensures that the new Contact is related to that Account.

Add and Modify Account Attributes

A DataRaptor Load adds or modifies Profile Attributes for the account with the specified Id.

Create a Contact and Use a Formula

A DataRaptor Load creates a record in the Salesforce Contact object. A formula checks whether the contact is over 18 years old: if so, a
custom Authorized field is set to true.

To download a DataPack of this example for OmniStudio for Vlocity, click here. To download a DataPack of this example for OmniStudio,
click here.

Importing OmniStudio for Vlocity DataPacks into OmniStudio orgs is supported, and conversion is automatic. However, importing
OmniStudio DataPacks into OmniStudio for Vlocity orgs isn't supported. To determine which you use, see Differences Between OmniStudio
and OmniStudio for Vlocity .

The input JSON for this DataRaptor Load contains the Contact details, for example:

{
"ContactDetails": {

"Birthdate": "10/10/1954",
"LastName": "Singh",
"Telephone": "5106345789",
"FirstName": "Sanjay"

}
}

To create this example DataRaptor Load:

1. If your org Contact object does not have an Authorized field, add one (checkbox). In the following example, the authorized field is
called Authorized__c. Depending on your industry, you might need to add a vlocity_cmt__, vlocity_ins__, or vlocity_ps__ namespace
prefix.

2. Navigate to the DataRaptor Designer tab and click New. The Create: DataRaptor Interface dialog is displayed.

3. Enter settings as follows and click Save:

• DataRaptor Interface Name: A descriptive name of your choice

• Interface Type: Load

• Input Type: JSON

• Output Type: SObject

4. On the Objects tab, click Add Object and choose Contact.

5. On the Fields tab, map fields from the JSON input to fields in the Salesforce Contact object as shown in the following table.

Domain Object FieldInput JSON Path

Authorized__cContactDetails:Authorized

Depending on your industry, you might need to add a
vlocity_cmt__, vlocity_ins__, or vlocity_ps__ namespace prefix.
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Domain Object FieldInput JSON Path

BirthdateContactDetails:Birthdate

FirstNameContactDetails:FirstName

LastNameContactDetails:LastName

PhoneContactDetails:Telephone

6. On the Formulas tab, click Add Formula and enter a Formula of IF(AGE(ContactDetails:Birthdate) > 18,
"true", "false")  and a Formula Result Path of ContactDetails:Authorized  as shown in the following figure.

7. Go to the Preview tab.

8. Paste the following test data into the Input pane on the left.

{
"ContactDetails": {

"Birthdate": "10/10/1954",
"LastName": "MyLastName",
"Telephone": "5106345789",
"FirstName": "MyFirstName"

}
}

9. Click Execute. If the load succeeds, a link to the object is displayed in the Objects Created pane, as shown in the following figure.
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10. Click the link and verify that the Authorized checkbox is checked only if the contact is over 18 years old.

Create a Contact for an Existing Account

The following example of a DataRaptor Load creates a record in the Salesforce Contact object. A link to an Account object record with
a specific Id ensures that the new Contact is related to that Account.

To download a DataPack of this example for OmniStudio for Vlocity, click here. To download a DataPack of this example for OmniStudio,
click here.

Importing OmniStudio for Vlocity DataPacks into OmniStudio orgs is supported, and conversion is automatic. However, importing
OmniStudio DataPacks into OmniStudio for Vlocity orgs isn't supported. To determine which you use, see Differences Between OmniStudio
and OmniStudio for Vlocity .

The input JSON for this DataRaptor Load contains the Account Id and the Contact name, for example:

{
"AccountId": "0016100001BKL4uAAH",
"Name": {

"First": "Jane",
"Last": "Doe"

}
}

To create this example DataRaptor Load:

1. Navigate to the DataRaptor Designer tab and click New. The Create: DataRaptor Interface dialog is displayed.

2. Enter settings as follows and click Save:

• DataRaptor Interface Name: A descriptive name of your choice

• Interface Type: Load

• Input Type: JSON

• Output Type: SObject

3. On the Objects tab, click Add Object and choose Account.

4. Click Add Object again and choose Contact.

5. Click Add Link and enter settings as follows:

• Domain Object Field: AccountId

• Linked Object: 1 - Account

• Linked Object Field (after the period): Id

6. Go to the Fields tab and the Account subtab. Click the + icon and add the following mapping:

• Input JSON Path: AccountId
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• Domain Object Field: Id

• Upsert Key: checked

7. Go to the Contact subtab. Add the following name mappings:

The AccountId mapping is already present.

8. On the Preview tab, test the DataRaptor using input with the same structure as the sample input above, substituting an Account Id
from your org and a name of your choice.

Add and Modify Account Attributes

A DataRaptor Load adds or modifies Profile Attributes for the account with the specified Id.

To download a DataPack of this example, click here.

Before you create this DataRaptor Load, you must create the Profile Attributes. Follow the steps at Create New Profile Attribute Categories
and Create New Profile Attributes to create these objects:

• An Attribute Category with:

– Name — AccountLevel

– UI Control Type — On-Off

– Applicable Type — Account

– Applicable Subtype — Profile Attribute

• An Attribute Category with:

– Name — AccountStrength
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– UI Control Type — 1-5 Scale

– Applicable Type — Account

– Applicable Subtype — Profile Attribute

• An Attribute in the AccountLevel Attribute Category with a Name and Code of GoldStarAcct

• An Attribute in the AccountStrength Attribute Category with a Name and Code of NumberOfStars

The input JSON for this DataRaptor Load contains the Account Id and values for the two Profile Attributes, for example:

{
"Id": "0014N00001goyP8QAI",
"GoldStarAcct": "On",
"NumberOfStars": 5

}

To create this example DataRaptor Load:

1. Navigate to the DataRaptor Designer tab and click New. The Create: DataRaptor Interface dialog is displayed.

2. Enter settings as follows and click Save:

• DataRaptor Interface Name: A descriptive name of your choice

• Interface Type: Load

• Input Type: JSON

• Output Type: SObject

3. On the Objects tab, click Add Object and choose Account.

4. Go to the Fields tab and the Account subtab. Click the + icon and add the following mappings:

Other SettingsDomain Object FieldInput JSON Path

Upsert KeyIdId

Output Data Type: String@GoldStarAcctGoldStarAcct

Output Data Type: Integer@NumberOfStarsNumberOfStars

5. On the Preview tab, test the DataRaptor using input with the same structure as the sample input above, substituting an Account Id
from your org and Profile Attribute values of your choice.

6. (Optional) After you create this example, you can use a DataRaptor Extract to view the data. See Extract Account Attribute Data.

Create New Profile Attributes

Attributes act like tags that provide more information about the entity in the profile. Typically, Profile Attributes are used with Vlocity
Intelligence and can use attribute assignment rules. Product attributes are used with Policy Product Management.
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Create New Profile Attribute Categories

The type of attribute is defined at the Attribute Category level. Attributes Categories must created before you can add attributes to
the category. Typically, Profile Attributes are used with Vlocity Intelligence and can be automatically assigned (see ).

Create New Profile Attributes
Attributes act like tags that provide more information about the entity in the profile. Typically, Profile Attributes are used with Vlocity
Intelligence and can use attribute assignment rules. Product attributes are used with Policy Product Management.

The type of attribute is defined at the category level. You must have an existing Attribute Category to add the new attributes to. See
Create New Profile Attribute Categories.

To add an attribute to a category:

1. On the Vlocity Attribute Categories tab, display all attributes.

2. Click the category to which you want to add the attribute.

3. To create the attribute, go to the platform-appropriate page or dialog box, as follows:

Do thisIf you're using

Salesforce Lightning Experience a. Click Related.

b. Click Attributes.

c. Click New.

In the Attributes related list, click New Vlocity Attribute.Salesforce Classic (Aloha)

4. In the Attributes section, click +Add New Attribute.

5. Enter the following information:

• In the Name field, enter a name for the attribute.

• In the Code field, enter a unique code for the attribute. DataRaptors use the code instead of the name.

• Select Filterable to enable filtering on this attribute in the housing listing.

• Select Configurable to enable the user to configure the attribute.

• Select Cloneable to enable the user to clone the attribute.

• Select Active to activate the attribute.

• Select Private to make the attribute visible only to the attribute's owner.

6. After the new attribute is created, you can add assignment rules by clicking +Add New Assignment Rules.

Create New Profile Attribute Categories
The type of attribute is defined at the Attribute Category level. Attributes Categories must created before you can add attributes to the
category. Typically, Profile Attributes are used with Vlocity Intelligence and can be automatically assigned (see ).

Attributes can be Product Attributes or Profile Attributes. Product attributes are used with Policy Product Management.
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To create a new attribute category:

1. On the Vlocity Attributes Designer tab, click New.

2. In the Name field, enter the attribute category name.

For example, Number of Bedrooms.

3. In the Display Sequence field, enter a number to indicate the sequence in which the category is displayed on the record detail
page or Housing Listing.

4. In the Code field, enter a unique code for the category. The code is not visible in the user interface.

5. Select the UI Control Type for the attributes in the new category.

Each attribute category has a specific user interface control type for its attributes:

• Select On-Off to add or remove attributes from categories.

• Select 3-State to set attributes to positive, neutral, or negative.

• Select 1-5 Scale to set attributes to a number from 1 to 5.

• Select Text Comment to add text to attributes.

• Select Multi-Select for housing filters.

6. From the Applicable Types list, select the objects for which the new category is valid.

For example, you might want a Personal Interests category on Contacts, but not Accounts. If the category is valid for all objects,
select Any.

When creating housing filters, select Any.

7. From the Applicable Subtype picklist, select one of the following:

• For Profile record attributes, select Profile Attribute.To enable private profile attributes, check User Attributes Created Private.

• For Product record attributes, select Product Attribute. Use product attributes with Product Policy Management. Policy Product
Management Definitions

• For attributes for housing filters, select Inventory Item.

8. Update the Color Code, which determines the category tag color. Enter the color code as a Hex value.

9. Click Save.

DataRaptor Best Practices
To maximize the benefits of DataRaptors, follow the best practices whenever possible.

• Create targeted DataRaptors that only extract or load the data needed for one operation.

• Use relationship notation (queries) whenever possible to pull data from other SObjects. For more information, see Relationship
Notation versus Multiple Extract Steps.
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• Try to keep the number of SObjects to three or fewer.

• Ensure that all filtering and sorting (ORDER BY) operations are on indexed fields. The Id and Name fields are always indexed. For more
information, see Indexes in Salesforce Help.

• Use caching to store frequently accessed, infrequently updated data. See Cache for DataRaptors and Integration Procedures.

To determine whether a DataRaptor or an Integration Procedure is best for your use case, see DataRaptor or Integration Procedure?.

List Input for DataRaptors
DataRaptors can perform list transformations. For mapping input to output, DataRaptors require list input in which every value is paired
with a key.

For example, the following lists are valid, and each can be converted to the other.

List 1:

{
"Oldest": "Huey",
"Middle": "Dewey",
"Youngest": "Louie"
}

List 2:

{
"Nephews": [

{
"Name": "Huey"

},
{

"Name": "Dewey"
},
{

"Name": "Louie"
}

]
}

List 1 lacks a JSON node for the list as a whole, and each value has a different key. List 2 has its own JSON node, and each list item has
the same key.

Note: Loop Block components in Integration Procedures require input that is structured like List 2. The list-item key itself can
contain key-value pairs.

To convert List 1 to List 2, use the following mappings on the Transforms tab of a DataRaptor Transform. The |1, |2, and |3  are list
position indexes.

Output JSON PathInput JSON Path

Nephews|1:NameOldest

Nephews|2:NameMiddle
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Output JSON PathInput JSON Path

Nephews|3:NameYoungest

To convert List 2 to List 1, use the reverse mappings.

To download DataPacks of DataRaptor Transforms for these mappings, click these links:

• List 1 to List 2 example for OmniStudio for Vlocity

• List 1 to List 2 example for OmniStudio

• List 2 to List 1 example for OmniStudio for Vlocity

• List 2 to List 1 example for OmniStudio

Importing OmniStudio for Vlocity DataPacks into OmniStudio orgs is supported, and conversion is automatic. However, importing
OmniStudio DataPacks into OmniStudio for Vlocity orgs isn't supported.

In the following list, values don't have keys.

List 3:

{
"Nephews": [
"Huey",
"Dewey",
"Louie"

]
}

You can convert List 1 to List 3 using the following mappings:

Output JSON PathInput JSON Path

Nephews|1Oldest

Nephews|2Middle

Nephews|3Youngest

However, you can't convert List 3 to either List 1 or List 2.

Use Formulas in DataRaptors
To add data to the output of a DataRaptor, you can define formulas. All types of DataRaptor (Turbo Extract, Extract, Transform, and Load)
support formulas. When you define a formula, you map its output to the output JSON (for extracts and transforms) or Salesforce object
field (for loads).

For details about the operators and functions that you can use in formulas, see Function Reference.
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Note: If a variable name contains spaces or non-alphanumeric characters, enclose the variable name in double quotes and precede
it with var:  in formulas. For example, if the JSON node name is Primary Guardian, specify it in formulas as
var:"Primary Guardian".

If the name of a custom field includes special characters, sometimes you can't reference the field in a formula.

Before Winter '20, the result of a LIST function in a formula was saved to a VLOCITY-FORMULA-LIST  node under the Formula
Result Path. Beginning with Winter '20, the result is saved directly under the Formula Result Path.

To create a formula:

1. In the DataRaptor Interface page, go to the Formulas tab.

2. Click Add Formula. An empty formula is added to the list.

3. In the Formula field, specify the desired logic. For example, to determine the total price of the items being purchased by a customer,
enter a formula such as:

SUM(Products:Price)

You can reference attributes in formulas. Use the code (not the name) preceded by @. For example:

Account:@GoldStarAccount == "On"

You can also use relationship notation in formulas to reference fields in a parent object. See Relationship Notation versus Multiple
Extract Steps.

4. In the Formula Result Path field, specify a JSON node in which to store the formula result.

5. Map the result to the final output as follows:

• Extract: Go to the Output tab and map the formula result to the output structure. Use a colon (:) to delimit levels in the input
and output paths in mappings.

• Transform: Go to the Transforms tab and map the formula result to the output structure. Use a colon (:) to delimit levels in the
input and output paths in mappings.

• Load: For each sObject that you want to update, go to its Fields tab and map the formula result to the specific field that you
want to update.

Create a DataRaptor Example with a Formula

The following example accepts a list of prices and uses a formula to compute the total price.

Create a DataRaptor Example with a Formula

The following example accepts a list of prices and uses a formula to compute the total price.

To download a DataPack of this example for OmniStudio for Vlocity, click here. To download a DataPack of this example for OmniStudio,
click here.

Importing OmniStudio for Vlocity DataPacks into OmniStudio orgs is supported, and conversion is automatic. However, importing
OmniStudio DataPacks into OmniStudio for Vlocity orgs isn't supported. To determine which you use, see Differences Between OmniStudio
and OmniStudio for Vlocity .

To create this DataRaptor Transform, perform the following steps:

1. Go the OmniStudio DataRaptor Designer tab and click New. The Create dialog is displayed.

2. Specify a name for the DataRaptor and configure its settings as follows:
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• Interface Type: Transform

• Input Type: JSON

• Output Type: JSON

3. Click Save. The DataRaptor Interface page is displayed.

4. Go to the Formulas tab and click Add Formula.

5. In the Formula field, enter SUM(Products:Price).

6. In the Formula Result Path field, enter TotalPrice.

7. On the Transforms tab, expand the Input JSON pane and paste this JSON structure into it:

{
"CustomerName": "Bob Smith",
"Products": [

{
"Name": "iPhone",
"Price": 600

},
{

"Name": "iPhone Case",
"Price": 30

},
{

"Name": "Ear Buds",
"Price": 200

}
]

}

8. Expand the Expected JSON Output pane and paste this JSON structure into it:

{
"CustomerName": "Bob Smith",
"TotalPrice": 830,
"Products": [

{
"Name": "iPhone",
"Price": 600

},
{

"Name": "iPhone Case",
"Price": 30

},
{

"Name": "Ear Buds",
"Price": 200

}
]

}

9. Click Quick Match. In the Quick Match window, click Auto Match, then click Save.

10. On the Preview tab, click Execute.
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If you have built the example correctly, the JSON structure in the Response pane matches the Expected JSON Output except for the
order of the top-level nodes.

11. In the Input pane, change one or more of the prices, then click Execute again.

Note how the TotalPrice  value changes.

DataRaptor Output Data Types
Many data types can be assigned to data in the Output JSON, including boolean, currency, string, various number and list types, and
date formats.

• Boolean

• Currency: Converts to Currency using the Salesforce org's currency code.

• CurrencyRounded: Converts to Currency, rounds the number, and removes the decimals.

• Double

• Integer

• JSON: Serialize as JSON. Omit if the transform output type is JSON unless you must embed JSON in JSON (unlikely)

• List<Double>

• List<Integer>

• List<Map>: Converts Map<String,Object> to List<Map<String, Object>>

• List<String>

• Number

• Number(3): Converts to a number with decimals where the decimal precision is specified in parentheses. For example, the output
type Number(3) would output a number with three decimals.

• Object: Deserializes a String as Map<String, Object> or List<Object>

• String

• Multi-Select: Convert to Salesforce multi-select string (semicolon-delimited list)

• Date: Details in the following table.

Note: If you cast a list of values to a primitive type like Double, Integer, String, or Boolean, only the first element of the list is output.

To format output date-time values, use the date-time templates supported by Oracle Java. The format of the input date must be
ISO-compliant (YYYY-MM-DD hh:mm:ss) and the time must be GMT. Specify the format as a string argument to the DATE() output data
type, for example:

Date("EEE, d MMM yyyy HH:mm:ss Z")

Here are examples of different output formats for the same date-time value.
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OutputFormat

07/04/2001Date(MM/dd/YYYY) (default)

2001.July.04 AD 12:08 PMDate("yyyy.MMMMM.dd GGG hh:mm aaa")

Wed, 4 Jul 2001 12:08:56 +0000Date("EEE, d MMM yyyy HH:mm:ss Z")

DataRaptor Developer Features
You can call DataRaptors using Apex or a REST API. You can also use custom input and output and environment variables in DataRaptors.

DataRaptor REST API

You can invoke any type of DataRaptor using the DataRaptor REST API. To update Salesforce objects using a DataRaptor Load, issue
a POST request that includes a JSON payload that is formatted to comply with the input that the DataRaptor load expects. To retrieve
data from Salesforce, issue a GET call to a DataRaptor Extract, specifying the Id or parameters identifying the data to be retrieved.
The data is returned in the response in JSON format.

DataRaptor Calls From Apex

To call a DataRaptor from Apex, call the vlocity_ins.DRGlobal.processObjectsJSON()  method, specifying the
name of the DataRaptor and the input data that it requires.

DRGlobal Class and Methods

The DRGlobal class provides multiple methods for calling Vlocity DataRaptors from Apex.

Environment Variables in DataRaptors and Integration Procedures

You can use environment variables to define Default Values and Filter Values, and in Formulas.

Custom Input and Output for DataRaptors in OmniStudio for Vlocity

By default, DataRaptors handle JSON and XML data. To handle other data formats, you can configure a DataRaptor to use a custom
input or output that you implement is a custom class. For example, you can define a DataRaptor Transform that accepts CSV-formatted
data and outputs it as JSON.

DataRaptor REST API

You can invoke any type of DataRaptor using the DataRaptor REST API. To update Salesforce objects using a DataRaptor Load, issue a
POST request that includes a JSON payload that is formatted to comply with the input that the DataRaptor load expects. To retrieve data
from Salesforce, issue a GET call to a DataRaptor Extract, specifying the Id or parameters identifying the data to be retrieved. The data is
returned in the response in JSON format.

Example

POST Data

{
"bundleName" : "AccountUpload",
"objectList" : {

"Agency Information": {
"Agency Name": "Vlocity",
"Agency Address": "50 Fremont",
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"Agency City": "San Francisco",
"Agency State": "CA",
"Agency Zip": "94110",

}
},
"bulkUpload" : false

}

Result

{
"createdObjectsByOrder": {

"Open Account": {
"1": [

"a10o00000022xVEAAY" ]
}

},
"createdObjectsByType": {

"Open Account": {
"Account": [

"a10o00000022xVEAAY" ]
}

},
"errors": {},
"returnResultsData": []

}

DataRaptor Extract Invocation Using GET

To retrieve data from Salesforce using a REST call, issue a GET statement that invokes a DataRaptor Extract. To identify the data to be
retrieved you can either specify the object Id or one or more parameters to be matched. Data is returned in the response in the output
JSON format that the DataRaptor Extract creates.

Use an ID to Retrieve Data

To retrieve Salesforce data by specifying the Id, issue a GET request that invokes a DataRaptor Extract, using a URL formatted as follows:

/services/apexrest/myOrgNamespace/v2/DataRaptor/DataRaptorName/Id

Example Request

The following request uses the Id of a Contact to retrieve all open Cases for the Contact. Note that the %20  HTML URL encoding
represents a space in the DataRaptor name.

GET /services/apexrest/vlocity_cmt/v2/DataRaptor/Open%20Cases/a10o00000022xVE

Example Result

{
"Contact": {

"Contact Name" : "Dennis Reynolds",
"Case Information": [
{

"Title": "Wrong widget shipped..."},
{

"Title": "Overcharged for gizmo..."},
{
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"Title": "Damaged item..."}
]

}
}

Use Parameters to Retrieve Data

To retrieve Salesforce data by passing parameters to a DataRaptor extract, issue a GET request using a URL formatted as follows:

GET
/services/apexrest/<myOrgNamespace>/v2/DataRaptor/<DataRaptorName>/?${Param1}=${Val1}&${Param2}=${Val2}...

Example Request

The following request passes the first and last name of a contact as input parameters to a DataRaptor extract, which uses them to query
for the cases opened by the contact.

GET
/services/apexrest/vlocity_cmt/v2/DataRaptor/Open_Cases/?FirstName=Dennis&LastName=Reynolds

DataRaptor Load Invocation Using POST

To update Salesforce data, issue a POST request with a URL formatted as follows:

/services/apexrest/vlocityNamespace/v2/DataRaptor/

In the POST data, specify the following parameters:

• bundleName  — Name of the DataRaptor Load to invoke

• objectList  — JSON data to be loaded. Must match the format expected by the DataRaptor Load.

• filesList  — (Optional) Map of keys to base 64-encoded files.

• bulkUpload  — TRUE to use batch Apex.

DataRaptor Calls From Apex

To call a DataRaptor from Apex, call the vlocity_ins.DRGlobal.processObjectsJSON()  method, specifying the name
of the DataRaptor and the input data that it requires.

Specify the input as follows:

• For a JSON object, use Map<String, Object>. Set the String to the JSON key and the Object to the JSON value.

• For an array of JSON objects, use List<Map<String, Object>>. Set the String to the JSON key and the Object to the JSON
value.

• As an alternative, you can specify the input as a string containing the JSON input required by the DataRaptor.

For details about the methods of the DRGlobal class, which offer multiple ways to call DataRaptors, see DRGlobal Class and Methods.
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DataRaptor Extract or Transform Example

To process the results returned by a DataRaptor extract or transform in Apex, use the toJsonList()  method to deserialize the
output to a Map<String, Object>  or List<Map<String, Object>>. To determine which type to use, check the data
type of the response.

/* Specify DataRaptor extract or transform to call */
String DRName = 'DataRaptorName';
/* Populate the input JSON */
Map<String, Object> myTransformData = new Map<String, Object>{'MyKey'=>'MyValue'};
/* Call the DataRaptor */
vlocity_ins.DRProcessResult result = vlocity_ins.DRGlobal.process(myTransformData, DRName);

/* Deserialize the DataRaptor output for processing in Apex */
List<Map<String, Object>> myTransformResult = (List<Map<String, Object>>)result.toJsonList();

DataRaptor Load Example

DataRaptor loads return JSON containing data about the Salesforce objects that were created or updated by the operation. To process
the results returned by a DataRaptor load, deserialize the output to a map. From the resulting map, you can extract data about the objects
that were created and any errors that occurred. The DataRaptor load example below shows how to access this data from the result map.

String dataJson = '{"accountName":"Vlocity", "contractCode":"SKS9181"}';
vlocity_ins.DRProcessResult result = vlocity_ins.DRGlobal.processObjectsJSON(dataJson,
'Create Contracts');
Map<String, Object> resultMap = result.convertToMap();
System.debug(JSON.serialize(resultMap));
/*
Process the results of the load: these methods return details about objects affected by
the DataRaptor load, plus any errors that occured
*/
Map<String, Object> createdObjectsByType = (Map<String,
Object>)resultMap.get('createdObjectsByType');
Map<String, Object> createdObjectsByTypeForBundle = (Map<String,
Object>)createdObjectsByType.get('Create Contracts');
Map<String, Object> createdObjectsByOrder = (Map<String,
Object>)resultMap.get('createdObjectsByOrder');
Map<String, Object> errors = (Map<String, Object>)resultMap.get('errors');
Map<String, Object> errorsByField = (Map<String, Object>)resultMap.get('errorsByField');
Map<String, Object> errorsAsJson = (Map<String, Object>)resultMap.get('errorsAsJson'); //
Returns input JSON plus per-node errors

DataRaptor Load Example with the bulkUpload Parameter

Use the processPost method if you need to pass the bulkUpload  parameter to a DataRaptor Load.

String objectList = '[{"ProductCode__c": 11050665},{"ProductCode__c": 11070100}]'; //
replace this with the input for your DR Load
String bundleName = 'DRLoadPrice'; // replace this with your DR name
String bulkUpload = 'true';
Map<String,Object> bodyData = new Map<String,Object>();
bodyData.put('bundleName',bundleName);
bodyData.put('bulkUpload',bulkUpload);
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bodyData.put('objectList',objectList);
vlocity_cmt.DRGlobal.processPost(bodyData);

DRGlobal Class and Methods

The DRGlobal class provides multiple methods for calling Vlocity DataRaptors from Apex.

In all the method signatures shown below, the namespace is vlocity_cmt, vlocity_ins, or vlocity_ps. The bundleName
is the DataRaptor name.

For sample code, see DataRaptor Calls From Apex.

Method Names

processObjectsJSON

Signature:

static namespace.DRProcessResult processObjectsJSON(String objectList, String bundleName)

The objectList  must be a JSON String.

processObjects

Signatures:

static namespace.DRProcessResult processObjects(List<SObject> objectList)
static namespace.DRProcessResult processObjects(List<SObject> objectList, String bundleName)
static namespace.DRProcessResult processObjects(List<SObject> objectList, String bundleName,
Map<String, Object> additionalInfo)
static namespace.DRProcessResult processObjects(List<SObject> objectList, String bundleName,
Map<String, Object> additionalInfo, Map<String, Object> filesMap)

The first signature, which doesn't require a DRName, is only for a DataRaptor Load.

The additionalInfo  is a Map that applies to every SObject, such as extra data for processing.

pprocessString

Signature:

static namespace.DRProcessResult processString(String input, String bundleName)

The input  must be an XML String.

processFromApex

Signatures:

static namespace.DRProcessResult processFromApex(List<Map<String, Object>> objectList,
String bundleName, String locale)
static namespace.DRProcessResult processFromApex(Map<String, Object> objectList, String
bundleName, String locale)

These methods ignore Sharing Rules, which ensures that the DataRaptor being invoked is private. See Sharing Rules in the Salesforce
help. The locale  parameter is available in Summer '20 and later releases.

process

Signatures:

static namespace.DRProcessResult process(List<Map<String, Object>> objectList, String
bundleName, String locale)
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static namespace.DRProcessResult process(Map<String, Object> objectList, String bundleName,
String locale)

The locale  parameter is available in Summer '20 and later releases.

processPost

Signature:

global static Map<String, Object> processPost(Map<String, Object> bodyData)

This method can only call a DataRaptor Load. No other Apex method can pass the bulkUpload  parameter to a DataRaptor. See
DataRaptor Calls From Apex.

clearCacheForDataRaptor, clearCacheForAllDataRaptor

For details about these methods, see Cache for DataRaptors and Integration Procedures.

Environment Variables in DataRaptors and Integration Procedures

You can use environment variables to define Default Values and Filter Values, and in Formulas.

For example, the filter $Vlocity.N_DAYS_AGO:30  extracts the Cases created in the last 30 days.

If you’re using an environment variable as a Filter value, you must double-quote it.

DescriptionEnvironment Variable

Today’s date$Vlocity.TODAY

Tomorrow’s date$Vlocity.TOMORROW

Current date and time$Vlocity.NOW

The date the specified number of days from now$Vlocity.N_DAYS_FROM_NOW:{N}

The date the specified number of days ago$Vlocity.N_DAYS_AGO:{N}

Null$Vlocity.NULL

Id of the standard price book$Vlocity.StandardPricebookId

Documents folder Id$Vlocity.DocumentsFolderId

Boolean TRUE$Vlocity.true or $Vlocity.TRUE

Boolean FALSE$Vlocity.false or $Vlocity.FALSE

Current user Id$Vlocity.UserId
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DescriptionEnvironment Variable

Percent character. Useful for escaping % characters in URLs so they
aren't mistaken for merge field syntax.

$Vlocity.Percent

Apex CPU value$Vlocity.CpuTotal

Number of Data Manipulation Language statements$Vlocity.DMLStatementsTotal

Number of Data Manipulation Language rows$Vlocity.DMLRowsTotal

Heap size value$Vlocity.HeapSizeTotal

Number of queries run$Vlocity.QueriesTotal

Number of query rows fetched$Vlocity.QueryRowsTotal

Number of SOSL queries run$Vlocity.SoslQueriesTotal

Custom Input and Output for DataRaptors in OmniStudio for Vlocity

By default, DataRaptors handle JSON and XML data. To handle other data formats, you can configure a DataRaptor to use a custom input
or output that you implement is a custom class. For example, you can define a DataRaptor Transform that accepts CSV-formatted data
and outputs it as JSON.

Note: In Summer '21 and later versions of OmniStudio for Vlocity, you have the option to implement the Callable interface
instead of VlocityOpenInterface2.

Options are as follows:

• DataRaptor Load: Custom input (output is always a Salesforce object)

• DataRaptor Transform: Custom input and output

• DataRaptor Extract: Custom input and output

To configure a DataRaptor to use a custom input or output, set its type to Custom. Then specify the class that contains the serialize and
deserialize methods that perform the operation. The following figure shows a DataRaptor Transform configured with a custom input
and output.
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For ease of mapping, you can paste sample input into the Expected Input and Expected Output panes.

Custom Class Implementation

To create the logic required to custom input and output, you must define a custom class that implements
VlocityOpenInterface2. For custom output, implement the serialize method. For custom input, implement the
deserialize method. You can’t rename the input and output parameters.

The following example shows the basic structure of a customer serialization and deserialization class.

global with sharing class VlocityPreprocessorClassExample implements VlocityOpenInterface2
{

global Object invokeMethod(String methodName, Map<String,Object> input,
Map<String,Object> output, Map<String,Object> options) {

if (methodName == 'serialize') {
return serialize(input, output);

}
else if (methodName == 'deserialize') {

return deserialize(input, output);
}
return false;

}
/*

Serializes Apex objects into JSON content. Return String json
*/
global Boolean serialize(Map<String, Object> input, Map<String, Object> output) {

String jsonString = '';
// code
output.put('output', jsonString); // JSON String
return true;

}
/*

Deserializes the specified JSON string into collections of primitive data types.
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Return Object ((Map<String, Object>))
*/
global Boolean deserialize(Map<String, Object> input, Map<String, Object> output) {

Map<String, Object> returnMap = new Map<String, Object>();
// code
output.put('output', returnMap); // ---> collections of primitive data types

Map<String, Object>, List<Map<String, Object>>()
return true;

}
}

The following example serializes and deserializes CSV data.

global with sharing class VlocityCSVProcessor implements vlocity_ins.VlocityOpenInterface2
{

global Object invokeMethod(String methodName, Map<String,Object> input, Map<String,Object> output, Map<String,Object> options)
{
System.debug('METHOD NAME >>> ' + methodName);

if (methodName == 'deserialize')
{

return deserialize(input, output);
}
return false;

}
/*
Example Output: 'Column2,Column1\nvalue0,value1.0\nvalue0.1,value1.1';
*/
/*

Deserializes the specified JSON string into collections of primitive data types. Return Object ((Map<String, Object>))
Input: 'Column2,Column1\nvalue0,value1.0\nvalue0.1,value1.1';
Output:
[

{
"Column1Test": "value1.0",
"Column2Test": "value0"

},
{

"Column1Test": "value1.1sl",
"Column2Test": "value0.1"

}
]
*/

public class csvInput {
@AuraEnabled
public string VersionData;

}
global Boolean deserialize(Map<String, Object> input, Map<String, Object> output)

{
System.debug(input);
System.debug(input.get('input'));
System.debug(input.toString());

//csvInput s = (csvInput)JSON.deserialize((string)input.get('input'), csvInput.class);
Object data = input.get('input');
csvInput s;
if(data instanceof String) {
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s = (csvInput)JSON.deserialize(String.valueOf(data), csvInput.class);
} else { // try to preserve the source formatting

s = (csvInput)JSON.deserialize(JSON.serialize(data), csvInput.class);
}
Blob decodedInputBlob = System.EncodingUtil.base64Decode(s.VersionData);
String decodedCsvString = decodedInputBlob.toString();
Object inputValue = decodedCsvString;
System.debug(inputValue);
if (inputValue != null && inputValue InstanceOf String)
{

List<String> valueSet = ((String)inputValue).split('\n');
List<Map<String, String>> csvList = new List<Map<String, String>>();
List<String> columns = new List<String>();
for (Integer i = 0; i < valueSet.size(); i++)
{

String value = valueSet[i];
if (String.isBlank(value))
{

continue;
}
if (i == 0)
{

List<String> valSet = value.split(',');
for (Integer y = 0; y < valSet.size(); y++)
{

columns.add(valSet[y]);
}

}
else
{

List<String> valSet = value.split(',');
if (columns.size() >= valSet.size())
{

Map<String, String> rows = new Map<String, String>();
for (Integer z = 0; z < valSet.size(); z++)
{

rows.put(columns[z], valSet[z]);
}
csvList.add(rows);

}
}

}
output.put('output', csvList);
//Map<String, Object> returnMap = new Map<String, Object>();
//output.put('output', returnMap);
System.debug(output);
return True;

}
return False;

}
}

For example, suppose your CSV file has this content:
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PhoneEmailName

415-555-3331mbaker@example.comMary Baker

415-555-3332jbaker@example.comJoe Baker

415-555-3333rbaker@example.comRussell Baker

The example CSVProcessor class converts it to this JSON input:

[
{
"Name": "Mary Baker",
"Email": "mbaker@example.com",
"Phone": "415-555-3331"

},
{
"Name": "Joe Baker",
"Email": "jbaker@example.com",
"Phone": "415-555-3332"

},
{
"Name": "Russell Baker",
"Email": "rbaker@example.com",
"Phone": "415-555-3333"

}
]

DataRaptor Administration
DataRaptors have additional caching, security, batch, and debug settings. You can also export and deploy DataRaptors.

Metadata and Data Caching

DataRaptor metadata is cached for better performance if you allocate space in the VlocityMetadata cache partition. You can configure
data caching on the Options tab of DataRaptor Extracts, Turbo Extracts, and Transforms. DataRaptor data is cached if an Integration
Procedure that uses caching invokes it. See Cache for DataRaptors and Integration Procedures.

DataRaptor Security

Security settings control a user's ability to run DataRaptors and cache data. See Security for DataRaptors and Integration Procedures.

Access DataRaptor Configuration Settings

To configure a DataRaptor to run in batch mode in Salesforce Classic:

DataRaptor Batch, Apex, and Debug Settings

Configuration settings are as follows:
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• Batch Size: The number of records processed per batch transaction.

• Process Now Threshold: Number of records processed immediately (between 0-199).

Important: To configure a DataRaptor to run in batch mode, set the Process Now Threshold value to -1.

• Preprocessor Class Name: Adapter Apex class that implements the IDRPreprocess Apex interface. Used for transforming data
before it’s inserted into an Interface Object.

• Delete on Success: Deletes the Interface Object records on success (meaning that all steps executed without throwing errors). To
make troubleshooting easier, disable while debugging.

• Process Super Bulk: Use batch Apex for processing. Prevents exceeding Salesforce governor limits for complex Interface Objects.

• Ignore Errors: Ignores all errors during processing.

DataPacks for Export and Deployment of DataRaptors

To copy DataRaptors from one org to another, you export them as DataPacks, which can then be deployed. To import or export a
DataRaptor, go to the Vlocity DataRaptor tab and choose the desired option, as shown here.

When you export a DataRaptor, Vlocity create a DataPack (which is a JSON file) in your browser's download directory. To deploy the
exported DataRaptor to the target org, copy the file to an accessible location and import it. After you import a DataRaptor, you must
activate it to be able to run it.

Cache for DataRaptors and Integration Procedures
Using a cache to store frequently accessed, infrequently updated DataRaptor and Integration Procedure data saves round trips to the
database and improves performance.

Caching of DataRaptor and Integration Procedure metadata and Integration Procedure data is available in Summer '19 and later releases.
Caching of DataRaptor data is available in Spring '20 and later releases.

If you use OmniStudio, DataRaptors and Integration Procedures use the Scale Cache. If you use OmniStudio for Vlocity, DataRaptors and
Integration Procedures use the Platform Cache.

You can use caching with DataRaptors in three ways:

• DataRaptor metadata is automatically cached. If you use the Scale Cache, this automatic caching occurs unless you turn off the Scale
Cache. If you use the Platform Cache, you must allocate space in the VlocityMetadata cache partition to enable this automatic caching.

• You can configure data caching on the Options tab of DataRaptor Extracts, Turbo Extracts, and Transforms.

• If you call a DataRaptor from an Integration Procedure that uses caching, the DataRaptor data is cached along with the Integration
Procedure data.

You can use caching with Integration Procedures in three ways:
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• You can cache metadata for the entire Integration Procedure.

• You can cache the response of the entire Integration Procedure, called top-level data.

• You can cache the result of a specific set of steps by placing the steps inside a Cache Block.

Use Cache Blocks if some parts of the Integration Procedure update data, or if you need different cached data to expire at different
times. For example, current weather data changes more frequently than user session data.

You can also perform a record-level security check for cached data.

Metadata Cache for DataRaptors and Integration Procedures

Before you can cache Integration Procedure and DataRaptor metadata in the Platform Cache, you must allocate space in the VlocityMetadata
cache partition. See Allocate Space in the Platform Cache Partitions. Integration Procedure metadata is cached by default and DataRaptor
metadata is automatically cached.

Note: If the DataRaptor cache isn't refreshed, make sure that Setup > Custom Settings > Trigger Setup > AllTriggers is on.

To disable metadata caching for an Integration Procedure, go to the Procedure Configuration and check the Disable Definition Cache
checkbox.

Tip: To test the performance benefit of metadata caching, execute the Integration Procedure in the Preview tab with Disable
Definition Cache checked and then unchecked. Compare the Browser, Server, and Apex CPU values.

Behind this checkbox is the DisableDefinitionCache__c boolean field, which defaults to false.

Methods to Clear Metadata from Either Cache

If you must clear DataRaptor metadata from the cache, follow the instructions in this topic, but execute one of these lines of code instead:

namespace.DRGlobal.clearCacheForDataRaptor('DataRaptorName');

vlocity.cmt.DRGlobal.clearCacheForAllDataRaptor();

You can clear Integration Procedure metadata from the cache. Follow the instructions in this topic, but execute this line of code instead,
specifying the Integration Procedure's Type and Subtype:

IntegrationProcedureService.clearMetadataCache('Type_Subtype');
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You can clear all cached data for an Integration Procedure, including session cache data, org cache data, and metadata. Follow the
instructions in this topic, but execute this line of code instead, specifying the Integration Procedure's Type and Subtype:

IntegrationProcedureService.clearAllCache('Type_Subtype');

Methods to Clear Data from the Scale Cache

OmniStudio DataRaptors and Integration Procedures use the Scale Cache and not the Platform Cache. To clear the Scale Cache, you can
use either the preceding methods or the following ScaleCacheService method.

namespace.ScaleCacheService.invalidateCacheValue(new Map<String, String>{'DataRaptorId'
=> DataRaptor_Name});

For example, to clear data from a DataRaptor named ExtractContactName, use this line of code:

omnistudio.ScaleCacheService.invalidateCacheValue(new Map<String, String>{'DataRaptorId'
=> 'ExtractContactName'});

namespace.ScaleCacheService.invalidateCacheValue(new Map<String, String>{'VIPId' =>
Type_SubType});

For example, to clear data from an Integration Procedure with a Type_SubType of LoopList_ContactNames, use this line of
code:

omnistudio.ScaleCacheService.invalidateCacheValue(new Map<String, String>{'VIPId' =>
'LoopList_ContactNames'});

Security for DataRaptors and Integration Procedures
You can control access to DataRaptors and Integration Procedures using settings that reference Sharing Settings and Sharing Sets or
Profiles and Permission Sets.

Important: Beginning with the Winter '20 Salesforce release, Guest Users, also called anonymous users, cannot access any
records by default. Criteria-based Sharing Rules grant them read-only access. This affects all Salesforce orgs. For details, see Guest
User Record Access Development Best Practices.

Vlocity allows guest users to create and update the records to which Sharing Rules grant access. No additional configuration is
necessary for this expanded access.

Prior to the Summer '19 release, you might have used Salesforce Sharing Settings to secure access to DataRaptors and Integration
Procedures. This approach is still supported. If you use caching, you must set CheckCachedMetadataRecordSecurity  to
true as described here.

Beginning with Summer '19, you can allow access to a DataRaptor or Integration Procedure based on the Custom Permissions enabled
in a user's Salesforce Profiles or Permission Sets. An Apex class added to your Salesforce Org allows the Vlocity Managed Package to
check user Custom Permissions. The custom settings described here are related to this approach. Vlocity recommends using Custom
Permissions in Profiles or Permission Sets for ease of use and better performance.

For Salesforce access basics, see Control Who Sees What, Who Sees What — Overview Video, and Salesforce Data Security Model —
Explained Visually. For Vlocity-specific information about Profiles, see Overview of Profiles and Security for Vlocity.

Sharing Settings, Sharing Sets, Profiles, and Permission Sets control access to DataRaptors and Integration Procedures as object records.
To enforce field-level security in the data that DataRaptors access, go to the DataRaptor's Options tab and select Check Field Level
Security.
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Important: A user's access to a DataRaptor or Integration Procedure includes more than the ability to run it directly. Access also
applies if an application the user is using calls the DataRaptor or Integration Procedure.

If a user has access to a parent Integration Procedure, the parent can invoke child Integration Procedures and DataRaptors to which
the user doesn’t have direct access.

Configure DataRaptor and Integration Procedure Security Settings (Vlocity)

You can change settings for DataRaptor and Integration Procedure security in Setup.

DataRaptor and Integration Procedure Security Settings

These settings affect DataRaptor and Integration Procedure security.

Syntax of the Required Permission Property

DataRaptors and Integration Procedures have a Required Permission property, which determines who has runtime access. You can
specify roles, profiles, permission sets, custom permissions, or any combination. If Required Permission is blank, any user can run the
DataRaptor or Integration Procedure unless the DefaultRequiredPermission property is set.

Implement the VlocityRequiredPermissionCheck Class

For the DefaultRequiredPermission  setting to work, you must implement the
VlocityRequiredPermissionCheck class manually because Salesforce handles classes in managed and unmanaged
packages differently. This class doesn't work properly if it's included in the Vlocity managed package.

Configure DataRaptor and Integration Procedure Security Settings (Vlocity)

You can change settings for DataRaptor and Integration Procedure security in Setup.

These steps apply if you use OmniStudio for Vlocity.

1. Go to Setup.

• In Lightning Experience, click the gear icon and select Setup from the menu.

• In Salesforce Classic, click the user menu and select Setup from the menu.

2. In the Quick Find field, enter Custom Settings.

3. Click Custom Settings.

4. Click the letter G in the index across the top.
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5. To the left of General Settings, click Manage.
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6. Click New.

7. Enter a Name and a Value.

8. Click Save.
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DataRaptor and Integration Procedure Security Settings

These settings affect DataRaptor and Integration Procedure security.

Default ValueData TypeDescriptionSetting

(none)StringSpecifies the default value for
the Required

DefaultRequiredPermission

Permission  setting, which
determines which users can run
DataRaptors and Integration
Procedures.

The Required
Permission  setting, which
you can optionally specify when
creating a DataRaptor or
Integration Procedure, overrides
this setting.

If this setting is absent or blank,
all users can run any DataRaptors
or Integration Procedures that
don't have Required
Permission  values.

The syntax for this setting
matches the Required
Permission  syntax.

For this setting to work in
OmniStudio releases before
Spring '22 and in all OmniStudio
for Vlocity releases, the
VlocityRequiredPermissionCheck
class must be implemented. See
Implement the
VlocityRequiredPermissionCheck
Class.

FalseTrue or FalseBy default, cached data is not
secured when you use

CheckCachedMetadataRecordSecurity

Salesforce Sharing Settings or
Sharing Sets to secure access. If
True, this setting performs a
record-level security check for
cached data. This check lessens
the performance benefit of
metadata caching slightly. This
setting isn't needed if you use
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Default ValueData TypeDescriptionSetting

Custom Permissions to secure
access.

Syntax of the Required Permission Property

DataRaptors and Integration Procedures have a Required Permission property, which determines who has runtime access. You can
specify roles, profiles, permission sets, custom permissions, or any combination. If Required Permission is blank, any user can run the
DataRaptor or Integration Procedure unless the DefaultRequiredPermission property is set.

When an Integration Procedure calls a DataRaptor or another Integration Procedure, the Required Permission setting of the calling
Integration Procedure takes precedence. It overrides the Required Permission setting of the called DataRaptor or Integration Procedure.

Note: In Winter '22 and earlier releases of OmniStudio, you can only specify a comma-separated list of custom permission names.
For backward compatibility, this simpler syntax is still supported if you only need to specify custom permissions.

OmniStudio for Vlocity only supports a comma-separated list of custom permission names. If you aren't sure whether you have
OmniStudio or OmniStudio for Vlocity, see Differences Between OmniStudio and OmniStudio for Vlocity .

The syntax of the Required Permission property is:

prefix:name,prefix:name, ...

The prefix can be Role, Profile, PermSet, or CustomPerm. The name is the name of a role, profile, permission set or permission
set group, or custom permission. For example, here’s a Required Permission value that includes two roles and one permission set group:

Role:Architect,Role:Developer,PermSet:OmniStudio Admin Group

Implement the VlocityRequiredPermissionCheck Class

For the DefaultRequiredPermission  setting to work, you must implement the VlocityRequiredPermissionCheck
class manually because Salesforce handles classes in managed and unmanaged packages differently. This class doesn't work properly
if it's included in the Vlocity managed package.

Note: If you're using OmniStudio rather than OmniStudio for Vlocity, and your version is Spring '22 or greater, you don't have to
implement this class. If you aren't sure whether you're using OmniStudio or OmniStudio for Vlocity, see Differences Between
OmniStudio and OmniStudio for Vlocity .

For DefaultRequiredPermission  details, see DataRaptor and Integration Procedure Security Settings.

1. From Setup, in the Quick Find box, type apex.

2. Click Apex Classes.

3. Click New.
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4. Enter the following Apex code in the Apex Class tab:

global class VlocityRequiredPermissionCheck implements Callable
{

global Boolean call(String action, Map<String, Object> args)
{

if (action == 'checkPermission')
{

return checkPermission((String)args.get('requiredPermission'));
}
return false;

}

private Boolean checkPermission(String requiredPermission)
{

Boolean hasCustomPermission = false;
List<String> customPermissionsName = requiredPermission.split(',');
for (String permissionName : customPermissionsName)
{

Boolean hasPermission =
FeatureManagement.checkPermission(permissionName.normalizeSpace());

if (hasPermission == true)
{

hasCustomPermission = true;
break;

}
}
return hasCustomPermission;

}
}

5. Click Save.

Integration Procedures
The following diagram shows the relationship between an OmniScript and an Integration Procedure that it calls.
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Vlocity Integration Procedures are declarative, server-side processes that execute multiple actions in a single server call. Integration
procedures can read and write data from Salesforce and from external systems (using REST calls) and can call Apex code. An Integration
Procedure can be called from an OmniScript, an API, or an Apex method, and can be a data source for a Card or FlexCard.

Integration Procedures are optimal when you need to access and transform data from third-party sources and no user interaction is
required, and moving the workload from client to server is desirable.

Integration Procedures can do some things that OmniScripts can't, the most important of which is list processing with Loop Blocks and
List Merge Actions. Integration Procedures can perform more data processing steps than DataRaptors can, and they're more flexible
than Calculation Procedures.

Tip: You can watch a video that shows how to create an Integration Procedure.

Create an Integration Procedure

To create an Integration Procedure, you must name it, configure it, define its logic, and preview how it runs. You can also view
debugging information and set options that apply only to previews.

Access Integration Procedure Data JSON with Merge Fields

Enable Integration Procedure elements and element properties to access data JSON using merge fields. A merge field is a variable
that references the value of a JSON node. For example, if a JSON node is "FirstName": "John", then the merge
field %FirstName% returns John.

Group Integration Procedure Steps Using Blocks

In an Integration Procedure, you can run a group of related steps as a unit inside a block to execute them conditionally, cache them,
repeat them for each item in a list, or return an error if they fail.

Define Execution Logic Using Conditional Blocks

A Conditional Block executes in its entirety if an expression is true, executes one of a set of mutually exclusive conditions defined in
the steps it contains, or both.

Enhance Performance Using Cache Blocks

Using a cache to store frequently accessed, infrequently updated data saves round trips to the database and improves performance.
Use Cache Blocks if some parts of the Integration Procedure update data, or if you need different cached data to expire at different
times. For example, current weather data changes more frequently than user session data.
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Process Arrays Using Loop Blocks

A Loop Block iterates over the items in a data array, enabling the Actions within it to repeat for each item. For example, in Salesforce
Industries Communications, Media, and Energy, without a Loop Block, adding four products to a cart would require running four
separate Remote Actions. But one Remote Action within a Loop Block can add all four products.

Handle Errors Using Try-Catch Blocks

A Try-Catch Block lets you "try" running the steps inside it and then "catch" the error if a step fails.

Integration Procedure Actions

To compose an Integration Procedure, you add actions that run sequentially. These actions can set data values, perform functions,
call DataRaptors, invoke Apex classes, send emails, invoke REST endpoints, run other Integration Procedures, and more.

Integration Procedure Best Practices

To maximize the benefits of Integration Procedures, follow the best practices whenever possible.

Cache for DataRaptors and Integration Procedures

Using a cache to store frequently accessed, infrequently updated DataRaptor and Integration Procedure data saves round trips to
the database and improves performance.

Error Handling in Integration Procedures

You can configure the conditions for success or failure of an Integration Procedure action or group of actions. You can also configure
error logging.

Environment Variables in DataRaptors and Integration Procedures

You can use environment variables to define Default Values and Filter Values, and in Formulas.

External Objects in Integration Procedures

Integration Procedures support Salesforce External Objects. The external data can come from any source that can be accessed using
a REST endpoint. The returned data can be rendered as JSON or XML.

Test Procedures: Integration Procedures for Unit Testing

An Integration Procedure that performs a unit test is a Test Procedure. You can use a Test Procedure to unit test almost anything an
Integration Procedure can invoke, such as a DataRaptor, a Calculation Matrix, an Apex class, or another Integration Procedure.

Integration Procedure Invocation

You can invoke Integration Procedures from other OmniStudio tools such as OmniScripts and Cards. You can also invoke Integration
Procedures from Apex classes, batch jobs, REST APIs, or Salesforce flows.

Settings for Long-Running Integration Procedures

You can use chainable and queueable chainable settings to avoid hitting Salesforce governor limits when invoking long-running
Integration Procedures. You can also chain on one or more specific long-running steps.

Continuation in Long-Running Calls

To support long-running calls, Salesforce provides Apex Continuations. If your OmniScript calls a long-running Integration Procedure
or Apex class, you can enable continuation. If your FlexCard calls a long-running Integration Procedure that has an HTTP action or a
Remote Action, you can enable continuation.

Security for DataRaptors and Integration Procedures

You can control access to DataRaptors and Integration Procedures using settings that reference Sharing Settings and Sharing Sets
or Profiles and Permission Sets.

Add Integration Procedure Components to an Upgraded Org

To use new components after upgrading an org, add Integration Procedure components to the OmniScript Element Type picklist.
This article describes the process of adding components and provides a list of the added components by release.

New Integration Procedure Components by Release

New Integration Procedure components are listed by the release in which they were introduced, with links to the Release Notes.
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Create an Integration Procedure
To create an Integration Procedure, you must name it, configure it, define its logic, and preview how it runs. You can also view debugging
information and set options that apply only to previews.

For step-by-step details of how to build Integration Procedure examples, see the block and action topics under Group Integration
Procedure Steps Using Blocks and Integration Procedure Actions.

Tip: You can watch a video that shows how to create an Integration Procedure.

1. Go to the Vlocity Integration Procedures tab.

2. Click New. The New Integration Procedure screen is displayed.

3. In the Procedure Configuration section, specify the following settings:

• Integration Procedure Name — The name displayed on the Vlocity Integration Procedures tab when you expand the Type/SubType
node.

• Type and SubType — The top-level node on the Vlocity Integration Procedures tab under which you want the Integration
Procedure listed.

After providing a Name, Type, and SubType, you must click Save.

• Description — A general description of the Integration Procedure.

• Tracking Custom Data — Key/value pairs to be recorded when the Integration Procedure is executed, if tracking is enabled.

• Include All Actions in Response — Write the results of each action to the root level of the Data JSON. By default, results are
written to the Data JSON under a node with the same name as the action.

• Rollback on Error — If an error occurs, roll back data manipulation language (DML) statements.

• Required Permission — If specified, this setting limits who can run this Integration Procedure. See Syntax of the Required
Permission Property.

• Chainable and Queueable Chainable Limits — These settings control how long-running procedures are executed when there’s
a risk of hitting Salesforce governor limits. For details, see Settings for Long-Running Integration Procedures.

• Cache Configuration — These settings control caching of Integration Procedure metadata and JSON data. See Cache for
DataRaptors and Integration Procedures.

4. To define the logic for the Integration Procedure, drag blocks and actions from the palette to the Structure panel in the Properties
pane. For details about blocks, see Group Integration Procedure Steps Using Blocks. For details about actions, see Integration Procedure
Actions.

When a step executes, its results are written to the Data JSON under a node with the same name as the step. Subsequent steps can
access the data that was written to the Data JSON by preceding steps.

5. To test the Integration Procedure, click Preview. In the Input Parameter pane, specify any parameters that must be provided by
callers, then click Execute. Verify that the JSON results are composed correctly according to the requirements of the caller.

6. To view debugging information in Preview mode, display the Error/Debug Output pane on the right side of the Integration Procedure
Designer. This pane contains the following subpanes:

• Debug Log — Output from the execution of each step in the procedure.

• Errors — Any errors that occurred during execution.
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• Options — JSON containing Boolean flags that you can set to enable or disable run-time options for debugging. These options
are for debugging only, and by default aren’t in effect when the Integration Procedure is called from an OmniScript.

– isDebug — Enable or disable display of debugging information.

– chainable — Enable or disable chaining during execution, to prevent a long-running procedure from exceeding Salesforce
governor limits. For details about chaining, see Settings for Long-Running Integration Procedures.

– resetCache and ignoreCache — Enable or disable caching features. For details about caching, see Cache for DataRaptors
and Integration Procedures.

Access Integration Procedure Data JSON with Merge Fields
Enable Integration Procedure elements and element properties to access data JSON using merge fields. A merge field is a variable that
references the value of a JSON node. For example, if a JSON node is "FirstName": "John", then the merge
field %FirstName% returns John.

Merge fields access data JSON using syntax to indicate to an Integration Procedure element that a merge field is present. The syntax
requires you to wrap a full JSON path with a percent sign on both ends.

Note: Only certain element properties support merge fields.

Common Use Cases

• Setting values to rename elements, access JSON nodes, run formulas, and populate elements. See Set Values for Integration Procedures.

• Access data stored in Integration Procedure elements in a formula or in a future step.

• Access data returned from an action. For example, a DataRaptor Action or an HTTP Action returns data from Salesforce or an external
source. See Integration Procedure Actions.

Access the Data JSON

Use existing data JSON in an element property by indicating the use of a merge field.

1. Locate the name of the JSON node in the Integration Procedure's data JSON.

2. Enter the name of the JSON node and wrap the name in percentage signs to indicate it's a merge field. For example, a merge field
accessing a JSON node named firstName must use the syntax %firstName%.

3. Preview the Integration Procedure to ensure the merge field works correctly.

Additional Syntax

This table provides additional syntax examples for nested JSON.

Merge Field Syntax ExampleJSON Node

Use a colon symbol :  to access a nested JSON node.

%ContactInfo:FirstName%

"ContactInfo": {
"FirstName": "John"

}
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Merge Field Syntax ExampleJSON Node

Use |n  to access a specific node in a list. This merge field returns
Steve:

%ContactInfo:ContactInfoList|3:FirstName%

"ContactInfo": {
"ContactInfoList": [
{
"FirstName": "John"

},
{
"FirstName": "Adam"

},
{
"FirstName": "Steve"

}
]

}

Group Integration Procedure Steps Using Blocks
In an Integration Procedure, you can run a group of related steps as a unit inside a block to execute them conditionally, cache them,
repeat them for each item in a list, or return an error if they fail.

Integration Procedures provide these block types:

• Conditional Block — Executes the block if a specified condition is true, or treats the steps within it as a series of mutually exclusive
alternatives. This is the most basic block type.

• Cache Block — Saves the output of the steps within it to a session or org cache for quick retrieval.

• Loop Block — Repeats the steps within it for each item in an array.

• Try-Catch Block — Returns specified output or calls an Apex class if a step within it fails.

You can nest blocks within other blocks. For example, you can nest a Loop Block within a Try-Catch Block or a Cache Block.

All blocks have one property in common: Execution Conditional Formula. If this formula evaluates to true or is not defined, the block
is executed. If it evaluates to false, the block is skipped.

Define Execution Logic Using Conditional Blocks
A Conditional Block executes in its entirety if an expression is true, executes one of a set of mutually exclusive conditions defined in the
steps it contains, or both.

To control whether an individual action executes, you set its Execution Conditional Formula to an expression that can be evaluated
as True or False. If the expression evaluates to True at run time, the step is executed.

To conditionalize the execution of a group of actions, place them inside any block and set the Execution Conditional Formula of the
block. If the formula evaluates to True at run time, the actions in the block are executed. If an action in a block has its own Execution
Conditional Formula, it is executed only if its formula evaluates to True at run time.

The Conditional Block is the simplest block type. Unless you check Is If Else Block, it has no inner logic. It either executes or it doesn't
according to its Execution Conditional Formula.
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How to Compose IF - ELSEIF - ELSE Logic

To define a set of mutually exclusive conditions, use a Conditional Block and check Is If Else Block. For each action in the block, specify
a unique condition in its Execution Conditional Formula. The sequence of actions is important: When the block is executed, the first
action that has an Execution Conditional Formula that evaluates to True is executed, then execution resumes with the step following
the Conditional Block. No other actions in the block execute. To configure a step that is executed if none of the preceding steps execute,
leave the Execution Conditional Formula of the last step blank.

The following figure illustrates the use of this logic to perform a different action, depending on the type of device. The Conditional Block
itself executes only when the device being processed comes from Apple, and the block contains actions that execute only for a specific
type of device.

To execute multiple actions for a condition, you can nest Conditional Blocks.

Conditional Block Properties

These properties are unique to or function in a unique manner in Conditional Blocks. A Conditional Block executes in its entirety if
an expression is true, executes one of a set of mutually exclusive conditions defined in the steps it contains, or both.

Create a Conditional Block Example with If-Elseif-Else Logic

Based on a price and a state code, an Integration Procedure calculates the sales tax and reports the total price. For brevity, only four
state codes are included: WA, OR, CA, and NV.

Conditional Block Properties

These properties are unique to or function in a unique manner in Conditional Blocks. A Conditional Block executes in its entirety if an
expression is true, executes one of a set of mutually exclusive conditions defined in the steps it contains, or both.

DescriptionProperty

Specifies that the entire Conditional Block runs only if this formula
evaluates to true.

Execution Conditional Formula

Specifies that all actions within the block except optionally the last
have mutually exclusive Execution Conditional Formula values.

Is If Else Block

If the last action has a blank Execution Conditional Formula, it
runs only if the Execution Conditional Formula values of all the
other actions evaluate to false.
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Create a Conditional Block Example with If-Elseif-Else Logic

Based on a price and a state code, an Integration Procedure calculates the sales tax and reports the total price. For brevity, only four state
codes are included: WA, OR, CA, and NV.

To download a DataPack of this example for OmniStudio for Vlocity, click here. To download a DataPack of this example for OmniStudio,
click here.

Importing OmniStudio for Vlocity DataPacks into OmniStudio orgs is supported, and conversion is automatic. However, importing
OmniStudio DataPacks into OmniStudio for Vlocity orgs isn't supported. To determine which you use, see Differences Between OmniStudio
and OmniStudio for Vlocity .

The Integration Procedure has these components:

• A Conditional Block, named StateSalesTaxes

• Set Values components within the Conditional Block, named IfCA, IfOR, IfWA, IfNV, and IfOtherState

• Set Values components following the Conditional Block, named CalculateTax and AssembleOutput

• A Response Action, named Response

The Structure panel looks like this:
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To build this Integration Procedure:

1. From the Vlocity Integration Procedures tab, click New.

2. Provide an Integration Procedure Name, a Type, and a SubType, and click Save.

3. Drag a Conditional Block into the Structure panel, set its Element Name to StateSalesTaxes, and check Is If Else Block.

4. Drag a Set Values component into the Conditional Block and give it the following settings:

a. Set its Element Name to IfCA.

b. Under Element Value Map, click Add Value. Set the Element Name to CASalesTax  and the Value to 0.0866.

c. Set the Response JSON Path to CASalesTax.

d. Set the Response JSON Node to SalesTax.

These Response settings copy the CASalesTax  value to a top-level JSON node named SalesTax. A top-level node isn't
tied to a particular step. This allows any step to set its value. It also allows any step to access its value using the same path,
regardless of which step set its value.
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e. Set the Execution Conditional Formula to State == "CA".

5. Repeat the previous step to configure four more Set Values components inside the Conditional Block with the following settings:

IfOtherStateIfNVIfWAIfORProperty

IfOtherStateIfNVIfWAIfORElement Name

DefaultSalesTaxNVSalesTaxWASalesTaxORSalesTaxElement Value Map,
Element Name

0.070.08320.09210Element Value Map,
Value

DefaultSalesTaxNVSalesTaxWASalesTaxORSalesTaxResponse JSON Path

SalesTaxSalesTaxSalesTaxSalesTaxResponse JSON Node

(leave blank)State == "NV"State == "WA"State == "OR"Execution Conditional
Formula

6. Drag a Set Values component after the Conditional Block and set its Element Name to CalculateTax. Under the Element Value
Map, give it the following settings:

ValueElement Name

=(%Price% * %SalesTax%)Tax

=(%SalesTax% * 100)TaxRate

=(%Price% + (%Price% * %SalesTax%))Total

7. Drag a Set Values component after the previous one and set its Element Name to AssembleOutput. Click Edit as JSON and
edit the ElementValueMap node as follows:

"elementValueMap": {
"Output": {

"Price": "%Price%",
"State": "%State%",
"Tax": "%CalculateTax:Tax%",
"TaxRate": "%CalculateTax:TaxRate%",
"Total": "%CalculateTax:Total%"

}
},
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8. Drag a Response Action after the previous component and give it the following settings:

a. Set its Element Name to Response.

b. Set the Send JSON Path to AssembleOutput:Output.

c. Set the Send JSON Node to Output.

9. Go to the Preview tab and click Edit as JSON.

10. Paste the following input into the Input Parameters panel:

{
"Price": "250",
"State": "CA"

}

11. Click Execute. The output data has the following structure:

{
"Output": {
"Price": "250",
"State": "CA",
"Tax": 21.65,
"TaxRate": 8.66,
"Total": 271.65

}
}

12. Change Price  and State  values, click Execute, and see how the Output  values change.

Enhance Performance Using Cache Blocks
Using a cache to store frequently accessed, infrequently updated data saves round trips to the database and improves performance.
Use Cache Blocks if some parts of the Integration Procedure update data, or if you need different cached data to expire at different times.
For example, current weather data changes more frequently than user session data.

Cache Blocks are available in Summer '19 and later releases.

It's important to allocate space in the VlocityAPIResponse cache partition and to understand how top-level Integration Procedure caching
interacts with Cache Blocks. See Cache for DataRaptors and Integration Procedures.

A Cache Block saves the output of the steps within it to a session or org cache in the VlocityAPIResponse cache partition for quick retrieval.

Here’s an example Cache Block configuration:
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Test Options for Cache-Block Caching in Preview

When you test an Integration Procedure that includes a Cache Block in the Preview tab, you can use two caching settings in the Options
JSON section. These settings also affect top-level caching but have no effect on the metadata cache.

• ignoreCache  — Doesn't clear or save data to the cache. The default value is true. Use this setting to test Integration Procedure
steps without the possible interference of caching effects.

• resetCache  — Forces data to be saved to the cache. The default value is false. Use this setting as part of testing caching
itself.

Note: To test caching, be sure to set ignoreCache  to false. See Create a Cache Block Example.

The Options pane on the Preview tab looks like this:
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You can pass ignoreCache and resetCache as parameters when you invoke an Integration Procedure that uses caching using a REST API.
For example, you can include ?resetCache=true  in the URL to force caching. See Integration Procedure Invocation Using POST.

Cache Block JSON Nodes

An active Integration Procedure that uses a Cache Block can include the following JSON nodes in its Debug Log output, which is visible
on the Preview tab:

• vlcCacheKey  — Key for any data stored in the cache

• vlcCacheResult  — Included and set to true if data is retrieved from the cache

• vlcCacheEnabled  — Included and set to false if the ignoreCache  setting disables caching

• vlcCacheException  — Any caching errors

These nodes are under the Info  node for the Cache Block. For example, if the Cache Block is named CacheBlock1, these nodes are
under the CacheBlock1Info  node. For example:
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Apex Methods to Clear Cache Block Data

Cache-clearing methods are available in Winter '20 and later releases. If you must clear Cache Block data from the cache, follow the
instructions in this topic, but execute one of these lines of code instead:

IntegrationProcedureService.clearSessionCache('Type_Subtype', 'blockName', new Map<String,
Object>{'key' => 'value'});

IntegrationProcedureService.clearOrgCache('Type_Subtype', 'blockName', new Map<String,
Object>{'key' => 'value'});

IntegrationProcedureService.clearSessionCache('vlcCacheKey');

IntegrationProcedureService.clearOrgCache('vlcCacheKey');

You can clear all cached data for an Integration Procedure, including session cache data, org cache data, and metadata. Follow the
instructions in this topic, but execute this line of code instead, specifying the Integration Procedure's Type and Subtype:

IntegrationProcedureService.clearAllCache('Type_Subtype');

For example, execute the following code if:

• You want to clear a Cache Block key in the Org Cache

• The Type_Subtype parameter for the Integration Procedure is LastNames_Cached

• The Cache Block is named CacheContacts

• The cache key you want to clear is ContactLastName
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• The key's value is Smith

IntegrationProcedureService.clearOrgCache('LastNames_Cached', 'CacheContacts', new
Map<String, Object>{'ContactLastName' => 'Smith'});

The following example clears the session cache using a vlcCacheKey value:

IntegrationProcedureService.clearSessionCache('2032076016a1745801061oc');

Cache Block Properties

These properties are unique to or function in a unique manner in Cache Blocks. Use Cache Blocks if some parts of the Integration
Procedure update data and therefore shouldn't be cached, or if different cached data should expire at different times.

Create a Cache Block Example

An Integration Procedure accepts a list of first or last names and retrieves Contacts having those names. A Cache Block improves
Contact retrieval performance.

Cache Block Properties

These properties are unique to or function in a unique manner in Cache Blocks. Use Cache Blocks if some parts of the Integration Procedure
update data and therefore shouldn't be cached, or if different cached data should expire at different times.

DescriptionProperty

Specifies the cache type:Salesforce Platform Cache Type

• Session Cache — For data related to users and their login
sessions

• Org Cache — For all other types of data

Determines how long data remains in the cache. The minimum
value is 5. Default and maximum values depend on the cache type:

Time To Live In Minutes

• Session Cache — The default value is 5. The maximum value
is 480, equivalent to 8 hours. However, the cache is cleared
when the user's session expires.

• Org Cache — The default value is 5. The maximum value is
2880, equivalent to 48 hours.

Top-level caching overrides Cache Block caching for the duration
of the top-level Time To Live In Minutes value.

Configurable Key/Value pairs to be stored in the cache. Enter a Key
and set the Value to the response of an Action within the Cache

Cache Keys

Block. The value can use merge field syntax, percentage signs on
either side of the node name, to access that response. Cache keys
are available, or scoped, only within the Cache Block.
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DescriptionProperty

Configurable Key/Value pairs to be available to subsequent
Integration Procedure steps. Enter a Key and set the Value to the

Cache Block Output

response of an Action within the Cache Block. The value can use
merge field syntax, percentage signs on either side of the node
name, to access that response.

If the formula evaluates to true, forces data to be saved to the
cache.

Refresh Cache Conditional Formula

If the formula evaluates to true, neither clears nor saves data to the
cache.

Ignore Cache Conditional Formula

If the formula evaluates to true, saves data to the cache. If false,
does not cache data.

Add to Cache Conditional Formula

If this box is checked in a step within the Cache Block and that step
fails, no data is cached.

Fail On Step Error

Create a Cache Block Example

An Integration Procedure accepts a list of first or last names and retrieves Contacts having those names. A Cache Block improves Contact
retrieval performance.

This Integration Procedure also includes a Loop Block; see Process Arrays Using Loop Blocks.

To download a DataPack of this example for OmniStudio for Vlocity, click here. To download a DataPack of this example for OmniStudio,
click here.

Importing OmniStudio for Vlocity DataPacks into OmniStudio orgs is supported, and conversion is automatic. However, importing
OmniStudio DataPacks into OmniStudio for Vlocity orgs isn't supported. To determine which you use, see Differences Between OmniStudio
and OmniStudio for Vlocity .

This Integration Procedure has these components:

• A Cache Block, named CacheBlock1

• A Loop Block within the Cache Block, named LoopBlock1

• A DataRaptor Extract Action within the Loop Block, named ExtractContact

• A Response Action, named ResponseAction

The Structure panel looks like this:
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To build this Integration Procedure:

1. From the Vlocity Integration Procedures tab, click New.

2. Provide an Integration Procedure Name, a Type, and a SubType, and click Save.

3. Drag a Cache Block into the Structure panel and give it the following settings:

ValueProperty

Org CacheSalesforce Platform Cache Type

5Time To Live In Minutes

contactId  set to %ExtractContact:Contact:Id%Cache Keys

contactName  set to
%ExtractContact:Contact:Name%

LoopBlock1  set to %LoopBlock1%Cache Block Output

4. Drag a Loop Block inside the CacheBlock and give it the following settings:
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ValueProperty

namesLoop List

ExtractContact  set to %ExtractContact%Additional Loop Output

5. Create the DataRaptor Extract that the DataRaptor Extract Action calls, name it ExtractContactName, and give it the following settings:

SettingsTab

A Contact extract step set to Contact Name LIKE nameExtract

A mapping from Contact:Id  to Contact:IdOutput

A mapping from Contact:Name  to Contact:Name

If you aren't sure how to create a DataRaptor Extract, see the examples in DataRaptor Extract Examples.

6. Drag a DataRaptor Extract Action inside the Loop Block and give it the following settings:

ValueProperty

ExtractContactElement Name

ExtractContactNameDataRaptor Interface

names:nameData Source

nameFilter Value

7. Drag a Response Action below the Loop Block and give it the following settings:

ValueProperty

CacheBlock1Send JSON Path

8. To test this Integration Procedure, on the Preview Tab, click Edit as JSON and provide input with the following structure:

{
"names": [
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{
"name": "Miller"

},
{

"name": "Torres"
}

]
}

To demonstrate performance most effectively, specify common and/or many names.

9. Click Execute and note the resulting Browser, Server, and Apex CPU values.

10. Open the Options pane and change the ignoreCache  value to false.

11. Click Execute again. This step populates the cache, so the resulting Browser, Server, and Apex CPU values should be similar to the
previous values.

12. Click Execute a third time. This step uses the cached values, so the resulting Browser, Server, and Apex CPU values should be
noticeably less than the previous values.

13. To see the vlcCacheKey  and vlcCacheResult  nodes, open the Debug Log and scroll to the CacheBlock1Info  node.
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Process Arrays Using Loop Blocks
A Loop Block iterates over the items in a data array, enabling the Actions within it to repeat for each item. For example, in Salesforce
Industries Communications, Media, and Energy, without a Loop Block, adding four products to a cart would require running four separate
Remote Actions. But one Remote Action within a Loop Block can add all four products.

Loop Blocks are available in Spring '19 and later releases.

The array input to the Loop Block is processed so that each iteration receives only one item in the array. For example, suppose the array
input looks like this:

{
"Products": {
"Ids": [
{
"Id": 1

},
{
"Id": 2

}
]

}
}

Each iteration of the Loop Block would receive input that looks like this:

{
"Products": {
"Ids": {
"Id": 1

}
}

}

The iteration input is the data to which Actions within the Loop Block have access.

To configure a Loop Block:
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1. Drag a Loop Block into the structure panel.

2. In the Loop Block property field labeled Loop List, enter the name of a JSON node that contains an array of data. For example,
entering Products:Ids  provides a list of Ids to the Action. The JSON node name does not need to be entered with merge field
syntax.

3. Add any Action that needs to iterate over the array and pass the full the path of the array to the action.

For example, if the Loop List is set to an array named Products:Ids that contains key-value pairs of Ids, the full path in the action
would be Products:Ids:Id.

For more information on Actions, see Integration Procedure Actions.

Note: The Integration Procedure stops running and returns a response of { "Success": "False" }  if an Action
that has Fail on Step Error checked fails.

4. Under the Loop Block property field labeled Loop Output, click Add Key/Value Pair to add Key-Value pairs to set the response.
The value field uses merge field syntax, meaning the node name of the response set between two percentage signs, for example,
%ResponseData:Names%.

5. (Optional) Add Conditional Logic to define when the Loop Block runs. For more information on Conditional Logic, see Define Execution
Logic Using Conditional Blocks.

Loop Block Properties

These properties are unique to or function in a unique manner in Loop Blocks. A Loop Block iterates over the items in a data array,
enabling the Actions within it to repeat for each item.

Create a Loop Block Example that Retrieves Names

An Integration Procedure accepts last names and returns the full names of all Contacts having the specified last names.

Create a Loop Block Example that Creates Contacts

An Integration Procedure accepts an Account Id and an array of first and last names and creates new Contacts for the specified
Account. It also includes a step that deletes these Contacts, which you can optionally disable.

Create a Loop Block Example that Concatenates List Items

An Integration Procedure concatenates the values of items in a list. In this case, it creates an underscore-separated String of
QuoteLineItem Ids.

Loop Block Properties

These properties are unique to or function in a unique manner in Loop Blocks. A Loop Block iterates over the items in a data array,
enabling the Actions within it to repeat for each item.

DescriptionProperty

Accepts a JSON node containing an array.Loop List

Configurable Key/Value pairs to be available to subsequent
Integration Procedure steps. Enter a Key and set the Value to the

Loop Output

response of an Action within the Loop Block. The value can use
merge field syntax, percentage signs on either side of the node
name, to access that response. By default, if no Key/Value pairs are
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DescriptionProperty

specified, a response of { "success": "OK" }  is returned
for each item processed in the array.

Use this property with care. It returns the data you request for every
iteration. If the Loop Block iterates 1000 times, it returns 1000
responses. This property is most useful for debugging or returning
a limited dataset.

Controls whether the Loop Block executes based on an expression
that evaluates to true or false.

Execution Conditional Formula

Create a Loop Block Example that Retrieves Names

An Integration Procedure accepts last names and returns the full names of all Contacts having the specified last names.

To download a DataPack of this example for OmniStudio for Vlocity, click here. To download a DataPack of this example for OmniStudio,
click here.

Importing OmniStudio for Vlocity DataPacks into OmniStudio orgs is supported, and conversion is automatic. However, importing
OmniStudio DataPacks into OmniStudio for Vlocity orgs isn't supported. To determine which you use, see Differences Between OmniStudio
and OmniStudio for Vlocity .

The Integration Procedure has these components:

• An optional Set Values component, named SetValues1

• A Loop Block component, named LoopBlock1

• A DataRaptor Extract Action component within the Loop Block, named DataRaptorExtractAction1

• A DataRaptor Extract that uses the LIKE operator to find names similar to those in the input, named ExtractFirstNames

• A Response Action, named ResponseAction1

The Structure panel looks like this:
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To build this Integration Procedure:

1. From the Vlocity Integration Procedures tab, click New.

2. Provide an Integration Procedure Name, a Type, and a SubType, and click Save.

3. Provide input with the following structure, using last names of your choice:

{
"names": [

{
"Name": "Miller"

},
{

"Name": "Torres"
}

]
}

You can provide this input to the Integration Procedure in one of two ways:

• In the Preview tab. Click Edit as JSON and paste it into the Input Parameters area.

• In a SetValues component that you drag into the Structure panel. Click Edit as JSON and paste it into the elementValueMap
node, replacing the default node value of {}.

4. Drag a Loop Block into the Structure panel and give it the following settings:
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DescriptionProperty

Set this value to names  if the input is in the Preview tab, or to
SetValues1:names  if the input is in a SetValues
component.

Loop List

Set the Key to DataRaptorExtractAction1  and the
Value to %DataRaptorExtractAction1%  to return all

Additional Loop Output

iterations of data generated by the DataRaptor Extract Action
component.

5. Create the DataRaptor Extract that the DataRaptor Extract Action calls, name it ExtractFirstName, and give it the following settings:

SettingsTab

A Contact extract step set to Contact LastName LIKE
Name

Extract

A mapping from Contact:FirstName  to Name:FirstOutput

A mapping from Contact:LastName  to Name:Last

If you aren't sure how to create a DataRaptor Extract, see the examples in DataRaptor Extract Examples.

6. Drag a DataRaptor Extract Action component within the Loop Block and give it the following settings:

DescriptionProperty

Set this value to ExtractFirstName.DataRaptor Interface

Set this value to names:Name if the input is in the Preview
tab, or to SetValues1:names:Name  if the input is in a
SetValues component.

Input Parameters:

Data Source

Set this value to Name.Input Parameters:

Filter Value

7. Drag a Response Action below the Loop Block and check Return Full Data JSON.

8. Click Execute on the Preview tab. The output should look something like this:

{
"response": {},
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"ResponseAction1Status": true,
"LoopBlock1": [
{
"DataRaptorExtractAction1": {
"Name": [
{
"Last": "Miller",
"First": “Tom”

},
{
"Last": "Miller",
"First": “Sally”

}
]

},
"DataRaptorExtractAction1Status": true,
"LoopBlockIterationStatus": true,
"LoopBlockIterationIndex": 1

},
{
"DataRaptorExtractAction1": {
"Name": [
{
"Last": "Torres",
"First": “Maria”

},
{
"Last": "Torres",
"First": “Ricardo”

}
]

},
"DataRaptorExtractAction1Status": true,
"LoopBlockIterationStatus": true,
"LoopBlockIterationIndex": 2

}
],
"LoopBlock1Status": true,
"options": {
"chainable": false

},
"names": [
{
"Name": "Miller"

},
{
"Name": "Torres"

}
]

}
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Create a Loop Block Example that Creates Contacts

An Integration Procedure accepts an Account Id and an array of first and last names and creates new Contacts for the specified Account.
It also includes a step that deletes these Contacts, which you can optionally disable.

To download a DataPack of this example for OmniStudio for Vlocity, click here. To download a DataPack of this example for OmniStudio,
click here.

Importing OmniStudio for Vlocity DataPacks into OmniStudio orgs is supported, and conversion is automatic. However, importing
OmniStudio DataPacks into OmniStudio for Vlocity orgs isn't supported. To determine which you use, see Differences Between OmniStudio
and OmniStudio for Vlocity .

The Integration Procedure has these components:

• An optional Set Values component, named SetValues1

• A Loop Block component, named LoopBlock1

• A DataRaptor Post Action component within the Loop Block, named CreateContact

• A DataRaptor Load that creates a new Contact for an existing Account, named NewContactForAccount

• A Delete Action component within the Loop Block, named DeleteContact

• A Response Action, named ResponseAction1

The Structure panel looks like this:
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To build this Integration Procedure:

1. From the Vlocity Integration Procedures tab, click New.

2. Provide an Integration Procedure Name, a Type, and a SubType, and click Save.

3. Provide input with the following structure, using names of your choice:

{
"AccountId": "0016100001BKL4uAAH",
"Contacts": [

{
"Name": {

"First": "John",
"Last": "Doe"

}
},
{

"Name": {
"First": "June",
"Last": "Doe"

}
}
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]
}

You can provide this input to the Integration Procedure in one of two ways:

• In the Preview tab. Click Edit as JSON and paste it into the Input Parameters area.

• In a SetValues component that you drag into the Structure panel. Click Edit as JSON and paste it into the elementValueMap
node, replacing the default node value of {}.

4. Drag a Loop Block into the Structure panel and give it the following settings:

DescriptionProperty

Set this value to Contacts  if the input is in the Preview tab,
or to SetValues1:Contacts  if the input is in a SetValues
component.

Loop List

Set the Key to CreateContact  and the Value to
%CreateContact%  to return all iterations of data generated
by the DataRaptor Post Action component.

Additional Loop Output

5. To create the DataRaptor Load that the DataRaptor Post Action calls, create the second example in DataRaptor Load Examples and
name it NewContactForAccount.

6. Drag a DataRaptor Post Action component within the Loop Block and give it the following settings:

DescriptionProperty

Set this value to CreateContact.Name

Set this value to NewContactForAccount.DataRaptor Interface

Set the first Key to AccountId  and its value to
%AccountId%, or to %SetValues1:AccountId%  if
the input is in a SetValues component.

Additional Input

Set the second Key to Name  and its value to
%Contacts:Name%, or to
%SetValues1:Contacts:Name%  if the input is in a
SetValues component.

7. Drag a Delete Action component within the Loop Block and give it the following settings:
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DescriptionProperty

Set this value to DeleteContact.Name

Set this value to Contact.Delete SObject:

Type

Set this value to %CreateContact:Contact_1:Id%.Delete SObject:

Path To Id

8. Drag a Response Action below the Loop Block and check Return Full Data JSON.

9. Click Execute on the Preview tab. The output should look something like this:

{
"response": {},
"ResponseAction1Status": true,
"LoopBlock1": [
{
"CreateContact": {
"ActualTime": 793,
"CpuTime": 537,
"Contact_2": [
{
"UpsertSuccess": true,
"Id": "0034N00001qh5hVQAQ",
"AccountId": "0016100001BKL4uAAH",
"LastName": "Doe",
"FirstName": "John"

}
],
"Account_1": [
{
"UpsertSuccess": true,
"Id": "0016100001BKL4uAAH"

}
],
"error": "OK",
"responseType": "SObject"

},
"DeleteContactStatus": true,
"CreateContactStatus": true,
"LoopBlockIterationStatus": true,
"LoopBlockIterationIndex": 1

},
{
"CreateContact": {
"ActualTime": 1262,
"CpuTime": 799,
"Contact_2": [
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{
"UpsertSuccess": true,
"Id": "0034N00001qh5hWQAQ",
"AccountId": "0016100001BKL4uAAH",
"LastName": "Doe",
"FirstName": "June"

}
],
"Account_1": [
{
"UpsertSuccess": true,
"Id": "0016100001BKL4uAAH"

}
],
"error": "OK",
"responseType": "SObject"

},
"DeleteContactStatus": true,
"CreateContactStatus": true,
"LoopBlockIterationStatus": true,
"LoopBlockIterationIndex": 2

}
],
"LoopBlock1Status": true,
"SetValues1": {
"Contacts": [
{
"Name": {
"Last": "Doe",
"First": "John"

}
},
{
"Name": {
"Last": "Doe",
"First": "June"

}
}

],
"AccountId": "0016100001BKL4uAAH"

},
"SetValues1Status": true,
"options": {
"chainable": false

}
}

Create a Loop Block Example that Concatenates List Items

An Integration Procedure concatenates the values of items in a list. In this case, it creates an underscore-separated String of QuoteLineItem
Ids.

To download a DataPack of this example for OmniStudio for Vlocity, click here. To download a DataPack of this example for OmniStudio,
click here.
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Importing OmniStudio for Vlocity DataPacks into OmniStudio orgs is supported, and conversion is automatic. However, importing
OmniStudio DataPacks into OmniStudio for Vlocity orgs isn't supported. To determine which you use, see Differences Between OmniStudio
and OmniStudio for Vlocity .

To watch a video that shows how to create this Integration Procedure, click here.

The input looks like this:

{
"QuoteLineItems": {
"Ids": [
{
"Id": "0QL3h000000VF04GAG"

},
{
"Id": "0QL3h000000VEvlGAG"

}
]

}
}

The output looks like this:

{
"Output": "0QL3h000000VF04GAG_0QL3h000000VEvlGAG"

}

The Integration Procedure has these components:

• A Set Values component before the Loop Block, named InitString

• A Loop Block, named LoopBlock1

• A Set Values component within the Loop Block, named ConcatListItem

• A Set Values component after the Loop Block, named TrimUnderscore

• A Response Action, named ResponseAction1

The Structure panel looks like this:
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To build this Integration Procedure:

1. From the Vlocity Integration Procedures tab, click New.

2. Provide an Integration Procedure Name, a Type, and a SubType, and click Save.

3. Drag a Set Values component into the Structure panel and give it the following settings:

DescriptionProperty

Set this value to InitString.Element Name

Click Add New Value and assign an Element Name of Blank.Element Value Map, Element Name

Leave this property blank.Element Value Map, Value

Set this value to Blank.Response JSON Path

Set this value to ConcatString.Response JSON Node
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This component creates an initially empty top-level JSON node named ConcatString. A top-level node isn't tied to a particular
step. This allows any step to set its value. It also allows any step to access its value using the same path, regardless of which step set
its value.

4. Drag a Loop Block into the Structure panel and give it a Loop List value of QuoteLineItems:Ids.

5. Drag a Set Values component into the Loop Block and give it the following settings:

DescriptionProperty

Set this value to ConcatListItem.Element Name

Click Add New Value and assign an Element Name of
Concat.

Element Value Map, Element Name

Assign the following Value:

=%ConcatString% + "_" +
%QuoteLineItems:Ids:Id%

Element Value Map, Value

This formula concatenates the top-level ConcatString  node
and the current list value.

Set this value to Concat.Response JSON Path

Set this value to ConcatString.Response JSON Node

In combination with the Value formula, this adds the current list
value to the top-level ConcatString  node.

6. Drag a Set Values component below the Loop Block and give it the following settings:

DescriptionProperty

Set this value to TrimUnderscore.Element Name

Click Add New Value and assign an Element Name of Trim.Element Value Map, Element Name

Assign a Value of =SUBSTRING(ConcatString,1).Element Value Map, Value

7. Drag a Response Action below the last Set Values component and give it the following settings:

DescriptionProperty

Set this value to TrimUnderscore:Trim.Send JSON Path
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DescriptionProperty

Set this value to Output.Send JSON Node

8. Go to the Preview tab and click Edit as JSON.

9. In the Input Parameters panel, provide input with the following structure:

{
"QuoteLineItems": {
"Ids": [
{
"Id": "0QL3h000000VF04GAG"

},
{
"Id": "0QL3h000000VEvlGAG"

}
]

}
}

10. Click Execute. The output should look something like this:

{
"Output": "0QL3h000000VF04GAG_0QL3h000000VEvlGAG"

}

Handle Errors Using Try-Catch Blocks
A Try-Catch Block lets you "try" running the steps inside it and then "catch" the error if a step fails.

Try-Catch Blocks are available in Summer '19 and later releases.

To set up a Try-Catch Block:

1. Drag a Try-Catch Block into the Structure panel and make sure its Fail on Block Error checkbox is checked.

2. Configure the "catch" behavior — what the Try-Catch Block will do if a failure occurs. You can choose one or both of these options:

• Under Failure Response, specify a key-value pair to return as the response. The value can be a formula. In Spring '20 and later
releases, the value can include merge fields.

• Under Custom Failure Response, specify a Remote Class and a Remote Method to execute an Apex class. The Apex class must
implement VlocityOpenInterface.

3. Drag substeps into the Try-Catch Block, and make sure the Fail on Step Error checkbox is checked for each step that must trigger
the "catch" behavior if it fails.

You can optionally specify a Failure Condition Formula, which evaluates to TRUE if a specific step has failed to execute successfully.

Try-Catch Block Properties

These properties are unique to or function in a unique manner in Try-Catch Blocks. A Try-Catch Block lets you "try" running the steps
inside it and then "catch" the error if a step fails.
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Create a Try-Catch Block Example

An Integration Procedure creates and deletes a Contact with the specified LastName and returns an error message if the LastName
is blank.

Create a Try-Catch Block Example with a Formula

An Integration Procedure finds Contacts with the specified Name and returns an error message if none are found. Because returning
no records normally isn't considered a failure, the DataRaptor Extract Action within the Try-Catch Block includes a Failure Condition
Formula.

Try-Catch Block Properties

These properties are unique to or function in a unique manner in Try-Catch Blocks. A Try-Catch Block lets you "try" running the steps
inside it and then "catch" the error if a step fails.

DescriptionProperty

Specifies that if the Try-Catch Block fails, the entire Integration
Procedure fails.

Fail on Block Error

A response to return if the Try-Catch Block fails. The value can be
a formula.

Failure Response

A Try-Catch Block can have both a Failure Response and a Custom
Failure Response.

A Remote Class and Remote Method of an Apex class to execute
if the Try-Catch Block fails. The Apex class must
implement VlocityOpenInterface.

Custom Failure Response

Create a Try-Catch Block Example

An Integration Procedure creates and deletes a Contact with the specified LastName and returns an error message if the LastName is
blank.

To download a DataPack of this example for OmniStudio for Vlocity, click here. To download a DataPack of this example for OmniStudio,
click here.

Importing OmniStudio for Vlocity DataPacks into OmniStudio orgs is supported, and conversion is automatic. However, importing
OmniStudio DataPacks into OmniStudio for Vlocity orgs isn't supported. To determine which you use, see Differences Between OmniStudio
and OmniStudio for Vlocity .

The Integration Procedure has these components:

• A Try-Catch Block, named TryCatchBlock1

• A DataRaptor Post Action, named DataRaptorPostAction1

• A Delete Action, named DeleteAction1

• A Response Action, named ResponseAction1

The Structure panel looks like this:
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To build this Integration Procedure:

1. From the Vlocity Integration Procedures tab, click New.

2. Provide an Integration Procedure Name, a Type, and a SubType, and click Save.

3. Drag a Try-Catch Block into the Structure panel and give it the following settings:

a. Under Failure Response, click Add Key/Value Pair. Set the Key to failureResponse  and the Value to You must
provide a last name.

b. Make sure the Fail on Block Error checkbox is checked.

4. Create the DataRaptor Load that the DataRaptor Post Action component calls:

a. Give it a DataRaptor Interface Name of CreateContact  and an Interface Type of Load.

b. On the Objects tab, click Add Object and select Contact.

c. On the Fields tab, click the + icon and enter LastName  as both the Input JSON Path and the Domain Object Field.

If you aren't sure how to create a DataRaptor Load, see the examples in DataRaptor Load Examples.

5. Drag a DataRaptor Post Action component into the Try-Catch Block and give it the following settings:

a. Set the DataRaptor Interface to CreateContact.

b. Make sure the Fail on Step Error checkbox is checked.
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6. Drag a Delete Action component after the Try-Catch Block. Under Delete SObject, set the Type to Contact and the Path To Id to
%DataRaptorPostAction1:Contact_1:Id%.

7. Drag a Response Action into the Structure panel as the last component and check the Return Full Data JSON checkbox.

8. Go to the Preview tab and test the Integration Procedure:

a. Under Input Parameters, click Add New Key/Value Pair.

b. Set the Key to LastName  and the Value to any name you like.

c. Click Execute.

The output should look something like this:

{
"response": {},
"ResponseAction1Status": true,
"DeleteAction1": [
{
"errors": [],
"success": true,
"id": "0034N00001rNgqqQAC"

}
],
"DeleteAction1Status": true,
"TryCatchBlock1": null,
"TryCatchBlock1Status": true,
"DataRaptorPostAction1": {
"ActualTime": 626,
"CpuTime": 345,
"Contact_1": [
{
"UpsertSuccess": true,
"Id": "0034N00001rNgqqQAC",
"LastName": "Aristotle"

}
],
"error": "OK",
"responseType": "SObject"

},
"DataRaptorPostAction1Status": true,
"options": {
"queueableChainable": false,
"ignoreCache": true,
"resetCache": false,
"chainable": false

},
"LastName": "Aristotle"

}

9. Make the Value blank and click Execute again. The output should look something like this:

{
"result": {
"failureResponse": "You must provide a last name."

},
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"success": false
}

Create a Try-Catch Block Example with a Formula

An Integration Procedure finds Contacts with the specified Name and returns an error message if none are found. Because returning no
records normally isn't considered a failure, the DataRaptor Extract Action within the Try-Catch Block includes a Failure Condition Formula.

To download a DataPack of this example for OmniStudio for Vlocity, click here. To download a DataPack of this example for OmniStudio,
click here.

Importing OmniStudio for Vlocity DataPacks into OmniStudio orgs is supported, and conversion is automatic. However, importing
OmniStudio DataPacks into OmniStudio for Vlocity orgs isn't supported. To determine which you use, see Differences Between OmniStudio
and OmniStudio for Vlocity .

The Integration Procedure has these components:

• A Try-Catch Block, named TryCatchBlock1

• A DataRaptor Extract Action, named DataRaptorExtractAction1

• A Response Action, named ResponseAction1

The Structure panel looks like this:

To build this Integration Procedure:

1. From the Vlocity Integration Procedures tab, click New.

2. Provide an Integration Procedure Name, a Type, and a SubType, and click Save.
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3. Drag a Try-Catch Block into the Structure panel and give it the following settings:

a. Under Failure Response, click Add Key/Value Pair. Set the Key to failureResponse  and the Value to Name not
found.

In Spring '20 and later releases, you can set the Value to Name %Name% not found.

b. Make sure the Fail on Block Error checkbox is checked.

4. Create the DataRaptor Extract that the DataRaptor Extract Action component calls:

a. Give it a DataRaptor Interface Name of GetContactName  and an Interface Type of Extract.

b. On the Extract tab, click Add Extract Step and select Contact. Specify the path and filter Contact Name LIKE Name.

c. On the Output tab, click the + icon and enter Contact:Name  as the Extract JSON Path and ContactName  as the Output
JSON Path.

If you aren't sure how to create a DataRaptor Extract, see the examples in DataRaptor Extract Examples.

5. Drag a DataRaptor Extract Action component within the Try-Catch Block and give it the following settings:

a. Set the DataRaptor Interface to GetContactName.

b. Make sure the Fail on Step Error checkbox is checked.

c. Specify DataRaptorExtractAction1:ContactName == "")  as the Failure Condition Formula.

6. Drag a Response Action after the Try-Catch Block and check the Return Full Data JSON checkbox.

7. Go to the Preview tab and test the Integration Procedure:

a. Under Input Parameters, click Add New Key/Value Pair.

b. Set the Key to Name  and the Value to any first or last name you like.

c. Click Execute.

If at least one Contact with that Name is found, the output should look something like this:

{
"response": {},
"ResponseAction1Status": true,
"TryCatchBlock1": null,
"TryCatchBlock1Status": true,
"DataRaptorExtractAction1": [
{
"ContactName": "Amy Argent"

},
{
"ContactName": "Amy Smith"

}
],
"DataRaptorExtractAction1Status": true,
"options": {
"queueableChainable": false,
"ignoreCache": true,
"resetCache": false,
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"chainable": false
},
"Name": "Amy"

}

8. Change the Value to an uncommon name (or make it blank) and click Execute again. The output should look something like this:

{
"result": {
"failureResponse": "Name Murgatroyd not found."

},
"success": false

}

Integration Procedure Actions
To compose an Integration Procedure, you add actions that run sequentially. These actions can set data values, perform functions, call
DataRaptors, invoke Apex classes, send emails, invoke REST endpoints, run other Integration Procedures, and more.

To add an action, drag it from the palette into the Structure panel, then configure its properties. You can edit, rename, move, and delete
actions. You can also use blocks to group actions for conditional execution, caching, list processing, and error handling.

For details about specific Integration Procedure actions, see the topics for the actions.

Note: Some actions are supported in OmniStudio for Vlocity but not OmniStudio. These actions include Batch Action for Integration
Procedures, Calculation Action for Integration Procedures, Intelligence Action for Integration Procedures, Matrix Action for Integration
Procedures, and OmniForm Action for Integration Procedures. To determine which you’re using, see Differences Between OmniStudio
and OmniStudio for Vlocity .

Common Integration Procedure Action Properties

To compose an Integration Procedure, you add a sequence of actions. To configure an action, you set the action's properties. Standard
properties that exist in most or all actions are listed here. All properties are of the String data type unless otherwise noted.

Set Values for Integration Procedures

The Set Values action sets values in the data JSON of an Integration Procedure literally, using merge fields, or using formulas. This
action has many uses. The example includes the most common uses.

Assert Action for Integration Procedures

The Assert Action compares the expected and actual results of a Test Procedure using an expression that evaluates to true or false.
You can use environment variables in the Assert Conditional Formula to test performance.

Batch Action for Integration Procedures

The Batch Action runs a Vlocity Scheduled Job with a Data Source Type of Data Input, Query, List Input, or No Input. A Vlocity
scheduled job calls either another Integration Procedure or a VlocityOpenInterface.

Calculation Action for Integration Procedures

A Calculation Action invokes the specified calculation procedure and returns the results to the Integration Procedure.

Chatter Action for Integration Procedures

The Chatter Action creates a Chatter post and sends it to a Chatter feed.

DataRaptor Extract Action for Integration Procedures

The DataRaptor Extract Action calls the specified DataRaptor Extract to read data from Salesforce and returns it to the Integration
Procedure.
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DataRaptor Post Action for Integration Procedures

The DataRaptor Post Action calls a DataRaptor Load (post) to write data to Salesforce.

DataRaptor Transform Action for Integration Procedures

A DataRaptor Transform Action calls the specified DataRaptor Transform to execute transformations on the Data JSON and returns
the transformed data.

DataRaptor Turbo Action for Integration Procedures

A DataRaptor Turbo Action calls the specified DataRaptor Turbo Extract to read data from Salesforce and returns it to the Integration
Procedure.

Delete Action

Enable users to delete one or more sObject records by using the Delete Action. Use an Object's Record Id to determine which record
to delete. Vlocity recommends using a merge field in the Path to Id field that refers to an Id or a list of Ids in the data JSON.

DocuSign Envelope Action for Integration Procedures

The DocuSign Envelope Action emails a set of documents for signing.

Email Action for Integration Procedures

An Email Action sends the specified email. You can either specify all the email field values or use a Salesforce email template.

HTTP Action for Integration Procedures

The HTTP Action executes a REST call and returns its results to the Integration Procedure.

Integration Procedure Action for Integration Procedures

The Integration Procedure Action runs a subordinate Integration Procedure.

Intelligence Action for Integration Procedures

The Intelligence Action provides input to and runs a Vlocity Intelligence Machine.

List Merge Action for Integration Procedures

The List Merge Action merges multiple lists by matching values of specified list item JSON nodes. A basic merge matches node
names exactly. An advanced merge matches nodes that have different names and/or reside at different levels in the incoming lists.

Matrix Action for Integration Procedures

The Matrix Action calls a calculation matrix with specified inputs and returns the result to the Integration Procedure.

OmniForm Action for Integration Procedures

The OmniForm Action launches the specified OmniForm.

Remote Action for Integration Procedures

A Remote Action calls the specified Apex class and method or the specified Invocable Action. You can also pass in invocation options
and data. The Apex class must implement the VlocityOpenInterface2 or Callable interface.

Response Action for Integration Procedures

The Response Action ends an Integration Procedure and returns data to the entity that called it. It can also add data to the data JSON
or end conditionally. Response Actions are useful for debugging Integration Procedures.

Common Integration Procedure Action Properties

To compose an Integration Procedure, you add a sequence of actions. To configure an action, you set the action's properties. Standard
properties that exist in most or all actions are listed here. All properties are of the String data type unless otherwise noted.

For details about the properties of specific actions, see the topics for the actions.
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DescriptionProperty

Label of script elementElement Name

Trims the incoming JSON to the specified path before the action
is executed. See Manipulate JSON with the Send/Response
Transformations Properties.

Send JSON Path

Reparents the incoming JSON under the specified node. See
Manipulate JSON with the Send/Response Transformations
Properties.

Send JSON Node

After the action is executed, trims the output JSON to the specified
path. See Manipulate JSON with the Send/Response
Transformations Properties.

Response JSON Path

Reparents the output JSON under the specified node. To delimit
the path, use colons; for example - level1:level2:level3. See

Response JSON Node

Manipulate JSON with the Send/Response Transformations
Properties.

If checked, accepts only the data in the Additional Input property.Send Only Additional Input

Additional key/value pairs to be included in the input data JSON.
Values can include formulas and merge fields.

Additional Input

If checked, returns only the data in the Additional Output property.Return Only Additional Output

Additional key/value pairs to be returned in the output data JSON.
Values can include formulas and merge fields.

Additional Output

If checked, returns only the Failure Response if the action fails.Send Only Failure Response

Key/value pairs to be returned in the output data JSON if the action
fails. Values can include formulas and merge fields.

Failure Response

Specifies a formula that runs before the step is executed. If the
formula returns TRUE, the step is executed. If the formula returns

Execution Conditional Formula

FALSE, the step is not executed. If no formula is specified, the step
is executed.

Specifies a custom failure condition that runs after the step is
executed.

Failure Conditional Formula

For example, if a DataRaptor Extract Action doesn't find any records,
this isn't normally considered an error, but you can use a Failure
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DescriptionProperty

Conditional Formula to specify this condition. See the second
example under Handle Errors Using Try-Catch Blocks.

If the formula returns TRUE, execution of the step has failed and
any key/value pairs configured in the Failure Response list are
added to the data JSON. For example, if the following JSON is
returned:

{
"Result": {
"ErrorCode": "ERR-123",
"Success": "FALSE"
}

}

...the following settings catch the error and add the error code to
the data JSON:

• Failure Conditional Formula: Result:Success == 'FALSE'

• Failure Response:

– Key: ErrorCode

– Value: %StepName:Result:ErrorCode%

If set to TRUE, the Integration Procedure ends if this step fails.Fail On Step Error

Allows the action to run in its own Salesforce transaction. This can
slow performance but will decrease the likelihood of exceeding

Chain On Step

the Salesforce governor limits. For more information, see Settings
for Long-Running Integration Procedures.

Specifies a key-value pair that is sent in the response. The value
field accepts merge field syntax.

Additional Chainable Response

Sends a message to the user if this is the first Action Message in
the Integration Procedure or if this action is chained. Useful for
long-running actions.

Action Message

Descriptive text that only someone who is viewing the Integration
Procedure in the Vlocity Integration Procedure app sees.

Internal Notes

Set Values for Integration Procedures

The Set Values action sets values in the data JSON of an Integration Procedure literally, using merge fields, or using formulas. This action
has many uses. The example includes the most common uses.
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Uses of Set Values Actions Example

The Integration Procedure that demonstrates Set Values uses restructures, concatenates, and performs simple calculations on input data.
All of its components are Set Values actions except the last, which is a Response Action.

To download a DataPack of this example for OmniStudio for Vlocity, click here. To download a DataPack of this example for OmniStudio,
click here.

Importing OmniStudio for Vlocity DataPacks into OmniStudio orgs is supported, and conversion is automatic. However, importing
OmniStudio DataPacks into OmniStudio for Vlocity orgs isn't supported. To determine which you use, see Differences Between OmniStudio
and OmniStudio for Vlocity .

This example Integration Procedure has the following structure:
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To create the Integration Procedure, go to the Vlocity Integration Procedures tab and click New. Provide an Integration Procedure
Name, a Type, and a SubType, and click Save.

To create each component, drag a Set Values instance into the Structure panel and edit its first Element Name property. For the last
component, drag in a Response Action instead.

The input data has the following structure:

{
"Name": {

"FirstName": "John",
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"LastName": "Smith"
},
"Finances": {

"GrossIncome": "100000",
"Expenses": "60000"

}
}

Inputs: Rename Nodes in the Input Data

This component shortens and simplifies the input JSON nodes. Set its Element Value Map as follows:

ValueElement Name

%Name:FirstName%FirstName

%Name:LastName%LastName

%Finances:GrossIncome%GrossIncome

%Finances:Expenses%Expenses

LocationData: Add Literal Values

This component adds literal values, which are useful for testing or for specifying data that doesn't change.Set its Element Value Map as
follows:

ValueElement Name

San FranciscoLocation

2345Code

TextWithCode: Concatenate Literal Values and Merge Fields

This component shows how to concatenate a literal string with a merge field. Set its Element Value Map as follows:

ValueElement Name

Code is %LocationData:Code%LocationCode

Note that the %LocationData:Code%  merge field retrieves data from the previous component, LocationData.

DeptArray: Define an Array
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This component defines an array, or list of values. A later component will retrieve a value from the array. To set up an array, click Edit as
JSON and edit the ElementValueMap  node as follows:

"elementValueMap": {
"Departments": [

"Sales",
"Development",
"Support",
"Training"

]
},

AfterTax and CalculateNet: Perform Simple Calculations Using Formulas

These components calculate after-tax income using multiplication and net income using subtraction. Note that each operator has spaces
before and after it. Set the Element Value Map of AfterTax as follows:

ValueElement Name

=%Inputs:GrossIncome% * 0.7AfterTaxIncome

Set the Element Value Map of CalculateNet as follows:

ValueElement Name

=%AfterTax:AfterTaxIncome% - %Inputs:Expenses%NetIncome

ConcatName: Concatenate Two Merge Fields

This component combines first and last names to form full names. Set its Element Value Map as follows:

ValueElement Name

=%Inputs:FirstName% + " " + %Inputs:LastName%FullName

Note how a literal space is included.

RetrieveDept: Use a Function and Retrieving an Array Value

This component uses the IF function. It also uses listnode|listnumber notation to retrieve array values. Set its Element Value Map as
follows:

ValueElement Name

=IF(%Inputs:FirstName% =
"John",%DeptArray:Departments|2%,%DeptArray:Departments|3%)

Department
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This component assigns a Department value of Development to anyone named John and a Department value of Support to anyone
not named John. Note that the second equal sign has spaces before and after it.

CalcFirstOfThisMonth: Perform a Complex Date Calculation

This component uses four nested date functions to return the first day of the current month. Set its Element Value Map as follows:

ValueElement Name

=ADDDAY(EOM(ADDMONTH(TODAY(),-1)),1)FirstOfThisMonth

AssembleOutput: Create the Structure of the Output Data

This component creates a JSON structure for the transformed data. To set up the structure, click Edit as JSON and edit the
ElementValueMap  node as follows:

"elementValueMap": {
"Output": {

"FullName": "%ConcatName:FullName%",
"Department": "%RetrieveDept:Department%",
"AfterTaxIncome": "%AfterTax:AfterTaxIncome%",
"NetIncome": "%CalculateNet:NetIncome%",
"Location": "%LocationData:Location%",
"LocationCode": "%TextWithCode:LocationCode%",
"FirstOfThisMonth": "%CalcFirstOfThisMonth:FirstOfThisMonth%"

}
},

Response: Return the Output Data

This component returns the output data to the entity that called the Integration Procedure. Set one property as follows:

Response JSON NodeSend JSON Path

OutputAssembleOutput

What's Next

Test the Integration Procedure that Sets Values

Set Values Properties for Integration Procedures

These properties are unique to or function in a unique manner in Set Values actions. The Set Values action sets values in the data
JSON of an Integration Procedure literally, using merge fields, or using formulas.

Test the Integration Procedure that Sets Values

After you have created the Integration Procedure that demonstrates Set Values action uses, the final step is to test it.

Set Values Properties for Integration Procedures

These properties are unique to or function in a unique manner in Set Values actions. The Set Values action sets values in the data JSON
of an Integration Procedure literally, using merge fields, or using formulas.
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DescriptionProperty

The JSON node for which value is to be set.Element Value Map: Element Name

The value to assign to the JSON node. Options:Element Value Map: Value

• Merge fields from a previous step (%elementName%)

• Literal value

• Concatenated values

• Results of formulas and functions

• Expressions that combine the options: "Case Status:
%caseStatus%"

Test the Integration Procedure that Sets Values

After you have created the Integration Procedure that demonstrates Set Values action uses, the final step is to test it.

1. Go to the Preview tab.

2. Click Edit as JSON.

3. Paste the following input into the Input Parameters panel:

{
"Name": {

"FirstName": "John",
"LastName": "Smith"

},
"Finances": {

"GrossIncome": "100000",
"Expenses": "60000"

}
}

4. Click Execute. The output data has the following structure:

{
"Output": {
"FullName": "John Smith",
"Department": "Development",
"AfterTaxIncome": 70000,
"NetIncome": 10000,
"Location": "San Francisco",
"LocationCode": "Code is 2345",
"FirstOfThisMonth": "2020-02-01"

}
}
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Assert Action for Integration Procedures

The Assert Action compares the expected and actual results of a Test Procedure using an expression that evaluates to true or false. You
can use environment variables in the Assert Conditional Formula to test performance.

Assert Action Properties for Integration Procedures

These properties are unique to or function in a unique manner in Assert Actions. The Assert Action compares the expected and
actual results of a Test Procedure using an expression that evaluates to true or false.

Assert Action Properties for Integration Procedures

These properties are unique to or function in a unique manner in Assert Actions. The Assert Action compares the expected and actual
results of a Test Procedure using an expression that evaluates to true or false.

DescriptionProperty

Expression that tests results of previous steps and evaluates to true
or false. If the result is false, the assertResult  for the Assert

Assert Conditional Formula

Action is set to false. This sets the testResult  for the Test
Procedure to failed.

Message that explains why the test failed.Assert Failure Message

If checked, the Test Procedure stops and returns the result of the
transaction if the Assert Conditional Formula evaluates to false.

Fail Test On Assert

If not checked, the Test Procedure continues running even if the
Assert Conditional Formula evaluates to false.

Batch Action for Integration Procedures

The Batch Action runs a Vlocity Scheduled Job with a Data Source Type of Data Input, Query, List Input, or No Input. A Vlocity
scheduled job calls either another Integration Procedure or a VlocityOpenInterface.

The format of the input that the Scheduled Job sends to the Integration Procedure or VlocityOpenInterface it invokes differs
based on the Is Input As List and Batch Size job fields. The original input to the Batch Action is passed in under a vlcInputMap
JSON node.

For example, suppose the job has a Data Source Type of Query and a query that selects Accounts. And suppose in the Batch Action's
input you specify a Key of CompanyName  and a Value of Acme. If Is Input As List is not checked in the job configuration, the input
that the Scheduled Job sends looks like this:

{"Id": "00161000015IvYnAAK", "vlcInputMap": {"CompanyName": "Acme"}}

If Is Input As List is checked and the Batch Size is 1 in the job configuration, the input looks like this, with a records  node for the
list:

{"records": [{"Id": "00161000015IvYnAAK"}], "vlcInputMap": {"CompanyName": "Acme"}}
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If Is Input As List is checked and the Batch Size is 2, the input looks like this, again with a records  node for the list:

{"records": [{"Id": "00161000015IvYnAAK"}, {"Id": "001610000050IKQAA2"}], "vlcInputMap":
{"CompanyName": "Acme"}}

If the Data Source Type is List Input, see the following example for an explanation of the input that the Scheduled Job sends to the
Integration Procedure.

Tip: If the Data Source Type is set to List Input or if Is Input As List is checked, the input must be in list format even if the list
contains only one item. DataRaptor Extracts that return a list with one item often convert it to a single object. To convert a single
object back into a list, you can use the first example in DataRaptor Transform Examples.

The Integration Procedure doesn't wait for the job that its Batch Action calls to finish. However, the Batch Action returns the Id of the
Apex batch job in the ApexJobId  node of the Integration Procedure's output JSON.

Batch Action Properties for Integration Procedures

These properties are unique to or function in a unique manner in Batch Actions. The Batch Action runs a Vlocity Scheduled Job with
a Data Source Type of Data Input, Query, List Input, or No Input. A Vlocity Scheduled Job calls either another Integration
Procedure or a VlocityOpenInterface.

Workflow for Batch Action Example

One Integration Procedure uses a Batch Action to invoke a Vlocity Scheduled Job, which invokes a second Integration Procedure on
a schedule.

Batch Action Properties for Integration Procedures

These properties are unique to or function in a unique manner in Batch Actions. The Batch Action runs a Vlocity Scheduled Job with a
Data Source Type of Data Input, Query, List Input, or No Input. A Vlocity Scheduled Job calls either another Integration Procedure
or a VlocityOpenInterface.

DescriptionProperty

Specifies the job to run. Only active jobs are listed.Select Scheduled Job

For invoking a Vlocity Scheduled Job with a Data Source Type of
List Input. Specifies the JSON node in the input that contains the
list.

Input List Key

Available in Spring '20 and later releases.

(Optional) Specifies Key/Value pairs to be passed to the job as
parameters, such as chainable true  or parameters needed
by the Integration Procedure or VlocityOpenInterface.

Batch Options

(Optional) Specifies whether the Integration Procedure that the
job calls is chainable. See Settings for Long-Running Integration
Procedures.

Is Batch Chainable?
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Workflow for Batch Action Example

One Integration Procedure uses a Batch Action to invoke a Vlocity Scheduled Job, which invokes a second Integration Procedure on a
schedule.

To download a DataPack of this example, click here.

To build this example:

1. Create a DataRaptor Load that creates new Contacts for an existing Account.

To perform the first step, create the second example under DataRaptor Load Examples and name it NewContactForAccount.

2. Create the Integration Procedure to Be Invoked. This Integration Procedure calls the DataRaptor Load.

3. Create the Vlocity Scheduled Job that Invokes the Integration Procedure you just created.

4. Create the Integration Procedure that Invokes the Vlocity Scheduled Job.

5. Test the Integration Procedure that Invokes the Vlocity Scheduled Job.

Create the Integration Procedure to Be Invoked

The second step in creating the Batch Action example is to create the Integration Procedure to be invoked.

Create the Vlocity Scheduled Job that Invokes the Integration Procedure

The third step in creating the Batch Action example is to create the Vlocity Scheduled Job that invokes the Integration Procedure.

Create the Integration Procedure that Invokes the Vlocity Scheduled Job

The fourth step in creating the Batch Action example is to create the Integration Procedure that invokes the Vlocity Scheduled Job.

Test the Integration Procedure that Invokes the Vlocity Scheduled Job

The fifth and final step in creating the Batch Action example is to test the Integration Procedure that invokes the Vlocity Scheduled
Job.

Create the Integration Procedure to Be Invoked
The second step in creating the Batch Action example is to create the Integration Procedure to be invoked.

1. Go to the Vlocity Integration Procedures tab and click New.

2. Give the Integration Procedure the following settings:

ValueSetting

CreateContactsForAccountIntegration Procedure Name

DocumentationType

CreateContactsForAccountSubType

3. Click Save.

4. Drag a DataRaptor Post Action component into the Structure panel.

5. Set the DataRaptor Interface to NewContactForAccount.

6. Check Send Only Additional Input.
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7. Under Additional Input, click Add Key/Value Pair. Specify a Key of AccountId and a Value of %vlcInputMap:AccountId%.

You must include the vlcInputMap  node because the AccountId isn't part of the input list.

8. Click Add Key/Value Pair again. Specify a Key of Name and a Value of %Name%.

You don't include the vlcInputMap  node because the Name  is an item in the input list.

9. Drag a Response Action component into the Structure panel below the DataRaptor Post Action and check Return Full Data JSON.

10. Click Procedure Configuration, then click Activate Version.

Create the Vlocity Scheduled Job that Invokes the Integration Procedure

Create the Vlocity Scheduled Job that Invokes the Integration Procedure
The third step in creating the Batch Action example is to create the Vlocity Scheduled Job that invokes the Integration Procedure.

1. Go to the Vlocity Scheduled Jobs tab and click New.

If you can't find this tab, see Create a Custom Object Tab in the Salesforce help.

2. Specify the following settings:

If you don't see these fields, see the Customize Record Details with Page Layouts Trailhead module.

ValueSetting

Run DR LoadName

(checked)Active

2Batch Size

List InputData Source Type

HourlyFrequency

(A Frequency value isn't required if you invoke a Scheduled Job
using a Batch Action, but it is required if you run the job by itself.)

LowJob Queue

Documentation_CreateContactsForAccountProcess Name

Integration ProcedureProcess Type

(your email)Email Address List

FinishSend Email On
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3. Click Save.

Create the Integration Procedure that Invokes the Vlocity Scheduled Job

Create the Integration Procedure that Invokes the Vlocity Scheduled Job
The fourth step in creating the Batch Action example is to create the Integration Procedure that invokes the Vlocity Scheduled Job.

1. Go to the Vlocity Integration Procedures tab and click New.

2. Provide an Integration Procedure Name, a Type, and a SubType, and click Save.

3. Drag a Batch Action component into the Structure panel.

4. Set Select Scheduled Job to Run DR Load.

5. Set the Input List Key to Contacts.

6. Under Additional Input, click Add Key/Value Pair. Specify a Key of AccountId and a Value of %AccountId%.

7. Drag a Response Action component into the Structure panel below the Batch Action and check Return Full Data JSON.

Test the Integration Procedure that Invokes the Vlocity Scheduled Job

Test the Integration Procedure that Invokes the Vlocity Scheduled Job
The fifth and final step in creating the Batch Action example is to test the Integration Procedure that invokes the Vlocity Scheduled Job.

1. Go to the Preview tab in the invoking Integration Procedure.

2. In the Input Parameters panel, provide input with the following structure, using an Account Id and names of your choice:

{
"AccountId": "0016100001BKL4uAAH",
"Contacts": [

{
"Name": {

"First": "John",
"Last": "Doe"

}
},
{

"Name": {
"First": "June",
"Last": "Doe"

}
}

]
}

3. Click Execute.

The Scheduled Job calls the Integration Procedure twice. The first time, the job sends this input:

{"Name":{"First":"John","Last":"Doe"},"vlcInputMap":{"AccountId":"0016100001BKL4uAAH","Contacts":[{"Name":{"First":"John","Last":"Doe"}},{"Name":{"First":"June","Last":"Doe"}}]}}

Note that the first list item is extracted and listed separately from the full Batch Action input under the vlcInputMap  node.

The second time, the job sends this input:

{"Name":{"First":"June","Last":"Doe"},"vlcInputMap":{"AccountId":"0016100001BKL4uAAH","Contacts":[{"Name":{"First":"John","Last":"Doe"}},{"Name":{"First":"June","Last":"Doe"}}]}}

Note that the second list item is extracted.
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4. Check your email. You should see an email with a subject such as Apex Job Completed: 7074N00007LP8kYQAT. The Id in the
subject is for the Vlocity Scheduled Job record.

5. Go to the Contacts tab.

6. Change the List View from Recently Viewed to All Contacts.

7. Type each of the Contact names in the Search field to verify that they were created.

Calculation Action for Integration Procedures

A Calculation Action invokes the specified calculation procedure and returns the results to the Integration Procedure.

Calculation Action Properties for Integration Procedures

These properties are unique to or function in a unique manner in Calculation Actions. A Calculation Action invokes the specified
calculation procedure and returns the results to the Integration Procedure.

Workflow for Calculation Action Example

An Integration Procedure invokes a calculation procedure, which invokes a calculation matrix. The calculation procedure applies a
15% discount to a quoted amount for an age between 16 and 24 and a GPA of 3.0 or greater.

Calculation Action Properties for Integration Procedures

These properties are unique to or function in a unique manner in Calculation Actions. A Calculation Action invokes the specified calculation
procedure and returns the results to the Integration Procedure.

DescriptionProperty

Set to
namespace.PricingMatrixCalculationService,

Remote Class

where namespace is vlocity_cmt, vlocity_ins, or
vlocity_ps.

Set to calculate.Remote Method

Set to the calculation procedure name.Configuration Name

(Optional) Set to true  to include the calculation procedure input
in the calculation procedure output, which is useful for building
pricing data.

Remote Options: includeInputs

Workflow for Calculation Action Example

An Integration Procedure invokes a calculation procedure, which invokes a calculation matrix. The calculation procedure applies a 15%
discount to a quoted amount for an age between 16 and 24 and a GPA of 3.0 or greater.

To download a DataPack of this example, click here.

To build this example:

1. Create the GoodStudentDiscountEligibility Calculation Matrix.
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This is the first task in the example under Matrix Action for Integration Procedures.

2. Create the GoodStudentDiscountCalculation Calculation Procedure.

3. Create the Integration Procedure That Invokes the Calculation Procedure.

Create the GoodStudentDiscountCalculation Calculation Procedure

The GoodStudentDiscountCalculation calculation procedure calls the GoodStudentDiscountEligibility calculation matrix, which
applies a 15% discount to a quoted amount for an Age between 16 and 24 and a GPA of 3.0 or greater.

Create the Integration Procedure That Invokes the Calculation Procedure

The example Integration Procedure calls the GoodStudentDiscountCalculation calculation procedure and returns its result.

Create the GoodStudentDiscountCalculation Calculation Procedure
The GoodStudentDiscountCalculation calculation procedure calls the GoodStudentDiscountEligibility calculation matrix, which applies
a 15% discount to a quoted amount for an Age between 16 and 24 and a GPA of 3.0 or greater.

1. From the Vlocity Calculation Procedures tab, click New.

2. In the New Calculation Procedure window, choose Declarative, then click Next.

3. In the Calculation Procedure Name box, type GoodStudentDiscountCalculation.

4. Click Save. The record page for the new calculation procedure opens.

5. If you don't see a GoodStudentDiscountCalculation V1 link, click the Related tab.

6. Click the GoodStudentDiscountCalculation V1 link. This is version 1 of the calculation procedure.

7. Click Add Variable to add the following variables:

PrecisionData typeName

(none)DateBirthdate

0NumberAge

2NumberGPA

2CurrencyQuoteAmount

2CurrencyQuoteAmountAdjusted

8. Click Add Constant to add the following constants:

ValuePrecisionData typeName

150PercentDiscount

10NumberOne
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9. Create the first step:

a. Click Add Step and select Calculation.

b. In the inputs field, type and then select the following series of elements:

AGE ( Birthdate )

c. In the outputs field, type and then select Age.

10. Create the second step:

a. Click Add Step and select Matrix Lookup.

b. In the Matrix Name field, type and then select GoodStudentDiscountEligibility.

Note that the matrix inputs and outputs are filled in for you.

11. Create the third step:

a. Click Add Step and select Calculation.

b. In the inputs field, type and then select QuoteAmount.

c. In the outputs field, type and then select QuoteAmountAdjusted.

d. Check the Include in Calculation Output box.

12. Create the last step:

a. Click Add Step and select Calculation.

b. In the inputs field, type and then select the following series of elements:

QuoteAmount * ( One – Discount )

c. Check the Conditional Step box.

d. In the Enter Condition field, type and then select Qualified(GoodStudentDiscountEligibility).

e. In the outputs field, type and then select QuoteAmountAdjusted.

f. Check the Include in Calculation Output box.

When you're done, the steps should look like this:
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13. Click Save Calculation Procedure. In the Save successful pop-up, click OK.

14. Scroll to the top. If you don't see the Enabled checkbox, click Edit.

15. Click the pencil icon to the right of the Enabled checkbox and check the box.

16. Click Save.

17. (Optional) Click the Simulation or Simulate tab and test the calculation procedure.

Create the Integration Procedure That Invokes the Calculation Procedure

Create the Integration Procedure That Invokes the Calculation Procedure
The example Integration Procedure calls the GoodStudentDiscountCalculation calculation procedure and returns its result.

1. From the Vlocity Integration Procedures tab, click New.

2. Provide an Integration Procedure Name, a Type, and a SubType, and click Save.

3. Drag a Calculation Action component into the Structure panel.

4. In the Calculation Name property, type GoodStudentDiscountCalculation.

Do not edit any other Calculation Action properties.

5. Drag a Response Action component into the Structure panel and give it the following settings:

ValueProperty

CalculationAction1:output:calculationResults:QuoteAmountAdjustedSend JSON Path

QuoteAmountSend JSON Node

6. Go to the Preview tab and click Edit as JSON.
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7. In the Input Parameters panel, provide the following input:

{
"Input": {
"GPA": "3.5",
"Birthdate": "01/01/2000",
"QuoteAmount": "1000"

}
}

8. Click Execute. The output should look like this:

{
"QuoteAmount": 850

}

9. Set the Age and GPA to different values, click Execute, and observe the results.

Chatter Action for Integration Procedures

The Chatter Action creates a Chatter post and sends it to a Chatter feed.

Chatter Action Properties for Integration Procedures

These properties are unique to or function in a unique manner in Chatter Actions. All properties except Markup Type support merge
fields. The Chatter Action creates a Chatter post and sends it to a Chatter feed.

Find the Id of a Community

To find the Id of a community, you must run a query in the Developer Console.

Workflow for Chatter Action Example

An Integration Procedure sends a Chatter post to a user. This post includes text, an image, and mentions of two other users.

Chatter Action Properties for Integration Procedures

These properties are unique to or function in a unique manner in Chatter Actions. All properties except Markup Type support merge
fields. The Chatter Action creates a Chatter post and sends it to a Chatter feed.

To obtain the Id for the Mentioned User Id, Subject Id, Image Id, or File Id property, go to the object's record page and select the Id
from the URL.

DescriptionProperty

Id of the Community to which to post.Community Id

User Id to mention in the post. Can be a single value or a JSON list.Mentioned User Id

Leave blank or select Bold, Italic, or Underline to determine the
style of the Text property.

Markup Type
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DescriptionProperty

(Required) Id of the object that has the Chatter feed. Can be any
object that supports Chatter feeds, such as Account, Contact, User,
or Group.

Subject Id

Id of a File object to be used as an image for the post. Can be a
single value or a JSON list.

Image Id

Id of a File object to be included as an attachment to the post. Can
be a single value or a JSON list.

File Id

Text of the post. Can include merge fields and HTML markup.Text

Find the Id of a Community

To find the Id of a community, you must run a query in the Developer Console.

1. In Lightning Experience, click the gear icon. In Salesforce Classic, click the user menu. In either case, select Developer Console from
the menu.

2. Click the Query Editor tab near the bottom of the Developer Console window.

3. Enter the following query in the Query Editor pane:

SELECT Id,Name FROM Network

The Ids and Names of all the Communities in the org are listed.

4. Find the Name of the Community, then copy its Id.

Workflow for Chatter Action Example

An Integration Procedure sends a Chatter post to a user. This post includes text, an image, and mentions of two other users.

To download a DataPack of this example for OmniStudio for Vlocity, click here. To download a DataPack of this example for OmniStudio,
click here.

Importing OmniStudio for Vlocity DataPacks into OmniStudio orgs is supported, and conversion is automatic. However, importing
OmniStudio DataPacks into OmniStudio for Vlocity orgs isn't supported. To determine which you use, see Differences Between OmniStudio
and OmniStudio for Vlocity .

To build this example:

1. Collect Ids for the Chatter Post.

2. Create the Integration Procedure with the Chatter Action.

Collect Ids for the Chatter Post

Before you can create the Integration Procedure example with the Chatter Action, you must collect the Ids needed for assembling
the Chatter post.
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Create the Integration Procedure with the Chatter Action

After you collect the Ids needed for assembling a Chatter post, you can create an Integration Procedure that sends a Chatter post
to a user. The example post includes text, an image, and mentions of two other users.

Collect Ids for the Chatter Post
Before you can create the Integration Procedure example with the Chatter Action, you must collect the Ids needed for assembling the
Chatter post.

1. Go to the People tab.

2. Go to the record pages of three users and get their Ids from the browser URL.

Each Id looks something like this: 00561000000hjm3AAA.

3. Choose which user will receive the Chatter post.

This user’s Id will be the Subject Id of the Integration Procedure's Chatter Action. You will return to this user’s record page later to
verify that the user received the Chatter post.

4. Go to the Files tab, click Upload Files, and upload an image file of your choice.

5. Select View File Details from the down-arrow menu for that file.

6. While on the file's detail page, get the Id from the browser URL.

Create the Integration Procedure with the Chatter Action

Create the Integration Procedure with the Chatter Action
After you collect the Ids needed for assembling a Chatter post, you can create an Integration Procedure that sends a Chatter post to a
user. The example post includes text, an image, and mentions of two other users.

1. Go to the Vlocity Integration Procedures tab. Click New.

2. Provide a Name, Type, and SubType for the Integration Procedure. Click Save.

3. Drag a Chatter Action into the Structure panel. Assign these properties:

ValueProperty

%SubjectId%Subject Id

%UserIdList%Mentioned User Id

%ImageId%Image Id

ItalicMarkup Type

Here is the picture I mentioned. It has the Id %ImageId%.Text

4. Drag a Response Action into the Structure panel and check Return Full Data JSON.

5. Go to the Preview tab. Click Edit as JSON.
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6. Paste JSON with this structure into the Input Parameters pane, substituting the Ids you collected in the first set of steps:

{
"ImageId": "06961000005R9q1AAC",
"UserIdList": [

"0054N0000041jEvQAI",
"0054N0000041qUlQAI"

],
"SubjectId": "00561000000hjm3AAA"

}

7. Click Execute.

8. Go back to the People tab, then to the record page of the user you chose to receive the Chatter post.

9. Scroll down to the Chatter pane and click the Refresh icon to see the latest Chatter post.

DataRaptor Extract Action for Integration Procedures

The DataRaptor Extract Action calls the specified DataRaptor Extract to read data from Salesforce and returns it to the Integration
Procedure.

For Integration Procedure examples that include at least one DataRaptor Extract Action, see Process Arrays Using Loop Blocks and Handle
Errors Using Try-Catch Blocks.

DataRaptor Extract Action Properties for Integration Procedures

These properties are unique to or function in a unique manner in DataRaptor Extract Actions. The DataRaptor Extract Action calls
the specified DataRaptor Extract to read data from Salesforce and returns it to the Integration Procedure.

DataRaptor Extract Action Properties for Integration Procedures

These properties are unique to or function in a unique manner in DataRaptor Extract Actions. The DataRaptor Extract Action calls the
specified DataRaptor Extract to read data from Salesforce and returns it to the Integration Procedure.

DescriptionProperty

Name of DataRaptor Extract to runDataRaptor Interface

Name of data JSON node containing value to filter onDataRaptor Input Parameters: Data Source

Value to match to qualify as an input parameterDataRaptor Input Parameters: Filter Value

Disables caching in the DataRaptor Extract.Ignore Cache

DataRaptor Post Action for Integration Procedures

The DataRaptor Post Action calls a DataRaptor Load (post) to write data to Salesforce.

For Integration Procedure examples that include at least one DataRaptor Post Action, see Process Arrays Using Loop Blocks and Handle
Errors Using Try-Catch Blocks.
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Although a DataRaptor post action primarily creates or updates sObjects, it also produces JSON output, which you can view in the Debug
log on the Preview tab. This is important when subsequent Integration Procedure steps need to reference the sObjects.

In the JSON response returned by a DataRaptor post, node names are appended with the sequence number of the DataRaptor step that
created them. For example:

{
"Contact_1": [{
"Id": "0036A000002PeaAQAS",
"LastName": "Smith",
"UpsertSuccess": true

}],
"Attachment_2": [{
"Id": "00P6A000000EJ3RUAW",
"Name": "angular-route.min.js",
"ParentId": "0036A000002PeaAQAS",
"UpsertSuccess": true

}]
}

If the DataRaptor name is CreateContact, you can reference the Id of Contact_1 in the example using the merge field
%CreateContact:Contact_1:Id%.

DataRaptor Post Action Properties for Integration Procedures

These properties are unique to or function in a unique manner in DataRaptor Post Actions. The DataRaptor Post Action calls a
DataRaptor Load (post) to write data to Salesforce.

DataRaptor Post Action Properties for Integration Procedures

These properties are unique to or function in a unique manner in DataRaptor Post Actions. The DataRaptor Post Action calls a DataRaptor
Load (post) to write data to Salesforce.

DescriptionProperty

Name of DataRaptor post to run.DataRaptor Interface

DataRaptor Transform Action for Integration Procedures

A DataRaptor Transform Action calls the specified DataRaptor Transform to execute transformations on the Data JSON and returns the
transformed data.

DataRaptor Transform Action Properties for Integration Procedures

These properties are unique to or function in a unique manner in DataRaptor Transform Actions. A DataRaptor Transform Action
calls the specified DataRaptor Transform to execute transformations on the Data JSON and returns the transformed data.

Create a DataRaptor Transform Action Example

An Integration Procedure calls a DataRaptor Transform that calculates a sum and returns it.
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DataRaptor Transform Action Properties for Integration Procedures

These properties are unique to or function in a unique manner in DataRaptor Transform Actions. A DataRaptor Transform Action calls
the specified DataRaptor Transform to execute transformations on the Data JSON and returns the transformed data.

DescriptionProperty

Name of the DataRaptor transform to run.DataRaptor Interface

Disables caching in the DataRaptor Transform.Ignore Cache

Create a DataRaptor Transform Action Example

An Integration Procedure calls a DataRaptor Transform that calculates a sum and returns it.

To download a DataPack of this example for OmniStudio for Vlocity, click here. To download a DataPack of this example for OmniStudio,
click here.

Importing OmniStudio for Vlocity DataPacks into OmniStudio orgs is supported, and conversion is automatic. However, importing
OmniStudio DataPacks into OmniStudio for Vlocity orgs isn't supported. To determine which you use, see Differences Between OmniStudio
and OmniStudio for Vlocity .

To build this Integration Procedure:

1. Create the DataRaptor Transform example described in Use Formulas in DataRaptors and name it DRFormula1.

2. From the OmniStudio Integration Procedures tab, click New.

3. Provide an Integration Procedure Name, a Type, and a SubType, and click Save.

4. Drag a DataRaptor Transform Action component into the Structure panel and give it the following settings:

ValueProperty

DRFormula1DataRaptor Interface

InputSend JSON Path

5. Drag a Response Action component into the Structure panel below the DataRaptor Transform Action and give it the following
settings:

ValueProperty

DataRaptorTransformAction1:TotalPriceSend JSON Path

Note that the DataRaptor Transform output is wrapped in a
DataRaptorTransformAction1  node, from which only
the TotalPrice  sub-node is selected.

TotalPriceSend JSON Node
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6. Go to the Preview tab and click Edit as JSON.

7. Paste the following input into the Input Parameters panel:

{
"Input": {

"CustomerName": "Bob Smith",
"Products": [

{
"Name": "iPhone",
"Price": 600

},
{

"Name": "iPhone Case",
"Price": 30

},
{

"Name": "Ear Buds",
"Price": 200

}
]

}
}

Note that this is the same as the input for the DataRaptor Transform except that the entire structure is wrapped in an Input  node,
which matches the Send JSON Path value of the DataRaptor Transform Action.

8. Click Execute. The output should look like this:

{
"TotalPrice": 830

}

9. In the Input pane, change one or more of the prices, then click Execute again.

Note how the TotalPrice value changes.

DataRaptor Turbo Action for Integration Procedures

A DataRaptor Turbo Action calls the specified DataRaptor Turbo Extract to read data from Salesforce and returns it to the Integration
Procedure.

The DataRaptor Turbo Action is exactly the same as the DataRaptor Extract Action in how it works. The only difference is the type of
DataRaptors the DataRaptor Interface property lists. For Integration Procedure examples that include at least one DataRaptor Extract
Action, see Process Arrays Using Loop Blocks and Handle Errors Using Try-Catch Blocks.

DataRaptor Turbo Action Properties for Integration Procedures

These properties are unique to or function in a unique manner in DataRaptor Extract Actions. A DataRaptor Turbo Action calls the
specified DataRaptor Turbo Extract to read data from Salesforce and returns it to the Integration Procedure.

DataRaptor Turbo Action Properties for Integration Procedures

These properties are unique to or function in a unique manner in DataRaptor Extract Actions. A DataRaptor Turbo Action calls the specified
DataRaptor Turbo Extract to read data from Salesforce and returns it to the Integration Procedure.
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DescriptionProperty

Name of DataRaptor Turbo Extract to runDataRaptor Interface

Name of data JSON node containing value to filter onDataRaptor Input Parameters: Data Source

Value to match to qualify as an input parameterDataRaptor Input Parameters: Filter Value

Disables caching in the DataRaptor Turbo Extract.Ignore Cache

Delete Action

Enable users to delete one or more sObject records by using the Delete Action. Use an Object's Record Id to determine which record to
delete. Vlocity recommends using a merge field in the Path to Id field that refers to an Id or a list of Ids in the data JSON.

1. Preview the OmniScript and identify the JSON path for the record. For example, this data JSON contains a list of Accounts:

{ "Account": { "accId": ["001f400000EPQ8o", "001f400000BAkbn"] } }

2. In the Delete Action properties, click Add sObject to Delete.

3. In the Type column, select an Object.

4. In the Path to Id field, enter the JSON path  for the record id using merge field syntax. Using the Account example, the path to
delete the array of Account ids is: %Account:accId%.

5. Preview the OmniScript and use a test record's id to test the functionality.

Confirm Record Deletion

Enable users to confirm the deletion of a record using the Confirmation Modal.

Display Messages from a Delete Action

Display messages when the operation succeeds or fails by configuring these fields in the Error Messages section:

Delete Action Properties

This page contains information on Delete Action Properties.

Delete Action Properties

This page contains information on Delete Action Properties.

Delete Action Properties

This page contains information on Delete Action Properties.

DescriptionProperty

Type of sObject record to delete. For example, Account is a Type
of sObject.

Type
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DescriptionProperty

Path to the JSON node that contains the Id or list of Ids of the
records to delete. Supports merge syntax.

Path to Id

When checked, the operation fails if any of the records are not
deleted.

All Or None

Message that displays when a record is deleted.Entity Is Deleted Message

Message that displays when the action fails to delete a record.Delete Failed Message

Message that displays when an invalid Id is sent to the Delete
Action.

Invalid Id Message

Message that displays when the Delete Action has a configuration
error.

Configuration Error Message

Controls whether the modal displays.Confirm

The Confirmation Modal's message text. The default message text
is Are you sure? This action cannot be
undone.

Confirmation Dialog Message

Button label for the Confirmation Modal's confirm action.Confirm Label

Button label for the Confirmation Modal's cancel action.Cancel Label

DocuSign Envelope Action for Integration Procedures

The DocuSign Envelope Action emails a set of documents for signing.

DocuSign Envelope Action Properties for Integration Procedures

These properties are unique to or function in a unique manner in DocuSign Envelope Actions. The DocuSign Envelope Action emails
a set of documents for signing.

DocuSign Envelope Action Properties for Integration Procedures

These properties are unique to or function in a unique manner in DocuSign Envelope Actions. The DocuSign Envelope Action emails a
set of documents for signing.
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DescriptionProperty

Templates for the documents you want signed. See Preparing a
DocuSign Template for OmniScript.

DocuSign Templates

After you add a template, specify the Signer Name, Signer Email,
and Template Role for each recipient. Signer Name and Signer

Recipients

Email support merge fields. Template roles are configured during
template setup.

Subject line for the email requesting signatures.Email Subject

Body text for the email requesting signatures.Email Body

Specify the format for display of date and time values. (More
information)

Date and Time Formats

Email Action for Integration Procedures

An Email Action sends the specified email. You can either specify all the email field values or use a Salesforce email template.

Email Action Properties for Integration Procedures

These properties are unique to or function in a unique manner in Email Actions. An Email Action sends the specified email. You can
either specify all the email field values or use a Salesforce email template.

Create an Email Action Example with Specified Fields

An Integration Procedure accepts email, subject, and message  input parameters and uses them to compose and send an
email.

Workflow for Email Action Example with Template

An Integration Procedure uses an Email Template and includes the sent email in the recipient's Activities list. No Email Templates
exist by default, so this example includes steps for creating one.

Email Action Properties for Integration Procedures

These properties are unique to or function in a unique manner in Email Actions. An Email Action sends the specified email. You can
either specify all the email field values or use a Salesforce email template.

Many of the properties support either literal values or merge fields, which let you pass in an input or a value from another step.

DescriptionProperty

If checked, uses a Salesforce email template. Also determines which
other properties are available.

Use Template
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DescriptionProperty

Specifies the recipients in the TO field of the email. Click Add
Recipient to add each email address. Can accept an array of up
to 100 addresses.

To Email Address List

Supports merge fields. Available if Use Template is not checked.

Specifies the recipients in the CC field of the email. Click Add
Recipient to add each email address. Can accept an array of up
to 25 addresses.

CC Email Address List

Supports merge fields. Available if Use Template is not checked.

Specifies the recipients in the BCC field of the email. Click Add
Recipient to add each email address. Can accept an array of up
to 25 addresses.

BCC Email Address List

Supports merge fields. Available if Use Template is not checked.

Specifies the email subject line.Email Subject

Supports merge fields. Available if Use Template is not checked.

Specifies the body of the email.Email Body

Supports merge fields. Available if Use Template is not checked.

Determines whether the Email Body should be read as plain text
(not checked) or HTML (checked).

Set HTML Body

Available if Use Template is not checked.

Specifies the sender in the FROM field of the email. This is assumed
to be an email that represents the entire org. If not specified, the

Org Wide Email Address

default sender is the user that invoked the Integration Procedure.
See Organization-Wide Email Addresses in the Salesforce help.

Supports merge fields. Available if Use Template is not checked.

Specifies the Salesforce email template. Enter the sObject Id, then
select the template from the drop-down list.

Select Email Template

Available if Use Template is checked.

Specifies the Id of a Contact, User, or Lead with an email address.Email Target Object Id

Available if Use Template is checked.

If you specify a Contact in the Email Target Object Id field, this
property can further ensure that merge fields in the template

What Id
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DescriptionProperty

contain the correct data. See the Salesforce Email API
documentation for more information.

Available if Use Template is checked.

If checked, saves the email as an activity record on the recipient’s
page in Salesforce.

Save As Activity

Available if Use Template is checked.

Specifies the Id of a ContentVersion sObject that is included as an
attachment.

Content Versions

Specifies the Attachment sObjects to add to the email.Select Document Attachments

Specifies a node in the data JSON that contains a list of attachment
Ids.

Attachment List

Supports merge fields. Available if Use Template is not checked.

Create an Email Action Example with Specified Fields

An Integration Procedure accepts email, subject, and message  input parameters and uses them to compose and send an email.

To download a DataPack of this example for OmniStudio for Vlocity, click here. To download a DataPack of this example for OmniStudio,
click here.

Importing OmniStudio for Vlocity DataPacks into OmniStudio orgs is supported, and conversion is automatic. However, importing
OmniStudio DataPacks into OmniStudio for Vlocity orgs isn't supported. To determine which you use, see Differences Between OmniStudio
and OmniStudio for Vlocity .

To build this Integration Procedure:

1. From the Vlocity Integration Procedures tab, click New.

2. Provide an Integration Procedure Name, a Type, and a SubType, and click Save.

3. Drag an Email Action component into the Structure panel.

4. In the Email Action, remove the check from the Use Template setting.

5. Give the Email Action the following settings. Click Add Recipient to add to the address list.

ValueProperty

%email%TO EMAIL ADDRESS LIST

%subject%Email Subject

%message%Email Body
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6. Go to the Preview tab and click Add New Key/Value Pair three times. Specify the following input parameters:

ValueKey

(your email address)email

Test Emailsubject

This is a test.message

If you prefer to specify JSON input, click Edit as JSON and paste in this code, substituting your email:

{
"email": "kim@example.com",
"subject": "Test Email",
"message": "This is a test."

}

7. Click Execute. You should receive a Test Email from your org in a few minutes.

Workflow for Email Action Example with Template

An Integration Procedure uses an Email Template and includes the sent email in the recipient's Activities list. No Email Templates exist
by default, so this example includes steps for creating one.

To download a DataPack of this example for OmniStudio for Vlocity, click here. To download a DataPack of this example for OmniStudio,
click here.

Importing OmniStudio for Vlocity DataPacks into OmniStudio orgs is supported, and conversion is automatic. However, importing
OmniStudio DataPacks into OmniStudio for Vlocity orgs isn't supported. To determine which you use, see Differences Between OmniStudio
and OmniStudio for Vlocity .

To build this example:

1. Create the Email Template.

2. Select an Email Recipient.

3. Create the Integration Procedure with the Email Action.

4. Test the Integration Procedure with the Email Action.

Create the Email Template

Create the email template that the Email Action example uses.

Select an Email Recipient

Select the Id of the Contact to whom the email in the Email Action example is sent.

Create the Integration Procedure with the Email Action

After you create the email template and select the recipient, you can create an Integration Procedure that sends an email to a Contact.

Test the Integration Procedure with the Email Action

After you have created the Integration Procedure with the Email Action, your final task is to test it.
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Create the Email Template
Create the email template that the Email Action example uses.

1. Go to the Email Templates tab, and click New Email Template.

2. In the Email Template Name field, type Simple Email Template.

3. Type any text you like in the Subject and HTML Value fields.

For example, the Subject could be Hello  and the HTML Value could be Just saying hello.

4. Click Save. The Email Template's page opens.

5. While on the Email Template's page, copy the Id from the URL, for example 00X4N000000aCE5UAM.

Select an Email Recipient

Select an Email Recipient
Select the Id of the Contact to whom the email in the Email Action example is sent.

1. Go to the Contacts tab.

2. Find a Contact that has an email address, or add an email address to a Contact.

3. While on the Contact's page, copy the Id from the URL, for example 0036100000423z8AAA.

Create the Integration Procedure with the Email Action

Create the Integration Procedure with the Email Action
After you create the email template and select the recipient, you can create an Integration Procedure that sends an email to a Contact.

1. Go to the Vlocity Integration Procedures tab and click New.

2. Provide an Integration Procedure Name, a Type, and a SubType, and click Save.

3. Drag an Email Action component into the Structure panel.

4. Make sure the Use Template box is checked.

5. Copy the Email Template Id into the Select Email Template field.

6. A drop-down list appears with an item that looks like this: Simple_Email_Template_1580943234381. Select the list item. The
list item replaces the Id in the field.

7. In the Email Target Object Id field, type %contact%.

8. Check the Save As Activity box.

Test the Integration Procedure with the Email Action

Test the Integration Procedure with the Email Action
After you have created the Integration Procedure with the Email Action, your final task is to test it.

1. Go to the Preview tab and click Add New Key/Value Pair.

2. Specify contact  as the Key and the Contact Id that you copied previously as the Value.

3. Click Execute. This sends the email.

4. Go back to the Contacts tab. Select the Contact to whom you sent the email to open their page.

If the Contact record page includes an Activities component, you should see the email in the list of activities after you click Refresh.
For example:
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5. If the Contact record page doesn't include an Activities component, you can add one:

a. If you're using Salesforce Classic, click Switch to Lightning Experience.

b. Click the gear icon and select Edit Page.

c. Drag an Activities component from the list on the left onto the page canvas.

d. Click Save, then click Back to return to the Contact's page.

The Activities component appears on the Contact's page and lists the email you sent.

HTTP Action for Integration Procedures

The HTTP Action executes a REST call and returns its results to the Integration Procedure.
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HTTP Action Properties for Integration Procedures

These properties are unique to or function in a unique manner in HTTP Actions. The HTTP Action executes a REST call and returns
its results to the Integration Procedure.

Workflow for HTTP Action Example

An Integration Procedure retrieves the astronomy picture of the day from NASA using NASA's publicly available REST API.

HTTP Action Properties for Integration Procedures

These properties are unique to or function in a unique manner in HTTP Actions. The HTTP Action executes a REST call and returns its
results to the Integration Procedure.

DescriptionProperty

URL to call. For Apex REST actions, you can use merge fields to set
this property.

HTTP Path

Note: Beginning with Vlocity Spring '19, you can pass
percentage signs in the URL by replacing the percentage
sign in the Path with the variable $Vlocity.Percent.

GET, POST, PUT, PATCH, or DELETEHTTP Method

Salesforce named credential required for endpointNamed Credential

HTML header settings specified as key/value pairsREST Options: Header

URL parameters specified as key/value pairsREST Options: Params

Enable to send Body contents for a POST actionSend Body

How long in milliseconds to wait for a responseTimeout

For two-factor authentication, the name of the client certificate to
be used.

Client Certificate Name

Specifies information to be added to the Preview tab's Debug
Output pane before or after the action is attempted. You can log
values from PropertySetMap and the following merge fields:

Debug Logging:

Pre Action Logging and Post Action Logging

• Pre-action: %endpoint% and %body%

• Post-action: %stepName + 'Info'% and %stepName +
'Info:Content-Type'%

For example:

%stepName + 'Status'%
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DescriptionProperty

Number of times to retry action when it failsRetry Count

Enable to remove XML escapes from an XML response.XML Escape Response

Workflow for HTTP Action Example

An Integration Procedure retrieves the astronomy picture of the day from NASA using NASA's publicly available REST API.

To download a DataPack of this example for OmniStudio for Vlocity, click here. To download a DataPack of this example for OmniStudio,
click here.

Importing OmniStudio for Vlocity DataPacks into OmniStudio orgs is supported, and conversion is automatic. However, importing
OmniStudio DataPacks into OmniStudio for Vlocity orgs isn't supported. To determine which you use, see Differences Between OmniStudio
and OmniStudio for Vlocity .

To build this example:

1. Add NASA as a Remote Site.

2. Get an API Key from NASA.

3. Create the Integration Procedure with the HTTP Action.

Add NASA as a Remote Site

To be able to invoke NASA REST APIs from your org, you must add NASA as a Remote Site.

Get an API Key from NASA

You must specify an API key every time you invoke a NASA REST API. You can get this key from NASA.

Create the Integration Procedure with the HTTP Action

After you configure NASA as a Remote Site and get a NASA API key, you can create and run the example Integration Procedure,
which retrieves the astronomy picture of the day.

Add NASA as a Remote Site
To be able to invoke NASA REST APIs from your org, you must add NASA as a Remote Site.

1. From Setup, in the Quick Find box, type remote, then click Remote Site Settings.

2. Click New Remote Site.

3. For the Remote Site Name, enter NASA.

4. For the Remote Site URL, enter https://api.nasa.gov.

5. Click Save.

Get an API Key from NASA

Get an API Key from NASA
You must specify an API key every time you invoke a NASA REST API. You can get this key from NASA.

1. Go to https://api.nasa.gov.

2. Enter your First Name, Last Name, and Email, then click Signup.
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3. Copy the the response and save it to a text file. It looks something like this:

Your API key for me@example.com is:
YbbMNWeWX2BqxoPKXEiWWcKMgNlUHhHXgqWG5XBt

You can start using this key to make web service requests. Simply pass your key in the
URL when making a web request. Here's an example:

https://api.nasa.gov/planetary/apod?api_key=YbbMNWeWX2BqxoPKXEiWWcKMgNlUHhHXgqWG5XBt

For additional support, please contact us. When contacting us, please tell us what API
you're accessing and provide the following account details so we can quickly find you:

Account Email: me@example.com
Account ID: b4345628-22cd-4a1d-b610-3d9ec5ba95fd

You will need your API key to run the Integration Procedure.

4. (Optional) To see the types of data you can retrieve from NASA, click Browse APIs.

Create the Integration Procedure with the HTTP Action

Create the Integration Procedure with the HTTP Action
After you configure NASA as a Remote Site and get a NASA API key, you can create and run the example Integration Procedure, which
retrieves the astronomy picture of the day.

1. From the Vlocity Integration Procedures tab, click New.

2. Provide an Integration Procedure Name, a Type, and a SubType, and click Save.

3. Drag an HTTP Action component into the Structure panel and give it the following settings:

a. Set its HTTP Path to https://api.nasa.gov/planetary/apod.

b. Set its HTTP Method to GET.

c. Expand the REST OPTIONS section and click Add Param.

d. Under Params, set the Key to api_key  and the Value to %ApiKey%.

4. Drag a Response Action component into the Structure panel below the HTTP Action and give it the following settings:

a. Set its Send JSON Path to HTTPAction1.

b. Set its Send JSON Node to PictureInfo.

5. Go to the Preview tab and click Add New Key/Value Pair.

6. Set the Key to ApiKey  and the Value to your NASA API key, for example
YbbMNWeWX2BqxoPKXEiWWcKMgNlUHhHXgqWG5XBt.

7. Click Execute. The output should look like this:

{
"PictureInfo": {
"url": "https://apod.nasa.gov/apod/image/2006/Eclipse-under-bamboos1024c.jpg",
"title": "Eclipse under the Bamboo",
"service_version": "v1",
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"media_type": "image",
"hdurl": "https://apod.nasa.gov/apod/image/2006/Eclipse-under-bamboos.jpg",
"explanation": "Want to watch a solar eclipse safely? Try looking down instead of

up, though you might discover you have a plethora of images to choose from. For example,
during the June 21st solar eclipse this confusing display appeared under a shady bamboo
grove in Pune, India. Small gaps between close knit leaves on the tall plants effectively
created a network of randomly placed pinholes. Each one projected a separate image of
the eclipsed Sun. The snapshot was taken close to the time of maximum eclipse in Pune
when the Moon covered about 60 percent of the Sun's diameter. But an annular eclipse,
the Moon in silhouette completely surrounded by a bright solar disk at maximum, could
be seen along a narrow path where the Moon's dark shadow crossed central Africa, south
Asia, and Ch",

"date": "2020-06-26",
"copyright": "Somak Raychaudhury"

}
}

8. (Optional) Paste the url  or hdurl  value into your browser and view the picture.

Integration Procedure Action for Integration Procedures

The Integration Procedure Action runs a subordinate Integration Procedure.

To specify that the subordinate Integration Procedure runs asynchronously, as a Salesforce future method (which can return no data to
the calling Integration Procedure), select Remote Options and enter useFuture: as a key and true as its value. When you run the
Integration Procedure, you can see the future call in the debug log. To pass in data as key/value pairs, use the Additional Input property.

Integration Procedure Action Properties for Integration Procedures

These properties are unique to or function in a unique manner in Integration Procedure Actions. The Integration Procedure Action
runs a subordinate Integration Procedure.

Workflow for Integration Procedure Action Example

Parent and child Integration Procedures transform a list of paired values into a list of keys and values.

Integration Procedure Action Properties for Integration Procedures

These properties are unique to or function in a unique manner in Integration Procedure Actions. The Integration Procedure Action runs
a subordinate Integration Procedure.

DescriptionProperty

Specifies the Integration Procedure to be run in the format
Type_Subtype.

Integration Procedure

If checked, disables the Chainable settings of the subordinate
Integration Procedure. Doesn't affect the Queueable settings.
Unchecked by default.

Disable Chainable

This property is available in Winter '20 or later releases.
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DescriptionProperty

Specifies additional properties for the Integration Procedure as
key/value pairs.

Remote Options

Specifies additional data for the Integration Procedure as key/value
pairs.

Additional Input

Workflow for Integration Procedure Action Example

Parent and child Integration Procedures transform a list of paired values into a list of keys and values.

To download a DataPack of this example for OmniStudio for Vlocity, click here. To download a DataPack of this example for OmniStudio,
click here.

Importing OmniStudio for Vlocity DataPacks into OmniStudio orgs is supported, and conversion is automatic. However, importing
OmniStudio DataPacks into OmniStudio for Vlocity orgs isn't supported. To determine which you use, see Differences Between OmniStudio
and OmniStudio for Vlocity .

Together the parent and child Integration Procedures transform this input:

{
"InputList": [
{
"Key": "serial_number",
"Value": "ABC1234"

},
{
"Key": "install_date",
"Value": "20200101"

}
]

}

To this output:

{
"OutputList": [
{
"serial_number": "ABC1234"

},
{
"install_date": "20200101"

}
]

}

To build this example:

1. Create the Child Integration Procedure.

2. Create the Parent Integration Procedure.
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Create the Child Integration Procedure

The child Integration Procedure renames a JSON node to the value of another JSON node and has only one component, a Response
Action.

Create the Parent Integration Procedure

The parent Integration Procedure iterates through a list and calls the child Integration Procedure for each list item.

Create the Child Integration Procedure
The child Integration Procedure renames a JSON node to the value of another JSON node and has only one component, a Response
Action.

1. From the Vlocity Integration Procedures tab, click New.

2. Give the Integration Procedure the following settings:

ValueSetting

ValueToKeyIntegration Procedure Name

DocumentationType

ValueToKeySubType

3. Click Save.

4. Drag a Response Action into the Structure panel and give it the following settings:

ValueSetting

ValueSend JSON Path

%Key%Send JSON Node

5. Click Procedure Configuration, then click Activate Version.

Create the Parent Integration Procedure

Create the Parent Integration Procedure
The parent Integration Procedure iterates through a list and calls the child Integration Procedure for each list item.

The parent Integration Procedure has these components:

• A Loop Block component named LoopBlock1

• An Integration Procedure Action component within the Loop Block named IntegrationProcedureAction1

• A Response Action named ResponseAction1
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The Structure panel looks like this:

To create the parent Integration Procedure:

1. From the Vlocity Integration Procedures tab, click New.

2. Provide an Integration Procedure Name, a Type, and a SubType, and click Save.

3. Drag a Loop Block into the Structure panel and give it the following settings:

ValueSetting

InputListLoop List

IntegrationProcedureAction1  set to
%IntegrationProcedureAction1%

Additional Loop Output

4. Drag an Integration Procedure Action within the Loop Block and give it the following settings:

ValueSetting

Documentation_ValueToKeyIntegration Procedure
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ValueSetting

InputListSend JSON Path

5. Drag a Response Action below the Loop Block and give it the following settings:

ValueSetting

LoopBlock1:IntegrationProcedureAction1Send JSON Path

OutputListSend JSON Node

6. Go to the Preview tab.

7. Click Edit as JSON.

8. In the Input Parameters panel, provide input with the following structure:

{
"InputList": [
{
"Key": "serial_number",
"Value": "ABC1234"

},
{
"Key": "install_date",
"Value": "20200101"

}
]

}

9. Click Execute. The output should look something like this:

{
"OutputList": [
{
"serial_number": "ABC1234"

},
{
"install_date": "20200101"

}
]

}

Intelligence Action for Integration Procedures

The Intelligence Action provides input to and runs a Vlocity Intelligence Machine.
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For Vlocity Intelligence information, see Vlocity Intelligence. For general property information, see Common Integration Procedure Action
Properties.

DescriptionProperty

Specifies the name of the Intelligence Machine.Machine Developer Name

Specifies values for the Input Parameters of the Intelligence
Machine. Typically these are:

Input Data

• ContextId — The Id of the person to whom the Intelligence
Resources are directed. This is typically a Contact, but it can be
any sObject that supports Profile Attributes.

• pageSize — The number of Intelligence Resources to present
to the person. This is optional. The default is 2.

Specifies the JSON path to the list of Intelligence Resources that
the Intelligence Machine can offer the user. This is optional. By
default all applicable Intelligence Resources are presented.

Items to Rank Path

Example: Create an Intelligence Machine and an Integration Procedure to Run It

To download DataPacks for this example:

Example: Create an Intelligence Machine and an Integration Procedure to Run It

To download DataPacks for this example:

• Click here for the Intelligence Machine, Intelligence Resource, Attribute Category, and Attribute

• Click here for the DataRaptor Load

• Click here for the Integration Procedure

The following example presents a discount coupon to Gold Star Accounts. The high-level steps to build this example are:

1. Create a Profile Attribute Category and Attribute.

2. Create a DataRaptor Load and apply the Attribute to an Account.

3. Create an Intelligence Resource and reference the Attribute.

4. Create an Intelligence Machine and assign weights to the Attribute Category.

5. Create an Integration Procedure and retrieve the Resource for the Account.

To perform the first two steps above, see the third example in DataRaptor Load Examples.

Important: Be sure to Preview the DataRaptor Load with a GoldStarAcct value of On and save the Account Id you use. You will
need this Id to test the Integration Procedure.

Create an Intelligence Resource

Create an Intelligence Resource for the Intelligence Action.
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Create an Intelligence Machine

Create an Intelligence Machine for the Intelligence Action.

Create an Intelligence Procedure

Create an Intelligence Procedure for the Intelligence Action.

Create an Intelligence Resource
Create an Intelligence Resource for the Intelligence Action.

1. Create a file and name it DiscountCoupon. The extension doesn't matter.

This can be an image, text, or PDF file. Making it look like a coupon is optional.

2. Go to the Vlocity Intelligence Resources tab and click New.

3. Give the new resource the following settings:

• Name — Discount Coupon

• Is Active — checked

• Effective Date — Today's date

4. Click Save.

5. On the Discount Coupon page, in the Headline field, type Discount Coupon.

6. Under Training Attributes, click ACCOUNTLEVEL, then click GoldStarAcct.

7. Click Upload Image.

8. Browse for the file you created and click Open. When the Edit window appears, click Save.

Create an Intelligence Machine
Create an Intelligence Machine for the Intelligence Action.

1. Go to the Vlocity Intelligence Machines tab and click New.

2. For the Intelligence Machine Name and the REST Resource Name, type Gold Account Offers.

3. Click Save.

4. On the Gold Account Offers page, click in the Select a Resource field.

5. Select Discount Coupon from the list and click the + icon to add it.

6. Go to the WEIGHTINGS tab.

7. Click in the Select a Category field and select AccountLevel from the list.

8. Use the sliders to assign the following activity weights: View 80, Accept 60, Reject 40, Decay 20.

Create an Intelligence Procedure
Create an Intelligence Procedure for the Intelligence Action.

1. Go to the Vlocity Integration Procedures tab and click New.

2. Provide an Integration Procedure Name, a Type, and a SubType, and click Save.

3. Drag an Intelligence Action component into the Structure panel.

4. In the Intelligence Action, specify a Machine Developer Name of Gold Account Offers.
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5. Under Input Data, click Add Key/Value Pair. Specify a Key of ContextId  and a Value of %AccountId%.

6. Drag a Response Action into the Structure panel. Set the Send JSON Path to IntelligenceAction1.

7. Go to the Preview tab.

8. Under Input Parameters, click Add New Key/Value Pair. Specify a Key of AccountId.

9. For the Value, specify the Id of the Account to which you applied the GoldStarAcct Attribute.

10. Click Execute. The Response should look something like this:

[
{
"targetObjectType": null,
"targetObjectKey": null,
"virtualResourceId": null,
"virtualResourceData": null,
"rejectLast": null,
"rejectDecay": 0,
"acceptLast": null,
"acceptDecay": 0,
"viewLast": null,
"viewDecay": 0,
"currentMachine": "Gold Star Offers",
"contextId": "0016g00000BtNb1AAF",
"info": null,
"attachment": {
"DiscountCoupon": "00P6g000002TJnlEAG"

},
"scaledRawScore": 0,
"formattedAggregatedScore": 0,
"aggregatedScore": 0,
"componentScores": [
{
"scoreParameters": [],
"scaledScore": 0,
"normalizedScore": 0,
"rawMaxScore": 0,
"rawMinScore": 0,
"scaledRawScore": 0,
"rawMultiplier": 1,
"rawScore": 0,
"scoringComponentName": "VqScoringImplProfileMatch"

}
],
"resource": {
"vlocity_ins__IsActive__c": true,
"vlocity_ins__Headline__c": "Discount Coupon",
"vlocity_ins__EffectiveDate__c": "2020-02-10T08:00:00.000Z",
"SystemModstamp": "2020-02-11T22:07:37.000Z",
"LastModifiedById": "0056g000003eBMaAAM",
"LastModifiedDate": "2020-02-11T22:07:37.000Z",
"CreatedById": "0056g000003eBMaAAM",
"CreatedDate": "2020-02-11T22:07:23.000Z",
"Name": "Discount Coupon",
"IsDeleted": false,
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"OwnerId": "0056g000003eBMaAAM",
"Id": "a5o6g000000MOd5AAG"

}
}

]

List Merge Action for Integration Procedures

The List Merge Action merges multiple lists by matching values of specified list item JSON nodes. A basic merge matches node names
exactly. An advanced merge matches nodes that have different names and/or reside at different levels in the incoming lists.

Tip: The inputs to a List Merge Action must each be in list format even if the list contains only one item. DataRaptor Extracts that
return a list with one item often convert it to a single object. To convert a single object back into a list, you can use the first example
in DataRaptor Transform Examples.

For more list processing options, see List Input for DataRaptors and the AVG, FILTER, IF, LIST, LISTMERGE, LISTMERGEPRIMARY, LISTSIZE,
MAX, MIN, SORTBY, and SUM functions in the Function Reference.

To match nodes that have different names and/or reside at different levels in the incoming lists, click Advanced Merge and specify
settings for the nodes to be matched, as follows:

• List Key: Enter the name of the JSON list node where the node to be matched resides.

• Matching Path: Enter the path within the list to the node to be matched.

• Matching Group: Specify the same number for all nodes you want to match.

Note: Older versions have a Normalize Key setting instead of a Matching Group setting, and you must specify the same key
for each matching node. This key is only for matching and doesn't appear in the output.

For example, the following figure shows how to match first and last names from two incoming lists in which the nodes have different
names.

List Merge Action Properties for Integration Procedures

These properties are unique to or function in a unique manner in List Merge Actions. The List Merge Action merges multiple lists by
matching values of specified list item JSON nodes.

Workflow for List Merge Action Examples

Three Integration Procedures with List Merge Actions demonstrate a basic list merge, an advanced list merge, and a list merge with
dynamic output fields. Each example builds on the previous example.
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List Merge Action Properties for Integration Procedures

These properties are unique to or function in a unique manner in List Merge Actions. The List Merge Action merges multiple lists by
matching values of specified list item JSON nodes.

DescriptionProperty

Specifies the order in which lists are merged. If a list contains a
value for a key that was populated by an earlier list, the later entry
overwrites the earlier one.

Merge Lists Order

The name of the JSON nodes that must match for entries to be
merged. To specify nodes below the top level of the JSON structure,

Merge Fields

use colon-delimited paths. By default, the nodes in both lists are
assumed to have identical names and reside at the same level. If
you do not specify merge fields, the lists are merged into a single
list but nodes with matching keys are not merged. To match a
value that resides in a JSON list, append |index  to its path. For
example, to match value1  in the list2  list below, specify
list1:node1:node2:list2|1  as the merge field.

{
"list1": {
"node1": {
"node2": {
"list2": [
"value1",
"value2"

]
}

}
}

}

Matches nodes that have different names and/or reside at different
levels in the incoming lists.

Advanced Merge

When merge fields are all null, specifies whether to treat them as
matching.

NULL is a Valid Matching Value when Merging

Lets you specify an allowlist of keys to be retained in the output.Has Primary

(Optional) Allows the list of entries to be retained after the merge
is performed. If you specify a primary list, only entries from that list
are retained in the output.

Primary List Key

Specifies a formula that is run on each node of the list to determine
if it remains in the list. If FormulaResult returns TRUE after evaluating

Filter List Formula

a node, the node is retained; otherwise the node is removed. For
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DescriptionProperty

example, you can specify nodename != ""  to remove null
values from a list.

By default, all nodes are returned. To return a specified subset of
the result nodes, add a node to the input JSON and set its value to

Dynamic Output Fields

a comma-separated list of the desired node names. Do not use
spaces in this list. Set this property to the name of the node
containing this list of node names.

Specifies one or more keys on which the output list is sorted.Sort By

Enables you to assign a value or specify a formula that can evaluate
and conditionally replace values in the output list. To specify a

Update Field Value

formula, precede the expression with "=". For example, to replace
blank first or last names with "None Specified," add the entries
shown in the following figure.

Workflow for List Merge Action Examples

Three Integration Procedures with List Merge Actions demonstrate a basic list merge, an advanced list merge, and a list merge with
dynamic output fields. Each example builds on the previous example.

To build these examples:

1. Create a Basic List Merge Example.

2. Create an Advanced List Merge Example.

3. Create a List Merge Example with Dynamic Output Fields.

Create a Basic List Merge Example

The first Integration Procedure retrieves all Contacts with the same AccountId in two lists, one containing addresses, the other
birthdates. It then merges the two lists into one.

Create an Advanced List Merge Example

The next Integration Procedure is a modified version of the previous example. Instead of matching list items using Id fields, it uses
the Advanced Merge feature to match first and last names.

Create a List Merge Example with Dynamic Output Fields

The final Integration Procedure is a modified version of the previous example. It uses Dynamic Output Fields to eliminate the
duplicate FN  and LN  JSON nodes from the output.
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Create a Basic List Merge Example
The first Integration Procedure retrieves all Contacts with the same AccountId in two lists, one containing addresses, the other birthdates.
It then merges the two lists into one.

To download a DataPack of this example for OmniStudio for Vlocity, click here. To download a DataPack of this example for OmniStudio,
click here.

Importing OmniStudio for Vlocity DataPacks into OmniStudio orgs is supported, and conversion is automatic. However, importing
OmniStudio DataPacks into OmniStudio for Vlocity orgs isn't supported. To determine which you use, see Differences Between OmniStudio
and OmniStudio for Vlocity .

The Integration Procedure has these components:

1. A DataRaptor Extract Action component named DRExtractAddresses

2. A DataRaptor Extract Action component named DRExtractBirthdates

3. A List Merge Action named ListAction1

4. A Response Action named ResponseAction1

The Structure panel looks like this:

To build this Integration Procedure:

Create an Advanced List Merge Example
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Create an Advanced List Merge Example
The next Integration Procedure is a modified version of the previous example. Instead of matching list items using Id fields, it uses the
Advanced Merge feature to match first and last names.

Importing OmniStudio for Vlocity DataPacks into OmniStudio orgs is supported, and conversion is automatic. However, importing
OmniStudio DataPacks into OmniStudio for Vlocity orgs isn't supported.

1. Create a Basic List Merge Example.

2. Clone the GetBirthdates DataRaptor and name it GetBirthdates2. On the Output tab, change the Output JSON Path values from
contact:firstName  to contact:FN  and from contact:lastName  to contact:LN.

3. In the Integration Procedure, in the DRExtractBirthdates component, change the DataRaptor Interface to GetBirthdates2.

4. In the Integration Procedure, in the List Merge Action, check Advanced Merge and add the following rows to the Advanced Merge
Map table:

Matching GroupMatching PathList Key

1firstNameDRExtractAddresses:contact

1FNDRExtractBirthdates:contact

2lastNameDRExtractAddresses:contact

2LNDRExtractBirthdates:contact

5. On the Preview tab, click Execute. The output should look something like this:

{
"contactMerge": [
{
"LN": "Jones",
"FN": "Cathy",
"birthdate": "1975-10-03",
"street": "300 Broadway",
"state": "FL",
"city": "Orlando",
"lastName": "Jones",
"id": "0036100001E5xrWAAR",
"firstName": "Cathy"

},
{
"LN": "Jones",
"FN": "Doug",
"birthdate": "1976-10-04",
"street": "400 Washington Blvd",
"state": "AZ",
"city": "Phoenix",
"lastName": "Jones",
"id": "0036100001E5xrvAAB",
"firstName": "Doug"
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},
{
"LN": "Smith",
"FN": "Albert",
"birthdate": "1973-10-01",
"street": "100 Main Street",
"state": "CA",
"city": "San Francisco",
"lastName": "Smith",
"id": "0036100001E5xqnAAB",
"firstName": "Albert"

},
{
"LN": "Smith",
"FN": "Ben",
"birthdate": "1974-10-02",
"street": "200 Second Street",
"state": "OR",
"city": "Portland",
"lastName": "Smith",
"id": "0036100001E5xr2AAB",
"firstName": "Ben"

}
]

}

Create a List Merge Example with Dynamic Output Fields
The final Integration Procedure is a modified version of the previous example. It uses Dynamic Output Fields to eliminate the duplicate
FN  and LN  JSON nodes from the output.

Importing OmniStudio for Vlocity DataPacks into OmniStudio orgs is supported, and conversion is automatic. However, importing
OmniStudio DataPacks into OmniStudio for Vlocity orgs isn't supported.

1. Create an Advanced List Merge Example.

2. In the List Merge Action, give the Dynamic Output Fields setting a value of include.

3. On the Preview tab, in the Input Parameters pane, click Add New Key/Value Pair. Enter include as the Key and
birthdate,street,state,city,lastName,firstName,id  as the Value. Note that only commas, and not spaces,
separate the node names.

4. Click Execute. The output should look something like this:

{
"contactMerge": [
{
"birthdate": "1975-10-03",
"street": "300 Broadway",
"state": "FL",
"city": "Orlando",
"lastName": "Jones",
"id": "0036100001E5xrWAAR",
"firstName": "Cathy"

},
{
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"birthdate": "1976-10-04",
"street": "400 Washington Blvd",
"state": "AZ",
"city": "Phoenix",
"lastName": "Jones",
"id": "0036100001E5xrvAAB",
"firstName": "Doug"

},
{
"birthdate": "1973-10-01",
"street": "100 Main Street",
"state": "CA",
"city": "San Francisco",
"lastName": "Smith",
"id": "0036100001E5xqnAAB",
"firstName": "Albert"

},
{
"birthdate": "1974-10-02",
"street": "200 Second Street",
"state": "OR",
"city": "Portland",
"lastName": "Smith",
"id": "0036100001E5xr2AAB",
"firstName": "Ben"

}
]

}

Matrix Action for Integration Procedures

The Matrix Action calls a calculation matrix with specified inputs and returns the result to the Integration Procedure.

Matrix Action Properties for Integration Procedures

These properties are unique to or function in a unique manner in Matrix Actions. The Matrix Action calls a calculation matrix with
specified inputs and returns the result to the Integration Procedure.

Workflow for Matrix Action Example

An Integration Procedure invokes a calculation matrix. The matrix applies a 15% discount to a quoted amount for an age between
16 and 24 and a GPA of 3.0 or greater.

Matrix Action Properties for Integration Procedures

These properties are unique to or function in a unique manner in Matrix Actions. The Matrix Action calls a calculation matrix with specified
inputs and returns the result to the Integration Procedure.

DescriptionProperty

Name of a data JSON node in the Integration Procedure that
contains a value to pass to the calculation matrix

Matrix Input Parameters: Data Source
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DescriptionProperty

Name of the corresponding calculation matrix input parameter
that accepts the value

Matrix Input Parameters: Filter Value

Calculation matrix nameMatrix Name

Additional options to pass to the calculation matrixRemote Options

Value to return if the calculation matrix returns nullDefault Matrix Result

Workflow for Matrix Action Example

An Integration Procedure invokes a calculation matrix. The matrix applies a 15% discount to a quoted amount for an age between 16
and 24 and a GPA of 3.0 or greater.

To download a DataPack of this example, click here.

To build this example:

1. Create the GoodStudentDiscountEligibility Calculation Matrix.

2. Create the Integration Procedure That Invokes the Calculation Matrix.

Create the GoodStudentDiscountEligibility Calculation Matrix

Before you can create the Integration Procedure example with a Matrix Action, you must create the GoodStudentDiscountEligibility
calculation matrix that it calls. This matrix returns a Qualified value of true for an Age between 16 and 24 and a GPA of 3.0 or greater.

Create the Integration Procedure That Invokes the Calculation Matrix

An Integration Procedure calls the GoodStudentDiscountEligibility calculation matrix and returns its result.

Create the GoodStudentDiscountEligibility Calculation Matrix
Before you can create the Integration Procedure example with a Matrix Action, you must create the GoodStudentDiscountEligibility
calculation matrix that it calls. This matrix returns a Qualified value of true for an Age between 16 and 24 and a GPA of 3.0 or greater.

1. From the Vlocity Calculation Matrices tab, click New.

2. In the New Vlocity Calculation Matrices window, choose Standard.

Some Vlocity versions don't present this choice.

3. In the Calculation Matrix Name box, type GoodStudentDiscountEligibility.

4. Click Save. The record page for the new matrix opens.

5. On the record page, click the Related tab.

6. Click the GoodStudentDiscountEligibility V1 link. This is version 1 of the matrix.

7. In the Table section, click Add Header three times. Enter the following information for each header:
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Matrix Display OrderData TypeHeader TypeHeader Name

1Number RangeInputAge

2Number RangeInputGPA

3BooleanOutputQualified

8. Click Save Data, then click Edit Data.

9. In the resulting table, enter the following values:

QualifiedGPAAge

false215

false315

false216

true316

false225

false325

For details about how number ranges work, see Numeric Ranges in Calculation Matrices.

10. Click Save Data again.

11. Click the pencil icon to the right of the Enabled checkbox and check the box.

12. If the Priority setting has no value, enter a value of 1.

13. Click Save. The finished matrix version looks like this:
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Create the Integration Procedure That Invokes the Calculation Matrix

Create the Integration Procedure That Invokes the Calculation Matrix
An Integration Procedure calls the GoodStudentDiscountEligibility calculation matrix and returns its result.

1. From the Vlocity Integration Procedures tab, click New.

2. Provide an Integration Procedure Name, a Type, and a SubType, and click Save.

3. Drag a Matrix Action component into the Structure panel.

4. From the Matrix Name drop-down list, select GoodStudentDiscountEligibility.

5. Add the following Matrix Input Parameters:

Filter ValueData Source

AgeAge

GPAGPA

6. Drag a Response Action component into the Structure panel and give it the following settings:

ValueProperty

MatrixAction1:QualifiedSend JSON Path

QualifiedSend JSON Node

7. Go to the Preview tab.

8. In the Input Parameters panel, add the following Key/Value pairs:
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ValueKey

23Age

3.2GPA

9. Click Execute. The output should look like this:

{
"Qualified": "true"

}

10. Set the Age and GPA to different values, click Execute, and observe the results.

OmniForm Action for Integration Procedures

The OmniForm Action launches the specified OmniForm.

For pre-processing actions to be executed before the OmniForm is displayed, add one or more Integration Procedure steps before the
step that contains the OmniForm. For post-processing, add a single Integration Procedure step following the OmniForm step. The
post-processing step is executed when the user clicks Submit.

DescriptionProperty

Determines the Salesforce tab on which the script is listed.Type

Determines how the script displays on the tab’s child menuSub Type

The language of the OmniForm. If the language is
"Multi-Language," you must specify the target language by creating

Language

a LanguageCode key/value pair in Remote Options. You can specify
the language code using a merge field, which enables the caller
to configure the language dynamically, as shown in the following
figure.

Remote Action for Integration Procedures

A Remote Action calls the specified Apex class and method or the specified Invocable Action. You can also pass in invocation options
and data. The Apex class must implement the VlocityOpenInterface2 or Callable interface.

If the data a Remote Action returns isn't in Map<String, Object> format, an Integration Procedure or DataRaptor might not
be able to process it. You can convert the data in one of these ways:

• In the Remote Action, under Remote Options, add a Key named reserialize with a Value of true.

• In a subsequent Set Values step, use the RESERIALIZE function on the Remote Action's output.
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For information about related functions such as DESERIALIZE and SERIALIZE, see the Function Reference.

An error message that begins with Invalid conversion from runtime type String  often indicates a need to
reserialize data.

Remote Action Properties for Integration Procedures

These properties are unique to or function in a unique manner in Remote Actions. A Remote Action calls the specified Apex class
and method or the specified Invocable Action. You can also pass in invocation options and data.

Create a Remote Action for an Invocable Action

An Integration Procedure uses a Remote Action to call the emailSimple Invocable Action, which is present in every Salesforce org.
Inputs to the Invocable Action are specified in the Integration Procedure as Additional Input.

Create a Remote Action for an Invocable Action with an Input Key

An Integration Procedure uses a Remote Action to call the emailSimple Invocable Action, which is present in every Salesforce org.
Inputs to the Invocable Action are specified in the Integration Procedure in a Remote Option named InvocableInputKey.

Workflow for Remote Action Apex Class Example

An Integration Procedure uses a Remote Action to call an Apex class and demonstrate how to reserialize data.

Remote Action Properties for Integration Procedures

These properties are unique to or function in a unique manner in Remote Actions. A Remote Action calls the specified Apex class and
method or the specified Invocable Action. You can also pass in invocation options and data.

DescriptionProperty

Callable class, VlocityOpenInterface2 class, or
DefaultInvocableAction  for an Invocable Action

Remote Class

Method or Invocable Action nameRemote Method

Additional class invocation options, or InvocableInputKey
to specify a JSON map as Invocable Action input

Remote Options

Data passed to the method or Invocable ActionAdditional Input

Create a Remote Action for an Invocable Action

An Integration Procedure uses a Remote Action to call the emailSimple Invocable Action, which is present in every Salesforce org. Inputs
to the Invocable Action are specified in the Integration Procedure as Additional Input.

1. From the OmniStudio Integration Procedures tab, click New.

2. Provide an Integration Procedure Name, a Type, and a SubType, and click Save.

3. Drag a Remote Action component into the Structure panel and give it these settings:
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ValueProperty

DefaultInvocableActionRemote Class

emailSimpleRemote Method

4. Under Additional Input, add these Key/Value pairs:

ValueKey

%SendTo%emailAddresses

%Subject%emailSubject

%Message%emailBody

5. Drag a Response Action into the Structure panel and check Return Full Data JSON.

6. Go to the Preview tab.

7. Under Input Parameters, add these Key/Value pairs:

ValueKey

(your email)SendTo

Invocable TestSubject

This is a test.Message

8. Click Execute.

If you set up the Integration Procedure correctly, an email titled [RD] Invocable Test [sent via RD-PRD mail
server]  arrives in your Inbox.

Create a Remote Action for an Invocable Action with an Input Key

An Integration Procedure uses a Remote Action to call the emailSimple Invocable Action, which is present in every Salesforce org. Inputs
to the Invocable Action are specified in the Integration Procedure in a Remote Option named InvocableInputKey.

1. From the OmniStudio Integration Procedures tab, click New.

2. Provide an Integration Procedure Name, a Type, and a SubType, and click Save.
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3. Drag a Remote Action component into the Structure panel and give it these settings:

ValueProperty

DefaultInvocableActionRemote Class

emailSimpleRemote Method

InvocableInputKeyRemote Options, Key

InputRemote Options, Value

4. Drag a Response Action into the Structure panel and check Return Full Data JSON.

5. On the Preview tab, click Edit as JSON.

6. In the Input Parameters panel, provide input with this structure, substituting your email:

{
"Input": {
"emailAddresses": "jdoe@example.com",
"emailSubject": "Invocable Test",
"emailBody": "This is a test."

}
}

7. Click Execute.

If you set up the Integration Procedure correctly, an email titled [RD] Invocable Test [sent via RD-PRD mail
server]  arrives in your Inbox.

Workflow for Remote Action Apex Class Example

An Integration Procedure uses a Remote Action to call an Apex class and demonstrate how to reserialize data.

To download a DataPack of this example for OmniStudio for Vlocity, click here. To download a DataPack of this example for OmniStudio,
click here. The DataPack does not include the Apex class.

Importing OmniStudio for Vlocity DataPacks into OmniStudio orgs is supported, and conversion is automatic. However, importing
OmniStudio DataPacks into OmniStudio for Vlocity orgs isn't supported. To determine which you use, see Differences Between OmniStudio
and OmniStudio for Vlocity .

To build this example:

1. Create the TestReserializeApex Class.

2. Create the Integration Procedure with the Remote Action.

3. Test the Integration Procedure with the Remote Action.

Create the TestReserializeApex Class

Before you can create the Integration Procedure example, you must create the TestReserializeApex Apex class that it
calls.
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Create the Integration Procedure with the Remote Action

An Integration Procedure retrieves and reserializes the value of a name variable from the TestReserializeApex Apex class.

Test the Integration Procedure with the Remote Action

After you have created the example Integration Procedure with the Remote Action, the final task is to test it.

Create the TestReserializeApex Class
Before you can create the Integration Procedure example, you must create the TestReserializeApex Apex class that it calls.

1. From Setup, in the Quick Find box, type apex.

2. Click Apex Classes.

3. Click New.

4. Enter the following Apex code in the Apex Class tab:

@JsonAccess(serializable='always')
global with sharing class TestReserializeApex implements
vlocity_ins.VlocityOpenInterface2 {
global Object invokeMethod(String methodName, Map<String,Object> input, Map<String,Object>
output, Map<String,Object> options) {
return output.put('result', new TestReserialize());

}
@JsonAccess(serializable='always')
global class TestReserialize {

global String name = 'Dave Smith';
}

}

Replace vlocity_ins  with the namespace for your org if necessary. Depending on your industry, the namespace is
vlocity_ins, vlocity_cmt, or vlocity_ps.

Also note the use of the JsonAccess annotation on the class and method.

5. Click Save.

Create the Integration Procedure with the Remote Action
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Create the Integration Procedure with the Remote Action
An Integration Procedure retrieves and reserializes the value of a name variable from the TestReserializeApex Apex class.

The Integration Procedure has these components:

• A Remote Action, named ReserializeApex

• A Set Values component, named ReserializeApexFunction

• A Set Values component, named MyName

• A Response Action, named ResponseAction1

The Structure panel looks like this:

To build this Integration Procedure:

1. From the Vlocity Integration Procedures tab, click New.

2. Provide an Integration Procedure Name, a Type, and a SubType, and click Save.

3. Drag a Remote Action component into the Structure panel and give it the following settings:

ValueProperty

ReserializeApexElement Name
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ValueProperty

TestReserializeApexRemote Class

randomRemote Method

reserializeRemote Options, Key

falseRemote Options, Value

A Remote Method value is required, but it can be anything, because this Integration Procedure doesn't invoke a method.

A step in the test of this Integration Procedure will ask you to change the Remote Options Value.

4. Drag a Set Values component into the Structure panel and give it the following settings:

ValueProperty

ReserializeApexFunctionElement Name

resultElement Value Map, Element Name

=RESERIALIZE(%ReserializeApex%)Element Value Map, Value

resultResponse JSON Path

ReserializeApexResponse JSON Node

5. Drag another Set Values component into the Structure panel and give it the following settings:

ValueProperty

MyNameElement Name

Full NameElement Value Map, Element Name

%ReserializeApex:result:name%Element Value Map, Value

6. Drag a Response Action component into the Structure panel and check the Return Full Data JSON checkbox.

Test the Integration Procedure with the Remote Action
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Test the Integration Procedure with the Remote Action
After you have created the example Integration Procedure with the Remote Action, the final task is to test it.

1. Go to the Preview tab and click Execute. The output should look like this:

{
"response": {},
"vlcchainableStepDepth": 0,
"ResponseAction1Status": true,
"MyName": {
"Full Name": "Dave Smith"

},
"MyNameStatus": true,
"ReserializeApexFunctionStatus": true,
"ReserializeApex": {
"result": {
"name": "Dave Smith"

},
"errorCode": "INVOKE-200",
"error": "OK"

},
"ReserializeApexStatus": true,
"options": {
"queueableChainable": false,
"ignoreCache": true,
"resetCache": false,
"chainable": false

}
}

Note that this Integration Procedure successfully passes the value of the name  variable in the Apex class to its Full Name  node.

2. Go to the Properties tab, select the ReserializeApexFunction component, and click Active to remove the check. This turns off
reserialization.

3. Go to the Preview tab and click Execute again. The output should look like this:

{
"response": {},
"vlcchainableStepDepth": 0,
"ResponseAction1Status": true,
"MyName": {
"Full Name": ""

},
"MyNameStatus": true,
"ReserializeApex": {
"result": {
"name": "Dave Smith"

},
"errorCode": "INVOKE-200",
"error": "OK"

},
"ReserializeApexStatus": true,
"options": {
"queueableChainable": false,
"ignoreCache": true,
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"resetCache": false,
"chainable": false

}
}

Note that the Full Name  node has no value.

4. Go to the Properties tab, select the ReserializeApex component, and change the Remote Options Value to true. This enables
reserialization in a different way.

5. Go to the Preview tab and click Execute a third time. The output should look like this:

{
"response": {},
"vlcchainableStepDepth": 0,
"ResponseAction1Status": true,
"MyName": {
"Full Name": "Dave Smith"

},
"MyNameStatus": true,
"ReserializeApex": {
"error": "OK",
"errorCode": "INVOKE-200",
"result": {
"name": "Dave Smith"

}
},
"ReserializeApexStatus": true,
"options": {
"queueableChainable": false,
"ignoreCache": true,
"resetCache": false,
"chainable": false

}
}

Note that the Full Name  node has a value again.

Response Action for Integration Procedures

The Response Action ends an Integration Procedure and returns data to the entity that called it. It can also add data to the data JSON or
end conditionally. Response Actions are useful for debugging Integration Procedures.

Response Actions are also useful for trimming the data response. For specific trimming strategies, see Manipulate JSON with the
Send/Response Transformations Properties.

For Integration Procedure examples that include at least one Response Action, see Process Arrays Using Loop Blocks, Handle Errors Using
Try-Catch Blocks, and Integration Procedure Action for Integration Procedures.

Response Action Properties for Integration Procedures

These properties are unique to or function in a unique manner in Response Actions. The Response Action ends an Integration
Procedure and returns data to the entity that called it.
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Response Action Properties for Integration Procedures

These properties are unique to or function in a unique manner in Response Actions. The Response Action ends an Integration Procedure
and returns data to the entity that called it.

DescriptionProperty

Key/value pairs to add to data JSON. Can merge other data. To
specify a level below the top level for a key/value pair, use a
colon-delimited path in the Key field. For example:

Additional Output

Key Field: Key1:Key2

Resulting JSON:

{
"Key1":
{
"Key2": "Value"

}
}

Enable to discard data other than the key/value pairs defined as
additional output. If you enable this option, disable Return Full
Data JSON.

Return Only Additional Output

Enable to return entire data JSON. If you enable this option, disable
Return Only Additional Output.

Return Full Data JSON

To add data to the response header, add key/value pairs to this
property. To override the HTTP status code returned in the header,

Response Headers

create a key named StatusCode and assign it a valid HTTP response
value.

Ends the Integration Procedure only if the specified condition is
true.

Execution Conditional Formula

Integration Procedure Best Practices
To maximize the benefits of Integration Procedures, follow the best practices whenever possible.

• Use Integration Procedures for all data calls to Salesforce.

• Use a Response Action for Integration Procedures to trim the data and only return what is needed. For specific trimming strategies,
see Manipulate JSON with the Send/Response Transformations Properties.

• Use multiple Response Actions with different Execution Conditional Formulas to allow an Integration Procedure to exit early under
appropriate conditions.

• Use caching to store frequently accessed, infrequently updated data. See Cache for DataRaptors and Integration Procedures.

• To run data operations asynchronously, call Integration Procedures using these settings:
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– Use Future — Use when the calling OmniScript or Integration Procedure doesn't need a response and completion time is not
critical.

– Invoke Mode: Fire and Forget — Use instead of Use Future when the calling OmniScript must invoke the Integration Procedure
immediately.

– Invoke Mode: Non-Blocking — Use to run the Integration Procedure immediately while continuing the user interaction of the
calling OmniScript. A response is returned when the Integration Procedure is complete.

For more information about these settings, see Common Action Element Properties, Integration Procedure Action, and Integration
Procedure Action for Integration Procedures.

To determine whether a DataRaptor or an Integration Procedure is best for your use case, see DataRaptor or Integration Procedure?.

Cache for DataRaptors and Integration Procedures
Using a cache to store frequently accessed, infrequently updated DataRaptor and Integration Procedure data saves round trips to the
database and improves performance.

Caching of DataRaptor and Integration Procedure metadata and Integration Procedure data is available in Summer '19 and later releases.
Caching of DataRaptor data is available in Spring '20 and later releases.

If you use OmniStudio, DataRaptors and Integration Procedures use the Scale Cache. If you use OmniStudio for Vlocity, DataRaptors and
Integration Procedures use the Platform Cache.

You can use caching with DataRaptors in three ways:

• DataRaptor metadata is automatically cached. If you use the Scale Cache, this automatic caching occurs unless you turn off the Scale
Cache. If you use the Platform Cache, you must allocate space in the VlocityMetadata cache partition to enable this automatic caching.

• You can configure data caching on the Options tab of DataRaptor Extracts, Turbo Extracts, and Transforms.

• If you call a DataRaptor from an Integration Procedure that uses caching, the DataRaptor data is cached along with the Integration
Procedure data.

You can use caching with Integration Procedures in three ways:

• You can cache metadata for the entire Integration Procedure.

• You can cache the response of the entire Integration Procedure, called top-level data.

• You can cache the result of a specific set of steps by placing the steps inside a Cache Block.

Use Cache Blocks if some parts of the Integration Procedure update data, or if you need different cached data to expire at different
times. For example, current weather data changes more frequently than user session data.

Metadata Cache for DataRaptors and Integration Procedures

Before you can cache Integration Procedure and DataRaptor metadata in the Platform Cache, you must allocate space in the VlocityMetadata
cache partition. See Allocate Space in the Platform Cache Partitions. Integration Procedure metadata is cached by default and DataRaptor
metadata is automatically cached.

Note: If the DataRaptor cache isn't refreshed, make sure that Setup > Custom Settings > Trigger Setup > AllTriggers is on.

To disable metadata caching for an Integration Procedure, go to the Procedure Configuration and check the Disable Definition Cache
checkbox.
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Tip: To test the performance benefit of metadata caching, execute the Integration Procedure in the Preview tab with Disable
Definition Cache checked and then unchecked. Compare the Browser, Server, and Apex CPU values.

Behind this checkbox is the DisableDefinitionCache__c boolean field, which defaults to false.

Methods to Clear Metadata from Either Cache

If you must clear DataRaptor metadata from the cache, follow the instructions in this topic, but execute one of these lines of code instead:

namespace.DRGlobal.clearCacheForDataRaptor('DataRaptorName');

vlocity.cmt.DRGlobal.clearCacheForAllDataRaptor();

You can clear Integration Procedure metadata from the cache. this topic, but execute this line of code instead, specifying the Integration
Procedure's Type and Subtype:

IntegrationProcedureService.clearMetadataCache('Type_Subtype');

You can clear all cached data for an Integration Procedure, including session cache data, org cache data, and metadata. Follow the
instructions in this topic, but execute this line of code instead, specifying the Integration Procedure's Type and Subtype:

IntegrationProcedureService.clearAllCache('Type_Subtype');

Methods to Clear Data from the Scale Cache

OmniStudio DataRaptors and Integration Procedures use the Scale Cache and not the Platform Cache. To clear the Scale Cache, you can
use either the preceding methods or the following ScaleCacheService method.

If you must clear DataRaptor data from the Scale Cache, follow the instructions in this topic, but execute a line of code in this form instead:

namespace.ScaleCacheService.invalidateCacheValue(new Map<String, String>{'DataRaptorId'
=> DataRaptor_Name});

For example, to clear data from a DataRaptor named ExtractContactName, use this line of code:

omnistudio.ScaleCacheService.invalidateCacheValue(new Map<String, String>{'DataRaptorId'
=> 'ExtractContactName'});
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If you must clear Integration Procedure data from the Scale Cache, follow the instructions in this topic, but execute a line of code in this
form instead:

namespace.ScaleCacheService.invalidateCacheValue(new Map<String, String>{'VIPId' =>
Type_SubType});

For example, to clear data from an Integration Procedure with a Type_SubType of LoopList_ContactNames, use this line of
code:

omnistudio.ScaleCacheService.invalidateCacheValue(new Map<String, String>{'VIPId' =>
'LoopList_ContactNames'});

Cache for Top-Level Integration Procedure Data

Using a cache to store frequently accessed, infrequently updated Integration Procedure data saves round trips to the database and
improves performance. You can cache all the data for an Integration Procedure, as described here, or you can use a Cache Block to
cache only part of it.

Configure Top-Level Caching for an Integration Procedure

To configure top-level caching for an Integration Procedure, go to the Procedure Configuration and set the Salesforce Platform
Cache Type and Time To Live In Minutes properties.

Create a Top-Level Caching Example

An Integration Procedure accepts a list of first or last names and retrieves Contacts having those names. Top-level caching to the
VlocityAPIResponse partition improves Contact retrieval performance.

Cache for Top-Level Integration Procedure Data

Using a cache to store frequently accessed, infrequently updated Integration Procedure data saves round trips to the database and
improves performance. You can cache all the data for an Integration Procedure, as described here, or you can use a Cache Block to cache
only part of it.

Caching of top-level Integration Procedure data is available in Summer '19 and later releases.

It's important to allocate space in the VlocityAPIResponse cache partition and to understand how top-level Integration Procedure caching
interacts with Cache Blocks. See Cache for DataRaptors and Integration Procedures.

To configure top-level caching for an Integration Procedure, go to the Procedure Configuration and set the Salesforce Platform Cache
Type and Time To Live In Minutes properties. See Configure Top-Level Caching for an Integration Procedure.

Note: If an Integration Procedure that has top-level caching enabled fails, its data isn’t cached.

Options in Preview for Top-Level Caching

When you test an Integration Procedure that uses top-level caching in the Preview tab, you can use two caching settings in the Options
JSON section. These settings control top-level data and have no effect on the metadata cache.

• ignoreCache  — Doesn't clear or save data to the cache. The default value is true. Use this setting to test Integration Procedure
steps without the possible interference of caching effects.

• resetCache  — Forces data to be saved to the cache. The default value is false. Use this setting as part of testing caching
itself.

Note: To test caching, be sure to set ignoreCache  to false. See Create a Top-Level Caching Example.

The Options pane on the Preview tab looks like this:
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You can pass ignoreCache and resetCache as parameters when you invoke an Integration Procedure that uses caching using a REST API.
For example, you can include ?resetCache=true  in the URL to force caching. See Integration Procedure Invocation Using POST.

Top-Level Caching JSON Nodes and REST Headers

If top-level caching is configured and the Integration Procedure is active, the Integration Procedure JSON can include the following
nodes under the root node:

• vlcCacheKey  — Key for any data stored in the cache

• vlcCacheResult  — Included and set to true if data is retrieved from the cache

• vlcCacheEnabled  — Included and set to false if the ignoreCache  setting disables caching

• vlcCacheException  — Any caching errors

These nodes are returned as headers if you invoke an Integration Procedure that uses top-level caching using a REST API. See Integration
Procedure Invocation Using POST.

Methods for Clearing Top-Level Data

If you must clear top-level Integration Procedure data from the cache, follow the instructions in this topic, but execute one of these lines
of code instead:

IntegrationProcedureService.clearSessionCache('Type_Subtype', new Map<String, Object>{'key'
=> 'value'});

IntegrationProcedureService.clearOrgCache('Type_Subtype', new Map<String, Object>{'key'
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=> 'value'});

IntegrationProcedureService.clearSessionCache('vlcCacheKey');

IntegrationProcedureService.clearOrgCache('vlcCacheKey');

You can clear all cached data for an Integration Procedure, including session cache data, org cache data, and metadata. Follow the
instructions in this topic, but execute this line of code instead, specifying the Integration Procedure's Type and Subtype:

IntegrationProcedureService.clearAllCache('Type_Subtype');

For example, execute the following code if:

• You want to clear data in the Org Cache

• The Type_Subtype parameter for the Integration Procedure is LastNames_Cached

• The key you want to clear is ContactLastName

• The key's value is Smith

IntegrationProcedureService.clearOrgCache('LastNames_Cached', new Map<String,
Object>{'ContactLastName' => 'Smith'});

The following example clears the session cache using a vlcCacheKey value:

IntegrationProcedureService.clearSessionCache('2032076016a1745801061oc');

Configure Top-Level Caching for an Integration Procedure

To configure top-level caching for an Integration Procedure, go to the Procedure Configuration and set the Salesforce Platform Cache
Type and Time To Live In Minutes properties.

1. Go to the Procedure Configuration.

2. In the Cache Configuration section, set the Salesforce Platform Cache Type to one of the following:

• Blank — For no caching

• Session Cache — For data related to users and their login sessions

• Org Cache — For all other types of data
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Behind this drop-down is the IsCacheable__c picklist.

3. Specify a value for Time To Live In Minutes. This setting determines how long data remains in the cache. The minimum value is
5. Default and maximum values depend on the cache type:

• Session Cache — The default value is 5. The maximum value is 480, equivalent to 8 hours. The cache is cleared when the user's
session expires regardless of this value.

• Org Cache — The default value is 1440, equivalent to 24 hours. The maximum value is 2880, equivalent to 48 hours.

Top-level caching overrides Cache Block caching for the duration of the top-level Time To Live In Minutes value. Top-level and
Cache Block data is cleared when the Integration Procedure is deactivated regardless of this value.

4. Click Activate Version. Top-level caching occurs only if the Integration Procedure is active.

Create a Top-Level Caching Example

An Integration Procedure accepts a list of first or last names and retrieves Contacts having those names. Top-level caching to the
VlocityAPIResponse partition improves Contact retrieval performance.

This Integration Procedure also includes a Loop Block; see Process Arrays Using Loop Blocks.

To download a DataPack of this example for OmniStudio for Vlocity, click here. To download a DataPack of this example for OmniStudio,
click here.

Importing OmniStudio for Vlocity DataPacks into OmniStudio orgs is supported, and conversion is automatic. However, importing
OmniStudio DataPacks into OmniStudio for Vlocity orgs isn't supported. To determine which you use, see Differences Between OmniStudio
and OmniStudio for Vlocity .

This Integration Procedure has these components:

• A Loop Block, named LoopBlock1

• A DataRaptor Extract Action within the Loop Block, named ExtractContact

• A Response Action, named ResponseAction

The Structure panel looks like this:
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To build this Integration Procedure:

1. From the OmniStudio Integration Procedures tab, click New.

2. Provide an Integration Procedure Name, a Type, and a SubType, and click Save.

3. In the Procedure Configuration, set the Salesforce Platform Cache Type to Org Cache.

4. Drag a Loop Block component into the Structure panel. Give the Loop Block the following settings:

ValueProperty

namesLoop List

ExtractContact  set to %ExtractContact%Additional Loop Output

5. Create the DataRaptor Extract that the DataRaptor Extract Action calls, name it ExtractContactName, and give it the following settings:

SettingsTab

A Contact extract step set to Contact Name LIKE nameExtract

A mapping from Contact:Id  to Contact:IdOutput

A mapping from Contact:Name  to Contact:Name
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If you aren't sure how to create a DataRaptor Extract, see the examples in DataRaptor Extract Examples.

6. Drag a DataRaptor Extract Action inside the Loop Block and give it the following settings:

ValueProperty

ExtractContactElement Name

ExtractContactNameDataRaptor Interface

names:nameData Source

nameFilter Value

7. Create the Response Action below the Loop Block and give it the following settings:

ValueProperty

LoopBlock1:ExtractContactSend JSON Path

ContactResponse JSON Node

8. In the Procedure Configuration, click Activate Version.

9. On the Preview Tab, click Edit as JSON and provide input with the following structure:

{
"names": [

{
"name": "Miller"

},
{

"name": "Torres"
}

]
}

To demonstrate performance most effectively, specify common names or many names.

10. Click Execute and note the resulting Browser, Server, and Apex CPU values.

11. Open the Options pane and change the ignoreCache  value to false.
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12. Click Execute again. This step populates the cache, so the resulting Browser, Server, and Apex CPU values are likely to be similar to
the previous values.

13. Click Execute a third time. This step uses the cached values, so the resulting Browser, Server, and Apex CPU values are likely to be
noticeably less than the previous values. In addition, Cached Response: true  appears after the performance metrics.

Error Handling in Integration Procedures
You can configure the conditions for success or failure of an Integration Procedure action or group of actions. You can also configure
error logging.

In each step, you can set the following properties:

• Failure Conditional Formula: Specify a formula that evaluates to TRUE if the step has failed to execute successfully. See the second
example in Handle Errors Using Try-Catch Blocks.

• Fail On Step Error: Enable this option to terminate the Integration Procedure if the conditional formula determines that the step has
failed.

Note: An action that returns a list cannot use returned data in its Failure Conditional Formula.

To configure conditions and behavior for the success and failure of a group of actions, you can use a Try-Catch Block. See Handle Errors
Using Try-Catch Blocks.

To add debugging information to the Data JSON, use Response Actions. For details, see Response Action for Integration Procedures.

HTTP actions add details about the results of the call to the Data JSON ElementNameInfo  node as follows:

• Response headers, for example, Content-Type
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• Status of the response

• Status code, for example, 200

Note: Error logging is supported in OmniStudio for Vlocity but not OmniStudio. For details, see Enable Error Logging and Send
Data to the Error Log. To determine which you’re using, see Differences Between OmniStudio and OmniStudio for Vlocity .

Enable Error Logging

In Winter '20 and later releases, you can write Integration Procedure errors to Vlocity Error Log Entry SObject records by setting
ErrorLoggingEnabled to true. ErrorLoggingEnabled is a Custom Setting under General Settings.

Send Data to the Error Log

By default, the input to a failed step is sent to the InputData__c field in a Vlocity Error Log Entry SObject record. You can send data
to a different Vlocity Error Log Entry field if a step fails.

Enable Error Logging

In Winter '20 and later releases, you can write Integration Procedure errors to Vlocity Error Log Entry SObject records by setting
ErrorLoggingEnabled to true. ErrorLoggingEnabled is a Custom Setting under General Settings.

1. Go to Setup.

• In Lightning Experience, click the gear icon and select Setup from the menu.

• In Salesforce Classic, click the user menu and select Setup from the menu.

2. In the Quick Find field, enter Custom Settings.

3. Click Custom Settings.

4. Click the letter G in the index across the top.
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5. To the left of General Settings, click Manage.

6. Click New.

7. Enter a Name of ErrorLoggingEnabled  and a Value of true.

8. Click Save.

Send Data to the Error Log

By default, the input to a failed step is sent to the InputData__c field in a Vlocity Error Log Entry SObject record. You can send data to a
different Vlocity Error Log Entry field if a step fails.

1. In the step, under Failure Response, click Add Key/Value Pair.

2. Enter a Key that matches the name of the Vlocity Error Log Entry field without the __c suffix.

For example, to send data to the ErrorMessage__c field, set the Key to ErrorMessage.

This name-matching procedure also works for any custom fields you add to the Vlocity Error Log Entry SObject. For example, if you
add a custom field named LongTextMessage__c, use a Failure Response Key of LongTextMessage.

3. For the Value, enter text that describes the error, such as Name not found.
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4. To view Vlocity Error Log Entry SObject records, you can:

• Go to Tabs in Setup, and create a new Custom Tab for the Vlocity Error Log Entry SObject. For details, see Create a Custom Object
Tab in the Salesforce help.

• Create a Lightning Record Page for Vlocity Error Log Entry records.

Environment Variables in DataRaptors and Integration Procedures
You can use environment variables to define Default Values and Filter Values, and in Formulas.

For example, the filter $Vlocity.N_DAYS_AGO:30  extracts the Cases created in the last 30 days.

If you’re using an environment variable as a Filter value, you must double-quote it.

DescriptionEnvironment Variable

Today’s date$Vlocity.TODAY

Tomorrow’s date$Vlocity.TOMORROW

Current date and time$Vlocity.NOW

The date the specified number of days from now$Vlocity.N_DAYS_FROM_NOW:{N}

The date the specified number of days ago$Vlocity.N_DAYS_AGO:{N}

Null$Vlocity.NULL

Id of the standard price book$Vlocity.StandardPricebookId

Documents folder Id$Vlocity.DocumentsFolderId

Boolean TRUE$Vlocity.true or $Vlocity.TRUE

Boolean FALSE$Vlocity.false or $Vlocity.FALSE

Current user Id$Vlocity.UserId

Percent character. Useful for escaping % characters in URLs so they
aren't mistaken for merge field syntax.

$Vlocity.Percent

Apex CPU value$Vlocity.CpuTotal

Number of Data Manipulation Language statements$Vlocity.DMLStatementsTotal

Number of Data Manipulation Language rows$Vlocity.DMLRowsTotal
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DescriptionEnvironment Variable

Heap size value$Vlocity.HeapSizeTotal

Number of queries run$Vlocity.QueriesTotal

Number of query rows fetched$Vlocity.QueryRowsTotal

Number of SOSL queries run$Vlocity.SoslQueriesTotal

External Objects in Integration Procedures
Integration Procedures support Salesforce External Objects. The external data can come from any source that can be accessed using a
REST endpoint. The returned data can be rendered as JSON or XML.

Here's how it works:

• In Salesforce, you perform an operation against the Vlocity external object, for example, in Apex code, in a report, or by issuing a
SOQL query.

• The Vlocity external object handler calls the Integration Procedure that implements the external object, passing in a JSON payload
that contains details about the request.

• Based on the contents of the JSON payload, the Integration Procedure accesses the external data using, for example, REST endpoints
or DataRaptor calls, and returns JSON or XML results.

• The Integration Procedure returns its results to the Vlocity external object handler in an intermediate format.

• The Vlocity handler transforms the results into a JSON payload and returns them to the caller.

The following diagram illustrates the process.

The advantage of this approach to accessing external data is that it is completely declarative, no code required. Note that, while the
external object functions as a single object, your Integration Procedure can recruit data from multiple sources.

Query-Handling Logic in the Integration Procedure

To indicate the type of operation being requested of the Integration Procedure, the Vlocity handler sets a "Context" entry in the input
JSON. To define the actions for handling each type of query in your Integration Procedure, set the actions' Execution Conditional Formula
field (for example: Context = "QueryAll"). The following list describes the values passed in the Context node for each type of request,
with SOQL examples and the corresponding JSON payload sent to the Integration Procedure.

QueryAll: SELECT returning all rows (no WHERE clause)
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Example query: SELECT ExternalId FROM myExternalObject;

Corresponding JSON input: {"Context":"QueryAll"}

Query: SELECT with WHERE clause

Example query: SELECT ExternalId FROM vlocity_dev__ContactsList__x WHERE ExternalId =
'59f0f91a51280e0012c90584';

Corresponding JSON input: {"Input":[{"ExternalId":"59f0f91a51280e0012c90584"}],"Context":"Query"}

Upsert: Update a row (if ExternalId is specified) or create a row (if ExternalId is omitted).

Example query (UPDATE): INSERT INTO myExternalObject (Name, Mobile...) VALUES ("Davidov Spruth",
"415-607-9865"...)

Corresponding JSON input: {"Input":[{"Name":"Davidov
Spruth","Mobile":"415-607-9865","CreateDate":"2017-10-25T20:50:34.188Z","Work":"415-232-6365","ExternalId":"59f0f91a51280e0012c90584","Email":"davs@gmail.com"}],"Context":"Upsert"}

Delete: Delete specified rows.

Example query: DELETE FROM myExternalObject WHERE ExternalId = '"'59f0f91a51280e0012c90584'"';

Corresponding JSON input: {"Input":[{"ExternalId":"59f0f91a51280e0012c90584"}],"Context":"Query"}

To access the external data to handle the query, define HTTP actions that call the REST endpoints that perform the required operations.
If the results returned from the endpoint require further processing, create and call DataRaptor Transforms that perform the required
transformations.

Query Result Format

To return results from the Integration Procedure to the query, structure the output JSON as follows:

SELECT queries: Return an array of nodes with names that correspond to the table columns defined for the external object. For example:

[{
"Work": "415-232-6365",
"Mobile": "415-607-9865",
"Email": "davs@gmail.com",
"CreateDate": "2017-10-25T20:50:34.188Z",
"Name": "Davidov Spruth",
"ExternalId": "59f0f91a51280e0012c90584",
"ExternalLookup": "59f0f91a51280e0012c90584",
"AccountIndirectLookup": "123"
},
{
"Email": "mw@gmail.com",
"CreateDate": "2017-10-25T21:49:41.633Z",
"Name": "Mike Wormwood",
"ExternalId": "59f106f5e928870012f2b0a0",
"ExternalLookup": "59f0f91a51280e0012c90584",
"AccountIndirectLookup": "123"
},
{
"Work": "33-555-1212",
"Mobile": "33-879-0610",
"CreateDate": "2017-10-25T20:59:18.657Z",
"Name": "Tom Sor",
"ExternalId": "59f0fb26e928870012f2b09e",
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"ExternalLookup": "59f0f91a51280e0012c90584",
"AccountIndirectLookup": "123"
}
]

UPDATE and DELETE queries: Return the external Id of the object affected in a node named "ExternalID"; for example:

{
"ExternalId": "59efa135ba8e960012a3e8a5"
}

If the query does not succeed, return a node named "errorMessage" containing details about the problem that occurred.

Implement an External Object in an Integration Procedure

To access external data, you can define an Integration Procedure that implements a Salesforce External Object.

Implement an External Object in an Integration Procedure

To access external data, you can define an Integration Procedure that implements a Salesforce External Object.

1. Create an Integration Procedure. For Type, specify VlocityExternalObject. For Subtype, specify the desired name for the external
object.

2. In the Procedure Configuration section, define table and column settings. These are the same settings you can configure on the
Salesforce External Object tab. For detailed information, refer to the Salesforce documentation: Define External Objects and External
Object Relationships.

3. Click Activate.

4. In Salesforce, go to the External Data Source tab and navigate to the VlocityExternalObject data source. Click Validate and Sync.

If the operation succeeds, your new external object is now listed on the page.

Test Procedures: Integration Procedures for Unit Testing
An Integration Procedure that performs a unit test is a Test Procedure. You can use a Test Procedure to unit test almost anything an
Integration Procedure can invoke, such as a DataRaptor, a Calculation Matrix, an Apex class, or another Integration Procedure.

Using Test Procedures and the test framework, you can:

• Add debugging data to Test Procedure event tracking.

• Provide sample input to the entity being tested using a Set Values for Integration Procedures component.

• Mock responses of specific steps if the entity being tested is an Integration Procedure.

• Compare expected and actual results using an Assert Action for Integration Procedures component.

• Use the IDX Workbend Desktop to run Test Procedures.

• Review Integration Procedure Event Tracking data generated as a result of the tests.

After a Test Procedure finishes, its transaction is rolled back. This lets you run tests that create sObjects without affecting the database.
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How you organize your Test Procedures is up to you. For example, you can test the same DataRaptor multiple times using different
inputs, or you can test several different DataRaptors using the same Test Procedure.

When to Mock Integration Procedure Components

When you use a Test Procedure to test another Integration Procedure, you can simulate, or mock, the responses of some of the components
in the testing Integration Procedure or the Integration Procedure being tested. For example, you can mock a component that would
normally retrieve a credit score, using a hard-coded score for testing. This has no effect on how the Integration Procedure normally runs
when it isn't being tested.

To mock a component that returns a single value, scroll to the bottom of the Procedure Configuration and specify a Key/Value pair under
Mock Responses Map. The Key must be the Name of a component, and the Value can be literal text or a merge field.

To mock a component with a more complex response, go to the Procedure Configuration and click Edit as JSON, then edit the
mockResponseMap  node. For example, the following JSON code mocks a Set Values component named IfOtherState  that
sets a DefaultSalesTax  value:

"mockResponseMap": {
"IfOtherState": {

"DefaultSalesTax": 0.06
}

}

The following component types must be mocked in the testing Integration Procedure or the Integration Procedure being tested. Mocking
other component types is permitted but not required.

Reason for MockingComponent

Because it runs asynchronously, the response isn't available.Batch Action for Integration Procedures

If an Integration Procedure is called by a Test Procedure, any Batch
Actions it includes are not invoked.

The response to the delivered email isn't available.DocuSign Envelope Action for Integration Procedures

The response to the delivered email isn't available.Email Action for Integration Procedures

Salesforce has specific requirements for testing HTTP callouts.HTTP Action for Integration Procedures

HTTP Callouts in Called Apex Classes

If a Test Procedure or an Integration Procedure being tested includes a Remote Action, and the Apex class the Remote Action invokes
includes an HTTP callout, then you must ensure that the HTTP callout isn't part of the test. To do this, edit the Apex class and enclose
the HTTP callout in an if (IntegrationProcedureService.isTest == false)  statement, for example:

if (IntegrationProcedureService.isTest == false) {
HttpRequest request = new HttpRequest();
request.setMethod('GET');
request.setEndpoint('http://example.com');

Http httpCall = new Http();
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HttpResponse response = httpCall.send(request);
}

Workflow for Test Procedure Example

A Test Procedure tests a calculation performed by another Integration Procedure.

Workflow for Test Procedure Example

A Test Procedure tests a calculation performed by another Integration Procedure.

Importing OmniStudio for Vlocity DataPacks into OmniStudio orgs is supported, and conversion is automatic. However, importing
OmniStudio DataPacks into OmniStudio for Vlocity orgs isn't supported.

1. Enable the Vlocity Tracking Service for Integration Procedures.

2. Create the Integration Procedure to be tested.

3. Mock a Response in the Tested Integration Procedure.

4. Create and Example Test Procedure.

5. Run the Test Procedure from IDX Workbench.

Mock a Response in the Tested Integration Procedure

Before you create the example Test Procedure, add a Mock Response Map to the Integration Procedure to be tested.

Create an Example Test Procedure

After you mock a response in the Integration Procedure to be tested, create the Test Procedure that tests a calculation it performs.

Mock a Response in the Tested Integration Procedure

Before you create the example Test Procedure, add a Mock Response Map to the Integration Procedure to be tested.

1. Go to the Vlocity Integration Procedures tab and open the Integration Procedure to be tested.

2. If the Integration Procedure is active, click Deactivate Version so you can edit it.

3. In the Procedure Configuration, click Edit as JSON.

4. Edit the mockResponseMap  node as follows:

"mockResponseMap": {
"IfOtherState": {

"DefaultSalesTax": 0.06
}

}

5. Click Edit in Property Editor.

6. Click Activate Version. The Integration Procedure to be tested must be active.

Create an Example Test Procedure

After you mock a response in the Integration Procedure to be tested, create the Test Procedure that tests a calculation it performs.

The Test Procedure has these components:

• A Set Values component, named IPInput
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• An Integration Procedure Action component, named TestIP

• An Assert Action, named AssertTotal

• A Response Action, named TestResponse

A Response Action isn't required, but it's useful for testing the Test Procedure. After you have verified that the Test Procedure works, you
can deactivate or delete it.

The Structure panel looks like this:

To create the Test Procedure:

1. From the Vlocity Integration Procedures tab, click New.

2. Provide an Integration Procedure Name, a Type, and a SubType, and click Save.

3. Scroll to the bottom of the Procedure Configuration and check Is Test Procedure.

4. Drag a Set Values component into the Structure panel and give it the following settings:

ValueProperty

IPInputElement Name

250Element Value Map: Price
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ValueProperty

NYElement Value Map: State

IPInputResponse JSON Node

5. Drag an Integration Procedure Action component into the Structure panel and give it the following settings:

ValueProperty

TestIPElement Name

Name you gave the Integration Procedure to be tested, described
in Define Execution Logic Using Conditional Blocks. If you

Integration Procedure

downloaded the DataPack, the name is
Documentation_IPCondBlock1.

IPInputSend JSON Path

6. Drag an Assert Action component into the Structure panel and give it the following settings:

ValueProperty

AssertTotalElement Name

TestIP:Output:Total == 265Assert Conditional Formula

Calculation is incorrect.Assert Failure Message

7. Drag a Response Action component into the Structure panel and give it the following settings:

ValueProperty

TestResponseElement Name

(checked)Return Full Data JSON

After you have verified that the Test Procedure works, you can deactivate this component.
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8. Go to the Preview tab and click Execute. The output should look like this:

{
"response": {
"testResult": "success"

},
"TestResponseStatus": true,
"AssertTotal": {
"assertFailureMessage": "Calculation is incorrect.",
"variableData": {
"TestIP:Output:Total": 265

},
"assertConditionalFormula": "TestIP:Output:Total == 265",
"assertResult": true

},
"AssertTotalStatus": true,
"TestIP": {
"testResult": "success",
"Output": {
"Price": 250,
"State": "NY",
"Tax": 15,
"TaxRate": 6,
"Total": 265

}
},
"TestIPStatus": true,
"IPInput": {
"Price": 250,
"State": "NY"

},
"IPInputStatus": true,
"options": {
"useQueueableApexRemoting": false,
"queueableChainable": false,
"ignoreCache": true,
"resetCache": false,
"chainable": false

}
}

9. (Optional) In the IPInput component, change the Price, or change the State to WA, OR, NV, or CA. Then return to the Preview tab
and click Execute again. Note how the output changes.

10. To prepare for running the Test Procedure:

a. In the TestResponse component, click Active to remove the check.

b. In the Procedure Configuration, click Activate Version. IDX Workbench only runs active Test Procedures.

Integration Procedure Invocation
You can invoke Integration Procedures from other OmniStudio tools such as OmniScripts and Cards. You can also invoke Integration
Procedures from Apex classes, batch jobs, REST APIs, or Salesforce flows.
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Note: A Vlocity Action can't call an Integration Procedure directly. However, a Vlocity Action can call an OmniScript or an Apex
class, each of which can call an Integration Procedure.

Integration Procedure Invocation from Apex

You can invoke an Integration Procedure from Apex code in two ways using the IntegrationProcedureService class
in the Vlocity managed package.

Integration Procedure Unit Testing from Apex

You can set up a test class in Apex and use it to call and test an Integration Procedure. You must mock HTTP Action responses.

Integration Procedure Invocation from REST APIs

You can use either a GET or a POST call to run an Integration Procedure and retrieve the result. The only difference is that a GET call
can't include a JSON request body.

Integration Procedure Invocation from Salesforce Flow

To call an Integration Procedure from a Salesforce Flow, create a Salesforce Flow component by defining a class using the Salesforce
Developer Console, as shown in the following example. Note that the class must have the @InvocableMethod  annotation.

Batch Jobs for Integration Procedures and Vlocity Open Interfaces

The Vlocity batch framework lets you run an Integration Procedure or VlocityOpenInterface on a schedule. Typical use cases are a
recurrent billing cycle or a scan for insurance policies that come up for renewal in the next 60 days. When a job is run, it sends its
input to an Integration Procedure or Apex method that processes the records.

Integration Procedure Invocation from Apex

You can invoke an Integration Procedure from Apex code in two ways using the IntegrationProcedureService class in
the Vlocity managed package.

Integration Procedure Call Example 1

class IntegrationProcedureService {
/*
procedureAPIName - the Type_SubType of Procedure or the OmniScript__c.Id
input - The payload / initial data in the DataJSON for the Procedure
*/
public static Object runIntegrationService(String procedureAPIName, Map<String, Object>
input, Map<String, Object> options);
/*
VlocityOpenInterface2 implementation:
methodName - the Type_SubType of Procedure or the OmniScript__c.Id - procedureAPIName
above
input - The payload / initial data in the DataJSON for the Procedure
output - will return Response in output.put('result', RESPONSE)
*/
public Object invokeMethod(String methodName, Map<String, Object> input, Map<String,
Object> output, Map<String, Object> options);
}

Integration Procedure Call Example 2

/* Initialize variables */
String procedureName = 'Type_SubType';
Map<String, Object> ipInput = new Map<String, Object> ();
Map<String, Object> ipOutput = new Map<String, Object> ();
Map<String, Object> ipOptions = new Map<String, Object> ();
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/* Populating input map for an Integration Procedure.
Follow whatever structure your VIP expects */
String orderId = '80100000000abcd';
ipInput.put('orderId', orderId);

/* Call the IP via runIntegrationService,
and save the output to ipOutput */
ipOutput = (Map<String, Object>)
vlocity_cmt.IntegrationProcedureService.runIntegrationService(procedureName, ipInput,
ipOptions);

System.debug('IP Output: ' + ipOutput);

Integration Procedure Unit Testing from Apex

You can set up a test class in Apex and use it to call and test an Integration Procedure. You must mock HTTP Action responses.

The following is an example unit test of an Integration Procedure:

@isTest(seeAllData=true)
global with sharing class TestVlocityIntergationProcedure
{

static testMethod void testVip()
{

Map<String, Object> response = (Map<String,
Object>)namespace.IntegrationProcedureService.runIntegrationService('Type_Subtype',

new Map<String, Object>{
'AccountName' => 'Vlocity'

}, new Map<String, Object>());
System.assertEquals('joe@vlocity.com', response.get('ContactEmail'));

}
}

Note these features of the example:

• You must use Salesforce's seeAllData  property on the @isTest  annotation. This ensures that the unit test sees the Vlocity
SObject data in the org.

• The method that runs the Integration Procedure is IntegrationProcedureService.runIntegrationService.

• The namespace is vlocity_cmt, vlocity_ins, or vlocity_ps.

• The Type_Subtype parameter specifies the Integration Procedure to test.

Salesforce has specific requirements for testing HTTP callouts. Therefore, HTTP Actions require special handling.

In Fall '19 and later releases, you can set the mock HTTP response of an Integration Procedure using the following Vlocity global method: 

IntegrationProcedureServiceTest.setMockHttpResponse(HttpResponse response)

This is required because when an Integration Procedure runs, the Vlocity Managed Package makes the HTTP callout internally.

The following is an example unit test of an Integration Procedure that includes an HTTP Action:

@isTest(seeAllData=true)
global with sharing class TestVlocityIntergationProcedure
{
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static testMethod void testVipWithHttpCallout()
{

HttpResponse res = new HttpResponse();
res.setHeader('Content-Type', 'application/json');
res.setBody('{"ContactEmail":"joe@vlocity.com"}');
res.setStatusCode(200);

namespace.IntegrationProcedureServiceTest.setMockHttpResponse(res);

Map<String, Object> response = (Map<String,
Object>)namespace.IntegrationProcedureService.runIntegrationService('Type_Subtype',

new Map<String, Object>{
'AccountName' => 'Vlocity'

}, new Map<String, Object>());

System.assertEquals('joe@vlocity.com', response.get('ContactEmail'));
}

}

In Winter '20 and later releases, if an Integration Procedure includes more than one HTTP Action, you can set the mock HTTP responses
using the following Vlocity global method:

IntegrationProcedureServiceTest.setMockHttpResponseByUrlOrActionName()

Using the Element Name of the HTTP Action is often easier. However, for some HTTP Actions, such as one within a Loop Block, you might
have to specify the URL. If you specify the URL, it must be the exact URL you are calling. If it is a NamedCredential, it follows the pattern
callout:NamedCredentialName.

The following is an example unit test of an Integration Procedure that includes two HTTP Actions:

@isTest(seeAllData=true)
global with sharing class TestMockHttpIP
{

static testMethod void testVipWithHttpCallout()
{

HttpResponse res1 = new HttpResponse();
res1.setHeader('Content-Type', 'application/json');

res1.setBody('{"ContactEmail":"joe@vlocity.com"}');
res1.setStatusCode(200);

namespace.IntegrationProcedureServiceTest.setMockHttpResponseByUrlOrActionName('GetContactsHttp',
res1);

HttpResponse res2 = new HttpResponse();
res2.setHeader('Content-Type', 'application/json');

res2.setBody('{"ContactEmail":"joe2@vlocity.com"}');
res2.setStatusCode(200);

namespace.IntegrationProcedureServiceTest.setMockHttpResponseByUrlOrActionName('callout:MyContactInfo2',
res2);

Map<String, Object> response = (Map<String,
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Object>)namespace.IntegrationProcedureService.runIntegrationService('Type_Subtype',
new Map<String, Object>{
'AccountName' => 'Vlocity'
}, new Map<String, Object>());

System.assertEquals('joe@vlocity.com', response.get('ContactEmail'));
System.assertEquals('joe2@vlocity.com', response.get('Action2Response'));

}
}

Integration Procedure Invocation from REST APIs

You can use either a GET or a POST call to run an Integration Procedure and retrieve the result. The only difference is that a GET call can't
include a JSON request body.

For an example, see Invoke a Chainable Integration Procedure with REST Calls.

Note: In JSON, curly braces are literal, but in REST notation, curly braces represent variables.

Integration Procedure Invocation Using GET

To get JSON data for an Integration Procedure, issue a GET call. You can include inline values and query parameters, but you can't
pass in JSON data.

Integration Procedure Invocation Using POST

To post JSON data to an Integration Procedure, issue a POST call. You can also include inline values, query parameters, and a JSON
request body.

Integration Procedure Invocation Using GET

To get JSON data for an Integration Procedure, issue a GET call. You can include inline values and query parameters, but you can't pass
in JSON data.

Use a URL formatted as follows:

/services/apexrest/{namespace}/v1/integrationprocedure/{Type}_{SubType}/

The namespace is omnistudio, vlocity_ins, vlocity_cmt, or vlocity_ps.

Specify the Type and SubType of the Integration Procedure. You can also send HTTP headers as options. All parts of the URL are
case-sensitive.

To pass input data in a GET call, you can specify URL parameters. You can't specify a JSON request body. If you need to specify a JSON
request body, use a POST call instead.

In the following example, an Integration Procedure that creates cases requires a Contact name and returns the Id of the newly created
case. The Contact name is specified in the URL. Note that the HTML code %20  represents the space between the first and last names.

GET

/services/apexrest/vlocity_ins/v1/integrationprocedure/Create_Cases/?Contact=Dennis%20Reynolds

Example Result:

{
"Case": {
"Id": "0036100001HDn3QAAT"
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}
}

There are two ways to pass parameters to the Integration Procedure in the URL:

• Parameter/value pairs

• Inline values in the URL path

The syntax is as follows:

/services/apexrest/{namespace}/v1/integrationprocedure/{Type}_{SubType}/{inlinevalue1}/{inlinevalue2}/?{Param1}={Value1}

For example, the following URL:

/services/apexrest/vlocity_cmt/v1/integrationprocedure/IP_Rest/Apple/Phones/?product=iPhoneX

...sends this input to the Integration Procedure:

{
"options": {
"Path1": "Apple",
"Path2": "Phones",
"product": "iPhoneX",
"isDebug": "true"
}
}

Values passed in the path are added under the options  node, with keys named PathN.

You can also set Integration Procedure options such as chainable  or queueableChainable  using a REST API. For example:

/services/apexrest/vlocity_ins/v1/integrationprocedure/Create_Cases/?chainable=true

Integration Procedure Invocation Using POST

To post JSON data to an Integration Procedure, issue a POST call. You can also include inline values, query parameters, and a JSON request
body.

Use a URL formatted as follows:

/services/apexrest/{namespace}/v1/integrationprocedure/{Type}_{SubType}/

The namespace is omnistudio, vlocity_ins, vlocity_cmt, or vlocity_ps.

Specify the Type and SubType of the Integration Procedure. You can also send HTTP headers as options. All parts of the URL are
case-sensitive.

To pass input data in a POST call, you can specify either a JSON request body or URL parameters.

In the following example, an Integration Procedure that creates cases requires a Contact name and returns the Id of the newly created
case. The Contact name is specified in a JSON request body.

POST

/services/apexrest/vlocity_ins/v1/integrationprocedure/Create_Cases/
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POST JSON Data:

{
"Contact":"Dennis Reynolds"
}

Example Result:

{
"Case": {
"Id": "0036100001HDn3QAAT"
}
}

There are two ways to pass parameters to the Integration Procedure in the URL:

• Parameter/value pairs

• Inline values in the URL path

The syntax is as follows:

/services/apexrest/{namespace}/v1/integrationprocedure/{Type}_{SubType}/{inlinevalue1}/{inlinevalue2}/?{Param1}={Value1}

For example, the following URL:

/services/apexrest/vlocity_cmt/v1/integrationprocedure/IP_Rest/Apple/Phones/?product=iPhoneX

...sends this input to the Integration Procedure:

{
"options": {
"Path1": "Apple",
"Path2": "Phones",
"product": "iPhoneX",
"isDebug": "true"
}
}

Values passed in the path are added under the options  node, with keys named PathN.

You can also set Integration Procedure options such as chainable  or queueableChainable  using a REST API. For example:

/services/apexrest/vlocity_ins/v1/integrationprocedure/Create_Cases/?chainable=true

Integration Procedure Invocation from Salesforce Flow

To call an Integration Procedure from a Salesforce Flow, create a Salesforce Flow component by defining a class using the Salesforce
Developer Console, as shown in the following example. Note that the class must have the @InvocableMethod  annotation.

When calling IntegrationProcedureService.runIntegrationService, be sure to replace the namespace with
omnistudio, vlocity_cmt, vlocity_ins, or vlocity_ps.

global with sharing class IntegrationProcedureInvocable {
@InvocableMethod(label = 'Integration Procedure')
global static List < IntegrationProcedureOutput > runIntegrationServiceInvocable(List <
IntegrationProcedureInput > input) {
System.debug(LoggingLevel.Error, JSON.serialize(input));
IntegrationProcedureOutput result = new IntegrationProcedureOutput();
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result.output = JSON.serialize(
namespace.IntegrationProcedureService.runIntegrationService(
input[0].procedureAPIName,
new Map < String, Object >
{
'Id' => input[0].input
},
new Map < String, Object > ()));

System.debug(LoggingLevel.Error, JSON.serialize(result));
return new List < IntegrationProcedureOutput >
{
result
};

}
global class IntegrationProcedureInput
{
@InvocableVariable(label = 'Procedure Name') global String procedureAPIName;
@InvocableVariable(label = 'Input') global String input;
}
global class IntegrationProcedureOutput
{
@InvocableVariable(label = 'Output') global String output;
}
}

After defining the class, you can use the resulting flow component in the Salesforce Flow Designer to call Integration Procedures. Drag
the component from the list to the flow and set its properties as follows.

General Settings: Set Name and Unique Name to descriptive names for the instance of the component in the flow.

Input Settings

• Procedure Name: Specify the Integration Procedure to be run using this format: Type_SubType (note the underscore).

• Input: For each input variable required by the Integration Procedure, choose Variable and specify the name of the input variable
using the following format: {!variableName}

Output Settings: For each variable that is returned by the Integration Procedure, choose Variable and specify the name of the output
variable using the following format: {!variableName}

Batch Jobs for Integration Procedures and Vlocity Open Interfaces

The Vlocity batch framework lets you run an Integration Procedure or VlocityOpenInterface on a schedule. Typical use cases are a recurrent
billing cycle or a scan for insurance policies that come up for renewal in the next 60 days. When a job is run, it sends its input to an
Integration Procedure or Apex method that processes the records.

The input can be one of the following:

• Null: The Integration Procedure or VlocityOpenInterface finds data using its Actions or methods.

• SOQL query: The result of a static query is the input.

• JSON data with merge fields: The Integration Procedure is called by a business process that has contextual data, such as an OmniScript,
and is queued immediately rather being scheduled.

To define the jobs to be run, you add records to the Vlocity Scheduled Job custom object. To launch scheduled jobs, you can:

• Run the Vlocity batch framework
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• Launch jobs programmatically

• Use a Batch Action in an Integration Procedure

The following sections describe these tasks in detail.

Batch Framework Initialization

The Vlocity batch framework launches the jobs that are defined in the Vlocity Scheduled Job custom object. To start the Vlocity
batch framework, you must execute Apex code, which creates an instance of the framework and invokes its start method.

Programmatic Job Invocation

Use VlocityBatchFramework methods to start scheduled jobs. You can start all jobs, multiple jobs, or a single job. You can
also invoke an Integration Procedure or VlocityOpenInterface as a job.

Vlocity Scheduled Job Fields

To create batch jobs, go to the Vlocity Scheduled Jobs tab. For each job you want to schedule, add a record by clicking New. Then
specify the settings you need in the Vlocity Scheduled Job fields.

Batch Framework Initialization

The Vlocity batch framework launches the jobs that are defined in the Vlocity Scheduled Job custom object. To start the Vlocity batch
framework, you must execute Apex code, which creates an instance of the framework and invokes its start method.

VlocityBatchFramework batchFramework = new VlocityBatchFramework();
batchFramework.startBatchScheduler('<frequency>');

These commands create a CronTrigger (scheduled job) with the name VlocityScheduledJob.

The Frequency  parameter specifies how often the batch framework checks for jobs to launch. To ensure that jobs are executed on
the desired schedule, specify a frequency greater than or equal to that of the highest-frequency job. For example, if you have a job that
is scheduled to run hourly, specify hourly  or 15 minutes  for the batch framework frequency. Note that the timing of job execution
is controlled entirely by the batch framework, and jobs might not be executed at precise intervals.

Programmatic Job Invocation

Use VlocityBatchFramework methods to start scheduled jobs. You can start all jobs, multiple jobs, or a single job. You can
also invoke an Integration Procedure or VlocityOpenInterface as a job.

To start all scheduled jobs immediately, invoke the VlocityBatchFramework.startScheduledJobs()  method using
anonymous Apex, omitting any parameters, as follows:

VlocityBatchFramework.startScheduledJobs();

To start a single scheduled job immediately, invoke the VlocityBatchFramework.startScheduledJob()  method using
anonymous Apex, specifying the ID for the job you want to run. For example:

VlocityBatchFramework.startScheduledJob('a3Zf4000000J81v');

To start multiple scheduled jobs immediately, invoke the VlocityBatchFramework.startScheduledJobs()  method
using anonymous Apex, specifying a list of IDs for the jobs that you want to run. For example:

VlocityBatchFramework.startScheduledJobs(new List<Id>{'a3Zf4000000J81v',
'a3Zf4000000IwIU'});
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The batch framework also enables you to programmatically invoke any Integration Procedure or VlocityOpenInterface as a
job. The methods for starting batch jobs are as follows:

VlocityBatchFramework.startIntegrationProcedureBatch(String integrationProcedureKey,
List<Object> input, new Map<String, Object> options);
VlocityBatchFramework.startOpenInterfaceBatch(String classMethod, List<Object> input, new
Map<String, Object> options);

To start an Integration Procedure job from Apex, issue the following command:

VlocityBatchFramework.startIntegrationProcedureBatch({integration procedure key}, input
list, options map);

For example:

VlocityBatchFramework.startIntegrationProcedureBatch('VlocityBatchFramework_ValidateAccountBillingStreet',
accounts, new Map<String, Object>{'isInputAsList' => true, 'batchSize' => 20});

To start an asynchronous Apex job that runs the invokeMethod of a specified class, issue the following command:

VlocityBatchFramework.startOpenInterfaceBatch({ Class name . method name }, input list,
options map);

For example:

VlocityBatchFramework.startOpenInterfaceBatch('VlocityBatchFrameworkTestOI4.updateStatus',
accounts, new Map<String, Object>{'isInputAsList' => false, 'batchSize' => 20});

To chain scheduled jobs that run Integration Procedures, provide the IDs of the jobs and include a chainable option that is set to true:

startScheduledJobs(new Map<String, Object>{‘vlocityScheduledJobIds’ => new
List<String>{‘JobId’, 'JobId2'}, new Map<String, Object>{'chainable' => true});

For example:

VlocityBatchFramework.startScheduledJobs(new Map<String, Object>{'vlocityScheduledJobIds'
=> new List<String>{'a3Zf4000000T7A1', 'a3Zf4000000T7A6'}}, new Map<String,
Object>{'chainable' => true});

You can specify the following options in the options map when invoking a job programatically. See above for details.

• batchSize

• chainable: Only jobs containing Integration Procedures are chainable.

• isInputAsList

• jobQueue

The following methods enable you to manage job execution programmatically:

• getCurrentBatchJobs(): Returns AsyncApexJobs that are not "Aborted", "Completed", or "Failed".

• abortBatchJobs(): Aborts all AsyncApexJobs named "VlocityBatchFramework".

• getScheduledBatchJob(): Returns a CronTrigger named "VlocityScheduledJob".

• abortScheduledBatchJob(): Tries to abort the CronTrigger named "VlocityScheduledJob".
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Vlocity Scheduled Job Fields

To create batch jobs, go to the Vlocity Scheduled Jobs tab. For each job you want to schedule, add a record by clicking New. Then specify
the settings you need in the Vlocity Scheduled Job fields.

• Name: Give the job a descriptive name.

• Active: Set to true if the job is to be executed when scheduled. To disable execution, set to false.

Note that if an error occurs when the query is executed, the batch framework sets this field to false.

• Batch Size: Specifies the maximum number of records processed by an instance of the job.

For example, if you specify a batch size of 20 and the query returns 100 records, the job is run five times, processing 20 records each
time. Default is 1.

• Data Source Type: Valid values are No Input, Data Input, or Query. Spring '20 and later versions also support List Input.

If the Data Source Type is Query, at least one row must be returned for the job to run.

• Data Source Spec: Specifies the data for the batch job, which must correspond to the Data Source Type:

– No Input: The Integration Procedure or VlocityOpenInterface doesn’t require input data.

– Data Input: The Integration Procedure or VlocityOpenInterface expects JSON data with merge fields. For information
about merge fields, see Access Integration Procedure Data JSON with Merge Fields.

Note that in this case the Integration Procedure or VlocityOpenInterface is placed in the batch queue immediately
after it is called because it is dependent on data from the process that calls it. Therefore the Frequency property is ignored.

– List Input: The Integration Procedure or VlocityOpenInterface expects a list in JSON format. For an example, see Batch
Action for Integration Procedures.

– Query: A query retrieves the data required by the Integration Procedure or VlocityOpenInterface. Example query:

SELECT Id, Name FROM Account WHERE Id IN (%mergeData:Id%) LIMIT 2

• Description: Describes the job.

• Email Address List: Specify a list of comma-separated email addresses that receive emails when Send Email On has a specified
value. If no email has been entered and Send Email On has a specified value, an email is sent to the user that runs the job. Do not
put spaces after the commas that separate the emails. Example email response:

Batches Processed: 1
Number Of Errors: 1
Total Batches: 1
Status: Completed

• Send Email On:

– Error: Sends an email when a batch job error occurs.

– Finish: Sends an email when any batch job finishes regardless of whether an error occurred.

– Success: Sends an email when any batch job finishes successfully.

• Frequency: Required. Specifies how often the job is executed. Valid values are:

– None: Jobs that run as a Next Scheduled Job must have their frequency set to None so that they only run after the initial job
has completed.
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Note: The --None-- and None values are not the same. The --None-- value indicates that the Frequency setting is not
set. The None value specifies that the job is not on a schedule.

– 15 Minutes

– Hourly

– Daily

– Weekly

– Monthly

– Yearly

• Is Input As List: Specifies whether the data from the Query is sent as a list of Maps under a response  node or as an individual
record in a Map. Example input:

– Unchecked:

{"BillingStreet":"1 Market St","Id":"001f400000FPZiQAAX"},{"BillingStreet":"50
Fremont","Id":"001f400000FPZjTAAX"},...}

– Checked:

"records":[{"BillingStreet":"1 Market
St","Id":"001f400000FPZiQAAX"},{"BillingStreet":"50
Fremont","Id":"001f400000FPZjTAAX”}]

Do not check Is Input As List if the Data Source Type is List Input.

• Job Queue: Select High, Medium, Low, or None (default). This setting is used to group jobs for execution. Jobs with the same
priority are launched together. To optimize performance, minimize the number of high priority jobs.

• Next Scheduled Job: Enter the name of a different scheduled job that will run as a child of the initial scheduled job, but in a separate
transaction, once the initial scheduled job finishes.

Note: The scheduled job that runs as a child of the initial scheduled job must have its Frequency set to None so that it only
runs after the initial job has completed.

• Process Name: The process to run. For Integration Procedures, specify Type_Subtype. For a VlocityOpenInterface,
specify ClassName.MethodName.

• Process Type: Specify either Integration Procedure or Vlocity Open Interface.

• Wrap Up Process Name: Enter the name of a different process that will run as a child of the initial process, in the same transaction,
once the initial process finishes. In the underlying code, this runs in the finish() method of the framework. For Integration
Procedures, specify Type_Subtype. For a VlocityOpenInterface, specify ClassName.MethodName.

• Wrap Up Process Type: Specify either Integration Procedure or Vlocity Open Interface.

A Configured Job

The screenshot below shows an example of a record that defines a scheduled job.
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The following fields are used by the job scheduler:

• Apex Job ID: Unique identifier for internal use. Do not edit.

• Global Key: Unique identifier for internal use. Do not edit.

• Last Run DateTime: Last time the job was executed.

• Last Run Error Message: If the query fails, contains the full SOQL exception.

• Next Run DateTime: Next scheduled run. Maintained by the batch framework; can be edited to specify the next time the job is to
be run.

Error Handling

If the Data Source Type or Frequency is not set, or if the Data Source Spec format is incorrect, then the Active checkbox is unchecked
(set to false) and the Last Run Error Message field contains an error message describing what went wrong.

Configuration and SOQL query errors are returned in the Last Run Error Message field. The batch framework does not catch or report
errors that occur in the Integration Procedure or Apex method invoked. If an error is caught, Last Run DateTime and Next Run DateTime
are not updated.

Settings for Long-Running Integration Procedures
You can use chainable and queueable chainable settings to avoid hitting Salesforce governor limits when invoking long-running
Integration Procedures. You can also chain on one or more specific long-running steps.

Beginning with Vlocity Insurance and Vlocity Health Summer 2018, by default, all the actions in an Integration Procedure run in a single
transaction. If the transaction exceeds a Salesforce governor limit, Salesforce ends the transaction and the Integration Procedure fails.
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You can’t set a limit that exceeds the maximum imposed by Salesforce. For details about governor limits, see the relevant Salesforce
topic.

To mitigate this problem, use settings at both these levels:

• Enable chaining from the OmniScript or parent Integration Procedure action that calls the long-running Integration Procedure.

• Optionally set limits that trigger chaining in the long-running Integration Procedure itself using the settings described here.

When an Integration Procedure with chaining enabled exceeds a governor limit, step results are saved and the step continues in a
separate transaction. Because the step runs in its own transaction, it doesn’t contend for resources with other steps in the Integration
Procedure, so it's less likely to hit governor limits.

Breaking the Integration Procedure execution into chunks and saving interim results can reduce performance. Therefore, to maximize
performance, steps are chained only when they hit governor limits. If no limits are exceeded, all the steps in the Integration Procedure
run in a single transaction.

In Summer '19 and later releases, you can increase Salesforce governor limits by allowing a chainable step to start a queueable job, which
runs as an Async Apex Job. These jobs have higher CPU, SOQL, and Heap size limits than regular transactions do. However, though
starting a queueable job helps to ensure that governor limits aren't exceeded, it can reduce performance.

For Developer Edition and Trial orgs, the maximum stack depth for chained jobs is 5, which means that you can chain jobs four times.
This limit of 5 includes the initial parent queueable job. See Queueable Apex in Salesforce Help.

For an example, see Invoke a Chainable Integration Procedure with REST Calls.

Chainable and Queueable Chainable Settings

To configure limits below the Salesforce defaults, edit the Chainable Configuration and Queueable Chainable Limits settings in the
Integration Procedure's Procedure Configuration section. To disable checking for a limit, leave it blank. If you disable checking for a
limit and a step exceeds the Salesforce limit, the Integration Procedure fails.

Chainable settings are as follows:

• Chainable Queries Limit: Maximum number of SOQL queries that can be issued. The default maximum is 100.

• Chainable DML Statements Limit: Maximum number of Data Manipulation Language (DML) statements that can be issued. The
default maximum is 150.

• Chainable CPU Limit: Maximum CPU time on the Salesforce servers. Default maximum is 10,000 milliseconds.

• Chainable Heap Size Limit: Memory used to store data during transaction processing. The default maximum is 6 MB.

• Chainable DML Rows Limit: Maximum number of records that can be processed as a result of DML statements, Approval.process,
or database.emptyRecycleBin. Default maximum is 10,000.

• Chainable Query Rows Limit: Maximum number of rows that a SOQL query is permitted to retrieve. The default maximum is
50,000.

• Chainable SOSL Queries Limit: Maximum number of SOSL queries that can be issued. Default maximum is 20.

• Chainable Actual Time: Number of seconds an Integration Procedure can run before chaining occurs to avoid reaching the Salesforce
Concurrent Request Limit. No default.

Note: Chainable Queries Limit, Chainable Query Rows Limit, and Chainable SOSL Queries Limit work within a managed
package but not outside of it. For example, if a Remote Action runs queries outside the package, these queries don't count toward
the limits.

Queueable Chainable settings, available in Summer '19 and later releases, are as follows:
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• Queueable Chainable Heap Size Limit: Memory used to store data during transaction processing. The default maximum is 12
MB.

• Queueable Chainable CPU Limit: Maximum CPU time on the Salesforce servers. The default maximum is 60,000 milliseconds.

• Queueable Chainable Queries Limit: Maximum number of SOQL queries that can be issued. Default maximum is 200.

Queueable Chainable settings override their Chainable equivalents if both are set.

How to Call a Chainable or Queueable Chainable Integration Procedure

To enable chaining for an Integration Procedure that is called from an OmniScript, open the Integration Procedure action that calls the
Integration Procedure and check the Chainable checkbox. To enable chainable steps to start queueable jobs, also check the Queueable
checkbox. See Integration Procedure Action.

If you’re calling an Integration Procedure from a REST API, you can set the chainable  or queueableChainable  option to
true. See Invoke a Chainable Integration Procedure with REST Calls.

A parent Integration Procedure can disable the Chainable settings of a child Integration Procedure that it calls. See Integration Procedure
Action for Integration Procedures.

The Chain on Step Setting

To enable chaining for a particular long-running step in an Integration Procedure, check its Chain On Step setting. When the Integration
Procedure is called with chaining enabled, and a limit is reached, the step runs in its own transaction.

Chain On Step isn’t required for chaining to occur. If no step has Chain On Step applied, chaining occurs when the Integration
Procedure's resource use approaches governor limits or a chainable or queueable chainable setting.

If your Integration Procedure has a DataRaptor Post action followed by an HTTP action, enable Chain On Step for the DataRaptor Post
action to avoid the following Salesforce error: You have uncommitted work pending. Commit or rollback
before calling out.

Chainable and Queueable Chainable Settings in Preview

To enable the Chainable or Queueable Chainable settings when testing an Integration Procedure using the Preview tab, expand the
Options pane and set one or more of these options:

• chainable: If true, enables the Chainable settings for testing.

• queueableChainable: If true, enables the Queueable Chainable settings for testing.

• useQueueableApexRemoting: If true, limits the amount of time the Apex CPU runs by starting a queueable job with no
chaining.

The Action Message Property in the Calling OmniScript

To view the progress of a chained Integration Procedure when debugging the OminScript that calls it, set the Action Message property
of the chained steps in the Integration Procedure. The text you enter in the Action Message field can be viewed in the Debug pane of
the OmniScript Designer, as shown in the following figure.
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JavaScript Code to Call Chainable Integration Procedures

OmniScripts and parent Integration Procedures that call chainable Integration Procedures handle the transactions automatically. However,
if you call a chainable Integration Procedure from a Lightning Web Component, you must include code that handles the intermediate
responses.

To see what the intermediate responses look like, see Invoke a Chainable Integration Procedure with REST Calls.

Here’s a way to structure JavaScript code to handle these responses:

function runChainable(options) {
options.isDebug = vm.isDebug;
remoteActions.testIntegrationProcedure(ipId, inputData, options).then(function(response)

{
responseHandler(response);

});
}

function responseHandler(response) {
if (typeof(response) === 'string') {

response = JSON.parse(response);
}
if (response &&

response.vlcIPData &&
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response.vlcStatus === 'InProgress') {
runChainable(response);

} else {
// handle IP response

}
}

Invoke a Chainable Integration Procedure with REST Calls

A chainable Integration Procedure is split into multiple transactions to avoid hitting Salesforce governor limits. Using a REST API is
the easiest way to see the partial responses each transaction returns before the Integration Procedure completes.

Invoke a Chainable Integration Procedure with REST Calls

A chainable Integration Procedure is split into multiple transactions to avoid hitting Salesforce governor limits. Using a REST API is the
easiest way to see the partial responses each transaction returns before the Integration Procedure completes.

Before You Begin

1. To ensure you can use curl commands on your computer, in a terminal window, type curl -help. If curl is available, you
see a long list of curl options.

2. Determine the namespace that Integration Procedures in your org use, either omnistudio, vlocity_ins, vlocity_cmt,
or vlocity_ps.

3. Create this Integration Procedure example or import its DataPack: Create a Try-Catch Block Example with a Formula.

4. Get the session ID for your current login to your org. See Set Up Authorization in Salesforce's REST API Developer Guide.

1. Open the Integration Procedure example in your org. If you imported the DataPack, it's listed under Documentation/IPTryCatch2
or Documentation/IPTryCatchF2.

2. In the Preview tab, try different Name input parameter values until you find one that returns more than one record but not many.
An ideal Name value returns two names.

3. In the Procedure Configuration, click Deactivate Version if the Integration Procedure is active so you can edit it. Set the Chainable
Query Rows Limit to a value low enough to cause chaining.

For example, if the Name value in the previous step returns two records, a Chainable Query Rows Limit value of 1 results in two
transactions. If the Name value in the previous step returns six records, a Chainable Query Rows Limit value of 2 results in three
transactions.

4. Go to the DataRaptorExtractAction1 component and check its Chain on Step property.

5. Go back to the Procedure Configuration and click Activate Version.

6. In a terminal window, enter a curl command in this format, all on one line:

curl -X POST -H 'Authorization: Bearer session_id' -H 'Content-Type: application/json'
-H 'chainable:true' --data-raw '{"Name":"Name"}'
https://ap1.salesforce.com/services/apexrest/namespace/v1/integrationprocedure/Type_SubType
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For example, if the Name is Jones, the namespace is vlocity_ins, the Type is Documentation, and the SubType is
IPTryCatchF2, your curl command looks like this:

curl -X POST -H 'Authorization: Bearer 00Dnn000000nnnn!ARUAQLt ... QqodNY3' -H
'Content-Type: application/json' -H 'chainable:true' --data-raw '{"Name":"Jones"}'
https://ap1.salesforce.com/services/apexrest/vlocity_ins/v1/integrationprocedure/Documentation_IPTryCatchF2

A session ID is a very long String. In this example, the session ID is truncated for clarity.

Tip: You can assemble the curl command in a text editor and copy it into the terminal window.

7. Examine the response. It looks like this:

{
"vlcUseQueueableApexRemoting": false,
"vlcMessage": null,
"vlcIPData": "dc3e1986-2f7c-0871-e968-28eb63e11820",
"vlcStatus": "InProgress"

}

Note: Integration Procedure Preview handles chaining automatically, so you never see this type of response.

8. Add a header for the vlcIPData  to the curl command and enter it. For example:

curl -X POST -H 'Authorization: Bearer 00Dnn000000nnnn!ARUAQLt ... QqodNY3' -H
'Content-Type: application/json' -H 'chainable:true' --data-raw '{"Name":"Jones"}' -H
'vlcIPData:dc3e1986-2f7c-0871-e968-28eb63e11820'
https://ap1.salesforce.com/services/apexrest/vlocity_ins/v1/integrationprocedure/Documentation_IPTryCatchF2

9. Examine the response. If it contains another vlcIPData  value, repeat the previous step with the new vlcIPData  value. Keep
repeating with each new vlcIPData  value until the response looks like this:

{
"response": {},
"ResponseAction1Status": true,
"Name": "Jones",
"options": {
"Accept": "*/*",
"X-B3-SpanId": "ee09609f22d890e1",
"CipherSuite": "ECDHE-RSA-AES256-GCM-SHA384 TLSv1.2 256-bits",
"User-Agent": "curl/7.64.1",
"X-B3-Sampled": "0",
"Host": "ap1.salesforce.com",
"X-B3-TraceId": "ee09609f22d890e1",
"chainable": "true",
"X-Salesforce-SIP": "42.42.42.42",
"Content-Type": "application/json"

},
"DataRaptorExtractAction1Status": true,
"DataRaptorExtractAction1": [
{
"ContactName": "John Jones"

},
{
"ContactName": "June Jones"
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}
],
"TryCatchBlock1Status": true,
"TryCatchBlock1": null

}

This response is an example of what you get when the Integration Procedure is complete.

Continuation in Long-Running Calls
To support long-running calls, Salesforce provides Apex Continuations. If your OmniScript calls a long-running Integration Procedure or
Apex class, you can enable continuation. If your FlexCard calls a long-running Integration Procedure that has an HTTP action or a Remote
Action, you can enable continuation.

Note:  Beginning Winter ‘23, FlexCards supports long-running calls from an Integration Procedure that have an HTTP Action or a
Remote Action.

For OmniScripts that call long-running Integration Procedures, check the Use Continuation setting in the Integration Procedure Action.

For OmniScripts that call Apex classes using Remote Actions, you have two options:

• Make a Long-Running Remote Call Using VlocityContinuationIntegration — This approach is older, still supported but deprecated.

• Make a Long-Running Remote Call Using OmniStudio.OmniContinuation — This approach, available in Summer '21 or later, is
recommended because it's namespace-independent.

Make a Long-Running Remote Call Using VlocityContinuationIntegration

To support long-running remote calls, Vlocity supports the use of the Salesforce Continuation object. The
VlocityOpenInterface2 interface and VlocityContinuationIntegration class support normal Remote
Calls and Remote Calls that use the Continuation Object. For the new Apex classes, don’t use VlocityOpenInterface.

Make a Long-Running Remote Call Using OmniStudio.OmniContinuation

To support long-running remote calls, Vlocity supports the use of the Salesforce Continuation object.

Make a Long-Running Remote Call Using VlocityContinuationIntegration

To support long-running remote calls, Vlocity supports the use of the Salesforce Continuation object. The VlocityOpenInterface2
interface and VlocityContinuationIntegration class support normal Remote Calls and Remote Calls that use the
Continuation Object. For the new Apex classes, don’t use VlocityOpenInterface.

For more information on the SFDC Continuation object, see the following Salesforce documentation:

• Process for Using Asynchronous Callouts

• Apex Continuations: Asynchronous Callouts from Visualforce Pages

To make a remote call using the Salesforce Continuation object and extending the VlocityContinuationIntegration
class:

1. Create an Apex class that extends the VlocityContinuationIntegration class.

This class implements VlocityOpenInterface2.

2. Implement the callback method in the invokeMethod. For more information, refer to the sample class at the end of this topic.
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3. For the method that returns the Continuation Object, call the method VlocitySetAsyncCallbackState before the
return.

con.continuationMethod = 'customcallback'; // implemented in invokeMethod
VlocitySetAsyncCallbackState(con, con.addHttpRequest(req), options);

4. For the last callback method in the chain that returns the response back to OmniScript, use the following code to get the state of
the Continuation Object and system labels.

Object state = inputMap.get('vlcContinuationCallbackState');
Object labels = inputMap.get('vlcContinuationCallbackLabels');

5. The 'state' Object returned from inputMap.get('vlcContinuationCallbackState')  must be a Map<String,
Object>  with contents that can’t be directly cast using
(CustomApexWrapperClass)inputMap.get('vlcContinuationCallbackState'). Instead, the returned
object must be serialized to JSON and then deserialized and cast to its correct class. For example:

CustomApexWrapperClass wrap =
(CustomApexWrapperClass)JSON.deserialize(JSON.serialize(state),
CustomApexWrapperClass.class);

This approach permits any data written to the VlocitySetAsyncCallbackState to be retained and used as its custom
Apex class.

Sample Class VlocityContinuationIntegrationTest.cls

// Sample Apex class for making Remote Call in OmniScript
// (1) Create a custom Apex class which extends VlocityContinuationIntegration, for a

Vlocity managed package,
// need to include the Namespace prefix - NS.VlocityContinuationIntegration

// (2) implement invokeMethod, return type is Object (a) in the Continuation Object
case, return Continuation Object

// (b) in the normal case, you can return Boolean
global with sharing class VlocityContinuationIntegrationTest extends

VlocityContinuationIntegration
{

global override Object invokeMethod(String methodName, Map<String, Object> inputMap,
Map<String, Object> outMap, Map<String, Object> options)

{
Boolean result = true;

try
{

// the custom methods can have any customized signature, but
// PLEASE MAKE USRE YOU ALWAYS PASS IN options

if(methodName.equals('Continuation1'))
{

// this returns Continuation Object
return Continuation1(10, inputMap, outMap, options);

}
else if(methodName.equals('Continuation2'))

{
return Continuation2(8, options);

}
else if(methodName.equals('customcallback'))

{
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customcallback(inputMap, outMap, options);
}

// other methods to handle normal Remote Call
else
{

result = false;
}

}
catch(System.Exception e)

{
// System.log ...
result = false;

}
return result;

}
// You can have other parameters as well, but make sure you always pass in Map<String,

Object> options
private Object Continuation1(Integer count, Map<String, Object> inputMap, Map<String,

Object> outMap, Map<String, Object> options)
{

// THIS IS A SAMPLE TO CALL HEROKU NODE SERVICE
// Make an HTTPRequest as we normally would

// Remember to configure a Remote Site Setting for the service!
String url = 'https://node-count.herokuapp.com/'+count;

>HttpRequest req = new HttpRequest();
req.setMethod('GET');
req.setEndpoint(url);

// Create a Continuation for the HTTPRequest
Continuation con = new Continuation(60);

//
// Please set up callback method here

// (1) Include this callback method in the above invokeMethod, refer to
// else if(methodName.equals('Continuation2'))

// (2) methodName is CASE SENSITIVE
con.continuationMethod = 'Continuation2';
// The following method MUST BE CALLED

// params:
// (1) first parameter = Continuation Object

// (2) second parameter = WHATEVER YOU WANT TO SET THE state parameter of the
CONTINUAION Object

//
https://developer.salesforce.com/docs/atlas.en-us.apexcode.meta/apexcode/apex_continuation_process.htm

// (3) third parameter = options
// what it does:

// restructure the state property of the Continuation Object to be passed to the next
Callback

// con.state is a Map, which contains:
// (a) vlcContinuationCallbackState - the state you want to set, in this example,

con.addHttpRequest(req)
// (b) vlcContinuationCallbackLabels - labels, refer to

//
https://developer.salesforce.com/docs/atlas.en-us.apexcode.meta/apexcode/apex_continuation_process.htm
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VlocitySetAsyncCallbackState(con, con.addHttpRequest(req), options);
// Return it to the system for processing

return con;
}

// callback for the first Continuation
// Returns Continuation Object

// This is to show you how to serialize multiple long running remote calls
private Object Continuation2(Integer count, Map<String, Object> options)

{
// EXAMPLE

// Make an HTTPRequest as we normally would
// Remember to configure a Remote Site Setting for the service!

String url = 'https://node-count.herokuapp.com/'+count;
HttpRequest req = new HttpRequest();

req.setMethod('GET');
req.setEndpoint(url);

// Create a Continuation for the HTTPRequest
Continuation con = new Continuation(60);

// (1) This callback method should be included in the above invokeMethod, refer to
above

// else if(methodName.equals('customcallback'))
con.continuationMethod = 'customcallback';
// The following line has to be called

VlocitySetAsyncCallbackState(con, con.addHttpRequest(req), options);
// Return it to the system for processing

return con;
}

// Last callback method
// This does NOT return Continuation Object

// This will return the response back to OmniScript, therefore need to set outMap
private Object customcallback(Map<String, Object> inputMap, Map<String, Object> outMap,

Map<String, Object> options)
{

// This is how you access the state and labels passed by the Continuation Object
Object state = inputMap.get('vlcContinuationCallbackState');
Object labels = inputMap.get('vlcContinuationCallbackLabels');

// EXAMPLE
HttpResponse response = Continuation.getResponse((String)state);

Integer statusCode = response.getStatusCode();
if (statusCode >= 2000)

{
// System.log ...

}
// This goes back to OmniScript

outMap.put('continuousResp', response.getBody());
return null;

}
}

Make a Long-Running Remote Call Using OmniStudio.OmniContinuation

To support long-running remote calls, Vlocity supports the use of the Salesforce Continuation object.
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Note:  Beginning Winter ‘23, FlexCards supports long-running calls from an Integration Procedure that has an HTTP Action or a
Remote Action.

For details about the SFDC Continuation object and the Callable interface, see the following Salesforce documentation:

• Process for Using Asynchronous Callouts

• Apex Continuations: Asynchronous Callouts from Visualforce Pages

• Callable Interface

To make a remote call using the OmniContinuation object and implementing the Callable interface:

1. Create an Apex class that implements the Callable interface.

2. Implement the callback method in the invokeMethod. See the private Object invokeMethod  code in the example.

3. For the method that returns the OmniContinuation Object, call the OmniStudio.OmniContinuation constructor.

OmniStudio.OmniContinuation con = new OmniStudio.OmniContinuation(120);
con.ContinuationMethod = 'customCallback';

4. For the last callback method in the chain that returns the response back to the FlexCard or OmniScript, use the following code to
get the state of the OmniContinuation Object and system labels.

Object state = inputMap.get('vlcContinuationCallbackState');
Object labels = inputMap.get('vlcContinuationCallbackLabels');

5. Use the OmniStudio.OmniContinuation.getResponse method to retrieve the response.

Sample Class OmniContinuationTest.cls

global with sharing class RemoteActionCallableOmniContinuation implements Callable
{

// Dispatch actual methods
public Object call(String action, Map<String, Object> args) {

Map<String, Object> input = (Map<String, Object>)args.get('input');
Map<String, Object> output = (Map<String, Object>)args.get('output');
Map<String, Object> options = (Map<String, Object>)args.get('options');

return invokeMethod(action, input, output, options);
}

private Object invokeMethod(String methodName, Map<String, Object> inputMap,
Map<String, Object> outMap, Map<String, Object> options)

{
Boolean result = true;

try
{

// the custom methods can have any customized signature, but
// PLEASE MAKE USRE YOU ALWAYS PASS IN options

if(methodName.equals('populateElements'))
{

// this returns Continuation Object
return populateElements(5, inputMap, outMap, options);

}
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else if(methodName.equals('continuation2'))
{

return continuation2(8, inputMap, options);
}

else if(methodName.equals('customCallback'))
{

customCallback(inputMap, outMap, options);
}

else
{

result = false;
}
}

catch(System.Exception e)
{

result = false;
}

//outMap.put('nothing', methodName);

return result;
}

// You can have other parameters as well, but make sure you always pass in Map<String,
Object> options

private Object populateElements(Integer count, Map<String, Object> inputMap,
Map<String, Object> outMap, Map<String, Object> options)

{
// THIS IS A SAMPLE TO CALL HEROKU NODE SERVICE

//
// Make an HTTPRequest as we normally would

// Remember to configure a Remote Site Setting for the service!
String url = 'https://node-count.herokuapp.com/'+count;

HttpRequest req = new HttpRequest();
req.setMethod('GET');

req.setEndpoint(url);

// Create a Continuation for the HTTPRequest
OmniStudio.OmniContinuation con = new OmniStudio.OmniContinuation(60);

con.ContinuationMethod = 'continuation2';

// Create the state
Map<string, Object> stateAsMap = new Map<String, Object>();

String label = con.addHttpRequest(req);
stateAsMap.put('label', label);

// Store the state
con.state = stateAsMap;

options.put('continuationState', label);
options.put('continuationCallback', 'continuation2');

// Return it to the system for processing
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return con;
}

// callback for the first Continuation
// this again returns Continuation Object

// This is to show you how to serialize multiple long running remote calls
private Object continuation2(Integer count, Map<String, Object> inputMap, Map<String,

Object> options)
{

String url = 'https://node-count.herokuapp.com/'+count;
HttpRequest req = new HttpRequest();

req.setMethod('GET');
req.setEndpoint(url);

// Create a OmniContinuationTest for the HTTPRequest
OmniStudio.OmniContinuation con = new OmniStudio.OmniContinuation(120);

con.ContinuationMethod = 'customCallback';

// Create the state
Map<string, Object> stateAsMap = new Map<String, Object>();

String label = con.addHttpRequest(req);
stateAsMap.put('label', label);

stateAsMap.put('populateElements-label',
inputMap.get('vlcContinuationCallbackState'));

// Save the state
con.state = stateAsMap;

options.put('continuationState', label);
options.put('continuationCallback', 'customCallback');

// Return it to the system for processing
return con;

}

// Last callback method
// This does NOT return Continuation Object

// This will return the response back to the FlexCard or OmniScript, therefore need
to set outMap

private Object customCallback(Map<String, Object> inputMap, Map<String, Object>
outMap, Map<String, Object> options)

{
// This is how you access the state and labels passed by the Continuation Object

Object state = inputMap.get('vlcContinuationCallbackState');
Object labels = inputMap.get('vlcContinuationCallbackLabels');

Map<String, Object> stateAsMap = (Map<String, Object>) state;

// EXAMPLE
HttpResponse response =

OmniStudio.OmniContinuation.getResponse((String)stateAsMap.get('label'));
Integer statusCode = response.getStatusCode();
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if (statusCode >= 2000)
{

// System.log ...
}

// This goes back to the FlexCard or OmniScript
outMap.put('responseFromCallableOmniContinuation', 'Response using

OmniContinuationWrapperPtc (Using Callable): ' + response.getBody());

return null;
}

}

Security for DataRaptors and Integration Procedures
You can control access to DataRaptors and Integration Procedures using settings that reference Sharing Settings and Sharing Sets or
Profiles and Permission Sets.

Important: Beginning with the Winter '20 Salesforce release, Guest Users, also called anonymous users, cannot access any
records by default. Criteria-based Sharing Rules grant them read-only access. This affects all Salesforce orgs. For details, see Guest
User Record Access Development Best Practices.

Vlocity allows guest users to create and update the records to which Sharing Rules grant access. No additional configuration is
necessary for this expanded access.

Prior to the Summer '19 release, you might have used Salesforce Sharing Settings to secure access to DataRaptors and Integration
Procedures. This approach is still supported. If you use caching, you must set CheckCachedMetadataRecordSecurity  to
true as described here.

Beginning with Summer '19, you can allow access to a DataRaptor or Integration Procedure based on the Custom Permissions enabled
in a user's Salesforce Profiles or Permission Sets. An Apex class added to your Salesforce Org allows the Vlocity Managed Package to
check user Custom Permissions. The custom settings described here are related to this approach. Vlocity recommends using Custom
Permissions in Profiles or Permission Sets for ease of use and better performance.

For Salesforce access basics, see Control Who Sees What, Who Sees What — Overview Video, and Salesforce Data Security Model —
Explained Visually. For Vlocity-specific information about Profiles, see Overview of Profiles and Security for Vlocity

Sharing Settings, Sharing Sets, Profiles, and Permission Sets control access to DataRaptors and Integration Procedures as object records.
To enforce field-level security in the data that DataRaptors access, go to the DataRaptor's Options tab and select Check Field Level
Security.

Important: A user's access to a DataRaptor or Integration Procedure includes more than the ability to run it directly. Access also
applies if an application the user is using calls the DataRaptor or Integration Procedure.

If a user has access to a parent Integration Procedure, the parent can invoke child Integration Procedures and DataRaptors to which
the user doesn’t have direct access.

Configure DataRaptor and Integration Procedure Security Settings (Vlocity)

You can change settings for DataRaptor and Integration Procedure security in Setup.

DataRaptor and Integration Procedure Security Settings

These settings affect DataRaptor and Integration Procedure security.
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Syntax of the Required Permission Property

DataRaptors and Integration Procedures have a Required Permission property, which determines who has runtime access. You can
specify roles, profiles, permission sets, custom permissions, or any combination. If Required Permission is blank, any user can run the
DataRaptor or Integration Procedure unless the DefaultRequiredPermission property is set.

Implement the VlocityRequiredPermissionCheck Class

For the DefaultRequiredPermission  setting to work, you must implement the
VlocityRequiredPermissionCheck class manually because Salesforce handles classes in managed and unmanaged
packages differently. This class doesn't work properly if it's included in the Vlocity managed package.

Configure DataRaptor and Integration Procedure Security Settings (Vlocity)

You can change settings for DataRaptor and Integration Procedure security in Setup.

These steps apply if you use OmniStudio for Vlocity.

1. Go to Setup.

• In Lightning Experience, click the gear icon and select Setup from the menu.

• In Salesforce Classic, click the user menu and select Setup from the menu.

2. In the Quick Find field, enter Custom Settings.

3. Click Custom Settings.

4. Click the letter G in the index across the top.

5. To the left of General Settings, click Manage.
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6. Click New.

7. Enter a Name and a Value.

8. Click Save.
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DataRaptor and Integration Procedure Security Settings

These settings affect DataRaptor and Integration Procedure security.

Default ValueData TypeDescriptionSetting

(none)StringSpecifies the default value for
the Required

DefaultRequiredPermission

Permission  setting, which
determines which users can run
DataRaptors and Integration
Procedures.

The Required
Permission  setting, which
you can optionally specify when
creating a DataRaptor or
Integration Procedure, overrides
this setting.

If this setting is absent or blank,
all users can run any DataRaptors
or Integration Procedures that
don't have Required
Permission  values.

The syntax for this setting
matches the Required
Permission  syntax. See
Syntax of the Required
Permission Property.

For this setting to work in
OmniStudio releases before
Spring '22 and in all OmniStudio
for Vlocity releases, the
VlocityRequiredPermissionCheck
class must be implemented.

FalseTrue or FalseBy default, cached data is not
secured when you use

CheckCachedMetadataRecordSecurity

Salesforce Sharing Settings or
Sharing Sets to secure access. If
True, this setting performs a
record-level security check for
cached data. This check lessens
the performance benefit of
metadata caching slightly. This
setting isn't needed if you use
Custom Permissions to secure
access.
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Syntax of the Required Permission Property

DataRaptors and Integration Procedures have a Required Permission property, which determines who has runtime access. You can
specify roles, profiles, permission sets, custom permissions, or any combination. If Required Permission is blank, any user can run the
DataRaptor or Integration Procedure unless the DefaultRequiredPermission property is set.

When an Integration Procedure calls a DataRaptor or another Integration Procedure, the Required Permission setting of the calling
Integration Procedure takes precedence. It overrides the Required Permission setting of the called DataRaptor or Integration Procedure.

Note: In Winter '22 and earlier releases of OmniStudio, you can only specify a comma-separated list of custom permission names.
For backward compatibility, this simpler syntax is still supported if you only need to specify custom permissions.

OmniStudio for Vlocity only supports a comma-separated list of custom permission names. If you aren't sure whether you have
OmniStudio or OmniStudio for Vlocity, see Differences Between OmniStudio and OmniStudio for Vlocity .

The syntax of the Required Permission property is:

prefix:name,prefix:name, ...

The prefix can be Role, Profile, PermSet, or CustomPerm. The name is the name of a role, profile, permission set or permission
set group, or custom permission. For example, here’s a Required Permission value that includes two roles and one permission set group:

Role:Architect,Role:Developer,PermSet:OmniStudio Admin Group

Implement the VlocityRequiredPermissionCheck Class

For the DefaultRequiredPermission  setting to work, you must implement the VlocityRequiredPermissionCheck
class manually because Salesforce handles classes in managed and unmanaged packages differently. This class doesn't work properly
if it's included in the Vlocity managed package.

Note: If you're using OmniStudio rather than OmniStudio for Vlocity, and your version is Spring '22 or greater, you don't have to
implement this class. If you aren't sure whether you're using OmniStudio or OmniStudio for Vlocity, see Differences Between
OmniStudio and OmniStudio for Vlocity .

For DefaultRequiredPermission  details, see DataRaptor and Integration Procedure Security Settings.

1. From Setup, in the Quick Find box, type apex.

2. Click Apex Classes.

3. Click New.
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4. Enter the following Apex code in the Apex Class tab:

global class VlocityRequiredPermissionCheck implements Callable
{

global Boolean call(String action, Map<String, Object> args)
{

if (action == 'checkPermission')
{

return checkPermission((String)args.get('requiredPermission'));
}
return false;

}

private Boolean checkPermission(String requiredPermission)
{

Boolean hasCustomPermission = false;
List<String> customPermissionsName = requiredPermission.split(',');
for (String permissionName : customPermissionsName)
{

Boolean hasPermission =
FeatureManagement.checkPermission(permissionName.normalizeSpace());

if (hasPermission == true)
{

hasCustomPermission = true;
break;

}
}
return hasCustomPermission;

}
}

5. Click Save.

Add Integration Procedure Components to an Upgraded Org
To use new components after upgrading an org, add Integration Procedure components to the OmniScript Element Type picklist. This
article describes the process of adding components and provides a list of the added components by release.

To add a new Integration Procedure component:

1. Click Setup.

2. In the Quick Find/Search box enter Object, and click Object Manager.

3. Click Vlocity OmniScript Element.

4. Click Fields & Relationships.

5. Click the Type Picklist field.

6. Scroll down to the Values section, and click New.
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7. Enter the new Element name to the picklist, and click Save.

New Integration Procedure Components by Release
New Integration Procedure components are listed by the release in which they were introduced, with links to the Release Notes.

ElementPackage Version

Assert ActionVlocity Insurance Summer '20 Release Notes

Chatter ActionVlocity Insurance Spring '20 Release Notes

DataRaptor Turbo ActionVlocity Insurance Spring '20 Release Notes

Batch ActionVlocity Health Summer '19 Release Notes, Vlocity Insurance Summer
'19 Release Notes, Salesforce Industries Communications, Media,
and Energy Fall '19

Cache BlockVlocity Health Summer '19 Release Notes, Vlocity Insurance Summer
'19 Release Notes, Salesforce Industries Communications, Media,
and Energy Fall '19

Try Catch BlockVlocity Health Summer '19 Release Notes, Vlocity Insurance Summer
'19 Release Notes, Salesforce Industries Communications, Media,
and Energy Fall '19
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ElementPackage Version

Loop BlockVlocity Insurance and Vlocity Health Spring '19 Release Notes,
Salesforce Industries Communications, Media, and Energy Summer
'19

Conditional BlockVlocity Insurance and Health Insurance Summer 2018

Vlocity Communications, Media, and Energy Fall 2018

OmniFormVlocity Insurance and Health Insurance Spring 2018

Delete ActionVlocity Communications, Media, and Energy Summer 2018

Intelligence ActionWinter 2018

List Action

DataRaptor Transform ActionSummer 2018

Matrix ActionSummer 2017

Integration Procedure Action

Response Action

Email ActionVersion 14

Calculation Procedures and Matrices
A calculation procedure is a series of calculations performed on matrix lookups and user-defined variables and constants. A calculation
matrix is a table that looks up information using multiple input dimensions and returns the corresponding output value.
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Calculation Procedures and Matrices

Calculation procedures and matrices can automate the creation of complex quotes. Together these can guide a customer or agent
through a series of questions, pull data from various sources, and present one or more customized quotes or eligibility determinations.
These can be quotes or eligibility determinations for:

• An individual health insurance plan via a website to a customer

• A term life quote via an agent

• A volume discount on an order

• A permit or application fee

• A person applying for benefits or services

Calculation procedures and matrices accept input from a Salesforce form, REST API, OmniScript, or Integration Procedure (in the data
JSON). Inputs can come from more than one source. The output can be a proposal or PDF, or data for populating an OmniScript, Integration
Procedure, form, list, JSON structure, or REST API request.

Calculation Example for Life Insurance Quote

To provide an accurate quote, an agent must know a person’s age, home ZIP code, and whether they smoke. First, a form prompts
for the needed data, from an agent or web self-service. When the form is submitted, a calculation procedure defined for that form
runs. The first procedure step is a Matrix Lookup, which looks across the matrix input fields—Smoker, ZIP, and Age—to find the
corresponding output (Rate).

Calculation Matrices

Calculation matrices are one of the key elements of a Vlocity rating engine. Vlocity uses calculation matrices to look up inputs, match
them to outputs, and provide the outputs to calculation procedures.

Standard Calculation Matrices

All calculation matrices have the characteristics that standard calculation matrices have. Other types have characteristics that standard
calculation matrices lack. All calculation matrices have input columns, output columns, and versions.

Grouped Calculation Matrices

You can create groups of calculation matrices, and subgroups within each group.
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Row-Versioned Calculation Matrices

If you're wrangling large calculation matrices that can't be sectioned cleanly into groups and subgroups, you can create calculation
matrices that are versioned by row.

Ways to Create a Standard Calculation Matrix

A standard calculation matrix isn't part of a group, and doesn't have row versioning. You can create a standard calculation matrix in
three different ways.

Workflow for Creating a Grouped Calculation Matrix

You can create a calculation matrix that's part of a group of matrices. You create grouped calculation matrices so that a calculation
procedure (or another calling process) can search all the matrices using only one SOQL query. This speeds up Vlocity processing and
frees up SOQL queries for other purposes.

Workflow for Creating a Row Versioned Calculation Matrix

Creating the first version of a row-versioned calculation matrix follows most of the same steps as creating a standard calculation
matrix. Then, as you need to make changes to these matrices, you can upload new individual rows. This creates new versions of the
replaced rows with new start dates and end dates.

Wildcards in Calculation Matrices

Starting in Winter '20, you can make it possible for calculation procedures and other Vlocity features that call calculation matrices
to use a wildcard in place of a value for one column.

Search in a Calculation Matrix

You can search for specific values in a calculation matrix that has many rows.

Download Calculation Matrix Data to a CSV File

You can download all or part of the data in a calculation matrix.

Edit and Delete Matrix Data

You can edit and delete the data in a calculation matrix if you haven't enabled it yet.

Edit Matrix Headers

You can change the names and data types of the column headers in a calculation matrix.

Disable a Calculation Matrix

To disable a calculation matrix, edit its End Date/Time.

Ranges in Calculation Matrices

A range takes a number or text value and assigns it to groups that you've defined. You can use data numeric ranges in calculation
matrices and by collating by alphabetic ranges For example, if age is a component of your pricing, you can use a numeric range to
map the applicant's age to the correct age group.

Calculation Procedures Overview

A Calculation Procedure is a series of calculations performed using matrix lookups and user-defined variables and constants. A
calculation procedure can call Apex classes for pre- and post-calculation custom logic. Calculation procedures are part of pricing
rules.

Declarative Calculation Procedures

Declarative calculation procedures are a key component of the ratings engine. Along with calculation matrices, calculation procedures
are the key components of any or ratings engine. Calculation procedures take an input JSON and run through a series of matrix
lookups (calling values from calculation matrices) and calculations to calculate ratings for policy products.
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Calculation Example for Life Insurance Quote
To provide an accurate quote, an agent must know a person’s age, home ZIP code, and whether they smoke. First, a form prompts for
the needed data, from an agent or web self-service. When the form is submitted, a calculation procedure defined for that form runs. The
first procedure step is a Matrix Lookup, which looks across the matrix input fields—Smoker, ZIP, and Age—to find the corresponding
output (Rate).

After the first procedural step, the second procedural step runs. This step takes the Rate that is the output of the first procedural step,
divides it by a constant, and outputs the Monthly Rate. Subsequent steps can perform additional math on the data submitted—Smoker,
ZIP, Age—or use inputs from other data sources, such as policies currently held, or current health status, to perform additional calculations
and return a variety of quotes.

Calculation Matrices
Calculation matrices are one of the key elements of a Vlocity rating engine. Vlocity uses calculation matrices to look up inputs, match
them to outputs, and provide the outputs to calculation procedures.
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Vlocity offers three styles of calculation matrices you can use based on your business needs:

• Standard Calculation Matrices — Has characteristics common to all calculation matrices, including input columns, output columns,
and versions.

• Grouped Calculation Matrices — Allows grouping of matrix rows by a key such as geographic region or age.

• Row-Versioned Calculation Matrices — Allows versions to apply to specific rows rather than the entire matrix.

Important: You can't create calculation matrices that are both grouped and row-versioned.

It's more important than ever that you plan out your calculation matrix structure before you start creating your matrices in Vlocity.
Once you choose the type of a calculation matrix, you can't change it.

Warning: You can let people modify calculation matrices based on user profiles. In your Vlocity sandbox and development orgs,
it may be useful to let several user profile groups modify calculation matrices.

But modifying calculation matrices in a production environment can have severe consequences on the rates you get for insurance
products. We recommend that you limit the number of people who can modify production calculation matrices to only essential
administrators.

Standard Calculation Matrices
All calculation matrices have the characteristics that standard calculation matrices have. Other types have characteristics that standard
calculation matrices lack. All calculation matrices have input columns, output columns, and versions.

A calculation matrix is a Vlocity rating table that is structured and stored as follows:

• One input column or a set of input columns

– Input column header names must match inputs, such as attributes and remote options

– Each input or set of inputs must be unique

– Vlocity stores all input column header names and all input data in one JSON
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• One output column or a set of output columns

– Outputs and sets of outputs don't need to be unique

– Vlocity stores all output column header names and all output data in one JSON

You can have multiple versions of the same calculation matrix enabled at the same time. Vlocity uses the start date/time, end date/time,
and priority (highest number is highest priority, so 2 is higher priority than 1) to determine which version of the matrix to use.

If the start date/time of one version of a calculation matrix overlaps the end date/time of another calculation matrix, you can set priorities
on them to enable Vlocity to determine which one to use. If a call to a calculation matrix specifies an effective date, Vlocity uses that
date to find the correct matrix. If a date isn't specified, Vlocity uses today as the effective date.

The call to the calculation matrix finds the right hash, matches the input, unpacks the output JSON, finds the correct output, and returns
it.

Grouped Calculation Matrices
You can create groups of calculation matrices, and subgroups within each group.

Grouped calculation matrices have several benefits:

• Grouped calculation matrices are designed to work best for insurance carriers that have lots of matrices which are almost exactly
alike: same input headers and same output headers.

• Grouped calculation matrices improve management and reduce size requirements.

• Vlocity uses only one SOQL query to query a group of matrix versions.

• Insurance carrier staff members who keep the calculation matrix data up to date can create and enable new versions of a matrix
without touching any other versions.

However, grouped matrices have some limitations. Each matrix in a group must have all the same input and output column headers.
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example: Property and Casualty Sample Use Case

An auto insurance carrier has different insurance rates for different jurisdictions (such as states). The carrier needs to manage each
jurisdiction separately, but they don't want to have to create a separate calculation for each jurisdiction (because all the calculations
are the same).

So this carrier creates a different calculation matrix for each state it offers insurance within, using Jurisdiction as the Group Key.

All the input and output headers are the same, only the values differ. Each state's calculation matrix can be updated at a different
time, and new versions can be activated at different times.

example: Group Health Sample Use Case

Each provider in a health insurance carrier's network has a different fee schedule, and these fee schedules must be updated
throughout the year as providers change or renew their contracts with the carrier.

The Group Key for this calculation matrix is ProviderFeeSchedule, and each version of the calculation matrix is for a specific provider.

At execution time, Vlocity uses the group key to find the correct grouped calculation matrix, and the provider code to pick the
correct version of the matrix.

Row-Versioned Calculation Matrices
If you're wrangling large calculation matrices that can't be sectioned cleanly into groups and subgroups, you can create calculation
matrices that are versioned by row.

For example, you've got a matrix that creates a rating factor per ZIP (postal) code, which includes all ZIP codes in the United States. You
want to be able to update ZIP codes individually or in small groups. This situation calls for a row-versioned calculation matrix.

Each row of this kind of calculation matrix gets assigned a start date when the matrix is created.

At execution time, Standard and Grouped Matrices both pull matrices by version, start date, end date, and priority at the calculation
matrix level. In a row-versioned matrix, this all goes out the window.

At execution time, Vlocity checks the Start Date and End Date of each row in the row-versioned calculation matrix. If dates overlap on
two versions of a row, the calculation uses the version with the highest Priority specified.

But Vlocity does still use the versions to manage the rows in a row-versioned calculation matrix.

When you update row-versioned calculation matrices, you can include changes to the rows that you need to update only. Vlocity uploads
only the changed rows and shares the unchanged rows with both versions of the matrix.

What Vlocity does when you update rows is a little bit complicated. Here's how it works.

First Version

The first version of a row-versioned calculation matrix looks almost the same as a standard calculation matrix. But some data is stored
slightly differently by Vlocity. The Start Date / Time you enter is assigned to each row of the matrix individually.

Second Version

Your second version of the CSV file can be the whole matrix that includes new and changed rows. Or your CSV can contain only the new
and changed rows.

When you upload the second version, you give the new version of the matrix a different Start Date / Time. Vlocity gives all the new and
changed rows in this version the new Start Date / Time.

Vlocity does not copy the unchanged rows to the new version of the calculation matrix. Instead, it shares the rows from version 1 of the
matrix with version 2. That way, the unchanged rows are stored only once, which saves storage space.
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Note: Vlocity shares rows only when both versions are enabled.

For example, if version 1 of a calculation matrix is not enabled, its row will not be shared with version 2.

You still see all the rows, both the rows shared from version 1 and the new and changed rows of version 2 when you view version 2.

You can also create a second version of the calculation matrix and manually change rows rather than upload them in a CSV. This works
best if there are only a couple of changes required.

Third Version and Beyond

You upload version 3 the same as you did version 2, and give it a different Start Date / Time than version 1 or version 2. Vlocity gives all
the new and changed rows this Start Date / Time.

Vlocity does not copy the unchanged rows from previous versions. Instead, it shares rows from all previous version with the new version.
So if you've uploaded version 3, you will see unchanged rows stored in version 1, rows changed in version 2 but not version 3 stored in
version 2, and new and changed rows stored in version 3 only.

Deleted Rows

In a scenario where you've got three versions of a row-versioned calculation matrix, here's what happens when you delete different
rows from different versions:

• Action: In version 3, delete a row that you updated in version 3 that first existed in version 2.

Result: Vlocity shares the version 2 row in version 3 of the matrix. The version 3 row is deleted.

• Action: In version 3, delete a row that has existed unchanged since version 1.

Result: The row disappears from version 3 of the matrix. The row remains unchanged in version 1 and version 2.

Ways to Create a Standard Calculation Matrix
A standard calculation matrix isn't part of a group, and doesn't have row versioning. You can create a standard calculation matrix in three
different ways.

• Upload a CSV file

To save time and reduce errors when configuring complex matrices with a lot of data, create a CSV file containing the data and
upload it to the matrix.

• Manually create the matrix

For a simple matrix with a small amount of data, enter the data manually.

• Create a new version of an existing matrix (recommended when possible)

Create a new version of an existing matrix, and change its data manually or by uploading a CSV file containing revised data.

Prepare a CSV File to Upload to a Calculation Matrix

You must take specific steps to configure CSV files for uploading to populate a calculation matrix.

Upload a CSV File to Create a Calculation Matrix

You can upload a CSV file to create a new calculation matrix. You can also upload a CSV file to an existing calculation matrix, such
as a new version of an existing matrix, to update and add to the headers and data.

Create a Calculation Matrix Manually

If a calculation matrix has only a few rows of data, it might be easier to create it manually.
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Create a New Version of an Existing Calculation Matrix

It's a lot quicker to clone an existing version of a calculation matrix than it is to create a new matrix from scratch. Cloning copies all
the headers and data.

Prepare a CSV File to Upload to a Calculation Matrix

You must take specific steps to configure CSV files for uploading to populate a calculation matrix.

Important: Starting in the CME Summer '18 release, the following limits are supported:

• Input and output rows: 12,752 total characters (max)

• Columns: Approximately 500 (max) depending on amount of data in columns.

• Rows displayed: 2000 (max)

Before you start the upload, follow the guidelines below to make sure that your CSV file is formatted for use as a calculation matrix.

1. Add a header name to each column.

Make your headers short and easy to read and understand. Column headers get imported with the CSV data, which means you don't
have to rename them all in Vlocity if they're well named in the CSV file.

• For input columns, give each column a name that you'll use as an input variable.

This makes it possible for Vlocity to correctly pass in input variables when a matrix lookup calls a calculation matrix.

• Whenever possible, create consistent column names for input columns.

This makes it possible for an input JSON to provide one input variable that can be used by multiple matrix lookups in a calculation
procedure.

For example, for two CSV files you plan to use as matrices in a single calculation procedure, name the input column for liability
limit liabilityLimit in both CSV files.

• For output columns, enter unique column names that you will use as output variables in calculation procedures.

Tip: When it's time to update a calculation matrix with new data--like every time a government makes a change to its insurance
regulations--you can do it with a CSV file. Vlocity is smart enough to scan your CSV file for new rows and changed data in
existing row. Only those new and changed rows get uploaded, which vastly reduces the amount of time an upload takes,
especially for huge matrices.

You must make sure that all column header names exactly match those in the current calculation matrix.

2. Create rows.

Each row must include a unique combination of input values.

Multiple rows can contain the same output value or combination of values for different input values.

When you build ranges, each set of values must have the same range values. For example, if the following conditions are true:

• Ranges are 1, 20, and 300 for input 1.

• Ranges are a, b, and c for input 2.

Here's how the table is formatted:
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output1input2input1

0.1a1

0.2b1

0.3c1

0.4a20

0.5b20

0.6c20

0.7a300

0.8b300

0.9c300

Here's a more realistic example showing a CSV file that will become a calculation matrix for car values, to be used to rate auto policies:
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Upload a CSV File to Create a Calculation Matrix

You can upload a CSV file to create a new calculation matrix. You can also upload a CSV file to an existing calculation matrix, such as a
new version of an existing matrix, to update and add to the headers and data.

For details, see Prepare a CSV File to Upload to a Calculation Matrix.

To create a calculation matrix by uploading a CSV file:

1. On the Vlocity Calculation Matrices page, click New.

2. On the New Vlocity Calculation Matrices window, choose Standard.

3. Enter a Calculation Matrix Name.

Choose a simple name for your calculation matrix. Vlocity adds the calculation matrix name to column header names and uses the
combination in calculation procedures.

Leave the rest of the fields on this window blank.

4. (Optional) If you plan to use a wildcard column, enter the following:

• Wildcard Column: The name of the column that can have a wildcard entered as a user value.

• Wildcard Value: The value a user can enter that's the wildcard.

Be sure to add the Wildcard Value to its column in the CSV file.

5. Click Save.
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6. To open the detail page, click the version that you just created.

Tip: If you're importing a CSV file into an existing calculation matrix, make sure that column header names in the CSV file
match exactly with the column header names in the calculation matrix. CSV column header names that don’t match any
existing columns are added to the calculation matrix as new columns.

7. In the Table section, click Upload CSV.

8. When the Upload CSV window opens, click Choose File.

9. Select the file, click Open, then click Upload.

10. Set the Header Type of each column. The Header Type defines the column mapping.

• Input: The column gets data for the calculation.

• Output: The column returns data from the calculation.

Note: You must map all the Header Types: set each Header Type to Input or Output.

11. Select a Data Type for each column from this list:

• Text

• Number

• Currency

• Percent

• Boolean

• Number Range

• Text Range

The Data Type defaults to Text for all newly-uploaded columns.

12. Click Save Data.

13. To see the data rows, click Edit Data.

14. Review your table in Vlocity to be sure that it's all correct. To learn how to edit headers and data, see Review and Edit a Calculation
Matrix.

To see columns that have errors, click Show Errors Only. (The button toggles to Show All Rows after you click it.)

15. Click Save Data.

16. If your organization has an approval process set up for calculation matrices, click Submit for Approval.

17. After the calculation matrix is approved, or if your organization doesn't approvals and you're ready to use this calculation matrix,
enable the calculation matrix.

Click the pencil icon to the right of the Enabled checkbox.

Select Enabled.

Important: You can't disable an enabled calculation matrix, and you can't edit headers or data on an enabled calculation. Be
sure before you click Enabled.
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Create a Calculation Matrix Manually

If a calculation matrix has only a few rows of data, it might be easier to create it manually.

1. On the Vlocity Calculation Matrices list page, click New.

2. On the New Vlocity Calculation Matrices window, choose Standard.

3. In the Calculation Matrix Name box, enter the name for the calculation matrix.

Choose a simple name for your calculation matrix. Vlocity adds the calculation matrix name to column header names and uses the
combination in calculation procedures.

Leave the rest of the fields on this window blank.

4. (Optional) If you plan to use a wildcard column, enter the following:

• Wildcard Column: The name of the column that can have a wildcard entered as a user value.

• Wildcard Value: The value a user can enter that's the wildcard.

Be sure to add the Wildcard Value to its column in the CSV file.

5. Click Save.

6. Click the version of the matrix that you just created.

7. In the Table section, click Add Header.

8. Enter the following information:

• Name is the column header name.

• Header Type defines the column mapping. Select Input if the column gets data for the calculation. Select Output if the column
returns data from the calculation.

• Data Type specifies the type of data stored in the column:

– Text

– Number

– Currency

– Percent

– Boolean

– Number Range

– Text Range

Important: Do not change the Data Type of an existing header unless you have no other choice. When you change the
Data Type, the data in the column can be corrupted, requiring you to re-enter all the data.

• Matrix Display Order defines the column number (sequence).

9. Repeat steps 5 and 6 to define the rest of the column headers.

10. Click Save Data.

11. Click Edit Data to enter values into the columns.

12. Enter a value into each data field in each column.
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Note: You must enter data in every data field. You cannot enable a calculation matrix that contains empty data fields.

13. When you're done editing, click Save Data.

14. If your organization has an approval process set up for calculation matrices, click Submit for Approval.

15. After the calculation matrix is approved, or if your organization doesn't approvals and you're ready to use this calculation matrix,
enable the calculation matrix.

Click the pencil icon to the right of the Enabled checkbox.

Select Enabled.

Important: You can't disable an enabled calculation matrix, and you can't edit headers or data on an enabled calculation. Be
sure before you click Enabled.

Create a New Version of an Existing Calculation Matrix

It's a lot quicker to clone an existing version of a calculation matrix than it is to create a new matrix from scratch. Cloning copies all the
headers and data.

1. From the Calculation Matrix list page, click the name of the matrix. Then click the version of the matrix you want to clone.

2. Click the down-arrow at the top right of the calculation matrix detail page and choose Create New Version.

Vlocity opens the new version of the calculation matrix. It includes the following:

• A unique name composed of matrixName vX where X is the new version number

• A new version number

• The same start date as the previous version

• The same end date (or lack of end date) as the previous version

• All the same data as the previous version

Note: If you create a new version of the matrix with over 1,499 rows, only the row headers are copied into the new version.
You must re-upload the data into the new version. If there are fewer than 1,499 rows, all data is copied into the new version.

The new version does not include a Priority number, and is not enabled.

3. To update the headers and data in the matrix, upload a CSV file or review and edit the Calculation Matrix.

4. Set new Start Date/Time and End Date/Time for the new matrix.

a. When you enter a Start Date/Time for the new version of the matrix, set it to the date/time when the previous version ends.

Or

Set a Start Date/Time before the End Date/Time of the previous version and set Priority numbers for both matrices so Vlocity
can choose the correct matrix when it's called.

b. Enable the new matrix when it's ready, even if the Start Date/Time is in the future. Vlocity won't use the new enabled matrix
until the Start Date/Time is reached.

5. Enter a Priority number.

When Vlocity finds more than one enabled calculation matrix that matches the call being handled, it chooses the calculation matrix
with the highest priority. For example, if two enabled calculation matrices have Priority set to 1 and 2, Vlocity uses the calculation
matrix that's set to Priority 2.
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6. If your organization has an approval process set up for calculation matrices, click Submit for Approval.

7. After the calculation matrix is approved, or if your organization doesn't approvals and you're ready to use this calculation matrix,
enable the calculation matrix.

Click the pencil icon to the right of the Enabled checkbox.

Select Enabled.

Note: You can't directly disable an enabled calculation matrix, and you can't edit headers or data on an enabled calculation.
Be sure before you click Enabled!

If you need to modify or replace an enabled calculation matrix, you can create and enable a new version of the calculation
matrix, and assign it a higher priority number than the old matrix.

Workflow for Creating a Grouped Calculation Matrix
You can create a calculation matrix that's part of a group of matrices. You create grouped calculation matrices so that a calculation
procedure (or another calling process) can search all the matrices using only one SOQL query. This speeds up Vlocity processing and
frees up SOQL queries for other purposes.

Versions in a grouped matrix can have different effective dates.

To create a grouped calculation matrix:

1. Make sure your groups of matrices can follow all these rules:

• Identical input and output column headers

• Contain at least one and maximum two common input dimensions

• Input variable ranges must all be the same

• The Group Key and Sub Group Key cannot be range inputs

The Group Value and Sub Group Value are usually text inputs, such as a jurisdiction code or a product code.

2. Create a Grouped Calculation Matrix.

3. Populate the Rest of the Matrices in the Group.

Create a Grouped Calculation Matrix

Created grouped calculation matrices can be a bit tricky. Hang in there!

Populate the Rest of the Matrices in the Group

After you've created the first matrix in a group, you can create as many other group members as you need.

Create a Grouped Calculation Matrix

Created grouped calculation matrices can be a bit tricky. Hang in there!

1. On the Vlocity Calculation Matrices page, click New.

2. On the New Vlocity Calculation Matrices window, choose Group.

3. Enter a Calculation Matrix Name.

4. (Optional) If you plan to use a wildcard column, enter the following:

• Wildcard Column: The name of the column that can have a wildcard entered as a user value.
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• Wildcard Value: The value a user can enter that's the wildcard.

Be sure to add the Wildcard Value to its column in the CSV file.

5. Enter a Group Key. (Required)

You'll only do this once per group.

6. Enter a Sub Group Key. (Optional)

You'll do this only once per subgroup.

7. Click Save.

8. Click the name of the Matrix Version you just created.

9. Enter a Group Value.

10. If you're using subgroups, enter a Sub Group Value.

11. (Optional) You can add and change the following:

• Name

You can change the name of this matrix version to something more descriptive.

• Priority

• Version Number

• Start Date/Time

• End Date/Time

After you've made your changes, click Save.

12. Still on the matrix version page, click Upload CVS. See Upload a CSV File to Create a Calculation Matrix.

If you're creating this group of matrices by hand in Vlocity, click Add Headers.

Populate the Rest of the Matrices in the Group

After you've created the first matrix in a group, you can create as many other group members as you need.

Tip: We call matrix group members Versions.

To add a new member (version) matrix:

1. On the Calculation Matrix group page, click the Related tab.

2. Next to Vlocity Calculation Matrix Versions, click New.

3. Enter a Name for this matrix.

4. (Optional) If you plan to use a wildcard column, enter the following:

• Wildcard Column: The name of the column that can have a wildcard entered as a user value.

• Wildcard Value: The value a user can enter that's the wildcard.

Be sure to add the Wildcard Value to its column in the CSV file.

5. Change the Version Number to a number different from all the other Version Numbers of the existing matrices in this group.
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6. Add any of the following optional information:

• Start Date / Time

Defaults to the date and time you create this member matrix.

• End Date / Time

Defaults to no value.

• Group Key Value

Enter a value for the Group Key you entered when you created this group.

• Sub Group Key Value

Enter a value for the Sub Group Key if you're using Sub Groups.

• Priority

This one's important if you plan to eventually have more than one version of each member matrix in this group. For example, if
you have two member matrices that have overlapping Start Dates and End Dates, set a Priority so Vlocity knows which member
matrix to use when called.

7. Click Save.

Workflow for Creating a Row Versioned Calculation Matrix
Creating the first version of a row-versioned calculation matrix follows most of the same steps as creating a standard calculation matrix.
Then, as you need to make changes to these matrices, you can upload new individual rows. This creates new versions of the replaced
rows with new start dates and end dates.

Be sure that your CSV file is set up to support row-level versioning. To learn how, see Prepare a CSV File to Upload to a Calculation Matrix.

Important: You can't add row-level versioning to an existing matrix that lacks it, because overlapping effective dates cause errors.

To create and manage a row-versioned calculation matrix:

1. Create a Row Versioned Calculation Matrix.

2. Upload New Versioned Rows.

3. Delete Versioned Rows.

4. Delete an Entire Matrix Version.

Create a Row Versioned Calculation Matrix

The first step is to create the row-versioned matrix and choose how to add data.

Upload New Versioned Rows

You must create a new version of a row-versioned calculation matrix before you upload new data from a .csv file.

Delete Versioned Rows

You can delete individual rows from a row-versioned calculation matrix.

Delete an Entire Matrix Version

You can delete all the data from a specific version of a row-versioned calculation matrix.
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Create a Row Versioned Calculation Matrix

The first step is to create the row-versioned matrix and choose how to add data.

1. On the Vlocity Calculation Matrices page, click New.

2. On the New Vlocity Calculation Matrices window, choose Row-Versioned.

3. Enter a Calculation Matrix Name.

4. (Optional) If you plan to use a wildcard column (available in Winter '20 and later releases), enter the following:

• Wildcard Column: The name of the column that can have a wildcard entered as a user value.

• Wildcard Value: The value a user can enter that's the wildcard.

Be sure to add the Wildcard Value to its column in the CSV file.

5. Click Save.

6. Click the name of the Matrix Version you just created.

7. Still on the matrix version page, choose one of these options:

• If you're uploading data from a .csv file, click Upload CVS. See Upload a CSV File to Create a Calculation Matrix.

• If you're creating this matrix by hand, click Add Headers.

Important: Once you've enabled your calculation matrix version, the headers are locked. You won't be able to change them
again.

Upload New Versioned Rows

You must create a new version of a row-versioned calculation matrix before you upload new data from a .csv file.

1. Make sure the CSV is in good shape. Most importantly, make sure all the column headers in the .csv file are identical to the headers
in the existing calculation matrix.

See Prepare a CSV File to Upload to a Calculation Matrix.

2. On the calculation matrix you're updating, click the Related tab.

3. Under Vlocity Calculation Matrix Versions, click New.

4. Enter the following information:

• Name: Enter a name for this version of this calculation matrix.

Tip: Choose a name that makes it easy to understand the contents of this version of the calculation matrix. For example,
CalcMatrix_ChangedRows12-24 or CalcMatrix_ChangedRowsForWesternStates2020.

• Version Number: Enter a unique version number for this calculation matrix version. This version number does not relate to the
row versions, but Vlocity needs it as a unique identifier for each matrix version uploaded.

• Enabled: Select this checkbox to enable this version of the calculation matrix.

• Start Date / Time: Enter the start date for the new and updated rows.

Important: The Date field is mandatory for row-versioned calculation matrices.

• End Date / Time: Enter the end date for the new and updated rows.
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Tip: If you need to update rows with an end date that's not today, don't delete the rows. Instead, create a .csv file that
includes only the rows you want to set an End Date for.

• Priority: Enter a unique priority number that calculation procedures can use to prioritize which in which order to search calculation
matrices.

Note: Don't enter anything into the End Date / Time fields unless you're updating rows specifically to give them an end date.
In row-versioned calculation matrices, Vlocity sets end dates behind the scenes. If you enter specific end dates, you may get
unpredictable results.

5. Click Save.

6. Click the name of the matrix version you just created.

7. Click Upload CSV.

8. Choose your new CSV file, then click Upload.

9. Review the matrix.

10. Click Save Data.

Delete Versioned Rows

You can delete individual rows from a row-versioned calculation matrix.

Tip: You don't have to delete rows from matrices to make Vlocity's row-versioning work. You can leave existing rows in place.
When the matrix is called, the row with the most recent Start Date is used.

To delete a single row from a version of a calculation matrix:

1. Open the calculation matrix.

2. Deselect the Enabled checkbox if this matrix is enabled.

3. On the Related tab, open the version of the calculation matrix you want to delete a row from.

4. In the header, click the pencil beside Enable.

5. Deselect Enable, then click Save.

6. Find the row you want to delete.

7. Click the trash can icon at the right side of the row to be deleted.

8. On the message that appears, click OK.

9. Click Save Data.

Delete an Entire Matrix Version

You can delete all the data from a specific version of a row-versioned calculation matrix.

Warning: Don't delete all data from any calculation matrix version unless you're absolutely sure you need to. This action can
cause problems with calculation procedures that use data from the calculation matrix.

1. Open the calculation matrix.

2. On the Related tab, open the version of the calculation matrix you want to delete.

3. Click Delete Data.

4. On the message that appears, click OK.
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5. Click Save Data.

Wildcards in Calculation Matrices
Starting in Winter '20, you can make it possible for calculation procedures and other Vlocity features that call calculation matrices to use
a wildcard in place of a value for one column.

For example, you've got a calculation matrix that contains insurance ratings for thirty of these states in the United States. Because you
don't have separate ratings for the other twenty states but you want your calculation procedure to find a value for those states, you
make the State column into a wildcard-enabled column.

You set up your wildcard column when you first create your calculation matrix. So you need to know the exact name of the column and
the value of the wildcard.

For the State example, the column name and value can be:

• Wildcard Column: state

• Wildcard Value: ALL

Wildcard columns work in standard, grouped, and row-versioned calculation matrices.

Search in a Calculation Matrix
You can search for specific values in a calculation matrix that has many rows.

1. Find the column or columns for which you want to restrict values.

2. Enter the value you're looking for into the field next to the magnifying glass.

Note: Don't use wildcards when you search in a matrix. Use exact values.

3. Click the Search button above the columns.

Vlocity displays the matrix rows containing the specified value in the selected column.

4. If your search returns no results, note the following:

• By default, Vlocity returns only the first 2000 results of your search.

• For multi-column searches, Vlocity searches one column at a time, in order.

You can enter search parameters into multiple columns and click Search. Vlocity searches the first column, then uses the second
parameter to search the results from the first column.

5. To improve search results:

• Set the General Setting CalculationMatrixRowPrettify  = true  (if it's set to false).

a. To set this setting, go to Setup > Custom Settings > General Settings > Manage.

b. Either add the setting manually, or if it exists already, edit it.

• For calculation matrices created before the Summer '19 release, click the Update JSON button before you search.

Download Calculation Matrix Data to a CSV File
You can download all or part of the data in a calculation matrix.
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To download all the data, navigate to the version of the calculation matrix that you need to download and click Download CSV. The
CSV file containing the whole calculation matrix downloads to your computer.

To download part of a matrix:

1. Navigate to the version of the calculation matrix that you want to download.

2. Find the column or columns for which you want to restrict values.

3. Enter the value you're looking for into the field next to the magnifying glass.

4. Click the Search button above the columns.

5. Click Download CSV.

The CSV file containing the search results downloads to your computer.

Edit and Delete Matrix Data
You can edit and delete the data in a calculation matrix if you haven't enabled it yet.

1. Click Edit Data.

2. Change data in any field.

3. To delete a whole row, click the trashcan icon at the far right of the row that you want to delete.

4. To delete all the data from a matrix but leave the headers in place, click Delete Data, then click OK to confirm.

5. To delete all headers and data, click Delete All, then click OK to confirm.

6. Click Save Data.

Edit Matrix Headers
You can change the names and data types of the column headers in a calculation matrix.

1. Click Edit Headers.

2. Change names and fields in any header.

• Name is the column header name.

• Header Type defines the column mapping. Select Input if the column gets data for the calculation. Select Output if the column
returns data from the calculation.

Note: You can't use a split-limit attribute as an Output in a calculation matrix.

• Data Type specifies the type of data stored in the column:

– Text

– Number

– Currency

– Percent

– Boolean

– Number Range

– Text Range
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Important: Do not change the Data Type of an existing header unless you have no other choice. When you change the
Data Type, the data in the column can be corrupted.

If the data becomes corrupted, reimport the CSV file to overwrite the corrupted data.

• Matrix Display Order defines the column number (sequence).

3. To delete a column, including its data, from the matrix, click Remove Column at the bottom of the column header.

4. To add a header, click Add Header.

Fill out the header as described in step 2.

5. Click Save Data.

Disable a Calculation Matrix
To disable a calculation matrix, edit its End Date/Time.

1. Open the version of the calculation matrix that you want to disable.

2. In the details section, click the pencil icon to the right of End Date/Time.

3. Set the End Date/Time to the date and time that you want the matrix to be disabled.

4. Click Save.

Ranges in Calculation Matrices
A range takes a number or text value and assigns it to groups that you've defined. You can use data numeric ranges in calculation matrices
and by collating by alphabetic ranges For example, if age is a component of your pricing, you can use a numeric range to map the
applicant's age to the correct age group.

Assigned to Age GroupAge Today

Age Group 017 or younger

Age Group 118 to 24

Age Group 225 to 29

...30 to ...

Numeric Ranges in Calculation Matrices

When you configure numeric ranges for a matrix, values below the lowest level that you configure are treated as the lowest value,
and values above the highest value that you configure are treated as the highest value configured for the matrix.

Collating by Alphabetic Ranges (Example)

Suppose you want to assign Contacts into one of three buckets by last name such that:
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Added Dimensions in the Matrix

You might want to look up additional dimensions in the Matrix. For example, to look up Age Range Band by gender, create two
rows for each age: one for Male applicants, the other for Female applicants. Additional dimensions require additional rows.

Numeric Ranges in Calculation Matrices

When you configure numeric ranges for a matrix, values below the lowest level that you configure are treated as the lowest value, and
values above the highest value that you configure are treated as the highest value configured for the matrix.

In the following example, the numeric range is defined in the Input column. The Age Range Band describes how values are treated: all
values below 18 fall into the first band, values that are 18 or higher and below 25 fall into the second band, and so on. For example, for
age 48, the matrix returns an Age Range Band of 6. For age 22, it returns an Age Range Band of 1.

When you have multiple inputs that include a range, define identical ranges for each variable value. For example:
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Collating by Alphabetic Ranges (Example)

Suppose you want to assign Contacts into one of three buckets by last name such that:

• I = Contacts whose last names begin with A-I

• J = Contacts whose last names begin with J-R

• S = Contacts whose last names begin with S-Z

Set up the matrix as follows:
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Added Dimensions in the Matrix

You might want to look up additional dimensions in the Matrix. For example, to look up Age Range Band by gender, create two rows
for each age: one for Male applicants, the other for Female applicants. Additional dimensions require additional rows.

Calculation Procedures Overview
A Calculation Procedure is a series of calculations performed using matrix lookups and user-defined variables and constants. A calculation
procedure can call Apex classes for pre- and post-calculation custom logic. Calculation procedures are part of pricing rules.

There are two types of calculation procedures:

• Class-based: Pricing logic is written in an Apex class.

• Declarative: Pricing logic is implemented using matrix lookups, variables, constants, and basic math operations.

Declarative calculation procedures are associated with DataRaptor mappings. Declarative calculation procedures use DataRaptors to
read and save data from Salesforce objects. You can add variables from the DataRaptor extract, such as Original Price (Currency) and
Quantity (Number). For example, you can add a currency variable named UnitPrice as a calculation output that can be used in a DataRaptor
load to update a field in a Salesforce object.

A calculation procedure can use two types of steps.

• Matrix: If you have enabled Calculation Matrices, a calculation procedure can include a Calculation Matrix in the calculation steps.
For more information about Calculation Matrices, see Calculation Matrices.

• Formula: For example, you can specify the UnitPrice variable as output. If you are using DataRaptor mappings, the calculation
procedure output variable name must match the DataRaptor Load input variable name

Each step in a Calculation Procedure can have a condition that must be met in order for the step to be executed. See Conditional Steps
For Calculation Procedures.

In the Preprocessor Class Name section of the calculation procedure, you must specify the class that implements a
nameSpace.VlocityOpenInterface calculation method.

To include the output from a calculation step in the final output, select Include in output.

Use Cases for Calculation Procedures

Here are ways to set up the possible use cases for calculation procedures that use or don't use attribute-based pricing or volume-based
pricing.
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Use Apex to Define Pricing Logic

To use Apex to define pricing logic, create a class-based Calculation Procedure. The Calculation Procedure name and action class
name must be the same as the name of the Apex class. (To define pricing logic without using an Apex class, create a declarative
Calculation Procedure.)

Clone a Calculation Procedure

The Clone action button isn't present for calculation procedures by default, but you can add it. When you clone a calculation
procedure, you're cloning all of its versions, steps, variables, and constants.

Variables and Constants in Calculation Procedures

You must create variables, constants, and matrices before you can use them in a Calculation Procedure. After you create them, they
will be available to use in Calculation Procedures.

Conditional Steps For Calculation Procedures

For each step in the Calculation Procedure, you can define a condition that must be met in order for the step to be executed. The
step is only executed when the condition is met.

Functions for Calculation Procedures

The following functions are supported in calculation procedures.

Use Cases for Calculation Procedures

Here are ways to set up the possible use cases for calculation procedures that use or don't use attribute-based pricing or volume-based
pricing.

Case 1 — No attribute-based pricing or volume-based pricing across multiple line items:

• Define the input DataRaptor filter on the OrderItem.

• Use a DataRaptor Extract for input and a DataRaptor Load for output.

Case 2 — Attribute-based pricing, but no volume-based pricing across multiple line items:

• You cannot specify the DataRaptor input in the Calculation Procedure.

• A preprocessor is required to format the input data and attribute information for use in the Calculation Matrix.

• In the unmanaged package, an Apex class named CalcProcPreProcessor formats the DataRaptor input as required to
support attributes in the Calculation Matrix.

• A custom setting—CPPreProcObjectDRBundle—specifies the name of the input DataRaptor that the preprocessor uses.

• The object must be Opportunity, Order, or Quote.

Case 3 — Attribute-based pricing and volume-based pricing across line items:

• You cannot specify the input or output DataRaptors in the Calculation Procedure.

• A preprocessor is required to format the input data for use in the Calculation Matrix.

• A postprocessor is required to evaluate the quantities across all lines in the header object.

• Two Apex classes—CalcProcPreProcessor and CalcProcPostProcessor—are provided in the unmanaged
package.

• Custom settings define the name of the input DataRaptor that the preprocessor uses and the output DataRaptor that the postprocessor
uses.

– CPPreProcObjectDRBundle
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– CPPostProcObjectDRBundle

• The object must be Opportunity, Order, or Quote.

Use Apex to Define Pricing Logic

To use Apex to define pricing logic, create a class-based Calculation Procedure. The Calculation Procedure name and action class name
must be the same as the name of the Apex class. (To define pricing logic without using an Apex class, create a declarative Calculation
Procedure.)

To create a Calculation Procedure:

1. Go to the Vlocity Calculation Procedures tab.

2. Click New.

3. From the Record Type of new record picklist, select Class Based.

4. Click Continue.

5. In the Calculation Procedure Name field, enter a name for the procedure.

6. In the Description box, enter a brief description.

7. Click Save.

Clone a Calculation Procedure

The Clone action button isn't present for calculation procedures by default, but you can add it. When you clone a calculation procedure,
you're cloning all of its versions, steps, variables, and constants.

By default, the new (cloned) calculation procedure does not have any versions set to Enabled. You have to manually enable one of the
versions to use it.

Any calculation matrices used by the calculation procedure are not cloned.

In Salesforce Lightning, you add a Clone button to the Calculation Procedure object, then add the button to the Calculation Procedure
page layout:

1. Go to Setup > Object Manager > Vlocity Calculation Procedure > Buttons, Links, and Actions.

2. Click New Button or Link.

3. Enter a Label and a Name for the button.

4. In Display Type, choose either Detail Page Button or Detail Page Link.

5. Choose a Behavior.

Recommended: Display in existing window with sidebar.

6. In Content Source, choose Visualforce Page.

7. In Content, choose CalculationProcedureCloner.

8. Click Save.

9. Go to Setup > Object Manager > Vlocity Calculation Procedure > Page Layouts.

10. Choose the layout.

11. In the top pane, choose Buttons, then drag the Clone button onto the page layout.

Recommended location: The Vlocity Calculation Procedure Detail > Custom Buttons area.
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12. Click Save.

13. After you have added the button, you can clone a calculation procedure:

a. Go to the Vlocity Calculation Procedures list page and click the calculation procedure that you want to clone.

b. Click the Clone button.

Tip: If you can't see the Clone button on your screen, click the gray down-arrow at the top right of the page and select
Clone.

c. In the New Vlocity Calculation Procedure window, enter a name for your new calculation procedure, then click Save.

Variables and Constants in Calculation Procedures

You must create variables, constants, and matrices before you can use them in a Calculation Procedure. After you create them, they will
be available to use in Calculation Procedures.

The following are a few guidelines for using variables in Calculation Procedures:

• Create a variable for every value in the calculation.

• A variable to the right of the equals sign (=) means that the equation output will be assigned as the variable value.

For example, x + y = variable  means the value of variable is now the sum of x + y.

• A variable to the left of the equals sign (=) means that the current value of the variable is part of the calculation.

For example, x + variable = y  means the value of y is now the sum of x plus the current value of the variable.

• A variable keeps the value assigned to it until another operation changes its value. For example:

x = 2
y = 3
variable = 0
variable = 0

Step 1: x + y = variable  // 2 + 3 = 5. variable = 5

Step 2: y + y = variable  // 3 + 3 = 6. variable = 6

Step 3: variable + y = variable  // 6 + 3 = 9. variable is now 9.

Step 4: variable + variable = variable  // 9 + 9 = 18. variable is now 18.

Conditional Steps For Calculation Procedures

For each step in the Calculation Procedure, you can define a condition that must be met in order for the step to be executed. The step
is only executed when the condition is met.

To specify a condition, check Conditional Step and enter the condition for the step. If the condition compares a variable with a constant,
the constant must be defined in the Constant section.

For an example that includes a Conditional Step, see Create the GoodStudentDiscountCalculation Calculation Procedure.

Functions for Calculation Procedures

The following functions are supported in calculation procedures.
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ExampleDescriptionFunction

ADDDAY("1999-01-01",100) returns
"1999-04-11 00:00:00"

Adds the specified number of days to the
specified date and returns the resulting date.

ADDDAY

ADDMONTH("1999-01-01",100) returns
"2007-05-01 00:00:00"

Adds the specified number of months to
the specified date and returns the resulting
date.

ADDMONTH

ADDYEAR("1999-01-01",100) returns
"2099-01-01 00:00:00"

Adds the specified number of years to the
specified date and returns the resulting date.

ADDYEAR

AGE(Account:Contact:Birthdate)Returns the age for the specified birthdate.AGE

AGEON(Account:Contact:Birthdate,TODAY()).Given a birth date, returns the age on a
specified date

AGEON

DATEDIFF("1900-01-01","2000-01-01")
returns 36524

Returns the number of days between two
specified dates. If the first date is greater

DATEDIFF

than the second date, the value is returned
as a negative number.

DATEDIFF("2000-01-01","1999-01-01")
returns -365

DATEDIFF(Account:Cases:CreatedDate,TODAY())
returns the number of days a case has been
open

EOM(Account:CaseReturns the month of
the specified date as an integer.
s:CreatedDate)

For a specified date, returns the date of the
last day of the month.

EOM

MONTH("1999-01-11") returns 1For a specified date, returns the month as
an integer (1-12).

MONTH

ROUND(3.1415 * 3) = 9.42Rounds the specified number or expression.
By default, results are rounded to two

ROUND

ROUND(3.1415 * 3, 0) = 9
decimal places, but you can specify the
desired number of decimal places for the
result.

You can also use the UP, DOWN, HALF_UP,
HALF_DOWN, HALF_EVEN, CEILING, and
FLOOR parameters to refine the rounding
results.

ROUND(3.1415, 0, FLOOR) = 3Use with ROUND to specify that the
rounding result is rounded down (towards
zero) to the nearest integer.

FLOOR
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ExampleDescriptionFunction

ROUND(2.572, 2, UP) returns 2.58Use with ROUND to specify that the
rounding result is rounded up (away from
zero).

UP

ROUND(2.572, 2, DOWN) returns 2.57Use with ROUND to specify that the
rounding result is rounded down (towards
zero).

DOWN

ROUND(2.575, 2, HALF_UP) returns 2.58Use with ROUND to specify that the
rounding result is rounded towards the

HALF_UP

nearest neighbor (up or down) unless the
neighbors are equidistant, in which case it
rounds up.

ROUND(2.575, 2, HALF_DOWN) returns 2.57Use with ROUND to specify that the
rounding result is rounded rounded towards

HALF_DOWN

the nearest neighbor (up or down) unless
the neighbors are equidistant, in which case
it rounds down.

ROUND(2.57, 1, HALF_EVEN) returns 2.6,
which is rounded up to the nearest even
one-decimal place.

Use with ROUND to specify that the
rounding result is rounded rounded towards
the nearest neighbor (up or down) unless
the neighbors are equidistant, in which case
it rounds to the nearest even neighbor.

HALF_EVEN

Behaves as for ROUND HALF_UP if the digit
to the left of the discarded fraction is odd;
behaves as for ROUND HALF_DOWN if it is
even.

ROUND(3.1415, 0, CEILING) = 4Use with ROUND to specify that the
rounding result is rounded up (away from
zero) to the nearest integer.

CEILING

SQRT(12 * 3) returns 6Calculates the square root of a value.SQRT

Returns today's dateTODAY

YEAR("1999-01-11") returns 1999Returns the year of the specified date as an
integer.

YEAR

For looping procedures: PREVIOUS
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For aggregation steps, the following functions are supported.

ExampleDescriptionFunction

AVG(1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9,10) returns 5.5Average of list of values.AVG

MAX(1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9,10) returns 10Maximum value in a list of values.MAX

MIN(1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9,10) returns 1Minimum value in a list of values.MIN

SUM(1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9,10) returns 55Returns the sum of a list of valuesSUM

Declarative Calculation Procedures
Declarative calculation procedures are a key component of the ratings engine. Along with calculation matrices, calculation procedures
are the key components of any or ratings engine. Calculation procedures take an input JSON and run through a series of matrix lookups
(calling values from calculation matrices) and calculations to calculate ratings for policy products.

Calculation procedures can calculate coverage premiums, insured party premiums, insured item premiums, and insurance policy
premiums. Calculation procedures can calculate attribute-based prices for products.

Note: Beginning with the Summer '19 release, declarative calculation procedures support:

• Grouped calculation matrices

• Row-versioned calculation matrices

What's in a Calculation Procedure

A well-formed calculation procedure contains the following elements:

• Constants

All the constants you need for each calculation step

• Variables

Input variables, all the variables you need for each calculation step and the group key and subgroup key if you're calling a group of
matrices all the variables in calculation matrices you call in matrix lookup steps
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• Calculation steps, including:

– Calculations

Each calculation required to get to the correct result of the whole calculation procedure

– Matrix lookups

Finds one or more variable values in calculation matrices, based on one or more variable inputs

• Aggregation steps (optional)

If this calculation procedure will handle an array of inputs, aggregation steps will perform calculations over the output sets.

How Calculation Procedures Work in Context

OmniScripts, Integration Procedures, and other Vlocity processes can call a calculation procedure. The calculation procedure takes a
JSON that gives the calculation procedure the ingredients it needs to complete its calculation.

Calculation procedures can take a single input, a single set of inputs, or multiple arrays of inputs.

Here's an example of a single set of input values, as passed in by a JSON:

{
"input": {

"opMVRPoints": "0",
"opAccidentPoints": "0",
"driverGoodStudent": "N",
"driverMaritalStatus": "M",
"driverGender": "M",
"driverYrsExp": "14",
"driverMileage": "7500",
"driverUse": "Business"

}
}

The calculation procedure runs through all its steps once for a single input or single array of inputs. It returns a calculation or array of
calculations. The output JSON for the calculation procedure that processed this input is:

{
"output": [

{
"calculationResults": [
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{
"driverCCD": 1.11,
"driverCOLL": 0.92,
"driverMED": 0.91,
"driverUM": 0.92,
"driverBIPD": 0.86,
"autoSafeDriver__driverSafe": "Y",
"ID": "input"

}
],
"aggregationResults": {}

}
]

}

Because the calculation procedure did not have any aggregation steps, there are no aggregation results in the output JSON.

How Aggregation Works in Calculation Procedures

When you add aggregation steps to your calculation procedure, the calculation procedure puts together the results of each run through
itself, performs operations on them, then outputs the results of the operations. Here's what that looks like:

For example, in a simple case, the calculation procedure needs to calculate a group premium based on a census. Each census member
has a set of input values that's passed to the calculation procedure. The calculation procedure runs all of its calculation steps for each
member, resulting in an output (premium) for each member. So now it's got an array of outputs. To sum the premiums of all the members
of the census, an aggregation step sums all the premium output variables.

Note: The aggByKey  functionality in the following example is available in Vlocity Insuranceand Vlocity Health only.

In a more complex scenario, an auto insurance calculation procedure must calculate a premium per instance of car and driver. For
example, a user needs to rate out a policy for two cars—a Toyota Prius and a Tesla Model S. The Prius is driven by Roger and Amy, and
the Model S is driven by Amy and Steve. The calculation procedure needs to calculate and aggregate results separately for the Prius and
for the Model S.
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In this case:

• instanceKey  = car+driver

• aggByKey  = carModel

To complete this calculation with aggregation, the calculation procedure uses aggByKeys. When the calculation procedure receives
aggByKeys  as an input, it runs through the aggregation steps once per aggByKey. Here's what that looks like:

So for the example above, the calculation procedure groups the results of its four calculation step runs into two subsets: one for the
instances for the Prius and another for the instances for the Model S. Then it runs the aggregation steps twice: once for the Prius and
again for the Model S. The calculation procedure returns two aggregation results—one for each vehicle.

You don't need to add aggByKeys  and instanceKeys to your calculation procedure as variables. As long as the aggByKey  option
and includeInputKeys option are set correctly in the services, the getRatedProduct  and repriceProduct services
will pass the keys in automatically as part of the input JSON.

Preprocessor and Postprocessor Classes

These are Apex classes that you can use if you have to massage your input data or output data before and after it's processed by a
calculation procedure. See Preprocessor Class Example.

If you think you need to use preprocessor classes or postprocessor classes, please contact your Vlocity representative to verify that your
use case requires that you write these classes. (We have a lot of tools that are easier and more configurable now, and some of those
might work better for you.)

Workflow for Creating a Calculation Procedure

To create a calculation procedure, you set up the overall configuration, add variables and constants, add steps, and test.

Create a New Version of a Calculation Procedure

It's much quicker to create a new version of an existing calculation procedure than it is to create a new version from scratch. When
you create a new version, all the details, variables, constants, calculations, matrix lookups, and aggregation steps are cloned from
the previous version.
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The Looping Feature in Calculation Procedures

Looping calculations take a starting point, an endpoint, and an interval. At run time, the calculation procedure runs in a loop from
start to end per interval. Each run uses the same input variables, plus an index  variable that you can use in the calculation.

Configure a Calculation Procedure for Looping

Make sure that your calculation procedure UI is set up for looping calculations, then configure looping variables.

Preprocessor Class Example

The following example shows the typical structure of a preprocessor Apex class for a declarative Calculation Procedure.

Workflow for Creating a Calculation Procedure

To create a calculation procedure, you set up the overall configuration, add variables and constants, add steps, and test.

1. Set Up a Calculation Procedure.

2. Add Variables and Constants.

3. Add Calculation Steps.

4. Add Matrix Lookups.

5. Add Aggregation Steps.

6. Test a Calculation Procedure.

Set Up a Calculation Procedure

Before you can create calculation procedure steps, you must configure the calculation procedure as a whole.

Add Variables and Constants

All calculation procedures require constants, variables, or both.

Add Calculation Steps

A calculation step includes one or more mathematical operations and/or functions.

Add Matrix Lookups

A matrix lookup step calls a calculation matrix, supplying input to the matrix and returning its output.

Add Aggregation Steps

If the input to the calculation procedure is an array—for example, multiple family members are applying for insurance and want to
view the total premium—the calculation procedure runs for each input. Using an aggregation step, you can aggregate the procedure
results and execute additional calculations on the aggregated result.

Test a Calculation Procedure

We recommend that you use the Simulator tab to test the calculation procedure you just created before going on to create other
calculation procedures, Integration Procedures, or OmniScripts.

Set Up a Calculation Procedure

Before you can create calculation procedure steps, you must configure the calculation procedure as a whole.

1. On the Vlocity Calculation Procedures list page, click New.

2. Enter a Calculation Procedure Name, then click Save.

3. In the Vlocity Calculation Procedure Versions list, click the name of the version you just created.
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4. To complete the header, click Edit.

In the Vlocity Calculation Procedure Version Detail header, enter the following information:

• Start Date Time: The day and time Vlocity will start using this calculation procedure.

• End Date Time: The day and time Vlocity will stop using this calculation procedure.

• Enabled: Select to enable this calculation procedure and locks it. Note: You can't edit a calculation procedure that's enabled.

• Priority: The priority Vlocity gives this calculation procedure if a call matches more than one enabled calculation procedure.
The higher the priority number, the higher Vlocity ranks it. For example, if Vlocity finds two matching calculation procedures,
RatingCalc with Priority = 1 and RatingCalc with Priority = 2, Vlocity uses the calculation procedure with Priority = 2.

• Version Number: Change if you want to give this calculation procedure a different version number.

• Enable Looping: Select to enable this as a looping calculation procedure.

To learn more about looping calculation procedures, see Using Looping in Calculation Procedures.

• Looping Specification: If you selected Enable Looping, enter a looping specification here.

5. Click Save.

Add Variables and Constants

All calculation procedures require constants, variables, or both.

Note: You can't use the same name for a variable that you use for a constant. Variables and constants use the same namespace.

Here's how you add both variables and constants:

1. Add variables:

a. In the Variables and Constants section, click +Add Variable.

b. Enter variable data:

• Name: A unique name for the variable.

• Data Type: Choose one from the list.

• Precision: Optional. Enter the level of precision you want Vlocity to adhere to for this variable. For example, enter 0.25 to
make this variable's value precise to the nearest quarter of an integer. For a dollar value example, enter 10 to make the
variable precise to the nearest $10.

Enter 0 if this calculation procedure must use the precise value of this variable, with no slippage.

• Default Value: Optional. Enter a value if this calculation procedure requires a value for this variable (it can't use a null).

If you don't enter a default value, Vlocity sets this variable to null if no value is entered for the variable.

Note: Before you enter output variables, check the calculation matrices this calculation matrix will use.

An input variable that requires a user input cannot be used as an output variable.

2. Add constants:

a. In the Variables and Constants section, click +Add Constant.

b. Enter the constant data:
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• Name: A unique name for the constant.

• Data Type: Choose one of the available types.

• Precision: Optional. Enter the level of precision you want Vlocity to adhere to for this constant. For example, enter 0.25 to
make this constant's value precise to the nearest quarter of an integer. For a dollar value example, enter 10 to make the
constant precise to the nearest $10.

Enter 0 if this calculation procedure must use the precise value of this constant, with no adjustment.

• Value: The value of this constant.

3. Click Save Calculation Procedure.

Add Calculation Steps

A calculation step includes one or more mathematical operations and/or functions.

1. On the Procedure Calculation tab of the calculation procedure's page, scroll down to the Calculation Steps section.

2. Click + Add Step

3. Select Calculation.

4. In the first field, enter a constant or a variable, then press Return.

5. Enter an operator and press Return. Choose from the following operators:

• + (plus sign)

• – (minus sign)

• * (asterisk)

• / (backslash)

• ^ (caret)

• ( (open parentheses)

• ) (closed parentheses)

6. Enter the next item and press Return.

7. Keep entering operators and items until you've completed the calculation.

8. To make this calculation step conditional, select Conditional Step.

Enter the condition that will invoke this calculation step.

9. To include the calculation output in the calculation output data, select Include in Calculation Output.

10. Click Save Calculation Procedure.

Add Matrix Lookups

A matrix lookup step calls a calculation matrix, supplying input to the matrix and returning its output.

1. In the Calculation Steps area, click Add Step.

2. Select Matrix Lookup.
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3. In the Matrix Name field, enter the name of the calculation matrix.

After you select the calculation matrix, the calculation step displays the matrix inputs and outputs. The system adds all columns to
the Variables section. Vlocity grays out variables it adds for matrix lookups, so you can't accidentally modify or delete them.

A link to the calculation matrix also appears on the calculation step.

4. To make this calculation step conditional, select Conditional Step.

Enter the condition that will invoke this matrix lookup.

5. To include the matrix lookup output in the calculation output data, select Include in Calculation Output.

6. Click Save Calculation Procedure.

Add Aggregation Steps

If the input to the calculation procedure is an array—for example, multiple family members are applying for insurance and want to view
the total premium—the calculation procedure runs for each input. Using an aggregation step, you can aggregate the procedure results
and execute additional calculations on the aggregated result.

1. On the Vlocity Calculation Procedure Version Detail page, scroll down to the Pricing Calculation section.

2. In the Aggregation Step area, click Add Step.

3. Select Aggregation.

4. In the first field, enter one of the following operators:

• SUM

• AVG

• MIN

• MAX

5. Enter the variable to be aggregated enclosed in parentheses. For example, (price).

6. In the second field, enter a variable to represent the aggregated variable. For example, totalPrice.

7. Create all the other aggregation steps you need to complete the aggregation.

8. Click Save Calculation Procedure.

Test a Calculation Procedure

We recommend that you use the Simulator tab to test the calculation procedure you just created before going on to create other
calculation procedures, Integration Procedures, or OmniScripts.

1. On the calculation procedure page, click the Simulate tab.

2. Enter or change the information in the available fields.

3. To see only the end results of the calculation, click Simulate Final Step.

Vlocity shows the results of the final calculation step. It also shows the Input JSON (with all the values you entered in step 2 of the
test) and the Output JSON.

OR

4. To see the results of every calculation step you entered and the final result, click Simulate All Steps.
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Vlocity shows the results of every step in the calculation procedure, the variables of all the values for each step, the Input JSON, and
the Output JSON.

Tip: If you tried Simulate Final Step and didn't get the correct result, do Simulate All Steps then examine the results starting
with the first step to see which calculation step isn't working right.

Create a New Version of a Calculation Procedure

It's much quicker to create a new version of an existing calculation procedure than it is to create a new version from scratch. When you
create a new version, all the details, variables, constants, calculations, matrix lookups, and aggregation steps are cloned from the previous
version.

1. Open the version of the calculation procedure you want to clone, then click Create New Version. You may have to click the gray
down-arrow at the top right of the window to find this link.

The clone includes all the details, variables, constants, and calculation steps (calculations and matrix lookups) from the previous
version. But the new version is not set to enabled.

2. To make changes to the calculation procedure details, click Edit at the top right.

a. Change detail values such as the Start Date/Time and End Date/Time.

b. Click Save.

3. To make changes to the variables and constants:

a. Click into a variable or constant to change its data.

b. To delete a variable or constant, click the trashcan icon to the right of the specific item.

c. Click Save Calculation Procedure.

4. To make changes to calculations and matrix lookups:

a. Click into either calculation field to delete, add, or change items and operators in it.

b. Click into either matrix lookup field to change the matrix or the resulting variable.

c. Click the trashcan icon to the right of any calculation or matrix lookup to delete it.

5. To make changes to aggregation steps:

a. Click into either aggregation field to delete, add, or change items and operators in it.

b. Click the trashcan icon to the right of any aggregation step to delete it.

6. Click Save Calculation Procedure.

The Looping Feature in Calculation Procedures

Looping calculations take a starting point, an endpoint, and an interval. At run time, the calculation procedure runs in a loop from start
to end per interval. Each run uses the same input variables, plus an index  variable that you can use in the calculation.

Calculation procedures support looping calculations starting in the Vlocity Insurance Winter '18 Major Release.

For example, you can create a looping calculation procedure for a life insurance policy. The looping calculation procedure calculates the
policy value for each year from the current age of the policy holder to the policy holder's age at the end of the policy term. The calculation
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takes a current age (35 years), end age (65 years), and an interval of 1 to calculate on an annual basis. The calculation runs, looping 30
times. All input variables remaining constant, but the index starts at 35 and increments by one through 65. The output shows the user
the value of the policy each year from the start date to the end of the term.

To set up looping, see Configure a Calculation Procedure for Looping.

Index Variable

The index  variable becomes available when you set Enable Looping on the Calculation Procedure Version. To add it to calculation
steps, type index  in a calculation step.

When a calculation procedure has looping set up and enabled, it increments index  based on the looping Interval  variable
(whatever you've named it), from looping start until looping end. You can then use index  to change the calculation on each looping
pass. For example, you can add it to an Age  to increment the value of Age  for each loop.

Note: The system-provided index  variable does not show up in the list of variables. You don't need to create it.

In this example, calculation step 3 is set up to calculate the year of the policy, looping per interval (one year). Step 4 calculates the age
of the policy holder, looping per interval (one), starting with the policy holder's age at the start of the policy.

PREVIOUS Function

You can use the PREVIOUS  function to get the previous looped iteration's result. The calculation step can use this function to access
a previous iteration's variable results and calculate it with other variables.

PREVIOUS  accepts the following:

• Variable name

Usually set up as a constant of type Text

• previousIterator

The index of the previous iteration result set from which to get the value for the variable

• ITERATION

System-provided variable for accumulated results

In this example, the PREVIOUS  function uses previous iterations to calculate the cash value of the policy per iteration (one).
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Example 1: Calculation Procedure Simulation

For this example, the term = 2 (years), the start = 0 (year zero of the term), and the increment = 1 (year).

The output JSON for this simulation is:

{
"output": [

{
"calculationResults": [

{
"index": 0,
"intervalNumber": 0,
"deathBenefit": 3000,
"deathBenefitGuaranty": 3000,
"cashValue": 0,
"intervalDividend": 0,
"cashInvestment": 2995.83,
"cashInsurance": 4.17,
"deathProbability": 0.00139,
"currentMortality__currentDeathProbability": 0.002402,
"currentAge": 47,
"intervalDate": "2017-12-07",
"endAge": 52,
"ID": "input"

},
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{
"index": 1,
"intervalNumber": 1,
"deathBenefit": 5995.83,
"deathBenefitGuaranty": 3000,
"cashValue": 2995.83,
"intervalDividend": 0,
"cashInvestment": 2996.52,
"cashInsurance": 3.48,
"deathProbability": 0.00116,
"currentMortality__currentDeathProbability": 0.002639,
"currentAge": 48,
"intervalDate": "2018-12-07",
"endAge": 52,
"ID": "input"

},
{

"index": 2,
"intervalNumber": 2,
"deathBenefit": 8992.35,
"deathBenefitGuaranty": 3000,
"cashValue": 5992.35,
"intervalDividend": 44.94,
"cashInvestment": 2997.33,
"cashInsurance": 2.67,
"deathProbability": 0.00089,
"currentMortality__currentDeathProbability": 0.002903,
"currentAge": 49,
"intervalDate": "2019-12-07",
"endAge": 52,
"ID": "input"

}
],
"aggregationResults": {}

}
]

}

Example 2: OmniScript

In this example, the looping calculation procedure is added to an OmniScript as a Calculation Action.
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The looping calculation creates a list of results. You can display these results in a format of your choice. In the example below, a custom
template displays the results in a table that shows the values of the policy year over year (incremented by 1).

Configure a Calculation Procedure for Looping

Make sure that your calculation procedure UI is set up for looping calculations, then configure looping variables.

1. From the App Launcher, go to the Vlocity Calculation Procedures tab.
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2. Select your calculation procedure from the list. On the record page, click the Related tab.

3. Click the name of the Calculation Procedure Version you're using.

4. Click the gear icon and select Edit Object.

A new browser tab opens and you are in Setup, in the Object Manager, and on the Vlocity Calculation Procedure Version page.

5. Select Page Layouts, then select the page layout you're using.

6. Drag the following items from Fields onto the Vlocity Calculation Procedure Version Detail section:

• Enable Looping

• Loop Specification

7. Click Save.

8. Return to the browser tab for the Calculation Procedure Version you're using and refresh the browser.

9. Click the pencil icon for the Enable Looping field and check the Enable Looping box.

10. In the Loop Specification field, type a JSON value in this format:

{"loopingStart":"StartVariableName","loopingEnd":"TermVariableName","loopingInterval":"IntervalVariableName"}

The values must match the names of the variables you will set in the calculation procedure in the next step.

For example:

11. Click Save.

12. In your calculation procedure, create three variables with a Data Type of Number and a Precision of 0. The names must match the
variables you set in the Loop Specification in the previous step.

For example:

13. Click Save Calculation Procedure.

After looping is configured, you can create calculation steps using the index  variable and the PREVIOUS  function. See The
Looping Feature in Calculation Procedures.
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Preprocessor Class Example

The following example shows the typical structure of a preprocessor Apex class for a declarative Calculation Procedure.

global with Sharing class PricingCalculationPreProcessExample implements VlocityOpenInterface
{

public Boolean invokeMethod(String methodName, Map<String,Object> inputMap,
Map<String,Object> outMap, Map<String,Object> options) {

Boolean success = true;
try{

if(methodName == 'calculate') {
calculation(inputMap, outMap, options);

}
}catch(Exception e){

logger.err(e);
success=false;

}

return success;
}

private static void calculation(Map<String,Object> inputMap, Map<String,Object> outMap,
Map<String,Object> options){

Logger.dbg('in preprocess input map is '+inputMap);
for(String key : inputMap.keySet()){
if(key == 'ABCD1234'){
Object realData = inputMap.get(key);
Map<String, Object> real = (Map<String, Object>) realData;
for(String key1 : real.keySet()){
if(key1=='Payor_code'){
real.put('Payor_code', 'kpf');
}
}
}
}
Logger.dbg(' in preprocess after conversion, input map is '+inputMap);

}

}

Vlocity Intelligence
Vlocity Intelligence can help you better understand how your customers respond, to make your marketing and client support efforts
more effective. For example, while a contact center agent is answering a customer’s question about their cable service, the agent can
be presented with material to assist in upselling the customer to a new Professional Sports package based on the customer’s interest in
football and baseball.

For Vlocity Intelligence documentation, see Vlocity Intelligence.
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Formulas and Functions
The Expression Engine is an APEX-based formula builder used across multiple areas in Vlocity, including OmniScripts, DataRaptors, and
Integration Procedures. Underwriting and Eligibility Rules also use the formula builder. These rules require a server call following a state
change or request.

The OmniScript formula builder and attribute rules use a client-side JavaScript expression engine that is evaluated in the browser and
allows for fast, real-time applications.

For information on operators, functions, and formula syntax, see Function Reference.

For more information on the syntax of the OmniScript formula builder, see Creating Formula Fields in an OmniScript.

Formula Overview
The formula builder that is available in DataRaptors and Integration Procedures, and in Vlocity Intelligence, eligibility rules, underwriting
rules, state rules, and calculation procedures enables you to use functions to define calculations required by your business logic.

For example, an insurance product might insure only art pieces that were created before a specified year. You can define an eligibility
rule that uses a formula to evaluate the item's creation date attribute, as shown in the figures below.

For information on operators, functions, and formula syntax, see Function Reference. For information on eligibility rules, see Creating
Eligibility Rules.

Use Formulas in DataRaptors
To add data to the output of a DataRaptor, you can define formulas. All types of DataRaptor (Turbo Extract, Extract, Transform, and Load)
support formulas. When you define a formula, you map its output to the output JSON (for extracts and transforms) or Salesforce object
field (for loads).

For details about the operators and functions that you can use in formulas, see Function Reference.

Note: If a variable name contains spaces or non-alphanumeric characters, enclose the variable name in double quotes and precede
it with var:  in formulas. For example, if the JSON node name is Primary Guardian, specify it in formulas as
var:"Primary Guardian".

If the name of a custom field includes special characters, sometimes you can't reference the field in a formula.
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Before Winter '20, the result of a LIST function in a formula was saved to a VLOCITY-FORMULA-LIST  node under the Formula
Result Path. Beginning with Winter '20, the result is saved directly under the Formula Result Path.

To create a formula:

1. In the DataRaptor Interface page, go to the Formulas tab.

2. Click Add Formula. An empty formula is added to the list.

3. In the Formula field, specify the desired logic. For example, to determine the total price of the items being purchased by a customer,
enter a formula such as:

SUM(Products:Price)

You can reference attributes in formulas. Use the code (not the name) preceded by @. For example:Overview of Attributes

Account:@GoldStarAccount == "On"

You can also use relationship notation in formulas to reference fields in a parent object. See Relationship Notation versus Multiple
Extract Steps.

4. In the Formula Result Path field, specify a JSON node in which to store the formula result.

5. Map the result to the final output as follows:

• Extract: Go to the Output tab and map the formula result to the output structure. Use a colon (:) to delimit levels in the input
and output paths in mappings.

• Transform: Go to the Transforms tab and map the formula result to the output structure. Use a colon (:) to delimit levels in the
input and output paths in mappings.

• Load: For each sObject that you want to update, go to its Fields tab and map the formula result to the specific field that you
want to update.

Formula Syntax for Insurance Rules
You use formulas when you Create Eligibility Rules, Create Underwriting Rules, or Create State Transition Rules. See Using the Expression
Engine for more information. Formulas for insurance rules must return TRUE or FALSE.

The syntax for formulas in insurance rules is:

productCode.attributeCode with operators and/or literals and/or functions

For details about the functions and operators that you can use in formulas, see the Function Reference.

Function Reference
You can use the following operators and functions in DataRaptors and Integration Procedures, and in Vlocity Intelligence, eligibility rules,
underwriting rules, state rules, and calculation procedures.

Supported Operators
Formula expressions in DataRaptors and Integration Procedures support the following logical, comparison, string, and mathematical
operators. Make sure to include a space before and after an operator.

Mathematical operators take precedence over comparison and string operators, which take precedence over logical operators. Within
mathematical operators, ^  and %  have the highest precedence, followed by *  and /, then +  and -. When precedences are equal,
operations are performed from left to right. You can use parentheses, ( ), to explicitly specify precedence.
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For example, this expression:

"ABC" LIKE "B" && 44 - 5 * 2 ^ 3 == 4

is equivalent to this expression:

("ABC" LIKE "B") && ((44 - (5 * (2 ^ 3))) == 4)

Logical operators:

DescriptionOperator

True if all of the joined expressions are true. For example, A AND
B  returns true if both A and B are true.

&&

AND

True if any of the joined expressions are true. For example, A AND
B  returns true if either A or B is true.

||

OR

Comparison operators:

DescriptionOperator

True if the first expression has a greater value than the second. For
example, 3 > 2  returns true.

>

True if the first expression has a greater value than the second or
if the values are equal. For example, both 3 >= 2  and 2 >=
2 return true.

>=

True if the second expression has a greater value than the first. For
example, 2 < 3  returns true.

<

True if the second expression has a greater value than the first or
if the values are equal. For example, both 2 <= 3  and 2 <=
2 return true.

<=

True if the values of the first and second expressions are not equal.
For example, 3 != 2  returns true.

!=

<>

True if the values of the first and second expressions are equal. For
example, 2 == 2  returns true.

==

Assigns the value of the second expression to the first expression.
For example, A = 2  sets the value of A to 2.

=
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String operators:

DescriptionOperator

True if the left-hand side contains the right-hand side. For example,
"ABC" LIKE "A"  returns true.

LIKE

True if the left-hand side does not contain the right-hand side. For
example, "ABC" NOTLIKE "A"  returns false.

NOTLIKE

Performs a case insensitive comparison. For example, "ABC" ~=
"abc"  returns true. Introduced in Summer '20.

~=

Mathematical operators:

DescriptionOperator

Adds two numbers.+

Subtracts the second number from the first.-

Multiplies two numbers.*

Divides the first number by the second./

Returns the percentage of the first number specified by the second
number. For example, 50 % 20  returns 10.

%

Returns the power of the first number specified by the second
number. For example, 2 ^ 3  returns 8.

^

Supported Functions

ExampleReturnsFunction

ABS(-1) returns 1Absolute value of the specified number

Data type: Number

ABS(number)

ADDDAY("1999-01-01",100) returns
"1999-04-11 00:00:00"

Adds the specified number of days to the
specified date and returns the resulting date.

Data type: Datetime

ADDDAY(date, days)
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ExampleReturnsFunction

ADDMONTH("1999-01-01",100) returns
"2007-05-01 00:00:00"

Adds the specified number of months to
the specified date and returns the resulting
date.

ADDMONTH(date, months)

Data type: Datetime

ADDYEAR("1999-01-01",100) returns
"2099-01-01 00:00:00"

Adds the specified number of years to the
specified date and returns the resulting date.

Data type: Datetime

ADDYEAR(date, years)

AGE(Account:Contact:Birthdate)Returns the age for the specified birthdate.

Data type: Number

AGE(birthdate)

AGEON(Account:Contact:Birthdate,TODAY())
(same as AGE).

For a specified birthdate, returns the age on
the specified date

Data type: Number

AGEON(date)

AVG(1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9,10) returns 5.5Average of list of values.AVG(list)

You can use AVG on a JSON array. For
example, AVG(List:Item) returns 4 for the
following sample data:

{
"List": [

Data type: Number

{
"Item": 3

},
{
"Item": 4

},
{
"Item": 5

}
]

}

BASE64ENCODE(Encode this string) returns
RW5jb2RlIHRoaXMgdGV4dA==

Returns the input string with base 64
encoding applied.

Data type: String

BASE64ENCODE(String)

BASEURL()Returns the base URL of the Org. A
parameter is not required.

BASEURL()

Data type: String
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ExampleReturnsFunction

ROUND(2.572, 0, CEILING) returns 3Use with ROUND to specify that the
rounding result is rounded up (away from
zero) to the nearest integer.

CEILING

Data type: Number

CONCAT(Contact:FirstName, " ",
Contact:LastName)

Returns the concatentation of the specified
strings.

Data type: String

CONCAT(String1, String2, ...)

COUNTQUERY ( "SELECT COUNT() FROM
Case WHERE AccountId = '{0}'" , Id )

Returns the number of rows that meet the
WHERE clause criteria.

Data type: Number

COUNTQUERY(query)

DATEDIFF("1900-01-01","2000-01-01")
returns 36524

Returns the number of days between two
specified dates. If the first date is greater

DATEDIFF(date, date)

than the second date, the value is returned
as a negative number.

DATEDIFF("2000-01-01","1999-01-01")
returns -365

Data type: Number DATEDIFF(Account:Cases:CreatedDate,TODAY())
returns the number of days a case has been
open

DATETIMETOUNIX('11/30/2016 07:15:34')
returns 1480490134000

Converts a DateTime value to epoch (the
number of seconds elapsed since 1/1/1970).

Data type: Number

DATETIMETOUNIX(datetime)

DESERIALIZE("{\"key\":\"value\"}")Converts a JSON String into a JSON object.
If the data is in list format, use the

DESERIALIZE(String)

returns { "key": "value" }
DESERIALIZE function inside LIST the
function. LIST(DESERIALIZE("[{\"key\":\"value\"},{\"key2\":\"value2\"}]"))

returns [ { "key": "value" }, { "key2": "value2"
} ]

Available in Winter '20 and later releases.

Data type: JSON object

ROUND(2.572, 2, DOWN) returns 2.57Use with ROUND to specify that the
rounding result is rounded down (towards
zero).

DOWN

Data type: Number

EOM(Account:Cases:CreatedDate)For a specified date, returns the date of the
last day of the month.

EOM(date)

Data type: Datetime
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ExampleReturnsFunction

EXIST(rentDwelling.dwBusUse, 'office')Returns true if the specified target value is
found in the list.

EXIST(searchList, targetValue)

Data type: Boolean

FILTER(LIST(InputList), 'LastName ==
"Smith"')

Filter a list of JSON objects and return the
subset that matches the specified
conditions.

FILTER(searchList, condition)

FILTER(LIST(Names), 'Name == "' +
FindName + '"')The last two examples show how to filter

based on a variable rather than a
hard-coded value.

FILTER(LIST(data(PromotionProducts),
'productCode == "' + ConnectionProdCode
+ '"')Data type: JSON list

ROUND(2.572, 0, FLOOR) returns 2Use with ROUND to specify that the
rounding result is rounded down (towards
zero) to the nearest integer.

FLOOR

Data type: Number

FORMATDATETIME("2019-02-02T00:00:00")Accepts a date or datetime SObject field or
a datetime string and returns a formatted

FORMATDATETIME(datetime, format,
timezone) FORMATDATETIME("2018-12-30T00:00:00.000000Z","yyyy-MM-dd'T'HH:mm:ss.SSSZ","America/New_York")

datetime string. A string input must be in
one of these formats:

• 2019-02-02T00:00:00

• 2018-12-30T00:00:00.000000Z

You can supply an optional output
formatting parameter using
SimpleDateFormat notation.

The time zone is GMT, so specifying GMT
times is recommended. These are converted
to the optional specified time zone. If no
time zone is specified, the default is the
user's time zone.

For a list of time zone names, see the List of
tz database time zones Wikipedia page.

The default time is 00:00:00 GMT. The
default date is 01-01-1970, so specifying a
complete date is strongly recommended.

Data type: String

FORMATDATETIMEGMT("2018-12-30T00:00:00.000000Z","America/New_York","yyyy-MM-dd'T'HH:mm:ss.SSSZ")Formats datetime data as
FORMATDATETIME does, but also converts
from the specified time zone to GMT.

FORMATDATETIMEGMT(datetime, timezone,
format)
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ExampleReturnsFunction

If no optional time zone name parameter is
specified, the default is the current user’s
time zone. For a list of time zone names, see
the List of tz database time zones Wikipedia
page.

If no optional output format parameter is
specified, the default output format is
yyyy-MM-dd'T'HH:mm:ss.SSSZ.

Data type: String

FUNCTION('Statistics', 'calcStdDev',
DataPoints)

Executes a custom function defined in the
method of an Apex class.

If the input includes a LIST function, the LIST
part of the input is saved to
a VLOCITY-FORMULA-LIST key.

FUNCTION('class', 'method', input)

Available in Vlocity Health and Insurance
Spring '21 and later releases.

Data type: depends on function

ROUND(2.575, 2, HALF_DOWN) returns 2.57Use with ROUND to specify that the
rounding result is rounded rounded towards

HALF_DOWN

the nearest neighbor (up or down) unless
the neighbors are equidistant, in which case
it rounds down.

Data type: Number

ROUND(2.57, 1, HALF_EVEN) returns 2.6,
which is rounded up to the nearest even
one-decimal place.

Use with ROUND to specify that the
rounding result is rounded rounded towards
the nearest neighbor (up or down) unless
the neighbors are equidistant, in which case
it rounds to the nearest even neighbor.

HALF_EVEN

Behaves as for ROUND HALF_UP if the digit
to the left of the discarded fraction is odd;
behaves as for ROUND HALF_DOWN if it is
even.

Data type: Number

ROUND(2.575, 2, HALF_UP) returns 2.58Use with ROUND to specify that the
rounding result is rounded towards the

HALF_UP

nearest neighbor (up or down) unless the
neighbors are equidistant, in which case it
rounds up.
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ExampleReturnsFunction

Data type: Number

GENERATEGLOBALKEY(SUB)Generates a global key that can be used as
an Id in a DataPack. If you include an
optional parameter, it is prefixed to the key.

GENERATEGLOBALKEY(prefix)

Returns a value such as
SUB-4c6aaba3-88e4-13f3-fe07-afa756f31e92

Data type: String

IF(InputDate < "2000-01-01", "20th Century",
"21st Century")

Evaluates the expression. If true, returns the
first result value, if false, returns the second.

IF(expression, trueResult, falseResult)

IF(phones:brand == "Apple", phones:name,
null)

You can use IF to filter a list. The second
example filters an input list of phones to an
output list of only Apple phones. IF(SUBSTRING(price,0,1) == "$",

SUBSTRING(price,1), price)The third example removes an initial dollar
sign if it is present, leaving a number that
can be used in calculations.

IF(DriverAge >= 25,IF(FriendsReferred >=
2, true, false),IF(GPA >= 3.0, true, false))

The fourth example demonstrates nesting
of IF functions. Drivers under 25 qualify for

IF(amount > 0, 1/IF(amount > 0, amount,
1), 0)

a discount if they’re good students, and
drivers over 25 qualify if they refer two or
more friends.

The fifth example shows a workaround to
avoid dividing by zero when you calculate
a reciprocal.

Data type: depends on trueResult and
falseResult

InvokeIP ('Auto_Renewal', INPUT('assetId',
123456), 'AnOutPutKey')

Calls an Integration Procedure for formulas
with complex use cases.

Takes the 'IP_Name' in the
format Type_SubType.

InvokeIP ('IP_Name', INPUT('Key', Value),
INPUT('Key', Value)..., 'OutputKey')

Takes one or more INPUT('Key',Value) pairs
as inputs to the Integration Procedure.

The 'OutputKey' is the IP Response Action
output JSON key to get the resulting value.

Data type: JSON key

ISBLANK('Marty') returns falseReturns true if the argument is blank, false
if it is not.

ISBLANK(expression)

Data type: Boolean
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ExampleReturnsFunction

ISNOTBLANK('Marty') returns trueReturns true if the argument is not blank,
false if it is.

ISNOTBLANK(expression)

Data type: Boolean

Encapsulates the argument as a list, for
calling functions that require input in list
format.

LIST(expression)

Data type: JSON list

LISTMERGE("Id", LIST(CurrentAccounts),
LIST(ArchivedAccounts),
LIST(ProspectiveAccounts))

Merges any number of lists, combining
entries when the values of the specified keys
matches. Specify the keys as a
comma-separated list of quoted key names,

LISTMERGE("merge_key1"[,..."mergekeyN"],
LIST(List1), ...LIST(ListN))

and specify lists using the LIST function. If
lists contain identically-named nodes that
contain different values, subsequent values
overwrite earlier values in the result list. The
output contains all the keys from all the lists.

Data type: JSON list

LISTMERGEPRIMARY("FirstName,LastName",
LIST(ListMerge1), LIST(ListMerge2),
LIST(ListMerge3))

Identical to LISTMERGE, except that the
output list contains only the keys from the
first list. Useful, for example, when you have
a list of qualified products that you want to

LISTMERGEPRIMARY("merge_key1"[,..."mergekeyN"],
LIST(List1), ...LIST(ListN))

augment with data from related lists, but
you do not want any products from the
related lists added to the output.

Data type: JSON list

LIST(6,7,8,9,10) returns 5Returns the number of items in the list.LISTSIZE(list)

IF(ISBLANK(list),0,LISTSIZE(list)) tests for a
blank list and then returns the size

To test for an empty list, use the ISBLANK
function.

You can use LISTSIZE on a JSON array. For
example, LISTSIZE(NameList) returns 3 for
the following sample data:

{
"NameList": [

Data type: Number

{
"FirstName": "Aaron",
"LastName": "Xavier"

},
{
"FirstName": "Zellie",
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ExampleReturnsFunction

"LastName": "Xavier"
},
{
"FirstName": "Mike",
"LastName": "Smith"

}
]

}

MAX(1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9,10) returns 10Maximum value in a list of values.MAX(list)

You can use MAX on a JSON array. For
example, MAX(List:Item) returns 5 for the
following sample data:

{
"List": [

In Vlocity Health and Insurance Spring '21
or later, this function no longer works for
Strings.

Data type: Number

{
"Item": 3

},
{
"Item": 4

},
{
"Item": 5

}
]

}

MAXSTRING("Amy","Ziggy") returns "Ziggy"Returns the last string alphabetically.

Available in Vlocity Health and Insurance
Spring '21 and later releases.

MAXSTRING(String1, String2, ...)

Data type: String

MIN(1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9,10) returns 1Returns the lowest in a list of valuesMIN(list)

You can use MIN on a JSON array. For
example, AVG(List:Item) returns 3 for the
following sample data:

{
"List": [

Data type: Number

{
"Item": 3

},
{
"Item": 4

},
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ExampleReturnsFunction

{
"Item": 5

}
]

}

MONTH("1999-01-11") returns 1Returns the month of the specified date as
an integer.

MONTH(date)

Data type: Number

NOTEXIST(rentDwelling.dwBusUse, 'office')Returns true if the specified target value is
not found in the list.

NOTEXIST(searchList, targetValue)

Data type: Boolean

NOW()Returns the current date and time in the
user's time zone. You can supply an optional

NOW(format)

NOW("yyyy-MM-dd'T'HH:mm:ss.SSSZ")
formatting parameter using
SimpleDateFormat notation.

You can use NOW to specify dates and times
relative to the current date and time.

Data type: Datetime

ORDERITEMATTRIBUTES(80146000002I7dO)Returns the attributes of the order item in
key-value pairs.  OrderItemId must be
specified as a parameter.

ORDERITEMATTRIBUTES(Orderitemid)

Output Format:

List<Map<String,Object>>

QUERY ("SELECT Name FROM Account
WHERE BillingState ='CA'")

Executes a SOQL query that returns a JSON
list of values. The query cannot retrieve
more than one column.

QUERY(query)

You can also pass in values. For example:
Data type: JSON list QUERY( "SELECT AccountId FROM User

WHERE Id = '{0}'",$Vlocity.UserId )

See Remote Action for Integration
Procedures.

Equivalent to SERIALIZE(DESERIALIZE()).
Converts data into generic Map<String,
Object> format. Useful in Remote Actions

RESERIALIZE(String)

for converting Apex class output so that
Integration Procedures and DataRaptors can
accept it.

Available in Winter '20 and later releases.

Output Format:
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ExampleReturnsFunction

Map<String, Object>

ROUND(3.1415 * 3) = 9.42Rounds the specified number or expression.
By default, results are rounded to two

ROUND(expression, precision, direction)

ROUND(3.1415 * 3, 0) = 9
decimal places, but you can specify an
optional precision for the result.

You can also use the optional UP, DOWN,
HALF_UP, HALF_DOWN, HALF_EVEN,
CEILING, and FLOOR direction parameters
to refine the rounding results.

Data type: Number

SERIALIZE({ "key": "value" })Converts a JSON object into a JSON string.
If the data is in list format, use the LIST

SERIALIZE(jsonObject)

returns "{\"key\":\"value\"}"
function inside the SERIALIZE function. Note
how it differs from TOSTRING. SERIALIZE(LIST([ { "key": "value" }, { "key2":

"value2" } ]))
Available in Winter '20 and later releases.

returns
"[{\"key\":\"value\"},{\"key2\":\"value2\"}]"Data type: String

SORTBY(LIST(NameList), 'LastName',
'FirstName')

Sorts a list of JSON objects by specified
nodes. By default, the sort is ascending. For

SORTBY(LIST(InputList), 'key1', 'key2', ... ,
'[:DSC]')

SORTBY(LIST(NameList), 'LastName',
'FirstName', '[:DSC]')

a descending sort, specify the optional
[:DSC]  parameter. Supported only for
DataRaptor Transforms.

Sample data:

{
"NameList": [

Data type: JSON list

{
"FirstName": "Aaron",
"LastName": "Xavier"

},
{
"FirstName": "Zellie",

"LastName": "Xavier"
},
{
"FirstName": "Mike",
"LastName": "Smith"

}
]

}

SQRT(12 * 3) returns 6Calculates the square root of a value.

Data type: Number

SQRT(number)
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ExampleReturnsFunction

STRINGINDEXOF("This is the test
String","test") returns 12

Returns the position index of a substring in
the given String. The first position is zero. If
the substring is not present, the value
returned is -1.

STRINGINDEXOF(String, substring)

Data type: Number

The following examples operate on this
input:

{ "input": "The quick brown
fox jumped over the lazy
dog." }

Returns the portion of the String that begins
at the startIndex and ends at the endIndex.
The optional startIndex and endIndex can
be Strings or integers. For integers, the first
position is zero. If the startIndex is not found,
the first position is used. If the endIndex is
not found, the last position is used.

SUBSTRING(String, startIndex, endIndex)

SUBSTRING(input) returns the entire String

SUBSTRING(input,32) returns "the lazy dog."Data type: String

SUBSTRING(input,"lazy") returns "lazy dog."

SUBSTRING(input,0,9) returns "The quick"

SUBSTRING(input,10,19) returns "brown fox"

SUBSTRING(input,"q","n") returns "quick
brow"

SUM(1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9,10) returns 55Returns the sum of a list of values.SUM(list)

You can use SUM on a JSON array. For
example, AVG(List:Item) returns 12 for the
following sample data:

{
"List": [

Data type: Number

{
"Item": 3

},
{
"Item": 4

},
{
"Item": 5

}
]

}

TODAY()Returns today's date. You can supply an
optional formatting parameter using
SimpleDateFormat notation.

TODAY(format)

TODAY("yyyy-MM-dd'T'HH:mm:ss.SSSZ")

ADDDAY(EOM(ADDMONTH(TODAY(),-1)),1)
returns the first day of the current monthYou can use TODAY to specify dates relative

to the current date.
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ExampleReturnsFunction

ADDDAY(EOM(ADDMONTH(TODAY(),0)),1)
returns the first day of next month

Data type: Datetime

CONCAT(YEAR(ADDYEAR(TODAY(),1)),"-01-01")
returns the first day of next year

TOSTRING(3.0) returns "3.0"Converts any input to a literal String. Note
how it differs from SERIALIZE in the way it
converts JSON data.

TOSTRING(data)

TOSTRING([4,5]) returns "4,5"

TOSTRING({ "key": "value" }) returns
"{key=value}"Available in Winter '20 and later releases.

Data type: String TOSTRING([ { "key": "value" }, { "key2":
"value2" } ])

returns "{key=value}, {key2=value2}"

UNIXTODATETIME('1480490134000')Given a Unix epoch value, returns the
corresponding DateTime.

UNIXTODATETIME(epoch)

returns "2016-11-30T07:15:34.000Z"
Data type: Datetime

ROUND(2.572, 2, UP) returns 2.58Use with ROUND to specify that the
rounding result is rounded up (away from
zero).

UP

Data type: Number

For the following sample input data:

{
"Data": {

Returns the value of a JSON node referenced
by another JSON node. This lets you
dynamically specify the node to retrieve
from.

VALUELOOKUP(StartNode, NodeVar,
NodeVar ,,,)

"Name": {
"FirstName": "Thomas",The StartNode parameter must be a

hard-coded node. It can be a path such as
Data:Name. "MiddleName": "Alva",

"LastName": "Edison"
Each NodeVar parameter must be an input
node with the name of another node as its
value.

}
},
"GetGroup": "Name",
"GetField": "FirstName"

}If more than one NodeVar is specified, the
previous NodeVar defines the starting node

VALUELOOKUP(Data, GetGroup, GetField)
returns "Thomas"

for the next NodeVar. You can retrieve any
number of levels.

VALUELOOKUP(Data:Name, GetField) also
returns "Thomas"

Data type: String

VALUELOOKUP(Data, GetGroup) returns the
contents of Name
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YEAR("1999-01-11") returns 1999Returns the year of the specified date as an
integer.

YEAR(date)

Data type: Number

Workflow for Creating Custom Functions
You can add custom functions for use in formulas using Apex.

Note: In Vlocity Health and Insurance Spring '21 and later releases, you can use the FUNCTION function instead.

1. Create the Apex Code for the Custom Function.

2. Define the Metadata for the Custom Function.

3. Handle any LIST  input.

4. Test the Custom Function.

Create the Apex Code for the Custom Function

To implement a custom function, define an Apex class and add a method to the class that contains the function logic.

Sample Apex Code for a Custom Function in Vlocity

An Apex class implements a customer function containing methods for a SPLIT() function and a SUM() function. Note that
the class and invokeMethod must be global. Note also the use of the namespace in the interface reference. Depending on your
industry, the namespace is vlocity_cmt, vlocity_ins, or vlocity_ps.

Define the Metadata for the Custom Function

You must define the metadata required for a custom function in Salesforce.

List Input in Custom Functions

If an input to your custom function is of the type List<Object>, the input is saved to a VLOCITY-FORMULA-LIST  key. To
retrieve the input, use code that retrieves this key.

Test the Custom Function

To verify that you have configured the custom function correctly, go to the Vlocity DataRaptor Designer Formula tab, add a formula,
and type the first letter of the function name. The list of available functions is displayed, and if your configuration is correct, your
function is listed.

Create the Apex Code for the Custom Function
To implement a custom function, define an Apex class and add a method to the class that contains the function logic.

1. Go to Setup.

2. In the Quick Find box, enter apex.

3. Click Apex Classes.

4. Note the Namespace Prefix in use under the Version Settings tab (for example, vlocity_cmt).

5. Click New.

6. Enter the Apex code in the Apex Class tab.
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7. Click Save.

Sample Apex Code for a Custom Function in Vlocity
An Apex class implements a customer function containing methods for a SPLIT() function and a SUM() function. Note that the
class and invokeMethod must be global. Note also the use of the namespace in the interface reference. Depending on your industry,
the namespace is vlocity_cmt, vlocity_ins, or vlocity_ps.

This code applies if you use OmniStudio for Vlocity.

global class CustomFunctionImplementation implements vlocity_cmt.VlocityOpenInterface
{

/*
inputs - arguments - List<Object> of passed in arguments
output - result - The result of the Function being called. Supports single Object

values, List<Object> or Map<String, Object>
*/
global Boolean invokeMethod(String methodName, Map<String, Object> inputs, Map<String,

Object> output, Map<String, Object> options)
{

// SUM Returns a single value
if (methodName == 'sum')
{

List<Object> arguments = (List<Object>)inputs.get('arguments');
output.put('result', sum(arguments));

}
/*

Split Returns a Map<String, Object of values. Not all functions will be able
to handle Map<String, Object> results,

so be careful when using these functions.
In a DataRaptor Transform step returning a Map<String, Object> from a Formula

will result in applying that Map to the
JSON Data at the FormulaResultPath. See

https://vlocity.atlassian.net/wiki/display/RAP/Transforms
*/
else if (methodName == 'split')
{

List<Object> arguments = (List<Object>)inputs.get('arguments');
output.put('result', split(arguments));

}
return true;

}
Double sum(List<Object> arguments)
{

Double result = 0;
for(Object token : arguments)
{

if (token != null)
{

result += (Double)token;
}

}
return result;

}
Map<String, String> split(List<Object> arguments)
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{
Map<String, String> result = new Map<String, String>();
String toSplit = (String)arguments[0];
String splitter = (String)arguments[1];
List<String> splitList = toSplit.split(splitter);
for (Integer i = 0; i < splitList.size(); i++)
{

if (arguments.size() > i+2)
{

result.put((String)arguments[i+2], splitList[i]);
}
else
{

result.put('Split'+i, splitList[i]);
}

}
return result;

}
}

Define the Metadata for the Custom Function
You must define the metadata required for a custom function in Salesforce.

Note: In release Vlocity Health and Insurance Spring '21 or later, you don't need to perform this task. Just use the FUNCTION
function. See Function Reference.

1. Go to Setup.

2. In the Quick Find box, enter custom.

3. Click Custom Metadata Types.

4. Click Function Definition.

5. Click Manage Function Definitions.

6. Click New.

7. Specify settings as follows:

• Label: The function name displayed in the list on the Function Definitions tab.

• Function Definition Name: The unique function name used by the API and managed packages, and which you use in formulas.
The name must begin with a letter and use only alphanumeric characters and underscores. The name cannot end with an
underscore or have two consecutive underscores.

• ClassName: The Apex class containing the method that implements the logic for the function.

• Method Name: The method that implements the logic for the function.

8. To support the Apex code in the example above, you must add two function definitions with the following settings:

• SUM

– Label: SUM

– Function Definition Name: SUM

– ClassName: CustomFunctionImplementation
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– Method Name: sum

• SPLIT

– Label: SPLIT

– Function Definition Name: SPLIT

– ClassName: CustomFunctionImplementation

– Method Name: split

9. Click Save.

List Input in Custom Functions
If an input to your custom function is of the type List<Object>, the input is saved to a VLOCITY-FORMULA-LIST  key. To
retrieve the input, use code that retrieves this key.

For example:

static List<Map<String, Object>> FUNCTION(List<Object> inputs)
{

List<Object> listInput = ((Map<String, Object>)inputs[0]).get('VLOCITY-FORMULA-LIST');

Object variableInput = inputs[1];

// Rest of Function
}

Test the Custom Function
To verify that you have configured the custom function correctly, go to the Vlocity DataRaptor Designer Formula tab, add a formula, and
type the first letter of the function name. The list of available functions is displayed, and if your configuration is correct, your function is
listed.

For example, you can create a DataRaptor to test the SUM function:

1. Go to the Vlocity DataRaptor Designer and click New.

2. Set the Interface Type to Transform and the Input Type and Output Type to JSON. Click Save.

3. Go to the Transforms tab and provide the following Input JSON:

{
"a": 2,
"b": 3

}

4. Go to the Formulas tab and click Add Formula.

5. Enter SUM(a, b)  in the Formula field and total  in the Formula Result Path.

6. Go to the Transforms tab, click Quick Match, and click Auto Match.
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7. Go to the Preview tab and click Execute. The Response should look like this, although the items might be in a different order:

{
"a": 2,
"b": 3,
"total": 5

}

Vlocity Tracking Service
The Vlocity Tracking Service is an event-tracking service that captures details of actions that users perform. You can use the service to
track any type of event. For example, you can track the time it takes to complete the steps in an OmniScript to identify process
improvements.

The Tracking Service writes data to the Tracking Entry object: VlocityTrackingEntry__c. Vlocity components, including Vlocity
Intelligence, Vlocity OmniAnalytics, OmniScripts, Cards Framework, and Integration Procedures , can call the Tracking Service. The Tracking
Entry object contains the custom fields to ensure the service works, and you can add fields to hold additional data you want to track.

The Vlocity Tracking Service class receives JSON data and writes it to the Tracking Entry object. The class matches JSON keys to Salesforce
custom field names and writes the JSON values to the field values. For example, the class writes the value held in the JSON key
ElapsedTime  to the custom field ElapsedTime__c.

This diagram shows how an out-of-box OmniScript would use the Tracking Service.
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Enable Tracking for Vlocity Components (Vlocity)
You can enable tracking for Vlocity components by configuring triggers.

These steps apply if you use OmniStudio for Vlocity.

1. Go to Setup.

• In Lightning Experience, click the gear icon and select Setup from the menu.

• In Salesforce Classic, click the user menu and select Setup from the menu.

2. In the Quick Find field, enter Custom Settings.

3. Click Custom Settings.

4. Click the letter T in the index across the top.

5. To the left of Trigger Setup, click Manage.

6. Click New.

7. Enter one of the following settings in the Name field.

Trigger NameVlocity Component Type

Track.OmniScriptOmniScripts

Track.IntProcIntegration Procedures

Track.CardFrameworkFlexCards

Track.CardPreview

Track.AcuityIntelligence

You can enable tracking for specific events of specific component types. For example, to enable only StepActionTime events for
OmniScripts, create a Track.OmniScript.StepActionTime  trigger.
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You can enable tracking for specific Integration Procedures using a trigger of the format Track.Type_SubType. For example,
if the Type is CheckContact and the SubType is CreditScore, the trigger name would be Track.CheckContact_CreditScore.
When one Integration Procedure calls another, and you enable tracking only in the calling Integration Procedure, events in the called
Integration Procedure are also tracked.

8. Check the Trigger On box.

9. Click Save.

10. Repeat steps 6 through 9 for each trigger you want to add.

Vlocity Components Event Tracking
Tracking data is stored in the VlocityTrackingEntry__c  object. Some data, listed here, is tracked for all components and event
types. Vlocity OmniAnalytics tracks many additional fields for all of its events. You can also add custom fields to the data being tracked.

Note: If you track a large amount of data, manage space consumption by implementing an archiving policy for the tracking
object.

The following data is tracked for all events:

• Tracking Event or Name: Event type, for example StepActionTime or Error

• User Id: User who triggered the event

• Context Id: The value of the Context Id node in the Data JSON

• Data: Data JSON of the tracking call

• Interaction Message

• Salesforce Session Token: Slightly masked Salesforce session token for the user

• Customer Interaction Token: Unique identifier for events logged for a single session

• Timestamp: Time of the event

• Tracking Service: The service that logged the event

• Vlocity Acuity Resource: Intelligence resource

• Vlocity Interaction: Interaction Id

• Vlocity Interaction Token: Unique token used as an identifier to associate events logged for a single session.

Vlocity OmniAnalytics Event Tracking
OmniAnalytics tracking data is stored in the VlocityTrackingEntry__c object. Some data is tracked for all event types of all OmniAnalytics
components: FlexCards, OmniScripts, and Integration Procedures.

The following data is tracked for all OmniAnalytics events:

• Action Container Component: Component type, either FlexCard, OmniScript, or Integration Procedure

• Action Container Global Key

• Action Container Name: Name of FlexCard, OmniScript, or Integration Procedure

• Action Container Version
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• Action Element Type: Component type or component action type

• Action Target Name: Component referenced by the action

• Action Target Type: Type of component referenced by the action

• Action Target Version

• Business Category: Metadata attribute of the action that categorizes its business purpose

• Business Event: Metadata attribute of the action that categorizes its business purpose

• Name: Event that populated the step, such as Card Load, Card Unload, UI Action, or Mouse Click

• Primary Account: Primary Account to which the event pertains based on the configuration of the parent UI component

• Primary Asset: To which the event pertains

• Primary Case: To which the event pertains

• Primary Contact: To which the event pertains

• Primary Lead: To which the event pertains

• Primary Opportunity: To which the event pertains

• Primary Order: To which the event pertains

• Primary Product: To which the event pertains

• Primary Promotion: To which the event pertains

• Primary Quote: To which the event pertains

• Tracking Category: Either UI or Server

• Tracking Version

The following data is tracked for Test Procedures if the OmniAnalyticsTrackingDebug custom setting is set to true:

• Error Code

• Error Message

• Error Occurred

• Request Payload

• Response Payload

Note: If you track a large amount of data, manage space consumption by implementing an archiving policy for the tracking
object.

OmniScript Event Tracking
For OmniScripts, the following events are tracked. For Outcome events, the user's SaveForLater and Cancel events are logged by default.
To configure the value logged for a Done action, set its Outcome property.
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Data TrackedEvent

OmniAnalytics OmniScript Events • Action Container Id

• Action Container Type

• Action Container SubType

• Action Element Name

• Action Element Label

• Action Execution Mode

• Elapsed Time (OS Step Load and UI Action only)

• Instance Identifier

• Load Duration (not all events)

• Ready Time (not all events)

• Request URL

• Save For Later Minutes (not all events)

• Start Time (except OS Cancel and UI Action)

• Step Wait Time (not all events)

• Tracking Group

StepActionTime • OmniScript Id: The Id of the OmniScript__c sObject containing
the OmniScript definition

• Context Id: Context Id value from the OmniScript Data JSON

• OmniScript Type

• OmniScript SubType

• Language

• Element Type

• Element Name

• Element Label

• Element Step Number

• Elapsed Time

Outcome • Elapsed Time

• Element Label

• Element Name
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Data TrackedEvent

• Element Step Number

• Element Type

• OmniScript Context Id

• OmniScript Id

• OmniScript Language

• OmniScrip tSubType

• OmniScript Type

• Outcome: Cancel, Save, or the outcome configured for a Done
action element.

• TrackingEvent: Outcome

Integration Procedure Event Tracking
For Integration Procedures, the following events are tracked. When one Integration Procedure calls another, and you enable tracking
only in the calling Integration Procedure, events in the called Integration Procedure are also tracked.

Data TrackedTracking Event

All Integration Procedure Events • CpuTotal

• DMLRowsTotal

• DMLStatementsTotal

• HeapSizeTotal

• OmniScriptId: The Id of the OmniScript__c sObject containing
the definition of the Integration Procedure

• OmniScriptType

• OmniScriptSubType

• OmniScriptVersion

• ParentInteractionToken: The VlocityInteractionToken from the
calling OmniScript or parent Integration Procedure.

• QueriesTotal

• QueryRowsTotal

• SoslQueriesTotal
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Data TrackedTracking Event

• TestBatchUniqueKey: identifier for a group of test invoked
together, with Preview suffix if run in Preview, included only
for test procedures

• TestUniqueKey: identifier for a single test invocation, included
only for Test Procedures

• TrackingService: set to IntProc

Test Procedure events if OmniAnalyticsTrackingDebug is true • Error Code

• Error Message

• Error Occurred

• Request Payload

• Response Payload

OmniAnalytics Integration Procedure Events • Action Container Type

• Action Container SubType

• Action Element Name

• Action Element Label

• Action Execution Mode

Assert • assertConditionalFormula

(Only tracked for Test Procedures) • assertFailureMessage

• assertResult

• ElementName

• StepDebugInfo: included if the OmniAnalyticsTrackingDebug
custom setting is set to true

• variableData: data that is compared with the
assertConditionalFormula

Error • Action

• assertConditionalFormula: included only for Test Procedures

• assertFailureMessage: included only for Test Procedures

• assertResult: included only for Test Procedures

• ErrorTime
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Data TrackedTracking Event

• StepDebugInfo: included if the OmniAnalyticsTrackingDebug
custom setting is set to true

• variableData: data that is compared with the
assertConditionalFormula, included only for Test Procedures

StepActionTime • ElapsedTime

• ElementName

• ElementResult

• ElementStepNumber

• ElementType

• StepResult

TestResult • TestStatus: Success or Failed

(Only tracked for Test Procedures)

Add Debugging Data to Test Procedure Event Tracking (Vlocity)

When you run a Test Procedure in the Preview tab, JSON data for debugging is included in the Errors/Debug Output pane. To include
this debugging data in VlocityTrackingEntry__c  object records under the StepDebugInfo  JSON node, you can set
the value of the OmniAnalyticsTrackingDebug  custom setting to True.

Add Debugging Data to Test Procedure Event Tracking (Vlocity)
When you run a Test Procedure in the Preview tab, JSON data for debugging is included in the Errors/Debug Output pane. To include
this debugging data in VlocityTrackingEntry__c  object records under the StepDebugInfo  JSON node, you can set the
value of the OmniAnalyticsTrackingDebug  custom setting to True.

Note: Although OmniAnalytics manages the data collection, the Test Framework uses the data. The
OmniAnalyticsTrackingDebug  custom setting isn’t dependent on the OmniAnalyticsEnabled  custom setting.

These steps apply if you use OmniStudio for Vlocity.

1. Go to Setup.

• In Lightning Experience, click the gear icon and select Setup from the menu.

• In Salesforce Classic, click the user menu and select Setup from the menu.

2. In the Quick Find field, enter Custom Settings.

3. Click Custom Settings.

4. Click the letter G in the index across the top.
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5. To the left of General Settings, click Manage.
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6. Click New.

7. Enter a Name of OmniAnalyticsTrackingDebug  and a Value of True.

8. Click Save.

Cards Framework Event Tracking
The Vlocity Tracking Service is an event-tracking service that can capture details about how Vlocity users interact with the Cards Framework.

Preview Event Tracking in the Cards Designer (Vlocity)

Typically, administrators who are tracing Cards Framework triggers want to track only runtime events. The Cards Framework includes
a Track.CardPreview  trigger for Card Designer Preview tracking entries, which you can disable to screen out preview events.

Event Tracking Data for Cards Framework

For the Cards Framework, events tracked are OmniAnalytics Card Events, initTracking, initCardFramework, initLayout, selectCard,
performAction, trackField, and Resolution.

Preview Event Tracking in the Cards Designer (Vlocity)
Typically, administrators who are tracing Cards Framework triggers want to track only runtime events. The Cards Framework includes a
Track.CardPreview  trigger for Card Designer Preview tracking entries, which you can disable to screen out preview events.
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This topic applies if you use OmniStudio for Vlocity.

If your org doesn’t include the Track.CardPreview trigger, you can create it.

Tracking entries generated for the Card Designer
Preview

Track.CardPreview trigger state in Custom Settings
Trigger Setup

NoAbsent

NoPresent, but off

NoPresent, but the Track.CardFramework trigger is absent or
off

YesOn, and the Track.CardFramework  trigger is also on

Event Tracking Data for Cards Framework
For the Cards Framework, events tracked are OmniAnalytics Card Events, initTracking, initCardFramework, initLayout, selectCard,
performAction, trackField, and Resolution.

The following data is logged for all Card events:

• Salesforce Session Token

• Vlocity Interaction Token

• User ID

• Timestamp

The following table lists events and event-specific data logged for user interaction with the Cards Framework:

Data TrackedEvent

OmniAnalytics Card Events • Action Container Id

• Component State

• Data Fetch Duration

• Data Request Start Time

• Data Request End Time

• Instance Identifier

• Load Duration

• Ready Time

• Request URL

• Tracking Group
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Data TrackedEvent

Context IDinitTracking

Context IDinitCardFramework

initLayout • Card Name

• Context ID

• Layout Info

• Layout Name

• Layout Version

selectCard • ID

• Interaction Topic ID

• Name

• Policyholder

performAction • Context ID

• ID

• Interaction ID

• Role

trackField • ElapsedTime

• EntityLabel

• EntityName

• Field Value

NoneResolution

(End tracking)

Vlocity Intelligence Event Tracking
For Vlocity Intelligence, View, Accept, and Reject events are tracked.
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Data TrackedEvent

View • CurrentMachine: Name of the Intelligence Machine

• ResourceId: ID of resource being tracked

• AggregatedScore

• ScaledRawScore

• Ranking

Accept • CurrentMachine: Name of the Intelligence Machine

• ResourceId: ID of resource being tracked

• AggregatedScore

• ScaledRawScore

• Ranking

Reject • CurrentMachine: Name of the Intelligence Machine

• ResourceId: ID of resource being tracked

• AggregatedScore

• ScaledRawScore

• Ranking

Event Tracking for Custom Fields
For Integration Procedures and OmniScripts, you can add your own custom fields to the data stored by the Tracking Service. In Summer
'20 and later releases, you can add custom fields to FlexCards as well.

The name of the custom field, minus the trailing __c, must match the key of the corresponding node in the incoming data JSON. For
example:

• Custom field added to VlocityTrackingEntry__c  object: MyTrackingField__c

• Corresponding Data JSON key: MyTrackingField

Add the JSON key/value pairs to the Tracking Custom Data list in the component. This list is located:

• In the Setup panel of the FlexCard

• In the Procedure Configuration of the Integration Procedure

• In the Script Configuration of the OmniScript

Note: If space is a concern, be sure to monitor the size of the tracking object and delete unneeded records as required.
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Tracking Session Interaction Id
To associate all the events tracked for a single session, the tracking system logs an Interaction Id that is unique for the session. To provide
this Id from an OmniScript or Integration Procedure, add a key/value pair to the Tracking Custom Data field in the Configuration section.

For example:

CustomerInteractionId: %InteractionId%

To provide the Interaction Id in a REST call, specify it as a parameter:

/apex/DFOmniScriptUniversalPageConsole?id={0}&OmniScriptType=Policy%20Servicing&OmniScriptSubType=Payment%20Extension&OmniScriptLang=English&scriptMode=vertical&layout=lightning&ContextId={0}&InteractionId={1}&Role={2}

Tracking Data Preprocessor
Before the tracking service executes its own logic, it calls any interface implementations named TrackOmniScript or TrackCard,
enabling you to preprocess tracking data. For example, this implementation uses the customer ID submitted by an OmniScript to add
customer detail to the event data.

global class VlocityDemoTrackOmniscript implements vlocity_cmt.VlocityOpenInterface {
global Boolean invokeMethod( String methodName, Map<String,Object> inputMap,

Map<String,Object> outMap, Map<String,Object> options ) {
Boolean success = true;
string errors = 'OK';
try {

if( methodName == 'processTracking' ){
processTrackingEvent( (List<Map<String,

Object>>)inputMap.get('trackingDataList'), outMap );
}

} catch ( Exception e ) {
errors = e.getMessage();
success = false;
System.debug( '##### errors: ' + errors );

}
return true;

}
/**
* Process the tracking events
*/
void processTrackingEvent( List<Map<String, Object>> trackingDataList, Map<String,

Object> outMap ){
// Get the current users Id from the input JSON...
Id userId = (Id)trackingDataList[0].get('UserId');
// Get the users details to add to the tracking data...
User currentUser = [SELECT Id, FirstName, LastName, Profile.Name, UserRole.Name

FROM User WHERE Id = :userId];
// Iterate through the tracking entries and add the User's details...
for ( Map<String, Object> trackingEvent : trackingDataList ){

trackingEvent.put( 'UserFirstName', currentUser.FirstName );
trackingEvent.put( 'UserLastName', currentUser.LastName );
trackingEvent.put( 'UserProfile', currentUser.Profile.Name );
trackingEvent.put( 'UserRole', currentUser.UserRole.Name );

}
outMap.put( 'trackingDataList', trackingDataList );
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}
}

Data Migration with Vlocity DataPacks
A DataPack is a collection of components and related functionality that are packaged for migration from one org to another. DataPacks
can be used for deployment; that is, to migrate functionality from a sandbox environment to a production environment.

You can save in a DataPack any object listed in Supported DataPack Object Types.

Note: When importing and exporting data, the maximum file size is 2 MB.

Manually created DataPacks are suitable for migrating small numbers of similar objects, for example, moving OmniScripts from a
development org to a production org. However, to bulk export complex corporate data such as products, use one of these tools:

• IDX Workbench migrates objects and metadata between orgs or between orgs and Git repositories. See  IDX Workbench Desktop
Application.

• The Vlocity Build Tool creates DataPacks that preserve object relationships. See the Vlocity Build Tool gitHub project.

The Vlocity Build tool is available from GitHub. The Build tool is a command-line tool that packages related objects together as DataPacks,
ensuring that dependencies are preserved. For example, to ensure that data is not inadvertently duplicated, the Build tool requires certain
records to have unique IDs assigned to them. The tool provides facilities for validating data and verifying the success of migration. The
GitHub project provides detailed instructions for migration.

To simplify migration of multiple related objects, you can combine DataPacks into multipacks. To maintain maximum control over groups
of related DataPacks, incorporate version control and continuous integration tools into your development and migration process. For
guidance on how to go about this, read the Managing Vlocity Releases white paper.

Migration is best performed by Salesforce administrators with a solid understanding of how data is stored in Salesforce. Success depends
on high quality source data.

For training on data migration and deployment, check out the Vlocity DevOps Best Practices course.

Note: You can import DataPacks of some older OmniStudio for Vlocity (formerly Digital Interaction Platform) objects into an
OmniStudio org. DataRaptor, Integration Procedure, and LWC-enabled OmniScript objects are automatically converted to OmniStudio
objects.

Importing DataPacks of OmniStudio objects into an OmniStudio for Vlocity org isn't supported. Importing Cards between OmniStudio
and OmniStudio for Vlocity orgs isn't supported.

See Differences Between OmniStudio and OmniStudio for Vlocity .

Note: DataPacks that were created in Release 15 cannot be imported into Vlocity orgs at Release 100 and above. DataPacks
created in orgs at version 100 and higher are compatible across versions.

Create a DataPack

To migrate data from one org to another, you can create and export DataPacks, which are files that contain your data in JSON format.
A single DataPack contains one main object and its dependent objects.

Create a MultiPack

To migrate data from one org to another, you can create and export DataPacks, which are files that contain your data in JSON format.
A MultiPack is a DataPack that contains multiple main objects and their dependent objects.

Import a DataPack

After you’ve created a DataPack, you can import it into another org.
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Supported DataPack Object Types

Objects that can be exported as DataPacks are listed here.

Workflow for Publishing DataPacks to Connected Orgs

As an alternative to managing DataPack files manually, you can connect two orgs and publish DataPacks from the source org to the
target by configuring the target org as a Salesorce connected app.

Fix the DataPack Import/Export Error: No Configuration Found

If you see the error message No Configuration Found: while trying to import or export a DataPack, this is most likely an issue with
the Salesforce Org's configuration. This error often occurs in Developer Sandboxes that are missing some of the Vlocity Configuration
files due to a recent refresh or an install or upgrade that has missed a post-install or post-upgrade step. You can fix this error.

Create a DataPack
To migrate data from one org to another, you can create and export DataPacks, which are files that contain your data in JSON format. A
single DataPack contains one main object and its dependent objects.

1. Open the object to export in its designer.

2. Click Export.

The Export DataPack dialog box opens.

3. Click Next.

The Review dialog box opens.

4. Click Next.

The final Export dialog box opens.

To avoid overwriting an existing DataPack, specify a unique name and version.

When Published is checked, the DataPack goes to the Published subtab in the DataPacks tab.

When Download is checked, the DataPack JSON is downloaded to your local machine.

If you intend to publish the DataPack to make it available to connected orgs, select Add to Library and Published. When you
publish a DataPack, enabling Download is optional.

5. Click Done.

The DataPack is created, then downloaded to your download directory if you selected Download.

Create a MultiPack
To migrate data from one org to another, you can create and export DataPacks, which are files that contain your data in JSON format. A
MultiPack is a DataPack that contains multiple main objects and their dependent objects.

1. Go to the page that lists the objects you want to export.

For example, you can go to the OmniStudio app and then the OmniScripts page.

2. Check the boxes for the objects you want to export.

For objects that have versions, such as OmniScripts or Integration Procedures, expand the names to display the versions, then check
the boxes for the versions you want to export.

3. Click the Export icon or button.

The Export DataPack dialog box opens.
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4. Click Next.

The Review dialog box opens.

5. Click Next.

The final Export dialog box opens.

To avoid overwriting an existing DataPack, specify a unique name and version.

When Published is checked, the DataPack goes to the Published subtab in the DataPacks tab.

When Download is checked, the DataPack JSON is downloaded to your local machine.

If you intend to publish the DataPack to make it available to connected orgs, select Add to Library and Published. When you
publish a DataPack, enabling Download is optional.

6. Click Done.

The MultiPack is created, then downloaded to your download directory if you selected Download.

Import a DataPack
After you’ve created a DataPack, you can import it into another org.

Warning: The name and version of DataPacks must be unique. If you import a DataPack that has the same name as an existing
DataPack, the existing DataPack is overwritten.

Note: You can import DataPacks of some older OmniStudio for Vlocity (formerly Digital Interaction Platform) objects into an
OmniStudio org. DataRaptor, Integration Procedure, and LWC-enabled OmniScript objects are automatically converted to OmniStudio
objects.

Importing DataPacks of OmniStudio objects into an OmniStudio for Vlocity org isn't supported. Importing Cards between OmniStudio
and OmniStudio for Vlocity orgs isn't supported.

See Differences Between OmniStudio and OmniStudio for Vlocity .

1. Download the DataPack from the source org.

2. Log into the target org.

3. Go to the appropriate designer tab and click Import.

4. When prompted, browse to the DataPack file and click Open.

5. Click Next and respond to the import wizard prompts until the file is imported.

Supported DataPack Object Types
Objects that can be exported as DataPacks are listed here.

• Attachment

• Attribute Assignment Rule

• Attribute Category

• Attribute Override

• Calculation Matrix

• Calculation Procedure
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• Catalog

• Charge Measurement

• Contract Type

• CPQ Custom Settings

• DataRaptor

• Document

• Document Clause

• Document Template

You can also export Vlocity contract document templates in Microsoft Word and Microsoft PowerPoint created in Salesforce Industries
Communications, Media, and Energy  Summer '18 and later.

• Entity Filter

• FlexCard

• Integration Procedure

• Interface Implementation

• Item Implementation

• Manual Queue

• Object Class

• Object Layout

• Offering Procedure

• OmniScript

• Orchestration Dependency Definition

• Orchestration Item Definition

• Orchestration Plan Definition

• Pricebook

• Price List

• Pricing Variable

• Product

• Product Hierarchy Path

• Product Relationship

• Promotion

• Query Builder

• Rule
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• Scheduled Jobs

• Spec Template

• Spec Template Mapping

• Story Object

• String Translations

• System

• Time Plan

• Time Policy

• UI Section

• UI Facet

• Vlocity Action

• Vlocity Attachment

• Vlocity Card

• Vlocity Picklist

• Vlocity Interaction Launcher

• Vlocity State Model

• Vlocity UI Layout

• Vlocity UI Template

• Vlocity Intelligence Machine

• Vlocity Intelligence Resource

• Vlocity Tracking Component

• Vlocity Tracking Group

• Vlocity Web Tracking Configuration

• Vlocity Web Tracking Event Type

Workflow for Publishing DataPacks to Connected Orgs
As an alternative to managing DataPack files manually, you can connect two orgs and publish DataPacks from the source org to the
target by configuring the target org as a Salesorce connected app.

To permit a DataPack to be published, you must enable Add to Library and Published (on the final Export dialog) when you create
it. When you publish a DataPack, enabling Download is optional.

To connect two orgs and publish DataPacks from one to the other:

1. Create a Connected App.

2. Set the Authentication Provider.
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3. Configure the Connected App.

4. Add a Connected Org for DataPack Migration.

Create a Connected App

The first task for connecting two orgs and publishing DataPacks from one to the other is to create the app to connect the orgs.

Set the Authentication Provider

After creating the app to connect the orgs, set the authentication provider.

Configure the Connected App

After creating the app and setting the authentication provider, configure the app.

Add a Connected Org for DataPack Migration

You must add the target org to the list of installed orgs to which you can publish DataPacks.

Create a Connected App

The first task for connecting two orgs and publishing DataPacks from one to the other is to create the app to connect the orgs.

1. From Setup, click Create, then click Apps, then click Connected Apps, and then click New.

2. Create a connected app named "Salesforce".

3. Check Enable OAuth Settings.

4. Set the Callback URL to https://login.salesforce.com.

5. Configure OAuth Scopes settings as required.

6. Click Save and, when prompted, click Continue. Leave this browser tab open.

Set the Authentication Provider

After creating the app to connect the orgs, set the authentication provider.

1. In a new tab, go to Setup.

2. Click Security Controls, then click Manage authentication providers, then click New.

3. Set the following options:

• Provider Type: Salesforce

• Name: Salesforce

• URL Suffix: Salesforce

• Consumer Key and Secret: Copy the Consumer Key and Secret from the connected app you created.

• Default Scopes: refresh_token full

4. Click Automatically create a registration handler template.

5. Set Execute Registration As to your user Id.

6. Click Save.

7. Copy the Callback URL at the bottom of the page.
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Configure the Connected App

After creating the app and setting the authentication provider, configure the app.

1. Return to the Connected App browser tab.

2. Click Edit.

3. Paste the Copied Callback URL into the Callback URL field, replacing https://login.salesforce.com.

4. Open a new tab and go to Setup.

5. Click Security Controls, and then click Manage your named credentials, and then click New.

6. Set the following options:

• Name and Label: Specify a descriptive name for the target org, for example: Development Org.

• URL: Specify the base URL for the target org, including its instance Id. For example, https://na30.salesforce.com/

• Identity Type: Named Principal

• Authentication Protocol: OAuth 2.0

• Authentication Provider: Salesforce

• Start Authentication Flow on Save: Checked

7. Click Save.

8. You are redirected to a Salesforce Login page. Log into the target org.

Add a Connected Org for DataPack Migration

You must add the target org to the list of installed orgs to which you can publish DataPacks.

1. Go to the Vlocity DataPacks tab.

2. Click the Installed tab.

3. From the Import From picklist, select Manage Org Connections.

4. Click Add An Org and specify the name of the target org.

5. Set Active to true.

6. If you are running the Vlocity unmanaged package, perform the following additional steps:

a. From Setup, click Develop, click Custom Settings, click Vlocity Library Organization.

b. Click Manage, and then click Edit on the record that you just created.

c. In Vlocity Namespace, enter the namespace for the target org. This must be different than the namespace for the source org.

This step can also be used to go from one package to another, for example, from "vlocity_ins" to "vlocity_ins_demo".

Fix the DataPack Import/Export Error: No Configuration Found
If you see the error message No Configuration Found: while trying to import or export a DataPack, this is most likely an issue with the
Salesforce Org's configuration. This error often occurs in Developer Sandboxes that are missing some of the Vlocity Configuration files
due to a recent refresh or an install or upgrade that has missed a post-install or post-upgrade step. You can fix this error.

The solution is to run code in Anonymous Apex. To do that, you must access the Developer Console:
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1. Navigate to the Developer Console.

• In Lightning Experience, click the gear icon and select Developer Console from the menu.

• In Salesforce Classic, click the user menu and select Developer Console from the menu.

2. Select Debug > Open Execute Anonymous Window.

3. Paste the following code into the Enter Apex Code window:

namespace.CorePostInstallClass.runDev2ProdInserts();

If you are using Contract Life Cycle Management, add:

namespace.CmPostInstallClass.cmRunDev2ProdInserts();

If you are using Order Management, add:

namespace.XOMCreateDPMappings.createDPMappings();

4. For namespace, substitute one of the following:

• vlocity_cmt  for Salesforce Industries Communications, Media, and Energy

• vlocity_ins  for Vlocity Insurance

• vlocity_ps  for Vlocity Government

5. Click Execute.

Use the OmniStudio Project Explorer to Group Related Components for Migration
The OmniStudio Project Explorer lets you include a set of Salesforce Industries components in a project so you can migrate the components
between orgs as a group using IDX Workbench. The OmniStudio Project Explorer is a Google Chrome browser extension — you can't
use it with other browsers. You can use OmniStudio Project Explorer with Salesforce orgs that have Salesforce Industries Communications,
Media, and Energy or Vlocity Insurance installed

For Project Explorer documentation, see Project Explorer.

IDX Workbench Desktop Application
IDX Workbench is a desktop application that enables you to migrate OmniStudio DataPacks and Salesforce metadata.

Note: In releases before Fall '20, IDX Workbench is named Vlocity DX.

Migrations are supported:

• From one Vlocity org to another

• From a Vlocity org to a Git repository

• From a Git repository to a Vlocity org

• From the Vlocity Process Library to a Vlocity org

• From a JSON file to a Git repository or a Vlocity org

Components are packaged as DataPacks, which are optimized for source control and deployment to other orgs. For example, you can
develop apps on a dedicated development org, then use IDX Workbench to deploy them to a QA org until they’re ready for use in
production, and then deploy from your QA org to production orgs.
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Note: You can import DataPacks of some older OmniStudio for Vlocity (formerly Digital Interaction Platform) objects into an
OmniStudio org. DataRaptor, Integration Procedure, and LWC-enabled OmniScript objects are automatically converted to OmniStudio
objects.

Importing DataPacks of OmniStudio objects into an OmniStudio for Vlocity org isn't supported. Importing Cards between OmniStudio
and OmniStudio for Vlocity orgs isn't supported.

See Differences Between OmniStudio and OmniStudio for Vlocity .

When you choose a component for migration, IDX Workbench ensures that its dependent components are included. For example, if
you migrate an OmniScript that requires a DataRaptor, that DataRaptor is packaged for migration with the OmniScript.

In IDX Workbench, you define the source org or repository, the target org or repository, and the components to be migrated. You must
create this definition before you can perform a migration. Migration is one way, from source to target. Source components overwrite
target components of the same name and type.

If you need a command-line client for scripting deployment, download and use the Vlocity Build Tool.

Install IDX Workbench

IDX Workbench is a desktop application, so you must install it on your computer.

Configure LWC OmniScript and FlexCard Activation and Compilation

If Google Chrome is your default browser and IDX Workbench logs you into your source and target orgs through it, you can skip this
task. When you migrate OmniScripts, Integration Procedures, and FlexCards, they’re automatically activated in the target org. However,
if you use a different browser, you must configure this automatic activation feature manually.

IDX Workbench Configuration for Migration

Before you can migrate components, you must specify the source, the target, and the objects to be migrated. The source can be an
org, a Project object in an org, a JSON file, the Vlocity Process Library, or a Git repository. The target can be an org or a Git repository.

Object Migration and Comparison

After you have configured a project, you can migrate objects from the Source to the Target. After the initial migration, you can
compare objects in the Source and Target to see if any have been updated and need to be migrated again. You can also save objects
in the Source to DataPacks.

Use the IDX Workbench Process Profiler

The Process Profiler lets you view the Tracking Service data for an object in a Source or Target org. Before you can view this data,
you must enable triggers and run through your business flow to capture this tracking data.

Compare OmniScript and Integration Procedure Versions

The Version Compare dashboard lets you compare two versions of an OmniScript or Integration Procedure in the same Source or
Target org.

Run Test Procedures

The Test dashboard lets you run Test Procedures (Integration Procedures that perform unit tests) and analyze the results of the tests.

IDX Workbench Menu Commands

Most of the commands in the IDX Workbench menus are like those of any application. For example, Edit > Copy copies the selected
text. Commands specific to IDX Workbench are listed here.

Install IDX Workbench
IDX Workbench is a desktop application, so you must install it on your computer.

1. Go to the download site and click the link for your platform.

2. When the IDXWorkbench-release.dmg  file finishes downloading, double-click the file.
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3. On the Mac operating system, a pop-up window appears. Drag the app into the Applications folder.

4. Open the IDX Workbench application.

When you open IDX Workbench for the first time after installing it, the Configure Workspace dialog appears. You must configure a
workspace and project to continue. See IDX Workbench Configuration for Migration.

5. On the Mac operating system, you might see a message stating that IDX Workbench can't be opened because Apple can't check it
for malicious software.

To allow IDX Workbench to be opened:

a. Open System Preferences.

b. Click Security & Privacy.

c. Click the General tab.

d. Click the Open Anyway button for the IDX Workbench application.

Configure LWC OmniScript and FlexCard Activation and Compilation
If Google Chrome is your default browser and IDX Workbench logs you into your source and target orgs through it, you can skip this
task. When you migrate OmniScripts, Integration Procedures, and FlexCards, they’re automatically activated in the target org. However,
if you use a different browser, you must configure this automatic activation feature manually.

To configure automatic activation of migrated OmniScripts, Integration Procedures, and FlexCards for a non-Chrome browser:

1. Install Node.js on your computer.

2. Open a terminal window on your computer.

3. Install the Puppeteer module on your computer using this command:

npm install puppeteer -g

IDX Workbench uses the Puppeteer module to automatically activate OmniScripts, Integration Procedures, and FlexCards in the
target org.
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IDX Workbench Configuration for Migration
Before you can migrate components, you must specify the source, the target, and the objects to be migrated. The source can be an org,
a Project object in an org, a JSON file, the Vlocity Process Library, or a Git repository. The target can be an org or a Git repository.

You can also save to a JSON file when you migrate. See Save Objects to a JSON File.

Configure for Migration Between Orgs

You must configure a Source org and a Target org. Both must be Vlocity orgs.

Configure an Org Using a Community User Login

When you configure an org for running Test Procedures, you can specify a Salesforce Community and authenticate as a Community
user. This is especially useful for running Test Procedures in which user access affects the results.

Configure a Project Object

After creating a Project object, configure the object.

Configure for Migration from a JSON File

You can specify a DataPack as a Source and migrate to either an org or a Git repository Target. The DataPack must include all the
objects you want to migrate in a single JSON file.

Configure for Migration from the Salesforce Industries Process Library

You can migrate DataPacks from the Salesforce Industries Process Library to a Vlocity org.

Configure for Migration Between a Repository and an Org

You can use a Git repository as a Source or Target in IDX Workbench, migrating DataPacks from the repository to a Vlocity org or the
reverse.

Give a Bitbucket Git Repository Access to IDX Workbench

You can give IDX Workbench access to a Bitbucket repository using a password.

Create Additional Projects

After you have created your first project, you can create additional projects.

Switch Between Projects

You can switch from your current project to another existing project.

Handle a Login Failed Message

If you refresh a Source or Target org and see a Login Failed ... Please Login Again  message, you can fix the
error.

Use a .vlocityignore File to Exclude Objects

You can specify a list of object types and/or objects to ignore in all the projects that use the same repository.

Configure for Migration Between Orgs

You must configure a Source org and a Target org. Both must be Vlocity orgs.

You can import DataPacks of some older OmniStudio for Vlocity (formerly Digital Interaction Platform) objects into an OmniStudio org.
DataRaptor, Integration Procedure, and LWC-enabled OmniScript objects are automatically converted to OmniStudio objects.

Importing DataPacks of OmniStudio objects into an OmniStudio for Vlocity org isn't supported. Importing Cards between OmniStudio
and OmniStudio for Vlocity orgs isn't supported.

1. In the org you plan to use as your Source, make sure the correct versions of Salesforce objects you want to migrate are active.

Some objects, such as OmniScripts and Integration Procedures, have versions that can be activated and deactivated. Only active
versions of such objects are migrated.
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2. Open IDX Workbench. If no projects exist, the Configure Workspace dialog appears.

If other projects exist and you want to create a new project, click the Edit icon on the main IDX Workbench screen to open the
Configure Workspace dialog.

3. From the Repository drop-down list, select New Repository.

You must create a repository for the project even if both your source and target are orgs.

4. In the New Repository dialog, specify a Name and a Repository Folder. If the folder doesn't exist, it's created. Click Save.

5. From the Source drop-down list, select New Environment. (An environment is an org.)
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To configure limited access to an org, see Configure an Org Using a Community User Login.

6. In the New Salesforce Org dialog, specify a Name.

7. If your Source is a sandbox org, change the Organization Type to https://test.salesforce.com.

8. Click Log in using OAuth. The Salesforce login window appears. Log in to the org.

If the Allow Access window appears, click Allow.

Note: If you use the Google Chrome browser and you're redirected to a localhost  URL when you attempt to log in, open
a new browser tab and paste this URL into the address field: chrome://net-internals/#hsts. Look under the
Delete domain security policies heading. If localhost  is in the Domain field, click Delete.

9. From the Target drop-down list, select New Environment.
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Repeat the same steps.

To configure limited access to an org, see Configure an Org Using a Community User Login.

10. From the Project drop-down list, select New Project.
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To use a Project object instead of configuring a project, see the next section.

11. In the New Project dialog, specify a Name for your project.

12. Select the types of Vlocity and/or Salesforce objects to migrate. You can use the Search field to filter the list. Select all the types you
need.

13. Click Fetch DataPacks.

14. Under Pick datapacks for project, you can optionally enter text to filter the names of the fetched objects.

15. Move the objects you want to migrate from the All datapacks list to the Selected datapacks list. You can use the Shift key to select
multiple items in either list.
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You can click Ignore Dependencies to exclude dependent objects from migration.

16. Click Save. The Configure Workspace dialog reappears.

17. To refresh comparison data whenever you save the workspace, make sure the Force refresh of data from orgs box is checked.

18. Click Save to save the workspace.

Messages appear as objects are fetched. To cancel, press Command-R on the Mac or Control-R on other operating systems.

19. When the listing is complete, IDX Workbench looks like this:

The green + icons indicate that the objects are new in the Source org.

20. To edit the repository:

a. Click the Edit icon on the main IDX Workbench screen to reopen the Configure Workspace dialog.

b. Click the Edit icon next to the Repository drop-down list to open the Repository Settings.
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c. Edit the Expansion Path if you want to change the subfolder of the repository folder in which DataPacks are stored.

d. Specify Additional DataPack Query Filters if you want to filter objects of the specified type in all projects that use the repository.
Click Add New Filter to add as many filters as you need.

For example, setting DataPack Type to Product2 and Additional Query Filter to RecordTypeId != null  excludes
non-Vlocity products.

e. Click Save.

21. To add objects to the project:

a. Click the Edit icon on the main IDX Workbench screen to reopen the Configure Workspace dialog.

b. Click the Edit icon next to the Project drop-down list to reopen the Project dialog.

c. Repeat steps 12 through 18 above.

Configure an Org Using a Community User Login

When you configure an org for running Test Procedures, you can specify a Salesforce Community and authenticate as a Community
user. This is especially useful for running Test Procedures in which user access affects the results.

You must set up the Community user to have access to all Integration Procedure related objects, the Tracking Service, and the Apex
class ProcedureTestFramework.

This feature is available in Summer '20 and later releases.

Before You Begin

For assistance with these tasks, see Set Up and Manage Salesforce Communities.

1. Set up a Salesforce Community.

2. Create a Community user with the required Permission Sets.

3. Know the username and password for this user.

1. In the org, go to Setup.

2. In Setup, in the Quick Find box, type communities, then select All Communities.

3. Copy the URL of the Community you want to use.

4. In IDX Workbench, select New Environment from the Source, Target, or Test User drop-down list.

5. Specify the Name of the user or another descriptive name.

6. Click the + to the right of the Organization Type field.

7. Paste the URL of the Community into the Enter a new Login URL field.

8. Click Log in using OAuth. The Salesforce login window appears. Log in to the org using the user's username and password.

If the Allow Access window appears, click Allow.

Configure a Project Object

After creating a Project object, configure the object.
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In Spring '20 and later releases, you can specify a Project object in your Source org instead of configuring a project. In Summer '20 and
later releases, you can specify a Project object in your Source repository.

1. Configure the Source and Target. See steps 1 through 9 of Configure for Migration Between Orgs.

2. From the Project drop-down list, select Load Projects from Source.

This retrieves active Project objects in the Source org that have a Status of Released.

3. When the Project objects finish loading, select a Project object.

4. To refresh comparison data whenever you save the workspace, make sure the Force refresh of data from orgs box is checked.

5. Click Save.

Configure for Migration from a JSON File

You can specify a DataPack as a Source and migrate to either an org or a Git repository Target. The DataPack must include all the objects
you want to migrate in a single JSON file.

1. Follow the instructions for migrating between orgs. See Configure for Migration Between Orgs.

2. In step 5, select Import JSON from the Source drop-down list and browse for the file.

Configure for Migration from the Salesforce Industries Process Library

You can migrate DataPacks from the Salesforce Industries Process Library to a Vlocity org.

To create a project using the Salesforce Industries Process Library as its Source:

1. Open IDX Workbench. If no projects exist, the Configure Workspace dialog appears.

If other projects exist and you want to create a new project, click the Edit icon on the main IDX Workbench screen to open the
Configure Workspace dialog.

2. Select Vlocity Process Library from the Repository drop-down list.

3. Click Login with different username.

4. Click Continue to open the Vlocity Process Library in a browser tab.

5. In the browser tab, log into the Vlocity Process Library using your Vlocity Success Community username and password.

6. If you see the Allow Access? window, click Allow.

7. After successful login, return to IDX Workbench and click the Refresh button under Vlocity Process Listing.

8. From the Process Listing drop-down list, select the desired listing.

9. From the Target drop-down list, select a previously configured org or New Environment.

For a new org, follow steps 5 through 8 in Configure for Migration Between Orgs.

10. Click Save.
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Configure for Migration Between a Repository and an Org

You can use a Git repository as a Source or Target in IDX Workbench, migrating DataPacks from the repository to a Vlocity org or the
reverse.

Before You Begin

Before you can set up a project with a Git repository as a Source or Target, you must:

1. Install Git on your computer. See Installing Git.

2. Set up your identity for using Git. See First-Time Git Setup.

3. Ensure that IDX Workbench has access to the Git repository.

Instructions differ depending on the type of repository and whether you use a password or SSH — see the documentation for your
repository. If you use Bitbucket with password access, see Give a Bitbucket Git Repository Access to IDX Workbench .

To create a project using a Git repository as its Source or Target:

1. Follow the instructions for migrating between orgs. See Configure for Migration Between Orgs.

2. In step 4, in the New Repository dialog, paste the cloning URL into the Clone from Git Repository URL field.

3. In step 5, select the repository as the Source, or in step 9, select the repository as the Target.

Give a Bitbucket Git Repository Access to IDX Workbench

You can give IDX Workbench access to a Bitbucket repository using a password.

1. Go to Bitbucket in your browser.

2. Click the icon with your initials and select Bitbucket settings.

3. Under ACCESS MANAGEMENT, click App passwords.
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4. Click Create app password.

5. For the Label, specify VlocityDX.

6. Under Repositories, check the level of access you have to the repository.

For example, if you have write access, check Write.
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7. Click Create.

8. Copy the displayed password to a place from which you can copy it again, such as a text file.
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9. Go to the repository you want to use as the Source.

10. Click Clone.

11. In the Clone this repository dialog, change SSH to HTTPS.

12. Copy the URL to a place from which you can copy it again, such as a text file. It should look something like this:

https://username@bitbucket.org/company/reponame.git

13. Edit the URL to add a colon and the password after the username. For example:

https://username:rCcrFYhXY4rSrxLaW8HV@bitbucket.org/company/reponame.git

This is the URL you will paste into the Clone from Git Repository URL field when you create the Repository used as the Source.

14. Click Close.

Create Additional Projects

After you have created your first project, you can create additional projects.

1. Click the Edit icon on the main IDX Workbench screen to reopen the Configure Workspace dialog.

2. Change the Repository, Source, and Target as needed.

3. For the Project drop-down list, select New Project.

4. Configure the project.

5. In the Configure Workspace dialog, click Save.

Switch Between Projects

You can switch from your current project to another existing project.

1. Click the Edit icon on the main IDX Workbench screen to reopen the Configure Workspace dialog.

2. From the Repository drop-down list, select the Repository for the project. You must do this even if your project migrates between
orgs and your repository is just a folder.
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3. For the Project drop-down list, select the project.

4. Verify that the Source and Target are correct. Change them if necessary.

Handle a Login Failed Message

If you refresh a Source or Target org and see a Login Failed ... Please Login Again  message, you can fix the error.

1. If the Configure Workspace dialog isn't open, click the Edit icon on the main IDX Workbench screen to open it.

2. Don't delete the Source or Target org, but select New Environment from the Source or Target drop-down list.

3. Follow steps 6 through 8 of the instructions for migrating between orgs above.

4. In the Configure Workspace dialog, click Save.

Use a .vlocityignore File to Exclude Objects

You can specify a list of object types and/or objects to ignore in all the projects that use the same repository.

A .vlocityignore  file follows all the rules for .gitignore  files. For more information, see Ignoring Files.

1. Place a file named .vlocityignore  in the top level of your repository folder.

2. Open this file in a text editor.

3. Add the names of object types and/or objects to ignore, each on a separate line.

For example, the following file ignores all CalculationMatrix objects except the one named Matrix1:

CalculationMatrix
!CalculationMatrix/Matrix1

4. Save the file.

Object Migration and Comparison
After you have configured a project, you can migrate objects from the Source to the Target. After the initial migration, you can compare
objects in the Source and Target to see if any have been updated and need to be migrated again. You can also save objects in the Source
to DataPacks.

Migrate Objects from the Source to the Target

When you first create a project, the objects to be migrated still exist only in the Source. These objects are listed in the left panel on
the main IDX Workbench screen.

Object Migration and Comparison Options

After you have configured a project, you can migrate objects from the Source to the Target. After the initial migration, you can
compare objects in the Source and Target to see if any have been updated and need to be migrated again. You can also save objects
in the Source to DataPacks.

Save Objects to a JSON File

Instead of migrating objects to another org, you can save them to a DataPack instead.

Migrate Objects from the Source to the Target

When you first create a project, the objects to be migrated still exist only in the Source. These objects are listed in the left panel on the
main IDX Workbench screen.
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To migrate objects to the Target:

1. Select the check box next to each object to be migrated.

2. Click Actions > Migrate with Dependencies.
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3. Verify that migration was successful.

When migration is complete, Migrated labels appear next to successfully migrated objects.

In addition, information about the objects appears in the Comparison and Migration tabs.
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Object Migration and Comparison Options

After you have configured a project, you can migrate objects from the Source to the Target. After the initial migration, you can compare
objects in the Source and Target to see if any have been updated and need to be migrated again. You can also save objects in the Source
to DataPacks.

Refresh Options for Comparing Objects

To see if any objects have been updated in your project, click Refresh on the main IDX Workbench screen, then select one of these
options:

• Refresh All — Refreshes information for all objects on the Source and Target orgs.

• Refresh Source — Refreshes information for all objects on the Source only.

• Refresh Target — Refreshes information for all objects on the Target only.

• Refresh Selected — Refreshes information for the selected objects only, on the Source and Target.

• Reset Differences — Reverts local changes without retrieving new information from the Source or Target.

This is also useful if you have made any changes to the underlying data using the Revert or Edit as JSON options in individual
DataPacks.
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When the Refresh Diffs? dialog appears, click Continue.

If you see a Login Failed ... Please Login Again message, follow the instructions under Handle a Login Failed Message
in IDX Workbench Configuration for Migration.

If the Source is a JSON file, the Refresh menu is disabled.

When the refresh completes, yellow tilde (~) icons indicate objects that are not the same on both orgs. Green plus (+) icons indicate
new objects in the Source.

On the Comparison tab, differences are summarized.

Related DataPacks lists dependencies of the current object. Where Used lists object of which the current object is a dependency.

You can click View Source to see additional details about the differences.

To synchronize objects that differ, do one of the following:

• Select the check box next to each object to be migrated and click Actions > Migrate with Dependencies.

• Go to the Migration tab and click Migrate with Dependencies for each object you want to migrate.
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White circles indicate that components are now the same on both orgs.

Discard All Option for Deleting Components

When you compare DataPacks on the Comparison tab, details of differences are displayed. For example, here is a comparison showing
a Set Values action in an OmniScript:

To delete a component from a DataPack that you are exporting, locate it in the per-element diffs and click Discard All. For example,
you can delete components that you added for debugging but want to remove for production. Note that your edits are not propagated
back to the source org. If you click Discard All by mistake, use Refresh > Reset Differences to reinstate the component.

Options to Filter the List of Objects

To filter the list of objects, click the Filter (funnel) icon. Use the following filter options:

• By Keyword — Type part of a name to display items with that part in their names.

• By Selection — Check Selected Items to display items you have selected. Check Unselected Items to display items you have
not selected.

• By Change Type — Check New Items to display items in the Source but not the Target. Check Changed Items to display items
that have been updated in the Source.

• By Status — Check Failed to display components that failed to be migrated.

• By Project — Check Hide Dependencies to hide components that aren't explicitly included in the project but that are dependencies
of components that are included.

Git Command Options

To use Git commands on a Target Git repository, click the Git (branch) icon. Use the following Git commands:
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• Init — Initialize the repository folder.

• Checkout Branch — Select an existing branch or create a new one.

• Pull — Pull the latest changes from the selected branch into your branch.

• Push — Push your changes to the selected branch.

• Status — List the changes in your local branch that aren't present in the remote branch.

Save Objects to a JSON File

Instead of migrating objects to another org, you can save them to a DataPack instead.

1. Select the check box next to each object to be saved.

2. Click Actions > Save. The Save DataPacks window appears.

3. Specify a File Name and a File Path. Click Choose to browse for a file path.

4. Click Save. The saved file is given a .json  extension.

Use the IDX Workbench Process Profiler
The Process Profiler lets you view the Tracking Service data for an object in a Source or Target org. Before you can view this data, you
must enable triggers and run through your business flow to capture this tracking data.

1.
Click the List Panel icon in the upper left corner, .

2. Click Process Profiler.

3. Select an Org from the drop-down list. Orgs configured in any project are listed, or you can configure a New Environment.

Performance data is downloaded immediately. For large orgs, this can take some time.

4. Select a Component Type from the drop-down list, either OmniScript or Integration Procedure. Component types that have
tracking data are listed.
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5. Select a Component from the drop-down list. Components that have tracking data are listed.

6. (Optional) To filter the data by date, enter a Start Date and/or an End Date.

7. (Optional) To limit the number of invocations to be averaged, type an integer in Last N Executions.

8. (Optional) To filter the data by component users, click the User list and check the boxes to the left of the desired user names.

9. (Optional) To go to a step in the org, right-click the step name, then click Open in Browser.

For example, right-clicking a DataRaptor Extract Action opens the DataRaptor that the step calls.

10. If new performance data has been generated in the org, click Refresh Data to download it.

For example, when you retrieve OmniScript data, the Process Profiler looks something like this:

Compare OmniScript and Integration Procedure Versions
The Version Compare dashboard lets you compare two versions of an OmniScript or Integration Procedure in the same Source or Target
org.

1.
Click the List Panel icon in the upper left corner, .

2. Click Version Compare.

3. Select a Data Source from the drop-down list. Orgs configured in any project are listed.

Data is downloaded immediately. For large orgs, this can take some time.

4. Select a Component Type, either OmniScript or IntegrationProcedure, from the drop-down list.

5. Select a Component from the drop-down list.

6. Select a Base Version and a Target Version.
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7. Click Find Differences.

The listing of differences looks something like this:
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8. Click View Source to see additional details about the differences. To delete a component from the target version, click Discard All.

Run Test Procedures
The Test dashboard lets you run Test Procedures (Integration Procedures that perform unit tests) and analyze the results of the tests.

To create Test Procedures, see Test Procedures: Integration Procedures for Unit Testing.

1.
Click the List Panel icon in the upper left corner, .

2. Click Test Console.

3. Select a user logged into an org from the Test User drop-down list.

To configure limited access to an org, see Configure an Org Using a Community User Login.

A list of active Test Procedures appears. To refresh the list, click Get Tests.
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4. Select the check box next to each Test Procedure to run. To run all Test Procedures, check All Tests.

5. Click Actions > Start Test.

When tests are complete, results appear in the Test Results pane.
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If a test fails, the failure message and test expression from the Test Procedure's Assert Action for Integration Procedures are displayed.

6. To display all of the test result data, click View JSON.
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7. To display a chart of running times for the Test Procedure steps, click View Chart.
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If an Assert Action fails, a warning icon (! within a triangle) appears next to the step.

8. To see the running times for an Integration Procedure being tested, expand the Integration Procedure Action step.
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9. To go to a step in the org, right-click the step name, then click Open in Browser.

For example, right-clicking a DataRaptor Extract Action opens the DataRaptor that the step calls.

10. To display data for a specific step in a pop-up window, click the bar for that step in the chart.

11. You can expand Data and scroll down to see the request and response data.
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IDX Workbench Menu Commands
Most of the commands in the IDX Workbench menus are like those of any application. For example, Edit > Copy copies the selected
text. Commands specific to IDX Workbench are listed here.
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• Repository > Settings — Lets you open the Repository Settings window for the current repository without having to open the
Configure Workspace window first. Includes the following settings:

– Expansion Path — Determines the subfolder of the repository folder in which DataPacks are stored.

– Additional DataPack Query Filters — Filters objects of the specified type in all projects that use the repository. Click Add
New Filter to add as many filters as you need.

For example, setting DataPack Type to Product2 and Additional Query Filter to RecordTypeId != null  excludes
non-Vlocity products.

• Project > Edit Project Details — Lets you open the Edit Project window for the current project without having to open the
Configure Workspace window first.

• Jobs > Ensure Global Keys in Source — Iterates over the data in the Source org and makes sure that every record that needs it
has a Global Key value.

• View > Reload — Reloads the IDX Workbench application.

• View > Force Reload — Forces a reload of the IDX Workbench application.

• View > Toggle Developer Tools — Displays or hides a development environment.

• Debug > Open Logs — Opens the IDX Workbench log file.

It is very important to include log data when submitting a Vlocity Support Case.

• Debug > Reset Repository Data — Resets the IDX Workbench configuration as if it were newly installed. This clears all projects.
However, it doesn't delete project folders.

You can restore a project in the Configure Workspace dialog by selecting New Repository and referencing the existing Repository
Folder for the project.

Vlocity Lightning App and Community Builder Components Reference
Managed Vlocity Lightning Components are available out-of-the-box in the Lightning App Builder and Community Builder. They appear
in the Components panel under Custom - Managed in the Lightning App Builder and under Custom Components in the Community
Builder.

The components are different from custom Lightning web components and generated Lightning web components. These Lightning
web components may appear in the Components panel under Custom in the Lightning App Builder and under Custom Components
in the Community Builder.

ReferenceBuilderDescriptionComponent Name

Display Vlocity Actions with the
Vlocity Action Toolbar

Lightning AppDisplays Vlocity Actions on a
Lightning or Community page
according to the Record Id
present on the page.

Vlocity Action Toolbar

n/aLightning AppRenders a Calculation Procedure
on a

Vlocity Calculation Procedures

Calculation Procedure Version
page to enable configuration of
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ReferenceBuilderDescriptionComponent Name

the Calculation Procedure Version’s
steps. The component is not
configurable and picks up the
Calculation Procedure Version’s
ID internally.

Adding a Vlocity Card to a
Lightning or Community Page

Renders a Card on a page.Vlocity Cards • Community

• Lightning App

Reloading a Card Layout After
Updating Profile Attributes

Displays cards that refresh when
profile attributes on the page are
modified.

Vlocity Cards Component Events • Community

• Lightning App

Vlocity Conversation UILightning AppThe ChatBot component opens
a Vlocity Conversation UI on a
lightning page.

Vlocity ChatBot

Vlocity Conversation UILightning AppThe ChatBot Input component
accepts user input to launch the

Vlocity ChatBot Input

Vlocity Conversation UI from the
Vlocity ChatBot Utility.

Vlocity Conversation UILightning AppThe ChatBot Utility component
is invoked by the ChatBot Input

Vlocity ChatBot Utility

component to launch Vlocity
Conversation UI from the Utility
Bar.

Adding Profile Attributes to a
Lightning or Community Page

Lightning AppThe Lightning Profiler
component enables you to
apply profile attributes to a

Vlocity Lightning Profiler

record from the record detail
page.

Launch an OmniScript with LWC
OmniScript Wrapper

The Vlocity LWC OmniScript
Wrapper component uses URL
parameters to determine which

Vlocity LWC OmniScript Wrapper • Lightning App

• Community

OmniScript opens and what
information to pass into the
OmniScript.
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ReferenceBuilderDescriptionComponent Name

Launching OmniScript from a
Community or Lightning Record
Page

CommunityDisplays an OmniScript. By
default, the record Id is passed
into the OmniScript as a
ContextId even if one is not
specified.

Vlocity OmniScript

Opening Knowledge Base
Articles Outside of a Classic
OmniScript

Lightning AppEnables OmniScript to render
Knowledge Base articles outside
of the OmniScript.

Vlocity OmniScript Knowledge
Base

Configuring the Vlocity OS Player
Lightning Component

Lightning AppUse this component in place of
the Vlocity OmniScript
Component when a Vlocity Card
is used to invoke the OmniScript.

Vlocity OS Player

Access Actions in a Lightning
Page with the Power Launcher
Component

Lightning AppDisplays all Actions relevant to a
Lightning Record page, or all
Actions available by default to a
Lightning page, in a Type Ahead.

Vlocity Power Launcher

Automated Actions

EDITIONS

Available in: both Lightning
Experience and Salesforce
Classic

Flow triggers are available
in: Salesforce Classic

Available in: Enterprise,
Performance, Unlimited,
and Developer Editions

Outbound messages are
available in: Professional,
Enterprise, Performance,
Unlimited, and Developer
Editions

Email alerts are available in:
Essentials, Professional,
Enterprise, Performance,
Unlimited, and Developer
Editions

An automated action is a reusable component that performs some sort of action behind the
scenes—like updating a field or sending an email. After you create an automated action, add it to
a process, milestone, or other automated process.

Supported In...Action Type

Entitlement
Process

Approval
Process

FlowProcessWorkflow
Rule

Email Alert

Field Update

(immediate
only)

Flow Trigger
(Pilot)

Outbound
Message

Task
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Considerations for Automated Actions

Before you start working with automated actions, familiarize yourself with relevant limits and special behaviors.

Manage Automated Actions in Workflow Rules

Task Actions

EDITIONS

Available in: Lightning
Experience and Salesforce
Classic

Available in: Enterprise,
Performance, Unlimited,
and Developer Editions

Task actions determine the details of an assignment given to a specified user by an automated
process. You can associate task actions with workflow rules, approval processes, or entitlement
processes.

Important:  Where possible, we changed noninclusive terms to align with our company
value of Equality. We maintained certain terms to avoid any effect on customer
implementations.

From Setup, enter Tasks  in the Quick Find box, and select Tasks. Then use these settings
to configure your task.

DescriptionField

Select an object for your task. Remember, tasks can only be associated with workflow
rules or approval processes for the same object type. Choose an object that tracks
activities.

Object

Note:  Tasks are not available for article types.

Select an assignee for your task. An assignee can be in the form of a user, role, record
owner, record creator, opportunity team role, or account team role, depending on
the type of record you chose.

Assigned
to

Note:

• If the assignee of a task is set to the record owner and the owner of a lead
or case is a queue, the task is assigned to the person who triggered the
rule.

• If a custom object has a master-detail relationship with a standard object,
the owner of the custom object record is automatically set to the owner
of the master standard object record. For example, if a custom object
called “Expenses” has a master-detail relationship with Accounts, the
owner of each expense record is the owner of the account for the expense.

• If the assignee of a workflow task is a role and more than one user belongs
to that role, the record owner becomes the task assignee, regardless of
their role. We recommend that you don’t assign tasks to roles with multiple
users. Assigning tasks to roles with one user allows you to easily change
the user in that role without modifying the workflow rule. If the assignee
of a workflow task is a role and that role is empty, the record owner
becomes the task assignee, regardless of their role.

• When a lead is converted by someone who isn't the lead owner, all
workflow tasks associated with the lead that are assigned to that user,
except email alerts, are reassigned to the lead owner. Workflow tasks
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DescriptionField

assigned to users other than the lead owner and lead converter aren't changed.

Enter a subject for the task. Distinguish automated tasks from user-created ones by starting the subject with a specific
notation, such as adding (Automated)  at the end.

Subject

Enter a unique name to refer to this component in the API. The requirement for uniqueness is only within the selected
object type. You can have actions of the same type with the same unique name, provided they are defined for
different objects.

Unique Name

The Unique Name field can contain only underscores and alphanumeric characters. It must be unique within the
selected object type, begin with a letter, not include spaces, not end with an underscore, and not contain two
consecutive underscores.

Choose a due date for the task. Due dates appear in the time zone of the assignee.Due Date

Configuring a task’s Due Date to "Rule Trigger Date" sets time triggers and workflow task due dates based on the
date that the workflow time trigger’s action is executed. For example, if the task due date is "Rule Trigger Date plus
10 days" and the time trigger is executed on January 1, Salesforce sets the task due date to January 11.

Choose a status for the task.Status

Choose a priority for the task.Priority

Enter comments for the task.Comments

You may notice that all your tasks include a Created By field. For tasks, this field contains the name of the person who saved the record
that triggered the rule to assign the task.

Tasks don't trigger task-based workflow rules if they’re created automatically, such as by clicking the Send An Email button or by using
the Email to Salesforce BCC address field.

SEE ALSO:

Associate Actions with Workflow Rules or Approval Processes

Email Alert Actions

EDITIONS

Available in: both Salesforce
Classic and Lightning
Experience

Available in: Essentials,
Professional, Enterprise,
Performance, Unlimited,
and Developer Editions

Email alerts are emails generated by an automated process and sent to designated recipients. These
actions consist of the standard text and list of recipients for an email. You can associate email alerts
with processes, flows, workflow rules, approval processes, or entitlement processes. They’re also
available through the Invocable Actions REST API endpoint.

From Setup, enter Email Alerts  in the Quick Find  box, and select Email Alerts. Then
use these settings to configure your email alert.

Tip:  Create a standardized letterhead to use for all email templates you use for workflow
alerts.

DescriptionField

Enter a description.Description
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DescriptionField

Enter a unique name to refer to this component in the API. The requirement for uniqueness is only within the
selected object type. You can have actions of the same type with the same unique name, provided they’re defined

Unique Name

in different objects.The Unique Name field can contain only underscores and alphanumeric characters. It must be
unique within the selected object type, begin with a letter, not include spaces, not end with an underscore, and
not contain two consecutive underscores.

If available, choose an object for this email alert.

Salesforce uses this object when generating merge field values for email templates with workflow rules and approval
processes. Also, you can define the recipients of this email alert using contact and user lookup fields that are relevant

Object

to that object. For example, if you select Contract, you can define the contract signer as a recipient. The object is
read-only if the new email alert is associated with an approval process or workflow rule for a particular object.

Choose an email template. Insert merge fields to reference specific information based on the record that triggers
the email alert. For example, insert a merge field for the opportunity.

Classic Email Templates

Email Template

Except for {!ApprovalRequest.Comments}, approval merge fields named
{!ApprovalRequest.field_name} in email templates return values only in approval assignment emails
and email alerts for approval processes. When used in other emails—including email alerts for workflow rules—the
approval merge fields return null.

The {!ApprovalRequest.Comments}  merge field returns only the most recently entered comment in
emails for an approval step that requires unanimous approval from multiple approvers.

If available, select Protected Component to mark the alert as protected if it’s part of a Managed - Released package.

The Recipient merge field isn’t supported in either Classic or Lightning email templates used for workflows.

Lightning Email Templates

In Lightning email templates, merge fields are resolved for activity-enabled objects only, except Contact and Lead
merge fields. Activity-enabled objects appear in the Related Entity Type field on the email template record home.

Cross-object merge fields aren’t supported. The object specified in the Related Entity Type field must be the object
used in the template’s merge fields. For a workaround, see Cross-object Merge Fields Do Not Work in Email Templates.

There isn’t equivalent support for special merge fields in Classic email templates, such as {!this}  or
{!$Setup.LabelName}.

UTF-8 encoding is used on all emails sent through email alerts.

Select who receives this email alert.Recipient Type

Select who receives this email alert in the Available Recipients list and click Add.

If you change the object after selecting recipients, Salesforce clears the Selected Recipients list.

Recipients

If your email recipient is a role and that role contains multiple people, Salesforce emails each person in that role.

If your email recipient is a record owner and the owner of the record is a queue, the queue email receives the email
alert. If the queue is set up so that email is sent to all members, queue members are notified as well. If no queue
email is specified, only queue members are notified.

Enter up to five more email addresses for recipients who aren’t Salesforce users, leads, or contacts.Additional Emails
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DescriptionField

Either the default workflow user or a previously configured and verified organization-wide address. This field lets
you use a standard email address for your organization (such as support@company.com) instead of the default
From field, which is the email address of the person who updates the record.

If you select Make this the default From email address for this object's email alerts, this email address overrides
the From Email Address for all email alerts associated with that object. You can still customize individual email

From Email
Address

alerts to use a different From Email Address. The From Email Address in a workflow email alert changes to the
current user when the email alert is installed by using a managed or unmanaged package. The From Email Address
doesn't change when using other types of deployment such as Metadata API or change sets.

Note: The daily allocation for emails sent through email alerts is 1,000 per standard Salesforce license per org—except for free
Developer Edition and trial orgs, where the daily workflow email allocation is 15. The overall org allocation is 2,000,000. This
allocation applies to emails sent through email alerts in workflow rules, approval processes, flows, processes, or REST API. Single
emails sent to external email addresses are also limited, and how those limits are enforced depends on when your org was created.

SEE ALSO:

Available Recipient Types for Email Alerts

Daily Allocations for Email Alerts

Available Recipient Types for Email Alerts

EDITIONS

Available in: both Salesforce
Classic and Lightning
Experience

Available in: Essentials,
Professional, Enterprise,
Performance, Unlimited,
and Developer Editions

When you configure an email alert, you identify who receives the email. The available options vary
based on your org settings and the object you selected.

DescriptionRecipient
Type

The user listed as the owner of the account itself or the account associated with
the record.

This option works only for email alerts on accounts, opportunities, cases,
contacts, contracts, and any custom object that is a child of the account object.
The associated account must also specify an account owner. If you select another
object type or the associated account doesn’t have an account owner, Salesforce
sends the email alert to the record owner instead.

Account Owner

All users assigned to a particular account team role.

The Account Team option is always available. However, emails are sent only
when the rule is associated with the account object or its immediate child
objects.

Account Team

All users assigned to a particular case team role.Case Team

The user who created the record.Creator

All users associated with a Customer Portal.Customer Portal
User
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DescriptionRecipient Type

An email address field on the selected object, such as the Email field on lead records or custom email fields.Email Field

Note:  When creating email alerts for campaign members, Email Field refers to the email field on the
lead or contact that the campaign member is based on.

All users assigned to a particular opportunity team role. This option appears only when team selling is enabled.

The Opportunity Team option works only for email alerts configured for opportunities. It doesn’t work for
email alerts configured for child objects of opportunities.

Opportunity Team

The record owner.Owner

All users associated with a partner portal.Partner User

All users assigned to a particular portal role.Portal Role

All users assigned to a particular portal role, plus all users in roles below that role.Portal Role and
Subordinates

The users in a particular public group.Public Groups

An associated contact on the record.

For example, you can select the Customer Signed By field for contracts that contain the name of the contract
signer.

Related Contact

A campaign member’s lead or contact owner.Related Lead or
Contact Owner

An associated user on the record.

For example, contract records have an Activated By field that contains the name of the user that activated the
contract.

Related User

All users assigned a particular role.Role

All users assigned a particular role, plus all users in roles below that role, excluding partner portal and Customer
Portal users.

Role and Internal
Subordinates

All users assigned a particular role, plus all users in roles below that role.Role and Subordinates

A particular user.User

Note: The Recipient merge field isn’t supported in either Classic or Lightning email templates used for workflows.
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Field Update Actions

EDITIONS

Available in: Lightning
Experience and Salesforce
Classic

Available in: Enterprise,
Performance, Unlimited,
and Developer Editions

Field update actions let you automatically update a field value. You can associate field updates with
workflow rules, approval processes, or entitlement processes.

Important:  Where possible, we changed noninclusive terms to align with our company
value of Equality. We maintained certain terms to avoid any effect on customer
implementations.

From Setup, enter Field Updates  in the Update  box, and select Field Updates. Then use
these settings to configure your field update.

Before you begin, check the type of the field you want to update. Read-only fields like formula or
auto-number fields aren’t available for field updates.

DescriptionField

Enter a name for this field update.Name

Enter a unique name to refer to this component in the API. The requirement for uniqueness is only within the
selected object type. You can have field updates of the same type with the same unique name, provided they’re

Unique Name

defined in different objects. The Unique Name field can contain only underscores and alphanumeric characters.
It must be unique within the selected object type, begin with a letter, not include spaces, not end with an
underscore, and not contain two consecutive underscores.

Enter a description for the field update.Description

Select the object whose field you want to update.Object

Select the field to update. Fields are shown only for the object that you selected. You can select a field on a
related object in a master-detail relationship.

You can use field updates on encrypted custom fields, but the encrypted field isn't available in the formula
editor.

Field to Update

Avoid associating more than one field update with a rule or approval process that applies different values to
the same field.

Select if you want workflow rules on this object to be reevaluated after the field value is updated. If you select
this option, Salesforce reevaluates all workflow rules on the object if the field update results in a change to the

Re-evaluate Workflow
Rules After Field
Change value of the field, triggering any workflow rules whose criteria are met. For more information, see Field Updates

That Re-evaluate Workflow Rules on page 3375.

The value that the field can be updated with. The available options depend on the type of field you’re updating.
For more information, see Value Options for Field Update Actions on page 3365 .

Specify New Field
Value

SEE ALSO:

Associate Actions with Workflow Rules or Approval Processes

Cross-Object Field Updates

Considerations for Field Update Actions
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Value Options for Field Update Actions

EDITIONS

Available in: Lightning
Experience and Salesforce
Classic

Available in: Enterprise,
Performance, Unlimited,
and Developer Editions

When you create a field update action, specify the new value of the field.

Available field update options depend on the type of field you’re updating.

• Choose A specific value, and enter the value in the space provided.

• Choose A blank value (null) if you want Salesforce to remove any existing value and leave
the field blank. This option isn't available for required fields, checkboxes, and some other types
of fields.

• For record owners, choose a user to assign to the record. For case, lead, and custom object
records, you can also choose a queue for this field. To send an email to the new record owner,
select Notify Assignee. (This option is unavailable when user control over task assignment
notifications is enabled.)

• For checkboxes, choose True  to select the checkbox and False  to deselect it.

• For picklists, select a specific value from the dropdown list, or select the value above or below the current value based on the sorting
specified in the picklist definition. If you sort values alphabetically, the values above or below the current value can be different for
users in other languages.

• To calculate the value based on an expression, merge fields, or other values, select Use a formula to set the new value. For more
information about using formulas in Salesforce, see Calculate Field Values With Formulas.

Outbound Message Actions

EDITIONS

Available in: Lightning
Experience and Salesforce
Classic

Available in: Professional,
Enterprise, Performance,
Unlimited, and Developer
Editions

An outbound message sends information to a designated endpoint, like an external service. You
configure outbound messages from Setup. You must configure the external endpoint and create
a listener for the messages using SOAP API. You can associate outbound messages with flows,
workflow rules, approval processes, or entitlement processes.

For example, automatically initiate the reimbursement process for an approved expense report by
triggering an outbound API message to an external HR system.

From Setup, enter Outbound Messages  in the Quick Find box, and select Outbound
Messages. Then use these settings to configure your outbound message.

DescriptionField

Choose the object that has the information you want included in the outbound
message

Object

Enter a name for this outbound message.Name

Enter a unique name to refer to this component in the API. The requirement for
uniqueness is only within the selected object type. You can have outbound

Unique Name

messages with the same unique name, provided they’re defined for different
objects.

The Unique Name field can contain only underscores and alphanumeric
characters. It must be unique within the selected object type, begin with a letter,
not include spaces, not end with an underscore, and not contain two consecutive
underscores.
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DescriptionField

Enter a description that makes it easy for other users to tell what the outbound message does.Description

Enter an endpoint URL for the recipient of the message. Salesforce sends a SOAP message to this endpoint.Endpoint URL

Select the Salesforce user to use when sending the message. The chosen user controls data visibility for the
message that is sent to the endpoint

User to send as

If present, select Protected Component to mark the outbound message as protected in a managed package.
Only available in Developer Edition.

Protected Component

To include the Salesforce session ID in the outbound message, select Send Session ID. Include the session ID
in your message if you intend to make API calls and you don’t want to include a username and password.

Send Session ID

Never send a username and password in an unencrypted message, especially in a production environment.
It isn’t secure.

When you select Send Session ID, only HTTPS is supported for the endpoint URL to ensure secure transmission
of the session ID. For managed and unmanaged packages created before Spring ’19 with this option but
without an HTTPS endpoint, subscribers can still install them. Starting in Spring ’19, you can’t create packages
with insecure outbound message options.

Select the fields to include in the outbound message, and click Add.Object  fields to
send

If your endpoint URL uses a client certificate, see Import a Client Certificate for Your Endpoint URL on page 3368.

SEE ALSO:

Track the Delivery Status of an Outbound Message

Considerations for Outbound Messages

SOAP API Developer Guide

Associate Actions with Workflow Rules or Approval Processes

Considerations for Outbound Messages

Outbound Message Notifications

EDITIONS

Available in: Lightning
Experience and Salesforce
Classic

Available in: Professional,
Enterprise, Performance,
Unlimited, and Developer
Editions

You can request that up to five users receive a notification listing all outbound messages that have
failed for at least 24 hours. A fresh notification is sent every 24 hours until you cancel the request.
Failed messages are deleted from the failed outbound messages related list after seven days. Before
they are removed, you can delete them yourself or request that they be retried again.

Note:  If you don’t see the Outbound Message Notifications page, your org doesn’t have
notifications for outbound messages enabled. Contact Salesforce to enable notifications for
outbound messages.

Create an Outbound Message Notification

You can request that up to five users receive a notification listing all outbound messages that
have failed for at least 24 hours. A fresh notification is sent every 24 hours until you cancel the
request.
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View an Outbound Message Notification Request

Create an Outbound Message Notification

EDITIONS

Available in: Lightning
Experience and Salesforce
Classic

Available in: Professional,
Enterprise, Performance,
Unlimited, and Developer
Editions

USER PERMISSIONS

To create an outbound
message notification:
• Modify All Data

You can request that up to five users receive a notification listing all outbound messages that have
failed for at least 24 hours. A fresh notification is sent every 24 hours until you cancel the request.

1. From Setup, enter Outbound Message Notifications  in the Quick Find box, then
select Outbound Message Notifications.

2. Click New.

3. Enter a full username, or click the icon to select it from a list of usernames.

4. Save the request.

Note:  If you don’t see the Outbound Message Notifications page, your org doesn’t have
notifications for outbound messages enabled. Contact Salesforce to enable notifications for
outbound messages.

View an Outbound Message Notification Request

EDITIONS

Available in: Lightning
Experience and Salesforce
Classic

Available in: Professional,
Enterprise, Performance,
Unlimited, and Developer
Editions

USER PERMISSIONS

To view or edit outbound
message notification
request:
• Modify All Data

From the detail page of an outbound message notification request:

• Click Edit to change the username for a notification request. This is simpler than deleting the
request and then creating a new one.

• Click Delete to delete the notification request.

• Click Clone to create a new notification request with the same username.
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Track the Delivery Status of an Outbound Message

EDITIONS

Available in: Salesforce
Classic and Lightning
Experience

Available in: Professional,
Enterprise, Performance,
Unlimited, Developer, and
Database.com Editions

Approvals and Milestone
Actions aren’t available in
Database.com

USER PERMISSIONS

To track outbound
messages:
• Modify All Data

To track the status of an outbound message, from Setup, enter Outbound Messages  in the
Quick Find  box, then select Outbound Messages.

• Next items for delivery are awaiting delivery.

• Oldest failures haven’t yet been deleted because they haven’t been delivered and aren’t 24
hours old.

• Failed outbound messages failed to be delivered and are no longer being retried. Messages are
listed here only if you configure the message when you create it by selecting Add failures
to failed outbound message related list. If you don’t see this related list,
it hasn’t been enabled for your organization.

You can perform several tasks here.

• To view the action that triggered it, lick any workflow or approval process action ID.

• To change the Next Attempt date to now, click Retry. This option causes the message delivery
to be immediately retried. If you select Retry in the Failed outbound messages related list,
the outbound message moves to the Next items for delivery related list and is retried for
another 24 hours.

• To permanently remove the outbound message from the queue, click Del.

Note:  If you don’t have this option, your org doesn’t have outbound messages enabled.
Contact Salesforce to enable outbound messages.

Import a Client Certificate for Your Endpoint URL

EDITIONS

Available in: Lightning
Experience and Salesforce
Classic

Available in: Professional,
Enterprise, Performance,
Unlimited, and Developer
Editions

If the endpoint URL of your outbound message uses a client certificate, import it to put your
outbound message into action.

1. From Setup, enter API  in the Quick Find  box, then select API

2. Click Generate Client Certificate.

3. Save the certificate to the appropriate location.

4. Import the downloaded certificate into your application server and configure your application
server to request the client certificate.
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Define a Flow Trigger for Workflow (Pilot)

EDITIONS

Available in: Salesforce
Classic

Available in: Enterprise,
Performance, Unlimited,
and Developer Editions

USER PERMISSIONS

To view workflow rules and
actions:
• View Setup and

Configuration

To create or change
workflow rules and actions:
• Customize Application

Create a flow trigger so that you can launch a flow from workflow rules. With flow triggers, you can
automate complex business processes—create flows to perform logic, and have events trigger the
flows via workflow rules—without writing code. For example, your flow looks up and assigns the
relevant entitlement for a case. Create a flow trigger to launch the flow whenever a case is created,
so that all new cases are automatically set with a default entitlement.

Note: The pilot program for flow trigger workflow actions is closed. If you've already enabled
the pilot in your org, you can continue to create and edit flow trigger workflow actions. If you
didn't enable the pilot in your org, use Flow Builder to create a record-triggered flow, or use
Process Builder to launch a flow from a process.

To get started using flow triggers, from Setup, enter Flow Triggers in the Quick Find
box, then select Flow Triggers. Before you begin:

• Create and activate the autolaunched flow that you want this workflow action to launch.

• Create the workflow rule that you plan to add this workflow action to.

• Understand the special behavior and limitations of flow triggers. See Flow Trigger Considerations
(Pilot) on page 3376.

Complete these steps to create a flow trigger.

1. From Setup, enter Flow Triggers  in the Quick Find  box, then select Flow Triggers.

2. Click New Flow Trigger.

3. Select the same object as the workflow rule, and then click Next.

4. Configure the flow trigger.

DescriptionField

Name of the flow trigger.Name

Enter a unique name to refer to this component in the API. The Unique Name field can contain
only underscores and alphanumeric characters. It must be unique within the selected object type,

Unique Name

begin with a letter, not include spaces, not end with an underscore, and not contain two consecutive
underscores.

Reserved for future use.Protected Component

Unique name of the autolaunched flow that this workflow action launches.Flow

Whether to pass values into the flow’s variables.Set Flow Variables

5. If you select Set Flow Variables, specify their names and values.

Click Set Another Value to set up to 25 variables.

DescriptionField

Select the name of the flow variable.

Only variables that allow input access can be selected.

Name
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DescriptionField

For a flow variable, you can:Value

• Enter a literal value.

• Click , select a field, and click Insert.

For a record variable, you can:

• Click , select a record, and click Insert.

To help you distinguish between records and fields, all record options are marked with an
asterisk (*) and appear at the top of each list.

• Enter {!this}  to use the current values of the record that was created or edited to cause
the workflow rule to fire.

• Enter {!old}  to use the most recent previous values of the record that was edited to cause
the workflow rule to fire.

In other words, {!old}  identifies the same record as {!this}  but uses the record’s values
from immediately before it was edited to cause the workflow rule to fire.

Note:

• If the record was newly created, {!old}  is null.

• Unlike {!this}, {!old}  can’t be selected by clicking . Manually enter
{!old}  in the Value column.

6. To put the flow trigger in test mode, select Administrators run the latest flow version.

When selected and an admin triggers the workflow rule, the flow trigger launches the latest version of the flow. For all other users,
the flow trigger always launches the active version of the flow.

The same values are passed into the flow variables whether the flow trigger launches the active or latest flow version.

7. Click Save.

Don’t forget to associate the flow trigger to a workflow rule.

SEE ALSO:

Flow Trigger Considerations (Pilot)
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Considerations for Automated Actions

EDITIONS

Available in: Lightning
Experience and Salesforce
Classic

Available in: Enterprise,
Performance, Unlimited,
and Developer Editions

Before you start working with automated actions, familiarize yourself with relevant limits and special
behaviors.

Considerations for Field Update Actions

Learn how to use field update actions to their full potential in workflow.

Considerations for Outbound Messages

Review the considerations for using outbound message actions before implementing them in
your workflows.

Flow Trigger Considerations (Pilot)

Flow trigger workflow actions have special behaviors and limitations.

SEE ALSO:

Daily Allocations for Email Alerts

Considerations for Field Update Actions

EDITIONS

Available in: Lightning
Experience and Salesforce
Classic

Available in: Enterprise,
Performance, Unlimited,
and Developer Editions

Learn how to use field update actions to their full potential in workflow.

[other]:  Where possible, we changed noninclusive terms to align with our company value
of Equality. We maintained certain terms to avoid any effect on customer implementations.

When creating field updates for workflow rules or approval processes, consider the following:

Field Update Processing

• Field updates occur before email alerts, tasks, and outbound messages.

• Field updates occur after case assignment, lead assignment, and auto-response rules.

• Field updates function independently of field-level security. Therefore, a workflow rule can update fields even though they are hidden
on the user's page layout.

• The result of a field update is unpredictable when a single workflow rule includes multiple field updates that apply different values
to the same field.

• Field updates may affect the information in a related list. For example, if a field such as the Amount  or Close Date  of an
opportunity is set to be updated, it will affect the Stage History related list on opportunities.

• If a user gets a field update error when saving a record, you can use the debug log to see which field update failed. The debug log
stops when a failure occurs.

• For reminder fields on tasks and events:

– Field updates can set the reminder for a task or event but they can't use the due date of a task or the scheduled time of an event.

– Formulas for date/time values are calculated in days. Divide the value by 1440—the number of minutes in a day—to express
the value in minutes. For example, the formula Now()-7  means seven days ago, while Now()-7/1440  means seven
minutes ago.

• If your organization uses multiple currencies, currency fields are updated using the record's currency. If you choose to update a field
based on a formula, any values in your formula are interpreted in the currency of the record.

• Field updates are tracked in the History related list if you have set history tracking on those fields.
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• Workflow rules and some processes can invalidate previously valid fields. Invalidation occurs because updates to records based on
workflow rules and also on process scheduled actions don’t trigger validation rules.

• If you have person accounts enabled, you can use the Is Person Account  field as part of the evaluation criteria for workflow
rules. However, because the Is Person Account  field is read-only, any field updates set up to modify it will fail.

Tip:  Salesforce processes rules in the following order:

1. Validation rules

2. Assignment rules

3. Auto-response rules

4. Workflow rules (with immediate actions)

5. Escalation rules

Notes on Cross-Object Field Updates

• For all custom objects and some standard objects, you can create workflow and approval actions where a change to a detail record
updates a field on the related master record. Cross-object field updates work for custom-to-custom master-detail relationships,
custom-to-standard master-detail relationships, and a few standard-to-standard master-detail relationships. For more information,
see Cross-Object Field Updates on page 11.

• Approval processes can't use cross-object field update actions.

• An approval process can specify a field update action that reevaluates workflow rules for the updated object. If, however, the
re-evaluated workflow rules include a cross-object field update, those cross-object field updates are ignored.

• To create workflow rules so that case comments or emails automatically update fields on associated cases, select Case Comment
or Email Message in the Object drop-down list when creating a new workflow rule and select Case in the Field to Update list.
Email-to-Case or On-Demand Email-to-Case must be enabled for your organization to use the Email Message in a workflow rule.

When cases are updated by an email-triggered workflow rule, the updated case can trigger:

– Workflow rules

– Validation rules

– Updates to roll-up summary fields

– Escalation rules

– Apex triggers

– Entitlement processes

The updated case can't trigger:

– Assignment rules

– Auto-response rules

Field Update Actions and Custom Fields

• Before changing a custom field’s type, make sure it isn’t the target of a workflow field update or referenced in a field update formula
that would be invalidated by the new type.

• You can't delete a custom field that is referenced by a field update.

• You can use field updates on encrypted custom fields, but if you try to use a formula to set the new value, the encrypted field isn't
available in the formula editor.
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Field Update Actions on Opportunities and Contracts

• You can define field updates for the Stage  field on opportunities, but be aware of how this field affects the Type  and Forecast
Category  fields.

• You can define field updates using the Amount  field on opportunities but it will only apply to those opportunities that don't have
products. Adding products to an opportunity changes the Amount  field to a read-only field that is automatically calculated and
not affected by that field update.

• You can define field updates for the Status  field on contracts. However, the value of this field may affect the value of the Status
Category  field as well.

• Avoid creating a field update for contracts or orders that changes the Status  field to any value other than Approved.

Field Update Action Limitations

• The results of a field update can't trigger additional rules such as validation, assignment, auto-response, or escalation rules.

• The results of a field update can trigger additional workflow rules if you have flagged the field update to do so. For more information,
see Field Updates That Re-evaluate Workflow Rules on page 3375.

• Field updates that are executed as approval actions don’t trigger workflow rules or entitlement processes.

• These fields aren’t available for field update actions:

– Read-only fields like formula or auto-number fields

– The Language  picklist field on multilingual solutions

– Some activity fields, such as Related To  and Private

• Email message workflow rules can only be associated with field updates.

• If a field update references a specific user, you can't deactivate that user. For example, if your field update is designed to change the
owner of a record to Bob Smith, change the field update before deactivating Bob Smith.

• You can update long text area fields, but the option to insert A specific value  restricts you to entering up to the maximum
amount of characters allowed in the destination field.

• You can't make a field universally required if it's used by a field update that sets the field to a blank value.

• Workflow rules that update owners don’t also transfer associated items. To ensure transfer, click Change next to the owner’s name
in a record and make your transfer selections.

Cross-Object Field Updates

For all custom objects and some standard objects, you can create actions where a change to a detail record updates a field on the
related master record. Cross-object field updates work for custom-to-custom master-detail relationships, custom-to-standard
master-detail relationships, and a few standard-to-standard master-detail relationships.

Field Updates That Re-evaluate Workflow Rules

If Re-evaluate Workflow Rules After Field Change  is enabled for a field update action, Salesforce re-evaluates
all workflow rules on the object if the field update results in a change to the value of the field.

SEE ALSO:

Cross-Object Field Updates
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Cross-Object Field Updates

EDITIONS

Available in: Lightning
Experience and Salesforce
Classic

Available in: Enterprise,
Performance, Unlimited,
and Developer Editions

For all custom objects and some standard objects, you can create actions where a change to a detail
record updates a field on the related master record. Cross-object field updates work for
custom-to-custom master-detail relationships, custom-to-standard master-detail relationships, and
a few standard-to-standard master-detail relationships.

[other]:  Where possible, we changed noninclusive terms to align with our company value
of Equality. We maintained certain terms to avoid any effect on customer implementations.

For example, in a custom recruiting application, create a workflow rule that sets the status of an
application (the master object) to “Closed” when a candidate (the detail object) accepts the job.
Or, for standard objects, create a rule to change the status of a case from “Awaiting Customer
Response“ to “In Progress” when a customer adds a case comment.

Custom Object to Custom Object

Cross-object field updates are supported for all custom objects that are children of custom objects in a master-detail relationship.

Custom Object to Standard Object

Cross-object field updates are supported for custom objects that are children of certain standard objects in a master-detail relationship.
The standard objects which support cross-object field updates from custom objects are:

• Account

• Asset

• Campaign

• Case

• Contact

• Contract

• Contract Line Item

• Entitlement

• Opportunity

• Order

• Question

• Quote

• Service Contract

• Solution

Standard Object to Standard Object

Cross-object field updates are supported for standard objects that are children of standard objects in a master-detail relationship. However,
only these standard-to-standard relationships are supported.

• Case Comments updating Case

• Email updating Case

Tip:  To create workflow rules so that case comments or emails automatically update fields on associated cases, select Case
Comment or Email Message in the Object drop-down list when creating a new workflow rule and select Casein the Field
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to Update list. Email-to-Case or On-Demand Email-to-Case must be enabled for your organization to use the Email Message
in a workflow rule.

• Opportunity Product updating Opportunity

Note:  Cross-object field updates to a parent opportunity's Amount and Quantity  fields only work if the opportunity has
no opportunity products associated with it.

• Opportunity updating Account—Supported for both business accounts and person accounts.

Note: If you have workflow rules on converted leads and want to use cross-object field updates on the resulting accounts and
opportunities, you must enable the lead setting Require Validation for Converted Leads.

Standard-to-standard cross-object field update actions:

• Can’t be used in, or assigned to, approval processes.

• Update a parent record even if the user doesn’t have edit access to it.

Note:  If you have Apex code that updates parent fields in the same relationships as a cross-object field update action, consider
replacing your code with cross-object field updates. Otherwise, both will fire, and since workflow rules run after Apex triggers, the
workflow field update will override any change made by your Apex code.

SEE ALSO:

Considerations for Field Update Actions

Object Relationships Overview

Field Updates That Re-evaluate Workflow Rules

EDITIONS

Available in: Lightning
Experience and Salesforce
Classic

Available in: Enterprise,
Performance, Unlimited,
and Developer Editions

If Re-evaluate Workflow Rules After Field Change  is enabled for a field
update action, Salesforce re-evaluates all workflow rules on the object if the field update results in
a change to the value of the field.

• If the field update changes the field’s value, all workflow rules on the associated object are
re-evaluated. Any workflow rules whose criteria are met as a result of the field update will be
triggered.

• If any of the triggered workflow rules result in another field update that’s also enabled for
workflow rule re-evaluation, a domino effect occurs, and more workflow rules can be re-evaluated
as a result of the newly-triggered field update. This cascade of workflow rule re-evaluation and
triggering can happen up to five times after the initial field update that started it.

• Make sure that your workflow rules aren’t set up to create recursive loops. For example, if a field update for Rule1 triggers Rule2, and
a field update for Rule2 triggers Rule1, the recursive triggers may cause your organization to exceed its limit for workflow time triggers
per hour.

• In a batch update, workflow is only retriggered on the entities where there is a change.

• Only workflow rules on the same object as the initial field update will be re-evaluated and triggered.

• Only workflow rules that didn’t fire before will be retriggered.

• Cross-object workflow rules aren’t candidates for re-evaluation.

• Cross-object field updates that cause a field value to change don’t trigger workflow rule re-evaluation on the associated object.

• An approval process can specify a field update action that reevaluates workflow rules for the updated object. If, however, the
re-evaluated workflow rules include a cross-object field update, those cross-object field updates are ignored.

• Time-dependent actions aren't executed for a reevaluated workflow rule in the following situations:
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The reevaluated workflow rule’s immediate actions cause the record to no longer meet the workflow rule criteria.–

– An Apex after  trigger that is executed as a result of a workflow or approvals action causes the record to no longer meet the
workflow rule criteria.

SEE ALSO:

Considerations for Field Update Actions

Considerations for Outbound Messages

EDITIONS

Available in: Lightning
Experience and Salesforce
Classic

Available in: Professional,
Enterprise, Performance,
Unlimited, and Developer
Editions

Review the considerations for using outbound message actions before implementing them in your
workflows.

When creating outbound messages for workflow rules or approval processes, consider the following:

• A single SOAP message can include up to 100 notifications. Each notification contains an ID
that uniquely identifies a record, and a reference to the data in the record. If the information in
the record changes after the notification is sent, but before the notification is delivered, only
the updated information is delivered. If the record is deleted before the notification is delivered,
the notification contains no data.

• Messages are queued until they are sent, to preserve message reliability.

• If the endpoint is unavailable, messages stay in the queue until sent successfully or until they
are 24 hours old. After 24 hours, messages are dropped from the queue.

• If a message can't be delivered, the interval between retries increases exponentially, up to a maximum of two hours between retries.

• Messages are retried independent of their order in the queue. This might result in messages being delivered out of order.

• You can't build an audit trail using outbound messages. While each message should be delivered at least once, it might be delivered
more than once. Also, it might not be delivered at all if delivery cannot be done within 24 hours. Finally, as noted above, the source
object might change after a notification is sent but before it is delivered, so the endpoint will only receive the latest data, not any
intermediate changes.

Flow Trigger Considerations (Pilot)

EDITIONS

Available in: Salesforce
Classic

Available in: Enterprise,
Performance, Unlimited,
and Developer Editions

Flow trigger workflow actions have special behaviors and limitations.

Note: The pilot program for flow trigger workflow actions is closed. If you've already enabled
the pilot in your org, you can continue to create and edit flow trigger workflow actions. If you
didn't enable the pilot in your org, use Flow Builder to create a record-triggered flow, or use
Process Builder to launch a flow from a process.

Understand these considerations before you create flow triggers or add them to workflow rules.

• Flow triggers are available only for workflow rules. You can’t use them as actions elsewhere,
for example, in approval processes.

• Flow triggers are available on most—but not all—objects that are supported by workflow rules. You can see the list of supported
objects when you create a new flow trigger. From Setup, enter Flow Triggers  in the Quick Find  box, then click Flow
Triggers.

• Only active, autolaunched flows can be launched by flow triggers. However, if a flow trigger is in test mode, admins run the latest
flow version while other users run the active flow version.

• Flows that are launched from workflow rules are run in system context, which means that user permissions, field-level security, and
sharing rules aren’t taken into account during flow execution.
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• If a flow trigger fails at run time, the user who created or edited the record to meet the workflow rule criteria won’t be able to save
the record. To troubleshoot run time issues, see the flow action events in the Workflow  category of debug logs, which show the
flow version and the values passed into flow variables.

• A flow trigger can set the values of up to 25 variables in the flow, with the following limitations.

– Flow triggers can’t use multi-select picklist fields to set flow variables.

– When a flow trigger uses a currency field to set a flow variable, only the amount is passed into the flow. Any currency ISO code
or locale information is ignored. If your organization uses multiple currencies, the flow trigger uses the amount in the currency
of the record that contains the specified currency field.

– Flow triggers can’t pass values into record collection variables in flows.

• Always keep one version of the flow active if it’s referenced by an active workflow rule’s flow trigger.

• Once you activate a workflow rule using the flow trigger, don’t modify or add a version of the flow to include screens or other
elements that would violate the run restrictions for an autolaunched flow. If you modify a flow to no longer be autolaunched, it can’t
be launched by flow triggers. To work around this situation, you can save the non-autolaunched flow as a new flow and change the
new flow to become autolaunched. Then update the flow triggers to launch the new flow.

• Flow triggers aren’t available as time-dependent workflow actions. You can add flow triggers to workflow rules only as immediate
workflow actions.

• When the system executes a workflow rule with multiple flow triggers, those flows aren’t run in any particular order.

• In a transaction, flow triggers are executed after all workflow field updates, including any Apex triggers and standard validations that
are executed as a result of those workflow field updates. After executing flow triggers, the system executes escalation rules.

• Flows that are launched from workflow rules are governed by the per-transaction limits already enforced by Apex.

• When flows are launched from workflow rules that are triggered by bulk loads or imports, the flows’ data manipulation language
(DML) operations are executed in bulk to reduce the number of calls required and to optimize system performance. The execution
of any of the following flow elements qualifies as a DML operation: Create Records, Update Records, or Delete Records.

For example, suppose that you use Data Loader or the Bulk API to update 50 records, and those updates meet the criteria of a
workflow rule with a flow trigger action. In response, the system executes 50 instances of the flow within the same transaction. Each
instance of a running flow is called an interview. The system attempts to execute each DML operation across all the interviews in
the transaction at the same time. Suppose that five of those interviews are executing the same branch of the flow, which has an
Update Records element called “SetEntitlement.” The system waits for all five interviews to reach that element, and then executes
all five record updates in bulk.

• Flow triggers aren’t available in change sets.

• Flow triggers aren’t packageable.

Approval Processes

EDITIONS

Available in: both Salesforce
Classic and Lightning
Experience

Available in: Enterprise,
Performance, Unlimited,
and Developer Editions

It’s likely that you’re familiar with process automation in the form of workflow rules. Approval
processes take automation one step further, letting you specify a sequence of steps that are required
to approve a record.

An approval process automates how records are approved in Salesforce. An approval process
specifies each step of approval, including from whom to request approval and what to do at each
point of the process.
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Example: Your org has a three-tier process for approving expenses. This approval process automatically assigns each request to
right person in your org, based on the amount requested.

If an expense record is submitted for approval, lock the record so that users can’t edit it and change the status to Submitted.

If the amount is $50 or less, approve the request. If the amount is greater than $50, send an approval request to the direct manager.
If the amount is greater than $5,000 and the first approval request is approved, send an approval request to the vice president.

If all approval requests are approved, change the status to Approved and unlock the record. If any approval requests are rejected,
change the status to Rejected and unlock the record.

Set Up an Approval Process

If Approvals is the right automation tool for your business process, follow these high-level steps to create one for your org.

Prepare Your Org for Approvals

Make sure that your users can submit their records for approval, and consider how you can make it easy for approvers to respond
to approval requests.

Limits and Considerations for Approvals

Before you automate something with an approval process, be aware of the limits and considerations.

Sample Approval Processes

Review samples of common approval processes to help you get started creating your own.

Approval History Reports

If you create a custom report type for approval process instances, users can view the historical details of completed and in-progress
approval processes and their individual steps.

Manage Multiple Approval Requests

Transfer multiple approval requests from one user to another or remove multiple approval requests from the approval process.

Approval Requests for Users

Your admin can set up approval processes that let you and other users submit records for approval, which results in approval requests.

Approval Process Terminology

Set Up an Approval Process

EDITIONS

Available in: both Salesforce
Classic and Lightning
Experience

Available in: Enterprise,
Performance, Unlimited,
and Developer Editions

USER PERMISSIONS

To create approval
processes:
• Customize Application

If Approvals is the right automation tool for your business process, follow these high-level steps to
create one for your org.

1. Prepare to Create an Approval Process

Plan each approval process carefully to ensure a successful implementation.

2. Choose the Right Wizard to Create an Approval Process

Before you create an approval process, determine which wizard is best for your needs.

3. Add an Approval Step to an Approval Process

Approval steps define the chain of approval for a particular approval process. Each step
determines which records can advance to that step, who to assign approval requests to, and
whether to let each approver’s delegate respond to the requests. The first step specifies what
to do if a record doesn’t advance to that step. Later steps specify what happens if an approver
rejects the request.
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4. Add Automated Actions to an Approval Process

You can associate actions to approval steps, initial submission, final approval, final rejection, or recall. Approval processes support
four automated actions.

5. Activate an Approval Process

After you’ve created at least one step for the approval process, activate the process.

SEE ALSO:

Approval Process Terminology

Sample Approval Processes

Prepare Your Org for Approvals

Prepare to Create an Approval Process

EDITIONS

Available in: both Salesforce
Classic and Lightning
Experience

Available in: Enterprise,
Performance, Unlimited,
and Developer Editions

Plan each approval process carefully to ensure a successful implementation.

Review the following checklist before creating your approval process.

• Prepare an approval request email template.

• Prepare an approval request post template.

• Determine the approval request sender.

• Determine the assigned approver.

• Determine the delegated approver.

• Decide if your approval process needs a filter.

• Design initial submission actions.

• Decide if users can approve requests from a wireless device.

• Determine if users can edit records that are awaiting approval.

• Decide if records should be auto-approved or rejected.

• Determine how many levels your process has.

• Determine the actions when an approval request is approved or rejected.

Which email template do you want to use for approval requests?
The email template you specify on an approval process is used when notifying users that an approval request is assigned to them.
You can use the Salesforce default email template or create your own template. Include the appropriate approval process merge
fields to link directly to the approval request.

Does your org have email approval response enabled? If so, the default email template includes instructions for replying to an
approval request. Type approve, approved, yes, reject, rejected, or no  in the first line of the email body and add
comments in the second line.

Which Chatter post template do you want to use for approval requests?
If your org has Approvals in Chatter enabled, specify an approval post template to use when notifying a user via Chatter about an
assigned approval request. You can use the Salesforce default post template or create your own.

Who is the sender of approval requests?
Approval request notifications are sent from the user who submitted the record for approval. When you configure an email alert,
you can add a different return email address for these notifications. You can choose the email address of the default workflow user
or a previously configured and verified org-wide address. Determine which email address to use.
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Who can approve requests?
Any of the following can approve or reject a request.

• A user or queue that the approval request submitter chooses.

• A queue specified by the administrator.

• A user listed in the Manager  standard field on the submitter’s user detail page.

• A user listed in a custom hierarchy field on the submitter’s user detail page.

• Any combination of users and related users (users listed in a standard or custom field on the submitted record) specified by the
administrator.

Do you want approval requests delegated to another user for approval?
An approver can designate a delegate to approve requests, but you can disable this option. To assign delegates, for each user,
populate the Delegated Approver  field on the user’s detail page.

Note: Internal Salesforce users are listed by and can be added using the Delegated Approver lookup field. Use Data Loader
and a comma-delineated (CSV) file to add users with communities licenses as Delegated Approvers. The CSV uses the
CommunityUserId  rather than the UserId  for DelegatedApproverId. Communities licenses are used with
Experience Cloud sites and legacy portals.

Which records are included in this process?
Determine what attributes a record must have to be included in your approval process. If necessary, create the custom fields to store
this information so that you can use it in your filter criteria. For example, if you want to include expense records from your headquarters
office only, create a custom picklist field called Office Location  that has two options: “HQ” and “Field.” Then, you would
specify in your filter criteria that records must have “HQ” in the Office Location  field to be included in the approval process.

What happens when a record is first submitted for approval?
When users submit a record for approval, Salesforce automatically locks the record so that other users cannot change it while it is
awaiting approval. You can still add campaign members to campaigns locked for approval.

Decide if you want other workflow actions to happen when a record is first submitted, such as email alerts, tasks, field updates, and
outbound messages. These actions become your initial submission actions.

Can users approve requests from a mobile device?
Determine if you want to require users to log in to Salesforce to approve requests. You can also set up your approval process to allow
users to approve requests remotely using a mobile browser.

Who can edit records that are awaiting approval?
Records submitted for approval are locked. Users with the “Modify All” object-level permission for the given object or the “Modify
All Data” permission can always unlock a record and edit it. You can also specify that the currently assigned approver can edit the
record. You can still add campaign members to campaigns locked for approval.

Can records be automatically approved, rejected, or skipped based on certain criteria?
You can set entry criteria for each step of your process. Configure Salesforce to approve, reject, or skip the process if a record doesn’t
meet the criteria. For example, all expenses submitted with an Amount  less than $15 are automatically approved.

How many people have to approve these requests?
An approval process can have several layers of approvals. Determine how many users have to approve requests and in what order.
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What happens when a request is approved or rejected?
When a request is recalled, approved, or rejected, Salesforce can perform up to 10 instances of each of the following types of
actions—up to 40 actions total. You can also configure up to 40 actions to occur when a record has received all necessary approvals
or is rejected.

SEE ALSO:

Set Up an Approval Process

Limits and Considerations for Approvals

Sample Approval Processes

Choose the Right Wizard to Create an Approval Process

EDITIONS

Available in: both Salesforce
Classic and Lightning
Experience

Available in: Enterprise,
Performance, Unlimited,
and Developer Editions

Before you create an approval process, determine which wizard is best for your needs.

Create an Approval Process with the Jump Start Wizard

For approval processes that use a single step, use the jump start wizard. This wizard chooses
some default options for you.

Default Selections for the Approval Process Jump Start Wizard

To make it easier for you to get started with a simple approval process, the jump start wizard
automatically chooses some default options for you.

Create an Approval Process with the Standard Wizard

When your approval process is more complex and you want to define specific steps, use the standard wizard.

SEE ALSO:

Set Up an Approval Process

Create an Approval Process with the Jump Start Wizard

EDITIONS

Available in: both Salesforce
Classic and Lightning
Experience

Available in: Enterprise,
Performance, Unlimited,
and Developer Editions

USER PERMISSIONS

To create approval
processes:
• Customize Application

For approval processes that use a single step, use the jump start wizard. This wizard chooses some
default options for you.

1. From Setup, enter Approval Processes  in the Quick Find  box, then select Approval
Processes.

2. Select an object.

3. Select Create New Approval Process > Use Jump Start Wizard.

4. Configure the approval process by following the wizard.

a. Default Selections for the Approval Process Jump Start Wizard

b. Choose Approval Request Notification Templates

c. Design the Approval Request Page

d. Control Which Records Apply to an Approval Process
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e. Identify Assigned Approvers for an Approval Step

SEE ALSO:

Default Selections for the Approval Process Jump Start Wizard

Considerations for Configuring Approvals

Considerations for Setting Approvers

Set Up an Approval Process

Choose the Right Wizard to Create an Approval Process

Default Selections for the Approval Process Jump Start Wizard

EDITIONS

Available in: both Salesforce
Classic and Lightning
Experience

Available in: Enterprise,
Performance, Unlimited,
and Developer Editions

To make it easier for you to get started with a simple approval process, the jump start wizard
automatically chooses some default options for you.

After creating an approval process using the jump start wizard, you can modify these default options
and add more steps from the approval process detail page. Exception: you can’t modify the Record
Lock action on the Initial Submission Actions list.

• To edit records awaiting approval in the approval process, users must have the “Modify All”
permission for the given object or the Modify All Data permission.

• The page layout for the approval request includes the record name (or number), owner, date
created, and approval history.

• The security settings require approvers to log in to Salesforce to view the approval page.

• Only the owner of the record can submit the record for approval.

• Records are locked when submitted for approval.

• Records remain locked until approved or rejected.

• Rejected records are unlocked.

• Only admins can recall a record after it’s submitted.

• There are no auto-approve or auto-reject actions.

• No email notification is sent upon approval or rejection.

• No field values are automatically updated during the approval process.

• An approver cannot automatically delegate another user to approve the approval requests.

• The Allow submitters to recall approval requests option is not selected.

SEE ALSO:

Create an Approval Process with the Jump Start Wizard

Choose the Right Wizard to Create an Approval Process
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Create an Approval Process with the Standard Wizard

EDITIONS

Available in: both Salesforce
Classic and Lightning
Experience

Available in: Enterprise,
Performance, Unlimited,
and Developer Editions

USER PERMISSIONS

To create approval
processes:
• Customize Application

When your approval process is more complex and you want to define specific steps, use the standard
wizard.

From Setup, enter Approval Processes  in the Quick Find  box, then select Approval
Processes.

Select an object, and then select Create New Approval Process > Use Standard Setup Wizard.
Configure the approval process.

1. Control Which Records Apply to an Approval Process

Narrow down the list of records that can be part of the approval process by specifying criteria.
You can either use filters or write a formula.

2. Choose Approval Request Notification Templates

When an approval process assigns an approval request to a user, Salesforce sends the user an
approval request email. If Approvals in Chatter is enabled, Salesforce also posts the approval
request to Chatter. Choose templates for each of these notifications.

3. Choose an Automated Approver Throughout an Approval Process

Associate a hierarchy field—such as the user’s manager—with an approval process. When selected, the field is available as an
assigned approver option for approval steps. You can always select a hierarchy field here but not use it for any approval steps.

4. Specify Who Can Edit Locked Records

When a record is submitted for approval, it’s locked to prevent users from editing it during the approval process. Use the record
editability properties to determine who can edit records that are locked in this approval process.

5. Design the Approval Request Page

The approval page is where an approver responds to an approval request. Customize which fields appear on that page and in which
order. This page is used only for this approval process.

6. Specify Who Can Submit Records to an Approval Process

Only specified individuals or roles can submit a record for approval. You can also let submitters recall an approval request.

SEE ALSO:

Set Up an Approval Process

Limits and Considerations for Approvals

Control Which Records Apply to an Approval Process

EDITIONS

Available in: both Salesforce
Classic and Lightning
Experience

Available in: Enterprise,
Performance, Unlimited,
and Developer Editions

Narrow down the list of records that can be part of the approval process by specifying criteria. You
can either use filters or write a formula.

If you want all records to pass through the approval process, click Next. If only certain types of
records are considered, use one of the following options.

To enter the approval process...Option

The record must meet the filter criteria.criteria are met
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To enter the approval process...Option

The formula must return True.

Some functions aren’t available in approval process formulas. For information on which functions
you can use in approval process formulas, see Formula Operators and Functions by Context.

formula evaluates to true

Example: This filter lets an expense report enter this approval process only if the employee who submitted the report is located
at headquarters.

Current User: Office Location Equals Headquarters

This formula lets a record enter this approval process only if its discount approval cutoff date is less than 30 days away.

(Discount_Approval_CutoffDate__c < (CloseDate - 30)

SEE ALSO:

Considerations for Configuring Approvals

Formula Operators and Functions by Context

Choose Approval Request Notification Templates

EDITIONS

Available in: both Salesforce
Classic and Lightning
Experience

Available in: Enterprise,
Performance, Unlimited,
and Developer Editions

When an approval process assigns an approval request to a user, Salesforce sends the user an
approval request email. If Approvals in Chatter is enabled, Salesforce also posts the approval request
to Chatter. Choose templates for each of these notifications.

These fields are available from both the jump-start and standard wizards.

DescriptionField

Choose a custom email template to use when notifying approvers that
an approval request is assigned to them. Or leave blank to use the default
email template.

The approval process uses the same template for every assignment
email—no matter which approval step it’s for.

Approval
Assignment Email
Template

Available only when Approvals in Chatter is enabled.

Choose an approval post template to use when notifying approvers via
a post in their Chatter feed. Leave blank to use the default post template
for this object or, if there isn’t one, the system default template.

Approval Post
Template
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Note: If email approval response is enabled, be sure that the email template you use describes how to correctly use both response
options: clicking the link and replying by email. If the user doesn’t respond correctly (for example, if the user misspells approve
or types it on the wrong line), Salesforce doesn’t register the user’s response.

SEE ALSO:

Chatter Post Templates for Approval Requests

Email Templates in Salesforce Classic

Merge Fields for Approvals

Choose an Automated Approver Throughout an Approval Process

EDITIONS

Available in: both Salesforce
Classic and Lightning
Experience

Available in: Enterprise,
Performance, Unlimited,
and Developer Editions

Associate a hierarchy field—such as the user’s manager—with an approval process. When selected,
the field is available as an assigned approver option for approval steps. You can always select a
hierarchy field here but not use it for any approval steps.

Set Next Automated Approver Determined By with one of the following options.

DescriptionOption

Approval requests aren’t automatically assigned based on a field. Instead,
you manually specify a user to approve all approval requests.

--None--

Approval requests are assigned to an approver from the specified field.
You can select only a hierarchical relationship field, such as Manager.

Field

Available only when Field  is selected.

If selected, the first executed approval step sets the approver to the value
of Field  on the record owner’s user record—instead of the submitter’s
user record.

Use Approver Field
of Object  Owner

All remaining steps use Field  in the user record of the preceding step’s
approver.

Example: If you select the Manager  field, you can configure any step in this process to route approval requests to the submitting
user’s manager.

If you select Use Approver Field of Object  Owner, the first step that isn’t skipped is routed to the owner’s manager. All other
steps are routed to the previous approver’s manager.

SEE ALSO:

Custom Field Types

Considerations for Setting Approvers
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Specify Who Can Edit Locked Records

EDITIONS

Available in: both Salesforce
Classic and Lightning
Experience

Available in: Enterprise,
Performance, Unlimited,
and Developer Editions

When a record is submitted for approval, it’s locked to prevent users from editing it during the
approval process. Use the record editability properties to determine who can edit records that are
locked in this approval process.

DescriptionOption

Default. Lets users edit the record that’s pending approval only if they
have:

Administrators
ONLY...

• The “Modify All” object-level permission for the given object, or

• The “Modify All Data” permission

Lets the assigned approver and admins edit the record.Administrators OR...

Note:

• Even when a campaign is locked for approval, users can add campaign members to it.

• In Lightning Experience, you can't unlock Knowledge articles during an approval process.

Design the Approval Request Page

EDITIONS

Available in: both Salesforce
Classic and Lightning
Experience

Available in: Enterprise,
Performance, Unlimited,
and Developer Editions

The approval page is where an approver responds to an approval request. Customize which fields
appear on that page and in which order. This page is used only for this approval process.

DescriptionOption

Specifies which fields to display on the approval request page. Keep in mind
that approvers could view this page on a mobile device. Select only the
fields necessary for users to decide whether to approve or reject records.

Selected Fields

If selected, the approval request page displays the approval history of the
associated record.

Display approval
history
information...

Controls whether users have to log in to Salesforce to see the approval
request.

Allow approvers to access the approval page only from within the
application (Recommended)

Default. Users log in to Salesforce to view the approval page.

Security Settings

Allow approvers to access the approval page only from within the
application, or externally from a wireless-enabled mobile device

Users can access an external version of the approval page from a
browser, including browsers on mobile devices, without logging in to
Salesforce. If selected, you can’t add approval steps that let users
manually select the next approver.
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Specify Who Can Submit Records to an Approval Process

EDITIONS

Available in: both Salesforce
Classic and Lightning
Experience

Available in: Enterprise,
Performance, Unlimited,
and Developer Editions

Only specified individuals or roles can submit a record for approval. You can also let submitters
recall an approval request.

Initial Submitters

Select a type or search to populate the Available Submitters list.Submitter Type

If the user who submits a record for approval isn’t included in this list, the
record doesn’t enter this approval process—even if the record meets the
entry criteria.

Allowed Submitters

Page Layout Settings

When selected, Salesforce adds the Submit for Approval button to the Standard Buttons and Approval
History related list to the Related Lists for all page layouts for the object.

This setting is available only when you create an approval process. If the Standard Buttons for a layout
haven’t been customized before, the Submit for Approval button isn’t added.

Add the Submit for Approval
button and Approval History
related list to all Object
page layouts

Submission Settings

If selected, submitters can recall their approval requests. If unselected, only admins can recall requests.

This option is useful for situations where things can change on the submitter’s side while waiting for
an approval. For example, an opportunity could be lost after the user submits it for approval.

Allow submitters to recall
approval requests

Add an Approval Step to an Approval Process

EDITIONS

Available in: both Salesforce
Classic and Lightning
Experience

Available in: Enterprise,
Performance, Unlimited,
and Developer Editions

USER PERMISSIONS

To create approval steps:
• Customize Application

Approval steps define the chain of approval for a particular approval process. Each step determines
which records can advance to that step, who to assign approval requests to, and whether to let
each approver’s delegate respond to the requests. The first step specifies what to do if a record
doesn’t advance to that step. Later steps specify what happens if an approver rejects the request.

You can add steps to an approval process only if it is inactive.

From the approval process, click New Approval Step, and follow the wizard.

Steps are executed in the order specified.

1. Control Which Records Apply to an Approval Step

Control which records are part of the approval step by setting the step’s criteria. You can also
specify what happens to records that don’t meet the step’s criteria.

2. Identify Assigned Approvers for an Approval Step

Specify who to send an approval request for this step to.
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3. Specify Rejection Behavior for an Approval Step

Configure what happens if an approver rejects a request. The final rejection actions for the approval process determine the first step’s
rejection behavior.

SEE ALSO:

Set Up an Approval Process

Enable Email Approval Response

Control Which Records Apply to an Approval Step

EDITIONS

Available in: both Salesforce
Classic and Lightning
Experience

Available in: Enterprise,
Performance, Unlimited,
and Developer Editions

Control which records are part of the approval step by setting the step’s criteria. You can also specify
what happens to records that don’t meet the step’s criteria.

Criteria Options

If all records go through this approval step, leave All records should enter this step selected.

If only certain types of records are supposed to enter this process, select Enter this step if the following... and choose the appropriate
option (1). For details on the options, see Control Which Records Apply to an Approval Process.

(2) Else Options for Approval Step Criteria

If you specified filter criteria or entered a formula, choose what happens to records that don’t meet the criteria or if the formula does not
return True.

Note:  You can’t change your selection after the approval process has been activated, even if you deactivate the approval process.

DescriptionOption

Approves the request and performs all final approval actions.approve record

Rejects the request and performs all final rejection actions. This option is available only for the first step
in the approval process.

reject record

Skips this step and goes to the next step. Available only when there’s a later step.

When you apply this option in the first step, keep in mind:

go to next step

• If the record doesn’t meet the criteria for any subsequent steps, the record is rejected.

• If you delete all later steps, Salesforce rejects the record.

When you apply this option in another step, keep in mind:
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DescriptionOption

• If you delete all later steps, Salesforce ends the process.

SEE ALSO:

Set Up an Approval Process

Enable Email Approval Response

Identify Assigned Approvers for an Approval Step

EDITIONS

Available in: both Salesforce
Classic and Lightning
Experience

Available in: Enterprise,
Performance, Unlimited,
and Developer Editions

Specify who to send an approval request for this step to.

Specify who to assign the approval to.

Let the submitter choose the approver manually. (default)
Prompts the user to select the next approver.

Automatically assign an approver using a standard or custom hierarchy
field.

Assigns the approval request to the user in the field displayed next to
this option. You select this field when you configure the approval process.

Automatically assign to a queue.
Available only for objects that support queues. Assigns approval requests
to a queue.

Select Approver

Automatically assign to approver(s).
Assigns the approval request to one or more specific users, specific
queues, or users related to the submitted record. You can add up to 25
per step.

Available only when Automatically assign to approver(s)
is selected.

Approve or reject based on the first response.
The first response to the approval request determines whether the record
is approved or rejected.

When multiple
approvers are
selected:

Require unanimous approval from all selected approvers.
The record is approved only if everyone approves the request. If any
approvers reject the request, the approval request is rejected.

Users can identify a delegate in their approval settings. Delegated approvers
can’t reassign approval requests; they can only approve or reject them.

The approver’s
delegate may
also approve this
request Note: Internal Salesforce users are listed by and can be added using

the Delegated Approver lookup field. Use Data Loader and a
comma-delineated (CSV) file to add users with communities licenses
as Delegated Approvers. The CSV uses the CommunityUserId
rather than the UserId  for DelegatedApproverId.
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Communities licenses are used with Experience Cloud sites and legacy portals.

SEE ALSO:

Considerations for Setting Approvers

Specify Rejection Behavior for an Approval Step

EDITIONS

Available in: both Salesforce
Classic and Lightning
Experience

Available in: Enterprise,
Performance, Unlimited,
and Developer Editions

Configure what happens if an approver rejects a request. The final rejection actions for the approval
process determine the first step’s rejection behavior.

DescriptionOption

Rejects the request even if previous steps were approved.
Salesforce performs all rejection actions specified for this step and
all final rejection actions.

Perform all rejection
actions...

Rejects the request, and returns the approval request to the
previous approver. Salesforce performs all rejection actions
specified for this step.

Perform ONLY the
rejection actions for this
step...

Add Automated Actions to an Approval Process

EDITIONS

Available in: both Salesforce
Classic and Lightning
Experience

Available in: Enterprise,
Performance, Unlimited,
and Developer Editions

You can associate actions to approval steps, initial submission, final approval, final rejection, or
recall. Approval processes support four automated actions.

DescriptionAction Type

Assigns a task to a user who you specify. You can specify the subject, status,
priority, and due date of the task.

Task

Sends an email to a designated recipient using a specified email template.Email Alert

Changes the value of a selected field. You can specify a value or create a
formula for the new value.

Field Update

Sends a message to a designated endpoint. You can also specify a username
and the data to include in the message.

Not supported for approval processes on junction objects.

Outbound Message

Example: When expenses are approved, you want to print checks for payment. To do so, you add an outbound message, which
sends the appropriate information to your Oracle accounting service, as a Final Approval action.

Groups of Automated Actions in an Approval Process

Each approval process is organized into groups of actions based on when the actions occur, such as initial submission. To add an
automated action to your approval process, determine which group of actions to add it to.
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Add an Automated Action to Your Approval Process

If you didn’t create an automated action before configuring your approval process, you can create one directly from the approval
process.

Add an Existing Automated Action to Your Approval Process

If you’ve already created an automated action, you can add it to your approval process.

SEE ALSO:

Set Up an Approval Process

Automated Actions

Considerations for Automated Actions

Groups of Automated Actions in an Approval Process

EDITIONS

Available in: both Salesforce
Classic and Lightning
Experience

Available in: Enterprise,
Performance, Unlimited,
and Developer Editions

Each approval process is organized into groups of actions based on when the actions occur, such
as initial submission. To add an automated action to your approval process, determine which group
of actions to add it to.

Default ActionsOccurs When...Group

Record Lock (locks)A user first submits a record for approval.Initial Submission

NoneAll required approvals for this step have been given
for a record.

Approval Step
Approval

NoneAn approver rejects this request for this step.Approval Step
Rejection

Record Lock (locks)All required approvals have been given for a recordFinal Approval

Record Lock (unlocks)An approver rejects the request, and it goes to the
final rejection state.

Final Rejection

Record Lock (unlocksA submitted approval request is recalled.Recall

SEE ALSO:

Considerations for Automated Actions
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Add an Automated Action to Your Approval Process

EDITIONS

Available in: both Salesforce
Classic and Lightning
Experience

Available in: Enterprise,
Performance, Unlimited,
and Developer Editions

USER PERMISSIONS

To create approval actions:
• Customize Application

If you didn’t create an automated action before configuring your approval process, you can create
one directly from the approval process.

1. Open the approval process that you want to add an action to.

2. From the appropriate related list, click Add New. For an approval step where the Approval
Actions and Rejection Actions are hidden, click Show Actions.

3. Choose the type of action.

The list of available actions differs depending on your settings and whether you have reached
the limit for a type of action.

4. Configure the action.

SEE ALSO:

Set Up an Approval Process

Considerations for Automated Actions

Groups of Automated Actions in an Approval Process

Add an Existing Automated Action to Your Approval Process

EDITIONS

Available in: both Salesforce
Classic and Lightning
Experience

Available in: Enterprise,
Performance, Unlimited,
and Developer Editions

USER PERMISSIONS

To select approval actions:
• Customize Application

If you’ve already created an automated action, you can add it to your approval process.

1. Open the approval process that you want to add an action to.

2. From the appropriate related list, click Add Existing. If that button is hidden, click Show Actions.

3. Choose the type of action.

4. Move the action from Available Actions to Selected Actions.

5. Save your changes.

SEE ALSO:

Groups of Automated Actions in an Approval Process

Considerations for Automated Actions
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Activate an Approval Process

EDITIONS

Available in: both Salesforce
Classic and Lightning
Experience

Available in: Enterprise,
Performance, Unlimited,
and Developer Editions

USER PERMISSIONS

To activate approval
processes:
• Customize Application

After you’ve created at least one step for the approval process, activate the process.

1. Open the approval process.

2. Make sure that it’s configured correctly.

3. Click Activate.

SEE ALSO:

Prepare Your Org for Approvals

Considerations for Managing Approvals

Prepare Your Org for Approvals

EDITIONS

Available in: both Salesforce
Classic and Lightning
Experience

Available in: Enterprise,
Performance, Unlimited,
and Developer Editions

Make sure that your users can submit their records for approval, and consider how you can make
it easy for approvers to respond to approval requests.

Let Users Submit for Approval

After you activate an approval process for an object, customize the object’s page layouts to
support record submission.

Override the Sender for Email Approval Notifications

By default, the sender for email approval notifications is the user who submitted the record for
approval. You can override the sender with an organization-wide address, like
approval@acmewireless.com.

Let Users Respond to Approval Requests from Your Org

Give your users an instant view of their approval requests by customizing the Home page or navigation bar.

Let Users Respond to Approval Requests by Email

If the email notification includes all the information that an approver needs to decide, enable email approval response. That way, a
user can simply reply to the email notification.

Let Users Respond to Approval Requests from Chatter

If your users don’t need in-depth information to decide how to respond to an approval request, enable Approvals in Chatter. That
way, they don’t have to leave their feed to continue with their day-to-day tasks.

Let Users Respond to Approvals Requests in Slack

If your users don’t need in-depth information to decide how to respond to an approval request, and they have a connection to Slack,
enable Approvals in Slack. That way, a user can simply respond to the Slack notification.

SEE ALSO:

Set Up an Approval Process

Limits and Considerations for Approvals
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Let Users Submit for Approval

EDITIONS

Available in: both Salesforce
Classic and Lightning
Experience

Available in: Enterprise,
Performance, Unlimited,
and Developer Editions

USER PERMISSIONS

To modify page layouts:
• Customize Application

After you activate an approval process for an object, customize the object’s page layouts to support
record submission.

Add the following components to your page layouts.

• Submit for Approval button

• Approval History related list

The Approval History related list lets users submit approval requests and track a record’s progress
through an approval process from the record detail page.

SEE ALSO:

Page Layouts

Prepare Your Org for Approvals

Override the Sender for Email Approval Notifications

EDITIONS

Available in: both Salesforce
Classic and Lightning
Experience

Available in: Enterprise,
Performance, Unlimited,
and Developer Editions

By default, the sender for email approval notifications is the user who submitted the record for
approval. You can override the sender with an organization-wide address, like
approval@acmewireless.com.

User Permissions Needed

Customize ApplicationTo edit process automation settings:

Manage FlowTo create, update, and delete flow list views:

After you add an organization-wide address to your org:

1. From Setup, enter Process Automation Settings  in the Quick Find box, then select Process Automation Settings.

2. For Email Approval Sender, select the organization-wide address.

3. Save your changes.

Let Users Respond to Approval Requests from Your Org

EDITIONS

Available in: both Salesforce
Classic and Lightning
Experience

Available in: Enterprise,
Performance, Unlimited,
and Developer Editions

Give your users an instant view of their approval requests by customizing the Home page or
navigation bar.

Lightning Experience

• Add the Items to Approve component to the appropriate Lightning Home pages.

This component is available only for Home pages. To add it to a Home page, use the
Lightning App Builder in Setup.

• Add the Approval Requests navigation item to the appropriate Lightning apps.

This item is available only for Lightning apps. To add it to a Lightning app, use the App
Manager in Setup.
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Salesforce mobile app
Add the Approvals item to the navigation items of any Lightning app.

Salesforce Classic
Add the Items to Approve related list to the appropriate home page layouts.

SEE ALSO:

Create Lightning Apps

Set Up the Lightning Experience Home Page

Salesforce Classic Home Tab Page Layouts

Prepare Your Org for Approvals

Let Users Respond to Approval Requests by Email

EDITIONS

Available in: both Salesforce
Classic and Lightning
Experience

Available in: Enterprise,
Performance, Unlimited,
and Developer Editions

If the email notification includes all the information that an approver needs to decide, enable email
approval response. That way, a user can simply reply to the email notification.

Considerations for Email Approval Response

Before you enable the ability to act on approvals via email, review how email works with your
approval processes.

Default Template for Email Approval Response

When you enable email approval response, Salesforce uses a default email template for approval
processes—unless you specify a custom email template.

Enable Email Approval Response

After you’ve reviewed the considerations and prepared the right template, flip the switch that lets users respond to approval requests
directly from their email.

SEE ALSO:

Prepare Your Org for Approvals

Let Users Respond to Approval Requests from Chatter

Considerations for Email Approval Response

EDITIONS

Available in: both Salesforce
Classic and Lightning
Experience

Available in: Enterprise,
Performance, Unlimited,
and Developer Editions

Before you enable the ability to act on approvals via email, review how email works with your
approval processes.

Compatibility with Approval Processes
Email approval response isn’t supported for approval processes that:

• Assign approval to a queue

• After the first step, let the approver manually select the next approver

Implicit Agreement with Salesforce
By enabling the email approval response feature, you agree to let Salesforce:

• Process email approval responses

• Update approval requests for all active users in your org
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• Update the approval object on behalf of your org’s users

SEE ALSO:

Limits and Considerations for Approvals

Let Users Respond to Approval Requests by Email

Default Template for Email Approval Response

EDITIONS

Available in: both Salesforce
Classic and Lightning
Experience

Available in: Enterprise,
Performance, Unlimited,
and Developer Editions

When you enable email approval response, Salesforce uses a default email template for approval
processes—unless you specify a custom email template.

Example: Requesting User  has requested your approval for the following item.

To approve or reject this item, reply to this email with the word APPROVE, APPROVED, YES,
REJECT, REJECTED, or NO in the first line of the email message, or click this link:

Link to approval request page

If replying via email you can also add comments on the second line. The comments will be
stored with the approval request in Salesforce CRM.

Note: For Salesforce to process your response the word APPROVE, APPROVED, YES, REJECT,
REJECTED, or NO must be in the very first line of the reply email. Also, any comment must be
in the second line.

If your org has Approvals in Chatter enabled and the approver opted to receive notifications as Chatter posts, the default email template
is appended with:

Example:  You can also approve, reject and comment on this request from your Chatter feed:

Link to approval post in Chatter

Note:  If you use a custom email template for your approval process, make sure that it explains both response options: clicking
the link and replying by email. If the user doesn’t respond correctly (for example, if the user misspells approve or types it on the
wrong line), Salesforce doesn’t register the response.

SEE ALSO:

Email Templates in Salesforce Classic

Merge Fields for Approvals

Let Users Respond to Approval Requests by Email
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Enable Email Approval Response

EDITIONS

Available in: both Salesforce
Classic and Lightning
Experience

Available in: Enterprise,
Performance, Unlimited,
and Developer Editions

USER PERMISSIONS

To enable Email Approval
Response:
• Customize Application

After you’ve reviewed the considerations and prepared the right template, flip the switch that lets
users respond to approval requests directly from their email.

Before you begin, give the appropriate users the “API Enabled” user permission so that they can
respond to approval requests by email.

1. From Setup, enter Process Automation Settings  in the Quick Find  box, then
select Process Automation Settings.

2. Select Enable email approval response.

3. Save your changes.

SEE ALSO:

Considerations for Email Approval Response

Let Users Respond to Approval Requests by Email

Let Users Respond to Approval Requests from Chatter

EDITIONS

Available in: both Salesforce
Classic and Lightning
Experience

Available in: Enterprise,
Performance, Unlimited,
and Developer Editions

If your users don’t need in-depth information to decide how to respond to an approval request,
enable Approvals in Chatter. That way, they don’t have to leave their feed to continue with their
day-to-day tasks.

Prepare to Enable Approvals in Chatter

Because Approvals in Chatter relies on both Chatter and the Approvals feature, getting your
org set up involves more than just turning on the feature. Before you enable Approvals in
Chatter, understand the limitations and considerations for Approvals in Chatter and post
templates.

Considerations for Approvals in Chatter

Find out more about Approvals in Chatter, before you enable it.

Enable Approvals in Chatter

If your organization has both Approvals and Chatter enabled, administrators can turn on Approvals in Chatter. Users then receive
approval requests as posts in their Chatter feeds.

Where Do Approval Request Posts Appear?

When your org has Approvals in Chatter enabled, approval request posts appear in various Chatter feeds. To see the approval request
post, you must have access to the approval record.

Chatter Post Templates for Approval Requests

Approval post templates for Chatter let you customize the information that is included in the approval request post when it displays
in a Chatter feed.
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Prepare to Enable Approvals in Chatter

EDITIONS

Available in: both Salesforce
Classic and Lightning
Experience

Available in: Enterprise,
Performance, Unlimited,
and Developer Editions

Because Approvals in Chatter relies on both Chatter and the Approvals feature, getting your org
set up involves more than just turning on the feature. Before you enable Approvals in Chatter,
understand the limitations and considerations for Approvals in Chatter and post templates.

Do the following for each object for which you want approval requests to appear in Chatter.

1. Enable feed tracking.

2. Create an approval post template.

Tip:  For each object, create one post template that works for all approval processes. Mark
that post template the default for the object.

SEE ALSO:

Feed Tracking

Chatter Post Templates for Approval Requests

Where Do Approval Request Posts Appear?

Considerations for Approvals in Chatter

Considerations for Approvals in Chatter

EDITIONS

Available in: both Salesforce
Classic and Lightning
Experience

Available in: Enterprise,
Performance, Unlimited,
and Developer Editions

Find out more about Approvals in Chatter, before you enable it.

• When you enable Approvals in Chatter in your org, it is turned on for all users. Users can then
update their own Chatter settings to opt out of receiving approval requests as posts in their
Chatter feeds.

• Chatter post approval notifications are available only for approval processes associated with an
object that has been enabled for feed tracking.

• If the approval object is a detail object in a master-detail relationship, Owner  isn’t available
for approval page layouts or approval post templates.

Limitations

• Approvals in Chatter doesn't support delegated approvers or queues.

• You can’t recall or reassign an approval request from a post. Instead, perform these actions from the approval record.

• Approval requests from Sites or portal users aren’t supported.

Approval Posts

• Approval posts can't be deleted in the Salesforce user interface; you can only delete them through the API.

• If you don’t select an approval post template, the approval post uses the system default template or the default template for
the object, if available.

• Only users with access to the approval record can see the approval request post. Comments on approval posts aren’t persisted
to the approval record.

• Different users see different configurations of the approval request post.

– Only approvers see approval action buttons on their posts, and then only in their profile feed or their news feed.

– Only approvers see approver names in the header.

• If you change the approver, step name, or the routing type on an approval process while it’s in progress, existing approval posts
aren’t updated.
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• When an approval request is recalled, a new post is generated. It appears on the news feeds of the submitter, all approvers, and
followers of the object. It also appears on the record feed.

• If a step requires unanimous approval from multiple approvers, the approval request post for that step doesn’t list all selected
approvers in its header. Approvers see only their own name in the post header.

SEE ALSO:

Let Users Respond to Approval Requests by Email

Prepare to Enable Approvals in Chatter

Where Do Approval Request Posts Appear?

Limits and Considerations for Approvals

Enable Approvals in Chatter

EDITIONS

Available in: both Salesforce
Classic and Lightning
Experience

Available in: Enterprise,
Performance, Unlimited,
and Developer Editions

USER PERMISSIONS

To enable Approvals in
Chatter:
• Customize Application

If your organization has both Approvals and Chatter enabled, administrators can turn on Approvals
in Chatter. Users then receive approval requests as posts in their Chatter feeds.

Before you begin, make sure that all approval processes in your org are properly configured to take
advantage of Approvals in Chatter. After turning on this feature, all existing active approval processes
start generating Chatter posts.

1. From Setup, enter Chatter Settings  in the Quick Find  box, then select Chatter
Settings.

2. Click Edit.

3. Select Allow Approvals.

4. Save your changes.

SEE ALSO:

Prepare to Enable Approvals in Chatter

Considerations for Approvals in Chatter

Where Do Approval Request Posts Appear?

Where Do Approval Request Posts Appear?

EDITIONS

Available in: both Salesforce
Classic and Lightning
Experience

Available in: Enterprise,
Performance, Unlimited,
and Developer Editions

When your org has Approvals in Chatter enabled, approval request posts appear in various Chatter
feeds. To see the approval request post, you must have access to the approval record.

Approval request posts show up in these feeds.

• Chatter feed of the assigned approver

• Submitter’s profile

• Chatter feed of the submitter if the submitter is following the approval request record

• Chatter feed of the approval request record

• Chatter feed of anyone following the approval request record

• Object-specific filter on the Chatter feed of anyone following the approval record
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• Company filter of every user with access to the approval record

SEE ALSO:

What Happens When You Opt Out of Chatter Approval Requests?

Considerations for Approvals in Chatter

Let Users Respond to Approval Requests from Chatter

Chatter Post Templates for Approval Requests

EDITIONS

Available in: both Salesforce
Classic and Lightning
Experience

Available in: Enterprise,
Performance, Unlimited,
and Developer Editions

Approval post templates for Chatter let you customize the information that is included in the
approval request post when it displays in a Chatter feed.

Considerations for Chatter Post Templates for Approval Requests

Keep these limitations and dependencies in mind when working with post templates.

Create a Chatter Post Template

Identify which fields to display in an approval request post.

SEE ALSO:

Manage Deleted Custom Fields

Considerations for Chatter Post Templates for Approval Requests

EDITIONS

Available in: both Salesforce
Classic and Lightning
Experience

Available in: Enterprise,
Performance, Unlimited,
and Developer Editions

Keep these limitations and dependencies in mind when working with post templates.

Limitations

• The associated object must be enabled for approvals and feed tracking.

• You can't delete an approval post template if it's in use by an approval process.

• Chatter posts for approval requests only appear in Salesforce Classic. To respond to approval
requests in Lightning Experience, users go to the Approval Requests tab.

Dependencies

• Deleting a custom field removes it from any approval post template that references it.
Existing posts aren't affected. Undeleting the custom field restores it to the available fields
list, but doesn't restore it to any approval post templates that previously contained it.

• Deleting (or undeleting) a custom object also deletes (or undeletes) its associated approval post templates and any of its approval
request posts that are already in Chatter feeds.

• If you rename a custom object, approval post templates associated with it update accordingly.

SEE ALSO:

Create a Chatter Post Template

Limits and Considerations for Approvals
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Create a Chatter Post Template

EDITIONS

Available in: both Salesforce
Classic and Lightning
Experience

Available in: Enterprise,
Performance, Unlimited,
and Developer Editions

USER PERMISSIONS

To create approval request
post templates:
• Customize Application

Identify which fields to display in an approval request post.

1. From Setup, enter Post Templates  in the Quick Find  box, then select Post
Templates.

2. Click New Template.

3. Select the object for your template.

4. Click Next.

5. Give the template a name and description.

6. If you want this template to be the default for the associated object, select Default.

7. Add up to four fields to display on the approval request post.

We recommend putting any text-heavy fields—such as Comments or Description—at the
bottom.

8. Save your changes.

SEE ALSO:

Choose Approval Request Notification Templates

Considerations for Chatter Post Templates for Approval Requests

Let Users Respond to Approvals Requests in Slack
If your users don’t need in-depth information to decide how to respond to an approval request, and they have a connection to Slack,
enable Approvals in Slack. That way, a user can simply respond to the Slack notification.

Considerations for Approvals in Slack

Find out more about Approvals in Slack, before you enable it.

Enable Approval Notifications in Slack

If your org uses both Approvals and Salesforce Digital HQ app, approval notifications are automatically enabled in Slack. Users receive
approval requests as messages on the Salesforce Digital HQ’s Messages tab.

Where Do Slack Approval Notifications Appear?

When you have Approvals in Slack enabled, approval notifications are sent to the approver via the Salesforce Digital HQ app as a
direct message in Slack. To see the approval request post, you must have access to Slack.

Considerations for Approvals in Slack

EDITIONS

Available in: both Salesforce
Classic and Lightning
Experience

Available in: Enterprise,
Performance, Unlimited,
and Developer Editions

Find out more about Approvals in Slack, before you enable it.

Users must have the Salesforce Digital HQ app in Slack. When you enable Approvals in Slack in your
org, it’s turned on for all users. Before you use Approvals in Slack, make sure you understand the
limitations.

• You can connect the Salesforce Digital HQ app to only one Salesforce org.

• The only available actions are Approve and Reject.

• The Show More link doesn’t work for Salesforce Classic users.
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• If the approver has to manually select the next approver, they must log in to the full Salesforce site to complete the approval request.

• Users can respond only to approval requests without comments.

• Up to four fields only of an approval request can appear in a Slack notification.

Enable Approval Notifications in Slack

EDITIONS

Available in: both Salesforce
Classic and Lightning
Experience

Available in: Enterprise,
Performance, Unlimited,
and Developer Editions

USER PERMISSIONS

To enable approvals in
Slack:
• Customize Application

If your org uses both Approvals and Salesforce Digital HQ app, approval notifications are automatically
enabled in Slack. Users receive approval requests as messages on the Salesforce Digital HQ’s Messages
tab.

Note:  Slack notifications are turned on automatically. Admins can turn off Slack notifications
from Setup on the Notification Delivery Settings page.

1. From Setup, in the Quick Find box, enter Notification Delivery Settings, and
select Notification Delivery Settings.

2. From the Approval requests dropdown menu, select Edit.

3. Select Slack, and enable Salesforce Digital HQ.

SEE ALSO:

Salesforce for Slack

Where Do Slack Approval Notifications Appear?

EDITIONS

Available in: both Salesforce
Classic and Lightning
Experience

Available in: Enterprise,
Performance, Unlimited,
and Developer Editions

When you have Approvals in Slack enabled, approval notifications are sent to the approver via the
Salesforce Digital HQ app as a direct message in Slack. To see the approval request post, you must
have access to Slack.

• Users review the request, and select Approve or Reject, or select Show More to be directed
to the Salesforce app to view details.

• Users can continue to receive email, Lightning Experience, and mobile notifications about approval requests.
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Limits and Considerations for Approvals

EDITIONS

Available in: both Salesforce
Classic and Lightning
Experience

Available in: Enterprise,
Performance, Unlimited,
and Developer Editions

Before you automate something with an approval process, be aware of the limits and considerations.

Users can’t see which approval process is triggered when they click Submit for Approval. Familiarize
users on the criteria for each approval process and what each approval process does. If the record
doesn’t meet the entry criteria or if they’re not an allowed submitter for any approval processes,
Salesforce displays an error.

Approval Limits

Salesforce limits the number of approval processes in your org, as well as the number of steps
and actions in each approval process.

Considerations for Configuring Approvals

When creating or editing an approval process, keep in mind how approvals are compatible with other features. Before you start,
draw out the steps of your approval process.

Merge Fields for Approvals

Approval merge fields include {!ApprovalRequest.fieldName}  and {!ApprovalRequestingUser.fieldName}.
They’re supported in certain email templates and return different values based on the status of the approval process instance.

Considerations for Setting Approvers

When you specify approvers for a given approval step—or for the only step if you’re using the jump-start wizard—keep some things
in mind.

Considerations for Managing Approvals

Keep these things in mind when maintaining existing approval processes—including activating and deleting them.

Considerations for the Salesforce Mobile App

Learn about the approvals functionality in Lightning Experience on desktop that isn’t available or that works differently in the
Salesforce mobile app.

SEE ALSO:

Considerations for Email Approval Response

Considerations for Approvals in Chatter

Approvals: What’s Different or Not Available in the Salesforce Mobile App

Considerations for Approval History Reports

Restrictions for Approval Processes in Change Sets

Approval Limits

EDITIONS

Available in: both Salesforce
Classic and Lightning
Experience

Available in: Enterprise,
Performance, Unlimited,
and Developer Editions

Salesforce limits the number of approval processes in your org, as well as the number of steps and
actions in each approval process.

ValuePer-Org Limit

1,000Active approval processes

2,000Total approval processes

300Active approval processes per object
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ValuePer-Org Limit

500Total approval processes per object

30Steps per approval process

25Approvers per step

40Initial submission actions per approval process2

40Final approval actions per approval process2

40Final rejection actions per approval process2

40Recall actions per approval process2

4,000

In Chinese, Japanese, or Korean, the limit is 1,333 characters.

Maximum characters in approval request comments

Considerations for Configuring Approvals

EDITIONS

Available in: both Salesforce
Classic and Lightning
Experience

Available in: Enterprise,
Performance, Unlimited,
and Developer Editions

When creating or editing an approval process, keep in mind how approvals are compatible with
other features. Before you start, draw out the steps of your approval process.

Associated Object
If the approval object is a detail object in a master-detail relationship, Owner  isn’t available
for approval page layouts or approval post templates.

Approval Criteria
In approval criteria—either the entry criteria or step criteria—don’t reference expressions that
resolve to random values. That way, if the criteria needs to be evaluated again, the record is
evaluated the same every time.

Compatibility with Other Features

• Flows can delete records that are pending approval.

• Design automated actions so that you can use them for both workflow rules and approval processes.

Field Update Actions in Approvals

• An approval process can specify a field update action that reevaluates workflow rules for the updated object. If, however, the
re-evaluated workflow rules include a cross-object field update, those cross-object field updates are ignored.

• Field updates that are executed as approval actions don’t trigger workflow rules or entitlement processes.

Anticipate Errors
Consider reviewing the content on approvals errors. That way, you can anticipate common issues and configure your approval
process so that the error is less likely.

Approvals in Unlocked Packages

• Unlocked packages can include Approvals with steps that reference related users or queues as approvers; users are not supported.

• Queues and related user fields (lookup fields) referenced by the approval steps must be included in the unlocked package.
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• An Approval Process can only be included in unlocked packages that don’t have a specified namespace.

SEE ALSO:

What Does This Approvals Error Mean?

Set Up an Approval Process

Considerations for Automated Actions

Considerations for Chatter Post Templates for Approval Requests

Merge Fields for Approvals

EDITIONS

Available in: both Salesforce
Classic and Lightning
Experience

Available in: Enterprise,
Performance, Unlimited,
and Developer Editions

Approval merge fields include {!ApprovalRequest.fieldName}  and
{!ApprovalRequestingUser.fieldName}. They’re supported in certain email templates
and return different values based on the status of the approval process instance.

Tip:  The submitter isn’t always the current user. For custom email templates, use
{!ApprovalRequestingUser.fieldName}  instead of {!User.fieldName}.

Where Are Approval Merge Fields Supported?
You can use approval process merge fields in email templates, but not mail merge templates. Except
for {!ApprovalRequest.Comments}, approval merge fields named
{!ApprovalRequest.field_name}  in email templates return values only in approval assignment emails and email alerts for
approval processes. When used in other emails—including email alerts for workflow rules—the approval merge field returns null.

What Values Does a Merge Field Provide?
The generated value of an ApprovalRequest merge field depends on which step the approval process is in.

• In the approval request email, a merge field returns the submitter’s name and the name of the first step.

• When the request is approved, the merge field returns the most recent approver’s name and the name of the second step, if applicable.

• For subsequent actions, a merge field value returns the previous completed step.

• For an approval step that requires unanimous approval from multiple approvers, {!ApprovalRequest.Comments}  returns
only the most recently entered comment in emails.

SEE ALSO:

Default Template for Email Approval Response

Email Templates in Salesforce Classic
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Considerations for Setting Approvers

EDITIONS

Available in: both Salesforce
Classic and Lightning
Experience

Available in: Enterprise,
Performance, Unlimited,
and Developer Editions

When you specify approvers for a given approval step—or for the only step if you’re using the
jump-start wizard—keep some things in mind.

• Users with these permissions can respond to approval requests, even if they aren’t designated
approvers.

– “Modify All Data”

– “Modify All” for an object

• Make sure that the assigned approver has access to read the records for the approval requests.
For example, a user who can’t view expense records can’t view expense approval requests.

• Approval processes that let users select an approver manually also let users select themselves
as the approver.

• You can assign an approval request to the same user multiple times in a single step. However, Salesforce sends the user only one
request.

• In Lightning Experience, when an approval request has multiple assigned approvers, a ProcessInstanceStep is created for each
assigned approver. When the approval request has the Approval based on first response setting enabled, the values displayed in
Assigned to and Actual Approver are affected.

– Assigned to is set to an approver assigned to the record

– Actual Approver is set to the approver who approved the request

• Here’s what happens to the list of approvers after a record enters an approval step and the approval process later returns to that
step.

– If the user who responded isn’t in the designated approvers list and has either “Modify All Data” or “Modify All”
permissions for the object, that user replaces the original approver in the list of approvers.

– If a user who responded is in the designated approvers list, the list of approvers for that step doesn’t change. This behavior
occurs even if the field values that designate the approvers have changed.

For example, an approval process’s first step requests approval from a user’s manager. If the approval request is rejected in the second
step, the approval request returns to the first step. This table explores what happens to the list of approvers.

The Designated Approver Is...If...

The managerThe user’s manager originally responded to the approval request.

The original manager

The new manager isn’t a designated approver for this step.

The user’s manager originally responded to the approval request.
Since then, the user’s manager has changed.

The user with the “Modify All Data” permission

That user replaces the user’s manager in the list of designated
approvers for this step.

A user with the “Modify All Data” permission originally responded
to the approval request.

Assigning Approval Steps to Queues
You can assign approval requests to a queue only if the associated object supports queues. Email approval response isn’t supported for
approval processes that assign approval to a queue.
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When the assigned approver is a queue:

• Any queue member can approve or reject an approval request that is assigned to the queue.

• Approval request emails are sent to the queue email address. If the queue is set up to send email to members, approval request
emails get sent to the queue members, unless their approval user preferences are set to never receive approval request emails.

• Because email notifications to a queue aren’t intended for an external audience, {!ApprovalRequest.External_URL}
returns the equivalent internal URL.

• Salesforce mobile app notifications for approval requests aren’t sent to queues. For each approval step involving a queue, we
recommend adding individual users as assigned approvers, so at least those individuals can receive the approval request notifications
in the Salesforce mobile app. To have both queues and individual users as assigned approvers, select Automatically assign
to approver(s)  instead of Automatically assign to queue  in the approval step.

• When an approval request is rejected and returned to the previous approver and the previous approver was a queue, the approval
request is assigned to the user who approved it instead of the queue.

• The Approval History related list displays the queue name in the Assigned To  column and the actual user who approved or
rejected the approval request in the Actual Approver  column.

SEE ALSO:

Identify Assigned Approvers for an Approval Step

Limits and Considerations for Approvals

Considerations for Managing Approvals

EDITIONS

Available in: both Salesforce
Classic and Lightning
Experience

Available in: Enterprise,
Performance, Unlimited,
and Developer Editions

Keep these things in mind when maintaining existing approval processes—including activating
and deleting them.

Admin Permissions
Users with one of these permissions are considered approval admins.

• Modify All object-level permission for the given object

• Modify All Data user permission

Approval admins can:

• Approve or reject pending approval requests without being part of the approval process

• Edit records that have been locked for approval

Activating Approval Processes

• An approval process must have at least one step before you can activate it.

• Before you activate your approval process, test it in your Salesforce sandbox.

• After an approval process is activated, you can’t add, delete, or change the order of the steps or change its reject or skip behavior,
even if the process is inactive.

Monitoring In-Flight Approval Processes
Standard reports for approval requests are included in both the Administrative Reports folder and the Activity Reports folder.

Deleting Approval Processes
Before you delete an approval process:

1. Make sure it’s inactive.
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2. Delete all approval requests that are associated with it, and remove them from the Recycle Bin.

SEE ALSO:

Activate an Approval Process

Manage Multiple Approval Requests

Limits and Considerations for Approvals

Considerations for the Salesforce Mobile App

EDITIONS

Available in: Lightning
Experience

Available in: Enterprise,
Performance, Unlimited,
and Developer Editions

Learn about the approvals functionality in Lightning Experience on desktop that isn’t available or
that works differently in the Salesforce mobile app.

Approval Responses
You can’t unlock a record that’s locked for approval.

Salesforce Mobile App Notifications for Approval Requests

• Notifications for approval requests aren’t sent to queues or delegates. For each approval
step involving a queue, add individual users as assigned approvers, so those individuals
can receive the approval request notifications in the mobile app. To have both queues and
individual users as assigned approvers, select Automatically assign to approver(s) instead
of Automatically assign to queue in the approval step.

• Notifications for approval requests are sent only to users who have access to the record being approved. Assigned approvers
who don’t have record access can receive email approval notifications, but they can’t complete the approval request until
someone grants record access.

Approvals in Chatter
In the Salesforce mobile app, you can’t respond to approval requests from Chatter. To respond to approval requests, go to the
Approvals navigation item.

Approval Comments

• The Salesforce mobile app prompts you for comments after you tap Approve or Reject.

• The Approval History related list displays truncated comments. To see the full comment for a given approval instance, tap the
instance, then tap Comments.

Approval History Related List

• The Approval History related list doesn’t include the Submit for Approval button.

• When working with approvals in Experience Cloud sites, role-based external users can see and take action from the Approval
History related list, but they can’t submit requests for approval.

Sample Approval Processes
Review samples of common approval processes to help you get started creating your own.

Sample Approval Process: PTO Requests

Most companies require employees to file a PTO (Paid Time Off) request and have their manager approve it. In three phases, here's
how to automate a simple one-step PTO request process using Salesforce.

Sample Approval Process: Expense Reports

If your company requires that employees file expense reports for managers to approve, you can automate this process in Salesforce.
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Sample Approval Process: Discounting Opportunities

Opportunities that are discounted more than 40% require a CEO approval. Use this example to create a one-step approval process.

Sample Approval Process: Job Candidates

When your company interviews candidates for a position, you may have several levels of approval before you can send an offer
letter. Use this example to create a three-step approval process that requires approval from multiple management levels.

Sample Approval Process: PTO Requests

EDITIONS

Available in: both Salesforce
Classic and Lightning
Experience

Available in: Enterprise,
Performance, Unlimited,
and Developer Editions

Most companies require employees to file a PTO (Paid Time Off) request and have their manager
approve it. In three phases, here's how to automate a simple one-step PTO request process using
Salesforce.

Prep Your Organization
Before creating the approval process:

• If you don’t yet have a custom object to track your PTO requests, create a custom object and
tab called PTO Requests. Add the appropriate fields for your PTO Requests such as Start
Date, End Date, and Employee Name.

• Create an email template to notify approvers about a pending approval request. To direct users to the approval page in Salesforce,
include approval process merge fields.

Create the Approval Process
Use the jump start wizard to create an approval process for the PTO Request custom object and specify the following:

• Select the email template you created for this approval process.

• Don't specify filter criteria. That way, PTO requests are included in this approval process regardless of their attributes.

• Select the Automatically assign an approver using a standard or custom hierarchy field
option, then choose Manager.

• The jump start wizard automatically chooses the record owner as the only person who can submit PTO requests.

Tip:  To let the submitter withdraw a submitted PTO request:

1. Click Edit and choose Initial Submitters.

2. Select Allow submitters to recall approval requests.

Wrap Things Up

• After you created the approval process, add the Approval History related list to the PTO Request object page layout.

• Consider adding the Items To Approved related list to your custom home page layouts. The related list shows users all approval
requests that are waiting for their response.
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• If you have a sandbox, test the approval process, then activate it.

SEE ALSO:

Create a Custom Object

Email Templates in Salesforce Classic

Create an Approval Process with the Jump Start Wizard

Prepare Your Org for Approvals

Sample Approval Process: Expense Reports

EDITIONS

Available in: both Salesforce
Classic and Lightning
Experience

Available in: Enterprise,
Performance, Unlimited,
and Developer Editions

If your company requires that employees file expense reports for managers to approve, you can
automate this process in Salesforce.

Use this example to create a two-step expense report approval process for all employees in your
headquarters office. It specifies that expenses less than $50 are automatically approved, expenses
$50 and over require manager approval, and expenses over $5,000 require additional approval from
two VPs. This example highlights a parallel approval process and the “else” option.

Prep Your Organization
Before creating the approval process:

• If you do not yet have a custom object to track your expenses, create a custom object and tab called Expense Reports. Add the
appropriate fields such as Amount, Description, Status, Start Date, and End Date.

• Create a custom field on the user object called Office Location. Assign the “HQ” value to users in the headquarters office
location.

Create the Approval Process
Create an approval process using the Expense Report custom object and specify the following:

• The filter criteria for this approval process is Current User: Office Location equals HQ. Records must meet this
criteria before they can be submitted to this approval process.

• Choose the Manager  field as the next automated approver.

• Create an email template to notify approvers that their approval is requested. To direct users to the approval page in Salesforce,
include approval process merge fields.

• Choose the record owner or any other user who you want to be able to submit expense reports.

• Create two approval steps:

1. Create a step named Step 1: Manager Approval with the following specifications:

– Name this step Step 1: Manager Approval.

– Select Enter this step if the following and choose criteria are met. Also, choose approve record for
the else  option.

– Set the filter criteria to: Expense: Amount greater or equal 50.

– In the Automatically assign to approver(s)  option, select the manager of the user submitting the request.

– If appropriate, choose The approver's delegate may also approve this request  if you want to
allow the user in the Delegated Approver  field to approve requests.
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2. Create a second approval step named Step 2: Multiple VP Approval  and specify the following:

– Use the filter criteria Expense Amount greater or equal 5000.

– Choose Automatically assign to approver(s)  and select two users with a VP role.

– Select the Require UNANIMOUS approval from all selected approvers  option. The request isn’t
approved unless both designated users approve.

– If appropriate, choose The approver's delegate may also approve this request  if you want to
allow the user in the Delegated Approver  field to approve requests.

– Choose Perform ONLY the rejection actions for this step...  so that the request returns to the
manager for changes if one of the VPs rejects the request.

Tip:  Consider creating the following final approval actions:

• Define a field update to automatically change the Status  field to “Approved.”

• Send an approval notification to the user who submitted the expense report.

• To print a reimbursement check, send an outbound message to your back-office financial system.

Wrap Things Up

• After you created the approval process, add the Approval History related list to the Expense Report object page layout.

• Consider adding the Items To Approved related list to your custom home page layouts. The related list shows users all approval
requests that are waiting for their response.

• If you have a sandbox, test the approval process, then activate it.

SEE ALSO:

Create a Custom Object

Email Templates in Salesforce Classic

Create Custom Fields

Set Up an Approval Process

Prepare Your Org for Approvals

Sample Approval Process: Discounting Opportunities

EDITIONS

Available in: both Salesforce
Classic and Lightning
Experience

Available in: Enterprise,
Performance, Unlimited,
and Developer Editions

Opportunities that are discounted more than 40% require a CEO approval. Use this example to
create a one-step approval process.

Prep Your Organization
Before creating the approval process:

• Create an email template to notify approvers about a pending approval request. To direct users
to the approval page in Salesforce, include approval process merge fields.

• Create the following custom fields for opportunities:

– A percent field called Discount Percent  so that users can enter a percentage
discount.

– A checkbox field called Discount Approved  to indicate whether the CEO approved the discount.
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Create the Approval Process
Create an approval process on the Opportunity object and specify the following:

• The filter criteria for this approval process is Discount Percent greater or equal 0.4. Records must meet this
criteria before they can be submitted to this approval process.

• You don't need to choose a custom field as the next automated approver because you specify later that the CEO must approve all
requests.

• Select the email template you created for this approval process.

• Choose the record owner as the only user who can submit a discount request for approval.

• Create one approval step with no filter criteria since all records submitted need to be approved or rejected.

• Choose Automatically assign to approver(s)  and select the name of your CEO.

• If appropriate, choose The approver's delegate may also approve this request  if you want to allow the
user in the Delegated Approver  field to approve requests.

• Consider creating the following final approval actions:

– Email alert to notify the user who submitted the discount request.

– Field update to automatically select the opportunity Discount Approved  checkbox.

Wrap Things Up

• After you created the approval process, add the Approval History related list to the appropriate opportunity page layouts.

• Consider adding the Items To Approved related list to your custom home page layouts. The related list shows users all approval
requests that are waiting for their response.

• If you have a sandbox, test the approval process, then activate it.

SEE ALSO:

Email Templates in Salesforce Classic

Create Custom Fields

Set Up an Approval Process

Prepare Your Org for Approvals

Sample Approval Process: Job Candidates

EDITIONS

Available in: both Salesforce
Classic and Lightning
Experience

Available in: Enterprise,
Performance, Unlimited,
and Developer Editions

When your company interviews candidates for a position, you may have several levels of approval
before you can send an offer letter. Use this example to create a three-step approval process that
requires approval from multiple management levels.

Prep Your Organization
Before creating the approval process:

• If you don't yet have a custom object to track candidates, create a custom object and tab called
Candidates. Add the appropriate fields such as Salary, Offer Extended (checkbox),
and Date of Hire.

• Create an email template to notify approvers about a pending approval request. To direct users to the approval page in Salesforce,
include approval process merge fields.
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Create the Approval Process
Create an approval process on the Candidate custom object using the following specifications:

• Don't enter filter criteria because you want all submitted offers to be approved.

• Choose the Manager  field as the next automated approver.

• Select the email template you created for this approval process.

• Choose the record owner or any other user that you want to be able to submit offer letters.

• Create three approval steps:

1. Create a step named Step 1: Manager Approval:

– No filter is necessary as you want all records to advance to this step.

– In the Automatically assign to approver(s)  option, select the manager of the user submitting the request.

– If appropriate, choose The approver's delegate may also approve this request  if you want to
allow the user in the Delegated Approver  field to approve requests.

2. Create a second step named Step 2: VP Approval:

– No filter is necessary as you want all records to advance to this step.

– Choose Let the user choose the approver to allow the manager to select the appropriate VP to approve
the request.

– If appropriate, choose The approver's delegate may also approve this request  if you want to
allow the user in the Delegated Approver  field to approve requests.

– Choose Perform ONLY the rejection actions for this step...  so that the request returns to the
manager for changes if the VP rejects the request.

3. Create a third step named Step 3: CFO Approval:

– No filter is necessary as you want all records to advance to this step.

– Choose Automatically assign to approver(s)  and select the name of your CFO.

– If appropriate, choose The approver's delegate may also approve this request  if you want to
allow the user in the Delegated Approver  field to approve requests.

– Choose Perform all rejection actions for this step AND all final rejection actions.
(Final Rejection)  so that offer letters rejected by your CFO are completely rejected.

Tip:

• Consider creating the following final approval actions:

– Email alert to notify the user who submitted the offer letter request.

– Field update to select the Offer Extended checkbox.

• Consider creating the following final rejection actions:

– Email alert to notify the manager that the offer won't be extended.

Wrap Things Up

• After you created the approval process, add the Approval History related list to the Candidates object page layout.

• Consider adding the Items To Approved related list to your custom home page layouts. The related list shows users all approval
requests that are waiting for their response.
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• If you have a sandbox, test the approval process, then activate it.

SEE ALSO:

Create a Custom Object

Email Templates in Salesforce Classic

Set Up an Approval Process

Prepare Your Org for Approvals

Approval History Reports

EDITIONS

Available in: both Salesforce
Classic and Lightning
Experience

Available in: Enterprise,
Performance, Unlimited,
and Developer Editions

If you create a custom report type for approval process instances, users can view the historical
details of completed and in-progress approval processes and their individual steps.

Fields Available for Approval History Reports

If you create a custom report type with Process Instance as the primary object and Process
Instance Node as the related object, you can create approval history reports with various
combinations of fields that enable you to view a detailed history of executed and in-progress
approval processes and their individual steps.

Examples of Approval History Reports

See sample reports to learn how you can obtain approval history data.

Considerations for Approval History Reports

Understand the limitations and special behaviors when you create or view approval history reports, which provide a detailed history
of approval processes and steps.

SEE ALSO:

Create a Custom Report Type for Approval History

Fields Available for Approval History Reports

EDITIONS

Available in: Salesforce
Classic (not available in all
orgs) and Lightning
Experience

Available in: Essentials,
Group (View Only),
Essentials, Professional,
Enterprise, Performance,
Unlimited, and Developer
Editions

Available in: Enhanced
Folder Sharing and Legacy
Folder Sharing

If you create a custom report type with Process Instance as the primary object and Process Instance
Node as the related object, you can create approval history reports with various combinations of
fields that enable you to view a detailed history of executed and in-progress approval processes
and their individual steps.

Process Instance
A process instance represents one instance of an approval process. A new process instance is created
each time a record is submitted for approval.

DescriptionField

Name of the approval process.Approval Process:
Name

ID of the approval process instance.Approval Process
Instance ID
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DescriptionField

Date and time when the approval process instance was completed or recalled.

If no step criteria are met and the record is auto-approved or auto-rejected,
Completed Date  and Submitted Date  have the same values.

Completed Date

Length of time between when the record was submitted for approval and when the
approval process was completed or recalled.

Elapsed Days

Elapsed Hours

Elapsed Minutes

Full name of the user who most recently participated in the approval process instance.

If no step criteria are met and the record is auto-approved or auto-rejected, Last
Actor: Full Name  and Submitter: Full Name  have the same values.

Last Actor: Full Name

Object type of the record that was submitted for approval.Object Type

Name of the approval step at which the record is awaiting approval or rejection.Pending Step Name

Name of the record that was submitted for approval.Record Name

Status of the approval process instance.Status

Date and time when the record was submitted for approval.Submitted Date

Full name of the user who submitted the record for approval.Submitter: Full Name

Process Instance Node
A process instance node represents an instance of an approval step. A new process instance node is created each time a record enters
a step in an approval process. No process instance node is created when the record doesn’t meet the step criteria or if the approval
process instance is otherwise completed without entering the step.

DescriptionField

Name of the approval step.Step: Name

Date and time when the approval step instance was completed or recalled.Step: Completed Date

Length of time between when the record entered the approval step and when the
approval step instance was completed or recalled.

Step Elapsed Days

Step Elapsed Hours

Step Elapsed Minutes

Full name of the user who most recently participated in the approval step instance.Step Last Actor: Full Name

Date and time when the record entered the approval step.Step Start Date
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DescriptionField

Status of the approval step instance.Step Status

SEE ALSO:

Approval History Reports

Considerations for Approval History Reports

Examples of Approval History Reports

Examples of Approval History Reports

EDITIONS

Available in: both Salesforce
Classic and Lightning
Experience

Available in: Enterprise,
Performance, Unlimited,
and Developer Editions

See sample reports to learn how you can obtain approval history data.

Report Example: Opportunity Approvals Submitted Within a Date Range
This sample report displays approval process instances that were submitted within a specified date
range (1) for the Opportunity object (2). The results are sorted by status (3) and include the last
actor (4), submitted date (5), completed date (6), record name (7), approval process instance ID (8),
and approval process name (9).
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Report Example: Approvals—Elapsed Times
This sample report displays all approval process instances (1) and groups results by the approval process name (2). The results include
the record name (3), approval process instance ID (4), status (5), submitted date (6), elapsed minutes (7), and completed date (8).

Report Example: Approval Steps—Elapsed Times
This sample report displays all approval process instances (1) and groups results by approval process name (2) and record name (3). The
results are sorted by step name (4) and include step status (5), step start date (6), step elapsed minutes (7), step completed date (8), and
approval process instance ID (9).
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Notice that the previous sample report doesn't include the approvers for each step and the elapsed time for each approval request. To
get this information, run a SOQL query by using the approval process instance ID from the report. The following sample SOQL query
obtains the ActorID  (user or queue that received the approval request) and the ElapsedTimeInHours  (elapsed time since
the approval request was sent) for the first pending step in the report.

SELECT ActorId,ElapsedTimeInHours FROM ProcessInstanceWorkitem where processInstanceId =
'04gD0000000LvIV'
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The sample query has only one result, and you can view that approver's user profile page by appending the resulting ActorID  to the
organization's base URL (https://MyDomainName.my.salesforce.com/005D00000015vGGIAY), which gets redirected
to the user profile page.

SEE ALSO:

Approval History Reports

Considerations for Approval History Reports

EDITIONS

Available in: both Salesforce
Classic and Lightning
Experience

Available in: Enterprise,
Performance, Unlimited,
and Developer Editions

Understand the limitations and special behaviors when you create or view approval history reports,
which provide a detailed history of approval processes and steps.

Considerations for Approval Processes That Were Completed Before or
Pending During the Summer ’14 Rollout
When Summer ’14 became available for your organization, the approval history data was
automatically populated for completed and pending approval processes. However, some approval
history field values are never populated or are populated only after the approval process instance
is next acted upon—such as when a user approves, rejects, or reassigns an approval request—after
the Summer ’14 rollout.
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When Fields are PopulatedObject

For approval process instances that were completed before the Summer ’14 rollout, all Process Instance
fields are automatically populated, with one exception: Completed Date  is never populated for
approval process instances that were completed before January 1, 2013.

For approval process instances that were pending during the Summer ’14 rollout, all Process Instance
fields are automatically populated, with two exceptions: Completed Date  and Last Actor:
Full Name  are populated only after the approval process instance is complete.

Process Instance

Never populated for approval process instances that were completed before the Summer ’14 rollout.

For approval process instances that were pending during the Summer ’14 rollout, all Process Instance
Node fields are populated only after the approval process instance is next acted upon after the Summer
’14 rollout.

Process Instance Node

Additional exceptions apply to approval history data that is available only via SOQL queries of certain objects. See ProcessInstance,
ProcessInstanceNode, ProcessInstanceStep, and ProcessInstanceWorkitem in the Object Reference for Salesforce.

Considerations for the Sandbox Environment
If you copy approval history data to a sandbox, some field values are overwritten and don’t reflect the actual approval history.

When an existing process instance or process instance node record is copied
to a sandbox...

FieldObject

This value is overwritten by the date and time when the process instance record is copied
to the sandbox.

Submitted
Date

Process Instance

This value is overwritten by the name of the user who copied the process instance record
to the sandbox.

Submitter:
Full Name

This value is overwritten by the date and time when the process instance node record is
copied to the sandbox.

Step Start
Date

Process Instance
Node

SEE ALSO:

Fields Available for Approval History Reports

Approval History Reports
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Manage Multiple Approval Requests

EDITIONS

Available in: both Salesforce
Classic and Lightning
Experience

Available in: Enterprise,
Performance, Unlimited,
and Developer Editions

Transfer multiple approval requests from one user to another or remove multiple approval requests
from the approval process.

Transfer Pending Approval Requests

If users move to a new role before they complete all their pending approval requests, transfer
the remainder to another user.

Remove Pending Approval Requests

If you want to clean up old approval requests—such as to delete an approval process—remove
them from your Salesforce org. After approval requests are removed, the associated records
are unlocked and removed from all approval processes, so they no longer appear on the
approver’s list of pending approval requests.

SEE ALSO:

Considerations for Managing Approvals

Transfer Pending Approval Requests

EDITIONS

Available in: both Salesforce
Classic and Lightning
Experience

Available in: Enterprise,
Performance, Unlimited,
and Developer Editions

USER PERMISSIONS

To transfer multiple approval
requests:
• Transfer Leads

AND

Transfer Record

If users move to a new role before they complete all their pending approval requests, transfer the
remainder to another user.

1. From Setup, enter Mass Transfer Approval Requests  in the Quick Find
box, then select Mass Transfer Approval Requests.

2. Search for the approval requests to transfer.

3. Select Mass transfer outstanding approval requests to a new user.

4. Look up and select the user to transfer the requests to.

Make sure that the user can view the records that are associated with the approval requests.

5. Add comments.

The comments you enter display on the Approval History related list.

6. Select each approval request that you want to transfer.

7. Click Transfer.

SEE ALSO:

Remove Pending Approval Requests

Considerations for Managing Approvals

Manage Multiple Approval Requests
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Remove Pending Approval Requests

EDITIONS

Available in: both Salesforce
Classic and Lightning
Experience

Available in: Enterprise,
Performance, Unlimited,
and Developer Editions

USER PERMISSIONS

To remove multiple approval
requests:
• Transfer Leads

AND

Transfer Record

If you want to clean up old approval requests—such as to delete an approval process—remove
them from your Salesforce org. After approval requests are removed, the associated records are
unlocked and removed from all approval processes, so they no longer appear on the approver’s list
of pending approval requests.

1. From Setup, enter Mass Transfer Approval Requests  in the Quick Find
box, then select Mass Transfer Approval Requests.

2. Search for the approval requests that you want to remove.

3. Select Mass remove records from an approval process.

4. Add comments.

The comments you enter display on the Approval History related list.

5. Select each approval request to remove from the approval process.

6. Click Remove.

SEE ALSO:

Transfer Pending Approval Requests

Considerations for Managing Approvals

Manage Multiple Approval Requests

Approval Requests for Users

EDITIONS

Available in: both Salesforce
Classic and Lightning
Experience

Available in: Enterprise,
Performance, Unlimited,
and Developer Editions

Your admin can set up approval processes that let you and other users submit records for approval,
which results in approval requests.

Submit a Record for Approval

Depending on your org’s customizations, you can submit a record for approval directly from
that record.

Withdraw an Approval Request

If you submitted a record for approval but suddenly need to update information in the record,
recall the approval request. However, whether you can recall an approval request depends on
how your admin configured the approval process that the record was submitted to.

Respond to an Approval Request

When you receive an approval request, respond to it by approving, rejecting, or reassigning it. Depending on which Salesforce
experience you’re using, you have different options. Approval request comments are limited to 4,000 characters. In Chinese, Japanese,
or Korean, the limit is 1,333 characters.

What Does This Approvals Error Mean?

Here are some errors that you can come across when you submit a record for approval or respond to an approval request.

Approval History Status

To track where a record is in an approval process, view its Approval History related list.

Approval User Preferences

Identify a delegated approver and control whether you receive approval request emails.
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Submit a Record for Approval

EDITIONS

Available in: both Salesforce
Classic and Lightning
Experience

Available in: Enterprise,
Performance, Unlimited,
and Developer Editions

USER PERMISSIONS

To submit a record for
approval:
• Read on the record

Depending on your org’s customizations, you can submit a record for approval directly from that
record.

1. Go to the record that you want to submit for approval.

2. Make sure it’s ready to be submitted.

Before you can submit a record for approval, it must meet the criteria for an active approval
process. If you’re not sure what the requirements are, ask your admin.

3. Click Submit for Approval.

If an approval process applies to the record, Salesforce begins the approval process. This button
isn’t available after the record has been submitted.

To keep tabs on the progress of your submitted approval, we recommend following the approval
record in Chatter.

SEE ALSO:

Withdraw an Approval Request

Approval User Preferences

Approval Requests for Users

Withdraw an Approval Request

EDITIONS

Available in: both Salesforce
Classic and Lightning
Experience

Available in: Enterprise,
Performance, Unlimited,
and Developer Editions

USER PERMISSIONS

To withdraw an approval
request:
• Read on the Record

If you submitted a record for approval but suddenly need to update information in the record, recall
the approval request. However, whether you can recall an approval request depends on how your
admin configured the approval process that the record was submitted to.

1. Go to the detail page for the record associated with the approval request.

2. In the Approval History related list, recall the approval request.

SEE ALSO:

Submit a Record for Approval

Approval User Preferences

Approval Requests for Users
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Respond to an Approval Request

EDITIONS

Available in: both Salesforce
Classic and Lightning
Experience

Available in: Enterprise,
Performance, Unlimited,
and Developer Editions

USER PERMISSIONS

To respond to an approval
request from within
Salesforce:
• Read on the associated

record

To respond to an approval
request from an email:
• API Enabled

When you receive an approval request, respond to it by approving, rejecting, or reassigning it.
Depending on which Salesforce experience you’re using, you have different options. Approval
request comments are limited to 4,000 characters. In Chinese, Japanese, or Korean, the limit is 1,333
characters.

The Salesforce
Mobile App

Salesforce ClassicLightning
Experience

Respond from...

An in-app notification

An email notification

The record

Chatter

Home

Slack

In-App Notification
Depends on the Receive Approval Request Emails  field in your approver
preferences. If notifications are enabled for your org, you receive a notification whenever you
receive an approval request email.

• Respond from the notification if your admin enabled actionable notifications.

• To open the approval request, click the notification.

Email Notification
Depends on the Receive Approval Request Emails  field in your approver preferences.

• To open the approval request, click the link in the email.

• Reply to the email if your admin enabled email approval response.

Record
Respond from the Approval History related list.

Chatter
Depends on if your admin has enabled Approvals in Chatter and you haven’t opted out of receiving approval requests through
Chatter posts.

• Respond from the post if your admin enabled actionable notifications.

• Click the name of the record, then respond from the Approval History related list.

Home
Depends on if your admin added the Items to Approve component to your home page. From the Home tab, respond from the Items
to Approve component.

Tip:  From this component in Salesforce Classic, you can respond to multiple requests at once.
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Slack
Slack notifications are enabled by default. If your admin hasn't disabled Slack notifications, an approver can respond to a request
from the Messages tab on the Salesforce Digital HQ app in Slack. A Show More link opens the details of the approval request in
Salesforce.

Respond to an Approval Request Via Email

If your admin enabled email approval response, you can approve or reject requests by responding to the email notification. It doesn’t
matter which Salesforce experience or mobile email client you’re using. Delegated approvers can also respond to approval requests
by email.

Troubleshoot Email Responses to Approval Requests

When email responses aren’t working correctly, review these common issues.

SEE ALSO:

Approval User Preferences

Approval Requests for Users

Respond to an Approval Request Via Email

EDITIONS

Available in: both Salesforce
Classic and Lightning
Experience

Available in: Enterprise,
Performance, Unlimited,
and Developer Editions

USER PERMISSIONS

To respond to an approval
request via email:
• API Enabled

If your admin enabled email approval response, you can approve or reject requests by responding
to the email notification. It doesn’t matter which Salesforce experience or mobile email client you’re
using. Delegated approvers can also respond to approval requests by email.

Email approval response works in all languages that Salesforce supports. The response word or
phrase is checked using the current user language dictionary. If no matches are found, the response
word or phrase is checked in all other language dictionaries.

1. In the first line of your reply to the email notification, enter one of the supported response
words.

Periods and exclamation marks are allowed at the end of the word.

Rejection WordsApproval Words

rejectapprove

rejectedapproved

noyes

2. Optionally, in the second line of your reply, add comments.

3. Send the email.

SEE ALSO:

Approval User Preferences

Approval Requests for Users
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Troubleshoot Email Responses to Approval Requests

EDITIONS

Available in: both Salesforce
Classic and Lightning
Experience

Available in: Enterprise,
Performance, Unlimited,
and Developer Editions

When email responses aren’t working correctly, review these common issues.

I’m not receiving approval requests by email.
Here are a few possible reasons why.

• Your approval preferences opt you out of approval request emails.

• Your mail server thinks the approval request email is spam. Contact your email admin, who
can check the logs of all inbound email to see if it’s being delivered, rejected, or marked as
spam.

• Your email admin has to add the Salesforce email addresses that the approval requests
come from to the allowed email addresses for your mail server.

• Email delivery time can vary based on your ISP or connection.

My response wasn’t delivered.

• An email approval request can only be processed once. If another user has responded to the approval request before you do,
you get an error.

• You must have the “API Enabled” user permission to respond to approval requests by email.

I received an email that said, “The word used to approve or reject the item was not understood.”
Salesforce doesn’t process replies to error emails. Reply again to the original email notification, but this time use one of the supported
response words on page 3425.

I received an email that said, “You are not authorized to update the referenced object.”
The approval request email is tied to your email address. You receive this error if you forward the request to another email address
or if your email client lets you respond from multiple email addresses. Reply again to the original email notification, but this time
reply from the same email address that received the email approval request.

SEE ALSO:

What Does This Approvals Error Mean?

Respond to an Approval Request Via Email

Approval Requests for Users

What Does This Approvals Error Mean?

EDITIONS

Available in: both Salesforce
Classic and Lightning
Experience

Available in: Enterprise,
Performance, Unlimited,
and Developer Editions

Here are some errors that you can come across when you submit a record for approval or respond
to an approval request.

Manager undefined

This approval request requires the next approver to be determined by the Field Name
field. This value is empty.

Salesforce tried to route the approval request based on a hierarchical field, such as Manager.
However, the field has no value or specifies an inactive user. This error can occur when someone
submits a record for approval or when an approver responds to an approval request.

Required fields are missing: [FieldName].
The approval process includes a field update that fails standard validation rules for the identified
field. This error can occur even if the field isn’t visible on your page layout.
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Note:  Salesforce doesn’t check whether field updates pass custom validation rules on fields.

SEE ALSO:

Troubleshoot Email Responses to Approval Requests

Approval Requests for Users

Approval History Status

EDITIONS

Available in: Salesforce
Classic (not available in all
orgs)

Available in: Enterprise,
Performance, Unlimited,
and Developer Editions

To track where a record is in an approval process, view its Approval History related list.

DefinitionStatus

The record has been submitted for approval.Submitted

The record has been submitted for approval and is awaiting approval or
rejection.

Pending

The record has been approved.Approved

The record has been rejected.Rejected

The record has been submitted for approval but assigned to a different
approver.

Reassigned

The record was submitted for approval but recalled from the approval
process.

Recalled

SEE ALSO:

Approval Processes

Submit a Record for Approval

Respond to an Approval Request

Approval Requests for Users

Approval User Preferences

EDITIONS

Available in: both Salesforce
Classic and Lightning
Experience

Available in: Enterprise,
Performance, Unlimited,
and Developer Editions

Identify a delegated approver and control whether you receive approval request emails.

From your personal settings, enter Approver Settings  in the Quick Find  box, then
select Approver Settings. No results? Enter Personal Information  in the Quick Find
box, then select Personal Information.

DescriptionField

Your alternate approver. If populated, this user receives the same approval
requests as you do. Delegated approvers can't reassign approval requests;
they can only approve or reject approval requests.

Delegated
Approver

Note: Internal Salesforce users are listed by and can be added using
the Delegated Approver lookup field. Use Data Loader and a
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DescriptionField

comma-delineated (CSV) file to add users with communities licenses as Delegated Approvers. The
CSV uses the CommunityUserId  rather than the UserId  for DelegatedApproverId.
Communities licenses are used with Experience Cloud sites and legacy portals.

Depending on how your admin sets up approval processes, requests for approval can automatically be
routed to your manager.

Manager

Controls whether you receive approval request notifications by email, in the Salesforce mobile app, or in
Lightning Experience.

If you select Never, you don’t receive approval request notifications. However, you still receive approval
request emails from a queue, depending on how your admin configured the queue email.

Receive Approval
Request Emails

Opt Out of Approval Request Posts in Chatter

By default, after your org enables Approvals in Chatter, you’re notified about approval requests by email and a Chatter post. To stop
seeing the Chatter posts, opt out. If you do opt out, the posts don’t appear in your feed but they do appear in the associated record’s
feed.

What Happens When You Opt Out of Chatter Approval Requests?

By default, when your org has Approvals in Chatter enabled, you receive approval request notifications by email and Chatter. Here’s
what happens when you opt out of the Chatter posts.

SEE ALSO:

Approval Requests for Users

Personalize Your Salesforce Experience

Opt Out of Approval Request Posts in Chatter

USER PERMISSIONS

To view an approval request
post for a record:
• Read on the record

By default, after your org enables Approvals in Chatter, you’re notified about approval requests by
email and a Chatter post. To stop seeing the Chatter posts, opt out. If you do opt out, the posts
don’t appear in your feed but they do appear in the associated record’s feed.

Available in: both Salesforce Classic and Lightning Experience

Available in: Group, Professional, Enterprise, Performance, Unlimited, Developer, and
Contact Manager Editions

1. In the page banner, click your profile avatar, and select My Settings (Salesforce Classic) or Settings (Lightning Experience).

2. Enter My Feeds  in the Quick Find  box, then select My Feeds.

3. Deselect Receive approval requests as posts.

You see this setting only when approvals are enabled in your org.
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4. Save your changes.

SEE ALSO:

Approval User Preferences

Personalize Your Salesforce Experience

What Happens When You Opt Out of Chatter Approval Requests?
By default, when your org has Approvals in Chatter enabled, you receive approval request notifications by email and Chatter. Here’s what
happens when you opt out of the Chatter posts.

Available in: both Salesforce Classic and Lightning Experience

Available in: Group, Professional, Enterprise, Performance, Unlimited, Developer, and Contact Manager Editions

• If you opt out while an approval that you’re assigned to is in progress, you see notification posts if you’re following the approval
record.

• If you’re following the approval record, you see approval posts from the record with non-approver content.

• For approval notification posts that you’ve already received, you see non-approver content.

• The Approve and Reject buttons are removed from existing approval posts in your feed.

SEE ALSO:

Approval User Preferences

Opt Out of Approval Request Posts in Chatter

Approval Process Terminology

EDITIONS

Available in: both Salesforce
Classic and Lightning
Experience

Available in: Enterprise,
Performance, Unlimited,
and Developer Editions

Salesforce uses this terminology for approval processes.

Approval Actions
An approval action occurs when all required approvers approved a step.

Approval Process
An approval process automates how records are approved in Salesforce. An approval process
specifies each step of approval, including from whom to request approval and what to do at
each point of the process.

Approval Request
An approval request is an email, Salesforce app notification, Lightning Experience notification,
or Chatter post. The approval request notifies the recipients that a record was submitted for
them to approve.

Approval Steps
Approval steps define the chain of approval for a particular approval process. Each step determines

• Which records can advance to that step

• To whom to assign approval requests

• Whether to let each approver’s delegate respond to the requests
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The first step specifies what to do if a record doesn’t advance to that step. Later steps specify what happens if an approver rejects
the request.

Assigned Approver
The assigned approver is the user responsible for responding to an approval request.

Delegated Approver
A delegated approver is someone appointed by an assigned approver as an alternate for approval requests.

Note: Internal Salesforce users are listed by and can be added using the Delegated Approver lookup field. Use Data Loader
and a comma-delineated (CSV) file to add users with communities licenses as Delegated Approvers. The CSV uses the
CommunityUserId  rather than the UserId  for DelegatedApproverId. Communities licenses are used with
Experience Cloud sites and legacy portals.

Email Approval Response
Email approval response lets users respond to approval requests by replying to an email notification.

Initial Submission Actions
An initial submission action occurs when a user first submits a record for approval. By default, the record is locked.

Final Approval Actions
Final approval actions occur when all required approvals were obtained.

Final Rejection Actions
A final rejection action occurs when an approver rejects the request and it moves to the final rejection state.

Outbound Message
An outbound message sends information to a designated endpoint, like an external service. You can configure outbound messages
from Setup. Configure the external endpoint and use the SOAP API to create a listener for the messages.

Process Instance
A process instance represents one instance of an approval process. A new process instance is created each time a record is submitted
for approval.

Process Instance Node
A process instance node represents an instance of an approval step. The system creates a process instance node each time a record
enters a step in an approval process. The system doesn’t create a process instance node when the record doesn’t meet the step
criteria or the approval process instance is completed without entering the step.

Recall Actions
A recall action occurs when a submitted approval request is recalled. By default, the record is unlocked.

Record Locking
Record locking prevents users from editing a record, regardless of field-level security or sharing settings. By default, Salesforce locks
records that are pending approval. Only admins can edit locked records.

SEE ALSO:

Approval Processes

Automated Actions

Set Up an Approval Process
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Workflow Rules

EDITIONS

Available in: Lightning
Experience and Salesforce
Classic

Available in: Enterprise,
Performance, Unlimited,
and Developer Editions

Workflow rules let you automate standard internal procedures and processes to save time across
your org. A workflow rule is the main container for a set of workflow instructions. These instructions
can always be summed up in an if/then statement.

Important: Starting in Winter ’23, we’re blocking the creation of workflow rules. You can
still activate, deactivate, and edit any existing workflow rules. To test and create workflow
rules for use in managed packages, developer orgs still allow you to create workflow rules.
For new automations, use flows.

For example: If it’s raining, then bring an umbrella.

Workflow rules can be broken into two main components.

1. Criteria: the “if” part of the “if/then” statement. In other words, what must be true of the record for the workflow rule to execute the
associated actions.

2. Actions: the “then” part of the “if/then” statement. In other words, what to do when the record meets the criteria.

In the raining example, the criteria is “it’s raining” and the action is “bring an umbrella”. If the criteria isn’t met (it isn’t raining), then the
action isn’t executed (you don’t bring an umbrella).

When a record meets all the criteria for a workflow rule, that rule’s actions are executed. Familiarize yourself with the automated actions
that are available for workflow.

Create a Workflow Rule

Automate your organization’s standard process by creating a workflow rule.

Workflow Limits

Salesforce limits the number of total and active rules in your org, the number of time triggers and actions per rule. It also processes
a limited number of daily emails and hourly time triggers.

Workflow Considerations

Learn the intricacies of workflow rules and workflow actions before you begin working with them.

Workflow Rule Examples

Looking for ideas on how workflow rules can help streamline your business? Check out these examples.

Monitor Pending Workflow Actions

When a workflow rule that has time-dependent actions is triggered, use the workflow queue to view pending actions and cancel
them if necessary.

Workflow Terminology

The following terms are used when describing workflow features and functionality.

SEE ALSO:

Choosing Which Salesforce Flow Feature to Use
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Create a Workflow Rule

EDITIONS

Available in: Lightning
Experience and Salesforce
Classic

Available in: Enterprise,
Performance, Unlimited,
and Developer Editions

USER PERMISSIONS

To create or change
workflow rules and actions:
• Customize Application

Automate your organization’s standard process by creating a workflow rule.

Important: Starting in Winter ’23, we’re blocking the creation of workflow rules. You can
still activate, deactivate, and edit any existing workflow rules. To test and create workflow
rules for use in managed packages, developer orgs still allow you to create workflow rules.
For new automations, use flows.

Watch a Demo:  Creating a Workflow Rule (Salesforce Classic)

1. Set the Criteria for Your Workflow Rule

Get started with creating a new workflow rule by selecting the object the rule relates to and
configuring its criteria.

2. Add Automated Actions to Your Workflow Rule

Once you’ve set the criteria for your workflow rule, identify what to do when that criteria are
met.

3. Identify Your Salesforce Org’s Default Workflow User

Select a Default Workflow User  that you want Salesforce to display with a workflow rule when the user that triggered the
rule is not active.

4. Activate Your Workflow Rule

Salesforce doesn't trigger a workflow rule until you activate it.

SEE ALSO:

Workflow Considerations

Workflow Rule Examples

Set the Criteria for Your Workflow Rule

EDITIONS

Available in: Lightning
Experience and Salesforce
Classic

Available in: Enterprise,
Performance, Unlimited,
and Developer Editions

USER PERMISSIONS

To create or change
workflow rules and actions:
• Customize Application

Get started with creating a new workflow rule by selecting the object the rule relates to and
configuring its criteria.

1. From Setup, enter Workflow Rules  in the Quick Find  box, then select Workflow
Rules.

2. Click New Rule.

3. Choose the object to which you want this workflow rule to apply.

4. Click Next.

5. Give the rule a name and description.

6. Set the evaluation criteria.
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DescriptionEvaluate the rule when a
record is:

Evaluate the rule criteria each time a record is created. If the rule criteria is met, run the
rule. Ignore all updates to existing records.

With this option, the rule never runs more than once per record.

created

Evaluate the rule criteria each time a record is created or updated. If the rule criteria is
met, run the rule.

With this option, the rule repeatedly runs every time a record is edited as long as the
record meets the rule criteria.

created, and every time
it’s edited

Note:  If you select this option, you can't add time-dependent actions to the rule.

(Default) Evaluate the rule criteria each time a record is created or updated.created, and any time it’s
edited to subsequently
meet criteria

• For a new record, run the rule if the rule criteria is met.

• For an updated record, run the rule only if the record is changed from not meeting
the rule criteria to meeting the rule criteria.

With this option, the rule can run multiple times per record, but it won’t run when the
record edits are unrelated to the rule criteria.

For example, suppose that for an opportunity record to meet the rule criteria, the
opportunity probability must be greater than 50%. If you create an opportunity with a
probability of 75%, the workflow rule runs. If you edit that opportunity by changing the
probability to 25%, the edit doesn't cause the rule to run. If you then edit that opportunity
by changing the probability from 25% to 75%, the edit causes the rule to run. With this
last edit, the rule runs, because the record is changed from not meeting the rule criteria
to meeting the rule criteria.

7. Enter your rule criteria.

• Choose criteria are met  and select the filter criteria that a record must meet to trigger the rule. For example, set the
filter to “Opportunity: Amount greater than 5000” if you want opportunity records with an amount greater than $5,000 to trigger
the rule. If your organization uses multiple languages, enter filter values in your individual language. You can add up to 25 filter
criteria, of up to 255 characters each.

• Choose formula evaluates to true  and enter a formula that returns a value of “True” or “False.” Salesforce triggers
the rule if the formula returns “True.”

Examples of useful workflow formulas include:

– If the number of filled positions equals the number of total positions on a job, update the Job Status  field to “Filled.”

– If mileage expenses associated with visiting a customer site are 35 cents per mile and exceed a $1,000 limit, automatically
update the Approval Required  field to “Required.”

– If a monthly subscription-based opportunity amount is greater than $10,000, create a task for an opportunity owner to follow
up 60 days after the opportunity is closed.

The $Label  variable isn’t supported in workflow rule formulas. Also, some functions aren't available in workflow rule formulas.

Tip:  You can use merge fields for directly related objects in workflow rule formulas.
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8. Click Save & Next.

SEE ALSO:

Workflow Considerations

Add Automated Actions to Your Workflow Rule

EDITIONS

Available in: Lightning
Experience and Salesforce
Classic

Available in: Enterprise,
Performance, Unlimited,
and Developer Editions

USER PERMISSIONS

To create or change
workflow rules and actions:
• Customize Application

Once you’ve set the criteria for your workflow rule, identify what to do when that criteria are met.

Add an Immediate Action to Your Workflow Rule

Immediate actions, like their name suggests, are executed as soon as the workflow rule finishes
evaluating the record.

Add a Time-Dependent Action to Your Workflow Rule

Time-dependent actions are executed at a specific time, such as 10 days before a record’s close
date. When that specific time passes, the workflow rule re-evaluates the record to make sure
that it still meets the rule criteria. If the record does, the workflow rule executes those actions.

SEE ALSO:

Identify Your Salesforce Org’s Default Workflow User

Set the Criteria for Your Workflow Rule

Add an Immediate Action to Your Workflow Rule

EDITIONS

Available in: Lightning
Experience and Salesforce
Classic

Available in: Enterprise,
Performance, Unlimited,
and Developer Editions

USER PERMISSIONS

To create or change
workflow rules and actions:
• Customize Application

Immediate actions, like their name suggests, are executed as soon as the workflow rule finishes
evaluating the record.

1. Open a workflow rule.

2. In the Immediate Workflow Actions section, click Add Workflow Action.

3. Select one of the options to create an action or select an existing one.

For details on each action type, see Automated Actions .

SEE ALSO:

Add Automated Actions to Your Workflow Rule
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Add a Time-Dependent Action to Your Workflow Rule

EDITIONS

Available in: Lightning
Experience and Salesforce
Classic

Available in: Enterprise,
Performance, Unlimited,
and Developer Editions

USER PERMISSIONS

To create or change
workflow rules and actions:
• Customize Application

Time-dependent actions are executed at a specific time, such as 10 days before a record’s close date.
When that specific time passes, the workflow rule re-evaluates the record to make sure that it still
meets the rule criteria. If the record does, the workflow rule executes those actions.

Time-dependent actions and time triggers are complex features. As you work with time-dependent
actions and time triggers, keep in mind their considerations.

If you plan on configuring workflow rules that have time-dependent actions, specify a default
workflow user. Salesforce associates the default workflow user with a workflow rule if the user who
initiated the rule is no longer active.

1. Open a workflow rule.

2. In the Time-Dependent Workflow Actions section, click Add Time Trigger.

Note:  You can’t add a time trigger if:

• The evaluation criteria is set to Evaluate the rule when a record
is: created, and any time it’s edited to subsequently
meet criteria.

• The rule is activated.

• The rule is deactivated but has pending actions in the workflow queue.

3. Specify a number of days or hours before or after a date that’s relevant to the record, such as the date the record was created.

If the workflow rule is still active and valid when this time occurs, the time trigger fires the workflow action.

4. Save your time trigger.

5. In the section for the time trigger you created, click Add Workflow Action.

6. Select one of the options to create an action or select an existing one.

7. Click Done.

SEE ALSO:

Add Automated Actions to Your Workflow Rule

Considerations for Time-Dependent Actions and Time Triggers

Identify Your Salesforce Org’s Default Workflow User

EDITIONS

Available in: Lightning
Experience and Salesforce
Classic

Available in: Enterprise,
Performance, Unlimited,
and Developer Editions

Select a Default Workflow User  that you want Salesforce to display with a workflow rule
when the user that triggered the rule is not active.

User Permissions Needed

Customize ApplicationTo edit process automation settings:

Manage FlowTo create, update, and delete flow list views:

If your organization uses time-dependent actions in workflow rules, you must designate a default
workflow user. When the user who triggered the rule isn’t active, Salesforce displays the username of the default workflow user in the
Created By  field for tasks, the Sending User  field for email, and the Last Modified By  field for field updates. Salesforce
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does not display this username for outbound messages. If a problem occurs with a pending action, the default workflow user receives
an email notification.

When workflow email alerts approach or exceed certain limits, Salesforce sends a warning email to the default workflow user or—if the
default workflow user isn't set—to an active system administrator.

1. From Setup, enter Process Automation Settings  in the Quick Find  box, then select Process Automation Settings.

2. For Default Workflow User, select a user.

3. Save your changes.

SEE ALSO:

Daily Allocations for Email Alerts

Associate Actions with Workflow Rules or Approval Processes

EDITIONS

Available in: Lightning
Experience and Salesforce
Classic

Available in: Enterprise,
Performance, Unlimited,
and Developer Editions

USER PERMISSIONS

To select existing actions:
• Customize Application

Associate actions that have already been created in your organization with a workflow rule and
approval processes.

To associate existing workflow actions with a workflow rule:

1. From Setup, enter Workflow Rules  in the Quick Find  box, then select Workflow
Rules.

2. Select the workflow rule.

3. Click Edit in the Workflow Actions section.

4. Click Add Workflow Action in either the Immediate Workflow Actions or Time-Dependent
Actions section, depending on when you want the action to occur, and choose Select Existing
Action.

5. Select the type of action to associate with the workflow rule.

6. Select the actions in the Available Actions box and use the right arrow to move them to the
Selected Actions box. If necessary, select the left arrow to remove actions from the Available
Actions box.

7. Save your changes.

To associate existing workflow actions with an approval process:

1. From Setup, enter Approval Processes  in the Quick Find  box, then select Approval Processes.

2. Click the name of an approval process.

3. Depending on when you want the action to occur, do one of the following:

• Click Add Existing in the Initial Submission Actions, Final Approval Actions, Final Rejection Actions, or Recall Actions section.

• Click Show Actions in the Approval Steps section, then click Add Existing in the Approval, Rejection, or Recall Actions section.

See Add an Existing Automated Action to Your Approval Process on page 3392.

4. Select the type of action you want to associate with the approval process. The Available Actions box lists all existing actions of the
selected type.

5. Enter the name of a specific action in the text field and click Find.

6. Select the actions in the Available Actions box that you want to associate with the approval process, and use the right arrow to
move the actions to the Selected Actions box. If necessary, select the left arrow to remove actions from the Available Actions
box.
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7. Save your changes.

SEE ALSO:

Manage Automated Actions in Workflow Rules

Activate Your Workflow Rule

EDITIONS

Available in: Lightning
Experience and Salesforce
Classic

Available in: Enterprise,
Performance, Unlimited,
and Developer Editions

USER PERMISSIONS

To create or change
workflow rules and actions:
• Customize Application

Salesforce doesn't trigger a workflow rule until you activate it.

To activate a workflow rule, click Activate on the workflow rule detail page. Click Deactivate to
prevent a rule from triggering or if you want to edit the time-dependent actions and time triggers
that are associated with the rule.

You can deactivate a workflow rule at any time. However, if you deactivate a rule that has pending
actions, Salesforce completes those actions as long as the record that triggered the rule is not
updated.

Note:

• You can't delete a workflow rule that has pending actions in the workflow queue. Wait
until pending actions are processed, or use the workflow queue to cancel the pending
actions.

• You can't add time-dependent workflow actions to active workflow rules. Deactivate the
workflow rule first, add the time-dependent workflow action, and reactivate the rule.

SEE ALSO:

Set the Criteria for Your Workflow Rule

Workflow Limits

EDITIONS

Available in: Lightning
Experience and Salesforce
Classic

Available in: Enterprise,
Performance, Unlimited,
and Developer Editions

Salesforce limits the number of total and active rules in your org, the number of time triggers and
actions per rule. It also processes a limited number of daily emails and hourly time triggers.

ValuePer-Org Limit

2,000

Total rules across objects

(Applies to any combination of workflow,
assignment, auto-response, and escalation rules,
active and inactive.)

500

Total rules per object

(Applies to any combination of workflow,
assignment, auto-response, and escalation rules,
active and inactive.)

50

Active rules per object

(Applies to any combination of active workflow,
assignment, auto-response, and escalation rules,
as well as record change processes.)
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ValuePer-Org Limit

10Time triggers per workflow rule1

40Immediate actions per workflow rule1

40Time-dependent actions per time trigger

1,000Workflow time triggers per hour

25 (N/A in Professional Edition)Flow trigger workflow actions: flow variable assignments2

20,000Combined total of these automations that start or resume based
on a record’s field value.

• Resume events that are defined in active flows

• Groups of scheduled actions that are defined in active
processes

• Time triggers that are defined in active workflow rules

• Inactive flow interviews that are resumed

1The immediate actions and each time trigger can have:

• 10 email alerts

• 10 tasks

• 10 field updates

• 10 outbound messages

• 10 flow triggers2

2The pilot program for flow trigger workflow actions is closed. If you've already enabled the pilot in your org, you can continue to create
and edit flow trigger workflow actions. If you didn't enable the pilot in your org, use Flow Builder to create a record-triggered flow, or
use Process Builder to launch a flow from a process.

Daily Allocations for Email Alerts

The daily allocation for emails sent through email alerts is 1,000 per standard Salesforce license per org—except for free Developer
Edition and trial orgs, where the daily workflow email allocation is 15. The overall org allocation is 2,000,000. This allocation applies
to emails sent through email alerts in workflow rules, approval processes, flows, processes, or REST API. Single emails sent to external
email addresses are also limited, and how those limits are enforced depends on when your org was created.

Daily Allocations for Email Alerts

EDITIONS

Available in: Lightning
Experience and Salesforce
Classic

Available in: Enterprise,
Performance, Unlimited,
and Developer Editions

The daily allocation for emails sent through email alerts is 1,000 per standard Salesforce license per
org—except for free Developer Edition and trial orgs, where the daily workflow email allocation is
15. The overall org allocation is 2,000,000. This allocation applies to emails sent through email alerts
in workflow rules, approval processes, flows, processes, or REST API. Single emails sent to external
email addresses are also limited, and how those limits are enforced depends on when your org was
created.

After your org has reached its daily workflow email allocation:
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• Any emails in the workflow queue not sent that day are discarded. Salesforce doesn't try to resend them later.

• If a workflow rule with an action and an email alert is triggered, only the email action is blocked.

• Final approval, final rejection, approval, rejection, and recall email actions are blocked.

• An error message is added to the debug log.

These items don't count against the workflow email allocation:

• Approval notification emails

• Task assignment notifications

• Lead assignment rules notifications

• Case assignment rules notifications

• Case escalation rules notifications

• Salesforce Sites usage alerts

The allocation restriction is based on activity in the 24-hour period starting and ending at midnight GMT. Adding or removing a user
license immediately adjusts the allocation's total. If you send an email alert to a group, every recipient in that group counts against your
daily workflow email allocation.

Single Email Limits
Each licensed org can send single emails to a maximum of 5,000 external email addresses, or recipients, per day. A day is based on
Greenwich Mean Time (GMT).

Sending emails to internal email recipients doesn't count toward the org daily limit.

• For orgs created before Spring ’19, the org daily limit is enforced only for emails sent via Apex and Salesforce APIs, except for REST
API.

• For orgs created in Spring ’19 and later, the org daily limit is also enforced for email alerts, simple email actions, Send Email actions
in flows, and REST API.

• Each user can send emails from the email composer to a maximum of 250 external email recipients per hour.

In Developer Edition orgs and orgs evaluating Salesforce during a trial period, each user can send emails to a maximum of 50 recipients
per day, and each single email can have up to 15 recipients.

Allocation Alerts
When workflow email alerts approach or exceed certain allocations, Salesforce sends a warning email to the default workflow user or—if
the default workflow user isn't set—to an active system administrator.

Warning Email Includes...Salesforce Sends...When...

The unsent email alert’s content and
recipients

A warning email for each unsent email alertAn email alert isn't sent because the number
of recipients exceeds the allocation for a
single email

The allocation and the org's usageOne warning emailThe org reaches 90% of the allocation of
emails per day

The allocation and the org's usageOne warning emailThe org reaches 90% of the allocation of
workflow emails per day

The allocation and the org's usageA warning email after every 100 attempted
email alerts over the allocation

An email alert isn't sent because the org
reaches the allocation of emails per day
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Warning Email Includes...Salesforce Sends...When...

The allocation and the org's usageA warning email after every 100 attempted
email alerts over the allocation

An email alert isn't sent because the org
reaches the allocation of workflow emails
per day

The allocation and the org that exceeded
the allocation

One warning emailThe org reaches the daily allocation for
single emails sent to external email address

Workflow Considerations

EDITIONS

Available in: Lightning
Experience and Salesforce
Classic

Available in: Enterprise,
Performance, Unlimited,
and Developer Editions

Learn the intricacies of workflow rules and workflow actions before you begin working with them.

Important: Starting in Winter ’23, we’re blocking the creation of workflow rules. You can
still activate, deactivate, and edit any existing workflow rules. To test and create workflow
rules for use in managed packages, developer orgs still allow you to create workflow rules.
For new automations, use flows.

• Each workflow rule applies to a single object.

• If you have workflow rules on converted leads and want to use cross-object field updates on
the resulting accounts and opportunities, you must enable the lead setting Require
Validation for Converted Leads.

• Workflow rules on custom objects are automatically deleted if the custom object is deleted.

• The order that individual actions and types of actions are executed in is not guaranteed. Field update actions are executed first,
followed by other actions.

• To create workflow rules that update case fields based on new case comments or incoming email messages, choose Case Comment
or Email Message from the Select Object  dropdown list. Email Message is only available if Email-to-Case or On-Demand
Email-to-Case is enabled. You can only create email message workflow rules for field updates, and case comment workflow rules
for field updates, email alerts, and outbound messages. For example, you can create a workflow rule so that an email marked as Is
Incoming  changes its case's Status  from Closed to New.

• Changes you make to records while using Connect Offline are evaluated by workflow rules when you synchronize.

• Salesforce processes rules in the following order:

1. Validation rules

2. Assignment rules

3. Auto-response rules

4. Workflow rules (with immediate actions)

5. Escalation rules

• If a lookup field references a record that is deleted, Salesforce clears the value of the lookup field by default. Or you can choose to
prevent record deletions if they’re in a lookup relationship.

• If you create workflow rules to replace any Apex triggers, make sure to delete those Apex triggers when you activate the equivalent
workflow rules. Otherwise, Apex triggers and workflow rules both fire and cause unexpected results, such as overwritten field updates
or redundant email messages.

• When an Account record’s owner field is changed, processes and workflows defined on the child object do not get triggered to run.
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When Do Workflow Rules Get Triggered?
• Workflow rules can be triggered any time a record is saved or created, depending on your rule criteria. Rules created after saving

records don’t affect those records retroactively.

• Workflow rules are triggered when a standard or custom object in a master-detail or lookup relationship is reparented, even if the
object's evaluation criteria is set to Evaluate the rule when a record is: created, and any time it’s
edited to subsequently meet criteria.

• Saving or creating records can trigger more than one rule.

• Workflow rules only trigger on converted leads if validation and triggers for lead convert are enabled in your Salesforce org.

• Workflow rules trigger automatically and are invisible to the user. Alternatively, approval processes allow users to submit records for
approval.

• If your organization uses multiple languages, enter filter values in your individual language. You can add up to 25 filter criteria, of up
to 255 characters each.

When you use picklists to specify filter criteria, the selected values are stored in your org's default language. If you edit or clone
existing filter criteria, first set the Default Language  on the Company Information page to the same language that was used
to set the original filter criteria. Otherwise, the filter criteria no longer matches your picklist values and returns inaccurate results.

• If you use record types in your workflow rule criteria whose labels have been translated using the translation workbench, the translated
label value doesn’t trigger the workflow rule. Workflow criteria evaluate the primary label value and ignore the translated value. To
avoid this problem, set the workflow criteria to evaluate the master record type label value by entering it manually in the Value
field.

• Campaign statistic fields, such as individual campaign statistics and campaign hierarchy statistics, can’t trigger workflow rules.

• A workflow rule isn't triggered if its condition references a field that doesn't have a value. For example, if a User-based workflow rule
checks “Role not equal to CEO”, the rule isn’t triggered for a user without an assigned role. Instead of conditions, use a formula to
check that the field is either null or set to something other than “CEO”:

UserRoleId == null || UserRole.Name != "CEO"

• The following actions don't trigger workflow rules.

– Mass replacing picklist values

– Using the option to replace a picklist value while deleting the current value.

– Mass updating address fields

– Mass updating divisions

– Changing the territory assignments of accounts and opportunities

– Converting leads to person accounts

– Deactivating Self-Service Portal, Customer Portal, or Partner Portal users

– Converting state, country, and territory data from the State and Country/Territory Picklists page in Setup

– Changing state and country/territory picklists using AddressSettings in the Metadata API

Workflow Rule Limitations
• You can't package workflow rules with time triggers.

• You can't create outbound messages for workflow rules on junction objects.
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Tip:  Use the Developer Console to debug workflow rules. The Developer Console lets you view debug log details and information
about workflow rules and actions. For example, you can view the name of the user who triggered the workflow rule and the name
and ID of the record being evaluated.

Workflow for the User Object (Beta)

You can create workflow rules and actions for the User object. You can, for example, send welcome emails to new employees or
sync user data with a third-party service using outbound message actions.

Considerations for Time-Dependent Actions and Time Triggers

SEE ALSO:

Set the Criteria for Your Workflow Rule

Workflow for the User Object (Beta)

EDITIONS

Available in: Lightning
Experience and Salesforce
Classic

Available in: Enterprise,
Performance, Unlimited,
and Developer Editions

You can create workflow rules and actions for the User object. You can, for example, send welcome
emails to new employees or sync user data with a third-party service using outbound message
actions.

Note: This release contains a beta version of workflow on the User object that is production
quality but has known limitations. To provide feedback and suggestions, go to IdeaExchange.

Example Use Cases
For the User object, you can set up workflow rules to:

• Send welcome email messages with training resources to newly created users by using email
alert actions.

• Send emails when users change roles or are deactivated by using email alert actions.

• Deactivate temporary employees after a specified period by using field update actions.

• Sync user data with third-party systems by using outbound messages actions.

Merge Field Types for the User Object
To use merge fields from user records in email templates, select from the following merge field types:

• User Fields—Use these merge fields to represent the sending user. Merge fields named {!User.field_name}  return values
from the user record of the person who created or updated the record that triggered the workflow rule.

• Workflow Target User Fields—Use these merge fields only in email templates for workflow rules on the User object. Merge fields
named {!Target_User.field_name}  return values from the user record that was created or updated to trigger the
workflow rule.

Beta Limitations for Workflow on the User Object
Understand these limitations before you create workflow rules or workflow actions for the User object.

• Tasks are not supported as workflow actions for the User object.

• When setting the workflow rule criteria, you can’t select Current User  fields using the picklists. You can, however, use a formula
to set the rule criteria and include fields from the current user. In the formula editor, click Insert Field, select $User, select the
field, and click Insert.
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• Remember that custom validation rules run before workflow rules are executed. Refer to “Triggers and Order of Execution” in the
Apex Developer Guide.

SEE ALSO:

Workflow Considerations

Considerations for Time-Dependent Actions and Time Triggers

EDITIONS

Available in: Lightning
Experience and Salesforce
Classic

Available in: Enterprise,
Performance, Unlimited,
and Developer Editions

When creating time-dependent actions and time triggers for workflow rules, consider the following.

Defining Time Triggers

• When defining a time trigger, use standard and custom date and date/time fields defined for
the object. Specify time using days and hours. The valid range is 0 to 999 days or hours.

• You can modify existing time triggers by adding or removing actions.

Note:  Removing all the actions from a time trigger does not remove the trigger. Empty
triggers are still queued and count against your hourly workflow time trigger limit. To
remove scheduled time triggers, delete them from the workflow queue.

Time Trigger Processing

• Time-dependent actions aren’t executed independently. They’re grouped into a single batch that starts executing within one hour
after the first action enters the batch.

Note:  Actual execution may be delayed based on service availability.

• Apex triggers that fire as a result of time-dependent actions may get executed in a single batch or independently. Follow these best
practices:

– In case they fire independently–Ensure that your Apex logic is scoped for a single scheduled action. For example, don't use Apex
static variables to communicate state across Apex code triggered by different scheduled actions.

– In case they fire in a single batch–Be aware of how the combination of your time-dependent actions and Apex triggers impact
your Apex governor limits.

• Salesforce evaluates time-based workflow on the organization’s time zone, not the user’s. Users in different time zones might see
differences in behavior.

• Salesforce doesn’t necessarily execute time triggers in the order they appear on the workflow rule detail page. Workflow rules list
time triggers that use the Before  field first, followed by time triggers that use the After  field.

• Salesforce doesn't display time-dependent action controls on the workflow rule edit page if you set the workflow rule evaluation
criteria to Evaluate the rule when created, and every time it’s edited.

• If you change a date field that is referenced by an unfired time trigger in a workflow rule that has been evaluated, Salesforce recalculates
the unfired time triggers associated with the rule. For example, if a workflow rule is scheduled to alert the opportunity owner 7 days
before the opportunity close date and the close date is set to 2/20/2011, Salesforce sends the alert on 2/13/2011. If the close date
is updated to 2/10/2011 and the time trigger hasn't fired, Salesforce reschedules the alert for 2/3/2011. If Salesforce recalculates the
time triggers to a date in the past, Salesforce triggers the associated actions shortly after you save the record.

• If a workflow rule has a time trigger set for a time in the past, Salesforce queues the associated time-dependent actions to start
executing within one hour. For example, if a workflow rule on opportunities is configured to update a field 7 days before the close
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date, and you create an opportunity record with the close date set to today, Salesforce starts to process the field update within an
hour after you create the opportunity.

• Time-dependent actions remain in the workflow queue only as long as the workflow rule criteria are still valid. If a record no longer
matches the rule criteria, Salesforce removes the time-dependent actions queued for that record.

For example, an opportunity workflow rule can specify:

– A criteria set to “Opportunity: Status not equals to Closed Won, Closed Lost”

– An associated time-dependent action with a time trigger set to 7 days before the opportunity close date

If a record that matches the criteria is created on July 1 and the Close Date  is set to July 30, the time-dependent action is
scheduled for July 23. However, if the opportunity is set to “Closed Won” or “Closed Lost” before July 23, the time-dependent action
is removed from the queue.

• Salesforce ignores time triggers that reference null fields.

• Time-dependent actions can automatically be queued again if the record is updated and the evaluation criteria is set to Evaluate
the rule when a record is: created, and any time it’s edited to subsequently meet
criteria. Using the previous example, if the opportunity status is changed from Closed Lost to Prospecting and the workflow
rule evaluation criteria is Evaluate the rule when a record is: created, and any time it’s edited
to subsequently meet criteria, Salesforce reevaluates the time triggers and adds the appropriate actions to the
workflow queue.

• Deleting a record that has pending actions removes the pending actions from the workflow queue. You can't restore the actions,
even if you undelete the record.

• If the evaluation criteria is set to Evaluate the rule when a record is: created, the workflow rule evaluates
its time triggers only once. If the record that fired the rule changes to no longer meet the evaluation criteria, Salesforce removes the
pending actions from the queue and never reapplies the rule to the record.

• You can deactivate a workflow rule at any time. If the rule has pending actions in the workflow queue, editing the record that
triggered the rule removes the pending actions from the queue. If you don't edit the record, the pending actions are processed even
though the rule has been deactivated.

• Time-dependent actions aren't executed for a reevaluated workflow rule in the following situations:

– The reevaluated workflow rule’s immediate actions cause the record to no longer meet the workflow rule criteria.

– An Apex after  trigger that is executed as a result of a workflow or approvals action causes the record to no longer meet the
workflow rule criteria.

• Configuring a task’s Due Date  to “Rule Trigger Date” sets time triggers and workflow task due dates based on the date that the
workflow time trigger’s action is executed. For example, if the task due date is “Rule Trigger Date plus 10 days” and the time trigger
is executed on January 1, Salesforce sets the task due date to January 11.

• You can add a new active workflow rule with time triggers in a change set and deploy it. You can only change time triggers on a
workflow rule in a change set if it's inactive. The rule must be activated in the destination organization manually or through another
change set that only activates workflow rules and makes no time trigger changes.

For example, let’s say you have an inactive workflow rule in your destination organization, and your change set contains an active
workflow rule with the same name and new or different time triggers. The deployment fails because it activates the workflow rule
first and then tries to add or remove the time triggers.

Note:  You must add time-dependent actions manually when including a workflow rule in a change set. The View/Add
Dependencies function doesn’t detect time-dependent actions.
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Using Time-Dependent Workflow with Leads

• You can’t convert a lead that has pending actions.

• If Validation and Triggers from Lead Convert is enabled, existing time-based workflow actions on leads aren't triggered during lead
conversion.

• If a campaign member based on a lead is converted before the completion of the time-based workflow actions associated with it,
Salesforce still performs the time-based workflow actions.

Limitations

• Time triggers don’t support minutes or seconds.

• Time triggers can’t reference the following:

– DATE  or DATETIME  fields containing automatically derived functions, such as TODAY  or NOW.

– Formula fields that include related-object merge fields.

• Salesforce limits the number of time triggers an organization can execute per hour. If an organization exceeds the limits for its Edition,
Salesforce defers the execution of the additional time triggers to the next hour. For example, if an Unlimited Edition organization
has 1,200 time triggers scheduled to execute between 4:00 PM and 5:00 PM, Salesforce processes 1,000 time triggers between 4:00
PM and 5:00 PM and the remaining 200 time triggers between 5:00 PM and 6:00 PM.

• You can't archive a product or price book that has pending actions.

• If time-based workflow actions exist in the queue, you can’t add or remove time triggers or edit trigger dates without deleting the
actions first. Because the deleted records can’t be restored, carefully consider the implications of editing the workflow rules before
you proceed. If you decide to edit the workflow rules, deactivate the workflow that you want to edit, edit the rules as needed, and
then save your changes. For information about finding and deleting time-based workflow actions in the queue, see Monitor Pending
Workflow Actions on page 3455.

You also can’t add or remove time triggers if:

– The workflow rule is active.

– The workflow rule is deactivated, but has pending actions in the queue.

– The workflow rule evaluation criteria is set to Evaluate the rule when a record is: created, and
every time it’s edited.

– The workflow rule is included in a package.

SEE ALSO:

Add Automated Actions to Your Workflow Rule

Identify Your Salesforce Org’s Default Workflow User
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Workflow Rule Examples

EDITIONS

Available in: Lightning
Experience and Salesforce
Classic

Available in: Enterprise,
Performance, Unlimited,
and Developer Editions

Looking for ideas on how workflow rules can help streamline your business? Check out these
examples.

Important:  Where possible, we changed noninclusive terms to align with our company
value of Equality. We maintained certain terms to avoid any effect on customer
implementations.

Business Processes
Follow Up Before Contract Expires

Follow Up when Platinum Contract Case Closes

Assign Credit Check for New Customer

Notify Account Owner About New, High-Priority Cases

Set a Default Entitlement for Each New Case

Update Shipment Status if Shipment is Delayed

Automatically Activate New Users

Cross-Object Processes
Notify Sales VP About Cases Filed for Top Accounts

Set Default Opportunity Name

Set Target Resolution Date for Cases

Update Application Record when Candidate Accepts Job

Deal Management
Track Closed Opportunities

Override Default Opportunity Close Date

Report Lost Opportunities

Report Unassigned Leads

Send Alert if Quote Line Item Discount Exceeds 40%

Notifications
Notify Key People About Account Owner Changes

Set Reminder for Contact Birthday

Set Reminder for High-Value Opportunity Close Date

Notify Account Owner of Updates by Others

Follow Up Before a Contract Expires

ContractObject

Email a reminder to the renewal manager 20 days before a contract’s end date.Description

Evaluate the rule when a record is: created, and any time it’s edited to subsequently meet criteriaEvaluation Criteria
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Run this rule if the following criteria is met.

(Contract: Status equals Activated)

Rule Criteria (Filter)

NoneImmediate Actions

20 Days Before Contract: End Date—Email Alert: Email a reminder to the renewal manager to
confirm whether the client wants an extension.

Time-Dependent Actions

Follow Up When a Platinum Contract Case Closes
This example assumes that a Contract Type  custom picklist is used to identify the contract level on cases and that the picklist
contains the Platinum value.

CaseObject

If the customer has a platinum contract agreement, email a feedback request to the case contact 7 days
after a high-priority case has been closed.

Description

Evaluate the rule when a record is: created, and any time it’s edited to subsequently meet criteriaEvaluation Criteria

Run this rule if the following criteria are met.

(Case: Priority equals High) and
(Case: Closed equals True) and
(Case: Contract Type equals Platinum)

Rule Criteria (Filter)

NoneImmediate Actions

7 Days After Case: Date/Time Closed—Email Alert: Email a feedback request to the case contact.Time-Dependent Actions

Assign Credit Check for a New Customer
This example assumes that a New Customer  custom field is on opportunities.

OpportunityObject

Assign the Accounts Receivable (AR) department a task to check the credit of a potential customer 15
days before the opportunity close date if the amount is greater than $50,000.

Description

Evaluate the rule when a record is: created, and any time it’s edited to subsequently meet criteriaEvaluation Criteria

Run this rule if the following criteria are met.

(Opportunity: Amount greater than 50000) and
(Opportunity: Closed equals False) and
(Opportunity: New Customer equals True)

Rule Criteria (Filter)

NoneImmediate Actions

15 Days Before Opportunity: Close Date—Task: Create a task for users in the Accounts Receivable role
to run a credit check.

Time-Dependent Actions
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Notify Account Owner About New, High-Priority Cases
This example assumes that a Service Level Agreement custom picklist called SLA identifies the agreement level on accounts and contains
the Platinum value.

CaseObject

Notify the account owner when a high-priority case is created for accounts with a platinum SLA.Description

Evaluate the rule when a record is: createdEvaluation Criteria

Run this rule if the following criteria are met.

(Case: Priority equals High) and
(Account: SLA equals Platinum)

Rule Criteria (Filter)

Email Alert:  Email the details of the high-priority case to the account owner.Immediate Actions

NoneTime-Dependent Actions

Set a Default Entitlement for Each New Case
This example assumes that an active, autolaunched flow looks up the relevant entitlement based on the account, asset, or contact
associated with the new case and updates the case with the entitlement name.

The pilot program for flow trigger workflow actions is closed. If you've already enabled the pilot in your org, you can continue to create
and edit flow trigger workflow actions. If you didn't enable the pilot in your org, use Flow Builder to create a record-triggered flow, or
use Process Builder to launch a flow from a process.

CaseObject

Set a default entitlement on each new case.Description

Evaluate the rule when a record is: createdEvaluation Criteria

Run this rule if the following criteria is met.

(Case: Status not equal to Closed)

Rule Criteria (Filter)

Flow Trigger:  Look up and assign the relevant entitlement to the case. Pass the account, asset,
or contact associated with the new case into the relevant flow variable to enable the entitlement lookup.
Pass the case ID into the relevant flow variable to enable the case update.

Immediate Actions

None.Time-Dependent Actions

Update Shipment Status If Shipment Is Delayed

ShipmentObject

Update the Shipment Status  field to Delayed if a shipment has exceeded the expected delivery
date and hasn’t reached the customer.

Description

Evaluate the rule when a record is: created, and any time it’s edited to subsequently meet criteriaEvaluation Criteria
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Run this rule if the following criteria is met.

(Shipment: Status not equal to Delivered)

Rule Criteria (Filter)

NoneImmediate Actions

1 day after Shipment: Expected Delivery Date—Field Update: Change Shipment Status
field to Delayed on Shipment record.

Time-Dependent Actions

Automatically Activate New Users

UserObject

Make sure that each new user is active so that the user can log in to Salesforce.Description

Evaluate the rule when a record is: createdEvaluation Criteria

Run this rule if the following criteria is met.

(User: Active equals False)

Rule Criteria (Filter)

Field Update: Set Active  to True.Immediate Actions

None.Time-Dependent Actions

Notify Sales VP About Cases Filed for Top Accounts
This workflow rule is for sales VP who want to know about cases filed for top accounts. Top accounts are determined by size and revenue.

CaseObject

Notify sales VP about cases filed for top accounts.Description

Evaluate the rule when a record is: createdEvaluation Criteria

Run this rule if the following criteria are met.

AND(Account.AnnualRevenue > 500000, Account.NumberOfEmployees > 5000)

Rule Criteria (Filter)

Email Alert:  Notify VP about cases for large accounts.Immediate Actions

NoneTime-Dependent Actions

Set Default Opportunity Name
The opportunity naming convention for some companies is Account Name: Opportunity Name. To automate the default
name of each opportunity in your org, create the following workflow rule.

OpportunityObject

Enforce opportunity naming convention.Description
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Evaluate the rule when a record is: created, and every time it’s editedEvaluation Criteria

Run this rule if the following criteria is met.

NOT(CONTAINS( Name, Account.Name ))

Rule Criteria (Filter)

Field Update: Set opportunity name to the following formula.

Account.Name & ": " & Name

Immediate Actions

NoneTime-Dependent Actions

Set Target Resolution Date for Cases
This example sets a case resolution date based on the value of a field on the associated account. It uses a custom picklist field on accounts
called Support Level, which has three values: Basic, Standard, and Premium. It also has a custom date field on cases called Target
Resolution Date.

Use the following three workflow rule examples to set the target resolution date of a case based on the support level for the related
account.

Set Resolution Date for Basic Support

CaseObject

Set the case target resolution date for accounts that have basic support level to 30 days from today.Description

Evaluate the rule when a record is: createdEvaluation Criteria

Run this rule if the following formula is true.

ISPICKVAL(Account.Support_Level__c , "Basic")

Rule Criteria (Filter)

Field Update: Set the Target Resolution Date  to Today() + 30.Immediate Actions

NoneTime-Dependent Actions

Set Resolution Date for Standard Support

CaseObject

Set the case target resolution date for accounts that have standard support level to 14 days from today.Description

Evaluate the rule when a record is: createdEvaluation Criteria

Run this rule if the following formula is true.

ISPICKVAL(Account.Support_Level__c , "Standard")

Rule Criteria (Filter)

Field Update: Set the Target Resolution Date  to Today() + 14.Immediate Actions

NoneTime-Dependent Actions
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Set Resolution Date for Premium Support

CaseObject

Set the case target resolution date for accounts that have premium support level to 5 days from today.Description

Evaluate the rule when a record is: createdEvaluation Criteria

Run this rule if the following formula is true.

ISPICKVAL(Account.Support_Level__c , "Premium")

Rule Criteria (Filter)

Field Update: Set the Target Resolution Date  to Today() + 5.Immediate Actions

NoneTime-Dependent Actions

Update Application Record When Candidate Accepts Job
This workflow rule closes the Application record when a candidate accepts the job. Cross-object field updates to the master record are
supported between custom objects in a master-detail relationship.

CandidateObject

Change the Application Status  field to Closed for the custom Application object when the
Candidate Status  field for the custom Candidate object changes to Accepted.

Description

Evaluate the rule when a record is: created, and any time it’s edited to subsequently meet criteriaEvaluation Criteria

Run this rule if the following criteria is met.

(Candidate: Status equals Accepted)

Rule Criteria (Filter)

Field Update:  Change the Application Status  field to Closed on parent Application
record.

Immediate Actions

NoneTime-Dependent Actions

Track Closed Opportunities
This example assumes that a Closed Opportunities record type provides additional information to certain profiles.

Note:  For information on record types, see Tailor Business Processes to Different Users Using Record Types.

OpportunityObject

Change the record type of closed-won opportunities.Description

Evaluate the rule when a record is: created, and every time it’s editedEvaluation Criteria

Run this rule if the following criteria are met.

(Opportunity: Closed equals True) and
(Opportunity: Stage equals Closed Won)

Rule Criteria (Filter)
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Field Update:  Set the record type to Closed Opportunities.Immediate Actions

NoneTime-Dependent Actions

Override the Default Opportunity Close Date

OpportunityObject

Override the default close date from the close of the quarter to 6 months after the opportunity is created.Description

Evaluate the rule when a record is: createdEvaluation Criteria

Run this rule if the following criteria is met.

(Opportunity: Closed equals False)

Rule Criteria (Filter)

Field Update:  Use the following formula to set the opportunity close date to 6 months after the
creation date.

DATE( YEAR(TODAY()) , (MONTH(TODAY()) + 6), DAY(TODAY()))

Immediate Actions

NoneTime-Dependent Actions

Report Lost Opportunities

OpportunityObject

Notify the VP of sales when a deal is lost if the stage was Proposal/Price Quote and the amount was
greater than $1 million.

Description

Evaluate the rule when a record is: created, and every time it’s editedEvaluation Criteria

Run this rule if the following formula is true.

AND( ISCHANGED(StageName), ISPICKVAL(PRIORVALUE(StageName) ,
"Proposal/Price Quote"), ISPICKVAL(StageName,"Closed Lost"), (Amount
>1000000))

Rule Criteria (Filter)

Email Alert:  Notify the VP of sales role that the deal was lost.Immediate Actions

NoneTime-Dependent Actions

Report Unassigned Leads
This example assumes that all unassigned leads are placed in an unassigned leads queue by a leads assignment rule.

LeadObject

Ensure that unassigned leads are tracked in a timely manner by notifying the manager if a lead is not
accepted in 2 days.

Description
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Evaluate the rule when a record is: created, and any time it’s edited to subsequently meet criteriaEvaluation Criteria

Run this rule if the following criteria is met.

Lead Owner equals Unassigned Lead Queue

Rule Criteria (Filter)

NoneImmediate Actions

2 Days After Lead: Last Modified Date—Email Alert:  Notify the manager role that the queue has
unassigned leads that are older than 2 days.

Time-Dependent Actions

Send Alert If Quote Line Item Discount Exceeds 40%

Quote Line ItemObject

Ensure that an email alert is sent if a sales rep applies a quote line item discount that exceeds 40%.Description

Evaluate the rule when a record is: created, and any time it’s edited to subsequently meet criteriaEvaluation Criteria

Run this rule if the following criteria is met.

Quote Line Item: Discount is greater than 40

Rule Criteria (Filter)

Email Alert:  Notify the manager role that the quote line item discount exceeds 40%.Immediate Actions

NoneTime-Dependent Actions

Notify Key People About Account Owner Changes

AccountObject

Notify key people in the sales department when the owner of an account changes if the account’s annual
revenue is greater than $1 million.

Description

Evaluate the rule when a record is: created, and every time it’s editedEvaluation Criteria

Run this rule if the following formula is true.

AND( ISCHANGED(OwnerId), AnnualRevenue > 1000000 )

Rule Criteria (Filter)

Email Alert:  Notify the person in the sales operations role of the change in account ownership.Immediate Actions

NoneTime-Dependent Actions

Set Reminder for Contact Birthday
This example assumes that a Next Birthday  custom formula field uses the following formula to calculate the date of the contact’s
next birthday on contact records.

IF(MONTH(Birthdate) > MONTH(TODAY()),DATE(YEAR(TODAY()),MONTH(Birthdate),DAY(Birthdate)),
IF(MONTH(Birthdate) < MONTH(TODAY()),DATE(YEAR(TODAY())+1,MONTH(Birthdate),DAY(Birthdate)),
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IF(DAY(Birthdate) >= (DAY(TODAY())),DATE(YEAR(TODAY()),MONTH(Birthdate),DAY(Birthdate)),
DATE(YEAR(TODAY())+1,MONTH(Birthdate),DAY(Birthdate)))))

ContactObject

Send an email to the contact 2 days before the contact’s birthday.Description

Evaluate the rule when a record is: createdEvaluation Criteria

Run this rule if the following formula is true.

(Contact: Birthdate not equal to null) and
(Contact: Email not equal to null)

Rule Criteria (Filter)

NoneImmediate Actions

2 Days Before Contact: Next Birthday—Email Alert: Send a birthday greeting to the contact’s
email address.

Time-Dependent Actions

Set Reminder for High-Value Opportunity Close Date

OpportunityObject

Remind the opportunity owner and senior management when the close date is approaching for an
opportunity that has an amount greater than $100,000. Create a follow-up task for the opportunity owner
if the deal is still open when the close date passes.

Description

Evaluate the rule when a record is: created, and any time it’s edited to subsequently meet criteriaEvaluation Criteria

Run this rule if the following criteria are met.

(Opportunity: Amount greater than 100000) and
(Opportunity: Closed equals False)

Rule Criteria (Filter)

NoneImmediate Actions

Time-Dependent Actions • 30 Days Before Opportunity: Close Date—Email Alert:  Notify the opportunity owner that 30
days remain.

• 15 Days Before Opportunity: Close Date—Email Alert:  Notify the opportunity owner that 15
days remain.

• 5 Days After Opportunity: Close Date—Task: Create a follow-up task for the opportunity owner
to update the deal. Email Alert:  Notify senior management to involve executives.

Notify Account Owner of Updates by Others

AccountObject

Notify the account owner when someone else updates the account if the account’s annual revenue is
greater than $1 million.

Description
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Evaluate the rule when a record is: created, and every time it’s editedEvaluation Criteria

Run this rule if the following formula is true.

AND( (LastModifiedById <> OwnerId), (AnnualRevenue > 1000000) )

Rule Criteria (Filter)

Email Alert:  Notify the account owner that someone else has updated the account.Immediate Actions

NoneTime-Dependent Actions

SEE ALSO:

Workflow Rules

Set the Criteria for Your Workflow Rule

Monitor Pending Workflow Actions

EDITIONS

Available in: Salesforce
Classic

Available in: Enterprise,
Performance, Unlimited,
Developer, and
Database.com Editions

Workflow tasks and email
alerts aren’t available in
Database.com

USER PERMISSIONS

To manage the workflow
queue:
• Modify All Data

When a workflow rule that has time-dependent actions is triggered, use the workflow queue to
view pending actions and cancel them if necessary.

1. From Setup, enter Time-Based Workflow  in the Quick Find  box, then select
Time-Based Workflow.

2. To view all pending actions for any active workflow rules, click Search. Or to view only the
pending actions that match the criteria, set the filter criteria and click Search.

The filter options are:

• Workflow Rule Name: The name of the workflow rule.

• Object: The object that triggered the workflow rule. Enter the object name in the singular
form.

• Scheduled Date: The date the pending actions are scheduled to occur.

• Create Date: The date the record that triggered the workflow was created.

• Created By: The user who created the record that triggered the workflow rule.

• Record Name: The name of the record that triggered the workflow rule.

The filter isn’t case-sensitive.

To cancel pending actions:

1. Select the box next to the pending actions you want to cancel.

2. Click Delete.
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Workflow Terminology

EDITIONS

Available in: both Lightning
Experience and Salesforce
Classic

Flow triggers are available
in: Salesforce Classic

Available in: Enterprise,
Performance, Unlimited,
and Developer Editions

Outbound messages
available in: Professional,
Enterprise, Performance,
Unlimited, and Developer
Editions

Email alerts are available in:
Essentials, Professional,
Enterprise, Performance,
Unlimited, and Developer
Editions

The following terms are used when describing workflow features and functionality.

Workflow Rule
A workflow rule sets workflow actions into motion when its designated conditions are met.
You can configure workflow actions to execute immediately when a record meets the conditions
in your workflow rule, or set time triggers that execute the workflow actions on a specific day.
If a workflow action hasn’t executed yet, you can view and modify it in the workflow queue.

Workflow Action
A workflow action, such as an email alert, field update, outbound message, or task, fires when
the conditions of a workflow rule are met.

Email Alert
Email alerts are actions that send emails, using a specified email template, to specified recipients.
Workflow alerts can be sent to any user or contact, as long as they have a valid email address.

Field Update
A field update is an action that automatically updates a field with a new value.

Flow
A flow is an application that can execute logic, interact with the Salesforce database, call Apex
classes, and collect data from users. You can build flows by using Flow Builder.

Flow Trigger
A flow trigger is a workflow action that launches a flow. With flow triggers, you can automate
complex business processes—create flows to perform logic, and have events trigger the flows
via workflow rules—without writing code.

The pilot program for flow trigger workflow actions is closed. If you've already enabled the pilot in your org, you can continue to
create and edit flow trigger workflow actions. If you didn't enable the pilot in your org, use Flow Builder to create a record-triggered
flow, or use Process Builder to launch a flow from a process.

Outbound Message
An outbound message sends information to a designated endpoint, like an external service. Outbound messages are configured
from Setup. You must configure the external endpoint and create a listener for the messages using the SOAP API.

Process Builder

EDITIONS

Available in: both Salesforce
Classic and Lightning
Experience

Available in: Essentials,
Professional, Enterprise,
Performance, Unlimited,
and Developer Editions

Many of the tasks you assign, the emails you send, and other record updates are vital parts of your
standard processes. Instead of doing this repetitive work manually, you can configure flows or
processes to do it automatically. We strongly recommend using Flow Builder, but Process Builder
can also help you automate your business processes and give you a graphical representation as
you build it.

Important: Starting in Summer ’23, we’re blocking the creation of processes. You can still
activate, deactivate, and edit any existing processes. To test and create processes for use in
managed packages, developer orgs still allow you to create processes. For new automations,
use flows.

Process Builder supports three types of processes for your automation needs. The type determines
what triggers the process.

• A record change process starts when a record is created or updated.
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• An event process starts when a platform event message is received.

• An invocable process starts when something else, like another process, invokes it.

Each process consists of:

• Criteria that determine when to execute an action group.

• Action groups, which consist of immediate or scheduled actions. Only record change processes support scheduled actions.

If you need an existing process to do more than what process actions allow, don’t worry. You can also call a flow or Apex from a process.

Examples of Processes

See how Process Builder can make automating your business processes super easy.

Process Limits and Considerations

Before you start creating, managing, and activating processes, understand the limits and considerations.

Setting Values in the Process Builder

Throughout the Process Builder, you need to set values, for example, to set conditions in a criteria node, to set the fields on a new
case in a Create a Record action, or to specify an Apex method to reference.

Setting Advanced Options in the Process Builder

The Process Builder lets you choose some advanced options for executing actions in your processes.

Create a Process

To create a process, define its properties and which records it should evaluate, and then add criteria nodes and actions.

Troubleshoot Processes

Use the error messages that appear in the Process Builder and the emails you receive when a process fails to help solve problems
that arise when you’re working with processes. When all else fails, look at the Apex debug logs for your processes.

SEE ALSO:

Choosing Which Salesforce Flow Feature to Use

Examples of Processes

EDITIONS

Available in: both Salesforce
Classic and Lightning
Experience

Available in: Essentials,
Professional, Enterprise,
Performance, Unlimited,
and Developer Editions

See how Process Builder can make automating your business processes super easy.

Sample Process: Opportunity Management

This example automates a single business process by using the Process Builder instead of
workflow rules.

Sample Process: Printer Management

The example demonstrates how you can use Process Builder to subscribe to and evaluate a
platform event.

Sample Process: Managing Documents

This example uses Process Builder to manage documents in Salesforce. The example moves a
document to a shared folder in Quip whenever the record that the document is associated with is created or updated. This process
ensures that the documents associated with a Salesforce record object are always available to users who have access to the shared
folder.
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Sample Process: Opportunity Management

EDITIONS

Available in: both Salesforce
Classic and Lightning
Experience

Available in: Essentials,
Professional, Enterprise,
Performance, Unlimited,
and Developer Editions

This example automates a single business process by using the Process Builder instead of workflow
rules.

The example demonstrates how you can use the Process Builder to automate a single process by
adding multiple groups of criteria and then associating individual actions with those criteria. In
addition, some actions are available with the Process Builder that you can’t perform with workflow
rules, such as creating records.

In this example, the process is defined to start when an opportunity record (1) is created or edited.

Three criteria nodes are then set up to check whether a high-value deal was won (2), a high-value
deal was lost (3), or a quote was given (4). For the first criteria node that evaluates to true, the
associated action group is executed.

The High Value Deal Won criteria checks whether the opportunity’s stage is closed and won and also whether the opportunity’s amount
is greater than $1,000,000.00. If both of these conditions are met, the associated action group is executed. For this criteria node, three
immediate actions (5) and one scheduled action (6) are defined.

These actions:

• Create a draft contract record that's associated with the opportunity’s account.

• Congratulate the opportunity owner for closing and winning the opportunity by posting to the Sales Chatter group.

• Notify the VP of sales via email that the opportunity was closed and won.

• Create a high priority follow-up task for the associated account’s owner, which is scheduled to execute six days after the opportunity’s
Close Date.
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If the High Value Deal Won criteria conditions aren’t met, the associated group of actions doesn’t execute and the next criteria node
(High Value Deal Lost) is evaluated.

The High Value Deal Lost criteria node checks whether the opportunity stage is closed and lost and whether the opportunity amount
is greater than or equal to $1,000,000.00. If these conditions are true, we’ve set up an action (7) to notify the VP of sales by creating a
chatter post on the opportunity record. The post identifies the opportunity and the opportunity amount that was lost.

If neither of the previous criteria conditions are met, the next criteria node defined in this process checks whether the opportunity stage
is set to “Proposal/Quote Given.” If this condition is true, a scheduled action (8) is executed three days after the record is updated. The
scheduled action creates a follow-up task for the opportunity owner to make a call to inquire about the opportunity.

Using the Process Builder, we’ve combined three criteria nodes and associated actions into a single, automated process. To automate
the same business process with workflow, you would have to create three different workflow rules and use Apex triggers to create the
contract record and post to the Sales Chatter group.

Sample Process: Printer Management

EDITIONS

Available in both Salesforce
Classic and Lightning
Experience

Available in: Performance,
Unlimited, Enterprise, and
Developer Editions

The example demonstrates how you can use Process Builder to subscribe to and evaluate a platform
event.

Using platform events and the Salesforce REST API, your printer publishes a Printer Status event at
the end of each work day. This event includes the printer’s serial number, how much ink and paper
it has, and how many pages it has printed in total.

When Salesforce receives the Printer Status event, your Printer Management process uses the serial
number to find a matching asset in your Salesforce org.

If the process finds a match, it evaluates the event’s data.

• The first criteria always update the asset’s print count.

• The second criteria checks if the ink is low. If so, it launches a flow that orders more ink and assigns a service technician to install the
ink cartridge.

• The third criteria checks if the paper is low. If so, it launches a flow that orders more paper and assigns a service technician to add
the paper.
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SEE ALSO:

Platform Events Developer Guide: Considerations for Defining and Publishing Platform Events

Sample Process: Managing Documents

EDITIONS

Available in: both Salesforce
Classic and Lightning
Experience

Available in: Essentials,
Professional, Enterprise,
Performance, Unlimited,
and Developer Editions

This example uses Process Builder to manage documents in Salesforce. The example moves a
document to a shared folder in Quip whenever the record that the document is associated with is
created or updated. This process ensures that the documents associated with a Salesforce record
object are always available to users who have access to the shared folder.

In the example, it is assumed that:

• The Account object has a custom field labeled Quip Account Plan Doc (API name
Quip_Account_Plan_Doc__c). For each account, the custom field stores the URL of an associated
document that contains a plan for the account.

• All the Account Plan documents are in a shared folder. The folder’s URL is
https://acme.quip.com/123FakeURL456.
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The process starts when an Account record (1) is created or updated.

The criteria (2) checks whether the value of the Quip Account Plan Doc custom field has changed and whether the field isn't null. If both
conditions are true, an immediate action (3) moves the Quip Account Plan doc to the specified shared folder. Let’s dig a little deeper
into the criteria and action in this sample process.

The criteria’s Set Conditions section defines which conditions must be met in the Quip Account Plan Doc field to move a document.
There are two conditions: that the Quip Account Plan Doc field isn’t null and that it’s changed. The Field column requires the full API
name of the field, in this case, [Account].Quip_Account_Plan_Doc__c. The Conditions section specifies that all the conditions must be
met to execute the action.
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For the action definition, you select Quip for Action Type to view the Quip-related actions. Enter an Action Name (Move Doc to
Folder  in our example) then select the action (Add Document to Folder). The Document URL is a field reference to the custom field
([Account].Quip_Account_Plan_Doc__c) that contains the URL of the document to move. The Folder URL is a String type that specifies
the URL of the shared folder.
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Process Limits and Considerations
Before you start creating, managing, and activating processes, understand the limits and considerations.

Important: Starting in Summer ’23, we’re blocking the creation of processes. You can still activate, deactivate, and edit any existing
processes. To test and create processes for use in managed packages, developer orgs still allow you to create processes. For new
automations, use flows.

Process Limits

When building processes, keep shared limits and Apex governor limits in mind. In addition, a process’s API name must be unique
across all processes and flows in your Salesforce org.

Process Usage-Based Entitlements

Like feature licenses, usage-based entitlements don’t limit what you can do in Salesforce; they add to your functionality. If your usage
exceeds the allowance, Salesforce will contact you to discuss additions to your contract. In the meantime, your processes continue
to run as usual.

When Do Processes Evaluate Record Changes?

Processes start automatically and are invisible to the user. Before you design or activate a process, understand which changes trigger
processes.

Considerations for Designing Processes

Before you design a process, understand the limitations and guidelines.

Considerations for Managing Processes

Understand what happens when you install, activate, or delete processes.

Considerations for Deploying Processes

Keep these considerations in mind when deploying processes, such as when using packages or change sets.

Considerations for Processes in Transactions

Each process runs in the context of a transaction. A transaction represents a set of operations that are executed as a single unit. When
a process is triggered more than once in a single transaction, Salesforce executes similar actions in one batch.

Process Limits

EDITIONS

Available in: both Salesforce
Classic and Lightning
Experience

Available in: Essentials,
Professional, Enterprise,
Performance, Unlimited,
and Developer Editions

When building processes, keep shared limits and Apex governor limits in mind. In addition, a
process’s API name must be unique across all processes and flows in your Salesforce org.

Important: Starting in Summer ’23, we’re blocking the creation of processes. You can still
activate, deactivate, and edit any existing processes. To test and create processes for use in
managed packages, developer orgs still allow you to create processes. For new automations,
use flows.

Limits Shared with Other Features
Processes share some limits with rules and flows.
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Enterprise,
Unlimited,
Performance, or
Developer Edition

Essentials or
Professional
EditionPer-Org Limit

5050Active record change processes and rules per object

Rules include workflow rules, escalation rules, assignment rules, and auto-assignment
rules.

4,000 per process
type

5 per process typeTotal processes

2,000 per process
type

5 per process typeActive processes

None1None1Criteria nodes that are evaluated and actions that are executed at runtime per process

1,0001,000Groups of scheduled actions that are executed or flow interviews that are resumed per
hour

20,00020,000Combined total of these automations that start or resume based on a record’s field value.

• Resume events that are defined in active flows

• Groups of scheduled actions that are defined in active processes

• Time triggers that are defined in active workflow rules

• Inactive flow interviews that are resumed

The daily limit for emails sent from email alerts is 1,000 per standard Salesforce license per org, except for Developer Edition orgs. For a
Developer Edition org, the daily workflow email limit is 15 per standard Salesforce license. The overall org limit is 2,000,000, which is
shared across all features that use workflow email alerts: workflow rules, approval processes, flows, and processes.
1In API version 57.0, the limit of 2000 flow elements was removed. In API version 56.0 and earlier, flows could have a maximum of 2000
flow elements.

Apex Governors and Limits for Processes
Salesforce strictly enforces limits to ensure that runaway processes don’t monopolize shared resources in the multitenant environment.
Processes are governed by the per-transaction limits that are enforced by Apex. If a process launches other automation in the same
transaction, that automation shares the process transaction’s limits. If the process or its launched automation causes the transaction to
exceed governor limits, the system rolls back the entire transaction. For details about the operations that are included in the transaction,
see Triggers and Order of Execution in the Apex Developer Guide.

Per-Transaction LimitDescription

100Total number of SOQL queries issued

50,000Total number of records retrieved by SOQL queries

150Total number of DML statements issued

10,000Total number of records processed as a result of DML statements
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Per-Transaction LimitDescription

10,000 millisecondsMaximum CPU time on the Salesforce servers

Each Create a Record action uses one DML statement. Each Quick Action action uses one DML statement. Each Update Records action
uses one SOQL query and one DML statement. Each Flows action can use multiple SOQL queries and DML statements, depending on
the elements that the flow executes. For details, see Per-Transaction Flow Limits on page 163.

Limits for Creating and Managing Processes
Consider these limits when creating and managing processes.

ValuePer-Process Limit

255Total characters in a process name

79Total characters in a process’s API name

50Total versions of a process

200Total criteria nodes in a process

Process Usage-Based Entitlements

EDITIONS

Available in: both Salesforce
Classic and Lightning
Experience

Available in: Essentials,
Professional, Enterprise,
Performance, Unlimited,
and Developer Editions

Like feature licenses, usage-based entitlements don’t limit what you can do in Salesforce; they add
to your functionality. If your usage exceeds the allowance, Salesforce will contact you to discuss
additions to your contract. In the meantime, your processes continue to run as usual.

For per-month entitlements, your contract determines the start and end of the month. You can
view the start and end dates for your org’s usage-based entitlements on the Company Information
page in Setup.

Note:

• When a process built in Process Builder launches a flow, both the process and the flow
count toward your allocation of flow interviews.

• If you enable recursion for a process built in Process Builder, a separate flow interview
starts each time the process evaluates a record. Each flow interview counts toward your
allocation of flow interviews.

This table describes the free allocations that are granted based on your org’s edition.

Enterprise
and
Unlimited
Editions

Performance
and
Developer
Editions

Essentials
and
Professional
Editions

What’s CountedPer-Org Usage-Based
Entitlement

50,00050,00030,000Paused flow interviews and groups of
scheduled actions from processes

Maximum paused and waiting
flow interviews

10,000,000,00010,000,000,00010,000,000Interviews of flow types that can’t have
screen elements, such as autolaunched

Maximum flow interviews without
UI per month
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Enterprise
and
Unlimited
Editions

Performance
and
Developer
Editions

Essentials
and
Professional
Editions

What’s CountedPer-Org Usage-Based
Entitlement

flows, transaction security flows, and
processes built in Process Builder

If you have questions about increasing your allocation, contact your Salesforce account executive.

SEE ALSO:

Usage-Based Entitlements

View Your Salesforce Org’s Usage-Based Entitlements

Reevaluate Records in the Process Builder

Flow Types

How Does Salesforce Process Scheduled Actions?

When Do Processes Evaluate Record Changes?

EDITIONS

Available in: both Salesforce
Classic and Lightning
Experience

Available in: Essentials,
Professional, Enterprise,
Performance, Unlimited,
and Developer Editions

Processes start automatically and are invisible to the user. Before you design or activate a process,
understand which changes trigger processes.

Important:  Where possible, we changed noninclusive terms to align with our company
value of Equality. We maintained certain terms to avoid any effect on customer
implementations.

A record change can apply to more than just processes. When a record is created or edited, Salesforce
evaluates whether to run other setup items, such as validation rules on the record. Salesforce
evaluates the setup items in this order.

1. Validation rules

2. Assignment rules

3. Auto-response rules

4. Workflow rules and processes (and their immediate actions)

5. Escalation rules

For more information, see Triggers and Order of Execution in the Apex Developer Guide.

When you create a process, you associate the process with exactly one object. You also specify whether to evaluate only created records
or both created and edited records. When you activate a process, it starts when a record change meets those settings.

Processes Evaluate Record Changes When:

• A record is saved or created. Processes that are created after records are saved don’t evaluate those records retroactively.

• A standard object in a master-detail relationship is reparented.

• Users synchronize records that were changed while using Connect Offline.

• Leads are converted, if the lead setting Require Validation for Converted Leads is enabled.

• Another process, workflow rule, or flow updates the record in the same save operation, if the process is configured to reevaluate
records.
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Processes can reevaluate records up to five times in one save operation. In a batch update, processes reevaluate only changed
records.

Note:  A record change can trigger more than one process. You can’t determine which process starts first.

Processes Don’t Evaluate Record Changes When:

• Campaign statistic fields, such as individual campaign statistics or campaign hierarchy statistics, are updated.

• Picklist values are mass replaced.

• Address fields are mass updated.

• Divisions are mass updated.

• Territory assignments of accounts and opportunities are modified.

• Self-Service Portal, Customer Portal, or partner portal users are deactivated.

• State and country/territory data are converted with the Convert tool.

• Values for state and country/territory picklists are modified using AddressSettings  in the Metadata API.

Considerations for Designing Processes

EDITIONS

Available in: both Salesforce
Classic and Lightning
Experience

Available in: Essentials,
Professional, Enterprise,
Performance, Unlimited,
and Developer Editions

Before you design a process, understand the limitations and guidelines.

Tip:  We recommend that you use the most recent stable version of Google Chrome™.

Best Practices for Designing Processes

Before you design a process in Process Builder, understand the best practices.

Process Builder Accessibility Considerations

Process Builder is 508-compliant, with one exception. You can’t close modal dialogs with your
keyboard.

Considerations for Event Processes

These considerations are specific to processes that start when a platform event message is received.

Compatibility Considerations for Processes

Before you design a process, understand how processes interact with other Salesforce features, like custom objects and fields.

Process Formula Limitations

Formulas that are used as conditions in a criteria node have some limitations. If a process contains an invalid formula, you can’t save
or activate the process.

Considerations for Scheduling Process Actions

Scheduled actions are supported only in record-change processes and event processes. The scheduled time depends on the type
of schedule, whether the field changed, and whether the process was deactivated.

Considerations for Processes that Send Custom Notifications

Before you begin sending custom notifications, learn about important storage, recipient, and org limits.

Considerations for Processes That Post to Chatter

The Post to Chatter action doesn’t support Experience Cloud sites, and there are some limitations around what you put in the
message.
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Considerations for Processes That Update Records

Understand what happens when you change a record owner, update the same field multiple times, or update currency fields in a
multiple currency org.

SEE ALSO:

Best Practices for Designing Processes

Best Practices for Designing Processes

EDITIONS

Available in: both Salesforce
Classic and Lightning
Experience

Available in: Essentials,
Professional, Enterprise,
Performance, Unlimited,
and Developer Editions

Before you design a process in Process Builder, understand the best practices.

Build in a test environment.

To test whether a process is working properly, you must activate it. Build and test your processes
in a sandbox environment, so that you can identify any issues without affecting your production
data.

For each object, use one automation tool.

If an object has one process, one Apex trigger, and three workflow rules, you can’t reliably predict
the results of a record change.

Tip:  When you replace a workflow rule with a process, deactivate the workflow rule before you activate the process. Otherwise,
you can get unexpected results, such as overwritten records or redundant email messages. This best practice also applies when
you replace an Apex trigger with a process.

Have only one record-change process per object.

Each time a record is created or updated, all record-change processes for its object are evaluated. We recommend restricting your org
to one record-change process per object. Here’s why.

• Get a consolidated view of your org’s automation for an object

With one consolidated record-change process for an object, you can see all the criteria that are evaluated each time that object’s
records are updated, as well as the actions that are performed when the criteria are met.

• Avoid hitting limits

When you consolidate your processes for one object into one master process, you also consolidate the actions in those processes.
With fewer actions, your org is less likely to hit limits, such as number of SOQL queries.

• Determine the order of operations

If you create multiple record-change processes for an object, Salesforce can’t guarantee the order in which those processes are
evaluated. When you automate everything in a single process, you explicitly set the order. The first criteria node is evaluated first,
the second criteria node is evaluated second, and so on.

Here are a couple features that can ease your path to one master process.

ISNEW()
Some automation applies only to created records. The rest applies to created and edited records. How could you possibly combine
all of them into one process? Meet the formula function that detects whether the record being evaluated was just created: ISNEW().

To add a create-only automation to a process that starts when a record is created or edited, convert the associated criterion’s
conditions to a formula. Then add && ISNEW()  to your formula.
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Invocable processes
Just like a process can call flows, a process can call other processes. Invocable processes are modular processes that start only when
another process tells them to.

For example, several criteria nodes in your “Account” process each evaluate some conditions, including whether the account is high
value. Move those criteria nodes, without the high-value condition that they have in common, into a “Top Account” invocable
process. Then configure your ”Account” process to invoke the “Top Account” process if the account is high value.

Combine actions when possible.

The more actions that a process executes, the more likely your org is to reach limits, such as the number of DML statements or total CPU
usage. Avoid creating multiple actions when a single action would do.

For example, a process updates an account’s address. Instead of creating a different action to update each individual field, create one
action to update all the address fields.

Build reusable actions.

Some process actions are always reusable: email alerts, quick actions, processes, flows, and Apex. But how do you reuse other types of
actions in multiple criteria groups or multiple processes?

• To reuse a Create a Record action or an Update Records action, build a quick action. Quick actions can be used in processes, flows,
and on record pages.

• To reuse other process actions, configure the actions in an invocable process. In the relevant criteria groups, add a Processes action
to call the invocable process. Invocable processes can be used only in processes.

Watch out for actions that overwrite previous changes.

Avoid having or be careful when multiple action groups update the same field.

Avoid generating infinite loops.

For example, an Update Records action in Process1 triggers Process2, and a Create a Record action in Process2 triggers Process1. The
looping causes your org to exceed its limits.

Make sure that immediate actions don’t cancel scheduled actions.

Pending scheduled actions are canceled when the associated criteria are no longer true. Make sure that the later immediate actions in
your process don’t unintentionally cancel pending scheduled actions.

Test as many permutations of your process as you possibly can.

As with all customizations in Salesforce, it’s important to test your work. Make sure that you test as many possibilities as you can think
of before you deploy the process to your production org.

To access external data after changing Salesforce data, use scheduled actions.

If Salesforce creates, updates, or deletes data in your org and then accesses external data in the same transaction, an error occurs. In your
processes, we recommend using a separate transaction to access data in an external system. To do so, end the prior transaction by
adding a scheduled action. For a record-change process, don't use a field-based schedule.
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For example, an event process starts when it receives a platform event message from the custom platform event, Order Status. If the
order status is new, the process creates a contact and schedules an action to update the order status in the external system. The event
process doesn’t fail because the scheduled action creates a separate transaction to access the external system.

SEE ALSO:

Considerations for Designing Processes

Considerations for the ISNEW Function

Transactions and Scheduled Actions

Process Builder Accessibility Considerations

EDITIONS

Available in: both Salesforce
Classic and Lightning
Experience

Available in: Essentials,
Professional, Enterprise,
Performance, Unlimited,
and Developer Editions

Process Builder is 508-compliant, with one exception. You can’t close modal dialogs with your
keyboard.

Close UI Elements with the Esc key

You can close modal dialogs using the Esc key on your keyboard, but you can’t close side panels.

Reorder Criteria Nodes
To reorder criteria nodes with your keyboard:

1. Select a criteria node by pressing the Space key.

2. Change the order of a criteria node by using the Up and Down arrow keys.

3. Save your changes by pressing the Space key.

4. Cancel by pressing the Esc key.

Considerations for Event Processes

EDITIONS

Available in both Salesforce
Classic and Lightning
Experience

Available in: Performance,
Unlimited, Enterprise, and
Developer Editions

These considerations are specific to processes that start when a platform event message is received.

Supported Platform Events
Processes can subscribe to custom platform events and these standard platform events.

• AIPredictionEvent

• BatchApexErrorEvent

• FlowExecutionErrorEvent

• FOStatusChangedEvent

• OrderSummaryCreatedEvent

• OrderSumStatusChangedEvent

• PlatformStatusAlertEvent

Apex Actions
You can’t use an event reference to set an sObject variable in the Apex class.

Email Alerts Actions

Email alerts can’t use values from platform event messages. For the process to send an email that contains values from the platform
event message that starts the process, use this workaround.

1. Create an autolaunched flow.

2. In the flow, create a variable for each field in the platform event. Be sure to use compatible data types and make the variables
available for input.
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3. In the flow, add a Send Email action, and set the action’s input variables with the flow variables.

4. In the process, add a Flows action and specify the autolaunched flow. Use event references to assign each platform event field
to its corresponding flow variable.

Flows Actions

You can’t use an event reference to set a record variable in the flow, even when the platform event is specified as the record variable’s
object. To pass values into the flow from the platform event message that starts the process, use this workaround.

1. In the flow, create a variable for each field in the platform event. Be sure to use compatible data types and make the variables
available for input.

2. In the process, when you add the Flows action, use event references to assign each platform event field to its corresponding
flow variable.

Associating with a Record
Use the process’s matching conditions to find exactly one record. If the process can’t find one record based on your matching
conditions—because either it found multiple records or no records—the creator of the process receives an error email. If an error
occurs, adjust the conditions in the process’s trigger to be more specific.

Publishing Event Messages
With event processes, we don’t block you from publishing the same event message that starts the process. To avoid creating an
endless loop, make sure that the new event message’s field values don’t meet the filter criteria for the associated criteria node.

If a platform event is configured to publish immediately, the process publishes each event message outside of the database transaction.
If the transaction fails and is rolled back, the event message is still published and can’t be rolled back. So if you see an informational
message under the selected platform event, consider whether you want the process to publish an event message only after the
transaction commits successfully.

Subscriptions Related List
On the platform event’s detail page, the Subscriptions related list shows which entities are waiting to receive that platform event’s
messages. The related list includes a link to each subscribed process. If flow interviews are waiting for that platform event's messages,
one “Process” subscriber appears in the Subscriptions related list.

Packaging
When you package an event process, the associated object isn’t automatically included. Advise your subscribers to create the object
or manually add the object to your package. For example, when you package an event process that’s associated with the Participants
custom object, manually add the object to your package.

Uninstalling Events
Before you uninstall a package that includes a platform event, deactivate all processes that reference the platform event.

Einstein Predictions
A prediction event is sent for each Einstein prediction result, so use process matching conditions if you want your process to be
triggered only by predictions on a specific object. For example, if your process acts only on predictions written to Lead records, add
a matching condition to check that the Lead ID field equals the AI Predicted Object ID event reference.

If your process updates a field that is used by an Einstein prediction, Einstein runs the prediction again and writes back the new
results. The new results generate a new prediction event that could trigger your process again, resulting in a loop. To avoid creating
a process loop, only update fields that aren’t used in Einstein predictions.

SEE ALSO:

Platform Events Developer Guide: Decoupled Publishing and Subscription

Platform Events Developer Guide: Platform Event Fields

Platform Events Developer Guide: Subscribe to Platform Event Messages with Processes
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Compatibility Considerations for Processes

EDITIONS

Available in: both Salesforce
Classic and Lightning
Experience

Available in: Essentials,
Professional, Enterprise,
Performance, Unlimited,
and Developer Editions

Before you design a process, understand how processes interact with other Salesforce features, like
custom objects and fields.

Objects
Process Builder doesn’t support:

• Deprecated custom objects

• Signup Request — unsupported in schedules only

• Social Post

• Social Persona

External Objects

• External objects aren’t supported in record-change processes.

• When you create or update external object records, don’t set values for indirect lookup relationships that map to a different data
type on the external system. For example, don’t set a value for a Text indirect lookup relationship that maps to a Date value on
the external system.

Custom Fields

• Process Builder doesn’t support custom fields of type File.

• If a process references a custom field:

– You can’t delete the field.

– If you change the field type or name, the process breaks.

– If you change the field label, the process doesn’t break. But it still uses the original label.

Derived Fields
Process Builder doesn’t support fields whose values are derived from other fields. Examples of derived fields include Contact.Name,
User.MediumPhotoUrl, and EmailMessage.Name.

Polymorphic Fields
Queue labels aren't supported in process criteria. For example, you can't use [Lead].Owner:Queue.Name  in process criteria.
Instead, use [Lead].Owner:Queue.DeveloperName  to reference the queue's API name.

Validation Rules

• Scheduled Update Records actions skip validation rules.

• Immediate Update Records actions obey validation rules.

Shield Platform Encryption
You can’t use an encrypted field as a filter in an Update Records action.

Duplicate Rules
If a duplicate is found when a process tries to create or update a record, the process fails.

Converted Leads
To evaluate records that result from converted leads, enable the lead setting Require Validation for Converted Leads.

Formula Field Values
If a standard formula field references a field on a related object, that field's value is always null when a process starts. This limitation
doesn’t apply to custom formula fields that reference a field on a related object. For a custom formula field that uses the same
formula, the field’s value is derived when a process starts.
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For example, the RevenueShare field on Campaign Influence calculates CampaignInfluence.Opportunity.Amount
* CampaignInfluence.Influence. Because the formula references a field on Opportunity (a related object), the field’s
value is null.

Platform Cache
When a process contains a scheduled action, make sure that later actions in the process don't invoke Apex code that stores or
retrieves values from the session cache. The session-cache restriction applies to Apex actions and to changes that the process makes
to the database that cause Apex triggers to fire.

Process Formula Limitations

EDITIONS

Available in: both Salesforce
Classic and Lightning
Experience

Available in: Essentials,
Professional, Enterprise,
Performance, Unlimited,
and Developer Editions

Formulas that are used as conditions in a criteria node have some limitations. If a process contains
an invalid formula, you can’t save or activate the process.

All formulas that are used in a criteria node must:

• Return true  or false. If the formula returns true, the associated actions are executed.

• Not contain more than 3,000 characters.

• Not contain an unsupported function.

• Reference the process trigger object for that process.

• Use the correct capitalization when referring to the process trigger object.

Tip:  Parentheses aren’t included automatically when you insert a function. Be sure to add
parentheses, for example, TODAY(), when building a formula.

Unsupported Functions

If a formula in a process uses any of the following functions, the formula returns null.

• GETRECORDIDS

• IMAGE

• INCLUDE

• PARENTGROUPVAL

• PREVGROUPVAL

• REQUIRE SCRIPT

• VLOOKUP

For a complete list of operators and functions for building formulas in Salesforce, see Formula Operators and Functions by Context.

Note:

• If your process criteria uses a formula, don’t create a formula that always evaluates to true, such as 2 < 5.
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• ISCHANGED is available as both a formula function and as an operator. When it’s used as a formula function in process criteria,
you can’t reference a child record’s related fields. For example, ISCHANGED isn’t supported when referencing a
[Case].Contact.AccountId  field, but it can be used when referencing [Case].ContactId.

SEE ALSO:

Tips for Working with Picklist and Multi-Select Picklist Formula Fields

Process Builder Advanced Option Considerations

Tips for Working with Picklist and Multi-Select Picklist Formula Fields

Custom Metadata Types and Process Builder

Considerations for Scheduling Process Actions

EDITIONS

Available in: both Salesforce
Classic and Lightning
Experience

Available in: Essentials,
Professional, Enterprise,
Performance, Unlimited,
and Developer Editions

Scheduled actions are supported only in record-change processes and event processes. The
scheduled time depends on the type of schedule, whether the field changed, and whether the
process was deactivated.

Process Schedule Limitations

Before you add a schedule to a process, understand the limits and what isn’t supported.

How Does Salesforce Process Scheduled Actions?

Understand the expected behavior for processing scheduled actions based on which type of
schedule they’re associated with, whether the field changed, and whether the process was
deactivated.

Transactions and Scheduled Actions

Immediate actions in processes are executed in the same transaction as the operation that triggered the process, such as when a
user creates or edits a record. Scheduled actions are included in a separate transaction.

Process Schedule Limitations

EDITIONS

Available in: both Salesforce
Classic and Lightning
Experience

Available in: Essentials,
Professional, Enterprise,
Performance, Unlimited,
and Developer Editions

Before you add a schedule to a process, understand the limits and what isn’t supported.

• If an action group contains scheduled actions, you can’t continue evaluating the next criteria
in your process after executing those actions.

• SignupRequest processes don’t support scheduled actions.

• Field-based schedules can’t reference a Date or Date/Time field that contains automatically
derived functions, such as TODAY or NOW.

• Field-based schedules can’t reference a formula field that includes related-object merge fields.

• If you add a schedule for 0 Days Before a date, when you later reopen the process, the schedule
changes to 0 Days After the date. The process still executes at the specified time.
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How Does Salesforce Process Scheduled Actions?

EDITIONS

Available in: both Salesforce
Classic and Lightning
Experience

Available in: Essentials,
Professional, Enterprise,
Performance, Unlimited,
and Developer Editions

Understand the expected behavior for processing scheduled actions based on which type of
schedule they’re associated with, whether the field changed, and whether the process was
deactivated.

Limits for Processing Scheduled Actions

• An org can process up to 1,000 groups of scheduled actions per hour.

Each group of scheduled actions is associated with a schedule, such as “3 days from now.” When
a schedule is processed, the associated actions are executed. If an org exceeds this limit,
Salesforce processes the remaining schedules in the next hour.

For example, an org has 1,200 groups of pending actions scheduled to be processed between
4:00 and 5:00 PM. Salesforce processes 1,000 groups between 4:00 and 5:00 PM, and it processes the remaining 200 groups between
5:00 and 6:00 PM.

• An org can have up to 50,000 pending schedules and paused flow interviews at one time.

Schedules Based on the Current Time

For example: 3 days from now.

The schedule is evaluated based on the time zone of the user who created the process.

Schedules Based on a Field Value

For example: 3 days after a case’s Created Date.

Field-based schedules behave differently for record-change processes than they do for event processes.

All Processes
These considerations apply to both record-change processes and event processes.

• If a schedule evaluates to a time in the past, Salesforce executes the associated actions as soon as possible. Depending on how
many actions Salesforce is processing at the time, actions are executed within one hour.

For example, a process emails an opportunity owner seven days before the close date. The process starts for an opportunity with
the close date set to today, so Salesforce executes the scheduled action as soon as possible.

• If you set a schedule to 0 Days After a date, Salesforce executes the associated actions as soon as possible after the time
represented by the date field. Depending on how many actions Salesforce is processing at the time, actions are executed within
one hour.

• If the field referenced by a schedule has a null value, Salesforce ignores the schedule and the associated actions aren’t executed.

• When a process schedules an action, Salesforce creates a flow interview record and pauses the interview until the scheduled
time occurs. If the paused flow interview is deleted, Salesforce doesn't resume the paused flow interview, and the scheduled
action isn't executed.

Record-Change Processes
These considerations apply only to record-change processes.

When a record-change process executes a field-based schedule, Salesforce uses the field’s current value. If the value is a date/time
field, Salesforce uses the time zone of the user who created the process. If the value is a date field, Salesforce uses the org’s time
zone.
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What Happens When the Field Value Changes?

• For processes that start when a record is created or edited:

– Actions remain scheduled only as long as the criteria for the actions are still valid. If a record no longer matches the
criteria, Salesforce cancels the scheduled actions for the record.

– If the referenced field value changes and the schedule hasn’t been processed, Salesforce recalculates the scheduled
time for the actions using the updated field value.

For example, a process emails an opportunity owner seven days before the opportunity close date. The close date is set
to 2/20/20XX, and Salesforce schedules the email to be sent on 2/13/20XX. Before the email is sent, the close date is
updated to 2/10/20XX. Salesforce recalculates the scheduled time and schedules the email to be sent on 2/3/20XX.

• For processes that start when a record is created, Salesforce never reevaluates the record associated with that process. The
scheduled time for the actions stays the same, even if the record no longer meets the associated criteria when the scheduled
actions are executed.

• If the record or object that the schedule is associated with is deleted, Salesforce cancels the scheduled actions for the record.

Limitations for Converted Leads

• You can’t convert a lead when an unexecuted schedule is based on one of the lead’s fields.

• When Validation and Triggers from Lead Convert is enabled, scheduled actions on leads aren’t executed during lead
conversion.

• If a lead is converted into a campaign member before the associated scheduled actions finish, Salesforce still executes the
scheduled actions.

Event Processes
These considerations apply only to event processes.

• When an event process executes a field-based schedule, Salesforce uses the field’s current value in the time zone of the user
who created the process.

• The scheduled time for the actions stays the same, even if the field value changes, the associated record or object is deleted, or
the record no longer meets the associated criteria.

• If the criteria are met when the process starts, Salesforce executes the scheduled actions.

What Happens When the Associated Process Is Deactivated?

After you deactivate a process, the scheduled time for pending scheduled actions stays the same. If a deactivated process has pending
scheduled actions and the record whose field the schedule is based on is changed, Salesforce recalculates the schedule for those actions.

After a process is deactivated, Salesforce ignores all other changes to the associated records.

What Happens When Scheduled Actions Fail?

If a scheduled action fails—for example, because the user who caused the process to start is inactive—the admin who created the
process receives an email with details about the failure. Salesforce makes additional attempts to execute a failed scheduled action before
canceling it.
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Transactions and Scheduled Actions

EDITIONS

Available in: both Salesforce
Classic and Lightning
Experience

Available in: Essentials,
Professional, Enterprise,
Performance, Unlimited,
and Developer Editions

Immediate actions in processes are executed in the same transaction as the operation that triggered
the process, such as when a user creates or edits a record. Scheduled actions are included in a
separate transaction.

Scheduled actions aren’t performed independently. They’re batched in one transaction with other
actions that are scheduled to execute at the same time, have the same process version ID, and are
executed by the same user ID. This behavior can cause you to exceed your Apex governor limits if
the batch’s actions execute DML operations or SOQL queries.

A DML operation is used each time a Salesforce record is created, updated, or deleted, such as when
a process executes a Create a Record action. A SOQL query is used each time Salesforce looks up
information about an existing record, such as when a process executes an Update Records action.
For details on Apex governor limits, see Process Limits on page 3463.

To improve performance further and help avoid Apex governor limits, design scheduled actions to take advantage of bulkification.

Tip:  Design a process with a scheduled action so that it doesn’t execute mixed DML operations. A single transaction can’t mix
DML operations on data objects (such as Account), Setup objects (such as User Role), and external objects. For example, you can’t
update an account and a user role in a single transaction.

If a process has more than one group of scheduled actions and a group fails to execute in a batch:

• Prior groups of scheduled actions in that batch’s transaction are successful.

• The immediate actions for that process are successful.

• All scheduled actions in that group aren’t executed.

• Each remaining group of scheduled actions in that batch is executed in a separate transaction.

Example:  Salesforce processes two groups of scheduled actions in the same batch. In the first group, one action fails, so the
process fails. Subsequent actions within the first group aren't tried. Salesforce processes the second group in a separate transaction.

Note:  The execution time is now in the past, so Salesforce executes the second group of scheduled actions within 1 hour.
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Considerations for Processes that Send Custom Notifications

EDITIONS

Available in: both Salesforce
Classic and Lightning
Experience

Available in: Essentials,
Professional, Enterprise,
Performance, Unlimited,
and Developer Editions

USER PERMISSIONS

To create, edit, or view
processes:
• Manage Flow

AND

View All Data

Before you begin sending custom notifications, learn about important storage, recipient, and org
limits.

• You can create up to 500 custom notification types.

• Each notification can have up to 10,000 users as recipients. However, you can add an action to
the same process within Process Builder or to the same flow in Flow Builder to have more
recipients.

• Your org saves your most recent 1 million custom notifications for view in notification trays.
Your org can save up to 1.2 million custom notifications, but it trims the amount to the most
recent 1 million notifications when you reach the 1.2 million limit.

• An org can execute up to 10,000 notification actions per hour. When you exceed this limit, no
more notifications are sent in that hour, and all unsent notifications are lost. Notification actions
resume in the next hour.

For example, your notification action processes are triggered 10,250 times between 4:00 and
4:59. Salesforce executes the first 10,000 of those actions. The remaining 250 notifications aren’t
sent and are lost. Salesforce begins executing notification actions again at 5:00.

• When you send a custom notification from a process, the Target ID for the notification is the
record that started the process. However, target records that don't have their own detail page
(for example, a case comment, which appears only in a Case Comment related list) don't support
direct navigation. Use Flow Builder to send the notification from a flow and specify either a different Target ID or Target Page Reference.

Tip:  To see how to specify the target using JSON, see pageReference.

• Custom notification title and body fields support plain text only.

• The content of custom push notifications depends on the Display full content push notifications setting. If full content push notifications
aren’t enabled, only the notification title is sent.

Considerations for Processes That Post to Chatter

EDITIONS

Available in: both Salesforce
Classic and Lightning
Experience

Available in: Essentials,
Professional, Enterprise,
Performance, Unlimited,
and Developer Editions

The Post to Chatter action doesn’t support Experience Cloud sites, and there are some limitations
around what you put in the message.

Unsupported Feeds
Processes can’t post to an Experience Cloud site user or group.

Chatter Message

• You can add up to 25 @mentions to a Chatter message.

• If you use Microsoft® Internet Explorer® version 11, you can’t paste text into a message. Copy
and paste actions are allowed in all other supported browsers.

• Don’t start the message with a field reference, such as {![Account].Name}. Otherwise,
the action fails to save. To work around this issue, add a space at the beginning of the
message.

Deploying Processes That Post to Chatter
If your process posts to the Chatter feed of a specific user or group, the process runs only in the source org. The IDs referenced by
the Post to Chatter action don’t exist in the target org.
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Considerations for Processes That Update Records

EDITIONS

Available in: both Salesforce
Classic and Lightning
Experience

Available in: Essentials,
Professional, Enterprise,
Performance, Unlimited,
and Developer Editions

Understand what happens when you change a record owner, update the same field multiple times,
or update currency fields in a multiple currency org.

Updating a Record’s Owner
Processes that update owners don’t automatically transfer the associated items. Use an Update
Records action for each type of child record that you want to transfer.

For example, you want to transfer an account to a new owner. Add four Update Records actions
to your process. The first updates the account. The second updates the child contacts. The third
updates the child opportunities. And the fourth updates the child contracts.

Multiple Updates to the Same Field
If multiple Update Records actions apply different values to the same field, the last action’s
value is used.

Multiple Currencies
If your org uses multiple currencies, the currency fields are updated using the record’s currency code. If you use a formula to update
a field, the formula values use the record’s currency code.

Inactive Users
Processes can't update records that are owned by inactive users. When you deactivate a user, also transfer that user's records to an
active user to avoid failed processes.

SEE ALSO:

Transferring Records

Considerations for Managing Processes

EDITIONS

Available in: both Salesforce
Classic and Lightning
Experience

Available in: Essentials,
Professional, Enterprise,
Performance, Unlimited,
and Developer Editions

Understand what happens when you install, activate, or delete processes.

Installed Processes
If you install a non-template process from a managed package, you can only activate or
deactivate it. If the process is a template, you can view and clone it, and you can edit the clone.

Active Processes
After you activate a process, you can no longer edit it.

Deleting Processes
You can’t delete a process when it has unexecuted groups of scheduled actions. The workaround
is to delete the unexecuted groups of unscheduled actions on page 3530.
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Considerations for Deploying Processes

EDITIONS

Available in: both Salesforce
Classic (not available in all
orgs) and Lightning
Experience

Change sets are available
in: Professional, Enterprise,
Performance, Unlimited,
and Developer Editions

Packages are available in:
Essentials, Professional,
Enterprise, Performance,
Unlimited, and Developer
Editions

Keep these considerations in mind when deploying processes, such as when using packages or
change sets.

Processes That Reference Other Components
If you deploy a process that contains any of the following actions, the corresponding components
aren’t included in the package or change set automatically. To deploy successfully, manually
add the referenced components to the package or change set.

• Apex

• Email Alerts

• Launch a Flow

• Post to Chatter

• Quick Actions

• Submit for Approval

Templates
If you install a process template from a package, make sure the process is inactive unless you
want it to actively run in your org.

If you add a process template to a package, first deactivate the process unless you’re sure that installers want that process to be
active in their orgs.

Deploying Processes That Post to Chatter
If your process posts to the Chatter feed of a specific user or group, the process runs only in the source org. The IDs referenced by
the Post to Chatter action don’t exist in the target org.

SEE ALSO:

Deploy Processes and Flows as Active

Considerations for Processes in Transactions

EDITIONS

Available in: both Salesforce
Classic and Lightning
Experience

Available in: Essentials,
Professional, Enterprise,
Performance, Unlimited,
and Developer Editions

Each process runs in the context of a transaction. A transaction represents a set of operations that
are executed as a single unit. When a process is triggered more than once in a single transaction,
Salesforce executes similar actions in one batch.

By default, if one process in a batch fails, it causes all the processes in the batch to fail, and the
transaction rolls back. If one process in a batch fails while executing one of these actions, Salesforce
attempts to save all successful record changes in the batch up to three times.

• Create a Record

• Flows (Create Records and Update Records elements only)

• Processes (Create a Record and Update Records actions only)

• Update Records

Example:  When you upload 100 cases, the flow MyProcess_2 triggers one process for each case.

• 50 processes stop at Create a Record action Create_Task_1.

• The other 50 processes stop at Create a Record action Create_Task_2.

The result? At least two groups of bulk operations to execute.

• One for the 50 processes that execute Create_Task_1
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• One for the 50 processes that execute Create_Task_2

Setting Values in the Process Builder

EDITIONS

Available in: both Salesforce
Classic and Lightning
Experience

Available in: Essentials,
Professional, Enterprise,
Performance, Unlimited,
and Developer Editions

Throughout the Process Builder, you need to set values, for example, to set conditions in a criteria
node, to set the fields on a new case in a Create a Record action, or to specify an Apex method to
reference.

Field Picker

Use the field picker to reference fields on the record that started the process or fields on related
records.

Process Builder Value Types

When setting a value for a given field—whether on the record that started the process or a
related record— the available value types are filtered based on the field that you’ve selected.

Multi-Select Picklists in the Process Builder

The Process Builder lets you select multiple values for a multi-select picklist field.

Field Picker

EDITIONS

Available in: both Salesforce
Classic and Lightning
Experience

Available in: Essentials,
Professional, Enterprise,
Performance, Unlimited,
and Developer Editions

Use the field picker to reference fields on the record that started the process or fields on related
records.

To use fields on a related record, click a field with  next to the value. For example, use the Account
ID field value on the case’s contact account.

The field picker displays only the fields that are compatible with the selected parameter.

If you see a field multiple times, that means the field can relate to multiple objects. For example, if you created a queue for cases, a case’s
owner can be either a user or a queue. Owner ID  is a polymorphic field—a field that relates to more than one object.
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To access a field on the case’s owner, choose the appropriate relationship. Be aware that if you select Owner ID (User) and the owner
of the record is a queue, the process fails.

Note: Queue labels aren't supported in process criteria. For example, you can't use [Lead].Owner:Queue.Name  in process
criteria. Instead, use [Lead].Owner:Queue.DeveloperName  to reference the queue's API name.

Process Builder Value Types

EDITIONS

Available in: both Salesforce
Classic and Lightning
Experience

Available in: Essentials,
Professional, Enterprise,
Performance, Unlimited,
and Developer Editions

When setting a value for a given field—whether on the record that started the process or a related
record— the available value types are filtered based on the field that you’ve selected.

The available value types are:

• Currency—Manually enter a currency value.

• Boolean—Choose a true/false boolean value.

• Date/Time or Date—Manually enter a date/time or date value.

• Formula—Create a formula expression.

• Global Constant—Choose a global constant to set a value to null or an empty string—for
example, choose $GlobalConstant.Null.

Note:  These global constant values aren’t supported with the is null  operator.

– $GlobalConstant.Null

– $GlobalConstant.EmptyString

• ID—Manually enter a Salesforce ID value, for example, 00300000003T2PGAA0.

Note:  If your process is based on a user ID (for example, when an [Event].OwnerId equals a specific ID value) make sure that
the ID value is an 18-character ID and not a 15-character ID. You can convert a 15-character ID to 18 characters at
www.adminbooster.com/tool/15to18.

• Multi-Picklist—Choose one or more multi-select picklist values.

• Number—Manually enter a number value.

• Picklist—Choose a picklist value.

• Queue—Search for a specific queue in your org.

• Reference—Choose a field on the record or on a related record.

• String—Manually enter a string value.

• User—Search for a specific user in your org.
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Multi-Select Picklists in the Process Builder

EDITIONS

Available in: both Salesforce
Classic and Lightning
Experience

Available in: Essentials,
Professional, Enterprise,
Performance, Unlimited,
and Developer Editions

The Process Builder lets you select multiple values for a multi-select picklist field.

For example, set multiple values for the Country  field for a company record that operates in
Ireland, the UK, and France.

You can use multi-select picklists in:

• Formulas

• Process criteria

• Create a Record actions

• Quick Actions

• Update Records actions

In process criteria, set multiple values by creating one condition for each individual multi-select picklist value. For example, if your process
checks whether changes were made to an account’s office locations, reference multiple values by choosing the same field for each
multi-select picklist value.

Refer to Tips for Working with Picklist and Multi-Select Picklist Formula Fields for more information.

When you reference a multi-select picklist field in an action, enter values by clicking Choose values…

Add or remove values by dragging them between the Available (1) and Selected (2) columns.
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Keep these considerations in mind when using operators with multi-select picklists.

• You can use the Equals operator if you select only one value from a multi-select picklist field.

• If you use the Equals operator with multiple multi-select picklist values and choose the Any of the conditions are met (OR) option,
the condition matches on one value only. For example, if your process checks whether a Region field equals West or East, the condition
evaluates to true when the value is West or when the value is East, but won’t evaluate to true when both West and East are selected
values.

• If you use Contains and OR to evaluate multiple multi-select picklist values, the condition evaluates to true on multiple values. For
example, if your process checks whether a Region  field contains West or East, the condition evaluates to true when a Region
field contains West and East or when a Region  field contains West or East values.

Setting Advanced Options in the Process Builder

EDITIONS

Available in: both Salesforce
Classic and Lightning
Experience

Available in: Essentials,
Professional, Enterprise,
Performance, Unlimited,
and Developer Editions

The Process Builder lets you choose some advanced options for executing actions in your processes.

Process Builder Advanced Option Considerations

Keep these considerations in mind when choosing advanced options.

Reevaluate Records in the Process Builder

When you add objects to your process, you can choose to evaluate a record multiple times in
a single save operation.

Nest Processes in the Process Builder

Invocable processes let you modularize sections of your processes and add more logic to them.
An invocable process is process that starts when another process invokes it. Whether a process
is invocable or not is controlled by The process starts when  in the process’s properties.
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Avoid Unwanted Actions in Processes

When you add criteria to your process, you can choose to execute actions when specified criteria change.

Process Builder Advanced Option Considerations

EDITIONS

Available in: both Salesforce
Classic and Lightning
Experience

Available in: Essentials,
Professional, Enterprise,
Performance, Unlimited,
and Developer Editions

Keep these considerations in mind when choosing advanced options.

• Avoid creating an infinite loop when allowing your process to reevaluate records. For example,
if your process checks whether an account description changes and then updates an account
description and creates a Chatter post every time an account record is created or edited, the
process will evaluate and trigger actions resulting in six Chatter posts.

• If you choose to evaluate a record multiple times in a single save operation when you specify
an object for your process, we recommend not setting any of your criteria to No criteria—just
execute the actions!.

• We recommend that you don’t use the advanced options if your process uses ISCHANGED,
ISNEW, or PRIORVALUE formula functions. If you do use these options, keep these considerations
in mind.

– When a record is first created, ISNEW evaluates to true. If your process uses the ISNEW formula function and reevaluates a record
multiple times in a single save operation, the process may execute actions multiple times.

For example, your process checks whether an account is created or updated.

1. When ISNEW evaluates to true, the process updates the account’s annual revenue and posts to Chatter.

2. When the process updates the account’s annual revenue, the process then reevaluates the record (up to five additional
times) because the record was changed.

Each time the criteria is evaluated, ISNEW evaluates to true. The result is six Chatter posts. This example is true only if the process
is triggered because an account record is created.

– When a record is created, PRIORVALUE returns the current value as the prior value. When a record is updated, PRIORVALUE
returns the field value that was set immediately before the save operation started. If your process uses the PRIORVALUE formula
function and reevaluates a record multiple times in a single operation, the process may execute actions multiple times. If your
process reevaluates a record multiple times in a single save operation and executes actions only when specified criteria changes,
the prior value returns the values that existed before the record was saved.

For example, your process checks whether an account is created or updated.

1. When PRIORVALUE([Account].Type) = 'Prospect'  evaluates to true, the process updates the account’s
annual revenue and posts to Chatter.

2. When an account is created with Prospect  as the account type, the criteria is always true until the end of the process
transaction.

3. If the process is changed to update the account type to Other  when the criteria is true, then for an account created with
Prospect  as the account type, the formula PRIORVALUE([Account].Type) = 'Prospect'  will be true
until the end of process transaction.

Each time the record is reevaluated, the prior value of the account’s type is Prospect. The result is six Chatter posts.

– ISCHANGED always evaluates to false when a record is first created.

For example, your process checks whether an account description
changes—ISCHANGED([Account].Description)—and the process also reevaluates records multiple times in a
single save operation. If an account is first created with a blank description value and another process updates the account
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description in the same save operation, ISCHANGED evaluates to true every time the record is reevaluated because it compares
the account description value when the record was first created (a blank value) with whatever’s set for the current value.

Let’s say this same process creates a Chatter post every time ISCHANGED([Account].Description) evaluates to true. This process
would create a recursive loop resulting in six Chatter posts because ISCHANGED evaluates to true throughout the save operation.

Reevaluate Records in the Process Builder

EDITIONS

Available in: both Salesforce
Classic and Lightning
Experience

Available in: Essentials,
Professional, Enterprise,
Performance, Unlimited,
and Developer Editions

When you add objects to your process, you can choose to evaluate a record multiple times in a
single save operation.

It's kind of like using a roundabout instead of a four-way stop to control process traffic. Instead of
stopping and waiting for separate save operations, reevaluating records helps your business traffic
flow a little more freely.

If you choose this option, the process can evaluate the same record up to five additional times in
a single save operation. It might reevaluate the record because a process, workflow rule, or flow
updated the record in the same save operation. When a record is reevaluated, the process uses the
most recent values for that record.

For example, your sales review process includes multiple steps, approvals, notifications, and fields
that need to be updated. Some of these changes may be part of your process, or they may be
managed by other workflow rules or flows in your org. If you let the process reevaluate a record multiple times in a single save operation,
you can manage and evaluate all of these changes—even changes from other processes—in a single save operation in your process.

SEE ALSO:

Process Builder Advanced Option Considerations

Nest Processes in the Process Builder

EDITIONS

Available in: both Salesforce
Classic and Lightning
Experience

Available in: Essentials,
Professional, Enterprise,
Performance, Unlimited,
and Developer Editions

Invocable processes let you modularize sections of your processes and add more logic to them. An
invocable process is process that starts when another process invokes it. Whether a process is
invocable or not is controlled by The process starts when  in the process’s properties.

To invoke a process from another process, you configure a Processes action. That configuration
includes passing a record to the invocable process. That’s how the process knows which record to
start with. Because the record is passed from one process to another, the invocable process receives
a certain version of that record. That version differs, depending on when the Processes action is
executed.

Immediate Action
When you invoke a process through an immediate action, the process receives the values that
the record contained when the top-level process starts.

Example: Process 1 updates an account and then invokes Process 2 based on that account. Process 2 receives the version of the
account when Process 1 started.

Scheduled Action
When you invoke a process through a scheduled action, the process receives the latest values for the record.

Example: Process 1 updates an account and, 15 minutes later, invokes Process 2 based on that account. Process 2 receives the latest
version of the account from the database.
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When Should I Build an Invocable Process?
Do you find yourself building the exact same actions for multiple action groups? Configure those actions one time in an invocable
process, and then invoke that process from all the relevant action groups. Later, to update those actions, update the one invocable
process. All the other processes then use the updated actions.

Another cool scenario for invocable processes: nesting simple logic. Processes handle simple “if/then” statements. But what if you need
to nest some of those statements? Rather than having to build a flow or write code, build the second level of logic into another process.
Invoke the second process from the first, and voila!

Example: Let’s say you handle all of your case management in a single process. But you need to treat escalated cases for
high-revenue accounts differently from escalated cases for regular accounts. If the case is escalated by an account whose renewal
date is less than a month away, notify the account owner, the regional manager, and the VP of that region. If the case is escalated
by an account whose renewal date is more than a month away, notify only the account owner and the regional manager.

To do so, you build an invocable process. Let’s call it “Escalated Cases.” The process operates on the Case object and has two criteria
nodes.

• The first criteria node evaluates whether the associated account’s renewal date is less than a month away. When a case meets
that criteria, the process posts to the account’s feed with a link to the case and mentions the account owner, regional manager,
and regional VP.

• The second criteria node has no criteria. If a case doesn’t meet the first node’s criteria, the process performs the same action,
except that it doesn’t mention the regional VP.

Now back to the process that automates your case management. You already have a criteria node that checks whether the case
is escalated. Add a Processes action to that criteria’s action group, and configure the action to invoke the “Escalated Cases” process.

Avoid Unwanted Actions in Processes

EDITIONS

Available in: both Salesforce
Classic and Lightning
Experience

Available in: Essentials,
Professional, Enterprise,
Performance, Unlimited,
and Developer Editions

When you add criteria to your process, you can choose to execute actions when specified criteria
change.

For example, your process sends an email alert whenever a case has an Escalated status. Let’s say
your support team repeatedly updates the case description with new information. Whenever the
case is saved with a new description, your process can check specifically whether the Escalated
status changed, rather than repeatedly sending email alerts. This way, the process executes actions
only if the status was changed to Escalated during the latest update.

Tip:  Check out this short video Avoid Unwanted Actions in Your Process to learn more
about this option.

This setting isn’t supported if:

• Your process starts only when a record is created.

• Your process starts when a record is created or edited and the criteria node doesn’t evaluate any criteria.

• The criteria node evaluates a formula, but the formula doesn’t include a reference to the record that started the process.

• Your process uses the Is changed operator in a filter condition.

Actions are not executed if...Actions are executed if...If Yes is...

Selected • The record’s current values meet the conditions, and
the record’s most recent previous values met the
criteria.

• The record was created.
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Actions are not executed if...Actions are executed if...If Yes is...

• The record was updated. Its current values meet the
conditions, and its most recent previous values did not
meet the conditions.

• The record’s current values don’t meet the conditions.

The record’s current values don’t meet the conditions.Deselected • The record was created.

• The record was updated, and its current values meet
the conditions.

SEE ALSO:

Process Builder Advanced Option Considerations

Create a Process

EDITIONS

Available in: both Salesforce
Classic and Lightning
Experience

Available in: Essentials,
Professional, Enterprise,
Performance, Unlimited,
and Developer Editions

USER PERMISSIONS

To create, edit, or view
processes:
• Manage Flow

AND

View All Data

To create a process, define its properties and which records it should evaluate, and then add criteria
nodes and actions.

Important: Starting in Summer ’23, we’re blocking the creation of processes. You can still
activate, deactivate, and edit any existing processes. To test and create processes for use in
managed packages, developer orgs still allow you to create processes. For new automations,
use flows.

1. Define the Process Properties

The process properties uniquely identify your process.

2. Configure the Process Trigger

Every process includes a trigger, which tells the process when to start. How you configure that
trigger depends on what type of process you’re creating.

3. Add Process Criteria

Define the criteria that must be true before the process can execute the associated actions.

4. Add Actions to Your Process

After you define a criteria node, define the actions that are executed when the criteria are met.
Actions are executed in the order in which they appear in the Process Builder.

5. Execute Actions for Multiple Criteria

Choose whether to stop or continue your process after specific criteria are met and associated actions execute.
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Define the Process Properties

EDITIONS

Available in: both Salesforce
Classic and Lightning
Experience

Available in: Essentials,
Professional, Enterprise,
Performance, Unlimited,
and Developer Editions

USER PERMISSIONS

To create, edit, or view
processes:
• Manage Flow

AND

View All Data

The process properties uniquely identify your process.

1. From Setup, in the Quick Find box, enter Builder, and select Process Builder.

2. Click New, or click the process name and then click Edit Properties.

3. Define the process properties by completing the fields.

DescriptionField

The name for your process, up to 255 characters.

This name appears in the process management page, so name your process
to differentiate it from other processes. To see the page in Setup, enter
Builder  in the Quick Find box, then select Process Builder.

Process
Name

The name that the API and managed packages use, up to 79 characters.

This name must be unique across all processes and flows. The name must
begin with a letter and use only alphanumeric characters and underscores.
It can’t include spaces, end with an underscore, or have two consecutive
underscores.

API Name

Important:  After it’s saved, you can’t change the process’s API name.

Optional. A description for your process.

The description also appears in the process management page. It’s intended
to help you differentiate between processes, such as to explain what a process
does.

Description

Identifies when the process begins. You can set your process to start when:The
process • A record changes
starts
when

• A platform event message is received

• It’s invoked by another process

This field is available only when creating a new process.

Specifies whether the process is a template. When a template is installed
from a managed package, the subscriber can view and clone the process and

Template

customize the clones. Non-template processes that are installed from
managed packages can only be activated and deactivated.

Suppose that your company needs a process that differs slightly for each
country where you do business. You can create or install a template for the
base process and then clone it to create each country-specific process. Even
if you don’t use managed packages, you can use this field to clearly identify
the base process.

This field is available only when editing a process.
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DescriptionField

Determines which versioned run-time behavior improvements the process adopts.

Changing this field requires the Manage Flows permission. Before you select a new API version, review all
run-time improvements that were delivered between the currently selected API version and the new API

API Version
for Running
the Process

version. You can find all flow and process run-time improvements for an API version in the Salesforce Release
Notes.

By default, when you create a process, it runs in the latest API version. If you clone an existing process as a
new process or process version, the existing process’s run-time API version is used in the new process or
process version.

The run-time API version doesn’t change as future Salesforce releases roll out. You decide when, if ever, to
change the API version for running each process. This field lets you test and upgrade your processes one by
one, and at your own pace. You can even opt to never adopt versioned updates for one or all your processes.

4. Click Save.

Configure the Process Trigger

EDITIONS

Available in: both Salesforce
Classic (not available in all
orgs) and Lightning
Experience

Available in: Essentials,
Professional, Enterprise,
Performance, Unlimited,
and Developer Editions

Event processes are
available in: Performance,
Unlimited, Enterprise, and
Developer Editions

USER PERMISSIONS

To create, edit, or view
processes:
• Manage Flow

AND

View All Data

Every process includes a trigger, which tells the process when to start. How you configure that
trigger depends on what type of process you’re creating.

Record Change

If the process starts when a record changes, associate the process with an object, and specify
when to start the process.

Event

If the process starts when a platform event message is received, associate the process with a
platform event and an object, and specify matching conditions. Because every process acts on
a Salesforce record, it requires a single record as a starting point. That way, the criteria and
actions know where to start evaluating and executing.

Invocable

If the process starts when another process invokes it, associate the process with an object.

Record Change
If the process starts when a record changes, associate the process with an object, and specify when
to start the process.

1. Click Add Object.

2. Configure the trigger.

Select ...For this field
...

The object that you want to base this process on. Click Find an object. Type
to filter the dropdown list.

Object
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Select ...For this field ...

Which type of record change triggers the process.Start the process

• only when a record is created

• when a record is created or edited

Note:  If you’re familiar with workflow rules and you’re wondering what happened to the third
option (created, and any time it’s edited to subsequently meet criteria), don’t worry! You see that
setting when you add criteria nodes if you selected when a record is created or edited.

Yes, if you want the process to evaluate a record multiple times in a single save operation. To see this field,
expand the Advanced area.

When enabled, the process can evaluate the same record up to five more times in a single save operation.
It might reevaluate the record because a process, workflow rule, or flow updated the record in the same
save operation. For more information, see Reevaluate Records in the Process Builder on page 3486.

Recursion - Allow
process to evaluate a
record multiple times
in a single save
operation?

3. Before saving your changes, confirm the selection because you can’t change the object after you save it.

Event
If the process starts when a platform event message is received, associate the process with a platform event and an object, and specify
matching conditions. Because every process acts on a Salesforce record, it requires a single record as a starting point. That way, the
criteria and actions know where to start evaluating and executing.

1. Click Add Trigger.

2. Configure the trigger.

Select...For this field ...

The platform event whose event messages can start the process.Platform Event

The object whose records you want to associate with the event.Object

Criteria to identify one record to associate the event with. We recommend using an ID or other field that
uniquely identifies records so the process can pick exactly one record.

The process fails if it finds:

Matching Conditions

• Multiple records that match the criteria.

• No records that match the criteria.
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3. Before saving your changes, confirm the selection because you can’t change the platform event or object after you save it.

Invocable
If the process starts when another process invokes it, associate the process with an object.

1. Click Add Object.

2. Select an object to associate with the process. Type to filter the dropdown list.

This process can be invoked from any other process as long as the master process passes a record of this object type. For example,
an Account-based invocable process can be called from a Contact-based record change process, because you can pass the contact’s
account to the invocable process.

3. Before saving your changes, confirm the selection because you can’t change the object after you save it.

Add Process Criteria

EDITIONS

Available in: both Salesforce
Classic and Lightning
Experience

Available in: Essentials,
Professional, Enterprise,
Performance, Unlimited,
and Developer Editions

USER PERMISSIONS

To create, edit, or view
processes:
• Manage Flow

AND

View All Data

Define the criteria that must be true before the process can execute the associated actions.

When criteria are met, the process executes the associated action group. When criteria aren’t met,
the process skips the action group and evaluates the criteria for the next action group.

1. Click Add Criteria.

2. Enter a name for this criteria node.

The name appears on the canvas, so use a name that helps you differentiate this from other
criteria nodes. Actions have their own names, so we recommend summarizing only the criteria
with this name. For example, if the criteria checks whether a case is escalated, use Is
Escalated?.

3. Select the type of criteria that you need to define. This selection determines which fields appear
later in the dialog box.

SelectIf you need...

Conditions are
met

The record to have certain field values.
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SelectIf you need...

For example, to execute the associated actions on opportunity records with an amount greater than
$5,000, set the filter to:

[Opportunity].Amount greater than $5000.00

Formula evaluates to trueTo evaluate the record by using a formula.

For example, to execute the associated actions on accounts whose annual revenue is over $1,000,000
when the account is changed by someone other than the owner, use this formula.

AND (([Account].LastModifiedBy.Id <> [Account].Owner.Id) ,
([Account].AnnualRevenue > 1000000) )

No criteria—just execute
the actions!

To simply execute the associated actions without evaluating the record.

The process executes all the actions that are associated with this criteria node and, unless you specify
otherwise, doesn’t evaluate any remaining criteria nodes in the process. If you choose to stop your
process after executing these actions, we recommend choosing this option for only the last criteria
node in your process.

4. If you selected “Conditions are met”:

a. Define the filter conditions by identifying the field values that the process needs to evaluate.

Select the field whose value you want to evaluate. You can also evaluate values for records that are related to

the one that started the process. To do so, click on a related record with  next to the ID field.

For example, if a contact record started the process, you can evaluate the value for the contact’s account’s

Annual Revenue  field. To access that field, click Account Id , select Annual Revenue, and then
click Choose.

Field

The available operators depend on the field’s data type.Operator

The available value types depend on the field’ data type.Type

Identify the value that you want to evaluate the field for. See Setting Values in the Process Builder on page 3481
for details.

Value

b. For Conditions, identify which conditions must be true for the process to execute the associated actions.

If you choose to use custom logic, enter up to 1000 characters by using:

• Numbers to refer to each condition

• AND, OR, or NOT  to identify which combination of conditions must true

• Parentheses to group parts of the string together

For example, if you enter 1 AND NOT (2 OR 3), the outcome evaluates to true if the first condition is true and neither
the second nor third outcome is true.
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Tip:  Ambiguous logic may cause validation errors. To avoid ambiguity, use parentheses in your custom logic. For example:

• 1 AND 2 OR 3  results in an error

• 1 AND (2 AND 3) OR 4  doesn't result in an error

5. If you selected “Formula evaluates to true,” define the formula.

6. Optionally, to specify whether you want to execute the actions only if the record was created or edited to meet criteria, click Advanced
at the bottom of the panel.

For details, see Avoid Unwanted Actions in Processes on page 3487.

Note:  This setting is available only if the process starts when a record is created or edited and you selected “Filter conditions
are met” or “Formula evaluates to true.”

7. Click Save.

SEE ALSO:

Execute Actions for Multiple Criteria

Add Actions to Your Process

EDITIONS

Available in: both Salesforce
Classic and Lightning
Experience

Available in: Essentials,
Professional, Enterprise,
Performance, Unlimited,
and Developer Editions

USER PERMISSIONS

To create, edit, or view
processes:
• Manage Flow

AND

View All Data

After you define a criteria node, define the actions that are executed when the criteria are met.
Actions are executed in the order in which they appear in the Process Builder.

An action group can consist of a combination of immediate and scheduled actions. Immediate
actions are executed when evaluation criteria are met. Scheduled actions are executed at a specified
time. For example, Salesforce can automatically send an email reminder to the account team if a
high-value opportunity is still open 10 days before the specified close date.

Before you begin, consider whether you want this action to be executed immediately or at a specific
time. If you want to execute the action at a specific time, identify when those actions should be
executed.

1. Click Add Action.

2. Select the type of action to create, and then fill out the fields to define the action.

Create a Record from a Process

Create a record by manually entering values or by using the values of related records.

Invoke a Process from Another Process

Invoke a process from another process. With invocable processes, you have the option of reuse
so that you don’t spend your time on repetitive work.

Create a Chatter Post from a Process

Post to the feed of a user, a Chatter group, or the record that started the process.

Use a Quick Action from a Process

Create a record, update a record, or log a call by using a quick action that you or another admin created for your organization.

Work with Quip from a Process

Create documents, chat rooms, and folders when important events occur. Attach a document to a record so your users have
information in context. Update your spreadsheets with the latest Salesforce data. Send a message to a chat room or document. Add
new slides to a deck, copy documents, add members to a document or chat, and more.
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Launch a Flow from a Process

Start an autolaunched flow from your process to automate complex business processes. Create flows to perform logic and have
events trigger the flows via processes without writing code.

Send an Email from a Process

Easily send an email from a process by using an email alert. Email alerts are configured outside of the Process Builder and contain
the standard text, list of recipients, and template for an email.

Send a Custom Notification from a Process

Send customized notifications when important events occur. Alert an account owner if a new support case is logged while trying
to close a deal, or send a notification for a workflow built entirely with custom objects. Add recipients and content to your custom
notification, then add it to your process.

Send a Survey Invitation from a Process

Send an email invitation containing the link to a particular survey question or to launch a survey.

Submit a Record for Approval from a Process

Submit the record that started the process for approval.

Update Records from a Process

Update one or more records that are related to the record that started the process by manually entering values or by using the values
from related records.

Call Apex Code from a Process

Add customized functionality to your process by calling Apex from the process.

Specify When Your Actions Execute with a Schedule

EDITIONS

Available in: both Salesforce
Classic and Lightning
Experience

Available in: Essentials,
Professional, Enterprise,
Performance, Unlimited,
and Developer Editions

USER PERMISSIONS

To create, edit, or view
processes:
• Manage Flow

AND

View All Data

In record-change processes and event processes, you can schedule actions to execute at a specific
time. An action group that supports scheduled actions can have multiple schedules. For example,
you can schedule some actions to execute one day from now and others to execute three days
from now.

Note:  Before adding scheduled actions to your process, understand how they work. Review
Scheduled Actions Considerations.

To schedule actions in a record-change process, make sure that one of the following options is true
for your action group.

• The process starts only when a record is created (1).

• The process starts when a record is created or edited (2), and the associated criteria node
executes actions only when specified changes are made (3).
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1. In an action group that supports scheduled actions, click Set Schedule.

2. If you need to schedule actions based on a date/time field on the record that started the process:

a. Leave the first radio button selected.

b. From the dropdown list on the right side of the panel, select the date to schedule the action.
For example, if your process is based on an account record, choose the account’s Created Date.

c. Specify the number of days or hours before or after the field.

For a record-change process, if the criteria for this action group are still met when this time occurs, Salesforce executes the
scheduled actions. For an event process, the criteria aren’t checked when this time occurs. If the criteria was met when the
process started, Salesforce executes the scheduled actions.

3. If you need to schedule actions after a certain number of days or hours from when the process is executed:

a. Select the second radio button.

b. Specify the number of days or hours from when the process is executed.

If the criteria for this action group are still met when this time occurs, Salesforce executes the scheduled actions.

4. Save the schedule.
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Create a Record from a Process

EDITIONS

Available in: both Salesforce
Classic and Lightning
Experience

Available in: Essentials,
Professional, Enterprise,
Performance, Unlimited,
and Developer Editions

USER PERMISSIONS

To create, edit, or view
processes:
• Manage Flow

AND

View All Data

Create a record by manually entering values or by using the values of related records.

After you create an action and select “Create a Record” for the type, fill in the relevant fields to add
the action to your process. The new record’s Created By  field is then set to the user who started
the process by creating or editing a record.

Warning:  If you create processes to replace any workflow rules, ensure that you delete those
workflow rules when you activate the equivalent processes. Otherwise, both workflow rules
and processes fire and cause unexpected results, such as overwritten records or redundant
email messages. Do the same if you create processes to replace any Apex triggers.

1. Enter a name for this action.

This text appears on the canvas and helps you differentiate this action from others in your
process. The name truncates to fit on the canvas.

2. For Record Type, select the object that you want to create a record for. To filter the
drop-down list, type the name of the object to filter the drop-down list.

When you select an object, at least one row appears to allow you to set field values for the new
record.

Warning:  Rows appear automatically for fields required by the API. You might need to
provide values for other fields. We recommend that you refer to your organization's page
layouts to determine which fields are required.

3. Set the record’s field values.

Select the field whose value you want to set. To filter the drop-down list, type the name of the field.Field

Select the type of value that you want to use. The available types depend on the field that you’ve selected.Type

Set a value for the field. by using the text entry field to manually enter a value or the field picker to use a field value
from a related record. See Setting Values in the Process Builder on page 3481 for details.

Value

4. Click Save.

Tip:

• If you set up your process to create an account record, Name  appears as a required field. If you want to create a person
account, you can add LastName  as a field but it doesn’t appear as required by default. You can enter a dummy value
for the Name  field.

• When you create a record, required fields normally appear at the top of the list. However, if you save a Create a Record
action, close the process, and then reopen the action, required fields may not appear in the normal order.

• If a platform event is configured to publish immediately, the process publishes each event message outside of the database
transaction. If the transaction fails and is rolled back, the event message is still published and can’t be rolled back. So if you
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see an informational message under the selected platform event, consider whether you want the process to publish an
event message only after the transaction commits successfully.

SEE ALSO:

Platform Events Developer Guide: Decoupled Publishing and Subscription

Platform Events Developer Guide: Platform Event Fields

Invoke a Process from Another Process

EDITIONS

Available in: both Salesforce
Classic and Lightning
Experience

Available in: Essentials,
Professional, Enterprise,
Performance, Unlimited,
and Developer Editions

USER PERMISSIONS

To create, edit, or view
processes:
• Manage Flow

AND

View All Data

Invoke a process from another process. With invocable processes, you have the option of reuse so
that you don’t spend your time on repetitive work.

After you create an action and select “Processes” for the type, fill in the relevant fields to add the
action to your process.

You can invoke processes with objects that share at least one unique ID. For example, in the Account
and Case objects, the AccountId  field is unique to Account and also used by Case. You can
create an invocable process that updates a Case record. Then you can invoke it from:

• A process that updates an Account record’s owner

• A process that adds an Account shipping address or updates it

When you create a process that invokes another process, each one counts toward your process
and other applicable limits. DML limits in processes that invoke processes count as one transaction.

Warning:  If you create processes to replace any workflow rules, delete those workflow rules
when you activate the equivalent processes. Otherwise, both workflow rules and processes
fire and cause unexpected results, such as overwritten records or redundant email messages.
Do the same if you create processes to replace any Apex triggers.

1. Enter a name for this action.

This text appears on the canvas and helps you differentiate this action from others in your
process. The name truncates to fit on the canvas.

2. Select an invocable process. You can only select active invocable processes.

3. Select your process variable. Remember that you can only select fields related to the object associated with the process you invoke.
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Create a Chatter Post from a Process

EDITIONS

Available in: both Salesforce
Classic and Lightning
Experience

Available in: Essentials,
Professional, Enterprise,
Performance, Unlimited,
and Developer Editions

USER PERMISSIONS

To create, edit, or view
processes:
• Manage Flow

AND

View All Data

Post to the feed of a user, a Chatter group, or the record that started the process.

This action is available only if your organization has Chatter enabled. The feed item will appear as
if the user who started the process—by creating or editing a record—created the post.

Post to a User’s Chatter Feed from a Process

Post to the feed of a user by identifying a specific user in your organization or a User lookup
field on a record.

Post to a Chatter Group from a Process

Post to the feed of a specific Chatter group.

Post to a Record’s Chatter Feed from a Process

Post to the feed of the record that started the process.

Mention a User or Group in a “Post to Chatter” Process Action

When you post to a Chatter feed from a process, you can mention users if you can reference
the corresponding User ID field from the field picker.

SEE ALSO:

Chatter Settings

Considerations for Processes That Post to Chatter

Post to a User’s Chatter Feed from a Process

EDITIONS

Available in: both Salesforce
Classic and Lightning
Experience

Available in: Essentials,
Professional, Enterprise,
Performance, Unlimited,
and Developer Editions

USER PERMISSIONS

To create, edit, or view
processes:
• Manage Flow

AND

View All Data

Post to the feed of a user by identifying a specific user in your organization or a User lookup field
on a record.

After you’ve created an action and selected “Post to Chatter” for the action type, fill in the relevant
fields to add the action to your process.

Warning:  If the feed that the process tries to post to isn't available when the process is
triggered (for example, because the user is now inactive), the user sees an error and the
process fails.

1. Enter a name for this action.

This text appears on the canvas and helps you differentiate this action from others in your
process. The name truncates to fit on the canvas.

2. In the Post to  field, select User.

3. For User, select where you want to find the user.

4. Based on your selection for User, search for or browse for the user whose feed you want to
post to.

When you select a user from a record, you must ultimately select a field that contains a user’s
ID—for example, Owner ID  or User ID.

5. Fill out the message that you want to post. You can insert merge fields, add a topic, and mention
users or groups.

The message can contain up to 10,000 characters.
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You can only reference topics that already exist. If you reference a merge field and that field doesn’t have a value, it appears as a
blank value.

6. Save the action.

SEE ALSO:

Chatter Settings

Post to a Chatter Group from a Process

EDITIONS

Available in: both Salesforce
Classic and Lightning
Experience

Available in: Essentials,
Professional, Enterprise,
Performance, Unlimited,
and Developer Editions

USER PERMISSIONS

To create, edit, or view
processes:
• Manage Flow

AND

View All Data

Post to the feed of a specific Chatter group.

After you’ve created an action and selected “Post to Chatter” for the action type, fill in the relevant
fields to add the action to your process.

Warning:  If the feed that the process tries to post to isn't available when the process is
triggered, the user sees an error and the process fails.

1. Enter a name for this action.

This text appears on the canvas and helps you differentiate this action from others in your
process. The name truncates to fit on the canvas.

2. In the Post to  field, select Chatter Group.

3. For Group, search for the Chatter group whose feed you want to post to.

4. Fill out the message that you want to post. You can insert merge fields, add a topic, and mention
users or groups.

The message can contain up to 10,000 characters.

You can only reference topics that already exist. If you reference a merge field and that field
doesn’t have a value, it appears as a blank value.

5. Save the action.

SEE ALSO:

Chatter Settings
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Post to a Record’s Chatter Feed from a Process

EDITIONS

Available in: both Salesforce
Classic and Lightning
Experience

Available in: Essentials,
Professional, Enterprise,
Performance, Unlimited,
and Developer Editions

USER PERMISSIONS

To create, edit, or view
processes:
• Manage Flow

AND

View All Data

Post to the feed of the record that started the process.

You can post to the record’s Chatter feed only if feed tracking is enabled for the object that the
process is associated with.

After you’ve created an action and selected “Post to Chatter” for the action type, fill in the relevant
fields to add the action to your process.

Warning:  If the feed that the process tries to post to isn't available when the process is
triggered (for example, because the user is now inactive), the user sees an error and the
process fails.

1. Enter a name for this action.

This text appears on the canvas and helps you differentiate this action from others in your
process. The name truncates to fit on the canvas.

2. In the Post to  field, select This Record.

3. Fill out the message that you want to post. You can insert merge fields, add a topic, and mention
users or groups.

The message can contain up to 10,000 characters.

You can only reference topics that already exist. If you reference a merge field and that field
doesn’t have a value, it appears as a blank value.

4. Save the action.

SEE ALSO:

Chatter Settings

Mention a User or Group in a “Post to Chatter” Process Action

EDITIONS

Available in: both Salesforce
Classic and Lightning
Experience

Available in: Essentials,
Professional, Enterprise,
Performance, Unlimited,
and Developer Editions

USER PERMISSIONS

To create, edit, or view
processes:
• Manage Flow

AND

View All Data

When you post to a Chatter feed from a process, you can mention users if you can reference the
corresponding User ID field from the field picker.

When you’re configuring the Post to Chatter action:

1. In the Message field, enter @[].

2. Place your cursor between the square brackets.

3. Click Merge Field, navigate to the user who you want to mention, select the corresponding
ID field, and click Choose.
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The field reference appears between the square brackets.

@[{!fieldReference}]

4. Save the action.

Example:  To @mention a case’s account owner, navigate to the account’s fields and select Owner ID. Insert that field reference
between the square brackets in @[], so that the result is:

@[{![Case].Account.OwnerId}]

Use a Quick Action from a Process

EDITIONS

Available in: both Salesforce
Classic and Lightning
Experience

Available in: Essentials,
Professional, Enterprise,
Performance, Unlimited,
and Developer Editions

USER PERMISSIONS

To create, edit, or view
processes:
• Manage Flow

AND

View All Data

Create a record, update a record, or log a call by using a quick action that you or another admin
created for your organization.

Quick actions can be object-specific or global actions. Only Create, Update, and Log a Call actions
are supported. To use a quick action from a process, the action must exist in your organization.

If your organization is using quick actions to help your users more easily create and update records,
you can also use those actions in your process. When you use these quick actions in a process, you
can only set values for fields that are part of the action's layout. If you don’t already have one of
these actions created, see Create Global Quick Actions or Create Object-Specific Quick Actions for
details.

After you’ve created an action and selected “Quick Actions” for the type, fill in the relevant fields to
add the action to your process. The new or updated record will appear as if the user who started
the process—by creating or editing a record—created or updated it.

1. Enter a name for this action.

This text appears on the canvas and helps you differentiate this action from others in your
process. The name truncates to fit on the canvas.

2. Filter to specify the kind of action you want to use.

Lets You Search ThroughFilter
Search By

All global actions in your organization. You then filter even further by selecting
the Type of actions that you need to search through.

Global actions

All object-specific actions in your organization that are associated with a
certain Object Name. Global actions can’t be filtered by object.

Object

All object-specific and global actions in your organization based on the type,
such as Create a Record or Log a Call.

Type

• If you selected Global actions or Type, for Type  select the specific type of quick action that you want to use.

• If you selected Object, for Object  search for and select the object that you want to filter by.

3. For Action, search for and select the action that you want to use.

4. Set field values for the action.

Rows that appear automatically represent the action’s required fields. To set values for the action’s optional fields, add rows.
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Select the field whose value you want to set. To filter the drop-down list, type the name of the field.

You can set values for fields that are included in the action’s layout only.

Field

Select the type of value that you want to use. The available types depend on the field that you’ve selected.Type

Set a value for the field. by using the text entry field to manually enter a value or the field picker to use a field
value from a related record. See Setting Values in the Process Builder on page 3481 for details.

Value

5. Save the action.

Work with Quip from a Process

EDITIONS

Available in: both Salesforce
Classic and Lightning
Experience

Available in: Essentials,
Professional, Enterprise,
Performance, Unlimited,
and Developer Editions

USER PERMISSIONS

To create, edit, or view
processes:
• Manage Flow

AND

View All Data

Create documents, chat rooms, and folders when important events occur. Attach a document to
a record so your users have information in context. Update your spreadsheets with the latest
Salesforce data. Send a message to a chat room or document. Add new slides to a deck, copy
documents, add members to a document or chat, and more.

Create a Document, Folder, or Chat Room from a Process

Use Process Builder to create new documents, folders, and chat rooms.

Add a Document to a Folder from a Process

Add a document to one or more folders.

Remove a Document from a Process

Remove a document from a folder. Make a shared document private again.

Add a Live App to a Template from a Process

Keep your templates up-to-date with the latest Salesforce data. Add live Salesforce records and
list views to your templates using Process Builder.

Attach a Document to a Record from a Process

Keep information in context by attaching a document to a Salesforce record.

Copy a Document from a Process

To use a document as a template, create a copy. By default, copied documents are saved to
the running user’s Private folder in Quip.

Add Members to a Document or Chat from a Process

Add up to 50 members to a document or chat.

Add Members with Different Access Levels to a Document from a Process

Automatically share a document with members with different permissions using Process Builder.

Remove Document Members from a Process

Trigger a process to auto-remove users from a document when the collaboration is over.

Copy Content from a Process (Retired)

Copy content from one slide deck to another.

Edit a Document from a Process

Add content to an existing document.
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Update a Template Section from a Process

Edit a section of a template using text detection. Update sections of cloned documents at scale.

Copy Content with Live Paste from a Process

Copy content from a source document and paste it with Live Paste in a new document. After you update the source content, set
the content to automatically update in all documents that reference it.

Update Content Based on a Document Range from a Process

Edit or add content to a defined template section, called a document range, when something changes in Salesforce.

Edit a Spreadsheet from a Process

Add data to an existing spreadsheet.

Edit a Slide from a Process (Retired)

Insert a new slide or change an image in an existing slide deck.

Lock Document Edits from a Process

Lock edits to mark a document as complete.

Lock Section Edits from a Process

To keep a document or template section safe from edits, lock it.

Export a Document to a PDF from a Process

To mark a document as complete or to keep a document view-only for record keeping, export it to a PDF. You can choose to attach
the PDF to a document or to a Salesforce record.

Send a Message from a Process

Send a message in a chat room or in a document. Messages sent in a document appear as inline comments or in the document
body.

Copy Comments from a Process

Copy comments from a template’s source document to the newly-created target document.

Create a Document, Folder, or Chat Room from a Process

EDITIONS

Available in: both Salesforce
Classic and Lightning
Experience

Available in: Essentials,
Professional, Enterprise,
Performance, Unlimited,
and Developer Editions

USER PERMISSIONS

To create, edit, or view
processes:
• Manage Flow

AND

View All Data

Use Process Builder to create new documents, folders, and chat rooms.

After you’ve created a Quip action and selected Create New Document, Create New Folder, or
Create Chat, fill in the relevant fields to add the action to your process.

1. Enter a name for this action.

This text appears on the canvas and helps you differentiate this action from others in your
process. The name truncates to fit on the canvas.

2. Choose a document, folder, or chat name.

Names can be formatted as a string, field reference, global constant, or formula.

3. Enter the content that you want to add to your chat or document.

This step is optional for new documents.

4. Save the action.
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Add a Document to a Folder from a Process

EDITIONS

Available in: both Salesforce
Classic and Lightning
Experience

Available in: Essentials,
Professional, Enterprise,
Performance, Unlimited,
and Developer Editions

USER PERMISSIONS

To create, edit, or view
processes:
• Manage Flow

AND

View All Data

Add a document to one or more folders.

After you’ve created a Quip action and selected Add Document to Folder, fill in the relevant fields
to add the action to your process.

1. Enter a name for this action.

This text appears on the canvas and helps you differentiate this action from others in your
process. The name truncates to fit on the canvas.

2. Enter the URL of the document you want to add.

3. Enter the URL of the folder where you want to add your document.

Add your document to multiple folders by adding commas between each folder URL.

4. Save the action.

Remove a Document from a Process

EDITIONS

Available in: Lightning
Experience

USER PERMISSIONS

To create, edit, or view
processes:
• Manage Flow

AND

View All Data

Remove a document from a folder. Make a shared document private again.

After you create a Quip action and select Remove Document from Folder, fill in the relevant fields
to add the action to your process.

1. Enter a name for this action.

This text appears on the canvas and helps you differentiate this action from others in your
process. The name truncates to fit on the canvas.

2. Enter the URL of the document you want to move.

3. Enter the URL of the folder your document is in.

To remove a document from multiple folders, separate folder URLs with commas.

Note:  Removing a document from your Private folder removes your access to it.

4. Save the action.
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Add a Live App to a Template from a Process

EDITIONS

Available in: Lightning
Experience

USER PERMISSIONS

To create, edit, or view
processes:
• Manage Flow

AND

View All Data

Keep your templates up-to-date with the latest Salesforce data. Add live Salesforce records and list
views to your templates using Process Builder.

After you create a Quip action and select Create New Document or Edit Document, fill in the
relevant fields to add the action to your process.

1. From the Content Type dropdown, select Quip Live App.

2. To add a live Salesforce record, select Salesforce Record.

a. Enter the Salesforce Record ID.

Note:  To add a dynamic Salesforce record that updates based on the record that the document is embedded in, enter
the value as a Reference. To add a specific record, enter the numbers that appear in the record URL as a String.

b. The following steps are optional and used as placeholders if the record can’t be found.

c. Optional: Enter the Salesforce record name.

d. Optional: Enter the record type.

e. Optional: Enter the name of the Salesforce org.

3. To add a live Salesforce list view, select Salesforce List.

a. Enter the Salesforce List View ID.

Note:  To add a dynamic Salesforce list view that updates based on the record that the document is embedded in, enter
the value as a Reference. To add a specific list view, enter the numbers that appear in the record URL as a String.

b. Enter the list view object type.

c. Optional: Enter the name of the Salesforce org.

4. Save the action.

Take note of these considerations to using Process Builder to add a Salesforce live app to your templates.

• You can’t select which record fields to display from Process Builder.
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• The owner of a live app added by Process Builder to a template is the first user to open the copied document. Only the live app owner
can save changes to Salesforce. Other users can edit and comment on the live app, but these changes don’t sync to Salesforce.

Attach a Document to a Record from a Process

EDITIONS

Available in: both Salesforce
Classic and Lightning
Experience

Available in: Essentials,
Professional, Enterprise,
Performance, Unlimited,
and Developer Editions

USER PERMISSIONS

To create, edit, or view
processes:
• Manage Flow

AND

View All Data

Keep information in context by attaching a document to a Salesforce record.

After you’ve created a Quip action and selected Attach Document to Record, fill in the relevant
fields to add the action to your process.

1. Enter a name for this action.

This text appears on the canvas and helps you differentiate this action from others in your
process. The name truncates to fit on the canvas.

2. For Document URL, enter the URL of the document you want to attach to a record.

3. Select the record type that you want to attach a document to, and then click Choose.

4. Save the action.

Copy a Document from a Process

EDITIONS

Available in: both Salesforce
Classic and Lightning
Experience

Available in: Essentials,
Professional, Enterprise,
Performance, Unlimited,
and Developer Editions

USER PERMISSIONS

To create, edit, or view
processes:
• Manage Flow

AND

View All Data

To use a document as a template, create a copy. By default, copied documents are saved to the
running user’s Private folder in Quip.

After you’ve created a Quip action and selected Copy Document, fill in the relevant fields to add
the action to your process.

1. Enter a name for this action.

This text appears on the canvas and helps you differentiate this action from others in your
process. The name truncates to fit on the canvas.

2. For Document URL, enter the URL of the document you want to copy.

By default, newly copied documents appear in the Private folder in Quip.

Note:  Newly copied documents aren’t automatically attached to the record. See step 5
for more info.

3. Use the Advanced section to enter a document title, add members by email address, or add
the document to a specific parent folder.

4. Save the action.
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5. Optional: To attach the newly created document to the record and use Synced Sharing, use the Attach Document to Record action
after the Copy Document action.

SEE ALSO:

Automate Pricing Proposals with Flow Builder

Automate Close Plans with Flow Builder

Add Opportunity Team Members to a Close Plan

Add Members to a Document or Chat from a Process

EDITIONS

Available in: both Salesforce
Classic and Lightning
Experience

Available in: Essentials,
Professional, Enterprise,
Performance, Unlimited,
and Developer Editions

USER PERMISSIONS

To create, edit, or view
processes:
• Manage Flow

AND

View All Data

Add up to 50 members to a document or chat.

After you’ve created a Quip action and selected Add Members to Document or Add Members
to Chat, fill in the relevant fields to add the action to your process.

1. Enter a name for this action.

This text appears on the canvas and helps you differentiate this action from others in your
process. The name truncates to fit on the canvas.

2. Enter the URL of the document or chat where you want to add members.

3. Enter up to 50 email addresses.

Emails must belong to Quip users in the same Quip site as the acting user.

4. Save the action.

Add Members with Different Access Levels to a Document from a Process

EDITIONS

Available in: Lightning
Experience

USER PERMISSIONS

To create, edit, or view
processes:
• Manage Flow

AND

View All Data

Automatically share a document with members with different permissions using Process Builder.

After you create a Quip action and select Add Members to Document or Add Members to Chat,
fill in the relevant fields to add the action to your process.

1. Enter a name for this action.

This text appears on the canvas and helps you differentiate this action from others in your
process. The name truncates to fit on the canvas.

2. Enter the URL of the document or chat where you want to add members.

3. Enter the email addresses of the members you want to add based on the access level you want
to grant.

You can enter up to 50 email addresses per access level. Emails must belong to Quip members
in the same Quip site as the acting member.
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DescriptionQuip Access Level

Full-access members can view, comment on, edit, and share
documents that they’re added to.

Full Access

Edit-access members can view, comment on, and edit documents
that they’re added to.

Edit Access

Comment-access members can view and comment on
documents that they’re added to.

Comment Access

View-access members can view documents that they’re added
to.

View Access

4. Save the action.

Remove Document Members from a Process

EDITIONS

Available in: Lightning
Experience

USER PERMISSIONS

To create, edit, or view
processes:
• Manage Flow

AND

View All Data

Trigger a process to auto-remove users from a document when the collaboration is over.

After you create a Quip action and select Remove Members From Document, fill in the relevant
fields to add the action to your process.

1. Enter a name for this action.

This text appears on the canvas and helps you differentiate this action from others in your
process. The name truncates to fit on the canvas.

2. Enter the URL of the document you want to manage access to.

3. Enter the email addresses of the members you want to remove from the document.

You can enter up to 50 email addresses. Emails must belong to Quip members in the same
Quip site as the acting member.

4. Save the action.
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Copy Content from a Process (Retired)

EDITIONS

Available in: both Salesforce
Classic and Lightning
Experience

Available in: Essentials,
Professional, Enterprise,
Performance, Unlimited,
and Developer Editions

USER PERMISSIONS

To create, edit, or view
processes:
• Manage Flow

AND

View All Data

Copy content from one slide deck to another.

After you’ve created a Quip action and selected Copy Content, fill in the relevant fields to add the
action to your process.

Warning:  Quip is retiring slides on January 31, 2021. After this date, the Copy Content action
in Process Builder and Flow Builder no longer works, and Slides isn’t a valid document type
for the Edit Document and Create Document actions. Tell Me More

1. Enter a name for this action.

This text appears on the canvas and helps you differentiate this action from others in your
process. The name truncates to fit on the canvas.

2. Select Slides as your Document Type.

3. Enter the URL of the slide deck you want to copy.

4. Enter the slide number with the content you want to copy.

5. Enter the URL of the slide deck where you want to add content.

6. Enter the slide number where you want your copied content to appear.

7. Use the Advanced section to include anchor links instead of slide numbers.

8. Save the action.

Edit a Document from a Process

EDITIONS

Available in: both Salesforce
Classic and Lightning
Experience

Available in: Essentials,
Professional, Enterprise,
Performance, Unlimited,
and Developer Editions

USER PERMISSIONS

To create, edit, or view
processes:
• Manage Flow

AND

View All Data

Add content to an existing document.

After you’ve created a Quip action and selected Edit Document, fill in the relevant fields to add
the action to your process.

1. Enter a name for this action.

This text appears on the canvas and helps you differentiate this action from others in your
process. The name truncates to fit on the canvas.

2. Select Document as the Document Type.

3. Enter the URL of the document you want to edit.

4. Select the location in the document where you want to add content.

To add content after or before a section or to replace a section, enter the document section
anchor link.

5. Select the Content Type.

6. Enter the new content.

7. Optionally, select Disable Extra Lines in Quip to prevent Quip from automatically adding a
blank line after each paragraph.

8. Save the action.
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Update a Template Section from a Process

EDITIONS

Available in: Lightning
Experience

USER PERMISSIONS

To create, edit, or view
processes:
• Manage Flow

AND

View All Data

Edit a section of a template using text detection. Update sections of cloned documents at scale.

After you create a Quip action and select Edit Document, fill in the relevant fields to add the action
to your process.

1. Enter a name for this action.

This text appears on the canvas and helps you differentiate this action from others in your
process. The name truncates to fit on the canvas.

2. Select Document as the Document Type.

3. Enter the URL of the document you want to edit.

4. To edit a document based on a section, select After Section, Before Section, or Replace
Section as the location for your new content.

5. Use text detection to reference a document section by text. Under Section in Document, select
Text Detection.

6. Enter the section text you want to reference using text detection.

7. Under Section Style, select whether the section text is a heading, paragraph, or list.

8. Select the content type.

9. Enter your new content.

10. Save your action.
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Copy Content with Live Paste from a Process

EDITIONS

Available in: Lightning
Experience

USER PERMISSIONS

To create, edit, or view
processes:
• Manage Flow

AND

View All Data

Copy content from a source document and paste it with Live Paste in a new document. After you
update the source content, set the content to automatically update in all documents that reference
it.

After you create a Quip action and select Copy with Live Paste, fill in the relevant fields to add the
action to your process.

1. Enter a name for this action.

This text appears on the canvas and helps you differentiate this action from others in your
process. The name truncates to fit on the canvas.

2. Enter the anchor links of the sections in the source document you want to copy with Live Paste.
To copy content from multiple sections of the same document, enter anchor links and separate
with commas. Your content appears in the order that the anchor links are entered. You can’t
copy content from multiple documents at the same time.

3. Select the location in the document where you want to paste your content. Live pasted content can appear at the end or beginning
of a document, before or after a section, or can replace a document section.

4. To paste content at the beginning or end of a document, enter the target document URL. To paste content in a target document
based on a section, enter the anchor link of the section where you want your copied content to appear.

5. To have content copied with Live Paste automatically update in the target document, select Update Automatically.

6. Save the action.
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Update Content Based on a Document Range from a Process

EDITIONS

Available in: Lightning
Experience

USER PERMISSIONS

To create, edit, or view
processes:
• Manage Flow

AND

View All Data

Edit or add content to a defined template section, called a document range, when something
changes in Salesforce.

Document ranges are supported only in documents and templates. To see your highlighted
document ranges, use a template.

After you create a Quip action and select Edit Document or Copy with Live Paste, fill in the
relevant fields to add the action to your process.

1. To add new content to a document based on a document range, select the Edit Document
action.

a. Under Location for New Content, select a document range placement. You can choose to
add content after a document range, before it, or you can replace it.

b. Enter the document range heading. This is the heading text in your template that marks the start of a document range.

c. Enter your new content and save the action.

2. To live paste existing content to a template, select the Copy with Live Paste action.

a. Choose whether you want to copy content based on an anchor link or document range content type.

b. Enter the URL of the template or anchor link you want to copy content from.

c. To live paste content based on document range, select a document range placement. You can choose to paste your copied
content after a document range, before it, or you can replace it.

d. Enter the URL of the template where you want to paste your copied content.

e. Enter the document range heading of the target template that you want to use to place your copied content.

f. Save the action.
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Edit a Spreadsheet from a Process

EDITIONS

Available in: both Salesforce
Classic and Lightning
Experience

Available in: Essentials,
Professional, Enterprise,
Performance, Unlimited,
and Developer Editions

USER PERMISSIONS

To create, edit, or view
processes:
• Manage Flow

AND

View All Data

Add data to an existing spreadsheet.

After you’ve created a Quip action and selected Edit Document, fill in the relevant fields to add
the action to your process.

1. Enter a name for this action.

This text appears on the canvas and helps you differentiate this action from others in your
process. The name truncates to fit on the canvas.

2. Select Spreadsheet as the Document Type.

3. Enter the URL of the spreadsheet you want to edit.

4. Select the location in the spreadsheet where you want to add content.

5. To add content after a section, before a section, or to replace a section, enter the Section Anchor
Link.

6. Select Row or Column as the element type where you want to add content.

7. Enter the new content.

8. Save the action.

Edit a Slide from a Process (Retired)

EDITIONS

Available in: both Salesforce
Classic and Lightning
Experience

Available in: Essentials,
Professional, Enterprise,
Performance, Unlimited,
and Developer Editions

USER PERMISSIONS

To create, edit, or view
processes:
• Manage Flow

AND

View All Data

Insert a new slide or change an image in an existing slide deck.

After you’ve created a Quip action and selected Edit Document, fill in the relevant fields to add
the action to your process.

Warning:  Quip is retiring slides on January 31, 2021. After this date, the Copy Content action
in Process Builder and Flow Builder no longer works, and Slides isn’t a valid document type
for the Edit Document and Create Document actions. Tell Me More

1. Enter a name for this action.

This text appears on the canvas and helps you differentiate this action from others in your
process. The name truncates to fit on the canvas.

2. Select Slides as the Document Type.

3. Enter the URL of the slide deck you want to edit.

4. Select Insert New Slide or Change Image In Slide.

5. Select the location in the slide deck where you want to add content.

6. To add content before or after a section, enter the slide number.

7. Use the Advanced section to include anchor links instead of slide numbers.

8. To add text to a slide, select Text Layout and add your content.

9. To add an image, select Image Layout and enter the URL of the image you want to add.

10. Save the action.
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Lock Document Edits from a Process

EDITIONS

Available in: Lightning
Experience

USER PERMISSIONS

To create, edit, or view
processes:
• Manage Flow

AND

View All Data

Lock edits to mark a document as complete.

After you create a Quip action and select Lock Document Edits, fill in the relevant fields to add
the action to your process.

1. Enter a name for this action.

This text appears on the canvas and helps you differentiate this action from others in your process. The name truncates to fit on the
canvas.

2. Enter the URL of the document you want to lock.

3. To lock document edits, select Lock. To unlock document edits, select Unlock.

Note:  Only users with full access to a document can lock or unlock edits.

4. Save the action.

Lock Section Edits from a Process

EDITIONS

Available in: Lightning
Experience

USER PERMISSIONS

To create, edit, or view
processes:
• Manage Flow

AND

View All Data

To keep a document or template section safe from edits, lock it.

After you create a Quip action and select Lock Document Section Edits, fill in the relevant fields
to add the action to your process.

1. Enter a name for this action.

This text appears on the canvas and helps you differentiate this action from others in your
process. The name truncates to fit on the canvas.

2. Enter the anchor link URL of the section you want to lock.

3. To lock section edits, select Lock. To unlock section edits, select Unlock.

Note:  Only users with full access to a document can lock or unlock section edits.

4. Save the action.
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Export a Document to a PDF from a Process

EDITIONS

Available in: Lightning
Experience

USER PERMISSIONS

To create, edit, or view
processes:
• Manage Flow

AND

View All Data

To mark a document as complete or to keep a document view-only for record keeping, export it
to a PDF. You can choose to attach the PDF to a document or to a Salesforce record.

After you create a Quip action and select Export to PDF, fill in the relevant fields to add the action
to your process.

1. Enter a name for this action.

This text appears on the canvas and helps you differentiate this action from others in your
process. The name truncates to fit on the canvas.

2. Optional. Enter the URL of the document you want to export to a PDF. To use a document
housed in a URL field, set Type to Field Reference, and select the object’s field.

3. Optional: To attach the PDF to a document, enter a target document URL. The PDF is added to
the end of the document.

4. To attach the PDF to a Salesforce record, enter the record’s Salesforce Organization ID and the
Target Record ID. PDFs attached to a record are added to the record’s Files component and
Notes and Attachments component, and are visible to any user with access to the record.

5. Save the action.

SEE ALSO:

Automate Pricing Proposals with Flow Builder

Send a Message from a Process

EDITIONS

Available in: both Salesforce
Classic and Lightning
Experience

Available in: Essentials,
Professional, Enterprise,
Performance, Unlimited,
and Developer Editions

USER PERMISSIONS

To create, edit, or view
processes:
• Manage Flow

AND

View All Data

Send a message in a chat room or in a document. Messages sent in a document appear as inline
comments or in the document body.

After you’ve created a Quip action and selected Send Message in Document or Send Message
in Chat, fill in the relevant fields to add the action to your process.

1. Enter a name for this action.

This text appears on the canvas and helps you differentiate this action from others in your
process. The name truncates to fit on the canvas.

2. Enter the URL of the document or chat where you want to send your message.

3. To send a message in a specific section of the document body, enter the Document Section
Anchor Link.

4. Enter the message you want to send.

5. Save the action.
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Copy Comments from a Process

EDITIONS

Available in: Lightning
Experience

USER PERMISSIONS

To create, edit, or view
processes:
• Manage Flow

AND

View All Data

Copy comments from a template’s source document to the newly-created target document.

1. Create a Quip action in Process Builder and select Copy Document.

2. Under Advanced, select Copy comments to new document.

3. Save the action.

Launch a Flow from a Process

EDITIONS

Available in: both Salesforce
Classic and Lightning
Experience

Available in: Essentials,
Professional, Enterprise,
Performance, Unlimited,
and Developer Editions

USER PERMISSIONS

To create, edit, or view
processes:
• Manage Flow

AND

View All Data

Start an autolaunched flow from your process to automate complex business processes. Create
flows to perform logic and have events trigger the flows via processes without writing code.

To launch a flow from a process, you must create and activate the flow. The flow must be
autolaunched.

1. Enter a name for this action.

This text appears on the canvas and helps you differentiate this action from others in your
process. The name truncates to fit on the canvas.

2. For Flow, search for and select the flow that you want to launch from this process.

Only active, autolaunched flows are available.

3. Optionally, click Add Row to set values for the flow’s variables.

Start typing the name of the flow variable whose value you want to set, or

click  to select a flow variable from the dropdown list.

You can set values for any variables in the flow that allow input access.

Flow
Variable

Note: However, for a text, picklist, or multi-select picklist variable
that isn’t a collection, a value of null is converted to an empty string
in the flow.

Select the type of value that you want to set. For example, select String to
manually enter the values for a Text collection variable, or select Reference
to use the value of a record for a record variable.

Type

Set a value for the flow variable.Value

• For collection variables, use the text entry field to specify a value. The
value must match the collection variable's data type.

• For record variables, use the field picker to select an ID field. The ID must
correspond to a record whose object type matches the record variable’s
object.
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• For record collection variables, use the field picker to select a related list. The selected records’ object
type must match the record collection variable’s object. For example, populate an record collection
variable with all child contact records associated with the account that started the process.

Note:  If the related list is empty when the flow tries to populate the record collection variable
with field values from those records, the process fails.

4. Save the action.

Send an Email from a Process

EDITIONS

Available in: both Salesforce
Classic and Lightning
Experience

Available in: Essentials,
Professional, Enterprise,
Performance, Unlimited,
and Developer Editions

USER PERMISSIONS

To create, edit, or view
processes:
• Manage Flow

AND

View All Data

Easily send an email from a process by using an email alert. Email alerts are configured outside of
the Process Builder and contain the standard text, list of recipients, and template for an email.

Before you begin:

• Make sure that the email alert you want to call from your process exists. If not, create the email
alert on page 3360.

• Understand the daily limits for emails sent from email alerts.

You can use only email alerts that are associated with the same object that the process is associated
with. The record that started the process is used as the starting point for any merge fields that are
used in the email alert.

After you’ve created an action and selected “Email Alerts” for the type, fill in the relevant fields to
add the action to your process.

1. Enter a name for this action.

This text appears on the canvas and helps you differentiate this action from others in your
process. The name truncates to fit on the canvas.

2. For Email Alert, type two or more letters to search for the email alert that you want to
use to send an email.

3. Save the action.
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Send a Custom Notification from a Process

EDITIONS

Available in: both Salesforce
Classic and Lightning
Experience

Available in: Essentials,
Professional, Enterprise,
Performance, Unlimited,
and Developer Editions

USER PERMISSIONS

To create, edit, or view
processes:
• Manage Flow

AND

View All Data

Send customized notifications when important events occur. Alert an account owner if a new
support case is logged while trying to close a deal, or send a notification for a workflow built entirely
with custom objects. Add recipients and content to your custom notification, then add it to your
process.

Before you begin, make sure that the notification type you want to call from your process exists. If
not, create a custom notification type.

After you’ve created an action and selected Send Custom Notification for the type, fill in the
relevant fields to add the action to your process.

1. Enter an easily recognizable name for this action.

The name appears on the canvas and helps you differentiate this action from others in your
process. The name truncates to fit on the canvas.

2. Select a notification type.

3. Select a recipient category, and designate or find a recipient ID.

• Current User — The user who initiated the record change, platform event, or process that
triggered the process. This option is useful for confirmation notifications, such as a successful
submission of a form.

• Find User — The user who receives the notification each time this action is executed.

• User Field from a Record — A user referenced via UserId on the record that initiated the process or on a related record.

• Find Group — All users in the group that receives the notification each time this action is executed.

• Find Queue — All users in the queue that receives the notification each time this action is executed.

• Account Field from a Record — All users on the account team for an account referenced via AccountId on the record that initiated
the process or on a related record. This option is available if you’ve enabled account teams for your org.

• Opportunity Field from a Record — All users on the opportunity team for an opportunity referenced via OpportunityId on the
record that initiated the process or a related record. This option is available if you’ve enabled team selling for your org.

• Owner Field from a Record — An owner or queue referenced via OwnerId on the record that initiated the process or a related
record. With this option, you can send a notification to all record owners, regardless of whether the owner is an individual owner
or a queue.

4. Write a helpful notification title and body using text and merge fields.

Note:  The content of custom push notifications depends on the Display full content push notifications setting. If full content
push notifications are not enabled, only the notification title is sent.

5. Save the action.
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Send a Survey Invitation from a Process

EDITIONS

Available in: both Salesforce
Classic and Lightning
Experience

Available in: Developer,
Enterprise, Performance,
and Unlimited Editions.

USER PERMISSIONS

To create, edit, or view
processes:
• Manage Flow

AND

View All Data

Send an email invitation containing the link to a particular survey question or to launch a survey.

After you select Send Survey Invitation as the action, fill in the relevant fields.

1. Enter a name for this action.

This text appears on the canvas and helps you differentiate this action from others in your
process. The name truncates to fit on the canvas.

2. Select an active survey.

3. Select a question or the survey link.

Note:  You can send email invitations for questions of the following types: Like or Dislike,
Net Promoter Score (NPS), Rating, and Score.

4. Select the email template used to send the invitation.

Important:  The available templates depend on whether you choose to send a question
or the survey link.

5. Select the recipient type.

You can only send survey invitations to leads, contacts, and users in your org.

6. Select the recipient based on the object that's associated with the process.

7. Select your invitation settings.

8. Click Save.

Example: If you want to send an invitation to a case's contact, select Case as the object for the process, Contact as the recipient
type, and Contact ID as the recipient.

SEE ALSO:

Customize the Survey Invitation Email Templates
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Submit a Record for Approval from a Process

EDITIONS

Available in: both Salesforce
Classic and Lightning
Experience

Available in: Enterprise,
Performance, Unlimited,
and Developer Editions

USER PERMISSIONS

To create, edit, or view
processes:
• Manage Flow

AND

View All Data

Submit the record that started the process for approval.

After you’ve created an action and selected “Submit for Approval” for the type, fill in the relevant
fields to add the action to your process.

Only the record that started the process is submitted. You can’t submit any related records for
approval.

1. Enter a name for this action.

This text appears on the canvas and helps you differentiate this action from others in your
process. The name truncates to fit on the canvas.

2. For Approval Process, indicate whether to submit the record through the default
approval process or through a specific approval process.

The process fails if:

• The record is submitted to the default approval process, and there are no active approval
processes for the record’s object type.

• The record is submitted to the default approval process, and it doesn’t meet the criteria for
any of the approval processes for the record’s object type.

• The record is submitted to a specific approval process, and it doesn’t meet the entry criteria.

3. To submit the record to a specific approval process:

a. Search for and select the approval process.

b. Indicate whether to skip the entry criteria for the approval process.

4. For Submitter, identify who receives notifications about the approval request.

DescriptionValue

The user who triggered the process by creating or editing a record.Current User

The user ID that’s stored in a field value on the record that’s being submitted for approval or another
record.

User Field from a Record

A specific user in your organization.Other User

If the submitter isn’t an allowed initial submitter on the approval process that runs, the process fails. Make sure that the initial
submitters for the approval processes that are related to this object include all users who could trigger this process. For details about
setting the initial submitters for an approval process, see Create an Approval Process with the Standard Wizard on page 3383.

Any user with the "Modify All" permission to the object is allowed to submit a record for approval. They are permitted to submit the
record, even if they aren’t listed as initial submitter.

5. If necessary, enter submission comments. Don’t reference merge fields or formula expressions.

Submission comments appear in the approval history for the specified record. This text also appears in the initial approval request
email if the template uses the {!ApprovalRequest.Comments}  merge field.

6. Save the action.
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Update Records from a Process

EDITIONS

Available in: both Salesforce
Classic and Lightning
Experience

Available in: Essentials,
Professional, Enterprise,
Performance, Unlimited,
and Developer Editions

USER PERMISSIONS

To create, edit, or view
processes:
• Manage Flow

AND

View All Data

Update one or more records that are related to the record that started the process by manually
entering values or by using the values from related records.

After you’ve created an action and selected “Update Records” for the action type, fill in the relevant
fields to add the action to your process. The records’ Last Modified By  field is set to the
user who started the process by creating or editing a record.

1. Enter a name for this action.

This text appears on the canvas and helps you differentiate this action from others in your
process. The name truncates to fit on the canvas.

2. For Record Type, select the record or records that you need to update, and then click
Choose.

You can update only the record that started the process or records that are related to it. For
example, you can reference [Case].ContactId, but not
[Case].Contact.AccountId.

• To update the record that started the process, click the appropriate radio button. For
example, if your process is based on a case record, click next to Select the Case record
that started your process.

• To update a record that’s related to the record that started the process, click the appropriate radio button and select one of the
field names in the drop-down list.

If you select a field that ends in “ID,” you’re selecting a single record. This field name corresponds to a lookup field on the original
record. For details on lookup fields, see Custom Field Types.

For example, if a case record started the process and you select Account Id, this action updates the account that’s associated
with the case.
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If you select a plural item that doesn’t end in “ID,” you’re updating all the records of that object type that are related to the record
that started the process. This plural item corresponds to child records of the original record, which might appear in a related list
on the original record.

For example, if you select CaseComments, this action updates all the case comments that are related to the case.

• To update fields on a related record, click on a field with  next to it (ending in “ID”) to access that record’s fields.

For example, let’s say that, for a process that evaluates a case record (1), you want to update all contacts that are related to the

case’s parent account. Click Account ID (2), then Contacts (3), and then Choose.
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3. Optionally, specify conditions to filter the records you’re updating.

For example, if your process updates the status of a parent case, specify conditions so that you won’t update the parent case if its
status is set to On Hold.

Note:  When you define conditions for updating records, you can’t:

• Reference a Long Text Area field

• Reference a Rich Text field

• Reference a child record’s related fields

For example, you can reference [Case].ContactId, but not [Case].Contact.AccountId.

When you define multiple filters, the filter logic usually defaults to AND. However, if multiple filters have the same field
selected and use the equals operator, the filters are combined with OR. For example, your filters check whether a case’s
Type equals Problem (1), Type equals Feature Request (2), and Escalated equals true (3). At run time, the filters are combined
to (1 OR 2) AND 3.

If you’re updating the record that started the process, Process Builder adds an implicit filter for you in the background:
[Object].Id equals myCurrentVariable.Id. If you add filter criteria that set the record’s ID to a value
using the equals operator, at runtime the [Object].Id equals  filters are combined using OR filter logic. For
example, you update the case that started the process and add this filter: [Case].Id equals 500D00000044XgV.
At runtime, your filter is combined with the implicit filter ([Case].Id equals myCurrentVariable.Id) with
OR.

a. Select Updated records meet all conditions.

b. Set the conditions that you want to use to filter the updated records.

Select the field whose value you want to evaluate.Field

The available operators depend on the field’s data type.Operator

The available value types depend on the field’ data type. See Process Builder Value Types on page 3482 for details.Type

Identify the value that you want to evaluate the field for.Value
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For example, if your process updates account records, you can choose to update only accounts with an annual revenue (1)
greater than (2) $1,000,000 (3).

4. Specify the new field values.

Select the field whose value you want to set. To filter the drop-down list, type the name of the field.

You can assign values to fields only on the record or records that you identified in the Object  field. Use a separate
Update Records action to update fields on related records.

Field

Select the type of value that you want to use. The available types depend on the field that you’ve selected.Type

Set a value for the field. For example, if you select a Formula value type, click Build a formula... to create a formula
value for the field.

Value

5. Save the action.

Call Apex Code from a Process

EDITIONS

Available in: both Salesforce
Classic (not available in all
orgs) and Lightning
Experience

Available in: Enterprise,
Performance, Unlimited,
and Developer Editions

USER PERMISSIONS

To create, edit, or view
processes:
• Manage Flow

AND

View All Data

Add customized functionality to your process by calling Apex from the process.

After you’ve created an action and selected “Apex” for the type, fill in the relevant fields to add the
action to your process.

Important:  To use this action in a process, ask your developer to annotate the appropriate
method with @InvocableMethod. For details, see “InvocableMethod  Annotation”
in the Apex Developer Guide.

The Apex class and the process are executed by the user whose action triggered the process.

1. Enter a name for this action.

This text appears on the canvas and helps you differentiate this action from others in your
process. The name truncates to fit on the canvas.

2. Choose an Apex class by entering the name of the class to filter results or select a class from
the drop-down list.

3. If the class includes an invocable variable, you can manually enter values or reference field
values from a related record.

The value must match the variable’s data type. You can set values for sObject and primitive
type list variables only.

• To set values for sObject variables and sObject list values, reference an object’s related
records, for example, all child contact records associated with the Account object that started the process.
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• To set a value for a primitive list variable (String, Integer, Time, and so on), select the String value type and enter a value in the
text input field. You can’t pass multiple values to lists.

4. Click Save.

Note:  If you define an Apex action in your process and then modify the Apex class by adding a standard field reference (for
example, User.Phone), the Apex action is no longer visible in the process and must be added again.

Execute Actions for Multiple Criteria

EDITIONS

Available in: both Salesforce
Classic and Lightning
Experience

Available in: Essentials,
Professional, Enterprise,
Performance, Unlimited,
and Developer Editions

USER PERMISSIONS

To create, edit, or view
processes:
• Manage Flow

AND

View All Data

Choose whether to stop or continue your process after specific criteria are met and associated
actions execute.

For each criteria node and associated action group, choose whether to stop the process after
executing the actions or to continue the process and evaluate the next criteria node.

Important:  When a process continues to the next criteria node, it evaluates the values that
the record had at the beginning of the process. For example:

1. The status of a case is New.

2. The case is edited.

3. The process evaluates Criteria 1. The conditions are met, so the process updates the case’s
status to Escalated.

4. The process evaluates Criteria 2 using the record values from step 2.

If you want a process to react to changes that occur in the process, select the advanced option
in the object node.

1. Make sure you’ve defined the next criteria and that your action group includes only immediate
actions. You can’t evaluate the next criteria when an action group contains scheduled actions.

2. To change what happens after actions execute, click STOP (1) or EVALUATE THE NEXT
CRITERIA (2). Initially, each action group is set to stop after executing actions.
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3. Save your changes, and your choice appears on the canvas.

SEE ALSO:

Reevaluate Records in the Process Builder

Process Management

EDITIONS

Available in: both Salesforce
Classic and Lightning
Experience

Available in: Essentials,
Professional, Enterprise,
Performance, Unlimited,
and Developer Editions

USER PERMISSIONS

To manage processes:
• Manage Flow

AND

View All Data

Process Builder allows you to see and manage all your processes in one place.

Important: Starting in Summer ’23, we’re blocking the creation of processes. You can still
activate, deactivate, and edit any existing processes. To test and create processes for use in
managed packages, developer orgs still allow you to create processes. For new automations,
use flows.

To manage a process, from Setup, enter Builder  in the Quick Find box, then select Process
Builder.

From the process management page, you can:

• Create a process

• Edit a process

• Delete an inactive process

• See the status of your existing processes

• Sort your processes by name, description, object, last modified date, or status

When you open a process, you can:

• Clone the process

• Activate or deactivate the process
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• Edit the process properties

From the list of paused flow interviews in Setup, you can:

• Monitor scheduled actions that haven’t yet been executed

• Delete groups of scheduled actions that you no longer need to wait for

Process Status

EDITIONS

Available in: both Salesforce
Classic and Lightning
Experience

Available in: Essentials,
Professional, Enterprise,
Performance, Unlimited,
and Developer Editions

Each process has a status that determines whether the process can be edited, activated, or deleted.

Editable?DescriptionStatus

NoThe process has been activated.

You can’t make changes to an active process. However, you can
clone it. Make any necessary changes to the cloned process and
then activate it. Don’t forget to deactivate the original process if
appropriate.

Active

YesThe process is inactive and can be activated.Inactive

Clone a Process

EDITIONS

Available in: both Salesforce
Classic and Lightning
Experience

Available in: Essentials,
Professional, Enterprise,
Performance, Unlimited,
and Developer Editions

USER PERMISSIONS

To create, edit, or view
processes:
• Manage Flow

AND

View All Data

If you want to make changes to an existing process, save a clone of that process. You can save the
clone as either a new inactive process with its own version history, or as a new inactive version of
the existing process.

To make changes to an active process, you have a few options.

• Deactivate it, make changes, and then reactivate it.

• Clone it as an inactive version, make changes, and then activate the new version. The original
version is automatically deactivated.

• Clone it as a new inactive process, make changes and then activate it. The original process is
not automatically deactivated, so consider whether it’s appropriate for both processes to be
active.

You can create up to 50 versions of a process, but only one version of a given process can be active.

1. From Setup, enter Builder  in the Quick Find  box, then select Process Builder.

2. Open the process or process version that you want to activate.

3. Click Clone.

4. You can create a version of the current process or a completely new process with its own version
history.

5. Enter a name, API name, and description.

6. Click Save.
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Activate a Process

EDITIONS

Available in: both Salesforce
Classic and Lightning
Experience

Available in: Essentials,
Professional, Enterprise,
Performance, Unlimited,
and Developer Editions

USER PERMISSIONS

To activate or deactivate
processes:
• Manage Flow

AND

View All Data

AND

Customize Application

Salesforce doesn’t start using a new or revised process to evaluate records until you activate it.

After you activate a process, you can no longer edit it. However, you can click Clone to save the
process as a new inactive process.

You can’t activate a process unless it has:

• At least one defined criteria node

• At least one defined immediate or scheduled action

1. From Setup, enter Builder  in the Quick Find  box, then select Process Builder.

2. Open the process version that you want to activate.

3. Click Activate.

If you activate a version of a process that already has an active version, the previously active
version is automatically deactivated. To see that version later, refer to the process’s version
history.

After you’ve activated your process, consider creating or editing test records that will start the
process to make sure it’s working correctly. If you do, remember to delete those test records or
return them to their previous values once you’ve confirmed that your process works as designed.

If you later want Salesforce to stop using a process to evaluate records as they’re created or edited,
open the active process and click Deactivate.

Delete a Process Version

EDITIONS

Available in: both Salesforce
Classic and Lightning
Experience

Available in: Essentials,
Professional, Enterprise,
Performance, Unlimited,
and Developer Editions

USER PERMISSIONS

To delete processes:
• Manage Flow

AND

View All Data

If you no longer need to use a process version that you’ve defined, delete it.

To delete an active process, you must first deactivate it. You can’t delete process versions with an
Active status. If another process references your invocable process, you can’t delete the invocable
process. If a process has any scheduled actions, it can’t be deleted until those pending actions have
been executed or deleted.

1. In Setup, enter Builder  in the Quick Find box, then select Process Builder.

2. Next to the appropriate process, click  to view all versions.

3. For the version that you want to delete, click Delete.

If your process has only one version and you delete that version, the entire process is deleted.

4. Click OK.
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Monitor Your Processes’ Pending Scheduled Actions

EDITIONS

Available in: both Salesforce
Classic and Lightning
Experience

Available in: Essentials,
Professional, Enterprise,
Performance, Unlimited,
and Developer Editions

USER PERMISSIONS

To see unexecuted
scheduled actions:
• View Setup and

Configuration

You can check which of your processes are waiting to execute scheduled actions.

1. From Setup, enter Flow  in the Quick Find box, then select Paused And Failed Flow
Interviews.

If Paused Flow Interviews isn’t available as its own page, select Flows and scroll down to the
list of paused interviews.

2. Create a view to see scheduled actions in the list of paused interviews.

We recommend displaying these fields.

• Flow API Name  or Flow Name—Contains the process name.

• Paused Date—When the schedule started for the action group.

• Current Element—Identifies the group of scheduled actions that the process is
waiting to execute.

The format of a Current Element value is myWait_myRule_N, where N  is the
number of the associated criteria and action group. For example, myWait_myRule_2
indicates that the scheduled action is associated with the second criteria node in the process.

• Type—Processes that are waiting to execute scheduled actions are of type Record Change
Process.

SEE ALSO:

Delete Unexecuted Scheduled Actions

Delete Unexecuted Scheduled Actions

EDITIONS

Available in: both Salesforce
Classic and Lightning
Experience

Available in: Essentials,
Professional, Enterprise,
Performance, Unlimited,
and Developer Editions

USER PERMISSIONS

To delete unexecuted
scheduled actions:
• Manage Flow

If you no longer want to execute a process’s scheduled actions, you can delete them from the list
of paused flow interviews in Setup.

1. From Setup, enter Flow  in the Quick Find box, then select Paused Flow Interviews.

If Paused Flow Interviews isn’t available as its own page, select Flows and scroll down to the
list of paused interviews.

2. In the Flow API Name or Flow Name column, find the process whose scheduled actions you
want to delete.

3. For each unexecuted group of scheduled actions that you want to delete, click Del, or click 
and select Delete.

SEE ALSO:

Monitor Your Processes’ Pending Scheduled Actions
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Troubleshoot Processes

EDITIONS

Available in: both Salesforce
Classic and Lightning
Experience

Available in: Essentials,
Professional, Enterprise,
Performance, Unlimited,
and Developer Editions

Use the error messages that appear in the Process Builder and the emails you receive when a process
fails to help solve problems that arise when you’re working with processes. When all else fails, look
at the Apex debug logs for your processes.

Common Reasons Why Processes Fail

Here are some common design problems that cause processes to fail.

Errors in the Process Builder

The API names for criteria nodes and actions are created in the background. When you create
or update processes, you might see error messages that reference those names to help you
identify specifically where the problem occurred.

What Happens When a Process Fails?

When a user does something that triggers a process, such as create a record, and the process fails, the user gets an error message.
The error message includes the process name, error ID, and sometimes technical information that the user can give to you, the
Salesforce admin. You can use the error ID to locate the detailed error email that is sent when the process failed.

Troubleshoot Processes with Apex Debug Logs

Use debug logs to find detailed information about your running processes after they finish running. For example, investigate why
a process doesn’t to trigger when a record meets the process’s criteria, or explore the sequence of processes being executed.

Send Alerts When a Screen Flow Fails

To save time troubleshooting screen flows that fail, subscribe to the Flow Execution Error Event platform event. When a flow interview
fails, Salesforce publishes a platform event message. In Process Builder, you can subscribe to the platform event and perform actions,
such as posting to Chatter or sending custom notifications.

SEE ALSO:

Common Reasons Why Processes Fail

Common Reasons Why Processes Fail

EDITIONS

Available in: both Salesforce
Classic and Lightning
Experience

Available in: Essentials,
Professional, Enterprise,
Performance, Unlimited,
and Developer Editions

Here are some common design problems that cause processes to fail.

• A user creates or edits a person account. An Account-based process evaluates the record. The
process’s criteria node references an account field, for example, [Account].Name Equals
Acme.

• The process references a field that hasn’t been set. For example, you reference
[Contact].Account.Description  in your process. If the Account lookup field isn’t
set on the contact, the process fails because it doesn’t know which account to reference.

The workarounds for this issue depend on where the reference exists in the process.

– If you reference it in filter conditions, add another filter condition that checks whether the
lookup field is set. You can do the same workaround if it’s referenced in a formula, for
example, [Contact].AccountId Is null False.
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– Otherwise, consider making the fields required.

SEE ALSO:

Troubleshoot Processes

Errors in the Process Builder

What Happens When a Process Fails?

Errors in the Process Builder

EDITIONS

Available in: both Salesforce
Classic and Lightning
Experience

Available in: Essentials,
Professional, Enterprise,
Performance, Unlimited,
and Developer Editions

The API names for criteria nodes and actions are created in the background. When you create or
update processes, you might see error messages that reference those names to help you identify
specifically where the problem occurred.

DescriptionAPI Name

field  is the name of the field that’s referenced.
myVariable_current  refers to the field values that
the record had when it started the process.

For example, myVariable_current.Id  corresponds
to the record’s field value for Id  when the record started
the process.

myVariable_current.field

field  is the name of the field that’s referenced.
myVariable_old  refers to the most recent previous
values of the record that started the process.

For example, myVariable_old.Id  corresponds to the
record’s field value for Id  immediately before the record
started the process.

myVariable_old.field

Example:

The element has an invalid reference to “myVariable_current.AnnualRevenue”.

myVariable_current.AnnualRevenue  refers to the value for the field AnnualRevenue  when the record started
the process.

Note:  Error or warning messages might refer to a “flow” instead of a “process.” Those messages still apply to your process.

SEE ALSO:

Common Reasons Why Processes Fail
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What Happens When a Process Fails?

EDITIONS

Available in: both Salesforce
Classic and Lightning
Experience

Available in: Essentials,
Professional, Enterprise,
Performance, Unlimited,
and Developer Editions

When a user does something that triggers a process, such as create a record, and the process fails,
the user gets an error message. The error message includes the process name, error ID, and
sometimes technical information that the user can give to you, the Salesforce admin. You can use
the error ID to locate the detailed error email that is sent when the process failed.

The email includes the element that failed, the error message from that failure, and details about
the criteria and actions that the process tried to execute. The subject line is Error Occurred
During Flow “Process_Name”: Error.

Example:

Error Occurred During Flow "Opportunity_Management": No
applicable approval process was found.
// The error occurred when the LeadConvertEmail process was
triggered.
An error occurred at element myRule_1_A1 (FlowActionCall).
No applicable approval process was found.
// The error occurred at the first action (A1) that’s
associated with the
// first criteria node (myRule_1).

Flow Details
Flow Name: Opportunity_Management
Type: Workflow
Version: 3
Status: Active
Org: Acme (00DR00000000o82)
// The user triggered version 3 of the Opportunity_Management
process.

Flow Interview Details
Interview Label: Opportunity_Management-3_Opportunity
Current User: Madison Rigsby (0051a000000qJXL)
Start time: 2/2/2017 11:21 AM
Duration: 0 seconds
// The process was triggered by user Madison Rigsby.

How the Interview Started
Madison Rigsby (0051a000000qJXL) started the flow interview.
Some of this flow's variables were set when the interview
started.
myVariable_old = 0061a00000D3ibfAAB
myVariable_current = 0061a00000D3ibfAAB

ASSIGNMENT: myVariable_waitStartTimeAssignment
{!myVariable_waitStartTimeVariable} Equals
{!Flow.CurrentDateTime}
Result
{!myVariable_waitStartTimeVariable} = "2/2/2017 11:21 AM"

DECISION: myDecision
Executed this outcome: myRule_1
Outcome conditions: and
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1. {!myVariable_current.StageName} (Proposal/Price Quote) Equals Proposal/Price Quote
Logic: All conditions must be true (AND)
// The first criteria node (myRule_1) checks whether the opportunity’s StageName
// is “Proposal/Price Quote”. It is, so the process moves on to execute the associated
// actions.

SUBMIT FOR APPROVAL: myRule_1_A1
Inputs:
objectId = {!myVariable_current.Id} (0061a00000D3ibfAAB)
comment = null
Error Occurred: No applicable approval process was found.
// The process tries to execute the first associated action.
// The action fails because no approval processes exist that
// the record can be submitted to. Maybe the org doesn’t include
// any active Opportunity approval processes. Or maybe it does, but the
// record doesn’t meet the entry criteria for any of them.
Salesforce Error ID: 593281227-1030 (-1996259564)

SEE ALSO:

Control Who Receives Flow and Process Error Emails

Common Reasons Why Processes Fail

Send Alerts When a Screen Flow Fails

Troubleshoot Processes with Apex Debug Logs

EDITIONS

Available in: both Salesforce
Classic and Lightning
Experience

Available in: Essentials,
Professional, Enterprise,
Performance, Unlimited,
and Developer Editions

Use debug logs to find detailed information about your running processes after they finish running.
For example, investigate why a process doesn’t to trigger when a record meets the process’s criteria,
or explore the sequence of processes being executed.

Tip: Make sure that your filters include FINER events in the WORKFLOW category. For details,
see Debug Log Levels.

When using debug logs to troubleshoot a process, consider the following.

• Processes created in the Process Builder appear as flows and workflow rules in debug logs. The
generated names have some resemblance to the process names, but they don’t map one-to-one.

• Record change processes appear as flows of type Workflow. Invocable processes appear as
flows of type InvocableProcess. Event processes appear as flows of type CustomEvent.

• Immediate actions that are executed in a block are strung together in the flow. If one action fails in the middle, then the following
actions aren’t executed.

• Scheduled actions are executed after a FLOW_WAIT  element. The actions are executed similarly to immediate actions after the
process resumes.

• WF_CRITERIA_BEGIN  and WF_CRITERIA_END  refer to the workflow rule criteria that are always set to true and not the
criteria defined in your process.

• Here’s how elements in the Process Builder correspond to flow debug events.
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Flow Debug EventProcess Builder
Element

FLOW_RULE_...Criteria

FLOW_ELEMENT_...Create a Record

FLOW_ELEMENT_...Update Records

FLOW_ACTIONCALL_...Post to Chatter

FLOW_ACTIONCALL_...Submit for Approval

FLOW_ACTIONCALL_...Email Alerts

FLOW_ACTIONCALL_...Flows

FLOW_ACTIONCALL_...Processes

FLOW_ACTIONCALL_...Apex

FLOW_WAIT_...Schedule

Example: Debugging Immediate Actions

This example covers a process with an immediate Post to Chatter action.

Here’s what you can tell from this first snippet.

• The process is triggered by a lead named “Madison Rigby”.

• The name of the process is Hello_World. The number appended to the name is the process version’s ID:
301R000000009n0.

• The process is set to trigger when a record is created (ON_CREATE_ONLY).

10:11:26.594 (595241802)|EXECUTION_STARTED
10:11:26.594 (595255829)|CODE_UNIT_STARTED|[EXTERNAL]|Workflow:Lead
10:11:26.594 (685753138)|WF_RULE_EVAL_BEGIN|Workflow
10:11:26.594 (686312384)|WF_CRITERIA_BEGIN|

[Lead: Ms. Madison Rigsby 00QR0000001HqC4]|Hello_World301R000000009n0|
01QR00000000Nz8|ON_CREATE_ONLY|0

In this snippet, the process compares the record’s current values to the values it had before it was changed.
myVariable_current  contains all the record’s current field values. myVariable_old  contains all the field values of
the record immediately before it was changed. In this example,myVariable_old  has no values (null), because the process is
evaluating a newly created lead.

10:11:26.594 (688919502)|WF_FORMULA|
Formula:ENCODED:[treatNullAsNull]true|Values:

10:11:26.594 (689128428)|WF_CRITERIA_END|
true

10:11:26.594 (695758445)|WF_SPOOL_ACTION_BEGIN|
Workflow

10:11:26.594 (714823342)|WF_ACTION|
Flow Trigger: 1;

10:11:26.594 (714900811)|WF_RULE_EVAL_END
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10:11:26.594 (719777561)|WF_FLOW_ACTION_BEGIN|
09LR000000005Td10:11:26.594 (720281142)|WF_FLOW_ACTION_DETAIL|
09LR000000005Td|[Lead: Ms. Madison Rigsby 00QR0000001HqC4]|Id=09LR000000005Td|
CurrentRule:Hello_World301R000000009n0 (Id=01QR00000000Nz8)

10:11:26.722 (722465931)|FLOW_CREATE_INTERVIEW_BEGIN|
00DR00000000o82|300R00000004PQB|301R000000009n0

10:11:26.722 (740702983)|FLOW_CREATE_INTERVIEW_END|
2416dcc6212273331b3d50a38a161dd464e3e-7fdd|Hello World

10:11:26.594 (748183550)|WF_FLOW_ACTION_DETAIL|
Param Name: myVariable_current,
Param Value: ENCODED:{![treatNullAsNull]{!ID:this}},
Evaluated Param Value: {Entity type: Lead, id: 00QR0000001HqC4MAK}|

Param Name: myVariable_old,
Param Value: {!old},
Evaluated Param Value: null

When the process started:

• This instance of the process starts with the FLOW_START_INTERVIEW_BEGIN  event.

• Each FLOW_START_INTERVIEW_LIMIT_USAGE  event displays the usage of a given limit when the process started.
In this example, the transaction hasn't done anything that counts toward a limit.

• A handful of variables are set. The process uses these variables to perform logic later.

– myVariable_old  is set to nothing because the record didn't exist before this transaction.

– myVariable_current  is set to the current values of the lead record.

– myVariable_waitStartTimeVariable  is set to the current time.

10:11:26.750 (750700361)|FLOW_START_INTERVIEWS_BEGIN|1
10:11:26.750 (751285739)|FLOW_START_INTERVIEW_BEGIN|

2416dcc6212273331b3d50a38a161dd464e3e-7fdd|
Hello World

10:11:26.750 (751341782)|FLOW_START_INTERVIEW_LIMIT_USAGE|
SOQL queries: 0 out of 100

10:11:26.750 (751367432)|FLOW_START_INTERVIEW_LIMIT_USAGE|
SOQL query rows: 0 out of 50000

10:11:26.750 (751384035)|FLOW_START_INTERVIEW_LIMIT_USAGE|
SOSL queries: 0 out of 20

10:11:26.750 (751397896)|FLOW_START_INTERVIEW_LIMIT_USAGE|
DML statements: 0 out of 150

10:11:26.750 (751412225)|FLOW_START_INTERVIEW_LIMIT_USAGE|
DML rows: 0 out of 10000

10:11:26.750 (751427529)|FLOW_START_INTERVIEW_LIMIT_USAGE|
CPU time in ms: 0 out of 15000

10:11:26.750 (751472968)|FLOW_START_INTERVIEW_LIMIT_USAGE|
Heap size in bytes: 0 out of 6000000

10:11:26.750 (751490226)|FLOW_START_INTERVIEW_LIMIT_USAGE|
Callouts: 0 out of 100

10:11:26.750 (751505266)|FLOW_START_INTERVIEW_LIMIT_USAGE|
Email invocations: 0 out of 10

10:11:26.750 (751519128)|FLOW_START_INTERVIEW_LIMIT_USAGE|
Future calls: 0 out of 50

10:11:26.750 (751533892)|FLOW_START_INTERVIEW_LIMIT_USAGE|
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Jobs in queue: 0 out of 50
10:11:26.750 (751547542)|FLOW_START_INTERVIEW_LIMIT_USAGE|

Push notifications: 0 out of 10
10:11:26.750 (752380627)|FLOW_VALUE_ASSIGNMENT|

2416dcc6212273331b3d50a38a161dd464e3e-7fdd|
myVariable_old|

10:11:26.750 (754872639)|FLOW_VALUE_ASSIGNMENT|
2416dcc6212273331b3d50a38a161dd464e3e-7fdd|
myVariable_current|
{LastModifiedDate=2018-02-28 18:11:26, Company=Acme Wireless, Email=null,
HasOptedOutOfFax=false, Latitude=null, MobilePhone=null, Industry=Apparel,
CreatedById=005R0000000J01RIAS, Street=null, PhotoUrl=null,
ConvertedOpportunityId=null, MasterRecordId=null,
LastModifiedByID=005R0000000J01RIAS, Status=Contacted, IsDeleted=false,
ConvertedAccountId=null, IsConverted=false, HasOptedOutOfEmail=false,
LastViewedDate=null, City=null, Longitude=null, LeadSource=External Referral,
CreatedByID=005R0000000J01RIAS, GeocodeAccuracy=null, State=null,
CreatedDate=2018-02-28 18:11:26, Country=null, Id=00QR0000001HqC4MAK,
LastName=Rigsby, AnnualRevenue=500000.0, Jigsaw=null, EmailBouncedDate=null,
Description=null, ConvertedDate=null, DoNotCall=false, Rating=null,
PostalCode=null, Website=null, LastReferencedDate=null, NumberOfEmployees=5,
Salutation=Ms., ConvertedContactId=null, OwnerId=005R0000000J01RIAS,
Phone=null, EmailBouncedReason=null, FirstName=Madison, IsUnreadByOwner=true,
Title=null, SystemModstamp=2018-02-28 18:11:26, LastActivityDate=null,
Fax=null, LastModifiedById=005R0000000J01RIAS,
LastTransferDate=2018-02-28 18:11:26, JigsawContactId=null}

10:11:26.750 (755116990)|FLOW_ELEMENT_BEGIN|
2416dcc6212273331b3d50a38a161dd464e3e-7fdd|
FlowAssignment|myVariable_waitStartTimeAssignment

10:11:26.750 (755457410)|FLOW_ASSIGNMENT_DETAIL|
2416dcc6212273331b3d50a38a161dd464e3e-7fdd|
myVariable_waitStartTimeVariable|ASSIGN|2/28/2018, 10:11 AM

10:11:26.750 (756105710)|FLOW_VALUE_ASSIGNMENT|

2416dcc6212273331b3d50a38a161dd464e3e-7fdd|myVariable_waitStartTimeVariable|2018-02-28T18:11:27Z
10:11:26.750 (756182849)|FLOW_ELEMENT_END|

2416dcc6212273331b3d50a38a161dd464e3e-7fdd|
FlowAssignment|myVariable_waitStartTimeAssignment

The process evaluates the first criteria.

In debug logs, a process criteria node is represented by a FLOW_RULE_DETAIL  event. myRule_1 corresponds to the first
criteria node in the process. Because the result of myRule_1  is true, the process executes the actions associated with the first
criteria.

10:11:26.750 (757306870)|FLOW_ELEMENT_BEGIN|
2416dcc6212273331b3d50a38a161dd464e3e-7fdd|
FlowDecision|myDecision

10:11:26.750 (757582110)|FLOW_RULE_DETAIL|
2416dcc6212273331b3d50a38a161dd464e3e-7fdd|
myRule_1|true

10:11:26.750 (757616076)|FLOW_VALUE_ASSIGNMENT|
2416dcc6212273331b3d50a38a161dd464e3e-7fdd|
myRule_1|true

10:11:26.750 (757683580)|FLOW_ELEMENT_END|
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2416dcc6212273331b3d50a38a161dd464e3e-7fdd|
FlowDecision|myDecision

In this snippet, the immediate actions for the first criteria are executed. In the name myRule_1_A1, “A1” indicates that this
element corresponds to the first action in the action group, which creates a task. The FLOW_BULK_ELEMENT_LIMIT_USAGE
events indicate that the action increased the transaction's usage count toward two limits: the number of DML statements issued
and the number DML rows processed.

10:11:26.750 (1898050716)|FLOW_ELEMENT_BEGIN|
68211d9d9f918ee32db47d21247161de215ce5-7d38|
FlowRecordCreate|myRule_1_A1

10:11:26.750 (1898121764)|FLOW_ELEMENT_DEFERRED|
FlowRecordCreate|myRule_1_A1

10:11:26.750 (1898261705)|FLOW_ELEMENT_END|
68211d9d9f918ee32db47d21247161de215ce5-7d38|
FlowRecordCreate|myRule_1_A1

10:11:26.750 (1345712687)|FLOW_START_INTERVIEW_END|
68211d9d9f918ee32db47d21247161de215ce5-7d38|Hello World

10:11:26.750 (1898350543)|FLOW_BULK_ELEMENT_BEGIN|
FlowRecordCreate|myRule_1_A1

10:11:26.750 (1928183118)|FLOW_BULK_ELEMENT_DETAIL|
FlowRecordCreate|myRule_1_A1|1

10:11:26.750 (2267557291)|FLOW_VALUE_ASSIGNMENT|
68211d9d9f918ee32db47d21247161de215ce5-7d38|
myRule_1_A1|true

10:11:26.750 (2267878414)|FLOW_BULK_ELEMENT_LIMIT_USAGE|
1 DML statements, total 1 out of 150

10:11:26.750 (2267929106)|FLOW_BULK_ELEMENT_LIMIT_USAGE|
1 DML rows, total 1 out of 10000

10:11:26.750 (2268002776)|FLOW_BULK_ELEMENT_END|
FlowRecordCreate|myRule_1_A1|1|370

Then the process finishes.

10:11:27.977 (1978733709)|FLOW_START_INTERVIEWS_END|1

10:11:27.989 (1989764561)|WF_FLOW_ACTION_END|09LR000000005Td
10:11:27.989 (1998560773)|WF_ACTIONS_END| Flow Trigger: 1;
10:11:27.989 (1998600044)|CODE_UNIT_FINISHED|Workflow:Lead
10:11:27.989 (2000437095)|EXECUTION_FINISHED

Example: Debugging Scheduled Actions

Scheduled actions are logged separately from immediate actions. After the scheduled time occurs, an automated process executes
the scheduled actions. However, the actions are still executed as the user who originally caused the process to run. The log uses
coordinated universal time (UTC) instead of the user’s time zone.

This example walks you through a debug log for a process with a scheduled Create a Record action.

Any events that start with FLOW_WAIT_  provide information about a process schedule. A schedule is always indicated by
myWait_myRule_int, where int  identifies which criteria node the schedule is associated with.

In this snippet:

• The schedules that are associated with the first criteria node (myWait_myRule_1) are evaluated.

• The defined time for the first schedule has passed (myWaitEvent_myWait_myRule_1_event_0).
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• FLOW_WAIT_RESUMING_DETAIL  indicates that the interview is resumed so that the process can execute its scheduled
actions.

• The myVariable_current  variable is updated with the latest values from the record that started the process originally.

10:21:35.461 (1461109547)|FLOW_BULK_ELEMENT_BEGIN|
WaitInfo|myWait_myRule_1

10:21:35.461 (1467206801)|FLOW_WAIT_EVENT_RESUMING_DETAIL|
2ef1ba5afce469a1e74b7b869161e25400a2-7f29|
myWait_myRule_1|myWaitEvent_myWait_myRule_1_event_0|DateRefAlarmEvent

10:21:35.461 (1467428864)|FLOW_WAIT_RESUMING_DETAIL|
2ef1ba5afce469a1e74b7b869161e25400a2-7f29|
myWait_myRule_1|0FoRM0000004C9I

10:21:35.461 (1503485017)|FLOW_VALUE_ASSIGNMENT|
2ef1ba5afce469a1e74b7b869161e25400a2-7f29|
myWaitEvent_myWait_myRule_1_event_0|true

10:21:35.461 (1509382975)|FLOW_VALUE_ASSIGNMENT|
2ef1ba5afce469a1e74b7b869161e25400a2-7f29|
myVariable_current|{Id=00QRM000003abIU2AY, IsDeleted=false,
MasterRecordId=null, Salutation=null, FirstName=Another, LastName=Lead,
Title=null, Company=Acme, Street=null, City=null, State=null, PostalCode=null,
Country=null, Latitude=null, Longitude=null, GeocodeAccuracy=null, Phone=null,
MobilePhone=null, Fax=null, Email=null, Website=null, PhotoUrl=null,
Description=null, LeadSource=Advertisement, Status=New, Industry=null,
Rating=null, AnnualRevenue=null, NumberOfEmployees=null, InternalSource=null,
OwnerId=005RM000001cEmFYAU, HasOptedOutOfEmail=false, IsConverted=false,
ConvertedDate=null, ConvertedAccountId=null, ConvertedContactId=null,
ConvertedOpportunityId=null, IsUnreadByOwner=false,
CreatedDate=2018-03-01 18:12:05, CreatedById=005RM000001cEmFYAU,
LastModifiedDate=2018-03-01 18:12:05, LastModifiedById=005RM000001cEmFYAU,
SystemModstamp=2018-03-01 18:12:05, LastActivityDate=null, DoNotCall=false,
CreatedByID=005RM000001cEmFYAU, LastModifiedByID=005RM000001cEmFYAU,
CampaignId=null, CampaignMemberStatus=null, HasOptedOutOfFax=false,
LastViewedDate=null, LastReferencedDate=null,
LastTransferDate=2018-03-01 18:12:05, Jigsaw=null, JigsawContactId=null,
ConnectionReceivedDate=null, ConnectionSentDate=null, EmailBouncedReason=null,
EmailBouncedDate=null}

10:21:35.461 (1512457819)|FLOW_BULK_ELEMENT_END|
WaitInfo|myWait_myRule_1|0|47

In this snippet, the process makes sure that the record's date field isn't null. Specifically, it checks the date field that's referenced
in the schedule.

10:21:35.461 (1514489368)|FLOW_ELEMENT_BEGIN|
2ef1ba5afce469a1e74b7b869161e25400a2-7f29|
FlowDecision|myPostWaitDecision_myWaitEvent_myWait_myRule_1_event_0

10:21:35.461 (1528928534)|FLOW_RULE_DETAIL|
2ef1ba5afce469a1e74b7b869161e25400a2-7f29|
myPostWaitRule_myWaitEvent_myWait_myRule_1_event_0|true

10:21:35.461 (1529027007)|FLOW_VALUE_ASSIGNMENT|
2ef1ba5afce469a1e74b7b869161e25400a2-7f29|
myPostWaitRule_myWaitEvent_myWait_myRule_1_event_0|true

10:21:35.461 (1529230456)|FLOW_ELEMENT_END|
2ef1ba5afce469a1e74b7b869161e25400a2-7f29|
FlowDecision|myPostWaitDecision_myWaitEvent_myWait_myRule_1_event_0
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Now to execute the actions associated with the schedule. First up is ..._myRule_1_event_0_SA1.

• myRule_1  corresponds to the first criteria node

• event_0  corresponds to the first schedule associated with the criteria

• SA1  corresponds to the first action in the schedule.

The action creates a record. With the FLOW_BULK_ELEMENT_LIMIT_USAGE  events, we see that action increased the
transaction's usage count toward two limits: the number of DML statements issued and the number DML rows processed.

10:21:35.461 (1529433132)|FLOW_ELEMENT_BEGIN|
2ef1ba5afce469a1e74b7b869161e25400a2-7f29|
FlowRecordCreate|myWaitEvent_myWait_myRule_1_event_0_SA1

10:21:35.461 (1529526210)|FLOW_ELEMENT_DEFERRED|
FlowRecordCreate|myWaitEvent_myWait_myRule_1_event_0_SA1

10:21:35.461 (1529619300)|FLOW_ELEMENT_END|
2ef1ba5afce469a1e74b7b869161e25400a2-7f29|
FlowRecordCreate|myWaitEvent_myWait_myRule_1_event_0_SA1

10:21:35.461 (1534801023)|FLOW_BULK_ELEMENT_BEGIN|
FlowRecordCreate|myWaitEvent_myWait_myRule_1_event_0_SA1

10:21:35.461 (1681358347)|FLOW_BULK_ELEMENT_DETAIL|
FlowRecordCreate|myWaitEvent_myWait_myRule_1_event_0_SA1|1

10:21:35.461 (1963485392)|FLOW_VALUE_ASSIGNMENT|
2ef1ba5afce469a1e74b7b869161e25400a2-7f29|
myWaitEvent_myWait_myRule_1_event_0_SA1|true

10:21:35.461 (1973349443)|FLOW_BULK_ELEMENT_LIMIT_USAGE|
1 DML statements, total 1 out of 150

10:21:35.461 (1973886332)|FLOW_BULK_ELEMENT_LIMIT_USAGE|
1 DML rows, total 1 out of 10000

10:21:35.461 (1974083134)|FLOW_BULK_ELEMENT_END|
FlowRecordCreate|myWaitEvent_myWait_myRule_1_event_0_SA1|1|429

This snippet displays some internal logic that Process Builder performs for you. The process uses a variable to note that it has
executed the action for this schedule, so that it doesn't accidentally duplicate the action.

10:21:41.527 (7529131090)|FLOW_ELEMENT_BEGIN|
2ef1ba5afce469a1e74b7b869161e25400a2-7f29|
FlowAssignment|myWaitEvent_myWait_myRule_1_event_0_postWaitExecutionAssignment

10:21:41.527 (7529875281)|FLOW_ASSIGNMENT_DETAIL|
2ef1ba5afce469a1e74b7b869161e25400a2-7f29|
myWaitEvent_myWait_myRule_1_event_0_postActionExecutionVariable|ASSIGN|true

10:21:41.527 (7529943822)|FLOW_VALUE_ASSIGNMENT|
2ef1ba5afce469a1e74b7b869161e25400a2-7f29|
myWaitEvent_myWait_myRule_1_event_0_postActionExecutionVariable|true

10:21:41.527 (7530040052)|FLOW_ELEMENT_END|
2ef1ba5afce469a1e74b7b869161e25400a2-7f29|
FlowAssignment|myWaitEvent_myWait_myRule_1_event_0_postWaitExecutionAssignment

Then the process evaluates whether to execute any of the other schedules. Notice that the conditions are no longer met for
..._event_0. Because of the variable assignment in the previous snippet, the process doesn't re-execute the actions associated
with that schedule.

There's only one schedule, so the process finishes.

10:21:41.527 (7530094566)|FLOW_ELEMENT_BEGIN|
2ef1ba5afce469a1e74b7b869161e25400a2-7f29|
WaitInfo|myWait_myRule_1
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10:21:41.527 (7530148328)|FLOW_ELEMENT_DEFERRED|
WaitInfo|myWait_myRule_1

10:21:41.527 (7530225216)|FLOW_ELEMENT_END|
2ef1ba5afce469a1e74b7b869161e25400a2-7f29|
WaitInfo|myWait_myRule_1

10:21:41.527 (7530291079)|FLOW_BULK_ELEMENT_BEGIN|
WaitInfo|myWait_myRule_1

10:21:41.527 (7530832531)|FLOW_WAIT_EVENT_WAITING_DETAIL|
2ef1ba5afce469a1e74b7b869161e25400a2-7f29|
myWait_myRule_1|myWaitEvent_myWait_myRule_1_event_0|DateRefAlarmEvent|false

10:21:41.527 (7530895796)|FLOW_WAIT_WAITING_DETAIL|
2ef1ba5afce469a1e74b7b869161e25400a2-7f29|
myWait_myRule_1|0|

10:21:41.527 (7530968776)|FLOW_VALUE_ASSIGNMENT|
2ef1ba5afce469a1e74b7b869161e25400a2-7f29|
myWaitEvent_myWait_myRule_1_event_0|false

10:21:41.527 (7531068544)|FLOW_BULK_ELEMENT_END|
WaitInfo|myWait_myRule_1|0|1

SEE ALSO:

Troubleshoot Processes

Send Alerts When a Screen Flow Fails

EDITIONS

Available in: both Salesforce
Classic and Lightning
Experience

Available in: Essentials,
Professional, Enterprise,
Performance, Unlimited,
and Developer Editions

To save time troubleshooting screen flows that fail, subscribe to the Flow Execution Error Event
platform event. When a flow interview fails, Salesforce publishes a platform event message. In
Process Builder, you can subscribe to the platform event and perform actions, such as posting to
Chatter or sending custom notifications.

1. Define the process properties on page 3489 to start when a platform event message is received.

2. Configure a process trigger for a platform event on page 3491.

3. Add the process criteria on page 3492.

4. Create a Chatter post on page 3499, or send a custom notification on page 3519.

SEE ALSO:

Create a Process

Troubleshoot Processes

Platform Events Developer Guide: FlowExecutionErrorEvent
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Modify Process Automation Settings

EDITIONS

Available in: Lightning
Experience and Salesforce
Classic

Processes and flows are
available in: Essentials,
Professional, Enterprise,
Performance, Unlimited,
and Developer Editions

Approvals and Workflow are
available in Enterprise,
Performance, Unlimited,
and Developer Editions

Enable or disable features related to flows, processes, workflow rules, and approval processes.

User Permissions Needed

Customize ApplicationTo edit process automation settings:

Manage FlowTo create, update, and delete flow list views:

• Identify Your Salesforce Org’s Default Workflow User

• Override the Sender for Email Approval Notifications

• Let Users Respond to Approval Requests via Email

• Let Users Pause Flow Interviews

• Restrict Who Can Resume Shared Flow Interviews

• Enable Lightning Runtime for Custom Buttons and Links

• Require Access to Automation Home Charts (Beta)

• Control What Happens When a Flow Tries to Set Values for Read-Only Fields

• Control Who Receives Flow and Process Error Emails

• Deploy Processes and Flows as Active
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